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N a lovely day in mid-August, of Die past Slummer, I
was seated in a Pullman Palace ear, with ]a copy of
the last Forest anu Stream in my baud, at the depot of
the Chicago, Milwaukee tlnd 8t Paul Railway.i Turning
to the Advertising Department of the paper, I read as fol¬
lows,' “The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway tra¬
verses a finer country, afforlds views of grander setfeuery, and
passes through more business centres and pleasure resorts
than any other Northwester^ line. Its forests,prairies, lakes,
and streams, abounding with game; presents unequalled at¬
tractions to the votaries of jNimrod and Walton.!” Well,
there was I, on Thursday, August 12th, 1875, one of the
votaries aforesaid, ab out to1 leave on the 1:25 P.) M. train

whistle sounds down brakes, “Pewuukee!" roars the brakeman, while several of our fellow travelers get out here,
with fishing rods, etc. This means business for the bass,
for Pewaukee Lake is famous for this sport. “All Aboard!”
Here we go, through Harlland, Lakeside, and Nashotah,
past Pine-Lake on the right, Nagowicku Lake on the left,
then Grass Lake, Okauchee Luke, and Oeouomowoc Lake
in succession, their.placid bosoms glancing and gleaming in
the bright sunlight, like burnished silver. Rushing through
gentle slopes, and over quiet streams we arrive at Oconornowoo, nestling around lakes LaBeile and Fowler, and
called “Ooouey" for short. What a commotion! Amid
the greetings and leave-takings can be heard such ex¬
clamations as, “How's fishing?” “Are the bass biting!"
“Bully!" is the answer. “Caught thirty yesterday!" “Av¬
erage three pounds!" “Good enough!” chimes in the
chorus. I was joined here by my friend J. C. H...and his
pointer Don. “All aboard!" shouts the conductor. “Now

River. Soon after leaving it, H., excitedly erics, “There
goes a covey of chickens!" Sure enough, lit ere they go,
Whir! Twelve or fifteen,'nearly full-grown. We mark
them down near the edge of a small patch of willows across
tlie meadow, aud a score of heads arc drawn iu again at the
windows, smiliugly. "A fellow-feeling makes one wonderous kind."
At Portage City we oross the canal connecting Wisconsin
and Fox rivers, and destined to connect the waters of Lake
Michigan with the Mississippi River. -Altera “smiling"
welcome from mine host Fox, and a most enjoyable sup¬
per, H. and myself lighted our cigars, and stretched our
legs for a few minutes stroll on the platform. As the train
moved off we repaired to the baggage car to look after the
dogs, and likewise to obtain a good view of the Wisconsin
River, which we are now rapidly approaching. “Kilbouru
City!” Here we are. A number of tourists leave us here
for a ramble amidst the famous “dells." While cross*

THE POINTER RANGER (Winner of- First Prize for Rangers, at Chicago), THE PROPERTY OF s
1 D1LLEY, ESQ, OF LAKE CITY, M1CHIGAN.-See Page 4.
from Milwaukee, bound for St. Paul, in compliance -with
arrangements previously made for a week’s shootiriig on i.lie
prairies of Minnesota. “All aboard'" We are so4n cross¬
ing the Menomonee Marsh, and on tlie bluffs beyond this sea
of “living green," the “Fair White City," can bo s^en in
all its lovliDess. Its graceful spires pointing peacefully to
{the blue sky above, while tjie huge grain elevators looming
up, flanked by forests of masts and kpars, fovm a picture,
■at once suggestive of the beauty add prosperity of the
“Cream City of the Lakes.
I
What a delightful day, ttDd how lovely the cot'^ry ap¬
pears! How rich and dark is the folihge of |,lu' l^?aa, and
Ikiw n'ji’l.'. ii tut.'raid tit,ts of tifigrass, whje
op flic
3t«iinl4c» «• - Iklustif Imdiwht'or, -./mg* ht-w ol^Jipp»‘*’t
tree,
like tltv rvuijiit . L Just; Winter's snot,,
and
fluid'
Bled lake ijt^rm, r.. it ‘ iinva
■
and
vni j.nwa,
•
>
i
that is

en

we're off!" says H. _ “Good bye dear old Clooney!" SofLly
Sighs the golden-haired beauty in front of us, “With a
smile on her lips, and a tear in her eye," as we are whirled
suddenly through a wood and lose sight of the lovely village.
Dashing along through fields tented with shocks of yellow
grain, we are reminded that “the harvest truly is plente¬
ous," Across Hock River, and ’yet again, and here we are
at Watertown, forty-five miles from Milwaukee. A few
miles farther and we are crossing Lowell Creek Marsh,
which extends North and South as far astheeye can reach,
and a mile or two in width, a vast waving ocean of wild
rice, with the creek rneaudering through and debouching
into sloughs.. Here in the FaL! will be myriads of wild
ucks and brant, and ibe music of the shot gun will
>11 and reverberate across the marshy wastes. Ait we
>ok we see a flock of young geese lazily winging their
*ight up the stream.

“Columbus,” it very pretty town it is, too, wt Craw-fish

B

ing the bridge, wo get a fine view of the f< uu el
aud the dam, and the boom below.
Frida;/, August VAth.—We were sudden ; aw
this morning, by hearing a sonorous voice e
measured tones;
“Sleep undisturbed, within thfs‘puutiefaL *fciT
Till nngelti wukc then with tt voice like mtn*.

Get up boys aud look at the ducks! We o;
and perceive our “mutual friend," J. C. IT., I
curtains, look out, and discover thousands of
disporting in the rays of the rising sun, ou tl
tom. We find upon investigation that we In,
the thriving little city of Hastings, Minn,, .
fecrosaed the Mississippi River, having civ
duriug the night at Winouti. J, C. H., wl
of our sliootiug party, came down the night
St. Paul to meet us, and he roported every ,
n^aa. "We arrive at fit, Paul iu time lor
a sq
or asp

- -> ,
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•
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FOREST AND STREAM

fast at t he Park Pls><- ,/Hotel, where we were warmly wel¬ tion, grain in slack, grain in shock, and some not cut. The of extraordinary development dangling below Iter short
crops are the best ever raised in the State, both in quantity skirl. He was immediately brought to a ''charge" by
comed by the ger,'.-muost, Air. O. McFarland, ami his ami¬
able wile.
VY
uyd the hotel crowded with summer and quality. As (he close season did not expire until the -Charlie, when he commenced to quote Grny’s 1 -e g. Two
guests, amlrj-aSv^Bouiface” was correspondingly happy. next day, we did not. unpack our guns, but contented our¬ of lhe dogs wore now allowed to range, arid we were soon
As we lu. . / -or to spare, II. and inyselt. decided to devote selves \yilb smoking, talking trad lairing iu the beauties of popping away at the grouse. After making quite a bug
it to sigh.' ,ceiug. We accordingly engaged a carriage and the day and the surroundings. Our route lay along the the sehMolier came lumbering along, und ive proceeded ou
a pairis” ' spirited ponies, driven by a black-muzzled .'proposed extension of the Hastings and Dakoia Railway, dur journey. AVe arrived at Prcslou Lakhs jfisl about sun¬
‘v. '
and proceeded up the left or east bank of lhe trom Glencoe to Yellow Medicine. Toward sunset, the down, and discerned among the rushes alj. the edge of lhe
Vju?issippi. we visited in succession, Bridal Veil Falls, sky became overcast, and we arrived at Lake Marion, fif¬ lake near the road, a. flock of niallutds j quietly feeding.
. Awn's Leap, Silver Cascade, Sulphur Spring and St. An- teen miles from Glencoe, in the midst, of a brisk thunder We drove leisurely along until within thirty yards, when
Jfethony; thence over to NieoJIet lslaud, and accross to Min- storm, which, however, was of short duration, and the sun we opened a brisk lire, and banged the ehlire flock of ten,
N neapolis, the “beehive” of tile Northwest. St. Anthony’s weut. dowh in a blaze of glory, foretelling flue weather for save one, which though wounded, uitoi'lunalfly got away.
Falls, here turnisnes the most available water-power in the the morrow. We took possession of a small school-house We selected a heauUlul spot near the bike, sheltered by
world, and among the numerous flouring and lumbering near the lake during the rain, and when the schooner ar¬ lhe timber, where we located “Gump Uline." After sup¬
mills, and factories of all kiuds, may be seen the largest rived, pioceeded, to establish our first camp, which we per we smoked and talked l'or two hours, and then turned
n, a gentle breeze singing IlirougU 111e leaves of lhe oaks,
flouring mills iu America. Leaving this busy scene, we ■christened “Camp Orippen.” The tents were pitched, the
relurued'down the west bank of the river to the famous stove set up, and a dining-room made under a fly. While with the moonlight quivering and dancing lb lhe music.
falls of Minnekaka, where after doing the falls and the Dave was getting supper, we took a stroll down to the
'1 desday,. August Vith.—Another lovfcly morning; the air
glen, we do justice to atf excellent dinner. Alt er mingling lake, which we found to be a beautiful sheet of water; the crisp and bool, the sky clear aud bright,'and the lake crim¬
the smoke ol our posi-praudial • cigars with the mists and brilliant tints of the sunset clouds being reflected upon its son with the blush of dawn. As we turn out we observe
spray of the lulls, we next visit Fort Snelling, situated on tranquil bosom, and the fringe of trees on its shores loom¬ Davn preparing breakfast, and having’performed our toilet
a high bluff of St. Peter’s Sandstone, near the confluence ing up against the sky, formed a picture of quiet beauty —which cijusitted of a brisk washing of bunds and face,
of tue Mississippi and Minnesota rivers. Tile view from Unit would have delighted the squl of an artist. After aud a simple combing of the hah—{we started on a brief
the old fort is muguifleeut. The bluffs of White Sand¬ supper, pipes and tobacco were in requisition, and as a tour of observation. . We found Preston lukea to he two
stone, crowned by tue dark green of Oak leaves and scarlet singular coincidence, each and every member of the parly iu number, the largest about three miles long,, the oilier
berries of the sumach, with the liver below reflecting' the produced a supply of “Vanity Fair” smoking tobacco.
about tivu thirds as large. They tire sepavated by a narrow
dazzling beams of the declining sun, afford a most pictur¬ Hitting in the moonlight discussing our future plans, it, was isihnniN, along which runs a road. 'The banks arc beaut iesque ami charming scene. Descending the bluff, and agreed, that although the close season expired with the fully shaded by groves of line t-iuihcr; there is no inlet or
night,
no
shooting
would
be
done
ou
the
next
day,
Suuduy,
crossing the river in a ferry boat, which is propelled by
oullel, stud the shores are gracefully sloping will) gravelly
the current, by means of a wire rope stretched across, except just what was necessary lo supply our larder. With
beacliea, a,nil uu marshes. We observed some mallards
and pulleys, wo uscehd the opposite bluff, aiid return to these good InLeulions, and in mis smulaotery stale ol mind aud teal flying across the upper end of the lake, and a
we
retired
lor
the
night.
bt. Paul, visiting by tbe way Fountain Cave and a brewery,
solitary bittern standing near tlie edge of the water. While
/Sunday, August 15ih.—All hands rose early on this passing ovjel' a slight knoll, our senses were regaled with
1;he delicious golden beverage being highly enjoyed after
our somewhat dusty ride. We arrived at the hole! iu lime bright and lovely morning, After a refreshing wash in the the savory! incense from David's altar, and we immediately
lor supper, nud alter stabling the dogs lor the night, and clear and cool water from the lake, we were summoned lo altered aur course and made tor camp, just in lime for
getting our traps together for an early slait in the morning, breakfast by Dave. The dtjeu,ner consisted cf boiled and breakfast. Alter breakfast we took the spring wagons,
we retired, well satisfied, and much enlightened by our scrambled eggs, broiled bacon, hot graham biscuits,
with three dogs, aud staited ou our morning hunt, leaving
fried and baked potatoes, fricasseed dried beef, and cof¬ Dave in eliarue of tbe camp. Tile wagons proceeded m
day's experience.
After breakfast tbe horses were hitched up to opposite directions, with strict injunctions to return by
'/Saturday, August \UU.—We arose this morning much fee.
reflushed, as tue slanting rays of the risiug sun came the spring wagons, and Grip, Ua|, Charley, aud Mae, left noon. AIttc, Jim, und myself look the route toward Buf¬
steaming iu through the open windows. "We met, at break¬ camp for the purpose of “replenishing the larder." Jim falo Greek.. We are now well out on the prairies, and the
fast, J. C. 11. and our host, O. MeF., who reported that not leeling very well this murning, and we both haviug wheal, fields are few and far between. Wh observed a very
all the arrangements were completed, and every tfiihg O. conscientious scruples against violating the fourth com¬ iuvititig array of stubble fields a mile or two away, but
mandment—Jim said it was the seventh—stayed iu camp.
1C. We accordingly proceeded to the depot of the St.
upon nettl ing them they were fuund to be oat stubble.
Paul and Sioux Ci.ty Railroad, where we found a special During the tnoruiug, however, wo. found it necessary to
“No use, boys, we'll find no chickens here.” We then
car iu wailing tor us, provided for our party through the vary our bill of fare by knocking down a few mallards and went lavilier, tried wheal stubble, ami tlicn the grass, bm
courtesy of the gentlemanly and popular Superintendent, yellow-shunks, which happened loo near our camp lor chickens were lather scarce Iff is morning; inosily old
their
own
safety.
Juo. F. Liueolu, Fsq., who is ever alive to the interests
birds,-afid very lew coveys, W.e then struck out for the
While idling about, our attention was attracted, and our i creek, wh teh we found nearly dry, with the exception ol'
and comforts ol' true sportsmen. We left at 7:30 A. Al.,
and ott soon passing through the historical town of Mendo- curiousily excited by the singular appearance of a small occasional holes of water, iu all of which we found a few
lree
near
the
lake;
its
leaves
were
apparently
of
a
bright
ta, with Fort SucUmg frowning down upon us from the
ducks, bVe also saw several small flocks of geese und
heights above. As we are whizzing along the Minnesota red color, like tiiaple leaves iu October. Upon nearing the cranes fifing, but could not get a shot at them. We re¬
Paver bottoms we have lime to take an inventory and as¬ tree, we discovered that its fiery appearance was due to an turned lo camp with iweniy-ilfve grouse, thirteen ducks,
immense
number
of
large
red
butler-flies,
which
com¬
certain the ■personnel of our,party. First, there is J. C. H.,
aud a few yellow shauks. 'i he oilier parly had not been
whom we Will herealter call “Crip,” the Major Domo of pletely covered the leaves of the tree. We returned to much more suceesstul. They had a tew mote gimi.se, but
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, in Minne¬ camp, and.for want of something better to do, we went Lo no ducks. Afier dinner we wrote letters, as lhe weekly
sleep.
We
were
soon
after
roused
from
a
glorious
nap
by
sota and Iowa. Next we have O. MeF., familiarly kuown
mail passed inis point me next day lor Gleneon. This
as “Mac.” Then there is C. H. L. L., a prominent dealer the arrival of tile Imaging party, who quietly deposited pleasant task accomplished, we broke camp, packed up,
iu cereals, and popularly kuown as “Charley,” and C. S. the result of the raid in the ice-box. An hour later, the filled every tiling that would hold water, from the wed at
TJ. homily Treasurer, whom we will dub “Cal," all of St. rat-a-plan of Dave called us to dinner, when we enjoyed the “post.-office,” for alter leaving this point good water is
Paul
J. W. C.., of Ucouomowoc, Wis., whom, for want the following choice bill of fare: Baked pork and beans,
rather scarce Until the Minnesota River 1b leached. W e
of a belter name we will designate as “Jim," and your sub¬ broiled prairie chicken, roast ducks; broiled plover, boileU then Started lor Beaver Fidls, off said river, taking a south¬
scriber, your humble servaut, of Milwaukee, whom the potatoes, com bread, apple sauce, pickles, etc., followed westerly course. The sloughs were mostly dry, aud we
lest ol tue party call “Doc.” But, we must not forget, by rice pudding aud coffee. Alter dinner; while smoking, could (fri ve, so to speak, anywhere, lor all'fences were left
the dogs. There is "Grouse," a large, noble, black and it was agreed, that as we should in another day he loo far behind litiw. We are anon phasing Buffalo hake, a small
white suiter, a son of J. H. Whitman's Grouse. Grouse is lrona the railroad lo ship any game to our friends, that no sliouL'of [water skirted with ‘timber, and which is the last
unfortunately ou three legs, he having had one of his fore¬ more should he shot than could be used by ourselves, or timber we will see until we arrive at the river, Soou after
feet severely bitten iu a “scrimmage.” Then there is tbe farmers over whose . grounds we hunted. That we leaving this lake wo came to a house, around which was
“Flura," and “Shot,” a pair of kanusome black' and'tan ■ would confine our shooting to three hours iu the morning the remains of a stockade And earthwork, erected at the
Gordon setters. Flora is perfect, except that she has a aud three hours iu the alteruoon; devoting about five hours time of the Sioux massacre m New Uim, a lew miles south,
during the middle of lhe day to rest ourselves and dogs.
“bobtail,” it having been curtailed by reason of a crook in
in 1 Sti2. A lew miles ftirthni ou and there is not a house
it., and her owner not being partial to the “Black Crook.” The remainder of the afternoon was devoted to lounging, to be seen in any direoliOu—nothing hut a vast expanse of
Next we have “Sport,” a lemon and white* setter, and smoking, napping, and “telling stories.” The dogs were prairie. We seem lobe traveling continually iu. the'bot¬
“Major," a red and white Irish setter, and “Dun,” a pure duly atteuded lo, their feet being bathed iu salt 'water, us tom of a saucer, always going up towards the rim, where
their first run on the stubble hud made them somewhat the sky and prairie meat, turn never getting ihere. Num¬
liver pointer, an old veteran in the field and nearly bald.
We arrived at bhakopee at 9:55 A. M., an important sore. Grouse’s lame loot was sewed up in a shot bag, and bers of a. beautilul spucles or swallow, with nurple, green,
shipping point on the Anuneso.ta River, at the crossing of kept saturated With tine arnica, so tbat he would be en¬ aud violttil reflections, accompany ns, feeding ou the flies
the Dustings and Dacotah division of the Chicago, Mil¬ abled to commence business in the morning. Wo retired and insects stirred up h> me horses. "Great Cieseur!”
waukee and bt. Paul Railroad.
We here unloaded early to-night as the first day’s experience in camp life is suddenly ejaculated Grip, “look at the cranes!" We
our dogs and traps and put them into a car provided, generally the most fatiguing. With the bright moon shin¬ looked ip the direction impelled, on our “port bow," apd
for us uy the latter road, lor we are bound for Glen¬ ning down .peacefully upon our quiet camp, we were soou beheld twelve Or fifteen
hill cranes drawn Up in a row
like a line of soldiers, a • « •' drew uearer to them they
coe, the terminus of this road, about thirty-live miles west¬ dreaming ol “loved one’s at home."
Monday, Avgust lUth.—This morning one of the wagons began to execute the well known “crane dance," the most
ward. Wo pass through the thriving towns of Chaska,
Carver, and Young America, ami arrive at Glencoe at 12:95 was sunt iu to Glencoe for a half -bushel-of onions and a ludicrouis aud umusitig bpuetucle that it has ever been my
P. M. iu time for dinner. After dinner we organized tor keg of “lager.” Upon investigation, it was discovered that good fortune to witness. Tw.o of them stepped to the
the campaign as follows:—“Crip" commander-in-chief; the commissary department had furnished one hundred front, saluted, danced up and back, put their bills together
“Jim,” uid-de-camp; “Charley,” master of transportation; more “chickens" lor yesterday’s—Sunday—dinner, than and elevated them iu the aif, I ban dm-a dus with wings flap¬
“Cal,” quarter master general; “Mac," chief of subsistence could he used, which were tied up in bunches, ticketed, ping. Two more then “took pari in lhe exercises.” For¬
and commissary general; and myself as surgeon .general. aud sent in to be forwarded to friends in Ht. Paul—“sick ward arid back, right ami, Iclt through, bids up, dos a-dos
The rank and tile consisted of a lean Yankee and a hurley is life,” and the uucettainity of man. After the wagon with wihg accompaniment. This set would then lnku Uieir
Swede for drivers, turd “Dave," a genuine darkey from departed our entire force took the field. The day was places ill the rank, ami [a new set would go through wilk
the Gunpowder River, Maryland, as cook. Our means of glorious, not t.oo warm, with an invigorating breeze. The the same evolutions. Their antics were comical mid gro¬
transportation consisted of two open spring wagons, with dogs were soon eagerly at work. Now “Grouse" winds the tesque i n the extreme, and afforded us a most amusing cn"The Kii a-lfy’s are uowhere!" shouted Char¬
two scats each, with plenty of room between for the dogs; birds near the edge o£ a wiieat stubble, aud proceeds cau¬ leptaiunfient
and the commissary wagon, which was what is known iu tiously ou three legs, his fourth being, as already stated, ley, "Better than the Can-can!" affirmed Gal They coilMulled tlunciug—it their extraordinary contortions and gy¬
western parlance as a “prairie schooner." The latter was bandaged with a shot bag. Flora, with more confidence,
then carefully loaded with the usual list of provisions and pushes along boldly by his side, suddenly both come to a rations could he called dancing—until we drove within two
groceries' for such expeditions, not forgetting a supply of point—Grouse crouching close to the ground, perfectly hundred yards, when they took wing hurriedly, croaking
"bread” in a demijohn. One of the greatest luxuries iri rigit^ und hardly breathing. Flora, standing erect, with their displeasure at the interruption of their sport. 'Die
“Steady, boy!" Clouds >i.iw began lo thicken, the breeze lo freshen, and
this connection was a box of lemons. A lemon carried in right foot raised—a perfect picture.
the pocket iu the field iB very refreshing, and will quench “Ho Girl!" TVhir! There goes one, fully grown/ Grip oiuinus mutter Inga of fffuuUer were heard in the southwest.
We got oui our rubber coats, but none loo soon, foi a brisk
thus, almost as well as water. We then put in a light cuts him down with his right barrel. Up goes another, lie
in hie willi folding legs, and two boards for benches, these is itnwediaielely stopped by Also. There go two more! aliower was boon upon us, which, however, was of sliott
took up no room, and helped to form higher sides for the Bang, bang! One dead, the .other gets away minus a few eoniimiaiH'.e, The clouds soon passed over, and lhe selling
wagon. One ot the most usCluland indispensable articles, leathers. Advancing slowly—the dogs still pointing—up sun sin -no out in all ffis effulgence, reflecting his bright
.
was a camp slove furnished by “dim." This was packed go two more, both ot which are nearly cut down. Then lihls in the waters of u large slough a mile ahead ul' us,
a oox, which it fitted lo a uicety, and inside the stove two more go off quartering in opposite directions. "By wulch iproved to he Niue Aide Slough. \Vu- resolved to
lure packed an oven, stove pipe, and cooking utensils suf- George, missed em both!” On a genii*. rise, at the border eatup i 1 n: lor the night, us there Was no waUr nearer than
i ,nt for a party of twelve. It proved to he a capital of another stubble field are Gal aud Charley with “Sport" Birch Dooley, some fiflyoU in lies fun her on. We fortu¬
lake', boiler und broiler. “Dave” said he, was ’stonished and "Alajor/' while Jim aud myself try the swale with nately had wood aud water enough lor culinary purposes
ri its persisiunce.” An open fire would have beeu out of "Uou” aud "Stmt," And so it goes for two hours. Whir! iu lhe tclibouer, which could just be discerned against lhe
the qn :sl.iou on lhe prairies, with no timber iu sight, but Baugl Bang! Whirl. “Steady, Don!" Bnug! “Come hori.'.on, and it was quite dark when it arrived. The full
here, Flora!"
“Fetch, Sport!”
“Here, Grouse, seek harvest moon, however, soou appeared above the prairie
;i3 it wa~, a lew fence rails, cut Up and carried in the wagun furnished all the wood required for the trip. At the dead!” “Hohoyl" "Sliiady!” Bang! “Come here, you like ullage red disk;, aud we made our camp by moon¬
light, winch we named “Camp Lunge.” While smoking,
re«r cud pf the “schooner,” was put in theice-box, as large rascal!” Then a sound of a thrashing, given and taken.
“Mark ’em down!” “See lltein go!” Bang! Bang! niter supper, every one seemed to he occupied with his'
atiiy-gooda box as would tit iu; this was filled with ice
own thoughts, ami, impressed by a feelmg of uttef lonelipucktU In sawdust. Ou the top of all were laid two “Charge Alajor!"
We returned to camp about noon, where we found an
in s.e,' vai cely a word was exchanged. Noililng could he
i wall ten is with pules and flies. The schooner was now
excellent dinner prepared for us by Dave, and as our semi [L't the slough and the boundless prairie, bathed ffi
3U.I tod off' under the charge of Dave, with the Swede for
tramp
had
sharpened
our
appetites,
we
fell
to
with
a
will.
moot
At in* eiajala could he beard from Lhe slough
l
iVtvi.,
)u half ;tu (tour our party got into the spring wag•
oil', Milk guffs, rubber coats, and dogs, and obeyed the iu- About two o’clock the wagon returned from Glencoe, when theft ’Uf.iH lb1' wful goose, the hoarse croak of the crane,
Juticliuiu of the lamented Horace, by going West—tlje we struck camp, packed up, filled the water kegs, and nr th( , „iJ‘r: of, lhe loon. Soon Dave was heard sing¬
started
for
PrestoD
hakes,
some
fifteen
miles
fnrthei
west.
ing, i • CWauiljjTff? lilS dishes:—
admiring gaze of all the idlers in Glencoe following us out
oume road. Our objective point was the Yellow Medi¬ As we were dtiving merrily along, our friend Jim was ob¬
* oil a'lif?
y nfehf., de union shines brltrht,
cine, and Luc-Qui Parle country, on the border of Dakota. served to be “on a dead point;” following the direction of
“ tvs? ♦ '
am «
<’b e'liUf;
vJ
hi tings, sir
-'•Urns dey do dunce.
his
gaze,
we
saw
a
buxom
prairie
lassie
riding
sideways
Ou the road, hurrah! We are driving gaily over a rich,
I
/
i
in .sms j|f
‘ • ‘Uants"
rolling prairie, well settled, with grain fields iu every direc¬ upon a grey horse, without a saddle, with a sun-burnt leg

FOREST AND STREAM
But Iris Bong was a feeble effort; his heart was not in it, meeting, but we respectfully declined, and soon after wore danger unless you are on foot, when few birds are mot,
lor lie felt us lonely as Ihe rest of us, "We saw that it peacefully snoring,
systematically shy.
Friday, August 20th.—Breakfast over, we divided into
was a failure, hut said nothing. The mosquitoes, how*
The only cry which I can with certainty refer to this spe¬
ever, soon made it lively for us. They came in swarms, two parties as before, and bunted for two hours with the1 cies is a large scream like the syllables cree-ee, cree-e-e})/ re¬
hut we put on our head nets of gauze and defied them. most gratifying results. As" we were returning to camp.
During the night they caused some of the horses to break Flora and Don were ranging along the edge of a stubble, peated five or six times, and very different from the shrill
the day being now very hot, and dry, when a covey got up wheeco! of the red-shouldered hawk so often mimiclttfid by
loose, but the dogs, ever watchful, alarmed the drivers,
who secured them. The pointer Don, who was nearly under Flora’s nose and sailed away across a slough. As the jays. It is my impression that this species is of much
bald, had bis head so bitten that it resembled an inflamed Flora stood watching litem, looking very sheepishly, with rarer occurrence in the neighborhood of Cambridge, Maes.,
nutmeg grater the next morning. The drivers also suffered her bob-tail standing out straight, Jim shouted—“A bob- in the breeding season, Ilian is usually supposed.
severely'. This was the only night that we experienced any tail flush, by Judas!” Flora uud Dou came Sneaking Un¬
Often confounded with the above is the red-shouldered
inconvenience from this cause, however, and this was der the wagon, when we took them in and started on. The
dogs were beginning to show the effects of hard work, hawk. This species haunts in the autumn the edgeB of
owing to our close proximity to the slough,
though they had been worked alternately, and been well swampy woods adjoining meadow land, or sits for horns
Wednesday, August 18th.—All hands were up by daylight.
Breakfast was dispatched, camp broke, and we were packed cared for. Returning to camp, we are soon joined by the at a time upon some lofty oak or hickory that towers above
up and on the road by seven o’clock A. 11. Major and other party, who had also made a good bug. Togei her, the surrounding forest. During the Spring, Summer, and
Bhot were ranging, and about half a mile beyond the we counted out sixty-live grouse, with a slight sprinkling
early Fall it keeps Within the woods, rarely coming out of
slough struck a scent, and were soon trailing ilie birds.* of ducks. After d’imter we broke camp and started for
This we thought a little strange, as we had not seen a grain Glencoe, via Lake Marion. Our - route lay through a most llieir shadow, except to make some distaut journey, or soar
neld since the previous morning. The dogs, however, beautiful farming country, and the pinnated grouse were aloft in those vast serial circles characteristic of the family.
were soon on a point. We got out of the wagons, anil more plentiful than we had yet found them, but we were I have never beenfortunateenough to see it strike its prey;
obliged to push on in older to reach Glencoe that night.
had very fine sport "for an hour, finding three large coveys.
but I judge that its motions are more rapid and dashing
We again clambered in, and proceeded onward. Soon we We passed Otter Lake, of a cruciform shape, with a long,
heavily-wooded islaud in the centre. Two Of the dogs are than those of B. borealis, and I also Buspect that it preys
perceived grain fields in the distance, ahead of us, but,
what seemed strange, we could see no houses. As we ranging, and we get a number of shots from the wagon more ou larger animals and birds, although it is nearly as
dru.w nearer we observed near each stubble field what while .driving along the road. We are soon in sight of sluggish as its congener. The reil-sliouldered may at all
seemed to be a green mound. On the top of some of them Lake.Emma, and a few miles further ou we came to Lake limes be'distinguishedfrom the Ted-tailed hawk. Its small
Marion, our first catnpiug ground. We gaze upon its pure size is veiy apparent, while on the perch its red breast, and
wo saw children intently gazing upon us as we approached.
These mounds we found to be sod houses. We were now waters with feelings of pleasure, and leave the site of our
whitish bars on its tail, while in the air, are very conspic¬
in what is known as the “Sod Settlement,” the settlers camp with regret, like parting with an old lriend. But
being Swedes. The houses are constructed by "digging a we have no time to tarry. We must catch the morning uous. When startled from its perch it flies for a lew
few leet into the ground, putting in a rude frame of posts train, or lie over until Monday. Toward sunset we try the hundred yards with quick, powerful, continued flapping of
and rafters, roughly boarding it, and, on the outside id all, stubbles with good success, aud reach Glencoe at nine P.
Brewings, like the domestic pigeon; it then proceeds more
patting a layer or wall of sod three feet thick. This makes M. The other wagou soon came in, the schooner arrived leisurely. Its loud whistling whe-eoj whe e-ol is the only
a warm house, uud affords a good protection against the some two hours later, and our week’s spotl is ended. We
note I have ever heard, and is not to be confounded with
fierce blasts of the Winter. There is a well-worn path have been extremely fortunate, having had magnificent
weather, no accidents, no sickness, and uo unpleasantness tire ery of any other New England liawk. It is much less
running from the door up to the top or ridge of the house.
common iu the vicinity of Cambridge Ilian the former, af¬
This path .is made by the occupants, who, upon the ap¬ of any kind. Wc are indebted to our friends for the most
proach of anything strange across the prairie, run up like delightful week we ever spent in the field. The country fecting more densely wooded sections. It is also more sliy,
so many gophers to their post of observation. We now lying between Glencoe, Lake Marion, and Hutchinson fur¬ rarely allowing your horse aud wagon to come within gun¬
began to see the effects of the grasshoppers, in burned nishes the best pinnated grouse shooting I have ever seen.
grain fields and impoverished crops. (Still, the present This sdetion, together with portions of Bouthern Mining shot.
The rough legged hawk (Archibuleo lagopus, Gray) 1b in
wheat crop is very fair. For two years past the crops sota, in the vicinity of Austin, Albert Lea, and Blue Earth"
have beeu utterly destroyed in this section by the ravages City, was by far the beat shooting grounds in the North¬ habits almost totally unlike either of the preceding. It
of the “hopper-" We hunted faithfully through this set¬ west lust Summer. We arrived at Bl. Paul on Saturday seems to hauut exclusively the open meadows, aud, contra¬
tlement, hut did not bug a siugle ehickeu. What coveys night, and on Sunday we hade adieu to our friends and ry to the usually accepted idea, is more active tliau either
we saw were not half grown, being second broods, so that started for home, completely rejuvenated, and feeling that of its fellows, resembling in a general way lire marsh
we did not wasLe a single cartridge. The few old birds we we had obtained a new lease ot life.
We are under obligations to S, 8. Merrill, Esq., J. C. Gault, hawk (Oil'ciis hudsonitis). Leaving its porch it flies a few
likewise mercifully spared- We ascertained that many of
hundred yards; then poising above the meadows at a height
the nests were destroyed in the Spring by burniug over the Esq., and A. Y. Hi Carpenter, Esq,, of the C. M. aud St.
prairies to destroy the grasshoppers, and that most of the P. Railway, audio John F. Lincoln, Esq., of the S. C.
of perhaps fifty feet, maiuluius its position for a moment
broods which hutched were destroyed by a terrible hail and St. P. It. R., for favors conferred, aud also to the con¬ with continued flappiugs, until, getting fairly balanced, it
storm soon after. We were informed by an intelligent ductors and baggagemen of the above roads for their kind¬
floats for many minutes at a time ou outspread, entirely
young Bwetje that the farther wc went the fewer grouse ness, and consideration of the comfort of ourselves aud
motionless wings, its body being nearly horizontal, with
_
OconomowOC .
we wouldfind; that we were five miles from Birch Cooley, dogs.
the head lowered, and eyes eagerly scanning the ground.
and nine miles from Beaver Falls- We also ascertained
the unpleasant fact thatoue of the horses had quite a sore
On several occasions I have seen it breast iu this manner a
breast, and one in the other team was rapidly becoming
modeiaLely strong wind for some time without a single ap¬
demoralized. We held a council, and decided to take a
parent motion or any perceptible drift; end when thus
cold lunch, feed and water the horses, rest an hour—it
| 'thin Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
being now ten A. M.— then take the back track. Accord¬ Indorsed by itie SmXtk-oman Institution, and will henceforth. be made a poised it strongly reminds one of a- stuffed bird suspended
simciui
/eutuiv
of
this
paper.
Alt
communications,
notes,
queries,
re¬
by a wire. This feat I have never seen performed by any
ingly, at eleven A. M. we lit our pipes, turned our faces
marks, arid seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]
eastward, and stalled outlie return trip, regretting that we
other bird, though I find it attributed to Buteo nwntemus
could not yisil Yellowstone tins season. When we arrived
by a writer in But lire, whose explanation, however, would
within a mile ot Nine Mile (Slough we let out half of the WINTE.R HABITS OF BUZZARD HAWKS.
utterly fail in the present instance, as all the conditions
dogs and were soon among the grouse. By the time the
necessary to the support of his theory have beeu, iu my
schooner came along we had bagged about fifty. Dave
URING the last two Winters I have had a fine oppor¬
observation, entirely reversed.
was instructed to lollow on and make Preston lakes that
tunity for studying the habits of three of the larger
night it it look till midnight. We again started, passed
Bhould the rough-leg fail in its Beareb, it proceeds to an¬
the slough without a regret, and reached Buffalo Lake species of our buzzard hawks—the Red-tail {Buteo borealis), other part of the meadow, and there repeats Ihe perform¬
about suuset, where we had a clatter at the ducks, securing the Red-shouldered {Buteo linaatus) and the Rough-legged ance, and if, after trying several places, it is still unsuccess¬
seven. Alter watering the horses we continued our jour¬ {ArcJubUlus lagopus). The two former are usually de¬
ney, and finally reachetl Preston Lakes at eight P. M. We scribed together by -authors as identical iu habits, cry, etc., ful, it almost invariably returns to the first poiut and be¬
gins again. When at length it does discover a small quad¬
made arrangements to stop for the night with Mr, Allison
but I have found Uiem to differ essentially. The red-tailed
1.1 ouck, the postmaster, who lives near the lake, and who
ruped, it seems to descend upon it through a succession of
will accommodate sportsmen with good quarters and royal hawk is a bird of the open districts. All day long it sits curves; but 1 do not feel quite sure how invariable this
fare. We found here a party of tinee* sportsmen, among erect upon some detached eliix in the meadows, or occa¬ mode of sweeping is with it, for I remember seeing one
"whom was Dr. L. After supper we all adjourned to the sionally on.the edge of a little oak grovfi, over a spring run"
verandah, where, . under the glorious harvest moon, we On the sheltered side of a hill, evidently watching the sail down from a tree on a nearly even inclined plane. Should
‘■filled the night With music,” Mr. Houck’s two daughters ground beneath. If it perceives a mouse or other small it miss its aim, it rises, aud poising, awaits ihe reappear¬
■ joining in me chorus. Wc had duetts, quartettes, aud
ance of its prey, which, when finally secured, is devoured
choruses. The songs we sung have been rendered more quadruped, its glides swiftly dowuwards with half-closed oh the spot. Its ordinaiy flight, though straightforward
harmoniously, and by far better voices, hut certainly not wings; then, with extended wings aud raised claws, seizes aud slow, is rather light and easy, witll nearly constant
with more zest aud unction, or to a more appreciative au¬ its prey. Frequently, as it spies its would-be victim mak¬
dience than on this occasion. What a contrast to the ing off, it runs clumsily with flapping wings in pursuit, and flapping, and at such limes it resembles a gull more than
night before at Nine Milo (Slough! About eleven o’clock eagerly strikes again, hut iu this secoud attempt 1 have a hawk; but iu its high sailing is hardly lobe distinguished
rite white sail of the schooner was observed “in the off¬
1’ioin the red-tail, except perhaps by its gi eater size.
ing,’’-slowly toiling along. Good night was said, and we raroly seen it succeed. Bometimcs you see one sittiug fur
When about to alight it chooses some large detached
a long time motionless aud erect in the tall grasB, watching
all turned in happy and joyous.
tree, and rising to ihe topmost twig, settles easily and
■Thursday, August 1!)tk.—Alter a most refreshing night’s like a cat, or perhaps walking slowly wiLh a sidelong mo¬
lightly,
keeping its wings spiead an instant to maiutain its
bleep, and a good lueakiast piepared by our good-natured tion. At this season i't feeds exclusively on mice and rats;
balance. In this, I think almost universal habit of choos¬
hostess and hor daughters, we bade them adieu aud left at in early Spring ou toads, frogs, snakes, and the like. I
seven A. M. Passing between the lakes, we took the road
ing the topmost twig for its perch, it differs from all the
doubt if it ever uttaeks birds, for iu about a dozen speci¬
northeast toward the village of Hutchinson, on the Hasother large New England hawks; and its appearance as it
san River, and founded by old Asa Hutchinson, of the mens examined at different seasons I have never been able sits with its body nearly horizontal, swaying up and down
to
detect
any
of
their
remains;
nor
have
I
ever
Been
it
pur¬
once lamous “Hutchinson Family” of vocalists. We are
now traversing a splendid chicken country—a fine rolling sue one. Occasionally a wounded quail or snipe may fall with the wind on "someslender spray, is, to say the least,
prairie, with grain fields on the higher ground, and sloughs a prey, but such caBesmust-be"5-are. A mouse, when seized, unique. Perhaps the small size of the feet may show a
tying between. After a morning of right royal sport, we is divided into two, a rat into three .or four parts, aud bolt¬ special adaptation for this habit. I have heard no cry or
camped at noon at the forks of a road, one leading to
note of any kind.—W ii.ii-V r JSitBwSTEit.
liutchiiioou, the other to Glencoe, via Lake Marion. Wre ed—skin, bones, and all. By noon both crop and stomach
Cambridge, Mass,
designate this as "Camp Broadaxe.” Ac three o’clock we are full, and the bird removes to some high perch where it
leave Dave in charge of the camp, and again go for the may remain undisturbed, or betakes itself to sailing iu most
grouser 'The two wagons started off in contrary direc¬ graceful circles high up iu the sky.
Notes from: Our Coekespondents.—John Burroughs
tions. Our load consisted of Jim, Mac, and myself, with
Its flight is slow and ratjier heavy, but its atrial revolu¬ (Esopua-on-Hudson) says-. I have seen an extraordinary
the Yankee driver, the other of Crip, Cal, and Charley,
number of eagles on the Hudson this Winter. Yesterday
with the Swede. Our squad had fine success, and arrived tions extremely majestic and beautiful. Moving from one
from the cat window I saw eight ha the vicinity of West
at camp at dusk, singing merrily. We were loudly wel¬ place to another, >t proceeds in a straight course with three
comed by the ‘others, who had already returned, aud who or four deliberate flaps of Hie wiugs, followed by an inter¬ Point—four bald eagles, at least, and three black or gold¬
seemed to he unusually anxious to know what we had val of sailing. When about to alight, it shoots upward in en eagles, and one 1 could not determine. The black
bagged, looking very mysteriously the while. We counted a cycloid curve, drops its feel to a branch, and closes its eagles weie silting on the floating cakes of ice, or hovering
out thirty-eight chickens and a few ducks. We outnum¬
over them. The bald eagles were high iu air, sailing rouud
bered them on grouse, hut they solemnly conducted us to wings, frequently without a siugle flap. Thus 1 have seen
the back of the tents aud said “Behold I” There lay side it swoop down from uu immense height, and then, almost and round. Passing-down the Hudson the last of Decem¬
by side, stretched out ip their utmost extent, three immense grazing the ground, sweep upward aud alight without a ber I saw three black eagles on the ice. About the first of
Canada geese, the largest weighing fourteen pounds after perceptible effort. It never hunts its ground on wing, or December 1 saw several golden eagles in Ihe fields near
being drawn. “We are all right on the goose!” chuckIpd drops upon its prey directly from the air. It frequents two Kingston, and one day soon after a bald eagle flew along
Cal. "How is this lor high?” asks Crip. "Everything is
or three favorite perches in the same field day after day; by my house. Why thia great flight of eagles? Haveothlovely and the goose liOuks high!” rejoined Charley. “Well,
thers observed and noted this? Have yon noticed bow easy
boys,” said M-ae, “it appears that you were on a wild goose and ordinarily you may easily approach it in a wagon, pro¬
chase, while we aLtended to legitimate business,” They vided you do not do so directly, hut draw near m a circle. the pine grosoeak is tanked? 1 saw a lady Ip dm Jersey
City depot the other day, with one in a cage, Mat had only
said nothing more, but Charley began whistling the “Old You must, however, be ready to shoot the instant your
Grey Clouse-..’’ We Were now, fortunately, summoned to horse stops, for that instant the bird will certainly take been caught a few weeks, and it would hop down into betsupper; and wluit a supper! David bad outdone himself,
hand and feed. It was very fond of apple seeds. She said
aud put Delmonico to the blush, in the estimation of our wing. Should yon nriss, or even slightly Wound it, it may it sang finely. I have seldom seen a bird that looked so
appetilea. After supper two men appeared and invited us move only a few bundled yards, aud you can frequently
drive up again within range; tor it seems to apprehend no clean and healthy in captivity-George A. Boavdman
Over lb a neighboring house to participate in a prayer
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■writes from Jacksonville, Fla., tliat the rough-billed or
■white pelican, usually considered an almost exolusively
Pacific Coast bird, is numerous in many parts of Florida,
especially at the mouth of the St. John’s River, and on the
out^j- bars along the coast. He has never known one ta¬
ken at Jacksonville. Mr. Ridgway informs him that the
roughness of Ike bill is only a Summer or breeding orna¬
ment_“L. E. L.” tells us t'hatin San Diego, Cal., gulls
are protected and act as street scavengers, as do the buz¬
zards in Charleston, S. C., and are far more picturesque
and interesting. They sit on tire ridges of the buildings in
long rows, descending in flocks to dispose of any refuse
cast out, and sometimes light and scream over the bits like
gamins over cigar stumps. Some among them arc exceed¬
ingly handsome birds, pure while and dove color, and in
their perfect confidence they are very amusing, as well as
useful members of the Board of Public Works... .A lady
in Clifton, Staten Island, has succeeded in capturing a ver¬
itable singing mouse, which had for some time made.itself
heard.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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KENNEL.

REGISTER. *

E liave opened at tills office a Kennel Stud Book, or
Register, for the pupose of registering the pedi¬
grees of dogs of every description, native as welt as for¬
eign. With the increased'care and attention that is now
given to breeding (sporting dogs in particular), a Register
of this kind has become an absolute necessity. Its advan¬
tages, both to the breeder and purchaser, are too apparent
to require comment. The book is to be a public one, open
to inspection at any time, and a copy of any pedigree con¬
tained therein can be obtained on the payment of a small
fee to cover the expeuse of copying. No pedigree will be
received for registration unless properly Authenticated, and
we shall make it our duty, so far as lies in our power, to
see that they are correctly given. If coming from a stran¬
ger, the attestation of some person known to us will be re¬
quired. Upon registering, a pedigree, the owner of the dog
will receive a certificate signed by us, giving the number
and folio upon which it is to be found. We shall publish
each week a list of the dogs registered and’owners' names.
At the end of each mouth a copy of the index of the book
will be printed, and at the end of the year, or at shell time
as may be deemed advisable, the pedigrees will he printed
in the shape of a handsome book, illustrated with engrav¬
ings of Die dogs whose portraits have appeared in our
paper.
The question of pedigrees is one which lias so recently
acquired importance that there are many fi ne dogs, both
native and imported, in this country, whose' owners have
given tlio matter but little attention.
And yet many of
'the dogs have attained a widespread reputation. We
might instance, as eases in point, Mr. Jarvis’ Dick, aud the
fine (old pointer, Phil, imported by Col. Sam Coll, of
Hartford; and yet we should desire to sec these dogs and
their progeny registered as a starting point for future ref-»
erence. So that at Ihis'early stage it is difficult to deter¬
mine what shall, in this country, constitute a pedigree. A
few years hence we might fix the limit at a certain number
of generations; now, it will not do to draw tlie line too
close, and lovers of an ancieut lineage can, if they choose,
base their estimates of value upon Die-length of the ped¬
igree.
The charge for registering a pedigree wilL be one dollar;
hut for every dog registered the owner will be entitled to a
copy of the Kennel Stud Book at half the regular price.
The Register and certificates are now ready, and we are
prepared to receive either pedigrees or simply names for
registration. This plan has received the unqualified ap¬
proval of many gentlemen who may he classed as repre¬
sentative breeders and sportsmen, aud we do not doubt
that such a hook, carefully and conscientiously kept, will
he of immense value to the present as well as future gene¬
rations of sportsmen.

•there are two litters that were shot over last season, all par¬
take of his peculiar qualities, and not a poor one has been
turned out.
We selected RaDger as the representative pointer to be
cast in a solid figure for tbe base of our Chicago. Cup, the
principal ptize at that show; a portrait of RaDger also or¬
namented the salver which formed a portion of the service
presented by us at the Memphis Bench Show and Field
Trials, and as we liave received inquiries from several gen¬
tlemen in that direction for information regarding Ranger,
they now have the matter in detail.
BREEDING OF

W

SETTERS AND
ERS.

POINT¬

ITHIN the past five years quite an impetus has been
given to the importation of Setters, pointers, and
other dogs for field purposes, by gentlemen, with the laud¬
able object of producing, if possible, a better quality of
such dogs than we already have in this country. This
effort certainly is commendable, and every unprejudiced
—The Annual Report of the Museum of Comparative
sportsman will be thankful to those gentlemen for their
Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., shows that the gentlemen
enterprising
liberality. But as a very old and careful
there are busy iu working up and making available to stu¬
breeder of setters and pointers, let us suggest that there is
dents the vast collections, and that the care of
great
danger
of running the tiling into the ground, by
no part of them is being neglectgd. No person going to
breeding indiscriminately with dogs of unknown qualifica¬
Boston or Cambridge should fail to visit this splendid mu¬
tions because they are imported front widely-advertised
seum, which is the fittest monument that could ever be
English kennels. When we first turned our attention to
erected to its immortal founder, Professor Louis Agassiz.
shooting, selecting, and breeding setters and pointers, full
fifty years ago, such matters were considered by most of
—There is a very large cat in a store in Boston whose
the community rather beneath the attention'of a gentle¬
coat is exactly tawny in hue. Yellow cats and reddish
man, and when almost any oue was seen with a gun on his
cats are not uncommon, but a perfect lion color is almost
shoulder, he was pretty sure to be looked upon as an idle
never seen, and suggests our Tabby’s relationship. There
fellow who never would amount to much in the end.
used to be in Salem, Mass., an enormous cat which was
And litis reminds us of an instance allowing the fallacy of
regularly striped, had a short, thick head, and was in all
such views. Full thirty years ago, when we were resid¬
respects a miniature tiger.
ing at Trenton, N. J., there came to that city Mr. B., then
a young gentleman who had just graduated at Princeton
—The gale last week came near blowing over the eagle’s
College, who had, like ourself, a perfect infatuation for
cage af Central Park and letting the noble birds "free. The
dog and gun; but in consequence of close application to
other out-door houses of the menagerie were badly shaken.
his studies and the want of proper exercise, his health be¬
came considerably impaired, and in order to regain that,
A Seal in the Delawaue.—A seal was captured iu the
and to indulge in his favorite sport before commencing the
Delaware River at Trenton, N. J., a few days ago. It is a
study of the law, lie devoted much of his time with us iu
very unusual occurrence, and Dr. Charles C. Abbott, of
the field, and it soon become a common remark among his
that city, has wrilen to the Trenton Gazette some notes
friends and others that Mr. B., although a very promising
concerning it. He says this seal is of the common species
young man, never would amount to. anything, as he was
of the Atlantic coast, that have been simply driven away
too fond of ltis dog and gun. But, although he shot much
from these waters by civilization. When the Swedes set¬
with us forfull fifteen years, and is now certainly one of
tled in South Jerse y and on the Pennsylvania shore they
the most skillful and accomplished field sportsmen itt
had quite a large seal fishery. Dr. Abbott lias found in
America, he is the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
that vicinity, among what are called "kitchen refuse
of the State of New Jersey, and among the foremost in the
heaps,” consisting of stone implements and pottery, large
legal profession in this couutiy.
-quantities of the bones of the Beal, showing that they
But notwithstanding the absurd views so mauy persons
were in common use.
had in those dajs about field sports and tbe breeding
of
dogs for that purpose, we continued to pursue it.. And
A Lucky Pahtkidge.—The following entertaining little
as every skillful sportsman knows that a good day’s sport
story of agrouse was included in a letter from "Gypsey,”
depends upon good, well-broken dogs, we liave ever
whose pungent pen has heretofore contributed to these col¬
RANGER.
since that time devoted our best judgment in order to se¬
umns. Our readers will notice the similarity of behavior ,
cure tbe best strain of dogs for tbe purpose; and then, too,
between the partridge before the mirror, and the kinglets
HE subject of our illustration this week is the win¬
we have availed ourselves of the judgment of such geudescribed by “Mrs. E. I.," in Forest and Stream for
ner of the first premium for pointers at the Chicago
tlempn as Mr. G. \V. McKelnay, of Trenton, N. J.; Mr:
January Oth. The story reads thus:—
Bench Show, just concluded. We regret to say that the
R.
A. Drake, of Hopewell, N. J.; Mr. Theo. Morford, of
few evenings ago, just as an artist friend of ours stepped ont of
picture does not dq Ranger justice, not through any fault
Newton, N. J., and many other practical, unprejudiced
his studio, a partridge started from the door stone and fijing against a
of artist or engraver, hut from the fact that it was drawn
lattice-work screen was captured all alive aud fluttering. She was quite
skillful field sportsman who, instead of making wonderful
from a picture which is faulty in outline, and no dog can
unhurt, a fine well-grown bird, and is now domesticated In a suitable
bags of game around Die fire at home, and writing up their
be more perfect and curve in outline than he is. Ranger’s
cage, glass in front, and with a looking glass at the back, and it is in¬
knowledge of field sports by reading books upon the sub¬
teresting to watch theabsnrd antics she indulges iq to attract the attention
pedigree may he summarized as follows:—
ject,
arc just such men as know what a good desirable
or the other bird, (in the mirror), suchasonty a partridge or a turkey cork
"Tiie original pointer bitch Nell was owned by Douglass, audiraported
could venture upon. She has become very tame under the constant
strain of dogs is when they come to shoot over them. And
from Scotland about the year 1850. While oil tire way, the hitch Jennie
interviews she is subject to, aud picks up her rations of corn, buckwheat,
was whelped. Tills Jennie was visited by the pointer dog Driver, also
for many years those gentlemen and ourselves gave much
bittersweet hemes, frost grapes, and chopped cabbage in a decidedly
noted for liia good qualities, and owned by E. D. Eldridge. Color, v\ kite
attention to the different strains of dogs of the day, but
rntion-al manner; and would, perhaps, take a criiiCal peek at snndiy pic¬
aud liver. Jennie whelped but one pup, Fannie, and she was visited by
found no better than llie descendants of the old setter
tures in oil and water color that have already been done of her, could
Dime; color, white and liver; owned by David Cratf. Dime was sired
she have the free run of the studio. But how she came’to drop herself
Grouse, sontellitng of the history of whom we gave in a
by the imported English pointer dog Snot, owned by E. F. Saddler, Esq.,
beside that door on that particular evening is the puzzle. It is true that
of McGregors, Iowa. From Dime aud Fannie was whelped the pointer
late number of our paper. But when the latter strain of
E. S. P. had snapped a couple of caps at a partridge not far from the
bitch Kate, owned by Win. B. Lutz, Esq., of Lake City. Kate was
dogs
began to wane, we secured Bruce, Don, aud a bitch of
spot on the afternoon previous, and perhaps dame Partlett reasoned,
visited* by Rake, an imported English pointer, owned by Col. N. E.
the Gildersleeve strain; but with this strain wo found no
like C-apt. Scot’s ’coon, that it was best u> save her pretty plumage and
Geener, of Lake City, Mtnn. Rake was liver and while ticked, ‘ and from
come down at discretion. For the present she is well housed and cared
betlerdogs for service in the field, yet we found dogs pos¬
that issue Ranger was whelped” on the 27th of December, 1872, making
for, and a useful ‘sitter,’ and when the breeding season comes will be
him a little over three years old,
sessing more desirable qualifications than any others we
turned out to do her eggs-act duty amqng her bivoders and slfseis.
To give a tithe of Hanger's exploits in the field would have tiled. The Giklorsleeves, when properly bred, are
occupy more space than we can spare. His owner, Mr. S.
very easily broken, liave good dog scent, naiurally staunch
—A great flight of little auks [Mcrffulus (tile) over Great B. DilJy, of Lake City, Minn., has alone shot fully a thou¬ on game, good tempered, easy of control, never gun shy,
Britain has keen chronicled by numerous notes in the Eng¬ sand birds over him during the past three seasons. He
and with all are generally handsome, well-formed, orange
lish papers. The country peoj?]<*there cull them “rotcli- writes us:—
and white dogs of great industry and endurance, and we
ies.” Here they usually go by the name of “sea-doves,”
“I hunted Ranger for the first time on piunated grange the 1st of
have had no ditfioulty in raising the pups.
or “dovkies.” It is rare to find more than a few in this August, 1873, and killed forty-four, and uiy friend Fait field twenty-three
One of the most important matters tc be observed in
over him the first day
lie pointed the first scent he got fully twenty
southern latitude even in winter, and still more rare to find
breeding is to" breed from both dog and bitch which are
rods away, and very cautiously approached within about fifteen yard*
them inland; hut iu November, 1871, two individuals were and it was almost mi possible to get him further, and, as the day warmed good, steady, well broken dogs, and the more worn they
-captured after a cold northeast storm at Middletown, Conn., up, he would work elouer. It was tedious, for his scent aud caution* have had on game the better; and then, too, we have found
thirty miles from the coast. The same storm drove a lot were wonderful. As the season wore along he did much bctLer. and at that working the bitch moderately while she is with pup is
of the little auks to Middletown, Mass., and for a few the close of hunting, late in the season, he was perfection on late and advantageous. We do not presume to say that good does
wild birds iu stubble and short cover. From the beginning he was a
days they were taken by collectors in large numbers along
swift and exceedingly fine ranger, covering Ills ground perfectly, and
cannot be bred from a thoroughbred dog and bitch which,
the const of Massachusetts, particularly at Cambridge and
obedient to the whistle, or command. lie dropped to shot from the first
had never been hunted, hut we know that pups thus bred
Ipswich.
______
us if lie had been trained to It for years. I killed that year over him
require far more skill uml attention to make good dogs of
between three and four hundred birds. Ilis second year in the field
Jacksonville, Fla., January
1870.
was wonderful, he pointed his birds at first scent, and would not stir
them.
Gsn^et/Len;—Yonr letter or the 20th inn., together with the box of
nntll 1 cume up, when he would walk up to his birds and point with a
Mr. Theo. Morford, of Newton,.N. J., has recently be¬
trolling baits, was received yesterday. Believing that your ankles are
decision and fairness that was pleasing and beautiful. No matter whether
come the possessor of tbe famous red Irish setter Ranger,
superior to all others in jhe market, I will assist to introduce them to
on a break-neck speed down wind, his uuse was so fine that not a bird
imported by Mr. Jenkins, oF Baltimore, and being asked if
those who fish in Southern waters. Will give your new baits a fair trial
was Hushed, and right here I will May that I have never known him to
in a day or two. Enclosed herewith you liuve a bunk draft on New York
lie intended to cross him with his own slock, bis answer
flush a bird, and I challenge any one to say that he ever has.”
lor $10.04, the amonnt of your bill. Very respectfully yours,
.Id confirmation of this we Lave a letter from Mr. C. A. was: “I certainly will not breed to him at all, unless be
F. E. SrrNNtn.
Zimmerman,
the
well-known
sportsman,
of
St.
Raul,
to
shall turn out to be a good, staunch, well-broken dog, wiih
Messrs. W. I). Chapman & Son. Theresa, N. Y.
the same effect, describing Ranger as tLc Lest ranging dog- good uose and free from timidity,” If all breeders would
it Las ever been Lis privilege to meet or shoot over. Mr. pursue this course there would be far less complaint about
Thompson & Son. 338 Broadway, use no sugar of lead m waterproof¬
ing their suits. Sugar or lead will not; stand washing, aud amongst old
Sloan M. Emery, of Lake City, also writes to the same ef¬ timid, inferior dogs. The Laverock setter Pride of ilia
sportsmen is considered detrimental to health, making them liable to
fect, aud says emphatically that, after Laving been under Bolder, imported by C- II. Raymond, Esq., lias proved ta
rheumatic attacks. Thompson’s suits ore guaranteed to be thoroughly
Lis
observation and shooting over him for tUree years, “J be a good, staunch, well-broken dog, with fine nose and
waterproof, even after being washed, and me as goon and cheaper than
have never human him to flush a bird," Hia stock, of which great endurance. We therefore bred a few American-bred
guy other suits iu the market.—Advertisement.
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bitches to him, and in ihe course of another season hope to
be able te report favorably of his offspring.
We are waiting with considerable anxiety to see and
know how the produce of the late importations of blue
blood will torn out. If they are superior in any respect,
or even equal to our favorite Gildersleeve strain of those
bred from Mr. David Brooks' famous dog Bismarck; Mr,
Forman Taylor’s cne eyed Sancho; or Mr. Tlieo. Morford’s
famous strain of orange and white setters, which has an in¬
fusion of the Gildersleeve, we will be among the first to
proclaim it.
As this is a time when many bitches are coming in season
let us suggest that the owners can save themselves much
rouble and annoyance by placing them in an elevated place,
such as the loft of a barn.
The Chicago Bench Show.—We have received from
the Nat ional Poultry Association a printed slip containing the
complete list of premiums. The corrections and additions
to be made to the list published last week ate as follows:—
IMPORTED BRACK AND TAN GORDON SETTERS OR THEIR PBOGENT.
Dogs—1st, Dexter, Henry Picket. 796Michigan avenue. Chicago; 2d.
-, Thomas L. Jerome. Locust Valley, L. I.; 3d, Mike, Daniel T. Els¬
ton. North Brancti, Cuicago.
Bitches—1st. Nora, A. F. Copeland, Boston, Mass.; 2d, Nell, Michael
Matl Uiey, No. 2, Henry street, Chicago; 86, Belle, Dr, Jae. A. Coyne,
b79 W. Indiana street, *’hlcago.
NAT1VB ENGLISH SETTERS.
Dogs—1st, Sport, H. J. Edwards, 312 W. Lake street, Chicago; 2d,
Don, Frank G. Sheldon, Hudson, Mich.; 3d, Spot, II. J. Edwards, 312
West Lake street, Chicago.
BUches—in, Fiora, John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; 2d, Belle, J. B.
Widen, Hudson, Mich,; 3d, Gypsoy, H. J. Edwards, 812 West Lake
sirenc, Chicago.
NATIVE BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.
Dogs— lit, Dash, Jolra Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; 2d, Black, A. G,
Mack, Chicago; 3d, Max, Geo. B. Dongan, Richmond, ind.
NATIVE RED OR RED AND WHITE SETTERS, CALLED IRISH SETTERS.
Dogs—1st, Poo to, Bichard Valentine, Juncsville, Wis.; 2d, Patsey,
Wm. I'. J birr ho n, Geneva, Ill.; 3d, Lion, IVm, H. Way & F. 0. Ward,
Rochelle, 111.
D'ldie.-,—1st, Gypscy, .T. H. Whitman. 93 Lake street, Chicago: 2d,
Fannie, Alexander White, C81 W. Madison street, Chicago; 3d, Trent,
A. W . Miller, New Bn Halo, Mich.
POINTERS OVER FIFTY POUNDS WEIGHT.
Dogs—1st, Runeer, Stephen B . Dillev. Lake City. Minn.; 2d, Dash,
E. O. Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d, Duke, C. Jeff’ Clark. St. Louis,
Mo.
Jiiterm— lst< Belle, E. M. Gillespie, Columbus, Ohio; 2d. Dundy,
Robert Buri,.Braidwood, HI.; ‘jd, Queeii, Stephen B. Duley, Lake Oily,
POINTERS UNDER FIFTY FOUNDS WEIUHT.
Dogs— 1st, Cawar, Richard B. Morgan, Richmond, Ind.; 2d, Frank,
John Zimmer, Aurora, III,; 3d, Rock, Thomas Stage, Chicago.
Bitch'*- 1st., Fan, M. Gillespie, Columbus, 0.; 2d, Juno, W. F. Mil¬
ligan, Chicago; 3d, Lilly. Will. Arthur Wheatley, Memphis, Tenn.
Fox Hounds.—1st, Ben, Samuel H. Turrill, Chicago; 2d, Rover,
Laurens H. Ilascall, Grand Rapids, Mich.; 3d, Plato, Samuel H. Terrill,
Chicago.
Native English Setter Pups.—1st, Dick,!,. F. McLean, Beloit,
Wia.; 2d, Joe, Frank G. Sheldon, Hudson. Alien.; 3d, Daisey, F. Dona¬
hue, La Salle, ill.
English Setter Purs prom Imported Stock.—1st. Qneen Bess, ArnoldBurgen Maysville, Ky.; 2d, Rose, Luther Adams, Boston, Alass.;
3d. Regent. Lmher Adams. Hostuu, Mass.
ImfohteivEnglish Setter Doo. for Stock Purposes_Premium
to Rock, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.
Native English Setter Dog, for Stock PdRposes.— Premium to
Grouse, J II Whitman; hi Lake street, Chicauo.
Brace of Imported English Setters, Known as "Field Trial
Breed. ’—Premium to L. U. Smith, Strdthroy, Out.
The Springfield Poultry Show.—When the Rod and
Guu Club of Springfield, Mass., takes hold of any enter¬
prise, whether in the shape of a bench show or poultry ex¬
hibition, it is pretty certain to succeed, as witness Ihe mag¬
nificent Bench show of last year, which was probably, up
to that time, the finest ever held in this country, not with¬
standing the inexperience of the members of theclub in
conducting such affairs. Their co operation, therefore,
with ihe Connecticut State Poultry Society and the New
England Poultry Club, in the management of the consoli¬
dated exhibition of poultry, pigeons, and pet stock to be
held at Springfield on llie 15th inst., is a sufficient guaran¬
tee of success. A few weeks later the Rod and Gun Club
hold a bench show, to widen we desire to call the attention
of sportsmen of all sections of the country. The premium
lists are now in course of preparation, and will be noticed
as soon as received.

Mr. Burges’Book.—The long-expected book on Ihe Dog,
by Mr. Arnold Burges, of Ken lucky, is now almost ready
for issue, and will probably be given to the public wiiliin
a week or ten days, by Messrs. J. B. Ford & Co., the pub¬
lishers. Not having Seen the advance pages, we cannot as
yet speak of the merits of the book; but from Mr. Burges'
long experience as a breeder and facility.as a writer, these
cannot but be of a high order. The illustrations arc engra¬
vings of celebrated dogs, the majority having appeared
originally in these eolumus.

--*«-»---■
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Arrival of Kathleen.—Mr, Wm, Jarvis, of Claremont,
N. H., has at length received his line and long-expected
red Irish setter bitch Kathleen. She comes direct from the
kennel o^ John M. Niall, Esq., Killaloe, Ireland, and will
prove a fitting mate for handsome Dick. We have Kath¬
leen’s pedigree, and will publish it when we can give the
necessary space.

—Mr. J. B. Alexander's (of Henderson, Ivy..) fine Irish
puppy, Kaiser, out of Kitty, by Plunket, is growing finely,
and promises to make his mark at .Memphis next Pall lie
will also be shown at the pieeting of the'Kentucky State
Association, to be held in May of this year.
Correction.—In our description, of Mr. Saltus’ Dash
and Bess last week, we should have said, in enumerating
the progeny of Bess, now in the hands (if several gentle¬
man, that Mr. Jarvis, of New Hampshire, had them, in¬
stead of Mr. James, as printed,

Mr. 0. II. Raymond donates a puppy by Pride of the
Border, out of Dimity, as a special premium to the SpringHeld Bench Show next, month.

'

—Geo. M. Whitman, of N- Uxbridge, Mass., claims the
name of "Duke” for a pointer puppy, (white with black
spots), sired by Old Phil out of Fanny, whelped October
20th, 1875, at tile Kennel of A. C. Waddell, Newtown,
New Jersey.
■-

■

A Large Litter.—According to the Wilmington Morninn StdT, a gentleman in that city owns a bitch that on
Sunday evening last was safely delivered of nineteen pups.
IRISH

SETTERS.
Savannah, Gil, January 24th, 1876.

Editor Forest And Stream
Is thu Rad and Gun of the 15th inst., .In answers to correspondents, t
see the Field Editor of that paper m answer to qncstions to two parlies
relative to the color of the Irish setter, replies to one Hint the pnre ltisli
setter is of two colors, red and a lute, and red, one strain equally us
pure and good as the other, although the rod ia the favorite; to the other
he gives a similar answer, hut adds, “the person who stales that Irish
setters are pure of all colors is either a knave or a fool.”
I would like to know if this anthoniy on all dog matters, as one of
the questioners above alluded to calls him, has ever been in Ireland, or
visited nny.of the larger kennels there, or if he has ever seen nuy Irish
setter save some of those which bare of late years been imported into
this country? Or what does he know about this particular breed of
dogs that lie makes such a statement as the last One quoted ? Why does
he not give some o'her and better authority lliun his own personal
opinion—for such it must be—in this matter.
The Rod and Gun has always looked upon “Frank ForeBler" ns an
nndisputed authority on the dog, and yet, accoidin.i, to Ihe statement of
its Field Editor, that genial and accomplished gentleman, and thorough
sportsman must have been a knave or a fool. He, (‘‘Frank ForeBter"),
gives the color of the Irish setter ns red, red and white, and yellow, and
in on article from his pen entitled The Yorkshire Moors, in speaking of
his father's kennel, he refers to a brace of pure Irish setters oranpe and
Whits in color. "Old Calabar,” that talented contributor to Ihe London
Field, and thorough sportsman, has repeatedly advertised in its columns
pare Irish sellers of a chestnut color for sale. Was he. a knave or a
fool? That Nestor of American sportsmen, yonr venerable Field Editor,
Whose great experience in breeding setters Is only equalled by that of
one living man, Air. Lavcrack, says that pnre Irish setters are no doubt
of all colors. The man who would directly or indirectly apply such
epithets to him wonld only be judging him by himselr.
There are many other authorities 1 could quote to prove that Ihe trish
setter is or more colors than red, nnd red and while, bnt I will not take
tip the spare ,ln your columns to do so. as that has already been done in
the very able article on Color in Setters, by Capt. J. P. White, of this
city, and which was published in your paper sometime ago.
The Field Editor of the Rod and Gan In making the statement I have
quoted has laid himself open to severe criticism from sportsmen, not
only in this country, but m England nnd Ireland. While I will admit
Ihst Ihe deep, rich red Irish setter is the handsomest dog a sportsman
can have, 1 emphatically deny that he has to be either red, or red and
white iu color to be of pnro blood.
Georgia.

A HOSPITAL, FOR DOGS.
Elizabeth, N. J., Febrnnry let, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream: As far as my observation goes, seven-tenths of the whole number
of blooded dogs ibat have distemper yield np theghost—which nine-tenths
of ihe mongr. Is, cross-breeds, nnd curs recover from it. I have bred
quite a number of good dogs, and have found them cursed w irh two ene¬
mies -worms and distemper. The first will crawl and sneak away from
the dog upon beiug treated with injections of quassia tea, or Internal
doses of ai eca nut, but the latter goes hand in hand with death for the
victory. Upon reckoning np, 1 find that I have lost nine valuable dogs
between the ages of one and two and a half years, all of whom died from
distemper. Some of them were treated with all remedies known gen¬
erally, and with the best of care and attention; others were allowed to
“gang their own gall.;” the result was the same in either case.
Is the blood of the true blues too aristocractic, or are their constitu¬
tions too enfeebled to wilheiand the same pnnishmeut visited upon their
race? Be that answered as It may, the majority of true lovers of the
dog believe with me, that lu this conntry at least, theic is no known
certain euro for distemper in dogs. Wc have Ai. D.'s for ourselves aud
Ai. D.'s for our Horses and cutlle—but fotonr most fail Mill friends, we
have here and there n — Quack.
Why can't we have a hospital for sick and wounded dogs, whore they
may.nceive attendance from an educated physician aud be propel ly
treated? Ij certainly would not take long for a practical doctor to mas¬
ter the anatomy of the dog, and to discover.the diseases most common
to them together with the best mode of treatment, lie could have medi¬
cines put up for shipment, by express, to any potut desired, so that
those, who by reason of distance could not send ihe dog, might be able
to get advice and help by pay tug for it in advance. To .the subscriber
who pays a certain sum, say $5, lie shall become a member of the Asso¬
ciation having it in charge, and upon receiving Ins dog ut the hospital,
he shall pay bin a nominal sum for board and attendance. The suoscriptioo to be yearly. Dogs treated for oihets'lhan members, shall bo
charged for accordingly. There arc, I believe many men who will pay
huudsoraely for the support aud maluiainance of such an inslirutiou,
and you, Air. Editor, are best qualtiied to agitate the question. I know
“Squire's" sympathies tend toward helping tbe poor brutes, and be
perhaps knows more of and'about them, than any mau in the United
States.
E. S. Wanmakeu.

Such an institution as that suggested by our correspond¬
ent would, in time, be practicable and beneficial. At the
present lime wo believe the trouble could be belter met by
the establishment of suitable kennels by parties of five or
six gentlemen, who could engage one able man to oversee
it, particularly during the non shooting season. We be¬
lieve tjie New York Kennel Club, who, by the way, we
bear are to remove tlieii' headquarters to Jerome Park,
have scarcely ever lost a dog from distemper.
Kennel Produce.—The line Gildersleeve bitch Flora, obtained from
the kennel of Huruce Smith,Esq., our Keiuit I E iitor, has ncmtly given
bin n_ 10 nine pirns, six dogs aud three gyps, Uy Mr. Forman Taylor's
famous one ey'eu Saucho.
The Alaska Seal Herds,—Assistant Treasury-Agent
Falconer reported last fall that the number of rookeries at
the seal islands has increased at least one-third over that of
any year since 1870. The young souls, from one year oid
and up to four, have increased over one-half. lie is of ihe
opinion that, should this continue, 5,000 additional seals
Outild be Liken annually without detriment to the rook¬
eries. As regards the old hulls, there seems to be a slight
falling (iff, winch cau be accounted for in a measure owing
to ihe j early increase of femule seals.

—Belle Angevine pears, from Antwerp, are selling in
Covent Garden Market, London, for $150 per dozen, butne
of these fine specimens weigh four and a half pounds each.
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CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN FISH
CULTURISTS ASSOCIATION.
rPHE fifth annual convention of the Association was
JL
held on Tuesday, the 8th inst., ut the office of Mr.
Geo. Shepard Page, the Vice-President. The following
gentlemen were present: Hon. R. B. Roosevelt, President,
in the clinir; Messrs. Thos. S. Shepard, N. Y.; Morgan, TV.
Ayres, of Brooklyn; B. B. Porter, Oakland, N. J.; John
0. Roe, Paterson, N. J.; Jno. W. Green, N. Y.; Eugene G.
Blackford, N. Y-; John J. Muir, Brooklyn; John J. Van
Wyck, N. Y.t II. H. Hooper, Charleston, N. H.; J. P.
Trirobdll, N. YT.; Philip Neidlinger, N. Y-; Geo.E. Ward,
N. Y.; Charles B. Evarts, Windsor, Vt.; N. W. Hunt,
Brooklyn; S. IT. Furman, N. Y.-; Wm. M.Tileston, N.
Y.; Fred Mather, Uoneoye Palls, B. Phillips, Brooklyn;
James Dederick,, N. Y.; George S. Page, A. B. Malcomson, T. C. Banks nnd others.
Mr. Roosevelt, the President, opened the meeting with
his usual able address, summarizing the operations of the
various Fish Commissioners, and those of this State in par¬
ticular during the past year. In previous years the New
York Commissioners had not paid so much attention to the
propagation of trout as they had to other fish; shad, for
instance, but during the past season theyhad purchased
from Mr. A. S. Collins liis hatching establishment at Cale¬
donia, which, from its proximity to the State hatching
house, was admirably adapted to the purpose. This
culture of trout, however, was not being conducted at
public expense for the personal benefit of the Commission¬
ers, but for llie purpose of restocking public streams and
waters under private control, and the Commissioners bad
advertised widely the fact that trout fry could be had free
of cost on application to Mr. Seth Green, at Rochester
The supply ot trout eggs procured this year, would reach
to the extent of 20,000,000. Applications were being re¬
ceived in large numbers, anil there was no reason why our
trout streams, so largely depleted of late years, should not
now be fully restocked. The absence of Mr. Belli Green
was owing to the fact that his whole time was occupied
witli llie preparations necessary to disposing of thisimmense
quantity of eggs. The sturgeon is a fish which, of late
years, lias been much neglecte'd, and very unjustly. In
Europe, where they are not so abundant as with us, the
sturgeon is regarded as the king of fish. Only a few years
since, they were so abundant on the Hudson as to sell for
oue cent per pound; now, if steps are not taken to protect
or increase tuein by artificial propagation, they will soon
be almost extinct. Tbe sturgeon is emphatically a fish lor
llie public, aud bis meat the most substantial of all fish.
When they become scarce, people will look upon them as
a delicacy. A few years ago the pofgie was looked upon
wiih scorn; now, that luive become somewhat scarcr,
people have discovered that they arc one of our best pan
lish. And so wi111 the herring; because they are plentiful
and cheap, we ignore them, nud yet we buy and cook fish
everyday that cannot compare with the herring fur the
table, Sturgeon will come lo be as dear as iroul, viz-. $1
per pound, it we do not protect and increase them. Toe
attempt to propagate them artificially was first made year
before lost, but tor some reason, with but little success;
last year tbe Commissioners were more successtul. There
are parties on Ihe upper Hudson who make a business of
taking llie sturgeon lor the sake of the roe, from which
they make caviare. The roe is taken before it is perfectly
ripe, and when in llie condition at which it is most de¬
sirable for propagation. Taking advantage of this fact
tbe Comniissioneis. weie enabled lo impregnate several
hundred thousand eggs, butuol so many as they will hatch
another year.
Mr. A. B. Collins, the regular Secretary of the Associa¬
tion beiug absent, it was moved and carried that Mr. M.
O. Edmunds of Vermont be ri quested to act as Secretary
pratem. A letter was read from Mr. B. F. Bowles Treas¬
urer; of the Association, advising his departure for Europe
and cnclusiug a check for the balance of tbe funds of the
Association lemaiuiug in his bauds. Also one 1'ioni Mr.
Sprout of Muncy, Ly coming Co., Penn., describing bis
operations in Uout culture. He has now six ponds] well
shaded and extending over half a mile in length, with a
depth of water ranging troiu three inches to five feet. Al¬
so one from Prof. Bail'd, regretting bis inability to be pre¬
sent, the severe labors iu connection with bis preparations
for llie Ceiiteuniul rendering it impossible.
A voluminus comm union lion was received from the
veteran fish oullurist Belli Green, detailing iu iiis own
quaint aud inimitable style bin operations during thu
past year. As we shall print this document in full M a
later date, we shall passit now, mentioning as probably
tbe most important fact contained iu it, ihat Mr. Green has
succeeded iu obtaining a hybrid or cross between ttic Cal¬
ifornia Saluiou and our brook trout, which he lliiuks may
be very valuable lpr some watets; the eggs are now far ad¬
vanced towards maturity. He cites the iact that llie suc¬
cessful transportation of fish from oue place to another
has assumed Hie importance of a irade. A communication
was received from Mr. E. T. Sieiling, giving an account
of thu operations of the Fish Commissioners of Ohio dur¬
ing the past year. As w.e shall print an abstiact of their
report, we will only give here Mr. bieiTmg’s summary,
which is as follows;—"The result of our experience has
taught us, 1st, that w e cannot liutih frozen w hite-fish eggs.
2d, that a fislies egg, like the human head, cun be pounded
out of shape, rcluin lo its natural form and comaiu its
vitality. 3, that very muddy waier does not at all inter¬
fere with the perfect development of the white-fish eggs,
from the first stage of pregnancy io Ihe birth of the young
stranger, when he comes forth with sac well victualed,
and finally, that we believe the eggs on the spawning beds
of the lake will lunch out several weeks before (be first of
April this season iu ease llie water continues ns ill present,
viz-. 88", and Unit nature will have ihe natural lotm lor the
young fish li-ndy."
Mr. Fred Mailter was then called on to relate his experi¬
ence iu fish cultnre for the past year, which was as fol¬
lows: "In May he was sent by Prof. Baird to the Pamunkey River, Virginia to hatch sligd eggs, but with poor
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success for the reasons stated in the letter from Mr. Green-,
viz: few spawners. He then tried his newly invented can
for hatching fish eggs at sea, both at the Smithsonian, and
upon the Delaware River with good success. After which
he was sent with shad to Louisana for the tributaries of
Lake Ponehartrain where he collected the fishes of that re¬
gion for the Smithsonian. In October the Virginia Com¬
missioners sent for him to superintend their hatcliiughouses at Blacksburg, and Lexington, where he hatched
many California salmon for the James and its tributaries?
Coming north he found that upon recommendation of
Prof. Baird, the Centennial Agriculture Bureau wished
him to take charge of their aquariums and exhibition of
live fish, which was accepted, and he now asked the as¬
sistance and co-operation of the lisli culturists and com¬
missioners in shape of specimens, of live fish, Crustacea,
&c., or for specimens of fish food, either alive or in alco¬
hol. That he will be in Philadelphia in March, and may
issue a circular stating what will be required for the exhi¬
bition and how to send it; also promising that all donations
shall receive due credit, not only upon the tanks, but also
upon the catalogues and published reports.
It was moved that a committee be appointed to nominate
officers for the ensuing year, ami the President appointed
Messrs. Porter, Evarts and Hudson, as such committee.
The question of the American Fish Culturists’ Asso¬
ciation being represented at the Centennial was discussed,
and it was resolved that application he made for a room in
the Government building, where discussions anil confer¬
ence could be held not only among our own fish culturists’,
but w ith those from abroad who would most proba¬
bly visit us at that time. Messrs. Page, Altdcomson and
Muir were appointed a committee to curry this resolution
into effect. Air. Geo. E. Ward was appointed Treasurer
pro tern and a recess was then taken.
After recess the committee upon nominations reported
the following names as those selected for officers- for
1876 7. President, Hon. R. B. Roosevelt; Vice President,
Geo. Shepard Page; Treasurer, Eugene 0. Blackford;
Secretary, Al, E. Edmunds; Executive Committee, H. Q.
Reider, Easton, Pa.; Fred Mather, Honeoye Falls, N. A’.;
Alex. Kent, Baltimore, Aid.; W. F. Whitcher, Oitawa,
Ca.; Seth Green, Rochester, N. T. Prof. Janies W.
Alilner being called npon, related Ills experiences during
tile past year, more particularly with regard to operations
with shad, llis attempts at getting spawn commenced in
North Carolina, from whence he went to the. Potomac.
His movements in connection'with the Fish Commissioners
of Virginia and Alaryland, have already been partially de¬
tailed in these columns in connection witli our reports
from those States.’ He described the immense seines used
on the Potomac, some of them four-fifths of a mile in
length, and hauled to the shore by means of a steam
engine. Sometimes 1,800 shad were taken at a haul, and
the’net used only once on each tide. No less Ilian 7,000,000
shad were placed in the Connecticut, above the Iloiyokc
dam, the object being, if possible, to originate a breed of
fish whose instincts would take them on their return from
the sea above this obstruction to the spawning beds above.
The eggs of the California salmon received this year, came
through in capital order. Half a million or more were
placed In the Kankakee, in Alichigan. Tlio eggs of the
Atlantic saluraon are just about ready for distribution.
Prof. Alilner also describes the work of the United Stales
Fish Commission at Woods Hole, last summer, when much
that was or great importance to the scientific wot id was
accomplished. He also gave an account of what was
being done in preparing for the fish display at the Cen¬
tennial.
A resolution was offered fixings price for trout eggs
and fry, under the sanction of the association, which, how¬
ever, was negotiated.
Air. Blackford called the attention of the meeting to the
necessity of procuring reliable statistics regarding the fish
supply of the United States. He said:—
“It. is impossible that we should see clearly what we Are
driving at unless we start with that which must be the
foundation on which we must build. Suppose this was a
live stock associal ion, given to the raising ot horses, or cows.
The first thing we would do—being practical people—
would he to get some positive data as td production. Once
production noted, consumption is readily derived.
It
would be df grestt importance for the association to know
how many trout were artificially produced and sold in the
various markets of the country. Stinting from this point,
I should be even desirous of going further. If the Smith¬
sonian Institution, so ably represented by Prof. Baird, is
laboring to account for the increase or diminishing of cer¬
tain classes of sea fish in various years, it can only arrive
at a just conclusion by being fully informed as 1o the
catch of fichus on our coast. The hearsay ought to be dis¬
carded, and nothing but the positive facts cared for. If
France, and a portion of England, give yearly Statistics as
to the harvests of the sea, why should we not furnish the
same thing to the American public? I should think that,
as far as regards the trout eulturist, the Fish Commission¬
ers of the various States might, without very much trouble,
furnish what might be a reliable account of the cultivated
trout sold within tlieir jurisdiction.
As to the sea fish, such an important subject, having to
do with (lie food of the people, I do not see why facts in
regard to them are not obtainable, though to secure them
the means to be employed would be more difficult. Hav¬
ing these ideas in view, 1 shall propose the following pre¬
amble and resolution:
Whereas, The Fish Cultn rists’ Association believe that
data in regard to the catch of staple fish, such as are sold
in the markets of the country, would be of great impor¬
tance, allowing the posjtive determination of questions of
vast commercial and scientific importance, be it
liesolvsd, That the Fish Culturists’Associaiion request
the Fish Commissioners to urge on the State Governments
of which they are the representatives, the necessity of the
State appointing certain officers, whose duty it shall be to
collect such data, so that reliable information may be ob¬
tained in regard to the catch of staple fish inthe various
States.
Messrs. Alather, Alilner and Phillip* were appointed a
committee to report upon the advisability of presenting
the Society’s diplomas or medals tor inventions in fish
culture, to report at the next meeting. It was also resolved
that all fish culturists be requested to report at the next
meeting on their various ways of propagating fish.
The next meeting of the Association will probably be
held at Philadelphia during the Summer, hut the "reg¬
ular meeting will be held on the second Wednesday in Feb¬
ruary, 1877.

FOREST AND STREAM
IMPREGNATION OF FISH WITH GASTAR, ETC.
’\
Acjuadxle Pokes, Wexonaii, N. J.
EDtTOB Forest asd Stream:—
Noticing t he item from one of yonr Philadelphia correspondents con• cerning the spoiling of fish in the SchoylfeilL by petrolenm, gas-tar, etc.,
reminds me that last fall while moving block bass over the Camden and
Amboy Railroad, a Philadelphia gentleman came into the car to look at
tbebass. In course of conversation he informed me that for years he
.hod been in the habit of fishing tip the Schuylkill, bnt the contamina¬
tion of the water by petroleum and factory refuse was ruining the flavor
of the fish. He expressed himself detigbred at the action of the West
Jersey Game Protective Society in stocking West Jersey waters with
variable game and food fish, which would ore long be not only abundant
bnt healthy.
Noting also the item from your Terre Haute correspondent as to I he
finding of an undigested-minnow inthe stomach of a large black boss
this winter, I will say that I have a spring reservoir, bricked side9 and
bottom, which I have during the late fall and up to January 1st kept a
few three-pound black bass in order to study their habits. The day
before I took them ouL I pnt in with them a pike or pickerel six or seven .
riches in length. When x took the bass out the next day the pike had
disappeared.
Milton P. Peirce.

FISHWAYS.
The following correspondence has been sent to us for
publication by Air. Belli Green, with a view to answering
atone anil the same time numerous questions addressed
him on the same subject:—
Ohio State Association fob tttf.
)
Protection- of Qatwk and Fish
y
Cincinnati, January, 27i-h, J87G. j
Seth Green, Esq..
My Dear dir—A. bill
law pending in thJ Senate of Ohio to.repeal
thejpreseiu law which
ipels millers to erect flslnvays over dams. It
is expected that there.will be a close vote on it. The object simply is,
of course, to get out of paying for the chtri.e.
In tue discussion of ii, die other day, it was said by pome Senators
that the fish ebute had proved to be an utter failure— that yonr experi¬
ence in the East Imd demonstraied that—and lliat fiph would not ascend
the Chutes to spawn; in a word, Hint it wns pll ueelesa. Wc arc very
anxious to have jour views upon it, recogniziug as we do, the great
weight of your authority.
This bill will be pushed to a vote in a week or po, and, presuming on
tbc interest you rake in tbe subject, >nc would be obliged if you will in¬
form ne at an early liny.
Thus A. LtniAji.
Rochester, January 30th, 1876.
Tito*. A. Loo am, Efq.:
My Hear dir—Yonrs is received. I do not believe any man has any
motj right 1o put an obslrucfion in any public si ream to stop the free
passage of fish up and down thun he has to pnt a fence across'a public
road aud stop the free passage of people on ihu highway. As to fish¬
ways being a failure in this part of tne country, I would say that there
have heen but very few built. There is one at bclienectady on a dam in
the,Mohawk iliver that is a perfect success. Tt is the Bowen patent.
But suppose the few that have been built h; d proved to be failures, that
is uo reason wby they could not be made a success. 1 saytheycan.be
made a success, and if I had not had any harder problems to solve since
I commenced fish breeding than to get up a Ibtiway that the fit-h wcnld
have an easy passage over, I would not have
so many gray hairs on
my head as I have to day.
Sktu Green.

VEGETABLE

DTET

FOR

TROUT.

^
'
January, 1876.
Editor Forest axu Stream:—
I have been much Interested in u little controversy which has lately
appeared in your paper, aud would like to add my ideas on the subject
ro the discussion, particularly as the one point on which I doubt the
good results of entirely vegetable diet Tor trout has not yet been
touched upon. Undonbtedly trout enn bn starved into taking only vege¬
table food, and may, apparently, thrive and grow fat on it, and be in
good condition to send to market to become food in their lime. Bnt,
docs a diet which is entirely unnatural to them in thSir normal condi¬
tion fit them to strong healthy offspring? Has any fish trader tiled
taking ova and rearing young tiout from parent fish fed on only vegeta¬
ble diet? I should be glad to* have Mr. Hale try it thoroughly and let
ns know the resnlts.
We have, at the Cold Spring Trout Ponds, In Charlestown, N. H.,
taken the ova, and from them reared the young fry from trout owned by
a neighboring fish breeder which were fed almost entirely on curd,
little or no meat being given (hem, and not more than a half or onethird of them V'ere perfect fish, but \vere monstrosities of oue kind or
oi her; Uonble heads and curved spines preponderating, Avhile very many
had “blue swelling.” As the ponds and parent fisii of our neighbor
were in good condition in every way, I could not account for this tend¬
ering to deformity by any other cause than the want of proper animal
food. Therefore, if trout feed on curd alone, which is aqiina! diet, do
not produce strong healthy progeny, how will it be with the offspring
of tbosc fed entirely on vegetable matter? And, also, being, as you say,
cannibals, will they not much more readily devonr each other than when
having moderate rations of meat served them with other things? Does
Mr. Hale know that, while his fish appear to bo vegetarians, they are
not when not observed, quietly, devouring each other by way of desert
to their vegetarian repast? rioping to hear soon on this question, I re¬
main, gentlemen,
Frances \\r. Webber,

SALMON

TROUT

FRY

GRATIS.

Rociiester, N, Y~
Editor Forest and Stream;—
Our State TIatchipg House is boiling over with j’onng salmon trout,
and all parties wishing them to stock any public waters in New York
Slate will send tbeir orders as soon as possible. I will send them to nuy
1< cality In New York State by the parties paying the traveling expenses
of a'messenger, and giving the name of the' lake, and full dlrCKtions
where to come with the young fry, and who to call upon for settlement.
The aboie is all there is to explain. Send your orders as soon as .pas¬
sible, and they V.Ill be filled beyond your expecratious Address
Seth Green, Bochester, N. Y.

Tue Neyv Bhunsthck Tishebies. — The transpor¬
tation of. frozen fresh fii-li from. Northern New Bruns¬
wick over the Inter-Colonial Railroad is assuming very
large proportions. Last week 115,000 barrels were brought
to St . John alone, chiefly for shipment to the United Stales
markets.
__
—Canned fisii generally is not a particularly wholesome
food, and is frequently dangerous. It should never b.e
eaten uni ess it bas been heated to a boiling temperature
shortly before, even though it is preferred cold subsequent¬
ly; ami it is particularly liable to spoil soon after opening,
under ihu most favorable circumstances. Brands devoid
-of these necessary directions for snfe use should be avoid¬
ed, and persons who persist in putting such food upon the
market without precautions, should on placed under legal
restraint. —Rinitmian.

mul §iver ^gishitjg.
FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.
SODTnEItK WATERS.
Pompano, tTrachynotus carohnui. Grouper. Epinephelpus nlgritue,
Drum (two species.; Family deice- Trout (black bass,) Cehirv/niftlt
indie,
qtrarlu*.
Kingtish, Jfenticirrvs nebulosus.
Striped Bass or Kockflsh, lioccut
Sea Jiass, dcicenops ocellatus.
hneatus,
Sheepshead, Arch'wirgux probato- Tailurtl-h. Pomatnmus saUatrix.
cejihalus.
Black bass, Micropterue sutmoidss:
Snapper, Lutjanus cams.
Jf nigricans.
[Under the head of “ Game and Fish in Season” ice can only specify in
general terms 'he several varieties, because Me laics of Mates vary so much
that wen we to attempt to particularise we could do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate it) the kinds of game in. question. This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game lee are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws gf Ihetr reive mates for constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
will only create confusion. 1
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Fish is AIatiket.—Fish continues to he In abundant
supply, as the open weather interferes hut little with the
operations of our local fishermen. Our quotations nre:
•Bass, striped, 25 cents per pound; smelts, from Maine, 15
cents; blue fish, 15 cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents;
mackerel each, 20 cents; shad, from N. C., extras, .$3
each; Savannah, do., 75 cants; white perch, 18 cents;
Spanish mackerel, 50 ’ cents ; green turtle, 22 cents;
terrapin per dozen, $12; frost fish, 8 cents; halibut,
16 cents, haddock, 8 cents; king fish, from Key West. 20
cents; codfish, 10cents; black fish, 18 cents; herring, from
Newfoundland, 8 cents; flounders, large, 15 cents; eels,
18 cents; lobsters, live, 10 cents; sheepshead, 30 cents;
scollops per gallon, $1; soft el urns, per 100, 110 cents to 00
cents; white "fish, 18 cents; pickerel, 15 een[s; sun fish, 12
cents; perch, yellow, 12 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents;
ciscoes, 12 cents; hard crabs, per lilt), .ft; soft crabs, petdozen, 75 cents; pompauo, $1 per pound.
X Smew Fishing.—Largo numbers of smells, have been
caught'through the ice upon tlie tide ponds, at Danversport,
AJass., the past week. Twenty-five to thirty dozen a day
have been taken by some persons. They are taken with
hand lines, and run exceedingly large; three were weighed
and found to ,weigh just a pouud. Smelt fishing from the
wharves has been very poor lor a number of seasons past.
This is probably owing to tbedestrudion of a large number
of fish during the months of Alarch and April, when
passing up the stream to spawn. One evening last Spring,
while passing a brook in this place, I saw fully thirty men
and boys engaged in laking lhem with dip nets, which is
contrary to file laws of llie Slate. The town of Danvers
has Fish Commissioners, but they seem to take no interest
in stopping this wanton destmclion.
A. F. G.
y Howto JIake “Needle Point” Hooks‘WitUoutBeatsds
—Select your favorite head. Ascertain that, it is made
of well-tempered wire. A hook can be tested by tbrusling
iUnta a piece of wood, and with a pair of pliers judge of
its strength. Some will draw out straight; others will snap
in a weak, place, while a good hook, well tempered, will
hold its own with a fair pull. Hold the hook firmly be¬
tween the forefinger and tbumbof llie left, baud; then with
a small jeweller’s file (the Englislimake is best)sharpen the
point. A few well-turned strokes from an expert, and you
have a hook with a clean point, as sharp and as bright as
a needle—a “needle point” without the annealing pro¬
cess. Now, if the beard is an objection, break it off with
a pair of small pliers, and smooth away any rough point
with the file. Who first introduced fish-hooks? \Vho gave
them the beard, and why’? I think it is a subject on which
even Father Isaac is silent. Was there a beard on the
hook that Pliny tells of that caught the fish where an ox
chain’was used fora casting line? Once on laying open
the head of a trout for microscopical study, on looking al
the teeth lu the throat, I saw oiily vast rows of beards.
There they were—teeth all befit backwards and at the
same augle as the beard. What goes dmvu tbc throat of a
fish won’t come up—no regurgitating symptoms there.
The beard of the hook is the model nature gave for a firm
hold on slimy, slippery things. A hook with a “nefedle
poiDt" is a good thing; hut a hook with a “needle point”
and beard a better thing. But if anyone is anxious to
make the experiment of fishing with a beardless hook, let
them break the beard off some half-worn fly and try.
When one sits in a boat .armed with a short rod and short
line, and snaps the fish in without lire exhausting run for
shelter, where the object is to fill the pond and not the bus¬
hel, of course the beard-is an objection; for all a poor trout
can do with its larcerated jaws is to sulk in a corner until
better, or else turn on its sine and die.—Sakaii.J. McBiudk.
Mvmfonl, Monroe Co* ff. Y., Jan. 29 th, 1876.
Shad in the Delawaiik.—On Monday week a shad
weighing 4f pounds was taken in the Delaware off Bombay
Hook, and was served up at dinner at the Reform Club, of
Philadelphia, on the following evening. The Germantown
Telegraph says,-—
“During the past three months, owing to the mildness of
the weather, occasional shad have been captured in the
lower Delaware, in November last, a rpecimen weighing
four and a half pounds was taken near Reedy Island.
During every Winter, if the weather is moderate and clear
for a week or longer in January or February, a few are
netted near Bombay Hook. They undoubtedly remain
during Winter in the deep water about 1 hat locality, ami
when llie temperature rises they commence to ascend the
river. Not many years ago, after a mild atmosphere of
several weeks’ duration, followed byseveru freezing weal ti¬
er, a school of shad were discovered near this cily, frozen
up in a small field of ice, from which they were inken and
sold at high prices, the fish apparently having been caught
’napping’ by llie frost only a flay or two before,"

FOREST AND STREAM
0( Casting the Ely,—Wo quoted last week from one of
Mr. Geo. Dawson's capital letters to the Albany Evening
Journal, some of his remarks ou fly casting. The subject
is so ably handled, Mr. Dawson wielding his pen with the
same grace and ease as he does his fly-rod, that, wc are
tempted to continue his remarks:—
“No two anglers ever cast exactly alike. One gets out
his eighty feet of line by a perfectly straight backward and
forward movement of his rod. This is the most natural
movement, the most simple, and, generally, the most effect¬
ive. But in this movement, without a slight deviation from
a straight line somewhere, there is always danger that your
line or leader may, at some point in their journey, overlap.
This danger is always imminent with a brisk breeze at your
hack. I do not, of course, invariably adhere to this move-'
ment—never when the necessities of the case require aside
cast: lint where no material divergence from a straight line
is necessary, I find it i he most effective. Others give the
rod its backward movement over (he left shoulder, and its
forward movement over the right. This gives the line a
graceful sweep which is not .only artistic Imt avo.ids the
danger of lapping, which is always possible with a perfectly
•straight cast. To make an equally long cast with this moveluent, however, requires greater skill than with the other;
for, without the very nicest appreciation of time and distance, the curved sweep of tiic line will prevent it from ac¬
quiring the direct position indispensable to a perfect for¬
ward projection. But those who adopt this movement gen¬
erally know what they are about. Indeed, the very best
anglers of my acquaintance (notably Gen. Arthur) practice
it altogether. Olliers invariably make the side or under
cast, seldom lifting their rods above their shoulder. There
are supposed advantages in such a movement, but I have
never been able to discover them. One must have a large
space of clear water on either side of him to escape such
entanglements with brush or tree-tops as no angler covets.
Of course there are times when this movement is necessary
to enable one to reach desirable objective points, but it is
not a movement to ‘‘tie to.” Others still have no fixed
mode of casting. It is their boast that they are equally
expert-in all. As a rule, however, you will find matin
angling as in every thing else, those who are “equally ex¬
pert in all,” rarely excel in any. In casting, attitude may
not be every tiling, but it is a great deal. And what a mul¬
titude of attitudes anglers assume? Some stand as erect
as pillars, swaying neither to the right nor to the left, what¬
ever leach of line ihey covet. Some sway to and fro, with
every movement of their rod, like a tail pine in a tempest.
Others throw themselves forward as it ambitious to follow
their fly in person; while now and then one casts with an
ease and grace of attitude and of movement which would
excite the envy and admifatiou of an athlete or sculptor.
As l write, the recollection of one such ccmes back to me
very pleasantly. He was an Adonis in. form auti physique,
ana ids casting was the perieel. "poetry of motion. ’ Al¬
though like many of his contemporaries, his frosted locks
ami furrowed cheeks give token of advancing years, he
still finds pleasure in the attractive pastime of angling.
You have but to say to him, as Peter said to his diseouso
late brethren, “I go a-fishitig,” to secure from him their
response, “i go also.” But however one easts, it is impos¬
sible always to distinguish between the strike of a troutauti that of a salmon; anu as both are often found in the
same pool, the angler is frequently aunoyed by a call front
file one wiieu he is only eager to pay his respects io I lie
other. The most experienced are otten deceived, and they
sometimes only discover their mistake alter many minutes
of exciting play. A four or five pound trout (and trout of
these weishts are very common in these waters) can no
more be hurried home than a twenty pound salmon. The
rou will only bear a certain pressure, and for a little while,
a five pound trout reaches this point as unmislakahly as
the larger fish."
Pisntso is New Hampshire.—The Dover Press says;
“ Planing outhe Squumsoutt Itiver has not been very suc¬
cessful mis wintei, bass being pretty' scarce, and but few
having been caught as yet. There is one place, called the
“ Hop-polo," about a utile above South Market village,
which is considered by all the old fishermen the best place
to catch bass, when there are any, and of course there is a
great deal ot competition for it, but for over twenty-five
years past Capt. John French, of this town, has been the
successful competitor. This year some of the young men
thought they would beat the Captain and striae the first
place, but when they got there they found the Captain had
been there before them, Capt. French, who is in his
seventy-second year, enjoys his triumph ever the hoys very
much, and tells them they Will have to wait until the “ old
man” is gone, before they can gut it. I Utiua they will.
Perhaps some of your readers may he in the dark about
staking out places to fish. I will briefly enlighteu litem.
As soon as Hie ice is formed,sticks or brush are stuck iulo
the ice, and the one that does it holds the place as long as
the ice lasts,”
Speaking of New Hampshire fishermen, a correspondent
writes from that State as follows:
"One of the gentlemen named in connection with the
nomination for Governor by the Democratic party, the
lion. Warren F. Daniels, is an ardent fisherman, and visits
tlie Albany trout stream every year. Capt. Darnel Alarey,
who was nominated, is tra old sailor. Col. John B. Clarke,
of tire MaueesierMirror, is devoted alike to “fir, fin, and
feather,” hue, trap, and gun; but, if he likes one branch of
sport more titan other', it is eooning.”
F. D. T.
Movements of tub Fishing Fleet.—There is more
life visible along the wharves the past week, than for sev¬
eral weeks agune, as the Georges fleet are being got in
readiness for their first Inpsot' the season. Men are busily
engaged in sending down top masts, getting the ice houses
built, and pu.tiug everything below and aloft on board
their crafts in the staunchest and snuggest condition for
their coming conflicts with old old Boreas and Neptuue,
on Georges' stormy banks. There is a sufficiency of frozen
herring to bait the sixty sail of vessels winch are all ready
for sailing; but the failure of the herring, fishery in Bonne
Bay and Bay of Islands is greatly to he regretted, as it will
be likely to cause a short slock.
There have been Id arrivals of the fleet the past week,
14 Irom the Bank fisheries and 4 of the herring fleet. The
receipts of fish in round numbers have been iHfl.OUU pounds
of eoutisli, and 182,000 pounds of halibut. Sales of the
latter have been made at ? tt 1 2 cents. pe>' pound — Cape,
Ann Advertiser, B'eh. 1.

ffachfing and § anting.
Boston, februnry 3(1, 1873.
Editor Forest and .Stream
Yachting is talked here with enthusiasm. Many new hot small yachts
are being bnilt by the diifetonr. boat builders; among ibom is a line keel
stoop by Pierce Bros., City Point, Sonth Boston. Sho }s built in «
thorongh manner, neat, and elegant; her length over nit isSSfeet; beam,
10 feet. 6 inches; draft, 3 feet 9 Indies. It lines betoken speed, « shall
rate her among the fastest. We wish her success as u model of architec¬
ture. Messrs. Lawiey & Son, of samn place, have just started a cat
boat, 21 feet over all; lOfeetbeam; 8 feet draft'. Her lines are excellent.
Sho is different from the general rnn of cat-rigged class, being very
roomy in the cabin for so small a crafi. Mr. I). 3. Lawler has just
modeled a very seaworthy sloop for a Mr. McManus, of East Boston.
She is to be 28 feet over all; 11 feet beam; 5 feet 6 ini hes in draft. Her
friends predict a brilliant record for her. Many yachtsman are aril in ing
going to Philadelphia next summer to participate Tn the Ceuieiimtil re
gaitits. Perhaps the new ones will put in an appearance.
Mr. Wcndall, of East Boston, is building a One keel sloop SB feet long
overall; 9 feet beam; 3 feet 6 inches draft. Her owner intends crowd¬
ing on canvass, and make her lines tell. 8he will have nn iron keel of
5(10 or liOO pounds to offset ihe large eprend of ilnck. The last two outer
the East Boston Yacht Clnb, and are an honor to the fleet.
There are others of which we have no authenticated account. Hoping
this will interest all lovers of the sport, we remain
(Jn-iliiv tin.
Puila Delphi a, February 3d, lWti.
Enrfoit Bonus® and Stkbam'Messrs. Ensiis and Rees paid the Schuylkill Navy an unofficial visit
recently, and were taken up the river on the steamer Rockland by Com¬
modore Ferguson, They were moch pleased wir-h the courae. In the
evening, by invitation, they attended the meeting ot ihe Centennial
regaua, where an interchange of viewe were bad in reference to the pro¬
posed International College regattas, both here aud at Saralosu.
The Association of American Collegea hus.asyet.no official infor¬
mation that their challenge to row in J nly will not be accepted, but for
the reasons set forth in late numbers of Pell's Life and Pall. Mull Ga¬
zette, It is more than probable that some modification of that ehnUeugo
will have to bo ittgde to enable those rowing at Heuley to come. oyer.
The College Regatla Committee having received their anthorliy and
instructions from the Convention would not, in any event, have au¬
thority to change thellme or place of their race, but they think that the
feeling among college men is strong to have the race, and wish to he pre¬
pared to meet any contingency that may aiise.
That Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin will be represented at Philadel¬
phia (all hough at this early date not certain) there is no doubt, and oar
American colleges will scarcely allow them :o so back without an- Inter¬
collegiate race.
'
Sculls .

A dispatch received subsequent tolhedflteof our cor¬
respondent’s letter—witich, by-tlie-way, reached us just
too late for our last edition—stales that the Cambridge
University Boat Club, after discussing the question, has
decided to decline tlie challenge ot'the Bowing Associa¬
tion of American Colleges. Consideration of tlie invita¬
tion from Philadelphia to take part in the Centennial re¬
gatta was postponed until after the Oxford and Cambridge
race, when an effort will be made to get. six oarsmen to
visit the United Slates—but on their own responsibility,
and not as representatives of the uuiversiiy. From this it
would scefn probable that the prospects of an International
race during the Surrimer were rather slim. However, the
excitement attending the opening of the Exhibition will
not. be confined to this country, and in the desire to be
present some of the college men will most likely make up
a crew or two aud come over with Ihe double object of
seeing the Exhibition and carrying home cups.
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Ko Notice Taken of Anonymou* Communication*.
II. A. F., Boston,— Can you give me the address of anv dealer in, or
collector of birds’ eggs iu California? Alls. Ferdinand Umber, fiOfi
California street, San Francisco, Cal.
G. M. F., KDglewood, N. J.—The oircums'tjmcc of the field mouse
fleeing with’her young hanging on to her teats is not t>e tihlqUi: as yon
suppose, but is their usual and widely observed habit.
J. S., New York.—Can you tell me of anyplace in I,bis city where T
can obtain ferrets trained for rabbit hunting? Ana. Don't know or any
in this city-address Chas. Van Vechten, Victor, N. Y
Snow Djuft, Virginia City, Nev.—I have an idea that Giant. Fowder
should be a “cure"In the dull pond clearing business, provided enough
is used, and used right. Has any one tried It? Ans. IT the pond had
natural banks it would do no harm. We do ool know or any one having
tried it.
A. T. II., -Waterford, N. V.—How did the American Rifle team loud
in their matches with the Irish at Crcedmoor and Iiollymoant respec¬
tively, or did.any of our team load at the muzzle? Aus. At the breech,
with the exeeplion of Major Fulton, who first placed tlie empty shell iu
the chamber of his rifle, and then loaded rroni the muzzle.
Inquirer, Concord, N. H.—*. In what way cau I remove the letidimr
from iny riflo without injuring ir.? 2. I« ihe Dilunar powder safe to use
in u rifle or pistol? 3. What will be the probable cost of the new Ballard
rifles? Ans. 1. With beuziue. 2. Yes, when used according to direc¬
tions. 3. Twenty-five to thirty dollars, according tojcngfch.
W. W., Chicvatro.—What is the price of English chilled shot in New
York, and how much would be the cost to have it sent out- here? Ans.
The English chilled shot is sold in this city by llenry O. Squires, No.
1 Couftiand street; retail price, 15 cents per pound, $3.35 per bag of 25
pounds. Ask at one of the freight lines at your city the .cost of trans¬
portation.
A. J. WM New York.—! am at limes called to a place where cels alone
abound, aDd I have promised some friends of minelhereto procure for
them an eel-pot. Will you kindly inform me, through your columns,
where such can be procured ready-made, or who could make one to
order? Ans. L. licymger & Co., No. IH Fulton Htrcct, will supply you
with eel-pots.
T. E. M., Hamden.-Can yon inform me wh»t was Ihe use of the
setter Bismarck, and what dog he was brod from? Ans, Mr. David
Brook’s fanionq,Vetter Bismarck was one of (he best dogs for all game
iu this country, and was about nx, years ohl.when he died. His pedigree
you will find in a former number of our paper, or by addressing Mr.
BrookB, Philadclpnm,
J. W. C., Rochester.—Will you be kind enough to inform me if there
id a setter dog known da Forman Taylor’s Suuclio, K so, what is his
breed and color, and what are hid merits? Ans. Mr.^Fonntm Taylor, of
Monmouth County N. J., id the owner of. the famous out-eyed SH'Pdbo,
a full sized, well formed orange and white sfciteri A thoroughbred, and
an extraoidinary good one.
Sportsman, Erie, Pa.—lace by yourpapor that yon rend powdered
nrecanut toyout eorr«ippondent.8. 1 want aorne for n yonug Better i
nWH, and Will be jflrttl t* tfet aoms W ynnf own t« "»r
Jr it eifkwetofrq
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for same purpose on man as on beast ? Ans. Have mailed yon some
powdered areca nut. It is the best known remedy for worms in dogs,
but we do not know’ of its being used for humans.
11., Rochester. N. Y.—Kindly Inform mo where T can get good fly
fishing during*Mey and June In Pennsylvania—a place Lhafc will combine
pleasant scenery, fish in abundance,’and where lheieiB snch a thing as
a few “big” ones to he taken occasionally? Ana. See answer to “G.
fT, M.,” in this issue. For May. make hcadqnajttirs ot Trout River, bat
large trout arc “mighty iincerimn" anywhere short of Rangeley .
F. G..MHhurn, N. J.—1 have nn uqnarium IgxlB, 12 inches deep,
how many gold-ftfh can I keep In it, and how often will It be necessary
to change the water? Ana. From three to four email fish to a gubon of
water ia the usual rule. Wi tilths proper marine plants It is not neces¬
sary »o change the wafer very often. You can keep more fish In the
same quantity of cold wafer than in warm. Avoid all kinds of sea
shells and corals.
G. IT. M.t Germantown, Fhiadelphta.—Please state ?n yonr nest
issue where you think would be a good place for u Fma’1 party fo comp
for some weeks Tn the spriug and summer, not more than 200 miles from.
Philadelphia, where there is good Ashing, or hunting, or both? Ans. In
Pike Co.. Penn., oti the Bhphkill or Sawkill si re am a-near Milford; or
Lackuwaxen, or on Trout river, in Lycoming Co., twenty-five miles
above Williamsport. No shooting until after July •Ith, when woodcock
will be in season.
j>. W, B.. GtmtiersvMIe, Ind. —1. Pleaae give me the name of some
reliable firm who handle game' (wild pigeons) on commission in your
city, also one in Boston, Mass.? 2. Some lime since I saw a recipe for
rubber cement in your paper. “Dissolvepure rubber in benzine, etc.”
I tried it, but the rubber don’t dissolve. What is the reason? Ans. 1.
Smith & Lewis, No. 17-1 Fulton Market, this city; dr n’t know-any Boston
dealers. 2. Perhaps the rubber was too strong, or the bensiao not .
strong enough; \vill investigate.
J. IT. B.t Newbnrypdrt, Muss.-Can you inform me, through the col¬
umns of your paper, who “Harry Archer” war; who ia spoken of so
often in “Forester’s” works, 1 imagine it means ‘•Forester1 litnwclf.
Am 1 right? Ana, “Harry Archer’’ in the Warwick Woodlands, was in¬
tended for Herbert himself, and although he assumed the mm >ie plume
of “Fiank Forester.” (suggested to him by the laie Dr. Porter, a
brother of the late W. T. Porter, if the Sidrit rf the Timea), it was
merely as fo authorship. Frank Forester in the above work was only
nn Imaginary character. The “Commodore.” also mentioned in this
book, was Intended for the late Mr. Anson Livingston.
R. R„ Jr., N. Y.—Some months ago, after reading an article in yonr
no per about giving canaries red pepper, I applied to you to *tato to me
how to give the pepper to the bird. I gave him the pepper as directed
twice, and these two occasions were a week apart, and always in very
small quantities. After the second dish of pepper bo steppe t singing
and chirping altogether, and has not given any sign or song since. Now
please tell me what, to do. The birtl is healthy and clean, but suppose
he was too young for such strong food as red pepper? Ans. The red
pepper was probably too strong Tor yout bird—feed now on hard hoiled
pgg, and time will probably bring him around again. In another such
instance give rock candy, or a piece of sponge cake dipped in good
sherry. This will be sufficiently heating.
Brandon, Bald Mountain. N. Y.— 1. Do the Ocntt and Hobbs patents,
which f see frequemly mentioned in connection with breech--loading
guns relate to shells or simply primer*? Where can they be obtained?
2. Can the Flobert saloon cartridge, small size, (22-100), bo used for
target, practice in a Smith & Wesson revolver, (No. 1). A dealer in yonr
city tells me that, they cannot, hut ?aya that they can be used In Coifs.
As tbe calibre of each is identical I io not understand it? 3. la there
for sale a single breecti-louding gun known as the Phoenix? Do you know
where it jb uuiiiufactored? 1 have hen»d It spoken of, but have seen no
circulars. Ans. 1. Primers; can be had of any of the dealers ndvorti.sing in our columns. 2. Tlie imported can not; but the Flobert shell, maniifuctured bj tbe Union Metallic Ciutfjdge Co., can. 3 Yes; wchavc di¬
rected a circular to be Rent to you.
C. F. Bm Brandon.—1. I have a valuable hoond pup about Fix months
old who for the last two or three weeks hua beeu constantly ahakiug her
head. Three or four weeks ago There came out a spot on her head, jnsls
forward oi her ear all covered with email sores; her head does not ap¬
pear to be inflamed, bat Is very offensive; her eyes also ran. Flense Lull
me what to do for her, and oblige. I think Unit shu is troubled with
worms too, and would like io have you tell where I could get some
arecu nut, and what is a dose? Ans. Your pup evidently bag canker
of the head. Wash his ears out thoroughly with Castile soap, and, lifter
drying, inject a weak solution of sulphate of copper, three grains to the
onnco of water tw ice a day for i wo or three days, always keeping tho
ears washed clean. Have mailed to you some ureca nut with dimctlons
for Use. Feed him sparingly, and give him very little meat for a while.
RanOBU, Woonsocket,—A friend and myseif want to rough it two nr
three months next summer. We want io bno.w whnig most of I bo
nnlgtai | trstins or panles slart from. Dp any go fo California front
Omaha? Which would yju take a rillfe or a shot gun? What would bo
the cost of a good saddle iorte? Ann. Tbe emigrant teams leave Omaha,
and follow a course parallel with and a IP tie south of the Union Pacific
Railroad. We wouldsnpge&t. liowe-or. as a plea.-anter trip for you fo go
to Dnuver. Colorado, and there join one of the numerous mining trains
leavin. that point; they traye-l slower than ihe emigrant train?, and you
would have more sport on liie way. A mustang saddle horse can be
bought at the Elephant Corrals in Denver for from $85 to $40 in l befall,
aud
in the spring. Bnt a mule, costing $100 to $135, would bo much
butter, and more easily sold. Take both rifle and shot gun, Or if con¬
fined to one, the lAtier, which should be u breech loader.
5.. A.. Ntwv York-—1. 1 have a 13-gaugd breech loader, and have used
Hazard’s, Dupont’s, and Lafliu & Rand’s coarse powder, but frequently,
after shooting a few shots, the barrels foul, and I urn comprlluil to removu the dirt by a wire cleaner, ns a brush is ineffective. Some days X
shoot all day and the barrels Will not foul. Docs it. depend on the at¬
mosphere, and how can it be .remedied? 2. What reputation baa G.
Musu, Kunsmitb, of-London? • 3. Can 1 get a good eplit bamboo fly rod
for $30 or $35, with Gciman.silver ferules? 4. Will ypn pleut-e let mo
know when you have a good second hand central fire brecch-loailur ah
jour office for $7o or $100, as I have a friend who withes to Huy on6 uh
that price? Aiis. 1. \"ou can remove the leading of your gun by uring
benzine; the at mosphere undoubtedly causes the effect you ru tit ion at
tinios. A wire crush repeatedly used Will wear the barrels. 2. We do
not know the gunmaker you mention. 3. Yes. I. You Can sou some
guns at the price you mention by calling at this office.
Amateur, Pittsburgh. 1. I have a breech-loadiug shot gun, branded
or marked 1 Field,” for which 1 paid $75. 1 bought the tun because it ia
a good one, and have beateu several guns costing double, «w h uf. larger,
and in the field. Whatl want to know rs \sho FwJd it; if hu is ft
maker of any reputation, and where me mamifnelory ia. And if you
don’t think 1 am as well oil as if I owned a Scott gnu of the sumo
weight and calibre, save the finish? 1. I am told, tn fact, assured,
from 'hu very best authority, that vaccination will prevent my dog from
taking distemper. Ts there anything in it, think you; 'would lie not bo
►as likely to die from the vaccmuLion as from the distemper. Be kind
enough to give,me your candid opinion? 3. Would 1 bo likely tu yet .*
good stock of dog? from a whituEuglish setter bitch and blue Belton dot;
or would you advise me to breed her without the cross? Ans. 1, Field
pot a maker but a dealer iu guns, aud, no doubt, many good ones uru
Fold by him—and if your gun is a good one and anaweiH your purpose
you should be satisfied. 3. Although we have been breeding setiera
and pointers full fifty years, we have never tried the t&CC of vacduuai.ion to prevent distemper; nor has uny flte-fanca of Its trial Como
under our observation. We hope some breeder wilt try it ami ropoii its
effects; 3. Yon would be as likely lo get as good dogs bred Irom
ados and bitch a*if bred from full nine Beltons; y#r. wo
b%wdhig i<> dog* of tnmu-cpWwhmi Gw coici it ;> 4*cUv
ci •.
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VOLUME VI.

W

ITH this issue we commence a new volume, and. our
leaders will find, accompanying, the Index of Ihe
volume just closed. We ask no better witness as to the
range and result of our labors than this index. It covers a
wider field than has ever before been traversed by any
publication of a similar nature in thia'country, and we
take tills opportunity of thanking the many kind friends
and contributors to whom we are hugely indebted for this
valuable collation of topics coming1 within the scope of
our paper.
Mr. Bishop's Last Voyage.—We liavo received, just as
we go to press, and too late for the present issue, a very
interesting letter from Mr. N-II. Bishop, dated at Biloxi,
on the Gull' of Mexico, which point he had reached after
paddling 2,155 miles in a Barnegat duck-boat. Here he
was taking his first rest since launching liis little
twelve-foot boat on the Ohio, on which stream he floated
for fourteen days without seeing the sun, and during which
time lie cooked or ate warm food hut three times. How
Mr. Bishop is thawing himself out in the warm air of the
Gulf, preparatory to continuing his voyage toward Pensa¬
cola, Apalachicola, St. Marks, and Cedar Keys, at which
point he will have completed the line of the great irregular
circle made by his last year’s trip in a paper canoe. We
shall publish the log of his trip next week.
European Compliment to the Hayden Survey.—In
the January number of the Quarterly Journal of Science,
published in London and edited by Prof. William Cookes,
F. R. 8., the editor, after noticing the list of publications
of the United Stales Geological Survey, Under the direc¬
tion of Prof. Hayden, testifies in a very flattering manner
to the value of the work: “We feel it our duty to call at¬
tention to the truly magnificent character of the survey
now being executed on behalf of the Government of the
United States. Not merely the geology, but the mineral¬
ogy, botany. Zoology, meteorology, ethology’, and antiq¬
uities of the whole Union are being carefully explored.
Will the day never come when a similai survey will he
made of the still wider and more varied region included
within the British Empire? It would be a glorious contri¬
bution to science, and a worthy bequest to posterity.”

—It is reported that New York parties are trying to ne¬
gotiate for the purchase of Robbin's Island, Pecouic Bay,
for the purpose of breeding hares thereon.

athletic performances
-L-< must have been very frequently struck with the great
disparity between the developmen t of the muscles of the
arms and shoulders and those of the legs of the perform¬
ers. Even those gladiators who have so recently been ex¬
hibiting their prowess in the so-called Greco-Roman wrest¬
ling lackod that perfect development or expansion of the
lower muscles which was necessary to perfect their
physical excellence. The free use of dumb-bells is proba¬
bly accountable for this difference, and if half that is
claimed for it is true, the Health Lift is the medium
through which this disparity could be equalized. For gen¬
eral training purposes it appears to be admirably suited,
the exercise being cumulative and at all times adapted to
the strength of the persomusing it. For oarsmen it must
be well suited, particularly since sliding seats have come
into vogue, and more of the work is done with the legs than
in former days. In the commencement of training, if what
is claimed for it is true, it would he of particular benefit,
as acting upon the weaker parts and developing them into
harmony with the whole system, and then carrying the pa¬
tient on to the point at which he aims. With only ten min¬
utes’ exercise each day it is astonishing what progress is
made. The average man will, on his first effort, lift about
three hundred pounds; in three months, with only ten min¬
utes’ practice per day.be will lift double that, weight. Wheth¬
er it will cure all the diseases to which flesh is heir, is prob¬
lematical; that its frequent use will prevent dyspepsia and
those diseases arising from sedentary habits, we have no
doubt. It is an admirable aid to .circulation, as every one
who has used it will admit, and we quite agree with Dr.
Ware, of Boston, that the introduction of the Health Lift
into banks and insurance offices, where large numbers of
young men are employed, would have the effect of restor¬
ing many physical organizations now going to decay, and
lessening the number of our hollow-chested', half-developed
youths.
GAME PROTECTION.
Game Laws of New York.—The

following Committee
on Game Laws was announced in the Assembly on. the 3d
inst.: Messrs Sherman of Oneida, Shannon of Cattarau¬
gus, Webb of Dutchess, Bowen of Clinton, J. S. Brown
ot Cayuga, N. II. Green of Genesse, Tabor of Erie, Lyon
of Kings, and Hallidny of Tompkins. It is fortunate that
Mr. Richard N. Sherman, the chairman of the committee,
is not only a sportsman, hut a man of wonderfully clear
head and reliable judgment. The much needed amend¬
ments to our game laws will now undoubtedly be passed.
We should like to suggest, however, that in place of the
amendment as proposed in the law as published by us last
week, that the Spring snipe shooting he loft, and that Sum¬
mer woodcock shooting be abolished.
Batavia, N. S., February 3d, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Shall the time soon come when there will be a law passed prohibiting
the sale of brook front in saloons and hotels? Only last week one
hundred and eight brook trout were sent by express to Batavia from
Avon Hotel to be sold in a meat market here. The person who sent
them claimed there was ooe hundred pounds Bent to him from Canada.
Our District Attorney counted them here. Is he bound to prosecute?
Sportsman.

Certainly it is his duty to do so on proper informalion
being laid before him. Even if the trout did come from
Canada, it makes no difference; the law on the subject is
very explicit. It says: “No person shall kill, or expose
for sale, or have in liis or her possession after the same-lias
been killed, any speckled trout, save only from the 15th
day of March to tho 15th.day of September, under a pen¬
ally of twenty-five dollars for each fish." Weshail be
glad to hear that this flagrant case of violation of the law
is p roper ly punished.
Newburyfort, February 4th, 1S7B.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
As you said In your lost paper, Massachusetts laws are strangely de¬
fective. For instsnee, Jack snipe are not protected at all. Tb yare
classed with binls of prey, and lawful game at all seasons. Woodcock
are only protected until Jnlv 4th, consequently, these prime game birds
are fast diminishing.. A few years and "the places that know tnem will
know them no more.” Older sportsmen than myself con remember,
and not so very long ago, either, when onr covers swarmed with wood¬
cock, and anipe were plentiful enough. Within a circle of twenty miles
around onr city woodcock covers could be found equaling, if not sur¬
passing, the famous woodlande of "Forester's” days. Inside of a year
I was over a piece of ground where, fifteen years ago, two of my ac¬
quaintances shot twenty-five woodcock in a single day. 1 tramped it
thoroughly, and my nag was one solitary woodcock, and I saw no more.
Why is this? The covets, are just as good as of old. With poor
“Forester" I agree, summer shooting is the cause. Ten yeara Bence,
woodcock, I take it, will be as scarce around here as quail now are, and
goodness knows that they are scarce enough. The same rule applies to
snipe. The sportsman's bag is small now who gnns for snipe, but a few
years later I think in will be far smaller if some different arrangement
Is not made. I am bnt a yonng man, but I will go In bcart, and hand,
and pocketbook as deep as I can to remedy the evils.
Fred. H. B-

The question of Summer woodcock sheotiug has been
argued pro and cor in our columns almost since the estab¬
lishment of the paper. We are strongly in favor of its
abolishment. Snipe have fared no belter in tljis State than
in Massachusetts; hub a law is now before the Legislature
for their protection, making the 1st of July tile end of the
close season. It might have been the 1st of September
just as well, as the snipe do not return from tlieir breeding
places until the cold weather seta in. We cannot express
ourselves regarding Spring snipe shooting, as being opposed
to it as unqualifiedly ns we are to Summer woodcock shoot¬
ing. Woodcock breed on the spot, and in their pursuit
during the Summer months there is frequently but little
distinction made between them and quail or young ruffed

grouse. Spring snipe are most useful aids in the breaking
of young dogs; invaluable they would be if more plenti¬
ful, and they are so peculiar, as well as migratory in their
habits, that there is little chance of their extermination.
It is undoubtedly the case, however, that snipe are taking
a more westerly course in making their flights, abounding
in some of the Western States. This question is well wor¬
thy of a careful investigation.
Apropos of Summer shooting comes the following letter
from a prominent sportsman:—
_
New York, February 4lli, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream;—
Referring to I he article in the last issue of your paper, entitled Amend¬
ments to Game Laws, I find no mention of any amendment to Ihe net
relating to Woodcock shooting during the months of July and August.
There seems to be no reason for the great d'minnltion in the numbers of
these birds except that they arc killed during these months, ir this is
not the true reason,! should like to know why wo have each year less of
this sport. Is there any way by which we con nt the same time protect
these birds, and sliil havo two or three months of good shooting each
year? If this is not at,ended to, and an effort made for their protection,
woodcock shooting will, like onr quail shooting, be a thing of the past.
Mark,

—The Virginia Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game have adopted a constitution and elected the fol¬
lowing officers for the ensuing year: President, Alexander
Moseley; Vice President, Dr. O. A. Crenshaw; Secretary
and Treasurer, Peyton Johnston; Corresponding Secretary,
John Graeme; Committee, W. Russell Robinson, Judge W.
I. Clopton, Shelton (J. Davis, Justice Joseph J. While,
Judge W. W. Crump, Warner Lewis, of Brunswick; R,
B. Kenuon, of Powhattan; R. T. W. Duke, of Albemarle;
Marshall Parks, of Norfolk; and Dr. Isaac White, of Mont¬
gomery. At their meeting last week a hill for the protec¬
tion of fish in the waters of the Commonwealth was lead
by sections, amended, and adopted; and the Executive
Committee was requested to submit the bill, and another
of a similar character for the protection of game, to the
General Assembly at an early day.
The Buffaloes.—Congress has at last taken action
with regard to preventing the utter extermination of our
host and biggest game. We learn from Washington that
a bill has been introduced in the House to prevent the use¬
less slaughter of buffaloes within the Territories of the
United States. It is made unlawful for any person, not an
Indian, to kill, wound, or in any manner destroy any fe¬
male buffalo of any age found at large within the Territo¬
ries. It is also made unlawful for any person to kill or
wound a greater number-of male buffaloes than needed
for food by the hunter, or than can be used, cured, or pre¬
served for the food of others or for the market. One hun¬
dred dollars for each buffalo is the penalty prescribed. Of
course, to a certain extent, the law would be a dead letter,
but its usefulness could be largely assisted if the officers of
the various frontier posts were charged with its enforce¬
ment. An individual who expected to make a fortune
by turning informer would require to have his hair screwed
on tightly .
—A petition is now before the Dominion Legislature
praying that the close season for snipe be changed fr.om
the 1st of September to the 15th of August. A correspond¬
ent of the Montreal Star writes:—
“There arc many sportsmen, if there is to be a change,
who would wish the period for killing this old favorite" to
be the 20th of September. It is a well ascertained fact
that in August the bird, though it does arrive here, is
merely half-grown—so lean that, as an article of food, it
is scarcely eatable. Though the snipe does not breed in
Canada as abundantly as the woodcock, still its nest is
found round Quebec in the Bijou Marsh and elsewhere.
The young tire found on the feeding grounds at the end of
August. It is shot during September, October, some even
iaNovember, so that sportsmen have at least two months
and a half to shoot. Unless a total extermination is sought
for,.this ought to he ample, without slaughtering the halfgrown birds in August.”

Gloucester at the Centennial"—The fish and fishing
interests of the United Stales promise to be well cared for
next Summer at Philadelphia. In addition to the displays
under the direction and management of the Smithsonian
Institution and Mr. Blackford of Fulton Market, the peo¬
ple of Gloucester, the. home of onr sea fishing, arc prepar¬
ing an unique collection of models of fishing smat.ks.
These will comprise, says the Cape Ann Adi'ertieer, one
pink stern model standing room boat, 12 tons, style of
1800; squarestern do. 18 tons, 1820; pink stern with cuddy
forward, 40 tons, 1830; square stern sells. GO tons, 1840;
same slyle and size, a little sharper, 1850; Georgesman, 100
tons, 1875; mackerel catcher, do.; seiner, do.; Banker, 150
toDS, 1875; high quarter deck Banker, 75 tons, 1800; mar¬
ket boat, 80 tons, under full sail, style of 1875; models of
vessels on blocks and railways, models of boats and dories.
These models are lo be placed in a tank for exhibition, witll
other appurtenances of the business.
The display of live fish will be under the direction and
management of Mr. Fred Muther, the well-known pisci¬
culturist, a sufficient guarantee that this department will
be most thoroughly conducted.

--

Removal.—Our excellent agricultural contemporary, the
Scientific Farmer, formerly of Springfield add Amherst,
has been removed to Boston. The change, which is the
result of the growth of the paper, will be accompanied by
greater facilities and abundant capital.
The Scientific
Farmer is largely instrumental in promoting progressive
agriculture, and this enlargement of its sphere of usefulness
will be hailed with pleasure by its many friends.
—The Harvard Freshmen have declined Yale’s Fresh*
mens’ challenge for a six-oared race,
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ABROAD.

T

O break the monotony o£ a long voyage I left the P.
and O. steamer at Gibraltar. To this place, on the
north coast of Africa, it is only a journey of a few hours.
Quite unexpectedly, I find myself in the midst of consid¬
erable sport. The neighborhood affords excellent shoot¬
ing, abounding in a great variety of game. It is the fa¬
vorite shooting ground of the English officers stationed at
Gibraltar, who come over here in parties and encamp for
several days, enjoying most excellent shooting. The game
consists of wild boar, jackals, hares, geese, ducks, par¬
tridges, snipe, several varieties of plover, woodcock, and
curlew. The migratory birds, in their flight northward,
in seeking to cross from' one continent to the other, witli
unerring sagacity choose the narrowest point of the Strait
of Gibraltar. This is from Tarifa to Tangier, conse¬
quently those birds come in hero in great numbers, like a
flock of sheep through a gate, and then spread out over
the plains of Morocco. Sometimes these birds are deter¬
red from crossing by adverse winds, and at such times tbe
wild fowl and snipe shooting about Tarifa is said to be
something extraordinary. The best partridge shooting on
this side is between this place and Tetuan, about a day’s
journey to tbe northward. Just now Prince Arthur, or, to
give him bis proper title,The Duke of Connaught, is here
pig-sticking. This sport has become suddenly fashionable
because the Prince of Wales had some of it in India. The
English Minister at this place, Sir John Hay, is a great pa¬
tron of sport, and the Prince is here as his guest. The
party presented a novel and picturesque appearanco as it
returned to town. The hunters were mounted on the fa¬
mous horses of Barbaiy—a dappled gray seems to be the
favorite color ot these horses—pack mules with tent equip¬
age, camels laden with the slain boars, while a motley
crew of Moors, Arabs, and negro servants straggling along
on foot, slioutiDg and flogging their beasts, altogether made
up a motley shooting party that surpassed anything I ever
saw. Twelve pigs in all were killed, nine tbe first day and
three tbe second. Tbe hunt was attended with no casual¬
ties, except to the horses, three of which were more or less
injured by the assaults of the boars. The mode of bunt¬
ing these boars with the spear is this: The hunters, well
mounted on fleet Barbary horses, are armed with a long
spear—a long bamboo staff with a sharp steel spear bead—
which they bold in the right band at a point just where it
will balance itself. They take their stations aloug the edge'
of coverts in which pigs are supposed to be. A great
number of beaters with clubs, and guns loaded with blank
cartridges, together with some hounds, beat the covert,
shoaling and discharging their guns. As soon as a pig
breaks covert and takes to the open the hunters ride for
him, and if they can overtake him, ride alongside and
stick him—if neatly done under the fore shoulder. If the
boar be a "tough customer,’' it requires two or three
thrusts to bring him down, and generally after he has re¬
ceived one thrust of the spear he turns upon and charges
his pursuers. This is the critical moment that calls for all
the skill of the hunter. He must so guide his horse and
manage his spear as to receive him on its point and impale
him there, a squealing, wriggling, harmless boar. If he
fails to do this, the chances are the brute will catch his
horse with his savage tusks and mangle him fearfully. One
hoar—the largest and most ferocious that was killed in this
hunt—was not brought to bay until ho had received three
spear thrusts,, and had ripped one horse. The Prince gave
him the coup degrace, and the captain of hussaTs, who had
the second thrust at him, and whose horse he injured, car¬
ried away with him his broken spear as a trophy of the
fight. Another, and perhaps the more common mode of
hunting the wild boar here is to shoot him with ball or
buckshot cartridge. During my stay a party lias been
out for this sport, led by the Sharif of Wazan. This man
is a peisonage of great distinction here, being thePope or
Spiritual head of the empire, and in many respects supe¬
rior to the sultan. He is about thirty years of age and as
black as the nee of spades. His features are rather coarse,
and yet do not decidedly bear the stamp of the negro
blood he owns. One sees many Arabs with as dark a skiu
as his, hut much more regular features. He claims to be a
direct descendant of the great prophet Mohammed, and is
regarded as a very saintly and sacred person. It is popu¬
larly believed that he has the power to perform miracles,
to heal the sick, to regulate the weather, and, what is still
more wonderful, to change wine into water! He is rather
partial to Venoc Clicquot as a beverage; but as the drink¬
ing of wine is contrary to the law of the Koran, the faith¬
ful say it turns to water in his throat/ According to more
direct and reliable testimony, however, the wine retains
some of its familiar exhilerating quality, even after it has
undergone this extraordinary change in passing jnto his
ailimentary canal, and liis successful predictions regarding
the weather are attributed by the skeptical to the posses¬
sion of an excellent barometer. Like our own great
prophet and saint, this one is very much married. He has
several wives in every large town in the empire, so that in
the words of the nursery rhyme,
“With rings on his flnters, and hells on his toes,
Theieis sore to be ffiiii-ic wherever he goes."

His favorite wife at present is an English lady, very
young and pretty, to whom he was married by the Protes¬
tant form, the ceremony being performed at the English
Embassy here. But I am digressing, This hospitable
gentleman is very fond of sport, and has a large collection
of modern guns, rifles, etc. On this expedition, to which
I had the honor of an invitation, not much of sport was
had. There were plenty of pigs, but they could uot bo in-

duoed to break covert. The covert was so thick that both
the beaters and tbe hounds were afraid to enter it much,
lost their legs would ho chewed up in llio operation. Only
three pigs were killed. Wild pork, of which an ample
supply cooked in various ways has been furnished at the
table of the hotel, has a peculiar, and, for pork, an im¬
proved flavor. It is pork with a venison flavor to it. Of
course it is nof so fat as the flesh of the pampered pet of
an Irish sty. The color of these pigs is a sort of rusty
black, with long bristles along the ridge ot the back, and
when pursued, .or in making a charge upon his enemy, it
is said these bristles are raised up in a way that renders
him a ferocious-looking beast.
The keeper qf the best hotel in this town, Mr. Martin,
is a great sportsman, and is the leader and organizer of
nearly all the expeditions going out from this place. He
keeps the bc3t horses, the best dogs, and has all the outfit
necessary for the pursuit of any kind of game. He, too,
is a descendant from the Ham branch of our common postdeluvian stock, and if not as dark as the familiar ace, at
least has a complexion that won't tan in a hot climate.
Mr. Martin is a native of our South, or of the West Indies,
and is really a very well-informed and accomplished inan.
He was formerly a steward or body servant to the Duke of
Edinburgh, has travelled every-where, and has a very wide
acquaintance. It is said,of the greatest military general of
modern times that he is silent in seven languages. Martin
is talkative- in almost as many. I went out partridge
shooting with him one day, and lie worked the "team” in
three languages, speaking English, Spanish, and Arabic
with apparent fluency. He has the easy, reposeful man¬
ners of an eastern potentate, is a thorough sportsman, a
good shot, a most courageous and skillful pig-sticker, and
sings a good song, and if I add that he is a genuine host, I
am sure I need say no more to convince you that Martin is
a rare man to find in this part of the world, lie is so fond
of sport that he selected this place for his abode on account
of the abundance and variety of game it affords. He keeps
a good stable and has in it the best Barbary blood. Prince
Art,bur rode his favorite bay Barb at the hunt, and was so
much pleased with it that he purchased the animal at a
high price. Mr. Mnrtiu has just shipped to our Central
Park Zoological Garden some specimens of the four-horned
rams of Barbary, other specimens of which I Baw in his
stable. They are handsome fellows, with, four large, curl¬
ing horns, two bending forward and two backward.
There are indeed a great many of tbe smaller migratory
game birds in this vicinity. On riding a short distance into
the country large flocks of grecn-backed plover, golden
plover and sickle-bill curlew rise from your path, and,
wheeling around for a while, settle again. It isdifflcull to
get within gunshot of any except the green-backed plover.
There is little or no covert, except the low stunted palmet¬
to bnslies. In this the partridges hide, and in hunting
them beaters are required to drive them out of it. On
striking a clump of this palmetto sometimes four or five
birds will jump out and fly in as many different directions.
I have visited the flail market several times to see what it
affords.' A small mackerel and the red mullet, which the
Moors call the "Sultan of fishes,” is about all I sceat this
season. Mr. Martin tells me that the lobsters taken here
are very fine, sometimes reaching thirteen and fourteen
pounds in weight, and from the shell of one I saw 1 can
easily believe it.
The American Consul at this place, Col. F. A. Matthews,
a most hospitable and courteous gentleman, is the man who
compelled the venerable and stiff-necked Bashaw to apolo¬
gize for saying the foreign consuls were “like a parcel of
monkeys,” an account of which was given in one of our
newspapers last Fall.. Col. Matthews is very popular here,
and got a great deal of credit for the energy and spirit lie
displayed on this occasion. He is a native of Tangier, but
has served both in our army and navy and lived in Califor¬
nia for some years. If he is content to stay here he ongiit
to be allowed to as long as he wishes to. Col. Matthews
has the finest collection of Moorish arms in Tangier.
Tangier, Morocco, December, i875.
Dkuid.
Hotel AVanted.—I must apologize for occupying space
in your columns regarding hotels; but as Florida is becom¬
ing a winter resort for many of the readers of the Forest
and Stream, I feel that I am not. taking an unwarranted
liberty.
Cedar Keys is the southern terminus of the Fernandina
and Cedar Keys Railroad. Steamers plying between New
Orleans and Havana call weekly lo land passengers and
freights. The steamer Valley City for Lumpa, Manatee,
Punta Rassa, and Key West; steamer Emily for Manatee
and Tampa; and the steamer Bill Keyserfor Crystal River,
Old Tampa, Tampa, and Sarasota leave Cedar Keys week¬
ly. These various lines of travel cause many persons to
lay over at the Keys in Winter, as well as Summer. The
three existing hotels are anything but what the impor¬
tance of the place demands; and, in the language of Ihe
State Journal, a paper published at Cedar Keys, “Our ac¬
commodations in that line (hotel) are such tbatno one stops
here longer thahhe is obliged to. Parlies traveling through
are often delayed on account of the boats, but never make
this a resort.” I have personally tested the three hotels in
the place, and can only say that I wished myself anywhere
eise.
Transient travel would materially aid in supporting a
good hotel, and from my knowledge of the place I feel as¬
sured that a large number of permanent boarders could be
secured from among tbe residents of the town. During tbe
AVinter months mauy tourists and sportsmen would visit

the place and remain for days, or weeks, if suitable hotel
accommodations could be obtained.
A few days since I pointed out the importance
of establishing a good hotel at the Keys to Mr. D,
E. Maxwell, Superintendent of the Fernandina an a Cedar
Keys Railroad, and be assured me that the Railroad Com
pany would aid and assist the undertaking in every possible
way. First, by deeding to tbe person erecting a hotel two
blocks ofiand in the town, one block on the mound, the
highest point of land on the coast, and the other extending
from opposite the first, to tbe bay shore—in all five or six
acres of land.
Independent of giving the lund, the Railroad Company
would agree to transport all building materials and furni¬
ture and fixtures free of charge over the.Vine of road. The
mound affords a fine view of the main land, islands, hay.
and ocean, and the beach is an excellent one for bathing
and keeping boats. Fishing is fair, and ducks and bcacli
birds are plentiful during the. Winter months. By taking
the morning train the sportsman can reach a point in one
hour where deer, turkeys, and quail are plentiful, enjoy at
least six honrs’ sport and return before supper. The cli¬
mate is excellent, and the health of the place unexception¬
able, and wo feel assured that if a hotel was erected at the
Keys by one who knows how to run such an institution
that it would prove remunerative and a safe investment.
Jacksonville, Fla,, Jan. 24.1875.
Al Fresco.
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INTERNATIONAL MATCH.

J

UDGING from the dispatches which have been flying
across the cables during the past week, the question of
an International Rifle Match is in a charming state of
muddle, with a very fair prospect of its either being
"off ” altogether, or else confined to a match between our
own and a sectional team, instead of Ihe gallant battle we
have expected with Sir Heury Halford and the Imperial
Team. In our editorial of last week, we predicted that
trouble would arise from the notification received by tele¬
graph that the Scottish National Rifle Association team
would visit us next, summer to participate in an Interna¬
tional match, but scarcely imagined that our prediction
would be so soon verified. Should the match with the
British Team be "off,” it will be owing entirely to the
action of our own National Rifle Association in sending
three challenges when but one was either requisite or ex¬
pected. It would be supposed that the'experience of our
riflemen at Wimbledon lust summer, would have taught us
how this matter should be managed. An invitation was
given to Sir Henry Halford at that time, and gallantly
accepted, to visit us during the summer for the purpose of
shooting a match for the championship of the world, In
the formation of liis team Sir Henry invited the efnek
shots of Ireland and Scotland to compete for places, and
with ihe pick of Great Britain nnd Ireland the strongest
kind of a team could have been gotten together. And yet
there is no reason why teams of purely Irish or Scotch
organization should not come a3 well as Canadian, French,
Swiss or German teams, and shoot in as many matches as
can be gotten up j but for the match, the match suggested
at AVimbledou Immediately after the Elclio Shield compe¬
tition, and subsequently accepted by the British National
Rifle Association, but one team should be eligible to shoot,
and that the Imperial Team, lo be selected by Sir Henry
Halford, at the request of the Association just mentioned;
"and we consider tl.At Sir Henry is quite justified in aband¬
oning the matter.’ We have already won the odd trick
from the Irishmen; it was always expected that Sir
Henry’s team would have a proportion of Scotchmen upon
it, (and Irishmen also if they choose to compete for places,)
and therefore the bringing of three teams to shoot against
our one, seems supererogatory, as well as making the odds
against us three to one. And no doubt Sir Henry looks at
it in tiie same light. It is the American team he wants to
beat or be beaten by, not the Irish or Scotch. At all
events he has written the following letter lo the London
agent of the Associated Press.
“I am in communication with the Scottish National
Rifle Club, which has accepted the challenge from America
to send a sepurate team, and with the Irish Rifle Associa¬
tion, who still have the matter under consideration. I am
endeavoring to obtain their cooperation in sending a British
team alone. The Counoil of the National Rifle Associa¬
tion is so unanimous In its feeling that only a British team
should be entered that there is no necessity to eall a meet¬
ing on the subject. If 1 fail in inducing Scotland and
Ireland to join iu the British team, I shall place my resig¬
nation as Captain in tbe bands of tbe National Rifle Assooition. 1 have every reason to believe that England will not
be represented by any separate team.”
If, therefore, the Scottish and Irish Rifle Associations
persist in sending separate teams, the great point of interest
in this years’ International match will be lost, the prospect
of a contest with a British team transferred to a very
indefinite period, and the Centennial deprived (as far as
riflemen arc concerned) of one of its chief attractions. It
is too soon, however, to croak; everything may be satisfac¬
torily arranged, nnd wo may yet welcome this gentleman
to whom our own riflemen are indebted for so many
courtesies at Wimbledon.
Massachusetts Rifle Association.—A meeting held
for practce by this association, met at Spy Pond on Sat¬
urday, January 20. The highest scores were as follows:
Higgins, 46; Frost, 4(1; Osgood, 44, and Sawyer, 44.
The highest possible score was 50.

FOREST AND STREAM
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National Rifle Association.—The Directors of this
Assoc-inlion met on the 1st of February. .
TheTeport of the Treasurer showed a balance of $1,19804.
On behalf of tho Range Committee, Col. Winnate sub*
mitted a report, favoring a change of targets from iron to
canvas. It was proposed that the State be rrquested to
pay a portion of the expense. The joint committee on
the intermit tonal match was increased to eighteen. The
selection of the place for the international match wa-. re¬
served for tho Board of Directors to decide upon. Reso¬
lutions were adopted which provide that any cluh paving
the sum of $25 shall he entitled to send ten of their
number to Creedmnnr, during the, spring and fall meet¬
ings, who shall have during that time alt the rights of
annual members.. in addition, the club wilt he presented
with a bronze, medal, which shall he competed for by the
members of tho club. Tho programme for the spring
meeting was presented and adopted. There will he five
matches, as follows; All comers, Directors, Military, Short
Range, Mid Range! Leech Cup, and Patrick Henry Rifle
Matches.
Major Fulton presented his report upon the
ground selected for a range near Philadelphia.
He 1
stated that it could in no way compare with Cre.otlni'nOr.
While there is no doubt that C'reedmoor is far superior to
any other range, we were in hopes tlint, those having the
international match in charge could find it to their advan¬
tage to have it take place at or near Philadelphia. The
meeting adjourned alter the President had appointed the
following committees: Range Committee, Col. Wingate,
Capt. glory, and E. II. Sanford; Finance Committee,
Inspector General Woodward, Hon. D. W. Judd, and X.
P. Stanton; Prize Committee, Col.Ward, Cap'. W. C.
Casey, and Major Gen. Kilfmrn Knox. Joint Committee
on International Match, Gen. Woodward. Col. Wingate,
Col. Gildersfceve, Gen, McMahon, and N. P. Stanton.
Conlin’s Gallery.—The eighth contest for the Turf,
Field and Farm competition cups, was shot February 8.
L. G. Bruce, score 43, won the first cup for the second
time. II. I). Blydenburgh, score 3d, the second cup for
second time, ami Wtn. M. Tileslon, store 34, the third cup.
The liexL competition for the cups will lake place Thins
day, Feuruary 17, commencing at l l*. M. The Forest
and Stream badges will be shot fur Thursday, February
10, open to ail comers.
ChEpdmoou, Jr.—Tltefifth subscription (natch came oil
on Tuesday, Feb. 8th. The winning scores were F. Backofen, 44; R. Rath hone, 41; D. F. Davids, 39; K. It. Hand,
30;.I. W. Todd, 37. The lemainittg two prizes of the U. M.
C. Badge competition will be shot for on these conditions.
Five competitions; ten shots tiacb; entrance $1; open to
ail comers, except those who have made over 40 in the
budge in niches. 'Pile highest aggregate of tile live compe¬
titions lakes tlie first prize. The next highest, the second
prize. Another gold badge equal in value to the other,
to lie shot for,on the same terms, open to all. The scores
may be shot oil at any lime before Hie 10th of March.
All scores made vvill be published weekly.
Hei.lwio'r Gallery.—The tenth annual competition
shooting in lying position, took place at Hell wig’s new
gallery, 271 and 273 Eighth avenue, Wednesday. February
2, 1876. The winners of prizes are as follows. Donald
Cameron, first prize, 4ti; B. Ginger, second prize, 4»;
M. -L Riggs, third prize. 28. Tim next weekly competi¬
tion will lake place Wednesday, February 9, at 6 F. M.
Glen Drake_The members of - tlies Ametican Rifle
Association.assembled in force at Pelhamville,. X. Y., on
Saturday, February 4, 1876. Two matches were shot, one
for the Association Cnp, the Other a Subscription
Match. The groimd was covered with snow, and the
ray8 of the sun were reflected from it in a manner so as to.
rcuder it extremely difficult tortile marksman to see the
bullscye upon the while lull 500 yards away. In tile
match for the Association Gup there were ten scoring
shots, with an allowance of 5 points for military rides
of 50 calibre. The best scores were as follows; R. Rathbone,'45; D. F. Davids, 41, and H. Fisher, 40. The Suliscrfntion Match allowed only five hfcoriug shots; thewinning scores were: 1). F. Davids. 24; It. Kaihbone,
23, and Ratlibone 33. Next Saturday the match for the
Holden ltiile will lake place. On- the 22d of February
there will tic three matches, consisting of a MHilary, an
All-comers, and a Subscription Match.
Morsemeke.—The seventh competition for the Harris
trophv on Tuesday of last week, resulted in the following
score:' H. W. Blabemore, 75; Henry J. Quinn, 73;
Douglas bmythe, 71; G. Livingston Morse, 68; Henry
Maynard, 06. Mr. Blakemwre has now won twice.
tin Monday the return match between two’teams of
Hie Yonkers Rifle Association, commanded by G'apt.
Dougins a my 111 and Major Freddie Shonnard, respociively
was contested. Although the weather was fine, Hie wind
in the earlier part of the match was variable ami trouble¬
some. Tuts snow which covered the ground, by its refrac¬
tion and glare, also in t erf erred with t lie shooting. Fol¬
lowing arc the scores of the several members ot each learn:
SMYTH'S TEAM,
J. L. Morse.169 C. Iludgtnan.,188
11. U Garrison.183 [D. SUljtu.90

S. G. l'eray.‘SB

Total. '.915
SUONNAlill'S TKAIU.

j,. M. Bullard.1M.11. Quinn.IS¬
C' . Duseiitmrg, Jr.IMS l'-. Suuuiiard.'..1TJ
A. It. Jocelyn.185|
Towil. .WTo

Major Slionnai'd’s team having won the first match on
Jan. illth, Hie third and decisive contest will be shot in
March next.
Connecticut.—The Norwich Rifle Club arc making ex¬
tensive arrangements for work and praciice as soon as the
season opens. Negotiations are in progress for a new
range, at which there shall be accommodations for spec¬
tators’ and early in the spring the members hope to occupy
it, with weekly meetings. The cluh have received an invi¬
tation from Gol. Gildersleeve, of t|ie National Rifle Associa¬
tion to attend the proposed grand rifle tournament this
year.
Rhode Island Amateur Rifle Club.—On Saturday,
January 29, 1870, a match took place during a heavy rain
for a handsome badge. Distance, 209 yards, off hand.
The heat scores were: Keyes, 43; Babbe.lh, II; Thomas,
Jlj Howe, 38, and Ferkina, 37.

Syracuse.—A

rifle match comes off at the Yates Dra¬
goons range. In Syracuse, on Thursday' of this week, be¬
tween Rochester and Syracuse shots. The teams will con¬
sist of six men each, firing fifteen rounds at 130 feet
GAME IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.
distance, position: standing, rifles to he 32 calibre or less,
Wingate’s rules to govern. A report will be given in next
flares, brown and gray.
Wild.duck, geese, brant, &e.
week's issue.
New Jersey Scitc’tzen Park.—A grand Centennial
FOR Pl Oliida .
shooting match will he held at theabqve place’on February
Deer,Wild Tm-ltey,Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.
22. Prizes to the extent of $250 will be distribiilCft, and
ilie question of a team or teams to contend with the
Western shooting societies at the Centennial match will be
Game in Mabket.—Game continues remarkably Ecaree
discussed.
and dear. At this time last year the prairie chickens were
Maryland Rifle Club.—This club was organized on coming in by the car loa.l, and the present condition of
Hie supply indicaies either a closer attention to the
January 29, 1876, witli one hundred members. Constitu¬
tion ancl by-laws were adopted, and the following officers game laws in the Western States, or a greater scarcity of
were elected: President-, Gen. James R. R. Herbert;
birds. We quple; Ruffed grouse, at $1.50 per pair;
Vice-President, C. D. Fisher; Secretary, W. P. Herbert; pinnated, do., $1.40 to $1.60; quails, $5 to $5.50 per
Treasurer, A. V. Canfield, Jr. An Executive Committee dozen; canvas-tack ducks, $8 to $4.50 pur pair; red heads,
consisting of D. II Thomas, Capt. Zollinger, Capt. Post,
$t to $1 25; fprig-tails,- black ducks and widgeon, 90
A. F. Gibson, and W. C. Keener, was also elected. The cents to $1; broad hills, 60 cents; teal, 75 cents to $1;
following committee was also appointed to select a suit¬ brant, $1.50; geese, $1.25 lo $1.50 each; rabbits, 50 to 65
able range: Capt. Zollinger, O. D. Fisher, A. V. Canfield,
cents pet' pair; hares, 40 to 50 cents per pair.
Jr., C. P. Kaltler, and D. tl. Thomas. Another committee
—We regret being obligee to allow letters from Mr. John
on Incorporation was appointed, composed of Messrs.
Beall. Frick and Terrett, who were instructed to ineoipor- Rigby, “Gloan,” and others, on choke-boros, to remain
over
until next week.
ate the organization under the name of tho “ Maryland
Rifle Glut).” Major Fulton, of the American Rifle Tt am, X New York—Rochester, February 3d, 1876.—Sport with,
was present, atm joined the new club, together with one tile shotgun is almost limited to fox hunting. A grand
hundred others, The club is not, as many'suppose, com¬ hunt is being organized. Report says that there is an
posed exclusively of members ot the Fifth Regiment, but unusually wise old Reynard living a short distance from
has many members from the Stale at large. The lirst this city, and it is proposed to try the effect upon him of
annual meeting will take place in April next, when new many dogs and men. I am inclined to think Mr. Fox will
officers will be elected.
soon meet with a violent death. '
Iatiios,
Chicago..—Below are the scores made in tlic first cum v' New Jersey, Atlantic City, January 27th, 1870.—A few
petition lor the .Hamilton, Rowe & Co. Badges, at 200
mornings since a party of our gunners had scatcelv left
the depot, when old Watch routed |t fox, who took to the
yards off band, wtich came oft Saiurday, 29: h of January,
at. South Park Range. The individual making the highest woods, and gave Hie hunters a merry chase for four hours,
when he was killed. Flo weighed twelve pounds, the
score in Hie first ten shots, to take Hie badge. The indi¬
vidual making the highest score iri the last five shots, to average weight of the gray fox living not more than nine.
lake a substantial purse. Co), bluffier won in each case. Our hunters do not go fox hunting on horseback, but lake
Thu weather was simply horrid, mercury trom 10° to 15" ' to-tho woods on foo., and when the dogs have foutid their
fox, head them off at old roads and fields.
Reynard.
above; wind blowing very hard mid gusty. Tne scores
made are excellent considering tbe day, which is as follows: \ Pennsylvania.—“Wish’’Miller, of Uniontown, Fayette
Name.
Score.
' Total.
Go., L’a., has lately relumed fron'ra a three weeks’hunt in
J. A Shaffer.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 B 4 6
M
Hoy's wilderness, outlie north branch of the Potomac, river,
It. G. Howe..4 3 3 4 4 a 3 a -I 4 5 <1 5 a 3
65
thirty seven miles trom Oakland, Maryland. He made his
O. G. Blaokmm-.3 3 3 344444 J 34 54S
65
headquarters in a shanty, with J. L. Browning and 8amuel
W. Burnham.4443 5. 44334334 4 4
55
J . L. Yale.58344 3 4.> 4 4 34253
55
Hoovet, who were herding hogs on the beech nuts, which
J. Muir.4 3 e 3 3 ‘j 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 :f 4
40
are very plentiful there this W finer. The forest was liter¬
S. W. Bumlimu:.3 4 4 4 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
4<i
ally alive with wild pigeons, feeding on thte great abund¬
Milwaukie—The weather being very tine on Monday
ance of mast. He killed only four deer, however. They
last, January 31, a few of the members of our Rille were very scarce, being driven off by panthers and bears,
which were numerous. He shot one ot the largest bucks
Club thought they would improve the opportunity, and
that lias been brought to Unioniown for uiauy years.
have a shoot at their range at YV auwautosa. The sun shone
Wish saw two panthers killed by Mr. Conway, and one by
bright, and the air was warm and pleasant; the wind mod¬
Mr. ICusmiller, and killed a catamount himself. One of
erate but not very sternly. Five hundred yards was the
the panthers measured nearly eight feet in length. In
distance. The foliowing is the score;
speaking of this magnificent lmuting district, the .Standard
Nome Uriel Arm,
Score,
* ■
Total.
Fifalmog -Sharps Rifle.. .5 5 5.5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
08
says; “Yon can travel through this wilderness for hun¬
skin ell — Ri-lliibgt oil.5 555555455554 5 555555
98 dreds of miles without seeing an inhabitant.. The hem¬
Turner-lCl-miugtun.4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 )5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5
!H
Bangs— llemmgum.I 5 5554544 5.4 5 5 a 5 5 3 5 5 5
(13 lock, beech, sugar and wild cherry trees, from eighty to a
jJeumer—Remington_5 5 4 -1 443 5 4 5 8 5 5 5 5 6 4 4 4 4
91
hundred teel high, grow 'in abundance. The rays of the
After the score Of 20 shots was finished. Fielding and sun never penetrate thiough tlic matted brunches of the
tall trees. The country is level. It is just as nature made
Bangs made three shots more each, scoring builseyes on
it, a wild, howling wilderness, the home of the bear, Hie
every shot, making a total of 113 out of lib for Fielding,
panther and the wolf. Such a ihiug as a snake, or toad,
and 108 out of 115 for Bangs.
Wad Wac.
was never known to he found in this place. Foxes and
rabbits are plenty, and other small game in abundance.’’
THE RIFLE IN ROCHESTER.
iiaodturg, February 1st, 1876.—Just as we predicted,
partridges are again, we raigbl almost truthfully assert,
Rochester, N. Y , January 2S0i, 1876.
entirely exterminated in this section, as other game is also.
Editor Forest anit Stream:—
,
It is a disgrace to the honor of our county (Berks) that
The recent revival of the interest in rifle shooting has spread to
no stricter and more vigilant laws were enforced, aud we
Rochester, and all lovers of this spurt are aglow-with the fever. Early
now see the results. 'In a comity where the local journals
lust yeur the military. In coimeciion with some civilians, organizid the
speak boldly of “big catches'1 with a seine, nets, and
Rifle Association of the Severn ii Division, which soon purchased exten¬
other unlawful means, it is evideut that no attention is
sive grounds and proceeded to tit them up for practice, A nact of fiitygiven to the doings of our ** wise Legislature,’’ aud of
tfve acres, tying a,bout lonr miles north of the city on the river bank was
course, so the laws are powerless in that direction. Our
chosen as presenting the greatest advantages. • The grounds consist, of a
disciples of “Walton” are also rniuus any water here for
level plateaus twenty-live feet above the water level, bounded on toe
displaying
their powers in “ enticing the finny tribe,”
west, by tho Genesee River, and east by tile skirts of a mill higher
1'itno Nixon.

(gmne

plateau seventy five feet above the first. This bench lakes such a direc¬
tion that firing can be done siinidtanmisly lit the BOB and 1,0U0 yards tar.
gets (also at 500 mid 600, 400, aud 800, etc). The bank is of sand, and is
quite steep enough to catch the balls wiLh certainty. The firing is 3“ or
3" id the south of east,, aful herein lies, perhaps the only undesirable
realure of the -whole range. The range has bet-u in use’ up 10 the 60U
yard point since September, and several matches have been shot. At
the opening match, Dr. C. E. Rider took the ill-si prize with 13 oat of a
pnssibio 15. Mr. Schwartz, the mconil w Un-a score of 13, and Mr. V\T. H.
Heighurpwith 11, all at’.SO yards. On a subsequent match, Air. Seth
Green took a gold medal with a score of 33 out of a possible 35 at 300
yards.
In addition to the above the only matches open to all comers were
for the Briuker Aledals, one for the best seore at 300 yards, any rifle,
a-id one for the best score at 500 (with military rifles) or 600 (with any
rifle), 10 be won three times be'fore becoming pioperty. Only one
lniucii has been shot at each dbtauce. Dr. Rider won at both distances,
at SOU With a score of 38, and at 600 with 31 ont of a possible 35.
Sines the Winter set in the Amateur Rule Club, formed last Autumn,
opened a gallery for the use of its inembevs, and work has been brisk
ever since. Ten prizes, from $30 gold, downwards, were offered for the
ten best strings of. teu shots eaou made during the month of December.
An unlimited number of shots were allowod with the gallery rifles, ,33calibre Wesson) at HI feet, off-hand, C’reedmoor rules; second class
targets reduced to oiie-tentll size, (buils-eye8 1-10inches, etc). Foriyflilies were abundant, and Mr. S. A. Servis and Dr. Rid,r tied for the
til-81 prize at 481 ont of a possible 500. On shouting off, Air. Servis won
veil h.43 to Rider's 39.
, A mau-h is now i« process of negotiation between teams of eight from
the Rochester-'Club, and the Yates Dragoons Club, or Syracuse, and
when it has been shot I shall tty to flbd time to advise yon of the re¬
sult.

THE
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MEGANTIC

AGAIN

20th, 1616.
ffiuiToa Forest ahd Stream.—
Iu yottr paper of tlio Bih rest., I saw a communication signed “rinrpout,” and hunted Guides’ Wages tn Megantic. In lire lirst place, 1 hero
is no occasion for parlies to go to Scotslown When they can reuch the foot
of Lake Megantie via. Iiooinson, Gould, and Stornoway, and thence to
Megantic l’ost Ofltoe, where there is H large settlement of Highland
Scoich fishermen who are always willing to act as guides for reasonable
wages; those we had last fall were paid at Ihe rate of §16 or §30 per
month. Each man enpplymg a large flat;bottomed boat to convey us aud
our irape up and clow n the lake. Megantic is supposed by most, people
tp he neatly umuhabUcd. which is a great mistake; every acre or laud is
lakeu up from ihefootof the lake nearly to the basin, and nearly ul) the
lota have a clearing and a small house erected thereon, consequently
there are are plenty of able-bodied men who are glad to earu reasonable
wages by acting as guides to sportsmen. At the head of the lake there
are but few settlers, and only the nrau McDonald and an ludian (the
only one freqneuiing this pla.e), who act as gulden. McDonald ia a
regular impostor us regaids exorbitant charges, and “Mr. Lo tlm poor
Indian" is not to be trusted at all on account of his fearful love for
fire-water. A person once on ihe lake can send for provisions, etc . by
boat to the fbot of the lake. AalOre, hotel, and Post Office is carried on
here by a very obliging fallow, by name. Juhu B. McDonald, who will
arrange Tor guides, etc., on reasonable lerma. Major Mc.Vliun, and Ar¬
thur Bruce, Esq., at Ihe same placG (the latlur a subscriber to your valu¬
able paper . would 1 am sure do all in their power Tor any sportsman
going their Way.
Escl-i-apios DE.NTah.t-a.
Montreal, January

lA,»ua-

CHI LLED vs. TAT HAM SHOT.
—Thfe Detroit Free Press lately made a staument placing
the expected cut ot the Saginaw and shore districts, .or
more properly the east side of the State, at 778,000,000
feet, but it now says that unless .the present indications
change mighty sudden, not one-half of that amount will
reach the streams. Operations in the woods have been en¬
tirely suspended, and hundreds of men have been dis¬
charged- The cans# of the trouble is lack of tinpw.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
IndiAsafoiis, January, 1S76.
As there bas been considerable dismission upon the merits of chilled
shut, I will aive yon the result, of a trial with it, nud if you think H of
sufficient merit you can publish them m the Forest asto Stream. The
gnus were two of Mr. \V. W. Greener's No. 10, 83-ineh barrels, aud
weighed 8) ami 9 pounds. Tbft rlli-lis Used w ere Elny brown, haul, it
VVOb -I) drachma No. Dtn>fi,‘ dlli-hltnc povv.I. r, v-Rha pink *-dV« <r"

FOREST AND STREAM
wad, and
ox. of.No. G chilled shot with a common card wad over
shot. I had an equal number of sheila loaded same as the above, except
No, 7 Tathara shot was used instead of the chilled shot.*
♦The Newcastle chilled shot, No, 6, have 270 pellets to the ounce, apd
Tat ham. No. 7-291.
The target was 30-inches in diameter, and the distance 40 yards. The
eheel for the pattern w&a 3Q,k4ff inches, and the pads for the penetration
were 18 k 24, heavy brown rag paper, placed against an inch board 36 # 50
inches.
In order to teat the new guns relatively as well as ab*'inieh/t I invited
several gentlemen, who in their own estimation, each had the best
gun, to join in the trial. 1 will give the results in the order in which
the guns were shot, giving the names of the manufacturer:—
NO. 1—GREENER—CHILLED SHOT.
Right barrol.
Pattern..
Penetration.

I
t

Fie. of I
Fig. or
merit.
Right barrel.
merit.
I Pattern.191
1521Penetration...,..
4y
230
..189
5vl

..IBS
.. 4il

239

NO. 1—'TAT1IA1
Pal tern..187
Pattern...190
Penetration.41*
238 (Pcm*. trillion..44
234
The figure of merit was reached by adding to the number of pelklf
within the 30-inch circle the number of sheets penetrated by three pel¬
lets.
No. $ -‘O'RISBNER— Gt

...109
Pattern.
... Jo
2151 Penetration.-i. 2-GREENER—1TATllAM SHOT.

....187
... 'ill

Pattern_
22c Penetunion.,

), 3—DD17GAL*—CRMLKD SHC

Pallcrn ....
Petielratloi
"■Tints wa among ilm Rn4 gnns that. Mr. Dougal bored n

>271 Pen I r;

. 3ti

252

. DO

Pattern.219
Pattern--,-232
Penetration. 50 ' 2691 Penetration. 38
27
*Thiw gnn is a new one and is bored on Mr, Dongal’s modified plan.
The foiegoing trials brought several new guns into the Held on Jan. 8
and to secure uniformity of results, the shells were all loaded by, and
the contest conducted directly Under the supervision of 18. Beck. Jr.
Esq., the leading gunsmith of ihis city. The No. 10 shells were loaded
with 4J drachma No. 2 Dupont dheking powder and
oz. No. 7 Tatbatn
shot. The No. 12 shells with Si drachms Dupont and 1 oz. Tmliaht—
distance and target, same as on proceeding (lays, except that In the for¬
mer the 30-lnchcircle embracing,the central group of shoe, was described
after the shot was made, and In the latter, the ctrtle was made before
the gun was fir. d, and ihe'number of pellets pnly counted that siri
within the circle f

- Right u
Pattern_
Pencil’ ailon..

i»
2

Fig. Of; .
merit.
Right barrel
Pattern...
251' Pent: t rati on.

r. of

Pattern.142
(Pattern...151
Penetration.. 4ti
188'Peneiraion. 48
♦This gun was originally of the English pattern of boring, but was
cently re bored on the wodifitd choke plan by rf. Beck «fc Son's of i
city.
NO. 2—DOtlGAL*.
•
Pattern..129
Pattejn.1*7
iVuerratieu. 52
*T'hl8 is No. 3 of January 1st.

Pattern..125
Penetration. 59
If
♦♦This is No. 2 of January let.

Pal tern.i
Pattern. .1
♦Only shot for pattern.

♦Only shot for pattern.

Pattern'. *!.....132
Penetration.35
Pattern*.
♦For pattern only.
no. 7—gFeeni

Pattern, /.a..
167 Penetration..
1'.ii.i | Pa Hern*.

Pattern* n.. ..101
..113
Pattern.
.44
157 Penotraiipii .
NO. 8 —GREENER— ENGLISH BORE,
Pattern.
PaTtern. . .149
180 Penetration..
Penetration- . 31
15l|Paitern*.....
Pat,reni*_ ..
♦For patte rn only.
NO. 9—DOFGAL—ENGLISH BORE, *
.141
. 42
...
.

Pattern.,..
Penetration..
Pattern*.
♦Pattern ouly.

| Pattern_.
183|Penetration..
831 Pattern *.
124| Pattern*.

SUMMARY.
,\p. 1—GREENER—CHII LED SHOT
Average pattern of <1 shots..
Avevemue penetration of'4 shots..
Figure of merit.
NO. 1—GREENER—TATHAM SUOl
Average pattern of 2 shots.
Average penetnitiort of 2 shots.....
Figure of merit.'.
NO, 2 —GREENER—CHILLED SHOT
Average pattern of 8 shots. .
Average fienetraiion of 8 shots.*...
Figure of merit..•.,'tT
NO. 2-GREENER—TATHAM Slim
Average pattern of 12 shots...
Average penetration of 12 shots...*..
Figure of merit.
NO. 3- —DOTTGAL—CHILLED SHOT,
Average pattern of 3 shots.
Average penetration of 3 shots....
Figure of met it.
NO. 3—DOUGAIi- TATHAM SHOT.
Average pattern of 2 shots.
Averauapenetration of 2 shots.
Future of merit.. :....

11

.162
47
,207
.188
. 42
.231

146
188
,155
3b
194

Axeroco pattern of 2 shots....187
Average penetration of 2 shot*.. 49
Figure of meric......236
NO. 4—DOUC.BL—TATHAM SHOT*
Average pattern of 4 shots...211
A vefiigd pattern of 4 shots....
43
Figure of merit.254
*Ir, is ton just, to state that this gun was shot first in the morning of
the 5th with soft *diot, when the weather was calm, and during tnefore¬
noon a swiit breeze sprung up, which afflicted * the shooting of all the
guns. This in common with tt\e rest aaia indicated by the c/UUtci ohot
watch were made la-t. •
COMMENTS.
From the foregoing tests it will be seen that the results reached with
ckVUd shot do not correspond with those ginerally attributed to them os
compared with wft shot,. The facts are these: Every gun made better
patterns with soft than with chilled shot; and m No. 1, 2,.and 4, which
are of approved modified choke-patterns, the results are remarkably uni¬
form. The same is true of the figure of merit. Jn■every case it was
beRvr with the soft than with the chilled shot. On the other hand, the
penetration was better in every instance with the chilled shot.
It would be a mat ter of interest to known how Tatlmin shot compares
in solidity with the soft shot used in the /field Gun Trial last. Summer.
Buckshot were fired from the choke-bored guns with varied results.
At 60 yards from four to ten balls could be put into a target 30 k 40 inches
with a charre of 4J drachms of posvder and 12 shot; and at 100 yards
from 3 to 6 would uo lodged Iri the same sized target.
Quite a number of shots were tired, of cartridges cut between the two
wads separating the powder and shot, so as to leave on one side just
enough of the shell undivided to hold the ends together, and inferring
them thus into the gun. The bhella were loaded with the usual charge
or Mo. 7 shot, at 40 yards; when tired the charge of shot was expelled
from the gun with the forward end of the shell conlalnining them, and
in this manner would pierce the target consisting of two thicknesses of
meh board, making a cle^n cut orifice the size of the shell . At 110 yards
t he shells usually bursted before reaching rhe target. 3 his practice
might be useful in oases of emergency when it was deferrable to impro¬
vise killing charge out of smull shot lor large game.
H. G. Oasky.

A. DECEMBER HUNT IN
WEST.

THE SOUTH¬

December, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
We (two) left, Philadelphia'qh the morning of 20th of November for a
month’s shooting in the Southwest. The "limited mail” by the V.andalia route makes St. Louis in thirty liours--an improvement over previous
seasons and trains of six hours. We took three dogs tsetters)—Dash,
an old stager, and two pups that, had not been shot over; Cora, n Gilder*
sieeve bitch coming a year old, and Don. eight months'old, son of David
Brooks’Bismarck, recently smothered in aii express car. Don is the
image of ola “Biz.”
Our ground was tiresome as that shot over last Winter, viz.: Jasper
Oouniy, Mo., rhe adjoining counties vn Kansas, the Jnd an Territory
about Vtnita, \yith the addition of some pnmfrn in the Ne.vsho Vnhcy.
Joplin was our headquarters in Missouri, t. u iiiv c. a, re uj (lie icoent
Hen lead and zinc developments, and is a mining town of mushroom
growth--four years, atid 7,000 population. 8 000 tons of pig lead were
shipped in 1874, and the estimate for 1875 is 12,000 tons, and this is the
return from scarcely more than surface scratching. Bo the locality af¬
fords mineral ns well as game attraction to those disposed for both. The
Messrs. Do vis—father and sob—of Murphy & Davis, on* of the leading
mining firms, do a great deal of qnail and grouse shooting, and do not
consiuer a bag of seventy-five or a hundred qnail an extra day’s sport.
Joplin is reached from St. Lonis by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad to
Pierce Oily, ancl the Memphis, and Carthage Railroad front there to Oronnro, from which there are d'htimles to be traveled by stage. The Jop¬
lin Hotel, kept by Heath wood &■ McCoy, i® among the few good opos
west of St. Louis. Mr. Heath wood was our host last year, and then re¬
sided on Ills farm—the Spring River Stock Farm—nine miles from Jop*
Ihi,- It lias t,000 acres under fence and cultivation, and is probably the
finest farm in Southwest Missouri. Ilis stock of game chickens, some
5Q0, is said to be, in point'of thoroughbred qualities and purity, the best
in the country. The Spring River skirts the farm, and us vicinity
abounds with quail It is also the boundary line of Kansas, whero, ou
the Shawnee Prairie, the grouse are as abundant as in any part of the
State. The M. C. &N. W. Railroad terminates at Brownsville within
the State line, but there is no accommodation for sportsmen. Board
can he had at SmrthvlHe, a village two miles this tide.
We did not find quail so plenty in the valley this, as lact year. The
heavy floods that visited, tuts section last August probaHy destroyed the
birds in the low land. In the upland wc found from thieo to six coveys
in each favorable field. • “Bis1" Don had an invincible spirit,, and at first
thought It his mission to catch the birds, and made liberal efforts to run
them down, but, as your Esquire Smith says, a rwo-foot rawhido is a
prime in-»trnctor, and it was the rod presented by the Squire that educa¬
ted him to hunt with his nose, insteauol' bis legs and eyes. Com was
gentler, and did not require rod tuition. Three month’s practice mude
dogs of them hard to beat * They did not lose a day’s hunt, and wore in
betler condition at the end than when they began, showing the trail8'of
endurance for which their slock is remarkable. N6t caring to take them
to the buffalo and antelope country, wc expressed them in a case from
Chetopa, Kan., and they reached home in five days, in. good.cohdition,
arid had evidently been well cared for by the company.
After having ten days’ satisfactory shooting about Joplin, we left for
Vinita, Cherokee Nation, but did not tarry there, because our old hu ntibg friends had left the locality. Charley Peach, a keen sportsman, had
removed to Neosho, A. & P. Railroad, a good point for deer and tur¬
keys. as well as grouse aud quail, and Chief Rufus Ross being in Wash¬
ington on Indian ma ters; so we traveled up the Neosho valley (Missou¬
ri, Kansas & Pacific Railroad) to Chetopa, the-point where the Irish
team pitched their tents last year. The contrast between this volley and
the Indian Territory which is still not open to wttite settlement is
very striking, one third of it, at least, being under fine cultivation. I
am satisfied that this Neosho valley, from Chetopa to Parsons, and from
Parsons to Emporia, and to Jnnciion City on the two branches of the M.
K. AT. Railroad, will offer all the sport that any one could desire in the
way of quail and grouse, or wild fowl either, in the Neosho River, if
they be cared for, Ou the same, road, froni thirty to one hundred' miles

south of Vinita, deer, tnrkeyB, and grouse are so abundant that a hunt¬
ing party is never disappoin‘ed in their quest. We found wing shooting
so good within a Tange of fifteen miles of Chetopa, that we dirt not Shift
our quarters, though it is probably better about Oswego, Neosho Falls,
or Burlington, simply because ihe ground Is not so much shot over.
Our companions were Bob Orrn and A. A. ICase, who led the Irish team,
and who know the country thoroughly, and are the best shots, day in
and day out, that we ever hunted with. We bagged from on c.to four
dozen grouse a day from 9 A. M. to 3 P. M,, according as ihe day fa¬
vored, with always good qnail shooiing before and after those hours.
1 prefer this December shooting to that of the three preceding months,
though then much larger bags can he made. On account of the heavy
crops of corn, chickens Were never finer than they are Mils year, i.lu ir
average-weight running from lour to four and a half pounds ihe pair,
The high priqes West—%i to $5 the dozen in St. Lonis, and $5 to $6 m
Chicago—stimulated their shooiing by professional hunters. $4 was the
cash price paid in Chetopa the dozen; but this wsb owing to rivalry of
different houses, and vyas $! .75 above the Tilling price at many oilier
country towns. From l.Oiu lo 2,000 grouse per week were shipped from
Chetopa, chiefly to Chicago.
lfellernian, who keeps the National ITbtCl, treated me very well. lie
understands the care of hunting parties, particularly the measure of
lunch requisite. His charges to hunters, too, arc reasonoble—$2 a day
tf iboy stay four days, or $7 a week, if they stay longer. The prairie
grass was never known to be more luxuriant than’ this year, and in the
river bottoms it was so iank- five to ten leet growth—that it was useless
to attempt to hunt in them. From Chetopa we went north to Emporia,
Where we took the Atchinson and Sante Fe Railroad west, to the buffalo
and antelope country. On this road, west of Fmporia, say for sevenlvflve miles. I should not hesitate in stopping off for quail or grouse. It
is well serried up, and has all rhe marks of go*>d ground. It was our pur¬
pose. to stop at Fort Dodge for buffalo,-but learning that they were mim¬
ing one hundred miles south of there, we went on to Fort Lyon, where
moderate herds of ihem were grazing on Sand Creek, abonc forty miles
aonih of the road, I shall not inflict details of a buffalo or antclopo
hunt- upon you, as It is an old story in yotir columns. Barring the Inci¬
dents of the hnur and the exiicrnling life on the plains, the mere shoot¬
ing of buffalo is coarse work and unexciting, and beam no’ comparison
to wing shooiing. Two years ago miUiitudos of buffalo were lo be seen
on tint line of this road, but persecution l511* driven them a good three
day’s ride away, and the day is not remote when they will be virtnajlv
exterminated. But one buffalo has been seen from a train 1 Hits reason
ou el.her this or the Kailstia Paelflc Road. This straggler was posted
near Kit Carson, on the latter road. The Baron Rothschild party stopped
off at Fort Dodge for a buffalo hunt while we were at Lyon. 1 have not
yet. seen or beard the record of theif expedition, lmt should judge they
had n Kpiure ta*te of horsebacking and plain life if they persevered ill
reaching tbe bnffalorange. At Denver there wine three parties of Eng¬
lish noble“vn after tm untnin game. 'They had extravagant outfits of
equipments and guides, but tueir Micects did not equal t.heir expectations.
The Game Association of Denver, have introduced quail in their vicinity.
The birds have thrived aud in<!rca.**ed, aud in a couple of years II is ex¬
pected they will afford first-rate shooting.
During our five Week's hunt we had but one stormy day, and the tem¬
perature was uniformly pleasant, raugiug from 40° to 60°. Next Decem¬
ber wc shall shoot for birds at different points in the Neosho Valley, aud
camp for deer and turkey at some point south of Vinita, not vet deter¬
mined upon. The Territory I have indicated will afford to those in quest
of good ground, all the Bport they desire. We did not strike any roads
that had abolished dog tariffs, but we hove no reason to complain of
them, and are satisfied with the charges and llie good care given tbe dogs
by the baggage-masters. The Pa. Cen. K. R. charges $1 50 from Phila¬
delphia to Pittsburgh, and each of the three roads between Pittsburgh
and St. Louis charge $i 50. or a cost of $6 a deg io St. Louis. West of
S . Louis our dogs cost us about half a cent a mile. As 1 say the bagage maid era cared for the dogs as well as they could, gave them cornfortab'e quarters as were at their command, supplied them with water,
&c., ana attended to their transfer in the night.
W. W. Judy, 221 North-Third street* St. Louis is personally informed
of the best hunting points west of the Mississippi, and knows spnHsmen
in each locality. Col. Goss, Neosho Falls, Kan-as, likewise. 1 The Col,
has a kennel of fine dogs, a handsome collection of We> tern birds and
animals, and of eoufse a first-class sfnek of breech-loaders and equlpmoara.
Mr. John L. Brown, of Sedalia, Wo., is also a kt-eu spou.-mun, and ha-*
written a ptimphlet giving much valuable hunting data of several localities.
I am sure either of these gentlemen would give brother sportsman in
need of it os much information, aud as cheerfully as they give it to ns.
Such a hunting trip is a wholesome relaxation, and will build flesh abo^t
one whose life or business is of a sedentary character at ihe rate of two
pounds the week as it did with onr little party of two.
B.
New York Yacht Club.—^The election of officers for
this club was held on Tlnirsrlp}- of last Week. There were
two tickets in the IkUl, and under the new rcsrulatioos
abolishing proxies j ;td allowing only yaclus owners to
vote, a close vole was the natural result. The on (ululates
for Commodore were Mr. G. L. Kingsiand, the 1875 Com¬
modore, and Mr. IVm. T. Garner. The other officers were,
with (lie exception of Secretary, and one or two places on
the regatta committee, almost identical. After lhe elec¬
tion there was some exilement, when it was .announced
that Mr. lvingslaud had received twenty-live voles to
twenty-four for Mr. Garner, but the latters friends cnnfernled that (inly forty eight votes had been cast, and that
it was a tie. Immediately after the vote had been de¬
clared, Mr. Lestev Will lack, one of Mr. Garner’s .support¬
ers, came in, and wanted to vote for him, but was not per¬
mitted' to do so, on the ground that the vote was closed.
Some excitement ensued, and Mr. Garner’s friends claimed
that a Garner ticket, which had been cast, with Garner's
name torn off, as they claimed, accidentally, ought to
have been allowed for him; Mr. Kiugsland was, however,
duly elected.
The other candidates elected were as follows: S. Nlehnlson Kane, Vice-CommodOre, (regular;) Charles A. Minton,
Secretary, (opposition;) Sheppard Homans, Treasurer; A.
Cary Smith, Measurer; L. De Forest Woodruff, Fleet
Surgeon; William Crabs, Henry Steers, and G. S. Winslon,
Ilegatta Committee; Fietclier Westray, N. D. While,
George L. Jordan, C. Alfred Grymes, n. N. AUlen, .J. O.
Proudlit, and I). T. Worden. House Committee; S.
NichoJson Kane, A. S. Hatch, Philip Schuyler, and
William JEI, Thomas, Committee (jn Admission.
After the election, the day of the June Regatta was
fixed for the 8th of that month, and $8,500 was appropri¬
ated for prizes. The Treasurer’s report showed that, the
receipts for 1875 had beeu $10,000 55, and the disburse¬
ments $10,044 13, and that the present indebtedness of the
club amounts to $10,440.
—The students of Amherst College have decided not to
send ft crew to Saratoga the coming summer. The college
cannot raise sufficient money to support both boating and
base-bail, and has decided lo give its entire support t"
■ bash-ball.
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CONDENSED STATEMENT OF

The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New-York,
OP

I".

THE

S. WINSTON,

President,

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,
INSURANCE

1875.

ACCOUNT.

Amount, r
In force, Jan. 1st. 1875,. .$301,928,725 I In force. Jan. 1st, 1876.
New Risks.
Terminated
,

Amount.
31 776,605

$338,833,826 1
Dr.

$336,833,826

REVENUE ACCOUNT.

Cr.

To Balance from last Account... .$69,157,411 31 1 | Bv Payments during the year.... .$14,143,156 54
“ Receipts since. . 20,400,968 65
“ Balance to New Account.. 75,414,923 42

Home Office, 189 Market Street,

$89,558,379 98
* '

1

$89,558,379 96

BALANCE SHEET.

To Liabilities.... .$75,099,700 20 1
“ Undivided Surplus.

NEWARK, N. J.

By Investments..

$78,830,194 71 1

$78,,830,194 71

TRUSTEES.

.JANUARY

1st,

Net Assets, January 1st, 1875,
Received for Premiums,

Frederick S. Winston,
John V. L. Pruyn,
R. H. McCurdy,
William Betts,
Samuel E. Stroulls,
Samuel M. Cornell,
Lucius Robinson,
W. Smith Brown,
William II. Popiiam,
Samuel D, Babcock,
Henry A. Smythk,
William E. Dodge,

1876.

-

$1,652,949.59

RICHARD A. McCURDY,
Vice-President.

$859,069.15

Received for Interest,•

88,872.91

-

947,942.06
$2,600,891.65

Paid Death Claims, Endowments and Annuities, -

Manufacturers of

52,820.06

Paid Commissions to Agents, -----

75,315,67

Paid Advertising, Printing, and Postage,

19,342.36

------

Paid Reinsurance, -

-

-

-

-

-

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

JUST
THE THING FOR SPORTSMEN AND
military men. Shoots darts or sins* a distance

13,654.75

-

5,691.85
-

' -

6,197.74
$578,695.12
$2,022,196.53

ASSETS.
Cash in Bank and on hand,

-------

Bonds and Mortgage held by Company,
United States and 3tate Bonds,

______

-

--

Loans on Policies,

--

--

--

-----

Accrued Interest,

-

--

Due for Re-Insurance,

-

-- ■

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

48,177.18
7,651.62

- ,

Zoological Society of Cincinnati

302,036.48

-

Desires to secure for its GARDEN species of ajl rare

AMERICAN WILD ANIMALS & BIRDS.

6,996.01
$2,022,196.53

•LIABILITIES.

Death claims not due and in process of adjustment,
Surplus to Policy Holders,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Manufacturer only of first-class Breech-loading

$1,437,332.00

-

58,000.00
-

Parties having any Animals or Birds to sell are
hereby requested to state in their offer the kind, age,
(if possible), condition, and price, together with the
probable cost of ireimportation of same to Cincinnati.
ARMIN TENNER.
General Agent, Zoological Society of Cincinnati.
FeblO 3t

VVm. R. ivchaefer,

Reserve on Policies in force December 31st, 1875, as per stand¬
ard of State of New Jersey, Am. Exp. 4-1 per cent.,

WATERPROOF

O overs.

Bun Ammunition

Cafes.

$1,495,332.00
526,764.53

Shot Guns,
And Dealtrin

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

THE

414,848.79

--

Gun

61,555.54

---

-

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

CREEDMOOR AND

212,455.21

Premiums in course of transmission, and Deferred Premiums,
Furniture and Fixtures,

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF. CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

194,484.55

-

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR.
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF. STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Shot

FeblOtf_4.% High Street, Boston.

703,287.10

Loans on call, (secured by U. S. Bonds and other collaterals),
Real Estate,

of 50 feet. Perfectly accuraie. By practicing with
it one m iy become a dead shot. Each pistol l? put
up in a neat box, with 6 darts, 6 targets. 100
ramrod, claw, wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price
$5; nickel plated, $6. Sent, by muil on receipt of
price and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
“It Is snrely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim. and useful in preparing one for the moie
serious handling of the ordinary rirte.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO..

$70,704.05

-

JOHN M. STUART,
Secretary.

THOMSON & SON,

210,069.56

Paid Salaries, Rent, and Contingent Expenses,

-

PRACTICE.

$196,203.13

Paid Returned Premiums and Surrendered Policies,

Paid Taxes,

TARGET

Geo. C. Richardson,
Alexander H. Kick,
W. F. Babcock.
F. Ratchford Stark,
Frederick H. Cossitt,
Lewis May,
Oliver Harriman,
Thomas Dickson,
Henry W. Smith,
John IT. Sherwood,
Egisto P. Fabbri.
Geoiige IL Andrews.

WM. II, C. BARTLETT, ~ O. H. PALMER,
.
Actuary.
Solicitor.
G. 8. WmsTON,Jij,T>„ IV. It. GtT.FV.TTK, M.D.,

Pope’s Rifle Air Pistol

FOR

DISBURSEMENTS.

Paid.Physicians’ Fees,

George S. Coe,
William M. Vermilye,
John E. Dkveluc,
Martin Bates,
Wm.A. Haines,
Seymour L. Hus ted,
Oliver II. Palmer,
Henry E. Davies,
Hi chard A. McCurdy,
Francis. Skiddy,
James C. Holden.
Herman C. von Post,

■

RIFLE COVERS AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG* COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES.
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen's Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON.
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
j;tn27 3m

Guns of all Descriptions.
Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted.
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warianred to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Englnh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
■Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

Founded Jnly i, 1808.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
Number of Policies Issued During the Year 1875,.
Insuring,

-

--

--

--

-

--

-

5135

ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of <20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM 8. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, i\. V.

' C. H. BRINKERHOFF, Secretary.

R. C. FROST, Vice President.

Corner of Dock Sqnarc.

$9,775,050.00

OFFICERS:
J. H. STEDWELL, President.

fet3 ly

J. H. CANNIFF, Cashier.

J. B. BURNET, Medical Examiner.

From Seth Green, Supi. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I tied Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmun. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be Iir.-t class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble: a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

OFFICE

DREXEL

BUILDING,

OF

MIDDLE

DEPARTMENT,

Corner of Wall
NEW

and Broad Streets,

YORK.

HENRY W. BALDWIN, Supt.

From A. B.Lnmborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe ir in point of
fragrance and ta*»te superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that wonlrl not the
the tongue and mouth, 1 v* as made acquainted witn
your Vanity Fair, ana fonud it to oe the nt iilus u Ira
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful inuke-believe for spare houre. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Rest dealers have it.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,

Ollier, 121 Wnlnnt St., Philadelphia.

Maple

syrup

in

airtight

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
c?.ns. K. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.
Nov. 11—tf.

FOREST AND STREAM
New

Articles

for

the

13

Centennial

Year.

Chapmans German Propeller, Decoy Bait, Trolling Pole, Line Holder, and Harpoon Combined.

Also, the Minnow Propeller, Bass, Boss,-Reversible, Georgia, International Minnow, and Spring Baits.
-’ .....
■
;o, Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Montreal.
No agents
employed.
To be bad of all first-class
dealers -6in Boston,
New York,
Chicago,

Rods, Reels, Hooks, Lines, Etc., at Lowest Rates.

Also, Chapman’s Electro Silicon Polish.

Enclose stamp, for Illustrated Catalogue, to
W. It. CHAPMAN, «fc SON, Theresa. New York.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of the

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed W.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (£0 feel), 17.94 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA,

KEEP THIS CHECK IN

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an honr.

SIGHT

UNTIL YOU KEACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

Genera! Accident
TICKET,

Cents

252

ACCIDENT

Broadway, New York.

POLICIES by tbe mouth or
.year for any amount, from
$1,000 to $5,000," with weekly
indemnity in tbe ratio of $5 to

Hartford Accident |ns-Co-»leacj‘ij1PMn|iiirr

UlOunAllLt.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
|
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Manager.

ONE DAY.

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

I have now iti stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able lo sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle shooLing. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengihs and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
cau be tented in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs and. associa¬
tions. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 360 Broadway, cor. Warren St.,N.Y.
dec2.3 3m

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS —Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13Broad st., Boston; 19 Eschaugi st.. B iflEilo; 9 State st., Chicago; 33?N. Second at., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Duc2

,

Tlie Most Approved

System

The undersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent Killos,

with

Marlin’s Improvement

-—OFAND WILL SHORTLY PUT .THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICKS.

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

Military | Rifles.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Killos
OP ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CHNTKE-FIRB.

SCH'ivERLING
jan20 3m

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 88 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

For Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

~ [REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

IJESIRAMLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

Paper and Metallic Shells

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are (he easiest reloaded.
Do not h»ve to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will vat bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hub s’ paieur waterproof primer*, never miss lire, and are
highly prized hv j>ll that have uncd them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repealed experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery mndc ex¬
pressly for the purpose. we can now warraut our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, ari will not burst in the gun.
Jnqa re of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
their. M. C, Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Hart’s

Sportsman's
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech Loadin'*- Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, ahd much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents ic from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing misstires. The cone is made of Rickie and fastened solid in its place. It
neither ruses or corrodes fast like moveable auvil made of steel. The nickle coue also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shfell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These sheila
are finely finished, and made auy length ordered, from 21- to 31 inches.
shells and Loaders, and descriprion Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GKO. E. HART Jc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from yoa to-day suit me better than any I have ever used, They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly.
mayl8-ly
A. H Uooarduj*.

J. H. BATTY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS, PIC¬
TURE FRAMES,, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES, Etc.

There can be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They are die only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
;Jy2«-ly

Addrrss P O. Rot 40 Now TTfrcob*. N V
Blooming

Grove

Park

One Blums in this Company for sale. Assessments
paid to April, 1876. A choice stock for Gentlemen
Sportsmen. Address
H. M. SHCRTLIFF,
No, 41 West Thirtieth street,
jan!3 tf
New York City*

400,000 Brook Trout Fry for Sale
Crystal 'Springs Fishery,
At prices clear down.
jan6 fit]

Send for Price List.

H. H. THOMAS, Prop’r, Baudoipb, N. Yt

FOREST AND STREAM

H
§ot$k and glcgorts for§»gort§nim.
GRAND

NATIONAL HOTEL,
Jacksonville, Fist.,

George IticGinley, Prop.

THIS

$4 per Day

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any bore! in the South.
DecjS-tf

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SI! CARS & SON, Proprietors.
This liou<*ei8 a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States aud Cunada.

THE

Just the Tiling for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rauk
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl aud mouthpiece are permanent,
bnt the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few daya’ use and a new one fitted* Exira stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe,is as follows: Four
and a Jialf and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
navis If

Selling Agent, Cum bridge, Mass,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

Orange Sporting Powder.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

The strongest and cleanest, Powder made. Noa. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very atrong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs ol 0} lbs. each, aud in canis¬
ters of 1 aud 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g. FFF.g, the last being tile Buest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 85 lbs., Igflhs.,
and BillSs.. and in canisters of 1 lh. and Jib.
All of the above give high velocities aud less region•
um than anv other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
Wood ok metal kegs of ss lbs.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS-

LAFLiN&RAND POWDER Co.,
. 21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprietors and maniifncmrerK of the celebra¬
ted CHANGE brand of GUNPOvVDKR. Recom¬
mended and used by Capt. A. n. BOGARDUS, the
‘•Champion Wing Shot of the World.”

MANUFACTURING CO.

MY

NEW

IMPROVED

POWDER

can now' bo loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns glow dow. No foul¬
ing of ilie gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no re¬
coil. Nor very loud report, Xatss heating of the bar¬
rel in rapid tiring. Good penetration and good pat¬
tern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with pofvdtrr only, if desired. None genuine without
mv signature on tno can.
CAB L DITTMAR.
NEroNSET, Mass.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
manufacturers of

Gunpowder.
Fred. Julius Kaldenberg,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF

Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, etc.
Monogram and Orest a cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portrait* made from Photographs. Pipes aud Holders
of any detdgu, or made to order.
N. B —By a new' process 1 boif Pipes eo tha* the
Color remains, no mutter how much or how hot they
are smoked:
JWpev mU by wail lo all parts or (be world.
Stores: 4 and (i John sn., one door from Broadway;
N. W. corr Nassau and John sts ; 0 Aetor Honse,
Broadway. New York. P. O.Box8i. Send fnr Hlnsiraied Catalogues.
nov25-3m

FOK

EVERY SMOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOK Tllti PIPE. Pick, Spoon,
and-Press combined. Can be cariind in i he nockot. Has long
been used in Europe, aud now
manufactured in this country for
the first time Sent pOri. naid on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

AV'aHva.it & WELCH, 21^ Main street, Buffalo,N. Y
Novll 3uq
A party to represent ns In
1 every comity
Liberal ui( rangements. Bnsyiess bon____| orable, perinunen andprof5tunic. Must control some re dy efi’sh. Op|?J>rtn«ities
are constantly arising in stocks and stock privileges
whereby \\e can more thau double investments for
our customers. Send for particulars and explanatory
circular.
lift tit WALTER & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street, New York City,
P. O. Box 4,817.
Sep&Mim

The Goss RevoSving CartridgeHolder
/“CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end np, .revolves on centre
slides, weighs but H pounds, aud is only Hr inches
wide. Holders Hare at top so as to -quickly receive
the sheila, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind inveuted.
PKICE, C. O. D,, $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a fcfts*meas¬
urement outside of vest.
iv‘2*2-1 v
N. ft nn.ftft. Nensbn Fall?,Kan.
The experience of five years
nus proved thni this* Compact
and Reliable Work (:>f General
Information is bet.rie.r adapted
ro the wants of all classes or
die community thuu any other
work of the kind <ever pubashed. It has been proven by
IMMENSE SA1

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re• celved,
And by its uniform

SUCCESS

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of 1876 has boon
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It contains 150,000 articles, ,1,(100 wood t*ngr«vings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued 111 putts, and a spidmen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of post¬
age, for twenty cents*

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,
(Sncdessors to T. Ellsvood Zell,)
17 and 19 Komh Sixth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Jttnl3-18(

Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of i lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Sporting."
Kos. 1 (finei to a (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well udapted to short guns.
Hazard s “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. ’ (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6$ and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
' mnehation: For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service* •
ble for muzzle or. breech loader.

PAPES
Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at. the London Trials of 1875 beats Ike record* of
any maker in the world.
1815. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
?
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
Iso- Greener.... * *..
Greener,
2d—Pape.. .Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pope.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gnu was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted.,
the fiter. proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week tor six
wenks in succession, when its uvemige score only topk
24th place, ire very best, score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 35-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
:*t— Pape.
Davidson.
2d—Pane..
...!.Davidson.
18T5, Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yams. Long Range, Sporting Boring..
1st—Pape....
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 31 dr. to G oz. shot.buat the
best K liore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2£oz. shot.
3875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded toW.fi. Pape, fur the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*f»h, 1866. Address
NORTH OB' ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

The Up-Tovm

Sportsman^

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

88 Wall Street. New York.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KB1DEK,
Corner. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

(inns, Rifles,Pistols, and Fishing1 Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REP A-! RING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has.constantly ou hand a full assortment of - Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines. &e.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all Its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS* 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities lirst-clasB.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Sam*? %ctJon a^ new guns. Send for circular and
prlrt '1* No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.
Oc; 4 am

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols,Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shoot¬
ing Sails. Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Im¬
plements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen’s Goods and Ammunition of All Hinds.
We lake muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, find have always some fine second-hand guns
on hmld cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States,
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
aug54im

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

FROM

8-t

PER

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED, STUB DAMASCUS
FROM PQ AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
81 ELM Sheet, Horton, hue

FROMJSTOCK.
’

,t>E Ju
‘v...
^

T These Guns, celebrated for
eemiineWeh class workmanship
n„. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built In six qualities
(Oi brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by ihe Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the followiug prices,
Pioneer, - - - - 865 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard, - - - - 115
u
National, ...
140
“
Challenge, - - - ISO *•
• Paragon, - - ‘225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Gum* specially built, oa
....... system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
Sth increased PENETRATION, can have Lheir wisbea
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send Tor illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to onr

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham.. England

Ivl

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
(Title registered.)

O HOWSTLy t rials m Wimbledon by Editor
kJ of the b’itbl to iJoesei-s the GREATKST PENE¬
TRATION atnl therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; avonute, 1SU: penetra¬
tion. 8T. The Editor’s trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shoe and same charge of powder, gare
180,and penetration 30, although there were 30 more pel¬
lets in eaeh etmrpe. Should any controversy arise as
to thfe durabilily of these new systems, we herewith
warn ail beforehand that onr system is our own inven¬
tion (though founded on the American idea) ami is DU¬
RABLE, a fact remarked ou by the Field, that Ihe
enns tried lmd been in Use during last season, and ref¬
erences permitted to the owners. Send for iliiiBlrated
Circulars to
59 St. James’s Street London.

H.C. Squires^"1:jCourtlandt st.
New York.

THE

GREAT

Manufacturers of Eine Guns aud Rifles.

London Gun Trial

PaUero mdeu by .

1* •
Ing 13 Bore,
1 1-8 \o. G, 40

HIGHEST PEN¬

IV. W. GREENER’S

ETRATION

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup. value 10 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 hores. Winner in ihe Wear and Tear Trials, J tily,
187.5. 2,500 shotei fired w:thout deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 211 shots in a 30-ineh circle, at 40 yards,
w.iili a 12-bore gun, at any public- trial eHherin Eng¬
land or America.
I have jnst Tcceived a consignment of these euns,
and shall oiler to individual sportsmen, tor a short
lime, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price viz: §75, gold; extra for extreme close shootni", $10. This will probably be the
Iasi chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sous, which includes all Iheir latest Im¬
provements. No old style gun.* in stock.
Sole New York A?ent. for Holfibird's Hunting aud
Fishing Suite- Trade supplied*
Send 25 cents
large Illustrated Catalogue of
Gutis, and including Game Laws for all llie States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
Mftrttilat.
'
janlSiy
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JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER UF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
LA CROSSE. WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech Soap Action.
EASIESTMAN1M7LATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE.FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Leader*.
my27

Muzzle Loaders
OUR PATENT

ENGLISH

J. D. DOUGALL’S

CONVERTED INTO BREECHLOADERS,

Electric Rebounding Lock

ll.NE

Ma«l© to Order

Depot.

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER: ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

W. TOLLEY’S

&

Chas. L Bitzmann & Co.,

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting" FG, in kegB of 25
12J. and (ij lbs. aud cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and } lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite braude
for ordinarv sportine, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Itijle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

j.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING-

SHOT

PRICKS, @50.00 TO @250.00.

GUN.
,

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send Jot Circular.

Clark Ac

Sneider.

S14 W. Pratt et., Baltimore.

FIELD

TRIAL

:

1
vS
1 • r ■„ v

\i

W:

m

w?

.

11875

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, ,400 aud .450 Bore.
RIGBY 'S Celebrntetl

MUZZLE-IOADING
WITCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS. Ac., ON APPLICATION TO
.

21 SUFFOLK STREET. DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sports-men of America to the
•extreme SIMPLICITY. STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY' of th*irNew Patent “SIMPLEX” Breechloader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in tnis new action are eo few (only two,)
.its nit-eh a meal s-oundoesK so thorough, and the
BircQtrrh and simplicity of the fiction so great, that
W.
P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
tuid manifold "lip* now ill use, irs one powerful grip
iieing- far strongertbfili any double, irebie or quadruple
grip now nsid. In this new action LEVER, and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY i*ieli. in lie ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings or action and extractor will he sent on ap¬
plication, and Orders may he forwfirued through any
of the best houses in the States for execution In the
Spring.
. .
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 360 to
230 wjih No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, aa desired.
NO. 55 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

ang26-fcf

W. W. GREENER'S
DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
Ol As Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating U3 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, alao winning
m all the o! her classes fnr the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yard*,
loaded with large shot, and will
fhoot well witty small shot with a
Ies-powdeT chared than guns bored
upon the old aystenb For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. MeLaron, Williams & Co., Agents, St,
Louis, U. S, A.' Address ’
__
W. W. GREENER,
Bt. Mary’s Works, Rirmingtjum, England.

FOREST AND STREAM
jpre geunel

1 5

Sportsmen's (goods.

Tliii-a Edition.

I~ Ann St., N. Y.

By CHARLES HALL0CK,

Miscellaneous,

USE WOOD’S DOU ItEJIEDY

Distemper in the Dog.
It is no new thing, and will certainly core that
disease.

Price, .sg;l per 13ottloJftnl3 0t

For

Prepared and Sold bv
CHARLES CLARKE, Drnggbt,
I awrence, Mass.

AUTHOR

PUKE

BRED

SETTER DOGS AND

bitche-i, broken and unbroken, and setter and
pointer whelps for Kate, WW for cash, or will ex¬
change for shot guns, books, pigeons, live quail,
Jowls, ferrets, or anything of value. Address A M ATEUR. -Delaware City, Del._DceSfrtf

For

OF

THE

FISHING

TOURIST.

SALE—A THOROUGHBRED

SCOTCH DEERHOUND. Trice, $100. This
dog is from the famous stock of the Duke of Hamil¬
ton, and imported by present owner. Address H„ R.
care Forest and. Stream!_•
It

sale—a

very

superior,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter.
Also a nplendid brace of Bhie BelSbn pups, 0 months
old. Address II. SMITU, at this oftire.
tf

]

DOGS TRAIMKD.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
O to Retrieve, Point, Hnnt. Charge, Tn-Heel. Hieon. To-ho. and controlled by hand and whittle, for $50.
Extra Held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month,
FRANKLIN SUM NER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Win. li. Schaefer, gtmmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.__uov;8 6m

HOLABIRD’S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete .$20.00
.$20.(X)
“
“
Wading daekete . 6.00

CAMP LOUNGES. Price $5.

HEAKY LAHDiVEK, M.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent.by express C. 'l. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

TDOR SALE—A W. & C. SCOTT & SONS

for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
he packed in knapsack. Price. $10. Ten feet sqnare
for six persons, $15.

D., HAS CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and -for e\uM medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport1 ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. lit South Fifth nun,. N. Y.
Oct 22
Jj
Brooch Loader, laminated steel barrels, re¬
bounding locks* 12-gauge; weight, eigut pounds; mod¬
ified choke-bored. A mugnifiem, Held gnu, and a hard
hitter; Imported by .lames Bown & Son, Pittsburgh.
Cost, $225; only been used one year; good as new;
offered for sale for want of use; lbwest cash price,
$150. Address this office.
jantf tf

CAMP TENTS,

Ainoricnn Dojf IlUeinls,
Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10. 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jock Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented *6 25.

Fishing Tackle,
Roils,Reels. Lines. A rtiilciul Flies, Nets,
Units, FisnHooks. Ac.

This L a nv'st seasonable book for Sportsmen,‘Tour¬
ists, invalids, and Settlers, and ha? been lung needed
oy Winter tourists to Florida and pe so ns seeking sei,liemynt there. I t gives a lull classification of the game
aud fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, aud sites for settlement, hints for camping
out. resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa¬
tion us will be of great nenefit to visitors seeking
Floiidu for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlom'm'.
34S pp., J 9mo. Price, .5$ 1 50.

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suiiuble fur Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLrES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH Aj\D MIZZLE 1 OARING GLIMS,
Aud Sportsmens' goods of all kinds,
Manufactured and Imported by

CONTENTS:

BARTON, ALEXANDER S WALLER,

DUNCKLEE’S CAMP STOVES. PricegU.
Those desiring something light aud durable for
camping tmrpoaes will find this stove exactly right.;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persona.
The ware eousisrs of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-nan, round Tin Pau, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funuel Stove
Pine, with oven that.will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which uests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x11x20 inches,

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

Introductory Chapter.
Birds eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Router of Travel.
Game .Atnnials and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida
Thiee Months in Norida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplcmenuiry Hint- for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. Julm River.
‘
r
Indian River.
Florida the Proititsed Land.
Fort (Japrun.
Fishing at St. August] tin,.
Black Bass Fishing on spruce Creek.
Hunting; the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustlue.
fcheam Yachting on the bl, John
Amwng die Seminoles.
In the Cs press Swumps.
Cruising .\Iong Shore.
Shooting at Salt Luke.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest FlBriuA.
.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—Fermmdinn to Cedar KeyH.
2—Manatee yarazoiu aud Gusparilla.
3—Among lhe Keys.
4— Meteorology,
5 -Puma Ra-sa and Caloosahatchie.
h —7*i» t.hu ('alonsaharrhie River.
7—Visit to Okeechobee.
8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
9—Tampa.
lo-Snou rtatieaii Streams.

No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,

Spiit Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

lOI

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadwayi New York.

XBB£Yi & IMBBIE,
ANDREW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
imroBTicna. MANiprACTWiKliK and ubai.eh? in

Fishing Tackle,

Or. hiuid the lafgesi and best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly ball
attention to their.
TROUT, SALMON AND BASg RODS.
Every variety of Salmon aud Trout Flic,-?, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pnsque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Druided Silk Lines, every siaemid quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

II OOKS.

Parries fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, .fee., &c.
8pm Bumboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reel*
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of WojTin’a Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

BRADFORD i ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

No. K CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt* of price at odice or publics
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTINu SUITS,
best quality of waier-proof dock, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket m back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
lLEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hurt’s Met a I lie Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand aud made to order.

All si zee

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the woods: three different styles.

$6, $5 50 aud $6.

“Tile Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.

Wading Boots, Fishing StockinjfSj Rub¬
ber Clothing:, A<‘.
Game Ventilating Pockets.
Illnstrared Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for it.

GEO. 0. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street,

Apr29 1.V

WASHINGTON. D. C.

W. H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OP

HOI, A SH H D’S •'
Waterproof

SHOOTING COATS,
Valporoiso, IndimiH.
Seud for Illustrated Circular.
i»ovt8 tf

MANNING’S

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be pucked in
s»»aee of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1. 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2. 10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 5, 12 feet-, weight 12 poun ds,.... 40.00
aep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. CtlrrieB
paper ovmeial cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but R pounds, and oiny IT inches
Wide. Price, C. O. D.. $6 50.
Special attention puid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Uogurdus’ New Book, ‘'Trip to England.”
With how guns are made and Uinta to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Bat.ty, .17. S,
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish evi-ry article necessary for the outfit of
eportmen in the camp or Held. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit Only by draft. Post Office
order, or registered letter lo

EATON & CO.,
P. O. Box 5,1 CHI.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ami street. New \ ork City.
Mugle Lantern and 100 Slides lor $100.
& H.
ANTHONY* & DO , 591
• Bioadway, N. Y., opposite Metrupblirau Ho
tel. Ohronioe ami Frara • , Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megale noscopes. Albums and Photo¬
graphs of Lolehmies. t koto-Lantern >lidee a. special
ty.
Manufacturer of Photng rapine materials.
Awarded First Ptomiiun at Vlemm Expos Hon.
au5-iv

E

Fur, Fin and Feather,
For

1876,

WIRE BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition....Pore, 50 Cents.
Clnb EclUimi. Cloth and Gilt Ed,rad. ..Price, $1 (10.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover anu Case, Price, gii.OO.
SUBSCRIPTIONS to thqs. manning, ais
: BROADWAY, N, Y.
INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for gale. Particulars farplshed on application,

jauiatf

A QUARTERLY PERIODICAL

OF FIELD SPORTS AND

ANGLING,

Being a Compilation of the
Game Laws of lhe United Stales and the Domin¬
ion of Canada,
And a Cuffipeudiam of

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR THOSE
WHO HUNT AND FISH.
Two dollars a year; single copies, fiO cents, dm be
had of all dealer); In sportsmen's goods. Can be had
at Ibis office.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY. AGENTS.

For

JVloi'icla.

Philadelphia

and southern

Mail Steamship Company’s line lo Savannah.
Ga., sailing every Satu'iduy, fiOm Pier 22, below Vine
street' Delaware River, at 12 o’clock noon, making
close connections through ro all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships .1 UNI AT A and \v YOMING. The Wyoming floes oof carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with tile traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character
She has recently been lefitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite do the
comfort, and convenience of ims^t ugcrs.
Families en route for FLORIDA. Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah route the nioaL desirable for comforl, as well as •
the most, economical. Through train a of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic aud Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savatmuh every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave BavaunaU three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets ami hills of .lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and’ Tennes¬
see, apply to WAl. L. JAMES. General Agent, 4IK
Soul li Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Stwaoscupic Studies of

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

FisJiine- TacUle,
Fisliiii"- llods,
Fi.-sh IIooliH,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

auerJH-ly

NORRIS .

FSy Rods,
FOR

Ti-oxit, Salmon,

find

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and IIo«» l-'llp., lti-o!n,
.Deader!), Fly-Buoku, dir.

(
Jonl3-1^

THAIUHTLS

Hues,

NORRIS,

208 Wesd. Logan Sqpare, Philadelphia.

Florida Scenery. J. B. Cpook & Co.,
Embracing -views of t he mo«t interesting poriiotiB •
oftheStatc. Scenery, vegetarion peculiar to! Ids aetnitropiujl peninsula and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
l-aichlni studios of St. Auguetino, the St.Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North (Jnnsr. and the On If.
‘ Sern or tw-olvo selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, ndtlr^FM
ODER rROTHERS.
dcc9tf_
FernmulriH. Florida.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creusers, tnrners, or topwads required. LoadH
in half the lime usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and * greater penetration secured.

Philadelphm Residence.

TO

LET—A HANDSOAIE. FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown Jnnoiiou. in lhe
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement. lai’ge front, side, itnd rear yards. <A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight iraius a day, aud 2$
hours from-Jersey Oitv; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or during the CeutennniV Address Box 2832, New York Post office.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT PA HR, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every dav. A la rite colled ion or Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, aud Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
children uinler twelve, 10 uo.titk._japli ly

$10, §50,8100

Often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet.-showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICK LING & CO,. Bankers ana Brokers,
. 2 BrnarUvHy N \_1W

SKETi'Hl.NtJ

from Alolurq in Pencil aud Wnter
Colors^ and Drawing and .Painung in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, only 50c.
Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.,
119 Natssaii ertow,
Y,
Decau- tf

MASDfAOTUBEKS AND IMPORTZBS OP

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

N B, -Solo tuiumfauiurors in tiilri country of tils
celebraiod

Creen
for

Heart

Rods,

htiia find Salmon.

McBride

Having

Flies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated wilh iny father, Jrthn
MeBiide. in the mnnufacture of tithing tackle, I feel
competent to continue tbe busineei* uni supply the
custom with the name quality as hereto fore. Parties
supplied with casting lines mid artificial Hies for
Pennsylvania trout >ireamn, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousaud Island*-. Canadian,
and other warus. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these dies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
irom uuy natural insect or pattern desired. SABA
J MchKiDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe r>«.nn»v. N V_
Pccj-lv

HAYDENS

Revolving Cartridge Belt'
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by all dealers.

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS. Oolnmbns, Ohio

ShN I £'block
u«r«io>To
gSoo'ipv^iid'to $ 10 to
Privileges has paid and
will puy Large Profiia. Railroad
Stocks,*Bonds* and Gold bought
rnrr on Margins. Interest SixlVr^rnn
rntL Gent, allowed on deposits sub- J)0UUa
jeet to sight draft.
Buck waiter <t- Co., Bankerx and Broker#, fto, 10
Wall Street, Aew Vurk,
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FOREST AND STREAM

Target mude by C.W.RENNBL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N, Y , Aug. 9, 1875.

Target made by IRA FLANDERS
Esq., Saranac, N. Y., July, 1875

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off baud.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25,
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 incnes.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50,
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.

Position, kneeling.
Bnllseye, 2i inches.
Distance, 500 yards.'
31 Bullseyes.124
43 Centres,... ......129
14 Outers. 28
88

281 out of a posible 352.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURERS

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF
Report of Gun Trial sent on application.
AGENTS:

1873.

WM. READ & SONS,

Military,
Sport¬
ing, Hunting, and
Target. Breech Load
ing Rifles.
Also
Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Gum
and Shot Guns and
Rifles combined
Revolving, Repeat¬
ing, Derringer, and
Vest Rocket Pistols,
Cartridges, &c., Ac
Send for Treat,L-e
on Riffe • Shooting.
Illustrated C ar a logue, &c., to

GUN POWDER.

Dupont’s

19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street, N. Y.

OF

BREECH LOADING GUNS

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by

COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

Park.

Range,

Chicago, 111., Nov. 9, ’15,
WITH A
Remington Creedmoor Rifle,
23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
' Possible. 115.

13 Faucuil Hall Sq., Bo!<ton.

Also all other makesGreener, Weetley Bicharda,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp’s Rifles.
* Ballard s breech loading Sporting Rifles $181!”
Bogardns1 New Book—50 cents, by mail.
Bussey’s Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Sanadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

SCHUYLEH. HARTLEY & GRAHAM

E. REMINGTON & SONS,

W. & C. SCOTT & SONS

8 Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

MISFIT CARPETS.
G°INI

INGBAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C., VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.
11» Fulton street, New YorK.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

>o.

X 77

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

New

York.

RETAIL

BREECH LOADING

Imnlements,

Cartridges.
EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE HIFLK, AMI DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The moat Popular Powder in Use. Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
J?eb 10-ly

TO Wall Street, New York,

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that It is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the /leads down in
this vest, which is of great impottance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
esenrpment aronnd the chest.
ordering send
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
waxuuui
SEIro F0R circular.

-BNGLISH

AND
(ESTABUSHBD IN. 1801),

HO LA BIRO’S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS ditHAVVKSLKY’S SHOOTING T ACKLE
STUBTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

A.O-3BTVTS:
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun. Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABEOUGH &
BBO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
E1C11ABDS.

„gD SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND

The

A SPECIALTY.

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and ‘ Man a fac¬
tory, llion, Herki¬
mer Co., N. Y.
Chicago Agency,
237 Stile street.
Boston Agency,
U6 Tremont street.
P h i I a d e I p hia
Agency, 810 Chest¬
nut street.
St. Louis Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth

Kinds.
TxVtli

Brass

and

Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AMI AMMUNITION OF ALL.KINDS • KVBKYTIUNO IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE I RICES.
H\ VK T.A KOK STOCK OF MTTZ/T.K LQ ARTEC/ PUNS ,1) RTF/,-' ‘
‘ ’ rjJFA P

The Health Lift
• • A PERFECT SYSTEM’ OF

; .

P H YS i"C A t E D U C ATI O N. .
- SAFE, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT.
.CALL AND INVESTIGATE, O’R SEND FOR
FULL PARTICULARS. ■

HEALTH LIFT CO.

4n!w yorkt"

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
"TV/fADE THIS

MONTH

BY

PUTS

J_vJLmid CALLS. Invest according to yonr means.
$10. $50. or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the carefnl investor. We advise
when and how to operate safely, hooks with full
information sent free. Address orders bv mail and
telegraph to
BA XI EH ok LO.,
NovlMm flanker* and Broker*, 17 Wall at., N. Y.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
CnrtiS & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, Y, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking,
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
sep9-eow
Agent for U. S. America. ■

HAYANA LOTTERY.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th.
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20; 1, 810; h 85; 1-5,
1 10
2 1-20 1

- ,$;

$.

$4}

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders Circulars sent
p.’o. Box 4,448.

11 Wall at,. Now York,

Ten Cents a Copy.

THE

NEW YORK, THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 17, 1876.
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For Forest and Stream.
FISH AND THE GOLD RING.

[An Incident of the loss of the steamship Anglo Saxon oil Cape Race,
Newfoundland.]
FISHER'S skiff rocked lazily
Off rough Newfoundland's coast,O’er her the clouds drooped hazily
Like banners of a host.
The fisher kept his weary watch,
And plied his dripping lines,
And anxious eyed the scanty catch
Bis tiny bark coniines.
The day was done—dull evening came—
For home the toiler left,
Where soon by his industrious dame
Each fish was deftly cleft.
When to! from out the offal slid
A rihg of finest gold;
Strange that such uncouth casket, hid
An heirloom quaint and old I
Weird things transpire beneath the allies,
Store weird within the deep;
Known only to those sapient eyes
That ward and vigil keep.
Of this Occnrence naught but guess,
For none the secret knew,
Till on the pinions of the press
Across the wave it flew.
A stranger to Newfoundland hied;
When he the circlet saw,
"My loug lost mother's ring," he criod,
And, wonderihg, stood in awe!
Oh, God-1 in sunshine and in storm
Tby guiding hand we trace;
Who gave this frail memorial from
Ton stormy Bleep Cape Race I
Fall fifty pounds our fisher got;
God’s ways are wonderous wise;
To Him a ne'er forget mc-nol—
A blessing in disguise I

•

A. M.
For Forest and Stream.

.

C

SmoltS f/'C Jii uirf J'ish.

LOSELY connected, and quite as valuable ag the
mackerel, in a financial and game point of view, is
the sword fish, (Xipluas glomus), and it was our pleasure
and good fortune this Summer to take a hand in this sport
and see liow it is done on our coast off the Vineyard. Be¬
fore speaking of the mode of capture, or excitement of
the sport, it would be well, perhaps, to take a look at some
of the peculiarities of our game. As they are seen swim¬
ming along the surface they present an appearance not un¬
like the great white shark, and entirely unlike their fourth
cousins, the timid mackerel. Graceful in form, like some
natty marine privateer, they move along, "armed to the
teeth" in stern reality, and evidently conscious of their
great power. From the upper jaw shoots the sharp wea¬
pon from which they derive their name, aDd its power can
only he appreciated when felt or seen.
In the Mediterranean Sea it grows to a length of six or
eight feet, and is frequently found on our coast lengthened
far beyond that. The scales are extremely minute, and
from the back juts a huge dorsal fin that often causes it to
he mistaken for itsrival, the shark. The tail is keeled, the
lower jaw sharp, as if trying to keep pace with its neigh¬
bor, but had failed, and was determined to be savage even
in its diminutiveness. The mouth is as toothless as one
could wish, and the thought strikes you that the one great
tooth or sword had drawn all the succulent or toothy mat¬
ter from its jaws, and its power had been condensed in one
great arm. The upper part of the body is a beautiful
bluish-black, now striped or spotted with brown, or shaded
with lhe same, and a3 it shoots along now bursting the wa¬
tery doors, and rushing through the frightened air, the sil¬
very stomach and dark back comes into bold contrast, and
show it as a beautiful member of the finny race, as well as

a savage enemy to all creation. On the southeastern part
of Massachusetts, round the heel of old Cape Cod, seems
to be a Eavorite hunting ground for them. Ilere they chase
the timid mackerel and smaller fishes, devouring them
without the first thought of the bond of relationship; and
here it is that the fiishermen “most do congregate.” Ly
ingall night in the jolly harbor of Wood’s Ilole we had
ample time to prepare for the fport, and by three o’clock
sharp our little sloop was swinging around and gathering
her self together, headed for Gay’s Head. The vessel was
a common sloop of about sixty tons, and the only peculi¬
arity being a stanchion rigged on the extreme end of the
bowsprit, and a curved top to hold the “harpooner.” At
nine o’clock we were out* of sight of the fair Vineyard.
The wind settling, I was informed that I could go aft and
use my weeither eye, and the better I used it the more fish
we would get, and after not a few attempts to climb n
greaay pole of a mast, I found myself aloft, with a firm
grasp on the throat of the gaff, my weather eye, con
trary to orders, full of tar, aDd my port one on the qui
vine for the game. We were just moving along, and I was
taking in the horizon for miles around, when the man at
the bow gave a sort of cross between a cluck and a groan,
which I ssaw meant “port," and that something had been
sighted. 'The oldcraft lazily fell away, and I then saw two
dank forms, with their razor-like fins out of- the water,
slowly moving along ahead of us. The Cap winked at
once to como down, and as I reached the deck the fun
commenced. Tito man waited until we were afmost upon
them, and as one of them turned as if in idle curiosity to
see what the great shadow meant, he hurled the spear, and
the next moment the huge *fish as if with a yell of rage,
sprang from the water, and with a furious twist tried to
shake out the iron. So great was the effort that it fell with
a crash on its side, and for a moment was still—but it was
only for a second. The line jumped into activity and
rushed out so that you could not follow it, now swaying to
aDd fro and making the water fly like rain. About fifty
feet of liue had gone out, and we all took hold to take our
turn, and at last six of us managed to get a fair hold and
attempted a trial of strength, and if six individuals were
ever jerked around in a more vivacious manner they have
my utmost sympathies. Now he would land us all togeth¬
er in a lump; then slacken up and take us unawares; throw
us to the deck witli a force that fully came up to my pre¬
conceived ideas of the "sport,'’ and would undoubtedly
have dragged us all over, if the rope had not been sure aud
fast. This sort of fun was kept up for about fifteen min¬
utes, when he perceptibly weakened, and the long rushes
to the right and left grew weaker and weaker, until we ven¬
tured to haul in, aud as the Cap said ho had pulled at
everything from "old Jersey * * * to Gov. "plug," and this
was the hardest one of all. But science will tell, and at
last we had the brute alongside. The iron had entered near
the tail, and run parallel with the body towards the head,
and as we hauled him up, twisting and cutting with rage,
one of the men, iu a very artistic manner, cut him across
the tail with a bar, and the day was ours. A rope was then
rigged from the peak and fastened around the long sword,
and we all gave a “long pull and a short one” and the
monster rolled aboard the sloop Roaring Simlet, and jerked
a salute with his huge sword to Capt. Busby, sole owner
thereof. We measured our game, and the line gave us
nine feet six inches, and though I have frequently caught
sharks that measured thirteen feet, I never saw any one to
show near "the strength of this peculiar creature, We
cruised about all day iu this vicinity, and succeeded in cap¬
turing three more, varying from Six to nine feet; and as
we turned for the Hole I felt that I had well earned my
experience, but would still advise the uninitiated to try it.
A six months’course at the gymnasium is taken in an
hour, and Indian clubs are at a disoount, while as for a
Turkish bath you have a novel one, aad it would.surprise
the first Turk at the mauner in which you are enabled to
dissolve and at the same time wound up and rubbed to¬
gether—and all this for the small price of trying to haul in
a sword fish,
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In Messina and Reggio the fisheries are carried on in very
much the same way, except that the boat is propelled by
oars, and a large flambeaux is carried ahead to attract them.
During the fishing the crew chant a slow dirge, that is sup¬
posed to charm his fishship and coax him to destruction, as
did the mermaids to ourselves ages ago.
Many incidents have happened from this fish mistaking
vessels for a foe,'and when enraged they rush blindly
Ahead with a force that is truly wonderful, Ospiumtbus
speaks of him: “He summons to his instant aid the ofttried powers of his trusty blade, selects some boat, and
runs his puissant sword full many an inch within the fatal
board."
In 1868 the result of an attack like this formed a sub¬
ject for the action of courts of law in England, as insur¬
ance was refused lo a vessel injured by one of them. It
seems that the Dreadnought, a first-class merchant ship,
left a foreign port in perfect repair, and on the afternoon
of the third day a “monstrous creature” was seen sporting
among the waves, and lines and hooks were thrown over
by the captain to capture it. All efforts to this effect
failed. The fish got away, and in the night time the ves¬
sel was reported as leuking dangerously. The captain was
compelled to return to the harbor from which he had
sailed, and the damage was attributed to a sword fish
Iwelve feet long, which had assailed the ship below the
water line, perforated her planks and timbers, and imperil¬
ed Iter safety on the ocean. Prof. Owen, the distinguished
naturalist, was called upon at the trial to give evidence as
to the probability of such an occurrence, and the force, if
such was tlio case, and he related several cases illustrating
the immense power of the fish, and as regards the striking
force, st.ated that "it strikes with the accumulated force of
fifteen double-handed hammers. Its velocity is equal to
that of a swivel shot, and is as dangerous iu its effects as a
heavy artillery projectile." Capt. Wilson, of the ship Hal¬
ifax, iu referring to their strength, says: “I had abandoned
all idea of taking the fishluutil by great good luck it made
for the land, an 11 made another attempt, aud having about
three hundred feet of rope in the boat we succeeded in
making a running bowline knot around the sword of the
fish, and this we fortunately made fast to the shore. When
the fish found itself secured it plunged so violently that
I could not prevail on any one to go near it. The appear¬
ance it presented was truly awful. I immediately weut
aboard a Lima packet and got the assistance of Iter crew
to a man. By the time we returned the fish was less violent.
We hauled upon the Det again and made fast three hundred
feet of rope, and although we mustered thirty men, we
could not move the creature an inch. By this time we got
about a hundred negroes from a plantation, and we hauled
nearly the whole day before the fish became exhausted.
OiS endeavoring to raise it it became most desperate, sweep¬
ing with its sword from side, to side, so that we were com¬
pelled to get stronger ropes, fearing he might cut us in
pieces. It was fortunate that it came on belly upj as one
of Its strokes would have cut the boat in halves. After se¬
curing it one of the men jumped upou its hack, and at a
great risk cut through Its tail, and animation was complete¬
ly suspended. It was then measured, and found to be
twenty-one feet long and eight feet broad, aud weighed
nearly five tons.” Quite large enough to sink one of our
largest vessels. I saw a vessel some days ago that came
into New Bedford in a leaking condition, and upon haul¬
ing her up a broken sword was found, and after unloading
everything it was found to have penetrated the copper
sheeting, and then through the hull and inner ceiling of
yellow pine, and the extreme end was found hard and fast
in the oak end of a spare najl keg that happened to lay in
a position to.receive it.
Here, perhaps, is an explanalion to some of the disap¬
pearances that are so frequently heard of. Yessi is set sail
and »re hever heard from, and in many cases perhaps the
injuries inflicted by these monsters of the deep have proved
fatal. Powerful as are these fish, they have one enemy that
is always present, and equally as powerful as man in its
effects. It is the little parusite, (Pcnnatula Jileiicij, and when-
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ever it touches it. is as sure as a shot, and disappears in the
thick .skin in ranch the same manner, entering their very
vitals and goading them on to new acts of fury, aud often,
perhaps, causing the uncoveted attacks for which they
are so justly noted.
0. F, Holder,
New Bedford, 1875.
%
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A DAY’S MOOSE HUNTING IN 1860.

W

E had lain in camp ten days—three of. us,, with as
many dogs; two noble moose dogs, having to judge
from their looks, the blood of the bulldog, mastiff, beagle,
and stag-hound, and a brindled bull terrier, possessea of
all the pluck and endurance of his race, but with no more
knowledge of hunting tkan a sheep, having been brought
from Rhode Island, where he had never seen anything in
the shape of game larger than a woodchuck. We were
buried in the heart of the great forest of Northern Maine,
fifty miles northwest from Patten, in the vicinity of Telos
Lake, and Sad waited for a “crust” through days of rain,
thaw, and fog till we were perfectly desperate. At length
ii cleared up, and on that eventful night we sal up till
eleven o’clock, running out of camp every half hour to
plunge our forefingers into the fast-freezing snow to test
the strength of the crust. When it became too hard for
our fingers to penefrate, wo retired satisfied to our berth to
dream of moose.
At the first glimmering of daylight the nest morning we
•were on the moose; hut as the shadows of night retreated,
and Ihe pale sun illuminated the wintry sky, it became
rapidly overcast, and we saw that a snowstorm before
nightfall was inevitable; and a snowstorm in the neighbor¬
hood of Kutahdin has to be seen to be appreciated. How¬
ever, we pushed on. and as the snow-shoeing -was all that
could be desired, we soon placed six miles between our¬
selves and camp without striking the first signs of moose;
but when, as we were skirling the base of one of the nu¬
merous “spruce mountains" which are found in this for¬
est, we suddenly missed our dogs. We had depended on
them more than on ourselves to fiud a moose “yard,” as in¬
stances have been known where a trained moose dog has
scented the game nearly, or quite, two miles, tind for the
first three or four miles we had watchtjd them wilh eager
eyes, but bad latterly grown more careless, and their sud¬
den disappearance somewhat disconcerted us, as their feet
hardly made a mark upon the hard surface of the snow.
To add to our perplexity the snow began to fall, rustling
fiue and dry through the boughs anil withered leaves. We
slowly retraced our steps forty or fifty cods, and stood un¬
decided which way to steer, when all at once the voice of
old Major fell on our glad ears, so faint as to be scarcely
perceptible, and apparently miles away. It was impossi¬
ble to distinguish the direction, aud equally impossible
that the dog could get the apparent distance in the time he
had been gone. Then the voices of the other two chimed
in, seeming to float in the air overhead, and as we danced
in circles over the snow, loo excited to stand still, and too
undecided to lake any direct course, the noise grew sud¬
denly louder, and at once burst on our astonished ears, fill¬
ing the air with 'music, being not over one hundred yards
away, and almost directly overhead. The mystery was
solved. The dogs had run round the end of the mountain,
(we being near its eastern extremity) aud bad started their
name on the back side, which had bounded up its steep and
almost inaccessible sides directly toward its summit. Of
course tbe intervening ridge had all but cut off the sound;
but when the animal and his pursuers reached the lop the
sound poured down on us in a flood.
To climb the mountain at the point where we were was
simply impossible, and we tore around to its eastern end,
•while the deep and measured haying of the big' dogs and
tire incessant barking of tbe terrier aforesaid, told us the
game was at bay. \Ve quickly divested ourselves of our
suow-shoes, and commenced to clamber up the steep as¬
cent. Being encumbered with a heavy rifle—the only one
we had taken from camp—I fell behind my comrades, and
their shouts, as they reached the top, iuslead of hastening
my ascent, as was intended, very nearly caused me to tum¬
ble back to the place from which I had climbed with so
much labor. Bathed in perspiraliou, and panting for
breath, I at length gained the summit, flung myself on to
my snow-shoes, and bounded forward, hearing, as I ran,
the voice of Bill (the Rhode Islander) frantically endeavor¬
in')- to call off his dog, which, mingled with the barking,
snarling, and yelling of the dogs, made a din more easily
imagined than described. I soon readied the scene of ac
tiou, and the sight which presented itself to my view still
has power to provoke a smile, although a gap of fifteen
years stretches between. The dogs hud roused up a year¬
ling moose, which, making up in agility whiu it lacked in
weight was fighting as only a moose can fight. The old
do„°, Major and Rolla, wary both from instinct and expe¬
rience had escaped alinosL scatheless; not so with the un¬
fortunate bull-terrier, Jim Sharp. He had rushed m on
that moose as he would at a pig or sheep, and the conse¬
quence was frightfully apparent—cut through the muscles
into the cavity of the ahdomeu without dividing the tonga
skin, and the entire intestines apparently protruded against
the loose exterior integument. How he preserved his
equilibrium whb a wonder, and still more wonderful
was bis indifference, or rather utter unconsciousness that
anything was wrong. He rushed around and barked and.
bit as though his internal arrangements were in their nor¬
mal condition, and appeared, in fact, delighted.
My first
cure after taking in Hu; situation, was to eudeuvorto shoot
the moose without sacrificing a dog. No such opportunity
presenting itself, the animal gradually worked its way to
the western extremity of the mountain, and maddened by
fear and pain, jumped from the summit upon a ledge about
lour feet below, which was perhaps six feel wide, and
stood wilh liis head looking over an abyss of three hun¬
dred feet in depth, the mountain projecting over its base
al this point thirty or forty feet. On finding itself itr this
frightful position, the animal planted all its feet, firmly aud
stood as if carved in stone, with its hack just above tbe
level of tlie summit. Old Major calmly walked up belund
the beleagured and helpless animal, aud fastened to him.
By dint of command aud hard words the other dogs were
kept, off, but Major proved utterly refractory. We dared
not advance, for fear the moose would leap into tbe air,
takinu the dog with him, and the same consideration re¬
strained me from firing. At length I lost patience, and
■with a peremptory command from Joe to “risk it, I
brought tbe rifle quickly to my shoulder. A glance through
the double sight, a report like the crack of a whip, with

no echoes on that height to rtAorn the sound, aud the ani¬ he struck a tree in Lis course his fate would have been
mal dropped lifeless in its tracks, with its head hanging sealed. Luckily the coast was clear, and he flew over and
over the cliff, pierced through the neck. We removed'the over like an acrobat, clearing the windfall in his course
skin and disembowelled it v here it lay. Then, in view of and, alighting with a force that completely bewildered liim
the difficulty of getting it upon the summit and down the for some moments. His abscence produced a momentary
steep sides of the mountain, we determined to throw it cessation of hostilities, which gave me the wished for op¬
over the cliff, which we did, hearing a dull thud far below portunity of delivering the fatal shot. The bullet struck
as the mass of tiesh which so lately was a moose descend¬ him behind tbe fore leg, aud going slightly “quartering,'’
ed to the earth. We retraced our steps to where we as¬ broke Hie opposite shoulder as it came out. He pitched
cended, and on getting round to our venison found it in a forward on to his nose, came up again instantly, endeav¬
badly battered condition; but we hastily quartered and ored to stand on the broken shoulder, failed again, theu
buried it. The snow by this time had fallen to a depth of reared upon his hind legs, and fell over backwards to rise,
three or four inches, and we struck out for camp taking a no more, still Uttering his “grunts," which only ceased
more southerly course than the one we had passed in the with his breath. We quickly dressed and buried him, and
morning. I had forgot to state that, after shooting the taking his nose us a bonne louche, slatted once more for
moose, we held a “medical consultation" over the case of camp, where we arrived long after daTk, tired and hungry,
the unfortunate dog, Jim Sharp. His owucr advised but well pleased with our day’s moose hunting in the wilds
shooting him on tlie spot, but we outvoted him two to one.
of Northern Maine.
Libeey
Poor Jim was stretched out on the snow, and at the end of
half an hour we had the pleasure of seeing him restored
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to his natural shape. A handkerchief—which two weeks
GAME IN WESTERN NEW YORK..
before was white—was then lied around his body, an old
mitten furnishing a pad, and with a rope attached t.o his
LTHOUGH game of all kinds in this State is scarce
collar, he trailed along behind his master's snow-shoes, his
in comparison with that found in Western and
looks expressing sheepishness and disgiiBt. We had ac¬
complished nearly half our return distance to camp, and Southern States, there is still very fair shooting to be bad
were crossing an outlying spur, which rose gradually to on game in its season for the sportsman wlri- knows tlie
the south into the W assattiquoik Mountains, and, had habits and favorite haunts of that which he seeks. There
just reached its crest, when we came suddenly on the are probably one hundred deer killed annually near the
tracks of a large moose. It was evideutthat the only snow ■Pennsylvania border, in Steuben and other counties, while
in them was tliat which had just fallen; but as that was foxes, the white and gray hare, black and gray squirrels,
tlie first which had fallen in a fortnight, it was of course raccoon, mink, and muskrat are found in abundance, par¬
not easy to tell whether tlie tracks were ten hours or as ticularly in the halt mountainous section through which
fiiany days old. We were discussing in eager, but sup- tlie Erie Railroad and its branches paBS. Ruffed grouse
iressed voices, whether it was best to hunt them out, or are widely distributed, being found in small numbers in
Quail are also
tocp on our course and return on the morrow, when the the woodlands of nearly every farm
two dogs, which had been lazily pushing their noses into quite numerous, though many are killed by the heavy
the old "dents," suddenly faced to the south, raised their bhows of our severe winters, w'hole bevies being sometimes
noses higli in air, and with tails extended straight behind, found in the spring under the deep drifts in tlie fence cor¬
walked a few steps, swinging their heads from side to side, ners Woodcock breed plentifully along tbe numerous
quickening into a trot, and then bounding forward with lakes, ponds, rivers, creeks, trout streams, and ihe sur¬
an almost inaudible whine. Major lost the scent within a rounding brush-covered bottom lands, whose rich, warm
soil produces an abundance of food for these voracious
few rods of his starling-point, aud ran a circle to recover
it; but Roll kept straight on towards a knoll, Which 1 ob¬ feeders, and in favorable seasons a large brood is reared.
served at that moment, about a huudred yards distant. Wood-duck are also found along these water courses.
When within three yards of it, it rose as if blown into tlie Ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, and wood-dunk are the
air with gunpowder; ;he snow fell off, revealing a magnifi¬ only game birds that breed iu this latitude, with the ex¬
cent bull mouse, blackerthan any I ever saw. A wild yell ception of a few duck aud snipe that are belated on their
from the astonished dog brought Major round like a flash, northward flight, and seek the secluded and inaccessible
while the excited terrier spun round like a top, tugging recesses of tlie marshes and swamps adjacent to our lakes
aud bitiug at his rope like a dog possessed. 1 started at. and bays, where their nests are made and their young
once iu advance, Joe being encumbered with the hide of reared. Tlie wild turkey disappeared long since, and is a
the moose we had killed, and Bill with ills dog. The noble thine of the past. Of the migratory birds which visit us
game had started directly along the ridge, which rose but may" he mentioned geese—wlvicli, however, are seldom
very little for the first half mile. The snow had blown shot—brant, loon, many varieties of duck—principally mal¬
and melted nearly all off it, the old snow or crust not com¬ lard-black, teal, red head, whistler, widgeon, sliell-drake,
ing above his fetlocks—just enough, in fact, to steady his eoot, dipper, snipe, plover, aud curlew, with an occasional
feet. But wilh all this advantage he could not gain on the rail. The spring shooting of migratory birds amounts to hut
dogs one inch. Bo close was old Roll to his haunches when little. Ducks are often poor and uufit for food, and snipe
he bounded to lus feet that he could not even settle into make so short a slay that comparatively few are bagged.
that long, ungainly lope'or trot, which carries him over all A good hair is occasionally made in lavorable seasons if
ordinary obstructions, and which the animal will keep up ihe shooter can be kept posted upon their arrival, and
hours after hours in a depth of snow that those to wUocn reaches tlie ground at once; but in case “winter lingers iu
the wonderful powers and endurance of this "king of the the lap of spring,” ami frequent frosts cover tlie marshes
forest" are unknown, would deem impossible. The first with a film of ice at night, it is useless to look for snipe.
leap from his bed would measure fully eighteen feet; aud Immense flocks of pigeons formerly visited, us iu the
this style of running he kept up greatly to my surprise, for spring, but for manv years the flight has decreased until
old hunlere had informed me that moose never galloped the number of these' birds now met with in this par( of the
when pursued, but always trotted, and in my subsequent State is insignificant. Lust spring, however, an unprece¬
experience I have never seen the thing repeated. How dentedly large flight, estimated at millions, issued from the
long this coiild have been kept up will never be known, dense forests of Western Pennsylvania and flew up the Cofor a circumstance occurred which brought the race to an hocton valley in early morning to feed on acorns in the
abrupt termination. Like all the broken and mountainous oak-covered ridges of that region, returning at night over
countries, these wilds are subject to treineudous gales, the same route to roost. So vast was the body of birds
which leave their traces iu windrows of giant trees, up¬ that au area of many square miles was daily cleared
turned or broken by their force. Two of these tornadoes of acorns and other nuts. The flight lasted for throe
blowing from different quarters, lmd turned up two rows weeks, and afforded grand sport, the birds advancing far¬
of trees in the form of a Y- Into the apex of this trap ther north until they were forced to fly from sixty to one
the animal had rushed in his blind haste. As it was near¬ hundred miles from their roost for food. From the fact
ly twenty ieet high at this point, to leap over it was im¬ Unit nearly all the birds shot were males, their crops being
possible, and before he could retrace his steps the dogs Gorged with acorns lit night and entirely empty In the
were upon him. He had run perhaps one hundred rods; I morning, it was thought that the females were nesting,
had rqade half that distance, so he was hardly out of my and hi«-h hopes were entertained of having grand sport
With theyoung brood, but the birds Suddenly lorsook the
Bight. There was no baying this time. The first iutirngregion, disappearing to some unknown locality, only a few
liou I received that the game was brought to, was the pe¬ solitary birds being seen during the entire summer. ThiB
culiar savage snarl a dog gives when he seizes it. At the
same instant my ears were saluted by the heavy roars or extraordinary flight was referred to in a former number of
“grunts,” as hunters call it, of the enraged bull. The Fokest axD Stream.
The opening of the woodcock season, owmg to an un¬
Bound cannot he conveyed on paper; but the dull, heavy
favorable spring, found the birds small and weak on tlie ,
thuds produced by a sledge-hammer on the end of a post,
wing, aud no genuine sportsman bad the heart to molest
when driving it into the ground, comes nearer to iUhan
them! Later in the season they afforded capital sport, ami
anything else I can think of. This is the animal’s call to
many fine bags were made. In view of Hie uneoriaiuty of
its mate in tbe pairing season, and 1 have never heard it
uttered at any other time, before or since; hut this fellow our spring season, a change in the law is demanded, look¬
seemed an exception to hisrace in color, form, and actions.- ing towards the better preservation of young, half-fledged
woodcock and ruffed grouse, which are now mercilessly
Upon reaching the spot where the fight was raging, all the
Slaughtered not only by the unscrupulous pot-hunter, but
stories X had ever heard of the activity, fury, and power
W persons claiming to be true sportsmen and gentlemen.
of this noble animal were more than verified. Perfectly
Every old sportsman knows this abuse to be widespread
fresh, his short run not having blown him in the least,
and general. Both birds are often i'o&nd in the same
with no snow to impede his movements, as roaring wilh
cover, and tlie weak fledglings are knocked over by tlie
rage he dashed first at one dog, and then the other, he ap¬
score. Woodcock and ruffed grouse ate our very best
peared the very incarnation of fury, and I looked upon
game birds, and should he protected witlf jealous care until
him with a sort of fascination. Not less wonderful was
the young are fully matured, when they ,would be found
the conduct of (lie dogs. The first charge made as I came
in sufficient numbers to make glorious spArt, and bags of
iu sight happened to he at my dog, and 1 involuntarily
winch we would be justly proud. Under the present law,
held my breath, for the windfall was directly behind him,
many birds are killed iu the hot months of July and Au¬
and his destruction seemed inevitable; but the instinct of
gust, the most of which spoil before the weary aud healed
the dog was superior to my reason. He stood p.erleelly
shooter reaches home, and the faithful dog Is overheated
still, facing the moose, and as he rushed upon him, sprang and sometimes ruined under the fierce rays of an almost
between Ins fore legs, then out at oue side, aud lastened to tropical sun, as some sportsmen of this city have learned
his flank before 1 had time to realize that he Was not
by sad experience. Far different would be the case were
crushed out of all shape. This, which ’.seemed to me a
tiie close season for cock extended to September 1st. The
mere chance escape, I afterwards came to know a good dictates of common humanity require such a change, aud
moose dog will do every time. The moose, in charging
it is to be hoped that all true sportsmen will unitedly labor
on the dog, invariably strikes directly downwards with
secure this result,
.
each fore foot. This of course leaves the width of his to Ruffed
grouse are found in considerable numbers in all
breast between his feet, and through this space the dog
parts of the Btate, especially in tlie vicinity of dense cedar
darts and usually contrives to fasten to him before the be¬
swamps, to which they resort for food and shelter during
wildered animal is aware that he has not trampled him un¬ the severe storms ot winter. At the expiration of the
der fool. Just as my companions reached the spot, old
close season, whole broods me found together iu the up¬
Major gave a tremendous upwards spring, and fastened to
lands, and furnish admirable sport wilh the aid of steady,
tbe animal's hinder parts; but his hold gave'.vty and he well-trained setters or pointers. If, however, the buds
fell back. The moose, as he felt him strike tns haunches, have beeu shot at by woodcock hunters, they are extremely
delivered a tremendous kick, which, had the dog been at
wild, and are only found siugJy and in pairs. A great
any distance from him, would have brained him ou the many ruffed grouse are shot around Batavia, and Pete
spot; but edging, as he did, upon his leg, the effect was to Tompkins, of the Dean Richmoud club, gets Ins share of
launch him iuto ihe air as if propelled from a (norUtr. Had
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m. A change in the law relative to quail opened the
son October 1st, twenty days earlier than usual, and,
tough many bevies were seen during the breeding sca, very lew have been killed. A great many excursions
) the country have been made by city sportsmen, who
e almost invariably met with very poor success. The
of 1874 prohibited, for three years, the shooting of
11 in the counties of Wayne, Genesee, Orleans, and
gara, and the result has been highly beneficial. In one
hese counties these beautiful little game birds have in.ised in a most gratifying manner. A general applica¬
tion of this prohibitoiy law over the entire State would so
increase the stock of quail that the shooting would be good
for years to come, in their present depleted condition, the
bagging of eveu half a dozen birds is a matter of great
labor and uncertainty, the tired and disgusted sportsmen
oftener returning empty-handed. In view of their scarcity,
it is a singular tact that a small bevy appeared in one of
our pulilie squares last October, and remained scattered in
the vicinity for several days. A woodcock also, during
the entire hummer, paid bis respects daily to a little clump
of willows growing on the river bank in the very heart of
the city.
The fall flight of snipe and duelc was good, but plover
were unusually scarce, hardly a bird being seen where
hundreds are •generally killed. Duck shooting was excel¬
lent in localities where legitimate sport has not been ruined
by those. iufamo.'.s contrivances, floating batteries. A few
years ago Uayuga Luke, Seneca River, and the extensive
Montezuma marshes contiguous thereto, fairly swarmed
with duck, and was the favorite resort of sportsmen who
traveled long distances to enjoy it, but the introduction of
batteries has utterly destroyed the sport. The greater por¬
tion of the birds are driven away to other feeding grounds,
and the remainder are rendered so frightfully wild that
they will not- decoy, and cannot be shot. Thus do sports¬
men at large suffer by the villainous avarice of a few con¬
temptible market shooters, With their diabolical batteries.
The extinction of these, and the extension of the close
season for woodcock, is a consummation most devoutly to
be wished.
Agate.
liac/mier, New Torlc, January 8th, 1876.

ABSTRACT OF THE FIRST REPORT OF
THE STATE
FISH
COMMISSIONERS
OF IOWA.
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100,000; Iowa varieties, distributed 1874, 20,000: Califor¬
nia salmon, 1874, 300,000; Penobscot salmon, 1876, 80,000; brook trout, 1875, 1,000; shad in Des Moines river,
June, 1876, 90,000; Iowa varieties, distributed 1875, 5,000;
California salmon on hand, 300,000; lake trout on hand,
835,000; white-fish on hand, 25,000; lake trout eggs Bent
to Decorah, 100,000, making a total of 1,856.000.
From the United States Fish Commissioners have been
received, 600,000 California; 80,000 Penobscot, and 5,000
land-locked salmon spawn, as we understood it, gratui¬
tously, and a comparison is drawn showing what these eggs
would have cost had they been purchased. To the various
railroads the Commissioners are also under obligations for
kind attention from officers and employees while traveling
with young fish and spawn.
To continue the work already commenced efficiently;
and to introduce such varieties from the East as would re¬
quire to he transported in aquariums, such as eels, smelt,
uiewives, etc.; to save from loss and plant in our inland
streams and in the Mississippi, and utilize the millions of
yoling fish lhat are annually destroyed; and to place Iowa
in pisciculture, as she is iu many other things, in the front
ranks, wTouid require an appropriation of $15,000, the same
as given by Michigan, New York, and other States, and the
Commissioners ask an appropriation of not less than $10,000.
Of the California salmon placed in the waters of the
State the Commissioners are constantly receiving favora¬
ble reports, and they quote a number of letters from per¬
sons who have observed them. Of their success with the
fish they entertain no doubt, and their value to Iowa will
be incalculable.
Brook trout are found in the northeastern part of Iowa,
but persistent fishing by unlawful methods has so deci¬
mated them that large baskets are very rare. A few spawn
have been hatched and placed in a stream near Anamosa,
where, should they thrive, spawn can be taken from them
and placed in many good trout streams of Iowa.
The Commissioners have received, and successfully
hatched and distributed 80,000 eggs of the Salmo salar, re¬
garding their success with which the Commissioners are
doubtful. It is thought possible, however, that confined
to their inland lakes, they may assume the characteristics
of land-locked salmon. These latter fish are thought to
be particularly adapted to Iowa waters; 5,000 eggs' were
secured and hatched, but in two weeks after hatching they
were attacked with dropsy of the food sack and every one
died. The next effort, which will be on a larger Beale,
will probably more successful.
The commission made an effort to procure spawn of the
lake or salmon trout, last year, which proved unavailing,
as it was too late iu the season before it was possible to
make the effort. This season another effort proved more
effective, and enabled the Superintendent to lay down in
the hatching-house at Anamosa, 835,000 eggs, and to send
100,000 eggs to the Northern Iowa Piscatorial Association,
at Decorah, where they are to be hatched out and dis¬
tributed.
The Commissioners have now 50,000 white-fish spawn iu
the hatching-house, so far advanced that Lheir eyes can be
plainly seen.
The Commissioners have used their influence with the
United States Commissioners in having 190,000 young shad
placed iu the Des Moines-river, from which it is expected
to have a supply of spawn. Three years ago, 22,000
shad were put into the Mississippi river at the falls of Kt.
Anthony. A two-year-old one was caught last season at
Clinton, Iowa, and two others have been caught at differ¬
ent points in the Mississippi river this season; proving at
least lhat some of them are still living, and it is confidently
hoped that next year, the season of their anticipated return,
may prove the success of shad culture in Western rivers.
There are two distinct varieties of wall, or glass eyed pike,
or pike-perch In Iowa waters; one called Jack salmon, the
most common and very abundant, especially in Spirit and
other northwestern lakes, ife never caught of more than
four or five pounds weight; while the large yellow wall-eye
has been caught weighing twenty pounds. They are fine
flavored, predatory in their habits, multiply much more
rapidly than the black bass, but are not so generally adapted
to all character of waters, are worthy of attention for suit¬
able waters, and oan be had from the sloughs of the Mis¬
sissippi, as suggested iu regard to other varieties, at proper
seasons of the year.
The black bass is a native of Iowa, and is found in
almost every stream of any size, although of late years,
owing to the want of prolectiou laws, and the barbarous
habit of catching these fish in large numbers, just before
and during their spawning season, they have been nearly
exterminated in some of the smaller streams, and terribly
thinned out in some of the larger ones.The difficulty in artificially propogating this fish is of
but little moment in Iowa, as they have them in millions
hatched and ready for transportation to any waters It is
thought advisable to stock with them.
The cel, the cat-fish, and the pickerel are all abundant
in Iowa waters, but the latter is looked upon as a fresh
water shark, and their extermination is suggested that their
places may be filled with better fish.
Considering the small amount of the appropriation at
their command the lowa.Commissioners have accomplished
a great deal, and their report is filled with valuable and
interesting matter pertaining to fish culture, and is worthy
of perusal by every citizen of the State. It is to be hoped
that the appropriation tiBked for will be made at the next
session of the legislature that their work of usefulness
may be extended and completed.

T the last session of the legislature an Act was passed,
creating the present Board of Commissioners, and
another one appropriating three thousand dollars to advance
the interests of fish culture in the State of Iowa. With
this authority the Commissioners set to work to restore
what had been lost, and to enrich the waters of Iowa with
new species of fish.
Since the last session of the legislature, the laws enacted
previous to 1874, and the laws enacted by the legislature iu
question, have beou carried out and enforced to the lull
extent, or bo far as the Commissioners could influence their
operation and, use their power. The consequence is that
in many of the fish streams of the State there has been a
marked increase of food fishes, and a general disposition on
the part of the people to support the law. Fishways have
been constructed, as will be shown hereafter; and many
ciiizens have been so much interested as to start fish ponds
of their own under the advice of the Commissioners.
With the small appropriation of three thousand dollars,
a hatching-house, 20x40 feet, two stories high, has been
erected near Auamosa, in Jones County, under the super¬
vision of Mr. Shaw, one of the Commissioners, With that
three thousand dollars the liatching-house has been erected,
an assistant hired and paid, all the expenses have been
paid, and a great number of fish have been distributed;
and this day the property owned by the State is worth the
amount of the appropriation expended.
The last General Assembly enacted a law requiring all
dams erected after the passage of the Act to have con¬
structed fish ways under the supervision of the Commis¬
sioners. So far, the law has beta complied with, and fish¬
ways have been constructed according to the plans pro¬
vided by the Commissioners.
Section 2, chapter 60, requires the Commissioners to ex*
amine and report iu regard to the comparative cost and
value of the various improved fishways. So great a va¬
riety of opinion prevails in regard to the merits of the
various fishways, even among the best authorities, and the
matter is of so vital importance to the fish interests of
Iowa, that they have been unable fully to determine in re¬
gard to the adoption of any one of them, until they have
more fully investigated tire subject. A favorable opportu¬
nity for this purpose is looked for at the meetings of the
International Association for the Protection of Game and
Fish, this coming winter. This organization numbers sev¬
eral hundred persons, among whom are the iqost eminent
fish eulturists, scientific persons, Commissioners, and other
HATCHING FISH EGGS IN BULK.
gentlemen interested in the propagation of game and" fish. ^
It has the approval and support of the Smithsonian and
EADERS of Forest and Stream will remember
other leading institutions of this country, and will bring to
the discussion of the subject an experience gathered from
that after my failure to get young shad Vo Germany,
every Stale in the Union. The cost of fishways in Iowa I suggested hatching them at sea, and made drawiugs of
varies with the different kinds, the height of fall, amount cans for that purpose, which appeared in this paper of
of water, character of dam, and other circumstances from
February 4th, 1875, and also in the Live Stock Journal.
fifty to one thousand dollars.
At the request of Prof. Baird that can was tiled this
The Commissioner’s first duty after organizing was to
proceed with the erection of a hatching-house at Anamosa past summer, but did not work on account of the screen
on the Wapsee River, which would be in everyway suit¬ being so large (15 inches in diumeter), In proportion to the
able for the proposed operations, which was" placed in
necessarily small flow of water through a half-inch pipe.
charge of Mr. G. F. Slocum, who has had charge of the
There was not force enough to move the eggs from the
house ever since it commenced running, and has most ef¬
ficiently performed his duties. The total amount of spawn screen, and to flow more water would increase the labor of
handled and fish distributed in the State, and spawn and returning it to the reservoir too much; The can was then
fish on hand for. distribution at the time of making this reduced to six inches in diameter, when it worked much
report is as follows: Shad in Des Moines river, June, 1874, better, hut still far from perfect. It was about the 1st of
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July when my assistant, the late Charles Bell, suggested
the change shown in the accompanying cut. '

We had one made, and it worked to a charm. The
original can had a screen at the top of the funnel, and then
a cylinder above. This one in place of the cylinder lias a
rim of wire cloth enclosed in an outside flange of tin,
which receives the water, and the bottom screen iB placed
where the funnel is only an inch and a half in diamoter, on
which the eggs could never rest as they were carried up in
a central column which pp.rt.ed on every side to slowly fall
in lines parallel to the funnel, until they again were
brought in contact with the upward flow. It worked per¬
fectly, and was afterward taken to Holyoke, Mass., where
it was put up in the wash room, and a fuff account of the
experiment concerning temperature, flow of water, time of
hatching, etc., given to Mr. James W. Milner. A shad
egg may require motion as well as circulation, and this the
hrst can did not give. I thiuk motion is required, because
we flowed the same amount of water through, each, and
the old can would, only accomitiodate as many eggs as
could lie upon the* screen, probably eight thousand, for
which there was plenty of oxygen, yet hut very few
hatched, while Ihe new one can he filled nearly full, as no
eggs lie upon l he screen. This can may possibly be used
for the eggs of other fishes besides shad, and so hatch
many eggs in a small space, if the force of water is pro¬
portioned to the weight of the eggs. Iu our trials we were
iiiplted to the quantity of water that one man could handle
in six hours, for it was used over and again, just as we
would have to do ou a sea voyage, but it was too late in
the seasou to get eggs when the announcement was made
lhat the experiment was complete, and we were ready.
Fred Mather.

^iturnl j§istorg.
[This Department is now under the charys of a competent Xaturallst,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
speeUtl feature of this i taper. AU uotrimunfottffan*, notes, queries, retnarks, and seasonal observations wlU I'eceicareful attention.]
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INVITATION.

O part, of ornithology has excited more interest of late
Ilian that which pertains to the migrations of birds;
aDd one of the first results of the agitation of the question
lias been the discovevy of how little we know, not only in
some cases, of the very fact of migration, but also of what
causes lead birds to unitedly move from one region to an¬
other at distinct times. Accurate and numerous observa¬
tions are needed upon the dates of arrival, departure, uestbuilding, varying abundance, and other events in the Hie
of birds collected over wide areas and through successive
seasons. And these observations would be of still greater
valuq if accompanied by parallel notes upon the weather,
the prevailing direction and character of the winds, the
aifpearance Of such auimalB and insects as are known, and
the fioworirig^oi' trees and plants. Iu short it Is desirable,
i order to know what influences act with most power up¬
on the migrations of birds, to know the circumstances and
conditions under which they are most likely to lib present
at any giveu point, atul those under whioh they are found
to be absent. Sometimes the northward march is delayed
beyond the usual time, as in the Spring, of 1874. What
was tbs difference belwtm that and the previous Spring,
when the birds came earlier! It is a popular idea among
the country people that most birds, and many animals, are
able to perceive coming weather, and Tegulate their move¬
ments iu accordance with thiB knowledge. Do careful ob¬
servations bear out this notion as true, or disprove it! The
United States Signal Service now advises us of the slate
of the weather in all parts of the country. It would he a
great thing if, by the aid of these reports, we could learn
to trace a constant connection between changes in.the at¬
mosphere and temperature, forseeu by them, and the
movements of the birds on sea and land.
This knowledge can only be gained by keeping our eyes
open, and our note-books ready. Gilbert White, of Si lborne, kept a “Naturalist’s Calendar," -whioh is a model
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worth copying, Jlerc are two extracts, as examples, the
scientific names being omitted:—
K ilbrco t fine-.Ian. 1—18
Liks ion=ne<»ti-.Jan. 1—',8
Nnihatr.il 1t>*ai d.Jan. 1—14
Willi* r aconite, duncra .Jan. 1 Feb. 18
Sill Ill'S* smiti or slug appe nd.Jim. 8
Gray mid white waziails ap;.i-ar.Jan. 3—11
Jl I-tel ihrueii atnga.Jan. 2—14
.Jan. 28
■WJitieaa.il 11 cliirpa.
.Jan. 28 Feb. 24
Si.ell-aouit appears.
.jan. 30
Earthworm* vuct-tider.
.Feb.
Mar. 20
Barren ciia-vbcri-y lio.vcis..
.Feb. 1
Bluo tlTinrn.de chnpa.
.Feb. 2
Brown w oods)
boot.
.Feb. 3
Hen pbeazam. sits.
■ Fob. 3
Marsh titmouse begins bid two harsh sharp
.Feb. 4 Apr. 1.
QdSianicr lloais.

It is through such observations as this, continued year
after 3rear, that the natural history of England has become
so well known, and so many persons there have become in¬
terested in it. Our American birds range over such a vast
extent of territory that a record of one locality, however
full, will not Buffibe, and we must have information from
stations in all seasons, in order to accomplish the good
result,. .
To elicit such important and interesting data, Forest
and Stream proposes to each one of its readers, the plan
of noting down in reference to the birds of his district,
observations, upon some or all of the following points:—
1st. Whether each Species is resident throughout the
year, is a summer or winter visitor, or only passes through
in spring and fall.
2nd, With reference to each species in his locality,
whether it is “abundant,” “somewhat common,” or
“rare.”
3rd. What species breed; and whether more than once
in a season.
4th. Dates of arrival, greatest abundance, nest-building,
laying eggs, hatching of young, and beginning of depar¬
ture of eacii species, and when it is last seen in the Fall.
0th. What effect, if any, upon, the relative abundance of
particular birds, in retarding their arrival or hastening
their departure, sudden changes of the weather, storms,
and “late” and “early” seasons appear to have.
Gth. Similar notes upon the appearance and movements
of the quadrupeds, reptiles and fishes of the region; and
upon the times of flowering of trees and plants.
7th. Other occurrences considered noteworthy.
Among the birds most likely to be reported upon, and
whicli are the best exponents of the laws of migration, are
the following, and to them especial attention is asked:—
Cut-bird.
Bluebird.
Summer yellow-bird,
warbler.
Golden-crowned thrush.
Redstart.
Barn swallow.
Goldfinch, or thistle-bird.
Song sparrow.
Ohewink, orTowbee-finch.
Bobolink.
Red-winged Blackbird.

Meadow Lark.
Haiti more Oriole, or Uan^-neat.
yellow Phoebe bird, or Bridge Pewee.
Chimney swift, or Swallow.

.

, Red-headed woodpecker.
Woodcock.
Killdeer plover.
Wilson’s snipe.
White ciane.
Wood duck.
Wild geese.

Now we are not so sanguine as to expect that because
we-address Gtreseives to everyone of.our readers, that con¬
sequently every one will reply in full; but we do ex¬
pect to receive, and publish',during the next year, a large
number of notes upon the regular aud.irregular migrations
of birds in all parts of the country; and thus to collect a
fund of information from which, by and bye, important
deductions can be made. Let no one think his observa¬
tions, though few and short, are too trivial; and let no one
think that now is too late or early to begin, lu a few days
the first of the Spring birds will make their appearance
from the South, and go about their love-making, and the
winter birds will betake themselves northward.
THE BOHEMIAN WAXWING.

I

N the number of Forest and StrJ am fer January 6th,
just received by me, I notice am^ng the Answers to
Correspondents, that a gentleman from Auburn, N. Y., in¬
quires where he would be likely to find the Bohemian waxwing (Auifdis garrulua Linn.). As this is one of the most
interesting biros found in this country, and one whose
hat-its are Mill imperfectly known, I will contribute to the
inform l ion what I have been able to obtain respecting
this species, from personal observation during the past two
months, in tlio hope that others of your many readers may
do likewise, in case tin y have met with this bird at sometime
or another.
S:range to Bay, although this bird has been known to
European naturalists for more than a century, the de¬
scription of the female of this species is partly incorrect,
at least 1 find it so, in the latest work on ornithology to
which I have access at present—the History of North
American Birds by Messrs. Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway,
(Boston, 18,74). On page 897 it reads as follows: “Mate
with the white of outer web of primaries, continued
around eud of inner webs also. Female without white on
terminal edge of inner web3 of primaries,” etc. This I
believe, is based on statements made by Degland, a Europ¬
ean ornithologist; as I see that Prof. 8. F. Baird quotes
him on page 400, of his Review of American Birds, Part
I (published by the Smithsonian Institution), for his au¬
thority. I have bceu fortunate enough to secure a fine
series of skins of these birds in this vicinity during the last
two months, comprising some thirty-seven specimens in
different stages of plumage, from fully adult birds of both
sexes to what I presume to be young of the year. I find
in examining adult females that the markings on the wings
are exactly like those in the male except that the so-called
sealing-wax appendages are perhaps a.trifle smaller in birds
of the same age. In fact, and not to make this article too
long, t will simply state, that I can find no difference what¬
ever in ihe sexes, exeopt, perhaps, in the extent and density
of tlio black on the throat. The first two specimens which

came under my observation, were shot- November 23d,
1875, out of some willow bushes on Sylvies River. Bince
then, I have obtained them at, different times, (generally
preceding a snow storm) to within a week past. 1 have
heard of a flock said to contain several hundred specimens,
but the largest I have seen so far, was composed probably
of fifteen individuals. Out. of these I shot seven. I have
more frequently found them single or in pairs. I don’t
know whether to call them shy or not, as I have found
them exceedingly so at times, and then again exactly the
reverse. They are excessively fat, and all of those obtain¬
ed by me appeared to feed on nothing but the berries of
the wild rose, which grows abundantly on the creeks about
here. The only note I have heard them utter, resembles the
syllable izear, tzear. This can be heard for a long distance.
Generally, however, they are silent. Their flight, notwith¬
standing their long wings, appears to me to be rather
slow. I can confirm the account of their devotion to each
other. When one of the birds has only been wounded, it
is sure to draw the rest around him, and to give the gunner
a chance for more victims. I consider the Bohemian chat¬
terer nearly, if not quite the most handsomely plumaged
bird found in the United States. I should he pleased to
know whether it has been observed in other parts of the
United States this winter.—Captain Charles Bendiue.
Camp Harney, Oregon.
-
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H. W. Hansliaw has published
in the Annual Report for 1875, of Lieut. Wheeler’s Surveys
West of the 100th Meridian, an annotated list of the birds
of Arizona, inclu ding 291 species. It is preceded by an
introduction of great interest, and accompanied by several
pages of notes contributed by C. E. Aiken, which abound
in valuable observations. The history of the mammals
also is not neglected. These gentlemen were members of
the Scientific Party of the Survey, and the results attained
exceeded in numbers of specimens those of any previous
year’s work. Of botanical specimens 9,000 were secured,
including about 1,000 species, of which fifteen or twenty
were new to science; 1,300 ornithological specimens, com¬
prising skins, crania, sterna), nests, eggs, etc., of which
nine species were new to Ihe fauna of the United States,
were taken, besides hundreds of reptiles, fishes, and in¬
sects; in short all branches of zoology and botany were
well represented. Paleontology and (ethnology also receiv¬
ed much attention, and the report contains valuable mat¬
ter in all departments of natural science.

THE SHORT POMPANO [Traehynoius omtue)
AND THE AMBER FISH {Sertola sp).
U. S. Fish Commission, Fish and Fisheries, j
Smithsonian Institution,
1
Wabiukutok, D. C., Fob. 7th, 1870.
I
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The poropanoes from Pentacola, Fla., referred to inyoaclaetissoe,
one of which was sent by Mr. Blackford to the National Mnsenm, be¬
long to a species not nearly so common on oar coast as the Trachynotua
Carolimis. The short pompano {Traehynnlm <mxtw) Is easily distin¬
guished by the greater height of its body, which Is nearly or quite equal
to the half of its length, and by the prolongations of the anterior rays
of the dorsal and anal 11ns; the lobes of the caudal, dorsal, and anal are
blackish, while the general hue of the body is more golden than in the
ordinary spcciea. The short pompano Is cosmopolitan; it luis been ob¬
served in Australia; in the seas of China and India; in the Moluccas and
about Ceylon; in the Maylayan Peninsnla and the lied Sea. It occnra
on the coast of South America and in the West Indies. It Is pspbably
the “pompynose” of New Orleans, though the oiher species probably
also occurs in those waters. While at Wood's Hole last Summer, the
seining party of the United Slates Fish Commission look three speci¬
mens of this species at the head of Vineyard Haven (Holme's Hole)
Harbor; these were very young, not exceeding one inch in length, aud
were preserved in the aquaria for some days.
Mr. Blackford has recently sent to the museum another, interesting
fish belonging to the geuns Seriola, one of the Cararlgidcey and not very
remotely related to the banded rudder-Hah (1'lalatractax jnnalvs), which
is frequently seen in our waters. It is very closely related to the fish
known as the "amber fish” in the Bermudas, and as the "yellow tail”
about St. Helena. This fish, which came from Key West, was fortyseven inches in length and weighed thirty-two pounds. Its specific re¬
lations are not yet determined.
G. Brown Goode,
(

Birds of Arizona.—Mr.

—Mr. J. A. Allen, of the Museum of Comparative Zoo¬
logy at Cambridge, Mass., who has made for himself a
large reputation as a student of birds, especially wilh refer¬
ence to their geographical distribution and the variations of
form accompanying it, has lately turned his attention chiefly
to mammals, and their classifications. A synopsis of Mr.
Allen’s Monograph upon the Rabbits was published iu
Forest and Stream for January 27th. This Monograph
when completed, which will be very soon, will be publish¬
ed by Dr. Hayden, as a continuation of the memoirs be¬
gun by Dr. Coues in his Monograph of the Mice. Mr.
Allen has also long had in prepuraliou an account of the
buffalo past and present, aDd has collected an extraordi¬
nary amount of material bearing ’upon its history, habits,
and affinities. This is now rapidly going through flic press,
and will make a quarto pamphlet of about 250 pages, to
be published as one of the Memoirs of the Kentucky Geo¬
logical Survey under Prof. N. S. Slialer—the fact that the
buffalo formerly ranged over that State being sufficient
reason for its publication there. This memoir will he
bountifully illustrated. It is to be hoped that Mr. Allen
will hasten forward his extensive studies on the Squirrels,
to as happy a conclusion as he has those upon the rabbits;
and that he will not soon cease his work upon American
quadrupeds, which have been somewhat neglected by our
later naturalists.
—Dr. Elliott Coues, whose recent volume on the Birds
of the Northwest, published by Dr. F. Y. Hayden, has at¬
tracted universal attention from ornithologists, has begun
the preparation of a companion volume, to be styled
“Birds of the Southwest,” from material in the Smithson¬
ian Institution, chiefly collected in New Mexico, Arizona,
and Southern Colifornia. Dr. Coues’long residence in that
region, as well fits him for this task, as did. his northern
experience for the welcome work included in his first men¬
tioned book. Dr. Coues is also at work upon a Biblio¬
graphy of American Ornithology, which is vastly needed;
and already lias about 6,000 titles in type. This will be of
very great assistance not only to ornithologists—to whom,
indeed, it will become indispensable—but also to every
working naturalist.
Enemies of Bees.—A serious charge has been laid to
the tom-rits in England by writers in the London Field.
They aver that tom-tits perch on the alighting board of a bee¬
hive, tap with their beaks till the bees come out, when they
secure one and fly off. This accusation seems to have
been well substantiated, for one gentleman caught in a day
or two fifteen of the offenders in a mouse trap placed on
top of one of his beehives, which was rapidly being depop¬
ulated by the bird. Tbe tits would even pull away the
small tiu slides covering the entrance to a hive.

—La Nature for January 23d, contains an interesting ac¬
count of the eider duck and “le niacareux,” ([Murmonfra■
tereula) of Iceland, by Drs. Ed. Heckel and A. Kermorgant. It is illustrated by two very excellent wood cuts.
—Quite a “colony” of robins was seen about Syracuse
last Saturday and Sunday,

'guru and ^rapping.
quotations from o. e. ounther's sorb,
BEAR—Northern, aecordingto size and quality, prime_$10 D0a$15 00
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime. 5 00 a 10 00
BEAVER—Northern, per skin, parchment, according to
size and color....
8 TO a 3 Ml
Western, according to size and color, prime. 150a 250
Southern, and ordinary, per ekin, according to size,
prime ... . 0 50 a 1 00
BADGER-Prime. ..
0 20 a 0 50
CAT—Wild, Northern and Eastern States, cased, prime... U 50 a 0 60
Wild, Sonthexn and Western, prime. 0 *0 a 0 50
House, ordinary, if large, prime... 0 03 a 0 08
HoiiBe, black, fnrred. prime. 0 15 a 0 25
FISHER—Northern and Eastern, according to aize aud
color, prime. 7 00 a 12 00
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime. 5 (10 a 8 00
Southern, ditto, prime..
3 DO a 5 00
FOX--Silver, dltto.prlme.15 tlOa 60 00
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prinu. 3 OH a 5 01)
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime.. ... 150 a 165
Red, S. Penn , N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime. 1 85 a 1 50
Red, Southern azd Western, ditto, prime. 0 75 a 1 00
Grey, Noitliem and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime. 0 76 n 1 00
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime... 0 50 a 0 60
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime. 0 40 a 0 50
Kitt, ditto, prime. 0 30 a 0 60
LYNX-Ditlo, prime. 100 a 2 00
MARTIN—States, ditto, prime......... 1 50 a 2 DO
MINK-New York and New England, ditto, orime. 3 00 a 4 00
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime. S 00 a 3 00
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime.. 1 00 a 1 60
Md., Va,, Ky„ lod., Wie., and Iowa, ditto, prime.,. 0 75 a 1 ‘85
Missouri, ana all Southern, ditto, prime. 0 60 a 0 75
MUSKRAT— N. New York, and Eastern Spring. 0 60 a 0 00
Western, including Penn, and Ohio, Spring.. f; OH a 0 00
Northern und Eastern, Fall and Winter. 0.85a 027
Western, including Penn, and Ohio, Winter,_ 0 20 a 0 2.1
Southern, prime. 0 15 a 0 20
Soul hern, Winter and Fall. 0 12 a 0 15
OTTER—Northern. Eastern, and Northwestern, according
to size and color, prime......
10 00 a 12 00
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime. 8 On a 10 00
Ky., Md„ Na„ Kansas, and vicinity, prime. SCO a 8 00
North Carolina, prime... 4 00 u 6 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime... 2 00 a 4 Oil
OPOSSUM—Northern, cased, prime. 0 18 a 0 :30
Southern aDd open Northern, prime. 0 12 a 0 15
RACCOON--Mich., N, Jud., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
dark, according to size aud color, prime._... .. 0 80 a 100
Ill.. Iowa Wis.. and Minn., prime. 0 50 a 0 65
New Yorkand Eastern States andN. Penn., prime.. 0 65 a 0 75
N. J., S. Penn.. III., Mo., Neb. and Kail., prime... 0 40a 0 60
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky aud Tenn., prime.,.. 0 30 a 0 40
N. and S. Car.. Ga.. Ark., Fioridaand Ala., prime. 0 15 a 0 85
RABBITS—Prime cased. 0 02 a n OS
SKUNKS -Prime black, I., cased. 0 00 a 1 30
Prime black, I., open...... 0 00a lit)
Prime black. I white streak, It., cased. 0 00 a 0 80
Prime black, i white streak, II., open. 0 00 a 0 50
Prime whole streaked III. and IV . 0 15 a 0 20
Prime scabs... 0 00 a 0 03
WOLF SKINS—Mountain, large. 2 00 a 3 00
Prairie, average age, prime rkln*. 0 75 a 1 25

—A citizen of Hanover, N. II., sent 2,000 skunk skins
to market last year.
—The sea otters of Alaska, whose skins are far more
valuable than those of seals, are being rapidly extermina¬
ted by the indiscriminate slaughter of the females and the
young.
—The otter is still to be found in Now Hampshire. A
correspondent writes us that Mr. C. O, Ivuox killed one re¬
cently in Ossipee that meusured seven feet. Quite a num¬
ber were killed last season.
\ —Mr. Samuel Bait, of Easton, Pa,, who lias been en¬
gaged in the trapping business during tbe present winter
season along the Bushldll, lias succeeded in capturing 142
muskrats, twenty-seven skunks, five minks, aqd several
gray squirrels.
—An otter was caught in a steel trap near Mack’s mill¬
pond, at Niantic, Conn, last week. It weighed fourteen
pounds, and measured four und a linlf feet from the tip of
its nose to its tail. It had put its foot in a trap before, and
lost part of Us toes. Another, four feet long, was caught
ia Ootoras Creek, Chester county, Pa ', a few days since.
—A hunter residing in the northwestern section of
Bucks county, Pa., is said to have captured 17G muskrats
und one mink during the present season, in the small
streams along tile line of Berks and Lehigh counties. On
one day lie caught, as many as thirty. From eighteen to
twenty-five cents are obtained for each skin, according to
the quality of the fur.
Trapping on the Nottoway—A correspondent who
visited the Nottoway reizion for the purpose of trapping,
in December last, does not write very flatteringly of his suc¬
cess, On the first night of his arrival at Black’s and
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White s, his traps not having arrived ho walked to the
river and explored, found a good deal of old “sign11 of
beaver, but nothing -my ficsh; very little show of otter,
no sign of mink, and not a great deal of muskrat. The
letter continues:—
"The next evening by sapper lime we had set a number of NewhousoTs
beBl. No, 3 for beaver, and a few No. 1 for mink or coon. Early morn¬
ing found us at our traps, but nothing had disturbed them. The river
is quite shallow, as we could cross it most anywhere with our gum wa*
ding-boots, and tlie banks rather low and covered mostly with bushes
and briars, make it rather difficult trapping for beaver. We had care¬
fully eel; a few more of our traps, when we suddenly came on a stake,
to which was attached a long, rather heavy galvauized chain and huge
No. 4 trap. We le(£ it as we found it, and continued ou up the river,
setting u* few more m. what we thought good localities. Meanwhile,
making close observations, we discovered five or six more huge Lraps,
evldeurly set by inexperienced beaver trappers, judging from the way
they were slaked and style of chains used to fasten them with. One of
the trapaof extra large proportions we.noticed was attached to a heavy
trace chain about three and a half feet long, not one of them being
chained by a geuuiue Nowbousc double-linked chain. Next morning
we visited llm traps, but ouly found a muskrat or two and a rabbit’s leg.
Learning from a farmer on the opposite side of the river that there had
been two or three trappers from Northern New York up and down the
river for three wS'eks, and in reply to our question as to how many bea¬
ver and otter they had canght, he said they had caught five or six beaver,
an otter or two and several mink, besides legging six or oight beavers and
ap otter or two—t.
taking their legs off, or feet, by allowing them to
get the trap taugled in brush or small trees. From this we felt satisfied
that what few beaver there were remaining in the Little Nottoway were
too well frightened to do much more with this winter, and further, vve
did not wish to trap on ground previously occupied by others. Had we
felt like turning back and gone further below into Brunswick or South¬
ampton counties, we might have had better success; but having got on
the extreme western limit of the reputed beaver country, and having
some acquaintances near Lynchburg, we decided toproceed, u»«ke a visit
to our friends, and return home, hopiug to have some more J'avorable
reports from some others of the craft through your valuable columns.
Tyiuax.

SOMETHING

ABOUT

SKUNKS.

Weston, Yt., January 29th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 am often asked by friendB and brother trappers how I manage to rid*
my fox traps of skunks without being defiled by their odor. For the
benefit of the uninitiated I will state that if there are any skunks living in
the vicinity where fox traps are set they are sure to be taken, an 1 till all
are thus disposed of there is little chance of capturing foxes. When
there is reason to suppose the presence of many skunks, it is best to set
the traps early, in order to get them out of the way at once; setting in a
manner not to take the fox—that is, less skillfully. To the fox trapper
this animal is a pest and annoyance, for where the trap ia made fast—as
in lirl. trapping is desirable—be will in a brier time with teeth and
daws greatly impair, if not wholly ruin a good setting-place. Some¬
times he freOvS himself by selr-amputatlon; in such case it Is good rid¬
dance. They seldom get in a second time, as in their weak and mutil¬
ated condition they fuLl on easy prey to the fox, who is .fond of their
flesh; so much so Lbat he will sometimes gnaw off the leg by which the
skunk is held in the trap, and carry off his booty to be oaten ut Ins lei¬
sure. Truppers cognizant of the above trait do not fall to use skunk’s
flesh for bait. Sometimes he is fuuud asleep after a night of ceaseless
foil to got free, when, if in good position, he may be carefully ap¬
proached from the leeward, and by stepping upon his tail, at the same
time dealing k smart blow upon the head with a club, hb is easily and
safely dispatched. But this seldom occurs, and the attempt to dispatch
him when on the alert with clubs or stones, is to risk and often receive
defilement. Firearms are out of the question, as a good trapper is
eharry of their Use on his ranee.
My favorite method of dealing with themisas follows: With a tough
annealed No. 15 or 10 iron wire I form a slip nooso about five inches in
diameter on one end, and a standing loop of iwo inches on the other,
and a space of five inches between. The loop is attached to the small¬
er end of a light, stiff pole of eight or ten feet In length. WiLh this
firmly grasped in both hands I slowly and carefully approach, and slip
the nose over his head, and with a quick jerk backward* and upwards
lift him as high as the chain of the trap will allow, and thus hold him
until he is strangled. The butt ena of the pole may be brought to the
ground and there held by a foot, the hands moved farther in advance for
greater ease. When taken by a hind leg I at once lower the trap to the
ground and release the same with one foot pressed upon the spring; the
pole may then be set in a secure position against a rock or other sup
port while the trap is being reset. If the jerk upward hue not been
adroitly made, the wire may not draw as tight as it ought, in which
case a discharge of the pungent odor will usually follow; but in this
perpendicnlar position the discharge descends directly downwards, to
that if the attack has been made from the windward, as it ought, there
is no danger.
The approach is sometimes resented at first, but the gradual arching
of the tall gives timely warning, and a careful retreat is necessary for a
moment. The seconder third attempt is successful. The animal by
that time recovers from the alarm, and at most will merely sniff the air
in your direction. With this device I have destroyed many hundred
during the past thirty years, and do not recollect an instance whore 1
bore any of the odor about me, except I had inadvertently trod npon
dirt that was defiled, and now offer it for the consideration of brother
trappers.
_
C. L. Whitman,

|$he fennel.
POINTING

W

AND

SETTING.

E are in receipt of the following question from our
correspondent, D. S.. T., of Toledo, Iowa:—
“What i3 the cause of a bird dog’s setting or pointing?
A gentleman of this place says that it is ibe result of
the dog's cowardice—that he is afraid in the first place to
jump at the birds after stealing upon them, and that it is
ibis peculiarity which makes them so valuable to hunters.
Please unload wisdom on the subject.”
The pause, point, or set, of the pointer or setter, is evi¬
dently not caused by fear, but for the purpose of steadying
himself in order to ascertain by his wonderful powers of
scent, the exact spot where the game lies, so that he may
surely pounce upon it.
It is no unusual thing for cats to hunt, point, and catch
birds, but we know that they', in their efforts, are guided
more by sight than by scent. The wolf also has the same
propensity lo poiut before pouncing upon game, an in¬
stance of which we had an excellent opportunity of wit¬
nessing, while On a shooling trip to Floyd county, Iowa,
about four years ago, with Messrs. J. J. Seilzinger, of
Philadelphia, Tlieo. Morford, of Newton, N. J.,and J, T.
Ross, of Milwaukee. One day while shooting on the south

side of a roll of the prairie, our setter Clyde came to a
point. We put up the birdsr-a pack of about twenty
grouse, at two of which wc omptied our gun.. The birds
passing over the ridge were lost lo our view, but Mr. Ful¬
ler, our teamster, being in the wagon oq the rising ground,
we bailed him lo "mark" down the birds, which he did,
and just as we re-loaded and secured the pair of birds we
bad killed, Mr. Fuller cried out lo us that a large gray
wolf was after the birds, whereupon we hastened to get
up in 11% wagon to see the performance. The grouse had
settled about threo hundred" yards from ns, and the wolf
had evidently marked them down to a dot, and he was
cautiously approaching to windward—beating the ground
with the regularity of a welt-trained setter or pointer, mov¬
ing near the ground, and with great caution. As he struck
the scent of a bird, he made a distinct point, head and
neck distended, tail as straight as a spike, and in all re¬
spects, at that distance, with the exception of the ears, re¬
sembled many setters we have shot over. But he only
held his point about ten or fifteen seconds when he made a
lunge for the bird, which be missed, apparently by a hairs
breadth, and the instant he found he had missed his mark
he arose upon his haunches aud watched the flight of the
bird and marked it down. He then re loaded, Oh not be
had no gun, but be commenced beating the ground care¬
fully, and soon came to another point, and after standing
a short time pounced in lo catch the bird, but with the
same ill-success. After seeing him make several such ef¬
forts, we concluded that with Clyde and ouv Tolley breech¬
loader we could make a better bag of game than be- any
day, so jumping from the wagon we made “a break” for
that happy hunting ground without much respect for his
wolfship, who, as soon as he found we were approaching,
sneaked oil with a cat like motion, and managed to keep
about the same distance from us; and in order to graduate
a ‘‘healthy” distance lie would slip to a roll iu the prairie
and rise upon his haunches for au observation, and finally
disappeared in the hazel brush. "Who would say that a
wolf would point from fear. Wc do not believe that by a
prairie chicken he would “scare worth a cent.”
The Kennei, Register.—As we go lo press pedigrees
for registration are couiiug in in numbers, but the lateness
of the hour will prevent us from publishing the list until
next week.
We are receiving many letters approving
of the plan, and it is also heartily endorsed by our sport¬
ing contemporaries.

Mr. Kendall’s Frank.—During a flyiug visit to Bing¬
hamton the early part of the week, we bad the pleasure of
meeting many of the Bportsmen of Brootne county, among
them Mr. Geo. W. Kendall, whose dog Frank, is the cham¬
pion of the county in the field. Frank is a fine specimen of
the red aud whiteTrish setter, capital in color, and showing
unmistakable signs of bleeding. lie is one of those dogs
rarely met with, thoroughly broken on ruffed grouse, at
which his owner thinks be baa no equal. Frank was bred
in Worcester, Muss., 1mm a well-known strain, and is five
years old.

--

--

Mu. Arnold Buuuas’ Book.—We have received from
Morsrs. J. B. Ford & Go., the publishers, the advance
sheets of Mr. Burges’ hook, "The American Kennel and
Sporting Field," hut have not this week either time or
space to devote to such a criticism as the work is entitled'
‘to receive.
—A correspondent writes: “Who had the best kennel of
good, stout, old-fashioned pointers—small size—at Chicago?
I am growing old aud begin Lo lean in the direction of a
pointer pup. 1 think 1 can break one more dog.” Lilly,
belonging to Mr. Wheatley, of Memphis, although only
awarded third prize, was to our eyes the best representative
in the small pointer class. Lilly, who subsequently was
placed first at Detroit, is to be mated with Mr. Steel’s
Flake, litter brother to Dr. Webb’s Whisky. This cross
with the celebrated Flash and Juno strain (the former, Dr.
Stracban’s dog, by Sir Frederick Bruce's George out of
old Peg,) should result in some capital stock.
—Mr. Chas. J. II. Gunter, of Manchester, Carroll Co.,
Maryland, lost on the 2«d ult., from distemper, his fine red
Irish setter dog Sig. Sig, who was by Crouse's Dash, out
of R. A. Hammoti’s Fannie, had the reputation of being
the best field performer in the county.
—-- '

-

-

—We know that Ranger is not only a good Ranger but a
good ranger, but we did not mean to assert that lie took a
prize at Chicago for the latter quality. It was his whole
list of good qualities that gamed him the honor?
—Mr. W. Arthur Wheatley's lemon and white pointer
bitch Lily, has visited Mr. Steele's Flake, own brother to
Dr. Webb’s Whisky’. Lily was 1st (in small pointer class)
at Mineola, 3rd at Chicago and 1st at Detroit.
—Among the best specimens of stylish high bred setters
we have inspected recently, are those of Dr. A. Russel
Btraclmn, of this city—Don and Sport. Don is a full sized,
strong, well formed three-year old seller, colored light
red, with some while markings, bred out of Belie the
mother of Mr. N. 84 u” Dash and Bess, by Don senic.
Sport is a jet black setter, rather under size, we think, but
showing every indication of the high breeding of his strain.
He is bred from tlie splendid brace of Gordon setters im¬
ported by J. G. Bonnet, Esq. Don and Sport, Dr. Strahan,
assures us have beeu exceedingly well broken by Dock
Stewart. Some of Don's pups are advertised for sale in
another column.
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Dn. Aten’s Dogs.—We bad the pleasure of visiting Dr.
Aten, of Brooklyn, a few day’s ago, and examined his
splendid collection of game birds and wild fowl, most of
which are very rare specimens, and they are artistically
mounted. But what interested us mostly, was his brace
of setters, Glen and Ned, and a more desirable brace of
thoroughly broken dogs Is very seldom met with, as will
be Been from the following pedigree of Glen:—
Sire, Colburn’s Dash; dam, Belle. Dash was out of Mr.
"Valeniine’s black and tan bitch, and Mr. Putnam’s Dan.
Mr. Valentine's bitch was out of Daniel Talcot’s black and
tan bitch, and his imported orange and white dog. Mr.
Talcot’s black and tan bitch was out of Wm. Watson’s
black and tan Gordon, imported. Belie was out of Ham¬
ilton Thompson's red bitch June, by his old Duke, (import¬
ed) a pure blade and tan Gordon. Jane was out of Belle,
by Mr. R. Robinson’s Jack. Belle out of Mr. Thomp¬
son,s imported Fan by Scott Rodman’s Dash. Fan was
three-quarters Irish according to Mr. Thompson, therefore
Belle is half Irish and half black and tan Gordon. Ned is
a remarkably well formed, full sized lemon and white set¬
ter bred from stock of the Prince of Wales kennel, and
shows distinctly his high breeding.
QUERY TO “J. W. M.”—POINTERS.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 9th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of Feb. 3d. “,J. W. M.,” in criticising the Baltimore
Bench Show, says, with apparent “disgust,” that “a split nose pointer
took that prize." Why not, pray, if he was the best dog? 1 do not know
that he was, and "J. W. M." evidently believes that howaanot; but
hiscoodemuatiou is palpably because of the spilt nose. I believe that
evidence could be accumulated from au army of sportsmen who have
owned them, that split-nosed pointers are liable to be tbe very best of
dogs, and a poor one is rare, indeed, is the exception. I do not mean to
claim, as I have beard it advanced, that Ihu double nose indicates neces¬
sarily a stronger-scented dog than the single nose, bat do claim that the
thorough double nose Is an indication in a pointer of good breeding and
purity of blood. And here 1 take issue with yonr respected Kennel Ed¬
itor, and believe it to be trueandcapablo of as positive proof os anything
can be concerning the origin or early history of our sporting dogs, that
the double nose is natarally inherent, and belongs exclusively to tbe
pointer, and that Its possession iu tbo setter indicates somewhere an in¬
fusion of pointer blood. 1 have seen a few- setters with tbe double nose
that were fairly good, but none to equal the pointer with Lhe same pecu¬
liarity; aud iudeed your Kennel Editor, in his late article upon the sn bjeet, coniines his experience—if I recollect it aright—to one uobie settor
and his progeny. Itis time, I submit, that sportsmen rid themselves of
false notions concerning matters of this kind, and let performance speak
insteodof prejudice. The split nostrils of a pointer may look badly to
one unused to it, but there is no reason tint it should interfere with
judgment of the animat upon the show beuch or in the held.
if sportsmen w ill recall all the reilt. split nosed d- ga they ever knew,
they will remember that with the divided nostiils there went the high,
broad head, tow set ears, and full, bilglil eye of un iliK-illgetii good dog.
I am glad to see that tbe “pointer men” nre making themn l cs heard in
the papers. The setter has become fashionable, uuj the clean-limb-d,
sleek-haired, affectionate, springy pointer bus beeu ob-cured loo kng.
Give him a chance again, a fair field aud uo favor, and hu wi.l tie heaid
from to advantage. I disparage no good setter or no man that pretera
him; but to my genial brethreu of the gun w ho have owued and loved
pointers as long as I have, been comforted witli their doc lay, retention
of knowledge when once broken, perfoeti n of position when -‘on the
point," superb carriage and pride when retrieving, together with ail the
qualities possibly possessed by the eulogized setter, do I look for iccognition and approval.
When I rend of some mttu'a condemnation of the pointer because he
will back from briers, I should like to show him a pupp, with hide like
velvet, who hunted his first two days on quail among ill- ball briers that
fringe the shores of Long Istund Sound until his mottled sides were en¬
sanguined as were Lady Macbeth’s hands; when from ears lo hips not a
finger could be laid upon him ana not he frescoed with his blood; and
not a whimper out of him all ttie two days, and while this battle of brier
and blood went on, two setters—and good oueB, too—stood back.
E. H. L.
Albanian. Y., Febrnary 8th, 1876.Editor Forest and Stream:—
Mr. Cullender, of AibanM.tT. Y., has purchased from Arnold Burges,
of Maysviile, Ky., the dog If .ry O'Moore from tbe last August litter of
his celebrated red Irish seiie, Rufus. Rory was on exhibition at tbo
late Chicago show ns one of the get of Rufus, and while there attracted
a great deal of admiration on neconrt of his fine proprrtions, exceeding¬
ly intelligent countenance, and beamy generally. He is the exact linage
of his sire, being a dark red, with uo wad", except on breast, and with
hair us fine as .ilk, and he appears almost as intelligent as a human be¬
ing. Rufus, his siro, is winuer of seven prizes, abroad and in this
coontry, and is considered one of the handsomest dogs in America.
Friend, the dam af Rory, is in the hands of Mr. Campbell, who bred
and broke Tom, winner of brace and single stakes at Memphis, and he
pronounces her one of the best dugs In the field that ho ever saw. She
was imported by Mr. E. H. Stoddard, of Dayton, Ohio., for whom she
was purchased by Mr. Buckell. Mr. Sampson, of Troy, has also become
the posrossor or Sybil, a magnificent and most promising bitch of the
same litter as Rory.
^_
Camp.

KIRBY’S

LITTER.
Lkebugro,

Ya., Fob. lllh, 1870.

Editor Forrst and Stream:—
All the litter of the field trial setter bitch Kirby, by Pride of the
Border, whelped Nov. 30th, 18i6. have been disposed of by Capt. Foster,
lie keeps two of tbo Utter himself, viz.: Count, a bine Belton dog, and
Brenda, a black, while and tan hitch. Duke, a black and white dog,
(with Borne blue ticks) has become the property of Powell Harrison,
Esq , of LeeBbuig, Ya. Flash, a handsome dog, marked in the same
way, goes to Geo. H, Ntxon, of same place; while HcDry Harrison gets
Lara, a black and whitodog Hoi, a blue black and tan dog, is owued by
Muj. B. P. Noland, of MiddJeburg, Va., and Mat), a bileh marked in the
same way. to Dr. M. G. Ellzey., of Blacksburg, Ya John C. Higgins,
of Delaware City, lakes Belle, a blue Belton bitch, and the original owner
of Kirby a blue black and white bitch, name not known by voar inform,
ant,
_
T. W.
Flowers tn Church yards.—As the beautiful custom of
decorating tlie interior ut churches is becoming much more
common, we would suggest, at least iu lhe country, for each
Church lo grow its own flowers, and thus accomplish iwo
end3, decorating both the church and churchyard. We
would, therefore, suggest that aiupng the flowers planted
should be some of the beautiful "Everlasting" flowers or
Erauthemums which dry aud preserve their colors. They
are useful lor Christmas decorations. At somc-iulure lime
we will give a list of white flowers. This is now a good
season to prepare the ground or the beds, which should be
well manured with well-rotted manure, and dug deeply.
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FOREST AND STREAM
|ta and jfiver ^ishitfg.

FISH IN SEASON IN'FEBRUARY.
SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynotus carnhnus. Grouper, Fpinephelpus nlgrltus.
Drum (two species.) Family Hew:- Trout (black bass,) CentropHstis
Vitim.
atrarlm.
Kingflsh, Mentlclrrus rirhvlns.ua.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Eoccus
SeaBaw, Scicenops ocellatus.
Uneatus.
SUeepshead, Arctwsargus probate- Tailorflsb, Pomatomns satlatrUe.
cephalus.
Black bass, Micropterus sulnwldesi,
Snapper, Lutjamts caxus.
if, nigricans.

against a patent hatching box, that Brackett wonld break
away.
In a subsequent letter Mr. Green writes:—

ARE THERE NO TROUT IN THE NORTH
PLATTE RIVER?

“t am getting little slaps all around through the press on needle point
hooks, bet them come. The great thing iB to be equal to any emer¬
gencies that' may arise in whatever yon undertake to do. When I
stocked the Caledonia Tront Ponds 1 took all the trout from Caledonia
Creek with a fly. I found that I killed some by using a hook with a
beard, i broke the beards off and killed less; then I made tbe needle
point, and could lake one-third more fish tban I could with any other,
and never kill any, unless they were hooked in the gills, f
Sktit Green.”

Council Bluffs, Iowa, Feb. Tth, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In yonr issue of Jan. 20th, 1876,1 notice the question is asked, "Why
are there no trout in the waters of the North Plat te Rivcrt” The wri¬
ter refers the question to Prof. Baird, and remarks that if the Prof,
cannot solve it, it may he Bet down as a thing that “a fellah never can Bnd
out,” The first thing to be solved in relation to the above question is,
is it a fact that there are no tront in tbe waters of the North Platte
River? If it be true that there are no tront to be found in that stream
er its tnbntaries, then it would he proper to look for the reason therefor;
but it there are trout in the North Platte River-then no reason could bo
given for their not being there.
*
v
I say there are trout in the North Plalte River, and in at least one of
its tributaries. I make this assertion, not from personal knowledge, but
upon the authority of A. C. Graham ami M. D. Hardin, two respecta¬
ble and worthy citizens of this city. Air. Graham informs me I hat he
caught several very flne trout in the first stream emptying into the North :
Platte above Red Rock, and Mr. Hardin says
that he has )
canght them in the main river; and I have heard several persona 1
speak of catching trout in Deer Creek, which rlyin’ into the North
Platte. Mr. Graham says that he has found no tront in Sweetwater River,
and I suppose that from the fact that your correspondent of .(he 3d ult.
did not find them in that stream he concludes that there arc no trout in
the North Platte River or Us tributaries; but the testimony of Messrs.
Graham and Hardin settles that question against him.
L. W. B.

Massachusetts Angler's Association.—A meeting of
this association was held at its rooms in Boston on the
eveniug of the 0th inst-., the President, Dr. Ordway, in the
chair. Several new members were proposed, and among
those elected to membership were lion. J. K. BUker, of
the Governor’s Council, and Dr. E. Lewis Sturtervant, of
Framingham. Letters were read from the Fish Commis¬
sioners of Main and Vermont, requesting that the associa¬
tion use their influence with the Massachusetts Legislature
Fish is Market.—Fish continues in abundant supply, to have a law passed giving a close time to trout from Oc¬
and wo note several novelties this week. Turbot, ao call¬ tober 1st to March 1st of each year, which were referred to
ed, have appealed in market from Nova Scotia, and the the Special Committee on the subject of Trout Laws, ap¬
pointed at a previous meeting.
vexed question as to their relationship to the Euglish tur¬
A committee was appointed, consisting of 8. W. Hath¬
bot can now be determined; they sell for 25 cents per away, Franklin Williams, and F. R. Bhattuck, to petition
pound. Bass (striped) are being received from the Miri- the Legislature, in the name of the association, for a close
michi, price 20 to 25 cents; smelts, 15 cents for Eastern time for lobsters.
A valuable contribution was made to the library by Dr.
and 25 cents for Long Island fish; salmon (frozen) 50 cents;
D. Humphrey Storer, a copy of a work on “Tbe Fislies of
mackerel, 20 cents each; shad, very line, 50 cents each for Massachusetts,” of which he is the author; also, by Dr.
Savannah’s to $1 25 for North Carolina’s; white-perch, 15
Ordway, a volume entitled “Hints on Augiing in Euglish,
cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, 45 cents; frost-fish, 8 Scottish, and Irish Waters,” together with a valuable speci¬
cents; halibut, 18 cents; haddock, 8 cents; king-fish, 18 men of a “South Sea Spinning Trawl," for the cabinet,
from Dr. B. H. Mann, to eacli of whom a vote of thanks
cents; cod-fish, 8 cents; black-fish, 15 cents; flounders,
was passed.
12| cents; sea-bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents; sheepshead,30
After the adjournment the members partook of a ban¬
cents; white-fish, 20 cents; pickerel, 18 cents; salmon-trout quet in which fish,, both scaly and shell, formed a promi¬
20 cents; black-bass, 18 cents; green turtle from Key West,
nent feature.
20 cents; terrapin, $0 to $12 per dozen; scollops, $1 per
\& Fishing Notes from East Florida.—Smyrna, Feb. 5th.
gallon; soft clams, 40 to GO.centS per 100; hard shell crabs, —Fishing remarkably good this winter in these waters.
$4 per 100; soft shell do., 75 cents per dozen.
Many large bass, groupers, snappers, and some jew fish
taken every day. At Enterprize on the St. John’s, anglers
Smeltb.—The question was asked some time since as to
are taking many black bass with the fly, and several shad
the range of the smelt, and we mentioned the fact that
have been taken in the same way. The river is so low
trout fishermen on Long Island claimed to have taken them that boats cannot go up to Salt,.Lake at present. At New
in the streams contiguous to the Great South Bay. In con¬ Smyrna, Messrs. Jones, Falls,' Leonard, Iiibbens, Cum¬
firmation of this we fiud that large numbers of these deli¬ mings, Anderson, Winslow, Benson, Clarke, and Dr. Etcious fish have been received in inaiket during the past ling arc fishing. Deer, hears, and wildcats are plenty near
New Smyrna.
S. C. C.
week from Long Island, .although we have been unable-to
[Under the head qf "Qame and Fuh in Season" we can only specify in
general, terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no lees than publish
those entire sections that relate to the hinds of game in question. This
would require q great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laics of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
bur readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws qf their re¬
spective States fbr constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create confusion.]

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—A busy time Ihe
past week among the fishermen, and a large fleet have been
on the wing bound for Georges and the Banks. The sea¬
son has fully commenced, and another week should bring
along several of the Georgesmen from their first trips of
ND now Mr. Editor, wo have a lady discoursing on the season, which will give quite an impetus to business.
There is a fair demand, and the approaciug Lenten season
needle points. Not Dame Juliana Berners, but Miss bids fair of making the market quite brisk. There' have
Sarah McBride, and the most sensible and pliilosopic dis¬
been 5 arrivals tbe past week with herring, and 11 from
course yet. For why has nature given predatory fishes the Banks. The receipts are 210,000 pounds of cod-fish,
those recurved teeth—practically barbed—unless-it be to and 171,000 pounds of halibut. The latter lias been sold
hold their slippery prey. 1 agree with Miss McBride that at 5 and 24 for white and grey. There are 95 vessels now
absent on Georges and at the Banks.
iu fishing with a short stiff rod and sliort line, particularly
The fresh fish fleet have done, a good stroke of business
from a boat with a hook without a barb—if the fish are this week, landing as handsome lots of cod-fish as were
taken singly—they may be whipped out pretty effectively. ever brought into this port. One vessel caught 32,000
But with two or three fish on a line pulling in all direc¬ pounds in four days’ fishing, Bind others have done equally
tions, when one or more will be pretty certain to havesome as well. The catch has been so large that they could not
be disposed of fresh. One concern has bought nearly 50,slack, did uncle Seth ever try needle points under such'
000 pounds for salting.—Cape Ann Advertiser, Feb. tUh.
circumstances? Let me.giye my experience in such a case.
—We are indebted to Mr. E. B. Paxton, of Detroit, far
One afternoon with two incipient fly-fishers, I visited
two fine stuffed specimens of the whitefish, taken from
Jerry Comfort’s trout ponds, twelve miles or so from Phil¬
adelphia, and as I provided tl)f tackle, in mercy to my the Detroit River at that place.
Jriehd Jerry, I carefully filed pF all the barbs of the hooks
TROUTING IN NOVA SCOTIA.
on which the flies were tied, and when we got to the sides
of the ponds, made the.-whip of each of the novices of v\
Greenfield, Mass., Feb, Uth, 1876.
three flies without their knowledge of the hooks being Editor Forest and Stream:—
To the true lover of tho beauties and attractions of nature, what sport
barbless. The result was as might have been expected.
is more seductive than I routing? And what recreation tones up the wornOf three -fished hooked at almost every cast only one was out nerves and depleted muscles of an office-weary man, like the exer¬
landed; sometimes none, for the fish even on the stretcher cise and excitement of a few weeks spent in lolling along the banks of a
fly would frequently get some slack iu the leader and of gaod trout stream? But the avidity with which the sport lias been fol¬
lowed in ami near the more thickly settled portions of our New England
course get away.
make the expectations with which a man starts out-on his trip iu the
I had let Jerry into the secret and it was near supper morning, Tar exceed the realities which he is able to produce at night,
timo when we had not half enough trout for a fry. So and he sighs for tho time and means to visit some of tho far-famed re¬
with a knowing wink, he said he would call his son Rob., gions described by some of youreorrespondents.
For two or three years ill health has been tho exsose to convinco mo
a lad of twelve years; perhaps hiB hooks would hold bet¬ that my means would afford a trip to Nova Scotia, rhtnor than a doctor’s
ter. Rob. came with his barbed hooked flies, and landed bill (and how much more agreeaiile the prescription (), so 1 have learned
three at a time; and so did my young city friends vi'Hh the ins and outs of the St. Alary’s District and the region about Sher¬
Rcb.’s tackle. After supper, driving home, I told them of brooke, aud passed many happy hours with the rod and fly iu the forests
and streams which abound therein, and excepting at the head waters of
the joke 1 had played on them.
Thad’s Norris.
the Columbia river, 1 have never found so attractive a region for the

ascertain the precise locality in which they were taken.
THOSE

NEEDLE
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Eoohestee, January 15th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 sob hy your last issue thut Mr. Bracket thinks he conta not kill a
salmon with a barbless hook. I don’t know that he could; 1 know that
J could. Now we will suppose a case: Suppose I hah a salmon rott and
three hundred feet of line with a good sized needle hook, all in good
order; and suppose I was skillful, knew how to reel in and lot Out, and
keep s steady strain, such as a skillful angler knows how to keep, ani
I had that hook hooked Into the button-hole of Mr. Brackett’s coat;
could he get away without putting his hands to thu lino or the hook?
No; he could not get away. He might jnmp, and run. and rare, and
pitch, and flounder, turn somersets, and hand sprinjs, and tnrn himself
inside out, or lie and sulk, bat he could not got away, and I would land
him without a gall.
I will say, for Mr. Brackett’s edification, that I have taken nearly ail
kinds of fresh water fish that take a hook, and many kinds of salt water
fish, including the enimon, with horde and hue, and no one but a bungler
will ever let any flthget slack enough to nnbook himself, even if there
is no barb on the hook.
SETH Green.

When Uncle Seth bundles a fish, he plays to win. Nev¬
ertheless, a lively salmon will sometimes run back on his
track so swiftly that a doable multnplying reel could not
take in the slack fast’, enough to prevent his unhooking
himself. By the way, how exhilarating it would be to
watch the old veteran play such i\ lively chub as Walter
Brackett! We would bet one of the latier’s best pictures

sportsman. The expenses of the trip are not heavy, the fare from Bos¬
ton out and back being only $26, and charges in tbe provinces quite low,
when compared with those in the Moosehead aud Aloosetncmaguntic
countries. Last sum mer, tn company with three friends, and under the
guidance and care of that veteran of tbe rod, Newell Snow, Esq., manamir and pait owner of the Sherbrooke gold mines, we had some days
of fine fishing on the Liscomb and on Indian River. We packed out of
the Liscomb woods at least 120 pounds of line trout, many of them three
pounders, as the result of a halfday’s fishing, mostly caught by two
f°l will not fell the story of our two day’s tramp in tho Indian River
Swamp; owing to the waut of knowledge of our guide, or perhaps more
to the trail being completely blocked and destroyed by a whirlwind In
1673; but if ever there were four tired and hungry, yet happy reflows,
wew ere the ones, when we discovereda settler’s cabin, near night of the
second day, and the bread and milk set berore us by that settler’s wife
was, 10 ail appearances, as well appreciated as was ever a meal at Delmonlco’s by the roost fastidious of the race.
Good accommodations ate furnished at the Sherbrpoke House .by
Capt. John McDaniels, (himself no mean sportsman), at prices within
the reach of all. Teams and boats can be had at all times, and attend¬
ants, if wanted, at the (most reasonable charges.
The season for trout fishing is from tbe middle of August to (he middle
of September, wnilo those who go for salmon should be on hand in
June. An English gentleman, a resident of Sherbrooke, by 1 lie name
of Fainter, takes in iny salmon every season wtth tbe rod arid lly, but
the streams are so thoroughly netted that these dsh arc not so abundant
as they were forinei Ly.
E: Af. Thompson,

Yachting and §dating.
8 arid friends should be mailed n

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Fed.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17..
18..
19..
20..
21..
22..
28..

Philadelphia Yacht Club—The Quaker City Yacht
Club of Philadelphia was organized on Thursday-evening,
February 10th, 1870, by the election of the following of¬
ficers: Commodore, Thus. T. Wills, yacht, Stella; ViceCommodore, A. Bancroft, yacht, Lillie; Rear Commodore,
Samuel Taylor, yacht, Wm. Tell; President, Jas. L. Wills,
yacht, Kingston Goddard; Secretary, Chits. 8. Salin, yacht,
Phantom; Assistant Secretary, Wm. Summers, yacht, Lil¬
lie; Treasurer, L. B. Boyd, yacht, Ella. The movement is
in the hands of gentlemen qualified to lend character 10
the project, and by their zeal and skill insure for Phila¬
delphia new attractions for the Centennial year. The club
is to be composed of cabin yachts only, not under twenty
feet in length. There are now enrolled in the fleet thir¬
teen yachts, as follows:—
Length. Beam. Depth.
Rig. Tons. ft. iu.
ft. tn. ft. in.
Name.
.Sloop.... 9
25
10
8 8
Chas. Austin...
.Sloop_16
US
- 12
4
Columbia.
.Sloop.... 9
25
10
8 8
Ella.
Sloop....14
30
13
4
Fawn.
Sloop....23
-it
14
4
Ciideon Clark.
.Sloop_IS
S3
13
4 6
Kingston Goddard..
.Sloop ...10
S3
10
4
Lillie..
Sloop.... 8
23
8
8
Lerves.
Sloop... 20
37 B
13
4 ft
Phantom.
. Sloop.... 15
32
12
3 9
Samuel Josepns.
Sloop....13
29 G
11 9 4
Stella.
.Sloop ... T9
37
12 6 4 8
1. Tell..
White Wing .Sloop. ...15
32
12
4

We are indebted to the Secretary, Chas. S. Salin, Esq., for
the above.
INTERNATIONAL

ROWING

REGATTA.

A'

MONG the athletic sports that will be held during (he
CenTennial exhibition will be a series of boat races
on the Schuvlkiil River, a broad, beautiful stream, acknowl¬
edged among rowing men as one of the finest rowing courses
in America, having high banks on each side, and in lull view
of the Exhibition Buildings.
Tbe races, while under control of the United States Cen¬
tennial Commission, will be under the local management
of the Schuylkill Navy, a boating organization composed
of nine clubs, whose boat houses are on the east bank of
the river within Fairmnunt Park. The leading boating as¬
sociations of tho country have consented to co&peralc.
The Schuylkill Navy has been in existence since 1858,
and lias given a uumber of open regattas; and from its
past record anil the cxpeiicncc of its members in conduct¬
ing races, we have abundant guarantee that this series of
regattas in 1871! will be most successful.
The Schuylkill Navy, besides furnishing quarters for the
boats for the visiting crews in their own boat houses, pro¬
pose erecting temporary boat houses in the park, and w ill
thus he enabled to accommonate all who may accept this
invitation to take part in. the races.
Arrangement have been made to hold tho following
races:—
First—An International Race will be bold, open to all regularly
"anized boat clubs throughout tbe world, to be rowed in accordance with
tile rules of the National Amateur Rowing Association of the Limed
Slates' tbe prizes to be a piece of plate each for roars, for pairs, for
doubles, and for sinfle sculls, and in addition, medals to be presented to
each man rowing in tho race, to be of. gold for tho winning crew, for tin:
second crew of silver, and the remainder of bronze.
Second—An International Celiege Race for fonr-oared sheila wilt he hold,
toe prize to be a piece of plate, with a gold medal tq each of the wning crew; open only to nnder graduate-.
..
Third—Au International Graduates’ Race wilt bo he'd for four-oared
shells, open only to Colleges or Universities; the prize being a piece of
plate, ami a gold medal to each member of the winning crew.
No person will be allowed to row in both International College Race,
and International Graduates’ Race,
Fourth —Professional Races will be held, open to all crows thronghon
tho world, for fonr-oared. pair-oared, and single scull shells lor parses,
tbe amounts of which will be announced bo 111'- 1st of May, 1876.

•

The races will be held between the 20lli of August and
theloihof September, and the entries shall be closed or
July 15th.
An entrance fee of $25 will be charged for fours; $15
for pairs and doubles, and $10 for singles. The fee will
be returned to all boats stalling in the races, and is tie
manded as a guarantee of good faith in making the entry
and to justify the committee in making the necessary ar¬
rangements for properly housing the boats of the euteriu,
The Amateur Rices will be rowed in lira ts one aud a ha

FOREST AND STREAM
miles straightaway, The Professional Paces will be rowecl
in heats of three miles, one and a half miles and return.
Besides the above prizes the “Jury bn Rowing” of ihe
United States Centennial Commission, who will have ar
oversight of all the races, will award the Diploma auc
Medal of the Commission to the victors.
The National Amateur Rowing Association will hoi
their annual regatta over the same course (the Nations
either previous to or immediately after the above lnterr
tional Races.
The following deflnilion of an amateur oarsman,, w-hthe required pledge, will be strictly enforced for all enfoa
in the amateur races:—
The President or presidine nflioer and Secretary of each club fcjitf UK
either of the amateur races of tile rejjutta controlled hy the HeUnhllV
ISavy, will lio required to Certify on nouor, in writing, that each lie'ter
of the crew entered is strictly an amateur, and is not paid, dirfeh or
indirectly, for ins services, either by place, emolument, or cltieas a
member, or by reason of liis being ametuber of the Club; that ne'illu B
not enter in open cmnpetiiion for either a stake, public, or ad'fsieu
money, or entrance fee, or compete with or auninst a rirofesmod for
any prize, mid has never taught, pursued, or assisted in the bt!9W of
atUlcllu exercises as a menus ot livelihood, or haa been omulor. in or
about boats, or in manual labor on the water.”

Entries should be addressed to Jonathan. Gir^ham,
Secretary, P. O. box 2013, Philadelphia, Pa.
'c
►
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THE ..PROFESSIONAL, AMATEf/RS.
Buffalo, N. T , Fei^/’th, 1870.
EniTott Fokest aed
The amendment to the constitution of the. National R< ng Associa¬
tion, passed at tho recent meeting. Would seemingly atrf) at an evil
greatly to be regretted. It has become apparent lo thipiinklng men
of tho rowing fraternity that the course pursued by oii.^r more of the
promiuent dubs in gobbling up all the best of the men v have become
known to the country by their successes with the on'0* a bad look.
It matters not whether those men are residents of th ° .unity of such
clubs, and would naturally join them or not. No, W Arts picked out
wherever they are found. For the members of at lire one club that I
know of to stand boldly before the National Ronif/Association and
claim that their crew is composed of amatenrs, is ei‘"y preposterous,
'The members of this club (they all know who 1 meat < ill undoubtedly
I hiek I am making an assertion that I can’t provetyicn I assert that
l heir crew is composed of nothing but professionals-. would go before
tile National Rowing Association and give cxpressio o my opinion and
conviction in the matter, us 1 do in iliia letter.
• The first circumstance 1 will mention is the fay if the erew of any
club spending from two to three months exclnsif.y in praoticehnany
miles from home, and is enough, in my mind, to hrid them as anything
but strictly amateurs. If I were to move Into thinelghborhood of the
club t mention, to-morrow, I couldn't join that clb. Why? First, be¬
cause 1 have'nt a sufficient income—I cocld'nt (ford to pay the dues
andassessments. Secondly, I have never distigalshed myself at tho
oar sufficiently to counteract my lack of inconj; still, I have as much
money us oue who joined the club recently, and s now one of its crew.
Had he applied to the club for admittance mergaa a member, without
any record as an oarsman he would have becniack-ballod so high that
he couldn't get back to consciousness in a rnohh—but he didn't apply
to them, they applied to him, and I say that atyie llraa he joined (?) the
club he ceased to be an amateur and became sjrofessionoi. The mem¬
bers will'probsbly cry out, “Wo pay him no jury." Weoll kuow that.
Certainly yon don’t pay him, or any other mother of your crew a salary
directly; bat how about paying them indirect! ? I don't believe a mem¬
ber of the club dare swear that noDe of the iew are not paid indirectly
by taking care of them. I don’t wish to infr that only one club isengaged in thus dodging the spirit of the !aw ,by ostensibly abjuring tho
spirit of it. There are others engaged in 'ltsangentlcmunly bnsiness,
and I trn»r. the National Rowing Assoctatitg will try and intestigiitu this
matter now that the amendment has made the definition a little more
explicit.
1 don’t mean to make any attack on lie one membBr I speak of. I
Use his case to illustrate what haa convneed me that the club he has
)omed(?) and others are not obeying the f. w.
Oxrord and Cambridge don’t appear J be at all anxious to meet onr
college hoys on American waters. ProbWy Ihcy remember the warring
received by their best professors at tktrAinnUa of the Ward crew. They
have always been perfectly willing tin, we should go over to litem and
row them on tlieir own water, and uviRheir course, every inrh of which
•they are acquainted with; but when ic-,orues to coining oyer here* that's
another^ thing,
“Why 1 blurst. my fc'yes, we might get beaten yon
know."
___
EIagustolz.
Taboggining in Canada.—it is a crisp January day in
a beautiful but too little kuoVn city of Canada; the ther¬
mometer says ten below zerc; 1 lie snow is two feet deep
and as dry as tinder; the seen; is the side of a lull, steeper
than any sensible being on a ''Yankee” sled would dare to
go down. On all pat-is of (be bill are scattered in little
groups gentlemen and Jadits, boys and gitls—of all ages,
from fifteen to thirty—malried and single, engaged, and
still to have that pleasure. Instead of sleds they are drag*
ging up the hill “taboggins,” which is the Indian sled, aud
which finds a mate in the lark canoe. They are made of
thin pieces of cedar wootj which have been pltined per
fectly smooth; these pieces are bent up at the trout so as
to form a sort of rtiuner, lilt the hoards themselves lie flat
on tlie snow, being fastened together above, so that the
bottom is smooth. They ire made of all sizes, averaging
about live feet by two, anil can accommodate arty number
of people. They are so thin and limber that they bend
over any obstruction wgch maybe in the road, so that
they are not stopped even by large jneces of ice. They
may be used to go down the steepest hills, where no sled
could stand the strain. And here {ill the fun comes in,
since the danger is necessarily very great. Often a load
will upset, and girls and boys will he flung together imo a
huge drift; then of course the screaming and laughing is
immense, except when one has a leg .or arm broken, and
then the laugh is more likely to appear on the other side.—
Harvard Crimson.
Useful Recipes.—A new.compound for polishing and
cleaning metals is composed of one ounce carbonate of am¬
monia disolved iri four ounces of water; with this is mixed
sixteen ounces Paris while, A moistened sponge is dip¬
ped in the powder and rubbed lightly over the surface of
the metal, after which the powder is dusted oil, leaving a
fine brilliant lnster.
Lemons can he preserved hv varnishing them with, a so¬
lution of shellac in alcohol The skiu of shellac formed is
easily removed hy rubbing the fruit in. the hands. Varnish
made with alcohol will get dull and spongy by the evapor¬
ation of the alcohol, which leaves water in the varnish, as
all commercial alcohol contains water. Take thin ahoet
gelatin,"cut it in strips, and put, it in the varnish; ltwiil ab¬
sorb most of the water, and the varnish can. be used clear
and bright till the last drop. The gelatin will get quite
soft; it can then he taken and dried, and used again.
There is no si In pi or remedy for preventing cider growing
soilf limn mailard seed. After the elder has fermented
and reached the desired palatable condition,, put one pint
mustard seed to a barrel of cider, and bung tight.— ScientljUi American.
"

t^nswers

(^orrexyondentg.

IVo Notice Taken of Anonymous Communication)!.
C. S. R., Fulton, N. TPlease inform me if there Is any wnyof
making a tent both waterproof and fire-proof/ Ans, See answer to
W. A. L.
W. .T K., Phmnixville, Penn.—Which has the greater attraction for a
ball phot, over its surface, land or water? Ans. Tho attraction of grav¬
itation la the same in each case.
Subbcribtcr, Webster.—I have a gun 21) inches long, but it shoots too
close for brush hunting, and I think I shall have it cut off to 28 inches.
Do you think It will make any difference la the penetration? Ans. No.
Troy, N. Y.—Being anxious to purchase a bull terrier—dog preferred
—I lake the liberty of asking you where ono could probably be procured ?
Ann. Address Henry Gardiner, M D., No. 11 South Fifth avenue, N. Y.
W. A. B., Montpelier, Vt.—Will you please inform me what is “GreeDheftTt,” so popular in the manufacture of fishing rods, and from wherfc
does it come? Ans. It is a wood imported to this country fromDemerara, W. I.
J. F. D., Greensburg, Pa.—Can you give me any information in regard
to Wra. Webster, gunmaker, of Warwick street, London? Is, or were
his guns considered first class? Ans. We cannot find his name in the
list and know nothing of the guns.
P. L., Philadelphia.—Can you tell me where the nearest trout streams
to Philadelphia are located, and some good places for striped ba*s? A ns.
No good trout fishing nearer than Lycoming county, and no large baas
neater than the mouth of the Delaware.
Parvus, Readington, N. J.—Please give me the address of Mr. Sal¬
ine, owner of the red Irish dog Dash, an engraving of whom* with his
companion Bees, ornaments the title page to your issue of Feb. 3d, 1876.
Ana. A letter addressed to Mr. Saline at this office will reach him*
R. M., New York.— A dispute lias arisen concerning the origin and
meimlng of the word “Banshee,” Can you give us any information in
the matter? Ans. The Banshee is ihe familiar “spook” or spirit, sup*
posed by Irish families to fure’el), by their wailing song, a death of some
member.
Bob, Brooklyn.—Will yon please inform me of the address or tho firm
manufacturing Adlrond«ck Lnke boats? Ans. Newcomb, Esset Co.,
N. V., have the reputation of being tho builders of good Adirondack
beats. W. E. Martin, E. Peck, G. Philboots, and othepj, of Saranac
Lake, ore good makers.
L. P., New York.—Onr English pointer bitch had some puppies last
week, but eat them up, all at once. Does this happen vory often, and
is there no remedy to prevent it? An*. We know that some bitches
will cat their pups; the only way to prevent It is lo watch them closely,
liis said If they are well supplied with water at the time they will not
do it.
N. E. 8., Urbana, Til.—'Please tell me how much and what kind of
powder, and how much and what size shot for a No, 10, ten-pound Purker gun. 1 want for duck shooting. Also your opinion of the No. 4
Hazard powder, compared with OraDge or Curtiss & Harvey's. An*.
1.5 drachms powder and 1* oz. No. 4 shot, 2. Equal Lo either of the
others. 1
C. W. S., Albany, N. Y.—1, I have Remington rifle, 30-inch .44 cali¬
bre, 77 grain charge, bow far w 01 jt shoot accurately? 2.* What is the length
of the Greedmoor barrels, Remington and Sharps? 8. Who makes Ihe .22
sub-calibre rifle barrel for Remington military rifles as described in “Win¬
gate’s Manual?” Ana. 1. One thousand trie hundred yards. 2. Thirtyfour inches. 3. E Remington & Sons.
«1. W.. Gloucester.—1. Where can I buy u good fox hound—one with
keen nose, and that will stick to the track and uotglve up? 2. WeshouL
the fox. Now hick is the best dog—one that runs fast or 6low? Also,
which would be best-a foxhound, or fox terrier? Ans. Address Peter
Knox, Newton, Sussex county, N. S. 2. It depends on the ground,
but Mr. Knox will post you.
i W. A. B, Montpelier, Vt.—1. Will you oiease inform raewhatBelmonty !c oil is and where It can be procured, as I see you recommend it
for guu barrels? 8. Wuerecan l obtain catalogue of the Parker guns?
Ans. 1. Belraontylve oil can bo procured from almost any guuRmith.
Mr. H. C. Squires, No. 1 Connlandt street, this city, has it we know.
2, Write to Messrs. Parker Bros., West Meriden, Conu.
G. A. D., Chickopee, Mass.—1. What are tho indication* of good
Jdood in. an Irish setter—in a pointer? 2. Is “Burges on the American
Kennel" a standard authority? Ans. 1. Our space will not permit us
to answer tbis qnestion. Read the back numbers of thi* paper, or con*
suit Stonehenge, Diuka, and other authorities. 2. Mr. Burgos’ bookia
not yet ont of press; it is therefore rather early to state whether it is
“standard authority’1 or not.
W. 0. S. & Sons, N. Y.—In what county of Pennsylvania or Virginia
can two friends and myself camp out from about the 1st of .June until,
the lBfc of November, and havo good fishing aud shooting (tho lat ter
more particularly) Without any danger of being Interfered with? Ans.
Pike, county, Pa. Talco Erie Railroad to Port Jervis; then stage. You
will find plenty of good camping ground within ten to fifteen miles of
Milford. No shooting until after July 4ih.
O. .J. H. G., Manchester, Md,—Why does a gun shoot belter o,u some
days than it does on other days? I use the same, powder, the same number
of shot, and ihe gun is in the same clean condition. 1 go onl some days
and.drop every bird; other dava 1 feather the birds and cannot get- them
down. Ans- All guns vary in their shooting, more or less. Thu cause
of your not being so successful In killing some days as well as oil other
days arises, in all probability, from the want of proper aim.
M. P. M., Franklin, N. Y.—1. Does the English hard shot do as good
work in Ihe field as soft shot? 2. poes it not strata ihe barrels more,
being hard? 3. How many pellets to the oz. of No. lia and 11s? Is it
lighter, and If bo, how much? Ans. A series of experiments wts'ptiblished last week would indicate that the hard shot gave better penetra¬
tion, but the soft Phot better pattern. 2, Yes. 3. Tatlium’s No. 10—
828 pellets; No, 11» 1,348. The chilled shot, is much the lightest.
Smkdlijy, Hamorton. Pa.—The barrel of my Winchester 1ms become
leaded in recent use at target practice, a thing that never occuvrea be¬
fore. Was using some of the No. 4-4 cartridges, long. Have heretofore
always used No. 44, short.. What is the cause, and wlmt the remedy?
Ans. The cause is probably owing to the charge in cartridge; one fit s
the gnn aud the other does not. The remedy will be iu using a little
turpentine, or petroleum, or half-and-half of benzine and fine luru oil
before the leading becomes too hard.
F. H. R., Warren, Pu,—I have a W. W, Greener phi-fire, No. 12 shot
gun. It has a set of the finest locks I ever saw on a gun. Gnn the gun
be converted into a central discharge without changing the locks, or in
any way injuring them? Who would be a responsible party to change
the gnn? About what would oe mo cost of changing the gun in the best
way? Ana. By sending your gun to us wo can have it altered to n cemrullire m a workmanlike manner, without changing the locks, except In tho
formation of the hammers. The charge will be $35.
W. T. R., New York.—1. What is your opinion of the Miller Roeoil
Check, recently patented for attachment to the stocks of guns. Would
you recommend owners of fine guns, desiring to shoot heavy charges, to
adopt it? 2. How many pellets to the ounce of English No. 6 shot? 3.
Do you. consider castor oil superior to tallow !for rendering hunting
boots or shoes impervious to wider? Ans. t. Wcare not yet prepared
to give-an opinion as to the utility ot ihe patent recoil check. 2. 270
pelletB to 1 oz. of English shot. 3. We consider caster oil decidedly
the best.
R, H. D., Canandaigua, N. Y.—I have been told the present system of
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artificial Impregnation, of
eges, os practiced by our commlaiiionera
at the State Hatching House, is wrong, and has been given up by some
of oar old fish cuHofists, they having decided to let the epawners deposit
thdr eggs in their own way on gravel beds. Is this a fact? Do you
know of any lake that has been well and successfully stocked with fry
grown from artificial impregnation? Ana. Your information is all
wrong. Artificial impregnation is [he means used by all Fish Commis¬
sioners. Cayuga Lake,’in. this Slate, may be mentioned as acaacin
AQUADixE, Wen on all, N. J.—I have prepared a pond containing
about 3,000 cubic feet of water, for the purpose of breeding goldfish,
and desire to know the best place to procure pure stock, 1 find that the
Philadelphia dealers obtain their stock from Long Island, and I presume
yon know who breeders are In that region, for they probably have head¬
quarters in yonr city, Ans. T. B. Fergnson, Fish Commissioner of
Maryland, residence 102 North Charles street, Baltimore, pays speoiat
a Mention to breeding of goldfish. The Long Island breeder# ure un¬
known to us, bnt Messrs. Greenwood & Seymour, No. 15 College Place,
this city, can furnish you with Long Island fish.
Setter, Philadelphia.—I hove a Bismarck pup seven months old. I
am afraid be is troubled wnh worms. 1 guvo him one of your areca
powders; It gave him one small passage and made him vomit a greenish
substance. He has no appetite and 1b very spare of flesh, yet large
boned, 20 iuches high; head,
inches long; weight, 4Q pounds; yotis
very thin; lively, bnt nose dry. What would you advise to do for him*
as I should like to get him in good trim for snipe? Ans. If yon had
followed our directions in giving the remedy, a enre would have bBen, in
all probability, effected. Wo wonld advise you to try the areca.not
again, as it almost invariably cures when properly given.
\V. II. S., Philadelphia.—Is there any rifle club in Philadelphia; If
so, who is the president, where la tbeir range, will they receive any
m^rc members, and what is ihe cost to belong? 3. Would a Wesson
rifle, 44-100 calibre, 28-inch barrel, do for Iongraugo shooting, 3, What
is the price of Smilli & Wesson’s new breuch-Joudmg navy revolvers?
Ans. 1. The Philadelphia Rifle Glnb, (J. Miller, President; initiation
fee, $12; annual dues, £6, Each member is required to miTchase one
share of stock, coating $25, and which bears six per cent, interest. For
further particulars inquire at 534 aud 536 N. Third street, Philadelphia.
2. No; U by long range you mean over 500 yards. 3. $20.
E. V. B., Elyala, Ohio.—Three parties are shoo ting a match (‘pigeon#).
1. Br is called to the score, when be gives the word pull. The bird
files aoout four yards from the trap and lights on the ground, from w here it
again rises. B. abools and kills the bird. Is it right l.o score the bird? 2.
C. Is called to score, shoots and killed his bird, which falls on the line
of bonndsk(fci0 yards), one-half the body inside, and one-half ont&ide.
How should ihe bird be scored? Ans. 1. B. is entitled to his bird. 2.
We can find no rule among the club rules for pigeon shooting applying
to sueh a case as yon state, but we vyould give the shooter tUe benefit of
the doubt. In rifle shooting a ball striking ihe onter edge of a ring
counts Tor the value of the circle inside the ring.
R. L. W. asks receipt for making prepared mocking-bird food and reli¬
able aquarian cement. Ans. 1. Mix two parte each of corn meal, poa
meal, and one part*of moss meal; rnix In a little lard* not enough to
make greasy; sweeten with molasses, and then fry for half an hour*
stirring constantly to aa not 10 burn. Pul. in covered jar. Moss meal is
made by drying and grinding German raosa seed. 2. A good aquarium
cement, suitable for salt or fresh water, is made by taking ten parts hy
measure of litharge, the same of plaster of Paris, a like quantity of
white sand, and one part of finely powdered resin. Mix, when wanted
for use, with boiled oil sufficient to make it ol the contistcncy of still
putty. It is better to allow it to staud three days before using.
P. M. A.y Chester, Pn.—What is the beat authority or book of instruc¬
tion on tty fishing? I have heard “Frank Forester’s*’well spoken of
but have never seen it.. Aus. No book of instruction on fly fishing baa
ever been published.In this country. The art caunot be taught. What,
is the bem book of instruction on billiards? Ans. The illustrated hand¬
book of billiards by Phelan. Published by Dick & Fitzgerald, No. 18
Ann Htreet. What is the best authority and book of Instruction on bor
fng; also, a good book On athletic or physical exercise? What is tho
difference beiwecm boxing and spurring? Ans. Price’s “Science of
Self Defense;’* to be had of same publishers. No difference between
sparring and boxing. Is there any way of getting Ihe pike, perch, cat¬
fish, etc., out of a hike and substituting trout in their stead? Ans. The
only sure way Is to draw off the water. You might put in black bnsfti
W. A. L„ Yarmouth, N, S.—1. Where can I get a good pattern for a
tent to hold two or three persons, aud to ne as portable an possible? 2.
Do yan know of any preparation for making a canvas tent water and
fireproof? 3. Arc the barrels of a double gun usually made to shoot a
liltle in, or towards each’ other; Bumstead says they are, Bogardus saya
they are not? 4. What is best for a ooating, ana what for stopping a leak
In a canvas covered wooden canoe? 6. Will shot or round bull fired
perpendicularly into tlie air strike the ground in thoir descant with tho
same Torce (.hut they have on leaving the gnu? Ans. 1. Of Eaton <te
Co., No. 17 Ann street, ?: Immerse in soluble glass distilled with boil¬
ing water to 25° Baumc, Before quite done immerse in a solution of
snlphale of ulnmnia un'i sulphate or copper, oue part of each to ten
pails of water; then dry I'ltwly ni the airT 3. Yes, they are. 4, Putty,
if in the wood, and patch, if in the canvas. 4. No.
W. G. R., Greenhurgh, N. Y.—1. Would you recommend me to have
a lhuzzle-louding gun that scattered too much, ie'bored. Would it injure
the barrels, or is there any oilier nay to prevent scattering? Where shall
I have It. done, and the cost? 2. Do you recommend Hazard’s FFFG.
powder for ordinary shooting? 3. Whttt i$ the proper charge of powder
aud shot for my 12-bore gnu? Do you tntak a pattern of 160 or 180 ac
411 yards a good target? Ans. You c'MU have your gun re-bored without;
injuring the ’barrels at an expense of $3.50 to $5; or you can make ft
shoot closer by using concent rid ore. Send It to this office and we will
have iL done for you. 2. No. not for shot gun purposes; bnt we do most
heartily recommend l.lunr No- 4 duck, anil l,ne FG. for rifles. 3. Proba¬
bly 31 drachma of powder aud t£ oz. shot; hut wa do not know Ihe
weight of yonr gun. This is one of l.lie thing* a man must And out for
himself by experimenting. 3. Yes, remarkably good.
Toxall, Boonton, N. J .—Would you call the gtm described by “Pa¬
cific” in your paper of Jan 20th, page 378, last clause of his article, right
barrel, 180, left, 220 pellets, a choke-bore, or a modified choke? 2. Is
there such a thing on record as shooting No- 8 shot (soft) through a
Curtis & Harvey can at 30 yards, with 12 gauge gun, or hTthuf. a fair teat
fora gun? I have no trouble in getting through one side and denting
second side, bnt there does not seem to be solid sQbslAnco enough left
in tho shot to pierce tho second side. Is iL the fault of the gun, or la
this not a fair test Tor penotrailon? What wonld be better? 3. What
grade and size of oriental gunpowder should be used in place of C &
H. No. 6 diamond grain, and v\ help can T get it in New York? Ana. 1.
A choke-bore. 2. No record or the kind; yonr gnu wonld probably do
It, if yon used chilled shot. 3. Andress the Oriental Powder Co. at No.
13 Broad street, Bostirn. They have no advertised ageut m this city.

To Cook Mushrooms.—Feel both tops and stems, put
in a stew-pan, with au. ounce of buttoc and a pinch or two
of salt to each pound, and serve up hot. Tbis will answer
fco cat with fish, flesh, and fowl. To fry iJiem—peel, dip in.
egg;, and roll in cracker dust, season, and fry*ns with
oysters.
Thompson & Sdn, 338 Broadway, uae no sugar of lead in waterproof¬
ing thoir suiw. bugar of lead will not stand washing, and among-t old
sportsmen is considered detrimental to health, making lhem Ind ia to
rheumatic atiacka. Thompson's suits are guurantceo lo be thoroughly
waterproof, even alter being washed, and are as good and cheattr l-han
any other anita iu the market.— AdwtUfl/Wtit
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RAILWAYS IN CHINA.

I

y- the whole civilized world. If successful, it is not diflult to prophecy the destruction of that stoical and skep•al conceit which has been the barrier to her progress.
,<>. railway may yet prove to be the true missionary7 to
ina, and the shriek of the whistle, the blow which is to
sic the hollow shell of her whole political and social
cm.

T would be worth the Icing journey by land and t
be present at the opening of the first railroad in C
which is announced for June next. To see the crowi
gaping coolies, the ill-concealed astonishment of the mi
classes and the cjniet indifference of the upper-ten and
Uteratii. It is related of a veracious merchant of Shangl
ULTRY AND FISH DISPLAY AT UTICA.
that when the first steamer anchored off the “bund,'1
quietly replied to a query, “Hab got plenty all sai.
HE Central New York Poultry Association has been
Peking!” But the puffing, snorting, “land dragon,” w
holding an exhibition in the City Hall, Utica, during
bold quite a different place in his estimation from ttstweek. The awards have not reached us in time
A W-fc.fcK.LY JOURNAL,
steamer. The latter Is hut a junk propelled by son
blication, but a personal inspection made on SaturDbvotbd to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural Hibtory,
means known only to the outside barbarian, white the It
t was most gratifying. The limits of the hall deFt— “mil'll!, the Protection of Ganb, Preservation of Forests,
AND THB INCULCATION CNMKN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY INTEREST
comotive can find no parallel in his imagination. It cai
to the purpose were scarcely sufficient to confaiu the
IN Out-door Recreation and Study:
not be claimed that this little railway of nine mite* and :
and wo observed but few poor or iudifferetit fowls,
PUBLISHED BT
half is to produce any wonderful effect in the way of
the judges must have found it difficult to decide in
Rarest and ^treaty publishing Q/Otnpaqg,
“opening up” new country. Nor will the native travel go
(stances. The light Brahmas were a particularly
far towards paying its expenses. Tito benefit will accrue,
a8 were also the lloudans. We thought we had
17 CHATHAM BTREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
e better white Leghorns, but, as Artepus Ward
first, to foreign commerce, and secondly to the woiki at
ffoHT Ofpigb Box 3832.1
y, “fowls are not our forte,” and sve can only
large
as
being
the
strongest
wedge
yet
driven
into
the
123 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
general terms and as an amateur. .The display,
tough knot of Chinese conservatism. A glance at the lo¬
Terniu, Five Dollars a Year, Strictly In Adranes.
luded turkeys, ducks, pigeons, peafowls, rabbits,
cation of the terminii of the road will explain both these
remarkably fine ODe and a credit to every expropositions. "When approaching the mouth of the Yang
A discount o f twenty-live percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
eth Green liad a number of fish on view, includTsze, with the exception of a group of outlying rocks
• Advertising tiaieN.
sns of brook and salmon trout, salmon, black
known as the Saddle Islands, the only indication of the
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type. 12 lines to the inck, 2f
cents per Une, Advertisements on outside page. 40 cents per line. Reading
pike, shiners, and cat-fish; also try of trout,
proximity of land is the change in the color and consist¬
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
and white-fish, in various stages of developency of the water from the deep blue of the ocean to the
extra.
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
,he unhatched egg to the little fellow just repea-soup like substance, which carries the loam of plaiusi
months. 30 per cent.
____
the umbilical sac. This exhibition, which
! a thousand miles away- A line with length but neither
lie
e direction of Mr. W. D. March, was a great
breadth or thickness is first seen, and almost before the
wa
NEW SOKK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1876.
ctiou. A patent incubator was also in operatraveler is aware, he is steaming by paddy fields and low
poi
Itities of little chicks pecked their way into
tiot
grazing grounds, dotted with occasional villages and more
To Correspondents.
conspicuous temples. The river here is divided by the isl¬
-esence of the spectators,
the
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
ire of the exhibition was the display of wild
and of Tsung Ming; a hundred years ago but a speck of
A
correspondence, must be addressed to Thb Fobbst and Stream PdbRobinson’s Menagerie, which usually winters
mud, now an island of many miles in length, with a popu¬
nnim
LisniNo Company. Personal or private letters of coarse excepted.
AU ooramanlcatlons intended for publication must be accompanied with
lation numbered by tbc hundred thousand. The north
in Ut
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
bank of the river is miles away and out of sight. After
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Antique.—We have referred in another
A \
steaming for some hours, the white walls of Woosung are
Articles relating to any topic within the Bcope of tills paper are stBlclted.
opening of a supposed Indian mound iu
columi
seen on the south bank, almost on the point formed by the
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
a visit to Utica last week we were someFlorida
junction of the Wang-poo River with the Yang Tsze.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
learn that many of the most remarkable
what si
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
The Wang-poo enters the larger rivers at right angles with
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
in the mound had been removed, and
antiquit
the latter’s course, and its mouth is protected by a bar
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
esy of Col. Skinner, the veteran Field
ihirough
through
which
a
channel
is
buoyed.
Woosung,
in
itself,
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
temporary, Turf, Field and Farm, the
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
is but a miserable little village. What importance it has Editor o
Jtica were about being placed in pospatronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
had in the past is owing to the fact that previous to 1860 Historical So
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
luable of the relics so recently unthe well-armed opium ships, used as storehouses for “the session of tin
is boautiful In Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
>ably no city in the Union, of equal
■earthed.
Tht
drug,” were anchored here.
They were subsequently
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base nses which always
sady so rich in collections of art
moved up to Shanghae. The French Government have a populition, wi
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
ilizens are many7 of them gentleand
virtu
as
Ul
ment or business notice of an immoral character will he received on any
“godown,” or magazine, for the storage of coal, and some
terms; and nothing wilt be admitted to any department of the paper that
e traveled all over the world; her
of the foreigu residents have built themselves bungalows men of culture
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
i of science and politics embrace
contributions to
on the river bank. Shortly above Woosung, on the Yang
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
ds of the day. in no jtlace then,
some
of
the
fort
Tsze, is the larger village of Paoushan, protected by a fort,
money remitted to ns is lost.
f Colonel Skinner’s he more apwould this gener
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
whose long line of grass-grown embrasures, partly filled
CHARLES HALLOCK,Editor.
tbis valuable work of ancient art
preciated.
The
at
with native guns, is the most picturesque object in the
WILLIAM
HARRIS. Business Alanager.
th is vouched for by the Colonel,
which reaches us,
neighborhood.
• the opening of the mound,
is
as
follows:—P
Nine miles above Woosung, on the W ang-poo, Shanghae
The Chicago Cdp.—With our present issue will be
, we note the discovery that a
which is elsewhere
is
situated;
first
the
foreign
settlement,
and,
beyond,
the
found a handsome engraving of the prize presented by us
rueture Is said to be identical
certain cement usee
walled city, completely concealed by the forest of masts
at the recent Chicago Bench Show. As a work of art it
« of Diana at Ephesus, which
with
that
used
in
th
has never been excelled by any similar piece of plate, and belonging to junks anchored in tiers off the town. The
'he wilds of Florida has been
leads to the suspicio
reflects the greatest credit upon the designer, Mr. Hirzch- foreign settlement of Shanghae is divided by the Soocbow
i art of the age of Pericles,
discovered
a
work
i
aad Yang-king-paug creeks into three parts. That lowest
field, and the manufacturers, the Meridian Britannia Co.
■s to consist of a small figure
The antique in quesli
We would also call attention to the excellence of the en¬ down the river, and where the termiuus of the railway
ty the disciples of Diana at
which
was
used
in
graving, the drawing of which was executed by Mr. Jacob will be, is known as Hong Que, and as the American con¬
information on the subject
that period. We awai
cession.
The
next,
between
the
creeks,
is
the
English
con¬
Glahn, and the cutting by Messrs. Sandford and Lohman,
with much interest.
allot' West Meriden. The dogs at the base are the cele¬ cession, and contains most of the mercantile liongs, or
brated Lavcruck setter Countess and Mr. Dilly’s pointer houses.' That above the Yang-king-paug is the French
GAME
Ranger, winner of the first prize at Chicago. This beauti¬ concession, and, being largely occupied by Chinese, is, in
reality, but a suburb of the native city.
ful prize was awarded, entirely to our satisfaction, to Mr.
The
travel
between
Shanghae
and
Woosung
will,
there¬
J. H. Whitman, not only for his, fine display ®f dogs of
one breed and family, but as a recognition, concurred in fore, as far as the natives are concerned, be light. As for
A bill has been introdi
the Legislature of the
alike by judges and exhibitors, of his labors in bringing freight, the nine miles between the ports is a matter of no
Slate of Ohio, and inde
ly passed the Senate,
this, the largest Bench Show ever held in America, to a monftnt to the Chinaman in the voyage of his junks. For -which, if allowed to beco
will so seriously inter¬
foreign traffic, the establishment of the railroad will be of
successful issue._
fere with the prosecution
sports, that we are sur¬
inestimable benefit in allowing ships—many of them of
protest from all the
“Deb Hund.”—Our readers will remember that we no¬ large tonnage—to receive and discharge their cargoes while prised at not hearing ot a
sportsmen of the Slate. Th
it now stands, makes
ticed recently the departure of Mr. R. Vou Schmiedcberg,
anchored in the Yang Tsze, or just within the bar at Wooit
unlawful
for
any
person
to
n the euclosed land of
a. well known New Jersey sportsman, and owner of fine suDg. Not only will the expense of towing up and down
another, to shoot game with!
ous express permis¬
dogs, for Leipsic, where he was to join Der Waidmann,
the Wang-poo be saved, but many vessels are now obliged
sion, and affixes fines and imprisonment as the penalties.
the German sporting paper. Mr. Von Schmiedeberg writes
to have their cargoes lightered down to them, an expensive
To place it in the power of an individual to so restrict an¬
us that upou iiis arrival it was deemed advisable to start a and tedious operation.
other in a pursuit that has always been looked upon here¬
new paper, to be known as Der Uund, (The Dog,) to be
The building of this road, for which contracts have been
devoted solely to this subject, and the object of which made and the material placed on lire ground, will be, as tofore as lawful and honorable, without any previous no¬
will be to encourage breeding from pure specimens, to in¬ far as the mechanical part of it is concerned, a matter of tice as required by the laws of trespass in other Stales,
seems to us as simply monstrous. In this State a notice
struct in the medical treatment of dogs, and to develop a perfect simplicity. The land is as level as a billiard table,
posted in a conspicuous place is always required, and the
knowledge of many breeds now existing in Germany but and no stream wider than a ditch to be crossed. Labor,
unknown abroad. There is much in this that will be of cheap in price and fair in quality, can be had in any quan¬ law appears to work well. In New Jersey, thy most con¬
interest to many of our readers whose thoughts still turn tity. The greatest drawback, if any are experienced, will servative of all in the matter ot protecting the rights of
to Vnierland, and also to those who, although Americans be in overcoming in the minds of the people the fear of farmers, as well as in the cause of game protection, the
law requires the land owner to give notice or warning
bv birth, speak the language and frequently travel in Ger
Fang Shueg, that dreaded, incomprehensible spirit of wind
many. To all aucli we would commeud the enterprise of aud water which enters so largely into the Chinaman's sys¬ through the public prints that his land is closed against .
sportsmen
before he can prosecute for trespass. We would
Mr. Von Schmiedeberg and his associates.
tem of domestic economy and daily life.
suggest to the sportsmen of Ohio, that they have rights
In building railways in China, if this first effort leads to
which are entitled to some consideration in this matter
The American Philological Society will hold a meet¬
further attempts, the great difficulty will be in choosing
ing on Wednesday, February 23rd, at Cooper Institute, such routes as are not already opened by the admirable and that they take action toward the Bill being so amended
as to require the farmer to give notice or warning of some
commencing at half past seven P. M., when Prof. J. C.
water system which prevails almost throughout the Em¬
Zachos will read a paper, entitled The Phonetic Character pire. The annihilation of time and space is a matter of kind before he has them cast into -jail as trespassers.
of the English Language and the best Methods of Teach¬ no moment to John, but he does appreciate the protection
District of Columbia.—A Bill has been introduced in¬
ing it. The public are invited to attend.
afforded him by the barbarian arm ugainst his own lawless to the House of Representatives making a game law for
the
District. It provides close seasons, for quail from Jan¬
classes and legalized “squeezers.” A competition be¬
Camp Life in Florida—For those who are prevented
tween railways and steamers would he much more favora¬ uary 1st to November 1st; for groUbe from February 1st to
from taking their anticipated trip to Florida we can com¬
September
1st; for woodcock from January 1st to August, 1st;
ble to the latter in China than in any other country. And
mend this book as a substitute. The graphic descriptions
it must be remembered that the Chinese are utterly -with¬ for snipe and plover from May 1st U) beptember 1st; for
of the most interesting and beautiful part of Florida are
ducks,
geese,
and brant from April 1st t,« October 1st, and
out that go-ahead spirit which has developed so strongly
only exceeded in interest by the localities themselves.
in the Japauese. The result of thiB first experiment in only three days Bhooting in each week to be allowed during
Everybody who is at all interested in the State should have
the
open
season.
Rail, ortolan, and feed or rice birds, are
building railways in China will be watched with interest
a copy.
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protected from July 1st to September 35th; deer from
January 1st to September 1st, and rang and insectivorous
birds tit all limes. The other regulations, regarding bat¬
teries, trespass, and Sunday shooting, are similar to those
in force in this Stale,
Fish and Game in Oneida County.—Under the Act
■which permits the Boards of Supervisors of counties to
pas9 regulations regarding the protection of fish and game
within their limits, the Supervisors of Oneida county have
prohibited the shooting of woodcock before the first of Sep¬
tember; a capital ordinance, and one that we should like to
see made a State law, They have also prohibited the
catching of trout by any means for periods varying from
three to five years in certain streams.

vincial one. During the one month of onr existence we have Icdnced
pome sportsmen to undertake the formation of an association at. Dar¬
lington, and we hope to be able to induce many more to do the same.
Many of our members have expressed their willingness to inform ua of
any infractions of the law that they may hear or. We can then appoint
a man from the neighborhood where the offense was committed to work
up the case, if we can obtain one; if not, a detective will be sent from
here without costing a great deal, A counsel can be obtained inmost
ernes from among our members in that locality who will not make us
bankrupt by heavy fees.
We regret that one association Bhould feel aggrieved that they were
not consulted about our formation, but we do uot see in what way It
concerns them, except that they, if they have the objects at heart which
they profess to have, should feel pleased that anoLher association is
formed to assist them in enforcing the laws. The petition which we
have prepared embodies the following changes in the law:—
The present law allows woodcock to be shot on nnd after the 1st of
July. Wc propose that the close season be extended to the l*t of Sep¬
tember. The present law allows all ducks to be shot du or after the 15th
of August, and also permits the killing of certain kinds of ducks, such
ua rcd*hcads, blue-hills, and others, which are not supposed lo breed
here, In the spring. We propose that the spring shorning of all kinds
of ducks and snipe be prohibited, And that the close season be extended
to the 1st of September.
Thdse are the amendments which wc propose, and our petitions have
been very largely signed by sportsmen from Windsor to the Ottawa.
Some opposition has been offered to the clause which proposes the abo¬
lition of spiiiig duck shooting, mainly on the grounds that tba laws of
your States bordering ou Canada make no provision for Lhe prevention
of spring shooting. A very large number of ducks breed in Canada,
and if they were not disturbed very many more w ould breed here, and
our skuoliug in the fall, as well as the shooting iu Michigau and Now
York, would be very much bimefitted. Snipe also breed hero, but the
law allows them lo bo shot as lute as the 3Uih of April, and during the
month of April they are laying their eggs and in many cases hatching
out their young.
Wc do not doubt from the encouragement we have received that onr
proposed amendments will be carried, and then* if tho law is properly
enforced, we Bball again have an abundant supply of gamo in Canada.
Apologizing for occupying so much, of your valuable space, I remain,
T. Herbert Marsh,
Secretary and Treasurer Ontario Fish and Game Pro. Atsoc’n.

Broome County,—A law is now in force in this county
Which works some good. If positively prohibits I ho sale
of game of every description, whether in or out of season
within the limits of the county. This takes away* from
farmer’s boys a great inducement to snare grouse, as they
have no convenient market for their disposal.
New York City.—The usual monthly meeting of the
Nefr York Association for the Protection of Game was
held last Monday at the residence of Hon. Robert B. Roose¬
velt, Vice-President of the society, Ho. 20 Bast Twentieth
street. The chair was occupied, by Mr. Royal Phelps,
President, and a large number of members were in attend¬
ance. After the rending of the minutes of the last meet¬
ing, Ilia President read a long list of communications re¬
ceived during the past months from the Middle and Western
Slates. The majority were from the organizers of newly
formed protective associations, modeled after the New
York society, requesting copies of game laws, by laws,
and t-Uch other information as they most needed. Several
gratifying testimonials to the. valuable services performed
by the association in'pfbleciing game in New York, aud FROM THE HEAD OF THE OHIO RIVER
the commendable mauuer in which its example was being
TO THE GULF OF
MEXICO
IN A
followed by other States were also reud and placed on file.
BARNEGAT DUCK BOAT—2,153 MILES
Mr. Roosevelt said that be had invited the Assembly Com¬
OUT.
mittee od Game Laws to attend the meeting. Mr. Sher¬
man, the Chairman, had replied, regretting their inability
to lie present, but. requesting the association to put itself Editor Forest and Stream:—
in communication with his committee. Mr. Lmlington, on
Having completed my geographical studies of the con¬
behalf of the Committee on Amendments to the Game necting water conrses of the continent in Eastern North
Laws, stared that the bill forwarded by Hie association had
America
(which I followed in a paper canoe weighing
been introduced in the Senate by Mr. ICennaduy, and the
Chairman of the Committe on Internal Affairs had promised fifty-eight pounds) from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Cedar
Keys
on
the
GulQof Mexico, during the season of 1874 and
the latter to report it. The reports of various other com¬
mittees were then presented, and the hill of Mr. 0. E.
1875. 1 had a strong desire to pass the present winter in
Whiteside, senior counsel, for services performed during extending my investigations over the great river highway
the past year, amounting to ip,517.62, and that, of Mr. Cuthof the West, the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys, down to
bert, junior counsel, for $166, Were ordered to be paid.
Mr. Allred W. Craven staled that lie had promised some New Orleans; thence, (after making a shoit portage across
Washington Market game dealers to present their views to that city), easterly to the point where I ended last season
the association in relation to the sale of venison. They my long “voyage of the paper canoe,” at the mouth of the
propose that deer be killed in November and December Suwanee river, Florida.
only, and sold up to March 1st, instead of February 1st,
The novel character of the paper canoe voyage had
as now. They complained that they were unable to dis¬
pose of the game within the prescribed time, as venison giyen such notoriety, through the papers, to my loneiy
had scarcely more than begun to come iu when the season journey that I was frequently interrupted while hurrying
for ils sate expired, In addition, they claimed to be un¬ southward along the interior waters of the Atlanlic coast
able to dispose of the vast quantities of venison coming in by the generous and profuse hospitality of the Southern
from the West during the month of January. Counsel for
people, so that I ended my eunoe voyage of above two
flic association was of the opinion that it would bo im¬
possible to pass any law preventing the killing of deer in thousand five hundred miles, and entered upon the waters
September and October, their being among the members of of the great Mexican gulf as late as April, 1875.
the Legislature too many sportsmen who went shooliDg in
To insure rapid, or Tatiier continuous traveling, I de¬
these months. As to extending the sale of game to March termined to give up my favorite paper canoe, which had
1st, he thought it- would be impracticable, for the reason
carried me across the tidal currents of Hatteras, and more
that often the game would not keep. Most of the late
game, to be sure, caine from the Wesi, but it that were al¬ than thirty other ihlels of the ocean, and adopt the strong
and secure home-like accommodations offered by the little
lowed to be sold here, they could not protect their owu
game. Besides, the sale of frozen game late in the season Barnegat duck boat, or “sneak-box.” For forty years out
was very unhealthy. It was first frozen for a month, then wild fowl hunters on the New Jersey coast of Monmouth,
thawed for a similar period, aud, should it be sold iu that
Ocean, aud Burlington counties had been slowly perfecting
couditiotl iu our warm spring days, it would be anything
this little craft. She, in the Centennial year, was all that
but healthy food. As it was, the greater portion of it was
could be desired—a novel boat, compact, light, Blrong, sea¬
only kept from becoming prulrid by being cooked up witli
worthy, and yet destitute of sheer. A fair rowing boat, a
spices, in which condition it was served in the restaurants
good sailer, and better than any other model for the size,
of this city. The same remarks applied to frozen fish, the
a comfortable boat to live in, a safe and stiff boat to shoot
fat of Which, under the thawing process, became decom¬
from. George Bogart, a surf man, at Maualiawken, built this
posed and destroyed the flavor, so that after being frozen
liillecralt. Our fine yacht builders raiely build these boats;
for any length of lime the choicest fish lost its flavor, and
agood“sncak-bo.\” builder is not an expert in the construc¬
became no oetter than the poorest. Their game laws, lie
tion of yachts. Itrequires a peculiar gift, as “Natty Bumpo”
thought, were so nearly perfect now that it would he dif¬
would say, to model a “sneak-box,” or make an axe handle.
ficult to improve them, and he should therefore vote
' This boat is usually adapted to one gunner, and its small¬
against any change, Mr. Phelps also opposed any conces¬
est dimensions would give this resuit: Length over all, 12
sions to dealers, or change in the game Jaws, and the mat¬
feet; beam, 8 feet 11 inches; depth amidships, 12 inches;
ter was dropped. The resignation of Goveineur Morris,
weight, about 150 pounds. With the prospect of a voyage
Jr., was accepted, and the meeting adjourned. The mem¬
of nearly three thousand miles before me, from the frozen
bers were subsequently entertained at supper by Mr. Roose¬
regions of the North to the genial climate of the seaboard
velt.—limes
of the Southern United States, it was necessary to have
this duck boat built in the most substantial manuer, to with¬
K
Toronto, Feb. otb, 1370.
stand ice, snags, and the effects of heat and moisture, Her
Editor Forest akd Stream:—
shell is of half-iuch juniper, or swamp cedar, calked to
Tuis 5F tor norm ever-Vteleomo Foxiest and Stream, of the 8d insl. ar¬
above water lines. The convex deck is made of tongued
rived, and I find iu itsim article oh ‘‘Proviiiclui Associations for CaaShUV’ W wh ch mention is made of our association, just formed in To¬ and grooved cedar of the same thickness as that ot the
ronto. The writer of tile above mentioned article is in error, and 1 trust
bottom and sides. She does not leak a drop. The heaviest
you will allow me to explain to j’OD, ami l&rout'U your columns to your
rains have not yet penetrated her deck. Three meu can
many readers in Canada, the origin M object of our association.
stand upright m this little craft without disturbing her
"We Wave a game law hero—not by any mean* a perfect one, and I re¬
equilibrium, unless they make considerable effort to effect
gret to feay that, in the majority of places in Ontario, it is a dead letter,
that end. Two thin hair cushions, and a cotton comfort¬
There are several; Game aud Fish Protective Associations in Ontario,
able, with two blankets, with the hatch cover dropped
scattered through the Province, but r.hcy experience great difficulty in
lightly down on to the combing of the cockpit allowed me
procuring convidioms, owing to the fuct that it is next to impossible to
to enjoy a warm nights’ repose in Pleasant Run, three
Induce a man 10 inform on his neighbor, owing to the ill feeling such
miles below Cincinnati in December, with mercury down 3°
information would produce, I thought an association might Ue formed
above 0, and ice forming under the boat two or three inches
here with mcmbei a from parts of the Province where at present no asso¬
in thickness. Late in Nov- mber the little boat, loaded in¬
ciations exist, and after consulting with some fellow sportsmen, 1 issued
side with provisions, bedding, etc., (this bout is not easily
Circulars Lo some sixty gentlemen in Toronto, calling a meeting to con¬
strained), was Bhipped ou the cars from Maualiawken,
sider the desirability of forming such an association. This meeting was
Ocean County, New Jersey, to Philadelphia, carted across
hold on the Bih of December, and alJ preftwUt expressed them selves in
Delaware avenue to the Pennsylvania Rattrdad freight
favor of the idea, and resolved that il. would be desirable to foirn the
depot, and again transported by rail to Pittsburg, at the
association. A committee was appointed to draft rules and by-laws and
head of (he Ohio river. On December 2d I reached the
to draft, a petition to tlm Legislature drying Lhe alteration Of the present
point of departure, and immediately put the boat into the
game laws as regards (he close seasons lor certain kinds Of game.
Mo nan gabel a side of Pittsburg, and embarked in this new
Onr association Is not a provincial one aud Was hoc intended to be one.
boat, yet untried, for the Gulf of .Mexico. It was very
We do noi think ihecountry is ready Tor a provincial association as a suf¬
cold; and here, under the smoky clouds of the smoky
ficient number of conntry associations do not at present exist. One of
our objects is the encouragement of tiie formation of local associations,
city, my trials commenced. The Alleghany on the west
and when a number of these exist it will be time enough to form, a pro¬
side, with the Monongahela on the other side of the city
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at their junction below Pittsburg, give birth to the Ohio.
With a swift current I decended the Monongahela, and,
to my surprise, viewed the vast fields of floating ice cover¬
ing the Ohio as they whirled along the current out of the
Alleghany. For two dnys I was in the floating ice. It
melted and disappeared before 1 quite readied Wheeling.
The Ohio was followed for one thousand miles, from De¬
cember 2d to December 31st. Then on a heavy rise in the
Ohio 1 entered the great “Father of Rivers," the mighty
Mississippi.
Nineteen days of bard pulling, ami the
friendly assistance of a rapid current, and the little “sneakbox,” reached the boat house of the Southern Boat Club,
foot of Louisiana avenue, New Orleans. She had ruts
above one thousand miles between the 1st of January and)
the morning of the 19th on the Mississippi river. Having;
slept and lived alone on this little boat, running at nights
into creeks and bayous to escape the steamboats which are
moving al all hours on tile great rivers; keeping aloof from
towns aud people as much as possible, 1 now begged the
polite Mr. Deckbar, of-the Southern Boat Club, to allow me
to leave my boat in the tastily-built club establishment until
the next day. Every kindness that Mr.Deckbar could offer
was shown me. Quietly, the next morning in a' furniture
spring wagon, we made a portage of two or three miles,
from the boat house mt.o the New Basin canal, and I rowed
along it about live miles to Lake Pontchaitrain, whtre, se¬
curely tied up to the sides of the canal, and inside of the
breakwater and lighthouse, I found a small fleet of schoon¬
ers awaiting a change of the easterly wind then blowing.
Here I was confined for several days, much to my regret,
wuiting for settled weather before venturing out, upon the
gulf jeuruey to Florida.
Capt. M. II. Riddle, harbor¬
master of the New Basin canal, is the principal amateur
kuuter at this point on the lakes. Parties from t he North
visiting New Orleans will find him always ready to direct
them to bayous where birds are lo be found. This iiglitUral't, decked, and cabined sloop is well fitted for cruising
lo the islands outside of the limits of Luke Pontchartrain.
I had traveled above two thousand miles quietly, some¬
times relieving the monotony of the river journey by pulling
alongside of a flat boat to converse with those rough charac¬
ters, who drift from point to point, the champion floaters
of the world* These men are civil, and frequently friendly;
but the large towns and cities flood the canoeist, or ‘ sneakbox" voyager with visitors with whose company he would
willingly dispense. These loughs ply you with imperti¬
nent questions, as if they believed you were traveling to
advertise the business ot your boal'buiider. They receive
your honest replies to unpleasant criticisms, made upon a
boat of novel construction, as if you were trying to deceive
them. With a little knowledge of pulliug a boat in smooth
water, they are ignorant of that experience which travel¬
ing upon rough water gives to yachtsmen, and fishermen;
yet they advance with confidence their criticisms so boldly
as to make the boat voyager feel that his own experience
is worthless aud contemptible, no matter how many tllousads of miles he may have sailed, rowed, paddled, and
poled on the creeks, rivers, bays, and sounds of seven or
eight countries besides his own. The “sneak-box” unfor¬
tunately got into the New Orleans Bulletin, aud, as usual,
the roughs came out first to overhaul the new humbug. I
hid the boat in the saw-grass behind the breakwater. They
came in parties of two and three. With a coarse salute
they desired to kuow if 1 was “on u bet,” to which 1 re¬
plied, “on a bet? no; I am a Sunday’school Superintendent!"
“Oh! Ah!" they would asperate. Then continue, “who
pays you for making such a long pull?”
“Nobody."
“Then what are you doing It for?" “I am simply studying
geography.” “Studying what?”
“Geography.” “Gograi'y! now that's too thin; come aud take a drink?'*
“Thank you, no.” Then off they go, these gentlemen, and pronounce “that fellow as a humbug, and a Sundayschool preacher." Ask any canoe traveler to relate his ex¬
perience with this class of visitor, and lie will tell you “for
safety aud comfort keep away with your boat from large
towns. Now among the fishermen of (he seaside towns
we do not experienne this trouble. They are curious to ex¬
amine boats of novel construction. They know by experi¬
ence if the lines of your little craft are trustworthy. They
help you aloug with ad view, aud information. Excuse me,
Messrs. Editors, if, alter ^vo thousand miles of travel, dur¬
ing two seasons of boating; often dodging this class of
seamen, (the fresh water' roughs of our targe American
towns), 1 have, for the first time, publicly given them this
gratuitous notice, which is offered, not for their benefit,
but os a caution lo iuexpeiienced canoeists, aud young
travelers about to set out upon the delightful study of the
noble water courses of the American Continent. Having
entered upon the waters' of the Gulf of Mexico; having
left behind me towns and cities which supply, iu great ex¬
cess of demand, the class of persous just noticed, I feel
like doing justice to the kind-hearted, opcD-handed class of
men who wrest from Nature’s lap their toilsome livelihood
upon the coast of Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida—the
fisherman, the oysterman, the lurtler, and sponger. Until
another opportunity, 1 am yours.
N. H. B.
Biloxi, Miss., Gutf of Mexico, February 1st, 1876.
Florida Mounds.—If the story told by the Palatka
Herald, of the 22d ult., is correct in all its particulars, a
most promising field for exploration has been opened
to archaeologists. Dr. Kenworlby (Al Fresco) arid other
Floridain explorers have repeatedly urged upon scientific
bodies and others interested, the opening and examination
of the Indian mounds scattered throughout the Peninsular.
The story which we reprint below must be taken cum grano
salts, as it may only he a clever hoax; and yet these mounds
must contain something, or have been built for some pur¬
pose. Even ehould the Palatka story turn out a fraud,
there is still no reason why investigation should not he
made until this mound building question be settled. The
Herald story is as follows:—
“We learn that the Indian moundon Murphy's Island was
opened, or rather entered, by a parly on Wednesday last.
This mound is one of the largest on the river, and lias ex¬
cited more Ilian ordinary interest among our scientiflc vis¬
itors. But Col. Hart, proprietor of ike island upon which
the mound stands, heretofore persisted in his refusal to
have this relic of past ages disturbed. On Wednesday,
however, a party from the Putnam, with others, look a
steamer for the island. It was agreed to open the mound
at its base. After making a breach of thirty five feet, they
discovered a hard wall made of coquina or shell rock.
This wall was cemented, and wes ornamented with various
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figures of "warriors "with bows and arrows, and "various
reptiles. After mucli difficulty a breach Was made in the
wall, and, by the light of a torch, several of the party
entered. Much surprised, they found themselves within a
vault eight feet high, with rooms 13x15 feet long, with
armed warriors encased in niches, all in a state of petri¬
faction. This is certainly a most wonderful discovery,
and has produced a profound sensation. In vietv of this
important discovery Col, Hart has stationed a guard to
prevent parties making way with these wonderful objects.
Murphy’s Island will, no doubt, become the Mecca of the
St. J.ohns River.” __
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HE very able report of Col. Wingate, the General In¬
spector of Rille Practice, is worthy of a much more
elaborate abstract than our limited space permits us to
make, and we would suggest, not only to every member of
the National Guard, but to every rifleman, to procure a
copy and read it. The results accomplished during the
past year are but an indication of what will be done in the
present . The wise action of the National Rifle Association
in opening its organization to affiliating associations and
permitting the free use tif tho Creedmoor ranges to certain
of their members; in fostering team matches, and in ar¬
ranging an unusually attractive programme for the spriug
meeting, cannot but be felt. During the May meeting it is
expected that a large number of military organizations
will send representatives to participate in the Creedmoor
matches; at this lime it is proposed to hold a convention
of riflemen to discuss various subjects looking to a
strengthening of the movement.
There will be several novelties in tlic military matches
this year; one in which rifles will be handicapped as to
distance instead of ppints. The Seventh Regiment are,
we hear, doing excellent work in their weekly matches f( r
tho regimental club prizes. The plan adopted by this regi¬
ment in I heir team matches, in not allowing the same team
to participate twice, is likely to turn out a large number of
marksmen.
There is one point, howeVer, to which we should like
to call the attention of the National Rifle Association,
and that is, that rifle shooting is by no means confined to
the mililia. The rifle, although the military weapon, is
also, in this country at least, rapidly becoming the civilians
source of amusement and recreation, and what we might
call the Rifle Movement, is likely to be supported as much
by gentlemen not connected with military organizations as
by those who are. This is merely a suggestion to tho lead¬
ing rifle association of the country that it may do whit
lies in its power to encourage this other great body, the
abandonment of the rifle by which would result in general
indifference throughout the country.
Ool. Wingate, as General Inspector of Rifle Practice for
the State, has submitted to the Adjutant General at Albany
bis annual report, giving in a summarized form the work of
tne militia with the rifle during the past year. The recom¬
mendation of the use oR'the sub-calibre rille aud Voses
aiming tripod has resulted in the distribution of 100 rifles
of 23 calibre, which will be used for armory practice.
The report details the manner of transporting the troops to
Creedmoor and the numbers who have visited the range.
Ah aggregate of 7,670 noenfired at the 100 and 150 yards
ranges, and in the third-class of these but 3,285 received
the qualifying average of 25 points in the possible 50. Fir¬
ing again at slightly longeiArange, 802 passed into the
second class, and of these, 533 gained places in the firstclass and qualified as mjiksmen. The requisite for a
marksman’s badge is a score of 25 in the possible 50, made
in five shots at 200 and 500 yards. It will be seen that but
about 7 per cent, of those who practised gained that aver¬
age The practice has been carried on uniter the brigade
officers, two companies from each regiment in a brigade
being ordered down daily.
’
, _
During the year the Fifth Division, under command of
Geu. Rusted, lias taken up rifle practice, aud good ranges
have been provided at Sing Sing,Tarrytowm,aud other places
on the Hudson. Ranges have also been established at
Rochester and Oswego. Albany and Buffalo are lo be pro¬
vided in a short time. The shooting during the year at
the different ranges has demonstrateu the fact that the men
comprising the country regiments were belter average
marksmen than those who composed city organizations.
The report recommends the iron targets at Creed inopr be
removed and canvas ones submitted.
it is recommended that the sights on the Hemington
rifles now in use be so changed as to permit of elevation
of fifty degrees with a single alteration. Regarding car¬
bines, Col. Wingate advises that a seventy gram charge be
substituted for fifty .grains now used, ana tliat the sight be
altered so that carbines may be used for 500 yard ranges.
In conclusion tlie report says that the rifle practice of the
yeur has doubled the efficiency of the National Guard, and
that the standard of Creedmoor is now as high, as at Wim¬
bledon.
The following is the resolution adopted at the last meet¬
ing of the National Rifle Association, relative to affiliating
That ail rifle associations or club#, practicing in accordance
witii the rules of the National Rifle Association, by apnually paying to
Its treasurer the sum of twency-nve ($23) dollars, and forwarding to it a
coov of their by laws, the names and addresses ol their officers, and the
number of theu" members, certified as correct.by their secretary,. shall
thereupon become entitled to the following privileges (which shall also
be enjoyed by those military organizations joining at half rates):—
I
To annually nominate ten of their member*, who *hall be entitled
to all the privileges of animal members of the National ttitie Associa¬
tion during the spring and fall matches, and for one week prior to each
thereof^
the names and addresses of their officer?, and the scores
made durum theyeariatbeirtwn principal association, club, company, or
trooD matches, to be certified as correct by their secretary, pruned in
each Annual Report of the National Rifle Association, and to receive
twenty-live copies of such Report, to be forwarded xo their secretary
wtthout charge. ^

^or jn caeBR 0, ,l8Bociutioiis or clubs having a

membership of over titty, a delegate for every fifty members In good
standing upon their roll) to confer with the Directors of the National
Rifle Associanon, at a convention lo be hold in the city of New York, in
the month of May tn each year, and os near the spring meeting as pos¬
sible, in regard to the ralea and fall programme of the latter, and i he
general Interests of ride practice in America.
IV. To receive in cacti year the bronze medal of the National Rifle
Association, to be competed for by their members, as may be prescribed
by their * filers.
Unsolved, That in view of the advantages arising from the publication
of the scores of the various associations and clubs in a single volume,
and of Ihe benefits to lie derived from an annual convention of riflemen,
alt rille associations and clnbs are requested to aftiliato with the National
Ride Association without delay, m order that their iccords may appear in
its Report, which will be published daring March next.
Rifle Clubs.—We desire to prepare a complete list of
the Rifle Clubs Of the United Slates and Canada. We
shall therefore feel greatly obliged if secretaries of clubs
will forward us, on postal cards preferred, simply the
names of their organizations and list of officers.
Coni,in’s Gallery.—The tenth competition for the
Forest and Stream badges was shot, February lOlli. Mr.
Farwell Won the first badge for the second time, with the
highest score ever made in the gallery, 45555455 5
5, 48. This score also carries with it tne champion pin
until the score is heaten.
Mr. T. C. Banks won the second
badge, and Mr. A. H. Forrester the third badge. The
eleventh contest for the badges Will be shot Thursday,
February 24th. 1876, commencing at 4 o’clock P. M., and
the Turf, Field and Firm cups will be shot for to-night.
All corners will be welcomed.

On Monday evening an interesting match was shot
between two teams chosen respectively by Mr. Chas. A.
Cheever and L. V- Sone. The conditions were as usual,
except that the contestants fired 10 shots each. Mr. Cheever's team won by a total score of 358 to 339. The indi¬
dual totals were as follows:—
Name.
Toial.l Name.
Total.
V bone.—ST1 Chas. A. Cheover.66
i: E. Beckwitn.S8|Ohas. Blydeuburg.«»
J. Blydeuburg.UI.J. S. Conna.u5
W. II. Farwell.G6|J. Trageaser.DO
Jo?. Wood.43 -1. O. Wright.. .54
11. D. Blydcnb.irg.601 Wilson McDonald.GO
Total."...'... 3351

Total.358

Creedmoor, Jr.—Some few weeks ago gentlemen con¬
nected with tho Home and Continentar Insurance Com¬
panies, held a match at this range which resulted in the
defeat of the latter company.
On Saturday, February
12th, the, relurn match took place, resulting in a victory
for the team from the “Cominental’s.” The score was as
follows:—
CONTINENTAL.
Score.
Total- .
Name.
4 4 4 4244444
38
Lloyd Roberts.
38
C. E. Traelow. .4 3 4 5 5 4 4 2 3 4
.3
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
35
C". A. Scbermerhorn
.4 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 4
35
14. II. Hope.
.3
3
3
3
4
2
4
3
3
3
31
Walter H. Ernest...
.4
t
j»2
»2
8
2
0
2
27
W. Ellsworth, Jr—

LeFever, of Syracuse. Major Auer, of Auburn, acted as
referee. It will be seen that, although the aggregate counts
were equal, Rochester won, having made ub misses. The
shooting of Jones and Singer of the Syracuse team elicited
great admiration from the numerous spectators.
Another report of this match reached us from our cor¬
respondent “Seneca,” subsequent to the abovebemg placed
in type.
Morsemere.—The eighth competition for the Harris
trophy took place on Tuesday last. Mr. Douglas Smythe
was the winner for the third time, and thus became the
owner of the rifle. The scores were as follows. D. Smythe,
74; G. L. Morse, 73; H. J. Quinn, 73; II. Maynard, 69; G.
Underhill, 67; and F. Shonnard, 67. A moving man target
will be introduced at this range on Washington's birthday.
On the same day a match for a medal for members of the
Seventh Brigade, N. G. S. N. ¥., will take place.
Rhode Island.—Last week Messrs. F. G. Rabbeth, E.
Thomas, aud E. T. Freeman, members of the Rhode Is¬
land Amateur Rifle Club, shot a string of twenty shots at
the range at Valley Falls, dis'ance 628 yards:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
Rabbeth.4 5 4 5 5 B 5 S 5 6 5 5 5 li 54 34 5 5
SW
Thomas....3 5 4 43555544 5 45546455
89
Fceemau. .3 4 3 4 5 4 3 5 3 3 2 3 4 0 4 .4 4 3 5 4
74

(§<ime Qug nnd (§un.
GAME IN

SEASON

Hares, brown and gray.

IN

FEBRUARY.

Wild dock, geese, brant, &c.

Deer,Wild Turkey .Woodcock, qualL, Snipe, Docks, and Wild Fowl.
Game in Market.—Bnt a few days rame are left to the
quail exterminators, and the activity in making the best of
their time is seen in the abundance of birds in the market,
and tho fall of the price from $5.50 to $3 per dozen. Our
other quotations are without change. Ruffed grouse are
worth $1,50 per pair, and pinnaied the same. Canvas
back ducks, $3 to $3.50 per pair; red heads, $1 to 1.25;
sprig tails, black dunk, and widgeon, 90 cents to $1; broad
bills, 60 cents; teal, 75 cents to $1; brant, $1 50; geese,
$1.25 to $1.50 each; rabbits, 50 to 60 cents per pair; hares,
40 to 50 cents; wild pigeons, $2.25 to 2.75 per dozen.
Hoy’s Wilderness.—Can any of our readers furnish us
with information regarding this locality; how to get there,
guides, etc. 7

PIGEON

MATCHES.

Total..*...
Kami.
W. Wilson.
w-. K. Hooart.
W. H. Kacey.
F'.Rt Southwick...
J. W. Hitchcock....
II. J. Ferris.

Score.
..3 2 4 5 4 4 3 4 4 3’
..3 3 4 4 4 1 5 4 3 4
.542 5 3 4 23 3 3
.3440335334
..3 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3
. 3 4 3 U 4 4 4 8 2 3

Total...

Next Salnrday afternoon there will he a return match
between the Citizens’ and Continental Insurance Com¬
panies.
Hellwig’s Gallery.—The eleventh weekly competition
shooting in lying position took place at Hellwig’s gallery,
February 9lh, 1876. The following were the winners:
Capt. Wm. Lindsay, first prize, 48; Dr. D. P. Austin,
second prize, 40; liobt. Wheeler, third prize, 30. The
next competition takes place February 16th, 1870.
—Miley’s Gallery, No. 24 Court Street, Brook¬
lyn —A rifle tournament commenced at this gallery on
Monday last and will continue until April 8th. Among
the prizes is a handsome 44 callibre Ballard sporting rifle.
Glen Drake—The directors of the American Rifle As¬
sociation have announced that there will be three matches at
this range on February 23d, 1876, Washington’s birth day.
A Military Match, for which three prizes are offered, Open
to members of National Guard, in uniform, military rifles
only An All Comers Match, for the same number of
prizes, open to any rifle within rules, and a Subscription
Match, constitute the entertainment. All the matches will
be shot at 300 yards range off-hand. Stages will be in
wailing at life depot, and Uiosewho purchase return tick¬
ets from New York will be entitled to ride to the range
and back free of charge. That the attendance will lie
large there can he no manner of doubt, as those Who have
ever been to the matches Of this association will go again
and take their friends. On Saturday, February 12th, 1876,
the match for the Holden rifle, presented by Mr. Homer
Fisher, took place. Tlte scores were not completed and
the balance will be shot off during the coming week. The
conditions of the match calls for shooting at 200 and 500
yards ranges, off hand at both distances. The highest
score thus far is that made by Capt. A. W. Peck, 200 yards,
4 4 4 4 4—20; 500 yards, 5 3 5 5 3—21; total, 41.
Syracuse.—The match between the teams of six from
the Amateur Rifle Club of Rochester,and the Yates Dra¬
goons Club of Syracuse was shot in the gallery of the lat¬
ter club on the evening of February 10th. The rifles were
the 32-calibre Wessons; distance llO feet ; target the secondclass reduced to one-tenth size, (bul!s-eye 2, 2-10 inches);
Creedmc or rules. The follow ing are the scores;—
ROCHESTER TEAM.
■Marne.
Score.
C E Rider.5 5 2 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 4
(j T. Slilleun.. ..3 5 5 5 2 3 2 -3 3 4 5 5 5 2 5
h! T. lldlt .5 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 4 3 4 5 5
J. H. Brown?.5 4554553 5 545 44 5
R. B. Tates.a a
5 5545445355443 3
S. A. tiervis. --4 45 3 34 5 54 5 5 5544

T

Tcftal.. .*
bYBACUBE TEAM.
TCarnc
Score.
W.S.Baruum.5 3 3 ? f ? 5 £ 5 5 f 9 f
O. G. Jones.55 5 00435 558 6 5 o 8
L. Baiter-..2 004 5 o434455o54
-].' o,,,„er .5 54555655454444
A. O. Adkins.,
553 325 5 55545435
tj. Hertzog.-.3 5 3 3303535455444

i

t

Total,

The judges were £. Angevine, of Rochester, and D. M.

Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 11th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The event ot the Seaton Riffle, place here yesterday afternoon between
the two best shots in this locality for $*.’0, the conditions being 3: single
birds, 21 yards rite, (from one trap), trap and handle Tor one another,
each man furnishing Ins opponent’s birds and they were the beat I ever
eaw leave a trap, all being strong and swift of wing, consequently the
rather poor score.
Score.
Name.
.0 110011) 011111 1*0 01101 ,*0—12
Ai Rauch.
.1 0 1 t 1 l*yt0 0011 I) 011 1*0 1*0 1—13Joe Uriel
26 yards rise.
Al Rauch.1 011 1—4IJoe Grid.1
0 1 1—4
‘Dead out of bounds. ISnap (defective cap.)
Rauch bad some little advantage jo birds, having some “incomers,"
particularly at the 26 yards rise. Griefs were all ‘'drivers” bot a few,
missed most of them. Ranch shot a BJ- lb., 10-bore Scott & Son;
Oriel shota 9 lb. 4 oz,, 10 boro made by W. B. Hall, Lancaster, Pa.
Pointer.
Ryz, N. Y., Feb. 14th, 1876.
Editor Forest and StreamiTwo matches have taken place at this village during the past; week. A
large number of enthusiastic shots live in and about the town, and tho
result is that a match has only to be auuuriuccd to bring together large
crowds. On Saturday, Feb. 6th, Mr. Frank Abbott and Geo. Covers
shot at double birds for a purse or $511. The snow which covered tho
ground was glistening, sparkling white, audit was supposed it wonld in¬
terfere with the ntarksmeii, and that poor scores would by the result.
Five pair were to be shot at, 18 yards rise, from traps five feel apart, 80
yards boundary. Thu match resulted In a victory for Abbott. Tho score i
was as follows:—
F. W. Abbott....11 11 11 ll-HCeo: Govers.11 tl 10 10-fi
Several sweepstake? followed. On Friday, Fob. 11th, 1875, a match;
for $50 had hoen arranged to take place between Judah Buckley ami Mr.
Withers. The latter failed to appear nnlrl too lute to shaot the match,
thinking that It was liable to ruin. The match will take place on Wash-"
Ington’s birthday, Feb. 22d, 1876, at Beck's Central Hotel. In order to arford some amusement, two amateurs were matched against each other to
shoot at five birds each, 21 yards rise. The ma'ch proved to be a very in¬
teresting one, the scores made being as follows:—
P. Hunt.,11101011011—SliloraceRuss..l 1101 01101 1—8
Mr. Beck always keens constantly on hand sufficient birds to allow of
practice or matches at uny time. On the 284 of February there will be
several mutches shot. Mr. Daniel S. Buddi.Tr.,ls to shoot against a
gentleman not named, for the snm of $100 during the coming month.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR BIRDS AT SHOOT¬
ING MATCHES.
Tivoli, N. Y.,Feb., 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream-'—
The scarcity of pigeons sometimes makes it necessary for the sportsrounio devise means for recreation and practice.- This necessi ty ha
led ns to invent a trap, which will be found an excellent substitute fo
live birds. It is made as follows: Take a piece of pmnk two Incbe
thick, six inches wide, and three feet long. In one ond of this fusten
stout staple, on the other end hinge a latch, which should be two nnd
hair feet long; this should have four noichos cut in Hb upper end. The
make a spring of hickory or ash, pretty stout, snd thiity inches long;
snail piece of board one foot long and several blocks three iuchei
square and one thick aud tho apparatus is complete. Fasten the tra;
firmly to the ground with posts; insert one end of tho spring in the sll
pie, bend it over the one-foot boaTd and catch it In a uoteb of the latch
Lay a block on tho spl ine and pull the latch, when the block will b
thrown iwsnty-five or thirty yards.
By makiugJivo of these traps anil shoaling matches at twenty-fit
yards rise, good upon can be hafl. Any one cuu make a trap in t»
boura. If uny one doubts Ha efficacy let him try it. By cutting it
block in it curved shape they can be made to twist in the air. and can t
| thrown in almost any direction.
Kku.t.
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FOREST AND STREAMHAGALOO BIRDS.
January 3Stli, 1873.
Editor Foukpt and Stream:—
Perhaps the following anecdote, which was brought to mind to-day
while talking over “ye dayse y't have passede,” may bo worth apace In
your columns:—
In ll74, while my friend G. II - Crane and myself were snipe shooting
In Sanilac County (Mich.,) we had occasion to put up our horse at one
of the squatters in that region. On catling for the team the old woman,
who evidently was the “Boss” of the shop, exclaimed, pointing to the
hunch of snipe which George had, “What air ycr goln’ ter do wiLh them
things*" “What things?” answered George. ' "Them, them yer thincs.”
"Oh! the Helper" “Snipe? Is that what yer call them hagaloo birds?"
George shot, through the open door with a yell, and she turned lo me.
"WeU,impels whatyer Call them, doyerf I never heard no name for
'em before hot hagaloo birds; Wat yer goiu’to do with the darned
things?*' “Eat.them.” “ What! eat them? Yon fellers must be darned
hard np for vitlles.”
Would it not be well for our naturalists to Temember that name?
When I go “hagaloo" shooting again, I shall try and call on “Airs, John
Philander Warren Herris,” as she informed mo was the "heft" of her
name.
Archer.

v

CHOKE-BORES,
“anOAN" ON 6BKEKER,

of shooting, nnd always with satisfactory rcsnlts. A Judlcions applica¬
tion of the principle to one.or both barrels ia Ihe tone method of util¬
izing it. Target (rials, which! give the palm to the closest-shooting
gons, aresure to mislead sportsmen, whs seek the gun that will give
them the heaviest bag. As an Instance of this, we sold one of the guns
tried at the Field trial to a fair shot, ar d after careful experimem-he has
decided to have Ihe choke taken ontof one barrel and ihe spread of the
other increased. He admits that he makes very long shots, bnl misses
so many near ones and occasionally mangles hiB birds so badly, that
(long shots being the exceplion-ln his shooting) ihe balance of advantage
is in favor of a wide-spreading gnu; yet this very gull was not considered
to shoot close enough to bo even placed gt the Field trial, Another in¬
stance is instructive. A friend of mine oMerod a gun from a maker
who guarantees his guns to put In two hundred and ten pellets ont of H'
oz. of No. 6. The gun tried on game was pronounced satisfactory, and
was advanced as a proof that the full choke (did not miss or mangle. Af¬
ter a lime it occurred to the owner to try tt at a target, whenthe fact ap¬
peared that it waa not fall choke. It only recorded tfil). bnt shot evenly,
and had a spread nearly equal to an ordinary gnn. The purchaser referredtorae, but I told Mm to be well satisfied, as it was a belter gun
for Ms shooting than It would have been if up lo the guarantee; and lie
is now convinced that such Is the case.
These remarks and expcrience8 apply to general shooting In these
islands. Elsewhere, if wild fowl shooting bo the chief object, they do
not apply. In any ease Ihp sportsman must exercise Ms judgment, and
not take it for granted that the closest shooting must necessarily be the
best suited to Ms purpose. From my short experience of American
shooting Iwonid certainly not select a full choke-bore for either pr.-drio
rowl or quail.
Jobs Kiobt.

Editor Forest and Strbaii :—
Whenever discussion is had in the public prints, on matters of public
interest, by those who seek only the public good, and not their private
gain, I recoeuiae to the fullest extent, I he right of every person to par¬
ticipate. Bui I deny the right to any one who interferes for the sole
and palpable pnrpose of polling himself and Ills business, and who thus
desires to obtain gratuitous advertising for both.
HcnccI deny the right of .Mr. Greeter to reply, in the manner he 1ms,
and with snch evident motives, to an article of mine, which in nowise
aspersed him, and which did not attempt to deal with the merits or de¬
merits of his guns. That article was written to raise the question of the
priority of inveuture or the choke-bore, it referred inoideotly to a
quotation from au English paper, previously published by you, as to llr.
Dougall’e modified choke .system, and Its design was to protest against
the fallacy of excessive ctiolco-boring. Tt was a discussion bru. dly up¬
on the merits of systems. There wad no “special pleading" about it,
for uny one. or in any one’s behalf, and it received, with complimentary
remarks, the editorial sanction of the Fobest and Stiieam, which it
could not have received it it had been of such a uhurnclor.
If Mr. Greener, as a practical gunsmith, had seen lit to criticise H
without reference to himself or liisguns, such a course would have been
proper; but when hemlerlnrds ills criiicisms with praises of himself
imd his gniiB and Ihcir performances, 1 submit lliat It la not only impro¬
per, but impertinent and unwarrantable. But Mr. Greener has done
more than that, surreptitiously, under cover of replying lo me, and by
perverting my meaning, lie has attacked a rival by name, depreciated
that rival's abilities, and sought to extol himself by bis /tool's defeat.
Hu may think that Is honorable, bat yet even if 1 am "a Yankee," as Mr
sareas ically calls me, i beg Mr. Ureener to understand that he cannot
make me hia stalking norse for such assaults, nor Use me as a catch¬
penny.
Willi these views of Mr. Greener and his behavior I can soon say all
that 1 deem It necessary to say abnnl his statement Mr. Dilugnll was
among the defeated at the / idd trial, and, therefore, it. is wlioliy un¬
necessary jo count ont, pellet hy pellet, ivMif were Ills targets as com¬
pared to Air. Greener's, or those of other makers at that trial. The fact
itself is sillHolent that, so far as the trial goes, and only that far- and
the qualification is most important,—Air. Hoogall was not a winner.
The gnus he hud there shot miserably. But it will be difficult lo make
the owners of Duugnll guns m America believe that the figures shown at
the trial are true iudieia of what his guns will do. They know better;
and the very oircu instance that some of his shots ran down as low as
fifty-two and fifty-eight is sulficieut to show them that it was most unosualatd accidental. So I dismiss Air. Bengali. Aud this much more as
to Mr. Greeuur. Air. Greener predicates all his boastfulness upon w in¬
ning that trial. He asserts that U was rigidly and fairly conducted in
every detail. He ought to see that this assertion is made good, or else
the position lie will occupy will he humiliating and disgraceful indeed.
Was it fairly conducted? Until Mr. Tape’s charges are successfully de.
nfed. aud until the FieUl Editor accounts for tno loaded wads, which he
admits were used, it will take more than more assertion to convince the
sportsman on this side of the Atlantic that it was fairly conducted. Mr.
Pape Is a Field trial winner himself. He charges openly, over his own
signature, that there was dishonesty. He points out the men who
counted the targets, and affirm* that they were discharged for false
counting and other knavery at Wimbledon. Air. Pape tried by every
means in IriB power to get another sight aud another count of the large! b.
He offered m one* for them, but could not get them, lie then consulted
legal gentlemen in hopes to get them by legal process, but, inosmnch as
the titU to the sheets of paper,was in the Field proprietors, he fuiled.
He then denounced the whole proceeding in tile newspapers or-both
countries as a cheat, aud, np to this lime, I here has not been, to my
knowledge, an authentic dental by the parties'implicated. It is true,
that afterward the prominent competitors signed a card stating their
belief that it was nil fair, and how could they do otherwise, but yet the
proprietors would not give up the targets, and the question suit is , why
was not Air. l'upe, or any one else allowed to look at the targets after
such a demand by him, and afler they had received such a supposed vin¬
dication? It therefore comes down to ibis, either Air. Pape cannot be
contradicted, or else he is a person so utterly insignificant, Bnd so en¬
tirely unreliable that his gr ave accusations can bo treated with silence,
and with scorn. There are those who would like to know which is the
true solution. I will not go any further in the matter, for if, as Air.
Pape claims, he alone is the trtto winner, and if it should turn out that
the pretended winner is a fraud, we need noL trouble ourselves very
deeply as to the statistics of such a trial.
But, Air. Editor, there is one admission inadvertently made by Air.
Greener which rises in importance far above hia personal contests and
jealousies. It goes to the rqot Of the principle we were disenssing when
he thrust bimself upon us. It bears fnndementally On the question of
this excessive choke boring, ne says a gun shooting at a pattern of SIT
“would riddle the birds at 30 yards." Now what thinkyonwas the par¬
tem or his winning gun? Why, *35! Shall we infer that that wouldn't
"riddle the birds" at SO, or even 30 yards?
And if It is admitted that this boring was truly excessive, and was only
made lo win the trial, the query remains, of what use to us was such a
trial, honeally or dishonestly conducted, and how mnch should we care
who was the winner of It?
Gi.oan .

The following remarks from to practical a man as Mr.
John Rigby, cannot but be of interest to our readers, and
we are glad lo find that his views on this subject coincide
bo nearly with our own:-llrBLiN, Ireland, Jan. 7th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As the subject of choke-boring attracts so rouoh attention just now
will give you some facts drawn from this season's experience hero, I
find that abont one in ten of those who have tried fall choke bores (tar¬
get guns) here have wholly approved them. The great majority con
sldeu them only fit for special kinds of shooting, aud a respectable mi¬
nority condemn them altogether. We have had in many instances to
modify them and increase ihe spread of the shot, retaining the strength

Akron, Ohio, Fob. 7th, 1876.
Editor Foiisst and Stiibam ; —
Our trail shooters in thls-plaee are enthusiastic, over choke-boring; but
our fielders as emphatically condemn it, as most of our shooting Is donB in
cover, und most of the game shot is probably killed within twenty-five
yards. There is one point relative to pattern given by shot gnns at va¬
rying distances that l have not seen touched upon in your columns for
more than a year. I cannot illustrato this point better than to give you
the results of some experiments 1 made with my two gnns—one n i
zlu-londer, il gauge, aud theothcr a 12-gauge breeoh-londor. At thiriy
yaids the pattern of |he breechloader was twenty-five per cent, bette
thou the muzzle-loader: at thirty-live yards they were about equal; atforty yards tbs hooL was on the other leg, and the muzzle-loader was
ahead nearly fifty per Cent , and ot seventy yards the ratio was one to
three. The body of the charge from the muzzle loader held nearly the
same diameter, the number of pellets was somewhat diminished, most of
the outside shot Ilyiug Wide, while the charge from the breech-loader at
that dlslaficO tried to go nearly1 over the end of the barn. I found simi¬
lar results iu testing another breech-loader, ld-gaugc, against my breech¬
loader at thirty yards. Theguns were abont equal, though the other
gun wus using half a drachm more powder than mine, and two sizes finer
grain of powder. AL eeveqly yards my gun was beaten clear oi
sight. The breech-loader I-speak or gave, if anything, better results
than my mnzzle-londer. ; 'an some one-of your many correspondents
enlighten me as lo tile wherefore of this? Both of my gunB shoot closer
with the left-hand barrel than the right, and I find this a great convo
lenca when I miss a bird, or when two ure flushed,
Ison.

§illmL(l^
Au. South. —Wm. Sexton and John Bessunger were to
have played on (he 8th for a purse at Philadelphia-The
four handed game between the Dions, Gamier, and Sexton
for a p rse ot $1,000 is reporied as coming off in March
.. . .John Keans, for muny years forman for Phelan & Collender, is permanently located in Boston at Hie branch es¬
tablishment of H. W. Collender-The Thomas Bros.
offer a gold watch and chain valued at $150 to any amateur
player making the highest number of points ai Ufteen-ball
pool between February ?th and March 4th. The balls are
to be all rod but two, which are to be of a blue color.
The. latter will represeut the points, and the English pool
rules will govern... ^Maurice Daily is hard at work in
Florida getting ready for the coining campaign_On (Jit
that Snniuell’s, of Brooklyn, is getting iip a tournament.
The more, the merrier_vtgnaux writes he will play any
body in Parts, France, for the clnilb-n-.ip-Gamier
and Izar have been giving exliiwuuiis in Washington
and Georgetown, D. O_The formal re opening of Jno.
I). O'Connor on the 7th was well attended. Sexton, in a
300-point three-ball game, again captured his late antago¬
nist. Slosson and Rndolphe wound up the entertainment
with a fine display of fancy shots... .Riuloiphe has issued
two challenges. One to Gyrille Dion for the four-hall
cliampitjnsjlip of the world and the diamond cue, and the
other to any player in America for $500 a side at the three-ball
game. He lias deposited $250 witliH. W. Collender to bind
the first challenge. The diamond cue, (emblematic of the
tour-ball championship of the world, was originally won
by John Deery, in the tepirmunent of I860, ana according
to the rules must be held against all challenges for the term
of two years and a half. C. Dion, llie present incumbent,
has had iL in his possession since October 7th, 1873, the al¬
lotted time expiring on April 7th, this year. As he has
been allowed to quietly test on his laurels from the time
the cue came into his hands, through forfeit by Albert
Gamier, this contest should ereale unusual interest .. .T.
J. Gallagher left for Cleveland last week an rattle to Toledo
io play Eugene Carter on the 16lh. The backers of the
latter have wagered $300 against $300 that he can capture
Gallagher at the three ball game_Slihfer, of “Drew”
notoriety, aDd Gates, lately of San Francisco, have reached
Philadelphia_Philadelphia is threalened with two or
ihi'ce tournamenls_Sexlon will play Gamier in private
for $500. Jno. D. O’Connor is the backer of the former,....
It is now a settled fact that Piot will visit this country.

Rational gagtimes.
The metroptlis was week before last the scene of a base¬
ball coup d'etat, which, was most successfully accomplished
by the four professional flubs of the West, four of Ihe
Eastern clubs presenting themselves as willing sacrifices lo
their western masters. The new move of the western dub
was made in the alleged cause of reform; but circum¬
stances connected with the operations of the western club
committee and their abettors in the revolutionary action
which has resulted in the temporary establishment of the
“National League,” point to some less creditable incentive.
At any rale, it is very certain that if reforming the existing
abuses in the professional fraternity was the real object iu
view they have gone to work to obtain it in about aa blund¬
ering a way as could well be imagined. The existing Na¬
tional Association of Professional Players is an organiza¬
tion which can be run in the interests of either the honest
or the knavish class of the professional playeca of the

country, just as either present a majority of delegates at
the Convention. Last year thirteen Tegular professional
dubs, of which the Mutual, Atlantic,'Red Stockings, oE 8l.
Louis, Centennials, of Washington, Western, of Keo Kuk,
nnd Ihe New Haven were more or less cooperative, and the
Boston, Hartford, Chicago, St. Louis, Alhletic, and Philadel¬
phia regular stock company organizations, entered the cham¬
pionship arena. Of these a minorily of Ihe players of the
Philadelphia, Mutual, Atlantic, nnd Chicago dubs were
suspected of “crooked” work in their season’s career, the
play' of the Philadelphians being of Buch a character as to
call for ihe enactment of a cluh law requiring each official
lo take oath that he would not couDteuanee fraudulent
play on the dub nine before he can take office. Now, if
reform was the sole object in view iti Ihe movement just
made, why were the existing abuses taken hold of boldly
and openly, and under the auspices of the National Asso¬
ciation? The honest dubs enrolled on its hooks were in a
decided majority; the movement was one calculated to
elicit the heariy approval and. coSperation of every true
friend of the game, and there was no need whatever for
ihe observance of the secret dosed door manner- of trans¬
acting ibe business which fathered Ihe birili of the Na¬
tional League. The Inconsistency shown in the proceed¬
ings is glaringly apparent in the fact that, while they throw
out the Philadelphia dub on ihe grounds of irregularities,
they not, only retain the Mutual club—equally open to sus¬
picion—but also the St. Louis cluh, -the management of
which has actually engaged one of the most marked men
of the Philadelphia nine, and also an expelled member of
a Western club. There is widespread dissatisfaction ex¬
pressed, not at ihe alleged effort at reform, but at Ihe very,
weak way of .accomplishing the end in view, A set <j£
laws were adopted by the league which before a couple of
mouths of the season have expired will prove to he practi¬
cally inoperalive. Besides which a bombshell of confusion,
discord, and ill-feeling has been thrown into the profes¬
sional camp which it will bo some lime before ils ill effects
will be removed. All Ihe legitimate reform necessary
could have been accomplished under the auspices of this
National Association,- und unquestionably if it could have
been obtained then and there it was then time enough to
organize a new association.
—The curling event of the season, the grand match
North vs Souih, took place at Prospect Park, February
3d, on which day some rinks were formed on the.ice at the
lake facing the Shelton House, at Prospect Park, the play¬
ers participating including members of the Caledonian,
and Thistle clubs, of Brooklyn, the Caledonian, Thistle,
St. Andrews, Bums, New York, Mittiliailau, aud Empire,
of New York, and the Jersey City clubs. Aa usual llie
South play ers came off victors, ibis lime by a total score
of 239 to 303.
The prize flag and medal offered by Messrs. Honglaml &
Stevens were won respectively by Mr. Robb.skipof Rink No.
3, and Mr.-Kirkpamck, of Rink No. 6, the former winning
the flag by scoring eleven points above all compelilois.
D. Faules, as skip, made the highesl'scoro ou the North
side, 31, and J. 8tevens on Ihe part of the South, 34.
Checkers.—Messrs. McEntee and Wright, of Syracuse,
have been playing a series of games for the championships
of Onondago County. The following will show the re¬
sult:—
McEntee.3

Wright.8

Brawn.4

Total.9

13

18

Mr. McEulee has heretofore beaten all contestants, but
Mr. Wright seems to have been enough for him.

%eiv publications.
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Foot Notes; or "Walking as a Ftne Art. By Alfred
Barron.
Published by, Abe Wallingford Pritiling Co., aud for
sale at this office. Lnr:w itimo, 330 pages. Cloth, $1.50.
Now that the shooting and flehing soason ia over, nnd the gnn und rod
are laid aside until the first warm breath of spring shall bring the snipe
back to us, aud opon the trout streams ouce more, the sportsman,
whether ho be disciple of St, Hubert, or good old Isaac, fluds time for
contemplation and for siudy. For your true sportsman is a contempla¬
tive creature, and the i us tin et which, takes him to the field Is not. as
pome would have ua believe, a simple desire to Elay, but the outcome of
his love of Natnre—a longing for the fields aud trees, and clouds aud
sky. In reading Mr. Barron’s book, if there is one tbiug we miss it is
that he does not speak, in describing his rumbles, of the whirr of a buvy
of quails; of the drumming of a grouse; or the quick jump of a hare
from her fotm. Everything else is there tbut we who love the woods
know so well, and much more beside; lor while we have given our eyes
aud our thoughts to our dog, aud marvelled, perhaps only at his display
of almost reason, out' author has gone deeper, and thought nut the
weightier problemn of life, as ecen and felt Rom out* of doors, aud hy
the lanes and meadow-pacha rather than the dusly highways,. These
“Foot Neres” are charming'rending, nnd worthy of an honored shelf in
every sportsman’s library. Not a book to be read through at n sitting,
but to betaken up only when the tight boots arc oil and the slippers
on; whenthe smoke from the pipe curls around us, and we have an
hour to give to dreaming and quiot rumination.

The American Naturalist.

The Aaturali*t for February

exceeds the anticipations justified by the January number. It leads off
with an Article from the pen of Dr. C. C. Abboit, who is becoming
well known to our own readers, on “Indications of tho Antiquity of the
Indians of North America, Received from a Study of Their Relica.”
Ur. Abbott lias long studied the archeology of this country, and no one
is better fitted to generalize from the aoundancu of facts at his command.
H. D, Minot gives an account of the “Samxner Birds or the White
Mountains,” which contains
many
entertaining
notes; Dr.
«J\
G.
Cooper
contribntes
another
interesting
paper
on
the “Garden Birds of California;" and Dr.
Cones replios
to Mr. Allen’s
criticism
upon
his
revival of
ornitho¬
logical names conferred by Bartrain, whom, as an ornithologist, he
champions; so that ornithology is not neglected. “Halckel’s Gastrme
Theory,” bv Alexander Agassiz; a historical article on museums, by
Dr. XL A. Hugen, end an UinstTated account Of the chirp of the mole
cricket, by Mr. Scudder, who, in former volnmes of The Naturulist has
descanted upon thq songs of other species of crickets, cicadas and grasshoppera, completes the table of contents. The reviews and general set
entifle notes and news fill the last twenty-six pages with extremely
readable ma tter.

T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia,,have in press
and will Boon Issue Mrs. Oliphont’s new novel, “An Odd Conple,”
printed from advance sheets; also, “Married Beneath Rim," bynames
Payn, in uniform style with “Lobc Sir MaasingbL-rd” and “The Clyffarda
of Glyffe,” by the aame popular author, published by them.
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CONDENSED STATEMENT OF

The Mutual Life Insurance.Company of New-York;
'

OP

@. WINSTON,

THE

President,

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1875.
INSURANCE
dbi force, Jan. lst> 1875,*.
iKwr Risks,...**... .

34,905,100

REVENUE

$886,833,825

By Payments during the year.
“ Balance to New Account.*..... ... 75,414,923 43

$89,558,379 96
BALANCE
To Liabilities.
“ Undivided Surplus.

NEWARK, N. J.

rCr.

ACCOUNT.

*To Balance from last Account...
“ Receipts ainoe... 20,400,968 65

Home Office, 189 Market Street,

•'

j
Amoukt. !
In force, Jan. let, 1876,_..... .$305,057,22#
Terminated,...-. 31,776,605

Amount.

$336,833,826
I>r.

^

ACCOUNT.

$89,558,379 96
SHEET.
By Investments.....$78,830,194 71

.

$78,830,194 71

$78,830,194 71

TRUSTEES.

JANUARY

Net Assets, January 1st, 1875,
Received for Premiums,

1st,

Frederick. S. Winston,
John Y. L. Pruyn,
R, H. McCurdy,
William Betts,
Samuel E. Sproulls,
Samuel M. Cornell,
Lucius Robinson,
W. Smith Brown,
William IL Popham,
Samuel D. Babcock,
Henry A Smythe,
William E. Dodge,

1 876.

------

$1,652,949.59

HI CHARD A. McCUBDY,
Vice-President.

$859,069.15

Received for Interest,

88,872.91

-

-

-

George S. Coe,
William M. Vermilye,
John E. Develin,
Martin Bates,
Wm. A Haines,
Seymour L. Hustbd,
Oliver H. Palmer,
Henry E. Davies,
Richard A McCurdy,
Francis Skiddy,
James C. Holden,
Herman C. yon Post,

947,942.06
$2,600,891.65

DISBURSEMENTS.

WM. H. C. BARTLETT, A O. H. PALMER*JOHN M. STUART!
Actuary.
w
Solicitor.
"
Secretary.
Gt. S. Wdjston, M.D., W. R. Gulsotb, M.D.,
Medical Examiners._

TO SPORTSMEN:

$196,203.13

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. CONIP’Y

210,069.56

Superior Facilities

Paid Salaries, Rent, and Contingent Expenses,

52,820.06

Paid Commissions to Agents, -----

75,315.67

afforded by their lims for reaching most of the TROTING PARKS and RACK COURSES in the Middle
Slates. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
1VI PORT ANT POINTS.' avoid the difficulties and aangeis of reshinment, while the excellent cars run over
the smoot h steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

Paid Death Claims, Endowments and Annuities, Paid Returned Premiums and Surrendered Policies,

Paid Advertising, Printing, and Postage,
Paid Physicians’ Fees,

-

------

13,654.75
5,091.85

Paid Re-Insurance, -------

The Pennsylvania

6,197.74

GUNNING-

$2,022,196.53
ASSETS.
-------

Bonds and Mortgage held by Company,
United States and 3tate Bpnds,

$70,704.05

-

703,287.10

______

194,484.55

Loans on call, (secured by U. S. Bonds and other collaterals),
Real Estate,

-

--

Loans on Policies,

--

--

--

212,455.21
-

________

Accrued Interest-,

-

--

Furniture and Fixtures,
Due for Re-Insurance,

--

--

.

-

-

-

-

7,651.62
6,996.01

/

$2,022,196.53

ard of State of New Jersey, Am. Exp. 4} per cent.,

Surplus to Policy Holders,

-

-

A A It Is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM 8. KIMBALL «fc CO.,
PBKRLE8S Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

$1,437,332.00

-

58,000.00

-------

CHANCE

(T Vanity Fair.

LIABILITIES.
Reserve on Policies in force December 31st, 1875, as per stand¬
Death claims not due and in process of adjustment,

FISHING

Business engagments compel me to fell my farm,
of about 25 acres, containing house, barn, hatchinghouse, and fish-ponds. The place is well-furnished
with choice fruit, and is a line location for a fish,
poultry, and fruit farm. Price, low.
FRED MATHER,
fehlT If_Honeoye Falls, New York.

48,177.18

-

AND

To Buy a Fish Farm.

302,036.48

-------

BABE

414,848.79

--

Company

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQCA, and
otiier well known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for HALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
febl7 tf

61,555.54

Premiums in course of transmission, and Deferred Premiums,

Railroad

also reach the best localities for

$578,695.12

Cash in Bank and on hand,

THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Respectfully invite attention to the

19,342.36

Paid Taxes,

Geo, C. Richardson,
Alexander H. Rice,
W. F. Babcock,
F. Ratchford Starr,
Frederick H. Cossitt.
Lewis May,
Oliver Harriman,
Thomas Dickson,
Henry W. Smith,
John H. Sherwood,
Egi8TO P. Fabbri,
George EL Andrews* ^

$1,495,332.00
526,764.53

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OP

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF', STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun

Cases.

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOP
CANVAS

Gim
Shot

Covers.

Gnu Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOR AND

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND

AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGIN8.
DOG COLLARS,
HOD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goeds.

THOMSON

&

SON.

Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N, J.
jan27 8m

From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmun. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.8, and know them all to
be first-class.

Founded July 4, 1808.

For Sportsmen.

Number of Policies Issued During the Year 1875)
Insuring)

-

--

--

--

-

--

-

5135

$9)775)050.00

A trnsty friend, In weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best, dealers have it,
Pope’s Rifle Air Pistol

OFFICERS:
J. H. STEDWELL, President.

.

R. G. FROST, Vice President.

C. H. BRINKERHOFF, Secretary.

FOR

TARCET

PRACTICE.

J. H. CANNIFF, Cashier.

J. B. BURNET, Medical Examiner.

OFFICE

DREXEL

BUILDING,

OF

MIDDLE

DEPARTMENT,

Corner of Wall
NEW

and Broad Streets,

YORK.

HENRY W. BALDWIN, Sup’t.

JUST THE THING FOR SPORTSMEN AND
o military men. Shoots darts or slugs a distance
of 50 feet. Perfectly accurate. By practicing with
it one m.iy become a dead shot. Each pistol is put
up in a neat box, with 6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs,
ramrod, claw, wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price
$5; nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of
price and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chtef ot .he U. S. Army:—
"It Is snrely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful Id preparing oue for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOtf

45 High Street, Boston.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.
TV/fAPLE
SYRUP
IN
AIRTIGHT
AVJ_ gallon cans. $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
cans. K. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.
Nov. 11-tf.

FOREST AND STREAM
New

Articles

for

the

29

Centennial

Year.

Chapmans German Propeller, Decoy Bait Jrolling Pole, Line Holder, and Harpoon Combined.

Also, tlie Minnow Propeller, Bsss, Boss, Reversible, Georgia, International Minnow, and Spring Baits.
No agents employed. To be had of all first-class dealers in Boston, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Montreal.

Rods, Reels, Kooks, Lines, Etc., at Lowest Rates.

Also, Chapman’s Electro Silicon Polish.

Enclose stamp, for Illustrated Catalogue, to
W. 1>. CHAPMAN, &, SON, Theresa. New Yoi-lt.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of the Famous Iron. Steam Yachts
17.94 miles per hotir; MINNEHAHA,
building (55 feel),

CONTINENTAL (BO feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet),

18 to SO miles on hour.

KEEP THIS CHECK IN SIGHT
UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Cents

252

ACCIDENT

Broadway, New York.

POLICIES by the month (
tyear for any amount, from
■*1,000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.Js'S”ID. MPC

INoUllAllLt.

0F HARTFORD, CONN. |
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Manager;

ONE DAY.

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have Inst received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF nAND RIFLES. Riflemen are Invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rills shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
can be tested in the 100 yard range on Ihe premises.
Liberal arrangements made with chilis and associa¬
tions. Send for illuslrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 280 Broadway, cor. Warren SI., N.Y.
dec23 3m

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BR ANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking,
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad st„ Boston; 19 Exchange at., Bnil iln; 9 State at, Chicago; 337 N. Second st., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

The Most Ajjproved

System
Ballard’s Patent Rides,

"vvill»

Marlin’s Improvement,

-OFAND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

Military f Itifles.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SCHOVERLINC
jan203ui

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 88 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

For Simplicity of Construction,
accuracy,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials

and Workmanship, they

~ REVOLVERS

areUnsurpassed.

of various sizes,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send fox- Oii-exxlai-s.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
Wllltnpwili^ min. NAnr
Un.rnn /Conn., U.
IT 8.
O A.
A
Now Haven,

Paper and Metallic Shells

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading Shot Guns.

Shells

fox-

These Shells are easily loaded, aud thekiips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone nr antil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missflres. The cono is made of nickle and fastened solid in ils place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents mlssflre
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron
Theso sholls
are flnely flnished, and made any length ordered, from 2J to 31 inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leadin" sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART & CO., 303 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

Front Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty sheila I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are .tron-er and better in evory respect, and I shall ns« them in all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly.
may!3-ly
AH Boo A Rims.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Do'mrt W?tiTEVANT,hH?I'I'S are,he easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
™tf?#0d,edri>s- ™E PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
nl?x?f ^1'vlre* Wl11 not bend or break.
TTnhhfl’
PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Pa-tent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
Prized bv all that have used them
«„nAP3P SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
;^provcd materials, and machinery made* ex&APRpfP“rP°8e-,wfe can now warrant our BROWN
TAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not buret in the gun.
*

theU^M. Cf Cof’a08hensdea‘er8
SportiBS materials for
Not sold at retail hy the manofaotnrers.
dee33 tf

THE

Zoological Society of Cincinnati
Desires to secure for Its GARDEN species of all rare

J. H. BATTY,

AMERICAN WILD ANIMALS & BIRDS.
Parties haying any Animals or Birds to sell are
hereby requested to state in their offer the kind, age,
(if possible), condition, and price, together with the
probable cost of transportation of same to Cincinnati.
ARMIN TENNER,

General Agent, Zoological Society of Cincinnati,
Febl0-3t
..

Wholesale and Retail Dealer
JULEP

AND BRIGHT COLQRED STRAWS. PIC¬
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES, Etc.

Address P. O. Bos 40, New Utrecht, N. Y,

FORESTAND STREAM.

30
hotels and gleg arts for^yortgmen.

Bloomfield Hotel,
Messinger

Bros.,

55 BROOMFIELD STREET,
Bostou Maas,

GRAND

NATIONAL

HOTEL,

Jacksonville, Fla.,
George McGinley, Prop.

THIS

@4 per Day

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick home or modern structure, and famished
with elegant furniture,ia situated within twohuudred
yards of iho railroad depot, and ia unsurpassed by
any hoiel Iu the South.
Dec80-tf

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS* SON, Proprietors.
Thin honaelrf a favorite resort fur gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

Orange Sporting Powder.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

The sfronge.t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. t
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very etrong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6j lbe. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary pnrposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 85 Fba., 12110s.,
and 51 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lh. and 1 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and loss resictuum than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of f he celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recornmended and used by Cupt. A. 11. BOGAUDUS, the
‘•Champion Wing Shot of the World.”

PAPER STEM PIPE. DITTMAR
Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Snpplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, hut is always dean
aod sweet. The bowl and moothpieceare permanent,
hut the stem ia of porous paper, to he laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with tne pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half aud seven Inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a oomplete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
novl8tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass,

POWDER

MANUFACTURING CO.
y new improved powder

M

can now be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grama hard. Use it now like Black’Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul¬
ing of the gnn. Little or no smoke. Little or do re¬
coil. Not very loud report. Less heating of the bar¬
rel in rapid bring. Good penetration and good pat¬
tern . Safe to keep, as tt does not explode if set on
tire except \yell con lined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. Ndne genuine without
mv signature on tne can.
CARL DITTMAR.
Neponset. Mash.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

Gunpowder.
Hazard's 1‘Electric” Powder.
Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard’ll “American Sporting.”

Received the Prize at the Paris Expoxilton, 1867.

Fred. Julius Kaldenberg,
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
* Holders, elc.
Monogram and Croats cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portrait* made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or mude to order.
N. B —By a new process 1 boil Pipes so than the
color remains, no mailer bow much or how hot they
are smoked,
JHpev dent by mail to all parts of the world.
Stores; 4 and (5 John It., one. door from Broadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau aud John ets ; 6 Astor House,
Broadway, New York. P. O. Boxbl. Send for Illus¬
trated Catalogues.
nov23-8m
A party to represent ns in
every county Liberal ai| rangemeuts. Business lion____| orable, permanent and profitable-- Must control some re dy cash. Opportunities
sru Constantly arising in stocks ami stock privileges
whereby we can more than double investments for
our customers. Send for particulars and explanatory
circular.
IHJUK.WALTER At BO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street, New York City,
P. O. Box 4,317.
Sep 33-601

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
elides, Weighs but 1J- pounds, and ia only 14 inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly* receive
tho shells, and, beiiyt elastic, securely clasp the same.
E’or ease of action aud rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.s $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
1
N. 8. GOSS, Neosho Palls,Kan.
The experience of five years
—as proved that this Compact
I and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the wants of all classes or
Ithe community than any other
| work of the kind ever pub¬
lished. It has been proven by
IMMENSE SALES,

Numerous Commendatory Notices Received,
And by its uniform

SUCCESS

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of 1876 has been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It contains 150,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, aud a specimen copy,
with map, wilt be sent to any address, free of post¬
age, for twenty cents.

BAKER, DAVIS £ CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. Eli wood Zell,)
(Vos. 17 and 19 Souih 8L\th Street,

PCUJLtA.DEX.PHIA, PA.
jwm-isi

Nos. 1 (flnei to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 64 lb.
kegs*. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie Bhooting. Well adapted to Bhort guns.
Hazard h “Duck Shooting.”
Sob. t (fine) to 5 (coarse*), In 1 and 5 ib. canister s
and 64 and 124 lb* kegs. Burns slowly and very
cleau, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest aud water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun,
Exhibitor,
1st— Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape..Pape.
Out nt a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was pretested
against on the spot for having its j-core false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gimw being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th pla.ee, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six gnus.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 st— Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape. .Davidson
00 yarns, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 34 dr. to H 05S- shot,btat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight; 15 lbs.;
H drachms and 24 oss. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the Loudon Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Addre»»
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dcc2
NO AGENTS.

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

PINK

ENGLISH

Marie to Order

FROMJ3TOCK.
*- These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(ot brands.)- They arc now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturer* to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - !$G5 Gold.
Tolley, ----- 90
“
.Standard, ----115
14
{National, - - 14LO
“
Challenge, - - - 180 *•
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP' SHOTS and others re_
qtiiring Guns specially built, on
...
system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH
J

Without Extra CQSt.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars aud price
sheets to our
*

BRANCH OFFICE, 2fl maiden Lane,
)y1

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England

Depot.

Chas. L- Ritzmaim & Co.,
913 BKOA DWA V (above 2‘Jd St.)
Factory, 1 1 1 Centre Street.

J. D. DOUGftLL’S
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, FishingTackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shoot¬
ing Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Ponchea. Im¬
plements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All lUuds.
We take muzzle loader* in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on h»nd cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
or all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Gtjub, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

H.C.Squires,
THE

No. l,Conrtlandtst.
New York.

GREAT

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
(Title registered.)

SHOWN by trialsm Wimbledon by Editor

of the Field to possess tho GREATEST PENE¬
TRATION aud therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus:
Circle, 30 inches: 300 pelR-ts; average, liti; penetration, 87. The Editor’s trial of Greener guns with 340 .
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pol¬
lute in each charge. Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, nc herewith
warn all beforehand that oar system is our own Inven¬
tion (though founded on the American idea) and is DUniVir if a
u fact remarked
vAtnarkerl on hv
Wit-id. thfth
11ABLK,
by thfe Field,
that tho
guns tried had been in use during last season, and ref¬
erence* permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

59 St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & C0„
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

London Gun Trial,

Hazard’* “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, aud “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
124, and 64 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed iu I and 4 lb. canisters. Burns strong aua
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, aud the “Sea Shooting” FG
ie the standard Eijle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

88 Wall Street. New York.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER. MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns,lliIIes,Pistols,and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a fall assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines, 'Also, a large
lot of CatieReeda, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Sirius in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in ail its branches.
SPKATT’b PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
Tho strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new gnus. Send for circular and
price \i»- No. 8 W est Main street, Rochester, N. Y.
Oa 9 4m

W. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner In the Wear and Tear Trials, J uly,
1875. 2.500 shots fired without dete.rlorauon.
Wr W. G. is the only maker who has mode an aver¬
age pattern of 214 allots in a 30-inch Circle, at 40 yards,
with a li-bpre gun, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have j up t received a consignment of these guns,
and J hail offer, to individual sportsmen, for a short,
time, an opportunity to* secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades aud styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to ray stock or suns, by W.
& C. Scott <fc Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style gnns in stork.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Subs. Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large illustrated Catalogue, of
Guns, and including Game Laws for nil the States,
gud summary of Great London. Gun Trial, Ready
March 1st.
'
janlfi ly

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Bane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
I.A CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
’ Solid-Breech Snap Action.
EASl EST MAN1PULATED A N D ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Murale Luodera Altered to Breech Loader.,
my-7

Muzzle Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
OUR PATENT

Electric, Rebounding Lock
adjusted to any gun.

FROM

Sjii-L

PER

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
if Desired, stub Damascus
FROM *30 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
84 ELM Sweat, BoMou, «W

SNEIDEB
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, *30.00 TO 9250.00.

Muzzle-Loadiu^ Guns Altered to Breecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SLITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

1314 W. Pratt et., Baltimore.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.860, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STKENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Potent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (Oily two,)
its mechanical soundness ao thorough, und the
Btrength. and simplicity of the action ao great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any doable, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY ia left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor.will be sent on upplication, und orders may be forwarded through any
of the bpst houses in the States for execution in the
Spring. .
,
.
Guna guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. fi SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
' LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

angSfi-fcf

W. W. GREENER'S
DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUJVS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
pel, ItorB with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for tho Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guna bored
upon tbe old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. MeLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, Bt.
Louis, U. B. A. Address
_
W. VV. GREENER,
St, Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

FOREST AND STREAM
J#admens §oads.

Wd gunnel.
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Third Edition.

jgHiHceUaneon$r

sPitATT'S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
Thev contiiin meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit tiro
date (the only substitute for freali vegetables), aim
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of
dog food is secured to us by patent: they will keep
dogs in perfect condition without other food, and
obviate worms,
livery cake is stamped “SpniLt’a
Patent.” Be snre to observe this. For sale by F. O.
de LUZE, 18 South William street, Now York, in
cases of 1 cwt.
febl?2t

THE

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR

HEW YORK KENNEL CLUB

have still two setter pups, four months old, for
sale, by Dr. Struchan’s Don II., out of Mr. James
Gordon Bennett’s imported bitch Jessie; very hand*
some; red, ajnl red and white; $75 for the brace.
Apply to mi. STAPLETON, 49 East Twenty-third
street, N. Y. city, or at this office.
feblT tf

"TXTANTED—A~POTNTER (Dos) PUP,
V V three to five months old, and of good brood.
Address
It

E. M r..
P. O. Box 5081. New Y ork.

USE WOOD’S DOG REMEDY

Distemper in the Dog.
It is no new thing, and will certainly cure tha
disease.

Trice, sfel por Bottle.
Prepared and Sold by
CUAIiLEa CLARKE. Druggist,
Lawrence, Mass.

3an 13 tit

PURE

BRED

SETTER DOGS AND

bitches broken and unbroken, and setter and
pointer whelps for sale, LOW" for cash. Address
AMATEUR, Delaware City, Del,
Dec23 if

For

sale—a very

superior,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter.
Also a splendid brace of Dine Helton pups, 0 months
old. Address k„ .SMITH, at this office.
tf

DOGS TRAINED.
TAUGHT

SETTERS AND POINTERS

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Ciiurze, To-Heul, Hie*
on. To-ho, and controlled by hand ami whial lu, Tor $50.
Extra Held practice, $50. 'UiicltH tfingkl,. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month,
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Muss.
P. O. Address, Bine Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wti. IK. Schaefer, ganroakor, 61 Elm
street, Boston._uovlS 6to

HOLAHIKD’8 CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.1)0
“
“
Wading Jackets. 6.00

OF

THE FISHING TOURIST.

This is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen/.Tourists, Invalids, atul Settlers, aod has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons Beuking Meti foment there. lLgtvea a rail classification of the game
aiid fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural reaouroes of the
country, and alter for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for gable, hotels, and such other informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlem^m.
348 pp«, 12mo. Price,
50.

DUNCKLEE’S CAMP STOVES. Price$15.

CONTENTS;

.Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettle, Coffee Pot,
Ffy-pan, round Tin Pun, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, ail of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Oulfit for Sportsmen.' .
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
v
Game Animals and Birds of Florida..
Game Fish of Florida
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred‘Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up.the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St, Augustine.
Black Bafis Fishing otrSpruceCreek.
llutuing the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Bream Yachting on the St. .John,
Among (he Sum nudes.
In the Cvpress Sw'&mps. *
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.

CAMP LOUNGES. Price $5.

■When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent by express C.
D., $5, Including
side and supporting sticks aLtho head. Just the thing
for tile camp or lawn.
CAMP TENTS,
for font persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed In knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Doa1 Riscuils,
Made of nutritive hone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for flogs made in this
country. Put npin packages of 10,2fi, and 100 pounds,
and warranted uot to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the besr. light ever invented. 86 25.

If EAR Y GARDNER, M. D„ HAS CON8TANTLY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the care of all diseases. Dealer in spurring dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained fur reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct 2-2

Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernand inn to" Cedar Tvoys.
i No. 2—Maumee Sarazotauud Ganparllla.
No. 8—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Puma Tbi>s>u and Caloosahatcbie.
No. 6—TTr> the'OslnOfShaiichle River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. lu—Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A SporLoiuau’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and, Stream Pub*
lishiny Co.,

Mildew-proof,
AND

Nlotli-proof
HUNTING,

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTlNu SUITS,
best quality of vater-pruuf uuok, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
gras-, or fur approaching game in the woods. Light,
dural,le and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket m hack for cariridges. Entire suit, $15.
HEGEMAN’S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hurt’s Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever ottered to sportsmen.
ou hand aud made to order.

FISHING
Garment s ,
TREATED BT

IMPROVED
PROCESS,
'

New ant! simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Bells, Pui&uted November 9ih, 187*>.
Improved
method of securing Shells mlielte Bud Vests tithe"
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MAD ESPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, T\X COLORED DUCK.
AND OTHER FABRICS,
Illustrated Trice List sent on Application.

GEO. 0. HENNING,
Apr 39 ly

W. H.Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

HOI, ABIRD’S
Waterproof

All sixes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

AND

for the woods: three different stylos. $3, $5 5b and $6.
“Tiie Ampersand.”

COLVIN’S

CANVAS

BOAT.

The roost complete portable boat constructed. The
largest sice weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed In
soace of leas than hair cubic fool. l’ricua within
reach of all.
™
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No 2.10 feet, weight 18 pougds... 32.00
No. s; 12 feet, weight 13 pounds. 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kiud ever invented. Carries
paper ur metal cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but H pounds, and unlylj inches
Wide. Price, C. O. D.. $6 50.
Special atteulioti puid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Bogardes' Now Book, “Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Bole agent in Now York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
Wu furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
aportmen in the camp or livid. Goode sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registeredletter to

EATON & CO.,
1*. O. Box 5,10!».
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street. New York City.
Magic Lantern and IOO Slides for &100.

E&

Valpwnisi). ludiana.
Send for ninstrated Circular,
nov18 If

Wftff. R. SCHAEFER,

H.

ANTHONY

&

CO,, 591

. Broadway, N. Y., Opposite Metropolitan Ho
rol, Chromes and Framu, Stereoscopes and Views
Graplioscopes, Mcgalohioscones, Albums and Photo¬
graphs nf celebrities. ihOlo-Lantern slides a special
ty.
Manufacturers of Pbotpg rapbic materials.
Awarded First Picmium at Vienna Expos tion.

ansTv

■ f^an
Mary* fact nrer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Gnus of all DescTiptions.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted.
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, oi
straight—wan a n red to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice or Kngli.-h chilled shot, m 28*lb. bags,
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. (il Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Oornpr of Dock Sqnard.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines, ISSpruce. St.,4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night,

TSOY, &?■ Circulars Fr«ifl,
—
Folds Very. Smull.
jjj?
Price $3
|~

$i«l S

fa

s
The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
Is the Piandard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton <te
Co.’e, 102 Nassau st., andE. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

SKETCHING

from mature in Pencil arid Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; HlnatraLed. only 6llc.
Or booksellers or bv mail, JESSE HANEY & CO.,
119 Nasfittu arteet, N. Y.
DecSQ- tf

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle sullaWti for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other Hulling.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BlltSECH AND MUZ/.LK LOADING GINS,
And Sportamens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
tot

&
103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) N ew York.

ABBEY S ME,
StKftEflKOns TO

ANDREW CLERK «&> CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPOIlTKUa, aiANUffACTUniSKS AND DUALBRS IH

Fishine Tackle,

Or, band the I urges,, and DeBt aasortment ever ex¬
hibited In tiie United States. They particularly call
attention to tbeir
,
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS,
Every variety of Salmon mid Trout Flies, and Hooks
ou Gut. - Cutty Hunk and Basque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
Aud every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mo tin rains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack*;, &c,, &c.
gplit Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon llodu and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the Ufc, Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Watrin’s Celebrated Drilled

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

For

Florida.

PHILADELPHIA.

AND SOUTHERN

Mftii Steamship Company’s line to Savannah,
bn., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware*River, at 12 o’clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. -The
lino is composed of the steamships .1 UNIAT A and \V YOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite shipwith the traveling pub¬
lic, having .passenger accommodations of the most
superb character
She lias recently fceen refitted and
elegantly furnished witli everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families e/i route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even us far as- New Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah route the meet desirable for comfort, as well as
tile most economical. Thrbugh trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
jHlonda, IfeaVe Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savapnah three days in the
week for all points oil me ijbast,
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Teunes*
see, Apply-tp WM. L. JAMES, Guuerul Agent, 4Hi
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creaBcrs. turners, or topwads required. Loads
In half the time uBfially required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and .greater penetration secured.
Send to vour imu dealer for wimple.
Jn8-Tv

Philadelphia Residence.
rpO LET—A HANDSOME. FURNISH_L ED HOUSE, at Germantown junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement. targe front, side, and rear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will bo lot {by the year, dr during! the Cen¬
tennial, i Address BoX 2832,- New York Post office.

MANNING’S

MiG IP,
1876,

WILL BE

U.S. Camp Lotinge Co., %

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, qu receipt of pricB at office of publica¬
tion.

For

Zoological Garden.
FAIR MOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Buds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25-cents;
children under twelve. 10 cents.japfily

Fishing Tackle,
RodSjEoels. Lines, Artificial Flics, Nets,
Units, Fish Hooks. Ac.

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth and Gilt'Edged. ..Price,
.00.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover itnd Case, Price, $2.00.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO TITOS. MANNING, 3l8
BROADWAY, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.'’
A lurgenumbor of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
1 jant3-tf_1
_
„ „
„ .
often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
72 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec 28

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
FisUnc Tackle,
Fisbiug- Kotls,
Fish Iloolrs,

AND
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
angSfi-ty

NORRIS

Fly Rods,
FOR
Trout,

S:t1111011, aiul
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Snltuou, and Hann Fllen, Reels," Lines,
Leaders, Fly-i)ooUs( Jte.

TUADDEUS NORRIS,
JuulS ly

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

J. B. Crook & Co.,
Manupaoturehs and Importers oi

FISHING TACKLE!
50 Fulton @t., IN. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of tha
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Tr*™* Bn«a and Salmon.

McBride Elies.

Having

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
McBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
BUppiied w.ith casting Hues and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout sfihams, Adirondack*, life Maine
Woods, Luke Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
ana other waters. Anglers uot acquainted with the
nomenclature of these fiies, by mentioning the local¬
ity Where they Intend fishing, will have the varieties
beM suited to those waters sent to them. Fites copied
rrom any oafuralinsect or pattern desired. SARA
J McURIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mnmford,
Mmiroe county
V_iVp'My

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold h,y all dealers.

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Columbus, Ohio

RftpW'fim

SENT bowVlo\'d
*@5D<> !nveaiedAiu $ | Q tO
Ittiick I'rivtlegeii Iras miid and
will nay Lurge I'rollt». Railroad
Stocks Bonds and Gold boneht
rnrr on Murulua. Interest Six Per (T* rnn
IllLL Gent, allowed on deposits Hub hQUUi
ject to sight draft.
Iliickwalter Sr Co., Ranltena and Brokers. Afo. 1U
Wall Street, Mew York.
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FOREST AND STREAM,

WINCHESTER

REPEATING

RIFLE

Sectional View
of liifle with Set Lock.
Position of parts after firing.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapiditv of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

W. & C. SCOTT & SONS

MANUFACTURERS

Genuine Breech Loaders. .
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF
Keport of Gan Trial sent on application.
AGENTS:

1S73.

WM. READ & SONS,

Military.
Sport
ing, Hunting, anc
Turret Breech Load
ing Rifles.
Alsi
Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Gun
nnd Shot Guns an<
Rifles combined
Revolving, Repeal¬
ing, Derringer, ant
Veer. Pocket Pistols
Cartridges, &c., &c
Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting
Illustrated Caca
logue, &c., to

GUNPOWDER.

19 Malden Lane, 30 <fc 33 John street, N. V

OF

BREECH LOADING. GUNS

Remington Creedmoor Rifle,

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and Manufac¬
tory. Ilion, Herki¬
mer Co.. N. Y.
Chicago Agency,
287 St Re street.
Boston Agency.
146 Tremont street.
P li i 1 a d e 1 p Ilia
Agency, 810 Chest¬
nut street.
St. Louis Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth

23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 115.__

Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by

COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

Park

Range,

Chicago, Ill., Nov. 9, ’75,
WITH A

13 Faneuil Hall Sq. 9 Boston.

Also all other makes:—Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 np.
Mavnard, Ballard. Remington and Sharp’s Rifles.
“Ballard s breech loading Sporting Rifles $181!”
Bogardns’ New Book—50 cents, by mail.
HusBev’s Gyro Trap, for ehooLing practice.
.Fine Fishing Itoda and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as famished the New York and Boston
Yacht Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

SCHUYLEH. HARTLEY * GRAHAM

E. REMINGTON & SONS,

MISFIT CARPETS.
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C., VERY- CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
VX INGI
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.
US Fulton street. New YorK.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

]Vo.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

SPORTIKO, .SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER

New

York.

BE1ALL

BREECH LOADIN

(EaTABUSHISO'IK 1801),

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping nnd Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the conntry.

Y.
Feb 10-ly

ENGLISH

Imnlements,

Brass

Kinds.
and Paper.

RAVK TAROF, STOCK OK MUZZLE THADTNG OUNS & RVFLKH I ft AM CHEAT

TO Wall Street, New York.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.'
Noa. 3, 8. 4. 5.6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
New Ycrk,
sepfl-eow
Agent for U, S. America,

HAVANA

HEALTH LIFT,
'CYMNAST 1C

SYSTEM.

Represented

L. Kneel a ml,

This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads dotm In
this vest, which is of great Impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting ic the result. • In

WARRANTED^* BEST «^THE MARKET.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

The most Popular Powder in Use.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.

AGENTS FOR THE

GUNS
Caritridsres. l>otli

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.

HOLABIRD'S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS & HA WKSLE VS SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS.
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,

AND
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

AGENTS1
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tlonal Gnn Trial of 1878); J. P. CLABROUGH *
BRO,; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

_SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND
/Cl ODD

The

A SPECIALTY.

EALTH LIFT CO-

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
nv/TADE THIS

MONTH

BY

PUTS

_l_VjLand CALLS. Invest according to yonr means.
$10 *50 or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. Wo advise
whan and how to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
telegraph to
BAXTER & CO.,
^ Novll-6m Bankers and Brokers, 17 Wall sL, N. Y.

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, *20; 1, 810; i, 85; 1-5,
«
1-10, 82; 1-20 $1.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We ate prepared to flU all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
K dovernmenta, Ic. Va VLOR ACO..Banktm1
F, O. Box 4,448.
11 Wall .t„ New Y oik.

TeTcnKc“nu a8"opyYeo' [

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

■'BUT.”

S

OME men teller tlieir piscatorial skill,
Of the number, measure, and weight:
Of how many times their creel did dll,
And the novelties used for bait;
Hut, w hat’er the amount of their angling joys,
I can belter the record yet,
By the greater measure, and avoirdupois,
Of the fish that 1 didn't get.
I have hooked that fish on the breezy sonnd,
When trolling far ont from shore;
1 worked him careful, and played him round,
Perhaps an hour, or more;
And .ill.I lie I got him, full in view,
(About fonr feet long—yon bet;)
The miserable line just snapped in two,
And the beggar is going yet.
And then that lime on the Saranac,
When “Boh,” and “Jfm,” were along;
Somehow or other, I had the knack
Of pntlingit to ’em atrong.
An old sockdolager thea I struck,
(My line was the first one wet;)
Ten pound brook-trout! but just my luck;
That’B another J didn ‘t get.
But It’s no use talking—I'll venture to say,
If tho-o fish I had once got in;
You might do your prettiest rnauy a day,
Before ouch a prize you'd win.
So while I don’t, hrua, and um no ways proud,
I have smiled at accounts I’ve met,
And thought to myself, L could beat the crowd,
With the fish that 1 didn't, get.

T. W. A.

For Forest and Stream.

fjjird ]§ut\t with <§twon.
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battle of Corinth correctly. It is there the gallant Van
Dorn was defeated, even when he felt assured that victory
was in his grasp. I will here make an explanation of facts
that came under my own observation: We struck the
enemy first at Chewalla, on the Memphis & Charleston
Railroad, drove them back on the outer woods near Cor¬
inth. Armstrong’s brigade inarching left in front occupied
the left wing of the Confederate Army. We advanced un¬
til the left rested on the M. & O. R. R., north of Corinth.
Then Old Pap (Gen. Sterling Price) charged the outer
works and captured them. What was done on the right 1
could not see, but I could hear the constant roar of artil¬
lery and the rattling of small arms all along the line. Night
closed in upon a victorious Confederate Army. Could
Yan Dorn have then said, as Joshua did, “Sun, stand
thou still upon Gideon, and thou moon, in the Valley of
Ajulon!” the history of Corinth would have been different.
B.it that lovely October night folded bet' mantle of glitter¬
ing stars over the slumbering Confederate soldiers, dream¬
ing of a victory on the morrow never to be won. Van
Dorn’s plan (as be afterwards explained to roe at my own
house! was for the infantry on the loft to begin the attack
when his signal gun fired at dawn. The hissing shells that
echoed our signal gun from the Federal batteries still re
verberates through the halls of memory, recalling a dreamof by gone old soldier days. But alas! the infantry com¬
mander on our left for some cause failed to come to timo.
Courier after courier was sent to hasten the attack, but
that officer was asleep in a farm house (so I have heard).
The attack should have been in echelon—the left striking
first, then the centre, under the immediate command of
Gen. Price, then the right, under Gen. Mansfield Lovell, to
be burled on the rear of Corinth. The Federal forces had
received at daylight large reinforcements, which had
double quicked twelve miles, and arrived utterly exhaust¬
ed. Had the attack been made then, Van Dorn believed
be could have charged over these exhausted reinforcements
and taken Corimh; but they had until nearly ten o’clock
to rest, and then Gen. Price charged from the centre and
and was repulsed with heavy loss About this time I was
ordered to report with my regiment to Gen. Lovell. 1
thus passed along the entire line of battle. When I
reached Lovell’s Division I hailed my command behind a
hill so as to screen it from fire, and proceeded alone to
Gen. Lovell. I shall never forget him as I saw him them.
In my heart I bore him a prejudice for the fall of New Or¬
leans; but at that moment 1 forgave him all, for amid the
bursting bombs and hissing balls, be sat a magnificently
caparisoned charger, himself arrayed in a conspicuous uni¬
form of cavalry, directing the fight,

HAVE long intended writing a letter to your very in¬
teresting journal, but the press of business lias pre¬
vented me from engaging in field sports almost entirely
this season. But on a recent visit to Memphis, by one of
those contretemps which caused me to miss the connection
of the railway trains, I was forced to spend a day in the
citypf Corinth, the home of your brilliant correspondent,
Guyoo, who is an intimate friend of mine, besides being
connected to me by marriage ties. So of course I called
on my Cousins, and the greeting of the Guyon family made
me feel quite at home. Guyon, besides being a thorough
sportsman, is one of the most accomplished physicians and
extensive practitioners in North Mississippi. He keeps a
kennel of setters and pointers and a variety of sporting
guns. I found him going into ecstacies over a hew Tolley
gun, yet I was forced to laugh ia my sleeve when lie ac“Shadowy like a spirit of file,
Shrined in fie own grand element.”
kuowedged he could shoot an old muzzle-loader he had
Irepoited my command ready for his orders. He re¬
find transformed into a breech-loader, but tt was, he said,
apologetically, because it fitted his shoulder best aud be plied, “I don’t know what Gen. Van Dorn sent you for;
was more accustomed to it. We mounted a couple of his I’ve got no use for cavalry hei’e. Col., look at my meu
good steeds, and whistling, Nora, Kate, and Belle, three fight ; isn’t that beautiful?” it was indeed very grand,
beautiful bitches, the two first pointers, the last a Setter but I could never see any beauty in standing under fire
when not engaged myself. At this moment a courier
from the kennel of Col. VY. H. Sherrod, of North Alabama.
Nora is an old favorite; but Kate, who came to him from dashed up with an order from Gen. Van Dorn for him to
the kennel of Pious Jeems, is a worthy rival of the petted withdraw his division from the engagement. He turned to
me with a glance of defiance, and said, “I don’t know
Nora. But we are off; and as wtyide over the breastworks
Where American met American as Greek met Greek in the what Gen. Yan Dorn means. I’ve got a position here, and
'olden time, I could not keep down the bitter memories of can whip anything that can conic out of Corinth or hell,
the past. Tliere, battery Bobinct still stands, the only and Idou’t want to leave it.”—(his words). I told him of
monument to my friend, the gallant Col. Rogers, of Texas, our repulse on the centre ar.d left. Dropping his head, he
who fell within its enclosure amid ills foes. So gallant said, mournfully, “I will have use for you now, Col. I
was the charge he made that even Gen. Rosencranz, who want you to cover my retreat.” With consummate skill I
commanded the Federal forces, said, “he deserved a monu¬ watched him withdraw his division from the battle field in
ment as an American soldier,.although fighting against the perfect order, as if they were only retiring from a dress
Union.” As we rode farther on up the M. & R. R., we parade. The enemy were so severely punished that no at¬
passed over the spot where my own brave command were tempt was made to follow, and I slowly retired in his rear,
engaged. I had the honor then to command the-Regt. "keeping always a front to the rear without seeing a foe.
But my reveries are broken by an exclamation of Guyon
of Mississippi Cavalry-, uuder that Murat of Southern
chivalry, Gen. Frank C. Armstrong, who has recently —“steady, Kate! Pious, here the birds are," We quickly
crossed the bloody chasm and taken to his heart a Northern dismount and approach. Kale stands like a marble statue,
bride; and may he be as happy in his new love as hisold Nora Is creeping up to her as if sho was walking on eggs,
soldiers wish him to be. History lias never recorded the 1 when the scent strikes her nose, and she stands as fixed
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as if her feet were rooted in the earth. Belle timidly
crouched in the rear, like a daughter of Niobe stricken
with a shaft from the bow of Diana. We walk up, and
flush: whir r-r. I lire each barrel, and with each bring
down a bird. Guyon gets a double with his first barrel,
and with his second brings down a towering cock that had
whirled off to the right fora bit of limber which he is
never destined to reach, We replace our shells and Guyon
gives the word, “seek dead.” The birds are quickly found
and retrieved. Here I will take issue with some of my
sporting friends on retrieving dogs. I do uot want a dog
that Is not a retriever, and as for its affecting the dog’s
nose, it’s all bosh. I have seen my dogs too often bring in
a dead bird and the next minute stand on a live one. The
covey have alighted in a field of sedge and we move for¬
ward, and soon Nora lms a point, with the others backing
lier. A firm old cook rises as we advance, and I make a
clean miss, and as lie goes off Guyon gives him a parting
salute and he drops to earth. At the report of Guyon's
gun, another rises on my left and I cut him down. Here
Kate became excited and made a break, “Down Kate!”
She remembers in an instant, and drops almost on a bird,
which rises and gets off before we are ready. We now
move off, five birds rise and three of them fall, aud the oth¬
ers go off, leaving Guyon aud Pious disputing the odd bird.
I really thiulc Guyon killed it, but the next thing to being a
good shot is being a good eluimcr of doubtful birds; so we
sent the doubtful bird to the bag and again moved forward.
One arose and both fired at close range, making doll rags
of it. Another got up under Guyon’s feet. He turned,
fired, and missed. At the same instant I fired and he fell
a winger. We sent the dogs after it and Nora brought it
in alive. We again moved forward and several more got
up; both fired. Guyon killed one aud I killed one and
missed another. We then gathered up our dead birds and
retraced our steps for the horses. We mount and cuter a
field from which the corn is partly gathered, but the peas
I hat had been planted with the corn still covered the
ground. Nora, ahead and going at full speed, halts as if a
chasm had opened before her, and stood as rigid as an ice¬
berg. Kate and Belle back her gracefully. We dismount
and advance. Again, as the whir-r of wings scatter the
pea pods, we each bring down a brace of birds. Belle
breaks at the fire, and an angry exclamation from my own
thoughtless tongue sends the timid little bitch skulking
back to the horses. Coufouud a timid dog. I never would
have one. The harder headed they are the better I like
them. lean then train them to dotny bidding with a com¬
bination of love and fear; but training with love alone al¬
ways exhausted my patience. The covey sought an asy¬
lum in a blackjack thicket, where we had some fancy snap
shotr, a style of shooting in which I claim to excel most
amateurs, and we came out of the thicket with Pious two
birds ahead of Guyon. Again we mount, and Nora, who
excels on coveys but is uot so good for single birds, has
another point, and we dismount and advance to her on
foot; and as they rise Guyon bags two, and “tell it not in
Gath; publish it not iu the streets of Askeloh,” Pious
Jeems never touched a feather, alter all bis boasling snap
shots. The birds alighted in a beautiful meadow, aud as
we advanced Nora ran forward and flushed one; but Kate
has a point and stands usstoiid as Lot’s wife, with her head
turned back, for she had nearly passed her bird before she
had caught the scent, and now she is in an attitude that
would charm an artist's eye. Nora and Belle liaok her
gracefnlly, when a scent strikes Nora’s nostril from one
side, and she turns and rivals Kate in altitude on a point
of her own. As we advance a bird rises to our side, which
Guyon topples over, the game little bitches still holding
their points. Guyon takes Nora, andlKute, and each bags
his bird. After replacing our shells we give the command
“hie on,” “seek bird,” and each of the pointers dash for¬
ward and pick up their dead birds. But look at Kate with
a dead bird in her mouth! She is pointing another six feet
off in the grass. Look at that, Guyon, and tell mu how
retrieving impairs a dog’s scent. If Kale can hold a dead
bird in her mouth aud wind a live cue several feet off in
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FOREST AND STREAM

along for the space of a mile, forming many curves and
nooks, which are picturesque enough. It gracefully delves
up the water to the grand old Passaic, who needs it, for it
has in all seventy miles to travel and wants plenty of water
to dash over the falls at Paterson and Little Palis, and also
plenty to carry its steamers and do other arduous work.
The Passaic and these, some of its tributaries, overflow
their banks in wet seasons in our township and elsewhere.
The land is so flat that in Hanover alone we have some
thousands of acres that are frequently inuundated. This
forms what is called the natural meadow, and great crops
of hay are yeariy cut therefrom, and the farmer depends
greatly upon this crop. Now, in cousequence of these many
rivers the country abounds in game, and is rich with beau¬
tiful scenery. A sail on the Roekaway is lovely. It is, to
our mind, the most beautiful river of the four; its banks
are delightfully high, covered with soft, velvety grass, and
shaded in many places with groves of majestic forest trees,
its course is very irregular, and it turns and winds most
bewitchingly. Its waters are clear and deep, its current
exceedinglyswift, and there are places where this river is
obliged to find its way among rocks and stone, which lie
in its bed. These spots are some of tbe most picturesque
we liaveever seen, for the rocks appear above the surface
and the river picks its way among them like a maid with
dainty feet. The Passaic, in oar vieiuily, has not as swift
allow; it, is rather sluggish, but there are spots where its
banks are also clothed with beauty. Tbe Whippany—
when we speak of this stream we bring in its faults reluc¬
tantly, for does not our own farm border on this river? and
we look with partial eyes on whatever we hold most dear.
It is honored in that it flows through Morris city. It takes
a northeasterly direction riom its source, and flows through
Morris and Wbippauy, thus far being made exceedingly
useful aud not at all lacking in beauty. Its water turns
grist, mills, cotton and paper mills, and no doubt does other
useful work; but from Whippany the stream flows iu a
lazy, sluggish manner, the current being almost impercept¬
ible; it flows through the natural meadow, and passes on
our own little peninsula on the west, Hanover Neck dividing
us from Roekaway Neck. By-the-way, these rivers form
Decks of land iu ’their vicinity, and we have the two men¬
tioned above aud others that we will not at present name.
But to return to "our river,” as we are wont to call the
above. We must confess that, except in times of freshet,
it is here hardly deserving the name of river, aud friends
sometimes iu u’erision call it a creek, a brook, aud even a
pond. The bauks are weedy aud marshy, so of course in
no ways beautiful; but when "the heavy rains fill it to over¬
flowing wo have a river, aud assure you it is at such times
almost a half mile in width. These streams all abound in
flsh, and as good fish as can be expected for fresh water
growth. We have the pickerel, pike, catfish, eels, and
others. At one lime there were sixty-six bushels of these
varieties taken from the Passaic in this vicinity.
The hunting is tine; in early spriugweliave the snipe,
It hides among the reeds and pokes its long, sensitive bill
in Lhe mud and marshes to find the insects and worms. Oil!
how our sportsmen delight in the snipe shooting. One
reason lor this is, the dilheult matter it is to become expert
••Art shon named Mary, maiden fair?
at the business. The gunner has to guess instinctively
:*neli bhould. inethinka, its nmeic be,
when and where ho shall shoot, being especially careful
TJih sweetest name* ihut mortals bear
Were butt belitting thee.
not to aim where the "bird is, but where it is to be. We
And ebe to whom it once was given,
have not only several species that are erroneously called
Wushalf of earth and. naif of heaven.”
snipe, but the real genuine English snipe. Before tbe snipe
Gentle reader, Mary is the name given to the Comman- season commences the ducks begin to claim attention, aud
dery of Kniglus Templar, of which noble Order Guyon these streams are frequented by tbe large black duck, the
and myself have the honor to bear the Red Cross, with its teal, cauvas-back, (rather scarce), wood duck, widgeon, and
motto "la Hoc Signo Vincesand to our courteous Sir others. These make the spring time lively. July com¬
Knight Guyon ar,d the noble Knights of Mary Comman¬ mences woodcock hunting, for in summer these birds come
der v, not forgetting Wheallhy, Bryson, and Tytus, of the to the wet banks of the rivers and marshes near. We do
Memphis spoi ls, whose courtesies are gratefully remem¬ not have them now in abundance, but the sport-men are
bered, X would send a greeting with a sixth libation from in great abundance, and the sport often quite exciting, and
Pious Jerks.
happy the tuau who carries away ten or a dozen of these
lockinvar, Miss., Jan. 4th, 1876.
truly’delicious birds. Again in the fall we have lliosuipcand
ducks, a few woodcock, and a few quail. Now, we have
For Forest and Stream.
only mentioned the principal game birds; there are others
SOME
DESCRIPTIONS OF
HANOVER that arc; often thought worth hunting, hut we do not con¬
TOWNSHIP, MORRIS CO, N. J.
sider them worthy of notice here. Occasionally flocks of
wild geese fly near enough to cause an excitement, and
FANCY some will say, “Why, that place is not worthy sometimes they lose they lives for their presumption. Pig¬
uf note.” But we, with equal earnestness exclaim, eons are at times quite plenty. Perhaps as often as annu¬
“Ho! all ye lovers of nature, ye fiunters and fishers; if ye ally we have a vibtt fiom gome wandering bald-headed
wish for enjoyment,, come hither." Bootiton is northwest eagle, and such wanderers generally lose llieir lives, lor
of us, aud who is there that has not heard of the town of what gunner could or would resist the temptation of a shot
Bocmton, so lamed for its great iron works? It is truly at the king of birds and our national symbol? In the win¬
set upuu a hill ami cannot be hid. The iron works were ter, when the sportsmen are especially dry for sport, we
built iu 1830 aud have beeo greatly improved upon siDce. have kuown them to have a rabbit chase, aod these little
The Roekaway river runs through the towu at the south¬ animals are plenty enough in our midst. We not only
west, and forms a cascade of about thirty feet fall. In have game and flsh, but fur. The muskrats have been so
this vicinity the scenery is exceedingly picturesque. The plenty here that to shoot sixty in a day was considered
river is both useful and beautiful, tor it furnisltes all the only an ordinary day’s work; they are scarce now in com¬
water power for the manufactories. The iron is brought parison, but still hundreds are shot every winter. Many a
in i's crude state from the mines, which are numerous in mink skin has no doubt been paraded in Fifth avenue that
the mouutaius north of us. Morris, the only city our grew hereabouts. But were I to mention the different
county contains, is directly south of us, and is not tins kinds of fur procured here, it might provoke a smile from
place worthy of note? As we enter it from llie south one some one who at present has his thoughts only on seal skin;
ot the first uolldiugs that attracts the eye is the great white but there are a great many skins sold from these parts, and
mansion that Washington made his headquarters in the the fur hunting fever often runs so high that even the
winter of 1779 80. It is liuiy an elegant little city; its in¬ glossy black cat has to scamper for her life or lose her
habitants are wealthy, and for the most part its churches, pretty hide.
We would know that the Indians once dwelt here were
dwellings, and stores are handsome and tasty. Now, let
us speak particularly of our own township, which is history silent upon the subject, for the signs are unmis¬
lliouriu to be the earliest settlement iu what is now Morris takable- Indian arrows are often ploughed up, sometimes
county. As we have said, it has an urea of about sixteen a hatchet, or tomahawk, aud other tools. And on our own
equate miles. Wehave Booulou on the northwest, but the farm there is said to be an Indian grave. We have read
Roekaway river forms most of our northern boundary. On that it was customary with the Indians of Jersey to put
tire east we have the famous Passaic Ur divide us from Es¬ family utensils, bows and arrows, and sometimes wampus
sex couniy, aud this river, the largest aud most circuitous into the graves of their friends. Some of these articles
in our cute, takes its rise iu the highlands of this couniy. mentioned were, we believe, found in Lhe said grave which
Kocsaway township is ou our west, aud as we have said was discovered in ploughing or digging. Along the banks
uu rve, Morris city is directly south of us. Wllippany river of the river, and in these groves, has the poor red m an
fio ,vs through me township, taking a northeasterly direc¬ Jived and hnnted, aud the little Indian canoes have sped
tum audits little tributary, the Parsippany, rises iu the along the waters upon which we now sail. The ill-fated
niuumams in Llie western part of the townsnip, aud flows Alexander Hamilton, who fell in 1804, in a duel fought
directly cast to empty its waters into the stream above with Vice President Burr, is said to have paid many a visit
named, about a mile and a quarter from its mouth. Now, to these meadows aud groves for the express purpose of
wuai is singular and beautiful, these rivers all meet and hunting.
Aud now, friends, we think what we have written is
uuile like dear friends. The PaBsaic receives the waters
from them all, but many a pretty little freak is cut by enough to show you that Morris county, and Hanover town¬
them before this great uuion. We shall soon show yon that ship are worthy to be noticed in Forest and Stream.
tuese four rivers are the most neighborly streams you have
sjr u. F.rsi, the Little Parsippany, which is only ten miles
—The wild pigeon, it is reported by knowing farresters,
ion*1 flows itiit) toe \V (lippany in the northeastern part of
tlieTownslilp; then the Whippany, after flowing about a will be plenty in the Pennsylvania woodlands the coming
mile and a quarter luriber nmtoward, empties into the season, on account ot a talr promise of the beech-nut aud
Witching Roekaway; tlte latter receives all, an^i hurries mast crops upon which the birds feed.

he grass, it does not appear that, her sense of smell is af¬
fected very much hy the dead turd. I advanced, and as it
arose bowled it over, “.Fetch, Kate," and the noble little
bitch—a worthy daughter of my old favorite—brought in
the one she held in her mouth, and then dashed back and
retrieved the others. Old Kate, her dam. in her prime,
■was the equal, if not the superior, of any dog I ever snw,
excepting her grandfather, old Frank, who died ten years
ago. They are pure native American stock, having been
bred with the utmost care in my kennel for over a quarter
of a century. I have never sold one of my puppies, and
nm not advertising my stock; but I do candidly believe
that for intelligence, beauty, nose aod endurance, my breed
of pointers are equal, if not superior, to any sporting dogs,
seller or pointer, on this nr any other continent. And 1 do
not know of a real first-class pointer in North Mississippi
or West Tennessee that does not boast, of a strain from my
kennel. I see in tbe pedigree ot Mr. Arthur Wheatley’s
Lilly, whose portrait illustrated the 23u of December num¬
ber of the Forest and Stream, claims a progenitor in a
dog called Morgan from my kennel. Although digressing
somewhat, I must here tell a joke on my friend “Guido,”
of Memphis, who has some dogs that have borne off prizes
in dog shows.
He carried out four of the best Memphis could produce
to hunt against our mutual friend Dr. A. F. McKinney, of
Germantown, Tenn., who has a pointer named Lee, bred in
my kennel, and one I did not prize as above ordinary, as
compared with others of my stock; and Lee beat- the entire
quartette of Guido’s, finding seven out of eight coveys of
partridges lor grouse), surpassing all competitors in speed,
endurance, and nose. Old Kate is now useless for hunting
purposes, owing to an injury received from the kick; of a
horse, which fractured her nose. Dr. McKinney has her
now to breed for himself and his Memphis friends. Look
out for these puppies in the Bench Show at Memphis next
• full and in future field trials.
Excuse me, Messis. Editors, for this long digression on
my favorites; but the pointer is one of my hobbies, and
after years of experience will) both setter and pointer, I
must give the preference to the pointer for southern clini ues. We have very warm days here all through the
wiuier, especially in the early fall and later in the winter,
in which the seller soon knocks up, and in hunting over
our prairies in long, dry seasons the setter will give out lor
warn of water when the pointer is but little incommoded
by thirst. I would not disparage the setter by an invidious
comparison. lie is'good in his place—superior to the
pointer in very cold and wet weather, as the pointer is to
the seller in hot and dry weather. But as lliave wandered
so far from my text I will close my hunt with Guyon, aud
tell you of our visit at oight to Mary. Kind reader, do
you wonder what Old Pious is tip to, and lie a married
man, grim and gray, from exposures of war, wild sports
in the field, aud, Guyon might maliciously add, some
“early pieties” in visiting a fair youug damsel wilhsosweet
a name.
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For Forest and Stream.

FOX-HUNTING.

Y

ES, Ido know something about fox-hunting. More
than I did, though I don’t believe the experience
quite paid for the trouble of obtaining it. At Greenbrier,
North Carolina, in the winter of 1870, I was of course
acquainted with the whole town. I could shoot well
upon the wing, and, another thihg of greater importance
toward winning the respect of my uew acquaint¬
ances, was a sure shot with the revolver. In spile of
my position as a "carpet bag” Judge, they were all very
friendly to me, and very willing to do anything possible
for my amusement. They were all enthusiastic fox-hunt¬
ers, and they had a pack of hounds whose noses were
marvels of accuracy. Reynard might double and twist
his prettiest, but he’ was certainly a gone fox when that
pack opened on Jiitn. They often entertained me with
glowing accounts of the fine runs they had, always urging
me to accompany them next lime. At length, carried
away by repeated solicitations, 1 began to believe there
must, be something in it, aud expressed my willingness to
go, only 1 bad no horse. They said they would fie only
too glad to provide me, and the next morning early a small
darkey brought me over a big jackass, with a note from
“ntassa” advising me of the place and time of meeting—
the time being as soon as I could get there; they were
waiting for me. I had hut one suit of clothes aud a plug
hat, and donning these I rode over to Mr. H.’s, where!
found the party all ready, and anxious to be off. They
gave me a small brass horn, With instructions when the
dogs got after a fox to keep as near them as possible, and
whenever I viewed them that I must blow my horn to spur
on the pack, and as a signal to the rest. Before long the
dogs made game and dished off, we all following alter as
fast as we could go. My jackass was ns good as the best,
and the way we smashed through the brush and briars was
a caution. Onoe in a while 1 caught sight of the pack,
aud then, of oaurse, I blew my horu and hied them on, as
did every other man near me. The baying of the hounds
was right royal, aud though I had lost my hat at the first
rush, aud now had a handkerchief tied around my head,
the excitement was glorious, turd 1 made up my mind that
riding after a fox, even upon a jackass, was something io
live tor. There were now three of us ahead, aud as we
came to a sluggish creek the horses .of my companions
went over witli a bound. 1 came up to it with an extra
dash, expecting that my steed would iollow suit; out in¬
stead lie slopped stock still upon the brink, as though
struck by lightning. 1 didn’t, do anything of the kind, Out
kept right on straight over his head, landing flat iu the
black mud of the farther side. 1 scrambled out the best
way I could, and scraped myself off with a slick, thor¬
oughly disgusted with fox-hunting, especially upon jack¬
asses. The long-eared animal had left for home, aud,
having no alternative, I sadly and soberly followed after.
In the evening several uf the fox-hunters came to see
me. They had had a fine run—a glorious run—and had
caught the fox some four miles beyond wheie 1 had met ,
with my mishap. Their enthusiasm interested me in spite ,
of myself; besides, 1 did not like to give up beaten. If
there was so much in foxhunting I was bound to see it,
As good luck would have it, the next week I had an
opportunity to purchase a fine horse. The price was well
up, but there was no doubt about his excellent qualities,
which were more than confirmed upon trial. I also bought
me a horn of my own, aud made up my mind that i would I
show them that 1 could ride, aud keep ahead, aud if one
horse wouldn’t do it I would gel a span. At the nexL meet
I was on hand in good time. The weather had been ruiuy
for the last two uays, and though the ground was some¬
what sticky, the scent would lie splendidly. There were
twelve of us, and we set off in high spirits.. Three miles
out of town the dogs struck a scent, and rushed away as
usual, we all alter them as well as we could. Through
the fields aud the thickets, and the rail fences and the mud
holes, we love along, the old horse taking everything with¬
out a pause. 1 had run my companions out of sight, aud
could hear tlte hounds ahead discoursing wliat they cull
“sweet music" in large quantities- Soon I came up near
them, so 1 blew my horn aud hied them on, excited with)
the speed aud the dash. I wound up with a hurrah that
mii>ht have been heard a mile. The fox was evidently
near at hand, and I blew my horn and hied them on every
time i had the breath to spare. Belore long we came out
into a clearing. The honutls dashed through a line cab¬
bage patch, and I close alter them, trampling dowD all lhe
cabbages except one, aud brought up all of a sudden by a
small lug cabin, the pack circling around, apparently at
fault. As I rode up, blowing my born, a man came to tbe
door. 1 inquired hastily if he hud seen the fox go by.
“Fox be hanged!” replied he, "your hounds have been
hunting my old yaller dog till he is almost dead; he is now
under the bed.” I drew off my forces us quietly as I
could, 'flte man, not knowing the condition of his cul>ba-j-es, was very civil, and directed me what couise i
should lake to get home, where I was bound to go as soon
as possible, or course I hail to take tlte fox-hounds with
me, and 1 had no end of bother keeping them together.
So we went about a mile, when all at once, at right angles
willt the road, away went three or four of the leaders, and
the rest after them. Here was a fox seem for sure, and,
catching the enthusiasm, 1 leaped my horse over the old
rail fence, blew my horu, and hied on the dogs, Siraighl
into the woods the trail lc-d, aud stmigUt into Die woods
went we ail, the dogs baying like mad, and 1 hieing Ihelil
on aud blowing lay horn. Twenty rods more aud uf
flapped a stray turkey; perhaps it was a wild one, but wt
were hunting foxes, ami savagely I called off the dogs
Which bad surrounded the Iree in which the turkey sat,
and each individual fox hound .appeared determined ti
climb it. I laid into them w ith my riding-whip until my
arm was tired, aud slowly Jed them oat of the woods
IV hen I struck the road it did not seem to be the same roai
1 bad left at all. I hadn’t heard a sound from my Uicud
for more than two hours, and I was somewhat anxious ii
regard to my whereabouts. The dogs were very uneasy
but my savage manner awed them, the eounliy becum
more hilly and broken, and all at once, quick as a flash
off went the whole pack in full try again. Here was
fox aud do mistake. 1 inwardly begged pardon ot lb
docs, as 1 knew that they were all tired out; but here, upu
a buna fide scent, they started off as fresh as uew, 1 blei
my hom and hied them on, being bound lo catch this to
aud go into town with his brush in my cap. Away wev»
the pack With eolith willingness, and my noble old hort«
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after them, The pack ran "with their heads up; the seen*
was warm, the ground grew rougher and rougher, and the
joyous yelp of the pack was enougli to excite a dead mis¬
sionary. Again I blew my horn and hied them on. They
were in full cry, and 1 was so hoarse that I could not speak
above a whisper. Still I blew my horn at every jump.
The pack disappeared around a hill, and at once there
arose a tremendous row. They had got him sure. I blew
my lioru to encourage them, putting the spurs into my gal¬
lant steed. I pushed ahead to ho in at the death, and as I
dashed around the hill almost rode over an old woman,
who, with a big club, was beating, off the pack, which,
trucking her old sow, with a litter of fourteen pigs,
through their morning wanderings, had at last brought
them lo bay in her front yard. I am not sure but that tne
old sow could have whipped out the dogs alone, but with
the Old woman to help they hadn’t a chauce.
Jerusalem! and is this fox bunting? 1 called off the
dogs, inquired my way to civilization, and some time after
dark 1 might have been seen—with alantern—pursuing my
weary way into the thriving town of Greenbriar. The
fox bounds, when I reached the borders of the town, I
pelted with rocks until they.scattered and went home. I
went, home also, and when my friends came, in, hinted
Vaguely of a black fox which had led us off, and that the
sport for a lime was glorious.
My horse was for sale cheap. Not that hut he was a
good horse, but lie knew the truth, and appeared intelli¬
gent enough to tell.
AltqoisFor Forest and Stream.
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HEN I was in New South Wales, in 1871, a very
good thing was going the rounds from the Court
Of Sessions. Chief Justice Sir-, Bart., was presiding.
The douket was full to an extent theretofore unparalleled,
and the session was correspondingly prolonged.
The day before Good Friday was reached, and a "heavy”
day it proved. The sitting was protracted until benoh,
jury, barristers, and all, dinnerless as they were, were
ready to sink from fatigue and liuoger. At length Sir
-announced that the court would adjourn until to¬
morrow.
The feeling of the poor overworked souls, who had
been looking forward to at least one holiday's respite from
Ihtir labors, can better be imagined than described. In
blank dismay they sal looking at each oilier, and a silence
as of death crept over the whole court.
Then slowly arose to his feet the old Attorney-General.
He was an intimate friend of the C. J. Both had come out
from England together, here they had labored together lor
more than thirty years, and a ray of hope gleamed upon
ihe barristers as tliey saw him prepare to address the Court,
Very deliberate in manner, and slow' of speech almost to
hesitancy, was Mr. Attorney-General. Leisurely raising
bis eye-glass, and turning his gaze upon Sir-, he briefly
Observed: "I beg leave to remind your honor that to mor¬
row is Good Friday.” And down sat Mr. A. G., and down
went his eye-glass.
“lam well aware of that,” responded his honor, “bu
the pressure of busiuess upon this court is so immense that
—in short, I feel absolutely compelled to sit to-morrow.”
Dead and awful silence once more. Then, with a deep
Sigh of resignation, the tali form of the A. G. slowly at¬
tained its altitude once more, and again the deliberative
eye-glass beamed upon the bench as he plaintively drawled
forth:—
"Well, your honor—all I can say is—is—that your
honor—is—the first judge—that I have ever heard of—who
ever proposed—to sit “on a Good Friday since Pontius
Pilate.
N. YV. Beckwith.
The Last.—We have heard of the man who, when
shooting, split Ihe limb of a tree, over a river, on which a
quantity of pigeons were roosting and caught them all by
the toes; who afterwards linked a couple of ballets and
cutoff the limb; who then waded into the river to bring
out the limb, and in doing so caught a bushel of shad iu
bis boots. But that story becomes truthful beside the fol¬
lowing, which we find in the Halifax Oitken of the 5th
inst., which paper credits it to the Annapolis, Nova Scotia,
Parmer;—
"Mr. J. Tufts informs us that he is indebted to the Bev.
Mr."Bangs for the following story. A man named Lang| Icy, belonging to Digby Week, went, to the bead of bt.
Mary’s Bay to shoot wild geese. Seeing a moose on the
Opposite shore, he fired. At the same moment a porpoise
jumped and the bullet went through it, afterwurds killing
the moose. The porpoise floated-ashore, and Mr. Langley
used it as a raft to paddle to the moose, on reaching which
ho discovered a hole in a hollow tree made by the ballet
which had passed through the porpoise and the above
named animal. In that tree a colony of bees bad laid up
a winter’s supply of honey, which was flowing through
the aperture made by the bullet. Stretching out his hand
to grasp a plug to coufiue the honey, he caught a rabbit by
the leg and hurriedly threw the animal f,om him, striking
eighteen partridges, all of which he killed.”

FLORIDA

NOTES.

Hommosassa, January 17lh, 18TB.
Enrron Fobest and Stidam: —
Living in til1: only sea board city of cold New Hampshire, I had read
iaach in your paper, as well as in your booh, “Camp Life in Florida,”
regarding the above place, and the latter part of December, in company,
wi’h a friend, cbncludcd to spend the winter in Florida, starting from
Boston, with llcheis over die Fail Diver Line via. Bay Line of steam¬
ers from Baltimore, through Weldon, Charleston, Savannah, we fli:a!ly
reached the giaud center of railroads, Jacksonville, and pat up at the
Metropolitan Hotel, which had just changed proprietors, and luckily hit
“just the place,” for It was evident that the new landlord, Mr. Barnett
SO1 Indiana, who had just taken charge, knew how to ran a hotel. The
charges arc three dollars a day, and the table luxuriant, nobody wunts
better, •tie iirst thing we did was to bunt np “At Fresco,” aud we
Found the worthy Doctor was a little to spry, for he had already left his
ram at the 1)0 el for us. A great many Northern people have wondered
who was this chap that had written so many and such valuable letters
on the sports, climate, and topography of this earthly paradise, and wo
Were not Surprised when we found him to be one of the clearest-headed
men It was ei-ur our fortune to meet. The Dr. is a retired physician,
Mid one of the most respected citizens of Jacksonville. His residence
Isbn.one of the most charming spots in the city, and contains, with its
lucroandiugs, every element of retinery and good taste, while Ms amia¬

ble lady tills just the niche to make everybody feel at home when they
enter his domicil. Every facility for information was at once placed at
oar disposal, and hoar after hour would tne Dr. sit and map out spot af¬
ter spot where one could obtain hunting and fishing to their heart's con
tent. After a short rest we took up out tine of inarch for this spot, and
here let me advise all sportsmen who come to this section what to avoid.
Don't Bilip any of ypnr traps by the New York and .Fcmaridina lino of
steamers. A whole week was consumed by us in obtaining our traps
after the steamer was dne, and Ihe agent at Fernandina is about as thick
a wooden-head as it was onr fortune ever to meet. Ship alt gun 'taps,
if you have any, -via. Savannah, even at the slightest additional cost.
It will prove a saving investment. The most direct route here from
Jacksonville is by the way of Cedar Keys, and don't move a step In that
direction, bnt wait at Jacksonville till you get a reply from Jones that
he will meet you at the Keys, before yon start; if yon don’t, you will
rue it. Our experience in that line made ns wish we had staid over and
over again. There arc no first-class hotels at the Keys. The Cedar
Keys House is the best place there, and the landlord Dies to make people
happy; bnt it is a small place, and the market not of the best. Finally,
finding we couli not communicate with Mr. Jones and get a reply under
a week at least, we, through the kindness of Mr. Gove, editor of the
atate Journal, and one of the best of fellows, got a boatman to take ns
over in one of the small schooners for the sum of ten dollars, Our crew
consisted of the captain aud his mate, a young street Arab of some
twelve summers, and who was to serve the doublo purpose of mate and
cook for the first few hours; we came lo the conclusion that we were fortnnate in onr selection, aud things went on swimmingly. Our little mate
seemed to understand tea faring life, and gave us some of his experience
—saidhe had been turtliug with an old chap called Gornus, who paid
him for his two weeks’trip twenty-five cents. tVe concluded Gornus
had cheated the Utile chap, but before we got to the mouth of the Homosassa we thought he got well paid, for without any exception he was
the laziest little rascal lever saw. The weather oaring oar trip was
splendid, not a cloud in Ihe sky. and we in our shirt sleeves all day long,
with the thermometer at 75. Ouu of the most curious things in sailing
along the coast is, lhat although we are from 10 to 13 miles out to sen,
and the mil in land hardly discetniblo, yet wo could go overboard and
wade to it with the water not up to our waist. The sea was so-calm
that three days and two nights were consumed in sailing to Bt. Martin’s
Keys. These small islands we reached at oarly dawn, and as the thous¬
ands upon ihousands of sea bil-ds of all kinds aud descriptions were just
starting from the rocks and bushes, Ihe air was black with them, and
their cries completely drowned alt other sounds, while millions of beach
suipe circled in the air and flittered about ftom one island to the other.
On Ihe reefs stood, like sentinels, hundreds of cranes, their white plum¬
age glistening in the sun. Passing these reefs, a few hours’ tacking with
a head wind, and the month of the Uomosasea gladdened our sight,
ronnding the point and a cheer vvBnt up, as Mr. Junes, with a boat load
of oranges, came ouL from the river, bound for Ihe Keys.
He stopped
and supplied ns with oranges, as our provisions had run short, awing
to the lougirip, undfiuuilv. with the tide, we reached the wharf at Ho
mosassa. An account of what we saw and what we did shall be given in
o-y next letter.
Axe.
January 35th, J876.
In my last letter 1 had got to this place. On arrival one glance at it is
sufficient to know that you are at home. Dr. Kenwonhy's descrip¬
tion conveys bat 4 faint idea of tbe place, or the reception you meet
at the hands of Mrs. Janes. Tue only Double here is the size of the
place for the number who wish for rooms. A little description of the
place may not he unpleasant reading. The house is a pleasant one, sur¬
rounded by a verandah. As yon sit. iookiug toward the boat landiug a fine
gardon is laid out, while on either side are splendid orauge and lemon
trees, and the fruit is tho finest I have ever seen ill Florida. The grounds
comprise 6,500 acres, so yon have plenty of room. There is always a de¬
mand for fruit, after guests have Been here once, still I suppose one
could have a box sent, if application was made in season. 1 see in
your last issue some inquiries were made as regards the place and what
to bring here. I was in the same fix, but a letter from “Al Fresco” set¬
tled that matter. Ducks have not been plenty thus far; but as for fish¬
ing, this place beats the world. Tho warm weather at the North has
kept the ducks in that eeoLlon. Last year, it is said, they were here by
the acre. Alligators are finite numerous. Yesterday we killed five aud
brought them iu; they averaged about eight feet In length. It don’t do
to take stock in all that is said by tourists in killing alligators. It is
hard work, ballots of sport. You may shoot at. oue, and unless yon
kill him at once, which is seldom done, down he sinks, and you must
have a harpoon, or yon lose him. If he goes in deep water ho is lost.
Very many ihink because they fire at one and he goes down in tho wa¬
ter, they kill him; bat l have seem hem with three bulletsin the head, and
the negro has hard work to hold him, even if he does get a slit cut in his
lad. What one needs most is a bout, and ir yon have a Bond's patent
you are all 0. K. They are just the things, aud the only thiuglhatl
have seen that is any nse here. Plenty of fishing tackle is another re¬
quisite, und powder, shot, and shell; all these thiugs can be had al; Jack¬
sonville, and as cheap as at the North. Old clothes are aiso good things,
and take plenty of them; fine fealhers are in no demand here. Rubber
hoots ate good things, but the moccasins of Good, of Manchester, are
tiptop, Mr. and Mrs. Jones look out for the inner man, and you can
rest assured of hem g n ell provided for—one wishes for .no move. The
house to-day is full, and ir you waut to come yon must write weeks be¬
fore yon start, if not, you will be disappointed, for, as Mrs. J. says, the
house is not rubber aud won’t stretch. Sufficient to say, If you want a
good time, get to Jones', if yon can.
Axe.

WHERE

TO

ROUGH

IT.

W’e have received many ftiquiries as to a suitable place
or places for “roughing it.” Jo the following letter Mr.
J. H. Batty, the well-known naturalist and hunter, gives
some valuable information on this point.—
Editor Forrst and Stream:—
Aa there are many of your subscribers who wish to *'roue[lx it,” and do
eo in a country where there is no dauger from hostile Indians, I give the
following notes for those who may “pull out” from some frontier town
for a few months next spring. Denver, St. Paul, Cheyenne, Fairplay, or
any mining town in Colorado or Montana. wiU be a good point to start
from. Do not spoil what might be a pleasant trip by following a wagon
train, over dusty plains and rough roads, through endless sage bushes
and prickly pears. Start out with confidence well fixed for any emerg
ency, aud if traveling on the plains, keep near the river bottoms, where
coiton-wood timber abounds, and an undergrowth of willows, aspens,
box-cedar, and “bull” berry bushes. The game naturally collects in ihe
scattering belts of timber in the bottoms, and the huuter has but to
watcli some favorite sand-bar, or grazing grounds ou the edge of the
timber. I will guarantee plenty of game m the Missouri Valley, any
where from Fort Bentou to Fort Abe. Lincoln, or the western terminus
of the Northern Pacific R. R. Oue can go to Bismarck and thence by
supply boats to any woodman’s camp on the upper “Mesuri.” Woodmeu and trappers aro occasionally “taken in” by the Dakota’s or Sioux
Indians, yet if one employs a good hunter he can bunt in comparative
safety. The scenery on some parts of the Missouri River is grand and
picturesque. Large cliffs rise perpendicularly out of the water, and their
flat vertical sides cast gloomy shadows over the Handily waters. In
many places the limestone and granite rocks loom up on both sides the
riv^r.looking in their curious forms like the ruins of somegiunt city. Many
rocks have spires miming high in tho sky, and others have natural win¬
dows and cornices which adds to the sight the doluaion of a ruined city.
Amoug these rocks the mountain sheep collect in large bands, running
out in bold relief on projecting craigs, and wonderingly watch our pass¬
ing bouts. In the evening the wandering prong horaB—antelope—me
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seen gating from the tablelands above, or wending their w ay in coutin
uous, though broken lines, down well worn, trails among loose rocks,
occasionally stopping to nip the green grass on the natural shelves or
flats, preparatory to taking their evening drink, when reaching the river.
The white-tailed, or mule deer, are found in small baud**, and singly In
the willow bottoms, and the large wide spreading tra^k of tbe pouderons
elk is seen on every trail. At night the bulls roam about bellowing— I
cannot call it whistling as Borne people call it—their continued buglelike notes until Ihe canons and valleys echo to their cries. Bruin is oc¬
casionally found; yet farther back in the mountains he is most frequent¬
ly met. The slap of the beaver’s tail is often seen to brook the calm of
“tho rolling river,” and the numerous slides cutting into the river banks
shows plainly where the beavers get their timber for dams. In many
places I bUyv minks skipping along the sand-bars in a playful manner
until they reached Ihe friendly banks
Was it not for the parties Of
friendly (?j and benovolent red men who occasionally visit this hunter's
paradise, the naturalist and hunter could enjoy himself to the fullest-ex¬
tent. lie could travel hundreds of miles through the mott interesting
country by “bull bouts,” canoes, or skiffs, aud not have to pack a pound
necessarily.
Cat fish are abundant in the river, thoneh trout are only found in ft*
tributaries and lakes in the mountains. There are too many IndianB m
the mountains for one to wander carelessly about, aud they often Lum
up rather unexpectedly in the bottoms.
In the Sierra Madre Mountains in Colorado, a few score miles west of
Denver, parlies can hunt in safety, and find gnmein abundance. In 1873
I killed deer—mule deer—in the foothills m South Park, and in some
localities they were common. On the range of mountains running from
Mt, Lincoln to the Horseshoe Alt., there are pleuty of antelope, and they
can be reached from Fairplay in two or three hour’s ride. I have often
lert Fairplay in the morning wild killed and packed tin antelope back to
comp in season to have some of its chops tor an early snppcr.
Deer are often found along the South Platte above Fairplay, yeti
never succeeded in taking but one there, «a the country iies had for still
hunting. There are good trails—for tbe country—running for miles into
tho Rocky Mountains west of Denver, and with a few puck animals one
can roam for weeks over snow-capped mountains, hunting deer, sheep*
antelope, aud bear, aud in the valleys does are round at evening, also
dusky gronse, marmots, coyotes, foxes, &c. In fact the collector need
not wander about long in search of u living target when he has crossed
the South Platte or “Arkansaw” rivers. The Mighty Arkonsaw la
formed by several large boiling springe in a natural pasture lying among
rolling bills of pines. I have followed the brook uniil it becomes a large
river from the Tennessee Pass to a point weal, of the Buffalo Mts. A
day’s ride through ihe pass and beyond the pourceof the Arkansas, brings
tbe adventurer lo Pacific water, and tbe bead of the Eagle River which
is the prettiest scream ■ have seen In the Rocky Mountains. Another
day’s ride down the river and trout can be caught with grasshoppers by
the hundred weight. Opposite Lhat almost inaccessible mountain, the
Holy Cross, the fishing is best, and mule deet, benr, und elk abound.
It was at that point I first heard the so-called elk “whistle,” as one came
tearing through the busiien, mistaking my picketed horse for a cow.*
Several days after 1 hunted with a rifle for elk, but all I had to show for
niy climbing, fallen timber, and loose rocks for the time, was soleless
moccasina and a bouncing big porcupine, which smelled so strongly of
spruce that it made my companion nek, who helped ms puck him on a
pole to camp. In conclusion, I would say, ihut if there sire any persons
who wish to “rough it” ami do mil know where to go,. I will direct them
to a good country by addressing me at the Fobest and Stream office,
or at New Utrecht, N. Y.
J. II. Batty.

Natural §istorg.
[1 his Department is now under the

charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution., and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. Alt communicatvms, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations wiU receive careful attention. J

NATURAL HISTORY AT THE CENTEN¬
NIAL.

A

COMMITTEE was appointed fly the counsel of the
Boston Society of Natural History, at the meeting
of October 33d, 1870, to matte definite propositions to tho
Massachusetts Centennial Commissioners’ Department of
Education and Science with regard to the part, if any,
which was to be taken by that society in the Centennial
Exhibition. Such propositions were prepared, aud are now
being considered, their adoption depending upon the ac¬
tion of the present Legislature in appropriating the neces¬
sary funds. The plan is as follows:—
Pint—1That the society furnish a printed account of their
past history and present condition and operations. This
would include an explanation of the arrangement of the
museum and its uses in connection with the educational
system in Massachusetts; information with iegard to the
LoweJl lecturers on Natural History, and the Teachers’
School of Science supported by Mr. John Oummings.
Second—That the society endeavor to furnish plans of
their building. The building is claimed to be one at least,
if not tile best of its olasB yet constructed! Together with
these plans, the committee would propose to show draw¬
ings of the cases and furniture. The cases arc probably,
though made in the plainest manner, unsurpassed in ef¬
ficiency, and will compare favorably with the elegant
structures of the New York, Smithsonian, and British
museums.
Third—That the society furnish a synoptical collection
exhibiting the extent and qualiiy of the museum and its
mode of arrangement. The museum contains a classified
series of collections. Tire visitor is first introduced to
minerals in the Mineral Room, then to the association of
minerals in the form of lock-masses in the Geological
Room, then to the characteristic fossil plants and animals
of each stratum of rock in the Palffiohfolflgjc,. I Rooms,
then to ihe systematically arranged pl.niis and animals of
the present lime, which occupy all the rooms of the re¬
mainder of the boikliug. Tlie same natural order is pre¬
served in each room or department, the elemeoiary forum
being shown first, aud the more complex ill one or more
series of ascending scales. In order lo show this plan fully,
aud make an impression upon all persons interested in educa¬
tion and science, it would be necessary to allow one or two
cases to each department, thiB being in about the proportion
of one-twenieth or one-thirtieth. The whole number of cases
necessary would then he fifteen, and whim set up would oc¬
cupy 105 feet of iuDer measure. Tlieir other dimensions
should be as follows: Dep'hlo wall, eighteen the lies; height
from floor, seven feet. The 'attractiveness and beauty of
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Dr. Abbott’s letter was as fol¬
such a display would he very great independently of its becomes an observer.
value as an exponent of advanced views with regard to lows:—
“Prospect Hill, Trenton, N. J., Feb. 18th, 1870.
the proper uses of specimens in public museums, but the
cost to the society would be very considerable, not less Editor Forest and Stream-—
In your proposal lor accurate data concerning the mi¬
than $2,000.
gratory movements of our common birds you refer to
Fourth—That the society also exhibit selected portions three species which I think can scarcely be considered as
of its New England collection. This follows the preced¬ migratory; they are the blue-bird, song sparrow, and
ing collections, and supplements them. It contains all the meadow lark. I have been familiar with these well known
species of minerals, fossils, plants, and animals found in species of New Jersey birds for many years, and can as¬
sert confidently that they are resident every month of the
New England. The specimens are meant for the use of
year, Within a week I have heard song sparrows singing
those seeking special information with regard to any par¬
as merrily as ever in flowery May; and oniy to-day, brav¬
ticular form found in this vicinity and serve as illustrated ing the chill northwest wind, blue birds were flitting from
sources of reference for the correction or confirmation of post to post of my lane fence, warbling their quaint, peon
liar notes, too mournful by far to charm away dull care.
facts observed in the field work of the teacher or general
The same is to be said of the meadow larks. While fully
student, which last work can only be intelligently entered able to withstand cold weather they prefer warm; and will
upon after the study of the general connections of things carefully hunt out, it would seem, suuny nooks in sheltered
in the type collections. This department could be com¬ fields, from which you would have difficulty in flushing
them. I have many a time chased a little flock of a dozen
pletely illustrated with selections occupying twelve cases,
and the cost to the society of the preparation and care of about a field, but without forcing tbam to take wing.
They trusted to running, and were no mean contestants in
the same would be at least $1,000.
the foot-race. They seem to have forgotten, at this time
The gentlemen having this matter in charge, all of whom of the year, their old stands on the topmost branches of
are leaders in the society, and well-known teachers and in¬ tall trees, and whistle not a note. For this reason, they
vestigators, are using every endeavor to bring the plan to are by many supposed to have gone south, hut such is not
a successful issue, and are pausing only until it is seen the case.
A word or two with reference to the red-winged black
whether the Massachusetts Legislature will be sufficiently bird, and the kingfisher, and 1 have done. The former
impressed with the importance of the thing to grant the must be considered in New Jersey as semi-migratory, as
$4,000 or $5,000 needed to defray the expenses. It is, un¬
also must the crow black birds, for in scattering numbers
they are with us until December, and not unfrequenlly the
fortunately, somewhat doubtful whether this appropria¬
tion will be made, and the society, despairing of any other January thaw brings a few to llie flooded meadows. This
winter, now nearly past, the unusual “openness,” or
source of funds fears that all its efforts hitherto will prove warmth ought to have caused many of our birds to come
to have been useless. This event would bo a deplorable back, it might be thought. They did not, however, and
one. The biological science of the country will then have for ten years, certainly, There have been fewer birds iu this
no other systematic exposition at the Centennial than that neighborhood than during any of the other winters. But
in February, as usual, the red-wings put iu an appearance
afforded by the Fish Commission, whose department is
infullfoice; as on Saturday, February 12th, 1 saw three
circumscribed; and the stranger of scientific tastes who
large flocks; but ahead of this, in my note of a large
visits Philadelphia next year must content his curiosity,
“mixed company of crow blackbirds, red-wings, and
and desire for a kn owledge of the palaeontology and zoo¬ cowpen birds, seen in a piece of woods on January 29th.”
logy of the country with the meagre display made by a That day was pleasant until noon, when a cold wind sprang
A stray kingfisher haunts nearly every mill-pond
few taxidermists, whose object is artistic excellence rather up.
through the winter if the ice does not entirely shut him off
than scientific information. We have lauded before the from fishing, for 1 suppose he does fish then; yet I have
world our extraordinary educational facilities, and no fetr often dipped a sure summer net in the same waters right
ture of the home side of the exhibition will have more after him, bat got only water hanes.
In looking over your list again 1 see you mention the
interest for intelligent foreigners than that illustrating our
school system. But more and more every year natural goldfinch, or thistle-bird. Is he not a rambler rather than
strictly migratory? By migratory I mean regularly passing
history is coming to he a necessary and sought-for part of from one latitude to another, and returning thereto after a
a liberal education; and, next to England, no nation has
sojourn qf a uniform length of lime, comparing year with
provided so well for teaching popular science as America. year for ages.
Chas. G. Abbott, M. D.”
Under these circumstances will it not be an omission so
noticeable as to be a disgrace if this important element of
A Correction.—We were somewhat chagrined upon
education in the United States, and particularly in Massa¬ receiving, during the past week, a letter from Dr. Elliott
chusetts, is left unrepresented? It would not seem to be Coues, informing us of mistakes in the paragraph referring
very difficult for New England legislators to appreciate to him, which we published in the last number. We sup¬
this, and to give ungrudgingly the small sum asked by the posed our informant was sure of his knowledge, hut seem
competent men urging it to properly exhibit natural history to have been led into an unfortunate misunderstanding.
at the Centennial.
Hr. Coues say that he is not writing and does not intend to
write a “Birds of the Southwest;” and tells us what he is
OUR “INVITATION” HEARD FROM.
doing, as follows:—
“I am chiefly busied at present in writing a treatise on
It does not surprise us to find that the propositions con¬ the zoology and botany of the United States Northern
Boundary Commission, to which I am officially attached;
tained in the article last week entitled “An Invitation,”
reading proofs of various matters I have in press; getting
have attracted the attention their object deserves, and have up some lectures and addresses; reviewing hooks, and oc¬
already begun to bring responses, as will he seen below.
casionally indulging in magazine work. As to the “Biblio¬
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institute, graphy,” I have in preparation a complete digest of or¬
nithological literature from Aristotle to 1874, and have
writes as follows:—
“I am in receipt of the proof of the article you propose made such progress with it already that, if 1 livo long
enough and have good luck, I may go to press with it iu
to publish in Forest and Stream, iuviting the collection
the course of ten or fifteen years, or at any rale shall be
of information in regard to the birds of the United States,
and their geographical distribution during the whole or a able to leave the plan of the work to my children as a
part of the year. This idea is an excellent one, and should family heirloom,”
be carried out, and I wish you every success in the enter¬
—In Forest and Stream for December lGlh, 1875, we
prise.”
Prof. Baird was one Of the earliest, and has become printed a list of birds observed in the vicinity of Minneap¬
among the most eminent of American ornithologists. He olis, Minn., by Tlios. 8. Roberts, not enumerated in Dr.
first called attention to the study of the geographical dis¬ Hatch’s list. This reappears, with a slight rearrangement,
tribution of animals in this country, and ascertained a in the Scientific Monthly for February.
large number of facts in connection with it which have
since supplied to him and other workers material for par¬
tially working out the laws of climatic and seasonal vari¬
ation. Commendation from him, therefore, is the best
guarantee of the importance of the subject.
Thu subjoined contribution from l)r. Abbott is also
timely, since it brings to notice some points in our article
which may be misunderstood. Dr. Abbott has not made
out a complete case against us, however, except as to his
locality, for the blue bird has not been observed to breed
north of Lake Superior, and is certainly a true migrant as
far south as Lake Erie. Ouly a few song sparrows winter
as far north as Boston, and the meadow lark is completely
migratory north of Massachusetts, Southern Canada being
given as the northern limit of the breeding range of both.
The goldfinch (Ohrycomitris trislin), is resident, to be sure,
in most parts of Eastern North America, but there are
many things in reference to its nest-building, changes of
plumage, and habits which are yet to be learned. For ex¬
ample. Does it universally breed, as late as it is known to
do in some localities—Northern Ohio, for instance—where
its eggs are rarely found before July 4tli? And is this
owing to a previous want of proper iood for its young? If
so, what is this diet, and how restricted is it? The south¬
ern range of our birds In winter is another point upon
which information is needed. Dr. Abbott must remember
that the brief list of only well-marked birds was intended
for the whole country. Just such notes as his, from a
hundred places, would soon let us into the secret of the
home, and travels, and habits of all the birds. We are
certain that an increasing interest will bo aroused by the
publication of these observations until every Teader

Growth of Salta.—W. K. Brooks, of Cambridge,
Mass., has recently communicated to ihe Boston Society
of Natural History a preliminary account of studies he is
making into the development of the Salpa chain, in which
Sars first discovered, as he supposed. Unit curious method
of reproduction which has since become so widely known
and applied under the name of “alternation of geueratious."
Mr. Brooks’s researches seem to prove that the solitary
Salpa is the female, and that she produces a chain of males
by budding, and discharges an egg into the body of each
of these before its birth. These eggs are impregnated
while the individuals (“zooids”) of the male chain are very
small and sexually immature, and develop into females
which, in turn, give rise to males the other way. We
have here, not an alternation of generations, hui a very
remarkable difference in tlie form and mode of origin of
the two sexes, throwing light upon the way in which they
may become separated in forms that were originally her¬
maphrodite. Mr. Brooks is the author of several papers of
great interest and originality upon the anatomy and em¬
bryology of mollnsks.

—Mr. Alfred Newton writes n striking protest to the
London Times against the wholesale slaughter of birds for
the sake of ornamental feathers. He quotes the proceed¬
ings of a single sale of feathers, to show that to supply
that sale alone 9,700 herons (or egrets) must have been
destroyed. * AH these feathers are said to have come from
India last autumn. Mr. Newton observes that no country
could supply 10,000 herons in a single breeding-season
without nearly rooting out the stock. Moreover, 15,000
humming-birds and upwards were included in the sale, of
which 740 were of a single kind, As far as we know,

none of these birds really diminish the food available for
man, so that in destroying them for mere show, we empty
the world absolutely of a certain portion of its beauty and
happiness—while the beauty is certainly by no mrans
made up iu the ornamentation of feminine toilettes which
is thus procured. In this age office moralities, does no
one really bestow a thought on the morality of such reck¬
less spoliation of life as this?
Says an English paper-. “The increase of rats in farms,
hedges, rabbioburrows, is to many quite unaccountable.
The rule is, if you diminish one pest you make room for
another. A few yea is since birds of prey, snob as the
hawk, grey-owl, carrion crow, etc., were plentiful, and all
lived in the season on young rabbits, rats, mole, mice, etc.,
which kept them under control; now it is a rarity to see a
raven, crow, hawk, owl, either grey or white. The result
is of late year an extraordinary increase of rabbits and
rats. In ferreting for rabbits, rats are often driven out aud
killed.
Decent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zo.'Looical Gardens.—
One rufous rat kangaroo (“lipsiprymmis rvfescem)< born in ibe gardens:
one great kangaroo, (Afacropus giganUvs), bom iu :he gardens; one li¬
oness and two whelps, (Felts ho), purchased; one mink, {Pulwius lutreotus), presented by C. P>. Rossell, N. J.: one Fournier’s capromys, {Gap*
romyspU'irufai)t presented by Capt. .T Evans, Philadelphia; one tor¬
toise, (Xerobates Bmianduri). presented by Dr. Yarrow, Washington,
D. C.; nineteen chequered tortoises, (Emys fiefo), and oneied-bellied
terrapin (JStjifjsrtibreventris), presented by J. Fletcher, Philadelphia;
one snowy owl, {Jifyctea nivsti), purchased; and one fulmar petrel, {Fulman& ffladatU), presented by W. IT. Zorn, N. J.
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THE MAINE FISH COMMISSIONERS.

I

T is reported that the Fishery Committee of the Maine
Legislature has voted unanimously to recommend
the abolishment of the Board of Fish Commissioners after
September 15th, of the present year. It is expected that a
lively fight will be made in opposition to the carrying out of
this recommendation by.the friends of the Commission
when the subject comes before the Legislature.
We trust that this rumor is incorrect. It was apparent
from the last report of the Commissioners that there was
difficulty between themselves and certain mill owners
owiDg to the refusal of the latter to obey the mandates of
the courts as to erecting fishways through their dams.
But it seems incredible that a few corporations can have
the power of so influencing legislation as to procure the
abolishment of sueli a valuable Commission as that de¬
voted to the preservation and propagation of fish in the
State of Maine. We probably err in ascribtug this move¬
ment to this cause, and it more likely owes its origin to a
disinclination to make the usual appropriation. We trust,
however, that the measure may be defeated, and that the
Commission may continue to exist. In a memorial, re¬
cently addressed to the Legislature by the officers of Ihe
Maine Fish Association the advantages of fish culture to
the State are very clearly set forth. The last paragraph of
the memorial would, we should think, alone be sufficient.
It says:—
“The improvement of the fresh water fisheries is of im¬
portance in more ways than one. Not only will it aid in
supplying the people with healthful food and recreation,
but it will attract to our State great numbers of tourists
from ahroal. It is estimated by a gentleman wlio has
given this matter some attention, that so large a sum as
$100,000 was spent by tourists in Maine during Ihe past
year. A very large per centage of these people were sports¬
men, drawn hither by our inland fisheries; and the better
the fishing the more they will come. They are generally
liberal iu their expenditures, aud leave behind them more
dollars than they kdl of fish.”
^

FISHWAYS.

It will he remembered that a fortnight since, we pub¬
lished some correspondence between lion. Tbo-, Logan
and Seth Greeu relative to fishways in Ohio, a hill having
come before the Legislature of that State repealing the law
which compelled millers and others to erect chutes or fish¬
ways iu their dams. The following letter from Mr. Logan
explains itself:—
Cincinnati, Ohio, Febitiary Till, J87A
Seth Great, jRochester:—
Mi Dear Sir:—Your very explicit, Idler of 31st nit., with accompany¬
ing documents are received. I inn much obliged for the clear expres¬
sion of your views, and the information relative to till: success of
Brewer’s patent flab-way.
The bill width I referred to came Up in the Senate aud was defeated
by only one vote. Amotion to re-ccnislder was carried R’td it is mil, un¬
likely tbat it will again be called up, whenever its friends And n thin
attendance, or deem that they can force its passage. To von, who tbtva
Witnessed bo much legislative Ignorance, prejudice, and unbelief, upon
this subject, and have struggled so long for tbo success In flsU cul¬
ture, w hich you have now attained, it rutty seem 1 lull we lire easily dis¬
heartened by such n result. Bntwohnd hoped that by Ibis time., the
public, and especially the lawmakers, had come to a knowledge of tbo
itnportauce of the iiueetion, We did not think that our efforts to increase
a food supply, which would henellt the people at large, could be met by
such narrow minded opposition, mid such palpable seilsbness .andmeanness. It is Ihe fact, however, and we must race it as a fact.
We shall renew oar endeavors, and we will ultimately defeat the
bill, ir energy and perseverance can defeat it. la any future discussion we will he strengthened by the statements you have made to us,
which cannot fail to prove a tower of strength. Wttli thankafor the
inti:rest you have manifested, and sincere wishes for your prospAlty and
welfare, I am very truly yours.
Trios. II. Logan .

STOCKING CANANDAIGUA LAKE.
A question was asked through our paper, last week, us
to the success that had been met with in stocking the lakes
of this State with fish. The following extract from a let¬
ter to Seth Green from Mr. G. A. Finley, of Canandaigua,
furnishes satisfactory evidence of success. After request-
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ing'Mr. Green to forward a quantity of salmon trout fry,
the letter coes on to say
“For llie last three years we have made it a point to get from 50 to 100
thousand salmon-trout fry, and see them deposited in our lake, and last
spring we were rewarded for onr labors by such an abuudauce of troat
as has not been known here for twenty years. A single flsherman hav¬
ing cunghl as runny ns twenty-one in a day, and others caught them in
lota varying from six to eighteen per day. Snell fishing with hook and
line, furnished aport which many of us never saw before. Such sub¬
stantial evidence ought to convince tie most skeptical, but we have in
our midst a few who hold lliat artificial propagation of fish is a failure.
Bui happily there tue enough believers to encourage the good cause and
help it alone.''
G. A. Fmun:,

Japan reels Gold Fisrr — We learn from tlie Baltimore
Sun lliat, Mr. Gillet Gill, has brought to Baltimore from
Japan,’ some rare specimens of Japanese “king-gingsalianna," or gold-silver fish. Mr. Gill, who has been to
Japan five times, returned a few days since-wilh seventeen
out of seventy-seven fish with which lie left Japan. They
were brought to Sau Francisco by steamship, and from
I here to Baltimore by rail road, tbe latter being the fatal
pail, of ihe journey to the lish. On tlio steamship they
were kepi in a lank, hut in the transportation by railroad a
tin can was used, with perforated top, the eau being sus¬
pended by India rubber, and the fish protected by sponges
inside. Mr G ill had fears I lie altempt would prove entirely
un.-uiccesslul, and at one lime the fishes were restored to vi¬
tality by giving them a liberal supply of Rocky Mountain
snow. As it was, the havoc among them was considerable,
u number having died, and twenty small ones were eaten
up by their big brothers and sisters.
Tbe survivors are all in vigorous health, and are fed on a
diet of chopped liver. They are of a deep vermilion color,
with brilliant hues, alongside of which the gold fish of
America look pale. Several of the Japs arc'’heautifully
parti colored gold and silver, a pair of Ihe-c being also rare
in Japan. They have large silver fan shaped tails, and
have been named "Mr, and Mrs. He-No.” Mr. Gill thinks
these are tbe firsl Japanese gold fish brought to ibis coun¬
try, and the Japanese commissioners at the centennial have
made applicalion for litem as part of their exhibition at
Philadelphia, lie, however, iulends giving them to the
park commissioners, to be placed in Druid Hill Park for
culture. The Japanese, who pay much attention to fish
raisiug, have artificial lakes in their gardens, tastefully or¬
namented, in which Ihe gold fish are kept, and are treated
as pets by tbe family.
VEGETABLE DIET FOR TROUT.
V
Rutland, Vt., February Util, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tile question, whether trout can ho fed on vegetable food, whether
they- thrive upon it, and are less subject to the diseases incident to con¬
finement while fed upon il, are questions ot tact, not of argument.
Their determination is a matter for Sxi'ciiment, not of dispute.
Mr. Hale feeds his trout on corn bread. They learn to cat il without
much diflicully or delay. Nor does the age at which the bread feeding
is first attempted seem to be material. Last lall he took from Shrews¬
bury pond *0 pairs of trout ranging in size from a half pound to a pound
and a half in weight. They were caught Just before the spawning sea¬
son, They are now eating the bread as voraciously as those fed upon
itforayear or more. True all wild tront caught and confined have to
be starved into snch a degree of hunger that they will take an unaccus¬
tomed food, just as the North Pole voyagers have to be somewhat
hungry before they will relish blubber or pemmican. So, too, the Labrador
cows may have some scruples to overcome before they chew with ranch
gcBtoacud of cod-fish. Dogs are as essentially carniverous as trout,
yet they will thrive well on com bread, and on that aloue. Trout un¬
questionably prefer worms to waffles, and if we bred trout for the great¬
est happiness of the trout, we wonld be forced to Teed them on flies and
grabs and little tront, for these they stein to like llie best. While
it is unquestionable that they can be made to eat bread as freely
and voraciously as they will eat liver, aud get into and keep in as good
condition upon tlio one as on the other, it is also true that they will not
grow as ratt, or perhaps yield as many eggs upon the vegetable, as
upon the animal diet. It is also true thai an hundred trout, fed upon
bread, will produce more meal; for the table than an equal number fed on
meat; and this for the reason that the vegetarians are healthier. Air.
Hale hardly ever loses a t rout from the white mould so commonly at¬
tacking troat, wounded during the spawning season, or iudeed from any
disease. In ids ponds the big tront do not eat the little one’s, for tire
Simple reason, that he is not guilty of the folly of keeping fish of dif¬
ferent- sizes in the same tanks. Then again, the bread fed trout are, to
iny taste, of bet ter flavor than the liver fed ones.
Mr. Halo has hatched thi-: season the eggs from the bread fed fish, and
the young appear to present no more abnormities than those hatched from
the eggs of the wild trout. The importance of the fact, that trout can
he reared on a vegetable food consists in this: -that in this way the rear¬
ing can be done at a money profit, and tliue place the culture of trout aniong the profitable domestic industries. That trout will eat bread does
pot prevent their being fed with snch animal food as would otherwise be
wasted. Indeed, i have no doubt that it will be found most prod I able
to give them a mixed diet. Mr. Hale acts on this idea, for during lire
fall and winter"hb puts into the lanks, holding the half pound, pound,
and larger trout, great numbers of little miiinws, such as can lie taken
to large quantities in the spring holes and pools into which they gather
for their winter quarters. Ho docs fills chiefly for the reason that the
minnows, thus obtained area cheaper food than the bread. If they
could be had at all seasons he would feed them to his tront as far and as
long as they were cheaper than bread. The feeding of minnows does
not seem to wean tnem from the vegetable food, indeed, they rush for
the bread, while the mtnnows arc swarming around them, as eagerly ns
they rush for the minnows, when these are first thrown into the tanks.
It is bootless to argue about the matter of trout thriving on a bread
diet They do so, and any body who will not believe, the statements of
those who know Mr. Hide's ponds, must continue in their unbelief nn- til they visit them aud see for themselves. It is possible that some of
your correspondents wonld not believe it there, for “oue convinced
against his will, Ac."
M. Goi.nsniTU,
Commissioner of Fisheries.

^

STOCKING

THE

WILDERNESS.
Rochester, February 16th, 18j6.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
A, B. Lamberton has gone to the Fnlton Chain of Lakes with some
fifty thousand young salmon'trout to put in their waters. The Fulton
Chain region is known as one of the liuui, famoiiB suramerresorts in all
the wilderness. Headley says of the section: "The Eight lakes
are connected by stream!, and fmm a group of euipassing beauty.
They vary, both in size aud shape, each with a different frame¬
work of hills, fand the channel is ever from beauty to beauty.
There they xepose like a bright drain in the forest, the links coniiected by silver hat's. Ton row slowly through One to its outlet,
and then entering a clear stream overhung with lofty trees, seem
‘to be suddenly absorbed by the wilderness. At length, however, you

emerge as from a cavern, and lo! an unlTonbled lake with adits varia¬
tions of coasts, timber, mid islands, greets the eye.
Wallace in his Descriptive Guide appropriately asks, "Where within
its limits (John Brorvu Tract) can be found a brighter array of glitter¬
ing links than the Fnlton Chain? Where a much lovlier sheet than
Smith's Lake?’’ The Eight Lakes are, moreover, the point of entrance
to the boat route through tile heart of the wilderness to Paul Smith's
and Marlin's. There is a good hotel at First Lake, as yon go in, which
is described by Wallace as large and commodious, containing ample ac¬
commodations for one hundred guests, staudlng on a slight elevation
that slopes to the water. It is twenty-live mites from Boonvillc by
singe to the Fulton Lakes. Boonville is about forty miles uotth ofTTtica, and is reached by the Black River Railroad. There are numerous
smalr lakes and streams in close proximity tollieLuke House, (Arnold's)
which are well supplied with speckled trout. Air, Lamberton having
lately bought the 110!el together with a large tract of land, about First
Lake, is going to stock the waters with brook and salmon trout. The
tourist and sportsman will find it the Paradise of the Wilderness. The
fish were obtained from the State Hatching House at Caledonia.
A.

AN

ERROR

CORRECTED.

A
san Francisco, Cal., Feb. 7th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
1 feel it right that 1 should correct an error made by me about three
weeks since ill one of iny communications to your interesting paper re¬
garding the planting of Eastern salmon in the Sacramento river, about
two years ago, by Mr. Livingston Stone. I stated—rather inadvertentty,
I confess, and without due consideration of the nmttter— that another
party, whose name was In my mind at Ihe time—Mr. Seth Green—had
brought with him here, and had put into the Sacramento a quantity of
these same Eastern lith. This was not the case. It was Mr. Livingston
Stone who brought out. to tills coast with him, with other fish, 1,000 Salmomfrtr, or Atlantic salmon. I the more regret this my blunder, on ac¬
count of the merit or transportation belonging to another party than the
onennmed. I referred also lo the quantity of young salmon, or grilse,
which have been caught now for two wiuters at the Oakland Long
Wharf near this city. I ventured a conjecture that these Balmon were
probably the result, of Seth Green’s importation of eastern fish, where¬
as, of course, if of any person’s introduction from that portion of the
United States, they were Livingston Stone's. But they have been
caught in too great abundance-amounting to many thousands—to have
been all the consequence of Mr. Stone's planting. On the contrary,
nearly If not quite the whole of this fish bonanza at Oakland, is certain¬
ly due to the successful and judicious efforts, for several years past, of
our worthy State Fish Commissioners, who have planted each year a
million or more of young salmon, raised on the McClond river, in the
Sacramento river. Several persons, and practical fishermen, too, thought
these Oakland or bay salmon diff. rent from the true Sacramento salmon,
and 1 am Tree to confess that I at one lime became almost, if not
entirely a convert to that opinion; but time and the beet of jndges have
now decided the point without any donbt, They are certainly our Sac¬
rament" mid Sim Joaquin salmou (wdnnat) and no other. We owe,
t hen, for our sport at Oakland, to our t ish Commissioners, and probably
no other parties, unless a fu» of lln-m may lie some of, or the progeny
of some of Mr. Stone’s importation. 1 write for the purpose of truth in
such m alters, and I am ul vuvs glad to have any errors f may fall into
correct'd.
E. J. Hooper.
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HE opening of this book of record at our office has
been received with expressions of approval from
sportsmen of every suction and we print below a list of
over forty dogs whose names are already recorded iu its
pages. With regard to litters, we would say that where
the dog and bitch and one of the puppies are registered
we will issue certificates and stud book numbers for tbe
rest of ihe Jitter without extra charge. We would feel
obliged if gentlemen sending us pedigrees, or the names
of dogs for registration, would see lliat color and marks
are given. The stud book will be most carefully kept, and
we expect at the close of the year to issue the first volume
in a haudsome yet economical form. That our conlemporaries approve of our plan will be seen from Ihe following
extracts. Col. Skinner, tlio veteran Field Editor of Turf,
Field and Farm, than whom no man in America is belter
qualified to speak on the dog question, kindly says:—
"From tlie day when Ihe Beuch Shows of dogs became ml institution
in this country, tlio necessity Tor a record Of pedigrees, accessible to all
kennel owners, became apparent; hence we are happy to announce to
our readers I he opening ot a Kennel Register by our esteemed ctmlemporarv. the Forest and Stream, the programme of which, as given in
its last issue, we publish below. This is a happy conception of our
neiehhor, ami we trust our zeal in tile cause or field sports is too sincere
ro allow any contemptible journalistic jealousy to prevent us from giv¬
ing it a hearty support."

The SporUmtm, which, under the editorship of Messrs.
McIntyre, so long identified with the Spirit, and
-Mr. Whitehead, has Iaken a position in llie front rank of
sporting literature, gives the Register the following pleasant
indorsemt nt:—
Foster &

••Sporting does have Increased so rapidly, both in value and numbers
of late veins, and the introduction of some of the best canine blood of
England into our own kerir.els has given such an impetus to breeding,
lliat it is quire time that steps were taken to keep a record in the shape
of a stud book fog registering pedigrees. Our contemporary, Forest
and Stream line established a keiinol register for this purpose, which
will be of immense value to breeders, as well as purchasers, of fine dogs,
more particularly iu the future, as enabling them to establish the lineage
of their puis. The contents of the book will be published each year in
the form of a handsome Kennel Stud Book, illustrated with portraits of
famous dogs. The plan lias our hearty indorsement, and we commend
t to such Of our readers who may owu fine dogs."
SETTERS.
Mr. C’. H. Raj mood's Bride Of the Mr. Millet’s Flirt.
Border, Fairy, Rock, Rod, anti Gen. A. S. Webb's Fritz.
Dr. W. S. Webb’s Whisky and
Daisy.
Mr. oicott'a Flash.
Col. Granville P. Hawes’ Bonnet Mr G do F, Grmt’s Pat.
Mr. q’Ueston’s Philil. and Meg.
Carre.
Mr, Tileston’s Glengarry aud Lon Mr. George M. V\ hiten’s Dnko.
Mr Theodore Moiforcl’s Don, May. Mr. S. B.DiJly’s Ranger imdqueen.
Dr. Struclian’a Flash and shot.
Puss, and Bob.
Mr. F. W. Steele’s Flake.
Mr. Von Lengerke’sDneh.
Mr. Benton’s Max.
Mr. (i. U. Wild’s Duke.
Mr. Tbos. Rodman, Jr.'s, Daly Capt. Grafton’s dim and Ned.
Dean.
Mr. A. n. Copeland's Noriih.
Mr. J. H, J. Doane’s Chios.
Mr I.. (J. McCloy’s Judy.
Dr. Strachau's Don II. and Rake.
Mr. James Gordon Bennett’s Bax\
and Gill.
Mr. C. W. Copeland’s Turk,
Mr. J'. W, Knox’s Belton and Dim
pie.
Mr. Snellenburg’s Sam.
Mr. Hubart’sEuby.

—Mr. F. H. Eleibowei', of Maysviile, Ky., lias sold to
Mr. D. Bryson, of Memphis, a bitch puppy by Plunkett
out of liis imported Irish, setter Kitty.
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—While attending the Chicago Bench Show we become
acquainted with Mr. Jesse Sherwood, of Edina, Knox Co.,
Missouri, an enterprising field sportsman and breeder of
dogs, who, while at Chicago, secured a number of fine
dogs, setters and pointers, among which were Czar, the
pointer which took first prize iu the small pointer class;
Fanclion, a bitch puppy by Rufus out of Friend, of Bur¬
ges’s kennel; red Irish Beauty by Colburn’s Dash and Waddclls’ Fannie, Irish and Gordon; Fly, a thoroughbred.
Irish water spaniel hitch, now in pup by Mellroy’s Pat, of
Janesville, Wisconsin. Also a very fine thorouglibj'od nine
months old pointer dog, purchased froth a gentleman from
Chicago. The care Mr. Sherwood is taking in selecting
stock for his kennel is evidence of his good judgment.
Stod Docs.—In our columns of advertisements, this
week, it will be found that Leicester aud Paris, tho splendid
brace of Field trial sellers, imported by L. H. Smith, Esq.,
of Slrathroy, Canada, imported from Mr. Llewelleu’s ken¬
nel, are to be used for stud purposes. We had an opportunity
ot inspecting those dogs while they were on exhibition at
the Chicago Bench Show last month,' and can say that
better specimens of high bred dogs have never come under
onr observation, and we would suggest the propriety of
crossing our native stock with such dogs when we have
the opportunity.
Operation for Umbilical Hernia.—Dr. W. S. Webb
operated most successfully, a few days since, on one of
Whisky’s pups, now three months old, for the radical cure
of umbilical hernia. It was performed by cutting down
upon llie hernial sac, reducing the hernia, removing the
sac of peritoneum, and bringing the sides of tho opeuing
together by silver sutures. The pup is now entirely well.
The Pointer “Phil.”—It was generally supposed that
this fine old pointer, now the property of A. C. Waddell,
had been imported by the late Col. Sam Colt, of Hartford,
and many regrets have been expressed by owners of his pro¬
geny that he was without a pedigree. A correspondent
writing to us from Fishkill-on-thc-IIudson, under date of
February J3tb, asserts lliat Phil has a pedigree, and, more¬
over, is a native and not an imported dog. Ilis letter is as
follows;—
“Why Col. Sam gave out that ho imported Phil (if he
did) is more than I can tell, unless taking him from this
place to Hartford is importing. I will give you a history
of Phil, and am able and willing to prove what I say. Col.
Colt bought Phil of John McDowell, whose post-oiliee ad¬
dress is Fishkill Landing.
Said MeDowell raised and
broke him. The father of Phil was a dog named Pierce,
owned by a Mr. Fred Orlhlep, engineer and draughtsman,
Williamsburg. lie was very dark liver color, aud either
he or his father was brought from Texas. The mother of
Phil was a black and white pointer biielt named Sue, whose
owner’s name I will also ascertain. Phil has two owu
brother-', owned by the Messrs. Le lloy, of Hew Hamburgh,
N. Y.
G.W.B.”
Our correspondent promises to make further inquiries
and give as the result. The advantages of a Kennel Reg¬
ister are apparent from this single case. It tlimulales in¬
quiry and provokes discussion, tlie result cf which will he
to clear up many doubtful points in the histories of soino
of onr celebrated native dogs.
Aue Does Property?—An Ohio jury has been found to
declare that they are, and strange to say, Hie members
thereof have some idea of tlie money value of a good dog.
A case was decided last week in the Obio Court of Common
Pleas in which a Mr. Eastham sued one Swinger lo recover
damages for the killing of a Gordon setter. The report
says:—
“The dog, it appears, had wandered away several miles
from liis owner’s plane of residence, having followed a
neighbor who was going away some distance on business,
a winger's defence was that the animal was running at
large, cunirary lo law; further, that he supposed him to
be mud, and consequently shot hint. The jury were
charged that the fact that the dog was away without his
owner's knowledge or consent, some seven miles, and out
of sight of the oue keeping or harboring hirn, was no bar
to a recovery; provided the dog was on the highway going
in tlie direction of home, or the person he had been fol¬
lowing, and was slopped, headed olf and maliciously shot.
Under ihe Ohio statute dogs arc not taxed so much %rr
capita, but according to their assessed valuation, The ani¬
mal in this case was rated at $100, and the jury, after a
few minutes’ deliberation, gave tbe plant® a verdict 1‘or
the amount,"
■* ■ »■-

—A very singular circumstance happened to our friend
Mr. David Byyson, of Memphis, a lew ditj’s since. Ills
bitch Madge, heavy with pups, was loaned by him to a
friend under the impression that she would not pup for a
month. The gentleman took her out limiting, and she
pointed a quail which bo killed. Madge dropped to Shot,
but when told to feLch she did not move, aud when the
gentleman advanced to her, it appeared that she had
dropped a pup while at charge. He immediately started
for home, but another pup wus born befuro he reached
there. Such a case as Ibis never before came under our
notice, and if there is any grounds for the belief that work¬
ing a pregnant bitch is beneficial to her pups, this brace
should certainly bo possessed of very keen spotting instinct,
—Field.
COLORS OF IRISH SETTERS.
Boston, Musa,, February 15th, 1876,
1&DITOK ■p'OttTCST ANU STREAM!—
Probably not one in the whole list of sporting dogs has eanml more
argument than the garni; Irish setter. Not only over the oeeau, Lu years
past, has ibis'dog been tlie subject of many letters, but also here, anew
arc liis merits, color, &c., brought before the notice of sportsmen, in
your issue of the 10th iList., just at hand, u correspondent cmv.stions
rather severely ihe opinion of a contemporary of yonrs, and wonld have
us believe that the pure Irish wetter is of all colors, which ihe writer of
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this most emphatically tUnies. He seems to Imagine that every Bettor,
which IB hreii in Irelipul. or comes from. Ireland, is an Irish Better,
Now, he is all in the WTong, and can And no recognized authority
that gives the genuine Irish dog as of all colors. This reply is not writ¬
ten to involve a lengthy or personal controversy, but merely that men
who buy liver and white, ot black and white dogs, or dogs of any color
hut red, or red with white, for the pnre Irish, may look into the purity
of their purchase. But if Buck purchasers arc satisfied with the lineage
of their onlmuls. of innny colors, as being true Irish, then many a ken*
n-1 will contain a begin? specimen of (lie gamy Jri-li dog, and many a
dealer of arrant frauds will laugh in secret, at the ignorance or credu¬
lity of the purchaser.
Let us pictnise by saying that wo have never
visited the best Irish lccnuols, neither have we traveled all over Ireland,
but that is no reason why wo should not place faith in mon who hme
made sporting dogs their life stndy, and who have been in Irelaud and
know the color of the Irish setter.
Tins “Georgia” ever become iniiraate wiih Roland and the most noted
Irish kennels, by personal observation? What does he know of'the Irish
setter, but what he has seen of imported dogs of that strain," or what he
Iimr read of them. The writer of this, being especially a lover of the
Irish getter, has stnddied all the authorities pertaining to that dog, and
not alone from his o»n personal experience, but from the letters of men
who knew from personal experience what they were writing about, he
firmly believes the only color of the genuine Irish dog to be red in Us
different shades, and wlrh more or less white
Had “Georgia” carefully followed the letters of the most noted of
In?h breeders, which at one time flooded the columns of the London
Field, ho would not now, 1 think, “emphatically deny that the Irish set¬
ter mast be red, or red and white to be pnre.”
It has been the practice of some dealers to sell to sportsmen dogs of
all colors as the pure Irish, giving no more proof of their purity than
their own word, which is about as genuine as the dog they sell. This is
not Tight, and it is done by those who eh her know not what an Irieli set¬
ter L like, or else knowiu *ly believe the purchaser to bo ignorant. It ia
nil bosh for any man at this day, to try to establish the idea of the
thorough Irish setter being of any color.
“Georgia” quotes as aothority, “Frank Forester” on the Irish breed.
Now we all know that the lamented Herbert was the most fascinating of
sporting writers; that ho has never been excelled, either before or since
Ills lime, in descriptions of sport by flood or field. But he la not regard¬
ed as particularly an authority on matters canine.
Your correspondent also aludes to your venerable Kennel Editor,
WhtTse personal opinion ought to bear weight, as he is the oldest breeder
living next to Lavorack. Now with all due respect to the “Squire,” let
Us go back one stop farther and refer to Lavcrack himself. Does he
publish tl»e Irish sutler ns of all colors, or of any color but red, or led
and white? He certaluly does not. He only says that the dark red
Irish dogs eoineihne? have a black taint to their coats, and that evon
this black tinge 1* the result of a distinct cross >vith a black seller,
though he dove in it very much object to the color. So highly does he
bold tlie true Irish dog, iba- he visited the beet kennels iu Ireland with
the Idea of purchasing animals to cross with his own breed, but he found
With-exception of a few strains, that the grand old Irish dog had dc-gen
craLed, and finally he couctnded that they would not nick with his own.
The two very befet authorities on sporting dogs—“Stonehenge” and
•Tdetone”—do not acknowledge the pure Irish setter to be of all col¬
ors, bat most positively assert that he must be red, with more or lees
White,
Yes; “Old Callabar” has advertised chestnut-colored Irish eotters;
but what is chestnut but a rich shade of red? But this shade of chest¬
nut, as found m the Irish setter. Is not a liver color; neither is it that of
the chestnut grown dark and black by age, but it is the brilliant rich
red of the chestnut ns found when it comes with a gloss and a glow fresh
from the burr. It is ihiB shade of red which Is the perfection of color in
the Irish dog, and which, when the animal is iu good condition, varies
With every flash of light and shade, from the tinge of red mahogany iu
its highly polishod state, to the hue of a golden red. Not that the color
really changes, hut that the sunlight gives the tinge of blo.ud to a color
which, In the shadow, has a deeper, darker hue—a hue such as one sees
iu old mahogany burnished to a deep ted ochre tiogc.
HutchinHon's “Bob,” regarded as a perfect type of the Irish breed,
Stonehenge say?? was a red chestnut in color. But he does not mean a
liver color; neither docs be mean such a color as we find upon our span¬
iels, but a rich red, the tips of the hairs looking as if “dipped in port
wine—a blood red. * ’
There is a great difference betweeu a red chestnut and a liver color.
For instance, look at someof the spaniels which have the liver color In
perfection, and then glance at the red chestnut of a thoroughbred racer,
or at Ihe hae of the chestnut Itself, when, new and fresh, and the differ¬
ence is too marked to be mistaken.
To be sure there are many dogs bred in Ireland which are of all colors,
but the fact of their being born in Irelaud docs not make them Irish
sellers any more than docs the birth of an Irishman in America make
*liim an American. No doubt there are fine s'rains of setters bred in
Ireland of different colors, but it is only the . red dogs that have made
Ireland famous for its setters; and it is only the red dogs which to day
ore recognized as the genuine Irish—dogs that if kept pure hold their
Identity and superiority no matter to what clime transported.
Nimrod.

Although we have much confidence !n any allegation
that may be made in regard to Irish setters by our corres¬
pondent, and notwithstanding one of our contemporaries
alleges that those who say that there are Irish setters of
other colors than red, or red and white, are either “knaves
or fools,11 we are not yet convinced that it Is so. AVe never
have been in Ireland, yet we have had considerable inter¬
course with Irish gentlemen, and have done much shoot¬
ing over Irish dogs, and those dogs were either red, or red
and white, as those colors we admire, but for fall twenty
years of our life we did much shooting with the late Robert
Gamble, Esq,, of Flew Orleans, an Irish gentleman of
large means, and an enthusiastic, skilltul field sportsman;
and through his influence and efforts we obtained some
dogs from England and Ireland quite equal to any we have
ever met with. With Mr. Gamble we hive spent weeks
together camped out on the prairie, when we had ample
time to discuss the merits of foreign and domestic dogs,
and all matters relating thereunto, and by that gentlemen
we were assured that there was almost as great a variety
of color among dogs bred in Ireland as in England or
America. We have frequently heard him speak of a ken¬
nel of jet black dogs belonging to a friend of his there.
Now, our experience has convinced tis that, sometimes
when a black setter is crossed with a red, or red and white
one the pups may come liver color, or liver and white, per¬
haps we should say chestnut, or chestnut and white, the
latter is fashionable, you know* Perhaps some will say
that the black dogs were not Irish. IIow long does it take
a dog to change his nationallity? If there is no limit to
this tiling, will we ever have dogs which should be called
American dogs, or must they to the end of time continue
to be called English, Irish, or Scotch?

Qoebrc, February 16th, 18?6.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
My Irish red setter dog IJouto, about eighteen months otd, has lately
had a severe attack of distemper, and eoou became so ill that I greatly
feared he would die. In Forest and Stream, No. «G, Vol 5,1 noticed
a remedy given by one who signs himself “Canine” which, recalled to
my mind that I had seen some dogs, suffering from distemper, with a
lamp of wax (put on by their owners) between tboir eyoa, und was told
it waB very beneficial. I gave Ponto two autl-hilions pills, which purged
him well. I then clipped the hair off from close to the end of the nose
well up between the eyes, covered a piece of linen with shoemaker’s
wax, and applied it on the hared spot warm. The next day the running
from his nose was very profuse, and appeared to worry him a good deal.
Some person recommended burning old leatUer uuder his nose. This I
laughed at, hut the day after, finding him very uneasy from the large
quantity of matter still escaping, I decided to try it. An old boot was
thrown on the fire, and when well scorched yud smoking was put into a
bag and the dog’s head closed in and kept there as long as he could hear
it. When the bae was removed he ran around sneezing, and in a few
minutes appeared to have completely discharged the offensive matter,
and was quite lively. I have left the plaster on, and every two or three
days perform the smoking operation with most favorable results, aud
my dog is fast recovering his appetite and spirits. This remedy is so
simple and harmless that I cannot refrain from giving it to you for the
benefit of any of your readers who may have a dog suffering from dis¬
temper and are willing to try it. I did not try the arsenic mentioned by
' Canine,” nor have I gi veu any medicine except the pills mentioned.
His food, while ill, is oatmeal porridge, or sea biscuit in milk, or shcepshcad broth.
Stadacona.
Kennel Froddce.—Mr. N. Salln*? imported redXnVli setter LilliII.
has a very lumdt-ome litter of dark red pups by his Dash, whose portrait
was published in this paper a fortnight ago These pups are very prom¬
ising. on account of themeriis of their sire and the blood of their dam,
who is one of the handsomest iu the country, and one of the highest
bred; her pedigree was given in the account of the dogs1 portraits.

ten mid Mher
FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.
SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynolus carohnus. Grouper. Epinephelpue nigritus.
Drum (two species.) Family ScUE- Trout (black bass,) Cenlroprutis
mdie.
atratius.
Kiugtish, Mentidrrus nebulosus.
Striped Buss or Rockfish, Boccut
Sealiaas, hdamops ocelMus.
tmeatus.
Sheepsbead, Archosargus probata- Tailorilxh, Pomatomm sattaMx.
cephalus.
Black bass, Mtcroplerus sahnotdee’.
Snapper, Lutgakus caxus.
M. nigricans.
{Voder the head of “Game and Fish in Season'' we can only specify In
general terms the several varieties, because the taws of Stales vary so winch
that were we to attemnt to particularize me could do no less than publish,
those entire sections that relate to the hinds of game in question. This
would require a great amount of owl'spa* e. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which till legislation is founded, and
our readers would (to well to provide themselves with the ta ws of their re¬
spective estates for constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create confusion.]
Fish in Market.—Fish continues to be in very abund¬
ant supply and moderate in price. We quote striped bass
from North Carolina, 20 to 25 cents per pound; smelts. 10
cents for Eastern and 20 cents for green; blue-fisli, 12J
cents; salmon (frozen), 50 cents; mackerel, 15 to 25 cents
each, according to size; shad, Savannah, 50 cents each;
North Carolinas, $1.25; the latter are very fine, weighing
as high as six pounds each; whileperch, 18 cents per pound;
Spanish mackerel (refrigerated), 50 cents; frost fish, (tomcods), 8 cents; halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 8 cents; kingfish from ICey West, 20 cents; red snappers, 25cents; pompano, $1; cod-fish, 8 cents; black fish, 10 cents; flounders,
12^ cents; eels, 15 to 17 cents; sheepsbead, 30 cents; turbot,
25 cents; white-fish, 18 cents; pickerel, 15 cents; sun-fish,
12 cents; yellow perch, 10 cents; salmon trout from Green
Bay, Wisconsin, 20 cents; black bass, 18 cents; ciscoes, 12
cents; green turtle, 20 cents, terrapin, $12 per dozen; lob¬
sters, 12 cents per pound; scallops, $1 per gallon; soft
clams, 30 to 60 cents per hundred; hard shell crabs, 50
cents per dozen.
—The season for salmon and trout fishing in England
and Wales opened on the 2d inst.; in Ireland many of the
rivers were open in January. The prospects for a good
salmon season are reported as being unusually good. Four
fish weighing twenty-five pounds each were taken on the
fitst morning in the Severn and sold for four shillings
sterling per pound.
Movements of the Ftsiitnc; Fleet.—There have been
30 arrivals of the fleet liie past week, 19 from Ihe Banks,
and 11 with herring from Newfoundland, New Brunswick.
The receipt of fish, iu round numbers, is 585,000 pounds
of halibut, aud 395,000 pounds of codfish. The shore fleet
h ive not doue much on account of the rough weather.
Sales of ftesh codfish at $2 per hundred weight, and had¬
dock for $1.50.—Cape Ann Advertiser, February 18/A.

THE

FISHERIES AND SEA LIONS OF
CALIFORNIA.

w(
San Francisco, Cal., February 4th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have lately met one of the Fish Commissioners ot this State, and he
informed me that there Is little doubt thnt the Legislature will enact e
law this seslon to remedy the eviis to our naileries in the use of net,
with too small meshes by the Italian, Spanish, and Ghiuese fishermen.
Whether the act for the protection of the sea lions will lie repealed,
there may be some doubts. A few interested parties for their proturva
tion, as well as some others who do not believe that they effect eo much
destruction to fish as is believed by many, are making great efforts that
they should be spared from either partial or entire extirpation. There
are even some persona who contend that they do not devour or wound
many fish, that they even live ia part or in whole on o'her food, such
crustneete, or sea-weeds, &c. And yet 'liny can hardly be supposed
be ignorant, so popular is that institution, that they are fed at Wood¬
ward's public park or gardens solely on fish, whioh they consume jn la
quantities too, and are so voracious tUut their keeper states they would
eat, double the quantity ho gives them, did he throw It to them I really
do not see what good enrniverotts aUinals do us, unless its interesting
studies of natural history m i heir wile condition, although li e cm
amine their curious form3 and habits, in a large pond at Wood want's well
managed menagerie, find aquntinuta. We lim e had many articles in

onr newspapers on this subject, and Wo have had many remarkable
theories and speculations regarding these souls and what, they feed Upon.
One writer has said that a seal was observed from the Oakland Ferry Boat
to gobble up a large shag or cormorant. Tuis is not improbable, but
still is hardly satisfactorily “proven,” as the movements of both these
creatures arc so rapid in their proper element that it would take very
quick eyes to be sure of the fact. But it is not improbable that they dt>
live partly upon fowl aa well as fish, and as these cormorants and many
ducks aa well ay gulls, and pelicans, etc., live mostly on fish, the seals make
a >tne compensation and balance of animal life by destroying ihuid.
This ia all well, and must mitigate somewhat their destructiveness
among all kind, and sizes of fish. It ia fiillicnlt to decide nhich ia tile
swiftest animal, the seal or the salmon, or the other rapidly swiiu uiiog
game, or carniverons fishes. 1 remember once reading or a gentleman
in Scotland who so tamed a seal that he trained it to catch salmon and
bring them to him, which he did in considerable numbers. The Infe¬
rence from this is easily drawn about the steal's activity, as we ati, in¬
deed, may observe both near the rocks at pur Cliff House aud at Wood¬
ward’s Gardens.
Our Fish Commissioners have recommended the repeal of the law in
favor of the sea lions, and it la quite probable tUat they know their busi¬
ness better than some outsiders and fault-finders, who are proverbially
facile in pointing out medicines fertile cure of every disease while they
themselves raise the ory of “no quackery," (the siguature of pile of the
most verbose and irreverent rambling among their Communicaliuns).
Another intelligent arguer states that “in the years of our early settle¬
ment of .the Stale, the rivers were filled with salmon, aud tho Bay teem¬
ed with, nameless varieties of fish. The sea itous roaiuedits waters In
undisturbed supremacy, and in numbers far exceeding the present lime,
and yet the waters abounded in fish, aud irs surface was covered with
feathered inhabitants." What of this? The waters then so swarmed
with fish that whatever quantities the seals consumed they could make
no impression, of course, no visible or important diminution of their
irumhers, but now, and for years past, both the fishermen with their
small meshes to their nets and the Sacramento River setters for salmon
and sturgeon, have so swept the fish from Ihe waters that now every
remedy should be resorted to to cure tile evil, and the dlmiiuabment of
the seals Should be one of them.
Besides, Mr. Kaeding, of the sporting firm of laddie & Kacdtug, who
has been here fioin the earliest days, and hits watched all these matters,
assures me that the seals were allowed to be killed from 1858 to about
1B04, to say nothing about it before that time, and he attributes the
plentifulness of the fish within those years, particularly, to the seals
having heen in a great measure killed out. Bet, there are interests at
stake, besides the having fish cheaper, and voila most of this opposition
to the repealing the law.
E. J. Hooter.

CASTING THE FLY.
^
Chatham, Mirimiehi, February IStll, 38ffi.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
1 read with interest the remarks of Mr. Guo. Dawson on "Fly rush¬
ing,” copied in year issues of 3rd aud 10th that., from ihe Albany J- • ■
ing Journal. 1 cannot imagine a successful side-cast and have seen it
piacticed only by beginners. Our best anglers practice tile direct move¬
ment, which, at its beginning, lifts the line almost bodily from i lie water,
rolls it back in a gradually unfolding and graceful loop until ilia almost
extended its fall length behind at an angle of from 10* lo 13°: then
brings it forward In form almost the <«::ict reverse of that produced by
tire first motion, the extreme end of the line, anrl the tender only rearing
on the surface. 1 may remark, that theawkurd casting of many anglers
is due almost entirely to a want of appreciation on their pnrr, of Ihe
forces contained In a little greenhart, or bamboo nnder deft, manipula¬
tion. The arc which the tip of the rod. is made to describe is too great,
and made too regularly as to time, Yoiir unpracl iced uiiplvr whips Ills
twenty-five or thirty feet of line out of tile water with a savage jerk and
almost, if not quite, tin ashes tho ground behind him with the Up of his
rod, which he brings forward again with an equally viciohB motion thnt
almost buries it in the water before him. Nearly ali the force rcqulr- d
for this kind of performance may be saved by beginning willi a s.euilu
upward motion, quickened when the line ia straight, to aa to lift it dear
of the water aud give it a sufficient impetus backward. The movement
at the rod to the roar should be so arrested when it reaches from five to
ten degrees beyoud the perpendicular that it may move slmvly backward
until the practiced hand feels that the line has reached the point from
which it is to be brought forward. The forward motion commences
rather slowly, but is made brisk and sharp very soon, aud so continued
uuill the rod is a little more than straight over head. Here, one may
say, the cast ends, for it is only necessary to let the tin of the rod loliow
the line by a slow and easy downward motion as it stretches out m front.
In this cast the morion of the rod is direct, bat not straight over head
for those who acquire the art of making it use either hand, aud it ia done
slightly on one side—the rod entting a line about 35 degrees off perpen¬
dicular.
8-

THE KRIDER ROD.

v\
PhilaueupiijA, February 15th, 1879.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As an old angler. 1 offer a few remarks on fly rods, and what I con¬
sul-r Ihe best, and the material nsed in making. It mav not only he in¬
teresting, but advantageous to brotheis of the gentle art. 1 shall end.c»' or to explain in a familiar manner, otherwise it would be a waste of
time and paper, aud calculated to confuse the render. Fly rnda 1 have
used made by som.' of the best makers, from the principal woods used
in rod-making, such as Split und glued bamboo, lance-vrood, green heart,
logwood, and iron wood. 1 must say fora seven or eight ounce rod,
I have no hesitation in rccoiumeudiDg split and glued bafiihoo. For tbc
last few seasons I have been using a seven ounce split and ghicil
bamboo made bv John Krhlcr. Philadelphia. I have frequently lusted
It on the principaUrouling waters with great satisfaction. The Kridol
rod is madp in an entirely different manner to auy that I have yet seen.
In making split bamboo rods, the great object Is in fitting up the strips
so as to save aa much as possible of the enamel or outside shell which, ia
really the life of this wood. The Krtder rod is made iu Lite following
manner:—Eight or nine strips of equal size are fitted so us to get the
enamel on ihe inside or each strip and form a centre. By fitting the
strips in this manner the pieces can be well rounded and finished with¬
out the least danger of injuring or working off the enamel, ns you bnvo
the principal part in ilia centre of the piece.
The old style of making split bamhoo rods is in using four Strips wilb
enamel on the outside in rounding and Hnislnng, working off the prin¬
cipal part or enamel. Some makers nse six strips with enamel on the
oniside, which is much better thau fuur, ns the more strip - Used, if pro¬
perly fitted and well glued, Lhe better.
My motive in writing this is simply to introduce to brother anglers the
manciple of the centre enamel split and glaed bamboo or Kritler red
v
_
W. J. P, |

—A Georgia paper says: There Ist’n Georgia a great dtml
of ffun to the square inch. We opiue that there are now at,
least three thousand Ions of it iu coulinuous eruption, car¬
rying destruction, to ilm whole family of fetus nalura), from
slag to starling. It is also suspected that much of ihe ar¬
tillery opens at convenient times upon beef cattle, hog*,
and sheep. Without further comment, however, wo remit
the suggestion io the consideration of the assembled wis.
(loin ot the Slate.
_Tbc kangaroo has keen, introduced on several large es¬
tates ia France, and is now hunted iff thnt country us game.
It readily adapts Itself to lhe climate.
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Yachting in Florida.—The St. Augustine Yacht Club
inauguraleil the season on the 12th ult., with a grand re¬
galia. The club house has been enlarged and improved,
and the club now lias on its rolls over 100 members, em¬
bracing many prominent yachtsmen of the North.
The day was beautiful, 'with a light breeze from the south¬
west. At 10 o’clock A. M. a national salute of twenlyone guna was fired. Visitors from Jacksonville and St.
Augustine soon filled the capacious club rooms and piazza,
and at half past ten o’clock a fine start of the second and
third class yachts was made. The race was over the usual
course of ten miles.
The America won (lie first prize easily, and the Ida Lynn
the second by a few seconds; the Eagle won the third class
prize by one minute.
In the afternoon tlio first class boats, Seminole and ilelle
of the Bay, were started, followed by the special class
yachts, Julia, Maud, Lucy, and Nellie. The Seminole won
easily in her class, but the special class race was closely
contested.
At the finish the Maud managed to pass the Julia, coming
in thirty seconds ahead, with extra time allowance, the
Lucy being a good third.
Baltimore Yachting Notes.—Efforts are being made
to render the coming regatta season more interesting and
attractive than ever'hcretofore. The yachts are generally
being overhauled and brightened up, and in some cases re¬
modeled so as to increase their speed. The first regatta
will take place on Whit-Monday, June 5th, the slakes
being two silver pitchers, and the. course from Henderson’s
wharf to the While Rocks and back, a distance of tweuty
miles. The following yachts have been entered: First
Class, Fritz Bnekheimer, John Barrett, Jr., John Milroy,
John Adams, Col. E. J. Chaisty, The Nattie, and Nathaniel
C. Robcrtsou; second class, Annie Las he, Joseph Ilebb,
and Joseph Cromwell. All the boats belong toFell’s Point
and Canton clubs,—Sun.
Eastern Yacht Club.—The following officers have
beeu elected: Commodore, John M. Forbes; Vice Com¬
modore, T. D. Broatiman; Rear Commodore, Chits. Whit¬
ney; Secretary, Henry B. Jackson; Treasurer, Patrick T.
Jackson; Measurer, F. D. Child. Regalia Committee, W.
M. Whitney, John Jeffries, Jr., R. F, Clark, R. H. Steven¬
son, A. L. Huntington.
The Palisade Boat Club.—The monthly meeting of
this Club was held at Yonkers last Monday evening. The
Recording Secretary reported a roll of forty-six active, and
twenty-nine honorary members. The Captain reported
that the club had rowed 5,030 miles during the ninety-one
working days of the year, a daily average of 23J miles.
The highest score, 017+ miles, was made by H. T. Keyser.
Officers for 1876 were elected as follows: President, M. F.
Rowe; Vice President, W. H. Guernsey; Recording Secre¬
tary, B. F. Vermiiyea; Corresponding Secretary, R. G.
Jickson; Treasurer, E. Underhill; Captain, C. U. Harriot;
Lieutenant. H. T. Keyser; Trustees, E. Jl. Jackson, H. B.
Starr, W. H. Stewart, W- F. H. Gutty, W. H. King.
—Williams College has voted to withdraw from the Col¬
lege Boating Association.
—A number of gentlemen of Halifax, have organized
Jliemselves under the name of “The Fishermen’s Rowing
Association of Halifax,” for the purpose of putting a crew
into training l’or the contest at tile Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia, They propose to raise about $3,000 lor the
purpose of defraying the e> pease of the crew they will
collect and put iulo immediate training. A four oared
crew and a champion sculler are required.
—The winning crew in the four-oared shell race to be
rowed in England this spring being the Thames and Tyne
crews, will come to this country to row in the Centennial
regatta. The Thames crew will be Higgins, Green, Thomas
and Spencer, lour noted oarsmen. The Tyne erew will be
Boyd, Bagoall, Lumden, and Taylor. The stakes will be
£400, and championship of Euglaud.
.English Oarsmen and the Centennial.—The last i.-sne of Bell's Life has the following paragraph on this sub! Ject;
Whether the Universities, or cither of them, will feel dis¬
posed to attend the Regatta at Philadelphia remains to be
seen. It is not likely, however, that both will go, and
whichever crew is defeated in the forthcoming race on the
Thames, that same University Will probably not enter
for the American event. The successful University in that
contest might consider the matter, but What would be the
result of their deliberations on the subject it would be very
speculative to foretell or suggest. The chief objection
would probably be in the way of expense, but if a suitable
crew can be found ready to give up their time, and should
be willing to go, such an objection as expense, in a country
like our own, ought not for a moment to come in the way.
Tf the resident members of the University are unable to
raise a sufficient sum for llte purpose, surely there are many
old University men “down" who would be only too willing
to help in a matter in which they, to a large extent, are in¬
terested! This matter may, however, for the present, he
allowed to rest, and the final point for consideration is
whether England is to be represented at all at the forth¬
coming International Regatta. From information at our
command, we are glad to say that we have every reason to
believe that site will. The meeting has every likelihood of
being a grand affair; it is to he principally an amateur
gathering; it is to be held at a most convenient lime of the
year, and English amateur oarsmeu, occupying the position
they do in the aquatic world, will be failing in their duty
if no British crew is present at the great aquatic fete which
lakes place at Philadelphia next August. Although Hoik¬

ing has as yet been officially decided, we believe the matter
has been more than talked over in the London Rowing
Club, and that one of the officers of that represeulalive
English Rowing Club—if we may So call it—well known
for his indefatigable efforts, has already interrogated one
or two gentlemen as to the possibility of their being able
to find time to go, which will, probably, be the only objec¬
tion that in this instance can be raised to ucrew being sent.
As time goes on we shall, probably, hear more of the mat¬
ter, and, in conclusion, we feel certain that we shall only
bo echoing the unanimous voice of metropolitan oarsmen
generally in expressing the hope that one crew, at least,
from old Father Thames may be seen at Philadelphia next
August.

^uHwcp |Ta (^onie&yondinfg.
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
H. M., Baltimore.—Is S. J, Bcstor, of Hartford Conn., reliable on
cocker Bpaniels? 1 wiah topnrchflse one from him if -ho ig. Ans. Yes •
G. W. R., Baltimore.—Please inform mo If there is any duty on does
Imported into this country for breeding purposes; if so, what percentage)
upon the original cost? Aua. There is no duty on dogs.
C. 1\, New York.—Caq yon inform me what fishing and shooting fs to
be had in the neighborhood of Ann Harbor, Mich., in the season? A us.
Perch, pickerel, bass, quail, woodcock, etc.
E. C. J., Hncasville, Conn.—Please inform me where I can get a pair
of close^hooting breech loading shot barrels made to lit a muzzle-load¬
ing stock of the best quality? Ans. Address Clark & Snider, No. £14
Pratt street, Baltimore, Md.

An International Match.—On Saturday, February
26iU, William Sexton will cross the Atlantic to contest
with Maurice Yignaux, the throe-ball champion of the
world. The Collemler Cup, emblematic of that champion¬
ship, was won by Yignaux while in this country, over a
year ago. Sometime since he wrote a friend in this city,
staling that he would not he able to go to New York until
May, hut if any player was auxious to compute with him
before that time, he would gladly accommodate him at
Paris. No sooner was the gauntlet, thrown down than it
was immediately taken up by our youngest American
player, Sexton. Vignaux was cabled, and bis reply
ebaUeuge was received agreeing to the match. The match
is already creating great enthusiasm in billiard circles, and
Iteurly co-operation greets it everywhere. Wo confidently
predict that no contest since that between Phelan and
Seereiter, for a grand stake of $15,000, at Detroit, April
12lh, 1859, will have created so great an excitement as that
which is to dome off in France next mouth. It is expected
that a number of friends and representatives of the press
will accompany Sexton.
The Centennial Tournament.—-It is' now positively
settled that we are to have a tournament at Philadelphia,
purely Centennial in all its details, and free from all the
Objectionable features that have chmactuiized those re¬
cently held in this cily. The prizes are in the aggregate
$5,000, divided as follows: $2,500 first, $1,000 second,
$750 third, $500 fourth, $250 fifth. The $1,000 prize is a
donation from Frank Queen, Esq., of llle .New York
Clipper. Horticultural Hall has beeu engaged for the pur¬
pose from May 15th to 27th, inclusive. The official pros¬
pectus will be issued in a week or two.

Greco-Roman Wrestling.—It seems questionable after
all, wliethe-r the style of wrestling which of lute has come
so much into vogue is entitled to the appellation given it,
for, according to the account given by the correspondent
of au English paper of line of the fetes giveu by the Prince
of Wales in India, wrestling by the natives after the style
of Messrs. Olvrislol, Miller and Bauer, formed a portion of
the entertaiomonl:—
“The two wrestlers, holding their bodies as far away
from each other as possible, clutch each other by the raised
and projected hands, and then, if they cau, gut to closer
quarters with a grip of head, shoulder, neck, or throat.”
—There will be two base-ball conventions this next ten
days. One convention of the Rational Association of pro¬
fessional players, which takes place next Wednesday,
March 1st, at New Haven, and the Amateur Convention,
which is to ho held in Philadelphia oa Match 8th, at
Assembly Hall, in Sansorn street, at 10 A. M. At the
former the Philadelphia, New Haven, Washington, Pea¬
body, Chelsea, Lynn, Bridgeport, and other professional
and semi professional clubs, will be represented, while
at tlio latter only Hie legitimate amateur clubs will send
delegates, among which will be llte Knickerbocker, Gotham
and Press Clubs, of New York; the Excelsior and Name¬
less, of Brooklyn, eto.
—Owing to the action of the National League in trying
to make money out of the sale of tlieir book of rules, the
playing code of rules have been dulayed in Iheir issue for a
month, and after all the League will lie unable to print them,
as none of the publishing houses will pay for the exclusive
use of the work, it not being a saleable book,
—There will be three codes of playing rules in operation
this season, one, the National Association code, governing
all professional clubs not in the League; the Amateur
Association code, governing all the amateur clubs, and the
League code, winch the eight clubs of the League will
alone abide by.
—The first of the championship matches for the West¬
ern pennant, will he played in Louisville, April 2olii, when
the Chicago and Louisville clubs will meet for the first
lime.
—Ball playing wa3 indulged in at Prospect Park, on
Washington’s birthday, by a lot of enthusiastic bull tossers,
though it was cold and windy.
—The Mutual Club will, in future, be the representative
club of Brooklyn among professional organizations. New
York now lias no professional club. They should have
changed the Nameless.

To Mend Rubber Boots.—The following simple recipe
on this point from the Christian Weekly may he found worth
rememberiag:—Cut virgin or native India rubber with a
wet knife into the thinnest possible slices, and with shears
divide these into threads as fine as fine yarn. Put a small
quantity of Hie shreds (say one-tenth or less of the capacity
of the bottle) into a wide-mouthed bottle, and till it threequarters full of beuzine of good quality, perfectly free
from oil. The rubber will swell up almost immediately,
and in a few days, especially if often shaken, assumes the
consistency of honey. If it inclines to remain in undis¬
solved masses, more benzine must be added; but if too
thin and watery, it needs more rubber. Apiece of solid
rubber the size of a walnut will make a pint of the ce¬
ment. This cement dries in a few minutes, and by using
three coals in the usual manner, will unite leather straps,
patches, rubber soles, backs of boots, etc., with exceeding
firmness. The India rubber, unvulcanized, can bo ob¬
tained at most large stores where rubbur goods are sold,
and at some drug stores.

S. W. B., Connersville, I nd.—Thereupon why your India rubber did
not dissolve wan because it waa not cut in line shreda. Sec a receipt
published in another column.
J. Mx C., Waterbury, Conn.—There is no such law In your State as
that mentioned in the slip forwarded to ns, unless it is some local enact¬
ment referring to the licensing of net and ponncl fi-liermen. The writer
of the paragraph probably had no uiteutUn of being understood as re¬
ferring to rod fishermen,
B. F. P., St. James.—Will yon please inform me where I can get a
book that treats on poultry? Ana. Jos. M. Wade, No. 39 North 9ih st.,
Philadelphia* can supply you at prices ranging from 50 cents to $5.
P., Chicopee, Mass.—T would much like to own the back numbers of
PoitJSST and Stream, can they be had in bound volumes? if so. at what
price. Please reply in “Answers to Correspondents. Ans. Yes; price
$4 per volume.
F. It. G., West Newbury .—Will yon inform me what ,'Belmontyle
oir is, and where U can he procured? Ans. Belmontylo oil is a patent
preparation, and we do not know its ingredients. It can bo hadol ZL
C. Squires, No. 1 Courtlandt street, this city.
C» D. M., St. Matks.—1 Is the fox limiting good around Southboro,
Maas. ^3. Who are the beat gun-makers in Boston, and Where can 1 get
a Remington rifle in that
3. What ia the price of a l ull blooded
Tox-Lound that will run a trail a long time. Please answer in y our next
issue, Ans. 1. We do not know. 2. See our advertising columns, 3.
Address Peter Knox, Newton, N. J.
J. B., Hannibal.—1. Where, nnd at what price can I find an Irish
water epunl el puppy? 2. What dog is best adapted for training to ietrieve-on land as well ns water? 3, What rifle of boie 3^-ItX) would
you advise me to buy? I want a good article? Does the Remijigfon of
this class rank hfgh? Ans. 1. Address J. H. Whitman. Chicago, Ill. 2.
The water spaniel can readily be taught to rctrievo from land or wafer.
3. Thu Remington ranks high, bat we canuot discriminate between
manufacturers.
H. B. P., Davenport, Iowa.—1. What; would a good second-hand
Scott or Greener gun cost, 10 bore 32-incU barrels, 0 lbs. weight, top le¬
ver? 2, Where can I get elioe packs made of caribou skin? Ans. 1.
It wonld depend npou the quality. Address H. W. Sackett, PlUeburgh
Pa., who baa one for sale. 2d, Address Frank Good, Manchester,
N. H.
W. L. H, Princeton.—A and B are shooting pigeons, 21 yards rise, 80
yards boundary. B shoots and wounds his bird, which flies out of
bounds butremm* and fails de«d and is gathered within bounds. How
should such bird be counted? Ans. After a bird hits once gotten out of
bounds it is equivalent to a miss, and cannot bo counted.
Brandon, Bald Mountain.—I see by the papers the Providence Arms
Co. of Rhode Island had failed. As this is the Company thaf manufac¬
tured the Peabody rifle, can you inform me if ibis rifle vs ill be auy long¬
er made? Ans. The Company have rt,-6umed and are making the rifles
again.
G. P., South Norwalk.—Will you please inform me which is the best
sporting rifle, Kemingrou or Sh rpV/ Ans. Cannot answer quest.ons
of merit; they are both good. Docs a breech loader coat auy mote fwt
ammunition than a muzzle loader, after the first coot? Ans. Yes; un
less you use brass shells, or reload your paper i n s.
Austtn Omni, New York.—My better half finds her Winchester
sporting rifle too heavy at the muzzle, and withes to» have a few Indus
cut off. Can. this be doue without materially affecting the power of the
rifle, andliow much wonld it be safe to amputate? Axis, cutting it off
would interfere with the magazine arrangements. Why not exchange
for a carbine?
M., Bangor, Me,—Which Is the best route to reach Decatur, Peoria,
UauuibuK and the intermediate shooting grounds, from Toledo? Can
one rely on time over the road? Will it be pleasant to travel over, ami
what of the accommodations? Ans. Go by the Toledo, Wabash at.d
Western Road. It will take you through the best country for game.
Tbe road is well appointed throughout, has superior accommodations,
aud is not surpassed by any road in the West.
o. W , Bridgeport, Conn.—I have a dog that is troubled with a kind of
lice that I never saw upon any dog except him. Now. I lake the liberty
of asking you if you have anything that will k.ll or dri*e them away
Without hurting the hair, or a receipt for the same? Ans. Almost ui y
luud of oil or grease will expel lice from animals. Annoint your dog
horonghly with oil, and after a day or two wash him well vutli carbolic
soap, or common brown soap. If the above is not successful, annoint
him with, mild mercurial ointment, beiug cureful that he does not lick
it off.
T. M., Jr., New Harmony, lud —Docs a dog gel, too old for breeding
purposes? I have a very good pointer, the host bred dog we nave ever
had in this place, lie is now about fourteen j care o.d. He Vi>ited my
black pointer hitch, about two months ago; no sign.el pups, do not kuuwwbother the bitch lost them, or the dog to old to do auy good. Ans.
Your dog is too old for slock purposes.
G. P», Jr., South Norwalk.—Will you pleaeu Inform ma which is the
beet rifle of these three—Remington, Sharp, or Whiinuj ? Ans. We to
not decide as to the merits of manufacturers. We would ud\ ise you LO
“mark, learn and inwardly digest,” Will it cost auy more for ammu¬
nition for a breach-loading rifle after the fir i coat than a muzzle louder?
Ans. Not if you reload yonr shells. Which is the best length, u 34
or 40 inch rifle? Ans. 31 inch.
Subscriber, Eusthamptou.—1- Do yon know of rmy place in New
York where live quail cau be found, and at whui price? 2. If quail were
introduced into the northern part of Vermont, do you Ihink ihey tumid
flourish, there to any extent? 3. Is there auy place near Mon I real where
good duck shooting cau be had in ihe spring unci fall? 4. 1 mn about to
purchase a shot gun, would you advise mo to got ana English or an
American breech loader? Ans. 1.1c U too hue in ihe t civ on to get- live
quail, but you might address Wbittly & Mon ts, Washington Marker,
this city. 2. We do not think they would. S On the Sr. Lawrence,
from thirty to fifty miles above Montreal there ia excellent duck t-honting. 4. Much depends npon the quality of gun you want. VVe cauuofc
discriminate between mauufauturera.

To take Kerosene Stains out op Carpets.—SpiinUle
good dry pipe clay over the spots and pass gtnily over it a
Sot iron. Allow ihu clay to -remain some lijviu in tuninrt,
with the carpet, and then remove by means of a good riiil
brush,. Repeat llte operation if ;he first trial piuves mil'leclivo.
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1870.
To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must he addressed to Tub Forest and StbeajFPdiilishiho Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communioationsintended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic Within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected mannscripts.
Secretaries of ClubB and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of UBefnl and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
find our coinmns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Poubst add Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beantifu) in Nann-c. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those baEe uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the vfrtnons and good. No advertise¬
ment or business notice of an unmoral character will be received on any
terms; and nothing' will bo admitted to any department of the paper that
may not he read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to na is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
CHAIIL.RS liALLOCK, Editor.
WItLUM C. nARRIS. Business Manager

COACHING.

A

LTHOUGH we think it a generation too soon, we
wisii the gentlemen who have undertaken the re¬
vival of coaching in this part of our country every success
in their efforts. We use the word “revival" advisa¬
bly, and in preference to “introduced," wliieli is the term
applied by some of our contemporaries, who forget that
we have not always had railroads, and that coaching, if
never followed purely as a pastime l>y auy of our gentle¬
men of wealth, as it is, and was in England, was yet in
olden limes Lite only means of travel. And, in fact, this
country is still the home of the stage coach, and affords
more of that pleasurable excitement to be found “on the
road” than is, or ever was, to lie had elsewhere. In many
parts of the West and Southwest, notably in California,
Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico, the stage
coach is the only means of communication between distant
points, and our English vieitor can not only be carried
over the Sierras, by the rocky shores of the Pacific, and
across great sandy deserts, but we can give him a taste of
that variety in coaching which he has not known since the
days of Dick Turpin and Claude Duval. The heroes of
Hounslow Heath seem now almost like mythical characters,
hut our “road agents" still flourish iu Nevada and Cali¬
fornia, while the playful Apache nwails the traveler in
Arizona to relieve him alike of puree and scalp.
As for distance, a continuous trip cau he made on the
Pacific coast of a thousand or more miles, and lasting
night and day for a week. Or the traveler can remain
ov..r at his will at any of the stations. Probably no coach¬
ing trip can he named to exceed in interest that which is
made by starting at Gilroy, or Hollister, or the furthest
point from San Francisco reached by the Southern Pacific
Railroad, and driving through the Salinas Valley and over
t.ie coast range to Santa Barbara; passing through scores
of those beauiiful natural parks of live oaks, aud attain¬
ing an aliitude of five thousand feet or more. Thence
following the coast with the wheels sometimes washed by
the waves of the Pacific, through San Beneventuro to Los
Angelos, and through the lovely Sin Gabriel Valley to San
Bernardino.
It is generally supposed that the horses used on these
Western slage lines ure miserable little mustang's, hut this
is a mistake.
The “cattle” generally consists of fine
American horses (so-called to distinguish them from the
na ive stock). We remember once driving into Gilroy,
where the cars were wailing to take us to San Francisco,
behind us as handsome a team of six reap horses as could
be turned out anywhere; aud gotteu up as to grooming

and harness in a style that would not have disgraced "the of Belfast, Mannasseli Smith, of Portland, Henry O. Stan¬
avenue.” Everybody has heard of Hank Monk, the Ne¬ ley, of Dixfieid, YVarren Johnson, of Augusta, Samuel E.
vada coachman who took Mr. Greeley at such a pace over Smith, of YViscasact, S. C. Strout, of Portland, Seth D.
the Sierra Nevadas, and pretending to misunderstand Ids Wakefield, of Lewiston, and G. D. Biahee, of Buckfield;
petitions for caution, exclaimed ''Sit still, Mr. Greeley, I’ll Executive Commiuee, J. H. Kimball, YV. S. Badger, W
get you there in lime." And every one who gees to San G. Davis, Warren Johnson, and E. M. Stillwell.
Francisco and visits the Geysers must have been struck
The sissociation has addressed a memorial lo the Legisla¬
with that remarkable hit of coachmanship, where six ture in relation to fish culture, and calling particular atten¬
horses are taken down and around a mountain over a road tion to Hie unusual natural facilities- existing in Maine for
barely wide enough for the wheels, willi a steep precipice its prosecution. On the 12th inst,, a bill for a general closetime for land-locked salmon, trout, and bass was presented1
on one side.
As much as we wish for it, wc fear that Messrs. Bennett, to the Legislature. It provides for an annual close time for
Douglas, aud Kane will experience some diliicully iu mak¬ certain fish in the State as follows. Landlocked salmon,
ing their coaching club Hie success in point of numbers of from September loih to March Isl; trout, October 1st toteams that it deserves to be. We have as yet too limited a, March 1st; black bass, and Oswego bass, April 1st. to July
number of young men of wealth and leisure, who have at 1st. Suitable penalties are provided for violations of the
the same time the inclination and the ability to “tool" a law, aud the fish particularized can only he caught by
coach, to ride a steeple chase, or follow hounds. Having sportsmen who use single baited hooks, or artificial flies.
no laws of primogeniture, even our large fortunes are, as a
Dominion of Canada.—The Game and Fisli Protec¬
rule, ent up and divided between so many that even an tion Society of Halifax met recently, and elected the fol¬
eldest son rarely finds himself in a position lo follow where lowing officers: President, Sir. Robert Morrow (re-elected);
his inclinations lead. Then again, the position of this Vice Presidents, Lieut. Col. Clerke, and Mr. E. G. Stayner
city deprives the club of all roads but one, without the al¬ (re-elected); Treasurer, Mr.M. B. Almon; Secretary, Fiiz
ternative of crossing the ferry. To be sure that one is Cochran (both re-elected); Council, Captain Todd, Eightyvery delightful, and lias Jerome Park and the club house seventh, Dr. Jennings, Btnj. Smith (Kentville), F. H. D.
for a turning point, hut variety is as essential In coaching Vieth, A. Downs, Charles Stayner, L. P. Fairbanks, M. B.
as in anything else. The following pleasant paragraph, Daily, L. G. Power, J. YV. Jackson (New Glasgow), all re¬
which we take from the London Field, shows that the elected; and Captain Barne, Sixtieth Rifles, and Mr.
originators of the scheme have the sympathies of their Charles Beamish as additional members.
friends on the other side:—
“Among other interesting topics discussed,” says our
“Onr cousins, we are pleased to see by an article in the Halifax exchange, “was the subject of rabbit canning. It
Few York Herald, intend going in strongly for coaching appears that siuee last autumn there has been an establish¬
Ibis year. They have already established u coaching club ment in operation in Sliubenacadie, where large quantities
of our own patiern, with a President, Vice-President, and of these animals are put up in cans for exportaiIon to the
other officers, aud while last year at Jerome Park the club old country. To sueh an extent is this carried on, that
turned out with five coaches, this summer more than double from nix to eir/M hundred pairs liave been purchased in a
that number it is cxpecled will put in an appearance. Of single week; aud these are brought, not. only from the sur¬
course, Rome was not built in a day, but it says much for rounding country, but from long distances. It is a question
the growing Iaste that already so much interest has been whether it would not be wise to extend the close season,
excited about the club. American gentlemen can drive, as which is at present from 1st March to 1st September, so
we know. Two seasons ago Mr. Tiffany was on the that they can now be lawfully killed for six months in the
Brighton road, and those who sat behind Mr. Kane last year. This seems too long a time. YVe ate glad that the
summer during that pleasant drive to Virginia Water know society is moving in the matter.”
how well his coach was horsed and how lo a minute it kept
—A bill has been introduced into the Maryland Legisla¬
its time. YVe hope to meet him and others of his country¬
men over here again this summer; but meantime we eoii- ture prohibiting the taking of terrapins or their eggs from
gialulate the New York people on their new institution, May 1st to August 1st.
and sincerely hope it will take root aud flourish.
—The following decision of the St. Louis Court of Ap¬
peals, in a case of infraction of the game laws, settles the
GAME PROTECTION.
question as fur as Missouri is concerned, and will be of
interest to cur readers:—
Game Laws of New York.

W

E presume that Mr. Royal Phelps was reported in¬
correctly as having said, at the last meeting of the
New Yoik Society for the Protection of Game, that he de¬
sired no change in the game laws as at present existing in
this Stale. In fact, Hie amendments to the law, which we
published a few weeks since, were prepared under the di
reclion of the society of which he is President, and must
have had his sanction. This amendment, if passed, makes
Die close season for quail until October 20th.
YVe
trust that the Assembly Committee will see fit lo extend
the close lime to November 1st.
The law regulating
the sale of game should also hive the attention of
the committee. As it now exists, grouse and quail can
he sold in our markels until March 1st, a most absurd regu¬
lation, and ODe to which, next to snaring and trapping, is
owing to the rapid diminution in the number of game
birds in this and adjoining States. YVe should also like to
see summer woodcock shooliug abolished, and llie close
season extended lo September 1st; not only on account of
protecting the birds, but so that the merciless slaughter of
chicken partridges by woodcork market shooters might be
stopped.
YVe find in an exchange the following memorandum re.
garding Mr. Sherman's committee io the present Legisla¬
ture,—
“The Committee on Game Laws of the Assembly has
been subdivided into three divisions, with reference to the
proper division of its labor. The first division cousists of
Messrs. Lyne, YVebb, and Halliday, and has charge of “Tidetvaier fish, and game restoring to the shores of tide water;"
and second division, on “Game aud fish of the northern
wilderness, and on the borders of the Great Lakes mid
the River St. Lawrence,” consists of Messrs. Bowen,
Taber, and Sherman; and the third division, on "Game
and fish in the interior of the State, except in the northern
wilderness, and outlie borders of and in the Great Lakes
and iu the St. Lawrence River,” consists of Messrs. Bowen,
Green, and Sin rraan.
The committee intend to make a
revision aud codification of the game laws, so that they
may be more readily understood, and more ifficicnUy ad¬
ministered than they ure at present. The committee ask
for suggestions from sportsmen who desire to assist them
in them work. At present the laws are inconsistent, and
are construed diversly by magistrates in different parts of
the Stale."
Maine State Association for Protection of Fish.—

The annual meeting of this association was held at Augusta
last week, when it was voted to memorialize the Legisla¬
ture for a continuance of the work which is being carried
on by the Fish Commissioners, and to reecommenda revi¬
sion of the Fishery laws of the Stale. It was voted to re¬
commend, as far as practicable, general instead of special
legislation for the proteclion and propagation of fish. The
following officers for the ensuing year were elected: Presi¬
dent, John H. Kimball, Bath; Vice-President, YV. S.
Badger, Augusta; Secretary and Treasurer, J. YV. Clapp,
Augusta; Directors, J. H Kimball, YV. S. Badger, VVm.
G. Davis, of Portland, E. M. Stillwell, of Bangor, S. D,
Leavitt, of Eastport, Charles G. Atkins, of Bueksport,
Prof. Joikam B. Bewail, of Brunswick, YVm. B. Hazletiue,

IS THE ST. T.OITIS 00UBT OF ArFBAl/S.
The State o/ Missouri, Respondent, vs. I/avid S. Randolph, Appellant,,
Appeal fiomSt. Louis Court or Criminal torrection,
OPINION OF TUH COURT.
Defendant was convicted on 33d of Jnty, 1874.in the St. Louis Conrt
of Criminal Correction, of a violation of Section 8 of the act of tiro
General As-em riv, entitled “An Act for lire Preservation of Game," ap¬
proved 7th February. 1871, by lmvi«g in Its povses.-ion three prairie
chickens in Jnly. 1874. The language of tire act is as folio .vs
6 i. -It shall be unlawful in any place iu this State to catch, kill, injure,
or pursue with such intent, any pinnated grouse, commonly culled prai¬
rie chicken, between the 1st day of February aud the 15lh day or Aul‘t shall be unlawful for any pcison to purchase have in possession,
or expose for sale any of the birds or game mentioned in thepieeeding
section, 1 of this act, during the season when the catclnng or Injuring
tne same i s prohi lilted.”
The conviction was upon the first count of the complaint, of having in
his possession three pinnated grouse, on or aboot 8th of Jnly, and de¬
fendant was fined nine dollars, being three dollaTa for ea h brrd. The
evidence is that three prairie chickens were cooken and dressed by the
servant of defendant at a restaurant, iu St. Louts, for which defendant
acted a» proprietor, by the direction of d.fendent daring the month of
July, 1871; that on July 7th, 1874, there were sold and delivered to de¬
fendant in the city of St. Louis, six prairie chickens imported from the
State of Kansas; aud that on tbeSlh Jnly, 1874, two prairie chickens
were served to customers in the same restaurant.
Wc thiDk Ihero was evidence enough to support a conviction. Ids nrged
by defendant that, inasmuch as it appears that these prairie chickens
were imported from Kansas, there con be no conviction. Rut the act
in question makes It a penal oflense to have ptairie chickens in one's
possession from 1st February to 15th August, in Missouri, no matter
whore they were caught. It is insisted thst ir thrn be the mcamng of
the act, it is in violation of the Constitution of the Uuited Slates, Con¬
gress alone having power to regul .to commeice among the several States.
We
see
nothing tmcoustltntional
in the
act.
The game
laws would he migratory if, daring the prohibitory season,
game could be
imported
from
the
neighboring States.
U would be impossible to show in most in.-tui ces where the
game was caught. The State of Missouri has as mach right to preserve
its pome as it has to preserve the health of i s citizens, and may pro¬
hibit the exhibiting for sale within ihe Stute of provisions oat of season
without any violation or the Constitution of the Uuited States. So far
as we know this right has never to on disputed, and its exercise by the
absolute prohibition of the having in possession or sole of game within
the Suite limitB, doting oeruiiu periods of the year, is no more an illegal
attempt to regulate commerce between the States than woold be a City
ordinance against selliog oysters in Jnly.
The lodgment of the Court below vrlil be affirmed. The other judges
concur.
»• -*• Batewbil, Judge.
Game Laws of Japan.—Tlie .Japanese have a general
game law applicable 10 lire whole Empire, which for
brevity anil conciseness is worLliy of imitation. The doing
away will) close seasons, und having a “shooting season"
istead is not a bad idea:—
Armens 1. Tbehnntingof birds and beasts wiih fire arms as almsissa i» called rtroku nyo (professional hunting); os a pastime, yti riyo
>lea*aieburning).
..
. . ....
Art. 8. Shod inn wilhoot a license is forbidden.
Aht. 3. Hunters, professional or amateur, must obtafn a license and
irry it with them when out shooting.
art. 4. The license is not transferable; it is only for one season, and
innol be sold or lent.
9 yen ($1), and amateur
Art. 5. Profc-Sional bnnters must pay
amors en yen i$10) for license.
Art. 6. Nu license shall i-sue to any pern non compos: under sixteen
hug piece; or who has
ears of age; unacquainted with the use or ■
eeu convicted of a violation of the-e regulations.
ART 7 Shootingi# furoidden, ewn fora person having license; In
7»ns: ill crowd,; within 100 yards of a hon.-e; within sacred • nclosres; in fields beariog crops at the rime; or on pos’i-d lands, tie pre:riued notice being two fmvti«g pi. ces crossin; each other and over
rein the lour Japanese characters, denoting "shooiiDg forbidden here.
Art. 8. No military rifles shall be used in hunting.

FOREST AND STREAM
Art. B The shooting season is from September 15th to Marsh 15th,
Art. 10. No shootimr allow ed from sunset to sunrise.
Art. 11. Hunters most exhibit their license on demand.
Art, 12 land-owners must post their land prescribed in the last para
grapn in article 7. and also enclose it with a line, cord, or temporary
fence to render hunting thereon by licensed hunters nnlawfnl.
Arts. 13 19. Tue fine for iiifrinetug nny of the abnvo regulations is
not loss than three yen ($31 nor more, than twenty yen $50) to he doubled
for a second offense, the offender to be also amenable in damages aud
the imormer in all cases to have half the line.
Tuttle Falls, X, Y., February 7th, 1376.
.Editor Forest and Stream:—
In yonr article "Game Protection," in the Issue of February 3d, you
invite suggestions relative to the proposed amendments of the game
law, and promise to lay snch suggeslious before the New York Associa¬
tion for thR Protection of Game.
There has been considerable discussion among the sportsmen of the
Mohawk Valley relative to the close season for woodcock, and I believe
it is generally conceded that the 3d of July is too early to commeuce
the season. Many of the birds are so small at that time as lo be unfit:
either to Bhoot or for the table. 1 saw woodcock with down on their
heads w hicb were shot 5th July last, little things hardly able to fly.
In this yioinity w oodcock leave ns soon after moulting, and we net
very little or no fall shooting, and consequently must kill our birds early
if at all.
Our association, and the sportsmen generally about here are of the
opinion that the opening of the season should be deferred to Anguet 1st,
then we will have a week or two of shooting before the birds moult,
and wbat we get will be better and stronger for the delay. I would sug¬
gest that ihe law be so amended that the season open August 1st. To
defer the opening beyond this time w ould deprive us who live and shoot
near the breeding grounds of any-sport, and we certainly think we arc
enliiled lo our share. Laigu numbers of woodcock breed along the
streams and springy lands at the edge of the great Northern Wilderness,
and furnish a considerable portion of the migratory birds which delight
our friends of the “Southern Tier.” The season hou Id be the same for
all portions of the State, and the 1st of September, which is advocated
by some, is too late for ns in the central and northern portions of the
State who obey the law, and endeavor to induco others to do so. Wo
succeeded very well the last yeur in protecting the birds, and shall use
our best efforts to enforce the law, but should the season open later
than August 1st I fear wc shall be unable to enforce the law at all, onr
tenure on those who dfsobey sometimes is too slight, and is controverted
largely by public sentiment, and pntilic sentiment says that ihe 1st of
Augnst is late enough
Watts T. Loomis,
President Herkimer Connty Sportsmen’s Association.
Buffalo, N. V., Feb. 11th, 1S77.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I noticed yonr remarks in regard te offering brouk trout for sale in Ba¬
tavia. in ihis week’s Forest and Stream, and trust tbe dealer will he
made to suffer. One of the Arms here have been doing ihe same thing,
and I have put the District Attorney ou his track, and he will be made
to suffer the full penally, if possible. I am greaily surprised at the lack
of interest in the B’orester Clnb, of (his city, in matters or this kind.
The club comprises among its members a large number of onr best cl 1
sens, some of whom are ardent anglers and gnuuers; but they don’t
Ecem to care whether the gamo laws are lived np to by hunters and deal¬
ers or not. The firm I speak of, or any other, might offer brook tront
for sale all through the close season, or black bass either, as they invari¬
ably rlo, and onr citizens wonld look on with indifference—probably bny
some of the flsh without once thinking there is such a thing as a game
law. X hope some of ihu members will read this and lake it in good
part, as it is meant for their benefit.
Haoestoi z .
Salem, Mass., February 14th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice an article from Newbnryport upon game protection in your
last issue. Generally, I agree with the correspondent, though in the matter
of snipe, I think there are other tilings than the multiplicity or sports¬
men which affect our sport w ith this bird. Among my reasms are there:
First, all observers of fnch things know that birds change their courses
of migration, influenced by scarcity of food close pursuit, either too
wet or too dry seasons. Then again, I think the turning up of the rich
Western Unds, bringing to the surface, or near H, much food, may af¬
fect our Eastern shooting. As regards the grounds about Newbnryport,
I think the mining interests have disturbed the Snipe, and again many
of the best fields are being cultivated, and they get encroached upon
each year. About here, in the spring, and of late years, I have seen our
pastures slice with woodcock, and lame too, but. scarce any remain to
breed. Ail sportsmen know that wo have our good and bad seasons for
birds. Ido not think Ihe sniping in this vicinity has grown so very
mneb poorer in the last five or six years. Everything now is “Go 'West,”
and it is possible ihe snipe have accepted the invitation. But to facts.
I have known your friend "Dry Land," and another gentleman to bag
thirty-flve snipe in one day on the Newonryport grounds within four
years aud have myself started forty iu a day.
Since the time above mentioned, wc have had un favorable late springs,
and for a number of years back dry fails, and If spring shooting is stop¬
ped we shall have very little dog work in Eastern Massachusetts. How¬
ever, this will oe giving the “solid men” of the Rod and Gun Club all
the tietler chances In ihe Connecticut Valley Slate, Nutmeg Slate, and
eo of course we of .the sea-board must;he content with an occasional waif
and the bay birds.
Teal.
Brooklyn, L. I,, February 15tli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream.—
Under the heading of “Game Protection,” in your paper of February
10. h, I notice in a letter signed “Fred. H. B„" a strong plea in favor of
the proposed amendment to the existing game law. WiLh regard to
woodcock, we, or Long island have bat Tittle to suy, and care as little,
bat in respect to snipe, we most respectfully venture to differ with the
gentleman. A simple statement as ta the prevailing scuicityof snipe,
In this region at least, will, I hope, suffice all reasoning minds
The
extensive marshes heretofore abounding in the counties of Queen's and
Suffolk, have of late been so drained and improved that the former
grounds tor snipe have almost entirely disappeared, and the number of
the birds Is yearly becoming “small by degrees, and beautifully less,”
In this region at least, we And snipe the most useful bird to train a
young dog on, and should this law pass, we might as well establish a
regular liattne of dogs, and lot the snipe have their own sw eet will. In
conclusion, we must submit, that, owing to the recent disapp arance of
the swamps, if we m.,y shoot no snipe in the spring, we shall have more
to shoot in the fall.
Hoping that the Legislative wisdom of the State now assembled in
Albany will see the justice of onr remarks, we can only repiat that if
this amendment be past, nirh regard to snipe, a majority of the valua¬
ble dogs now ownrd in this Slate, will become practically useless, as it
will lake at least one half of the time allowed ns to shoot, to get the
dogs iuto the training which has become destroj ed by their long enforced
idleness.
T. T,

—A petition is being circulated for more and better
buoys at Fire Island Inlet.
The three inner buoys
being spars instead of cans, it is said that they are
enlirely submerged when the tide is strong. The amount
of liavel through Fire Island Inlet, particularly in summer
lime, is scarcely appreciated. All of the towns on the
Great South Bay procure their lumber, bricks, and many
of their supplies in this way, to say nothing of the large
fleet engaged ia ihe menhaden fisheries. This matter re¬
quires immediate attention.
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MAN.

of these medical men are classed the highest, a circum¬
stance which is surprising, considering the risk Ihey en¬
counter from exposure to contagion, and from mental
LOURENS and Buffon consider that the natural term
anxiety. Among the trades the mortality varies murli.
of existence of man is one hundred years,
ju
Farmers, shoemakers, blacksmiths, carpenlers, tailors, anti
Genesis (VI., 3), his days nre numbered Kt ouehundred and
laborers have hotter chances for long life than miners,
twenty years. Elsewhere in the 8criplures a good old age
bakers, butchers, and inn keepers. Diseased persons can
is estimated at three score and len. At Ihe present time
Often prolong life by pursuing favorable occupations.
the age reached by mankind is much influenced by circum¬
Asthmatics are improved by out door employment, and
stances—by hereditary influences, by ihe observance of
those with heart diseases in pursuing a business free from
sanitary taws, as well as by the necessary friction through
excitement, or that does not tax their minds, Excess in
life dependent upon labor, mental anxiety, aud exposure to
drinking is admitted by physicians to be the frequent di¬
morbific causes, which in a great measure influence tile
rect or indirect cause of fatal illness. A constitution en¬
standard of perfect health and longevity. In considering
feebled by ihe use of alcohol never recovers so readily and
the conditions which constitute perfect health we must lake
fully from enervating diseases,
into consideration the incidents which occur from the cra¬
it is a fact lhat the longevity of females is not affected
dle to the grave, or tendencies imparted by progenitors to
by parturition, this statement is proven by the reports of
their descendants which admit of modification by training
the Registrar-General in England, which embraces a period
and education. A writer has remarked that “the Mosaic
of twenty-five years between the years 1847 and 1871, dur¬
account of the origin and development of the Jewish race
ing which the number of deaths of mothers to 10,000
has a red line- of genealogical doctrine running through it,
children horn alive, was 49, or one in 204 parturient,
which presents features of the greatest interest to the stu¬
women.
It wonld seem from lids that pregnancy is.
dent of mankind." The “Fortes area liter fortibm et bonin''
of Horace is one of the many instances of a recognition of women’s safeguard. Hufeland insists, in his “Art of Pro¬
Ihe samd principle by profane writers of antiquily, which longing Life,” that bachelors do not live to advanced age.
has received larger and more scientific treatment by philo¬ The same is said of persons without occupations. Tlte
experience of most writers confirm these statements.
sophic inquirers of recent limes.
The procreative powers of man arrive at maturity at the
The evidences to determine the existence and characterof hereditary influences are derived from descendants, time of puberty, and are sometimes annulled at an early nge
from collaterals, and from preceding generations. Great by excesses, or by disease. Instances are on record when
healthy men have become fathers at an advanced age.
disparity of age is considered as exercising a prejudicial
Thomas Bailey', in his “Records of Longevity," gives the
Eminence, although other points may be favorable. The
following: “Thos. Parr, of VV'iutiington, Shropshire, who
offspring of blood relations are less capable of resisting
died 1635, aged 152, married at the age of 80 for the first
morbid influence which sooner or later may be present.
Tlte change of climate lias its healthful.effect, and children time, and lived with his wife for 32 years, but during her
lifetime, and when 105 years old, he had an illegitimate
born in tropical climates, from healthy parents, are apt to
child by Catherine Millon, for which be did pemmcc in
succumb unless transferred to colder climates. It has been'
found, according to Ihe sanitary reports of the Bengal Alderlmry Church. After the death of his first wife he
married again at Hie age of 132, and had one child.” Tlte
Presidency forl8Tl, that deaths in the plains of India of
vigor of the offspring depends upon the vigor of the pa¬
European children amounted to 91-4 per 1,000, while at the
rents. It is, therefore, not physiologically desirable that
school on Mount Aboo, which is 4,500 feet above the level
there should be a great disparity of age between father aud
of the sea, deaths have only been 8 per 1,000. Hot house
mother. The writer recollects a ease where the father
plants, over stimulated by fertilizers, are the exact photo¬
at 85 married a wife whose age was 30, aud Ihree children
types of children reared iu climates which change the
were born to them, all of which possessed the known
normal period of development. The artificial mode of
weakness of intellect of their father, aud at Hie age of
feeding hand-reared children has also a tendency to dwarf
puberty were scarcely able to take care of themselves. It
the brain growth. The processes of nutrition are stunted,
seems desirable, iu order lo favor longevity, that both pa¬
and by this means the blood is impoverished which should
rents be in full vigor, for if the parents are very young,
support the muscle growth.
or very'old, the same stamina of constitution is not im¬
The period of manhood is fixed by law at twenty-one
parted to their offspring.
J, s. B.
years, but physiologically there is no fixed period for man
to obiain his majority. Until the ago of thirty Lite great
—What Springfield does she does well. The great poul¬
index of vital power, the chest, continues to expand. It
try show in that city, iu which the Poultry Associations of
has been shown that military recruits are capable of bear¬ Massachusetts and Connecticut had I lie assistance of Ihe
ing more fatigue when men of maturity. In the United Rod and Gun Club, was a great success, due not less lo the
States the average height of males is five feet and nine gentlemen of the club than to the breeders of fine poultry
inches, while that of females is five feet and two inches.
throughout ihe Stale, who sent their best specimens, and
In persons exceeding the normal height the chylopa'iic made a display worthy of the occasion. The efforts of I lie
viscera do not keep pace with the muscular and osseous Rod and Gun Club will next be directed towards their
system. With persons of smaller statue it is different.
great Bench Show of dogs to be held ou the 27lh. of April.
The}'are heller nourished, and consequently heller filled
for Ihe brunt of life. The full growth of the body is
—Last week 25,000 California salmon trout, from the
reached in thedecenniumof life iu the male; in the female Donegal hatching-house, arrived at Euston, and were
at a still later period, but, according to Quetoly, at ihe ago placed in the Bushkill, under the direction of Commis¬
of twelve the Weight of both girls and hoys is Ihe same.
sioner Mr. Howard J, Reeder, of the Pennsylvania Fish
Considerable deviation in the avoirdupoise of individuals Commission.
may arise without impairing the prospect of longevity,
—There is no better indication of Ihe growth of field
and these deviations depend on sex, age, habit of life, em¬
sports in this country than the manner in which public
ployment, race, etc. Respiration and life are synonymous.
holidays
are passed. The rifle bulls and pigeon imps
Hence the value placed on a well developed chest which
serves to keep up the combustion of the system. The even at Ihis season atlract crowds who before looked upon
vital capacity of adult human lungs is estimated as vary¬ the matinee as the popular means of amusement.

F

ing from 108 to 300 cubic inches.
The decline of life is governed by hereditary and Ihe ac¬
quired vigor of the individual. Exhausting influences
which effect nutrition will cause decay and premature old
age, which is the only naLural termination of life, it is
recorded in the 14th and 15th Registrar-GeDeral’s report of
the mortality of England that of 395,390 deaths from ail
causes, 35,996 are said to have died of old age, or G-5 per
cent. This, to American minds, appears lo be too much.
The experienced physician in this country will not at¬
tribute this proportion of deaths to old age—to the wear¬
ing out of the machinery unaccompanied by disease. Intemperance lias an important influence on longevity. It is
very difficulty to ascertain when intemperance begins, but
when it has left its permanent impress, then there is no
doubt.
Venereal excesses and kite intemperate use of
tobacco, all have their influence in breaking down strong
and hardy constitutions.
The consideration of an age Is important in reference to
this vis vitalis of the individual. When persons appear
younger than they really are it favors longevity, but the
reverse indicates precocious development, and if manhood
is reached it is a sign of premature decay and want of
normal vigor. Ihe occupation of an individual has an im¬
portant bearing on his prospect for long life. Some em¬
ployments ate more favorable than others. Certain kinds
of business develop the taints of disease, inherited or ac¬
quired, while others neutralize, as it were, the inherent
tendency to decay. Asa rule, cities are not so healthy as
rural districts, the rates of mortality often gives country
residences eight per cent, the advantages. The modes of
life must also be considered. The average duration of
lives of thirty-five English sovereigns is 53.03 years, while
statesmen’s lives are reckoned at 58 years. Dr. Guy fouud
the average of the learned professions to be 704 years, and

Camp Life in Florida.—For those who are prevented
from taking their anticipated trip to Florida we cau com¬
mend this book as a substitute. The graphic descriptions
of the most interesting and beautiful part of Florida nre
only exceeded in interest by the localities themselves.
Everybody who is at all interested in the State should have
a copy.

-

■--*♦-*-

—I go to the woods after game; but. if the game is not
there, I get nuts; if there are no nuts t gather Dowers or
leaves; if all fail, yet I get health, a little woodcraft, nr by
grace of heaven, a thought. I am not of lltose who find
that the road is only good to leave behind them.—Golden
Rule.
—Robert B. Taylor, who resides in Gunpowder Neck, in
Harford county, Md , killed the other dayT on Chesapeake
Bay, a swan weighing 25 pounds and 2 ounces, and meas¬
uring 7 feet 64 inches from tip lo tip.
—Col. H. A. Gildersleeve, Jndee of the Court of the City nrd County
of New York, member of the American Rifle Team of 187J. and Captain
of the American Rifle Team of 1875, writes os follows to the Sharps Rifle
Company, Bridgeport, Conn,:—
E. G. Westoott. Esq., President:—
Dear Sir: -I have used your different Rifles for the past twoyears with
great pleasure and success.
■ I regard them as second to no Rifle in the world for strength nod
simplicity of mechanism, excellence of finish, and sccuiarv or exri ution. No one need have a butter arm than they have prmed themsi lies
to bo in the International malches, at Oreedmoor in 1874, and at Doilymount, Wimbledon, and Clandeboye, in 1875.
“Yonrs very truiy.
“H. A. GILDERSLEEVE."
"New York,December 1st, 18i6."—A(/».
Thompson & Son, 833 Broadway, use no sugar of lead in waterproof¬
ing their suits. Sugar of lead wil.’ not ataud washing, and i mongst old
sportsmen la considered detrimental to health,making ihem liable to
rheumatic attacks. Thompson's sails ore guaranteed to lie thoroughly
waterproof, even aftor being washed, and are us good and cheaper Hum
any other suits in the market.—A tfvntisement.
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PROGRAMME.

The fourth annual spring meeting of Ihe National Rifle
Association will open on the 85th of May. Three days
will be required in which to complete the matches. The
programme is as follows:—
riBST—DIRBCTOB8' MATCH.
Open only to directors and honorary directors of the National Rifle
Association. Distance, 200 yards; position, standing; weapon, any
riflo within the rules; rounds, live, with two sighting shots; entrance
fee, ®1; prize, the Directors’ Championship Gold Badge, shot for an¬
nually and held by the Winner during the your,
SECOND — SHOUT KANOS MATCH.
Open to all comers; distance, 200 yards; position, standing; weapon,
any rifle within the rules; seven shots, with two sighting shots; entrance
fee, gl. Ten prizes, aggregating $100.
THIRD—M1I.ITAKV MATCH.
Open to teams of five from any company.'troop, or battery of the
National Guaid of No v York, or any other State or Territory within
the United States, to be composed of company officers and privates,
certified to be numbers of the company they represent on March l-t.
1876; distance. 200 jaids; standing position; sevtn counting and two
sighilng shots, teams io use the rifle their company is armed with;
enirance fee, $1 per man. Teams representing organizations armed
with <: r'llms will be allowed to use the fnll shell. Prize, Trophy
offered by trie Sture, to be won three times before becoming the properly
of the organization; other prizes to be snbeeqnr ntly announced.
FOURTH—MID-RANGE MATCH.
Open to teams of five from any company, troop or battery of any
Slate or of the regular army, navy, or marine corps, or rifle club; posi¬
tion, any without artificial rest: rounds, five; weapons, those using
regular militaiy rifles to snoot at 500 yards; snecial military titles to
shoot at 600 yards; 'tany’’ rifle to shoot at 700 yards; second class target.
Si-inch bull’s eye in all cases; each compury. troop, batiery, or club
may send as many teams as they choose, and each team may enter for
more than one distance by making a separate entry; entrance fee, £1
per man for each distance; prizes to be hereafter announced.
FIFTH — INDIVIDUAL MATCR.
Open to all comers. The terms are iden’ical with those of the preced¬
ing match, except ihat the competitors will shoot as individuals instead
of (earns. The system of handicapping having proved unsatisfactory
the Board of Directors have determined to give this new system a trial.
SIXTH—LEECH CUP MATCH.
This match is under the auspices of the Amatenr Rifle Club and is
open to all native bora citizens of the United Males, and to all resi¬
dent members of the Amateur Rifle Club, regardless of nationality;
distance, tou. 900, and 1,tOOyards: position, any without artificial rest;
rounds, fifteen at each range without sighting shots; wear on, auy rifle
within ihe rules; entrance fee, $1 for members of the Amateur Rifle
Ciub; $2 for all others. Prizes, Leech Cup, to be held by the winner
daring the year, and a championship gold badge, valued at $50.
BEVEHTH—PATRICK HENRY RIFLE MATCH.
Open only to the American team and reserve of 1875. (DoIIymount):
di-tunce, 1,000 yards; ten rounds, without sighting shols; any rifle
within the.rales.
_

Creedmoob, Jr.—The return match between the gentle¬
men of the Citizens’and Continental Insurance Companies
took place on Saturday, the 19ih, and resulted in the defeat
of the Continentals by one point, the score being as fol
lows:—
CITIZENS’

CONTINENTAL.

Name.
Total. I Name.
Total.
F. W. Parker.
SSiLloyd Roberts.43
G W. .Jones.3"!G. li. Hope.59
J. Donaldson.30 C. E. Trnpdlow.35
H. Chapman.34 •/. W. Oakley.33
J. W. Edwards.8I|W\ Ellsworth, Jr.31
Total.lsal
Total....l8l
The final match of the Home and Continentals will take
place next Saturday.
Hellwig’s Gallery—The twelfth weekly competition
in lying position took place at Hell wig's new gallery, 371
and 273 Eighth avenue, Wednesday, Feb. lGlli. The win¬
ners of the prizes were as follows: B. Ginger, first prize,
45; Frederick Kessler, second prize, 40; R. 0. Wheeler,
third prize, 80.
These competitions take place every
Wednesday until the prizes are won.
Found.—A Creel moor badge was found on Clinton
street, Brooklyn, and left at Mr. Miley’s Gallery, No. 26
Court street, where the owner can find it.
American Rifle Association.—The meeting on the
22d of February, at Glen Drake, was well attended by
most of the noted off-hand shots of this cily and vicinity.
The arrangements were such as to win enconiums from all
present, aud the libeiality of Ihe Association bids fair to
add to tlie numbers of its members and increase its popu¬
larity. Thiee matches were shot, all at 300 yards distance;
canvass targets, of the third class. The management was
Btich as to allow of the matches all being in operation at
the same time. The subscription match nrizes amounted
to the sum of $30, divided between the three highest scores.
In Lite all-comers’ a gold badge of $25 value was the first
prize, a silver badge $15 value the second, and $3 in cash
the third. The! prizes in the military match were the same
as in the previous one. Lieut. Geo. II. Thompson was the
officer of the day. Mr. Edward Gay, and Dr. A.,Starr,
took excellent care of the refreshments and the guests.
We are pleased to notice that Sergt. W. U. Madden, of the
Twenty-seventh Regiment, N. G. S. N. Y , was the fortu¬
nate winner of the first badge in the All Comers’ Match.
We give the highest scores in match below:—
Distance 300 yards; any rifie; trigger pull, 3 pounds;
position, off-band; 5 scoriug shols.
Name.
Score,
Total,
Sergt. F. Backofen.
4 4 4 4 4
30
Capt. E. Baker.3 4 5 3 4
lw
Sergt. F, Backofen.4 3 4 5 3
19
Conditions—Distance, 300 yards; auy rifie; trigger pill,
3 pounds; position, off-hand; 7 scoriug shots.
Name and Regt.
Total,i
Name andRegt.
Total.
Sergt. M. it. Madden,27th.29F.N. DcWiit,.....20
J,' SloGlensey...22. T. Dnke.19
Lieut. J. A. Gee, 8th.2*(T, X . Henderson.19
Sergt, F. Backofen, 47t.li .23]
Conditions—Distance, 300 yards; military rifles only,
state pattern; trigger pull, not less lliau 6 pounds; posi¬
tion, offhand; seven Bcoring shots; open to any bona fide
member of the National Guard.
Name und Regt.
Total. |
Name and Regt
Total¬
ly. S. Bevaris. 8th.ZTiG’apt. A. W. Peck, 87th..'..18
capt. W. C. Reddy, 12ib.22 Lieut. J. A. Gee, 8th.ill
Copt. E. Barker, 8,b.lu|
Morsemkke.—A new competition, to be called “The Off¬
hand Match," will lake the place at this range of the Harris
match now concluded. The conditions are: 10 shots off
hand at. 300, and ten shots off hand at 500 yards, two sight¬
ing shots at each distance. The same rifie to be used at
both ranges. Entrance fee, 50 cents for members and 75
cents for others, this match being open to all comers. The
prize is a sporting rifle, to be won four times before
becoming the properly of auy competitor.

Syracuse.—Compclition

at Yates’ Dragoon Rifle Range
for prizes as follows: For the five best strings of five
shots each, 110 feet distance, a Barber & Lefevre Creedmoor rifle. Valued at $100; for second best, a Smith &
Wesson silver plated revolver; for third best, another
revolver, handsomely finished. The following are the
winning scores:
Name.
F. Singer, tst prize. 25
Charles llart. 23 prize... _,_25
M. B. Nicholson. 3rd prize.21

score.
24 24 24 23
24 2-4 33 23
23 22 23 22

Total.
120
1 IB
115

California Marksmen.—The long-range marksmen of
the Sumner Light Guard, of San Francisco, Cal., indulged
in a little shooting at the distance of 1,000 yards recently.
The result is shown below in thestringsof fifteen shots
each:—
Name.
Capt. J. IT. Burns.5
J. Roi>ert8on.4
D. Watson .4
T. E. Carson.2

Score.
4 4 3 3 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 3 6 5 3 4 5 3 2 3 4 4 2 3
6 4 3 5 35 5 3 3 5 4 4 4 3
45533432434534

Total,
65
55
60
54

The San Francisco Cadets, Capt. George Bigley, inaugu¬
rated their rauge at San Bruno, by practiciug.nl Ihe 200
yards range, ffve shols each, with very good results, as
will be seen from (lie following scores, considering that it
is only the second time those cadets have fired at ihat dis¬
tance :—
Name.
Total. I
Name.
Total.
J. Learv .21G. Johnson.7.18
J. O. Dea.2111’. M. Searcy.17
J. McNamara___20,H. Carrig.
17
A, Bennett.l»|Capt. Geo. Bigicy.17

—The Harvard University Rifle Club bad their regular
monthly match at the range opposite Mount Auburn, Sat¬
urday last. There were eight participants in off baud
practice at 200 yards, the graud Creedmoor average being
38.7.
—Mr. Geo. S. Schermerhorn, Secretary of tlie National
Rifle Association, has received a letter from a resident of
Austria, who innocently proposes that if the National Rifle
Association will pay the passage and expenses to this coun¬
try of a team representing the Tyrolese, ho will undertake
io select one. Mr. Schormerhorn has modestly declined
ilia unique proposal.
The Centennial Matches.—Owing to the impossibility
of securing a rifle-range at Philadelphia, for the purpose of
contesting the Centennial rifle matches, the Executive
Committee of the National Rifle Association has decided to
hold the tournament at Creedmoor, Long Island. While wo
should have preferred seeing tlie matches shot at Philadel¬
phia, there is unquestionably no comparison between any
range that could have been temporarily prepared there, and
the permanent arrangements at Creedmoor. Tlie success
or failure of the meetings at Creedmoor this summer, rests
almost as much with the railroad company as it does with
the committees. The joint committees having in charge
the final arrangement of the matches comprises the follow¬
ing gentlemen: National Rifie Association, Gen. J. B
YVoodward, Col. G. W. Wingate, Col. H. A. Gildersleeve,
Gen. M. T. McMahon, Hon. N. P. Stanrou, James Gordon
Bennett, Gen. Eilburn ICuox, Hon. D. YV. Judd, Geu.
E. L. Molineux. Amateur Rifie Club, E. TI. Sanford,
George Crouch, G. S. Schermerhorn, Jr., Robert Johnson,
A. Alford, W. B. Farweli, Major H. S. Jewell, William B.
Coughtry, aud Major Joseph Holland.
—The Long Island Shooting Olub are about erecting a
200 yards rifie range on their grounds at Dexter Park.
Canvas targets to he used.
—The Norwich, Conn., rifle club has decided to accept
Ihe invitation to affiliate with the National Association,
and has taken the necessary steps to do so.
Milwaukee, ¥la„ February 19tb, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
Yesterday, tbe ISfir. btiug our regular practice day, a few of tlie en¬
thusiastic members of our association proceeded to our range at Wau¬
watosa to shoot twenty-five shots at 500 yards. The weather was
chilly aud disagreeable, with a very strong 4:30 wind hlowlug. Under
the circumstances the following scores may be considered very good
Name.
Score.
Total.
W. B. Sketch ....4 55 4 555553 5 5 5 5-5 555455555 5-12i
E. D. Bangs.5 4 6405555555 5 55555554556 5-122
E- Fielding.*3 5 54555555555 5 5554555555 5-121
C’bas. Turner.-1 -1 334445464554 4 4 45545563 3-105
♦Base of shell burst.
The chief point of interest in the above shoot was a contest between the
veteran rifleman Sketch, who shoots a Remington gun, and Fielding, who
glories in a Sharps. The parties are about as evenlymalehetl as they vvell
can he. The hopes of victory with both resting principally on an accideir'2
al hail shot of the other. In this case, the majority of one point for Sketch
was gained on the first bad shot of Fielding’s. This time the glory falls
“where it will do the most good,’5 (for the club) on Sketch. Than
whom, a more generous victor, or thoroughbred, modest gentleman,
would be very hard to find.
There is considerable interest beli g manifested now towards our asso¬
ciation by the liberal ones of our city. E. H. Broadhead, Esq., Presi¬
dent of the First National Bank of Milwaukee, has presented to the
club two very elegant fleld glasses as prizes, one to be competed for at
200 yards, trod the other at 500 yards, each to he won three times to be¬
come ihe property of the member so winning it. The competition for
these prizes will not commence until the weather becomes pleasanter,
in order to draw out all the club. I will seud you the scores when the
time comes.
Wau Wau.
The British National Rifle Association.—The Volunleer Service Gazette says that the “Wet Wimbledon" of
last year was, after all, not such a failure as might have
beeu expected. The loss was only £800, caused by the abseence of the general public. The entrance fees were larger
than ever. The N. R. A. Report just issued says;—
“The entries for prizes were very much in excess of those of previous
years; the shooting never was berter at any 01 the previous mL-eiiugs;
and Although lire Council have to announce Hiui the receipts were slk-lrtXy less than the expenoiture, it will be seen that the deficiency arose
aolelv from the great falling off
in the attendance of the
public, const-qneut npon the exceptionally unfavorable state of the
weather during nearly the whole of the meeting. Had the weatuer heeu
favorable, there can tie no doubt that the meeting of 1875 would, in every
respect, have been one of the most successful since, onr contemporary
continues, the foundation of the Association.'’

The canvas targets arc reported to have worked marvel¬
lously well; “not only did they withstand a constant rain,
often accompanied with a strong wind, but they were per¬
fectly visible, the marking was most accurate, and the
shooting was never stopped for an instant." It was admit¬
ted on til! hands ihat the shooting must have heensuspeuded
if iron targets had been used during such weather as pre¬
vailed at Wimbledon last July. Wo are glad to see that
the Council intend to introduce canvas targets at tile ex¬
treme ranges this year, though the change will probably
reuder the continuance of long-range score* more complicated.

An arrangement for improving the back sight for rifles
has been invented by Mr. S. Hill, of New Street Borough
Road, London, says the Broad Arrow. Its object is to do
away with the haphazard or uncertain aim, and blur from
the effects of sun, strong light, and most; especially from
wind, the sighting bar being extra and traversing on front
of old or oilier ordinary sliding or sighting bar. The top
of the same hav'iDg a reversed V to aim through, this pe¬
culiar shape prevents, to a great extent, the sun and light
from affecting tlie aim. The bar is also made to traverse,
by means of a screw, either right or left, thus giviug a
wind guage on the ordinary or back sight flap thru is suffi¬
ciently open. Withthis apparatus the tirercan always aim
dead on his object, at the same time retaining the ordinary
open bar and fixed foresight. It can be used on any rifle.
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GAME

IN

SEASON

Hares, brown and gray.

IN

FEBRUARY.

Wild duck, geese, brant, Sc.

rirn floulua.
Deer,Wild TurkeyiWoodcuok, Quail, Snipe, I hides, and Wild Fowl.
Game in Market.—This is the last occasion on whicfli
we will have to quote game in our markets which was Out
of season, or under protection, two months ngo. Quail
have been in demand, and the price lias advanced from $5
to $5.50 per dozen; grouse of both varieties are about the
same as last quoted, say $1.50 per pair. Ducks are rather
scarce, and slightly higher. We quote: Canvas backs.
$3.75 per pair; red heads, §1 to $lt,25; mallards, $1.50 to
$1.75; sprig tails, black ducks and widgeon, HO cents to $1;
broad bills, 75 cents; teal, 75 cents to $t; brant, $1.50;
geese, $1.25 to $1.50 each; wild pigeous, $2.50 to $2.75 per
dozen; hares, 40 to 50 cents; rabbits, 50 to 60 cents.
—Jack snipe have been seen and killed already in the
marshes near this cily—a good sign of the early approach
of spring.—Alexandria Gazelle, 17.

PIGEON

SHOOTING.

Since the withdrawal of the Prince of Wales, and his
brother, the Duke of Edinburgh, from the leading shoot¬
ing club of England, the Bport appears to have fallen into
disfavor in thut country, and the best pigeon shots go to the
Continent for their amusement. The little principality of
Monaco is now the great European center of “sport.”
Since fixe withdrawal of the gambling licenses from BadenBaden and Homburg, it has become famous as almost the
only place where public gambling is permitted, and as an
additional attraction the authorities have organized these
international pigeon matches. The last, which was shot
on the 25lh and 26th of January, was truly international
in character, representatives of England, Germany, Bel¬
gium and France, being respectively first, second, third
aud fourth. That was a nice little prize won by Capt.
Aubrey Patton, tlie Prix du Casino, a work of art valued
at 3,000 francs, aud nearly 20,000 francs in money; or, to
put it in round numbers, about $4,000. To win this, Capt.
Pat ten killed five birds at 29 yards rise, and six at 294
yards, the conditions being, 5 birds at the first distance,
and seven at the second, the winner being the only one
who killed eleven out off the twelve, notwithstanding there
were seventy-four competitors. Capt. Patton won this
same prize last year, and at the present meeting he also
won the Grande Poule d’Essai, another valuable prize,-and
was also successful In a match for .2100, with the Baron
Tschirscliky, who was second to him io the principal
mutch. One of his birds was retrieved while on the wing,
by a clever dog named Nell, having been but slightly hit,
and just saved a tie.
Pigeon Shootikg at Rye, N. Y.—Al. Beck’s Central
Hotel, on Sauirday, February lUiIt, several matches took
place. The first was a match for $50, 15 birds each, 21
vards rise, 80 yards boundary. The score was as follows:
Josiah Buckley, 011 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0, killed 8,
missed 7. Win. Whitliers, 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0,
killed 7, missed 8- Sweepstakes, o birds, 21 yards rise 80
yards boundary, $5 entrance:—
Name.
A. Theal.1
P. Hum.1

Score.
Touil I
Name.
Score.
Total.
0 111
I f, Dacia.0 1 t I) 0
2
110 0
SlG. (lovers......1 0 0 0 0
t

A. Wilkinson .0 11X0
£|tt. fletKJtllCt.... 1 0 0 0 0
Sweepstake same conditions:—
Name.

Score,

Total-1

Name.

Score.

1

Total.

A. WUMnsou..l 0 111
4 P. Hunt...1 10 10
3
R. Benedict
1 0 110
3| Will. Partly... .0 110 0
2
Long Island.—The members of the Long Island Shoot¬
ing Club assembled in force, on Tuesday, to shoot fir
their dub cup. The conditions were 7 birds each, 25 yards
rise, nineteen entries- Alter a tie with Mr. Gildersleeve
the cup was won by Mr. T. J. Thomas, who killed six
birds in the first round. We have not bpuce for the scores
in full.
Tournament at Davenport, Iowa.—Tlie largest gath¬
ering of sportsmen ever held in the State occurred at Da¬
venport, Iowa, last week, no less tjiau twenty two cities
being represented. Capt. A. H. Bogatdus, the champion,
was present, aud his decisions as referee gave general sat¬
isfaction. The shooting lasted through lour days. On
the first a sweepstakes with 33 entries wras shot, S. F. Gil¬
man and W. Barker tieing on 8 birds each, the former fi¬
nally winning first prize, James Joles the second, Henry
and Charles Young dividing the third, and John and Louis
Smith taking fourth and fifth.
On. the second day there were 36 entries for the $10 sweepstakes; eight tieing on eight birds each; on shooting off,
Capt, Bogardus outlived all opponents and took first prize.
As the absurd plau of shooting out all who lied in the first
round was followed, Mr. S. F. Gilman, who had killed,
seven birds, look second prize, while seve n men who hud
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each killed ci^hthirda on the first round, got nothing.
On the third dny there were 40 entries for the principal
match, the rules being the same, eight, single birds at 21
yards rise The first money, §122, was taken by W. F.
Swearingen; the second, §102, by H. Smith; the third,
$83, by W. Barker; the fourth, ’$02, by L. Schmidt; the
fifth, $42, El Dor wart.
On the fourth day there was an exhibition match of
Capb Bogardus, and a sweepstakes with 40 entries, in which
the. fir*t money was taken by »L C. Smith,the second money
by C. Bchuck; third by Geo. Welle; fourth by Jas. .Goshorn; and fifth by L. Frouk.
San Francisco, February 14th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Mosers. Eyre and Robinson shot a match .at Bird’s Point. Alameda
yestevday. Tor $100; conditions Meins 16 single birds at Si yards; and 8
pairs at 18yards. The result was ns follows:—Mi. Eyre—single birds,
11111111 1111111 1—1G- Double birds—10 10 11 10 10 11 H
11-12. Mr. Robinson—Single birds—1 111111101111G0 1—13Donblc birds- It 11 11 11 10 10 00 11—12.
Subsequently Messrs. Kennedy and Robineou etaoL a fdinilar match at
10 single and 5 pairs of birds which whs won by Mr. Kennedy _ A match
has been arranged fur $250 a side, between Mr. Robinson and Mr
Orr.
L.
AbntGHANX, February ISih, 18714.
Editor Forest and Stream
An excltmg pigeon match wm Phot at Friendship Park on the 18th
insfc., in which thure were thirty three, entries. Tim conditions were 10
birds each, 21 yards rise. Messrs. Diem and Klanitz tied on 10 birds
for first prize and divided. Mes£}'$, Bloor and O. B. and T, B. Lovett
divided second money. Mr. Marshall took third and Mr. Born fourth.
Oapt,. Bogardes was present and gave an exhibition Shod!;.
D.

[We regret that the crowded condition of our columns
prevents us from publishing the full report sent by our
Correspondent.—Ed].
Allegheny. February 17th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream .—
A pigeon match, tookph;cn on the lOLh Inst. between A. H. Bngardus
and G. B. LuvuLt, at Friendship Park, Pittsburgh. One hundred single
birds. The weather was cold with strong wind and spitting snow.
Bogardus billed ninety-one, and E. B. Lav alt killed eighty-six. A. D.

the Wear and Tear Trial, Mr. Pape is again misroprasenting the fact.
He Well knows that the winning gun wa* uot entered in thu Wear and
Tear Trial; this was announced in the Field at the time—it was a fresh
gnu iu the unfinished state. Mr. Baker’s gnn was the only one used in
holh trials, and thisgun was fourth in tbe tri&l for the cup, and we beat
this by 37 points in the wear and tear trials the conditions, however,
in this trial were totally different to those In the trial for the cup. This
wear and tear trial extended over twelvcdays in wet and windy weather.
By comparing the performance or Mr. Bakers gun in both trials it can
be seen that there was an apparent fulling off of about 70 points; this
was owing to the altered conditions. Now, as to Mr. Pape's gun being
disqualified as being dangerous to life, the plain facts of the case are
these: The parties who watched the targets discovered a hole the atee
of a wad throngh tbe target, immediately after Mr. Pape’s gun had been
fired. Upon investigation it was found that a round hole had been
punched through the iron target the size of a 12-guuge wad, and about
twelve shots lodged in Ihe bottom of the hole embedded in the wood
backing; some hollow wads were picked up Lhat had evidently been
loaded with shot;. Each competitor haviug found bis own wads the com¬
mit) ee called a meeting of the competitors, and these addressed Mr.
Pape as follows, explaining that a number of wads had been found that
had been loaded with shot, and there ruqnustd that Mr. Pape would al¬
low his gnu to bo shot over again by the com mi Lino. He promised to do
so Ihe next day. but failed to show up. lie being suspected of having
used the wads, they gave him the opportunity to clear up the matter, if
lie could, but he failed to do eo. No oth.r competitor wm. asked by the
committee to allow their gnus to be shot over again but Mr. Pape. Any
one who cares to look over the Field reports and correspondence upon
theahbjactf will find what we stale to be correct. Mr. Pape is road of
Charging people with fraud. He proves himself in this verv letter, in
reply to “Fair Play,” that he is himself guilty of unfairness, if uot ac¬
tual fraud, by entering his own guns in the name ol Davidson, comriny
to the published conditions of the Field Trial. We have now done with
Mr. Pape entirely, and we decline to accept any challenge coming from
him. He evidently caimoL bear defeat.
W. W. Greener.

[Thi€ correspondence is now ended, ns far as we are
concerned. Our columns are open lo gentlemen who may
desire to discuss any subjects relating to guns or shooting,
but they can no longer be the medium for manufacturers3
bickerings and recriminations.]
SOME NOTES.

“FINE”

GUNS

vs,

‘•CHOKE-BORES.”

Halifax, N. S., Feb. 2d, 1870,
Editor Forest and Stick a™
In looking over-several of the la’uH issues Of your excellent paper
—the Field of America—1 gathered from the numerous communications
upon “choke-boring” that the subject has excited the same interest and
aitenuon in America, as it
has done in
England, and 1
therefore send you Hr account of the results of somo ex¬
periments I have laLely carried put, t hinking it may prove of interest
to many of yonr readers.
The gun with which I experimented was a Bl gauge, modified choke,
by ihe celebrated makers J. & \\\ Tolley, of Birmingham. England* and
had been lately sent out by them to a friend or mine. The gnu against
which I pitted it was also made by Messrs Tolley, having been built for
me some eighteen mouths ago. by them. It is not, however, a chokebore, but a fine, Ki-gaugc of the very best quullty, and the most power¬
ful weapon of Us gauge and comparative weight it has ever been my lot
to posses?, duijng long and varied experience of guns and gunnery. 1
may mention, to show iib power, Lhat, although but 5 lot*. 5 oz. in
weight, I have, wiLh a charge of 3 drachma Onrlh & Harley, and a full
ounce of No. 5 shot, frequently killed English hares uud rabbits, tena¬
cious of life as they are, when fully sixty yards away. I had, iherefore,
in this gun, an excellent standard by which to test the new system of
boring. The charge was tbe tame for both guns; the shot, No. 6 En¬
glish; the distance. 40 yards; the target for pattern, a 30-inch cir.de, and
those for pattern some pads of 36 theots I had made myself from some
Pettit paper I bad brought but with me. from England. I will not go into
the details of the trial from a fear of trespassing too much upon yourspace, but thalL confine iuyself to stating the results al. which I arrived,
and the conclusions l hive deduced from them, t found that the choke bore sin-pasted the fine gun in pattern and penetration, so as to render
it superior; luir. not markedly superior to the latter in range. T found
also tlnit the charge of ihe choke bore w ts thrown with remarkable
evenness upon the targeL—in fact, some of the pattern a made were spec*
imon patterns. Bunches of shot were conspicuous by their abscence,
and yet there was scarcely h spot on the target Whovo tt humming-bird
coaid have escaped imstruck. This regularity of pattern is of coarse an
unmixed gain. Arter a careful consideration of this trial. I have come to
the following conclusions, viz:
First—Thar the choke-bore is superior to the flue gun in pattern andpenetration, and therefore, til range, bul nut to any very great detgee.
Second Thai, it is not worth while for any sportsman possessing a
fine fenn of known power to have it choko-borcd, or to supercede it by a
choke-bore.
Third—That an extreme choke Is not to be recommended for general
game shooting, bat might be Useful for special work at long ranges.
Founh—That large shot can be used in the second barrel of a chokebore with advantage.
Fifth—That a well-made modified choke, say of 170 to a 180 pattern No. 6
ehOt» English, and 33 to 35 sheets penetration with 8 pellets, possesses
thu advantages, without the disadvantages, of both systems of boring,
I may add, in order to prove that, in giving yorj my views upon the
above subject,I am not speaking entirely “without book,” that, during
a sporting experience Of twenty-two yt-ara, I have owned or need guns
by almost eveiy “crack” English maker, and have tried scores of wea¬
pons, and fired hundreds of shots at tlie target, the shooting power of
guns having always been u matter of great interest to me.
Forest Aisle.

THE

ENGLISH

GUN

TRIAL.

London, Eng., Feb., 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The editorial to Mr. Pape's letter on the English gun trial in a recent
issue of your paper requires a few remaiks and some explanation, to en¬
able your readers to arrive at a correct conclusion. Had Mr. Pape’s
letter appeared in an English sporting paper, I would not have troubled
to reply, as his extraordinary conduct at the late
Gnu Trial Is well
known, and generally condemned by our English sportsmen. However,
as he has thought proper to publish his letter in the American sporting
papers, I think it nothing but just that the American sportsmen shonld
know a few facta connected with the late Field Trial, (in which Mr.
Pape played such a conspicuous part), and your readers will ihen be able
to judge for themselves.
The first we heard of Mr. Pape on the choke-bore question was, that
such close and strong shooting could not be done, and that it was a gal¬
lery dodge. When this was exploded by the Editor of the Field coming
to try the guns in the open, and having proved that such was not the
case, Mr. Pape then comes forward, and claiming the system as Ilia own,
declaring at the same time that he had made better shooting years ago.
Mr. Pape’s charge against tbe soldiers who helped to count the targets
is both cruel nnd unjust, for bo well knows that the soldiers were there
only part of the time during the trial , and then merely assisted in the
work, by counting the shots on the targets outside of the centre pads,
and the count was finally checked by others of the Field stall. _ The
penetration of all the guns was decided by Mr. Cox, of the Field Com¬
mittee. All this was done in the presence of the competitors. As to

Duluth, Minn., February, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 have seen nothing of lute regarding the cartridge question, and suppnse it lms been settled in favor of the cartridge and against the gun.
On my animal shooting and fishing trip to the western part of this State
last fall, I took lliroe hundred U. M. C. Co.’s cheap brown paper cart¬
ridges, all of which were used by myself aud un a sociate. I used about
two hundred, uot one of which missed fire. In n»y companion’s gun
several of I her. missed, but were afterward exploded !u my own gun
upon first trial. The guns were from same maker, but we hud noticed
that there was a difference in the chambers. Tbe theory of the Super¬
intendent of (ho U, M. C. Co., claiming that the trouble regarding the
non-explosion of cartridges arises from ihe different sizes of chambers,
is conclut-ivfc to my mind. We found the same results in using Ely’s
blue cartridges. To my nuud, the coming cartridge is yet to be invent¬
ed, unless Sinrtevanl’s patent, with moveable anvil, fills the bill. In
theory, it seems to he the one I have been longing for, and trying to in¬
vent, but which, owing to my lack of inventive and mechanical genius.
I have been unable to do. I urn talking about paper shells, for I have
been converted to them against my inclination.
I think I have found a method of dairying shells much superior to any
belt or vest I have yet seen or read uf. Having occasion to Bt.urt sud¬
denly, for a few hour’s shooting, I had no time to don my shooting rig,
so went in store clothes, haviug time only to snatch my gun and maga¬
zine, (or suchel), which 1 always keep in readiness for a sudden call.
When we reached our grounds and started for the dogs, who were at
point, T was puzzled as to the distribution of my cartridges, aud hastily
put them around in iny different pockets. I found the change pocket
in my Cf.at answered thu purpose better than anything I had struck, and
I at once had my shooting coat made with such pockets—wx on each
side—two stories, with three pockets Tu each story. The packets are
just as di.ep as a paper shell before crimping—the breadtn just sufficient
to place three shells side by side, easily. IF your shells are not crimped,
the last one in will not fall flat, and yon never HI tin : a*- -Int charge
loose in your pocket. If they are crimped, as they ought id v*y& to be, thu
lust one of the three will, of course, l)o flat, but that will do no harm.
Any maker of good shooting coats is at perfect liberty to avail himself
of the hint. I will send my size upon application.
One more note and I am done. I have found the Western part of Min¬
nesota the finest sporting grounds I ever hunted over. I have tramped
in Northern Illinois, Southern Wisconsin, through Iowa, and Eastern
Nebraska, but am much better pleased with Western Minnesota than the
other localities. Game may not bejdentifal enough for matkot shoot¬
ing, bur, for Hue sport it fills the bill for me. While chicken shooting, we
always find more or less ducks in the numerous poods and sloughs, to
gfve a pleasant variety In a day's shooting. Black-bass are abundant in
most of the hundreds of beautiful lakes, and the charming scenery is
not the least tiijoyable feature connected with sporting in said loculily.
The last season I had the pleasure of meeting some of your New York
and New Jersey sports on these grounds who had neyer before shot in
tho West, hud they were wonderfully phased, as well they might be.
Come and see for yourself.
Chick.

SHOOTING AT CURRITUCK.
New York, Feb., 1870,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
• Well, Lon, everything in the boat? Both guns, lunch, and bottles of
-water?”
“1 reckon so,” “Well, call Mary. Here she is,” and off we go, drift¬
ing out into the bay, hardly a breatn or wind, and warm as a June day,
although it was the 2Dth of November.
Lou looks dubious. His face says plainly, “not much show for birds
to day. Weather too warm, aud when there is no wind, clucks are lazy
and do not fly.” Lou starts a white ash breeze, and the little boat skims
along toward a small island far out In tho sound. Ducks, geese, and
swan lay in great numbers half a mile outside of the island, perfectly
motionless—too sluggish even to eat. Occasioually a solitary duck
starts off on a little skirmish, darts around the island, and then off to
the north; and for those Btray and misguided birds we conclude to pnt
out decoys (after a learned discussion about the weather) on the north¬
west point. Lou thinka that if the wind blows at all and don’t blow a
flttle from the west, or a little south, or perhaps north of west, it will
certainly blow easterly, Or south, or north of east. Hence the selection
of tbe northwest point of the island, and any one can see at once the
wisdom of our choice. While Lon was putting out the decoys, Mary
aud I were busy fixing up a olind. As soon as I had nicely tharched up
a nice front, Mary would come dashing through it, taking the bulk of it
with her, and tearing down the balance. So I tied my Mary to a stake,
get tbe rubber blauket spread aud the guns out. (a Scott breech loader,
and a Moore and Harris muzzle-loader, both No. 10). Lon has stowed
away the boat and we crawl in the blind with a good Btock of patience,
when cornea a “sh-e-e a-h” and “lie down, Mary,” from Lon. I look
through the blind and seo a canvas back coming nicely for the decoys,
little thinking what ie in store for him. He settles over the decoys aud
up 1 jump with the Scott, and away goes the bird
Lou sings out, “hold
well ahead of him.” He was now going like chain lightning; lingers
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tighten on the trigger and down comes bird, feet up, stone dead, Mary
Jumps through blind, bird $uon in baud, with scarcely a feather ruffed,
and certainly a good 3^ pound duck.
I can be quite particular about that poor miserable duck, as that shot
was to.last me for four long mortal hours. What few birds flew see med
to know the fate or tbe canvas-back, aud gave us a wide berth. We
tried everything “for luck” but all to no purpose, aud finally, in sheer
despair, all fell asleep, Lon, myself, and the dog, sandwiched In the
blind, the sun pouring down on us, and no gentle zephyrs to cool one
cheeks; no houks of geese; no hark of the swan, or whistle of the doclc
to disturb our rest. How long I slept I know not, but I was awakened
with a cold shiver going through me. The sun still shone, but the at¬
mosphere had certainly grown colder by ten or fifteen degrees. I looked
over the blind and saw to my delight a large black cloud hank, com¬
pletely covering tbe northern horizon. A little breeze had already start¬
ed up, and a commotion seemed to exist In the rafts of ducks, geese, etc»
out in tbe Bound. I woke up my companion who, on scanning ihe hor¬
izon, excliimud, “In lets than twenty minutes you will see the loveliest
flight of birds you ever witnessed.”
The indications of a young hurricane seemed cerlain; got rubber coats
and hats ready, took in most of ihe decoys, and awaited the event. -In
less than twenty minutes it did come! Eveiy thing fairly jumped—spray
fly mg, rain beating in our faces, the water a seething, boMUXtifia***
dneks, geese, etc., on all sides, I lie immense flocks broken no, flying, and
drifting by in small bunches, decays going to the leeward at a fearful
rate. And now the slaughter commenced, I put my gun on a pair of
canvas-backiS that donoled splendidly; killed both and cut another out
with second barrel; then the right and left barrel of-the muzzle-loader
at five geese, two knocked out with first nud one with second, Mary go¬
ing crazy-too many birds down at a time! R.gbt and left at a mallard
not thiriy yards off—did not touch a feather. “Old man, you are getting
excited,” says Lou; got a small battle of “Mimmi’’ ready to shoot clown
my throat, which settled things. Ruin coming down in torrents—no
uiaUer, blood boiling—bangl bang! Incessantly for three-quarters of un
hour, until the breech-loader was so hot that It was not safe to shoot.
Cooled it off by using the muzzle-loader. Birds still coming, wind and
rain Increasing, aud it becomiug a serious matter about our uiaklug land
before datk, same four miles distant. On counting game we had 49 ducka
aud 5 geese; 27 of Ihe ducks were canvas-bucks, il were red heads, and
balance mallard, wfdt-eon, and black ducks. For the time that the shoot¬
ing was done it was the beat T ever had in my ten years’ experience at
Currituck. One of our purty, who laid upon a small bit of sedge grass,
bagged sixty-two at the same time.
A great deal has been said and written about the shooting at Currituck
hut my experience has been that so much depends on the depth or tho
water and sLute of the wind, that it is simply a stroke of luck abouthitLjng the righi time to go. In the ten years that I have visited ther*,
only two have brought what I call good shooting, although I have been
satisfied, an the climate is delightful and the surroundings pleasant.
The water does not rise and fall with the tide, hut is subject entirely to
the wind. Water is brackish, and great quantities of wild celery gras*
abounds, which is the attraction for the ducks.
C. H. IL, Grand Hotel.

$ew $nblifHtiana.
BOOKS

RECEIVED.

The American Kennel and Sportino Field. By Ar¬
nold Bingos.
Wu have received tho advanced sheets of Mr. Arnold Bdrgrs’neiv
spuntng book, published by <1. B. Ford* Co., of thl< oily. From a
brief examination of the work, we are convinced that it is admirably
adapted for the requirements of the geld, sportsmen of ibis country.
His suggestions ss to breeding, raising, and breaking dogs Tor field pur¬
poses, if strictly followed by shooters who raise mid break their own
dogs, will be of great service to them. In England, we believe, seitcra
and pointers are rarely used to retrieve the game shot to Ihem. fu this
country, however, the value of such dogs are justly considered much
greater, when broken to this accomplishment-and in Mr. Burges’
book will be found the same rules for thus breaking them, as we were
taught by a German gentleman named Cobcr, who resided in Philadel¬
phia fifty years ago, and it is a good onu. And then, leo, we lind. in
this work a long list of pedigrees of some of the most prominent dotrs
imported and bred in this country, which will be found of considerable
value to future breeders.
We entirely agree with our friend Col, Skinner, the pnoier.t- Field Ed¬
itor of the Turf, f ield ami Farm, when he says he has often thought
lhat too much stress wtis laid on color by importers and others. The
Col.’a head is level upon litis subject, mid from ltis very large experience
in the matter of field sports, his opinions are eulitled to considvrati n;
ror when we commenced shooting aud selecting dugs for the purpose,
somo flftv years ago, the Col. was looked upon ns good authority in all
matters pertaining to fur, flu and feather: and Mr. Burges, too, we are
glad to And, ib frt e from prejudice against any particular strain or color
of dogs.
Taking the work altogether, we consider it well worthy of considera¬
tion from all field sportsmen. The book itself is handsomely gotten np,
and, as an addition to the sportsman's library, reflects g eat ere lit upon
the publishers. Thoillustratiens comprlso portraits of celebrated dogs
from the kennels of Mr. Chas. H. Raymond, Mr. N. Saltus, Mr. Luther
Adams, snd Dr. Strachan.
Don, tiir Pointer.—The animal in question was mimed
Don, and was, in his master’s opinion, the “prince o£
pointers." His scent was extraordinarily keen. Forexample, one day, when out shooting, he suddenly came to a
point, and stood like a rock. His master went up lo him;'
hut no game rose, and still the animal continued to point.
His master walked on in the indicated direction, uuLil he
was Btopped by a stone wall, and on looking over U he saw
a hare closely crouched to the ground. The keen scent of
the dog had detected her in spile of the inlervening wall.
As often happens, birds got wild towards the end of live
season, and used to rise well out of shot. Now Don knew
the range of tbe game as well as his master, and invented
a singularly ingenious mode of literally circumventing the
birds. His peculiarly keen scent enabled him to detect
them at a considerable distance, so lhat they would not be
afraid of him. Instead of going directly toward them,
Dou used to circle round them, gradually contracting bis
lines until he came within range. He would then look
back at his master, as if to say, “It’s all right, we have
them now;" and so they had.
Struck by a Sword fish.—The brig P. M. Tinker,
which, lately put into Norfolk for repairs, was found upon
examination to have the sword of a sword-fisli broken off
in her bends, about fifteen feet abaft the fore foot. The
fish, in striking the vessel, must have come with great
force, as the sword penetrated the copper sheeting, a four
iucii birch plank, and through the timbers about six inches;
in all about ten inches. It occurred on the morning of the
23d of December, when the brig was eighteen da} s out
frem Rio, and in the neighborhood of Cape St. Roqtie.

—A York county marksman is engaged in shooting crows,
and thinks it a good cause. Tho other day he fired into a
flock, and with two loads killed sixteen.
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FOREST AND STREAM
New

Articles

for

the

Centennial

Year.

Chapmans German Propeller, Decoy Bait, Trolling Pole, Line Holder, and Harpoon Combined.

?!£&

M
Also, the Minnow Propeller, Bob", Burs, Beversible, Georgia, International fimn.uw, and Spring Baits.No agents employed. To be bad of all first-class dealers in Boston, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Montreal.

Rods, Reels, Kooks, Lines, Etc., at Lowest Rates.

Also, Chapman’s Electro Silicon Polish.

Enclose stamp, for Illustrated Catalogue, to
W. D. CHAPMAN, «& SON, Theresa. New York.

MISFIT CARPETS.

CON LIN’S

Patent Rifle Gallery. THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Those who wish to start, in the Shooting Gallery
business cannot do better than examine

Conlin’s Patent

Safety Shooting Gal'ery.
The right to be sold for every city and town in the
United States.
Galleries pnt up; plan* and all necessary information
on building at a moderate price. Send for circular.
fet>24 1m
JAMES
CONLIN. 930 Broadway,

BROOIC

trout FREE.—'Young brook
trout will he delivered free of expense at the
New York State Hatching House at Caledonia after
February loth, 1876, to all persons de6iring them to
stock public streams or ponds in this State; or they
will he sent to any address on Ihe parties paying the
traveling expenses of a messenger to accompany
thorn. For further particulars, address
SETH GREEN, Superintendent,
Rochester, N. Y.
HORATIO SEYMOUR,
EDWARD M. SMITH,
ROBERT B. R 'OSEVELT,
It
Commissioners of Fisheries.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATEKPROOF, STRONGLY SISWEO,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
Gun

NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
ULrnry. DinincRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
H^ads, Antlers,
Carved Heads.
T azide (■mists’
supplies. Skins
and eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides. Coral,
Shells &c.
Agf'-nrs;
Mcrrel Ryder*
55 Jack&o
St.,
St. Paul, • inn.
and Eaton <& Co., 1? Ann, New York

f"

Shot

Gun Ammunition

Cases.

SPORTING

RIFLE COVERS AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, Ac.
Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Founded July

i, 1808.

From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
We have received Troim Messrs. Kimball * Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, afier moat thorough trial no not
hesitate io concede to it all the good qnaliiies which
its manufacturers claim for It. It is a most superior
article, aud a great comfort to discriminating
Binokore.

Madcap Violet. By William Black, Author of “A
FrinccsB of Thnle,” etc.
The Ideal and the Real. By Joaquin Miller.
War Memoirs. By Gen. G. A. Custer.
Vivian Grey Grown Old. By Jastin McCarthy.
\ Benediction. By Mary B. Dodge.
Church and Slate. By E. G. Holland.
Yesebel. By J. W. De Forest.
Tahiti. By J. D. J. Kelley.
Aztec Society.
A Pugilist of the Press. By Albert Rhodes.
Longing. By George Hooghton.
Reuben Dale. By Miss Annie T. Howells,
Hard Times and their Remedy.
Three and One. By Ella Wheeler.
Souvenirs of a Man of Letters. B. J. H. Siddons.
Drift-Wood. By Philip Qdl.bet.
Scientific Miscellany.
Current Literature.
Necula?. By the Editor.

Price 35c. per Number. $4 per Year.
Including- Postage.
It can be had, with either “Harper's Weekly"
or “Bazar," or"Appleton'* Weekly,"
for $7 50.
SHELDON

&

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR THE

SCIENTIFIC FARMER,
A 16-Page Quarto, issued monthly, and full of origi¬
nal reading matter. It is devoted especially to sci¬
ence, as applied to agriculture, and is the only jonrnal
in the world published with this avowed object-.
It records all true progress in agriculture. and the
latest results 6/ scientific research. Chemistry, bot¬
any, veterinary practice, natural hisiory, farm me¬
chanics, rural art and architecture, rural law and ento¬
mology, are all prominently considered in its columns.
AMONG

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Zoological Society of Cincinnati
Desires to secure for its GARDEN species of all rare

AMERICAN WILD ANIMALS & BIRDS.
Parties having any Animals or Birds to sell are
hereby requested to state in their offer the kind, age,
(if possible), condition, and price, together with the
probable cost of transportation of same to Cincinnati.
ARM IN TENNER,
General Agent, Zoological Society or Cincinnati.
FeblO 3t

Maple

syrup

in

airtight

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
cans. K. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.
Nov. U—tf.

THE PENNSYLVANIA
R. R. COMP Y
Respectfully invite attention to the
Superio r X" aoiliti e s
afforded by their lints for reaching most of tho TROTING PARKS and It AC E COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS.’ avoid the difficulties and flan
geis of reshipment, while ihe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORI ED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania
“Gen. Sherman’s Memoirs” as vivid pictures of Army

CONTENTS.

Rifle Cases.

TO SPORTSMEN:

ITS

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

These articles, it is believed, will be second only to
life and startling adventure.

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a Bolid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an inrerlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair haa no equal. Best dealers have it.

READY.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

R[|Y IT Vanity Fair.

From A. 8. Lamborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe if in point of
liagrauce and ta*te superior to all brand- known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I vas made acquainted witn
your Vanity Fair, ana found It to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

MARCH.

NOW

Are begun in Ibis number.

O overs.

an I ammunition; making and using rraps, snares, and
ner-s; baits and baiting; poisons; bird lime; preserv¬
ing, stretching, dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins
and fur*, fishing, <Sc. With 50 engravings. 20 ets,
l oo Training.—A complete guide to breaking and
training sporiintr dogs; bow to teach all wonderful
and amusing tricks; anecdotes of famous dogs, &c.,
with many engravings, 25 ets
Of booksellers or by
mail
JESSE HANEY & CO.,
feb21 St
119 Nassau street, N. Y.

From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the be6t article of lobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmuu. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.a, and know them all to
be first class.

FOR

Reminiscences of the Late War
Gim

__

^
It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send ror cir¬
cular.
WM S. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, K. Y.

The Galaxy
GEN. GEORGE A. CUSTER’S

Oases.

CREEDMOOR AND

J. XI. BATTY,
Taxidermist,

VJT INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C„ VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.118 Fulton street, New VorK.

WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Thp.
Wall Straet Indicator.
THIS WEEK’S ISSUE SK.\T FREE.
Contains Pictorial Illustration* of Bulla and Bears.
Also, foil and complete instructions how to operate in
Sloths and Stock privileges. Capitathits and sugges¬
tions. Also, a list of Valnnhle Premiums to Clubs.
“Send for it.”
BUCK WALTER <fc CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street. New York City,
P. O. Box 4,317.
feb24

fA 001) SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND

GUNNING

AND

PISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXfUHSION
TICKETS are sold at tlte offices of the Company In
ail the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEyUA, and
other veil known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOU AN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for HALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Je , Gcn'l Pass. Agent.
Fbank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
feb!7 tf

The Up-Town

Sportsman’s

Depot.

Chas. L- Eitzmaiin & Co.,
943 BROADW AY (above 83d St.)
Factory, 114 Centre Street.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shoot¬
ing Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Im¬
plements for both muzzle and breech leading guus.
Sportsmen’s Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put un in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
ang5-6ra

Philadelphia Residence.

TO

LET—A HANDSOME. FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown Junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, side, and rear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and 24
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or doting the Cen¬
tennial. Address Box 2832, New York Post office.

CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

President W. S. Clark, of the Massachneetts Agri¬
cultural College, who has few equals as a writer on
scientific matters.
Prof. C. A. Goessraann, who is acknowledged to be
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, anchor of the “Ayrshire Cow,”
the “National Ayrshire Herd Book,” &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the “American Natu¬
ralist,” and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Prof. N. Creesy, who is one of the foremost of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con¬
necticut.
Prof. Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in cropraising, by special fertilizers, have created astonishing
public interest.
Jos. N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
J. N. Bagg. Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D, P. Pennallow. S. B., Amherst.
AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DfiLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by
CLARK W. BRYAN & CO,,
Springfield, Mass.
Under the patronage of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.jan!3 tf

CARPENTER’S

MANUAL,—A Practi

cal guide to nee of all tools and all operations
of the trade; abo. drawing for carpenters, forms of
contracts, specifications, plans, Ac., with plain in¬
structions for beginners, and full glossary of terms
»used in trade. Illustrated, 50 els. Pain er’a Manual,
60. Taxidermist, 50. Of booksellers or by mail.
feb2i 3t
JESSE HANEY, 119 Nassau street, N.Y.

Stereoscopic Studies of

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johne,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and pricee, address
ORER BROTHERS,
deefitf
Fernandina* Florida.

BABE

CHANCE

To Buy a Fish Farm.
Business engagments compel me to coll my farm,
or about 25 acres, containing house, bam. hatchinghouse, arid fish-pondB. The place is well-fumiehed
with choice fruit, and is a fine location for a fish,
pool try, aud fruit farm. Price low,
FRED MATIIER,
febir tf
Honeoye Falls, New York.
Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for !§10O.

"IT*

&

H.

ANTHONY

&

CO., 591

PJ T Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
tel. Chromoa and Frame?, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoeropes, Megale uoscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, a Koto-Lantern Slides a special
ty.
Manufacturer* of Pliotog rapine materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tiou*
au5-lY

FOREST AND STREAM
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OP

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of the

Famous Iron Steam Yaclits

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (f.0 feet), 1 7.94 miles per hour; MINNEBAHA,

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an honr.

KEEP THIS CHECK IN SICHT
DISTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Cents

252

ACCIDENT

Broadway, N ew York.

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

ONE DAT.

POLICIES by the mnnlh <
year for any amount, from
1*1.000 to $5 000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 ‘
each $1,000

INSURANCE.

OE HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Manager.

The nndersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent Rifles,

with

•

Marlin’s Improvement

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

ORIENTAL

MILLS,

OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SCHOVERLINC

MANUFACTURERS OP SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING
jan23 3m

GUNPOWDER.

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 80 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad st., Boston; 19 Exchange at., B iffilo; 9 State st., Chicago; 32? N. Second st., St. Louis
Agencies iu all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

The Most Approved

System

Breech Loading, Sportina:
And

Military jj Rifles.

I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfnlly .shown to all wbo lake an internst In Rifle Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
can be tested m the 100 jard range on ihe premises.
Liberal arruugcinenta made with clubs anti associa¬
tions. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 2fl0 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y.
dec23 3m

Dogs of England.

For Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE, m

ALL

RESPECTS.

mal rainier, photographed from the origi¬

^-Illustrated Household Magazine,_isai

nal Paintings by R. W. TURUPP.

jay*
—Now in Us Hill Volume—
_J0t
jag-Tlic best Periodicalever imlilishoil for Iht'./a *'
—“
family Circle.
_®S

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell. St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (while) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Bob, Spaniel, (liver coloied) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ator Spaniel, Captain Lmdoe.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhonnd. Joshua Dawes. Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Paper and Metallic Shells

Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, iCsq.
Charlie, Bleuhe'm Spaniel, Joshun Dawes, Fsq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. O. Macdona.
Tell, St Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona,

Manufactured by the

Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

Crib, Dalmutijui, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper. Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel. - Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Siella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Be I Ion a, Fox Terrier, T. H Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. II Murchison.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound. Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe,
Roll, Laverack Setter (blDCk and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J’. O. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whilehouse, E*q.
Jock, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael. English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and vvhire), R. J..L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough). Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.

Bridgeport, conn.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscr.-w the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, now model, with
IIob''s’ patent waterproof primers, never miss Are, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
inquire of aoy of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading Shot Grans.

Shells

for

a..
66
are ea?lly
aa,d the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and mnch thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from drivin® throneh or
springing away, thereby causing missdres. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in Its place
It
°K COrw.es fasi‘.ft6 “aveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents misafire
• been left on shell for a few days, winch is liable to occur either In steel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any lensth ordered, from
to 3} inches.
,,
Lllader'Price Lists, con be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the caiuury. . GEO. L. HART & CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. 3.

„

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.

Mbssbb. Gsobsk E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from yon to-day snit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in aU my shooting jmreafter. Yours truly,
jnayiii-iy
•
A. H. Uouakpus.

Our Readers

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬

^"An Attractive Monthly for-W
Young and Old.
^Uvnmimi the brilliant list Of Grnnil frizes!-®!
Pottle first is one Cle-unt Hosewroi! Piano,
^-retail pric*. $■ 00). The publishers now oifer*=j||
^these prizes for subscription, in addition to*“E5
?*»tho commission, which is thirty cent* for««g[
Jpgr-cvery subscriber. For terms in roll, see an
JS-nonu cement in the Magazine, hendedr^^
,—*»42 rand Prises Now Offered to Wot hers.’’
y~lt wUtpay you well ro act upon our advice.
^Fubseripiion ONLY one dollar a y<‘ar-:'^f|}
Postage 10 cents exlra.
-W“

^Puimiitc
I se,ld at onee for a c°py of<“S=l
Jl <11 v II Lo I this excellent* chaste nnd««|{
sparkling publication—examine it carefully
^aud, OUR word for it. YOU WILL ut, onee-S
\e subscribers for the sake of your liitle-^^
_, as well as because you will find its col-~gj
J^umns most attractive for your own reading. “Jg
JE The conductors of this mazazine have-jj||
jpas-spared neither pains nor mouey in order to*=jgJ
SS^rrifike it what it is to day—an instructive
jS*-entertafning desideratum for every house
hold. Its pages are devoted to popular lit—egg
^enitur?, science, art, education, and the dc-<=g
r-veli ipment and maintenance of the moral
^fiuence of home attractions. Iis characier—
£§s~istic feature is comprehensiveness. The-sU
-"-^manuscripts now on hand, from noted peng.-g*
Land others especially engaged, embrace an-4H
U-unusually attractive list of Sketches °f“^,
L. Travel, absorbingly interesting 8eri<ils,=i&J
Tales, Poems. Popular Essays, Literary
L>CrI<leisius. etc., etc. Iu the EIH'I DR’s-^
USTUDY, lmpntant and Pessiug tlues-~g|
prions of tlie Day, will be treated wilh fear-“^|
Uless, uncompromising independence, and*^3
-oiinswerviug loyalty and devollun to TnuJi,-sg|
^Justice and Right.
=» Addvess
Household Publishing
^P. O. Box 3,267.
41 Park Row,
Y.

Large size, 19x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, iu Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. 35. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and w hite), R. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. U. Murchinson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel.-Garwood, Ksq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake. Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Esq,.
M. P.
Gainer, Foxhound,-RadclifTe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price, Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to
express charges,
FOREST AND 8 TREAM PUB, CO.,
17 Chatham struct, New Xovk,

There can be no greater eor-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable bouts that are equal to the very best whol«
ones lor fond ui'iJmiawiiw-g

FOREST AND STREAM
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hotels and %$e$orts for ^port'linen.

Charleston Hotel,
E. H. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
CHARLESTON, S. C.
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on fir*t and second
floors. Ticket; oflice and Lelegraph office in hotel.
feb24 tf
THE

ONLY

Bloomfield Hotel,
Meesinger

Bros.,

55 BROOMFIELD STREET,
Boston Mass.

The House for Sportsmen.
IptAJSX)

ft*m 7 tr.
NATIONAL. HOTEL,
Jacksonville, Fla.,

George McGinley, Prop.

THIS

$4 per Day

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick hou?e of modem structure, and rurnished
with elegant fnrniture.is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
qny hotel in the South. _._Dec3Q-tf

Orange Sporting Powder.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

i. & W. TOLLEY’S

OKANGE L1GKTNING POWDER,

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sixes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recon.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and m canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 26 lbs., 121 lbs.,
and 6} lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and lesB resit.uura than any other brands made.
BLASTING. MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 26 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprie'ore and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”

Rossini House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KKIDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sri*., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Gnus, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Backs, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines. &c.
Perch Snood*, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo and Japan.
Bird8\ Eggs and Birds1 Skius in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS, i-ly

Muzzle .Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
OUR PATENT

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

A

PER

. can novV be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it, now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul¬
ing of the gun. Little or no sKioke* Little or no re¬
coil. Not very loud report. Less heating of the bar¬
rel in rapid firing. Good penetration and good pat¬
tern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on tne can.
CARL DITTMAR,

LOOK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either cud up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 1} pounds, and is only 11 inches
wide. Holders flare at lop so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely Clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of rhe kind invented.
PRICE, 0. O. D.,$8.50.
Ia Ordering^ give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
i,2i-1.v
N. S. nogs. Neosho Fails.Kan.

IIOLIDAYPRESEN TS.

Hazards “Rack Shooting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 aud 5 lb. canister b
and 6* and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service# •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

j. 0. BQUGALL’S
(Title registered.) .

W. IV. GREENER’S

J. H. Hubbard,

Manufnclurers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

LOADING

PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO
21 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 8T. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

SHOT

GUN.

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Clicular.

Clark

POWDER.

&

Sneider.

ai4 W.Pratt, tat.. Bn,ltiwioi*e.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Establishkd ik 1801),

j

Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds ami descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

Feb 10-1y

Mannfactnrer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer In

Gnns

of* all

-

Descriptions.

Guns bored to eboot close and bard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gun stucka—bent, crooked, or
straight—warianted to stay, constantly on baud, a
large invoice of Engiirh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly at tended to.

No. (51 Elm Street, Boston,
Eepresontefl

F. L. Kneeland,
70 Wall Street, Now York.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwuds required, loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
J uS-ly

.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

HJUZZIE-IOADIHG MATCH RIFLE.
1‘RICES, @50.00 TO @250.00.

BPOUTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

The most Popular Powder In Use.

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Maes.

James’s Street London.

Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE,
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loader,.
rav27

Muzzle Loading- Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND dia¬
mond GRAIN POWDER.

uorl8 tf

59 St.

MANUFACTURER of the

BREECH

Dupont's

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF

Supplies a want which smokera have long felt—a
pipe which ahull give simply tb« mete and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
amellingliciuld in stem or bowl, bur, is always clean
and sweer. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stern is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
h few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not fnmiHhea with the pipe, is ns follows: Four
and a half aud seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
auuipie sent by moil for $1 by

of the Fid'/ to possess the GREATEST PENE¬
TRATION ami therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 800 pellets; average, 191: penetra¬
tion, 37. The Editor’s trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
ISO,and penetration SO, although ttierc tv ere-10 more pel¬
lets in each charge. Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these aew systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that onr system is our own inven¬
tion i though fonuded on Ibe American idea) and is DU¬
RABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried bad been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.

SNEIDEIl

Fred. Julius Kaldenberg,

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY. PIONEER WORKS,
Rinrmneham. England

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
SHOWN By trials nt Wimbledon by Editor

G UIVPOWDEB.
Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

THE

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
|vt

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rille.”

88 Wall Street. New York.

Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipea and lloldors
of any design, or made to order.
N. B— By a new process I boil Pipes so tba* the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot theyare smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all parts of the woi'ld.
Stores: 4 and 6 John at.., one door from Broadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Aetor House,
Broadway, New York. P. O.Box81. Send for JLlusnov25-3m

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12*, and 6$ lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and $ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard fiifle powder of tte country.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s ageuts in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office.

Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, etc.

NG row-

S

1875.

Gunpowder.
Ilazard’a “American Sporting,”

* -mesa linns, ceuibrated for
irkmnnship
EltS, are built in s ix qualities
(oi-brands.) They a re now imuited direct to our N EW YORK
FFIOK, and sold b]r the Mauufactnrers to 8POR1fSMEN at
the following prices
Pioneer, - - - - £65 Gold.
Tolley,. HO
“
Standard, - - - - llfi
“
National, - - 110
“
Challenge, - - - 180 “
Paragon, * - 225
«
TRAP SHOTS ant l others re¬
onirina. Guns special ly built, on
our-new system for *DOUlTLE-CLO'SE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried ont WITH DESPATCH

London Cun Trial,
Far-Killing Prize Guns.

Nos. 1 (flue* to 4 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6$ lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

FROaa STOCK.

GREAT

Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Ti-ar Trials, July,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired without deterioration,
W. W. G, is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-iocb circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and stylos In stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for HolabmTs Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, otd including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st_jan!3 ly

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
The Goss Hevolving UartridgeHolder

THE

MANUFACTURERS OT

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anu cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

ENGLISH

H. C. Squires/"- 1£rJ“r1,,t

The Hazard Powder Co.,

Hazard's “Electric’* Powder.

Electric Rebounding Lock
FROM

MANUFACTURING CO.
new improved powder

My

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats I he records of
any maker in the world.
18:5. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.
Davidson,
3d—Pape.....Pape.
Cat of a class of 6S guns, 3 out of the 6 best wer
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average scoTe only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns,
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
: st— Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape...David son.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st— Prtpe.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, SporiiDg Boring.
1st—Pape.
Davidson
Those champion Long Range gnus, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3^ dr. to 1* oz. shot,beat- the
beet 8 bore Greener gon at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2$ oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’* Sub. Cnp, valued at £46,
wa* also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the Londou Gun
Trials of 1858. l?5fi, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec*_NO AGENTS._

FINE

Made to Order

feb3 ly

Corner of Dock Square.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and mast durable snap action made,
Shooting qualities fitsc-dasa.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price !i*-. No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y,
OdS-Sm

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Cali the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of tb'-ir Xu v Pntflit -‘SLMPLKX” Breach loader
uud INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical sonnduiss ho thorough, aud the
Btrensth and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will HUpercede nil the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerfnl grip
being Tar stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip how used. In this new action LEV ER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in Us ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings or action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. fi SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780. *

aug26-tf

W. W. GREENER’S
DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
Ul .W Winuer of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at, the- Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1B75, beating 38 com¬
petitors with fiS guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System ol' Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yarda.
loaded with large riiof, and will
shoot well with email shot with a
Icbs powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Mesur-e McLaran, Williams & Co.r Agents, St.
Lon is, U. S. A. Address
\V. AY. GREENER,
ot. Alary'i Works, Birmingham, EnglwoO.
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Third Edition.

Sportsmen’s (Boods.
QTIID

ENGLISH

SETTERS.

O Llewerin'’s Kennel, Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prizewinners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or bine blood, at $50 each, gold For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
feb24 3m
Strafhroy. Ontario, Canada.

THOR

SALE—A

GOOD,

i Lile in

STAUNCH,

By CHARLES HALLOCK,

_LJ
thoroughbred, well-broken Setter of the Glldersleeve strain; perfect retriever, and fine nose;
color orange and white; price $100. Address II. s,,
at this ellice.
feb24 tl'

AUTHOR

Champion Field Trial Blood.
Any American wishing to Import the host English
Pointer blood can do so, from the Drake or Belle
strain, by applying to
R. T. LLOYD PRICE,
Rliiwlas, Bala, N. Wales, England.
This strain of pointers m e not sold in England, and
have produced more win Hern m the Held Ilian any
other blood; in fact, they are to pointers whntMr.
Laverock’s breed are jo setters._feb24 2t

DUNCKLEE’S CA1HP STOVES. PriceSla.
Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find tills stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 bounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Frv-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper.
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roasl’lS pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

THOR SALE—FOUR FULL-BLOODED
JJ
Beagle Ilnunds—Three doge, Lwo year* old. and
one slut, foor years old; all well broken; slow and
close tiackers; warranted.
J. T. KNIGHT, Jn.,
feb24 2t
Cliristinn, Lancaster Co., Penn.

CAMP LOUNGES. Price $5.
When folded is about (he size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent by express 0.
I).. #5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the,thing
for tUe camp or lawn.

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
Thev contain meat and that anti-scorbutic frnit the
date (the only Mibatintte for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which In the manufacture of
dog food is secured to us by patent; they will keep
dogs in perfect condition without other food, and
obviate worms.
Every cake is stamped. “Sprat tis
Patent.” Bo sure to observe this. For sale by F. O.
de LUZE, 18 Soiuli William street, New Yortc, in
cases of 1 cwt.
febJ7 St

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lb9.; Con
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Teu feet uqnare
*
six persona, $15.

American Dosf BiRcnits,
Made of nutritive hone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB

have sii 1 two better pup-*, four months old, for
tale, by Dr Strachun’s Don Tl.. out of Mr. James
Gordon Bennett’s imported hitch Jesri*.; very handsome; red, and red and white; $75 for the brace.
Apply to WM. STAPLETON. 4!) East Twenty-third
street, N. Y- city, or at this ofiice.
feblT tf

PURE

BRED

Jack Lamp,
for nlsrbt shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; tue best light ever invented, $6 25.

SETTER DOGS AND

bitches broken hud nnbroken, 9nd setter and
painter whelps for sale. LOW for cash. Address
AMATEUR,, Delaware City, Del.
DccSiUf

DOGS TRAINED.
TAUGHT

SETTERS AND POINTERS

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, Tn-Hoel. Uleou. To-ho, .and controlled by hand and whittle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs ho-irded
for $6 per moil ih.
FRANKLIN SUM NEK,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Muss.
P. O. Address. Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Win. R. Schaefer, gun ranker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
_
novlH 6m

K

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTlNu SLITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan. color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cneap.
English style; extra
pocket in back for camidgea. Entire suit, $15.
HEGEMAN’S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS,

Hart’s .Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

Waterproof,

for the woods’, three different styles.

FISHING

Garmeut s,

PROCESS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Patented November 9th, 1875.
Improved
imtnod or securing Shells in Belts aud Veals either
endup.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO ORDblR,
CORDUROY, FUSTI41V, TAN COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
n Application.

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 So veil tn Street,
WASHINGTON CITY.

The most Complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can bo packed in
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 Teet, weight 8 pounds...$26 DO
No. 2.10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3! 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds. 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
Tho best thing of the kind ever invented. Garries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs not H pounds, tied only’H inches
wide. ‘Price, C. O. 1)., $11 50.
Special atientlonpaid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Bogardes’ New Book, “Trip to England."
With how gans are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. n. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds aud eggs lor collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
tilled with dispatch.
We famish every article necessary for the ontflt of
sportmen iu the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Ofiice
order, or registered letter lo

EATCm & CO.,
I*. O. Box 5,109.
SporlHmen’a Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.
The experience of five years
has proved lbar this Ootnpacr
and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the warns of nil clashes of
he community than; any other
|work of the kind ever pubIt-hed. It has been proven by
IMMENSE SALES,

Numerous Commendatory Nolices re¬
ceived,

SOLIS MANUFACTURER OF

HOL ABIRD’S

SUCCESS

SHOOTING GOATS,
H.

1

novl8 tf

M
8IMIAUO E,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Ol any Desired LengiUund Size.

CONTENTS :
Introductory Chapter.
Birds eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route* oF Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish nf Florida
Three Months in Honda for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary flints for Cheap Recreation,
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. AngnRl.ine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Rase.
Pet Birds or St. Augustine,
Steam. Yachting on the St. John
Amwug the Seminoles.
in ihe Oppress Swamps.
Crnising .vlong Shore.
Shooting at Suit Lake.
The Okeechobee Exped tiou.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

'

WITH

1—Fernnndina to Cedar Keys.
2— Manatee Sarnzoftt and Gaeparilla.
3—Among the Keys.
4—Meteorology.
5-Piinta Ihn-sanud Caloosaliatcl le.
0—Up the Caloof-ahatchie River.
7—Visit to Okeechobee.
6—Indian Mounds aud Canals.
9—Tampa.
lt>—Subterranean Streams.
11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
12—Suggestions to Tourists.

BAKER, DAVIS X CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. E.lwood Zell,)
Ans. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

PHILADBLPHIA,

FA.,

Jaii18-12t

Zoological Garden.

Mew York Mailing Agency.

FAIRMOUIVT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every da v. A. large collection of Living Wild
Bea*cs, Buds, and Reptile. Admiaaion, 25 cents;
Shli.lreu under twelve. XQ d^nts,
janti ly

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., ith door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Maeager and.
Proprietor, open day and Bight,

Fishing Tackle,
Rods,Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Bails, FisliHoolts. &c.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle amiable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BKGKCH AM) MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lot

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

ABBEY & IftlBRiE,
SUCCESSORS TO

ANDREW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
ntPORTEHS. MANITPACTDKHR9 AND DEALERS IK

Fishinsr Tackle,

On hand the large.-H and beet assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
THOCT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Paeque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle Tor tho
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c.., &c.
Kplit Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Hods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

BRADFORD i ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale hy all hookseileis. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publicaTHE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

For

Philadelphia,

and southern

Mail Steamship Company’s line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o’clock noon, making
oloso connections Lb rough to all points South. The
line le composed of the steamships.] ITNIATA andAvYOMING. The Wyoming doe* not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of the most
-uperb character
She 1ms recently been refitted aud
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
somfort and convenience of passengers.
Families enroute tor FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Galf Railroad,
b londa, leave Savannah every’ morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coa^t.
For through passenger tickers and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia Alabama and Tennes¬
see, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 41fi
South Delaware avenue* Philadelphia,_

Hooks,
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
ang2fi-ly

NORRIS

Fly Rods,
FOR

Trout, Salmon,

and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass File*, Reels,' Lines,
Lenders, Flv-Books, dfee.

THA0DEUS
Junl3-ly

NORRIS,

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

MANNING’S

J. B. Crook & Co.,
Manupaotcrehs and Importers or

I^or*

1S76,

WILL BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth and Gilt Et1*ed. ..Price, St 00.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover ana Case, Price, $2.00.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO TUOS. MANNING, 31S
BROADWAY, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
"MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A huge number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application,
inn 13 tf

AGENTS.

The edition of 3876 has been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It contains 150,000 articles, 8,000 wood engravings,
jmd eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
TheDwork is issued in parts, aud a specimen copy;
with map, will be sent to any address, free of post¬
age, for iwenty conta.

We offer to dealers aud sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

And every Variety and Style of

Southwest Florida.

And by its uniform

Waterproof

Yalparaiso, Indiann.

$8, SB 50Mid $6.

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.

W. H. Holabird,

Send for Illustrated Circular.

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

iw-proof,

Apr 29 ly

THE FISHING TOURIST.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,

El\RV GARDNER, M. D., H\S CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct. 22

Illustrated Price List sent

OF

T.hifl is a nvet seasonable book for Sportsmen,'.Tour¬
ists, Invalids, and Settlers, aud has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida aud notions seeking seti iement there. It gives a f nil classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other Informa¬
tion as will be of great oeuufit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
HOLA1IIRD S CELEBRATED SUITS.
nent seLiiem*'n'.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00 I
548 pp,, 12ino. Price, $1 50.
*‘
“
Wading Jackets. 6.00 J

For Sale.

THE

4>!$iscellaneott§,

FROM

FISHING TACKLE!
SO T-niton St., P*f. Y.

N B, -8olc manufacturers In this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Trr'” P.nw* nnd Salmon.

McBride

Having

Flies.

been for

the

past

twelve yeara associated with my father, John
MeBride, in the* mnnnfactnre of fishing1 tackle, I feel
competent, to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Partiee
supplied with casting Hues and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania tmut. streams, Adirondacks, Ihe Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Island*, Canadian,
and other watt rs. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these Hies, by mentioning file locallty where they iutend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
rrom any natural ineect or pattern desired. SABA
rl MettRl DE, (.Successor to John McBride) Mmnfnrd,
Monroe county, N Y_PecfT-ly

HAYDEN’S

1

Revolving Cartridge Belt
Tile Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; 5>1U quilted,
la the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
Co.V, 102 Nassau st.. and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

§10, |50, $100

often leads to fortnne.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Renew and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKL1NG & CO,, Bankers and Brokers,
V* Proud why. N- Y
Dec *23

8 KGS’CHI
A l, from An line
CoiotB, and Drawing and

in Pencil and Water
Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; niustraied, only 50e.
Of booksellers or by mall. JESSE HANEY A CO.»
X19 Nassau tsrieet, N. Y.
Dec30-lf

FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by ail dealers. Send for circnlar.
HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Colnmbns, Ohio

CCA1T
OLll I

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR ff I n fn
how *10 TO *500 Inves ed In ^ I U IQ
Slock Privileges has paid and
will pay Large Profits. Railroad
Slocks," Bonds and Gold bonsht
Margins. Interest Six lVr
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NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EEEECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OE MANIPULATION,
PEREEOTION OE WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About

200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E.

REMINGTON & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS

Military,
Sport
jpg, Hunting, aur
Thr-cl Breech Load
iug Rifles*.
A 1st
Double mid Singh
Barrelled Shot Gun
undSUot Onus un¬
it 111 e a combined
Revolving, R^pi-a
iiiffr Derringer, aur
Vcai Rocket Hated?.
Can ridges, &c., &e
Send for Treat ip*
on Kitle Shooting
Illustrated C a a
logue, &c., to
13.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by

COL.J, A. SHAFFER,
South

Park

Range,

Chicago, Ill., Nov. 9, ’75,
with ~

Remington Creedmoor Rifle,
23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 116._

REMINGTON
3033

&

OF

,

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and Manufac¬
tory, ilion, Herki¬
mer Co., N.Y.
Circa go Agency,
•237 Stale street.
Boston Agency,
1 e Tremont street.
Ph iladelphia
\geucyt 810 Chest¬
nut street.
St. Lons Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth
S’.reer.
Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N- Charles
street.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.

SCHUYLtH.
HARTLEY £ GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 30 dr 32 John streel, IV. V
BREECH LOADING GUNS

AY. & C. SCOTT & SON’S

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,

POPE’S

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Rifle Air Pistol,
m . Iki il’m T)D 4 O-l IOL'
FOB TARGET
PRACTICE.

A1 wavs in slock a full assortment of these noted Gnne, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’- Webley’s, YVtetley Richards, Clabrongh, Moore and others, from $10 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Hi flea, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

Noe. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, T, mid 8 Superior Kifle, and Col
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
Efnv Yc
sepO-eow

No.

177

Broadway,

'

Ju-tr he thing for
sportsmen audmillSlioots darts or slugs a
1 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly accurate. By practicing mill it one
m ;y become a dead shot. Each
pistol i>' put up in a neat box, wii h
6 dans, 6 targets. 100 slugs, ramr«.d, claw.wrench, and skeleton gnu stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $U. fceiC bymaUon receipt of price
ami S5 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanaerio-Cbief of che U. S. Army:—
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim. and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the or* tinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN. General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street. Bouton.

Havana Lottery.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coining drawings, commencing January 5th.
we have reduced the prices nf tickets as follows:
Whole, $205 4, 810; I, $5j 1-5,
$4;
1-10, $i; 1-20 $l.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We ato prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
Governments, Ac. TAYLOR dr CO..Banker*,

hula.

Agents for Genuine

BREECH-LOADER S.

ENGLISH

H'eblOi f

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
13 Faneuil Hall Square
BOSTON.

WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RElAfL

BREECH LOADING

AGENTS1
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tlonal Gan Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
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N a late number of the Forest and Stream I fiud an
admirable article on the late Caleb Loritig, a true¬
hearted man, and the most renowned among Eastern sports¬
men; and as its author hopes that other similar reminiscen¬
ces may he volunteered, the present writer being for
• some years an associate with honest Caleb, wishes to add
his tribute to the memory of his old friend.
Under the sod, dear Cale! That strong right hand that
pulled so well the matchless oar and the fatal trigger, now
but poor dust and ashes! When we think of friends de¬
parted, how vividly flash back upon our recollection, their
very look, smile, step, and gesture! The tone of their
voice, the ring of their laugh, are again audible to us, as
if but moments, not years, had intervened.
Several years since, in the good old city of Boston, a
few lovers of field sport formed a mutual association that
they might often meet together and talk over the pleasures
of rod and gun, and contrive ways and means for the en¬
actment and enforcement of game laws. The club con¬
sisted of some twenty members, including officers, among
i whom were the late Capt. Henry J. Sargent, and Col.
Fletcher Webster, “dead on ilia field of honor." Caleb
Boring was one of its most active members, and here we first
made his acquaintance. He was then well-known as a most
expert sportsman, unrivalfed in the pursuit of game and
the handling of rod and gun. The club then occupied a
handsome room in a large buildiug at the corner of Sum¬
mer and Washington streets, which was decorated with
painting, and supplied with a billiard and card tables; no
liquors, and no betting permitted. A good fire always
welcomed one in the winter days, and the light of gas
made cheerful the evenings. The cluh had also a conven¬
ient building of several rooms, constructed in the city,
which was placed in pieces upon the cars, conveyed to the
shores of Scarboro Hirer, in the State of Maine, and there
erected. This house was thoroughly built, and made se¬
cure by iron [doors and window-shutters, and the key of
it was always at the command of any of the members, who
wished to enjoy duck, geese, and bay-snipe shooting; and
very many hours of social pleasure were enjoyed under
its bumble roof.
One day, early in the month of April, Caleb came to the
writer to propose a trip to the “shanty." He said that
the Scarboro River was free from ice and that the geese
and ducks were there in great numbers, and suggested that
we should provide provisions and ammunition sufficient
for a few week’s consumption, and go forthwith to our
shooting ground. This tempting proposal was at once ac¬
ceded to, and at the dawn of the next day we were rolling
through Washington street in a carriage filled with the
impedimenta for our campaign. After a ride of ninety
iniles, the ears deposited us at a little depot, within'a few
miles of our shanty; and just at the dusk of evening we
stood upon its piazza. It was not a cheerful scene, A
cool Northeast breeze swept drearily across our river, and
as it moaned through the dead, yellow salt grasses of the
meadows, gave us but inhospitable greeting. But soon the
rusty old door creaked upon its hinges, the iron bars were
removed, the window-shutters thrown back, our guns and
stores deposited in the parlor and kitchen, good fires blaz¬
ing in our stoves, the evening lamps filled and lighted, the
coffee pot and frying pan in full operation, and we, our¬
selves, made comfortable and happy after a substantial
meal, in the smoking of the evening pipe. Our next busi¬
ness was to drag out two of our little boats from the boat¬
house, deposit in them a proper set of decoys, and launch
andsecure them, all readyfor service in the morning. This
done, we ascended through our trap door to the large sleep¬
ing room, which was provided with a dozen double bunks,
with ample supply of blankets. Before break of day Gale
was out of his nest, called me, and wc descended to our lit¬
tle parlor. Coal was freshened up In the stove, coffee was
disposed of, and then taking our guae, we stepped into our

boats and rowed away in the dark, each for our selected
shooting place. When sufficient light permitted, we set
out our decoys and continued to shoot until ten o’clock,
when we returned to the shanty, cooked our dinner, and
after a good smoke, rowed out again to our decoys and
continued the sport until dusk, when we returned home;
enjoyed our supper, and then- retired early to rest. This
was about our daily routine for several weeks, except in very
stormy weather, at which time we remained at home, em¬
ployed in overhauling boats, decoys, and ammunition, and
in reading, writing, chatting, and wishing for good sport
on the morrow.
In all these sports, Gale exhibited superlative skill, not
only in cutting down passing fowl, but in approaching them
in his shell of a boat. This craft was cunningly trimmed
on its edge with salt grass, and as it was almost even with
the surface of the water, it was a common practice with
him to scull noiselessly within fair gun-shot of a l(ock of
geese, or of feeding ducks. He would lie flat on bis back
in the boat, and propel it with a short paddle, passing
through a hole in the stern of the craft. This he would
do so skilfully, that I could not delect Mb sculling-hand
project above the rim of the boat as be moved upon his
game. 80 expert was be in cutting down a swift-flying
bird on the wing, that I can readily credit the account of
his killing, on wager, ninety-four woodcock out of a hun¬
dred; forty-one of which were got consecutively, as were
also thirty-eight. Capl. Bogardus could have hardly ex¬
celled this shootiug, nor could Frank Forester have done
better. By the way, the latter splendid shot and writer re¬
minded me of Caleb in many respects. They were of about
the same (middle) size, both of dark complexion, and
black hair and eyes; both of sinewy mould and energetic
action. Both had great powers of endurance, defying
wind and weather; both were prompt with the gun and
quick with the trigger. Both were enthusiastic lovers of
the gun, ready at joke and repartee, genial comrades; and
Cale, at least, was ever in good spirits and kindly humor;
never losing temper or equinimity, under adverse circum¬
stances. We first became acquainted with Herbert at tbe
office of the spirit of the Times, in Porter’s time, and
though we conversed wiili him on rod, gun, and game, we
had not the pleasure to be out with him in the field as lie
had but little prediction for wild fowl shooting.
Ilia
choice sport was, with the help of a good trained dog, to
hunt up quail, woodcock, partridge, and prairie fowl,
more especially the latter.
As a specimen of Cale's quickness with the gun, we
might mention, that on one occasion we saw him cut down
Bix old squaws out of seven, with his double-gun, and then
we thought that the survivor would escape, but no, for
Cale caught up his heavy single ducking gun and stopped
him at a very long shot.
We were both at the shanty when that terrific spring
gale swept tbe Atlantic coast. It was that fearful storm
when the famous Minot’s ledge light-house was swept
away with its two keepers. We had “turned in" that
night with no forebodings of the hurricane, and the unpre¬
cedented high rise of tides that was impending. Our shanty
was planted without cellar or foundation, at what was sup¬
posed to be a safe distance from tbe river, and beyond the
reach of tbe very Mghest tides. In the middle of that
night I was awakened by the heavy roar of winds and the
mad rush of the waters against the building. 1 roused up
sleeping Caleb and we hurriedly descended to our little
parlor below, to find with dismay that the water was sev¬
eral inches deep on the floor. On opening the door to look
out, we were made aware of the overwhelming fury of the
tempest. The river was all around us, and we were isola¬
ted as in the middle of a lake and no land to be seen. The
river was one sheet of plunging billows and tossing foam,
the waves rushing like wild horses, with flowing manes,
ready to trample down all opposition. The piazza was
flooded deep with water, and the house trembling with
fear. We expected every moment that it would be engulphed and swept away, and our only hope was in one of
our boats, whose painter was luckily fastened to the piaz¬
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za. But after watching the scene for an hour, we were
relieved to notice that the water on the floor began grad¬
ually to subside, and soon we were sale from danger.
For several weeks we enjoyed a glorious time in that
lonely shanty, having plenty of provisions and being sup¬
plied often with fresh eggs, milk, and butter, from the
nearest farm-house. Our ice-house furnished a sumptuous
supply of wild fowl of various sorts, quantities of which
we sent away to friends in the Hub as tokens oE our re¬
gards and trophies of our success. On Sunday's we were
elegantly hospitable, as we at such times invited some of our
rural neighbors to dine with us, and on these occasions we
treated them with all “the delicacies of the season;” pre¬
paring for them nice cakes aDd puddings, and the very
choiest game of our larder. These neighbors all protested
that they never before bad so rioted in rare abundance.
Caleb was a capital band to kill a goose and produce
him on tbe table afterwards. We bad plenty of crockery
and cutlery, sufficient for a largo dining party, and as we
disliked the trouble of washing and cleaning up dishes
after each meal, wo (lumped them, when used, into a big
basket, which would be heaped full by the end of each
week, which i$as our general washing day. Fried clams,
stewed clams, and baked clams, were our most frequent
and favorite food, aB they were handy to catch, and easy to
cook. We would sometimes amuse the hour with reading
elegaut extracts from our old cookery book, and so discuss
the merits of various delicacies—beyond our reach. Cale
would read aloud with emphasis the best modes of pre¬
paring beef a-la-mode, boiled salmon, turkey with oysters,
floating-islands, ice-creams, &c,, and then would move that
we have fried clams for dinner and I would Second the
motion, which was a! ways'carried. I would, step out some
fifty paces from the house and soon return with a peek of
the big blue bivalves, to find Caleb all ready with his paa
and pork, and the table set.
Those were jolly days, full of toil and excitement, but
never to return; and we suppose that the dear old shanty
may still remain on the shore of distant Scarboro River,
and imagine that tbe ducks and tbe geese, and the baysnipe, each in their turn Continue to resort there, to Scream
and quack, and honk, and whistle as of yore, over the
waters and the meadows, But many of the choice com¬
panions that were then there, are now low in the dust, and
among them such kindly spirits as Loring, and Sargent, and
Webster, and Dixon, and others, who will cousorL there
no more for ever. Yet ero we close let us essay a few trib¬
utary verses to the memory of dear old Cale:—
Though eight years of ihe spring time
O’er Ihee have cast their blooms,
lied rosea and blue violets.
Fair garlands, soft perfumes,
Yet as all lov'd who knew thee.
Though dead, thou art alive,
The true-hearted never perish,
Though lost, they still survive,
In life Immortal, free from efhlu
Their memories remain I
When in the autumn stubble
The quail its plaiat repeats,
When on the falten hemlock
The drumming partridge bouts,
When from the swampy thicket
The starLlcd woodcock springs.
When o’er the salty meadows
The cnrlew speeds its wings,
When o’er the russet uplands
The golden plover soars,
When by Ihe sandy beaches
The bluekbreast skims tbe shores,
When o'er the hoy’s expanses
The circling black ducks sweep.
When all the wild geese squadrons
Follow the surging deep,
Then shall we miss and mourn thee,
And green thy memory keep.
Isaac
Grempcnt, Long Island.
Vessel. Building in the United States in 1875.—Tlic
total number of vessels built iu the United Stales in 1876,
is 1,318, against 3,147 built in tha previous year. The
number of sMps aud barques built last year, however, ex¬
ceeds that of 1874 aud the two previous years. The
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dark and then hunted dowu, arriving at camp at midnight, speckled trout, averaging at. least three pounds apiece.
These fish and maDy others, had been positively persecuting
but without seeing a deer in the whole, distance.
September 4th.—Broke camp at daylight and ran down to me. As a mere matter of curiosity we weighed a number
the foot of the lake, where we got breakfast. The rest of ofihe largest, which showed by one of Pronty’s best Bpring
the party now left for home, while I returned to the lintel to balances, upwards of four pounds each, the very largest
put in the balance of the day resting and sleeping. To-day five and a half pounds, plump. From the beginning to
the hotel people went up the lake to obtain a supply of the end of this bit of angling, I had given every fish ex¬
fresh meat for the table, and returning at night with two cept two, as much slack line as possible at the moment of
very fine bucks their guests are, as well as themselves, in striking, to the end that lie might reject the fly and go
about other business. I had only captured those which,
the best of spirits.
For Fcn'tel and Stream.
September 5tk.—It is Sunday, and rather a quiet one. hooking themselves, left me no choice hut to lower
A TRIP TO CRANBERRY LAKE.
Some of the party have gone over to Grass River, a dis¬ the point of my rod and direct the stearsmau to take hold
tance of about three miles, just for a walk. Others are of the line and pull the fish in by hand. If the hook tore
HE morning of August 31st found me at Griffin’s, cn reading, or writing letters home, while another gentleman out, as often happened, so much the better. 1 lost t be
route to Cranberry Lake and vicinity. I was to be and myself take a row to the head of the lake and return. only two fish whose acquaintance I was desirous of making,
alone until I reached the foot of the lake; there I was to There is wind enough to-day to raise the white caps, hut by the hooks coming away from them after a moments
stra'iB, probably hooked in ihe skin of tbe lips. Thtse two
meet some friends who were going in via Clifton. A good we enjoy our fourteen mile ride all the more for that.
substantial breakfast and a wish for good luck from Mr. Evening finds our party all together again, and it is passed fish were “ heavy weights,” but tome, at that time and
Cf,, and family, and I am off at eight o'clock Villi a small as most of our evenings in the woods are, in story telling. place, the large trout were no more than were the fingeramount of tackle, luncheon for the day, and one of “Rush- In this particular match our host, whom we call Captain, links in those early days among the mountains, wlieu 1 re¬
ton’s sporting boats,” weighing twenty-nine pounds, on ray took first prize, and no ties to be shot off either. Weali garded the capture of a two-pound trout as the acme of
did very well on small game, but wlieu it came to bears any angler’s ambition.
shoulders for a seven miles carry to the landing.
My diary goes on to state, that after a hurried breakfast,
Right here it may not be amiss to tell the readers how we the Captain had us. He was asked by some one of the
carry snch a boat, it being a mystery to the unlearned how party if be could tell us how bears got the honey out of unwilling to give it up so, I ascended the stream to the
next go-><1 pool, where I had good sport, and was com¬
one person can carry such a bulky and apparently unhandy trees. He said, “I know how one didn’t get it out once.
article as a boat. We have a neck-yoke made of light You see I found a bee-tree in the spring and left it till fall paratively unmolested by the ravenons speckled nuisances.
framework, with straps across it near the centre, between before I should cut it. There was another tree just at the At one o’clock I returned to the camp, with just five
which you put your head, the straps resting on the shoul¬ foot of this one, turned up by tbe roots, and some of the salmon, weighing 28, 35, 26, 104 and 29 pounds, respec¬
ders, aud the boat turned bottom up over your head, the roots were sticking tip long and Sharp, and when I went tively. At some future lime 1 may take occasion to com¬
gunwales resting upon the yoke near (lie ends and balanc¬ there in the fall to get the honey I found a big hear with municate my experience in search of salmon, for the
ing so well that you need but one hand grasping the gun¬ one of these roots stuck clean through him. I suppose the benefit of whom it may concern. I certainly entertain
wale to steady it. In this manner a man will curry a boat bees stung him too hard, or be lost bis hold from some some convictions on the subject measurably different from
other cause, and fell righl ou this root. He had been dead anything I have read in my favorite authors. In .fact, I
as easily as he would a pack of the same weight.
set down much that 1 read ou this subject as pure, unmiti¬
Three hours of moderate walking, including several just long enough so that the hair would come out.”
September 6tit.—To-day I went over to Dead Creek, a gated bosh, undoubtedly worked in to use up priuters’ ink,
rests, brought me to the river, where an hour was spent in
resting and eating my dinner. At a quarter past twelve I small stream emptying into Grass River, outhe “windfall,” and to make additional pages.
In connection with the above, allow mo to state, in re¬
took the stern of my little craft, paddle in hand, having and distant au hour and a half by a woods road from the
first trimmed her by putting stone in the how. The river hotel. I had a fine day’s fishing, and returned at night gard to one or two of your answers to correspondents, that
there are two rivers'Nouvelle on the north shore oi Bay
was quite low, the gates at the reservoir dam above being with seventy fine trout, some weighing half a pound.
September 1th—My friend E., and myself again visited (Jhalears; Nouvelle Magnasha, near Dalhousie aud Litttle
closed to enable mill-owners below to make their annual
repairs. I had no trouble, however, in getting along, as I Dead Creek to-day, fishing it above "where I fished it yes¬ Nouvelle, just to the eastward of Paspehiac Point. The
could run in three inches of water, aud half-past tlu-ee terday. Our catch to day was 103 very fine brook trout, of former is the noted river. Port Daniel is not at the
o’clock found me at “The Uaryo,” seven miles up the three-fourths pound weight and under. The greater num¬ mouth of Petite Nouvelle, but is some twelve or fifteen
river, having spent an hour of the lime at Chaumont ber were small ones. On our return we found a team miles to tbe eastward, lu company with a friend, I once
waitingtoconvey.ua home, and next morning we packed tried angling for trout from the point of a sand spit, at the
(sho-mo) spring hole iu a vain attempt to catch some trout.
A rest of half au hour, a carry of forty rods past the rap¬ up and bade adieu to the lake, to tbe Captain, bis family mouth of Nouvelle Bay. The time of year was unfavor¬
ids, and a run of another mile, brought me to “the old and guests, promising to return another season. A drive able, about the 1st of July, it being, as we were informed
Indian fishing ground,” a place where a spring brook puts of fifteen miles, accomplished in five hours, brought us to by Indians, just between the early and Ihe late runs of
fish, aud the weather was raw and cold, in fact, a good
into the river, and once famous for the size and quantity Clifton, and, we might say, “out of the wilderness.”
imitation of a Boston east wind. We fished iu tho salt
Now and Then.
of the trout taken. Here another half hour was Bpent
water of the bay, aDd took back to Dalhousie tea fish,
fishing, but with the same result as before, and, night
averaging
nearly if not quite three pounds. This is my
for Foreel and Stream.
drawing near, I shouldered my boat and carried it past the
RustiCus.
rapids and mill, a distance of about a mile, to a place TROUTING
THE WHITE
MOUN¬ entire experience at Nouvelle Maguasha.
IN
where the road and river met. A paddle of half a mile,
TAINS.
and a carry of about equal distance, brought me to the
HOY’S WILDERNESS.
reservoir dam, at the foot of the lake. Here I found that
OT long ago you published a readable article by “J.
niv friends iiad arrived in the forenoon, and with boats
G. M.” entitled “Trouting Among the While Hills,”
One correspondent asks for information regarding Hoy’s
and guide had gone up the lake on to the flowed land at
the inlet, leaving word for me to follow. Rather a cool in which, as a subsequent mathematical analysis by “X. Wilderness, and another kindly furnishes it. If as repre¬
proceeding I thought, considering that I was ou time, but Y. Z.” conclusively demonstrates, the writer’s catch was sented, this would be a glorious place for a summer or fall
supper being a matter of more, or at least nearer, interest more remarkable for numbers of fish taken Ilian for size
camp, and we doubt not that Lloyd Kilsmiller will find him¬
to me, I once more embarked, tlri3 time for my last pull or weights. Permit me now to say a few words on White
Mountain angling as it was nearly thirty years ago. In self called upon many limes during the coming season:—
for the day.
.
Uniostowh, Pa., February SSnt,, 1816.
A short, mile and my keel grated on the sand at the land¬ each of the years 1845-0-7-8 and 9 I spent several weeks at
ing in front of the hotel. Here I was greeted by my friend “Old Crawford’s,” just above Nancy’s Brook, in the Saco Editor Forest and Stream:—
You ask for information in resard to Hoy’H WiliternflBfl, how to reach
E., who had been enjoying himself in the wilderness for Valley, in pursuit of speckled trout. In 1853 aud 1853 I
about six weeks, visiting in that time most of the ponds repeated my visits, but found the fishing had much deterio¬ then e, guides, etc. We have obtained from Wish Miller, of this place,
who is an old hnntcr, and well acquainted with the wilderness, the fol¬
and streams above the lake, alid now so far on bis way rated. My last visit was in 1856 or 1807, and I was so dis¬ lowing, and give it for the benefit of any of yonr readers who may be de¬
home. I also found several other gentlemen—some here gusted with the barren condition of the streams that I sirous of visiting that place for lnmtiug and llshins: —
for hunting and fishing, and some for the benefit of their abandoned that locality and transferred my affections to
Oakland, Maryland, on the line of the B. & O. Road, is the point
health. A pull at something shorter than a paddle and other points. Those were days when comparatively a where yon leave the railroad. A team or teams can be fonr.d at this
stronger than lake water, a pull not all alone, a good sup¬ small baud of anglers had the sport to themselves; but place to convey parties across the “Backbum Mountain,” a distance of
per, and, weary with my first day out, I soon sought my even then pot-hunters were numerous. Harding, Hooper, thirteen miles; thence to a place catted “Shook "Shop"—Abernathy's,
room to sleep soundly till the ringing of the breakfast-bell Bemis, Ellis, Tuckerman. The well-remembered linea¬ about eight miles thence to the “Pine” region—Win. KUsmiUor's—
ments of each and all rise upon my recollection as I write.
next morning awoke me.
about seven miles. This is as far ns you con go with a wagon, bat
September let.—To-day is fine, the lake is quiet, and at A worthy brotherhood! Peace be with them! In those horses can be had atKitsmiller’s to take you three miles further on to
eiglu o’clock I am off on my ten mile voyage. An hour elder days the boulders and trees along the beds of the his brother's Lloyd Kilsmiller, and yon are at Ltoy’s Wilderness. Lloyd
various
streams
were
to
the
writer
as
familiar
as
Washing¬
is au old experienced huntei and fisherman, and always ready to give
nud a half of paddling took me out of open water, passing
ton street or Broadway. With rod always in hand except any information in this line, and also to act ns guide. The old Bobbin
in the meantime Lightning Point, where Rev. W. H. H.
Murray and party camped earlier in the season. Another in time of freshet, many, many hundred weight of fish House, a short distance from Kitsmlller’s, and in the very heart of the
from
first
to
last
fell
to
his
lot.
Now,
in
all
that
time,
Wilderness, was built many years ago by a BaUimorian, for himselr aud
hour spent in following the winding channel of the inlet
among dead aud fallen timber, where one was quite as how many pound and a half trout does J. G. M. suppose I friends to ocenpy during the hunting aud ilshtug season, long since de¬
likely to go wrong as right, brought me to the fool of the captured ? I will tell him. Exactly one, weight one serted, but left in charge of Lloyd Kilsmiller, is a splendid place for a
rapids, where I found my friends. They had been fishing pound ten ounces, and fish weighing a plump pound were party lo stop. The honse has plenty of room, with furniture and bed¬
with fair success, having a dozen or more very fine trout seldom taken by any one. Mine would scarcely reach a ding, and will cost tbe sportsman nothing. Kitsmlllvr will provide it
of one half to one and a half pounds weight An hour or score in numher. Even then fish-talk ran upon the vanished with a cooking stove, and play the gontal host and guide, Tor u nominal
sum, (plenty of the extract of maize) for hunters are his delight undn
so later we had dinner, when we tested the quality, and 1 glory of the streams, and I have often heard the old man
In this out of the way place.
may say quantity, of the catch to our entire satisfaction, Crawford say, that when he first settled there he could take godsend
It la seldom one hears of a wilderness with a lordly mansion in Us
lu the afternoon, while fishing from the boat a short dis¬ as many pounder’s as he wished at any time during the proper very centre. Beer, panther, bear, wild cats, turkeys, and In fact, game
season.
Yet,
here
comes
a
recruit,
whose
opening
casts
tance below our camp, a very targe black bear swam across
c.f all kinds right at the door of this palatial establishment, with ah the
the river within teu rods of us. We did not see him till arc rewarded with a pound and a half fish. Cvedat Juclwun.
comforts of a" city within. The Blackwater is mil of the beautiful
In those days I made it a business to carefully return to speckled trout, and Kilsmiller guarantees them by the thousands. The
he had got ashore, and our guns were all in camp, but the
their
homes
all
fish
not
fully
reaching
my
standard
of
size;
way that bear got through the dead timber made us think
fall of Blackwater is always a good guide, and parties can locate them¬
others
did
the
same,
and
in
general
abont
one
ball
of
all
that he was afraid there would be a funeral somewhere if
selves by tbe fall, for it can be beard for several miles-having a perpen¬
he did uot get out of the way. Of course after this no one tbe fish taken were restored to the water. At best the fish dicular fall of eighty-five feet.
Stardard.
cured to fish, and we spent the rest of tho day paddling up were small, and at a later period I made the acquaintance
of
localities
where
my
penchant
for
Bizoable
fish
was
fully
and down the stream iooking for hears, but none were
—Mr.
Gunning
(appropriate
name),
of
Cliincoteague
seen.
Night came—still, warm, and dark—and with o-ratifled. In proof of which I now offer a few grains of
“jack" and gun we “floated for deer.” Twoshots aud one truth for J. G. M.’s benefit, my original diary now being ou Island, a few days since, after having imbibed sundry mix¬
r
,
tures of “bug juice,” came to the conclusion that he was
deer was the result of our labor, and we returned at mid¬ my desk as I write.
At daylight on tho morning of August 9th, 1813, 1 awoke Nimrod No. 2, and that he was “called” to go a-hunting on
night to camp.
.
September id.—To-day was spent in fishing, sleeping, aud from my broken slumber, aroused ruy two Indians, and this particular day. So, after wrapping around his portly
ordered
them
to
set
my
canoe
ready
for
a
few
casts.
For
ealiug. The venison steak tasted much as it did last year,
bosom enough ammunition to kill half the ducks in the
and it took about the same quantity to go around. Quota¬ two and a half days we bad been forcing our way up bay, he meandered up the island. Half-way up the island
tions for Ibis market are; Pishing, fair; sleeping, quiet; stream through pools and rapids, and had finally attained Mr. Gunning was observed to “draw a bead” on Uncle
our
objective
point
the
evening
previous,
with
just
time
eating, brisk, with a downward tendency. At nigut we
Kennel Jester’s nose. The latter individual dodged behiud
agaiti went for deer, and got a very fine buck within sight enough left us to extract from the tea-kettle its cheerful an old wreck, and as Gunning closed up in front, Mr. Jes¬
of our camp fire, W. killing him very neatly at a distauce song to erect our tent, and make due preparation for ter could have been heard to exclaim, “Spare us, good
passing
the
night.
We
had
no
neighbors
suve
moose,
of about six rods, aud, beiug his first deer by jack-light,
bears, caribou, and other wild animals. It had rained in Lord!” Mr. Gunning finally caught sight of one of Mr.
be felt quite big over it. This was the only one we saw
Jester’s feet, and lowering his fowling-piece, he burst into
to-night, tliougU we heard others back on the flow, where torrents for some days, the stream was high for the time ot
. , ,
,
,,. .
year,
somewhat turbid, and in good order for angling. a loud laugh.
we could not. get at them for fallen timber, and at mid¬
“Hie! goo—joke (hie) old man—(hie) thot ’er noso (hie)
The
weather
had
now
settled,
and
at
intervals
during
the
night we again returned to camp.
night aud early dawn the plash of heavy fish could be was ’er red hed—so ion’. ”
September ‘id.—'To-day we fished, and jerked our vemson.
And he staggered away.
One thing we never forget, while iu the woods, and that is heard breaking water in the pool, on whose border my
As the evening shades drew down over the island Mr.
to eat. A man can eat oftener aud more at a time here lent was pitched, making sweet music for the tired sports¬ Gunning was found leaning over an old log, while at in¬
than anywhere else in the world, and if he does not work man's ears. At half-past five exactly, 1 stepped into the tervals in the afternoon he had been banging away Ot a lot
too hard he will gain flesh and return home feeling stronger canoe, and quickly anchored just in front of our camp. of wooden decoys, &ucliorcd a short distance from the
aud fresher than when he left it. To-day the ribs aud For some two hoUTS and a half 1 wielded my trusty shore. But his fun was over, for the unfortunate spoils¬
brisket of our best deer were placed on a huge wooden greenheart to tho best of my ability, and when, at a quarter man had shot off the thumb of his right hand.—Snow Hill
fork aud roasted over our fire of maple logs, and then, past eight, having tried the leugth and breadth of the pool,
seated on the ground with a goodly quantity of other eat¬ some three hundred yards in length, I gave it up disheart- Mmenger.__
ables spread before us, we made a meal that a king might ened and returned to siiore for breakfast; a more disgusted
—The annual grasshopper legislation has begun in Kan¬
have envied. Toward night our tent was struck and bag¬ man never stepped out of a canoe. But mark; X liad sas with the passage of a bill giving a state bounty of live
gage packed, and one of the party, taking it in the largest taken plenty of fish, such as they were. As my canoe dollars a bushel for grasshopper eggs, and fifty cents a
boat, rowed down to the open water on the lake and put struck the beach my attendants threw out one after bushel for young grasshoppers.
up the lent ou the bank, while the rest of us waited till another; one, two, three, yeti, some eighteen or twenty

whole number of ships is 114 The number of steamers
built in the same year is 340, which includes many small
craft. Three-fourths of the sailing vessels were con¬
structed in the ship yards of Maine, although Massa¬
chusetts, nest in order, turned out ihe greater numher ol
heavy craft. The grand aggregate of the tonnage built last
year is fully up to the yearly average of the past quarter of
a century.
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ters of the Merrimac, and more or less continue to be caught
in the mackerel seines in Massachusetts Bay, and forward¬
ed to Boston and New York markets. A large number of
salmon spawn will be received in January from Bueksport, and still more may be expected in October from Cali¬
fornia.
Land-Locked Salmon.—The Commissioners have, as
yet, been unable to procure a supply of the spawn of this
valuable fish; but now that the hatching-housc has been
removed to Grand Lake stream and placed in charge of
Mr. Chas. G. Atkins, who has succeeded in obtaining
900,000 spawn, the portion coming to Massachusetts will
be sufficient to supply the demand. Tbe Commissioners
have asked for the control of one or more ponds in which
a number of these fish can be placed, so that in time they
may not he obliged to go out of the State for their spawn.
California Salmon.—Eighty thousand spawn of these
fish were presented to the Slate by Prof. Baird. Something
over 75,000 of them batched, producing very healthy young
fish, which will be read)' for distribution about the 1st of
January.
The Commissioners have made a full investigation into
the condition of the fisheries in North River, In Plymouth
county, and its tributaries. Formerly, shad and ale-wives
abounded in this river. Of these the shad have become
almost extinct; and although alewives still annually as¬
cend the stream in considerable numbers, they have
ceased to be of any special pecuniary benefit to the bor¬
dering towns. No river in the Commonwealth is better
adapted to become a good shad and salmon stream; and
the value of such a fishery would greatly exceed that of
any supply of alewives, however abundant. With this
view they recommend the passage of an act prohibiting
fishing in.North River for the term of five years; and in
tile hope that the Legislature will adopt this recommenda¬
tion, they have already placed in the river 25,000 Califor¬
nia salmon, to which they propose to add an equal or lar¬
ger number annually until it is thoroughly stocked. The
supply of shad already in the river will be sufficient to
stock it with that species of fish, if allowed to propagate
undisturbed for the period named.
The Report contains a voluminous appendix, in which
is included a valuable “Sketch of the Progress of Fish Cul¬
ture in New England,” by Theodore Lyman.

HIS voluminous Report opens with, a description of
the operations of the fishways during the past year,
the action of which have, upon the whole, been satisfactory,
certainly as regards all other fish but shad. The fishway
at Holyoke was, last spring, put under the care of Charles
D. Griswold, of South Hadley, who closed it twice a day
for the purpose of noting what was In it. A great num¬
ber of silver eels, lnmper eels, and suckers weut through to
the river above; also, quite a number of black bass, striped
bass, chubs, perch, bream, and a variety of smaller fry
made their way through. On the 5th of July, Mr. Gris¬
wold found two yearling shad near the upper end of the
way, and subsequently quite a number of these fish passed
over. On July 6th, among the number of yearlings was
found one mature shad, measuriug nineteen inches, and
weighing about four pounds. These facts are important;
first, as showing that it was the yearling male shad, bred
above, that led the way and probably -attracted the others;
secondly, these fish, having passed freely over, the ques¬
tion whether the Holyoke fishway is a suitable one for the
passage of shad is settled. All efforts hereafter will be
directed to putting fish above the dam, and such improve¬
ments as can he made around the foot of the way.
It having been found that the Lawrence fishway was so
located that, although other fish passed up freely, the shad
Would congregate in the pool below the dam, an alteration
was made, and new works constructed leading to the pool.
Fishways have been built in the Neponset River, hut, with
the exception of the individual exertions of Mr. Estey, no
efforts have been made to restock the river; nor have the
towns bordering on the river ever appointed fish wardens
Hatching Yellow Perch.—I find the following record
to look after the fishways. It was suggested to change the
of one of my early experiments in fish hatching, made in
location of the fishway in the Taunton River, but the Com¬
the city of Albany, N. Yr., in the spring ot 1868, just be¬
missioners considered that it was unnecessary to go to the
fore I bought tile farm at Honeoye Falls and commenced
expense of building a new fishway, unless assurance was
fish breeding ns a business.
given that parties interested will stock the waters above
April 20th, 1868, while fishing a few miles below Alba¬
Wiih shad or salmon. The California salmon would prob¬
ny, took and impregnated 10,000 spawn of the yellow
ably do well in this river, and the spawn and fry *f both
perch {Perm Jluvescens). This fish is known in the South
these species of fish can be had on application to the Com¬
as “ringed perch,’’ “raccoon perch,” and "banded perch.”
missioners. The fishway at Turner’s Falls is completed
The spawn comes in a long ribbon, or rather a cylindrie
for the passage of salmon.
one, double like a stocking leg, but with numerous wrin¬
The Aj.ewife.—Owing to over fishing in previous years
kles; the eggs are seen as bright spots the size of a pin
there has been a scarcity of tills fish, and the Commission¬
head scattered through this mucous mass. The spawn
ers consider the practice in some towns of annually selling
was partly pressed and partly pulled from the fish ami put
at auction the right to take these fish to parties whose in¬
into the old wash basin used as a boat bailer with water,
terest terminates with the season, as one of doubtful policy.
and the milt from several males put with it. Took it to
Shad.—On IheMerrimac River there were taken during
Albany in my dinner pail, and remembering that the aqua¬
the season 1,433 shad, from whom were procured 6,670,000
rium at the State Geological Rooms was empty, 1 asked
eggs; hatched and turned in above Lowell, 825,000. A
permission to use it for hatching, which request was kind¬
quantity (not stated) were delivered to Mr. Estey for Nely granted by Prof. Hall, Curator of the State Cabinet.
ponsil River; the balance turned in at North Andover.
The establishment at this place during the past season ap¬ Noticed life the third day; about 100 dead—all dead by
pears uot to have been carried on with the usual care. Or¬ May 1st, don’t know wby.
ders were given Mr. Hardy to have all the spawn and
I found that this fish hung its spawn over twigs under
young fish not required elsewhere carried above the Law¬ water, and have found it often hung in the gill nets I was
rence dam, while the report shows that less than one-sixth
of the whole number taken were thus deposited. In 1871- then using, nave often seen it hanging high and dry at
2 nearly eight million young shad were turned into the least a foot out of water, where it was laid at a higher
Merritnac. The catch last season is reported to be the lar¬ stage of the river. My spawn was hung on a twig near
gest in twenty-five years, and at Newbury port they were where the water entered the tauk to insure a circulation.
sailed and barrelled as iu olden times. The shad opera¬
May 2d, took about 20,000 and put in same place, raised
tions on the Connecticut River are summarized in a letter
the curtain, but the sun did not strike the eggs; life in
to the Commissioners from Mr. Jos. W. Milner, giving the
over two days. Some one let down the curtains and pushed
following figures:—
Connecticut River, above dam, from Smith's Ferry to down the strainer on the waste pipe; about two-thuds of the
Mount Vernon, Yt., 1,205,000; at fishery, 580,000; total, eggs went down the waste pipe, (it was in three bunch¬
1,785,000. Streams in New England other than Connecti¬ es,) half the remainder dead, probably from handling, as I
cut River, 320,000; Started for Germany, 400,000; rivers
was informed that somebody lifted them out. The em¬
in United States other than New England, 530,000; total
bryos are in constant motion in the egg—a regular beating
from Connecticut River, 3,035,000.
The Commissioners again recommend a law requiring movement like clock work. In ten days from impregna¬
net. fishermen to report the number and variety of fish ta¬ tion 1,000 hatched from the 3,000 left, notwithstanding tbe
ken by them and the market value. The statistics which eggs were often disturbed by visitors, Six days after batch¬
would be thus obtained would be very valuable.
ing, the sac was absorbed, and I fed them clotted blood
Trout.—The Commissioners make the following sug¬
gestions as to the cultivation of brook trout, which they everyday. My notes say: “In twenty days they had all
alaim would not exceed iu expense that of fencing an acre disappeared down the waste pipe, but had not yet lost the
if land:—
embryonic fin.” I regard the latter statement as a little
“At the foot of the stream, or where the owner’s right doubtful; for though I looked at them with all the light 1
;erminates, should be constructed a dam sufficient, to in¬ then had, I now look hack on it a9 only a faint glimmer,
sure a depth of not less than six feet of water, and the
iverflow carefully screened; above this a number of small and myself as a very green specimeu of a fish culturist,
lams should he made, the distance between them being de- and I was not at that time very familiar with “embryonic•ermined by the fall of the stream; not being so near as to fins.”
low back upon each other, but far enough aoart to allow
I have not seen the young of this fish since, but remem¬
t portion of the stream to remain unchanged. * Nor should ber that they swam when batched, and that the sac was a
hey be so high as to materially change the temperature of
be water. Small fishways or shutes should be built over bright dot that did not protrude much from their little
transparent bodies. I hope to repeat this at the Centennial
bese dams to enable the fish to pass and repass.
“Around the dams, right and left, trenches should he tbia summer, and think I can now see with more light. My
node for the purpose of raising young fish and conducting kind piscicuitural friend, please bring me fish eggs of any
he overflow in time of freshets. The trenches for the kind, from sharks to sticklebacks, is the earnest request of
'ottng fish, should be gated so as to give, at all times, an
Fred Mather,
;ven flow of water. It is desirable that the water falling
iver the dams should be broken and aerated as much as
mssible. At the head of one of the trenches may he built
.small hatching-house; or wooden troughs with covers
OUlllbe used instead of the house. The south sides of
he ponds and the stream, if it is open to the rays of the
un, should he planted with willows, and portions of the
tream covered with plank or slabs for the fish to hide tin¬
ier. During spawning season the fishways may be screened,
tie fish caught and stripped, and the eggs impregnated by
lie dry method.”
Salmon.—About 250,000 young salmon {Salmo solar)
rere distributed in the headwaters of the Merritnac under
ae direction of Commissioner Wodleigli, of Laconia.
**oung salmon are reported very plenty in the upper wa¬
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Stocking Canandaigua Lake—We noticed last week
that the slocking of this lake had been successfully accom¬
plished. The following letter, addressed to Mr. Seth
Green, Superintendent of theN. Y. Fishery Commission, by
three well-known gentlemen is so important as placing the
matter beyond a question, that at the risk of some repeti¬
tion we priut it in full

to have nearly exhausted the supply. Trout were so scarce
that the most experienced fishermen frequently labored a
whole day faithfully with hook and line without catching
more than oue or two fish, and sometimes not any. In
1873 a few of those tailing an Interest in such matters took
upon themselves the task or restocking our lake by trans¬
porting the young fish from the State Hatching House at
Caledonia. After raising by subscription funds sufficient
to defray expenses of transportation, we procured and
placed in our lake about one hundred thousand salmon
trout fry. Again, in 1874, we deposited in our lake one
hundred and fifty thousand trout and twenty thousand
white fish. Id 1875 we secured about seventy thousand
trout, making a total of three hundred and twenty thousand
young salmon trout, and twenty thousand white fish in
three yoarsL Now for the results. In the spring and sum¬
mer of 1875 the fishing in Canandaigua Lake was such as
had never been known before. It was not remarkable to
make a catch, of eight to twelve trout in a few hours, and
some were fortunate enough to take even more. The lar¬
gest catcli of any one person in a single day was twentyone fine salmon trout, taken with hook and line by trolling.
This very decided increase, taken in connection with the
fact that very many of the fish were uniform in size, makes
us believe that there were of those placed in tbe lake in
1872 and 1873, (there were about twenty thousand trout put
in in 1872 by other parties), and that a greater portion of
tbe fish wo put in are yet to come on as sizeable fish for
catching. Consequently, we expect the number of trout
caught this coming season will exceed the number taken
last season. We design putting in another lot of the young
fish this winter, as the results are so very satisfactory as to
convince the most skeptical, and all those who have fished
in Canandaigua Lake for the past few years, were last sea¬
son thoroughly convinced of the efficiency and practica¬
bility of the artificial propagation of fish, and that our
barren waterB may be restocked to any extent by this pro¬
cess. We give you these results to let you know that the
efforts of the Fish Commissioners and Superintendent of
the State of New York are appreciated in this locality.
Very respectfully, yours,
G. A. Finley.
Geo. B. Chapin. ,
Laroy Benham.
FISH CULTURE NOTES AND ANSWERS.
BT FRED MATHER.
"Small Bait.—A

seal was recently caught in the Dela¬
ware river, at Trenton, N. J.MissF. W. Webber, of the
Cold Spring Trout Ponds, says- “The eggs from trout fod
on curd alone produced young, of which not more than a
third were perfect fish, but were monstrosities with double
heads, or curved spines, and were subject to "blue swell¬
ing'’-....A French scientist has invented a new bait:
A bottle is lowered into the water and lighted by electricity,
it attracts the fish from some distance and they follow it
into the net.A “golden trout” is reported found in
California, but lacks confirmation. Prof. Gill has not yet de¬
scribed this auriferous salmo.The six-pound Maine
trout has been stolen from the ponds of B. B. Porter, Oak¬
land, N. .T.Genio C. Scott calls the whiteflsh a
“sucker-mouthed, succulent delicacy,” and still they retail
for only twelve and a half cents per pound, and have never
struck back.The Grand Rapids and Indiana Rail¬
road has issued a pamphlet entitled “Northern Michigan
and its Summer Resorts,” which gives description of the
grayling and its habitat.
Answers to Inquirers—Dr. M. V.—We have no spawn
or fry to sell, and will have none; there are others still fur¬
nishing it who will be glad to fill your orders. Glad to
know that your experiments have been so successful that
you are continuing them.
M. .J.—Prof. G. Brown Goode has charge of the exhibi¬
tion of the UuUed States Fish Commission, which will ex¬
hibit models of boats and clothing used, plaster casts of
fishes, all the products of the fisheries, as skins, oil, teeth,
bone, shells, coral, sponge, preparations of flesh aud roes,
as dried, salted, smoked, pickled, canned, etc., oils, sper¬
maceti, gelatine, isinglass, glue, manures, etc. All the im¬
plements used in capture of fish by civilized and savage
men, as bows, arrows, speaTS, harpoons, lines, hooks,
floats, sinkers, reels, rods, artificial flies and baits, nets of
all kinds, traps, weirs, etc., models of smoke and salting
houses, plans of piscicuitural establishments, hatching ap¬
paratus, fishways, and everything pertaining thereto. Ad¬
dress Prof. 8. F. Baird, AVashington, D. U. If you have
anything of interest in this department, either ancient or
modern, send it. The food fishes will be displayed by Mr.
Eugene G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, N. Y., in refrigera¬
tors. This is also part of the display of the U. 8. Com¬
missioner. The Agricultural Bureau will exhibit live fish
in both salt and fresh waters, and want specimens of wild
and cultivated fish; also, reptiles aud crustecea, and all the
small fresh water forms that are either food for, or enemies
of young fish. These will be shown either alive or iu al¬
cohol. Mr. Mather will have charge of this, and we will
state the plans more fully when they are perfected.
M. O.—Smelt are fouud in fresh’water, notably in Lake
Winnepiseogee. They spawn about tbe last of April in
that locality, and their period of hatching is about two
weeks. We believe that Dr. Fletcher, of New Hamp¬
shire, has hatched them. They are called "frost-fish" iu
some parts, we have heard.
PatLA.—Seth Green is Superintendent of N. Y. Fish
Commission, and his address is Rochester, N. Y.
Ind.—You should get your trout eggs before March; get
your bass as early as possible so that they know the pond
before spawning; they spawn in May and June.
—The report which appeared in the Boston Journal a
few days since, to the effect that the Maine Fish Commis¬
sion had been abolished, the act to take effect Feb. 15th,
1877, was incorrect, and has been contradicted by that
paper.

Dear Sir:—

—Tbe Legislature of Wisconsin has appropriated $10,050
for the propagation of fish, and the Milwaukee Wisconsin
thinks that the Northwest can be made the fishing ground
of the country.

Three or four years ago Canandaigua Lake, like many
others in this State, seemed to be pearly depopulated of
fish, especially salmon trout. The very free use of seines,
gill nets, and all other appliances for catching fish seemed

—Twenty-two States have undertaken the propag ation
of food fish, and Kentucky aud Georgia wit! soon bring
the number up to twenty-four.
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gjjoodlmd, ^farm mid (garden.
The Pomegranate.—The pomegranate is one of the most
profitable fruits grown. The trees bear fruit in three years
from the cuttings, ail'd will grow on the most ordinary
soils without irrigation. The pomegranate is a delicious
fruit, and possesses mediciaal qualities of great ■value. It
will bear shipment better than any other fruit. It may bo
barreled up and sent around the globe in good order. The
padres of California made their hedges of pomegranates
and “tunas," or the high-growing prickly pear, which were
not only cattle proof, but “things of beauty.” The flow¬
ers of the pomegranate are a beautiful crimson in color,
and look as though made of wax. This fruit, however,
reaches the greatest perfection in China, where the trees
attain considerabe size—as large or larger than a dwarf
apple or pear.
--*••*--List op Ornamental Shrubs.—As this is the proper
time for planting shrubs for decorating pleasure grounds
in the Southern States, we append a select list. Shrubs
once planted will yield an ample reward in the
shape of flowers for an ordinary lifetime. As they bloom
on the wood of the preceding year, therefore, to secure a
good bloom, they should be well sheaved in, or pruned, as
soon as the bloom is over. Then they push out plenty of
young wood to bloom the following year. If left until
Spring, and then pruned, you loose much, if not all, the
bloom. We now give the list- All of them can be pro¬
cured of any good nurseryman, and cost but little
more than bedding plants, and require no protection in
Winter, and no renewing:—
Dwarf white and pink flowing almond corchorus, deutzias daphne mezereon, forsythia hydrangeas, previt, cornnelian, cherry, wiegela rosea, Missouri ami other cur¬
rants, dwarf pavias, Persian, white, and common lilacs,
spirceas, guelder rose or snowball, magnolias, conspicua and
grandiflora, jasmines, (yellow and white), mespilus, fringe
tree, fly, and Tartarian honeysuckle, pyrus, japoniea
creeping plants, gelsemium nitidum honeysuckles, passiflora jasmines, climbing roses, mist tree, or rhus catmus,
bladders senna, and many others.
Although the above list embraces the most desirable free
bloomers, the common crab apple tree (Pyrus coronavio)
that grows wild all through the Southern States, is highly
spoken of as an ornamental shrub, aud will also probably
make a good hedge plant. In can be propagated from
seed, and from cuttings of the root about au inch long,
planted in a hot bed. The pyrus japoniea and pyracantha can be propagated in the same way. Let our Southern
friends begin the year by endeavoring to make their homes
more attractive by planting, painting, good carriage drives,
etc., with fine avenues of live oak or tulip, poplars, or ce¬
dars of Lebanon.

Lula Bean Seed.—Many gardeners Lave been annoyed
by their lima bean seed failing to vegetate, and attribute it
to the seed rotting by too much moisture. We are of opin¬
ion that the most frequent cause of failure is from planting
immature seed. Mature seed is while and plump; immasure is greenish and shrivelled. Good seed should be al¬
lowed to ripen on the plant; if picked green it can never be
relied on,
Acorn Food.—The Indians in California make a whole¬
some food from acorns by shelling them, and pounding
them iu a mortar to a tine powder, and pouring water on
it until all the bitter taste is removed. It is then dried for
future use, or baked in cakes, or parched, when it tastes
like chestnuts.
--*•*-Flower Pots in parlors and sitting-rooms are rather un¬
sightly unless kept very clean or painted. Our better tioothirds gets a roll of dark green wail-paper, and pastes it
over the pots, and with care in watering, it lasts all winter.

California Radish.—A new variety attains a large size.
Iu Illinois one weighed seven pounds, and they averaged 8
to 12 inches Jong, and 8 to 10 inches in circumference, and
were as solid and crisp as early spring radishes.
Cauliflowers.—If you want large cauliflowers water
them well and frequently In summer, or better still, plant
in rich swampy ground not too wet.
Horticulturists in Council.—At the last regular
monthly meeting of the New York Horticultural Society,
at Cooper Institute, tkirty-flve new members were ad¬
mitted, and Messrs. Marshall P. Wilder, of Boston, Charles
Downing, of Newburg, and Thomas Hogg, of Yokohama,
Japan, were chosen honorary members. Mr. Bennelt, of
the Committee on Plants, reported that a large number of
valuable specimens bad been received for exhibition. A
firm on Bay Ridge sent several beautiful buds of the new
tea-rose “Duchess of Filin burgh." This x’romises to be a
great acquisition to the present stock of tea-roses, the color
being very beautiful, and the plant rare. An exquisite
group of violets, grown in pots, came from the gardens of
the President. L. B. Parsons & Sons, of Flushing, Long
Island, exhibited several specimens of the Juniperus Japon¬
iea aurea, a member of the red cedar family. This plant
is of moderate growth, and keeps its golden lint under the
severest trials. The present samples were sent from Japan
by Mr. Thomas Hogg, who also forwarded the following
additional rarities: the Oryptomervca Japoniea pygmea, a
dwarf conifer, peculiarly adapted to both open ground and
pot culture, especially the latter. It is very hardy, con¬
trary to the nature of the ordinary Cryptomerica, and is
comparatively unknown. The Athyrinum Japoniea tarie•
gala, a very permanently variegated fern from Japan, is a
very hardy and handsome plant, and has also been hereto¬

fore unknown in this latitude. Several samples of the
Oymnogramina decomposita, a rare golden fern, coming orig¬
inally from the Few Gardens, were likewise on exhibition.
On motion, a committee of five was appointed to represent
to members of Congress the propriety of abolishing the
duty on plants. Mr. Lynch, of the Committee on the June
Exhibition, reported progress. Arrangements had been
made to seeure the Twenty-second Regiment Armory, on
Fourteenth-street, near Sixth Avenue, a building which
would furnish them over ten thousand available feet of
space, and afford ample opportunity for a horticultural dis¬
play of the largest proportions. Mr. William Elliott, of
New York, called attention to the species of plant swind¬
ling which had been carried ou for years past in certain lo¬
calities on Broadway, and which it behooved the honest
members of the profession to put a stop to. A few days
ago he called, in company witli a brother member, at a
shop kept by a foreigner, and asked to see his latest novelties.
He was shown a "strawberry tree,” and was told that the
fruit produced on it was almost as large as a man’s fist, and
of a flavor equal to the best cultivated strawberry. Rose
plants, whicli the French dealer affirmed would grow
striped, scarlet, yellow, black, and blue roses, of nearly six
inches diameter, were offered at ridiculously low prices.
Asparagus, which ordinarily takes three years to mature,
was sold at the same place, warranted to produce a crop
within six weeks. Seeds of this vigorous plant, which
usually retail at fifty cents per pound, were offered by these
Continental horticulturists at five cents a piece, or over one
hundred dollars a pound. The gladiolus, which is known
to horticulturists only in pink and white, is offered for sale
by these enterprising gentlemen, in blue. A blue gladiolus,
a plant never before recorded, would be worth $1,000 as a
mere curiosity, and yet these French and German dealers
on Broadway, were selling plants which they termed “blue
gladiolus, at $1 a piece. Ou motion, a committee of five
was appointed by the President to examine into the matter,
and ask of Mayor Wickham that respectable horticultur¬
ists and the public he protected against this species of im¬
position. After transacting some further business the so¬
ciety adjourned.—Times.
—The forest trees in Winthrop, Me., are found to con¬
tain immense numbers of caterpillar eggs upon their
branches this season. Unless some providential destruc¬
tion overtakes them, there will probably be an abundance
of caterpil! ara next year in that section.

Batumi gistorg,
[this Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and wilt henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. AU communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive cartful attention.]

Notes from Our Correspondents.—A. B. Covert,
collector for the University at Ann Arbor, Mich., describes
the capture, last October, of a while song-sparrow, the tail
and wings of which had cream-colored shaft linos. He
also tells of a white robin which for five successive years
built her nest in the door-yard of Prof. A. J. Edgaton at
Three Rivers, Mich. None of the young, however, were
while_Mrs. E. J. writes that she was surprised to see a
very lively phosphorescence in the wake of the steamer,
during a voyage up Long Island Sound about Feb. 1st,
and asks if it is not somewhat unusual to observe the light
of large phosphorescent animals so late in the winter....
“Senex,” (Stratford, Conn.,), commenting on the mildness
of the Reason, mentions that frogs were seen and heard
piping in his vicinity on New Year’s day-Fred Mather,
(Uoueoye Falls, N. Y,,) tells us that on Feb. 21st he saw a
crayfish (AsfdfiES Barloni) with young in the tail appenda¬
ges. The young were about one-fourth of au inch long.
The writer never saw them so early in the season before.
He proposes to feed the mother, and note when the young
feed, and their rate of growth.
BIRDS

RESIDENT

AT

NEW

HAVEN.

The birds which remain in the vicinity of New Haven,
Conn., during the entire year, and their comparative
abundance, 1 have observed to be as follows.—
Red tailed hawk. Uommon in summer; rare In winter.
lted-shouldered hawk. Uommon In summer; rare In winter.
Great horned owl. Rare at all times.
Mottled owl. Common summer and winter.
Barred owl. Common at all times.
Downy woodpecker. Common summer and winter.
Golden winged woodpecker. Uommon in summer; rare In winter.
Kingfisher. Common in summer; rare in winter.
Robin. Common in snmnicr, and not rare lu winter.
Blue bird. Not rare in winter, and common duriug the summer.
C’blck-a-dee. Rare in summer; common In winter.
Cedar- bird. Common throughout the year.
Purple Ouch. Rare In summer; common In winter.
Yellow-bird (Ohrysomitru). Common enmmer and winter.
Song sparrow. Uommon in summer; rare in winter.
Meadow lark. Rare in winter, but common during the summer.
Crow. Common both winter and summer.
Blue jay. Commonly found all tne year.
Wild pigeon. Rare in summer; rare in winter,
Ruffed grouse. Common summer and winter.
Quail. Common throughout the year.
Dusky duck. Rare in su tuner; common in winter.

Possibly there may be one or two more species, but hav¬
ing carefully observed the habits of our birds, I am in¬
clined to believe that all are included in the above list.
Speculator.
Animals of North Amerioa.—In his recent disserta¬
tion upon the geographical distribution of animals in the
Nearctic Realm, published in the Bulletin of the National
Museum, No. 1, Prof. E. D. Cope gives the number of
species of vertebrates found in America, north of Mexico,
as follows: Mammalia. 310species, 130 of which are rodents;
birds, 756 species, nearly half of which belong to the
“singing birds”; reptiles, 257 species, 132 of which are
serpents, and 82 lizards; batruchiuns, 101 species almost en¬
tirely of the frogsand toads and the salamanders; fishes, 825
species, making in all 2,249 vertebrates, which is probably
less than the truth, for many fishes, both of the ocean aud
of fresh waters, remain undescribed. Probably 50,000 is
below the mark as an estimate of the number of species

of insects, and 1,000 species are to be added for the
myriopods, spiders and crabs, besides the worms. The
number of mollusks of North America is about 1,824, of
which 400 are marine, 1,034 live in rivers and lakes, and
400 are terrestrial and air-breathers. The Iiudiata include
about 275 species, and the Protozoa, which are well-rep¬
resented in our waters, perhaps as [many more; but these
have not been enumerated.
The Coming of the Birds.—The Times says that Major
W. H. Spera, of Ephrata, Pa., has prepared the following
notices of the time that the various migratory birds arrived
in Lancaster County, Pa., last year, it will be interesting
to compare it with the dates of the arrival this year:
Robin, February 3d, large flocks seen February I7tli; blue
jay, February llth; blue bird, February 17lb; meadow
lark, March 10th; red-winged blackbird, March 17th; crow
blackbird, March 18lh; flicker, March 18th; pewee, March
15th; thrush,(?) March 17th; kill-deer. Marcli 19th; Whippoor-will, May 2d; chimney swallow, May 9th; barn
swallow, May llth; house wren, May 1st; night hawk,
May 4th; pigeon, large flocks May 31st and April 1st.
Hedgehog’s Coat.—-In the bristles of the common
hedgehog we find a very curious bit of mechanism. The
hedgehog has no horny studs, either fastened into the
skin, as in the armadillo, nor yet has he a bo'ne formed
dome, covered with horny scales as in the tortoise. In¬
stead of this his horny covering assumes the forfii of
spines, or bristles, each set firmly into the skin at one end.
These bristles the owner can erect in groups, with all the
points outward, presenting a most formidable array of
weapons; but the hedgehog has also power to lay back all
these sharp pointed spines in one direction, viz., from his
head backward. In ibis position they form a carpet,
which, if smoothed the right way with the hand, is as soft
as velvet. In order to find out how all this mechanism
was carried out, I have dissected a hedgehog, and was sur¬
prised to find how very slight are the muscles which com¬
mand the spine. They are fine strings of fibre, very similar
to the corrugator supercilii, or frowning muscle in our own
forehead; in fact, when a hedgehog curls himself up, he
begins to work with a tremendous frown as he tucks his
head inwards. The muscles that work the spines are
attached to prominences which project from the backbone;
and especially do they spring from the ribs, which I find
to be of unusual strength and abnormal width for so small
an animal. * * * Being anxious to settle the point
mentioned by White, as to whether the spines of the hedge¬
hog at birth are soft, I obtained a hedgehog from my
brother-in-law, the Rev. II. Gordon, nartiug Rectory,
Petersfield. To my great delight I one morning found,
among the straw in the box, one baby hedgehog just, born.
There had been probably a large family born, but the
mother had ealenlhem all except this one. Here is a lifesized picture of*him. White was correct. The spines
were soft and flexible at the birth'of tbe little beast ; they
were little dumpy spikes, much resembling tbe incipient
feathers of a young bird. Even in the few hours the
hedgehog lived these bristles grew considerably.—Prank
Bucktand's nmo edition of White's “ fielborne.’’
Boston, February 18th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream : —
When, In 1827,1 was living In Ayreshire, Scotland, a mulatto boy,
who lived near us, brought me. one April day, a young sparrow (Pyrgita
domeslica) which I gave into the care of iny good mother, who named it
Philip. For two weeks I fed the little fledgling; it was then ablo to
provide for itself. Every fly or spider which escaped the searching
besom fell a victim to her (she was a ben-sparrow); and we never caged
her—she roamed at liberty. When my mother wished her company she
would go to the door and whiBlle, or cull ‘'Philip!” and theiittlecreature
would issue from a hedge or hawlhorne near by, and perch upon her
head or shoulder. When winter came she would sit ou the wlndowsasb and listen to the howling wind, turning her head from one side to
the other, with that knowing air peculiar to some birds- Ihen she would
fly to my mother, and nestle down at the back of her neck, in the white
cambric neck-handkerchief she always wore, nud remain there for
hours. Philip wub onr guest at table, hopping from One person to
another, grateful for any crumbs, if my father drove her off, she
would fly upon his bald head and peck at his scanty hairs. When
winter fairly set in she took a fancy to a pitcher in my bedroom, which
stood on the shelf which my mother ornamented with old china and
antiquated goblets. In this pitcher the little Indy built her nest, collecting
straws, feathers, and threads for the purpose, and here she retired every
night. Philip not otdy claimed the pitcher for her own, but the shelf ou
which it stood. As her fame spread, for paragraphs appeared in onr
Gazette noticing the remarkable bird, strangers from miles around wonld
come to Bee her; and if they put their flegers on the shelf or pitcher she
would peck at them with the fierceness of a Scotch terrier.
In one of her rambles she found a mate. He every evening escorted
her home, and left his fair lady at my bedroom window, which 1 left
open for her entrance. Every morning he came to the window aud
called her. She always answered while flying from the pitcher to the
window, and if It happened not lo he upen she would perch on my
head, and pull my hair tUi I woke and let her ont. Wo soon discovered
that the pair were building n uest abroad. After this we saw no more
of Philip for three months, and we all feared she hud fallen a victim to
some gnnnc-r: bnt at tbe expiration of that time, to the joy and surprise
of us all, particularly of my mother, she flew info the bouse, hopped on
to the tea table, and seemed perfectly at home aguln. She then ex¬
amined her uest In the pitcher, widen appeared to want some repairs, as
she busied herself about it, and then took possession of it for the winter,
living in the family as before. The next spring she left us. and again
returned as winter approached. This she continued doiug for live years.
Finally she did not come hack, and we could only conjecture that she
died the death of a spanow.
J. C. K.
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Ann Abbor, Mich., February 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your issue of February 17tli la at hand, I shall at range my notes on
the arrival, breeding, aud depirmre of the birds of lowor Michigan,
taken about here, and send them so that they will reach you March lsl.
Iu regard to the idea that birds are able to perceive coining weather, 1
find the following among iby notes: “Ann Arbor, April23d and 24th,
heavy fall of suow; find many bine-birds and song spanows frozen in
tbe woods aud fields.” bow, if birds are able to loresee the coming
weather, why had they not departed, and escaped death? I expect the
birds to arrive this spring much earlier Ilian usual. A few blue-birds are
here, and are singing merrily about the house this morning.
A. B. COVKBTRecent Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie.—Two
monkeys (Macacos cynomotgui); one ocelot (Felis pardulis); two badgers
(Taxus Americanos); one red deer (Vermis Vlrginionus); one ilvehoreed sheep (Out aries), from ihe Atlas Mts., northwest Africa, pre¬
sented by Mr. S. E. Martin, Morocco, Africa; one herring gull (Larus
argentalus), presented by Bamuel W. Francis, M. D.r Newport, R. I.;
tv?o bullfinches (Pyfrhula rubrioitta): two black caps (Syhitf atriaipilto).
W. A. COkruh, Pireclor,

FOREST AND STREAM,
Jpru fennel.
—We have inquiry from a correspondent in Cuba for a
colley, or shepherd dog. Can any of our readers, either
in the United States or Canada, inform us of any thorough¬
bred ones for sale; dogs say from two to three years old?
—In answer to many inquiries, we would say that the
address of Mr, 3. B. Dilley, the owner of Ranger, is Lake
City, Minnesota, not Michigan, as erroneously printed be¬
foreSPLIT

NOSE

POINTERS.

St. Lotus, February 2-1,1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
If E. H. L. will read again J. W. M.'s article, in Forest and Stream
of February 3rd, concerning the Baltimore dog show decisions, after J.
IV M.’s assurance that he meant no reflection on the winning pointer
because he had a split nose, the article will assume another appearance.
J. W . M, merely rediculod the idea of the judge awarding the prize,
simply because he once owned a good dog with a split nose. Hud he
once owned a good dog with his left eye punched out, and a big wart on
his right lip, and two inchcB of his tall chopped off. no doubt he would
have without judgment, nnleas a dog similarly provided with tbeso re¬
quirements (?) had been on exhibition. Equally ridiculous is the rea¬
son given by another of the judges, that because the dog was lightcolored (white I think) he could be seen farther in the field, and should
have the prize on the bench. Where did this judge learn that color m
pointers eecuied any points on the bench? if my memory serveB me,
only ten points are given for the combination of color, symm ctry, and
style. It is said one judge declared Stroniberg’a dog too finely bred.
What was the dog at the show for but to show his fine breeding? Had
it been a fiold trial, it would have made no difference what his breeding
was. o. W. ST. made his criticisms of the awards to correct, if possible,
the flagrant errors of judgment on tile part of the directors, and of the
judges after they were chosen. Baltimore can get up as fine a display
OI sporting dogs, owned by her citizens, as any city in America, com¬
paratively speaking, and since quite an interest is awakened there on
the subject, let her go to work right to make her next show a grand snecess; but by all means let her get competent judges. If any gentleman
is asked to bo a judge, and does not feel sure that he knows enough
about a dog to pass judgment, let him bB candid enough to decline to act.
But J. W. M. has something to say toE. H. L. about his pets—the split
nose pointer. Wheu he went home, after reading E. H. L.'a article, he
took down from his book-caBO the first work on the dog that came to
hand—Voualt—haviDg made up his mind to quote only from one anthor,
be his views what they might, and to select only our worst. Youatt
says. “The French pointer is distinguished by a furrow between his
nostrils, Which materially interferes with the accutcncss of smell.”
Lewis, the author of Youatt's woik, American edition, can’t see why
the spilt nose-"the slight deviation from nature"—should affect the
properties of the olfactory apparatus, bat does not question that they
are inferior in scenting powers to English dogs, “The furiow is merely
a deformity,” he says, and "must have been originally the result of ac¬
cident, but has beeu extensively Inherited by succeeding generations
until it has become a distinctive mark of a class of dogs."
The split nose is a deformity, nothing more or less, and a very ugly
one at that, as E . H. L. will admit, if it were fonnd in a man, a horse, a
bull, orany other animal. A hair lip in a dog would be just as desirable.
The peculiarity does not belong to pointers either, for Joe Turner, of
Baltimore, has a little terrier with it, and Henry Unicom, of Baltimore,
has a bull biich with it also, and there are plenty of curs in St. Louis
with it. If E. H, L. thinks it an improvement in the pointer, ho can
get some of Turner's or Malcolm’s stock to cross with his pointers. I)id
he ever hour of a spliL nose pointer winning on the bench or in the field
in England? J. W. M. docs not deny that a split nose pointer can be a
good dog, but he dues deny that the dog is a good one because of his
split nose, and he denies that the split nose makes any dog better than
if he bad a perfect nose, and he denies that the split nose makes the dog
more stylish or higher headed. And ho asserts that wheu that split nose
doggeta briers or tough grass caught in that split nose, he will wish he
had the old ordinary sort of a nose for the once. With kindest feelings
for E. U. L.j I remain, yours truly,
J. w, M.
Washington, D.C., February 26th, 1676.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I would like to add my testimony to that of “E. H. L." in relation to
split or double nose pointers. I have owned and limited one for the last
eight years, and never shot oyer a finer dog in my life. He was staunch
and reliable on all kinds of game, and his get have all turned out well.
His mother and sire were imported during the summer of 1860, and he
was one of a litter of seven, all dogs, bom on shipboard. His sire and
dam were a deep rich red, and he took after them in color. This coming
Bummer, If lie lives, Barnoy will he fifteen years old, and I am afraid Ins
days of usefulness arc over. Last fall Barney was only good for a few
hours a day, but the time he did hunt was well putin. I never Baw him
make a false poiut, or flush a bird in my life.
- I agree with "E. U L." that evidence can be accnmnlated which,
while it may not show the superioiify at spilt nose dogs, will not show
them inferior in the least to their single nose brothers. I hope others
who have Owned double nosu pointers will give a notice of their useful¬
ness.
Jab. N. Davis, Jn.
Portland, Me., February 18,1876.
Editor Forest And Stream:—
In the Forest and St be am of 17th inst., I have just read a letter by
"E. H. I.." on the subject of pointers and “split noses.” 1 think, from
what I have seen of pointers, that they are far inferior to setters for our
work here in Maine, and, while I have no doubt that the pointer is the
dog for the Western prarics, 1 think his friends arc claiming too mnch
when they bold that he is better for general New England shooting.
Now, I am a lever of sol ters, and am so strong in my preference that I
Would not "take the gift” of tile bluest-blooded pointer in this country
on the condition that I should keep him and shoot over him bore in
Maine, because the well bred pointers, (that I have seen), “with hide
like velvet,” will “hunt for two days among bull briers,” if his owner
has the heart to let him; but he is equally sure to como out at night (of
the second, if net the first day) with "his mottled sides ensanguined as
were Lady Macbeth's hands,” “when from enrs to hip not a finger could
tie laid upon him and not be freecood with his blood.
Now, no one doubts the cosrage Of the well-bred pointer, hut who,
save a butcher, conld enjoy hunting with an “affectionate" dog, with
whose "docility” he has been “comforted,” anil then glory in hiB com¬
ing iu at the end of the second day of his master’s sport, so torn and
lacerated that his proud master could wash tils hands in the gore cxnding from every "frescoed” pore of his velvet-skined favorite. Because
I have a good setter, and E. H. L. has a good pointer, is no reason for
cash to decry the other's dog. The impartial truth is that both dogs are
good. For some work the setter is best; for other work the painter, and
perhaps in some cases they are equally good,
In regard to the “split nose" business, I think argument is unneces¬
sary, if not absurd. It is Simply a defect—i. e. a "cleft palate"—and
E. H, L. might as well argue that a sportsman with a similiar defor¬
mity would shoot better than a man perfectly formed, as claim that
a dog with the same deformity is belter than one perfectly formed, lu
cithei the deformity does not affect the special qualities sooght Tor, and,
fiS it is a deformity, I for one should far prefer a weli-fonned dog to one

with tho unsightly deformity of a cleft palate, oveiflf tho deformed one
happened to be a little hotter.
But as to this point I will only say, farther, that f road with much in¬
terest the article by your Kennel Editor npon this subject, and think
there is nothing to bo Bald iu addition thereto. My own experience has
been too limited to be of value as testimony; but such as it is I will give
it. I have known personally three split nosed pointers and two split
nose Betters, and not one of the five wns worth “a tinker,s condemna¬
tion,” although two of the pointers and ono of the setters were of
undeniably good stock, and of one of the pointers, in particular, [ know
that his mother was called the champion of "Tantrcmar Parish " His
father was a very fine dog, all his brothers and sisters were splendid
dogs, and he was perfectly worthless.
One word more as to the merits of the two doge—setter and pointer—
I have never had the good fortune to meet with an "affectionate” poin¬
ter, although I have seen many that were clean limbed, sleek-haired,
springy, etc.; but I have rarely seen a setter that was not affectionate,
and most of them very strongly so; and this latter quality or tho Better
would alone cover a "multitude of sine" if they existed in him, ns they
donot.ms Judies. I admit that, as E. II. L. claims, tho pointer’s "re¬
tention of knowledge when once brokon" is far superior to the setter's
in the field, and also believe (hut they are easier to train, save for re¬
trieving, but I don’t think any one won id think of calling a pointer a
‘‘loveable” dog, and 1 know some who do call a setter thusly,
Mac.

If sportsmen, in giving their experience in regard to the
merits of the two varieties or dogs—setters and pointers—
would divest themselves of all prejudice in tho matter,
amateurs who are looking for information upon the sub¬
ject would he loss frequently led astray in selecting their
dogs to shoot over. We know of no otic who has given
the matter a more thorough practical trial than ourselves,
We have made periodical trips to the prairies during the
past twenty years, sometimes using pointers and sometimes
setters, with the view of testing their qualifications, und
now let us say that we cannot agree with our correspond¬
ent that the pointer is the host dog for the Western prai¬
ries. During the first month of grouse shooting there, say
from the 15th of August, wheu the season opens, until the
middle of September, a pointer would, no doubt, he equal¬
ly as serviceable as any setter, and perhaps not be quite so
much affeeled by the heat. But we do not advise our
shooting friends to go to the prairies to shoot grouse,
snipe, and ducks before the middle of September. It is
true that daring the first few weeks of the season much larger
bags of grouse can be made, but then the weather is frequent¬
ly so excessively warm that there is little comfort for man
or dog, and then frequently large lots of game spoil on the
hands of the shooters before it can be used, consequently,
years ago, we resolved never to go to the prairie to Bhoot
before the middle of September, and then we find not only
enough grouse to make excellent sport, besides the fine
snipe and duck shooting to be found after that time up to
the 1st of November; and during that time we have found
that the setter is decidedly preferable to the pointer.
We have, however, done much shooting on the Ohio
bottoms in Virginia and Ohio, and in other places where
the Canada thistles abound, the burs of which become so
wound into the feathering of the Better as to almost make
him useless. In such places the pointer is decidedly the
best dog to shoot over.
In regard to retrieving, our correspondent is in error
when lie says that the pointer is inferior to the setter.
When a dog is broken to retrieve artistically, as we have
our’s broken, there is no difference between the two—
either will find and retrieve the game surely when or¬
dered.
NATIVE

AND

IMPORTED

SETTERS.

New York, February 23d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Very seldom has anything arooeed socli a general interest amongst
the sportsmen of America, as the question: "Which are the best and
most suitable dogs for our hunting, the imported English or our own
setters?"
Many sportsmen, and mostly the Knights of the so-called Blueblooda
and importers of English dogs, slick to a certain strain, and don’t allow
any fresh blood of other strains in their kennels. Hereby they invari¬
ably in-breed, the father to his own get, brother to sister, etc.,; and as
this is against all nutuiallaws, sportsmen should, as mnch as possible,
not practice it, as it after a while must degenerate the offsprings.
One writer asked, some time ago, w hen writing against American dogs
and sportsmen: “ Which dog would the sportsman of America breed
from, one that Is a very good fieldperformer, without known pedigree
or one that has never been bunted and knows no birds, but whose
pedigree we have and know? ’’ Here, I say, it should depend solely
upon tho dogs themselves. Every good judge of a setter would soon
detect that a dog is not pure, should the sire have been a bull-dog; but
should this good field performer bo also good iu shape, coat and color,
and have some strong, good points, which I wanted to improve on the
offsprings, as the bitch is weak In those points, I should most surely
take this dog, even without pedigree, if the pedigreed ono should not
bo better in said points than the bitch. Forest and Stream has said
very correctly, that hardly one out of twenty Bportsiuou knows how lo
handle a dog right in the field, and 1 believe that not one in the same
number is judge enough of dogs to select right and suitable males in
breeding. Not only the shape and coat—the body of a dog should be
considered—but his disposition and field qualities as well.
If 1 should have a bitch, slow iu her action, with passable scouting
powers and a very short head, J would not mate her with a dog that was
also slow, had no better nose and head than the bitch, and if be bud an
English pedigreo a mile long. No, I should take the fastest dog avail¬
able, with better nose, and along better formed head than the bileb,
even if I only knew about his pedigree, that dam and sire huve been
Bimply trusty Yankee setters. The pedigrees have shamefully been
neglected by the most of our Americas sportsmen, and I hope that in
a couple of years nobody need breed to n dog where only dam and sire is
known. To keep a detailed record of the looks and disposition of each
dog, wonid be a very interesting addition lo the mere names in pedigree.
Many sportsmen breed also too much to color alone, and think that
by crossing a black and tan with a red setter, or a red one with a lemon
and white one, they would fare worse than breeding to a dog of the same
color, although he might bo much inferior in every respect. Let all
sportsmen remember, that the highest perfection of a setter consists of
“ good field performance, good shape and coat, and that to accomplish
good field Berformauoe there must be a faultless shaped body:”
It would be ridiculous to say: wo had no good American dogs, and as
much wrong to run all English dogs down, aB both countries have good
and bad ones. But if some newly imported setter represents the best
or England, I am bound to believe that many of the American breeders
have been fully as successful as their Euglish cousiuB. For example,
look at the difference In shape, disposition and color, of tho imported
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Lnveracks. Pride " is a rather noble, well built," dog, 1ml slow In Ills
action; Fairy " Is not so well proportioned, too short legged, but nevor
thclcss vary fast, and Ruby was not mock bigger than a “ Dachshund,"
and was by no means a bitch to give credit to the English dogs. Mr.
Purcell Llev.’ellin, by crossing some selected dogs of the Laverack
wilh tho Rhoebe-strain, seems to he the moat successful breeder now in
England, as in the offspring of this cross, called the Field Trial breed, he
has comblnod good field qualities with fine coat and forms.
By carefully crossing the imported English dogs with some of our
American good ones, wo will get offspring which may excol both. This
has been done already, as many fine setters were imported long berore
the latest rush, “ and in my opinion we have now some dogs fully as
good as the best in England.”
Justus.
Kenned Produce.—'The red Irish setter bitch Rnby, (see Forbbt and
Stream Kennel Register, No. 82, page II, hook A), owned by W. R.
Holuirt, of Newark, N. J., dropped a litter of fourteen, Bix dogs and
oipht bitches, to Dan, the property of Judge C. E. Pratt, of Brooklyn.
All the pups are red, or rod and white, very little white. Ruby is from
a pair or red Irish setters. Imported in 1873 by Gen. Ducat, of Chicago.
Dan is all red, from the Rodman Dtujh strain, (ace Burges h pedigrees,
No. 120). These pupa cannot Tail to do justice to their breeding*
The black pointer bitch Mab, belonging to G. A. Strong, of West
Meriden, Conn,, recently gave birth to ten puppies, bj’x dogs and four
bitches, tired by Pete. Mab in of tho Dc Pcyster strain.

§nchting and § anting.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday In each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
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St. Augustine Yacht Club- February 'Yid.—Their first
regatta of the season of 1876, occurred on tho 12th inst.,
and although the arrangement of starting the second class
and third class yachts in the morning, and the “ Special ”
class and first class in the afternoon, seemed to offer a
good chance for a day’s sport, it unfortunately happened
that a light west wind, alternating wilh flaws, calms, and
baffling breezes, made the morning's sport rather tame, aud
the result more chance than otherwise. In the second
class the America, Belle, Ida Lyon, Saucy Kale and Trav¬
eller, ware the favorites for the winners of the first and
second prizes among the number of starters; and as the first
three boats entered the race in splendid order, and the'first
wilh a record second to none, wagers of kid gloves and
sugars were freely made by tile ladies or gentlemen, who
backed the bias of their wishes or judgment. The
America had the leading call among theta, which she
proved to meriL by winning the prize, the Ida Lyon and
Traveller making n close fight for the second place, the
balance of the licet being nowhere. Iu the third class the
little Eagle and Emma won the victory over their “ small
fry" competitors. Much regret was expressed at not
having had a better wind, and as usual the absence of
the much talked of eight, knot breeze was attributed by the
tail-endcrs as the cause of their not having been in the van.
However, with the afternoon race, there was wind enough
to suit, a steady south cast wind having come up. The
large yachts, Seminole and Belie, of the Bay, were started,
ana the former reasserted her claim to the championship
by winning the stakes. But the event of greater interest
lay in the special class race. The Lucy, Julia, Maud,
Daisy Burns, and Nelly, appeared at the buoys, and all
seemed in good form, hut as for many seasons the Julia
had proven herself the fastest boat in East Florida, tbc
prize for her class was anticipated as her property. This
boat may be remembered as the Brooklyn Belle by some of
our reaaers, formerly visitors at the Ancient City. At the
signal the boats all obtained a good start, the Julia having
the lead to the first buoy, about a mile south of the city,
which she rounded and bore away before the wind for the
ship’s channel and tiie buoy at the other extremity of the
course,
miles distance.' The Maud, which seems to
follow the fleet at the start, had obtained a second position,
and a minute or two later rounded the southern buoy and
followed in the Julia’s wake. A stcrn-cliase continued for
two-thirds of the ten mile course until the second round.
The greatest interest was experienced by the fact that
the little Maud previously untried had challenged issue,
tack and tack, with the Lady Champion, and was showing
not only a clean pair of heels hut trim ankles, aud eventu¬
ally won the prize fairly, without the time allowance due
her from her longer opponent.
The Ancient City greatly rejoices on the occasion of
these regattas, and the spirit of yachting hus been gradu¬
ally developed during the past four years, principally due
to the efforts of Messrs. Edgar, one of whom was nomi¬
nated this year for Vice-Commodore of the New York
Club, but who waived the oflice, it is understood, iu favor
of a friend. Commodore Morse is a sou of the lamented.
Sydney E. Morse, and cousin of the patron of tho Morseraere Rifle Range, The Secretary, R, F. Armstrong, is an
officer of the Royal Halifax Yacht Club of Novia Scotia.
Dr. J. H. Janeway, late of Fort Wallace, Kansas, aud
Major Randolph, bolh of the United States—ih Infantry,
are owners of the yacht Belle. The Club includes nearly
100 members, who are representatives of nearly every
section. It is the chief centre and source of the winter’s
pleasures in St. Augustine, and the natural outcome of
the social aggregation of gentlemen here who are identified
with yachting interests at home. Their club house is re¬
plete with every comfort, and is the favorite resort of
members aud their guests. The St. Augustine Yacht Club
deserves great credit in having passed through the early
Ordeal of a career. It is lo he hoped they will not strand
upon the rock of many such organizations; but to have a
Commodore, Vice-Commodore, Measurer, Doctor, and a
full organization similar to the large Northern clubs, and to
propose aud adopt a uniform this year, iu view of the num¬
ber of boats owned in the fleet, is rather forcing' maltersinto
the testhetics, aud is hardly favored by all tho members,
some one of whom suggested yellow dress coat and red
embroidered anchor on the flaps. This seusiblorebuke, it
is to be regretlod, did not prevail. Wo favor tlm healthy
and hourly amusement of yatching, but deprepalo "the
snobs” in all organizations, who generally <i(jyylope the
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tendencies alluded to, and choke off the success attained
by their predecessors. However, with these side remarks,
we wish the sport success, which it is pretty sure to have,
where the facilities are so abundant as in St. Augustine,
and where so many yachtmen congregate.
Hal-a Pendle.

February 23d.—Yesterday, on Washington’s Birthday,
the yachts of the club participated in the first Corinthian
regatta ever held in Southern waters, which scores heavily
to their credit. No person ought to own a yacht unless he
knows how to sail her; else what is he to do when emer¬
gencies arise? We would go so far as to make this quali¬
fication a condition of membership in any club. The per¬
sonnel of the St. Augustine Club, we know, is not made
up of fair-weather sailors. The test of yesterday proved
that. It did not blow “great guns,” but it called sand
bags to windward, and lively work. Every one had to
look sharp. It was not a dirty day in the full acceptation
of the wrord, but the weather was variable enough to suit
the most capricious. It was calm, fresh, squally, and
rainy by times. It adapted itself by rotation to the sea¬
going and working qualities of each craft that entered,
thereby enabling them to show off their best points to best
advantage. Spectators had ample scope of view from the
balconies of the houses that girt the bay. There was a
lively knot of them also at the club house, and on board
the graceful U. S. Surveying steamer, the Bache, which
lies at the landing. The harbor of St. Augustine is full of
islands, reefs, sand-bars, and currents- To win a race,
one must be familiar with these. A peculiarly constructed
flat-bottom boat is also required, such as are built here and
no where else. This information will save much disap
pointment to those who contemplate bringing Northern
yachts here. Letter writers generally forget to mention
these important facts.
Those yachts that waited at moorings for the starting
signal wrere the Belle, 25 feet; Ida Lyon, 21 feet; Saucy
Ilnte, 24 feet; and America, 25 feet, with the Belle outside.
We give the names of the crews:—
Belle—Maj. W. F. Randolph, 8. Betton, and two others
whose names I do not have.
Ida Lyon—R. F. Armstrong, A. F. Lafarge, Dr. J. Sym¬
ington, and C. E. Bryce.
America—D. Edgar, W. N. Brooks, and H. Godcy.
Saucy Kate—Com. Morse, N. Edgar, F. H- Bangs, and
Mr. Bradbury.
The boats got a good send-off, with a light wind abeam.
A favoring puff, however, gave the Saucy Kate a start, which
she kept to the finish, being winning boat by nearly six
minutes. All w'ere handled admirably, and were well
bunched up to the first turn. After that the wind fresh¬
ened, and then came a squall, wilh heavy black rain clouds,
which the vessels had as much as they could do to stand
up under. The Ida Lyon was crippled, and went to grass.
Lulls aud spurts followed—nip and tuck between the Belle
and America, and the Saucy Kate snapping her fingers at
the foremost. All well to the second buoy and home, and
a good dash for the second five miles, with hope still left
for the hindmost. After rounding the first buoy, second
turn, the America lost good lime on a mud flat, which she
inopportunely stopped to investigate, and soon afterwards
the Belle crippled her rudder, and limped toward home
with peak dropped and an oar out. When the America
touched bottom the Kate was a good two miles ahead, but,
nothing daunted, she took to water again, and was over¬
hauling her competitor fast when the latter passed the
home line, and “settled it.” Start, 10.38:45; finish for
Saucy Kate, 12:35:20. The prize was a handsome piece of
silver plate. The conditions of the race were from moor¬
ings twice around the club course (ten miles); allowance,
one minute per fool; entrance, $2; club Tules.
It is pleasant to state that Capt. John M. Pendleton’s
yacht Traveller, which carried your reporter, sailed the
eulire course, keeping good company with the contesting
boats, and adding much to the interest of the race, so far
as spectators were concerned. Your correspondent wishes
to thank the club for courtesies.
Hap.

2 feet 0 inches; depth of stern 7 inches. Sprung timbers
all of one pattern, 9-16x13-16 inches; distance apart 8
inches; deck timbers natural bend, 1 inch xi. Cock-pit,
inside measurement, length, 3 feet 4 inches; width at bow
and stern, 184 inches; midships, 19 inches. Combing,
height of inside at bow and slern, 2$ inches; midships, 2
inches; from bottom of combing to top ceiling, 13 inches.
Trunk on port side, set slanting to take a 15-inch board
trunk placed alongside and abaft of forward corner of
combing. Rowlocks, height, 6 inches; from combing, 9
inches; middle of to stern, 4 feet 7 inches, made to fold
down inboard and to fasten up with a hook. Stool rack
runs from rowlocks to stern, notched at ends into fasten¬
ings of rowlocks, also notched at corners and hooked to¬
gether, rest against a cleat on deck outside, and are hooked
to the deck inside. In a heavy sea the apron is used. It
is held up by a stick from peak to combing. Thus rigged
the boat has the reputation of being able to live as long as
oars can be pulled. The apron is tacked to the deck about
two-thirds its length. The wings are fastened to the top
and bottom of the rowlocks. Mast hole, 2f inches; 2 in.
from combing. Drop of sides from top of deck, 5-J inches,
dead rise, 8 inches. Over cock-pit a hatch is placed. Every¬
thing connected with the boat is placed inside, gunners of¬
ten leaving their guns, etc., locking the hatch fast. The
boats sail well, and covered with sedge are used to shoot
from. With the hatch on, a person can be protected from
rain, and with blankets, can be accommodated With a
night’s lodging. Boards for boats, white cedar, i inch
thick; deck, narrow strips tongued and grooved.

Brooklyn Yacht Club,
I
Brooklyn, Feb. 11th, 1876.
1
Thomas Dean, Esq., Secretary Boston YatM Glut Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir—I have the pleasure to advise you of the following resolu¬
tions passed at the last meeting of the club:—
‘•That a committee of five be appointed of which the Flag officers
shall be three, to confer with the Boston Yacht Clnb, aud to arrange,.if
possible, for a meeting of the fleets during the ensuing summer, at such
time and place as may be mutually agreed upon, and to report to this
Club for their action.”
The following named gentlemen were appointed on said committee :—
Commodore John S. Dickerson, Vice Commodore John R. Platt,
Rear Commodore J. G. Johnson, Captain Thomas B. Asten, -Mr.
Thomas Manning.
Hoping to be advised favorably, and with kindest regards, we remain
yours truly.
Wit. Lee. Secretary.

On motion of Augustus Russ, Esq., it was voted that
the communication he referred to a committee, to report at
a future meeting, consisting of the Commodore and four
other members to be appointed by him.
Commodore Dean appointed as his associates on the
committee Vice Commodore W. H. L. Smith, Rear Com¬
modore Geo. B. Durfee, Treasurer Augustus Russ, aud the
Secretary, Thomas Dean.

—Bell's Life of February 26th, says that Robert Watson
Boyd has completed negotiations for a four-oared crew to
go to America during the ensuing regatta season. Tbe
crew will be composed as follows: Robert Bagnall, bow;
W. Nicholson, Robert Chambers, and Boyd himself as
stroke. Boyd has challenged any crew in England 1o row
over the championship course, on the Thames or Tyne.
If this challenge is not accepted, he will' assume the title
of champion. The four will then proceeed to America as
the representative English crew.
—A Herald correspondent writes from Pittsburg that
a four-oared crew will be made up in that place lo row iu
the Centennial matches, of which Morris will pull stroke
with Luther, Scharff and Kaye, or Siebert behind him.
The crew will commence practice as soon as the river is
clear of ice. In the scullers’ race Morris will enter against
all comers, and expresses a wish that the best of Eng¬
land’s rowers may be induced lo contend for the prizes.
In this race, also, Pittsburg will have another representa¬
tive in Henry Coulter, whose defeats last year were such
game ones as to raise ids qualifications as a sculler iu the
estimation of boating men.
In tbe amateur event the Duquesnes, the bunch of little
fellows who did nobly at Saratoga, last season, will parti¬
cipate. It is likely, however, there will be some changes
in the crew, heavier material being substituted, while the
unity of action in rowing, characteristic of this organiza¬
tion, will be retained.

gen nnd giver
FISH IN SEASON

IN

MARCH.

southern waters.
Pompano, Trae/wnolus carolmus. GronpBr, h/itnepheljcis ntqHtwi.
Drum (two species.) Family Scia- Trout (black base,) Cauropristls
nidee.
atrarius,
Kingfish, MenMe’urus nebvlosus.
Stiiped Bubs or Rockilsti, liuccue
Sea Bass, SeUawps ocellatus.
lineatue.
Sbeepshead, Archosargus probata- Tailortkh, rmnalmnue saltatnx
cephalus.
Black base, Ulicropterus su/mohies;
Snapper, Lutjaims caxus.
M. nigneans.

a a—Apron. Ill shows where it is nailed to deck,
b b—Cock-pit.
c—Trunk,
d d d—Stool rack,
e e—Rowlocks.
Fig. 4 shows rowlocks.
THE

Boston Yacht Club.—The members of this organiza¬
tion to the number of fifty, assembled Tuesday evening,
February 22d, at the American House, and partook of
their annual dinner. Previous, however, to the sitting
down to the good cheer, a special meeting of the club was
held, Commodore Benjamin Dean in the chair, and Thomas
Dean acting in his capacity as Secretary. At this meeting
several new members were elected, and the following letter
was read:

his business, in order to uphold the honor of his club, or,
as it is in this case, his country, is entitled to credit instead
of contumely. For this is the Centennial year, and oars¬
men from far and near are coming to contest. If Oxford,
Cambridge, and Dublin Universities send their crews; if
the crack men of the London Rowing Clubs come over,
they will take a deal of beating, and we have the old Har¬
vard and Atalanta defeats to wipe out. It is with thi9 in
view that these'members of the Argonauta Club (a portion
of whom, we understand, do so every year) are spending
their winter in Florida, hardening their muscles with camp
life and enough rowing to keep in form. From the ac¬
counts we hear of their camp and of the elegant shooting
and fishing they are having, we wish we were with them.
As to whether they have forfeited their right to be consid¬
ered amateurs, there is a body with jurisdiction who will
decide the question at the proper time.—Ed.

AMATEUR

QUESTION.

Bergen Point, N. J., February 28d, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The allusions contained in the letter of your correspondent "Hagestolz,” published in your paper of the 17th luBt., are so pointed that our
dub cannot affect not to know who ia meaut, and what is aimed at; but
his reckless assertions are so entirely baBed upon his own opinion merely
(as he himself admits) that our members naturally feel surprised at the
appearance of his communication in print.
To avoid newspaper notoriety, our clnb has made it a rule never to
reply to the various attacks made upon us from time to time through the
“press,” believing them to be mainly prompted by envy and jealousy.
To our numerous friends throughout the country no denial of the in- •
simiatlous of your correspondent are necessary, and to our enemies,
whoever they may he, we can only say they will have ample opportunity
to prove any charges they may desire to make by writing to, or appear¬
ing before the qualification Committee of any of the various regattas in
which We may enter the coming season. Our ouly reason for breaking,
through our established rule Is the fact that our crew are all absent from
home, and unable to answer for themselves.
E. W. Humphrey, President,
E It, Craet, Treasurer,
Argonauts Rowing Association.

The fact that the letter which we published last week,
although mentioning no names, was known at once to be
directed at the club which has noticed it, shows conclu¬
sively that (lie subject was a matter of common gossip in
boating circles. We published the letter in hopes that it
would draw forth jnst such a dignified denial sis the one
above, and that the matter being once ventilated, a stop
could be put to gossip and hidden inuendo. An open ac¬
THE BARNEGAT SNEAK BOAT.
cusation can he fairly met, and if an unjust one, can be
R. BISHOP’S voyage down the Ohio and Mississippi combatted and forever put at Test, while secret malice can
Rivers and through the Gulf of Mqgico in a Barne- sting unseen, and its fruits expand until silence is accepted
gal sneak boat has attracted So much attention towards as a proof of guilt. For our own part, we are satisfied
this description of boat, and we are in receipt of so many that the members of the Argonauta Club are keeping
communications on the subject, that we reprint herewith strictly within the letter of the law relating to amateur
from our issue of April 23d, 1874, a full description, to¬ boat racing, and the definition of the term as adopted re¬
gether with diagrams fully explaining mode of construc¬ cently. As regards our opinion of that definition, we
tion. A working model of the boat can be seen at this of¬ shall have something to say on another occasion. The Arfice; we are indebted foritand the description to Mr. Robt. gouautas have as much right to send a crew tc^Florida to
B. White, of Shrewsbury, N. J. The boat, of which the train, and pay their expenses from the club funds, loo, if
guts below are a representation, is of the following dimen¬ necessary, as tliqy have to send one to Saratoga, or Troy,
or Seneca Lake to row a race. And a man who chooses at
sions;—
Length, 13 feet ; width midships, 4 feel ; width of sleni. his own personal lose or risk to take a eerlain time from

M

I

I Under the head of "Same and Fish in Season” we can only specify tn
general terms the several varieties, be-cause thelaws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt Co particularise we could do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the hinds of game in question, flics
would reOuire a great amount, of mr space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is rounded, and
our readers would db weii to provide thmselcesmth the laws or their re¬
spective States for constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create con fusion,.]

Fish in Market.—Owing to severe storms along the
coast during the past week, fishing has been almost sus¬
pended, so that the Lenten season opens with a scant sup¬
ply and prices advanced from 15 to 30 per cent. Wo quote:—
Striped bass, 20 to 25 cents per pound; smelts, 18 cents
blue-fish, 15 cents; salmon (frozen), 50 cents; mackerel, 25
cents each; shad, Savannah, 50 cents each; North Carolinas, $1, extras; white perch, 18 cents pound; Spanish
mackerel, 50 cents; green turtle, 20 cents, terrapin, $12
per dozen; halibut, 18 cents per pound; haddock, 8 cents
perpound; cod-fish, 8 to 10 centB; black fish, 15 cents;
herring, 6 cents; flounders, 10 to 15 cents; sea bass from
Charleston, S. C., 15 cents; eels, 15 to 18 cents; lobsters, 12
cents per pound; slieepshead, 30 cents; turbot, 25 cents;
scollops, $1 per gallon; soft clams, 80 to 60 cents per
hundred; white-fish, 18 cents; pickerel, 18 cents; sunfish,
10 cents; yellow perch, 10 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents;
ciscoes, 12 cents; hard shell crabs, $1 per bundled; pompano, $1.
—We saw at Blackford's, on Saturday last, three speci¬
mens of salmon trout that were received hy the steamer
Russia, consigned to the U. S. Fish Commission, from the
Free Public M useum of Liverpool.
Massachusetts Angler’s Association.—There was a
large and enthusiastic meeting of the above association on
Wednesday evening, Feb. 28d, held at their rooms in Bos¬
ton, After tbe transaction of important business, on mo,
tion of Col. Needham, the Advisory Board were requested
to consider the expediency of making the Fish Commis¬
sioners of the different States honorary members, to report
at the annual meeting in April.

—Codfish roe is used for bait in the sardine fisheries of
France, but the supply is inadequate to meet the demand.
It has been found, however, that grasshoppers, when
pounded up, imitate it so exactly as to answer the purpose
admirably. Should the West be inflicted with anolher visitaliou of grasshoppers, they could be turned into some
aecouut by being converted into fish bait and exported to
France. The French Government arc importing large
quantities of these insects from Algeria, in order to try the
expel imenl on n scale of sonic magnitude.
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Needle Points.—Belli

Green writes to Tliad. Norris,
from Rochester, under date of February 23d: "You make
as good a trout rod as any man in this or any other
country, and have more cunning than most fishermen, hut
I do not think you used your usual cunning as you would
if you hud been fishing j'n a wild stream, If you had, you
would not have made more than one cast in our friend
Comfort’s pond, where the trout were as thick as your
fingers, before you would have taken off two of the Hies
and had been satisfied with taking one at a time. You
would have landed every trout you hooked, and would have
had heller sport than you would if you had landed three
at a lime. Thud., it will not take one long to couverl you
when we meet.”
—Fishermen this winter in (he Delaware Bay are said to
he doing a small business. The constant disturbance of
the fish in coves and other places where they usually pass
the cold weather, being constantly disturbed by seiners ou
account of the absence of ice, have disappeared from their
customary resorts, and the catches are small and unprofit¬
able.
—A letter from Cape May to the Weening Star says that a
large shoal of porpoises, followed by great tlock3 of *‘cod¬
fish gulls,” both very umisual whiter sights, passed that
place the other day close ashore, giving assurance that
codfish were coming along ou which these were preying—
the former on the fish, and the gulls on the fragments and
blood left by the devourers. As codfish are unlooked for
less than six miles oil shore, no one wet a line for ihem.
A line specimen, washed ashore, chased in by a porpoise, it
is supposed. A steamer put out from the breakwater re¬
cently and caught 900 pounds in a few hours. They are
caught while at anchor or hove to, and clams are used for
bait.
NOTES

FROM

THE

RESTIGOUCHE.

^

Dbe Side, Metapedia, February 15th, 1876.
Editor Focest and Stream
So you’ic off to Florida, Charlie. Well J do wish you a good ttrac,
and hope we will hear from you* 1 think you want it, for your sanctum
ie? rather confined for my taste. No doubt you’ll wet a line while there,
hut won’t hook a forty pound saunou, I am not aware of anything
bigger than thirty-six being killed (with fly)* here last year, although I
knew a lady, who I am sure never hooked a salmon before, to hook, kill,
and land (without gaffing) two twenty two pound fish in less than forty
minutes. This was done early in July at the Devil’s Half-acre Pool
(Which you should remember) on the Main Restigonche.
The total angling seore in my division, last season* was something
like 600 fish, averaging about 17 pounds; largest days’ take, to rod, 17
liali; best ever done on Restigoucbc, 81. This may herearter be ex
*ceuued—water, atmosphere, a prime unlisbed pool, an experienced
aiieler, and something stronger than a Blngie cast combined, speaking
of time in killing, I knew Samuel Wilmot to bring a 36-pound fish to gaff
in seven minutes, fair play, single cast. He had a quick gaff man, as the
fish was not exhausted. In my little experience, if yon handle your fish
properly, und he is fairly hooked, you stand a good chance of bringing
him into reach in from five to seven minutes, supposing your gaffer
knows his business. Mostly every fish will come into quite shoal waier
before he is played out. Probably he wants to see what is at the
other end of the Rue. The exceeding clearness of our water, together
With the Tael, that the principal pools where the salmon congregate in
large numbers are some fifty miles above tide water, for which reason I
don’t think ever any very large numbers of fish in a day, such aB you
E tely told us of, will ever be caught here. All rivers are not so where
the fish run out of salt water and school at once, particularly if fresh
fish are miming in constantly, no doubt big scores can be made. Still I
would prefer clear wat er, and missing a fish now and then just to keep
up tne excitement. Suppose jou hooked a fish every cast, how soon
Would it pale? It would not be sport. But v>ben you see the fish rising
just out of reach, as the case may be, you knowing there are hundreds
in the pool. At last a fellow makes a dash and misses, you giving him
time to get back to his lay spot. Changing your fly, which 1 think yon
should do; again, when you reach him, making another charge at you
booking slightly, and breaking uway on his first leap. At last you are
rewarded by getting a good hold, and then comes the tug of wur. 1
Hemenider Waiter McFarlane, of Montreal, (who afterwards got drowned
on Labrador coast), taking his first salmon at Crosspoint on the Rastigouche. This fish made sixteen clear handsome leaps, fairly booked
and he took fonr and one-quarter hours to land, weighing 38 pounds. Had
he got “butt” enough he could have been landed in twenty-five minutes.
Again, his next fish nevei showed; only sulked and hung to bottom, and
when he did start took him down river for a mile without a stop. Mr.
McFarlane, at that time, did not know' anything about salmon fishing.
I don’t believe salmon are sensible to pain, such as a wound. I was
fishing a bit of rough water, two ycaTS ago, late in the season; fish rose
freely fora while, but always slightly hooked. After getting two fish,
concluding to quit, and on leaving the pool, (I had been fishing at the
head), made a few casts at lower end, when I hooked and landed a male
fish 17 pounds. On disengaging the hook, which, was well dmvn, I saw
fre?h scars, or tears, in his mouth, and, on close examination, found I
had hooked him five times, each time the hold giving way. As for
rising fish, my experience here is, uot one fish in twenty will rise to fly.
Some days they will not rise at all, whateverlnay be the reason; other
Ufiys you can fish all day, and they will sometimes rise best when the aim
is hottest, IF not trespassing on your space, I will send you my ex¬
perience and ideas on kelts, as I see a good deal of disagreement on the
subject in the Mela, as well as In your paper. My breeding establish¬
ment is now successful, although owing to heavy freshets last fall disap
pointing me in not getting sufficient parent fish. There are only some
1450,000 ova this season. Wishing you safe home, I am, sir, yours very
truly,
John Moavat,
Fishery Officer, Restigonche Division.
•
-

-SMELTS.

Glens Falls, February 88d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your last issue you mention the range of smelt, and I do not think
It is generally known th%t they are caught in Lake Champlain. About
a year ago, while at Port Henry, I was told by the landlord of the hotel
where 1 was staying that it was about time for “ice-flBh” to make their ap¬
pearance. As the name was new to me, I asked for a description of the
fish, judging that ice fish was a local name. Being informed that they
were only taken through the ice during February and March, and that
i.hey were unknown until witbiu a few years previous. I sent the de¬
scription, as given to me to Seth Green, butfrom my meagre statement he
was unable to give Lhe fish its proper name. I pushed my inquiries, and
found that they were veritable smelts. And here again comes in the
question of range. They are caught little, if any, south of Port Henry;
are more numerous about WestPort; are taken at or near Burlington,
Vt., and are unknown in Plattsburg, or thereabouts, at least by the fish¬
ermen I questioned while there this whiter, and I could not learn that
they were caught at other than the places I have named. Of course,
these come In from the St. Lawrence, but are they canuht to any extent
In that river?
A. N, Chenkx.

—Dr. TLiughton lifts proved that the strength of lho lion
is only two-thirds that of the tiger.
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No Notice Taken of Aiionyinnuji Communications.
J, A. S-. Sraithtown, L. I., Crumes, Terre Haute, and T. W. C.,
BosLon, — See answer to Ibex.
G. M., Halifax, N. S.-ilow can cotton canvas be made waterproof,
and still be soft? Ana. See answer to N.t Columbus, Ohio, also Issue
of Forest and Stream Feb. 17th, 1870.
G. D. L., Harrisburgh, Vt.—Can you inform mu through your paper
where lean procure a pair of fine English greyhounds? Ans. We can
purchase for you a pair of lino thoroughbred grcyliouuds about one year
old; price, $65.
H. L., N. Y.—Where can T procuro a copy of the translation of
Pliny into English. Is there Buck a worky Ana. Bohn, of London,
has published, a translation, and wc fear you will have to import it
through some one hero.
Health, Philadelphia.—Cun you give a description of the health
lift; also where they can be obtained, and the price? Ans. By address¬
ing the Health Lift Go., No. 46 East Fourteenth street, this city, you can
obtain descriptive pamphlets.
B. F. R., Pittsburg.—Please infom me where the liculth HR, referred
to recently in yonr valuable and regularly-read paper, can be bad, and
also price. Ans. From the Heulth Life Co., No. jfl East Fourteenth
street, this city; price complete, $100.
D., Harrisville, Mich.—1. Can you supply back numbers of Forest
and Stream for about two years back? 8. Whose make of rifles did the
Scottish team use in the Wimbledon matches of 1875? Ana. 1. Yea. 8.
Some used the Milford, and some Lhe Rigby.
Ropeed Gkopbe, N. Y.—I have five volumes or Forest and Stream,
and I would like to exchange them for a double barrel shot gun of any
bore. Ana. We know of no one desiring to make such an exchange.
The cost of five uew volumes bound wonld be only $30.
H. T. St. Louis.—What tcason is best for fishing, and what baits are
best for catfish and buffalo. When is lho best time for hunting ducks?
Ans, In the spring; Tor bait, minnows, or a piece of meat. Dudes are
shot both in spring and Tall, but principally in the latter.
F. B. R., Newark.—Please answor iu next week*’]>uper the best way
to transport young trout, say about three or four Inches Jong. They
have to be taken about 50 miles? Ans. Iu milk cans, thoroughly clean;
allowiug plenty of water, keeping it cold with ice, and not changing it.
H. A. F , Dclavan, 111.—I have a single barrel shot gun, splendid bar¬
rel, lock, &c 8 bore, drop of slock abou I
inches. Where can I have
it altered to a breech louder, and what will be Lhe cost? Ans. The ex¬
pense for altering your single barreled gun would be equal to the cost
of a new one.
Teal, Salem,.—A Boston gun dealer says that Hart's shells are no
good. What do you think? He says the cover a are Loo soft and will
batter down easily. Ans. It Is certainly a mistake in the Boston gun
dealer. Dart’s shells arc used very extensively, uiul are highly approved
of by skillful sportsmen.
W. H. L., Decatur, III.—Why are blue Belton setters so called, and
what .are their peculiar characteristics? Ans. The name “Blue BulLon,”
we think, originated in a locality in England; and we presume they are
a cross of the black and tan Gordon's with dogs of other colors. They
have 110 peculiarity except in color.
Ciur-a-Wav, Burlington,—Please hirorm ine, in your paper, or some
one who manufactures composition poker checks, or chips. 1 wish to
get some of the material of which they are composed, nr a formula for
making it. Ans. Wm. 5s. Welling & Co., No. 8U7 Centre street, this
city. The mulerial is.a patent composition.
Talbot, N. Y.—r would like to know the proper load for tv twelvebore Webley. L And it. will kick wiLh over three drachniB of powder;
wQnld like to know Mr. Weblcy’s directions. Ans. You are probably
using too much shot; reduce the charge 1.0 one ounce, und try coarser
powder. Wo do not know Mr. Weblcy’s address.
W. B , Oxford.—Being an amateur in mounting birds I can improve
them much by copying from pictures of a book of that kind. Please
advise me. Ans. If you want an illustrated work on taxidermy we can
send you the Taxidermist's Manual; price, 50 Cents; but if you wanL il¬
lustrations of birds only, any work on natural history wonld answer.
J. L. C., Brooklyn.—Is there any game law respecting the fish of
New York bay. 1 am accustomed to li.sh in the Narrows, and every year
notice the decrease of fish, especially the weak liah, one of the best
game fish in the bay? Ans. Only as regards the size of mesh to be
used In nets. Pound and dra* nets are fast ruining our best fishing
grounds.
Shot Cartridges, Newark.—You will please decide Ihis bet. A is
trying Ins gurr at a twenty-inch circle, und bets B a box of cigars that he
he will put in 250 pellets. He puts in 108, and bet ugaln, and pntHinSiO;
then he bets again, and puts iu 175. In a few days he semis 100 cigars
in two boxes of 50 ouch; dooe rhis satisfy the terms of the bet? Ans.
A lost three boxes of cigars, 1(10 each,
N., Columbus, Ohio.-ri. Please 61,ate where J can get water-proof
canvas. 2. If it can be bought, bow can I mulce it, mid how often must
the process be renewed to keep it Water-proof? 3. Also the kind of can¬
vas used for boat covors. Ans. 1. Wo do nbt know where it can be pro¬
cured. 2. Pass the canvas Ihrounh a solution of parraflne; no necessity
to Tenuw. 3. Duck is the best and strongest,
J. B. P., Gainesville, Tcxua—In what month, and in what part of the
Wes torn or Atlantic Suites, or Canada, can 1 gcL the best duck and snipe
shooting In the spring for a few week, with or without decoys, and
a guide or boat is not needed? Ans* Go to the shooting quarters of Ira
Bingham on Lake Kouhkommg, Wie., or to Minnesota Junction, Dodge
Co., Wia.i und enquire for Mr. Mfskcy, a sbootist.
G. F. ()., Bennington.— 1. Where can I obtain the Carl Dlttmor
powder, ami in whal; size canisters, and what will it cost me per pound?
2. Where can I obtain a thoroughbred spaniel pup about-fonr months
old? 3. What is the price of the TT.irt shell per dozen? Ans. 1. Of
CarL Diitmar, Neponset, Mass., in any qiianti'iy. 8. Cocker spaniels
from J. S. Bestor, Hartford, Conn. 3. $2.50 Or $3.
W.B. Sr, Harrisburg.— L havea light muzzle-loader, 13 bote, (j pounds,
which recoils too much at my charge. Llow large u charge would you
advise me to use to prevent too much recoil? Ana. Aguu of that size
shoots 21 drachms powder to a scant ounce of shot. In case you find
too much recoil from that charge, 2 drachms powder to | oz. shot, and
be sure to hold in the right direction when you shoot.
Ijbkx, Indianapolis.—WilL not Mr. Bishop have his Barnegat “sneakboat” photographed, and, altowyou to illnstrate it for the benefit of in*
land boa!men, with some Instructions about building the same? There
are probably hundreds of your readers who would be very much inter¬
ested in knowing something ubout it. Ans. Wo reproduce in this issue
from No. 11, vol. 2, a description of the Barnegat “saoakrboat.’'
L. B. B., Hubbardstown.—In a match, conditions “no magnifying
sights allowed,” should a competitor shooting a gnu with telescope
sights, globe and peep attached, be allowed to use the telescope in sight¬
ing shots, or should the gun he debarred ? Ans. Sighting shots may be
taken in any position, or from a rest, if the telescope was not used iu
the scoring shoes we see no reason why the gun should he debarred.
C. T Norfolk, Va.—Please inform mo if the State of Kansas has made
a law whereby the killing of every kind of bird ufc any season of the
year is a misdemeanor. I understand such a la v has already passed the
house* Ans. Wo have heard of no such law boingboforeiheLegi&laturo, nor is there Jlkly to he one. Nor. that the ICnnsas gumo laws do
hohIhbci'vo amending, for at prosent the killing of quail awU grouse is
permitted up to March 1st.
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U. \Y. P., Gloucester.—1. Can shot concentrators be used in a
muzzle-loader? How should a muzzle-loader be charged with them? 8.
Are beagle honnds good for running foxes? Ans, 1. Tho only concen¬
trators that can well be need in a muzzle-loader are Kay’s, which come
prepared with shot. Load as you would with Ely’s wlro cartridges,
using no wad on shot. 2. BeagleB are used principally for hares and
rabbits, and hounds and harriers for foxes.
W. F. I., Biugbamptou.—Kindly inform me at what time of the year
la It best to go to Florida in order to experience the least inconvenience
iu becoming acclimated? Do you consider that (here is dunger attend¬
ing health by arriving in Florida iu March or April? Ans. Of coorse.it
is better to go to Florida in the fall, but there is no danger of sickness
whatever in arriving there iu March or April, or indeed at. any BeaBon,
if unhealthy sections, such an swamps, are avoided, and there is not too
much exposure to night air.
F. S.r Westfield.—J, Will you please inform me thB year in which a
book entitled “A Complete Manuel for the Young Bportsmcn,” by
Frank Forester, was published ? 2, rs there uny better book on the dog
than the one by Frank Forester? 3, T have a muzzle-loading gnn mark¬
ed K, Hugcs. What reputation has he as a gun-maker? Ans. 1. We do
not know. 2. Yus—“Dinks, Hutcblusou, and May hew, and “The Am¬
erican Kennel and Sporting Field, by Arnold Burges. 3. We know
nolhjug of R. Jluges as a gnu-maker.
T. W. G., N. J.—Can yon inform me whether the long promised map
of the Adirondack Region, compiled by Verphmck Colvin, has ever been
published, and if not. when will it. be. Also if there is any other map
better than Dr. Eloy’e? What is the beat book as yet published, giving
routes, taverns, aud geueral information regarding (he Northeast Wilder¬
ness? Aus.—Wallace’s “Guido to the Adiroudacka” is the latest book.
It is very thorough and contains a large map. You can get it. from Lhe
Waverly Publishing Co., Syracuse, or from this office. Price $2.
X. , New York.—In the New York Time* Is a statement of rifle shoot¬
ing, at a Court street, Brooklyn, rifle gallery, in which some one makes
an unprecedented score with an Allen breech-loading rifle, the near
bight being described as a “circular sight.” Will you kindly inform me
through the Forest and Stream if Lhe Allen rifle is a new gun, and
has claims to more accuracy in shooting than other well-known makeis,
(Sharps or Remington’s), and whut is meaut by rear “circular sight?”
■Ails. The Allen Is not a new rifle. The sights were the ordinary peep
and globe rights.
Constant Reader, New Brighton, Pa.—A aud B make a bet on the
gauge of A’k g uu, it being a breach-loader,1 and shoots a No. 12 shell,
but stamped on the under part of the barrel 13. B claims it is 13-gauge
on account of it being stamped. A claims It la a No. 12 gauge because
No. 12 shell fits II, exactly and is the only size that can be used. Please
decide through the columns of your paper? Ans. A wins; the stamp
“13” on the barrels Is the inspection proof stamp. The subsequent,
finishing of the barrels brings them out to 12 gauge. You will find this
on all English guns from an accredited maker.
G. L. D., New York.—1. In your last paper 1 saw anaccountof a place
called Hoy’s Wilderness. Will you be land enough to tell me where I
can get reliable, information about the place; how to get there; where
good guides can be obtained, etc. 2. Is a Winchester repeating rifle
better than a Ballard for sporting purpose? Ana. 1. You. will find all the
information you want regarding Hoy's Wilderness in our present issue.
2. Probably there is no difference as far as shooting qualities are con¬
cerned. It is only a question as whether a magazine rifle would be
better adapted for Lhe kind of shooting you wished it for,
E. L. S., Troy, N. Y.—1, Does ice sink—that is to say, in lakes and
ponds? What becomes of ice* apparently solid, when it suddenly disap¬
pears? 2. Will yon please give me the address of the party who ad¬
vertised some Lime since ill yonr paper “Lamps for nse in spearing fish;”
ulso, are they as good as bundles of rags saturated with kerosene? Ans.
1. ice is lighter than water, us It contains more or less air. Common
sense teaches us that it does not sink. The lower part of a cake of ice
molting away, the upper part, becomes heavier,, turns over, and disap¬
pears for a few minutes. 2. Eaton & Co., No. 17 Ann street, oan sup¬
ply the camp.
J. W. R., Hannibal. — 1.1 have a rifle 50 calibre rimlire and have been
saving the exploded shell. Is there any way that I can reload them, my¬
self y 2 What is the proper charge for a mnzzle loadlngBhot gnn, 12-bore,
8 pounds, 83-inch barrel, for upland shooting, also for dneks and geese?
3. Am talking of getting a Remington breech-loading shot gun, 30-inch
barrel. Which would be the host for this section 10 or 12 bore? 4. Also
ts the $15 Remington guu a good one for this region? Ans. 1. It would not
not pay yon to reload them, 2. For upland. 31 drs. powder 11 oz. shoL;
for ducks, 4 drs. powder, 8$ oz. shot. 3. For your district 10-bore. 4.
Yes, excellent for the price.
SunseniBBtt, Webster.— 1. Do you think ray gnn shoots too close for
quail and woodcock shooting? I shot, it 80 yards ut targBt 18 inches in
diameter, i oz. No. B shot, and put 255 pellets in a circle. If that.Is too
close, what would you think would be a good pattern? 2. Would yon
think my gnn was choke-bored? 3. Which makes the best penetration,
choke bored, or straight? Ans, l. A gun which shoots as close as you
say yonr’sdoes, shoots too close for upland shooting. 175 pellets Of No.,
8 shot at. 30 yards, 18-inch target, is quite close enough. 2. Yonr gun
no doubt is choke bored. 9, It is a mooted question which makes beat
penetration; tne adherents of each claim superiority.
L. N. P., Boston .—Will you please answer the following ques¬
tion: Is it possible to cultivate trout artificially in a small stream that
freezes in winter, and If so, what is necessary to so do, the water1 freez¬
ing solid? Ans. Trout can net. be raised in a ytreum that freezes. Mr.
Seth Green says on the subject: “If the creek froze solid tho fish would
freeze solid, and 1 do uot believe when a fish is frozen solid he will ever
Colne Lo life again. If they ore pnrLly frozen they will come too so that
they will swim about, but will (lie. soon after. But there is another
reason: any body of water that freezes very hard in winter will get very
warm Iu summer, and they would die when the temperature of the water
went higher than 70°. To put a (rout in water at 80° Fahrenheit he
would not live one-half as long as he would out of the water on a
rainy or lowry day.”
A Constant Reader, Baltimore.—1. I have a very fine pointer bitoll
who has a very bad habit of sucking egg?, and, as 1 live in the country
near here, I often have an anticipated breakfast spoiled by her. I there¬
fore write to ask H you can suggest uny means to cure her of the habit
other than the old recipe of cutting her tail off close up to the ears. 8.
I have a dog that, while he eats very heuriily, from some unknown cause
cannot retain anything (he eats) on his Btomach. Can you suggest *
cause and remedy. Ans. 1, There are three remedies to break your dog
of her bad habit. One is a muzzle so contracted that she cannot eat,
the next best is lo provide yourself with a four-foot raw-hide, watch her
and catch her in tho act, and give her a baker’s dozen wrell laid on. But
if she is uot a valuable one for field or breeding purposes, you had
better try the romedy you alluded to, as it has never been known to fail.
3. Have mailed to you some medicine, with directions for its use.
B. L., Long Branch, N. J.—Please decide the following dispute:—1.
B Claims that the only shots lhat can be called line shots me those
which are either above or below the buH’s-eye, while C claims that lho
shot6 or the right or left of lhe buiPs-eye are equally to be considered
line shots, and that inrifle sbootiiigthe side shots are considered as good
as those that are abuye or below the bull’s-eye, All aiming supposed to
be Ihn uuuie distance from the cuutrc of the target? 8. Was not Creedinoor
orrigiLjilly intended for the practice uf lire National Guard of New York
State, and long range shooting considered only of a secondary consider¬
ation? Aus. 1, In old times in gallery shooting where the target was
supposed to represent a man, line shoots were considered better on ac¬
count of being more likely to have taken effect. B therefore i.s right,
but wc ihitik with <J that the merit of Lbo shot Hhould be decided bv lb*
distance fi'vin the bull’s-eye. £. Yob,
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DISINTERESTED observer who might have wan¬
ANY of our readers may not understand the game
dered into the Everett House during the recent con¬
of polo, or be familiar with the mode of playing it.
Polo may be briefly described as “hockey on horseback." vention of the National Association for Promoting the In¬
terests
of the American Trotting Turf, would scarcely i
The players, mounted of course, are provided with sticks
having curved ends, and being divided into two sides, en¬ have imagined himself in the society of horsemen—that is,
deavor, the one to force a ball through the enemy’s ranks if he was something of a fossil himself, and still clung to
over a line or goal, and the other to defend their line and ancient traditions, in which, to trot a horse on a track,
drive the ball through that of their adversary. Thanks to was an act of abomination, placing tile culprit beyond,
Mr. James Goidon Bennett and other gentlemen, who are the pale of “our best society." Instead, he would have
doing so much to introduce into this country a taste for found himself in company with gentlemen, many of whom
refined pastimes, there is some prospect that polo may find are lights in the learned professions, whose arguments and
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,,
a foothold on American soil. The requisites on the part of discussions on the matter in hand, and which were intend¬
Dhvotbd to Pikld anb Aqdatio Sports, Pi’ACTiCii, Natural History,
I't-u ‘•mnrur'.K, tbe Protection op Game, Preservation op Forests,
the player are nerve, a quick eye, the most perfect horse¬ ed to still further purge the trotting turf from obloquy,
Aim the Inculcation in Men and Women op a healtht interest
were conducted witli as strict a sense of decorum as would
manship, and an indifference to bruises aud hard kuocks.
in Odt-door Recreation and Study :
But it is upon the horse, or rather pony, that much of the be met with in the deliberations 'of any legislative body.
PUBLISHED BT
Racing has always been what we might call a “polite"
success of the game depends. In India, where the game
Rarest and §tnanf ^abliahitig <$ompatfj},
amusement, imported into the country from abroad and
originated, and from whence it was transplanted to Eng¬
patronized,
more particularly at the South, by all classes of
land by the cavalry, the Arab ponies, which seldom exceed
fourteen hands in height, are employed. But we should the people, from Presidents of the Republic, down; but
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
I Post Office Box 9882.1
imagine that they were almost too light for the work, and trotting is peculiarly a National sport—almost the only
123 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
that they would soon become knocked up. Our own one we have, in fact, and in competition with the
for a long
mustangs would answer capitally, and the manner in which more aristocratic amusement, it was
Torxaa, t*lv« Dolton* a Year, Strictly In Advance.
Of late years, how¬
they are broken by the mqueros of California aud Texas, time pushed to the wall.
entirely different class
of men have
A diacouut o f twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
adapt them especially for the requirements of polo. Trained ever, an
to obey tbe slightest pressure of the rein upon the neck, become identified with trotting interests, and the result
Advertising Kates.
or that of the knee upon the side; accustomed to stop sud¬ has been to raise the sport to its present position, and toIn ro2iilar advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 25
denly at the least movement of the bit, and to wheel in place it upon an equality for “respectability" with racing.
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
tlieir tracks to avoid the charge of an infuriated cow or Something of an idea of the present magnitude of the in¬
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 26 per cent,
extra.
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
steer, they possess the very qualifications which are brought terests involved in trotting can be obtained from the oped10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
into play in the game of polo. A modification of the ing address of lion. Chas. W. Hutchinson, Mayor of
months, 30 per cent.
Spanisli bit we should think might also be adopted—some¬ Utica, and First Vice President of the Association, who,
thing which, while not as severe as the instrument of tor¬ in the absence of President Sprague, presided over the
NEW FORK, THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1870.
ture used by the vaqtiero, would yet be sufficient to sud¬ convention. From this it appears that 163 members of the
denly cheek the horse without either choking him, or re¬ National Association were represented in the convention
To Correspondents.
that daring the year 1875 there were 3,304 trotting and pa
quiring too much muscular pressure.
AU communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
There is a breed of ponies, however, which, if they cing racers upon the tracks of this country; 5,400 horses
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pubcould be brought into this country, and given the same have contested for purses amounting to the immense sum oi
LI3EHNO Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
§1,418,971, and that the wholeamount of capital represent
training as that received by the mustangs, would he even
AU communications Intended for pnbUcatlonmnst be accompanied with
superior to the latter for polo. We allude to the Tartar ed'by the trotting interests is not over-es'i mated at the sum
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
ponies that are bred on the wild steppes and brought iu of §50,000,000. This amount, large as it is, however, doer
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
droves to mount the Tartar cavalry scattered throughout not embrace any of the collateral interests, such as breed,
We cannot promise to re trim rejected manuscripts.
the Chinese Empire. And, indeed, with tho exception of ing studs, etc. It is safe to say that no national spoil ii
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
such as are purchased by foreigners for racing purposes, the world has such an amount as this invested iu its main
noi.es of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
or for driving before basket wagons, this is about the only tenance; and the lime has arrived when we should no
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from oue end of the country to the other; and they will
service they are ever called upon to perform after leaving only take a national pride in the success of our trottiaj
Bud our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
their nomad masters.
Small in statue, seldom exceeding turf, bnt by encouragement and countenance aid tkos*
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
thirteen bands, but very muscular, they show in their uni¬ who are, and have been, working so strenuously for its re
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose rcformity of colors, in the fine head and sharp, small ear, form and elevation,
Bned intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beantifufin Nature. It Will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the traces of their Arab origin, which have not been ex¬
the legit imate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
WESTON IN ENGLAND.
tinguished even after centuries of breeding in a cold cli¬
tend to make them unpopular with the virtnons and good. No advertise¬
mate. The transplanting seems, while it has somewhat
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
stunted them, to have made them hardier. And yet, when
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
T is pleasant to record the graceful man’ner in whir
may not, he read with propriety in the home circle.
in racing condiiion, they show all the gracefulness of limb
English sporting journals have withdrawn and apole
We cannot be responsible for the dereUction of the mail service, if
of the Arab. The Tartars have a peculiar way of slitting gizedfor tlieir very outspoken expressions of disbelief i
money remitted to us 1b lost.
the nostrils of some of tlieir ponies, particularly those the truth of American records of long distance pcdesiriai
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
GHARLE8 IIALLOCK, Editor.
used by the couriers in winter, when the frozen streams ism, and we trust that the result of the lesson will be raur
WILLIAM C. HARRIS, Business Manager.
prevent communication in any other way, the object ap¬ faith hereafter in the possibility of some feats being aparently being to enable the pony to inhale the greatest eomplished outside of the “right little, tight little island,
OUR CALL TO NATURALISTS.
amount of air his lungs are capable of receiving.
that have not yet been performed within it. A brief sum
There is a breed of ponies still smaller found on (he mary of the recent match at Agricultural nail, Londoi
HAT llic naturalists and thoughtful observers ofrtlie islands in the Straits of Malacca, seme of which make shows that Edward Payson Weston, and William Perkin
United Stales are beginning to appreciate their good saddle animals, but are much less sturdy than the the English champion walker, agreed to walk for twent;
splendid opportunities, is evident from the readiness and Tartar's. It is a little singular that the horses found in the four hours, for a cup or specie of the value of fifty guinea
even eagerness with which our “invitation” to put on Phillipine Islands, and known usually as Manilla ponies,
Perkins walked 65 miles in 14 hours, 5 mit ules and £
record the chronicles of animal life has been accepted. should be so totally different from those of the neighbor¬ seconds, and then gave out. Weston walked the sair
The responses which we printed last week, the letters ing continent. They are, if any tiling, taller, but much distance in 13 hours, 3 minutes aud 41 seconds, and coi
•which tbe reader will find iu onr Natural History columns lighter, and without either the stamina or speed of the tinuing his journey walked 109 miles and 832 yards
to day, and others which await their turn, prove that we others. They somewhat resembla weedy mustangs, and 24 hours. He had fixed his distance at 115 miles, an
have struck a sympathetic chord in the hearts or our read¬ probably were introduced from Mexico or South America would have accomplished it had he not been compelle
ers. We are encouraged to expect bounteous returns of by the Spaniards. The Japanese horses resemble them to leave the track for three quarters of an hour <
very much, and probably originated from the same stock,
information.
account of sickness. This is admitted by the Englii
The idea has also attracted much attention among the Although fiery and nimble, there is no trace of resemblance journals to be tbe greatest pedestrian feat ever performi
scientific journals of the country. Even the New York between them and the Chinese, to whom they are so infe¬ in that country. It settles the question as to Westor
Daily Tribune steps aside Rom politics to lake up the sub
rior that they receive weight in races open to both.
record here, which has been so strenuously disputed, ai
ject in a complimentary and encouraging manner. Its ex
So much for the ponies adapted for use in playing the also as to his style of walkiug, which we have heard »
tended and graceful allusion (Feb, 26th) to the good work game of polo. Mustangs will probably come into use here,
serted by leading lights in the athletic world, would not 1
of Forest and Stream as a journal of field natural his
and we hope soon to be called upon to record the first permitted in England. On the contrary, the Englishmen
tory, and iu particular of the present attempt to collect iu
game at this healthful and exciting sport.
while saying that his mode is ungraceful and contrary
formation upon the movements and social life of animals,
all their ideas of style, is yet perfectly fair walking.
—A fine opportune y for out door study is afforded by
and the causes and motives which influence them, ends
The announcement of the match was almost as good
•with the following sentence; “The importance of collect¬ the Summer School of Science and Physical Culture,
the event itself, and must have been tbe joint production
which
will
spend
six
weeks
next
summer
between,
the
ing such dates is evident; when a sufiicient amount of
Weston
aud a lineal descendant of the great Gear;
them is accumulated, students will have the material for Mammoth Cave and Lookout Mountain. The instruction Robbins “of auction renown." We recognize the hai
will be given by tbe following naturalists: Prof. D. S.
new advances in biology."
of the former in his old dodge of inviting members of l
Jordan—birds, reptiles, and fishes; Prof. II. E. Copeland—
botany; Mr. Ernest Copeland—insects and taxidermy. The medical profession to be present, while the rest is or
Forest and Stream at the Oentennial.—Contributors
equalled by the grandiloquent advertisements of “re
to tlie “Sportsman's Outfit” Department at the Centennial aim of the School is to give that instruction in field work
dential estates,” which are sometimes to be found in t
■will please ship sucli articles as are now ready for exhibi¬ which cannot, be had in connection with laboratories, com¬ Field. “Both men will he dressed in chaste and genu
tion to this office. Packages should be legibly marked bined with the active work of collecting and preserving apparel," it reads; "no drinks will be sold at the I
“Centennial Exhibition,” care Forest and Stream Pub - specimens. The cost to each pupil will he §200, which in¬
stronger than coffee, smoking is positively forbidden
lisbing Co., 17 Chatham street, New Y'ork. We urge upon cludes everything. Further information can be had by ad¬ the building, and hundreds of ladies belonging to Ei
contributors the necessity of immediate shipment, as the dressing Herbert E. Copeland, M. S., 320 Arch street,
land’s proudest nobility have promised to be present
__
time is limited, and the labor of properly adjusting the de¬ Indianapolis, Ind._
We can fancy Weston waving bis hand to “ Euglan
tails of the department under our charge very great.
—Mr. Fred Mather, the popular pisciculturist, will have proudest nobility ’’ in his old Hippodrome stylo. Ho
charge of the Aquarium at the Centennial Exhibition at ever, he has done credit to his country. We recognize 1
Obituary.—A paragraph iu the Fancier's Gazette an¬
Philadelphia. The only thing now wanted to complete fact, aud'trust that upon bis return he will be present
nounces the death of the Prince de Vismes, better known the display is a collection of curiosities in the shape of
with some fitting testimonial.
as “Old Calabar," a famous writer on sporting topics, a fish, reptiles, or Crustacea from tbe more southern limits
breeder of fine dogs, and a great authority on canine mat¬ of the country. Cannot some of our Florida friends for¬
—Dr. N. Rowe, the “Mohawk” of the Turf, Field a
ters.
___
ward us a few alligators, lizzards, or anything that will live Farm, and more recently of the Rod and Gun, has
in water? We will forward them to Philadelphia with sumed editorial management of the Chicago Field.
Thompson & Son, 838 Broadway, nse no sugar of lead in waterproof¬
ing their suit*, Sugar of lead wilt not stand washing, and amongst old
pleasure.
__t[>__
ha3 our best wishes for his success in his new Westi
eportsmeD is considered detrimental to healih, making them liable to
home, and his great experience with dog and gun can i
rheumatic attacks. Thompson's suits are guaranteed to be thoroughly
—Bound copies of Volume V of Forest and Stream
fail to be of value to the constituents of his paper.
waterproof, even after being washed, sad are as good and cheaper than
are now ready. We can also supply the series complete,

I

T

any other suits in the market.—Adwrdsantnt.
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GAME PROTECTION.
The West Jersey Game Protection Society lias prepared
a hill for the consideration of the Legislature of that State,
the operation of 'which, if it is passed, will he watched
with interest. It provides for the appointment, of Game
Wardens, to receive their authority from the State, but to
he appointed and paid by the Society. The appointments
not being political, and as men will not serve in or near
their own homes, there is a strong probability of their
services being of some value. We have for some time
urged the adoption of a system similar to this, in the
cause of game protection. The knowledge that there is
some one with authority, and whose business it is to pre¬
vent infractions of the law, will prevent many a sneaking
poacher from sotting his snares and traps, who otherwise
would have snapped his fingers at the law and boasted to
his fellows of his successful evasions.
Maine.—The law mentioned in our last as being before
the Maine Legislature, and which provides for an annual
close time for certain fish, has been passed.
A. law was also passed allowing the killing of woodcock
and ruffed grouse and English snipe between September 1
and December 1. The sending out of the State any of this
kind of game is prohibited under a penalty. The killing
of quail or piunated grouse between Jan. 1st and Sept. 1st
is prohibited.
The law was amended so that between Feb. 1 and Oct.
1 no venison shall be sent out of- the State.
The law relating to the killing of deer and caribou was
amended so that if any person has in his possession not
only the carcass but the hide, or any part of the hide or
carcass of such animals, between Jan. 1 and Oct 1, be shall
be held liable. Authority is also given the warden, or Iris
deputies, to make complaint and institute search for the
evidence of guilt,
A general law was passed in relation to the erection of
wharves and fish weirs in tide waters which requires appli¬
cation for the same to he made to municipal officers, pro¬
vides for a bearing, and the granting of licenses to appli¬
cants. No wharves or fish weirs are to he erected in any
river or tide water lying between towns without the con¬
sent of the municipal officers of botli towns, and in no
case is any wharf to he extended beyond legally estab¬
lished wharf lines.
—The Pennsylvania State Association for the Protection
Of Game and Fish, has prepared a law calculated to correct
many errors in the act as it now exists, and which we trust
will have the attention of the Legislature of that State.
-It provides for a close seasou for deer between December
1st and September 1st; for squirrels between January 1st
and August 1st; for rabbits between January 1st and No¬
vember 1st; for wild turkeys between January 1st and
October 1st; for plover between January 1st and August
15th. It extends the close season for trout until May 1st
instead of April 1st, as now enforced, and for black bass or
pickerel until July 1st. The provisions referring to wood¬
cock, quail and grouse, remain as now in force.
Wisconsin.—At the adjourned annual meeting of the
Wisconsin State Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game, at Madison, Feb. 9th and 10th, 1876, communi¬
cations were received and read from Fred Pond, of Montello, in relation to the memorial fund of Henry W. Her¬
bert; the sportsmen of Fon du Lac in relation to fishways
in Fox River, between Lake Winnebago and .Green Bay,
and as to some changes in the game and fish laws; the
sportsmen of Oeonomowoc, through their secretary. Dr.
J. A Henshall, in relation to some changes in the game
laws, etc.
Resolutions adopted—By Mr. Welch:—
That the secretary be directed to call the attention of
clubs and individual members of the association to the
Forester Memorial Fund.
That the Legislature be requested to prohibit the killing
of quail for toe period of three years.
By Mr. PalmerThat the Legislature be requested to memorialize Con¬
gress for the establishment ot fishways in Fox River, be¬
tween Lake W innebago and Green Bay.
The committee appointed to codify the game apd fish
laws of tbq State, local and general, reported two bills,
one for the protection of game, and one for the protection
of fish. The game laws were amended as follows: 1st.
Classing woodcock with grouse, shooting to commence the
15th of August, except in the Mississippi river bottoms
and islands, to commence July 4th; sharp tail grouse and
spruce partridge inserted in the law, 2d. Prohibit the
hunting of deer with hounds or dogs at any time, aad
make the close season from Dec. 15th to Oct. 1st. 3d.
Song and insect-eating birds included for protection. 4th.
That the law be published once annually in each county
in a weekly paper. 5th. Mallard, teal, and wood duck
shooting to commence on the 15th of August,
The subject of prohibiting all shooting in the spring was
discussed at some length by Messrs. Hoy, Merrill, Palmer,
Williams, Burdick, Woodard, Welch, and the Secretary,
but no definite action taken thereon.
The fish bill was referred to the Fish Commissioners,
with the request that they would make such changes as
deemed proper, and report the bill to the Legislature.
Thefollowing were elected officers for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. P. R. Hoy, Racine; 1st Vice President,
Hon. John P. McGregor, Milwaukee; 2d Vice President,
Hon. J. F, Williams, Prairie du Chein; Recording Secre¬
tary, M. T. Bailey, Madison; Corresponding Secretary,
Hon. M. W. Corning, Portage; Treasurer, 8. S. Wood¬
ard, Watertown. Standing Committee hot yet appointed.
Janesville, Wis., February 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
Our Legislature baa just passed a bill appropriating ten thousand dol¬
lars tor building a State hatching house. Several excellent clauses have
also been added to our game laws, among which is one to prevent the

banting of (leer with honnds, and one prohibiting the hunting of duck
and other wild fowl by the use of sue ilk boats and batteries. The latter
bill was pushed through by the Iliack Hawk Club of Lake Kcshkonong,
and is one that lias been needed for many years. Last season not less
than a dozen of these murderous aontrivancea were kept constantly at
work after the canvas back, on Lake Eosbkonong, and when you con¬
sider that the lake la only seven miles long and from one to two wide,
you will see that the birds were given but little tlmjtofeed. The resnlt was they left the lake rally a month earlier than usual. The Black
Hawk Club has a snug little house on the lake. The number of mem¬
bers is limited to thirty-six, and embraces gentlemen of means and
culture, from Martinet to, Midi., Milwaukee, Janesville, Whitewater,
Wls., Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Philadelphia. The officers
are: L. A. Winchester, Whitewater, President; G. W. Estcrly, Whitewater, Vice President; Richard Valentine, Janesville, Secretary; C. S.
Jackman, Janesville, Treasnror. Among its prominent members arc
Col. L. A. Harris, Thomas A. Logan, Col. C. W. Woolley. Beni. Rob¬
inson, and Chas. W, Short, of Cincinnati, Clias. B, Wade, St. Louis, J.
J. S. Seitziuger, Philadelphia, I). IX. Merritt, L. TJ. Ely, W, S. Dnlliba,
and n. R. Mather, of Marquette,Mich., E TownBend Mix, and O. W,
Robertson, of Milwaukee.
The sportsmen of Janesville have just organized a club for the protec¬
tion of game and Bsh under the nnmc of The Forrester Club. The of¬
ficers are: n. D. McKinney, President; Horace McElroy, Vico Presi¬
dent; J. B. Doe, Jr., Secretary, and J. G. Rexford, Treasurer. Thirtyseven joinedat the first meeting. it la proposed to enlist the former
sportsmen in the movement by inviting them to became members with¬
out the payment of duos. I cut the following from the Green Bay,
Wis. Advocate, of Feb. l?th:—
A Fish Story —About sixty-five miles by road up the Wulf River,
north of Shawano, and six miles from the Wolf River, is Bolling Stone
Lake, a sheet of water about five miles long and two miles wide, that is
said to be densely filled with salmon-front and white-fish. Mr. John
Evans, of Shawano, has this winter put in a mile and a half of gill nets,
and when we saw Inm last week had been fishing some three weeks. He
tells us that the fishing is a mere experiment, but that they have canghl
several hundred fish. A slcigh-load of them was expected down when
we were at Shawano. He says that there are two kind- of tront, the
same as in Green Bay and Lake Michigan—the salmon-trout being the
darkest meuted of the two. They propose to coutinuo fishing there
next summer and to take tip packages and salt the fish on the spot.
Other parties confirm this story, and we know that, the nets were pur¬
chased of M. F Kalmlmcb, Fort Howard. The curious part of Hie
matter is how ilicsc fish Bliould come there, for they do not exist in any
of the neighboring streams and there is no outlet or inlet, to the lake
connected with any body of water containing these fi.-li. We wish that
some of our Shawano friends would send ub samples of the fish."
It would be a good idea foi the Green Bay Sportsmen's Club io look
into this matter and see that the fish laws of the Slate arc better ob¬
served in their vicinity. The editor of the Advocate is a sportsman, but
the fact that fishing with nets in Rolling Stone Lake Is a violation of
law seems to have escaped his notice.
"Forrester.1’
Dans villi, Livingston Co,, N. Y.,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The proposed amendment to the game laws, will, I think, meet with
the unqualified approval of gentlemen sportsmen, with one exception,
they are perfect. It strike me that there is one clause that is two sweep¬
ing in its import to be entirely sanctioned. When a law is made forbid¬
ding the shooting of wild duck between the hours of sunset andsnnrise,
it is virtually decreed that we in the country shall shoot no duck, for
this reason. On our little lakes nestling between the hills in western
New York, our only chance for a bag la between the hours of dawn and
Biinrise, and sunset and dusk, then the birds are in motion to and from
their feeding grounds
During the day they lie in those tantalising
rafts, just ont of reach.
Mr. Editor, did you never steal out in the gray morning, leaving the
rest of tlie camp asleep, and taking your favorite stand, bag ten brace
before the rising of the sun cleared away the mists and stopped the
shooting for the day, leaving yon to kill time with “Vanity Fair," until
the sun had set, when stealing ont in the gloaming yon double yonr
morning's bag?
Now I am no pot-hunter and am bitterly opposed to jack lights and
dnskiug, but I do protest against my twilight shooting being wrested
from me. I say the night Is made for rest for man ana beast, but when
wc take our annual shoot we don't want to be sent to bed at sunset. It
seems that the object of the proposed amendment is to protect tbeducks
on the sontheru shore of Long Island from (he noctnn al encroachments
of market shooters who under cover of the night, slaughter indiscrimin¬
ately, and iu their haste and greed, drive the birds from their fading
grounds and spoil the sport of those who shoot as gentlemen elionld.
This being the case, and the dleeaee being local, let the ears also be local,
and the amendment be amended to cover only that locality. Only give
ns those precious hours “when nature wakes and sinks to sleep again."
Being a law-abiding citizen and hnmble member of a sportsmens club, 1
shall adhere strictly to the game laws, whatever they may be, but I am
sore a modification of the clause In question would be bailed with de¬
light by all true sportsmen.
D.

Tlie Long Island counties already have so many provis¬
ions and exceptions in the general game laws that this
amendment might easily be made to apply to them alone.
There is certainly reason in what our correspondent states,
that a great deal of duck shooting is done before sunrise
and by twilight.
The Centennial Bench Show.—Some weeks since we
advised our readers that Mr. Burnet Landreth, Chief of
the Bureau of Agriculture, would meet sportsmen at the
Newark Bench Show to confer with them as to the exhibi¬
tion of dogs to be held at the Centennial. The Newark
affair having proved a fizzle, we would suggest to Mr. Lan¬
dreth to visit Springfield on the 2Glh and 27th of April
next, where he will meet a large assemblage of represen¬
tative sportsmen and owners and breeders of fine dogs.
■

■ -«■*•-

—“ Camp Life in Florida," the best descriptive guide to
that State yet published, has afforded pleasure not only to
visitors, but to thousands who would have been visitors if
they could. It can be had at this office.
—The yachting season has been inaugurated at St. Au¬
gustine, Florida, as will be seen from the interesting re¬
port of the recent regattas at that port, which we publish
in another column.
—A London correspondent siys the Maharajah Dhuleep
Sing, whose "place” near Sandringham rivals the splendid
country seat of the Prince of Wales, is said to have offered
to take £100,000 to £5,000 that within three years lie will
kill 1,000 brace of partridges to bis own gun, on his own
estate, iu a single day. The Indian prince is one ot the
keenest of “British” sportsmen, and a capital shot-, yet his
offer is said to have taken rather freely.
—It is said that at the elephant hunt of the Prince of
Wales in Ceylon, no reporters were permitted to be present;
but one enterprising "special” shaved his head, painted his
body black, put a string around his waist, and joined the
beaters. He wasn’t to be beaten.
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—We are indebted to the Secretaries of many Rifle
Clubs for the names of their organizations, but the list is
still far from complete, and will feel obliged if those who
have not yet forwarded their addresses will do so. A
postal card will be preferred.
The Centennial Matches —The Executive Committee
oT the National Rifle Association held a meeting on Satur¬
day, and fixed the conditions for the principal matches at
the Centennial shooting tournament, which will he held
at tlie Creedmoor Rauge, beginning Tuesday, September
12th, and continuing so lone as may he necessary.
The first competition will be a short-range match at 200
yards; position, standing; open to all comers; rifle not to
exceed 10 pounds in weight, with a minimum trigger-pull
of S pounds. Ten scoring and no sightingsliotS: Entrance
fee, $2, Prizes to be-hereafter announced.
Tito mid-range match will also be all comers. Military
rifles of 50 calibre or over will shoot at 500 yards; other
rifles at 600 yards. Position, any without artificial rest.
Rifles of the respective classes to be within the Creedmoor
rules. Ten scoring, lot no sighting shots. Competitors
may enter and shoot at, both distances with the two classes
of rifles. Entrance fee, $3. Prizes to he hereafter an¬
nounced.
The long-range match will be the grand coinpetilion for
the championship of the world, open to riflemen of all
countries, distance, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. Each team
shall consist of eight men. Members of I he various teams
must be native-born citizens and residents of the countries
they represent, except in ease of teams representing a pro¬
vincial territory, 'in which case a residence in the province
will be sufficient, provided the member is a native-born
subject. Rifles, not exceeding 10 pounds in weight; mini¬
mum pull of trigger, 3 pounds; breech-ioadiug rifles to be
loaded frtjm file breech only. Thirty shots at each range
by each competitor. No sighting shots. Match to last
t wo days. Competitors to lire fifteen shots at each distance
on eaell day. Opening al 800 yards. Position, any withput artificial rest or support. Teams will bo allowed the
use of the range for one week previous to these matches,
but on the days of the long range match no person will he
allowed to shoot at the prescribed ranges, except as a.
competitor, Captains of the competing teams shall select
twe referees and ihe referees shall choose an umpire, whose
decision in all cases shall be final. Prize—The American
Centennial Trophy. The trophy will be shot for annually
on the same terms in the country of the team holding it,
at such time and place as the team, or a majority of it,
shall prescribe. In this match there will he no entrance
fee.
The fourth annual prize-meeting of the National Rifle
Associ ilion will beheld immediately after the conclusion
of the international series of matches.
The Joint Committee of the National Rifle Association
and Amateur Rifle Club, met at tlie rooms of the former
on Tuesday. The Committee on Permanent Organization,
Gen, McMahon, Judge Gtidersleeve, aud R. Johnson, Esq,,
reported as permanent officers Gen. Woodward, President,
Major Holland, Secretary, and Gen. Knox, Treusnrer,
Gen. Woodward declining the honor. Gen. McMahon
was appointed President. The Committee on Rules (to
govern the Joint Committee) consists ot Gen. McMahon,
and G. C. Schemerhnru, Esq.; on Finance, II. P. Stanton,
R. Johnson, Gen. Knox, Geo. Crouch, and Gen. E. L.
Molyneaux; on Scheme for Selecting American Team,
Judge H. A. Gildersleeve, G. W. Wiugato, H. S. Jewell,
W. B. Earwell and E. H. Sanford.,
Conlin’s Gallery,—The Turf, Field and Farm cup com¬
petition was shot February 17th, and Mr. L. O. Stine won
the first cup for the second time, with a score of 43 out of
possible 50. Mr. C. G. Peters won tfie second cup, and H.
P. Warton won the third cup, The contest was very inieresting, aud the shooting was excellent. The Forest and
Stream badges were competed for February 24th, and
Mr. Joseph Woodward won Ihe first badge witli the
splendid score of 46 out of a possible 50. Mr. C. G. Peters
won the second badge, and Mr. J. O. Wright the third.
The next Turf, Field and Farm cup competition will be shot
March 2d, open to all comers.
Creedmoor, Jr.—The deciding match between teams
of six of gentlemen of the Home and Continental Insurance
Companies took place at Creedmoor, Jr., yesterday after¬
noon. Two matches have been shot between these teams,
each winning one. This match was won by the Conti¬
nentals by a score of 213 to 209, as follows:—
CONTINENTAL.
J. W. K. Oakley.lOiLloyd Roberts.36
W. Ellsworth, Jr.69|C. E. Truslow. .23
C. A. SoUermerliorn. ..I
Total...3!3
It 05114.
W.R. Holiart.4t|W. B. Wilson.
,..3l
J. H. Hitchcock.....
38 F. M. Griswold.5S
H. J. Ferris.SC
—
F. B. SuUlbWIck.3i 1
Total...... ..209

It is reported that, the members of the Rifle Club of
Columbia College Will shoot a match at this range with the
Continental team on Saturday next.
Creedmoor, Jr.—The following scores have been made
in the competitions for the two remaining prizes of the
Union Metallic badge compelition: D. F. Stephens, 41,
41; J. W. Todd, 43, 40, 85; A. L. Embury, 37, 37. S3, J.
McGlensey, 37, 40; F. Whittaker, 81, 35, 37; G. O. Starr,
33, 29, 33; J. C. Barron, 37. 38; H. N. Smith, 10; J.
Woodward, 41, 43; F. N. DeWitt, 88, 39. For the new
all-comer’s gold badge, D. Y. Davids, 89, 40; F. H.
Holton, 41; W. H. Sabin, 39, 41; J. McGlensey, 44.
Tuesday, February 29th, regular subscription day.
Wiuners, J- McGlensey, 45; D. Davids, 89; F. N. DeWitt, 33. Subscription matches every Tuesday at this
range, open to all comers
IlELLwre-’a Gallery.—The thirteenth weekly competi¬
tion shoot in lying position, took place at Hell wig’s new
gallery, Bo. 371 and 273 Eighth avenue^ under Grand
Opera House, on Wednesday last. The winners of prizes
were as follows: Frederick Kessler, first prize, 45; F. N.
De Witt, second prize, 40; R. C. WbeeJer, third prize, 30.
This makes the third tune that Mr. Wheeler has won the
third prize, and it is now his personal property. These
competitions will take place on every Wednesday until all
prizes ate won.
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Milky's Gallery, Brooklyn.—Shooting in lying down
position, made at this gallery last week, distance 100 feet,
This shooting was done in the match Wednesday, and
continues until the 7th and 8th of April, 1870.
D. Y. McQ.uiUan. . ..49'Joseph Leavy.46
Robt. Simpson.49, L. McWoldrick. .40
M. Sheppard.sSI.G. W. Smith.46
W J. Oliver.48iJ. W. Wallis.48
Col. B. E. Yallenttne.46 A. U. Anderson.15
John Kinkaid.45l
Glen Drake.—The match for the Association Cup, be¬
tween members of the American Rifle Association, took
place on Saturday, February 20th. Distance, 500 yards,
ten scoring shots, position any. The best scores were as
follows:—
Name.
Score,
Total.
H. Either...5 4 5 6 5 4 5 4 4 5
46
D. F. David--.5 4 3 2 4 5 45 5 4
41
a. Batbbone.5 543534558
39
A subscription match at the same distance, 5 scoring
shots followed. Military rifles, 50 calibre, allowed 5
points.—
Nome.
Score.
Total’.
H. Fisher.55 455
24
E RnUibolii;.4 5554
23
D. h’. Davids.,.5 4 0 5 4
23
M. H. Madden.4 3 2 2 5
10
Next fcaturday, March 4th, Holden Rifle and Remington
Sewing Machine matches.
Massachusetts Rifle Association.—The directors of
the Massachusetts Rifle Association, at a meeting held
February 21st, chose John L. Stevenson, Colonel William
Y. (Hutchings and James T. Eldridge, a Committee on
Finance; C. E. Sanborn, W. H. Jackson and John B.
Osborn, Committee on Range; Gen. if. B. Sargent, J. R.
Osborn, I. H. Hazleton and W. H, Jackson, Executive
Committee. It was voted to affiliate with the National
Rifle Association; that the directors inspect the proposed
range, located in Winchester and Woburn, on Monday
next; that the President be invited to prepare a circular to
the commanders of military organizations, iuviling llieir
co-operation in advancing the objects of the association.
Governor A. H. Rice, Major General B. F. Buller, Major
General H. W. Benhara, U. S. A., Admirals II. K.
Thatcher and Charles Steadman, U. S. N., and Mayor
Samuel C. Cobb, have been elected honorary directors.
The first prize contest was held at the Spy Pond Range,
oil Washington’s birthday, 'lhe first prize, a gold medal,
was won by J. H. Frost, score 64. The second prize, a
silver badge, was won by E. T. Osgood, score 65. The
sixth best score, 63, made by J. F. Wheeler, took a re¬
volver. The teDth score, 62, made by J. Foster, receiving
the same. The fifth prize, a powder flask, went to C.
Dittmar, 58; fifteenth highest score. $3 cash, was given
to lhe twenty-fifth best score by D. Kpllogg, 57, highest
possible out of 75.
Nortu Carolina.—The Wilmington Rifle Club had a
match between teams on Thursday last, the conditions
being 5 shots each, at 100 and 200 yards. The following
are the scores:—
Name.
100 yds. T’l.
L F. S. Brown.4 4 5 4 4....21
D. B. Cut tar.4 4 4 4 4....20
W. 11. Bernard .4 4 4 4 3....19
W. L. DeRosset.4 6 4 5 4....22
J. T. Rankin.4 5 4 4 4....21
A. M. Barry.4 1 4 4 5....21

200 yds. T’l.
4 4 4 3 4. ...19
3 5 4 3 2._ir
3 4 4 3 4.,...18
0 3 4 4 4.....15
0 3 4 3 3. ...13
3 3 0 2 4. ...12

G’d t’l.
40
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MATCHES.

—A sociable match was shot on Saturday last, at Fiatbush,
L. I., on the grounds of John Lcfferts, Esq., between
Messrs. Vanderbilt, Scott and Lefferts. The conditions of
the game were: 8 birds each, 21 yards rise, tjouuce shot.
The scores were as follows:—
Name.
Score.
Lefferta Vanderbilt.1 110 1111
W A. Scott..1 1 1 1 0 o 1 1
Robt. Lefferts.11001011

Total.
7
6
5

The birds were fresh, strong flyers. Mr. Vanderbilt
shot with a new Scott gun, that proved a very strong
hitter.
—The Deerfoot Shooting Club, of Brooklyn, L. L, shot
their first shoot of the season at Bay Ridge, L. I., on Feb¬
ruary 22d, 1876, each member shooting at ten birds, 21
yards rise, 80 yards boundary, and 1| ounce shot. The
following is the score:—
Name.
Score.
Geo. S.Brown.1 000119101
W. J . Bickcrton, Jr.0 0 1 0 0 0 1 10 0
JOs. E. Fisher...0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

Total.
5
3
4
Mohican.

Paris, Ky., February 23d, 1816.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The following score was made here on tbc 224, at a return match
between the Alley Club, of Lexington, and Stoner Club, of Paris, result¬
ing again in lavor of the latter club:—
STONER CLUB.
Tom Lewis.4 J. is. Hedges.3
A. iv. Lewis.4|JocRedman.5
Howard Lewis .7lflco. Redman.6
Geo. Alexander .7|Dad Tulnou.8
n. II. Spears.. .7 Cal Goodman.7
J. 15. Spears.6
1
—
J. E. Clay.9|
Total.73
• Ollt. Gilmore.
..5
G, W. Wooley..
.6 s Mcchesney..
G. A. Delong_
..8
.4!Jno. Gilbert_
I. S. Marlin.
-2
.51IV. C. Bradley .
C. M. Job-son...
.81,J. 11. Davidson.
J. S. Smith.
/in. Lyon.
6
im. Kemp.
S
.64
Total.
The Executive Committee of the State Association also met here the
same day, and appointed the 22d of May for the next meeting at Lex¬
ington, and Bcuch Show of setters, pointers, and fox hounds. Also
a four days’ shooting tournament. This will be the same week or the
running races, which will make it ail the more popular.
Kr.
Milwaukee, February 21th, 1876.
Editoh Forest and Stream.—
One of the most enjoyable pigeon shoots that you can well imagine
came off on the 22d inst., on the extensive grounds of Joseph Williams,
Esq., just outside the city limits. The party invited met promptly at
the appointed holir, and started for the shooting ground, distant about
400 yards from the house. The trap was Bet in a position that gave n
the shelter of a thick piece of woods, for the day was rather cold, with
a strong wind blowing from the northwest. The party was divided into
two sides, five on a side, with Col. J. N. Giliett as umpire, and W. B.
Sketch (an old one) to trap. Milwaukee Club rales to govern; 21 yards
rise, and 80 yards boundary. The following are the scores:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
S. J. Williams..0 1 1 1 *0 I 0 I *0 1 1 0 1 1 *0
9
T. J. Brown.1 0 0 1 1 1 *0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 !
12
J. O. Stebbins.. .1 1100101 *0 *0 01100
7
D. D. French....0 l: 0111010001 *0 1
8
C. A. Williams..0 1 0 0 1 1 *0 1 1 *0 1 1 1 0 1
9

94
Totals.124
Average of totals, 36,333.
TEAM. NUMBER TWO.
200 yds. T’i.
10J ydt*. T’l.
Name.
5454 4....22
4 4 4 4 4....20
J. E. Crow.
3543 4....19
4 4 5 5 4,...22
Juo. Davis.
4 3 ( 4 4, r. .19
4445 4....21
*F. D. Woody...
2 4 4 4 4....IS
\\\ b\ Hargravi
4 4 4 5 4....21
4 3 3 4 4.... 18
4 4 4 4 3./L J9
W. R. Korn an..
4 3 3 4 3....17
4 4 2 4 4....IS
E. Lilly.
4 4 3 0 3.... 14
.4 4 5 4 4....21
N. Giles.
4 4 4 3 4....19
KB. Rankin..
.4 5 4 4 4_21
0 3 3 4 3....13
Win. Fyfc.
4 0 3 4 4....15
L. 8. Beltlen. .
3 4 3 3 3.. 10
,3 2 5 3 2....15
II. G. Smalluon
Totals.217
Average of totals, 36,545.

PIGEON

—A match, or rather matches, will be shot on lhe 6th
inst bepvecn Iru A. Paine and Dr. Talbot, the conditions
of one of which are some what rare. The match is at 20
single birds each, 21 yards rise from ground traps, 1} oz.
shot. Birds will he found by each, and all are to be
trapped out of one hamper. Each shooter’s gun is to be
laid upon a table and not to be touched until the bird is
fairly on lhe wing, and either parly touching his gun be¬
fore the bird is so on the wing will be scored as having
missed. The second match possesses equal interest almost
with the first. It is for each man to shoot at 15 pairs of
pigeons, Long Island rules to govern, excepting that
plunge traps are to be used, Paine to stand at 21 yards
rise, and Dr. Talbot at 18 yards. Shooting will commence
at 2P. M., sharp, and each event is for $200.

402

Mr. L. S. F. Brown used a Remington rifle, Mr. W. H.
Bernard a Sharp’s rifle, Col. W. L. DcRosset an Evan’s
rifle, and Mr. N. Giles an Evans’ rifle. The remainder of
the contestants used the Winchester rifle.

Grand total. .45
Name.
Score.
Total.
•T. C. Wells.*0 11101011011100
9
O. W. Robertson 1110 10 110 10 1110
10
E. Fielding. 0 10110 0 0111 *0 111
9
G. L. Kurtz_ 1 *0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
10
.Stewart Murray. 11001001011011 *0
8

—A rifle match was contested at Port Henry, N. Y., by
teams of eight representing the Port Henry Rifle Associa¬
tion and the PiallsburgRifle Club, of Pittsburg, at 200 and
500 yards distance, resulting in a victory for the former by
one point. The victorious team was subsequently enter¬
tained at a banquet.__

Grand Total. .46
*Dead out of bounds.
This score does not look very well. The birds were very strong and
lively, and went out of the trap like a shut, quite a number falling dead
out of bounds. The umpire wne very strict, calling out lost bird to
frequent challenges.___
Wah Wau.

(§ame gag and (§nn.
GAME IN
Hares, brown

r-iul gray.

SEASON

IN

MARCH.

Wild duck, geese, brant, fisc.

F0R FLORIDA.
Deer, Wild Turkey .Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.
Game in Market.—A limited supply of ducks is all that
is to be seen in the market in Uie way of game. The Cur¬
rituck gunners are returning home, and preparing for the
spring flight on Shiauceoek and the Great South Bay.
Piiees are the same as those quoted last week.
—Deer are unusually plenty in the wilds of Hamilton
comity, N. Y,, and ate in a very fine condition, owing to
the great abundance of beech nuts in the forest there. But
the close season commences with December, thus giving
the animals time to increase for next year, when the sport
will doubtless be much enhanced by the numbers.
—It is reported that ducks are unaccountably scarce on
both the Delaware and Chesapeake bays. They have
vacated their old and favorite feeding grounds and gone
PG one knows whither. Perhaps the unusual mildness of
the winter has caused them Lo visit localities farther north,
where food is abundant and gunners not so numerous.

The New Orleans Tournament—The result of the
great pigeon shooting tournament at New Orleans, which
commenced on the 26th ulto., as far as received by tele¬
graph up to the time of our going to press, is as follows:
The shooting opened with the tournament purse of $1,000,
entrance $20, fifty to fill or pro rata; 10 birds each, 21
yards rise; class prizes; $500 to the first, $300 to the
second, and $200 to the third. H. N. Sherman and J. H.
Acklin killed all their birds, and in shooting off the tie
they retired first to 26 yards, when each cutting down their
three pigeons they went back to 31 yards. At this dis¬
tance Sherman cleverly stopped three additional birds, and
Acklin killing hut two, the former was declared the winner
of the $500. E. T. Manning secured the second prize, and
Charles Spear third money.
The second event was for a purse of $500, entrance $10,
$50 to fill or pro rata.; 10 birds each, class prizes; $250 to
the first, $150 Lo second, and $100 to the third. The first
money was won by J. H. Acklin, the second by Charles
Kennon, and the third was divided among seven who tied
on eight birds. Purse No. 3 of the tournament, twenty
entries, was won by H. N. Jones, of Iowa; the fourth
purse, twenty entries, was won by Frank Leslie, of
Tennessee. The sweepstakes, thirty-one yards riBe, in
which Capt. Bogardus and eight others were entered, re¬
sulted iu a tie between Wheal and Shaw on nine birds, and
the stakes were divided between them.
The shooting qn the third day commenced with a purse
of $1,000, open to the world, entrance $10, one hundred
Io fill or pro rata; class prizes; seven single birds; tweutyoue yaids rise; H and T traps; w'Rk twenty three en¬
tries, the first money was won by J. H. Acklin, the sceohd

by Ike Partington, and the third divided between ties of
five. R. McGrow, of Covington, Ky., in shooting off ties
of seven had killed 3 birds at twenty-six yards, and six at
thirty-one, leading the score by 1, when he was declared
the winner. This decision was afterward reversed on chal¬
lenge, it being shown that McGrow was two inches inside
of the line at the last shot. The bird was therefore scored
as lost, leaving McGrow a tie with Bogardus and Acklin,
the latter finally winning the prize. The second event was
for a purse of $500, same conditions as the first event;
twenty-six entries. L. C. Lebreton won the first money,
A. H. Bogardus the second, and E. 'I'. Manning—who
killed eighteen birds gut of nineteen—the third.
CHAMBERING

AND

BORING

GUNS.

GrEBS Bay, Wisconsin, January 31st, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Last summer I ordered a line English breech-loading shot gun in New
York. When I received it I found the chambering regulated for paper
shells, bnt as I wanted lo use metalic shells 1 also procured a new Sturtevaut and a new Hart’s brass shell. I had ten paper shells loaded, got
penetrating pads, 30 inch targets, powder fiaek and shot, and started, de¬
termined to make a full test of the merits of the different shells. The
brass shells I loaded exactly the same as the paper shells, exception, as
the Stutevant shell is very thin, and little larger caliber than Hart’s, I
gave the former lhe benefit of a wad one size larger than for the latter.
I recorded kind of shell and penetration on each target, and, after having
fired eight shots, found pattern and penotration one-fourili better with
Hart’s shells than with the Sturtevant, and one-fourth better pattern and
little better penetration wiTi the paper shell than with the Hart shell.
Upon examining the shells I found three places where the Sturtevant
shell was split from one-fourth to one-half inch in length, and at the
ninth shot with the Stutevant shell it was out of order entirely, as the
auvil bent up and could not be moved. The Hart Shell looked, after
the same number of shots, as if it would never give out.
The results of these experiments justifies your correspondent “En¬
gineer’s” remarks, viz.: “The nearer you can come to a true cylinder
the better will be your shooting.” I also think your correspondent
“Herbert" is right when he says a beveled shoulder is not worth taking
iu consideration.
The inside of the paper shell came the nearest in size to the bore of
the gun, hence the better shooting. In uiy opinion all guns Bhould be
chambered with a square shoulder, and the shell should he of the same
caliber as the bore of the gun. If you, or any of your numerous en¬
lightened correspondents have had guns altered in this manner, I should
he much pleased to sec the results stated in your valuable paper, also
the probable cost of the job, and where and by whom it can be done.
I want my gnn changed from leveled shoulder to square, aud get. shells
to fit, aud also my gun choke-bored. My gun is 12 A.
J. H.

DITTMAR

POWDER,

ETC.

Philadelphia, January 27th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
in your issue of to-day I noticed several articles relative to the Ditt¬
mar powder, and would like to inquire of Mr. Hinkle, or "O. A. C.’’ if
they have noticed its tendency to bang fire, as this is the only objection w e
have to it, aud one we cauuot overcome. Our experiments have been
made with a number 12 gun having the rebounding Jock, and the Scot t,
or solid strikers, that never fail or hang fire with hi ick powder. We
receutly called Mr. Dittmar’s attention to the objections named, and
received samples with which we socceeded no better, but aside from
this cousider it fully equal lo beat black. Itis to be hoped that Mr.
Dittmar will finally perfect its manufacture, ana he certainly deserves
credit for persistent efforts to do so. There is an old adage that a third
attempt is sure to succeed, and a- he has succeeded in the second one lo
give it the same density as the black, we shall see in the near future
perhaps the final and only needed improvement to make it a guide, and
to be under any aud all circumstances as safe. It may require time yet,
but Dittmar Is steadily and surely progressing toward a “consumma¬
tion devoutly to be wished for,” aud should have the friendly criticism
aud forbearance of sportsmen yet longer, and while on the subject of
American made powder woold like to add that we have been nelug the
Bridgeport paper shells, and have no trouble at all with misfires, nor do we
..eneve there w onld be any in properly constructed guns. To ourmindai
how ever, there are some radical defects in the chambering of gum-.
First, as a rule, they admit the shell too easily. Secondly, there is no
particular length of chamber for certain bores and weight, and tbe count¬
ersinking is done in many instances apparently at a blind asylum. Of
what use is it to chamber a light 10-bore to admit tlie 2( case, or still
worse, as we have eeen. the 3i, when a 2£ would hold all that is necessary,
and not leave an excess of shell to be crimped down or cut off. The
latter destructive to pattern, and discarded generally. Sportsmen leave
these things to the gunmaker, and in rei urn the gumnaker leaves them
with the sportsman, and between the two there is a first-class mistake to
be owned by somebody.
Did you, Messrs. Editors, ever use a 35 or 3* shell in a gnn chambered
for a 24; if not, then do so, and be convinced of the magnificence of the
arrangement. An instance of it came UDder onr observation recently,
the owner declaring that she kicked like h —1, aud made a miserable
target compared with his brass shells that had been (Rtcdto the chamber,
but it never occurred to him that the difference iu length would make any
difference in the BhootlUg, as the paper cases when crimped down would
go in, though precisely how they would straighten out when exploded
was not considered. Still another case of the kind occurred while we ware
on a visit to the Virginia shore in May last, as we met a gentleman having a
superb Eugllsh gun that was regarded as a very indifferent shooter com¬
pared to his muzzle gnu, and being of a rather inquisitive turn of ndud
we ventured to try her at a target with some of our own shells. No.
12 at, and certainly never saw shot distributed more evenly, or driven
harder. We called his attention to it, which resulted in a comparison of
shells, when we discovered I hat those he had been usi ng were one quarter
of an inch longer than the chamber. It was surprising to see how she went
up in value in his estimation, and how Lhe muzzle louder came down.
We have seen several guns with no perceptible shoulder at ail, a bit
being run through removing it entirely. In these guns almost any
length of shell can he used, but we have to see the first one yet that bus
not been decidedly injnred by the so-called improvement. One advan¬
tage claimed for it is, l hat more powder can be used, when tbe trulh is
that it must be used, aud considerable more to produce as good results
as are to be obtained by allowing a slight shoulder to remain, say about
half the thickness of the shell, if paper. We are trespassing on your
valuanle space, however, and have written much more thanweimcndid,
but gnn talk, as you arc aware, is the hardest possible talk to stop- LI¬

THE

“CHOKE-BORE”

ON

GROUSE.

By the kindness of the proprietor of the Rhiwlas Moors, we have been
enabled to compare the new system with the old on game; and, for¬
tunately for the experiment, the stock ot grouse there is this year above
the average of the northern moors. Immediately our April trial had de¬
cided which was the best system of choke-boring, Mr. Price ordered a
gnn from the winner of the cup, and as soon as the birds began to he a
little wild, (that is, after three or four days’ shooting at them), he began
to use it. On the 16th five gens were out (by Perdey, Westley Richards,
Grant, Boss), in addition to Mr. Price’s "Greener;” bnt the day was so
persistently wet that the birds would uot lie at all. and only a very small
bag was made. The “Greener" did well »b far as it was tried, killing
five out of six shots, one or two at very long distances. Of its longrange powers we bud no doubt, Item our target experience of if. bnt

FOREST AND STREAM
what wo wanted chiefly to ascertain was how it wonld act at twenty-five
and thirty yards when loaded in the ordinary way. Of the six shots only
two were within thirty yards, and at this distance it certainly enn up the
birds very much, hut not so as to spoil them for Lhe table—nor, indeed,
more than a good gun of tho ordinary kind. The 17th was devoted to a
trial with in at snipe; but here it certainly failed, and undoubtedly its
limited killing circle is too small for this twitting bird. If the “bogtrotter,11 therefore, has no other gun to use, he should adopt the plan
recommended in the report of Lhe trial committee, by which Ilia circle
will be increased sufficiently to embrace “Master Jack.”
The 18th saw us on the moors again, with the weather as If mttde on
purpose for both dogs and guns. Old Drake and his sou Beau (from the
celeorated Belle) were put together, and we had such a treat as we fear we
are ecarcely likely to see again. The old dog is not quite such a flyer as in
his Shrewsbury days, but still a long way above the average pace even of
trial dogs, while his nose and cleverness were demonstrated to be A 1.
The two dogs quartered their ground in splendid stylo, and neither of
them made a mistake up to luncheon, when they were taken up, though
without showing the slightest signs of tiring. After luncheon Mallard
and Eos (brothers to Beau, hut the latter only twelve months old) took
their places, and the puppy pleased us nearly as much as his father, his
nose being marvelously good. So much for this digression on dogs.
As to guns, we had only the “Greener*1 and “Purdey” out. Some mar
velloutiy long shots were made by the “Greener,” and one or two
nearly equally long by the “Puvdey.” But as to this point it would take
a whole season to settle their pretentions in the field, and we are not
anxious on that score, as we before remarked, the target test being so
much more simple. The killing power at short ranges of the “Greener”
was, however, demonstrated to be quite up to the average, and the
“blowing to pieces” predicted by so many of our readers did not come
off. The choke-bore certainly is not suited to a bad shot; but in Lhe
hands of an average shot (which Mr. Price's modesty only allows him to
be) it seems to be quite open enough to command anything between 25
and 35 yards, while beyond that distance it.has a great advantage.
On the whole, therefore, our report of the new gun is highly favorable
fornse with grouse and partridge after the first week of their respective
seasons; and in that opinion we are confirmed by Mr. Price and by the
gentleman who shot with him on the 18th, whose opinion was so strong
as to cause him to order a “Greener” for himself, though an old customer
of Mr. Purdey. Those who have only one barrel “choke-bored,” es_
pecially if they are not first-class shots, Mr. Prise is of opinion that
the “choke-bore” heats more rapidly than the old plan, and thinks in a
“hot corner” this will be a drawback; but, as far as our experience goes,
we have found no difference in this respect.—Field.
Halifax, N. S., February 15, 1876.
Editor Forbst and Stream : —
I have read with much interest the various correspondence that has
for some time past appeircd in your columns in reforei.ee to the ne\£
principle of boring, aud I find that the goneral opinion is against chokebores, on account of their shooting Loo closely at short ranges, and
therefore rendering them useless for stopping a bird in thick cover, that
may be Hushed by your spaniel within a few yurdB of you, aud where
you have no chance of letting It get at some distance from you before
firing. The belief is, I take it, that,-in Buch cases, you have either lo
let the bird escape altogether, to blow It in pieces, or render it unfit to
put in your bag, through being terribly mangled. Now I have in my
possession a (modified, not an extreme) choke-bore by Messrs. J. & W.
Tolley, Pioneer Works, Birmingham, a most excellent weapon, No. 12bore. weighing 7i pounds; its certificate from the makers showing at 1U
yards $ pattern of 180, penetration 33, with 3 drs. of Curtis & Ilamy’s
No. 6 powder, and 1£ oz. of chilled shot, No. 6. X found it a most
powerful gnu at long ranges, throwing ..the shot evenly and well.
Thoroughly satisfied with this, I next determined to try It at nftort
ones, but with different ammunilion, so I filled my cartridge cases with
Curtis & Harvey’s finest gram, 4i firms., and | oz. of No, 8 shot, using
an ordinary wad between, and placing in a row, against a fence* 4 sheets
of paper 12 inches square, l fired at 15,20, 25, aud fin yards distance, and
in each case made a splendid pattern, the pellets being well distributed
all over the paper, and on removing each target, 1 found the shot embed¬
ded out of sight in the hemlock boards behind. I have had ns yet no op¬
portunity here jn Nova Scotia of trying a close shot at gamp, mygnn not
having arrived from England until the woodcock and snipe had left us;
but I am satisfied that I could kill woodcock, «!fcc., dead without mang¬
ling at all, at close distances, by using a reduced charge of fine powder
Will any of my sporting brethren who have modified choke-bores try
the experiment and see if I am not right. At present I am convinced
that not only is it an error to suppose that these guns are useless, ex¬
cept for trap shooting; but that it only requires a properly regulated
charge according to the kind of work they may be called upon to do, to
establish the fact that they are the most useful guns of any at presen:
made, and next season I am more than, sanguine, that I shall be able to
prove my gun as capable of killing a cock clean without mangling at 15
or 20 yards, as it is now’ of blowing over a duck at 80.
F. H. D. y.

THE

DISMAL-

SWAMP.

WAppingers Falls. Dutchess Co., N. Y.. Jan, i8tli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream i—
Seeing an article in your valuable paper entitled The Dismal Swamp,
which 1 did not think very explicit or general, although very good as far
as the writer of it goes, please allow your humble servant to give his
own experience in the Dismal,
In 1854 the writer was a member of the Third N. Y. V. Cavalry,
stationed in the Swamp at a place called “Bunch of Walnuts,” for seven
months—from December until the following June, la that time he saw
a great part- of tbatland of shadows and mystery, stories of which would
look like tough camp yarns to a person outside of the limits of the
great swamp. First, let me say that yoor correspondent is quite
out of his hearings in some places. The distance from Portsmouth
is fourteen miles to the Little Lake Drummond Cana), and only six miles
from Suffolk. The lake is nine by' seven miles, and one and one-half
miles from the great canal. The most direct and cheapoat route for a
party of hunters or sportsmen to take is to Norfolk direct; thence up
the Elizabeth liver to Deep Creek, until you strike the canal at its en¬
trance into the creek, through the canal, fourteen miles to Balakack; or
go to old mau Duke’s on the Lake Drummond Canal, and then, if any
man can come home and say be is sorry for the time spent, he de¬
serves to be chewed up by those yellow flies—the swamp angels.
Game Of all kinds are there, wailing for some one to come aud take a
shot; and there are some that do not wait for you to begin the play, us I
found out by a rough experience, for on turning out one nasty night I
saw a pair of ugly balls of lire in the swamp, and heard the peculiar
•waii of a woman in distress, that made the cold chilis creep over me.
But the ball from a Sharp’s breech-loader put out the fire and stopped
the crying, and in the morning we measured 6 feet 9 inches of panther.
I would advise all going there for sport to look first and shoot where
they look, for 9 bears, 46 coons, 13 otlcr, 1 panther, and 5 deer are
scored on my record, by following the advice given by Mr. Prentiss
Duke, Of the lake.
The great canal will float any 9mall propeller; but woe to him who
tries to get up to the lake with anything larger than a canoe or dug out.
But you may run down the'North River Canal out into the river; thence
to Albemarle Sound, or down the great canal to South Mills aud Eliza¬
beth City, with six feet of water, and, by-lhe-way, this same sound is a
sportsman’s paradise for ducks, geese, swans, and fish of all kinds. I
have caught catfish in Lake Drummond that weighed thirty-two pounds.
_______________
Ranger .

—The parlor skating rinks, now so fashionable in Lon¬
don, were introduced there by Mr. Plymptoh, of this city.
The skates ami the rinks are American institutions, as also
lhe sport itself.

The Four Ball Championship.—The “diamond cue,"
emblematic or the four-ball championship, and which hud
nearly passed out of recollection, is now the subject of
much speculation and gossip. The history, iu brief, of this
emblem is as follows:—
It was originally won by Johu Deere, in the tournament
of 186'J, at Irving Hall, this city, against Rhinos, Snyder,
Eudolphe, Daniels, Goldihwait, and Foster. The present
holder of the cue is Oyrille Dion, who won it from Frank
Parker April SOtli, 1871, at Chicago, and he last defended
it May lOtli, 1873, when Maui iee Duly beat him. Gamier
subsequently wou it, and forfeited to Cyrille Dion on Oct.
7lh, 1803. From that lime until Feb. 5tk, this year, no
challenger has come forward. This knight is no other
than the irrepressible Rudolphe, whose rfc/?wa.s sent in, ac¬
companied by $250 as forfeit, to H. W. Colleuder, the pre¬
liminary stakeholder. On Feb. 18lh Cyrille covered the
money, and the game will probably be playeJ April 6th or
7tli. If Cyrille should win the coutcsl, the “diamoud cue"
is then his personal property, he having held it the required
lime of two years anti a half.
Academy op Music, Chicago, 111., Feb. 10/A, 187G. Match
for lhe championship of the North west and Southwest and
$1,000; 500 points up, three-bull caroms, on a 5x10 J. M.
Brunswick & Balke Co.'s table, with H. IV. Collcnder’s
cushions, between William Burleigh and Louis Shaw.
Score—Snaw, 600; Burleigh, 485. Averages—Shaw, 8 3658; Burleigh, 8 21-58. Highest runs—Shaw, 38, 03, 47, 07,
57, 35; Burleigh, 58, 87, 37, 75, Referee, Henry Rhines.
Marker, Charles Matthews.

At Sea.—After hearty hand shakings and wishes of
successs, William Sexton bid good bye on Saturday to the
many friends and admirers who lmd gathered together to
give him bon voyage. It had been expected that tour or
five press representatives would accompany him, hut the
number dwindled down to one, Mr. JobnD. O'Connor, ofthe
Union Square Rooms, this city. Should the passage over
be favorable, they will reach Paris on or about March 10th,
and us Suxlou will require at least a week to shake oil his
sea legs, and two weeks for practice, the contest will not
take place until April 1st. There is considerable stir in
billiard circles in regard to the match. Vignanl being the
favorite, but little guessing will ho done until after Sexton’s
arrival in France. We trust Sexton may return not only
benefited in health, but the possessor of the “ Colleuder
Cup," which is emblematic of the three-ball championship
of the world.

dtionnl
—The ercclion of lhe extensive club building and racket
courls on Twenty-sixth street and Sixth avenue, for the
New York Racket Club, seems to have given quile an im¬
petus lo this recreative in-door exercise, and we now hear
of more Tackel matches ia the metropolis than have oc¬
curred for Home years past. For the information of those
of our readers not familiar with the game of rncltel we
give below the English rules of the game:—
backet iujles.

1. Gentlemen wishing to play will enter their names on
the slate (bona fide) in their own handwriting, and shall
be entitled to the court, according to their numbers, d tour
de rule.
2. Exchanging members will be allowed ODly to equalize
a match, and with the approbation of those next entiUed to
the court.
8. The regular game will consist of a rubber of fifteen
aces, for a single or double match.
4. On commencing a game in n 'n .15 • r, itch, wl c'her
Odds are given or not, the side winning me toss shall have
but-one-hand; but in a single match, the party receiving
the odds, shall be entitled to them from the beginning.
5. Ruled out.
6. The out-hand shall have lhe privilege of asking the
sendee for the last ace of each game in either court; and
in a double match, of placing either partner iu that court,
but. must remain there until the end of the game.
7. The server must stand with at least one foot in the
ring, and serve the ball first over the line on the front wall
ana within the right ef the lett court, otherwise the ball
will be foul. Serving two foul balls, missing the ball or
failing to strike the front wall, puts the hand out. No
line ball is fair.
8. All balls served or played in the galleries or out of
the court, although they may return to the floor, will count
against the striker.
ft. In serving or returning a ball, if it strikes the tell-tale,
it is a hand out, or an ace.
10. When the ball is served fair, the player alone in that
court is entitled lo return it; if the ball he foul, either part¬
ner may return it.
It. A bull stopped by the striker or his partner, before
either of the adversaries, loses him either a hand or an ace.
12. If a ball going from the racket strikes one of the op¬
posite party above the knee, it is a let, and must be play ed
over unless the hall reached the front wall before touching
the floor; if below, or on the knee, the striker Joses, unless
the ball reaches the front wall as before. Should the ball
strike his partner, it counts against the striker, though the
ball should go up.
13. A hall must be taken either before or on the first
bound, and not touch tho floor before reaching the front
wall.
14. No ball will he dead until on or after its second hop.
Using two hands to the racket, “foul."
15. A hall returning from the fruul wall aud striking a
beam or any part of the roof, or above Lhe lower gallery-,
is foul.
16. As players must sometime involuntarily be in each
other’s way, the maker will decide (when a “hinder" is
claimed) if they are entitled to it (there eau be no hinder
allowed when a ball has been struck at),
17. Cue rubber only can be played by the same party;
but, should any of those going out be wanted to make up
the next batch, they must draw lots.
18. Only one set allowed.
19. On commencing the game, parties must toss for the
first service, in making which they- must cry “Play,’’ ot
time must be called iu other cases. “Time,"’ can oulv he
called before the server has struck.
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20. A double match always to take precedence over a
single match.
21. The marker’s decision must lie final and without fur¬
ther appeal, in all cases, when judgment is asked.
22. The out-player alone can call for a new ball, except
it be lorn.
23. Any person striking the hall unnecessarily on or after
the second hop, shall be liable to a fine.
24. No one will be allowed to playiu the court with nails
in his shoes. The racket shoe should have an extra sole
of bull leather.
One Thousand Miles m One Thousand Hours.—Peler

Goulding and John DeWitt started od January 15th, at 7
o’clock P. M., to walk 1,000 miles in 1,000 consecutive
hours, in Brooklyn. The time expired at 1.0 o'clock on
Saturday morning, hut they continued walking until after¬
noon, when neither being inclined to give up, they agreed
to divide the purse of $500 It is claimed that the feat
was fairly performed by both men.
—The Athletics will have a reserve corps of seven pro¬
fessionals this season, which team will have the use ol the
Athletic’3 ground at Twenty-fifth and Jefferson streets;
will ho provided also, free of cost, wilh a handsome uni¬
form, and have a certain slime of the gate money, subject,
however, in all respects to the rules and regulations adopt¬
ed by the Athletics for the government of their profession¬
al players. All of our first-class amateurs wishing lo en¬
roll themselves as members of this nine should send im¬
mediately written applications, wilh references and ad¬
dresses, to Alfred II. Wright, Sunday Mercury office, so
that an organization can he speedily perfected.
—The following clubs will be represented at the Nation¬
al Association’s convention at New Haven, next Wednes¬
day afternoon-. Philadelphia and Centennial, of Philadel¬
phia; New Haven aud Star, of New Haven; Red Sox, of
8t. Louis; Atlantic, of Brooklyn; Baltimore, of Baltimore;
Covington, of Covington, Ky.; Alleghany, of Pittsburgh;
Expert, of Harrisburg; Active, of Reading; Quickstep, of
Wilmington, aud llie Active aud Cregur, of Camden, N.
J. It is also probable that representatives will be present
from Die Ncshannocks, of New Casllc; Chelseas and Fly
Aways, of New York; Live Oak, Taunton, mid Lowell
clubs, of Massachusetts; Trenton club, together with some
others who have uot yet made knowu their intention of so
dolbg,
—The National Amateur Association, says the Secretary,
in the appended circulai, will meet iu Philadelphia tm
Murch Stli
Tub National Absolution Amateur ft. B. Players, I
New York, Udanary 34th, lSVti.
f
Dear Sir:—You are hereby ro-pcijiriiily noil lied Oku lie utiimal meettng of this association will beheld at. (.lie null of lliu Assembly BuiUlingfi, comer or Tenth amt Chestnut, streets, Piiiladclpiibi, Perm., on
Wednesday, Aturclr Sib, 1STU at tea o'clock A III., precisely.
This being the most imporlant meeting since the inriioitir.n ofthe
Association, it is earnesi ly Imped that your cltlb wilt be represented.
Very respectfully yours,
C. W. Blodobt, Secretary,
No. 318 Fourth Avenue.
N. It.—To avoid any question ua lo eligibility, delegates nniH tm pro¬
vided with credentials signed Oy the President end Secretary ol the club
they represent.

—The Frontier club, of Brooklyn, will open play at
Prospect Park on Saturday, March 4tli.

&cw $ublic;ifi0its.
MAGAZINES.
The Galaxy for March opens with an installment of Mr.
Wni. Black’s story, "Madcap Violet," wliic'j increases in interest as it
progresses. WenoLiee iu the table of contouts lhe names of ninny 6F
the regular contributors to Lhis mazazino. Mr. Joaquin Miller is repre¬
sented, as is also Mr. Justin McCurifiy, who furnishes m avticle on the
British Premier, under the title of “Vivian Gray Grown Oid• General
C'uster again comes to the front with “War Memories,” aud Mr. Albert
Rhodes discourses of “A Pugilist of Lite Press.” On the wh ile the con¬
tents of Lhe Galaxy are well selected and readable, and we consider tho
issue for the current month even beyond the average.

We are inclined to give tlie place of honor in Scfib tier's
this month to Mr. Eggleston’s very able article descriptive of thfc kin¬
dergarten, which is contributed under the title qf “Child-Garden,’1
There is something remarkably sensible und attractive iu this mode of
instructing young children by objects, forms, and colors, iu preference
to (he old mode of “book learning” and tiresome rules and exercises,
that, popular as it has become, we only wonder that it is not. more gen¬
erally adopted. If Mr. Eggleston is correct, there are but few qualified
instructors of the system, and but four schools whereat diplomas are
issued. The contribution Lo the series of articles tm American Colleges
is from lhe pen of Win Claiborne Brocklyaby, who describes Trinity
College, Hartford. Mr. Bret Haile's alory, “Gabriel Conroy,” is of
course continued, and we have 31101,her iustnllmeuL-tba last hut one—
of Jules Verne’s “Mysterious Island.1’ The majority of the articles iu
•St:riltner’s are illustrated.
St Nicholas for March does credit to its deservedly high
reputation. Miss Alcott commences a t-mios entiLled “Talks with Oiris,”
aud, as usual, write! sensibly and attractively. Mr. Noah Brooks’ “Boy
Emigrants” are still plodding their weary way across lhe plains, their
journey varied with “sitilling” in
and buffalo hunls, aud their
characters appearing us they do only when at sea or on the trail Bay¬
ard Taylor's story or the Icelandic boy is very interesting. The illustra¬
tions in this number are very good, notably Mr, Alfred Fredericks dainty
sketch of “The Rare Old Kiug and His Daughters Three,” which illus¬
trates the poem with that litlu. Soul.: of our greatest literary lu:lny,
such aB John Greenleaf Whittier, Mary N. Prescott, and Marion nor¬
land, in addition to those before named, contribute to Si. JYicAohu aud
provide of their best thoughts for the delectation of its readers.

Lipjnncott'z Magazine for March contains for its illustra¬
ted articles one entitled “The Century—Us Fruits and its Festival,” in
which are given engravings of the various exposition buildings that have
done service in the past, froui that of London, in 1831, down to tho re¬
cent one in Vienna; the other# “Sketches of India,” which, iu the
present number, is descriptive of Bavoda and the nantch dancers. Mr.
Robert Wilson contributes a very pleasant sketch of the “Eutasv Flag,”
and some stirring Revolutionary incident s, and Mrs. Davis an article mi
“Life-Saving Scatious,” wherein the system, as practiced on our coast, is
fully explained. The table of ‘contouts is unnsQaily varied and inlerestiug.
The Eclectic, edited by Mr. W. H. -©dwell, has, in the
current number, for a frontispiece, a likeness el President Barnard, of
Columbia College, The table of Conlenta comprises the usual capital
selection of the best articles from contemporary magaalnos.
The Aquatic Monthly. Mv. Pevervlly keeps up tlteliifrli
lone of hie luugneioo, uuU the animated diacuesious iu its columns be¬
tween members of the yachting fraternity me instructive ns well
as interesting. Wu cah commend the Aqvatis to our nit'iiiciU readers,
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CRAND

THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Canvas Shooting Suits,
THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,
.OP

OF

DEAD
GRASS COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

SPRINGFIELD, XA^S.j

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,

"Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show

WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

SO

a lid

S7,

1876.

Gun Cases.

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Club Piizea, a large num¬
ber of valuable

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be offered.
Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be had by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
ipchgflt_Secretary+
FOR SALE, OK XO LET.

Gun
Shot

Gun

Cafes.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOR AND SPORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Locust Valley, near Gleu Cove, Long Island.

Covers.
Ammunition

AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is 24 s' ories, frame, 40 feet front and SIS
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed rooms, all large and airy; kitchen well*
arranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient, distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house Btauds. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mcta3 6ra
47 Broad street, New York.

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.
Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen's Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 8m

Founded July 4,1808.

TO LET—A COTTAGE, TROUT FISH-

ery. Hennery, and large Garden, with use of
fresh Cow. Terms, $250 per annum. Address BOX
D, Tenafly, New' JVrsey._It

MISFIT CARPETS.
r^OOD SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND
VX INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C„ VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.
112 Fulton street, New YorK.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y

SCIENTIFIC FARMER.

Respectfully invite attention to the

Sui>eriogt*Facilitie s
afforded by their Iitus for reaching most of theTROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and a
gets of reshipment, while the excellent cars run o
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED Without fallnre or Injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
aU the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
B. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
feb!7 tf
RARE

CHANCE

To Buy a Fish Farm.
Business engagmonts compel me to sell my fatm,
of about 25 acres, containing house, barn, hatchinghouse, and fish-ponds. The place Is well-fit rnished
with choice fruit, and is a due location for a fish,
poultry, and fruit farm. Price low.
FRED MATHER,
feb!7 tf
Honeoye Falls, New York.

The Wall Street Indicator.

THIS WEEK’S ISSUE SENT FREE.
Contains Pictorial Illustrations of Bulls and Bears.
Also, full and complete instructions how to operate in
Stotks and Stock privileges. Capital hits and sugges¬
tions. Also, a list of Valuable Premiums to Clubs.
“Send for it.”
BUCK WALTER «fc CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street, New York City,
P. O. Box 4,317.
feb24

A 16-Page Quarto, issued monthly, and full of origi¬
nal reading matter. It is devoted especially to sci¬
ence, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and the
latest resnlts of scientific research. Chemistry, bot¬
any, veterinary practice, natural history, farm me¬
chanics, rural art and architecture, rural law and ento¬
mology, are all prominently considered ill its columns.
AMONG ITS CONTRIBUTORS ARE:
President W, S. Clark, of the Massachusetts Agri¬
cultural College, who has few equals as a writer on
scientific matters.
Prof. C. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to ha
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewie Sturtevant, author of the “Ayrshire Cow,"
the “National Ayrshire Herd Book,” &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the “American Natu¬
ralist," and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Prof. N. Cressy, who is one of the foremost of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con¬
necticut.
Prof. Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in cropraising, by special fertilizers, have created astonishing
public interest.
Jos. N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, Bal'imore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
J, N. Bagg, Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D. P. Penhallow, S. B., Amherst.
AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by
CLARK W. BRYAN & CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
Under the patronage of the Massachusetts Agricultu¬
ral College.
jan!3 tf

CONLIN’S

Patent Rifje Gallery.
Those who wish to start in the Shooting Gallery
business cannot do betLer than examine

Conlin’s Patent

Bound Volumes

PIPER STEM PIPE.

OP

Forest and Stream.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, £4.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
livevolomes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—cau now be obtained on
.application to this office._

Brook Trout Fry
READY FOR DELIVERY.

A. S. Collins,
mcbS 4t_Caledonia, Livingston Co„ N. Y.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead

For Close, Hard Shooting,

MANUFACTURER,

Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 12 gauges are
nowon the market._jy3 ly

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia,

W IT Vanity Fair.

1
LX it is shaved from the beet Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
mttho the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Wouks,
Rochester, iV. Y.
From Seth Green, Snpt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
1 find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
he Drst-clase.
For Sportsmen.
A tru6ty friend, in weariness or trouble: a solid re¬
source iu Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Beet dealers have it.
From A. B. l.amborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe It in point of
fjagraoce and taste superior to all brands known to
meT Being in search of a tobacco that would not Are
the tongue and month, I « as trade acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and stream, S Y.
Wo have received from Messrs. Kimball A Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases bolding a
pound each; and. afler most tkorongh-trial no not
heaiiate to concede to It all the good qualities which
Its manufacturers claim for it. It i6 a most superior
nrtie’e and a great comfort to discriminaling
smokers.

CARPENTER’S

MANUAL.—A Practi¬

cal guide to use ot all toolB and all operations
of me trade; aho. drawing for carpentere, forms of
contracts, epecibcations, plans, Ac., with plain in¬
structions for beginners, and fnll glossary of terms
u»e I in trade. lUnstrated, 50 cte. Painter's Manual,
SO. Taxidermist, 50. Of booksellers or by mail.
fei>313t
JESSE HANEY, 1)0 NassBU street, N.Y.

Philadelphia Residence.

TO LET—A

Bnppliea a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe whicn shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid In stem or bowl, but la always clean
and Bweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
aample sent by mail for $1 by

Stereoscopic Studies of

Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian Kivcr.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address
OBER BROTHERS,
dec9tf
Fernandina, Florida.

J. IT. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer In ob¬
jects of Natural
History. DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birde
on sbields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
T axidermists’
supplies. Skius
and eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells, &c„
Agents:
Merrel Ryder,
55 Jackson StSt, Paul, Minn,,
and Eaton & Co., 17 Ann, New York,

HURST’S

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Maas

The Galaxy
FOR

Stereoscopic Studies
OF

MAUCH.

NOW

READY.

GEN. GEORGE A. CUSTER’S

Natural History
FOR OBJECT TBACHING IN SCHOOLS

Reminiscences of the Late War

And

Are begun in this number.
These articles, it Is believed, will be Becond only to

Florida Scenery.

H

UNTER’S AND'TRAPPER'S ILLUStrated Practical Guide to use and care of arms
and ammunition; making and using traps, snares, and
nets; baits and baiting; poisons; bird lime; preserv¬
ing, stretching, dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins
and fnrs, fishing, &c. With 50 engravings. 20 cte.
Don Trailing.—A complete guide to breaking and
training sporting dogs; how to teach all wonderful
and amusing tricks; anecdotes of famous dogs, &c.,
with many engravings, 25 cts. Of booksellers or by
mail.
JESSE HANEY & CO.,
feb2i 3t
119 Nassau street, N. Y.

J. H. Hubbard,
nov!8 tf

HANDSOME, FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown J unction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, side, and rear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and *2*
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or during the Cen¬
tennial. Address Box 2832, New York Post office.

Safety Shooting Gallery.
The right to be sold for every city and town in the
United States.
Galleries put up; plans and all necessary information
on building at a moderate price. Send for circular.
feb24 lm
JAMES S. CONLIN, 930 Broadway,

PARLOR

ENTERTA1NNENT.

• Gen. Sherman’s Memoirs" as vivid pictures of Army
We are prepared to furniBh the first sixty numbers of
the first series of

life and startling adventure.
CONTENTS.
Madcap Violet. By William Black, Author of “A
Princess of Thnlc,” etc.
The Ideal and the Real. By Joaquin Miller.
War Memoirs. By Gen. G. A. Custer.
Vivian Grey Grown Old. By Justin McCarthy.
A Benediction. By Mary B. Dodge.
Church and State. By E. G. Holland.
Yesebel. By J. W. De Forest.
Tahiti. By J. D, J. Kelley.
Aztec Society.
A Pugilist of the Press. By Albert Rhodes.
Longing. By George Houghton.
Reuben Dole. By Miss Annie T. Howells.
Hard Times and their Remedy.
Three and One. By Ella Wheeler.
Souvenirs of a Man of Letters, B. J. H. SiddouB.
Drift-Wood. By Philip Quillbet.
Scientific Miscellany.
Current Literature.
Neoul®. By the Editor.

Price 35c. per Number. $4 per Year.
Including Postage.
It can be had, With either “Harper's Weekly"
or “Bazar" or “Appleton's Weekly,"
for $7 50.
SHELDQN

&

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

Animals and Birds of North America.
To those will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various animals and birds in grotesque
attitudes, never, however, violating their natural in¬
stincts.
. .
We offer these views, not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the great moving ele¬
ments in our modern sya'em of Celtics' ion :s object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homes, where they cannot fall to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine In every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rockB, woods, or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.
CoRNXi.ii University,
1
Ithaca, March 34th, 1870. f
I must congratulate you upon your great success in
this new educational enterprise. If we can arrange
our amusements so as to make them impart instruc¬
tion to toe mind, It will be a atop In advance in eduEZRA CORNELL.
Prices: By the Dozen.$3 OO
By the Set of 5 Dozen, in Elegant Case, 16 00
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp’f,
17 Chatham Bt„ (City Hall sq.)

P. O. box 2832,
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Borden town, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

o±* -the

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.84 miles iier hour; FIBEFLY (50 feel), 17.94 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA,

KEEP THIS

building (55 feet), 18 to 30 miles an hour.

CHECK IN SIGHT

UNTIL YOU HEACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Cents

252
Broadway, New York.

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

ACCIDENT

POLICIES by the month or
iyear for any amount, from
51,000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to
each $1,000-

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A. ARMSTRONG,

ONE DAY.

The undersigned are now manufacturing
BaUard’s

Manager.

Piitont,

Biflos,

>vWh

3Iarlin'«

Improvement.

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

OBEENTAL

OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

POWDER MILLS,

SCHOVERLING

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.

jan303m

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad at., Boston; 19 Exchange st„ Buffalo; 9 State at., Chicago; 33? N. Second at., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

The Most Approved

System

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

-OF-

BreechLoading, Sporting:
And

Military | Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction

I have now In Btock a
arrau
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited t.
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an Interest in Rillo Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rule purchased
can be tested in the Ido yard ranee on the premises.
Liberal arrangements'made with clubs and associa¬
tions. Send for illustrated circular HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren SI,,N.Y.
dec23 3tn

Dogs of England.

Our Readers ,

accuracy ,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and W orkmanship, they a re Upsu r passed.

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.
Whitneyville, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. TILRUPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Mac dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — (Jartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white)R. j. L. Price,Eeq.
Beb. Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgees, Esq.
Rake, Irish M ater Spaniel, Captain Lmdoe.
Warrior, Scotch Dearbouud, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Paper and Metallic Shells

BreechJ’Loading Shot Guns,

.
_ Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rey. J, C, Macdona.

Manufactured by the

Colored, 6x4 inches, mounted, $‘2.50 each.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
nobhs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant onr BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are Bure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. 1... , Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk,
a u.ra, Mastiff,
inusiiu, F.
r . awjuiubuii,
Robinson, Esq.
r.Kq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T, II. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella. English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Marchison. Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. II. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. II. Mflrchison.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake. Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roil, Laveraclc Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Duvies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac¬
dona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T, H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
lteb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cockor (liver and white), R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. 0 Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq,
Large size, 19x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, iu Sunk Meant, $7.50 each.

Kart’s

Sportsman’s
FaTorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech Loading Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much, thicker
lan any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
pringing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid iu its place. It
either ruBts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
'hen cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
"" finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2J- to 31 inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
iroughout the country, GKO. B. HART
CO., 363 and 365 Market at., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Ixbbbs. Geohge E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen--The fifty sheila I received from yon to-day suit; mo better than any I have ever used. They
to stronger ami better iu every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootlng.here#fter, Yours truly.
tnayl3-ly
A. H. Bouardos .

Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq,
Nellie, Cocker Giver and white), K. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartlc, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), 8. E. Skiiley, Esq.,
M. P.
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffc, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price. Small size, postage paid; large size, subject to
express chargesJ?OHQ8T AND 8 THE AM PUB. CO,,
17 Chatham street, ptevy York,

specimen copy of the
^“Illustrated Household Magazine,-^
—Now in its 17Lh Volume—
ffSf^The best. Periodical ever published Tor
Family Circle.
^“Profusely Illustrated—Replete with cholce«J£S
reading and useful inform.-ition.

eh

-—

jm

g; An Attractive Monthly for-®|,
gP
Young and Old.
fSPExamlne the brilliant list of Grand Prizes!
£|s->(the first is one Elegant If osewrod Piurio,«^g[
■^-retail price, $(00). The publishers now offer-“gj
£as-these prizes for subscription, in addition to-sgj
jgj-the commission, which is thirty cents for-*®*
every subscriber. For terms in foil, sec an “*|Ej
GSB—nonncement in the Magazine, headed
gJc=,4Grand Prises Now Offered to Worliers.”-=^pj
will pay you well to act upon our advice.
{SCgubgcripiinn ONLY one dollar a year!!~^j
•
Postage 10 cents extra.
^Povnn tu | send at onee for a copy
gs-A dl v 11
| this excellent, chaste and-gj
publication--examine it carefully;-=^|E2
rauu, uui( word for it, YOU WILL at
^become subscribers for the sake of your Ilitle~«|3
,=.ones, as well as because yon will find its col-*^g|
,-umns most attractive for your own reading. “J|j
,
The conductors of this mazazine have-^|
^spared neilher pains nor money in order to-^|g«
remake it what it is to day—an instructive
■ entertaining desideratum for every house
•hold. Its pages are devoted to popular lit—gj
-erature, science, art, education, and the de—
.velopmeut and maintenance of the moral in—®}
.fluence of home attractions. Its character-—||'®
-istic feature is comprehensiveness. The-g*
.manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,—||*
jri»~and others especially engaged, embrace an-eg
JgaUunusually attractive list of Sketches of-*®
Travel, absorbingly interesting Serials,
Talcs, Poems. Popular Es»ays, Literary-^
^-Criticisms, etc., etc. In the EDITOR’h-tg
^.BTUDV, Impotaut and Pessing Ques--^g
bgr-1 ions of the Day, will be treated with fem‘*4=|jU
jgw-less, uncompromising independence, and-§H
Jgl-. unswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,
Justice and Right.

^Agents Wanted Everywhere.^
—state where yon saw this.

There can be no greater por-

tabillty without serious defects They are the only
portable boata that are equal to the very beet whole
ones for local use,
Jy88-ly
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FOREST AND STREAM

gjatcls and Retorts fjor§yort$mm.
FLORIDA

AND

Tlie Putnam IIousc,
(St Jolm’s River),

I

PALATKA, FLORIDA.

Open Trom November to May.
An nnruihug supply or pure water from Arfcesiai
Welle on the premisea.

The

Equinox

House,

(Foot or Mfc, Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
Open from Jure to October.
Address, by mail or telegraph,

F. H. ORVIS,
At Palatka from October 35 to April 25.
At Manchester from April 35 to October 25.
mch2 tf_

Charleston Hotel,
E. 11. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
CHARLESTON, S. C.
THE ONLY FIKST-CLASS HOTEL l.\ THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL,
celebrate.! Artesian Baths on first aud second
floors. Ticket ofiice and telegraph office in hotel.
lebsiif_

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston Moss.

The House for Sportsmen.

r_fehIT tf.

GRAND

NATIONAL

HOTEL,

Jacksonville, FJa.,
Qeorge MrGinley, Prop.

Per DaY

T

HIS ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant fumitur«,i» situated within two hundred
yards of ilie railroad depot, aud is unsurpassed by
any bcel in the South._DccSO-tf
Ross in House,

Toronto, Canada.

SIIKAILS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all imrts of the United a tares and Canada.

V,

Orange Sporting Powder.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAUITS

J. k W. TOLLEY’S

ORANGE LIGHTNING P01YDER,

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

VERMONT.

7-- Jv -1 DOIW.ULKW. ( GREENER’S
LOSE - SHOOTING

t*Uib> Winder •>« the Silver Cup*
re ^)J7- ' \H value 40 totit.eas, «r the Great Lou"
don Field Trial 19i5, beating*]} com\rB\/ pet 1 tors* with 88 grins, also winning
Wj
Tt ,'>7 in all the other classes for the Iniproved hvstem of Coring. These
guns will kill from SO to 1O0 yards,
lauded with large shot, aud will
shoot well with small shot with u
leas powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gnu Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
\V. W. GREENER,
.St. Mary’s Works. Birmingham. England.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Wcconrl and Walnut »*., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER nnfi DEALER IN

Buns,Rifles,Pistols*and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Hoscnnsmutly on band a fall apartment of Kofis,
Hooks. Lines. Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Plies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, .Silk a ml HuirTroutLmcs. Sc.
Perch Snoods, Chinaanft Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cnneilceds, JBnmhooanfi Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ SkiiiH In great varieties.T^r^*14i^anchAoG BiscpiT8
^

Muzzle Loaders

The strongest and cletinent Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed'only In sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher nnmbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight reooil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6* lbs. each, and tn canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the lincst.
Packed iu wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and 6* lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and * lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiGunm than any other brands made.
BLASTING. MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
A P H A T? A TTTS

LAFLIM & RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebra¬
ted 0 17
mended and used by Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot of the World."

BITTMAR POWDER
MANUFACTURING CO.

My

new

improved

powder

can now ho loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black "Powder.
No fear of overloading. BnrnB slow now. No ronling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no re¬
coil. Not very loud report. Less heating of the bar¬
rel in rapid firing. Good penetration and good pat¬
tern. Safe to keep, ns it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without,
mv signature on tne can.
CARL DITTM A R,
Netonset. Mass.

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker or Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 st— Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.,*v.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 gum, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score falge counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, irw very best score being greatly below the
scotes of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
! s t— Pap<5.Dav idson.
2d—Pape...Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards* Choke Bores.
1 st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1 st—Pape.
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of
dr. to 1£ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 00 yards; weight, 15 lba.;
6 drachms and 2* oz. shot.
1875. The Sportauiao’rt Sub. Cup, valued- at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dcc2
NO AGENTS.

H.C.Squires7-1£rSr“*t
THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1 875.

FINE

ENGLISH

Made to Order

FROMjSTOCK.
These Suns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(ot brands.) They arc now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
I the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold.
Tolley,.DO
“
Standard,- - - - 115
44
National, - - 140
u
Challenge, - - - 180 “
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re__
quiriug Guns specially built, on
...
system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
withincreasod PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to onr

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
HEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

IV otice.
During the Centennial Exhibition (at which we
shall oe present ro exhibit onr guns) our NewYork
Branch Ofiice will he temporarily closed.
As new sample guns are now being made for the
Exhibition, weyvill therefore dispose of onr present,
sample Breech Loading Guns at a discount or twenty
per cenr. Particulars of Guns on sale forwarded on
application.
t * w. TOLLEY,
jyl

29 Maiden I.aue, New York.

Tlie Hazard Powder Co.,
VT. IV. GREENER’S

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric" Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. I (fine, ’.o 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.
Hazard u “Duck Shooting.”
^of*. ’ (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6'J and 12fr lb. kpgs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with grmt
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
* it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service*
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, valne 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or .A meiicH.
I have j.ttgfc received a consignment of these guns,
anti shall offer to individual sportsmen* for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $JQ. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All gradeB and styles in stock or im¬
ported to ordc r.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns* by W.
A C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest imSole New York Atrent for Holablrd’s Hunting and
Fishing Stiim. Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all The States,
and summary of Great London C4un Trial. Ready
March 1st.
‘
Janl3 ly

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12J, and 6} lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG Ip also
packed in 1 and I lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “.Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OH PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our ofiice.
SHWall Street. NewYork.

J. D. DOUGALL’S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
(Title registered.)
QHOWN by trials al Wimbledon by Editor
O of I he Field to possess the GREATEST PENErRATION and therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetra- ;ion. 37. The Editcr’s trial of Greener guns with 340
idlletrtOf same siiot and same charge of powder, gave
80,and penetration 30, although there were40 more pciets in each charge. Should any controversy arise aa
r> the durability of these new systems, we herewith
yarn ah beforehand that our system is onr own inven¬
tion (though founded on the American idea) and is DU¬
RABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
mna tried had been iu use during last season, and ref¬
erences permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
2ircnlars to
.
_

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Bifles.

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
L,\ CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid. Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my27

GUNPOWDER.

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,

SNEIDER

Dupont’s

OUR PATENT

Electric Rebounding Loch

BREECH

FROM

^4

PER

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IP DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM 830 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, *50.00 TO *250.00.

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER.

Muzzle-Loading' Gnus Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S .SHOOTING SCUTS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

i^neider.

a 14 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

94 *?LM Street.

TheGQSsHsvQivingOartria'geHoltier
TARRIES

PAPER

OR

DUPON'FS GUNPOWDER MILLS

METALLIC

\J SHELLS, cither end up, revolves on centre
glides, weighs but H pounds, and is only H inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of rbe kind invented.
6
PRICE, C. O. D., 86.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
j>2*2-1 v
N. S. noaa. Ncnaho Falls.Kan.

W. H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

HOL ABIBD’S

EAGLE DUCKING* EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneel and,

Waterproof
Feb 10-ty

.300, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBYS Celetovatod

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH. RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

(Established in 1801),
nave maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

The moat Popular Powder in Use.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STEENTH aud DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
gnp now used. In this now action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in **—
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 8 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

And Dealer in
Guns of all Descriptions.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gun stocks—benr, crooked, or
straight— warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Eoglhh chilled shot, in 28*lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1760.

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

70 Wall Street, New York.

Magic Lantern and 100 Slide* for $100.
TTi
& H. ANTHONY & CO., 591
Vali>!»j-siiso. Indiann.
P.i. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
Send for Illustrated Circular.
novlgtf
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
GraphoscopeB, Megalernoscopes, Albums and Photo¬
TV/f APLE
SYRUP IN AIR TIGHT graphs of cc-Iebrliiea. liioto-Lantern Slides a special
ty.
Manufacturers of Photos rophio materials.
JLYJ. eallon cans, SLSO per gallon. No charge for
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tion.
cane. B. L, GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.
i
au6-ly
Not, li—tf.

aug26-tf

H.

iff.

SPRAGUE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
jan.2£ 3m

Of SJAV Desired Length.and Size.
y
ParlAhyilla, Si. Law fence CoM N. Y.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

No. G1 Elm Street, Boston,
fehS ly

Comer of Dock Square.

" CIIAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Seed tor circular and
price lift,No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y,
Oct 84m

FOREST AND STREAM.
otismen's (goods.

glfe gcmtel
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Xliii-tl Edition.

Miscellaneous,

THOR SALE—THREE GORDON' SET-L1
ter Pops, out of Jin, of ,1. R Tilley’s stock-.
Four Paps, dam Gipsey, IHt*U setter, by ’Rodman's
Dash; sire, Gordon setter Tom. Liver-colored Point¬
er, four years old, broken on unail and grouse: lowest
I>rfre, $30.
H. R. VONDE RSMITT,
R_Lancaster, Penn.

F

or sale-the famous setter

floe BUFF, winner of the first two prizes at
Watertown, N. Y..ln 1875, consisting of Ule cham¬
pion S100 Gold Medal, and a §10 Gold Whistle. A
perfect doe, ana warranted in every respect. Sold
for want of use solely. Medals go with dog. Inquire
of editor Forest and Stream, or the owner, L. BAR¬
BER. Syracuse, N. Y.
It

piOOTCERS FUR SALE—QUEEN, black,
VY and KING, black and tan; winners of 2d ana
3d at Chicago; about 15 months old; have never been
bred or trained; pedieree for fonr eenerations fur¬
nished; full brother and’sister; price’§25 each
J. W, MUNSON,
It_110 Locust street, St. Louis.

FOR SALE-TWO RABBIT AND Ruthunting FERRETS.

WILLIAM BARNES.
9 and 11 Hester street, New fork.

QTUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

kj Llewellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will he allowed to serve bitches, either
native or bine blood, at §50 each, gold. For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
fcb34 3m
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.

For

sale—a

good,

staunch,

thoroughbred, well-broken Setter of the Gildersleeve strain; perfect retriever, and floe nose;
color orange and white; price $100. Address H. 8.,
at this office.
feb-14 tf

Champion Field Trial Blood.
Any American wishing to import tbe heat English
Pointer blood can do so, from the Drake or Belle
strain, by applying to
R. J.* LLOYD PRICE,
Rhiwlas, Bala, N. Wales. England.
This strain of pointers are not sold in England, and
have produced more winners in the Held than any
other blood; in fact, they are to pointers what Mr.
Laverack’s breed are to setters,
feb24 2t

For

sale—four full-blooded

Beagle Rounds—Three dogs, two yearn old, and
oue slut, four years old: all well broken; slow' and
close trackers; warranted.
J. T. KNIGHT, Jr..
fcbSI 2t
Christian, Lancaster Go., Penn.

By CHARLES HALL0CK,
AUTHOR

sale, hy Dr. Struchan’s Don It., out of Mr. James
Goidon Bennett's imported hitch Jessie; very hand¬
some; red, and red and white; $73 for the brace
Apply to WM. STAPLETON. 49 East Twenty-third
Street, N, Y. city, or at this office.
feblT tf

PURE

BRED

BETTER DOGS AND

bitchc, broken and unbroken, and setter and
UlV.'V','
'P? for sale. LOW for cash. Address
AMATEUR. Delaware Cily. Del.
Doc23 tf

DOGS TRAINED.
C1ETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

KJ rm to■ Retrieve,
Hnnt, Charge,
To-Heel,
Hie* Point,
kiiwinrc,
o*tieei,
me
Oil
Tfl.lltl and
filial ’OlVnf
nol 1 n/1 by
htr hand
lioewl
a J whistle,
...iV. t..
* 1 .. for$50.
e_e**r.
„.i, To-lio,
controlled
and
Extra Held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs hoarded
'it $• i per moui h.
FRAN KLIN SUMNE R,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P, O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, G1 Elm
Street, Boston.
novlS 6m
I!™ GARDNER, M, D., HAS CONSTANTLA on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation. No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22

Waterproof,
Mildew-proof,
AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,
AND
PISHING
Garmen ts,
TREATED BY AN
IMPROVED
PROCESS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Bolls, Patented November 9th, IH75.
Improved
method of securing Shells iu Belts and Vests either
and up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY. FUSTIAN, TAJV COLORED DUCK
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated Price List sent on Application.

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street.
MIT29 ly_WASHINGTON CITY.

Zoological Garden.
FAIR.MOU.Vr PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
.Open everyday. A large collection of Living WildSeasts, Birds, mid Rapides. Admission, 25 cents:
Juldren under twelve, 10 eents.
jangly

TOURIST.

I

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOYES. Prlceglo.
Those desiring something light aud durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettle, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES. Price *5.
When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent by express C. »». D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. J ust the thing
for the camp or lawn.

CAMP TENTS,
for fonr persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Gan
be packed In knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
tor six persons, §15.

American Do? Biscuits,
Made of nutritive bone and mnscle making materia),
and Is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up ill packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.
Jack Lamp,
for nieht shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever ihveiiled. $(i 25.

SPRATT’S

rPIIE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB
J- have util two setter pups, font mouths old, for

THE FISHING

ista, Invalid^ and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida aud nesons seeking setlientent there. It gives a Tull classification of the game
, and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
[ and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
j country, and sites for settlement, bints for camping
j oot, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa/ Lion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
* Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
nent settlement.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.§20.00
318 pp., 12ino. Price, $1 50.
“
Wading Jackets .. 6.00

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
Tliev contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit tbe
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), ana
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of
dog food is secured to ns hv patent; they will keep
dogs in perfect condition without other food, and
obviate worms.
Every cake is stamped -Spratt’s
Patent.” Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O.
de LUZE, 18 South William street, New Tori*, iii
cases of l cwt._
febl7 4t

OF

CONTENTS :
IntTodnctory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for sportsmen.
Hint-8 for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars,
Supplementary Hints rot* Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augnstine.
Black Bans Fielnog on Spruce Creek.
Iluniing the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Baas.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John
Among the Seminole*.
In the Cvpreaa Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting ai Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida,
No. 1—Fernand inn to Cedar Keys.
No, 2—Manatee Sanizoiu aud Gasparilla.
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology,
No. 5 - Pun ta liared and Oaloosahatcl ie.
No. (i—Up the Oaloosahatelile River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. lu—Suburrancan Streams.
No. II—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Publishing (Jo.,
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of waier-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
HKGEMAN’S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hart’s Metallic Shells*
The bBst shell ever offered to sportsmeu.
on hand und made to order.

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the woods; three different stylos.

$3, §5 50 and $6,

“Tlie Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable bout constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Gan be packed in
snace of leas than half cubic loot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.g-25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3,12 leet, weight 12 poun ds. 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best Iblug of the kind ever invented. Garries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perrect
security. Weighs but If pounds, and only It inches
wide. Price, O. O. D., §5 50.
Special attention paid to selection or guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

EATON & CO.,

“AJIMMENSE SALES,

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re¬
ceived,
WITH

For

BAKES, DAVIS

&

CO., Publishers,

(Successors to T. Ell wood Zell,)
l\oa. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,
PHILADELPHIA, H V.
Janl8-12t

New York Mailing Agency.
With latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St.,4th door from
11‘ibuue Bui] dings. J AMES BRADY. Manager aud
Proprietor, Open day and piglit,

Florida.

PHILADELPHIA

AND SOUTHERN

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga.. sailing every Saturday, from Pier 32, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. Th»liue iscouiposed of the steamships JUNIATA and \v YO.MING. The Wyoming (foes not carry padtengrrs.
The Juniatu is a favorite ship with the traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of the mont
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en wide for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even us far as New Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah rgute the most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains or ilie Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennes¬
see, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, dJIJ
SonthDelaware avenue. Philadelphia.

MANNING’S

BARTON, ALEXANDER £ WALLER,
lOl

& 103 DUANE ST., (neap
Broadway) New York.

ABBEY a IMBRIE,
SUCCESSORS TO

ANDREW CLERK & CO.

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS. MANUFACTTHIERR AND DEALERS IN

On hand the largest nnCt best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon mid Trout Flies, and Hooka
on Gnt. Cutty Hunk and Pasaue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety aud Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canatla, Marne,
the Adirondacks, <te., Ac.
Split Bamboo, Trout nnd Salmon Hod. and Reels
a HpeCialtv.
Agenta Tor the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Wnrriifs Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eyed Reedies

BRADFORD

ANTHONY,

S

374 Washington. St., Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fisliing: Tacltlo,
Fisbiiifr Kofis,
Fi*n Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

augUO-ly

Hnorris

ods,
FOB
Salmon, and
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Dns* Flies, Reels, Lines,
Leader*, Fly-Hooks, die.
Trout,

THADDFUS
Junl3-ly

NORRIS,

208 Weal Logan Square, Philadelphia.

J. B. Crook & Co.,
MAHUTACTUBHJia A

For

1876,

WILL BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Club Edition. Cloth and Gilt Edged. ..Price, $l OO.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover ana Case, Price, $£2.00.

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNINGS YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
tanlB tf

U, S. Camp Lounge Co., |

AGENTS,

The edition of 1876 has been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It contains 150,1100 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, and a specimen copy
with map, will he sent to any address, free of r.ustage, for twenty cents.

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack. Canadian*
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BKEECH AND MIZZLE LOADING GL\8,
Aod Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds,
Manufactured and Imported by

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

And by its uniform

SUCCESS

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET. NEW YORK,
Aud for sain by nil booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price atotlice or publica¬
tion.

Bognrdns’ New Book, “Trip to England.”
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Bnck’sheads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft. Post Office
order, or registered letter to
P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
NO, 17 Ann street, New York City,
The experience of five years
| has proved that this Compact
and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the wants of all classes of
■he community than any other
work of the kind ever pub¬
lished. It has been proven by

Fishing Tackle,
Rods,Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &e.

TBO?, 1LY. Circulars? IPreo.
Very Smnll.
e $3
fg.
to $10

The Popular SbeTidanLonnge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
is the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
Co.*8,103 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway
SIM

QikO

tl OO ShRTes ‘m Wifi street
tpl v J often leads to fortune,
bend for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operafrpg- J- HIC'KLJNG «fe CO., Bankers aud Brokers,
:2 Broadway. N. V.
Dec 23
UKGI<:Hli\u from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting iu Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor, illustrated, only 5<H\
Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO,,
U» Nassau srteet, 2$, Y.
D*e30-tf

SO Fulton St., N. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart

Rods,

for Trcm*. Bfttiq and Salmon,

McBride

Haying

Flies.

been fob

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John.
MeBnde, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, 1 feel
competent to continue the business an I supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parlies
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these Jliets, hy mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to tbos&wnters sent to them. Flies copied
irom any nainml insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. MottRJDR, (Successor to John McBride) Mnmford,
Monroe c^nrirv: N Y.
Peci-ly

HAYDFN’iS

Revolving Cartridge Bell
FOIl BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by oil dealers.

Send for circnlar.

^ HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Colnrabus, Ohio
Snp?.Q.fim

S 1 Q tO

§10 TO §500 invested in
Stork Privileges has paid und
will pay Lnrgc Profils, liutlroud
SlocUh, Bonds und Gold honshl,
rnrr on Margins. Interest Six Per (hr fin
rilLL Pent, allowed on daposils Bub- JSDUll.
ieet to sightdrilft.
Buekwailer A Go., Bankers and Broken, 3it>. 10
Wall biro* How York,
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FOREST AND STREAM

Target made by C.W.RENNEL, Esq.,
Kee Seville, N. Y , Aug. 9, 1875.

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE
Poeirion, off-band.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46,

Score,

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.
Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
89 STRONG, Peshtigo.Wis., March 11, 1875.

£81 out of a posible 352.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E.

REMINGTON & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS

Military,
Sport
ing, Hunting, and
Target Breech Load
ing Rifles.
Also
Double and Sinai,
Barrelled Shot Guns
and Shot Guns un<
Itifles combined
Revolving. Repeal¬
ing, Derringer, auc
Vest Pocltet PiBtols,
Cartridges, etc., &c
Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting
Dluetratod C ar a •
logue, &c., to
E.

OF

Eemington Creedmoor Rifle,

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and 'Manufac¬
tory, llion, Herki¬
mer Co., N.Y.
Chicago Agency,
&37 State street.
Boston Agency,
146 Tremont street.
Philadelphia
Agency, 810 Chest¬
nut street. .
St. Lonis Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth

23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 115.

Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by
COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

AT
Park

Range,

Chicago, UL'Nov. 9, T75,
with A

REMINGTON
& SONS,

BNOLISH

SGHUYLtH, HARTLEY & GRAHAM

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Curtis & Harrey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.

A SPECIALTY.

19 Maiden Lane, 30 & 33 John street, N. Y

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

W.

Rifle Air Pistol,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street. Boston.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Forthe Coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20; h $10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

$4;

SON’S

Sportsman’s Warehouse.
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

TVo.

177

FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

Pebiotf

SCOTT Sl

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

POPE’S

.
.. -It the thing for
sportsmen and miliPHN BL„ Shoots darts or slogs a
1 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
miy become a dead #hot. Each
pistol is put np in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 101) sings, rantrod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, #5;
nickel plated, $6. Seat by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of ihe many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quue accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

C.

Always instock a foil assortment of these noted Gnns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Webiey’s, Westley Richards, Clabrongh, Moore and others, from $10 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c,, Ac. Send for Circulars.

The

Nob. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’B Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
New York,
sep9-eow
Agent for U. S. America.

&

BREECH-LOADER S.

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RE1AIL

BREECH LOADIN G

AGENTSfor the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS dfc HA WKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Yest.
This Vest affords the best arrangemeDt yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
| so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down in
this vest, which is of grejfrt impor¬
tance when brass shells are .used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
__
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
Union Metallic Cartridge Com
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
pany’s Ammunition,
nijon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
bills. Governments, ifcc. TAYLOR <k CO..Banker*,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
p, O. Box4,448.
It Wall *1., New York, A

AND

Imnlements,

Oartrida'es, l>otli

Brass

Kinds.
and Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERI ALS OF ALL RINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OE MUZZLE LOADING O UNS & RIFLES VER Y CHEAP

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
Made this month by puts

and CALLS. Invest according to yonr means.
«10, $60, or $100 in Stock Privileges, bae brought a
Btnall fortune to the carefnl investor. We advise
■when and how to operate safely. Books with fall
information seat free. Adtlriw^rduifnjy mail and
telegraph to
ua.\ i r.n <b iu„
NovU-flm Rankers and Brokers, 17 WMl St., N. Y.

Ten Cent! a Copy.

)"

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

0vcrhi\d
NUMBER ONE

E are striking into no new or untrodden path that
we presume to render interesting notes of Western
tmblings, For many years there have been from many
'2ns, accounts of what was the “Far West,” now less far
om the rapid strides of steam; yet “the half has not
sen told," nor will it be for many a long year, for the imiense space that on maps not long since accepted as accu¬
se, wa3 designated as “unexplored, desert," etc., is found
i contain an endles3 variety of treasures of all kinds, and
ichantments for all tastes, from the seeker of wealth, to
ic artist, the scientist, and the wanderer who in new
senes and under new skies, seeks amusement, Tecreation,
id rest.
This Territory, the Centennial State to be, the land of
color," filly crowns the tide of progress that has swept in
om the two oceans. Here the rapid immigration from
ie East, meets the reflex amount of miners and bold
lirits that have followed from the Pacific the lurings of
idden mines and concealed treasures; and in this new
late will be found all the remarkable characteristics that
tve been developed in the ineu whose energy and restless
•uragc have borne forward the star of Empire until it has
jcome a meteor- In our own finished Eastern States, we
ive been filled with satisfaction and pride at contemplating
jw in the lifetime of one hale generation, the wild half
sown lands have been changed from their rude condition
i a culture and finish that compare favorably With those
' ancient European countries;* but here progress overuns
self, and impatient American enterprise builds villas in
one before the wigwam has moved on; the locomotive
irdly halts for the buffalo to turn tail and flee, and vilgcs occupy the plain so rapidly that the prairie dog can
irdly move fast enough to keep in the suburbs, and he is
cky if his wise eyes are not opened some fine morning to
stone sclioolhouse, or a massive church where the bunch
ass lately grew, anti the antelope fed.
And how do we come into this new land? As Father
ennepin went to Lake Superior with a bag of parched
iru, and armed with a rosary, or with the slow mule train,
mping on the plain, and trusting to the avails of the rifle
r food? Not a bit of it, we came as we enter New York,
a snug train, armed with greenbacks alone, and find at
e station of Colorado Springs such a row of runners and
irters as would have driven brave Father Hennepin, who
ared no Indian warhoop, away, hopeless of any influence
religion; and would have frightened a mule train into a
impede.
I Grace a Dim, there was one quiet man, he drove the
anitou stage, and gladly escaping the din, a pleasant
ive of five miles amid wonderful scenery, under the
ige shadow of Pike’s Peak, brought us here, where inl¬
ine us in a most comfortable hotel, the Manitou House,
i iile we go in retrospect over the journey here.
And here let us premise that we “look no gift horse in
e mouth” in our comments on routes, rates, and accom¬
odations. A little simple truth is of great value to those
I 10 are seeking information about travel, and with all due
(Terence to those whose writings we pored over in adi nee of our journey, we find reason at times to think
at special attentions, and perhaps exemption from regular
tea and expenses, may have shed a emileur de rose over
eir path that the ordinary tourist may miss in following.
From New York to Chicago there is little to desire in
iprovement of travel. Our roflte via. the four track New
irk Central, and the highly finished Lake Shore Road*
mbined every comfort and attribute of speed and safety,
th many beautiful and interesting views, and the other
utes oiler the same with new scenes for the return trip,
dcago no one should pass without lingering, there is so
ich to study and admire in the new city where miles of
w buildings exhibit all the resources of modern architecre, and no old or low structures impair the effect. The

Are has been like Louis Napoleon’s sweeping edicts, and no
inferior buildings remain to break the sky line of block
after block of commercial structures that are modeled
like palaces. For the stranger no city offers finer hotelsA choice is embarrasing, ours was for the Grand Pacific,
and we found it remarkably perfect in every detail. The
large office hall, and the reading room are exceedingly
handsome, and are decorated with frescoes and fine paint¬
ings of different cities that are worthy of long study. If
some ingenious person can invent a practical smoke con¬
suming arrangment for soft coal, it will be of inestimable
value to such cities as Chicago and Cincipnati, for it hangs
like a gloom over them, and falls with disfiguring effect
upon their beautiful buildings.
The pumping engines of the Lake "Water Works are well
worth seeing as mechanical wonders of power. They are
in a very expensive building of stone, more ornate and
grotesque than appropriate, which fails to indicate in its
fanciful form the character of permanence and strength
that the architect should have given expression to.
The next step, Westward ho, is to Omaha, and Several
routes are open, alt good, and all offering special advan
tages, some of which, like hotel cars, are mainly found on
the neat little advertisements that lie about on all sides like
leaves in autumn.
Our choice was the Rock Island Road, and wo found ex¬
cellent cars. Of tills route there is not much to be said.
A good book will here be duly valued, and little will
tempt one to turn from its pages, unless to drive away
with “shoo fly” gesture the infernal peddling boys who in
relays infest this route. Ah, Father Hennepin, alas cold
wet mule driver, the hardships are not all yours, you have
had in your time dangers, weariness, exposure, and despair,
but you had not the train peddler, you Know not his per¬
sistence, his mosquito like perternacity, his nasal twang,
his thrusts of dime novels, prize packages, and peanuts.
The cars may be snug, the cushions soft, the corners all
padded, but what is there of repose, contemplation, conver¬
sation, or gentle reverie with a dirty hand under one’s nose
every five minutes holding something one hates?
In daily life, if a purchase is made, one seeks a shop and
it is done; it is reserved for our weary journey to be
haunted by a succession of peanut stands, corner groceries,
and news rooms, and to sleep amid a nightmare of wan¬
dering hucksters. Tar and oil will keep off black flies, a
little Persian powder will enable us to sleep undisturbed,
strychnine will keep bowling wolves from camp, but what
will deter the train boy? Hero, oh American genius, is a
chancel Supply something that will maim, kill, demolish,
or dismay the train boy, and a fortune awaits you. He is
kith and kiu to him who paints the rocks, disfigures fences,
and sees in natural scenery only a sign board for his dis¬
gusting remedies and quack wares. How long will the
American public suffer their inheritance of superb nndefiled
natural scenes to be thus rendered offensive?
Council Bluffs is reached in twenty-four hours from
Chicago. A long fine bridge connects it with Omaha, but
from some bungle, creditable to no one as far as under¬
stood, the trains from the East cannot cross; all the passen¬
gers are bundled out on a platform bag and baggage, there
to wait it may be an hour, and then to go as we did, in a
dirty overcrowded emigrant car to the Union Pacific depot
in Omaha.
Invalids here must suffer, and for a route claiming as
much as does this of comfort, this break, and the way
travelers are left about are far from creditable.
Wishing to avoid continuous travel we passed a day at
Omaha, and found the Grand Central Hotel very nice and
pleasant.
From time to time East of Council Bluffs we saw many
bevies of prairie hens, and all about in Omaha were evi¬
dences that we were in a fine game country. Huge elk
horns of many points were common decorations on houses
and barns, and in the markets were specimens of black
tail deer and various game. For information about game,
etc., we called on Mr. Thos. L. Kimball, General Passen¬
ger Agent of the UnionJPacific Railroad, He was exceed¬
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ingly kind, and evidently an excellent sportsman, his love
of the field leading him to camp excursions, shared by his
family, some of the ladies of it being ablefo kill birds on
the wing. How much of robust health, and steady' nerve
would be gained by our eastern belles could they too go a
field in such a spirited manner, From him we learned
that out on the Pacific Road about Grand Island the sport¬
ing is excellent, covering a variety of game, such as prairie
hens, ducks, geese, etc. With Mr. Kimball we had a pleas¬
ant conversation about California as a resort for pleasure
seekers, invalids, and sportsmen, and comparing it with
Florida. The rigor of our long northern winter, the strain
it exerts upon health, and the growing taste for open air life,
all are exerting a powerful influence upon travel, as evi¬
denced in the crowds that visit the South and Florida, and
the'increasing numbers going to California. With regard
to the latter wo urged that more encouragement should be
given. Now the trip is very expensive; costing more than
a trip to Europe, and there are some annoyances that
tourists should be spared. A ticket from New York to
San Francisco costs $136, sleeping oar berth, $32, and
meals and sundries the balance up to $200; and this
amount will admit of very little delay by the way. This
is four times Che coat of going to Florida. Then baggage
is weighed, and all over 100 pounds charged for at 15 cents
per pound, making in many cases an onerous amount,
for people cannot leave home for the winter, and go
through a cold country demanding warm clothing, to a
warm climate requiring light dress, with only 100 pounds
of baggage. The sleeping cars arc needlessly ponderous, and
over costly; aod make the weight of the train, many of them
weighing 22 tons, a ton to each passengev. We think most
tourists would willingly have their cars fitted plainly with
an absence of heavy woods aud metal work, and be per¬
mitted to carry a fair amount of baggage free from con¬
stant weighing and extra charges. This eoming on a high
rate of fare, is quite an annoyance. Another unfair fea¬
ture of the ticket rate is the discrimination against passen¬
gers by the Kausas Pacific Route. It would be to many
interesting to go or come this way, but if they go by it,
say from Chicago, it will cost to Denver about $17. Den¬
ver to Cheyenne, $10, and from Cheyenne to San Fran¬
cisco, the same as from Omaha, or $100, no allowance being
made for the 516 miles not traveled between Omaha and
Cheyenne. This makes $157 via. Kansas Pacific. This is
because the Union Pacific from Cheyenne West is the
only line, and being iu combination with the Pacific Mail
Line,- a monopoly. Let us hope Dio Texas and Pacific
Road may afford us a communication with Southern Cali¬
fornia direct before long. The claim that the road was
very costly and demands high fares, would be more just
had not the Government so immensely aided it, and wo
cannot hut feel that more favorable rales would fully re¬
compense the company if they resulted iu building up
something like the travel (hat seeks Europe and Florida.
A class of light cars, not over 13 tons, plainly fitted, with
canvas divisions instead of heavy panels, that small par¬
ties could charter for the trip would be very tempting.
They ueed not cost over five thousaud dollars, and a fair
price would pay for their use. These could remain over at
good hunting points, or amid fine scenery, and would
greatlv enhance the value of this long journey. Let us
hope 'some road will adopt sorno such car system, and
manage it, instead of hauling the ponderous Pullman cars,
and then complaining about the weight of a trank.
What tourists want is a secured seat, space, and neatness.
We do not think manv care for the extravagant cars now
used, or are anxious to pay for their cost, or drawing ex¬
penses. Your correspondent was spared a great deal of
care by the kindness of Mr. Kimball, which is pleasantly
remembered, and, snugly fixed in a car, rolled out of
Omaha over the plains. Of the route from Omaha to
Manitou in our next. BeTore closing we will add, that
here (Manitou) this day, Thanksgiving, the sky is clear,
air mild, roads fine and dry, aDd everything tempting for
outdoor life. Although 0,200 feet above sea level, there is
no snow except on the mountains, and when any falls, the
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first bright day, (and fair days are the rale), carries it off
immediately.
We are soon to be summoned to a grand Thanksgiving
dinner, and evening frolic at our pleasant hotel, but as we
look out of the window there is little to remind us of
November. Letters from home speak of a dreary autumn,
and we fear it is there what is tersely given in Hood's
November:—
“No son, no moon,
No moon, no noon,
No proper time of flay.”

Manilmi, Colorado, November

L. W. 1,.

1875.
For Fomt and iStream.
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HIS was an excursion of high expectation and equal
reality.
It had been a cherished day-dream, the
coming event having long cast its shadow before. I was
one of four this time, the least experienced of all in North
Woods travel, and was happy to penetrate the wilderness
In the company of three well-known and respected fellowcitizens. Of these, George and Pickwick have appeared
before. I now introduce the name of Boz, a man who was
quite at home in Brown’s Tract, and well understood the
management of such an expedition, and an enthusiastic
hunter and sportsman. By his kind advice and assistance
I became well accoutered for the journey. A pair of black
canvas bags was provided, one of which was to hold my
bed, and the other miscellaneous articles. These were
strapped together so that they could be conveniently shoul¬
dered in crossing portages. My bed was of Pickwickian
suggestion, viz., a deep blanket bag, adapted to surround
a six foot corporation. By the advice ot Boz, I also pro¬
vided a curious head and neck cover, or havelock bag, to
protect me from insects. It had goggle eyes, and breathing
places for mouth and nose, but otherwise there was "no
admittance." A fair hand embroidered over the goggles
piscatorial eyebrows, a pair of large hooks, a la moustache,
on the upper lip, black flies for the nose, and an imperial
mosquito. Thus equipped, I was prepared to frighten all
enemies away. Inneed, the mere presence of such an ar¬
ticle in the woods seemed to answer every desirable pur¬
pose.
We started on August 2d, 1858. Whenever I have taken
the route to Arnold’s the plan has been to take the evening
train at. Utica, pass the night in Boonville, and leave there
early in the morning. At Boonville we reconnoiteied Hullieri’s famous garden, and caught sight there of a running
stream. We packed rods and guns together in one careful
bundle, and made every possible arrangement for comfort¬
able transportation on the morrow. A wagon was engaged
to carry ail our effects, including tent and commissary.
The tent, by the way, was not required, and I think it was
a mistake to carry it. It was very heavy, especially after
being wet by the rain, took up a great deal of room in the
boat, and after all was only raised once, as we found con¬
venient shanties all the way. I remember bow glad tbe
guides were to be rid of it, expressing the hope that they
would never see it in the woods again. This is for whom
it may concern. In the morning we were early in the
wagon, intending to breakfast at Lyon’s Falls, all but Boz,
who loitered till "thunder and lightning"calling him broke
from the lips of the impatient Pickwick. After breakfast
we made up our minds that we were to have a rainy day of
it. The rain was coming, and in the spirit of Patrick
Henry we said, “Let it come; it is vain to extenuate the
matter," etc- It did not disappoint us; all day long wc
had the pleasure of its company, such as it was, but it
could not drown out our good humor or prospects of fe¬
licity. At evening, comfortably sheltered and surrounding
a supper table, prepared by Arnold’s daughters, Ed. Ar¬
nold, who came with us, said, “If 1 had been comiog out
to-day I wouldn’t have come.” But why not? All’s well
that ends well, said a greater than Ed., and there we were
at our destination, with good appetites, and none the
worse, and, between you and me, we here took leave of
raiu, seeing or feeling nothing more of it for the remain¬
der of the excursion.
In the morning wc were soon at the forge, -where 1 no¬
ticed the grave of Lo! the poor Indian, alias Grid, respect¬
ing whose taking off I had read an erroneous account in
Headley, the facts in the case being written in “Babes in
the Woods," chapter v. Just below the dam I threw in,
and immediately threw out. I took half-a-dozen good
sized trout then and there, a feat which I have never since,
at that particular spot, been able to renew; need I add that
I never expect there to do as well again. Our guides from
this point were Alonzo and Bill Wood. There was a third
man, hut I do not now recall his nanie. Alonzo married
one of Arnold’s daughters, and lives, I believe, at Long
Lake. Bill, noted lor his great strength and endurance,
laid down his life at Fredericksburg during the war. They
were both as good and capable guides as the North Woods
contained.
Once more upon the waters, yet once more,
And Lhe waves bound beneath us as a steed
That knows his rider. Welcome to—the oar;
Swift be its guidance whereso’er it lead,

We moved forward, onward and upward, till we struck
the shore of Third Lake, where we slinntied over night.
During the night Boz went after venison, and came home
-with i t, so that we did not lack for fresh supply. At some
point during the excursion George shot two deer. They
were uot a source of pride to him, however, but only of
regret and compunction, for they were not needed. There
they lay, dead on the shore, the glory with their life de¬
parted. Instead of adorning the lakes, and enjoying them
with their natural beauty and groccftd movements, their
lives were thrown away, and the responsibility was on Ilia
hands, I relate it to his credit that he condemned him¬
self, would have paid largely to return them to life, and
even felt like going home. In these days of wanton and
remorseless slaughter of these vexed, persecuted, and
harmless animals, it is refreshing to know that there are
some relentings. The sacrifice of them has always been
too bloody a work for me. Though I partake of venison,
I never yet fancied the occupation of a butcher.
We passed up the Fourth Lake in sunshine. I recollect
the quick eye with which Bill Wood detected in the dis¬
tance a recumbent deer. Ho taught me that it was nearly
useless to troll for the lake trotll in August, and that they
would not. bite again "till next spring,” a lesson of infor¬
mation which served an excellent purpose for me when next
spring came, on that very lake. And yet, with his assist¬
ance, I took four of these lakers, being in this respect
more successful than my fellows. Having passed the next

night on this lake, in the morning Pickwick asked George
it he did not hear a panther during the night. Mow Pick¬
wick had tromboned with his nasal organs very much lo
the discomfort of George. He said he had not. owing lo
oilier Bounds, but added, “If you blow the trumpet again,
as you did last night, you’ll hear a panther.”
Now for portages. 1 enjoyed them for variety. There
is a pleasure in the pathless woods, and even a greater in
woods which have a path to them, and where W oods are
leaders. 1 remember the stalwart slnmglli with which
Bill walked off with his boat and laid it down agaiu, reany
for farther acLiou. We will not tarry long on Fifth and
Sixth lakes, for there is no length to them—that is the long
and short of it; but Seventh'"is the gem. How serenely,
grandly it opened to the view, after being hemmed in on
all sides of the narrow outlet, though even there our sight
was bounded by a profusion of wild roses. Oh, what a
palace of nature is ibis Seventh Lake, in sunshine or in
clouds, with the mists of the morning overhanging its
mountain heights, or the breezes of evening rippling its
quiet waters. A pair of antlers, set for the purpose, di¬
rected us to camp, where we found ample accommoda¬
tions for our Bojourn and for fascinated observation of the
charms before us. On a wooded elevation our table was
prepared, where, with thankful hearts, we feasted our eyes
as well as our palates, and praised God from whom all
blessings flow.
Boz had frequently affirmed, in the course of the jour¬
ney, that “the cat is a remarkable animal.” Why or
wherefore did not appear, as no notice had been taken thus
far of his asseveration. Hearing the statement again, we
began to look into the matter, and asked him to account
for it. He was at a loss himself to solve his proposition,
I tried to help him out, alii.miug that tho cat is a remark¬
able animal as possessed ot mi-ee tails. How is that? Why,
no cat has two tails. 1 suppose you are all ready to admit
this. Weil, every cathasone more tail than no cat, certainly.
Yes. Every cat, therefore, must have three tails. Q. E. D.
Everybody felt relieved, and we heard no more of me mat¬
ter. You will call this nonsense if you are a man of sente;
but 1 must plead for it ns the celebrated Robert Hall, ot
England, plead for it in similar circumstances. Indulging
in levity in the woods, in company of a young aud con¬
ceited minister, who undertook to reprove him, l-lall re¬
plied, “Oh, the difference between us in this respect is not
so great after all. It is simply this: 1 let off ail my non¬
sense in the woods, while you keep yours for the pulpit.”
We found the portage between Seventh and Eighth lakes
very entertaining, by reason of the luxurious raspberries
winch abounded there. They were in the prime of excel¬
lence, and all enjoyed them. These constitute one of sev¬
eral agreeable attendants peculiar to a late or summer ex¬
cursion almost anywhere in the North Woods. Bathing
is another, which we did not fail to improve. Oil Eight!i
Lake, near the landing, wc caught u young loon, aud re¬
turned it to the water. His anxious mother knew he was
out, aud kept up maternal screams, but at sale distance,
uot presuming loo nearly to claim her own. Gliding over
this lake without slopping, aud crossing the final portage
after numerous twists aud turns on the inlet, we iu length
reached the fair, delightful waters of our ultimate destina¬
tion, the enrapturing Enqueue, where we aimed for Con¬
stable Point, and setup for lhe iirst time our tabernacle.
This point was more favorable then for encampment than
it is at present, as its trees have been cut down; hut a good
spring is there, and the prospect is commanding. Thence
we sorlied in all directions, as was necessary if wc would
see the Jake, which stands peerless in its irregularities, and
for expansiveness and the wild picturesque, next to Luke
George, the queen of our inland waters.
We visited what is now Murray Island, and the adjacent
native home of our trusty guides, the W oods, where we
saw their father, one of the early settlers, with his pipe.
There was still another Wood, whom we met in his boat;
a man who, being naturally short, was much shorter by
reason of amputation at both knees. Still he appeared U>
enjoy himself, and he had reason to amid suclt surround¬
ings, as he was healthy from his knees upward, and could
fish in his boat heller without legs than with them. We
visited also llie venerable Mr. Beach, quite a patriarchal
looking man, who received us kiudly, and showed us the
caudal remnant ot a great fish he had recently caught, and
the large hook he used. The remnant was of mammoth
proportions, being itself larger than ordinary fish, and
represented, I should say, thirty pounds. Mere curiosity
would like lo know what ever induced such a man to settle
for life all alone in those parts; but concerning tastes there
must be no dispute. Slot no minis umbra. We visited also
Forked Lake, where we found Helms in his mansion, since
destroyed by fire, where, in the language of I lie Psalmist,
slightly altered, not the barren, but tho bearin’, woman
kept house, and was the joyful mother of children.
On one occasion, with my guide, 1 was separated from
my companions, when, stopping; for a few moments at the
ublic house kept on the lake, 1 was presented with New
rork papers by a gentleman who arrived the preceding
evening, and received information that the Atlantic cable
was successfully laid. 1 started immediately iu pursuit of
my party, whom 1 soon met in the midst of the lake, and
lo whom I communicated the glad intelligence. Victoria
was well, and had just been heard from by submarine tele¬
graph, The wilderness and solitary place immediately
rejoiced. Waving our liats and kerchiefs, we all shouted
out our jubilation in full concert there with the millions ot
both hemispheres. It was even so, and ere another wuek
was passed we enjoyed the illuminutions of Utica in cele¬
bration of the grand event.
Bill went ashore about this time with his rifle, and
brought down a great hawk from the topmost branch of a
lofty Liee. The hawk seemed reluctant to leave his perch,
or dilatory in yielding to tho force of gravitation, but at
length he reached terra tlrma sure enough. I clipped his
wings, aud they flew home with me. But the report of a
rifle iu this region, as iu others, is not “‘only this and noth¬
ing more.” You hear it again and again, echoed and re¬
echoed, cracking away across tho lake, and breaking out
anew on the other side. I have observed this effect on
Tupper’s Lake aud elsewhere with great admiration. 1
can almost apply to it, with accommodation, Scott’s lines
to his Harp ot the North.—
" ’Q’is now a seraph hold with touch of flrs;
’Tls now tho biusli of luiry’s frolic wing.
Recoding now the dying numbers ring
.fainter and fainter down the rugged dell,
And now the mountain breezes scarcely bring
A wandering witch-liote of the distant, si-iefl.
And now ’us silent alb enchantress fare thee well.”

But where am I f

I was going to tell you something

shout--well, I will, and hasten lo a conclusion. We went
up the Marion River, some further than the vest., Relum¬
ing, we found Mr. Pickwick at a spring-hole, disconsolate,
ami wanting to go home. He had just lost an enormous
trout,, which he described as being of the dimensions of an
oarpaddiel Hugh! I saw him catch a fish, and it was
after this fashion. He threw out as far as possible from
tbe boat, indeed, but where it was sure to catch the lily
pads. He was snagged, but disengagiog the line a trout
look the bait and ran back into the pads. Pickwick de¬
termined to break or bring him in. So he broke away the
second time, the trout still clinging to his hook. At last
he fetched him in, kerflummux right against, the boat.,
when the trout flapped his tail and vamoosed to parts un¬
known. I saw him shoot a loon in a similar mauuer. The
gun we will suppose was faithfully loaded and discharged,
but when the shot took effect on the water the loon was
somewhere else. He disappeared, it is true, for a moment,
but that he was not hurt lie soon signified by rising.
I will not-weary with the production of further incidents
connected with this eventful hip, but desire to allude
briefly to my last evening at Arnold’s. Desiring to carry
home with me fresh trout, as well as to prolong while T
could the pleasure of taking them, with Alonzo 1 descendetl the Moose River a mile'to fish in two spring-holes there.
The slant rays of the sun were gilding the trees which
bordered aud shadowed the water, the trout were eager to
he caught, and for an hour an^i a half I enjoyed one of Hie
most pleasurable fishings of the trip, catching about sev¬
enty, which were in Utica, and part served on table, before
they had been twenty-four hours out of lhe water. We
left Arnold's in the morning at daybreak on horseback,
and by nine o'clock were out of the woods, having trotted
sixteen miles. We rencked Boonville in time for the utternoon train, so that before evening we were safely at home,
having accomplished in less than a fortnight an excursion
of unalloyed health and enjoyment, for which I will not
cease to be thankful while memory endures.
Utica, January 2(itk, 1870.
.
Amateur.
Adventure with a Panther.—The Suratogina gives
the following description of a remarkable encounter with a
panther, which occurred recently in that county:
"Aman by the name of George Hinckley was, on Friday
night, February 25th, driving from Corinth to Conklingville
somewhat belated. There was no moon aud the road was
uncertain, owing to the rough weather which had prevailed
in that section for two weeks or so past. He was in a light
cutter, well protected from the cold by robes and blankets,
aud was driving a spii'ited horse. It was about U o'clock,
and he was nearly at his journey’s end. The road lay
through some undergrowth of woods. While the horse
was jogging along at a moderate trot, suddenly ho stopped,
threw iits*ears forward, gave a furious snort, and relu i‘d
lo go further. The driver urged him to go, and finally
struck him with a halter, the strap end of which was tied
to tire cutter in order to prevent its dropping out aud be¬
coming lost. The horse jumped forward in a frightened
manner, hut before he had taken three steps it huge
panther sprang from behind alow evergreen close by the
track and leaped into the cutter. As it struck the cutter
its fore-paws came with great force against Hinckley’s
breast, and with one blow with its powerful nails lire man’s
clothing was stripped clean from his skin. Hinckley had
the halter with which lie bad just struck the librae si ill iu
ins hand, and instinctively he laid it with all his might
over tke head of Ids assailant. By one of (lie blows the
headstall passed over the panther’s head. It being a
slipping noose, the next effort to strike drew the noose
tight about the panther’s neck. Then a desperate, lmndlo-hand, as it were, tight ensued. The man struggled to
throw off the beast, but succeeded only so tar as to prevent
it from fastening its powerful jaws upon ids now hare
neck. The panther grabbed the man's left arm, which it
bit through and through, the blood which flowed only
seeming to make it mine furious. With his strong right
arm Hinckley tightened the slipping noose about the
animals thiout. bo tight was it drawn by that strength
which comes of desperation that the pautlier wasebnked so
that it let go its hold on the man’s arm and gtisped, at- the
same time stripping Us victim's clothing and lacerating his
skin with its sharp claws. With the first spring ol the
panther, accompanied as it was with a wild, fierce growl,
the horse took fright and ran at full speed, every leap
fairly lifting the culler from the track, Thus, while
Hinckley was struggling for life in the cutter, the horse
was running away. But the running away of the horse
proved to be tho salvation of the driver; for in making a
short turn iu the road the cutter was overturned, dumping
driver and panther out upon the frozen snow. The mo¬
ment they struck earth, however, they parted company.
One cud of the halter being fastened to the cutter and the
other end tight about the wild animal's neck, the latter
was dragged after the flying steed, its body jumping and
bounding'' along the road. The running away of the
horse saved Mr. Hinckley’s life. He was left by tbe road¬
side, whence he in course of time found his way to a habi¬
tation. The horse ran till lie got loose from the cutter, aud
then he went to Conklingville. The culter, badly shattered,
was found half a mile from the spot where the panther
leaped from behind the bush. Tho animal was dead,
choked to death, and badly bruised. The substance of the
correspondent’s story is as given above, and we forbear
from casting any doubts on so tTagic a tale.

Crows as Mathematicians.—The crows of Germany
are abie lo count. The gamekeepers protecting young
pheasants wage Constant warfare against them, hut the win y
birds keep out of shot, bays (lie Scientific American:—
“It is found that the keepers must go to the cover in par¬
ties of six or more, llien depart one by one until six have
left, leaving one or more behind to lake vengeance on the
crows. Should a less number than six visit the shelter,
and all but one leave it, the crows perform the Bublracliou
correctly, arid know that there is yet no safely for them.
Beyond six, their mathematical faculty fails—or did some
years ago; perhaps they have learned to count more by
this lime.”
<
A Maine farmer tried the same strategem to protect his
c6rn, but found that our American crowB can only count
as higli as three. Four or more persons entered the sliel-i
ter and alter three had left, the crows came out. to their,
breakfast. Thu experiment, was tried repeatedly, but the
crows invariably lost Ibeir reckoning when the number ex¬
ceeded three.
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THE HOY WILDERNESS AGAIN.
Winchester, Va., Pel), 39lti, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In I lie last, number of your interesting paper sayo one, inquiry is made
conenrning Hoy's Wilderness, and the easiest channel of access there¬
to. Now, If by “Hoy’s Wilderness” la meaut the scope Of country on
the Back-Bone Mountain, one of the ridges of the Alleghauies, coustitnting the water shed of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers, I think I have It
in my power to furnish the required information. This region is (or
was) commonly called “Canaan," and is mainly situated in Tncker
county, West Virginia. Some years since, the late Mr. Ned Towers, a
brother of a former Mayor of Washington City, kept a summer resort
on the verge of this wilderness, where I was accustomed to pass many
delightful summer vacations, and inasmuch as a gentlemun named Hoy
(with whom, by-the-bye, I have frequently hnnted) was a near neighbor
of Mr. T.’e, I think it probable that he has given his name to (lie locality
Inqnestlou. The Towers House is now, as I am informed, kept by a
gentleman named Deakius, and is the objective point I would recom¬
mend tourists to seek whilst en route to the wilderness. It is abont fif¬
teen miles from Oakland Station, an the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,
where suitable conveyances oan at all times he procured. About nine¬
teen miles southwest of the Deaton's place is the Dobbins llonse, kept
by a Mr. Kitzmlller, where, lam told, good accommodations may be
had during the summer. This latter place is bat a few miles from the
celebrated falls of the Blackwater, (a branch of Cheat River), rendered
famous by the pen and pencil of “Porte Crayon." From tills point the
tourist who thinks himself “equal to the occasion" may penetrnto the
great Canaan Wilderness, a region of conntry many thousands of acres
in extent, comprising both hill and dale, anti overgrown with primeval
forests which yet remain in their pristine savagery. As regards the falls
of the Blackwater, I would beg leave to refer your readers for a descripti m thereof to a far abler pen than mine—that of “Porte Crayon,” who
has given an admirably graphic account of this locality In his “Blackwater Chronicle.” Vast areas of low-lying, moist grounds in this region
are overgrown by dense thickets of bnck laurel, which have probably
never been penetrated by the foot of man—whether autocthonons or ex¬
otic. These impenetrable fastnesses constitute the lairs and breedingplaces of great numbers of the /me natural, which here find an unmo¬
lested abode. There is probably no scope of country of the same area
on this side of the Mississippi or perhaps of the Rocky Mountains, which
contains a greater nnmber or variety of game than the one under disenssiod. Bear, deer, panthers, catamounts, wolves, etc., yet roam these
wilds In primitive freedom, and bat a few years have elapsed since the
last elk was Blain, and this, perhaps, was the last or its species dwelling
east of the Mississippi. Here also may be found an abundance of feath¬
ered game, such as turkeys, ruffed grouse, and woodcock as will give Full
employment to him who handles deftly the “choke-bore." The streams
also—of which there are many—are literally crammed with the fish that
constitute the “gentle angler's" chief delight—the spotted beauty, the
far-famed Salmofovtinalis.
Some years have elapsed since I last visited this locality, daring which
interval I have traversed some of the wildest and most unfrequented
sections of the United States, having wandered from the snow-clad land
of the Assinnlhoin to the emerald homo of the Seminole, lint for wild
and picturesque scenery, and those other attributes which attract the
sportsman and naturalist, I know of no country that surpasses In those
respects the land of “Canaan.”
By-the-bye, permit me to remark (inasmuch as I am not a land specu¬
lator) that there are some fltteen or twenty thousand acres of land situ¬
ated in the region in qnestion, and lying in one body, which belong to
parlies residing in this vicinity, and wbicit can, I am told, now bo bought
foi a “mere song," owing to tile great depreciation of land values at
present. What a chance for some of your wealthy Nimrods to secure a
park that wonld throw far-famed Blooming Grove in the shade, and
would doubtless surpass anything of the kind on this continent. Be¬
sides IIs suitability for a hunting park, this land is of inestimable in¬
trinsic value, lying as it does within the coniines of the great Appalach¬
ian coal basin. Near the Dobbins House above referred to the coal
may he seen cropping ont in seams many feet in thickness. I hnve
merely mentioned this circumstance to give assurance to any parties
that aright purchase this land their present outlay would probably one
day be returned many hundred fold. Daring the coming summer I in¬
tend revisiting the locality in question, accompanied by one friend, and
wonld have no objection to accept the companionship or one or two gen¬
tlemen of yonr Bection, provided they be of that sort who prefer a bed
of hemlock boughs in the pure untainted air of onr mountains, to one
of eider down amid the noise, envy, and frivolity of our fashionable re¬
sorts.
A. W.

RED

FOXES

AND

GRAY.

Columbia Co., GO., Feb. Ilth, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Yonr correspondent “Lex" is correct in his statement as to red foxes
and grays not crossing. As far as my experience goes—and I do not
thiuk it limited, as I have caught numbers of each since the cessation
of hostilities; in fact, as my neighbors assert, I make a business of fox
hunting and sport of cotton planting—I certainly find cotton planting
the more costly, although keeping a pack of dogs is no small expense.
With “Lex," the old fox huuters in my vicinity assert that only a few
years previous to the war, the first red fox was caught a couple of miles
from where I live, and it, was shown as a curiosity, until a planter, an
old Virginian, assured them he had caught many such red foxes in the
Old Dominion. There is a legend amongst us of the first red foxes—
five in nnmber—having been brought in a wagon by Borne fox hunters
from an upper eonntj, all the way from Virginia, in order to get some oF
that celebrated brand to improve onr gray stock. We have plenty of
both at “these presents,” bnt none of the mixture. “What I know
about cotton planting" is not worth imparting; but as the subject of
fox hnnling is becoming of some slight interest, I think I am cm fait on
that subject. AstoredfoxeB driving ont the gray—as the Norwegian
Tat baa the native— only laBt night I had proof positive of the contrary,
as I was running, as I thought, a red, but after a six hoars and fifteen
minutes’ race caught a gray, over nearly the same ground that four days
betore I had run a red. An old fox hunter wonld naturally ask if I did
not know from the way he ran, his doubles, etc,, that it was a gray? To
bun I Bhonld say, the length of the race deceived me, aa we nsnally catch
a gray inside of an hour. I have more than once canght red foxes and
gray m the same fields and on the same day. I have been arter a gray,
seen the fox Beveral times, and, the fox having crossed a red fox’s trail,
which smells mnch stronger, have known my dog to quit a run after a
gray to trail a red. One eliase I shall mention; Having canght a gray
fox after a thirty-minute race, and starting for home, another jumped up
almost among the dogs. Expecting to catch every moment, we followed
our dogs Into the upper portion of the county. My friend and self con¬
cluded, as our horses were “gone up,” to quit the drive, and when we
fsunda hOBBe ascertained that we were only twenty-two miles from
where we had jumped the fox. A few days afterward I heard that the
fox, (a large red), had gone by where another fox hunter was plowing,
who, like old Pntnarn, left his plow in the furrow, mounted hlB mule,
crowded the dogs, and sent me the tail. The rods certainly have not ran
ont the grays with ub, for I often go for grays and get after reds, or vice
versa. I hunt foxes at any time of year that the weather is suitable,
both for amusement, and to get rid of a very destructive pest to our
poultry, pigs, and lambs. To show the estimate that fox hounds are
held in, a couple of weeks ago, being in the city, a neighbor came twen¬
ty-two miles through the ralu to borrow my pack, as a family, so be
termed it, of gray foxes had settled on him, ami ate Beven lambs in one
night. Rather strange that a sheep raiser shonld offer to feed a pack of
fox hounds to protect his sheep, is it not? I hunt either night or day.

At night we don't have to ride so much, as the “sweet melody ofthe
hounds" can he heard for miles; butftis harder on dogs, as the fox is
then fresh and nsnally empty. A description or “Old Gronse” in one of
yom papers is very nearty identified with a fine young double-nosed pop
of mine—Dam, a black tan and white Gordon, and sire, a New York,
(said to ho imported stock), black and white Better, the pup larger limn
either by two inches; sixteen months old, liver and tan spots on white
ground; both of hie parents single nose. He wss afraid or agtm, bnt
after killing a couple of quail so that they fell nearly in his mouth, he
became as fond of the gnu aa his old mother, who has retrieved her
hundreds.__
Join; it.

ADIRONDACK

NOTES.

Tee Atoeondaoks, March 1st, 1878.
SorroR Forest and Stream
The Adirondacka are not Dozen ont, though perhaps chilled. The
winter lias not been severe, but wo are satisfied, and as March has ar¬
rived we can see onr way through to the welcome and genial breezes of
spring, which will gladden our hearts, and the grasp of the hand be ex¬
tended to all with leal pleasure. I write yon about the Sarauac and St.
Regis regions. Here we have had winter visitors, who, coming forthoir
health, have, I understand, derived much benefit from their winter so¬
journ—and why not as healthy here as at St. Paul, Minn.? The cold Is
intense, and a dry atmosphere extending throughout the entire cold term.
Woods items from these parts may not be very interesting to all, but to
some they are, The Forest and Stream we always rejoice to see and
read, for we know we can depend on It. The utterances of a true sports¬
man never deceive. The game laws are commanding attention. We
ask only fair play. The present laws are good ones; enforce them by
authority and we are satisfied. At present they are a dead letter. Too
much tinkering will spoil them entirely.
Paul Smith has been adding ninoty rooms to his well-known house,
and every room will of course be taken. The Prospect House, at the
head of the Upper Saranac, report says, has changed proprietors, but 1
cannot vouch for the truth or it. We hope it will he as well kept as last
year. The Sweeny Carry has been purchased by the Hon. JameR Pierce,
and we hope will he kept np In an honorable way, which will be highly
creditable. It would be a prize place for meals on ihe Saranac end to
the weary sportsman coming from Tapper Lake, while waiting for ihe
boats. Bartlett’s well-known and never-forgotten Sportsman’s Home
cannot be overlooked or passed by—a borne truly in every sense of the
word. Martin's needs no recommendation either. The hotels of the
North Woods ail, are ail that can be wished fot by the sportsman.
Rnquette River at present afforde pleasure to those who delight in
taking pickerel— and forever extermination of them—never. I under¬
stand that Mr, Arnold and Dr, Romeyn, of Keesville, N. Y.; Dr. Ayers,
of Brooklyn; Messrs, Hart and Currier, of Newark, N. J., have al¬
ready engaged guides for their spring trip. To all we extend a true
sportsman’s welcome and cordial greeting. The opening of the new
railroad on the west side or Lake Champlain is of great interest to
sportsmen. At present you can leave New York at six P. M. and reach
Plattsburgh at six A. M., and Martin’s at five P. M. I will send you a
spring time-table as soon aa published.
D. L.

ogtituml H/jistorg.
[Ihls Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
inameed b>j the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth, be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations udU receive careful attention. ]

BIRDS OF SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA,
The following extracts from my note boolt may be of
interest as showing some peculiarities of the bird fauna of
Chester county, Pennsylvania, particularly about Kennet
Square, where most of the notes were made. The fact
that they are four or five years old, will not, I hope, de¬
tract from their value.
January 1st, 1873.—A goshawk (Aslur atricapillus), which is Very rare
inlhis vicinity, was shot at Kennet. It was in its second year’s
pill mage.
February 1st, 1873.— Saw two short-eared owls (Brachyotae palustris).
Were seen at Kennet, where they are rare.
April 20th, 1808.—Nest of a hairy woodpecker (Ptcus vlllcmis) 111 an;
apple tree. Eggs, White; in size, between those of the downy and ihe
red headed woodpecker,
April 24tll, I860,—Two eggs of the sparrow hawk (Tinnunculus spai*rerlus) about the size of a pigeon’s; ground color, reddish-white, thickly
speckled with reddish-brown. April 36th, 1870, another nest and four
eggs was found in the same old chestnut tree. These Uawlcs are very
plenty.
April 26th, 1869,—Nest, and two eggs of the red-tailed hawk (BUteh bo¬
realis) near Avondale, Penn. Eggs nearly hatched. Ground color of
nno, dirty white, with light chocolate blotches; the other with a few
dnvk brown Bpots thinly 'sprinkled over tho whole egg.
May lst-Sth,—Great blue heron’s (Ardea herodias) eggs are all hatched
the first week of May. There used to be a roost near Chester, which is
now broken np.
June Dth, 1871 .—Four yonng, just hatched, of bine-winged yellow
warbler (HelmlMkophaga pinus).
June 10th, I860.—Nest and seven eggs of the hiack-eapped litmonse
(Parus ulHcapUlus)-, probably the second brood.
Eggs, white, thickly
covered with reddish spots. The bird rarely breeds here.
- ,janc 18th, 1871.—Four fresh cogs of the redstart (Setophaga ruticilla
round near Wilmington, Dei. Eggs, white, thinly covered with reddish
8PJiin'e 1868.—Two nests of the yellow-winged Bparrow, (Ooturniadus
passeelnus), one containing four eggs nearly hatched, and another three
fresh eggs were found daring the month; also two nests ofthe scarlet
Unmoor, (Pyranpa rubra), a third nest being found with fresh eggB in
the middle of July.
,
, , „
July 4th, 1871.—Found a nest in a hedge near Avondale, Penn., or
the black-throated bunting (Buspisa Americana). The eggs were nearly
batched.
Oct. 6l.li, 1871Tlie warblers have nearly all passed south. I noticed
the following during their slay;—
Maryland yellow-throat (Qeothytpis lidchas.)
Black-throated bine-warbler (Bendrceca catnilescens). Numerous,
Yallow.rnmped warbler (Bendrceca coronalu). Numerous,
Black-throated green warbler (Bendrceca virens).
Canada warbler (Myiodioctes canadensis).
Golden-crested kinglet (Regulus satrapa). Oct. 3d.
Red-bellied woodpecker (Venturas carolinus). The first I have seen.
Spotted sandpiper (TriugOides macatarlm). .
Bertram's sandpiper (Aclitums liartramius)Kilideer plover (Jiglalitis tociferus).
Night heron (Nl/cliardea grlsea. var. naivia). Occasional.
Great blue heron (Avdea herodias). Occasional.
C. F. P.
ANew Local List.—We shall begin next week, the
publication of a series of articles by H. B. Covert, an
assistant at the Museum of the University of Michigan, at
Ann Harbor, constituting an annotated list of tbe birds of
Southern Michigan. This is one of tbe good fruits of our
“ Invitation."
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Summer Schools of Natural History.—Prof. N. S.
Shalcr will continue the coming summer his Harvard
School of Geology at Cumberland Gap, Kentucky, This
locality is among Ihe mountains, and oilers peculiar advan¬
tages for tbe study of field geology, and the modifications
of the surface that may result from changes in the crust of
the earth. Messrs, i). B. Jordan, H. E. Copeland, and
Ernest Copeland, of Indianapolis, propose holding a field
and collecting meeting for six weeks between the Mam¬
moth Cave and Lookout Mountain. A party tramping
through those mountains ought to bring out valuable col¬
lections. California also proposes to have a school of
science during the warm weather, but we are not informed
as to tire particulars. At Cornell University, Ithaca, N.
Y., Prof. Burt Wilder and his assistants will hold a sum¬
mer session for labratory work in zoology, Tt is announc¬
ed that Dr. Elliott Cones will lecture on ornithology. The
students who live on the Western Reserve will liave an op¬
portunity of pursuing similar vacation studies at Cleve¬
land, Ohio, under the supervision of Mr. W. K. Brooks,
of the Cambridge Museum, who last year began such a
school ot Cleveland. The United States Fish. Commission
will assemble again at Wood’s Hole, and pursue their usual
valuable scientific and ecomomicwork. ThelaBt announc¬
ed summer school of biology will be located in Salem,
Mass., in connection with the Peabody Academy of Science
to begin July Cth, and continue six weeks. Its special ad¬
vantages are its close proximity to the sea, and the abun¬
dant dry and alcoholic specimens contained in the museum,
illustrating Marine Zoology. The numbev of students will
be limited to fifteen, Tbe teachers will be Dr. A. S.
Packard, Jr., assisted by Messrs. J. S. Kingley, and S. ECassino, in zoology; Mr. John Robinson, and Mr. Chas. H.
Higbee, in botany; the Rev. E. C. Bolles, in microscopy;
and Mr. C. Cooke in charge of the dredging parties. Oc¬
casional lectures will he given by Prof. E. S. Morse and
others. All of these gentlemen are peculiarly well-fitted
for their parts, and this little station will no doubt prove
itself a true and worthy, though small, reproduction of
Penikese.

A QoF-sTroN Answered.—A query which was received
three weeks ago, hut by mischance has escaped notice until
now, is as follows: ‘‘Would a man already intoxioaled, if
bitten by a rattlesnake, be affected by the bite?" The
writer refers to the fact that whisky is a remedy for the
bite; be also mentions the ease of a man in the habit of
handling live rattlesnakes without harm, who ws3 always
under the influence of liquor, and suggests that the alco¬
hol in the charmer’s body was sufficient to counteract the
effects of the bite. This seems to ns a wrong impression.
The effect of the poison of a snake’s bite is to make the
blood thin and watery, which soou causes stoppage of the
heart, when death ensues. The utility of the whisky or
brandy is, that it stimulates the blood and organs to such
increased and energetic action as to overcome that fatal
decomposition of the blood. If a man were habituated to
liquor, additional drinks would not quickly and highly
stimulate him, and there is every probability that he would
die. If a man is going among rattlesnakes, it is best for
him to keep saber, in order to be able to get drunk "with
neatness and dispatch.”
Recent Pamphlets.—Dr. Elliott Couos, U. 8. A., has
just published as a part of the Bulletin of the United
States Geological Snrvey, (Dr. Hayden’s) an account of
the various publications relating to tbe travels of Captains
Lewis and Clarke, with a commentary on the zoological
results of their expedition. These explorers traveled to
the sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Moun¬
tains, and down the Columbia River to the Pacific, and re¬
turned, during the years 1804-f)-<5. After carefully tracing
the origin and history of every one of the many spurious
and authentic narratives of their “Travels," the author pro¬
ceeds to ihe zoological results of the expedition, as far as
concerns mammals and birds. Lewis and Clarke were the
real discoverers, aud actually The original dcscribers of
many animals with which their names are seldom associated
now, in our acquired familiarity with the same species un¬
der names subsequently bestowed by others. The writer
who imposed most of the names based on tbe descriptions
of Lewis aud Clarke, was George Ord, in tbe zoological
portion of Guthrie’s Geography, published i a 1815. They
enumerated thirty-six species of mammals, aud forty-four
species of birds, most of which stand the test of experi¬
ence as to their validity. Dr. Coucs, however, found it
necessary to exercise considerable ingenuity as well as
study to get at the true identification of many of them,
under the queer names used, and in not. a few cases, no
surmise as to Hie animal meant was possible.
Dr. Coucs lias lately published two other papers in the
Bulletin’s of Hayden’s Survey, one giving an exhaustive
history, of great interest, of the breeding, habits, nests,
and eggs of the white-tailed ptarmigan (Lvjoyms leucv.rus):
and the other an account, “critical, descriptive and histori¬
cal, of La pus hudmnius," which is the common jumping,
or kangaroo mouse of our fields, usually known in the
books as Zaptts hudmims. Dr. Coues finds that noue of
tlie generic names this mouse has hitherto received are ac¬
cording to the rules of nomenclature, and quotes a page
and a half of solid synonomy including forty-four names
and twice as many references from Zimmermann in 1780
to Allen in 1871, against all of whioh he brings valid ob¬
jections. He therefore erects tho new genus of Zapus
(family Zapodidm) for this form, aud minutely indicates the
generic characters which ally it Ip tbe bouse mice rather
tbau to the arvicoline field mice.-
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Zoological Items.—Pelicans (P. fuseus) are unusually
numerous in San Francisco Bay this season. Recently,
during a dense fog, a 'white pelican (P. crythrorhyncua)
measuring ten feet from tip to tip of wings flew into the
arms of a man in San Francisco... .Nine cinnamon bears
were recently caught with steel traps on a rancli'on the
const near Bodega Corners, Sonoma County, California;
and William Bonness, a settler on the Little Chico, in Butte
county, killed last month a family of California lions, con¬
sisting of the parent pair and two cubs. Robert Ford also
killed throe in Oregon last month, and one was recently
killed near Seattle, W. T., which measured nine feet four
inches in length... .Deer are plentiful in San Bernardino
county, and robins and larks are unusually abundant in
the orchards of Santa Cruz, California_A certain treefrog Polyindat-es) from tropical Western Africa, deposits its
eggs, as is usual among batrachians, in a mass of albumi¬
nous jelly; but instead of placing this in the water, it
attaches it to the leaves of trees which border the shore
and overhang a water-hole or pond. Here the albumen
speedily dries, forming a horny or glazed coating of the
leaf, inclosing the unimpregnated eggs in a strong envelope.
Upon the advent of the rainy season, the albumen is
softened, and with the eggs is washed into the pool below,
now filled by water, Here the male frog finds the masses,
and occupies himself with their impregnation... .Some
years ago Professor Cope described the snake-eating habits
of the Ozyrrhopus plambevs Wied, a rather large species of
snake which is abundant in the intertropical parts of
America, A specimen of it from Martinique was ob¬
served to have swallowed the greater part of a large fer-delance, the largest venomous snake in the West Indies.
More recently a specimen was brought by Mr. Gabb from
Costa Rica, almostflve feet in length, which had swallowed
nearly three feet of a snake about, six feet in length. The
head was partially digested, while three feet projected
from the mouth of the Ozyrrhopm in a sound condition.
O.vyrrhopus is entirely harmless, although spirited and
pugnacious in its manners. Professor Cope suggests that
its introduction into regions infested with venomous snakes,
like the island of Martinique, would be followed by bene¬
ficial results.—Naturalist.
Notes From Our Correspondents.— A goodly number
of blue-birds have already arrived, the first one having
been seen February 36th. I may be able to send you some
notes soon upon .the game birds, which will soon be with
us (George F. Chafee, Middletown, Conn.)_Dr. C. C.
Abbott (Trenton, N. J.), promises us a transcript of his
field notes for February. Dr. Abbott is peculiarly favor¬
ably situated for observing animal life, and few facts
interesting to the naturalist escape his notice.
Collections for Sale.—We have received from C. E.
Aiken, of Colorado Springs, Col., a circular and catalogue,
in which lie announces the opening of an establishment
for the sale of the skins, nests and eggs of birds, and the
skins and mounted preparations of animals of the.Rocky
Mountain region and taxidermists supplies. We are glad
to hear of this. A perfectly trustworthy naturalist, like
Mr. Aiken, is not often found in connection with business,
ami we heartily commend him to the patronage of all who
wish to increase their collections.
Night Herons.—On Feb. 13, Mr. James Russell Low¬
ell wrote from Cambridge, Mass., to the Boston Advertiser
as follows; “Among the phenomena of this remarkably
mild winter there is one which seems well worth recording,
since it is, so far as my own observation goes, without a
precedent. A number of night-herons have not yet migrated
to the southward. According to Nuttall, a very careful
observer, these birds generally leave us about the middle or
toward the end of October. This accords with my own
experience, though I have once seen them so late as the
15th of November. What makes the fact of their stay
more surprising, is that the coldest weather of the winter
came in November, and that Charles River (their feeding
ground) has been twice, and in our neighborhood, four
timeB, wholly closed with ice. It should seem from this
that these birds are not without some skill in meteorologi¬
cal prognostication. I have seen them every evening up 1,0
the 12th February. The largest number I have counted is
eight, though there are no doubt more.”
—In his “Field and Forest Rambles," Mr, A, Leith
Adams, discusses at some length Lhe influences of climate
upon animals and plants, and avails himself of the experi¬
ence of Mr, George A. Boardman in reference to the birds
of Eastern Maine. Mr. Boardman quoted as follows;—
“I remember during the cold season of 1858-9 that cross¬
bills and pine finches were very numerous, and I procured
a large number in February, to see how far the eggs had
advanced, and found them nearly as large as buckshot.
Two days afterwards we had a warm shower, then u sud¬
den change to extreme cold, which killed every small native
bird in the woods. Not one bird was seen again during the
season, and the ruffed grouse were exceedingly scarce from
the circumstance that the entrances of their burrows in the
snow were frozen over and the birds were starved to death,
and in the spring their bodies were found here and there
all over Lhe forest."
The same thing Mr. Adams says occurs in England, and
many of the small birds sometimes perish with cold, hut
the destruction is never so complete.
Another Singing Mouse.—A gentleman in Hartford,
says the Oourant, caught a mouse possessed of musical
powers, imitating the voice of the canary bird, but softer.
He constructed a cage, with revolving wheel and retiring
house, and lias often during the eight months the mouse
has been in liis possession, exhibited its vocal powers to liis
neighbors. In appearance it does not differ from the ordi¬
nary mouse,
P&Hbner's Monthly for March oontains a biographical
sketch of Wilson, the ornithologist, with a portrait and
other illustrations,

Recent Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie.—Two
Meadow Larks (Stumella magna), presented by SamnelW. Francis, M.
D., Newport. One Crab-eating Raccoon (Proctjon cancrtiwus), bob.
South America. OneCapybara, iUydrochcerut capabara). Two Spider
IdonlteyB, (Aides bdzebutk). One Green Monkey, (Chlorosebits mbo-m).
W. A. Conklin, Director.
Phil adelphia Zoological Gardens.—During the week the Garden
bns received one tmkey buzzard (Calhartu avvd), presented by .T. M.
Wilson, Washington, D. C.; two opossums (Didelphys virginianus),
presented by S. P. and G. D. Wetheriil, PliUadelphin; one St. Bernard’s
dog (CanisfamUiaiius), presented by J. P. Mingle, Philadelphia; three
skunks (Mephitis mepttica), presented by Joseph A. Cunningham, Vir¬
ginia, 111.
Huon.

Culture.
THE NATURAL AND ECONOMIC HIS¬
TORY OF THE
SALMONIDaE GEO¬
GRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION
AND
ARTIFICIAL CULTURE.
NO. THREE.
BY PHILO ICHTHYOS.

I

F the salmon has hitherto maintained hut a nominal
sovereignty over the great ichlhyc kingdom of food
fishes, artificial culture is fast hastening a real supremacy.
All along the ages the salmon has been the most esteemed
of all the finny tribes. Writers have extolled the delicacy
and deliciousness of its flesh for centuries. Poesy has
sung its praises and celebrated in song its game qualities,
its agility, and sylph-like movements in its native clement.
Anglers have expatiated upon its coyness and sagacity
which it exhibits in eluding capture; its wariness in avoid¬
ing dislodgment from its crystalline home. While much
useful knowledge was very early gained in the Depart¬
ment of Natural History—little was gleaned regarding
food fishes beyond that many varieties existed which
have an economic value to-day. The salmon is unmistaka¬
bly alluded to by Pliny, a Roman writer of the first cen¬
tury, and Ausonius, a Roman poet of the fourth century.
It is a notable fact, that the Provinces of Rome acquired
in lhe zenith of her glory in northern Europe, contained
the richest salmon streams of the Globe; and as Pliny
wrote much upon rural affairs, and took note of eveiy
thing of economic value or national interest—so disling
uished a food fish could hardily have escaped his attention.
For a long period of time the salmon has been considered
par excellence the “angler’s fish.” Old Isaac Walton called
it the “royal fish," and his accounts of his fishing excur¬
sions to his favorite streams, are full of interest even at
this distance of time, and his “Complete Angler" is still
read as authority on angling, and with unfailing interest.
Sir Walter Scott, in “Guy Mannering,” and in “Red Gauutlett,” delineates the sport and excitement attendant upon
salmon fishing in the fruitful rivers of Scotland—the “land
of the mountain and the flood," where angling is cherish¬
ed as the most agreeable of all pastimes. Sir Walter was
a worthy, as well as skillful disciple of the rod. ProfWilson, who is better known as “Christopher North," was
passionately fond of angling, and his daughter, Mrs, Gor¬
don, in her Memoirs of her Father, has collected many
anecdotes illustrative of his well-known Bkill with the rod.
The Prof, not only, but many of his cotemporaries, were
eminently skilled in (his “the contemplative man’s pastime.”
Nearly all the members of that celebrated “Literary Club,”
whose sittings are so graphically described by Mr. McKen¬
zie in his volumDs, entitled “Ambrosial Night."
We might mention the names of a brigade of American
anglerB, who will rank with those of auy country, in mak¬
ing successful casts; and the number is increasing, who
believe in rational pastimes—to relieve an over worked
body, and an over -tasked brain. The salmon the world
over, is sought by anglers. Angling, were the world de¬
prived of this regal inhabitant of the crystal streams would
become a lost art; and the fraternity would all become re¬
tired, melancholic, and morose dyspeptics—unless some
new fish could take the place of the salmon, or some new
and equally enchanting recreation could be invented. The
eminent and laborious naturalist, Liumeus, first described
this fish, aud bestowed the stocking, buL true and natural
cognomen, Salmo salar, upon it. • The term salmo is its
generic name, and is applied to all of the species so far
described, while salar, is its descriptive title, and is derived
from the Latin verb salar, to leap, which is so significant of
its propensity to ascend the swiftest streams, aud even leap
mill-dams of moderate height,
Caneir, subsequently,
though endorsing a portion of the Linntean system, gave
the world a classification of fishes and a normenclature so
rich, so expressive and true to nature, (the latter feature
should constitute the basis of all classifications in natural
history,) that it must absolutely stand as the dictum of the
scientific world for ages to come. Bonaparte, the eminent
and indafalignble French naturalist, farther enriched the
nomenclature of natural history, by suffixing to the generic
terms the patronymic idea, which when appended to salmon
gives us salmonidm, or to Genus the stag, ccmidim. This
leature of grouping has wonderfully abridged the lubor
of descriptions in the study of the most interesting field of
natural science—Ichthyology. The salmon, the burden of
our thoughts, and it is a theme worthy of abler pens—is ilie
most distinguished of all the beautiful denizens of lhe im¬
mense water area of the globe. Of all the grand combi¬
nation of fish elicks, the salmon stands at the head, and
may be considered the dele of the great body social, of the
ocean. Its migratory habits, the instinctive trail that im¬
pels it to return annually to the fresh water shingly beds,
to perform the functions of reproduction, gives it a high
value for artificial culture, and great economic and com¬
mercial significance as a food fisli. This species lias such
marked family traits, such uniform characteristics, and in
cemparison with other species, such plain distinctions of
bodily form, bb to be easily recognized by persons having
even a superficial knowledge of ichthyology. Its natural

life from infancy to adulthood, has been scrupulously di¬
vided by naturalist into parr-life, smolt-life, grilse-life, and
the adult salmon. If any revision were applicable, it is
suggested then one more division is necessary if not nat¬
ural with all. From the time the wco fish merges from
the shell it is encumbered for forty days with the yolk
sack, and conscious of its impediment, and that it is but
half hatched, it should be called a hatching until complete
absorption takes place, of the yolk sack, then the parr un¬
til tile scales are developed, then lhe smalt, then the appli¬
cation of grilse to the vergin fish-eater.
In further describing this species, in the apamenus or fe¬
males, the ovaries are "formed of closed sacs without nverducts; the eggs upon leaving the ovaries fall directly into
the abdominal cavity, (a septern dividingthisportion oT the
abdomen from the abdomen traper,) from which they find
an exit through the post-anal opertuse, provided for their
egress. In the same manner the milters, or males, are pro¬
vided with melt TeceptacleB, which is, by a wise provision,
only ripe when the spawn is sufficiently ripe for emission.
It is well known even to those who have hut a slight know¬
ledge of natural history, that the impregnation of fish-ova
is purely an extraneous act. The spawning nests are labor¬
iously scooped out with the snouts, and the ova are exliuded into those nests, while the male emits upon them
the melt; after spawning is over Lhe nest are covered, and
the eggs hatch out in from ninety to one hundred and
twenty days. According to repeated calculations of pisci¬
culturist the female salmon will produce one thousand eggs
for every pound in weight. Thus a twenty-five pound sal¬
mon will produce twenty-five thousand eggs. As a rule
fish are oviparous. There is a fish called the blenny, (btennius occellanus), Baird, which is viviparous; the young of
which are so perfect at birth as to be able to swim about
with great ease. The skate fishes, (Grain chagrinm), arc all
viviparous. The Ditrema argentea, of South America, is
also known to bring forth its young alive. The ancients
had a singular notion regarding the fruitifying of fish eggs.
Herodotus, good authority in some matters, but very
doubtful in many of his atttempts to account for naturtd
phenomena, says, in reference to fishes of the Nile. “When
the desire of engendering comes upon them they swim out
in shoals to the sea; the males lead the way, scattering the
sperm, and llie females following swallow it and are thus
impregnated.” The learned Greek (?) only stated a myth
as lie generally did. In this connection it is proper to con¬
sider the question of the food of the salmon, and where it
is obtained.
Long ago a hypothesis was originated that migratory
salmon visited the North Pole; but their speedy return—
their very short duration in the sail water, completely upset
this theory of feeding and fallowing in the Polar Seas.
Hundreds of salmon have been dissected in order to ascer¬
tain what they feed upon; but only in extremely rare in¬
stances could any traces of food be found in their maws.
What then do salmon subsist upon ? Every person versed in
the habits of the salmon, knows that during its infantile
life, as a hatchling, parr, or smelt, its food is that which is
provided by nature aud which fresh water yields to fresh
water fishes of all kinds. But. when the migratory life
begins, the sea and the sea only, furnishes food for this
species, as far as research has yet determined. The sea
yields some kinds of food, for which they have a peculiar
fondness, for they become ten and fifteen pound fish in an
incredible short space of time, and after their return to
fresh water they begin to loose their flesh, and fall off in
condition. Reasoning from a physiological stand point,
the rapid growth of the fish argues u powerful and an ex¬
ceedingly rapid digestion, or the food obtained is very
easily assimulated. It has been assorted that as soon as
salmon are caught they instantly cast up their food. If
this feature is as common in connection with the salmon
as claimed, the fact would have long since have been es¬
tablished, and Lite subject ceased to be agitated. This is
untrue. Dr. A. C. Hamlin, a gentleman even with the age
in piscicultural knowledge, has examined hundreds of
salmon in the Bangor fish-murket, and his careful efforts
revealed no traces of food, except in a single instance, in
which two small fishes were discovered. Thousands of
salmon have been dissected with a view of discovering
what kind of food they fed upon, with like results. Dur¬
ing 1874, the Packing Company of J. W. A Vincent Cook,
on the Columbia River, examined eighty thousand salmon,
and only three had anything in their stomachs, and they
had the appearance of having just left salt water. Does
not this experiment set this question at rent forever?
There is every evidence that salmon feed and fallow in
the sea, while there is no assurance whatever that they
feed in fresh water. The rapidity with which (hey fat¬
ten, the ease which they acquire an excessive amount of
adipose matter argues that the sea and the sea only is tlieir
great magazine of food; and that the fresh water is ex¬
hausting and debilitatiug to them; and even though they
fulfill the law of their instincts by ascending fresh water
to deposit tlieir spawn, it is unnatural and detrimental to
them. So much so, that many never reach the sea again,
aside from their spent and debilitated condition conse¬
quent upou spawning and moiling. It is a physiological
law in connection with many animals, and probably the
salmon may be included, that when and where food is
abundant and excellent they become excessively fat; lay¬
ing up a store against a natural contingency, that they may
draw from those adipose deposits to maintain the vital
functions, while food is impossible of attainment, or cir¬
cumstances preclude the use of it. We might mention in¬
stances highly opposite, but any furthef discussion of this
question is unnecessary. Jt is 1I10 complaint of old fisher¬
men that salmon do not attain the great weight now they
did twenty years ago; that they used to he found upon
market tables weighing forty to sixty pounds, while those
weighing only twelve to fifleeu pounds are now caught
and exposed for sale. The only solution needed in this
case is, that the waters they inhabit are so thoroughly and
persistently fished that none escape to attain the goodly
size of olden time. In connection with the fisheries of
Scotland, England, and Ireland, the same regrets are ex¬
pressed, aud the same causes are in operation; but arti¬
ficial culture is now adding largely to their rentals, for
tlieir products are annually, and very perceptibly increas¬
ing. Some of the English pisciculturists aver that salmon,
as migrants, make two voyages to the sea each year. The
Rev. Duguld Williamson has written a pamphlet in sup¬
port of this theory, in which he entertains no doubt of u
double journey. He says: "Salmon migrate twice in the
course of each year, and the instinct which drives them
from the sea in summer impels them to the sea in spring.
Let the vernal direction of the propensity be opposed, let
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a salmon be seized as it descends, and be confined in a
fresh, water pond or lake, and what is its fate? Before
preparing to qnit, the river it had suffered severely in
strength, bulk, and general health, and, imprisoned in an
atmosphere which had become unwholesome, it soon
begins to languish, and in the course of the season expires.
The experiment has been tried and the result is well known.
This being an ascertained and unquestionable fact, is it a
violent or unfair inference that a similar result obtains in
the case of those salmon that are forced back, from what¬
ever cause, to the sea, that the salt water element is as
fatal to the gravid fish of the autumn as the fresh water
element is to the spent fish in spring?” If there is any
truth in the assertions of this advocate of double journeys
to the sea, they suggest the strongest possible reasons for
the removal of all obstructions of rivers that the salmon
may have free course in the fulfillment of its powerful
and uueoutrolahle instincts.
The JSalmoniclai are not exempt from troublesome para¬
sites, diseases, or sweeping epidemics. Indeed, such is the
common lot of all animated nature from monad to man.
Besides minute creatures, quite microscopic in character,
which make a lodgment in their viscera, various parasites
fix themselves beneath their scales, in the mouth, iu the in¬
testinal canal, and upon the gills.
Salmon and trout,
as well as other fresli water fish, are preyed upon by differ¬
ent species of pediculi, and as some of these parasites can¬
not live in salt water, it lias beeu supposed that to lid them¬
selves of these annoying pests, impel salmon to migrate to
the sea as a means of relief, more especially from the an¬
noyance of the tour nos salmonea, which always locates upon
the branehia, or gills. The trout lODge, toarnm truths, is
also not unknown to trout fislies. The abrasion of the
scales to any extent usually ends fatally, hence, great cau¬
tion should be had in handling spawnersand milters during
the breeding season. All fislies are avacorous, or egg devourers, aud hence, naturally hinder with thousands of
other enemies their multiplication. Aquatic fowls, ducks
aud geese, delight in the roe of fishes, and their repeated
divings in shallow places, or marshes, indicate too plainly
the industrious application of their instincts iu feeding
upon the newly deposited ova of different kinds of fishes.
The so-called “water lizard,” (menobrmchus lateralis, Say),
is a great devourer of trout aud whitefish spawn.
It is estimated, on good authority, that these lizards con¬
sume the entire spawn ot a tish iu a day or two; and as an
evidence of their numbers, aud their destructive work,
hundreds during the spawning of ttie whitefish are caught,
full to repletion of newly deposited ova. The whitefish
has other destructive enemies, a Leama, and an annelid, t he
Ichthyobdella punctata. The former is armed with a welisliaped sucker, which it buries in the epedermal sheath of
the scales. The latter is a leech, three-fourths of an inch
long, of a grayish while color, with tesselated markingsThese leeches, during the month of April, cover the fislies
of all species, and the nets; they were found gorged with
blood attached to the gills of fish, as well as their bodies;
the latter region would seem difficult to bleed, but their
power ot' suction seemed adequate to fill them full of
blood. In further consideration of the Salmonidm, iu con¬
nection with their natural history, they belong to the order
of Abdominal malacopteri, soft-Tayed fishes, in which the
vertical fins are attached to ttie parietes or walls of the ab¬
domen. In tltis species, tbe upper arcade of the mouth
(upper jaw) is formed anteriorly by the prc-maxillar (inter
maxillarids) and laterally by the maxillaries, the number
and arrangement ot the teeth vary according to the genera.
The head is covered with a scaleless integument, while the
body is always covered with scales. There is always pre¬
sent a rudimentary, or an adipose fin, between the dorsal
and caudal fins, which constitutes a diagnostic mark of
every species, down the scale of consanguinity to Hie re¬
motest of the blood relation, These are present in all
pseudo-bracliia, or accessory gills. The intestinal canal is
short, with numerous canal appendages, running all the
way from fort}’ to seventy, a stiange disparagement which
has some significance in relation to ingesta, of a developed
form. The air-bladder is large and simple in its anatomi¬
cal construction. In the following descriptions, onlv the
typical species will be taken into account, viz., the 8almo
ealar and Sabno quinnat of the Atlantic and Pacific Slopes;
the Bahru, namuyamh of the Great Northern Lakes; the
Sulmo fontinalis of tbe mountain streams; the thymalli of
North America and Europe, aud the corregoni of our
country and the Dominion.
Hybrid Sai.monid.e -—On February 22d I took a run do wn
to Caledonia, to see what my old friend Monroe Green was
about, and found many changes since my visit of last year.
The troughs and interior arrangements have all been turn¬
ed around, the filter box put out doors, which gives much
more room. A settling reservoir has been buit in the creek
above the dam whore only what water is needed for the
h6uBe flows through, I saw those hybrids that Seth spoke
of at the meeting of the Fish Cullurista’ Association, only
four were hatched aud the remaining eggs looked well.
What appeared singular, was the shape of the sac. Every
one that has hatched salmon and trout can tell the differ¬
ence between them by the appearance of the umbilicus,
and for the benefit of those interested who have not had
the pleasure of observing this, I will say, the sac of the
trout approaches the globular form more nearly than that
of the salmon. The former might be described as ovateOblong,, and tbe latter as ovate-cylindraceous, or to make
it clearer, the sac of the salmon has a projection on the
end, perhaps one-third its length. Now, these hybrids are
from the eggs of brook trout impregnated by milt from
the quinnat salmon, and as the yolk of the egg forms the
Bac it strikes one as very remarkable that these fish have a
salmon sac. As there were but four hatched out of many
thousand eggs, it is possible that when the whole lot come
out there "may he differences in this respect. Mr. Green
will probably watch the growth of these fish with interest,
and when mature we will all want to take a look at them
. to observe the exact size and location of the bar sinister,
which, if we cannot find, we will appeal to Prof. Gill.
The work at this house increases every year, and if the
filters had not been put out.doors thet e would;not be nearly
room enough. They have from one million to twelve hun¬
dred thousand brook trout, and three million lake trout,
many of the latter have been put in shad boxes in the
Stream for want of room, Of white-fish, they have hatch¬

ed about 100,000 at the house and sent 100,000 to Geneva
Lake, and 140,000 to Seneca Lake. I have been in many
fancier and better looking hatching-houses, but for good
work, and plenty of it, the New York house is ahead.
Fred. Mather.
■-
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THE CULTURE OF CARP.
It is known to many of our readers that the United
States Fish Commission has commenced measures on a
large scale for the introduction of caTp into appropriate
waters, find that over a hundred of these fish, in good con¬
dition are now in charge of the Maryland Fish Commis¬
sion at Druid Hill Park iu Baltimore. We have reason to
hope that this experiment will he a success, and that be¬
fore many years the carp will occupy the same position as
a domesticated fish in the United States that it now does
iu Germany and elsewhere in Europe. To give an illustra¬
tion of the success of an experiment made in 1872 in this
same direction by Mr. Poppe, we print a circular recently
issued by that gentleman:—
SoBOMA, Cal., Feb. 13 th, 1876.
Deab Sin:—
I would respectfully- call your attention to a possible, bnt, ae yet, un¬
developed source of profit to farmers in the United States, Viz: carp rais¬
ing. In Germany thousands of pounds of this favorite fish arc raised
and sold every year. The farmers there who are engaged in pisciculture
have from five to seveu ponds. The smallest is the breeding pond, from
which the others are stocked. Tko contents of one pond are sold every
year, Numbers of ttie fish are floated down the rivers and canals inlarge boxes pierced with holes, through which the water passes in and
out, thus delivering the carp to the consnmcr Blive and fresh. They are
a fish that need hut little attention, are hardy, prolific, and do excellent¬
ly well on this continent. Their food may consist of wheat, barley,
com, peas, bran, blood, sonr milk, or In fact almost anything. When
well red they will grow one inch per week for the first two at three
mouths, after which they will grow slower in length, but increase rap¬
idly in weight. It will not do to breed them in ponds where any game
fish are kept, as they will eat the young carp.
In speaking of the growth and increase of these fish, I probably can
not do belter than to give my individual experience. I arrived here di¬
rect from Reinreldt, Holstein, in August, 1873, with five small carp, six
inches long. The fish were in a very precarious condition, one dying as
I placed it in the water, In the following May the original carp bad
grown to sixteen inches iu length, and the young fish numbered over
three thousand. Every fish that I can possibly send to market here sells
readily at one dollar per pound. Farmers who have natural facilities
ou their places for making ponds, and who have access to canals or riv¬
ers communicating with large cities, can greatly increase their income
with but small trouble and expense. There ought to be one person in
every county who would raise choice carp as stock fish to sell to others
to fatten for their own tables. It would be a cheap but sumptuous food,
and at the same time vory convenient, as they are ready to be eaten at
all times of the year.
Being desirous of thoroughly acclimatizing the carp to this conntry,
and thereby adding a new channel of gain to fanners, I will Block the
ponds of any peraou who has a suitable place. Tor raising and selling
these fish, on shares. Or, ir enough are ordered to pay the expenses of
chartering a fish-car, I will deliver the carp along the linb of the railroad
from Sau Francisco to New York. My price in California is five dollars
per fish to pisciculturists, aud one dollar per pound to consomers.
J. A. Poi-ra,
Sonoma, Sonoma county, Cal.

SETH GREEN ON TROUT RAISING.

#

Rochester, N. Y„ Feb. 38th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Many articlesliuvo been written on trout culture. They tell you that
all that is necessary to raise trout is to have plenty of pure water. That
is true, if you do not wish to raise but a few dsh—just a9 many as there
is natural food for in your pond. But if yon have many breeding trout
it is necessary to get the food very near the pond and cheap. They ore
great feeders, and no man can make a success in raising many tront, un¬
less he has tbeir food near at hand, and can get it nearly free of cost.
Many people have written me on the subject, who live several miles from
villages and railroads, and many that live many miles in the wilderness.
My answer has always been to them that they would fail if they under¬
took it. Several States have State hatching-houses, and many more will
be built, and some of the commissioners ask my advice, and the answer
I give them is, to locate their house wlrere they can get pure water, and
at tho nearest point to get the breeding fish, and where they can get
plenty of cheap food for the fish.
Seth Green.

l^oodUmd, stfinrm and (garden.
Transporting Grapes.—The

experiment of transport¬
ing grapes from California by a refrigerated can, on the
Union Pacific Railroad, was completely successful, A fanblower attached to the wheels forces a current of air
through a mass of broken ice reducing the temperature to
3!5o to 45°, preserving the fruit perfectly. We have scon
grapes preserved in this way in a fruit preserving house
iu this city for an entire year, and apples three years, but
peaches could not be preserved.
Oranges.—The oiauge lias beeu found to be a tonic and
remedy for many diseases, rheumatism, dyspepsia, com¬
plaints of the liver, and hundreds of other disorders, it
vies with all the mineral waters and famous springs fre¬
quented in different parts of the world.

The Eucalyptus Globulus.—The experiment of plant¬
ing this tree in the unhealthy Campagna of Rome with the
object of destroying the influence of the miasmatic exha¬
lations from the ground has been tried for several years,
particularly in the locality of the Monastery of St. Paul
Trois Fontaines, where a priest named Gildas has had the
plants nnder cultivation, In some communications ad¬
dressed to the Societe d’Acclimatation de Paris, M. Giidas
stales that the trees have tliriven; and that he believes they
have given indications of their power in arresting disease,
though as yet they are not sufficiently numerous to produce
much effect. The most important statement made by him,
however, is that a decoction made from the leaves of the
tree possesses valuable properties in cases of fever, and
that many persons have been cured of that disease by
drinking the “elixir," which is also a preventive of fever.
The value of the tree has not been unknown in England,
as several medical men have for some years used prepara¬
tions of Eucalyptys in various forms.—The Colonies

Special Prises at tiie Centennial .—The only prizes
offered by the Centennial authorities consist of medals and
diplomas. In a recent letter to the President of the Penn¬
sylvania Agricultural Society, Mr. Lnndreth, Chief of the
Agricultural Bureau, makes some excellent suggestions as
to the offering a series of special prizes by agricultural so¬
cieties, poultry associations, etc., whereby a more active
competition could he stimulated.
The following, wo
learn, have been already offered:—
“The Jersey Cattle Club will pay to the exhibitor of
the best herd of cattle of that breed, one thousand dol¬
lars.
The Produce Exchange, of Philadelphia, will pay to the
exhibitor of the best cheese, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Boris will pay two hundred dollars
for the best display of potatoes iu pecks.
Messrs. D. Lan Jreth <fc Sons will pay one hundred dol¬
lars for the best display of vegetables at a stated period.
Messrs. Henderson & Sons will pay one hundred dollars
for the best display of tomatoes at a slated period, also
fifty dollars for the best essay on the cultivation of tho
cauliflower.
Mr. Laodreth will pay seventy-five dollars for the best
essay on the subject of “Foresty.”
The Pennsylvania Agricultural Society proposes to dis¬
tribute one thousand dollars iu special prizes."

--

—It has become quite well established that sunflowers
are disinfectants, and that they are n preventive of mias¬
matic fevers. A gentleman living on the banks of the
Scheldt 1ms cultivated the sunflower extensively on his
property adjoining the river, and there has not been n
single case of miasmatic fever among bis tenants for years,
although tbe disease prevails to a large extent in the neigh¬
borhood. The sunflower in its growth absorbs a large
quantity of impure gases, feeding principally by its leaves.
It absorbs nitrogen more rapidly than any other plant, aud
evaporates as much as a quart of water a day.

--

—The following gentlemen have been elected officers of
the Queens County Agricultural Society for the present
year: President, Horatio S. Parke, Bay Side, L. I.; VicePresident, Oliver L. Jones, Cold Spring Harbor; Secretary,
Samuel Willets, Little Neck; Treasurer, Roswell Eldrtdge,
Hempstead; Directors, Ghas. D. Levericli, Newtown;
Richard Ingraham, Hempstead; Samuel M. Titus, Glcu
Cove, George P. Titus, Old Weslbury, Samuel Sayman,
Jamaica, David L- Van Nostraud, Little Neck. The so¬
ciety has now entered its thirty-fifth year, and entirely free
from any indebedness. Expenditures during the last yeav
exceeded fifteen thousand dollars.
Truffle Culture.—Large tracts of land in the south
of France, not hitherto planted, are being cultivated with
the kind of oak trees beneath which truflles are generally
found, and it Is expected lhat each acre of this land, lately
sold as low as £5, will yield a crop of truffles worth £20
a year. The experiment has been tried in the department
of the Vaucluse, and in the course of tire last twenty
years 150,000 acres, were absolutely unproductive, have
bet n planted and are yielding a rich return. The cost of
plantation, which is borne by the commune, does not ex¬
ceed 17s. per acre on hilly ground, and though rather
greater in the lowlands the crops are propertionately heav¬
ier. Acorns only are planted on tire hilly ground, but
saplings of five or six year’s growth, placed iu rows about
forty feet apart, are found to answer best in the lowlands.
The ground between llie rows is planted with vines, which,
after five or six years, repay the cost of plantation aud its
culture.—The CardenThe Sea Lions.—Seth Green thus expresses himself in
his own quaint way, in a letter to a friend regarding the
proposed slaughter of the sea-lions now infesting the
vicinity of San Francisco harbor: “I see by the papers
that your legislators have or are about to pass an act for
tbe destruction of all the sea lions that inhabit the rocks
at the mouth of Snn Francisco Bay. My opinion is, it
would be a shame to kill them. The whole of them do
not destroy as many fish as one Chinaman, and if they are
all killed you will never see any mere on those rocks. If
there are too manjr employ some honest- citizen to kill a
certain number; but do not destroy the whom of that
interesting family of sea-lions. IE you do you will never
be sorry but once, and that will be the remainder of your
lives.” .
Washing Flannels and Linens.—To whitcu flannel,
made yellow by age, dissolve one aud a half pounds white
soap in fifty pounds soft water, and also I wo-third ounces
spirits aramouia. Immerse the flannel, stir well around for
a short time, and wash in pure water. When black or navy
blue linens are Washed, soap should not be used. Take in¬
stead two potatoes grated into tepid soft water (after hav¬
ing them washed and peeled), into which a tenspoonful of
ammonia has been put.
Wash the linens with this, and
rinse them in cold bine water. They will need no starch,
and should be dried and ironed od the wrong side. An in¬
fusion of hay will keep the natural color in buff linens, and
an infusion of bran will do the same for brown linens find
prints.—Scientific American.
Cattle Killed by Rifle Bullets.—A singular case
of lead poisoninghasoccurred on afield in Scotland, which
adjoins a rifle range. Four cows which pastured in the
field died, and on searching for the cause a quantity of
spent bullets from the rifle range were tound in their
stomachs. As rifle shooting is now becoming popular and
frequent in this country, those farmers whose cattlo graze
upon or near tbe ranges should exercise caution.—JSn.

—A now industry— that of drying eggs—lias been set. on
foot at Passau, on the Danube, and the Prussian military
authorities are about to give the product a trial for soldiers’
rations. The London hews says several German chemists
are very sanguineus lo the success of the experiment, unci
they pronounce dried eggs to have lost none of their valu¬
able properties by the gradual evaporation of the water
contained by them in the original state.
—A Flat Rock milkman found a pickerel in his milk can
the other morning. His only wonder is that the cow that
swallowed it did not ohoko to death.
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List of dogs registered in the Kennel Register for week
ending March. 8lh, 1870:
SETTERS.
Mr. Sal tils’ Dash, Bess, Lilt III. Mr. n. N. Mann’s Duke, Count,
Dinks, Scot. Mr. Von Lengerko’s Jersey Boy. Mr. Delano's Doll,
Adonis, Diana, Blanch, Charm. Dr. ISllzey’s Flora, (laic Queen Mab).
Mr. J. N. Francis’ Norak. Mr, Lawrence’s Flip and Kate.
Pedigree Bbakes.—We have now ready for distribution
a Quantity of pedigree blanks, or forms, so arranged that
it is only necessary to write in the names of the dogs to
have the pedigree Teady for the printer. This will save us
all an immense amount of labor in preparing the “Regis¬
ter" for the press, and we shall feel obliged if gentlemen.
Who propose to register their dogs, and who have not
printed pedigrees, will use them. They cau be obtained
from this office without charge, more than a stamp for re¬
turn postage.

—Visitors to the Springfield Bench Show, to be held by
the Rod and Gun Club on April 2Clh and 27tb, will have
an opportunity of seeing Dr. Goldsmith's fine red Irish
dogs l’lunkctt, Carrie, and Nell, the bitches both with lit¬
ters of puppies by Plunkett. They will be entered for ex¬
hibition only, however, and not for competition. It will
he worth the trip t« Springfield to see this family alone.
—Dr. M. G. Ellzcy has renamed his puppy by Pride of
the Border, out of Kirby, formerly known as Queen Mab,
“Flora," a name which descends to her from the deceased
mother of the dog with which the Doctor proposes to mate
her. Flora is blue, black, and tan.
—Mr. L. H. Smith has sold his puppy Gloucester by
Leicester out of Dart, also a hitch puppy by Leicester out
of Victress. They go to California where sportsmen have
heard of the celebrated Field Trial Setters, and are going
to try them on the Pacific coast.
—Mr. Jessie Sherwood, of Edina, Mo., writes ub that his
setter bitch Beauty, out of Waddell’s Fannie, and the Col¬
burn dog Dash (mentioned in Fobesx and Stream of —
February, 1878,) is now visiting Mr. C. H. Turner’s Ted
Irish dog Eleho, at St. Louis, Mo. He was first winner at
Chicago show.
Boston Kennel Gossip.—Mr. George Linder’s fine hitch
May, recently purchased from A. C. Waddell, has visited
Mr. Luther Adam's Rock. In the way of Gordon’s, “pure
aud undefiled," our friend Mr. A. F. Copeland, having
purchased Mr. Jerome’s Shot, is likely to establish a ken¬
nel without a rival here, and not surpassed in England.
Shot is too well and favorably known to require notice,
but Noruh, Mr. Copeland’s splcudid brood bitch, having
already a grand reputation in England, both as a bench
and field winner, and as the dam of many noted dogs,
made her debut at Chicago, carrying off first prize in her
class, scoring ninety-seven points out of a possible 100.
The nearest approach to perfection attained in the entire
exhibition. She has moreover a first class pedigree. Of
this stock Mr. Copeland has with good reason “great ex¬
pectations.”
Under Grip.
Cooksing,—The Waterloo Cup, the great coursing meet¬
ing of Great Britain was decided at AUear, near Liverpool,
the usual ground, on the 16th, 17lh, and 18th February.
There were sixty-four subscribers at £25 each, the favor¬
ite, Honeymoon, was badly beaten in the fourth run by her
kennel companion Douald, a fourth season dog by Master
Burleigh, out of Phcenix, the property of Mr. R. M. Doug¬
las, of Dervock, Ireland.
On the night of the annual Waterloo dinner at Liver¬
pool, aud just before the sixty-four contestants were drawn
for the first round, a Mr. W. H. Clark, the famous York¬
shire breeder, bought Honeymoon, (the favorite), for 500
guineas, and two puppies out of every litter she may have,
lie also bought the English-bred bitch Weathergall, which
was beaten in the second round by Surprise, for 150 guineas.
Mr. Clark was not much alarmed by the defeat of Honey¬
moon, for immediately after he bet 200 against 4,000 that
she won next year’s cup (1877), and 500 even that she started
a better favorite than she did this year.

-

THE DACHSHUND.

We some time since printed a cut of a dachshund, which
we received from Fr von Invernois, editor of our German
contemporary, Der Waidmann. Many of our readers were
of the opinion that the dog whose portrait we presented
was not that of a dachshund at all. And certainly the
picture did not resemble the nimble little hounds in minalure such as were imported by Dr. Twaddell, of Phila¬
delphia, fxom the kennels of the Duke of Baden, and also
by other gentlemen. But as Fr von Invernois explains in
his letter below, there are two breeds called dachshunds,
the long and the short coated.
*

Leipzig, Prussia, Feb. 3d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of Deo. 23d, 1875,1 find a letter from your correspondent
from Bavaria, in which he says that the picture of a dachshund which
you got from us does not represent what they call in B .vnriu 11 “real
dachshund,” Althoagh I date my letter from Leipzig, where my paper
Is priuLcd, I live myself In Bavaria, and can assure yon that the horrid
ours which they cali “dachshunds” hero are nothing less than pretty and
useful. As a breeder of dachshunds since maay years, I kuow very well

what a dachshund Is. and yon can be assured that I would not have ta¬
ken a picturo of such a dog in Tlut Waidmann without knowing him to
be pure breed, tine, and genuine.
We have two kinds of dachshunds—oub with long hairs and bnBhy
tails; these are very rare, but by far the best; the other with short hairs.
Of these there arc only two. First, the regular black with spots over
the eyes and on the legs, of a brown color, resembling the rust of iron,
(white throat). Second, the quite brown ones. Other colors are not cor¬
rect. Of both dachshunds—with long, and those with short hair—there
are again some with straight and some with bended legs. The does
with straight legs are said to be better. I prefer the other ones. The
dog of Lieutenant von A,, of the First Regiment of the Guards, of
which you brought out a picture, is one of the beat dachshunds that ever
existed. He belongs to the dogs with long hair, brown color, and
straight legs, and your Bavarian correspondent must not have seen many
dachshunds if he Bays hois not genuine.
What they call in Bavaria “dachshunds” are the most disgusting dogs
1 know of. Since the let of January I have killed two and wonnded
three, and I pay to every one of my game keepers who shoots one, two
thalers for the tall, which he mast bring as a token that he shot him.
Every peasant here has one or two of these abominable curs, which
follow them when plowing and driving, and which, as soon as they get
on the track of a roebuck, deer, or hare, chase him, making "pif paf !
pif paf 1” all through the wood, and so disturbing the game. These
beasts! (the noble name dog is too good for them) spoil the shooting
grounds so much that I, tot instance, have on my five different remen
(shooting grounds) not more than about seven or eight coveys of par¬
tridges, and altogether I have the hunting on over 46,000 Prussian chargen— deer, roebucks, and chamois arc abundant, nevertheless. What
they call here dachshunds arc ns far distant from a good dachshund us
a donkey from a Glaiiateur, Leolinus, Blue-Sown, or any pretty good
thoroughbred horse, They arc too large and high, show marks from all
kinds of dogs, butcher-dogs, poodles, rat-catchers, etc., with which
their mothers have been in love; do not go in the burrow of u fox (the
only thing for which ono ought to use a dachshund), have no obedience,
and are only fit for disturbing the game, and making “pif paf!” behind a
poor roebuck, and to hunt him until Uc is almost dead. For these curs
the best thing is a good portion of shot. If your correspondent ffnds
them good, it is his taste, aud tie gustibus non esl disputandurn.
Fn. VON Ivebnois,
Redacteur des Waidmann.
--

bolding bis month shut for two or three seconds to make him swallow
ail he could of the salt, lu a few' minutes the dog commenced to vomit
a white, stringy, membraneous substance, and in three days the dog was
perfectly well. I have tried the remedy on three dogs, and each lime
with success. The last dog treated I gave a second dose at an Interval of
two days. I believe that salt will prove efficacious only in the first sta¬
ges of the disease. 1 have never seeu it tried after the dog began to run
at the nose and eyes.
K.

A

GOOD

POINT.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feh. 28th,'876.
Editor Forest and Stream
Having read in your columns lately of the exploits of pointers aud
setters, I cannot refrain from relating one which came under my own ob¬
servation:—
Last season, while hunting in Butler county, this Slale, I scut my
bitch (Dell) into a stuhhle-fleld, where, after making the circuit and
ranging for a short lime, she winded the. birds, and commenced sleadily
drawing on them, when suddenly she came to a fine staunch point. On
going up to her and beating the ground, I could raise nothing, but no¬
ticing that she held her head very high, with nose well up, and pointing in
the air, 1 glanced in the same direction, w'hen, on a crab tree some thirty
or forty yards distant, I discovered three quail sitting on a limb, twenty
feet from tho ground. No other birds were near, and these had evi¬
dently been suddenly fiushed hy some animal and taken to the tree, us
they often do.
I think this feat worthy of record, and in justice to the bitch hope you
will give it a place in yonr interesting paper, Dell is the property or
Mr. Kramer, aud is one of the finest dogs In (he country, and had not
her early education been neglected, she would ere this have made her
murk in the various bench shows. She is an Irish setter, possessed of
all the ponds of that magnificent breed, even to “Nimrod’s” stuiulard
of color—red,
IrV. G. H.
Kenned Produce.—'The line red Irish bitch Nell, by Scott Rodman's
Dash, owned by A. J. lluyler. Esq., of Tonally, N. J,, gave birth on
the 29th ult., to ten puppies, six dogs and four gyps, by Mr. A. Bliven'
Jack.

Yachting and §aating.

COLORS OF THE IRISH SETTER.
New Yokic, February 28th, 1871.
Editor Forest and Stream;—
In your issue of Feb. 24th I noticed an article on the "Colors of the
Irish Settor" by your correspondent “Nimrod,” in which he states (if
I understand his article correctly) that the Irish setter must be blood
red or red and white, and gives Idstone and Stonehenge as authorities,
and also adds that no recognized authorities can be found giving colors
other than the above, in which I beg to differ with him, as I will present¬
ly Bhow. Stonehenge distinctly states, in addition to the blood red and
red and while, that there are good Irish setters nearly white, black-tan,
or Intimately crossed with black-tan, in the latter case showiugthe dis¬
tinctive marks of the cross in the “black tipping of the coat, which Irish
judges consider a very great fault in co’or; but this last sentence only
applies to the last mentioned’’—Stonehenge’s “Dogs of the British
Islands," vol ii. Another authority says: "They are not esteemed (which
means, substantially, that they are not so much admired) unless their
color is a deep chestnut and white, or all red,” bat it does not say that
they are not pure if they are other than the above colors.—Thorn¬
hill, 1804. Another authority says: "The Irish Setter ispisnally of a dun
or yellow color, and a very superior breed of these dogs were owned by
Sir John Blundiu, Bart, of Castle Blundln, County Kilkenny’’—Richard¬
son, 1845. Youatt, at page 91, says that “they may also he lemon color,
or red patched with deep chestnut."—Youatt, 1841. And still unother
says that “they may be of two shades of red, one a kind of chestnut,
and tlie other one nearly black,” which is, to my thinking, not blood red
nor mahogany.—Meyrick, 1801, I will add one more authority from an
old work: "The Irish insist their’s are the true English spaniel; the
Welch contend tbeir’s are the aborigines. But whatever mixtures have
been made • since, there were, fifty years ago, two distinct tribes the
black-tanned and the orange, or the lemon aud white.”—Symond’s Suf¬
folk Sportsman, 1739.
Your correspondent also states "that because they arc born in Ireland
it does not make them Dish setters,” aud I would add because they are
blood red or red white, born In and imported from Ireland, it does not
follow that they are the pure article; and in proof of which I will men¬
tion a case; A short time since a gentleman imported a blood red Irish
setter from a celebrated kenuel ia Ireland. Upon his arrival in this
country he was pronounced the finest specimen of the above mentioned
breed that had, up to that time, been imported, the only objection being
that he was rather under sized. The owner of that dog is not aware, I
suppose, that not many years since a black dog from Scotland was in¬
troduced into the above mentioned kennel. Now, such being the case,
according to your correspondent's theory, the red pups of the litter
would be the pure article and the black ones would be entirely ignored.
Now, in regard to the English dog shows, dogs are entered lu a class
where they have no claim. We will take the Irish setter class, for iustance. Dr. Goldsmith’s red setter bitch Carrie took first prize at Crys¬
tal Palace, 1872 and second prize at Birmingham same year; pedigree,
by Prince, a pure Laverack, out of Cora; she by Bob, out of Lily. An¬
other case: Ben II by Ben I (pedigree unknown, but of a supposed pure
strain) out of Beauty (which is a black and tan) took fourth prize, Glas¬
gow, 1871. I could mention others, but I think the above snflicieul to
show that, because a dog is blood red, and entered, aud takes a prize in
the Irish class, he is far from being an Irish Better. I have no doubt
but what the Irish setter as pure as uny one would wish can he found;
but I doubt if they can be purchased, being held hy old families, who
will not allow the breed to go out of their hands.
1 havo a letter before me as I write, from an Irish gentlemau, who, in
speaking of tho Irish setters, uses the following language: ”1 liuve the
Irish setter in its parity, having been in my family for over one hundred
years, but they are not for sale, and are not allowed to go out of my
family."
in condnsion, Messrs. Editors, allow me to say that very many of the
red setters imported to this country, aud called the pure Irish setter, if
traced back, some other than Irish blood would be discovered. 1 do not
wish to be understood as condemning the breed, as they have always
been my favorires, and the blood red my favorite Color; still, 1 cannot
but believe but what they are of other colors than blood red, aud
red aud white. Trusting yon will pardoa mo for taking up so much of
your valuable space, I remain,
Warwick.

SALT

FOR

DISTEMPER.

Batfieud, Wis., Feb. 21st, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 have seen many remedies suggested in yonr paper for the cure of
distemper in dogs, but I have never seeu that common Hue table salt has
ever been tried. My first experiment with salt was tried upon a fine
bloodod setter pup, less than a year old, That peculiar straightening
out of the head aud neck, and sneezing many times in succession, plain¬
ly indicated to ms that the dog was in the first stages of distemper.
Having lost an old dog with the same disease a few years before, made
me very anxious about this one, and after much thought and many in¬
quiries to find a remedy I had not tried, some rnuiid suggested thru, salt
might he good to rnako turn vomit, and lliul vomiting might give relief
to the dog. Knowing that salt could ilouu harm, ir it did no good, 1 ad¬
ministered the salt to the dog by holding his head up and month open,
and dropping a small haudfuj as far don « his throat as possible, then
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—The Yacht Vesta, which sailed recently from New
Bedford with her owner, Mr. 6. M. Mills and a party of
friends oh board, has arrived at Queenstown after a pas¬
sage of seventeen days, en route for the Mediterranean.
Ice Boat Regatta.—A regalia for ice boats took place
on the Toronto bay on Saturday fortnight, under the
auspices of the Toronta Rowing Club. The prize offered
was a cup. There were six entries. The course was laid
out in the shape of a triangle, the starting point being
opposite the foot of Scott street, and the boajs had to
traverse the ice outside of flags four times, the distance
being about twenty-five miles. The Snowdrop, (.’apt.
Lundv, arrived at the winning flag first, Meteor, Cnpt.
Ellis,"second, there beiDg about, one hundred yards dis¬
tance between them. Winning time, 37m. 37sec.—Centsdian Gentleman's Journal.
Harlem Regatta Association.—This association held
its annual meeting ou Monday evening, at the Knicker¬
bocker Cottage, Mr. Meeker, the President, in the chair.
After receiving the Treasurers report an election of officers
was held, resulting as follows: Execulive Board, F. G.
Brown, of tire Nassau Club; G. L. Reves, of the New
York; C. G. Peters, of the Stock Exchange; M. Free¬
born, of the Dauntless; H G. Meeker, of the Athletic;
Richard Neville, of tho Nautilus; H. M. Knapp, of the
Harlem. President, P. G. Brown, of the Nassau; VicePresident, II. M. Knapp, of the Harlem; Secretary aud
Treasurer, C. G. Peters, of the Stock Exchange. The
question of extending financial aid to the Centennial Re¬
gatta was brought up by Mr. Meeker, and, upoo motion,
delegates were requested to present the matter to their
several clubs. It being represented that the New York
Athletic Club, winners of the last four-oared regatta, had
not received the emblematic flags, by reason of a deficiency
in the treasury, it was voted that llie clubs bu requested 10
pay up their assessments, and that as soon as their is money
enough in the treasury llie flags shall be purchased.
Columbia Boat Club.—The fifth annual meeting of the
Columbia Boat Club occurred at their rooms Saturday
evenimr. There was a large attendance of members, and
the election of officers was spirited. The following ticket
was carried: President, Wni. Chapman; Vice-President,
Herber Seymour; Secretary, J. S. Stokes; Treasurer, H.
H, Leland; Captain, Pred L. Deavens; Lieutenant, Wm.
Bruff. The several reports of the officers showed a gratify¬
ing improvement in the condition of the Club, both
financially and as a rowing organization. The Committee
on Repairs were authorized to make needed alterations ia
the Club property, and a Committee was appointed to take
into consideration the leasing of a more advantageous
waterfront. A communication from the Schuylkill Navy
was read inviting the Club to participate in llie Centennial
Regatta. Declined with thanks.
_Two of the leading professional clubB of Boston—the
City Point and the Boston—are anxious lo have the honor
of representing the State at the Centennial Regatta, und in
order to settle the question of superiority have agreed to
test their relative merits in two races—the first, in gunwalerigged fours, to he pulled on the 17th of May; the second,
in shells, fours, on the 24th of June.
The City Point crew arc a powerful set of hard workers,
invariably victorious when pulling in gunwale-rigged boats.
The four will be the same which has represented the club for
several seasons, aud no change will be made in their posi¬
tions.
They are sealed as follows:—Bow, Scanlin; 3,
Wiggle; 3, Landry; stroke, W. J. Higgins (Captain). The
Boston crew is the well-known Faulkner-Rcagan four,
which beat tho Biglin-EIiot crew last summer, and has won
llie Fourth of July shell race for the last three years.
This is their make up:—Bow, George Faulkner (Captuiu);
3, McGakey; 3, Mahoney; stroke, I’. Reagan.

FOREST AND STREAM.
The English University Race.—Tbe Pall MaU Gazette
says-. T)ic four requisites for excellence in a university
tsftjiit on the day of tho boat race are, strength, style, con¬
dition, and uniformity. As to tbe composition of the two
crews: Oxford have six of their old oars in tbe boat. All
of these have naturally thickened and filled out a little
since last season, and may be expected to average a few
pounds heavier per man than they did last Easter. Cam¬
bridge, on the Other hand, have only one old oar rowing,
namely, W- Close. This in itself need not be a bad sign.
When Oxford won last year they had only two obi oafs,
and in IS til they had only one veteran. The crews as at
present arranged stand as follows;—
OXFORD.

I

CAM mu no K.
No. Name.
Pounds. No. Name.
lJoU)l(l&.
It SV. li- Burne, lveble.154m. P. W. Brauckert Jesus..101
2. l'\ K. fiercer,Corpus Christie.l6J|2. A. C. Dicker, Ltidy Margaret . 170
H. JL Marriott, Brasenose—171,3, T. W. Lewis, Caine.Iflfi
l d.M. Boimteud, University. .178 4. T. E. Ilockin, Jesus-.171
3. A. M. MichifiOti, Pembroke. J8ft 5. L. G. Pike, Cains...173
•). li. J. SLayiicr, iat. John’s.175 «. C\ Gordon. Jesus.171
r. J. E. Baukes,University.166,7. W. 13. Close,First Trinity.... itttf
3. P. Efl\vurdc*-Moss,Bra6enoac.;l7t> S. C. D. Bhafto, Jesus...107
Craven, Worcester, coxswain. 1041 C. L. Davis, Clare, coxswain.. 90

A .Mouei. Adirondack Boat.—There Is on exhibition
it the store of Messrs. Bradford & Aulliony, 374 Wash¬
ington street, Boston, a model boat for use of sportsmen
sn iulaud waters, which, for lightness and durabiliiy,
ippears unequalled. It is 15 feet long, 3 feet 6 inches
wide, and weighs not over 80 pounds, its extreme liglittess enabling a person to carry it by means of a yoke with
Vliich it is fitted, long distances, without fatigue. The
judder, Mr. Frederick D. Graves, of Boston, has also pro¬
dded it with his improved noiseless rowlock, which
nsures the proper inclination of the blade of the our, and
ireveuls the liability of its catching tbe water when
ealhering in recovering, as well as to insure the proper
josition of tbe blade of the oar when making a stroke, and
o enable the outer end of the oar to be raised when it is
icing feathered, in order lo prevent its contact with the
vater in rough weather, and the rowers “ catching a crab.”
[’he boat is well adapted for fowling purposes, the patent
owlock enabling the most inexperienced rower of either
ix to propel the boat with ease and safety, without any
mssible chance of losing the ours, It is destined far the
Jenlenuial exhibition,
—Mr. Colvin's portable canvass boat is uow being manuaclured by Mr. W. A. Scott, of Albany. The merit of
his boat consists in the ease with which it is transported,
•nd the fact that the only frame it requires can tie cut in
lie woods at a moments notice. A hue description has
Ready appeared in our columns.
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publications.

lngola and the River Conoo.
millan & Co., N. Y.

By J. J, Mouieiro; Mac¬

While the travels of Bartoo, Baker, Speke, aud Grant and others arc
faking us as familiar with the interior of Equatorial Africa, its tribes,
until!s, and tributaries as we are with our own continent, and more mo
tan wc are with Aria, Mr. Mouteirohas given ns a graceful volume*
OBcriptlveof that portion of tho coast -line of the African continent
■hichis embraced within tUc sixth and sixteenth degrees of south latiide, To ua Americana in particular this portion of Africa should posjss unusual lniereBt. It was from here that the negroes were enslaved
id shipped, who were subsequently to be the innocent cause of our
vilwur. And we should imagine, from the description of Mr. Moniiro, that slavery on the coast was by no means the horiiblo thing it is
tinted. The “middle passage,” to be sure, made a diifcrer.ee. Angola
as first settled by the Portuguese in 1560, eighty four years after Bar
demo Diaz had discovered the greater part of the west coast and the
ape of Good Hope, From this time down almost to the present day
m history of their occupation in a most romantic one; a series of petty
ara with the natives, -varied with an occasional one with the Dutch and
nglich, or among themselves. The book before us not only contains an
bstract of thceo earlier eventB, but a most minute description of the
arious tribes of natives, their curious customs, costumes, and imple¬
ments, domestic and warlike; aud also of the flora and fauna of this
out luteresting region. To those who delight in intelligent works of
aval, Mr. Mouteiro’s book will prove amine of pleasure and informa-

jsbbabka—Its advantages.

By Edwin A. Gurley, Special

Commissioner from tho London Field to the immigrant ileitis of North
America. Fur sale by Llie American Hews Company, and tue Orange
Judd Companyx Price, $4.
For a long time the American publiehcra of this important work wore
mble to supply the active demand, but we understand that several now
Ls have been received from England, aucl arrangements made by the
oiericau News Company, and Orunge Judd Company to satisfy the
intfl of the trade, and all comers. Our favorable opinion of this book
, of course, well known from the reviews we have given it, and we
list that many thousands wilh friends or interests in tbe West, or proislng to Mettle there, will be benelittcd by IB-instructive pages, ltia
openly illustrated wi.b engraving* and illuminated seetioual maps,aud
every way a moat useful book for emigrants and intending settlers.

We have received llie *4Laws of Trap SliooLiug,” by Bar5 Blot, revised edition, for
which contains the National Buies for
mrmutienta and Experts, as adopted by all the principal Southern and
uthwestern Sportsmen’s Clubs. Published by James Buckley, New
leans.

The New York Herald Almanac is not only a calendar,
i t a complete Financial, Commercial, and Political Register. Itprob. ly contains more varied information between two covers than can
bought iu any other form for twentydive cents. Among the mass
: find a yachtsman’s manual, with a list of yacht clubs and the private
*nals of the vessels of the N. Y. Y. C.: also an acoonnt of and dianms showiug the targets made at Doilymount during the recent Inter*
. Lional match.

The American Naturalist for March, is a capital number,

Jfnswetis
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$orr^sgondent$.

No Notice ToltCtt of Anonymous Communication",
G. W. M., Cleveland.—Please inrorra me which is and whore I can get
llie most reliable map of Florida, and oblige? Alls. Drews; tu be hud
of G. Drew. Jacksonville, Fla.
E. G.T., Pctrolia, Pa.—Please give me tbe name of some one of whom
I can parchase a pair of ferrets? Ans. Wm. Barnes, No. 9 and II Hes¬
ter street, this oily, hns ferrets for sale.
SutiSCJiuiiiR, f hiladelphia.—Will you please let me know in what vol¬
ume and number tho pedigree of the Giklcrrieeve setters is in, lam
looking up that strain. Ans. On page 325, vol iil.
Pawn, Now York.—Will yon pleasu inform me where the rooms of
the Down Town Chess Clnli arc? What are the terms of membership?
Aus. Care Cosmopolitan, No. H Second avenue. 2, We do not know*
Teal, Salem.—Do you know of any work giving instrnr.rion in gym¬
nastic, calisthenics, or such exercises. Ans. D. Van Nostrand, No. 23
Murray street, has several works on these subjects; address .him fur
titles.
£. t\, Yorkvlllo, S, C.—Can yon inform me what will remove the
stains of rust from tho inside of a grin barrel? Ana. Kerosene oil will
remove rust stains, but if the rust'hus any dcplh, thegnn should be rcbored.
F. L., San Antonia.--Wo are about to start a shooting club in this
city., and you would very much obligo mo by sending by return mail a
copy of the rnles aud regulations of tho New York Shooting Club. Ana,
Have sent such hooka as you want.
H. h , N. S.— Since replying to yonr query wc Hud that the Bohn edi¬
tion of the translation of Pliny's works can be had from Messrs.. Scrib¬
ner, Armstrong A Go., No. 713 Broadway. R comprises only the nat¬
ural history, however, is In 6 volumes, 12mo, and costs §2 per volume.
C., Brooklyn.- Is South Oyster Bay a good place to go for a day's trout
Ashling and conld wc go and return in the sume day? How far would we
have to go from the station before we could fish? Ans. Yes; but you
would have to obtain permission, as the waters are alL private and pre¬
served.
Q.i Sing Sing, N. Y.—What work on tile dog would you advise me to
get, having especial reference to the raising and breaking of setters and
pointers? Ans. “Dinks, Hutchinson *fc Maybew;” price, S3; or “Amcrion a Kennel and Sporting Field,” by Arnold Barges; price, 8-1. Can
send you either.
L. H., Philadelphia.—Can any of you inform me if (folding's (English)
waterproof goods arc for sale in New York, and IF so, who has them? 1
wish to get a pair of wading trowsern for snipe shooting this spring?
Ans. As far as we can ascertain, Golding's goods cannot be purchased
in this city, but wading wowsers can.
G. W. B., North Elba.—Will yon inrorm me as to the color of the
salmon trout, and how they differ from the common brook trout of Lhc
Adirondack*'? An*. The salmon trout aud lake trout are identical, and
differ in every respect from the brook trout, haring no spots, grayish
back, changing to silver on Lite Sides and belly.
11. I’. P., Claremont, Ml tin .—What Is the southern limit of edible
oysters (not cove oysters; on the west coast of Florida? Ails. Thu oys¬
ters all along the wc.si const of Florida are celebrated for their quality.
At Cedar Keys they are so abundant that it is proposed to put up cunning
factories. Key West might bo named as the southern limit..
SURsCKlftiHi, York, Pa.—Between the years 1865 and 1870 was there a
boarding-house or hotel on Conrtlandt street, In New York City, called
• FrenctLe?” it is agreed to leave the matter to yon. Gait you answer
it? Ans. There was Mich a hotel opened in Conrtlandt street, but it
was subsequent to 1870. Wc tliiuk the house was opened tu 1872.
Biuert Bark, Buffalo, N. Y, —The coloring on one of my fly-rods will
not. slick. Have had it dressed over three or Tour times, but after use it
all peels off. Pleuee tell me what to uae and how to apply it; color, dark
reddish-brown. What varnish ia best? Ans, If you varnish your rod
with a varnish made by dissolving shellac iu alcohol, the color will stick.
Patterson, New York.—I heard that shad were cuught in Lbc Con¬
necticut River last season Will you please Inform me if that is true,
and if so, wlmt kind of a fly was used, and wlmt color? Ans. Hliad are
caught in the rapids of the Connecticut River, especially at the Holyoke
Dam. Colors for flies are usually combinations of white, brown, dun,
and black, with sometimes red or green for the bodies.
W. B. F., Rochester, N. Y.—1. Where shall I send to get a larpo map
of the Ottawa River, or Canaday 2. In a canoe voyage to the head wa¬
ters of the Ottawa wlmt large game would 1 be likely to meet? 3. What
kind of a hound would bn the best to take ou such a voyage? Aus.
Bairs &> Co., corner Fulton aud New Church, streets, this city. 2. All
large game, such as moose, caribou, deer, and bear. 3.
deerhound.
A. Y. G , Pittsburgh, Pa.—!. Can you give me any information as to
the cost, weight, etc., of the “health lift,” or send mo the address or lhc
parties who sell them? 2, Would it be practicable to have a small com¬
pass set in the stock of a gun? Wonld the Iron trimmings affect it any?
Ans. 1. By addressing the Health Lift Co., No. 16 East Fourteenth
street, this city. 2. We doubt if a compass so arranged could be re¬
lied upon.
M. M. J,, Valley. —T see a notice in your book entitled “Camp Life in
Florida,” of a “Pocket Guide to Florida” callud Whitney’s “Pathfliidur. ”
How can 1 get it, anil at what coat, as the notice does not state? Would
like to get a good, authentic, laLe map of Florida. Can you tell me whore
it can be procured? Aus. The “Pathfinder” is distributed gratuitously
from the “Pa lb And or” office, No. 66 John street, this city. The best
map or Florida is Drews’; to be had of C. Drew, Jacksonville, Fla.
fir A. H., New York.—What part of Canada or Michigan wonld yon re¬
commend for good black bass fishing in summer, and good fall shooting
of all kinds, viz: deer, docks, parLridgc; prefer mounlainous country, and
a place where I could take my wife? Ans. Make headquarters at Pcterboto, Ontario, or if you wish to bo in the woods, go to Burleigh, which
is in the centre of a lake aud bill epuntry, giving excellent sport. There
is a comfortaole and very neat tavern at Burleigh Falls. For address of
proprietor, write to Hon. John Bertam, Peterboro.
F. B. G., Montreal.—I am negotiating for the possession of a red Irish
setter pup, and am only deterred from completing said negotiation be¬
cause the pup hns a white streak down his face. Do you consider such
a mark a blemish? 2. In your issue of January 20th you have a por¬
trait of a red Irish setter—Dick. 1 notice he is feathered Lo the heels,
both fore and art. Ib it not unusual to find feathering on the hind legs
carried below the hock? Ans. 1. No; we prefer it. 2. There are
very few dogs so heavily feathered as Mr. Jarvis’ Dick.

opens with an account af the butterflies of lit. Washington, whicn are
otic species that were driven down by the ice-sheet of the glacial peColcegian, Orange, N. J.—Fuder the new regulation respecting am¬
iU, and became colonized upon the top of the mountain after the
ateurs in rowing, adopted by tho N. R. A,, suppose A, an amateur be¬
jlting of the glacier. Dr. Wm. Wood contributes another one to his
longing to no club, challenges B, another amateur, also belonging to no
-ietj on the game falcons of New England, the Goshawk being the sub*
club, to row a race for a budge, would that come under the head or a
:t of this essay. Dr. Hagen’s exceedingly interesting and valuable
“stake,” and if the men row together for tho badge would they after¬
•tory of the growth of museums—begun last mouth—is concluded. It
ward be debarred from computing in amateur races? Ans. We should
j rinds in incidents of the great men of science, and their labratories.
say that if the race was simply for a badge, and no stake was up, that
bback’s observations on bees and ants (second series), published at
neither oarsman would forfeit his claim to be termed an amateur.
tgthin the transactions of the Limean Society, is condensed into 13
*eB. Very curious facts Of the degree of intelligence possessed by
R. E. S., Newark.—I have a setter dog one year old; was troubled
with the distemper last summer, and has not entirely recovered. He has
;se insects are brought out. A sketch of Dr. Hayden’s Explorations
Colorado in 1875 finishes ihe contributed articles. A long illustrated
a clear, slimy saliva running from his mouth; has not enough strength
lice U given of Prof. Wyman’s “Fresh. Water Shell-Mounds of the
to carry his tail outskaight; back Is also weak. Can anything bo done
. John’s Riyer. Florida,” wlr'ch is primed us a memoir of the Peabody j for him, or will he always be weak? 2. Do you consider 235 No. 7, JO
yards, 80 Inch dlumcter, a good torcet? 3 Du yon know anything about
ademy at Salem, Muss., aud all of tbe dexmrlmeuts are as full and euCogwe!l A Harrison, of London, as guiiuialt-ji's? 'Aus. 1. Time and
tRu lug as usual,
_
good care may bring him around all HgUL. 2. Yes, 3
They tU'O go nil
—Bull play will begin at Progpect Park oil Msuch lilli, reliable gumnakers,

wliiel). time Hie Hold will be la condilioo.

A. G, P. A., New Haven1 will thanK you very much for nusweru lo
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the following questions in your paper; 1. Where cau I go for a two
weeks* excursion from the let of April, to get some good duck shooting?
To whom to write in regard to arrangements?2. Could I get, instead, snipe
shooting at that eoason; when? 3. Is there any use for a bird dog in the
Adirondack lake region in theearly part of June? Ans. J. Good Ground,
L. 1. Write to Wm. Lane, at that place. 2. Snipe shooting is so un¬
certain and fitful that we conld not recommend you lo a place in this vi¬
cinity, where you wonld be sure of finding it. 3. No.
F. N. B., Newton Centre, Mass.—Wingate, in his Manual of Rifle
Practice, speaks of a sub calibre rifle, to be inserted In a barrel of a lar¬
ger calibre, so that the vnn can be used in an armory. Now, I want to
find out who makes them and what they cost. The rifle I want them for
is a Peabody military, cal. 433, I think the sub-calibre rifle could be
made to insert in the muzzle, then pushed down the barrel to where it
belongs, aud a flange screwed on at. tho breech. Wingate speaks of its
being adapted to any rifle that permits its entry from the breech; in the
Peabody you can't do it. Ans. Sec answer to E. W. S.
II. W. S., New York.—1. I waut to go for two or three week's hunt,
but 1 don’t want to go over one bnndred miles from Newr York. Is there
anyplace along tho Erie Railway where I could go; for qn ail or snipe
grounds only? 2. Whero can 1 buy some areca nut? I waut about a
pound to send to California. 3. 1 have a pup dog out of Hamilton
Thompson’s dog, Duke, an imported black and tan named Bess, which
weighed 34 pounds when three months old, and now, at nine months old,
weighs 78 pounds. How is that for a young dog? Ans. 1. You may
find snipe near Englewood aud Tcnafly, N, J.; out of season for quail,
2, At this oiflee. 3. Entirely too ranch dog.
T. E. M,, Hamden.—A friend and myself were hnnting woodcock in
the latter pari of August in the year 1870. We hud found no biros in
the coverts, but the ground was lull of holes where they had drilled.
We left the covert and started through a piece of corn, and one of the
dogs came to a point, and eight woodcock flushed at once; farther on, we
started one more bird. We shot eight out of the nine. Now, I would
like to know whether they were preparing to migrate, or had concealed
themselves in the cornfield to moult? AnB. The birds bad gone there
to moult and shunld not have been killed. After woodcock have com¬
menced moulting they should not be shot until they entirely recover
their plumage.
E. W.S:,Albany,—Don't youklnd o' stretch it on the distance my riilo
would shoot accnratoly? Messrs. Remington do not make the .22sub-cal
rifle. A letter from their factory a month ago says so. I believe they
are made in New York by two parties, but don’t know name or address.
Can you give both and the coat as well? Also name and address of the
manufacturer of the new self-registering target, as well us price. Ans.
It was a misprint. Yon can gel. a sub-calibre rifle by addressing Lieut.Col. B. E. Valentine, Brooklyn, N. Y. We do not know the cost. Tbe
self-registering target is the Invention of a German, whose name we
have not got. AD. Homer Fisher has one for sale for
the original
price being $125.
Hoi.lv'-wood.—Two prizes, $50 and $20 are offered in a pigeon match;
eight Bhootera; Long Island rules. Three men make a clean score and
shoot off the tie, one man is beaten, the other two agree to divide first
and aecoudmoney. The referee disputed aa to their right,and makes them
shoot Off again for first money only. He then allows three other
shooters who have each lost a bird to shoot for second money. Is he
light? Ans. The three shooters killing all their birds should be award¬
ed the prizes, and they can shoot, off or divide. Any rule to allow a
shooter who was beaten to take a prize is absurd. Yet sometimes such
rules arc made, and a man who has killed perhaps but one bird may be
placed as a belter shot than be who has killed a dozen.
O. F. J., St. Joseph, Mo.—1. Recently, in a match for the champion
badge, the following question arose; The shooter went to the trap,
called the signal for pullrag, and on the rise or the bird found his gun
was not cocked. The bird being a young one, flew a short distance, and
alighted on the ground. After a little delay he shot it with flm barrel.
Tho referee decided it a lost bird. Was he right according to our rules,
which we inclose to you? 2* Can the match be declared off because the
challenging party did not furnish sufficient birds to shoot off the tie on
rhat day? Aob. 1. According to your rules, a bird shot on the ground
by the first barrel is “no bird.” 2. Tbe match should not have been
declared off, but another time fixed for shoaling off the tin.
J. H, D., New York.—1. I possess a black, white and tan Gordon
setter dog about eight years old; also a red Irish setter bitch one year
and two months old. Considering the difference in age and color, would
a cross between them be judicious? Both are from excellent stock, the
d"g well broken, and remarkably handsome. 2. At what age is a dog
considered too old for stock purposes? 3. Are thB first pups as good aa
those of subsequent litters? Ans. 1. Such a cross would be judiciona,
2. Some dogs are seviceable until they are twelve years of age; some
become superanuaied at nine or ten years of ago, and should not be
used Tor stock purposes. 3 If t he bitch is Tull sized, and well developed,
the first pups may be good, but wc do not recommend breeding to ono
quite so young aa yours.
M. J. K., Franklin, Wis.— 1. I see the Kay shot concentrating car¬
tridge advertised in your columns. What are its merits, and is it ex¬
pensive? 2. Ie the Dittmar powder in any wise Buperior to any other
good ariicle Of the old kinds? Is it equally safe, aud what is its cost?
3, What would be the duty ou a first clasy gun ordered in England and
imported here, ani would the package containing It be opened by the
Customs authorities on its arrival in New York? 4. Which do you ap¬
prove for general use -paper or metallic shells? Ans. 1. $3.50 per 100.
Those who have used them speak highly of them. 2. The Dittmar
powder we do not regard sujje.rior to the black; we believe It to be as
safe, if properly bandied; price $1 per canister. 3. 35 per cent, on
the cost; the package would be Opened. 4. Paper.
A. H,, Washington, D, C,—A friend of mine at Jackson, Mias., has
a fish pond 2JOxlOO feet, supplied by springs, and a small brooklet, clear
water, it ia from three to four feet deep, sandy bottom, inclining to mud,
the soil having a clay ingredient; he wishes to Btock it with fish. What
kind would you advise, aud where ia the nea-ost place he can procure
them? By giving the above information yon would greaLly oblige. Ane.
Jackson, Miss., is rather far South for trout or grayling; if you want a
fish for sport or table, try the one that is improperly called “front” in
the Southern States, and “Southern chub” in Virginia. This is the
“Oswego bass” of the North, and lives on muddy bottoms, and spawns
among weeds. They may be found in many of your ponds aud streams,
perhaps in Pearl River. Or you might stock with some of the perch,
fonnd there. Should you try the first named fish, put in also some of
the little soft finned minnows for them to feed on.
W. R., New York.—Iu your Issue of February 24th, under the col¬
umn or Answers to Correspondents, I saw that some person who signs
himself “Subscriber,” Eaathamp'on, wished to know where and at
what price quail conld be bought in New York. 1 have just received six
dozen quail from J. R. Hughes, Greensboro, N. C., in very good condi¬
tion, the price w«« $2 75 per dozen, which I think very moderate. The
freight charge was $2. Hughes ships quail until the 1st of April, at
which timo the law of North Carolina prohibits the shooting or trapping
of quail. 1 am sure that any one purchasing quail frotnHnghes will be
well satisfied with them. Will you please say at what time quail im¬
ported from North Carolina would be likely to breed in New York, and
whether the middle of March Is too soon to put them out in the fields?
Ans. With snch a season as the present Ihe middle of March would not
he too soon to turn them out, but all depends upon tUe weather. We
should rlBk it. They ought to mate and breed in May or June,
- ■ ■
—
Thompson & Bon, 338 Broadway, use no sugar of lead in waterproof¬
ing tbeir BUita. SugRr of lead wifi not stand washing, and amongst old
sportsmen ig considered detrimental to health, making them liable lo
fhcltffifltlc attacks. Thompson’s suits ure guaranteed to be thoroughly
Waterproof, even after being washed, find are as gqc*(j fllljl OffClipCf Ll'ii^
auy other fiuiw iff thp
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—The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
proposes to he represented at the Centennial in such manner
as Mr. Bergh may determine upon. The society’s last re¬
port shows that during 1875 the society prosecuted 803
cases of cruelty.
The officers during the same period
ordered out of harness and sent home to their stables, or
to the-veterinary surgeons, 1,273 horses and [mules, the
drivers were not arrested, but cautioned. Many contem¬
plated dog and cook fights were interrupted, and a number
of birds and hull dogs seized, and the proprietors of cow
stables and slaughterhouses in this city and Brooklyn
warned to keep them in belter condition.
—Those of our readers who have been accustomed to
visit Rangely Lake, will he interested to know that the
Maine Legislature lias enacted a law forbidding for five
years the taking of trout in Rangely Stream between the
dam near the outlet of the Rangely Lake and the mouth
of Kennebago Stream, from July 1st to March 1st. This
law, therefore, practically prevents angling in Rangely
Stream except during the month of June. It will be very
beneficial in its results, as the most extensive spawning
grounds of the famous Rangely trout are fully protected.
The increase in their number and size will be very great.
Sport in Canada.—A friend sends the following lines
in a private note from Chatham, New Brunswick. To us
in this warmer and snowless clime they sound like the
the jingle of an ice-pitcher in a warm day:—
“We have fine limes now snow shoeing and tobaggoning
—nice select party—five taboggins, ten ladies, and five
gentlemen generally; same parly in the Snowshoe Club,
with tramps of two, three, and five miles; moonlight
nights, and dancing quadrilles on snowshoes.”

—A correspondent wishes us to suggest to the Centennial
authorities that they devote a part of their grounds to an
Indian show, with wigwams, scalps, and ponies. If we mis¬
take not some sucli exhibition is contemplated. Some of
those Sioux who are now raiding on the frontier might be
brought in and a little real scalping he performed for the
benefit of our visitors.
—Several prominent sportsmen of New York and New
Jersey, have formed themselves into a club of which Jas.
R, Thompson, Esq., is President, for the purpose of stock¬
ing and protecting the celebrated Preston Ponds of the
Adirondack region. It will he known as the Preston
Pond Club.

OTWITHSTANDING the attention given to the sub¬
ject by the recent Convention of American Oarsmen,
and the promulgation of a definition by which they are to
be governed in future rowing contests, wc question
whether the matter has been finally settled. In fact, a cor¬
respondence Minch has recently passed through the col¬
umns of this paper-would indicate that trouble is likely to
arise before the very first events of the season are decided.
The question as to what shall constitute a just claim to the
title of amateur oarsmeu is one more difficult even of de¬
termination in this country than in England. There, the
sharply drawn lines of society decide the question at once,
and, if we remember rightly, it is net long since that a
member of one of the London Rowing Clubs was objected
to, on the ground that he was a tradesman, and therefore
could not be a gentleman amateur. On this side of the
Atlantic no such distinction could be drawn, aud abutcher,
a baker, or a candlestick maker, could claim a place beside
the son of a millionaire banker, the latter occupation be¬
ing accepted among us as the highest standard of respecta¬
bility. Indeed, we are not quite sure but that a pretty
good argument could be drawn from the fact that,
looking at it from this standpoint, the butcher or baker
who takes such time as can be spared from his busi¬
ness to perfect himself in rowing, has more claim to the
title of amateur, than the millionaire’s son, who, having
no other occupation, makes a business of rowing. For
after all, why is it that this distinction is drawn be¬
tween amateur and professional? Is it simply an admis¬
sion that the brawn of the one is not capable of the same
development as that ,of the other; or is it a class distinc¬
tion as in England? Is it not rather that the amateur who
rows for pleasure and at such times as other occupations
will permit, could not justly be called upon to contend
with the professional waterman, to whom the oar is as
much the implement of his calling as the pen is of the
bank clerk or book-keeper? It would be just as proper to
ask the waterman to contend for a prize in penmanship
with the others. It is unfortunate that there should be so
much jealousy and misunderstanding among boating men,
but while they will keep so near the line which divides
them from the professional class, it is unavoidable. We
are alluding to no particular club or man, but are judging
solely from what we read in other papeis; of recrimina¬
tions and insinuations as to this man having rowed for
money, or of that one having sold a Tace. It is no wonder
that some of the boating clubs, and those which hold Ihe
highest claims lo respectability are so particular as to
whom they admit to membership. If this kind of thing
continues, to be one of a “crack” crew will be by no means
the distinction and honor it should be.
DOG AND HUMAN NATURE COMPARED.

T

HE mental characteristics and disposition of the can¬
ine race resemble that of men. This may be attri¬
buted in part to the intimacy existing between the dog and
his master, and partly to the extraordinary development of
his brain. In this animal the passions are exhibited pre¬
cisely the same as in man, jealousy, anger, covetousness,
joy, love, and hatred, are as strongly marked in the dog as
in the human species. Kindness will promote and develop
his virtues and good points while the opposite course of
treatment will often cause an exhibition of his baser nature,
Each dog has an individual character, and his disposition
is capable of being moulded by training. He is suscepti¬
ble of the bitterest hatred, and his jealousy in the presence
of a favored rival sometimes knows no bounds. His cove¬
tousness leads him to eat what he docs not- want, lest an¬
other animal should get it, and is illustrated by the fable of
“the dog in the manger." nis honesty sometimes suc¬
cumbs to gluttony, though it cannot be said that he is given
to drunkenness. Rev. Tlios. Jackson, in “Our Dumb
Companions," relates the case of a dog once having been
so drunk with malt liquor that he was unable to walk, and
ever afterwards he would not taste it, and growled and
snarled at the sight of a pewter pot from which he had be¬
come intoxicated. Landseer’s picture of “Expectation,"
illustrates hope in the dog watching for his master’s com¬
ing. That dogs are susceptible of pride cannot be doubted.
It may be witnessed after a successful chase,and even
felt in the quickened heart beats when praised.
The
downcast look and crouching attitude when scolded, shows
plainly their mortification. Dogs even understand the
meaning of words Bpoken in ordinary conversation. A
Scotch'terrier, once owned by the writer, when praised in
an ordinary tone of voice would come hounding with joy
tn be caressed, but if the same manner of tone were pre¬
served, and words of disapprobation used, she would droop
at once and leave his presence. She always disliked cats.
On one occasion when about to seize a neighbor’s pet who
had trespassed within her precincts, the simple words
“don’t bite,” caused her to return to me as quietly as if she
really had no thoughts to do Tabby bodily harm.
The New Orleans lispublican is responsible for the fol¬
lowing story: “The master quietly, without gesture of any
kind, told his dog to walk across the street, find a little
wagon and get into it. Doggy obeyed, though reluctantly,
as the wagon was a cart, but he finally complied. He was
then told to hunt up a fire plug and mount it. His keen
eyes searched a moment, and on the instant poor Tray
pleased his owner. He was then commanded to hunt a
lamp post and put his fore-feet on it. This done he was
told to go into the Pelican Saloon, find a chair and get into

it; then to look up a beer-barrel and stand on it; then to
lie down and act like a poisoned dog. These orders were
given in the most common place tone of voice, and most
of the lime the dog could not see his master, yet he obeyed
quite ns readily as a willing servant, apparently understand¬
ing the English language very well."
Deceit and cunning arc sometimes the ruling passions
of dogs as well as of the human mind. Watch was a
farm dog, with immaculate coat, although well fed and
cared for, he contracted bad habits, staid out late at night,
and finally became a confirmed sheep-killing dog. His
general character being so good, for a time, he escaped
suspicion, but finally he was caught in the act and followed
to his door. In leaving the scene of carnage he was ob¬
served to take a circuitous route which crossed a stream of
water, undoubtedly for the purpose of cleansing himself.
When his informer appeared he lay apparently unconcern¬
ed on the hearth, hut a nervous squint with one eye plainly
told his guilt, aud that lie was endeavoring to throw off
suspicion, but- the evidence was so strong that without
judge or jury his life paid the penalty for his misdeeds.
Magnamnity and chivalry are exhibited in the many
stories which are related of “big dogs” walking proudly
along while small dogs are snapping at their heels. Some
where I have read of a dog deliberately picking up anotliev
and dropping him in deep water by way of punishmeni
for impudence. After watching the struggles of his help
less victim, the large dog jumped in the water and securec
the helpless cur.
Forgivness in no animal is so completely illustrated as ii
the dog. He often, with true mugnanmity, takes chastise
ment from the hand from which lie has accepted pram
and favors. Idstone relates a frightful story of a fox.
hound whom its brutal master flogged so savagely fo
“babbliDg" as to cut nut. an eye with the lash. Notwitb
standing this the animal continued to hunt wil.li the pac'
till the end of the chase, whereupon the human brute tool
out his scissors and severed the skin by which the dog’s eai
had hung pendant during the entire run.
Fear and courage are exhibited in dogs as in the huma
race. Some breeds and individuals are very timorout
while others are models of courage and fortitude. A gre
hound has been known after breaking his tliigh to run o
till the course was concluded. Nearly all of Ihe emotion!
attributes are to be noted in dogs, and on the whole thei
is much to admire and love in thiB sagacious and devote
companion.
LIVE FISH AT THE CENTENNIAL.

T

HE work in this department is progressing, and thei
is every prospect of the best display in this Hr
ever made in America. Mr. Thnd. Norris is giving h
services to the commission as a member of Mr. Landrotb
staff ; is in fact, his piscatorial advisor, and Mr. FreMather bits been appointed Superintendent. This makes:
strong working team, and we are informed that work h
been begun in earnest. The fresh water is to be taki!
from the works on the Schuylkill and filtered in four tanl
seven and a half feet deep and seven feet in diameter,
that clear water will be the rule and not the exceptioThe salt water will be filtered and used over again by beit
elevated into tanks by a hot air engiue and afterward fal
ing through a perforated bottom into another tank will!
perfectly aerated. Two large transporting tanks have bei
built to bring fishes and salt water from New Londo
Noank, and other fishing stations on Long Island Soua
One of these will soon be sent to Bermuda by request the British Commission for rare fish, marine plants, tort
brain-slones, etc.
We hope that onr Fish Commissioners and Fish Culti
ists will not neglect this opportunity to sendron their b(
aud choicest specimens so that it will be a National displ
of our fishes as well as other industries. The follow!
extract from a letter written by Mr. Mather to several pi
sous interested, will show what the programme is.—
“We want to make an exhibition for Europeans. Y
want to show them what we have in the way of fish a
fish culture. They have as a general thing little idea
Ihe wealth of our waters. They have but one species
esox, (pike or pickerel) und only one perch, and one c
fish. They are so hard up for fish that they eat all i
rags, (skates, tobacco-boxes, &c.,) and in the markets |
France I have seen cyprinoids not three inches long, su
minnows as we use for bait. We want them to see tl
we have better fish, and more of them than they have; a
better fish culturists and more of them. So let us all pit
in and contribute to make up a good exhibition."
The invitation to unite on this we hope will meet w
a hearty response by all. Fish culturists can send tb
fish or eggs lo Mr. Muther with the assurance that tl
will be well cared for. He is now out of the trout s
spawn business, and is working for the general good of
cause, and besides is not in the slightest degree linctu:
with professional jealousy.
All donations we understand are to be labelled and ct
logued, which will thus be a standing advertisement
parties in business, or an acknowledgement of favors
others. This system is thought best in order to show
extent of fish culture, and the number of persons engaj
in it, and so will be adopted. Of course, those who it.
charge of it can go to the fishermen with their tanks i
get what they may require, but donations would be {
ferred.
_
—The bill permitting the shooting of wild fowl fisink boats in Talbot county, Maryland, has passed
Senate,
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GAME PROTECTION.
—There was an error in the proposed amendments to
the game laws of this State, as printed in our issue of 3rd
ulto., which occurred in the engrossing and which it is im¬
portant should be corrected, as it alters the sense of the
whole clause. In section No. 2, referring to the killing of
ducks, it should have read “between sunset and daylight,”
instead of sunset and sunrise as now printed.
—A conviction was obtained against parties in Newborn,
North Carolina, last week, for violating the fish laws as
applying to the waters of Neuse River. What made the
case more complicated, was that two parties claimed and
exercised the right to fish in the same spot on the same
day, and as both had violated the section of the law, which
forbids any person or persons from using more than one
seine in the same seine hole, all were liable to conviction.
Pound Nets.—An effort is being made to secure the
passage of a law which shall at least regulate the size of
mesh used in the pound nets. It is said that tons of small
fish are taken in the spring of the year, too small to be
marketable and only fit to be thrown on the ground for
manure. The mesh used in these nets is unquestionably
too small, and while the law is being passed why not fix
the date, say at June 15th, when it shall be lawful to set
them. This will let the spawners escape. There are nets
used, however, which do a thousandfold more damage
than the pounds, and yet we hear nothing said about them.
We allude to the fly-nets or run-arounds.
Yonkehs Sportsmen’s Club.—This

Club held its first
annual meeting at their commodious club rooms, and
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Pre¬
sident, Hon. Joseph Hasten; Vice-President, Peter N.
Fowler; Secretary, G. Rayner; Treasurer, H. A. Sims;
Executive Committee, Messrs. E. L. Thomas, Joseph
O’Brien, and Chas. W. Austin. The Club shows a record
of 74 active members during the past year, and has suc¬
cessfully sustained four suits for violation of the game
and fishing laws with very beneficiel results.
Game La ns of Kansas
Lawrence, Kan., February 28lh, 1876.
Editor Forest ahd Stream:—
For the Informs tton of all concerned I beg to tncloec you the within
game law, just passed by the Kansas Legislature. Would tbat tt had
the brevity aud conciseness of the Japanese law given in yonr issue of
24th Feb. This law ia the result of a fierce struggle between the intelli¬
gent sportsmen and the unintelligent granger, which has been going on
for several years; the latter having the idea that he had a right of
property in all game found on his land, and that he could net and trap and
'sell to any extent, Or at anv time, and that no one else should have the
right to kill "his birds" at any time, while the former would, if possible,
stop the wholesale trapping aud netting for shipment which has been
exterminating our game. (I know of one Btation on the L. L, & G. R.
R., where over two tone of pinnated grouse were Bbipped by express,
caught entirely by farmers in 1874). As yon will see, this law is some¬
thing of a compromise, though the granger has the advantage, as w o
have a law making it a misdemeanor, instead of a tresspass, to bunt on
the inclosed grounds of another without permission. However, as it
stops netting and trapping for market, we are satisfied.
W. A. H,

The first section of the new act referring to close seasons
is as follows:—
It shall be unlawful Tor any person or persons to bnnt or pursue, kill
or trap, net or ensnare, destroy, or attempt to kill, trap, net, ensnare, or
otherwise destroy any wild back, doe or fawn, wild turkey, prairie hen
or chicken, ruftea grouse (commonly called part idge or pile isant) be¬
tween ibe 1st day of January and the 15lh day of August, in each and
every year; or any quail between Ihe let dav of January and the 1st day
of November: or any woodcock between January let and .July 1st; pro¬
vided, however, that it Bhall not be lawful for any person at any time to
kill any quail other than upon the parties own premises, unless permis¬
sion first be bad.

This stops the salfe during a portion of our now close sea¬
son of quail and grouse in our market.
—The Trustees of the Oquossos Angling Association
met at the office of the President, Mr. Geo. Shepard Page,
10 Warren Btreet, on Friday last. The profits of the sea¬
son of 1875, as shown by the Treasurer’s report, amounted
to ten per cent, on the business transacted; a very gratify¬
ing exhibit. The headquarters of ihe O. A, A. are at
Camp Kennebago, the junction of Rangely and Kennebago
streams, Franklin county, Maine. The record for the sea¬
son's catch shows that over a hundred Bpeckled trout were
taken exceeding three pounds weight. The largest weighed
nine and a half pounds.
—The trout season opened in New Jersey on the 1st inst.,
but until the snow water is out of the streams there is not
much fishing done. The law expires in this State on the
16th. There will he the usual rush to the preserved waters,
on the South Side of Long Island, and fishermen will he
more fortunate, in the condition of the water at least, than
they were last year. Then, it will be remembered most of
the streams and ponds were frozen over and the catches
remarkably small.
Split Bamboo Rods.—We have on hand a valuable
article on the Manufacture of Split Bamboo Rods, recently
returned to us from Florida’where it has accompauied our
Editor-in-Chief for the past six weeks. It will appear in
our issue of March 16th without fail.

—Mr. Fred. Mather, who has been placed in charge of
the live fish department at the Centennial, offers for sale
his entire establishment at Honeoye Falls, this State. The
advertisement giving particulars will be found in another
column.
_
_
—A herd of buffalo, extending over a stretch of coun¬
ty forty miles wide, appeared near the Cheyenne agency
recently, and the Indians are making great havoc among
them. This is the first buffalo herd seen so far east for
twelve years. The bill to prevent the extermination of
buffalo passed Congress last week. We trust it will be
rigidly enforced.
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THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH.

T

HE muddle over the international match, or at least
that portion of it referring to the English team,
still continues. The question “to be or not to be,” yet agi¬
tates the minds of English riflemen, and as far as the latest
light has been thrown on the matter by correspondence
and telegrams, it seems almost certain that no Imperial
British, or purely English team, would participate in the
greatest match of the year. In fact, Sir Henry Halford’s
last letter was very much to the point, and stated most posi¬
tively that should an Irish or Scotch team be allowed to
participate, his team, or rather what might belter be term¬
ed the team of the N.R. A. of England would not. A
letter was to have been sent this week, however, from our
side, the purport of which was to offer Sir Henry a match
for his own team, independent of the other organizations.
It occurs to us, however, that the officers of the National
Rifle Association of England had no right to consider the
Circular which was sent to them in common with all other
nations in the light of a “challenge." It was simply a
resolution reading as follows:—
fiteolved, That the President and Secretary of Ihe National Rifle As
soclation be authorized and requested to notify, in the name of this as¬
sociation, riflemen of England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Germany, etc.
ana ail other countries having rifle associations or clubs, of the oppor¬
tunity presented to them to particlpn e in the competitions instituted.

And besides, we hold the tide of champions, aud chal¬
lenges are generally issued to, and do not emanate from
champions. Whatever invitation may have been given
to the English riflemen by Col. Gildersleeve when at Wim¬
bledon could neither be regarded as official or as excluding
the riflemen of Scotland and Ireland from the competition.
The Irishmen, it seems, are determined to send a team to
try their luck for the third time. The cable tells us that
under date of March 4th, the Secretary of the Irish Rifle
Association has addressed a letter to Sir Henry Halford in
which he says that “the original rules of the N. R- A. (by
which wepresume ho means the rules applying to the selec¬
tion of a team to visit this country) caused the withdrawal
of the Scottish Club from the contest in America; unless
these rules are withdrawn, the Irish Asssoeiation will
also be obliged to follow the example of the Scot¬
tish riflemen and enter an independent team. The original
were limited and some of the most' eminent Irish shots
were not invited. Unless the principle of local prelimi¬
nary competitions, and an equal representation in the final
competition is conceded, it is hopeless to expect that Ire¬
land or Scotland will consent to waive their right to enter
independent teams."
The substance of this communication we take to be that
the Irish riflemen consider that Ihe rules for the selection
of the team as promulgated would shut out some of their
best shots, and that the clause requiring them to go to
England for the final competition was too irksome, It ap¬
pears probable that we shall have an Irish and a Scotch
team over, but that the long anticipated pleasure of greet¬
ing England's grealesL rifle shot, in the person of Sir
Henry Halford, will be denied us.
The Centennial Match.—The Joint Committee of the
N. R. A. and Amateur Rifle Club met on Monday after¬
noon and received- the report of the committee recently
appointed to prepare the scheme upon which the next in¬
ternational team shall he chosen. The plan is substanti¬
ally as follows:—
Eight men shall constitute a team, who with four others,
to be known as reserves, shall be selected for their merits,
to be determined by competition at Creedmoor. The first
competition shall be open lo all native born citizens, to
take place on May 31st and June 1st, 1876; 50 shots each
day by each competitor; 15 at 800 yards. 15 at 900 yards,
and 20 at 1,000 yards. The second competition shall lake
place at Creedmoor on June 6th and 7tli, 1876, open to six¬
teen men making the highest ageregate scores in the first
competition. They shall have the same number of shots,
and at the same distances, as in the first competition. The
twelve making the best recotds shall constitute the team
and reserve.
The third competition shall be open to the team and re¬
serve only, to take place June 1st and 14th, 1876, same
number of shots and distances as in the first competition.
The scores in this competition shall determine the places
of the team, the highest taking first place in the team; the
best eight making the team; and others ranking according
to scores, in the reserve. Regulations of the National
Rifle Association of America to be followed closely.
Weapons, any rifles within said regulations. No sight¬
ing shots in any of the foregoing competitions, and no
raetice by competitors on the days of said competitions.
f a competitor who has entered for the foregoing compe¬
titions shall for aDy reasons satisfactory to the committee
charged with the conduct of said competitions, be unable
to finish his score or compete on any day above named,
then said committee shall in their discretion fix another
day or days for such competitor to finish his score, or
shoot such part of the competitions as he may have missed.
The said committee shall have the power to say when, if
stall, a competition or any part thereof shall he postponed
on account of stormy weather, and name the day or days
when the same shall be resumed or completed.
As soon as practicable after the completion of the second
competition the team and reserve shall, by a majority vote
of the twelve, elect a captain, not of their number, The
captain, when elected, shall have the management of the
team, and prescribe the rules for its government and prac¬
tice. Each person entering for the competition shall sub¬
scribe to the following:—“I desire to compete for tt place
in the American Rifle Team to represent the United States
in the international long range rifle match for the cham¬
pionship of the world, and hereby agree to conform to
the conditions prescribed for the selection of said team.

If I am a successful competitor I agree to perform such
practice and submit to such discipline and government as
tile captain of said team shall direct."
Entries for the competition may he made at any time up
to ten o’clock A. M. of May 31st, 1876. Persons desiring
to enter are .requested to so inform the Secretary of the
Joint Committee by letter at- as early a day as possible.
Messrs. James Gordon Bennett, Gen. John B. Woodward,
and E. H. Sanford, were appointed a committee to select a
Centennial trophy for the International Rifle Match for Ihe
championship of the world. H. A. Gildersleeve, G. W.
Wingate, and George Crouch, were appointed a commiil.ee
to superintend the shooting at Creedmoor, which is to de¬
termine the formation *f the American Centennial Rifle
Team.
—Cspt. M.

P. Pierce, formerly a commander of sharp

shooters and a long range rifleman twenty-five years ago,
writes to us of the Centennial matches as follows:—
Wbnonah, GlonceBter Co., N. J., March 8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Myself and others interested in rifle shooting, and residing in the vi¬
cinity of Philadelphia, are much surprised to learn that the Executive
Committee of the National Riflo Association can And no suitable grounds
near Philadelphia on which to shoot the Centennial matches, and there¬
fore fix upon a point ahundred miles awayfrom the Centennial grounds,
which will dobar nearly all tbo visitors who would desire to enjoy the
matches from witnessing the same.
Wo have right here close to Philadelphia, on the West Jersey Branch
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, as good sites for rifle ranges as can bo
found anywhere, and so convenient to the Exhibition grounds, that all
visitors desiring to do so conld witness the matches. The ranges and.
all necessary paraphernalia wonld no doubt be prepared by parties in¬
terested here.
Milton B. Piebok.

—The military matches during the Creedmoor Spring
Meeting promises to he very interesting as teams from the
48th and 51st Regiment N- G. and others located in the
Central and Western parts of the State will compete.
Conlin's Gallery.—A rifle tournament is to be held at
this gallery, 930 Broadway, from March 8th to April 29tli,
inclusive, the proceeds of which are to be given to defray
the expenses of one of the excursions for sick children of
the “St. John’s Guild Floating Hospital.” A medal, to be
called the “St. John’s Guild Medal,” will be awarded to
the best score, in addition to which there will be several
prizes for other scores made in this competition. The
uumber of competing targets will be limited to three hun¬
dred. Competitors, by renewing their entrance fee each
time, will be allowed to shoot as many targets as they wish,
until the limit has been reached. Further particulars may
be obtained at the gallery.
The tenth and final competition for the Turf, Field and
Farm Challenge Cops was shot March 2nd, at this gallery.
L. V. Bone won the first cup for the third lime after a very
close competition with Chas. A. Cheever and L. C. Bruce,
who have won it twice each. Mr. Bone, finally carries off
the first cup from the best gallery shots in the city. H.
B. Beydenburgh won the second cup, finally, after a close
contest with J. O. Wright. Frauk II. Lord, the “crack”
pistol shot of the gallery, al-o finally won the third cup.
The following is the summary of the ten competitions for
the cup:—
1st enp, best score.
3d cup. score ncareetSB. 3d cup, nearest 36.
1— Robert Faber.,..41..M. J. Duffy.J. Burns.
2— T. C. Noone. ...48. H. D. Blydenburg.W. H. Richards.
3— L. C. Bruce.44..F. A. Seyhell.C. Coddington.
4— W. B, Farwell..46..J. O. Wright.Frnnk H. Lord.
5— Chas. A. Cbeever40..J. O. Wright.J. Woodward.
6— L. V. Sone.42..J. Woodward.T. C. BaDks.
7— Ohas. A Cheever. 13..Frank Houghton. H. Smith.
8— L C. Bruce.43. H D. Blydcnburgh.W. M. Titeaton.
0-L V. Sone.43 .0. G. Peters.Geo. P. Watson.
10—L. V. Sone_ 44.It. D, Blydcnburgh.Frank H. Lord.
Winners—L. V. Sone, H. D. Blydenbnrgh, FrankH. Lord.

Creedmoor, Jr.—The teams attached to the Citizens
aud Home Insurance Companies, shot a very exciting
match on Saturday last, Ihe former winning by one point,
although there was no remarkably fine shooting done on
either side. The scores were as follows:—
CITIZENS.
Name.
*
Score.
G. W. Jones.3 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
it. Chapman....•.
434444344 3
,T. W. Edwards.3S433455S3
J. Donaldson.3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3
F.M. Parker.2 4 4 3 2 2 3 4 3 4

Total.
40
37
36
33
31

Total..
BOMB.
Name.
Score.
W. R. Hobart.4 2 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 8
J. W. Hitchcock.3 345344434
W II. Uacey. 465443224 4
W. ,1. Ferris.....324 4 453434
F. B. Southwick.2343332228

Total,
38
37
37
36
27

Total.*.176
Hellwig’s Gallery.—The fourteenth weekly compe¬
tition in lying position took place at this gallery, 271 and
273 Eighth avenue, Wednesday, March 1st. Scores: B.
Ginger won first prize second time, 47; J. McGlonsey won
second prize the third time by hard work, making it his
own property.
Schutzen Park,' Union Hill, N. J., February 22d,
1876.—The fine weather which prevailed brought a large
attendance of riflemen to their grounds, their being a con¬
tinuous firing at the targets from 9 A. M. till 5*P. M.,
this time being fixed by the programme. There was pool
shooting as well as shooting at the ring target. The rings
were twenty-five, of one-half inch. These targets were
open to all comers. Tickets good for three shots were sold
for $1 each. Number of tickets for each shooter un¬
limited. Sixteen prizes in all value $250. Mr. Wm.
Klein, of New York, made 65 rings, but having finished
after 5£ o’clock P. M., the time fixed by programme to
stop firing, he was not entitled to the first prize, which was
awarded "to Mr. George Baier. The prize consisted of a
fine target rifle, value $80. Messrs. Wm. Klein, J. Mort,
j. Tobler, A. Ermisch, J. Dittmar. J. Miller, G. A.
Kimdahl, etc., were the most successful shooters follow¬
ing, some of them making less than 54 rings in three shots,
which is similar to three consecutive bulls eyes in Creed¬
moor style. Mr. Baier made a score of 62 rings, those
measuring only 7 inches together.
Practice shooting will take place on the above mentioned
grounds, every first and third Wednesday in March and
April, to which all riflemen are cordially invited.
March'Sd, Practice Day.—Mr. Geo. Baier took the first
prize with a score of 161 rings in ten shots. Mr. Wm.
Klein, second prize, with 152 rings in ten shots. If your
space allows me to do so, I will give you the full scores in
future.
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Glen Drake.—Saturday, March 4lH, Hie matches of the
American liifle Association at this range, drew together
quite a large attendance Of marksmen and spectators. Sev¬
eral ladies were also present. In the subscription match
at 200 yards, the highest scores were as follows:—

TROLLING

FOR

SALMON

TROUT.

Seth Green has written the following hitter on the above
subject to the lion. E. M. Smith, Fisli Commissioner. As
it conveys some valuable information regarding this mode
of fishing, wc print it in full:
Sin: Every year since 1872 we have been distributing
salmon trout fry in many of our inland hikes. Those de¬
posited in 1872-3 will be large enough to catch the next
coming season, and there are but few' people who know
how to lake them. I will give some hints on the different
ways they are taken. They are taken with silver and
brass spoon hooks, by leading the line so lhat the spoon
runs nears tile bottom. But they are taken sometimes at
the top oi the water and sometimes half way down from
Saturday, March 11th, the mutch lor tiro Association
the surface, and by trolling with three lines at one lime—
Cup will lake place.
one at the surface, one half way down and one near the
bottom. Another way is to anchor a buoy out in deep
—Wc see by our contemporary, the Montreal Gazelle,
that the Whitney Arms (Jo , of Whilnevville, Conn., have water and cut fish in pieces, varying in size from a hickorynut to a butternut, and scattering the pieces around the
just furnished the Montreal police with Whitney carbines,
buoy for some days; then anchor your boat to the buoy,
through the well kuown and popular caterer to the wants
usiug a piece of the same Uiud of bait on your hook that
of sportsmen in that city, Mr. U. H. Kilby.
you had been in the habit of scattering around your buoy;
fish near the bottom and give it a little moliou by giving
your line short jerks. The buoy should not he baited the
day you go fishing.
Another way is to have a rod and reel and four or five
hundred feet of fine strong line, and if the water is deep
put a lead sinker weighing three-quarters of a pound on
FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH.
tl>c end of your line, and tie a single gut leader twelve feet
long, on Ihc main line twelve feet- above your sinker. For
SOUTHERN WATERS.
books, yon should use nine number 6 Limerick hooks, tied
Pompano, Tmchynolus carolmus. Grouper. Epinephelpus iiigHlus,
lime together, back to back, so that they look like a throeDrum (two species.) Family Ham- Trout (black bass,) Cenlroprlett*
pronged grappol. Tie them on a single gut leader, about
mote.
atrarius.
two and one-half inches apart, and you have a gang of
Kingfiah, Mentidrrm nebulosus.
Striped Bass or Rockfieh, Itvccus
Sea Bass, Hcicetwps ocellatus.
lineatvs.
hooks five inches long. Put two very small brass swivels
Shccpshead, Archosatgus probate- Tailorfish, Pomatrmns saltatrice.
on your leader. Use the kind of small fish for bait that
csphalus.
Black bass, Microplerus sa/motdes;
the trout, sre used to eating in your lake. Hook one of the
Snapper, jLuijanus cams.
M. nigricansupper hooks through the under and upper jaw so lhat. his
mouth will be closed. Then hook one of tiie lower hooks
[ Under the head of “Game and FUh In Seasonwe can only specify In
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of states vary so much
through the buck near the tail in such a manner that it
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
will give the fish a curve and will turn around like a
those entire sections that relate to the hinds of game in question. This
trolling-spoou wiicn it is drawn through the water. The
would require a great amount tf over space. In designating game we are
most successful fishermen use three of this same kind of
guided by the laws of nature, upon which alt legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their re¬
rigs in one boat, they fish one rig near the top with a light
spective Stales for constan t reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
sinker, say four ounces, and one about half way down with
than will only create confusion.}
an eight ounce sinker aDd the twelve ounce sinker near the
bottom. This is the most successful rig 1 have ever
Fish in Market.—The increased demand owing to the
used. The boat should be rowed very slow, so that you
Lenten season has stimulated the fishermen to great exer¬ can feel the bottom witli the heavy sinker nearly every
tions, and with the mild weather prevailing, the benches time you raise it up and let it down. The bait should be
have made a fine display during the week. We quote: raised up and down by a gentle motion, set the other two
Bass, striped, 25 cents; smelts, 15 to 20 cents; blue-fish, 18 lines, one on each side of the boat, and they will take care
of themselves. Live fish should be used tor bait. Some
cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents; mackerel, 25 cents; shad,
do not use but eight hooks, one hook for the upper to
Southern, 50 cts., North Carolina, $1; weakfisli, from JTortli hook in the minnow’s mouth and one to hook through the
Carolina, 15 cents; while-perch, 18 cents-; Spanish macker¬ back near the tail, and two sets of three each between the
el, 50 cents; green turtle, 20; terrapin, $12 per dozen; frost- two single books tied about one and a half inches apait.
Be careful and keep your minnow looking as natural as
fisb, 8 cents; halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 8 cents; king-fish,
possible. Do not rub any more scales off than you can
from Key West, 20 cents; cod-fish, 8 to 10 cents; black- help. When you let your line out your boat should be in
fish, 12 to 16 cents; flounders, 8 to 12 cents; sea-bass,
motion to keep your bail from twisting around the main
from South Carolina, 15 cents; eels, 15 to 18 cents; lob¬
line.
Seth Green,
Rochester,, February 2i.sf, 1870.
sters, live. 10 cents, boiled, 12 cents; shcepshead, 80 cents;
turbot, 25 cents; scollops, $1 per gallon; soft clams, 80
Ice Chisels.—The most common article in use among
to GO cents per 100; white-fish, 18 cents; pickerel, 18 cents;
sun-fish 10 cents; perch, yellow, 10 cents; salmon trout, fishermen for cutting holes for setting In lines, is the chisel,
with edges rounding aud ground like an axe. I have used
20 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; hard crabs, $4 per 100; pom* such an one to my dis-salisfaction. To cut a line of trout
pano, $1 per pound.
thirty to fifty holes through ice twenty-eight to thirty-four
—If any one wishes to fish in the Connecticut river he inches in thickness, requires a great deal of churning. 1
must apply before March 15tli to the Fish Commissioner have improved upon that article, and have never seen unc
for blanks, on which he must record each day’s catch, and except the one 1 had made. I give you
return them to the Commissioner at the eud of the season.— lhe description for information of tiie
many adult fishers who are not content
Germantown Telegraph
with fishing in open water only. Mine
We presume our contemporary refers to net and not rod
was five inches in breadth, aud twelve to
fishermen. As we understand the law seiners and other fourteen inches iu blade, with edge bevel¬
Hellers are required to keep this record, but not the rod ing on one side only, like a chisel, the ice
with this will chip off in little pieces, in¬
fishermen.
stead of being all churned up with snow
Adirondack Fishing.—Pickerel are being taken out of
as by the axe chisel. The heavier the
the Kaquette waters this winter by the ton. They are chisel the easier the work. No. 1 of the
said to be far superior to the ordinary pickerel, possessing diagram is the pattern. 1 have an Idea
more of the flavor of the muscaloDgc. This is doubtless since the lillie hand chisel for refrigerators
owing to the fact that their principal article of diet is trout, have come into use, that a chisel formed
and also that these waters are far purer aDd colder than like No. 2 might he an improvement oil
those which usually furnish the breeding grounds of this No. 1. It remains to be proved, however.
fish. These are the only waters in the Adirondack regions Patents not applied for. 1 suggest that a
-where pickerel can be found. The guides report good safeguard six inches long put on the ex¬
prospects for plenty of trout lliis spring. About 40,000 treme end of handle will be of some im¬
salmou trout were put into the Fulton chain of lakes in portance to prevent the chisel from slip¬
the North woods, recently. Some of the backwoods land¬ ping through one’s hand when lhe bottom
lords expect to receive 100,000 salmon and 25,000 speckled falls out. I have seen two chisels pass away before fishing
D,
trout from Seth Green, for stocking the lakes and streams commenced.
of the North woods.—Rutland Herald.
SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.
Movements op the Fishing Fleet.—The Georgesmen
are returning from their first trips of the season with light j(
Ithaca, N. Y., March 1st, 1876.
fares, having encountered very heavy weather, which in¬ Editor Forbst akd Stream:—
The old Indian gave as a reason lor weariug his buffalo robe with the
terfered with fishing. During the week there have been
72 arrivals of the fishing Beet, 60 from Georges, 7 from the hair outside that buffaloes always wore them so, and they ou Ait. to know
Banks, and 5 with frozen herring. The receipts of fish the hest way. The toughest and most elastic part of a natural bamboo
are 1,518,000 pounds of codfish, 487,000 pounds of halibut, cane is a thin casing next, under the enamel. And it is a good reason
and 2,000 barrels of herring. The fleet will soon be under for placing that on the outside in the construction of a rod, that there is
weigh again, and we hope their second trip may retrieve where nature placed it in tho construction of the enno. If it were of
any use to have the strongest part of the natural caue at the centre, na¬
the first.
Schooner Pioneer, Capt. Osier, from Georges on Mon¬ ture would not have left it hollow there.
Bat it needs no argument or illustration to prove that as much of the
day, weighed off 65,001) pounds of halibut, Blocking $2,strongest patt of tiie cane as possible should be placed as near the out¬
!)(10.12, which is the largest trip of halibut ever landed side of the rods as possible. The moat successful mode of doing this,
from Georges.
On her former trip she landed 30,000 that I have semi, is to work oat six strips, each of which will, in sec¬
pounds, stocking $1,107, making an aggregate of $4,067.12 tions, show a perfect isosceles triangle, aud side-faced with the enamel.
for l lie t wo trips. These halibutwere caught on hand lines, Glue these together with tho enamel faces out, and yon have a six-sided,
in what is known as the deep water Georges fishing, which or hexagonal stitch, the same shape in which those wise little creatures
is from 100 to 150 fathoms in depth, and this is the first —the bees—make their cells for strength and storage. A loach Of sand
season in which this kind of fishing has been pursued with paper will smooth the comure without cutting away the breadth of a
any marked success. The cook’B share was $167, high hair, if the fitting is well done, and you can have all the rich and varied
line, $181. Time absent, three weeks. The vessel got shades of the uatnnil “all over” the surface. Mount your rod with fer¬
within twenty miles of Eastern Point, on the loth ult., and rules and col tars to fit the form, amt you have tho prettiest rod yon ever
was driven back by the storm and again came Kyiuclior on saw, aud most assuredly the etraiglueal and most elastic lhat can be
Georges.—Gape Ann Advertiser, March ‘id.
made of the material.

Name.
Total. I Name
Total.
D. F. Davids.S J. W. Todd.18
J. A. Gee. SO G. H. Thompson..IT
H. Haber....IDlAlfred B. Fry..’.5
AL the Subscription Match, 500 yards, best scores were;—
Name.
Total.! Name.
Total.
R Fisher.
24 A. Wr. Peck.18
D. P. Davids.«l|
The three highest scores in the Remington Solving Machine Match were:
Name.
800 yds.
500 yds.
Totals.
D. F. Davids.4 3 4 4 4 ... 10
5 5 5 1 4....23
42
(1. 11. Thompson.I I 2 3 4... .1?
5 8 4 5 5....88
3!)
J. W. Todd.515 11....22
0 0 3 3 5....11
33

ea mid §iver ^ishitiQ.

—If any ol our Maine friends have a couple of brook
trout weighing about ten pounds each, we situ it Id like to
fiave them for exhibition at the Centennial.

The objections to the Krider rod, described In your paper of the 2d
First—Yon must file off the enamel on each stnp down to the fibre, eo
tu? to make the glue hold. Second—In filing the sticks in a round rpq

must ent away a very considerable part of the strongest fibre underly¬
ing the enamel. Third—You expose to the elements the porona part nf
the cane, while you close in lhat part which, if any, is waterproof.
Fourth—In use of ihc rod, the greatest sLrain being upon tbe outside, is
put upon the weakest part of tbe material.
I do not lay any great stress upon any man’s opinion as-to the beBt
way to make a rod, unless he can support it by good reasons. If mere
opinion availed much, I might perhaps be eutilled to express mine, in¬
dependently of the reasons given above. For I have been a diligent flyfisher for abont a quarter of a century, and hare bandied a great many
rods, and I do not hesitate to say that, iu my belief, this hexagonal hamboois the best rod oxtant. Your city readers aud sojourner-, I am in¬
formed, can sec specimens of these rods at Conroy, Bisset & Maileson’s,
65 Fulton street. 1 don't intend to advertise unybodj; hut, as how to
make tbu best rod is an important question to all devotees of the “gen¬
tle craft, I Ldought it not improper that I should contribute my mite to
the uti-cus.^ion of it.
U.

Mr. J. B. Crook, of 50 Fulton street, 1ms a luetkud of
pulling split bamboo rods together which strikes us us be¬
ing particularly good; it is as follows:—
“The hut and second joints are pul together in six strips
with the enamel on the outside. The bamtiuo must be of
the same stillness so that it will not be uny stiller on one
side than the other. To make sure, when they are pul to¬
gether and you roll them around it they ate not the same
they will jump. That we do not want, and it must be
thrown away. When you get a joint and but that is per¬
fect in all parts, then \ou gel a good rod. On the tips I
put the enamel on the insitie in sections of fifteen inches
long, of four pieces of bamboo, no two emancls go to¬
gether. Put the enamel and the soft part together so that
the enamel crosses the tip, then work down Irom the out¬
side, and as you come to the extreme point you get noth¬
ing hut enamel. The part you take from Lite outside is
solt, but the nearer you gel to Ihc centre the more enamel
you gel, which is the strength of bamboo, and then you
get lips that will wear out any tip made witli the enamel on
the outside; will keep straighier and will he stiller. They
cost more to make my way but will pay iu the eud.”
ADIRONDACK

BOATS.

Greenwich, N. Y., Feb. 30th, 187B.
Editor Forest and Stream;—
I see tin inquiry iu your correspondence as to who makes Adirondack
lake boais, aud your reply is, "Newcomb,Essct <fcCo.,N. Y.” Now,
where arc they, and who are they? 1 never heard of them. One of Uie
best makers of the Adirondack guide boat I know of Isa man by tbe
name of Chase, wbo JiveB at Newcomb, Essex county, N. Y. He bus
the reputation among the Long Lake and Brown’s Tract guldesof put¬
ting together a boatiu tbe very best manner. There arc other excellent
woikmcu at Long Lake, viz; Reuben Cary and Ilenry Stanton. 1 havo
one of Reuben Cary’s make, which 1 have uted several years, apd it is
about as good as-new. My impression is that the Saranac men do not
excel in modeling or making these boats, and 1 know the Saranac gaides
order boats front Chase, at Newcomb, and from Cary and Stanton, at Long
Latte. Reuben Cary Is making me another boat this year, and either of
the three men above mentioned can be relied on for thoroughly good
work. Cary’s and Stanton’s models differ from Chase’s in being higher
in tbe stem and somewhat squarer, while his ate not so shear and alike
at both ends There is, perhaps, a little more style to the Long Lake
bouts, while Chase’s are somewhat stiller.
D. \V. MA.MihLL.

[Tiie answer to our correspondent was a mis-priut. It
should have read G. J. Chase, Newcomb, Essex Co., New
York.—Ed].
_
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GAME

IN

Hires, brown and gray-

SEASON

IN

MARCH.

Wild duck, geese, brant, &c.

for FiouinA.
Deer, Wild Turkey .Woodcock, quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.
Game in Market.—A few varieties of ducks and geese
are all in the way of game lobe found in the markets.
Canvass-backs still continue to be received from the Ches¬
apeake and sell for $2 75-to $3 25 per pair; red heads are
worth $1 20 to $1 50; mallards, $1 to $1 25; black ducks,
87 cents to $1; broad-bills, 50 to 75 cents; geese, $1 to
$1 25 each. Tiie latter, together with the commoner vari¬
eties of ducks come from the South Side of Long Island.
Wild pigeons are scarce at $2 75 to $3 per dozen.

—Tiie Luzerne County (Pa), sportsmen’s club have
ordered 1,000 quail from North Carolina, which they will
distribute through the county lor propagation.
Concentrators.—A correspondent writes:—
“Has it never occurred to the choke-bore advocates, or
IhoBc in doubt, that by using concentrators, tbe simplest
and cheapest being a bag of very thin woolen inclosing
the shot, a gun may be a ‘choke-bored’ at pleasure. I
tried some of Kay’s concentrating cartridges a day or two
since with a Stephen Grant C. F-, the effect was ‘prodig¬
ious,’ as the ducks will soon learn.”
New Jersey, Tcnafly, March 6th, 1876.—Woodcock made
their first appearance with us Thursday, tbe 2d inst. The
ground is frozen veTy hard, and until yesterday has been
covered with snow. They can find feed in the spring
holes, and will probably slay unless we have another’ cold
snap. This is tiie curliest date in about seven years of
their coming; tliey generally arrive about the last of
March, or the first week of April. Three birds were seen
at Tappan, N. J ., which is seven miles north of this place,
the 18th of February. IViIson snipe made their first ap¬
pearance on tiie 20th of February. We have fair snipe
grounds, but the best lie fail iter north, I shot two blackducks on the 1st inst., tiie first I have seen. The creeks
are opeD, with pfefliy of feed, so we shall have good sport.
Al. Huyler.
New Jersey.—Kinsey's AAdey IIovm, February 27th.—
Harnegal Bay iB alive with geese and brant, thousands uro
scon feeding on the clam island plots every day. Joel
Rideway, wilit the crew of tho Life Saving Station, bugged,
on Friday, 41 bruut, 6 geese, and 21 ducks. Mr. Kinsey
killed 5 geese; wind westward.
B.
Massachusetts.—Antnn, P\hrunry ”8—Gunning is dry
of late, and will be until snipe hi rive ' Weather at present
grny, rnwv miuI cold. No ficti lowl, jib our luirbor is Irozcn
up. Goldfinches numerous near Denvers lately. Snowbuutilths on L,yan waisUes (U’e plenty. Shore laths have

FOREST AND STREAM.
been scarce all winter. An occasional meadow lark is seen.
Grosbeaks) and cross bills are about. I lately bad a bird
handed me, which proved to be a cow bunting, and much
out of her latitude at this season. Most time to look for
early spring visitors.
Teal.
Maryland.—Quail have not only been plentiful during
the past season, but there are plenty left for breeding.
The editor of the Snow HiU Memnrjor says that on
Monday last he found ten bevies within an hour's walk of
that town, He adds: “ During the whole season wo have
heard of no case of arrest of hunters for trespassing upon
the lands of farmers. Our farmers generally are disposed
to be very liberal in this respect, and when our home
people desire to gun upon their lands, they have little did!
cully, in most instances, in obtaining permission. To such
as, during the past season, have kindly extended to us
Lliis privilege, we lake this occasion to extend our heartfelt
thanks.”

PIGEON

MATCHES.

—Tire matches arranged between Ira A. Paiue and Dr. B.
Talbot were shot on Mouday at Deerfool Park. The first
was a “table” match, at 20 birds each, 21 yards rise, for
$50 a side, the gun to he laid upon the table uutil the bird
was on the wing. This match resulted in a tie, hut was
won by Paine in shooting off.
The following is the
icore:—
Paine-0 1 0 1) 1, 0 1 1 1 1, 1 o I 1 ), 0 1 1 0 1.
13; missed. 7.
Talbot—1 1 0 0 ft, 1 1 0 1 J, 1 I 11 0, t U I U 1.
13; missed, 7.

Total, SO: killed,
’
Tomb 20; killed,

Paine—1 0 1—2
Taitiot—1 0 o—i.
Time of the shoot, 53 minutes.

The second match was at 15 pairs of birds each, 100
jrards boundary. Dr. Talbot standing at 18 yards and Paine
tit 31 yards. This was won by Dr. Talbot by the followng score;—
Eighteen jards—Talbot—1 1, 1 1, 1 0, 1 1,1 J, 1 0, 1 1 1 1. 1 1 II
1.10,11,11,11. Total. 3 >; killed, 27; missed, 3.
Twenty one yards-Paine—1 1, 1 1, 1 1. 0 1 1, 1, 1 0, 1 1, 1 0, 0 1,
1,0 0,0 1,0 0, 1 1. Total, 30; killed, 20; missed, 10.
Time of the shoot, 50 minutes.

11,0

—A match was shot Saturday, March 4ih, at Newark,
Tom ground traps, under the rules of the New York
iportmau’s Club, a barrel of Hour being the stakes. The
birds were all strong aud good flyers, Harris, wilh a
Parker gud^killing as follows; lil 0001 0 0 1—5;
MeDougall,-with a Scott gun, thus; 0110* 111100
—0; *dead out of bounds,
Scalper.
—The Onondaga Co. Sportsman's Club will bold t.
tournameuL, at the Syracuse Dining Park, on Tuesday,
March 14th, open lo all members of organized clubs, ex¬
cept professionals. Entrance fee, $5. Liberal prizes’ are
,b be offered.
„
St. Louis, Mo., February 23d, 1876.
Suitor Forest and Stream:—
Shooting matters, especially those relating to traps and pigeons,
tave been very quiet in this city since last fail, owing more to a scarcity
jf birds than to any drooping ul spirits on the part of the considerable
lumber of lovers of the sport that St. Louis claims as citizens of sterjug worth. A reorganization of the Gun Clao washed on Feb. 1st, at
the office of Sir, John D. Johnson, Chairman of the Law Committee of
he National Association, by the election of Mr. E. C. Sterling, Pretidmt;
Charles H. Turner, Vice President; aud Wm. A. Albright, Secretary and
Treasurer. Tin-sc gentlemen are all well-known patrons of the dog aud
;un, and the success attending the exhibition of the splendid kennel of
.tish setters at Chicago, owned by Messrs. Turner and Sterling, is a
natter of sincere congratulation to their friends here.
In order lo inaugurate the uew administration, the elult decided to
lelebrate the birthday of honest George with a grand pigeon shoot, on
.heir grounds, at Hinkle's Six-Mile House. With a view towards inTeating the interest tu the day's sport, Mr. H. C. Pierce, who, since
August last, has held the club's champion medal, extended an invitatoMr. W. B. Hamvorth, champion of the Quincy, III., Shooting
-lub, to be present and meet htm in a friendly match. Early in the day
luite a large party had gathered to witness the sport. The terms of I he
iontest between Messrs. Pierce nod Hanworth were, fifty single birds
iacb, at twenty-one yards rise, without boundary, substituting theretr three minut s in which to return the bird to referee
The shooting or both gentlemen was certainly of a high standard, con¬
sidering that a gale of wind was blowing during the time of the match.
Mr. Hanworth showed great nerve and with his well-known staying qualtiee, proved himself a hard man to beat. Mr. Pierce had not the bBnsfit of the least practice since the Memphis Tournament, in October
ast, his arm at that time having received considerable ntjury from ihe
ecoil of his very light gn n. The following score shows a very handsome
■un to his credit of .33 straight, aud his friends think, had iL not been
hat, after killing the 37lh bird, a shell became fastened in bis gnu,
hereby compelling him to change for a much heavier one, his string
vonld have been a clean one rrora fourth to the fiftieth.
H. C. Pierce-1 100111111111 lllllUllin 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1) 0 0 1 1-42.
W. B. Hanworth—1 11 1 1 11 l 1 11 1 1 1 l 1 lj l l] oi ■ i ]
mimitimoiniioii 1-47.
Immediately following the Piorcc-Hnuworth match, the medal shoot
as had, a heavy wind assisting to cause a very poor score. On the tie
It 26 yards Mr. Pierce undoubtedly lost the medal, by going to the
score without cocking the hammer or IBs gun, thereby scoring a lost
tird. The following is the score:—
Name.
Total 1 Name.
Total
I. C. Pierce.!l U.
Wilson.
a
D. Jeff Clark.illF. Thomas.
li
tV, A. Aluright.Sllleorge Kinklc.
lohuD Johnson.8 Joseph P. Card.
lhas. H. Turner.
IV. (J. Christy..
Jhas. M. Williams,..7 CG. S. Cltoltmu..
leff O. Clark.7 1D. Ban kin.
fames. H. Lncas.
6 IDr. Nuboy.
1. B. O. Lucas.5
Ties at 36 yards.
Name.
Score. I Name.
Score
I. C. Pierce. .1 0 1-2 W. A. Albright.*. 1 0 1-2
(5. Jeff Clark.0 1 l-s|
rurz
Tie at 31 yards.
-JneScore. I Name
Score,
I. C. Pierce.(1 1-1W.A. Albright.0 0—0
. Jeff. Clark.1 1—21
Following above was a match ut five birds, 31 yards rise, between Mr.
Ftanworth, of Illinois, Pierce, of Missouri; and Frank Harrison, of New
Ifork, which was won by Mr. Hanworth, Mr. Pierce beating Mr. Hurti>n in shooting off their ties.
Now that the ball is set fairly rolling, we trnst It may move oil, accu nulating strength and needed vitality, until this city may hoast a large
rad well-organized sportsmen’s dub, of which its dog and gun-loving
sltizeus may esteem it un honor to be members. We are off to-night
enjoy the boundless hospitalities of 0111- sporting friends of the Cres:ent C'lty during their approaching "Mardi Gra,” festivities aud tournaneht. We promise—If our realizations equal onr "great expectations"
-to advise you of our inlpreasious therereeelvod.
St. Louis.

Another correspondent, to whom we are indebted for an

account of the above match, writes us as follows regarding
the positions which it soctns are now considered essential
in shooting matches:
‘ Tt was a very interesting exhibition of marksmanship, bnt owing to
the care and deliberation with which the gentlemen braced aud settled
themselves for the shot, it destroyed thB effect of the otherwise excel¬
lent display. In this connection, is it desirable to practice in such arti¬
ficial attitudes? Every field sportsman knows how nttei ly impossible it is
to prepare oneself Tor the rise of a bird. Why, then, drirt into the bad
habit of striking an atlitnde better befitting a prise-fiehter than a gentle;
man marksman?"
Sx. Augustine, Fla., 26lh, 1870.
Handicap sweepstakes, 80 yards bonndury, six birds
Name.
yards.
Score.
Total.
R. B. Morrison.88 yards
1110 11
5
£• C. Bryce.83 yards
0 0 t)
"J,■ Bryce.84 yards
1 000
1
Edgar.28 yards
1 0 0 1 I
3
Dr. Symington.28 yards
lllOli
3
h. Belli in.ax yards
0 11110
i
Handicap match, eight birds.
S. Botlon.30 yards
1 1 1 1 1 I 1 •, 8
C. C. Bryce...26 yards
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 e 7
Handicap sweep-lakes, Tour birds.
Barr.
31 yards
0 10
1
Morrison. 28 yards
10 11
3
Carpenter.21 yards
1 1 1 0
3
Brice.
24 yards
10 10
3
Bettnn...,.28 yards
0111
a
N. Edgar.28 yards
111!
4
Dr. Symingion..22 yards
101
2
This is pretty Tair business for a new club, composed principally of
novices: aud although many of the birds were laggards yet game, pig¬
eons of any kind, and especially good dyers, are bard to obtain for use
here. The club grounds are on the North Beach, on a sandy plateau
with circhtnValiant sand-hills. There is a very neat pavilion belonging
to the club, with all uecessa.y apparatus. Lunch can always be ob¬
tained from Whitney’s refreshment room, known os (lie Lunch Basket,
which stands an eighth or a mile distant. The features of the North
Beach are similar to those of Fire Island on the Long Island co__..
Next winter more satisfactory arrangements will be made for obtaining
pigeons. Mr. Morrison, whose score we have given, is one of the
stuimchest trap-shooters wo have ever met, although seldom at the score
_^_
Hap,

CHOKE-BORED GUNS.
Sib—Ill July lasl I received from Mr. W. W. Greener one of his beet
quality 12 choke-bore guns, aud immediately proceeded to test it Tor pat¬
tern at a 30 inch circle at 40 yards, with Nu. 6 chilled shot. 1 only fired
three shots with the right barrel, making what I considered the extraor¬
dinary scores of 217, 221,217.
All August 1 frequently tested Its killing powers at wood-pigeons, on
one occasion killing seven m succession, sitting on a tree, the trunk of
which was 65 yards from where I sat concealed. I have now just re¬
turned from a fortnight's shooting at partridges, hares, and rabbits, in
Hnrefordshire, during which I had ample opportunities of testing both
gnn and chilled shot. Of the latter, I ronnd that it killed cloauly at long
and short ranges. Or the gnn, I cannot speak in too high terms; at
short, ranges game was not too much cot up, whilst at distances over 35
yards the superiority over the old guns was immense.
As regards choke-bores being more difficult, to shoot with, I can only
say tiiat I have shot with the old guns for the last seventeen years, four¬
teen of which were spent in India, where I was generally out shooting
four days in the week,aud very often the whole seven; and] do not
think I ever shot better than I have lately done with my choke-bore,
and 1 am convinced that the new System only requires a trial to be ap¬
preciated by all men who like to kill their game cleanly.
Ottershaw. Sept. 16.
J. E. W. Uowev, Capt. Beugal Army.
Silt—As you have kindly opened the columns of The Meld, to those of
your readers who have used choke-bores this season, I beg respectfully
to give you my experience.
In J tine last Mr. W. W. Greener built me one of his best quality No.
12 choke-bores, upon his improved principle, in the use of which I felt
awkward for the first week or two, as 1 could not use it with the cer¬
tainly or precision I could my old one. After a little practice this wore
off and 1 found with 21 drachms of powder and 1 oz, of shot I could use
it at rabbits iu covert with deadly effect, with the same churge, up to 40
yards, which was quite sufficient for my purpose at that Urn".
I was most anxious to give it a fair trial ici the o u.n u Id. hut as I am
not the fortunate possessor of an extensive ateji', t had uu uppo.i <.,uy
or testing it on grouse, consequently 1 hud to content myself with wait¬
ing unlit September came in, whic i secured to he a longer time in com¬
ing thai usual. On the 21, myself ami B. s'arted out,.but the day was
wet—a constant, heavy, frizzling rain, which made shooting anything
but comTovtubie. Birds were scarce, very strong on the wing, aud diffi¬
cult In get near. However, I managed to biur six brace out of seventeen
shots, those I missed being cross Bhots loo Close to mo. B., who is a fair
average shot, used a good guu on the old system by a well-known maker,
only answered for one brace. This gave me great confidence in chokebores. Since that time I have tried it 011 vartuus kinds of game with
great success, and have found it to exceed my utmost expectations.
It does not, ns predicted by some, mangle the game at short distances,
while, on the other hand, I have frequently killed birds clean and well
up to sixty yards, and occasionally between seventy and eighty yards.
These Jong shots have not been confined to partridges alone, as the third
time we were out a hare over By pounds in weight succiuubud to a charge
of No. 6, distaneo by measurement exactly sixty-eight yards; while on
the 12th inst., with iy oz. No. 4,1 fetched down a rocketting pheasant
dead, over sixty yards. These are merely instances which just occur to
my memory, and are by no means solitary exceptions, and for the infor¬
mation of the “Father of Two Eyes," I beg to say X have killed more
and wounded much less game than usual since I have used a chokebore.
At present I have not tried it at woodcock or snipe, but I have no
doubt, when the lime arrives, its performance will be equally satis¬
factory.
While on this subject I may add that I have shot about 1,000 of Bley’s
cartridges this season, principally brown, and a few green, but up to the
present I have not had a single miBS-fire, nor one burst at the rim.
These have been supplied by Mr. Greener, part loaded, and part 1 have
had filled at home, but I find the former superior to my own
1 am sorry to trespass apon yonr valuable space so much, but in con¬
clusion I venture to affirm, after considerable use, that the choke system
is a great improvement on the old one, and has f nlfiiled every condition
its original promoters promised; and I am sure, Mr. Editor, the thauks
of the sporting community are due to you for the public spirit you man¬
ifested in bringing the matter so thoroughly before their notice,
Stone, Staffs.
H. A. II.
Sir—I see that some of your correspondents are desirous of hearing
how the “choke-bores" answer. I have one by Greener, which 1 have
tried at gronre and partridge, and have fonnd it all that could he desired,
1 have never found it spoil the birds, even at very short ranges. The
fault, if any, lies in the temptation to try long shota.
Grouse.
—From the London Field.

—It appears now that “pure Havana segars" are made
in Cuba wilh fillings of brown straw paper saturated with
a juice made from tobacco stems. Even Lite impress of Hie
leaf is made by rolling the sheet of paper over machines.
—A fool in a high station is like a man on the top of a
high mountain—everything appears small to him, and he
appears small to everybody.

75
§nticnuil grimes.
Harvard Athletic Stouts.—Thu Harvard Athletic
Association held Us first winter meeting on Saturday last
in the gymnasium. The winners in the various contests
were as follows:—
1. Club Swinging—Prize awarded to Mr. Shillato, '70,
for best style and greatest variety of movements.
2. Parallel Bars—Won by Mr. Bret, '77. Mr, Livermore
pressed the winner very hard both doing (he long dips
(back and forward) and the half and full arm “irrassLoppers" very skilfully.
3. Standing High .Tump—Messrs, A. II, Latham, '77, and
E. S. Martin, '77, tied at 4 l'eet 74 Inches.
4. Horizontal liar—The winner was Mr. Wiley of ’77.
5. Light Weight Wrestling (below 140 lbs).—Messrs.
Brett and Latham of '77.
Catch holds; hack Tails; a
draw.
0. Middle Weight Sparring (140 to 145 lbs)—Mr. Denton
and Mr. Riggs each won a bout, ami will spar together on
Saturday, when the contests will comprise, in addition: 1.
Putting up dumb-bells. 2. Onp-hand vaulting. 3. Vaulting
with both hands. 4. Heavyweight wrestling (over 155
lbs.) 5. Middle-weight wrestling (140 to 145 lbs.), and the
concluding rounds of the light weight wrestling aud mid¬
dle-weight sparring.

—Weston 1ms again astonished the Britishers, by walk¬
ing 180 miles iu lorly-oight hours. Uu began walking at
0:45 P. M. on Tuesday, Ihe 15th ult., wilh Alexander
Clark, of London, as an opponent. Clark was Of hut little
account, and did not equal Perkins’s efforts in Weston’s
first walk, retiring at ihe end of fifty-five utiles. They are
now trying to get him lo walk a fifty-mile match, but
Weston winks his left eye and “don't see it."
It is a voyy remarkable fact that the three best pedes¬
trians at their respective distauees, who have ever stripped
in England should have come from the New World, that
all are still alive, and that they all should have tcumiued
in their prime lo a tar greater age than the generality of
our native runners aud walkers. George Seaward, of New
Haven, Conu., has never been equajlt-d as a sprinter, nor
has L. Bennett, the Canadian, better known as “Deerfool,"
been surpassed as a distance runner from ten to twelve
miles; whilst now we have before us E. 1‘. Wcstouasa
long distance walker.
,
—Mr. Meyers, of the Ply Aways, in a letter to tiiis de¬
partment, says:—“As an amateur, I truslyour call ‘to such
of the semi professional clubs as arc tired of hiding their
Iruc status under the guise of amateur clubs’ to join the
professional association may he acted upon. Our amateur
association says, ‘All players who play base ball for place,
emolument, or money shall be regarded as ptofessiuual
players.' Clubs procuring places of business for players,
paying salaries, dividing among players gale receipts, or,
iu other words, which are not organized simply to play for
the exercise aud sport, are not amateurs, aud have no status
iu the amateur association. Tite association meets' on the
Bill of Match at Philadelphia, ami we shall eudeavor lo
maintain our stand as amateurs, excluding such as are in
auy manner tainted with ptofossionalisui. An avowed
professional commands respect, where a skulking one
merits contempt.”
—Captain McKenzie, the chess chantpiou, will organiz
a chess pluycis’ niue this season, lo play matches with the
Press club muffins at Prospect Park. His team will bo
captained by himself, and will include Delimit', Mason,
Peck, Theo. M. Brown, Clark, Dr. Barnett, Do Con Rich¬
ardson, and others. Belden of the Hartford Times, is get¬
ting up a diet's team to knock spots out of McKenzie's
parly. They arc fat men, like Belden himself.
—The only professional stock company team of the me¬
tropolis will be the Brooklyn Club—hue Mutuals—under
the management of Cummeyer. They will present as
strong a learn as auy iu the League, viz.: Hicks, Matthews,
Start, Craver, Nicliol, Hallman, Buolh, Shandlcy, and
Boyd,
—The New Haven Club will bo kept out of the League
under the rule prohibiting the entry of any dub from a
city of less than 75,(100 inhabitants, aiuj yet the League
admitted the Hartford Club, which is Irom a dly of 10,000
less iDhabilanls than New Haven.
—The players oi the Philadelphia Club of 1875 have
been distlibuied among the League Clubs as follows:
Zelllin and Meyerle to the Athletics; Fisher to the Cin¬
cinnati; Craven to tlic Mutuals; McGeary to the St. Louis;
Addy to the Chicago, and Murnan and Borden to the
Boston. Who will have the remainder? Whit’s bid lot
Malone, McMullin audTreacy?
—The Hartfords will play the New Havens on May 3d,
at Hartford, the first of u series of ten games for a Stale
championship pennant.
—The National Association Convention in New Haven,
on March 1st, was but slimly attended, and an adjourn¬
ment was had to April 3d, at Philadelphia.
—The local journals are mistakenly attribulingthe intro¬
duction of parlor skating rinks—now so fashionable in
London—to the English. Parlor skating is an American
institution, and Mr. Plytnpton, of this city, introduced the
sport iu London aud Paris.
Tournament at Montreal.—On March 16th, a tour¬
nament for the championship of British Morllt America is
lo commence at Nordheimcr’s Hall, Montreal, Canada.
The games are to be three-ball, 250 points up, governed by
the rules of Ihe three-ball championship of tlie world.
The money prizes in the aggregate amount to $400, aud the
winuer of the first prize, $126, will be the recipient of an
elegant cue emblemaitoof the championship, a present from
II. W. Collenderjof this city.
The probable entries are
Jakes Brothers, of Coburg, Caperon, of Parts, Knox, of
Brantford, Bennett, of 'Toronto, Pbelan, of Hamilton,
Russell, of Ottawa, Derome, Beauchamp, Gougliier, and
Donahue, of Montreal.
The Centennial Tournament.—This affair is creating
much stir, particularly in Philadelphia. The press of that
city are giving it their united support, ami contributions
are pouring in Irom all over the cotmlry.. The Mercia-)/ an¬
nounces that the project Will have the co operation oi ihe
Reform, Union, Philadelphia, Chess, Nepluuo, Athletic,
Union League, aud, “Ours” clubs, aud others.
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A HANDBOOK OF FLORIDA.
JUST PUBLISHED,

FLORID A;
ITS

SCENERY, CLIMATE and HISTORY,
An account of Charleston, Savannah, Augusta, and
AJken; a chapter for ConsiiTnprives, and
vuilous papers on Fruit Culture, etc.

Complete Handbook and Guide.
By SIDNEY LANIER.
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
12mo.

Extra Clotli, Ji.75.

"It is just the book for the traveler's portmanteau.”
— Chicago A (Ivanov.
"Florida its the winter Mecca of hundreds of men
nud women who will bo glad to find so charming
accounts of scenes and places which they know or de¬
sire to know, and withal a great amount or infoimalion which could he wilh difficulty obtained else¬
where.”—Boston Evening Traveller.
*,*For sale by Booksellers generally, or will be sent
by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of the price, by

J. B. LIITTNCOTT A CO.,
PUBLISHERS,
715 and 717 Market St.. Philadelphia.

mchfl 3t

PATENT

Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Curley’s Nebraska
J
By the
Special Commissioner of the London Field.

“A most excellent work,”—A'. Y. Independent.
"Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability.Philadelphia Press.
"We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book."—London. Spectator.
“Comprehensive and exhaustive."—Pall itall Ga¬
zette.
"Consult ‘Nebraska. '"—London Nonconformist.
"We can hardly conceive any information it does
not contain.”—Land and Water.
"Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”— Lon¬
don Field.
Tho reviews are unanimously favorable, and (hey
I»ira*»r fhnn
would fill a volume larger
Ilian ‘‘nnrlGV1*
"Curley’s tfphrftRkft
Nebraska.
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Nassau St,
mcb9 3m
ORANGE, JUDO CO., Broadway, N. Y

TO RENT—A FIRST-CLASS MODERN

House, with about eight acres of land (part of
the ^Pluin Point11 farm), eitnated directly on the Elk
Ri' er, fonr miles from Elkton. on the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore R. R. This place is cele¬
brated for Duck and Upland ,Shooting and Fishing.
Terms moderate: apply to
C. W. MORRIS, Jr.
mch9 3t
Elkton P. O., Cecil Co., Md.

WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented

Process.

The texture is thoroughly impregnated with (he
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
with the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of Ihe atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew nud dry rot.
B With water there is no affinity.
Tbo superior advantages of these goods, and comparalive small cost, will commend them to all.
SOLE AGENTS, BOSTON.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued imd Greenheart Ba.se and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
'
FINE BOD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Premium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 1874.
mr-hB Bm

H. L. DUIYCKLEE’S
PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

CANOE FOR SALE\

Shot and Bar Lead

RUSHTON’S

MANUFACTURER,

Portable Sporting Boats.

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

J. H. BUSHTON, Manuf V,

J. IT. BATTY,
Taxidermist,

WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
i Heads, Anllers,
| Carved Heads,
. x i d c rmista’
1 supplies. Skins
■ indegge forcolI lections, Aquaria
I and stock, In' sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents;
M err el Ryder,
55 Ja.kson St..
St. Paul, Minn.,
and Eaton & Co., 17 Ann, New York.

G11ii Oases.

Bound Volumes

mch9 3m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR. WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
PATENTED JUNE 22, 187o.

Thos. W. Sparks,

REMINGTON

-Weigh only 25 to 75 pound?, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiom one to four persona
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gnu
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

Cafes.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

Forest and Stream.

RIFLE COVERS AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

Price, $4.00.

The ware is bo constructed that It. nests and packs
in rhe oven and the oven and funnel pack inside the
move as represented in cut 2, leaving room for pack¬
ing half a dozen piates. knives, forks, spoons, and
drlnUiDg cups. Price, complete, $15.
p send for Circular.

AUmiClAL 17 YES
For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER <V RNOWLTON,
18 Arch St.. Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale aod Retail.
mch9 eonm
U. S. Camp Lounge Co., |

Brook Trout Fry

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Compriaing a complete line of Sportsmen's Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON.

READY FOR DELIVERY.

CHANCE

Business engagments compel me to sell my farm,
of about 25 acres, containing house, bam, hatchinghouse, and flshpouds. The place Is well-furnished
with choice fruit, and is a fine location Tor a fish,
poultry, and frttlt farm. Price low.
febl7 tf

From A. II. Lamherton, Rochester.
Having smoked yonr tobacco. Vanity Fair, by tl]
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point
fragrance and taste snperior to all brands known
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not II
the tongue and mouth, 1 was made acquainted wb
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus uUi
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit;
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For ciga,
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have
From Forest and Stream, N. Y.
Wc have received from Messrs. Kimball # Co.,
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrate
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding;
oundcach; and, aftermost thorough trial, do n
esitate to concede to it all the good qualities whic
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superb
article, and a great comfort to discriminatln
iraokers-

E

THE

Just the Thing for Horn
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long feltpipe which Bhull give simply the taste and odor of 11
Bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates re
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always cle
and sweet. The bowl and monthpieccare permanes
but the stem is of porons paper, to be laid aside aft
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stei
accompany each pipe. Tbe price of extra stem
when not furnished with tbe pipe, is as follows: Fo
and a hair aDd Beven inches, 5c,; twelve inches, 15
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complt
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
novl8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Ms

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP
Respectfully invite attention to the

SuperiorFacilitie
afforded hy tbelr liniB for reaching most of the TRO
ING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Mid;
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM A.
IMPORTANT points; avoid the difficulties and a;
geis of reshipment, while the excellent cars rim o'
flu- smooth steel tracks enable STOCKTO BE TRAN
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of
,
, „

The Pennsylvania

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolnte Certainty, n
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.

Stereoscopic Studies of

Embracing views of the most interesting portions
or the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faith Tut studies of St. Augustine, the St. J ohns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gnlf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed In an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address

dec9tf

Railroad

Coinpai

also reach the beet localities for

GUNNING

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Florida Scenery.
RARE

HUNTER’S AND TRAPPER’S ILLUS

trated Practical Guide to nse and care of armi
and ammunition; making and nsinff traps, snares, a
nets; baits and baiting; poisons; bird lime; preset
ing* stretching, dressing; tanning, and dyeing skir
and furs, fishing, &c. With 50 engravings. 20 chi
Don Training.—A complete grade to breaking on
training sporting dogs; how to teach all wonaerft
and amusing tricks; anecdotes of famous dogs, &c
with many engravings, 25 cts, Of booksellers or t
mail
JESSE HANEY & CO..
feb2l 3t
119 Nassau street, N. Y,

A. S. Collins,
mob2 4t

Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

To Buy a Fish Farm.

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted.
Is the standard with Bportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
CO.’S, 102 Nassau st,, and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

A complete set of tho FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valnable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office.__

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

H. L. DTJNCKLEE,
BOX 2710, BOSTON.
For sale at SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 17 Ann
street New York Cily. and R. H. KILBY, 316 St.
Paul street, Montreal
[^■"Agents wanted in every town

CASES.

Belts.

The right to be sold Tor every city and town
United 8tates.
Galleries put up; plans and all necessary informatio
on building at a moderate price. Send for circular.
feb24 lm
JAMES 8. CONL1N, 930 Broadway,

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.

CREEDMOOR AND SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

Conlln’s Patent

Safety Shooting Gallery.

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or tiflpble: a solid
source in Winter and rongli weather; is a sweet plj
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; nmde by English, of Pererboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.
mch9 tf

$45

Patent Rifle Gallery

From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
1 find Vanity Fair to he the best article of tobacc
adapted to tbe wants of the sportsmun. Have ns
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all
be first class.

At St. Augustine, Florida.

SALE—a

CONLIN’S

W IT Vanity Fair

WESTERN BIRDS.

Double Breech-loading Gun, 10-bore, 28-inch;
a hard shooter; two dozen brass sheila and loading
implements complete; price $40 Good as new. Ad¬
dress
ROBERT WALKER.
rncbS tf
Franklin, Delaware Co,, N. Y.

113 Fnlton afreet. New VorK.

^
^
^ ^ It is shaved
Bhaved from the best Nal
Nattt
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Docb n
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of
Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send ford
cular.
WM. S. KIMBALL <fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.

Wishing to reduce ray stock of Bird Skins and Eggs
immediatHy, I have made a great redaction in prices.
Send stamp, for Catalogue of more than 300 species,
to
C1IAS. E. AIKEN, Taxidermist,
mchfi 2t
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Manufacturers of

Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 35 ponndB. very durable, will cook
for ten persons.'and is especially adapted for camping
DU 'poses. The ware consists or 8 It. kettle, 6 qt. tea
Kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
square paus, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

Founded July i, 1808.

Also, 300,000 Brook Trout, Fry.

THOMSON & SON,

STOVE.

The house is 2J s'ories, frame, 49 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor arc parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Upstairs
are 9 bed rooms, all large and atry; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
tbe house, are a stable and carriage honae, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ico houses. The grounds
arc well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold w ith the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of tront, for pleasure or profit, there
is no be.ter place in tbe State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mcb2 6m
47 Broad street, New York,

Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is thdir
time. Prices low. Fry feeding well nud healthy.
WM. H. CROWELL,
meh9 4t
Ludlow, McKean Co., Penn.

FOR

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES.

Bradford & Anthony,
*mch9 tf

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

EOR SALE, OR TO EET.

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

MISFIT CARPETS.
JOB SECOND HAND ANI) MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AN!
VJT i:INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C„ VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCUBSH
TICKETS
are sold at the
Compon^
l lCftliiaaresumui
rue offices^oMlie
1,1,1 ': ' ' .
...'
all the princtpal cities to KANE, RENO\ A. J
FORD, CRKSSON, RALSTON, MlNNEtRIA,
other well-known centers ror
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and 8011 Hunlli
Also,to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAFE MA
SOL'AN, and points on Ihe NEW JERSEY COA
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER I
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Ja , Gen’lPase. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
febl7

The Wall Street Indicator.

THIS WEEK’S ISSUE SENT FREE.
Contains Pictorial Illustrations o) Bulls and Bea:
Also, lull
full and
ana complete
compieiu instructions
uiewuunv/un nun
how w
to open”a."_ and
_i m_1_‘-f^tl.n..
fionitolliilanrfl
gQ
«r.otks
Slock privileges, Capital
bits and sugp
Hons. Also, a list of Valnable Premiums to CTu1
"Send for It.”
BUOKWALTER A CO..
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street, New York Cr
O. Box. ,
.
f'-‘b2'

ZT.

P.
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Holmes, Sliaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of the

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (SO feet), speed 11.84 miles per hoar; F1BEFLY (SO feet), 11.94 miles per honr; MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feel), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

KEEP THIS CHECK IN SICHT
UNTIL YOU BEACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

S5

Cents

ACCIDENT

252
Broadway, New York.

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

ONE DAY.

POLICIES by the month or
iyear for any amount, from
*1.000 to *5 1100, with weekly
indemnity In the ratio of *5 to
each *1,000.

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
A.. ARMSTRONG,

W.

The undersigned are now manufacturing
Ballard’s

Manager;

Patent

Riiles,

Yvitli

Marlin’s

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and

IRIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

Gallery

Rifles

OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SCHOVERLINC

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

janao 3m

GUNPOWDER.

Improrement,

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

RANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
FICES—13 Broad st., Boston; 19 Exchange at., Buffalo; 9 State st,, Chicago; 327 N. Second st., 8t. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec3

The Most Approved

System

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

-OK-

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

Military I lliiles.

Dogs of England.

or Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Vv orkmawship, they areUnsurpassed.

REVOLVERS

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send lor Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.
Whttneyvllle, near New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

Paper and Metallic Shells

BreecItfLoading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STITRTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor nse an awl to remove
the exploded capB. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Dtibl's’ patent waterproof -primers, never miss tire, and are
nmhly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made cxRr.e?;siLf^l,ler purP°se' we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co/s Shells.
Not Bold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 fcf

cmv.

I bave now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made epecial arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
ana ?™ra.lae* They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs and associa¬
tions. Send for illastrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y.
dec23 3m

& WCA1T

art’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
, Breech Loading- Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
n any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents It from driving through or
mgingaway, thereby causing missflres. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
ther rnsts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents mlssflre
en cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to ocenr either in steel or iron. These shells
finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2f to
inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
oughout the country. GKO, E. HART & CO., 363 and 365 Market st.. Newark, N. J

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.

SBR8, Gbobob E. Hakt & Co.,
Gentlemen--The fifty shells f received from yon to-day Sait me better than any I have ever need
They
stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nse them in all my shooting hereafter, roars truly.
“ylS-ty
A. H. Boo Amina.

nal Paintings by R. W. T11RUPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Deb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T, Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Limloe.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhouud. Joshua DaweB, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small £
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clamber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, — G„rwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. II. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
HylaB, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (wflite) T. H Murchison.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac¬
dona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), V. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Esq.,

Our Readers

heart.ly advised. t_ _ ____
specimen copy of the

{sgr llIii.strafed Household Magazine.
Lift— Now in its l?ih Volume—
-BaS
fiSfThe best Periodical ever published for the«^9
Family Circle.

ggCAn Attractive Monthly for-*®
»§p
Young and Old.
;j§|
JfpExnmine thebrillii,in.list of Grand l'rixt-sl-^3
£s5=.(the first is one Ele-rant llosewrod Piano,“^9
riUretail pries, $MX)). The pntiliabera uow ollc/^a
these pri/eN for subscription, in oddij&m to-J
J^=.thc- coiiimiaMioii, which Is thirty <*entH for-^
ery euo££*'lber -r or terms' in full, see an
renouncement fn the Magazine, ’ headed
Grand Prises Now OlTered to \Vorkers.”“^9
will pay you well to act upon our advice
|SpSuhNcrip(iim ONLY one dollar a ycar!!*^^
Posture 10 cents extra,
*n*on tc IBeud ut °,,ee for a
of“iiS
<111*1115 | this excellent, chaste and-^3
J£|a=»sparklTEg publication—examine it carefully ;*“|3
gr-and, OUR word for it, YOU WILL at
subscribers for the sake of your
JS-ones, as well as because you will find its col-”j|J
^■nmns most attractive for your own reading.
SI The conductors of this mazazine have-^H
[glUspared neither pains nor money in order
{ggc-make it what it is to day—an instructive and-fgj
gp-entertaining desideratum for every house «’®|J
~=5=>hold. Its pages are devoted to popular
jgfUeraturQ, science, art, education, and the de—^g'j
jglUvelopinent and maintenance of the moral in—^3
j£jj=iliience of home attractions. Its character—sg
Jpg-istic feature is comprehensiveness. The-^gj
^^manuscripts now on hand, from, noted pens,“^gj
Jg|»=.and others especially engaged, embrace an-s£j
J™imu8ually attractive list of Sketches oMg
£™Travei, absorbingly interesting Serials,-^g
Eg^Tales, Poems. Popular Essays, Literarv-^3
IsJ-OrliicianiH, etc., etc. In the KDITOR’es-^j
||L,STIJDY, Impotaiit and Pessing Ques—
£j=.tions of the Day, will be treated with fear*-^|
Jp|J=>les8, nncomproinising independence, and-Jgj
s^-unswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,
Hjljiutlee and Right.
-g}
(S.. Address
Household Ptibliahing I'd.. ■ - ?
jg^F. O. Box 3,267.
41 Park Row, A. V. -jg

Agents Wanted Everywhere. J
Write to us—elate where you saw this.

—“

Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price. Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to
express charges.
FOREST AND STREAM PUD. CO.,
17 Chatham street, New York,

There can be no greater por-

tablllty without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the yery beBt whol*
cues lor local use,
JyS9-ly

FOREST AND STREAM.

78
hotels and J?charts for.^yoiiSmcn.
FLORIDA

AND

VERMONT.

<5t John'a River),

PAIiATKA, FLORIDA.
Open from November lo May.
An tinrailing supply of pure water from Artesian
W.-.IIlt mi
mAiniuAa
Welle
on flm
tin) premises.

Equinox

House,

(Pont of Mt. Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
Open from Jure to Octooer.
Address, by mail or telegraph,

F. II. ORYIS,
At, PnlatUa from October 25 to April 35,
At Manchester from April 35 to October 25.
mc!>2 if

Bromfield House,
Boston >!nes.

HOTEL,

Jacksonville, Fin.,

THIS

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6$ lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The heBt for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 124 lbs.,
and 8} lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and 1 lb.
All of tbe above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

Sole proprielors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World."

MANUFACTURING CO.

Bros.,

George MeGiuley* Prop.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

My

53 BROMFIELD STKEET,

NATIONAL

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

21 Park Row, N. Y.

CHARLESTON, S. 0.
THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE
CITY.
BTLLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on first and second
floors. Ticket office and telegraph office in hotel.
fehSA If

GRAND

PAPE’S

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

LAFLIN & RIND POWDER Co.,

Charleston Hotel,
It. H. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,

Messenger

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

The utrmiye/t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sines (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owner- of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

The Putnam House,

The

Orange Sporting Powder.

$4 per Day

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick bouse of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,la situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
• • * in
’ the “--*■•
Dec30-tf
any hotel
South,

Rossi n House, Toronto, Canada.
SHU A US & SON, Proprietors.

improved

powder

can now be loaded from an ordinary powder
ilask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloadings Burns slow now. No foul¬
ing of the gnn. Little or no sirtoke. Little or no re¬
coil. Not very loud report. Less heating of the bar¬
rel in rapid firing. Good penetration and good pat¬
tern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined. ShellB furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
mv signature on tnocan.
CARL DITTMAR,
Neponbbt, Mass.

W. W. GREENER’S

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRlBEK,
Corner HccOnd and Walnut 6I»., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Buns, IUlies, Pistols,anil Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
flunk-Junes, Bulls. Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
WaternrooT^Uk Lines, Silk and llair Trout LineB, Ac.
Fewh
anil Grass Lines. Also, a large
J crcu Snoods/cLVoa
D IluOur, M
Int. of CimeReeds,
CHncRceds. HamOooauu»
Hamooouiha..”:.'011*
lot
**■
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in gioat varieties.—
4-ly

Muzzle Loaders

THE

GREAT

London Gun. Trial,
187S.

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.

Hazard’s “American Sporlfng.”
Nos. 1 (fluej to S (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 8} lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.
Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. ’ (fine) to 5 (coarse), Itt 1 and 5 lb. canisters
ami lli and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
Clean,
clean, Shooting
snooting remarkably
reinaraauiy close,
most:, and
aim with
huh great
yrnut
penetration. For field,forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
124, and til lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. Ft FG is also
packed in 1 and* lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shootiug”.FG
ts the standard Rifle powder of tte country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER: ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED ’IX) ORDER.

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUNTHAT
IS SAFE FROM A INCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my27

CCARRIES

PAPER

OR

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

HOI i ^BIRD’S

BREECH

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER.
DUrONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

Valparaiso, Indiana.
Send for Illustrated Circular.
nov!8 tf

(Title registered.)

II OWN by trials at Wimbledon by Editor

i of„ the Field x_n-DU
'DC'CTi PENE¬
PlTWTS.
to possess
the GREATEST
TRATION and therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus;
Circle, 30 Inches;
inches; 300 pelletB;
pellets; average, 191;
isi; penetrapenetra¬
tion, 37. The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellet* or same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180.and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pel¬
let* In each charge. Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own inven¬
tion (though founded on the American idea) and is DU¬
RABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and ref¬
erences permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

59 St. James’s Street London.

Ing 12 Bore,

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting] Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of tlio country.

Represented

T. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10-1y

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

Muzzle-Loading Gnns Altered tc Kreecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

3X4 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

ynrds.

E

&

H.

ANTHONY

&

\:f>

; ’ - X.

HIGIIK8T PEN¬
ETRATION

TRIAL

ff v ■

.vl

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.300, .400 and .450 Hove.
RIGBY’S Oeleln-ated

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
73 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STEENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity or the action so great, that
W. * P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any donble. treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in ns ENTIRE STRENGTH,
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution In the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

70 Wall Street, New York.

Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for $100.

"

1

1 1-8 No. 6, 40

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

(Established m 1801),

Waterproof

SHOOTING COATS

s

11875.

FRICKS, $50.00 TO @350.00.

METALLIC

AM. H.Holabird,

J. D. DOUGALL’S

Expi ■ess Guns and Rifles.

m

W«s«

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 14 pound", and is only 14 inches
wide. Holders flare at lop so na to quickly re.*
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the 1
For esse of action and rapid shooting 11 oxcelsjwyIhing of Ihe kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement 011 Mile of vest.
iviK-lv
N. S. GOSS. Neosho Falls.Kan.

jyl

Pattern mdea by

5STV Ell)i:u

Dupont’s

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

Notice.
During the Centennial Exhibition (at which we
Shull oe present to exhibit onr gnns) onr New York
Branch Office w'll be temporarily closed.
As new sample guns are now being made for the
Exhibition, we will therefore dispose of our present
sample Breech Loading Gnns at a discount of twenty
o
percent. Particulars of Guub i n sale
' forwarded
'
’
application.

FIELD

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

24 ELM Street. Boston

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY. PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

our Close-Shoot-

MANUFACTURER GF TUB

GUNPOWDER.

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

LOCK.

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Malden Lane,

Miuiufaclurers or Fine Gnns nnd ltifles.

JOSEPH C. DANE,

Solid Breech Snap Action,

police!6
88 Wall Street. New York.

Electric Rebounding Lock
PER

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

ODR PATENT

^4

These Gnns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer-, - - - - @65 Hold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard,- - - - 115
“
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - ISO “
Paragon, - - 325
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re_
qniring Guns specially built, on
..
system for DOllfiLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETR ATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
. _of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner In Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner m tbe Wear and Tear Trials, Jnly,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired withonfc deterioration.
W. W. G. is tbe only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gnn, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America,
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
lime, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for extremo close shooting, $10. This wilt probably be the
last chance to 6ecure one of these gnns at these very
tow figures. All grades and stylus in stock or Im¬
ported lo order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Hold bird’s limiting and
Fishing Suits. Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated C-italogue of
Otitis, and including Game Laws for nil the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Beady
March 1st.
”
jan!3 ly

(ONV EKTED INTO BUEECll LOADERS,

FROM

FROM STOCK.

YY. TV. GREENER’S

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anil cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
<JUN». Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1815, beating S3 com¬
petitors with (18 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Un¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from SOW 100 yards,
loaded with large allot, and will
shoot well wilii small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLarau, Williams A Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
VV IV. GREF

H. C. Squires/0- H2s2r***

ENGLISH

The Hazard Powder Co.,

Tills honseie a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

T^R13^%I¥B^OO BISCUITS.

new

Stand uneqnalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12 Gauge, Choke Bo-ing.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st— Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pnpe.
Ont of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by I’ape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gnu being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in snccession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six gnns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor,
1 st— Pape.Dav Idson.
2d—Pape.- Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 ytails. Choke Bores.
1st—Fupe.Davidson
60 yarns, Long Range, Snorting Boring.
1st—Pope.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, ouly 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 34 dr. to H oz. shot,biat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 24 oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at.£15,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1=59, 1866, Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dcc2 tf
NO AGENTS.

FINE

Made to Order

CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
(jr„ph,oscopes, Mcgalemoecopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs
of
celebrities. i hoto-Lautern Slides a special
TV/TAPLE
SYRUP IN AIRTIGHT
ty.
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
JYL gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
I Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tion.
cans. R. L. GRAVES, Sundetland, VtI
nufi-ly
NOV, il—tf.

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
ang26-tf
Established 1780.
H.

M. SPRAUBK,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
ianOTSm

Of any Desired Length and Size
y
Poriehville, St. Lawrence
Go,, N. Y.
Vf—--

Manufacturer only of first-dass

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Guns of* ill 1 Descriptions*.
Gnns bored lo shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gnn stocks—bEnt, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot. In 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 01 Elm Street, Boston,
fobs iy_Comer of Dock Sqnare.

CIIAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
.LOADERS.
Suds action as new guns. Send for circular sad
prtM IHt^No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y,

FOREST AND STREAM
fV %™nrl
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Maorimen’s (Roods.

JJlisrcIliiticouS,

GRAND

\V Ann St., N. Y.

By CHARLES HALL0CK,
AUTHOR

THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,
Of
SPRINGFIELD, MAiS.,
Will hold their Second Anneal Bench Show

April

£20

mid

87,

1 870.

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGE LB LT), MASS,
In addition to the rogular Club Ft izfis. a largo tmtiP
ber of valuable

Will be offered.
Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be bad by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mchR9L_Secretary,

ENGI/fefi? ,8X011

sBXfBK \ FROM

Thoe. Stutter’s Kcilnr-1. Imported Field Trial
Seller Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at S40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY 0. KNOX,
mchit 3m _Evon, Penn,

NEW YORK KENNEL club

offer for sale a live months Red Setter; very
promising and handsome:; by Dr. Strachan’s Rakehalf Lavcrack—out of Roby, imported bv Dr. Gau¬
tier. Price 845. Apply to WM. STAPLETON. 49
E. 23d street, N. Y , or this ontce.mcli9 tf

Lemon

and white, irish red,

and Black and Tan (Gordon) Pnppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting Dogs for sale
L. R. MORHIS, Campbell'. Station,
moh9 Bt
Guernsey Co„ Onio.

THOR SALE—SETTER PEPS—THREE
Jj
Doga and five Gyps; liver and white, and black
and white; $10 for Dogs, arid $5 for Gyps. Address
W. A. GALLOWAY,
mcilll 2t
New Dorp, Staten Island.

For saLe-the

• Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find Chla stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 poands; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kectie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square; Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of StoVe, Which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES. Price $•>.
When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able conch. Sent by express C. O. 1)., $5, including
side ami supporting sticks at the liuad. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, V. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Americnii Dost RisuniiP,
Made of nalritive bone and muscle making material,
and Is the only portable food for dogs made In this
country. Pul, up in packages of 10,25, and. 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jtutlf Lamp,
for niaht shooting and Hailing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invonted. $6 25.

famous setter

doe BUFF, winner of the first two ptiv.es at
Watertown, N. Y.. iu 1875. consisting of the cham¬
pion $100 Gold Medal, and a $40 Gold Wlifstlc. A.
perfect (log, ana warranted in every respect. Sold
for want of use aolfly. Medals go with dog. Inquire
of editor Forest and Stream, or the owner, L. BAR¬
BER,g vraense, M, Y._It

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

1710K SALE—A GOOD,
STAUNOH,
I'
thorough tired, well-broken Setter of the G11dersleeve siraiD; perfect retriever, and tine nose;
color orange and white; price $100. Address II, H.,
at this oilie.e.
feb24 If

SPRATT’S

Patent IVfeat Fibrine Dog Oakes.
They contain ijiuW mul that anti-scorbutic fruit the
date r!ip only .--uur-titute for fresh vogetubh-a), ami
The axcInrtivoiiHC of which in the manufacture of
dog food is secured to us by patent; they will keep
ilogs in perfect coudlLjon without other food, and
obviate worms.
Every cake is stumped ‘-Spi-alfs
Patent.” Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O.
de LTJ570, 18 South William street, New Yorg, in
cases of 1 cwt._
febl7 4t

PCJR HI

BRED

SETTER DOGS AJND

bitches broken and unbroken, and setter and
pointer whelps for sale. LOW for cash. Address
AMATEUR, Delaware Oity^DeL_Decgfl tf

DOGS TRAINED.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
O to Retrieve, Point, Ilnnt, Charm*, To-TTcul, Ilieon, To*ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra held practice. $50, Tricks taught. Dogs hoarded
for $0 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address* Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm, R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
Btreet., Boston._novi8 Bin

Henry
Gardner, m. d.,has constant¬
ly on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22

MANNING’S

1 Mil,

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light ian Color,
especially adapted for concealment in Idmds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game iu the woods. Light,
durable nod very clump.
English style; extra
pocket m back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
HEGEMAN’S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

Hurt's Melallie Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the woods: three different Btyles.

$3, $5 50 and$6.

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed in
8oace of loss than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1,8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2.10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No.
12 feet, weight 12 ponn da. 40.00

eepO
The (Joss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges cither end up with perfect
security. Weighs but 1J- pounds, ami only 1± inches
wide. Price, C. O. D., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of gnns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and au old sporta

PUBLISHED IN MAY,

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at odice of publica¬
tion".

Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth ami Gilt Edged. ..Price, 8>I 1)0.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, $2.00.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOS. MANNING, 3t
BROADWAY, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
. janl3 tf____

And by its uniform

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of 187H haB been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
t
It rontains 150,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and nolnietl maps.
The work la Issued in parts, and a specimen copy,
with.map, will he sent to auy address, free of post¬
age, for twenty cents.

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. Ellwqod Zell.)
1%or. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Jari13-I2t

_

' '_

Zoological Garden.

New York Mailing Agency.

FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA,
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents:
children under twelve, 10 cents.
land ly

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 18 Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BEADY, Manager and
Proprietor, Open day and night.

Split Bamboo Fiy Rods and Reels
Off TUB FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle writable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and oilier llslrimp
AWnnClAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
IlltiCl'.CH AA1I MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ stoods of all kinds.
Mtiiitiraniured and Imported by

tOl

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
STTCOMSSORH TO

ANDRLW CLHHK Ao CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y,
tMPOltTBIW, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Fishine Tackle,

On hand tho largest and best assortment over ex¬
hibited Li Mm United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON A AD BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty JJnnk and Pasaue Islands Busb Lilies,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, eve^y size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for tho
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c., &c.
Split U/inihuo, Trout and Salmon Hods and Reels
n Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrm'fl Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
374 Washington St,, Boston.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

I1'or

Florida.
and southern

Philadelphia,

Mail Steamship Company’s line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware'River, at 12 o’clock noon, making
close connections through to. all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships JUNI ATA and W YOM1NG. The Wyoming Lines not entry jut.ssen.gers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted aud
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families enroute for FLORIDA, Georsia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, Will find tho Savan¬
nah route the. most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and hills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennes¬
see, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 410
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Waterproof,
Rflililew-proof,
AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,

AND

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.
The experience of five years
has proved that this Compact
and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the wants or all classes of
(he community than any other
work of the kind ever pubi Ishetl. It has been proven by

SUCCESS

Fishing Tackle,

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

EATON & CO.,

Numerous Commendatory Noliccs Re¬
ceived,

We offer to toilers and spot-tumuli a most complete
assortment!)!

CONTENTS :
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting,
Coastwise Route? of Travel,
Game Anitnala aud Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida,
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort C'apron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Lass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther,
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and tho Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Auguatiue.
Steam Yaehfto^on the St. John.
Among the
mmoles,
Jn the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising Along Shoie.
Shooting nr. Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Exped tlon.
Southwest Floriha.
No. 1-Ferrtandiiiu to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazoia aud GaHparilla.
No. 8—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Puuta Russu and Caloosahatchie,
No. ti—LTp thu CalooKahHtehle River.
No, 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds ufid Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. 10 -Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Bnggcalions to Tourists.

Bogardus’New Book, “Trip to Euglnnd.”
With how gone are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for *J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Bock’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch,
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
eportrneu in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draff. Post Office
order, or registered letter to

1876,

WILL BE

TOURIST.

Rods,Reels. Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. Ac.

FISHING

Gfir’iiren ts,
TREATED BY AN
IMPROVED

IMMENSE SALES,

For

FISHING

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co«5

PROM

Llewel'ih’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial,Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PAULS. There celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve, bitches, either
native or blue blood, at S5(J each, gold For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strut,hrOy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will tie served
again free of charge._febSI 3in

THE

This Is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen ^Tour¬
ists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking «otJlement there. Itgivesa fall classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coaBtwise travel, the. agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, kintB for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other Informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent setUem^nr.
348 pp., 12mo. Price, ®1 50,

DUNCKLEE’S CAMP STOYES- Pi iee$15,

SPECIAL PRIZES

THE

HOLA BIRD'S CELEBRATED SLITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00
“
“
wading.rackets
.... 6.00

OF

PROCESS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Bells, Patented November fll.h, J875.
Improved
method of securing Shells in Belts and Vests either
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, TAN COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated Price List sent on Application.

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street,
Apr 29 ly
(Hull I

WASHINGTON CITY.
tifeK'A

Shares in Wall street
ipl vlF often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J.11ICKLING
CO., Bankers and Brokers,
72 Broadway; y. Y.Dee 28

SKETCHING

from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instruclor: illustrated, only 50c,
Of booksellers or by mall, JESBE HANEY & CO,,
119 Nassau arteet, N. Y.
Dec3ff tf

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
Fishins’ Tactile,
Fisliing Kods,
Fish Hook«i
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

NORRIS

FLY RODS.
FOR
Trout,

Halm on, and
Bhjsn.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, nnd Haws File*, (teela, S IJiith,
Leader*, Fiy-Books, dec.

THADDEUS
JnnIS-ly

NORRIS,

203 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

J. B. Crook& Co.,
MANUfACTUREIia AND IMPORTERS OP

FISHING TACKLE!
SO rulton St., IN. Y.
N B.--So!e manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

tor Tronl Uhrh and Salmon.

McBride

Having

Flies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my Tather, John
MeBride, In the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply tho
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial files for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Luke Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with tho
nomenclature of these Hies, by- mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have tho varieties
best.suited to those wuterH sent, to them. Flies copied
f rom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe r.onntv. N. Y.
I)ec.2-ly

~ UAYDlOiA’S-

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR RREECII LOADERS.
Sold by nil dualorfi.

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Columbus, Ohio

Sep^O-fim_
ATiRENTER'S MANUAL.—A Practical guide to use of all tools and all operations
of thetruiTe; aleo. drawing for carpenters, forme of
contracts, specifications, plans, Ac., with plain in
struciioiiB for beginners, mm full glossary of terms
u*ed in trodu. Illustrated, 50 cts. painter’s Manual,
50. Taxidermist, 50. Of booksellers or by mail.
fob24 3t
J ESSE HANEY, 119 Nassau street, N.Y

80

FOREST AND STREAM,

WINCHESTER

REPEATING-

RIFLE.

Sectional View
of Rifle with Set Lock.
Position of parts after firing.

The Strength of all its Parts,
N
The Simplicity of its Construction,
I M
The Rapidity of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS

E.

Remington Creedmoor Rifle,

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and Manufac¬
tory, llion, Herki¬
mer Co., N.Y.
Chicago Agency,
237 State street.
Boston Agency,
146 Treraout street.
Philadelphia
Agency, 810 Cheattint street.
St. Louts Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth

23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 115.

Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by

COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

Park

Range,

Chicago’, Ill.* Nov. 9, ’75,
-with A

REMINGTON
& SONS,

Philadelphia Residence.

TO LET—A

OF

HANDSOME, FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown Junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, side, and rear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and 2*
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business ceutre of Phila¬
delphia. Wil 1 be let by the year, or dtiring the Cen¬
tennial. Address Box 2832, New York Post office.

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 20 & 22 John street, N. V

BREECH LOADING GUNS

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,

W.

& C. SCOTT & SON’S
BREECH-LOADER S.

Always in sTock a full assortment of these noted Guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
GreenerV, Webley’s, Wetdley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from jib up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

The Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HAKRIS,

POPE’S

Rifle Air Pistol,

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Wo.

17*7

FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

.
Just the thing lor
sportsmen androiliFtary men. Shoots darts or sings a
1 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly accnrale. By practicing with it one
miy become a dead shot. Each
pistol i? put up in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets. 100 slugs. r.ara\
Tod, claw.wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Seut by mail on receipt or price
and 35 cents postag*.
. .
, „
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin Utiief of the U. S. Army:—
.
"It la surely iugemous in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
Berious handling of the ordinary^rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOtf

45 High Street, Boston.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 6th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 1

$.
DrawingB take place every seventeen Days.

We are prepared to All all orders.

$4;

Circulars sent

Winners of International Gnn Trial.

Military.
Sport¬
ing. Bunting, and
Target Breech Load
ing Rifles.
Also
Doable and Single
Barrelled Shot Gnus
and Shot Gums am
Rifles combined.
Revolving, Repeal¬
ing, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols,
Cartridges, &c., &c
Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting,
Illustrated C a ■ a logue, &c., to

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

HOLABIRD’S Shooting SUITS.
DIXONS & HA tVKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the beet arrangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads dottm In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass Bhells are uied,
as when carrying them with the
head np the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_ _
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.60.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

York.

BREECH LOADING

AGENTS*
for the following celebrated makers:
W. * C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tlonal Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

New

BE 1 AIL

GUNS
AND

1111 vuf

0F ALL

ImDlements.P^y^
Cartridges, l»otli

Brass

Kinds.
and Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERI ALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UN8 & RIFLES VER T CHEAP

$ 1,200 PROFIT ON SI 00.
TV/TADE THIS

MONTH

BY

PUTS

.LVJLand CALLS. Invest according to your means.
$10. *50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise
when and how to operate safely. Books with fall
information sent free. Address orders by matt and
telegraph to
BAXTER & CO..
NovlHlm Banken and Brokers, 17 Wall at., N. Y.

The Health Lift
A PERFECT SYSTEM OF

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
SAFE, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT.
CALL AND INVESTIGATE, OR SEND FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.

Fop Fonst and stream.

(j^verlmpl $oter*.
NUMBER TWO.

F

Volume 6, Numbei G.
17 Chatham SMCityHnll hqr,)

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1876

Ter mu. Five Dollarti a Y<
Ten Cents a Copy.

ROM Omaha to Cheyenne there is not much calling
for remark. As the train draws out, the passengers
settle into Iheir places, and aware that the car is to he their
home for some time, arrange themselves as cosily as may
he, disposing of maps, drawing out work, books and games,
and opening the long time-tables that give distances, ele¬
vation, etc. The road, after a time, reaches the north bank
of the Platte, and follows in the broad, low, bottom laud
of that wide, shallow, and sandy stream for many miles.
A tew houses are seen, some in natural groves of cotton
•wood, others surrounded by new plantations made for
shelter. The winds here are evidently very severe, and
many small buildings are propped up on the eaBt side with
timbers, to bear them against the western gales that Come
in unbroken sweep from the Rocky Mountains. The sta¬
tions are not important—mere remains of tile temporary
towns that had successive life in turn, as each was the ter¬
minus of the road when being built, when, for a time,
they were gay, busy, and rioLous with the strange conglom¬
eration of wild characters who were the ruling spirits of
these canvas camps, where many of them met violent
deaths, and society suffered no loss, nor were refinement
and culture impeded in their progress.
Vast flocks of wild geese stretehed their regular ranks
ip flight over the plains, passing from the sand-bars of the
Platte, to remote feeding grounds, and many fat prairie
hens flitted leisurely away from the track and dropped into
the stubble. It was tantalizing to pass them without a
shot, and revived our wish that cars could be more cheaply
chartered, that halla could be made at points where there
is abundant game, but no resting-places.
The road is here a constant up-grade, but it is unnoticcable, as the plains, although apparently level, are descend¬
ing to the east, and the elevations given seem incredible,
so imperceptible is the great slope from the foot hills of the
mountains to the Missouri. The needle of our aneroid ba
rometer fell constantly, and persons sensitive to light air
often feel the discomforts attendant upon a rarified atmos
phere.
The train speed is not high, and in this moderate motion,
and in the freedom from noise and reverberation arise great
abseence from fatigue, and a day’s travel results in less
nervous wear and tear than is often felt in a few hours
! pnssed upon one of our fast Eastern trains. The Pullman
| cars—a great source of rest and comfort—are not yet all
they are capable of becoming. They are so warmlj laud¬
ed by all tourist writers, that a little critical spirit on the
part ot one may do no harm. To be frank, they need sev¬
eral changes for these very loug routes, when people are
really housed in th«-m for days. Their heating and ventil¬
ation should be more regular. Some passenger in warm
dress asks the porter for more air. Openinga window by the
front healer- and two ventilators at the rear would make a
current of warmed fresh air, and carry off the foul air; but
the porter is uninformed, and simply opens every ventila¬
tor at once, pouring in gusts of cold air upon healed and
perspiring beads. Apiotest results fiom the least patient
sufferer, when every ventilator is shut, and soon the mer¬
cury marks ninety. Bo it goes, from heat to cold, cold to
heat, and the person employed is totally incompetent to
protect the invalid or weary traveler from the most serious
consequences.
The toilet rooms for ladies are not at all well arranged,
for the basjns and mirrors are in the open cur, affording no
retirement for dressing; nor are the ends of the cars prop¬
erly distinguished as ladies’ ends and gentlemen’s ends.
Another point could be made, that single gentlemen he as¬
signed cars other than those used by ladies, aud parties
with ladies, for those gentlemen accompanying ladies are
far more guarded in manner than those who are alone. It
is not pleasant to carry a critical spirit before your read¬

ers, but do reforms are commonly made in advance of pub
lie demand, and so long and weary a route as to California
needs every arrangement possible for comfort and conven¬
ience. Usually travelers are good companions, kind and
mutually obliging, and exceedingly considerate; but some
are encountered that are so much the reverse, that at times
they seem to forfeit their claims to go in first-class cars.
Borne of the latter need strong restraint from conductors in
the free way in which they disregard the presence
of ladies as they dress and undress themselves—a
point where a good deal of limit is needed;
and others
who do not smoke should be Bent
to a cattle car, for chewiug and spitting to such
an extent as to disgust every one. A man’s habits are his
own, hut when they become a positive annoyance to oth¬
ers, he should not complain if the restraint comes to him
that others exert over themselves.
Our second morning found us in snow—a wide, white
waste all about, with a gray sky that blended with the dis
tanee and hid the low horizon. We were behind time, and
would not- reach our breakfast point until near noon; but
we were prepared for the emergency, as all should be, and
soon had cups of Borden's excellent coffee steaming over a
spirit lamp, and made a fair breakfast, rendered more
agreeable by a pleasant interchange of coffee, fruits, etc ,
with onr neighbors. By the second day all formality wears
away, and parties mingle sociably, and many charming
acquaintances are thus founded.
There was hardly a feature now to the landscape—snow
and sky were all, no tree or bush, hill or valley, ami no
living thing to excite interest until, as we neared Chev eune, we saw bands of antelope, beautiful creatures, which
moved away without m cli haste, half-alarmed, but more
curious. They often pay a death penally for their inquis¬
itive nature, being in the summer often tolled within shut
by a rag waved ou a ramrod. Before reaching CUeyi uue,
some bluffs rise south of the track, and claim attention
from the evidence lltey bear of having been exposed to tlnaction of waves. No sea shore that is being vyom away by
the buffeting of waves could more perfectly evidence I heir
action. What was the cause of this, and when it was in
action, your correspondent cannot opine but would gladly
see the opinion of some of the eminent geologists who
read these records so truly and so clearly.
At Cheyenne we stopped, intending a detour to Colora¬
do. Here we were over six thousand feet above tide—
fairly iu the thin, pure air of the great upland of the con¬
tinent. A clear idea of the outlook about Cheyenne is not
easily conveyed; but all about us recalled the fanciful de¬
scriptions we read of the moon, where, astronomers assure
us, there is no vegetation, no air, no shadows, and no lire.
Looking Out from our hotel the horizon seemed below us
at all points, except at the west, where a rugged range of
mountains white as snow cut the twilight sky. All was
snow clad—no object beyond the few houses of the village
aided in estimating location; perspective, there was none
over the white boundless plain, aud distance did not seem
to exist, so clear was the air. A speck might be a dog half
a mile away, or a cow two miles distant, or a house still
more remote—there was nothing to determine the differ¬
ence, and one’s eyes, wearied of seeking to compass the
scene that was so devoid of optical certainties, come back
to rest upon some immediate object, rather than sc .n a dis¬
tance that seemed without beginning or end. The rarity
of the air becomes noticeable here in pressure upon the
ears, more or less severe in different persons, aud some
times a humming noise fills one’B bead. The porter brought
up our small trunk, puffing like an engine on an up grade,
aud said it was the lightness of he air, not the weight of
the baggage, and we found ourselves equally out of breath
at the head of the stab s
Cheyenne is favored with good hotels and a pleasant pop¬
ulation, rendered agreeable by many army men; aud one
wishing a hunting point would find it here, and good com¬
panions for an unteiope or tmffalo hunt on the plains, an
[expedition to the Black Hills for elk and deer (scalps to be
well guarded here), or for a camp south of the railroad,

where, as a hunter, Mr. A. Miller told us game of all kinds
abounds—noble game, too, elk, deer, mountain sheep, bi¬
son, etc., with now and then a cinnamon bear of large
oize. Pleasant souvenirs of (be mountains are found in
the form of agates—moss agates in particular—many of
them being of great beauty, and they are set here with
great taste in the native gold.
From Cheyenne to Denver the plains are less level, but
no less monotonous. On the west, fine mountain views are
constant, and as the sun sets the effects are beautiful of
bold peaks and snow-clad ranges in clear outline against
the sunset colors. The only point of note is Greeley, a
town incorporated to prohibit all drinking places, A good
system Of irrigaiion does away with all excuse for unnat¬
ural thirst, and the place is pronounced successful. We
reach Denver af er dark, but by abundant gas lamps see
fine streets and many substantial buildings. No suow was
on the ground here, and the air mild and agreeable The
city is arranged with forethought, and its ambition is not,
as yet, limited. A complete system of irrigation carries
open streams on every street, bearing, water to the roots of ev¬
ery shade tree, of which there ate thousands, while hyorants
are all about. Fine lots are it served lor t-elmols and play¬
grounds, and I he school buildings are more complete und
permanent in character than lu most Jia.--iern cities. A
new feature iu the public schools—and a very excellent one
—is daily military drill. Squads of boys may be seen
marching, having iheir awkward wits drilled out of them,
aud good beating made habitual. Fine mountain views
are before the eyes all the time, changing hourly with cloud
and sunshine, and often at all times vitrj ing with more or
less snow. To miues among them run narrow gauge rail•vuys, some of them lining Won lerfuliy engineered ami cut
through caflons an l ravines, ami bearing .the tudiisl to
•eaulilul places.
The road to Central, via Clear Creek Caff m, is much ad¬
mired, and, anxious to see it and 11k wild ftistuess it pene¬
trates, we went to the station and a-ked Ion x ursion
tickets, which were widely advertised. We were informed
that they were withdrawn tin Get. 15 h, and fit)liar found
that it would cost us (parly of two) to run up aud hack,
some thirty or f„rty miles, some eighteen or twenty dol¬
lars—a large price for a part of a day’s experience—so we
concluded to loregothe trip The rates of tiaverare very
high iu all the Territory, and ihere must he great reduction
iu them before any can travel here freely who bo not own
shares in the Big Bonanzas among the loot hills. A gieat
many invalids are making a winter home hete, and the re¬
sult seems very encouraging; indeed, many active men iu
Denver are unable to live comfortably at the East, aud en¬
ter into business, and choose it as a permanent home, of
which they seem very fond,
The following table is Irom the Weather Report of Lieut.
Fenton, U. S. Signal officer at Denver, for 1818. From it,
it will be seen that the extremes of temperature are very
great; but from some quality of the air, may be its eltyne<s, or rariness, they are by uo means as severely felt us
would be feare.d:—
•Rain and
MelUd oiiuvv.
.13

■: :
.75

Star
X oo
Ui

July ...
AutfiiHt...
H piriub. r

Mean for the year.

,T3
je
.53
99

—17

43

11.73

From Denver we go by a wtll managed, narrow-gauge
line, the Denver anu Rio Grande, 10 Colorado Springs and
Manilou, as mentioned itr our first letter So much of in¬
terest clusters about us here that it must deserve a letter to
describe it even partially.
L. W. L.
—There was skating ou tue Capituline Lake on Friday
and Saturday, March 3d aud 4th, 1878. It was the last <)£
the season,
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THE HERMIT OF THE BUTANO AND
PESCADERO CREEKS, NEAR
PESCADERO, CALIFORNIA.

D

URING one of tny fishing trips with my nephew, a
short lime since, we made tlie acquaintance oi a
singular character, who lived the life of a recluse in a
small cabin built of planlcs, at the juuction of the above
named creeks, within a mile of the Pacific Ocean. This
strange and rather rough and uneducated personage made
his living chiefly by hunting and fishing. Of course there
wns some history connected with his former life, hut we
did not like to make any attempt to penetralc into what he
might most likely wish to keep secret or sacred. It was
said of him by some of those who knew, perhaps, some¬
thing concerning him, that, like some others, he had been
unfortunate in Jifo in some way, either by some .disap¬
pointment in love, or in business. lie baa been in this
part of the country, and iu that very spot where we found
him for some years, and had formerly been a plasterer by
trade, and now and then, wlieu hard "up for a subsistence,
he had, while dwelling in his lonely hut, worked a little in
the same business. We often found him bait Ashing, and
we sometimes saw him take some nice young salmon or
grilse, from one to three pounds weight. He had noticed
that we took some good salmon with the artificial fly, and
one morning after that we found him throwing a fly on the
stream made by himself out oE the hairs of an old black
ing brush. He told us he had alarge salmon rise to it, but
failed to hook him. Takiug compassion on him for this,
his rhde and primitive imitation of a fly, we gave him two
or three good salmon flies and a gut leader. We also, hnving generally more lunch with us than we wanted to con¬
sume, presented it t.o him, or iu order to do the thing with
greater delicacy, deposited it in his cabin during his tempory abscence. In return for this, our surplus provender,
he supplied us with some mussels, which afforded the best
bait there for still-fishing for salmon. His cabin was situ¬
ated upon the side of agentle hill, which sloped to the mar¬
gin of the river, and was within view of the ocean break¬
ers, the sound of which eternally rolling on llie shore was
distinctly audible; and bis prospect was sufficiently open
to command an extensive view of the two rivers.
“Alone he lived between two bills.
Famed Boostock mu betweeu;
At times wild animals appeared,
And men were seldom seen.

He truly exclaimed with Thoreau:
“This is my domain, my cell, my
Hermitage, my cabin, wnat you will—
Hove it better than a snail hie house."

A short distance from the hut was a spring, which we
often saw him visit with his pail. His fireplace was in the
open front of his domicil, rudely made of rough stone9,
and was always half filled with ashes. The planks around
and the rafters above were as black as jet; but to relieve
this blackness lie had pasted upon the sides some of those
highly-colored and extravagant circus bills, one of which
represented the agile and fine form of a female equestrian
or acrobat. His sleeping place was at the extreme end of
his den, and was like the bunk of ft sailing craft. In one
place stood a woodeu chest and a half barrel of flour, and
the only thing to sit upon was a three-legged stool. The
devices iu the walls wore stopped With rags, and from the
rafters depended bundles of herbs, as mint, wild sage, etc.
A rusty old gun occupied one corner, and over the roof
outside were placed a home-made and a bamboo or cane
flahing-roil. On every side in the interior, resting upon
wooden pegs, were numerous shelves of every size and
form, which were appropriated to a variety of uses. On
one or two of them were the cooking utensils of our soli¬
tary friend; on another, one or two smoky books; and on
others a little of everything, from a box of salt or paper
of tea down to a spool of thread or a paper of needles.
Two or three large gray cats watched our movements with
suspicious eyes, prowled about the premises, or were seen
engaged gnawing portions of rabbits or ground squirrels,
pieces Of fish, etc. For twelve years, lie told us, he had
been the occupier of this rude and lonely dwelling, a draw¬
ing of which my nephew located in his sketch book.
We expressed uu opinion that he must lead a very lonely
and melancholy life iu this remote situation. “Not at all,
not at all,” replied our friend. “I depend upon myself
lor happiness, and not Upon the world, which 1 have been
iong sick and wearied of. I am very fond of taking these
salmon here, either with nets or lines; also of shooting the
numerous kinds of game which surround me. What 1
canuot eat myself I dispose of in Pescadero, car¬
rying them to town in yonder punt.* I see there some
company for a little while, but I always soon return, con¬
tented with my life here."
Well, perhaps there may be a worse life than this for
one who had no relatives or friends, and who has been tired
of what, to him, has been a selfish and heartlesss world.
But this inclination for retirement, or a hermit’s life, is not
a common feeling with uneducated men, but with those
chiefly who belong to that class of persons who depend
upon books, the works of nature, and themselves for hap¬
piness, and not upon a cold, ceremonious, and frivolous
world 1 can fancy the pleasures which such persons en¬
joy from the revolving seasons, and the innumerable ob¬
jects of naturaL scenery around them. They are indeed
manifold, and it is pleasant to remember that "nature
never did betray the heart that loved her.” Her scenes
may be looked upon as familiar friends, not only when
crowned with a wreath of snow, but when rejoicing iu
their summer bloom. And if, being a fisherman, a peace¬
ful and heart-soothiug stream is near at hand in lire latter
season, and abounds m the finest salmon, or trout, or bass,
etc., and then it is less incomparable to those who take de¬
light uud are skillful in the geutle art. "Woods and helds
furnish game to the hunter, but not the least of their treas¬
ures are the ten thousand beautiful birds which make mel¬
ody iu their little hearts, ami ufiord unalloyed pleasure for
at least one-halt' the year, And then what exquisite pleas¬
ures can be enjoyed in watching the ever-varying changes
of the year, so particularly remarkable in the Fast, though
not so distinct in (Jalifornia. First, when some of lire
spring flowers tell us that tUe rain and snow are over and
gone, uud there is refreshing sunshine to sow our seeds;
secondly, when the glowing summer is in its prime, with
its dewy mornings aud lovely twilights; also in the sober
autumn time, when we may thoughtfully count the leaves
floating on the bosom of the streams; and then again when
the cold winds of winter are howling around our dwellings,
pud we sit tranquilly before our cheerful flres and peer

into the burning embers, building palaces in our imagina¬
tion. It is good lo be able to live happily without the ne¬
cessity of worldly excitement; and to depend upon our¬
selves for companionship when it is desirable.
From the contented hermit of Butano and Pescadero
Creeks I took some lessons which may be of some benefit
to me. One is, at any rate, not to depend too much on
the outside world altogether for comfort and enjoyment,
but rather to find most of my happiness within my own
breast and in my own resources, in some innocent and fa¬
vorite occupation of reading or literary correspondence,
and above all, the leading recreations of my life as chosen
pursuits—the gun, the rod, in forest aud stream, mountain
and plain.
E. J. Hoofer.
For Forest and Stream.

THE

SUNDAY

GUNNER,

T

HE anecdote of the Deacon’s boy who fished on Sun
day, published in a recent issue of your paper, “re¬
minds me’ of a liltle story” of a Sunday gunner, anti my
story at least lias the merit of being true, as old residents
of Western Massachusetts can testify.
In the days of which I write there was but one church
in the town of Cheshire, Berkshire counly, ami that a
hardshell Baptisi. It was provided over by the eccentric
Elder Lelanii, whose name is still a household word in all
that region of country, Elder Leland had a son John—
a hard ticket, as minisier’s sons sometimes are. The Elder
had strong reasons for believing that John occasionally
indulged iu gunning on Sunday, and so one day look him
in hand, telling him that ho frequently heard the report of
arms in the neighboring Ioiest during “sermon time” on
Sunday, and had noticed mat he was rarely to be seen in
church on these Occasions. John pleaded innocence, say¬
ing that he frequently sat in the gallery pews, and if at
the back part of the pew could not be seen, even from the
old-fasltioned high pulpit, a fact too well known to the
Elder, who frequently had to station a Deacon “up gal¬
lery” to watch the hoys. John assured his father that if
the next Sunday was pleasant he would be as likely as ever
to hear guns, and he should sit where be could be seen.
Now for the sequel. Stowed away in the garret of the
Elder’s residence was a dilapidated old family musket.
During the week Johu loaded the musket iu the'following
manner: First a heavy charge of powder, then a wad
made of of tow, wound round a narrow strip of “spunk”
in such a manner that the spunk would penetrate tile pow¬
der and also project through the top of the wad. Upon
this wad be placed another heavy charge of powder, then
another wad, as before, alternating powder and wads till
the musket was full. A majority of your readers probably
know lliat the spuuk referred lo is a kind of dry, rotten
wood, that will take fire from a spark and burn like a fuse,
very slowly and so sure that it was formerly used as fuse.
They will also see that by young Leland’s device all the
charges of powder in the old musket were connected by a
strip of this uaturul fuse.
The old church stood upon a high point of land just out
of the village. The ground sloped very rapidly to the
rear, down into a meadow. Iu this meadow, some three
or four hundred yards from the church, was a hollow so
low that it could not be seen except from the upper part
of the church; at least when the spot was visited by the
writer thirty years ago the lower part of the church could
not be seen from, the hollow, and at the time of which 1
write it is said that intervening bushes bid the hollow en¬
tirely from the church. Young Leland had taken his time
during the week to prepare tile musket for Sunday fervice.
On Saturday evening the sky betokened a pleasant day for
the morrow, and John placed the musket in the hollow,
which, by the way, was directly between the church and a
neighboring forest. A pleasant Sabbath dawned upon that
quiet, pout up valley. The "last bell” was the signal for
me Elder and wife to start for church. This was betore
the days of matches or coal stoves. John had some hard
wood fire-brands smoldering in the old-fashioned fire-place;
be had prepared himself for church, but hid in the rear of
ihe house. As soon as his parents had passed behind the
neighboring bouses, John Beized a fire-brand and passed out
at the rear, behind stone fences, hedge-rows, etc., and by a
somewhat circuitous route to the resting place of the old
musket, and tired the spunk in the muzzie wad which lmd
been purposely left of good length. Retracing hissteps.be
was at the church just as the Elder commenced his usual
half hour morning' prayer. The end load of the musket
exploded just as John arrived at the church, but it was loo
near tiro muzzle to make much noise, and was not heard iuside the church. John took up a prominent position in the
gallery directly in front of the pulpit, and in full view of
hisfalher. Two explosions occurred during the long prayer,
the second one so loud as to be heard by the Elder, who in¬
voluntarily opened bis eyes, and at once caught sight of
John sitting directly in front of him as grave as a statue.
All through the forenoon service frequent reports of guns
were plainly heard by the entire congregation, and at each
report Ihe Elder would glance hastily at Johu who sat stiff
as a deacon. Wherever John sat iu church, there would
his cronies congregale. Several of them were with him on
this occasion, aud to them he confided his successful ar¬
rangement. During the noon hour these boys took a cir¬
cuitous route lo the hollow in the meadow now all quiet.
One of Ihe youngest of those boys was thirty years ago an
elderly and leading business man of Cheshire, aud from
him 1 obtained ibis nanative. He said that John guided
them to tbe point where he had left the musket, but it was
gone! Its track, however, was plainly visible. Each dis¬
charge had burned and blackened a divergent streak
through the grass, and by following up these places they
soon came upon tbe musket, as green as a window bLind, to
use my inform aid’s words, "And,” added he, “ithad kicked
all over a half acre.” In kicking through the fresh grass it
had literally painted itself green. At the supper table that
afternoon, John triumphantly interviewed hia father upon
the subject of Sunday gunning. The Elder expressed him¬
self much relieved to know that Johu was not. a Sabbathbreakcrl
_
WaCAOtah.
—A farmer in England, suspecting one of bis dogs of
sheep killing and worrying recently, gave him an emetic,
the result ot which was to bring up some flesh and and a
sheep’s ear corresponding to that of one of the sheep whose
ear had berm partly devoured. Should any farmer desire
to test a suspected dog, he has only to give him a teaspoonlul of salt and half the quantity of mustard, dissolved in
warm water. For a permaueut cure, amputate his tail
just behind the oars,

HOY’S WILDERNESS

AGAIN.

fiiiiut Park, lid., Mutch Sth, :87fl.
Emtob Fohkst and Stream:—
policing in lust week's Forest and Stream a letter from “Standard"
on “Hoy’s (properly Hoyo’s) Wilderness,” I thought that a little further
information on that region might lie of service, especially as “Standard’ ’
has been misinformed upon one or two points.
Oakland, the stulJon nearest the objective point, Is SKIS miles west or
Biillimore, on the main stem of Ihe Baltimore and Ohio K. B. Here
yon can eet plenty of ammunition—several sizes of Ely’s paper shells,
&e., also everything necessary in tho way of food. Let ns suppose that
yon hove written to Wm. Kilzmillcr, (not “Lloyd" Kitzmillor) telling
him you wish to spend a couple of weeks at his house or at the “Dobbin
Hotel," (which is in the “Blackwater country,” and not “Hoye's Wilder¬
ness). If you have come to fish for tront, the latter place (Dobbin's)
shonld be your Mecca, if to hunt, the former.
Arriving at Oakland in the morning, you moke your purchases of
everything but provisions, for they will not be necessary unless you wish
to camp oat. In the meuutime you havo mode the acquaintance of Mr.
Kitzmillor, who tells yon that be hasa spring wagon ready for yourself and
impedimenta, and in a fewmlnnles you are spinning along over a good
road—uud really witli the except ton of'a couple of miles it Is not bad.
Ton ask yonr polite and attentive driver how far it is to his place, and
he replies, “thirieen tnUeB;" whereupon “Standard's" Iweuty-eialit
miles vanish nnd become “airy nothings.'' He also informs yon that
Lloyd Kitzmiller has nothing to do with the Dobbin Uonse, and that he,
(Wm.) keeps it open as a hotel during the summer, nnd also that, instead
of being a "short distance” from Lloyd’s, it is eleven very long miles,
and thirteen from his own home. By this time you think that “Wish
Millor," the "old hunter," who gave “Standard" his information must
have been partaktDg rather freely of the "extract of maize," wbeu that
conversation occurred, and if you should see Ihe “ram1’of the Blackwater and find them sixty-three instead^ “eighty-five" feet high, your
opinion would be strengthened. The “lordly mansion" is there, I admit,
but the “comfortsof the City" consist chiefly of cockroaches, enormous
black ants and wood-licks. I do not wish to speuk slightingly of the
house, when used as a hotel, for then it is as neat aud clean, and can
well be, but when no one bus been in It for a month or two the "com¬
forts" are amazingly conspicuoua. Bnt lo return to onr moutone; liy the
time you have spent a week at Kilzmillcr’s you are enchained with Ihe
paradise into which you have fallen. Von have found deer in abund¬
ance, tnrkeyB ditto, and more raffed grouse than you over saw before.
Perhaps yon have had a bear hunt and captuied a flue specimen whose
skin will be made Into a robe to remind you of tbe mountain hunting,
or have killed a panther, though the latter is hardly probable. Speaking
of panthers, 1 saw three in Oakland a abort time since, or more properly,
the skin of one and bodies of two. They were killed hyGeorge Wilson,
one of Ihe best hunters in the country. He had been tracking a deer Tor
some time when he came upon the trail of four panthers which were
also following It. Hefonnd soon after the carcase of tho deer which
had been beaten in a fair race, and was parttally eaten. Wilson at once
went home, where he procured some strychnine which he placed m the
carcase. The next moraine, accompanied by several neighbors, Wilson
returned and found the body of a large female panther, of which a por¬
tion had been eaten by her cubs. The body of one of the latter was
found about a mile away, and soon after a second cub wub discovered
alive, treed, and shot, but another which was seen escaped. 1 think
this all occurredtn “Hoye’s Wilderness." but am not sure.
All that la required by any one who wishes to visit this "Wilderness1
i. s. “Hoye’s," Is to write to Wm. Kilzmiller, Oakland, Garrett county,
Maiyland,
Am.es rant.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I trust that your correspondent “Standard," will pardon the liberty I
am about to lake with the Information furnished him on tho above named
topic, by his friend Mr. Millar. Kay mote, 1 evon dace to hope that he
will Teel secretly gratefol to me for saving him from the uupleasaut con¬
sequences likely to follow his Indorsement of Mr. Miller's repieseiilution—consequences about which Rev. Mr. Murray, of Adiiouiluck funic,
can give him all necessary information.
The region in question is oue with which I may fairly claim to be
familiar, having spent neatly live months of 1872 and 78 in Its inmost
solitudes. Engaged during that time in taking tront for piacienliural
pnrpoees, 1 had the best possible opportunities of acquainting myself
with tho contents, both of foreat and stream, and as I personally attended
to the transportation of not leea than eight thonsand trout from the
river to Oakland, I became painfully intimate with the character of
the roods, uud equally well versed on Ihe subject of distances. Let me
begin my corrections with t.he last mentioned.
From Oakland lo the top of “Back bone" Mountain, as it is called,
the distance is eight miles, and the road, doting the dry Season, 111 for
any kind of carriage. At this point the road to Hoy’s Wilderness
crosses the Northwestern Turnpike—which leads to Fort Pendleton—be¬
coming rapidly rough, and unsiilted to light conv%auces, though I have
frequently driven in a light buggy as far as Wm. Kitzmifier’B, abontseven
miles from the turnpike. From Wm. Kltzmlfier’s to Lloyd's Is about
three miles. Here the road crosses tbe North Branch of the Potomac—
a mere brook at this point—and winds its rough, devioiiB, and almost
constantly ascending wuy, about live miles funlier to tho top of Hoy’s
Mountains. At this point there are two roads, ono leading directly lo
the Blackwater—about flve miles distant—and tbe other to the Dobbin
House about equally distant. Mr. Miller’s "short distance Trum Lloyd
FitzmilierV l hen is about ten miles. But tills is not the worst feature
of the case. When me sportsman has reached the Dobbin House, he
wifi find instead of “lordly mansion” or “puluiiat establishment," with
“furniture and bedding,” a plain log house with tho barest necessaries
for ealingand sleeping. Aud worse again, than this, lie will find him¬
self still tUree to live miles distunt from good fishing- One day’s ex¬
perience in tramping from Dobbin's to Ihe liver, wading in its durk rind
deceiving waters all day, bruising himself on ft* rough and slippery bed,
and tramping back again at night wet, weary, and sore, will satisfy any |
one with that sort of thing. But for even this tbe pleasure-seeker must |
pay roundly. Whatever the house contains, has been furnished by Mr.
Kitzmiller, and he does not propose to lose auytbing by the operation.
The nominal sum will be at least a reasonable compensation. Ill re¬
gard to the “extract of maize,” 1 would observe th^t when Mr. Kitzmiller indulges in this worldly beverage lie does it at the expense of
his guests, tor be has become a very pious man, and no longer pins
the bottle to his neighbor's lips." But “Standard’s" authority says that
game of all kinds is to bo found right at the door of this establishment.
Let me caution your readers against this statement In particular. I have
known good hunters to spend a whole week In that region, and never gel
a single shot at any thiug larger tUan a kingtisUer. I have passed through
the forest from Kitzmilier’s, to camp not less than forty times, and been
up and down the river more than a hundred, and in the two summer’s
spent there I saw bnt two deer and three gronse. So far aa sport is con¬
cerned the Blackwater has but oue rvaeeming feature. Its waters
abound, or did two years ago. In beautiful and excellent Havered trout..
They are very small, not averaging more than two to three ounces, but
so numerous tliatlhave caught with a single rod uud (lies over two
hundred iu hair a day. All tishlng must be done by wafliug, over a ver)
treacherous bottom, so that the sport is perilous in an unusual degree:
but this feature is of course a slight objection to the enterprising spoils
iudu. My advice to all who desire to visit the Wilderness would be, en
gage a guide and horses at Oaklaud, to take you directly to the river, tie
prepared to camp, wherever most convenient. If you want a couunis
eary, Mr. Kilzmiller will serve yon well, and you can gee him. Whet
you reach the river, don't he disappointed if you Bhould flud ilio trou
scarce near camp. All parties ore obliged to strike the river at I he t arn'
point; few ascend more than two miles, and still fewor descend mar*
than one. Go up, from three to six miles, and if the river le in gooi
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condition, you will have fore sport so far as numbers are concerned.
When this becomes monotonous, go down to the falls—abont a mile be¬
low the point, at which the road strikes the river. Here you will And
something refieshing in the way of scenery, and—if you follow the
stream a mile further—something decidedly satisfying in the way of
work. 1 have heard of large I rout being naught in this prut of the river
but never caught, any myself. The atmosphere from .Tune to Septem¬
ber is both balmy and bracing—not to be surpassed, I think, in Us health
giving properties, on any part of this continent. A confirmed dyspep¬
tic, who accompanied me, in two weeks was able to dispose of strong
eoifee and fat pork to an extent astonishing even to the natives.
For thoae whose main object is health, and who desire to banish utterly,
for a few week, the cares of business, and the excitement of society,
Hoy’s Wilderness is,just tbe place; hot for those who want an abund¬
ance of game, and the excitement of taking pound, or half pound trout,
no poorer place outside Of civilization canid be chosen.
Aj.f.x ,

atural %jktorti.
[this Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Inaorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive cartful attention. ]
For Forest and /Stream.
BERMUDA.

AND

ITS

FISH

MARKETS.

from advance sheets of “A Cataiogne of the Fishes of the Bermudas,
based chielly on the collections in the National Museum. By G. Brown
Goode, M. A., Assistant Curator IT. S. National Museum.” Bulletin of
the O. 8. National Museum, No. 5. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1876, pp. 82.j

VISIT to the Bermudas during; the mouths of Feb¬
ruary and March, 1872, afforded opportunities for
collecting the notes and specimens upon which the present
paper is based. The enumeration of species here attempt¬
ed, although uuneoessarily far from exhaustive, is believed
to indicate, with some degree of accuracy, the character of
the ichthyological fauna of the group, and it is hoped that
the list, with its annotations, may not be without interest
as a contribution to geographical 2oology. Surprisingly
little has been done by naturalists in the investigation of
tbe marine life of this region, interesting as it is likely to
prove on account of its isolated, mid-atlantic position, the
peculiarities of its climate, and its proximity to the Gulf
Stream, rendering so easy observations upon tbe influence
of ocean-currents in the distribution of living forms. The
ichthyologist finds here the best of opportunities for the
study of pelagic and migratory species. A broad field lies
before some resident naturalist who will do for the ichthy¬
ology of the Bermudas what Poey and Bleekor have done
and are doing for that of the East and West ludies. Com¬
paratively little could be done in two months, least of all
in winter and early spring, when stormy wealher rendered
explorations of the reefs impracticable, and often pre¬
vented the fishermen from leaving their moorings in the
harbors. At the time of ray visit, only seven species of
fishes had been recorded from this locality; and the only
authentic information regarding the fish-fauna was con¬
tained in one chapter, which was unfortunately very-short,
of Mr. Jones' admirable little work, “The Naturalist in
Bermuda,”
TOPOGRAPHY OF THE ISLANDS.

The general topography of the Bermudas is so well known
that no detailed account will be necessary. It may not be
out of place, however, to refer to those features which
bear more particularly upon the homes of the fishes. The
sunken atoll, which is the foundation of the group, is
shaped like an ellipse, its major axis twenty-five miles in
length, its minor axis thirteen. The major axis runs in a
northeast and southwest direction, the chain of main
islands lying on the southeast edge of the ellipse, and J'orm|ing a nearly continuous line twenty-six miles long, the
lower or western end curving, nearly in the shape of a
shepherd’s crook or a fish-hook, to the southernmost focus
of the supposed curve. The main islands, five in number,
are separated by narrow channels, IlfLeen or twenty feet in
depth, and their shores are deeply indented by shallow
bays nnd lagoons. The reef, which approaches within a
few hundred yards of the shore of the main islands on tile
south, is distant on the north and northwest from five to
nine miles; the intervening space is crossed and recrossed
hv submerged reefs and ledges of coral limestone, and
dotted in the neighborhood of the main islands by smaller
islands and emerging ledges to the number of three hun¬
dred or more. The harbors are not particularly calm, but
there are many broad bays whose surface the severest
storms scarcely ripple. Within the encircling reef the
depth of water rarely exceeds twelve and fourteen fath¬
oms, while beyond this reef the bottom rapidly slopes to
the level of the Atlantic bottom. Twenty miles to tbe
southwest by west are two or three ledges, to which the
fishermen resort for line-fishing in fine weather.
FISHERIES'AND FISH-MARKETS.

The Bermudian fisheries have always been famous. A
largo number of the poorer islanders, particularly the ne¬
groes, are professional fishermen, and are bold and skillful
sailors, though their ambition only suffices lo keep them
at work when purse and larder show signs of exhaustion.
Every cottage has its little garden, where bananas and
sweet potatoes grow for the trouble of planting, so that the
fishermen are not entirely dependent upon their occupation
for support, and the supply of fish often falls far short of
the demand, and this is especially the case in tire winter,
When the lauding of a boat is the sigual for a general rush
to the shore. The people of Bermuda, over twelve thou¬
sand in number, are dependent chiefly upon the fisheries
tor their animal food. Large shipmenla of cattle and
sheep are received from the United States, but these are
monopolized by the wealthier classes, and by the garrison,
so that their flesh rarely finds its way to the tables of tbe
negroes, vvho number over seven‘thousand, or of the
poorer white colonists, who constitute more than one-half
of the remaining population.
The fishing-boats are built in the English style, drawing
live or six feet of wafer, deep-keeled, sloop or schooner
rigged, and usually provided with a large well in the hold,
in which the fish are brought in alive,
The only market is the water’s edge, In the large towns,

Hamilton and St. Georgo’s, the quay is lined nearly every
morning at sunrise by a long row of fish-boats. Tbe fish
swim in the wells until customers are found for them;
when one is selected, it is taken up in a landing-net, or by
a gaff-hook, and quickly killed by thrusting a sharp awl
into the base of tlio brain; it. is then bled, skinned (rarely
scaled), eviscerated, and delivered into the hands of Hie
purchaser, a loop of palmetto fiber always being attached
for convenience in carrying. At an early hour the fares
are disposed of, and the boats are under weigh for the
fishing grounds. At almost any time, however, row-boats
filled with small seined fish may be found at the quay.
Thoae who live in the country-parislies watch tbe return 'of
their neighbors’ boats at nightfall, and thus secure their
supplies of fish. The price of fish is fixed by law at fourpence a pound, an advance of one penny having been made
within a few years.
Fish from such a market cannot fail lo be fresh, aud the
excellence of the Bermuda food fishes is due to this, and
to the fact that they are never allowed to die of suffoca¬
tion in tbe air, but are killed quickly and bled.
The angel-fisli (Udlamnthm eiliaris) is perhaps the most
highly esteemed; this species is found, also, in the West
Indies, at Bahia, arid on the coasts of Mexico. It is partial
to sheltered parts of the reef, where it may be seen lazily
and gracefully swimming or Boating a few feet below tbe
surface. Its'motions are very slow, and it frequently
swims upon its side, or, slukiug to the bottom, swims per¬
pendicularly to the surface, where its bright colors flash
for a moment as it floats broadside upward. I have fre¬
quently seen them grazing upon the Hlga-covered rocks.
The angel-fish attains the weight of four pounds, and as
far surpasses all the other fishes of the region in its deli¬
cious flavor as in its lovely hues. The largest I have seen
measured fifteen inches from snout to extremity of soft
dorsal.
The gray snapper (Luijanus etuis) is next in rank; this is
very common, and is distributed also throughout tbe Carib¬
bean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, and, according to Qiinther, who considers it identical with Mesoprion gored inis,
Cuv. & Val., extending east to the African coast. It
breeds abundantly, and hundreds of individuals from four
feet to four inches in length may be seen in almost, any
sheltered nook. It is one of the most delicious of foodflsli, its flavor not unlike that of the blue-fish (Pvmatomus
sallatnx). Its extreme canning renders it very difficult to
capture with either hook, pot. or grains, and has gained it
the soubriquet of “sea lawyer.” The market-name is "gray
snapper."
The yelting, or glass-eyed snapper (Luljanus ay a), the
red snapper of the Florida Keys, is frequently seen in tho
markets. It probably breeds in these waters, as individu¬
als of all ages occur; the largest weigh ten pounds or
more, and are much esteemed as food. Its abrupt profile
and large eyes give it a very sparoid appearance; to the
latter feature it no doubt owes one of its p'opular names,
a similar epithet being applied to the large-eyed Stteostedium americanum, the wall-eyed or glass-eyed pike of the
great lakes and the Mississippi Valley. The name “yelt¬
ing” is very puzzling.
The rock-fish (Truolropis vndulosus) attains the length of
four or five feet, and is one Of the choicest of table-fishes,
though Catesby declares that bis “rock-fish,” which seems
most probably the same, “has the worst character for its
poisonous quality of aDy other among the Bahama Islands."
The grouper (JUpinepfielus striatus) is very common, and
is found also throughout the Caribbean Sea and tho Gulf
of Mexico. It attains an enormous size; and, on account
of iLs abundance and the ease of capturing, it is used as
food more than any other species. Its flesh is rather in¬
ferior in flavor, and coarse of texture, especially that of
large individuals. Great numbers are caught off the
islands, and are brought in the wells of the smacks lo the
artificial ponds along the shore, where they are kept for
the market, and are fed on fish and lobsters. Tbe young
fish are called hamlets; but, after reaching a length of
eighteen or twenty inches, are known as groupers; the lat¬
ter name is a corruption of the Portuguese Oartnipa,jshicll
is applied to a similar fish found at Madeira. A great va¬
riation is apparent in the color of different individuals,
which has not yet been satisfactorily explained, though it
is no doubt due lo the depth of tbe water or color of the
bottom in the place where they are taken, as is suggested
below under Mnneacentruspunctatus. The fishermen claim
that the color of individuals confined in the ponds changes
from one extreme to the other within the period of a few
weeks. I have myself seen very considerable variation in
color in the conrse of a week in fishes confined in shallow
fish-ponds. The young fish are always slate-color, and ate
also marked with six or seven broad, transverse bands of
light brown and a large quadrangular black blotch across
tbe back of tbe tail behind the dorsal.
The hind (Epin&phelus gutltdus) is readily sold in the mar¬
ket, where specimens two feet in length are sometimes
seen. The name hind perhaps refors to the spotted mark¬
ings as similar to those of the deer. The name is found
in nearly all the English West Indian islands, applied to
tbe spotted species of this family. The hind is subject (o
great variations of color, specimens from the ‘'white
water," where there is a bottom of white sand, being nearly
white, while others have tho ground-color, a dusky reddisli-brown.
Tbe butter-fish is often seen, and is of much interest,
although its small size and the softness of its flesh render
it of little economic value. In this species, as in the pre¬
ceding, the range of color is very great; some individuals
are orauge-yellow, with bine spots confined to the head and
anterior part ot' the body; others are red, slightly dingy
above, and thickly studded throughout with black dots,
each of which has a blue centre. The sped mens examined
were not very fresh; and. from the rapidity with which
the colors change, 1 can readily believe that in life they
were as brilliant as is indicated in the description of Cu¬
vier. The yellow form corresponds to Ihe typical Perea
punctata or Eerranus guatirere, and is known as the butterfish or yellow coney; the red form corresponds to Serranm
oualalibi, and is known as the nigger fish. Prof. Poey sug¬
gests that the former inhabits shallow and the latter deep
waters, and thus explains tbe variations of color. These
would seem, however, to depend more upon the color ot the
bottom than upon the depth. On the coast of Maine the
bright-red variety of cod (Gctdus morrhua, Linne) is found
only on bottoms covered wild red algte, such as Blilotu s&rraia, Detmeria simtosu, and Mhodymeniu palmatu. The
names butter-fish aud nigger-fish are in use also at Barba¬
dos, Saint Thomas, and the Bahamas, as applied to this
and an allied species. The first refers to the color and
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soft, oily feeling of the yellow variety; the latter probably
also to color.
The chub (Sargys mriegatus) is very abundant, occurring
in large schools in company with the following species,
which it closely resembles in form nnd habits.
It is
strictly European, and is especially common in the Medi¬
terranean, but has not been found west of Madeira and tbe
Canaries. I have carefully compared Bermudian speci¬
mens with Mediterranean specimens in the Bonaparte col¬
lection labeled Siitrgm Bondeletii. The chub is seined in
vast quantities in Hamiltou Harbor and Other secluded
bays.
The bream (Pimelcptems Boscii) is always found in com¬
pany with the preceding species, to which it is very like in
size, shape, and iiabits, and is takon with it in large num¬
bers and brought to market. It is easily distinguished
from the chub, as far ns it can be seen under water, by tbe
large black spot just behind the dorsal, Tt, is also recorded
from Madeira, the Canaries, Jamaica, and Cuba. A single
specimen was taken in the spring of 1873, at Staten Island,
New Yorlc Harbor, by Mr. C. L. Copley, and Bent by him
to the Smithsonian Institution.
The goat's-head porgy (Calamus mcgacephalus) and the
staecp’B-head porgy (Calamus arbita/rim) are taken with the
book in large quautity, and rank amongst the most salable
kinds. They live in deep water; and, when brought to
the surface, their bellies are greatly expanded from the re¬
moval of pressure, giving them a very comical appearance.
The squirrel (Holocentruni sogo) is common, its bright
color and nervous darting motions rendering it one of the
most conspicuous denizens of the rock pools. It is found
throughout the West Indies and south to Brazil. Their
voracity is very great, and the tyro in angling usually finds
his first prize to be a “squirrel." They are not often eaten.
They breed plentifully about the islands, and reach a length
of fifteen inches; the lobes of the vertical fins becoming
proportionally more and more produced with age. The
local name is the same as that given by Catesby, aud refers
to a grunting noise uttered by them, which resembles the
bark of a squirrelThe Bermuda bonito (Zonkhllnys fasoiatus) is recorded
also from Cuba and South Carolina, A specimen was
taken near New York in October, 187S, and is now in the
National Museum. The bonito is au excellent table-fish,
and reaches the length of two feet or more.
Large schools of the “mackerel” (Orcynus alliteratus)
were observed in March. This large and powerful pelagic
fish has been observed in the Mediterranean, on the east of
Norway, in the East ludies, on the coasts of Brazil and
Cuba, and was found in 1871 by Prof. Baird in large num¬
bers at Wood's Hole, Mass., and several have since been
taken on the shores of Southern New Englaud. It is highlyvalued for bait, but is the ouly large fish which is not
thought good to eat; though rather oily, I think it, superior
to many of the Bermuda food-fishes, it allains the length
of two feet aud a half.
The round robin (Decaplerux punctatus) is very common.
This species ranges along Hie coast from Brazil to Cape
Cod, and has been seen at Cuba and Martinique. The
round robin is seined in great numbers at Hamilton Har¬
bor, in company with the various species of Vlupeidce and
Cf&r-rida’, and is sold from row-boats along the quay at the
legal rate of fourpence a pound. The largest measure six
inches. “Jigging robins" is a favorite amusement of the
liLt.le negroes.- A few bread-crumbs are thrown over the
dock, aud tire little fish collect in such uumbers that a line
with a bare fish-hook jerked rapidly through the group sel¬
dom fails to impale one or more.
Tlie goggler or goggle-eye (ZVacAwops crumenophthalmus),
like the preceding, is found in the West Indies nnd on tho
coast of the United Slates to Southern Massachusetts; it is
found also at Mauritius, in the Pacific arid Indian oceans,
the Red Sea, and on the coast of Guinea. The goggler
reaches the weight of a pound, is found with the preced¬
ing, and is used for food. The local names refer to its
great, staring eyes.
The jack, or buffalo jack (Pwratraclus pisquelwJ, is com¬
mon, occurring also in the West Indies and on Hie coast of
Brazil, and the United Stales as far north as Cape Cod.
Its iiabits closely resemble those of the preceding species.
My largest specimen is nine inches long; the fishermen
claim that the species attains the weight of five or six
pounds, but they probably confound this with some other
species of the same family.
Two species known as the shad (Eitcinostomus gulft) and
the long-boned shad (Eucinostotnus LeJ'nryi) are seined in
quantity in the harbors and sold from boats along the
wharf.
The hog-flslr (Lachnotnmus falcalus) is very common here,
as it is throughout the West indies. Hog-lEh Ledge, at tho
entrance lo Hamilton Harbor, is marked by a pyramid of
stone, called the “Hog-fish Beacon," which is surmounted
by a huge iron image of a hog-fish. The long streamer¬
like appendages or continuations of tho vertical tins give
to the nog-fish as it swiots a singularly graceful appear¬
ance. The beauty of those exposed in the market is fre¬
quently marred, however, by having had these ornaments
bitten off by the craw-fish and lobsters confined with them
iu the wells of the boats. The hog-fish attains tlio weight
of twenty pounds, and is among the choicest of table-fish;
its bard, white, exquisitely flavored flesh has never been,
found injurious here, though in some parts of the West
Indies it is regardud with suspicion. The common name
refers to the swine like profile and dentition.
The cow-fish (Ostrueium quadricame) is, I was told, much,
esteemed for food, and is frequently baked Whole in its
shell. The popular uame, like the Cuban “tore” and the
Jamaican “cuckold,” refers to the two horn-liko supra¬
orbital spines.
The barracuda (Sphyrama spot) is frequently found in the
markets, and is eaten with impunity, as far as I could
learn, My specimens measured nearly two feet, and it is
said to atmiu a much greater size. This is not the barra¬
cuda of the West Indies, hut the common species of tho
Mediterranean known by the Spanish as Maputo aud by the
Italians as Sjirenjm aud Lu&o. Its occurrence so far west
has, I believe, never before been observed. Gffnlher con¬
siders the Uphymita borealis of DelCay, described from
specimens eight' inches long taken in New York Harbor, to
be the same. This might ba inferred from the somewhat
loose language of the description; but tho figure shows it
to be closely allied to, if not identical with Sphynena picuda.
Tbe origin of the first dorsal is shown by the artist to bo
situated almost directly above the extremity of the pecto¬
rals and far in front of the middle of the fish.
The sennet (Bpkymna picuda) is common, breeding plen¬
tifully, The young may he seen basking in the sun in tho
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shallows, where they are seined in large numbers. My
largest specimens measured over two feet in length. Both
this and the preceding species are eaten with impunity,
though, the former is regarded with suspicion on the Medi¬
terranean, and the latter has to answer for several wellattested cases of eiguatera, though in some of the West
India islands it is enteu freely.
The mullet (Mugil liza) is very common, especially in
Hamilton Harbor and other shallow bays, breeding. They
are seined, and brought to market in large numbers.
Anchovies (Sardinella ancJwm'a) occurred in great schools
during the. month of March, and wore seined together with
Deeaplerus punctatus, and sold in quantities along the
quay.. Their average length was about five inches.
Great quantities of pilchards (Harcngula mucropMhalma)
were seined during the month of March, and sold from
row-boats at the water's edge. Their average length was
nine inches. The name is derived from England, where
an allied species, Clupett pitchardus, Walbaum, is commonly
known as "the pilchard.”
Most of the line-fishing is done among the outer reefs or
on the outer banks, twenty miles distant. The favorite
baits are the flesh of the “Bermuda lobster” (Palinurm
umeriawus) and the “Spanish lobster” (Scyllarm aquinoxialia), and, that of some of the larger fishes, such as the
“mackerel” (Orcynus alUteratus), and the morays, (MumnidwI, The pilchard (Harengula macrophthalma), shad (EudiioUovmx gula. and E. Lefroyi), and the robin (Detapterus
punctatus), are used as “full baits,” as are also the various
kinds of "fry” (Atherina and Engraulis sp.), The “scut¬
tle,” a large Octopus, very common on the reefs, is also
frequently used, its toughness making it a very lasting
bait. Many of the choicest and largest species, such as
the Pmtipomatidce, Serranidw, and Scombrida, are taken ex¬
clusively with lines.
The Sparidas, Labrida, Scaridas, the smaller Scrranidw,
and many others, with great quantities of the large crus¬
taceans so much in demand for bait, are captured in basketwork fish-pots constructed of split cane. These are built
on the same principle with the lobster-pots in use on the
Hew England coast, but are very peculiar in shape. A fair
idea of one of them may be gained by imagining two
crockery-crates placed together, with the ends at an angle
so as to form a very thick capital letter V, with arms about
four feet square, the entrance being through, a funnelshaped aperture placed in the inner angle. Smaller and
more portable pots, made after the same model, in annealed
wire, are also in use. Such pots ate baited with fish or
lobsters, and anchored in two or three fathoms of water.
Shallow seines, a hundred yavds or so in length, are plied
in the bays, and with them are taken vast numbers of the
smaller school-fishes, such asSargus variegabus, Piimlepterus
Eoseii, Mugil liza, Eucinoxtomua gula, Eucinostomus Lefroyi,
llemirhamphus Pleii, Eeeapterus punctatus, etc.
These
seines are usually tanned with the bark of the mangrovetree, llhizophora mangle.
Circular casting-nets, ten feet in diameter, are used with
much dexterity in capturing small fish for bait,
The "grains,” a heavy, two-pronged instrument, resem¬
bling an ordinary fish-spear or gig, is carried in every boat.,
aud used in striking large fish. The skillful grainsman sel¬
dom misses his mark, aud in these waters, clear as crystal,
this instrument is effective at the depth of ten or twelve
i'eet.
During the winter months, recourse is had to the fish¬
ponds, which are stocked with the surplus of the summer’s
catch. These are of simple construction, usually natural
pools in the rocks, or protected coves, inclosed by looselylaid stone walls. Hundreds, sometimes thousands, of large
fishes are here stored up for seasons when the severity of
the weather is such as to prevent the usual visits to the
fishing-grounds.- The largest of these, the “Devil's Hole,”
is a lurtre natural pool near the center of the main island,
and about one hundred feet from the south shore of Har¬
rington Sound. Several hundred large. Groupers and Ham¬
lets CEpinephebus etriatm) are usually confined here, and the
place is much visited by strangers. At feeding-time, when
one looks into the clear waters of the pool, nothing can be
seen but an array of areal open moutns. When the food
is thrown in, a scene of indescribable commotion and
splashing ensues. They are very fierce, and rush savagely
at any thing which looks eatable. I have seen two large
ones, each four feet in length, seize the opposite ends of a
cuttle-fish arm tugging for several minutes at the tough
morsel before the question of ownership could be decided.
THE RELATIONB OP TJlft BERMUDIAN PISH-FAUNA.

These islands, considered in reference to their marine
fauna, lie on the extreme northern aud eastern boundary
of the West Indian “Begion.” All the more characteris¬
tic fishes of this “Region" are represented in Bermudian
waters, and the invertebrate fauna, as far as investigated,
appears to have very similar relations. The reef-building
polyps find here their farthest northern remove from the
equator. That the subtropical character of the marine
fauna and flora is determined to a great exLeut by the influ¬
ence of the Gulf Stream is rendered very evident by com¬
paring the life on the land with that of the surrounding
waters. The latter is much the more tropical and West
Indian in character; while the former, although many
West Indian species are represented in the flora, is a curi¬
ous assemblage of forms brought together from various
quarters by winds, ocean-currents, aud the agency of man.
Drift wood and seeds from the Antilles are cast up in great
quantities with the flotsam and jetsam of the shore, and
many of the commonest plants of the Bermudas are sup¬
posed to have found their way thither in this manner, Thus
the transporting power of the Gulf St ream appears to have
been quite as important in the introduction of tropical
forms of life to this group as has been its thermal effect in
rendering it a suitable home for them. Since the Bermuda
atolf is comparatively recent in origin, it is not difficult to
believe that it has taus been supplied with living forms.
Mauy fishes of I he West Indian fauna have been round in
the waters of the Azores, Canaries, Madeira, the Cape
V erde Islands, and other points in the Eastern Atlantic; it
appears easy to account for their wanderings by an exten¬
sion of the action of the same transporting agent.
The occurrence of several strictly European species is
also to be noted. All of these appear to be powerful, rapid
swimmers, with the exception, perhaps, of tiynodus lacerta.
[Tables are here given showing the geographical distri¬
bution of all the species observed in the Bermudas.]
POPULAR NAMES.

The names in use among the fishermen afford some curi¬
ous sludies. Where practicable, hints in regard to their
origin have been given.

I observe that of the thirty-three names given by Catesby as in use in the Bahamas at the time of his visit to those
islands, one hundred and fifty years ago (1724-25), twentysix are applied to common species in the Bermudas. Nearly
all of these are applied to fishes of the same family or ge¬
nus, and most of them to the same species. This may per¬
haps be explained by the common origin of the colonists
of the two regions. It is an interesting instance of the
persistency of common names. Many of these uames are
in use at the present time in the Southern Atlantic States,
though usually applied to different species.
Mountains.— An "Appalachian Club" has been formed
in Boston, of which Edward C. Pickering, Samuel H. Scudder, T. B Henck, Jr., F. Sterry Hunt, Charles H. Hitchcock,
Oharles E. Fay, and W. G. Nowell are prominent members.
They wish to include as members, not only persons who
wish to make scientific investigations in this great and
ancient range of mountains, but also those who desire to
find pleasure in tramping about them, or in seeking out
new hunting and angling fields. Its object is similar to
that of the celebrated Alpine Club.
Types.—Whoever puts his confidence in types stands
on treacherous ground.
By one of those accidents
which will happen in the best regulated printing offices,
the exasperating little pieces of metal, last week, in the
article “Recent Pamphlets,” made us call Zapus, “La pus,”
and two lines further on “Zapus” appeared where wewrote
Jacutus! These changes will pul some meaning into the
sentence. The diphthongs * and oe are particularly obsti• nate. No amount of care in proof reading seems to save
one from being printed where the other belongs.

—It is not easy to find an engraver who can properly cut
natural history drawings. Having some fine work of that
character to he done, we were therefore fortunate in
being recommended to B. B. Chamberlin, of No. 34 Park
Row, in this city, who gave the fullest satisfaction. Mr.
Chamberlin is a skillful workman, and a gentleman of
scientific tastes, to whom we commend our readers.
—The new Metropolitan Museum of Natural History at
Central Park, in this city, is near completion, so far as the
present place is concerned, and will be opened to the pub¬
lic next fall. The work of removing the old collections
from their present place in the Arsenal. The cost of the
new exhibition cases alone will be $62,800.
—Greene Smith, Esq., and a party of gentlemen are on
the Gulf coast of Florida securing specimens of sea-fowl
for preservation.
_u
Ornithological Calendar for March.—In 1868
Mr. J. A. Allen contributed to Vol. I of the American
Naturalist an ornithological callendar of the spring months
for Massachusetts, from which we extract the following for
the first half of March:—
First to tenth—Blue-birds, song sparrows, robins, purple
gralcles, red-winged black-birds, rusty grakles, and cow
birds begin to arrive.
Tenth to twentieth—The preceding become more com¬
mon, meadow larks, bridge pewees or Phoebes, snow-birds,
and purple finches begin so arrive. The hawks, that in
winter arc represented by bat a few individuals, as the
marsh, red-tailed, etc., increase in numbers by arrivals
from the south. The gos-hawk, snowy owl, and other north¬
ern birds of prey retire.
Notes from our Correspondents,—Mr. John Krider,
the well known sportsman, of Philadelphia, writes to us
that he has just received six full-plumaged Bohemian waxwings (Ampelu garrulus) from Winnebago County, Iowa.
They arrive there about December 1st, aud remain until
they devour all the wild rose buds, and a red berry re¬
sembling the holly_“Pero-Nixon” (Hamburg, Berks Co.,
Penn.) writes that the birds are arriving there very early.
The blue-bird, which usually makes its first appearance in
April, arrived in February. Sparrows and swallows have
been heard. English sparrows were numerous throughout
the winter, and other species are becoming common.. ..
Last October a female deer was killed at Bay Lake, N. V.,
which was entirely white except a small spot on the top of
its hack which was the usual color. Four or five years
ago one entirely white was killed near the settlement of
Fine, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.t and some fifteen years ago,
near the same place, a spotted one, the groundwork being
white, with large spots of the usual color-S. B. Buckley (Austin, Texas), says that Gambel’B quail is occasionally
seen near El Paso, Texas, in winter; and that the Messina
quails visit plantations in Burnet County, and are com¬
mon west of Pecos River, but that they are more shy
than the Bob White.
-

-*

—In the first Bulletin for the year 1875-76 of the Ameri¬
can Geographical Society is a report of Mr. James T.
Gardner on the “Uses of a Topographical Survey of the
Stale of New York,” in which he urges the imporianee of
such a survey.
—Wolves are killiug sheep in great numbers in Clear¬
field County, Pa., in which these beasts have not been
seen for fifteen years.
GREAT ENDURANCE OF A TURTLE.
Philadelphia, March 6th, 1676.
Editor Fobebt and Stream:—
Some years ago in New Jersey, I was present when the owner of a
very old mill was having the pond drawn oil for the purpose of making
some repairs. Large iinantitiea of fish were captured, and among them
in one of the hauls made, was an immense snapping turtle {.Chelydra
serpentina)- To secure this valuable prize it was proposed to cut off its
head, and a small hatchet was secured for the purpose. But the snap¬
per would not submit willingly to be decapitated, and although he could
not, like the box tortoise (Ceitudo virginianvs), shut, hia head entirely
within hla house, he conld draw It back far enough to make it very
difficult to behead him. At last, however, an opportunity offered, but

the hatchet fell jost back of the eyes—which in this species of turtle are
placed ve.ry far forward—and cutting clear through, left the poor reptfle
with about two-thirds of a head. It was thought, however, that the ex¬
ecution would suffice, and turning the turtle on its back upon the bank a
considerable distance from the pond, it« owner started for another ban I
of flsh. That being made, to the surprise of all, It was found that the
turtle was missing. Great search was made, but in vain, and finally it
was concluded that, it had been stolen.
Two years afterward it became necessary to draw off the water again,
and the customary fishing took place, when there was caught a snapping
turtle minus Its eyes and a third of its head. It was onr old friend of
two year’s before, which, upon being weighed tamed the scale at fortytwo pounds. How did it get back into the pond without eyes? That is
a hard question; perhaps by accident. How did It sustain life with only
part of a head? Well, the snapping turtle is very tenacious or life, and
tliis one doubtless sustained himself by sucking in Ihe small fry abound¬
ing In mill ponds, aud it seems not to have decreased in size durlug the
two years it was a clippie. This may seem a hard story to believe, bnr.
it is true, and equalled by mauy well-known cases of tenacity of life. It
requires many hours to drown u turtle in alcohol for example. The re.
cords of the Spanish Inquisition show how very long men, and even deli¬
cate women were able to survive its infernal tortures. Alexis St Mar.
tin lived for years and years, (and may be living yet,) with the hole of a
bayonet-thrust in his stomach, through which could be seen, and hun¬
dreds dia observe, the process of digestion. Among tlrn lower orders
or creation in many cases, if an animal Is cut into two or more pieces,
each part will take up the business or life, become an independent being,
and go on reproducing Us species.
IltroN.

SCARCITY OF BIRDS IN NEW JERSEY,
Wbnonait, Gloucester Co., N. if., March 6th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I regret that my brief residence at this point (three years) will not en¬
able me to give yon much information concerning birds. For some rea¬
son unknown to me, there has been an unusual scarcity or the usual
winter birds daring the past winter, with the exception of crows and
hawks. Up to the middle of January, however, I noticed (locks of the
common yellow-bird, the first I ever saw in winter. The robin, which ‘
has been common daring the two previous winters, 1 have not seen this
year. The scarlet tanager has also been common .heretofore, bnt the
first specimen appeared on Feb. 14th. The red-winged aud crow black-birds
came on the same day. The bine-bird has been with ns at brief inter
vals all winter. The meadow lark has been abundant, as heretofore. I
have only seen snow-birds two or three tunes during tho past winter.
Milton P. Pierce,
Recent Arrivals at tub Central Park Menagerie.—One
Spotted Cavy (Catogemjs paca nab). South America, presented by Mr.
Fidel G. Pevra. One Spotted Cavy (Valogenps pace), presented by Mr.
E. Hnzarte. One Horned Owl {Bubo vtrginiauus), presented by Mr.
Charles H. Cummings.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
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OR convenience the State is divided into tile Tidal or
Southern, and the Non-Tidal department. The re¬
ports of the Fish Wardens of Burlington, Camden, Glou¬
cester, Salem, and Cumberland counties, bordering on the
Delaware bay and river indicate that tho catch of sliad is
becoming greater in numbers, and that Hie fish are larger
in size in each successive year. Fifteen drift or gill seines
were used in Cnmberland County, and 3,000 shad taken
during the season, many of them weighing as high us
seven pounds. On the Cohousey only about 0,000 were
taken, owing probably to the muddy condition of the
water.
Tho more intelligent fishermen, constituting the majority,
ascribe the increased number and superior quality of the
shad to the successful operation of the new fishing laws, and
express themselves well pleased with them.
The sturgeon fishing has been poor. They appeared
late and left early. Their numbers are decreasing yearly.
This is evidently due to the sturgeon gill-nets. Before
these nets were introduced the sturgeon were caught in
large numbers at all the shore fisheries, and it becomes n
question as to whether their destruction should be allowed
to continue. They certainly constitute a valuable article
of food, and a thriving business is done in the caviare
made from their roe, In Gloucester County the catch
averaged about 3,000 fish to the net, and the fishing laws
have generally been respected, although there have been
some violations, resulting in indictments and fines.
To enforce the laws which are common alike in Dela¬
ware and New Jersey a river police is necessary, and the
Legislature of Pennsylvania authorized the Fish Commis¬
sioners of that State to appolul not less than three such
officers for the Delaware, hut, no such appointments have
been made, and Ihe whole burden of enforcing the laws
common to both States for their united benefit has fallen
upon the New Jersey Wardens, notwithstanding the fact
that the most troublesome violators hail from Philadelphia,
The report describes in detail the effect of a large number
of drift nets drifting for hours and over many miles of
water, breaking up and scattering the schools of shad, and
to which is due the almost extinction of our migratory
fishes. The close seasons now observed, and enforced by
the Fish Wardens of the nine counties fronting on the
Delaware have resulted in a steady increuse in the numbers
and size of shad.
In the Non-Tidal department, comprising Warren, Hunt¬
erdon, Mercer, and Sussex counties, the Wardens report
that the first fish (shad) were caught in Mercer, April 15tli,
and in Hunterdon April 0th. The catch was very large
throughout the month of May, and up to the close of the
fisliiug season the fishermen were well paid for their labor.
The proportion of large shad was greater than at any time
for twenty years past, and the gross receipts from the shore
fisheries exceeded any returns made since the appointment
of the commission. The drift nets also shared the ad¬
vantages of the increase in the quantity and quality of
the fish.
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The catch of smelt from the Raritan was less than the
average the past season. The cold weather continuing
later than usual, and several northeast storms occurring
about the time of their arrival at the mouth of the river,
seemed to have the effect of driving them back to deep
water. The appropriation of $1,000, made by the Legis¬
lature for the artificial propagation of shad In the Dela¬
ware River, was expended in operations at Lower Black’s
Eddy and Point Pleasant. The total number of fishes
hatched at all the stations amounted to ouo million four
hundred thousand, the expense was to be divided
with Pennsylvania, and nil the fish hatched were turned
into the Delaware, with the exception of one hundred
thousand which, at the request of Prof. Baird, and in re¬
turn for his advice and assistance were given to him, and
forwarded by the United States Fish Commissioners to
Jackson, Miss.
The arrangements for prosecuting the
work of the commission in the matter of shad hatching
during the current year will be made in advance, and in
suitable localities.
While the work was going on at Point Pleasant., Mr.
Fred. Mather and an assistant, Mr. Bell, were sent by Prof.
Baird to assist in the work, and also to endeavtir to ascer¬
tain the best method for keeping the young fish alive in
tanks While being transported for the purpose of stocking
other waters. To this end they conducted a series of ex¬
periments with fish taken from their hatching boxes, care
fully noting the temperature of the air and water, and
found that under favorablo conditions tlieyoung fish would
live at least ten days. Mr. Mather used a tank of his own
design, with arrangements to allow a current of water to
pass over the fishes without crowding them against the
outlet, and thus deslroyiug them. The apparatus worked
satisfactorily iu that respect. The great difficulty in the
way of keeping the young alive so long a time as is de¬
sired, is the tact that they begin to feed after three or
four days, when in their natural condition, and no one has
yet been able to find food suitable for such young fishes.
Of the salmon ova received from the Sacramento River,
and alluded to iu the last report, 165,000, were success¬
fully hatched and distributed, 2,000 were placed iu tbe
tributaries of the Passaic above Paterson; 3,000 in the
Raritan, and the remainder in various tributaries of
the Delaware.
In March 80,000 Penobscot salmon
ova were received from Mr. Atkins’ works at Bucksport,
Maine. Of this large quantity only nine eggs were spoiled
in the transhipment. Of the 79,000 and odd left for dis¬
tribution, nearly all were deposited in the MusconetcoDg,
Poliatcoug, and Paulin3kill rivers, and those not deposited
there were placed iu the south branch of the Raritan, and
the Hackensack.
A number of youug salmon have been caught at Watergap, and other' points along the river, which proves that
they are flourishing, and others have been taken in the
Musconetcong that were growing finely and in perfect con¬
dition.
The water of the Delaware is pure and cold
enough to suit salmon, and only persistent effort is re¬
quired to Stock it successfully with this fish, aud the sup¬
ply of suitable food is inexhaustible. The 10,000 land¬
locked salmon left at Trouldale at the date of the last re¬
port were on November 28th placed in Lake Hopatcong,
White Pond, Green Pond, and Mackopin Lake. They
were of sufficient size to lake care of themselves,, and will
be heard from in due course.
Whether these peeuliar
characteristics required Ic develop these northern fishes
exist iu these waters, can only be determined by experi¬
ment.
The Commissioners purchased this year six thousand
salmon trout ova, which were hatched at Troutdale, and
placed in northern New Jersey by Mr. M. E. Dennis, of
Newark, A. C. Canfield, of Morristown, and others. These
fishes grow rapidly, and are of fine quality. They are
abundant in northern New York, and are very attractive to
anglers. If they flourish where placed a larger supply
will be secured for another year to slock lakes and streams
in the upper part of the State.
The demand for black bass has exceeded the supply.
More than thirty different streams and lakes Itave been
stocked, and Upwards of three thousand fishes have been
distributed. This work was done principally in the months
of September and October. The fishes were all yearlings,
or older, and will spawn next spring. Experience with
this species shows that speedy returns may be expected.
The West Jersey Game Protective Association has been
very energetic, not only in selecting locations, but in de¬
fraying the expenses of transporting and depositing these
fish, and the Commissioners give the society great credit
tor introducing and enforcing salutary laws for the pro¬
tection of game birds and fishes.
The bass in the Delaware already furnish a large supply
of valuable food, and in addition to this, many visitors
from the cities have used the Belvidere Railroad to bring
them to this, the most attractive fishing ground to be
found anywhere near their homes. The amount of travel
by this class alone was so great during the past summer
as to attract the attention of the railroad officials. The
same result will ensue in other parts of the State when it
is known that the efforts to stock other streams and lakes
liave been successful. New Jersey is already known as
one of the most progressive States in this regard. The es¬
tablishment at Troutdale, used by the commission for
breeding purposes, is recognized as one of the best in the
country, and enjoys more than a national reputation
among fish culturists. It may be of interest to know that
orders have been received there this year from England
and Scotland for nearly one million brook trout ova.
Tbe report contains the reports of the Fish Wardens of
Morris, Essex, and Passaic counties, appointed under the
law passed last year, which gives each Warden full au¬
thority over the waters of his county, aud also a right to
prosecute for violations of tbe law discovered in either of
the three counties. Under this act, the Governor appointed
John C. Roe, of Paterson, Warden for Passaic County;
Lambert Speer, of Caldwell, Warden for Essex County;
and Charles Arrowsmith, of Morristown, Warden for Mor¬
ris County. Each of these gentlemen accepted the posi¬
tion, and qualified for the office. They have all been zea¬
lous iu the discharge of the duties imposed. In Eesex,
four persons have been prosecuted and fined for violations
of the law.
In Passaic numerous gill-nets and set lines have been de¬
stroyed, and yet we (Forest and Stream) learn that
pounding and netting in Greenwood Lake has been carried
on almost uublushingly, and that black bass taken in this
way are peddled about the neighborhood.
In Morris
County there have been two arrests made- for using giant
powder in Lake Hopatcong.

The Commissioners have given much attention to the
subject of fishways, as they are authorized to build fish¬
ways in all dams across the Raritan. The dam at Bound
Brook is a complete barrier to the passage of anadromous
AMERICAN DOGS ILLUSTRATED.
fishes, and has entirely destroyed the shad fisheries for¬
merly existing above the dam.
The way open in the dam at Scudder’s Falls is a com¬
E are now having copies of all the portraits of cele¬
plete success, hut that dam is less than four feet in height,
brated dogs which have appeared in our paper
while the dam at Bound Brook is seven feet high. It is
handsomely engraved on card board, ready for framing
believed that a rough stone structure, representing as
nearly as possible the natural rocky rapids of a swiftly-de- and hanging in the sportsman’s sanctum. The list em¬
braces Mr, Raymond’s pure Laveracks Pride of the Border
scendjng stream, is the only practical way yet discovered.
They are about to institute an experiment with a model and Fairy; Mr. Saltus’ Dash and Bess; Mr. Jarvis’ Dick;
recently received in which provision is intended to be Dr. Strachn's "three celebrated dogs,” Don, Peg, and
made for rests, after each foot of rise. If this will give
George; Dr. Webb's Whisky; Mr. Dilly’s Hanger, and Mr.
sufficient depth of rvater in the lower part of the way, or
ladder, there seems to be no reason why it should not StroDg's Pete. Also the engraving of our Chicago Cup
mounted to correspond, These pictures can be had at our
answer the purpose, if proper leaders are built out below.
They recommend Buck a supplement to the law of 1874, re¬ office at a cost of twenty-five cents each, postage prepaid.
ferred to, as will enable them to do the work required, at the
cost of the State, in the first instance, the money to be
—From the number of applications for our blank forms
paid hack by the dam owners when the work is com¬
for pedigre es, which can lie had gratis at this office, the
pleted.
Kennel Register promises to assume proportions that will
Three hundred thousand ova of Sacramento salmou
were received from Prof. Baird in October, and having warrant us in pnblishing it in book form at an earlier date
been hatched at Troutdale, will be ready for distribution than wc had anticipated.
in a few weeks.
In conclusion, the Commissioners allude to the fact that
—The imported red Irish setter Stella, belonging to Dr,
the work of the commission is now so considerable that It W. E. Hudson, of North Manchester, Conn., visited Dr.
is necessary that it should have authority and means to em¬
Goldsmith’s
Plunkett on the 1st inst.
ploy a superintendent to give his whole attention to the
various details connected 'with the propagation, distribu¬
—A physician, who was in charge of the hospital at
tion, and protection of fishes throughout the Stale, under
their diiection and control. This would leave them free Ballarat, Australia, for twelve years, recommends as a
to devote more time to general oversight of the work; to cure for distemper, one grain of tartar emetic and three
examine more thoroughly the workings of the various
laws and suggest amendments, and to learn, by personal "grains of calomel.
iuspectiou, the needs of different sections of ihe Stale.
—The Laverack setter Guy was alluded to in a recent
It is probable that the construction of fishways will re¬
quire much of their attention during the ensuing year. issue as belonging to Mr. Clias H. Raymond, whereas the
In order to continue their efforts to stock the inluud waters ownership should have been credited to Mr, Dudley Olcott,
on a scale to produce the best results and secure the bene¬ of Albany, N. Y.
fit of the work already done, an appropriation of ten
•« ■»thousand dollars will be needed. An appropriation of five
—Mr. Sherwood's bitch Beauty, which was lately sent to
hundred dollars will enable them to continue with Penn¬
Mr.
Turner's
Elcho,
was
not
served, having arrived too
sylvania in the work of artificial propagation of shad,
Her Commissioners have a balance of twenty-five hundred late.
dollars in hand for this work, contingent upon the action
—Mr. J. N. Francis, of Bridgeport, Conn., claims the
of New Jersey.
name of Norah for his red setter bitch out of Ilubbell’s
STOCKING TROUT PONDS.
May, by Marshall’s rook, whelped July 13lli, 1875.
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The following correspondence has been forwarded to us
for publication. It answers at once a query which is con¬
stantly being put not only to us, hut to Mr. Seth Greeu,
aud its insertion here will save him much time:—
South Norwalk, Conn., March 3rd, 1876.
Mn. Seth Green—Dear Sir:—
We have been patting water works into oar place aod have coustrncted a dam which overBows sbont thirty acres of land with an average
depth of about fifteen feet. The pond is fed by a small stream made tip
from springs. Will yon be kind enough to give me your opinion as to
what kind of fish wonld be the nest to stock it with, and where to pro •
enre them, and when tbe best time to pnt them in.
A. Solm ans.
k
Rochester, N. Y., March 9th, 1676.
Dear Sir:—
Put two or three hundred gold flsh in your pond; put them in by June
1st, and pnt 50,0C0 young brook trout in tbe small spring streams, that
feed your pond. The gold fish will find food enough, aud will breed, aud
the young will be food for the trout. When the tront are three years old
they will comedown iu the pond, aud yon will have a trout pond. Do not
put any utherfish In the pond. There iano other Ball yon coaid put in a now
pond that would find food enough. Put young brook trout in your streams
every year for some years and yon will have a result that you will be
proud of. Put the brook trout in the stream in May. Yon can got the
trout of any trout culturist.
Seth Green.

SHAD IN LAND-LOCKED WATERS,
V
Syracuse, N. Y., March 6tb, 1876.
.Editor Forest and Stream:—
Two or tbree years since, the query “will shad live land locked like
salmon," seemed to excite general, ns well us sporting interest. I have
seen nothing In your columns recently having any definite bearing upon
tbe snbjeot. Here is my quota: Last summer (exact date Indefinite),
while standing on Hie bridge above Rnmsey & Co.’s Works at Seneca
Falls, N. Y., I noticed several small fish whirling down through the
rapid water at that point. Some were dead aud others were merely
“giddy," as if they had been poisoned or lost their swimming volition.
Picking one up, I was puzzled to classify the specimen anywhere In my
kDown line of Ichthyology, but took memoranda, number aud position
of fins, Ac. A day or two afterwards, 1 saw dozens of fish, ait of the
same size and appearance, cast up on the shores of Cayuga Lake, at the
outlet of the Seneca Falls Stream. Shad-spawn having been deposited a
year or two previous in Geneva Lake, above Seneca Falls, by Seth Green,
it appears to mo that this must indicate a failure of the effort, to propa¬
gate sliati for permanence in fresh waters. Comparing my notes to-day
with a fresh caught shad, it—barring size—Is the same fish I saw last
summer. My theory is, that young shad will flourish away from tide
w ater until age or size necessitate the oceau. In ubove case there being
no outlet to Lit wa er, the flsh inevitably dies.
Several streams in Central New York have recently been stocked from
California, with brook and salmon-trout, and their betler birthright to
fresh water will undoubtedly ensuresncceBs,
13. It, Wilson.
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Buokpield, Mo ., March 8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 saw in a late number of the Forest and Stream a discussion as to
whether trout wonld subsist on vegetable food or not. My experience in
feeding trout has been considerable, and. I have endeavored to experi¬
ment as much us possible for the purpose of informing myaclf as to
what trout wonld eat best and would beat thrive npon. 1 therefore took
about two hundred aud fifty trout from my pond and placed them in
tanks into the basement of my house, supplying them with water from
the pond near by conducted through a one and one half inch pipe. I at
first fed with chopped liver, afterwards tried cutting up poorer classes of
fishes obtained from the river near by, such as minnow, chub or shiner,
so called. I afterwards tried curd made from sour milk, which I finally
adopted as the cheapest and be&t food I could procure in the country. I
tried bread crumbs, but the trout had to be very hungry before eating,
and then not seeming to relish the food. I found after feeding for a
long time upon curd, and then offering animal food, that the trout were
apparently frightened and would refnse to cat, so fur as 1 could ace, not
swallowing even a single mouthful, but would seize the pieces aud im¬
mediately spit them out.
(x. O. Hayeord
Superintendent llangely Trout Breeding Association.

All the information elicited by the discussion of ibis
question only goes to verify tbe position token editorially
in our issue of January 20tli, page 387, vol. v. Meat we
find i3 chiefly qsed iji breeding establishments in Europe*

DISTEMPER

OR

PNEUMONIA.

The following letter from Dr. W. S. Webb wiil be found
highly important, as throwing some light upon many cases
of so-called distemper, besides suggesting a remedy-.—
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A few weeks ago T waa called to Springfield, Mass., aud on my arrival
I was informed that two of my dogs were Eick with distemper; so after
iuuch 1 drove oat to Mr. Philips', who was keeping them, mid found
that mine were not the only ones 'rick, his Ift'gc setter dog showing un¬
mistakable signs of some sickness, The three do&4 were a large black
and white setter, two jeiira old, which we will call No. 1-, a black and
while pom let, ten months old,
2; and a liver and white pointer
bitch pop, three mnuihs, No. 3. 1 arrived at the kennel about four
o'clock Friday, and visited it again Saturday at noon, and also on Sun¬
day at noon.
Case No. 1. Dog dampish, flight running from nose and eyes; eyes
blood-ahot; nose warm; slight cough; no vomiting; bowels constipated ;
feces bard and dark-colored; received no medicine. Suturday—Dog
very mnch wor?e; will Dot recognize his truster, and appetite poor; re¬
fuses to lie in h.s house, but lies out on cold ground; has snapped twice
at his owner, who consequently refuses to go near him to administer
medicine. Three compound cathartic pill-3 were placed in a piece of
meat, but he refused to eat anything; coughs violently and frequently,
and is constantly attempting to vomit; ia very weak, but, refuses all
nonrl-hment except R little milk. Sunday—Very much worse, and has
been delirious various times during tbe morning; cannot stand tip; every¬
body afraid of him. Ah he ie not a valuable dog* and his chain not very
strong, his owner decides to shoot him. Post mortem reveals all tUo
viscera in a normal condition, with the exception of the lungs; they show
a clear case of double pneumonia.
Case No. 2.—Friday—Dog rather dull, ntuning from nose and eye*
profuse; oyea blood-ahol; m>*e warm; a hard, short cough* and frequent
attempts to vomit, only now and then successful, from which.hu haf
some relief; only u tublfcspoonfut of matter, however, vomited apatinu-,
appetite not very good; bowels constipated, and feces hard and darkcolored. Guve him three compound cathartic pills (IT. S.) that T hap¬
pened to have in my pockut. 1 should hero mention that the compound
cathartic pills were not the vegetable ones, but contained calomel. This
dog had lost a great amount of flesh duning the last two days, and front
a fat, sleek-haired animal, was reduced to a skeleton, with hie huir rough
and dull. His urine was quite milky, Saturday--Abont the same as
yesterday; his cough and attempts at vomiting perhaps a little more se¬
vere; bowels very loose from mcdicincH of yesterday; appetite same;
eats cooked meat and Indian meal and milk, but very little. Sunday—
Dog much better; cough not so hard or severe; does not vonrit as often;
nose not bo warm; eyes do not run so much ; uppetite same* MondayMuch improved; appetite a little better; received three grama of blue
mass; cough less, and does not r&tch near as much. Tuesday—Contin¬
ues la improve; received three grains blue mass in the morning, and two
grains quinine in morning and two again in the afternoon. Wednesday
—received four grains quinine; Thursday, four grains; Friday, four
grains; Saturday, four grains, Sunday—Dog improving rapidly; in
fact, is quite well, and is gaining flesh fast. Ills diet has been from the
first—beef, once a day, milk, aud oatmeal.
No. 3.—Deceived no medicines Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, as her
Fjmptoma were very slight, und bowels were not much confined. Mon¬
day, received three grains of bme mass and two grains quinine, one in
morning aud one at eve; Tuesday, received two grains of quinine; Wed¬
nesday, very weak and not expected to live, received two grains quinine
and three grains blue mass; Thursday, bettor, roceived twtKtrraius qui¬
nine; Friday, much better, received two grains quinine; Saturday, con¬
tinues to improve, received two grains quinine; Sunday, nearly well;
diet has been from the beginning, or oatmeal, milk, and meat onco a day.
Monday, dog perfectly recovered.
Now, these three dogs were said to be sick with distemper, and no
doubt by many would have received bottling* bnt an emetic of salt. The
vomiting appeared to mu to be caused by the pneumonia sputtt being
swallowed, and then ejected from the stomach, dogs not being en¬
dowed with the faculty of spitting forth what they cough, up from the
longs. The fits that dog No. 1 had I think was nothing more than the
delirium which is often seen in severe cosed of pneumonia. Before I
made the autopsy on dog No. l, I had told several persons that I be¬
lieved tbe dogs were all sick wirii pneumonia, and 1 believe, moreover,
that fully one half the dogs that are sick and die with so-called disLempei, are pure cases of pneumonia, and if properly Lreatedin time could
be saved- A warm house is, in the first place, highly oanentlal
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to their recovery; and second to U la (he necessity of keep¬
ing up the dog’s vital power by good feeding and medic¬
inal tonics, I think if I have another case—as I most prob¬
ably shall—I will increase the amount of quinine from four grains
to six or nine grains, giving it in two or three grain pills three times a
day, and if the dog cannot digest nicely cooked meat, good strong beer
tea is the best substitute. Wc all know that in man there is hardly any
disease that requires so much stimulation as pneumonia. The dogs at
no time seemed to be in great pain; if they had been, orders were left
that they should have one half grain of opium.
I have reported these cases in the hope that someone will be henefitted
by it, and should any of yotir readers deem it worthy of trial, T would
be pleased to hear the resultH.
W. S. W,

BLOOD

WILL

TELL.

SatajotaB, Ga., March 4th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Colonel M—, of this State, in his younger dayB, was a keen and enthu¬
siastic sportsman, and wrb the owner of a very superior pack of hounds.
So particular was he in regard to his kennel, that any pups whelped m it
that did not come up to his standard were condemned at once to the
horse pond, and any pup that was allowed to live after his hat had gone
fottli, and be found in the possession of any of his slaves, that possessor
got the full measure of his allowance without delay. Now old Pompey,
the driver, had long wanted to get a pup, but Massa L— prized his high
breds so much that old Pomp was always in a state of disappointment.
But at last the bitch dumper, had a fine litter of pups, and among them
was a little runt whose eyes were not opened on the fifteenth day. So
Pompey says, “Please Mass a L. lemme hah dat pup, an’ I try to raiso
um.” “Raise h—1,” Bays the Colonel, “You take that pup right down to
the pond and drown it, or I’ll raise your hair.11 All right, Massa L., T
lake urn rteht off/’ So Pompey took, the pup, but instead of doing as
he was told, he took it along the road and meeting one of Mr. Martin’s
eervautB, he says, “You take die pup to yonr house and raise um for me
till he fo' months old an I gib you one gallon syrup.” “I do it for snub,”
was tho reply. The four months rolled around and be got his syrup and
Pompey took his pup—alive, but a perfect skeleton—to the Colonel and
says, "Please Massa L., may I keep ura?” “Yea,” says the Colonel,
“until he dies, which will be before many days." Pomp thought differ¬
ent, and says to himself, “de hog’s liver de beat ting to make de dog hab
good noBe.” So he used to beg liog’s liver for the pup, and to the vrouder
of all lie began to pick up and fill out amazingly, and his scent was won¬
derful. Some six months rolled by, and one day the Colonel seeing him,
eaye to Pomp, “He looks almost good enough to run with my pack.”
“He run with um for true Massa L., you gib ura a chance.” .1 ust then
the pup, which, was called Cotchum, gave one long howl and storied off
on a run. “The dog is mad, said the Colonel.” “He no mad, Massa
L., smell deer two miles off,” and sure enough iu about au hour tbe
deer come in fnil view and the pup In full chase. The Colouel was
now more than cxciLed. and was soon in the saddle with his gun in full
pursuit. The deer web brought to bay and killed, and on arriving at
home, (he Colonel sent for Pompey and said, “Pomp, that pup beats
any dog I have in my pack, and I will give you a ten dollar gold piece
for him.” “Massa L., said Pompey, you say I could keep dat pup till
he die, now I gwine keep you to your word.” The Colonel blustered,
roared, and stormed, but no use, old Pompey stood firm and only said,
“Your word, Massa L.,” and the Colonel regardiug his svord like his
bond, old Pomp had him. Says old Pompey. “Wat de use Massa L.,
you huut him, but he my pup.” Finally the Colonel said. “Pompey, 1
will give you your freedom papers for him.” “No Massa L., old Pomp
sick you feed um, hab de doctor an take care of nm, Pomp no fool.”
Years rolled on and old Pompey in his last sickness sent for the Colonel,
and on his conuug.to his bed-side says, “Masea L.f forgib me, I hab been
one berry good servant, bntfor all dat, I ’ceive you old Cotchum from
your pack ob dogs,” and then told Him all the circumstances. Thank
the Lord, says the Colonel, I can say Cotchum come from my atodk, and
I freely forgive you Pompey. and may the good Lord forgive you all yonr
Bins. In a short time old Pompey was no more, and his remains were
followed to the grave by the Colonel, who sincerely mourned his loss,
Colonel M. Is still living at his residence in McIntosh county, and any
gentleman who may call on him will be received with the true and courte¬
ous hospitality which so characterizes the southern gentleman and
aportsman, and may, perhaps, hear from him, some or the wonderful
exploits of old Cotchum.
Georgia,

TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS.
Editor Forest AKd Stream:—
During the coming Dog Show at Springfield, Mass., mail)' persons
owning dogs and unable to leave them at the time, may be glad to know
of a way by which their dogs may be sent and returned, and be well
cared fur during their journey. During the last two years Mr. Win.
Carnow, Baggage Master of tho N. Y. & 1). Express Line, has carried
some twenty dogs for me between Now York and Springfield. Being a
sportsman hlmBelf he knows well how to care for a sportsman’s dog.
He leaves New York on the 10 A.M. express every Monday, Wednes¬
day, and Friday, and returns to New York from Springfield at 1
o’clock P. M. every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, arriving in New
York at 5:14 P.M.
W. S. Webb, M. D.

and gtiver $ishitig.
FISH IN SEASON

IN

MARCH.

BOOTHEBW WATERS.
Pompano, Trachvnotus carnlimts. Grouper, Epimphelpus nigritus,
Drum (two species.) Family Seitz- Trout (black bass,) Centroprlstti
Midis.
atrurlus.
Kingtkh, Menlicirrus nebulosus.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Jloccus
Sea Bass, Sckenops ocellatus.
lineutus.
Sheopshead, Archosargus probata- TailorflsU, Pomalomus mllatrlx.
cephalus.
Black bass, Micropterus salmoldes;
Snapper, Lutjanuz caxus.
If. nigricans.
[Under the head of "Game and Msh in Season” we can only specify in
general terms the several varieties, because the taws of States vary so much,
that were we to attempt to particularize we could tlo no less than publish
these entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question. This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their re¬
spective States for constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
mem will only create confusion.)
Fish in Market.—We have to quote-a slight advance
In the prices of all kinds of fish. The tront season opened
yesterday and the display on the standBin market is unusu¬
ally fine. Mr. Blackford's aquarium swarms -with brook
trout, all looking in line condition. Dealers are very
chary about making contracts for future delivery of trout.
The general tendency is to economise and out down in
luxuries, and brook trout at a dollar or a dollar and a half
a pound certainly come within the latter category. These
remarks apply particularly to cultivated trout, We shall
have immense quantities of Canada wild trout in market,
and even now the price askod for ihcmi3 only half that
of the others. We quote-. Striped bass from North Caro¬

lina, 20 cents per pound, smelts, from Maine, 15 cents;
blue-fish (frozen), 15 cents; salmon (frozen), 50 cents;
mackerel, 25 cents each; shad 50 cents to $1 each; white
perch, 18 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel (frozen), 50
cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen;
frost-fish, 8 cents per pound; halibut, 15 cents; haddock,
8 cents; king fish, 18 cents; cod-fish 8 to 10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; flounders, 12 centB, eels, 18 cents; lobsters,
10 cents; sheeps!lead, 30 cents; turbot, 25 cents; scollops,
$1 per gallon ; soft clams, 30 to 60 cents per hundred; whitefish, 18 cents; pickerel, 15 cents; sun-fish, 10 cents; perch
(yellow), 10 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; brook trout
(Long Island), $1-25; Canada brook trout, 50 cents; live
trout, $1.50 per pound; hard crabs, $4 per 100.
How Split Bamboo Fisiting Rods are Made.—There
are possibly ten makers of fair split bamboo rods in this
country, and not more. The bamboo rod maker, like the
poet, is born with a natural gift for his trade, which can
be acquired only in a degree. He can employ no assist¬
ants as competent as himself to execute the nice details of
his delicate work. He is the artificer of his own handi¬
craft, and consequently of his own reputation; we wish
we could say, of his fortune also, but his power of pro¬
duction is limited to only about four dozen rods per year,
and at $30 to $40 each, which is the price obtained for the
best rods, it is easy to reach an approximate estimate of
his income from this source. As a rule, his orders are
ahead of their fulfillment. Those makers who have ac¬
quired the widest celebrity are H. L. Leonard, of Bangor,
Maine, and Chas. F. Murphy, of Newark, New Jersey.
Both are so skilled in their handicraft, and the rods they
make are so nearly equal in their merits, that the one
maker may he said to he the peer of the other. A rod
manufactured by either is a prize to its possessor.
Different makers have different methods of manufacture,
some of which are radically wrong in scientific principles.
The object of this paper, however, is not to compare,
methods and processes, but to show how the manufacture
is conducted by the best makers. We are indebted to Mr.
Murphy for much of our information.
At the outset it is found difficult to obtain good stock in
any quantity. Not one cane of a thousand brought to
New York is fit for a fly rod. It was either old, dry and
brittle when shipped, or it has got wet and heated during
the voyage, which turns it to a dark color and destroys its
vitality and elasticity. Frequently a whole invoice is thus
spoiled. Again, twenty-five per cent, of those that are
light colored and fresh are destroyed by a small black in¬
sect less than an eighth of an inch in length and about the
thickness of a knitting needle which breeds in tho cane
and bores through it in every direction. Very often half a
bundle is thus lost. A bundle comprises fifty canes, and
importations come wrapped in a coarse gunny cloth. In
many cases the ravages of this insect are not noticed until
the cane is cut into.
There are two kinds of bamboo, known to dealers and
rod makers as the male and female cane; the females are
lighter and softer, with a thinner enamel than tho males,
and very few are hard and springy enough for a rod.
Much of the male cane, on the contrary, is very hard and
as elastic as whalebone. They are more difficult to work
than the females, being much larger at the joints or knots
Where the leaves grow, and generally crooked in those
places. Nevertheless, it is this material that has estab¬
lished the reputation of the split bamboo fly rod. A large
portion of these males are rained by some coloring pro¬
cess that burns through the enamel.
Of an eighteen or twenty feet cane selected for a rod,
only some ten or eleven feet of the hut, or lower part arc
used. Cut these buts into two pieces of 5 to 5i feet in
lengtb, smooth off the knots with a coarse file, and then
split through the middle, taking care to avoid the buds or
shoots, of which there is one at each joint. These grow
on opposite sides alternately. From the edges of these
pieces the strips are sawed, which when fitted and glued
together will make the complete rod. Very frequently
enough stuff for two or three rods has to be sawed cut to
obtain suitable material for one. The saws dull very easily,
too, which adds to the difficulties, as frequent filing is
necessitated.
The original four-split rod is far less difficult to make
than the six-split rod, as hut two pieces of wood have to be
glued together at once, whereas in the six-split rod the six
parts or sections must all be perfectly fitted, and all glued
together at the same time; consequently great care must
be taken to prepare each piece. Saw the sections for each
joint of the same size, in order to ascertain where the
weak spots are, which can he ascertained by bending.
The cane very often has soft spots one or two inches long;
the coloring also frequently makes it brittle on the outside.
The greater number of these canes have so large a swelliug
or bulge at the joint that they cannot be filed off on the
outside without cutting off so much from the surface aB to
weaken that part; therefore all these short crooks must be
straightened by dry heat; they are then clamped up and
' left until they are cold, when they will remain straight
enough to work the mitres. For the distance of an inoh
at the joints of the cane, the wood is one third harder and
stiller than between the joints. The section strips, howover, being a foot and a half longer than the rod joint is
intended to be, the allowance gives room to shift these
hard spots past each other, to equalize the strength through¬
out the whole length of the pieces, which being done, the
overwood at both ends is cut off, and the pieces are ready
to mitre. These are cut with fine-toothed circular saws,
the largest and stoutest saw for the first or but joint of

the rod, the next size for second or middle joint, and the
finest for the third or top joints. After the mitres are
sawed, the pieces are put together and wound with strong
cord; then examined and every imperfect or open place in
the joints marked; then taken apart again and fitted until
the joints are perfect as they can be made. This part is
dofle with smoothing planes and files—a very difficult op¬
eration, as it requires much skill and practice in the use of
these tools to take off the rough surface and make the
parts fit close and solid from tbe outside to the centre. It is
very difficult to discern a joint that is slightly open where
the dark and light parts of the cane come opposite each
other; and where it is not visible before the rod is finished,
it can be seen distinctly afterwards, for a coat of flowing
varnish brings out every shade and color and magnifies
every imperfection.
Gluing comes next, a very nice and dexterous operation;
for if the glue is too thick, the parts will not unite Bolidly,
as it begins to harden as soon as it is applied to the wood;
if too thin, enough will not remain in the joints to fill the
pores of the wood and unite the fibre which is swelled out
from both surfaces by the heat and moisture. Both edges
of each piece must be first thoroughly covered with glue,
which must also be rubbed into the faces with astiff brush,
and then put together, secured, and straightened before the
glue sets. In cold weather this is very difficult. If the
work is bungled, nothing remains but to throw it away and
commence de now, for the more one trios to mend, the
worse the job becomes.
When the parts are dry and firm, rouud off the joints
(knots) with a file, for the eane is so hard and fibrous that
it will splinter if a plane be used. Next fit the ferrules,
sockets, and but-mountings to their respective parts and
mark them; but before they are fixed permanently put on
the laltan for the hand grip at the but. The rod at this
part is hollow, and more liable than the smaller parts to
open at the joints. The part to be wound with rattan
is first covered with hot glue. The rattan should he wound
on as tight as possible. Ferrules are made of German
silver. They are soldered with hard solder, which softens
the metal ; are then put on a steel mandrel of the exact size
of the ferrule inside, and with drawbench and gearing at¬
tached to get power, are drawn through a hardened steel
die of such size that it forces the metal to the mandrel,
und reduces its thickness about one-fourth.
This re¬
hardens the metal, and leaves the ferrules perfectly true and
straight when drawn off the mandrel. They are then
finished, fitted, and cemented to the rod-joints, each in its
proper place. The but-mouutings arc then put, on; Uie re¬
cess is cut to receive the reel-plate, and the rod Is ready to
receive its silk lashings. These are put on for utility
more than ornament. The silk is wound on as tight as it
can he drawn without breaking, und then saturated with
quick-drying varnish. As the varnish dries it is rubbed
between the thumb and finger to harden and smooth the
surface for the finishing varnish. Coach copal varnish is
used for finishing, the surface of the roil being pve- _•
pared so that it will flow and give a gootl surface. It is
more durable and more elastic than lacqner varnish. The !
copal varnish requires three or four days’ time to dry; ,
then one-half days’ exposure to the hot aim will make it
sufficiently hard for use.
Movements of tiie Fishing Fleet.—There have been
44 arrivals of the fleet the past week, 28 from Georges, 8
from Grand Banks, and 8 with frozen herring The re¬
ceipts have been 733,000 pounds of cod-fish, 433,600
pounds of halibut, and 2,400 barrels of herring. Roundfish are selling for $1.75 per hundred pounds. Halibut at
5i and 3 cents per pound, white and grey. The shore fleet
have been doing a fair business. Sales of cod-lish at $1.75
and haddock, $2.50 per hundred pounds. The latter have
been scarce.—(Jape Ann Advertiser, March 10/A.
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^ NeedlePoints Again,—We have a number of articles !
on Seth Green’s favorite subjsct of barbless hooks, but in
view of the much that has already been printed in these
columns, and the pressure upon our space, we believe that
other matter will be more instructive, and therefore omit
them, excepting the following article furnished several
weeks ago by Mr. Shields, a weli-kuown fly manufacturer
of Boston:—
Editor Forest and Stream:—
‘ Does Mr. Green really snppose that the anglers or this country arc
so verdant and so inexperienced in tho make of fly hooks, that they
know no better than to accept the kind at aalniDU or trout hooks ho
“recommends,”in preferences the many kinds so long and familiarly
known? If he does, I venture to say Mr. G. has reckoned in the dark,
and I will endeavor to satisfactorily prove it. In tho flist place,' the gennine needle point hook must not be confounded or linked with Mr. G. a
“youthful invention. ” They were made by the Hemmlngs, of Redditch,
were remarkable for their flue dulicste point, barb, and wire; were named
In consequence ’The Needle-Point Hooks,' intended mainly for bait
Ashing. Very few of them that I eaw were reduced (tapered).
To suppose foramomenl that these hooks were made without a barb,
would simply he, lo say tbe least of it, a great mistake. Hence the dif¬
ficulty Mr Green finds in procuring them, after his own nolion, without
a barb. Secondly, Mr. Green overlooks a very important fact in tho
make of fish hooks, which be ought to have In mind. This ract is al¬
ways recognized by the fish-hook maker, as well as by the ex¬
perienced angler, that the peculiarities of the fish give character to thehook; and in no instance In hook making is the character more closely
observed than It is in a first quality salmon or tront hook. The reason
for this is obvious. Salmon or (rout invariably frequent rough bottoms,
and in consequence the‘gentle art’ is anything bnt gentle in the use of
its fly hook, Throwing It from place to place, the point is liable at any
moment to run foul of a rock or stone, very often breaking off complete¬
ly, or becoming so dull that you are obliged to refile tho point, or uubltch
it for another hook. To obviate this trouble as much as possible, tbe
hook is made strong of point, lo endure the constant jars It is exposed
to iu trolling with the fly. There is still another reason—a pecuniary
one- for mailing salmon Or trout fly hooks duratile. The cost of u goon
salmon or trout fly won’t admit of laying it prematurely aside ill conr»quepce of tlm point breaking or wearing oft Anglers, like i lber indi¬
viduals, want a show for I heir money. Or iu other words, a fair share Ot
durability in the fly-hook as they do tr. the rod and reel they purchase.

FOREST AND STREAM
But aside rrom t Ilia issne the needle-point fly-hook, with or without a
beard, would not answer the pnrpoae. The point would he too line al¬
together to wear without breaking, which indeed often occurs to some of
the best descriptions of hooks at present in UBe. Thirdly, Mr. Green
snys a "fly-hook does not need a beard, and no fly-fisherman should ever
use one. Keep a steady strain on the fish, and the rod Will not let him
get. slack enough to unhook himself. ’'
This mode—a plausible one for the beardless hook—would do very
well, 1 suppose, on Bmall trout; but as they are not in my line, I will
pass to a larget run, in order to see how it would work with them, i
regret to differ again with Mr. Green. He cannot keep the distance or
position of the fish wherein a steady strain can be held on him daring
ids capture, if the fish is Of any size; much less could he do so with a
salmon or gr ilse. The idea of landing them after Mr. Green’s idea is
too ridiculous for comment. But suppose Mr. Green to have hooked a
trout with his veritable needle point fly-book, say from two pounds to
four pounds, in a stream wherein he is obliged to wade or use a boat,
and rho trout, an uncultivated one, should take it into bis unruly head
to make a direct run for the person of Mr. Green; or for the purpose,
perhaps, of making an unpleasant acquaintance with the anchor rope,
how is Mr. Green going to prevent it and keep a steady Btruin on the
ilshr Or how would a Bteady strain work in case the fish Jumps two or
three consecnlive times ont of the water* These little feats occur very
often, and I simply put them before the readers of Fobbst and Stream
to show Mr. Green’s head is not‘level’ On the 'angle.' He could not
keep up a steady strain on the Ssh when the fish heads for him Or the
boat, no matter how expert he is with his rod, or in his movements. The
trout is equally so, and before a sufficiency of slack line could be recov¬
ered, the brute would avail himself of it and the needle point hook to a
certainly, and go ou hie way rejoicing, The barb, tile only thing to rely
on to keejr the book anchored in the fish's mouth, w as a-mtssing, and
so was the trout.
Fourthly, Mr. Green says a "fly-hook fora salmon or tront should have
a needle point, aud they can’t be made if there is a beard on the hook."
On the same assumption it might In like manner be said of the needle,
‘that, in consequence of the eye, there can go no point ou the needle.’
But there do, nevertheless, go a variety of points in them without any
serious interception that 1 know of from the eye. The same, ton, can
be said of fish hooks. The cutting of the beard has nothing whatever 10
do with the point, either[n n long or short taper; and to infer, as Mr.
Green does, that the beard or barb is an impediment to the point, will
only admit of one solution, and that is, that Mr. Green, instead of givTug us an advanced idea of tish hooks, takes us back to our Juvenile
days, when “we twa baa paidlti’the hum,” and drew onr supplies in
that line from onr grandmother’s pin-cushion.”

SMELTS.
Heading, Penn., March7th, 1 HO.
Editor Fobbst and Stream:—
Yon take great interest In smelts. The best of these delicious fishes,
and I have eaten them from the extreme east to Jersey, were on the
south side of Long Island, and from the Passaic River. These were
always small, with the tendercst bones, having the most perfect cucum¬
ber flavor. I n the creeks of Long Island, they are found in perfect con¬
dition from February gpth to March 20l.h. In the Jersey river, for a long
period in the early spring aud fall, they are not taken with the hook, I be¬
lieve, but up in quite large quantities by those who know their value. I
remember ouce baying in Jersey nearly one half bushel for seventy-flv e
cents, which wfas more than the boys asked for them, fresh, not uii hour
from the water. ’These fishes might bu cultivated wherever they can
reach the salt water. It is snpposeu that they love to keep near the
shores on sandy bottoms. I have seen them at least twelve inches long,
playing in the buys of New Eugland and in tho harbor of New York,
about Coinmnuipaw. When large they aie toiigh, sWift fish, and only fit
to boil In a coarse cloth and eaten with drawn butter. Alderney hutter
is best if you have it, it will answer if you use olive oil pure.
As these little dainties are cultivated, they will do one good summer
and winter, for they will be with you always. The best of them are the
young yenrlbigs who seek their spawning places for the first lime.
Around Boston the fishermen have great sport in. catching these silver
beaaties, and the knowing ones give away ail indicating two year old
lives. Why cannot these fishes be made more common* If we could
have them in plentiful supply, at cheaper rates, every lover of Bsh-flesh
Would thank the Forest and Streak. There is no other fish that
wonldgive the same untiring luxury as young smelts.
_ John A. Thomas.

§atwml §a$times.
—The Amateur National Association was held in Phil¬
adelphia March 8th, and the proceedings were harmo¬
nious and the legislation such as was well calculated to
promote the interests of legitimate amateur clubs. The
following ofllcers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi¬
dent, J. G. H. Meyers, of the Flyaway of New York;
Yice President, H. H. Diddlebock, of the American of
Philadelphia; Treasurer, M. J. Dillon, of the Confidence
of New Kochelle, N. Y.; Secretary, JamesPursell, Jr., of
the Arlington of New York, and Judge Advocate, A. C.
Crawford, of Princeton College. The convention ad¬
journed to meet in New York City, in 1877.
The asssociation will issue their new code of rules the
latter part of March. The playing rules will not differ
i materially from those of the professionals. Mr. Chadwick
I was appointed Chairman of the Committee of Rules of the
Association, a position he has not occupied since he reI signed from the old National Assoeiatiou in 1870, before
the professional and amateur associations were organized.
—On March 7th the Young America Cricket Club, of
Germantown, held their twenty-first annual meeting. The
following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing
season: E. M. Davis, Jr., President; T. P. C. Stokes,
Yice President; J. Wain Vaux, Secretary; J. L. Wright,
Treasurer; Ground Committee, G, M. Newhall, J. L.
Wright and S. Potter, J. Walu Vaux, was also elected to
act as an ex officio member of the committee. The secre¬
tary’s report stated that the total runs made during the
past season was 2,167. The average of each player is as
follows: R. L. Baird, 43; R. S. Newhall, 40; E. N.
Wright, 33; John Large, 31; D. S. Newhall, 25; A. R. Bussier, 22; G.M. Newhall, 21; II. Newhall, 16; C. Baird, 13;
Chas. Newhall, 11. The largest score was made by R. 8.
Newhall, 103; the second was by Loper Baird, 83 runs, aud
73 runs not out.
—The Germantown Base Ball Club held their annual
meeting on March 6th, when the following officers were
elected: President, A. J. D. Dixon; Vice President, R.
8. Newhall; Treasurer, James Fowler; Directors, Messrs.
Dixon, Van Rensselaer, Sharp, and Whitby, The opening
game will probably be played at Riverton, N. J., with the
Riverton, as soon as the weather permits. The nine will
be an exuedingiy strong one, selected from the following
well known amateurs; Van Rensselaer, Sharp, Dixon, R.
B. Newhall, D. 8. Newhall, Van Deventer, Whitby, C.
Tiers, J. Tiers, Gowen, Fowler, C. Platt, and W. Platt,
l'he office of secretary was not filled at the annal meeting,

and all communications for the present should be ad¬
dressed to A. J. D. Dixon, No. 416 Walnut street, wlto is
now prepared to arrange matches.
PRINCETON

NOTES.

Prikobtqn, N. J., March ad, iSJH.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Sporting matters down here are pretty dolt, but “coming events cast
their shadows before,’’and sums life is looming up in the future. The
crews will take to the water as soon as it is let into uur raging canal,
provided the weather is reasonable. The University bull nine will take
the field as soon as the frost gets out of the ground. About rifle shoot¬
ing, I have only this to say; Thore are two or three orack shots in Col¬
lege, and some five or six ordinary ones. Whether a team could be got¬
ten up is a settled question. Whether it told be, is a different mutter.
Our Faculty, as the Nassau Lit. of last month remarked, is bitterly op¬
posed to anything having a tugger ami a mainspring; and their consent
is necessary to the successful formation of a rifle club. It may be of
some interest to your readers to know that we have some good pmenn
shots in college, and that they are considering the advisability of apply¬
ing to the Faculty for permission to form a club. Mr. Pappin, of the
Scientific School, holds the college championship at present, having won
it well by killing nine out of ten strong birds on a windy day. He has
received one or two challenges, hut will, in fill probability, keep his dis¬
tinction. By-the-way, I see that a correspondent of yourV in yesterday’s
issue asks if shot concentrators can be used to advantage in a muzzleloader. I have A heavy No, 11 gnn which I use for pigeons, and 1 have
found an ordinary Eley shot concentrator to make great improvement,
both in penetration and nnmbet or shot, in a iS-inch circle at 30 yards
with loose shot, I put 110 No. 8 shot; with the concentrator, I pat in 152.
I would advise the gentleman to experiment with the concentrators at
30 yards. Just before New Year’s I put 8 shot completely through a
large chocolate p'geott, at about 27 yards rrom me. In a breech-loader
they work like a charm. 1 have never inert the Kay concentra¬
tor, and am unable to state whether it works any better.
Mr. W. Scott, enrator of our museum, a tine taxidermist and a good
shot, accompanied by Gbarliu Hubbard, colored sportsman of remarka¬
ble powers, is making the feathers fly in Florida, They are scon ring
“specimens" for tile museum. There will probably be some good pig¬
eon matches here during the spring, aDd yon shall hear of them all.
Lounger.

Will our correspondent tell us how begets bis Eleys con¬
centrators into bis muzzle loader?

gnawers jgii (£orrLenpondetit$.
No Notice Token of Anonymous iJorninunlcHtloon,
-A. T. W., Brooklyn.—Will you please Inform mo of the law regarding
English snipe* through your valuable paper? Aus. No law regarding
suipu r
Hudson, West Troy.—Please give me the address of the owner of a
well-bred mastiff dog? Ane. Address Henry Gardiner, No. Ill South-5th
Av.,N.Y,
Yobick, Rochester.—We will .speak to Mr. Raymond, or would sug¬
gest to yon to Write, to him diioct. His addruss la Chas. H, Raymond,
Fox Farm, Morris Plains, New Jersey.
J. W. F., Leesburgh, Va.—What is the Address of J. Glahn, whose
name appears In the Wood-outs or dogs in your paper and elsewhere?
Ails, Jacob Glahn, West. Meriden, Conn.
G. F., Troy, X.
Yon Inform me where I can purchase a fine
blooded Scotch Terrier to weigh ubout 7 pounds, not over !>
Bitch prufered? Ans. Address Henry Gardiner, No. Ill South-5T,h Av., N. Y.
F. L. M., PUilu.—We have no knowledge of the book indicated In
yonr favor. Inoulre of our Southern agent, Col. J B. Oliver, Agricul¬
turist Office, Jacksonville, Fla., to whom we have forwarded your letter.
L. IJ., Yarmouth, X. S.— Please send mo a number of Fobbst and
Stream containing tent, pattern or instructions for making canvas terns,
or any article or communication respecting them.. Am*. Have sent
circular.
Subscriber, Providence, R. I.—I wish to obtain one dr two male wild
turkeys for breeding purposes. Can you give me any information as lo
where they can be got? Ane. Our efforts at procuring wild turkeys
alive have not, as yet. been enccessfal.
W. N. S., Phila.—1. Can you tell me if I cun bny a barrel for a Golfs
Navy revolver, anywhere in Philadelphia, and iT so, where and at what
price? 2 How old should a setter be before you commence to train him?
Ans. 1. Inquire of some or your gun dealers. 2, Six months.
C. L, I-, Plrila.—Cun you iuform me whether there ever was a pistol
made by the Winchester Arms Co., on the principle of the “Winchester
model 73” rifle, and if so, is it manufactured yet., and does it rake a cen¬
tral-fire cartridge, also, what is the calibre, price, &c? Ana. Such a pis¬
tol was made hut is no longer in the market.
H. P. W., Rupert..—Will you send me the address of one or more re¬
liable firms who deal in frogs in New York. X am a small boy but I am
going to have the Forest and Stream to myself as soon as L can earn
money to pay for It? Ans. Write to Eugene G. Blackford or Messrs,
Middleton, Carman, <fc Co., of Fulton Market, this city.
A. H„, New York.—lu cominnation of our reply to your query of Inst
week as to the proprietor of the Sportsman's House at Burleigh, Ontario,
Canada, we are pleased to inform you that his nume is John Holmes. A
correspondent who had prompted our. memory, corroborates our experi¬
ence chat there are few better places for black bass in Canada.
S., Staunton, Pa.—1. Do you know English gunmakers, Tipping &
Luwden, and are their guns considered Al? 2. Where can pigeons be
furnished for matches, and what wifi be the cost of same? Ans. 1. Yes.
2. We know of no one In your vicinity having pigeons. To send from
here would not only be very expensive hut the birds might bo worthless.
J. C., Rouses Point.—What is the price of the Orange No. 4, and No.
3 Ducking Powder, and also of the Dupont’s No. 3, in
pound kegs,
and what number is the best for general use? Ans. Ladin & Rand’s
Orange powder and Dupont’s sell for §1 per ponnd m canisters. The
latter at $3.55 per (>l pound kegs. We use No. dOraugc aud No. 2 Du¬
pont.
G. II. F», Irvington, N. Y.—1. Do you like a pin-fire breech-loader bet¬
ter than central'fire? 2. Is Wm. Moore a London gunmaker, and what
is his reputation? 3, Can 1 have my gun altered from pin to central-fire?
Ans. l. We much prefer central-fire. 2, Wm. Moore is dead. He
made excellent guns. 3. We can have youi gun altered from pinto
central-lire.
D. F. Z.—l. Which would you think best for strict accuracy, armiz*
zlo or breech-loading rifle, for larget use? 2 Wbat size bore Is best for
longest range? 3. Jlow muny pounds did Ihc trigger of the American
team pull off at, in their matches at. Wimbledon? Aub. 1. Breech-load¬
ers have eulirely superseded muzzle-loaders for target practice in this
country. 2. 44 calibre. 3. 3 pounds.
B. ,Littleton, N( CHi Will yon inform me of a house that will buy
singing birds, just grown? 2, What is the bait io catch “white chub.”
Wc have them til our mill ponds that wetvli from one to eleven pounds,
but him! lo make bite? Ans. 1. C. Zullcr, No. 3 South-William sLrnrt,
this city, buys yonngmockingbirds? S.jWoimBor grasshoppperb; some¬
times chub will take the fly. In England they ate taken in this way.
Sawdust,— Can you inform me if there many school in this State
Where riders and aero bate are trained for I he circus? Ans. Yes; Eaton
Slone has a haudsome private Hippodrome near Franklin Station, ou the
line of the Eric Railroad, There is another Lraluing school kept by
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Barney Carroll, at West Farms, and one at Newton, Long Island, kept
by J. Crooke. For a very interesting article on the modern circus, bcc
the Sun of 12th instant.
T. F., New York,—1, What will moke green d)*e to color linen lines
green, and how made, and if injurious to the line? 2. What month,
April or May, do Hpring basa make their runin the Hudson? Ans. 1.
Green tea will dye your line without Injuring it. 2. In April the striped
bass return from fresh water to the Bea, and we have heard of fine sporl
being lmd in the vicinity of New bu re. We shall refer to this matter
again in an early issne, and give I he baits nBdd, etc.
O. F , A noram, N. Y.—Please Inform mo how a “game constable”
shonld qualify? Ans. After being appointed in the regular way by tho
Board of Supervisors of his county, to serve for one year, lie takes the
oath of ollice in the same manner, and is invested with some powers in
serving process under the act (game laws) that town constables have in
serving civil process. It is his duty to prosecute all violators of the game
laws, and his neglect or refusal to so prosecute renders him liable to a
penalty of $25.
W, Y. S., Covington, Ky.—1. How are the Wimbledon targets made;
have yon a diagram, and is there any firm that make them for sale, and
what would be the cost, of one? 2. A riflo bullet (long bullet) fired at an
amrie of 45° elevation ou a plane, strikes the ground, say for instance, at
1,000 yards, which end strikes the ground first, the point or base? Ans.
!. You do not say size or targets you want. The wood or paper can bo
had here, or made by yourself equally as well. 2. Theoretically H would
strike point first.
L. H. J., Quincy, III.—I want to purchase some good bounds (a pair)
suitable for trailing and treeing coons, opossums, foxes, wolves. &c.»
and warranted not to run rabbits of a night. Where can I get them, aud
what-would be the cost delivered in Quincy? I have h good trail log
hound but when he trees, he leaves It, (the tree). How can I make him
stay at the tree? Ane. Address Capt. A. C. Evans, Independence Hill,
Prince Win. Co., Va. We doubt if your dog can be broken of the habit
of leaving the tree.
J. B , Easthampton,—1. Can good duckshooting and fishing be had
during the month of March at Lake Bomoseeu, near Rutland, Vt.? 2.
In what Mouth do gray squirrels breed? 3. What is Peck & Snyder’s
address? 4. When is the next. SmitliHonian Teport leaned? 5. What is
the address of Messrs. Conroy, Bissett, & Malison, the fishing tackle
dealers? Ans. 1. No; too early. 2. Usually in February or March; but
they often raise two litters a year. 8. No. 126 Nassau street, 4. Abont
May. 5. No. 65 Fulton sLreet.
G- O. G., Danville, Canada;—Will you pleaso inform mein yonr next
issue in “Answers to Correspondentsthe address of the company who
own the Long Point shooting grounds for duck,
on Lake Erie; also
the address of the company who own the shootlug grounds on St. Clair
Flats back of Soruia, Outario? Ans. Address John J. McKenzie, Secre¬
tary Long Point Company, Hamilton, Ontario, and John Maughan, Sec¬
retary, St. Clair Flats Shooting Company, aud manager of Isolated Fire
& Risk Ins. Co,, Toronto, Canada.
J. W., Charlotte, Mich r—l. I have a setter pup sis months old, his
mouth is completely filled with warts, some of them are of a blueleh
color. Please iuform me what to do for him? 2. Do you know anything
of Wyman as a gnnmaker? What is his reputation? Ans. 1 -The trou¬
ble with your dog is a new thing to us, and wre know not what to do for
him. Perhaps some of our readers can suggest a remedy. 2. There is
no gunmaker by that name. Guns are frequently marked with the name
of hardware merchants dealing in guns.
G. B. W., Troy.— 1. Please inform mo if thore is, or was, a gnnmaker
Tu London by the name of L, Richardson, and what is his reputation aa
a gunmaker? A very handsome finished auu (used but little) has been
offered me, and I am thinking of purchasing it. It is a breech-loader,
12-gangu. 2. What is the cost ol binding your volumes in a plain man¬
lier? 1. We do not find hivmmu on the list of London guumakers, yet
it does not follow that the gun is not a good one. “A rose by any other
name would smell as* sweet,” yon know. 2. $1.50*
CL Ai» New York,—Will you please give me the address of two or
three English gentlemen to whom I can write concerning the purchase
and importation of a brace of fine bred English or Irish, setter dogs?
Will yon also inform mu about what it would cost to Import them—not
their cost, bnt the freight? Ans. Address It. LI. P. Llewellyn, Ashby
dc la Zuuch, England; Edward Laveraok, ‘Broughall Cottage White
ChuVch, Shropshire, England; Thos. Stutter, Esq.,Manchester, England,
or R. Garth, Esq,, Wimbledon, Surrey, England. The coat of transpor¬
tation is about .£6.
D. L. D., St. Louih, Mo. —A friend writes me from Victoria, Kansas,
asking where he can obtain large greyhounds. As he wishes to use
them for hunting antelope, none but those of large size and build wonld
be of any service. Can you inform me where such dogs are to be had,
and the probable price? Ans. The best greyhounds in this country are
those owned by the coursing clubs or .California. We have not tho
names of the ofllcers or the San Francisco Club, but Mr. P. Hanlon,
Secretary of the Sacramento ConrsiDg Club, conld give your friend tho
names of breeders in that State.
W. L. B., Packersvillc, Conn.—L How would it affect the shooting of
a rifle chambered for 70 gr. shells to use 60 gr. shells? 2. Does Mr.
Frank Lord use a revolver or single barrel pistol (what make) In target
shooting? 3. Do you consider the following score good, made by me
with Frank Wessons 18 inch target pistol .32, at 100 yards: 5 4 5 5 4 5
5 4 5 5—CO out of a possible 75? Ane. 1. It would make poor shooting,
but the difficulty could be obviated by filling tbe shell after loading 60
gre. and a wad with sawdust, placing the bill lot on top of the latter.
This fits the Chamber and prevents the ball from expanding too soon. 2,
He uses a Wesson’s or Steven’s pocket rifle without rest. 3. Excellent
if make without artificial rest,
M. H., Minneapolis.—In Yol. 5, No. 23 of your journal, you answer W
B. W., "Chokc-boriug consists in enlarging the bore a few inches from
below tho muzzle.” Muny sportsmen have been disappointed with at¬
tempted choking of their guns, and your directions are not expiict
enough to warrant experiment with a good piece, Please specify. Is
your direction to he understood “enlarging the bore a few inches below
the muzzle,” ^ including the muzzle, or enlarging only the first few
inches of the bore below the muzzle, not including the muzzle, or en¬
larging the entire bore, to within, dnd excepting & few inches of the muz¬
zle? and how many? Ans. Choke-boring is done by enlarging the bar¬
rel for about, three inches; six inches befbw the muzzle leaving It the
original size above and below the enlarged part. But. each of the Eng¬
lish makers who manufacture choke-bore barrels claim a mode or process
or their own.
L. B. D., La.—1. Can I have a fine 12 gauge breech loader choke-bored
and made to dq good work as one originally made so? What is
about the cost, and where can I have it done. The gun weighs 84pounds, tl»e barrels are 36 iuches? 2. Can I have them cut off to 32-iDches
without injuring the gun if 1 do not have it choked? 3. I want a heavy
gun for ducking ou lakes and bays, where the bird* are wild. Which
would bo the best for my purpose, a choke-bore 10 gauge gun, 11 pounds,
or one of the same size plain bored? 4. Will such a gnn be heavy
enough tojshool about U drs. powder and 2 oz; Bhol;? Ans. 1. For $5 we can
have your gun proptffly choke-bored. 2. It would not injure the gnn by
taking oil four inches. 3. A choke-bored gun for duck shooting is de¬
cidedly the bust. 4. With a 10-gauge 11 pound con yon could use 6 dra.
of powder uud 2 oz. shut, witbont very mnch Tucoil, yet We think 1$ oz.
shot would bo aa effective, and give less recoil.

—“How much for that broad-faced chicken on the
fence?” inquired an Irishman of sr farmer on Staten Island
the other day. ‘’Thai's not a chicken; its an owl,” repliorl
the farmer. “I don’t cate how quid he is, I would like lo
buy him,” says the Irishman.
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PART FIRST.
T is a little remarkable that one of the oldest of English
pastimes should have obtained its first foothold on
ERY
frequently
our
correspondents ask for published
this continent on the other side of the Rooky Mountains.
We allude to the sport of coursing with greyhounds, which
instruction in fly-fishing. While there is no man¬
has become firmly established as one of llie “institutions” ual that is adapted to the practice of the art in America,
of the Pacific Slope. The cosmopolitan character of the much information has been printed at odd limes in books
population of California is in a measure one of the agents and letters which, if culled and collated, would constitute
in bringing it about, but the principle cause is found in the just such a handbook as is wanted. One reason why sn«h
fact that the almost treeless plains of the last named State, a work has not been attempted is, that instruciion in this
and the sage brush deserts of Nevada are the homes of art cannot be fully imparted. Only general principles can
a rtoiiivbY JOURNAL,
myriads of the Jack rabbit or “great American hare,” the be given, the rest must be acquired by analytical study
IlE.-T.-i, to Field and Aquatic Sports. Ppacticai. NaturalHistory,
nearest approach to the hare of England to be found in and investigation, by repeated and varied experiments,
FlSRCl LTITRB, THE PROTECTION OF GAMK.FRE8EBVATION OFFoBEBTB,
Kt'U I HU INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY INTEREST
Natural history, meteor¬
our country. In point of size and fleetness they are quite and by assiduous practice.
EM Odt-doob Recreation and Study :
the equals of their European prototype; for the purposes ology, mechanical forces, must all be studied and ap¬
PUBLISHES S7
The curriculum, or
of the table they are vastly inferior. In fact, they are not plied to the practice of the art.
to be mentioned with another member of the lepua family", course of study, must of necessity extend over a very con¬
purest and ^treaty fflttblishmg <&om$ai\g.
the little “cotton tail," erroneously called a rabbit. It siderable period of lime, in older that the physical fea¬
may not be known to all of our readers that the true rabbit-, tures of different waters and streams can be thoroughly
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
learned. One cannot “cram,” as students do for examina¬
or coney, an animal living in large congregations in warrens,
I Post Office Box 2832.1
and so common in Europe, is unknown in this country, tion, and by incessant and intense applicatien learn in one
128 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
and that we have no rabbits. The cause of this inferiority day or season what most men spend a lifetime in acquiring.
Terms, Fire Dollars a Year, Strictly In Advance.
of the flesh of the larger hare is due partly to the coarse¬ The entomology of fishes—ihe creatures that live in the
ness of the flesh itself, and also to ihe fact that in many water, under the water, and over the water, and whose
A discount of twenty-live percent, allowed for five copies and npwards.
portions of their habitat they are found among the low- habits in great part govern or control the movements of
growing, scrubby prickly pears, ot tunas, tkethnrnsof which the fish; this must be made familiar. We are to know
Advertising Kates.
penetrate their skins; and it is not uncommon upon skin¬ that certain flies deposit their eggs on the leaves of the
In regular advertising coin inns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 2£
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
plants that overhang the streams; that such and such
ning them to find numerous sores resembling carbuncles.
notices, 50 cents per lino. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
month, a discount of 1(1 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20
The London Field thinks that ihe time is near at hand ephemeras launch their floating boats of eggs upon the
per cent.: over -<ix m mths. 30 per cent.
when coursing will be the most generally followed pastime water itself; that certain larvte are to be fouuii among the
of Anglo Saxons in every quarter of the globe. At the weeds at the bottom. We are to knoir just at what lo¬
NEW YORK*THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1876.
Cape of Good Hope it has taken firm hold, and in Austra¬ cality upon the stream these are to be found, ana at what
lia it has become one of the most popular sports, The mouth of the year they will develop into active life, be¬
To Correspondents,
English hares introduced into the latter country have cause where the food is there the fish do congregate.
thriven remarkably, and breed with snch fecundity, and This knowledge is important, for it enables ihe
All commnnications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
attain such proportions, weighing often as high as ten or angler to select the choice places for his casts, and pre¬
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub*
twelve pounds, that they frequently cause the dogs to lie vents waste of time in testing spots where success is im¬
tiDHiso Company. Personal or private letters of coarse excepted.
Ail communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
down. In Australia, however, they have another animal, probable. Into this study of entomology also enters all the
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
minutite of patterns for artificial flies, and ihe selection of
indigenous to the country, to course, and one that must at
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
ford splendid sport; we allude to the kangaroo. The kan¬ such specimens for casts as will correspond in a great de¬
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
gree
with the seasons when the natural insect is abroad.
garoo, however, is a very different animal to tackle from
VYe cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Aasociations are urged to favor us with brief
ike timid hare, its sharp claws making short work of an The mere mechanical art of fly dressing can be so intel¬
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
ordinary dog. The dogs used are a cross between the ligibly imparted that it may he acquired iu a day or two.
to necomo a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
So can the tying of loops and knots, and the making and
greyhound and the staghound, possessing almost the fleet¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
tinting of casting lines. With a complete tackle of rod,
ness of the one willi the courage and tenacity of the other.
dnd our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
Coursing in California is splendid sport; the abundance reel, line, easting line, and flies, and the knowledge of
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose reof hares, the wide expanses of oountry as level as the where to fish, we have next to learn when to fish,
ahed intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
If we can discern the face of the
downs of England and without fences, the fleet little rails- and how to fish.
is heautifnl in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
lungs upon which to follow the chase, and the aoupcon of sky and abide by the conditions of the weather—the
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise
danger from one’s horse stumbling in a squirrel hole, or temperature of the air and water, the direction of the
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
burrow, all combine to make a most exciting sport. There wind and clouds, the character of the slreams, etc., we
terms; and nothing will he admitted to any department of the paper that
Is no reason why coursing should not he successfully fol¬ can reasonably determine where to fish.
may not he read with propriety in the home circle.
Observation lias taught us that warm, sluggish and tur¬
lowed in onr own vicinity. The primary step necessary
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, If
money remitted to us is lost
would be that contained in iheinjuuclion of Mrs. Glass’ cele¬ bid water is not the home of the sal mould®. We know
Advertisements should he sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible
that
they are less liable to he found iu a limestone
brated recipe, “first catch your hare.” Having caught
CHARLES tlALLOCR,Editor
(hem, or rather imported (hem, turn them out on the country than amid a granite formation. We find that fish,
WILLIAM
HARRIS. Business id imager
Hempstead plains on Long Island, protecting them don’t bite after a thunderstorm, or after a flood; that after
carefully until such time as they had increased and a heavy rain which washes unlimited food into the stream,
—Tile Blooming Grove Park Association Held its annual
multiplied.
As a pastime nothing would be more popular, trout t-ecomesurfeited and indifferent to the angler’s lures;
dinner at the HnSman House on Tuesday evening of Iasi
that the fish are sluggish on cold, raw and biustery days,
week. The affair was most enjoyable. Seventy ladies and and one can be as happy in the possession of a finely
which are usually accompanied by northerly and easterly
bred
greyhound
as in a setter, or a pointer, and more so,
gentlemen sat down to diseu-s a. mem which Mr. C. H.
winds; that it is no time to fish wLen the streams are filled
perhaps, than in a horse. The arliele in the London Field,
Read, Hie caterer, had determined should be a chef d'omvrc
with snow water; that trout are most wary when the sky
There was a succession of the choicest viands known to to which we have before alluded. Bays:—
is cloudless; that windy weather is unfavorable for cast¬
“Coursing bas tlie advantage over horse racing, (hat
the French evixime, and wines of the rarest vintages,
ing; that the fish dwell chiefly in those parts of ihe stream
human
agency
has
less
to
do
with
the
exhibition
of
a
dog's
served in a siy’e simply perfect, by a corps of perfectly
ilian of a horse’s soeed; and whereas i( is possible for a
where the natural current curries the-surface food; that
trained waiters. At llin Hie conolu-itm of the banquet corrupt jockey to pull an equine fuvoiite, the greyhound,
the biggest fish select and occupy the best places. We
Bpeecnes were made by D G. Croly, Judge Brady, Wit.
„li,'U once loosed Irom the slips, i- totally beyond the con- know, moreover, that ihe conditions which apply lo
C. Barrelt, Genio C. Semt, and Col. 8. D. Bruce. A letter i,ol of his master or trainer. ‘A dinner, but more es¬
pecially lea and toddie,’ says the late Mt. H. H. Dixon— streams do not. apply to lakes and ponds, and that the rulis
from Fayette S. Giles was read by John Avery, President
that govern the fishing for speckled trout do not apply to
of the Association
Dr. Geo. H. Glcnney acted as master nt Iter known us “Tile Druid"- 'have an additional zesl when
, on have a Waterloo Cup winner sireiehed on the hearth salmon and other varieties of the salmo family. In ponds
of ceremonies, under whose skillful management the
-tig, dreaming of Will Warner and the hares.' As‘The we must fish where we find the coldest waler supplied hy
German and otljer dances concluded an evening replete
Druid’ wrote these woids he was paying a visit to a most bottom springs; in the deep channels, which are fre¬
-uecessful Scotch courser ai Da’gig, and Canaradzo, who
wiili enjoyment.
bad carried away Hie great prize at Allcar in 1861, was quently indicated by the growing lily pads; and where
Preparations for the coming season at the park are being
cold brooks chance to empLy ibemselvea into the main
made, which will make it unrivalled as a tesort for sports¬ lying in front of the fire. It was one of the sayings of
Mr. Campbell, the owner of Camiraozo and 8cotlund Yet, body. We do not fish where there are deposits of mud.
men and their families, ami there is excellent promise of a that emtr-ing had more churms for lam than horse racing,
The presenco of aquatic plants indicates mud, but if there
full house throughout the season.
because he could bring uis dogs with him inio the house be a space of clear water it indicates gravel bottom
-«w-and live with llu-ra as companions, whereas the turfite could
caused by the flow of a current which has deposited the
A Shower of Flesh —The inhabitants of Bath County,
not see his horses without visiting them in the stable."
K, mucky, were astonished last week by a shower of flesh
The ru.es governing coursing, particularly those refer¬ silt and vegetable mailer on either hand, just a- bottom
which fell in one of the townships, the meat-like substance,
ring to lbs slipper and judge are very strict, anil collusion lands on large rivers are formed. Sometimes, too, we
and which was said to resemble mutton or venison, cover¬ is almost impossible. And here we might say that the find patches of a succulent vegetable growth on the bottom
ing a space of an acre or more in extern . A scientific ex¬ custom of having a paid judge for the decision of almost swarming with lame If we pull up a handfull we find it
amination shows the substance to have been the dried every kind of contest, is one that might be adopted with alive with the food that will attract the fish to the spot
spawn of some bairacluan reptile, probably that of the advantage in this country. Whether in racing, trotting, or which the experienced angler will instinctively resort to.
Neither do the same conditions apply alike to all ponds
frog, transported by a current of Wind from some swampy
coursing, a professional judge is bound from experience
place to the spot where they were deposited. Such showers gained by practice alone, to have a knowledge of his busi¬ and streams; for which reason experience can only be
have occurred before, and the sudden appearance of im¬ ness, and having not only reputation, but his means of gained by fishing over a great number of localities in as
mense quantities of young loads, or frogs, is probably to livelihood at blake, his decisions arc more apt to be honestly many different sections of country. This lesson of ento¬
mology is imparted in a very lucid and delightful way by
be accounted for in the same way.
given.
A correspondent has written to us within a few days Miss Sara ,1. McBride, of Mutnford, N. Y., in the follow¬
—We have received from Mr. L. C. Earle the artist, of
ing passages. It is the foundation of all knowledge that
past to know where he can obtain greyhounds of a large
Chicago, photographs of his two fine paintings, the one
size, to be used in coursing antelopes in Nebraska. We pertains to fly-fishing, aod no one can become a„scientific
representing a pair of mallards, male and female, just
have referred him to the coursing clubs of California, as angler who builds on any other:—
taking flight, the other a mallard flushed by a spaniel. In
“There is a large order of insects that live the first
we know that llie dogs used by them would be admirably
stages of life in water, where for weeks, months, in some
the latter picture the attitude of the dog is rem .rkahly
adapted for Ihe purpose. However it may be with them instances years, they hide under stones; carve an abiding
good. Although his back is towards the observer the po¬
when first imported, there is no luck of courage in those place in submerged driftwood; feed on decaying vegeta¬
sition of the head is so excellent that one can imagine the
bred in the country. There are some greyhounds owned tion in lazy inert masses; burrow in the earth beneath the
eager, expectant eye. Of course we cannot judge of the
current; weave together bits of wood, gravel, stones, and
near San Diego that have killed as many as half a dozen
coloring, but the drawing of both ducks and dog is ex¬
floating debris, forming retreats that Burround them as
wild cats in a season, and iliey have been known to fear¬
they swim or daintily walk; spin of silken thread individual
cellent. As hut one person can possess the originals we
lessly attack and kill a California lion. As coursing in¬ domiciles that they guard Irom intruders with the valor of
would suggest to Mr. Earle that chromos of his pictures
volves riding, although not necessarily, and is an invigor¬ soldiers, or boldly and singly dash out in the current
would find much favor among- sportsmen.
ating, healthful outdoor sport, we would gladly welcome swimming with agile rapidity. These are all fish food.
But it is only when they assume the perfect form, when
—Editorial Notes p| Southern Travel are unavoidably its introduction among us as a valuable addition to our they cast aside their aquatic nature, and with gossame?
list of pastimes,
deferred.
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■wings float in the air, that they are of interest to the flyfisher—as he seeks to deceive the finny tribe with their im¬
itations, made of feathers, tinsel, and mohair. Insects are
enfeebled at all changes in their life, and at each successive
moult when the pupa case is broken, too weak to keep
guard, they flutter and rest on the water an instant before
flitting away. At this instant many are seized by the wary
fish. Insects leave the water mornings and evenings, par¬
ticularly the latter, rarely at midday, never during rain
storms or heavy winds. It is at these times, when they are
leaving the water, their imitations are used to most ad¬
vantage. It is that insect floating off into a new element
that the fish are watching and waiting to feed on. At
other tin es you may cast with success your favorite ‘brown
hackle’ with its golden ribs nud steel trick bone—the bland
rofessor—the modest queen of the water, or the grizzly
ing with his gray locks and flamiugsword. Things which
resemble nothing in the heavens above, the earth beneath,
or the waters under the earth: why fish take these, whether
from curiosity, or by way of dessert, no one perhaps will
ever know, not fully understanding the nature of the fish.
But there is one thing we do know, that when the countless
myriads of these tiny creatures are entering a new life in
untried regions, the favorite flies will be tlirowrt in vain.
The fish will regard with contemplative indifference every
other lure but a close imitation of that particular insect,
One evening we sat on the bank of a creek, bug net in
hand, watching the trout and the birds of the air feeding
on a neusopterous insect that is constantly repeating the
cycle of its life,
•As yet unknown to fame.
And guilUtiBS of a Latin name.’

The stream was in eddying whirls of ripples from the con¬
stant ‘leaping’ of the trout, Now and then one bolder than
the rest would dash out of the water its full length to seize
its departing prey, which sometimes escaped to become a
precious morsel in the mandibles of a watehiDgbird. Many
of these insects would float on with the current, never able
to untold their soft creamy wings, and become etisy victims.
On the opposite bank was an angler. For an hour in
patience he whipped the stream, now up, now dowu, with
‘red hackles,’ ‘white hackles,' ‘black hackles;’ he changed
fly after fly in vain. At length he folded his rod and
passed away amoDg the shadows of the night, without so
much as a bite, without so much as a chance to tell of the
hig fish ‘hooked’ but lost.
There are many aquatic iusects double brooded, or under
favorable circumstances, of a succession of broods. Im¬
itations of such can be used throughout the summer
months. There are many insects that do not breed in
water, yet are successful baits. As a rule, insects that ap¬
pear in large numbers, whether they belong to land or
water, are the proper ones for imitation. Solitary speci¬
mens, although dear to the heart of an entomologist, are
eyed by the fish with haughty indifference, Wuter is a great
attraction for all insect tribes. The banks of streams con¬
stitute the favorite hunting ground for insect collectors
Where they compete with the fish, those practical ento¬
mologists, in collecting. Some insects come to drink,
others in search of prey, for insects are cannibals, while
very many are the sport of the winds. It is probably the
bright sheen of the water that draws the fluttering moths into
its depths. All nocturnal insects have a strange infatuation
for glistening light. What the attraction is for some is
beyond the ken of mortals. A Tipulida bibi'i marci, or in
piscatorial language, the hawthorns fly, au insect whose
life is beneath the surface of the earth eleven months Of
every year, comes crawling, creeping out of the ground on
warm June mornings apparelled in new livery. After rest¬
ing a while on low herbage, all, as if guided by one im¬
pulse, fly to the nearest stream. We have kept these in¬
sects for weeks in confinement, and they would neither eat
nor drink. Bnt every morning for hours they congregate
over streams; keeping time with the ripple of the water,
they hold a May dance; darling hither and thither, occa¬
sionally toucliiug the water to go down with the current, or
else down the throat of a fish. When these bright crea¬
tures arc holding high carnival above, the trout positively
refuse o'her enticement. The larvaj of moths iB a favorite
fish food, and consequently successful bait. Hibernating
larvae are drawn from their retreats in warm spring days,
and continue the pilgrimage they commenced the previous
fall. In their wild jourueyings on and on before spinning
the pupa shioud, they fall victims in attempting to cross
streams. Hairy caterpillars feeding on the trees are blown
off by the winch, or their silken thread is broken, as they
hang under the leaves in shelter from the rain. Imitations
of these known to the American by the familiar term ol
hackles, and to the accurate inhabitant of the British Isles
by the correct name of palmers, are to be used after winds
or during rain storms; also that compromise between larval
and Imagine knuwn as the hackle fly
Bristling with feet
its entire length, and graced with a pair of wings, it offers
a double attraction to the fish. There has no bait ever
been used that has given the general satisfaction of this
anomaly. To look at it with the eye of a naturalist one
doubts the wit or wisdom of the fish that takes it, and con¬
cludes there are comparative degrees of saneness oeneath
the ripple of the wave, it is a common remark that fish
will not ‘bite’ before raiu. Some have accounted for it by
bringing forward that common scapegoat for all unexplain¬
able phenomena, electricity. I can't understand why fish
should dread a sprinkling of rain drops. The reason prob¬
ably is, that tbeir food is never offered at such times. The
natural instinct of the insect forbids tbeir leaving the
water or fl>ing abroad if rain is threatening. The spira¬
cles or breathing pores are situated on the outside of the
body near the insertion of the wings. They are soon
clogged and closed up by the water, and the down washed
from their bodies; their wings draggle and become power¬
less, and they suffocate flying in mid a.r. This is the reason
winged insects on touching water drown so easily. Insects
do not invariably appear at the same times. A cold Bpring
will retard tbeir development for months, while an un¬
usually warm spring or summer will hasten their appear¬
ance,
Insects in the water are the most afflicted by
changes of temperature. Any guide for a fly-fisher would
he almost useless unless this important point is remembered.
.English works can never become positive authorities for
our climate. Insects which appear there in vast quanti¬
ties are rare here, and vice versa. Home that are singlebrooded there are double brooded here. Some that appear
there in one month visit us at another, while we have many
alluring baits here that the classic waters of the British
Isles would regard with bewildering amazement."
This subject we shall continue in a scries of articles to
follow.

GAME PROTECTION.
Game Prelection tn Canmln.

Great dissatisfaction having existed among the settlers of
the back townships of Peterborough County on account
of the game laws being enforced, a committee of the
Peterborough Pish and Game Society visited tlio village of
Apsley on the 17th inst., and at a meeting held in the
Town Hall, the chair being occupied by Mr. Golborne,
Reeve of the Municipality, J.Ludgate, President of the
Society, and Major Boulton, first Vice President; Win.
Eastland, second Vice President; E. H. D. Hall, Solicitor;
and R. Walton, member of central committee, addressed
the meeting, explaining the object of the society, and
fully satisfied those present that it was to their interest to
co-operate with the members of the society, and endeavor
to put a stop to the slaughter of game out of season. We
have a very interesting letter from Mr. Eastland describing
his trip, which will appear in our next issue, On the 25th
another meeting was held in the Town Hall, and an associa¬
tion to be known as the Apsley Fish and Game Protective
Society was formed. James Golborne, Esq., was elected
President; Hr. W. S, Clegg, Vice President; and J. I). McIlmoyl, Secretary and Treasurer. The following gentle¬
men were elected as a Committee: Messrs. A. Brown, 0.
Regan, W. Hales, F. Middleton, Geo. Kempt. «The annual
meeting of the County of Peterborough Fish and Game
Protective Association was held on Wednesday evening
March 1st. The Secretary’s report showed that
“Not. only has the society done n eood work in onr own comity tiy pre¬
venting much illegal hunting and fishing, but by improving every oppar
tunity of making known onr movements, and urging through the Prt es
the necessity of having similar association! in every eonntv in the Do¬
minion.
The consequence has been the formation of the following
societies in this Province: The "Gnelph Fish Protective Associa'ion,”
the united counties of Prescott and Russell Fish and G lnio Protective
Socie'y. the “Ontario Fish and Game Protective Association," cite Lon¬
don District Fish and Game and Insectivcrona Birds Fr"tecttve So¬
ciety.
The formation of those associations it is hoped, is but the Kflclens of a
net-work of similar societies through the whole conntry, from which
Provincial Game Protective Associations will no donht he formed, and
being represented by practical sportsmen and fish cultnrists from all
parts of the Provinces, they would prove the true medium through
which we might approach Parliament in seeking any alterations or
changes In the dsh and game lawB of the country."

Mr. Ludgate was re-elected President, and Major Boul¬
ton and Mr. Eastland, Vice Presidents. Mr. Post having
stated that he found the duties of Secretary-Treasurer too
onerous, was appointed Corresponding Secretary with Mr.
J. E. Hammond as Recording Secretary, and the Rev. V.
Glementi as Treasurer, Messrs. E. J. Toker, R. Walton,
G. Edroison, H. T. Strickland, and G. M. Roger were
elected for (he Central Committee, and several names wero
added to the existing General Committee.
—A bill has been introduced into tbe Assembly of
Frederickton, N. B,, to prevent the killing of moose, cari¬
bou, and deer in the province for three years,
Game Laws of Pennsylvania.

The following is an abstract of the bill amending the
game laws of the State of Pennsylvania* as passed by the
Legislature on the 8th inst. It will be found to contain a
number of changes from that in force up to this date.
Seotion 1. Provides that no person shall kill or pursue in any part of
the State, any elk ©r wild dear, save ouly from ihe 1st day of Oct. in
any year* to the 1st day of Jan. next following; no person shall huvo in
his or her possession, or offer for sale or transport, any elk. or wild deer,
or fresh venison, save only from the 1st day of Oct. in any year, to the
1st day of January next following; no person shall at any time kill any
fawn, when in its spotted coat, or have the fresh skin of any such fawn
in bia or her possession; no person shall pursue any elk or wild deer
with dogs in any part of this State, or shall kill in the water any elk, or
wild deer, or fawn, which has been driven thereto by dogs. Any person
offending against any of t.ho provisions of this seciion shall bo deemed
guilly of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to u penalty of fifty dollars
for each elk, wild deer, or fawn so killed, pursued, or trapped, or fresh
elk, wild deer, or fawn skin had in his or her possession, and may be
proceeded against in any county of the Slate wherein he may be arrest¬
ed having lhe same in his or her possession; provided, however, that any
person may Sell or have in his or her possession the elk or wild deer
aforesaid between the 1st day of January in any year, and the let day oT
February next following, withont liability to the penalty herein imposed
—provided he shall prove that such game, if killed in this fcataui, was
killed within the time allowed by this act, or was killed outside the lim¬
its of this Slate, and at some place where the law did not prohibit such
killing; dots pursuing elk, or wild deer, or fawns, may' be allied by any
oerson, and any connablc, or olher town official may kill un.v dni; that
habitually pursues elk, wild deer, or fawns, aud other owner of euoh dog
shall be liable to a penalty of ten dollars for each elk, wild deer, or rawn
killed by such dog.
8eo. 2. No person shall kill or expose to sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession, after the Bame has been killed, anv gray, black, or
fox equlrrel between the 1st day of Jan. and tue 1st day of July In each
vear. under a penalty of fire dollars for each and every squirrel so
killed or had la possession.
Sec. 3 No perean shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession after the same ha-tbeen killed, any bare, coimnouly
called rabbit, between the 1st day of Jan. and the 1st day of Oct. iu any
year, under a penalty of five dollars for each and every hare or rabbit so
killed or had iu bia possess!on; no person shall hunt, or cmine, or per¬
mit the hunting of naresor rabbits with a ferret, or lerrets, under a peualty of ten dollars for each and every hare or rabbit caught oi killed by
means of a ferret or ferrets.

Section 4 prohibits the use of swivel or punt guns.
Sec. 5. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession after the same has been k»Ued, any wild turkey, or
any wood or summer duck between tbe 1st oay of Jan. and the 1st day
of Oct. m any year, under a penalty of ten dollars for each bird 60 killed
or had in possession.
Sec. t). No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his oi her possession after the same has been killed, any upland or grass
plover, be ween the 1st day of Jan. and the loth day of August iuauy
year, under a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so killed or had in
possession.
Sec 7. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession after the same has been killed, any woodcuck, be¬
tween the 1st day of Jan. and tbe 1st day of August in any yeur, under
a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so killed or had in possession.
Sec. 8. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession afler the same hay been killed, any quail or Vir¬
ginia partridge, between the 1st day of Jan. and the; 1st day of Nov, in
any year, under a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so killed or had in
possession.
Sec. 9. No person Bhall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession aFter the Bame has been killed, auy ruffed grouse,
commonly calledpheasaut, or pinnated grease, commonly called prairie
chicken, between the 1st day of .Tan. and the 1st day of Oct. m auy year,
under a penalty of ten dollars for each bird ea killed or h$d. in posxeBsion.
Sec. 10. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession after the.aame has been killed, any rail bird or rued
bird, except in the months of Sept., Oct., and Nov., under a penalty of
live dollars for each and every rail and reed bird so killed or had m pos¬
session.

Sections 11, 12, and 13 refer to the capture of insectiv¬
orous birds, taking eggs, etc,
Seo, H. No persoq sfyill kill, patch, or discharge any firearms at any
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wild pigeon while on its nesting ground, or break up. or In any manner
disturb such nesting ground or the birds therein, or discharge any fire¬
arms within one-fourth of u mile of such nesting place of any wild pig¬
eon or pigeons; or shoot at, maim, or kill any wild pigeon or pigeons
wlthiu their roostings, under a penalty of twenty dollars.'

Section 15 prohibits the trapping or nesting of grouse,
quail, woodcock* rail, or rabbits, except quail for propaga¬
tion, and then only with the written consent of the owner
of the land, and only between December 20th aud February
1st. Section 10 prohibits Sunday shooting, tbe penalty
being $25, Section 17 prohibits the taking of trout save
with hook and line,
Sec. 18. No person shall kill or expose to sale, or have unlawfully in
his or her possession aflat llie same has been killed, any salmon or
ppucklud trotir, save only during fho ttioiitbs of April. May, Jnae. and
July, und the first fifteen days of August, under a penalty of ten dollars
for each nalmon or trout eo killed, or had in possession; but this section
shall not prevent any person from catchlug trout with nets in waters
owned by himself to stock other waters.
Seo. )9. No person shall kill or expose for pale, or have unlawfully
in his or her possession after tbe same has been killed, any lake iroat in
Llie months of Dec., Jan., and Feb., under a penalty of ten dollars for
each fi.-h.

Sections 20 and 21 refer to trespassing and using nets,
weirs, etc.
Ssu. S3. No person shall at any time catch or kill in any of the waters
of this State, save only with a rod, hook, and line or .scroll; and no per¬
son shall calch or expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after
rite same has been kitted, any black bass, pike, or pickerel I.ncio Perceda, commonly known as Susquehanna salmon, between the- 1st day of
March and the 1st day of July, except alive for stocking other waters,
under a penalty of ten dollars for each offence; provided, this section
shall not apply to the waters of Lake Erie, except in the ponds on the
Island or peninsula forming the north and east shores of the harbor of
Erie.

Sections 23 and 24 refer to netting trout, black bass, elc.
Sbo.25. Any jierron may sell or have in his or tier pos.-ession, any pin¬
nated gronvc, commonly Called prairie chicken; rnffed grouse, common¬
ly call d pheasant, and quail, or Virginia partridge, for a period of fifteen
days (l&) after tee time limited for killing the same nai- expired, and
shall nut tin liable to any peoaltv nnder litis act; provided, lie or she
aliall prova that BUch birds were killed wltbtu the period allowed by this
uct, or were killed outside of the limits of this State at some place
where the law did not forbid the killing of the same.

The remaining sections of tlie law refer to penalties, etc.
Sku. 30. All acts or parts of acta which are inconsistent with this act
are borohy repealed.

—Wo have received a copy.of the Constitution and By¬
laws of the Forebt and Stream Sportsmens Club, of
Scranton, Penn., of which Mr. J. El Shepard is President;
Cornelius Smith, first Vice, and Dr. C. H. Fisher, second
Vice President ; D. BwBrainard, Treasurer; andC. R. Smith,
Secretary. The club has been in operation nearly a year;
has nearly one hundred members, comprising many leading
citizens; has leased several small lakes or ponds, and are
stocking them with bass, and has accomplished much in
preventing violations of the game laws.
—The Legislature of Maryland has passed a law which
prohibits Lite killing of deer in Garrett County save in the
month of October, for five years.
—The New York Association for the Protection of Game
held its monthly mpeling last evening at the Hotel Bruns¬
wick. The following resolution, proposed by Mr. Roose¬
velt, was unanimously adopted;—
Resolved, That in the opinion of the New York Association for the
Protection of Game the law in relation to the capture of trpht permits
them to be taken out ott the 15th of March, and that no prosecution will
he brought by this association for any trout taken or offered for sale on
tkuc day.

Mr. Luddington rendered his report regarding the progress
at Albany ot The association's Game hill, and said (hat it
would probably be passed without difficulty, as the opposi¬
tion of Mr. Prince and other Senators was withdrawn. A
uumber of cases of violations of the laws will be brought
to trial on the first Monday in April .—Herald.
THE

KENNEL

REGISTER.

ECOGNIZING the want of such a book we some
time since starled a Kennel Register, which has re¬
ceived the cordial support and endorsement of owners of
Dnedog=. One of our contemporaries has seen fit to imitate
us and start another, which, while if may be the “siucercst
form of flattery," is likely to lead to confusion. There
can be but one Kennel Register, and we leave it to the
sportsmen of the country to designate which that shall be.
We have no doubt as to their verdict, and we expect to
continue the Register as long as a copy of Forest and
Stream is issued.
Our contemporary also offers to register dogs free. We
confess that we cannot afford to do so, particularly as the
dollar paid us is credited to the owner of Ihe dog registered
on aocouut of the cost of a copy or copies of the Register
when published in book form, the total cost of which we
estimate will be two dollars. As Mr. Burges’ very excel¬
lent book into which our contemporaries’ pedigrees are to
be incorporated costs four dollars, we consider the advan¬
tage, pecuniarily, to be decidedly in favor of our own.
—The managing editor of this journal takes pleasure in
acknowledging the courtesies extended to him by E. H.
Jackson, of the Charleston Hotel; W. W. Palmer, of the
Magnolia, St. Augustine, and George McGinley, of the
Grand National, Jacksonville, Fla., while on his recent
visit to the South.
—Dog and gun licenses must form a very important item
in the British budget. In 1875 licenses were taken out
for 1, 253,008 dogs; being an increase of 75,806 from the
previous year. The revenue received from this source
amounted to £813,017, the tax being five shillings sterling
for each dog. Large as are these figures, there tire probably
thousands of dogs upon whom no license fee is collected.
The tax on guns produced £72,139, and for game licenses
£-100,505.
__
— We desire to call the attention of onr readers to the
unusual number of excellent articles in our present issue.
Prof. Brown Goode’s paper on "Bermuda and i's Fish
Market," ‘‘Metaphysics of Fly-Fishing,” ‘‘How Split Bam¬
boo Rods are Made," and Dr. W S. Webb’s letter on
"Pneumonia, or Distemper in Dogs," are all worthy of es¬
pecial attention.
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FOREST AND STREAM
me.

THE

INTERNATIONAL,

MATCH.

T

HE Excel!live. Committee of the National Kiflc Asso¬
ciation has forwarded to Sir Henry Halford the
following letter, which fully defines their position on the
question of the international Match. They lake the broad
ground that the “invitation," havftig been extendod to all
nations, it would be impossible to exclude Ireland and
Scotland, should they desire to compete through separate
teams. A strong point is made in the fact that the Irish,
through being the holders of the Eleho Shield, are prncti
cally the champions of Great Britain, and their exclusion
from our contest would not settle the question of the
world’s championship:—
Nbv York, March 13th, 1876.
Sm Henry Halford, Member of Council Jfational Rifle Association, and
Captain of the British Teai/c—
Hear Sm—Your Idler of February 14tli came dnlytohand. I de¬
luvial answering in order to bring it before our Board of Directorial
their regular meeting of the present month, and write under their in¬
structions, which I now have the honor io do.
Your association will better comprehend the posilion of our Board
and the reasons why we cannot properly adopt your suggestion as to the
course we should take in reference to teams from the British Isles, out¬
side of Smttund. when I state the origin of the proposed International
match, and briefly call your attention to the action taken by our Board
in furtherance thereof up to the present time. It was the desire of the
United States Centennial Commission to make a rifle tournament one of
the features of the Exhibition, and pur association was requested to un¬
dertake its management. Accordingly, at. a regular meeting of our
Board, the following resolutions were adopted:—
Besotted y That in furtherance of the steps a!ready taken for a grand
International competition on the occasion of the Centennial anniver¬
sary of American Independence, and Tor a proper observance of such
anniversary on the part of this association, a scries of rifle matches be
inaugurated, to take place during the summer or autumn of 1876, and a
general invitation be and hereby is extended to riflemen of all countries
to participate.
Evolved, That the Tresident and Secretary be authorized and requested
to notify, in the name of this association, riflemen of England, Ireland,
Scotland, France, Germany, Austria, the Dominion of Canada, the
South American States, ana all countries having rifle associations or.
clubs, or the opportunity presented to them to participate in the compe¬
titions instituted.
Onr President and Secretary complied with the request contained in
the foregoiug resolution by sending a copy of the same to every rifle asso¬
ciation and rifle club whose address could be obtained, throughout the
world, regardless of nationality or territorial location. These resolu¬
tions were accompanied by an official letter, signed by oar President and
Secretary, cordially transmitting the same, and etatiug, in subtauce, that
while there would be matches at short distances for military and other
arms, the principal match “would be for the championship of the world,
at long range, open to teams of eight from each country.11 We must,
therefore, assume t hat t he official communication described above its now
in the posossion of every known rifle association or club. A strictly
technical construction of the foregoing conditions—viz: “Open to teams
of eight from each country”—would undoubtedlly require Great Brittain
and Ireland and the English Provinces to be represented in the match in
qiirstion by one teamonly. This was not our intention. We intended
the match io be free to all; in the broadest sense. We mentioned par¬
ticularly England, Ireland, Scotland, and the Dominion of Canada, that
each might, have an opportunity to send a team. In adopting this course
we had Ireland especially in mind. Remembering onr contests with her
in 1874 and 1875. and the pleasant inieieonisc they afforded; and being
also aware of the fact that Ireland, in holdiug the Eleho shield, stands
Jorl.h at present as champion of the British Isles, .vedid not thiuk wc
could with propriety-and we know we could not injustice to our own
feelings—ftx Buch conditions as would necessarily exclude her from rep¬
resentation.
_
.
Onr telegram to yon of January 18th—“Any team you organize w ill
be accepted— English. Irish, Scotch, or mixed’1—was not intended to
give you the option of sending either one or three Learns from England,
Ireland, and Scotland, but was intended to give you, ns the deputed rep¬
resentative of the National Rifle Association, the privilege or bringing
over a team of any character you choose to organize, leaving Scotland
and Ireland to accept or decline our liivkatiou as they might elect. No
furi her or other action in the premises than aa above appears haa been
taken by our association. If Scotland and Ireland, or either of them,
are not disposed to accede to the propositions of your National Rifle
Association, we do not see -what action we could properly take that
would force their compliance. It Is obvious that at this late day we
cannot recall our invimtions, nor can we change the eonaitions of the
match. Scotland and the Dominion of Canada have accepted
and we shall deeply regret if England dees not accept on her own
behalf, and affora us the pleasure or meeting upon our grounds a
purely English team. Onr invitation was not designed to bear in any
aspect the appearance of a challenge. We organize a match, provide
a tuneable trophy, invite all to come and compete, and propose to call
the winning team champions of the world. It is our judgment that
a single team from England, Scotland, and Ireland, combined, would in¬
crease the chances lor American success, simply because there would
be t wo Jess teams in the field. Our desire, ko*e\er, to sec a largo num¬
ber of competitors exceeded our desire to win. Nevertheless, if Eng¬
land, Scotland, and Ireland, should agree together to send over an Im¬
perial team, we shall coidially welcome them io the match.
Please pardon, the iengtn of my corarauuieation, and be assured of my
high esteem and regard.
Yours, very truly,
Geoucus S. ScHGiiMKRuort.\\ Jn.
Secretary National Rule Aetociution.
Affiliation.—The following Rifle Clubs have already
affiliated with the National Rifle Association uuder the
terms of a resolution passed February 1st, and which lias
been already published. Copies of the circular containing
the resolution can be had liy addressing G. S. Schemerhorn,
Jr., Secretary N. R. A,, No. 93 Nassau street, this city.—
California Rifle Association, San Francisco, Cal.—David
Wilder, Secretary, 28 Merchants Exchange.
Notwicli Rifle Club, Norwich, Coun.—R. N. Parish,
Secietary, 49 Water street.
Seventh Regiment Rifle Club—II. H. Marcy, Secretary,
New York City.
Massachusetts Rifle Association—C. A. Sawyer, Secre¬
tary, Boston, Mass.
Fulton Rifle Association — O. D. Fowler, Secretary,
Stockton, Luzerne County, Pa.
Middletown, Connecticut, Rifle Association—F, C. Smith,
Secretary, Middletown, Conn.
Spoil,sman’s Club of Taunton—Henry P. Copeland,
Secretary, Taunton, Mass.
In addition to the above, the Amateur Rifle Club, the
Yonkers Rifle Club, and a number of other prominent Clubs
have announced their intention of affiliating, so as to be
represented by delegates in the May Convention.
National Rifle Association.—A meeting of Board of
Directors of the National Association was held on Tuesday
last. Col. AVingate, on behalf of the Range Committee,
reported that measures were being taken for the erection
of a barrier 200 yards to the rear of the targets at the
Creedmoor range, and that other improvements were being
made for the coming season.
The following amendments to the regulations were
adapted: No stirrup constructed of metal or other sub¬
stance, connected to ihe rifle by straps of any kind, for the
purpose of taking up or lessening the recoil of the rifle,
wi 1 be allowed in any matches of this association. In all
mulches breech loading rifles must be loaded lit the breech
only, lu all military matches each team will be limited to

an average of one minute and a half per shot, for each
squad, to complete itB score. In all cases the gun shall he
held clear of the ground. The meeting then adjourned.
CoNi.iN’s Shooting Gallery—930 Broadway. — The
twelfth competition for the Forest and Stream badges
was shot March 9tli, 1876. The first badge has been shot
for by some of the best shots in tlie city, and Mr. Clias.
A. Checver won it for the third time, after a very close
contest with AY. B. Farwell, L. C. Bruce, C. E. Blydcnburgli, Tlios. Lloyd, D. L. Beckwith, T. C. Noone, and
many other “crack" shots. It is a splendid victory for Mr.
Checver, and we take much pleasure in congratulating him
upon his skill with the rifle, which is deserviug of the
badge. Alt'. L. V. Sone won the second badge for the last
time after shooting oil the lie with Mr. C. G. Peters. Air.
•J. G. AYright won the third badge finally. The following
is a summary of the contests for the badges, commencing
Oct. 14lh, 1875, and ending Alarch 9th, 1876:—
1st badge winners,
3d badge, "inners,”
2d badge,“centres,”
winners.
v. Minors.
winners.
ffm. Keein.12.,G W. Hamilton... ..<1. E. Whitluv.
(‘has. A. choever. ..11.. Robert Miley. . O. W. Smith.
...!. Wavdeil.
W. B. Farwell.45..L. L\ Bruce.
Thomas Lloyd.44. A. Marsh.
■ C. Bluckie.
I). L. Beckwith_44..1.. V Sane..... ..A. B. Abed.
..J. O. Wricht.
L. V. Bruce.44. L. V. Sone.
T. C. Noor.e.13..A. G. Ilellwig.
..K. N. DeWilt.
..J. Woodward.
('. IS. 13eydenliurgh.43..G. \V. Yale.
Cbas A. Checver..42..J. B. Blydcnburzh. ..11. B. Bl| den burgh.
\V. n. Farwell.48..T. C. Banks. ..11. A. Forrester.
,1. O. Wriglu.
J. Woodwind.46..C. G. Peters.
O. Wright.
CIms. A Checver..41. C. G. Peters.
Sone and Peters shot off lie for second badge, Sone winning.

Miley's Sallery—No. 2G Court street, Brooklyn.—
The following are the best scores made to date in the
tournament for the Brooklyn Championship at the above
gallery, ten shots, off-hand:—
Name.
Name.
Total
J. B. Blydenburg,
J. Beebe.
.4!)
.T. F. Burns.
II. Fisher...
J. W. Wallis.
F. H. Holton.
f.V. Pike.
J, V. Scttlley.46

There is also a match progressing, which is shot in ly¬
ing down position, hut as each of the contestants wltose
scores have been sent us have made ihe full limit, of 50
points each, it promises to be Tatlier difficult of decision.
Syracuse.—The Sixth Division Rifle Association,
whose headquarters are at Syracuse, was formed late last
season, and immediately leased ground sufficient to build
a 1,000-yard range, and since that time has built an embank
ment 250 feet Jong by thirty high. Everything will be in
readiness for business in the early spring, and they antici¬
pate developing a number of first class shots the coming
season. The Nevada Badge will be contested for on this
rattge, if any company challenges the present holder, viz:
A Company, Forty-eighth Regiment. The officers of the
association are as foflovvs: President, Maj. Gen. Daniel
AVood; 1st Vice President, Lt. Col. James Alanning; 2d
Vice President, Col. J. Dean Hawley; Treasurer, Lt. Col.
George N. Crouse; Secretary Quartermaster, G. AY. Edards.
,
Some Fine Shooting in India.—The Sporting Gazelle
has the following:—
A letter has been received by the Secretary of the Na¬
tional Rifle Association of Scotland from Capt. Horatio
Ross, the late Captain of the Scotch Eight, staling that his
son, Mr. Hercules Ross, the champion rifle shot in India,
was to be home this year on leave, and that lie intended to
compete, for a place among the Scotch Eight for the Eiclto
Shield match. Air, Ross has just been successful in car¬
rying off the handsome Cup offered by the Viceroy of In¬
dia, with a tolal score of 141. The conditions were ten
shots at each of the 800, 900, and 1,000 yards ranges, with
two sighting shots at each; and the following was the score
he made, it being understood that the two first are sighting
shots, and do not count in making up the aggregate.-—
600 yards.55, 55455 5 455 5—48
900 yards.65, 5 55555555 5-50
l,u00 yards.54, 5 2 2 5 3 5 5 3 3 5 -43-141

The same journal comments on the proposed Interna¬
tional Match as follows:—
“The Council of the Scottish National Rifle Club, do
dining to listen to the advice of Sir Henry llalford and
the National Rifle Association, have resolved to send a sep¬
arate team to engage in the International shooting contest
to be held at Philadelphia in connection with tbe Centen¬
nial rejoicings. Sir Henry thinks the surest way to secure
victory is to select ODe team from among the English,
Scotch, and Irish rifle shots; while the Scottish Couucil
are of opinion that the British Empire ought to be repre¬
sented by three separate teams, aDd that if it send three
separate eights it will have a belter chance of securing the
international trophy than if it send one united eight. Mr.
J. 11. A. Alacdonald, of the Queen’s Rifles, Edinburg, and
Capt. of the Scottish Tweuty, has been chosen Capt.
of the Scotlish-Ainerican team."
—Creedmoor was formally opened yesterday the loth
inst.
_
_
Milwaukee, March 7th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
On Friday last the Brflinet., tbe Milwaukee Rifle Club made the fol¬
lowing scores at tho500 yard range:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
Bangs.. .5 5555535 1-5
50
Fielding. , .!> *5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
49
Meanier. .3 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
45
Turner.5 3 2 4 4 5 4 5 4 5
41
The competition for the Brodltead priv.es commences on the first of
April. The prizes are two Held glasses, one to bo shot for at 200 yards,
two sighting and ten scoring shots. The other at. 500 yards, two sighting
and ilfieen scoring shots, each to be won three times. E. Remington &
Son's has presented to the club one of their new model navy revolvers
handsomely flnished and mounted. This prize will he shot for at 1.000
yards, competition to commence in A

RIFLE CHAMPIONSHIP OFTHE WORLD,
Milwaukee, March 5th, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I hnve read with much interest the conditions on which the Centennial
matches are to he conducted, as published in your paper of 2nd last.
The conditions of the International Team Match suggest to my mind a
few pertinent empiiri ee. The conditions say it shall be open to riflemen
of all countries. This raises tho question what is a conntryl Are Eng¬
land, Scolluud, and Ireland, all ruled by one queen and one Legislature,
separate countries'! Is Panada also to be regarded sol If this i:
swered in the affirmative, then 1 would ask;why may not l’ensylvniila,
Ohio, and Illinois be regarded as separate commonwealths. They have

separate Legislatures, and separate Governors. If England, Scotland,
Ireland, and Canada be each allowed a separate team, and the United
States only one team, docs not that work to the disadvantage of the
Americans by placing four teams against their one.
I see a Northwestern Rifle Association is to be organized in Chicago
March 29th. Would it not be as appropriate to have a team representing
the Northwest as one representing Catmdaf Again, an Englishman,
Scotsman, or Irishman, who has emigrated to Canada can shoot in t!io
International Team match, bnt if be has been unfortunate enough to
emigrate to New ,York or Chicago, aud become au American citizen
he is ruled out. What would be the objection to allow the rorelgu-born
citizens of the United States to organize and about a team. It may be
that the old contrymon who have beon transplanted to America can
heat, both the native horn Americans, and also those "Britishers" who
never left the coniines of their own little island.
I have no doubt the committee did the best they could, bntT cannot
:e how the contest can be for the championship of Lhc world, when the
millions or foreigners in the United Stales can have no chnnco to try
for it.
Wisconsin.

[VVc commend the above to the officers of the National
Rifle Association.—Ed.1
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Wild duck, geese, brant,
FOR PLOIUDA.
Deer, Wild Tar key, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Duck*, uiid Wild Fowl.
Game in AIarket.—Ducks arc being received quite
freely from the Great South Bay, in the vicinity of Baby¬
lon, L. I,, and prices are rather lower. Canvas backs aver¬
age about $3 per pair; red-heads, Sj!la$1.50; mallards, 75c.;
broad bills, 50c.; black ducks and widgeons, 75c.; brant,
$1.25a$1.50; geese, $la$1.25 each.
—Advices from Florida state that tho wild fowl have
gone to more northerly latitudes.
—A correspondent writing Atarch 9th from Peotone, Ill.,
says that geese and ducks are now quite plenty in that
section,
—The ice has commenced to break up in the “duck re¬
gions” of Central New York, though hut few ducks have
been seen as yet.
—A Toledo (Ohio) letter of the Gth instant says that, the
lakes and rivers art* quite free of ice, pigeons are beginning
to fly, and flocks of geese are occasionally seen.
—The following officers were elected at the annual meet¬
ing of the Worcester (Mass.) Sportsmen's Club, held last
weelij—President, L. G. While; Vice Presidents, Jerome
Marble and Geo. B. Buckingham; Secretary, Stodman
Clark; Treasurer,Alba Houghton; Executive Committee—
Isaac Fislte, J. AI. Drennan, A. G. Alaun, and S. Foreland.
Testing Cartridges.—Our correspondent “Brandon,"
of Bald Alouittain, N, J., has been making some experi¬
ments with rim fire cartridges, using 300 of different manu¬
facturers in a Smith and Wesson revolver. The result for
penetration he gives as follows:—
U. S. C. Co.’s 2.35: WlnebCa-ter. 2 20; U. M. C, Co., 1-85. After the
first fifty shots were fired with the Winchester tho arm was deaued. Then
firing fifty of the U. S. Co.’s make, it was again cleaned. AfLer firing
fifty of the U. M. Co.’s, I continued firing 160shots, making the lost 200
n* rU \wlhont cleaning.1'

He remarks that hitherto lie has found the Union Mctalic Co.’s rather superior to the others. As regards foul¬
ing, there was little difference between tile Union Aletalic
Co. and the United States Co., tbe Winchester fouling the
most. At the conclusion of the 200 rounds, without clean¬
ing, .the easy working of the cylinder was not much af¬
fected.
‘Out of the 300 cartridges fired, eleven railed among the Winchester's,
: each of the other kinds. These all exploded tlpou the second trial
without shifting them in the chamber. As to accuracy, I had no way of
judging it, as I had not a proper rest. A bullet from each make would
occasionally turn sideways after penetrating tho first hoard. Range 10
yards; cartridges, .22 calibre. Will not some or your readers give ns
their experience with these, or other make, of a larger size, say rifle sizes
from .32 to 46.”

An experiment of this kind, however, made with but
100 cartridges of each make should by no moans be taken
as a test of quality. If tried agaiD with a similar number
of each the conditions might be exactly reversed. Tbe
small sizes of rim-fire cartridges are much more liable to
deteriorate and become damaged than the larger ones, par¬
ticularly when they have been kept in a place where the
lubricant melts and works its way into the shell. We
know this to be a fact from experience at Conlin's gallery,.
where there are probably more .22 cartridges used titan any
other place in the country. Here the experts ivho shoot
constantly will often notice that a box of cartridges will
run poor throughout, (as to the shooting), and it will gen¬
erally be found to be the last box of a lot- Afost of the
.22 cartridges are now used and manufactured for gallery
rifle practice, aud it has been shown that when a very
strong powder is used the shooting is not so accurate.
Hard Shot vs. Soft.—Our readers will remember that
a short time since we published the result of some experi¬
ments with hard and soft shot. A correspondent now sends
ns from Richmond, Ya., a communication, for which we
regret we have not space, showing that in the trial, or
rather in the tabulated results, the proper allowance was
not made for the difference in the number of pellets be¬
tween a charge of hard shot and" a similar cue of soft,
•wliieh would increase the pattern made by the soft shot
very materially. As regards penetration, by carrying out
the Eitine rule of proportion, lie- liuils that “the whole dif¬
ference in 37 shots for penetration is hut 4 59-270 sheets
better for hard than soft shot, aud thinks that if this rule
is applied iu alltrlflls where one sit u I i larger than the oth¬
er, Hie results will show that it is not the shut which causes
til', variation, if there he any.

FOREST AND STREAM
PIGEON

MATCHES.

Brie, Pa.—Two matches were shot at this place a few
days since, both at 21 yards rise, 80 boundary. The first
was between sides, and resulted as follows:—
TttoairaoN’s BIDE.
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
J. B. Thomason.... 6IH. Carey. 6
H. C. Lynch .
9 J. Mutcaf . 7
W. W. Durby. «|
—
Total...33
niDDLB'S BIDE.
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
J. Riddle. 8 J. Graham.10
J Just is... 6C, Olds. 6
G. Davis..81
'
—
Total. .18

The other resulted in a tie, and there being uo more
birds on the ground, it was uot shot ofE. Below is the
score:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
W. W. Darby.
0 JackRirtdle. 6
II, Carey. a|Jnke Graham. 3

—A match waB shot on the grounds of the Long Island
Club on Thursday, which created some interest, from the
rather peculiar conditions attached to it. Mr. Henry
Brooks, of New York, talked business to the extent of
$250, to kill 13 out of 25 of any birds that could he trap¬
ped for him. The gentleman backing the birds procured
some remarkably fast pigeons, that so bothered Mr. Brooks
that he retired, after killing 5 ont of 19. Mr. Parks was
referee.
The Dittmar Powder.—Mr. Carl Dittmar writes us,
apropos of the manufacture of his powder, that his patent
covers two distinct kinds of powder, one for blasting, and
one for sporting. He says, in referring to a letter from
Mr. Burges, which we published:—
Neponset, Mass., Fab. 4th. 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I never have need, and nevor shall use for tny sporting powder snch
dangerous materials as uitro-glycerine, chlorate of potash, picric acid,
etc. If my powder is put on an anvil and struck with a hammer it does
uot explode, which shows that It cannot contain nitre-glycerine or chlor¬
ate of potash. I am sorry that Mr. Burges has been unlucky In the use
of my powder, hut this was last spring when my powder was soft and
could be squeezed together loo easily iu a small space. Since first of
September, last year, 1 make an entirely different powder, mnch harder
grain, not so compressible as the first. But even with the softest kind,
1 made in the first time, I have not been able to Injure my guns. 1 can
use it in the strongest as well as In the weakest, I have exchanged lots
of it for the new kind and have tried what 1 got hack, over and aver
again without bad results, so I think that the fanlt can only have been in
loading loo haid. All the new kind is put up in canisters like black
powder, and as I pnt my own signature on every can. none is genuine
without that. I warrant for evpry can with my signature ou it. I hope
that those gentlemen who expressed themselves favorable to my powder
in yonr last issue will continue to use it after this explanation. I can
make it always uniform, and shall not make any change in those brands
which nave the approval of the public. 1 shall change the finer grades of
rifle powder, which have been pronounced loo quick for breech-loaders.
I cau give any desired strength, quickness or slowness. At the present
I am experimenting to give the powder a water-proof coating, so as to
make it absolutely indifferent against dampness. If I change the powder
it snail only he for improvement. I am in hopes to convince, by and by,
even the strongest adversaries to my powder, that it performs all what 1
claim. Cheapness will follow with the increased demand.
Card Dittmar.

A WORD FOR THE KAY CONCENTRA¬
TOR.
Newark, N. J., March, 4th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The close seaeon is almost over, and the voice of the eoipe—"soaip!
scaip! scaip!"—shall be heard in the land, and that right soon we hope,
so as to gratify the lovers of dog and gnu, with an opportunity to draw
on their water-proof boots, and try the low lands In this vicinity, for
their favorite bird—and be more sncoessfnl than were many sportsmon
the last season.
In truth, we have passed through a very dull winter, dnli in business
as well as dull in field sports, as the shooting season just past will abun¬
dantly verify. Qmiil and fall woodcock, anything but plenty, and (he
experience of onr shooting friends accords directly with onr own; birds
scarce, wild, and very hard to get. It may not be out of place for me to
say to our shooting friends, right here, that we have an invention, got np
in this city, that should commend itself to the friends of the shot gun,
particularly when birds am wild and shy, that may help them to fill their
game bags, when ordinary methods would not prevail. This Invention
is known as the -Kay cartridge concentrator,” and according to our own
limited experience, it fills the wants of the gauner very much better than
anything of the kind it has been onr pleasure to use. They are mar¬
velously exact in distribution, penetration, and distance. In addition,
they are economical and more convenient to load, carry, and handle, than
loose shot, besides this, they equalize tne shooting of a gun to a degree
that would be more than surprising to one who had not used them.
Having mentioned a few of the good resnlts from the “Kay concentra¬
tor" to your sporting readers, we trnst that some of them will try the
concentrator, each for himself, to his own satisfaction, and give us an
opportunity, through your valuable columns, to judge of his success or
otherwise, with them. Feathered, or in fact, any kind of game is very
scarce, and hard to get through this thickly populated section, and there
must be something more than loose shot used to reach the birds, and
should this “Kay concentrator” touch the desired point so much the
better for us who are partial to field sports.
Rip-Rat.

WILD PIGEONS IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Altoona, Fa., March 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having returned from a wild pigeon hunt, I thought it would be Of in¬
terest to4, let your readers know something of it. Pigeons are around
here by the millions. On Tuesday, March 7th, they flew over our city in
a constant steady stream, for over an hour, and in a line a mile or more
in width. I do not stretch the truth, and this is but a small portion of
them already here, being a fresh arrival. If any of you or yonr friends,
want f tin, tell them to come on—indications are that they will remain,
Would be willing to answer any questions in regard to them_. Jnstto
think of it, place yourself behind a slump, lay gun, shells, an<f ammuni¬
tion on the ground, and reload gun and shells at intervals, and shoot con¬
stantly for four or five hours straight ahead, until you have your fill. I
shot 150, when I had to stop for want of ammunition.
J. W. F.

CHOKE-BORES.
8m—Having purchased one of Greener’s No. IS choke-bores this sea¬
son, Ibeg to give yon the following as my experience of ft. I consider
it kills on an average at least twenty yards further than a non-chokebore, and, if large shot is used, will kill at extraordinary distances. I
myself kilted a heron sitting at more than a hundred yards, and, on
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skinning the bird, found he was hit in five places, I have also tried it
on wild fowl with gooa success nt distances at which an ordinary gun
wonld not have been of any service, I have made good bags on Bnipe
and other game during the laBt month without smashing the birds.
Leamington', Jan-10ih.
B. S.
Sin—I often read inquiries in yonr columns about choke-bored guns. I
purchased a 13 bore last September direct from Greener, and must ssy
that 1 have killed a few most extraordinary shots, viz: a wood-pigeon
(single bird) at least one hundred yards distant; several partridges at or
over eighty yards; one rabbit running broadside on, distance measuted
eighty-one yards. I pat five No, U shot into her, two of them passing
clear through. Another most extraordinary shot: I fired at a mallard
rising from the Thames, wonnded the bird snfllcieiiUy for my compan¬
ion to walk np to and kill it afterwards. The distance was judged by
threB friends with me to be at least 150 yards. No. 4 shot used. I am
prepared to prove all these statements, if required, by independent wit¬
nesses. I have since purchased a second gun for a friend, and lhat luma
ont equally good.
William Box.
Uffimjinton, Farrlngdon, Berks, Jan, 10th.
Sib—Reading so much on the merits and demerits of choke-bores. I
Bhonldlike to give my experienos. Last spring Mr. Greener converted
my favorite muzzle-loader—a 12 bore, weighing over 8 pounds, made by
his father—into a modified choke 10-bore, breech-loader, lever action.
The gun was finished in June, and on trial at the target for pattern 1
was perfectly satisfied that it wonld be of good service ngain. In the
first week of August I used the gnn on ducks with a charge of good 8i
drachms powder, (No. 4 Curtis & Harvey’s), 11 oz. No. 6 chilled shot,
turned over with a thin stiff cardboard wad- I fired twelve shots,
brought to bag eleven ducks. Only one gave me any tronble to recover
(the second bird of a doubto shot), which most have been at least eighty
yards from me when struck; being on the banks of a large pool in ad¬
vance of a boat. I paced the distance. Ducks were killed dead from
forty-five to seventy-five yards. The gun has been used all the season
on partridges, phoasants, rabbits, woodcock, Bnipe, shoots hotter than
when a mnzzlc-loader, and is in every respect superior to any of my
other guns on the old system. A second gnn 1 ordered from Mr.
Groener—n 12 bore—it shoots first-rate, the game is not all smashed at
short distances, but killed cleau, and in my opinion “choko-boring” is a
great improvement in guns.
J. S. Phillips.
The Siam)' Bouse, Kiinuorth, near Leicester, Jan, 19th
—From the London Field.

§achting and jganiing.
All communications tram Secretaries and friends should be maUed no
later than Monday in each week.

boats from point to point, and in (he case of the two for¬
mer, measurement and not weight determines the freight;
charges. In a recent issue of ihe Forest and Stream I
noticed that Mr. Bishop’s head is level, for in ilislast, trip
lie abandoned the paper canoe for a “Barnegat sneak-box,"
as a means of conveyance. Having used these boats at
Barnegat, I can fully appreciate the wisdom of Mr.
15.’s selection. But for the use of sportsman in Florida
waters, there is wanted a modification of I he “sneak-box"
as follows: Length, 14 feet; beam, 4 feet 4 inches; width
of stern, 3 feet 3 inches, space between deck and ceiliug,
20 inches; floor midships, nearly flat; wall sides midships;
deck,bottom, and sides, white cedar, i inches thick; timbers,
natural curve, sawn from white cedar; model same as
Barnegat sueuk box from midships aft; forward of this point
like Whitehall boat, without any deck shear. Deck fill¬
ings, same as in sneak box; stool rack (or moveable comb¬
ing), abaft cock-pit, useful to carry hatch, water keg, an¬
chor, and other plunder on deck; small, but tight-fitting
hatch in after deck, to enable spoi lsmen to stow and reach
stores; moveable batch, as in sneak box, so that owner ban
convert his boat into a Saratoga trunk, and lock up liis
plunder when he is disposed to leave same; mast, spril,
and oars of a suitable length to stow under duck. The ob¬
jection to the sneak box is the want of storage, capacity
forward, and the thumping and pounding of the waves
when working to windward.
Such a boat as iniperfecily described would be found
sea-worthy will! a large freight, and would carry two per¬
sons with two or three weeks’ provender. Such a boat
would uot be oruamenlal, but would prove useful to the
sportsman aud adventurous lourisl, and we trust that some
enterprising boat-builder will construct such a craft; for
we believe it would supply a want. Such a boat, and only
such, is adapted to the wan's of Florida sportsmen, and we.
feci assured thut the builder would find a market, if ihe
boats were placed in the hands of a proper agent in Jack¬
sonville; cost of transportation to Jacksonville by sailing
vessel from New York would be less than $5.
We again repeat lhat fancy work, brass mountings,
fancy woods, sandpapering, and varnishing will not meet
the requirements of the State; but cheapness, strength,
sca-worlhinebs, cairying capacity, stowage loom, protection
of plunder from rain and water, and adaptability lo lake,
river, and coast line navigation arc the requirements to be
met. Who will construct a boat adapted to the wauls of
Florida sportsmeny
An Fiiesco.
Jno/MonoUle, March isf, 1873.
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FLORIDA.

N interesting chapter is contained in ‘'Camp Life in
Florida" regarding an outfit for Florida; butpractical experience, as well as the results of observation, induce
me to offer a few criticisms, as well as suggestions, regard¬
ing the boat for Florida. Thousands of sportsmen visit
this State annually, and among them are scores, if not hun¬
dreds, who would enjoy a boat cruise, if they could ob¬
tain a craft adapted to Florida rivers and lakes.
A want is expressed through the columns of the For¬
est and Stream for an improved rod and reel, or other
sporting appliance, and the needed article is produced.
Such being the case, I shall offer a ew slug -si i n - to t) ml;
builders, regarding a boat adapted to the requirements of
Southern waters and sports, and trust that action will he
taken and the want supplied. I have carefully examined
a number of boats built by the most celebrated builders of
the North, and humbly express it as my opinion that they
are not adapted .to Florida waters. These boats unques¬
tionably meet all the requirements of northern rivers and
lakes, where lightness and portability are desiderata; but
these very conditions unfit them for Florida. Some of outrivers are several miles in width, and many of our lakes
are extensive, and upon both rough water is frequently ex¬
perienced, requiring for their navigation a sea-worthy boat.
For use on the southwest coast they must be able, for al
certain points the sportsman must adopt a route outside of
reefs, keys, and main land. Then again, some of our bays
are twenly miles wide, and a light breeze kicks up an un¬
comfortable sea, in which a canoe or light shallow boat
containing the necessary amount of sporting traps would
be found uncomfortable, if not actually dangerous.
In many portions of the State where game exists in the
greatest quantity, it is impossible to replenish the locker,
and it is absolutely necessary to transport enough “belly
timber” for a two or three weeks’ cruise. Hence a boat
adapted to the wants and requirements of a Florida trip
must possess stowage aud carrying capacity under deck,
so that the necessaries of life and sporting impedimenta
can be protected from raiD, as well as water. In addition,
she must be sea-worlhy, so that the sportsman can safely
navigate our rivers, lakes, and coast lines. A light, frail
boat built of paper, bass wood, or white cedar, will uot
answer on the soulhwest coast; for in this section
extensive coon oyster bars, and limestone reefs exist every¬
where. Coon oysters are small, and form extensive beds,
the edges of the shells as sharp as knives pointing heaven¬
ward, creating sad havoc with the bottom of a boat. The
horizontal limestone reefs have been extensively disinte¬
grated, and present innumerable sharp points, each one
capable of perforating the bottom of a light frail boat.
A boat for Florida should be supplied at a cheap rate,
so that it may be used for a season and abandoned or
sold at a discount. Sandpapering, oiling, varnishing, and
fancy fixings should give place to utility, adaptability,
strength, atld common paints. Such a boat should be sup¬
plied with a sail of sufficient size to propel her; and she
should be adapted to rowing when an ash oar breeze can be
used to advaniage, as during a calm, or in ascending or de¬
scending rivers.
Great lightness; is not so much to be desired as carrying
capacity and sea worthiness; tor we have an ample supply
of railroads, steamboats, and bullock drays to transport

—Yachting was inaugurated in this country in 1844 by
Ibe creation of the New York Yacht Club. Now there
are about fifty yacht clubs, owning eight bundled yachts
or more. The New York Club alone lias eighty sailing
and steam vessels,
Brooklvn Yacht Club.—This club bold its regular
monthly meeting on Wednesday evening, the President,
Mr, P. fV. Ostrander, in the chair. The Treasurer, Mr. Clmncey M. Felt, reported lhat the bahiuce or. hand from the
last report, was $314 91; leccipls since, $(>57, making a to¬
tal of $971.91. Payments since last- report, $354.79, leav¬
ing* balance on hand of $317.31. A lor in of certificate
of measurement was reported by the Regatta Committee,
aud Cnpt. Hall moved that the owner or owners of each
yacht enrolled in the Brooklyn Yacht Club and flying its
signal, be required to lake a certificate of measurement,
properly filled out by the measurer, according to the foi m
just adopted.
The by laws were so amended as to read that, when a
yacht owned l>y several parties was enrolled in the regia ret
of the club, the party so enrolling her should be held re¬
sponsible for compliance th the sailing of said yacht with
the rules of ihe club.
Ou motion of Cnpt. Huntley it was voted that the min¬
utes of the club of Nov. lOlh, 1875, be so couched as lo'
show that the Regatta CommiMi e reporied that the Schemer
was the winner in the race held at Greenpoint fast sum¬
mer, in the coutesl between second-class yachts.
Letters of resignation were real from Messrs. Cutwater,
Stratton, Livingston, W. C. Fowler, Hubbard, Fields,
Franklin, James Gordon Bennett, and Alfred JJ. Snow.
The resignations were accepted.
St. Augustine Yacht Club.—On the 2d inst. the ves¬
sels of flic St. Augustine Yacht Club left ihe oily ou Urn
annual cruise to Alatanzas. Seven vessels in all fallowed
the Commodore's signal from the Saucy Kate, ami with
single-reefed mainsails bowled out of the harbor before a
strong northwest breeze. Matauzos, eighteen utiles dis¬
tant, was reached abGut one P. M., and at five Ihe mem¬
bers of the club reported for dinner, which had been an¬
nounced and provided by Mr. S. Cl. Wbilney, of the Lunch
Basket. At ten o’clock ou the following morning the fleet
started again for St. Augustine in a Handicap race, the
wind blowing almost a gale from the northeast. The of¬
ficial time of the arrival of the fleet abreast the Govern¬
ment schooner, anchored off the wharf, is as follows.
America, 1:15:40 P. M.; Belle, 1:40; Fleetwing, 1:55; Saucy
Kale, 2:07. The Genrietta, Seminole, and Neva did not
sail over the entire course, consequently no lime taken.
The International Regatta,—Commodore Ferguson,
of the Schuylkill Navy, has received communications from
the Cambridge University Boat Club and the Dublin Uni¬
versity Rowing Club, in response to ihe invitation of the
navy to participate in the international regatta this sum¬
mer. President Close, of the Cambridge University Club,
snyB he has no doubt that one crew from Cambridge will
accept, even though the University Boat Club itself does
not. He will bring the matter forward at the next general
meeting of this club, but hardly thinks any definite answer
can be made until the race with Oxford is over. President
Bush, or the Dublin University Club, states that Mr. Labat will row under the name and color of the club in the
single scull race. He adds that he has uo doubt that tho
club will be represented by a four-oared crew at the regat¬
ta. It is considered probable that Oxford has also conclud¬
ed to accept.

CENTENNIAL

REGATTA

FUND.

Philadelphia, Pa., March 7th, 1&70,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Permit mu to acknowlcgo through your column? a subscription of
$50 00 from the.Chicago .Scullers for the pr[*e fund of the Centennial
Regatta, also I,he sum of $100.00 from the Bachelor1* B.irgaClub of Phil¬
adelphia, for file same fiiipl, On behalf of the commuted would I limilc
these clabjj for Iheir geucroitu subscriptions.
Jas. M. Ferguson,
Commoco.e 5. N„

FOREST AND STREAM
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AN

IMPORTANT

BOOK ON DOGS!
THE

KENNER
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By ARNOLD BURGES,
Late Editor “American Sportsman."
A History of the Origin of Dogs, especially of the
Sporting Varieties. Also fall practical instructions
on Breeding, Breaking, and Kennel management; with
a Stud List of nearly 300 imported and native Dogs in
tiro United States, giving correct pedigrees, arter the
manner of the English and American Turf Calendars.
1 vol, square 8va. Illustrated. $ 1.
Half Calf,ruicnt edges,gilt top,famished to order,$7.50.

NEW SHOOTING BOOKS,

AMERICAN WILD-FOWL SHOOTING. By Jo¬
seph W. Long. Illustrated with models and plans
for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping, Utensils* etc.,
and a number of spirited Sporting Scenes. 1 voL,
12mo. Price $2.
"No hook of its kind, so full in detail so accurate
in information, has ever appeared."— Chicago Inter*
Or^an
he had throngh any Bookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD

.

-

DOGS, and SHOOTING.
AMERICAN

THOMSON & SON, PatentCONLIN’S
Rifje Gallery.
Manufacturers of

AMERICAN

FIELD, COVER, AI¥D TRAP SHOO HAG. By
Capt. A. H. Bogardus, “Champion Wing Shot”
of America. Edited by Clias. J. Foster. With
SLcel Portrait of Author, and engraving of the
‘'Champion Medal.” lvol. 12 mo. Price $2.
uNo sportsman can peruse this book without profit
nud instruction; while to the young beginner with the
gun it is invaluable.”—TFi/teff1 Spirit,

THE

Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 442
pp., targe Svo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
/Special Commissioner of the London Meld.
“A most excellent work.”—N. Y. Independent.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
Philadelphia Press.
•‘We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book. ”—London Spectator.
“Comprehensive and exhaustive. "—Pall Mall Ga¬
zette.
“Consult ‘Nebraska.’ "—London HonconfonniU.
“We can hardly conceive any information it doeB
not contain.”—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—lontfnn Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volume larger than “Curley’s Nebraska,”
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Nassau St.
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO..Broadway, N. I.

OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR. WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRTDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Shot (trim Ammunition Cases.

(Trent—a first-class modern
House, with about eight acres of land (part of
the “Plum Point” farm), situated directly on the Elk
River, font miles from Elkton. on the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore R. R. This place is cele¬
brated fur Duck and Upland Shooting and Fishing.
Terras moderate; apply to
O. W. MORRIS, Jr.
mcb9 3t
Elkton P. O., Cecil Co., Md.

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

Cartridge Bags & Belts,
CREEDMOOK AND

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

Also, 300,000 Brook Trout Fry.

KENNEL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Arnold Borges, late editor American Sportsman,
Giving fall practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Stud List of
redigrees of 300 Imported and Native Dogs in the II. S.
Square Svo. Illustrated. Clo., $1. Half Calf, $7.50.

Wishing to reduce my stock of Bird Skins and Eggs
immediately, I have made a ureat reduction in prices.
Send stamp, for Catalogue of more than 300 species,
to
CHAS. E. AIKEN, Taxidermist.
mch9 2t Colorado Springs, Colorado.

FIELD. COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Capt. A. H. Bogardes, "Champion Wing-Shot” of
Ameiica. Illustrated. Price $3.

CANOE FOR SALE,

WESTERN BIRDS.

AND AMMUNITION

Holsters and

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES.
Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is their
time. Prices low. Fry feeding well and healthy.
WM. H. CROWELL,
mch9 4t
Ludlow, McKean Co., Perm.

SPORTING

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG

COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW* YORK.

AMERICAN WILD-FOAL SHOOTING. By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
*,*To be had throngh any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of pr.ee, by J. B. FORD,
A CO., N. Y._melt 1612t

Water-proof and_ Mildew-proof.
We are prepared to water proof, by an improved
process, Canvas for Boat Covers, Tents, Sails, Boat
Cushions, Camp Bede, Lounges, Hammucks, Clothes
Bags, Fishing Rod Bags, Gun Covers, Correl Netting,
Woolen and other material for Clothing, Hals, Haversacks. Awnings, Wason Tops, Hotee Blankets, etc.
The treatment by this patented prbeess of all Tex¬
tile Fabrics effectually prevents

Dampness, Mildew, Dry Rot, Etc.
It is a water ropeIiant especially valuable to

Sportsmen

and

Anglers,

Rendering all fabrics prepared With this material not
only Water-proof, Milacw-proof, and Moth-proof, but
stronger and more durable.

For

sale—a

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
■Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample c'pacity for from one to four persons
aud baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, sterna, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. KUSHTON, Maunf’r,

mch9 3m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

A HANDBOOK OF FLORIDA.

Bradford & Anthony,

CHALLENGE.
Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil. Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
JU0 rounds in auv position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
. . .
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address rhe
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO..
mch 15
_Nefqnset, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A.

SPECIALTY.

All widihs and weights of
WATER. MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mall promptly attended lo. Goods sent
to any pa't of the world.
S A HARWOOD,
mcb!6 3m
71 West Broadway. N. T.

remington

Double Breech-loading Gun, 10-bore, 28-inch;
a hard shooter; two dozen brass shells and loading
implements complete; price $40 Good as new. Ad¬
dress
ROBERT WALKER.
mch9 tf
Franklin, Delaware Co., N. Y.

FLORID

A;

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
„d am ready to fill orders
mchlfl 3m

40Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

c E Ii E B R A T E D

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boarda, ready for framing,
’ the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Lavcrack Setter Pride pr tbe Border.
Pare Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Daah and Bess.
Red Irish Setter. Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after painlig by fliviihu.ru ~
Slack Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger,
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 23 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N, Y.

From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted 10 the wants of the sportsmen, nave used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
With Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lnmbcrton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fjagrance and taste superior to ull brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and month, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes,
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have It.

Suitable for Summer Boartling’-House.

JL XAXU

The house is 2£ s'orleB, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged aud convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable aud carriage house, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. Tbe grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, ou
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold v ith the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch2 6m
47 Broad street. New York.

Founded July 4, 1808.

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the tQBte and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra sterna
accompany each. pipe. The price of extra sterna,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
aud a half aud seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
nov!8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

SCENERY, CLIMATE and HISTORY,

TO JP0RTSMM:

An acconnt of Charleston, Savannah, Augusta, and
Aiken; a chapter for Consumptives, and
various papers on Fruit Cnltnie, etc.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP'Y
Hespectfnlly invite attention to the

being A

Superior Fa cilities

Complete Handbook and Guide.

afforded by their Bins for reaching most of the TROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the Middle
States. These linos being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties aDd daneeiBof reshipment, while ibe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable S TOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

By »II>JNJEY LANIER.
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
12mo. Extra Cloth, $1.75.
“It is just the book for the traveler’s portmanteau.”
— Chicago Advance.
"Flcnida is the winter Mecca of hundreds of men
and women who will be glad to find so charming
accounts of scenes and places which they know or de¬
sire to know, and withal a great amount of informa¬
tion which could be with difficulty obtained else¬
where.”—Poston Evening Traveller.
***For sale by Booksellers generally, or will be sent
by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of the price, by

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
PUBLISHERS.
715 aud 717 Market St., Philadelphia.

mch9 2t

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
also reach tho Best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,

INGTON Double barrelled Shot Gun. Ad¬
WM DE F. BAKER,
1414 Arch street, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

W IT Vanity Fair.

L/U 1
11 it ia shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum aud Cigarettes. Doe& not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL A CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. V.

ITS

WANTED—A SECOND HAND REM¬

dress

The right to be sold for every city and town in the
United States.
Galleries put up; plans and all necessary information
on building at a moderate price. Send for circular.
fcb24 im
JAMES S. CONLlN, 930 Broadway,

The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Locust Yahey, near Glen Cove, Long Island.

FOR SALE, OR TO LET.

JUST PUBLISHED,

Viohl6 4t_374 Washington street, Boston.

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

$45

Conlin’s Patent

Safety Shootim? Gallery.

From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
Wc have received from Messrs. Kimball
Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neut inetal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do uot
hesitate to concede to it ull the good qualifies which
Its manufacturers claim for it. It is a moat superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
imokers.

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 3m

At St. Augfustiuc, Florida.
One Canadian Bhsswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of Peterboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel, St . Augustine,
^ mcb9 tf

Those who wieli to start in the Shooting Gallery
business cannot do better than examine

OlHcc, 121 Will lint St., Philadelphia.
A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 anil 505 Commerce St., PhUadelphla,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and front Fly Rod and Tackle lor Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE HOD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest P.eininm awattioJ by tbe Franklin
mch9
Institute. 1874.
—l'n Sm

RARE

CHANCE

To Buy a Fish Farm.
Business engagments compel me to sell my farm,
of about 25 acres, containing house. Darn, hatchinghouse, and fish ponds. The place is well-furnished
with choice fruit, and is a flue location for a fish,
ponltry, and fruit farm. Price low.
FRED MATHER,
feblTJf_Hcmeoyc Falls, New York.

Maple

syrup

in

airtight

gallon cane, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
cans. K. L, GRAVES, Sunderland, Vc.
Not, 11—tf.

J. H. BATTY,

Dealer in obieete of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads.
.Taxidermists’
-upplies. Skins
md eggs tor col1 lections, aquaria
and stock, in¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents:
Merrel Ryder,
55 Jackson St,.
St. Pau.1, Minn,)
and Eaton & Co„ JT Ann, New York,

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the office, of the Company in
all tbe principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CHESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEt^UA, and
other well known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY!
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for DALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
febl7 tf

The Wall Street Indicator.

THIS WEEK’S .ISSUE SENT FREE.
Contains Pictorial Illustrations of Bolls and Bears.
Also, fall and complotc instructions bow to operate in
Stotka and Stock privileges. Capital hits and sugges¬
tions. Also, a list of Valuable Premiums to Clubs.
“Send for it.”
BUCK WALTER <Si CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 10 Wall street, New York City,
P. O. Box 4,317.
feh34

Philadelphia Residence.

TO LET—A

HANDSOME, FURNISH¬

ED HOUSE) at Germantown Junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, side, and rear yards, A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and 2J
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 35 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or doting the Centeuuial. Address Box 2833, New York Post office.

Brook Trout Fry
ready for delivery.

A. S. Collins,
mtshS4t

Caledonia, Livingston Co.,N Y.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordcntown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches,-and Torpedo Boats.
Builders! of the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTAL (SO feet), freed 17.94 mileB per boor; FIREFLY (£0 feel), 17.94 mi Ice per hour; MINNEHAHA, now boilding (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

KEEP THIS

CHECK IN

SIGHT

UNTIL YOU BEACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Cents

ACCIDENT

252
Broadway, New York.

POLICIES by the month
.year for any amount, from
$1,000 to $5,000, wlih weekly
indemnity in (he ratio of $5 to

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,eacb *um-

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A.. ARMSTRONG, Manager;

ONE BAY.

The undersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent Rifles,

with

Marlin’s Improvement.

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICKS.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

ORIENTAL

OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

POWDKR MILLS,

SCHOVERLING

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING
jan20 3m

GUNPOWDER.

&

DALY,

Nob. 84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13Broad Bt„ Boston; 19 Exchange at., Buffalo; SStateat., Chicago; 327 N. Second st., St. Louia
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
DecS

The Most Approved

System

Breech Load ing, Sporting
And

Militiu-y J Rifles.

I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a etock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine, They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle pnrehased
can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs and associa¬
tions. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y.
dec23 3m

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S
PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

For Simplicity of Construction,
accuracy,

REVOLVERS

ALL

Our Readers

inir Koanaro jf

^“Illustrated Household Magazine,
—Now in its 17lh Volume—
heat Periodical ever published for
“““
Family Circle.
_
^“Profusely Illustrated—Replete with choice-^,
reading and useful inf munition.
.=^£3

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DltSUiA RLE IN

Me

e heartily advised to Te'nu't™ Eenrafora*®
specimen copy of the

enetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
RESPECTS.

Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,

^°An Attractive Monthly for-®
Young and Old. *
^f§

Whitneyvllle, near New Haven, Conn., U. S, A.

Paper and Metallic Shells

STOVE.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

PATENTED JUNE 22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft, funnel,
aud an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
TIIE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl lo remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Ilobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss Are, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant oiir BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
Are, and will not burst in the-gun.
Inquire of auy of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

'he ware Is so constructed that it nests and packs
he oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
re. as represented in cut 2, leaving room for packhalf a dozen mates, knives, forks, Bpoons, and
drinking cups. Price, complete, S15.
SEND F<>K CIRCULAR.

H. L. DUNCKLFF,
BOX 2710, BOSTON.
For sale at SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 17 Ann
street. New York Cily, and R. U. KILBY, 346 St.
Pant street, Montreal
(^"Agents wanted in every town.

Stereoscopic Studies of

^Examine the “''lliant list of Grand Prlzes'.-^J
^the first is one levant Hosewrod Piano,*®5
^retail pries, $f00)» The publishers now offer*gj
j-these prizes for subscription, in addition to-®
^the commission, which is thirty cents for-*”?
^=every subscriber. For terms in Tall, see an* *®|
pronouncement in the Magazine, headed-®
P‘Grnnd Prises Now Offered to Workers.”-®
y=>It will pay you well 10 act upon onr advice. °j||
^Subscription ONLY one dollar a year!!*®
Postage 10 cents extra.
*

^Parents i,

f.<;n<1 excellent,
at
this
chaste and®§|
_ sparkling publication—examine it carefully
p-and, OUR word for it, YOU WILL at once^j.
^become subscribers for the sake of your lRHe**®}
Uones, as well as because you will find its col-*-®
riimns most attractive for your own reading,

P The conductors of this mazazlne have*®|
^.spared neither pains nor money in order to*®}
jr-make it what it is to day—an instructive and*®
entertaining desideratum for every house-*®}
*'y~hold. Its pages are devoted to popular lit-*®
^eratnre, science, arc, education, and the de-*®“
^vclopment and maintenance of the moral in—^3
=,llueuce of home attractions. Its character—®*
jPap-istic feature is comprehensiveness. The*®}
^^.manuscripts now on hand, from noted penst«®«
^and others especially engaged, embrace an-*®
ssL-unusually attractive list of Sketches of*®?
J-gLTravel, absorbingly Interesting Serials,
|sl=. Tales, Poems. Popular Essays, Literary-®*
■H-Criiicisma, etc., etc. In the EDITOR’S-®
gg«6TUDY, Impotant and Passing Ques-~®
y.tionsof the Day, will be treated w ith fear—®*
=.tess, uncompromising independence, and*®}
—.unswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,-®*
^.Justice and Right.

EAgents Wanted Everywhere;
<”

for

Florida Scenery.

These Shells are easily loaded, and the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid iu its place. It
neither rasts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents misefire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from. 2£ to
inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GKO. E. HART «fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

Embracing views of the moet interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River,
Faithful studios of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address
OBER BROTHERS.
dec9tf
Fernandina, Florida,

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading’ Shot Guns.

Sliellss

From Captain JBogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. George B. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen-The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
Eire stronger and better in every reBpeCt, and I shall nae them in all my shooUng.hercafter. Yoara truly.
maylS-ly
A. H. Boo Annus.

Write to us—slate where you saw this.

“

There can be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use,
Jjr29-Jy

FOREST AND STREAM

n

!§otels and ^charts for§feort§nun.
FLORIDA

AND

VERMONT.

The Putnam House,
(8fc John's River),

PALATKA., FLORIDA.
Open from November to May.
An Hulling supply of pure water from Artesian
Wells on the piemiuea.

The

Equinox

House,

(Foot of Mt. Equinoxl,

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
Open from Jur e to Octooer.
Address by mall or telegraph,

F. II. ORVIS,
At Pointful from October 25 to April 25.
. At Manchester from April 25 to October 25.
xnch2 tf
____

Charleston Hotel,
E. H. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
CHARLESTON, S. 0.
THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on first and second
floor:?. Ticket office and telegraph office in hotel.
fm>24 tf

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Boston Mass.

GRAND

NATIONAL

HOTEL,

Jacksonville, Fla.,
George .VTeGinley, Prop.

THIS

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Noa. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
6. Packed In metal kegs of fiilbs. each, and la canis¬
ters oil and5lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs.. 12J lbs.,
and 6j lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and I lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less rcaic.unm than any other orands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD Oil METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

'manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS, the
of the World."_

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.

Bros.,

65 BROMFIELD STREET,

OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Orange Sporting Powder.

Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 heats the records of
any maker lb (he world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d—Pope.......Davidson.
Sd—Pape.Pape.
Oat of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape, The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score raise counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, Its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Pape..... .Davidson.
2d—Pape.DavldBon.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—PapC.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 31 dr. to U ox. shot,biatthe
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2i oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sab. Cup, valued at £45,
.. as also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858. 1559, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dcc2 tf
NO AGENTS.

H.C.Squiresp

No. I.Courtlandtst.

THE

Hazard's “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anu cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

Blew York.

GREAT

London Gun Trial,

FIXE

ENGLISH

Made to Order
FROM^STOCK.

—^ JU

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
Snd No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN ut
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold.
Tolley,.90 “
Standard,- - - - 115
u
National, - - 1-10
“
Challenge, - - - 1HO
‘*
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re_
aiming Gnus specially built, on
our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH
^

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

IVotice.
During the Centennial Exhibition (at which we
Bbnll De present to exhibit onr guns) our New York
Brunch Office will be temporarily closed.
As new sample gnus are now being made for the
Exhibition, we will therefore dispose of onr present
sample Breech Loading Gone at a discount of twenty
per cent. Particnlars'of Guns on sale forwarded on
application.
jyl

J. jb W. TOLLEY.
29 Maiden Lane, New York.

Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine; to 8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns,

@4 per Day
Hazard a “Dock Shooting.”

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brickhouse of modern structure, and famished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two huml-ed
yards of The railroad depot, and is unsurpassed hy
any lord in the South._Pec8t)-tr

Kossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from nil ports of the tinned States and Canada.

W. W. GREENER’S
,V. ^
^ :
U’A ij'<l ‘
S'JlR "
^
'S&\ JA»\r Jh j
t'. w* '' -i* . ,r /
» S<s:y; v /
v
•
#
juX

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
(iti\n. Winner of the Silver Cup
value 40 gain COB, at the Great Lon¬
don field Trial 1S75, beating Ml compel Horn with l>8 uu ms also winning
in all «he Other clauses for the Iniproved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards.
loadiid with large shot, ana will
shoot, well with small shot with a
Jess powder charge than guns bored
upon iItc old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Lotus, U. S. A. Address
__
\V. \V. GREENER,
St. Mary’? Works, Birmingham. England.

yfoe. : (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
It, ranks any other brand, and it is equally servicea •
blefor muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Hille.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12*. and ti* lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and * lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rifle powder of tte country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF AN V REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above ;au be had of dealers, or of the Corapaoy's agents i i every prominent city, or wholesale at
office.

88Wall Street. Mew York.

GUNPOWDEB.

W. YY. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
.. inner of Silver Cup, value 40 gnineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in. the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
se pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
. iih a 12-bore gnn, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of those celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting* $10, This will probably be ihe
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of gnn?, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all Iheir latest im¬
provements, No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Sufis. Tmde supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st,
jan!3 ly

J. D. DOUGALL'S
Express Guns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

59 St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIHEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia
IMPORTER. MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Dupont’s

Guns, Rifles,Pistols,and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeh
Loaders.

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly dttbanda fnH assortment of Rode,
Hook*, Lines, Baits, Keels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silkaml Hair Trout LmcB, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great, varieties.—
Taxidermy* in all its branches.
aPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-1,

POWDER
DUPONT’S GCNPOWBEU MILLS

Muzzle Loaders

(Established in 1801),

CONY FRITH INTO BREECHLOADERS,

Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

OtJR PATENT

Electric Rebounding Lock

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

T3TROM

S-i

T*EK

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

The most Popular Powder in Use.

Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

piAllKTBS

PAPER

OR

Feb It) ly

PATENT

METALLIC

SHELLS, Hither end up, revolves on centre
elide?, weighs but 1* pounds, and is only H inches
wide. Holders flaw at top so as to quickly receive
the shell'?, and, being ehistie, securely clm-p the same,
For etfee of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the bind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $0.50.
Ie ordering, give the size of shells and a
meas¬
urement. outside of vest,
jv22-1.v
N. S fifKS. Neosho Falls. Kan.

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,

9A KLM Street. Bouton.

TheGoss Revolving Cartridgefiolder

Also,

Sporting, Mining-, Shipping anil Blast. Ing Powder

70 Wall Sired, New York,

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,
WATERPROOFED UNDER A
Patented

irocess.

The texture Is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, and It will remain permanently united
With the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there Is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com
partitive small cosh will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
mclifl tf

HOLE AG EATS, HOsTOA.

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for §100.

Price, @4.00.
A coMplete ret of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office,

E

& H. ANTHONY & CO., 591

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoreopos, Megalo’boscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, r hoto-Lantern Slides a special
ly. Manufacturers of Pliotog raphic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tlon.
au5-l|r

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Louder*. Altered to Breecli Louder.,
my27

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Oeleln.-at.ed

MUZZLE-LOADING
MUTCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS. Ac., ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET. DUBLIN, or
Ti ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

WM. R. SCHAEFER,
GUN.

PRICES, 850.00 TO 8250.00.

Muzxle-Londlng Gnus Altered to Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Ciictilar.

Clark

«Sc

i^neider.

3X4 W. Pratt at., Baltimore.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

WILLIiUilS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTU and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent' “SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR,
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BOD Y is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings okaction and extractorwill be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the best houses In the States for execution in the
^Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

ang26-tf

H.

M. SPRAGUE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Of any Desired Length and Size.

of all

Descriptions.

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gnn stocks—bent, cruolted, or
straight—warianted to stay. Constantly on baud, a
largo invoice of Englith chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
febS ly

Corner of Dock Square.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and mo9t durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same tctlon as new guua. Send Tor circular and
pries ’1?-, No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

HAYDEN’S

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold l>y all dealers.

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Columbus, Ohio
Sep30-6m

FOREST AND STREAM
Tliii-a Edition.

§#Pitmen s <§oods.

gem el
GRAND

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF

THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

ber of valuable

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be ottered.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Ouifit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Son them Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Monthfi iu Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary flints for Cheap Itecieation.
Up the St, John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Cupron.
FMiiug at St. AuanHl.ine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruco Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty add Ike Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John,
Among the Seminolea.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting ai Suit Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Surazota ami Gusparflla,
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5 - Pnnta Rossa and Caloosahatchie.
No. ti—tip the Caloosuhatcliio River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8— Indian Mounds and CanalB.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. 10-Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsmen's Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

HOLAUIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
1 Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00
“
•*
Wading.lackets_... 6.00

Premium Lusts and Entry Blanks may bo Ibid by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mcli2 9t;__Secretary.

QPANIELS—I WILL SELL MY F1VEO year old cocker bitch Caper for $75 during the
latter part of June next; or will sell her now for $125,
as she is lined by my liver and white cocker Captain.
She is irora imported stock, thoroughly broken on
cook and grange, is sound and perfect. Captain is
from otherYmporfced stock, and broken, handsome,
and sound. Also for sale a twelve months springer
bitch; price $25. Also a cocker bitch. liver and white,
three and a Italf mouths old, from imported stock:
price $40. Al6Q expect a Hirer of springer pops within
a monili; price $20 when weaned. For further par¬
ticulars, address
H. P. McKOON,
It
Franklin, Delaware Oo., N. Y.

English

stud

setter

from

Thos. Slaiter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Better Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY C. KNOX,
meb 9 3 nr
Pn on, 1 ’ enn.

EMON AND WHITE, IRISH RED,

___ . Collar, and. eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven lhat will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x80 inches.

CAMP LOUNOES. Price $5.
When folded iB about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent, by express G. O, D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs -15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Brice $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuits,
Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made In this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil ib any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

.Fuel, Lump.
for night shooting und flailing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the host jightover Invented. $6 85.

and Black und Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting Dogs for sole
L. U. MORRIS, Campbell's Station.
mcli9 8t
_Guernsey Co„ Oiiio.

TDOR SALE—SETTER' PUPS—THREE
_JJ Docs and live Gyps; liver and white, and black
and white; $10 for Dogs, and $5 for Gyps. Address
W. A. GALLOWAY,
inch9 2t
New Dorp, Staten Island.

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

Lleweliln’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS, These celebrated
prizewinners will be allowed to servo bitches, either
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold For pedigree,
eic., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving iu whelp will be nerved
again free of charge
feb‘24 3m

For

sale—a

good,

staunch,

thoroughbred, well-broken Setter of the Gildersleeve strain; perfect retriever, and line nose;
color orange and white; price $100. Address H . S.,
at this office.
f«l>24 if

PURE

BRED

SETTER DOGS AND

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game iu the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English stjle; extra
pocket m back for cartridges. Enure snit, $15.
HEGEMAN’S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

Dart’s Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

hitche*. broken and unbroken, and setter and
pointer whelps for sale, LOW for cash.
Address
M. VON CirUN, Delaware Oily,Del,
[dcc23eowtim

for the woods: three different Btyles.

DCG8 TRAINED.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

The most complete portable boat Constructed. The
largest size weighs but. 12 pounds. Can be packed in
snace or less than half cubic foot. Prices within

IO to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Hecl, TTieon. To-ho.und controlled by band and whislle, Tor $50.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs ooarded
for
per mbit ill.
FRA NK LT N SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O, Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. -Schaefer, gunmaker, 01 Elm
ifthwt. Boston.
novIS 6m
_of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs or
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. HI South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct 22

MANNING’S

YACHTING Ml,
IToi*

1876,

PUBLISHED IN MAY,

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.

No. 1, 8 feet, weight. 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds., . 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best ihiug of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or meial cartridges either end lip with perfect
security. Weighs but 1£ pounds, und only G inches
wide. Price, C. O. D., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Bogardus’New Hook, “Trip to England.”
With how guns arc made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs lor collectors.
Buck’s heads, and gume birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp Or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. RemiLonly by draft. Post Office
order, or registered letter to

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING'S YAOBLTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
janl3 tf

W. H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

HOL ABIRD’S
Waterproof

SHOOTING COATS,
Valparaiso, Indiana.

n«vl8 tf

And by its uniform

SUCCESS

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of 1876 has been
THOROUGHLY DEVISED TO DATE.
It contains 156,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and.colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, und a specimen copy,
with map, will he sent to any address, free of post¬
age, for twenty centa.

BAKER, DAVIS X CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. Kllvvood Zell,)
Aos. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, XLA.
Jan13-12t

Zoological Garden.

New York Mailing Agency.

FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
Children u&der twelve, 10 Cents.
jau6 ly

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Moiling Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door from
TribuneBnildiags. JAMES BEADY, Manager and
proprietor. Open day and night.

lOl

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

ABBEY & IMBRIE.
SITCCESSOfiB TO

ANDREW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTTIIIRRH AND DEALERS IN

Fishiner Tackle,

On hand the large... ana heat assortment ever ex¬
hibited in tha United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS HODS.
Every variety 0f Salmon ana Trout Plies, and Hooka
on Gut. Catty Hunk and Pasture Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every sice and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondncks, &cM &c.
Spill Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon Hods aud fleela
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of WftiTin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

BRADFORD & ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

For

Florida.

Philadelphia

and southern

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah.
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o’clock noon, rnakiug
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships J UNIAT A and WY¬
OMING. The Wyoming Ones not cotry passengers.
The Juniata is ft favorite ship with the traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and.
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families m route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and oven ns fur as Now Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, loave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savauuah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and billn of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennes¬
see, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 110
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Waterproof,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing; Tackle,
Fisliing Rods,
Fish Hooks.
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

angSrMy

NORRIS

FLY EODS.
For

Trout, Sal nioii,

and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Buns Film, Keels,'J Lines,
Lender*, Fly-Book*, &c.

THADDF.US
Jania-ly

NORRIS,

80S Weal Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Mildew-proof, J. B. Crook & Co.,
Manotaotukeub anti Importkrb op

AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,
AND

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fulton St., IN. Y.
N. B.—Sole nianurneUu'crB inthiB country of tha
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

forTTO*ri. Baas and Salmon.
PISHING

The experience of five years
has proved time this Compact
and Reliable Work of General
information is better adapted
to the wants of all classes of
.lie community than any other
work of the kind ever pub, defied. It lias been proven by
its
IMMENSE SALES,

Numerous Commendatory Notices De¬
ceived,

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other Ashing.
ARTIFICIAL PLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

No. 17 CIIATIIAM STREET, HEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica¬
tion.

P. O. Box 5,1B9.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.

Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth and Gilt Edged. ..Price, SI .OO.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, $2.00.

Send for Illustrated Circular.

$3, $5 50 and $6.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,

EATOM & CO.,

LULL BE

Fishing Tackle,

DUNCK LEE’S CAMP STOVES. PriceS 15.

1 876.

To aihlilim! to the regular C'luh Pi izee, a large num¬

We offor to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

Those desiring something light and dnrahle for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
' —->" —--- —rsona.
! Pot,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

37,

FISHING TOURIST.

Hods,Reds. Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Units, Fish Hooks, Ac.

Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show

and

THE

This is a itk st seasonable book for Sportsmen,|Tourists, Invalids, aud Settlers, and bus been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and uesons seeking set¬
tlement there. Tt gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa¬
tion ah will be of great oenefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent seiilem«ur.
318 pp., 1 2nio. Price, $1 50.

OP

20

JggiHceUnneoug,

Cat Life i Ha.
TT

AprU

95

Garments,
TREATED BY
IMPROVED
PROCESS,
New aud simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Paiemed November Dili, 1875.
Improved
lutrliod of securing Shells in Belts and Vesls either
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
COKDUllOY, FUSTIAN, TAX COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FA Dll ICS.

McBride

Having

Flies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
McBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply tha
caatom with Mm same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondack*?, the Maine
Woods, Lake Soperior, Thousand Islands. Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these Hies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they lnternl fishing, will have ihe varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
1 romany natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J MoHiUDE, (Successor to John McBride) Minn ford,
Monroe county. N. Y.
Deo2-ly

Illustrated Price List sent on Application.

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street,
Apr89 iy_WASHINGTON CITY.
C‘ l

ai

Q -,D ©1 Aft Shares in Wall street
G, flit') 0*bf often leads to fortune.
Scud for a copy of the Wall Street Roview and
Pamphlet, showing tho various methods of operatine. J. HICICLING & CO., Bankers aud Brokers,
3 Broadway. N. V.
Dec 88

SKETCHING

from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, only 50c.
Of booksellers or by mail, JESSE HANEY '& CO.,
119 NaBsau srteet, N. Y.
Dcc30- tf

Tho Popular Shendan Lounge, $5 plain; $30 quiltc-rt
is thfi standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton it
Gv.’u .102 Nassau st„ and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, uee
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES,
Thu perfected cartridges for 10 and 32 gauges are
now on the market.
Jya ly

FOREST AND STREAM,

96

repeating ARMS COMPANy

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EEEECTIYENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OP MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OP WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

'World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS
Military,
Sport
Ing, Tluntfne, ant
Target Breech Load
Ing Rifles.
Alt?*
Doable and Singl
Barrelled Shot Gum
and Sliot Guns an
KiJlea combined
Revolving, Kept a
ing, Derringer. am
Vest Pocket Pistol.*
Cortridees, &c., &c
'Send forTreatin
on Rifle Shooting
Illustrated C “ • «
logue, Ax., to

OF

Remington Creedmoor Rifle,

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway- Armo¬
ry and "Manufac¬
tory. llion, Herki¬
mer Co.,N.y.
Chicago Agency,
237 Stale street.
Boston Agency,
lifl Tremontntrcet.
P h i 1 a d t* 1 p hia
Agency, 810 Cliestuur, street.
St. Louis Agen¬
cy, 609 N. .Fourth

&3 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 116

Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by"

COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

Park

Range,

Chicago, III., Nov. W, ’78,
■with A

REMINGTON
& SONS,

BNGIjISH

SCHUILtH. HURTLE! & GRAHAM

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Curtis & Ilax-vcy’s DIAMOND GRAIN.

A SPECIALTY.

19 Malden Lnne, 20 A 22 John street, IV. Y

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square.

SON’S
BR EECH-LOADERS.
Always in stock a fall assortment of these noted Gnns, which wo pend on inspection and trial. Also
Greener1*, Webley’s, Wertley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $10 up. Fine Bronze yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., <£c. Send for Circulars.

The Sportsman’s Warehouse.

Nos. 2, 3. 4, 6, 6 /, nnd 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
HawkerV Due' l.ig.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
New York,
eepfleow
Aeent for IT. S. America.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,

POPE’S

Late COOPER

Rifle Air Pistol,

Wo.

177

FOK TAltUET PRACTICE.

WHOLESALE AND

for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEB LEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXOiVS Ac H A tVKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
8TURTEVANT BRASS SHO’]' SHELLS.
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Block’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
-

This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
Iso evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the Mads down In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are naed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of
ten forces the wad forward, when
—- ,
—
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE 87.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street, Boston,

HAVANA LOTTERY.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January Bth.
we have reduced the prices of tickets as ioilows:

Whole, §20; I, §10; h §5; 1-5,
’
’
1-10, §2; 1-20 §1.

§4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
"We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent

Kr^«“rA«sa;g.K
P. 0. Box4,448,
II
at., Ken York.
Wall

New

York:.

RE1AIL

BREECH LOADIN

=*-. „u.*ti he thing for
sportsmen and miliPtiiiy men. Shoots darts or slugs a
H disLuncc of 60 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
m ly become a dead shot, hacli
pistol i? put up in a neat box, with
—
6 darts, 6 targets. 100 slugs, ramrod. claw,wrench, sllid skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, S0- Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
line of the many testimonials from the CommanderiiiCDief Ofihe U. S. Army:—
. ,
■‘III- surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim. and useful in preparing one for Lhe more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General."
PeblOtf

HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Broadway,

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
MARKET,

4

WARRANTED 'fHE BEST IN THE
w AXtnn
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

GUNS
AND

ImDlements/^^M'

Cupti’idares, "both

"W

brass

Kinds.

and

“aper.

ALBO OH MATERIALS OF ALL KUVD8, CARTRIDGE YT58T8. COATS AND BE^TS, FUA8K8,
Al.BU. i t ,
ammunition of all RINDS. ew.rythuvg i.\ my live for
™ S^HWMHAND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADTNQ GUNS <& RlFLhb \ EH} CHEAP

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100. HEALTH LIFT,

Made

K COMPLETE

this month

by

puts

and CALLS. Invest according to your meanis.
$10. $50 or $100 in Stock Privilege*, has brought a
small fortune to the careful iuveBtor. We advise
when and how to operate safely. Books with fuU
information sent free. -Addrees orders by mail and
fplairranh. to
BAXTEU «t to.,
Novll-fim Banker* and Brokera, 17 Wall 6t., N. Y.

-

CYMNAS7 1C SYSTEM..
SIMPLE. SAFE, EFFICIENT.. ECONOMICAL
IN BRAIN POWER,.TIMEAND MONEY.
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

HEALTH LIFT CO.

“newyork':’

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1876.

sea. From the Missouri River the plains, in endless mo¬
notony, seemingly level, but actually rising to the west
until an altitude of five or six thousand feet is impercep¬
tibly attained, weary the tourist with a perpetual promise
BV ISAAC MCLEI.LAN.
of nothing new that deadens expectation; but here, all at
once, nature, seemingly disgusted with her dull routine of
a the Mahons Mountain, In the Havacta glen
plain and prairie, brown earth, and muddy, wandering
'he summons of the Shiek is ont—come forth ye bearded men.
rivers, has set to work with fanciful caprice, aud with fan¬
a dangerous defiles, in jingle, in ravine,
hallow'd by cork-tree forests, and by the olives green.
tastic art called out all her resources of rook and crag,
I’ho torrent-brook of Onled ia bare with torrid heat,
spring and mountain stream, color and shadow, until sur¬
ts gravelly bod is trampled by the lion’s mighty feet.
prises without limit delight the eye, and compel imagina¬
tome forth, then, Arab tribesmen, come hunter and come ecout,
tion to rest until the reality is comprehended. There is
For signal fires are blazing o’er all the cliffs about;
probably no point surrounded by such a variety of scenery
>nt sandal from the feet, casfburnons from the limb,
as is Mauitou; and much of the most curious and beauti¬
lor silent must your ambush be, in dell and desert grim.
ful is very readily reached—a great many points by fine
land firm together side by side with ready gun and lance,
’he monster lurks in densest shade where never sunbeams glance.
Toads, and nearly all by safe saddle paths, and the air is so
stimulating that long and difficult rambles are accom¬
‘his slope npon the monntain side runs precipitously down
plished with unexpected ease.
.nd leads to whore the brook pours ont its waves of turbid brown;
The November day of our arrival was warm and balmy;
ia the lion's pathway, and here he comes to drink,
tUth bristling mane, with lawny hide, fast by the plashy brink,
and the last tourist ascent of the Peak was made up and
cel all around the trees are torn, and seam'd and scarr’d the bark,
back the short route by daylight, by Sir Charles Hartley,
Hs hero Ids crooked iron claws leave their terrific mark.
the eminent English engineer. During the following night
.ere in the yellow sand he wallow’d in the heat,
snow fell, only a little film at Mauitou, but deep and heavy
ud here among the pebbles the impress of bis feet!
Then let the bravest and the best” tn compact order stand;
ou the Peak, where mists and clouds curled and drifted
he weak and timid may lie hid where sheltering groves expand.
long after the sun was bright in the valleys, where snow
goes before Ids rays like a shadow, leaving the ground dry
ere in these desert places no other life may be,
lie wild-boar, the jackal, turn from the hannt and flee,
immediately, and no tinge of moisture iu the air. The
he sneaking panther of the wood feeda but on sheep and hare,
winter climate here is not unpleasant, and many invalids
bis desert Is the lion's realm, ibe monarch’s royal lair;
seek it in preference to warmer and lower resorts, and of¬
rotn hence, when stars are ont, he gallops to the plain,
ten give evidence that their choice has been fortunate.
eneath the herdsman’s very beard the cattle-fold to gain.
The air is wonderfully clear, and the radiation of heat into
land fast! ’tiB hour of midnight, all earth is bid In gloom,
space is rapid and constant, while sunlight brings an
o howls of wolf, no low of ox, acrftsfi the sileuce boom,
amount of heat that we do not know at the East after mid¬
o flash of watch fires, and no light from shepherd’s sleeping tent
i u scare the prowling monster, in warning gleams are sent.
summer; consequently the nights are cold, bright days
-aud rast! there comes a sound 1 Is it the rising breeze
warm, and the difference between sunshine and shade very
liatmimnurs complainingly far thro’ the sombre trees 1
great, and to be carefully avoided by invalids.
t o; ’tie the lion’s trample, aud'lol in single file
At night, in November, the mercury goes to 10° or IB”,
he tawny beasts! and as they march they lash their flanks Hut while;
lieir luminous fierce eyes gleam with a lurid Ted,
sometimes to zero, and ice forma in the running streams;
ttey anuft the tainted breeze, they stride with crushing tread.
but after sunrise the change is immediate, and
after breakfast the most careful invalids arc sitting
hiv true and fatal be your aim, for life ia on the cast,
■eak not your ranks in flight, that moment were yonr Iasi;
upon the southern piazzas, and parlies set off iu the saddle
ill on the shaggy head discharge the murderous leaden hail 1
and on foot, as in summer, with the mercury at 50’ or 60".
las, it glances harmless, as from aooat of mail;
The majority of days are brilliantly clear—in November,
jb roar, one savage roar, as from a thunderous sky!
1874, 27 days of sunshine. Snow squalls without much
le raging beast is on them now—they tremble, aud they fly;
; snaps lire bone, he tears the flesh, and many a vietim dies,
wind in the valleys are occasional, and while the snow ac¬
e pierc'd With hall upon the earth the bleeding monarch lios.
cumulates in shaded ravines, and on the high points, it is
»»-■
very transient below, and evaporates, leaving no moisture
For Forest awl Stream.
in suuny places to make tho soil freeze. Such is the win¬
ter at six thousand feet in Colorado, while in April and
May even occur the heaviest snow falls, when someLimes
forty
inches will fall at once to fill the ravines and gulches
NUMBER THREE.
with torrents as soon as the sun appears. The heaviest fall
I N a valley between two of the rock-ribbed buttresses of on Pike’s Peak since the Signal Service Station was estab¬
Pike’s Peak, ueatles Mauitou, and iu the recesses of the lished, was July 4th, when a thick manlle was added to
jeting hills the healing springs bubble up, sparkling like the perpetual drifts that from year to year defy the sun,
The waters of the springs at Manitou are deemed very
ampagne with beads of gas, and flow over encrusted
eks to the Fountain River, a hustling, busy mountain valuable, and were resorted to by the Indians with great
, earn that, clear and cold from perpetual snow, passes faith. They are exceedingly pleasant to drink, and agree¬
rag the narrow vale, and With its moisture irrigates a able for bathing. One spring is iron, and encrusts with
nde of willows, qtiakingasp, and cottonwood. The ho- rust the rocks about the well; the others are effervescent
s are just by the margin of this stream, and the walks and sparkling, with sodaand magnesiain large percemage,
out them follow its windings, and cross and recross it charged with carbonic acid gas. They have been fully an¬
t. h picturesque rustic bridges. Cool and fresh sounds alyzed, and a very guarded and able pamphlet gives their
Irustling song, all through the night it plcasautly re- curative properties. Iuvalids wishing move information
[i, ves the dead silence of the mountains, and doubly of these springs than can be here given, will do well to ob¬
insant is it in contrast to the dry hillsides Hint rise on tain this pamphlet by Dr. Sully, by sending iwenly-five
cents to the Manitou House, and submit it to their own
■f iry hand, scored by the rush of mountain torrents that
u> aud waste for a brief moment, and then leave their physicians. Beyond doubt these waters are among the
most agreeable and useful of any, and with such surround
7 beds and deep channels as safe hiding-places for rabings and incentives to open air life, may give aid in many
s and coyotes.
cases. As your correspondent is not an M. D., nor your
Sack of the few buildings that, with the road and
earn, occupy the full width of the narrow bottom land, paper a medical journal, there is no reason for any extend¬
i foot hills rise abruptly, holding their heads from two ed commentary ou Colorado as a resort for invalids; but
five thousand feet above the springs, while far above there are so many here that the influence of this peculiar
rat, piercing the sunset shy, is the rugged cone of Pike’s climate cannot be ignored in writing of it, but difficulties
ak, amassof beetling rock and snow, towering full eight surround the task. An honest drover said to me that no
niannd feet above the plain, and over fourteen above the one tells the truth west of Kansas City, and I was not so
For Forest and Stream.

HUNTING THE AFRICAN
GERIA.

0vcj'hitfd

LION IN AL¬

Jtotes.

Ui

candid in return as to “allow” that even east of that point
a mingling of fancy is at times discovered. But before
laying blame too heavily, be it remembered that it is m t
easy to tell the whole truth outhere; almost any statement
may be true in a land so full of contrasts and surprises,
and conflicting statements be founded on equally conflict¬
ing facts. All kinds of climate exist from sun-scorched,
wind-swept plains, to sheltered valleys of great richness,
and from desert spots one can east a stone upon verdure.
All statements are well taken, cum grano salis, and a little
alkali, and it is not well to go “long” on any specious of¬
fering, be they of railway bonds, mining stocks, city lots,
or infallible Health resorts; and yet valuable investments are
daily made, and hundreds of men are living active, busy
lives here who were confirmed invalids in their former
homes. Asthmatics are wonderfully relieved, and speak
most gratefully of Denver, Colorado Springs, and other
points of like altitude, and consumptives not loo far ad¬
vanced seem greatly eased and comforted, Heart weak¬
ness is dangerously iucreaEed iu the high air-, rheumatism
is very frequent from the chill of all winter shade, catarrh
is an annoyance to many, and pneumonia often results from
tho rapid evaporation of perspiration in the dry cool air.
Hunters must be very guarded with regard to the latter,
and never, -when heated by a climb or clmse, rest in the
cooL air, for the moisture of the clothing will be almost
instantly absorbed by the air so hungry for humidity, and
a dangerous chill will result. The complexion of the
young people reared in Colorado is very peculiar, being
clear, bright, and rosy from rapid circulation aud almost
constaut sunlight and open air life, and yet hardly conveys
the impressiou of robust health; but the influence of this
climate upon the race cannot be yet recognized, as very
few natives are over ten years old, and all inferences from
them are as valueless as .tho widely published small death rate
in these communities of young and adventurous people.
But apart from any health-giving qualities of air, water,
and food, which very probably will be found marked and
permanent, thousands will boyoml doubt find renewed vig¬
or and new life in Colorado, from the faots that here open,
air life which, our summer heat aud winter cold do so dis¬
courage in the older Stales, is possible aud pleasant a large
part of the year, and withall such incentives to roam,
ramble, aud camp as will win weary men into activity, and
lead feeble women to such exertion as will inflate lungs
long half-used, and exercise muscles feeble from inactivity.
In more or less of open air exercise lies the only hope of
any vigorous future generations iu an age of furnace and
steam heat, double windows, and onorvatiug comforts, and
in Colorado is found everything to render safe and pleas¬
ant gypsy life and Bohemian habits. From Mauitou as a
centre are rambles, rides, and climbs of inexhaustible in¬
terest, and fit for any footsteps, from an invalids to thoso
of the hardiest mountaineer, while in the parks and camp¬
ing grounds, on plain, or amid mountains, with game and
fish worthy any skill, with the most varied and wonderful
scenery on all sides. Rare minerals and hidden treasure
are in the gorges and 'cafions, abundant wild flowers and
varied plants are npon tho hillsides, in their season; elk,
bear, bison, aud deer are abundant for him who has nerve
and endurance; fiue grazing lauds await occupation; rock®
and peaks of nigged outline aud fantastic color have
charms for pencil and camera, and interests of every char¬
acter exist to amuse minds weary of business, and fill wiih
pleasure the hearts of any who really care for (he natural
attractions of nomadic life.
Three miles from Manitou by the carriage road is the
“Garden of the Gods,” where, perchance, a race of giant
Druids raised their altars. Leaving tlie stage road, the
trail crosses a bridge, and soon winds among rock work of
the most fantastic form, columns with round caps, vast
stones balanced ou a point, huge slabs upheld by pillars as
round as if from lollies, and rocks with pictured and va¬
riously serried fronts. A mile amid these indescribable
surroundings of stones, and we come to tho gateway,
through which ou smooth sod we drive into the main gar¬
den , This gate iB the grand feature of the scene, and ifj
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certainly very imposing in font), size, and color. From
the sod on each side of the roadway, about one hundred
feet apart, rise two huge rocks, the one on the left of
bright red sandstone, rising sheer above us three hundred
and thirty feet; on the right, one of darker rock to nearly
tlie same altitude, standing silent senlinels, while back of
them are smaller formations that would he very remark¬
able were they not overshadowed hy the main noble butresses. So lightly do these tall narrow rocks hold them¬
selves that first views do not convey an idea of their size—
twice the height of Niagara—and only by studying them
from various points do they assume I heir full grandeur in
the mind. Turning to the left through them a little way
brings us to Glen Eyrie, named after eagle's nests lhat still
occupy the inaccessible rents in the rocks. Here are the
private grounds of Gen. Palmer, embracing a sheltered
glen with a fine stream of inouutain spring water that
comes into the low land by a deep and picturesque cafion,
the walls of which are of highly colored clay and rock.
This was a favorite Indian encampment, and sacred it must
have been, with its columns and masses of stone that must
have deeply influenced even the rude red man’s sense of the
grand. Here are thin walls of natural rock, rising hun¬
dreds of feet into a ragged sky-line, and pillars of red
sandstone one hundred and twenty feet high, not over ten
or fifteen feet square at the base, standing like obelisks of
single blocks, so slender that it seemed a risk to pass beneath
them. From these valleys a road ascends a plateau, and
from there the view iB one of remarkable beauty and va¬
riety. Just below lies the valley, to the right opeus Glen
Eyrie and the canon that enters’it. In front are the mas¬
sive pillars of the great gateway, and through and beyond are
the grotesque rocks of the garden. Rising far above are
the mountains; on the left Cheyenne Mountain, in front
over the gate far up in the sky, is Pike’s Peak, a line cone,
surrounded by broken and rock-crowned peaks of less am¬
bition. As we saw it a mantle of snow came far down,
aud snow-clouds wreathed themselves about it as light,
mobile, and graceful as a gauze scarf, opening in rifts, and
disclosing here a cafion, there a hit of dark forest, and now
and then the bold white peak in brilliant sunlight, above
the storms that were beating about the lesser cones. All
the peculiar features of this scenery are embraced in this
view, and their combination renders it a wonderful one,
enhanced as it is hy the white rocks, the gray and grim
cliffs, aud the warm red sandstone towers and gateway.
Often did we visit this point, ever to find some new charm
and, familiar with it, we think the drive from Colorado
Springs to Manitou by this road combines more of rema'kuble beauty tliaB any drive we have yet found.
Not far from the hotels opens Williams’ Cafion. Strong
wagons can go some distance up it, a saddle path goes still
further; but to see it fully, a good scramble is best. It is
a deep rift among the foot hills, with sides vertical, and
the narrow sky above, fretted with a wild outline of crags,
often rising in arches, with here and there the dark mouths
of caverns that are inaccessible and unexplored.
From a hunting tramp we came out upon this chasm,
and walked along the edge until we reached a round, col¬
umn-like point that stood boldly out, with only a narrow
ridge connecting it with the mountain side; We scrambled
over this, clinging to small bushes, and lying flat looked
over the edge. The top rather overhung the base, as did
the old Table Rock at Niagara, and there was nothing to
break the dizzy height. The tall pines below looked small,
and from the seconds counted while a stone was failing
we estimated the gorge as not less than four hundred feet
deep. It curved around an overhanging point, and from
it we looked each way into the cafion amid as rugged and
romantic scenery as ever laid at our feet. Iu a cliff facing
us was a cave opening. It was about two feet wide and
three high, the top of it arched as if by'rude art. A nar¬
row ledge gave a perilous access til it, and we worked our
way to it and looked in, not altogether without the expec¬
tation of finding some of the panthers’or wild cats’sign
about it, for these animals are ami always will he at home
where such abundant shelter willbe their’s. We could
look in about twenty feet, and then the opening went
down. No response came in reply to stones that went
echoing in, and without a rope it was not very prudent to
enter. All the character of this cave suggested some for¬
mer human occupation, a fancy not all improbable, as
not far from this part of Colorado have been found in sim¬
ilar places the remains of an unknown race, designated as
the Cliff Builders.
Many other pointB of interest offer variety to the tourist.
The Cheyenne Canon, at this time full of snow, is said to
he very beautiful, and in Monument Park are many strange
caprices in stone. The ascent of the Peak is by two
routes—one hy the Government trail, twelve miles to the
Lake House, where parlies remain over night, aud go up
from there six miles aud return the next day. All this is
safely done on horseback, and many ladles join the par¬
ties. The other route is only fourteen miles, nine on
horseback, the remainder on foot, all possible in one day
to a strong pedestrian. About the 10th of November one
of the Signal Service observers came down, and reported
the snow eight feet deep on the peak and lour feet at the
Lake House. The view is said to ba very grand, and
one ourious effect seen in the afternoon is the shadow of
the peak projected lor many miles upon the great plain
that commences at its base and goes east with an horizon
always lower than the observer’s eye.
Some fine game remains about this group of mountains,
where, fifteen years ago, every plain swarmed with buffa¬
lo and antelope, and the hills abounded in bison, elk,
black-tailed deer, and mountain sheep; but many hunters
aud a general iguorant disregard for breeding seasons is do¬
ing a sure work of destruction. Anxious to see something,
if possible, of these noble game animals in their own
haunts, your correspondent was making inquiries with no
great success, when fortune threw in his way Mr. James
id. Link, a famous hunter. He came with a load of game
that made one’s mouth water for a chance. Among it was
.a superb specimen of mountain sheep—an old patriarch
ram with massive and wrinkled neck, and horns of many
curves, bruised with the marks of many a battle fought
for supremacy above the timber line. The horns meas¬
ured about sixteen inches in circumference at the base, and
were very regular and handsome. Arrangements were
soon matte with Mr. Link for accomodations at his ranclie
on tiie Platte River, and full of pleasant expectation, guns
Weie cleaned, sheds loaded, and all the details completed
for a hunt among the mountain ranges about South Park,
aud with commendable forethought it was revolved in our
miuda over whose hospitable fire should hang the stag’s
head wo would shoot.
L. W. L.
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N fulfillment of my promise to you when in the office
of Forest aud Stream, New York, I now inclose
an Hccount of our winter’s trip, taken in accordance witli
the resolution arrived at, at the last meeting of our Fish
and Game Protective Society, Peterborough^ lo visit the
back settlements and hold meetings to enlist Ihe sympathies
of the settlers in protecting the fish, game, and fur-bearing
animals of our country. A party of four of us started
from Peterborough on a clear, cold, frosty morning to visit
the village of Apsley. The sleighing was good, so we
made nothing of the forty-six miles’drive before us. We
passed through the village of Lakefield, which is beauti¬
fully situated on the Otonabce River, nine miles from
Peterborough, iu order to pick up Major Boulton, one of
our party. This village is the terminus of the Peterborough
branch'of the Midland Railway, and any one that was ac¬
quainted with it a decade ago would be surprised to see
the progress it has made. The steam saw mill of Strick¬
land & Co., with the fine water privilege that runs the saw¬
mill of Boyd Smith & Co., are the two chief enterprises of
this place; and, in addition to quite a number of manufac¬
tories established here on a small scale, may be mentioned
(in the interests of sportsmen) that canoes are built here
which, for finish of workmanship, cheapness, durability,
elegance, speed, comfort, and safety, are not surpassed in
the world. Lakefield has always been a favorite resort for
that fortunate class who possess abundance of this world’s
goods, and many English families, attracted by the beauty
of the scenery and its many natural local advantages, have
built solid, substantial homes lor themselves in the imme¬
diate neighborhood.
Four miles further up ihe Otonahee River is "Young’s
Point," our next stopping place. It is situated at the en¬
trance to Clear Lake, where the locks are built. We
crossed a new bridge, that was constructed here a year ago
to connect the townships of Smith and Donro. We found
the water rushing over the dam as if it was the month of
May in spring tide. The rickety old saw mill (which iu
its day was a great boon to the neighborhood) we found
non eaf, it having served as an illumination for a couple of
hours on a dark night of last August. Its destruction will
resuscitate the bass and ntaskinonge fishing, which has
been nearly destroyed in the river between this point and
Lakefield by the habit of easting all refuse saw-dust aud
cuttiDgs into Ihe river. There is no better spot for an after¬
noon's^ bass fishing than here, and the open water almost
invited ns to cast in a line. The building of Young's
locks, about four years ago, has opened out” a stretch of
navigation through Clear Lake and Stoney Lake for about
twenty miles, and the steamer Chippewa ploughs these
waters for the benefit of pleasure-seekers, travel, and ex¬
cursion parties. We paid a visit to our old friend Jimmy
Kearney, who, with many others, used lo be seen in the
spring of the year with a "long pole and a sharp spear, and
other contrivances, to destroy fish and fishing, but who
now, under the beneficial influence of tire “Fish and Game
Protective Society,” have become model sportsmen.
Having refreshed ourselves after the manner of the
country, we started for oor next stopping place, the Bur¬
leigh Hotel, six miles on. Onr road was now literally in
the backwoods, and the beauty of thu scene surpasses de¬
scription. Two days before there had fallen a heavy storm
of sleet, which made the trees weep aud groan under its
weight, and the bright sun glistened on the icy boughs like
diamonds, which were tupped off with the light fleecy snow
that had fallen during the night, made it loots, like a fairy
scene. Before reaching Holmes’ Burleigh Hotel we had to
moss the Burleigh bridge, with the water rushing over the
rapids from Lovesick Lake. To the right you see the
water empty iuto Burleigh Bay among islands, and falling
over rocks pell mell. The bridge is a wide one, and very
substantially built. On the other side is the hotel, which
is a new enterprise of last summer’s growth. It is built
expressly for the accommodation of sportsmen in the sum¬
mer season; it is a two-story lionse, about 50x30, with a
nice airy dining-room and parlor, and six or eight bed¬
rooms. ’Adjoining it is the old tavern, which has been
transformed into sleeping apartments, to'serve in the height
of the season, so that the hotel can accommodate about
thirty people. It possesses a bright, cheerful hostess, and
a good host-, and we were heartily welcomed. Dinner was
not long iu making its appearance. Venison steak, ac¬
companied by mashed poiatoes, served on the daintiest
table linen, was placed before us—not venison killed out of
season, for we are moral men, but venison killed and hung
till it just melted iu our mouths. At this point is caught
some of the finest fresh water salmon (or salmon trout) in
Canada. Those fine fish weigh from ten to thirty-five
pounds. When opened they are of a dark orange color,
and in the month of May they are in prime season. We
were loth to leave our comfortable quarters, but as it was
three o’clock P. M , and we had twenty miles further to
go to Apsley before seven, where we were to hold our
meeting, we hitched up and proceeded on our way, accom¬
panied T)y Mr. Holmes, our host.
About eight miles further on we passed the road which
leads to the Mount Julian Hotel, also put up for the ac¬
commodation of visitors, and which is also reached by the
steamer Chippewa in the summer time. It is situated on
the shores of .Stoney Lake—a fine, spacious hotel, capable
of accommodating, about fiity people; it is closed in win¬
ter. On our road we passed through large tracts of burnt
pine, for fire, that great destroyer of wealth, spares nut the
forest, but mows down the tall, majestic, valuable pines
with such a ruthless hand as to make the axmen mere pig¬
mies alongside of it iu its destructive power. There will
be weeping some day if measures are not taken to preserve
our forests and resuscitate those that are destroyed.
Apsley was reached hy half-past six o’clock, when we
found a goodly number of the settlers come together to
hear what we had to say, some suspecting that we had
come to spy out the land and enrich ourselves with fines
against the guilty ones.
I cannot give you a description of Apsley, as it was
dark; but it is a place about a mile long, situated on Eel's
Creek. It contains two taverns, two stores, aud six or
seven houses. The Crown land agent, who distributes the
"free grant, lands’’ lo localers, lives here, and J. Goiborrie,
Esq., the Reeve of the township has a saw and grist mill
close by. The Doctor (Dr. Clegg), is not far away, so that
though Apsley is not densely populated it has laid the
foundation or future greatness and prosperity. The set¬
tlers are a healthy, hardy race, and the population is
steadily increiisingi one worthy couple could boast of six¬

teen children, and there is no doubt that when this back
county is opened up it will raise one of the hardiest, and
healthiest populations to be found anywhere. However,
we will leave political economy to our politicians. One
tiling I must observe; we do not move fast in our country.
'We find thinking ihe most economical, aud we do nothing
else but- think that we, the Government, or somebody
elsexwill open up the country some day.
After supper we proceeded to the town hall. The Reeve
was requested to take the chair, and he called Upon us to
explain’(he object of our visit. Had we come to spy out
the nakedness of the land, to look out a site for a junior
Peterborough; or had we come to victimize some poor fel¬
low who had shot a doe to support his twelve or sixteen
children? We explained that having felt for some time
past there was a necessity for some organization to enforce
the game laws, which were a dead letter, and such an organ¬
ization had been formed in Peterborough in 1S74, under the
title of “The CouDty of PeterborouglTFish and Game Pro¬
tective Society," and that its objects were to reslock llie
lakes and streams with fish from the Government pisricultnral establishments, and protect all game and fur-bearing
animals in tlie close seasons—that there were many lakes
in their neighborhood that contained no fish, and that we
would assist them to stock them—that deer were becoming
more and more scarce, and that as an article of food it was
essehtial that they should not be molested iu tlie breeding
seasdn—that there were districts in their back country that,
would never be anything but haunts for the deer, and, if
they were only allowed to increase, naturally great, benefits
would accrue to the settlers; the same with partridge and
duck; and that our object in visiting Apsley was to enlist
the sympathies of the settlers and to get them to form a
branch society, which would exist in their midst, and have
a direct moral effect. In the course of the meeting we
drew forth local views with regard to the game laws, and
to certain alterations that would be beneficial. We had a
friendly and pleasant meeting, and laid tlie foundation of
future good for the cause we espoused. A committee was
formed to discuss the feasibility of forming a society, tq_
report in a week, and we explained the details of organiza¬
tion. We broke up at half-past nine with a friendly feel¬
ing expressed towards us aud the work we had iu hand. .
We felt that we had not made our visit, in vain
We left for home the next morning, mutually satisfied
that a fish and game protective society would soon be jn
existence in Apsley. Due of our party bought a couple of
wolf skins. The Reeve told us that lie had given more
wolf certificate's this year than ev, r before, lie accounted
for it from the fact that there had been so little snow; Ihe
deer could get away from them, consequently tlie wolves
were starving, and came round the settlements for food,
where they were either trapped, shot, or poisoned. Jn or¬
dinary years the wolves chase the deer on the crests of the
snow, tiie deer break through, but the wolves do not, and
therefore easily catch their prey; but tills year there lias
hardly been any snow, up to ilie present time. We re¬
turned on our back track, reaching Peterborough at four
o’clock P. M., having enjoyed tlie beauties of nature in
mid-winter—a sight never to be forgotten—and a roost de¬
lightful sleigh ride.
I send you Lhis account of our first trip in hopes it may
he the means of acquainting your readers witli our hick country, and the sport it affords. It is rough, but healthy,aud though it may not afford as much sport as some of
your well-preserved districts, still the sportsman ox disciple
of Isaac Walton can get a fortnight’s amusement or pure
enjoyment in these backwoods about as economically as
anywhere else. Another inducement is, our people exleuu
a hearty welcome to all. Excellent guides can be readily
obtained, canoes can be had lor hire, and all camping
equipments can be purchased, or perhaps rented, at reason¬
able prices by merely applying to the landlord of the house
where tlie sportsman may put up.
Since writing the foregoing we have heard that the Aps¬
ley Fish and Game Protective Society lias been organized
with an efficient staff of officers, aud it is dow in full op¬
eration. The importance of Ibis movement can hardly lie
estimated, for that immense back country, covered will)
millions of acres of forest, and dotted with hundreds of
small lakes, streums, and .ponds, will, if well-preserved,
furnish an inexhaustible supply, for ull Lime to come, of
fish, game, aud fur-bearing animals, besides being a source i
of food and wealth to the settler, as well as a paradise for
the sportsman, the hunter, and trapper,

An Old Guide Gone.—William Nash, a well known
Adriondaclc guide, died on tlie 3rd inst. at Rowlands Mills,
three miles from Saratoga. The Cause of his death was
somewhat singular, and is thus related by the tiarnhyinn; >
About three years ago he met with a painful and com- |
plicated physical misfortune, in consequence of which lie
was not only held hack from pursuing his chosen career of
trapper and guide, hut also afflicted with a great dc d of
suffering. By an over effort in some of his exploits iu the
woods or on the lakes he ruptured a blood vessel in bis
chest. The case was treated by the laic Dr, Armsby, of
Albany. The breast was cut open in such a manner as to
reveal Ihe vital organs at work at their various duties. The
artery of the left arm was cut and closed up so that after¬
ward that arm was almost lifeless. He was ml vised not to
bo betrayed into any excitement or over exertion on ac¬
count of the danger of agaiu rupturing blood vessels. He
returned in time to tlie it oods, where, the temptation being
irresistible, lie one day fell to throwing a line for trout and
became so excited tnat, true to the surgeon’s fears, tiie
blood vessels of his chest were again ruptured. From tins
last affliction lie suffered a great deal, more than once com¬
ing near to death. Once or twice he has been reported U3
dead, which reports have given occasion for interesting
newspaper articles on both ids life in the woods, and also
on the lamous surgical operation that was performed upon
him.
' Fox Chase in Pennsylvania.—The Lancaster (Pean.l
Examiner of the 7lh inst., says;
“One of the largest and
most interesting foxhuntB of the season took place on Satur¬
day’. The fox was started at 2 o’clock in the afternoon,,
aud twenty minutes afterwards the hounds, numbering
nearly one hundred, were let loose. The start was wit¬
nessed by hundreds of spectators from various part* of
the State. Afterathiee miles’ chase the foxuaa cauglU, on
the banks of the Conestoga, near tbe entrance of the Cocsdico
Creek, ft waa adjudgud that Messrs. Rutter, Carpenter,
and Warfel were the best rideTS, and they were olloted thu
purse of $30, which had been offered for the fieri i»,
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HE islands of St. Nevis was captured and recolonized
by the English shortly before the close of the Eliz¬
abethan era (as every body knows), and preserves to this
day, as Ireland does, the continental mode of sounding the
vowels in the vernacular, which was the Court fashion of
the period (as every body don't know). In other words,
St. Nevis men “spake” with what we mistakenly term the
“brogue," which was really the pronunciation of Shakspeare, Johnson, Massinger, as well as that of Raleigh;
Dampier, and Drake. However, we are not going into the
philology of the matter, but merely wish to explain what
led to Paddy Geohagan’s “s)quare" mistake two or three
years ago. Had Paddy been aware of thg above stated
fact, it would have saved him and the wife of his bosom
from being frightened into fits; but he was not, and so the
catastrophe came. Paddy was coming over, by winter
passage, in a ship which, meeting with disaster, was com¬
pelled to bear up and seek a leeward port for assistance.
Accordingly she made St. Nevis, and put in to repair and
refit. Glad of the chance to stretch their legs after the
protracted and boisterous voyage—though Tather chagrined
at the inevitable six weeks or so of detention before them
—Pat and Judy gathered theinseives up, and went ashore
for a stroll in the strange tropical land, whereto the fates
had brought them. All eyes and ears, they were passing
along George street, when their attention was attracted hy
the cry of a negro vender of vegetables. Of course the
darkeys speak, the language of their former proprietors,
and this fellow was bawling in a brogue that would have
passed muster in the Cove of Cork. “Swate jser-r-ratees,
swate per-r-ratees!” Pat stopped aghast with astonish¬
ment at the familiar accent lrom such a mouth; besides,
coming from the wilds of Connaught, he had never seen a
negro before. “Judy, darlint,” he said, “bud do yees hare
that?" “1 do, agrah,” she replied, “spake to him in the
name av wondhermiut, an’ ax where did he lam to spake
like uz." Up came the crier, “Av its plazin tu ye,” be¬
gan Paddy, “fwhero did yez come from, at all, at all?”
“Counetl,” answered the negro, innocently, giving the
name of a black village on the"opposite side of the island.
“Connaught !'’ echoed Pat, as a horrible suspicion darted
across bis soul, “an’ fwbat, thin, is yer names'” “Augus¬
tin.” “O’Gusdon," screamed Judy, “meownmaiden name!
“Och, tbe saiuts betune uz an’harrum; how long bees ye
here, thin?” and she clung to Pat for support. “It’s woo
wake yesterday since I kem over,” replied the wondering
islander. Judy screeched, Paddy roared with despair,
and both reeled against the wall, gasping “Ounly won
wake in this baste of a climate, an’ black as the devil al¬
ready!”
Nautes.
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ton wood bark, which they eat, is not sufficiently nourish¬
ing to keep them in good condition. It is amusing to see
Indian ponies try to devour oats and shelled corn. They
make awkward work of it, and doole badly, and I have
seen many that would refuse corn for the dry buffalo
grass of the plains.
J. H. Batty.

[2 Ale Department is now meter the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this payer. Alt communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention. ]
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FIELD

NOTES—BIRDS.

BY C. C. ABBOTT, M. D.

February 1st.—Cloudy; wind east. Saw but one bird, a
grass-finch, (Poocates graminem), other than crows and
snow-birds.
This well-known “sparrow” comes very
near to being a literal resident.
I have thought at
times that they never passed a week of their lives out of
the fields in which they were hatched. But they are won¬
derfully silent in winter; not chirping often, even when in
company.
February 2nd.—Violent northwest wind all day. Grows
abundant; no other birds noticed, except one pair of
“black-caps” (Pams atricapillus), which clambered about,
the trunks of the pines and locusts, but avoided the wind
all they could, I thought.
February 3rd.—Cloudy; cold. A pair of red tailed hawks
hovered over the meadows, at a great elevation, for several
hours, and screamed incessantly. They have been abundant,,
off and on, during the winter, hut this is the first time I’ve
noticed their call, These two have paired, I suppose.
(They often have their nests completed and eggs laid in
March). Great abundance of snow-birds. Do they really
know when snow is about to fall?
February ith.—Snowing-. NO birds noticed, until evening,
when a single flock of horned-larks passed overhead. First
I have seen since November; but this does not prove they
have not heenabout. In conversation with a good observer
to-day, I learned that on Wednesday, a fleck of snow hunt¬
ings, (Plectrophanes nivalis), had been braving the high
wind, in one of my fields. Did they too, know of the
coming snow? I have seen none myself since last winter,
February 5th.—Clear; cold; thermometer 4° Fah. at 8 A.
M. A large loose flock of red-poll linnets frequented an
elm tree, most of the day, twittering incessantly, and ap¬
pearing to find a good deal to eat, but what, I cannot im¬
agine. It was not the slightly swollen leaf-buds, for the
yellow birds (Chrysomitris) go over the Iree, every year, in
the same way, day after day, and there would be no foliage
at all, the following summer, if the buds were eaten. These
linnets are not common. These are the firet I have seen
since 1873. The hawks appear to find it too cold to sail
over the meadows, and have taken shelter. Saw the skins
of a pair of barn-owls (.Stria pmtmco'a), killed on the
meadows a week ago.' They were found in a hollow tree,
and had probably been there several months.
February 5th.—Dull and rainy. Not a bird of any kind
noted, except the usual evening flight of crows.
February 7th.—Clear; warm. The song-sparrows sang fit¬
fully all day. A downy woodpecker, a brown tree-creeper,
(Certliia familians), and a pair of crested tit-mice, (Lop/to■
phwrns bicolor), were noticed from my study window. The
crested tits were quite lively, and sang with as much vim
as ever I had heard them in May.
February 8th.—Clear; warm. The cardinal grosbeaks that
have long tenanted the blackberry thicket near the house,
came back to day, or a new pair arrived from somewhere.
The male’s cheery whistling was kept up until after sunset.
These grosbeaks, like the grass-finch, are fixtures, whereso¬
ever they happen to be hatched, if they are not crowded
out by tiiose of an older generation.
February 5th.—Dense fog; rain in evening. The song-spar¬
rows only appeared in the bushes of the hill side.
February 10th.—Clear; very warm. The birds all back
again. The song and chipping sparrows abundant. The
black-caps (Parus atricapillus) and crested tit-mice, numer¬
ous. Saw the first, fox-eoiored sparrows (Posset ella iliaca)
of the season. They were numerous, but not associated in
a flock. The sparrow-hawks have probably followed them
up, for five were noted, skulking about, and one was seen
to capture a “foxto," as it flitted in the long grass. These
sparrows are somewhat uncertain in their movements.
Noticed a number of meadow larks to-day; but they are
here throughout the year, skulking about the fields and
sometimes showing themselves, by perching on the stakes
of the worm-fences. A few ducks flew overhead, going
nori heast, but too faT off to determine the species.
February Mth.—Cloudy; warm; ruin in the evening. The
blue-birds began to leave the more sheltered nooks and
hill sides, aod~chip and warble, as in May. They are here
all winter, but do not show themselves frequently, for
weeks, keeping in retired spots, where something in the
way of food is found, and the chilly winds are warded-off,
Crow black-birds, (Quiscalus purpureus), were quite abun¬
dant early in the day. The idea, almost universally held,
that these birds are migratory, is certainly an excellent ex¬
ample of the imperfect knowledge of our birds, had hy
most people. Even fanners, who are well posted ns to
crow black-birds from May to November, seem wholly ig¬
norant of the fact that from November to May, they have
not entirely quitted us, for more southern regions. A large
flock is down onmy books for Jan. 29th, and to-day, they
have been screaming from the tall pine tree tops. 1 doubt
not but that daily now they will be with us, in varying
numbers. Cedar-birds, yellow-birds, (Chrysomitris), and a
cross bill, (the white-winged) noted.
J'To be concluded'].

GOOD, tough, intelligent horse is most essential to
the hunter’s comfort. Oftentimes he is your only
companion, and a "friend in need,” and if educated aud
trained kindly and carefully, he will watch camp better
than a dog, smell or hear auy dangerous visitors, often
point out large game by pricking up his ears and looking
directly at it; he will pack game when it would be ini pos¬
sible to get ether transportation; he will not fail to follow
t trail or pick out a good ford, when it is so dark you
would be helpless and lost; his instinct will lead him to
Ind water for yon on the plains—in fact a good horse or
nule is the “king pin” to a hunter’s existence. Itis strange
,o see the difference in a horse when among others of his
rind and people, and when alone with his master in the
wilderness for a long period. When in civilization the
torse often becomes full of tricks, and is cross and slubiorn. Sometimes he will kick and bite his keeper when in
oo good condition, and at such times the whip can be used
o advantage; but when he gets into the mountains, or on
he plains, and sees nothing human but. his master and the
vild animals which tbe hunter kills, the horse then belornes a kind and affectionate animal,and if permitted would
ollow the hunter for weeks like a dog. He is uneasy when
lis rider is away, and becomes timid and wary. When he
baerves the hunter returning to camp on a trail in the
orest, or on a roll of tbe prairie, he greets him with a
riendly neigh, and goes the length of his lariat to meet
im. When first packing game on a horse never become
ngry and beat him if he is frighteued and refuses to be
jaded. Lead him slow-ly up to a dead deer, put your
and on his neck, and approach the game; allow him to
nell of the carcass, and see that it is harmiess,'and with
little experience he will pack game to camp and be as
tell pleased with his performance as the hunter who
loots it. if a horse becomes nervous when he is being
acked with game, it is a good plan to tie your coat or hat
ecr his eyes until the load is lashed firmly. For hunting
i the mountains I would recommend a medium-sized,
ind, long-legged, quick-walking mule. There is a great
ifference in these hybrids. I used one mare mule iu the
( erra Madre Mountains that had never seen game until
n te came into my hands. I packed a warm limsy doe on
If. it' that was covered with blood, and she did not even
i tort at it, but quietly picked her way to camp over fallen
ji nber and rock with her heavy load, using the best of
i) dgment. Tbe remembrance of such a load would cause
#i me mules to buck at times for a whole season.
a ules use better judgment than horses when traveling •
J ’er had ground: yet they are easily frighteued, and will
« rk up their picket pins and stampede just as you are
e iout to turn in some night, unless they are hobbled. A
i{ ule always looks up to a horse as a superior, and follows
t m when feeding or running. Picket two or three of the
i ost reliable horses in a herd, and unless the feed is poor,
e mutes will stay with them. There are some mules that
iL catch buffalo, but I would prefer a horse for the
J tins or an open country. The “American” horse fares
•d lly on the plains without his forage; therefore the wiry
i 4 tie Indian ponies will he the best for hunting, They
a; j used to poor feed, are easy animals to ride, aud if one
li Is behind his party a few miles, the distance is easily
H tde up by a pony, when it would be necessary to work
i ur passage the distance with your heels if a mule was
.» iden. Thelndian ponies of the plains are poor, uua pt creatures, yet in the summer some of them get
•3 imp and sleek. The Crow Indians have some of the
st stock I have seen on the plains, and some of tlieDa—A great scarcity of birds this Winter in comparison
ta-Sioux Indians have good-looking ponies; yet nearly with last winter, which was very Bevere, ia remarked by all
of them show their poor keeping In winter, as the cot¬ our correspondents.
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BY A. B. COVERT, OF ANN ARBOR, MICH.
FAMILY TURBID,®.

- Tardus migraiorvus. Robin. Abundant at Ann Arbor,
arriving about March 15th, and rearing two broods in the
Season. The nest is built about May 1st. Departs for the
south September 1st.
- Turdtis mvstclinus.
Wood thrush. Common; arrives
from the 1st to the 10th of May; breeds May 25th; de¬
parts about. September 15th.
. lurdus Pallasi. Hermit thrush. A very rare summer
visitor, arriving from the 10th to tho 15th of May. Only
one instance (June 1st) of the nest having been found.
Common in October during the fall migrations.
, Turd us fuscescens. Wilson’s thrush. Not common. It
arrives from the south about May 1st; breeds about the 1st
of June; departs southward by September 10th.
< Mimas Garolinensis. Cat bird. Very common, arriving
from the 1st to the 15th of May, and breeding about the
20th, About October 1st this species moves southward.
Hurporhynehus rufvs. Brown thrush. This well-known
bird is a common summer visitor; reaches us from the
sou: h between the 15th of April and the 1st of May, aud
breeds about May 10th'. Its beautiful song and beneficial
habits have endeared it to the gardener, small fruit-grower,
and farmer, who have taken it under their prolection; and
whoever kills one of these birds is cerlaia to bring down
upon him the wrath of the community. By September
15th the brown thrushes have all departed for the south.
FAMILY SAXICOLID-iE.

’ Sicilia sialis. Eastern blue-bird. Very common, arriving as early as March 15th. It breeds first about May 10th,
and rears two broods in the season. By the 1st of Sep¬
tember this bird has become rare, and in a few days none
are to be#seen.
FAMILY SYLVIID.E.

■ Regains calendula, Ruby-crowned kiDglet. A rare spring
and "autumn migrant, reaching here from April 10th to
May 1st, and returning between September 20th and
April 15 th.
■ Regains satrapa. Golden-crowned kinglet. This also is
a very common visitor, coming and going iu company
with the preceding. A few remain all winter.
- PvUuplila cmru'ea. Blue-gray gnatcalclier. Very com¬
mon, arriving about the 1st of May. Tbe eggs are laid
from the 1st to the 10th of Jane, and it departs" about the
1st of October.
FAMILY PARID.E.

' Pants atricapillus, Black-capped chickadee.
resident, breeding in tbe middle of May.

Common,

FAMILY SlTTnXiE.

Sitta Garolinensis. White bellied nuthatch, Copimou,
resident, breeding about May 1st.
Sitta Canadensis. Red-bellied nuthatch. Rare, resident,
breeding from April 20tli to May 1st.
FAMILY CERTHIID.E.

- Certliia familiaris.
Brown creeper.
Common spring ‘
and autumu migrant, arriving about April 15th. A few
remain and breed about the 20th of May. Early in Oc¬
tober they all leave.
FAMILY TROGLODYTID.E.

f Thryothorus Ludonieianus, Carolina wren. This wren is
only an accidental visitor from tbo south. Ono specimen
was taken June 4th, 1872.
, Troglodytes oedon. House wren. This bird is very rare
around Ann Arbor, although common near by, arriving
about the 5lh of May. It first breeds May 20th, and raises
two broods in tbe season. By September 1st all have
gone.
Telmatodytespalusiris. Long-billed marsh wren. Com¬
mon, arriving about the 20th of May, breeding about tbo
20th of June, and departing for the south abuut Septem¬
ber 1st.
- Oistothorus stellaris. Short-hilled marsh wren. Not as
common as the preceding, arriving about the same time,
and brectling about July 1st. I have taken the nest as late
as July 20th, departing about the middle of September.
FAMILY ALAUDIDJ3.

s Fremophila,alpcstris. Horned lark or shore lark. A com¬
mon resident, breeding about May 1st. I have found the
nest of this bird while the snow was yet on the ground.
During the hardest portion of winter, this bird moves
fuither southward for a short time.
[2b be continued,]
Notes from our Correspondents.— "Teal ” (Salem,
Mass.), writes that Salem harbor is open, and whistling
duckB and other wild fowl are abundant ; shore larks are
yet about, and robins, bluebirds and redwinged black¬
birds have been seen. A gunner reports having seen a
woodcock, but "Teal” doubts it_W. F. H. Getty sends
a list of birds observed to remain at Yonkers, N. Y ,
throughout the year. It includes tbe following: Robin,
blue-bird, golden-winged and downy woodpeckers, chicka¬
dee, purple finoh, song sparrow, blue jay, meadow lalk,
crow, ruffed grouse and quail... .Harry W. Oarideo (\Yaterville, N. Y.l, mentions the first arrival of robins there on
March 10, and a song sparrow and red-winged blackoirds,
March 13. On that, day a heavy snow storm set in. The
pine grosbeaks have been there in plenty all winter....
“ Umbellus” (Peotone, Ills.), says the only birds there iu
winter are snow-birds (Juntso) and snow-buntings (Plectraphases), none of which have been seen this winter. A.
record of this season’s observations on the nesting of
Illinois birds is promised.

—Articles of special value to our readers in the Popular
Science Monthly for April will be “ Tbe Bonier Territory
between the Animal and Vegetable Kingdom," by Prof.
Huxley; an account (illustrated) of tho sbeathbill of Ker¬
guelen Island (Chiords ■minor) by Dr. Kidder, which is of
great interest; “Auiiual Parasites and Messmates” and
"Modern Philosophical Biology.” Tho “ Miscellany” also
contains interesting matter.
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Helping Handb.—It is gratifying to find nearly a page
of editorial comment in the Popular Science Monthly for
April, commending the effort of this department “to as¬
certain the conditions governing the migrations of birds
and certain other periodical phenomena.” After quoting
in full our sohedule of suggestions as to the kind of facts
to be observed, the Editor of the jnagazine remarks as
follows:
“ It is desirable that records of this kind should be kept.
As the writer in Forest and Stream observes, it is through
such observations as these tlmt the natural history of
England has become so well known, and so many persons
there have become interested in it. We may add that
children might easily be induced to take an interest in this
kind of natural history observations, and so by degrees
acquire the faculty of accurately noting what is going on
around them.”
Sterna Portlandica,—Mr, Wrn. Brewster has reprinted
from the annals of the N. Y. Lyc., N. H., his paper en¬
titled “Some Additional Light on the so-called Sterna
Portlandica, Ridgw.” He does not pretend to wholly
remove the obscurity that lingers about this bird, but con-;
eludes it to be the Arctic tern (S. macroura) in a transitory
but regular stage of plumage representing the completion
of its first year. A similar stage of plumage occurs in the
growth of the young of the common tern (S■ Mrundo). It
is, however, not c ertain that all the young of either species
assume this plumage; or that they do not sometimes breed
the first season.

TWO

LETTERS FROM NORTHERN
VERMONT,
Montpelier,

Yt., March 7tlr, 1876.

Editor Foiikst and Stream:—

It was with much pleasure that I read your proposition
to note the variety of birds resident in different regions,
and I enclose the following list of those which remain in
the vicinity of Montpelier the entire year, a3 far as I have
observed:
Red-tailed hawk. Common in summer; rare in winter.
Red-shouldored hawk. Common in summer, but rare in winter.
Marah hawk. Common in mild winters.
Crow. Abundant except during severe winters.
Great horned owl. A few daring the entire year.
Long-cared owl. Rare, bnt usually to be found.
Downy woodpecker, bine-jay, chickadee, white bellied nuthatch, red
bellied nuthatch, and ruffed grouse are common at all times.
Butcher-bird. A few in winter.
Snow bird. Common in snmmer; rare in winter.
Ruffed grouse have been unusually plenty ttiia winter, one man near
here shooting nearly 300.

Of winter birds I note the following:—
Snow-bnnting. Common all winter.
Pine Grosbeak. Common all winter.
Lesser red-poll. Common in the laller pari of winter.
Mealy red poll. Common in the latter part of winter.
Snowy owl. Rare; one has been in this vicinity all winter.

Tile Summer birds are those said to be found throughout
New England.
Last Summer I obtained a fine specimen of the broadwiuged buzzard (Buteo Penmylnanicuti), the only one I have
seen here. Of game birds llie ruffed grouse and a few
woodcocks are all that we have. A few black ducks and
teals occasionally make their appearance. Blue aud green
herons are common about a few ponds, as also is the loon;
and I have seen a few white-headed eagles, but they are
rare. The season here is usually later than iu llie western
pait of the Slate, robins and blue-birds not appearing much
before April 1st,
I will endeavor to note this spring the time of arrival of
some of the above-mentioned species, and inform you.
W. A. Briggs.

j
™

Addison County, Yt., March hill, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
One of vour correspondents says that he was informed that smelts
were unknown in Lake chatnpiain until within a few years. This is
certainly a mistake, for Thompson, in Ms IIlBtory of Yermont, pub¬
lished iu 1842, mentions the smelt aB being “sometimes taken iu Lake
Champlain in very considerable numbers.” ■ They are mostly taken
through tbo Ice in February and March, but I have seen individuals
caught in tile seine in May, at the mouth of Lewis Crook. In March,
188S, 1 saw Canadian fishermen catching them on Shelburne Bay for Bur¬
lington market. They hud small movable houses, fitted up with stove
and banks, with a trap door in the floorcovering the fishinghole. These
fishermen held Ihe eye of the smelt to bo the moat alluring bait, and
used it In preference to worms. They also caught some perch, and now
and then, they told me, that they called “ihe molhcrof the eel"—the
lingl There ia a ttah now caught in Lake Champlain, in winter, wbieh
waa unknown here until within a few years. It is known, locally, as the
"blae-fleh," “salmon herring,” and other names. I have never seen
one, out am trying to obtain a specimen, and if I succeed will send you
a drawing and description. it is said to be a fine table fish.
Mention is mnde of the arrival of the blue jay ia Pennsylvania.
Here he is alwayH with us, and all the year round we hear his various
discordant noies in wood and field, lie is almost as commonly seeD in
winter as are the chicadee, the downy woodpecker, and the nuthatch.
This winter, so remarkable for its mildness, we have seen very few
flocks of the snow huntings, and those few flying over high in the air;
none alighting and feeding on tbo seeds of weedB und grasses as is their
wont in ordinary winters. Last iviuter there were great flocks of pine
grosbeaks; we bad as many as forty feeding at one time on buckwheat
thrown out to them near ibe house. This winter we have not seen one.
Nor of leaser red polls, of which I had a large flock aa pensioners all
last winter, feeding them on grass seed at un ont barn where I foddered
a flock of sheep. A few days ago we saw on some weed stalks near the
bouse, some small birds whose heads and necks were dull yellow, their
bodies gray, their wlugs dark with two bands of white. What were
they? Why would quads not ihrive here? In old times tbey were not
uncommon in this part of Vermont. What lire the probable ehancea of
sueeeas in Introducing the pinnated grouse Into this region? We are
thinking strongly of attempting the introduction of both birds.
R.

[The little drab-colored birds were goldfinches or thistle
yellow-birds (Chrysomitris tristir), in llieir dull winter suit.
There seems to be no reason why both the quail and pin¬
nated grouse could not be introduced successfully into
Northern Vermont, as even the latter is Baid to ye linger
in retired portions of New England.—Eds.]

#4 <j£uHtirLe.
THE NATURAL AND ECONOMIC HIS¬
TORY OF THE SALMON I DjE—GEO¬
GRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION
AND
ARTIFICIAL CULTURE.
NO.

FOUR,

BY PHILO ICHTHYOS.
Atlantic salmon—SuImo salar. Linnaeus.
HIS species is the representative salmon of Europe,
the New England coast, the St. Lawrence Basin,
and the maritime provinces of the Dominion. Form oval,
moderately elongated, with the head and hack nearly on
the same line, inclining slightly in the middle third of the
body, and the greatest depth a little before the dorsal fin;
head small and well proportioned, and equal to one-sixth
of length; snout rather sharp; jaws in young fish nearly
equal, but in old males the lower one longest and curving
upward; a row of sharp teeth along both sides of each jaw,
as well as on the palatines, hut those on the vomer confined
to its anterior extremity, and in some fish obsolete; the eye
is moderately large, and is nearly circular, and is contained
four times and a half in the length of the side of the head,
and once and a half iu advance of its anterior rim; the
nostrils are moderately large, and situated toward the up¬
per surface of the head, slightly nearer the eye than snout.
The opercle is elevated, and narrower above than below.
The pre-opercle on its posterior border is nearly vertical;
the branchinstegals, or gill rays, usually number twelve,
and occasionally fourteen to sixteen; dorsal, eleven; adi¬
pose, rayless; the caudal, sixteen on each Bide; anal, ten:
the ventrals ten or eleven, and pectorals ten or eleven.
Bay formula—Hr, 12; P, 11; D, 11; 0; V, 10; A, 10; C, 30.
The color is slaty blue on the back, darkish on the bead,
duller and slightly silvery on the sides, and beneath, pearly
silvery white. There are numerous black spots above the
lateral line that pass from the upper convexity of the eye
to the centre of the caudal fin. The dorsal pectorals are
dusky, and the anal white, and the ventrals white exter¬
nally, and dusky internally. The gill covers are rounded
posteriority, and the tall is nearly square in the adult, but
furcated in the young; the scales are regular in shape, del¬
icate, and Eunk into the thick and fatty skin—the last
feature a wise provision against the abrasion of scales,
which usually ends fatally. As viewed upon the market
tables the S. salar adult size is from two to three feet long,
and is the delight of all who have a penchant for gastro¬
nomic luxuries in the shape of fish. Spawns in November
and December.
pacific Salmon—Salmo quinnat. Richardson.
The 8. quinnat of the Pacific Slope is a type of the ealmon of that coast, and is possessed of similar anatomical
characteristics, differing but slightly in form, color, aud
markings from the S. salar of the Atlantic Slope, and of
the tributaries of the Great St. Lawrence Basin. Descrip¬
tion by Richardson, see his “Fauna Boreali Americana.”
“General tint of hack, bluish-gray, changing after a few
hours’removal from the water, to mountain green; sides,
ash-gray, with silvery lustre; belly, white; back above lat¬
eral line studded with irregular rliomboidal or star-like
spols, some of them oceilated, resembling an eye; dorsal
fin and gill cover slightly reddish; tips of the anal and pec¬
torals, blackish-gray; the dorsal and caudal thickly stud¬
ded with round and rliomboidal spots; back of the head
sparingly marked with the same; whole body below the
latcraUiue, together with the under fins, destitute of spots.”
“ Bay formula: Br, 30, 20; D, 13; C, 30; A,16; Y, 10; P, 14.
8 P. OH. Adult—Body fusiform in profile; compressed;
head forming a little more than one-fourth of the total
length from snout to the end of scales oil Ihe caudal. Max¬
illary bone curved, extending’beyond the orbit; anterior
margin of the dorsal equidistant between the extremity of
the snout and the insertion of caudal; dorsal region alivaceous, flecked with irregular black spots; dorsal aud caudal
fins similarly spotted. Regiou beneath the lateral line uni¬
color, silvery along the middle of the flanks, and yellowish
on the belly; inferior fins unicolor; head above, bluish-gray;
sides, bluish-gray.”—Girard. See U. S. Fisli Commis¬
sioner’s repot t on Fresh Water Fishes, 1872 and 1873.
Page 105 et seq.
The scales are of moderate development aud conspicu¬
ously larger on the area constituting the flanks, and which
is traversed by the lateral line. They are sub-ovoid in
shape, slightly narrower auleriorily than posteriority, upon
which margin the concentric siria, or channel-like lines are
obliterated. Those of the lateral line are more irregular in
their outline, and proportionally much larger than those on
the abdominal region, where they are slightly larger than on
the dorsal region.
This species inhabits the Pacific coast from San Francis¬
co, northward, probably to Bhering Strails, enteriug the
larger rivers of the coast annually iu vast shoals. \Ve are
told that in the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, they
ate most abundant, ascending the latter in July and August
to spawn, when they travel a hundred and fifty miles
through the hottest valley in California to reach their breed¬
ing grounds, where the temperature of the air and water
reach astonishing figures—where often at noon it is rarely
less than 80“ Fahrenheit, and where the average tempera¬
ture of the water at the bottom of the rivers is 70“, and at
the surface 80”. These facts we learn from the Report of
the California Fish Commissioners, for the years 1874 and
1875. They aver that those salmon which ascend the San
Joaquin, appear to bo of the same variety as those of the
Sacramento, but average smaller in size. That they ascend
this river when the temperature is so high, explodes en¬
tirely the theory formed by naturalist’s, that salmon can
not live be Cow the 43d parallel in the streams of our country.
This fact renders it probable, as the California Commis¬
sioners affirm, that the Pacific salmon will yet be planted
in ail the waters of the Southern States that take their rise
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in the mountainous regions of that portion of the Union.
The enterprising and intelligent Commissioners of Fisheries
of California, are exploding each year antiquated notions
regarding the salmon. If the salmon of the San Joaquin,
ascend to the sources of that river to spawn, they go below
the 37th parallel, many degees below where naturalist have
declared it to be impossible for them to exist.
The 8. quinnat spawns, according to the observations of
Mr. Livingston Stone, Deputy U. S. Commissioner of Fish¬
eries, at the sources of the Sacramento iu July; in the Lit¬
tle Sacremento, and McCloud rivers in August; at the
mouth of the McCloud in September; and i lithe smaller
tributaries of the main river, at, and below Tehama, in
October and November. The flesh of the 8. quinnat, in
its best estate, is juicy, rich, and delicious. The heaviest
fish weigh sixty pounds, while the average weight, accord¬
ing to some authorities, is twenty-five pounds. In shape,
if we judge from photos, this salmon is more stocky than
the Penobscot salmon. At all events it must be a valuable
fish, and will eventually people in greater numbers its own
native streams, through the agency of artificial culture, and
find congenial abiding places in nearly every Stale of the
Union, and in nearly every Province of the Dominion, if
not in many streams and waters of the Old World. Much,
has been said regarding the comparative merits of the 8.
salar, and 8. quinnat, gastrouomically. Both salmon are
full-flavored, and possess every requisite for a high econo¬
mical value; and the fact of the superiority of one over
the other will soon be settled, as they are being cultivated
together in both extremes of our country, and their gas¬
tronomic qualities will soon be settled by gustatory trials,
and judgment rendered accordingly,
To be continued.
For Forest and Stream.

A TRIP TO THE JOHN BROWN TRACT
WITH
YOUNG SALMON
IN
MID\ WINTER.
’
_

I

LEFT Rochesler with favorable weather for a pleasant
jonrney. Advices from the woods assured me that
there was just enough snow to make passable sleighing.
The fish arrived at Rochester on Monday evening from the
hatching house at Caledonia, aud were inspected by my
frieud Seth Green, who pronounced them fit for the journey,
though quite young. They were placed in charge of the
experienced and competent Mr. Marks, who accompanied
me to the Fulton lakes. I preceded the fish about, twelve
hours to Boonville, that I might start at once with them
on their arrival. Mr. Green was aware of the difficulties
which we had to encounter, as both he and his brother had
made similar excursions to these waters. He therefore re¬
marked to Mr. Marks, not realizing the full import of his
words, however, “You have undertaken a hard trip, such a
one as you have never made.”
When I stepped aboard the cars at Utica, it. ruined hard;
the Mohawk was running wild. I thought there would
be no sleighing to the lakes. It did not stop raining
during that day and night.
The next morning the
streets of Boonville were covered with ice. The fish ar¬
rived on the 10 o’clock train in excellent condition. Mr.
Phelps, the well known teamster, of>tho John Brown
Tract, was on hand, the cans were supplied with fresh
water from the canal, and the famous guide John BriukerJioof, the man who accompanied Seth and Monroe Green,
on their winter journeys to the lakes, was there taking a
look at the fish. All ready, away we went with out babes
to the woods. Nothing transpired in the first twelve miles
worthy of note. Three hours drive through the falling
snow, brought us to the Tannery, Moose River. Here, we
found a comfortable hotel, the Lawrence House. The
landlord, Mr. Lawrence, gave us a hearly welcome. Noman in all the woods takes a greater interest in preservingthe game than the proprietor of the Moose River House. It
is about a year since lie caused some cruel fellows to he ar¬
rested for killing deer in the deep snows, None hut a brave
man dare advocate the enforcement of game laws iu llie
wilderness,
The John Brown Tract has, however, many guides anti
sportsmen who appreciate llie necessity of stopping the
killing of game out of season.
Our fishes refreshed by a new supply of water, horses
fed, and dinner over, we took our departure front town aud
men, nnd were swept into llie wilderness by a storm. Four¬
teen miles of unbroken road had to he traveled ere the Old
Forge could be reached, and however great the difficulties
to be encountered, they must he overcome. The fish must
reach the Fulton waters or they perish. The woods were
entered with song and story; night overtook us, however,
before we readied llieir heart. As we advanced, the depth
of snow increased remarkably fast, and over and anon the
horses plunged into mud and mire—the sink holes of llie
road—and the sleighs disappeared, where all remained un¬
til levers were cut aud the whole pried out. Stony Creek,
was reached, the famous slough, poud of the woods. In
iliis the horses were mired, and the sleigh tongue broken.
It took but a few minutes, however, to mend the one and
extricate the other. The road now lei through a swamp
where the snow lay three feet deep. Thu horses now gave
uumistakeable signs of fatigue. We concluded to stop at
a brook and give them an hour 10 rest and feed. As John
proceeded to light a fire, he expressed his surprise on find¬
ing that the bottom had fallen out of the road, Talk
about genius, patience, and skill, if l ever saw them cen¬
tered in one man, it waB in him, who had knelt in the snow
and essayed to build a fire with everything wet around,
and in the midst of a snow storm. He plunged into llie
snow up to his waist, and with the blade of his axe, swept
the covering off a great pine tree. Striking a few vigor¬
ous blows, he hewed out by the moonlight, no, byno light,
for there was neither moon nor lantern, fuel enough to
build a fire. Next he scooped a great fire-place in the
snow, with an immense pine tree as a back-log, then a pile
of shaving were manufactured, and the process of matchlighting began. Not less than twenty were consumed he-
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fore the wood blazed. The fire was kindled, however, and
after enjoying it awhile, was left burning, A mile further
on the horses failed us altogether. We had not the
heart to urge them farther. Whip and word would avail
nothing, it was 11 o’clock, and we were still six miles
from the Forest House. What was to be done? It was
soon decided that two Bhould remain all night with the
fishes, aud the other two push forward with the horses to
the hotel. This being agreed upon, the teamster and the
writer look their departure, agreeing to return as soou as
possible with afresh team. I would have willingly have
given my place to.Mark Twain, that he might have added
to his experiences in roughing it. Had he ridden that
horse bareback through the banks of snow, be would have
had communicated to his sensitive system the pleasures of
a skeleton ride, and though the animal stood fifteen hands
high, 1 could shut my eyes and see nothing of the quadru¬
ped hut his back-bone. That impressed me. Before
reaching the Forest House my horse fell several times,
throwing me at each plunge into the feathery snow. Mr.
Phelps, my companion, varied the journey by walking.
Wlieii walking lie could only advance by aid of the an¬
imal's switch. A dog pressed close upon my horse’s heels;
the snow covering the old fellow, save his nose and a nar¬
row strip of his back, At last we gained the hotel, the
horses were stabled and we were seated by a warm fire.
The wind screamed around the building like a wild ani¬
mal Jet loose from the mountain. The snow beat the win¬
dow paues, and banked up the doors. The storm might
rage were the boys in. The team that we expected to find
fresh for-our return, had just come in, and was worn and
fatigued. It was out of the question, therefore, to go back
for the men and fishes that night. With the first light of
day the teams started. The snow was still falling. The
day had nearly worn away when our companions issued
into the clearings, from tlie woods. Men and horses were
literally covered with ice and snow. They advanced to¬
ward the hotel after the manner of machines, rather than
human beings. Our greatest concern was for the fishes.
The cans were examined, and not one of the little “inno¬
cents abroad” were dead. There were the little finny fel¬
lows full of life, wiggling in the self-made current, delight¬
ed with the prospect of being accounted worthy ot a home
in the Fulton waters. I just began to realize what a per¬
ishable commodity liny fishes are. Before, I had had no
conception of the care and attention required in conveying
these on their journey. Not an hour had passed since our
departure from the hatoliing hoube that was not full of
labor and anxteiy. The water had to be aerated continually.
That your readers may form some correct conception of
the labor consequent upon the conveying of young fish to
the almost inaccessible waters of our State, 1 uecd but
recite the experiences of a single night. At 8 o’clock on
the night previous to the oue when the fish were put iu the
lake, tile cans were filled with fresh water, aud I took
charge of them. They run all right up to 11 o’clock,
when 1 commenced to draw the water, filiiDg the cans with
new. I discovered the little fellows wiggling to- the sur¬
face, a sure sign Hint they wore suffering, and iu oue can
they lay on the bottom, giving but little sigus of life. Mr.
Marks was aroused, and tor three hours, it was One contin¬
ued effort to resucitale the young saluiOD. At last we saw
a decided change in their condition for the better, but
agreed that the surest plan to preserve their lives was to
put them at once into tlie lake. I aroused a man to aid in
cutting a hole iu the ice. Alter much trouble we succeed¬
ed iu making a cavity large enough for the small salmon
to escape through. The balance were taken on a hand
sleigh lar up the stream and put into the Fulton Chain. It
may be well to remind anglers, when seated in their boats
amid the green foliage, enjoying the scenery of these lakes,
unsurpassed in beauty, trolling or casting tbe liy, of the
winter day when these fishes came to the waters. Also call
to memory the dayB of waves and winds, of wet aud cold,
when Setn Green aud his men gathered spawn on Lake
Ontario. The patient study and experimenting of Mr.
Green has made our waters as susceptible of production as
our acres of laud. Mr. Green is already receiving encouragiug reports from waters recently stocked with young sal¬
mon and other highly esteemed table fishes. Tlie State
has just commenced the hatching of brook trout, and now
our streams ouce famous for these fish will contribute
again to the table of the mountain farmer, aDd afford the
bare footed boy with beech rod aud twine, rare sport, and
the Isaak 'Walton’s of our land may bend their way to
streams, where far from cure and strife, from smoky town
and busy life they may cast the fly o’er the finny race.
This southern gate way to the wilderness (The Fulton
Chain) is uusurpased in fine scenery and excellent sport.
The Old Forgo House, newly named tlie Forest House,
stands on an elevation commanding a fine view of the pic¬
turesque Moose River. Tlie hotel is new and commodious,
and wiil accomodate from seventy-five to one hundredguests.
Important improvements are to bo made in the honse this
spring. Those who have visited the Fulton Lakes will be
glad to learn that the hotel lias been leased lor a term of
years to Mr. Joel T. Comstock, of Boonville, N. Y., who
knows from experience how to keep a that class hotel. Mr.
Comstock wiil furnish sportsmen with camping supplies,
tents, cooking utensils, provisions, &c. Those who wish
to tarry at a first-class toiest house and enjoy tlie combiued
beauties of wood, lake, and mountain Bcenery, can find no
more pronounced location and charming spot, than at the
Old Forge, As one writer of note has said, in speaking
of the hotel and us surroundings, “Hone will fad to pro¬
nounce this location amost appropriate oue for aforcst inn,
ladies will especially note its superior attractions as a sum¬
mer resort.”
Tnere is an effort being made to obtain the non-resident
tax of the counties within the region, from the Stale, to
expend on the road from Lawrence’s Hotel to the Forest
House. The waters wilt be stocked with salmon and
brook trout, making the section unusually attractive to
anglers.
Many tourists aud lovers of this favorite haunt in the
the John Brown Tract has described Us charms. “A ride
through these eight lakes,” says one, “is an episode in a
man slife he can never forget." “The eight Jakes," writes
another, “are connected by streams aud form a group of
surpassing beauty. Tney vary both in size aud shape,
each with a different frame work of hills, and the change
is ever from beauty to beauty." While another remarks,
“the beauty of the waters, their elevation, and the wild
Scenery which surrounds them, would not fail to attract
visitors.”
The eight lakes are moreover the point of entrance to
the boat route through the heart of the wilderness to Paul

Smith’s and Martin’s. It is twenty-five miles from Boonyille by stage to the Forest House (Old Forge). Boonville
is about forty miles north of Iftica, and is reached by the
Black River Railroad.
The guides of the John Brown Tract are a superior class
of men, intelligent, competent, and well mannered. Those
sportsmen who have ever had tlie misfortune to be in camp
with a lazy, low-bred guide, will bail this announcement
With joy in case they wish to visit the region. An igno¬
rant guide, in the sense of tlie writer, is one who has
neither tlie capacity to find game nor ingenuity to capture
it when found. With such a guide a sportsman will be
robbed of all pleasure ami comfort, and be in danger of
slnrving.
Tbo John Brown guides are “independent” i. e , not
hotel guides. The latter are never to be engaged, if the
former can bo secured. Those intending to visit I tie Fulton
Chain would do well to write to Mr. Joel T. Comstock,
Boonville, N. Y., and engage guides. I intend to spend
the summer mouths with my family in a little cottage by
the lake adjacent, to tbe hotel. “What,” says a friend,
“take your wife and children into the wilderness to be de¬
voured by black flies and mosquitos?” Not. so. AVhat you
call the wilderness is full of life and beauty to mo and
mine. In the woods the nights abound with silence and
repose. How sweet and full their sleep, and the morn¬
ings and evenings of the forest are sublime. The morning
air comes laden with the aroma of the balsam and odorifer¬
ous trees, the sweeel fragrances are spread by the breezes
from mountain to valley, and the gum trees are there for
tbo healing of consumptives, and my girls will be down
by the waters with early song, watching the Tipples, and
romping the shore with my pointer Ray. After breakfast
we shall take a row on the lakes or go lo a little pond, a
hidden gem that is ever lulled by the sweet toned pines,
aud angle for trout. There are to us, thousands of new
objects and sounds in the woods and by tbe waters.
The night after depositing the little fish in tbe lakes, as
we smoked our pipes around tbe fire, someone speaking
of the habits of fish, Marks, the “spawn man,’* related the
following as an actual fish story: He said, “Some time
last summer, a small dog having fallen into one of the
trout ponds at Caledonia, tbe one containing the oldest
fish, he, being near by weDt to assist the canine out, and
was much surprised and amused to observe that on the dog
attempting to crawl up, and just as he would lay his paws
upon tbe edge, tbe trout would dart for him with mouths
wide open, and fastening their jaws upon him would pull
the animal iu again, then dart off, curving about immedi¬
ately,‘however, seeming lo exult over their victim." Tlie
listeners agreed when Marks bad finished, that in time be
might tell a good fish yarn. The good natured Arnold
was not to be outdone. He said “1 once saw, when row¬
ing in Fourth Lake, a trout - capture and kill a duck.”
Marks reiterated thathis story was a true one. “So is mine,”
retorted Arnold, “but it was a young duck that the trout
captured.” The evening was spent in the recital of amus¬
ing stories relating to personal, experience in the pursuit of
game.
Friday morning wo loft the Old Forge, with two teams,
on our return, aud were fourteen hours reaching Law¬
rence's Hotel, Moose River, From this point we liad a
pleasant ride to Boonville. The popular hotel of Boouville, is Hie “Hulbert House.” The proprietor, Mr. Geo.'
A. May, is tlie most, obliging and genial of landlords. It
can but continue to he the tavorite hotel for sportsmen en
■route to the wilderness so long as it shall remain under his
management. Both Mr. Day and Mr. Lawrence contrib¬
uted toward paying tlie expenses of transporting the fishes
to the lake, and by the important suggestions of Mr. B. P.
Graves, the merchant and enthusiastic sportsman of the
town, we were enabled to make our trip a successful one.
All theso gentlemen, besides others, take a lively interest in
all that pertains to the John Brown Tract.
I expect lo leave here with fifty thousand brook trout
for the eight lakes within a few days.
A. B. Lambekton.

—The Fishery Commissioners of New York give official
notice that the time for receiving orders for all kinds of
fish from the Fish Commissioners of the State expired last
Monday, the 20tli of March.
— We call the attention of our readers who arc interested
in fish culture, or who would value a country summer resi¬
dence, to Mr. Dexter’s advertisement of Hatching Works
for sale.
_
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l’hfi fallowing arc the names of the dogs entered in the Kennel Reg¬
ister for the week ending March 31st:—
SETTERS.
Mr. Jeffeison’s Flora.
Mr. Archer's Koenig.
Mr. Drane’s Belle Sheppard.
Mr, Burgendthal’s Rake aud Fanny.
Mr. Dortch's J uno.
Mr. Shapicy’a Bess and Styx.
Mr. Durgin’s Starlight,
Mr. Moses’ Buff. __
__

The Springfield Bench Show.—From all we hear we
gather that Springfield will run Chicago very closely as re¬
gards entries, etc., at the Bench Show of Dogs to be held
in the former city under the auspices of the Rod and Gun
Club, on the 26th and 27th of next month. The show of
last year, although hurriedly gotten up aud not widely ad¬
vertised, was a grand success. We expect that the present
one—the gentlemen having it in charge having taken time
by the forelock—will equal in quality anything yet held.
A Bench Show in Kentucky .—A Bencli Show of Dogs
will be held in LexlDgton, Ky., on May 9th, in connection
with the annual meeting of the Stute Sportsmen’s Associa¬
tion.
—Mr, Schuchards blaelc pointer Fan (by his Tom, out of
Arnold’s Fan) has visited Dr. Strachan’s liver pointer Shot,

—We have at this office the certificate of registration of
the orange and white setter Sam, owned by Mr. J.J.
Snellenburg, of New Brighton. A letter so addressed
having failed to reach Mr. Snellenburg, and been returned
to us, he will please cal) at this office and receive his cor
tlflcate.
—Why the Kentucky Legislature, in passing a hill im¬
posing a tax of $2 on dogs, should have rnado it to apply
only to dogs over three years old wo are at a loss to imag¬
ine. Is-it becauso dogs in Kentucky are only considered
to be of any value after arriving at that healthy age? And
how is the dog’s age to ho determined? We presume the
object of a tax on dogs is mainly to keep down the accu¬
mulation of worthless, sheep-killing curs, who do so much
to bring (lie whole canine family into disrepute. Why not,
then, impose the tax on puppies six weeks old, and thereby
discourage the breeding of all hut those dogs whose pros¬
pective value will cause their owners to at once decide be¬
tween thecistern and the tax collector?
—“Guyon" sends the following words of wisdom from.
Corinth, Mississippi:—
“The ‘Squire’ has the everlasting thanks of Mrs. Guyon
on account of an article in the kennel column, in which
he stated that dogs should not be allowed to lie on the
hearth rug and hake their brains before the fire. She now
has the authority from tbe fountain head to keep them out
of our sitting-room. The Forest and Stream says so,
and it is so ordered; and so old Nora, who has been en¬
gaged for the last eight winters in a truly laudable way in
trying to bake her brains, has to give it up, just as they are
beginning to get done brown.”
Death of “Fly.”—Our correspondent “Podgers” writes
us from San Francisco under date of March 9th as fol¬
lows :—
"I am in despair; have just lost ray Gordon setter slut ‘Fly’ that I
purchased of our old sportsuura friend Horace Smith. Fortunately I
raised oue fitter of pups from her by ‘Jeff,’ the dog that kept the train
waiting, and they are accounted about the best stock in California.
‘Jeff’ is still on hand, and at this moment lies at my feet, and by the
same token is giving my desk a series of vibrations equal to a small
earthquake, all iu the eager pursuit of the Industrious Ilea, tbe bano of
California dogs’ existence, and not only of a dog’s, but of a human
being’s, as all new comers can lestiry.”

ON

RETRIEVING.

Westfield. N. B., March, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Many sportsmen seeui to think that it is an advantage to have setters
and pointers taught to retrieve, with the exception of menwbo ouly
keep one dog, it appears to tne lo be a mistake. It is clear that Lewis
thongbt so {vide p. 119, Lewis’ “American Sportsman”), bat he was
probably not then aware of tbe existence uf any reliable breed of trod
retrievers, and looked upon retrieving bypoiuiers and setters ne a neces¬
sary evil. Dogs that are wanted to hunt in first-raid Btyle should not bo
allowed to retrieve, as the retrieving of wounded game (not dead gamel
injures them, by causing them to take notice of the foot scent, and con¬
sequently teaches them ‘‘to patter,” and bringB their beads too close too
the ground. It also makes them unsteady, always wanting to run in
as soon as they see game knocked down. I feel sure that moBt men
would shoot with more comfort, and hag more game with a retriever aud
a brace of setters than with three retrieving setters; besides which it
Will take less lime and trouble breaking these three dogs to do their own
particular work, than it will to break one setter to do everything thor¬
oughly well. No one who has; seen a first-rate retriever and first-rato
setter at work, can have failed to mark the difference in their style—the
former keeping Ills nose close to the ground, white the latter carries his
head well up. If a Better has only to learn to range, set, back, and
down charge, he can be made thoroughly reliable in a few weeks: but if
the additional accomplishment of retrieving is expected of him, it must
he a matter of years in making him perfect. How many excellent set¬
ters iu other respects are bard-mooilied? I think I have more than once
seen inquiries made as to how they may be taught to carry properly, A
well-bred retriever will always oarry alive (unless spoilt by bad manage¬
ment); nor does he require much training, except to be steady to heel,
before being taken into the field; he will come to hla work very quickly,
if he gets plenty of it, and having ouce learned it, will seldom give his
master any further trouble. He can also bo used instead of any other
dog for cock, snipe, and wild fowLshooting.
Ibex.

la the above letter our correspondent urges the propri¬
ety of using a dog expressly for retrieving while shooting
over setters and pointers, for the reason, as he alleges, that
the breaking of the latter to retrieve is a very long and te¬
dious operation, and then, wlieu they are so broken, they
will “break shot,” and are otherwise difficult to manage.
Now, we hope “ibex” will excuse us when we doubt if lie
ever shot over a setter or pointer which was properly bro¬
ken to that accomplishment. Notwithstanding our very
long and constant practice in the field, aud having allot iu
most of the States, we have never met a single individual
who pursued the course recommended by “Ibex," and wc
would be glad to have an opportunity to conviuce him that
nothing in the way of shooting “traps” could be more use¬
less than having a dog tagging at one’s heels for no other
purpose than retrieving the game. We have frequently
heard sportsmen say they would not allow their setters and
pointers retrieve, for the same reasons given by “Ibex,”
and also alleging that a dog so frequently having birds ill
his mouth affects his nose. Whenever we have met with
persons holding those views we have made it a point to
have some shooting with them, if possible, and the result
has been that without a single exception they were con¬
vinced of their error. Instead of its being a long, tedious
operation to teach a dog to retrieve, we can have any set¬
ter or pointer of any age broken to retrieve within twenty
days from the time he is taken iu hand; and then, if a dog
is skillfully worked in the field, and made to retrieve prop¬
erly, he will not “break shot" or be more difficult to
manage than one which does not retrieve, aud as for its
affecting the dog’s nose, it is certainly a mistaken notion.
Many years ago, when we were living at Trenton, N. J ,
the tale Gardner Hubbard, * of Boston, one of the most
skillful sportsmen we have ever met, came on to have
some shooting with us. He brought with him an extra Hue,
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period or other." The same Is the opinion of Mr. La Touche, and of
Mr. Blake Knox, whose breeds aro of the purest known.
That famous writer in the London Field, "Sixty One,” also says,
though the red Irish were not his favorites: “Having known Irish setters
for the last fifty years, I can speak to the color of the most esteemed
breeds. It was blood red, or blood red and white. The streaky black
lines and tips arc good lor the "Marines,” or “the fancy;” that they are
proors of high blood is only imagination."
Notice, "Warwick," that he says “most esteemed breeds,’' though
further on he mentions black and white, fand black, white-and-tan set¬
ters as having been bred in Ireland. To my statement, that because
they are born in Ireland it does not make them Irish setters, your cor¬
respondent adds. "And because they are blood red, or red white, bora
in and imported from Ireland, it doeB not follow that they are the pure
article.” No, I would not warrant that they are the pure article, unless
1 knew their lineage. But should a man send me a black, or black and
white setter, for a pure specimen of the Irish breed, I would consider
myself sold, and the man an imposter." Would “Warwick" buy a black,
or black-tan, or lemon and while, or liver-colored setter from any dealer
in America, or in fact abroad, and regard the purchase as pure Irish?
I am confident he would not.
Now in regard to that particular blood-red setter Imported from a ken¬
nel in Ireland, into which a black setter from Scotland was introduced.
Does “Warwick” know that the red setter he mentioned traces back to
the black dog? Can not a man keep Irish Betters and yet own a black
dog, and even breed the black to some of his red ones, withont contami¬
nating his whole stock? But even had the hlack dog been bred to every
red gyp in the kennel, it is npt according to my theory at all, friend
"Warwick,” that the red pups of the litter would be the pure article and
the black one’e not. Every red dog is not pure Irish any more than is
THE COLOR OF IRISH SETTERS.
every hlack and tan a Gordon, or lemon and white a Laverack. I do not
say, and have never said, every red dog is a pure Irish setter, hut that
March 10th, 1870.
every genuine Irish setter, and the only dog that is recognized as such by
Editor Forest and Streak:—
standard authorities, is or the red strain. Now it Is just that very idea
In yonr issue of the ith inet., I ROtice that the valiant “Warwick” has
which your correspondent would attach to me, that has raised the deuce
taken up the cudgel to batter to pieces the color of the Irish setter, and
with setter breeding, and which has given the name of Irish setter to
replies directly to my letter in your issue of February 24th. Yes, I did
many a dog unworthy of It, either in looks, action, or lineage. I am
gay, and now repeat it. that I firmly believe the only color of the genu¬
well aware that "Carrie," being half Irish and half Laverack, has been
ine Irish dog to be red in ita different shades, and with more or less
entered and taken prizes in the Irish class. But it was wrong and was
white, and that it is only the red dogs that have made Ireland famous for
written up as such at the time. There was scarcely any need to “men¬
its setters, and it is only the red dogs which to-day are recognized as the
tion others,” or even the ones named, for it does uot take very long,,
genuine Irish. 1 mentioned “Stonehenge” and “id-tone,” but did net
knowing the lineage, to prove that u half bred animal is not a full bred
quote very much, as I did not deem it necessary. But since your cor¬
one. However, the mention of “Carrie" was a well timed note, for in
respondent has shaken the dust from off the works of his old authorities,
last issue of Forest and Stream she is classed as the pure article
pardon me if i now do, what I neglected to, in my last, quote verbatim
with “PUinket.” While she might as well be called Laverack as Irish,
W literatim from mine. I see that “Warwick" has only quoted “Stonothough she is red. Aud by the way, when our sportsmen see "Flunhenge” in part, I win do so in fnll even at the risk of being tedious.
kel" at Springfield, they will find his color not a light red by any means,
"Stonehenge” says, “The color of the Irish should be a rich blood¬
as is generally believed.
ied, wil.li muzzle of same shade, sometimes this is actually black, butmore
- Your correspondent advances the idea that a genuine Irish setter can
crien a rich mahogany, the samo dark shade running down the back to
not be bought, and quotes an Irish gentleman, (for proof i suppose)
the stern, which has the short hair as dark as the muzzle, but this deeper
who states his family have had the pure thing for a hundred years, aud
stain is objected to by most breeders. Many strains have more or less
never sell one or permits one to go from his kennel. “1 can go one bet¬
white about (heir limbs, but the mouth should always be black, and. un¬
ter,” for I know of a family said to have possessed the Irish seller for two
less they are white and red the less while the better.” lie also says,
hundred years, but dogs have gone forth from that kennel and I have
some of the stock in mine, only removed two canine generations. The
' ‘ When dog shows were first, held, the judges made several blunders In
fact is, a dog can be bought of most any man or family at eome price,
ilie Irish setter prize list. Carlo, the second prize dog at Birmingham,
else how is it, we found in the grand old dog "Plunket," the blood of the
-was fur a considerable time the type of excellence. Mr. Birtwhlstle’s
Jim, however, (a remarkably clever looking setter), and Mr. Watt's
best Irish strains in Ireland. Oh"! no, the time is not yet when one can’t
Klinger (a very handsome dog indeed), were the specimens which first
buy an Irish setter, and of the best blood too, (though I don’t wonder
upset all their preconoeivod notions of ItlBh breeding. Carlo had the
that some think so, (judging from certain specimens purchased) but
wide brow, the “ehnbby" face, the large languid eye, “black tipped
snchcan not be pnrehased for a song.
plumage” of the old school." Again, we suggested, when describing
I stated in my former letter that no recognized authority gives the
tile Gordon Better, ihat the Mack-tan come from Ireland. That opiulon
genuine Irish as of any color; and I still adhere to that opinion. What
has been corroborated, but the blood-red, or rich cheBtnut, or mahog¬
I mean by recognized authorities are those that we of the present time
any color, the deep rich red—not golden, not fallow, nor yellow, nor
look to for canine information, and if “Stonehenge," “Idstone,” and
fawn. hut deep, pure blood red—is the color of au Irish setter of high
Laverack, are not such, where can we find them? Now this letter is
mark. This color must be unmixed with black, and tested in a strong
already too long, hut a few more words and I’m done.
light, thebe must not be blaok shadows, or waves, much less black
There are, as before stated, no doubt, breeds of setters of other colors
flitige to the cat, or to the profile of the frame. "There are good Irish
iu Ireland than red, or red and white, but so thoroughly haB the red
setters (notice he says simply good) nearly white, red and white, blacksetter become identified with Ireland as the Irish setter, that only such
tan, or intimately crossed with black-tan, and ill the last case showing
are regarded by the most noted breeders and authorities as the true Irish
the distinctive marks of the cross in the black tipping of the coat,
dug. °A aog will not change his nationality just so long as he is bred
which Irish judges'consider a very great fault in color.” lie mentions
pure aud keeps up the chief characteristics which distinguish him as a
tile best breeds m Ireland as the La Tonche’s, the O'Connor’s, the late
particular breed. When wilia Chinaman become a thorough American?
Lord lie Frnyne’s, the late Lord Waterford’s, and Capt. Hutchinson’s,
Having noticed that some other lover of field sports, in a contempo¬
the latter as good as any known.
rary of Forest and Stream has taken my namo of “Nimrod” to him¬
Now certainly such a writer as “Stonehenge,” whom even “Idstone”
self, and since “Nimrod" or ancient times was a mighty hunter, which 1
acknowledges as the first of authorities, ought to know what he is writ¬
am not. I renounce the name altogether, and subscribe myself uow and
ing about, and he distinctly and emphatically says lhatthe Irish setter or
henceforth.
_
Mont Clare,
high mark, is not lemon color, neither is he a dun color, or a black-tan,
ns “Warwick” quotes from some of his antiquated writers. Yourcorrespondent quotes Thornhill,. 1804, assaying that “They aro not esteemed
unless iheir color is a deep chestnut, and white or all red.” And adds,
but he does say that they are uot pure if thoy are other than the above
colors. It. is welt to notice what a writer says, and not what he does not
FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH,
say, If one wishes lo arrive at the truth.
He quotes another writer as saying that, “They may be lemon color,
or red patched with deep chestnut.” This latter color would make a
eOUTHBBK WATERS.
funny looking dog indeed. Where would the red color end and the
Pompano, Trachunolu* carolmus. Grouper, Epinephelpus nigrltus,
patches of deep chestnut begin?
Drum (two specie*.) Family Scice- Trout (black baas,) Centropristis
Now a person can find an authority, or rather a would-be authority for
nidm.
atrarius.
KlngSsh, Menticbrus nebulosus.
8triped Bass or Rockfleb, Boccus
moat everything. Why, 1 can find au author, and a writer of some re¬
Sea Bass, Sctmnops ocellatus.
hneafns.
puce too, (1 would say authority for all writers are not authority), who
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailor fish,
says that the setter is made upfrom a cross of pointer, fox-honnd and
Newfoundland. Now 1 don't imagine "Warwick” would believe that
Snapper, Lufjanus caxus.
author, though he did write some time ago, neither will 1 take much
stock in the authors he haB quoted as giving the Irish dog of any color.
\ Under the head of “ Game and Fish in Season” we can only specify In
Your correspondent seems to cling rather fondly to earlier writers, per¬
7entral terns the several varieties, because the laws of Stales vary so much
chance he is nue of those who believe that everything was better in
Ihat were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
former limes than now—I don’t—I believe there has been improvement,
\hose entire sections that relate to the hinds of game in question.. This
'Mould require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
as well with the Irish setter as the vace horse, and thetefore choose the
Tuided by the taws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
dog and i he recognized tiuihorilies on the dog of to-day, rather than
mr readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their re¬
those in years sene by. It is handed down to us by old writers and
spective Slates for constant reference. Otherwise, our attempts to assist
old prints that Flying Childers ran a mile a minnte. 1 don't lielive
(hem will only create confusion.]
Ihat either, and no one of to-day believes it, it he has read at all our re¬
*
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cent works.
No, “Warwick,” it is best (o pnt faith in authorities of our own day,
The timorous south wind blows,
those'who have looked more thoroughly into the teachings of the past
And apring'e first buds are swelling;
thiin either you or I have, or can, and who, after careful study, set forth
Once more the honest angler knows
their convictions of the truth.
As 1 mentionedj “Idstoae" in -y
The meadow brookB aro welling.
former letter, let us now see whut he says:—'
Fleet-footed ripples gleam,
“Ishall only 6tate facta taken from undoubted authorities. 1 have
Where tnf t grass frets the stream,
been at great pains to find out every thing which cau set the mutter at
Gnrgling, gilding,
rest, and i shall not speculate as lo quality or form in what I now set
Shy trout hiding I
down about the breed,” He then goes on to say, “1 have said that the
Meet me by the6tream.
T. W. A.
Irish setter should be of a pure rich mahogany red, without any black
March 15/ft* 1875.
fringe or mixture of another color. He Is most handsome without white.

well broken pointer, named Tramp, but not broken to re¬
trieve, Mr. H. saying he considered it all wrong to use a
setter or pointer for that purpose. We were then shooting
over a pointer named “Hart,” a flrst-elass retriever, but no
better dog otherwise than “Tramp,” and after shooting
two days on the Bridgeport meadows, in Gloucester coun¬
ty, N. J., where we had excellent shooting, Mr. Hubbard
gnve us his dog and one hundred dollars for Hart, on ac¬
count of his retrieving qualifications. “Ibex” suggests
that, iimtead of using tliree setters or pointers to shoot
over, it would be better to use two and a retriever: If
any shooter wishes to take three dogs out at the same time
to shoot over, we agree with “Ibex" that one of them
should be a retriever, or any other kind of dog which
would certainly follow at heel. But we cannot believe that
any skillful sportsman would undertake to manage three
dogs at the same lime; for, unless dogs' are exceedingly
well broken, and are accustomed to work together, even a
brace are no better than a single good one. But it mat¬
ters not how good they may be, one good dog would give
more satisfaction in the field than three, even if one was
only a retriever and followed at heel-

ever Bince, and bitterly so at times. March is a capricious ,
month at best, and those who would enjoy trout-fishing in
its perfection will do well to wait until the days are longer
and the sun is stronger.
Fish in Market.—The supply of all kinds of fish con¬
tinues abundant. Brook trout are coming in in large quan¬
tities from all quarters, but are selling at from 25 to 30
percent, less than last year. We quote: Striped bass
from 15 to 20 cents per pound, according to size; smelts, 15
cents; hluefish (frozen) 15 cents; salmon (frozen) 50 cents;
mackerel, 25 cents each; North Carolina shad, 65cents
each; white perch, 18 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel,
50 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per 100;
frost fish (tom cods), 6 cents perpouDd; halibut, 18 cents;
haddock, 18 cents; kingfish, 20 cents; codfish, 10 cents;
blackfisli, 15 cents; flounders, 10 Cents; eels, 18 cents; lob¬
sters, 10 cents; Bheepshead, 80 cents; turbot, 25 ceuls;
scollops, $1 per gallon; soft, clams, 30 to 60 cents per 100;
whitefish, 18 cents; pickerel, 18 cents; suufish, 10 cents;
yellow perch, 10 cents; salmon trout, 18 cents; brook trout,
(Canada), 50 cents; Long Island, do., $1; black bass, 18
cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; pompano, $1; hard shell crabs,
$4 per 100.
—Anglers will do well to scan this department of our
paper thoroughly, for we are imparting iufnrmalion con¬
stantly which cannot be found In hooks. The ignorance
that prevails, regarding even the rudiments of fly-fishing,
is most surprising, not only among confessed novices, but
amoDg those generally regarded as expert an triers. It is a
fact that the majority of those who enter the fly-casting
contests at our annual State Sportsmen's Conventions can¬
not even deliver a line properly under circumstances the
most advantageous; while the number of practical nngiers
for trout (and especially salmon) can almost be counted
upon a man’s ten fingers. We appeal to the good judg¬
ment of our peers to verify this usserliou. As we remarked
in our last issue, the entomology of flyfishing should he
well understood by every angler; and yeL very few, indeed,
have any idea of the proper cast of flies to he selocted for
any given season or condition of weather. We propose,
therefore, to give a list of seasonable flies for each month,
just as we do of fish in season, with general descriptions
of the same, so that every augler can tie his own Dies.
Here follow ten varieties for April. The nine first are
imitations of natural insects; No. 10 is a spring fly. The
remaining six are general flies,, doing good service through¬
out the season. We shall hereafter publish something of .
the natural history of these flies, aud their distribution
among the different streams.
The numbers specified apply to the Limerick hook—
O'Shaunessy. It is important that, this be borne in mind,
for different manufacturers number their hooks different¬
ly; that is, the numbers and sizes do not always corres¬
pond. This fact is uot generally known.
ELIES FOR APRIL.
Black Gnat, or Midge.—No. 13 —Body and feet black, Wings snbhyaline.
Dark Oi.arkt Gnat.—No. 13,—Body dark claret, feet biaok, wings
subhyaline.
Bright Claret Gnat.—No. 13.—Body bright claret mixed with red
fox face, feet ginger, wings of one sex hyaline, tire other ociierous
Gray Gnat —No. 13. Body dark fox mixed with dark claret, feet
gray, wings hyaline.
Dauk Fox,—Nos. 10 or 11 —Body nml feel, dark fox mixed With
lemon-colored mobuir, wings subhyaline, tail three fibres of dark gruy
hackle.
Poor Man's Fly.—Nos. 9 and 10.—Body nod feet hare's ear and yai
low mixed, wings slightly mottled gray, tail the mottle of the wood
dock.
Olive Gnat.—No. 13.—Body dark olive mixed with bright claret
feet ginger, wings hyaline.
Hed Fox.-Nob. 10and 11.-Bodyfoxonb face mixed with yellmv
feet red, (chicken red), wings pale gray or snbhyaliuB, tail molded
feather wood duck.
Bright Fox.— Nos. 10and 11.—Body and feet brightest part of the
fox mixed with yellow, wings brightest hyaline, tail pale yellow.
Black Hackled Fly.—Nob. 9 and 8.—Body orange ribbed with gold
tinsel, hackle black wings, tail of the American partridge.
general flies.
Ibis.—No. 8.—A hackled lly ribbed with Bilver tinsel; body hackle,
wiogs and tail scarlet.
Peacock Palmer.—No. S'—Body peacock hurls, hautle block and
red mixed.
Gray Palmer.—No, 8.—Body peacock lieri, dark, gray hackle
Professor.—Noe. 8 and 9.—Body bright yellow, feet golden brown,
wings wood duck aud mallard dyed yellow, mixed, tail scarlet 1Mb.
QUEEN OF THE Water.-Nos 8 and 9.—A hackled lly; body orange
ribbed with gold tinsel, hackle chicken red, wings bright motile of the
mallard,
Grizzly King.-Nos. 8 and 9 —A hackled tly; body green, hackle
dark gray, tail scralet Ibis, wings mottled feather of the vin-lail,

and giver

BnUcw breeders cau afford to destroy a dog of high family simply be¬
cause lie has a white foot, or some little mixture of that color.* * *
Having said so much about his color, let- me add that some ’correspon¬
dents' assert that ted and white Irish setters have been, may be, and are
to be had pure, and of the highest caste. I do not doubt it. ”
Now from the foregoing it Is plain that "Stonehenge" and "Idstone”
agree in regard to color of a pure Irish Setter, and Mr. Laverack, who
has visited Ireland four times, as he tells ns, to investigateia regard to
the Irish dog, gives in substance the same opinion. He also mentions
as the purest breeds in Ireland, the same that “Stonehenge” gives.
In 18(16, that well-known breeder of Irish setters, Capt. Hutchinson,
in u letter to the London Field, says, “I slill affirm that the only true
color of the red in the setter in question, should bo a very deep, rich,
blood red, and free from any 1ni.v4.ure of black hair whatever All Ihoso
doge that exhibit, the black lmlr cropping out at the tips ami round tire
edges of the ears, and Ibrough the coal and muzzle, are decidedly of an
impure strain, being no unmistakable cross with the black dog at some

Our poet, it is apparent, gathered his sweet inspiration
before the cold snap of last, week froze up the sources of his
supply. Up to the 13th of March all conditions were certain¬
ly favorable to a genial opening of the irouting season,
which is permitted by law on Long Island on the 15th. Birds
twitted; the atmosphere was mild and sunny; the ground
almost dry enough for the plough; trout disported in a
limpid element clear of ice or snow water; “the south wind
blew,” and the “buds were swelling.” The heart of the
angler was glad with anticipation, and crowds of them pre¬
pared to visit their favorite resorts. On the 13Lh, however,
the mercury dropped to nineteen degrees, and sealed up
the beautiful ponds, and the puds, and the voices of the
birds, and the hopes of the fishermen- If has been cold

I

Trout.—It is not often that one has the pleasure of
breakfasting on trout from half a dozen States at the same
meal. Yet such was the felicity we enjoyed a fow days
since, through the courtesy of Mr. Eugene G. Blackford,
of Fulton Market. There were trout raised by Mr. Ira
Hoyt, of Halsey Valley, N. Y.; trout from the far-famed
ponds of Ira Smith, of Oyster Bay, Lcng Island; and more
from Mr. Levi Hodges, of Farmington, Conn.; trout
from far-off Wisconsin, raised by Air, A. F. Bailsman, of
North Prairie, and trout from Mr. John Gilchrist, of Mon¬
treal, Canada. New Brunswick also furnished a modicum
from Messrs. R. & A. Adams, of New Castle, and Penn¬
sylvania was represented by fish from tire ponds of Mr. J.
PearonMann, of Pittsburgh. It would be almost invidi¬
ous to discriminate as to the quality of the fish, but we
must candidly admit that the wild brook trout found most
favor. Among other pisciculturists and shippers of brook
trout who are supplying our market, may he mentioned
Messrs. W. H. Crowell, of Ludlow, Pa.; W. A. Buchanan,
New Haven, Conn.; F. II. Holmes, Norway, Me.; Martin
Van Bttreu Kevins, Setauknt, L. 1., and Uobim-i.m A Os.
terhuut Bios., Moscow, Pa.

FOREST AND STREAM.
—In England the salmon linns sold at the tackle shops
are much longer than those sold here—often reaching 300
yards. The price is 4d. per yard. Salmon of the largest
size, say 50 pounds, will often run off 200 yards at a spurt.
—U. S. Fish Commissioner Mather suggests a Fly Cast¬
ing Tournament at Philadelphia this summer on the exhi¬
bition grounds. The idea is a good one, and we will do
wlmt we can Lo promote it.
—We have received from Chas. F. Orvis, the rod-maker,
of Manchester, Yt., some of the hops of Hie Hop Horn¬
beam, which grows in great perfection in that State. We
cannot say that these hops will make good beer, hut the
wood of the tree makes fine hats for rods.
—A correspondent refers to the statement printed
(copied) in our paper lately to the effect that the Raquelte
Waters were the only part of the Adirondack yielding
pickerel, and asks:—
“Is nut this a mistake? As long ago as 1858 or’59 I
caught pickerel in Lake Sanford, trolling, and in Kice
Lake, and Harris' Lake, I have fished through the ice
•when it was three fuet thick on the latter lakeiu winter,
and remember Isaac Labailis, when a boy, fishing there
by me one day, catching one weighing thirteen pounds. I
sec also that the. Preston Ponds are to be stocked and pre
served- In 18(10 1 went there one morning in July wiili
Mr. A. A. Clay and Mitcli Labattis. The boat there had
been appropriated by a party on a pedestrian tour, but as
they were to stay there all that day aud night, they let us
use the boat from ten A. M. to twelve M.; a hot day and
the sun beating down. Mitchell managed the boat, aud
.Mr, C. aud I fished with dies, one of us in each end. We
caught three dozen trout, weighing together 27 pounds. I
have never fished there since.’’
O. C.
—A letter from Alaska to the San Francisco Chronicle
says:—
“During the season when the salmon are running, black
and grizzly bears haunt the-banks of rivers UdU lakes,
where they dig sloping approaches to the water aud lie and
watch for fish. When they notice a good sized salmon
close in shore they slide down with remarkable agility, and
with one sweep of their huge paw generally secure their
prey. But of course a good many fish escape them, and I
have often caught salmon with the marks of these four
legged fishermen upon their sides."
SPLIT

BAMBOO

RODS.

•EDITOR IfoBEST AND STREAM:—
A writer in a recent issue of yortr paper, after discan ting on the ex
ccllencius of ins split bamboo rod, describes it as having been made in
the follo wing manner: “Eight or nine stripa of equal size are fit ted so
ns to-get the efuimel on the inside of each strip, and form a centre. By
■fitting the strips in this manner the pieces can be well rounded and
(finished without the least danger of injuring or working oil (he en¬
amel, as you have, the principal part in the centre of the piece.”
Will your correspondent permit one, who has perhaps made aa many
split, bum boo rods as any other amateur in the country, (Mr. Hyde ex*
Ctptad), to ask him how this is done? Uow eight or nine strips can be
fitted to form u centre so as to get the enamel—by which Ienppose he
means Ihe silicious covering of the bamboo—in the centre? As I figure
it, all blU an inconsiderable portion of the enamel would have to be cut
away iff order to got the pieces to centre in the manner he doscrihes.
Now no one can find fault with “W- JP.” praising his own rod, which
may be a very fine One, but when he describes its construction, and we
find If. at variance with. well-established principles of mechanics, and
recoin mends bjt. cathedra* “as an old angler” this faalty construction for
the adoption of others it is time,to nip the error in the bud lest the’un¬
wary should suffer thereby. Neither is chore anything new’ in this mode
of fitting the. splints togetbor?.it is old. exploded; rods made in this way
were found lo be so unroliubh?, that opr best makers now leave the tough
close-fib red portion of the wood on the outside of their rods, where na¬
ture aud science alike tell ua that it should be. I feel that I am staling
a truism when 1 say that no fructnreof a joint ever commences in the
centre of the wood—it is on the outside that first one little tendon breaks
and starts one from ,6be rest, then auothor, and another in quick succes¬
sion until, if the strain be not eased, the whole piece resolves itself
into its constituent atomy, itr short, goes to smithareeus.' What then
Can be the advantage of massing all ihe dense firbrons strength of the
wood in the centre where no strain ever occurs? Let your correspondent
split ft piece from a joint of bamboo, and bend it slowly in both hands in
either direction, almost to the point of breaking. Let him observe as the
outside of the woGd forms ihe curve how closely the outer covering of
Biles protects the fibre, aud prevents theit losing their hold on-each
other. Now let him bend it the other Way, with the pi by wooded por¬
tion out, and he will find that one-half of the strain borne by the outside
is sufficient to break the piece in two. This is the reason that Dame
Nature, who is generally credited with being tolerably level-headed, in
.building her bamboos, places the eilex and close-fibred portion of the
wood’on the outside instead of the inside as In fhe case of your cor¬
respondents’ rod. Should she ever reverse her process, I fear that after
one or two of such storms as she occasionally kicks up in the Ea6t Indies
there would be very little bamboo left for ns to build our rods of, or fur
any other purpose. No, no! “W. J. P.,” the principle which you advo¬
cate is a false one—Dame Nature is still safe to follow in this as in
other matters. Our mechanics imitate her work in the shape, and even
the dimension^ of their hollow cast iron columns, and thus obtain the
greatest degree of strength with the least expenditure of material, for
the old girl, with fill her lavish extravagance in some matters, is econo¬
mical even to stinginess in others.
Now that the open season for trout is about commencing he Who is
the proud possessor of a good split bamboo fly-rod—not as common a
•■tiling as many people suppose—knows in its fullest sense what Keats
signified when he wrote of “a joy forever.” And what a rod it isl lighL
n< as,, compactness, strength, durability combined—lithe, pliant, graceful,
elasLic.) Egad! how the delicious adjectives roll off one's tongue. Mr. Ed¬
itor, I know of such a rod, which responds so accurately to every play of the
Wriat that the flics appear to follow the eye to the spot indicated without
effort on your part, and 1 Bhould not be surprised If some time during
the season—not the early part, the weather is too capricious, but a little
later, perhaps, when the apple trees begin to blossom. 1 should not be
surprised, I say, to find that rod on the banks of a stream we know of
casting a fly, booking, playing, and landing the fish all of its own voli¬
tion !
Ted Grayson.

[Oar correspondent is eminently sound in his views.
.Ed.]
PHU>Al)KDpaiA, March. 18th, 1376.
Editor Forest and Stream , - Backed by at least twenty years' experience in "the use oE light rods,
I venLura to differ with your correspondent “IF1 oil the proper way to
.make spilt rads. “A chain is no stronger than its weakest link.” It
fniiuws that the same amount of enamel inside or outside will produce
-equal strength, I write more directly of tips than bats and second joints
All experience iu making rods, whether for personal use, (as in my ca*e),
nt for sulu, know that with the most careful, work a rod tip requires to b«

toned down In places to produce!« proper and equal flexibility; by
plan the enamel mast be cut away. My plan Is thus:—
The shaded aides reapreseiit the enamel. If those
pieces be pressed together In the position in which
they are drawn yon will have all the enamel in the
_ centre, and as you wort the tip down you cut away
I Iho porous part and leave the cuatne’, and are certain
of having the flexibility even whichever way you may
-- cast. As for keeping out the weather, rub doen with
flannel saturated with shellac and a drop or two of linseed oU, for a bard
polish; after which varnish, giving plenty of lime for the varnish to

(

harden.

J. B,. C.

Mo vements op the Fishing Fi.eiot.—It has been a tough
week for the fishermen, the high winds aud rough seas
Operating unfavorably for a very heavy catch. There have
been 21 arrivals—9 from Georges, 4 from the Banks, flrnl 8
wilh frozen herring. The receipts have been 258,000
pounds of halibut, 225,000 pounds cod-fisli, and 2,400 bar¬
rels frozen herring. The shore fleet have had bat one
day’s fishing this week, and that was yesterday. Sales of
fresh cod-fish and haddock, $2.75 and $0.. lialibut have
sold for 41 and 24 cents per pound. Round cod-fish for
caring, $1.75 per-hundred weight.—Oapa Ann Adwrtmr,
March 17 Ih.
_
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No Notice Taken or AnonymouR Communications.
J- A. K, New York.—Will yon bo kind enough to Inform rac whether
the (se«) bass come lo the surface to breathe, or not? Aus. They do
not.
Dr. G. G. Jv. Koxbury.—For reprint of the very beautiful poem en¬
titled “The Old Cauuc,” see FomIChT and Strbaji, Vol. 1, No. 5,
page 68II. G., New York.—Please inform me what to do wilh a yonug dog
four weeks old that has water In his leys. Ana. Bal.be bis legs with
spirits of camphor.
W. N., Princeton.—What is A. T. Stewart supposed to be worth?
Ans. We don't know, and we imagine Me. Stewart is the only person
who does. Address him.
Rabbit, Boston, —Please give me the mime of some one of whom I
can bay some wild rabbits? Aim. They cannot be bought in this city:
perhaps some of our readers can supply the information.
C. S. R., Jersey City. —What is a proper charge of powder and shot for
a No. 10 gun, i. <?,, for dock shooting ? Ans. Yon don’t name the weight;
for, say y or 11) ponud gun, 4 dra. powder, 1| to 14 oz. shot.
S. N. J., New York.—Will you be kind enough to Inform me thrmgh
your columus where target shooting-can be practiced, near the city, with¬
out molestation? Ana, Only by joining one of the rifle clubs.
E. J. R., Kalamazoo, Mieb.—At what season of the year should wild
rice be sown, and in ho.v deep water will it do well in? Ans. Sow In
the spnng. It will grow in four feet of water after it is started.
J. B. B., Red Bank.—Will yon please give me the pedigree of Ham¬
ilton Thompson’s red dog Duke? Ans. Out of Thompson's Belle, by
Bang; he by Paul Meade’s Dash, out of Bello; Belle by Robinson’s
Dash, out of June. For more extended pedigree address Mr, ThompW. L. B , Milwaukee.—Will a bullet penetrate a timber 13x13 with
less difficulty thau twelve one inch boards nulled one inch apart. Ans.
The solid timber would be penetrated more readily than the eeparuted
boards.
Elk, Joggina, N. 5 —Cap yoa tell me where I can obtain a pair of
Scotch stag bounds, aud at what price. Will 1 have to send to Glasgow,
Scotland, for them? Ans. We know of none at present, If you adver¬
tise for tnem you could probably get them,
S. G. T., Erie, Pa.—Can you tall me me if a book called “ITawkor on
Shooting,” by Porter, It* now in print; if eo, where can I obtain u ? Ann,
Can be procured m England. Mr. Geo. W. Ford care Messrs. Pott,
Young &Co., Cooper Vivion, this city, will import it for you.
A. D. F., Brockfmil, Ill.—What isihe reputation of the Charles Daly
guns; how do they compare with Scott, Greener, and Tolly? Where
arc the Daly works or manufactory? Ans. Excellent. Their works, are
at Leige, aud Messrs. Schoverling A Daly of this city are their agent-?.
G, H. It, Gainesville, jpcXflS. —Please give me the address of some re¬
liable party in Philadelphia who changes muzzle loading shot guns to
breech-loaders, and the probable cost? Acs. John Krider, corner Sec¬
ond and Walnut strolls; cost probably not less than 850, bnL depends
upon the quality of the gnn. Write Lo Krider.
J. D. H., Elm Grove, W. Vru.—1. What jsyour opinion of ihe single
breech-loading shot gun manufactured by J. Stevens & Go,, Chicopee
Falls, Mass. The patent of September (ffb, 1861? 2. How should I
load for squirrels; average distance, HO feet? Ans. 1. A fair gnn for the
price. 2, With the tthove gun 2\firs, powder 1 oz. shot, No. Q.
Reader, Philadelphia —Where can I obtain gnra pants which will
come above the hips suitable for deep wading, and the cost of same;
can obtain nothing iu Philadelphia that is built higher than hip bools
or ordinary wading leggins? Ane, From Goodyear Mauufactmlng Go ,
No. 205 Bioadway; price, §9 for plain rubber, and $15 for macintosh.
C. D. M., St. Marks.—1. Will you please tell me the address-of Bohn,
of London, mentioned in the answer of "H. L,,” in the issue of
March 2d, 1870, of Forest and Stream? 2. Wbat will be the price of
the translation of Pliny? Ans. 1. H. G. Bolin, York street. Covent
Garden, London. 2. Do not know the English pnee. Scribner uskB
$2 per volume.
L., Easton, Md.—Please ill form me if you would advise the cross
between a setter aud pointer, (setter bitch, and pointer dog); also if progoney of the bitch would be injured by the fact that -“die has had several
litters of pupa by curs? Acs. By t»o means breed droppers. Keep the
setter and pointer pure. Good dogs may be bred from a bitch having
had pups from curs.
A. T. W., Brooklyn.—1- Is there good hunting and fishing near
Champlaigne village on the Chazce River? 2. What would be the cost
of having one barrel of my gun choke-bored? 3. Are there such gunmakers as E. & G. Iluckett, No. 37 Grace*church, Loudon? Ana, Yes,
prrticularly the latter: both salmon and brook trout being abundant. 2.
About $5. b. Yes.
A. D., Staten Island.—Will yon advise me what charge powder and
shot I ought to shoot in a lO-borc Parker breech-loader for ducks; is it
best vs’ith two pink wads over powder, or oue thick felt; the gun weighs
nine pounds. Ans. Fonr drs. powder, li oz. shot. Your gnn will prob¬
ably shoot stronger with two pink wads, although the felt will produce
about the same results.
P, G. R., Jr., New' York.—Whose powder do you think heal for duck¬
ing, and who’s for quail, woodcock, etc.; and the best size of each?
Ans. There is so little difference In the quality of our powder that we
can not discriminate. The Eizes are, of Hazard’s, say No. D; of Luflio
<& Rand’s, No. 6; of Duponts, No. 1 of 2. They are tile next to the
ourseat. iff grain of sporting powders.
II. B. D„ Albany, N. Y- To Webster’s definition of the word quail is
addau the following note: “In Lh.e United States the name Is loosely
used for Orlyx mrgihianus* or Bob While, and the lionasa vmbellm) or
ruffed gTOuse. ” Please lo state in column of answers If you know of
any locality where the people call the ruffed grouse ti quuiI? Ans. We
know of no place wbme the grouse i$ calJeff u quailT». N. P., Billon.—'I wrote to you riomc time ago with regard to o
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brook in which I proposed to cultivate trout* and spoke of it freezing
solid, which gave you a wrong idea of the stream. By solid I mean so
strongly that the water could not break it up. An?. The brook would
answer capitally for the cultivation of trout. The ice forming as you
mention would be no drawback, as the trout would find holes in which
to he*
F, P». B.> New York.—I have a good Parker breech-loader. 12-gauge
which makes an excellent pattern1 and shoots hard; weighs
pounds;
choke-bore, I believe. Now, please advise me if the use of the explo¬
sive shell or bullet made therefor would be liable to Injure its perform¬
ance aa above; and how about buckshot also? Ans. It would, mall
probability, injure a clioke-bored gau to shoot either bullets or large
bucskhot.
C., Brattlcboro; Yt.—Will yon kindly inform me through your col¬
umns tbc time to go lo Rangely Lake and Stream (Maine); the route;
accommodations? Ans. The beat fishing is usually had in the month
of September, For route, take Grand Trunk Railroad from Portland,
Muino, to Bryant’s Pond, thence stage to Andover; three hotels at An¬
dover, and two camps on the lake; or you can find accommodation at
the Oquossoc Oluh House.
C. T., Milwaukee.—Col. Wingate, in his book on the rflie, says that
In off-hand shooting it is allowable to rest the elbow against the side,
provided the little finger is in front of the trigger guard. We have in
bur club some members who rest the elbow against their Bide, and the
rifle on the thumb and finger, us shown in the aceompaning diagram,
Would this position bo allowed under the rules of thoN. R. A.? Ana.
Yea; but we consider in a very awkward position.
Tramp, New York.—A friend and myself contemplate, next summer,
taking a tramp to Delaware Water Gap. Will you inform us the route,
we will have to take* wbat is the distance, how many dayB will be re¬
quired to make the journey, and what will the expense be a day? Ans.
The Water Clup is but utnuty-Lwo miles from this city, or four hours iiy
the Delaware, Laekawana & Western Railroad from foot of Barclay
street. Several hotels, board from S3 to $4 per day.
B., Buffalo.—1. Will green tea dye silk Hue without injuring it? I
see you advise its-nse for linen line. 2. Please inform me what propor¬
tion of shellac and alcohol to use m making varnish for fish rods of t.ho
proper consistency, aud how to apply it? Ana. 1. Yea, certainly. 2
Add enough alcohol to “cut” it, then strain through a linen cloth aud;
apply with a brush or wad of flax; spread evenly, dry thoroughly, put
on three or four coats, and rub down with rotten stone.
Dog, Waverly Place, N. Y,—I should like to know ir it ia against I,he
law lo train your dog on live quails? 2d. You would greatly oblige
me if you could give me the exact proportions of tt thoroughbred setter
dog. Ans. 1. No. 2, It would require too much, splice 111 one col¬
umn to unstver this question. “The Dog,” by Stonehenge, “Encyclo¬
pedia of Rural Sports,” or the “American Kennel and Sporting Field.”
by Arnold Burgess, will inform you. We can supply you with either.
B. W. S., Moselend. Ta.—I see Kny’a improved shot cartridge, advertisedin Fokbst and Stiicaai, he says “close hard shooting.’* 1. Are
they as good as Ely’s wire cartridge for long range? 2. Can they, be had
filled with oue ounce shot; and where cau they be got? Please give me
the uildress. Ana. 3. They are considered superior by those who have
used them. 2. Yes. They can be hud from any of our gunmakers, or
from Kay & Co., Newark, N. J. We know nothing regarding the person
you mention.
N. C , Jr. Jersey City. —1. Can I have the barrel of a 32-iuch .12
bore Webley breech-loader cut down to 28 or 29 inch Without affecting
the force or closeness of ihe shooting? 2. Will the Ballard rifle, adver¬
tised by Messrs. Read & Sons. Boston, Mass., at $18, shoot at 200 yards
as well as a short range Remington rifle, or Sharp's? Ans. 1. Yes, if
the gun has not been choke-bored, 2. The Ballard is an excellent rifle
at the range you mention, but we do not know how it compares with the
others you name.
Pedigree, Boston.—1. Cun you give the pedigree of Air. Belmont’a
dogs? 2. Jjrit Worth while registering the enclosed pedigree without;
knowing it further? 3. What will bo the expense of registering it?
Ana. No; but will endeavor to obtain ttnd publish them. 3. Yes, de¬
cidedly, The other pedigrees will come to the surface in time; hut are
you sure oF its bulug authentic even as far as you have given? 3. Due
dollar, which, however, Is placed to your credit aa an instalment off the
cost of the Kennel Register when published
G. L. M., Yonkers.—Will teams contesting for the inter-Colleglate
Plate be allowed to use a military rifle, (not a special military), but not in use
in the State National Guard of the State from which the team coracs? To
make the case plain, would a ieam from a college in New York State be
allowed to use a military rifle which has been adopted by California, or
Massachusetts in aiming iheir National Guard? Ana. Yes; any military
rifle will be eligible; but so little interest in the match is shown by the
colleges generally that wc despair of seeing It brought to an issue.
Younts Ornithologist, South Adurae, Mass.—l. Does the Baltimore
oriole shed its feathers in the early spring in its nutural state? I have
one caught last July that shed its feathers in the month of August, and
is now moulting again. 2, Does the goldfinch shed Its feathers twice
i« the same year? 3. Can you give me the name and address of uiljt
reliable parties in the Southern states that deal m mocking Birds and
other Southern species of live birds? Ans. 1. The Baltimore oriole
requires three years to attain its full plumage, after which it moulta
once a year, in early spring. 3. Yes. 3.
W. and II., St. Joseph, Mo.—A is thcjinlder of the St. Joseph SportRtnan’u Badge. B challenges him to shoot for the same. They shoot aud
tie, and there are no birds left to shoot off the tie. A claims ibat ac¬
cording to the rules of this club he ts under no obligation to shoot the
tie off on any other than the day of the match, as the ties are a part of
the match, and It was not for want of time that the match, was not dotevinined, but for want of birds, and B’s neglect In not having enough
birds to finish the match was no excuse, as it is the duty or the challeDgingpari.y (under oar rales) to furnish Lhe-birds for the match, and tin:
match can be decided only by oue party killing more birds than the other.
A being challenged names the date for the match, which, of course, in¬
cludes the ties, and was on the ground to finish the match, und claims he
should not bo compelled to shoot again under that challenge, 1. <?., ac¬
cording to our rules. A says B’s failing to bo on the ground on the day
of the match, or not having enough birds for the main match, or for¬
getting to bring hia gun, or any other excuse which might prevent l he
match being Bhot on the day set for ihe same would not compel him (A)
to shoot the match on some future day, neither should B7s neglect iu not
furnishing enough birds compel him to shoot again.
We have agreed that you should decide the case, but to be decided ac¬
cording to our rules herewith sent, which make no provision forties
being shot off on any other than jhe day of the mam match, and A
claims no oilier day is contemplated in our rules, as either can compel,
the other to go to the score not later than 1 o’clock P. M.t In order that
they may have time to determine the match op that day. Ans. This
question should have been decided by the referee on the ground at the
time. Our decision Is, that A is wrong, and that he wu» obligutcd to
shoot off the ties on the following day. Although In your rules (govern¬
ing the badge) no provision is made for such a contingency, it ib an ac¬
cepted rule, and embodied in the by laws of all, or nearly nil sportsraan’s clubs that, w hen a watch is left unfinished from any cause it shall
be shot off the next day, or on such day as the referee may appoint. To
show iho iu justice of declaring a match ‘'off” on account of rim neglect
or inability Of the challenger to provide a sufficiency of birds, we will
assume that in shooting off the lies each killed his hiids for aa ind'clinite time, uutij. the birds nMcessurily/ gave oat, would the mulch bo
bo tibaudoned on that account?
regret that the demuuda upon our spaco Compel a- fo !*•••*-:
out a column or more of Answers to oorpMpcoduou.
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Coaching.—Wo are really to liave an exhibition of old
time coaching in this city once more.- Col. DeLancey
Kane, who drove a coach out of London last season, and
has imported a vehicle of the most improved make, pro¬
poses lo commence on May 1st, making daily trips to Pel¬
ham Bridge, leaving the Hotel Brunswick on Fifth avenue,
at eleven o’clock A. M., and the Bridge, on his return, at
half past three P. M. The coach will he “horsed” in the
best style, and the whole trip made very exhilirating and
enjoyable. Fare $1.50 each way, with 50 cents extra for
the box seat.
Mb, Bishop’s Canoe Voyage.—In another column will
he found the continuation of Mr. N. H. Bishop’s interest¬
ing narrative descriptive of bis voyage from the headwaters
of the Ohio River to Cedar Keys, in the Gulf of Mexico,
iu a duck boat. Mr. Bishop’s former voyage, it will he
remembered, embraced the Atlantic coast, and was finished
at Cedar Keys; with the completion of his present voyage
he will have made a complete geographical study of the
connecting water courses of the American continent. The
results of his observations will be not only interesting, but
valuable.

—Wo are indebted to W. A. Ryan, Esq., of Austin,
Texas, for fiiendly call. Although a stranger to us, it is
evident from our conversation with him that he is a skill¬
ful, enthusiastic field sportsman, and from him we have
gained valuable information respecting the game abound¬
ing in that section of the country, Quail, pinnated grouse,
and wild fowl are plenty enough to make excellent sport,
and we tender lo him our thanks for a sportsmanlike invi¬
tation to visit him in season and try “conclusions in the
field,” of which we intend to avail ourselves.
Major Leech.—A dispatch from the other side indicates
that Major Leech will again visit us as captain of an Irish
Team. The many friends of Major Leech in this country
will be pleased to hear this nows, and Iho gallant Major
may be assured of receiving a hearty welcome.

—Wc shall feel obliged if contributors, when sending
us articles containing scientific names or terms, would
‘print with pen such words legibly in their manuscript.
—The annual meeting of Ihe Newr York State Associa¬
tion for the Protection of Fish ami Game will be held at
Oeaeseo some time in May

MONG the many out-door sports which are either bein g introduced or revived in this country, tho steeple
chase is one which appears most likely to obtain a perma¬
nent foothold and attain important proportions. The
experiment made last summer at Newport was not only a
very creditable first attempt, but will in all probability bo
followed up by larger and more important meetings during
the comiDg season. Of course we are speaking of steeple
chasing as carried on independently of the principal racing
fixtures, where running on the flat is the main object and a
jumping race is added merely lo give variety to the pro¬
gramme. If steeple chasing was once firmly established,
hunting (we use the word in the English sense), and most
probably coursing would soon follow. It is a sport in
which gentlemeu take an active part as riders, and in fact
is an outgrowth of fox hunting, originating in matches
made between gentlemen to run their -horses across coun¬
try in a certain line, usually indicated by some distant
church steeple. To Ihe present day the majority of horses
starting in steeple chases in England are ridden by gentle¬
men, and the leading “cross country” event—-the Grand
National, at Liverpool—has been repeatedly won by a gen¬
tleman rider.
As the principal requirements in a horse for fox hunting
are similar to those iu steeple chasing, the prosecution of
the latter sport lias been instrumental In encouraging
breeding, and has resulted in the production of the Eng¬
lish hunter, ahorse that, although he may have the letters
h. b. after liis name, indicating a cross of cold blood; or,
in slang parlance, a “cocktail,” or half-breed, is yet une¬
qualed for weight carrying, combined with speed, in the
world. For making bold horsemen there is nothing like it,
and as we have indicated, race meetings gotten up with
steeple chasing as the object, would soon grow in favor,
from the fact that gentlemen could actively participate
without being jostled by a professional, or sandwiched at
a finish between two diminutive sons of Ham.
We would like to suggest, however, that the custom of
starling horses in steeple chases with martingales attached
to their bridles, which seems to lie the custom in this coun¬
try, he abolished. In taking a jump a horse requires his
head to be perfectly free; in landing, the support which
would be aflorded him by tho reins is obviated, and his
head brought by means of the leverage of the martingale,
between his knees, the consequence of which is a stumble,
and perhaps broken necks for himself and rider.
But before reaching the point where we can all own and
ride our own horses, there is another branch of sport, a col•lateral of steeple chasing—a preliminary canter, as it were
—which could at once be entered upon without the expen¬
sive auxiliiaries required for the more pretentious amuse¬
ment. We allude to paper chasing, or, as it. is called at
the English schools, hare and hounds: Here men take the
place of hares or foxes, as well as hounds, and shanks
marcs furnish the propelling power. And this reminds us
of rather a good joke we noticed in one of the daily pa¬
pers a few days since. 1* quoted, as a singular instance) of
mis-print or slip of the pen, an announcement., which it
repeated verbatim from an English paper, to the effect that
the meet of the London Hare and Hounds for a certain day
was postponed on account of the sickness of the wife of
one of the hares; the interpretation of which was simply
that the wife of one of the gentlemen who proposed to act
as hare was unfortunately under the weather.
Paper chasing is most exciting and invigorating sport.
Two of the best miners, being started off with twenty min¬
utes’ lead, select a line of country and sprinkle the scent
in the shape of finely cut paper from bags slung across
their shoulders. Time up, away goes the pack in chase of
them, trailing them liy the scent until they are sighted,
and, if possible, caught. It seems strange that this sport,
so popular in England, should never liave found favor in
this country. Nothing will so improve the wind, as well
as harden the muscles, as an occasional burst across the
country. It is the following sports of this kind while lads
that gives to Englishmen their stamina, and enables them lo
lake the lead in all outdoor sports when men.
Great Trapping.—Mr. Sewell Newhouse, of the Oneida
Community, who is widely known as a manufacturer of
traps, gave us a call Iasi week upon his return from the
fur region of Virginia, whither he went last fall upon our
suggestion. Reports authentic enough of the abundance
of beaver in Nottoway, Brunswick, and Dinwidtlie coun¬
ties came to us constantly at that time, with serious com¬
plaints from the farmers that their crops were being de¬
stroyed by the vermin, which they had no means to exter¬
minate. To verify these statements we visited that section
in person, and found evidences enough to convince us of
their truth—large patches of standing corn being destroyed
at intervals all along the creeks and river bottoms. With
the assurances that Mr. Newhouse received, he started last
December with two or three barrels of steel traps and the
necessary outfit, aud was fortunate enough to obtain com¬
fortable headquarters at the centre of his field of opera¬
tions. Here he lived in primitive style, chiefly on the pro¬
ceeds of his gun and traps, employing such assistance as
he needed in furtherance of his pursuits. The small farm¬
ers of that section welcomed him as a new Moses lo rid
them of the plagues that infested them, and gave him what
assistance they could, meanwhile receiving manifold les¬
sons in trapping. At first Mr Newhouse suffered a little
from the depredations of vagabond negroes, who stoic two
of liis traps and some trifling articles Of apparel; hut by

judicious diplomacy, threats, aud strategy—especially in
the display of an enormous iron bear trap with great teeth,
that he declared he would set for them—he not only recov¬
ered everything lost, excepting one trap, hut enjoyed com¬
plete immunity from trespass during his entire sojourn—
one scared darkey, in one instance, going so far as to ride
ten miles at night to return a pair of secreted gloves. The
history of his season’s operations, however, are contained
in the results, namely, a net profit of some $800, includ¬
ing pelts secured and traps sold, to say nothing of prospect¬
ive sales of traps whenever the impoverished natives can
obtain money enough to buy them. His galore includes
the furs of heaver, otter, gray fox, mink, and raccoon.
Most of the skins are very largo and remarkably fine in
quality, some of the otters bringing $12 apiece.
There seems lo be no end to the fur and wild game of
this region. Mr. Newhouse avers that it is wortli far more
than the land and standing timber. Quail and turkeys arc
very abundant, and deer almost as tame as cattle. 'Jt was
a sight to sec the rich returns of Mr. N.’s harvest of furs,
the old veteran and his pack reminding one nf the flush
times of the old mountain men, when Kansas was the “far
West,” and the Black Hills amontk’3 journey from “Mis¬
soula;” when, in each spring, they came in with their
heavy packs, squandered their proceeds, and then went for
more.
No doubt Mr. Newhouse’s success will attract
mauy sportsmen, as well as trappers, to these prolific hunt¬
ing grounds next fall.
EDITORIAL
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THE SEA ISLAND DISTRICT.

T

O those not affected by sea. sickness, the most agree¬
able method of reaching Florida is by the coastwise
steamers. Very commodious and comfortable vessels they
are, where one cau pass the sixty or eighty hours of his
jouruey so agreeably as to be scarcely conscious of the
lapse of time. Quite imperceptibly he slips from the realm
of frost into the milder atmosphere. Before he has left
the harbor of New York or Philadelphia behind, the cur¬
tain of night drops on the snowy landscape, and the next
transition is to green verdure, rose trees, and palmetto
Ronds. Mallory’s line runs to Fern aud in a direct, slopping
only at Port Royal. By Clyde’s line the sea voyage is short¬
ened to Charleston, whence steamers run direct to Palataa, on the St. John’s River, stopping a few hours at Sa¬
vannah, Fcrnaudina, and Jacksonville. To those making
a flyiiig trip, this route possesses two advantages; only one
change of stateroom is made, and au opportunity is given
to visit two of the most attractive cities of the Southern
seaboard. Again, one can take steamer from New York
to Savannah, aud there connect with a steamer that runs
to Jacksonville by the “inside" route; that is, through anil
among the sea islands. Where time is of no account, the
tourist should select this route, oven though it may have
its inconveniences, for the object of one traveling should
he to see as much as possible. In any case, the expense is
thirty per cent, cheaper than by land, meals aud staterooms
being included in the rates of passage. Besides, one gets
fresh air and vigor on the water, while at the end of a land
journey he is apt to be enervated or exhausted. Notwith¬
standing these considerations, the tourist should take the
land route, either going or returning, provided he has never
visited the South before, for there is much of novelty and
interest to be seen, and it is hardly worth while to travel
1,G00 (miles to Florida without seeing the intermediate
country. One must he governed entirely by circumstances as
to the route he chooses. Old campaigners who go to Flor¬
ida each winter, will go direct to Fernamlina if they have
much freight to carry. If one wishes lo spend a season
among the sea Islands in the vicinity of Port Royal, this
is the route to select, for the steamer will land him right at
the shooting ground, together with his boat and decoys
and general outfit.
It is a marvel to me that this Soa Island District is not
more frequented by sportsmen. In many respects it is far
preferable to Florida, besides being nearer. Edible game
is quite as abundant here. Deer, turkeys, quail, ducks, aud
the varieties of beach and shore birds are numerous. As
to ducks, the present year is an exception. I found them
nowhere. There are comparatively few herons, cranes,
water turkeys, limpkius, and the like, which are innumer¬
able in parts of Florida, and which the sportsman values
only for their plumage, or as accessories to illustrate Bemitropical life. I am aware that few persons have any idea
of the physical character of this district. Let me describe
it. All along the coast of South Carolina, Georgia and Flor¬
ida, is a labyrinth of salt creeks and rivers, which cut up
the land into innumerable islands, some of them merely
grass hummocks that are covered at high water; others de¬
lightfully wooded with oak, cedar, and palmetto, where
the old-time planter luxuriated on the profits of the long,
silken staple, which sold at fabulous prices. Now the
plantations are abandoned, most of thorn, and countless
bevies of quail forage in the old fieidB. Herds of deer and
droves of turkeys and ooons come out of the hammocks
into the overgrown garden patches to feed on tlie succulent
plants that have come up spontaneously year after year
from self-sown seed. Here aDd there is an old concrete
chimney, made of cemented oyster shells, where an over¬
seer’s house once stood; or tho decaying remnants of some
negro quarter hiddeti in a tangle of orange trees, cat briars,
sprawling fig trees, vines, and palmetto scrub. At inter¬
vals, on more eligible sites, ore groves of sombre live oaks,
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whoso far-reaching arms are draped with swaying moss,
drooping over the waste where a pretentious mansion for¬
merly stood; and one can sometimes trace the outlines of
a flower garden by the rose trees, .jonquils, and cape jas¬
mines that seem to grow with a strange system of regular¬
ity and design. Some few of these favoiod localities have
been reclaimed in part by their former owners, and others
are occupied by Northern families who have acquired
possession since the war, aud are in vain attempting to re¬
habilitate them, wondering why, in this enervating climate
and the present demoralized state of labor, they cannot
make the waste places blossom and yield abundantly as ot
yore. When the tide goes out all the shoaler creeks are
emptied, and a vast extent of marsh mud, interspersed
witli grassy oases, is exposed to view; and all alotig the
edges of these islands is a fringe of “coon oysters,” and
here and there beds and reefs of these oysters crop out, of
the mud at random, threatening with their sharp flinty
edges serious damage to any craft that runs upon them.
One would think there was food here for the million, hut
it is not so; these bivalves are chiefly shells, and no “coon,”
however hungry, can consider himself half repaid for
what he is able to pick out of them. In some places, how¬
ever, there are beds of fine edible oysters, which have of¬
ten afforded a luxurious eniremei to scanty tables.
These mud flats yield abundant food to all the tribe of
web-feet and waders, and when the curlew, the willets, the
winter yellow legs, and tiie snipe, et idomuc genua, resort to
them at low water, the sportsman seizes the auspicious
moment at the half-flood and cautiously pushes his boat up
and down the intricate channels and speedily secures a
load. Of ducks, too, there are usually plenty. Great sport
can be had with decoys and blinds. Moreover, through
these thoroughfares the hunter finds passage by night or
day to places where larger kinds of game abound on the
dry islands. Even without a boat most of the islands can
he reached at low tide, and throughout this entire labyrinth
of peculiar territory, from island to island, and from point
to point, cross-cutting and intersecting until the stranger
becomes lost in the bewildering maze, run little narrow
footpaths where the vagabond negroes shuffle along in their
purposeless wanderings, happy in their freedom, and com¬
plaining only because the sun does not always shine and
the ravens do not bring them bread and meat to eat. Some¬
times one musters energy enough into his listless frame to
shoulder a gun aud hunt for rabbits and sqflirrels, but it is
seldom that either negro or gun is capable of doing much
execution among nobler game, so that the experienced
sportsman may be said to have the field wholly to himself;
and certainly there is none that we wot of that affords bet¬
ter facilities. Of this region the U. S. Commissioner of
Agriculture, in iris recent report says:—
“A soil of marine formation appears to be necessary for
the growth of the stock and fibre of the Sea Island or longstaple cotton, and a sea atmosphere with its warmth and
equability. A sandy deposit of marine salt, but little above
the sea level, permeable by the moisture beneath, and con¬
venient for the requisite manuring by salt marsh, furnish
conditions for the highest production. Edisto island, south
of Charleston, is the most prominent locality for the pro¬
duction of long-staple cotton.
Saint Simons, Jekyl,
and Skidaway, are also favorably known for products of
high quality. The geographical limits and area in which
Sea Island cotton matures a perfect growth include the
islands of the coast of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
and the Gulf of Mexico, and a few miles mland from the
coast, ten or fifteen, more or less, the line extending farther
inland up the river valleyB, which have a marine soil and
unobstructed sea breeze, and including most of the area of
Florida. The area suitable for tins culture in Texas is
claimed to he quite large, and has of late been extending.
The proportion of upland to Sea Island cotton produced is
about 200 to 1. Probably not more than 100,000 acres are
now devoted to its culture, while that occupied in upland
cotton is from 100 to 120 times as much. The area could
be increased immensely were the conditions favorable—a
sufficient price, more systematic and labor saving modes of
culture aud preparation, and more available and efficient
labor, the former residents of the coast and islands having
gone to the cities or retired to the uplands.”
I must run. cursorily over this delightful ground. It is
not my object to recount personal prowess, so I can afford
to be brief. Let me simply state that there is the most
comfortable accommodation for the sportsman, either at
Port Royal, or Beaufort. These places are four miles
apart. Beaufort used to be the Newport of the South, and
many traces of its pristine glory remain. If one will only
make headquarters at Beaufort, he will find everything at
his command that pertains to a watering place, from a bil¬
liard table to a fast trotter; there is a boat-house and bath¬
ing-house, and an unlimited area of shooting ground in all
directions. Port Royal is now an important naval station,
and an occasional visit to the fleet at any time will serve
to break the monotony that may chance to hang heavily
on time. There are two railroad trains a day from Port
Royal to Yemassee, whence one may go to Charleston, Sa¬
vannah, or Augusta, as he may elect.
There is one gentleman—Mr. Chas. G. Kendall, a resi¬
dent at Palmetto Island, opposite Port Royal, and an oc¬
casional contributor to Forest and Stream—who will be
glad at all times to receive a visit from gentlemen sports¬
men, and to give them any required information. He is a
thorough sportsman and a worthy member of the frater¬
nity.
___
_
Hal.
—The destruction of small birds has been so merciless in
the north of Italy and in parts of the Tyrol that their pro¬
tection has been made the subject of a diplomatic treaty
bet ween Austria and Italy. On the destruction of the birds,
caterpillars, and other insects, mischievous to agriculture,
increased with great rapidity.

GAME PROTECTION.
—It must be borne in mind that the New Jersey game
laws forbid the shooting of woodcock out of season, even
for stuffing and setting up as specimens. We call atten¬
tion to this from the fact that within a few days several in¬
stances have been brought to our notice wherein parties
have been found with woodcock in their possession, and
have evaded punishment by claiming that they were in¬
tended as specimens, This “specimen” business is being
oarried too far, and we are glad to see that the Palisade
Sportsmen’s Club and the Diana Sportsmen’s Club, of Ho¬
boken, have issued placards offering rewards for the detec¬
tion of offenders. We are informed that a very flagrant ca< c
occurred at Elizabeth a few days since, where a gentleman
met some “shooters”—they cannot be called sportsmen—
who displayed eight woodcock as the result of their morn¬
ing’s sport. Although well known, they have not been
prosecuted.
Greenville Sportsmen's Club.—The sportsmen of
Greenville, Pa., have organized themselves into a Sports¬
men’s club with the above title, the object being the pro¬
tection of game. The association will be incorporated,
and from the character of the gentlemen who are mem¬
bers, the game laws Will undoubtedly be rigidly enforced
within the limits of their jurisdiction—at least we hope
so. The officers are: President, S. S. HewiLt; Treasurer,
C, R. Beatty; Secretary, M. Hargen Brouks.
Minnesota.—The Lake Pepin Sportsmen's Club was or¬
ganized last week by the election of the following officers:
President-, S. M. Emery; Vice President,8. B. Dilly; Secre¬
tary, D. C. Estes; Treasurer, F. Ruckert; Managing Com¬
mittee, George Lemley, O. Gibbs, Jr., James McCroden,
Fred J. Kopplin, Win. Morris, and W. H. Dilly.
The object of the club is mainly the enforcement
of the game laws, the promotion of an interest in the study
of natural history, aud the collection and preservation of
specimens relating thereto. The club will also endeavor
to make this neighborhood attractive to naturalists and
sportsmen from abroad. The association numbers about
fifty wide-awake members on the start, has adopted rules
and regulations governing its affairs, and will soon be in¬
corporated in due form.

—W. II. Holabird, Esq., of Valparaiso, Ind., writes re¬
garding the protection of game in that State:—
“I have not known of a single case of violation of the
game law, and the reason is, not that tile gunners are be¬
coming more law abiding, but we have had no tracking
snow. The law for the protection of fish is shamelessly
violated all throughout this portion of the State, and noth¬
ing save an action of the State in the appointment of Fish
Commissioners and Slate constables can prevent the utter
extermination of our black bass and other varieties of edi¬
ble fish. 1 have had some correspondence with prominent
gentlemen in the central part of the State regarding this
much-needed protection and propagation, and the prospect
is we will have our hopes realized next year; but its a long
time to wait.
Mr, W. IT. Vaii and I, together with several other gen¬
tlemen, propose organizing an association here, and wish
you to forward us the rules and regulations governing
some of your own organizations of a like character, and fur¬
thermore we propose to stop the spearing of fish in our
own locality."
—At a meeting held at the Queen's Hotel, Guelph, Can¬
ada, last week, and which was largely attended by gentle¬
men of the town and township, it was resolved to form a
society for the protection of fish and game in the county
of Wellington. A committee was appointed to draft by¬
laws, after which the officers would bo nominated,
—The Virginia Legislature has declined to legislate upon
the petition of citizens of Princess Anne County, relative
to the shooting of wild fowl on the Chesapeake.
—Our correspondent “Podgers,” whilom of the old Por¬
ter’s Spirit of the Tunes, sends us the following deplorable
account of the wanton disregard of all game laws and
close seasons in California. We are glad that a poweiful
protective game society, with our influential correspondent
at its head, has at last been formed in that State. It will
have great influence and effect. Podger’s statements re¬
garding the abundance of ceitain kinds of game are al¬
most marvelous!-^
San Francisco, March 6th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:It gives me great pleasure to be able to say that at last the trne sports¬
men of California have waked op to the necessity of some organization
forihe protection of fish and game in this country. Better late than never,
the destruction has been most terrible. An organization known as the for
“Sportsmen’s Club of California" has its second meeting to-morrow
evening. It is composed of some of the best men of the State, and we
hope now to have some legislative action on these questions. At pre¬
sent all the previously enacted laws are virtually a dead letter, and in the
interior Jndges, Justices of the Peace, Sheriffs, and all that class of
people of whom yon would naturally expect better ihings, and some re¬
spect for the laws, set the example and shoot and fish regardloss of time,
place, or seasons. What do yon think of a country that allows quail to
be poisoned by the thousand on the ground that they destroy a few
grapes? Game and birds of all kinds are destroyed wantonly by the in¬
discriminate nse of poisoned grain scattered over or about for ground
squirrels, which, of course, invites the destruction of every kind of
bird. The gentleman granger and farmer must be protected at all haz¬
ards, regardless of anything or anybody else. Any one would suppose
from the deference shownthis most gingerly-handled class that they were
gods anointed and favored beyond all other men. It has been impossi¬
ble heretofore to get any game laws passed I hat did not except this
county and that county, and virtually amount to no protection at all.
There is a law against fishing for trout before the first of April, and yet
every Sunday duringfifebruary and March you may eee people with rods
and baskets bound for the tront streams. Trapping, netting, and even
giant powder cartridges are common methods, nobody having ever been
arrested, mneb less convicted of any of these abominable and unsports¬
manlike practices. In my experience all resistance to game law has
come from the so-called farmer. He wants to poison birds because they
pick up a few kernels of grain, or eut a few of his grapes. He expects
the Lord who made the birds, to bless him with abundant crops, and yet
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he begrudges them the little they pick up that would probably lie wasted
anyhow. Does such a man deserve any crop? I am down on them as
a class, for I have seen such contemptible meanness and narrow-minded
selfishness In them in the course of my efforts heretofore to have proper
game laws enacted that I have no patience with them; and when a howl
goes up from them because it is too dry, or rains too much 1 say mentally
I am glad of it! serveB younghll Wo are going now to see what can be
done towards enacting laws that will protect fish and gome, and what is
equally important, see that they are not a dead letter. The great tronb'e
is to get a conviction In the country towns and villages, where probably
every man from the jadge down is equally culpable. Your widespread
movement in this direction is having its effect, and waking "1> the whole
country to the importance of seriously considering the fish aud came
qnestion, and creating such organizations as will carry all laws into effect,
and promote the objects aimed at.
We have a glorious country for game, and, fortunately, it is still
abundant, but wo must not wait as you have waited, until it has become
almost extinct before taking action to restore it. I think I have never
had better wildfowl shooting limn this season—now at aelose. Mal¬
lards, teal, spoon-bills, and sprig tails have been plentiful; canvas-backs
not so abundant as last season. As forgeeso we hardly count them
game. 1 have sat In my “blind" and had an almost uninterrupted stream
ot them passing over my head; in fact, so numerous wore they that
they spoiled my mallard shooting. We don’t waste ammunition on
them except now and then a shot inlo*a flock of “old honkers,” select¬
ing a couple [of young ones. As for the white geese, we value them no
more than we do pelicans, not considering them worth carrying home i
The last time I was out (in February) I abandoned my old shooting
ground on account of the wcces of white geese. There were thousands
covering the ground as far as the eye could reach, making it lootc as if
there had been u fall of snow.
The Inland waters and lagoons, (creeks we call them), leading from onr
larger bays abound in wildfowl shooting, and with a small yacht and a
skipper that knows the navigation you eau cruise a hundred miles
throngh the marshes aud uever anchor twice lit the saute place. We
have floating cabins, (little bouses on u scow), llial, have half a dozen
bunks, kitchen, diniog room, and very comforiablu affairs they urn lo
pass a fewduys in.
A
-—*♦*--

—Our California correspondent, who seems to have a
high appreciation of the usefulness of our journal, writes
the following words of encouragement, which deserve our
thanks:—
"Your work on Florida having met with Such favor
should encourage you lo continue similar efforts, 1 am
sure the Forest and Stream, in the course of a twelvemonth, contains the material front which an interesting
volume can be compiled yearly, that would be extensively
read by not only sportsmen, but the general community,
and prove profitable as well ns popular, if you will say
you will do it, every good sportsman will doubtless con¬
tribute an article to it of some kind, on the principle filial,
if he can’t sing a song, he can tell a story. The under¬
signed volunteers for one lo give a yam or two.
Podgers,
Springfield Bench Show.—We

have received ihe pre¬
mium list and rules of the second annual bench show to
be held by the Rod aud Gun Club of Springfield, Mass.,
on April 26th and 27th. The list embraces 59 classes, and
a large number of valuable prizes- Our space will not
permit us to give details,, but intending exhibitors can ob¬
tain full information and the premium lists by addressing
the secretary of the club, Robt. O. Morris, Esq., Springfield.
It is well to note that the American Express Co. and Adams
Express Co. will return free of charge all dogs who have
been sent prepaid over tlieir lines.
Twenty second Regiment, N. G. 8. N, Y.—The second
Promenade concert by Gilmore's Twen ty-second Regiment
Band will take place on Saturday evening next, 20th inst.,
at the armory in Fourteenth street near Sixth avenue.
This will be the last concert but one of the season, the
concluding one to occur on April 1st, after which Ihe band
will visit California, These concerts are a very grateful
source of entertainment during the Lenten season, and
Conductor Gilmore will receive the gratitude of true lov¬
ers of music, as well as those who delight in such social
reunions, The last concert, of March 11th, was most en¬
joyable, and we feel positive that those who attend on Sat¬
urday will feel amply rewarded.

—A correspondent wishes to organize a party of four to
cross the plains next summer, spend it in the Rocky Moun¬
tains, and go south for the winter to New Mexico or Cali¬
fornia. He says:—
“I have been on the plains several times, crossing in 1874
from Kansas City to Colorado by myself, and am convinced
it is the sportsman’s trip of the world for health and en¬
joyment. Expenses will be about $500 apiece for four
men to outfit completely, and $40 per month afterwards.
But we would of course have the proceeds of the Outfit to
credit the trip with, and I have generally sold mine nearly
about even.”
—Acorrespondent states that a flock of about seventy
black ducks have occupied the circular poud ill the centre
of the city of Providence nearly all winter long; that they
have become so tame that they will cut Ihe bread which
the people are in the habit of throwing to them.

-
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—The water in the river is still receding, having gODe
down uptoards of two felt since yesterday morning.—Aliany Argus, 11th.
Indeed! We presume the volume of water is absolutely
growing less. Glad to hear it.
—Mr. Wallace, the taxidermist, at 1!) North William
street, is stuffing a gigantic ox for the Centennial exhibi¬
tion, which is so large that he will have to cut an extra
space to get him out of the shop.

-

—
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—Tbe average mid-day temperature at New Smyrna,
Fla., during the month of February was 69°; iliebigbesl
83°, Feb. 21gt, and the lowest 47°. New Smyrna lies it)
latitude 39°.
_’
‘
—To prey eut the handles of tools from splitting, saw off
the end square and nail on two round disks of sole leather,
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—The Joint Committee of the N. R. A. and Amateur
Rifle Club met on Friday last, and it was decided to pre¬
pare a subscription book to be presented to the several rail¬
roads HDd ferries which were immediately and pecuniarily
interested in the Centennial matches for their subscrip¬
tions, after which subscriptions would be solicited from
citizens generally for the conduct of the matches. A pro¬
tracted discussion ensued as to the advisability of appoint¬
ing a committee to confer with the managers of the rail¬
road to Oreedmoor, with a view to the provision of ample
accommodation for the transportation of visitors to the
range. Gen. McMahon contended that a committee should
he appointed to confer with the managers of the Central
Railroad for the purpose of urging upou them the neces¬
sity of providing greater facilities for the public. Gen.
Shaler and Col. Wingate, however, protested against the
movement, as they claimed that the railroad company
would provide the necessary accommodations this year.
We think, however, that the matter of transporting the
crowds of persons who arc expected to visit Creedmoor
this summer, should be most fully understood. The com¬
mittee have assumed a great responsibility in namfng
Creedmoor as the place for holding the Centennial meetiuf, and they should see that there is no prospect of a re¬
currence of the delays and misfortunes attending the last
International match shot there.
—The American Off-hand Rifle Club are making arrange¬
ments to organize a team for participation in the Centen¬
nial snort range matches.
The International Match.—A dispatch from Dublin
says that on the 16lh inst. a deputation from the Irish Rifle
Association had an-interview with Major Leech, late Capt.
of the Irish Team, and requested him to organize an Irish
team to enter the International match at Philadelphia.
Major Leech replied that he would do all in his power. He
regretted the National Association had been unable to form
a British Team, and presumed each country would now
send its own representatives.
The latest dispatches are to the effect that Capt. Mildmay, Secretary of the National Rifle Association, thinks
the action of the Irish team (in requesting Major Leech to
organise a team) definitely settled in the negative the ques¬
tion of the National Association’s representation, though
Sir Henry Halford has not yet received a reply from Col.
Gildersleeve to his communication asking that no team
should he accredited under the auspices of the National
Rifle Association.
Capt. MacDonald, of the Scotch rifle team, wiites to the
Volunteer Service Gazette that six members of last year’s
Scotch Elclio Shield Team—all who are able to go to Am¬
erica to participate in the Centennial matches—intend to
shoot for places in this team, and at least nine other firstclass shots are ready to compete. No shot, a resident of
Bcotiand, who can go has held back.

members expect to have a lively time this season, as sev¬
eral prizes will be offered, and many splendid targets will
be made. The association feel confident they have some
of the best amateur off-hand shots in the country on their
roll.
SeiruETZENPARK, Union Eill.—A practice shooting on
ring and bullseye targets took place on March 15th, and
was well attended. The following gentlemen took the eight
prizes:—
Wm, Klein, New York, 106 rings.
J. Morf, New York, 166 rings.
John Raschen, Hoboken, 161 rings.
R. Faber. New York, 155 rings.
Captain Raschen, New York, 154 Tings.
Pliilip Klein, New York, 152 rings.
Jae. Aescblack, Hoboken, 164 rings.
J. D. Brschof, Hoboken, 118 rings.
The most bullseyes (4 inch diameter) were made by Robt.
Faber. Distance, 200 yards; off-hand; any rifle.
Syracuse.—A club to be known as the Amateur Rifle
Club of Syracuse, and not a military organization, has
been formed in that city. It comprises but twelve mem¬
bers, and has for its officers Mr. A. C. Chase, President,
and Mr, D. II. Bruce Secretary and Treasurer.
—Mr. Stiles J. Slanttfh is secretary of the Norwich Rifle
Club, instead of Mr. R. M. Parish, as published by us in
the list of clubs affiliating with the N. R. A.
—Mr. F. J. Rabbetb has again won the championship
badge of the Rhode Island Amateur Rifle Club, his score
being 118 out of a possible 150 at 200 and 000 yards.
Important.—Care should be taken in buying Hunting or Fishing Suits
to get a genuine nolabird Suit and not one of 'the worthless imitations
which are being put on the market. The best is the cheapest.—Adv.
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Wild duck, geese, brant, &C.
Game in Market.—Large

quantities of wild fowl are
being received from the South Side of Long Island. The
Great South Buy is sending consignments from all the
points between Ainityville and Patcliogue. The brant are
unusually fine and numerous. Prices are as follows- Canvas
backs average about $3 per pair; red-heads, $la$1.50; mal¬
lards, 75c.; broad-bills, 50c.; black ducks and widgeons,
75c.; brant, $1.25a$1.50; geese, $la.fl.25 each.
Swan Shot.—A beautiful swan, measuring seven and a
half feet across the wings, and weighing twenty-two
pounds, was shot near Bethlehem, Penn., on Thursday
last. It was first seen near Calypso Island, near the Lehigh
and Susquehanna railroad bridge.
—A letter from Huntsville, Texas, March 13tli, menlions
Creedmoor, Jr.—A match was shot on Saturday last
between a team composed of students of the sophomore the return of a hunting party with 300 wolf skins. It
class of Columbia College, and one made up of employees states that there are a great many Indians out killing buf¬
of the Home, Citizen’s and Continental insurance compa¬
falo, and also a party of whites on Pease River, who have
nies. The college team was victorious by the following
a boat which they are loading with meat to send below to
score:—
SOPHOMORE TEAM,
the settlements.
Name.
Score.
Total.
—A prominent citizen of St.'Louis, who is wholly dis¬
R. W. Kenyon.5 53S344455
41
F. A. lingraw .4 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 4
39
interested, writes to us in praise of Holabird's moleskin
J. Fischer.3 4 5 3 5 3 3 6 4 4
39
fustian hunting suits, which he thinks are even preferable
F. Brnsb. _
4 3 9 4 4 5 4 4 4 4
38
H. H, C, Watson .3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 4
34
to the linen suits of the same maker; and adds the follow¬
C. S. Allen.3 0 4 4 4 3 2 5 5 4
31
ing very pertinent remarks:—
G rami total.
..225
“It may be argued that as good shooting can be done in
team.
old cast-off clothes as in Holabird’s moleskins; but will
Name.
Score.
Total.
any man deny that he feels better the more decent he
U. W. Jones.
...1 455444344
41
looks? I for one prefer to go into the field not ashamed to
G. H. Hope.
...1544144144
40
.1. W. Hitchcock
...3 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 4 4
36
meet a respectable farmer for fear of beiug mistaken for a
F. M. Parker.
...3331444433
35
tramp or a pot-hunter. Futhermore, a suit built for shoot¬
Lloyd Roberts....
..,.3 3 3 3 4 5 3 3 4 4
35
ing lias many conveniences that other suits do not, and
W. R. Hobart....
,...3 4 2 3 0 5 4 4 3 2
30
lastly, a man dressed in a proper shooting suit looks like
Grand total....
what we all want to be considered—a gentleman sports¬
S-r. John’s Guild Rifle Tournament.—This competi¬ man. We talk of our good dogs, and our good guns, and
tion, which is now in progress at Coulin’s Gallery, No. 930 even of good ammunition. Can’t we talk of good hunting
Broadway, promises to be a great success, as there lias clothes?” ;
We decidedly approve of tidiness in a sportsman’s dress.
been a large number of liberal donations in the shape of
prizes. At the present time the list includes upwards of A sportsman should always dress so as to be presentable to
seventy-five prizes, besides several more which have been the company he chances to meet. Yet, inasmuch as we
promised, and not as yet received. The full list will be
published when completed. The proceeds will be devo¬ expect the working farmer" to plough only in his sorriest
ted to the St. John’s Guild Floating Hospital, and it is ex¬ clothes, even so there are forest tangles where the hunter
pected that the amount realized will be ample to de¬ meets no one, and where the best clothes would soon be
fray the entire expenses of one of the excursions of this torn to tatters. In such situations we would recommend
most worthy and excellent charity. This match is open the oldest worn-out garments. We entertain an obstinate
to til! comers, and will close on April 2!)lh at 11:45 P.M.
The following are the rules and regulations governing the opinion of the “eternal fitness of things,"
tournament:—
—Now is the time for ducks.
Rule I. Condi'ions—Ten shots: 110 feet,reudy measurement target,
New Jersey—Kinsey's Ashley House, Barneyed Inlet,
gallery rifle. .22 calibre, oil-band. Entrance tickets to be limited to 400;
March
14tli.—Yesterday afforded the most exciting day’s
no person allowed to win more limn one prize. Entrance ticket, $1.
Rule II. Competitors by renewing their entrance fee each time wilt
sport among our gunners that we have had for years. The
ho allowed to shoot as many targets as they may wish, until the limit
wind shifted from the east to northwest about eight A. M ,
has been reached.
and the gunners who were fortunate enough to get, on the
Rule III. Before shooting, the target must be numbered, and the
points before the gale from the latter quarter had their
name, number, and date entered on the ticket book. When shot the
target rnusL be placed in the box; no measuring being allowed.
hands full.
Joel Ridgway killed fifty-six brant, alone,
llr.j: IV. At the close of tho tournament the targets will be measSam Perrine six geese, and Sol Soper, John Soper, and
nrod by competent and disinterested parties selected from the committee.
Steven Firman thirty-nine brant. Between fifty and sixty
In case of ilea, the target with tho farthest shot from the centre will
be last. In cage of dispute, the disputants, the committee, and the
were killed on the Clam Island. Judging from the report
J idgos will each appoint a man to decide the case, their decision being
of guns in the vicinity of the club house, they must have
final.
done well.
B.
The St. John’s Guild Medal will be first piize. The oth¬
Massachusetts—Salem, March 20th.—Geese were seen
er prizes will be open to choice, the second best shot hav¬
ing first choice of any of the other prizes, dc. Commit¬ flying north over a week ago; they flew irregularly, about
twenty-five of them, and were moderately high. This was
tee—Ciias. A. Cheever, L. V. Sone, James S. Conliu.
about the time we had a very opeu spell of weather, and
Rod and Rifle Association.—The annual meeting and people thought spring was around, sure.
‘‘Teal."
election of officers of tlie Jamaica Rod and Rifle Associa¬
Virginia—Blacksburg, March Wth.—Saw first snipe on
tion took place on the evening of the 15th inst., and re¬
sulted as follows- President, George H. Creed; Vice Pres¬ the 8th; on the 10th saw four and bagged them all, and on
E.
ident, John Fleming; Secretary, Samuel S. Aymar; Treas¬ the 11th saw seven and bagged five of them.
Norfolk., March 1 '6th.—1 have just relumed from the
urer, George W. Damon; Executive Committee, John H.
“happy hunting grounds” with a bag of 84 ducks and 111
Sulphin, Tlieo. Rogers, John M. Crane, James-L. Darcy,
Win. S. Cogswell, Win. S. Elmendorf, Albei t J. Wilkin¬ English snipe to two guns, in two days’ shooting. “Guy”
son. Tin: association is in a flourishing condition, and its was my companion. Of course we had fine sport,
“Alfred.”
libt of members steadily increasing. The subject of a long
range is being debated, but the popularity of'the 300 yard
Indiana—Valparaiso, March 16th.—Out prospects for
off-hand shooting is manifestly in the ascendant. The prairie chicken shooting in ’76 are most excellent, as the

winter has been remarkably mild. Our duck shooting is
now at its height, but owing to muddy roads the marshes
cannot be reached. Report says that the flight is very
great, largely in excess of that of ’74 or ’75. Our spring
birds ore here in considerable variety. Piuuated grouse
are pairing off, and the first warm south wind will bring,
the snipe. Then I shall have my sport.
Holabihd.
-:--

PIGEON

MATCHES.

Long Island Shooting Club.—The

champion cup of
this club will be shot, for to motrow on the grounds of the
club, Dexter’s. The conditions under whieli it is monthly
put up for competition are:—Seven birds each, twenty-five
yards rise (with the exception of the- last winner, who
stands at twenty-seven yards), one and a quarter ounces
of shot, H and T traps, and club rules to govern. Mr.
Thomas, one of- the oldest members in the organization,
holds the prize at present.
—The champion medal of the Onondaga County Sports¬
man’s Club was shot for on the 15tli inst., Mr. 11. Gale
being the present holder, and Mr. Thos. Jackson the chal¬
lenger. The match was sUot at snow birds instead of
pigeons, at eighteen yards rise, Mr. Gale proved himself
the best shot by the following score;—
Name.
Score.
Total.
T. Jackson.1 1 0 0 1 It 1 0 1 0 11 0 1
0

H. Gate. 1 0 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
U
A general sweepstakes followed, at pigeons, under the
usual conditions, in which seventeen members of the club
participated. Mr. J. Bedford was the winner, with a score
of nine out of ten birds.
—A match was shot on the l7tli iusl., on the grounds of
W. B. Sheldon, Esq., Penn Van, N. Y., m ten birds euch,
State rules, resulting as follows:—
Name.
W. B. Sheldon.1 t
11. O. Pratt.0 0
Geo. Wycoff.0 0
*Dead out of bounds.

Score.
I 1*4 t t l 1 1
11111 Id!
1 1 I 1 0 1 n tl

Total.
9
7
5

Ohio.—The Miami Valley Shooting Club had a match on
the 10th instant, under the usual conditions, ten birds each,
resulting as follows:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total
M. MeNealey.4 <T. B. Headman.7
B, F. Headman.T S.J. Wiluy.!!
Wm- Kitchen...71Wtn. D, Jordan ..7

—A pigeon match took place at New Dorp, Staten Isl¬
and, on March 15ili, and was a well conducted affair
There were twenty entrances at $6.20 each and birds, 21
yards rise, 80 yards boundary, Long Island rules:—
Nanio.
Total.! Name.
Total.
<J. F. litTermann.6 0. Uempataedt.7
II Muller.f>,Fr. Plmukucheu. 3
McCremehr.Sill. Mutter.
7
L. Lludermailn.7 tty. Schilling.o
John Muller.3|It. Ftcken.6
H- Fickeu.HiJobn Meyer.a
John Moller..
...7 L. Lane.4
Johu Bullring.ii B. Baler.8
G. Baier.T|Albert Lane.4

Messrs. George Baier, McCremelit, and II. Fickeu having
tied on eight birds, and there not being any more birds
left, the above-named gentlemen will shoot off for Ihe first,
second, and third prizes at the same place, on the 29th
inst. Thereweie live prizes in all, the fourth being won by
John Mtiller, of Brooklyn, and the fifth by Louis Lindemann, of New Dorp; each Won a case of stuffed birds.
Mr. John F. Rathjen, of Stateu Island, acted as referee.
Judges—Oscar Hess, of Hudson City; John Schindler, of
Brooklyn.
Detroit, Michigan, Match 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Wo ate all much interested in trap shooting here,.and have two clubs
(or ihat purpose, bolh of which oiler a medal to bo Competed for. Tho
Detroit Gan Club is the largest organization, and the State Mi dal Ctuii
the next; the latter had iheir last shoot at Hamtramck Park mi Thurs¬
day the 9th. The following are the entries aad scores; plunge traps, 1.5
birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
G. Moran...'..15 J. E. Long.10
E. H. Glliman..14 4. E. Eldridge.13
L.Dnbois...13|J..E. Ford.10
G. Sieubou....13tA. Van Dnaeu... .. , ...10
II. Hawkins.13 11. Whipple..drawn
C. A. Mack.lh|E. S. Barber.10
This gave the State Medal to Mr. G. Moran, of Mt. Clements. After
the shoot for the medal a sweepstakea shoot occurred. 10 birds each,
same traps, rise, and boundary; $5 entrance; $10 first; $6 second; and
$5 third. The following is tho scare pName.
Total.| Name.
Tola).
E. H Glliman.9|G. Stnhon.. ..7
J E. Long.9|J. E. Eldridge.-.0
H. Hawkins.. ..8;G. Moran.....
.. 8
L. Dubois.8i
Glliman, Long, and Eldridge shut oft at 2G yards. The fciliuwing ie Lbe
score, (3 birds):—
Name.
Score.
Total.! Name.
Score.
Total.
Gilluiau.1 10
2 Eldridge.. .1 1 1
3
Long .1 10
2|
Eldridge gets first money.
The ties on eight then shot off at26, (3 birds).—
Name.
'
Score.
Total. I Name.
Score.
Total.
Hawkins,..110
2 Moran.Ill
3
Dubois.0 10
l|
Moran gets second money.
Steubon gets third money, being the only seven.
Green.

CONCENTRATORS
IN
ERS.

MUZZLE-LOAD¬

Princeton, N. J., March 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I was somewhat surprised at vpur asking me, tn your issue of last
woek, how 1 used Ely's concentralors in a muzzie-loader. It is so com¬
mon among shooters where I Jive to use them that 1 imagined every one
knew how it was done. The operation, however, is eufllcieutly simple.
It is only necessary to pot tho concentrator into the muzzle of the gun
after tho shot, and Iff ore tho last w ad. Put the wad on top of the conceo
trator, and push both home at once. Yon will immediately see what
the result wifi be. The shot, tho concentrator, and the rvad will assume
the same relative positions in ihe barrel of the gun as they do nr a
breech-loading shell, and In discharge will act In t he same way. Tc those
who have never used the Ely concentrator in n muzzle-loading gnu, tt e
experiment is worth a trial.
LouxeitR,

CHOKE-BORES.
Sir—Having seen a deal of dlecnssion in The If rid relative to I he
penetration and killing powers of gnns bond on the new system, T
thought it might interest some of its renders to '.five them my experience
in Ike field against game aud Wildfowl with a PI i orngunbyMr Greener,
bo.vd on tits uew system. I purehiteed the z_>. in Deer in her, nod found
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it weighed 10 ll)R.» with barrels 34 ins. long. This gun appeared heavy
at first; bntihe feeling noon went off, and 1 found it really very handy,
and I have carried and shot with it the whole day, walking sometimes
twenty miles, I have never tried its penetration at paper, but at game
and wildfowl it la all that could be desired, having killed over twenty
hares, some of them as far off as 80 yards, and frequently killed going
away at 60 yards. I shot a heron at 72 yardH, and a wild duck at 80
yards, besides making long shots At green plover in docks, having re¬
peatedly killed four or five at from 80 to 100 yards, both when sitting and
flying. T have likewise shot rabbits, pheasants, pari ridges, snipe, jacltBnipe, teal, pochards, golden plover, knot, wood-pigeons, water hens and
lots <fr other birds. I have tried it at gulls und cro ws, and have made some
very long BhotB; bnfc never killed a single hird at 100 yards, although I
have killed at that distance when 1 have shot into a dock. The different
kinds of shot make no difference in the shouting, as I have tried it at a
30-in. iron target, and it puts in 280 No. 6 with a charge of 1$ oz, and
4 drs. No. 6 powder. When I increased the charge of shot to 2 ozs. and
4 drs. of powder the pattern was as high as 360, and when reduced to 1
oz. an average of 200 pellets. For long shots 1 used 5 drs. No. 6 powder
and U 02. No. 5 shot (sometimes the chilled, and at others the ordinary
kind). It shootB equally well wlth small or large shot, and I have always
found the spread of email and large shot to be the same up to 60 yards.
At longer distances the large shot has the advantage, as the wind docs
not act so much upon it. For shooting at 30 yards | oz. ie quite suf¬
ficient; but R requires finer Bhooring than with an ordinary gun, as the
spread is not near go great, and there are no sprinklings of outside pel¬
lets, which very often only maim a bird.; so that with a gun bored on
tho new system you either kill or miss, and, with a had shot, very often
the latter. Mr. Greener's gnu leads only a little at the muzzle; but it
does not intefere with the shooting, as T have fireef 100 shots without
cleaning.
T. Mjstcalfe.
Kingston Villa, Ntw Parks, Scarborough, Airrll
—P'i'O/n the London Meld.

--

Rouceverte, w. Ta., March tlth, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Oue of your correspondents asks about a compass set in a gnn stock.
I have been using for several years a Winchester, model of .66, 20 inch
barrel, which has a compass inserted in the stock. The gun was given
to me by a friend, Mr. L. J. Peck, of Lockport, N. Y., as a memento of
a certain bear hunt we took together, and had been used by him several
years with the compass put in for his convenience. He had a Maynard
with a compass in its stock, and would, no doubt, tell your correspond¬
ent what Is necessary to make the needle act properly. The one In my
gun acts all right, although I seldom nse a compass, while I am a good
deal in the woods. A. man may get confused by a multiplicity of roads
or streets, not knowing which one lo taka, but he should never be at a
loss in the woods. As to the bear hunt 1 spoke of above, I bet Mr,
Sartori, of Philadelphia, unlimited good things that we would kill a bear,
agreeing afterwards to do it by 5 o’clock P. M , Mr. Pick supplementing
by a bet of “two New' York shillings” iu toy favor. We did not leave
camp autil 8 A. M., a dreadfully cold morning in mid-Novomber; snow
tep inches deep. We struck a fresh track at 3:20 P. M.; killed the bear
at 3:40; laid out ail night, and came back next day to enjoy venison, the
rest of the party having killed two deer while we were gone.
C. (J.

^nchting and Routing.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should he mulled no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Male.
Mar.
M:»r.
MUr
Mur.
Mar.
Mur.
Mar.

Boston.

23.
24.
25.
56.

10
10
11

23... ‘...’.'.’.1.!!!!
2!).

0
1

84
IS
c.9
37
16
59
4t

New York. Charleston.

8
0
9
10
11

4
42
19
12
45
28
17

5
6
6
8
8
9

34
18
59
V
16
59
44

MR. BISHOP’S VOYAGE IN A BARNEGAT
DUCK. BOAT—FLORIDA REACHED IN
THE “CENTENNIAL REPUBLIC.”

W

E give below another letter just received from Mr.
N. H. Bishop, describing his adveuturons trip
along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. Our last letter, it
■will he remembered, was written from Biloxi, Miss. Mr.
B. haB now reached St. Marks, Florida, en-route for Cedar
Keys, which point helms probably reached ere this. The
paper canoe in which Mr. Bishop's first voyage was made,
will he exhibited at the Centennial by the Massachusetts
Commission, and his present craft which he has christened
(and well christened) the Centennial Republic, will be exhi¬
bited in the government collection of boats. The Southern
Boat Club of New Orleans has presented Mr. Bishop with
a flag iu commemoration of his visit to that city.
Apalachicola, Fla., March 7th, 187Q.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

I have Just emerged from the interior salt-water passages
of the coast, by crossiug the beach above Cape St, Bias,
from St. Joseph’s Sound to the waters of the Gulf of
Mexico; thence by St. Vincents' Sound to this port. While
waiting for the strong easterly winds to subside I will give
you a description of the route to be followed by a small
boat from New Orleans to Cedar Keys.
From Lake Pontchartrain (where a young friend Joined
me with his skiff, after my lonely row of two thousand
miles down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, from Pittsburg)
the shores were followed to Biloxi, from v\ hich wateringplace I last addressed you. Leaving Biloxi we rowed
easterly, crossing the mouths of hays and bayous, past
Pascagoula to the entrance of Mobile Bay, and camped
outside of Fort Gaines, until the water became smooth
enough to allow us to cross the inlet, three and a half miles
to Fort Morgan. Tlie Bon Secour hay was followed inside
the beach to its head; and we became landlocked in Oyster
Bay, a tributary of the Bon Secour River. Only one man
in that part of the pines owned a yoke of oxen; he hauled
us seven miles through a level country to Portage Creek,
which we discended to the wide Perdido River. The
Perdido was followed for a few miles to its last great
eastern bend, five or six miles from where it empties its
water into the Gulf of Mexico. At this point a strip of
low land, only three-fourths of a mile in width, separates
the river from Big Lagoon. _ Here we dragged our boats
across into the shallowed lagoon, and rowed through it to
the town of Warrington and the Pensacola Navy Yard. It
was a long pull across the hay tQ Santa Rosa Island with a
head-wind. The distance between the Fort Picken’s end
of the island aDd East Pass inlet at, its eastern extremity is
about forty-eight miles. All through these regions the
cabins of the settlers are few indeed.
In thiB unsettled region deer, wild cats and coons arc

abundant; and heavy pine forests give a dreary aspect to
the shores of the sounds.
One family of negroes live upon Santa Rosa Island, and
are the only settlers to be found along the sound, excepting,
the four or five families at the narrows on the main shore
of Santa Rosa Bay.
At East Pass, on the eastern side of the inlet, resides Capl.
L. Destin, aNewLondon, Conn., fisherman. From East Pass
it is about thirty miles easterly to the head Of Choctawhatchee Bay ; and from that end We had our boats hauled
through a wild forest, sixteen miles, to West Bay Creek, a
tributary of St. Andrew’s Bound.
Vre continued our
Journey through West Bay, across the mouth of North
Bay to St. Andrew’s East Bay, the entrance of which we
crossed as we rowed down to the sea At this point was
first seen the palmetto or cabbage palm, the feathery lops
of which gave a tropical cast, to the forests. The waters
of tho Mexican Gulf were now before us, or rather were
seen through the great openings in the beach on our right
as we rowed inside the sttudy islauds, which act as a
harrier to keep out the rough waves of the great Southern
sea. We camped inside of Crooked Island; and the fol¬
lowed day, having rowed a3 far eastward as the gradually
closing interior water course would allow, wo hauled our
boats across the beach, and launched out upon the waters
of the Gulf. A few miles of hard pulling brought us lo
St. Joseph’s Bay, which wc followed to Its eastern cud
where wc became land locked four miles above Capo St.
Bla3. It was necessary to make another portage of about
a quarter of a mile across the beech into tlie Gulf again.
We slept in our boats for two nights awaiting the subsi¬
dence of the sea—then launched our little craft once more
upon the restless w aves. As we pulled up the beach great
black-fish came in schools, and dividing into four com
panics, one on each side, and a party in' front and one
astern of the boats, in the most dignified manner convoyed
us three miles to where we parted company; we to go
through the surf to make a lauding on the strand; they to
follow the bent of their inclinations. These great fellows,
weighing from five hundred to one thousand pounds each,
seemed loath to leave us, iof they swam slowly seaward
(s)pouting as they rolled their dark’bodies above the waves.
The lanuing was accomplished without shipping much
water; and wc immediately hauled over the beach three or
four hundred feet into the 1-igoon or western btauch of St.
Vincent’s Sound. Two miles eastward of where we made
our landing is Indian Pass, an inlet through which we
could have entered the sound, hut heavy seas were break¬
ing upon the bar, and any attempt to have entered tlie
inlet at Unit time would have proved disastrous to us.
Emergiug from tlie lagoon we camped in a palmclto
grove, arid were detained in that wild retreat for two nights
and a day by heavy head-winds. When the gale was over
we rowed by moonlight thirteen miles up the sound to the
port of Apalachicola, where the kind attentions of C'upt.
Daniel Fry', U. S. Gov. Inspector of steamboats, and the
comforts enjoyed iu his “ collage by the sea ” made us
forget the hardships of our loucly journey along the Gulf
coast. In a day or two we expect to continue the journey
to Cedar Keys tan St. Marks. We have only erne hundred
and sixty live miles to row when our long journey from the
head of the Ohio will end. As the colored post muster at
St. -Marks, Fla., oannot feud he has ueelected to forward
the letters sent to us, for weeks past, through his office,
though lie received written orders to do so; consequently
we have not hoard from the North for eight weeks. The
route from Apalachicola to Cedar Keys follows Hie north
shore of St. George’s Sound lo Crooked River; thence
through that river, the Ockloekony Bay and open gulf
waters to St. Marks. From St. Mark’s the shoal waters of
tlie open gulf, protected by Oyster reefs and shoals, may he
safely followed as you coast along the great marshes, dotted
with little shell-mound hammocks of llit; cabbage palm.
During last April I emerged in my paper cauoe from these
marshes at the mouth of the wiki S> wanee river, and
ended a canoe journey of about t-u,,
the uui.-.rcil
miles, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The five thousand
miles of rowing through the connecting water-courses of
the Continent, during two seasons, has impressed me with
the great value and wonderful characteristics of the im¬
mense rivers, bays, sounds and harbors which are the
heritage of the American people. Capital, combined with
intelligence, will, sometime in tlie future, develope these,
great gifts to great and important uses. I have not had
time or space to tell how these waters tcom with fish and
animal life, and what they contain to feed generations of
peoples yet unborn. Camp-life is not conducive to literary
effort. There is too much to be Studied to leave time for
one to impart the harvest to other's. Truly yours.
N. H. B.
Wire Rope kor Caulks,—We find in the last issue of
tlie Aquatic Monthly a letter from Commodore R. B. Forbes,
of the Eastern Yacht Club, on the subject of stec-I wire
rope as a substitute for chain cables, The idea is an ex¬
cellent one, and we are ohly surprised that it lius not been
already adopted. For yachts particularly, a wire cable would
be very convenient, as one of sufficient size could be
handled and coiled as easily as a rope, Qr a drum could
he substituted for the old tashioned windlass, and the cable
reeled in on that. Mr. Forbes says that those who have
merely seen and used common wire rope can have no idea
of the pliability of the rope now making at the Charles¬
town yard out of English steel wire. He describes a cable
now in process of manufacture which is four and threequarter inches, and comprises six strands laid up around
a hempen core or heart, each strand also with a similar
core, which gives great pliability. Oue of these strands
would make a cable for a scliooner rf 100 tons. The
old hempen cables used before chains became common
had many advantages, particularly in the ease with which
they were handled: the chief objection to them being
their liability to Chafe and part when in contact with the
bottom. When overlaid with this pliable steel wire this
objection would be entirely removed.
Atlantic, Yacht Club.—At tlie regular annual meeting
of this club, held ou Saturday last, the following gentlemen
were elected as officers lor the ensuing year -.—Commodore,
George A. Thayer, yacht Triton; Vice-Commodore, Latham
A. Fish, yacht Agnes; Rear Commodore, William Cooper,
yacht Orion; Recording Secretary, JolmB. Morgan; Trea¬
surer, S. W- Knowles; Measurer, Chris. T. Lippi it. Tues¬
day, June G, was fixed as the day for the annual regatta,
which was placed under the management of the following
committee : Edward Arnold, C.' T. Lippitt and W. W>
Richards.
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—The Beverly Yacht Club held tlicir annual meeting on
the 11th inat., and elected the following officers.-—Commo¬
dore, H. H, Buck, of Die Tlieela; Viee-Commodoie, Arthur
Burgess, of the Fanehon; Secretary and Treasurer, W.
Lloyd Jeffries, of the Bluebell; Measurer, E. B. Russell.
Regatta committee—Waller Burgess, of the Tulip; Faikin.an Dexter, of tho Mariquita; P. Grant, Jr., of lire Water
Lily; E. B. Russell und W. Lloyd Jeffries.
—A new schooner yacht is being built at Oohotirg,
Canada, for the purpose of competing iu the centennial
match for the Queen’s Clip. The appearance of a Canadian
yacht racing iu our waters will be hailed as a welcome,
although unusual event,
—Poillou Brothers are building for Mr. Peabody Bussell,
a large steam yacht, 80 feet long, 18 feet beam and 0 feet
hold. She will ho fitted with sufficient canvas to reach
England under sail, and upon her arrival over there the
ongitias will he put in. She is now in frame and will be
completed by May 1.
—The following gentlemen have been elecled as officers
of the South Boston Yacht Club: Commodore, J. B
Moody; Vico Commodore,• S. J. Capen; Fleet Captain,
John Gliannoek; Recording Secretary, John Mortis; Finan¬
cial Secretary, E. 11. Mulouy; Treasurer, Thomas Christian;
Measurer, John Wimiiatt; Trustees, J. G. Chambers, F. S.
Wright and G. G. Morris. 3, J. Capon declined tlie nomin¬
ation and the matter was referred to the committee.
—The Rookaway Yacht Club which was organized in
1871, and Incorporated in 187li, held its annual meeting on
Thursday, March Dili.
The following gentlemen were
elected officers: Commodore, Daniel Lord, Jr ; President,
Nalh’l Jarvis, Jr.; Vice-President, A. 11. Stevens; Trea¬
surer, Alfred Neilson; Secretary, Henry H, Man; Measurer,
N. T, Laurence. Regatta Committc—Dauiel Lord, Jr.;
Win. Lumtnis, Charles A, Chcever. Tho club-house is
situated at Far Rookaway, L. I. This club has some of
the fastest open yachts in the country enrolled in its fleet,
and expect to be well represented at the comiug Centennial
regatta.
—Al the annual meeting of the Knickerbocker Yacht
Club, of this city, the foliowing officers were elected lor
the ensuing year:—Commodore, Edgar Williams (third
term); Vice Commodore, Win. Ruddiman; Secretary, E.
M. Bauson ; Measurer, John Potter; Treasurer, G. O. Baker;
Board of Directors—John Poller, Wm. Ruddiman, Dr.
McElroy, E. M. Sansou, and Guo. A. Henshuw.
The Harvard—Yale It a or;.—Tile following is Ihe
agreement between the boat clubs of Harvard and Yale
Universities with reference to the eight-oared four mile
siraight-away race, to he rowed at Springfield, Mass., on
lire fiOth June. This agreement is dated March 13, and
was completed only very recently.
Article 1. Alt members of llio University who are candidates for.lhe
degree uf A. Jr. ur Pll. H.. who have been pui-sning their SUidTos
Tor nine months previous to Hu; liny or tho race, or cafiflldalOB for the
degree of Lh.fi.,£- D., Jl. I)., Ph. It., or A. 51., who have hern pur¬
suing lheir Btudit'6 for one term previous 10 the day of (tie raeu, t-linfi he
eligible lo low ou the Uuiveraliy crew. Provided, llowover, itiul all e.andld.-uea for the Iasi live, degrees above nunieil -to-ivit, LL.ff., M. I)., Ph.
D., A. M., or fi.1).—e-hull have previoualy taken the degreu of A. it.,
B..S., or I’ll. B. fruui Ike college ou wliusu crew ihey are to row. No
gradnatc shall be euiieitiured a candidate for u degree unless liiti name ie
nuliecatalogue or unless he- shall present, ir desired, a cuitllicale of
membership in one of the depatuneiits above named, signed by the eucrelary of the college or other propot authority.
Art. 3, The lace shall be rowed on J one gotli, 1S7S,
Art. 3, The race shall be rowed at. Springlleld, Mass.
Art. 4. The race shall be rowed on suitable waters as defined by Ihe
umpire and in accordance with the laws of Oxford and Cambridge an¬
nexed below.
Art. 5. A gentleman of reputation shall bn chosen aa umpire. The
fact that he is agiadu&te.of cither collect: shall not r.obur him from ser¬
ving io that capacity. JSach college shall make a nomination for that
position, und tt the nomination be accepted oy the otber college, the anal choice shall be derided by lot.

The articles of agreement arc sighed on the part of
Harvard by VV. J. Weld, Jr., President of the University
Boat Olub, and by ihe Yale Commillee ou the part of Yale.
The rules arc those governing the Oxford autl Ctimbride
matches.
—The Fisherman's Rowing Association of Halifax, N. S.,
send word that llmir crew will go into training about the
1st of April, and that they expect to contest the four-oared,
pair-oared and single scull races in the international re¬
gattas on the Schuylkill during the Ceniemiial Exhibition.
V. H. Daily, champion oarsman of California, is organiz¬
ing a crew of four, and hopes to have single scull entries
also in tlie international regattas.
—De Witt’s Base Ball Guide for 187G, edited by Mr.
Chadwick, will he the most complete edition of that stand¬
ard base ball book yet published.
Besides containing
complete .statistics of the play of the professionals mid
amateurs during the past season, batting and pitching av¬
erages, etc., and special eh up lens giving insl ructions in tho
new points of play, it will be illustrated with culs show¬
ing the legal and illegal attitudes in delivering the ball,
and the best style of handling tho bat. Also the scores iu
full of the noted games in Canada, by.amateurs as well as
professionals; the whole containing over a hundred pages,
including* the now codes of rules of the professional arid
amateur clubs.
—Among the League playing rules are to be found the
appended amendments, suggested by Mr. Chadwick in his
articles on tlie subject last winter:-‘‘A player running on a foul taken on tlie Hy is liable to
the same penalties as one running ou a fair fly. But, on
the other hand, a player standing ou his base when tlie ball
is caught, or touching his bag afler the lly is takeii, can
run tor his bases just astf that foul were a fair fly. Again,
if the hit he a foul grounder, the player who has started
to run can regain his base without any danger of beingput out. No ball shall contain more than one ounce of
rubber, but tlie hall may be all yarn. The effort was made
to establish tlie all-yarn ball as the only ball to be used by
the League; but this failed, and the following compromise
was come to: The home club should have the option of
using either tho all-yarn of the rubber-core ball, as they
felt Inclined, and any change in the ball during tlie game
was to niade In accordance with the origiual ball sclented.
—The match at foot-ball between Harvard ami McGill
(Montreal) Universities wilt be played at Cambridge, Mass.,
probtibly on the 18th of May.
—By next Saturday the probability is that the Brooklyn
Club professionals will he in the field playing against picked
nines at the Capitoline grounds every fine afternoon.
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COIN LIN’S
Camping Tents CHALLENGE. THOMSON & SON, Patent Rifle Gallery.
AND

Canvas

Boats

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAPP AN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not gtgw
etiff, lasting twice as Ions an any otter goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
.TAMES LYNCH. 184 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & son, 3a8 Broadway. N. Y.
THOMAS H. BEES. 36 S. Pint street, Phil a.
J. W. LEANE & CO.,67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my porsonal supervision,

mov2a

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood; Mass.

PISCICULTURE.
The West Barnstable (Mass.) Hatching Works are
offered for sale. The various ponds and tanks are
abundantly fed by sprmgs unvarying in temperature.
Six acres of land, dwelling house, a large ice-house,
etc., etc., within five minutes’ walk of tbc depoL.
Three thousand adult tront, and 20.000 fry of t his years’
hatching. A more complete establishment is not to
be found in the country. It received the .first prize of
$300 from the Massachusetts Agricultural Society in
1872, and a medal from the Societe d’ Acclimation, of
Paris, in 1873, for “Excellent Fish Farm.” Apply to
E. DEXTER, No, 46 Chestnut st., Boston.
mar 23 -tf

WANTED

TO PURCASE.— A FINE

breech loading shot gun, 12 gauge, 80 inch
barrels, to weigh not over 7 pounds. Address, stat¬
ing lowest price and name of maker, R, H. A , care
this office._
MarTMt

The Galaxy
FOR

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qnalLies he claim# for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regnlarily in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 20U rornads, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
mchl6
Kefonset. Mass.

Water-proof and^ Mildew-proof.
Wc are prepared to water proof, by an improved
process, Canvas for Boat Covers. Tents, Salle, Boat
Cushions, Camp Beds, Lounges, Hammecks, Clothes
Bags, Fishing Rod Bass, Gun Covers, Correl Netting,
Woolen and other material for Clothing, Hats, Haver¬
sacks, Awnings, Wagon Tope, Horse Blankets, etc.
The treatment by rhis patented process of all Tex¬
tile Fabrics effectually prevents

Dampness, Mildew, Dry Rot, Etc.
It is a water rcptlhmt especially valuable to

Spoi-tsmen

and

Anglers,

Rendering all fabrics prepared with this material not
only Water-proof, Mildew-proof, and Moth-proof, but
stronger and more durable.

Bradford & Anthony.
meblfi'lt

374 Washington street, Boston.

Extra cloth gilt fiont and back, beveled boards, 4-12
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, aud diagrams.

Reminiscences
of the Late War
Are continued in this number.
These articles, it is believed, will be second only to
“Gen. Sherman’s Memoirs1’ as vivid pictures of
Army life and startling adventure.
CONTENTS.
la Nature Inconsistent? By Prof. Burt G. Wilder,
‘ M. 1).
War Memoirs. From West Point to the Battle¬
field . By General G. A. Custer.
Love Confirmed by Benson. A Sonnet, By John
G. Saxe.
Madcap Violet. By William Black, Author of “A
Princess of Thule,” etc.
Provencal Song. By Thomas Wentworth HigginFnte’s Choice. By C. B. Lewis,
In the Shadow. By Jacob A. Hoekstra.
The Inconvenience of Being Named £mlth. By
Colonel Nicholas Smith.
Reuben Bale. By Miss Annie T. Howells,
Homes of the American Aborigines.
To My Daughter. From Victor Hugo.
Atnericun Pronunciation of English. By Richard
Grant White.
Mr.
Beaman’s Mistake.
An Old-Fashioned
Story. By Emma B. Cobb.
Souvenirs of a Man of Letters. B. J. H. SiddonB.
A Spring Evening. By F. W. Bouraiilon.
A Final Word on Emerson. By John Burroughs.
To Mr. Editor. ByE. T. Mason.
The King of Poland and Mme Geoffriu. By Henry
James. Jr,
The Bonanza Mines of Nevada
By LawTcnce
Barrett.
Drift-Wood. By Philip C^uilibet.
Scientific Miscellany.
Current Literature.
Nebulae. By the Editor.

Price 35c. per Number. $4.00 per Year,
Including Postage.
It cun bo bad with cither “Harper’s Weekly,” or
“Ba?.ar,”or ''Appleton’s Weekly” for $7.50.
Sheldon & Company,

Mar28-lt

NEW YORK..

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverock Setter Pride of the Border,
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Btsphara.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatua-M Street, N. Y.

Boat Awnings and TentsT
For Hunting and Fishing,
A

SPECIALTY.
All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by muQ promptly attended to. Goods sent
toanypa'tof the world.
S. A. HaHWOi'I).
metis dm
71 West Broadway, N. Y.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun
Shot

Covers.

Gnn Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOR AND

STORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG I,FATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGtGtINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

Office: 338 BROADWAY, HEW YORK.

Special Commissioner of lhe London Meld.
“A most excellent work.”—N. Y. Independent..
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability.”—Philadelphia frees.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Comprehensive ana exhaustive,”—Pall Mall Ga¬
zette.
“Consult ‘Nebraska.’
London Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive any information it does
not contain.”—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”— Lon¬
don Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volume larger than “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Nassau «t.
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO.,Broadway,N. Y.

Tiu"RE1W—A FIRST-CLASS MODERN

House, with about eight acres of land (part of
“Plum Point” farm), situated directly on the Elk
x.v. er, four miles from Elkton. on the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore R. R, This place is cele¬
brated for Duck and Upland Shooting and Fishing.
Terms moderate; apply to
O. vvr. MORBIS, Jr.
mch9 3t
Elkton P. O., Cecil Co., Md.

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES.

Also, 300,000 Brook Trout Fry.
Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is their
time. Prices low. Fry feeding well and healthy.
_H. CROWELL,
Ludlow, McKean Co., Penn.
mch9 4t

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 3m
FOR SALE, OK TO LET.
The elegant conntry residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Locu.t Valley, neat Glen Cove, Long lalaud.

Suitable for Snuimer Boardiug-llouse.
The house is 21 B'orics. frame, 40 feet frout and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large and airy; kitcheu wellarranged and convenient; cellar large aDd dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage houee, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the honso Stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold v 1th the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres- As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
Is no better place in the State. Apply to
R. FRAUCIS,
mch2 6m
47 Broad street, New York.

Founded July 4, 1808.

CANOE FOR SALE.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of Peterboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
It Magnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.
mcbl) tf

SALE—A

$45

C'onlin’s Pateut

Safety Shooting Gallery.
The right to be sold for every city and town in Lhe
United States.
Galleries pu t up; plan* and all necessary in formation
on building at a moderate price. Send for circular.
feb24 lm
JAMES «. CONL1N, 930 Broadway ,

TIIE

AMERICAN KENNEL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Arnold Burges, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported and Native Doge in the U. S.
Square Svo. Illustrated. Clo,, $4. Half Calf, $7.r>0.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Gapt. A. II. Bogardus, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
America. Illustrated. Prico $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOWL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
***To be had through any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J, B, FORD,
& CO., N. Y.
_mch 16 12t

-j([V IT Vanity Fair.

JU 1
i 1 It Is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cenis. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send Tor cir¬
cular.
YVM S. KIMBALL «fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmnn. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.e, aud know them all to
be first'class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid, re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Beat dealers have it.
From A. B.LomberCott, Rochester.
Having smoked yonr tobacco. Vanity Fair, by I hr.
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would Dot tiro
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graced! make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, N' Y.
We have received from Messrs. Kimball & Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and. after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
»mok ers.
THE

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

At St. Augustine, Florida.

OR

Those who wish to start in the Bhooling Gallery
business cannot do better than examine

DOGS, and SHOOTING.

Gun Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

THOMSON & SON,

APRIL

NOW READY.
GEN. GEO. A. CUSTER'S

Manufacturers of

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe \Nhicu shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra sterna
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
6old by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
Batnple sent by mail for $1 by'

REMINGTON

Double Breech-loading Gun, 10-bore, 28-inch;
a hard shooter; two dozen brass shells and loading
implements complete; price $40 Good as new. Ad¬
dress
ROBERT WALKER.
mcb9 tf
FrankUn, Delaware Co., N. Y.

RUSHTON’S

J. H. Hubbard,
novlS tf_Selling Agent, Cambridge, MaB9,

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are It to 15 feet long,
and have ample cipacity for fiorn one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar siaing. oak keel) stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. KUSHTON, Mannf’r,
mch9 3m

TO SPORTSMEN:
Thos. W. Sparks,

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMFY
Respectfully invite attention to the

Superior Facilitie s
afforded by their lints for reaching? most of the TROT1NG PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
Slates. These line* being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS! avoid the difficulties and danebis of reshipment, while the excellent care run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

Tin; Pennsylvania Railroad
A. B. SHIPLEY & SON.
503 and 505 Commerce 8t., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Base and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE HOD MOUNTINGS.
Greeulieart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Pi emium awaidod bv the FrankUn
Institute, 1814._rnctih 6m
RARE

J. I I. HATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,

CHANCE

To Buy a Fish Farm.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

Business engagments compel me to sell my farm,
of about 35 acres, containing house, bum. hatchinghouse, and fish-ponds. The place is well-furnished
noth choice fruit, and rs a fine location for a fish,
poultry, and fruit farm. Price low.
FRED MATHER,
feblT tf_Honeove Falls. New York.

1 Ultvo on band eovcral fine trout rods at $35 each,
and ant ready to fill orders to a limited number Address
CHA8. T. MURPHY.
Diehls 3m
4Q Halsey fit.. Newark, N. J.

gallon cons, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
cane. R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vi.
Noe, li—tf.

Maple

syrup

in

Company

also reacU the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania aud New Jersey. EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE. RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEtiUA, olid
other w ell known contore for
Trout Pishing, Wing (•hooting, nml Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY.
SQUAN, aud points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for t'.ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jn, Gen’IPass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
feblT tf

The Wall Street Indicator.

airtight
aiul.Efiton & Co., IT Ann, New York.

THIS WEEK'S ISSUE SENT FREE.
Contains Pictorial Illustrations of Bolls and Bears.
Also, ful I and complete instrnrtions bow to operate in
Stoiks and Stock privileges. Capital hils ned sugges¬
tions. Also, a list of Valuable Premiums to Clubs.
"Send for it."
BUUKWALTEIt A CO..
Bankers and Brokers, to Wall Btrect, New York City,
P. O, Box 4,317.
feb34
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of tlie Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTA L (SO feetl. speed 17.94 miles per Pour; FIREFLY (BO feet), 17.94 miles per honr; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to Ml miles an hour.

KEEP THIS CHECK IN

SIGHT

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Coals

252

ACCIDENT

Broadway, New York.

POLICIES by the month __
lyeur for any amoont, from
1*1.000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to
1-#1,000-

Hartford Accident Ins. CQ.,RNCimAMp-

ONE DAT.

UloUnANLt.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
[
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Manager;

The undersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent liilies,

vvill*

Marlin’s Improvement.

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short anil Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SCHOVERLINC

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOB TARGET AND SPORTING
jan20 3m

GUNPOWDER.

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 8G CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

BRANDS—Diamond Drain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—18Broad st,, Boston; 19 Exchange at., Bnffilo; 9 State at., Chicago; 32? N. Second Bt., St. Louie
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

Tlxe Most Approved

System

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

-OF-

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

31ilitary I Rifles.

I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have jusi. received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REM1NG10N, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle puTchaBed
can be tested m the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs and associa¬
tions. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., NY.
dec2S 3m

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S

bas

PATENT

For Simplicity of Construction
accuracy,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Maui [dilation
Materials and Vv orkmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

REVOLVERS

CAMPING and MINING

Illustrated Household Magazine,
flW
—Now in its 17i.h Yolume—
J£sF*The best Periodical ever published for the«j££3!
Family Circle.
-^£3
tglT*Profusely lllnslratcd—Replete with choice-^3!
reudiug and nseful InfoiniGtion.

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DES1HA BLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send i or Circulars.

-

Whitney Arms Comp.

^"An Attractive . MontPilv for-^1
gp
Young_and01d. ‘

Whitneyville, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

Paper and Metallic Shells
FOR

STOVE.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

PATENTED JUNE 23, 1875.

Manufactured by the

Outside dimensions, piicked, 13x12x20 itches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kuUIe, 8 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee put, fry pan, round tiu pair, 2
square paus, dipper, gridiron, tent collar. 8 ft. funnel,
uud an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STITRTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use au awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
hitrhly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS,—By repeated experiments and great
onllay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not buret in the gnu.
inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

I Our Readers I

Pgj^are heart.iy advised to temi ten cents for a
specimen copy of the

The ware is so constructed that it nests and packs
in the Oven, and the oven and-fnnnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cm 2, leavina room for pack¬
ing half a dozen mates, knives, forks, spoons, and
drinking caps. Price, complete, #15.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Hr L. DUNCKLFE,

||SlExomtne Ihe ' Ilium list of Grand Prizes!*^1^5
|pj|y=|the first is one Icy uni Bosewrutl Piano,
[S-retail pi Tea, $; M)). The publishers now offer-fU
Ifs^-thet-e prizes for subscription, in addition
£iU.the commission, which is Ihirly cents for1
JU^every subscriber. For terms in full, see an
SpSU.nnunf.ement. in the Magazine, headed““S
‘Grand Prises Now Offered lo \Vorkers,”“||-«
until pay you well \o act npon our advice,
fSpSuhacription ONLY one dollar a year!!“^J
Postage 10 cents extra.
*

JpiU'Prt
pmi
Iu[ 0liee far a c°py of“®
<11 l lILo j (hiB excellent, chaste aml“*j|2

Id subscribers for the sake of yonr liitle=^
jgg=,ojies, as well as because yoa will fluid its col-~jg[
jpg-timPB most attractive for yonr own reading.
SZ The conductors of this mazaziue UaveHS!
j£|L,spaied neither pains nor money in order to
|f»~rnake it what it is to day—an instructive and~j||
^^-.entertaining desideratum for every honse-“=4g2
]S~holfl. Its pages are devoted to popular lit-—
j5=|™eratui,ft, science, art, education, and the
JgL-velopmcnt and maintenance of the moral m—
ElLfluence of home attractions. Its character—-l
Kristie feature is comprehensiveness. The-*
EgUmiuinscripfcs now on hand, from noted pens,*^
and others especially engaged, embrace an-^gjjj
unusually attractive list of Sketches of.Jg3S
gL»Travelj absorbingly interesting 8erials,-|!|
JS|L>rr&leB, Poems. Popular Ksanys, Litcrnry-^M
"p*YCriiieUnis« etc., etc. In the BUm>R’e»-§g
STUDY, liiipotniit uud Pegging Qnes-~(g
lions of the Bay, will bo treated wilh four
JglLleBS, uncompromising independence, tuid«*£§
IslLnnswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,*±*=3
|g_Jui>tlce mid Right.

BOX ay 10, BOSTON.
For sale at SPORTSMAN’S EMPORIUM, 17 Ann
street. New York City, and R. U. KILBY, 316 St.
Paul street, Montreal
j£iP=*Agents wanted in every town.

ISC Address
Household Publishing Co.,*JKJ
g-P. O. Box 3,267.
44 Park Bow, N.Y. -j||

Stereoscopic Studies of

^Agents Wanted Everywhere. J
Write to us—state where you saw this.

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading- Shot Guns.

Shells

for

These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
han any shell new made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
pringmg away, thereby causing missflres. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place
It
•either rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
vhcn cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in Bteul or iron
These shells
re finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2J- to
inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained frofn all the leading sportsmen’s houses
hroughout the country, GEO. E. HART <fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N J ^

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Win? Shot of America*
Jesses. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen--The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever Used
They
2 stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nee them in all my shooting hereafter. Youre truly
may!3-ly
A. H.Boaduura,

J

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the moat interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of citieB, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views m existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address
OBER BROTHERS,
deefiti
Fernandlna, Florida,

There oAn be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that ara equal to the very beet whol»
ones for local use,
Jy29-Iy
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HO
r§otqJs Htid i&etiorfs (ar^yortSmcn.
FLORIDA

AND

The Putnam House,
(81 John’s River),

PALATKA, FLORIDA.
Open from November In May.
An unfailing anpply of pure water from Artesian
Wells on the piomises.

The

Equinox

House,

(Foot of Mt. -Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
Open from JuT'0 to Octoner.
Address, by mail or telegraph,

F. U. ORVIS,
At Falalha from October 25 to April 25.
At Manchester from April 35 to October 25.
mcli3 t-f_

Charleston Hotel,
E. H. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
CHARLESTON, S. C.
ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on first and second
tloers. Ticket oQice and telegraph office in hotel.

TUB

ret#! tf__ __

Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Bostou Mass.

NATIONAL HOTEL,
Jacksonville, Fla.,

George McGinley, Prop.

THIS

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

j. & W. TOLLEY’S

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

The strongest and cteanat Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed lib. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher n ambers) especially arc recommended
to owners ol fine brooch-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and. 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12Jibs.,
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and J lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resicn*
um than any other Brands made.
BLASTING. MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.
Sole proprietors find manufacturers of the celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
mended and used by Capt. A. 11. 130GARDUS, the
4’Champion Wing Shot of the World.”

The Hazard Powder €o.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

__

Bromfield House,

GRAND

Orange Sporting Powder.

VERMONT.

ST per Day

Gunpowder.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men. from all parts of the United States and Canada;

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNs, Winner or the Silver Cup,
valuu 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Ttiiil 1875, beating *3comperitors with 08 guns, also winning
iii -all the oiher classes For the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well wit h small shot with a
less powder charge than gnns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaraa, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
\V. VV. GREENER,
St.. Mary’s Works. Birmingham. England.

THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,

r

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12 j, and
lbs. and cans ot6 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. cantsters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporiing, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER,
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER: ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

88Wall Street. Nov York.

GUjfPOWDBK.

W. W. GREENER’S

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Ri-lce, & 1.00.
A complete ret of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely In cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can notv be obtained ou
application to this office.

59 St. James’sStreet London.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
Manufacturers of Fine Gnns and Rifles.
Pattern mdeu by
our Clone-Shoot¬
ing 12 llore,

JOSEPH C. HA YE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

FIELD

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.

5f.Y
;

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

; X.

"Wifi
:

TRIAL

|1875.

A--,

. .

*

-

Solid Breech Snap Action.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUNTHAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breecli Loaders.
m,27

RIGBY’S Celebrated

(Established in 1801),

.3(50, .400 and .450 Bore.

MUZZIE-IOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
S-l SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
73 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

SNEIDER
BREECH
Tbe must Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting:, Mining:, Shipping and Blasting Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
F©r sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10 ly

PATENT

METALLIC

Bound Volumes

(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

ETRATION

POWDER

$4 ELM Street. Bnsfnn,

V_y SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 14- pounds, and is only TJ inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to qnicklv receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For case of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of ihe kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meat,wemunt. outside of vest.
jygS-i.y
N. 8. GOSH. Neosho Falls,Kan.

J. D. DOUGALL’S
Express Guns and Rifles.

HIGHEST PEN¬

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.
FROM ^4
PER
LOCK.

OR

liVotlee.

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in tbe Wear and T< ar Trials, J illy,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is tbe only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots In a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either iu Eng¬
land or America,
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer rn individual sportsmen,- for a short
time, an opportunity to seenre one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be tbe
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Tjade supplied..
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
'
janl3 ly

Dupont's ’

Electric Rebounding Lock

PAPER

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

yard*.

OUR PATENT

piARUIES

BRANCH OFFICE, 2ft Malden Lane,

1 1-8 No. 6, 40

Muzzle Loaders

The Goss Revolving CartridgeNoliier

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

jy!

CONVERTED INTO BREECHLOADERS,

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to 9PORTSMEN at
tbe following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $63 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard,- - - - 115
«
National, - - 140
tf
Challenge, - - - 180
Paragon, - - 225
<*
TRAP SHOTS and others re_
quiring Guns specially built, on
system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH
^

Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”
Nos, ' (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6± and 12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
net-ration. For field, forest and water shooting
ranks any other brand, and it is equally Services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOICE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM S3l> AND UPWARDS.

< ,

Hazard’s “American Sporting.”

JOHN KRIBEK,

EBP AIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Canclteeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

FROWTSTOCK.
_■£

Nos. 1 (fincj to 3 (coarse). In * lb. canisters and 6J lb,
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.

ENGLISH

During the Centennial Exhibition (at which we
shall ne present to exhibit oar guns) our New York
Branch Office will be temporarily closed.
As new sample gnus are now being made for the
Exhibition, we will therefore dispose of our present
sample Breech Loading Gnns at a discount of twenty
per cent . Particulars of Gnns on sale forwarded on
application.

H. C. Squires/"-

Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. Only.

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick bouse of modem structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and fa unsurpassed by
any bo’el in the South._Dec30-tf

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform¬
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.
Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pape.
Oat of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 beat were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its tcore false counted,
the face proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks iu succession, when its average score only took
24th place, it s very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
: st—Pftpe.Davidson.
2d—Pape...
Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1 at—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, .Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3* dr. to lfc oz. shot,built the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cnp, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1?59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Nevtcasile on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

FINE

Made to Order

70 Wall Street, New York.

WATEKPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,
WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented Xa-oeess.
The texture is thoroughly impregnated wiLh the
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
wl'h the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the rubric.
Resists the destructive action or the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there Is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost, will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
mcbfi tf_SOLE AGE ATS, BOSTON.
Magic Lantern and 100 Glides for $100.
& H.
ANTHONY & 00., 591
. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
tol, Chromos and Framjt-, stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megalerhoscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. c holo-Lantern Slides a special
ty.
Mau'ifuctureis of Fhotog rapbic materials.
Awarded First Premium at ‘Vicuna Expos tion.
aufi-ly

E

LOADING

SHOT

WM. R. SCHAEFER,
GUN.

PRICKS, @50.00 TO 8250.00.

Muzzle-Loading' Gnns Altered
Loading.

tc Breech

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Ciicular.

Clark

Ac

Ss^neid-er*.

3X4 W.Pra tt st., Baltimore.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTIl and DURABIL¬
ITY or their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so groat, that
W. A P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now iu use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
gnp now need. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left inite ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
•Establiahed 1780.

of* all

Desoriptions.

Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gnn stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice Of Engli.-h Chilled shot, In 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. (11 Elm Street, Boston,
fehS ly

Corner of Dock Square,

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and moat durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities drat-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as sew gnns. Send for circnlar and
price 'is.. No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

HAYDEN’S

Revolving Cartridge Belt

ang26-tf

FOR BREECH LOADERS.

CEDAR BOATS,
Of auv Desired Lenurh and Size

'anS7 3m

*

Sold by nil dealers,

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Columbus, Ohio

FOREST AND STREAM
Jpe Metuiel.

^ottHmen’u <§ooda.

111

Thii’d Kdilion.

J§;liHcelIaneoti$,

GRAND

I? Ann St., N. Y.

b
THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,
_

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR

OF
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
Will bold their Second Anmial Bench Show

-Apiil

SG

ai)d

1876.

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Club Prizes, a laTge lum¬
ber of valuable

Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be bad by
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
__SeeMjkry,

THOR SALE.—A

THOROUGHBRED

JU
Scotch Deerhound. Price §1G0T This dog is
from tlie fa mo ns stock of the Duke of Hamilton, and
imported by present Owner. Address H. R.,nare
Forest and Stream.
Mar23-It

THOU SALE CHEAP-A BLACK AND
_U
white setter dog* twenty months old; house
broken, and will stand his birds; no bad tricks or
Tices. Inquire D. P. WATERS, Salem, Maas,

AlargtMt_

English

stud

setter

from

Thos. Statter's Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Do» BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY 0. KNOX,
mentt 3m_Enon, Penn.

T EMON AND WHITE, 11USH RED,
-LJ and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting "Dogs for sale.
L. R. MORRIS, Campbell's Station,
mcli9£t_Guernsey Go,, Ohio.

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
Tho ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettle, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin- Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron. Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES. Price 85.
When folded la about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent by express C. O. D., $5, including
pide and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packedin knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuits,
Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
aud warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound,

.Inch Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, rnnnlng rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

FROM

LlewePiu’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
priiie winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
■native or blue blood, at $51) each, gold For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Stmrhroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.— Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again freef of charge
feb£4 3m

For

Sale—a

good,

DOGS TRAINED.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
KJ to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $5(».
Exi.ru held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs hoarded
for $fi per mouili,
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Scliaefcr, gunraaker, G1 Elm
street,. Boston.
nov!8 6m
tgjfittll* twAiilihil&t&'/M.' D„ HAS CONSTANTLY on li and and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all (leases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
©very variety. Rrtcs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill amirii Fifth-ave., N, Y.
Oct 22

RflANMING’S

liras mi
For

U|

1876,

WILL be

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
•Regatta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Ulnl) Kiliitnn, Cloth and Gilt Edged. ..Price, 8 >00.
Clnb Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, 82.00.

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
"MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL."
A large nil tidier of jacht,s for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
iflPl3 tf.

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck( light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English Btyle; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
HKGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hart’s Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever ottered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

$3, $5 50 and $6.

“The Ampersand.”
OOLYIN’8 CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed iu
eoace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weights ponods.$25 00
No. 2.10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 1*2 poun ds... 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs butlj pounds, uud only 14 inches
wide. Price, C. O. I)., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of gnus for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Bogardns’New Book, “Trip to England,”
With how guns are made-and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Bole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
Bportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica¬
tion.

For

Ga., Bailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South
The
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and \v YOMING. The Wyoming Joes not carry passengers.
The Jnniata is a favorite ship with the traveling pub¬
lic, having passenger accommodations of (he most
soporb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far As New Orleans, will find the Savan¬
nah route the most desirable for Comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of tho Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic Bod Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning ami evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and hills of lading lo
all points iu Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tonnes-

Waterproof,

SMITING GOATS,
Valparaiso, Indiana.

Zoological Garden.
FAIUMOUiVt' PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
** - * '
nvirl Pnvirilrie
A .lminmr.n ilr —
.

ARTIFICIAL LYES

For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER *& KINOWLTOX,
li* Arch St., Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail.
?ncl»9 erfini

Brook Trout Fry
tJIiAHY FOR DELIVERY.

A. S. Collins,
Caledonia, Liyiogaum Co., N. Y

And by its uniform

'

novlg tf

SUCCESS

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of 1876 has been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It contains 150,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, and a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of post¬
age, for twenty cents.

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. Ellwood Zell,)
5ios. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

PHUlADEUPHIA, pa.
Jania-iat

_

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Sprues St., 4th door-from
TribuneBuildlugs. JiMESBRADY, Manager and
JProprietor. Open day and eight,

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
SUCCESSORS TO

ANDREW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS. WAKOFACTURF.R.'l AND DKAT.BR9 IN

Fishine Tackle,

On hand the largest, ana Deal, assortment over ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasflue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adlrondaeke. &c., &c.
Split Bamboo, Tront ami Salmon Hods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Solo Im¬
porters of Warrin’a Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needlea

BRADFORD

&

ANTHONY,

374 Washington. St., Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fisliiuff Tackle,
Fishing- Rods,
Fisli Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

NORRIS

FLY RODS.
Trout, Salmon, and
Rnss.
ALSO
Tronl, Butman, anti Bass Pile., Reels, * Lines,
Lend<th, Fly-Books, ifcc.

THADPEUS
Junl3-1y

NORRIS,

20S West Logan Sqnare, Philadelphia,

IViildew-proof, J. B. Crook & Co.,
Manupautueiigiib and Lmportbhs ov

AND

Moth-proof

FISHING TACKLE!

SO Fill1041 St., IV. Y.
N, B.--Sole manufacturers in Lliia country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Trent Baas and Salmon.

McBride Flies.

Haying

IMMENSE SALES,

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re¬
ceived,

lOl

I^Torida.

T3HILADELPHIA. AND SOUTHERN
JL Mail Steamship Company’s line to Savannah,

The experience of five years
ihas proved that this Compact
land Reliable Work of General
| Information is better adapted
to the wants of all classes of
the community than any other
| work of the kind ever pubished. It has been proven by

Waterproof

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSUrP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BltKECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GINS,
Aud Sportsmens’ goods 8f all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
_No. 17 Ann street. New York City.

HOL ABIRD’S

Fishing Tackle,

CONTiNTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birdseye Glance at Florida.
Outfit, for Sportsmen,
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars,
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John. River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land,
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
minting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pel. Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St, John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Gy press Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernanditm to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Munalee Stmizora and Gasparilla.
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No, 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Puuta Thn-sa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6—Up the Caloosahutohie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No, 9—Tampa.
No. 30—Subterranean Streams.
No, 11—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

EATON & CO.,

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

fficlfi4t

All sizes

Moccasins* Oil Tanned,
for the woods; three different styles.

W. H. Holabird,

Send for Illustrated Circular.

TOURIST.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,

staunch,

thoroughbred, well-broken Setter of the GI1dursleeve strain; perfect retriever, and line nose;
color orange and white; price $100. Address H. S.,
at this office.
feb24 tf

THE FISHING

Rods,Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Rails, Fisli Hooks, Ac.

DUNCKLEE’S CAMP STOVES. PriceS15.

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be ottered.
.addressing
y tech? Ql.

HOLABIHIVS CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proor, complete .$20.00
“
“
Wading.lacketa. 6.00

OF

This is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen,/Tour¬
ists, Invalids, and Settlers, nud has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pe.sons seeking set¬
tlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Penlueula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
conntry, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
oat, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlenmut.
.348 pp., 12mo. Price, 81 50.

FHOUEBS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Paleuied November 91b, 1875.
Improved
method of securing Shells in Belts and Vests either
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, TAW COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated. Price List sent on Application.

GEO. C. HENNING,

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
McBride, iu the muuufttcture of fishing tackle, I fed
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same Quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied .with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout sticams, AdiroiidackB, Ihe Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these Hies, by mentioning the’locoF
ity where they inteud fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to tho.^e waters sect to them. Flies copied
rroni any natural insect or patrern desired. SARA
J. MoBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford.
Monroe conn tv. N. Y.
Det*2-ly

II. S. Camp Lounge Co., |
TSOY, N.Y. Circular Prcw.
—
Folds Yery Small.
£5
Price $3
$J0|”

01,1 tkKtl rit DA Shares in Wall street
O 1 'Ii
ijl"" often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. H1UKLING 26 CO., Bankers and Brokets,
72 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec iJS

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; £10 quill,t-d
Is the dandard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton »fc
Co.’;. 102 Nassau stM andE. S, Harris, 177 Broadway.

KETCHING from Nature in Tcncil aud Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical iostmclor; Illustrated, only 80c.
Of bpoksaHers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.,
119 Naeeau srieet, N. Y.
Dec30*lf

Convenience, Regularity, and. absolute Uettainty, nee
KAY’S IMPROVED s)lOT CARTRIDGES
The perfected cartridges for JO anil 12 gauges are
now oil the market.
Jy8 ly

S

For Close, Hard Shooting',

FOREST AND STREAM

112

WINCHESTER

Target made by C.W.RENNEL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N. Y., Aug. 9,1875.

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, BO.
Score, 46.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25,
Score, 25.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.
Target made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San ^Francisco
Caliloraia.

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. K.
89 STRONG, Peshtigo,Wis., March 11,1875.

Position, kneeling.
Bnllseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
31 Bnllseyea.124
43 Centres.129
14 Outers. 28
8§

30 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 321 inches.
Average. 19-100.

281 out of a posible 352.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS
Military,
Sport
ina, Hunting, and
Target Breech Load
ing Rifles.
Also
Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Guns
and Shot Guns ami
Rifles combined.
Revolving, llepearinu, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols,
Cartridges, &c., &c
Send forTreafifet
ou Rifle Shooting.
Illustrated fa alogue, tfcc., to
Ifr.

DIAGRAM
Of Target made by

COL.J. A. SHAFFER,
South

Park

Range,

Chicago, 111., Nov. 9, ’75,
with A

Remington Creedmoor Sifle.
23 successive Shots, dis¬
tance, 500 yards, Score, 114,
Possible, 115.

REMINGTON
& SONS,

Philadelphia Residence.

TO LET—A.

OF

HANDSOME. FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown Junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, aide, and rear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and 2J
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business ceDtre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or during the Cen¬
tennial. Address Box 2832, New York Post oflice.

Nos. 281 and 283
Broadway. Armo¬
ry and Manufac¬
tory, Ilion, Herki¬
mer Co., N.Y.
Chicago Agency,
237 Stale street.
Boston Agency,
U6 Tremont oticet.
P h i 1 a d e 1 p hia
Agency, 810 Chest¬
nut street.
St. Louis Agen¬
cy, 609 N. Fourth
street.
Baltimore Agen¬
cy, 47 N. Charles
street.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 30 tk 32 John slreei, N. V

BREECH LOADING GUNS

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

Agents for Genuine

W.

& C. SCOTT & SON’S ^
BKEEdH-LOAOEBS.

Always in stock a full assortment- of these noted Gnus, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Webley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from @40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, Ac., &c. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HAKKIS,

HARVARD

Pocket Cigarette Roller,

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

No.

177

Broadway,

New

York.

WHOLESALE AND RE1AIL

BREECH LOADIR

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD’S Shooting SUITS,
With which one can roll a cigarette harder, firmer,
letter, and more quickly than can he done by hand, and
when coincided the ends are twisted and no tobacco
wasted. Entry smoker buys one at sight. Nickel
Plated, Si. Will be sent by mail on receipt of price.

POPE

M’FG

CO.,

45 High Street, Boston.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRA¬
TED RIFLE AIR PISTOL.
_mch9

HAYANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th.
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, 2 1-20 1

$;

$.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We arc prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &c. TAYLOR it CO.,Banker*,
P. O. Bus 4,448.
11 Wall •).,».* Ya»k.

DIXONS A HA WKSLEY’S SHOOT IN U TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Test.
This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
$o evenly distributed that It is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great impoxtance when brass shells are uaed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot eften forces the wad forward, when
- —
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
,

Imolements,

Cartridges, both

Brass

Kinds.
and Paper.

ALSO GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

$1,200 PROFITON $100.

Made

this

month

by

puts

and CALLS. Invest according to your means,
*10, @50. or @100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
email fortune to the careful investor. We advise
when and how to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
telegraph to
BAXTER A CO.,
NOTll-im Banker*and Broker*, 17 Wall St., N. Y.

Health lift.
THE REACTIONARY LIFTER.
A FAMILY GYMNASIUM COMPLETE1.
PRICE, @100.
HEALTH Lift PARLORS FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

46 E. 14th STREET, NEW YORK.
THREE MONTHS. DAILY EXEHCISE, t2S.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY. MARCH 30, 1876.
Sor ForeM anil Stream.

(ffvqrlmtd <jj£oha.
NUMBER FOUR.

FEW days afLer Mr. Link’s load of game aroused
onr lmnling spirit to fever heat we left Manitou in a
■ong wagon with a constant foreground of ears apperLning to two diminutive mules, and started for his ranche
the Platte River, distant thirty-four miles. The day
ta clear and crisp, the warm sun had removed all the
ices of a recent snow storm except from shady nooks,
d so warm were its rays that our wraps were soon thrown
ck. Our route was through the famous Ute Pass, the
}t of all the entrances to South Park, and an important
irougbfare for mining, Indian, and Government supply
ius. The old time-worn trail has been improvod by
idern engiueerinc, and a road cut along the rocky sides
the chasm for some miles, opening most beautiful
mery. For some twenty miles the ascent was almost
lBtaiit until at Hayden’s Park the road attained an aliie of nine thousand feet and over. Pike's Peak was a
istant object of interest on our left, here not a peak but
.ong massive lidge of stone rising in abrupt cliffs. On
i sky line wreaths of drifting snow showed against the
e-like frayed edges. The timber line is very strongly
rlted, all vegetation ceasbig at one line, no margin of
r shrubs gaining a hold beyond the dark masses of
uce and balsam growth. The limit is at nbont tweive
usand feet, some eight thousand feet higher than on the
tite Mountain Range. Ranches are built at nine and ten
usand feet, and snow rarely remains long upon thesum. of the pass where exposed to the sun. For lunch we
ned our baskets by a clear spring, and made a fire for
ting our coffee, sitting down on dry ground with no
mg of chili, within six feet of a snow bank that re¬
ined from a recent storm.
ust as the sun set, and the full moon rose, we corn¬
iced the descent into the Platte Valley, most enchantI views opening before us of half wooded plains sur¬
ged by range upon range of serried mountain line all
, ihing the last rays upon their glittering peaks. Guard1 each side of the road are huge masses of rock one upon
i titer, rising far above the pines, known as the twins,
| looking between them the view was one suggesting
i Iseape outline, so picturesque were the groups of dark
is, and so clear aud broad the sweep of natural lawns,
road was perfect, dry and smooth as those of Central
, t, aud we spun along, our mules on the gallop, the crisp
ling air fresh upon us, until with one lovely view after
her the day passed away, and under the full moon
y romantic feature of the landscape was entranced in
d beauty aud unreal character. A few small cottages
i scattered on the bottom land, where from open doors
windows flashed the warm rich light of burning pitch
, reminding us with its ruddy glow aud fragrant smell
le evening views in the South.
} impression of recent occupation is received from this
liar land. The fields are as fair and free from stump
round as English meadows, the trees stand singly,
ring wide and free as trees only grow where there are
•ivals for their share of sun and air; while all that art
,d do in obedience to London’s rules nature has worked
in long centuries with no eye to admire the graceful
t, uuless some Indian felt an appeal to his better nature
I e widespread wealth of beauty,
on we came upon the Platte River, and were at the
of Mr. Link’s ranehe, where we got slowly unfolded
- our wraps, and soon were toasting before a huge blaze
,ne that filled a wide throated chimney,
e next morning, a fair, bright day, Mr. Link and I
:d on horseback to hunt for deer. We rode up a wide
y, and after a few miles came upon steep foot hills,
itaius in our ideas; and now riding up, now leading
horses over stony banks and ledges where it seemed
nd the power of a horse to go, we wound our way

among scattered pines, carefully scanning the slopes for
our game. After a time Mr. Link proclaimed game in
sight, and leveled his rifle for me to sight over, hut it was
sometime before I could see the herd of deer. The air
was so clear that the hill-side they were on seemed very
near, so near that I looked vainly for large fawns, and only
after close examination saw what looked like rabbits among
bushes, really large black-tailed doer among pines, when I
realized the distance that so deceived me. We urged our
horses down the hill and along the valley, smashing through
thickets of willow and quaking asp, eager to get the wind
in our favor, well aware that these deer are far more de¬
pendent upon smell than sight or hearing for warning of
danger. When we felt safe with regard to the note-bearing
of the light wind, we turned up a spur of the hill where
the deer were, and after a steep pull dismounted, lariated
the panting horses, and started to stalk the game we had
seen. No more beautiful ground can exist for this sport
than these mountains, rising into a crisp high air that stimu¬
lates every sense, and braces every muscle, where fatigue
passes away after a brief rest, aud new impulse comes
with each hours’ effort; where the rooks and scattered
trees afford concealment without shutting in the view, and
firm rough ground givos firm footing for the scramble, hut.
it is a fair fight with no favor, and he who gets game must
work for it. No hounds can here drive the deer to easy
shots from some concealed resting place, nor can a “guide"
paddle up and hold deer by the tail until, after many
misses, a ball terminates their agony of fright. They are
free as air, keen and alert, calling for guarded but prompt
action, and the hunters most profound strategy.
Mr. Link was most proficient in the ways of all moun¬
tain game, uniting with remarkable physical energy and
endurauce, a great fund Of information enabling him to
tell wiih seeming instinct where game would feed, rest, or
run, and be was rarely in error. These deer, be said,
would work up the mountain, if not around it, before we
could reach their pass, then to a second spur. To head
them we made our ascent as rapidly as we could, halting
at times for air. We were in time, for in the snow that re¬
mained in the shade there were no tracks, and sure that
they were below us we full cooked our rifles and crept
along a commanding ridge, watching eagerly every bush
and opening. After a little we found their fresh trail, and
followed it as it wound about the mountain, expecting
every moment to come upon them, for they were evidently
not hurried or alarmed, as at times they wandered slowly
around evidently wishing to lie down for their mid day
rest, but we crept after the trail a long time, up dry cliffs,
and sliding down snowy banks where no sunlight fell to
carry away the snow fall. We were disappointed to find
they bad crossed an open gulcli, and ascended a second
mountain, Mr. Link said be would climb it if I would
watch a pass, which I did, but the herd evaded me by
going just under a ridge out of sight, but yet very near.
Rejoined by Mr. Link we slowly dragged our now tired
limbs over the Tocks <ff the mountain to points where he
had frequently found ueer, and at last concluded to sepa¬
rate, he to follow a ravine, I to cross a crest. We had
hardly parted when from some low shrubs several deer
sprang up, one a large doe, facing me at about one hun¬
dred yards. I drew a careful bead, and tired, and seeing
her rear aud fall over backward, and go sliding down the
bill with her heels wildly flourishing in the air, imagined
her done for, and sent my second shot hurriedly at long
range after a deer that was watching with wondering eyes
the strange antics of its companion.
This shot went
wildly, as did one from Mr. Link’s rifle which cut a branch
over my head on its way, and the remainder of the,herd
disappeared with long graceful bounds. Turniug to bag
the doe, great was my astonishment to find her non, invent'd#,
with Mr. Link and his dog hastening along her trail, plain
enough from showers of blood. She had gone struggling
down the hill, gathered her feet under her at the bottom,
and with last energy gone flying down the mountain side,
going so far that we reluctantly abandoned pursuit, Mr.
Link feeling sorno instinct would guide her to the riycr

1 Chatham Si.(City Hull bqr.)

where we would find her. Again, on the summit of the
mountain we divided to stalk different sides of a long ridge.
Mr. Link was hardly out of sight before bis rifle rang ont
once and again. I watched eagerly for flying game, but
none came to my side of the range, aud 1 arrived at our
rendezvous without incident, where I built a flic, and kept
warm as the shadows grew long. After a lime Mr. Link
came up bearing a tine venison, and said he had hung up
another, leaving a mitten with it to frighten away coyotes
and wild cats. Tired, we mounted aud rode home, enjoy¬
ing the moonlight on the valley of the Platte,
Our second days’ hunting was about the same group of
mountains, where we made a long detour among tbo
busby ravines seeking to find the lairs of some bears that
were reported as being in the vicinity. We saw no deer,
but came upon elk tracks quite fresh, and after a long
rough ride came in bringing the second deer, shot by Mr.
Link, and my doe, which we found by the river, just
where Mr. Link said she would run. She was shot hard
iu the head, and it seemed incredible that she should run
so far.
A snow storm of some inches prevented any pleasant
hunting for a few days, and made the deer move on so that
we found very few signs in our tramps. When a fair day
came we set out for a range not before hunted, and, sepa¬
rating, limited each side of several peaks. Lending my
Old nag “.lohn” around one sunny mountain side I came
upon tracks in abundance, and leaving John under a pine
I set out guardedly upon the fresh trail, and gradually
gained a summit commanding a wide view. No game was
in sight, but I heard Mr. Link’s rifle speaking loud and
fast, and after a little he came up on a return trail, and
I found he had seen the herd on a ridge below me, prob¬
ably alarmed by my coming, and had shot two at some
three hundred yards, bofore tiiey could determine the source
of dauger. We secured these aud hung them up, and set
out on the trail of two fugitives, a large buck and a doe,
whose flying bounds over rock and log, often down many
feet upon sharp stones made me wonder at the strength of
their slender legs. We followed over a ridge or two, when
Mr. Link said “they will probably go up to the next
summit and He down where they can look hack upon their
trail,” and carefully peering across the next ravine we dis¬
covered them watching their back track, so we drew back
guardedly, left our horses, and made a long detour hoping
to surprise them iu spite of their cunning precautions.
Step by step we stalked their retreat, but the wind played
us falsi?, and veered around for a storm, and shots at fleet¬
ing forms was all we had at them, but in a moment we saw
two other deer bouud up an opposite slope, and when far
up stop still and look back- They were a long way off,
some three hundred and fifty yards, but we drew an aim
and fired. They did not move, and 1 took a secoud shot,
while Mr. Link wrestled manfully with a jammed car¬
tridge, and spoke his mind freely during the contest. I,
with but one remaining load, having dropped my coat to
get rid of weight, would not risk it again, so Mr. Link,
having With his hatchet freed his gun, raised his sight aud
fired again, a splendid shot, the larger deer falling dead
from cliff to cliff. This made him three deer within an
hour, all killed at over three hundredyards. Disappointed
with my two shots, I tesied my rifle, a fine one by W. & C.
Scott & Sous, and found that I had done it injustice by dis¬
trusting its power at such long range, and over elevated it.
Had I fully appreciated its great range and power, I should
not have over shot the deer as I did by tea feet.
This hunt terminated our expeditions for deer, and we
commenced arrangements for an elk and bison hunt, as I
was anxious to see these fine animals, even if unsuc¬
cessful in killing them.
I never saw more enjoyable hunting, or found a more interestiug country than Ibis. In October, or early No«
vember, the sport would be better, and game less wild .
The black-tail deer is very large, with sbftrp brandling
antlers, quite in form like elk boms, forming aline trophy,
L, W, L.
Manitou, QuWrado, December
1875.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD TRAPPER.

A

CRANK boat the trapper navigates, you say? Ties,
as tottlish a craft as you would want to trust your¬
self on board of. Flat-bottomed, three clap boards deep,
two and a half feet beam, and sharp as a wedge at bow and
stern-, it will capsize as easily as a bark canoe, but It is a
good boat for running over scarcely submerged logs, and
creeping among the button bushes and close-set trunks of
the water maples, which its owner’s business constantly re¬
quires, and he will cross the “wide ma’ash” in it when the
sout h wind is blowing great guns, and the swells are run¬
ning as big as a hogshead. A vastly better cruft than the
old "dug-outs,” which the trappers used in that olden time
that, we love to talk ot, "when we were boys," for it is
lighter, and no more crank than they were. You can see
the cracked and weather-beaten remains of a “dug out"
lying in the dtiftwood there now. They were the com¬
monest craft on these waters forty years ago, and every
trapper aud fisherman owned his "canuew.” How well I
remember seeing the old chaps trolling up and down the
creek, “paddling their own canoe,” with a short pole under
one knee and over the other, a thirty foot line as thick as a
pipe-stem, with a big hook at the end baited most tempt¬
ingly with pork rind and red flannel, or a strip of pickerel's
belly. And so they would paddle silently along, just skirt¬
ing the “ma’ash,” and take prodigious fares of slab-sided
pickerel'. Old Joe White and Uncle Stafford would catch
more pickerel in a trip from the falls to the sand bar with
these primitive lures than the most skillful hand, wielding
tlie fanciest spoon, can get in all day now.
In these craft the old time hunters went ducking. A
green baud was likely enough to get more “ducking” than
he eared for if he ventured afloat in one of them. Pad¬
dling silently around a bend of the channel, they would
come upon a great flock of black ducks (dusky ducks)
feeding upon wild oats. The paddle was laid carefully in
tire boat, the ancient Queen’s arm, or musket of 1812, as
carefully raised, cocked, and sighted for a full half minute,
and then, if the clumsy flint lock did not miss fire, off went
the venerable piece with a psb, bang! waking all the echoes
for three miles around, knocking over a dozen or more
ducks, kicking its ramrod half its length out, its bands
loose, and shooter and canoe a yard astern. Once or twice
a day was as often as any man of ordinary pluck would
care, to slroot such a gun, and so most likely after such a
shot he would pick up his game and paddle home.
Thus it was the wont of bile Baily to hunt the wild fowl
of Little Otter in his “cannew,” with his “ole ‘fewgee,’’’
and, according to the tales with which he feasted my boy¬
ish car, terrible was the havoc which followed the discharge
of that fateful weapon when he “come ontew a flock of
wood ducks a-setting asleep on a log, as demute as could
be, 1 pinted my ole fewgee, and bime-by I onhitched an’
giu ten on ’em more’n they could cayry, by goll”
Old Brian Bowen, who had served under Wellington in
the Peninsular War, and whose discharge set forth that
“lie was an indifferent soldier, but an honest man,” used
to bait the ducks with oats scattered on a board laid in the
marsh, which he could rake from an ambush hard by.
Nort Look was a great duck hunter of those days, and
John Gage- another, and a fox hunter, too.
Under the guidance of Jim Baily, half-brother to Lile, I
made some of my earliest attempts at duck shooting.
Yonder where that oak overhangs the bank is what used to
be known as the “John Clarke place," because J. C. used
to fish there, and there we were, then, almost sure to find a
flock of wood ducks basking on the fallen trees or paddling
lazily about in the narrow channel any day from the mid¬
dle of August till the middle of October, and could crawl
up and get a shot, Jim leading and 1 close at his heels, i
remember one of Jim’s notions was, that a paper wad over
shoL would impede their force. We knew nothing of felt
wadding then, and so he always used rags when he could
not. get low.
Speaking of canoes.reminds me of old Tom Sweet’s hear
fight. He was fishing in his log canoe out there in the
creek oue rainy day in haying time, seventy years or more
ago, when he saw a bear swimming the channel, so he
pulled up stakes and made for her, and belabored her head
with his paddle till he killed her. Then, towing her
ashore, he made, a harness of bark for the old mare which
had borne him through the woods from his home among
the hills, and so drugged his prize haeit to it in triumph.
The woods were then as full of game as the waters were
with fish. My grandfather used often to see deer feeding
with the cattle at the stacks and in the pastures, and one
day a noble buck trotted through the frame of a new house
be was building. Three moose, passed over the ledge near
the house, and a lynx was shot still nearer by one of the
boys. Such myriads of ducks as these waters teemed with,
even when I was young, we shall never see the tenth, uo,
nor the hundredth part of again. More dusky ducks and
wood ducks were reared here then thau we see in a whole
season uow, and in September the hordes began to come
down from the northern breeding-grounds, and each day
brought reinforcements of them, and immense flocks of
blue-winged teal and many other kinds till the marshes
were swarming with them; and they tarried here till cold
weather caused them to seek more genial climes. Then
the dusky duck and teal fed all day and night in the
marshes, only going to the lake for sand, and then return¬
ing. Now, lor the most part, they remain in the lake all
day, come in at night to feed, and are off again to the safer
waters of broad Champlain at daylight. A noticeable
change in the habits of the wood ducks is, that though it
was then by no means uncommon to see them iu flocks of
fifty- and upward, it is uow rare to find more than a dozen
together, though many times that number may be got up
by ones, twos, threes, or half dozens, iu boating the length
of the river Slang. Then the teal almost invariably used
to follow the winding channel in their flight. Now the
few that are left have learned to avoid it and the gunners
ambushed at its margin, flying high and over the marshes.
The railroad has eaten away the woods that clothed these
banks twenty years ago, so destroying all the hidden nooks
and coigns of vantage so beloved of inland water ducks,
and the dlnbolicul yell of the steam whistle continually
disturbs them when they chance to have a short respite
from the almost incessant persecutions of gunners, old and
young,
Alas for those gloTious days of well-stocked woods and
waters! They are gone past all returning, and we can only
try to keep good the numbers of the little game left ns by
the “march of improvement” and Lite long years of non¬

protection. If we can enforce our game laws we may have
fair sport yet in years to come, though never again such
sport as used to be, and to this end every sportsman should
labor with a will.
But the sun has sunk behind the Adirondacks, and their
ancient peaks are “a looming bastion, fringed with fire.”
The shadows thicken on the quiet waters, unbroken by the
wake of even one muskrat. The great horned owl is be¬
ginning to sound his solemn notes in Wheeler’s woods, so
let us shoulder our useless guns and trudge home to supper
and fireside.
AwAtisoosE.
FurmOurr/k, Vermont.
For Forest and Stream.

TWO HOURS’ FISHING IN THE GULF
OF CALIFORNIA.

O

NE day when (he United States surveying ship Narragansett anchored off "San"Juan Bautista Flats,” in
the Gulf of California, and about seventy-five miles above
the city of Ouaymas, a long, lean, lank specimen of Ethi¬
opia stepped up to the officer of the deck and requested
"permission to fish, salt." “Why, Lewis," responded the
officer, "I don’t think that there are any fish hereabout;”
and it did not look very inviting. A low, flat country, ex¬
tending some twenty miles back to the mountains, a sandy
beach either way as far as the eyes could reach, did not
hold forth much promise of the lively sport that soon fol¬
lowed the permission to fish to the questioner, Jim Lewis.
Jim had a peculiar history, and claimed to lie a veritable
African prince, stolen from his native wilds by a Dutch
whaler. He deserted at. Honolulu, Sandwich Island, where
the Narragansett picked him up. A more grotesque ob¬
ject than Jim Lewis, when lie first came aboard the ship,
decked out in a plug hat and along "Dundreary” overcoat,
although the thermometer was up among the nineties,
reaching near to the ground, and from beneath peeped a
pair of No. 20 scows. But we are digressing. Jim ob¬
tained his permission, and planted himself on the port
cathead. In less time than it has taken me to write this
he had his line overboard and a fine large fellow of the
weak-fish species inboard.
“Dar he, me got era,” rang
out so frequently that it became contagious, and in a short
time tlie whole ship’s crew that could muster hook and line
were engaged iu the pastime, and soon extended to the Offi¬
cers off duty, the men monopolizing the forecastle, cats,
channels, and whisker booms, while the officers confined
themselves to the blidge amidships. The fish caught were
mostly of a species greatly resembling tlie weak-fish, yet I
do not think that, they were the weak-fish proper. They
were of a beautiful shape, somewhat like the salmon, va¬
riegated color and large scale, and averaged from three to
five pounds. The meat was rather soft, yet went very well
after our long feasting on such luxuries as salt horse and
beans. So fast were they caught lhat it became a nuisance
to take them off the hook. Oue officer, in less Ilian ten
minutes’ actual fishing, scored 203 pounds of fish, and had
only two fish, one weighing 113 pounds and the other
ninety pounds. They are not a game fish; even the large
ones tire easily, and give up as soon as you get them to the
surface, where they are landed without trouble by fasten¬
ing a “cable hook" in their gills and attaching a “pur¬
chase.” The deck was covered with fish, aud Ilie men
began to lire of the monotonous pleasure, when a bright
idea seems to have made iLs way through the thick skull of
the darkey. “He had got tired of the small fry; he was
going to fish for a whale, that he was." He baited a hook
—big enough to catch one, anyway—with a live fish,
weighing about five pounds, and look himself to the cat,
again to await events. Every onoe in a while the fish
would rebel at the enforced curtailment of its liberty, and
wriggle, and Jim, with his usual exclamation, “Dar he,
me got em," would haul in, only to find that his bait was
alive and kicking. “Me don’t get fooled no more by dat
squirmer, anyhow,” Jim remarked, as he wound the line
around his wrist, and. was soon iu a doze under the influ¬
ence of the tropical sun. “Lor’mighty! what dal!" ex¬
claimed the excited darkey as he received a yank that nearly
pulled his arm out of its socket, and set nis teeth a-rattliug
and eye-balls rolling. “Dar he, me ——but before he
could finish the sentence a black shadow shot through the
air, and Prince Jim was floundering in the water. All
hands rushed to the ship’s side to see the sport. No one
bad any doubt about the result, or lhat any harm would
come to thedurkey. He waswarranted not to drown when
shipped, and could hang on to the rigging by his toes, so
the boatswain said, but 1 never saw him do it, though. It
looked for awhile as if Jim had really caught a whale, and
when he came up each time, and the “Dar he, me got em”
issued from his expansive jaws with the salt water, it was
pretty certain that whatever was at one end of the line
Jim Lewis was at the other, and intended to stick there.
A light line was thrown to him, which he made fast to tlie
fish line, and a brace of strong sailors on the forecastle
played the fish until they tired him out, while Jim swam to
the swinging boom and hoisted himself inboard, none tbe
worse off, but a little more awake after the involuntary
ducking.
The fish, which proved to he an immense jew fish, was
harpooned and soon landed on the deck, It weighed 210
pounds. Prince Jim was the hero of the hour. Elated
with his good luck, he became generous, and presented the
capLured fish to the crew. Good luck does, somehow or
other, open the well-spring of geneypsity, even in the low¬
liest of ub, and when Jim gave the fish to his messmates he
reserved only the liver for himself, and as it weighed sev¬
eral pounds it was a princely dinner, even for an African
prince. He prepared it himself, with onions and such
other vegetables as the limited slock of the ship afforded,
When Prince Jim arose from the repast, what was left
would not have kept a mouse alive. He betook himself to
his hammock for an after dinner nap, and when he awoke
his head was swimming around like a top. The surgeon
was called, but afforded bim but little relief, as be could
not tell at the lime wbat the matter was. Prince Jim grew
woise, and his head began to swell until, with the un¬
gainly brown blanket thaL ho had wrapped arouud it,
ho looked more like a bushel basket full of black
rags than a human being. His howling in the night
was fearful, and nearly drove the mid-watch wild.
The doctor did what he could for him to relieve
his sufferings, which, on examination, proved to be
caused by the liver being poisoned, as frequently happens
from something that the fish has eaten. When the prince
heard that he was poisoned he laid back in his hammock
with a grunt, and told the doctor that he was “a gone dar¬

key this time, sure,” But he got bettor, aud the day after
lie left the “sick hay” he began to peel, bis bide, which
was as black as the ace of spades, came off from tlie crown
of his head to his toe nails, as it taken off with a "spoke
shave.” Prince Jim was nonetheless pleased that it left
him a score of shades lighter than before.
Fish of all sizes were lyiug all overl.be deck; enough
had been caught and salted to last the ship’s crew of 150
men for three weeks, while the officers legated themselves
daily od the roe, that, the Chinese steward, after a fashion
kDown only to himself, managed to preserve fresh for sev¬
eral days. Everyone seemed satisfied when the boatswain's
shrill whistle was heard, and he piped “All hands knock
off fishing,’’ and set the landsmen to washing down the
deck.
Eaiu, Elton.
For Forest and Stream.

OUTWITTING A

FOX.

U

P in the Green Mountains many years ago I boarded
in the family of an old time fox hunter, known iu
the region for short as “Dan.” Mauy a day’s sport have I
had with Dan, following the hounds and dodging the
known beats of the sly red game. On a certain mountain
side we frequently started an old female fox, so light
colored as to be nearer yellow than red. We always know
her at first sight, and for two years she was loo sharp for
us, aud it would take a colSmil of Fotusst and Stkkam
to tell of her numerous tricks. I will give one, and one
which finally proved fatal to Mrs. Reynard. Duriug these
two years we rarely hunted with more Ilian two hounds.
Dan’s was a slut, and very fast, always leaving other dogs
far in the rear, and making it lively for the fox, loo lively
for ibis old female fox, who would very early in the ebase
resort to various foxy stratagems, a favorite one of which
was to let the hound get within a few feet of her and then run.
directly down tbe mountain side, where low, out-cropping
reeks were abundant. When the hound was but two or three
jumps behind, the fox would drop over the lower side of
oue of these rocks and instantly' skulk. The hound, cours¬
ing at full speed, would go far over the fox aud quite a
long distance down the steep mountain side before it was
possible to stop, even if she chanced to see tlie fox, which
was seldom the ease, and it would generally take from live
to ten minutes before she could again find tbe track. Tbe
instant the bound bad passed over tbe fox tlie latter would;
spring directly'back upon the rock, and taking the buck I
track would get a long start of tlie hound. Sometimes the
fox would jump back upon the rock and drop flat, when
she would watch tlie movements of tlie puzzled dog for.
several minutes, and at a favorable moment slip away.
Tbe second year Dan’s slut raised a very fine pup, which
we exercised with bis mother after rabbits before tlie fox-*
hunting season commenced. The pup had also slipped
away with Us mother on an occasional fox-chase on their
own account, and we found that he was so fleet as to keep
close to his mother, even on a fresh track. He had also:
had some fighting experience in company with his master;
killing the woodchucks which were abundant in that re-:
cion. Our first fox-hunt that season was on the mountain,
side, where the old light-oolored fox had bothered us so
often, aud we chanced to start her early. At the foot of
the mountain ran a mountain stream, and upon the oppo¬
site side was an open field, through which foxes treequntly passed soon after being siarted upon tlie said)
mountain. Upon this occasion tbe hounds wound around.*
and up the mouutain side, keeping among the numerous*
young spruces. While they were still high up, we (having
remained in the open field opposite) spied the old fox com¬
ing down the mountain well ahead of the dogs, and directly
towards us. We took our stalious, and lay in wan will
cocked guns. Tlie fox came right on, and disappeared it
an intervening thicket not more thau three hundred yaldi
away. On came the dogs, hut no fox. in a little lime i
was evident that they were bothered at the stream abou*
two hundred yards below us. We went down and found
the old hound jumping from stone to stoue in tbe stream,
just whore tbe fox bad been, of course. Tbe pup, iu tin
meantime, was working the opposite bank quite well, keep
jug abreast of its mother. Alter full half an hour I he;
worked the track up the bank, and in the direction wher)
the fox had first started a lull hour before, and took near);
I be same round. We reLurned to the Old runway and kep
a close lookout, and alter awhile we began lo calc!
glimpses of the dogs in the scattering young spruces, an.
in a moment out sprang the fox, not fifty feet ahead, air
ran directly down the open mouiiiain side, towards aud i
full view of us. “She’s going to try that ’squat game,’
said Dan, nervously, and almost in a whisper. On cam
the fox and the hounds, now running by sight, and malcm:
merry music and fast gaining Upon the iox. At last, who
the old hound seemed scarcely a length behind the fox, III
latter dropped over one of those low out cropping rock
and “squatted,” while the hound, seeing her and tiying I
stop, actually went heels over head several feet down iL
mountain before she could Btop. The old fox, as usua
sprang back upon tbe rock, but just in time to meet tl.
pup, who fastened upon her, and they were- having a live!
squabble when the old hound appeared upon the scene an
made short work and an abrupt termination of tbe care'
of lhat very smart fox.
AquADALE.
For Forest and Stret

REEL

I

FOOT

LAKE.

N the northwestern corner of Tennessee in Obion eounl
at an average distance of three miles from, and rtij
ning south from near tbe Kentucky state line, parallel 10 II
Mississippi River lies Reel Foot Lake, the production a.'|
result of the so-called New Madrid earthquakes iu 181
In extent of water surface it may safely be estimated
fifty miles for length, and ten miles for greatest width,
contour irregular, having many points of limbered la*
projecting into it.
_
Throughout its area of many square mi'es the sporlsm
will see and meet innumerable slumps, logs and cypri
knees, enough at all events iu a day’s row'iog lo fully b
his dexterity in managing his bout, and bring out td11
attributes of a refined and moral education. Apart fr*
these drawbacks, the .observant sportsman will disem
scenic charms of a character entirely peculiar to this lakt
from the quiet and shallow land-locked cypress horde,
bays, to vast expanses of waler, with isle of tbe most i
limited continuity of dead, bleached, branchless eypr
trees, mortal eye ever rested upon, that sauk with the ea.
when the bottom was knocked out of this section nf i
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country by the great quake. These dead trees are a great
uulunil curiosity, and form one of its prominent features.
In the northeastern arm of the lake, surrounded and shut
in- by a thick soltiug of dead trees, there is a beautiful
sheet of water about three miles long, from one to two
hundred yards wide, said to be of unknown depth, called
the bine basin. Some of the other notable localities are
Grassy Point, Long Point, Horse, Starved and Choctaw
Islands. This lake is supplied with fresh water, nearly
every spring, from, the Mississippi, through a slough or
bayou that brandies from the river a little below Hieknrau,
Ky., debouching near Grassy Point. When the river rises
very high the lake and surrounding bottom are overflowed;
some seasons the water reaching as high as fifteen feet
above the level of the lake, as may be verified by the
water marks left on the trees; at such times it is restocked
with fish, of every variety found in the Mississippi, to an
unknown extent, as the supply seems never to diminish,
lteel Foot Creek, running from the east, a stream of con¬
siderable size, also emplies into it. The outlet of the lake
is through the Obion Kiver into tlie Mississippi.
On this curious and weird lake, from October to their
Teturn northward in the spring, geese and ducks, of all
varieties, abound, then, too, bass fishing is at itB best, the
water being cold enough then to pul all the requisite snap
and vim in their movements, to suit the most fastidious
Waltonian.
_
Perdrix.

jjjistorg.
[IMs Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalkt,
inuotsed by the Smithsonian, Institution, and will henceforth he made a
Bfhcial feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations wiU receive cartf ul attention.)

SEND IN THE REPORTS.
LETTER FROM PROF. J. As ALLEN,

Cambridge, Mass.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I was very glad indeed to see your “Invitation" in a re¬
cent number of Forest and Stream, and have been still
further delighted to see that it has begun already to meet
with responses. The subject of the migration of our birds
is not only one Of special importance to ornithologists, but
one of moro or less interest to all who take ail intelligent
interest in the feathered inhabitants of our woods and
fields. While the cause of the seasonal movement of the
different species from one portion of the country to an¬
other is only imperfectly known, though recognized as
evidently connected with the supply of proper food and
the constitutional peculiarities of the different species in
respect to their susceptibility to changes of temperature
and other climatic influences, the real nature of the imme¬
diate cause that prompts them to move at particular times,
the routes many of the species take, the time occupied in
passing given climatic zones, the influence of sudden
changes of the weather in hastening or retarding their
movements, are comparatively unknown.
The special
students of this subject have not as yet the data for deter¬
mining accurately the usual northern or southern winter,
or oilier seasonal ranges of even mauy of our most com¬
mon and well-known species. A long time, too, must
elapse apparently before such data will have accumulated
in an accessible form, unless the collection of such facts
shall in some way be systematically undertaken. Forest
and Stream, it seems to me, from its reaching so large a
number of intelligent observers interested more or less in
natural history, and especially in the history of our birds,
ami consequently capable, and in many cases willing, to
contribute such information, affords just the medium
through which such information may be gathered and per¬
manently preserved ready to the hand of some specialist,
who, sooner or later, will take up the subject and collate
and formulate these gathered facts.
Among the observations of “Miscellaneous Phenomena”
registered by the United States Signal Seivice Bureau are
often noted the movements of a few of the larger and more
prominent species of birds, together with the leafing and
flowering of different kinds of trees and shrubs. These
confirm already the impression so prevalent among atten¬
tive collectors of birds, that there is some relation between
these several categories of phenomena, and also show most
markedly that the feathered tribes are warned by their
delicate senses of approaching changes of temperature or
of the approach of storms sufficiently long before, in
many cases, to enable them to avoid them by moving away
from their path, or to points where these changes will be less
severely felt. The subject is one that offers'll fruitful and
interesting field for investigation, but before it can be
studied with profit, thousand of observations on the move¬
ments of our migratory species must be recorded, together
with similar observations on the vernation, flowering, and
fruiting of many species of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous
plants, which must be collated with the accompanying me¬
teorological conditions. Data for the latter are fortunately
provided by our National Weather Bureau, and all that is
.required in addilion is the accommodation of "just such
notes as have begun to appear in your admirable paper.
Every attentive observer knows that some of our migra¬
tory species are more abundant during some winters than
during others—that some winters we have many northern
'Species in abundance; in others fewer, and these more
sparsely represented; that some species that winter in the
Middle and Southern States extended fuither north some
winters than others, yet the usual northern limits of any
species, between the Atlantic seaboard and the Mississippi
River, is as yet, to a certain extent, unknown even to the
ornithologist. A field is here open in which many workers
can profitably labor in contributing to a more exact knowI ledge of the migratory and seasonal distribution of onr
birds, and when only the accumulated observations of
many localities and for a considerable period, can result in
a real advancement of our knowledge of these interesting
matters. In this way, too, we may hope to be able to de¬

fine the limits of the ranges of mauy species that are nonmigratoryas well a.s migratory, and to find out their rela¬
tive abundance over different part3 of their respective hab¬
itats.
An accumulation of fifty or a hundred, or more brief re¬
ports like that, in your issue of March 2d, respecting the
resideutlwinter birds of New Haven, for as many localities,
would give information of tho highest value respecting the
winter range of a score or so of species, from which the
special student might generalize with great advantage.
Add to this as many more such reports as that from Ephrat,
Pa., respecting the coining of the birds, and we shall have
a vast amount of valuable information respecting the move¬
ments of our birds, far more than as yet is anywhere re¬
corded. It is to be hoped that we shall soon have a series
of lines of localities stretching from the Atlantic to the
Great Plains, and extending from the Canadas to the Gulf
of Mexico, from which we shall have such reports. Notes
on the arrival of spesies at any given locality may be sent,
in at the end of the migrating season, and if taken from
old journals and record books will be just as valuable as if
made with special reference to the present'call. Doubtless
many of tlie readers of Ibis journal have been accustomed
to note such facts for a series of years, and now is the
time and tlie opportunity to place them on permanent re¬
cord, when they will be accessible to the students of this
interesting and important department of ornithology. If
the observers who send such notes for publication will not
allow themselves to be deterred by any feelings of false
modesty or other considerations of preference, from add¬
ing their names to their communications, they will give to
their contributions an authenticity that will add greatly to
their value.
J. A. Allen.

--

PROF. GOODE’S DIARY ATTHECAP1TAL.
February 12th.—Nesting note of the blue-birds first
heard; the subsequent cold weather, however, interfered
with their domestic arrangements.
February 19th,—Spring-beauty (Glayionia Virginica) and
chickweed (Stdlaria, media), in flower.
February 2-9tit.—Song-sparrows (Melospiza melodia) abun¬
dant.
March 4th.—Herring (Pomolobus pseudoharengus) abundant
in tlie market. These are the so-called “branch herring,”
or “March herring,” which the fishermen distinguish from
the “glut herring,” which arrive two or three weeks later,
about one hundred shad (Alosa sapidmima) from the Poto¬
mac were exposed in market this morning; the first time
they have been seen in any numbers, though stragglers
were caught as early as the first week in February, for the
first time iu twenty years, the fishermen say. Shad from
Savannah, caught ill the St. Johns, Altamaha, Ogeeche,
and Savannah rivers, were abundant in the market from
Christmas week to about the last week in January, and
then were replaced by North Carolina fish, which still con¬
stitute the largest supply. Yellow-perch (Perm Jlavencene)
are, many of them, full of ripe spawn, which flows easily,
while the striped bass (Mucous linealas) seems to be well
distended with eggs, not yet mature. The horned suckers
(Moxostoma oblongum) make their first appearance in mar¬
ket. The craw-fish (Ganibamu ajp.ua) are seen in market,
retailing at fifty cents per dozen. These little crustaceans
are taken in immense quantities in the shad seines, and are
slopped in barrels to New Yark, where they are known as
ecreuisse, and meet with ready sale. The liver-leaf (Hepatica
inlobu), whiticw-grass (Draim verna), Quaker ladies (Oldentandia mrulea), obolaria (Oblodria Virginica), and chickweed
(Stdlaria media), are in flower.
March 5th.—Crow-blackbirds (Quisea.lus
purpureus),
abundant, in flocks. English sparrows (Pyrgita, domestica),
building their-nests. Robins (Turdus migratorius), occa¬
sional. Honey bees out in large numbers. Foreythia vindissima and Cydonia Ja/ponica, in flower in the gardens,
their second effoit, having been frosted in their first flower¬
ing in February.
March 7th.—Trailing arbutus (Epzgtea ropens), in flower.
G. Brown Goode.
8mithsonia.il Institutibn.
MY FEBRUARY FIELD NOTES—BIRDS.
BY O. C. ABBOTT, M. D.

[Concluded from page 99.]
February lUth.—Clear and warm. The birds of yester¬
day, with au accession of sparrows, of three species,
Flocks of red-winged blackbirds passed over the meadows.
February 13th.—Clear; rain in the evening. A new
cardinal grosbeak appeared on the hill-side to-day, and a
pitched battle ensued. The two fought until one was nearly
tailless.
February 14th — Northeast storm. Not a bird noticed,
although I was out of doors a great deal, except the invari¬
able crow, and a bedraggled song-sparrow, that seemed
nearly dead.
February 15/A.—South rain until sunset. The high wind
seemed to disgust even the crows, but at sunset, came a
few moments of sunshine and they put in an appearance;
titmice (Lopltophanes and Purus), also chirped and twittered
as night closed iu.
February 16th.—Clear; cold; wind northwest. Cardinal
sang all day. Abundance of snow birds. (Is it going to
snow)? The red-tailed hawks sailed about all day, very
high up, and screamed incessantly. The yellow-birds in
great numbers settled upon a large elm in my yard, and
twittered all day. They appear to be feeding on the leafbuds, but really do not injure them. Titmice, hulhatches
(SMa canadensis), and brown creepers (Oerlhia), tolerably
abundant.
February 17/A.—Cloudy; cold; windy, But few birds
seen; and none not usually met with.
February 16/A.—Cloudy; snow-squalls. Snowbirds more
abundant thau ever. Saw three flocks of horned-larks
(Eremophila comutu), and several woodpeckers, but could
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not determine the species. Besides the red-tailed hawks of
every day; noticed black-hawks (Archibuteo lagopus), redshouldered hawks, and one marsh harrier. The hawks this
winter have been very scarce, not more than ton or twelve
per cent, of the usual number. A few blue-birds again
along the worm fences.
February 19/A.—Clear; warmer. No birds noticed, be¬
yond those seen every day.
(February 20th.—Clear; warm. The several species of birds
seen during the past three weeks seem all present. Tlie
meadows, hill-side, and up-land fields all have their feath¬
ered occupants; but a sharp lookout failed to'detect any bird
not previously noted.
February 21*1.—Clear; warm. A flock of wbite-winged
cross-bills baited a few moments among the pines, and
were off again. This one flock lias been about the neigh¬
borhood during the whole winter, but has been very erratic
in their movements. A collector, living near, has shot
several specimens. Previous to to-day, 1 had seen but a
single specimen. The red-winged black-birds, which made
a flying visit about a week ago, are here to-day, in fewer
numbers, but more sociable,'"frequenting their old haunts
and singing cheerily. Like crow-black birds, they come
and go as they feel disposed, and are not wliat is usually
called migratory, but more resemble the robin, iu this re¬
spect ; which latter bird, by the way, is conspicuous for its
absence, this year. Usually they are very numerous during
February.
February 22cl.—Clear; cool. The birds of yesterday,
with a merry chorus of song-sparrows ringing iu the hill¬
side thicket, from early morning until noon.
February 23rdf—Clear; windy. No note taken of birds
seen.
February 24/A.—Clear; very cold.
Snow-birds abun¬
dant.
February 25th.—Clear; not so cold. Snow-birds aliun*
dant. A few song-sparrows noticed, and a flock of yellowbirds .
February 25 th.—Clear; warmer. A large flock of cedarbirds seen Id the forenoon.
Febi «ary[27/A.—Cloudy; northeast wind. A dull cheerless
day, and scarcely a bird of any kind seen.
February 28th and 29/A.—No entries made. Absent from
home.
Prospect HUl, Trenton Mew Jersey.

,

EFFECT

OF COLD

ON

SMALL

BIRDS.

T

HE birds which arive at New HaveD, Conn., in the
spring, usually make their appearance about the
first week in March in the following order,-Woodcock,
males and females; crow-blackbirds, males alone; red-wing¬
ed blackbirds, males alone. The blue-bird3, robins, and
song-sparrows, which remain with us the year round, leave
the vicinity of the seashore, where they have spent the
winter, at the first appearance of spring, and returning to
their favorite haunts in the meadows and gardens, wel¬
come the opening year with joyous notes. They do not
seem inclined to return to their winter abodes if we have
cold weather and snow afterwards, but many of them, es¬
pecially song-sparrows, perish from want of food or the
severity of the weather. A late snow has' the same effect
upon the hardy snowbirds as upon tlie sparrows, which
fact seems rather remarkable, as the snowbirds endure our
coldest winter weather and deep snows without any signs
of distress. But when the fatal late snow has "melted
away many of both species frequently may be found lying
dead in the hedgerows and gardens. A bird overcome by
the weather and want of food seems for a short time more
active than its companions, running around as if eagerly
searching for food, but taking little notice if any one ap¬
proaches. Should it attempt to fly, it immediately falls on
its back, as if shot. The legs and toes are stretched out to
their farthest e xtent, and are quite rigid; the eyes protrude
aud are insensible to a loueh; and the whole body quivers
slightly. It remains iu this stale from one to two minutes,
when it recovers suddenly aud seems as active as before.
If taken in the band it will immediately go into a convul¬
sion again, even if it has beeu in a warm room for several
hours, and has been supplied plentifully with food. Death
usually puts an end to Us suffering in a day or two, and I
have observed no instance of its recovery after showing
the above effects.
Speculator.
Mkiratorv Quail.—We learn from the Rutland Herald.
that tlie Hon. M. G. Everts of that place has arranged with
the United States Consul at Messina, Sicily, for the impor¬
tation during the present season of 150 pairs of migratory
quail, (Coturnir communis). If the climate of Vermont is
not too cold for a breeding place for these birds, we see no
reason why they should not do well, or at all eveuts, select
for thgmsclves during their migrations a habitat the
climatic conditions of which would be somewhat similar
to those whence they were imported. This bird, which
is the common quail of Europe, is found in England only
in limited numbers, but in Italy and some of the warmer
lands which it traverses during its periodical migrations, it
is awaited with the greatest anxiety and snared, nutted,
and shot by myriads. It flies by night, and it; is recorded
in Exodus that “at evening the quails came up and covered
the camp."
Scarcity of Wild Fowl.—A writer in The Field states
tlie fact of the present great scarcity of wild fowl in Great
Britain, aud says: “I do not think the drainage of moors
and marsh lauds affects the question, because- the hulk of
wild fowl in these islands are to be found on the coasts,
aud resort for their food principally to the grass banks,
which remain in almost undimiuislied extent. * * * *.
It may be tbat the fowl have taken to a different course in
their migration, from Borne causes which we do not under¬
stand. I am inclined to think that when severe weather
occurs m these latitudes early in the season—as happened
this year in November, and last year also, if I remember
rightly—the fowl are driven so far south that they do not
return in numbers until their spring migration northward.,
commences.”
A similar scarcity in Florida, is accounted for by the
dryness of the past season.
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—We ask a careful reading of the letter from Prof.
Allen, each of whose many essays upon the details of
the subject of which he writes lias represented an ad¬
vance in our knowledge of ornithology. One sugges¬
tion of his we ourselves were about to make, numely, that
our correspondents should allow their real names to be
printed with their paragraphs. We should much prefer it.
—Readers of this Department in particular ought not
to stop at the end of its columns. Notes of value to
the naturalist are every week scattered all through the
paper; particularly under the the head of “Game Bag and
Gun."
_
_
Calendar.—Mr. Allen’s Ornithological Calendar for
Massachusetts, for March 20th to 81st, is as follows:—
Grass finches, mourning doves, pigeons, and fox colored
sparrows arrive; black, wood, and pin-tail ducks, the mer¬
gansers, divers and grebes come; the red-headea, canvasbacked, ruddy and surf ducks, the scoters, and other
species of ducks and gulls, arrive from the South. Snow
buntings, and such rare birds as the pine grosbeak, whitewinged crossbills, Arctic three loed woodpecker, and lesser
redpoll depart for the North, as well as many of the
butcher-birds. Such early breeding species as some of the
hawks, owls, etc., pair during this month. The duck,
hawk, and horned owl, begin to lay and sit.
BIRDS

OF

SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT.

Uiuganum, Conn., March 8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
This place is situated on the Connecticut River, half-way between
Saybrook and Hartford. The following brief diary of ornithological
events may be of interest:—
March 8. Large flock of blackbirds made their first appearance to day;
also a number of bine-birds. Weather warm, and snow fast disappear,
ing.
March 7. Another warm day. Blue-birds are singing from almost
every tree top, and I believe the same pair that hatched their two broods
lost summer in a hole iu a post have begun house cleaning, and are get¬
ting ready to settle down. A few pheebes (Sayondx fuecus) arrived to¬
day, and are mingling their plaintive notes with the louder cry of the
jay, which stay with us all winter.
March 8. Arainyday; wind S. S. E. in the morning, 8. W., and W.
in the afternoon, and growing colder, bio new birds, but those that are
here seem very busy.
Charles O. Gladwin.
Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden- —
One gray squirrel, three lions, born in the Garden; one indigo bird,
live red tailed hawks, two red squirrels, one alligator, one red headed
duck, one.opossum, (Two were boru dead, the third was kUled by the
mother wheD it was butn few hours old.)
UuON.

#4 §nltme.
THE NATURAL AND ECONOMIC HIS¬
TORY OF THE SALMONIDiE- GEO¬
GRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION
AND
ARTIFICIAL CULTURE.
NO. FIVE.
BY PHILO ICHTHYOS.
THE MACKINAW TROUT—GREAT LAKE TROUT.

Salmo Namaycush. Pennant.
ESIDES the species of salmon inhabiting the two
great slopes of the continent, we have the iaenstrine
species, of the great chain of lakes of the interior, non-migratory salmon, which we are accustomed to have served al¬
most daily upon our tables. They are excellent fish, as we
think; indeed to us they are toothsome and delicious, cut
off as we are from obtaining, during the greater part of the
year, so many excellent varieties of ocean fish. The Salmonidm and the Corregoni of the fisheries of the great inte¬
rior lakes, must ever he our supply of fresh fish; for they
are to be so cheapened by artificial culture, that the masses
may soon rejoice in an abundant supply of wholesome
food. The lacustrine family of non migratory salmon
may be found from Ontario to Lake Superior, and accord¬
ing to Sir John Richardson, in all of the interior lakes
northward, from the United States to the Arctic Ocean,
which so thickly stud the entire area of British America.
In Winter Lake in Lat. G-l 1 N., the S. namaycush, was
taken by Dr. Richardson and Sir John Franklin. Dr.
Mitchill says he saw specimens of this salmon caught at
Mackinaw, weighing one hundred and twenty pounds, hut
at Ihe present time they do not exceed seventy pounds,
even what fishermen call the largest. In the description
of this famous iaenstrine salmon, the following salient
points may he observed: Body fusiform; dorsal outline
moderately arched; lateral line nearly straight; scales
small oval adherent; head one-fourth of total length;
nostrils double; contiguous muzzle somewhat point¬
ed; month l:rge; jaws strong in the male; the up¬
per one longest, the lower having a conical point at
top; jaws and tongue, with a single row of teeth on each
silt*; vomer with hut a single row. Teeth strong, sharp,
and translucent; in the breeding season showing a beauti¬
ful amethystine color at bases; dorsal fin nearly in the cen¬
tre of Ihe fish; its height slightly longer than its base; the
adipose is well marked; the caudal is decidedly furcated;
the anal is longer on its anterior margin than posteriorly—
or at its base; the ventrals at their origin are slightly pos¬
terior to the centre of the fish.
Hay formula—Br, 12, 13; D, 12-14; P, 15; Y, 9-10; A, 1113; 0, 80. Colors: dark, or dusky brownish-gray abovo;
chin and under parts light, or cream color; Back and sides
specked with numerous irregularly shaped spots of lighter
gray, browu, or soiled white; lower fins slightly yellowish.

H. A. B.—Lake Huron, Lake Michigan, Lake Superior,
and, according to Sir John Richardson, all the great lakes
which lie between the United States and the Arctic Ocean,
but never found to inhabit tidal waters. The lake trout,
or salmon which do not reach tide waters are fish of great
economical value, and are wisely being sought by piscicul¬
turist for artificial cultivation. With one or two excep¬
tions those species of the Great Lakes, spawn from Octo¬
ber to middle of December.
Brook Trout— Sahno FontinuMs. Mitchill.
The brook trout are the smallest members of the salmon
family. They inhabit rivers and mountain streams from
the icy and desolate regions of perpetual snow, of the far
north of British America to the interior of the United
States, and even south to the 33d parallel. This species
differ in color and markings, in different localities, quite as
much, if not more, thau the salmon of the two coasts of
our country. It seems that those species inhabiting the
waters of New Mexico, are paler than those of the waters
of the extreme north of North America, especially those of
the streams of Southern Alaska, where they are nearly
black. It is said the trout of California differ in markings
and color, in the different waters where they exist, which
is owing to some law affecting the Sahnonidoi. Wherever
this favorite of the angler is found, its capture in its proper
season, Is one of the most keenly relished sports of the de¬
votees of the rod. It has also gained a deserving promin¬
ence in connection with artificial culture for stocking fish
farms, and fish culturists are reaping golden rewards from
its propagation. The following are the characteristics of
the trout:
Head sloping nearlysyrametrically above aud below; body
oblong, compressed; back broad aud rounded; nostrils
double—a characteristic of all the trout families; labials, intermaxillaries and lower maxillaries, armed with miuute
teeth; tongue with two rows of from four to six teeth; vomer
with six or eight teeth in a row.
Bay formula: Br, 12, 12; D, 12, 0; A, 11; C, 7, 19, 8, 18;
Y, 8;T, 14. Colors: above with irregular dark markings
on a horn-colored ground, which in freshly caught speci¬
mens, give blueish and greenish reflections; sides lighter,
merging into silvery white on the abdomen, hut showing
much red in the spawning seasons; upper part of the head
dark greenish brown, with quite obscure mottlings; Vermil¬
lion dots and yellowish spots along the lateral line. The
pectorals have the first ray, and the second black, while
the remainder are orange; ventrals and anal with first ray
white, as on the tips of second and third. Caudal reddish,
with obscure parallel dark bands, more distinct towards the
lobes. Caudal somewhat emarginale; quite forked in the
young, which have also dark transverse bats on the scales.
This sprightly agile, and beautiful congener of the salmon,
is the popular and favorite fish with every disciple of the
rod. The trout spawn in October and November.
the THYMALLi—Graylings.
THYMALLUS TRICOLOR.
Cope. •
This tribe of fishes bear marked relasionship in many re¬
spects to the sahnonidw. Tliey inhabit the cold streams of
many portions of the United States, Canada, Europe, and
Asia. It proves to be a game fish of the first quality,
and hence, when generally known, will be much in favor
with anglers. It takes tbe fly with avidity, and carries on
a brave and spirited contest with its captor. It has a rich
and beautiful combination of colors on the body, and a
beautifully conspicuous dorsal fin that it shows off to ad¬
vantage while manifesting displeasure at being in the toils
of the angler. Its flesh is white in color, and excellent in
flavor. The artificial breeding of the grayling was suc¬
cessfully carried on in Bavaria twenty years ago by Mr.
Kauffer Royal, fisherman in the Garden of the Royal Ve¬
terinary School. Fred Mather and Selh Green, our eminent
pisciculturcsts, have both bred the grayling successfully by
the artificial process. There are several species, which
will be appended to the synopsis of the mlmonida* in con¬
nection with their geographical distribution. Prof. Cope
gives the following characteristics of T. tricolor: “Body
elongate, sub compressed, highest at anterior portion of
dorsal fin. The greatest height of body equal to length of
head. The length of the snout is about equal to tbe inter
orbital area. The origin of tbe dorsal fin is vertical to a
point midway between tbe insertion of the pectorals and
the ventrals. The last ray of the anal fin is opposite to the
anterior insertion of adipose fin. The greatest height is
.214 of the length of tite body without the caudal; the
greatest width of the body is .09; the least height of tail is
.07#; the length of the caudal peduncle (that space between
a vertical line drawn at the posterior edge of adipose fin to
the caudal) is .10; the distance from the snout to the dorsal
fin is .354; the length of the base of the dorsal fin is .23;
the distance from the snout to the anal fin is .70; the dis¬
tance irom the snout to ventrals is .51; the length of me¬
dian rays of caudal is .07); the length of external rays of
the same is .20. Head .21} of the length of the body with¬
out caudal; the distance from the snout to the nape is .15};
the width of the head is .44) of the length of the head;
the width of the interorbital area is .24} of the same; the
length of the maxillary is .334; the length of (he mandible
is .51; the length of the snout is .25; the length of opercalum is .25}; the diameter of the orbit is .27J.
Hay formula. Br., 9, 9; D., 24; A., 3-11; C., 8-19-7; P.,
16; V.j 10. Scales in lateral line, 92; transverse rows above
lateral line, 8; below lateral line, 11-4; caccal appendages,
18. T. tricolor, as well as all oilier known species, spawn
iu April.
THE CORItEGONI— White.jink.

corbegonus albus. Arted.
This food fish is assuming, under artificial cultivation, an
economic and commercial importance equal, if not supe¬
rior, to any fresh water fish on tbe continent. Akin to the
salmon, its flesh is of great value rb an element of food.
In the great Ulterior lakes its food is abundant, and the fish
is always fat and toothsome in the highest degree. Ex¬
cept, we regret to say, when kept in fish rucks too long, it.
then becomes insipid, as if it had been Awed. 11 is a
free feeder, and sooner than oilier fish loosWfts flavor by
confinement. It is said that the corregoni are addicted to
vegetable food more generally than all of the sabnonidw,
hence rarely take to bait of any kind, although they are
occasionally caught on set lines in Seneca Lake, N. \,, by
fishermen. As found upon the market tables they have
the following characteristicst Body elongated, rather stout
and sub-fusiform in profile; peduncle of tail well developed;
head rather small, sub-conicle terminated by truncated

snout that slightly protrudes beyond the lower jaw; mouth
rather small; the maxillar bone proportionally very broad,
hut so short, that its posterior margin scarcely reaches a ver¬
tical lino drawn in front of the orbit. The origin of dorsal
fin is nearer the posterior margin of the base of the adi¬
pose fin titan the extremity of snout; upper jaw is subconcave instead of linear. The anterior portion is higher
than its base is long. The adipose fin, (the mark of con¬
sanguinity), or blood relationship with the mlmonida is as
markedly developed as in any of its congeners, and is situaLed opposite the anal fin. The latter is anteriorly deeper
than long; its initial ray being nearly equidistant between
the origin of the ventral tins and Hie insertion of the cau¬
dal. The external margin of ills anal fin is sub-concave,
also its own base entering eleven times in the length of its
body, and twice in tbe length of the side of the head.
The ventrals are inserted opposite the posterior fourth of
the base of the dorsal fin; the posterior margin of ventrals
is sub-truncated, or rounded off, and when flexed back¬
wards their extremities do not nearly approximate the vent.
The ciudal is furcated, shorter than the head, since it
enters a little more than six limes in the total length.
Hay Formula—Br, 9; D,12; A, 12; V, 12; C, 16 6 6=28.
The scales are large iu development, deeper than long; auterior margin undulating, rounded sideways, and posteriorily, slightly diminishing in depth. The four sections
of scales are limited by a furrow; the concentric lines lire
nearly obliterated upon the posterior section; no radiating
furrows being observed on any of Hie sections. Eighteen
rows, lengthwise of body, may he counted between tbe an¬
terior margin of the dorsal and the insertion of the ven¬
trals; nine above the lateral line, and eight below. The
lateral line is perfectly straight. Colors. The upper region
is bluish-gray or lead color; while the sides and lower
parts are whitish, with a silvery reflection generally.
White-fish spawn in October. See Report of Pacific Rail¬
road Survey, 10th Vol,, fishes.
Artificial Propagation of Stiuted Bass—(Eaccus
lineatus).—Several gentlemen of Brooklyn, including Mr.
Henry Van Siclrieu, of Coney -Island, propose to restock
Coney Island Creek with striped bass, which formerly
abounded with this delicious game fish, affording sport to
many anglers. It is now almost depleted, notwithstanding no
changes have taken place in the channels or lands adjacent,
and natural food is as abundant as ever. These gentlemen
have made extensive inquiries of Seth Green, E. Black¬
ford, and others familiar with salt water fish to ascertain
the cause of the depletion, and whether the creek could
not he re-habilitated by artificial breeding. The corres¬
pondence is before us, and we find the uuanimous conclu¬
sion to he that Hie scarcity is chiefly due to pound nets setin the streams or in its vicinity. Seth Green says that everj*
family of fish has a regular route that tliey travel every
year, and.assumcs that these pound nets, have been set
acrosB their thoroughfare. He declares that, "pound net¬
ting should be stopped in all waters in the United States.
There is no other kind of net used that does not leave
some; the pound takes all." Seth green’s letter con¬
cludes:—
“Your creek can he stocked again by artificial hatching,
and I want to find a place where striped bass can he taken
in great numbers while in the act of spawning. If any
one that sees this article knows of any such place I hope
they will let me know, for 1 wish to sec all of our waters
stocked with striped bass again.”
We are glad to know that Mr. Green is prepared to un¬
dertake this experiment. It is an additional step in_ tbe
progress of fish culture, and we shall watch it with much
interest. Of course it iB useless to attempt it if pound nets
are to be tolerated, and the first effort therefore should he
to abolish these. We trust that our legislature will not de¬
cline to act upon the proposed measure now before them.
—An exchange says that six hundred frost-fish, taken
from the Raritan River at New Brunswick, wore sent to
the Commissioners of Fisheries of Maryland last week.
They arc intended to stock the Elk aud Patapsco rivers.
These fish are in reality smelts, and not the fish known in
this vicinity as frost-fish, or tom-cods. The Raritan smelt
is one of the finest fishes in the world) far move delicate
than those taken in Maine or Massachusetts waters. Protec¬
tion in the latter State has made them very abundant. We
would suggest to our Fish Commissioner? that some atten¬
tion he paid to their artificial propagation in our own
waters,
—The Westport, Connecticut, Trout Association, have
lately received from Bucksport, Me., 320,000 eggs of the
land-locked salmon. They came in two shipments, 160,000
each time, in cans containing 80,000 eggs each.
FISH AND FISHING IN

ILLINOIS.

w
Rockford, ill., March, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Rockford is finely situated for one of the best fishing points in the
country. Rock River flows through the city, and is joined by the Kishwauket- a few miles below. Both of these rivers have been greatly de¬
pleted by tho use of nets, etc., but 'now, with a stricter observance of
the fish laws, and the imrodnetion of newilsb, we hope soon to have
waters thnL will delight any angler. Inside of the last two years there
have beeu introduced into these rivers or their tributaries, several thous¬
and shad, salmon, aud trout, and the U. a. Fish Commission has just
allotted to this portion of Rock River 40,000 Penobscot salmon, 10,000
Schoodio salmon; these two last lots are now ready for shipment. 1
have learned The first shad that were placed in these waters have dona
Weil, aud they aro umv to be seen in the creeks tributary to the rrver
where they were deposited. We still have fit for the rod that, game fish,
tbe black bass, though qnite scarce; more pike and pickerel are caught,
and a few perch. Pickerel commenced running the last of February,
and nnmhjp of them are taken every spring at the moatlie or the
streams wWre they ran. They ofton bite voraciously at this time, and
any boy that can make a raise or a live minnow is almost sure of a pick¬
erel. Pike and black bass are taken later In the season. A day can ho
spent on tbe Kishwauked very pleasantly alter black bass, np and down
the banks, taking oat the beauties from some dark hole, or from under¬
neath a fallen tree trank, averaging from two to four pounds. A live
grasshopper is as tempting a bait as lever need, a live minnow next.

FOREST AND STREAM
For tt'camp fa the summou time that is noablc to snpply their larder with
ewwgh of i>he high-toned bass and pike, all that 1b necessary ie to throw
•aii't a nigijstVme, baited with fresh meat or a bunch of grasshoppers,
aadyou w-511 get enough catfish to supply a regiment .
Rook Ford.

STOCKING

TROUT

!/(

STREAMS.

JBucKFiKLuj Mo., Maich 22d. 181.6.
-S&ditor Forest and stream
1 saw md article in your last issue from the pen of Seth Green, in re¬
lation to the quantity of young fry necessary to pni into a pond of from
>two to three acres to stock it suitably. X would say to all new begin¬
ners in trout culture not to begin with a less quantity in a pmfd of that
•dimensions than Mr. Green advises. Having a pond of about that size,
land being already well stocked with the common brook trout, 1 was
•desirous of experimenting with the celebrated Rangely trout, so called.
5 Had long been familiar with them in their natural waters, and had be'corae impressed with the idea that the constitutional characteristics
of ‘hose famous fish would he imparted to their offspring, and serve to
mcrease the size of the trout in my pond. I therefore procured permis
eion from our Commissioner oF Fisheries to take spawn from the trout
in the Rangely Lakes, by complying with the conditions of returning 25
percent, of the offspring to the lake. 1 took 50,000 eggs and success¬
fully hatched them, and turned them out in the email spring streams
flowing into the pond. This experiment I made four years ago this
coming spring, and l have to say that the result lias exceeded my most
sanguine expectations.
The sraalL fry from the Bnngely trout, at six months and one year from
the time of hatching, were uniformly about double the size of the common
brook trout; and in fact my impressions of them have been more than
verified, and I firmly bclievo that let any unprejudiced man engaged in
ittsh culture try both side by side with good chances for observation, and
he will ho satisfied with the rcsnlt. As the result of my experiment I
now have a pond of about three acres, well stocked with trout, weighing
from ome-quartcr lb. to three lbs., and offering as fine a chance to throw
the iffly as tire most ardent lover of the sport could with; and in closing I
Twoulld auy to any one having waters of equal size, fed by good living
spiting streams, to foUowJMr. Green’s instructions, and they will be
jpjeased with the result.
G. O. IlAvroPD.
Supt. Rangely Trout Breeding Association.
This is important information, for which fish growers
•will feel IbaDklul,—Ed.]

BLACK

BASS

IN

WINTER.

Minneapolis, Minn., March 5th, 1878.
Editor Forest and StreamiId Forest and Stream for December 03d, 1875, la an article taken
from another paper, entitled "The Bass Question,” in which it Is said.
“They (the base) are a summer fish, and it is doobtrul if they feed at all
in winter, they probably liybernate." This certainly does not apply in this
region, it is no very unusual occurrence for winter fishing parties to re¬
turn from lakes in this vicinity with several black bass among the catch.
To personally test the question, I yesterday visited a lake which I knew
from summer experience to be well stocked with bass. With four lines,
till a short time, fourteen line black bass wore landed on the ice, and
many profitless bites were had. 1 f more lines had been set a large num¬
ber of fish would undoubtedly have been caught, but, as the ice was two
feet thick, it required no little labor to open holes. The bait used was
live minnowB, In I,be stomachs of several of the bass l found craw-fish,
showing that their summer propensities for this kind of food still pre¬
vailed. By yesterday's experience, and various well-anlhenticated re
ports that I havo heard during the past winter, I am fully convinced
that the black bass does not leave off feeding and liybernate during Hie
winter season in Minnesota.
Thomas 8. Roberts.

Jf/i£ fennel.
The Kexnel Register.—We have received, and re¬
sponded lo, applications for three hundred pedigree blanks,
which looks as though the Kennel Register would be a
bulky volume. There are still plenty of the blanks left
and gentlemen proposing to register their dogs will find
them of great assistance, as it- is only necessary to fill in
the -names. No other form of application is necessary,

2Glh April. Wo are assured that should any American
sportsmen attend the meeting with their dogs they will
meet with a warm welcome.
—One of the interesting features of the approaching
Springfield Bench Show will he an exhibition of trick
dogs, as tending to show to what extent a dog’s education
may be carried. Two prizes are offered, a solid gold medal
for the best dog, and a silver one for the next in merit,
“Guess,” a brindled bull-terrier carried off the honors with¬
out competition last year, and we trust to see an active op¬
position to his repeating the trick on this occasion. Not
hut that Guess is a rcrnarkablo dog, but we want to see
more of them.
—Mr. C. Herman Raymond, who resides at the Grand
Hotel in this city, and Mr. S. H. Creed, President of the
Rod and Rifle Association of Jamaica, L, I., have a ken¬
nel at Mr. Creed's residence, at Jamaica. They have re¬
cently received by the steamer Anchoria from Glasgow, a
pair of high-bred cocker spaniels, a dog and gyp, Sam and
Couutess. Before leaving, Countess was served by the
cocker Duke, winner of first prize at the last Edingburgh
bench show, and has since littered. They also received
by same steamer a pair of Gordon’s, black and-tan, named
Carlo and Juno, from one of (he largest estates of Scot¬
land.
—The imported Irish setter bitch Killy, visited her sire
Plunket, on the 17tli and lSlh of March.

--
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CENTENNIAL

correspondent writes:
“Tell our sporting friends to keep the dust cleaned out of
they- dogs kennels. There is a good deal of hard sneezing
done, and had health brought on dogs by their being chain¬
ed up and made to breathe the dry and poisonous dust de¬
posited in their kennels from filth and mud oil the dog
when loose for hunting or exercise; if the dog lias only
boards to lay on, wash them clean frequently.
*
Keep the Kennel

Clean.—A

High Pointing.—A correspondent who read the letter
of W. G. H., in our issue of the Olh inst., regarding his
dog pointing three quails in a tree, sends us an account of
his own dog, who, while hunting woodcock remained per¬
sistently on a point, although no birds could be flushed
He at last discovered a nest in u tree some feet above the
ground in which were several young birds; although he
does not say what kind of birds they were. The dog was a
fine setter named Frank, whose photo is now before us.
More Laveracks.—The Steamer City of Chester landed
at this port on Monday morning two pureLaverack setters,
adog and a gyp, imported ,by Mr. Chas. H. Ravmond for
Mr. Chas. 8. Westcot-t, of Philadelphia. The dog, Pedi¬
gree, is orange and white, very fine in coat and showing
strongly the distinctive marks of the Laveraelt strain. The
Gyp, Magnet, is a blue Belton. Both are by Buily’s Vic¬
tor, out of Mr. Laveraek’s Blue Daisy.
The National Pointer and Better Field Trials for

1876.—Through the kindness of Samuel Ebrall, Esq., Sec¬
retary, we are advised that these important English Field
Trials will be. by permission of tlie Rev. J. D. Corbet, Held,
on the Sundorne Estate, near Shrewsbury on the 25tb and

SHOW.

The Centennial Commission has provided for a Bench Show of sport¬
ing nnd non-sporting dogs, to be held m conjunction with the Interna¬
tional exhibition of horses, commencing Sept, 1st and continuing for
eight days. .Benches will be famished free of charge. Exhibitors may
themselves assume the cost cf al tendance npou their animals, but to pro¬
vide for those who cannot conveniently attend the exhibition, the Com¬
mission will assume the expenses of feeding and daily care, upon the
paymonlof an attendance charge of three dollars upon each animal.
Numbers alone will distinguish dogs in the show yard preceding the
award of prizes.
Transportation and terminal charges must all be paid in advance, or
the Commission will not receive consignments. Full information rela¬
tive to transportation wi 1 be furnished upon application.
All specimens must be actually the property of the exhibitor, and only
those will be admitted which possess nnmistakeable aivns of merit.
Each dog must be provided with a substantial collar, anti four feet or
cliulu of a strength sufficient to hold him. Doga may be sold at private
sale at any tfme daring their exhibition, but no dog, in the event of beiug sold, will be allowed to be removed prior to the 9th of September.
The veterinary surgeon of the Commission will inspect every dog be¬
fore admission, and will examine the stock daily lo guard against infec¬
tion . When animals are taken sick, the exhibitors may direct the treat¬
ment themselves, or allow the veterinary surgeon to treat the case.
Doga will be exhibited in the prize Ting before the judges, and at snch
other times as may be considered expedient by the Chief or Bureau,
either for display or exercise.
Special premiums from societies and individuals must be awarded
through the hands or the Centennial Commission. Entries are now be¬
ing made, and will be in order tiil 1st July. Forms of application for
space may be had by applying to the Bureau of Agriculture.

IRISH
'Our Portrait Gallery.—It was rather a happy idea,
(that of re-producing in a handsome form and at) ready for
framing, the portraits of the celebrated dogs which have
from time to time illustrated our pages. It makes a very
handsome collection and we shall soon commence a new
series. The set of eight pictures, together with the en¬
graving of our Chicago cup mounted to correspond are
sent for $2.

BENCH

Mr. Burnet- Landreth, Chief of the Bureau of Agricul¬
ture, has issued a ciruiar announcing a Bench Show lo be
held in the Centennial buildings in September next. For
the benefit of sportsmen who may desire to know the con¬
ditions upon which they can exhibit their dogs we print it
in full!—

•
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Scotland was introduced into the above kennel. Now, such being the
ca6d, according to your correspondent's (“Nimrod") theory the red pups
of the litter would be the pure aiticle, and the black ones would ho en¬
tirely ignored. In regard to this, I for one mast say that I think the
blacks should be ignored In loto, and I regard as conclusive the reason I
give, though others may think differently: Some years since l bad a
fine setter bitch, (white and orange), and by accident the first time she
was in season she was served by a brindle bnllddg, of which Jitter all
the pups were destroyed. When in season again site was kept up witLonl service nnlil it. had passed; after that she was served by first-olasn
seller dogs, and in five or six litters since whelped she has always drop¬
ped one or more brindle bull pups. Now I should like to ask ‘‘Warwick"
(assuming for sake of argument that the bitch was thoroughbred Irish)
whether those brindle pops were bulldogs or Irish setters? I bave known
several instances of a similar character occurring between setters and
pointers; where a Better bitch had been served the first time by a
pointer dog. and, although served by setters afterwards, in every suc¬
ceeding litter one or more pointer pups have been whelped, and Bit’s
vena when a pointer bitch had been served by a setter dog.
Edge Toon.

WARTS AND DISTEMPER.
St. Petersburg, Pa., March gist, 1878Editob Forest and Stream:—
In yonr paper of March 6th, J. W., of Charlotte, Mich , asks how he
Will get rid of those warty excresonces In his pop’s month. In answer
to his inquiry, nitrate of silverwill destroy liiegrojvtlis. itecauprocurc the stick caustic in any drug store. Apply to a few of tlld
growths at one time, and keep the dog’s mouth open for a little time af¬
ter to give the caustic time to act. Some of the warts may require a re¬
newal of theapplication.
For distemper, chlorate of potash iu drachm doses. Give night and
morning, with castor oil, if costive. I saved a fine Irish setter bitch
with this treatment, after ull other remedies had failed. She hud run¬
ning sores on back and haunches, and was totally unable to move. I
have saved many fine dogs by the same treatment. 1 have dissected Sev¬
eral enrs that have died of this disease, and fonnd in all more or less
engorgement of the longs, and in many cases tile lung substance has Un>
dergone a change from the inflammnlion, and I think that in ail cases of
distemper, unless very slight, the bronchi and lung substance suffer
moro or less. I would like to hear from some other of your many read¬
ers in reference to this subject.
W. E. B., M, D.

[Our correspondent will find in our issue of IGlh inst. a
letter on this subject from Dr. W. S. Webb, of this city.—EdJ
THE COLOR OF

Boston, Mass,, March 20th, i87!>.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
111 Mr. Burges’ "American Kennel and Sporting Field,” Jnst published,
I notice an error in regard to Mr. Luther Adams’ Hock, both in the text
under the picture, and also in the full pedigree, viz; The color is givon.
as liver and white, while aa a matter of Tact the grand old dog poencshus'
the color which Stonehenge names and, JfejuUtce, justly, as first iu order
of merit, lemonand white. He qjay not be a better dog for his color,
but some of ue prefer it. Mr. Adams may he very much pleased at the
error for aught I know, but, aa Lord Hldon says, UI doubt..”
Under Gun*.

DR. WEBB’S REMEDY FOR DISTEMPER,
Brainerd, March 2il.h, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream
You may say to your readers for me I hat Hr. Webb’s remedy for
pneumonia in dogs is worth to any one, five, ves ten times the pi ice of
the Forest and Stream . T had a fine pointer gyp, almost done for
with the disease when the paper came; commenced treating her accord
ing to the Dr’s, teaching, and to-day she is well as ever. So much for
the common sense remedy.
Thob. P. Cantwell.
Kennel Produce.— At Morristown, N. J,, on Thursday last, Mr. E.
M Q.nimby’s setter Nelly dropped eight whelps. Their sire, Glen, is by
Shipman’s famous Joe. out of Mr. Foote’s Nelly, uml the entire litter,
like their parents, are white wiLh orauge markings.

,

SETTERS.

Bilt.aloe, Clare county, Ireland,March 6th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As a breeder aDd great admirer for more than twenty years of Irish
setters, perhaps you will kindly allow mo to venture a word on the above
subject.
My experience has always been that the only pure breeds of Irish set¬
ters are the all red, red and white (which latter means red n’itli white
facings), and the spotted red and white. In this I am fully borne out by
“Stonehenge,” the greatest of European authorities on the dog. No
doubt yon will occasionally find here and there about the island, so called
Irish setters with black, and even Muck and white coals. These are
mongrels simply, etprelerla nihil. They are, generally speaking, the re¬
sult of a cross betwixt the Irish red setter and the Scotch Gordon, red
setter and pointer, and even between the former and either the liver or
black cuily retriever.
With regard to the colors mentioned by the late ever to be lamented
‘'Frank Forester,” as cited by "Georgia," tiiz: yellow, and orange aud
white, I have not the least doubt on my mind that he employed these
terms merely as other names for red—the light or ytllovi n d oDe so often
met with now-a-days. The same remark applicsto the other distin¬
guished scholar and sportsman referred to by your correspondent—my
friend the Prince de Visncs (“Old Calabar”)—who, like poor Frank, has,
1 am truly sorry to say, also passed from time to eternity. 1 knew the
Prince's red Irish seller dog Index very well, hiving, in company with
his royal master, shot ovor him on an Irish moor iu 1868. lie was a fine
upstanding animal and a stylish ranger, hut had not the deep red color
now so much tn vogue; and In speaking of him as being m color chest¬
nut, lam only too positive that the Prince used the word only to de¬
scribe (he particular shade of red iu lus strain. Truth is, very lew Englisinnuu understand thoroughly the Irish setter. For example, at the
Dublin Dog Show, held last week, which I attended from the opening to
its clote, the English judges gave the three principal prizes in tho Irish
setter classes to animals that were literally daubed with white on head,
chest, belly, toes, and even tip of tail, and boasting withal rod or flesh
noses, and light eyes! Certainly many of the red and white dogs are
quite as good in every respect and as well bred as the all red; butiu
awarding the prizes as they have done, they have ignored most of the
recent decisions at'other exhibitions where rod was the winniog color.
8. J. D till LEY.
Baltimore, March 11th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your correspondent “Warwick" (replying to “Nimrod”) in your last
issue writes a strong article to prove that Irish setters iu their purlly
are of other colors than red, aud red and white. In the course of the
article, to sustain his argument, he says: “a. short time since a gentle
roan imported a blood red Irish setter from a cok-brated kennel in Ireland.
Upon his arrival in Ibis country he was pronounecd the finest specimen
of the above mentioned hreeu that had up to that time buen*impo.tcd;
the only objeciion being that he was undersized.” The owner of that
dog la not sware, I suppose, that not many years since a black dog from
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FISH

IN SEASON

Brook Trout, Salmo Fontimlis.

IN

APRIL.

Land locked Salmon, Salrno GloveH.

JsgTTor list of seasonable front flies for April see our issue of March
23d,
_____
Fish in Market.—Owing to the severe storms that lmve
prevailed during the past week fish have been scarce.
Trout are in light demand; the Long Island fish which,
usually sell at $1-25 per pound arc now retailing for $1.
Canada broolc trout bring 50 cents per pound; Wisconsin
trout, 25 cents, and brook trout front Moosekeaci Lake, 75
cents. Some very large rock bass, weighing from 50 to 75
pounds each, have been received from Norfolk, Va. A car
load of fresh California salmou, from the fisheries of A.
Boollt on the Sacramento River, arrived this morning. Our
quotations aro- Striped bass, from North Carolina, 10 to
20 eents per pound, according to size; smelts, 15 cents;
green do., 20 cents; salmon, 60 cents; mackerel, 25 cents
each; shad, from North Carolina, 75 cents; a few shad linve
been received from the Potomac; white perch, 15 cents;
Spanish mackerel, 50 cents; green turtle, 22 cents; terrapin,
$15 per dozen; halibut, 18 cents per pound; haddock, 8
cents; king fish, 18 cents; codfish, 8 cents; black fish, 16
cents; flounders, 10 cents; eels, 20 cents; lobsters, 10 eents;
sheepshead, 30 eents; turbot, 25 eents; scollops, $1 per gal¬
lon; soft clams, 30 lo 60 cents per 11)0; .while fish, from
Detroit; pickerel, 18 eents; pompatto, $t; hard crabs, $4
per 100.
—Speckled trout we believe to be naturally iu season,
from the 1st of January until the 1st of September, al¬
though there are few localities which they inhabit where
the streams are sufficiently open to permit or tlioir being
taken until April 1st. While we are inclined to he gov¬
erned by natural seasons, it is, perhaps, well to take away
by proper legal restrictions,, any temptation that may arise
to take Ibeni through the ice in winter, or otherwise de¬
plete their uumfaers by unsportsmanlike means. It may he
regarded as fortunate that the weather seals Up the waters
with ice to assist the law-makers and aid the work of pre-
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ficer Mowatt, to whom such persons as recognize their in¬
servation and replenishment. Trout can now he taken in
debtedness Bhould Tender thanks. Englishmen at home,
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
who pay enormously for fishing privileges, would jump at
and also in New York and the Middle and Western States
the opportunity. "One dollar 'per day!''' Why, some of
generally, and all parts of Canada except the Province of
the Long Island lessees of trout privileges demand $5 per
Ontario. In Ontario and Vermont fishing is prohibited
day, and guarantee nothing. It is cheaper to go lo Ihe
until May 1st, and in Connecticut until April 15th.
Restigouche for a fortnight, than to Long Island for an
—W. D. Chapmnn, of Theresa, N. Y., who is the in¬
equal period. The opening of the Intercolonial Railroad
ventor and maker of much fine trolling tackle, has sent for
now
enables the angler to bring home his salmon in good
our inspection, what he styles a trolling pole. It is a short
order, and many a man who has never before hooked a salbamboo cane, with a long line attached to it, and also
moD,
will be proud lo exhibit the trophies of his prowess,
to a movable steel harpoon. When an object is struck,
through the facilities of qnick transportation at his com¬
either by throwing or thrusting, the harpoon detaches itself
mand. We happen to know that several of our best ang¬
from the pole, but remains fast to the line- It is really an
lers will visit the Restigouche River next season, nnd have
improvement upon the fish spears long in use by the In¬
reason to believe that all the rivers of the Gaspe Peninsula
dians of the great lakes for fishing through the ice, as de¬
will receive more visitors than ever before. Dalhousie or
scribed in Forest and Stream of January 27th, 1876.
Gaspo Basin, either, are most desirable headquarters.
—Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie, 48 Maiden lane (old stand of
Andrew Clerk & Co.), have on exhibition one of their new
SPARE THE FINGER LINGS.
braided split bamboo salmon rods, to which the attention
So far as mechanical execution is concerned, the quali¬ V
Baltimore, Md., March, 1876.
of anglers is invited. It seems to be a very efllcient imple¬
ties of competing rods can be determined with tolerable Editor Forest and Stream: —
ment.
The season of trout fishing Is close Upon us once more, and no doubt
accuracy by fly-casting contests; but it would be difficult to many, like myself, bave been already putting tackle and equipments m
—An old United Stales Army surgeon recalls some remi¬
judge satisfactorily of Ihe respective merits of rods bo order, atm meditating what scenes of past pleasures they shall levisll,
niscences of black bass fishing in Minnesota, not a dozen
far as relates to wear and tear, and invulnerability to tbe or casting about for fresh woods and pastures new. It is only sad to
years ago. In 18W we fished Big Lake, some eighteen
action of heat, cold, and dampness, and imperviousness to think that the wholesale destruction of small fry will go on as usual,
miles from St. Paul, and caught bass without limit. The
under which, year after year, our streams, even in remote lncuuuiin re¬
. water. Rods that appear to liuve equal qualities when new, gions
and back woods, are so unnecessarily deteriorating. Cun no sort
water seemed fairly to swarm with them. The writer says:
oftentimes develope a great difference in their staying pow- of appeal be effectual in checking this suicidal practice?
"On the 31st of May, 1864, the quartermaster, sutler and
Some time ago there appeared in your paper au account of two days’
powers within a very short period,
myself started in the afternoon with a six mule government
fishing among the White Hills, the score being 237 the first day, and but
team from Fort Ripley, Minnesota, to a lake seven miles
one less the next, many of them running up lo ten inches in leuglh, and
PamADELgaiA, Fa , March, 1876.
west of the fort, called Windermere. We arrived late in
speedy retribution followed in the shape of a mathematical demonstra¬
the day, and only had time to pitch our tent, cook supper Editor Forest and Stream:—
tion by an indignant correspondent, that tbe "fine lot" Could UOL have
In your paper of March lbih 1 have read your very interesting and in¬
and take a smoke, when it was too dark to fish that day. structive remarks on the manufacture of split bamboo rods, and the dif¬
averaged much over one ounce, and the great majority of the fish must
The next, morning we were up by daybreak and proceeded ficulty experienced in obtaining good material for that pnrposc, which, as have fallen below that almost faathcr’B weight. It Is to be wished that
to catch frogs, which were very plenty about the shores of you truly remark, has established the reputation of the split bamboo
every like pretentious report be exposed in tbe same style; but I fear
the lake. Having caught a sufficient number to begin with fly rolls. I have had no little experience for the past dozen years in tha art that such fishermen will be thereby only deterred from publishing their
we commenced to fish. The sutler had an old bamboo rod of fitting up these delicate strips in every manner at presont generally exploits, not from repeating them. I desire to put the argument in a
about ten feet long, having had about Six feet broken off known, but it seems to be the opinion of some of your renders that in no different way, by urging brother sportsmen to try tho experiment of a
from its end; besides, on the trip out, it bad been broken manner can the bamboo be split aud fitted up with success, except In little abstinence aDd restraint upon one’s murderous propensities, and 1
through the middle, so that when the fish seized the bait using four or six snips with enamel on outside T don't write .for the am convinced that in a short time, not only will rorbesiranos altogether
the rod would squeak. The quartermaster and I both had purpose of iluding fault with any rod maker’s method of manufacture. cease to be felt as a disagreeuble restraint, but there will be a positive
very nice rods. After our boat had been paddled to the T merely want to show that there have been other modes of working and pleasure in returning fingerlings to tbe water. Such has certainly been
fishing place the lines were cast, wheu squeak went the fitting up bamboo, considered by many tbe most successful, when toy own experience. My companion und myself came to an agreement
sutler's pole and out came, a black bass. Soon we were fitted in a skillful manner. I have reference to the ceuLrc enamel split upon this point several yearB ago, aud have fonnd an increasing sal ieenabled to do the same thing, but the sutler caught about bamboo manufactured by the well-known sportsman, John Krider, nod faction in adhering lo it. Our rule is to keep none but the larger lUh of
as many as both myself and the quartermaster. He was in use for over ten years, having been tested by many of the best fly- the stream we may be on, letting tho small fry go to grow up for some
brother sportsman, if not for ourselves. Sometimes we have tbrowu
of the opinion that his luck depended upon his squeakey fishers in all sorts of weather aud waters iviih entire satisfaction.
back as many as two or three hundred in a day. We have iliemcasnie
In yourissneof March 9th I noticed an article entitlid“SplitBam¬
pole. Well, we continued to haul in the bass until called
to breakfast, when, on counting, we had eighty bass, aver¬ boo." The writer objects to the Krider rod for the following Tour imag¬ notched on our reds, aud in case of donbt it is only a few seconds’work
to lay tbe fish alongside, and if it fails to come up to the mark, it ts
aging four pounds each. After breakfast, while my com¬ inary reasons He says, first: You must Die off the enamel on each dropped back into the water. Under all circumstances we are careful
panions were searching for firms, I pushed the boat about strip down to the fibre, so as to -snake the glue hold: second, in filing to take no more than con be immediately consumed, raising the stand¬
100 feel from the shore, where the water was ten feet deep, the sticks in around, you must cut away a very coueiderabie part of the ard, if necessary, to keep the weight within the cousumplien. Now,
strongest underlying the enamel; third, you expose to the elements the
aud threw in my line, which was immediately taken; on porous parts of the cane, while you close in that which is waterproof; both of ns were and are as eager as fishermen can be, and I am free to
looking over the side of the boat I saw twenty bass gath¬ fonrth, in the use of the rod, the greatest strain being upon the oulBide, say that it coat us a little self-denial at (list, but the habit soon became
ered around the spot where the line had been cast, waiting is pnt upon the weakest part of the material.
confirmed, and we now rake greater satisfaction in releasing than it
for it to be thrown again. I continued to fish an hour,
formerly was to keep. We quickly lost all senseless rivalry about the.
It needs very little argument to prove that the writer of the above ob¬
wheu 1 returned ashore exhausted. My companions then jections understands very little of the important subject he ventures an greatest number, and transferred oar ambition to getiing the heaviest
took the bout and fished until eleven A. M,, when we loaded opinion on. Now, hi making a fine seven-ounce fly rod, over eleven feet, weight.
the fish which we had taken, which filled two pork barrels in three pieces of equal length, it certainly requires the strongest aud
Thoobjoctof this communication, then, is to propose the reasonable
and one gunny sack. We only ceased fishiDg because we moslelastic material. I consider the middle joint for such a roil Ihe rule that, no matter how tho tront may run ia any given stream, the lar¬
had more than we desired. This lake is one of the most most important, which is made on the centre enamel plan as follows: gest fish only should be taken off, and so used a stream w<ll bo a joy
beautiful sheets of water I ever sawn It is oval in shape Get your bamboo the reqnired length split in half ; next split your strips forever; and secondly, to urge brothers of ibe rod to make the expert
and about six miles long by three miles at the widest part. -6-31 of an inch is wide enough—next heat nnd straighten; plane off ment, and see how soon they will come to Hud a positive pride and pleas¬
In its centre is an island conlainiug about three acres of gradually, tapering to lower end, which should he 3 83 or an inch. Now ure in practising such a rule; aud let catch of weight be always reported,
H.
land, forming a perfect shaped sugar" loaf, which was cov¬ you have almost a four square strip. If you examine this strip, there is When practicable, in eteadof mere numbers.
ered wiili every kind of berries growing in the neighbor¬ 3-33 of an inch of the toeghost and most clastic part or enamel on the
We regret to learn that Mr. Charles Vinton, of the St.
hood. 1 have camped on this island, and it was with outside of the strip. Now, to fit up so as to get this part on the ontside,
difficulty that the tent could be spread, owing to the ground as well as centre, is the great object, and ia as follows: File the enamel George Cricket Club, has met with a severe accident, the
rising so perpendicularly from the water’s edge. The side of your Btrip enough to make it fit properly; now plane off the sap result of a sudden attack of illness. In a loiter from Mr.
shores of the lake are bold and covered with a heavy or soft Bide V shape, so as to have enamel aud soft sulea go together; Satterthw ate that gentleman says :—
"You have probably not heard of the very sad accident
growth of evergreens. The fishing did not require any have eight stripe of equal size, well fitted, so as to rorm a centre glue all
at once; get perfectly straight before the glue,sets; it has to bo done
which happened to our old friend and cricketer, Mr. Chas.
skill but simply to cast over the bait and pull it in.
I have.visited this lake many times while stationed at quickly. After the glue has a reasonable time to harden, inclose your Viuten, Treasurer for many years of the St. George’s Crick¬
wrapping; plane or Me off. You can then see you have eight litres ef
et Club. Mr.Vinten had a paralytic stroke in his own
Fort Ripley for the purpose of fi9hing. Although my
the most elastic part or enamel: run down your piece on tbe ontside, as
efforts were always crowned with, success, I never caught well as centre; and most undoubtedly you have ns strong a piece as can house. Unfortunately, he was at the head of the base¬
ment stairs; he fell the whole flight, cutting himself badly
as many fish in so short a time.
possibly be made of the material, and you certainly have all the rich aud
and injured his spine. This misfortune occurred two
By a little past mid-day we reached the fort, and the varied shades of the natural gram ail over the surface. •
V.
weeks ago; since then Mr. Vinten has suffered greatly, and
whole garrison of soldiers were supplied with fish. Occabeen unable to do little else but speak to make known bis
Bionally we caught a pike, hut these were returned to the
CANADIAN FISHING PRIVILEGES.
wishes. No one can tell whether ho will recover or be bed¬
water as unworthy the company of Buck fine fish as the
ridden for life.”
black bass.”
Henry McMahon, M. D.
THE ItESTIGOULIlK AND OTHER RIVERS.
Mr. Satterlhwate, in commenting on the Club prospects,
V Massachusetts—A™ Bedford, March 25th.—The close
says:—
season for trouting has just ended, and several of our ama¬
Dee Side, Metapedia, P. Quebec, March tilth, 1876.
"I find a very large balance in the bank, and freely stale
teurs exhibit fine strings of “salters,” that is, trout just Editor Forest and Stream:—
it. is over what we have had at this time for many years;
leaving the salt water for the brooks, and caught at the
Having had inquiries from different parties in the States recently, re¬
besides this, we have paid in part for the use of the ground
mouths of the streams. Owing to the mildness of the past questing information about angling in this quarter, and as it is to be this year. We look forward lo an unusually tine and
month herrings, smelts, Ac., made an early appearance in supposed all sportsmen read Forest and Stream, may I give tt to then, active season, and will, no doubt, have many visiting clubs
our markets, but the cold weather of the past week has through your columns!
on our grounds this summer, i understand the officers
somewhat checked them.
.
Concha.
There are seven miles of angling water hero, vis! From head of tide
are to visit Philadelphia again, and we will have ihem, of
water to Metapedia, open by orders of Marine and Fisheries Department,
—Oapl. J. W. Coventry, owner of the Nouvelle River,
eburse. I would not be astonished if an English team
Ottawa, to strangers or others, by permit, at a rate of $1 per day per
came out, which, of course, will make us a three days
district of Gaspe, Canada, says to us:—
rod. At the principal pool Called Metapedia, is a station on tho Inter¬
"There is no river in the world to equal it for large fish. colonial Railway, 14 hours from St. John, N. B., and about 80 from game. George Giles has been engaged for the sea-uu. The
I think 1 have let it for this year to Sir John R, Reid, and Montreal. Eighty salmon, averaging 17j ponnds, were taken by anglers Club-house has been newly roofed and will soon bo freshly
painted. The ground is looking remarkably well —lliaiiks
some other English gentlemeu, reserving a rod for myself.
last season. At this spot ts also a hotel, Mr. D. Fraser, proprietor; fare
A man lo fish the river properly must be strong, active, about $2 per day. Fishing commonly done from bark canoe or boat, to Giles—and the turf has been freely manured and tended.
and used to a canoe, as it is the wildest place lo kill large principally manned by Indians; one mnu and canoe $2 per day, two men Our April meeling is on the 3d, to be held at Sutherland's,
fish that I ever tried in my life. I am asking the English aud canoe $3. Parties bringing their tent have every facility for camping 74 Liberty street, at 4 P. AI., when many new names will
come up for election. Our new Secrelary, Air. David B.
gentlemen £40 per rod. The trout fishing in this river is
on beautiful islands oi beaches (riparian rights not acknowledged here).
Gilbert, is takiug great interest in the Club, llis address
All common necessaries can be obtained at a village near, and the best
certainly first rate, the fish being of a very large size and
is Soulter A Co., 74 Broadway, while mine is No. 10 Pine
of milk, eggs, bntter, etc., from the farm houses ou the fiver. On this
superior flavor."
street, back office.
portion of the river also, sea trout are in abundance (ns well as salmon)
Movements of the Fjsiting Fleet.—There have been
from IGth June to 8th July, and are commonly caught by the settlers
—T ho new rule of the amateur code referring to calling
but 19 arrivals of tbe fleet the past week, as follows: 13 with salmon twine line, small codfish hook, and pork bait. Just, think
from Georges, 5 from the Banks, aud 1 from Newfound¬ of that, ye disciples of old Walton. Of course they can he Jlstted from strikes is as follows:—
failing to strike at fair balls.
land with herring. The Georgesmen return with light shorn, hut as the river is large, unless yon are prepared to follow a sal¬
Sec. 7. Should a batsman fail to strike af a ball sent in
fares, and report cod fish scarce lor the season. They did mon wilh boat or cun on, you will soon part company. The Nouvelle
not feel the full effects of the severe gale on Monday and Itivor, opposite Dalhousie, a good trout stream, must be applied for to by the pitcher over the home base, ami within the specilied
Tuesday, which was indeed fortunate. The receipts of Department of Marine and Fisheries. Ottawa. Escutninac ltiver, very reach of the bat, the umpire shall call "one strike," and
fish are 399,000 pounds Georges cod-fish, 13,000 pounds large trout, is leased by Mr. Fraser, I believe, for accommodation of his when two such strikes have heen called the umpire, on the
halibut, 295,U00 pounds Bank halibut, and 200 barrels her- guests. All other flatteries are owned by Sir Hegli Allen, C. J. Bridges, delivery of the next fair ball, shall warn the striker that
riDg. Others of the Georges fleet are hourly expected. Sandford Fleming, aud George Stephen, to whom all applications for lie will call the third Btrike on the next fair ball delivered,
Sales of halibut at 6 and 3 cents per pound for white and permission to fish on lltcae limits must be forwarded. Tbe host of flies at which time the batsman must run to first base, as in
gray.
Round cod-fish for curing, $1.75 per hundred suitable for this rivor, aa well as reliable leaders, made on |he spot by the case of hitting a fair hall.
Mr. John Baird, cun be furnished, and all permits granted by me on ap¬
pounds.—(Zaps Ann Advertiser, March. 24(4.
—The New Ilaven nine will play their first match with
plication.
John Mow at,
the Hartford Club on Alay 3—inauguration day—at Hart¬
Fishery Officer, Kcstigonche Division.
THE SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.
ford. In the meantime they will practice with Ihe Yule
Anglers, and especially residents of tlie Lin Usd Suites, University nine
--will feci grateful lo those who have heen instrumental in
Er.K County, Fa., march 13tli, 167(1.
—The grand hand hall and racket tournament is to com¬
Editor Forest axd Stream.—
inducing the Canadian Government to place some of the mence at MeQuade’s Court, in this city, on April 17t|i.
My attealtoa has been drawn to an article in Forest and Stream un¬
bes'f waters of the Dominion at their disposal at so reason¬ Players from Canada and all putts of the Statue will pau
der date of March 0th, entitled “Split Bamboo Reds,” w biota. I think de¬
able A rate; and we know that much is due to Fishery of¬ ticipate in it.
serves more than a were passing notice. As an aid fly fisherman, and
one who has been using the Krider rent and glued bamboo fly rod under
almost every conceivable condition of tension and wealhor during the
trout fishing seasons for a period of fivo years, often fishing side by side
with gentlemen who used split bamboo rods with the enamel on the out¬
side, and frequently using such rods myself, I have no hesitation what
ever in giving it as my deliberate conviction, resulting from experience
of many years, (whatever that may be worth) that the Krider rod is su¬
perior to all others that I have used or soen used, in all the essentials
that constitute a first-class fly rod—which, as I take it, are: First—capa¬
bility for sustaining a heavy strain. becond—elasticity aud rotensiou of
Its straightness without suffering any permanent set, even from constant
usage. Third—its imperviousness lo tbe action of water. Fourth—ite
lightness and durability.
The principle of the Krider rod is that of the spokes or awheel, or
something similar, except that they are extended throughout the entire
length of the rod, bracing it from centre to circumference with the
strongest and most elastic parts of the bamboo, the spaces between be¬
ing filled up with a homogenous mass of fibre, the whole together repre¬
senting a continuous length of spokes aud lire. Bui. as one ef iheflyfishing fraternity, I think this question should be decided definitely by
something besides printer's ink and types. Therefore, I propose that
the Krider rod shall ue tested with any und all other split bamboo rods
not made on the same principle (equality of length, weight, and size
being taken into consideration.)
A. H. Clay.
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A., W.Hoboken.—When does the law for fishing with hook and line
in the Hackensack River expire? Does the law include the tide water,
or is it only meant for the frosh water of the river? Is net fishing for
catfish and perch allowed in the tide water? Ans. No law applying es¬
pecially to Hackensack River. There is « close season for bass, pike,
and pickerel between March 1st and May 1st; trout can be lakeh in New
Jersey after March 1st.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
S. H. W., Washington.— Have replied toyour letter by mail, hut are
uncertain as to the address.

E. J. S., Philadelphia.—My pet dog (a spits) seems to have got the
mange; has a sore spot on his forehead, from which the hair Is falling
out, and appears sickly and without spirit; sheds his coat of hair freely.
Can yon tell me of anything to do for him? Ans. Anoint the parts af¬
fected with compound sulphur ointment, reduced with oil so as to be
easily rubbed into the roots of the hair, und give him the medicine wo
have mailet to you, with directions.

G. H. W., Woonsocket, R. I.—Where can t get a good telescope for a
Remington rifle, and what would be the cost of one? Ana. H. WaldBtein, 045Broadway; Sill.
8. G. T„ Erie, Pa.—Can obtain a copy of Porter's "Hawker on Shoot¬
ing" by addressing .1, S., St. Paul st., Baltimore, Md. We should Hay
that about $4 would be a fair price.
J. W., Brooklyn.—1 would like to know what a small centre-board
yacht, about 42 feet long by 6 wide, would cost? Ans. If new, from
$300 to SiOO; Bowed-band, $150 to $850.

T. G. O , East Harrison, Miilu.—l. I have a ten gauge laminated
steel barrel Parker gnn. Where could I have a good job of choke-boring
done, and probable cost? 2. What would he probable cost or getting
pair of choke-borcd laminated barrels fitted to my stock, and would it
be your advice to do so? Ans, l. Send it to Paiker Bros., West Meri¬
den, Conn.; the cost ought not to exceed $0. 2, About half the original
cost of the gun; unless a very fino one we would not recommend it.

Yramlt SunscniiiEK.—Can you inform me if there is any kind of
scented oil need lo put on bait, to make flail bite? Ans. We have heard
of asafmtida being need. Some anglers spit on their’s.
A. B. Covert, Ann Arbor, Mich. —The pamphlets of Dr. Cones are
published by the Department of the Interior, and may he obtained there,
-or al the National Agency at Salem, Mass., or of the author.

Ciiumes No. 3, Terre Haute, Ind.—Would say to “Subscriber, Provi¬
dence, E. I.,” that he can get wild turkeys alive of David Logan, Pales¬
tine, Crawford county, III, “J. n. J., Quincy, III.,’’ cun get apairor
No. I hounds by addressing George Kuinglini, this city, care P. O, box
169. 1 know whereof I speak, buying purchased of Qcorgo fifty odd
coons they have treed this winter. 3. Whore are Joe. Tartel fib Son,
and do they make a good gnn? Ans. We cannot find their names among
the list of guumakers.

Sioei..—Will yon inform me U there is, or was to your knowledges
gunmaker by the name of W. H. Mills; if so, what his reputation was
as a maker? Ans. We have never heard of a gunmaker of that name,
Wxllets.—We understand that N. M. Livingston, of Skaneateles, N.
Y., is the inventor of one of the best spoons for deep trolling for lake
trout. We have seen the spoon, but do not know where they are for
Bale. Address him.

W. H., Southboro.—1. Is there good hooting for deer, foxes, par
tridges, etc., and in general a good place Tor two or three of us to pitch
camp in the unbroken wilderness between Island Pnud Station and the
French village or ContiCook, on the line of tbo Grand Trunk Railway
in Canada? 2. Would Sandwich, Mass , be a good place to go camping
out? Ans. 1. Yes; the Megantic region, which is reached from Lslnnd
Pond Station, lias been repeatedly described in our paper during the
past two yoara. 3. Yes.

Biddle, FUila.—Wc should think your stream favorable for trout,
for fish to stock with, Anil all necessary information, address Milton F.
Pierce,. Wenona, Gloucester conniy, N. J., or Thompson & Tagg, New
Hope, Bucks county, Pa.
D. W. B., Brazil, Ind.—Please give me the address of some taxider¬
mist or other parties from whom I can procure mounted game birds.
Ans. J, H. Batty, New Utrecht, Long Island, N. Y., or J. Wallace, No.
19 North William street, this city.

w. M. M., Basking Ridge, N. J.—Having jnst finished reading
“Camp Life ill Florida,’'1 would wish to read more of the eame books,
aBitis my intention to go down in September, and would like to get
well read on the same Please send me the names of any books you
publish. Ans. We have published no other work on Florida. There
ore numberless “Guides” gotteu up by the railroad and steamer lines,
and Dr. J.Flcet Spear and Mr. Sidney Lamer have each published boohs
for the invalid and tourist.

Blackkiton, Mass.—Ducks are flying now. Go to Wm. Lane, Good
.Ground
Weil known gunners there are W. F. While. Capt. JoePenny, S. Foster, and Ham Penny. Ducking will probably last until mid¬
dle of May. Red heads, brant, broadbills, geese, and coots.
Randolph.—When a dog is apparently in good health, full of life,
etc., what is the occasion of the slime or drooling from the mouth,
stretchiug out eight or ten inches sometimes? Ana. The trouble prob¬
ably arises from defective teeth; examine his mouth thoroughly.

E. L, T., Saranac Lake.—I have a valuable pup five months old, who
is troubled with constant itching near the root of his tail, also on his
chest. These parts are covered with thick, tough scabs, and are a
source of constant annoyance, otherwise the dog seems Well. Ans. Yonr
pup evidently has mange. Anoint the parts Htfilcted witli compound
sulphur ointment, and give him the powders we have mailed to yon wilh
directions. Wash the parts occasionally with carbolic soap; feed little
or no meat until he recovers.

F. $.. Westfield.—In your issue of March 3d "F. S.” asks "in what
year ‘The Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen,’ by Forester, was
published, ” I would state that it was published by Stringer & Townsend,
333 Broad way, N Y, in 1857.
Philadelphia .
D. S. D., Pittsburgh.—I have a very flue setter bitch who is con¬
tinually shivering; it differs little whether she is in a warm room or open
ait*. She is four years old. Can you suggest any means lo care her?
What is the causo of her shivering? Ans, Have mailed to yon a
remedy,

C., Brottlehoro, Vt.—The Rangely stream Is closed bylaw from July
1st to March 1st, but you can fish in the neighboring lakes until October.
We gave one route last week, which will reach the lower lakes. If you
wish to go in the other way and follow the lakes down, take Eastern R.
H. to Farmington, thence stage to Phillips, 18 mile), stopping over night
at Barden Honse, thence next morning by stage to Kimball’s, at head of
Rangely Lake, 18 miles, arriving belore dinner. After dinner a steamer
will take you down the lake and to Camp Kennebago.

C. B ., Buffalo.—I notice in last week's paper, under the head of Fish
in Market, you quote black bass at 18 cents. Is it possible that black
boss ore offered for sale in.your market at this time of year? Ans. The
black base quoted were from Virginia, and were in season up to the enri' rent week,
T. W., Mount Veruon, Ohio.—Please give numbers of your paper that
had patterns for tents in. 3. Is a livei and white-colored setter a mon¬
grel, and is black nose better than light ? Ans. Have scut circulars; we
have no patterns. 3. No; some of the purest setters bred are liver and
White. We prefer black noses.

IV. E. S., New Haven.— 1, Willi be likely to find English snipe in
the marshes about hero after April? 2. Can I purchase a reliable breech¬
loader, No. 10, 9 or 10 pounds,under g?5; if so, what make? 3. How
does the Remington rank among breech-loading shot guns? Ans. I.
Yes, some, during the latter part of April and early in May. 2. There
Is a Greener gun sold by Mr. Squires for $75. 3. Some of the Reming¬
ton guns shoot remarkably well, and for the price they are as good,
probably, as any made, bnt their 10-gauge gnu does not weigh more than
8| pounds.

W. H. A., Lima, N. Y.—Please inform mo as to the difference in
style of working of a cocker and springer. Do they not work alike in
cover, and both retrieve from water as well as land ? Ans. Cockers and
springers are worked in the same manner, and either may readily be
broken to retrieve from land and water.
Nonchokest, Newark.—What is the cause of my gun fouling when I
use brass shells, but when I use paper I And it all right, and also Sod
that I can kill farther With paper. Ans. Because the brass sheila do
not lit your gun ; they are either not large enough in diameter, or else
not lung enough to fill the chambering of the gun.
Rennod.—I have a very fine Gordon setter bitch; she will be ready to
receive a dog in about three weeks from now. As I know an Irish and
a Laverack setter (both splendid dogs) I would like to have your advice
which one I have to put to the bitch. Ans. If you are satisfied that the
Laverack U a Laverack, we should prefer to breed to him.
Brooklyn.—I have a red setter dog 31 years old, who, when he einties his bowels, the stool appears to be tinged with blood. He has also
appeared to lose his nose, that was once good. Can you tell me what to
d* for him? Ans. Try a dose of castor oil with a few drops of laudnnra, and teed him on boiled rice and oatmeal well boiled; no meat.
E. C. 8., Grand Bay, N. B.—In your Issue of January 27th I saw a de¬
scription of Mr. InDis’ ice-boat, Haze. There are a few more details I
would like to get—distance between forward runners, length of runners,
and shape of Bhoe. Ans. Distance between runners. 36 feet; length of
forward runnere, 7 feet 6 inches. The shoe is shaped like a skate iron
dr sled runner.
M. T., New Brighton, Pa.—My little black and lan slnt appears to be
getting the mange, as sbe seems to have a constant itebing about the
root of her tail. What would be good for it? Ans. Anoint the parts
affected with coroponnd sulphor ointment, and give the powders sent
y<m by mail as directed; wash occasionally with carbolic, soap, and feed
little or no meat.
Joachim.—WhlteflBh are not predacious. They live Chiefly on a pe¬
culiar insect,found oil a plant that growB oh the bottom of the lakes.
Certain portions of this species of plant has a flavor something like cel¬
ery, which impregnates both the insect and the fish which feed on it.
The algoo of the deep lakes can be transplanted to places where it is de¬
sired to rai-e white fish artificially.
Hall, Newburyport.—I wish yon would ask your correspondent how
he uses the flannel for his concentrator, whether sewing the charge of
shot up before putt ing it in the cartridge, or if shoving the flannel into
the cartridge, then filling with shot and simply closing it, by putting a wad
over it? Ans. We preenme our correspondent sews the shot in the hag,
but perhaps he will answer himself.
LVO. G., Higgannra, Ct.—Will you please tell me how to paint decoys
for black docks? Must the body be all black? What color for eves ami
hills? How many decoys should be set out together In shooting black
ducks? Ans. Black, with some green on the wings; eyes and bills,
yellow. In painting them use lampblack and oil, instead of the regu¬
larly prepared paint. You cannot have too many decoys.
J. W„ Jersey City.—Where can I purchase wild rice seed? In what
manner should it be sown ? Shall I have to draw the water off my pond
(o sow it? Ans. Send to Richard Valentine, Janesville, Wis.; Henry
Meriam, Harwood, Ontario, Canada, or T. P. Cantwell, Brainerd,
Minn. For Instruction in wild rice culture see Forest and Stream,
Vol. IV, No. 3, date of Feb, 85th, 1875. Sow in the spring.
B. A. B., Brooklyn—1. Is there good fishing and hunting at South
yyster Bay, and how many miles from Brooklyn? 3. Can you name a
place where can be had good fishing and Ihinliug not over seventy-five
miles from New York? Ans. 1. About thirty tulles; some duck shooi¬
ng and fishing. 3. Barnegat Bay; but-you will experience soma difix>nlty in finding good shooting and fishing in one locality, and at the
iame time i

.

Draw, Philadelphia.—I. I have a breech-loading rifle. It baa
“Sharp's Patent, 1859,” on one Bide of the lock, and “Sharp’s* Haw¬
kins, Philadelphia,” on the other side; 24-barrei, covered trilh leather.
Canyon tell me anything of ItB reputation? Would it make a good
sporting rifle for use in Florida, ana what cartridge to use? 2. Can the
Florida AynciKurixi be obtained any nearer than Jacksonville; If not,
the publisher’s address? 1. Your rifle probably takes the 53’Calibro rim
fire shell. It will answer very well for Florida. 2. Address "Agrioul■ turist office, Jacksonville, Fla.”
L. J. O.,Philadelphia.—I have a pointer (8 months old) dog; he is rup¬
tured. I have had a bandage on it for a week at a time, but it wae im¬
possible to seep the compress on the protuberance, which is about the
size of a small hazel nut. I have not had any bandage on it for the last
month, bnt in place thereof have put sticking plaster on it. It does not
get any worse, nor any better, and some few say that it may get as
large as an egg. Ans. The chances are the protuberance will not in¬
crease in size, or interfere with his usefulness in the field. Keep adhe¬
sive plaster over It for a few weeks.
J. N. B., Milwaukee. 1. Will yon please tell me whore I can get the
game and fish laws of Wisconsin? 2. Whore can 1 get a good spaniel
and a pointer? 3. Can I get a good breech-loading shot gnu for about
$10 or $50; if so, whose make would be the best? 4. Where is there
good dock and chicken shooting in Wisconsin, within reach of railroads?
Ans. 1. Buy “Fur, Fin and Feather,” containing the laws of all the
States. Can be sent from this office; price 50 cents. 2. What kind of a
spaniel and what kind of a pointer do yon want? 3. Would recommend
the Remington $45 gun.
T. W„ Leesburg, Ya.—Can’t some of your numerous correspondents
give ns a description of a fly rod for black basB? Neither a salmon rod
in strength or weight, nor a trout rod iu slightness or lightness—one
elastic enough to throw a fly, but stiff enough to play a 7 or 8-pound fish
or a brace of such successfully, without carrying weight enough lo kill
a 20-pound salmon easily ? If so, he will find many attentive readers in
Virginia and the South Atlantic States. If the snow melts, we will
make some experiments with new fangled flies upon the bass in April.
Ans. See Vol. Ill, pages 283 and 298, and especially Vol. IV, page 107.
Enqhiber, Morristown, N. J.—J. I have a cocker spaniel pnp, about
five months old, which is of good breed aud appearance, but has not yet
been trained. Can yon give me instructions as to how to train him? 2.
At what age Is it best to begin to train the dog? 8. What is a black and
white dog of the above breed whose mother was imported front England
worth, both before and after training? Ans. 1. In “The American Ken¬
nel aDd Sporting Field,” by Arnold Burges, you will find fall directions
for breaking dogs to retrieve? 2. At five or six months old. 3. If
thoroughbred and handsome $25 before they are broken, and $40 or $50
after being well broken.
W. DeK.—Will you kindly inform me from whom Imay obtain yonng
brook trout? I wish to stock a fine brook in this Stale, which formerly
contained trout, but which now is entirely barren. How muny should 1
have to get, and what would be the probable cost of the same? May, I
believe, is the proper month to stook trout streams. Ans. Send to H.
H. Thomas, Randolph, N. Y,; -J. S. Hines, Patchogue, Long Island; W.
H. Fnnnan, Maspelb, Long Islaud; Seth Green, Rochester; A. S. Col¬
lins, Caledonia, You'll need a thousand small fry at $18, or two dozen
spawners. Trout, spawn in the aniumii. Sue Seth Green’s .letter in
Forest and Stream of March Kith.
Dick, Rochester.—C'anyoa Inform me of the exact locality of South
Lake? 1 think it la in the vicinity of Boooevijlc, hut don't know how
fsv ftom thtit'fi, Cnn you tell me what i>«s.ow \e the
or tnlti ot
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South Lake? What game Is in season about there after June 1st? Ans.
South Lake, or South Lake Reservoir, as it is called, on account of be¬
ing one of the feeders or the Black River Canal, is three miles south¬
west of Jack’s Lske, which is reached by a road from Prospect, on the
W. iSsB. W. Railroad. It is about 35 or BOmllan east ‘of Boonsville, at
the head of Black River. 2. None until after July 4th, when thero may
be some woodcock; grouse in the full.
E. M., Thoroasville-—Kindly inform me where, if any, good snipe
shooting can he had this and next month in the Springs region of Vir¬
ginia, reached by the Virginia and Tennessee Railway? Ans. Not
well informed. Any snipe shooting to be had in the vicinity of Balti¬
more. say within fifty miles? Ans. Excellent snipe shooting ul Hunt¬
ing Creek and other places near Alexandria, V»., and ulso in Worcester
county, Md., and Delaware City. Can yon give me any information
about trout fishing in the vicinity of Morgantown, N. CJ.f Ans. There
is good trout fishing in nearly all the mountain streams of Burke and
adjoining counties. See Forest and Stream, May 28th, 1874, page
Hi.
G. A. F,, Foxhoro, Mass.—Will you please inform'ntc what are the
symptoms of a mad dog? Wehadahonnd doggo through our streets
yesterday, biting evBiy dog he came in contact with, also killingquite
a number of fowls. After he was killed, it was found that Ids throat,
was badly swollen. Was It hydrophobia? Ans. The probabilities arc
that the dog had hydrophobia. The symptoms are pendulous lower jaw,
flowing saliva, vacant expression, weak hind legs, and half oncaoecious
movemonis. We have no doubt, however, that many dogs are destroyed
who are not afflicted with rabies at all; stall, whenever there is a doubt,
or any of the symptoms are preseut, we suggest that the animal he im¬
mediately destroyed.
S. B. D., New York.—1 Will yon please to Inform me in yonr next
issue if there is not a law to prevent a man from running a u el across a
public slrcum for the purpose of taking trout? 2. I have a huge pond,
well adapted for trout, but it is filled with cattish. Cau I get them out
in any other way except letting the water entirely off ? Under the cir¬
cumstances that moans is Impossible. What would yon recommend,
then? Could I successfully stock it with black bass, acd would they
harm the trout? Ans, 1
There is; tront can only be netted on private
waters, and for purposes of propagation. 2. Giant powder is the only
agent with which yon can exterminate your catfish. Trout and black
bass should not be placed in ihe same pond.
G. M. J., New York.—1. Will yon oblige by giving me Some informa¬
tion as lo where 1 cau get good trout fishing within 100 miles of New
York? 2. Ib there any back of Roudont? a. Can I get any on Long
Island without being a member of a chib? 4. Where is the Rangely,
and how do you get to it? 5. Does the recent law prevont fishing there
this season? Ans. 1. As to ymd trout fishing, it is difficult to find,
within that distance. Near Canaan, Conn., the fishing is fair, and some
fine baskets are occasionally made on the Sawkill near Milford, Pa- 2.
Do not know of anv. 3. No, not worthy of mention. 4. Near An¬
dover, Maine, aud a place well worth vlgiltng, where the largestJbrook
treat are taken. Reached by Boston and Maine Railroad to Portland,
thence Grand Trank Railroad to Bryant’s Pond, thence by stage to An¬
dover. 5. Only in the river.
A. G. S-, Canton, Montana.—1. Where canl obtain Kay’s linen car-_
tridge, and cost per 100 for same? 2. Do you prefer the Ward-Burton
rifle for laige game over the Winchester? Some o( the sportsmen here
say that the Wiechester is apt to get out rtf order in very cold weaiher,
often miss fire, the spring not being of sufficient strength. 8. Where
can I obtain the Eureka Nut, lately advertised in your valuable paper,
for the cure of tape worms In dogs? 4. What would be the coat of 20
back numbers of Forest and Stream, to complete a volrnue of same,
and where can I obtain them? Ans. ;. Of H. 0. Squires, No. 1 Courtlandt street, this city. 8. Tnc Ward-Burton rifle is not on the market.
We have never before heard of the Winchester getting out of order as
you describe, and think yon have been mis-ihformed. From our Kennel
Editor. 4. $2; from this office.
Breech Loader, Pittsbnagh —I bought a JS-bore double gnu, If lbs.
weight, und although I could not obtain auy kind ot a pattern, I o0tallied a terrific power of penetration. I loaded it with brown paper
shells, Ely make, three drachms No. 4 orange lightning powder, two Ely
felt wads or powder, it oz. Tatbam No. 8 Hhot, und Baldwin wad on
Bhot, Not a dozen shot went a 30-inch circle, at say 30 yards. I tried
various sizes of shot with no butter success, t took the gun back und
got another, same gauge, only it weighs 8 6-16 pounds, and it behaved in.
exactly the same manner as the first—terrific power, but no pattern.
Could you tell me what is wrong? it is a splendid looking gun, cost me
$225 cash, and contains all late improvements. Certainly it must be iu
the loading, for both performed exactly alike. Ans. The only way wo
can account for the remarkable shooting of your gun is in trie fact that
the shells do not fit i bo chamber; if they were turned too short it might
produce jnel the effect you mention.
B. C., Cleveland, Ohio.—A party desire to start about July lfith fora
trip down the St. Lawrence River lo the gulf; thence along the coast
and New England States to New York. How long would it take to make
the trip from Niagara Falls to New York? Wlmt plticcs ouybt'we nut to
fall seeing? Where on onr ronto could we stop a day or two with, good
accommodation for onr lady tourists, and get good fishing; and what
would be a reasonable estimate of the expense of the same per capita?
Ans. Rail front Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls to Toronto, Or rati to
Lewiston, and thence steamboat to Toronto. From Toronto iHke coast
steamer through Lake Onturio to Montreal, tonching at Fort Hope,
Newcastle, Cobourg, Belleville, Kingston, Ciaytou, Alexandria Bay, and
other poiuts. This trip includes Hie Tlionsand Islands and the rapids of
tho St. Lawrence. Steamer from Montreal to Quebec; thence Gulf Fort
steamer to Fictou, Nova Scotia, touching at Murray Bay, C'aconua
Ncz Perce, Gaspe, Dalhouslo, Chatham, Shediao. N. B., and other in¬
termediate points. Thence rail to Halifax, Nova Scotia; thence rail to
Annapolis or Windsor, and steamer across the Bay of Fundy to 81,
John; thence steamer to Eastport, Portland, aud Itostou; thence rail or
steamer to New York. Time, two weeks; fares, only abont $50. Bass
fishing at Belleville; irout fishing at Cacounu, and baas and muecalonge
at Alexandria Bay.
J. R. S., lianuibal.. .1. In answering a question some time since, you
said the Remington $45 shot gun was a good one for the price. Now,
do you mean that the gnn is a poor one, and that is scarcely any account,
or what do you mean by it? As I want a gnn that will shoot well, and
have been told that that gnn is as good for Bhootiug as a high priced
English 0>IC, I wish you would be a little diore explicit. 2. Am think¬
ing of going over to Perry Springs to spend the summer, near the Illi¬
nois River. Now what. Bort of fishing tackle had I heller take with me?
What fish, will I find worth catching, and best wsy to catch tllan?
3. Whatis the reputation of W. Ellis, London, ns a gun maker? 4.
Does Mr. Dittmar send canisters of his powder by mall, or how can
we get it here? 5. Inolice, in giving proper charges for gnus, that you
use large quantities of powder, What do you think of Air. Hooper’s (in
his Dog and Ouu) manner of charging with very small loads? Is it gone
ontof fashion, or what Is your opinion of it - Also, is his manDot ot
traimug dogs correct?' 6. is there any place in New York where I cau
get a paper model of the ribs, keel, &c., of a Baden Powell canoe, so
that I can make it myself ? Ans.—1. Wo meant exactly what we said—
that the gun was a good one for the price; we might have said as gooff
as any. We hear of some of them that shoot remarkably well. As for
a $45 gun being as good as one worth $300, it is nonsense; the cheap
gnn might shoot as well for a time, .but the other would probably out¬
wear many of them. 2. Black bass; take the appropriate tackle, whirh
can be purchased of any dealer. 3. Good. 4. Yon can have it sent by
express. 5. Larger charges are used now than in Mr. Hoopcr'Erini*-,
The system of riiilnliig ho mentions is a good snvi a, Ve fio nut ku<
vi «»y.
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Blooming Grove Park.—At llie annual meeting of the
Blooming Grove Park Association, held at the club bouse
of the park, in Pike County, Pa., March 14th, the follow¬
ing named gentlemen were elected directors for the present
year;—Genio C. Scott, Dudley Field, George S. Green, Jr,,
E R, Wilbur, Charles Halloek, George H. Glenney, S. D.
Brnce, F. S. Giles, A. H. Wellington, and Joseph Dore.
At a called meeting of the Board of Directors, held at
the Hoffman House in this city, Wednesday, March 22d,
the following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing
year.—President, John Avery; Vice President, A. II. Wel¬
lington; Treasurer, George H. Glenney, Executive Com¬
mittee, John Avery, ex ojficio, President; E. R. Wilbur, G.
H. Glenney aud A. H. Wellington; Consulting Engineers,
George S. Green, Jr., and John Y. Culyer. The affairs of
the association were never iu a more promising conditiou,
and the members are iu high spirits over au ultimate grand
success for the club.

—During the heavy gale of last week the car house on
the top of Mount Washington, sometimes used for storing
the cars in winter, but which fortunately was empty at the
time, was blown over, The wind was blowing a hurricane
and the wreck has probably gone into the bottom of some
deep ravine from whence it will never emerge again. This
building was used by the Signal Service party during the
first two winters Of their stay on the Mountain.
—Mr. Jas. Donahue’s pack of fox hounds were to have
met this morning at day-light near Hackensack, and an ef¬
fort made to kill a fox; We wish the fox-hunters success.
Captain Bogardus was also to visit Hackensack this after¬
noon for the purpose of shooting an exhibition match at
the Mansion House. Altogether, quite a lively day for
Hackensack.
—The annual meeting of the Massachusetts State Sports¬
men’s Association will be held at Springfield on April 26th,
a very auspicious date, as the great Bench Show of the
Rod and Gun Club, to be held at the same time, will at¬
tract sportsmen from every direction and prove an ad¬
ditional incentive to the members of the Association to
assemble in force,_
—The members of the Suffolk (Long Island) Club report
unusually goad trout fishing this season from their well
Stocked pond.

RATHER remarkable suit was tried before the
Westminster County Court in England the other
day, in which Mr. Wilbcrforce, himself a magistrate, barris¬
ter and lord of the manor, was defendant, and two sons of
George Ay ling, alaborer, the plaintiffs. It seems that these
boyB had been poaching upon the defendant's laud and
having been detected trespassing in pursuit of game, Mr.
Willberforce, being loth to briug the boys before the bench
of magistrates, whereby they might have been sent to jail
and tlieir character ruined, complained to their father and
requested him to punish them. This the father readily
consented to do, but as he said his hand was disabled request¬
ed Mr. Wilberforce to inflict the flogging. The lads were
then sent to defendant’s house, and being asked which they
preferred, being flogged or taken before the magistrates,
they declared for the former alternative, and taking down
their own clothes were “birched” in real Eton style.
Had the matter ended here all would have been well, and
the boys morals and manners improved by the salutory
flogging; but some one put it into the head of the father
that the whipping was technically illegal, and the conse¬
quence was the suit above mentioned, resulting in Mr, Wil¬
berforce being mulcted to the extent of £15 damages to¬
gether with the costs. Nor have the unfortunate gentle¬
man's troubles ended with the pecuniary loss. An ambi¬
tious member of Parliament has made the matter a subject
of question in the House of Commons, and suggests that
Mr. Wilberforce, he, for his conduct, removed from the
commission of the peace, so that having lost his game and
money, he is still likely to lose his county position. Com¬
menting upon the case our contemporary, Land, and Water
says.—
“We cannot help saying that Mr. Wilberforce has iu our
opinion been very badly treated. Technically be was
wrong: the law was against him-, for however well merit¬
ed the correct ion which he inflicted on these lads, they had
not been legally proved guilty of any crime, and had they
been so convicted our courts never allow an injured parly
to himself inflict the punishment due. Hence the flogging
was contrary to law—a common assault, in fact; and, as a
barrister, Mr, Wilberforce ought to have known better
than to have run the risk of falling into the hands of a
town jury, which sympathizes always with t he youthful
poacher rather than with the preserver of game. But
when we consider the equity and the moral aspect of the
question we find that everything is in favor of Jhe unlucky
Mr. Wilberforce. Though a magistrate, he was not acting
in his magisterial capacity, and indeed was not a member
of the Bench which would have tried the case. His mo¬
tives were praiseworthy; he wished to save the lads from
public disgrace, and their father from a flue. This father
agreed to punishment, so did his sous. The boys had for
the second time been detected in dishonest practices, and
if they are thus to make a double profit—in game and in
money—out of their dishonesty, who shall tell us how we
are to keep the young from sinning?”
The Centennial.—We have received from Mr. L. Henry
Twaddell the following list of special prizes offered in the
Agricultural Department to date:—
$1,000—Jersey Cattle Club, for best Jersey herd.
$1,000—Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, to be given
in prizes.
$1,000—Memphis Cotton Exchange, for best hale of cot¬
ton from either StateB of Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama,
Tennessee.
$200—Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Son’s, for the best display
of potatoes in peeks.
$100—Messrs. D. Landreth & Son’s, for the best display
of vegetables at a stated period.
$70—Sir. Landreth, for the beat essay on Forestry.
$50—Messrs. Henderson & Son’s, for the best essay on
the cultivation of [lie cauliflower.
$50—Messrs. Henderson & Son’s, for the best essay on
the Cultivation of celery.
$150—Produce Exchange of Philadelphia, for best cheese.
$150—N. W. Dairymen's Association, for best butter
and cheese.
-National Dairymen’s Association, for best cheese.
' $150—Poultry Society.
$100 (cup)—Forest and Stream. (Dog Prize).
$50 (cup)—Chicago Field. (Dog Prize).
$50 (cup)—0. S. Westcott. (Dog Prize).
-N. E. Bee Keepers’Association.
$200—Proprietors of “American Food for Cattle,” in
four prizes of $50 each for horses, cattle, sbeep, and
swine, the owners to certify they have used the food.
The New York Agricultural Society offers free transpor¬
tation (to and from Philadelphia) on all their first prize
animals.
The Weather at TnE Sodtk.—The cold weather which
visited ns last week appears to have extended to Southern
Georgia and Florida. Advices from, those points indicate
that early fruits and vegetables have been generally ruined
as far South as Gainesville, Florida, notwithstanding that
the farmers kept fires burning in the fields. We now have
strawberries, green peas, etc., in market, the former sell¬
ing as high as two dollars and a half per quart. If the
crop at the South has been destroyed these high prices
are likely to be maintained. Tomatoes are worth eighty
cents per quart and new potatoes one dollar per peck.

—If any of our readers think that Fred Mather is not
modest and retiring, let them read the following protest.
We trust all will take heed, and govern themselves accord¬
ingly in future:—
‘■I would be pleased if correspondents would not speak of me os
United States Fish Commissioner, nor ns “Professor.1' The first title
belongs lo Prof. Baird atone, and 1 have never even been one of bis
deputies, In fact, ODly an employee. The lullor I am not covetous of us
I am not a graduate of any institution that could confer it; nor hove I
ever trained a Ucrse, practiced Yontriloqtiism, or bandied dumb-bells. It
Forest and Stream will set the example in this matter 1 will feel
obliged,
Fred Mather.”

A

GREAT HORSE GONE.

T

HE famous stallion, Hambletonian, died at Chester,
N. Y., on Sunday evening last, aged twenty-seven
years. Hambletonian, if he cannot he called the father of
trotting in this country, can certainly claim to have pro¬
duced more trotting horses than any other stallion, nearly
fifteen hundred colts having been produced by him during
the twenty-five years he has been at the Sttffl. Of these
the names of Dexter, Edward Everett, Volunteer, MessengerDuroc, Jay Gould,’and a hundred others, are household
words. It would be interesting to know the value of the,
stock now claiming descent from this illustrious horse, and
we have no doubt that some of our contemporaries who
devote moie space than ourselves to horse topics will pub¬
lish such statistics. Hambletonian was foaled May 5th,
1849, at Sugar Loaf, near Chester, Orange county, New
York, on the farm of Jonas Seely, who Bold him the fol¬
lowing fall, together with his dam, toWm. M. Rysdyck,
for $125; he has remained in the family of the latter ever
since. The celebrated stallion Abdallah, owned by Mr.
Alexander, of Kentucky, was got by Hambletonian when
only two years old. It is said that up to I860 he had netted
his owner over one hundred and fifty thousand dollars as a
stock horse alone, his fee of Jate years being five hundred
dollars. His late owner, Mr. Rvsdyek, is reported to have
left provision in his will that Hambletonian should, upon
his death, be stuffed and presented to the Central Park
Commissioners. We cannot vouch for the truth of the
report, but it would be a pity to have a horse of such world¬
wide celebrity covered up in a hole and left to decay like
any common carcass.

---

GAME PROTECTION.
—An effort is being made lo to establish a Game Protec¬
tive Socily in Albany, N. V. Twenty names have been
placed on the list., but, although there is much need of such
an association and Albany contains many sportsmen, they
do not seem to respond with alacrity to the call. A cor¬
respondent writes us that their woodcock arejiow all killed
off before the 4th July, and what would otherwise be ex¬
cellent shooting is utterly destroyed.
—“Mr. W. K, Townsend, the attorney for the Monroe
County Sportsmen’s Association,” says the Rochester Ex¬
press: “Has drawn up a paper containing a number of sugges¬
tions for the amendment of the laws, and there can be no
doubt that these suggestions are well worthy of considera¬
tion. He suggests that the law (regarding illegal fishing
in L'ondequoit Bay) be amended so that llie game consta:
ble will have power to arrest without a process any person
found violating the provisions of the act; so lhat till!
county can try the case; and so that in case of com
victiou the defendant shall be lined at least. $50, or sent tc
the jail for a term not to exceed ninety days.
His last recommendation is the prohibition entirely ol
all fishing in waters in Monroe, Wayne, and Orleans couni
ties, except with a hook and line,"under a penally of $5(
for each offense.
Mr. Townsend says: As the law now stands, it afford
no protection whatever to fish; in fact, it is woise than mi
law at all.
There probably never has been such a reckless and whole
sale destruction of fish in Irondequoit and Sodus bays ai
has been carried on during the past winter. Tons of lisl
have been taken from Irondequoit Bay the past wintei
with nets aud seines—the large oues taken to market ant
Ihe small ones left in piles to rot in the open air. There
seems to be a band of worthless and desperate men wild
openly declare that they do and will catch and deslroy al
the fish they please; that they care nothing for the law
(neither should they for it cannot harm them much) anc
they snap their fingers in the face of any person who dart
even remonstrate with them. The result is tbat all tin
Game Constable can do under the law only tends to incit»
these men to more reckless violations of the law.”
What is wanted is a careful selection of the men who art
to act as Game Constables, and then strengthen their hand
as Mr. Townsend suggests. We regret that we have no
space for all of his paper.
Game and Fish Laws of Maine.

We published some time since a brief abstract of ill
game and fish laws of Maine as amended during the las;
session of the Legislature; having now received them ii
more extended form we reprint them again, particularly a
some of the unpublished sections are of the utmost im
portance; particularly “Chapter 98," which forbids th
carrying of game out of the State:—

Chap. 61-Sec. 13. If any person has in his possession die cartons
or hide, or any part (hereof, or any snch animal (moose, deer, and cut:
bou) between the first day or January aud the first day ol October, hi
shall be deemed to have hunted and kified the same contrary 10 law, anl
be liable to the penalties aforesaid; out he shall not be precluded fror
producing proof In defeuce. In case ur his conviction, snch carcass o
hide, or any part thereof, so found in his possession, shall be decreed bj
the court forfeited to the use of the person prosecuting. Approve!
February 1st, 1878.
Chap. 67—Sec. 1. There shall be betweon the first day of April __
the fifteenth day of July each year, a weekly dose time of four dayi
from sunrise on Sunday to sunrise of Thursduy of catch week, duriu.
which no salmon, shad, alowives. or bass Hhafi he takeu or destroys
from or in the waters of the Penobscot River, or its branches above th
railroad bridge between Bangor and Brewer, but between 0uid Thursdi
and Sunday at sunrise, as aforesaid, it shall ba lawful to take any
aaid fish in said waters above said bridge, any law to the contrary uc
withstanding, Any person violating the provisions of tliia act shall b
liable to a penalty of fifteen dollars for each salmon, and five dollars fc
each other fish aforesaid, taken or destroyed from or in suiil water
during the period above interdicted. Approved February 7th. 1376.
Chap. S8—Seo. 1. No peison shall kill or expose Tor sale, or have
his or her possession after the same has been killed, any woodcock, i |i
ruffed gronse, oommonly called partridge, except during the times an
for the purposes hereinafter mentioned, namely: Any peison may, fc
tile purpose of consumption as food wlthlu this State, lawfully kill,
pose for sale, or have in possession any woodcock between the first i
of Soptembtr in any year and the first day of December following, b
days inclusive; or any ruffed grouse between tne first day of bepteinbt
in any year aod the first day of December following, both days inelusiVt
Seo. a. No person shall kill or expose for sale, or have in pOs»es«IOi
except alive, at uny time, any woodcock or ruffed grouse with the inter,
lion of sending or transporting, or of having the same seal or Iranported beyond the limits of thb Mal e, under penalty of not less the
five nor more than ten dollars for each woodcock or ruffed grouse the
killed, exposed lor sale, or had in possession.

FOREST AND STREAM
Sec. 3. Section one of chapter two hundred and thirty-nine of the
"public laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-four, is hereby amended by
striking out ail of sold section after ihe words "Section one,” and insorting in the place thereof tho following words, via. :—
No person shall kill or have in his possession, except alive, or expose
for sale any wood-dnok, English snipe, or woodcock between the first
day of December and the first day <>r September following; or kill any
ruffed gronse. commonly called partridge, between the first day or De¬
cember and the first day of September following, or have the same in
possession, except alive, or expose for sale between the fifth day or De¬
cember and tbe first day of September following; or kill, sell, or have in
possession, except alive, any quail or pinnated grouse, commonly called
prairie chicken, between the first day of January and the first day of
September following, nndcr a penalty of not less than five nor more
than ten dollars for each bird so killed, or had in possession, or exposed
for sale.
Sac. 4. Sections four and five of chapter two hundred and thirtynine of tbe pnbiic laws of eighteen hundred and seventy four, are hereby
made applicable to this act, the same as they would have been had tho
preceding sections of i his act been incorporated in said act of eighteen
hundred and seventy-fonr, between the sections therein numbered font
and five. Approved February lgth, 1ST6.
Ciiai\ 555—Sec. 3, No person shall at any time catch, take, kill, or
fish for any land-locked salmon, trout, black bass, or Oswego base by
means of uny grapnel, epear, trawl, weir, net, seine, trap, set line, cither
through tbn ice or otherwise, or with any Uovice, or in any other way
than by the ordinary way of hand fishing with a single baited hook and
line, or with artificial flies, under a penalty of not leas Hum ten nor more
thim thirty dollars for each offence, and a furilier lino of one dollar for
each fish so caught, tuken, or killed. And all set lines, grapnels, spears,
trawls, weirs, nets, seines, traps and devices other than fair angling as
aforesaid are hereby prohibited on ihe fresh water lakes, ponds, and
etrenms of this State; and when found in nse or operation on said lakes,
ponds, or streams, they are hereby declared forfeit, aud contraband, and
any person finding them in nee in said waters is hereby authorized to
destroy ihe same.
Sec. 3, No person shall catch, take, kill, expose for aale, or have In
possession, except alive, any land-locked salmon hetween the fifteenth
aay of September and tho first day of March following; or any trout
between the first day of October and the first day of March following;
or any black bass or Oswego bass between the first day of April and tho
first day of June following, under a penalty of not less than ton dollars
nor more than thirty dollars, and a farther fine of one dollar for each fish
thus caught, taken, killed, exposed for sale, or in possession, except as
aforesaid.
Sec. S. Nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent any person
or persons from lawfully catching fiah in waters owned by him or them
for the purpose of Blocking other waters, or to prevent the Fish Com¬
missioners or their agents, duly authorized, from lawfully taking fish nt
any timo or in any manner Tor the purposes of propagation, or for
stocking other waters.
Sec. 6. All acts or parts of acts conflicting with this act are hereby
repealed. Approved February 23u, 1876.
Smells in Massachusetts.
Boston-, March 18th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your Issue of February 10th, a correspondent signing himself "A.
F. G.," after speaking of the immense nnmbcr of smelts taken legally
With hook and line at Danvers, Mass., and of their large size, three
weighing just'll pound, goes on to say, “One evening last spring, while
passing a brook in this place, X saw full thirty men and hoys engaged in
taking them with dip nets, which is contrary to the laws of this State.
The town of Denvers has Fish Oommlssiouers, bnt they seem to take
no interest in stopping this wanton destruction.” Now, if the aforesaid
"A, F. Cl.” has not the courage to complain or these violators of tho
law let him send me word, or auy member of the Massachusetts Anglers’
Association, and we will agree to see that the law-breakers are properly
dealt will, or let the gentleman keep in mind tho act passed by our
.Legislature two years ago, which I send you for his information. 1 particnlarly call his attention to Section 3, and advise him hereafter to
make complaint to the officers of the town Instead of Bending the in¬
formation to distant New York. What our association wants is iniormation, and we will take care of the conviction. The law as it stands
leaves no discretion to the officers of any town or city, but says they tthall
caose the provisions of the act to be enforced. The great trouble with
most wonld-bc informers, bnt dare not, is, they have not the moral
courage to inform only in a general way, and when questioned are dumb
as to the parties who are violating the law. iBhouldlike to have "A.
F. U." join our association if lie will send his proposal with his real
name and help us to increase and protect this beautiful fish. If found
worthy we should be pleased to admit him as a member.
John P. Obdwav, M. D.,
President Massachusetts Anglers' Association.
Copy of the act passed in 1874, and which is now in full force in our
Stale:—
Sect. 1. Whoever within this Commonwealth offers for sale or has
in Ids possession any emelf or smelts between the fifteenth day of March
and the first day of June in each year, shall forfeit for each and every
smelt so sold, offered for sale, or had in his possession, the sum of one
dollar.
Sect. 2. Whoever takes or catches any smelt or smelts with a net of
any kind, or in any other maimer than by naturally or artificially baited
hooks and hand lines, shall forfeit for each smelt so caught or taken
the earn of one dollar.
Sect. 3. The mayor or aldermen of any city, the selectmen of any
town, and all police oflicers aud constables within tills Commonwealth,
shall cause the provisions of this Act to be enforced within their re¬
spective cities and towus; and all forfeitures and penalties for violations
of the provisious of this act sh .11 he paid, one-half to the person mak¬
ing tho complaint, and one-half to the city or town in which the offence
is committed.
Sect. !. All acts conflicting with thiB Act are hereby repealed. Ap¬
proved April 9th, 1874.

A

PRETTY

PRESENT FOR THE CEN¬
TENNIAL.

Galveston, Texas, Marclt lfltli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

Do you think Fred Mather would like an alligator ten
feet long? I have a pet on a farm of mine, and the fel¬
low has grown so big that we are getting afraid of him.
He came near catching a fine bull calf the other day, and
has eaten up a half dozen pigs. Do you think by boxing
him up with some straw he could stand the cold? They
go for a long time without food. If Fred had a tank made
for him with an old log iu it, the “gator” would be all
light, and the whole Centennial might gaze on him; he
would oniy wink his eye.
Jos. Labadle.
[Your favor has been forwarded to Mr. Mather.—Ed.]
Seals in Staten Island Sound,—A rather remarkable
fact iu the past winter has been the appearance of white
and black seals in the Staten Island Sound, which have
ventured up as far as Mariners’ Harbor Lighthouse, fifteen
mileB from open water. A few yet remain in this locality,
and are fed daily by the keeper of the lighthouse. They
come to the surEace twice a day and creep up on a float,
where they lie basking in the sun, and are so tame that a
dog, owned by tbe keeper, jumps upon the float and licks
them.
Short Ioe Crop.—The ice harvest on the Hudson Biver
is ended. The total amount of ice stored is 406,300 tons,
and the total amount stacked is 39,800 tons. This is said
to be 1,000,000 tons less than the average yied. The ice
men in Maine have a good prospect for disposing of their
crop this year, and they have lately been making extra
exertions to store up a large stock.
-■»!»

—Oyer 38,000 squirrel tails were received at the office of
the County Clerk, of Lake Co,, Cal., in 1875, lo claim the
bounty ottered for the extermination of the pests. —Petaluma
Argus.
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feet and selieare drawn out; for an instant it rests on its old
coat, and then flies off a Bub-imago to await its last metamor¬
phose, which takes place in from ten to twenty-four hours
after leaving tbe water, A delicate parchment-like coating
is thrown off the entire body, head, feet, wings, and set®,
leaving the insect with paler colors—transparent wings and
translucent body. The familiar nomenclature for this
family is dark fox, pooT man’s fly, red fox, and bright fox.
Those begin lo make their appearance the middle of April.
There are a succession of broods throughout the summer
months. They leave the water iu the evenings, some very
early in the mornings.
The black hackled fly has no natural history, only a
history of long experience, a captivating fly for all streams.
Its most wonderful exploits as a lure were when the water
was discolored with rain. The ibis is probably taken for a
flower or animalcule. Many forest trees have at this sea¬
son a blossom whose petals are of this scarlet color. The
palmers or caterpillars are to be used wherever fish are to
be caught ad libitum.
The professor, grizzly king and
queen of the water, are general flies for all streams, and all
seasons. Like the black hackled fly and ibis, these should
be held in reserve for the days and hours where the six¬
footed race are lying in ambush.
Sara J. McBride.

N’ an insect's life there arc the three familiar forms,
larval, pupa, and imago. Larva: ate frequently need
as bait, pushed squirming, wriggling, protesting on (lie hare
hook. Of these so martyred, there are Phryganidce larvue
barbarously drawn from their castles, known, as caddis
bait to the destroyer, grubs, larval of beetles, maggots,
or ginlles, larvte of tbe diptera, caterpillars, larvai of
moths. The only pupa.so sacrificed belongs to the family
of Lialis, known by the suggestive appellation of liollgrumile. Of the adult, insects or imagines, the Loewtarim, or
grasshoppers, ai-e a common bail. The imitations used are
of fodr forms.
The fly proper, with clear, smooth body,
feet, wings with or without caudal selie.
Palmers,
body covered with hairs bristling in all directions
from one extremity to the other.
The hackled fly,
body like tbe palmer with wings, aud sometimes caudal
seta*. The hackle, body smooth with hackle closely wound
at tbe head, the upper part of the hackle representing the
wings, the lower the feet. This is what the old authors
call a “fly made buzz,” a fly with its wings in rapid mo¬
tion. It imitates some small flies with heavy drooping
wings a3 they flutter over the surface of the water. One
of the most difficult things in describing insects, is to find
words to name their colors correctly. The analysis of the
prism is at discount. In some there are a blending of
POWDER CHARGES FOR RIFLES.
primary, secondary and tertiary colors that would defy a
sage to deflue. Fortunately for tlie fly-maker these colors
Our readers will remember that some time since we pub¬
are reproduced in the feathered race, or vice versa, if you lished an abstract of the results of a series of exhaustive
please. Not that I think the coincidence was intended for experiments made by General Slialer at Creedmoor, with a
the benefit of the fly-maker. In imitating insects the size of view to determine the charges of powder to be used most
the fly must correspond with the size of the insect, that the advantageously in long range shooting. The following
fly, when made will be of the same size as the insect imi¬ letter on the subject, written by Mr. John Rigby, the welltated. All nondesoript flies should be of the same size as known rifleman aud member of Ihe first Irish team, was
the natural inhabitants of that particular stream they are recently roceived by us, and being referred to General
thrown on.
Shaler he has kiudly furnished us with a reply, which will
It is a straDge, but peculiar fact, in insect economy, that be found below. The subject is one of great importance
the small streams have a small sized insect fauna and the to riflemen: —
„
Dublin, February 14th, 1876.
larger streams a correspondingly larger. They are not „
Editor Forest and Stream:—
the same identical insects, but somelliimes closely allied
Under this head appeared in yours of 31th of January a very interest¬
species. I will here state for the benefit of the uninitiated ing and iostruclive acconnt of certain experiments carried out at Creediu bug lore, that iuseets when they have assumed the per¬ mcor, for the purpose of determining (he best charge of powder for
fect or winged form, no matter how long the term of life long ranges. Great credit is due to the patient experimentalist who
underwent the drudgery of so prolonged a trial for the instruction of
is afterward, never change, never grow.
riflemen generally, and the thonks of ull will, I am sure, oe freely given
The waters of the United States and Canadas, homes of to Forest and Stream for publishing it in extenso. To complete the
obligation under which yon have placed scicnliflc riflemen by doing this
the Saltnonii.hr family may be classed in three or more
general divisions, each with its own well defined insect fau¬ it is only wanting that such further details be given as will enable those
who desire to do so to repeat the experiment for themselves, and so br
na. The first of these we will consider are Head Springs.
a true comparison ascertain tho relative values of their rifles and amIn these the water is of a uniform temperature, Their muniticn, and those nsed in the trials reported. For thtsporposea
eveu flow the least disturbed from ruins, snow water, and Toiler account of ihe meihod employed Is requisite, and I will note tbe
freshets. The birthplace of the trout, and the richest in principal points by questions to which f hope Gen. Slialer will be go-d
euough to furnish answers. First. What was the exact method used
insect life. The water is at all times swarming with aui- in computing the moan deviation given? In replying to this it is neces¬
malcuhe. The wonderful reproduction of these diminu¬ sary 10 state how many shots were measured iu each string us the mean,
tive orders supplying food for the larger, and they iu turn deviation of fifty shots, and of five strings of ten shots each are two very
different things. Secondly. Was each string fired without moving the
for the fish. Insects leave these waters about a month
eight, or were corrections made during its progress! Thirdly. What
earlier than they do other streams.
The first that pre¬ was accounted the deviation or a miss? At the 1,000 yard range misses
sent Ihemselve are of the family CMronomklce, belonging must have occurred, with a Creedmoor target, in some of the strings.
to the order Diptera. The chief distinguishing character¬ Fourthly. What were the elevations required for the different charges?
istic of this order is their having but two wings—ail other This is a most important point, aud to answer it exactly the angle of
elevation over the horizon ebon id bo given. If this were not taken at
orders have four. The larv® are long, slim, worm-like, the time It. can easily be measured now, and the angle in degrees and
some a blood red color. They are aquatic, orrather they live minutes added to the table. Fifthly. What was tbo weight of the pro¬
jectile?
Sixthly. What kind of riflo was nsed? If General Shaler or
in that soft mixture.of mud and water with its slimy growth
of vegetation offering a treacherous foothold to the inves¬ tbe experimentalist will take the trouble of answering these questions
he will complete the good work he has already done, and I will under¬
tigator, where sinking lower and lower they feel as if they take to send yon for purposes of comparison some results of experi¬
would soon be exploring that region no one wishes to know ments mude by me, and others in the country, from time to time.
of. When ready lo change to pupal, they bury themselves
John Rioby.
deeper in the mud. The outer skin hardens, and to all ap¬
Office of i
pearance, they are at rest, but really preparing for a most
John Rioby, Esq., Dublin, Irdami: ’
wonderful metamorphose. From its changes the body con¬
Deab Sir—I have been handed your letter of February 14th, addressed
tracts in its case, leaving a sort of vacuum, so that when it to the Forest and Stream, with a request to answer your inquiries in
finally wriggles itself out of the mud into the water it reference to the experiments made at Creedmoor, last year, to deter¬
the powder charges for long rango shooting. It affords rao pleasure
floaLs to the surface. The case slits open above tbe thorax mine
to do so, as follows. You Inquire:—
and the fly comes out. Of these there arc five that appear
First. "What was the exact method used in computing the mean de¬
in such quantities that they may be preeminently distin¬ viations given ? In replying to this It will be necessary to state how many
guished as fish food. They are piscatorially named, black, shots were measured in each string, as the mean deviation of fifty shots
dark claret, bright claret, gray, and olive gnats. These in¬ aud of ten Bhots are two very different things." Ans. In all cases the
correct elevation was obtained by two or more shots, then a string of five
sects are double brooded, that is the cycle of their life is to twonty (generally ten) shots was flred. With the aid of a telescope
repeated twice every year.
Their first exodus, if the Ull the shots in each string were accurately located, and marked on the
weather is favorable, is from the last of March to the first score book diagram. The target and tho diagram each having three
parallel Hues drawn across the face twelve inches apart to facilitate
of May. Their second, through August and September.
txeasnrements, the middle one in the centre of the target. At the end
They may be farther distinguished, as morning flies, as of the days’shooting the average deviation from the centre parallelline
the majority leave the water during the hours of seven and was obtained by dividing the total of the measurements by the number
of shots in the string. Upon the completion of the flrty shots the total
eleven A. M.
of the measurements was divided by fifty und the result recorded.
Another genus, immense in numbers, but small in size,
Second. "Was each string fired without moving the sights, or were
that metamorphose at this season, belongs to the family corrections made dnring its progress?" Ans. As a general thing tbe
strings
were flred without moving the sights, but corrections were made
Dp/iemm'cltv, order Newoptera. In this genus the second
when necessary.
pair of wings are rudimentary. The pupa is active and
Third,
“What was accounted the deviation of a miss?”
Ans.
closely resembles the larvte. They are briBk, rapid swim- Misses were all counted as measuring Ihirty-cight inches.
ers, live an independent, unsocial life, keeping close to the
Fourth. "What were the elevations required for the different charges?
bottom of the creek where their murky muddy color pro¬ This is a most important point, and to answer It exactly the angle of
tects them from the vigilant eyes of their pursuers. When elevation over the horizon should be given." Ans. At 800yards the
elevation varied according to conditions with 90 grains lubricated, from
disturbed they unhesitatingly risk an open flight, first up 1° 58' to 2“ ff, Vernier scale. With 120 grains, on the same day and at
to the surface, skim along a little way and then down again. the same hours, from 1° 54' to 1° 59'. At 1,000 yards, with 90 grains lu¬
These are their tactics on the defensive. It will be almost bricated, from 3° 81' to 2° 47'. With 120 grains, from 3° 36' to 3° 87'.
These were the oxlromee-of powder charges of distances, aud of eleva¬
needless to write that these are favorite game for trout,
tions, aud all tho variations on the same days were within the figures
and where one is you may be sure to find the other. It is given. On other duye, and under favorable eircumstancea, the elevations
impossible to rear them in aquaria. If the water becomes run a littlo lower. Tbe elevations given express the angle over the
horizon.
a degree or two warmer than that in the bed of the creek,
Fifth. “What was the weight of the projectile?” Ans. 550grains.
both larvae and pupte perish almost instantly. When ready
Sixth. "What kind of rifle was used?" Ans. Remington “Greedto take wing they rise to the surface under some protecting moor," calibre .44.
Alexander Shaler.
shade, avoiding the uneven temperature of the banka,
[Wb omitted to mention .in our abstract of the original
With a heaviDg motion of the body the thorax slits open, report that the Hazard FG powder was used in ihese ex,'
two upright wiugf flash out and are kohj aloof until the perimonts,—Ed.]
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A Grand Schutzenfest.—The Sharp Shooter’s Union
of the United States announce that their general meeting
and prize shooting will be held at the Philadelphia Schulzen
Park from June 2Gth to June 8d next. In connection with
the same a ride match between teams representing organ¬
ized rifle clubs will be held on July Gtli next. A similar
occasion for a general gathering of riflemen from all parts
of the country, as that offered by the Centennial celebra¬
tion can hardly be expected in a life-time. Rifle associa¬
tions and friends of the art ef shooting everywhere are,
therefore, cordially invited to partake in those contests
either as competitors for or donors of prizes to be shot for.
In order to enable the Committee to determine the value
and number of the prizes, to be shot for at the match on
July Glh next, rifle clubs who intend to participate in the
contest are requested to give a previous notice of their in¬
tention as soon as possible, and to make their en'ry by May
15th next, as provided in the programme. Rules of the
Sharpshooters’ Union, and the Shooting programme, which
our space will not permit us to publish in full, will be for¬
warded, on application, by the Secretary, A. von Lehman,
No. 534 and 630 North Third street, Philadelphia.
—The Joint Committee of the National Rifle Association
and the American Uifle Club wiil hold a meeting at No. 93
Nassau street, to-morrow, at half past three P. M., to.con¬
sult further in the matter of arranging for the Centennial
and international rifle contests.
Conun’s Gallery.—The gold medal made and presented
by Messrs, Tiffany & Co., as the first prize in the tournameat now being held at the above gallery for the benefit of
St. John’s Guild, is a very handsome affair and will be
warmly contested for.
The following is the list of prizes, making in all seventj’eight of various values from a gold medaL to a hard rub¬
ber pencil:—
One St. John’s Guild Medal. Made by Tiffany & Co., Union square.
One silver medal. Presented by James S. Conlin, 9’!0 Broadway.
One silver onp. Tressmed by Geo. W. Platt, 4 Liberty place.
One gold pin (model It mington rifle). Presented by Ricbatd Oliver,
110*01111 street.
One pearl handle, gold and silver piated and engraved revolver. Pre¬
sented by E. Remington A Sons, 281 and 283 Broadway.
one bust of Washington. Presented by Wilson McDonald, corner
Thirty-fourth street and Broadway.
One Orvia elicit reel {silver plated). Presented by Eaton & Co., 17
Ann street.
One shooting cap. Presented by Dunlap & Co,, 175 Fifth avenue.
One inn rubber shooting coat. Presented by Goodyear India Rubber
Manufacturing Co., 205 Broadway.
One box flue eegara. Presented by Sandy Spencer (Live and Let Live),
corner Fulton and Broadway,
One year's subscription to Forest and Stream.
XJresented by
Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 17 Chatham street.
One ye ir’s subscription to Sod and Gun. Presented bytlie publish¬
ers, 33 Park Row.
Sixty hard rubber pencils. Presented by Austin G. Day, Equitable
Building.
Six economic blocking brnBhes. Presented by Towle Manufacturing
Co., 30 Courtlundt street. Total prises, 78.
CiiEEDMOoR, Jr.—Another

Insurance Match was contest¬
ed at this gallery on Saturday last between teams from I he
Continental and New York Insurance Companies. The
result is shown in the appended score:—
CONTINENTAL.
Name.
W. El Is worth.
G. H. Hope...
W. E. Ernest
Lloyd Roberts.
»T. W. Oakley
W. TownBeud.

.14
.3 5
.3 3
.4 3
.3 2
.4 2

4
3
4
4
2
4

Score.
4 4 5 3
3 4 3 3
3 3 3 4
4 4 2 3
3 4 4 4
3 2 1 3

3
5
4
4
4
2

-1
4
3
1
3
0

4
3
4
2
4
3

Total
39
36
84
34
33
27

Total.

Name.
Total. Name.
JohnF. Burns.48|H. Fisher....
H. A. T. Schon.47,J. O. Wright .
K, P. Mode.4liiT, J. McCabe.
J. H. Stearns.41;F. P. Pike ..

.44
.44
.44
.43

Glen Drake.—The final competition for the Association
Cup took place at this range on Thursday last, Mr. David
F. Davids was the winner of the trophy with a score of
40. Highest possible score 50. The next highest scores
were: R. Rathbone, 37; H. Fisher, 37; Col. J. T. Under¬
hill, 30; J. R. Grobmanu, 30, and Major J. \V. Coburn, 28.
The early part of the day was not propitious and accounts
for the poor scores. The scores iu the Subscription
match were much better; the best were as follows:—

THE

INTERNATIONAL

5
5
5
4
4
2

5
4
4
4
3
5

ill

m

m

Names.
Charles LeBreton.

Poi
4054844 4 4 .
5 3 4 3 4 4 4 3 0 4
4334544 4 43
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4
Charles Nash.,445544 5 444
5 3 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4
4444453454
4 0 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Charles Borgans...3545443344
4 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 4
4 4 4 5 5 3 5 4 4 4
4 354 4 4 4 4 4 3

84
38
41
43
42
41
40
39
44
42
39

...
134

lt‘6

161

mid ($tm.
SEASON

IN

APRIL.

&c.

Game in Market.—The ducks have about all left Soutli-

Nome.
Tolffi.
■J. W. Wallis.J9
K. Simpson .
M. Sheridan..
W. Hall. .
George Glendenning.47

Score.
5 5
4 5
5 4
4 4
2 5
3 4

Total.

,463

* Wild dock, geese, brant,

.

5
.5
4
.4
.5
.4

Points.
87
86
32
56
38
38
40
42
39
42
40
43

Total.

GAME IN

The above shooting was done at 100 feet, at targets re
duced in proportion to preedmoor. Shooting at 100 feet in
laving down position even at a target reduced to tile pro¬
portions of a Creedmoor long range target is simply absurd.
Tlie conditions of shooting are totally different, and we
see neither rhyme nor reason in the practice.
The following is a record of last week’s shooting off¬
hand:—

Name.
R. Rathbone.
H. Fisher.
D. F. Davids_
J. K. Grohmatm.
Col. J. T. Underhill.
Maj, J. W. Go burn.

BEN1Z, WILLET AND CARSON.
Names.
Points for Shots.
A. H. Ileniz...4 3 3 4 5 4 3 4 4 3
3434533434
3443344034
3443545404
T. E. Careou.4 3 44434444
3443444453
3445444444
4544545434
E. W, Willett.344 4 444444
4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4
3444444445
4444545415

garni;

Score.
Total.
4445 3 4444
*0
43444444 3
38
342543445
37
5 4 5 2 4 4 2 2 4
33
4 4 1 2 4 02 4 3
30
2 0 0 2 4 2 4 0 3
20

Milky’s Gallery'.—The following record was made last
Yveek in laying down position at this gallery:—
Name.
Total
Col. IS - E. Valentine.50
M. Sheppard.
50
John Kuiknid.50
F. H. Holton
R.P. Morle.J!)

California.—A matcli was shot at the range of the
National Shooting Club near Sari Francisco on the lltli
inst., arising out of a challenge issued by Messrs. Hentz,
Carson, and Willett, members respectively of the National,
Bummer, and Union rifle clubs, to shoot any three mem¬
bers of the Second Brigade at 200 yards, with the Springfield rifles. The challenge having been accepted by Messrs.
LeBreton, Nash, and Burgan, was shot as before mention¬
ed, and with the following result, 40 shots being fired by
each man;—

Total_..a.:......484

.203
Name.
V. G\ Field.4
C. N. Poores.4
H. G. Richardson.3
O. A. Davenport .»
G. Deniston.3
L. Fosdiek.3

Great Britain could only apply either to the individual competitors Bolcly,
or to them and a team from Great Britain generally, for the National
Rifle Association of Great Britain have no power to act for the riflemen
of England alone, and consequently until further action is taken Eng¬
land has no separate or distinct place amongst the nationalities invited.
The telegram sent to Sir Henry Halford could, I think, only tend to compli¬
cate matters still further, for owing to the separate Invitations, it would
have permitted two teams (each from Ireland and Scotland, whilst Sir
Henry Halford had no authority to act for either of these nationalities.
In a letter published in the last issue of the Forest and Stream it is
stated tnat the Dominion of Canada has accepted the invitation, though
J am informed that the Dominion of Canada Rifle Association has re¬
ceived none, and consequently cannot have accepted it. I fear and re¬
gret that the ambiguity referred to will cause the same confusion here
as In Great Britain, and that through it Canada will not be represented in
the principal competition.
I have before me one of the circulars addressed to the * Ontario Rifle
Club, Hamilton, Canada,1’ (which, by the way, does not exist, and never
has existed), in which it is desired ‘'that your countit/ should be repre¬
sented.” 1 presume that similar circulars have been addressed to va¬
rious rifle associations in Canada, and yet the only one authorized to act
on behalf of the Dominion has apparently not been communicated with.
I regret to differ with those whose opinions I value highly, but I cer¬
tainly think that the position taken by Sir Henry Halford is the correct
one, in fact, the only one open to him, and that the National Rifle Associa¬
tion of the United States should, instead of continuing a diplomatic
correspondence which roust end unsatisfactorily to both parties, late the
initiative in placiug matters upon a more satisfactory footing.
J. J. Mason, Captain Thirteenth Battalion.

Total.
25
20
19
IS

MATCH.

Hamilton, Ontario, March 18th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 gather Horn the published correspondence that the awkward posi
lion in which the proposed International Rifle Match at present stands is
owing chiefly to the ambiguity of the wording of the invitation issued
y the National Rifle Association of the United States. In the invita¬
tion it is proposed to have a series of matches in which the riflemen of
all countries are asked to participate, Itra principal match being for the
championship of the world, between teams or eight men from each
country, 1 believe that the invitation is meant to convey the idea llmt
there will be no restriction ns to nnmber or residence of the competitors
in the matches open lo Individuals, but that there shall only be one team
from each country or nationality. Assuming this view to be correct, and
in view of ihe fact that separate invitations were fqrwarded to Scotland
and Ireland, the invitation gent to the National’ Rifle Association of

ern waters and gre scattered along the coast, en route for
their Northern breeding grounds. Our markets are now
supplied principally from Long Island, and for a week or
two to come the Great South Bay, Barnegat and Shinnecock
will be the favorite shooting grounds for gunners. Canvas
backs we quote at $2.50 per pair, but they are the remnant
of the refrigerated birds; brant are now very line, and sell
for $1.50 per pair; wigeon, black ducks and broad bills are
abundant, and retail for from 50 cents to $1 per pair, ac¬
cording to condition; wild geese, $1.25 each; wild pig ions,
$2.50 per dozen.
New York—Syracuse, March 27ih.—Mr. Henry Gale, of
Liverpool, Onondaga county, recently shot thirteen ducks
and two, geese in one afternoon on Seneca River, near
Onondaga Lake. The bag was an unusual one lor this vi¬
cinity.
Seneca.
Messrs. Eaton & Thompson returned on lust Sat¬
urday from Good Ground, Shinnecock Bay, Long Island,
where they had a day’s shooting under the management of
William Lane. They brougtil back with them 10 broadbills, and represent that they left 25,000 behind on the bay.
Geese have commenced their Northern flight, but few have
been killed as yet. During next week the shooting is al¬
most ceitain lobe good at Shinnecock.
Massachusetts—New Bedford, March 25f/t.—Sea fowl,
black ducks, &c., are very abundant. The schooner yacht
Mary Chapin arrived yesterday from a gunning cruise, with
over 200 sea fowl.
Concha.
Maryland—Snow-Hill, March 36.—The season for snipe
shooting has fairly begun on the salt marshes. Mr. Piuchin, of Philadelphia, bagged twenty on Wednesday.
Should the weather coutinue mild, good shooting may be
had during next week.
—Wild pigeons are plentiful along the shores of Lake
St. Clair, Canada, and also in many parts of Pennsylvania,
hut very few, however, are coming into our markets. We
tan place 1,000 or more live birds at a fair price.

PIGEON

MATCHES.

—The members of the Long Island Shooting Club as¬
sembled in force on Friday, the occasion being known as
their “Cup Day.” The conditions of the competition are
35 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, 1-J ounces shot, and ciub
rules to govern, the last winner being penalized two yards.
There were thirteen entries—Messrs. Wynn, Hance, Wal¬
ters, Gildersleeve, Talbot, Burritt, Madison, Hartshorne,
Baylis, Wi ovate, Eddy, Kane and Remaen, all at the etipn-

lated rise, as Mr. Thomas, who won the cup last month,
was not present, being in Kentucky, five birds were shot at
instead of the usual number of seven. The winner proved
to be Mr. Wynn, who cut down all his birds in good shape,
and he was awarded the honors of Ihe occasion. Eddy,
Talbot and Burntt killed three; GildersUeve aud Hartsborne each two; Walters and Madison one, while Baylis,
Wingate, Hance, Kane and Hartshorne missed all. The
club are arranging their grounds so as to admit of a 200
yards rifle range. They also employ officers to prevent out¬
side skirmishing for missed or wounded birds.
—Messrs. Jos. J. Snellenburg and Win. M. Boyle, both
of New Brighton, Pa , shot a match at the club grounds
at New Brighton, March 8th, for $00 a side; seven single
birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, Csipt. A. W.
Townsend, referee, which resulted in favor of Mr. Boyle
by the following score:—
Name.
Score
Total.| Name. ’
Scoro.
Total.
Wm. W. Boylo....l 1 1 1 1 1 1 7|j. .J. Snellenburg..0 1110 11 5

—A maleh was shot at Newcastle, Pa., March 17th, be¬
tween James' Patterson and Geo. Ray, of Newcastle, and
Geo. Woodruff, of Rochester, Pa., for $100, tire best score
to take the money. The conditions of the match were 2.5
siDgle birds each, National Rules to govern. Mr. Wood¬
ruff won by the following score:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
James Pa'terson..1 1 1 0*0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1*0 t 1 0 1 1 1 1
1H
George Ray.0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 0 1 1 1 10 1 I 0 0 U l D 1 wt’dn.
GeorgeWoodrnff.. 1 1 1 1*0 1 l 1 1 1 1*0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1*0 0*0 1 1 sM
♦Dead out of bounds.
California.—An exciting match was shot on the 17th

inst. at Harbor View, near San Francisco, between Messrs.
Robinson and Kennedy, the stake being §300, and the conditions, 60 birds, 30 single and 15 pairs. The result was as
follows:—
Single birds. Si yards rise.
Name.
Total. I Name.
Total,
Robinson... 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 0 1
Kennedy.. 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

im moiu ci ;o

iiitiiiiiiiiiio

1111 1.. 271 lil I... Sg
Double birds, 18 yards risu.
Name.
Total ; Name.
Tolul.
Robinson..11 11 10 11 11 11 10
Kennedy. ..U 10 10 10 10 10 00
11 11 11 11 10 10 11 111. 2b | 11 10 11 II 11 11 11 11. 23
Robinson winuing the match aud money by two birds,
Fiieladelpiiia, Marcb tilth, 1870.
Editor Forest And Stream:—
The quarterly match for ihe club medals, of the Kensington Hunting
Club were shot off on Wednesday, March £2d, 8 birds, usual conditions.
•There were 18 member*I shooting:—
Name,
Total.
Total.
Name.
n. Fcheuringer. .5 J. Gindole.
Charles? Hebcling. V.'.V.V.'.Y.'.'a
F. Widmayer.
Charles Metzger.
William Dcissrotb —
(», Son neck. . .
4
T. Magee. •
L>. Gieil.
F. 11 tiger.
M. Blii.cl. .3 iM. Brierly.
IS. Wm, Stcea. .6
T X. Burkle.
Charles Hang. .0 1'. Bcebmacn. .3
L. Holzsclieiuder. .7 [ Fr. Deissroth. .6
Tlic ties were shot off. F. Steiger, lsl: M. Urterly, id; aud Charles
Fk. D.
Metzger, .3d medal.
Milwaukee, YY’ia., March S5th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
Yesterday was the regular practice day of the Milwaukee Rifle Clnb.
The weather looked very uupromisiug when we started oat, and by the
time the ahootlug began a storm of snow und sleet, from the northeast
set In npon ns, blowing directly in our faces, making it difficult to see
the target at times. The shooting was done from our cottage, through
the open window, at the 200 yards range, and considering the circum¬
stances the result was fair, as the following score will show:—
Name.
Total.! Name.
Total.
S. F. Williams.39 E. J. Fielding..85
W. B. Sketch.38 If. C. Welles.
33
C. N. Smith.38M . Johnston.
28
C. Turner.8510. T. Haiv.ey.37
E. D. Bangs...351
T1 c club is invited to shoot In Chicago on Thursday next, and it is
hoped that they will achieve a creditable record for the Cream City.
Wau Wac.
Toronto, March 27th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream : —
The following gentlemen have been the successful winners of the
monthly prizes offered by the Toronto Gun Club, us far we have shot:—
Month.
Name.
Birds Killed.
Slim. at.
January.
W. Bugg. It
Hi pigeons.
February. Dr. Smith.14
15 suow birds
March.
G. Wright.10
35
April.
D. Ward.
il
15
”
May.
R. Ardagh. 8
15
The snow birds aru caught by M r. \V. Loan and shot at by the clnb on
his island, Don Flute, and ufford grand sport every Saturday. No less
than iroin fifteen to tweutv members participate in the matches.
E, S. W.
The State Sportsmen's Convention.— A

correspond¬

ent writes apropos of tliis event:—
“The next convention of sportsmen will take place* at Geneseo the
coming spring, and the indications are now that the birds—12,000—will
be procured near at hand, probably Ftmnwylv&pin, us food is plenty aud
they are preparing to nest. The Dean Richmond Club, of Batavia, of¬
fered as the leading prizowhal, was called the “Dean R'Chmoiid Cup,”
which has been won by the Buffalo C'ldb twice aud the Syracuse Club
once, bnt this meeting will probably decide its destination. Bat it will
be a toy, comparatively, to the *• Wadsworth Cup,” to be offered as a
prize by Mr. James Wadsworth, the President of the Stale Association.
Three delegates from each chib contest for ihe cup, and are entitled to
twenty birds each—Central City Club, Syracuse, 40; Onondaga Club,
Syracuse, 42: Genesee Club, Nondequosit, 89; Forresters, Buffalo, twice
winners, 42; Monroe Club, of Rochester, 40; Aadubou Club, Buffalo,
37; Ptuenix Club, Seneca Falla, 43. The conditions: To be won by one
clnb three times. Of coarse your paper will be represented and wel¬
comed by every sportsman.
Ecuo.

WATERFOWL

SHOOTING AT
NEGAT.

BAR¬

New York, March 17tk, 1876.
Editor Forest ard Stream:—
Having juat returned from my semi-annual visit to Capt. Cox's Clnb
House at Barnegat, N. J.,in pursuit of waterfowl, and knowing that
many of yonr readers will be Interested in knowing the results, I will
give you a sketch of my excursion: Leaving PicrS, North River, at 4
P. M. last Saturday, I arrived at Waretown in four hours, whore 1 re¬
mained that night, and next morning sailed to Capt, Cox’s, seven iqUob
across the bay, which was made in less than au hour. Here I found my
guide, Joseph Ridgway, one of the crew of Lho Life Saving Station, ex¬
peeling me, aud as the weather had been heavy, wilhan eaiterly wind
for the past three days, MqMfedicted that the next morning the wind
would sot in from the northwest, and we ihea might look for good shootlug for geese rind brant After au excellent supper, I retired, and wub
called by the Captain next morning, and told, that breakfast was ready;
eo having dressed warmly, and drawn on my Holubird eult, and breakdiepatohedr found tUo rain oumlug down. but vvo ms* won in ow?

'

,
,
I
|

FOREST AND STREAM.
wo sneak boats, making our way to the point selected hb the basis of
peratioiis. The weather soon cleaved np, and the northwest wind blew
ard aud was intensely cold. We found that the birds kept shy of the
nirl, but m the open baythonaanda of geese, brant aud ducks were
sedlug, and here they were secure. The fowl that we shot were at long
inge, and they Came np in line, and we fonnd they would not
uncb, and 1 had a fair opportunity to test my new 10 bore, breech-loader,
Jreeuergnn, weighing Rfy pounds (modified choke-bore), audJ am condent 7hat a better piece was never brought to shoulder, A a this was
ty first trial with it. 1 discovered that 4$- drachms powder (Dupont's)
nd J}oz, B.B. shot was not enough, and hereafter I shall nee 5^ or 6
rachms powder and if ok* B.B. shot. 1 also ueed Ditmar’s powder, and
eiievetbhfj on small game, it answers very well; but I cannot recom¬
mend it for large game. All the birJs I shot were cleanly killed, and
* I was desirous to try the gun on very long range, my guide fired both
arrels at a single brant goose, then far off, and winged it. I took dc
berate aim, and with the moderate load in my shells heard the shot
rike him, and he dropped dead. The distance must have been at least
2(1 yards, and the guide said it was the longest shot, he had ever seen,
ad he thought it impossible to kill at any such distauce. 1 may add
mt l here was no perceptible recoil to my gun, and that in every respect
sperformances excelled any gun I had ever come across. Never caii
ie “oldest inhabitant” remember snch quantities of fowl in the bay.
shot but one day, and the result was 4 Canada geese, 20 brant geese,
id some ducks brought home.
Tuesilavmormngl sailed to Baruegat with a head wind, and was told
>at ten days previous a man working in a field while it was foggy,
tund himself surrounded by wild geese and brant, that bud lost their
ay trying to Tollow up a small stream; but he was not armed and the
irdfc alighted on some of tbe buildibgs.
I happened to be at the shooting grounds at Ihe Tight time, but every
i order of waterfowl knows that it is a lottery. One reason for poor
• ccess among waterfowl this season is owing to the very mild winter, as
»e birds have been able to remain at the North and feed, aud also the
mt thaUill jilong the coast, at intervals of three miles, are life-saving
atione, with an average crew of six to eight men, who have much lei•rc. arc sportsmen, have boats and decoys, are fond of shooting (and
iod shots they are), and who otherwise would lead a very monotonous,
nil life, and they use the birds as a delicacy for their tables, or send
wm to market; but coast sbootiLg cannot be expected !o ba good,
nd any but strange biidsto come to the decoys after having to pass
trough such a "fiery ordeal" eyery three miles the whole length of the
last.
J. C. F.

SOME NOTES FROM ILLINOIS.
Rockford, Ill,, March, 137i3.
ditor Forest and Stream:—
We began last week, during tile few warm days, to look for the ap
eanluCc: Of ducks, pigeons, e e., but just now lilt* ground is covered
ith snow, and the approaching spring scums as distant as it did a
»onHi ago. Our river wasomie the resort for ducks and geese on their
ighl. from south to iiortli, utid north to sooth, but they have given it the
gu by” for several years, and when we seek ducks we must go abroad,
luce the river Was “full or fish M It wat no trouble to calch a fine
loss before breakfast within Ike oil y limits, but those old times have
apart ed, and the angler musMook to other streams Tor sport. EveryOtLy (nearly) goes a-fishing here.
Rockford is noted for its clubs. There are three, two or which, the
ippotuilvs and Waltomans, are quite large clubs, and have been in ex
ttmee several years. They own ground, clnb houses, etc., at Twin
akes, Wis., and /lock thither in the fishing season in large numbers for
‘creation and enjoyment. They take with them usually a fine band of
msic, and dance and feast, as well as fish,
TheFoiest City Club has been recently reorganized, under the new
unie or the 1 70 Club.” The membership is limited to fifteen, and is al:ady about fall. They have procured a charter or certificate from the
eeretary bl* State, and are now a legally constituted corporation. This
ub, last season, purchased a tract of land and erected a convenient and
ommndions club house, atliclevan Luke, one of the handsomest small
kesin Wisemsin, that "State of lakes.” One needs but to glance at
map of the Stare of Wisconsin, dotted all over with lakes and streams,
> know that. It is a great resort for anglcre; but to fully appreciate its
atural advantages, a tour of iusiiectioii is necessary.
The Wisconsin Legislature has recently appropriated $10,000 toward
locking lakes and streams, and when eootl laws are enacted .and ennced for the protection of fish and game, that State will be even more
lau now it paradise for anglers aud sportsmen.",
Ip a, roeent number of the Forest and Stream you advise some one
) go to Koshlconong Lake for spring duck shooting, but upon reflection
du will remember that dnek shooting is prohibited in Wisconsin in tbe
irlng—is not allowed, I think, until Sept. There has also been a law
issed prohibiting the use of sneak boats and batteries. A. very jnst
w, too, for there is ample opportunity for even the novice to teenre a
>od bug, in the season, in a legitimate and sportsmanlike manner.
Nimrod.

GAME

IN

MARYLAND.

East New Market, Md., March, 1876.
ditor Forest and Stream:—
I write you a few lines to let you know what kind of a country we
ive for hunting, with a description also of a hunt I had last fall with
me friends. Dr. .John Everhart, with hi3 dog June; Frank Jacobs,
ith’ his dog Roma and bitch Flora; George Hooper, with his bitch
osa, all of West Onester, and Dr. George P. Jones, with his bitch
Dra* of Euxt, New Market. Md., and myself with dog Veto, constituted
e party. We started for a hunt, and as I have for many years devoted
uch attention to the sport, and raised and broken many first class setr dogs, was g'ad of course to join so pleasant a company. All ngree
ith mo that this is a nice country for hunting; its surface bcihg level,
ie can ride Mxtyor seventy miles aud not find over twenty-five feet
se or fall, with sufficient limber to protect game, among which I will
une rabbits, opossums, squirrels, red and gray foxes, geese and ducks,
iclading the canvas-back), quail, woodcock, snipe, and water rail,
tason for quail, from the j20l!i of October to the 20th of January. Rail
looting is tine, HJO having been killed on one tide. Fox hunting iB a
vorlte diversion, Mr„ M. J. Smith and George A. Thompson of this
ace, claiming to have the champion dogs for speed. It is nothing unimmou to kill three red foxes in one day with the same pack of dogs,
id not shoot them, there being a fine of five dollars to shoot a fox
mad of a pack of dogs. A chase after a red fox generally lasts about
,•0 hours, though they are often caught in one-half the time, and
mietimes even in one-lialf hour. Foxes often seek a hollow tree for a
ding-place from dogs* not having high banks to hole in as in some
ates farther north of ns. In the fall of the year, say the 1st of Nov.,
have shot 223 squirrels in two weeks with no assistance, using to hunt
em a small, dog, a cross between the terrier and beagle hound, making
e finest of all squirrel dogs. They make but little noise, not alarming
e squirrel, and causing it to run high up thejree, the dog treeing by
entj sight, etc.
Situated as we are on a peninsula, we are most favored with handune rivers, bays, ana creeks, abounding in all the delicacies thal grow
the Waters, such, as oysters, sand clams, and crabs, (hatd and soft
iell), and fish, among which I will mention the shad, rock pickerel,
fcreb, herring, etc. In the banks and marshes are found muskats, and
’ten mink and others. I must not forget t,o mention salt water terraji and snappers in large quantities, Fruits of all kinds flourish here,
• re particularly the peach, in the greatest luxuriance, besides the
nailer fruits, which grow very abundantly. So you see, If we are scarce
f money, we will not starve. In the hunt referred to above, the faous dog Gteely, considered by all judges the fastest setter on record.

the faraona bitch Sappho, now in pup by Grcely, from winch we expect a
fine lot of dogs, Dr. E.’s June, F, J.’aRoma and Flora, G. H.V Rosa,
R. M.’g Harry and Tom, Dr. J.’s bitch Cora, now in pup by the famous
Gordon setter dog belonging to Rev. J. T. Lasaell, of Easton, Md., each
possessing qualities making them very desirable. All filled admirably
tbeir part. Last but not least T will mention Veto, which I consented to
let friend Valentino take to liis home in the moon farce of Pennsylvania
to hunt pheasants, being a remarkable dog possessing all. the qualities
combined in a bird and duck dog.
The winter has been unusually mild, and we anticipate much game
the coming season, hope in after years to meet the same friends, with
others, in the hunt and sport, and that the Forest and Stream will
flourish like the green bay tree on the banks of the river,
Joseph K. Bramble.
Independence, Virginia, March 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A Fox had recently been visiting onr sheepfolda and poultry houses, an
objection to which was instantly raised by the house keepers and good
matrons of the neighborhood, so I concluded to give him a frieudly visit,
aud the sly fellow had been out too late, for Music, Damar, Dinah, Willie,
and Tough bei-an to give a free and too welcome note for his bene¬
fit. In a short time they bad him Tunning, and he soon made for a field
of cut down pines on the farm of S. Lowe, J. P.s whose lambs he bad
taken a hearty meal of a few nights before. This little pack pressed
him so hard he had to leave his coyer and they run into him in an open
field on the farm of H. Noles, Esq. From ftud to finish was about
twenty minutes by the watch, and as hard running as any fox hunter
wishes to bear or riae after. At the kill there were present Captain
Evan®, owner of the hounds, Mr. Keys, Mr. Lynn, aud ihe two Messrs.
Kinchcloes. The pace was too fast for the balance of the company, but
they arrived in lime to partake of the hospitalities of Mr. Lynn and lady,
who had every luxury inquired by a fox hunter after a run. We re¬
turned to our homes quite content, hoping the next.fox we start may
run an hour or two instead of twenty minutes. Wheli the fox was
picked up from the hounds you could see disappointment in the faces or
the followers in his short but, glorious run,
Om> Mark.

,JTcw ||ublicuticns.
We have received from Mr. D. H. Eaton, of Peotone,
111., a litile pamphlet known as “Fred’s complete List of Home aud
Foreign Sporting Journals,” the object of which is 10 furnish a com¬
plete handbook of reference for sportsmen, it cuulaiiiH the name, addross, and subscription price or every sporting publication, American
and foreign, and also a directory of dealers in sportsmen's supplies, and
a list of the principal sporting books, where they may be obtained, and
the cost.
OttNiTiiOLOGiCAL Chakts. We have received from Ihe
author. Mi. Gretme Smith, or Peterboro, N Y.. a series of six charts
which he lias constructed, showing tire classification of the birds of tile
New World, and one chart of the larger divisions of Ola World birds.
They are of two sizes, one about twelve inches by nice, and tbo other
more than twice us largo. The authoi’s method is similar to that pur¬
sued in malting a gene-'logical tree, he having grouped about a central
white circle the Class Bird, with which they are connected by lines, as
many dark green circles as there are Sub-classes; about these, in a simi¬
lar way, Orders in purple circles, Sections in yellow, Families in car.
mine and Sub-Families in emerald green, each group connected with its
centra] circle of the next higher rank. Substantially this same plan is
followid out in analyzing each of these divisions, until the genera and
species are ail indicated id their true relatione according to the classifi¬
cation of Prof. Liijoborg. la addition to this, certain signs are printed
upon the circles, besides the name, indicating the comparative height or
organization and comparative size of the species In a given group; de¬
noting the portion of North America iu which the bird occurB, and its
degree of abundance. These charts are very plain and very pretty.
They would be nsefnl to the student of ornithology as an aid to memory,
but their chief utill'y will lie in Ihe class-room, where the short time
usually allowed to that study makes such artificial aud pictorial means
of -acquiring a gen, ral knowledge of ornithology almost indispensable
to both pupil and teacher. The charts appear to be very free from er¬
rors iu following Liljeliorg's system, which is Ihe one adopted at the
Smithsonian.
—Mr. F. S Webster, of Troy, N. Y., has sent us some colored stere¬
oscopes similar to those made by Hnrst, which have had so large a sale.
Tney are taken from natural objects, ai.n .1.. - ,.ki,,*ly iite-l k-. Mr.
Webster Is a naturalist and taxidermist, and he h s taken a very attract¬
ive method to impart a knowledge of Our birds and animals.

MAGAZINES.
The Scientific Monthly.

The March number of this mag¬
azine, wbiclj is published at Toledo, Ohio, brings it to No. 6 of Vol ]. It
seems to sustain Its character, and some improvements are noticed, as tho
addition of a department of Geography aud Trawl. The leading article is
an excellent acconnt of the Coot by IV. H. Machin, which is illustrated by
a full page cut. Another large illustration is given of the whip-poorwill, with accompanying description. J. Manfred Kerr contributes a
thoughtful article on “Ocean Currents. The Question of the Day,” by
which the contest between religion and scieuce is indicated, is discuBsed by W. C. Chapman, M. D. Briefer articles upon “The Bermuda
Islands," “Nature’s Music,” “Grasses,” and “Infusoria” complete the
contents. Tbe magazine appears to be well conducted, except that It
lacks the vivacity which can only come from original knowledge. There
is 0 large field for such a monthly, aud its success ought to be insured.
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All communications from Secretai'ies and friends should he mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
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Rules of the New Yojik Yacht Oi.db.— Some of tlto
changes in the by-laws and sailing regulations of the Sew
Y'ork Yiieht Club, made at the last general meeting are im¬
portant. It is no longer compulsory on yaeht owners to
tly the club flag when cruising ontside of Long Island
Sound and New York Harbor. The right to copy models
of yachts is now restricted to owners alone, instead of
builders, as formerly. It is now provided by ehtipItirSJfl
that, yachts when passing eaeh oilier shall exchange Salutes,
either by dipping their colors or It ring a gun, the junior
craft lo salute first. A new rule in chapter 27 defines the
iuside aud outside courses to he used in regalias, the
former being altered so as to make tbe finish below the
Staten Island bluff. Tbe outside course is so arranged as
to take in a spar-buoy, with red aud black horizoulal siripes,
moored about one and a half mites off the laud and hearing
south-southeast ’from the Highland lights, distance four
miles, as a last turning point. By adopting Ibis course the
expense of a steamer is rendered unnecessary, and Hie sole
extra expense will be that required for a stake-boat at the
starting point.
Rule No. 2 of the sailing regulations allows only half
Ihe lime allowance specified in the I able lo yachts below
7,000 cubic feet of measurement. Rule No. (3 repeals the
rule requiring a deposit of money upon Ihe entrance of a
yacht fora regalia. Rule No. 10 removes 1 lie limitation in
Lite number of men lo be carried during a race. By an
alteration of Rule No. 17, yachts are permitted lo lake in
or discharge water previous to a race.
—The new schooner yacht being built by subscription at
Coburg, lo represent the Canadian Yacht Club at the cen¬
tennial regatta, is rapidly approaching completion. She
will be about tile size of the Palmer, 00 fuel, on Urn keel.
107 feet on deck and 114 feel overall. She has abeam of
24 feet and depth of hold d) feet 0 inches. Her draft aft
will be 6 feet 0 inches, and forward 0 fcut,/arid, with centre
board down, she will draw 10 feet.
From deck to hounds
Iter mainmast is On aud her foremast 02 feet.
—The New Brunswick Yncbl Club have chosen Dr. C,
Morrogh, Commodore; J. O. Scott, Vice Commodore, and
A. J. Jones, Secretary and Treasurer. J. Nicholson and S.
Felter are Trustees.
Centennial Matches.—The following is the pro¬
gramme arranged by the committee for lire Centennial
matches:—
The unfievsiamal, a committee appointed by tlie Ciii’i-fi States Ccnleumal Commission to manage a series ot international regattas, open
to yachts of all regularly organized clubs, to be sailed dining the- yachtinn season of the present year, have adopted tile followingprneoinoni': —
Fibst Day—Thursday, June VJil.- A regatta over rile New York
Yacht Club course, open 10 aliyachts, of alwvc, of fifteen tuns and up¬
wards.
Skoond Day--Friday, June 23d.—A regatta in New Yutk Bay. opetl
lo all yachts, as above, of fifteen tons'and under, over 11 triangular
course not exceeding twenty-live miles.
Third Day—Monday. Juuo SBlh.—A rt-gnpa from New Y'ork to Cop®
Mav, aud retnrn, open to all yachts, as above, of fifteen tons mid up¬
wards.
In the first and second regattas yachts.will be divided lulo classes,
with time allowance based upon the mean leugrh and breadth. In tbe
third there will be iwo classes for schooners and one for stoops, without
allowance of time,
A certificate of measurement must accompany every entry.
The
owner’s measurement will he considered sufficient, unless protest is
made. In each case the committee reserve the right to rcmetiwure.
The medal and diploma of the International Es iuhiti.-m or 18,11 wifi ire
awarded by the ItoftedAiates Centennial Commission to- the winner in
each class in the above regattas. Additional prizes iu silver will lie
awarded by the nndersigned committee. All entries must be made Mr
the committee on or before Thursday. June 15th. All boinnvuiilcatlons
must be directed to tbe Secretary of the Committee, S. Ni.-iiolson Kaae,
New Y’ork Yacht Uluh, Twenty-seventh stnot and Madison avenue,
New York city.
Oomtoittee—George S. Kingsi.inrl, Commodore New York Yacht
Club; John S. Dickerson, Ooma.odoi’e Brooklyn Y'nclit Clnu; .John fit.
Forties, Commooorn B rslern Yacht Club, Boston; S. Nicholson Kano,
Vice Commodore New York Y'acbl Club; William L. Kiv n, Smvaneka Yacht Club, New Yolk; William T. Garner, Now York Yacht
Club.

—The germination of seeds is favored by a partial exclu¬
sion of light- from the surface soil for a few days. Newly
sown beds may he covered with moss or mats, or even
newspapers. The exclusion of tile rays of the sun, and the
retention of moisture hastens the germination of the seeds.

Boating at Hakvaud.—There are eleven men now in
training for the eight-oared race with Yale, to he rowed
June 30th. It is said that their average size is smaller (ban
lias formerly been the case, but they are in belter training.
During tbe winter the'candidates have pulled each day an
increasing number of strokes ou eight hydraulic “rowing
machines." Exercise on the Charles will begin its soon
as the water will permit. There will not a man step
into the six-oared shell until after Ihe eiglil-oared race, with
Yale. After that race the first six men in the iltu vardboat—
counting from stroke—will step out aud fill ihe places in
the six. Three weeks will elapse between Hie liarvardYale race and the Association races, ifiHl iu that time Har¬
vard expects lo geL her men’well “seated” a nd in easy con¬
dition. In tbe six-oared boat the steering is done iu the
bow, in the eights by a coxswain.
Jamaica Pond Boat Club.—The following officers
Jinve been chosen for this club for 1870:—President, Austin
G. Gorham; Treasurer, T. B. Ticknor; Secretary, E. L.
Lincoln; Directors, George W. Hustings, \V. P. A. Brewer
aud Wendell Goodwin. The club uow has fifty members,
ten single sculls, fou double sculls,, ten four-oared
skulls, three barges and fifteen pleasure boats.
They
intend giving a series of regattas this summer on the
pond, and its members are now in tbeir gymnasium, work¬
ing hard and running eight miles g day.
—Mr. J. Russell, of the Atlantic Boat Club of Hoboken,
has been elected Commodore of the New Jersey Amateur
Rowing Association.

—On the 6th of February a troop of Wolves attacked a
party of twenty-four persons neat’ Moscow, Russia. Only
oue person escaped, and that one by the swiftness of his
horse.

—Holton (Kansas) teacher.—’“Where does all our grain
product go toV" Boy,—“It goes into the hopper." “Hop¬
per! what hopper?" “Graeshopper,” tnuinifluntly showlcd,
the lad.—J5r-

—A good story, never before published, about Judge Rosekrans, has beeu told totlie Whitehall Times. A party,
against, whom the judge once rendered a decision, wrote
him a saucy letter, and wound up by asking what could be
done in the case. Judge Rosekrans wrote as follows:
Bear Sir: Tours received. In reply 1 would say that two
ways suggest themselves to me.
First, You can appeal. This is generally hazardous, but
oftentimes very effective
Second, Damn the judge. This is inexpensive, hut sure
to afford immediate relief.
—If onions are sliced and kept in a sick room they will
absorb all the atmospheric poison. They should be changed
every hour. In the rrfom of a small pox patient lltey
blister and decompose very rapidly, but will preveut the
spread of the disease. Their application has also proved
effectual in the case of snake bites.—Exchange.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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g7jre ijemtcl.

READY.

NOW

THE ORVIS REEL.

§att>ls and

GRAND

e§ortn fjor^nrtpni

BELMONT

HOTEL,

623 nnd 625 Washington Street, Boston, HU
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)

THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,
OP

Located in the centre of the city, aud easily react
by street cars and stages. Elevators-, steam, and
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan),
per day upward. A first-class Resianrant, and Priv
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. r:
most convenient location, a quiet and comforta
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adi
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special
Yiwit^e* a Horded at the ‘’BELMONT-”
mch30 6m_HARDY & GO,, Proprietors

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

TO SPORTSMEN: ~

Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show

AprU

anti

S7,

1876.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP
Respectfully in vile attention to the

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Club PiizeB, a large num¬
ber of valuable
HO 1. -This Keel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from Sana, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, verv strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less enmhersome than ordinary CO yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes np line rapidly. Pat np in neat Black Wainut
For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with caee, price $10.
Sent bv mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, O. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

C. F. ORYIS & CO., Patentees anti Manufacturers,
racb30 3m

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

“REMINGTON’S”

Length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.
Dealers*

E. RE31INGTON & SONS,

KEEP THIS CHECK IN

N. Y.

P. O.

Box

3994,

SIGHT

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

So

Cents

ONE DAY.

252

ACCIDENT

Broadway, New York.

Hartford Accident ins. Co.

POLICIES by the month or
year for any amount, from
$1,000 to $5,000, With weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to
each $1,000.

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Manager;

HOLABIRD,

SALE—A

GOOD,

STAUNCH,

JD
thoroughbred, well broken POINTER DOG.
Address
B. W. SWBITZBR,
It
Moslem. Berks Co., Penn.

SALE—A

VERY

SUPERIOR

English

stud

setter

from

Thos. Sraiter'e Kennel, Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
• HENRY C. KNOX,
men 9 3 m
Eh On, Penn,

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Compa

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSF
TICKETS arc sold at the offices of the Company
all the principal*cities to KANE, RENOYA. B1
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQ.UA, i
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing (shooting, and Still Hiinti
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MA
SIJUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY UOA
renowned for t’-ALT WATER SPORT AFTEU H
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen‘l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.feb!71
FOR, SAXE, OR XO LEr

T EMON AND WHITE, IRISH RED,

For loading Paper and Metal Shells, or capes—for Breech-loading Shot Guns—
Combining Powder and Shot Measures—Crimper—Cutler—Wad Starter—Rammer
—in ract all that iB necessary to load Shells in one machine.

Broadway,

TflOB

LDOR

WEBB’S PATENT.

Nos. 281 and 283
Armory, Ilion, N. Y.

Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be had by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mch2 9t_Secretary.

L' SNIPE DOG, thoroughly broken in all respects;
a very handsome setter of the Gildersleeve strain.
Price, $300 Add res* H. SMITH, at this ofiicc.

Cartridge Loader,

Discount to

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be offered.

SuperiorFacilitie
afforded by their lints for reaching most of the TR<
INC? PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Mid
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM A
IMPORTANT POINTS,' avoid the difficulties andd!
geis of reshipment, while the excellent cars run o
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE THAI
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

_I_J and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hnnting Dogs for sale
L. R. MORRIS, Campbell’s Station.
mchO 8t
Guernsey Co„ Ohio.

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS.

FROM

Llewellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge.
feb24 3m

DOGS TRAINKD.
TAUGHT

SETTERS AND POINTERS

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To*Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
street. Boston.
novlS 6m

PURR

BRED

SETTER DOGS AND

bitches, broken uud unbroken, and setter and
pointer whelps for sale, LOW for cash.
Address
M, YON CULIN, Delaware City,Del.
[dcc33eow6m
ITKIVRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT1-L LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. HI South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct 22

H. L. DUNCKLEE’3

Something New!

The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAI
at Locmt Yaliey, near Glen Cove, Long Island.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-lionThe house is 21 Tories, frame, 40 feet front ant
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on poi
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, t
dining-room; wide ball through the centre. Up stt
are 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen w
arranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance Tr
the house, arc a stable and curriage house, chicto
bouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grom
are well laid out and tastefully planted with or
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leadi
from the road to the bouse skirts a beautiful lake.:
the border of which the house stands. A Paper 4
at the north <-nd of the lake will be sold with
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embr
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elogt
and healthy; for manufacturers it is convenient;
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, th
is no be. ter place in the State. Apply to
It. FRANCIS, •
mch2 6m_47 Broad street. New York

F LOR IDA

AND

VERMONT

The Putnam House,
(St John’s River),

PALATKA, FLORIDA.
Open from November to May.
An unfailing supply of pure water from Arles’!
Wells on the premises.

PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

The

Equinox

House,

(Foot of Mt. Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

THTiEE-B A RRELE D GUNS.

Open from Jane to October.
Address, by mail or telegraph,

F. H. ORYIS,
At. Palalka from October 25 to April 2f
At Manchester from April 25 to October 25'
mch3 tf*

Charleston Hotel,

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE )

E. H. JACKSON <fc CO., Proprietors*

A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
pportsmun the very thing so often wanted in al
kinds of shooting.

CHARLESTON, S.C.
FIBST-OLASS HOTEL IN T!
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on first and sect
floors. Ticket office and telegraph office in hotel.
feb2I tf
JM
THE

Double-Barreled Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 lo $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ALLERTON & BAKER,
mcliSO 6m

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

J. WALLACE,

PATENTED JUNE 22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
pnrposes. The ware con-isls of 8 qt. keltic, 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

T

Boston Mass

The House for Sportsmen.
NATIONAL,

fetili tf

HOTESj

Jacksonville, Fla.,
George McGinley, Prop.

$4 per D<

THIS ELEGANT and COMMODLO'l
JL brick house of modern structure, and fnrnisl.
with elegant furniture,is situated within two huntit
yards ot the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed
any borel in (lie Sonth,_Dec3Q-b

rpo CENTENNIAL VISITORS.

Sportsmen’s Clothier,

Bros

55 BROMFIELD STREET,

GRAND

MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up,In the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skin-4 and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
mcb30 if
No. 19 "WILLIAM ST., N Y.

At the
Intersection of GIRARD and LANCASTER Avbm
(only ten minutes' walk from the CENTENNIAL
BUILDINGS), conducted on the European plan, will
be open for the reception of guests April 15, 1816.
VALPARAISO, IND.
N. 15.—This is one of the
LARGEST HOTELS IN THE WORLD,
New York Agency, No. 1 Cortlandt street.
and is built entirely of brick, having 1,325 rooms;
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
mch30
i also, large brick stables attached. Only pfleen-minr
ute*' drive from the celebrated BELMONT DRIVING
O SPORT8M EN—GENTLEMEN PARK and Race Course. For full particulars, ad¬
who are foud of good Flailing and Ganningcan
dress M. KILBY, Manager of the Grand Exposition
bo accommodated with reasonable board oy
Hotel Co. (limited), Philadelphia, late of Continental
LOUIS B. TAYLOR,
Hotel, Philadelphia, and of Congress Hall Saratoga
It
P. O. Eastvillo, Northampton! Co,, Ya.
mch30 3t

Bromfield House,
3Iesseng-er

r

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.

The Grand Exposition Hotel,

ONLY

The ware is so constructed that it nests and packs
in The oven, aud the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as ri-presented in cut 2, leaving room for pack¬
ing hai f a dozen mates, knives, forks, epoons, and
drinking caps. Price, complete, $15.
SEND FUR CIRCULAR.

H. L. DTJNCKLEE,
BOX 2710, BO-sTOi*.
For sale at SPORTSMAN’S EMPORIUM. 17 Ann
street New York City, and R. H. KILBY, 346 St.
Paul street, Montreal
Agents wanted in every town.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved .'Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. ISSprnoe St., tth door from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and
proprietor. Open day and night.

Rossin House, Toronto, Can ad
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This honaeis a favorite resort for gentlemen spot
men from all parts of the United States and Canada

U- S. Camp Lounge Co.,
isos
Price

FOREST AND STREAM.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
1—,

T

BUILDERS

OF

Past iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of the

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

_CONTINENTAL (50 feet!, speed 17.94 miles pel hour: FIREFLY (to feel!, 17,94 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (95feet), 18 to 20miles an hour.

ORIENTAL

POWIiUU MILLS,

MANUFACTUBER9 OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
IERE CAN BE NO GREATER PORtbihty without serious defects They are the only
.de boats that are eqnal to the very best whole
local use.
jy29-ly

CANOE FOR SALE,
St.

Augustine,

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting au«l Ducking.
Also, Muting and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad st., Boston: 19 Exchange at., Bid do; 9 State at., Chicago: 32? N. Second at , St. Louia
_
Agencies m all the principal OitieB in the Country.
Dcc3

GUNPOWDER.

IFloiid.i.

Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
atlntle used; mnde by English, of Peterboroi
S50. bportsmen visiting- Florida will save cent
isk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
gnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.
mo!l9 tf

RUSHTON’S

rtable Sporting Boats.
gh only 25 to 75 ponnds, are 11 to 15 feet lon<-.
-ve ample c-pacity for fiom one to four persons

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont's
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER

J. H. KUSHTON, Maiinf’r,
■

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., K. Y.
H.

^

M. SPRAGUE,
Manufactory; of

EDAE BOATS,
Of any Desired Length and Size.
'
Parishville, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

iter-proof and_ Mildew-proof.
are prepared to water proof, by an improved
IS. Canvas for Boat Covers. Tents, Sails, Boat
ms, Camp Beds, Lounges, Hammocks. Clothes
Fishing Hod Bags, Gun Cover., Correi Netting,
in and other material for Clothing, Hats, HaverAwnings, Wagon Tops, Horse Blankets, etc.
treatment by this patented process of all Tcx■brics effectually prevents

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCKING. EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN .POWDER.
The most Popular Pow der in Use.

Of all kinds and descriptions.
b_F«r sale in all parts of Llie country.

ortsmen

and

Anglers,

Bradford & Anthony.
16 4*

.

.

374 Washington street, Boston.

mping Tents
AND

anvas Boats
ir-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
st|P,6rl?J1t0 anything ever before offered
lublic. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
sting twice as long as any other goods. Orceived and promptly filled by
s
DFORD& ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
ES LY NCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N Y
MPSON & SON, 388 Broadway, N Y
'
MAS 5--TO. 36 S. Fir.h street, Phlla.
. LEANE & CO., 87 W. Platt street, Baltimore,
lods have my personal supervision.

Cl TAPPAN, -Greenwood, Mass.

t Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10-1y

ring all fabrics prepared with this mateiial not
rater-proof, Mildew-proof, and Moth-proof, but
■or and more durable.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder

ampness, Mildew, Dry Kot, Etc.
water repellant especially valuable to

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
’1

Hazard’s “Electric Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana. cleanliness. Packed In square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazards “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine> to 8 (C9arse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6* lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.
Hazards “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. ' (One) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6£ and 12j lb, kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, ancl with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of“ 25
12*, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and * lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SPECIALTY.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

All widlhs and weights of
1R, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
B by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
jiaitof the world.
S. A. HARWOOD.
13ln
71 West Broadway, N. Y

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the CorapaJgP inputs in every prominent city, or wholesale at

Bound Volumes

Price, $4.00.
uplete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
■ es, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
the sportsman—can now be obtained on
ion to this office.

SYRUP

IN

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 121 lbs.,
and 6J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and 1 lb.
Alloftheabove give high velocities and. less resion •
nm than any othernrandB made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

LAFUN & RAND POWDER Co.,

AIRTIGHT
for

From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. Slate Fisheries.
I And Vanity Fair to be [behest article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmnn. Have used
yonr tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble: a solid re¬
source iu Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B, Lnmberton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp Are and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to ail brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacoo that would not tire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
yonr Vanity Fair, and fonnd it to be the tie plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the seriona habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hoars. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, N Y.
Wo have received rrom Messrs. Kimball A Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco iii neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most, superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating

21 Park Row, N. V.
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
mended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot of the World-"

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil. Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity In Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, SOU rounds, without Wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200. 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
6
6
Wilt shoot for money if desire,!.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
lilch 16
Neponset, Mass.

THE

PIPER STEM PIPE.

•Just the Thing- for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste ami odor or to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl aud mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a rew days’use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
When not. furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
aud a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, !5c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
>vl8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

ftflANWING’S

PISCICULTURE.
The West Barnstable (Mass.) Hatching Works arc
offered for sale. The various ponds aud tanks urc
abundantly fed by springs unvarying in temperature.
Six acres of land, dwelliug bouse, a large ice-liouse,
etc., etc., within five minutes1 walk of the depot.
Three thousand adult trout, and 20,000 fry of this years1
hatching. A more c®mplete establishment is not to
be found in the country. It received the first prize of
$300 from the Massachusetts Agricultural Society iu
1872, and a medal from the Societe d1 Acclimation, of
Paris, in 1873, for “Excellent Fish Farm." Apply to
E. DEXTER, No. 46 Chestnut st., Boston.
mar 23-tf

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES.

Also, 300,000 Brook Trout Fry.
Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is their
time. Prices low. Fry feeding well aud healthy.
WN. H. CROWELL,
—th9 4t_Ludlow, McKean Co., Penn.
CHANCE

YACHTING MIL,
For

1876,

WILL BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Price, SO Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth and GHt Edged. ..Price, @1.00.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, @2,00.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOS. MANNING, 31
BROADWAY, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Ofllce of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL."
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
iau!3 tf

88 Wall Street, NewYork.

To Buy a ^Fish Farm.

Stereoscopic Studies of

CELEBRATED

Business engagments compel me to sell my farm,
of about 25 acres, containing house, barn, hatebinghonse, and fish-ponds. The place is well-furnished
with choice fruit, and is a line location for a fish,
poultry, and fruit farm. Prlco low.
. .
^
FRED MATHER,
feblr tf
Honeoye Falls, New York.

Florida Scenery.

American Dogs.

PLE

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6i lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

RARE

FTH VOLUME NOW READY.

fLeallon
cans. $1.50 per gallon. No charge
L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only m sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

LMfOR rMci'LlTt0^ keeU Stem8’ttC'
‘9 8m

Orange Sporting Powder.

W [T Vanity Fair.

^
^ ^ It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
1VJI. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacoo Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

Fine Engravings on card hoards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
- Cu^hfHted Doga Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispbam.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

$10, $50, sioo

s

bend for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. BICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
72 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec 23

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUXT PARK, PHILADELPHIA,
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;

children under twelve, 10 cents,

jauli ly

Embracing views'of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic Interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address
,
OBER BROTHERS.
decDtf
Fernandina. Florida.

THOR

SALE—A

$45

REMINGTON

ADonble Broech-loadiug Gun, 10-boro, 28-iiK'b;
a hard shooter; two dozen brass Fhclis and loading
implements complete; price $40 Good as new. Ad¬
dress
ROBERT WALKER.

mcb9 tf

Franklin, Delaware Co,, N. Y,

FOREST AND STREAM.

126

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

The Most Approved System

PAPE’S

-OK-

BreechLoading,Sporting
And

IVIilitJti-y fl Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction
accuracy,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

REVOLVERS
1

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send loi* Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

Paper and Metallic Shells

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

FI.Y 15

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
Stand unequalled in every contest. Tbeir perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 13-Gauge, Choke Boxing.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st— Greener.Green er.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.PapeOut of a class of 68 guus, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by I'ape. The Greener gnn was protested
against on the spot for having its score false coanted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being Bliot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24lh place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of tbe best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Ext ibitor.
1st-Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.
Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
let—Pape.
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of &i dr. to li os. shot,brut, the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 00 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2J oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859. 1866. Address
NORTH OE ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
- Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

H.C.Squires/,,-1£rSn'"“'

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

THE

BRIDGEPORT, CONK.

GREAT

London Gun Trial,

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS arc the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of etc el wire, will pot, bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SniiLLS equal to any imported. They are sore
flro, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

J. & W. TOLLEY’S
ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS.
Made to Order

FRO MISTOOK.
^

These Guns, celebrated fov
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW
qualities*
ERS, are built in
(or brands.) They ..... ..
ported direct to our NEW YOKB{
OFFICE, and so'd by the Ml
faoturers to SPORTSMEN
i the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - 8G5 Gold
Tolley,.DO
Standard, - - - - 115
National, - - 140
Challenge, - - - 180
Paragon, - - 225
TRAP SHOTS and others
qniring Guns specially built, or
SHOOTING
uui ucw, system
oyoLcni for
iui DOUBLE-CLOSE
*-»*-•.*-* with increased PENETRATION, n have their wish®
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and pricr.
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 2i> Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England*

Notice.
During the Centennial Exhibition (at which w
shall do present to exhibit our guns) our New Yor
Branch Office wUl be temporarily closed.
As new sample guns are now being made for th.
Exhibition, we will therefore dispose of our
sample Breech Loading Guns at. a discount of
percent. Particulars of Guns on sale forwarded oil
application.
jyi

W. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Cuns.

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Fnvm-Ui'
Metallic
Shells
for*
Breech Loading- Shot Guns.
These Sheila arc easily loaded, and the c ips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it Horn driving lhrongh or
springing away, thereby causing misstlres. The cone is made of nicltle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rnsis or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents miasfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These sheila
are fluuly finished, and made any length ordered, from 2J- to 31 inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART dk CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. .Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in tbe Wear and Tear Trials, July*
1875 . 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gnn, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have just, received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these gnus at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of gnns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements . No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suit8. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guus, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janl3 ly

J. D. DOUGALL'S
Express Guns and Kifles
(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO
59

St. James's Street London

JOHN RIGBY & GO.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles
Pattern mdeu by
our Close-Shoot¬
ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 No. 6, 40
yards.

From Captain Bogardujs, Champion Wing Shot of America.

HIGHEST PEN¬

Messrs. Georgk K, Hart & Co.,
,
,
,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and T shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yonrs trnly.
mayl8-ly
A. H. Bosaiunml

ETRATION

JOSEPH C. DANE,

FIELD

manufacturer of the

.-,Ns
t. *

Is00

X.Y

0 00

-

TRIAL

|1875.

Dane Breech Leading Shot Gun. Express Rifles, Double and Single
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.
T h&Vfe now in stock a complete assortment of Rilles or all well known and reliable makers, and having
mode special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. JTave just received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, alt lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
can be tested m the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs ana associa¬
tions. Seud for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St.,N.Y.
dec23 3ni

Solid Breech Snap Action.

.360, .400 and .450 Hove.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAEE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my 27

RIGBY’S Celetn-atcd

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, @50.00 TO @250.00.

Founded July 4,1808.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Muzzle-Loading Grins Altered tc Breech
Loading.

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circnlar.

The strongest and moat dnrable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
[idee Us., No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.
tie*

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut 8ts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, and DEALER IN

Guns,Rilles,Pistols,and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Wnlinit

St.,

Philadelphia.

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on band a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its brauches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly
Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for $100.

E&

H.

ANTHONY"

&

CO., 591

• Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes aud Views,
Graphoscopes, Megaletboscopea, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.

Claris: Ac

Sneider.

314 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, ST RENTE and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parte in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness bo thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in nse, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used.* In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, aud orders may be forwarded through any
of the best housos in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

augSG-tf

SKETCHING
ColorB. aud

PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET. DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

W. W. GREENER’S

SNEIDER
BREECH

MUZZLE-LOADING MUTCH RIFLE

from Nature in Pencil ana Water
Drawing and Painting fn Colored
Crayons; a practlcaHnstructor; illustrated, only 50c.
or booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.,
119 Nassau ai leet, N. Y,
Dec3U If

DOUBLE
CLOSE -SHOOTIN
UCNte. Winuer of the Silver Cu
value 40 guineas, at the Great Loi
don Field Trial 1975, beating S3 cm
petitora with 68 guns, also winnfi!
in all the oilier classes for the L
proved System of Boring. Tin
guus will kill from 80 to 100 yard
loaded with large ehot, and w
shoot well with small shot with
less powder charge than gnns bon
upon the old system. For report
the Gnu Trial apply to Messrs. M
Laran, Williams & Co., Agents, f
Louis, U. S. A. Address
__
W. YV. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham. England.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Manufacturer only of first-clas

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Denier in
Guns of all .Description*
Guns bored to sboot close and bard, warranted
EVERY TIME. Gun stocks—bent, crouked,
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on band,
large invoice of Englitb chilled shot, In 28-lb. ba{
Repairing and engraving promptly aitended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
febS ly_Corner of Duck Square

For Close, Hard Shooting
Convenience, Regmarity. and absolnte Certainty, a
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 13 gauges e
now on the. market.
jy3 lj

FOREST AND STRExAM

ABBEY & SP0BRIE,
bl'COBSflOJlBTO

ANDREW CLERK «fc CO.

THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS and dealers in

Fishine Tackle,

On hand the larges i. ana nest- assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States, They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon ana Trout Flies, and Hooke
.n Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pascjue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided SilkLines, every size and quality of

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OP

FISH
HOOKS.
Parties fitted oat witti appropriate Tackle for the
Bocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c., &c.
Split Bambuo,.Trout and Salmon Rods and Reel,
a Specialty.
AgentB for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Kved Needles

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
Omi

Oases.

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Gnu Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
SPORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

Split Bamboo Fly Hods and Heels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle anil able for Maine, Adirondack. Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
It KERCH AMI MIZZLE LOADING 60X8,
And Sportsmen?' goods of nil kinds.
Matin fact tired and Imported by

8ART0N, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lOl

& 108 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) N ew York.
PATENT

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

LEGGIIVS.
DOG

COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL GASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen's Water¬
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The texlnre is thoroughly impregnated With (he
preparmion, and it will Temain permanently united
wi'l) the tlbre.
WIU not wear off, soak out, nofcwash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew ami dry rot.
With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of those goods, and com¬
parative small cost, will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
rncb9 tt

HOLE AGENTS, BOSTON.

McBride Flies.

HAVLNU

teen for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business aui snpply the
custom with the same qnuilr.y as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Wood*, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands. Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with Lhe
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
bestsnited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
ironi any natural Insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. MoBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mnmford,
Monroe county. N. Y.
Dec2*ly

Green

Heart Rods,

NORRIS

FLY RODS.
FOR
Trout,

Halmoii, and.
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels,Lines,
Lenders, Fly-Books, tier.

THADDKUS
JDAnlS-Ty

NORRIS,

203 West Logaii Square, Philadelphia.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
S74 Washington St., Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing Tackle,
Pisiiiug Rods,
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS,
.f!ngS6-ly

American Dog Biscuits,
Made of nutritive bone, and muscle making material,
and. ia the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10,25, and 100 pouuds,
and warranted not to spoil In any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for nteht shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for conceulment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket m back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
PISHING
Garmen ts,
^TREATED BY AN
IMPROVED
PROCESS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Patented November 9rh, 3875. ~ Improved
method of securing Shelia in Belts and Vests either
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, TAN COLORED DpCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated Price List seat on Application.

GEO. 0. HENNING,

FISHING TACKLE!
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Teu feet square
for six persons, $15,

Mildew-proof,

MANUFACTUItmtS A

for Tront. Baas and Salmon.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort¬
able couch. Sent by express C. O. D.. $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

Waterproof,

J. B. Crook & Co., Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.
SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

DUNCKLEE’S CAME STOVES* Price$ir>.
Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 35 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Eine, with oven tliat will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs Inside of stove, which only oc¬
cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
’jnn37 3m

WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented Process.

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew nt-oor, complete.$20.00
"
“
Wading. I tickets ...... 6.00

CAMP LOUNGES. Price $5.

AND AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Rails, Fish Hooks. Ac.

By CHARLES IL4LL0CK,
AUTHOR

WATERPROOF CANVAS atld BRIDLE LEATHER

CREEDMOOR AND

Fishing Tackle,

IT Ann St., N. Y.

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED.
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of
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The best shell aver offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order*

All sizes

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The moat complete portable bout constructed. The
largest- size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed in
snoce of leas than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2,10 Teet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 ponn ds... -10.00
BCp9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The be*<t thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or moial cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but 1$ pounds, and only
inches
wide. Price, C. O. D., $(i 50.
Special attention paid to selection or guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old Bporta
Bogardus’ New Book, “Trip lo England.”
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, T7. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

EATON & CO.,
P. O. Box 5,109,
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.

A. II. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Kent and Glued and Greenheart Base and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINK ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on band for Rod
Makers. Highest Pxeraium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 18T'4.
mcb9 6rn

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. T. MURPHY,
mchl6 3m
40 Halsey St.. Newark, N, J.

Muzzle Loaders
CONY ERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
OUR PATENT

Electric Rebounding Lock
ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

FROM

$4

PER

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IP DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

Taxidermist,
NEW UTREOHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Bit (Is
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads,. Antlers,
Carved Heads,
[Tax! de rmista’
supplier Skins
, -iilcl eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells, Ac.
Agents:
M err el Ryder,
55 Jackson St..
St, Paul, Minn.,
ttndiEatou &10o.,lT Ann, Now York.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Router of Travel.
Game Animals ami BirdB of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Caprou.
Fishing at St, Augnstine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dongherty and tho Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augnstine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John,
Among the Serninoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising"Along Shore.
Bhooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernandtna to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazota and UanpiiHlla,
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Pnnta Ra-.-a and Caloosahatchle.
No. 6—Up the Calonsahatcbie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Monuds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. 10—Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing’ Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail* post¬
age prefund, on receipt of price at office of publicaTHE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.
Extra cloth gilt fionfc nnri back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Curley’s Nebraska,
J

“A most excellent work.”—W. Y. Tndepmdehl.
“Kxecnt.pcl with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability."—PhUadklphla Press.
“Vve have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Comprehensive and exhaustive.”—Pall Mall Ga¬

zette.

“Consult ‘Nebraska.’ "—London Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive any information It does
not contain.”—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”— Lon¬

don Field.

The review* are unanimously favorable, and they
wonld fill a volume larger Ilian “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Niinsau Stmck9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO., Broadway, N. Y.

DOGS, and SHOOTING.
THE

AMERICAN KENNEL
AND SPOUTING FIELD.
By Ahnold Burqeh, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving foil practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Sind List dr
Pedigrees of 300 Imported and Native Dogs in Lhe IT, $
Square 8vo. Illustrated, Clo.,$4. Half Calf, $7.50,
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Capt. A. II. liooAirotLs, “Champion Wing-ShoP’ of
America. Illustrated. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOAL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long, Idustvuttd with models anil
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping lTLtusUa,
etc., and spiriLed Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
***To he had througfl aDy Boookaellcr, or will he
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO., N. Y.
mchlO 12t
The experience of five yt are
|has proved time this Compact
[anel Reliable Work of General
j Information is better adapled
[to the wants of all classes of
the community than any other
work of the lund ever pub¬
lished. It has been proven by

Vw

HAYDEN’S

Revolving Cartridge Bell
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Solfl by all dealers.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
^TARRIES

IMMENSE SALES,
BT TUTS

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re¬
ceived,

Send for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS, Columbus, Ohio
aepflljim_

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end tip, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but II pounds, and is only 1, inches
wide. Holders Hare at top so us to qnickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same,
For esse of action atld rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
ure men t outside of veBt.
jy230y
N. 8. GOSS, Neosho Falls,Kan,

By the

tSpecial Commissioner of the London Meld.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24 KT.M RfTftftL Rrwfon

J. IT. BATTY,

OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

This is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen,|TonrIsts, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking set¬
tlement there. It. gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources Of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seekutg
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlement.
348 pp., I2nto. Price, $1 90.

And by its uniform

SUCCESS

WITH

AGENTS.

The edition of J8T6 has been
THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
It containa 150,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
tnd eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued m pans, mid a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of postige, for twenty cents.

BAKER, DAVIS & CD., Publishers,
(Successors to T. EUwood Zell,)
Non. 17 and ID South Sixth Street,

PHILADKnPmA, PA.
ian!3-12t

FOREST AND STREAM
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WINCHESTER

REPEATING-

RIFLE.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapidity of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

. READ & SONS.,
The undersigned are now manufacturing
Ballard’s

Patent

Rifles,

with

Marlin’s

Improvement.

AMD WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OP ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTEE-PIRE.

SC H OVERLING
janSO 3m

Agents for Genuine
&

DALY,

POPE’S

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM

Rifle Air Pistol,

19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street, IV. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

art the tiling for
sportsmen and mill__j _ Shoots darts or slugs a
| distance of SO feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing wiih il one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put np In a neat box. with
—
6 darts, 0 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gnn stock. Prioe, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 3S cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
"It la surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and naeful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rille.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street, Boston.

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis* Haney’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Ride, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
eep9-eow
Agent for U. S. America.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Forthe coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, 820; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to HU all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
blus, Governments, Ac. TAY LOR & CO..Bankers,
F. O. Bos 4,448.
11 Wall at., lew York.

BBEECH-LOADERS.
Always instock a full assortment of these noted Gnns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s. Webley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine Bronzp Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

FeblOtf

C. SCOTT & SON’S

Nos. 84 and 80 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

The Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

No.

177

Broadway,

New

Yorlc.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BREECH

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

MOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS & H AVVK8LE Y’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SnOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE, AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest alfords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
| so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are need,
as when carrying them with the
head np the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
__
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the cheat.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
ITED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
warrant:
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ImDlements.'^^w-^

Cartridges, both

’’W

Brass

Kinds.

and

Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERI ALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLABHB,
POUCHES, A AD AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERY THING IN MI LINE FOH
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VEii T CHEAP

$1,200 PROFIT ONSIOO.

Made

this

month

by

puts

and CALLS. Invest according to your means.
$10. $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise
when and how to operate §afely. Rooks with full
Information sent free. Address orders by mail and
telegraph to
BAXTER «lc CO.,
Novll-dm Banker* and Brokers, 17 Wall at., N, Y.

H E A LT H“ 1 F T
-t

2,000

.

REACTIONARY LIFTERS

NOW IN USE. GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.
10,000 ENTHUSIASTIC LIFTERS USING IT DAILY
AT HOME.AND OU.RMOO AGENCIES, ->
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.
AGENTS .WANTED.

HEALTH LIFT GO. 4n!w vork!'

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1876.
For Forest and Stream,

0t erhn(d <jj£otea.
JS UMBER FIVE,

F

ROM Mr. Link’s Ranche we set out for an excursion
to the more remote and unfrequented mountains of
the Tarry all Range, whose red peaks were seen distant
against tlio northern sky. Our outfit of tent, saddles, pro¬
visions, tools, and guns were stowed in a strong wagon,
•and your correspondent found a comfortable seat on a pile
of fur robes and camp blankets. Our horses were not
rapid, but were selected for their hunting qualities, stead¬
iness, surefootedness, and willingness to be Bhot from. A
Vehement usp of condensed vernacular, the vigorous use of
two whips, and somo remarks that might in the distance
"have sounded something like a negro camp exhortation,
-at times roused them to a display of “action," and for a
few rods produced a speed of a mile in fifteen minutes;
but as we journeyed northward, and gained elevation,
fcsveral inches of snow covered the road, and we were
Obliged to be patient and spend a good deal of time upon
read! mile, amusing ourselves as best we could with stories
and hnnting adventures.
Mr. Link’s experience was very varied, and covered
•hunting of all kinds, from “birds” in Missouri to grizzly
bears in the coast range of California; and his knowledge
Of the haunts and habits of animals rendered his detailed
SI cries interesting to an unusual degree. As we made our
Slow way our route passed between two ranges of hills,
where, Mr. Link said, elk were in the habit of crossing in
their migrations from the wilds west and norih of South
Park to the ranges lying about Pike’s Peak, and to the
Southward. While pointing out their route he drew up
his horses and jumped out to examine carefully some
.tracks crossing our roat), which he immediately pronounced
.to be elk trails, made, lie thought, by a large doe and two
well-grown calves. As they were fresh signs, we conclud¬
ed to follow them, and tnrning from the road we drove by
the trail until it left the bottom land and went among
trough ground, when we left the wagon with Mr. Link’s
-fiephew, and with our guns carefully loaded set out upon
.the trail, which in the snow was very plain. It led us
upon a long ridge, rising gradually. The ground was
slimy, with small thickets of quaking asp and stunted
pines. Upon this quaking asp the elk feed at times, cut•ting a piece of the smooth bark like a blaze mark, by an
upward cut of tlicir lower teeth, and these marks half
healed over are seen all about, evidence that not long ago
this noble game was abundant indeed.
After a mile we found we were gaining upon the game
before us, the tracks were fresh, and the animals were evi¬
dently wandering about seeking a place to lie clown, and now
moving most guardedly, we scanned eagerly all the halfBpen woodland, feeling that any moment a bit of brush
might prove to be antlers, or a seeming mossy stone the
■body of the coveted game. Stealing along we came where
the animals had been lying down, and the snow was still
■moist from the warmth of their bodies. Beyond doubt
the wind, which was provokingly wrong, had conveyed to
their keen nostrils warning of our approach, and they had
iprung up just beyond our view, not much alarmed, how'fiVer, as they did not tuu, bat walked along, with the evi¬
dent intention of resuming, in a more secure spot, their
mid-day rest. The trail wandered about, but kept down
the wind, as these cunning brutes do when wary, that if
•followed the wind shall bring them its warning. Further
on they turned up the ridge, and upon their track, and
here beyond doubt they were again alarmed by our passiing them on the direct trail, for after stalking from bush to
bush when their ruse was expected, we came upon bold and
rapidly-made tracks, that told of fear and flight. This
trail we still followed, hurrying on, out of breath in the
thin air, audweary enough from our more rapid pace ou
ft.be trail which followed along the north side of an abrupt
•mountain, where the snow was deep, and fallen trees and

huge stones gave most uncertain footing. “A stern chase
is a long chase,” and forces upon one in such a struggle a
strong impression of man’s feebleness as set “on end,”
combined with hoots that slip, clothes that catch, weighted
with gun and ammunition he flounders along, making in
half an hour of breathless work the summit his fleet, fourfooted quarry has gained in a few long bounds, to find
with disgust that another point rises higher, from the lofty
summit of which Ids game may he quietly watching his
slow progress, ready, if need be, to bound off again. One
wishes for the wings of an eagle, or the sure feel of a
wolf, or that the elk would juBl carry one’s gun a mile or
two and lean it against a tree, and so divide the labor.
Struck by the very certain amount of work, and the equal¬
ly uncertain chance of a shot at the game now really
alarmed and on the qui vim, I concluded to abandon the
hopeless chase. Mr. Link thought he might, by running
on—a proceeding hardly any other mountaineer would at¬
tempt iu the rarifiod air—gain a long shot; so he set off on
a run, and disappeared amid snow and rocks, while I
set off on a line to our wagon, stopping for a while to make
a fire and rest and dry my clothing, which was wet from
perspiration. Reaching at last our camp fire, where Mr.
Link arrived at the same lime, I found his efforts had been
rewarded only by a Bight of the elk passing over a distant
hill, when ho, too, abandoned the hunt—ono where our
chances had been frustrated by an unfavorable wind.
Disappointed, we turned into the road, and resumed,
after wasted hours, our slow route, too late to reach our
destination. After a few hours, admonished by darkness
and fallmg snow, we concluded to seek shelter in a cabin,
whence came in response to our halloa, a bright glow of
light from an open door, where a rotund silhouette,
stood the form of a kindly Dutchman, who bid us wel¬
come, and said “come ire” Bumping my head on a low
lintel, I entered the cabin, and rubbing my eyes, looked
upon as queer a den as I ever saw—low, roofed with huge
logs, and illuminated by a pitch pine fire that blazed high
in one corner, where the angles built of stone formed a
rode fireplace. Bending over the fire was an old man
with wild hair and heard, resembling to the life the grim
figures in Restchos outline sketches of the Liniebumns.
This grotesque figure, I learned, was Henri, “the dirtiest
man. in Oolorada,” hut withal kindly and far from unintel¬
ligent. His hut was not far away, and was not famed for
neatness. In it poor Henri was at one lime very ill, and at
last a doctor was summoned some forty miles for counsel.
The medical man came, opened the door, looked.in, but
entered not. From the opon air he pronounced his pre¬
scription, “wash yourself, clean your house, and you’ll
feel better,” and remounting rode away. Henri got well,
hut whether he tried the remedy is not known. If he did,
his water cure treatment was not long continued.
In the hut of our friend we passed the night, lying be¬
fore the fire, and naturally rose early, and at dawn were
on our way, despite a continued fall of snow, that made
miles long and hours weary. Our road was over a series
of summits, each higher than the last, with deeper snow
and more violent storm, until at last we were obliged to
walk aud break a path, through which our beaten horses
dragged the wagon a rod at a time. So thick weie the
fleecy flakes that it was not safe to get any distance
apart, and for a long time it seemed as if we must get un¬
der some rock or tree and remain until the storm should
abate. After a long pull we readied a farm house—a most
snug one—when we gladly abandoned any effort to go be¬
yond while the storm raged. The night came on with cold
wind, and the following morning was bright and fine, and
we were early on our way. The snow was lying light and
pure, and as we went along we read on its surface a record
of all the movements of animals. A stream, Tarry all Creek,
half frost-bound, was on our right, and to drink from it
many animals had come down from the mountains early
in the morning after the storm. Here were the prints of
rabbits and hares; again, creeping under the cliffs, two or
three wolves had been. From almost inaccessible ledges
wild cats and lynxes had sprung down, starting balls of
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snow that rolled along leaving pretty printsin the white
surface. Amid a clump of bushes was recorded the life
struggle of a “cottontail” and a weasel, in the trampled
snow were the frantic footprints of poor puss in her efforts tn
shake off her deadly foe, and the groove where she had
pulled the slender form of the “varmint” whose fangs
were in her throat. At another point, a “cotton tail" had
been surprised away from his sheltering rocks by an eagle,
whose swoops he had evaded by bounds from side to side,
until all the snow was beaten down. The low dashes of
the bird were marked by the strokes of wing t ips on the
snow, as lie headed off every dash of frightened bunny;
but we were glad to see no fur or blood on the snow, and
presumed the bird was bafllod at last.
Three varieties of Tabbits, or more properly hares, were
seen, and a number shot from our wagon. The long-eared
"jade," a wary fellow, wonderful iu the awkwardness and
rapidity of ljis flight, has some protection in being white
in winter, ns has the “snow-shoe" hare; but the plump
little cotton tail remains brown, and is a victim to almost
all predatory animals from man to weasels, while owls and
hawks haunt his timid life. He sits in implicit stupidity
in front of his rocky home, and is so easy to shoot that
only his excellence in a stew warrants killing him. The
snow told tales of other animals, who, independent of
night keys, do ramble late. Big bucks had come with high,
dainty step to drink; panthers (mountain lions) had stolen
along with noiseless but not unrecorded footfall, and coy¬
otes—fearful of all, bat more afraid of starvation—had
sneaked about, looking for Some sick animal or timid hare
for sustenance. A few birds braved the cold—mountain
grouse, magpies, and jays—and tueir footsteps made pat¬
terns on the snow as regular and dainty as if embroidered.
All these abundant evidences of wild life, with Mr.
Link's comments and explanation of their habits, made our
third day’s drive more agreeable, and not at all weary we
reacliod his sou’s radchc before dinner, a daintly-scrvcd
meal, where wTe weremuoh pleased with the gentle and af¬
fectionate ways of a lame auteiope, a pretty thing with
Buperbeycs, that courted notice, and enjoyed it as much
as a spaniel. Mr. Link’s son Louis hero joined us, and we
went on aud passed the night with Mr. B. Ratcliff, who
has a very nice ranche, newly established. lie is a very
keen sportsman, and usually supplied his tabic by carrying
his gun when going for his cattle. Iiis success is unusual
as will be apparent when we state that in nine shots
he killed eight fine mountain sheep.
Au early start from Mr. Kadcliff’s took ns to our camp
ground by nine the next morning, and soon Mr. Link, his
son, and I were mounted and en route for tlm mountains.
Mr. Louis Link left us for u long route through the haunts
of sheep and bison, we going among some rough peaks for
sheep. Herds of cattle were feeding on the dead grass that
came above the snow, but wo were soon above their
haunts aud on the alert for sheep, the most wary aud cun¬
ning of any mountain game. They live among the most
precipitous ranges, and are fleet and surefooted where,
seemingly, no feet could tread. Their gaze is usually
downward, and rarely.are they surprised, unless from some
overhanging crag. Scanning every cliff and stone, we
made our difficult way upward, our eyes protected by
smoked glass from the danger of snow blindness, here
very serious, Our horses labored hard, and barely kept
their feet on the rugged slope. All at once Mr. Link slid
from his horse and motioned me to do the same. Crouch¬
ing low, and looking under the iimbs of a pine, we saw
two sheep on a rock some three er four hundred rods dis¬
tant. Our horses were hastily tied together, and we crept
up to the pine tree expecting a shot, hut the wind played
us false, coming up suddenly, and hearing our scent to the
game, alarming them so that they fled before we were
within range. We went on after them, hoping to get near
them, and then let our dog (a Scotch colley) go, with the
aim of driving them to some rooky retreat, where the dog
would keep them; hutwheulet slip he soon came bade,
showing they had gono a good way ou. We took the trail
and followed it to a high peak, where, but for the unfa>
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of the water. Yery frequently when a passing duck.la
vorable wind, we would have stalked them willi success,
shot at, the shot are plainly heard to hit it, hut the birfl
As it was, we came almost upon them on an overhanging
keeps on as though nothing was the matter. Very sooO,
point, where they had stopped to overlook the valley where
however, it moves its wings more stilfly, and inclines to*
they had been alarmed. Again we followed them, but
ward the water. This is a sure sign of a hard hit, and if
the snow was waist deep, and with the needle of my ane¬
it alights all right it can be easily’knocked over with the
roid barometer down to about twenty inches, it was too
other barrel. If Hie duck, on Teaching the water, does
ratified air for much hard work, and our rests were very
not seem at all particular whether it alights right side up or
frequent. Our trail led us among their retreats, where they
not it will he found dead, though having flown perhaps for
had laid under overhanging rocks in the warm sun, or out
a quarter of a mile after being hit,
on rocky shelves that were narrow, and from which the
As the season advances, old squaws and slielldrnkes
down look was hundreds of feet of dizzy precipices.
rive. The former are often allowed to pass thvouch tin
These look-out points were hard to reach, but richly re¬
line without being shot, at, on account of their small size
paid the effort; for, spread far and wide, were the valleys
swift flight, and extreme tenacity of life, making it so bar
aud mountain peaks of endless chains. Near us huge
to get them after they are shot. As a general thing, lio^j
domes of rock stood out from the mountain points, a
ever, everything is “game” which passes over the line,
thousand or two feet high; far away over the foot hills the
from a goose to a crow.
South Park laid like a frozen lake, treeless and white,
By the 1st of December all the varieties of ducks tha
with a surrounding of sharp peaks, some brilliant in sun¬
we have are here, hut most of the coots have gone soijffl
shine, others hidden by clouds and driving snow storms.
to
spend a few weeks of the severest weather, and lim
The south slopes of these mountains were rock-ribbed,
shooting is given up, as all the other ducks except oil
With bold cliffs and buttresses, all stern and grim, with
squaws are usually too shy to pass over the line withii
hardly a shrub or tree. The north sides were black with a
gunshot, and the gunners resort to decoys aud oilier de
dense growth of spruce and balsam up to eleven or twelve
vices for taking tlibse wary ones. On the wced-coverej
thousand feet, where all vegetation ceases, and the moun¬
rocks, bared at low tide, the black dnclts particularly liki
tain toos are bald and white with snow that is almost per¬
to feed. Hero the sportsman hides himself, with two fl
petual.’
three dark-colored tame ducks, or wooden decoys ancliotec
To such scenes do the mountaineers’steps lead in this
near him, and with a friend in a boat at. some distance (,
beautiful country, filling one with pleasure, giving new
pick up the ducks when shot. Bufflehesds, broad bilfi
surprises and fresh delights, as the kaleidoscopic changes
and redheads can be decoyed easily, even if tlie eunne
of season, and light, and shade, pass over these eternal
takes no particular pains at concealment, and they an
For Forest and Stream.
hills, affording fresh beauties to familiar scenes, urging one
usually shot from a hoat, with decoys anchored a few rod
to new paths and fresh discoveries. Wandering here fresh
DUCKING ON THE CONNECTICUT
off. The whistlers here can never be decoyed, and wi'
vigor comes to every limb, weariness is forgotten, while the
COAST.
very seldom notice the decoys at all; sometimes, however
mind, tilled with new and pure impressions, springs up
one will fly back and forth over the decoys, hut always fa
from past depressions, and renews the power of keen en¬
vUR sound,
protected by Long Island, from the
billows out of gunshot. This seems rather strange, as in m*
,_...—T j,---„—
.
joyment. Here on our own continent are rambling grounds
and fierce breakers of the Atlantic, with its many places they are one of the easiest birds to decoy. I can *
worthy of an Alpine club, and scenes that one can never
no way gccount for their singular conduct. Tovvu
exhaust, all so open that a carriage can pass far and wide quiet bays and inlets, its gently sloping, sandy shores and spring the cools return, and stay with us until the midd)
upon the plains and foot hills, and in the saddle almost any shallow waters, abounding in mollusoa and small shell fish,
is the favorite resort of countless numbers of water-fowl, of April. The broadbills tarry very late, both specie
point may be safely attained. The game is certainly wary
from tlieir first arrival from the northern breeding grounds, being found here until late in May. Besides being dt
and not readily reached; but it is noble game, worthy of
coyed. the broadbills are frequently “l.oled in,” in the sain
every exertion, and if the game bag often comes back to about the middle of September, until their departure again
in
April aud May. The first species which arrives here in manner as the canvas-hacks on 'Chesapeake Bay, by
camp empty, the days are not wasted that are passed atnid
trained dog lunning back and forth on the shore in fror
such scenes, and disappointments are not serious that are the early autnmn are the surf ducks—a beautiful bird, of the hunter’s hiding place. To satisfy their curiosity
accompanied with new health and every sense made keen, glossy black, with a white patch on the top of the head to what the dog is acting so for, they swim toward till
and another on tire nape of the neck, from which coloring
Forced to abandon the now alarmed sheep, we scanned
spot with necks stretched tip aDd eyes so intently fixedi'g
the mountain sides from commanding points for bison, elk, it has received the name of “skunk head” from our gun¬ the dog that the hunter can deliberately step out and giv
ners. Its mate, dressed in a sober suit of brown and gray,
or sheep, but saw no more, so we made our way carefully
is called the gray coot, and is very generally considered an them both barrels before they spring apart. After lj)
to our horses aud rode back to camp, where we arranged
entirely different species. The ducks of this species which broadbills are gone, the "pensioners,” or wounded duoki
our tents, collected wood and laid down by the fire, listen¬
first arrive keep far out on the sound, and are daily joined which are not able to fly north, and a few barren ducks, a|
ing to the wild animal cries, waiting for Louis Link’s re¬
by large flocks of their companions from the north. In a all that remain. These are found here in considerate
turn. He came in long after dark, picketed his mule, and
few days these flocks become of immense Bize, consisting numbers, however, all through tlio summer, hut are ru
gave his report. He had been many miles, often above
of thousands, which are now joined by a few scooters. molested except by the naturalist, who finds here a
limber line, where he had to break a road for his mule
■
The duck shooters begin to prepare for the sport, and the portunity to procure them in their summer plumage.
through the snow, and came at last upon three fine bison;
N. nAVENi
boats are got out and left in the water for a few days that
one he killed, a second was hard hitandleft a bloody trail, they may swell sufficiently to be perfectly water-light. By
which he had followed a mile, when night obliged him to the way, the hoat we use here for duck-shooting is flatHINTS TO FLORIDA SETTLERS.
return. 1'hiB was cheering news, and after arranging to go
bottomed, twelve to thirteen feet long and about thirty
in next morning for the slain, and perhaps for the wound¬
inches wide, decked over, and with a combiug around the
ed bison, we curled up in our blankets.
L. W. L.
Pensacola, Fla., January 19lli, 1870,,
cockpit which is just large enough to accommodate one
■
person
The white-winged coots and loons soon commence Editor Forest and Stream:—
MY FIRST DAY’S PARTRIDGE SHOOT¬ to arrive and mingle with the others, which have now
I have received so many letters this week malfffl
ING,
moved nearer to the shore. Every morning these large inquiries as to the healthfulness of different locations 1
flocks scatter, and in small numbers, from two or three to Florida, that I am led to believe it a subject of goner:
JIT I'HANK FORESTER.
a dozen individuals, fly up the sound toward the west. interest, and will give my opinion and experience for H)
They continue to fly in the same direction until about leu benefit of your readers.
To begin with, I will say that, like everywhere else l
T last I was eighteen years old. I had been in the or eleven o’clock; all then settle, and scarcely any birds tliiB world, one cannot find all the good things collocp
sixtli form at Eton more than six months, had been are flying until two o’clock iu the afternoon, when all com¬ together in one favored locality, eveu in Florida. If tl!
promoted from round jackets to long tailed blue coats, the mence flying back again, the flocks being larger than in the land is a strong, rich hammock, the water is almost alwr
„
, ,
„ '.
height and front of the Etonian’s ambition, from n pony morning flight.
Imagine a party of sportsmen just formed for the first poor, and fever and chills prevalent. If, on the contra)*
to a fifteen-hand thoroughbred hack, which I believed to be
you locate upon pine lands, which will not produce OW
the best biinter in the island, and from my seat at my sis¬ shoot of the season. The boats are all collected on the one-fourth as much to the acre as the hammock, the wat
ter’s governess’ table to a knife and fork in the dining¬ shore near some favorite shooting ground ready to start is invariably good, and fever and chills, as well as oil
out
the
next
morning
at
the
very
first
streak
of
daylight.
room, aud now I was to be promoted from shooting rab¬
climatic diseases, almost unknown. There are localil
bits, snipe, wild fowl, larks, and such animals of the half- The party retire to some neighboring barn and beguile the scattered all over the State where oue may live Upon pti
lSmr hours of the night with
stories and
..•.
----- joyous
j -- - -- thoughts
. y ,
game order, to the dignity of a game certificate and a li¬ lbng
of to-morrow’s sport; or, at home, roll uneasily in bed. lands and cultivate a hammock within a convenient«
cense to kill game in my own right throughout England.
tanec, but these locations are usually off the line of Iran
I was already more than a fair shot, for it had been agreed longing lor the next morning. No bell is needed to call portaliou. Upon the coast, whether on the east or wi,
bet ween myself and the governor that I should be entitled them at the first signs of day. Many eyes have been side, chilis aDd fever are very uncommon. The shell hai
to claim a game certificate so soon as I could kill nine out eagerly watching for it. The boats now start out, so that mocks which ave found here are not unhealthy; yet)
of the first twelve skylarks that should get up before me— all may be ready before it is light and the birds have begun mosquitoes and ants are apt to be bad on this kind of
the skylark, when he does not rise to sing, flying low-, very to fly.’Upon veaching the desired location, one man throws I would uol build there, if it could be avoided.
*
out his anchor, another rows about twenty rods beyoud
swiftly, close to the ground,-by no moans unlike a snipe,
There are many who visit this State each winter who a
him and anchors also, and in this way the boats are all dis¬
and quite as difficult to kill.
afflicted with lung diseases. To them I would say, avo
posed
of,
reaching
far
out
into
the
sound
in
a
straight
Hue.
This feat I had accomplished some three weeks before
the coast, more especially the east side, for there they hit
the first; my certificate was bought; my first shootjng jack- Golden streaks are fast springing up from the eastern cold, northeast storms, while upon Lhe gulf side, unh
i t built; my gun cleaned for the tenth time within the horizon, lighting up the water, which is moving in long- you go as far south as Charlotte’s Harbor, the air is-1
gentle
swells,
and
the
beautiflil
bluish
haze,
so
character¬
last two days; my shot-pouch and powder-horn filled,
bracing. Spend you time iu the pine woods, and as nut
and I, filled full from head to foot with anticipation of dis¬ istic of the cool autumn morning, with enchanting reflec¬ of it as possible out of doors. Above all, don’t rein
tinguishing myself before the eyes of the governor, went tions. The ducks are now beginning to fly, and the noise north in the spring too soon. I know it, is difficult to
of
their
wings,
brought
clearly
over
the
water,
sends
a
to bed—hut not to sleep, on the night of the 31st of August.
alize while here, iu the midst ol flowers and ball
I was awake and on foot at daybreak, aud it seemed hours thrill through every gunner’s nerves. 1 he shooting will breezes, that the same kind of weather docs not prev
—many years to me—before my father made his appear¬ soon begin. There comes a pair of white-wmged ducks,
over the whole country. But I have known severe
heading
directly
for
the
line.
They
must
pass
between
ance, rigged for the field, at about eight o'clock.
speDd a winter here with great benefit, until thinking 111
Well, to the field we went in the home farm, and within some two boats, and every eye anxiously watches to see are well, become impatient and go north in April, just
who shall have the first shot of the season. Bearer and
five hundred yards of the house; in a fine turnip patch,
‘time to meet one of those cold, piercing storms of |lj
knee-deep among the broad green leaves, the dogs came to nearer they come; they are almost up to the line, and now and rain, and as their systems were entirely unprepared
a point. I had made some trivial wager with the gover¬ they notice the boats and partly stop, hut it is loo late for such weather, they contract fatal colds. Remain Ut
nor that I would hag my first bird—a dog whip or whistle, them to turn out. With swiflly moviug wings, and with .Tune, at least, and if a permanent curds hoped for. renv
or some such trifle—but my heart was as much set to win wonderful speed, one following about a foot belnud the through the year. The balsamic odor which is exlut
as if a million had been at stake. Three young birds rose, other, they attempt to pass between two of the boats. A from the pines is more healing in summer, when the *
two crossed the governor to the right, and both fell to his man splines to his kuees, the muzzle of a gun follows is flowing off the tree, than at- any other season. I ass
two-barrels, killed clean. My bird fell likewise, hut he was their swift course for an instant, a flash, a report, and a you that you will find the beat much less oppressive t
-wing-lipped only, ran, and was not retrieved. I had lost, few feathers float in the ftir as tile hindmost duck throws at the North . The thermometer will not rise as high a#
ray wuger, and my heart was heavy; the governor chaffed out its feet, drops its head, and with wings partly closed, New York, and a sea breeze can be depended upon ev<
me and laughed at me. I grew nervous, got out of sorts, turnina slowly over in its swift descent, heavily strikes the day Indeed, I think a Florida summer much pleasat
blazed right and left at everything. I carried both barrels water with a loud splash. The gunner now throws over¬ than a Florida winter, for we do have some cold dll
at l ull-cock then—everybody did so in those days—missing board the buoy to which his anchor line is attached, rows When the thermometer drops to 4.0*, we suffer more.11
it before it got five yards away; was quizzed and laughed to tlio spot where the duck is lying dead on its back, lifts a person does at the North with it below zero. Ours
at more and more, and came tvithin an ace of being de¬ it np by one of its red feet, places it on the deck, and rows terns ave not prepared for it, neither are the houses bull
stroyed aud rendered worthless asa shotlorever. Suddenly, back. This is the first duck. Aud now the ducks are flying resist cold. There are always plenty of cracks for vet
swiftly through different parts of the line, and the report
in a desperate situation I
took a desperate Teation, ns outside the cities it is very unusual to find lion
soivc.
I would never again, while I lived, cock of the heavy guns is heard almost every instant,, it the lathed and plastered. I would also avoid the hauka of
a gun till the bird was on the wing at which I was ducks are flying well. Now and then some lucky fellow sluggish rivers, for although the location may lie very
about to fire. No sooner said than done. I let my gun drops two at a shot. Many which are hit come down ap¬ turesqiie, fevers are apt to be prevalent. During lim
down to the half-cock and proceeded. The next ten birds parently dead, dive immediately on striking the water, aud tumnof 18S4 I was stationed at Magnolia, on the
that rose I pul up my gun to my shoulder without cocking continue diving so vigorously that they often escape, the Johns. My camp was immediately on tlm bank of
(runner not deeming it worth while to pursue them. Others
it, pulled, no fire came, and I got quizzed more and more,
river, on the bluff, two or three hundred yards soul!
a:— ironn onrnin
TliAUft ftTR hal'd lilt. Illld
mid at last actually scolded, ns if 1 were holding back my
the steamboat lauding, under a beautiful grove of
fire purposely, because I could not get what I considered as a general thine cliDg to the weeds and rocks at the bot¬ oaks, draped with Spanish moss. The situation seer
u true aim. Then 1 was lectured on the beauties of a find tom with their hills aud remain there till dead, if the perfectly delightful, yet. out of the forty-eight men 11
oiijht, and on the inutility of picking after my birds, and of bottom offers nothing to cling to they swim off with the there within less than a month thirty-four were do«
the danger of becoming a puttering shot, all of which I body completely submerged, leaving nothing but the bill one time with chills and fever, nnd before I was orknew, every iota, as well as my monitor. But not a word above the water. (Sometimes after the warmth has all lelt away to Bt. Augustine two died of river fever. 11
deigned I in reply, either in defence or in explanation. At the body of those which cling to the bottom, the muscles since been told to bewara of settling where the epa>*
relax their hold sufficiently to lot the bird float to the top
Just! got the hang of it, I cocked my gun as I raised it,
discharged it as the butt struck my shoulder, and of course
killed my bird. I killed thirteen birds, oue after the other,
in unbroken succession, four of them double shots; then I
missed one bird, killing its mate with my second barrel,
and five more in succession; then two misses and eight
kills, each after each. At nightfall T had bagged twentyseven birds out of twenty-nine shots, after missing some
nineteen or twenty shots without a single kill in the morn¬
ing. I have never done much better since. That morning
made me all that I claim to be at this moment—a deliber¬
ately prompt shot. But you had better believe, gentle
reader, that from that day forth to this I have never
cocked my gun till I have seen my game fairly on wing or
afoot; and yet more, till I have let it go as far as I intend
that it shall go at all. And I find that I can kill as many
snap shots as most men. Let those who will, carry their
guns cocked. I say let them, so that they don’t cariy their
hammers down on the nipples, it is all one to me. If they
do so, they don’t shoot in my company nohow; but for my
own use, give me the. gun at half-cock and deliberate
promptitude!
[Ed. Fouest and Stream—The foregoing sketch, which
I hope you wL. republish in your journal, was originally
written for the Southern Military Gazelle, hut never pub¬
lished in that paper. It was, however, published in a
book called “Dog and Gun,’’ which you have doubtless
seen, although many of your readers may not.]
D. H..E.
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moss collects on the trees, whether on the river or else¬
where. At Starlr, in Bradford county, where Hived over
two years within a hundred yards of a large swamp, and
where the whole face of the county is low and flat, and
classed as “swamp lands, "chills and fevers were unknown.
The same could be Baid here of mosquitoes and house¬
flies, as we did not put up a bar during the whole time.
Pleas are never troublesome where hogs and dogs are not
allowed to sleep under the house; hut as the natives usually
permit- this, I am not surprised that such vivid accounts
of the enterprise and activity of the Florida ilea have got
into the papers from the northern sojourner.
There are places where I have found the mosquito bad.
At Sarasota Bay, for instance, during the first summer of
my settlement there, I lived upon the shell hammocks,
which I cultivated, and mosquitoes were so bad from June
to October that my wife could do no sewing in the day
time, unless under a bar, and at meal times it was neces¬
sary to keep a smoke going'under the table. We were
forced to retire at sunset, and the mosquitoes were so small
that ordinary netting was no protection; but we had to use
a kind of cloth, called “Georgia cheek.” While tire mos¬
quitoes were so bad on this hammock, by going hack a
mile or less into the pine woods, one could avoid them,
and even on the hammocks they were “settled out." Such
Is usually the case; upon new places it is during the first
year that all the drawbacks from insects occur. They may
hold out in favorable localities through the second year,
hut the third will finish them. I have' found mosquitoes
troublesome in the day time only at the mouth of Tampa
Bay, and at points south of there, and this during the sumI mer months only. During the winter they are not numer¬
ous or troublesome, hut it is at that season the fleas are in
strongest force. The black flies of Maine and the Adirou| daeks I have never seen here. At Sarasota, jf it was a
| perfect calm at sunrise or sunset, which was very seldom,
there were sand-flies or midges, but a little smoke or wind
would cause them to disappear.
I noticed in the Answers to Correspondents of. the 13lli
Inst., a statement that the white pelican was not met with
in Florida. Please allow me to correct the statement, as
during the winter we are visited by large flocks of the
white pelican on the gulf coast, at every place south of
Geoclote River that T have visited. They are perfectly
white, except the tip of the wings, which is a purple—
black, almost, in its intensity—and in size about twice the
weight Of the common brown pelican. They do not bleed
here, as do the brown, but come with the first “norther"
in the winter, and disappear in March. Where they go to
I have not been able to learn. Can any of your corresiondents inform me where they breed? Hoping the above
lints may be of service to some of the friends of Forest
and Stream, I remain,
E. B. S.
David Caffin’s Grouse.— Dave Cafiin, who keeps a
boarding-liouse at Emigrant Gap, on the Central Pacific
Railroad, is very hard of hearing—can hardly hear any¬
thing that is not shouted in his ear. Dave is very fond of
hunting, and often takes his gun and prowls about the
mountains in search Of grouse, quail, and other game.
A Comstocker, who was snow-hound at Cisco for a da)'
or two last week, tells the following story about Cafiin:—
He had been out hunting, aud was going home with a
grouse he had killed. As he came out of the wood and
struck the railroad track he was overtaken by a stranger,
who asked:—
“How far is it to Cisco?"
“Yes," said Dave, holding up the grouse, “I got one of
'em.”
“I don’t think you understand me,” said the stranger.
‘I asked you how far it was to Cisco.”
“Yes, lie’s pretty fat,” said Dave, “he’ll make a very
jood stew.”
“You must be a darned fool I" cried the stranger.
“Certainly, certainly!" said Dave.
“There’s a good
nany of them flying about this year!”
Virginia (Act.) Enterprise.

—Seth Green has gone to the Utica poultry show to
ipawn.—Rochester Express.
This is but a trifle worse than what the Utica Herald says
vhen it calls Mr. Green the “father of fishes.”—Lockport
Times.
Well, we suppose the Express is re-spawn-sible for its asrtion, if made of fish ally.—A. F. GomHAdv.
What’s Seth done to deserve such scaly treatment?—Osego Palladium.
Done? Why the public! The fish lay the eggs, and Seth
ackles over them. That’s what’s the matter ova there.—
Fulton Times.
Gentlemen: you may try to checkmate Mr. Green, hut just
ait until he plays his pawn that you make so light of!—Ex.
Our contemporary talks about Mr. Green “playing
pawn." How, we have known of so-called sportsmen that
mused themselves with flngerlings in this way, hut whoer heard of an angler playing spawn? This is indeed
ing back to the egg.
Calla Lilies.'—Mrs. Rollin Smith, of Swanton, Veront, writes to the Burlington Free Press as follows: “Since
te notice in tire Free Press recently of my possessing a connual blooming calla, I have received several letters from
fferenl parts of the State asking me for the treatment
lijch produces such favorable results. I use a four-gallon
.r, and give an eastern exposure. In the summer I keep
wet enough so the water may stand on the top, and at all
mes very wet. Onee a year I take the plant, shake the
irth from the roots, and till the jar with earth taken from
ider old sod. As soon as a blossom commences to wither
eat it down, never allowing a flower to die on the plant,
he result is in sixteen months I have had eighteen blosins on Lite same plant, and at the present time it has two
:ry large full blossoms.”
-■*«»■

....

■

—A cotton factor of Augusta, Ga., desiring to present a
iend of his residing in Liverpool with a fresh specimen
Savannah shad, hit on a novel plan to carry out his
ish. He went to Hale Barrett, the President of tlie Auista Ice Company, and that gentleman carried out his
sire by freezing two splendid specimens of the shad
mily in the centre of a block of ice weighing 165 pounds,
which packing case they were shipped to England.
Taxidermy for Parents,—If you want to preserve
iur children do not stuff them.
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CAREFUL study of the habits of the Salmonidm
leads to the conclusion that those portions of the
northern hemisphere lying between the 33d parallel and
the Arctic Ocean, which give origin to cool mountain
streams, expansive lakes and rivers which flow into oceans,
seas, and fiords, are inhabited by or capable of producing
this interesting species. The salmon inhabits the coast of
Europe from Spitzbergen to western France, and within
these extremes are the richest salmon streams to be found
on the globe. Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, Iceland
and the Orkneys contain highly productive fisheries. Eng¬
land, Scotland, and Ireland also possess valuable salmon
fisheries which produce large revenues to those who own or
control them. France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland,
Prussia; Finland, Austria, and Russia have large salmon
fisheries, furnishing vast quantities of wholesome and nutricious food to all classes. Nor have we yet enumerated
one-half of the native haunts of this right royal fisiL
From Nova Zembla along the coast of Asia, to Bhering
Straits, and southward to the sea of Japan the rivers of
Asia are inhabited by this species. It is said by our Consu¬
lar Agents, the coasts of Niphon and Yesso aud the Japanese
Islands—fairly teem with salmon, and that the Aleutian
Islands, as well as the insular groups of the North Pacific
Ocean, abound with this fish. In North America, from
Newfoundland to the Pacific coast, and from the 33d paral¬
lel, north to the Arctic Ocean is a vast salmon area where
this species already abound, or where there are congenial
waters where they may be planted. In our country are
many isolated streams, or water systems where brook trout
are found in comparatively large numbers, while there are
equally congenial streams near by that are uninhabited.
Perhaps the following suggestions respecting the migration
of trout, as well as other fishes, from one water system to
another, may explain the colonization of fishes distant from
where they seemed to have been indigenous. It has so
fallen out in the economy of nature that two systems of
water, forming distiuct basins, have originated near each
other, the water shed between the sources of each being
narrow and quite on a plane. Often during spring fresliols
the water sheds may become flooded so that the two sources
'anastonmt, though but temporarily, admitting the trout
which exist in one basin over into the other thereby giving
a new species to the iohthyic fauna already existing there.
We can conceive that all fishes may avail themselves of
such an opportunity, as also might be furnished by over¬
flows which unite basins in time of high water, and not at
the sources of basins.
We annex a synopsis of the salmonidm, giving the no¬
menclature of the different species as well as their geo¬
graphical distribution. The synopsis is taken from a re¬
port of George Buckley, Surgeon United States Army, on
fishes of North America, which may he found at length In
the report of the United States Fish Commissioner, Prof.
Baird, 1872 and 1873, page 91, etseij:—
I. From Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, are anadroraous salmon,
species which ascend to fresh water rivers to spawn.
1. Salmo scouleri, Richardson.
Hook-nosed salmon—
Pacific coast.
2. R. protem, Pallas.
Hump-backed salmon—Alaska
coast.
S. S. coopcri, Buckley.
Cooper’s salmon — Columbia
River.
4. S. dermatinus, Richardson—Bhering Sea.
5. S. eonsuetus, Richardson—Yukon River.
6. S. Cants, Buckley. Dog salmon—Columbia River.
II. From No. 7 to 18 inclusive, without red spots, not
feeding in fresh water except from caprice.
7. 8. salar, Linmeus,
Common salmon—North At¬
lantic.
8. 8. quinnut, Richardson.
California salmon—West
coast of United States.
9. 8. eonfluentus, Buckley. Tawath salmon—Northwest,
coast.
10. 8. aurora, Girard.
Red char salmon—Columbia
River.
11. 8. argyreus, Girard—West coast.
12. 8. paaeidens, Richardson. Weak-toothed salmon—
Frazer’s River.
13. S. t&uppitch, Richardson. White salmon—Columbia
River.
14. 8, elarkii, Richardson, dark's salmon—Columbia
River.
15. 8. immaeulatus, Stoner, Unspotted salmon—Labra¬
dor.
16. 8, gairdneri, Richardson.
Gairdner’s salmon—Co¬
lumbia River.
17. 8. truneatm, Sucltley. Short-tailed salmon—Colum¬
bia River.
18. B. richardi, Suckley.
Richard’s salmon—Frazer's
River.
III. From 19 to 24, inclusive, the salmon are spotted
with red; feeding freely in fresh water.
19. 8: campbeUi, Suckley. Campbell’s salmon—Colum¬
bia River.
20. S. hudsomieus, Suckley. Hudson’s Bay trout—Hud¬
son’s Bay.
21. S. rossii, Richardson. Ross’ salmon—Arctic Ocean;
Boothia Felix.
22. S. hearnei, Riohardus. Coppermine salmon—Cop¬
permine River.
23. S. alipes, Richardson. Long-fumed char—Lakes ol
Boothia Felix,

Angiualook salmon—Lakes

IV. Species not aundroinous, nor running up from the
sea, but living entirely in fresh water.
(Trout).
Red
spotted or flecked with* black spots; found in fresh, clear,
cold flowing streams; feeding and spawning there spending
the greater part of the year in the same; retiring to deep
still water in tlie winter; access to salt water not disrelished
nor indispensable. This note applies to No. 25 to 30 inclu¬
sive, brook trout of the Atlantic and Pacific slopes.
25. 8. fontmalis, Mjtchel. Brook trout of Eastern and
Middle States.
20, 8. iridea, Gibbons, Pacific brook trout—California
streams.

27. S. masonz, Suckley. Mason’s trout—Columbia River.
28. S. visginalis, Girard. Utah trout—Utah and New
Mexico, Southern Rocky Mountains.
29. 8. lewisi, Girard. Missouri trout—Rocky Mountain'
slopes north of South Pass.
30. 8. brevicanda, Suckley.
Short-tailed trout—Puget
Sound waters.
V. Trout found in deep rivers or lakes, ascending shal¬
low streams to spawn; black spotted.
31. 8. gibsii, Suckley. Columbia River trout—Columbia
River.
32. S. sebago, Girard. Sebago trout—Sebago Lake, Me.
33. 8. kennerlyi, Suckley. Kcnneriy’s trout—Chi-loweyuek Lake, Frazer’s River.
34. 8. warreni, Suckloy.
Warren’s trout—Frazer’s
River.
35. S. bairdii, Suckley. Baird’s trout—Clark’s Fork of
Columbia River.
3(5. S. parka, Sucltley. Parker’s River trout—Kootenay
River, Rocky Mountains.
37. 8. oqmssn, Girard.
Blue-back, trout—Oquassa,
Rangely Lake, Me.
VI. Lake trout passing their lives in deep fresh water
lakes, approaching tlie shores annually to spawn in shal¬
low water, never entering running brooks, or repairing to
the sea to feed, or for tlie purpose of reproduction.
88. 8. namayevsh. Pennant.
Mackinaw trout—Great
lakes.
39. 8. confthis, DeKay. Lake trout—Lakes of N. York.
40. 8. siscewel, Agaafilz, Slscowet—Lake. Superior.
41. 8. symmetrica, Prescott. Winnipiseogee Lake trout
—New Hampshire.
42. S. h odd, Richardson. Hood's salmon—Lakes of
Atlantic Slope in Northeast Cauada.
43. S. newberryi, Girard. Newberry’s salmon—Klamath
River.
44. 8. hiie/io. Danube salmon—River Danube.
45. & orientals, Oriental salmon—Waters of Eastern
Asia, Japan, aud Alaska.
Tire THVMALLt—GRAYLINGS.

1. T. signifer, Richardson. Arctic grayling—Lakes and
rivers of Arctic regions.
2. T. tricolor, Cope. Michigan grayling—Cold streams
of Northern Michigan.
3. T. onlarioensis, Valenciennes. Ontario grayling—In
waters near Lake Ontario.
4. T. vcxiUefer, Nilsson. European grayling—Waters of
Central.Europe.
5. T. vulgaris, Nilsson. Norway grayling—WateraT_jf .
Norway and Lapland.
’ oL
6. T. gymnolhorax, Valenciennes. German grayling—
Waters of Prussia.
7- T. gymnogaster, Valenciennes. Russian grayling—
River Neva, Russia.
8. T. JEtiaua, Valenciennes. Swiss grayling—Lake Ge¬
neva.
9. T. pqlltmi, Valenciennes—Waters of Russia.
10. T. merlemiz, Valenciennes—Waters of Kamschatka.
11- T. yritbii, Dybrowsky. Grub’s grayling—Streams of
Siberia.
12. T. thymaUus, Kroyer. Danish grayling—Waters of
Denmark.
The generic name thymallm is derived from Thumnllos,
the Greek term for thyme, from the impression the Greeks
had that the fish possessed the odor of this herb. Hence
the Thymallii must have attracted attention from a very
early period. In that part of tlie synopsis relating to the

rax, and also iuclines to refer T. gymnogaster to the same
species; and further, Gnntlier is of the opinion that T. gymnotliorax, as referred to by all authors, are one and the same
species with the first named T. vulgaris—vide U. S. Fish
Commissioners Report of 1872 and 1873, page 729.
When our enterprising fish culturists cuptnred the Mich¬
igan grayling, this species was supposed to occupy but
limited portions of tins continent. But a little research
discovers the fact that the grayling is as cosmopolitan as
the salmon, aud co-species existT in the Temperate and
Arctic Zones of the Northern Hemisphere, wherever the
waters are congenial to their habits.
O. albula—Waters of Russia.
O. maraeva—Waters of Russia.
(7. albus, Liunc—Great Lakes.
G. angusUceps, Valenciennes—Lakes British America.
G. ehiciformis—Interior lakes.
O. arum, Ooues wliitefish—Chief Mountain Lake, eastern
edge of Rocky Mountains.
U. fern—Lake Geneva, Switzerland.
To bo continued.
—Referring to recent communications respecting the
finding of smelts, or “frost-fish.” in fresh as well as salt
water, “H.” (Ithaca, N. Y.) tells us that, although he has
never seen the fish, the guides in “John Brown's Tract”
catch In considerable numbers in rippling shallows, but
only in October, fish which they call *’frost-fish.” They
salt them down lightly, and export them as a dainty.
They are never caught with fly or bait. Further informa¬
tion about them is desirable.
Bead tn Fox River.—A despatch from Appleton, Wis.,
dated March 26[li, says. “Those interested iu piscatorial
matters will he pleased to learn that shad are being raised
with success in this part of tlie SLat.e. Six shad, weighing
about t wo pounds apiece, were caught iu Fox river, just •
above Ibis city, on yesterday. Iu 1873, 31)0,000 spawn wore
put in the river by the State fish commissioners, audspor ts*
men anticipate lively times in a few years.
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OoLuitniis, Ohio, March 20th,

1836.

Editor Foiikbt and Stream
T have been mnchinterested in a correspondence between Mr. T. A.
Logan, of the Cincinnati Cuvier Club, and Mr. Seth Green, relative to
the utility of chutes or passage ways for ftsb. TUe correspondence
grew out of the fact that; Ohio has now, and for some years has had a
statute compelling owners of mill-dams to Construct chutes or passage
ways for fish, aud has made special appropriations for the construction
of chutes around darns owned or controlled by the State. Although tho
statutes have been in existence for years, no chutes have ever been con¬
st,! ucted under them, for the simple reason that no "person or persons"
could be found in the State willing to construct chutes which they would
warrant to insure the passage of the fish from below into the dam above.
A bill is now before the Ohio Senate asking the abolition of these nonenforced statutes. Hence, Mr. Logan inquires of Mr. Green if chutes
are really inutile, or whether any are efficient. Mr. Green Is very con¬
fident that the chutes are very essential.
lu making a report as fish Commissioner, to the Governor of Ohio
three years ago, I strongly advocated the construction of chutes, and
read up all the literature I could find on the subject—read of the one at
Marietta, on the Susquehanna; at Holyoke, on the Connecticut; of the
one described by Frank Backland and others, and from this evidence
took II for granted that they were absolutely necessary to enable the fish
to go up stream. lu April, 1834,1 visited Marietta, Holyoke, and some
other points, and was very much surprised to learn that no fishes wero
known to have passed up through these chutes. The citizens of Holy¬
oke Beamed somewhat nut of patience with the folly which would ap¬
propriate $30,000 in building a chute which, when finished and fish put
into it, the finny folks declined to ascend. Upon my return home I
recommended the repeal of the fish chute law. I was met with the ar¬
gument t hat, if the law did no good, it at least did no harm, and a day
might come when its provisions would he called Into requisition. To
this I replied that when that day came a new and belter law could easily
be enacted.
It is a common notion that our inland fishes are as migratory aa the
eltad or salmon; "in the fall they go down stream, tlieVefore in the fall
get your setr-ncts with the mouth up stream, aud in the spring the fish
go up stream, therefore set your net with the month down stream," is
au old maxim to which ail our fishermen subscribe.
While X am not prepared to say that inland fishes do not migrate, I
now have some doubts abont it, and will be glad to have some facts ex¬
plained- Between Zanesville and Marietta are ten dams on the Masktngnm River. These dams have an average height of ten feet; yet in
the WnlUCmdmg, Cocosing, Tuscarawas, Counotten, Killbnck, Mohican,
Hill's Creek, and other streams forming the Muskingum, fishes may be
found during every month of the year. There are qoite a number of
dams actoss the Scioto, between Columbns aud Portsmouth, on the
Ohio; yet here at Columbus, and above the State dam, have been taken
miring every month of the year three or four species of catfish, red
hor»e, black sucker, mud-sucker, buffalo, wall-eyed pike, (called salmon
here), ringed perch, black bass, rock bass, horned chub, shovel fish, gar
fish, grass pike, and several species of ennfish. if these fish are migra¬
tory, when do they migrate? As stated, they have been taken in all
months of the year. IT they do migrate, and get back again over the
ten-foot dams of the Muskingum, what is the use of chutes or passage
ways!1 Our woodpeckers, robins, utid other birds are migratory, but
when they leave us in the fall we see nothing of them until their return
next spring. If the fishes go down stream in tin " Jl, then there ought
lo be none in our waters during the winter; but
.U notorious that all
the species found in our waters in the summer are also found here in the
winter. I will he under obligations to Mr. Logan, or to Seth Green, if
inform me—
First—What is the use of chutes or passage ways for fish, if oar fishes
are not migratory?
Second—Iu the event that they do migrate, why is it that they are ta¬
ken in our waters during every month of the year?
Third—Suppose there are ten dams over the Scioto between Dnblin
and Portsmouth; a chute at each dam, properly made to resist freshets,
etc., will cost at least $8,000, each or $30,000 in tho aggregate, the legal
interest on which, at Ohio rates, eight per cent, will be $2,400 annually.
Will not Mr, Green enter Into a contract, warranting us to have ten
times the amount or black bass and muskalonge, if we pay him this in¬
terest annually for ten successive years for young fry of the bass and
maskalonge, and place them iu each uam, than we would have if we
constructed the chutes, but placed no fry in the waters?
I am very desirous of having my acts as Commissioner to be promo¬
tive of the best interests of the State, and am free to confess my em¬
barrassment in relation to the chntes, and therefore beg to be properly
and correctly advised.
John H. KIlippakt,
Sec. Ohio State Commission of Inland Fisheries.

'ffatuml gistortj.
['/Ms Department is now under the charge of a competent Natural}*/,,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
ftmcial feature of this pa/mr. Ait communications> notes, queries, re*
mar he, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]
FORMULATING

FIELD

NOTES.

"We have received from Mr. C. C. Burnett, Cleveland,
Ohio, an appreciative letter, in which he says:—
“How would it do for you to improvise a form and pub¬
lish the same iu Forest and Stueam—something that
naturalists could copy from, and which would give uni¬
formity to the reports?”
Untortunatcly we think it would not do at all. It seems
to us that au attempt to formulate field notes so that from
alt parts of the country, and all sorts , of circumstances
they should read precisely alike, would result in a failure
to gather the information which we seek. Such an at¬
tempt would trammel and embarrass observers, tending to
limit their attention to a few studied or preconceived de¬
tails, instead of urging upon all the necessity of open eyes
always, aud minds eager to grasp whatever facts of nature
may present themselves. It would not in the least facili¬
tate the writer it: watching for the data asked for in the
recent call of Fokest and Stream, to feel that lie was
expected to fill out a specified form in making his daily
field notes. He fears that it would be a very “wooden" set
of observations that should fill his book when the season
was over. To some persons of a more methodical turn of
mind &uch a formula, however, might be an aid; but such
persons could more easily and satisfactorily devise a form
than we could do it for them.
While we cannot recommend the suggestion of Mr.
Burnett—for which, none the less, we thank him—we are
able in every one of the issues of this journal, at present,
to offer models of what a naturalist’s field notes should be,
The contributions, one and all, which, we have been printtag, and which appear herewith, are precisely those which

arc needed in order to further the science in which we are
interested; and we are confident we shall not lack a coutinuance of them, and that important results will follow.
BIRDS

OF

LOWER

MICHIGAN.

BY A. B. COVERT, OF ANN ARBOR, MICH.

(Continued from Page 99.)
FAMILY SYLVICOLID/E.

. Mniotieta raria.
Black-and-white creeper.
Common
during the spring and fall migrations, arriving about the
1st of May. It is rare during the breeding season, and
makes its nest about the 20th of May. It departs by Bep
tember 1st.
1 Pai’ula americana. Blue yellow-backed warbler. Rare,
arriving at Ann Arbor by the 20th of May. This bird un¬
doubtedly breeds, but I have never taken its nest in this
locality, although I have seen and shot it during the breed¬
ing season. It leaves for the South by September 1st.
' Jlelminthophaga chrysoptera. Blue golden-winged warbler.
Rare, arriving about the middle of May, and departing by
August 20th. I have found one nest, the date being June
10th.
, HelmintJwphaga rvficapilla. Nashville warbler. Rare;
only a few breed in southern Michigan, arriving by the
middle of May. It breeds about the 10th of June, und
departs for the South about the first of September.
> Dendratca mtiva. Yellow warbler. Yery common, ar¬
riving by May 1st, breeding about June 1st, and departing
south September 1st.
1 Dendrceca virens. Black-tliroated green warbler. Com¬
mon in spring and fall, appearing first about May 1st. I
have never known it to breed in this locality, and have
neveg taken the bird in the breeding season. It returns in
its fall migration about October 1st.
Dendrceca cm'ulescens.
Black-throated blue warbler.
Common in spring and fall migrations with the preceding.
, Dendrceca coronata. Yellow-rumped warbler. Common
in migrations, but rare in the breeding season. Several
nests were found about June 1st. It returns south about
the middle of October.
, Dendrceca Blackburnim. Blackburnian warbler. Com¬
mon witli the yellow-rumps in migration. One nest was
found with young on June 14th, 1873. These warblers go
south by October 15th.
, Dendrceca striata. Black-poll warbler. A common mi¬
grant, arriving here from April 15th to May 15lh. It does
not breed, but passes quickly to Lite north, returning in the
fall migrations about October 1st.
Dendrceca castanea. Bay-breasted warbler; Tare migrant,
arriving here about the last of April, passing through, and
returning southward about the middle of October.
, Dendmca Pennsylvanica. Chestnut-sided warbler. Com¬
mon summer sojourner, arriving here by April 15th, breed¬
ing from the 22d of May to the XDth of June, und leaving
here about September 1st.
Dendmoa maculosa. Biack-and-yellow warbler. This
beautiful bird is very rare at all seasons of the year, ar¬
riving here about May 15th, and remaining about two
weeks, when it pusses to the north. Its return in the fait
occurs in September.
■ Dendmca Kirtlandi.
Kirtland’s warbler.
Yery rare.
But few specimens of this bird have ever been taken by
the naturalists of this country. As near as I can ascertain
mine is the sovenlh specimen ever secured, It was a
female, and was obtained May 15tb, 1875. I may at some
future time give a description of this warbler, and its
habits as far as I have observed them.
Dendrceca patmanim. Yellow Ted-poll. Not common
in migrations, and does not breed. It reaches here in
spring by the 1st of May, aud passes southward in the fall
during September aud October.
Dendrceca pinna. Pine-creeping warbler. Common m
migrations, arriving here by April 15lb. It seldom breeds;
but a few have been taken from the 1st to the 10th of June.
Returning south, the pine creeper appears plentifully during
llie third week of September.
. Seiunis aurocapillus.
Golden-crowned thrush.
Com¬
mon, arriving by May 1st. Breeds about May 20th, and
departs for the south in September.
Seiurus noveboracensis. Water thrash. Common, arriv¬
ing with the preceding. It breeds about the 1st of June,
and departs about September 15th.
Geotldypis triehas. Maryland yellow-throat,. Very com¬
mon. It is first seen about May 10th, and breeds about
the 10th of June. During September all move southward.
Myiodioctes mitratus.
Hooded flycatcher.
Very rare;
but one specimen taken in five years, the date being May
7th, 1875.
, „
,
Myiodioctes pusiilus.
Green black-capped flycatcher.
Also very rare. It comes about the middle of May, and
has been taken during the breeding season, but I have
never learned of its nest being found. About tire 1st of
September this bird starts upon its southern migration.
Myiodioctes canadensis. Canadian flycatcher. Nut com¬
mon, arriving in the latter part of May, and breeding about
June 10th. In three instances I have found the nest of
this bird to contain six eggs.
Setop/wga ruiicil/a. Redstart. Abundant. First appears
early in May, and breeds about the 25th of the moniU, In
the fall it lingers until late in September.
V- V
[To be contin ued.]

-

Shower of Flies,—A

Quebec dispatch of April 3d
says;—Judge Taschereau has forwarded a bottle of flies to
Dr. Lorne, of the Laval University, with a letter staling
that they are samples of a shower of flies that fell with the
snow at river du Loup during a northeast tempest on Mon¬
day, covering several acres. Millions of these insects wore
walking over the snow without appearing able to fly. In
shape they resemble the mosquito, but are somewhat
larger.

Noteb from our CoRResfondents. —N. B. Covert re¬
ports the late capture of an albino robin at Rome, Mich.,
which is in the collection of the Adrian Sporting Club.. .
C. A. Allen (Nicasio, Cal.) tells us the curious story of an
albino cuckoo which he saw some years ago at the house of
James Gatley, the hermit-naturalist of Hyde Park, Mass.
Tlte child of a citizen of Hyde Park died. The following
day the mother was in the garden, when this snow white
bird alighted on a bush near her. The lady took the bird
in her hand without its attempting to escape, and carried
it into tlte house when it suddenly expired. Her husband
then took the bird to Mr. Gatley to be mounted, and finally
gave it to hint. His wife, however, objected strenuously
to losing the bird, expressing the firm belief llmt the spirit
of her little one had come to her in the while bird, and
nothing would induce her to part with it. The lady was
of Scotch parentage... .The blue-bird and meadow lark
are certainly migratory in Louisiana. The meadow lark Is,
thoroughly absent from here during the summer, and the
blue-bird seldom ornaments our forests during other months,
than January and February. His stay with us is short and
sweet. He comes to us ns fat as butter, and stays unLill
our dreamy springlike climate Inspires him with love, when
he leaves for the North to grow poor with domestic cares.
Our people warmly welcome him with double-barrelled
shot guns. Their favorite method of studying his charac¬
teristics is by broiling. If anything is delicious, digestible,
and wholesome, that is a fat broiled blue-bird.
(John E. Leet, Manneville, La.)
Zooloqical.—Dr, Abbott has for several years noticed!
Bewick's wrens in considerable numbers at Trenton, IS.. Jl..
... .In Wisconsin, bumble-bees have been observed j^erpforating the corollas of the flowers of the golden cvwnanlt,
to get at the honey, piercing seven flowers a minute, somsstimes_On Antelope Creek, Nev., Rev. Dr, IIoiYroaalouanl
Swainson’s buzzards and Bullock’s orioles breeding amica¬
bly in the same thicket; and at Big Pines, Owen’s Valley,
Oal., he found in August a nest of Stellula cal’Jsape upon a
small cottonwood branch_Dr. Gunther has discovered
that the young of sword fishes and Ohcetodus possess struc¬
tures exceedingly different from the adult; young sword
fish has no sword_Win. Gouper, of Montreal, has obseryed the night-hawk nesting on tlte flat roofTs of buildings
in that cilv... .A. K. Fisher, last year, found several small!
birds impaled upon, or entangled in the burrs of the bur¬
dock, where they perished, or extricated themselves with,
many wounds.—Naturalist for April.

—We doubt very much whether any one man has Deem
of so much service to the world of science as Mr. Darwin.
All the world does not agree with some of his deductions.
It is more than likely Mr. Darwin himself does not ex¬
pect litem to do so, but no one has given more faets of im¬
portance than he has.—Tnos. Meehan.
Calendar.—Mr. Allen’s calendar for Massachusetts for
April 1st to 20tli, is as follows:—
1st to 20th.—The pine aud yellow rod poll warblers, ruby-crowned!
kinglet, the woodcock, kiUdcer, great blue and night herons, the bitterns,
kingfisher, fish hawk, sharp-shinned, Cooper’s and sparrow hawks com.
monly begiu to make their appearance. Snow-birds, song, fox-cohwet!
and tree sparrows are more abundant than at any other poriod of tho
year. The last of the winter visitors are retiring. Geese and ducks are
passing in flocks to the northward.
10th to 20th.—During this time appear the hermit thrush, white bellied
swallow, and the golden-winged woodpecker. Chipping, field and sa¬
vanna sparrows arrive: also thewlllets, the tell-tales, the least semipalmated, solitary and spotted sand-pipers, Wilson’s or the Kugiisb snipe,
golden and field plovers. The fox-colored and tree sparrows, snow¬
birds, pine finches and shore larks, mostly disappear, passing north¬
ward. ltobin8, song-sparrows, Carolina doves, meadow larks, the crow'
and the smaller hawks pair.

VIVIPAROUS

>y

PERCH.

---

The fact that there is a perch found on the Pacific coast?
which brings forth its young alive, has long been known,
to scientific men, but is not. familiar lo tho general publiceast of tlte Rocky Mountains. The following extract from,
a recent letter written by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, Surgeon and'
Naturalist of tlte Explorations West of the 100th Meridian,,
to Mr. Fred Mather, will therefore he of interest. Dr..
Yarrow writes:—
"i am tempted to send yon a few notes from my journal, kept last!
sntunu-r while sojourning in the vicinity of Santa Barbara, California.
At that place they abound, and thonsnnda may readily be taken by hoolfr
and line. I may premise by stating that no less Ilian seventeen specie*
of these perch are known, all having.beeu noted by Girard, in Vol. X of
the Pacific Railroad Reports, and since hie time some others have boen
described, hot we do not; know hot that some of tho species have been
confounded with those previously described. Any one auxious to
trace out the literature of the subject will find a paper liv Dr. Gtbbona,
of Son Francisco, In the Free. Acad, Nat. Sci., Philadelphia. 1851,
pages 115 10 122, which gives au account of thirteen species, some or
which are doubtless those of Girard’s. This paper and Girard’s wilt
fnroish a very good history of the family, which I should mention, called
EmbietocoUla, orlMconotl, Agassiz.
I find from my notes that I began fishing for these curious fish from
the wharf at, Santa Barbara, about the latter part, of June, using two
small hooks baited with lobster, the houlca being allowed to sink only
four feet bcueath the surface of the water. Such was the voracity of tbe
fishes that hardly a moment elapsed before one or two were hooked, and
ui some eases, 1 may say frequently, In simply withdrawing the line from i
the water specimens were caught by the abdomen. The moat curious
parts of this fishing, consisted In the fact that nearly every specimen,
taken was a gravid female containing from eight to flftcon yonng fishes,
which were readily obtruded from the abdomen by gentle pressure. In
some cases the whole family appeared, surrounded by their enveloping
membrane; in others, they came forth Bingly. The little fellows from
one half to one inch in length were very agile, and when thrown into .
the water, ewato away in the most lively manner. The mothers also not¬
withstanding the Bomewhat rode obstetrical operation they bad been.
sn limited to, following their offspring, swimmtng away rapidly and eo
ergetically. I took many hundreds of specimens, Borne or which I care¬
fully dissected and found my observation to agree In the main witkthose of Girard. It la hardly necessary to give those results here, as I
now have in oonrse-of preparation a paper npon tho subject The com¬
monest species at Hanta Barbara waa BmbMwa mssidii, Girard. 1 be¬
lieve, from the size and activity of the fcetal fish, that hud I not hastened
their birth as I did, Nature woohl have performed the operation for the
majority, somewhere abont the first or second week lu July.1-
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Riverdale-on-Hudbon, N. Y., March Kith, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I Bend you a brief comparison of the winter birda of this locality,
during the past two years. The past two winters combined the extremi s
of the winter weather of our climate, and presented unusual opportu¬
nities for observing the different habits of certain birds, dnring an ex¬
traordinarily rigorous and an unusually mild winter. The severity of
the winter of )87'l-5. brought many birds down from the North, which
do not ordinarily visit ns, and in greater numbers than I had over seen
them before, indeed most of the winter residents appeared more numer
<ms than usual. Among our boreal visitors T may mention the red and
the while winged crossbills (jutt)Id curmrostra var. Americana, and L.
-leucoplevd), the pine grosbeak (Pinicola enmleator), the pine linnet
(VhrysomitrU pinm), the red-poll -linnet (sEgiothuB limria), and the
snow bunting {Plrctrofilulney nlralbi}. The first of these birdB to arrive
in the fall, were the pine linnets and red cross-bills. The cross-bills were
the first that I had ever seen here. I first observed them on November
3rd—a small flock feeding On the seeds of the cones of a Norway spruce.
They remained with us through March and April, and were last seen on
May Kith. I was much surprised to find a pair breeding here in April,
'an account of which I willifive hereafter. Most of the other birds did
mot arrive till January, 1870. Many of llic semi-migralory birds
'which do Svotircgniarly remain through the winter were comparatively
abundant that year, notwithstanding the severity of the weather. Robins
and bWe birds were seen several times, while flocks of purple finches
(Cai-yimlams purpurcus), were noticed on different occasion. Anumteor-of white-throated sparrows remained throughout the entire wintertend one swamp sparrow (Melospiza paiusttis) was seen several times.
(On February 28th, 187S, I was much surprised while walking through a
(pine- wood, to observe before me a hermit thrush (Turdus PcUlasi), a
third which I had never before seen earlier than the second, week in
.April or later than the third week in November. It appeared to be In
.good condition, uttering its well-known ‘ 'chuck" as it flew from tree to
tree, and raising its tail as it alighted, in the manner peculiar to this
species. I again saw a hermit thresh neat' the same-place on March
28th, which was undoubtedly the same one, as uo others were eocn until
April lith. Whether this thrush had remained oil winter, T am unable
to say, bat thiukit very improbable that it should have come from the
South at that early date, when the winter was by no means over.
During the past winter there have been fewer birds in this locality than
I have ever known before, and none of our northern friends have made
their appearance. It might be supposed that on aeeonnt of the nnusnal
clemency of the Season, the birds which do occasionally remain with us
would be more nnmerons than usual, but this is not the case. I have
seen but -one robin during the entire season, a few bine birds, and not
ione purple flneb, or cedar-bird, while goldfinches (UknjsomUHs Irietts),
'which are ordinarily common, have been seen very seldom. One of the
uuost common birda this season, however, was the bald eagle (Haliwpus
tleucocerhalus), dnring the latter part of February and the first of March.
,1 have seen on one morning as many aB twelve eagles sitting on the cakes
■of ice in the Hudson Iliver, and very often have observed as many as six
or seven. I am anxious to learn whether ornithologists in general have
noticed a scarcity of birds this winter, in other parts of the country.
E. P. Bicknell.

QUAILS EAT SKUNK-CABBAGE SEED.
Tenaei.t, N. J., March 80th, 1ST8.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I send herewith a box of berries of the skunk-cabbage (,Symptocarpus
feetidm),which form the principal food of the quail in this region. I do not
think it is generally known that quails will eat these berries In preference
to.buckwheat, but such is the case. Last fall l found three bevies of birds
on a buckwheat field, near a swamp filled with tfie cabbage. In Septem¬
ber they were feeding on the buckwheat, but in November they had all
moved into the swamp, and I never founder heard of their Doing found,
outside up to the close season, i have opened anumber of the birds, and
found from five to seven of the berries in each of tbeir crops. Some of
the berries are nearly as large as chestnuts. The berries grow in clnsters
of twenty to thirty-six. Two or three plants will furnish enough feed
for a very large bevy of birds, and as the pUnts grow closely together
iBhe birds soon find enough to satisfy them. When.food is plenty quail
do not travel far, hut prefer to seek some sunny place where they can
dost themselves. Sometimes they will uot move more than a few yards
from their roosting place, which makes them very hard to find, as the
dogs have no trail to work on. The berries have the same rank emeil
as the plant, and sometimes flavor the bird’s flesh so strongly as to be
unpleasant to the taste. The weather has been so mild this winter-tbat
the quails that were left over are doing very well, and are plenty enough
to make good sport next fall. We have a few pairs of Ohio birds,
which we shall turn loose about the let of April, if the weather is mild.
We have fine cover and no pot-hunters.
Bed Wing.

THE BIRDS AND COMING STORMS.
Cambridge, Mass., March 25tb, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice that your correspondent, A. B. Covert, refers to the freezing
to death, at Ann Arbor, Michigan, of blue-birds and song-sparrows after
aheavyfallof snow late in April, and asks "if birds are able to foresee
the coming weather, why had they not departed and escaped death?"
This is certainly a pertinent ;question. The fact is one that, most of us
1 have observed at other localities at Eomo time or other, but only, I think,
| upon the occurrence of wholly unprecedented, or at least very unusual,
conditions of the weather, and under Just such circumstances as Mr.
Covert describes, namely, unseasonably and unexpectedly heavy cold
Storms of snow. The weather had undoubtedly been previously warm
and comfortable for the species In question, who had doubtless came
from the South some days, and probably weeks before, and had become
in a measure settled for the season. The reports of Thu National
Weather Bureau, an the othor hand, certainly show that during the fall
and winter the ducks, geese, cranes, crows, and othur species of birds
often, and apparently generally, abandon tbeir former haunts upon the
approach of a cold wave or severe winter storm for more southern local¬
ities, often passing beyond the reach of the severity of these changes,
taking their departure often but a few hours before these unfavorable
changes occur.
J. A. Alien.
Smithsonian Institution,
)
Washington, D. C., April 1st, 1876.
f
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Many ol your readers are probably familiar with the Labrador duck,
OrCamptokemvs labradorius, an American species, which is now extreme¬
ly rare, straggling individuals only, mostly young, being now taken at
long intervals on onr coast. Formerlythey werequite abundant, and spec¬
imens are to be found in many of onr older museums. The species la
now apparently so rare as to suggest the possibility of its entire disap¬
pearance before a great while.
I have lately received a letter from Mr. Gordon Rowley, of England,
who informs me that he is about publishing a memoir on this duck, and
desires to inclnde in it a list of all the specimens that arc at present ex¬
isting in the museums of the United States,, and I beg to upply, through
your columns, in his behalf, for the information referred to.
___________ Spencer F,. Baird.
Burns.—Charcoal

has been discovered to be a cure for
burns. By laying a piece of cold charcoal upon the bum
the pain subsides immediately. By leaving the charcoal on
one hour the wound is healed, as has been demonstrated
on several occasions.

and
FISH IN SEASON
Brook Trout, Sahno FontincUU.

IN

APRIL.

Hand-locked Salmon, Salmo Gloucri.

J2§f*For list of seasonable (rout flies for April see our issue of March
23d.
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til they grow plenty, then at Se. and 10c. per dozen. Great
numbers are caught here every season; also shad.
Wo
caught a black'bass in our alewive net on Friday last;
weight, l jlbs. I never heard of one being caught here
before, excepting once, last fall, when I caught one with a
spoon; it weighed 3 lbs.
I like your paper very much ;
you are the fisherman’s best friend. Success to you.
CnAs. O. G[Higgatium is on the Connecticut River, 23 miles above
Saybrook, where the tide rises and falls, the water at the
flood of course being salt.
The facts given by our corres¬
pondent relative to black bass are very interesting, (if Mieroplerus nigricans is the fish in questisn.) and worthy the
attention of the Connecticut Fish Commissioners. Should
any reader learn of black bass being taken in the lower
waters of the river hereafter, they will render a publicservice by reporting the fact.
If “G.’s" premises arc
correct, we shall have Connecticut River shad in market
present!}'.—Ed.]

Fisa in Market.—The continued unsettled weather has
made fishing' a matter of some difficulty, hut thanks to the
refrigerators there is but little change in either variety or
quantity. North River shad made their first appearance
on Tuesday, about fifty fine fish being taken. When fine
weather sets in large catches will be made. California sal¬
mon are very plentiful.- Two more car loads are due to¬
day, and consumers may expect low prices- Our quota¬
tions are as follows. Striped hass, 18 to 20 cents per
pound; smelts, 15 to 30 cents; Salmon, frozen, 60 cents; ^ Virginia—Iceshmg, Na/irh 23d,—Some few bass havo
California do., 45 cents; mackerel, 25 cents each; North been taken legitimately and legally with the minnow, and
some by illegal traps, I shall commence observations early
Carolina shad, 50 cents each; North river do.. $1.50 each; in April to determine their limes for spawning, breeding,
white perch, 18 cents; Spanish mackerel, 50 cents; green etc., for this latitude so as to give information to fix the
turtle, 21 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; frost fish, 8 cents proper limits Of the close season. There are sportsmen
enough here to form a protective association, but it has not
per pound; halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 8 cents; king fish,
15 cents; codfish, 8 cents; black fish, 15 cents; herrings, 6 been so shaped. Give us in your paper some more Icthyological lecturing; your split bamboo articles are just the
cents; flounders, 8 cents; eels, 15 to 20 cents; lobsters, 10 lore needed now. My wife reads your paper as regularly
cents; sheepshead, 30 ceuts; turbot, 25 cents; scollops, $1 as I do,
T. W.
per gallon; soft clams, 30 cents per 100; white fish, 18 FC Florida—Mosquito Intel, March 20th.—We have had
cents per pound; pickerel, 15 cents; sun fish, 10 ceuts; cold and stonily weather for the last four weeks, and fish¬
yellow perch, 10 cents; brook trout, Canada, 50 cenls; ing has been poor, except for sheepshead, which always
Long Island do., $1; hard crabs, $4 per hundred; potn- feed. The bass, groupers, snappers, whiting, and other
good fish have hidden themselves to wait for warm weather,
pano, 1$ per pound.
Bo say the local fishermen. Sharks and rays of gigantic
—One of our New York City subscribers, who has just size still prowl around the waters, playing havoc witli
returned from a vacation in Florida, mentions having hooks and lines, and promoting the interest of llte tacklo
had great sport recently in catching blaelt bass among the dealers. Black bass fishing in the rivers and lakes has
been good.
Twelvc-pounu fish are recorded.
Lowd’s
lily-pads off the point of Harts’s Island, opposite Ptilaika.
Hotel at New Smyrna has been full of anglers all winter.
The fish averaged 4 pounds each in weight,, and took the
S. JO. C.
baited hook very freely. Sixty or seventy pounds at a sitting
Movements of tbe Fishing Fleet.—It has boon a
was a common basket. These fish, by the way, can be lively week for the fishing fieet, and tbe work of landing
caught off any of the sand bars along the river, and there are and taking care of the fares has rendered it busy about the
two or three capital places between Palalka and Dunn's Creek wharves. There have been 74 arrivals the past week, 55
seven or eight miles up, The fishing in Dunn’s Creek from Georges, 10 from the Banks, and 9 from Newfound¬
land. The receipts of fish are as follows: 750,000 pounds
either witli fly or troll is fineof Halibut, from the Banks, 275,000 pounds from Georges,
—A correspondent writes that he haB tried our recipe for 1,375,000 pounds of cod-fish, and 900 barrels herring. The
dyeing his lineu lines green, viz., soaking them in au in¬
fares of codfish from Georges have been light for the seafusion of green tea, with most gratifying results, and can sou, which together with the demand for fish for Nova
Scotia,
will have a tendency to keep the prices at present
recommend it.
quotations. Halibut, have been plenty, several large Iripa
—It was carelessness and not ignorance that made us having arrived. A good portion of the stock now afloat in
say last week that trout fishing was prohibited in Ontario,
the harbor will be sold for curing. The prices during the.
week for shipment, fresh, has'been 4 and 24 cents per
Canada, until May 1st,
pound, white and gray.
Round Georges cod-fish have
The Oryis Reel.—Last summer Mr. Chas. F. Orvis
been selling at $1.75 pet hundred pounds. Shore cod-fish
presented us with one of his new trout reels, requesting us
$1.50; haddock $1.00.—Gape Ann Advertiser, March 31sl.
to give it a trial and report upon Us merits. Our readers
can obtain a very excellent idea of its appearauce, con¬ DO WHITE-FISH (Gmgmw albus) TAKE THE
FLY?
struction, and qualities by referring to the engraving anti
printed description in onr advertising columns. It is made
**
Flathead Agency, M. T„ March 9th, 1876.
so that it can be used either with or without a “click.”
Editor Forest and StreamiThe click is a slight check upon the free rendering of the line
Id writing of the white-fish, Coregonus alt/us, "Frank Forestor"
when a fish is running out with it, and in our opinion is in- states (puge 397) t "So far as 1 can learn, the white-fish is nowhere taken
With the fly, unless by pita accident; and that it is iitlnrly unworthy of
dispensible to prevent the line overrunning, which it would
the angler's pursuit, as a fish of game, cannot bo doubted."
be apt to do otherwise, unless checked by the thumb press¬
GenioC. Scott (page 290 and 291) seems to infer (hat they are not
ing it against the rod; and the wear and tear of the thumb taken by the fly, or bait. Has subsequent experience shown lo the cen¬
is something to be considered, especially when big fish are tury ? Is it known whether they are caught in rivers, or streams, othur
in hand! We think wc can conscientiously say that the than those falling into the Arctic Sea? I ask these questions for tho
reason that I believe tho white-fish is caught iu streams of this Terri¬
Orvis. reel fulfills, all the conditions claimed for it. To tory, both in the Atlantic and Pacific slopes. If not tho white-fish, what
keep the line dry is a point gained, for very few anglers is it? It is, as Scott describes the white-fish, a "sucker-inouthud succu¬
will take pains to dry their lines immediately after use; lent delicacy, * «. The color of the back gray, and the rest of the fish
a clear white of most lustrous sheen." The weight, however, rarely ex¬
and unless this is done they soon rut. Being narrow, the ceeds one pound, but he takes the fly like a good fellow. 1 once caught
reel takes up line rapidly, thus accomplishing in a groat one in the Yellowstone that I believe would have exceeded four pounds.
The eat accompanying GeniQ G.. Scott's description (page 280, "Fish¬
degree the work of a multiplying reel, and in the third
place it holds more line than most reels. Twenty-five ing in American Watere,”) is like the llsk 1 have reference to, except
that it does not show the month quite su suckcr-like, and it Jacks that
yards is not line enough for a landlocked salmon, and who liump between the shoulders and on the neck, (if I may so express my¬
would use heavier tackle titan trout, tackle for lliesc noble self,) like that so much admired in a well fed hog, and the fish we catch,
fish, which average ouiy two and a half pounds? Besides, looked at from the front, presents its head, in outline, not unlike that of
Cilibim.
brook trout in large rapid rivers will sometimes demand a blunt nosed porkor, with fiat ebooks.
Our correspondent's description seems to apply lo the
the ordiuary twenty-five yards in full, and give no receipt
for the same. The reel b nearly as light as the average Coregonvs albus, These fish have been kuown to take (he
reel, and weight at the but of a rod is often an object. fly on Lake Champlain at a time when a large lead-colored
Willi an Orvis reel, and an Orvis rod, and plenty of prog fly makes its appearance in countless numbers, strewing
at the Orvis Equinox House in Manchester, Vt., tbesporls- the surface of the waier in ncre-patehes of dead bodies.
man wants little more to fill up the measure of his desires, The white-fish are then feeding on the surface. This fly
—Public notice is hereby directed to the following close is locally known as the “shad fly;” and the white-fish are
often called shad. We have scon the same fly bn. the fat.
seasons for hsh, adopted by the Governor General of Can¬
Lawrence on every visit at the season referred to, which ia
ada, in Council, on the 3d of April and the 30th of Sept.,
about the 1st of August. It is there called the “eel fly.”
1875:— Province of Ontario—whitefish. salmon, and lane
We do not think Hint the white-fish of the lakes is
fish, from the 12lh of November to 1st of December; speck¬
an habitual fly-taker by any means, any move thau the
led trout, brook, or river trout, from the 15tli of Sept, to
salt water shad is; hut it i6 not remarkable Ihat the angler
1st of January; bass, from 15th May to 15th June; pickerel
should hook them repeatedly when schools of many thou¬
More), from 15Lh April to tStliMay; tnaskiuonge, from 15th
sands are feeding ou the natural flies. No doubt the
April to 15th May. Province of Quebec—whitefish, from
motion of the artificial fly drawing through the dead
10th November to 1st December; salmon trout, lake trout
masses would at tract attention. Wliile-tish, which resemble
(or lunge and Winnoniche), from 151,U October to 1st De¬
in their structure the Ooregonus albus in all respects are
cember; speckled trout, brook, or river trout, from 15ili
caught in Lake Waushiuing, Conn., and in interior lakes
September to 1st January; bass, from 16th May to 15lh
June; pickerel (dare), from 15th April to loth May; mas- other than the Great Lakes; we do not remember having
seen them in any streams. If our correspondent can give
kinonge, from loth April to 15th May.
any further information on this point, it will be of value.
New York—Syracuse, April 3d.—Trout from Wisconsin
Has he ever caught the fish he speaks of with a fly, either
are selling here at 14 cents per pound, and pickerel from
Oneida lake at 18 cents. John Maim, manufacturer of on the Atlantic or Pacific slope?
spoon hooks, has prepared an elegant case of them for the
centennial, containing fifteen or twenty varieties.
Connecticut—Mqmmwa

April 8tf.—We are commenc¬
ing to catch alewives iu the Connecticut River at this place,
catching the first on Thursday, March 30th, and on Satur¬
day quite a nnmber.
They usually precede shad by about
ten days here.
They (alewives) sell for 2oc, per dozen un¬

PICKEREL IN ADIRONDACK WATERS.
NEW Ypnic, March 27tU, 1876Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your correspondent "C. 0.” is right in regard to there being pickerel
iu waters other thau tho Enqueue. Lake Sandford will stocked some
tweuty-flvo or thirty years ago, by John Cheney and. the late Tony Soy-
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tier, who brought, twenty-four of the ft eh in ft cask from Sohroon lake,
and hut Ihem into Lake Haudford, where they iucreascd to a wonderful
exteut, until the breaking away of the dam at the lower works some
yearn afterwards, when they were carried down the river to Lake Harris,
and from there ail the way to Glen'S Pulls, for aught 1 know. It
wns from these waters that Ihe fish got into Long Lake and the Kaquettc Rivnr. They were taken front Hick Lake (not Bice), or some of
the small ponds adjacent, by Home Long Lake guides, who pnt them into
a small stream running into Long Lake, from whence they have gone all
through the waters of that, regiou. Lake Sandford still contains pickerel
or large size. A few years ago a party of five, of which I was a member,
Went to Lake Sandford, Intending to enjoy a week of camp life; but
having taken seventy pounds of pickerel ou the day of our arrival, and
killed a buck the neat morning, we were obliged to return home in the
afternoon of our second day (it was the first week in September) in order
to save onr fish and venison. Among the fish was one that turned the
scale at eighteen pounds. If any of your renders contemplate a visit to
the Upper Works ibis summer, f would advise them to take the strong¬
est laud of spoon victuals they Can find, for I am sure there STe fish
in that lake that will weigh twenty-five pounds
Tauawus.

rings; A. Ermisch, 194 rings; G. Baier, 168 rings; G.A.
Kundahl, 161 rings; Ivato, 145 rings.
The above organization held ft special meeting yesterday,
tor lhe purjpose of selecting a team to compete at the Cen¬
tennial match, at Philadelphia, July 6th, 1876.
The following shooting festival will be held the next few
weeks, to which all riflemen are cordially invited.
Opening festival of Schuetzen Park, at Bergen Avenue,
Jersey City (Greenville,) the 8th of May.
Opening festival of Schuetzen Park, at Union Hill, NJ., the 39th, 30th and Slat of May. The first 3 days
shooting for all comers; the last day, distribution of prizes
and learn shooting.
On the 5th, 6th and 7th of June, grand shooting festival
of the Jersey City Schuetzen Corps, at the Schuetzen Park,
at Bergen Avenue, Jersey City (Greenville.)
The programmes of all the above shootings will be pub¬
lished in a few days.

--
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HE latest advices from the other side indicate that
there is now no hope of tho Uuitcd Kingdom being
represented by a team of riflemen at Crcedmoor this year,
with. Sir Henry Halford at its head. A correspondence
has been passing between that gentlemen and the Scottish
and Irish clubs, aud the latter appear to have been willing
to forego their separate representation providing the Scotch
would do the same. But this they have declined to dok
and from a dispatch at hand on Thursday last, we learn,
that “at a meeting of the Irish Rifle Team Association,
held on the 29th ulto., rules were adopted regulating the
preliminary contests for the selection of a team to go to
Philadelphia. A letter from Sir Henry Haliord was read,
urging that an united team he sent to America, but this
proposal was rejected, as the Irish riflemen have already
forwarded their acceptance of lire American challenge.”
There cau bo no doubt that when this question was dis¬
cussed at Wimbledon last summer, it was understood that
a team representing the United Kingdom, was to come
over.
Since then, a feeling of jealousy appears to have
arisen on Ihe pari of Ihe other clubs towards the National
Rifle Association, or perhaps a fear on thuir rail, that in
the preliminary matches for places in the team, they would
not be treated wilh fairness. With the merits of lids
difficulty or misunderstanding we have nothing to do ; hilt
if such existed, the invitations sent from here afforded a
Capital pretext for the organization of separate teams. Put¬
ting aside the question of the pleasure it will afford Us to
receive the Irish, Scotch and Englishman, and “the move
-the merrier," it can hot he doubted that the interest in the
match would be greatly enhanced, were the contest to he
between teams representing the United Kingdom and the
United States. If three teams come out and one of them
wins, the other two will be virtually beaten teams.
We
think that in the following letter addressed by Sir Henry
Halford to onr contemporary, the VoMfiteer Service Gasetle,
he has staled the case very plainly;—
Sm—Colonel McDonald is mistaken in thinking that the match, J'or
Which a challenge was smithy telegraph through Colonel Gildei'slocve
at Wimbledon lasf year to the National Kiflo Association, for a British
team to shoot to the United States tkia year, la any other than that for
the championship of the world, which is now in question. The chal¬
lenge was talked over at. Wimbledon among the best shots of England,
Scotland, and lieland; a strong opinion expressed that it should be ac¬
cepted by a united team from Great Britain and Ireland, anti Colonel
Budereleeve was told at the time that- the challenge would be accepted
by an muled team from Great Britain and Ireland.
In talking the match over with me, he said that he hoped that ranges
would lie available at Philadelphia for the match, which proves that tho
challenge was not. one which referred only to a match, with the New
York (Sub; and in a letter to me received lately, expresses bis very
great, regret that the separate challenges, which were sent as a matter of
courtesy to Scotland and Ireland, suonld have been taken up by the
Boot tioti National Club, for that he never expected that more than one
When Colonel McDonald finds fault with the National Rifle Associa¬
tion for uor consulting Scotland and Ireland, surely he forgets that the
National Ritte Association is composed of English, Scotch, and Irish;
that it numbers among its members all the beBt shots of the United
Kingdom; and that It has a strong Scotch element on its Couucil. How
cau the Scottish National Club claim to represent Scotland, when it can¬
not find among its members a mau of sufficient position to act os captain
of its team? Have auy of its iutluentlal men refused to act in that ca¬
pacity?
.
So farfrom discounting a victory, rt is lire opinion of men more con¬
versant uitli the highest class of mhtch shooting than Colonel McDon¬
ald that, it will require all the energies ot the best riflemen that Great
Britain mid Ireland combined can produce to hold their own against our
American cousins, w ho have already twice wrested a victory from the
picked shots of Ireland.
I am, yours faithfully,
11. St. J. Haleord.
miltHi, March if/t, ibffi.

Since the above was written, a dispatch from London
•under date of April 1st. announces, that Major Drake, of
the National Rifle Association, informs the London agent
of the New York Associated Press, that in consequence of
the separate action of the Scotch and Irish associations,
the organization of a British leant, to participate in the
Centennial matches, has finally been abandoned.
—Ckeedmoor Jr.—A match wa3 shot at this gallery on
Saturday last, between the team made up of employees of
the Citizens’ Insurance Company, and another, comprising
clerks o£ Messrs. Howard, Sanger & Co.
The Insurance
team won by the following score :—
,
_WARD, SANGER, A CO.
CITIZENS’ INSURANCE
Total.|
Naina.
Total.
Name.
. tS|E. M. Jiatuea.
F. M. Parker...
.4o
S.
While...
J. W. Edwards..
_. Sit l£d. Lyucs.
C. W. donee.
.at .V. C\ Huward.. 35
jC. F. Grim.
. 3T.W. li. Clapp.29
It. Chapman....
Total...

Total..

181

—The Columbia Rifle Association of New York held
their semi-ntotuhiy practice shooting last week, at (bein'
grounds, Steinbreanei’s Park, Gulteuberg, N. J. Distance,
500 yards, offhand, auy rifle, at the ring target, which is
divided in 25 rings of -J inch diameter each, Tim follow¬
ing gentlemen made the best scores:—Jac. Hcinlz, 191

USE OF THE

STRAP

OR

SLING.

Hamilton, Canada, March 97th, 1871).
Editor Forest and Stream : —
I see by your last Issue that the National Rifle Association or New
York, have amended their rules in prohibitlngt.be use of LLo sling on
the long range rifle. This wilt he very apt to disappoint several of the
members of the teams coming over fromBritain to the Centennial matches,
who may have practised with the sling, as it is distinctly allowed by the
National Rifle Association of England. As 1 liad sdme doubt of it be¬
ing allowed at Wimbledon, I wrote Capt. Mildmay, Secretary, and his
answer is as follows! “I have submitted your letter to the Council and
am uowjn a position to answer your questions. The Council desire me
to state that no objection is made at Wimbledon to the use of a sling,
provided it be attached in the usual way, tr so attached you may nse it
as shown in tho photograph. (The photograph is similar to the one I
sent you some time ago). ” I think the council or the National Rifle As¬
sociation of New York, have instituted a very bad precedent, which may
tell against themselves at some future time. For instance, if other asso¬
ciations were to amend their rules In regard to any position, and construe
it to mean any position In which the barrel of the rifle does not rest be¬
yond where held by the left hand, or in other words, prohibit testing it
on the leg. which I firmly believe was t he real definition of any position
when first instituted. Now such, an amendment as this would be more
reasonable and fair than prohibiting a sling, and wonld tell more against
the majority of United States marksmen. So all associaUons should he
-cal-erul in not instituting rules which may conflict with foreign associa¬
tions with whom they inay meet in friendly competition. I also see by
the Forest and Stream that the Dominion of Canada have accepted an
invitation to soud a team to compete at tho Centennial matches. I think
there must be Some mistake about thfs, tvs the-only gentleman anthuri/.etl U> accept a cUalleuq^Yor (he Dominion, is Lieut Col. Gzowski,
President of tho Dnmliiionntfle Association, aud I understand that an
Invitation has not been sent to him.
Shootist.

HOW TO AIM THE COMMON HUNTING
RIFLE.
March 8th, 1STH.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
la a very interesting article which appeared in your generous coin cons
of November 4th, 1875, under the heading, “How to ChoosB a Rifle," I
find many poiuts presented, in which I most heartily concur, whilst in
others I do not. I will notice one of these now, iu reference to sighting
tho rifle, and leave others to be noticed,, perhaps hereafter. Tn so doing,
my object is much less to criticise, than to attract the attention ot rifle
shooters, especially beginners, to those many little mysteries In
the art of practice, which must he known and regarded before
the best results cun be reached with the rifle. For ritte shoot¬
ing Is a science which (cannot bo fully comptehended, without consid¬
erable study, thought, and reflection. In this light, and with these ends
in view, I present the following to your host of readers, and hope it may
prove useful, if not Interesting, to many. In order that ihe reader may
get the drift of the article referred to, as well as the views of the writer,
I will quote largely.
He says: “The next requisite is, that the trajectory of the Itull
should be so fiat within the above ranges, or, in other words, Its velocity
so great that the rifleman should not be obliged to depend on an eleva¬
ting back sight, raised to distances before ascertained, ” (or sot off) "but
should be able by merely drawing a coarser bead the farther oil he is to
hit the mark. There is no military or long range rifle that will do this.
The best example of a weapon that could do this was tho old muzzleloading long barreled Kentucky rifle, &c.”
* * * v “Wilh a short Tange rifle (not over 900 yards) propor¬
tioned as we have described, the drop of tho hallowing to its great velo
city, is so little, there is absolutely no judging of the distance required.
Whether you are at 25, 50, 75; or :00 yards, HU you have to do is to draw
a little coarser head the farther off your game Is. Practice will soon show
you how much. Your ball shoold not deviate more than a couple of
inches above or below, and this does not exceed the limit of accurracy
heretofore laid down.”
Remarks.—1 substantially concur with the writer iu what he pats
forth Iu paragraph 9 and 8, except as to his instruction or mode of
sighting the rifle. On this point, and a very material one too, to suc¬
cess in shooting, we widely differ. It will be particularly noticed that
the rule laid down by tho writer for sighting the rifle is, to begin With a
flue sight on objects near the piece, and to use coarser aud coarser sights
continuously as the object isfarther and farther off; and this up to 100,
150, or 900 yards, the liiuitB of his ritte in range. I assume this rifle to be
like others, that is, to have a point-blank range, aud that a fine sight is
ihe standard sight of the range, whatever it may be, thns 100 yards pdiutplank, fine sight, Aud eo for any other range use a line sight on the
target to get the best shooting.
I. My proposition is: that the writer’s rule or aiming docs not hold
good within the limits of auy established point-blank range, to give the
best shooting, aDd lienee should not be adopted.
U. But that beyond the point-blank range, or Tor objects without Its
limits, his rule will hold good and may be safely followed.
To illttattate this rather perplexing snbject clearly, let us take three
shots with onr “burning rifle,” and partially point out the course pursued
by the bull, and the standing errors of tile rille, and incidents to gravity.
I, 101) yards. Let the point blank range be 100 yards. Let the rifle
ho aimed with a One sight, assumed aB tho proper one, at the centre of a
"4-inch bulls eye” and fired, and the centre struck. In this shot Piths
flue sight, the exact conditions of the best sighted rifle, the best aimed,
ami the best shooting, are attained. I presume the writer will coucur in
this. But observe, a fine sight is bereused, and not a ooarse or “coarser"
one, ns the writer's would necessarily he, Torhe would use a finer sight at
20, 95, 30, &c., yards than he would at 100 Yards. He would ncce.-sunly
shoot over. Why? because he uses a courser sight at 10b yards than lie
would at 20, 25, 30, &c,, yards. Whereas ho should use the same sight
at 100 yards as at SO yards; both are ussumed point-blank distances iu
- this range of ouv rifle, and both alike demand the exact same sight m
order to centre at these two distances. Hence his rule fails here.
II. 20 yards. Again, let the target he removed to about 90 yards from
the stand, and its centre fired at with the same flue sight, (standard) sup¬
posed possible, as at 100 yards. The ball will centre at this distance, the
same as (it ltd yards? Why? because here, (or near here) is to he found
the nearest point-blank in tin's range, and where this exist, ns it Always
must In long ranges, the riflii must centre. Why? because at 20 aud 100
yards, the ball ill Us flight, cat:', Hie lino of sight, and this is Urn general
definition for point-blank, nv centre shots, atlhese two points.

It will be seen that these facts, if facls they are, must he known and
regarded, if we wish to attain correct shooting. They give rise to the ■
following fundamental rnlos:—
First. That the rifle which makes a centre shot (or “holds up”) at the
cud of the range, will also make another centre shot (or “hold up”) near
the piece.
Second. That the same uniform sight, whether it be flue or otherwise,
must be used at both distances.
Hence la reply, the same sight should (be taken with our rifle on ob¬
jects at 10Q yards as at 20 yards, or nearby. And in general, the same
sight is always required at the two point-blank distances. This results
from the problem.
III. How should the sighting be from the muzzle of the piece np lo I
the 20 yard point, or in general, up to the near point-blank? Let us see.
If a like Bhot, with the same fine aim, as hitherto (supposed) used, be
made at the centre of the bulls-cye, placed, say one yard from the piece,
the ball will Btrike about I of a>f inch too low. In other words, the rifle »
shoots under at this distance. Hence.
Third. A very coarse sight, and not a fine one, is required on objects
very near the piece, to give the best shooting. This reverses the rule of
the writer. This coarse sight requires to become less so, till finally at
90 yards with our rifle It pusses off into flue, or the standard sight, of the
range. The reason for the rifle shooting too low, very near the piece, is
plain. The ball starts on its course from below the line of sight, which
is always the line of centre-shooting under the definition of point-blank,
and does not get up to it, till it reaches the near poiut-hlank, and in this
Instance, at 20 yards. Hereil makes Its first centre in passing above the
lines of sight, and the next centre it will muke will bo at 100 yards,
where the ball in its falling course will pass below the line of sight.
Where tUe boll is below the line of sight, the rifle shoots too low, as we
have jnst seen, and where tt Is above the hue of sight it shoots too high.
We will next examine how the sighting must be when the ball is above
the line of sight. It is always above, when it is between the two pointblanks.
III. 68 yards. Again let the target be removed to about 66 yards from
the stand. This distance is selected because at about two-thirds of the
range generally, the greatest error, and incident to the curve of the tra¬
jectory is to he found. Let the rifle be fired at the centre as before, aud
with the same umfoimfine sight (supposed possible) as at 160,26, and 1
yards. The ball Will strike about "two inches" above tbe centre and
miS8the target. This is a standing error in the rifle at this point. To
correct this error of too high, it is obvious that a filler sight “ttotlld here
be taken, than at 20, 25, &c., yards according to the rule or the writerIt is also obvious that this mode of sighting would add error to standing
error, and lieuce should be rigidly avoided. This greatest deviation of
the rifle exists at the highest point, of Ibccurve, and gradually diminisltes
each way, as the curve becomes lower, until it finally disappears at tho
two point-blanks, here represented by 20 and 100 yards. This most.be •
just so. It wc admit 100 yardB to be point blank sbooliug, then, under
the rule or dcliultiou governing us iu the promises, wu are slopped from
saying it is not so. But the rules to note well hero are: First.—That to avoid shooting Over, a finer sight is always required at
and about, two-thirds of the range, than at any other point of the rauge.
(say within 50 to 80 yards).
Second. That tbe same uniform sight throughout the whole range ■
Will give no greater error than t lie greatest standing error of the rifle.
Third. Hence knowing this, the same uniform sight throughout may
always be used, unless one requires a different sight in order to accom¬
plish his pnrpose.
Foubtu . In hunting, use the Bame flno or standard sight, within about
the first 60 and the last 25 yards of this range. And why? because the *
stanuing error or tho rifle is so small within these limits, thatltmaybe
disregarded entirely. At the greatest, It is only about one ipcli, and
from I,lienee to nothing at the two poiut-blanks. So much for sighting
within the range.
Firth. But, for different distances beyond tho range, as 195,160, Jte.,
yards, use a sight “coarser” and coarser, "the further oil your game is.”
It will here be seen (rale 5th,) that the writer’s tuIb of sighting, holds
good, that is, beyond the range. The reason for this is plain: licy end
the range the rifle shoots too low, continuously *o, aud heuce a con¬
stantly coarser sight is required to bring the ball np to the ceuirc of the
object . And for a liko reason it won Id bold good, (except near the
piece) if the rifle byjconsttuelion ofitssights liaduo longer military pointblank range, but this kind of rifle is not In use—it shoots too low, and
has no certain standard sight. Hence I drop it.
Having now gone over the whole range, and beyond it, and endeavored
to explain everything as I passed along, I will now- collect tny points, ill
order to show at a single glance, how the sighting should be ill ordor to
attain the very best resalts. The sighting seems to stand thus:—
Coarse very near tbe piece, with a loss conrso to 0 ue at 20 yatds, (ceu- I
Ire, p. b.,) thence finer to extra tine at 66 yards, (thereabouts and
greatest error), thence less fine to fine at 100 yards (centre p. b).
thence coarser and coarser, (beyond the range).
From which _
we see that tho writer’s mode of sighting with a constantly coarser sight
docs not hold good within the limits of the range, but. does beyond it. I
Of course different rifles, and (lie same rifle with different charges, .So., •
produce different curves, or errors. Hence in general, learn well by
practice and slndy the deviations of your rifle along the whole distance, I
and then (for close shooting) seek to so aim, as to correct them.
I hope 1 have not mistaken the meaning of the writer. 1 think Ue J
will agree that my points have been made good. Should I have misin¬
terpreted, there is no harm done; the. text has been equally good. Tt i
has served to draw ont this, written mainly in behalf of young sports- ■
men with the rifle. I hope it may be acceptable, and prove useful in 1
many respects. I submit it ns sound on point-blank shooting, aud up- I
plrcable id its principles to all ranges.
Old Scolt .
I

The American, naturalist. The number for April has the
usual varied table of contents, opening -with an excellently illustrated
article by .1. D. Caton upon "The American Antelope, or Prong Bntk."
The growth and characteristics of its horns ate largely dwelt upon. Mr.
J. A. Allen describes "The Tittle Missouri Bad Lands. "Tbe Flora
of Guadeloupe Island,'’ an article by Soreno Watson, indicates Ihe char¬
acter of the plant life of that island, w bich lies off the coast of Lower
California. This island has 81 species out of 131 recorded which are
pecnliar ID Itself; the remaining flora being Californian in tie character,
and distinct from that of Mexico. This is also true or Its fauna. Be¬
sides these, there are several minor articles, the usual interesting para¬
graphs in rite departments (the gist of tile zoological portion of which
we give in another column), and a sketch of the Arrtoan Explorations of
Lieut. Cameron.
Wo have received from Kirburn Bros., of Littleton, N. H.,
acatnlogue of their stereoscopic views of American and foreign scenery, to¬
gether with some specimen cards or a most interesting character, which
include views of the City of Mexico and Mouut Washington in winter.
A more comprehensive illustration of "plctnresq-e America" we have
never seen thud their repertoire contains. Only the most interesting featnres and attractive places are shown, out these already cumber several
thousands. In no way can the sportsman and tourist obtain «o accnrata
an idea or any given locality as by examining these copies or narnro,
and we can conceive that it must bo to the advantage of any one to pur¬
chase what views he can or any given locality that he intends to visit.
Among the rest ate seventy vlows of Bermuda, iwo hundred of Mexico,
fifty o? California, fifty of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket, several
hundred of the White Monuttiins, a great many of tho Old World, They
are sold at S'-’ per dozen.

—A Nevada sheop man who bad Died and succeeded with
slteep, stild-. “Sheep arc better than a government bond;
you eitti leaf rill' a coupon every six mouths half as big as
I the bond, and the bond iu loft as big as it was.’

FOREST AM) STREAM.
gnmnH j$o t£mre.'>}!0Hrleiitg.
No Notice Totten of Anonymouii Comnninlcatlonii.
—There is a letter at this office to tt|e address of Mr. BenJ. L, De
ircst.
Tab Heel, Wilmington, N. C.—What do yon consider a fair average
ighl for a setter pup 7j months old? Ans. About 30 pound-”.
Iabbit, Boston.—L. N. Hill, ot Benson’s Grove, Winnebago Co.,
V'd, can furnish live hares, rabbits, or live game; he is an old hunter
I reliable gentleman.
\ A. s , Kalamazoo,—Can you Inform me where I can bny,say
inly bushels wild rice, and at, how much per bushel. Aus. See last,
ek's issue Fortesr akd Stkeam.
(pawned.—Sew hemlock boards should not be used in hatohisea where they are to remain in the water, as the tannin which they
itain impregnates the water and injures the fish.
IAk Duel, Wilinlngtoo, N. CL —From whom can Bccd of wild rice be
■chased, at what price, and can you give directions for planting and
livaling? Ana. See answer to J. W. in our last issue.
It D. M , St. Mark’s.—Do yon know any weekly paper entirely de¬
ed to yachting and boating? Ans. None devoted exclusively to
II ting and boating; it will be a specialty of this paper daring the
. S. ,T., Wrightsville, Pa,—I have a very fine pointer gip, and glie has
distemper very badly, she chews and froths at the month, and has
? Aus. Give her y ax. fine salt, and after it has operated, give her
ce a day, for a fetv days, a pill made of 2 grains of quinine and 2
ins of ginger.
.. !■ 11., X.’biliL.—1, Whit is the weight in general of a rider in a race,
eback y a. What, is good for the Hy dirt and dust on eagles feathers?
s. l. Bareback races are generally ridden at catch weight. 2. Wipe
efnliy with a sort cloth wrung out in warm water
E„ N. T.—1. Is shad spawn a good bait for spring bass? 2.
uld yon advise potting it? 3. Von said that you would publish in a
r number point* In regard to spring bass bait, eto. Ans. 4. Yes.
JNo; sew it In due muslin and use while fresh. 3. We arc prosccutour inquiries and will publish them next week.
. L. Brentwood, Tenn.—l. What will it cost to have a pair best lam¬
ed steel barrels, 14 gauge, 30-inch, fitted to stock? 2. What will the
r of barrels cost,? Ans. 1. For a muzzle-loader $45, for breech loader
. 2. $35. Yonr first question la very indefinite.
tinsoniBEu, Shakopee, Minn.—What will it cost me to get 50 pounds
|h shad packed in ice sent to me here by express? Ane. It will cost
. about $7 at current rates, delivered at the express office hero. We
!1 be liappy to he of service in prorating them for you.
axjtnon, Greenwich, N. Y. —To whom should I apply to obtain “U.
Ordnance Memoranda No. 15?" Is it a hound,volume, and if yon
iW tho price, please give it. Ans. Possibly by addressing Brig. Gen.
f. Bcnet, Chief of Ordnance, 0, fi. A., Washington, 1). C.
. s. D., Bangor.—Do yon know if there is any woodcock or snipe
Sting in the vicinity ot Moosehcad Luke, or the upper Penobscot, or
try of the wild portions of Maine? Ans. There are woodcock, but
have never heard of any snipe being killed in the loeniniee you men. ill. A., South Haven,—Inform mo if there is any work on building,
ing, and sailing, small boats? Ans. No American work of which
have knowledge. There are several English workB but they treat
[ailing aud-riggiug yachts after the fashion in vogne across the water,
eh differ* materially from ottr own.
G. P., Watorbury, Conn,—Will yon pleasoinform ns howtheslidtarget at Oreedmoor are made? Ans, Only one sliding or canvas
;et lias been erected at Creedmoor and that for an experiment. Y’ou
find a full description l{i the "Forest and Stream Rifleman’s Guide,"
.tie book now in press and to be issued within a week or two.
. H. C., Glen’s Falls.— Linseed oit for water-proofing linen fish lines
ieommendod by Walter M. Brackett, a null kaowu Boston angler,
think shellac varnish better; to apply it stretch the lino taut, from
fence to another, Use a brush neatly, and a piece of oil silk in the
4: draw the line through it, so as to distribute the varnish evenly.
H. |,Brooklyn.— 1. IVill you please inform me howr mtichagood
tfoundlatid dug cost, aud where can I get-one? 2. WhaListhe best
t for a black and tan aog about three months old? 3. What is
best watch dog for a city house? Ans. 1, From $25 to $50. 2.
ips from the table. 3. Almost any kind of terrier, noise being the
I requirement.
:X Split Bamboo.—A correspondent inquires the method of gluing
ix pieces of split bamboo at once, in rod manufacture so us to secure
ect joints. In reply we must say that makers regard the processes
tde secret, which they are not disposed to give away. Ingenious
ons may disoovor-it, as they did, by repeated experiments. Our coromlents address is mislaid.
, N-, N. Y. —Please inform me in yonr next weeks paper whore there
Ifid’peroh fishing in the vicinity of New York? and also the best time
r? Also what kind of bait to use? Ans. Between Baldwiusville and
port, on Ihe South Side Railroad of L. I.; near English NeighboiI. on the Hackensack River, or in Greenwood Dr Rockland Lakes;
.June 1st; bait, worms or clams.
L. W., Croton Landing, N- Y.~Will you piease inform me whether
a find any Information in regard to tho careand breeding or terra, in any of the back numbers of j our paper, and If not, where would
refer me for sneh information? Aus. Mr. E, G. Blackford, of
on Market, authorizes ns to request you to call upon him for full
liciil information on this subject.
jgTAaun.—Please inform me through your valuable paper which
i I should take to reach Manitou. What is the fare, and chances of
ing and fishing for three months, from 1st of April ? Also whether
ms ever make their appearance outside, ten.miles from hotels? Ans.
‘In; last four numbers of our paper containing thirteen columns On
subject, entitled “Overland Notes."
."bliss, Taunton.—The green senm which yott refer to as growing so
idautly, Is known botanically as Uoonferva, or river weed, a species
gas. It will do no injury to fish in rnuning streams, but ougiit not
i allowed to accmnulate in ponds, so as to choke’ np tho space. It is
ly different in character from the fungoid growths so fatal to trout,
ily vegetable matter cannot injure fish.
lbh, Berlin, Wis.—l. What do sailors nse to take mildew out of
f My tent is mildewed in a few large spots. 2. Where can I get
id 6ettcr dog for about $25 or $35, two or three years old? Do not
. to pay any fancy price. Aus. 1. A weak solution of chloride of
. if made too strong It will rot the canvas. 2. No one can afford
II good well-broken dogs at the prices you name.
.ateuh, Allegheny City,—In J. W. Long's "American Wild-Fowl
iling,” lie describes the manner of making decoys, on page 57. Can
decoys be bought as he speaks of, and where? Ans. T-hey are for
In this city by H. C. Squires, No. 1 Courtland street; the only dif*
ice being that tho weight consists of a circular piece of lead instead
long one; price, $18 per dozen for hollow and $12 for solid.
D. M,, Pawtucket.—Does the Gordon setter stand as high ns the
r noted breeds? Please name some noted Gordon setter dogs. Ans.
Gordon setter, when properly bred, is about the size of the average
rs of other strains. We have au extra fine specimen, standing 25
A high. When onr book of pedigrees is published, you will find
in the names of the most noted Gordon setters in this country.
"MS, Sunbury, Pit.—1. Will yon please reply as to what the "Marlin
WYtynetR" In the Esllavd riflu cpnsiute io? I thought the Bullard

patents nad been sold to the Winchester Arms Company. 2. What la
to be the price of the improved rifle? Ans. 1. Iuthe adaptability for
either centre or rim-fire cartridges and the an tomiiticexl,rector. Messrs.
Schoverllng & Daly are the owners of the Ballard patents. 2. The price
lists will be out in a fortnight.
J. U. D., Milwaukee.-1. Can. you toll me if there is good,hunting
for ducks and snipe ou Ihe lakes in Southern and Western Wisconsin?
2. Are P. Powell & Sou reliable gunsmithe? They advertise $15 doublebarrel muzzle loading shot guns. Are they worth the money? 3. Isa
gun a good shooter that will send 103 yards andstickintoaboard? Ans.
1. Yus, particularly near Madison, and also at Ira Bingham's, on Lake
Roshkonong. 2. Yes, and the gnu is worth the money, 3. Yes.
CiMBin, Flathead Agency, M, T.—I have a pup about seven months
old, by a setter out of a shepherd bitch; a natural born retriever. At
fourteen weeks old he retrieved two grouse for me, in excellent style,
with carriage proud as a duchess; consequently! value him, and ask
yonr advice. Tilts teeth are rotten, and he slobbers very badly. What
should I do? Aus, The trouble no doubt arises from defected teeth—
examine bis month carefully and if you find any broken teeth removo
the stumps.
Kinjcev, Inwood, N. Y.~lhavoa pointer seven months old. When
be points Ue et,anils staunch, bnl turns bis tall up. Is tills ail indication
of impure breed? Can it bo remedied? His tail is sixrecn inches long.
Is not this rather long? Aus. It is a rare thing to see a thoroughbred
pointer curve hie tail whon pointing; yet it is not positive evidence of
ill-breeding. Two or three inches off his tail would improve his ap¬
pearance, und iu all probability prevent him from curving it upwards
when pointing.
L. B., Cedar Rapids.-1 have a setter pnp abont seven months old,
that in taking him out on a long Walk will fall behind, and most every
time have a fit. His limbs Will becomo rigid; this will pass oil in a few
minutes, then he raises up, stares wildly, foams at the month, and after
tho last fit gets up'and run as if wild? Ans. Y’our setter is afflicted with
epilepsy, aud the proper treatment consists in attention to his general
Dealt li. Aperients or emetics will be likely to do more good than any
other medicine.
F. IT. H., Tarrytown, N. Y.—I have just purchased of Mr. Robert
Walker, his cocker dog Witch; he is from Mr. S. J. Bestor’a dogs
Romeo and Juliet. Do you think there would be any objeetion to hav¬
ing him serve my bitch Rena, who was sired by him? 1 shall keep
Witch at Tarrytown all summer for stud pnrposes, as I think he is some¬
thing extra? 'Ans. Many persons iaEngland, nnd some In this country,
inbreed m that way, and tlio produce is frequently very tine, yet it Is not
the best way to breed.
C. S., Savannah.—Are there any marks about dogs to tell how old
they are? Ans. Until a dog is 18 months of age his npper front teeth
are rounded on the edge; alter two years old they begin to square off.
and gradually wear down and shorten, until, when the dog is six years
old, they are nearly even with’ the gums. The lower teeth are apt to
wear ouL earlier. The appearance of tho eyo is also an indication of
ago, and all dogs of dark colors show their years by the growth o( while
hairs about the muzzle.
W. H. A., NewBedford,—I have a pointer bitch six months old, was
taken with distemper about six weeks ago and arter being sick about two
weeks seemed to get quite smart, but was again taken with shivering
and staggering, sometimes falling down. Her apetiicisgood; her eyes
mn some. She appears lively aud playful, bnt cannot get around
without railing. Can yon tell me what to do for bur? Aus. Keep her in
clean comfortable quarters; give her plenty of strong food, and Blie
may, iu time, come around all right.
,
Smtuna, Syracuse—In the recipe you have often given for water¬
proofing canvas or drilling, you say to soak the canvas iu the solution
for a considerable time. Does ibis mean two or three hours, or two or
three days, or what? Aus. In a bucket ot soft water put ba'f a pound
of sugar of lead and a half apound or powdered alum; slit thisatintervale nutil it becomes clear; pour it off into another bucket, and put
the garment therein, and let, il, be in for twenty-ronr hours, and then
hang it up to dry without wringing it .
T. F. W., New York.—1. Where can I gut pictures of the American
teams of iB'4-5, with diagrams of their shooting? 2. What gun would
yon recommend Tor a beginner to use? 3. What day does the Ameri¬
can Rifle Association hold their monthly meeting? Could I get a copy
of their by-laws by sending for them? Ans. 1. in a pamphlet issued
by the Amateur Rifle Club on rilled "The International Rifle Match?" 2.
A short range or spoiling rifle, of not over 32-calibre by auy good
maker. 3. First Tuesduy in each month. Y'es.
G. C., Btooklyh.—1. You told "B. A. B.” there was Ashing in South
Oyster Bay. Will you inform me of what Bort? 2. Irtease inform me
of some place on Long Island for trout fishing, if not of much import¬
ance, 4. How far would a person have to go to get good trout fishing,
and In whatlocallty? 4. Are troutflies the best bait for trout? Ans.
L Blnettsb, weakfish, porgies, aud sea bass. 2. Only private trout waters
on Long Island. 3. Go to Milford, Fa., or Port Jervis, On Erie Rail¬
road. 4. They arc; bnt unscientific anglers nse worms.
F.
Seilcca Falls, N. Y —A aud B shoot a match at pigeons 31
yards rise, each choose a judge and judges choose a referee, each clioose
a man to trap for the other. A traps a bird for B with a wing clipped,
with tho knowledge aud consent of his, A’a judge, is there any rule
which justifies A in putting a mutilated bird m the trap, or bis judge
in being a party to it, bo having a pecuniary interest iu the match?
Ans. It would be a violation of all decent rules for a party to put a mu¬
tilated bird in the trap, and also for one having a pecuniary interest in
the match to act as jndge.
Hi R-, Philadelphia.—). 1 Iravo ton pair of quail to let oat. Is this
early enough? When do they mate, and do they have their young uh
early as May. 2. What Is the close season for woodcock in Penn¬
sylvania? Ans. 1. Your quail should be let out ns soon as passi¬
ble, and ill doing so you should bo carefnl not to frigliton or scatter
them. Open the box quietly, walk away, and lot them find the way out
undisturbed. They generally mate early in May, and hatob oat about
the 4th of July; some earlier und some later. 2, The now law which
lias pussed the Pennsylvania Legislature makes August Jst the expira¬
tion of the close Season.
Spun it, Phila.—My black and lau slut (5 months old) is troubled with
ernpliun on her bead, back, and fore-leg. The places are not sore, bnt
keep her scratching until the hair is now worn off. Two Or three of the
spots first appeared similar to a ring worm, then became dry and hard, tbo
skin finally coming off. Shu appears as well as ever and eats well. Hus
been kept clean, having washed her twice a week with Nadir’s dOE soap,
so don’t see why 6he should Have manga, if it is that. Please inform me
what to do for her? Ans, Take i oz. Hour Billphur, j oz. powdered
charcoal, 2 oz. lard. Apply the ointment—occasionally washing the
parts affected—feed little or no meat.
G. A. F,, West Meriden, Ct.—Will you please inform mo through
your columns whether either Colvin’s or Hegeinau’s canvas boat is per¬
fectly reliable for a trip down river in swift water, along rapids, &c.,
aud if so, which is preferable for a trip into the heart of the wilderness
where canoes are usually the only vehicle of travel. Do you consider
either as desirable as a canoe? Ana. For general article oil “Portable
Boats," see Fobest and Stiieai*, Vol. V.,No. a, page 40; and for
article describing Colvinls Boat, see Vol. IV. No. 22, page 847. Wc
have mailed them to yon. We think that Colvin's boat, by its shape is
better adapted to rapids than Hegeman’s is. Both are preferable to a
canoe, if a great deal of carrying or tough work is to be done.
W. F. S,, Savannah.—I have a very valuable setter about sixteen
months old that was kicked or bit by some one, on the fore-leg. I have
consulted several of our physicians, aud they say that U will get all right
again: tbuy say let Nature work its own course. He carries his leg about
one Inch from the ground, and seouas as if ho is afraid to walk on It, but
at mime time be can put it on any place, or use It i* wy way, bnt walk.
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Ing on R. Please let me know what yon think about it? What ought I
to do forit? Would it be safe to let him go, and lot Nature workits own.
course? He has been troubled for the last four weeks. Ans. Thephyei
clans you bave consulted have taken a correct view of it we think.
SUbscbibbh, Rochester.—t. I have a pointer pnp four months old, bn
scorns to be quite lively and playfnll the most of (he.time, bnt still ho
wont eat enough to keep a humming bird alive. He occasionally hue
spells of vomiting. Yesterday he bad a badjlit. beingtho secondonc within
amontb? What, shalll for him? 2. What are the quantities of shclJacaud
alcohol to make varnish for fly rod; havomislaid the paper, Voi. IV., con¬
taining receipt? Ans. 1. Your pup in all probability isafllieted with worms
—Iiave mailed to you some powdered areca nut with directions for giving
H. 2. As much shellac as the alcohol will disolvc, Spread evenly, dry
thoroughly, put on three or four coats, and rub down with rotten stone.
Flushing, N. Y.—I have oomo Into possession of a splendid looking
dog, red Irish seller, which is saidtohavo been originally imported by
a Mr, Heath, of Staten Island, and called Duke, (imported). I have no
means of ascertaining the pedlgreo of this animal and would like to nek
you if you can furnish me any information. Tile dog is now eighteen
months old, of a deep red, very brilliant color, well feathered as to tail
aud legs, large frame, four white feet, white on breast and nose. He
stands twenty-five inchCB at his shoulders. Of course I bave no oppor¬
tunity of trying him on birds at thtB season, but in the field be seems
to be thoroughly broken? Ans. Wo do not know the dog, but sbonld
think yon could get the desired information from the gentleman who
imported him.
G, F, P. Oneida, N. Y.—1. A Mend of mine has an English "cockei”
that is a very good dog in many respects, but has one vary bad habit,
and that is, tho moment he gets In the woods and gets a "sniff” of game
ho will commence barking, and keeps it np until lie takes him oat of the
woods. lie is nil right in. every other respect. (Jan you suggest a
remedy? 2. Can you suggest a remedy for a timid dog? I have a very
nice cocker bitch that has been almost whipped to death, time find again
(by the man who gave her to me) and she Is ao very timid it id almost;
impossible to use her at all? 3. Wliat No. Orange Lightning Powder
shall i uae in a 12-gauge breech-loader, nnd what number In a 14-gauger
Aus. 1. It Is the nature of the cooker or Springer spaniel, when he
strikes the scent ot game to bark, and for that they are valued. 2
Nothing bat use aud gentle treatment. 3. No. 4 for Bither.
W. G. M. Cambridge.— 1. Will you please inform me wbat the matter
is with my dog. He has got a large bnnch under bis jaw, the size of a
hen’s egg. It must have been coming on gradually for a day or so, ultlionghl did not notice it till yesterday morning. Will you please toll
me what I can do forit, and what is the cause of it? His nose la cool
aud moist, and his appetite is very fair—it don't seem to affect his eal lug? 2. 1 noticed in yonr Answers to Correspondent, nonio one asking
bow old a dog should be before you begin to train him
You shy six
months. Have I done wrong in learning mine earlier? I bought my
dog when he was six weeks old, before he was three months old he
would charge, fetch, aud stand on a dead bird, as staunch as any old
dog? Ans. 1, As soon as the enlargement becomes soft to the touch,
lance it, and it will discharge and soon be well, 2. There is ue feral im¬
propriety in teaching your pup as yon have, but there is such a tiling as
overbreaking a pup so young as he, and that yon must guard against.
W. H. B,, Parkersville, Conn.— l. Two.wceks ago Isent you a score
(70 put of 11 possible 76) nuidu me with a Frank Wesson 18 in targi
tol 34-100 at 100 yards. You thought the shooting Was excellent if I did
it without artificial rest. |l would say that I did It off-lland without arliilclalrest, and since then have made 73 ont of apoBsiblo 75. Enclosed
yon will find digram. I cannot raise lha back sight high enough to
shoot 200 yards. Would you advise me to have another hole made in
the rear sight or have a longer screw, so as in raise the sight higher.
2, Would you advise me lo get a ’28-inch of 32-inch shot gnu? Ans. 1.
If the target waa made off hand and without the skeleton Block or
shoulder piece which accompanies the WeBson pistol, it is simply won¬
derful. We would not advise youtoaltcrl.hu sights, unless It ia by
raising the screw, as 203 yards would be almost beyond the range of the
pistol. 2. YVe prefer 30-inch barrels, but if oric is limi'ed to cither 28
or 30 inch his physique should determine the question. Atall man could
handle the longer barrel best.
C.F. H.,Mass. I have a pond two hundred and twenty-five feet long
thirty feet wide, and from a foot to eight fuet deep. Former owner,
raieied some trout, bnt now but a very few left. Would the pond bo
suitable for black bass, and which pays best? The pond is l'cd by
springs, flowing out always, Where is the nearest place to get fry or
yearlings? What is price for each? Is goldfish teat food for trout? is If.
good for baBS? How many would I rcqnire to stock ponds? Ans. If
trout have lived In yonr puiid before, tbev will again under tbo same
Conditions. Black bass require that some portion of llie pond should
have natural rocky bottom, with considerable dopth of water at that
point. If you will Write to Stone &, Hooper, Ooltlspring Hatching
House, ot Charlestown, New Hampshire, yovwill obtain ajl that you de¬
sire, ns they bave just now made special arrangements for supplying
bass aud trout for stocking purposes. H you will put a dozen spawnera (bass) into yonr water next May, they will apitwn In the summer,
and in three years you will have a well stocked pond. Spawners cast
$2 apiece. Fish will eat any kind of small fry.
W- W. A., Philadelphia. -Will yoa please inform me how to make
rubber cement, such as shoemakers use to put on invisible patches? I
want to use it to flit in the seams of a canvas boat. It seems to be some¬
what of a secret, u» I have asked, bnt could not get any satisfaction from
my shoemaker, except that flu uses chloroform, with some other Ingre¬
dient, and not naphtha, as it will not hold? Ans. Cut virgin or native
India rubber with a wot knife into the thinnest possible siloes, ami with
shears divide those into threads as flue as flno yarn. Put a small qmm •
tity or thpjshreds (say one-tenth or less of tile capacity of tbo bottle)
into a wide-mouthed bottle, and fill it three-quarters full of benzine of
good quality, perfectly free from oil. The rubber will swell up almost
immediately, and in a few days, especially if ofton shaken, assumes the
consistency of honey. If itiucl'ines to remain in uundissulved masses,
more benzine mnst be added; but if too thin and watery, it needs more
rubber. A piece of rubber tbo size of a walnut will make a pint of the
cement. This cement dries iu a few minutes, aud by using three coats
in the usual manner, will unite leather straps, patches, rubber solos,
backs of boale, etc., with exceeding firmness. The India rablier, vul¬
canized, can be obtained at most large stoves where rubber goods are
Hold, and at some dreg Stores.
W. H. C., Mechanics Falls.—A hunter discovered a squirrel on tho
trunk of a tree, and attempted to bring hts gun in rouge to shootbbu, but
as often as the hunter advanced part way around the tree to get sight ot
the squirrel, I be squirrel would move on in advance, aud thus elude
him. Query; Provided the squirrel and the hunter continued to travel
in the same direction till they both completed a circle around Hie tree,
did tho hunter travel around the squirrel ? Aus. Wo are not disposed to
shirk the awful responsibility tbat pests upon ns in deciding this
long vexed and still nndemonstrated problem. To meet the case fully :
Find the centre of a circle, to represent the tree. Lot the circle itself
represent the track traveled by the hunter. Draw a radius from the
centre to a point on the ciroumference Where the mail stands. Draw
another radius from the circumference to the point on tho tree where (be
squirrel elands. Now revalre your disc, nnd yon will observe that both
man. and squirrel progress egttopawu, and that lltetonnbas not gained
an loin In bis effort to “surround” the squirrel. Per contra let Ihe cen¬
tre of the circle represent a tree with a squirrel on it: leL& given move¬
able point On the perimeter represent the hunter. Let this point travel
around the circle like a wagon around a race track, and yon will see it
surround both the tree and the squirrel no matter whether the squirrel
moves or not. Take a common school orrery and watch the motion of
the planets around the sun, some moving in lesser o.rbhs and otters)”
greater, aud tell us If you can, whether Jupllet »»v»l •
.
ivv
earth, ov Mar* around Mercury,
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—The last Grand Promenade Concert of Gilmore’s 22d
Regiment Band was given on Saturday evening last. The
attendance on this occasion was larger than at any previous
concert. The New York Choral Union under the direction
of Mr. Gilmore, sung several pieces in very praiseworthy
style, among which Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes’ “Ameri¬
can Hymn,” music by Keller, was received by the large and
fashionable audience in a very flattering manner. The over¬
tures and selected pieces by the band were all performed in
the'usual masterly way; while the solos of Mr. Arbuckle,
on the cornet, and Mr. E. A. Lefebre, on the saxaphone,
were received with a perfect storm of applause. During the
evening Mr. Gilmore was decorated with a badge of honor,
given by bis numerous friends, for which he returned
thanks in a neat little speech. The Band took their de¬
parture ou last Sunday for San Francisco, where they will
give a series of musical entertainments. We wish them
all success.
__
_
—The "Rod and Gklii" is publishing a series of letters,
more or less scientific, from Greene Smith, Esq., relating to
the southwest coast of Florida, covering in great part the
course followed by our correspondent, “A1 Fresco,” two
winters ago. Mr. Smith is making a collection of birds
and creatures, and his observations will, no doubt, result
in valuable contributions to the rather limited knowledge
we have of the natural history of that section. Greene
Smith has a happy faculty of combining pleasure with
well-directed labor, which his friends will readily acknow¬
ledge.
__
_
—A gentleman who has passed the winter on Indian
River and the adjacent waters in Florida, writes:—
“Prospects brighter on the Halifax River, many new
settlers are coming in; land is rising in price, lots in Day
tona, which two years ago were selling at $200,are now worth
$400. Three years ago two small vessels could do all the
business between these rivers and Jacksonville, now there
are five, besides two lost this year on the bar, anil they all
fiud plenty of freight; and probably a steamer will be put
in the water by the next Beason.”
—A new “Foot-and-mouth Disease” is making rapid
progress in England. Its other names are Rinks, and
Spelling Bees.
__
—A few English snipe have been killed near Bergen
Point and on the Hackensack Meadows, in New Jersey,
but the flight has not yet arrived,.

N reply to numerous questions as to what comprised
choke-boring, or in what manner the process was performed, wa have answered to the best of our knowledge
on the subject, that it consisted in enlarging Die bore for
a certain distance within the barrel near the muzzle, leav¬
ing it at the original size both above and below the en¬
larged part. We might have qualified this statement somewliiit by remarking that in the barrels of some manufac¬
turers tile portion of the barrels at or just within the muz¬
zle was somewhat smaller than the bore just behind the
enlarged portion, but the difference, if any, is trivial. A
correspondent who had asked for information on this sub¬
ject, after repeating our reply, says:—
"All the choke-bored guns that I have seen appear to be
constricted in bore just at or within an inch of the muz¬
zle. The editor of the Field in ‘General Remarks of Gun
Trial, 1875,’ says of choke-boring: ‘It is now generally ad¬
mitted that there are at least two distinct modes of boring
the new guns, well represented by Mr. Greener and Messrs.
Scott,’ and that by use of his callipers he is ‘in possession
of the exact measurements of these two methods,’ which
he is confidentially restrained from disclosing, hut states
that ‘a point common to all modifications he has examined
is the existence of a contraction at the muzzle.' The ques¬
tion is an interesting one in mechanics, and a more compli¬
cated one than supposed by many, if your answer be ac¬
cepted and understood, that the enlargement of the bo>e
is to be commenced at the distance of six inches from the
muzzle, and then extended downward toward the breech
for the extent of three inches more, say in a 80 or 32-inch
ban-el. May I take the liberty to ask if your reply is
based upon certain knowledge from a credible artisan of
skill and experience in this line, or from actual careful
measurements, and in what brand of gun this method
of choke-boring may be examined?’'
The editor of the Field might have gone still further and
stated that there were three or even four distinct modes of
choke-boring, for Messrs. Dougall and Pape claim methods
of their own, each differing; or supposed to differ, materi¬
ally from the others. Since receiving our correspondent’s
letter we have taken the opportunity of examining guns of
Messrs. Seott and Greener, and certainly find a marked
difference in the apparent mode of boring- Our own error
was in stating, upon hearsay, that the constriction com¬
menced at six inches from the muzzle, and then extended
for three inches towards the breech. In a gun of Messrs.
Scott, which we have recently examined, and which was
an extreme choke-bore, upon looking in the muzzle (with
the breech open) there appeared to be a distinct shoulder
at a distance of say six inches from the muzzle; precisely
such a shoulder as appears in the- chambering of the gun.
This settles the question as to the enlargement of the barrel,
which must exist beyond the shoulder and towards the
muzzle, From this apparent shoulder the bore gradually
decreases until the muzzle is reached; we say gradually be¬
cause in looking from the barrels no other shoulder, or ap¬
parent shoulder, is to be seen. In the extreme choke-bore
of Messrs. Greener we believe that this shoulder is to be
seen, but we have had the opportunity of examining only
his modified choke-bores, in which there appeared to be
only a gradual constriction of the bore. The Field editor
is correct in one sense, as there certainly is a contraction
at the muzzle as compared with the bore a few inches
beyond it. If we understand the theory of choke-boring
correctly—and we confess to having found no one to explain
it satisfactorily—it is that by enlarging a portion of the
bore and again constricting it, the pellets which have a
tendency to diverge from the common centre are again
brought into a uniform position and take their direction
with the entire charge, and in a more compact and gradu¬
ally expanding form. This might account for an evenness
and closeness of pattern, but one would imagine that it would
be at the expense of penetration, for an enlargement in the
barrels would, we should suppose, permit of an escape of
the gasses which would lessen the effect of the explosion
of the powder. In the first choke-bore guns used in this
country a false muzzle of a smaller bore was screwed on
the gun barrel; but this could only be used in single guns.
Mr. Dougall, iu his admirable work entitled “Shooting, its
Appliances, Practice, and Purpose,” says that closeness
and velocity are antagonistic, but that he has hit upon a
method which renders them compatible and at the same
time without undue wear on the gun. What that method
is he is no more ready to disclose than are Messrs. Scott,
Greener, or Pape. That an enlargement of the bore near
the muzzle is a portion of the process is made additionally
apparent by the fact that the first question a gunmaker
asks when one proposes to have his gun altered to the new
bore is, “are the barrels worn thin, and will they stand
being bored out?” In fact if .choke-boring was merely a
constriction of the barrels at the muzzle, how could old
guns be choke-bored?
Long ago we alluded to an old fowling piece, brought
here during the war of the revolution, the barrel of which
was choke bored, and which bore the date of 1774-Slamped
upon it. The reader may find additional confirmation of
the fact that the process is not a new one, and of the trite¬
ness of the saying that "there is nothing new-under the
sun,” by referring to Miss Edgeworth's “Ormond,” written
in 1798, In the edition published by Harper Broson
page 137, will be found the following:—
“O’Shane, besides being a good shot was an excellent
mechanic; be beguiled the hours, when there was neither
hunting or shooting, in a workshop, which was furnished
with the best tools. Among his other occupations at the
work bench, he was particularly skillful in making and ad¬
justing the locks of guns, and in boring and polishing the
inside of their barrels to the utmost perfection; he had
contrived and executed a tool for enlarging the barrel of

a gun in any particular part, so as to increase its effect in
adding to the force of the discharge, and in preventing the
shot from scattering too widely.”
Centennial Bom-Boats.—Philadelphia promises to have
a large floating population, in a literal sense, during the
continuance of the Centennial Exhibition, and the rivers •
will be crowded with ns remarkable an array of craft as
can be seen on the Pearl River at Canton, where thirty
thousand persons live, move, and have their being, from
one end of the year to the other, with nothing but a plank’s
thickness between them and the water. We hear on cvery
side of parlies being formed, and schooners being chartered,
both as means of conveyance to Philadelphia, and for
homes while there. All along the coast of New England,
and even as far as New Orleans, such parties are being-,
formed; old schooners are being fitted up with new cabins,
and bunks, and dining saloons arranged in the holds, until
they are transformed into floating hotels or dub-houses.
It would remind an old Californian of the days of ’49,
when crewless vessels were made to do duty as lodginghouses. On the south side of Long Island several vessels
are being fitted up for the purpose of carrying Centennial
parties, and if the reports we hear of the charges proposed
by hotel and lodging-house keepers are correct, this mode
of “doing” the Centennial will be very popular. Five
dollars per day appears to bo the minimum price, at
-which the stranger will be “taken iu,” while a less amount
per capita would cover the entire expenses of a yachting
party, and include the important item of transportation.
And then the jollity and fun of such a parly when prop¬
erly composed can scarcely be described. A gun and a
set of colors are important additions, and the expense of
powder is well repaid in the noise and Bmoke attained, as
well as the similar acknowledgments received in return.
The trip to Philadelphia by water is amply diversified with
sea and river sailing, and there is just enough “outside”
work in it to make it interesting. Long Branch and Cape
May can be visited en route, and perhaps a Bchoolof bluofish might be sufficiently accommodating to put in an
appearance. We know of several such parlies and vessels
fitting out, and if we can give any information, or be of
service to our readers in bringing them together, it will
afford us pleasure to do so.
Mann’s Reactionary Health Lift is becoming quite)
an interesting means of amusement, and profit at the)
Produce and Cotton Exchanges, each of which has several:
of the machines in use. Trials of strength and lifting
mutches are alwayB in order, and competitive teams fre-'
quently vie with each other for first place. The stimulus
of competition keeps the machines in constant motion, and
the exercise is doing an amount of good which the mem-i
bers cannot at present realize- The theory of its use is toi
promote free circulation of blood. When the lift is made,'
with the body in its proper position, every muscle, nerve,i
and blood-vessel is compressed and tautened to its fullest
tension, circulation is checked for the instant, and then a
reaction follows which sends the blood like a flood from its
fountain head into the remotest vein, expelling foul se¬
cretions, breaking away obstructions, and reopening tuber¬
cles, vcscicles, and cells long since closed by disease or dis¬
use. By discretion in not over-doing or straining, the best
results quickly follow the first trial. Many men whoso
maximum lifting power at the outset was only 300 lbs.,
have acquired such nerve and vigor that in three months;
they have lifted 700 }bs. A weight of 900 lbs. is not am
extraordinary lift for a person of medium size, while one
man who weighs but 140 lbs. lifts over 1,200 lbs. This is
done without straps, or auy artificial appliance.
Of course increased vigor promotes appetite and he) pa
digestion; and healthy consumption of victuals in large
quantities increases weight; so that while the exercise keeps
a man in professional form, making him lean, hard, and
fibrous, it also increases his weight and reduplicates him.
It lias taken a long time to bring these machines into popu¬
lar favor, but now their universal use is assured among
those who can spare a dollar or so each week to pay for
their practice. Ten minutes a day is all that is absolutely
necessary to devote to the exercise, for it is not the con¬
tinual use that accomplishes the result desired, but the re¬
action that follows the isolated effort. Wherofore we find
that in economy of money, time, and force, this instrument
is incomparable, and the exercise it affords desirable above
all other modes in vogue. There are exercising rooms in
all the principal cities, and one great advantage to the
holder of a ticket is that it admits him to all alike.
The Centennial Aquarium.—The foundations have
been put in, and work commenced on the great salt water
tank. This aquarium is to be twenty feet long by seven
wide, by four deep; it is to be of cedar with a front ol
glass one inch in thickness. The largest fresh water lank
is to be of the same width and depth, but only ten feet
long.
The Ohio Fish Commission, through their Secretary,
Mr. J. II. Kliffpart, has agreed to furnish a collection of
the fishes of that State, and to keep the tanks supplied
from time to time in case of loss. We hope soon to heat
that New York, Michigan, and other States having fishes
peculiar to their waters will follow suit and make this a grand
display of American aquatic life. Since the offer ot a ten
foot aligator was made in our last by Mr. Labadie, Messrs.
C. Crossman & Son, of the Grossman House, Alexandria
Bay, N. Y., have offered to forward a musealouge of the
largest size caught between this and the opening of the
Exhibition at their famous fishing grounds among Hit
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Thousand Islands, and Mr, Greene Smith -will bring turtles
and other specimens from Florida. We have made ar¬
rangements to publish the arrivals at the aquaria, after the
manner of those at Central Parle, etc.
GA.ME PROTECTION.
Protecting Migratory Birds.—It is a question whether
any law protecting migratory birds such as ducks and
snipe during their northern flight, will find favor among
all sportsmen unless it is one passed simultaneously by all
States through which the birds pass. The old argument
is brought forward, “if I don’t kill them some one else
Will,” and consequently the birds are slaughtered. We
are not in favor of stopping spring snipe shooting for
reasons before expressed, that the birds are uncertain in
their habits, and that if the law is passed there will be
nothing left for sportsmen to* work their dogs on in the
spring. And, again, there are so few killed in this State
that they would not be missed. Still, if New Jersey passed
such a law we should advocate it in this State also. There
is this to be said in its favor, that if spring snipe shooting
was abolished there would be fewer woodcock killed dur¬
ing the flight, or while they were preparing to nest. With
ducks, however, it is different; their flight is regular and
certain, and if killed or shot at indiscriminately during
their northern voyage the survivors Will choose another
route on their return; to say nothing of the decrease in
numbers.
The Munroe County Sportsmen’s Club, one of the
oldest organizations of the kind in the State, held a meet¬
ing on the 23d ult., to consider the proposed amendments
'now before tbe Legislature, when the following resolution
was passed:—
“We deem it impracticable for any State to attempt to
protect, any kind of migratory game bird whose natural
breeding grounds are not within the limit of said State.
Further, we see no practical way of protecting all migra¬
tory game birds on their flight from their southern winter
home to their natural breeding grounds in the extreme
northeast, except by the enactment of a national game law
which shall bear equally upon each and every section of
the country over- which such birds pass in their flight.
We consider it an unjust discrimination against the in¬
habitants of this State' to prohibit the spring shooting of
snipe within its limit, while no such prollibiliou exists in
the adjoining States and the Canadas. And we further see
no reason why snipe should be protected to the exclusion
of ducks, geese, brant, and other migratory game birds;
and are in favor of the law remaining unchanged until all
spring shooting of migratory birds is regulated by a na¬
tional law."
Morris County Sportsmen Club.—This association is
about applying to the New Jersey Legislature for an act
of incorporation. The club has brought suits against sev¬
eral parties for killing quail out of season, and caused
them to be fined to the extent of over seventy-five dollars.
—The Hazleton (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association organized
the 21st inst. J. C. Tomlinson, President; S.D. Engle,
Vice-President; Jos. Silliman, Secretary; Geo. Gormau,
Assistant Secretary; E. S. Doud, Treasurer; Win. Lauderbach, Thos, McNair, Barton Pardee, R. Fitzpatrick, John
N. Shapley, Frank Pardee, and John P. Toungman, Di¬
rectors.
—The Game Protective Club of Quebec have been doing
a heavy business lately in prosecuting violators of the
game laws, no less than fifteen cases having been in hand
since December. Several of tbe parties have been con| victed and fined.
,
—The law prohibiting tbe killing of moose in the proI vince of Nova Scotia expires next year; in the meantime
I moose are again becoming plentiful. A law lias recently
been passed in New Brunswick prohibiting the killing of
moose, deer, and caribou for three years.
—We noticed recently that steps had been taken to form
a game protective society at Guelph, Canada. The com¬
mittee appointed have since made a report which was
adopted. The society is to be known as the Wellington
f Game, Fish, and Harmless Birds’ Protective Society. The
following officers were elected: President, E. V. Thomp¬
son, Sr., Guelph Township; Vice-President, James Web¬
ster; Secretary Treasurer, Judge Chadwick; Solicitor,
R. Oliver; Central Committee, Clias. Sharpe, 0. Dunsford,
and George Newton; General Committee, George and J.
Atkinson, A. Anstee, E. V. Thompson, Jr., J. West, and
A. Blythe, Guelph Township; A. R. Davis and Hiram An¬
derson, Guelph Town; W. Gay, Elora; John Watt, Fergus;
P. M. Barker, Orangeville; Dr. Allen, Arthur, and J.
Broddy, Erin. The Central Committee will appoint a
General Committee.
—A very important amendment to the Game Laws of
Great Britain, as far as Scotland is concerned, has recently
passed a second reading in the House of Commons, not¬
withstanding the opposition of the Government. It ex¬
cludes hares and rabbits from the list of game, and gives
all game over to the tenant unless a special clause in the
lease, specifying a consideration, reserves itto the landlord.
If there is damage done beyond the amount of the con¬
sideration the landlord must pay it. Instead of country
justices having jurisdiction over game cases they are to be
handed over to tbe sheriff.
•bf

Toledo,

Ohio, March 25th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

The sportsmen are much exercised at the prospect of a
new bill before tbe Legislature, proposed by the Grangers,
making#it a penal offence to be found with a gun on any
one’s premises without permission. Heretofore the law
was—and no one complained at it—that any one could

hunt over fields where no public notice was given. A
transgression of the law subjected the offender to fine and
imprisonment. It is to be hoped that there will be influ¬
ence enough brought to bear to defeat this bill, otherwise
good bye to rural sporls in Ohio. In this case the lover of
field sports can take indulgence only at the will of the
granger. It may have a tendency to preserve game, if this
is any consolation.
The experiment of the Fish Commissioners of this Stale
has been very satisfactory this spriDg, An early hatch of
white fish has already stocked the lake, promising abun¬
dant reward. The warm weather advanced the young fry,
and they had to be disposed of by deposit in the adjoining
waters at a much earlier season than usual, the ultimate
results of which may be questioned, at the same time giv¬
ing no uneasiness in the experiment to the commissioners.
The hatching of the eggs on the natural bed was in advance
of those in the hatchery, as in the latter place, the water
was kept cooler, keeping back the fry; how many days is
not known, nor, indeed, may not be very material. There
were some doubts of the adaptability of these waters to the
successful hatching of white fish. This idea is entirely re¬
moved, since the results are equal to the highest expecta¬
tion. I was informed to-day by one of the commissioners
that llie proportion of eggs hatched was fuLly ninety-five
per cent. This is good enough.
A meeting of the respective Commissioners of Ohio,
Michigan, and Wisconsin was had last month in Detroit,
as 1 understand, to urge a uniformity of law in the pro¬
tection of fish. Mr. Wilmot, of Ontario, was expected,
but not present. He, however, concurs iu the plan propos¬
ed, which is:—
First—It shall t>o unlawful for any distillery, coat-oil refindrj, or gas¬
works, to discharge any refuse or offal from tlieir works into auy of the
lakes or rivers in or adjoining the Slates represented, or into any stream
putting into them or either of them.
Second—It shall he unlawful to catch in any ponud, or sweep-net, any
white;tish, or lake tront, between the fifteenth day of November and the
tenth day of September.
Third—It shall be unlawful to use any gill, drag, or float-nel. at any
time for catching fish in any of the waters heroin mentioned, within ten
miles of the shore.
Fourth—It shall be unlawful to catch, kill, or offer for sale nay whitefish weighing less that one and a half pounds.
Fifth-A base shall be established in seven feet of water along the
shores, and it Bball be uulavvful to extend auy pound net more than one
inlJe front such base line; provided, that in the indentations of the lakes
and bays said pound nets may he extended one and one-ffnarter miles
from said base line.
The. committee unanimously recommend the passage of laws in con¬
formity with the foregoing plan, with suitable penalties to enforce them.
Dated at Detroit, the 7th of February, 1878.
John J. Baciley. Jlich.,
Geo. Clark, Mich.,
Wji. Welch, Wia.,
Embry D. Potter, Ohio.

This bill is already before the Legislature of Wisconsin
with assurance of success, and soon will be presented iu
the House iu this State, without a doubt of its becoming a
law.
The wise heads in Columbus are tampering with the dog
law. Not satisfied with present enactments, they seem to
hold a spite, not only against the sporting fraternity, but
against every class of dogs likewise. Some mullet-head
has proposed a tax of three dollars on each dog, besides a
properly tax per valuation, given under oath, and fining
the owner of any dog five dollars that may be found at large
or astray from the premises of such owner, at the same
time legalizing the privilege to any person and the duty of
any constable or marshal to kill such dogs astray, for
which the murderer will be entitled to $1.00 from the county
treasury. If at anytime it shall appear to the county au¬
ditor that a dog has not been returned, ho may return Ihe
dog himself and proceed in respect thereto as if originally
made. In case a dog has been improperly assessed to the
owner of certain premises, the owner thereof may have
cause of action against the owner of the said dog and re¬
cover, and the judgment debtor shall not be entitled to
any exemption as against the collection of such judgment.
Here yon have legislation with a vengeance. Tell it not
in Gotham, It is to be hoped that there is some humanity
in the Legislature, if there is but little sense. Such a law
will hardly pass, but no one can premise what are the con¬
ceptions in the fertile brains of our wise Solons.
B.
—An act has passed the Legislature of Wisconsin, and
been approved, of which the following is an abstract:—
Section 1. It shall not be lawlul for any person, at any time, or in
any place, upon any of the waters of Lake Koshkonoug, iu this State,
to shoot at, catch, kill, wound, destroy, or to pursue any duck or other
slid fowl, by the aid, means, or use of any float, puut-boat, sneak-boat,
or similar device or structure, however know n or called; nor shall It be
lawful tor any person to build, or to use, for the pnvpose of hunting or
shooting duck or other wild fowl upon any of the lakes, rivers, streams,
or marshes in this State, any sunken or floating boxes or batteries, or
auy other similar uevice or structure however known or called, or to sail
for auy wild fowl of any kind in, or shoot ut them from auy vessol pro¬
pelled by steam or sails, or from any boat or other structure attached to
the same.
Sec 8. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act shall
be punished by a flue of not less that twenty-live dollars, nor more than
fifty dollars for each and every offence.

The other sections of the act refer to the mode of col¬
lecting the penalties.
^
Lakeville, Litchfield Co., Conn., March 85th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have been glad to learn, through yonr paper, that an effort is being
made to have the game laws of the several States amended, so as to
harmonize more perfectly. Wc of this section, living as we do on the
borders of three States (Conn,, N. Y., and Mass.,) should bedelighted,
could such a thing be brought about. It seems to mo that nature her¬
self indicates the proper season to begin the Bhooting season of wood¬
cock. If the summer shooting could bB abolished (July and August),
and the season begin, say on September 1st in this climate, we should
then have full-fledged strong birds to shoot, and more of them. In our
cold, hilly country the birds are generally through moulting about that
time, and they generally leave us for a warmer climate about the middle
of October, though an occasional bird is to be found about spring
holes in the early part of November. This arrangement would give us
six weeks of the best shooting, and protect the birds till they are able to
fly. Our present State law prohibits all shooting till October 1st. That
may do for sportsmeb near the Sound, but for ns on the hills, who b»vo
no duck and bay bird Bhooting to speak of, it nearly amounts to no
shooting at all at woodcock.
W. H. Williams.

—Woodcock are breeding already in large numbers in
various parts of New Jersey, and also on Staten Island.
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TEACH DOGS TO RETRIEVE.

NE of the most important considerations for those
who are raising and breaking dogs to shoot over is
that of properly leaching them to retrieve. In our opinion
there is nothing mote vexatious while shooting than, after
having made a good clear shot, yon find that you have
dropped your biid across a stream, or deep muddy ditch,
or iu some dense briery covert where, if your dog is not
a retreiver, you are obliged to turn your back upon the
bird and leave it. And this thing must frequently happen
with those who shoot over a dog not broken to this accom¬
plishment. As for ourselves, we had rather miss half a
dozen shots than leave a dead bird; consequently we in¬
variably make it a point to huve our dogs nicely broken to
retrieve when ordered.
When we commenced Bhooling on the wing, full fifty
years ago, and for a few years afterwards, we did not use
retrieving dogs, taking the same erroneous view of it then
that is entertained by a few shooters of the present day,
that retrieving dogs could not be well controlled, aud that
by frequently having birds in their mouths it injured their
scenting powers. In looking over an old diary, we fffid
that it was in the year 1830 we were introduced to a gentle¬
man named ’ Cober, a German, then residing in Philadel¬
phia, and from him obtained much valuable information
and instruction in the management of dogs, particularly
as to the proper mode of breaking them to retrieve, and
by him we were presented with the first force collar,
check cord, and puzzle peg we ever saw.
There are two modes of teaching dogs to retrieve, one of
which is to take a pup of, say five or six months old, in a
room, or some place where ho cannot get away, and by
rolling a hall, or some such object from him, he will soon
become fond of running after it, pounce upon jt, and
bring it back when called. After he does this well the
wiDg of a bird should be attached to the hall, and then,
after a few lessons of this kind, he will readily bring a
bird thrown for him. And almost any person with a little
skill and patience can soon make his youngster fond of re¬
trieving in this way. This is what is called teaching a dog
to retrieve iu play, hut it is by no means the best mode, for
the reason that if a dog thus broken should mouth a bird,
and not fetch It properly, and he punished for the fault, it
would break up its retrieving altogether. Hence the only
proper way, in order to have a first-class retriever, is to
break him “untiev the whip,” which is to first let your dog
know what is required of him in the matter, and then to
make him do it. It. is hotter, however, before a dog is thus
broken to retrieve, that he first he partially or fully field
broken, and that he is not less than teu or twelve months
old when taken in hand; aud then the first thing to be done,
if he has a propensity to rush in, pounce upon and bring
things voluntarily, is to break up all that kind of nonsense,
and let .him know that there is to be no play about it, but
business from the start; and before giving thefirst lesson, a
good strong check cord aud force collar must be provided,
and as the first lesson will be a disagreeable one, much
care should be taken that the dog cannot escape from it.
If he once escapes from his lesson, the difficulty afterwards
is much greater, as he will continue to look for a mode of
getting away instead of attending to his lesson. In break¬
ing a dog to retrieve, nothing better can be used for the
purpose than a corn cob, or a newspaper compactly wrap¬
ped with twine. The first thing to be done is to teach the
dog to “sit down," hold up his head, and take the object
from the hand, aud in order to do this his mouth must be
opened and the Cob inserted as a bit is placed iu a horse’s
mouth, at the Barne time using the words “take it.” If he
becomes stubborn, and refuses to take it, you muBt twitch
him with the check cord, or rub his gums with the cob
until he opens his mouth and takes it, and will hold it
until he is ordered to “let go.” After he gets to fairly un¬
derstand this lesson, the next is to compel him to walk
around the room with it in his mouth. The chances are
that the first step lie takes ho will drop it; if so, box his
ears, replace the cob, and compel him to walk around with
it until he is ordered to “let go." There is very little
trouble iu teaching almost any dog to do this, but the
greatest difficulty is in making him pick it up off the floor,
and this should not he attempted until he is thoroughly
confirmed in the above. Then the cob must be held a few
inches below hfs mouth, and he be made to take it then;
and when perfect in that, hold the object a few inches
lower, and very gradually hold it lower and lower until 1m
will take it off the hand on the floor, and by gentle force
he will soon come to understand what is required of him,
and will take it off the floor when ordered. After he is
confirmed in this the object may be thrown some distance,
and the dog soon be made to “go fetch,” “come in,” “sit
down,” and hold it until he is ordered to “let go;” and after
thoroughly taught to do this he should be taken to the field,
made to “down charge," aud covering his eyes with the
hand, throw tbe cob so he will be compelled to find it with
his nose, and fetch it. It frequently happens that after a
dog has been perfectly broken to fetch a cob, ball, or any
such thing, he will not at first fetch a bird. But by plac¬
ing a bird in his mouth, aud compelling him to carry it a
little way, he may soon be confirmed in retrieving properly.
Much care should be taken not to confuse the dog by un¬
dertaking to teach him too much at a time, and that the
disposition of the dog should be steadied, and that he is
given no more or less punishment than is absolutely neces-
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sarv. A skillful breaker can break a dog of any age to re¬
trieve in a short time, and find it best, to e-ccupy ten or
fifteen days in perfecting them. Blit there is a knack in
thus breaking a dog to retrieve that very few shooters have,
or can attain. Among a host of persons who have ex¬
pressed tu us a desire to know how to do it, and to whom we
have exemplified the process, not more than one out of ten
could succeed.
In a recent publication on this subject the writer, who
lays down some excellent rules, says, among other things,
“That any man may attempt to break a dog with a cer¬
tainty of success, provided he will keep ever in mind
the watchwords of this science: observation, patience, and
perseverance.” That is just what is the matter: but few
men have those desitable qualificationsTHE

KENNEL

REGISTER.

List tit dogs entered in the Kennel Register for tlie week ending
Tuesday, April4th:—
SETTERS.
Mr. Dwight.Frances’ March; Mr. L. C. Bruce’s Flash; Mr. G Bird
Grinin1!!'- Rock, Jr; Mi. Alexander Pope, Jr.’s Jirle; Dr. F. B.
Greenougli’s Mag and Ned; Mr. Isaac Ifiske’s Kent andMollie; Mr.
John Neshett’s Boblc,Zolphu, Rina, Boz, and Rob Hey.
POINTERS.
Mr. Max Lcroairc’s Jack.

The Springfield Bench Show.—A lack of space com¬
pels us lo omit tliis week an abstract of the premium list
which we had designed printing. We have, however, a
quantity of the lists in pamphlet form which will he for¬
warded Lo the address of any of out1 readers on applica¬
tion.
—In addition to the special dog prizes offered for Cen¬
tennial Dog Show, to be held on September 1st. The fol¬
lowing have been offered since our last issue:—
Frank Roan, Esq., West Philadelphia—Silver collar for
best Dachshaund dog of any age.
John Krider, Esq., Philadelphia—Silver mounted field
Whip for the best. American-bred setter of any age.
Capt. A. H. Clay, Philadelphia—Solid silver dog whistle
for the second best American-bred setter.
A Large Litter.—Mr. F. A. Palmer’s setter bitch
Dove dropped a litter of 21 pups to Mr. Colburn’s Sancho,
son of Mr. Forman Taylor’s one-eyed Sancho. This we
believe is the largest litter on record. The same bitch,
last August dropped 18 pups to Mr. Taylor’s Sancho.
—John H. Develiu, Esq., of this city, claims the name
of “Moya" and “Mollie” for a brace of pure red Irish set¬
ter bitches, fifteen months old, imported from the kennel
of Albert J. Meldon, Esq., of Dublin, Ireland. Moya
visited Fluukel on the 22d ult.
—The many friends of our clever little sporting com¬
panion Charley Bancroft, congratulate him on the safe ar¬
rival from the Emeral Isle of his long looked-for pair of
pure Irish pups. They are perfect beauties according to
my poor judgment, and in time, with Charley’s manage¬
ment will, I am sure, make their mark. They are decidedly
the best addition I have seen for years to our Maryland
•dog stock. Hoping he may have the beat of luck with
them is the honest wish of u-any friends.
J, T.
—The next great English Bench Show to he held at the
Crystal Palace will commence on June 8d next.
SETTERS

AS

RETRIEVERS.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
• Yonrtremarks upon my letter on this subject are to my mind perfectly
conclusive as regards shooting in the htatos. I have had no experience
in shooting in any part of America, except in the extreme North and
South, in both of which places 1 saw at once, that except for duck, a re¬
triever was unnecessary, as a retrieving setter could do all the fetching
that was wanted, bat 1 was not aware that the shooting was of the same
nature throughout the States, and thought that on the prairies at least it
would be advantageous to use a brace of setters and a retriever, as is
constantly done in Scotland and some other countries.
Where one dog is only required at a time, it is of course desirable that
he should retrieve, and 1 am not one of those who think that doing so
is any Injury to the nose. Bur. Ido think that it spoils, or at any rate,
alters the style that some of our best bred dogs naturally have. To ex¬
plain my meaning, we will suppose that A and B are two young setters
sent to mo on trial, I take them out to rough, open gronnd, free from
Wuod, A jumps on a wall, and immediately comes lo a set. B doos the
buuic, both their heads being in this ease on a level. We move on, and
put up a covey Of partridges at a considerable dis’ance. I see that both
dogs have good noses, hut 1 must know more of them, so on we go. I
notice that A carries his head very high, while B carries his particularly
low. (Suggestive of hunting mice). A comes to a point again, but B
does not see him, and gets much too close to the game before he rninda
it, owing to his bad stylo. I have now seen enough, A is the dog Tor me.
At present he is only fit- for open work, bat when he has been hnnted in
covert, and taught to retrieve, he will como down in liis style a bit, and
make a first class dog. If I did not want him for covert shooting, or re¬
trieving, 1 should prefer his business to liis natural style, and he would
get the credit of having a tip top nose. As for B, T consider him a pot¬
tering beast, bat if I could not get a thoroughbred retriever, and wanted
onn, I would take him in preference to A, I rancy some of the imported
dogs are something like A, and not, at first, of much use for general
shooting.
I ouce look a gentleman (the owner of several prize dogs) out shoot¬
ing with me, over some very rough ground in Wales; my only dog being
a small, but very active setter bitch. He watched her for Borne time and
at last exclaimed “Why none of my dogs can work like that, they would
he useless here.” I had previously shot with him on open ground, and
been delighted with the slyle of pne of his setters in particular, who had
. taken a first, or second prize at the Shrewsbury Trial Stakes. (I forget
Which). My little bitch could do anything, including finding wounded
game, hat she bad not so pretty a style as Ida dog.
If not trespassing too much on your valuable space, the following ex¬
tract from tire letter of a friend of mine, who has been shooting this sea¬
son in Torkshiro, England, may interest some of yom readers: “The
morning your letter came here, I went out shooting, and we had seven
spaniels at «tork, uud no other dogs, and they worked splendidly. They

are rather long backed, very strong, and not very long eared, white with
yellow spots, very good to see In cover, splendid noses, and never make
a sound. You see them work ont every Inch of ground, sending the
game out, but not running it. anl some of them retrieve it when re¬
quired. They are quite strong enough to retrieve ducks and hares.
They are good water do-s, and very handsome.” His minute descrip¬
tion of these spaniels Is due to my having written to him for information
on the subject.
Ibex.

hie field. The dog went over with one of those magnificent honnds
beautiful In the greyhound, while the alar, in passing uuder the lowest
bar, caught and killed the hare iu the act of doubling back. It was tho
prettiest kill 1 ever saw.
1 think the greyhound of California, you write about, as kitting wild
cats and California lions, cannot possibly be the smooth haired English
greyhound Are they not the rou ih haired Scotch deerhound, than
which there is no more handsome, intelligent, and fearless dog in the
world?
Flamboro.

Pittsbcro, March 28th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In the last issue, Vol. 6, No.
of your interesting paper, there is a
letter from‘‘Ibex,” in which he advocates tho use of a dog whose only
duty is to retrievo when shooting over setters and pointers . 1 agree so
completely with Ibex, that I was quite disapointed torea’d yourcommeuts upon bis letter. You state that yon ‘‘doubt if he ever shot over a
setter or pointer which was properly broken to that accomplishment,"
and also, that you "have never met a single individual who has pursued
the course recommended by Ibex." Now Mr. Editor, I also may never
have had the pleasure of shooting over a setter or pointer which was
properly broken to the accomplishment of retrieving, but T wish ill sup¬
port of the argument advanced by Ibex, to give you an instance when
his course has been pursued with gratifying success.
1 have a friend in Missouri, whose custom it is to shoot quail, not only
over two setters with a special retriever, but frequently with two setters
and a pointer, with tho same retriever. I have hunted with this friend
when he had the four dogs under, as it appeared to me, perfect control, the
retriever Close at our heels, and the two setters and pointer ranging in
obedience to the motions of his hand. The setters and pointer backed
each other admirably and when a bird was lulled, dropped to down
charge, and remained in that position until the bird was retrieved, our
guns reloaded, and they were told to hie on.
I call to miiid one memorable day, about four years ago, when this
friend and I bagged with muzzle-loaders, eighty-two quail by pursuing
this course, and when our days sport was over he called mv attention to
the fact that during the whole day we had not seen a single bird upon
the gronnd, eiiher alive or dead.
Mr. Editor, I am interested in this matter solely from my love of the
sport, and perhaps. I am unduly influenced by the pleasure and rejuven¬
escence afforded me in these periodical hunts with my Missouri friend.
I expect you to make due allowance for me, and am encouraged to write
by the fact that your paper is open to the expression of individual opiniens fiom gentlemen sportsmen. My profession not only keeps me from
keeping dogs of my own, but deprives me of many pleasant shooting
excursions.
My thoughts revert so strongly to my happy experiences with quail,
grouse, and water fowl, in Missouri, that I cannot close this letter with¬
out a puff to the friend who has so ofien been my companion in those
pleasures. • He lives upon a snug fitrie farm, situated tn the midst of an
excellent quail region, adjacent to the Mississippi bottom, whore ducks
and snipe resort in spring and autumn, and not far distant from the roll¬
ing prairies abounding with pinnated gronse. He is a thorough sports¬
man. If he has a guest, he invariably gives that guest the drst shot,
and never, uuder any circumstances does he himself shoot the wrong
bird. He swears by tho memory of Frank Forester, whose books he ap¬
pears to know by heart. Frank Forester himself was not a truer sports¬
man, a better shot, o"r a warmer friend than he; and now as T sit at my
deskin this smoky city of I ittsburgh, I feel an inexpressible loDging
for a weeks camping out with him upon the Mississippi bottom.
Mr. Editor, if jou ever go to Missouri to shoot qnail, and will lot me
know of it, I hope to show yon a man who uses a special retriever with
marked success.
*
Bsao-

[The greyhounds we alluded to were tho smooth-coated
English dogs, or dogs bred from English stock. Possibly
the fact of their having been iu that wild country and ac¬
customed from puppyhood to course coyotes, or prairie
wolves, and such vermin, increased their courage.
A
splendid dog for that country would be the Australian
kangaroo hound, or a cross between llte greyhound and the
Scotch stagliound.—Ed.]

THE

POINTS

OF

A

SETTER.

Pomfret Centre, Conn., March 80th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
Anything that pertains to the improvement of my favorite dog, the
setter, I take a deep interest in, and as the Rod and Gnu Club of Springfield are Eoon to hold another gTand Bench Show of Dogs, it might not
be amiss that those who intend to exhibit for prizes should know what Is
generally conceded the most approved form of a setter of the present
time, combining endurance, beauty, strength, and general usefulness.
For myself, I have my own personal views iu the matter, that an expe¬
rience of more than forty years’ field practice has led me into, and how¬
ever bigoted I may be in my own opinion, I would uot pretend to advance
it as tho most correct or popular one.
Now, wilt some brother sportsman kindly give ns the general outii
of the most approved form of the setter of the present time? It might
serve, in a great measure, as a correct guide in the selection of setters to
show at the coming exhibition, more especially to those who have large
kennels to select from. I would much like to hear from Esqaire Smith
on the subject. There seems to be plenty of discussion in all the sport¬
ing papers iu regard to color of different breeds, and we sec at all the
bench shows the number of points each dog is marked; yet 1 think very
few of the practical sportsmen folly understand the form on which these
points were awarded.
It seems to me that exhibitors are entitled to know, before making
their entries, the scale of points on which their dogs are to be judged.
Is the short-legged, long-bodied setter, with long, turn-up tail, prefer¬
able to one with long legs and short body, with short, straight tall?
Should the tail be carried high, or low? Should the chest bo deep,
rather round, and the loins broad, and flank deep, or the reverse?
Should the feet bo round and well feathered between the toes, or pointed
and less reathcred? Should the shoulder or rump he the highest? Should
the neck be long and nearly of the same size at each extremo, or short
and tapering? Should the ears he long, with rounded points, or shorter
and more pointed? Should they be rather smooth at the extremity, or
fringed heavily? Is a illicit ear better than a thin one? Should the head
be narrow, or broad at the top? Should it be narrow from top to eyes,
or hold full width? Is a large, full oye considered better than a small
one? Should the nose be thick, rather thau thin, from the eyes down¬
ward? Should the tips he pendulant, or only moderately so? The coat
fine and silky, or coarse, and should it be straight, or curly? Long,
short? Should one with the fringe below the gambiti joint be prelered
to one without? How many points should a native setter receive for
color, all else being equal? What would be considered the best color
for field service? llow many generations mast one have been bred iu
America before it is entitled to be called a native? In reality all t
originally from foreign Block. Is an extra large one preferable to I
dium-sized, or Binall one? How many points are awarded for merely
size? Should two dogs be equal in all points save pedigree, how many
points are lost for lack of pedigree? Does a dog lose any points by hav¬
ing his tail shortened to avoid a crook in it?
As the roregoing inquiries combine the most mooted points in ques¬
tion, a reply Horn some one better posted than myself would be very
gratifying to me, and of much practical value to the sporting public gen¬
erally.
Ethan Allis

COURSING.
New York, March 18,1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 was much interested in yonr artUlo on "Conrsing," and hopo yon
may be the means or making that roost delightful sport better known
The last time I followed the greyhonnds was some tweuty-five years
ago, in Yorkshire, England, while on a visit there, going oat in the early
morning wltli my host, and a couple of well bred dogs; one famous
that part of the country for his speed, ami I lia ether a small, tint remark¬
ably clever slut. After killing a oonple of bares wilhont anything of
special note, the horses almost kicked n third ont. of her form. We had
a sharp run. mid "Pass," bard pressed, made for a gate leading to n .

CLUMBER

SPANIELS.

Ke.ntvili.e, N, S., -March itOlh, 1876.
Editor Forest And Stream:—
My clumber bitch, ‘‘Bess,” visited my well-known "Biutler" on the
30th March. This strain is well known in Nova Scotia, where it is justly
considered la creme cle la creme.
I should be glad to answer any inquiries as to pedigree, etc., by giving
n account of my keDnel. 1 may say en pavsani that "Busy," now ten
months old, bred as above, astonished the natives by taking to hunting
four months old, and was as good as could he at four months and two
weeks—before she had shed her first teeth! She now weighs forty-five
pounds. Bess, while working her six days a week, weighs thirty-six,
and Bustler forty-eight pounds. They arc nearly white Willi pule lemon
■euly divided and ticked, long, broad, and level, with short, straight
legs, heavily feathered, good (cherry) noses, good tempered, and never
tired.
B. S.

(§<wi£
GAME IN

and (§nn.
SEASON

IN

APRIL.

Wild duck, geese, brant, i&c,

Game in Market.—Ducks continue plentiful, and indeed
rather slow of sale, canvas hacks bringing only $3 per pair ;
black ducks, widgeon, broad bills, etc., are worth from CO
cents to 75 cents per pair; geese, $1.25 each; wild pigeous
are more abundant, and bring $1.00 per dozen.
—An Indian river (Florida) correspondent says that
hunting has been poor this winter, probably on account of
the long-continued drought, which has driven deer, hears,
etc., down south towards the everglades, where they can
get water.
A Novel Gun.—It is rarely that we see anything in tl-c
shape of a combination gun which comes up to the mark in
utility, hut the combined shot gun and rifle made by Messrs.
Allerton & Baker, of Lisle, Broome County’, this State,
really seems to fill the hill. The gun is a breech loader,
and one action opens all three barrels, the rifle, which
takes a .44 calibre metalic cartridge, occupying >.o more
room than the ramrod of a muzzle-loader. Wo consider it
a good thing, and can safely recommend it to those who
may be looking for such a weapon.
Adirondack^—Windsor, March 27(7t.—In a letter from
Fenton, of No. 4, Lewis county, N. Y., he says:—“Mark
Smith killed a large panther last week, about one mile west
i.i
house. Weather very cold the past ten days, and
tne thermometer has fallen below zero several times; snowfell about a foot deep. Smith lives at No. 4 with his
father, Chauucey, known to all the boys Who visit this sec¬
tion of the wilderness.
F. Bolles, Jr.
Long Island—Qootl Ground, March Z0th.—llaving paid
a visit to Pon Quogue for the purpose of shooting, I was
not disappointed. Haviug visited all the shooting places on
the island with not much success, 1 thought I would try the
above plate. I saw more birds, and had the best shooting
I ever had. I am told that on account of the inlet being
shut up last year, although running now, these waters be¬
came brackish, and by that an abundance of feed was pro¬
vided for the ducks. As high as 110 brondbills was shot
by one man in a day; another killed 85; and they averaged
from 20 to 40 per day. It was thought the shooting would
last until the middle of May on account of so much feed.
Sportsman.
Illinois, April 4th.—Snipe, geese, ducks, brant, etc.,
are reported abundant iu Illinois, and the lakes and streams ■
free of ice.

PIGEON

MATCHES.

—Ira A. Paine and Mr. Giidcrsleeve shot two matches
at Dexter Pjik, on Wednesday of last week, the stakes
being $300, the conditions, each to shoot at thirty birds in .
eacli match, the first to be at 21 yards rise and the second
at 25 yards, Mr. Giidcrsleeve to have the use of both barreis, while Paine was only allowed one. The result was
as follows:—
First Match.—Paine—1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 111 I I 0 I M 1 1 1 1 0 t
1 1 1 1 It 1—Total killed, 33.
Gildersleeve—0 0 1 1 1 1 0 l* 0 0 0 t 1 t* 1 1 1 1 J 0 1 1 l 1 1 1*
011 1—Total kitted. 33.
Second Match.-t-aine—t 1 1 10110010011010111110
1110 11 0—Total killed, 20.
Gildereleeve—1 1 1* 1 1 n no SO 1 1 I t 1 li l* I* 0 l 1 1 t l 1 1
0 0 0-Total killed, 20.
♦Killed With second barrel.

In shooting oil the draw, fo decide, Mr. Giidcrsleeve
killed three birds to Paine’s two, and won.
Syracuse.—The Onondaga County Sportsmen’s Club
had a practice shoot on Wednesday, March 20th. The
following was the score. Twenty-one yards, five birds:—
J Bedford, 5; R. B. Strong, 4: K. Lodder, 4; W. Fage,
4; T. Brazell, 4; C. Earle, fl; F, Denison, ii; T. lumber,
2. II- Ay ling, 1; J. Fage, 2. J. Bedford took first money’.
Messrs. Brazell, Lodder, W. Fage, and Strong then shot
off the lies of 4, and Mr. Fage took second money by
shooting two out of three. Messrs. Hudson uud EtWle di¬
vided the third money,
Seneca.
_Capt, A. It. Ilogan!us, champion wing shot of the
world "live an exhibition of his sUi-i on the 7tli ult., at
Bc-Acon'ParU, by killing hi) out of *ii h rds, alter which he

FOREST AND STREAM.
filed 26 birds in two minutes and 53 seconds. The first
it were double birds, traps forty yards apart, the shooter
-anding midway between the trapB, as is his custom. A
umber of sweepstakes preceded the exhibition matches.
—A match at snow birds was shot at Erie, Penn., on the
Jill ult., usual conditions, 1± ounces shot, with the followig Tesult:—
tSaraB.
Score. I
Name.
Score.
W. Daffy .11 P. Galtiraito...?
Graham.. ,...in | J. E. Graham.7

A new spoilsmen's club has been started at Erie.
An International, Pigeon Match.—Wo learn from an
schange that arrangements have been perfected at Read:g, Penn., for a grand international pigeon shooting match,
ien to all pigeon shooters in America and Europe. The
'urnament will last three days. On the first day the con¬
st will be for the championship of the world at double
xd shooting. On the second day will be decided the sine bird match for the championship of the world. On
e third day there will be a match at fifty birds, open to
1, and several sweepstakes. In the double bird match
e contestants will be allowed to shoot at twenty-five
luble birds each. In the single bird match the number
: birds that each competitor will shoot at will be one hon¬
ed, Hurliiigham rules. The prizes will be a champion
amend medal and two money prizes.
St. Louis, March siith, 1876.
MTOR POllEST AND STREAM I —
The miserable weather which has prevented the “long william” gentle1, who annually visit us, aueut this tune, answering to their oft i
Mted names, has made the “hoys” quite desperate, and their madness
iminated to-day. The rumblings of the coming Btorm, had been
town, and heeded, by the “gamins” of our streets, |who responded
orally, and the resultwas, about 510 innocent pigeons, ready for the
inghter.
The first event was a match between Mr. C. Jeff. Clark and Mr. W.
Wadsworth, for $25 a side; 10 single birds at 81 yards rise, and 5
rs at 26 yards rise. It was won by Mr. Clark, by a very handsome
re. (I have mislaid the score, therefore am unable to give it in detail),
er this shoot, commenced the regular work of the day, the medal
hr. Considering the weather, rain, wind, and cold, the shooting w
ty good. The terms of the match-were same as usual at ail of c
ib matches: Ji; tingle birds, 21 yards rise, 80 yards bonndary, “11 and
traps. The following is the score .—
.. Name.
'
Total.i
Name.
Total.
C. Pierce.10 Jog. Luc<<«
»
.... _l“ . Wilson .
Hirer Hewlett.10 limit.
,pt. J. Sedam. K> vV A. Albright ..
. H. Wadsworth.« Jn ;i. W. Muiikou,.
11. C. I,ueas . (i !U.
J. 8. Cbontoaii ..
Jh.Hinkle. ii.cn
Chad. H. Turner.
o. A. Kingoid. !l Plunk West .
>. M. Violent.il W. L. Seott.
P. Card. U .. _
Capelle...
. C. Clnistie. 8 C. Jeff. Clark
M. Williams..... 8 W. Wtepans. 3
Ties on ten birds at 26 yards rise: H. C. Pierce, I; Capt ■). Scdam,
Luther Keimctt, 3. Ties on 1 at :JI yards rise: II. O. Pierce. 2; Capt.
dum, 0. The result gave the champion medal to Mr. Tierce.
After Hie regular shoot was pleasantly disposed of, there yet remained
iuppiy or birds on hand, and as it is against the principles of eachin■idual of the club, to leave the field, so long as there Is a bird left able
fly, or course a sweepstake shoot was Introduced. In order to permit
gentlemen present to testtheir ‘"choke-bores" at long range, the disce was made 81 yards and 5 birds, $2 entrance, 80 yards huundry—the
tails: The score is not brilliant, but considering that many Contesting
d not shot before at that distance, it is fair. In this connection we
mid suggest, to xmrsons desiring to become proficient at pigeon shaotp, if they would discard the 21 yard rise for 31 yards, their progress
mid ne much more rapid, and their judgment, as to angles and disce, so matetio! iu wing shouting, would become much more perfect
n they can ever attain while shooting at shorter range. The followshows the result of the sweepstake, 81 yards rise: —
Name
Total.
Name.
Total.
Chouteau,..
Clias. U. Tomer.....'..a
M. Williams.4 i!Eugene Capelle
Capt . J. Seiiam ...
ank West.
.
Christie_
W. A. Albright...
Jos. P. Card.
o. M. Vimont,.
Jeff. Clatk.4 .JJno, A. Kinanld..
Hunt. P. Wilson..
O. Pierce...
B. C. Lucas.
Pies on Pat 81 yards:
Name.
Total.]
Name.
Totul.
Jeff. Clark.8 W. C. Christie.
1
ank West...2 Jno. M. Vimom_. ...0
8. Chouteau.l|c. M. Williams.0
Pies on 3,-31 yards :
Name.
Total,!
Name.
Totul.
B. C. Lucas.S C. H. Turner.I
pi. Sudani .•.2 11. C. Pierce.0
-Capeile,.,. ........
Second tie on 3,31 yards.
Name.
Total.]
Name.
Total.
B, C. Lucas...,.2|Capt. Sedam. ..2
.'bird tie on 3,81 yards
Name.
Total.]
Name.
Total.
!...3|Sedara.
2
Pile St. Lonis Gun Club and the Quincy Club, hold their first shoot of
‘home and home" match, at Quincy, Ill., about 15th of April.
ST. LOI

FLANNEL

SHOT

CARTRIDGES.

Baltimore, Md., Maroli 3l8i, 1876.
itor Forest and Stream; —
laving noticed the idea in “ou.r paper” of flannel bags for shot catIgep, will say for the benefit of “Hall” (in this weak's Issue, March
h,) that I made a very limited experiment with them last week wlide
yoking ducks.
I only made a few of the bags to put into the shells, and not hav; tried them, at a target, cannot Bay how they distribute the shot, but
inclined to think they are very irregular, as one duck I killed with
(in—a hen red-head—although more than eighty yards from the muzof the gun, which, by the way, Is a relief bore, 10-gauge Greener, 9£
inds, had a hole through the breast large enough to insert a man’s
jerinto. The flannel I need was a piece of navy bine coating, and
de Lhe bags by running up the Sides and one end upon a Sewing ma¬
ne, and after inserting the shot, tying the open oDd with thread. I
■X1 that some of our (if yon will permit the expression) correspondents
o have time and opportunity, would try these at a tai&e* and give us
i results’, for if they are regular In the distribution of their loads
y must certainly be very useful, as they will kill from fifteen to
inty yards further than loose shot.
loping that, as twerof your correspondents have already called attehn to them, others will feel interested enough to give them a fair trial,
Which all the merits and demerits will be brought up and discussed.
A Boor Shot.

A TRIP TO BIG LAKE,
itor Forest and Stream:—
itibruary 20th, myself and three others left St. Louis over the Iron
luntain ltailroad for a few days sport. We arrived at Williainsville,
i., 145 miles from St Louis at seven-thirty in the evening. The pio-

noer guide imd beat hunter JoeDeiue, met uBHt the depot wilh a nice little
span of bays and a spring wagon, and everything in readiness for a few
day’s sport. We drove twenty Seven miles by half past twolve, and
pitched our tent, on the hill one and a half miles from the lake anil then
retired for the night. But being so close to the enemy we could not
sleep mncli'; we were up at buir past four and had everything rn readi¬
ness to move by daybreak. We arrived at tbe long looked for lake by
the time it was getting light. We could hear the firing of tbe guns of
some other sportsmen before we arrived. We concluded we woulu pro¬
spect a little before we settled down for the fight, and lifter making a
few shots our guide advised us to move down the lake, and take mir
stand ou the paints where the ducks were in the habit of crossing over,
and not to run aronnd but to keep our stands. He assured us if we would
take his advice we would be sure to havB fine shooting, and our success
would be certain. We did so and I am convinced he knew what he was
talking about. I was standing on a divide between two lnfcos with my
friend Dave Jones, ho being about seventy yards from mo; the wind had
sprung up and it was blowing quite lively, but it proved to be an advan¬
tage iu our favor as the ducks kept on the lakes, but would fly from one
to the other. They would fly very low, just above the weeds and grass,
and would occasionally Btart off for the field, but the wind being so
strong they returned again lo the lake. About two in the afternoon tbe
clouds began to loom up as If it was go'-ng to storm. Then the fun
commenced; the ducks began to fly, we could not load half fast Bnongb.
Suck shooting and excitement I never saw; three of us shooting just as
fast as we could load. We often got two and three ducks a piece from
a flock. We kept this up until near night, having killed eighty-nine
ducks, one brant, eight geese, and one crane. We thought this fun
enough for one day, sd we hitched up our team and started for camp.
B.

GEORGIA

NOTES.

Eubanks P. O., March 2, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I like “AiiqtHs”' experience in fox-hunting, as he describes it, but
must acknowledge I can't see the necessity of so much “horn-blowing,”
that Is totally different from any fox-hunt that it was ever my fortune to
be in. With us, we use a cow’s horn, some handed down as heirlooms
for generations on account of the mellowness of their sound; of course
some have them handsomely mounted, bnt like everything belonging to
the chase, they are held n,r, fictitious prices, and many can not ho bought,
although a hundred perhaps as good arc ornamenting the heads of our
cattle. Our horns oifiy sound to collect our dogs, before wc “strike a
trail,” and at the death for the stragglers. Mmiy fox-hunters never
■•ballon" to their hounds, as it runs the fox off; the bnmnn voice terrifyiug them more than even the eye of the pack. Tire fox’s nsual course
being a circle, and we riding the diameter until his “doubles” shows his
weariness. The fox (reu) is no “slouch" himself if not too exhausted:
nearly alt my hounds bear their murks on their noses. A neighbor
plowing, saw a red hitch of minetpuck haviuf split after two foxes) catch
a fox, who whipped her off and belli lay down; every time the fox would
get tip she would go for him, aud on the sixth trial she caught the fox
under the stomach and killed it just as he got to her. The bitch will not
Weigh over eighteen pounds, but she had tiie grit in her, ulthongk fagged
out by her long chase. 1 w'ouHl have given n $10 note to.have seen it,
even if cotton has gone to tun and il half and bacon fifteen cents.
We have had less game this season titan I have evur known. I don’t
think it Is too much shot gun, bnt too little grain—all of we Southerners
still preferring to keep our "corn cribs” and “smoke houses” out West.
Our streams are nearly devoid of game fish, which I think is caused
from cultivating our red clay lauds to the waters edge, and every min
carries its tons of the soil into our creeks, and 1 don’t believe that Col.
Keth Green with, his corps of fish commissioners can*ever do us any
good.
I noticed one of your correspondents in speaking of “gator shooting,”
says they will sink. I had some sport on Cumberland Island last fall,
and all that sank I thought 1 missed; several that ! killed were floating
with thetr yellow bellies upward, and the gentleman with whom I was,
told me that they would always iloat when killed. It is rather singular
that some of your correspondents don’t write of that island. “Georgia”
I know Can, after he gels through, his fight about "Irish' setters." Cum¬
berland has been a favorite resort for years for hunting parties from
Savannah and Macon. _
Jared.

—Thu New England Amateur Base Ball Association—
a misnomer, by I lie way, as regular professional clubs
belong to it—held its annual meeting Moreli 21st, at Boston,
when the following clubs were uj onti •. I“'t!i-hgnlw :—
Suffolk, of Boston; Pall River, ot Pull River; Tuunto.i, of
Tnunioii; Lowell, of Lowell; Live Oaks, of Lynn; Rhode
Island, of Providence, and the New Haven Club,of New Ha¬
ven, Conn. Nearly all these clubs run ona professional basis.
The season for the contesting of the championship of the
New England Slates, as established by the convention, is
from May tst to November 1st of each year. The follow¬
ing officers were elected:—President, J. G, Peck, Rhode
Island Club; Vice President, \yilliam Rotch, Fall River
01u.ii; Secretary, J. H, Marqutze, Suffolk; Treasurer, R.
VV. Townsend, Taunton.
—The Enterprise Base Ball Club of New York organ1
ized on March 28th, 1876, aud the following officers were
elected:—C. Kundahl, President; S. E. Mott, Vice-Presi¬
dent; Morris Meyer, Secretary; Max Meyer, Treasurer; G.
Stack, Captain. ' The nine for this year will be G. Stack,
2d b.; P. Hicky, 1st b.; K. L). Powler, 3d b.; B. R. Moore,
s. s.; E. Werner, c.; C. Baier, p.; Ifundab), 1. f.; C. Wer¬
ner, c. f.; W. O’Connor, r. f. Communications to be sent
to M. Meyer, 15 Centre street, Ntw York.
—A base ball convention is to be held in Syracuse, N.
Y., on April 10th. At this meeting a championship em¬
blem for competition among clubs within the jurisdiction
of the association will bo decided upon, at which time a
code of rules governing the contest will also be adopted.
—Carrying out their peculiar plan of operations for
1876, the St. Louis Club have appointed Mr. Geary Captain
of their nine.
—Anson will not play ball this season. He is going to
open a hand ball and racket court in Philadelphia in May.
—The first regular match game played by a professional
club this season was that which took place in New Haven,
March 29th, the score of which was aa follows:—
Now Haven.3 0 1 0 0 1 0
Star.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Umpire—Me. Ayers, of the New Haven Gray Club;
two hours and five minutes; first, base by errors—New
3; runs earned—New Haven, 3; Stars, 4.

0 3-8
1 0—1
Time of game—
Haven, 3; Stars*

—The chess tournament in progress at the Cafe Interna¬
tional in this city increases in interest every week. The
record up to April 3d, is as follows:—
Flayers
Games won.
Alberoni.
5
Ensor.
5
Mackenzie.
4
Richardson.
4
Roser.
4
Becker.
3
bird.
2
Brenzinger,,,.....
i
Mason...
1
Holmar.
Jl

Games lost.
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
J
0

Games drawn.
2
0
0
0
0
2
f)
0
3
1
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HacMing md § oaf inn.
A.U communication* from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Vats.
Aiir. 6. .
Apr. 7 .
Apr. 8.
Apr. 9.
Apr. 10.
Apr.11.
Apr.fi.

Boston.
IT.
f)
10
11
11

M.
53
36
15
52

0
1

29
10

New York. Charleston.
H.
6
7
8
9
9
10

M
39
21
57
35
16
56
36

H.
5

fi

7
7
8
9
9

M
B3*
so
15
52
10
12

The English University Boat Race.—On

Saturday
this great rowing eveDt will be decided on the river Thames
or “ Toms,” as tlic Cockneys call it, between Mortlake and
Putney. Wo recently published the names and weights of
the sixteen contestants—sixteen if we omit the coxswains,
who, however, can be largely instrumental in compassing
either defeat or victory. Since then there has been no
variation in the formation of the crews unless it is in the
weights. It is rather a remarkable fact that there is but a
pound and a half difference ift the total Weight of the
crews ; this slight disparity, apparently in favor of Oxford,
being counterbalanced by tbe fact, tlmt her coxswain
weighs six pounds more than the Oamhridge “boal-steerer,” and that she consequently has this addilional amount
of (lead-weight to carry. As the tide suits early in the
forenoon, the race will probably he rowed at an early hour,
and allowing for the difference in time by which the elec¬
tric current is able to beat the sun, we should have the
news of the result by nine or ten o’clock on Saturday
morning.
The latest betting intelligence received by cable
showed, that (h» Cambridge crew were favoriles at odds of
5 to 4. Bell's Life, the great authority in Buell matters said,
in last Saturday’s issue, that “if the Cantabs’ cau stay,
they should win, if style is any criterion of merit. ”
—Boating men will be pained to learn of the accident
Which is reported to have occurred to Mr. Eldred of lhe
Argonaula crew now sojourning in Florida. It is said
that his gun was accidentally discharged, blowing away
the second finger aud thumb of his left hand. This unfor¬
tunate accident will not only put Mr. Eldred hors da com¬
bat as far as rowing is concerned, but deprives the Argo¬
naula Association of their stroke and best bower. Being with¬
out details we are at a less to understand.liow such an acci¬
dent could have occurred. Every shooting man lias a
breech-loader nowadays, and almost the chief merit of
the new gun is its greater safely. Accidents of late years
have not only been far less in numbers, hut have been
caused iD most cases by the carelessness Of some one be¬
sides the party injured, and it seems almost incredible that
a man should blow bis own fingers off, except by the
bursting of his gun.
Since the above was in type the crew have arrived from
Florida, and we have heard more particulars regarding Mr.
Eldrcd’s lamentable accident. It appears that iu company
with two of his companions he had just started on a
shooting trip. Eldred was rowing the boat, and as they
wero about landiug, one of the party, standing in the stern,
shot a duck. At the same time tbe boat touched bottom,
and the shock threw the shooter off his balance, and in
saving himself he dropped the gun; the remaining barret
was by some means discharged within a few inches of Mr.
Eldred’s hand. The whole load, after taking off part of his
second Auger, passed through the handle of the oar leaving
a hole as clean as though cut with an augur, cut off part of
his thumb, and struck the large buckle of the belt ho had
around his waist, bending it into a shapeless mass. Not¬
withstanding this protection a number of shot entered his
abdomen, but fortunately without inflicting any serious
wound. They were twelve miles from camp, aud upon
reaching there Mr. Eldred was obliged to ride thirty miles
on horseback before a doctor could be found to dress his
wounds.
—Bell's Lfe, referring to the International regatta lo take
place at Philadelphia, remarks: “ We have no knowledge
of any English racing yacht likely t,o participate in the In¬
ternational Regatta at Philadelphia from June 22 to June
26. Several cruising crafts, we believe, are going across to
the Centennial.
The schooner Helen, of 283 tons, has
already left Cowes, for Philadelphia.”
—The following good story is told of Rev. Dr. John Todd,
whom every one knows was an excellent angler and hunter.
A friend sent Mm a wherry, and this story is told ot his
misadventure in attempting to navigate the little craft:
“One Summer afternoon he ordered his man to bring up
tbe wagon aud take him and the little boat down to a re¬
tired spot on the river and leave him there. An hour or
two later there came up a heavy shower, and in the midst
of the pouring rain Doctor Todd appeared, drenched to
the skin. lie was immediately taken in hand and carefully
tended, and after the shower was over the wagou was scut for
the boat; and no one would ever have attributed lhe wetting
to anytMng but the shower had not an old farmer, wander¬
ing along the riparian boundary of his land, arrived at the
spot just in time to see him crawl up from the bottom of
the river.
But no such misadventure with oue of his hob¬
bies ever checked his en’.husism ahout another, or, indeed,
more than temporarily cooled his ardor about the Very
one that threw him. And, though he kept Itis failure to
himself as much as possible, yet when found out he would
join iu the laugh at himself with the most amiable and
hearty good-nature.”
—Darwin says: “Man is the only being of ihaaninal
creation that abuses the female of bis race.”

FOREST AND STREAM.

HO

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

§¥ gmnel.

Power Co.,

COURT^LANOT

»T„

§otcte andgc$ort&fjOr§yart$men,
BELMONT

GRAND

THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,
OF

TO SPORTSMEN:

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show

April

SO

: i n(l

S7,

1876.

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Club Prizes, a largo num¬
ber of valuable
BUILDERS

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
■ t3?“ All onr hoars arc guaranteed to pass inspection nuder the Steamboat Law when required. SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR._aPlb 3m

KEEP THIS

CHECK IN

SIGHT

ACCIDENT

General Accident
TICKET,

25

Cents

Broadway, New York.

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

THE

POLICIES by the month or
year for any amount., from
SLOOP to 85,000, with weekly
indemnity lu the ratio of $5 to
each 81,01)0

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A. ABMSTKONG, Maiiagen

ONE DAT.

NEW

ROBERT O. MORRIS,
Secretary.

DOGS, anclSIIOOTrNG.

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be offered.
Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be bud by
addressing
mch2 fit

A Remarkable Deslt.

THE

AMERICAN

KENNEL
AMI SPORTING FIELD.
By Arkold Bcrges, late editor American Sportsman,
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Stnd List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported and Native Dogsin tlie U. S
Square8vo. Illustrated. Clo.,$4. Half Culf, $7.50.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Capt. A. H. Logaudcs, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
Ameiica. Illustrated. Price $2.

THOR SALE—A

Manufactured only by

For

“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to a canal boat. “-John C New, Treasurer
United States.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and Bbore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of borne mannfactnre seen by ns before.
As a sportsman, we give it onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, ns combining the best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality' and capacity. The coat is u marvel
in this latter respect."

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
N. Y Agency-John R. Anderson, 252 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggener & Co., 420 Walnut.
Boston-J. F. Hayden, 1 Equitable Building.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
aplb

Gentlemans

Attendant.

Situation wanted by a young and active man, famil¬
iar with training of dogs and horses, farm work, etc.,
and willing and bandy at anything. Has lived the
past year with a well-known English gentlemanApmtaman residing in Virginia. Address C. E. BRADY,
care of Minott Mitchell. Esq., 25 Pine street, New
York, or at this office.

T I YE BULL MOOSE

FOR SALE.—

I J Price, $200; delivered anywhere this side of
Kansas. Inquire at this office._aPlb 2t>

Founded July i, 1808.

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

Two good second-hand BADEN POWELL or ROB
ROY CANOES. Address, with price and accurate
description,
A. H. SIEGFRIED,
It
130 College street, Louisville, Ky.

STUD

SETTER

FROM

AND WHITE, IRISH RED,

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.
Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SH KARS & SON, Proprietors.
This housed a favorite resort for gentlemen sportBmen from ail parts of the Uuued Statee and Canada.

Respectfully invite attention to the

afforded by their lime for reaching most of theTROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; avoid the difficult ies and flaugeisof reshipment, while the excellent cars run over
the smooth steel trucks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AN1»

FISHING

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at tho offices of the Company in
ail the principal cities to KANE, KBNOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, JVHNNEQ.UA, and
other well known centers for
Trout Fishing. Whig Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUGKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAFE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on lhe NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned fort'ALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FtN
AND FEATHER.
D, M, BOYD, .Tn , Gen’l Fass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen'l Manager.feb!7 tf

FOB SAXE, OR TO LET.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The bouse is 2£ Tories, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up Btairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, cbickenhoose, shed, coal, tool, and icc houses. The grounds i
are well laid ont and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will he sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. Ab a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it is convenient; for
the propasation of trout, for pleasure or profit, therei
is uo better place in the State, Apply to
K. FRANCIS,
mcb2 6m
47 Broad street, New York,

FLORIDA

DOGS THAINKD.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
O to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Dcel. Hie*
on. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whittle, for $50.
Extra Held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $fi per momh.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue 11311, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gnnmaker, fil Elm
street. Boston.
uovl8 6m
■ 1 IfirtK Y 15 Alt DIME ft, M. D.t HAS CONSTANT-EL LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave.. TL Y.
Oct 22

rpHE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with.another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh. Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escauaba, to Nagatmee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it pusses through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it. runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peier, Mankato, NewUlm, and stops not uutil Lake
Kameska, Dakota.is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin andRockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
auoiher line runs almost due westward, uod passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fnlton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named is the “GREAT
TRANS-CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana. Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs throngh the Garden or Illinois and Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points In Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, ana all other pointB wost of
the Missouri River.
TO 8PORTSMEJV;
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN¬
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE“E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in Ibe country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Pike, Pickerel, and Baes Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be round unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH1TT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gten. Pass. Agt,, Chicago.
apl6

AND

VERMONT.

The Putnam House,

FROM

LleweHin^a Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or blue blood, at §50 each, gold. For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge.
feb24 3m

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

aplfi 6m

WANTED.

TPNGLISH

STUD

Manufactured in three sizes and thiee grades by the

TTUNE GUN FOR SALE-A CENTRAL

This work will be of great service at this season, to
anglers eelectingloeaiilaes for flshiug, either for Trout
or Salmon. For sale at Lhe office of Forest and
Stream. Price $2.
aplO tf

thoroughbred

and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting Dogs for sale.
L. R. MORRIS, Campbell’s Station,
rnchfi 8t
Guernsey Co„ Ohio.

GW SIMMONS & SON,

Hallock’s Fishing Tourisl.

sale —a

SETTER DOG, well broken, and very staunch
on Quail. Woodcock, and Snipe; four years old; color
bine. Address D. ALLERTON. Jr., Mount Vernon,
Westchester Co., N. Y. Price, $150._apifi 2t

LEMON

Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Meaanre, Height, Bream Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

P
fire, 30-inch, 7 pound 3 ounces WEST LEY
RICHARDS GON, with sole leather case and imple¬
ments complete; cost $100; serviceable as new, and
sold for want of use. Price $125, cash, or will trade
for good, gentle saddle or harness mare. Address
OVERTON LEA,
ap!62t
Brentwood, Davidson Co., Term.

HANDSOME

Pi Thos. Staiter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
*
no
nviinv r> Trtjnv
Bir.iiU 3m

Bostou, Moss.

ATe offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points or the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for Amerlcau service. Particular attentenl ion has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The Beams aud pocket corners being
Bccurely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the snit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlook, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in Block, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.

VERY

_D
and superior SETTER, white and orange, very
large, from imported English stock; a good retriever;
thoroughly broken. T. C. DAVENPORT, 107 Dock
St.. Philadelphia._JL

SHOOTING SUIT,

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. CCNIP'Y
Superior Facilities

AMERICAN WILD-FOWL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph
Lotto. Illustrated with models and
plaus for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporling Scenes. Price $2.
***To be had through any Boookselier, or will be
mailed, post paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO., N. Y, _mchlli 12t

BOSTON

HOTEL,

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.,,
(Opposite Globo Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached:
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward, A first-class Restaurant, and Private
DiniDg-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet aud comfortable
home, aud first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mch30 6m
HARDY tte CO., Proprietors.

(St John's River),

PALATKA, FLORIDA.
Open from November to May.
An unfailing supply of pure water from Artesian
Welle on the pieiniseB,

The

Equinox

House,

(Foot of Mt. Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
Open from Jure to October.
Address, by mull or telegraph,

F. H. ORVIS,
At Palatka from October 25 to April 25.
At Manchester from April 25 to October 25.
mch2 tf
_

rpo CENTENNIAL VISITORS.

The Grand Exposition Hotel,
At the
Intersection of GTRARD aud LANCASTER Ave
(only ten minutes' walk from the CENTENNIAL
BUILDINGS), conducted on the European plan, will
be open for the reception of guests April 15, 1876.
N. B.—This is one of the
LARGEST HOTELS IN THE WORLD,
and is built entirely of brick, having 1,325 rooms;
also, large brick stables attached. Only fifteen min¬
utes'' drive from tbe celebraied BELMONT DRIVING
PARK and Race Course. For full particulars, ad¬
dress M. RILEY, Manager of the Grand Exposition
Hotel Co. (limited), Philadelphia, lute of Continental
Hotel, Philadelphia, and of Congress Hall Saratoga.
mch30 3L
’

Charleston Hotel,
E. H. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors.
CHARLESTON, S. C.
ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL fill THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baths on first and second
floors. Ticket office and telegraph office in hotel.
feb24 tf

THE

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston Mass.

The House for Sportsmen.

feh!7 tf.
NATIONAL HOTEL,
JacksoiiriUe, Fla.,
'

GRAND

George MeGinley, Prop.

THIS

§4 per Day

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick house of modera structure, and famished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any hotel in the South.
Dec30-tf

FOREST AND STREAM.

141

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, X. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of tlio

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 37.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet), 17.&4 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

ORIENTAL

POWDER

NX ILLS,

][]Y IT Vanity Fair.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
'THERE GAFT BE NO GREATER PORJL tability without serious defects They are the only

BRANDS— Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
for local use.
jy29-lv

CANOE FOR SALE.,
At St.

GUNPOWDER.

Augustine, Florida.

One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
ind but little used; made by English, of Peterboro;
arice$50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
ind risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel. St. Augustine.mcb9 tf

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh ODly 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiom one to four persona
ind baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FUR PRICE LIST.
J. H. RUSHTON, Maimf’r,
jgtoh9 8m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co,, H. Y.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont’s
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER.
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

jvianmactnrcr or

(Established in 1801),

Of anv Desired Leneili and Size

We are prepared to water proof, by an improved
Rhshlons.
rocesa, Canvas for Boat Covers, Tents, Sails, Boat
Camp Beds, Lounges, Hammocks, Clothes
Sags, Fishing Rod Bags, Gun Covers, Corrfil Netting,
Woolen and other material for Clothing, Hats, HaverBacks, Awnings, Wagon Tops, Horse Blankets, etc.
The treatment by this patented process of all Tex¬
tile Fabrics effectually prevents

Dampness, Mildew, Dry Rot, Etc.
It is a water repellant especially valuable to
Sportsmen

and

Anglers,

Rendering all fabrics prepared with this material, not
only Water-proof, Mildew-proof, and Moth-proof, but
Stronger and more durable.

Bradford & Anthony,
*ftchl6 4t_374 Washington street, Boston.

Camping Tents
AND

Canvas

Boats

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAPP AN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
.j the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
■tiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Orlers received and promptly filled by
r BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH. 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Phil a.
J. W, LEANE & CO., 67 W. Platt Btreet, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mar23

C. TAPP AX, Greenwood, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,
A

SPECIALTY.
All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
) any part of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD.
mchl6 8m
71 West Broadway, N. Y.
Sxtra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Skipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
k For sale in all parts of the country.

"

By the

Special Commissioner of the London Field.
“A most excellent work.”—N. T. Independent.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ibiUty.”—Philadelphia Press.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
.he book. "—London Spectator.
“Consnlt ‘Nebraska.’ "—London Nonconformist.
‘We can hardly conceive any information it does
jot contain.”—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—Lonion Metd.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
youlll fill a volume larger than "Curley’s Nebraska. ’
AMERICAN NEWS CO„ Nassau St,
new 8m
ORANGE JUDD CD.. Broadway, N. Y,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6ill>s. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 35 lbs., 124 lbs.,
and 6( lbs., and In canisters of 1 lb. and 4 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resionurn than any otherbranda made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 35 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIfil & RAND POWDER Co.,

Feb 10-1 y

Represented

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point ol
strength ana cleanliness. Packed iu square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard's “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (flne> to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6 4 lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

The uodersigned i8 prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen 10 shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 600 and ],QOO yards respectively, and
100 rounds iu flay position at same distances; the 200
rounds eqnally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if. desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
mch 16
Nkponset. Mass.

Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
124, and 64 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rijle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT GANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
88Wall Street. New York.

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispham.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pele.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,,
17 Chatham Street, N, Y,

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
With Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lnmhcrcon, Rochester.
Having smoked yonr tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it Iu point of
fjngrauce and taste superior to all brands known to
mo. Being in search of a tobacco that would not lire
the tongne and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, V Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball
Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
ound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
esitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a moHt superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating

E

THE

PAPER STEM

I

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and monthpieceare permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’use and a new one fitted. Extra sterna
accompany each pipe. The price of extra Bteins,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c,; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
nov!8 tf

Selling Agent. Cambridge, Mass.

MANNING’S

PISCICULTURE

Hazard a “Dark Shooting.”
Nos. l (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
It ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I lind Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wantB of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.

21 Park Row, HI. Y.
Sole proprietors and raanufncturers of the celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
mended and used by Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot, of the World.”

F. L. Kneel and.

CELEBRATED
^

The strongest and cleanest. Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only In sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

CEDAR BOATS,
Water-proof and_ Mildew-proof.

Orange Sporting Powder.

JU 1
1 1 It i8 shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna. 1873. Send Tor cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL »fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Woeks,
Rochester, N. Y,

The West Barnstable (Mass*; Batching Works are
offered for sain. The various ponds and tunks are
abundantly fed by springs unvarying in temperature.
Six acres of land, dwelling house, a large ice-house,
etc.» etc., within five minutes’ walk of the depot.
Three thousand adult trout, and 20,000 fry of this years’
hatching. A more complete establishment is not to
be found in the country. It received the first prize of
$300 from the Massachusetts Agricultural Society in
1872, and a medal from the Societe d’ Acclimation, of
Paris, in 1873, for “Excellent Fish Farm.” Apply to
E. DEXTER, No. 46 Chestnut sc., Boston.
mar 23 -tf

MIC MIL,
J?1 ox*

1876,

WILL BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Price, SO Cents.
Club Edition, Cloth and Gilt Edged. .. Price, @ 1.00.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, @3.00.

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES.

Also, (100,000 Brook Trout Fry.
Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is their
time. Prices low. Fry feeding wcdl and healthy.
WSL H. CROWELL,
mchQ 2m
^
~
RARE

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
janlS tf

CHANCE

To Buy a Fish Farm. The Goss RevolvingCartridgeHolder
Business engagments compel me to sell my farm,
of about 25 acres, containing house, bam. hatchinghouse, and fish-ponds. The place is well-furnished
with choice fruit, and is a Hue location for a fish,
poultry, and fruit farm. Price low.
FRED MATHER,
feb!7 tf
Honeoye Falls, New York.
dfcl A tifcKA
Shares in Wall street
tptH/y ijpi
often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
72Broadwa\\ N. Y.
Dec 23

Zoological Garden.
FAIKMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection or Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents:
children under twelve, 10 cents.
jtmU )y

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
elides, weighs but 14 pounds, and is only 14 inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
jy22-ly_N. S. QpstS. Neosho Falls.Kan.

TDOR

SALE—A

$45

REMINGTON

JL'
Double Breech-loading Gun, 10-bore, 28-inoh;
a hard shooter; two dozen brass shells and loading
implements complete; price 840 Good as new. Ad¬
dress
ROBERT WALKER.
mcbOtf
Franklin, Delaware Co., N. Y.

Maple
cans.

syrup

in

airtight

gallon cans, 81.60 per gallon. No charge fot
R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vl.

Hut, ll-tf.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Tlx© Most Approved

OF ENGLAND

System

-OF-

PAPE’S

Breech Loading, Sporting:
And

Military 1 Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,
accijbacy,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they ar-eUnsurpassed.

^REVOLVERS
s"

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

EESIRAhLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send Jo** ©irowliirs.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
Whitneyville, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

“REMINGTON’S”

Cartridgfe Loader,

FINK

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
Stand uneqnalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials oi 1875 beats the records of
uny maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gange, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gon.
Exhibitor.
1st— Greener...Greener.
3d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape..Pape.
Out oi a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
mode by I’ape. The Greener gnu was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwarde confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for Bix
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
34th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six gnns.
1875. 13-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor,
: st—Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape. ..Davidson
60 yarns, Lon? Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape...
Davidson
Those champion Long Range euub, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3} dr. to H ox. shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and Si'oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sab, Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OK ENGLAND GUN WORKS, •
Non castle on Tyne, England
decs tf_NO AGENTS._

H.C. Squires/"-1£"S‘,,l‘st

WEBB’S PATENT.

THE

For loading Paper and Metal Shells, or cates—for Breech-loading Shot Guns—
Combining Powder and Shot Measures—Crimper—Cutter—Wad Starter—Hammer
—in ract all that iB necessary to load Shells in one machine.

j. & W. TOLLEY’S

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1875.

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS.
3Iade to Order

FRQMjSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
ind No. a -SltOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORBi
OFFICE, and sold by the Man®
facturcrs to SPORTSMEN &i:
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - 865 Gold
Tolley,.90
Standard,- - - - 115
“
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - ISO *•
Paragon, - - 225
«
TRAP SHOTS und others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, oi
onr new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, canhave their wiehea
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and pric*
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England,.

Notice.
Daring tbc Centennial Exhibition (nt which v
shall ue present to exhibit our gun&) our New Yorh
Branch Office will be temporarily closed.
As new sample guns are now being made for tbiq
Exhibition, we will therefore- dispose of our presen
sample Breech Loading Guns at a discount of twenty
percent. Particulars of Guns on sale forwarded
application.

jyi

length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.
Discount to Dealers,

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
Nos. 281 and 283
Armory, Ilion, N.Y.

Broadway,

N, Y.

P.

O. Box

W. W. GREENER’S

3904.

Paper and Metallic Shells
FOB

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIBHE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONST.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unsen-w the head nor uso an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, Dew model, with
Hobbs* patent waterproof primers, never miss lire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
onllay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for tile purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not bnret in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold Bt retail by the manufacturers.
dce23 tf

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trial8, July,
1875 . 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots III a 80-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have
received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
gun8 at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probatdy be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and,styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suite. Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Gnns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st"
jan!31y

J. 0. DOUGALL’S
Express Gnns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

59 St. James’s Street London

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Gnns and Rifles
Pattern imlcu by -

0j
Nr

1 1-8 No. 6, -10 .
yards.
HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION

JOSEPH C. DANE,

':jjh

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Leading Shot Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM AC’.'CIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeh Loaders.
tny-7

FIELD

*' ^v

TRIAL

|1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single
.360, .400 anil .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE
PRICE LISTS, Ac., ON APPLICATION TO
Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading- Shot Guns.

Shells

BREECH

These Sheila are easily loaded, and the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it tram driving through or
apriugiug away, thereby causing misBtires. The cone is made of nicklo and fastened solid in its-place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents mlssfire
when cap Das been lert on shell for a few daYB, which is hable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are [In -H- finished, and made any length ordered, front
to dp inches.
Shells ana Loaders, and description Price Lists, car. be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GKO. E. HART <Sr CO., 863 and 365 Market et„ Newark, N. J.

Prom Captain Bogardns, Champion IV itig Shot of America.
Messrs. George E. Hart 35 Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from yoa to-day snit me better than any 1 have over used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I Bbail nse them in all my shooting hereafter. Yonra truly,
rnavlil-ty
A. H Boa a nuns.

24 SUFFOLK STREET. DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, EOYDO.V

SNEIDER

for

LOADING

SHOT

HUN.

PRICES, @50.00 TO @350.00.

Muzzle-Loading Huns Altered tc Hreeeb
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTINQ SUITS.
Send for Circnlar.

Olai’k

Ac

f^neider.

S14 W. Pi’att st., Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.
I have dow in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable mukerB, and havin®;
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their price?. Have just received a stock
of SHARPS NEW LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
call and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest In Rifle Shooting. REMING¬
TON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clnbs and asaocia*
tions. Send for Illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 2ti0 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y.
dec23 3m

CIIAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable Bnap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circnlar and
price list. No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y,
Oct 8dm

Ua Sa Camp Lounge Co.» |
TEQY, H.7. Circulars Free, g £
Folds Very Small.
6 aPrice $3
§~

8101S

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quflted
is the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton <S
Co.’s, 103 Nassau at., and E. g. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to Ihe
extreme SIMPLICITY. STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in ihis new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
w. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
aDd manifold grips now iu use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in Its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractorwill be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for exeention in the
Spring.
Gnns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, ns desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26-tf

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for $100.

»

&

H.

ANTHONY

E
tel, Chromos and Frames,

&

CO., 591

Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, MegaJet Boscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. i-hoto-Lantern slides n special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition
uiiO-ly

W. W. GREENER’S
DOUBLE
GLOBE - SHOOTINC1
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cap,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875. beating 33 com
petitors with 68 gnns, also winnky
in all the other classes for the Im
proved System of Boring. Thee*
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and w
shoot well with small shot with .
less powder charge than gnns bore,
upon the old system. For report <il
the Gan Trial apply to Messrs. Me
Laran, Williams A Co., Agents, St;
Louis, U. S. A. Address
VV. W. GREEXEU,
Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Manufacturer only of flnst-claBB

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Guns o±- all Descriptions
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted
EVERY TIME. Gun stocks—bent, crooked, c
straight—wnrianted to stay. Constantly on hand,..
large invoice of Englhh chilled shot, In 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 01 Elm Street, Boston,
febSty_Comer of Dock Sqnare.

Eor Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regniarity, and absnlute Certainty,
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.

FOREST AND STRExAM
NOW
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HEADY.

Waterproof,

THE ORVIS REEL.

Mildew-proof,

W Ann St., N. Y.

AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,

FISHING

Garments,

HOLAHIKDS CELEBRATED SLUTS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00
“
“
Wading.laekets .
6.00

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed’in knapsack. Prise $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Amoricaii Hog Biscuits,
NO 1.-This Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sana. also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It ia very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary *0 yard Teels, Tt is quite narrow, and takes op line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price §5.
NO. 2—Fcfc Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, 0. O, D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages or 10,25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lain]*,
for nieht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invenled. $6 25.

C. F. 0KV1S & CO., Patentees anil Manufacturers,
rachSOSm

PROCESS.
New ami simple method of Revolving Oariridge
Bulls, Patented November 9th, 1875.
Improved
method of securing Shells in Belts and Veeis c ither
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADS SPECIALLY TO GRDbiR.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, T V* COLOIIEll DLJCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated Price Lint sent on Application.

MANCHES PER, VERMONT.

ABBEY & IMBRIE.

410. Seventh Street,
Apr 29 lv

tUPORTHRS, MANTTPAC'PUREItS AND DEALERS IN

FISHING TACKLE!

Fishin? Tackle,

SO Fxilton St., TV- Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

On hand the largest and best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on 6-ut. Cutty Hunk and Pasq ue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And -every Variety and Style of
FISH
HOOKS.
Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific C'cast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack*. Ac., Ac.
Split Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon Rods and Keels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Pishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-2»
Eyed Needles

Green

Heart

Rods,

for Trout Bass and Salmon.

NORRIS^

FLY RODS.
FOB

Ti-ont, Salmon, and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels, 3 Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, deg.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

NORRIS,

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

McBride

Flies.

TTAVING BEEN FOR THE PAST
-LJ_ twelve years associated with my father, John
We offer to dealers and Bportsmen a most complete
assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
NetSj

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
* OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens1 goqds of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

THOMSON & SON,
Matmfnctarere'of
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
be?t quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
gras.-, or foV approaching game iu the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English sfcjle; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

Hart’s Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order,

All sizes

“Tne Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed iu
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. a; 12 feet, weight 12pounds... . 40,Of)
Bep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but 11 pounds, and only If inches
wide. Price, C. O. D,, $fi 50.
Special atteution paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

McBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fish lug, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county. N. Y.
Dec2-ly

Bogardus’ i\ew Book,‘‘Trip to England.”
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Solo agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft. Post Ofliee
order, or registered letter to

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Aun street, New York City.

& 108 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.
WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

HEAD
GRASS
COLOR.
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF. STRONGLY NEWEL),
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS anil BRIDLE LEATHER

Giin Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Giui
Shot

HOLABIRD,

Process.

The texture is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
wi'n the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost, will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
inch9 tf

SOLE AGENTS, BOSTON.

BRADFORD X ANTHONY,
874 Washington St., Boston.

Fishing Tackle,
Fishing Rods,
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
ang26-ly

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. T. MURPHY,
rachlG 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

Cases.

SPORTING

Ilifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS;
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &o.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water¬
proof CauvaB and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factor}': JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. ,1.

A. 15. SHIPLEY & SON,

Jnn57 3m

503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greeuheart wood of all size* on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemium awarded bv the Franklin
Institute, 18.'4.
mch9 6m

Something New!
THREE BARRELED

BKEECH-LO A DINGr GinSTP,

«T. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Head 8,
T a x t d e (-mists’
supplies. Skios
and eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral.
Shelia, &c.
Agent®:
M err el Ryder,
55 Ja-kson St..
St. Paul, Minn.,
and'Eaton & Co.. 17 Ann, New York.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in. all
kinds of shooting,

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all tbe modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to irivij satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 lo $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ALLERTON & BAKER,
mchao 6m

JOHN KRXDEK,

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS Bupplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up in the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid, for rare
(Skins, heads, and horns.
inch30 tf
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.

ARTIFICIAL EYES

For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER & RNOWLTON,
IS Arch St., Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail.
mcb9 eo6m

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

J. WALLACE,
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Covers.
A mm unit ion

CREEDMOOR AND

WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented

dun

WATERPROOF

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

EATOM & CO.,

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
PATENT

WASHlNGTt• N Cl TY.

Manufactuheus and Importers op

ANDSF.W CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Rods, Keels. Lines, 'Artificial Flies,
1'.Ns, Fish Hooks. Ac.

GEO. C. HENNING,

J. B. Crook & Co.,

SUCCESSORS TO

lOl

IMPROVED

Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

trims, Itifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.

Sportsmen’s Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.
New York Agency, No. 1 Cortiimdt street.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
mchSO

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment; of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines. Ac.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan,
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ty

FOREST AND STREAM
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REPEATING ARMS COMpANy

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About

200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

WM. READ & SONS.,
|

13 Faneuil Hall Square.
BOSTON.

I
The undersigned are now manufacturing
Ballard’s

Patent

Bides,

with

Marlin’s

Improvement.

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Long Range Croedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

Agents for Genuine

OP ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SC HOVE RUNG

&

DALY,

'w. & C. SCOTT & SON’S

Noe. 84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

jan20 3m

HARVARD

Pocket Cigarette Boiler,

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY

&

GRAHAM

19 .Maiden Lnne, 20 <fc 22 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

BREECH-LOADERS.
Always in stock a hill assortment of these noted Gnns, which we eend on Inspection anAttial. AJw
Greener’s Wehley’s, Westley Richards, Ciabrongh, Moore and others, from »40 up. Fine Bronze Yaoht
Gnns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

No.
With which one can roll a cigarette harder, fimier
belter, and more quickly than can he done by hand, and
when comnleted the ends are twisted and no tobacco
wasted. Eoery smoker buys one at sight. Nicicei
Plated, $1. Will he sent by mail on rec^ptof price.

POPE

fifl’FG CO.,

45 High Street, Boston.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRA¬
TED RIFLE AIR PISTOL._mchlt

Philadelphia Residence.

TO LET—A

HANDSOME. FURNISH-

ED HOUSE, at Germantown Junction, in the
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern im¬
provement, large front, side, and Tear yards. A beau¬
tiful residence. Twenty-eight trains a day, and 24
hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 85 minutes from business centre of Phila¬
delphia. Will be let by the year, or during the Cen¬
tennial. Address Box 2838, New York Post office.

HAVANA

POTTERY!)

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

tfy.
W^au-^1!)! eparedE'toC dd V al^order^^irfudarseent

P. O. BOX4,4*8.

11 Wall »«.. Mew York.

AGENTS
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Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

BE1AIL

BREECH LOADING

for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABBOUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRDS ShootingSUITS,
DIXONS * II VWKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Test.
This Vest aflords the best ar¬
rangement yet inventedfor carry¬
ing
mg cartnugen,
cartridges.
The
i uc weight
wcwmv -»o
18
I ao evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with
carrieu
wua the
me heads down in
^
this vest, which is of great impor*
tance when brass Bhells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
r-c*
_
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
agents for the

ImDlements,:

riarfcrido-es. Loth

Brass

and

Paper.

-

Union Metallic Cartridge Com

nanv’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

HA YE L^o/SmoKQF"SSfoA2imomae ROLES rmtrcHiur

$1,200 PROFIT 0NSI00.
Made this month by puts

and CALLS. InveBt according to year means.
*10. 850, or $100 in Block Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the carefnl investor. We adrise
when and how to operate aafely. nooks wi h fnlj
information sent free. Address orders bv mail and
fjOmrranh to
BAXTER ® C'Oaa

Korim Banker* and Broker*, 47 Wall et., W. T,

The Health Lift
- a perfect .system of

,.

physical education. .
SAFE, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT,
CALL AND INVESTIGATE. OR SEND FOR
FULL PARTICULARS- .- ’

WEALTH LIFT CO. 4newivqrk."

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.
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CALIFORNIA.

And pistol and knife,
In each petty strife,
Usurped the place of the ermine.
In all of those cases,
Occasions, and places,
Which judges were loth to determine.)

[A Poem, reprinted, from ike Brooklyn Eagle, with marfinal note* and emendations, and Dedicated to "Emma Mine."]
BY CHARLES HALL0CK.

There lizards and toads,
In sandstone abodes,
Promiscuous lie strewn all around,
And petrified trees
Stand stiff in the breeze,
Pull five hundred feet from the ground.

T

HERE’S a land of rare fame,
California by name.
Which lies in a far distant region,
Where placers of gold, |V|
Of value untold,
Are “struck” in veins that are legion.

And the great mastodoif,
Whose tusks weigh a ton,
With other defuucL-looking fossils,
In petrified slumbers,
Are found in such numbers,
As to puzzle the thirteen Apostles.

Where the turmoil and strife
Of everyday life
Are flecked With hues that are golden;
And the “goose” [4] hangeth high
In a halcyon sky,
By rainbows of promise upholden.

There Nature expands in a wonderful way;
Mushrooms, like mountains, spring up in a day;
Waterfalls drop into bottomless chasms,
And the whole region writhes in volcanic spasms.
Grapes grow as large as a Japanese gong,
Pumpkin-vines measure full half a mile long;
Bees, big as sheep, are foddered ou corn,
And boys become men before they are bom. [y.J

There padre and priest
Still thrive and exist
In unctuous primal condition;
And doze o’er their wine
’Meath the wide-spreading vine
That shades the old Spanish mission.
There every known joy,
Without, much alloy,
Is bestowed on meanest of sinners—
Though the ways of the land
(As we all understand)
Are rough on verdant beginners.

APOSTROPHE TO THE EL DORADO.

Oh I golden land of Ophirl
Oh, pleasure ground of gain!
Where earth’s remotest loafer
Seeks Paradise in vain;
Where coin is legal tender,
And greenbacks are a drug,
And money pays the lender
A profit mighty snug!

*

For grizzlies, unkempt,
Quite frequent [c] pre-empt
The claims taken up by the miners;
And the “heathen Chinee,” [d]
In ways strange to see,
Tries his luck with evil designers.

Where roseate buds of Sharon
Develop into bloom
Amid vast deserts barren
And speculative gloom;
While shares of gold and silver
Like waves upon the sea
Take up-and-downward motion,
To be or not to be;

There the wild mountaineer, fe]
In barbarous gear,
Hunts Redskins who steal for a living,
And often gets square
By lifting their hair,
In manner not always forgiving.

I fain would sing tby praises
In more praiseworthy song,
But, better homely phrases
Than polished words of wrong.
Ohl golden land of Opliir!
Oh, pleasure ground of gain!
The world will have to go far
To find tby like again.

There antelope meat,
In chunks big and sweet,
And buffalo humps rare and tender;
Also noggins of rye,
In measure termed “dry,”
Are swallowed by folks of each gender;
Swallowed “straight” are the same,
By the flickering flame
Of pine knots swung in the timber,—
While the mug circles round
To fiddle-string’s sound,
Till tongues grow waggish and limber.
There Mexican maid,
In serape and braid,
And deftly worn scarlet reboso—
With bosom displayed
In fashion not staid, \f]
And leggings and limbs vastly more so—
This Mexican maid,
In serape and braid,
Beguiles the love-stricken ranger,
Till jealous Pelado,
In drunken bravado,
Lets daylight “plum” through the stranger.
(Such pastimes occur:
Or rather, they were
Quite frequent in circles termed social,
In those earlier days
When manners anti ways
Were ruled by the code bragadocial.
When monte and brag
Would take off the rag,
From almost any profession—
Excepting, of course,
The potential resource,
Of Legislators deeply in session.

[a]. Gold—lOe precious ore that helps a man to paddle bis own
canoe successfully through tbe troubled sea of life.
[*]. This is tbe eoose that won “golden opinions," but invariably
paid in bad eggs when her luck changed.
[c] . Grammar not essential to the sense of the poem, but a serious
obstacle to the versification.
[d] . Heathen-Chinee—An ingenious work of Harte, of which it may
be proper to remark that the designers have made all they coaid out of
him.
[»]. “Mountaineer” does not refer to any contiguous ground of lofty
elevation, although the mirage, so frequent upon the prairies, will often
distort and magnify a man so as to make him appear a mountain near.
[y]. Stay—A. nautical term used much in millinery. For example,
we say either that a Bhip misa-stays, or that a young miss stays—which
may not be correct, according to circumstances.
[g], Wc, on this side of the continnent, have small conception of the
magnificent scale npon which things are done in California, and the tre¬
mendous expenditure of raw material is working out such grand re¬

sults.
Man-Eating Sharks—A gentleman sends us an inter¬
esting paper, which unfortunately is too long for us to
print, in which he states that some time ago he read a par¬
agraph in a newspaper to the effect that no well authenti¬
cated case was on record of a human being having
been injured by a shark. As the statement was entirely
opposed to his pre-conceived notions, while sailing from
New York to China, in December 1874, he made careful
inquiries of the captain and mate regarding their experi¬
ence with sharks. Although these men liad navigated
nearly all waters infested with those monsters, neither had
known an instance of a person being harmed by one. He
wishes to learn from the readers of Forest and Stream
anything that will throw light on this subject. It is possi¬
ble, he says, that all the marvelous stories afloat have
arisen entirely In the imaginations of those who have told
them,

■j IT Chatham St' (CHyllall St|r.)
For Forest a,nd Stream.

'tibt’iidorL and tty
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Notes of a Trip to the Fishing Posts on the Labrador Coast
and Visits to the Light Bouses, <£v., in the Gulf qf St.
Lawrence and Straits of Belleisle.

r

I

BY J, U. GREGORY, OF QUEBEC,

,

WAS commissioned by tire Government of the Pro¬
vince of Quebec, to visit the fishing posts ou the coast
of Labrador, the inhabitants of which were reported in a
state of great distress, consequent upon the failure of the
fisheries.
The undertaking was attended with much
anxiety and fatigue, and occupied over a month’s time in
its execution. I had also to visit and supply several light
houses, and humane establishments.
I left Quebec on the 22d of September, on board the
government steamer Napoleon 1U, which is one of the
several vessels of which I am the manager. She was com¬
manded by tbe late Captain Eugene Gourdcau. Mr. John
Smith, Superintendent of light houses, and his daughter
and the Rev. Mr. Butler, Congregational Church Mission¬
ary to Labrador, were also ou board. We had a pleasant
run down the river St. Lawrence, and on the morning of
the 24Ui at 7 o’clock, reached the first light house at Point
des Monts, at the entrance of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. A
large amount of supplies hud to be lauded here, by boats
from the steamer, which lay off at some considerable dis¬
tance from the shore. The light house is a round '’tower
built of stone, 100 feet high, in the lantern of which are
placed seventeen lamps, with silvered reflectors twenty-one
inches in diameter; it is a fixed white catoptric light seen
fifteen miles off, and consumes about 400 gallons of oil
every season, being lighted up from the 1st of April to the
20th of December. The entrance to the tower is a round
room about fifteen feet in diameter, which serves as a
kitchen, The next room above, slightly smaller, is used as
a sitting room and parlor; those above as bed rooms for
the keeper’s family and assistants; there are five in all, the
highest being the room in which the man in charge of the
lights at night keeps watch, and from which frequent visits
aro made to the lantern, to see that the lamps are kept
properly trimmed, to maintain a perfect uniformity of
light, from sunset to sunrise. Outside near the tower is a
comfortable house for the purpose of lodging any ship¬
wrecked mariners cast away in the neighborhood, and a
store house adjoining, contains a supply of flour, pork,
peas, lea, sugar, medicine, and clothing, which is renewed
as fast as consumed, or found damaged by age or other
causes. At some distance is a stone powder magazine, in
which is constantly kept 2,000 to 4,000 pounds of powder
for the fog cannon, which the keeper is obliged to fire every
hour during fogs or snow storms, to warn vessels beating
up, not to approach the treacherous shore nearer than they
can hear the report. The keeper is furnished with a horse,
carts, and sleigh, to haul water and fuel for bis use. His
only neighbors are a few Canadian 'fishermen and Indians,
the former engaged in fishing, the latter in seal hunting and
trapping wild animals for their oil and fur, which they dis¬
pose of for provisions, to trading schooners, during the
Bummer. At noon, having landed all the supplies, we got
under way, and the same evening at 6 o’clock reached
Seven Islands Bay, where we remained at anchor until 4
o’clock next morning, when we crossed over to the west
point of the Island of Anticosti, which we reached at 9
o'clock A. M. Taking my gun with me, I roamed around
the point, shooting plover, ducks, and the guillemot, of
which I killed in all about fifteen. The light house here is
similar to the one at Point des Monts, with fog cannon and
humane or provision depot.
IVe lay to, all night, and left again at day-light, reaching
the southwest point at 9 o’clock A. M- This very inter¬
esting locality is noted for the immense amount of fossils
found on its rocky shore. The- tower here is similar to
Point des Monts; there is no fog cannon, but there is u
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provision depot, winch, owing to the frequency of
wrecks, in the neighborhood, lias succored many poor dis¬
tressed mariners, who have barely reached the shore with
their lives; the keeper and his kind hearted wife and
family, dressing their wounds and attending the sick, dur¬
ing an eight months'winter. The Government has recog¬
nized the valuable aid rendered by these people, and pre¬
sented Air. Pope with an elegant gold watch, and a silver
one for his assistant, Mr. Wm. Padeau, both bearing suita¬
ble inscriptions. The keeper referred to, Air. Edward Pope,
Is a very intelligent, gentlemanly man, and his amiable
wife, very lady-like; his home is surrouuded with all the at¬
tributes of cultivated taste; his young family are being
taught by a lady teacher engaged for that purpose, and dis¬
play considerable taste and ability in music and drawing.
He succeeded his father, who was for many years the keeper,
and with his mother, died, and was buried on the spot. Their
graves being marked by handsome marble- tomb stones,
surrounded by a neat wooden railing, kept in perfect order.
He has a garden, and cultivates potatoes, carrots, turnips,
lettuce, &e., and gets in hay enough for a horse and cow.
It is a strange faet, that while horses and swine thrive
on the Island, horned cattle only live eighteen montlm, ex¬
cepting at one place called Ellis Bay, where they do re¬
markably well. I have seen at this spot some line cattle,
owned by Oapt. Robert Setter, who is in charge of a pro¬
vision depot, and carries on some farming operations
besides fishing. IVby horned cattle fare better at this one
point, has not yet been clearly accounted for. Several rea¬
sons have been adduced, but none appear satisfactory. It
Ib, however, during the winter montlis that cattle die, not¬
withstanding their being well housed and living upon the
same hay eaten by the horses. To load supplies at the dif¬
ferent points on the island, owing to the shallow ap¬
proaches, the horse is harnessed to a truck and driven a
long distance out in the sea, where the heavily laden boats
are met, the supplies transferred to the truck, and hauled
ashore by the horse, who sometimes seriously objects to
• traveling over such a watery road. At 1 P. M. all the sup¬
plies being landed we bade good by to Mr. Pope and his
family, and with a parting salute from the steamer’s can¬
non, we steered for Cape Rosier Light House on the
Gaspe Shore, and arrived opposite to it the same evening,
but owing to the unfavorable condition of the wind could,
not effect a landing, and ran into Gaspe Bay about fifteen
miles off, for shelter. Here we amused ourselves catching
cod-fish over the side of the steamer, until the wind abated
next day, when we returned te Cape Rosier, and this time
got the supplies ashore. The tower is similar to the others,
with a first order dioptric fixed white light, the lighting
apparatus alone costing $18,000. There is a fog cannon,
but owing to the number of settlers near by, no humane
establishment is maintained by Government. When the in¬
habitants at such points render assistance to shipwrecked
people they are liberally remunerated for their trouble. I
did not go ashore, as the time required to supply this light
bouse was too short. I was much amused at the manner in
which a horse brought down for the keeper was landed.
Tiie poor animal was led out of the stall he had been
closely boxed up in, and could hardly walk, his legs being
stiff from the eoufiuement. of five days. He was backed up
as close to the edge of the steamer as possible. A boat
with six men, four of them at the oars, and two seated in
the stern, came close to the side of the vessel and when all
was ready the word was given, and the horse backed off
into the briny deep. He came up nose foremost, awfully
astonished at his salt water bath and sucli treacherous
treatment; how he did snort, and plunge! The two men at
the stern of the boat caught the halter close to his head,
when the others rowed with all their might for shore, about
three quarters of a mile off, which they reached safely
after dragging the poor horse a considerable distance
through the water on bis side. He, however, soon recov¬
ered, and we saw him quietly led up the embankment, gaz¬
ing in apparent wonderment upon his new home.
On the afternoon of the same day we reached the
beautiful Basin of Gaspe, where we were received by our
old friend and agent, Air. Joseph Eden and his son. Air.
Eden made me acquainted with the resident church of
England clergyman, the Rev. Mr. Richmond, who before
ho came to Gaspe, hail been several years a missionary on
the Labrador coaBt. The information kindly furnished by
him, coupled with what I had already obtained from Mr.
Butler, enabled me to form a very fair idea of the amount
of provisions I would have to distribute amongst the poor
fishermen, and I began to lay out my plans accordingly,
We lay wiDd bound in Gaspe Basin until the 28th, most of
the time amusing ourselves catching lobsters, from along¬
side the steamer. For this purpose, an old iron hoop is
crossed in several directions with rope, so as to form a
coarse net work, a piece of dry cod-fish is fastened on, and
a sinker of stone or brick attached; the whole is then let
down to the bottom of the water by a sufficiently long rope,
and after a while, steadily pulled up, and one to three lob¬
sters are frequently found feeding on the UbIi, which they
hold fast to till taken off.
How many pleasant days have I since spent with my
family in this healthy aud beautiful neighborhood, enter¬
tained most hospitably by the whole-souled friends resid¬
ing there, taking an occasional trip up one of the three
splendid salmon rivers, where I have struggled with the
king of game fishes, and taken hundreds of sea trout.
Many a snipe, plover, duck, and teal, has fallen to my gun
as they rose from the marsh at the head of the hay. The
sailing in the Basin is perfect, and some fine boats are
owned by the resident doctor and others, who appear to
vie with each other in making Gaspe Busin one of the
dearest, spots in the world. I am indebted to Mr. Reynolds
of Ottawa, and Mr. Curtis of Boston, lessees of the York
and Dartmouth rivers, for permission to fish either of these
streams. Messrs. Launds Brothers, Mr. Curtis’ agents,
having obtained the permission, I went several miles up
the Dartmouth in a bark canoe, and killed five flue salmon,
weighing from fifteen to t wenty-three pounds, aud with a
young nephew, also about 800 sea ’trout, ranging from one
i.o four pounds each, all in one days fishing. The York
River at the same time being fished by another party with
equal success, although very latein the season.' We could
have killed more salmon but did not wish to do so at such
an advanced period as the middle of August,
To one willing to forget city hotel accommodations,
Gaspe Basin is one of the most delightful spots to rusti¬
cate in for a few days I kuow of. There is a good hotel
kept by Mr. William Baker, where plenty of plain food,
well cooked, and cheerfully served, with fair accommoda¬
tion, can be bad for one dollar aud fifty cents per day. If
this, with beautiful scenery and the purest mountain and
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sea air, will not satisfy the true lover of Nature, he had
heller try elsewhere One of the steamers of the Gult
Ports Line leaves Quebec every Tuesday, and after a rim
down the magnificunt 81. Lawrence, lands you at Gaspe
Basin in thirty-six hours. Through the exertions of the
Horn P. Fortin, Member for the County, and at present
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, telegraphic commu¬
nication has been established, and lie is iudeavoriug to ex¬
tend it to other portions of the Gulf, with every prospect
of success. On Tuesday, 29th September, we hade fare¬
well to our Gaspo friends, who saluted us with three can¬
non shots, and dipping of flags, and directed our course for
the east point of Anticosti. We experienced rough weather
and a heavy cross sea, the steamer rolling dreadfully, and
the sea washing over her. Was 1 not sick? Did 1 not
wish myself home again? However, in due course 1 got
over it, aud after rounding the point, we found calmer
water, and reached the, light house at 1 1J. Al, on the 30th.
On our way over from Gaspe, while I was hors tie cmnhut
from seasickness, the steamer stopped at Shallop River to
land fresh supplies for the provision depot established
there. At East Point we dropped anchor about one mile
from shore, aud all possible haste was made to laud the
supplies, as a change of wind from west to east would
force us to quit the locality (and seek the open sea or shel¬
ter elsewhere. The light house is similar to those 1 have
already mentioned.
The Island of Anticosti is 133 miles long and about thirty
broad. The inhabitants at the lime of this visit (1888) num¬
bered in all about sixty souls, consisting of the three light
house and five depot keepers and their families and assist¬
ants, and fishermen, separated tiom each other by long
distances, hut lias greatly increased since, by the addition
of some 400 Newfoundlanders induced by the Anticosti
Company to become settlers. The black bear, otter, black,
silver, aud red fox, and marten, are the only quadrupeds
found, aud numbers are trapped during winter. The in¬
terior is dotted with lakes, which are the breeding places
of numerous aquatic birds. Near the light house I shot
a few snipe and golden plover; both had that fishy taste
found in birds near salt water, and were very lean. There
are several shallow rivers on the island abounding with
salmon and sea trout. A great portion of the island is
barren and composed of peat beds, and thd whole affords
scarcely sufficient support for the few animals which in
habit it. It is estimated to be no where more than 700
feet high. Yet where soil is found it is rich and capable
of producing large crops of potatoes, cabbages, turnips, and
hay. The climate is too severe for other crops. There
are no harbors for large vessels, and dangerous reefs ex¬
tend out a considerable distance all arouud. Direction
boards have been put up near the beach to assist those
who have the misfortune to be shipwrecked, in finding the
provision depots, and frequently the crews of missing ships
are found at some of these points, whose friends have been
for months mourning their loss. During the season exten¬
sive seal hunting and cod and herring fishing is carried on
by the people from the Gaspe shore. On the elevated
parts spruce and birch is found, but none of large growLh.
At 6 o’clock P. M. we left for the Straits of Belle Isle,
and at 7 o’clock P. AI. ou the 1st day of October, reached
Forteau Bay. We had a fine run from Anticosti, aided by
favorable wind. Numerous sea birds flew away on each
side as the steamer came plowiug on. We saw ahead
twenty whales, aud several immense ice bergs. W e anchor¬
ed all night at Forteau, which is on the Labrador Shore,
in the district of Newfoundland. I was desirous of going
on shore to visit the few fishermen, but warned not to do
so, on account of the great number of Esquimaux dogs,
which kopt up a constant howling and barking all night.
They are called by our sailors the “Labrador Band;” their
music certainly had no charms to sooth, even the savage
breast. No oilier animal is safe uneoufiued. Some time
previous to our visit there was a missionary stationed there
whose kind friends had sent him down a goat. Upon its
arrival the men in charge tied it outside while they went
into the house to announce it. When they came out, it was
missing, and nothing of it was found but part of its head
and horns attached-to the rope. The dogs had torn it to
pieces and were fighting over its bones.
At daybreak next morning we left for Belle Isle at the
east end of the straits, but could not approach it, owing to
the wind being from the west and dashing the waves
against the rocks at the only place of landing. We then
steered for Chateau Bay or Temple Harbor, twenty-two
miles off on the Labrador side. This place derives its
name from the high cliffs and rocks resembling chateaus
qr temples in their formation. We entered a very narrow
passage between enormous rocks about 200 feet out of
water, and just broad enough to allow the steamer to pass
through. Such passes of which there are many, are called
by the fishermen “Tickles,” and well are they so named
for it is rather a ticklish matter to get through most of
them. We found ourselves in a beautiful salt water lake
six miles long and about one mile broad, surrounded on all
sides by high barren mountains covered with moss, and
here and there a small clump of short brush wood. Owing
to the great depth of the water the steamer ran close up to
the rocks, and yet anchored iu thirty fathoms.
Fire
schooners were here loading with herrings and cod-fish for
Quebec and Aloutreal. There are twelve fishermen’s huts
aud a store, or as it is called, a “room” kept by atrader. The
people are all from the opposite Newfoundland Shore, aud
come over every Season in June in schooners, meu,
women, children ,’dogs, aud cats. I had plenty of time to
visit them. They are strong and healthy, living almost
entirely upon fish and bread, very Beldom getting meat, or
vegetables of any kind, especially during the fishing season.
Their great luxury is molasses, which some of them call
“long tailed sugar.” They were actively engaged catching
and curing fish, and the side hills were white with cod fish
laid out on “flakes" to dry, and barrels of the large fat fall
catch Labrador herrings were piled up arouud their lints.
Aly speculative propensity was excited, when I learned that
they only got about $2,80 per barrel for such fine fish, and
1 offered to pay them as high as one to two dollars per
barrel more for some, but they answered that they did not
dare to sell, as they were indebted to traders for their out¬
fit, and must pay them with fish. I told them to pay in
money, for at the rate I was willing to give, it would go
much farther to close off their indebtedness, “I cannot,
sir,” they answered. “The traders have ships to load lor
foreign countries, and load them with fish, not with money,
and If I sold you eveu a few barrels, any of my neighbors
having spite against me, would revenge himself by telling
the merchant X had done so; he would warn others, and
next season when I applied for the advance of an outfit,

they would tell me to go to the person to whom I had sold
my'fish for it.. We are entirely at their mercy and must
keep on good terms with them."
The success of the fishermen here was due to proper or¬
ganization, and their facilities foT following the coast in
suitable vessels, ofien going two to three hundred niileS
away to make a catch. We were detained iu this bay ten
days, during which time I made several excursions in the
steamer’s boat to its head, and shot tour seals, seven ducks
and curlew, all of which, with the exception of a speci¬
men or two which I preserved, were handed over to the
cook for the table. We ran out, three times to try and
supply Belle Isle, but were each lime obliged to return anti
wait for a change of wind Or calm.
Thu Labrador I’oasl is composed of thousands of Islands,
hacked by very high mountains, perfectly barren of wood
—aud covered with moss, among whieli are found some
berries, one beiDg a small sized crauberry, and very deli¬
cate in taste when preserved iu sugar. The only wood
found as low down as this neighborhood, and for 200 miles
higher up the strait, is stunted spruce, which is only ob¬
tained in the interior along some riiviue where sutlieient
vegetable matter has been washed down the mountain side
to form a soil upon which it grows. Among the thou¬
sands of islauds can be found well sheltered harbors at
every hour’s sail, the entrance to the principal ones beings
marked by a pile of stones built upon the highest or most
promiuent point, often surmounted with n. chibs. Such a
beacon is called a ecaupie. Just outside of Chateau Bay,
is Heuly Harbor, in which were riding at anchor, twelve to
fifteeu schooners loading for Montreal and Quebec, one of
which put to sea while I was there, was caught, iu a storm,
aud became a total wreck. Fortunately all ImndB were
saved. When the people leave at the end of the season to
spend the winter at home there is great rejoicing, hurrahs,
and the report of firearms may be heard in all directions,
1 can well understaud their delight al leaving such quarters.
Soon after my visit 1 learned that one of the schooners I
saw there left with forty to fifty souls on hoard, all joyful
at the prospects of spending a happy winter after their
hard fishing season, lil tie imagining mat their fond hopes
would never be realized; they weie soon overtaken liy a
storm and every soul perished, not far from their own shore.
On Sunday, the 11th day of October, I awoke very lowspirited, thoroughly tired out with the monotony of the ten
days’ stay in Chateau Bay. I soon after caught the sound
of men singing, aud a '“clink, clink, clink.” Aly heart
bounded with joy. The crew were heaving anchor, and
lustily singing the Freuoh-Ganadian voyageur’s canoe song
as an incentive to the work. I was soon among them,
working with a will. At last the anchor was weighed, and
the steamer swung mound and headed for the "tickle.”
When outside, the wind was found light, although yet
from the west, aud iu a eouple of hours we lay off about
half a mile from the island, and the boats were dispatched
with supplies. As usual, I went in the first boat. When
we approached near the island I found that a landing was
only to be effected by being hoisted up on a table rock by
rope tackle. There is-no other way of reaching the top of
the island, which is about nine miles long, aud inhabited
only by the light-house keeper and family, consisting of
his wife, son, and three daughters. The only animals
known to make the island its. home is the Arctic or white
fox and Labrador mole. From the high lauding place a
winding road has been cut out of the rode up to the light¬
house, which is several hundred feet above. This road is
so sleep that it is a good day’s work fora horse to haul
up four loads, eaeh not heavier than three barrels of flour.
Everything used here is brought down from Quebec iu the i
steamer. "Coals are sent in barrels, the empty barrels Pu¬
nishing kindliug wood. The keeper has two houses—one i
in use, the other some distance off, and kept, iu reserve in
case the one he lives in should be destroyed by fire. Both
ate built of brick, and comfortable; the lighting apparatus
is the same as the one at Gape Rosier, anil of the most
powerful and costly description. There is also a foe can-1
non and provision depot, These people really enjoy the
life, particularly the men. The son, now twenty-live years
of age, although free to do so, has not left the island since eight years, ami the father does uol desire to do so either.
The mother, with one or two of the daughteis (as they
grow up), spend an occasional winter in Quebec for the
purpose of having them attend school. The same was
formerly done for the son. The life of a light-house keeper
is monotonous, yet there is about it a simplicity and inde¬
pendence which, with great regularity, endears it to some
characters, while others have gotto mad by dint of con¬
stantly contemplating the same scenes, and hearing the
same roar of the sea. The utmost vigilance is expected of
him; everything must, he kept in perfect condition and
scrupulously clean. Ills first order, which must be im¬
plicitly obeyed, is to light the lamps every night at sunset,
and keep them burning bright aud clean till sunrise.
At two P. AI. we lmti just lime to land the last boat load
of supplies aud hasten on hoard; the wind was rising, and
id a few minutes the waves were dashing against the rucks,
a fog sprung up, and with considerable difficulty we ran.
through the tickle, andlfouud myself, with a sad heart, onco
more imprisoned in Chateau Bay, where we were obliged to
remain, owing to the density of the fog, uutil Tuesday morn¬
ing, October 13tl), when the weather cleared up, and we
reached Amour Point Light house at Forteau, which is the
last, and similar to those at Anticosti. The fight-houBes 1
have mentioned cost from $75,080 to $9(1,000 each, includ¬
ing out buildings. While the supplies were being landed
at Amour Point l was handed two letters, addressed to trie
captain of the Government steamer. One was from the
commander of the British navy vessel Sphinx, the othel
from the Rev. Mr. Auger, missionary, praying him to as
sist the distressed fishermen in the district above Blanc
Sablon, particularly one large family, named Jones, in
most destitute circumstances. The writers were not awart
at that time of my mission, Wehastened to leave Forteau
and at dark the same evening reached Blanc Sablon Bay
and east anchor. Here my mission of mercy began, ami
did not end for many days.
Concluded next melt.
Ska Lions CaptorEo.— Air. Henry Paul of Rollinsford
N. H., on Tuesday of last week, with the assistance o
several men, captured two sea lions iu a cove not far from
his house, leading up from Salmon River. The old on.
was eight feet long, and would weigh about 500 pounds
aud the young one about 30 pounds. They were lying o.
the shore a short distance above high water mark, and th
old one showed fight, and was captured with much ilif
ficulty. They are now on exhibition in Dover.
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N the 27th of November last a small party of sports¬
men left the city of Memphis for a visit to the celeiratetl duck grounds of Reelfoot Lake;
This lake is
lituated between Obion and Lake counties, in Tennessee,
ind extends in an irregular body, varying from one to five
uilcs in width, from near Paducah, in Kentucky, for some
hirty miles south into Tennessee, lying at an average
listance of seven miles from the Mississippi River. At
ibout twenty miles, however, from the northern end the
nain body of the lake really ceases, but it is connected by
\ system of bayous with a number of small lakes extendng southwardly, opening into each other by guts or bayous,
trying from a few yards to a mile in length, and finally
mptying their surplus waters into the Obion River, in
Tennessee. Through all of these bayous there is a steady
urrent to the southward, showing the lakes to be supplied
y hidden springs, as well as the small drainage of the hills
n its eastern shore. The lakes are all dotted with islands
f various sizes, clothed with cane or flags, and wherever
he water is sufficiently shallow the flags grow up into tusueks or bunches on the spots most favorable to them,
;aving interminable lanes and pockets of clear water,
dthin which the sportsman may glide in his boat for
tiles without being in sight of more than a few yards of
pen water at anyone time. The largest lake ranges in
epih from one foot to fifty feet, but the smaller ones are
une shallow, and rarely exceed two feet anywhere.
Tho origin of Reelfoot Lake is shrouded in mystery. It
i filled with trees in some places as thickly as the adjoinig forest, only the one is green and growetlt up, while the
titer stands bare and bleak in the desolation of death,
’he most natural inference is that during the great earthualte, which shook the Valley of the Mississippi in 1811, the
utii here subsided with all its forest growth upon it, and
ie waters have since filled in the chasm. The name is
tpposed to have been given from that of a small Indian
■ibe, who long ago lived upon its banks, and concerning
horn there are many wild and curious legends current
inong the hunters and trappers who range its woods and
aters.
The sportsman will at once see the unusual facilities afirded by such a locality for the pursuit of wild fowl. In
ict, I am quite sure there is no place in the Uuion where
ich a body of water can be found with such remarkable
atural advantages for duck shooting of every description,
hether at passes, over decoys, into flocks, creeping into
bekets or flushing them beside the iaues, or, as some of
to gunners (meu who gun for trade, and do not shoot for
tort,) do, to steal upon them in their unguarded hours at
te roost.
But with all of this there must be something for the
licks to feed upon, and when the Mississippi River overows in summer it kills out the yonkepins, moss, and other
ib-aquatic plants, upon which the fowl do most delight
i feed, and then the sportsman’s toil is useless there, as
sewhere. Fortunately this does not happen often, but to
J)' sorrow it did happen last year. So view us then, four
-eciouB souls, and all agog to dash through thick and
liti fiit route to Tiptonville, Mississippi River, whence by
age we safely arrived in camp at Thomson’s Ferry, near
e foot ot tlie greater lake. The accommodations here
e simply detestable, and we advise all parties going to
ury their own tents and grub. On the upper end of the
ke, seven miles from Paducah, there is said to be a betr place, but we did not go there. The board was two
illars per day, and a dollar for a boatman-and boat; or,
ie can get a boat for nothing and do his own paddling,
hieh does not pay at any price. The feed beiDg bad was
;ainst us, but the weather was bright and warm, which
as Worse. So we only got one day’s decent Bhooting, and
at was only one hundred among three of us. In the
Bek we stayed there we only got about two hundred and
il-y ducks for the entire party, when in ordinary seasons a
ior shot cau get between eighty and one hundred a day.
ost of these were gray ducks (G. streperus), but we found
iite a number of the most delightful of all wild fowl, the
eeu-winged teal {Q, carolimnsis), which gave realty good
ort at the passes during a half hour or so on breezy evengs. The curious family of rail was also represented by
farming thousands of its sub-family, the Fulmiue, or
ols. These are called puldoos by tho natives, but why
s could not find out. But the ornithological curiosities
ere were the cormorants (GraruUdce), or perhaps they
ire darters [Piotidaf as I did not have an opportunity of
>se examination.
These fellows were there in great
mbers, and nearly any morning could be seen to collect
»ether in a line ol several hundred yards long for the
rpose of Jinking. This was accomplised by moving simaneously forward, flapping: the wings, and beating the
iter, thus driving tho frightened minnows into the
xinte formed by the closing wings of the line, whence
sy were gobbled ad libitum. Snipe also (G. Wilsom)
imed to be abundant on the marshy islands, and perhaps
eed there during the winter; but the nature of the ground
•bid my searching for nests. I also killed two of a
nily ol summer acquaintances, the gray-backed snipe
'. grisens), which had perhaps left the sea-coast for a
auge of air.
And now, having spun my yarn, brother sportsmen, I
til, like the famous “Guido,” drop her, and go below
■ my watch off deck.
Pat.
Dbigin of the Newfoundland.—“Caractacus,”

in dis¬
using in the Fancier's Gazette the question as to whether
: Newfoundland dog was indigenous to the island from
dch he takes his name, says:—
‘My own opinion is that European settlers, finding dogs
draught an absolute necessity, and thinking they might,
prove on Ihe native breeds, imported large dogs
various kinds —as, for instance, the mastiff,
! colley, the Alpine spaniel, and (he Matinl
of
France—and
that
the present breed
ang from many roots, and has acquired, from change of
male and other causes, certain peculiarities of its own,
1 that by careful selection a fixed variety lias become
ablished. **-*** I think the probabilities are
it it owes its origin to several types, and that time, selecn, and climatic influences have at last worked it into a
linct variety. I have never been able to hit on any red which would tend to prove that such a dog existed
,en the island was discovered by Europeans; and if any
i can point to any that will throw a light on the darka, I shall be delighted beyond measure.”
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save for its capture aud preservation. And yet, wiili
proper management, mauy fold may be added to this vast,
aggregate of food. The weight of salmon taken in the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers In 1875 amounted to
5,190,750 pounds. The product of the great, trout aud
white-fish fisheries of the inland lakes of the United States
and the Dominion cannot amount to less than $3,000,000 an¬
nually, while thesalmonfisheriesof tlmDominion alone must
amount to more than a million of dollars. Tho salmon
fisheries of Maine will soon attain a high degree of pro¬
ductiveness, aud her principal salmon rivers—Penobscot,
Kennebec, and St. Croix—under the enlightened manage¬
ment of her able Fish Commissioners, must soon lie re¬
stored, through artificial means, to their ancient abundance,
if the greed to over-fish does not contiuue until the salmon
and all its congeners are exterminated.
The economical value of the salmon lies in the richness
and delicacy of its flesh, and the many different methods
of preserving it. By means of freezing the newly-caught
flsli, it may bb kept a long period of time without detri¬
ment or deterioration, so that it may be distributed iu win¬
ter so extensively as to find its way to the tables of the
inhabitants of all tlm Northern, Middle, Western, and
many of the Southern States of the Union. Tlie. cunning
of its flesh makes it a cosmopolitan food; salting and
smoking makes it the eligible food^if the poor; and, com¬
mercially, it must ere long rank with the cod and herring
ns a universal food fish. The salmon of the English fish¬
eries only attained anything like a commercial value when
shipping in ice was originated. The trade, indeed, was
then quite local, until the establishment of railways, which
lias increased its value so much that it is now only found
upon the tables of the rich.

ISMISSING the salmou as an object of natural his¬
tory, and viewing it as a matter of commerce, it is
found that considerable apprehension exists that the an¬
nual product of salmon-bearing streams is rapidly dimin¬
ishing. The English salmon fisheries have nearly failed.
The Irish fisheries had largely fallen off, but have lately
become productive again by means of artificial culture.
The Scotch fisheries had also declined, but have measura¬
bly readied their former productive status, by the artificial
mode of replenishment. At a not very remote period sal¬
mon were extremely plenty In the United Kingdom, so
much bo as to find a place on the table of the poor, while fish
mongers sold it for two pence per pound; so plenty
was this fish that farm servants bargained with employers
not to he compelled to eat it more than twice a week. Our
salmon streams have become impoverished by untimely
fishing, and by obstructions from mill-dams; by the poi¬
soning of rivers from the reprehensible habit of throwing
The U, S. Fish Commission.—Prof. Baird has addressed
dyestuffs into them; by sawmills, and the various appli¬ an official communication as United States Commissioner
ances of advancing civilization, A hundred years ago all of Fish and Fisheries to the Speaker of (lie Douse of Rep¬
our rivers natural to this species teemed with salmon. Wri¬ resentatives, asking for au appropriation of $17,500 for
ters affirm that the North and East Rivers, during the Rev¬ tlie purpose of continuing the introduction and propagaolution, not only contatned abundance of shad, but salmou gation of useful food fishes in the public waters ot the
also. The rivers of New Eugiand were filled to repletion United States during the present season. Tho argument
with this right royal flsli. The rivers of British America which accompanies Prof. Baird's communication is ex¬
contained such vast numbers that the fisheries of the Prov¬ haustive and to the point, showing the great work already
inces for a long period seemed inexhaustible. Besidest.be accomplished by the Commission and the amount there is
inclination of salmon to devour their own eggs, myriads of yet to be done. A good point is made in the fact that tlie
enemies hover about them while young, with such insatiable work prosecuted by the United States Commission is in no
greediness that only a very small per cent, reach adult life.
case that which would he carried nu by State Commis¬
Some economists estimate that only one full-grown salmou
sions or by private enterprise, Tlie Slates of Iowa, Min¬
may be counted upon from a thousand eggs. Sir Huuiphnesota, Ohio, or Pennsylvania would not find their advan¬
ery Davy calculates that if a salmon produces 17,000 roc,
tage in going to any great expense in the way of stocking
only 800 of these will mature into full-grown fish. Were their streams, in view of the fact that the fish, when ma¬
it not for the extreme fecundity of fishes, the water area ture, would, on their return, enter tlie mouth of the Mis¬
would soon become as barren of fish as a desert of vegeta¬ sissippi, and traverso all Ihe intermediate Stales before ar¬
tive life. But the grand difficulty—the root of the evil, as riving within their borders, with a certainty that a large
regards the scarcity of this most estimable fish—is to be portion of the catch would be secured by non-citizens. A
found iu the improvidence and unaccountable avarice of fish to which it is proposed to deveto a portion of the
fishermen, who overfish the rivers and streams. The reck¬ appropriation, should it be made, is the European carp, a
lessness of men who gain livings from the capture of fish species eminently calculated for the warmer waters of tbe
seem to be utterly regardless of the possibility of a failure country, especially the mill-ponds and sluggish rivers and
of the harvests of the sea. Tt is found in our country that ditches of the South. This fish has been domesticated for
two hundred patents have been granted for the destruction thousands of years, and furnishes tlie principal food of
and capture of fishes, while hundreds more not patented the Chinese. Living on vegetable matter iustead of ani¬
are used, many of which are explosives. Giant powder is mal, it can be multiplied at very little expouse in restricted
in common use in the streams of California, which not waters.
only destroys the edible fish, but hundreds too small for
A very elaborate table accompanies the letter, from
use. While traps of all descriptions—nitro glycerine, and which we learn that there has been hatched and distribu¬
other murderous agents—are being used to despoil and ted by the United States Fish Commission, of shad, 18, waste our food fishes, only eight patents have been issued 689,500 fish; of Penobscot salmon, {Salma solar), 3,294,065
for their increase and protection; a plain indication of pub¬ fish; of California salmon, transported to new waters of
lic sentiment, even to-day, in reference to the protection the Uoited States, 5,153,740 fish. As this vast total of 20,•
of the fish and fisheries of our country.
137,855 fish turned loose, to also, increase aud multiply,
The economic history of the Halmonidm in this country represents but. the labor of three years—1873-1-5—it is too
may be summed up iu a few words. But in connection soon to judge of results by tlie amount accomplished; but
with this part of the subject some running remarks may unless fish culture is a failure, and we have abundant ev¬
not he out of place in reference to inaugurating and sus¬ idence that it is not, the couutry should be to-day richer
taining measures calculated to increase the value of our by many thousands of limes the total amount already ex¬
salmon fisheries, If we would reap we must sow. This pended in the work. We trust that the Committee on Ap¬
self-evident truth applies with no more force to agriculture propriations will take a similar view of the case aud at *
that to aquaculture. The fisheries of the globe, in point once report a, bill making Ihe appropriation,
of utility, if not in value, are vastly more important Ilian
—The Livingston Sportsmen’s Association of Geneseo,
its mines of gold. Gold mines, in process of lime, become
exhausted, and it is not within the scope of human genius says the Dansville KxpresH, last week putiulo the waters of
Conesus Lake 30,000 young salmon trout. Hie trout wure
or power, to replenish them again, or recharge tho sands,
procured at the State Hutching House, Caledonia, aud Mr.
or quartz, with shining ore; but the living, self-producing,
aud self-augmenting gift of God in the wealth of food in E. Sackott, having the matter in charge, says that the fish
the fisheries of the earth, is inexhaustible, if economically were transported very successfully, and with hardly a per¬
managed, rightly fished, and if timely and proper fore¬ ceptible loss. Conesus Lake already furnishes good fish¬
sight is used in replenishing those great ocean reservoirs ing, and with the restocking it has received (luring the past
of human sustenance. We have no statistics of value of
few years an improvement may be expected,
Our salmon fisheries ante dating 1869. During this year
there were received at San Francisco from the Columbia t Black Bass in South Jeusey.—Gapt Milton P. Pierce,
River Fisheries, 22,180 cases of canned salmon, each case who last season stocked numerous public and private wa¬
containing 24 cans, equal to 531,120 cans shipped to this
ters in South Jersey with this variety of fish, writes us,
point alone. By good authority it is estimated that the
whole product of those fisheries in 1809 reached 800,000 uhder date of April Oth, as follows:—
“In October of 1875 I placed black bass of differentcans—a sum, at twenty-five cents per can, of $200,000.
Besides this product, 6,104 barrels of salted salmon were ages, and varying from three-quarters of a pound to three
shipped, which, at $10 per barrel, is $61,164, making a to¬ pounds iu weight, in some of the small reservoirs at Aquatal of $261,164. This is the beginning of an enormous in¬ dale, keeping them there till January 1st, 1876, when I
dustry, which, if properly managed, will furnish a vast transferred them to a pond constructed expressly for them,
revenue to the State of Oregon. Reports of these fisher¬ covering nearly two acres, aud varying in depth, the deep¬
ies for four months ending August 1st, 1872, show 170,000 est points being about 10 feet. In November the huger bass
salmou canned, whose dressed weight was 2,700,000 gave every indication of hibernating, keeping close to Lhe
bottom of the deepest places iu the small reservoirs, but
pounds, value, $430,000; salmon taken for curing, 162,500,
dressed weight, 2,GO0,OOO pounds, value $117,000; whole tlie smaller ones swam around as usual. During the brief
weight, 5,300,000 pounds; total value, $647,000. In 1874 time that the bass pond haB been frozen over during the
there were put up and shipped from the Columbia River past winter some of the smaller bass have been seen swim¬
ming about in shallow water. Before flowing lhe pond I
Fisheries more than 20,000,000 pounds of canned salmon.
It is estimated that half as much more was cured or eaten prepared gravel beds, that are from two and a half to four
fresh, giving an aggregate annual product of one river feet under water, for them to spawn on. They are now
alone of 30,000,000 pounds of food fish, fit subsistence for ruconoitering these beds, and evidently preparing for
business.”
kings, and all of this vast product furnished without one
dollar for its production!
—The first flock of geese passed over Portland, Me., Mr.
Estimating this enormous quantity at twenty cents a
pound, here is a revenue of $0,000,000 alone from the vast L. Redlan writes, and tho gunners are having good shoot¬
feeding grounds of the Pacific Ocean; and all this supply ing at blue-bills aud black ducks. Blue-birds ami souij
of human sustenance was prepared for food without price, sparrows were seen March 81st,
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J$atmal gistorn.
[2AI# Department Is now under the c/utrge of a competentNaturallsU
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and mil henceforth be made a
trtecuU feature of this paper. AU communications, notes, queries, retnarks, 'and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

THE

BOHEMIAN

WAXWING.

I

T is rare that ornithologists have a good opportunity to
study the habits of the Bohemian waxwing (Ampelis
garrulus), which is an inhabitant of circumpolar regions,
and only irregularly wanders into the limits of the United
States during the coldest winters. Our knowledge of the
life of this bird is therefore very meagre, and it is with es¬
pecial gratification that we present the appended commu¬
nications from gentlemen in Minneapolis, Minn., where the
waxwiugs have been abundant during the winter. The
reader will call to miDd previous notes upon this biTd
which have appeared in Forest and Stream from Oapt.
Bendire and others. The first letter is from Mr. P. L.
Hatch, and is as follows;—
—The 23d of Febrnary was very cold here, the mercury indicating
more than 20° below zero. A change to milder weather followed, and on
the 25th it was delightfully pleasant, on which day I met a flock of 50 or
til) Bohemian wax-winas (.Ampelis garrulus). They were distributed
loosely on bushes and shrub-oaks, and a few perched on the bulwarks of
the bridge over a hollow containing the Silver Cascade. Pausing to ob¬
serve these by no means common winter visitants from the regions still
further to the north or ns. I was surprised to see that they were busily
engaged catching insects lu the air, precisely after the manner of the
true flycatcher. I strained my eyes to see if I could detect the insect in
the clear sunshine, but its proportions were too small. Tet I could dis¬
tinctly Bee the birds open their bills in the act of seizing them. Some
teams passing over the bridge abruptly, brought them all together In an
oak, ihe top of which was about on a level with and close to the abutment
of the bridge. Here I stopped my horse within fifteen feet of them, and
so intent were they in their watch for their new food that they per¬
mitted me to observe their individual markings, and occasionally count
tho several “sealing wax” tippings of their wings, a treat never before
my fortune to enjoy to Buch an extent. I finally left them, but return¬
ing an hour later found them sltll darting on t into the air at all elevations
from close to the ground near the creek to 100 or 150 feet elevation, and
seizing something invisible to me, in no way different from the warblers
or flycatchers.
Has this characteristic been noticed by naturalitsf
and what were they eating!

Mr. Tlios. S. Roberts also recorded his observations in
the following notes:—
In your issue of February 17th, I noticed a communication in regard
to tlm Bohemian wax-wing or chatterer, asking whether it had been ob¬
served during the past winter in any other part of the United States than
Oregon. A large number of these birds have spent the winter about
Minneapolis. They made their appearance early in December, and are
still present, (March 22d). They are all almost invariably to be seen in
flocks, usually of 10 to 30 individuals, hut sometimes of 100 or more.
They are seldom found outside tho city limits. Their food has been
whal, few berries they could find, buds, and almost any eatable thing
which they could pick up. Notwithstanding this seemingly precarious
manner of living, they are in good condition. These birds can easily
be approached within gunshot, and often much nearer. When shot at
they fly off in a dose, compact (lock. The iris of the chatterer is dark
red, but varies somewhat in different individuals.

EARLY

SPRING

ON THE

HUDSON.

seen at Glen's Falls, N- Y., and strangest of all a whip¬
poorwill was heard. DeKay says: It airives the latter
part of April, which is probably a rather early date for the
northern portion of the State (A. N. Cheney),.. .“C. S. R."
writes that at Niagara Falls the first robins were seen
March 8th, and bloe-birds on March 12th; but as six inches
of snow fell on the 20th, the robins becoming weak from
want of food, became food themselves for the vast number
of crows that go there to pass the winter. No other spring
birds had appeared up to March 24th.
BIRDS

OF

FORT

WAYNE,

1ND.

Inresponse to your "Invitation,” I send you some of my
notes for February and March taken in tills vicinity:—
February 18th.—Clear and warm. Found a single liver
leaf (Ihpatieu triloba) in bloom on a high rocky hill facing
the souLh. These flowers always bloom at this spot much
earlier than at any other place in the vicinity; but I never
found them before earlier than February 23d. Saw a but¬
terfly in the same place.
February 20«7t.—Several liepaticas in bloom on the same
hill,
February 22d.—Followed a pair of blue-birds till the fe¬
male entered a hole in the dead limb of an apple tree, very
probably its annual nest. It appeared again in a few mo¬
ments, and flew off with its mate, which had remained
near by singing. This is the first indication of house
cleaning that I have noticed among the birds this season.
March 5th.—Clear and warm; light south wind. Saw a
flock of about twenty robins moving north—the first real
spring birds that 1 have seen; also saw several red-winged
blackbirds (AgcUeus phmniceus) in the hushes bordering a
pond.
March 6th.—Another warm day. More red-wings have
arrived during the night, and they are now quite numer¬
ous; saw a flock high iu the air flying north. Started a
flock of six black ducks (Areas obscura) at the pond. The
robins are getting to be common.
March 7th.—Saw a rusty graeklc (Scoleeophagus ferrugi¬
nous). Noticed bluebirds looking around for a place to
build; flying about old dead stumps and holes in trees.
March 12th.—Golden-winged woodpecker seen.
March 1374,— Noticed several fox sparrows (Passerella iltaca).
March 22(4—Crow blackbirds have arrived.
March 83(1.—Phcube bird (Sayornis fuscus) and cow-bird
(Molothruspecans) have arrived. The pheebe is rather late
this spring; last year it made its appearance March 13ih.
March 24t4.—Hylas heard pipiDgiu the evening.
March 31st.—Several violets in bloom on the lawn; these
violets were originally cultivated, but have spread them¬
selves over the lawn, where they have been growing for
years. They always flower much earlier than the real wild
violet and still retain their sweet scent.
tiiverdale on- Hudson, April 5th.
E. P. Bicknell.
Notes from our Corrf.spondents.-W. H. Bernard
(Wilmington, N. C.,) informs us that a young woodcock
was caught in Duplin county, N. C., March 21st, which
Was about six weeks old, and an old oiie which seemed to
have a nest near by. This is considered an unusually
southern point for this bird to breed-During the second
week in March robins, blue-birds, and cedar-birds were

DESPISED

FOOD

FISHES.

WASHtNOTON, April 8d, 1878.
BY G. AUG. SMITH.

I

HAVE been collecting birds about sixteen years in this
vicinity, and am able to send you a list of species likely
to be found about here in winter. Some, like the evening
and pine grosbeaks, and the wax-wing, make their appear¬
ance only at long intervals. The list is as follows:—
Golden eagle. Khre.
Bald eagle. Not rare.
Gray eagle. Not rare.
Red-tailed hawk. Rare in winter; common in summer.
Great-horned owl. Common all the year.
Mottled owl. Common winter and summer.
Barn owl (Strix Jlatnmea).
Rare; has occurred Beycral timea in
winter.
Long-eared owl. A wiuter hird; rare in summer.
Short-eared owl (Brachyotus palustrts.) Seen in wiuter only.
Barred owl. Common winter and summer.
Sparrow owl (Glaucidiuvi passerinuui). ^Occasional in winter only.
Snowy owl. This is found, but not every winter.
Downy woodpecker. Common at all times.
Hairy woodpecker. Common in all seasons.
Yellow-bellied woodpecker. Not seen every winter.
Black log-cock. Not rare in winter, and common in summer.
Red-bellied woodpecker. Common lu wimer, and not rare in snmmer.
Red headed woodpecker. Not seen every winter; common in sumGolden-winged woodpecker. Rare in winter; common In summer.
Kingfisher. Not taken every winter, but common in summer,
Golaen-crested wren. Common this winter; none in summer.
Wax-Wing. Not seen every winter, and never in summer.
Cedar-bird. Common throughout the year.
Butcher-bird. Common in winter; rare in summer.
White-rumped shrike. Common winter and summer.
White-bellied nuthatch. Common at all times.
Brown creeper. Not rare either winter or summer.
Tufted titmouse. Commonly found all the year.
Chickadee. Common both summer and winter.
Shore lark. Common in winter and summer.
Evening grosbeak. Occurs some winters.
Pine grosbeak. Not observed every winter.
Purple finch. Common during the winter, bntnonc are seen in sum-

White-winged crossbill.

It is found s

winters, but never i

Red-poll linnet. Common in winter; none in summer.
Snow bunting. Common in winter only.
Lapland longspur. Common in winter; none in summer.
Snow bird. Common during the winter.
Chipping sparrow. Common in winter; rave in summer.
Song sparrow. Not found every winter; abundant in suumiur.
Cardinal grosbeak. Common both summer and winter.
Crow. Common throughout the year.
Blue jay. Common at all times,
Wild pigeon. Common in summer, mid rare in winter.
Mourning dove. Common throughout the year.
WTild turkey. Never rare.
Ruffed grouse. Common winter and summer.
Prairie hen (Oupklonia cupido). Not rare at any season.
Quail [Ortyx vlrginianus). Common always.
Red-breasted mergauser. Occurs in winter.
♦This la a bird of the Pacific coast.

Is there not an

here?—Ed.

American Falconidas, Etc.—Mr.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

and the ontsidc one of all on each side has a Binall spot of the same
color on tho outer weh also. The extent of these markings seems tor
depend upon the age, being less in tho younger specimens, and increasing
with age. In the male there is only a very slight indication of such
marking, and that is on the extreme tips of the outer feathers alone.
During Febrnary and March of 1875. the pine grosbeak (Pimcola sir
vekator) was very plenty in this locality, but 1 have seen none as yet
this season. A flock of golden-eyed ducks (Bucephula americana) lias
passed the winter in the open water below St, Anthony Falls. A few
docks remain in that pool every winter, despite the length and severity
of tho season.
Thomas S. ItoneuTs.

Robert Ridgway has
long been a special student of the hawk family (Falconidm).
He has just printed as a part of the Bulletin of the U. S.
Geological Survey, Yol. II, No. 2, a paier of 82 pages and
two plates, entitled “Studies of the American Falcon kite. ”
Mr. Ridgway has taken up the 15 genera following Fisus,
which is represented by the sharp-shinned and Cooper's
hawks. Most ol these arc South American, and many of
them the author has defined aDew. The characters and
Bynonomy of each species arc given, and its variations of
plumage discussed. The paper is an important addition
to the literature of the classification of birds,
The same Bulletin contains a more readable, if not more
important paper, also from Mr. Ridgway’s pen, upon the
Ornithology of Guadalupe Island, based on notes and
collections made by Dr. Edward Palmer. Guadalupe
Island is off the coast of Southern California, 220 miles
southwest of San Diego. Every one of the species is dis¬
tinct from, though nearly related to, those found on the
neighboring mainland; among the Passeres, the closest re¬
semblance is to Rocky Mountain forms. Tbc land birds
inhabitingt.be islands during the breeding season are the
following:
Regvlus calendula var. obscurus, Ridgw.; Salpindes obsoletus vnr. guadeloupcnsis, Ridgw.; Thryomanct
brevicauda, Ridgw.; Owrpodacus umpkis, ltidgw.; Juneoinsularis, Ridgw.; Pipilo vuiculatus var. comobrinus, Ridgw.;
Oolaptes mexicaum var. rufipiteus, Ridgw.; Polybornslutosus,
Ridgw.; and three birds unidentified.
WINTER RARITIES

IN MINNESOTA.

Minneapolis, Minn., April 5th, 1876.
Editoh Forest and Stream:—
In addition to the Bohemian wax wings, of which I have already
written yon, we have been favored thla winter by the presence or a con¬
siderable anmber of evening grosbeaks (Hespcriphrma tesperlina).
They arrived about the 19th of December. Last year they remained
here as late us April 23d—after many of the summer birds had arrived.
This bird is much more domestic in its habits than the chatterer. They
frequent an island in the Mississippi Itiver at this point, which is cov¬
ered with dwelling houses, and is the constant thoroughfare between the
east and west divisions of thiB city. But on tbi3 Island are a great many
large trees. They alight on and around the honses, but are nevertheless
somewhat changeable in the degree of iheir timidity, at one time al¬
lowing close inspection, and then again being rather shy, although one
can always approach within twenty or thirty yards of them, and I think
that, on the whole, they may he regarded ub tamo and unsuspicious.
Like the purple finch (Carpodacuepurpurea) they often feed by hanging
out on the ends of branches, and tearing of the buds width form a great
portion ol their food. Such fare they could easily obtain in the woods
as well as upon this public island, so that their preference appears to be
for the society of man. They have a sharp, dear whistle, and at timea
a note somewhat resembling that of the chatterer. Their flight is nn(luiatory and erratic though qnite rapid. One very marked and constant
difference in plumage between the male and female of this species is to
be found in the coloration of the tail feathers. In the female these are
all tipped (on ihe inner web) with pure white, the ouler feather broadly,

Editor Forest and Stream :—
In reply to several inquiries as to what I meant by saying that Eu¬
ropeans eat "rags," I will say that It was written rays, and ttyit the
order Balk, according-to Gill, includes nine genera of these singular
Ashes, from the sea-hat, or devil-fish of the Carolina coast (C’erataplemt
-cumpirus), the rays, skates, stingaree, etc., to the torpedo, or cramp-iish
(Torpedo occidentiUU). These fish are eaten In Europu, hut throngls
predjndice are bnf.Jlitt.Ie used as food In this country even by the very
poorest class. There are tons upon tons of fish thrown away, fcpi
to hogs, or made into fertilizers on the coast, and people within a
few miles suffering for food. I have heard a fisherman on Long Island
Sonud say that he was never poor enough to eat sturgeon l His grand¬
father had probably told him that it was not good, and he had not had
independence enough to try this excellent fish. This predjndice is com¬
mon, and If you have never eaten sturgeon, properly cooked, just try it
at the first opportunity. Get a few slices, moderately 1 hick, put tlu-m
iu a pot or pan of water and parboil them to get rid of the oil; then roll
in crumb of cracker or egg, just as you weald a veal cutlet, and fry.
This makes a veal callel that beats the original by far, and yon are suie
that it is fall "six weeks old," us the butcher always certifles In regard
to tho veal.
Frbd Mather.
Arrivals at the Centennial Aquarium for the week endino
Ai'tlti,Brit. —Six gopher turtles, TssluUo polyphonies, habitat Florida.
Presented by Mr, Greene Smith. One rough cbnb sucker, (Jamposioma
ammulum, habitat New York. Presented by Mr. Harry Boll. Fifle n
grayling (young), Thymallus tricolor, habitat New York.
Fred Mather, Sopl.

gen and giver
FISH

IN SEASON

Brook Trout, Sulmo Fontinalls.

IN

APRIL.

Land locked Salmon, SalihO Glorcri.

ESTor list of seasonable trout flies for April see onr issue of March
23d.
_

Flan in Market .—Tho supply of fish during the week has
been liberal, and prices without material change.
North
River shad were abundant, the best roc fish selling for 75
cents each, while Delaware River’s bring 50 cents; striped
bass are worth 10 to 20 cents per pound, according to size 7
smells, 15 cents for Northern and 20 cents for green; sal¬
mon, 50 cents; mackerel, 25 cents each; white perch, 18
centsperpound; Spanish mackerel, (frozen) 50 cents;green
turtle, 22 cents; terrapin, $12 pordozeu; frost fish, 8 cents
per pound; halibut, 16 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish,
10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; flounders, 111 cents; eels, 18
cents; lobsters scarce, 13 cents; turbot, 25 cents; scollops,
$1 per gallon; soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; whilefish, 20 cents per'pound; pickerel, 18 cents; perch (yellow),
12 cents; brook trout from Canada, 50 cents; Long Island,
$1; pompano, $1; hard shelL crabs, 40 cents per dozen.
Striped Bass at Newburgh.—It having been reported
that there was good striped bass fishing in the vicinily of
Newburgh during the spring months, we have been at some
pains to ascertain definitely as to the truth of the Teport.
The result of our inquiries is to the effect that there are a
few fish, ranging from one to three pounds, caught, but
not in numbers sufficient to warrant an expedition for Ihe
purpose. During the past week small striped buss luivo
been taken in large numbers near Poughkeepsie. There
can be no doubt but that these fish pass the wiuter in fresh
water near the head of the river, and probably on their
way down are "not on the feed" until salt water is reached,
They pass through Spuyten Duyvll Creek into the Harlem
River, and then into the numerous small creeks which indent
the Westchester side of Long Island Sound, where they
commence feeding on shrimp.
—More than one of our readers will be gratified to learn
that the oelebrated salmon pictures of Waiter M. Brackett,
Esq., of Boston, entitled the “Rise," "Leap," "Struggle,"
and "Landed,” which were sold at a high figure to an En¬
glish connoisseur some lime ago, have been duplicated by
the artist, and will be included in the Massachusetts collec¬
tion at the Centennial Exhibition. They are now on exhi¬
bition in Boston, together with the rest of this collection
for Philadelphia, and will be for some time to come. If not
sold at the Centennial, they will be offered in New York
next fall. They are greatly admired, and greatly exceed
any tiling of tho kind extant, so far as we can learn. We
understand that Mr. Brackett has several times come within
an ace of selling them, though the figure, which we believe
is $4,000 for the set, may seem high in these tight times.
However, they are cheap at a much higher price.
Waterproofing Fish Lines—Some process for water¬
proofing silk and linen lines so as to render them equal in
quality to the best imported article, has long been sought
by American anglers; and while experiments with silk lines
seem to have been quite satisfactory, the methods employed
on linen lines have been wholly inadequate. We were cog¬
nizant long ago of the eminent success attained by Walter
M. Brackett, Esq., of Boston, in manipulating silk lines
with boiled linseed oil, and so stated in this journal at that
time, having been permitted to make careful examination
of the specimens thus prepared. Subsequently, in answer
to a correspondent, it was asserted in our columns by an un¬
fortunate inadvertence that limn linos were so treated; and
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several of our readers have been experimenting with the
■ecipe ever since, with no success at all! Quite lately one
;entlemen sent us several samples of these lines, which
ere rotten, and we referred him to Mr. Brackett; one el¬
ect ol! which communication lias been to draw out the fol
owing letter which we trust will bo received as ex cathedraind relieve puzzled gentlemen of any dilemma they may
lave reached. The information, given will certainly be
mlued. The samples of lines can be examined at this ofice by any one curious to see them :—
Studio, it Tremont-street, Boston, Mass,
Sditok Fobest add Stream:—
You make me responsible for llio statement that linseed oil is the best
Ubstance for preparing linen lines. It is bad cnongh to be held account
ble for what J do say, but to be obliged to father wbat some one else
ays is more than I bargained/or, instead of recommending linseed oil
the pu rpose, I beg leave to say that a linen line so treated is good for one
son, and one only; nor have l ever found any snbstauce that serves
purpose desired. For silk lines I know of nothing better than boiled
bseed oil. It works to a charm, as the accompanying specimens will
to you. Nog. 1 and 2 have been used eight years, and Nos. 3 and
four years. If yon know of any process that will glvo better results,
hnve no doubt your readers would be glad to know it, as would also
onrs truly,
Walter M. Brackett.

The subjoined corroborative letter from an eminent autoi'ily will serve to further put the question at rest, so far
using linseed oil for linen lines is concerned. While we
:gret having misled our readers, it is consoling that an
Tor has been the means of eliciting so much valuable
formation. Anything farther relating to water-proofing
rocesBes will be received with thanks:-.
Provide nc.it, It. I., April 8th, 1876,
oitob Forest and Stream:—
find in join! paper, under •‘Answers to Correspondents,” that ‘‘linseed
for watur-prooliug Jinen fish lines,,is recommended by Walter a!.
-ackclt,” Now, lam not personally acquainted with the authority
imod, blit hope to he ere tong; lint as my experience has been different
bis, 1 presume tm offence will bo given if I manlion.tlie fi.ct that
years ago T water proofed a linen bass hue, which would sustain a
tight of twenty-ronr pounds without parting before the oil was applied,
d within one mouth afterwards it was not as strong as common twine
iclosed ttud « sample. About that time an angling friend tried I be
no experiment, with the same result. Boon after making Ihe cxpeii'QtVcfctrctl to, I procured “The American Angler,” by Tbad. Norris—
anok that is indispensable to Urn angler who wishes to make bis own
uckle”—and found on page fi?3 (new edition) that linen lines "s/umld
be soaked in linseed oil.'’ Two yeara ago I tried robbihg linen lines
111 pitriilliue, which seemed to preserve lln: line, and make it him better
rongh the guides. If I was to experiment further, I shonld try wilii
ing the line with flue paraffine, dissolved in pure benzine. This prep
‘bun I have used as a water-proofing for leather fly-books, and And it
rfeetty satisfactory. If any one Iriee Ibis I hope be will record iho
uilts, and send the same to Forest And Stream,
Esprit Fort.

of Towanda, Pa., is composed of
veral leading gentlemen of Pennsylvania, who are fond
tlie angle, and who we sincerely trust will experienee all
e benefits anticipated from its organization. Last Mony, it enjoyed a game supper and pleasant time generally
tile overhauling rods, lines, and flies, preparatory to
ening the trailing season. A E. Chamberlin sent re¬
ds for his absence accompanied by a large basket of
Ecklcd trout, which proved a most opportune gift and
*e much enjoyed. “Success to your fishing,” gentleTub “Quiet” Club

-The first wcakfish. of tile Season was taken near Mori
L. I., last Friday.

BS)

—Tlie following is a table of approximate weights ol
i in good condition, predicated upon ibeirlength, which
>ublished by Eaton & Deller, of Crooked Lane, London,
gland. Although the English fish vary in some degree
m ours in comparative weights and measurements, slill
i table given will serve as a nearly correct guide tc
;lers in American waters. Those who have no spring
lances in their kit may have a two-feet rule, which is
idy to carry, and with this they can ascertain how many
the fingerlings they catch go to the pound. No donht
gentlemen will find the table serviceable in the coming
son and thank us for it;—
TABLE OF APPUOXIUATI; WEICUITS OF FISH ACCORDING
TO THEII4 LENGTHS.
length.

Weight.

3)
8*
13)

aw Yonk—New llumburgh, April Oth.—Fishing at this
,t has not commenced as yet., owing to the frequent
y rains having swollen ilxe streams. In ifbous ten
I, if the weather isf pleasant, the anglers at Dutchess

county will he prepared for what little sport there is to be
ban in the way of trout fishing. Our sportsmen have been
seized with the restocking fever, and our now depleted
streams will afford sufficient sport to make quite an event
of the opening of the season. Half a dozen herring were
caught in a fyke by one of our fishermen this week, which
is a very unusual event for so early in the season.
Blde Jail
Connecticut—Iligganum, April
Water rising in
river. To-day the first shad net was set, for the season, in
it was caught a striped bass threo feet, three inches long,
weighing twenty-scvqn pounds—a perfect beauty. Quite
a number of bass are taken here every season, but few as
large as this. The net is about four rods long, and is set
in the eddies along shore. Expect shad soon. Alewives
are plenty.
Massachusetts—Km

Bedford, April Oth,—Fish are be¬
coming abundant here. Cod, halibut, smelts, herrings,
Ac., are caught either at, the Vineyard or on our shores,
quite plentifully. All the trout brooks here are overflowed
aud fishing in them is impossible, except near their mouths.
Concha.
Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—There have been
36 arrivals of the fleet the past week, 36 from Georges and
.10 from Ihe Banks. The receipts have been 1,040,000 lbs.
of codfish and 845,000 lbs, halibut. Prices for halibut
have ruled at 3J and 1 £ cents per pound. Fresh cod and
haddock have been iu light receipt and selling for $3.50
per hundred weight.—Ope Ann Advertiser, April 1th.
Newfoundland Beal Fisheries.—The latest reports
from Newfoundland relative to the prospects of seal fishery
tire not. encouraging. Many of the vessels were still in
sight off shore on account of ice aud adverse winds. Sev¬
eral sealing vessels have been crushed and sunk by the ice.
Great destitution prevails in many parts of Green Bay,
Fishing Charts, Whereby the Migration ofFish may
he Determined, and the Business Rendered More
Successful.—The United Stales Fiskerv Commission,
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Tamallpas. They returned Monday morning in time for business,
and brought back ten “salmon trout,” really a species of land-locked
salmon, which weighed sixty-flve pounds dressed. Several others, who
fished in t he same lagoon, (sometimes having access with the ocean), con¬
nected with a brook, caught a number of the same fish (as well as brook
trout), weighing from three to eight pounds each. Another party took
over one hundred mountain trout from a creek, and others took nearly
three hnmlredin two days.
The lakes in the mountains, and the streams running therefrom, also
afford a vast amonnt of fishing to those who have time to go so far. Ta¬
hoe, Summit, Cascade, and other lakes are fall of salmon trout (silvery
salmon) and common tront, weighing from one pound up to as high as
thirty pounds, and our mountain streams are alive with the speckled
beauffea.
__
_
E. J. Hoorirn.

SPLIT

BAMBOO.

„
„
Ithaca, N. Y., April, 187®.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
’ *
My “few remarks” in your issue of the lith nit., concerning one way
of making a split bamboo rod, ana stating, by way of comparison, Borne
objections to Ihe Krider rod, seem to hnve stirred up a swarm of “hon¬
est men and anglers,” who will have it that Krider can beat all creation
in the making of a rod. They undertake lo say—not that John Krider
can make a better rod than anybody else—but that his peculiar method
of putting the strips together is the best way to make one. In order* 1 to
“prove their case” they are compelled to assert that the greatest strain
comes upon the centre of the rod, and therefore Krider crowds as much
of “the enamel” to the centre as passible.
One of yonr correspondents imagines he has settled the question by
citing the philosophical truism that “a churn is no stronger than its
weakest link." From which he deduces the conclusions “that the
same amount of enamel inside or outside will produce equal strength.”
That gtvos up half the argument at least. I suggest to J. B. C. a prac¬
tical experiment. Take a piece of sound iron gas-pipe, with a calibre
of say three-quarters of an inch; length, say four feet. Lay it with each
end resling two inches on a liluck. Weight down the centre till rt. bonds
nd (.be deflection is say fonr iuches. Next heat add hammer the same
piece of gas-pipe to a solid cylindrical rod of the same length and tem¬
per. Treat it as before, and see which requires the greatest weight lo
produce the same deflection, if the gas-pipe carries tho heaviest load,
perhaps that might convince J. B. C. and the others that a trout rod is
not generally used in the same manner as a chain.
I see no reaason to change my views expressed in my article, printed
In your issue of March Util, to Lbe effect that all the enamel should ho
upon the outside.
Y'our correspondent W., in March BOtih, styles my four objections to
the manner of making the Kriderrod "imaginary." Every one of them
is so obviously a fact that I can well luave them for W.’s further consid¬
eration. X commend him, and all advocates of the. Krider system, to
the perusal of an admirable article signed “Ted Grayson," in your pa¬
per of March 23d. Notwithstanding T. G. has a rod rhat will gooff
fishing of itseir, when Ihe balmy west wind scatters the apple blossoms,
yet I commend him to tho sight aud tho handling of the Hexagon id Rod.

under the direction of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, lias done
much williiu a few yeara to settle disputed questions con¬
cerning the marine fauna of the American coasts, the
habits and movements of our migratory fish, and the dan¬
gers to be apprehended from over, unseasonable and im¬
proper fishing. The Signal Service Corps has accomplished
a beneficent work in establishing its posts along the coast
to warn mariners of approaching storms, and in its dissem¬
ination of weather probabilities. If the combined ser¬
vice of the two boards could be utilized to furnish fishing
probabilities, so that our fishing marine could make ap¬
proximate calculations as to the prospect of success of
different branches' of the fisheries, it would be a boon
indeed. The great disadvantage of our leading interest is
SECOND RATE FISH IN ADIRONDACK
its uncertainty in various phases.
Fish are capricious, and ihough they seem to follow cer¬
.
WATERS.
tain general laws in their movements, it is next to impossi¬
Jr
-*ble to predict with any degree of certainty ihe probability _
„
Syracuse, N. Y., March 3lst, 187G.
Edjtoh Forest and Str^im:—
of success in any single department of the fisheries.
“C C.,” in your issne of March 23d, correctly status that ptckcrol are
Such a plan is under consideration iu Scotland, where a
movement has been inaugurated looking to the acquiring of found in Lake Sanford, and others or the more easterly Adirondack
such information as shall prove of service to the herring Lakes. They were taken there from Scbuoon Lake many years since,
fishermen on ihe Scotch coast.
The Commissioners of which lake had previously been stocked from Champlain, In 18U5 a lot
tlie Fishery Board of that country, conceiving the idea of Ihese "fresh water sharks” were Jet loose iu Long Lake, lo the in¬
that tlie temperature of the sea and other meteorological in¬ dignation of most of tho residents, and all of the sportsmen. Fur a
fluences had something to do with the fluctuations of the few years Buttermilk Falls opposed a honndaryfor their influx into
herring-fishery, instituted a series of experiments by which Racquette Lake. In 1869, through the instrumentality of some of "Mur¬
it was shown that during the periods when heavy catches ray’s horde,” they were transported over the falls, and from thence have
spread throughout that pride of the North Woods—Racquette. Since
of these fisli were taken tlie tburmometer was usually high then black bass, through the New York State Agency are wantoning in
and steady, the winds litsht or moderate, and electrical phe¬ the same water. Now, the last is a game fish, I acknowledge. Yet,
nomena wanting ; and that on the other hand when the still, recalling my piscatory sport there ten years gone by, scarcely say
oatch was small it was found that the barometer was low, "Jchabod, thy glory hath departed.” Between the ravenous jaws of the
strong winds and unsettled weather prevailed, and thunder worthless pickerel, and tlie sping-back of the black bass, the soft flnued
and lightning was frequent. The Commissioners of Irish trout stands a slim chance. Without natural means of antagonism or
Lights are engaged iu similar investigations, and the Ger¬ defense, the swift coming extinction of the speckled beanty is simply a
man government has appointed a Commission in connec¬ question of time. With that, loss the chief charm will be gone for tho
tion with a Meteorological Committee, to inquire into the visitors to those waters. •
e, ij_ Wilhon.
physical condition of the Baltic Sea.
bcience will yet give us a fishery chart of the courses fol¬
FLY ROD FOR BLACK BASS.
lowed by fish in their migrations from place to place, and
April, 1870.
of the chances of the successful pursuit of any particular
fishery at a particular place and lime.—Gape Ann Adver¬ Editor Forest and Stream:—
In No. 8 of Forest and Stream of current volume, T. W., of Lees¬
tiser.
TROUT AND SALMON ANGLING.
"
Oakland, Cal., March 25th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream
To the chagrin of our anglers, the young salmon or grilse, which for
these two last winters have afforded such good and convenient sport at
tlie ab'ovo point In halt fishing, have at present, at any rate, almost en¬
tirely disappeared from our hay, aud, I presume, are gone up the Sacra¬
mento und San Joaquin Rivers to their spawning grounds. They mi¬
grated from tlie ocean to our bay, bound for the above streams, earlier
by a month or six weeks this season than they did last year u great
many woro caught this last winter, but not near so many as in 1874-5.
Thu flsb taken lately have been mneh larger,'of course, than those of
the previous years, having had another year’s growth; bat they have cer¬
tainly fallen off in quantity. Some have been taken within these few
days weighing from twelve to seventeen pounds; but they are scarce.
They seem to bite now at any time of the tide, whereas the greater num¬
ber were previously nearly always captured abont an hour before and an
hour after high water; not more than five to ten are taken daily. But
the most exciting of all fishing seasons Is now on the 1st of April, just
upon us. Trout fishing, owing to the great rains we have bud Ibis fall,
winter, and spring, filling our rivers and creeks, we expect much good
sport this year. Until within the past few yeara anglfng, as a legitimate
recreation, has been neglected on our slope. The spirit of gain has
ruled the minds of our business ruen, as elsewhere generally, and tune
spent in out-door amusements has been hitherto looked npon a good deal
as money loo much wasted. But matters are changing much lately in
this respect. Daring the past two or three years there seems to hove linen
awakened a quiet influence here (which, upon my writing somewhat on
field sports, in some of our papers, I have myself, perhaps, done some¬
thing to encourage) exerting itself among the minds of onr business
people, bidding them, for their own benefit, to play more and work less,
mid many a hard-worked clerk has now cause to bless the effect of this
Influence, when ho has been allowed to take two or three weeks’ vaca¬
tion every year, and so recuperate his vital energies.
Within a radius of flftyialles of our city there are at least twonty lo¬
calities where sport may he had. There are the Water Company Lakes,
or Lake Merced, of the Acclimaliztng Society, (now soon probably to be
amalgamated with a new and large sportsman's club, of which more
anon,), in either of which, for a small fee, permission may be obtained
to fish, and floe Ashing is to be found, as it was last year. Then there
arc a great number of creeks and streams inland, north, sonth, and east,
where are frequently taken from thirty to fifty trout iu a day's fishing.’
Only about two years since a parly of three, of whom my nephew was
one, left the city on a Saturday afternoon for a Bhorl trip back of Mount

burg, Va., asks for a description of a fly rod fur black basa fishing.
Permit me to say that such a rod should he constructed npoutbo model
and or the same material as a siugle-handed trout fly rod. 1( must,
however, be longer, slightly stiller, audeonsequentlyhesvier, but should
approximate in its general featnres, as nearly as possible, the tront fly
rod.
Assuming a tront rod to he eleven feut long, and weighing from seven
to nine ounces, according to the material of its construction, a black bass
fly rod should ho from twelve to.twelve feet and three Inches in length,
aud if formed of split bamboo, should weigh from niito to eleven
ounces; or if made of ash and .laneewood, should weigh from ten to
twelve onnees. Split bamboo makes the handsomest and lightest rod,
but a combination of ash and laneewood will prove the most serviceable,
and can be furnished for at least oue-h.alf the price of the former. The
rod should he made in threo joints, the butt, of white ash, and the tip
and second joint of laneewood; it should have as true a taper and as
graceful proportions as thebest trout fly rod; should he very flexible amt
pliant, but should not be so withy or willowy as the tightest trout rods.
Such a rod properly handled would be found to answer till the emergen¬
cies of fly fishing for black baas, and would be just the thing for the lar¬
gest brook trout of Maine or Labe Superior. J. O. Wulies of Mihviiu kee, Wis., or C. F. Orvis of Manchester, Vt,, make such rods, warrant¬
ed to give satisfaction, and at a moderato price.
OcONoarowuo.

—Hot alum water is a recent suggestion as au inscetitude. it -will destroy red ahd Black ants, cockroaches,
cliinchbugs, and all tlie crawling pests which infest our
houses. Take two pounds of alum and dissolve it iu three
or four quarts of boiling water; let it stand on the fire till
the nlntn disappears; then aoply it with a brush, while
nearly boiling hot, to every joint and in your closets, bed¬
steads, pantry shelves and the like. Brush crevices iu the
floor of the skirling, or mop boards, if you expect they
harbor vermin.
, —In India, in 1869, one tigress was reported to have killed
137 people, and stopped a public road for many weeks. In
another ease in the eouiral provinces a single tigress caused
the desertion of thirteen villageis, and 350 square miles of
country were thrown out of eultvation.
—In some parts of Iiussia the young shoots of tho
1
“cattail” (Tt/pha taUfolia)
are
as asparagus;
theyai
„
. used
_r
---_„
are said to
be delicious. The plant grows abundantly in tho United
Btales in swampy localities.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Tire "America” Cup.—Mr. C. A. Minton, Secretary of I
Ihe New York Yacht Club, is in receipt of a letter from Mr.
Chas. Gifford, Vice Commodore of the Royal Canadian
All communications from Secretaries and friends should he mailed no
Yacht Club, challenging the New York Yacht Club for
later than Monday in each -week.
possession of the America’s cup (or “Queen’s cup,” as
it is usually termed,) provided the latter club consent to
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
waive the six months notice. The Countess of Dufferin,
schooner yacht, is named as the challenging vessel. ,
Dais.
Boston.
New York. Charleston.
We presume that the Countess of Dufferin is the new
yacht now building at Coburg, Canada, under direction of
|| .
M.
R. w.
Tl.
M.
Capt. Cuthbert, the well-known yachtsman. We trust that
2 42
10
37
11
19
Apr.13.
the New York Club will consent to waive the six months
11
11
26
3 37
Apr. H...
morn.
1
5
3 26
notice, and that the match may he sailed over our outside
Mi >'•.
4
00
G
18
IS
Apr. 1C,.. ..
course during the summer.
2 57
1
14
5
Apr. 1?.
14
3 53
2 11
G
11
Apr. 18..
South Boston Yacht Club.— The annual meeting of
4
3
8
7
46
Apr. 19.
8
the South Boston Yacht Club was held Wednesday evening,
The English University Race.—'The greatest event in
5th inst. The annual report of the treasurer was submit¬
tlie English rowing year, an event which is exceeded in in¬
ted and showed that the receipts for the year were $695,
terest and the numbers attracted to witness its result only
and the expenditures $687. The secretary reported that
by the Derby at Epsom, was rowed on the Thames be¬
the total membership was 136, an increase of 17 over last
tween Putney and Mortlake on Saturday last, the victory year. The club has lost 12 members during the year, two
won by the Cambridge crew having been foreshadowed by of them by death. The yachts owned by Hie members
the betting in their favor for some days previous.
Be¬ number 54. The club voted to keep the club house where
fore the start, Oxford won the toss for choice of posi¬ it now stands.
The officers for the ensuing year were duly elected as
tions, and as is usual on like occasions, chose the Middle¬ follows: Commodore, James H. Stark; Vice Commodore,
sex Bide of the river. Shortly after two o’clock a start John Charnock; Fleet Captain, E. W. Sears; Recording
was effected) Cambridge getting away first with a stroke Secretary, Wm. Morris; Financial Secretary, E. H. Ma¬
of 87 to the minute, Oxford commencing with 35. Cam¬ loney; Treasurer, Thomas Christian; Measurer, .J. Winnibridge drew closer in the first quarter of a mile, but Ox¬ att; Trustees, Fred S. Wright, P, P. McDonald, J. G.
Chambers.
ford, making a gpurt, soon diminished the lead to a quarter
On Thursday evening the 6th inst, the members of the
of a length. Both crews then quickened, Oxford rowing club, with their ladies, indulged in their last dancing party
40 strokes to 39 of Cambridge. At Hammersmith Bridge,
of the season at the club house.
one mile and live furlongs from the start, which was
Dorchester Yacht Club.—The annual meeting of the
reached in 8 min- 31s., Cambridge waB again a clear length Dorchester Yacht Club was held last week at the club
ahead, which was increased to two lengths at Chiswick house at Commercial Point, Boston. Commodore Bangs
Church. Here Cambridge took her opponent’s water, and presided. The report of the secretary showed that the to¬
the race was virtually over. At Barnes'Bridge, three miles tal membership at present is ninety-four, and the number
and a half from the start, which was reached in lGmin.
of yachts belonging to the club sixiy-four.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year.
48s., Oxford spurted a 40 stroke, but Cambridge was three
lengths ahead, and the two boats kept about the same rel¬ Commodore, W. H. Bangs, Jr.; Vice Commodore, Nathan¬
iel Wales; Fleet Captain, Henry S- Mann; Secretary and
ative positions until the finish was reached, Cambridge win¬ Treasurer, Frank W. Weston; Measurer, W. W. Lewis;
ning by a little over three lengths. The total distance was Trustees, C. E. Folsom, William T. Adams, and W. H. L.
about four miles and one furlong, and the time 20min. 19s. Smith; Regatta Committee, W. H. Bangs, Jr., Coolidge
The Oxford crew, it is said, did even better than their Barnard, Nathaniel Wales, W. H. L. Smith, and Henry S.
friends expected of them, although their steering was Mann,
A motion to amend the rules was made by Capt. W. A.
faulty. Cambridge, however, bad decidedly the best crew Nickerson, so as to forbid the shifting of ballast in firstthat has been out for several years past.
class keel and centre-board yachts. This was refused, and
The first of these inter-collegiate race* was rowed in yachts of all classes will be at liberty this year, as last, lo
1829, since when the rival crews have met thirty-three exercise their discretion in this matter.
limes, Oxford having seventeen victories to her credit and
Quincy Yacht Club—This club held its annual meeting
Cambridge sixteen. For a long saries of years, ranging
in the Lyceum room, Town Hall, Quincy, Mass., Saturday
from 1861 to 1869, Oxford was invincible,"her crew win¬ evening, 1st inst, and elected the following officers for the
ning on every occasion. In 1870, however, Cambridge
broke the charm, and for the three following years was ensuing year: Commodore, James H. Slade; Vice Commo¬
also victorious. Last year Oxford won. The fastest time dore, Secretary, and Treasurer, H. A. Keith; Regatta Com¬
over the euurse was in 1873, when Cambridge won in 19 mittee, J. H. Blade, E. B. Souther, Joshua Binuey, James
min. 35s., this being the 'first year that sliding seats were T.Penniman and George Morion. The appointment of
used by both crows. It is reported that a portion, at least, the Committee on Membership was left in the hands of
of the winning crew of eight will visit this country next the Commodore and Vice Commodore.
The Regatta Committee were instructed to prepare forth¬
summer,
with a programme of races, etc., for the ensuing season.
The sailing regulations were amended so as to allow the
CENTENNIAL NOTES.
yachts of the first and' second classes to carry any sails ex¬
cept square sails, while those of the third and fourth
PaiLADELrmA, April 10th, 1876.
Bditob Fubest and Stream:—
classes are restricted to their working sails, which, in the
The return of spring has brought a rtitnni of boating men to the river.
case of sloops, includes a gaff topsail. Yachts are also to
The first event of Ihe season here will be the Local Regatta, ordered by
he allowed to shift ballast to windward.
the Naval Board for Dune. The dato has uot yet been fixed. The in¬
Alter partaking of an excellent supper at the iuvitation
terest, however, in this regatta is not at all intense. The men here will¬
of Commodore Slade, the prizes won at the three champ¬
ing lo row races are not at all willing to remain during this Centonnial
ion races last season were distributed, consisting of goldseason, In training. Training from, say Slay lo September, seems to be
lined silver goblets to the Nettie, Red Lion, Mabel, Annie,
a terror to our rowlug men. We do not seem to realize that a race can
Tulip, and Flora; and handsome silver vases to the Jennie,
not be won except by hard work, and men who like Mrs. Domboy, arc
Lightfoot, Lena, India, and Secret.

jdnchtmg and Routing.

not willing to make an effort, do not desire to win. The Quaker City
having won the four-oared dag last year, must of course enter, but fur¬
ther the deponent, neither can nor does say.
Though the interest in the Local Regatta is “plentifully lacking,” the
work in the Centennial Regatta does not lag. The committee are care¬
fully considering every question that comes before them, and the ques¬
tions are not few. That, crews from Cambridge and Dublin will .be here,
there is no doubt. That the London, Leander, and Kingston rowing
clubs will come, Is probable, or that two or them will come is almost as¬
sured. Oxford was even doubtful before last Saturday, and now there
is little chance of having them here. The American colleges are very
noxious to have an international college race, but Saratoga's induce¬
ments have a great attraction for etnden's. Philadelphia has no farther
inducements to offer anybody, than a hearty welcome and a fair race.
Scull.

Since the above was written the Britisli Commission has
informed Commodore Ferguson that it has received in¬
formation by cable to the effect that at least four “foms”
Horn England and probably an “eight” will enter in the
Centennial matches.
Pf.oria Boat Club.—We have now organized here a
first-class boat club. We have some of ibe finest boats
built tbut the country cau afford. Have been in existence
about, one year. Have $1,200 in five boats. Have good
material to work with, and one of the finest three and a
half mile course you could imagine, being a widening of
the Illinois river, juetin front of our city, with a splendid
view norlh and south of as beautiful sheet of water, three
quarters of a miles wide at all seasons of the year as can
be imagined. We expect the Chicago and St. Lpuis clubs
will meet liere this season and battle with oars to their
hearts content, sometime during the season.
P. C. W.
—The Halifax crew which is to compete in the regatta
at Philadelphia have commenced training. Their names
are as follows: John C. Vickerson, Caleb Vickerson, Abadiah Smith, Warren Smith, and Richard Fleming. The
boats are ordered from England.
—The Rockaway Yacht Club has filed a certificate of in¬
corporation in the County Clerks office. Alfred Neiison,
Daniel Lord, Jr., William Lummis, and Alexander H.
Stephens will act as trustees of the club, which will have
its headquarters in this city.
—The first yacht to go into the water this season at
Lynn, Mass., was the- Gomsbocle, belonging to John Smith.
She was built by Levi Alexander.

National Rifle Association.—The Board of Direc¬
tors of the National Rifle Association held its monthly
meeting on Wednesday last, Gen, fjhaler in the chair. The
Secretary reported the receipt of a letter from the Secre¬
tary of the National Rifle Club of Scotland, accepting the
invitation of the National Rifle Association to visit this
country during the occurrence of the Centennial matches;
also that 2,000 copies of the annual report of the associa¬
tion had been printed at an expense of $505, which would
be fully covered by the receipts for advertisements in the
report; 500 additional copies of the new rules of the assotion and the programme for the spring meeting had been
issued; Company I, Seventh Regiment, and the Washing¬
ton Grey Troop Cavalry had affiliated with the association;
the Amateur and Seventh Regiment Rifle Clubs had an¬
nounced that they would commence their monthly compe¬
titions at Creednioor during the present month.
The
Spirit of the Times has presented .the association with a
solid gold medal, to be competed for upoa the following
conditions;—Open to all members of the association; dis¬
tance, 300 yards; position,standing; any rifle; twosightiDg
and ten scoring shots. The report of the Treasurer showed
a balance on hand of $979 57. The Range Committee was
authorized to erect a target after a model prepared by
Major Jewell, and another as designed by Mr. E. H. San¬
ford, the expense in either case not to exceed $100. Para¬
graph 0 of rule 2 of the regulations of the association was
amended to read as follows:—
“In all competitions confined to the use of breech-loading rifles, the
guna slmll be loaded at the breech, with fixed ammunition.”

The Secretary read au invitation from the “Sharpshootera’ Union of the United Stales” to the National Rifle
Association and affiliating clubs, to attend its shooting
festival at Philadelphia from June 26th to July 3d. The
Committee on Rooms reported in favor of securing new
headquarters at No. 23 Park Row. The action of the com¬
mittee was approved, nnd the Secretary and Treasurer were
directed to obtain new furniture for the apartments* The
rooms are on the first floor of the building, and are much
larger than those at present occupied by the association.

Amateur Rifle Club.—The annual meeting of this
club was held on Wednesday last, and Ihe following officers
elected to serve for the ensuing year.—President, Col. C.
B. Mitchell; Vice President, Robert Johnston; Secretary,'
George S. Schermerhoro, Jr.; Treasurer, A. Alford; Ex¬
ecutive Committee, George Crouch, Col. W. B. Farwell,
G. W. Yale, E.H. Sanford, and Major Joseph Holland.
The Secretary reported the number of membeis enrolled
to be 178, comprising all the long-range shots of America.,
The Secretary referred in complimentary terms to the suc¬
cess of the International teams. The proposition to erect
a new club house at Creedmoor was referred to the Execu¬
tive Committee with instructions to prepare plans and
specifications for the construction of the lequired building.
On motion of Col. Wingate, it was decided to present
medals valued at $25 each to the team which represented!
the club in the Ameriean-Canadian match.

—A canvas target has been erected at Creedmoor, and!
tried successfully. The greatest objection to them appears
to be in the fact that there is less check on the marker, as
with the iron targets a good glass can make out the shots.
Creedmoor, Jr.—A match bet ween teams representing
the Sophomore Class of Columbia College and the New
York Life Insurance Company, was contested at this range
on Friday last, resulting in favor of the college team. Fol
lowing are the scores.—
SOPHOMORES.
Name.
Score.
J. Fischer.5 435354454
C. S. Alien.2 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 5 5
F A. Dugro..4 334435444
J. F. Brush.4 4 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 4
R. W. Kenyon.3 4 4 4 4 3 1 4 5 2
F. E. Hitchcock.3 2 2 2 4 3 4 3 4 2

Name.
J. D. Conover.
Levi Darhy, Jr.
Cl. W. Pen toy.
V. C. Field.
II. C. Richardson .
D. Fosdlck.

..5
..3
..4
. 3
..4
.4

Total
4:
4'
3
3;
3'
21

Score.
44444 3 344
4 3 4 4 2 1 5 5 3
4 4 5 5 3 0 3 4 5
442444434
2 3 4 5 4 3 3 4 4
0 4 4 5 3 5 3 4 4

Grand total..23

On Saturday a match was contested between a team ret
resenting the Sophomore class of Columbia College and
team selected from various insurance companies, in wliisj
the collegians were the successful competitors. The scor
were as follows:—
Name.
J. F. Brush. ..
C. S. Allen.
F. A. Dilgro.
F. K. Hitchcock.
J. Fischer .
R. W. Kenyon, Captain

4 COLLEGE.
Scot
..3 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 3
.4 444484444
.4344443354
.4 4 5 4 1 3 1 3 4 3
..4 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 4
.4043443444

Total.

Grand total.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
NamB.
Score.
G H. Hone.3 4544 1 1 454
J. W. Edwards.4 354 4 34544
G. W. Jones.3 3454554 13
Lloyd Roberts, Captain.3 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 1 1
W. H. Racey.2 1 4 1 3 3 4 4 4 2
F. M. Parker.4 3 04234445
Graud total... .233
New Jersey.—A practice shooting took place t
SchuetzenPark, Union Hill, N. J., April 5th, which was vet
well attended. The following gentlemen made the higher
scoresin ten shots, at 200 yards;—W. Seholermann, If
rings; W. Klein, 167; Ph. Klein, 103; R. Faber, 162; (
Doehle, 147; J. Blumenberg, 140; J. Bergmann, 140; l
Hell wig, 145; John Raschen, 140. Mr. Robert Faber, t
New York, made the most (ten) four inch bullseyes. T)
next and last practice shooting for the winter season tv:
take place April 19th, shooting to begin at one P. M.
Chicago.—There was a meeting at Chicago on the lBt
the month of delegates from the various clubs of the nort
west for the purpose of organizing a Northwestern lib
Association. One day was passed at the range of tl
Chicago Club in a series of informal contests, the follower
being some of the scores made:—
At 200 yards; five allots each—Possible 25.
Name and Place
Total. | Name and Place
Sketch, Milwaukee.- .IB Col. Shaffer, Chicago.
Bangs, Milwaukee.lfllPlum, or Streator, Ill.
Smith, Milwaukee.19|Burnbam, Chicago..
Wells,' Milwaukee.n'Turner, Milwaukee.
Fielding, Mtlwaokao.. ..18 Rlackmcr, Chicago.
Fuller, Chicago.13lFairchilds, Marinette.
At 500 yards—Possible 35.
Name and Place.
Total.I Name and Place.
Sketch, Milwaukee.28 Cot. Sbaffcr, Chicago.
Bangs, Milwaukee.35 Plum, or Streator, lit..
Smith, Milwaukee.aa| Burnham, Chicago.
Welts, Milwaukee.33 Turner, Milwaukee.
Fielding, Milwaukee.32 Blackmer, Chicago.
Fuller, Chicago.35[FaircbIlds, Mnnuclte.
California.—The return match at 200 yards bet we
teams of three each of the National and Union Rifle Clu
of San Francisco was shot on the 26th ult., and again
suited in a victory for the former by the following score
four strings of ten shots eachNational Team— Le B
ton, 40, 89, 38, 88; total, 155; Nash, 42, 42, 44, 35; tot
163; Burgans, 38, 43, 39,42; total, 102; grand total, 4)
Union Team—Wright, 39, 42, 43, 44; total, 108; Har:
37, 30, 28, 38; total, 128; Willett, 38, 40, 40, 44; total, 1'
grand total, 458- At the conclusion of this match, auot)
was shot, the result of a challenge from Jeff Pascoo lo
B. Heulz, the conditions being the same, viz: four strit
of ten shots each at 200 yards. The following were t
scores:—Pascoe, 32, 37, 40, 37; total, 146. Henlz, 80,
39, 39; total 155. Three members of the Union Gui
having made a wager regarding beating Ihe best sco
made above, shot a similar number of rounds with Ihe J
lowing result:—Charles L. Lods, 43, 41, 38, 40; total, 1
R. M. Thomas, 43, 39, 39, 31; total, 151. J. McDermi
30, 38, 42, 35; lolal, 145.
The members of Ihe California Scheulzen Club are p
paring a team to visit Philadelphia in June and July.
meeting of the California Rifle Association had been cal
for tbe 81h instant to consider the question of Caliform
representation in the contest for places on the Amerii
team in Ihe forlheutniLg Centennial International R
Match; also to devise means for furthering any scheme
secure such representation.
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FOREST AND STREAM
MILWAUKEE

RIFLE

CLUB.

For Forest and Stream.

OUR
Milwaukee, April 3d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Milwaukee Ride Club bail their first shoot for the Brodhead fieldglass prise, at 200 yards last Saturday. John Mourner made the best
score, aud claims to have wod the glass once. There Is, however, a
general dissatisfaction among the members of the club about John’s
style of shooting and the kind of gi"< houses, und at the club meeting
to-night he may bo ruled put Of this score, or at least barred from shoot¬
ing ngain in the s« pie position. 'When he shoots he rests his loft elbow o
h ia left hip aud leans backward bringing the whole of his arm from the el¬
bow to tho shoulder against his body. Me is a gunsmith himself, aud
has built a gun especially designed no snit his position for 200-yard
shouting. The gun has a short barrel and a crooked stock, with hollow
btr t plate to fit the shoulder like a Gei man target rble. He is the crack
shot among the German sharpshooters, and is used to that position and
Style of rifle. With the Ureeduioor rifle, which all the rest of the clnb
use, he cannot do any better shooting than scvetal others, bat with this
gun he can win every time.
Possible 50.
Name.
Total, I Name.
Total.
John Mcnnier.41 T. N. Hawley..,,36
E, Fielding..80!< ’-. Turner.36
C. N. Smith.3910. Siuioiuls .31
John Welles.....38U. Allison. Jr.
33
E. 1). Bangs. .3-8:8. .1. Williams.-.81
J M. Arnold.37 0. T. Hawley.31
N. B. Sketch.3«|j. Onnsby.....it
Wau Watt.

[If tUe little finger of the left hand is in front of the
trigger guard, the position of Mr. Mennieris allowable ac¬
cording to the rules of the National Rifle Association.—
Ei>.]
NEW

ORLEANS RIFLE CLUB.

New Oele-ans, La.t April
1570.
Editor Forest and Stream : —
In consequence Df a light rain in the morning, the weather yesterday
was very unfavorable for rifle shootings The light being very change¬
able. The members notwithstanding were out in full force and made
some very good*scores. The contract for the erection of our house oil
the new grounds, has been given out. some of the buildings are already
np, and 1 nope to be able to send you some fine scores soon, made ou
the long range targets. The following are the leading scores yesterday:
200 yards at rest, Wimbledon target: R, G. Eyrich, scored 95 oat of a
possible 95; Dr, C. Beard, scored 74 out of a possible 75; P Mallard, Jr.,
scored 70 out of a possible 75; J. M. Conway, scored 70 oot of a possible
75. 200yards oil hand, Wimbledon target, Jules Pifant, scored 63 out of
a possible 75; h. A. Jung, scored 61 out ora possible f5; Dr, C. Beard,
scored 20 out of a possible ^5; P. Mallard, Jr., scored 20 out of a possi¬
ble 25; A. M. Leamblas, scored 20 out of a possible 25. 25 half inch
ring target, Dr. C. Beard, scored 219 ont of a possible 250; R. G. Eyrich,
scored 216 Ont Of a possible 250. Off-hand cartoon tuTget, E. J. Wench,
first prize for best cartoon; C. Kressner, second prize For best cartoon;
Geo. Mullor, third prize for best cartoon; E. J. Wench, premium for
most cartoons.
Gussib.

—Major Leech, who is to be Captain of the Irish team
visiting this country next summer, has subscribed the
handsome sum of £500 sterling toward the expenses of the
team. The Irish Times, in alluding to the visit of the
Irish riflemen, says:—
“Wo are glad for the credit of Ireland that Major Leech
has been prevailed upon Io become again 1 he chief head
of Ihe Irish rifle team. lie lias had groat experience as the
Captain of the Irish Rifle Association. He is indefatigable
in working out anything he once undertakes to do, and his
powers of organization, and what is no less valuable, of
control, are unequalled. The Centenary Exhibition will
open next June, and the Irish team will probably not de¬
part until the latter end of August or beginning of Sep¬
tember. Meauwhile, the men must practice perseveringly,
for the Americans will certainly not surrender the hunor
they wou without a determined struggle. As Major Leech
says, ‘we have the right men, and, from communications I
have had with them, we mean to work.’ To this we shall
merely add that the men have the right leader, too."
For Forest and Stream,

THE

HUNTER’S

HORSE.

I

No. 7 of the current volume of Forest asd Stream,
Mr. J. H. Batty mentions a mule that appeared en¬
tirely indifferent to the smell of blood. This is in marked
contrast with a mule which a friend of mine was riding in
the “Nation” when he found and killed a deer with his
army pistol. Being about four miles from the ranche, he
took off the saddle and disengaged the “de-strap," (a strap
of leather about four feet long used for tieing, instead of
buckling on the saddle,), ded it around the deer’s horns,
aud llieii to the mule's tail. About this lime the mule,
looking around, took fright, and ran all the way to the
ranche with the deer, and left Bill to walk and carry his
saddle. Bill swore that that was the first buckskin he ever
saw dressed on the deer. I knew a Texas pony so wild
when it was broken dial it bawled like a cow in distress.
After bucking for some time and not being able to get rid
of its rider, it plunged backward flat on its back (the ri¬
der, apprehending this trick, dexterously sprung from the
saddle), with sucli force as to crush the saddle tree. It
was not a great while after diis that I saw this same pony
actually lick the blood from a recently killed deer. I use
a medium-sized pony-horse (Fox) for most all my hunting
except wing shooting. I never have seen a horse as little
concerned about gunpowder, If I have.occasion to dis¬
mount and hunt in haste, he will grass around the place I
leave him for half a day. I brought an American liorso
from the Stales to Texas dial seemed to be constitutionally
so nervous that it was au impossibility for him to stand
fire. He would stand and tremble till the guu fired, and
then he would bound. My observations have been that
good “hunter’s horses" are scarce, even in Texas, and the
sportsman who has a goad one may well be proud of it.
N

_

_

Texas.

A Hunt Spoiled.—Three Syracuse sportsmen recently
purchased a live rabbit of a country trapper, and, borrow¬
ing a couple of hounds, repaired to the “rural districts” to
indulge in a little coursing. Arriving at their desdnatiou,
they prepared the dogs, and dropped out. of tile bag a dead
■niUnt! Three men never talked more “bad talk" than did
these sports, as they tramped their weary way to the “city
Elf auHi"

SFnfca,

VIGNETTE.

I

REGARD your vignette, ns -well as your paper, as emi¬
nently a success; and admire and enjoy it beyond any¬
thing of the kind I remember to have seen, so suggestive
is it at all points of forestand stream pleasures; of moun¬
tains aud rocks, lakes anil rills, deer and trout-, sail-bouts
and row-boats, tents and kettles, aud all the paraphernalia
of hunting and fishing. Your very name is formed of
wild branches, around which clambers a vine; and your
gentlemanly sportsmen, founded on a rock, sit quietly
under them with no one to molest. I am happy to miss
the flask, as not wanted to promote enjoyment of the
peaceful scene. But there is another characteristic of the
picture On which I would enlarge. I observe that though
two beautiful deer are represented within shooting distance,
the. hunter and his dog look the other way; if not to the
fishing line, at all events to the line of fishing; while the
fisherman surveys the lovely creatures, apparently without
the disposition or the thought of hnrming them. Yes,the very
dog reclines as in millenial rest; the hunter averts his face
from what might otherwise be his victims, yet there stands
a buck. looking him square in the face, and a doe browsing,
or drinking of the “laughing water.” I would be glad to
accept this as auspicious and prophetic of the future. I
observe another tiling: The ghost, or trunklets head of a
gone moose, who appears to be situated between the two
horns of a dilemma.
Thon mind’st me of departed joys,

Departed never to return. Now, who would have those
deer in the situation of that moose? Who would have
uotbing left but their portrait to gaze on, instead of meet¬
ing them at every turn in the woods, and beholding and
admiring their living beauty? I cannot flatter myselt that
by anything said 1 can save the life of a single deer; but
am willing to say, as under the protection of your vignette,
I wish 1 could. I enjoy far more to see them living than
to see them dead. They are “ornaments to society” in
thou1 native wilds, but dead, the glory is departed. I would
rather try my skill as a marksman on smaller game. But
men in the woods need veuisou. Then 1 hope they will
always have it; and to this end save the deer. If they
need venison by all means let them gut it if they can.
But I would say with Portia in such a case. “Take then
thy pound of flesh;" take nothing more.
in the hope that you and your readers, and our deer
friends in the mountains may always have a good time of
it in the woods, aud your readers out of it as well, I re¬
main.
Amateur.

Utica, Mir York.
J[n8wci[8

Ifir (£0rrc8potuhnt$.

,\o Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
The “Subscriber" who finds fenlt wi6h onr not noticing Ms query will
find an explanation by referring to the single line at the head of this
column.
N. C., Jr., Jersey City. —Will you please inform me wberel can pro¬
cure'Wingate's Rifle Manual, and Ihe cost postpaid. Ans, We can send
it; cost, $1.50
S, Green, Milwankce, Wie.—Please give me the address or some
tiustwortby denier in uparatua for collecting insects, etc. Ans. 8. E'
Cassino, Salem, Mass.
J. M. A., Pittsburgh.—Can yon tell me if I could gel a young bitch
oot of Dick at a reasonable pricer Answer in yonr paper. Ans. Ad¬
dress W. Jarvis, Esq., Claremont. N. H.
E. A., Pomfort Centre —What ia the so-called bine Belton setter. Ia
it black, roan, or really a blue color? Ans. We have a brace which are
blue, Some are black, tan, and'white, some black and white.
P. P. F,, Baltimore,—I have an imported pointer, nowabout five
years old, who seems to be afflicted with a great difficulty In urinating.
Ann. Give tea made of parsley leaves, as much as he will take.
W, A. J., Elizabeth, N. J.—Will you please inform me through your
paper where lean purchase a Baruegat sneak boat? Aus. Address Joel
Ridgeway at Baruegat Village, Ocean county, where they are made;
price $45.
A. G. J., Pittsburgh.—1. Ia there good fishing in Lake Simeon, Out.,
and Us tributaries, 8, When la the beat time to go, and the best point
to stop at, and with whom can reasonably good accommodations be hail ?
Aus, 1. Good baaB fishing. 2. Go in July; atop at Canchichin Hotel.
C. R., New York.—Can you inform me where to get a good retriever
for ducks, enipe, etc., well broken, under three years’ old. A reply in
answer to correspondents will oblige. Ana. Mr. J, H. Whitinau, of
Chicago, is a large breeder of water spaniels, and possibly could supply
yon.
U. T. H., Morristown, N. J.—Wbat book on the subject bf ttout
hatching and culture would yon rccummend my baying to study up on;
the price and where it may be obtained. Ans. " Domesticated Trout," by
Livingston Stone, $2.50. We can Bend yoo a copy. The book contains
a list of all works extant on fish culture.
Trout, Greene, N, Y.—Please inform us in what part of Pennsylvania
a party of three will find the best trout fishing, say about May 10th.
Ans, Go to Blooming Grove Park House, Pike Co., Pa. utttErieR. It.
to Lackawaxen, on to Trout Run. Lycoming Co., 16 miles from Williams¬
port, on Northern Central. Ralston Is a good point.
A. G. M., Lexington, Ky.—I received a circular from Green Lake,
Wisconsin, and would request of you to give me all the information as
regards the fishing and hunting there in May, and the best point to get
good accommodations. Bow is the Oakwood Hotel ? Ans. See Forest
and Stream, Vol. IV., Nos. 24 aud 25, July 22 and 29. 1875. Two
columns of information in all.
Surscriber, Sandy Hill, N. V.—Will yon inform me of Borne speedy
cure for poison ivy or sumach. I am fearfully poisoned by this growth,
and would like to know what your remedies are. Ans. The very best
remedy is to apply water as hot as nan be borne to the part affected.
Had yon complied with onr rule regarding anonymous communications
we would have replied to your question by mail.
.
C. B. C., Boston.—1. What is the cost of a good “field glass?"
2. Can I get an opera glass that is as powerful as a field glass ? I want it
to keep score on target, distance, says 800 yards. Ans. 1. From $25 to
$75, 3. Yes, but it will cost about the same. A binocular field elass or
the same principal as an accromailc spy glass will cost $75. An ordinary
good field glass, $25; a brass telescope mounted, $85.
P. W- K . Pblla.—IVould like to have some fishing amongst yellow
perch. Can you tell me where in this neighborhood 1 coeld get it, also
the close time: likewise the nearest black bass fishing. Ans. LumbertVflle on the Delaware is spoken of as a fine place for yellow perch, and
Poulin's Bridge, Ferkiomen Station, 25 miles from Philadelphia, on the
Reading R. K.f for buss. Both are apt to be found together,
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W. J. T., Reading.—I have a pair of young imported pointer pnps nix
months old, who do not seem to grow as they should; one of them has
distemper now, the other had it and is over it. I have fed them with
worm medicine, but it does not seem to have the desired effect. Ans.
IVe will mail to you a remedy for worms—and in our kennel Column you
will find an excellent remedy for distemper by Dr. Webb, as practised by
him with Whisky and other dogs.
Shot, Hayward, Minn.—1. Which material do yon think is the best for
gun barrels, laminated or Damascus steel, and why? 2. Waa there ever
a breed of orange and white setters that bred true to color, that yon
know of? l, Damascus ia the most expensive and makes the hand¬
somest barrel, hut laminated is as strong and servicable, if not more so.
2. The Morrord setters, of which Spipman’e Joe is about the host reproaontive, are orange imu white and breed true to color.
Terrapin, Oxford.—Would yon be kind enough to inform me about
terrapins? Wonld it pay to catch a large lot of them in a pen in I be
summer when they are easy to catch. now much arc they worth a
dozen, and are they ready sale? Ans. Yes; if you have a suitahle place
it wonld pay to catch and pen them, or even to huy them when cheap.
They are worth $12 per dozen at retail, but for all information on this
point write to Mr. E. G. Blackford, Fulton Market, thlB city.
Old Sdrscrirbr, Washington, D. C. —Can you advise me through tbo
columns of your most excellent paper, whether or not there lma ever
been published a manual or guide on sailing and general management of
small pleasure boats ? Ans. None In this country, although such a book
is much needed. Vanderdeckeus’ "Yacht Sailor,” an English work, is
the nearest approach, but it applies to Euglish modes of rigging only.
On page 3 of Vol. 5, will be found some capital rules for haudliug small
yachts.
Reader.—I have a splendid pnp eight weeks old, am] found out lately
that he had worms. I have beeo giving him a guod deal of grease with
his food, and wish to know if this coutd be the cause of his trouble.
Please gi vc some general directions concerning the best food for dogs?
Ans. We do not think that feeding your dog much grease wonld pro¬
duce worms, yet a continuation of it would probably produce other dis¬
eases. There is no better food than the scraps from the table, bread,
moat, gravy, and vegetables. Areca nut is the best known remedy foe
worms.
Hollidat, Philadelphia.—I have an invitation to spend a few weeks
at Ocean Grove, Monmouth County, N. J. This place is a few miles
south of Long Branch, and about H miles from Shark River and Inlet.
Is there any fishing or shooting there now in this month? Is there sport,
in that neighborhood at anytime? Would you adyise a trip now? Ia
there any law against shooting by non-residents without license? Ans.
Yon would probably find both snipe and ducks now. During the summer there is, or should be, guod fishing for weak-fieh and blue-fish. No
license Is reqeired from non residents iu that county.
Ignoramus, Brooklyn.—!. Can yon tell me what is the price of Sharps
new long range rifle, advertised In your paper? Will it hnrtapluflre breech-loailing shot gun to shoot balla In it? 3. What Is t.he prioo
of Hazard’s powder, that comes in 64 lb. cans? 4. Where can I procure
a book of game laws, and what would be the price of such? Ans. I.
$80, $105, $125, according to finish; the shooting qualities of all are the
same. 2. No, if it is not choke-bore. 3. $3.55. 3. Suydam's “Fur,
Fin, and Feather." contains all the game laws. A new edition will be
issued shortly and will contain the latest amendments; prico 50 cents.
R. L. G., Lonisville, Ga.—I, I have a Scott gun, 10 shell, 32 barrel,
11-gauge at muzzle, good at 75 yards. Will a "Greener" choke-bore beat
this? 2. What Is the difference between the gangs at muzzle and at
breech of a choke-bore? 8. I have another breech-loader 32-in barrel,
13-gange at the ~nzzle, shoots a 12 shell. Are either of these chokebore? Ans. 1. If you send us the pattern of yonr guu at 75 yards we
can then judge as to whether a Greener choke-bore will beat it. 2. The
same as in any breech-loader. 3. We cannot tell; ail breech-leaders are
a size larser in the chamber than at the muzzle, to admit the shell.
Amateur.—1. Can you give your readers what are considered "pointB"
for the Bench Show to be held at Springfield? The notice sent ont says
the average number of “pointB” shall decide, hat does not give any Idea
of what are standard points, &c. ? 2. What does a “gyp" mean? Is
there any objection to naming either a dog or a bitch gyp? Ans. 1. The
mode of judging at Springfield ia by making the maxium figure of merits
lnfl points, made up by ao many for head, so many for coat, color, etc.
What these different figures are wo do not know, althongU we wrote to
Springfield to ascertain. 2. Gyp, is the term sometimes ueed for bitch.
We should prefer to give a dog some other name.
Joyce, New York —1. What do you think of Bouidoos’ Jack Lamp
for night hunting and fishiug, does it not give too much light for deer.
2. Wbat kind of flies arc used Tor trout fishing in July. 3. How are
gaug hook made for lake trout. Do the hooks want to be fastened
to wire string or to copper wire. 4. Arc brass shells batter than
paper for shot gun. Ans. 1. A most excellent lamp, highly spoken
of, 2. Red ibis, grizzly, king, blee professor, coachman gray palmer,
queen of tbo water, etc. 3. Bend yonr hobks on coarse wire gimp, in
three gangs of three books each, back to back, aDd two inches apart.
You can use gut if yon like. Don’t omit the swivels. 4. We prefer
paper, although many sportsmen use tnotal, particularly in duck shooting.
E. S. G., New Haven, Conn.—lit a recent number of your paper, a
member of your Editorial Corps reported partaking of a trout dinner
the day or the day after the opening or the season for taking trout in
your Slate, auil in speaking of the relative qualities of the fish partaken
of upon said occasion from different sections, mentions some from N ew
Haven, Conn. As our close season continues until April 15th, I would
like to ask If he can vouch for his statement? Aus. Yes; the trout,
meutioued came from your city, or at least State. If breeders or others
will send their fish to our market during onr open scuson, neither our
local club or fish dealers cauprevent them. It should be cared for at
home. In order that there should be no mistake in this instance we have
received confirmation of onr Original statement from Mr. Blackford.
Pitcher, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Will yon please inform me wbat the
“ force collar" and pnzzle peg” are thatarespoken of in the Forest and
Stream of this week. Ans. Tho forco or spike collar is made by taking
a piece of leather about the proper length to go around the dog’s neck,
one and a quarter Inches in width: drive through it a quantity of short
carpet tacks, thon sew a strap, furnished with buckle aud ring on the
outside of tho first, so as to prevent the lacks from being pushed ont by
nse. A puzzle peg is merely a piece of wood about a foot in length
pointed at one end, aud flail,eued at the other; an ordinary leather collar
is nailed to the flat end, and about four Inches from this end a strap or
piece of cord Is milled to the two sides, leaving just sufllcieut space Tor
the dog’s lower jaw to be inserted with the strap lying between the
canine teeth and tne molars. This prevents the dog from hunting with
his nosu near the ground.
Amateur, Gt. Barrington.—1. I have a breech-loading Wcbleygus,
12 bore, 30 inches, 7 10-16 lbs. How largo a charge of powder and shot
can I safely use for ducks at long range ? 3. How can I tell whether the
guu is choke bored or not ? 3 Wbat are “chilled shot;’’ will thoy do
better shooting than ordinary shot, and if so, why ? 4. What is ibe
smallest breed or bird-bunting dogs; and where obtained ? Ans. 1. lilrs.
powder and H oz. shot. 2. By the pattern, or by taking ittoagun
maker who can tell by measuring the Inside of the barrels at different
distances. 8. Shot made bard by tbo addition of antimony, etc.; they
give better results in cboke bores, for the reason that they retain their
shape. Better penetration la Bald to bo gained by them in cylinder
bored gnus, but at the expense of pattern. 4. Cocker spaniels. They
were imported from Eogland, bill, are now bred extensively in this
country by many gentlemen, among whom we might mention Mr M Fr
McKoon, of Franklin, N. Y.j Mr. .). Rector, of New
unri, W*
hMltsve, Mr. Mtineon, of 81..Louie,
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ways of wild animals, one is liable to meet a hear at any
point; and as the hear has no space to turn in, the hunter
must either face the enemy or retreat. Should the “enemy”
happen to he peccaries, as in parts of Texas and Louisiana,
the hunter's predicament becomes precarious in the ex¬
treme; for these lough little hrutes can dasli through the
huts of the canes with marvelous facility; they will never
run except toward the intrnder, and their onsets arc made
with such pig-headed and vigorous persistency as to leave
them victors of a gory field, should immediate escape be
impossible. Deer habitually ran through here, and a choice j
of stands can readily he made when the hounds are out,
with excellent chances of success. Excepting these oppor¬
tunities, however, the sportsman has no field whatever for
sport iu a canehrake, and all this kind of ground may
therefore he regarded as so much more subtracted from his
territorial range.
Throughout the entire section of which I write, prairies
of various extent are scattered at intervals without appar¬
ent regard to ecological formula. One is apt to emerge |
from a vast swamp into a prairie of thousands of acres, or
he may ride out of a piney woods upland into one of ap¬
parently unlimited area. These prairies are comparatively
dry, hut, except in spots where an isolated tree or small
hammock stands, or a stream runs through, are covered I
with “saw grass” so sharp and serrated as to lacerate a j
horse and cut a man’s hoot like a knife. One can ride
down llio wind with tolerable impunity, just as he can
draw his fiDgers down the trend of a porcupine’s quills; j
but the reverse is distress and demoralization to horse, ri¬
der, and dogs. Some hounds are so plucky that they will
run a deer into aprairie, hut the record of their exploits is
written on their ears, which I have seen worn half away
and ragged at the edges! Of course hunting here is out of
the question, and therefore this additional slice must be
subtracted from the sportsman’s domain.
Reduced to its minimum, only the pine land and marsh
are available. The latter is made accessible by intersecting
creeks, which boats may traverse; and the islands and •
keys, especially on the Florida coast, are reached in like
manner. The pine land, so called, yields also oaks and
nut-woods. It is generally so clear of undergrowth that a
wagon may he driven anywhere, hut is interspersed with
thickets, copses, small swamps, and canebrakes, which af¬
ford the best cover to deer, bear, turkeys, and quail, and to
numerous animals not strictly regarded as game. Some of
these places offer most favorable stalking ground for
the still hunter; hut in general they are far removed from
civilization. There are also, since the war, many old
fields and abandoned plantations, which afford delectable
feeding grounds fov game; hut these, as well as planta- •
tions and settlements that are occupied, are generally "
separated by “magnificent distances.”
A summary of these observations will make it obvious
that a large area of the Southern tier of Slates is impene¬
trable to the sportsman, while the conditions that apply to
the remainder are such as to make the use of a hoise, even
for ordinary requirements, quite indispensable. Conse¬
quently, hunting is almost wholly done from the saddle,
excepting for coons, rabbits, squirrels, and the like, which
are left to the negroes. The pine lands offer a clear run
for deer, hound, and horseman, and often the hunter is
able to “jump” a deer before the dogs have scarcely taken
the scent; in the swamps there aro sure-footed ponies,
known as “tackies,” which will pick their way where a .
man would be embarrassed. Snakes and venomous crea¬
tures abound, except in mid-winter, and the hunter, being .
on horseback out of their reach, is protected. Turkeys i
are hunted without dogs, and there are no grouse. Quails ;
are most easily approached on horseback, and as they in¬
variably fly into the thickets when flushed, where dogs
cannot follow, pointers and setters are in small request.
All these facts are important for a Northern man to
know, and will answer many natural queries which arise
when one is ignorant of the locality he proposes to visit.
If he desires to take dogs, the sportsman must know in
advance what the character of his hunting ground is to be;
if he is no rider, he must learn horsemanship to qualify
him for the sport he wishes to pursue. If he prefers the
sea coast, his outfit will have to he adapted to his require¬
ments there, and the same outfit that is suitable for the
east coast of Florida will not do for the Gulf of Mexico,
or for the St. John’6 River. Of some choice localities I
propose to speak in my next; also of the fluvial system
and the fish of the South.
Hal.

E believe in the “eternal fitness of things,’’ The
year has its various seasons, arid each season its pe¬
culiar attractions. All the good gifts of life, all its sports
and pleasures, are so wisely apportioned and adjusted as to
harmonize not only with llie recurring seasons, but with
our changing moods and desires. Strawberries ami water¬
melons aro enjoyed most in midsummer; the jingle of
sleiglibells would lose half their charm under a tropical
sun; flowers look dreary in winter, and the voice of the
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
song bird is mournful. Even the full December moon
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
wakes no emotions in the lover’s breast. A blazing wood
Frsu Culture, the Protection of Game, Preservation of Forests,
and the Inculcation in Men and Women of a healthy interest
fire on the open hearth is twice as potent. By like economy
nj Out-door Recreation and Study :
of nature it is ordained that the summer shall be the sea¬
PUBLISHED BY
son for fishing, and the winter for hunting. In hot weather
violent exercise brings lassitude, but in winter health and
vigor. Wherefore the indolent pursuit of the angler is a
more congenial pastime under a July suu than a swelter¬
ing tramp after woodcock. Wherefore, also, the frosts
IT CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
of October, and the “smell of the field,” stimulate the
[Poet Office Box 3832.)
hunter to take to the woods. In welliug contemplation of
123 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
the crisp and rustling leaf and the golden hues of autumn,
he is seized with a “mania akin to that of a wild turkey
Terms, Five Dollars a Year, Strictly in Advance.
hatched under domestic influences.” (A valued corres¬
pondent has furnished us with this simile, and we give him
A discount of twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
due credit). When the hazy dreamy days of Indian summer
come, and the leaves rustle, and the beechnuts and acorns
begin rattling down, an instinctive desire comes upon thegobAdvertising Hates.
bler for the woods! He mounts the restrictive fence aud
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 2J
Cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40centsperline. Reading
drops over into the adjoining copse.
The trembling
notices, 50 cents per lino. Where advertisements are inserted over I
leaves and rattling mast bring back his wonted nature.
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20
per cent.; over six months, 80 per cent.
He feels that “Jiis foot is on his native heath.” He gives
one gobble, and is gone!
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 13,18J6.
Instinctive desires exist in man. Nature demands rota¬
tion, for rotation is rest. The birds migrate to the south
and
return periodically, and the hunter may elect to follow
To Correspondents.
them in their going and returning; hut he will not only
find himself enervated by his labor under the southern sun,
All communications whatevor, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, mast be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub¬
but cloyed by too much sport—pampered by inordinate
lishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted,
indulgence, so that when the northern sport begins, all zest
All communications intended for publication muBt be accompanied with
is gone, and “the how to amuse himself” becomes a bore.
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
Too much sport is like too much prog; it cloys and stupe¬
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be. regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper arc solicited.
fies. I do not speak for every one, but I have alwaj's
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
found it so in my own case. As the year is divided into
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are nrged to favor us with brief
summer and winter, so the sportsman’s cycle is divided
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
between hunting and fishing, and I think the angling rod
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
becomes much more a thing of beauty and a joy, after
ttnd our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
having been laid aside for six months, than if it had been
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
in constant service a and companion to the gun everlastingly.
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
I do not mean to inveigh against the delectable land of
ined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beantifnl in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
Florida, or against the practice of going there for a winter’s
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
sport. I am only describing my own feelings after a two
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
mouths’ vacation, and I cannot but think that the business
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
man who labors not too assiduously throughout the winter,
erms; and nothing will bo admitted to any department of the paper that
may not, be read with propriety in the home circle.
enjoys with a keener relish the early spring vacation beside
We cannot he responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, if
the stream than he who, having no employment, is con¬
money remitted to ns is lost.
stantly seeking fresh fields and pastures new, restive aud
Advertisements Bhouldbo sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
unsatisfied wherever he goes, and happy only in the novelty
CHARLES HALLOCK, Editor.
WILLIAM C. HARRIS, Business Manager.
of new situations. The gun and rifle should be laid aside
by the 1st of February at the very latest, and from that
A Scottish Concert.—The gallant 79th Highlanders time until April at least, (May is better), should follow an
give a concert this evening at Steinway Hall. Wo observe interval of hard work and earnest application to dutieB
that dignify and enrich. Then take down the rods and
from the programme that our fair correspondent Mrs.
Jennie Young, takes a prominent part, singing many of landing nets!
Hunting at the extreme south is quite a different busi¬
those delightful thrilling old Scottish airs, such as “Jack
O’ llazeldean” and others. A. well qualified critic, Mr. Mil¬ ness from hunting in the northern Stales; for the character
ford of the British Consulate has declared Mrs. Jennie of the country is different throughout, as are also most of
Young’s descriptions of Scottish games which have at vari¬ its products, animal and vegetable. Looked at from a
ous limeB appeared in onr paper, as the most correct and sportsman’s standpoint, with a view to determine eligible
localities for hunting, the section in question is divided,
graphic of any which have been published in tbis country.
physically, into dry pine land, swamp, eanebrake, and prai¬
—Col. J. B. Oliver, our General Agent and Correspond¬ rie, with marsh and keys on the sea coast.
Swamp, so designated, is an aggregation of huge cy¬
ent for the South and Southwest, put in au appearance at
our office yesterday, with a look as genial and energetic as presses interspersed liberally with cabbage palmcttoes,
the lively city to which he belongs—Jacksonville, Fla. A magnolias, oaks, maples, ash, hays, gums, and other trees,
prominent Florida paper, making recent personal mention draped with long pendant gray moss, and bedecked with
of tbis gentleman, says: “He is worth his vreight.in gold mistletoe and parti-colored air plants; trumpet creepers aud
in any enterprise that engages him.” We are pleased to clinging vines ran from bottom to top everywhere and in¬
terlace; while an undergrowth of cypress knees, dogwood,
welcome Colonel Oliver to our great metropolis.
yellow jasmm.e, rhododendron, cal briars, brambles, pal¬
metto scrub, ferns, and soggy mosses chokes up the space
Water-Proofing.—If there is one boon greater to the
sportsmen than another it is the possession of an outfit and below; the whole luxuriant mass grows from and out of an
appurtenances that shall be perfectly water-proof and im¬ uncertain depth of water and quagmire, and is impenetra¬
Nichols & Lefeveb, Syracuse, N. Y.—The business of
pervious. Any careful reader of our columns of Answers ble, except to the myriads of wild creatures, scaled, furred,
to Correspondents will have noticed that among the more and feathered, that inhabit its fastnesses undisturbed. manufacturing the celebrated Lefever gun has passed into
numerous of inquiries is the one relating to water-proof Cattle which stray in here from the neighboring dry ham¬ the hands of a new firm, as above. In justice to Mr. Le¬
tents and canvas coverings for boats: It is with pleasure mocks, that are interspersed throughout the swamp like fever it is proper to state that his connection with the firm
that we call attention to the advertisement of Mr. C. Tap- oases, frequently get mired aud die, thereby supplying lately manufacturing guns under his patents was confined
pan, who, having discovered and patented a method of meat to the panthers that abound, and a satisfying repast to to superintending the manufacture of the “Lefever guns,"
waler-proofiog which appears infallible, has made arrange¬ the buzzards and other scavengers that gather about the and not as a partner. Mr. Nichols is a practical sportsman
ments with manufacturers in Philadelphia, Baltimore, remnants. While hunting in this tangle is not absolutely and brings into the firm abundance of capital, whereby
Boston, and New York to receive orders for goods, such impracticable to the bush-rangers, herders, and crackers every facility is offered to fill orders on 6hort notices. The
as tents, boat covers, awnings, suits, etc., to be who were cradled and abide here, yet it can hardly he re¬ extensive machinery and tools of the old house has been
water-proofed by his process. Wc have seen a boat cover garded as a choice resort for the sportsman in pursuit purchased, and we feel confident that the new firm will
prepared after this formula, which, after five years of ser¬ of pleasure; and inasmuch as a great portion of the South, receive a full share of public patronage, for which the
vice, was as impervious and as free free from mildew as aud especially of Florida, is of this character, his field, Lefever gun is eminently deserving.
when new. The fishing lines now sold by Messrs. Brad¬ it is obvious, is comparatively circumscribed.
—D. Hodgman & Co., of No. 27 Maiden Lane, have one
Canebrakes, which often cover large areas, are even
ford & Anthony of Boston, are water-proofed under Mr.
Tappan’s process, and have been found to he stronger and more impenetrable than the swamps. Growing, as they of the most complete assortments of rubber goods for
proof against mildew and rot, the texture, being thorough¬ do, on river bottoms, and most frequently in water, the sportsmen to be found anywhere, consisting of coats,
ly impregnated with the preparation. For salt water fish¬ canes towering twenty feet high, stiff and bristling, pants, boots, stockings, blankets, aud camping outfits, all
ing it is invaluable, as a good linen line will last for years scarcely six inches apart, they utterly forbid passage, ex¬ at bottom prices. They sell everything from a divlDg
without being in danger of giving out at a critical mo¬ cept where narrow paths traverse them. These paths are dress to a tube for filtering water. Onr friends will do
numerous and intricate, and aa most of them are the run¬ , well to call on them.
ment.
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ame.—The monthly meeting of this association was held
■st night at the residence of Mr. Clinton Gilbert, No. 30
feat Tenth street, Mr. Royal Phelps, President, in the
mir. After the minutes of the last meeting had been
tad, the President said that it became his painful duty to
iOve for the expulsion of a member. The duty was all
le more painful from the fact that it was the first time in
te history of their association in which it had become
tcessary to take this action. Mr. Phelps then read a resoition to the effect that in view of the sudden disappearace of their fellow-member, Wm, 0. Barrett, and the
ibstantiated reports of his having appropriated trust funds
i his private use, it became his duty, under the sixteenth
'tide of the constitution of the association, to move for
is expulsion, which he then did. A ballot was taken on
le motion, and Mr. Barrett was, by a unanimous vole, exslled from tbe association.
The President read the usual large number of communiUions from sportsmen in other States, commending the
)od work of the association, and asking for information
ilh the view of establishing similar associations in their
ispeetive localities.
Mr. Luddington, chairman of the Committee on Amendients to the Game Laws, reported that he had had several
iterviews at Albany with Senator Kanncday aud other
sntleincn, and there seemed to be uo doubt that, notwith¬
anding the organized opposition of market men and
hers, all the important amendments proposed by their
isociation would become laws before the close of the seson.
Mr. Clapp said that the Legislature had been petitioned
) repeal section 4, chapter 511 of the laws of 1874, proibiting fishing on Rockland Lake from December to
pril, uiid a counter petition had been prepared and pre•nted by Robert J. Henderson. He thought the associa¬
te should take measures to aid in preventing the repeal
: the act, which protected the fish with which Rockland
ake had been stocked.
Dr. Green offered a resolution requesting the Committee
j Amendments to the Game Law s to take action in the
alter.
Mr. Robt. B. Roosevelt thought that each locality should
■ke care of its own fish and game, and moved that the
■solution he laid on the table, which was adopted.
Secretary Cutlibert read a number of communications
a warded to the association by Setli Green, which gave
ost satisfactory accounts of the success resulting from
le stockiug of Otsego and Canandaigua lakes with trout,
coving beyond doubt that barren waters can be fruitfully
oeked with fish by means of artificial propagation.
The President said that during the past month he had
:ceived a number of communications from respectable
t-izens, commending the organization for its praiseworthy
foils in preventing the killing and sale of fish and game
iiring tlm past seasou, and thought the New York Associion for the Protection of Game had reason to be proud
| such general recognition of its labors.
After the transaction of some routine business, the meetg adjourned.—Times, 11 lh instant.
Onondaga County Sportsman’s Club.—At tbe annual
deling of the Onondaga County Sportsman’s Club, held
l the 4tll Inst., the following were elected officers for the
lsuing year: President, 8. W. Sherlock; Yice President,
hornas E, Townseud; Secretary, John Steadman; Treas■er, Thomas Kimber, Jr.; Financial Secretary, 11. B,
irong; Executive Committee, John Bedford, Wm. Staullum, and Wm. Page; Attorney, Geo. W. Gray.
—The following gentlemen have been elected by the
onroe County Sportsmen’s Club to represent them in the
iming Stale convention at Geneseo. W. J. Babcock, A.
. Lanfbcrton, J. H. Brown, E. O. Sage, and Dr. C. E.
ider.

—At a recent meeting of tbe Leather Stocking Club of
swego, the following members were elected delegates to
e State convention to be held at Geneseo, in May, viz.:
. Stevenson, G . W. Lyman, P. P. Eagle, N. W. Nutting,
id H. C. Tanner. They were also given power to snbitule.
Smelt Fishuso in Massachusetts—Our New Bedford
rrespondent, “Concha,” kindly sends us a copy of the
w cut from the statute book, regulating the catching and
le of smelts. We print the first and second sections,
le third section relates to the duties of officers, etc. The
^Visions of section two are in consideration of the fact
at no one fishes for smelts with a line south of Cape
id; in fact, those fishes only run up the rivers and back
, ,th the tide:—
| Ieotion 1. Whoever within this Commonwealth offers for sale, or
i in his possession, any Bmeit or smelts between the 15th day of March
1 the 1st day of June in each year, shall forfeit for each and every
elt bo sold, offered for sale, or had in his possession, the sum ox one
lar.
Iection 2. Whoever takeB or catches any smelt or smelts with a net
any kind, or in any other maimer than by naturally or artificially
ted hooks and hand lines, shall forfeit for each smelt so caught or
:en the sum or one dollar: Provided, that nothing contained in this
Bhall apply to any person catching smelts in any seine or net, within
‘ limits of Uri>tol, Barnstable, or Dukes counties, daring the time, and
the manner, a person may lawfully iiah for perch, herriuff, or alewives,
to auy person oJlering for Bale, or having in his possession, smelts so
igbt, within those limits; and in all prosecutions .under this act the
rden oi proof shall oe upon the defendant to show that the smelt or
eltB, the offering foT sale, possession, or catching of which is the sub*
,t of the proseco tion, were legally caught.
Massachusetts Angler’s Association.—The third an,al meeting of this association was held at their rooms,
I 8 Washington street, Boston, Friday evening April 7th,
. d was one of the largest meetings yet held. The follow.
' | ; gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing year:—
President, Dr. John P. Ordway; Yice Presidents, Hon.
lomas Talbot, John F. Mills, S. W. Hatheway, C. Warl Gordon, Charles Stan wood; Treasurer, Wm. F. Story;
icording Secretary, George B. Brown; Corresponding
erelary, Charles E. Pierce; Librarian, James A. McGee;
iecutive Committee, James P. Richardson, Walter M.
uukett, James Walker, Beni, P. Ware, L. Prouty; Comttee on Membership, D. T. Curtis, E. Delano, H. M.
rristali.

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, U. S. Fish Commissioner, the
Fish Commissioners of the several States, Hon. W. F.
Whitclier, Fish Commissioner of Canada, and Dr. D.
Humphrey Storcr of Boston, were elected honorary mem¬
bers.
Interesting communications were read from several
gentlemen, among them one from J. H. Kimball, Esq., of
llalb, Me,, President of tbe Maine State Association for
Protection of Fish, congratulating them upon their success
in having a law introduced in the Massachusetts Legisla¬
ture for the protection of trout, in which he says:—
“We have been watching the progress of your bill with
a great deal of interest, for it really was of more import¬
ance to Maine and New York than your State. The re¬
port of the committee fell like a wet blanket upon us, hut
wc are revived and encouraged by the action of the House
on Wednesday, Our close lime laws would avail us but
little while there was an open market for our trout in Bos¬
ton all the year. The recent decision in Missouri as to the
constitutionality of the prohibition of possession sections
of the law have great beneficient effect.”
Walter M. Brackett, the artist, presented to the associa¬
tion, in the name of Edwin F. Snow. Esq,, a neatly framed
lithograph printed in 1834, entitled “The Complete Ang¬
ler,” in return for which a vote of thanks was passed.
By the secretary’s report it appears that eighty members
have joined, ton had died or resigned during the year, and
that there were now over five hundred members.
A letter from Hon. Theodore Lyman was read, inform¬
ing the association that ihey would receive this week from
the Museum of Zoology specimens of the different fish of
Massachusetts, and that he would deliver a lecture upon
the same before the association on Wednesday evening
next. To this lecture the ladies are invited.
After adjournment the members retired to the library
room, where they discussed a fine collation there in wait¬
ing for them.—Boston Journal.
—The annual meeting of the Rhode Island Association
for the protection of Fish and Game was held April 5th.
Rev. F. II. Hemperly, the President, stated that the soci¬
ety has between eighty and one hundicd members. Its
object is to cheapen good wholesome food at a time when
fish and game are difficult to obtain and preserve. Ours
are said to be the best spawning beds in the country, but
the use of the net has had a detrimental effect. To secure
the necessary legislation tho attention of the people must
be called to tbe importance of the matter, and an illustra¬
ted course of lectures ou the ways and habits of fish and
birdB would be a desirable means.
Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:
President, Rev. F. H Hemperly; Yice Presidents, Dr. P.
S- Redfield, John Howe, C. M. Carpenter, C. H. Clark, C.
H. Wilmartb; Secretary, L. H. Cutler; Treasurer, Charles
F. Pope; Advocate, H.B. Whitman.
—A correspondent writes us that a Mr. Doyle, a resident
of Beaver county, Penn., killed a few days ago eight quails
out of a bevy at one shot. Fortunately the testimony to
prove the fact is in the possession of the president of tho
Enon Valley Sportsmen’s Club who will see that this viola¬
tor of the law in properly punished. Certainly we have
not heard for a long time of such a flagrant and unsports¬
manlike action.
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—We would call the attention of gentlemen who may be
looking for such a place to the advertisement in another
column of Willow Lake, the residence of R. Francis,
Esq. Probably there are few places oh Long Island pos¬
sessing all the attractions of this valuable property; a fine
residence with all appurtenances, and a fine lake aud
stream for the propagation of trout. The location is salu¬
brious and attractive, being situated near Glen Cove, on
the north side of the island.
—We are pleased to notice the success of the Eclectic
Library, No. 38 Union Square. Tlic large number of new
books daily put in, and the little delay in getting any or all
new books, its easy access, the prominence of its location,
with its thorough system and plcasaut appearance, make it
a popular and desirable place of resort. All the latest En¬
glish, French, and American publications, books, reviews,
novels, periodicals, etc., are on sale, together with photo¬
graphs,stationery, etc.

---

—The monthly record of the thermometer, as furnished
by our correspondent, Major George J. Alden, at New
Smyrna, Fla., shows the mean temperature for March to
have been 70i°; highest, 83"; and lowest, 45°.

-

——*<*

Kangaroos in FRANCe.—A large number of kangaroos
have been imported to France Irom Australia, and are
found to thrive excellently in their new home. Already
they lire becomi ng plentiful, and in softie places the flesh
is sold In the mar ket, and it is thought a great dainty.
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AST week we published a letter from the veteran field
sportsman Ethan Allin, in which lie suggests the
propriety of some skillful sporlsmuu giving the general
outlines of the most approved form of the setter oE tbe
present time, in order that the owners of dogs can, with
some degree of certainty, select suoh as would probably he
entitled to premiums at the coming bench show. In reply
to this letter wc say that we consider Mr. Allin among the
most skillful of our correspondents upon dog subjects, and
we will be glad to publish an article from him giving his
views; yet it would be very difficult for him or anyone
else to write out a set of points for the government of
judges at bench shows which would be carried out; for the
reason that it is very frequently impossible to see the ex¬
act form of a dog when brought upon the bench, as many
dogs, when forced in among strangers, cannot be induced
to move around or stand in position long enough to enable
tho judges to see exactly what his true form is.
There are, however, some points which it is important
a setter should have to entitle him to a prize at a bench
show. Among them is the.size; he should not be over¬
grown or diminutive. He should stand square upon his
legs, which should be neither too long or too short, but in
proportion with the size of his body, and by all means
standing a shade higher before than behind. Tati should
come out well up, and be straight or scimeter-shaped, and
should be carried on a level, or rather above the level of
the back, and by no means too long. A tail reaching to
the gambtil joint, or an inch below, is about right. A cut
tail is not excluded from our bench shows unless so cut as
to disfigure the dog. The chest should be deep and some¬
what rounded; loins, muscular. Feet should be rounded
and somewhat feathered between tbe toes. A short, thick
neck never looks well. Ears should he long and some¬
what rounded at the points, but not so long as to give a
spaniel look, and they should be vteil coated, fringe hang¬
ing below the rim. A thick ear would indicate ill breed¬
ing. Head should be broad at the top, and nearly square
to the eyes, and the latter should bo full, bright, of gentle
expression. Muzzle should he well squared out, and lips
slightly pendulent. Coat should not be curly, but long
and wavy. Many persons prefer that the feather on tbe
hind legs should oxlcnd below the gambril joint, and
many of the best bred dogs have it, but we do not consid¬
er it either ornamental or useful.
In regard to the best colors for a dog for field purposes,
a groat diversity of opinions prevail. In shooting over an
open country—the prairies, for instance—it does not mat¬
ter so much about colors; but in shooting in dense co¬
verts it is important, we think, that a dog should be of
such colors as can readily be seen—such as orange and
white, lemon and white, black and white, or black, white
and tan.
We consider that all dogs entered for prizes should have
a pedigree sufficient to satisfy the judges that they are
thoroughbred; but that imported dogs, because they have
a pedigree as long as the moral law, should receive a prize
over an American-bred of equal qualifications, is an ab¬
surdity.

Stump Pulling.—Thera are few farmers but who have
had a fight with some obstinate stump, and tbe man who
travels with the patent stump-puller is almost as familiar a
character in the rural districts as the peripatetic lightningrod man, or the ubiquitous book canvasser. In clearing
new land the stumps are the great- stnmbliug blocks to tbe
agriculturist, and the word “stumped” lias passed into a
proverb as expressing the full stop, either to the plowman or
the stump orator and arguer. It is of value, therefore, to
know that dynamite or giant powder is the agent which
can be used with the least labor and expense in removing
these pests of the farmer, the unsightly stumps which or¬
nament many a fair field, leaving awkward angles where
there should be straight furrows, and providing the village
blacksmith with constant employment in the re-sharpening
of broken plough points. Indeed, if we can trust the re¬
ports of recent experiments in England, not only will the
use of this explosive remove the stumps, but at tbe same
time supply the farmer with an unlimited amount of fire¬
wood ready sawed and split, although, as we should im¬
agine, somewhat scattered. A short time since a series of
experiments with dynamite were made on an estate near
Birmingham, England, with, according to our exchange,
the following results:—
“The first to be experimented upon was a large, ugly
ash root, and it was decided it should be split up without
boring an auger hole into it; consequently, a charge of
two cartridges was placed in a natural recess on the side of
the root and fired. To the astonishment of those present,
the whole mass was shivered into firewood. Several other
roots were then broken up with equal success without the
use of the auger, A very large oak root was then broken
up, so large, in fact, that the ties or roots had to be cut
asunder; the ground got from underneath, and the whole
dropped about eight feet beneath the surface of the soff¬
it was intended to drop and bury it on account of its ex¬
treme size and cost of labor. Two crowbar holes were
made, one on each side the root, facing each other, and both
charged with.about 1 lb. dynamite. These were fired sim¬
-*»—ultaneously, from the effects of which the monster was
The Sfringfeld Bench Show.—On the 3(ith and 37th
broked into four quarters; two more shots completely
split the mass up, much to the satisfaction of all oresent. inst., the Rod and Gan Club, of Springfield, Mass., will
The experiments were concluded by blowing bodily out of hold what promises to be one of the largest and most suc¬
the ground a large intact oak root; this was done by mak¬ cessful bench shows of dogs ever held in this country. At
ing a crowbar hole between tbe ties or minor roots, and in¬
least we judge that such will be the ease, first, from what
serting a charge of dynamite under the centre. On the shot
we hear among sportsmen as to the number of entries to
being fired, the root was completely lifted from its bed."
be sent from this vicinity alone, and secondly, from the
—A. T. Stewart, tbe millionaire merchant, died in this energy displayed by the club last year in bringing their
city on Monday last, and will be buried to-day. His vast show to a successful issue, and with the experience gained
business will be, for the present at least, conducted under on that occasion, the present cannot but he superior. The
the management of Judge Henry Hilton, his legal adviser.
prizes are both numerous and valuable, and it only requires
It is not known as yet what disposition is to be made of his discrimination inthe selection of the judges to give satis¬
estate.
faction to exhibitors—that is, as much satisfaction as is pos-
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Bible at a bench show, -where every exhibitor is likely to
consider his animal the best in the building. The classes
are divided as follows, there being from three to eight pri¬
zes in each class:—
Clash 1.—Imported English Setters r their progeny that have never
taken first prize ut any bench show.
Class 3.—Imported red or red and white Irish setters, or their progeny,
that have never taken first prize at any bench show.
Class A.—Imported black and tan and black and tan and white Gordon
betters, or their progeny, that have never taken iir«t prize at any bench
eho.w.
Class 4.—Native setteis of any strain that have never taken first prize
at any beuch show.
Class 5 — Pointers or 50 lbs. weight and over that have never tnkon
first prize at any bench show.
under 50 lbs. weight that have never taken first prize
js 6.—Poin
at any bench sho ...
C-LAi'S 7.—Cocker spaniels.
Class 8.— Clumber spaniels.
Class 9.—Retrieving spaniels.
Class 10.—Irish water spaniels.
ClacS 11 .—Fox houuda.
Class 12.—Beagles,
Class 13 — Dachehounds.
Clash 14.—Deerhounds.
Class 15.— Gieyhoiiuria.
Class 16.—Now found land.
Class
St. Bernards.
Class 18.—Mastiffs.
Class 19.—Bull dogs.
^Class 20.—Bull terriers.
“Class 2t .—Collies or shepherd.
Class 22.—Dalmatian or couch dogs.
Class 23.—Splrz.
Class 21.— Scotch terriers.
Class 25.—Skye terrier.
Class 26.—Dandie-Dinmont terrier.
Class 27.—Rough hatred terrier.
Class 23.—Pug lerrrcr.
Class 29.— Bluck and tan terrier.
Class 30.—Toy terrier.
Class 31.—Blenheim spaniel.
Class 32.—Sd. Charles spaniel.
Class33.-Japanese spaniel.
Class 34.—Italian greyhound.
Class 35.—Poodle.
Class 30.—Japanese or hairless.
CQAMPIOJf CLASHES.
Class 37.—Champion setter class—For the best imported setter dog or
bitch of any strain or their progeny that has taken first prize at any bench
show, including this, silver cup, value §100; donated by Spirit <>f the
Tvue^ N«>. 4 Park Kow, New York; the winuer’e picture to be published
iu that puper.
Class 88.—Champion setter class—For the best native setter dog or
bitch of any strain that has taken first prize at any bench show, including
this, silver cup; donated by Chicago Fmldt No. 14 South Canal St.,
Chicago, Ill.
Class 39.—Champion pointer class-For the best pointer dog or birch
that has token flist prize at any beuch show, including this, doubleDarrelled breach-loading ebotguti, value $150; donated by Parker Bro¬
thers, manufacturers of fine guns, West Meriden. Conn.
SPECIAL CLASSES.
Class 40.—For the best collection of setters (not less than three) owned
by one person, the average uuraberof points to decide the award:—Rifle,
value $60.00; donated by Frank Wesson, manufacturer of breech-loading
rifles, Worcester, Mass.
Glass 41.—For the best collection of pointers (not less than three)
owned by one person, the average number of points to decide the
award:—Green Heart ily rod, $50 06; donated by J. H. Crook & Co.,
dealers in fishing-tackle, No. 50 Fulrou street. Now York.
Class 42.—For the beet brace of setters owned by one person, winners
in clans No. 40 not to compete;—Meerpchaura pipe, value $150.00;
donated by Forest and Streak, No. 17 Chatham street, New York.
Clash 43.—For the best brace of pointers owned by one perron, win
nersiu class 41 not to compete, Meerschaum pipe. value $150.60, manu¬
factured by Kaldeuberg; donated by Hod and Gun newspaper, No. 33
Park Row, New York.
Class 44.—For the best setter dog png, one waterproof Canvas sboot
ing suit, value $25.00; made to fit the owner; donated by Thompson &
Son, 338 Broadway, New York, dealers in sportsmen’s goods.
Clabo 45.— For the best pointer dog pup, one of Uolabird's shooting
suits, made to fit the owner, value $20.00; donated by Dr. W. S. Webb,
Bt. Luke’s Hospital, New York.
Class 46.—For the best litter of setter pups, silver cup, value $25 00;
donuted by Luther Adams, No. 215 Broad street, Boston, Mass.
Class 47.—For the best lit er of pointer pups, 500 paper shells, 100
metallic shells, value $25.00; donated by Union Metallic Cartridge Co.,
. /or.ii.
Class 48.—For the beat setter bitch pup, a dog puppy by “ Pride of
the Border,” out of “Dimity;” donated by Charles H. Raymond, 141
Broadway, New York.
Class 19 — For the best pointer bitch pup. Smith & Wesson revolver,
No. 38, value $15.00; donated by D. B. Wesson, Springfield, Muss.
Class 50.—For the largest dog. gold-lined cup, value $10.00.
Class 51.—For the smallest dog, gold-lined cup, value $8.00*
Class 52.—For the best trick dog or bitch, gold medal. For the second
bust trick dog or bitch, silver medal.
English Kennel Events.—The following is the pro¬
gramme of the National Pointer and Setter Field Trials to
be held near Shrewsbury on the 20lh and 27th inst.:—
POINTERS ON PARTRIDGES.
1.—Pointer puppy stakes, for dogs or bitches, puppies of 1675,
2 — Snndome stakes, for single aged dogs, limned to *0.
3. —County stakes, for single aged bitches, limited to 20.
4. —Clovej ley stakes, for braces, pointers or Belters, all ages.
BETTERS ON PARTRIDGES.
Setter puppy stakes, for dogs or bitches, puppies of 1875.
d.— Atting iam stakes, for single aged dogs.
7.—Shrewsbury stakes for sinirle aged bitches .
Cuampion Plate.—A piece of plate, value £20, will be given by the
Committee for the beBt dog of the meeting, to be competed for by the
winners of the stakes, i^o. 1, 2, 3, 5, 0, 7. £5 5s. entry fee.

The prize schedule of the Kennel Club field trials, to be
held on May 4th and 5th, is now out. There is, besides
the Field Trial Derby, an All-Aged stake for pointers and
setters, limited to sixteen, the winner to take a £10 cup
and £40, the second £20, and third and fourth £10 each,
the second prize to go to the opposite breed to the winner.
Then there is the Kennel Club Challenge Cup, added to an
optional sweepstake of £10, £5, or £3, the cup to be wou
three years by one member (not necessarily in successive
years or by the same dog) before becoming his absolute
properly.
There will be two meetings in London for sheep dog
trials this summer, the Kennel Club meeting on the 29th
and 30lh of June, and a meeting is announced at Lillie
Bridge on June 21st and 22d.
—A short time since I noticed a correspondent asking a
cure for egg sucking dogs. 1 say to him to take an egg,
make a small hole iu end of shell, and fill with cayenne
pepper. Seal up with a bit of court plaster, and place
where puppy will get it. He will never try auotlicr. It
took just one egg, thus prepared, to cure my dog, who
was extremely, fond of eggs.
S. W. B.
ConnermLle, Ind.
THE IRISH SETTER AGAIN.
Richmond, April 7th 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In yonr issue of March £34, “ Mont Clare,” in writing of the Irish seltc
quotes from Stonelunge and ignores all authors who give his favorite any
color except hTs bekved red. Now, 1 have a copy of liis author, and have
searched in vain for the paragraph quoted, and while 1 do not accnee the
writer of a false qnotation, X think there is some mistake in this c
On page £66 of “ Btltioh Rural Sports,” this game author pays, *

color of the Irish getter is usually red or hlack-and* tan, ” Assuming that
Mont Clare’s quotation is correct, we see that this as emphatically says
there are black-aud-tan, and also leads us to hirer that he baa seen them
of other colors. Then will Moot Clare say that this author Is consistent,
ir he will not—then can he claim bis quotation as authority ? Now let
us see what, he says of judging dogs by their color: “By many ex¬
perienced breeders It Is thought that shape and performances follow
color, and that, in picking a pnppy, it ought to be selected bv its near
approach to that color which its best ancestor showed. This rule I have
seen used in numberless instances, but I never saw that it led to any
good results; on the contrary, as with most other rules in the choice of
whelps, 1 believe it only leads to dependence on a rotten weed.
Now, friend “Moot,” one more question and I am done. Will you tell me
in what purt of Stonehenge lie speaks of the great reputation of the Irish
seller. I can’t find it, but can find where he says the Russian is the best
setter, and the old Spanish pointer his superior. Also that he believes
the setter to -be a cross between the spaniel and Newfoundland. After this
do you take stock in Stonehenge? And now, kind friend, since I have
pointed ont some few things from your modern writer, which you over¬
looked In your flurry, take my advice in future: never quote from an
author before reading his work through, to see that he is consistent.
Unless you wish to argue from an unbiased point, and show this people
your subject in its true light.
In writing the above 1 am actuated by no ill-feeling towards the red
dog, for he is my favorite, but by a desire to instigate farther search
among modern authors, and if they have not the necessary data among
those who have ihe dost of ages upon them.
Charge.

THE

BEST

TREATMENT
TEMPER.

FOR

DIS¬

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Since my last letter ou Lhe treatment of three dogs with distemper or
pneumonia, my pointer bitch Whisky has had a severe attack Of the
disease. It commenced with a running at the eyes and nose and a very
slight cough. She was immediately put on 2 grs. of qninine a day, commtnciiig March 17th. On the 19th, 2lst, and 23d she received a 1 gr.
ealooiel pill. On the 23d she was given up. and I received a telegram to
that effect. The quinine was then increased to 2 grs. three times a day,
and every two hours she received one-half teaspoonfall of the compound
:p of squills, until she had taken six doses, each dose containing
11-6 grs of tartar emetic. This relieved her breathing, which had been
very bard and rapid. On the 24th she was much better, and ihe quinine
continued three times a day until ls-t of April. She is now rapidly
gaining in flesh and perfectly well, and should everything go well I hope
to have her in condition to exhibit at Springfield on the 26th and 27th of
this month. The calomel, in my opinion, should only be used until the
bowels arc thoroughly relaxed, and should they become too loose, 1 gr.
of opium, or some astringent, may be given. As soon as the respira¬
tion becomes labored one-half a teaspoonfall of the eyrnp of squills,
given every one or two hours until four or six doses have been taken,
will sometimes afford great relief; the fever, pulse, and respiration ail
subsiding a little. This may be repealed in a day or two. Should there
be any tendency to diarrhoea I would advise all solid meat be witheld,
and milk, beef tea, and gruel be substituted. Had Whisky been with
I would have given her first 2 grs. three times a day, and then in¬
creased it to 3 grs. three times a day.
Giiodse.

HOUNDS

RETRIEVING.

Granby, Conn., April 3d, 2876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Doubtless many sportsmen will smile at the ideA of hounds being
brought to retrieve, hut I have a young dog which 1 have thoroughly
broken to bring either fur or feather, and find it almost as useful an ac¬
complishment in a bound as in a setter, or pointer, and would strongly
recommend to have hounds broken, particularly if they are to be used
rabbits, as I do mine, as the great northern hare is quite plenty in
this vicinity, and affoids fine sport to lovers of dog and gun. My hound
hac also found and brought to me several articles that I have lost (among
them a ring), and can be sent for a pair of gloves that ate not fastened
together, and will bring them both, and I think is worthy of occupying
bench at the great dog show to be held in Springfield this month, if
his ancestors arc all natives of this country.
A. Elmore.

[T.liere should lie no more difficulty in teaching a hound
to retrieve, if it wab desirable to do so, than a setter or a
poin ter.—Ed.]
New Brighton, Beaver County, Pa., Apnl 3d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
While hunting quail last fall, a little incident occured which, If of any
interest to readers of Forest and Stream, please publish. My setter
pup Sam had stood a pheasant (grouse) which I missed, a nice open
shot, at which, becoming a little riled,! said very sharply, "charge.”
My pointer Button was ou the other side of a six-rail fence, and was
just in the act of getting over when I said “charge" to the pup. Mr.
Scott called my attention to the pointer who had come to a down charge
ou the sixth rail or rider, and was charging like a Major, and remained
so until ordered to hie on. I killed over the setter pup from October 1st
to January 1st, nearly 200 quail and 45 pheasants. Ue will be twelve
months old April 22d, 1876. I send photograph.
JosKru J. Snelunobdrg.

[The photograph sent represents a remarkably handsome
setter.—Ed.]
_
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Wild dock, gecBC, brant, Ac.
Game in Market.—Ducks are being received in fair
quantities from the South Side of Long Island. Mallards
sell for $1 35 per pair; brant, $1 75; widgeon, broad bills,
and black ducks, from 50c. to $1; wild geese, $1 to $1 50
each. A few snipe have been received front New Jersey,
and very considerable numbers from Ohio, selling at $3 75
per dozen for the former, and $3 for the latter. Plover
are also coming from the West, and bring at present $3
per dozen. Wild pigeons sell for $2 to $3 50 per dozen;
squabs, $4.
&INGULAB Accident .—A singular accident occurred to
three young men on Little Long Pond, near Pine Grove,
Penn., last week. They were shooting ducks from a puni
with a swivel gun, when the gun burst, killing two of the
men and throwing the other overboard with a broken
thigh. Moral. Don’t shoot ducks with a swivel gun.
New Yoke—New Edinburgh, April 7th—Ducking on
the river (Hudson) at this point has been extremely thin.
We boast of a fleet of eleven duck boats, and the fares of
the whole fleet has not exceeded one hundred ducks this
spring. The Lo Roy Bros, captured five wild geese, besides
forty ducks. Tbe reason ot such poor sltooling was hit k

of floating ice, and ducks could not be approachedA'
present tiiey have all gone north except the black ducks,
which are confined to the sloughs and pond holes around
the country.
Blue Jay.
Rhode Island—Newport, April 3d.—I find on inquiring
among the shooters that about two dozen Bnipe have beer
sliotpriorto to-day. Asoutheast rain storm is pouring down
which will bring more birds, and I will tend you a score a
snipe soon. Brant and sea-fowl are flying by our points
and gunners are preparing ' to give them a welcome tin
first souther.
Shot.
Minnesota—St. Paul, April Cth.—Geese, brant, and
ducks are reported as being very plentiful along the line o!
the St. Paul and Sioux City Railroad, between Sioux City
and the Missouri Valley Junction.
Mississippi—Corinth, April 4th.—We have had some fint.
snipe shooting, and bagged three gobblers to date. 11
bagged twenty snipe in two hours’ shooting About the 30lb
March. They have all gone north now; left about the Iff'
instant. Have not steu a woodcock this season.
Gtiyon.

A WILD GOOSE CHASE.
Millville, N. Y.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
There were three of us, a lawyer and two doctors, who tiring of pro
lessional routine concocted a plan to steal a day for mental, moral,
physical relaxation, so afier fixing the day (March 15M),) and amply pro¬
viding ourselves with all the accoutrements fora “wild goose chase,’
we converged from three points of the compass, at 'Whiting's Station
ageueral railroad junction in Jersey, where the New Jersey Southern,
Tuckerton, and several other roads stop to interchange passengers
freight. Our objective point was Barnegat, where we duly arrived in gootj
time for a wholesome dinner at the Mullin House, immediately nfte
which we sailed across the bay to Kinsey’s Ashley House, abont a ban
dred yards from Barnegat Light. It was a beautiful day and we eDjoyec
a pleasant sail of five miles. Everything Indicated a profitable day’
sport on the morrow. Wild geeBe and brant by the thousand were wait
ing to be shot, but apparently in no harry about it as they kept a lonj
distance oil from any visible man.
We thought we had made every necessary preparation; having written
to Mr. Kinsey that we were coming, we met him at the Muilin House
and he Informed ns that his business carried him to Philadelphia, bu
his son would he at the Ashley House; that gnnners, with boats an*
stools were there expecting us, lhat every thing in and about the hoeswere to be used by ns as though they were our own, Ac. But a’as “th*
well laid schemes of mice and men gang aft uglee.” The lionse woulr
hnve answered onr purpose well enough had Its snrrounding been
in proportion. The promised sou was there (aged eleven) together Witt
a colored lad a little older; these were onr hosts, and most any smal
privilege was fifty cents.
This beach is about sixleer, miles long, and the natives consist o
stump-tailed cats and cannibals. Dr. Short thinks they live on clams am
strangers. A life-saving station is located here, consisting of some hal
dozen seamen, who are the gunners or gnideR of the beach. Their limi
is limited for this sport as they are compelled to be on duty betwcei
twilight and daylight. On inquiring for gnides one of them appeared,
and Dr. Short interviewed hint. He was tall, spare, and sallow,
seemed to he piouB, but the Judge concluded that he was born bilious
“Can yon and yonr companions, take ns ont for geese and braut to'
morrow?” Inquired Dr. Short.
“Well" said Bitions, “We did not know yon were coming, we arc no
prepared and it depends a good deal on the weather, sir."
"Do yon think the prospect good for a hag of fowl?"
“Well, not very, the wind is wrong, and the tides are low.”
“Bat do yon think you can take us out” persisted the Doctor,
'Not until we can sec up and down the coast, and not then H there ar
any v ecks <
‘"What do you charge for your service?” quietly inquired the Duoto
after a little pause.
“Three dollars a day and found.”
“And what does it ail amount to when you are found?”
“I\vo dollars for hoard and seventy-five cents for ammunition.”
“And that” said the Doctor, “makes five dollars and seventy-five cent
apiece per day?”
“Yes sir,” said Bilious.
The Doctor expressed onr united sentiment qnite emphatically, whei
he said we did’nt come over there to be eaten np, nor robbed, and tha
he was about ready to retrace bis steps to Barnegat, aDd thence home;
which a happy smile stole over the countenance of ihe youthful land
lord as ho informed us that our prospect in that direction was quite
certain* The wind was wrong, the tide was ont, and in short just i
parties as we, were often wealher-bound for wcelta. There was but
boat aud she aground, and belonged to Ihe fall, bilious, life-saving guu*
ner. What a predicament. We immediately appealed to him bnt with
out avail. He “would rather not,” his boat wonld not float befoi
twelve, the wind was wrong,tide was out, &c., and finally gave us;
emphatic “no.” He had evidently “soured” ou ua from the moment
onr arrival, and seemed to throw every obstacle in our way possible, ai
like a coy maiden, played shy, as we thoaght, because we did not euipt,
our pocket books into hia lap. Wo could not help it. We went to be*
with otic object of our trip accomplished, relaxed morally. In thmorning we were up by times. Tbe bay full of game, and wo without
the means to reach them. One of these gunners went out alone and
turned in about two hoars with a half dozen brant. We held a cnunc:
of war, and it resulted in some emphatic expletives from Dr. Short,
large beads of cold sweat from the brows of all of ns. Robinson Ciupo
might have been lonesome, bnt he never stood on the beach with
double barrelled breech-loader while thoufands of birds cavorted aws
oat in the sounds. “Doctor why don’t you shoot.” said we. “Do yothink I want to strain this gun? No sir, T think too much of this gnn
It is a borrowed gun, but just lot one of those geeae come here and tr;
to bite me, then yoa will see some shooting.” The Judge at this jime
tion mounted a sand-bank and made a speech, commencing with:
“I am monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dispute,”
And there came a voice crying “Hold, what meanelli all this conf u>io
in and about the light house?” Looking np we saw two strangers wh
wecautiously cultivated. Wc told them our story, how these pirate
wanted to keep us there all summer aud eat the Doctor when he got fa'
&e. We gained their sympathy, but sympathy won’t convey a bceche
party to land. Those two courteous gentlemen, Sergeants Lewis
Philips of the Signal Service, we shall ever remember; for at this junc
tnre the Judge’s inventive genins came to oar rescue. “I have it,” sail
he, “We will confiscate the professional acquirements of these gentle
men. They shall send a telegram to Cape May, thence to Washiugtor
to New York, to Philadelphia, thence to Barnegat to Sam King, of th
Mullin House, to send a boat to take us from this inhospitable island.
They did it, and In about, ten minutes Mr. Philips informed us that Mi
King would send us a yacht. Iu a few minutes more a little white e«
started out from under the opposite shore and then we knew we wei
saved. The Judge insisted that he ndver was t-o glad to see a man b
fore in all bis life. And thus wc stole away from these strange an
Stranger loving people. And bow great the contrast. We were son
among civilijonl people who seemed to vie with each other iu makingi
comfort abL smi unanglng for a days shooting on the morrow. Wot'
tired early, to rise early, and at 5 o’clock A. AT. we were iu our enba
boats with decoys out ‘ ‘lying low,” for geese ai -l brant, and for «cv*r
it* wc bad flue sport, when Ihe wind veer-cd, nnfl the gam* nonqUi lli
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| other side of the bay, leaving us to try the oars against a strong wind for
about three miles, lauding again at the Mallin House with an appetite
| for supper, and the second object of our trip accomplished, relaxed
physically. The mental relaxation we now enjoy m retrospectlng the
pleasant, features or the trip. The unpleasant remembrances consist in
venturing to the beach without the means to return, and in depending
upon finding guides there.
If auy of your readers desire an excellent days Bporfc in Barnegat Bay,
let him first write to Sum King at the Mullio House and we will guaran¬
tee that he will make Lhe best possible arrangement for them to go in
comfort and be well pleased with the trip.
Long, M. D.

|
i
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|
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Bat why does not our correspondent state the charges for
hoat, guide, etc., on his successful attempt.—[Ed.
DUCKING

ON

SHINNECOCK.

New York, April 5th, 1816,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The writer returned from Wm. Lanes on Saturday last, bringing with
him two geese and about Ihirty broadbills, the result of a week’s shoot
ing. Owing to the great nambei of “southeaatera” recently Old Shinnecock was so full of water r hat it was impossible to flud a sand-bar
to stand a goose rig upon. It was not until the morning I left that the
tide was low enough to stand out the live stool. I may add here that
Lane has fcwcuty-two of the best “stoolers” in that or South Bay, and
When set out on a bar, giving out their bonk! honk! to a bnneh of their
wild fellows it is rarely that they do not bring thorn within the range or
the expectant, sportsmen who have been so carefully concealed by Lane
iu the sedge boxes. The bay is filled with ducks, broadbill and redheads
predominating, but owing to severe weather aud high winds It. was im¬
possible to lay a battery, so all of my birds were shot from shore blinds.
Lane has a large comfortable house situated on the shore of the bay,
With every convenience for sportsmeu, he himself being one of the
greatest attractions, for no one can help enjoying themselves while in
his company, he being a perfect gunner, well schooled in everything
pertaining to liis craft. His fund of anecdote Is large, and after a day
well spent on the bay it is a pleasure to draw up by a big wood fire and
listen to his recollections of wonderful shots and bags made on Sliinnecock’s shores and bosom. The kitchen is conducted by Mrs. Lane in a
manner that would bring health and appetite to a dyspeptic. 1 shall
long remember with pleasure ttie hours I have spent in hir pleasant
dining room, and hope to spend many more in the same place. No
gunner is allowed to leave the house in the morning, no matter what tbc
hour, without a hot breakfast, and a good one at that, for the motto
there is “A full stomach makes a clear eye and a steady huud.” In my
enumeration of the virtues of the place I must not omit to mention
“George,” Capt. Lane's helper. Wi.at he does not know about sailing,
picking up crippled ducks, and awimnnug geese is not worth kuowiog.
The heaviest flight of geese has yet. to come, and sportsmen who go
down any lime before the 25th of April will have good shooting.
Scaur.

found us in camp without meat. Leaving Dr. B. in camp to build a lire
and cut broiling sticks, Ed, Mock and I took lo (he cedar brake for tur¬
keys. We had been out about half an hour, when bnngl weuL Mack’s
No. 10. Looking off in the direction of the report, we saw a scattered
flock of about fifteen turkeys flying towards.us. They toon begun to
call, and Ed and l taking the course, wo each bagged a fine gobbler. It
now being late, we left for camp, where we found Mack preparing his—
a gobbler—for supper. The tor keys being cleuned, wo each broiled ns
quantum svfficit, and gathered around the pile of bread. To say we ate
heartily would be drawing it mild. Wu ate an abundance, especially of
the fat turkey. 1 said fat tarkey: they get so fat here that when shot fly
ing, a fall or twenty feet on the ground very often hursts them open.
Supper being over, and not caring to go lo the roosts, we. built a huge
fire of cedar and mesquite (Acacia vei'a) logs, talked over the next day’s
doings for an hour or so, till one by one, getting sleepy, wc 1 oiled our¬
selves up in a blanket to dream of turkey hens and gobblers all through
the night. Next morning found us all right, though Mr. T. reared sev¬
eral times daring the night he would be devonred by wolves, or attacked
by a panther, cither of which might occur here, as we are troubled with
a goodly number of both, and their howls tfbd screams were repeatedly
heard during the night.
As we had oDly killed three turkeys 1 he day before, we concluded to
make up the deficit on the next. Each man taking his course, started
oat with great expectations, We will leave you to judge whether they
were realized or not. A little after annuown the last man reported, aud
deposited Ids game on the common pile. A count is made, aud isfonnd
to foot up eleven for this day, making a total of fourteen turkeys—
twelve gobblers and two hens. Next morning we started home, the Dr,
to drive down the creek to the mouth of the canyon, white we skirted
the lakes for more game. At the meeting point we added to the Dr ’s
load several more gobblers and a fat back, Mr. T. had the good luck
to find lhe deer in easy range, about three hundred yards from our place
of meeting. One charge of BB. shot did the work. We now bad a
load—seventeen gobblers, two hens, and a large deer, we having eaten
two gobblers in camp, made ns a total of twenty-one fat turkeys and a
fat venison, in less than two days’ hunt. On arriving home, father and
Mack skinned the deer, while Ed and I on our ponies carried Christmas
dinner to our neighbors.
J. T. B.

Unfioiwl jjnstimes.

Grisenfort, L. L) March 16th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Bear Forest and Stream I have just received the extra numbers of
the Gale Loring article, and return my thanks. I have received a letter
concerning him from Mr. Charles S. Cleaves, Biddeford, Maine, and one
jot his friends, and I make an extract or two from his letter which you
can use if do inclined,
“Cale and myself were out in a good cover on the banks of Saco River,
where he shot 38 out of 40 woodcock; and Cora, his dog* made a good
point on a live bird with a dead one in its mouth. Aud what you say
of his big single gun, with which he killed the last one of the seven old
tsquaws, reminds me of another instance of his skill with u. I was
once with Cale at the ‘shanty,’ when he exclaimed that he heard geese!
Taking our spy-glass we saw there were eight geese on a sand-bar down
at lhe Partings, as we called it. We put two double guns and the Dig
single gun imo his little float, and lie started off against fluod tide and
head wind in pursuit. Presently, aR the fowl were about to fly, bang!
bang! went liis heavy 14-pound double gun: aud jmnping to his knees
w ith his light double gun he fired two more in quick succession, and seven
of the geese were dow n. ‘O!’ I cried,‘he has lost one of them,’ when
bang went the old tingle gnu, and down came the last of eight large,
"heavy geese, He had sculled a mile and a half agaiust wind aud tide,
and his uerves were still steady enough to kill off a whole flock of that
shyest and tongbest of sea-fowl.”
Isaac MgLbllan.

New Yoke Athletic. Club.—The seventh annual spring
games of the New York Athletic Club will be buhl at their
grounds, Mott Avenue aud 150th street, Molt llaven, New
York city, on Tuesday, May 301 b, 1870 i Decoration Day),
to commence promptly at 1:30 P. M. The following games
will be open to nil amateurs: 100 yards, 440 yards; half
mile and one mile running, 120 yards hurdle, ouu and three
mile walks, Tunniug high aud running broad jumps, put¬
ting the shot, aud throwing the hammer. Entries will be
received up to 3 o’clock P. M. on Saturday, May 20'. Contest¬
ants must describe (heir colors and uniform; the latter
must consist of shirt and trunks or drawers extending to
the knees. No competitor will be allowed to enter under
a false name, and the club reserve the right of refusing
any entry. The same person may enter iti any one or all
of the games, but his entry must specify those iu which
he intends to compete. In order toiusure bowtfide entries,
an entrance fee ol $2 will he charged for each game, which
money will be returned to all persons who compete. Our
definition of an amateur is as follows:—An amateur is any
person who has never competed in an open competition for
a stake, or for public mouey, or for admission money, or wilh
professionals for a prize, public money, or admission
money; nor has ever, at any period of his life, taught or
assisted in the pursuit of a'lilelic exercises as a means of
livelihood, nor is a mechanic, artisan, or laborer. All en¬
tries must be accompanied by a certificate from some wellknown athletic or rowing association, or from some person
known to the club, that the person entering is an amateur
under our rules. Alfred H. Curtis, Secretary, box 2003
New YTork P. O.

Another correspondent sends us from Biddeford, Maine,
a similar recital of the above circumstances.—Ed.

—The following is (he score of the chess tourney now jg
progress iu this city up to the 9th inst:—

ANOTHER TRIBUTE TO CALE LORING.

PENN

YAN

NOTES.
Penn Yam, March 31st, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Oscar Conkling, of this place, discerned a flock of nineteen wild
geese in a rye field hear this place a few days since and succeeded in
stalking near enough to obtain a double shot, bagging four birds. The
next thing on the programme was a trap shoot between W. B. Sheldon
and H. D. Pratt, at 26 yards rise, 1* oz. shot, No. 8, ten birds each, with
this result:—
Nume.
Score.
Total.
Sheldon.111! 110111
9
Trait. llOlilllll
9
They then went back to 31 yards, and shot at three birds each, Pratt
killing two, Sheldon none. Each man used Sheldon’s gun, a Scott
breech-loader, which he ordered through a house m Boston, made a
cording to his directions. It is a .12-bore 30 inch barrel, and weighs 71
pounds, and makes a better target than the crack Scott gun owned by
Capt. Bogardus, or than any target ever published. I should have n
Honed in the proper place above, that at the 31 yards distance six paper
shells were used loaded with 3 drs. of powder and 1 oz, of No. 7 shot .
With but one exception all the birds shot at were hit.
A, Pitt.

WILD

TURKEYS

IN

TEXAS.

Round Mountain, Texas, January 21st, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Our climate being so mild, it requires but little time and expense to
prepare for a few days’ camp life. Most generally here—on the frontier
—hunting parties go out on horseback, taking some bread, coffee, and
salt, with a blanket or two each for bedding. Should they expect to be
gone a week they make better preparations, taking a wagon and more
provisions.
Thursday noon being the time set to start on our last excursion, we
got every thing ready in the morning. By patting in the wagou cornbread, coffee, and salt enough for two days’ rations for four, Rome of my
fellow sportsmen would think perhaps they would surely starve with so
small au assortment of edibles, but would find oat their mistake were
they to visit oar country. Though they may not eat cornbread at home,
In Texas, they would say it was the sweetest and best bread they bad
ever eaten, and call for it three times a day.
But I am getting off the track. We were all ready to drive to the
hunting ground as soon as the horses were harnessed. Here comes
Mack B. with two Spanish caballos. He is driviug in off the range.
While Mack and I fasten the ponies to the wagon, Hr. B. and Mt. T.
make themaelves comfortable on the spring seat. The last trace is
hooked, and Mack and I take reserved sects on the provision box. The
ponies not having been U6ed lately, and their stomachs being well filled
with that most delicious grass, cailed mesquilF, start off at a brisk trot*
soon leaving the old cabin home far in Lho roar. A three hours’drive
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—The following opening game? have been played this
month by the professional clubs chiefly with semiproi'essisnal nines:—
March 20—New Haven vs. Star, at Sow Haven. 8 (o 1
April
"
“
11
■'
“
■-

5—Lonisvillc vs. Memphis, at Memphis.13
5—Picked Niue vs. Alldetic, al Philadelphia_3
5—Philadelphia vs. Klcine. ul Pbl.adelpbia. 8
fi—st. Louis vs. ricked b ine, at St Louis.12
tl—Louisville vs. Memphis, al. Memphis..13
O—Brooklyn vs. FiehL at Capitolina Ground..21
B—New Haven vs. Star at New Haven.13

to 5
(o 7
to «
to 4
lo 1
loo
to 4

—The professional games to he played this month are as
follows:
April 14, Boston vs. New Haven, at New Haveu.
April 15, Boston vs. New Haven, at Boston.
April 17, New nmen vs. Live Oak, at L.vnn.
April 22, Bosrou vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia,
April 34, Boston vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia.
April 25, Louisville vs. Chicago, at Lonisvillc.
April 27, Louisville vs. Chicago, at Louisville.

—An article in DeWitl's Base Ball Guide on base ball
pitching says:—
"There are three primary elements required in a suc¬
cessful pitcher, without which no man cam ever excel in
the position. The first is the .command of the ball; the
second is pluck iu facing the swiftest batted bulls, aud
the third if the judgment to outwit your adversary at lhe
hat. Tlie power to pitch a swift ball, and the endurance
to withstand the fatigue of a long game, and also the con¬
trol Of temper sufficient lo hear wilh lhe annoyances of
poor support in tlie field, are also among the requisites of
a first-class pitcher. But these holer qualities would bo
next to useless without the former, while, on lhe othev
hand, a pitcher may he successful even if lie can neither pilch
swift, endure the work of his position long, nor keep his
lempur when chances for outs me missed. Bui.speed with¬
out coinmaud of the ball is too cosily to pay, and lack of
pluck prevents the use of a man's judgment, and without
a nuiu uses his brains in pitching lie becomes a mere ma¬
chine player, and n pitcher any skillful and experienced
batsman can punish.
—The SimsiUe Journal says: “The Philadelphia Club
players of 1876 have been prelly well distributed among the
league clubs, McGeary is iri the St Louis nine. Zeltlin
of the Chicago and Philadelphia nines of 1875, is to replace
MeBridge in the Athletics, in which nine Mcyerle is to play
second base this year. Fisher, thrown out of the Philadel¬
phia team last September, is iu lho (Jiueiunati chib now.
Addy, a reliable man, is in the Chicago nine. Snyder,
another good and true man, as also Fqiiher, who is
thoroughly reliable, are in tbc Louisville club, and Murium
and Borden In the Boston. Ilighum, of the Mutuals of
1875, is now iti the Hurl fords. Treaty, Malone, Mc.Mullin
anil Nelson have not yet been engaged, but doubtless they
will he.”
—The amateur clubs turned out for field practice aL
Prospect Park on April 8th for the first time this season.
Members of I he Nameless, Produce Exchange, and Winona
clubs, played a game together. The Osceoiaa, under Capt.
Toby Smith of the old Star Club, will open play at the
Park next Saturday. There was a game played at lho
Park on Saturday between nines of the Register and Comp¬
troller’s offices of Brooklyn. The Register's nine register¬
ed the fewest rung and consequently their adversaries con¬
trolled the game.
—A New Haven paper savs that tiro New Havens •start
oil on a Southern trip about lire 20tk of May, to be absent
about three weeks, dining which time they will play in
many Western and Southern cities, several limes with pro¬
fessionals, and a number of games wilh noil-professionals
also. The New England exhibition trip of the Bostons
and New Havens is being arranged. The two clubs will
play together at least one week. The first game will lake
place at Boston on Monday, April lTili.
—A Philadelphia paper says: "There are four good
amateur clubs in San Francisco, including the re-organized
Eagles, Californians, Alerts and San Francisco—who, in
order to keep peace with lhe times, have changed their
name lo the Centennials. It lias been determined to hold
a grand baseball tournament in this city next summer, as
the Centennial celebration would hardly be complete with¬
out an exhibition of out’ national game.”
—On Friday next the insl of lhe series of professional
club contests for the championship of lhe United Stales,
takes place at New Haven, when lhe Boston and New
Haven club nines will enter the list together for the first
time. The next day the two nines play in Boston, it being
the opening match of the season in that city.
—The St,. Louis Reds have so far engaged Croft, Magner,
Morgan, Owan, Redmond and Dolan. Manager MoNeary
is on East looking up other players, and will return soon
with the number required to complete the nine. Dolan
will be remembered as having caught for the Louisville
Olympics a portion of last summer.
—LulT, formerly of lhe New Havens, has joined the
Olympics of Memphis. He has the reputation of being a
fine hall-player, and it really looks as if our Memphis
friends art: bent Cm organizing a good team. Barrne will
be their catehor, and Clinton their pitcher-—two good men.

The figures indicate won games, the cyphers lost games
and the dashes for games not played or drawn.
—The following is the latest placing of the field nines
of the professional clubs, of which ten will enter the arena
for the United States championship, and eight for the
League Association pennant:—
Athletic.—Coons c-., Kuightp., Fisler 1st b., FuDserSa b., Sutton
3a b.. Force s. s., Hall 1.1., Eggler c. f., and Mcyerle, r. r.
Bkooklyn —Hicks c,, Matthews p., Start 1st b., Crave: 2d hNich¬
ols 3d b., Hallman s. s., Boom 1.1., Shandley c. f,, audHojtt, r. f.
Boston.—McGinley e., Borden p., Muruan 1-’ !>., Leonard 2d b„
8cbafer3db,, G. Wright 8. s., Parks 1. f., O’Rourke c. f .andiMimmug r. /.
Chicago.—White c., Spalding p., McVey 1st b., Barnes 2d b., Andrew
3d b., Peters a. a., Glen 1. f., Hines c. f., and Addy r. f.
Cincinnati.—Pierson e , Avery p., Fisher 1st b , ifweasy 2d b., Booth
3d b., Kessler s. s., Snerdenl. f., Jonesc. f., and Clark r. f.
Harti-ohd.—Allison c., Commings p., Mills 1st b.. Burdock 2d b.,
Ferguson 3d b., Carey s. s., York 1. f., Remsen c. f., audiligbaui c. f.
Louisville.—Snyder c., Devlin p.. Carbine 1st b , GerbardtSd b.,
Hague 3d b., Fulmer s. s., Ryan 1. L, Hastings c f , and Bechtel r, f.
New Haves.—Seward c., Nichols p., Caisiday 1st b., Hnnnnervell
2d b.. Spence 3d b., S. Wright s. s., Paion 1. f., Wain c. f., and Knowdell r. f.
PhilAuelphia.—Crawley c., Zottlein p.. Weaver 1st b., Slic'zlm 2d
b., Pfeiffer 3d b., Nelsou s. s., Selmlfci 1. I'., Warner c l.,uudMasou
r. f.
St. Louis—Clapp c,, Bradley p., Delhnm, 1st b., Bnltiu 2d b , MeGeary 3d b,, Pearce s.
Culbbert t, fPike n. f. nod Wang r, f.

—The players regularly engaged for the Cincinnati club
for this season are as follows, so says tlie League book:—
Charles II. Gould, Samuel J. Fields, William 0. Fisher,
Charles J. Sweasy, Henry Kessler, Emanuel Snyder, Charles
W. Jones, Robert Clack, David P. Pierson, A. S. Booth.
—De Witt’s Base Ball Guide, containing both the ama¬
teur and professional code of playing rules for 1876, logether with special instructions to umpires, making in all
a hook of 100 pages of instructive mu Her, illustrated wilh
cuts, will be issued next Saturday.
—The Brooklyn professionals began field practice on
April 6th, and they have been playing against field nines
every fine day since then. This w eek Graver and Shandiey will take their places in the nine and work will com¬
mence in earnest.
Tlie Yale University nine for 1870 will be as follows:
Morgan, o.; Bigelow, p.; Downer, 1st b.; Carter, 2d b
Abbott, 3db.; Wheaton, s. s.; Thompson, 1. f.; Williams,
c. f.; Plait, r. f. They were to have commenced play last
week.
—Golden, the swift pitcher of lhe Westerns of 1876, and
who also pitched for the Chinagos after Zettlin was sent
away, is to pitch for the sum-professional Stars of Coviugton this season
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FOREST AND STREAM
§otdn and j$e§ortii for^ort§men.
GRAND

BELMONT

The undersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent Killcs,

"with

Marlin’s Improvement.

THE ROD AND GUN CLUB,

AND WILL SHORTLY POT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Sliort and Lon? Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles

OF

OP ANY CALIBRE. RIM AND CENTRE-PIRE.

SPRINGFIELD, JLU3S.,

SC HOVER LING
jan20 3m
Established in 1843.

R.

&

DALY,

Nos. 84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

H. ALLEN & CO.

SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.

THOR SALE-A FINE SCOTT & SONS’
_1J Double Breech-loading Gnn; 12-gailee, 30-inch

They containtueat and that anti-ecorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture or dog
food is secured to us by patvnf; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped * SpratUs Patent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. 0. de LUZE,
18 Sonth William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
ap!13_

barrels, 7 lbB. 3 oz. weight, top lever, doable bolt, re¬
bounding locks, etc. Cost $225; will be sold for $150.
Good as new. Address H. SMITH at this office. It

■jVq'EW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.

BOGS, and SH00TUNG.W
Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

A Remarkable Desk.

“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to a canal boat/'—John C. New. Treasurer
United Stales.

“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
U. S. Camp Lounge Co., |
TSOT, 17.?. Circular,Pros.kI
Very Small.
fjt
Price $3
I"
i= ®

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted
is the standard With sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
Cr*.’-. 102 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway,

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS A SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Capt. A. H. Bogaiudus, “ChampionWing-Shot” of
America. Illustrated. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOWL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.

PURE BRED BETTER PUPS FOR
For sale — a thoroughbred

Boston, Mass.

ap!6 6m

KENNEL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Arnold Budges, late editor American SporUmm.
Giving foil practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking and Kennel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported and Native Dogs in the U. S
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo., $4. Half Calf, $7.50.

SETTER DOG, well broken, and very staunch
on Quail. Woodcock, and Snipe; fonr years old; color
blue. Address D. ALLERTUN, Jr., Mount Vernon,
Westchester Co,, N, Y. Price. $150._aplfi 2t

English

stud

setter

Lemon
STUD

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
N. Y. Agency—John R. Anderson, 363 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggener & Co., 430 Walnut.
Boston—J. F. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
ap!6

TTIE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

Chicaeo & Northwestern Railway.

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiuting from Chicago.
Like the fiDgers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, anl cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pashes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond da Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba,to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St, Panl and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peter, Mankato, New Ulm, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another Hue starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
Galina and Dubnque, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward,*and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named is the “GREAT
TRANS-CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento, San Francisco, ana all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN¬
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEECE, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
like. Pickerel, and Bass Fishiug a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines or this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in tho West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago,
nplfi

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, ORESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEt/UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for BALT WATER SPORT AFTER B’IN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gun’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, GenT Manager._feb!7 If
FOK SALE, OR TO

LET.

and white, Irish red,

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is 21 Tories, frame, 40 feet Tront and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first Jloor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellurranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery.
The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the bouse stands. A Paper Mill
at the north pnd of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant"
and healthy; for manufacturers it is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch2 Gin 47 Broad street. Now York.

FLORIDA

DOGS TRAINED.
taught

Setters and pointers

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for$5(>.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
* novI8 6m

H

enry Gardner, m. d., has constant¬
ly on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogB of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth uve., N. Y.
Oct22

MANNING’S

VERMONT.

(St John’B River),

PALATKA, FLORIDA.
Open from November to May.
An unfailing supply of pure water from Artesiuu
Wells on the premises.

The

Equinox

House,

(Fopt of Mfc. Equinox),

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

FROM

Llevvellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold- For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario. Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge.
.fcb24 3m

AND

The Putnam House,

from

Thos. Statter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve hitches
at $10 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY C. KNOX,
mr.hh 3m_Enon, Penn.
and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting Dogs for sale.
L. R. MORRIS, Campbell’s Station.
mch9 8t
Guernsey Co„ Ohio.

Manufactured in three sizes and three grades by the

afforded hy their lints for reaching most of the TROT1NG PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS.' avoid the difficulties and aangeiB of reabipment, while ihe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

AMERICAN

sale. Pedigrees. M. VON GULIN. Delaware
City, Del._dec23 eow6m

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.W SIMMONS & SON,

THE

%*To be had through any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
&CO..N.Y.
mch4612t

Manufactured only by

Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be snre of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y
Superior Facilities

Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be had by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mrirl ilt_Secretary.

Oquossoc Angling Association, Rangely Latte,
Maine. Largest Brook Trout east of Rocky Hountains. Apply at Forest and Stream office.
ap!13 4t

In the Golden, Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proor
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the ont-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining the bed; points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.”

L870.

Will bo offered.

or sale—one share in the

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality dnek), In the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each sait is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Yisored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can famish to order any size required, at a
moment's notice.

S7,

SPECIAL PRIZES

F

SHOOTING SUIT

and

ber of valuable

NEW-YORK CITY.

BOSTON

SO

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Club Prizes, a large num¬

i above at 180 and 101 Water
P. O. Box 376,

NEW

April

i, 1S08.

For

THE

TO SPORTSMEN:

Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show
Respectfully invite attention to the

Founded July

Agricultural Implements,Machines
Seeds and Fertilizers,

A cheap bat. reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-making. Haunts and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Jon reals. ’Sent, post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
ap!13 3m_F. K. POND. Montello, Wis.

HOTEL,

023 and 025 Washington Street, Boston, Mass...
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
bystreet cars and si ages. Elevators, stqam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantages afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mcn30 6m_HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

Open from Jane to October.
Address, by mail or telegraph,

F. Hi ORVIS,
At Palatka from October 25 to April 25.
..DOolobergS.

1JIO CENTENNIAL VISITORS.

The Grand Exposition Hotel,
At the
Intersection of GIRARD and LANCASTER A vs.,
(only ten minutes' walk from the CENTENNIAL
BUILDINGS), conducted on the European plan, will
be open for the reception of guests April 15, 1870.
N. B.—This is one of tho
LARGEST HOTELS IN THE WORLD,
and is built entirely of brick, having 3,325 rooms;
also, large brick stables attached. Only fifteen 7ninutes’ drive from the celebrated BELMONT DRIVING
PARK and Race Course. For foil particulars, ad¬
dress M. RILEY, Manager of the Grand Exposition
Hotel Co. (limited), Philadelphia, late of Continental
Hotel, Philadelphia, and of Congress Hall Saratoga.
mchBO 3t

Charleston Hotel.
III
For

1876,

WILL BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,

S

itta Edition.Price, 50 Cents.
Edition. Cloth and Gilt Edged. .. Price, 81.00.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, $2.00.

E. II. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
CHARLESTON, S. C.
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN THE
CITY.
BILLIARD PARLOR IN THE HOTEL.
Celebrated Artesian Baiba on first and second
floors. Ticket office and telegraph office in hotel.
feb24 tf
THE

ONLY

Bromfield House,
31essenger

INTERN ATKINA L YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
janl3 tf

Rontou tWnss.

The House for Sportsmen.
fehir tf.

GRAND

‘THINE GUN FOR SALE—A CENTRAL
_D
lire, 30'inch, 7 ponnd 3 ounces 7VESTLEY
RICHARDS GUN, with sole leather cose and imple¬
ments complete; cost $1111.); serviceable as new, and
sold for want of use. Price $135, cash, or will trade
for good. gentle saddle or harness mare. Address
OVERTON LEA.
apl6 3t
Brentwood, Davidson Co., Tenn,

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,

NATIONAL HOTEL,
Jacksonville, Fla.,

George MeGInley, Prop.

THIS

$4 per Dny

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS

brick house of modem etrpctnre, and rnmiehed
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any hotel in the South.
Dec30-tf
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
T

BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
'

CONTINENTAL (GO feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (60 feet), 1 r.»4 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power Co.,

COURTLANDT

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND STORTING

»T.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking:, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad st., Boston; 19 Exchange st.. Buffalo'; 9 State st., Chicago; 327 N. Second at., St. Louis
Agenciea in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dee3

GUNPOWDER.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont's
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

The stronge?t and cleanest. Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb, canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very Blight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

BUILDERS

POWDER

OF

3TEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIlt MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
7
Igr SBND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIKCIILAR._aplB 3m

DUl’ONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),

W IT Vanity Fair.

PHERE CAN BE NO GREATER FORL tability without serioUB defects They are the only
irtable boats that are equal to the very best whole
for local iiRe.
jySMPly

“
* A Tf.
fn nii the
thi^huof
It is
is shfivprl
shaved from
best Mofn.
Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make tlio tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
VVM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
Pekkcess Tobacco WonKs,
Rochester, SI. Y.

St. Augustine, Florida.

From Seth Green, Kept. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
1 Hud Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have list'd
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be Srst-class.

One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
d but little used; made by English, of Peierboro;
ice $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
d risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
Magnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.
' meb9 tf

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid resource in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
With Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

CANOE FOR SALE,
Lt

KUSHTON’S

ortable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, arc It to 15 feet long,
,have ample cipacity for from one to four persons

_

For Cigarettes,
A cigarette is an interlude to the Berioas habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair baa no equal. Best dealers have it

Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Of any Desired Lengc.li and Size.

'

amping Tents
anvas

Boats

ater-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAFPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
be public. ..
Flexible at all times. Will not grow
;, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Orby
j1 received and
itim promptly
luuiiiuliv filled
uncu Oy
RADFORD ft.
ANTTFIONV Boston,
limoi
RADFORD
& ANTHONY.
Mass.
&.MES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
uiwn oo
ouDi, 0,18
-urouuway, jn
V.
UOMPSON
& SON,
3!ISBroadway,
N.. Y
HOMA8 II. R.TCTCSl
HR S,
S TTifiVi
ciir«r,i Phil
T»n a.
HOMAS
BEES, 36
Fil th street,
• W. -LEANE »& CO., 67 \Y. Platt street, Baltimore.
11 goods nave my personal supervision.

-23

0. TAFPAN, Greenwood, Mass.

iat Awnings and Tents,

From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
We have received from Messrs. Kimball (fe Co,, of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
miokers.

THE

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have lon°- felt—a
pipe which shall give Bimply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
imelling liquid in stem or bowl, bnt is always clean
and sweet. The howl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a Tew days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
When not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5e.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

For Hunting and Fishing,

A

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder In Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of nil kind* and descriptions.
For gale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’a “Electric0 Powder.

kee1’ *teme’etcJ. H. RUS1TT0N, Mnnnf’r,
Canton, St. Lawrence Co.. N. Y.

nch9 3m

From A. JB, Lnmherton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp Are and by the hearth, I believe It in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not Are
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the m plus ultra
of natural leaf!

Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

SPECIALTY,

All widths and weights of
ER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
rders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
ly part of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD.
Chili 3m
71 West, Broadway, N. Y.

Zoological Garden.
'AIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
n everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
i, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
Iren under twelve, 10 cents.
jnnfi ly
I" APLB
SYRUP
IN
AIRTIGHT
L gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon. , No charge for
. R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt<
>t, 11—tf.

nov!8 tf

J. H, Hubbard,
Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of I lb. only.

J IYE BULL MOOSE PQR SALE—
JLJ Price, $200; delivered anywhere this Bide of
Kansas. Inquire at this oflice,
ap!0 2l

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the laat being the fineBt.
Packed iu wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 121 lba„
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and 1 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND STZES PACKED IN
WOOD OH METAL KEGS OF 35 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN

&

RAND POWDER Co.,

21 Park Row, N. Y.
■a-u
uaGUia OilHiu VI ULUUUVY
iWUUUl*
mended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARUUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot of the World.”

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities be claims for bia powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report.
Less Heating of the Darrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, anil
100 rounds in auy position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Hittmar Powder” of your dealer,
)r address the

Hazard's “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine> to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb, canisters and 6 J lb.
kege. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short gunB.
Hazard a ‘Buck Shooting.”
Nob. 1 (line) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6J- and 12^ lb. kegs. Borns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably clo$c, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services *
bie for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG* FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12fc and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong
tyifirf
clTid FFG
WEV2. are
own favorite brands
moist. nTHl'R’WW/i
The FFFG and
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny^ agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

88 Wall Street. New York.
CELEBRATED

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder American Dogs.

A T?T-?T4?a DA DUD
UVU>
THTVHATTTn
pARKIES PAPER
OR
METALLIC
V-/ SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
elides, weighs but 1* pounds, and is only
inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the sbellB, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
*
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
•
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
iy22rly
,N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls.Kan,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. ] to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispimra
5 ’
J
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address
FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

CO.,

PISCICULTURE
The West Barnstable (Mass.; Hatching W'orka arc
offered for sale. The various ponds and tanka arc
abundantly fed by springs unvarying in temperature.
Six acres of land, dwelling house, n large Ice-house,
etc,, etc., within five minutes1 walk of the depot.
Three thousand adult tront, aud 20,000 fry of this years’
hatching. A more complete establishment is uot to
be found In the country. It received the first, prize of
$300 from the Massachusetts Agricultural Society in
1872, and a medal from the Sooicte d’ Acclimation, of
Paris, in 1873, for “Excellent Fish Farm.” Apply to
E. DEXTER, No. 46 Chestnut st., Boston.
mar 23-tf

10,000 Brook Trout For Sale.

FOR TABLE USE OR STOCKING PURPOSES,

Also, 300,000 Brook Trout Fry.
Gentlemen wishing to stock Preserves now is their
time. Prices low. Fry feeding well and healthy.
WM. H. CROWELL,
mch9 2m
Ludlow, McKean Co., Penn.
Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Curley’s Nebraska,
*

Bv
By the

Special Comniseioner of the London Meld.
"A most excellent work.”— 2V. Y. Independent*
“Executed with evident painstalciug sagacity und
ability.”—Philadelphia Press.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Consult ‘Nebraska. "—London Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive auy information it doea
not contain."—Laud mill Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial."—Lon.
don Field.
The reviews are nnanimonsly favorable, and tlioy
Would fill a volume larger than "Curley's Nebraska/'
AMERICAN NEWS CO„ Nassau St,
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO„ Broadway, N. y,

FOREST AND STREAM,
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The Most Approved . System

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

Breech Loading,Sporting
And

Military 1 Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,
AOCUBACY,

Penetration, Durability5 Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed,

gREVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE

IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send dor Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
WhitnoyvilUs, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

‘REMINGTON’S’

Cartridge Loader,

FINE

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d—Pape.
Davidson,
3d—Pape.Pape.
Ont of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having it? ecore false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
we*kB in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
!et—Pape...Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3* dr. to H oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2* oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sab. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf_NO AGENTS.

H. C. Squires/0- '£"1“:°““'

WEBB’S PATENT.
THE
For loading Paper and Metal Shell?, or ca?es—for Brccch-loading Shot Guns—
Combining Powder and Shot Measures—Crimper—Cutter—Wad Starter—Rammer
—m fact all that is necessary to load Shells in one machine.

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1875.

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made to Oi-der

FROM STOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $G5 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard, - - - - 115
u
National, - - 140 “
Challenge, - - - 1HO *•
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others reqr.irimr Guns
•*'»ilt. on
DOUBLE-CLOSE
SHOOTING,
our new system for L~
-- —--—,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 2i> Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

N otice.
During tbe Centennial Exhibition (at which we
shall De present to exhibit onr aims) our New York
Branch Office will be temporarily closed.
As new sample gnus are now being made for the
Exhibition, we will therefore dispose of onr present
sample Breech Loading Guns at a discount of twenty
percenr. Particulars of Gnns on sale forwarded on
application.
_ _ _ "_
J. & W. TOLLEY,
gfl Maiden Lane, New Yorit.
Jyi

Length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.
Discount to Dealers*

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
Nos. 281 and 283
Armory, Ilion, X. Y.

Broadway,

N. I'.

P. O. Bos 0994.

W. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-iuch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shull offer to individnal sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz; $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to seenre one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to ray stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holablrd’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Tiade enpplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and inclnding Game Law-s for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st._jan!3 ly

Paper and Metallic Shells

Breech Loading Shot. Guns,
Mannfactnred by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNTHE STURT EV ANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of *teel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobos’ patent waterproof primer?, never miss lire, and are
Iijghly prized hv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
ontlav for improved material?, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant onr BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal ro any imported. They arc sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
luqnire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not ?old at retail by the mann factorers.
dec23 tf

J. D. DOUGALL'S
Express Guns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

59 St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Kifles.

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURES OF THE

Dane Breech Leading Shot Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech Snap Adtion.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my27

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.390, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY'S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech Loadinj; Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cipa easily extruded from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missttrest The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid In its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missflre
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either In steel or iron. These shells
arv finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2$- to .11 inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, car. bo obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. UB«. E. HART <fe CO., 363 and 365 Market St., Newark, N. J. _

From Captain Bpgsirdns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Mas ana. GBOnc.it E. Hart <fc Co.,
.
_
.
_
Gentlemen-The fifty shells I received from yon to-day salt me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall dm them in all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly.
mavIS-lv
A. H Bosardob.

PRICE LISTS, &c,> ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 NT. J AMES NTREET, LON DO V

SNEIDEK
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.

Muzzle-Loading Gnus Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIHD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

S14 "W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & POWELL.
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.
menl, of Rifies
of
known and
littblu maker?,
Jind having
.
.
_manufacturers,
___ —-i able to sell at
made special arrangements with tne
thoir prices. Have
.Inst, received
c.vaah*-—t
mmm
_ -a stock j*
of jH-ia-rp
SHARPS NEW LINE OP
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
arid examine. They will be cheerfully thowu to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Showing. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the IQftyard range^n ihe premisesLiberal arrangements

KEEP THIS CHECK IN SIGHT

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTIi and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in thi3 new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. A P. feel sore it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold gripB now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap*
plication, and orders may bf* forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 With No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000
DOLLARS

General Accident
TICKET,

35

Cents

ONE DAY.

252
Broadway, New York.

ACCIDENT

POLICIES by the month or
iyear for any amount, from
$1,000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to

Hartford Accident Ins. Co., euc“ 81i00°

INSURANCE.

OF HABTFOBD, CONN.
W. A.. ABMSTBONG,

Manager:

aug26-tf
Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for $100.

E&

H.

ANTHONY

&

CO.T 591

. Broadway, N, Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Cbromoa and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopcs, Megftlerboscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. I'hoto-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition
aufr-ly

W. W. GREENER’S

ROUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNto. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Grout Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating *3 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
m all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
leas powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. Mc¬
Laren, Williams »& Co., Agents, Et.
Louis. U. S. A. Address
VV- W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham. England.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Guns of* all
Ut'scriplions.
Gnns bored to ehoot clone and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocka—bent, crooked, or
straight—wartauted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Engli.li chilled shot, In 28-lb. baga.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
febZly_Corner of Dock Square.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, u
KAY’S IMPROVED 81IOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 12 gangea are
now on the market,
Jy31y

FOREST AND STREAM
NOW
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HUiVDY.

Waterproof,

THE ORVIS REEL.

Mildew-proof,
AND

Moth-proof
HUNTING,

FISHING

Garments,

IIOLABIRD’S CELEBR ATED SUITS.
Waturprobf and Mildew proof, complete .$20.00
“
Wading.luckets .
6.00

TBEATEO nr AS

CAMP TENTS,
for fonr persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Tea feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Do^ Biscuits,
NO 3,—This Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished, Ts perforated to make it light, and keep it
ree from sand, also that tile line may diy without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
dick. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is morn compact and less cmitoberjoine than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Jase, price $5.
,
NO. 2—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent hv mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express. C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price LisL of Fishing Rods and Reels. .Mention this paper.

Made of untritive bone and muscle making material,
and Is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25,'and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

PROCESS.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belie, Patented November 9th, 1875.
Improved
method of securing Sheila in Belts aud Vests either
end up.
KVKliY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY, FUSTIAN, TAN COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illuslrnled Price List sent on Application.

C. F. 01.VIS & (JO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

IMPROVED

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. C. HENNING,

J. B. Crook & Co.,

410 Seventh Street,
Apr 29 ly

WASHINGTON CITY.

MANUViCTUBEKB A

VNDRliW CLERIC .St CO.

48 Maiden lane, N. Y.
IMPORTE118. MANUFACTURERS AND DHALER8 IN

Fishine Tackle,

On hand tile largest and Dost assortment ever exlibitedin the United Stales. They particularly call
ittention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
>n Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasqne.Islands Rasa Lines,
vaterproof BraidedSilk LineB, every size and duality of

HLK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of
FISH
ROOKS.
Parties lilted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
he Adirondack 8, &c., &c.
spin Bamboo, Trent and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needlea

Manufacturers of
SO Fulton St., N. Y.

Creen

Heart Rods,

for Trent. Base and Salmon.

"NORRIS
FOR
Salmon, and
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels, 1 Linen,
Leaders, FIv-Books, ifcc.
Trout,

THADDEUS

McBride

Fishing Tackle,
Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
md other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER,
BREECH AND MUZZLE I.OA1IINU GUNS,
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lot

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.
PATENT

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

NORRIS,

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Having

Hods, Beets. Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Balls, Fisli Hooks. Ac.

Hart’s .Metallic. Slid Is.

FLY RODS.
Janl3-Iy

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
issortinent of

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
bevt quality of water-proof duck, light ton color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire bihc, $15.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Elies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, T feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Purlicfc
supplied with casting lines and artificluL flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Cunadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Fites copied
irom any natural insect*or pattern desired. SARA
J. McblilDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumforil,
Monroe conn tv. N. Y.
Dee2-ly

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

The best Bhell ever offored to spurtsmen.
on hand and made to order.

All sizes

“TJie Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs hut 12 pouudB. Can be packed in
fcoace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within

roach of all.

No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.... ..$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 8, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds. 40.00
eep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Garries
papBr or racial cartridges cither ond up with perfect
security. Weighs but H pounds, and only H inches
wide. Price, C. O. D., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Uogardus’New Book, “Trip to England."
With how guns are made aud hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Solo agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
Wc furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

EATON & CO.,

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR.
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET R1YETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gnu
Shot

Process.

•The texture is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
wPb the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
ana dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
"With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost- will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
mcbfltf

SOLE AGENTS, BOSTON.

BRADFORD l ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

Pishing Tactile,
Pishing- Rods.
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
ang26-ly

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
I have on hand several floe trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to dll orders lo a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MURPHY)
incbib 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J,

Cm-es.

CllEEDMOOR AND

Sl’lVet'^ 1

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG

COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &o.

I’. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leutlier Goods.

HOLABIRD,

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

A. B. SHIPLEY

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
j‘in27 am

& SON,

•503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued arid Greenheatl Bass ami 1'ront Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea FiBhlng.
F1IYE ROI) MOUNTINGS.
Grcenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemium awaided by the Frankflu
Institute, 1874.
mch9 6m

Something New!
THREE

BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING GUNJ,

J. H. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
. Heads, An tiers,
Fed Heads,
_ „xi de rinists’
J-applies. Skins
fflf and eggs for col¬
li lections, Aquaria
f and stock, Titr sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral.
Shells. &c.
Agents:
M err el Ryder
55 Ja-ksmi St..
St. Paul, Minn,,
and’Eaton & Co,. 17 Ami, New York._

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact, gnn f rem eight to ten pound, giving lo
RporLHmen the very thing so ofteu wanted in a l
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modem improvements, and War¬
ranted to invc satisfaction
Altminfc muzzle to breecli-loadera a specialty—from
$31) in $>15. Uni1' Hfi'aelted if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ALLERTON & BAKER,
mcbSO 6m

J. WALLACE,
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Oo vet*s.

Gan Ammunition

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

WATERPROOFED UNDER A
Patented

WATERPROOF

JOHN KKIDEK,

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind In the
known world, put up in tiff most artistic manner,
from u whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skin, and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for iar<
skins, heads, and horns,
mcb3D tf_No. 19 WILLIAM ST„ N. Y,
Stilt t;r,a C‘| nu ShareB in Wall street
«P 1" 1
flvv often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy ol the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods at opera¬
ting. J. HICKL1NG <fc CO., Bankers and Brokers,
73 Broadway, N. t.
Dee 23

LISLE, BROOME CO , N. Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.
Corner Second and Walnut 8tH., Philadelphia,
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Wins, Killes,Pistols,and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders,

Sportsmen’s Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.
New York Agency, No, 1 Cortlandt street.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue,
mch30

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Hods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TrontLines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a farga
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in groat varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly
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FOREST AND STREAM,

Target made by C.W.HENNEL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N. Y, Aug. 9.1876.

Target made by IRA FLANDERS,
Esq., Saranac, N. Y., July, 1675

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE
Position, off-hand.
BullBeye, 82 inehes.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.
Target made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San Francisco1
California.

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
83 STRONG, Peshtigo,Wis., March 11, 1875.

The accompanying are authentic copies
of targets made with the style of
Position, kneeling.
Bnllseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
31 Bullseyes.124
43 Centres.129
14 Outers. 28
88

gun represented above.
30 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 32J inches.
Average, 1 9-1Q0,

281 out of a posible 352.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY

INDIA RUBBER

t

GRAHAM

19 Maiden Lane, 20 <fc 22 John street, N. Y

Pishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN & GO..
Send for Price List.
ap!13 6m

2V MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

POPE’S

Rifle Air Pistol,
AO miiinnm T>L> A roi l m.'
FOR
TARGET PRACTICE.

*

Just the thing for
sportsmen and mili¬
tary men. Shoots darts or slugs a
3 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with It one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put up in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 sings, ram1,
claw,wrench,
and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
rod, -■
ikel plated,
by mall on receipt of price
nickel
h-"-—. $6.
w- Sent
and 85 centB postage.
One of the many testimonials from the CommanderIn-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
. .
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, aud useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the oHin^nffe^
.
”
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
pebiotf

AS High Street, Boston.

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLAliROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY «fe SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS & HA WKSLE Y’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are rued,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
-_
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
8
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Curtis* Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Hide, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
sep9-eow
Agent for U. S. America.

The strongest and most durable Bnap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price fiat. No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.
Oci 8 «m

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

important notice.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $iJ0; i, $10; h
1-10, $2; 1-20

$5; 1-5,
$1.

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
opou application. Highest pricepaid for Spanish Bank
hilts. Governments, &c. TAYLOR At CO..Bankers,
P. O. Box4,448.
11 Wall d., New York.

SON'S
BREECH-LOADERS.
Always instock a full assortment of these noted Grins, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Webley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrongh, Moore and others, from. $40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

The Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

i>ro.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

York.

BREECH LOADIN

GUNS

.Jsafi?*. fj

AND

Imnlements,!)

Cartindges, both

Brass

Kinds,
and Paper.

ALSO GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
AL POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRIMES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERT CHEAP

$1,200 PROFITONSIOO.
Hallock’s Fishing Tourist. Made this month by puts

This work will be of great service at this season to
-anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon. For sale at the office of Forest and
Stream, Price $2.
**plO tt

New

RE1AIL

and CALLS. Invest according to your means.
$10, $50, or $100 In Block Privileges, has brought#
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise
when and how to operate aafely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
telegraph to
BAXTER & CO.,
Novll-6in Banker* and Broken, 17 Wall st., N. Y.

HEALTH LIFT.
A COMPLETE

GYMNASTIC SYSTEM. '
SIMPLE, SAFE, EFFICIENT., ECONOMICAL
IN BRAIN P0WER~.TtME AND MONEY.
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

HEALTH LIFT CO.

4nIwiyorsk.-'

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1876.

Terms, Fire Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

For Forest and Stream.

HUNTING

THE

OSTRICH.

BY ISAAC MOUStiLAK.

T

HE mounted tribesmen gather far.
From wattled but and herdsman's kraal,
To follow over grassy plain
The noble ostrich on his trail.
Some mount the wild, imuntient steed.
And somea-foot essay the chase
With slender spear and poison'd shaft,
All ambush’d in some lonely place.
Fast by some fount, like diamond glen
Dropp’d in the desert’s fenceless bound,
Amid the water-reeds they lie.
Outstretch'd upon the marshy ground,
Knowing the ostrich there will come,
Hard press'd by hunter and by steed,
To seek the water-courseB lone
For drink and shelter in their need.
Far, far the spurring horsemen ride.
With savage whoop and ringing shout,
Far, far the panic-stricken flock
Flies onward in tumultuous rout;
Their black bill and their slender neck
Before them point the unerring way.
Their nervous legs and flapping wings
Ply ceaseless o’er the grassy vley,
And long and weary must the chase
Be lengthen'd o'er the desert space.
The savage far and wide will ride
To win the precious, fleeing prize,
Gazing before him at those plumes
That captivate his greedy eyes;
For Sheik is shorn of half his pomp,
If grac'd not with his feather’d crown.
The waving ostrich plumes that twine
His brow, with their imperial down.
Aud oh! what sweet young maiden brows
With golden curl or raven tress,
In other lands beyond the seas
Those ostrich wonders shall caress;
In royal conrtB, in palaces,
Where queens and nobles grace the ball,
Aud lucent pearls aud diamonds shine
Bespiendent in the sumptuous hall;
How will the blazing lights illume
That floating, foam-like Afrlc plume,
So purely white, so peerless fair.
Drifting, like snow flake, in the air.
For Forest and Stream.

mut thq gt, i[nwnnc§.

,

Votes of a Trip to the Fishing Posts on the Labrador Coast
and Visits to the Light Rouses dbc., in the Gulf of SI.
Lawrence and, Straits of Belleisle,
BY 3. IJ. GREGORY, OF QUEBEC.

(Continued from, Last Week.)

[

VISITED over thirty fishing localities, some of the in¬
habitants of which were in very distressed condition.
5ne case, that of the Joneses, will convey to you some
dea of the others. Wednesday after breakfast I went on
ihore, where I found a few fishermen connected with a
arge trading establishment there to collect fish and load
vessels for the firm at Jersey (one of the British Channel
slands). My first inquiry was for the Joneses. I learned
hat they lived at Bradore Bay, eight or nine miles off, and
hat I could not reach it in a boat, owing to the heavy sea
vhich would prevent our rounding a long and dangerous
mint, but that I could do so by land, with the aid of a
;uide, by traveling over the mountains. Mr. Duhamel,
he late East Point lighthouse keeper, volunteered to aclompany me. Dressing warm, but as light as possible,
md with a pair of Esquimaux seal skin boots on, aud our
pockets filled with crackers, we started at early morning
with our guide, a fisherman from 6t. Malo, Prance. Owing
;o the soft spongy moss, and the day pleasantly cold, we
.raveled fast, Our talkative French guide pointed out to

us the small creek which is supposed to divide Labrador
here between Canada and the Newfoundland district, and
giving us much other information. When we were about
five miles on our way we saw coming towards us a tall,
dark-complexioned man about forty years of age, dressed
in cauvas, a tarpaulin hat, and raw seal skin slippers. Our
guide called him by name, and I found it was poor Jones
himself, who was on his way to the bay to try to get some¬
thing to prevent his family from starving. His haggard,
shivering appearance denoted suffering and want. I went
up and extended my hand to him, which he politely took,,
and answered my common-place questions with intelli
gencc and courtesy. I requested him to turn back as I
wished to visit his establishment, not letting him nor the
guide know why I did so. ne answered that it was a poor
place to visit, his fishing had failed for so many years that
he was now very poor, and he supposed I knew enough of
Labrador to understand that fishing was his only source of
living. At one time the family were in a condition to en¬
tertain gentlemen, and the son of the Chief Justice, the
late Col. A.. H. Bowers, had spent some time on a visit to
them. I gradually led him on to speak of his prospects,
which appeared very discouraging indeed. I asked him
whether he would not like to leave the coast with his
family, and go to some place where the earning of a living
was more a certainty, He answered that he was born on
the spot; had never left it, and never'would; that he was
unfit for any other life; besides he had the best seal fishing
station in the neighborhood; in former times his father
was considered a weallhy man, often making $6,000 to
$8,000 per season, but had saved nothing. From a preva¬
lence of westwardly winds his bay became so blocked up
with ice at the seal fishing season, which only lasts a few
days, that he could not set his nets, every season for some
years bringing no better luck. His father and mother
went away leaving the fishing to himself and brothers, but
they soon got discouraged and also left. His parents died
somewhere near Quebec; he being the last would never
forsake the old spot. I told him that 1 could manage it in
such a way that it would cost him nothing to do so if he
would consent to leave, but he would not, he loves the old
place, and has great hopes of soon meeting better success.
He related an instance of another fisherman similarly situ¬
ated, who had caught no seals for some time, but by a
sudden change of the wind his bay was cleared of ice, nets
were hurriedly set, and in two hours and a half over 500
seals were captured, each seal being worth $4. The wind
again changing, the bay was soon blocked up with ice, and
he caught no more that season. Poor Jones hopes for
some such luck. We soon came in sight of his house, a
large wooden building in a very dilapidated condition. All
the materials used in its construction had been brought
down in schooners from Quebec. He said that this was
his summer house. He has another smaller one in the in¬
terior, nearer wood. Most of the fishermen have two
houses. One on the island near where they carry on fish¬
ing, the other on the main land, better sheltered, and to
wluch it is more convenient to haul fuel, which is only
found far back in the ravine, from whence they bring it on
sledges drawn by dogs. Wbeu we reached the house I
perceived that many paucs of window glass were broken.
After he had lied np a half-starved wolfish dog, which he
said was vicious to strangers, we went in by the back door
through the kitchen. The flooring had been pulled up in
many places; seeing that I noticed this, he stopped to ex¬
plain the reason, and said that last spring, during cold
weather, having moved there to be ready to begin fishing
operations, he was so weak from want of food, that he had
not strength enough to go for wood, and was obliged to
burn the floor to prevent his family from perishing from
cold. Looking around I found the partitions had been
painted in imitation of oak. We walked on till wo came
to the passage, on each side of which I could see the rooms
through the open door, the floors were painted in squares,
and on the walls of the principal rooms were the remains
of costly paper, representing hunting scenes nearly half
life size. There was no furniture in any, excepting one,
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In this was a stove, bench, table, and large bundle of nets;
We were invited to enter it, and did so. I asked Jones to
allow me to see his wife and children. He answered they
were hardly snificiently clothed to be seen by any one, but
ho would go up stairs and try and induce them to come
down. After some time I heard some person coming down,
the stairs, apparently laboring undei a distressing cough.
It was his wife, followed by five of his daughters, at ages
varying from three to twelve years.
Mrs. Jones was
dressed with a very thin faded cotton jacket, and a skirt
made of an old boat sail, hut perfectly clean. She had
neither shoes nor stockings. She made me a polite bow,
and stood up near the stove until we insisted she should
take the only seat, while wc took two nets for the same
purpose. What a sad face! Want and suffering were
plainly marked in it, aj well as her (emaciated body. She
had evidently been very handsome, and fair and rosy in
her younger and happier days.
She was thirty-six to
forty years of age, and told me she was Scotch and born in
Glasgow. She came out to Halifax to visit a sister who
was governess in a gentleman's family. Some time after
Jones’ brother married that sister, and she came over to
Labrador with them, where she met and married her hus¬
band.
They were then considered rich, and lived in
plenty for some years after. But what a change has taken
place since! Starvation frequently stares them in the face,
and she had become very sickly in consequence. They
have nine children, the eldest a girl of sixteen, the next a
boy of about fourteen, both of whom were then away with
a gun, and their last charge of powder, trying to kill the
largest bird they could find to furnish a meal for the family.
They had been living for many days on nothing but small
trout caught by the children in a fresh water stream not
far off. They had neither pork,-grease, nor butter of any
kind, or other article of nourishment; in fact, nothing had
entered their stomachs but fish and water.
The poor
children were very thin and nearly naked, none had worn
shoes for a long time, winter or summer. I asked Jones
whether he could not make some sort of covering for their
feet with seal skin. He answered yes, but they needed
food first, and a seal skin could be traded for some sea
biscuit, and prevent them starving. Mrs. Jones said it
would soon be over, for they could not live through such a
winter as the last. I told her that on the way to the house
I had spoken to her husband about leaving that un fortunate
place, and asked her to try and persuade him to do so at
once. She turned her large, sad consumptive eyes kindly
upon him, aud said, “whatever he thinks best to do I will
consent to.”
Looking around upon the poor hungry
children, Mr. Duhamel and I sprang up off tho nets and
distributed the crackers among them by hands full. I
never will forget with what avidity they devoured them.
Turning to Jones, I said, “Come now, Mr. Jones, get all
your things together, I will give you time to do so, and
provide you and your family wilh a free passage to some
place where you will most likely find work for yourself
and your son, and where you can bring up your family to
a new life, and in your troubles find kind neighbors willing
and able to help you. This is no place to settle with sucli
a fine family, especially with so many girls. What prosspects have your childrea in life? Do you wish to see
your daughters married to men as poor as yourself, and
again going over the life of suffering you are now passing
throughy” "God forbid,” ho answered, “I would do any¬
thing to improve their condition, but I am unlit for any
other life than t liat of a fisherman, and will not forsake
the old spot yet.” I learned that last season, not being
able to obtain wherewith to begin fishing, he agreed wilh
some parties, if they would furnish him with an oulfiL and
a small quantity of provisions for his family, lie would
give them the privilege of fishing iu his hay, himself- and
son to help, and take one-third of the catch for pay. His
share was fifteen seals, valued at $60, and did not cover
his indebtedness to his partners'!* The seal carcasses he
salted down for food for his dogs for the winter, but they
had beeu forced to eat most of them themselves. This
meat, I am told, is oily and tough, and most difficult to di-
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gest. and made liis family sick. One little girl, however, families, and Jones seated on one of the barrels was rowed we remained nearly two days at this place, during which
could manage to cat. it better tliau the others, and would ashore. The thanks and blessing of that poor man still time I walked all round the island, and saw a good many
'y
cut oil a slice, freshen it, lay it on the stove to warm, and ring in my ears. I would have gtveu a good deal to have seals, which were loo ally to get a shot at. I shot a young
'S
eat it without a murmur. This child he. called “Hard been bidden in some cornerjwhen he arrived home with his loon, which was eaten onboard, and pronounced very good.
Times.’’ He showed me his account with the traders to boat load of supplies, and that bundle opened. Jones is a While at Gaumond’s house he harnessed five of his four¬
teen
dogs
to
a
kommetick,
a
novel
sight
to
me.
The
dogs
whom lie was in debt. There were no other items but good hunter, aud being provided with powder and shot, (he
those of flour aud sea biscuit, and a few nails, twine, nnd has a gun), and some warm clothing, will be able to go acted as sporting dogs will when they see their master take
thread; no pork, tea, sugar nor tobacco. They charged him some distance oyer the mountains, whore he will find cari¬ a gun. Their delight when shown their harness was very
marked. The kommetick is a narrow sledge about niue
$15 per barrel for coarse flour, $0 per cwt. for common sail¬ bou, or otbor game which will greatly assist them.
At Blanc Sablon Bay I was obliged to help several other feet long and two and a half broad, the runners are low 1
ors’ biscuit, and 15 cents per pound fornails. This unfortu¬
aud pointed in front, and shod with whalebone. Instead
families with flour aud meal us they were very badly off.
nate family had traded off for food alt their furniture,
little by little, and even the feathers out of their beds. Their bod-fish and herring, as well as seal fishing had almost of an ordinary bottom narrow cross pieces about three
inches wide are fastened to the tup of the runners with
Jones asked us to step outside aud he would show us his entirely failed, they had, in fact, beeu able to only provide
hay, and describe the mode of catching seals; in doing about half enough provisions to last the long winter. It strings of seal skin. After shutting up all the dogs, ex¬
is u sad sight to see strong, brave fellows, perfectly temper¬ cepting the five to be harnessed, Gaumond called up the
bo we passed a small lot which had once been inclosed as
the burying ground of the family, in which were three or ate in habit, whose lives are constantly exposed to great leader, a fine, straight-oared, short-haired black dog with a
four handsome marble tombstones, marking the last rest¬ hardship and danger in the pursuit of the fisheries broken large white-tipped tail, his harness consisting of strips ofi
ing place of some of the family who had died surrounded down with disappointment after the season is over, with a seal skin decorated with bits of colored Cloth, was put on.
with comfort. “I greatly feared,” said he, speaking of hard winter rapidly approaching and no resources what¬ From the back of the harness is a seal sltiu trace about
them, “that several more graves would have been added to ever to stave off starvation. Yet such is the life these sixty feet long, this was attached to the front of the sledge.'
the number last winter, or may before Ibis spring, but people lead, and they will not give it up. I have known The next dog was harnessed just the same, but his trace
there will be no marble tombstones to mark them.” From several instances where some of them became so dis¬ was some twenty feet shorter than the leader’s. The next
an elevation he pointed out to me the bay, shaped like a heartened that they came up to Quebec, or oilier places dog’s trace being about three feet shorter than that of the
horseshoe, in which iu fprmer days so many seals were with their families, never intending to return, but before second, aud so on till the last, each dog being harnessed
caught, and told me from the spol, we were then standing two years they went- back again. They are unable to com¬ and traced independent Of the others. YVlieu all five were
pete with ordinary laborers for work, and long to be again attached to the sledge Gaumond asked me to get on. I did
upon, last spring when his family were starving, he had
iving their old independent life on the coast, buoying them¬ so, when by his shouting some Esquimaux words the dogs
suen hundreds of seals, but they were too far off, aud their
sight only made his condition more desperate. From what selves up with the hopes of a successful season’s fishing, placed themselves ouc after the other, an another unintelli¬
1 could learn, old and young Beals, at the time wheu they which when really good is very soon over, and they then have gible word, to me, stal led them off at full speed over rocks I
are iu the best condition to yield oil, seek open water, and eight to nine months comparative idleness till spring. I am and up a steep liill howling like wolves, which they re- J
delight in getting near the shore, aud congregate in large happy to state that nowhere on -the coast did I hear of dis¬ semble. At the top of the hill a word stopped them, when.I
numbers in sheltered bays. The fishermen attach one end tress being due to the use of liquor. I believe there is Gaumond rau the sharp points of the sledge, after turning!
it over for the purpose, into the ground anil anchored the I
of their long nets (made of cord about the thickness of a none to be had. The trading schooners bring down flour,
lead pencil) to a capstan at one side of the bay, and with a pork, tea, sugar, molasses, tobacco, salt, dry goods, clothing, dogs so they couid not start till all was ready. He ilien.I
asked me to get on again, but I had enough of the ride up -■
boat go out as far as it will reach, and gradually work trinkets, fiddles and German accordeons, and concertinas.
around to the other side, where another capstan is placed, You can hardly find a hut hut what boast of its concertina, hill, and did not like the idea of going down by tho same ■
aud the airs played are very simple, and generally jigs, conveyance. The dogs were again talked to in Esquimaux, I
Hud that end of the net is made fast to it. The men wind
in the net on both capstans, and as soon as the seals find which upon some of these cracked instruments, especially and ail got ready, at the word off they started at. a break- ■
themselves caught they dive ana endeavor to make for when accompanied by that horrid tremolo, are perfectly ueelc speed down hill. Gaumond's hat flying off, and his U
deeper water, run their heads into the meshes of the nets, unbearable. I much prefer the fiddle, for this instrument hair streaming in the wind. 1 expected every second to
see him tossed over some rock, hut he arrived safe at tliCM
pushing forward with all their strength, and never draw seems better adapted to their style of music.
On Tuesday the 15th October we left for Bonne Esper- house, and the dogs were again let loose. The lash of the II
hack. Most of them are thus strangled. Any remaining
alive are drawn iu as near shore as possible, and dispatched anee, where we arrived at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, and whip used by these people is from forty to sixty feet long, the
by the men with clubs. Jones had servicable nets, and a cast anchor in a fine harbor among the islands. A very handle not more than a foot long. Very few persons can
couple of boats, and was otherwise fitted out to catch seals neat white bargo about twenty-four feet long, pointed at manage this whip. It is ueoessaiy to he ot this length for
if the season should prove favorable. As it was getting each end liko a whale boat, carrying two masts, with sails, two reasons, first io reach the leader, and secondly to keep
late, and we had a long walk before us, and wishing to soon made its appearance. The flag at the mast head was at a respectful distance any dogs they may meet with when
Visit other families, we again entered the house to bid his recognized by the Rev. Mr. Butler as that of a missionary. traveling. A snap from it sounds like tin* report of a rifle,
family good-bye. I told Mrs. Jones that I saw very well Upon its arrival alongside of the steamer we greeted the and will set- a pack of dogs trembling in every limb. We
that her husband would not leave the bay, and supposed Rev. Mr. Wainright, Church of England missionary at St. had a meal at Mr. Qauuiond's, which consisted of pork
he was the be3l judge of whether he should do so or not, Augustin, who, accompanied by an Esquimaux Indian aud aud potatoes, tea sweetened with molasses, and a tremend¬
aud lhat I sincerely hoped their condition would soou fisherman, had sailed down to Bonne Esperance in hopes of ous Labrador pie, made of small craubet ries all covered
change for the better, aud that next time I should visit hearing of some Government assistance being sent to the with molasses, of course. In tbe evening some of the I
Bradore Bay I would find them surrounded with comfort people in his district. We were now within nine miles of crew of the steamer came ashore and amused their host J
and happiness. "Thank you sir,” she answered, “for your the Rev. Mr. Butler’s mission house, and Mr. Wainright with yarns; a fiddle was brought out, and the jigs played I
encouraging words and visit. I hope your good wishes kindly volunteered to sail us up to it in his barge. Hear¬ were very gay, the players keeping time willi both heels*
may be realized." I had not as yet said a word about leav¬ ing that there was a lady there, Miss Smith accepted his in¬ which is a style of beating peculiar to the Labrador mu-1
ing them any provisions, and felt the words which would vitation to visit her. We arrived at the end of our sail, sicians; the everlasting concertina was also brought inter!
Salmon Bay, at the entrance of Esquimaux River, at 5 play, and its tremulous sounds mixed up with those of the 1
inform them of such joyful news leaping to my mouth.
3 told her that, I must return to Blanc tiablon, and if her o’clock, and the Rev. Mr. Wainright carried us ashore on fiddle, aud the laughter of the party wore wafted upon l.lielhusband would come with me I would leave with him suf¬ his back. My weight being over two hundred pounds breeze, and reached our ears on board the steamer far mlo-5
ficient food, and anything else I could obtain to keep them tried his strength, but he tottered on, and landed me all tlie night. Mr. Gaumond is a young man, at that time-V
through the long winter so near at hand; to take courage right. He was the only one provided with long water¬ aged about 21, and his wife but 18 years old. They bail a j1
and heaveu would reward her for her patience under such proof boots. The bell of the little chapel was rung, flag good season's fishing, having caught some 300 seals, with 1|
trying circumstances. Tears of joy soon streamed down hoisted, and hurrahs greeted the return of the missionary. herrings and cod-fish, lie is very comfortably housed,!
her cheeks, and blessings were showered upon those who We paid a short visit to this chapel in the wilderness, and employs four men on shares, There is another fisher- j
were about saving them from starvation. 1 then told her which is little more than a large log cabin, then entered man on the same island nearly as well off.
Before proceeding further with my notes I shall sum up li
of the generosity of the Government iu sending me down the house where we were hospitably received by a Mon¬
treal lady, Miss Baylis, a member of the Congregational the conclusions we arrived at of the prospects of the fish-1
to inquire into their condition, and relieve their distress.
errnen between Blanc Sablon and Macealtiua, and a dis- {j
1 shall never forget the looks of that grateful face. A Church, who volunteered her services on this bleak coast
irict covering about 200 miles Of the coast. Tlie inhabit-lj
silent shake of the hands, for no one could speak, aud two years previous to our visit to teach the poor fisher¬
ants number about 500 souls; of this number about 200 are*
beckoning Jones to follow, we left that house of suffering men’s children, and aid in carryiug out the work of the
able-bodied males; lirey are in part natives of Jersey, New-#
to hasieti to send them tbe promised relief. Poor Jones mission, and lias been there since. The house is a simple
became quite gay, aud said so many things in an absent- log building divided into rooms. A quantity of deals were foundland, Canadiau aud Acadian French, and a few Es-i
quimaux Indians.
Owing to the immense number of J;
washed
ashore
last
summer,
supposed
to
have
belonged
to
minded way that he asked me to excuse his manners for
islands every family occupies one island. Each islund, off
the past hour hud so changed his prospects for the winter some wreck, and afforded material for making a porch,
course, has a name, and instead of the names of places on J
tli at he was quite beside himself, and did’not know what which rather improves the appearance of the building.
There were several girls boarding and attending the school, the coast one reads of representing a small village, you find!
he was saying.
but one or two families. One is astonished that peoplflS
We diverged some distance from our road back to visit which numbers from thirty to forty children. The mis¬
could think of making a home on such barren spots; not a-|
two other families, who were better off iu clothing, but sionary also visits around, teaching the Gospel over a wide pots toe or other vegetable will grow, fish! and only fish(1
abort of provisions for the winter. I supplied them also. district of more than a hundred miles in summer in boats, is what these people must depend upon, and when the trail11
and
iu
winter
on
kommeticks,
or
sledges,
drawn
by
dogs.
At 7 o’clock iu the evening we reached Blanc Sablon Bay.
do not come to then- very doors tlieir Ashing lias failed.
1 requested Jones to wait at the house on the beach for the They also supply medicine and doctor the sick, set bones, At one time these points were, no doubt, very good fishing
articles I should send him ashore. A signal brought the draw teeth, aud do a variety of other useful things to as¬ posts, aud were taken possession of by tho proprietors for
sist
the
people,
frequently
greatly
stinting
themselves
by
boat for my companion and self, and we were soon on the
tlie purpose of keeping them for themselves. These peoplesteamer's deck, tired and hungry after our eighteen or dividing their provisions with the starving fishermen. brought tlieir families and settled there; they fished there,
twenty miles’ tramp without food. We had hardly got on Around the mission house there are eight or ten families, and largo fleets of schooners also came for tlie same pur-:
all
very
poor
from
the
failure
of
the
codfish
and
herring
board before the wind, which had been threatening for
pose, Whether from over fishing, or other cause, for
some time, sprang up and so rapidly increased to a fearful fisheries. Accompanied by Mr. Butler 1 visited them, and some years past the fish seem to have almost forsaken them,
gale that it was impossible to launch a boat with the sup¬ inquired thoroughly into then' condition, and apportioned The poor fishennuti expecting every year to be better tliau
out
provisions
according
to
the
number
in
each
family,
plies, ami poor Jones had to wait till the morning. At an
the lust has grown poorer aud poorer; liis boats and nets J
early hour the steward knocked at my room door aud in¬ which were left the next day in charge of the principal are old, and he has no means to replace them. Govern-J
formed me that the wind had abated, arid there was a man person at Bonne Esperance, the nearest point. We spent ment has on several occasions sent aid, which lias been l
a
pleasant
evening
at
the
mission
house,
and
next
morning
on deck who wished to see me. I jumped up at once.
verv gratefully received, and tbe missionaries have divided!
When I reached the fore part of the steamer, there stood at an early hour left for the steamer. W c were overtaken by their last barrel of flour to help to keep them alive. Tliol
poor shivering Jones, who had borrowed a small boat and heavy rain, and reached the Napoleon thoroughly wet Government of the Province of Quebec wishing .to do j
through.
The
supplies
intended
for
tiie
people
were
handed
rowed out to us with the fear, no doubt, that something
Bomcthiug to improve their ctmdiLion intrusted me witli al
might prevent his great hopes from being realized. Wheu over to,a Mr. Whitely, witli a list of the quantity to be al¬ mission to visit the coast, to distribute aid for Hie last time,!
our kind-hearted captain and engineer saw him tears lowed each person, under Mr. Butler’s supervision.
On the 18th October (Sunday) we reached Cumberland and to take away any families who would leave. From*
dropped from tlieir manly eyes, for I had related to them
the liberal quantity of funds furnished I was enabled to j
the condition I had found himself aud family in, and his harbor, and at 8 o’clock loaded two boats with supplies for put on board the steamer a large supply, aud while posi-j
haggard, half-clad, and anxious appearance fully corrobo¬ one portion of Mr. Wainright’s district, nine miles off, and tively warning the people that they would receive uoi
rated all I had told them. Mr. and Miss. Smith gave me iu the afternoon sent two more loads as far in another di¬ further assistance, 1 at the sumo lime strongly recom-1
some articles of clothing, the latter a dress or two for rection, which were left in charge of proper persons to be mended them to leave and go to some place on the Intei^
Mrs. Jones, ami Mr. Duhamel having them on board be¬ distributed by him. I visited the people, and found them colonial Railroad, where work would be plenty and thuya
longing to his wife and children, also contributed several as badly off us those I had already seen, but nowhere else could cultivate land. 1 gave each family requiring it if
useful articles of female apparel, 1 was able to procure ou the coast did I meet such utter distress as at the Joneses. liberal supply to carry them through the whiter, with tins
from among the crew some second-hand boots, socks, coats, The weather was now Very cold, and snowing hard. In understanding that it was to help them to save whatever'
.flannel shirts, pants, mittens, caps, etc., and also added a the evening Mr. Wainright. delivered an excellent sermon, earnings they might make to get away with, and offered ta
quantity of powder, shot, gun caps, some tobacco and with appropriate prayers, on board the steamer. He is lake any away at once, but they wished to make anotlhffl
pipes, matches, and tea and sugar for poor Mrs. Jones. just the mao for a missionary, kind hearted, always ready trial. 1 greatly fear that few will ever leave, they like the
These wore ail made up into a bundle, covered with three to assist any one, a good bone setter, surgeon, physician, life they load with all its hardships and dangers, and look,
good warm blankets, and left in the cabin. I again went and pilot, liis services are constantly iu requisition in some to their missionaries to help them in time of want. When
on deck to see Jones, whom I found seated at the breakfast of these capacities, and he is often sent for from distances they do catch a few fish they are entirely at the mercy of
table iu tlio oflicor’s mess room. Before him were placed of from fifty to one hundred miles. Ue has a small chapel the traders, who go down in schooners to traffic; they
ham aud eggs, bread and butter, potatoes, and a cup of at St. Augustin, where he resides with his family, his ODly usually allow from $3.50 to $3 a barrel for herrings; $2 to
hot coffee. I told him to make a good breakfast. "I neighbors being the Hudson Bay Company’s agent, and $3 a owt. for cod-fish; 40 cents to 50 cents per gallon lor
can’t sir," lie answered; “when I put a morsel of this four or live fishermen and their families.
From Cumberland harbor we went to Great Meccattina oil, aud in exchange charge $12 to $15 a barrel for com*
kind of food to my mouth, I Blink of my poor family witli
mon flour, aud everything else in proportion. LaUmljj
nothing to eat, and piy appetite leaves me.” 1 said all I Island, where we anchored in its fine sheltered bay. Hav¬ these traders, excepting three or four, have passed by tliq
could to encourage him iu make a hearty meal, but lie ing learned from Mr. Samuel Gaumond, a young and very district between Maccattina
Mtinuiiiliiiii aud
mill Blanc
RfftTlfi Sablon.
bfcmsr
Sablon, Uieru
there hem
intelligent fisherman, that the people in the neighborhood
booh left the table, evidently anxious to get home with
so little to bo done. Tho winter sets in early, and emlsj,
something for his wife and children.
The boat was had done pretty well, and were not iu as destitute condi¬ late—eight or nine months of snow and ice. During thjjj
manned by five sailors, several barrels of flour, Indian tion as those we had already visited, and consequently little time there is no communication with any other part of thej
meal, peas and pork sufficient to carry them through a assistance necessary. I left in charge sufficient to supply world. The people make long trips over the mountains?
.Labrador winter was put in Jones’bundle crowned’the some poor families at Bay des Moutoii aud Bay Platte, with their dogs aud kommeticks for the stunted spruce lot
load,'among which were also a few barrels for the other which I had been.unable to visit. Owing to a dense fog
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fuel. Each family keeps from five to fifteen clogs, during
FAMILY VIRRONID.E.
winter they travel a good deal. There are no hotels nor
' Vino olwaceus. Bed-eyed virco. A common visitor;
inns, consequently a poor man who has the misfortune to
arriving by the 15th of May. It breeds about the 10th of
live on the line of travel lias his house often full. Iam
June, and departs for the south by 10th of September.
told that it is nothing extraordinary for five or six travelers ■
Department if now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
Vireo gihus. Warbling vireo." The most common of all
to put tip at the same house, and at the same time, each tpecial
feature of this paper. All communications, notes, Queries, re¬
our vireos, arriving by the 1st of May. It is seldom found
having from eight to nine dogs, and fine music these marks, and seasonal observations will receive cat eful attention.]
in the forests, but prefers the vicinity of farm houses and
brutes make at night.
Many of the people are capi¬
villages, where, about the 1st of June, it builds its nest.
tal fishermen. If tiiey would only take their families
By the 1st of September this bird has departed for the
away to some place where they could cultivate land,
SCHOOLBOYS AS NATURALISTS.
south.
and, instead of fishing by themselves, club together with
■ Vireo flavifrom. Yellow-throated vireo. Not common.
parties who have Schooners and seines, and follow the coast
OTHING has pleased us more, among all the many re¬ It arrives by the 15th of May, breeds about the 10th of
till they strike in upon the fish, every man to share accord¬
ing to agreement, they could do better, and could get their
sponses which we have received to our “Invitation," June, and leaves us for the south by the middle of Sep¬
tember.
flour from Quebec at from $6 to $7 per barrel instead of than the following scraps of information from the pupils
Vireo solitarius, Blue-headed or solitary vireo. Very
paying traders $12 to $15, and they would sell their her¬ of Mr Thomas Williamson, at Leesburg, Va., which that
rare. One nest, with the female bird, was taken Julv 4th.
rings at $4 to $5, and sometimes $6, instead of $2 to $3,
J
’
and other fish at same rates, while the vessel owners would gentleman has forwarded. The diary for a week is as fol¬ 1873.
Vireo noneborncensis. White-eyed vireo. Common, ar¬
only pay according to the catch. This I believe to he the lows:—
riving during the first half of May, and breeding by tbe
March 27th.—PigeonB, robins, larks, blackbirds, cow-birds, red-winged
only plan for the Labrador fishing to be carried on profit¬
ably, for even at the exhorbitant prices traders sell, few of blackbirds, English sparrows, blue-birds, hawks, blizzards, crowB, pe- 1st of June. About October 1st it moves southward.
FAMILY LAOTIDAl.
them prosper, as they are obliged to make advances, and wees, snow-birds, and a few doves.
March 2Stb.—In addition to tbe above there were seen many doves,
when a fisherman can’t pay, or won’t pay, there is nothing
' CMlyrio borealis. Great northern shrike. Bare, but res¬
to be done but grin and bear it. I am very much surprised sparrows, tomtits, crows, sap-snekers, red-birds, golden-winged wood¬ ident. It breeds from the 1st of May to the 1st of June.
peckers, killdcers, and mouse hawke(f)
that our Quebec merchants have not fitted out vessels on
j Gollyrio ludocieiun.ua. Loggerhead shrike. Accidental
March 81st.—Jack snipe, skylarks (?), wild geese were first seen, and
Bhares. The United States people do so, and with good
from the south. One speciuieu was taken November 23d,
results. You see hundreds of Yankees fishing, but you a bald-headed eagle on Goose Greek, near the Potomac.
1871. The variety cxcuMloroidea, the white-rumped shrike,
April 1st.—Snipe, three kinds of blackbirds, and an nnasnal hav.'lc
don’t catch a Yankee living on the coast. Between Blanc
is a not common resident, which first breeds about June
(white breast, dove colored back, black-tipped wings) were first sucu.
Sablon and Maccatlina, I believe, not one fishing schooner
1st, and rears two broods in the season.
April 2d.—Pheasants (Bonasa Umbellus) aud wrens are added to tbe
is owned. Consequently, when fish take a fancy to visit list.
•
[To be crxiitinwffl.]
this district the poor fishermen, with their old boats and
April 3d.—Bine jays, mocking-birds, and cedar-birds.
nets, do the best they can; but when fish do not visit it, or
April 8th.—The preceding have become abundant, and two wild ducks
MARCH FIELD NOTES—BIRDS.
stop, as frequently happens, only for a few hours, they are and two rusty-beaded flshers(f.t were seen. The snow-birds still remain.
in a sad state. I pointed out these facts to the people, and
We have changed the wording of this report to save re¬
they perfectly agreed with mo.
BY CHARLES C. ABBOTT, M. D.
duplication
and
space.
It
came
to
us
with
the
full
list
of
Amid the firing of guns and the hurrahs of Gaumonct
and his men, to which we responded, the steamer Napoleon all the different birds seen each day, which, although the
N sending you n list of the birds noticed during the
III., at seven o’clock on the morning of the 21st, steamed only way in which to keep one’s own note-book, is unneces¬
past month, and not previously seen, this year, I desire
out of Maccatlina Bay. We ran out some nine miles to keep sary for publication. It is sufficient to send the additions
the numerous rocks at a respectable distance, and ou the
to the list which each day supplies, and such notes as are it to be distinctly understood, that I do not claim it to be a
22d, at six P. M., reached Nalashquan. What a change!
complete enumeration of the species that reached this
Here is a village of some forty houses, gaily paiuted, and peculiar to that day. The journals of Dr. Abbott, Prof, neighborhood during the month, or were first discovered
a small church. You see cows, horses, and sheep, and Goode, and Mr. Bicknell, which we have already printed,
plenty of woods near at hand. Some vegetables are cul¬ are good models to follow. Then there are oilier things in concealed nooks, where throughout the winter they had
tivated. The potatoes, 1 regretted to learn, had frozen in besides birds to watch. The quadrupeds, reptiles, fishes, been keeping. In a locality like Central New Jersey,
the ground on the 25ih of August. The number of inhab¬
and insects are just as deserving of notice, and at present wliich seems to he a neutral ground between the rauges of
itants are about 300 souls. Several fine schooners are
northern and southern species, it Is scarcely practicable to
owned by some enterprising captains, who take off each really need more to he studied. In a school-full of boys
determine precisely the avi-fauna. Every year adds addi¬
twenty or twenty-five men and follow the coast (passing by there might he some system about the observations. Let
the poor starving fishermen between Blanc Sablon and them divide info committees upon various branches of tional instances of the occurrence of some rare straggler;
Maccattina) until they find fish. When work begins, some¬ botany and zoology, then meet once a week and report up¬ and in accordance with the character of the winter especi¬
times the fish start off suddenly, and the schooners move
on each of them. Teachers should encourage this observa¬ ally, is there an abundance or otherwise of certain species,
again after them, often running two or three hundred
that make a brief stay during that season. Again, it is
miles before getting another chance. It can easily be un¬ tion of nature. They will find keener minds and more scarcely practicable for an observer, however enthusiastic,
derstood what advantages these people possess over the tenacious memories in their pupils; and the hoys and girls
others, not only to catch fish, but, as it is all taken to Que¬ will learn well the lesson of examining and comparing to be out of doors the entire day, and I may add, evening;
bec for sale, they get the highest market price for what
facia, wltich is the basis of all good judgment, One way and yet, unless thus constantly on the watch, the coming
they have to sell, aud pay the lowest price for their sup¬ to encourage this is to help them to propelly identify what and going of certain species will escape his notice. A list
plies. I visited several of the people, and found them very they see so that they will know it precisely from anything of birds characteristic of a given locality, should always
comfortable. They are mostly Acadian-French, with a like it. It is not sufficient to say “sparrows.” It should be valued as a catalogue of a very limited area; aud not
few Canadians. The Hudson Bay Company have a trading bo known what kind of sparrows, of which there are many considered with reference to any considerable number of
post, here; there are also other traders. Owing to the fail¬
varieties. Tbe “tom-tits” mentioned may be one of lluee square miles; for the variation iu the surface geology, or
ure of the potato crop, I left a few barrels of meal to be kinds at Leesburg, and the reader must throw away that
physical geography of tho neighborhood affects in a marked
distributed by the missionary, the ltev. Mr. Auger. Fish¬ uote because it is not definite. By “mouse-hawk” we sup¬ degree, the habits of some species and decides the preseuco
ing had been pretty good for those who remained near pose the marsh harrier (Givens hiuUomus) is meaut, but it or absence ofolhers during a part or the whole of the year.
home, but those wiio had followed the coast and fished on is doubtful. What “skylarks" are we can only guess, and As an instance, Gentry, in his “Life Histories of Birds,”
[Shares had done very well indeed. At four P. M. we left “rusty headed fishers” is beyond even our conjecture. refers to our common meadow lark as migratory about Ger¬
INutasbquan for Esquimaux Point, where we arrived at This accuracy can only be obtained by studying standard mantown, (Philadelphia)Pa., while iu this neighborhood
Inine A. M. on the 23d. This is a beautiful spot, aud has a works of natural history which every school library should
it is a winter resident; and the same might be mentioned
fine bay, iu front of which is a long, thickly wooded possess. If there are no such hooks at hand—and we re¬ with reference to several other species. Yet the field of
'island, completely sheltering the harbor. We landed, and member tbe lack in our own younger days—let them club Mr. Gentry’s observations and of my own are but twentywere received by the Iiev. Mr. Perusse, the Catholic mis¬
together and by some means raise money for the beginning eight miles distant, as the crow flies"; but geologically they
sionary, with whom I was already acquainted. Here of a library. We could invest $50, or even much less than are as different as well cau be.
everything was flourishing, even more so that at Natash- that in books, we think, here for a school, which would
The few additional species noted iu March are;—
quau; the potato crop was good. This village is also much furnish the pupils with all they would need in that way for
Robin (Tardus migratorivs). Usual ly abundant Jn February.
larger, containing some 600 souls, Acadian and Canadian- a long time, or until they could buy for themselves works
Kinglets (Jlei/utus calendula aud sa(rapa). Probably overlooked in
tFrench, and Jerseymen. Very little aid was required. of more minute and particular description. Whether this February, as they are common tbrougboot the winter, in varying num¬
There are several schooners owned here, and the people hint will be acted upon by any schools or academies, it is ber- . I have elsewhere mentiooed my belle! than those birds occa¬
also fish on shares, besides being employed in winter in only for them to say; but that it would infuse new zest and sionally remain in Eastern Pennsylvania during the summer.
trapping. In one house I Visited, as early as the season delight into the life of every member cauuot bo gainsaid.
Wii/cr wreu lAnorthura troglodytes). These birds were common In
was, two men had already caught one black, one silver,
November, but disappeared again. Twice iu March I saw a pair along
Let us have more from the young folks of the country.
and three red foxes, with three or four minks. The livers
the creek bank.
abound with salmon aud sea trout, and there is capital
Titlark (Ardhus ludovtcianvs). A single flock seen on the 12th, and
shooting. I have seldom seen a place where a sportsman
again the next day. These birds vary a great deal as to their abundBIRDS OF LOWER MICHIGAN.
dauce. some winters frequenting fields by hundreds, and remaining
could spend a more delightful summer. We stopped but
many weeks together.
s. few hours at Point aux Esquimaux, and at last steered
BY A. B. COVERT, OF ANN ARBOR,
Butcher-bird (CoUurio borealis). But one specimen seen since Novem¬
lor home, arriving at Quebec ou Sunday, 25th Ociober,
ber; occasionally they are very abundant.
J.eing over one month absent. Three hundred and fortyWhite-throated sparrow (Zonolrlchia ulbicolIU). A nnmber of these
fix souls received assistance, over 300 barrels of Hour,
{Oontirvued from Page 132.)
birds have frequented my yard for nearly a mouth, having been first
neal, and peas, as well as some clothing, powder, and
FAMILY TAX AG IUD.I5.
seen on March 9l.lifliot, having been distributed among the inhabitants of
Blue jay (Cyan uni cristatus). Jays are resident and more abnndant in
>ver thirty fishing points, who were left well provided for • Pyranga rubra. Scarlet tanager. This beautiful bird is a
he wiuter. I am happy to add that poor Joues'and the very common summer visitor, arriving at Ann Arbor from wiuter than summer apparently, as they arc then tamer aud leave tho
fiber fishermen’s hopes have been partly realized, for the May 1st to 10th, and breeding about the 1st of June. In high woods. They havo been very abundant throughout March, but
were not noticed in January or February,
text season’s fishing proved more prosperous iu the locaiiPewee (hayomisfusous). First seen on March 6th. Since then they
ies where 1 found so much distress, and no complaints July and August the male assumes the greenish plumage have been very abundant, and on ihe 27rb a pair began building a nest.
of the female, and by the middle of September all have re¬
rom there have reached Government since.
Flicker (Coluples amtdus). A single specimen seen on the 12th along
The Government of the Dominion of Canada has added turned to their southern homes.
the hillside, which, 1 doubt not, has been wintering in the barn, as sinbirty new light houses, steam fog whistles, cannons, light
FAMILY niRUNDINID.-E.
ale bird-have been round in hay-mows aud other outbuildings in liio
hips, and provision depots to those I have mentioned, ■ Hirundo horreorum. Barn swallow. Very common; ar¬ depth of winter; what they find to eat.is a mystery. The specimen seen
leaking in ail, under the Department of Marine and Fish¬
was tn full vigor, and seemed thoroughly to enjoy being out of doors.
eries in this district, wllich begins at Montreal and ends at riving from the 15th of April to the 10th of May, and
Owls, a. long-eared (OOc-: vulgaris); b. etwrt emeA (Bruehlyolus paluejielle Isle, including Magdelan Islands, Birds Bock, Bay of breeding about June 1st. It has gone south by Septem¬ fris); c. screech owl (Scope (tsio)\ d. barred owl Syrnium nelnilasum).
ber
16th.
Ehaleur, and north shore of Newfoundland, now iu operaThese four speciCB w ere seen in March,, the two former being quite com¬
ion 123 light houses, seven provision depots, nine light
, Tachyeineta bicolor. White-bellied swallow. Common; mon on the mursh meadows along the Delaware River. The little
dips, six cannons, fifty-four buoys, and sixty-three bos¬ arrives by the 5th of April; breeds about the 25th of May; screech owl is nut as ubimdantin wiuter as in summer, er at least doeB
not appear so. Do they migrate?
ons, and several others are in course of construction,
returns south by the middle of September.
Dove (Xeuaidtira carntlnensis). Noted a single pair the 18th, a cold,
Jvbich, with the vessels and harbor police, are under my
/Petrochelidon lunifrons. Cliff or eave swallow. Very windy day, and have twice since seen the same or other palrB.
ppervisitm as representing Department at Quebec.
Killdeer Jplover (.'EgialitiS weiftrus). Flocks of killdeers were on
common, in company with the barn swallow.
the meadows on the llth, likh, and 32<l.
C'otyle riparia. Bank swallow or sand martin. Very
— The large sums of money which were paid by the auWoodcock (PMlohela minor). Mushed four ou the edge of a dense
iorities of Blair and other counties in the mountainous common; arriving about the middle of April. If breeds swamp on the 18th.
by
the 1st of June and departs for the south by the 10th of
Snipe (Gnfftnwpo Wdsuid). 8nipc appeared late in March, hut did not
arts of Pennsylvania as bounties for scalps of wild anistay.
I suppose they returned south.
September.
lals during the last year prompted an investigation, which
Night heron (bryeilarde.a griseu). Soveral seen. They are resident in
V
Progne
purpurea.
Purple
martin.
Common;
arriving
evealed a well-devised and carefully executed scheme of
scanty numbers in Ills southern half of the State.
efraiuling the county treasuries. In one instance in Blair from the south by the 10th of April, and breeding about
Prospect Util, 'Trenton, N- -J.
Ojiab. C. Abbott, M. D.
ounty the skin of a colt which had died was deftly cut up the 1st of June. It departs for its souLhern home by the
nd made into ears, and palmed off as those of a fox.
1st of October.
—Mr. Chas. G. Kendall, of Palmetto Island, near Port
FAMILY AMPELIME.
Boyal, S. C., lias ieceivetlfrom Lieut. Evans, of the U. 8.
In some parts of Australia the wild horses have in¬
- Ampelis garrulus, Bohemian waxwiDg. Accidental win¬
censed to such an extent, and do so much damage, that the ter visitor from the north. Three specimens were taken steamer Congress, a present of three African partridges,
which have been well provided for, and are in good condi¬
fillers have to shoot them as they do wild beasts.
on December 12th, 1869.
tion, having survived tho hardships of along Bea voyage.'.
I Ampelis cedrorum. Cedar-bird or cherry-bird. Irregu¬
— Tbe Glasgow Times says spring is opening in Missis- larly migratory; sometimes a resident. Breeds about the They seem to be a hardy variety, and we trust that Mr,
ppi, and the trees and carpet-baggers are leaying.
Kendall may succeed in propagating from them,
10th of June,

JUntural %jintow.
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BIRDS AND LATE SNOW-STORMS.
Flathead Agency, Montana, March 27th, 1870.
Editor Foubst and Stream:—
In reference to the influence of climate npon animals, lot me relate a
singular ocourrenco which happened in this Territory nearly sis years
ago. 1 was then living on the Yellowstone River, and after nearly two
months of ordinary spring weather, on the 31at of May and let of June,
1870. we were visited by a fearful snow-storm, the snow falling in the
Yellowstone Valley to the extraordinary depth of eighteen to twenty
inches. The result was that nearly all the spring and early summer
birds perished, and could have been picked np by scores. I strongly
enspect that many tt spring bird is caught forcing the season in moun¬
tainous countries, where extreme changes are so rapid, and snffers for
his haste.
__
Oilibili.

NOTES FROM

THE NORTH

RIVER.

Esopus-on-Hudson, April 6th, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Like many of yonr correspondents 1 had remarked the scarcity of
birds the past winter, at least about the farm and farm buildings, but
had concluded that very likely there were as many birds in any given
region as during other winters, only they wore moro independent and
more scattered, on account of the open weather, being able to pick up
their subsistence almost anywhere in the fields, swamps, and woods. 1
noticed that the few streaks of severe cold wo had, accompanied with
snow, brought the birds out. They were np and doing at once, and came
familiarly about the old places.
1 saw the pine grosbeak in November, and have heard it at different
times duringthe winter. Snow huntings also have regularly appeared
when the weather warranted them. Jays, woodpeckers, and titmice I
have noticed as usual, though not out of the woods. The red-poll ap¬
peared once or twice, and flocks of the goldfinch and cedar bird
several times. Birds come about the house and barn and gar¬
den in winter,
only when the supply of
food is
more
abundant there
than
elsewhere. The
eagles remained along
the river as long as there were cakes of floating ice for
them to alight on. 1 saw the first ducks of the season March 7th, a level
lineor them skimmingthcwaternorthward. The chipmunks and musk¬
rats were ont March 6th, the day I saw the first robins, 1 notice that the
English Bparrows are prospocting through the country, holding brief
consnltations in bands of twos and threes about solitary farm houses.
After the villages are all occupied I expect every cluster of farm build¬
ing throughout the country will be taken possession of by these pests. I
shuli never forget bow Carlyle laughed when told thaf we had intioduced the sparrow Into this country.
John- Burroughs.

WINTER

NOTES FROM LAKE PEPIN.

Lake City, Minn., April 7th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The docks in very limited numbers began their flight March 28th. To¬
day they arc reported more plenty, and the little open spaces In the
sloughs afford the gunner a fine chance for a good bag. A few robins
and meadow larks made their appearance April 1st. This is early for
these birds in this locality. In many respects oar winter has been re¬
markable, certainly one of the mildest ever known; and strange to say,
affording the fewest birds of any winter here for nineteen years. The
following birds, however, came in very limited numbers: The cedarbird, the pine grosbeak, and the well-known, storm-loving little snow
banting. The cedar-bird was unknown to me here until three years ago.
For the last three winters they have como rcgulnriy, hut all in one flock,
and every year with increased numbers. Every mountain ash tree is sure
to receive visits from these birds as long as the little red berries last.
The pine grosbeak was never known in this locality until the past win¬
ter. A single flock of twenty or thirty flitted from garden to garden for
four or live days, and then left us. Every other winter I have observed
several spccioB of woodpecker, but not a single one the past Winter.
The members of oar Sportsmen's Club are all endeavoring to observe
the first appearance of our migratory birds, with the design of report¬
ing to me. In addition 1 have published in the local papers a request
that the people at large also make Ihesc observations and report to me
by teller or otherwise, so thatl am in hopes of being able to make a full
and accurate report to Forest and Stream when our welcome visitors
have all arrived. Our lakes and some (of the rivers are yet fast bound
in icy chains, and of course thcro is no fishing news, except that the
pike-perch are being caught through the ice in large quantities. They
ought not to be taken now. for they are on their spawning berla. Our
trouting season opens May 1st.
I>. C. Estes, M. D.

DO

INLAND

FISH

MIGRATE?

New Haven, Conn., April 9lh, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
In Connection Willi J. IT. Klippart's question "Do Inland Fish Mi¬
grate?” in Forest and Stream of April 6th, perhaps the following may
be of some Interest. In the northeastern part ol this city is a lake of
considerable size, owned by the Whitney Arms Company. At the outlet
of this lake the water pours in an unbroken sheet over a dam about
thirty foot In height, und at the toot of tills dam is a long, shallow pool.
This pool contains the only fresh water to bo found below the dam, as
salt water comes within a short distance of It every flood tide. In the
lake 1 have found eleven species of fish, but iu the pool below it 1 have
found only Tour species, namolythe black bass {Mir.ropte.rue nlgrleam).
the yellow perch {Pereaflaveiesns), the pickerel (®fl* reliciilarlt:), and a
species of dace, the name of which I do not know. The horned suckers
(MoMetoMa Mimyiim) are continually sporting und basking Ju the sun
in the shallow water at Die very edge of the dam, but I know of no in¬
stance of this species being found below it. That the trout {Salma fantlnatie) is more or less migratory there is no dooht, but its absence in
this pool may perbups he accounted for by the fact that very few are
found In the lake and Btreams emptying into it, and that H is not partic¬
ularly averse to salt or brackish water.
Speculator.
Recent Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie.—One
gray wolf, Cauls oeeiderUalU. Presented by Mr. J. W. U. Cummings,
Newark. Oncsparrow hawk, Falcospurmius. Presented by Mr. F. S.
Webster, Troy. One monkey, Cebus J'atuellus. Presented by Mrs.
Charles, Jersey City. Two small alligators. Presented by Mr. Frank
Norton, New York City. One bine and yellow macaw, Aru araraima.
Presented by Master Woodie Harr, New York City. One Toulouse
noose. Presented bv Mr. J. Neale Plumb, New York City.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
Recent Aiuuvaia at TnE Philadelphia Zoologioal Garden.—
Tnree red-tailed hawks, {Hutto borealis)! four firing squirrels (P'mmjj
volvctUa); one English woodcock, (ticolppaas rustieola); one great-horned
owl, {Hobo rirginianmi)/ one woodchuck, (Arctomye utonax): one red
fox, (Vnlpesfulvus); five opossums, (mietp/iis rh-r/mianvr); four adult
und three young Angola goats; one lishef (MusUla pcnanlu); one black
iqnanu (iletapare.ros enniatus); two Irish liarcs (Lupus Uvivlus); two
black-tailed doer (Ceinas wocrotue); four French rabbits (Zepus cimieit'
his); three prairie wolves {('(tnU) iQlrtmi), horn In the garden; one .Java
porcupine (Llyslirx javanku), born in the garden; one pintail duck
(Z><yfta acuta).
__
Muon,
Arrivals at the Centennial aquarium tor tbs week ending
April If,tii.—One spotted tortoise, J&mys yuttala, liauiiiit New York.
Presented by W. M, Locke, Houeoye Falls, N. Y. One model ol hatch¬
ing trough. Presented by B. B. Porter, Oakland, N. J. Two aquarin,
one of which belonged to Prof. Agassiz a! his school of natural history
at Pennikese. Presented by the Pacific Guano Company of Boston,
Mass.
Fred Mather, Superintendent.

THE NATURAL AND ECONOMIC HIS¬
TORY OF THE
SALMON ID^E—GEO¬
GRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION
AND
ARTIFICIAL CULTURE.
NO.' BIGHT,
BY PHILO ICHTHTOS.

T

HE discovery of the artificial method of multiplying
food fishes, may be justly accepted as the greatest
benison ever bestowed upon the human family, for it- most
opportunely augments the world’s food resources, for its
increasing millions. Although a decade of years has hardly
passed since its adoption in our country, yet its conquests
surprise and astonish even the most sanguine friends of the
art, on account of the attainment of such grand results.
The art is as old as civilization itself, and was lost during
the dark ages, and only revived to bless the struggling
people of modern times, npon whom the burdens of toil
bear so heavily. Pisciculture in its modern application
may be summed up as a method of fecundating and hatch¬
ing the eggs of fishes, and of nursing and caring for the
young fish under protection, until they are capable of shift¬
ing for themselves. For the present, efforts to multiply
fishes by the artificial plan, are chiefly confined to the Salmonida, for the reason that their spawning season, occurs
at a favorable portion of the year. When the desire of en¬
gendering seizes upon them, they at onee, if still in their
native haunts, or confined to artificial ponds and races, be¬
gin to ascend to their spawning beds, and their arrival at
the shingly bottoms of the stream, where they too were
born, is seized upou as the fitting time of the piscicultur¬
ists for the selection of spawnen and milters, from which
may be obtained the annual stock of ova for artificial fecuudttlion and incubation. When this movement begins,
whether among migratory salmon, or brook trout, the
females and males are technically considered ripe, aud thus
move in consonance with the promptings of nature to their
ancestral spawning beds for the reproduction of their
species. Anadromous, or migratory salmon, only ascend
fresh water streams or rivers in obedience to this demand
of nature, and when the deposition of their ova has taken
place, they return again to the sea which contains their
food, upon which they suddenly fatten. While in fresh
water they cease to feed, lienee grow thin, and in connec¬
tion with reproduction, their flesh is insipid and tasteless,
totaly unfit for human food. These fishes at this time are
strikingly changed in external appearance. The females
instead of exhibiting the beautifully mingled and bright
colors in which they formerly appeared, have become
sombre in hue, putting on a grave sober attire in keep¬
ing with their condition, their beauty almost entirely dis¬
appearing until the grand object of their lives has been
consummated. The males are quite the opposite in their
external features. At this time they appear far more bril¬
liant than at any other period of their lives, but exceeding¬
ly poor and thin in flesh. These facts should deter all in¬
telligent persons from killing these fishes during the sea¬
son of reproduction, for they are as unfit for food as all
other animals are under like circumstances, All of those
rich juices which give salmon their peculiarly rich flavor
are .lost, by absorption during the prolonged period of ges¬
tation, and hence their flesh is without flavor. In the cap¬
ture of these fish preparatory to manipulation, great care
should be exercised in handling them. They should be
cautiously taken by seines or scoop-uets when fully ripe,
as they are wanted. Dr. Slack in his work on "Trout
Culture,” says of the management of trout, that "they
should be touched by the hand as little as possible." He
further says iu describing the care with which they should
be held while the spawn is being extracted, “there are hut
two portions of the body of the trout where pressure even
of a moderate character can he applied without injury.
The first is directly behind the gills, on the strong bony
arches which are there found; the other, the tail, behind
the vent. In front of the former, pressure is made upon
the gills, the organs of respiration, the most delicate por¬
tion of the fishes structure, while compression anterior to
the vent, may cause the rupture of the air-bladder or other
viscera, which would of course result in death.” It is well
known that the hranchiffi or gills are the lungs of the fish,
and from their delicate construction are easily fatally in¬
jured, and a rupture of the air-bladder from rough hand¬
ling is also fatal. It should be borne in mind that a fish
even should be mercifully treated, especially so, for while
they arc out of their native element, slight injuries may
deprive the owner of a good ipavmer or miter. If the col¬
lection of salmon is being made for the supply of a State,
or U. S. hatchery, the salmon as they ascend should be
carefully seined and orraled, the parent salmon separated
so that no time shall go to waste iu procuring male or fe¬
male, the moment they are wanted. The work of secur¬
ing, catching, and manipulating large parent salmon, ami
the art of properly impregnating the eggs, require an oper¬
ator possessed of a good deal of intelligence, as well as a
great deal of practical ingenuity.
These qualifications
cannot he expected from novices. Time, practice, and ex¬
perience, are indispensably necessary to fit men for the
superintondency of such delicate operations as are neces¬
sary in fish culture that losses may not occur.
The most perfect, establishment, iu all of its appoint¬
ments, is the great Huningue establmment de ‘pisciculture of
France, planned by M. Coumcs, an engineer of the de¬
partment. of the Rhine, and Prof. Oosto. The machinery
necessary to work this vast hatching-house is probably the
most perfect in use. The course of business at this Na¬
tional Fish Breeding House is as follows:—The eggs are
brought cliiefly from Switzerland aud Germany, aud em¬

brace those of the salmon family of the Rhine and Danube,
and the tender ombre chevalier. People in distant por¬
tions of these countries are appointed to capture gravid
fish of those varieties named, and having obtained numbers
of parent fish, communicate with the authorities of Huniugue, who at once send an expert to deprive the fishes of
their spawn and bring it to the great hatchery, when it is
placed in breeding or stone boxes, where it is carefully
watched daily until it is ready to he sent to some district
of country iu want of it. The mode of artificially spawn¬
ing at this French establishment is as follows:—The
spawner having been caught, and the spawn ascertained to
be fully ripe, the fish is held in a large tub, well buried in
the water it contains, while the hand is gently passed along
the abdomen the eggs are easily extracted, flowing out
without interruption until they are all deposited. The
eggs are then carefully rinsed and the water poured oil.
The milt of the male is then m like manner extracted upou
the eggs by the hand being passed along the abdomen,
the contact of the spermatozo of the milt immediately
and perceptably changing the eggs so that fecundation is
determined. After being'’again washed, the eggs are care¬
fully ladled out into the breeding-boxes, where they come
to maturity iu due season, if properly watched auu eared
for. It is a noticable fact that two persons are usually de¬
tailed to spawn the fishes, one holding the head of the fish
in his left hand, while the right is used to press out the
eggs, an assistant holding the tail securely with a piece of
coarse crash cloth intervening between the hand and tail
of the fish. The success of this great national breedinghouse has become so manifest that it is referred to as the
model hatchery by nearly all eminent fish culturists. In
the artificial spawning of trout the fish culturist is guided
by the same inclination of his parent fish to ascend the
races to a point where gravel is found, and determines in
like manner that the period of engendering has arrived.
The race where thespawnersand milters have been suffered
to run should have a fall of ten inches in every twentyfive feet, and by shutting off the water above, and placing
a small bag-net at the lower end the fishes may be easily
captured before needed for manipulation. Or a hole at
the lower end of the race may be dug two feet or more in
diameter and fifteen iuches deep, where the fishes will flee
when the supply is cut off above rather than be left upon dry
land. Both of these methods are economical, as only fish
needed for immediate use may be disturbed. From the
hole iu the lower end of the race they may he removed by
a scoop-net to shallow tubs, inexpensive in character, two
of which will be required' to hold males and females, the
separation of which, when in the scoop-net, greatly facil¬
itates the handling of the fishes. It is usually fearfully
cold where trout are Bpawning, and the manipulator should
have his arrangement so perfect that spawning can be so
rapidly accomplished that the exposure may be as brief
ns possible, and the spawn taken rapidly to avoid loss by
the natural deposition in the race. All is now ready for
operation. The pan may be made of polished tin ten
inches iu diameter and three inches deep, and if it is de¬
sired to count accurately the number of eggs spawned or im¬
pregnated a depression may be sunk in the bottom of the pan
eight Inches long and five wide and one-sixth of an inclt
deep, this willholdone thousand average spawn. It must be
stated that any vessel, whatever may be its make or material,
it, must absolutely clean; no grease can be tolerated without a
fearful forfeit of labor and stook, for a particle of grease
will prevent the fecundation of a large number of eggs.
The pan is now filled one-third full of pure water, aud a
female is taken and held in position over the pan thus:
The operator grasps the head of the fish with Iris right
hand, palm downward, the pressure of thumb and finger
falling just behind the gills. The fish being in a perpen¬
dicular position, the eggs for the moment gravitate toward
the vent; the operator then takes hold of the fish with the
left hand, palm upward, about two inches below the vent,
the thumb and forefinger pressing upon those parts (the
fish changed to a horizontal status), where, as previously
mentioned, pressure can be made without injury, What
we have said applies to a right handed person; but with a
left handed operator the hands are simply reversed.
While the fish is held by bolli hands it is turned somewhat
in the form of the letter S, the right and left hands being
respectively placed on the head and tail. If, upon holding
the fish in the position described, no eggs appear, 1,be belly
may be gently stroked from above downward with the
forefinger of the right hand, and if no eggs flow out tho
fish should be returned to the water, as her eggs are unripe,
or she is diseased. If the eggs flow out freely from the
curve already spoken of, it may be increased until they
have ceased flowing; then, by an adroit motion of the fore¬
finger, soon acquired, the few remaining ones iu the ab¬
dominal cavity may be foiced out. According to the
French method, the spawn should now be thoroughly
rinsed and milted by the male, the same manipulation beiug had as with the female. When the eggs are thoroughly
vitalized they at once assume, upon rinsing them, after the
application of milt, a round, full, plump appearance, with
a violet tint—evidences of complete impregnation,
The experiments of M. Vraski, the celebrated Russian
pisciculturist, are interesting, and may be presented in this
connection
Taking into consideration the fact that both
eggs and milt are slowly obtained, their entire mass not
coming at once, he readied the conclusion that when in
water the greater part of the eggs fill themselves with
water, and the sperinatozoids ceased to move before it was
possible for Ihe pisciculturist to mingle the eggs with the
diluted milt. He therefore adopted the system of dry
dishes, and turned the milt upon the eggs as soon as he
had diluted it. His success was complete; the eggs were
fecundated without a single exception. His system is now
extensively practiced, and is known among fish culturists
as the "dry method."
Mr. H.S, Dousman, of Waterville, Wis,, extensively
engaged in trout culture, applied the dry method in the
fall of 1872 in his establishment, in the fecundation of
eggs, with a slight modification. InsLead of obtaining
contact of eggs and milt by stirring them together, he
trusted entirely to the persistent impulses of the sperma¬
tozo to move directly forward, and covering the bottom of
the pan with ripe trout eggs applied the milt iu several
spots, when, after a few minutes, it could be detected by
its milky appearance to have diffused itself among all tho
eggs. In the use of this method Mr. Dousman has become
a very successful fish farmer.
Mr. Livingston Stone, in his operations in California as
United States Deputy Fish Commissioner in 1872, while
procuring spawn of the Salm quinnat, continued putting
eggs into the impregnating pans until they were half fillecc
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"before applying the milt, and then stirred them with his
hand until thoroughly mixed before he poured in the
water. His success by this method resulted in impregnat¬
ing nearly one hundred per cent, of the eggs.
Mr. Wilmot, in his report on the management, of the
Dominion hatching establishments, asserts that experience
taught him each year to use less and less water, aud finally
his best results were obtained by the dry method, without
water, aud hence he has adopted the system of dry im¬
pregnation. It is also said that Seth Green early applied
these principles in fecundating eggs, and It is regarded as
the secret of his success.
Virginia’s

Liberal Appropriation

for

Pish

Cul¬

ture .—The

Committee of Appropriatiou in the House of
Representatives has passed favorably ou an appropriation
of $30,000 to construct a fish-way around the Great Palls of
the Potomac. The Richmond Whig says:—“This is con¬
sidered tantamount to its passage. A fish-way at lhat point
will render the Potomac, with its tributaries, one of the
finest streams on the continent for shad, salmon, rock aud
herring. The Appropriation Committee will also probably
favor an appropriatiou for fish-hatchiug by the United
States Commissioner, to take effect immediately. This is a
very important measure, aud cannot be passed too soon, as
the spawning season is already beginning. By the speedy
passage of the bill the Commissioner can have upwards a
hundred millions of shad hatched to replenish all the rivers
falling into the Atlantic, and at the same time stock the
Western waters. If he had the money lie would now he
at work on the Savannah. In addition to shad, hening and
rock will also largely engage the attention of the Commis¬
sioner. The State Commissioners, we hear, propose to do
all that is possible with the limited fund at their disposal
in multiplying shad and herring and rock in the rivers of
ihe State.”
—The Legislature of Kentucky having made an appro¬
priation of $3,000 for the purpose of stocking the waters
of the State, and having also passed a law for the protec¬
tion of fish, the Governor, in accordance therewith has ap¬
pointed a Fish Commission which held its first meeting at
the Galt House, Louisville, on the 5th iust. HOn. C. ,1.
Walton, of Hart County, being appointed chairman. Up¬
on motion, Mr. Pack Thomas, of Louisville, was elected
President, and Dr. S. W. Combs, of Bowling Greeu, Sec¬
retary, and the following Executive Committee was chosen
by ballot.: Pack Thomas, Louisville; P. H. Darby, Prince¬
ton; J. H. Bruce, Lancaster; Dr, S. W. Combs, Bowling
Green, and J. A. Steele, Versailles. The greater part of
the session was consumed in the discussion of matters per¬
taining to fish culture and the manner best to supply the
Kentucky waters with fish. The chairman stated that he
had written to a number of persons concerning the inten¬
tion of Kentucky in regard to pisciculture, anil l hat lie had
received numerous responses congratulating him on the
fact that his state had resolved to do something in so im¬
portant an enterprise as fish culture.
Mr. Pack Thomas was empowered to visit the West
and East, examine fish hatches, and obtain all informa¬
tion necessary for the establishment of the proposed onterterprlse in Kentucky.
—Fifty thousand salmon trout were put in the Lower
Saranac Lake last week, cutting through ice from twenty
to twenty-five inches thick. This appears to he carrying
coals to Newcastle. What a reflection upon our game
laws that they nre not enforced as they might be, with
State Fish Commissioners to visit the lakes and arrest all
violators during the sporting season.
—Mr, G. C. Burt, of Mankato, Minnesota, has been
recently appointed one of the Fish Commissioners of that
State.
\y
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The Lawrence Dam.—Mr. E. A. Brackett, of the
Massachusetts Fish Commission, sends the following let¬
ter, which we publish at his request:—
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I find tlie following going the rounds of the papers, purporting to bo
from the Report of the Fish and Game Leagoe or New Hampshire:—
“The Hon. Joseph Kidclor then spoke in behalf of the Committee on
Fishways, which was appointed nt Ihe last meeting. He said he had un¬
derstood that daring the year the Commissioners of Massachusetts had
made substantial improvements in the fishways over the dam at Law¬
rence, but upon visiting Lawrence for the purpose of inspection he had
found tlie way over that dam even more impassable than it has ever be¬
fore. The fishway was then described as it was when built, and the fact
stated that at least two-thirds of the ladder had been carried away by
the freshets, so that now it is totally useless. ”
The above paragraph, in Whole or part, has been going tho rounds of
the papers, doing Mr. Kidder great Injustice, Inasmuch as It makes him
responsible for statements which are not true. Sir. Kidder Is a gentle¬
man warmly interested in fish cnlture, and could not possibly have
made such gross misrepresentations. Mr. Charles Storrow, Treasurer
of Essex county, and myself examined the way Monday, April 10th, and
although the water had been sevenfeet deep on the crest of the dam, we
found that no part of the fishway had been carried away by the freshet—
not even bo much as a timber or plank started.
E. A. Brackett,
Com. ou Inland Fisheries, Mass.
Nebraska Salmon.—Wonders will probably ecase when
the wonder-mill stops; but as long as the U. S. Fishery
Commission continues its efforts we may be prepared for
such startling results as Nebraska salmon. Yet one would
almost as readily expect to find birds of Paradise in Con¬
necticut as salmofi in Nebraska. Tlie Omaha Bee of April
13th says that one of its editors, who has been visiting the
southern part of the State, saw some fishermen seining in
the Missouri river at Plaltsmoulb, and among the fish
caught were a large number of salmon, from six to eighteen
inches long. The younger salmon they threw into the river
again. “These fish," it “says, no doubt came from the
Elkborn river, where, it will be remembered, Seth Green,
the celebrated Massachusetts pisciculturist, had a carload
of live flsli dumped into the water at the time of the Union
Pacific bridge accident, some two years ago. So it will he
Been that the accident is proving a benefit to Nebraska, and

it demonstrates the fact that salmon will flourish iu our
streams, muddy as some of them are."
The correspondent who has been kind enough to give
us this information sends the following letter, accompany¬
ing:—
«'
Cherry Hill, Neb,, April 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 am informed there have been a number of fish caught at Elkhorn of
specie unknown before the “Elkhorn wreck.” Three days after the ac¬
cident I saw large numbers of young fish steadily working up stream.
Among others, I am confident there wore trout (this was several miles
above tho scene of the accident). There was also a large number of
young fish caught about the wreck aud taken to ponds and streams, both
east and west; among them there were no doubt quite a number of “im¬
ported flsli." Iam going down to Elkhorn soon, and will ascertain If
any fish known to be from the car have been caught. I look for reports
from the upper waters of the Elkhorn with much interest. Prof. Livingstau Stone’s method of "planting" fish in the Elkhorn was not one
lhat I would recommend others to try; neither do 1 think would he, yet
it has, beyond a doubt, given us some fine fish.
R. T. C.

—A. very large amount of work has been done at. the
State Fish Hatchery at Caledonia, near Rochester. During
the season of 1875-70, not yet closed, there have, been dis¬
tributed 1,460,000 salmon trout and eggs; 353,000 brook
trout; 70,000 California salmon; 150,000 whiteflsb, beside
large quantities of eggs of these fish. During the last six
years there have beeu distributed from this single establish¬
ment 10,000,000 salmon trout eggs and fry, 10,000,000 of
salmon, and 1,000,000 each of California and Kennebec
salmon, Iu shad hatching 5,000,000 eggs were gathered
and impregnated last year, a large part of which were put
iu the Hudson River.
RAISING

BROOK

TROUT.

v
Caledonia, N. Y., April, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
It Is bnl a very few years sincu little was known abont taking, impreg¬
nating, and hatching the eggs of fish or raising the young. The brook
tront were first and most largely the objects of trial, both because the
price of the fish was high, lind its culture seemed to afford a chance of
great profit, aud because ou account of their habits and (be length of
time required for hatching the ova, they were the easiest fish with which
to experiment. Very rapid steps weTU made iu the art of impregnation
Slid lunching, aud now these parts of the business seem to be sufficiently
well understood. But from the very first days of fisli culture, there has
been mu undue difficulty found in raising the young trout, from the time
tile sue was absorbed until they were five or six monthB old. Other
kinds of fish have been hatched out and the young raised without any
difficulty. Any one can rear the fry of the salmon trout or the Cal iforniu salmon; but not every one can raise the yonng of the brook trout,
duet here ia the queerest thing about the whole matter. Some men
have no difficulty in raising their yonng brook trout, even if they never
tried it before. Others who have the whole business at their finger ends
cannot raise them at all. Their growth does not seem to he entirely a
matter of skill. 1 am forced to tlie conclusion llmt, of waters apparently
the same, some are better adapted to raising the fry tirnn others; though
wherein this adaptation consists I am still at a loss to know. The exact
reason why some people lose their trout and others grow them without
any difficulty has still to be determined. Of course skill has something
to do with It; hut no reasons known will account for the varying success
»f trout growers. The only gueBS I can make ia, that late fish iu sort
and warm waters will do better than early fish in hard and cold waters,
because, in the first mentioned waters the young fish find more of their
natural food. But then that is not raising them artificially. Other fish
do well universally when fed in troughs, or tanks,-or boxes. Voung
brook trout do not. In some places mid with some men they do well,
aud in other places and witli other meu they die Now, the question to
be dulsrmined is, what is the reason of the difference in success? How
can we toll certainly whether any particular stream will not only hatch
out but grow trout successfully?
It would be thought at first sight that the streams which bad many
brook trout in them, and which have been famous for years as the abode
of trout in numbers and of superior excellence, would be the streams
With which the most trout could be raised; hut the fact Is that such is
hot always the case. I have known tront fry to be raised without any
difficulty in what I should call a moddy mill-dam, and to die in numbers
iu tho waters of a stream famous for its trout. Iam speaking entirely
of artificial rearing, because fry allowed to rim free in tho same stream
seemed to have no difficulty in thriving well. The point ia one which
all pisciculturists should bear in mind, and they should give to those in¬
terested in the matter any facts coming to their knowledge which may
help to solve the difficulty.
A. S. Collins.

Jr* and giver Jfiixhitig.
FISH IN SEASON
Brook Trout, Salmo Fontlnalis.

IN

APRIL.

Land locked Salmon, Salma Qtovcri.

For list of seasonable trout flies for April see our issue of March
23d.
Fish in Market.—Our quotations show no material
change from last weeks prices. Striped bass are worth 15
to 18 cents per pound; smelts, 15 cents; salmon, frozen, 60
cents, Kennebec, $1; California, 50 cents; shad, Southern,
80 cents, North River, 40 cents, Connecticut River, 60 cents;
weaklish, from Carolina, 15 cents; white perch, 15 cents;
Spanish mackerel, 50 cents; green turtle, 30 cents; terrapin,
$13 per dozen; halibut, 15 cents per pound; haddock, 8
cents; king fish, 18 cents; cod fish, 10 cents; black fisb, Iff
cents; flounders, 10 cents; eels, 18cents; lobsters, 10 cents;
sheepshcad, 30 cents; turbot, 25 cents; scollops, $1 Der
gallon; soft clams, 30 to 00 cents per 100; pickerel, 15 cents
per pound; suuflsii, 10 cents; yellow perch, 10 cents; brook
trout, Canada, 50 cents, Long Island do $1; bard crabs, $3
per 100; pompano, 75 cents per pound.

A Rare Visitor.—One of the smacks engaged in fishing
for cod off Sandy Hook ou Tuesday morning took a fine
halibut, weighing 70 pounds. It was brought to the city
alive, and exhibited at Mr. BlackfoTd3.
—Shad were caught plentifully with fly last February in
Lake Monroe, Florida, a sheet of water seven miles wide,
which is not a lake at all, but merely a widening of the
river some 225 miles above iLs mouth. So far as testimony
goes shad taken with the fly have always been captured
hitherto at rapids and swift running water; hut here there
is no perceptible current, and the fact becomes interesting
to those who affect this sort of sport as well as to students
of natural history.
—A Huntsville (Ala.) correspondent sends us an account
of a days' fishing at Gardner’s Mill in the Flint River last
month, when some fine strings of black bass and wall-eyed
pike—known as salmon locally—were taken. Some of the
latter weighed 7-1 lbs. Tho fishing was done with live
minnows, and the best success was had below the mill-dam.
There is an angling club at Flint, and from all accounts
the streams in the vicinity afford a good quality of sport.
Short Creek, above Guntersville, is also a black bass resort;
cals, drum, perch, red horse and salmon are also taken in
abundance.

Destruction of Suad in Lake Ontario.—The Ogdensburg Journal referring to the shad placed by llic Fish Com¬
missioners in Lake Ontario, a few years since, as an experi¬
ment, expresses a doubt as to its success. The Journal
says:
During the past fall and winter innumerable small fisli,
about four inches in length, have been thrown upon the
shores of tho lake and ilvcr in a dead or dying condition.
They were discovered at Three Mile Bay, Jefferson county,
in tlie town of Masscna, during the recent rise of water,
and along the shore of the Si. Lawrence, above the Light
House, in this city. If lha destruction, from some un¬
known cause, has been as great on all the shores as at tho
points named, many hundred thousands of these fish have
perished.
Wo, last year, observed and referred to this mortality,
and have inclined to the belief that after a certain period
shad must go to salt water, just as salmon do after they
reach par-hood, or else they will die. It is true that the
Ontario shad have access to salt water, which they can
reach after a journey of 500 mites or more, running tho
Newfoundland Seal Fishery.—Speaking of the de¬
rapids of the St, Lawrence, meanwhile, but it remains to
cadence Of this commercial interest, a correspondent at be ascertained whether they do go to salt water, or even
Harbor Grace, N. F., attributes it in great part to tlie
make the attempt. That shad travel long distances from
wanton waste in killing the young “whitecoats" or “cats." salt water is instanced by tlie fact that they ascend tlie St.
“In old times,” be writes, “I have seen 130 sailing ships John's river iu Florida as high as Lake Monroe, or about
going to the ice from St, Johns. Now there are some "225 miles above its mouth. There they are found in full
flavor and condition. It may he that the Ontario shad do
eighteen steamers aud comparatively a few sailing vessels.
They say three from St. Johns and about fifteen from here. the same, but we are not aware that the fact is known.
We have three steamers.” Seals usually leave tlie ice and
Decrease of Potomac Shad.—The "Washington Star
take to the water about April 10th, and as no favorable notices the small run of Potomac shad this year, and attri¬
time for the prosecution of the fishery presented itself un¬ butes it to the use of gill nets whioh the old fishermen say
til the 9th of March, the season is likely to prove short, are destroying the business. It says:
and the catch small. Our correspondent mentions several
The fish which would naturally ascend the river to the
varieties of seals, as the “Harp," which carries a pattern spawning grounds between the limes of hauling tho large
of a harp on his back, the “Hood,” which envelopes his seines are now all caught up by the gill nets, it being
almost impossible for a fish lo escape them. The conse¬
face with a hood when in danger, the “Square Flipper,”
and the “Bedlamer,” which is one of the fortumvtes who quence is that fishing shores which in former years rented
for thousands now command only a few hundred dollars.
have escaped the slaughter of Lite previous year. lie con¬
It is believed that there are at least two thousand gill nets
tinues: “The sailing vessels take from twenty-five to sixty between the Loug Bridge and the mouth of the river, many
men, and tlie steamers 300 to 350 men or more. You may of which stretch quite across the channel where tlie fish
well imagine how uncomfortable it must be for sucli a run. Many of the shad caught in these nets are destroyed
by eels and catfish before they can be readied by tlie fisher¬
large body of men cooped up as they are, in a compara¬
men, and many of them drown before being reached.
tively small hold; and three or four often occupy one Those persons occupying shore landings complain that tho
bunk. Its a wonder that epidemic disease does not de- laws of Maryland and Virginia governing fishing in this
velope itself. Our pe ople are a hardy race, but they can¬ river aro not enforced, and uo efforts are made to enforce
not hope to live by seals. The men’s berths are ranged on them.
a lower deck on each side of the ship; the ballast is below.
Massachusetts—Mlton, April 15th.—The river here is
When seals are taken, tho centre-hoards are lifted, the bal¬ full of smelts, and but very few are taken, and those under
H.
last handed out, and the seal pelts put io, when there is a cover of the night.
New Bedford, April 14th.—Fish in market are more plen¬
heavy cargo, all tlie bunks are knocked down and the men tiful, comprising cod, haddock, halibut, herrings, alewives,
must sleep where they can. Is that nice!"
smelts, &c. The corps of amateur trout fishermen were
Up lo April 19th the following sealers had arrived at St, out yesterday, “fast day,” and some of them met with,
Johns: Leopard, with seven thousand seals; Bear, with very fair success, especially the “knowing one’s,” who
ten thousand seals; Wolf, with five thousand seals; Hawk, wont fishing “over there.’’
with four thousand seals; Ranger, with thirteen thousand
Primitive “NeedlePoints.—We have received from
seals; Proteus, with ten thousand seals; Lion, with twenty the writer of the following letter some very curious fish¬
thousand seals, and Greenland with twelve thousand seals, hooks) and a line manufactured by the Mojave Indians of
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Arizona. They are genuine “needle points," not equal
perhaps to Seth Green’s, but still very serviceable, as the
letter nsserts; and upon the fact that they are so, it may
be possible to build up testimony in support of the theory
of the veteran flsh-culturist and fly-tosser. It is evident
that Mr. Green's views must be correct, for “do not even
the heathen the same?" There is nothing like going back
to first principles for proof; and here we have it, from the
aborigines themselves:—
Colorado River Indian Eereiivk, A. T., March 25th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Inclosed please and fish hooks used by the Mojave Indiana, made
from the spine of the cactus. These hookB were exclusively used be¬
fore the white man introduced a butler kind, yet tboy answered the pur¬
pose very well, 1 had an Indian make them in my presence, so that I
could describe to yon the process of bending and tempering. In the
first place the spines are placed in water; then the Indian wraps his
thumb and forefinger with rags; as soon ns this is done he twists a mus¬
lin rag into the form of a heavy cord, and sets fire to it; he then seises
the spine between the thumb and finger endwise, the butt-end being
against the thumb, aud by a gentle pressure of the forefinger the spine
is slightly bent, and at the same time IhB twisted rag, which is now a
live coal, is applied to the inner side of the curve, and is moved back
and forth: this heating the inner portion of the Cnrvc really tempers the
hook, and causes it to retain the bent position. They will take very
large fish upon this kind of hook—in fact they are expert at angling. I
also inclose a piece of their fish lino. It is made from the outer bark of
the India hemp, and is twisted between the hand aud leg, and is quickly
made.
Yoskmite
Sea. Fish and their Habits.—Lecture

before the Massa¬
chusetts Angling Association.—One of the most practical, in¬
structive and novel lectures that has ever been delivered on
ichthyology was read by Col. Theodore Lyman before the
Massachusetts Anglers Association at its meeting in Boston
last week. “We copy the report as printed in the Boston
Journal:
The lecture was illustrated by specimens of food and
game fish, preserved in glass jars, which have been pre¬
sented to tiie Association by Col. Lyman and Prof. Alex¬
ander Agassiz, the former in opening his lecture taking oc¬
casion to state that ihe collection, which came from the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, was intended as a nucleus
to stimulate the members of the Association to present au¬
thentic types of other varieties of fish.
Col. Lyman proceeded to give directions to anglers for
preserving specimens, which, after being taken, should be
wrapped in a damp cloth or moss until opportunity offered
for placing them in weak spirits of whisky or alcohol,
when they should be allowed to soak until the spirit lias
thoroughly permeated the fish, which requires several days,
more or less, the leDgth of time required being governed
considerably by the weather. They should then be care¬
fully spread on a platter and covered with alcohol until the
fish is hardened, when it can be placed in the jar. Col.
Lyman then proceeded to describe the fishes, represented
according to their classification. The first class embraced
the perch, black bass, striped bass, white perch, rock buss,
taulog, sea perch and scup, all of which being provided
with a strong scaly’armor could be trausported long dis¬
tances in water without injury, while fishes of the alewife
class suffer on account of their light scales and thin skin.
This is a difficult fish to propagate artificially, in contra¬
distinction from the trout aud salmon family.
In the first class of fishes the eggs are retained, while in
the latter they fall loose into the abdominal cavity when ripe
and may be easily expressed. The black bass, a noted fish,
was not indigenous to the waters of Massachusetts, but
through the efforts of Samuel Tisdale, of Wareham, who
obtained a quantity from Saratoga Lake, the waters of Ply¬
mouth couuty and’from them other pans of the State had
been stocked with this excellent food fish, which for the
angler affords capital sport. He is a hardy fellow and will
hold his own against the pickerel. He has been taken
weighing as high as seven pounds, frequently at four
pounds, and commonly at two and a half pounds.
The lecturer remarked that the fishes of Southern and
Northern waters seemed to have been prevented from visit¬
ing the territories of their neighbors by Cape Cod. Striped
bass liked quiet water, and have a habit like the eel of em¬
bedding themselves in mud. The white perch run in
schools, and weigh from two to three pounds. This is a
very valuable article of food, and in the opinion of the lec¬
turer, demands attention for its preservation. Formerly
the black bass was not found on the north side of Cape Cod,
but they were brougnt around from the sound in the wellroom of vessels, and in the course of time have come to
populate the bay. The sea perch is a favorite with the
hoys, aud though a humble member of the finny tribe,
•when skinned and fried, it makes a very good breakfast.
The scup is removed from the spiney species, being finer
made. They were found in the waters of the bay when
the Pilgrims lauded. In 1621 MaBsasoit offered two of these
fish to the English, who recognized a resemblance to the
sea bream of old England. Then Uiese were unknown on
the south side of Cape Cod. In I860 they were very plen¬
tiful, but of late years have become scarce. The blue fish
is essentially a Southern fish, which pursues the mackerel
and other schooling fishes, and is very erratic in its move¬
ments, Referring to the weak fish or squeteague, Col.
Lyman said it bore so much resemblauce to the trout that
iu South Carolina it is called the sea trout. The fish is soft
and will not bear long transportation.
The mackerel family was next considered, and the methuds by which it was taken. The common mackerel has
the instinct of game and will no longer be captured iu sur¬
face seine. The celebrated blue fish was sty led the pickerel
of the sea, who bus had more to do with changing the fauna
than any other fish. It was formerly very plenty, then
disappeared, and again visited our waters iu large numbers,
driving the mackerel and menhaden like a pack of hounds.
They were mysterious fellows, aud although a valuable
fish wrere very destructive. It was an ill wind, &e., for
when the blue fish were here lobsters thrived; the mackerel
were driven off, and but for ibe canning establishments
this popular article of fund would grow to a marketable
size. The alewife was so called by Jusslyn because they
were fatter than herring, the women of England who sell
ale being likewise distinguished over their more temperate
sisters.
Referring to menhaden, Col, Lyman said thut the quantity
taken annually was enormous aud apparently inexhaustible.
A single factory at Wood’s Hole uses annually frpm 8,000
to 11,000 tons, and other factories consume a proportionate
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quantity. The shad was a magnified alewife, only it was a
finer fish. Although diminished by the destructive engines
at the mouth of the rivers, shad were now being brought
hack by wise legislation and propagation so that the price
was reduced, and oftentimes Ihe New York market was
glutted. The cod and whiling were illustrated by some
line specimens. The latter resembles the cod, and is a staple
article of food in England and the Mediterranean. In this
country, with that wastefulness which characterizes the
people, the whiting is not oaten, but is shaken out of the
nets.
The last class considered was the familiar family of
salmon, which was the most difficult to treat of all sea
animals. It has been studied by naturalists since the time
of the Romans, and they, have not, agreed in regard to its
character. Col. Lyman contended there was no distinction
between the true salmon of the sea and the salmon of fresh
water. There was no proof that the latter were land locked.
In conclusion, he elucidated briefly the principles which
underlie and should govern the preservation of inland fish¬
eries, which alone needed protection.
A vote of thanks was tendered Col-. Lyman for hislecture, and to him aud Prof. Agassiz for the valuable
donation.
Wiiebe to 00 in Summer.—Eureka! a correspondent
has found the place! He describes it below. It seems to
be just the spot which five hundred of our subscribers are
looking for aud asking about every season. No doubt
there will be a rush of anglers there next July, on the
strength of this letter, which will take the village of Dex¬
ter and the denizens of its adjacent waters by surprise. If
they find everything to their satisfaction they will no
doubt thank both our correspondent and our paper for the
information given:—
New Yoke, April 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
About ono year ago I was uskiog myself the qaestion which, I have Ro
doubt, Is now agitating the minds of some of your readers, “Where can
1 go for a few weeks or months during the hot weather of summer, and
Dud a quiet, healthy place where the living will tie fair and the Ashing
good; a place easily reached by rail, and last, bnt not least, where the
expense will be so moderate as to come n itbin [he means of a limited
purse?" Ono day, in conversation with a person who was familiar with
the country about the eastern end of Lake Ontario, he advised me to go
to Dexter, a Final] village near the mouth of Black River, Jeiiei'son Co.,
N. Y. He told me that I canid there get good accommodations for a
country place—bouts, board, and livery—all cheap, and belter flehiug
than at any other place he knew of.
Acting on this information, myself and wife went to Dexter early in
Jnno lost, and I must say that 1 found my friend had not overstated Ihe
advantages of that place. We fonud bo ird in a pleasant private family,
price six dollars per week. For a few dollars I got the exclusive use of
a good boat Tor the season, and : or more than three months I enjoyed
better Ashing than I ever did befotu in lake, river, or ocean. Dexter is
eight miles west of Watertown, five miles northeast of Saekett's Harbor,
and seventeen miles from Cape Vincent. It is about one mile from the
entrance of Black River into the hay, which forms the' eastern portion of
Saekett's Harbor. At Dexter is found the first dam across the river, and
the fish ascending from the lake, aod not being able to pass the obstruc¬
tion, crowd in in vast numbers, especially in the spring, and immense
numbers are then taken by simply lifting them out with scoop nets. By
the first of dune, fishing with hook and line becomes good, and from
that Lime onward nntii cold weather, a person of ordinary skill need
never go out fishing willioul capturing a mess of fish.
I think that perhaps more kinds or varieties of Ash arc found at this
place than at almost any other one place on onr inland waters. The
maskalonge seems to be considered as the game fish par excellence of
the lakes, and his capture in the waters about here is the most priced,
and the people living here say that more of them are taken about the
mouth of Black River than at any other place along the shorea of Lake
Ontario. Pickerel and black bass are quite plenty; the former are fre¬
quently taken of eightand ten pounds woighl, and sometimes much lar¬
ger. Black bass run from one to fonr pounds, and afforded me mneb
sport- by their gamy qualities. I think they will fight, harder and escape
ofiencr than any other fish that lives in fresh water. Most of the above
mentioned are taken by trolling with spinning bail, or spoon hook. Wall¬
eyed pike are plenty, and at limes take the hook freely. In June and
July they are in fine condition, fat and firm-fieshed, and are excellent for
the table. They bite best here in the oarly morning or near evenipg. 1
sometimes went out about sunrise, and returned to breakfast witli eight
or ten fish, averaging two pounds each. Ot-lier kinds, such as rock bass,
yellow perch, stinAsh, mullet, eels, bullheads, and catfish, ail the way
up to thirty pounds, can be taken by those fond of that kind of fishing.
The surrounding country is pleasant, the roads generally good, and many
fine drives may be had; one road running close to the shore of the har¬
bor aud lake for a dozen miles or more, around Pillar Point, affords one
of the most pleasant drives I ever enjoyed.
Parties frequently leave here tor a day's excursion among the Thou¬
sand Islands, visiting Cape Vincent, Clayton, and Alexandria Bay, and
returning before dark. Fare for tbo excursion, $1.
In short, Mr. Editor, I Teel satisfied that I got more real enjoyment
and qnlet comfort at Dexter, than I ever did at places of greater note
and more pretention. There are two hotels in the place, and it is stud
that they set good tables, and the charges are reasonable. A limited
number of agreeable persons may find.board, as I did, in private families,
if they wish to slay some weeks, or for tbo summer; ana 1 think that
those who like home comforts and good fishing, boating, and bathing,
will, on trial, do ns your humble servant intends doing, go again. It
nan be reached by Hudsuu River and Central Railroads to Rome, thence
by the Romo, Watertown & Ogdensbarg Railroad to Limerick, on the
Cape Vincent branch; thence by stage ono mile and a hulf to Dexter.
Any of your readers desiring more particulars are at liberty to call on
me at No. 804 East Seventeenth Btreet, and 1 win cheerfully givo thorn
any further information I am possessed of.
G. Sweet.

SPINNER OR SPOON BAITS WANTED.
^
JAujiBONville , FlU., April 8th, 1876.
Editor Forebt and Stream:—
The heading of thie article will probably excite the caehinatory organa
of spoon and spinner manufacturers; but I can usstire these gentry that
T have been there, und was forced to exolaitu Mena mene fekcl t tphaninj
Spinnera and spoon baits, as manufactured and sold by the trade, may
be adapted to the capture of small fish like the black base and pickerel
of northern watere, buL are not suitable for holding, playing, and laud¬
ing eavalli and redtlsh weighing from twelve to thirty pounds. You,
Mr. Editor, witnessed a portion of one of my tussels with a specimen of
the latter fish weighing twenty-four ni$ a half pounds, and you will
agree with me that ir 1 had used on ordinary trolling line, and the upology for hooka usually attached to spinners, that reilflsh would have been
a resident of the Gulf of Mexico to day. In some of our streams trout
(.black bass) weighing from tea to fifteen pounds are occasionally
hooked, aud if ordinary spinner and spoon baits are nsed they usually
escape.
I will admit thut piscatorial experts can capture large cavaUi and red
fish with light tackle and weak hooks; but this docs not apply to the
majority Of those who engage in trolling in this Slate. But few who

visit this section are provided with n golf hook, and m consequence
strong tackle is reqnired to hold and play tho fish and lift thorn from wai¬
ter to boats. In a majority of cases broken or straigliLeued hooka are
the results of the first fish hooked, followed by exclum/iLions or miitterings tout Eound badly. The old adage is that.
“Fur, feathers, and hair
Make a mau swear.
But ray experience with ordinary fishing tackle in Florida induces me to
suggest an alternLion of the couplet, as follows;—
Spoons, spinners, and hair
Make many a man swear,”
and in behalf of morality, and at times Buffering humanity, I appeal to
tackle manufacturers to supply tackle .adapted to Florida fishing. The
rapid dash of large cuvalli, und the dogged pall and long-continued fight
of redlleh soon converts a hook into a barbed needle. For Florida fish¬
ing, more especially on the southwost coast, heavy wire, the strongest
gimp, and books equal in strength and quality to those sold by Shipley
A Son, of Philadelphia, under the name of caet-stccl sheep-head hooks,
are alone suitable for the construction of spoons and spinners for Flor¬
ida fishing.
Who will supply the article and obtain a monopoly of the Florida
trade? Some will ask “Will it pay?” In reply we unhesitatingly assert
that we believe it will. We have a resident population in the Slate, and
over >10,000 visitors annually, many of whom engage in fishing, and we
regret to say that many make water haul? on account of dofectivo
tackle. I have advised many persons to remove the hooks from pur¬
chased spinners and supply them wiih serviceable ones. In conclnsion,
we will say to spoon makers, manufacture tackle adapted to our State,
and appoint a competent ageDt for Its sale.
Al Fresco.
[We earnestly endorse the views and statements of our
experienced correspondent,

and

commend

them to those

to whom his letter is especially addressed.—Ed].

WHITEFISH

ON

THE

FLY.

Keeseyjdle, N. Y., April 7Lh, 1B76.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of the tithtnsL, 1 have read the letter headed “Bo Whitefish Take the Fly?” Four years since a friend, in June, passed a fort¬
night at Chateaugay Lake. Comparing notes after a trip in the Adironducks us to the number of fish taken with a lly, he outwitted me in num¬
bers by the information that he had taken a very large number of whitefish with the scarlet ibis fly after five P. M., and undoubtedly the wriegontts albus. During my secoud year’s experience in the Adirondack? I
have never bui twice seen this species. Last spring a friend caught one
at Bartlett’s while fishing for minnowB, and it was regarded as “quite a
sight,” During the full—very late, however—they are taken in large
uumbers In a net. They are quite palatable, rather dry, aud are no more
to be compared to a trout than a rile ancker, or a nasty pickerel.
R.

ANGLING FOR SMELTS IN CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Cal., March 25th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Smelts are beginning to abonnd in goodly quantities. They visit our
buy uiinuully in great abundance, especially about the Oakland Long
Wharf, from February 1st to October, and sometimes the whole year
round. They are now beginning to blto freely. They are probably of
the largest species found ou our coast, averaging nine inches in length.
Being, as Is well known, ranked as one of the sal mo genus, they partake
of its gamflness, aud one of about one to two pounds weight, which is
sometimes but very raicly taken, makes a pretty lively fight. They aTC
much relished for the table by many persons, but I think they are rather
too firm and dry; but melted or druwn butter, or olive oil served up
with them helps them a good deal in my opinion. 1 observe in your last
number of the nlsvays improving Forest and Stream, a short, letter on
smelts from a correspondent— John A. Thomas. I agree with him that
the yoong yearlings are the "best. lie observes that you take great inter¬
est in smelts. I will, theu, give von some account or oue method of
fishing for them in our bay. The plan is to use a cane, bamboo, or oth¬
er good long rod from fifteen to eighteen feel in length, made either
wither without joints, and a light bnt strong line, either fastened to
Ihe top of the pole, or connected with a good largo four-fold multiplying
reel, at the end of which line there is rattier a heavy lead or sinker,
above which are tied three or four small hooks about a foot apart, baited
With pieces of worms, found among the mussels which attach themselves
to the piles of the wharf or bridge. The smelts come up and return
with each tide to cost their spawn or melt on those shorea or fiat* or the
bay which are either sandy or muddy. Dt the full season, which Ivts not
yet arrived, these species of salmonia corao up from the ocean through
the Golden Gate in cnormbns qnanLilies, and bite geaernpy so ravenous¬
ly at the bait offered them that it often happens that the angler hooks
and lands three, or even fonr of them at one time, and when three or four
of them weigh each—which they sometimes do—over half or threequarters of a pound, the angler has his hands Tull to secure tlmrn all on
terra JlrmIn the height of the “take,” when there are a hundred rods
plying at once, the scene ie a very lively and interesting one, 1 ussure
you. Sometimes, but very seldom, yenng palmou of two or three pounds
are hooked in this way, when there are any about. Yon angle Tor these
ganiey fish, the smelts, about three feet from the anrface of the water,
moving your bait to aud Tro to entice their natural avidity for food. A
few angle with the float, in which case ihey hook themHclves, j Their
form, us is well known by those who have any knowledge of fish, is Jong
aud sharp, like the model of a soiling ciilter, and their scales urn of a
silvery brightness and brilliant vhitcncss. Their flesh, asl have before
observed, is rather tough and dry, but they are pretty general fuVoriti’S
with fwh-efflers. They ure good with mauy, fried with eggs and cornmeal, or pounded crnckers. They are particularly prized asaoreakfaet
dish, and possess a flavor peculiarly their own. But they do not have iliu
cucumber flavor which they possess in the East, or in Europe. Widlo
fishing Tor them, large bite perch, called Sucramcnto Kiver perch, from
one to fonr pounds weight, arc often token.
E. J. Uoornu.
-■#*»—
Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—It has proved a
busy week around the wharves aud on ihe railways, as
the Southern mackerel fleet are getting underway for the
early schools of mackerel. Sonie forty sail are now being
put in readiness, and will sail next week. There is no dif¬
ficulty whatever in getting plenty of first-class fishermen to
man ibis fleet, and green bands do not stand much of a
chance tills Centennial year of the nation.
There have been 34 urrivals of the fishiug fleet the past
week, 32 from Georges, and 2 from the Grand Bank. The
receipts have been l,2b0,000 pounds cod-fish, 40,000 Georges
halibut and 100,000 pounds of Bank halibut. Shore cod¬
fish and haddock have been in light receipt, selling for
$1.50 per quintal for cod and $1.25 for haddock.—(hqm
Ann Advertiser, April 1 bth.
Hash is Hash.—For genuine hash three ingredients,
aside from the seasoning, are required: Hiee corned beef—
if home prepared, sweet, tender, und red, nil Ihe better;
good potatoes, boiled “on purpose;” aud—fidehly. The
last is Ihe most necessary, for it ensures that the meat shall
be carefully looked over, aud chopped fine; that the pota¬
toes shull lie lrented separately with equal care; mix to¬
gether thoroughly in the chopping-bowl, with the knife*
Cook slowly, moisten with milk, aud season with butter,
pepper, ami salt. Pack it snugly in a covered dish. When
dune, it you want an extra finish, pul in the ovcti and critp
over the top tq a delicate brown. Always serve hot.—
Golden Utile.
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gnchting mid ga&tmg.
AH communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOB THE WEEK,
Date.

Boston.

Apr.20..
Apr. 21..
Apr,22. , .
Apr. 23.
Apr.25...
Apr. 26.

H.
8*
8
y
10
n
ii

M.
1
52
39
42
53
39

New York. Charleston.
E.
5
6
7
tS
9
10

ai
31
25
26
49
35
26
18

n
4
4
6
8

M.
1
52
39
42
7
52
39

Tbe Brooklyn Yacht Cluh.—A regular meeting of this
club was held on Wednesday of last week. The committee
appointed to settle the dispute in regard to last summer’s
Greenport regatta, in which it was claimed that Rear
.Commodore Davidson, owner of the yacht Sadie, had
dropped a man after crossing the line, thereby violating
rule 8, reported that as it had not been shown that Com¬
modore Davidson had violated the rule intentionally, re¬
commended that the owner of the Sadie be awarded the
.prize. After a brief discussion, the report of the committee
was voted down, thus leaving the matter between the
White Wing and the Kate. Capt. B. S. Osborn offered a
resolution that the prize for the first-class sloops at the
Grecnport regatta of last, summer be awarded to the Kate,
owned by Capt. Randolph. Mr. Heinlz moved that a com¬
mittee of three be appointed to take testimony in regard to
the matter and report to the club. The Chair appointed as
such committee Commodore Dillon, Capt, Huntley and Mr.
John Oaltey.
The America’s Cup.—The New York Yacht Club have
accepted the challenge of Major Gilford, of the Royal Ca¬
nadian Yacht Club to sail the Countess of Dufferin, now
beiug built at Coburg, Ontario, for the Queen’s Cup, won
85 years ago by the America.
I Details are to be considered at a future meeting,
—The yachting men of Boston are beginning to put their
boats in order for the season, and it is probable there will
be greater interest in the sport this year than ever before.
There are now eleven yacht clubs in New England, all but
one of Which belong in Massachusetts. They comprise a
membership of about 1700, aud a Meet of nearly 450 sail.
—Mr. Havemeyers' Steam Yacht Emily has been sold to
Capt. John H. McGrady, of Boston, and "been added to the
fleet of the Lynn Yacht Club.
—The yacht “Psyche," owned by John E. Butler, 25
feet keel, was launched at Halifax, Nova Scotia, last week,
and will appear at Philadelphia during the Centennial.
Ice Yacht tor the Centennial.—Mr. Irving Grinnell,
President of the New Hamburgh Ice Yacht Club, has
shipped to Philadelphia a splendid full sized Ice Yacht, to
be exliited at the Centennial. Ice yatehiug is a sport pecu¬
liar to this country, and the specimen built by Mr. Gl'innell
is the most thoroughly equipped and finished of any ever
'Jiuilt,. From the truck wilt hang the beautiful silk ice
yacht challenge pennant, thirty feet in length, which would
have been sailed fortbis winter had not the uuusual absence
of ice almost entirely prevented any racing.
f Rowing or the Hudson.—On Saturday members of (he
Alert and Carraansville boat clubs rowed a friendly match
on the North River, opposite Audubon Park, the distance
being tlnee miles willi a turn in six oared shells. The
Alerts took the lead and kept it until nearly turning the
stake boat, when the Cavroausvilie men put on a spurt and
the two boats were then nearly even. The Alerts turned
fust, andfinally won in 19m. 18s.; Carmansville, 21m. 21s. A
single scull contest also took place between A. R. Johnson,
of the Alert Club, and W. R, Samuels, of the Carmansville
Club. The course was two miles straightaway. Samuels
was passed by Johnson when the first mile was rowed, but
soon after Samuels regained the lead and won easily by two
lengths.
' Centennial Rules for Boats on the Schuylkill.—In
Consequence of the large numbeT of boats which will pass
up and down the Schuylkill during the coming season, the
Schuylkill Navy has issued the following rules:
1, A boat meeting another “head on," shall keep to the
right, leaving the boat passed on the port or left side.
2. A boat overtaking another boat shall keep clear of the
boat overtaken.
I 8. After sun-down all boats of the Schuylkill Navy
Shall carry an orange liead-light, as adopted by the Naval
'Board.
4. After sun-down, boats coining down shall avoid the
.eastern or shore arch of Columbia Bridge, aud keep well
out in the stream, rounding the bend below and the bend
at Turtle Rock.
5. Boats going up shall keep close to the eastern shore.
' —The Harvard University Crew has been out several
times in its six-oared barge, and the men are speedly getting
in trim. The subscription list for the crew amounts to
if2,205.50, of which $017.50 has been paid in.
The Nova Scotia Centennial Crew.—The five men
I selected to practice for the world’s race at Philadelphia
; went into quarters last week at the Arm, and will be
thoroughly trained under the direction of Jerry Holland,
the trainer of the old Pryor Crew. The. five are John
.Nickerson, Richard FJemming, Obadiah Smith, Caleb
[Nickerson and Warren Smith. It has not yet been decided
Which of these will be spare man. It is said by those who
; know that, man for man, these five are the equals of bur
I Carnival crew, and if such is the case there need he no fear
of the result at Philadelphia if due care is taken in the
selection of a boat.—Halifax Herald, XUh.

j§?niioml
BASE BALL.

—On April 15 the legitimate amateurs Osceolas opened
play at Pi'OBpect Park in a game with the Hameless Club
of the Bame class of amateur organizations. Owing to the
Xplended catching of Grearson atid the pitching of Valentine
the score stood at 16 to 2. Ten rueu played, and the game
consisted of ten innings.
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—The professional season of 1876 was duly inaugurated
on April 14th at New Haven, the first clubs to enter tbe
arena for the United States championship being the Boston
and New Haven Clubs. The game was played in the pre¬
sence of over three thousand people, and it proved to be a
well played and interesting contest, as the appended scare
shows:
BOSTON.
TB a lB
G. Wright, s. s. ..4 0 2
Leonard, 2d b.5 O 2 _
Muruan, lath.4 <2 0 14
8hafcr,3db.I 1 II l
Morrill, l.f.4 I I 1
McGinley, c.4 COB
Manning, r. I......3 0 1 2
Whitney, c. f.3 0 1 0
Borden, p.3 0 0-1

0
1
..
0
_
0
3

NEW HAVEN.
TB I!
Wait, c. t..4 0
_ Fleet, 2d b.4 1
0 Pabor, l.f.4 0
0 OasBidy, 1st b.4 0
Goldsmith, r. f.4 0
- S. Wright, a. e.4 0
0 Spence, 3d b.3 0
„
OjSeward, c...3 0
SlNichols, p
3 0

lBMUI
0 0 1 1
2 0 3 1
0 3 1 0
2 11 I 1
0 0 2 1
0 1 2 0
0 0 1!
„ _ _ _
0
0 1 4 2

Totals.34 4 7 27 13 10| Totals.33 1 4 27 15 11
Boston.......2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0—4
New Haven.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-1
First base by errors, Boston, 5; New Haven, 3. Ruus earned, Boston,
0; New Haven, 0. Balls called, on Borden, 10; on Nichols, 21. Strikes
called, from Borden, 35; from Nichols, 25. Fonls struck, from Borden,
17; Iron Nichols, Id. Average of foals struck, Borden, 2; Nichols, 4
Average of bases called, on Borden, LI; on Nichols, 2.1. Average of
strikes, from Borden, 4.8; from Nichols, 2.7.
Umpire—Mr, A. D. Ayers, of the New Haven Greys.
Time of game—one hour and forty minutes.
The umpiring was excellent, and some very fine play was
shown. Borden bore off the palm in pitching, and George
W-rlglit at the bat.
—The following is the record of the principal contests of
April, in which the professional clubs have taken part since
our last issue:—
April 8—Louisville vs. Memphis, at Memphis.31 to 5
April 9-Empire vs. Grand Haven, al St. Louis.12 to 9
April 12—Hartford vs. Trinity College, at Hartford.16 to 2
April H—Boston vs. New Haven, at New Haven. 4 to 1
April 15—Boston vs. New Haven, at Boston.,.ll to 3
April 15—Athletic vs. Centennial, at Philadelphia.8 to 4
April 15- Brooklyn vs. Trenton, at Brooklyn.82 lo 5
April 17—Athletic vs. Active, at Philadelphia. 9 to 2
April 17—K einz vs, Philadelphia, ut Philadelphia. . 4 to 2
It will be seen that only four good scores were made out
of the nine games.
—A freely played game took place at Lowell April 13tb,
in which the Uavard College men of 1876 defeated tbe co¬
operative professional Lowells by the appended score;—
lowell.
harvard.
Say, s. s.0
Woodhcad, 3d b.0
Brown, c. 0
Cogswell, 1st b.0
Doyle, r. f. 0
Sullivan, 2d b.0
Macullur, 1. f. 1
Blogg, c. f.0
Foley, p.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
7
8
1
3
5
3
2

1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
2

Totals.! 0 27 8
Uurvavd.1
Lowell.0
Runs earned—Harvurd, 1.
Umpire- G. F. White, Lowell.

1 Leeds, s. s.
(' Nathan 1. f.
1 Dow, c. f.
1 Ernst, p.
0 Thayor, 3d b....
0 Bird, r. f.
0|Wright, 1st b...
0.Thatcher, c ....
0|Sawyer, 2d b....

.110

10

..02100

..0 0 0 0 0
.01210
..0 0 0 1 0
..0 0 0 0 0
..1 2 11 0 0
,.i i 12 3 a
..0 0 1 2 0

8 Totals.3 7 27
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0-3
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1

8 3

Time—1 hour 50 minutes.

—The Brooklyn Chelseas opened play in good style at the
Capiloline grounds on April 11th, by defeating a strong
picked ten, by a score of 26 to 3. Rules’ pitching and
Roche’s catching were the features.
—The Chicago Club grounds are still underwater, says a
local journal of the 15th Inst., it having been found im¬
practicable to drain them on account of the low ground,
the surrounding fields being no lower. On the 20ih, if the
grounds are in a suitable condition, a practice game will be
played by the regular nine against Bradley, Clapp and
McGeary of the St. Louis Cluh, assisted by picked amateurs.
On Saturday SpauldiDg, Barnes and White will go to St.
Louis to play a like game with the professionals there.
These games are played under the new League rule for
exhibition games.
—Tbe Beacon Club of Boston—about the only legitimate
“Knickerbocker" amateur club in the Hub—has retired
from the field, having ns opponents of their own class to
play with, semi-professionalism having gobbled up all the
other so-called amateur clubs of Boston and its vicinity.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
F. B. F., Cambridge, Maes.—Will you kindly give me the address of
Mr. Palmer, whose bitch, I see by yonr last issue, gave such a large litter
of pups to her owner. Ans. No, 54 West 11th street, New York City.
G. W. Rabbrale, Gainesville, Texas,—Can yon inform me where I
can obtain a volume of The Ibis for 1805, and its probable cost? Ans.
Doubtful if yon can get a copy short of The Ibis office, London, Englaud. It will cost yon about $12.
Lopbab.—Rabbits are not indigenous to Newfoundland. Some years
ago Andrew Downs, of Halifax, sent a nnmber of Nova Scotia rabbits
there, and now we are told that rabbits areas numerous in Newfound¬
land as in Nova Scolia,
G. W. P., Williamsport, Pa.—I have a cocker spaniel pup which the
distemper has loft with the chorea, or the jerks. Can yon prescribe
anything for the complaint? Ans. We never have been able to cure a
dog alllictcd with chorea.
Pointer, Newark.—Please inform me why the word “dropper" is used
for a whelp from a pointer and setter? Ans. The word “dropper" is
used to designate the cross between setter and pointer only, and a very
good word it is; but how it originated we do not know.
A. K., Quincy.—My pup appears to have the ilch, or something, at ihe
butt of his tail. He keeps running after It, and he seems to have a fe¬
ver inside. He drinks a great quantity of wilier. Ans. Your pup
probably has a touch of mange. Try the remedy recommended to W.
H. D„ In this column.
W. J. C., Jamaica Plain.—What kind of a dog would he best for
banting woodcock, and what t he price of the same, about five months
old, and where could It be bought? Aus. We consider tbe setter as the
best dog for woodcock. A pap about five months old is worth $25; at
that price we can procure one for you.
Snipe, Monroe. Micb.— 1 have a dropper bitch; takes after sire, an
English Better. If breed her again to an English setter, what blood
will the iBsnlt he, and will they be goodf Ans. By breeding your bitch
to a thoronghbred setter, the pups will most probably have foil, or near¬
ly foil, setter coats, and may make as good dogs as if thoroughbred setMat, Goshen, N. Y.—Can I draw a soino in the Wallkill, which runs
through Ulster and Orange counties? I wiBh to draw it for suckers and
catfish, as the above are only fit for use during the early part of the
spring Ans There isa law with a penalty of $25 uttuclwd, which ex¬
pressly forbids the taking of fish in the Wallkill in any manner save
the hook and lino.
W- H. D,, Corning, N. Y.—I have a valuable dog that has the mange.

Can ycu keif me what will cure it? Ans. Take compound sulphur oint¬
ment; add to Ik a little spirits of turpentine, so as to ho able to rub it
well into the skin; apply two or three times a week; wash the parts oc¬
casionally with castile soup. Give your dog a gentle purgative aud
plenty of exercise, always keeping him In a clean place.
Zir, Now York.—My setter Zip has two very had teeth, which keep
him continually frothing at the mouth, aud they interfere with his eat¬
ing very mncli, aud I thiuk they will be difficult to extract, Wiuit wonld
yon advise me to do; if to oxtract thorn, can yon inform me at any per¬
son that will do It? Ans. The defective teeth should be extracted, and
we presume that any vetorinary surgeon would parform tbe operation.
Subscriber, Yorkvillc.—1. The use of kerosene oil failed to remove
the rust stains from inside of my gun barrels. 2. Can you recommend
a competent aud reliable smith in Baltimore for re-boring; If not, in N..
Y.? Ans. 1. Mix a small quantity of lino emery with the kerosene; or,
better still, with benzine; but it should be used with care, as constant
friction with emery and oil will change the bore of a gun. 3. Yon will
find Messrs, Clark & Snider reliable gnnsmitha, of Baltimore.
G. M. E.—Ia there good shooting (enough so as to make it pleasant
for a party to camp a few weeks) in the country around the head waters
of the Connecticut Elver, in New Hampshire? What is the best and
nearest route from Boston? Ana. Excellent shooting aud fishing in
their season. Take Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad form Portland to
Stratford, N. H., aud thence stage to Colebrook. It is 25 miles wagon
road from Colebrook to the Connecticut Lakes and adjacent waters.
E. B. S., Pensacola Fla.—Please inform me If Hr. Cones’ “Field Or¬
nithology" gives descriptions of biTds with sufficient minuteness to en¬
able me to identify species? if not, wbat work will do it, and what is
the price ol the least expensive one that is complete? Ans. Dr. Cones’
“Field Ornithology" deals only with taxidermy, etc. His “Key to North.
American Birds,” price abont $7, is the least expensive and best work
for identifying, unless you buy Baird, Brewer & Ridgway’s recent large
work.
Chippies, New York.—I have a setter dog six years old who, having
run loose in the country all last snramer, got iu the habit of running af¬
ter chippies. The dog being a first-rate retriever and very good ranger,
would be very valuable, if he could be broke of this habit, and I would
therefore be very much obliged to yon to give me your opinion ami udvieeabout it, howl coaid break him of it? Ans. Any dogmayhe
broken from chasing small birds, if the rawUldo used for punishment ia
three or four feet long, and properly applied.
Reader, Now York.—I have a bitch, and last fall was her first season
on game, and she worked magnificently, but would pay more or less at¬
tention to small birds. This season I’ve had her out on snipe, and she
pays more attention to small birds; when she comes to where they have
been she will go head down and nose all over the place. Now, I wish to
know if her case demands a puzzle peg? Ans. If you cannot prevent
your dog from nosing around after small birds by the use of a whip, yon
can break up his fault by using the puzzle peg,
J. II. W,, Newark.—Will you please decide the bet betw'eeu George
L. and Thomas S, ? George L, beta Thomas $10 that A. H. liogiudos
killed 100 pigeons, and that they all fell inside of 80 yards boundary.
Thomas S-> Who is a subscriber to your valuable pHper, lists lliatEopardus did not do it. Ans. At Dextec Park, Chicago, inly 21at, 1389,
Bogardns matched himself to kill 100 birds in 100 successive shots, lo
load as he pleased, and accomplished tbe feat. In the report of the
match nothing is said abont boundaries, and we believe there were none.
W. H. S.,Philadelphia.—Inclosed, pattern made by my 12-bore, muz¬
zle-loading shot gun at 30 yards, with 1 oz. of No. 8 shot (the gun shoots
with great force). Do you think It shoots close enough, and if not, what
can I have done to it to make it shoot closer? It i3 a fine gnn, and I do
not think that the barrels are thick cnongh lo admit choke-boring? The
gnn is marked Blanton, is not Munion dead? Ans. If the pattern you
have sen t us is an average of what yonr gun will make,yon need no closer
shooting gun for general upland shooting. Such a gun, with Kay’s car¬
tridges, would do all that could be expected from a choke-bored gun,
Manton has been dead many years.
W. J. P., New York.—Please inform me if the Dittmar powder is
loadedin shells infthe same manner as the ordinary black powder, and.
if the qnautity used for a charge is the same as of the latter? What
would be a proper ducking charge of tbe Dittmar for a 91-lb., 10-bore
gun? Do you consider it entirely safe, and is it equally adapted for use
in muzzle-loading guns? Ans. Tbe Dittmar is used in the same man¬
ner as black powder, measure for measure, (not weight). For a ducking
charge in yonr gun, say 4 drs. (bulk). Wo believe it as at present made
to be perfectly safe, and it is equally adapted for muzzle-loading guns,
only should not be rammed too hard.
R. B. B., Sparta, Ga.—1. Will yOn please tell me how to use benzine
in removing lead from guns? 2. Does the Remington cartridge loader
prevent the expansion of paper sheila when loading with wads one aizo
larger than the shell? 8. How does it compare with the Stnrtevant
loader, and which do you consider the best loader? I wantyonr opinion,
because 1 place every confidence iu it. Aus. 1. Dae It on a piece of
flannel on yonr cleaning rod; if not effectual add a small quantity of
emery powder. 2. It doeB not, nor do we believe that any loader will.
3 The Remington, we believe, is the latest oat, and may possess im¬
provements not found in tile others, bnt the Stntcvant is fitted with a
cylinder for the shells which may prevent expansion.
R. A., Warren, Pa.—inclosed find a photograph of my pointer Max.
He is sixteen months old, and very fast in the field. We have nothing
bnt upland shooting here in thick cover. He scents a long way, and is
very apt lo flush his birds. He is out of a Jersey setter bitch and an im¬
ported English pointer dog. Ho was raised in Columbia, Lancnstei
county, Pa. Please tell me what you think or him from ills photograph
and much oblige. If possiblo, tell me how I can break him of being so
fast in the field, Aus. Judging from the photograph of yonr pointer,
we would take him to be a thoroughbred, fine-looking dog. Age and
hard work will no doubt tone down his speed, and by the time you got
him well broken he will not be too fast. While breaking a dog yoo can
reduce his speed by compelling him. to drag fifteen or twenty feet of
stout cord.
Subscriber, Oshkosh, Wis.—Ihave a fine pointer dog two years old.
When in the field lie eomes to u splendid stand for a few moments, then
rushes in und Hushes the birds. It makes no difference whether 1 shoot
or not, he chases them until he gets tired. Have whipped him for it
very severely, bet it seems to do no good; dislike to shoot bin), as some
recommend. Who is the most responsible party near to this place that
I could send him to and have him broken of this habit; also to retrieve?
What would be ihe cost? Could he be broken by August loth? Should
I conclude to break him myself, what eoursoshonld 1 take? Ans. A4-foot
rawhide properly applied will break any dog from Hushing and chas¬
ing game. We do not know of n breaker io your section of thecounIry. Iu our issue of tho6lb inst. you will find directions for teaching
dogs to retrieve.
Con. J. V. O., Sparta, Ga.—Canyon give me Instructions bow to raise
goldfish? 1 havo the tank, etc. Ana. Use any well, or creek, or river
water that is not impregnated with mineral; change the water when the
fish come to the top and stay there and breathe part water ami part air.
When you change the water take out nearly all, leaving enough for the
fish to swim in, aud fill the vessel with fresh water. Never take the fish
in your hand. If the uquarinm needs cleaning make a sort of mosquito
netting and take the fish out with it. There are many goldfish killed,
by handling. Keep your aquarium clean, so that the water looks as
clear as crystal, and watch the fish, and in a little while you will find out
whether your fish are all right. Feed them all they will eat aud nDy thing
they will eat, worms, meat, fish, wafer, or fish spawn. Take great i::no
that you take all that llicy do not eat ont of the aquarium. Any decayed
meat or vegetable in water has the same smell lo fish in water thalitr
does to yon in ait. If your goldfish died. Is attributable, as a rule, to ono
of the three causes—handling, starvation, or had water. We have print •
ed considerable on this subject from Seth Green and others, and biwo
mailed to you the papers containing the information,
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK. •
Thursday. April 20th.—Rifle; annual meeting of the Aiken Schutssengesellschaft, at Charleston, S. C. Base ball; Boston vs. Lowell, at
Lowell; Cambell vs. Kleintz, Philadelphia. Racing; New Orleans.
Friday, April 21st.—Base bail; Centennial vs. Athletic, Philadel¬
phia; Philadelphia vs. Quickstep, Wilmington, Del. Racing; New Or¬
leans.
Saturdat, April 3-d.—Rifle; Geiger bull’s-eye trophy match, Creedmoor. Base bal); Boston vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia. Racing; New
Orleans.
Monday, April 24t.h.—Base ball; Boston vs. Hartford, at Hartford.
Tuesday, April 25th.—National Field Trials at Shrewsbury, England.
Base ball; Louisville vs. Chicago, at Louisville, Ky.
Wednesday, April 26th.—Rod and Gun Club Bench Show of doga at
Springfield, Mass.
Massachusetts State Sportsmen's Association,
Springfield; National Field Trials. Shrewsbury, England.
Turf, Field, and Farm Racing Record.—Our con¬
temporary announces that its “Racing Record for 1876” is
now ready for distribution. This is a handy book of re¬
ference for turfmen and others. It contains summaries of
aU the racing of 1875, and the nominations in all the
stakes to be run this year at Jerome Park, Long Branch,
Saratoga, Baltimore. New Orleans, Nashville, Lexington,
Louisville, Cincinnati, and Philadelphia. The indices to
past racing and stakes to be run are full and complete,
having been arranged with great care by a competent gen¬
tleman. The price of the volume is $1.00. Every turf¬
man should have it. Address the Turf, Field, and Farm,
37 P ark Row, New York.
Buffalo Poultry Snow.—Our BufEalo corre spondent
writes us that a poul try show larger than any ever before
held in that city will probably be held next fall. The
Forrester Club propose holding a Bench Show of dogs at
the same time and also a large exhibition of game birds.
Our correspondent says; "I nave no doubt the Forrester's
will do their best to make the show as much of a success
as the poultry shows heretofore have been. 1 am assured
by Hank Curtiss, of Black Rock, that he will be on hand
with as full a collection of our local fishes as it will be
possible to get together. When “flank” sets out to do a
thing of that kind lie succeeds.
Fred Mather knows
that,”

BY

HE problem by which the span of human life is esti¬
mated is one of much importance. It is known
that every living thing, either vegetable or animal, has its
lifetime, which is governed by the fixed law of inheritance.
It may be illustrated by taking seeds of different kinds so
closely resembling each other as not to be easily distin¬
guished . When planted and germinated, some will live for
centuries as species of the oak, while others spring up,
bloom and perish in a few hours, months, or years. In car¬
rying this theory to the animal kingdom, we find the same
theory exemplified; some of them live for a century or
more, while others perish in comparatively a short period.
The laws which regulate life are beyond mathematical
calculations, and the subtle force of existence is beyond
the determination and reasoning of science.
The life germ of some animals cannot be designated mi¬
croscopically, yet one inherits longevity and the other
does not. The foal of the horse and ass, when crossed to¬
gether, is a mule, which retains the vital force of the
stronger parent, and when the existence of the weaker
parent is spent, the diseases incident to this parent arc
passed, and the offspring lives a new life, and not subject
to diseases of the horse kind, and so far as longevity is
concerned, is in reality an ass, although in size it partakes
of the horse.
Although anomalies are produced some¬
times, life must be transmitted by its own kind.
Race has considerable to do with longevity. We know
that the Esquimaux and Laplanders arc a short-lived people,
while Iudians, Italians, and the Welsh are known to have
inherited longevity. Persons may die young who have de¬
scended from long-lived ancestry, though we seldom see
offspring live but a few years longer than the parents
from which they sprung. This idea was advanced by Dr.
Lambert in a lecture on longevity, and it is a point well
worth considering. When longevity is inherited from one
side of the parents and the reverse is Ihc case from the
other, some of the children are apt to droop at the time of
the demise of the parent whom they are most alike; but
should the offspring live beyond this time, the health im¬
proves, and the prospect for longevity is greatly enhanced,
and may be prolonged to the age of the most robust pa¬
rent. It is a favorable indication for the offspring to re¬
semble the longer lived parent; when this is the case the
stamina of constitution is also apt to be inherited. Indi¬
viduals with particularly long bodies, when otherwise well
developed, have physical signs of longlife. If they are
comfortably situated and free from anxiety, all things be¬
ing equal, they physically have better promise of long life
than those situated otherwise. Married persons, if hap¬
pily connected, have abetter prospect for long life than the
unmarried; regular habits in either sex favor longevity;
excesses and vices and violations of physiological laws
tend to shorten life.
Persons inheriting longevity with correct habits, exempt¬
ed from the cares and anxieties of life, rarely succumb to
epidemic influences. This is noticeable in epidemics of
cholera and yellow fever, and should they become pros¬
trated from either sickness their chances for recovery are
better than others. Sickness pervades both classes, though
those who have inherited this principle of sustaining life
to an advanced period are more capable of resisting dis¬
ease and of living on than those who are not possessed of
such vitality. It is asserted that three-fifths of the fami¬
lies in every community pay the burden of doctors’ bills;
this accords with the writer’s experience. Those possess¬
ing constitutions capable of resisting disease seldom need
the services of a physician. As a rule, diseases peculiar
to a family pass from generation to generation. The in¬
dications by which long life may he inferred are many—
figure, proportion, weight, height, complexion, features,
color of the hair, eyes, teeth, and skin, texture of hones,
muscles, etc.,—all have a special bearing on the length of
time an individual may live.
It is affirmed that it cost no more to raise a person who
is capable of living for a century than one who does not
live more than half the period; but the profits to the na¬
tion accrue after the half century has passed—that is, the
first half of life is consumed in paying the expenses of
rearing, and the latter half of life develop the accumula¬
ted profits. Longevity has a direct influence on the pros¬
perity of every race of people; of this class the Jews af¬
ford a striking example. The heavy work of life is usu¬
ally selected by those who require long life for its accom¬
plishment, 6uch as statesmen, historians, etc. The names
of Humboldt, Newton, Webster, Franklin, and Shakes¬
peare afford examples. It would not be correct to say
that genius could not he developed in short-lived persons,
for the sparkling poetry of Byron, and the effusions of
Poe and Pollock show to the contrary. Judges of live
stock can tell at a glance the capacity of a cow for giving
milk, and whether it will be of superior oi inferior quality.
The jockey, by inspection, can correctly determine the en¬
durance and speed of ahorse, and so can the probable lon¬
gevity of the human species he determined by definite
characteristics. They are as plainly visible to the prac¬
ticed eye in the human as in the brute creation. Buffon
was of the opinion that persons who arrive at full growth
slowly live to a great age. Longevity in man is necessa¬
rily dependent upon sound lungs, with large capacity for
respiration. Men of intelligence wlio study carefully na¬
ture's laws are enabled, by close observations, aud by com¬
paring the lives of individuals within the circle of their
acquaintance, to judge of the prospects of longevity of
their friends very nearly.

The indications of longevity are manifested by a strong"
voice, good appetite and digestion, excretions free and reg¬
ular, hair rather approaching fair than black, beard shad¬
ing lighter down the face, skin smooth and clear, feet
broiul and thick, not long and slim, hands large with fin-"
gers not too long, neck medium in length, head medium
sized, sound teeth of a yellow cast, pulse strong and reg¬
ular, chest deep and capacious, shoulders rather inclined
forward, but not fiat, thickly set but medium-sized stature,
with strong bones and muscles.
In reference to the relative longevity of the sexes, ac¬
cording to tables prepared in Holland, and extending over
a period of 125 years, females live three or four years
longer than males. The mother usually transmits her con¬
stitution to the offspring, rather than that of the father.
It must be admitted from established facts that long life is
an actual inheritance, yet harmony is established by the
laws of longevity, and each race or individual fulfills its
destiny, and theo gives way to he replaced by another. If
this was not the case the earth would become unduly
peopled.
Recollections of old Sportsmen.—It is well to turn
back betimes to the record of the past, that we may bet¬
ter estimate the things of the present. Sucli reminiscen¬
ces as these that follow, and such as are occasionally con¬
tributed to us by contemporaries of this writer, will be
read with more than passing interest-, not only by the new
generation, but by the survivors of the old. No doubt
this gossip of a veteran, but by no means a retired sports¬
man, will arouse many recollections that will chime in
sympathy therewith like the bells of a moss grown tower,
aud perhaps awaken responses from the ancient hills that
our readers will be glad to hear. By such jottings as these
we are not only enabled to compare the wonderful pro¬
gress of onr country within a brief period, but to recall
and note the improvements that have taken place in all the
arts, sciences, and arms. Foreigners can no longer throw’
into our teeth the charge that we are very new, that we
have no past—no storied ruins that, crumbling at the touch, i
tell even in their decay of days and deeds so far gone by,
that the very distance invests them with a mist and halo of'
romauee. They cannot twit us with having no traditions*;
to keep alive the flame 6f glory, and the fame
of statesmen and jurists of renown.
They can no
longer sniff their noses at our primitive houses and the1
smell of undried paint.
Not only do the reminisces
ces wo print herewith gainsay it, but the report of a hun¬
dred years affirms itself in its completed and majestic cycle,!
exhibiting a century of such cheequered life, strange ex-;
periences, startling changes, and wonderful progress, and
crowded with so much to engage the time of the future
historian, that the mere retrospect alone seems likely'
to disturb the aecummulated dust.
Our correspondent
says:—
“Fifty years ago, say about 1836, or before the buildingi
of the Milldam Road, now called the Western Avenue to
Boston, the tide ebbed and flowed over what is now the>
Public Garden, Arlington, and Berkley streets; as Mr.
Emerson said in his Centennial poem,

v

“Twice each day the flowing iea
Took Boston in its arms."

There, where Washington bestrides his stone charger, I
have shot ducks, and I well remember on a November day,
being out on that wild and desolate marsh, in a gunning float
in pursuit of water-fowl, I was overtaken by a snow storm,
and with my companion had hard work to save ourselves
from perishing in wbat is now the most valuable part of
the city, and covered with the homes of millionaires.
Fresh Pond, in Cambridge, was at that period a noted
resort of wild-fowl, and 1 have more than once seen the
day break while lying in the marshes at the outlet, in a
boat with that staunch sportsman Nat. Wyeth, waiting for
flocks of teal.
The woods of Newton, Watertown, and
Cambridge, contained at that time many partridges and
woodcock, aud every farm had a covey or two of quails.
Can you realize the fact, Mr. Editor, that your corres¬
pondent lived before the introduction of the percussion
cap, and that his first fowling piece was exploded by flint
and steel. In these days where tho muzzle loader is al¬
most obsolete, it may be interesting to know, that the dis¬
pute between the advocates of the new methods, the detona¬
tor or percussion principle, and those of the old and well
tried flint lock, was as long and earnest as now between
the friends of the muzzle aud the breech-loader. It was
acknowledged that, the percussion system was quicker, but
the old fogies declared that the flint lock throw the shot
stronger. I, being at that time young and progressive,
had my gun altered from a flint lock to a detonator, or as
the gun smith persisted in saying, “he percushed it.” This
iu spite of the disapproval of my elder sporting friends,
particularly an uncle who gave me my first lesson in shoot.
iDg on the wing, aud who being a good shot with the old
weapon, disbelieved in the new.
At that period, all the clear brooks about the vicinity ol
Boston contained trout, and mauy a good basket have 1
made in Smelt Brook, in Newton. The last brace I killed
there weighed two pounds—this was about 1828—and was
done with bait, these streams not being suited to fly fisk
ing, even if we had known flow, which few did at that
lime. There might have been half a dozen fly fishermen
among the 40,000 inhabitants of Boston, and strange to say
two or three of those were in the habit of going to Scot
land for their sport, believing that the Balmon of Canadian
waters would not take a fly. We have had similar storief
in these times concerning those of California."
—Trapping in the Ottawa district of Canada has not beei
successful the past Beason, and it is evident that fur-bear
ing animals are becoming scarce.
TnrroBTANT.—Clare should be taken in haying Fishing or Hunting Suit
to get a genuine Holaiiiril Soil nod not ooe of the worthless imitaiioA
which are being jrat on the market. The boat is the cheapest.—Adv. I
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Clouds and Showers of Quails is California .—We
liave heard of the abundance of quails in California, so
great in certain sections as to be voted a nuisance by the
farmers who devise all sorts of contrivances for tlieir de¬
struction; but we never expected to hear of their flying in
clouds like the myriads that fed the congregated camps
of the Israelites in Scriptural times. Surely, in that favor¬
ed country, whatever the blessing may be, “it never rains
but it pours.” Now read what, we And in a copy of the
San Barnardino Argus, and put up your shot guns—sell
them for old iron—cut them into sections for binocles—you
will never want them any more if yon will only hunt in
California. Like the green Irishman in America, who dis¬
covered a half-soverign in Gold street—“all yez hav to do,
is to stoop down and pick them up!”
“Agua Mansa, Cal., March 80th, 1870.
“Bear Argus:—Seven miles west of Riverside, on the road
to Spadra, is a beautiful valley called Sicamorc Canon.
It is used by Francisco Alvardo as a sheep rauch. On ap¬
proaching it I saw a dark cloud and heard a distant noise,
and soon discovered that it was a great cloud of quails;
they came by the thousands; the air was darkened with
them; the cloud was accompanied with a noise that could
have been heard at a long distance. The valley was so
covered with them that an army of hungry men might
have eaten to their fill. I had never seen or heard of such
a case before, and strange as it may appear, there was a
bright plumage on the quail’s heads about four inches long,
“Thomas 15. Kazan.
Not the least remarkable paTt of this story is that the
Argus believes in it, and actually vouches for Ihe veracity
of the relator, whose statements are authenticated and
confirmed by other witnesses. Would that these showers
of quail might immediately follow the showers of grass¬
hoppers that plague the vast areas of Kansas, Nebraska,
and Minnesota. Quail on toast! Why, the amount of
grain they would save if made into toast, would not only
provide provender for all the inhabitants of those Stales,
but furnish a “bang-up” dinner at Delmonico’s or the
Hotel Brunswick, for all the gourmands and epicures of
Gotham.
'
By the way we notice witli pleasure, that our esteemed
contemporary, the Turf, Meld, cmd Farm, is urging the in¬
troduction of foreign quail into this couutry for propaga¬
tion. It is well, but of wbat need, when we have such an
inexhaustible supply at our very doors; yea, even at the
Golden Gate of the Pacific?
Fixtures for the Centennial.—The Centennial Com¬
missioners have issued the following circular naming the
proposed dates for the exhibition of agricultural products,
live stock, trials of speed, etc:
Agricultural Products.—Pomologieal products and
vegetables, May 16 to 24; strawberries, June 7 to 15; early
grass butter and cheese, June 13 to 17; early summer vege¬
tables, June 20 to 24; honey, June 20 to 24, raspberries
and blackberries, July 3 to 8; Southern pomologieal pro¬
ducts, July 18 to 22; melons, August 22 to 26; peaCh«,s,
September 4 to 0; Northern pomologieal products, Sep11 to 16; Autumu vegetables, September 19 to 23; cereals,
September 25 to 30; potatoes aud feeding roots, October 2
to 7; Autumn butter and cheese, October 17 to 21; nuts,
October 23 to November 1; Autumn honey and wax, Oc¬
tober 23 to November 1.
Field Trials.—Mowing machines, tedders, and hay
rakes, June 15 to 30; reaping machines, July 5 to 15.
Live Stock,—Horses, September 1 to 14; dogs, Septem¬
ber 1 to 8; neat cattle, September 21 to October 4; sheep,
October 10 to 18; swine, October 10 to 18; poultry, Octo¬
ber 27 to November 6.
The above dates may be favorable for the assembling in
Philadelphia of societies and associations interested iu the
specialties above enumerated.
The right to amend or aunul this circular is reserved.
A. T. Ooshorn, Director-General.
Burnet Landreth, Chief o£ Bureau of Agriculture.
Philadelphia, April 1, 1876.

Free Passes at the Centennial.—We commend to
the public the following very sensible views from our es¬
teemed contemporary, the Scientific American:—
“Every politician in office, every newspaper man, in
fact everybody who can conjure up even the shadow of a
reason for the privilege, deems himself entitled to enter
the Centennial grounds free, and the consequence is that
the Commission is unable to fix any limit as to where this
deadheading shall terminate, li seems to us that there is
one, and but one solution, to the problem, and that is to
issue no free passes at all. It must be evident that, in order
that the Exposition shall pay back the money invested in it,
a very large daily attendance will be requisite, even at fifty
cents per head admission. Every free pass given, there¬
fore, is simply a diminntion of receipts, and when the
number of passes swells, as it easily may, into thousands,
the loss will be one to make itself felt. This deficit will
have to be made up, and there is only one source avail¬
able, and that is the pockets of the general public; so that,
reduced to its simplest terms, the pass system involves the
payment by the people for the admission of a privileged
class. Of this class the individuals are ten limes better
able to pay for themselves than half the masses who will
flock to Philadelphia.
“The only people who should have free entrance are the
employees of the Commission, the exhibitors and their ser¬
vants, and the judges. The only exception we would
hare made to the fixed tariif would he in favor of working
men. It would be a sensible act for the Commission to
sell them tickets at a reduced price.”
—Lake Pontchartrain, below New Orleans, though
some hundred of square miles in extent, is fast Ailing up by
deposits from the waters of the Mississippi, both from cre¬
vasses which often let the waters across to the lake, and from
settlemonis by the eddying of the waters as they flow round
from the gulf. The annual filling up of this lake about
four or five inches a year, and even within the time of the
settlement of our country, has changed it from a salt to a
nearly fresh water body, and the fish have all changed their
quarters accordingly.

GAME

PROTECTION.

Protection in Maine.—The sportsmen of Washington,
Maine, recognizing the necessity of some organization
which shall have for its object the enforcement of the laws
relating to fish and game, have issued a call looking to
the formation of a club to be known as the Washington
County Game Association. They say in their call:
“In this portion of our State, deprived as we are of many
conveniences and luxuries, we yet have many sources of
recreation, many spotting privileges which, if judiciously
preserved, might be continued to us for years, and even ex¬
hibit au annual increase. But, on the other hand, a wan¬
ton disregard of existing laws, an indiscriminate onslaught
upon the treasures of our woods and streams, and iu a lew
years more wc may idly wander through fire-scathed, gameless forest, count our last partridge, and include upon outlist of exterminated species, the names of the deer, wild
duck, and trout.
Now wc appeal for co-operation’to every lover of the
gun and rod, to every man who recognizes (he distinction
between reckless butchery and a fair matching of ‘skill
against skill:’ between the wholesale slaughter of deer,
With dogs and during unseasonable months, or the occacasional shooting of a single deer, within the few weeks
which natural and civil laws designate as ‘a proper sea¬
son:’ between the pot-hunter’ who greedily ‘bags his
pounds of flesh,’ or the man who delights iu the health-giv¬
ing air of wooded hill and balsamic lowland, who appreciates
the charm of forest and lake—not voiceless aud deserted—
but. as the Great Giver iulendcd, the habitat of active life
and harmless increase.”
—The New Hampshire Fish aud Game League, at its an¬
nual meeting at Manchester, appointed a committee to con¬
fer with New England sportsmen, in order to secure uniform
game laws in contiguous States.
—Our correspondent “Seneca," complains of the viola¬
tion of the game laws in Ouondago County. He says,
(April 17th):
“Parties fish with dip-uets every day in Onondaga Lake,
or its tributaries, and are unmolested, though Syracuse
brags of two sportsmen's clubs whose objects, (according
to the constitutions) is ‘the enforcement of all laws aud
ordinances against the uulawful killing or selling u£ game
and fish.’ While I was out on the above lake last Wednes¬
day after ducks, (unsuccessfully) I counted eleven of these
nets in operation, though none of them seemed to be taking
many fish. 1 was told by one of the operators that the
principal catch was made at night, and that he had taken
seventy pounds of fish tha previous night, among them a
“lawyer" weighing twenty-five pouuds.
Minnesota.—We noticed recently the formation of the
the Lake Pepin Sportsmen’s Club. Our correspondent, Dr.
D. C. Estes, writes us from Lake City under date of April
7th, as follows:—
"As a club, we are making calculations to properly enter¬
tain all sportsmeu that may come this way this season.
Every member is to keep au accurate record of all game
killed aud every fish caught, with notes and iucidcnts re¬
lating thereto, so when winter comes again, you see, we
will have a fine time in our club meetings, in looking over
these records and comparing notes. And then again you
see, wc shall find items for letters which no doubt will
prove interesting to all. Aside from this every member is
to make an effort to secure something for our collection,
which is already large.”
—We are glad to learn that they are taking hold of the
game laws in good earnest in the Southern States. There
is great need of a law regulating the killing of game which
is done indiscriminately and at all seasons. Our corres¬
pondent “Guyon,” of Corinth, Mississippi, writes:—
“We have a game law at last, such as it is, but as the
old fellow said about some bill that he tried to get through
the Texas Legislature, ‘Owing to the astuteness of some
of tbe members, and 1 lie tootasness of the rest, it is not
what it should be.' It protects all birds and game animals
from May 1st to September 15th. We have secured the ser¬
vices of the best lawyer in our city to prosecute offenders,
and we will give them the best we’ve got in ihe shop if
they do violate this law.”
The following are the leading provisions of the bill:—
Skotion 1. Be it. enaoted by the Legislature of the State
of Mississippi, That it shall be unlawful in any plnct: in
this State to catch, kill or injure, or pursue with sucli in¬
tent any wild buck, deer, cloeor fawn, between the fifteenth
day of May and the fifteenth day of September; and it
shall be unlawful to catch, kill or injure, or pursue with
such intent any wild turkey, between the first day of May
and the fifteenth day of September; aud it shall also be uu¬
lawful to catch, lull or injure, or pursue with such intent
any quail, sometimes called partridge, between the first day
of Aptil and the fifteenth day of September; and it shall
be also unlawful to catch, kill'or injure or pursue with such
intent, any turtle-dove, sometimes called mourning- dove,
or any starling, commonly known as field lark, between the
first day of April and the fifteenth day of September; and
it shall be unlawful at any and all seasons to catch, kill or
injure or pursue with such intent, the mocking bird, cat
bird, or thrush.
Sec. 2. Prohibits the destroying the nests of any wild
bird whatever, excepting crows, black-birds, etc.
Sec, 3. Makes it unlawful for any person to purchase or
have iu possession any of the birds or game mentioned in
section one.
Sec. 4. Relates to and prohibits transportation of game
during the close season.
Sec. 5. Names the flue as not less than three or more
than ten dollars for each bird, and from ten to twenty dol¬
lars for each buck, doe or fawn.
Sec. 6. Relates to mode of prosecution.
Sec. 7. Relates to informers moities.
Sec. 8. Specifies the duties of sheriffs, constables, market
masters, etc., under the act.
Sec, 9. Relates to trespass upon posted lands, the fine
for same being not less than teu or more than fifty dollars.
Speaking of this bill our attentive correspondent, G. E.
Eytich, of Jackson, says:—
“ It was signed by Gov. Stone, March 31st. Tbe law
met with a good deal of opposition from some of our Repre¬
sentatives; who ‘wanted to hunt foxes in winter and deer

iu the summer,’ etc.; the clause to prohibit trapping and
netting partridges hud to be stricken out, or else tbe Bill
could not have passed, as a great many gentlemen in the
House consider netting the acme of sport; at any Tale they
cannot net them around here as tbe birds, having been shot
at so much, will uot drive worth a cent. Next session we
will go fordbe trap in an amendment.
The law is at least a break in the old monotony of killing
any and everything all the year around; as it is the law
will he a dead letter, except near large towns. 1 am in
hopes that we shall he able to form a club here to enforce
Ihe law around Jackson,” Game clubs are now being
organized iu different pavls of the State.
—Canadian Game Laws are evidently a nullity if they
can be violated with impunity, as is shown in the follow¬
ing statements from the Ottawa Free Press. We are glad
that there appears to be even a disposition to abate the
evil and that the Free Press is lending its assistance. “Tito
depth of snow this spring, and lire crust formed after the
moist weather, have exposed moose and red deer to the
mercy of dogs and men, Wc are told that in the Gatineau
and Coulogne regions several hundreds have been killed,
tlieir skins stripped off and the meat left to rot id the
woods. Further east and south, on both sides of the Ot¬
tawa River, red deer have been hunted down and killed
almost daily. Within fifteen miles of this city, near East¬
man’s Springs, seven wore chased out of their yards the
week before last and killed by settlers. It seems to be a
common practice iu the adjoining townships to let deer
hounds and curs run loose among the deer yards, and
drive out the animals so that the farmers aud others can kill
them near their houses and hide the carcasses at once. The
local magistrates everywhere appear to think it no duty of
theirs to enforce the game law. These poor animals are now
perfectly helpless,the does having lawns, and the deep crustcd snow preventing all chances of escape. The local gov¬
ernments shouLd certainly do something to cause tlieir
statues to be respected, and the legislative assemblies ought
to attach some responsibility to the owners of dogs which
mu these deer and worry their young, just as is done to
protect sheep aud iambs. We would suggest to sportsmen
iu this city the immediate collection of Ti fund to employ
detectives and send them to find out the offenders, and trace
tip tbe owners of dogs doing so muck mischief, and fol¬
low up the informatiou obtained so as to make some severe
examples.”
m>r Forest and Stream.
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TIIE “CENTENNIAL UEFUBLIC" EN ROUTE FOR THE NORTH.

I

N my wanderings up and clown the rivers and lakes of
Florida, I have met with many persons who had seen
Mr. Bishop on his voyage, in the paper canoe, last year.
The frequent mention of the name of oue who had per¬
formed the wonderful feat of rowing from the Gulf of St.
Lawrence to Florida, and the appearance of his in frequent
letters (only two, written exclusively to Forest and
Stream) kept alive the desire of meeting with him. Know¬
ing that it was his intention to visit Fernandina before
leaving for the North, I felt, sure of seeing him, but it was
ouly by accident that, at last, the desired end was reached.
On the steamer Sedgwick, (last Friday, the 31st March,)
among the passengers going North from St. Johns, was a
native of New Jersey, who recognized, in passing, in ibeSt. Mary’s River, a Barnegat "sneak box." It was being
propelled at a rapid rate, with long powerful strokes, to¬
wards the town of St. Marys, a few miles distant. We
were convinced that it was Bishop in that boat, and strength¬
ened in our convictions when the steamer blew him a long
salute. The news of bis arrival spread rapidly in Bt.
Marys, for it was here that he received the most delightful
tribute to bis skill and courage last year, in tbe torch-light
procession, the speeches of welcome, and hundreds of
bouquets given him on the 24th of April.
Hastening to offer my congratulations, I found him in
the hands of Mr. Fordham, the owner of Orange Hal),
who insisted that he should first have something to cat and
drink, aud hurried him forthwith to the house. In the
evening I called upon him with a friend and found him ap¬
parently fresh and strong, though rather sleepy. We,
itowever, went over the voyage that evening, and from the
notes given me then, and from our conversation during the
two days we spent together in lovely 9t, Marys, I extract
a few items of interest to the readers oi Forest and
Stream. Tile last letter, you will remember, was sent
from Apalachicola. From there, thiough Crooked River
and Oldokonee Bay he passed into open Gulf waters and up
to St. Marks. Here he received mauy attentions and pro¬
ceeded on his journey after a short delay. All along iliis
coast to the Suwanee River are immense marshes dotted
with palms, and with long stretches of forest, oak and
cedar swamp, massed behind them. The water is very
shallow, and five miles from shore a depth of seven feet
only is obtained. A strong gale off shore will quickly re¬
duce this depth of water to two feet, making especially
hazardous an extended cruise along this coast. The details
of the voyage from St. Marks were meagre, as Mr. Bishop
groups and generalizes his facts in a manner that renders
them only valuable to himself, or au eye witness who can
afterward elaborate at leisure. That he kept both eyes
open, however, his conversation attested, aud 1 doubt if
there is anything of interest to be seen and noted that lie
has not made a note of. At St. Marks, he obtained infor¬
mation respecting that “voleauo;” but this, as well as bis
theory regarding it, I withhold for the present, consid¬
ering it too valuable to lightly throw away.
At Dead Man’s Bay occurred an incident that serves to
illustrate his camp life. In the morning, after camping at
night in the “Devil's Wood-Yard”—whether so-called from
the character of the country, the fuel, or the inhabitants,
T canuot state—as lie pushed the little boat from shore, a
man who had shared his camp discovered, lying in ll o
mud, au alligator the length of the boat. From every ii diealitm, it had lain there all night, with but a few inches
of water between itself and the little boat—the Centennial
Republic. Considering that it had had glory enough for
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a season the 'gator moved upon the creek, incited thereto,
probably, by a point-blank discharge of musketry. Here,
about this bay, are splendid cedar hammocks, with cedar
squaring a foot, and the surrounding swamps are noted for
their wildness, containing cattle "never branded, who
roam through these pastures secure from the hand of
mau.
In two days from Dead Man’s Bay, the Horse-shoe Bay be¬
yond1 Bowlegs Point,was reached, where theU. S. Coast Sur¬
vey schooner " Ready," in command of Mr. Perkins, was at
work. He was invited to their camp, and uboard llie vessel,
and was shown every attention that this department—ever
attentive and courteous—could furuish. The marshes, vast,
far-reaching, seem to have made strong impression upon
him, from their very monotony, perhaps, in sight day after
day, their waving billows unbroken by trees for miles; the
sun glancing from a thousand plumed heads, reflecting
their "peculiar shimmering ligbt, aggregating an immensity
that wearied the mind to contemplate. When we reflect
that he lias had hundreds of miles of this monotonous
marsh, with equally monotonous and level reaches of sand,
llml. he has pulled steadily at the oar a thousand miles
probably, in the aggregate, through sucli scenery, with no
breezy bluffs to relieve the strain, no rugged cliffs to feast
the eyes upon, we can begin to realize the dogged persever¬
ance of the man. There is nothing so wearing and weary¬
ing as a dead-level to one who is traveling, whether by land
or water. Innumerable creeks ran up into these marshes,
and what may seem very strange, in these sail water creeks,
he found fresh springs of water bubbling up, springs
charged with sulphur, magnesia, and other mineral salts.
His last camp was at the mouth of the Suwanee River,
where he terminated his canoe voyage of last year, from
the St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico. Here he completed
the circuit; he had joined together the waters of the Great
Lakes and those of the Ohio and Mississippi. Here ended
his studies of the great natural highways of the continent.
Five thousand miles in a light canoe and small duck boat,
Lad he rowed and paddled, studying the lakes, rivers, and
lagoons, in a manner never so thoroughly done before—not
likely to be again.
The day ended clear and bright. The sun sank beneath
the waters of the Gulf, lighting up the marshes aad
bringing out in strong relief the only living object in sight,
an alligator. The picture was one to be long remember¬
ed. The white sand heaved up Irom the blue water, shim¬
mering in the leveled rays of the setting sun; tire grim al¬
ligator, his usually repulsive form changed and glorified,
clad in a mail of golden armor. The evening breeze rip¬
pled the water and tossed the little craft gently about, as
its owner slept in camp for the last lime.
The Suwanee, famed in song and story, was the river
ol all rivers in which to end a voyage so remarkable in its
character and extent.
The next morning he rowed to Cedar Keys, being obliged
to keep a mile from shore to obtain a foot of water till near
that place, as an off-shore wind was blowing. Here he
was most agreeably surprised in several ways. He found
awaiting him, from the Southern Boat Club, of Hew Or¬
leans, a.silk flag, a duplicate of their own pennant. As
Mr. Bishop bad avoided so far as possible—all publicity—
had, in fact, remained hidden in the marshes below the
city, while detained by bad weather, and bad but a few
minutes conversation with any member of the club, such
a token of their esteem was wholly nnlooked for. It as¬
sists in illustrating the fact that courage and bravery are
recognized wherever found, and to (hose who need repeated
assurance of the good will of the best class of southern
citizens, such a gin, to a Massachusetts man, may prove
significant. It may show them that, were politicians
fewer, more frequent would be such demonstrations of
peace and good will.
“Whatever its significance, our
northern readers will appreciate the gift of these noble
citizens of blew Orleans. The flag will he described in a
future letter. Auother mark of esteem was shown him by
the Hon. Sir. Ynlee, of Fernandina, who, as President of
the railroad line from Fernandina to Cedar Keys, had tele¬
graphed instructions to forward Mr. Bishop and his boat,
free of expense to Fernandina. This was wholly unsolic¬
ited, for, from beginning to end, Mr. Bishop has paid his
own expenses, and he has been particularly careful that no
man, in his long journey, could say that lie was making
the voyage for money. As an eviuence of watchful regard
for his comlort, this effort of the President of the Florida
road was particularly acceptable. Upon his arrival at Fer¬
nand ina he was captured by the members of Mr, Yulee’s
family, and taken in their carriage to the beach, and after¬
wards to dine with them, The boat having been placed in
the water, was taken posession of by the youug ladies,
who exhibited a profieieucy at the oar that astonished Mr.
Bishop, who received thus convincing proof that culture
aud refinement were not incompatible wilh a taste for ath¬
letic exercise. AEter bidding adieu to his kind friends,
Air. Bishop left Fernandina for St. Marys. But as it was
late that night before he struck the St. Marys River, he
camped on Cumberland Island, rowing to town the next
morning where he was first seen by me.
This, in brief, has been his experience since he last wrote.
He is now stopping at St. Marys, where he has a fine little
property, and will leave that place on Friday next, on the
Sedgwick for Savannah, thence home. His boat will be
Shipped to Philadelphia, where it is to be exhibited at the
Centennial.
We have pretty thoroughly talked Oyer the voyage to¬
gether, tuid 1 have found Mr. Bishop as companionable as
he is modest and brave,
The voyage will foot up about 3,700 miles. During the
the whole four months no sail was used, and oars
alone were used in propelling the boat.
It speaks
well for lire builder of this little craft that she does
not leak a drop, and seam or joint can hardly be dis¬
cerned, Mr, Bishop lias slept iu the boat nearly every
night while on the journey, and Las found her just the
bout for Lis use. Regarding her sea-worluiness I can speak
from n little experience, Laving rowed her from St. Marys
to Fernandina against a bead tide, a heavy wind, and part
of the way over a chopping sea. She rode the waves like
a duck, and was as sale as a house. This was the last time
she was in the water.
Fred BkvuiUjY.
The Kiowa Indians, twcuty-four in number, who are
confined iu the old fort at St. Augustine, Florida, phmued
an escape ti few days ago, but their little game was spoiled
by Pedro, who peached ou his comrades. All of the con¬
spirators were placed in separate cells, and the ring leaders
were put iu chains.
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E slmll feel obliged if those gentlemen who have ap¬
plied to us for pedigree blanks for the purpose of
registering their dogs in the Kennel Register, will return
them to us filled up as early as possible. We propose
taking the Register to Springfield to be open there during
the Rod and Gun Club Bench Show, when all who desire
to do so can register their dogs. We shall also have a sup¬
ply of pedigree blanks wilh us. The entries iu- tbe Regis¬
ter for the week ending Tuesday, April 18tli, arc as fol¬
lows:—
Setters.—Mr. Plimpton’s June; Mr. Huidekoper’s San
Miguel; Mr. Simpson’s Mersey; Mr. Underhill’s Waif and
Maud; Mr. Donoglnte’s Daisy and Brussel; Mr. Fay's Fox
and Belle; Dr, J. Fleet Spier’s Duke, Dick, Daisy, Joe,
Fan, and Gypsum.
We note with some amusement a remark in the
Chicago Field, that "Mr. Burges had no sooner publish¬
ed his book than it was immediately imitated by a
contemporary.” In. order to satisfy ourselves that there
was not the slightest ground even for such an accusa¬
tion, we addressed Messrs. ,T. B. Ford & Co., the publishers
of Mr. Burges’ book, a note, to which we received the fol¬
lowing reply: “It was published Saturday, March 4th,
1876,” J. B. F. & Co.
Now as we gave notice of the establishment of the
Register in our issue of February 10th, the book having
been prepared some time previously, we can scarcely be
accused of taking tbe idea from Mr. Burges, whose long
promised book had been so delayed that it bad come to be
looked upon as something mythical. This is by no means
the first occasion, however, when mis-statements regard¬
ing this paper and its affairs have emanated from the pres¬
ent editor of the Chicago Field, and, while we can admire
a young journalist’s efforts at “push,” we would Temind
him that repeated misrepresentation is more likely to lead
him to untimely grief than to result in the success at which
he aims.
—Mr. Jno. T. Underhill, of Tuckahoe, N. Y., claims
the names of “Waif” for a black setter dog with white
feet and nose, and “Maud” for a black setter bitch, feel,
nose, and eye marks, tan, small white spot on breast; both
by Allertou’s Shot, out of Wesson’s Nellie.
Mr. Joseph E. Fisher, of Brooklyn, claims the name of
“Royal Duke" for his red Irish setter pup, whelped Decem¬
ber, 16th, 1875, out of his Belle, by Hamilton Thompson’s
Duke, (American Kennel Book 114).
—We are informed by Mr. Theodore Morford, of New¬
ton, N. J., that he has sold his red Irish setter, Ranger, to
Mr. J. H. Whitman, of Chicago. Ranger is the red set¬
ter imported by Mr. Jenkins, of Baltimoic.
KvNr'reeicv Static Sportsmen's Association.—This as¬
sociation bolds its second annual meeting, at Lexington,
from May 9th to 12th inclusive. In addition to the pigeon
shooting, there will be bold, commencing on the 10th, a
Bench Show of dogs. The following is a synopsis of the
prize list :—
Class 1.—Imported English setters, or their progeny, over one year.
Class a.—Imported red, or red mid white Irish setters, or their pro¬
geny, over one year.
Class 8.— Imported black and tan, or black, white, and tan Gordons,
or their progeny, over one year.
Class 4.—Native English setters, over one year.
Class 5.—Native red, or red and white, called Irish settere, over one
Class 6.—Native black and tan, or black, white, and tan, called Gor¬
dons, over one year.
Class 7.—Pointers over BO pounds weight.
Class 8.— Pointers under 50 pounds weight.

In all the above classes there are two cups and two
diplomas each for dogs and bitches.
Class 10.—Best English setter puppy
imported setter, under
e year.
Class 11.—BeBt pointer pnppy, under one year.
Class 13.—Best English setter bitch, with two of her puppies, uuder
one year.
Class 18.—Best Irish setter bitch, with two of her puppies, under
one year.
Class 14.—Best pointer bitch, with two of her puppies, under one
year.
Class 15.—Best imported Euglisb stock dog, with two of his pup¬
pies .
Class 16.—Best native English setter dog, with two of his pups.
Class 17.—Best .red, or red and white Irish setter dog, with two of
his puppies.

In all the above classes there arc three prizes, one cup
and two diplomas. No entrance fee is required, and tbe
said roads of Kentucky Will carry dogs to and from the
show free of charge.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As tbe managers of the coming bench show at Springfield, have made arrangements with the New York, New
Haven, and Hartford R. R. Co., to put an extra baggage
car on the 3 P. M. train, Of Tuesday Ihe 25th, would il
not be well if all those persons who intend sending their
dogs, were to notify your paper of the fact, stating the
number of dogs going so that you could send word to the
Company on Tuesday morning, and thus enable them to
have suflicient accommodation prepared for Ihe animals.
1 for one shall go up in the above train with certainly
seven dogs, and perhaps ten or twelve. 1 believe all dogs
will be transported free of charge, provided some one ac¬
companies them.
Grouse.
“We are informed that the New York, Now Haven and
Hartford Railroad will carry all dogs to and from the
Springfield Bench Show free of charge, and llie suggestion
of our correspondent as to gentlemen advising us of their
intentions of sending their dogs is a good one. “We Will
see that the railroad authorities are notified.

Names for Dogs.—The Worcester Gazette prints some
statistics taken from the records of the county clerks office,
where dogs are registered, by which it appears that he Las
this year licensed 1,606 dogs, of which 161 were bitches.
In the first 250 names Jack is entered eighteen times, while
Jip appeal's nine times, Carlo eight times; Fido, Major, and
Rover, seven limes each; Don, Skip, Fanny, and Prince,
six times; Dick and Spot four times; Topsy, Pedro, Cap¬
tain, Sport, Fan, Dash, and Nellie, three limes; Tige,
Tiger, Jennie, Beauty, Sailor, Ned, Bruno, Charlie, Pink,
Dick, Shepherd, Dot, and Dan, twice each; and beyond
these a list of single names as Major, Zack, Spry, ijuke,
Ben, Ned, Pomp, Lion, Nero, Dick, etc., all of no special
merit as names, or of oddity in application.
But there is oddity in 1 he’list, for one man calls his dog
Bunkum, and another calls his Nigger, while Punch, Huner, Duke of Kent, Pat, Sporter, and Wallace, are in the
first two hundred and fifty names. Beyond these, all
along the list of prosaic names we find such gems as
Smartie, Bruiser, Pup, Patsey, Joke, Cube, Turn, Gunner,
Squiz, Gash, Gaston, Bear, Toady, Boss, Teaser, Doctor,
Savage, Troy, Prime, Sig, Gloster, Sweep, Basher, Chico,
Pilot, Wag, Tottle, Bady, Brain a u, Toupcti, “Dog," Neat,
Danger, Moses, Scamp, Calvin, Chubba, Pepper, Saint,
Josh, Chance, Carl, Rosa, Deacon, Tag, Steamer, Bender,
Brandy, Posey, Merile, Turker, Curl, Judge, Mixey,
Rather, Luke, Guess, Dutchman, Doggie, Shady, Siumbo,
Web, Snib, Lucky, Limpey, Heater, Button, Faith, Joker,
Primp, Veto, Rupee, Ghippy, Satan, Loafer, Keeper,
Smoker, etc., etc.
IRISH SETTERS—FALSE PEDIGREES.
Ku.laloe, Clare county, Ireland, March 33d, 1876
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 desire, through your accomplished columns, to put breeders of Am¬
erican, as well as Irish sporting dogs in America, on their guard against a
certain party OU tilts side of the Atlantic, who, for some time past, hss
been exporting to the States so called Irish setters with UetLious pedi¬
grees. Two years ago the person to whom I allude could not tell yon
the difference between an Irish setter and an English mastiff; he never
had a dog of any kind trained for him tn bis life, nor ever saw a bird
shot over a dog. About cightocn months ago, however, he chanced to
get in exchange for a mongrel Irish water spaniel puppy, daubed with
white (worth about half a dollar) an old cast-away, mangy sotteT bitch
of a certain strain. It took him fully six months to even partially
cleanse her of the abominable disease, after which he got her warded by
one of the ngliesl-looking dogs In Ireland. Iu due time five yellow -red
puppies came of the unl-m. Of these, three hardly survived the whelp¬
ing, the other two died in abont two mouths. These were the only pnpp'les he ever had out of the old bitch, which latter ho sold six or eight
months ago for a few pounds. As to the bitch herself, she had no pre¬
tentions whatsoever to quality or stylet Tier color was a bad yellow-red,
her bead was as thick as an English bulldog's, she had not a particle of
feather, and was untrained; yet on .the strength of this scurvy old latch lie
got printed a flash pedigree the length of my ai in, which hu sends to any
one simple enough to write to him for a dog. Whenever he receives from
America or elsewhere an order for an Irish setter, with the money of his
dupainhis pocket, he scours tho country round in quest of some red
mongvel, which he generally picks up for a mere trifle, and then sends
abroad under a false pedigree, in. tbe meantime netting a nice sum by
the transaction.
I sincerely trust that Foiisst a no Stream, as well as its many distin¬
guished sporting contemporaries in America, will loud their powerful
aid In putting down this barefaced swled'er
s •' . Hviilkv.
P. S.—I send —ItlfTtns a copy of an Trish Provincial newspaper, in
vliioli you will notice an advertisement from our friend for a brace of all
ted trained Betters and two brace of puppies. Now, I happen to be
aware that he lias at this moment in his pocket an order from America
for a brace of trained dogs, and as lie has not the like in his possession
—I beg pardon, I mean in his "celebrated kenuc-la"—you will see by
ihe advertisement how be means to come by them. A uIob little game,
this, is it notf

[We should feel under obligations to our correspondent If
Le wi) l mention the names of some of the dogs exported with
false pedigrees. It is of importance to all sportsmen that
this question should be ventilated, and that not only should
a slop be put to such nefarious practices as those alleged,
but that if we have dogs among us sidling under false
colors that the fact should be known. —Eu],
MR.

BURGES’

BOOK,

Sing Sing, N. Y., March 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream i—
I wish to say a Tew winds abojt Mr: Burges’ work. “Thu American
Kennel and Sporting Field,” which I have lately received and read. I
ordered
the
work
without
seeing
it,
expecting,
from
what I
had heard of Mr.
Burges, that lie
was com¬
petent to handle the
subject properly, aud that it would
he, as the title warranted (and also the price), an exhaustive treatise
on the Kennel aud Field, one from which the amateur could derive (aafar
ns reading goes) all necessary information In thoae branches. But after
reading it I found my mistake. It owns its vnlne, not to the amount of
solid information it contains, but to thu fancy decorations of the pub¬
lisher; and its bulk lo thick paper, wide margins, and large type; aud
shorn of these superfluities, which render it desirable as an ornament,
butdelractfromits practical value, it would be reduced to one-quarter
Us present siae and cost;
Now, I do util think that this Is the bouk to meet the requirements of
those who, like myself, seek for a text book by which they may become
well posted in everything pertaining to the sporting dog. I do not say
that what matterit does contain is not good; but I do say that the prin¬
cipal topics arc treated in a very cursory manner, ubd are largely bor¬
rowed from works that have been long extant and accessible to every
sportsman in the land, and tho whole thing may bo looked upon as a superflcial abridgement, and not a thorough treatise.
Aud now I have made this statement, let me endeavor to prove it. The
chapter on breaking, whichlthiukis one of themoel important topics,
after being augmented by large type and plentiful margin, contains but
thirty and one third pages, aud even these are largely taken up by methods for breaking old dogs and teaching setters to retrieve in water, leav¬
ing but a very meagre space for the much more important part of break¬
ing yonog dogs to common field aud cover shooting. It may he said that
this art is not to be learned from bSoks, and that experience and practice
are Ihe only teachers; but nevertheless I do not think he lias duue il jus¬
tice, The chapler on the diseases of dogs aud tire proper treatment of
them, is mainly drawn horn Mayhew, which is well enough, for Ms
methods are probably the best. But since in the small spues that Mr.
Burges devotes to this large subject, he cauuot pretend to give more
than a lucre epitome of MnylleW, and because of tbe disastrous conse¬
quences whiuh may follow from lack of thorough knowledge, had we
better hot consul! Muyhew unabridged end be done with't ’ The Sir h jeetbr food is disposed of iu less Ilian bntf ft pane, Now, one would
suppose ill *0ih u treatise os ilUS pretends ill lie that, a good deal of val¬
uable and very necessary information should be given here,sinceJhn
hvulili nml usefulness of a dog must depend in a great meusnie, qpnu
Id food. In flint, n point cun hardly be found in the whole book i«mj*
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Which I could not ash a great many questions, which should be an¬
swered in (lie pages. It may he said that my ignorance is deplorable,
hut if one knows all about such things, he baa no need of any book, and
if lie doea not, ho wauts a bookthat will tell him. And just here, I think,
lies Mr. Burges' fault. lie knows ao much himself that lie overlooks the
necessity of going into details for the benefit of rhoae lees learned. And,
moreover, there are numerous points, legitimately pertaining to the snbjecl, which he ignores entirely; for instance, the period of gestation of
the dog, all remarks on the size, shape, and general structure of the
kennel ilself. In other words, he has made a small book out of wltal—in
order to do any justice to its title—should be a large one, and the worst
Of it is that its high Bounding title and corresponding price, and the
name of the author, ate apt to deceive those who are obliged to order it
unseen into a wrong estimate or its real practical value, as they aid
your humble servant.
Vindex.

—Tlte first match of a home and home series between the
Centennial teams of the Newark Shooting Society and New
York Shutzen Corps will be shot at the Shooting Park,
Newark, N. J., on the 24th inst. There will be prize shoot¬
ing on the same day, in which all riflemen are invited to
participate.
Connecticut
Bifle Association, at their meeting in Hartford April 6, ap¬
pointed a committee consisting of Messrs. Davidson, Hubhard and Pillard to consult with parties interested, aud to
locate the new range at Beilin, if suitable arrangements can
be made with property holders. The site proposed for
Connecticut’s Creedmoor is near the Berlin junction, eleven
miles south of Hartford, on the line of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Bailroad, and withal a fine location,
being easy of access from the principal cities of the State,
and in a locality where a safe range of 1,000 yards can be
obtained. It has not as yet been made public what success
(he committee have had towards securing the land, but it
is hoped that the property owners will not stand in the
way of the intentions of the association by refusing them
the grounds.
Connecticut

CLUMBER

SPANIELS.
St. Lotus, Mo., April lfJtb, 1878.

.Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 was well pleased to see in the Forest and Stream of April 6th. a
communication, from “B. S., of KeiUvillO, N. S.,” having had the
pleasure of shooting woodcock over his dogs in the autumn of 1874, and
thoroughbred little fellows they are indeed. I hope that 1 may see much
more from ttie pen of 13. S. in the columns of Forest and Strram. Will
he report the advent or migratory woodcock and snipe in the autumn
for the benefit of New England sportsmen? Aod since he cannot hunt
moose in Nova Scotia this year, let ua have an occasional hunt on paper,
and many readers will accompany him in spirit. The hunting days of
my setters that he admired so much are now over, but 1 can show him a
pair even superior Lo them when the opportunity arrives, wbichT hope it
may ere another twelvemonth passes.
Roawer.

§ln

gifte.

BERGEN

Okkedmoou.—The first out door match of the season
was shot, at Creedmoor on Saturday last, the occasion being
the contest for the Lulhei

Badge,

weather was very unfavorable, the

at long range.

The

wind blowing half a

gale across the range, and the scores made much below the
average.

There were sixteen entries, the conditions being

two sighting and five scoring shots at 800, 900 and 1,000
yards.

The following are the scores of all the contestants

excepting Messrs. L. Webber and T. Hyde.

I

Names.
Yards.
( SOD....3
L. M, Ballard....-■ U00....0
I 1000. ...3
i SOU....4
IS, H. Raymond.J 900_4
(WOO....4
i 800....3
Limit. Col. W. B. Farwell.... 4 900 _5
( 11)00. ...3
800....5
L.Goigec...1 900....3
( WOO. ..0
l 800....2
G. W. Yale.4 1)00....3
(woo....4
l 800....4
Lieut. A. Anderson.4 900....3
W00....3
800. ...8
A. Ratllbono. .-! 900....4
(WOO....5
800 ...3
S. G. Perry.4 800....3
(1000.. ..3
( 800....3
N. WaehbnrBe.4 900....5
( tOGC*
4
1 8110....4
Eomei;Fislier. ..4 900....0
( WOO... 0
1 800....4
A. J. Hcnnion, Jr .4 rtOO.,,,1
( WOO ...0
l 800
3
E. M. Litchfield..4 900....5
(W00....0
l SOIL ...0
Majorn. S. Jowolt.4 900... 0
(UIUJ....0
I 800 ...0
J. McGleusey.s 900_0
W00....3

Scots.
5 4 5
4 3 3
3 3 5
4 3 3
5 4 4
0 3 3
3 4 3'
3 5 it
2 5 5
3 5 4
5 0 4
3 3 4
5 3 3
3 3 4
0 4 4
4 2 3
2 3 2
5 3 0
5 2 0
2 5 2
4 5 5
5 3 5
3 0 8
0 5 5
3 4 0
5 3 2
4 2 0
3 4 4
4 5 0
2 3 3
4 3 3
4 4 3
3 2 0
.0 3 3
0 4 1
0 0 0
8 3 4
0 4 3
4 0 3
0 S 3
0 0 0
3 3 0

Total. Gr. total
5....22 )
B....15> 54
S. ...17
5....19 1
4....S1 V 53
a....w(
5....171
3_15 - 50
3.... IS j
4....all
4....16V 60
3.... 13 \
3....W 1
B_15 L 47
4....w(
5....181
5....lib 46
3... 131
it.... 10 I
3....I6V 45
0....19 )
6 ...31 I
0.... 9 V 45
3.... 15 J
3....13)
2....17V 45
5..,,15 )
3....IS)
4.... 1SV 42
3....11 j
2....15)
3....18V 53
0.... 51
3_12)
3....15 S- 28
0.... 00 4
3... 13 j
0.
7 b 27
It..., r)
4. ...401
0....00
J9
0.... 9!

So strong waa the force of the wind that Copt. Anderson,
whose wind guage was too short to permit of his making
. the proper allowance at 900 and 1,000 yards, aimed at No.
5 target and actually succeeded in hitting Ho. 6 nine out
of ten times. The Luther Badge has now been contested
lor seven limes, and the contest for it promises to he one
of the standing events of the season,
Creedmoor Jr.—The return match between teams of
six, representing the employes of Howard, gauger & Co.,
and the New York Life Insurance Company, took place at
this range on Saturday, resulting in a victory for the latter
by the score of 227 to 218.
The 2cl Gold Badge o£ the U. M. Co. competitions was
won by Mr. D. H. Stephens, of Biverton, Conn,, on a total
> score of 210 out of a possible 250. The 3d prize was
Won by J. McGlensey, with a Bcore of 209. The All-Corn¬
ers Gold Badge was also won by Mr. McGlensey with the
fine score of 223, out of a possible 250.
Another Match with the Irishmen.—A.meeting of
( the Executive Committee of the Amateur Bifle Club was
held on Monday last, the principal business of which was
to consider a reply to the following challenge:—
Irish Rifle Association, No. 110 Grafton Street, I
Dublin, March 22d, 1876. f
Mt Dear Sir—1 have been requested to acquaint von thatat a meeting
of the Irish Rifle Association, held this day, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted, viz.:—
|
Besolmd. That a challenge be sent to the riflemen of America (through
I the Amateur Rifle Cmb of New York) to shoot a return match on similar
terms to those already shot at Creedmoor in 1874, and Dollymountlu
1875, save as to targets and rifles, which are to be Greedmoor targets and
"any rifles,” according .to Creedmoor rule", the match to take place as
soon as possible after the conclusion of the Centennial ma'ches.
May 1 request you will be so good as to lay this communication before
yon r club, and accept it as the challenge which my association desires to
offer.
1 am, my dear sir, most truly yours,
Henri H. Foster, Honorary Secretary.
To the Secretary Amateur Rifle Club, New York.

The challenge was accepted, aud the Secretary directed
to acknowledge receipt of the letter.
The bull’s-eye trophy offered for competition by Mr.
Leonard Geiger, of Hudson, N. Y., was accepted, aud
Saturday next agreed ou as the time tor the first competi¬
tion, Major Josepit Holland acting as executive officer, the
ghooliug to begin at eleven o’clock A. M. sharp. Entries
can be made on the range till that time. The matGh is
£ipep to all comers; distances 800, 900, and 1,000 yards? I
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Brine to begin at 1,000 yards, at which range 20 shots will
be Bred; then 900 yards, where Iff shots will be Bred,
closing at 800 yards with 10 shots; no sighting shots;
entrance i'ee, $1; badge to go to the competitor hav¬
ing the greatest number ot bull’s-eyes at the respective
ranges? to he won three times before becoming property of
winner.

Bifle

Association.—The

POINT RIFLE

ASSOCIATION.

Berger Point; N. J., April 1st, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Bergen Point Rifle Association waa organized in the early part ot
1875, the membership limited to thirty, which was withiu a very short
lime Oiled with gentleman taking a lively interest in rifle practice, and
as a natural consequence one may hear the crack of the rifle upon uor
range every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon, both winter and sum¬
mer. We have a 200 yard range, situated near Newark Bay, and a small
olub house erected on the grounds, which wc use during the winter seasou and stormy weather to shoot from. Our practice is all done strictly
in accordance with the rules of the National Itifle ABSocialiou, aud wc
now think that wo can turn out guile a strong team; At any rate wo
stand ready to try conclusions in a friendly maicll with any of our New
Jci'.-ey brethren.
Having just entered upon the Bccond year of our existence, wc can
justly feel prautf of the flourishing condition of the association, and
with the
interest taken by all the members in everything pertain¬
ing to the good aud welfare of the club, we look forward to many pleas¬
ant afternoons, and indeed profitable ones, duriug the year, We intend
making, every three months, a quarterly average account of our shoot¬
ing, which we would be pleased to forward you from time to lime, if yon
Uilnk.il of enough importance for publication. The following is the
average for the quarter ending March 31st:—
Standing.
Names.
No. shots. Total score.
Average.
J.
J. T. B. L'ollinB.30
125
4.16
2.
F. Schilling.082
119-1
4.08
3.
A. K. Warner....110
422
3.83
4.
Hr. J. Hickman. 60
247
3.18
ft.
J. O. Simmons.1 0
671
8.72
6.
II. .1. Siilaou.123
452
3 67
7
A. Vrriicnbuigh.199
726
8 61
8.
H. Meigs, Jr.120
431
3.59
9,
R. V- R Sctinyler. 10
35
3.06
10.
L. L. spring. 10
’.33
3.32
11.
J. Newman. 64
2U9
3.20
12.
Col. O. W. Fuller. 70
225
3.21
18.
G. U. Galo. 30
U5
3.16
14.
llr. J, Finn.173
535
S.-U
is.
B. K. Pox . 47
145
3.08
16.
F. G. Payn.280
857
3.06
,
17.
A. P. Viedeiihurgh. 90
272
,8.02
18.
G. H. Kennedy. 30
88
2.93
19.
0. ZaS.110
2(8
2.70
20.
U. Jones.,... 84
226
2.69
Toials. .2142
7365
3.43
A. P. VRRtinRNHtrRGU, Secretary.

SEASON
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CHOKE-BORING.
Buffalo, 1?. Y., April 5lh, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The fact of some manufacturers having produced stronger find elopershooting gnna than the old aud common horo, has given ripe to n grout
deal of controversy as to whether the new system Is an impiovuruenL or
not. I have read the opinions of such writers as have expressed themselves in yonr columns, and 1 believe the new system receives more fa¬
vor than of disfavor. There certainly is such a things carrying it to
excess, as men are oj>t to with all new ideas. They have carried this
one too far in some instances, and the evidence in such cases has thro* ti
it into disfavor with a great many. The idea of boring guns in such a
manner as to make them throw the shot into a small Space is not new by
any means. It has been discovered that guns were made with that pm ticnlar point in view over a hundred years ago. Mr. Papo claim* to
hold a cup valued at £45., awarded to him for the original(t) invention of
Choke-boring. It appears to me that hiB claim to being the original In¬
ventor of this system ts absurd, to say the least, I have seen no evi¬
dence of uniformity of system among the manufacturers In choke-bor¬
ing. Each one appears to be using the system lie happens to In: pos¬
sessed of or thinks is the best. A short time ago you informed one of
your correspondents that choke-boring consisted iu enlarging the bore n
few inches from the muzzle. That system was in use, and probably may
bo now, by one or more makers, but not by the one who won the fluid
trial of 1875. It seems to me, although I am not a practical gunsmiih,
such a system must of necessity weaken the gnu where the enlargement
is, and cause the wear and tea«* Lo be much greater.
Since the success of Mr, Greener at the field trial, t have learned Unit
the system in use by him is the invention of Mr. J . O Robson, an old
and experienced gunsmith of this city, and was suggested by him when
iu England a year ago last fall. In .conversation with him u day or
two ago he explained the system to me as nearly as he con Id. As you
will see, the treatment of the barrels depends on their length. In the
shorter barrels, commencing at the bieech, the bore is grodually con¬
tracted by a certain' rule of graduation, to within a short, distune® or the
muzzle, when it is slightly enlarged—hardly etiongh to he perceptible.
Longer barrels are contracted from the breech to the muzzle, forming a
perfectly graduated cylinder. There are certain points to he Understood
and kept in mind when boring that cannot well ho explained. In know¬
ing how to graduate tuc contraction to attain any desired pattern is
where Mr. Greener gets his superiority over other makers. It is not the
result of guess work or accident when he turns out a gun that will nmko
a pattern of 200 or more. The system has been perfected so he can fur¬
nish a gun the exact counterpart of any other made bv him.
Some men have Been fit to characterize choke-boring cm a groat mis¬
take. If they think so they are not obliged to adopt it. We all know
that the shooting is not alike in all parts of the .country; that in rim
place where one particular style or bore of gun is very cJlic.iiint, another
one with closer aud stronger shooting qualities would be comparatively
no good, aud vice versa. Consequently sportsmen -should bo cbnrii.uole
toward those whose requirements are not the same as tludrs, mid Who
do not think ns they do on some particular point or points as to the mer¬
it of a system of boring a gun.
Mr. Rob8on has a lot of guns on the way from Birmingham, which uro
claimed by the makers, Messrs. Clabrough Bros., to be Lhe best uuus
they ever turned out, for accuracy, penetration, and pattern. They are
bored on Mr. Robson’s system. That the system is serviceable is shown
by the fact of Mr. Greener’s taking the prize for wear and tear.
I forgot to say that the first match at pigeons of the. season for I he
watch presented to the Forester Club by Mr. Robson, will be shot during
ihe first part of May. 1 hope to give you an account of it.
Cha*. Battey.

THE

DITTMAR

POWDER.
Newark, N. J., April, I87Q.

mine puj and ]
GAME IN

Massachusetts—Salem, April 15/7t.—Snipe are alongYour friend “Dry Land" shot the first one the 11th, and
there are a few shot every day now. Uplauds and kildecr
plover are with us. Ilawks numerous; olher spring mi¬
grants are on time; bay ducks scarce; whistlers cleared
out; a few sheldrake or mergansus left. I shot two bluebills yesterday afternoon. Weather and grounds “bangup” for snipe. Bifle shooting is taking a Blart in our vi¬
cinity.
Teat.,
New Bedford, April 141A.—Birds arc beginning to arrive
quite freely—snipe, woodcock, etc.; plenty of geese Hying
northward daily.
Gunuiia.

APRIL.

Wild duck, geese, brant, Ac.
Game in Market.—A

few canvas backs continue to
come into market from the South, although the season is
over and the slight demand has sent prices down to $2 per
pair; red-heads are worth $1; wigeou, broad bills, black
ducks, etc., from 50 cents to $1, according to quality;
wild geese, $1 each. English snipe are very abundant, and
line Jersey birds are selling for $2.50 per dozen; wild
pigeons are worth $2.50.
Some Fine Guns.—We had the pleasure a few days
since of inspecting one of the finest guns we have ever
seen. It was made by Messrs. W- & C. Scott & Son, and
imported by H. C. Squires for Mr, L. A. Brigham, of Jersey
City. The gun is a treble grip “premier" with two sets of
barrels, one 10-gauge, weighing 9f pounds, and the other
12-gauge, weighing 8 pounds; cost, $400, gold. At the
same time we saw another fine gun by the same makers,
and imported through Mr. Squires for a very intimate
friend of our own. This gun has Messrs. Scott’s newpaent top action triplex lever grip, the strongest action known,
and is aremarkably fine, though plain, gun, It has already
acquitted itself on-snipe to the entire satisfaction of the
owner.

—Large flocks of pigeons are sojourning near Sandy
Creek, Oswego County' this State.
—The Onondago County Sportsmen’s Club will hold a
tournament at East Syracuse at no very distant day, and
contest for prizes to the amount of two thousand dollars.
—William Fage and Henry Gale shot for the Onondaga
Club medal on Saturday last at Syracuse, and Mr. Fage
won by the following score:—
Fage. 1 o 1 1 i 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Gale.0 0 0 1 1 0 1 111 01101

11
9
Seneca .

Hew York—Rochester April 101h.—Great flocks of
pigeons have been Hying over this city, aud the woods
along the lake shore cast and west of the city are full
of them. An army of sportsmen have started out for
them, aud pot-pies vvill soon be the standing dish.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In looking through your bright and sparkling paper of the 16th ulfc.,
I notice a communication from Mr. Dittmar relative to the merits of his
make of sporting powder. As the writer of this communication hus
had the privilege of experiment!og with the Dittmar powder soon after
its introduction to the public, some fifteen months ago, and has used
ana handled it from that time to this, it may not be amiss for him to re¬
fer to it again. A full account of these experiments was published Tn
the columns of yonr able contemporary, the TurJ\ Inelil md Farm,
soon after they were made. 1 have also compared it with the wood or
Schultz powder, and find that, in color, evenness of grain, and fruedoik
from residuum of any kind after firing, 1 think the Dittmar powder the
best; and as the general results of my experiments, I think the Dittmar
powder as good for practical purposes In the field as auy black poWdcn I
ever used, and when you lake, in addition to this, its almost perfect
cleanliness, freedom from noise and smoke, it has advantages lo the
persons using it not readily overcome.
The Dittmar powder has some peculiarities, which, at present we can¬
not account for, but which, after all may be the result of our want of
knowledge. Among these peculiarities is the difference in the son ml of
the report at the firing of a gun loaded with jt; it makes but little noise
at any time, but to my ear there is a distinct difference in the sounds,
some being moro feeble than others, and this from charges that are as
carefully prepared and measured, in regard to quantity, wads, etc., as is
possible under ordinary circumstances. This exceeding light report
gives the shooter a feeling of want of confidence in this powder (though
my experience with it at target practice gives good and equal results in
penetration, etc.,) which may bave something to do with its want of pop¬
ularity among sportsmen. A good loud report at each firing of my gun
is what I am accustomed to, and whether 1 bring the game to bug or not,
l feel that the powder is all right, and rather take the blame to myself, in.
case Of a miss-fire, than give it to citflbr the gun or powder. Nuw, it is
just possible that being accustomed to a very loud report ha* something
to do with the feeling that the Dittmar powder is not exactly the thing.
There is one thing abont this powder that 1 liave faith In—it is cer¬
tainly not more dangerous as an explosive than the black powder in
daily use among sportsmen. That gnus will he buret in using it 1 cer¬
tainly shall not deny; so also do gnus burst with nse of ordiuary black
powder. But as gun bursting generally occurs, either from a defect in
the barrels or from careless loading, I cannot blame the powder. 1 think
in nine cases out of ten either of the above causes will bo found at the
bottom of any barsting caused by this powdei. The only true way for
sportsmen to get at bottom facts, and make up their minds fully about
this powder, is to get some, and try such experiments with it as they
miry deem expedient; they will then be able to talk or write knowingly
on the subject.
__
Rip 11aV.

—The latest “fish story” comes from California, where
it is said4that largo quantities of wheat liave tyeen destroyed
by lish during the winter, owing to the submersion of file
fields by high water, during which the fish led on the ten¬
der grain roots,.
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Massachusetts § Arms Go.,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

gtje gunnel.

§ ale Li it ttd geports for^yortgmen.

GRAND

Board During Centennial

MANUFAC'ES OP

MAYNARD’S PATENT

CREEDMOOR

IN PHILADELPHIA.

SPORTING

A FEW
SELECT TRANSIENT AND FERMAnent parties can be accommodated by a private

M

MID-RANGE

RIFLES &

SHOT GUNS.

THE ROD AND
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
Wilt hold thcii Second Annual Bench Show

■A-pi-il
For Illustrated Circular
and Price lust. Addx-ess as above.

and

ST,

187(>.

In addition to the regular Club Pi izes, a largo n
ber of valuable

General Agents—WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
WM. M. FOWLER & Co., 300 Broadway, N. Y.

SPECIAL PRIZES

a pi 20

Will be offered.
Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be had by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mcitfl 9t
Secretary.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.
,_j
ete assortment of Rifles
of all well
known and re¬
liable makers,

SPRATTS

and

made special arrangements with (he manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an In¬
terest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle pnrehnsed can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, corner
Warren St., N. Y.
dcc23 6m

KEEP THIS CHECK IN
A 3000
DOLLARS

Ceuts

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

POLICIES by the month or
iycac for any nmouut, from
$1,000 to $5,(WO, with weekly
Indemnity in the ratio of $5 to
each 81,000.

INSURANCE.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
W. A. ARMSTRONG, Blanager;

ONE 1)A¥.

THE

ACCIDENT

Broadway, New York.

TICKET,

NEW

They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic frnit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent; ihey will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Spratt’e Patent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale hy F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St,, N. Y., in cnBeB of 1 cwt.

DOGS, and SHOOTING.

252

General Accident

Patent Meat Filirine Dog Cakes.

apU3

SIGHT

UNTIL YOU REACH

25

SO

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Founded July

i, ISOS.

BOSTON

THE

AMERICAN KENNEL
AND SI’OKTINU FIELD.
By Arnold Burges, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, aud Kennel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported audNative Dogs In the U. S
Square Svo. Illustrated. Clo., 84.
1’IELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Cart. A. IX. Bogakdus, ‘‘Champion Wing-Shot” of
America. MustlraUd. Price
AMERICAN
WILD-FOtVL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Lohg. Illustrated with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
*,*To be had through any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO., N. Y.
mch!612t

THOR SALE—MY CHANGE and WHITE

SHOOTING SUIT,

_D
Gildersleeve setter Tip. For pedigree see For¬
est and Stream of dale of Maroh 19th, 1874. Also her
seven dog pups; will be seven weeks old May 1st;
sired by one of the best dogs in the State of Dela¬
ware. Price for Tip, $151); price of pups, $20 each.
For particulars, address It. A., care of John Krider,
Second and Walnut streets, Philadelphia.
It

Manufactured only by

THOR SALE-GORDON SETTER PUPS,
JD
three months old. from pure blood. Full pedi¬
gree given. tColor, black and tan. Both Jin and
Tom are very good on qoail and Gronse.
apl2u
H. B. VONDEHSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

QETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE—TWO

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attenteutiou has been paid to color.
Each suit, is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
Aecurely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Havcrlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment's notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
BQit. specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Bostou, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
dcmiuid of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorsement, as combining the be^t points of the English
suitB, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service, lL is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance iu color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.”

O puppies, now six weeks old, by Blivin’s Jack,
ont of Nell, by Rodman’s Dash. Price, $15 each.
Address A. J. N., care this office.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut SI., Philadelphia.

A Remarkable Desk.

“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
npl« Bm
Magic Lantern and JOO Slides lor @100.

E&

H.

ANTHONY

&

CO., 591

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
ld, Chromes and Frairv.-, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoecopes, Ategale.uoscopos, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. i'lioto-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vieiuia Exposition

euG-lv

stud

setter

from

Thos, Staiter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY 0. KNOX,
mriiO 3m
Enon, Penn.

T EMON AND WHITE, HUSH RED,
I J and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; also,
thoroughly broken Hunting Doga for sale.
L. It. MORRIS, Campbell’s Station,
mch9 8t
Guernsey Co„ Ohio,

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

Llewel'in’s Kennel, Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS, These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold. For pedigree,
Li. H.
ii. SMITH,
swim,
etc., address
L.
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge.
feb34 3m

DOGS TRAINED.
taught

Setters and pointers

“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to a canal boat.”—John O, New, Treasurer
United SLates.

to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon, To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $00.
Extra held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Doga boarded
for $0 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gonraaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
nov38 6m

H

JBiYRY GARDNER, M. D„ HAS CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer m sporting dogs of
evory variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Hi South Fifth ave., N. Yr.
Oct 22

Bound Volumes

Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

GW SIMMONS & SON,

English

Manufactured In three sizes aud three grades by the

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
X. Y. Agency—John R. Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggoner & Co., 420 Walnut.
Boston—J. P. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
aplfi

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseia a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all part* of the United States and Canada,

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, $4.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman-can now be obtained on
application to this office.

family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms a.un
-iiwuuic
can be
uc engaged for
mi the
mv; whole
vviiunc or
ui any
aiijr portion
pot udu of
am.
Exhibition term. The honse is situated within 13
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
fiom me bnsiness centre of Philadelphia.
Bny ticket <$2.65‘, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown J u notion Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the house. Address
L. GARVER, 2908 N. 16th St.. Philadelphia.
Reference; Wm. 0. Harris, Forest and Stream,
New York City,ap!20 tf

TiHE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the lingers iu a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racino. Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaunee aud Marquette; wiLh an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis;, branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peter, Mankato, Now Ulm, and stops not uutil Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin andRockford to Free¬
port, and,
the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
Galina and Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junctiou, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha, This last named is the “GREAT
TRANS-CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
Is the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Careon, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, and all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVANTAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE*E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFEEtS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the conntry, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Pike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. U. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago.
apHi

BELMONT HOTEL,
633 and 635 Washington Street, Boston, Mass,,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, ana Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapted to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantages afforded at the k*BELMONT.”
mch3Q 6m
HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

TO SPORTSMEN:

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y
Respectfully invite attention to the

Siijierior Facilitie s
afforded by their lints for reachim? most of the TROTIN G PARKS and RACE COURSES In the Middle
States. 1’heselinesbein^CONTINUOUS PROMALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficnlties and anngets of reshipment, while the excellent cars rnn over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Kailrond

Company

also reach the beBt localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEqUA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, aud points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Oen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Tbomtson, Gen’l Manager.feb!7 tf

FOR SALK, OK TO LET.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is
stories, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on sonth
end. On first floor are parlors, Bitting-room, aud
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at u convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickense, shed,
»ueu, coal,
coax, wm,
ana Ice
ice houses.
nouses. The
ine grounds
groui
house,
tool* and
_well laid out and tastefully planted with or’_
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house standB. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Lb convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no beiter place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch2 6m_47 Broad street, New York.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros..

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Bostou Mam.

The House for Sportsmen.

feb!7 tf,

'I

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Borilentown, ST. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

ot tlie

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 11.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet), K.94 miles per Four; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an Four.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COURTLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDLR AX ILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

8T-,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Dnclung, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

GUNPOWDER.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont's
SPORTING, SinPPING AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER.

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.aplB 3m

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),

RflV IT Vanity Fair.

There can be no greater por-

tability witFont serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use._jy29-iy

CANOE FOR SALE\
At St. Augustine, Florida.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of PeieTboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel. St. Augustine.mebii tf

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for from one to fonr persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. RUSHTON, Manuf’r,
xneh9 3m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
H.

M. SPRAGUE,
Mannfactnrer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Of ftiiv DeRired Lenpt.h and Size

'

Camping Tents

^
It is shaved from the beet Natu¬
ral Loaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. *. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. Stnte Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have Used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
Atrnsty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a swuet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B, LnmbertOn, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco, Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that wonld not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

Canvas

Boats

BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY, Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 388 Broadway N, Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Phila.
J. W. LEANE & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mar23

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishiug,

A.

SPECIALTY.
All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods Bent
to any part of the world.
S, A. HARWOOD.
mchl6 3m
71 West Broadway, N. Y.

^pEW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap but reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-roaking, Haunts and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. 'Sent post-paid to
any addreBS on receipt of 25 cents. Address
nplia 3m
F, E. POND,Montello, Wi'B.

Also,

Represented

F. L. Kneelantl,
Feb 10-1 y

70 Wall gtreet, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Haznrd'H “Electric” Powder.

For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is au interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anu cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of l lb. only.

From Forest and Stream, IV T.
Wc have received from Messrs. Kimball
Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do uot
hesitate to concede to it. all the good qualities which
Us manufacturers claim for it. It is u most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
imokers.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisiera and 6* lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, Tor upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

THE

AND

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed

The most Popular Powder in Use.

Sporting, Mining, Skipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
k Fer sale in all parts of the country.

PAPER STB PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
. and Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
amelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are penuanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe,is as follows; Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
novlS tf

Selling Agenti Cambridge, Mass.
Established in 1843.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.
For
Agricultural Implements,Machines
Seeds and Fertilizers,
address the above at 189 and 191 Water Street or
I*. O. Box 376,

NEW-YOHK CITY,
apU31y

For

sale—one share in the

Oquossoc Angling Association, Rangely Lake,
Maine. Largest Brook Trout east of Rooky Moun¬
tains. Apply at Forest and Stream 'office.
apliadt

Orange Sporting Powder.

Hazard’s “American Bportlng.”

Hazard s “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. : (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canistere
and 61 and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest ana water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally servicea¬
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”

The strongetl and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed mly in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially arc recommended
to owne'rs of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration wltb very alight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed In metal kegs of 6) lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 tbs., 124 lbs.,
and 64 lbs., and In canisters of 1 lb. and 4 lb.
All or the above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 35 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPAHATUS.

LAFLIN&RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N, Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted CHANGE bruinl
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”_

"CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Gleanliness, Strength, Littlo
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; UK) rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 ronnds in any position at, same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powrder is also well iidapied for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G OO.,
Neponbet, Mass,
Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 412
pp., large'8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Gurley’s Nebraska,
J

By the

7

Special Commissioner of the London Field.

SUPERIOR MINING AND~BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

“A most excellent work.”—iV. U. Independent.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability."—Philadelphia frees.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book,”—London Spectator.
“Consult ‘Nebraska. y>—London Noncovfomiist►
“We can hardly conceive any information it docs
not contain."—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—Lon¬
don Meld.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volume larger tfcftxi “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Nassau St.
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO„ Broadway,N,. Y.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

MANNING’S

88 Wall Street. New York.

mi ini,

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
121, and 6£ lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG Is also
packed in 1 and I lb. canisters! Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride or the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint*
Ing by Biepham.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

For

1876,

WILL

BE

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
Regatta Edition.Prico, SO Cents.
Crab Edition, Cloth and Gilt Edged. ..Price, @t.OO.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, @S.OO.

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,
Office of
“MANNING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A largo number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
jaul3 it

FOREST AND STREAM

m
The Most Approved

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

System

-OF-

PAPE’S

Breech Loading, Sporting:
And

Military 1 Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction
accubacy,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

^REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
Whftneyvllle, near New Haven, Conn., U, 8. A.

‘ REMINGTON’S”

Cartridge Loader,
WEBB’S PATENT.

FINK

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ancc at the Loudon Trials of 1875 heats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 13-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener...-.Greener.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape...,.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape, The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for haying its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, it s very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
!st—Pape...Davidson.
2d—Pape...Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape...Davidson
60 yards, Loag Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape...Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3* dr. to 1£ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sab. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape* for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec-3 tf_NO AGENTS.

Made to Order

FROM JSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - • - $65 Gold.
Tolley,.OO “
Standard, - - - - 115
**
National, - - 1-10
“
Challenge, - - - 180
*•
Paragon, - - 2*15
TRAP SHOTS and others rcquiring Guns specially built, on
.. system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
earned out WITH DESPATCH

11

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 2S> Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1875.

Length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.

J. CL DOUGALL’S

Discount to Dealers,

Express Guns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
Nos. 281 and 283
Armory, Ilion, N. Y.

Broadway,

N. Y.

P. O.

Box

3994

Paper and Metallic Shells
POB

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will pot bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Bob'is’ patent waterproof primers, never miss lire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warraut onr BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire,'.arid will hot burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the u. M. C. Co.*s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

TV. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or gnns, by W.
& C. Scott «fc Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the Slates,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
___jan!3 ly
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St. James’s Street London.

John rigby & go.,
Manufacturers of Fine Gnus and Rifles.
Pattern mden by
our Close-Shoot¬
ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 No. 6, 40
yards.

K"lV|

HIGHEST PEN¬

'■jih
4//J*

ETRATION
AT
FIELD

m
V; . . •'

TRIAL

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.

PRICE LISTS. Ac., ON APPLICATION TO
21 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LON DON.

W. W. GREENER’S

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech Snap Action.

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNs. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating33 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System or Boring. These
guns will kill frpm 80 to 300 yards,
loaded with large stmt, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder choree than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. Mc¬
Laren, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
\V. W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my 27

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Loading' Shot Grans.

A*: -

J*
i.. • ■

[1875.

JOSEPH C. DANE,

Hart’s

ENGLISH

H.C. Squires/;1THE

For loading Paper and Metal Shells, or cases—for Breech-loading Shot Gnns—
Combining Powder and Shot Measures—Crimper—Cutter— Wad Starter—Rammer
—in tact all that is necessary to load Shelia In one machine.

1. k W. TOLLEY’S
BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Shells

for

These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than anv shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickte and fastened solid in Us place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missflre
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or irou. These shells,
are ilnjly liuisbed, and made any length ordered, from 2i- to 3i inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART & CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. George IS. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nee them in all my shooting hereafter. Yoars truly.
msiyl3-ly
A. H BoaxaDDa.

SNEIDEK
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, @50.00 TO @250.00.

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered te Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Ciicular,

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

314 W. Pratt st... Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

The undersigned are now manufacturing

Ballard’s Patent Bides,

-with

Marlin’s Improvement.

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

SCHOVERUNG
janSO 3m

- *Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

&

DALY,

Nos. 8* and 86 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUIVT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday. A large collection or Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 35 cents;
Children under twelve, 10 cents.
janS ly

„ „
, .
often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the varions methods of opera¬
ting. J. HIOKL1NG & CO., Bankera and Brokers,

73 Broadway, N. Y.

Call the attention of the Sportsmen o(America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX" Breeeh loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR,
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so groat, that
W. & P. feel Biire it will supercede all thu complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful gnp
being far stronger than any donble. treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left, in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor wilt be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the beat houses in the States for execution in the

Dec 38

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
aug26-tf
Established 1780.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPkofED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges tor 10 Mid 12 gadgets are

now on the market.

jyS ly

Manufacturer only of flrst-daas

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer In

Guns

of all

Descriptions.

Gmi8 bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun crocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—wariunted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Englhh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bagB.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
fet>2 ly

Curaer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on Centro
elides, weighs but H pounds, and Is ouiy 1} iuchea
wido. Borders flare at top so us to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely olasp the same.
For u»ao of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
time; of the kind Invented.
6
PRICE, C. O. D..«6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a looee meas¬
urement outside of vest.

jySi-JJ

N.

s. GOSS. Neosho Ftdls.Kaa,

FOREST AND STREAM
NOW
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READY.

Waterproof,

THE ORVIS REEL.

Mildew-proof,
AND

IVSoth-proof
hunting,
akh
FISHING

Garmcu ts,

HOLABIRD’S CELEBR ATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00
“
“
Wading Jackets . 6.00

TBBATKD IIY AN

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in kmmsack. Brice $10. Tun feet squara
for six persons, $15.

Amprie;vn Dog Biscnils,
MO 1. -This Keel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, und keep it
free from sand, also that the line may div without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 51) yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary jiO yard reels, it is quite narrow, and takes np line rapidly. Pat up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
NO. ‘I—For Prizes. Same style as Mo. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TKADB. Send for Price Hist of Pishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

Made of nutritive bono and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. But np in packages or 10,35, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil ill any climate. Brice,
10c. per pound.

Jack La nip,
for nieht shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

PROCESS,
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Puientcd November 91 h, 1875.
Improved
method of securing ShBllsin Jiults and Vesis cither
end np.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
CORDUROY. FUSTIAN, TAN COLORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Blnstrated Price List sent on Application.

C. F. OltTIS & COm Patentees anti Manufacturers.
mchSOSm

IMPROVED

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

ABBEY & ItiBRIE,
SUCCESSORS TO

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street,,

J. B. Crook & Co.,

Apr 29 ly

WASHINGTON CITY.

Mantji'actdkbrs a

ANDREW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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IMPORTE S, MANVFACTUBEKS AND DEALERS IN

Fishing Tackle,

On baud the largemnnil best, assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout. Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasaue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted oat witli appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c., Ac.
Bp lit Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

Manufacturers of

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Trout. Bbbs and Salmon.

NORRIS
FOR

THADDECS

McJBride

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other AshingARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
DBEECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Spoilsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lot

& 103 DUANE ST„ (near
Broadway) New York.
PATENT

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

Bass.

NORRIS,

20S West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Having

Fishing Tackle,

and

ALSO
Trout, Snlmon, ami Bass Files, Reels,'J Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, dec*.
JanlS-ly

Rods, Reels. Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fisli Hooks. &c.

Hart’s Metallic Shells.

FLY RODS.
Trout, Salmon,

Flies.

been for

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SHITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment tn Winds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style: extra
pocket m hack for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they Intend fishing, will have the varieties
bestsuited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
rrom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. Me BRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county. N. Y._
Dcc2-ly

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand aud made to carder.

All sizea

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed In
space of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all*
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pouuds. 82.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 pounds.. 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end up wit h perfect
security. Weighs but H pounds, aud only H inches
wide. Price, C. O. D.t $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Bogardus’ New' Book, “Trip to England.”
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty. U. 8.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmeu in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Ueiuii only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

EATON & CO.,
P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 17 Ann street, New York City.

Process.

The texture is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
with the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost, will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
mchfl If

HULK AGENTS, BOSTON.

Fish ITooksi
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS,
angS8-ly

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS ami BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

(jiiii Ammunition Cam.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOK AND

SI’ORTrNG

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEOGINS.
DOG* COLLARS,
ROD AND
i

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &C.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas aud Leather Goods.

Office: 33S BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
janSf 3m

A. Ti. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of tine Rent and Glued and Greeuhcart Bass and 'Dout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greeiiheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Pieraium awaibod by the FraukUn
Inetifcnte, 1874.
mcb9 6m

THREE

BARHELED

BREECH-LOADING GUNS,

J. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields aud
stands, Bucks’
v Heads, Antlers,
I Carved Heads,
IT axidermista’
j uitfplies. Skins
land eggs for colf lections, Aquaria
cl stock, Tu- - c t s, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents:
Merrel Ryder,
55 J&'kson St..
St. Paul, Minn.,
and’Eaton &■ Co.. 17 Ann, New York.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a.light
And compact gun. from eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in till
kinds iff shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted Lo give satisfaction
Altering mnssssle to breech-loader? a Specially—from
$30 i o $45. ltifie a11ached i f desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
rnc!i3f> 6m

JOHN K RIDER,

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
TVIENAGERTES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Rtpiiics of any kind In the
known world, put up in the most artistic manner,
from It whale to n minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moato a humming-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Higlicst prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
nich30tr
No. M WILLIAM ST., N. Y.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

ARTIFICIAL EYES

I have on baud several fine f ront rods at $35 each,
und am ready t.o fill orders to a limited nntnber. Ad¬
dress
ORAS. F. MURPHY,
jaohKI 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER
RNOWLTON,
IS Arch St., Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Whulewile and Retail,
meh9 cofim

LISLE, BROOME GO., N. Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

J. WALLACE,
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
Mshing Tackle,
Fishing Rods,

DEAD
GRASS
OOLOR,, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWEl),
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

HOLABIRD,

WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER. MANUFACTURER aud DEALER IN

(Inns, Hides,l’i.stolsjaml Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech.
Loaders.

Sportsmen’s Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.
New York Agency, No. 1 CorllanUt street,
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
inchSQ

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on band a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines. Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and IT air Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a largo
lot of CaueReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPjftATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS* 4-ly
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FOREST AND STREAM,

WINCHESTER

REPEATING

RIFLE.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapidity of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

INDIA RUBBER

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 20 dc 22 John street, N. Y

BllEECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
AND

ImliaBnbber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN
Send for Price List.
apll3 6m

&

CO.,

37 MAIDEN LANE, N. V.

HARVARD

Pocket Cigarette Roller,

HOLABJRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS* HA WKSLEY'SSHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Test.

With which one can roll a cigarette harder, firmer,
letter, and mare quickly than can be done by hand, and
when completed the ends are twisted and no tobacco
wasted. Eoeny smoker buys one at sight Nickel
Plated, Si. Will be sent by mail on receipt of price.

POPE

M’FC CO.,

45 High Street, Boston.
also manufacturers op the celebraTED RIFLE ALR PISTOL.
'
inch!)

^ U. S. Camp Lounge Co., |
DY, IT.7. Circulars Free.
ISO'S
^ Folds Very Small.
Price $3

This Vest affords the best i~
rangement yet invented foi* carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass Shelia are need,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
~ —
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Havana

lottery.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
3 have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
?bole, $20; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5, $4;

- , $2;

1 10

1-20

$1.

Drawings take place every sevonteen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
ion application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
Its, Governments, &C, TAYLOR* Cl).,Bankers,
A O. Bo* 4,448.
11 Wall st., New York.

&

Co

SCOTT &

SON'S

BREECH-LOADEKS.
Always instock a Full assortment of these noted Guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Wcbley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

The Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Wo.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RE 1 AIL

BREECH LOADIR

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
panv’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

ireech Loading Shot Guns.
The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted
the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
103 Nassau st., andE. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

w.

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gan Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, ana WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

The strongest and most durable snap action made,
looting qualities first-class.
UZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
Ice list, No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Imolements,

Cartridges, tooth

Kinds,
and Pat
I’aper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND HELT8, FLASKS,
POUCHES VXD AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
ROTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOAELNQ 0 UN8 & RIEL

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
Hallock’s Fishing Tourist. Made this month by puts
This work Will bo of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale at the office of Forest and
Stream, Price $2.
aplfitt

Brass

and CALLS. Invest according to yonr means.
S10 $50, or ®|00 in Stock Privileges, lias brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise
when and how to operate safely. Books with full
Information sent free. Address orders by mall and
telegraph to
BAXTER & CO.,
Novll-fim Bankers and Brokers, 17 Wall Bt., N. Y,

VER T CHEAP

Health lift.
.

THE REACTIONARY LIFTER.

A' FAMILY: GYMNASIUM COMPLETE
PRICE, $100.
HEAlTfj HIT PARLORS .FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

:

46 E. HUi STREET, NEW YORK.

THREE. MONTHS. DAILY EXERCISE. 425.

Teruin, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten UentN a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

)tf!=Wmid golfings in
UToit Forest asd Stream:—

N the great Georgian anniversary I started with my
friend L. .T. (his headless Irishman), arid Mr. J. M.,
ibe, Tip, Jim, and Cora, two ambulances, my fides achaJ. D., for Gray town, twenty miles south of here on the
a Antonio. We had heard loud talk of the cranes,
tpe, and contingent ducks and turkeys there to be seen
d, peradveuture, to be gathered into our gamo bags,
ie preceding day had been warm and of general
ilian summery look. In the night the Venetians of my
rth window began to bang and rattle. No mistake in the
saning of that. A norther had sprung up. Wenolonr felt anxious os to how our setters and Zip would stand
: heat. Their initials wore embraced in two letters—
I. K." As Sol Taised his upper eyelid lo see how the
irltl was awakening, we sallied out of this ancient city of
ny days, and were on our way to the happy hunting
funds. I had my little Holland double rifle, and did
(lack for targets in the shape of Mexico’s national bird
lies m/sriemus), cf the great Texan bare (Rabbitvs jackiptfs), or of that SUaksperean bird, which a knowing
bisk prince could tell from a handsaw in certain condiiis of the wind. There were prairie owl's, it discretion,
ips that seem to have no hindrance in daylight, and
rich would sometimes rise, a dozen at a time, from the
squite “perrayrer.” I bowled over one of them on the
ng with my rifle, as he sailed, as he sailed away, some
htyor ninety yards distant, never dreaming that I had
d about Captaiu Kidd, or that the old New Bond street
amakev’s conical ball would catch up and overhaul him.
Duld not make B. E. believe (as I believed) that it was a
iitcb, in billiard parlance. He saw me cut Ibe leathers
, of a hawk under similar circumstances, and would not
persuaded that it was not purely intentional on my
t.
Ye went before the wind, and being protected by the
;k curtain of the “avalanche,” as Monroe culls it, did not
fer. How the poor Mexicans (Greasers) we met suffered
feould be hard lo tell. Every beggar of them had his
pket or poncho lightly wrapped about his noble form,
far in as the lower edge of his nose. Whenever it
! possible they had stopped the transportation business,
wled under their wagons, the more quietly and comlably to shiver, or else had taken out their oxen, built a
of mesquite wood, and gone regularly into the busi8 of keeping warm. It is comical to see them in our
lets whenever what we call a bracing day comes. The
dy and cake peddlers crawl into any chance sheltered
k, pull up their blankets, and go into a happy state of
pless misery. Their nature and aspiralions differ enly from ours. When we have lhatweather which makes
seek the shady side of our streets, they are in. their glory;
m we sniff the northern breeze, and holding up our
lers towards Lite pole star, say, “Was I here ever such
’oavenly climate!" the Greaser’s winter of discontent
{Wests itself in the flesh, as he wonders at the glorious
imer behavior of the sun of (New) York. How in his
rt he then despises “los Gringos” it is impossible for
pen to describe. They aTe a peculiar people, those deidants of the Aztecs. As teamsters, concurrent testi¬
ly fully establishes their excellence and worthiness of
it; as workmen With tools, tillers of the soil, or in the
ftCity of servants, they are docile and industrious; as
sc thieves, even when a little gentle murder comes in
dy. a3 a help in their game, they are unsurpassed.
:y subsist on nearly as little as a Digger “Injun'’ or the
.politan Lazzaroui. It frequently1 occurs to them to
somebody’s cow. With the peculiar curing influence
Ihe air of Texas nothing is easier than to have the meat
ted by simply cutting the beef into slips and hanging
p anywhere out of reach of carniverous critters. With
ore of this, some red pepper and onion3, or garlic, they
ai to he perfectly independent of our Lone Star Del-

monicos. An easy and common means of gaining their
weekly fifty cent? is to go off to the mesquite groves witli
their wagon and ox team, pay $3 a load for the privilege
of cutting, and turn their head cityward. Every night,
should there be no rain, they make up a fire, and sleep a la
belle etoile, turning their hobbled oxen loose to forage for a
living. At three or four A. M., they arc up and on their
way lo the market plaza of San Antonio, where the careful
citizen buys thqirload for $3.50. Then the Greaser exults.
He has done well and wisely. He is in funds, and like
Longfellow’s blacksmith “can look llio whole world in the
face, for he owes not any man”—perhaps! I saw one the
other day who had just received his 350 cents. Unfortu¬
nately my Spanish has broken loose and got away. I could
not catch enough of Castile lo soft soap the fellow (much
as he needed it) and conversationally worm myself in bis
confidence. As a rule I believe Ihe Mexicans of low de¬
gree cordially bale the American hidalgo. With regard to
their morale, I fear it would be crooked truth to say that all
their sons are brave, or that any of their daughters are
.Maria Edgeworths. Next year I hope to converse with
the better class in their native lingo. I wish I know it ss
well as I know the Teuton tongue. Although I don’t speak
that “fluidly," I can get along perfectly well in all transac¬
tions of business or pleasure.
These paisanos have put me off the track of my shoot¬
ing narrative—Revenvns a, nos moutons! The country
through which we wended our way was picturesque, after
the manner of the rolling prairie I have more than once
described. We crossed the devious stream on which we
live, twenty miles south of the table on which I am now
writing. The banks were very precipitous, needing not
only strong application of llie brake to our wheels, hut
also that L’s Irish idiot should take hold of the rear
spokes so as to check the (ambulance’s) “avalanche’s" fall
as much as possible. The usual flying ferry-boat landed
U9 at Ihe foot of the other side's steep ascent. Then I lie
only break of which wo thought was llial which might oc¬
cur in some part of our harness. Luckily we met with no
mishap of that son, going or coming. Arrived at Gtown, the very obliging tavern-keeper, merchandize!', and
postmaster, Herr Seliute, not only directed us to the suipe
and duck grounds, but took up Ids Ballard rifle and went
with us, as guardian, guide, and friend- We were disap¬
pointed as to tlie game whereof such glowing accounts had
been given us. Out of six discovered snipe we bagged
five; out of a very fair number of ducks, unapproachable
in their behavior, we only secured due, which the German
shot, knocking off its head at a hundred yards with his
rifle. I shot a blue-winged teal, and L. a mallard. Both
fell into the tule grass, working retrieviogly in which was
impossible to our setters. II. would have been tickled to
see Ihe manner in which Jim swam out with L.’s big setter
Tobe to the headless duck and took the bird away from the
rival retriever; also would his muscles of appreciation have
been brought into action had he seeu Jim repeat his per¬
formance of making a beautiful stand on a fresh pariridge
as he was bringing me in one I had just killed, in his
mouth. We had a hard night of it at Herr Schule’s. His
pretty little wife did her best to make us comfortable. My
bed was composed of some planks, on which a lick with
some corn shucks was placed. This was covered with a
much-used and most venerable cotton sheet, that by two
time-honored blankets of dark complexion, the which had
surely given aid and comfort to many a son of the soil. In
justice to Mrs. S., I must not omit to state that the lace
edging on my pillow-cuse was at least one inch and a quar¬
ter wide. I took off but few clothes, and by using my big
ulster, managed to come in contacl with but little that was
foreign, M. made us up a rousing fire of post oak and
mesquite, and Morpheus mildly manumitted us from mis¬
ery. In the early morning M. had a cup of coffee that
would not be easy to match. It was made from J. D.’s
mocha-Jaya mixture and perfected by a big, rolling, tea¬
spoonful of the condensed eagle milk. This, with fried
pig, fried eggs, and a bit of bread set us up for the day.
We traveled slowly homo, shooting ou the way. On turn¬

U Chatham St! (CityHnll Si|r.)

ing out our hag after reaching the M-Hotel, our score
was 136 partridges, o snipes, 3 doves, 3 chaparral cocks, 8
hares, and 1 duck (gadwali). You must not forget that
nearly all our shooting was done before noon of Tuesday
and Wednesday.
I regret every duy my ignorance of natural history; es¬
pecially did I regret it yesterday, when I took a very beau¬
tiful “paesano,” as the Mexicans call the chaparral cock,
to be skinned by a Teutonic taxidermist. I mean to have
him set up in New York. He is a carniverous chap, feed¬
ing on mice, moles, lizards, and small snakes. He looks
somewhat like a pheasant, as he struts proudly along witli
his handsome crest exalted and thin neck feathers spread
out. His color is brownish gray, with shootings of green
on the back and wings. Behind the ears are orange colored
spots, about the size of a silver franc piece, denuded of
feathers. These he conceals with the neighboring plumage,
except when in full dress. His tail must be a foot in
length, equaling in that dimension Ihe body. In size and
weight he is about the equal of a curlew. M. broiled him
nicely for our dinner, bringing 8. and me to the conviction
that we had tasted nothing like its delicious flesh since we
came upon the territory of Texas. I ought to tell you that
his wings are shortish, and that he rarely flies. If you
shouldn’t forget it, you may hear more about Senor Paesa¬
no from some army officer who has had a hunter's experi¬
ence down in these parts.
Five R M., four hours later.—In buying a fresh newspa¬
per yesterday, I asked the clerk if lie could refer me to an
ornithological account of my above-mentioned bird. Ho
said “No, but I will try to find some one who does know.”
Tills P. M. he showed me that the name given by my for¬
mer informants was pretly surely a corruption of the word.
“Faisau,” which means pheasant. That which I have
previously written (paesano) means “peasant”—country¬
man—and I was told had been given to the bird because be
looked as though he were native and to the manor born.
Alas! slob is tradition! So many respectable and appar¬
ently truthful men bud told me wrong, that I had quits ac¬
cepted tbeir rendering of the word. On our way we met
many Mexicans traveling on horseback. Yery often they
had a horse, uncaparisoned, save by a baiter; this was be¬
ing led in order to be used when No. 1 should show signs
of fainting by the way. In some oases the led horse was
horrible to behold. His back—that part on which the sad¬
dle is placed—was one gu at sore. Mercilessly the unfeel¬
ing Greaser mounts him, frequently with a heavy load,
when the time to change has come. I passed several steeds
so wretchedly emaciated, andsolaceraledas to their backs,
that I felt like taking up my rifle and ending their misuiable career. I am sure that llenry Bergh would have jus¬
tified me in the act.. Now there are no flies. Conceive
the torture of said poor beasts in sfummor when their name
is legion.
S. and I have just taken a walk to sec ournewly acquired
territory. How I wish you and D. could have been along.
At present Lhere^ is endless room for the builder, farmer,
and landscape gardener, not to speak of him with the veget¬
able prefix. The aeequia or irrigating ditch runs through
our northeast corner, and can be readily used whenever
needed. 1 shall have some fencing to do, aud have already
sent word to Monsieur Lacoste, that pear, plum, aud peach
trees may he set out. Already we have pceau trees and
figs. One of the former measures eight or nine feet in di¬
ameter six feet from the ground. Its spread is that of a
giant Gin. Dr. M., ray uexL door neighbor, lias some
twenty banana trees, which will bear this year, barring a
killing freeze. One side Of our place has a fine hedge of
osnge orange trees. As I came along it a covey of nearly
twenty partridges flushed at my feet, and distributed
.themselves on the grounds. One doesn’t have to go very
J ar to find game, yon see. Did you ever see the Wallace
sisters play? Mr. L. took me to the Casino last night to
witness their performance in “Minnie's Luck.” From the
programme I inclose you can sec wliat sort of a cast it
was. The audience was large, select, aud enthusiastic. I
think I have seen almost as good acting at Wallack’s in my
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younger days. This comprises ali the dramatic dissipation
I have indulged in since we sawaplay together. The “side¬
splitting” Alt Burnett manifested himself twice at the
Alamo Literary Hall, but uiy sides were aching from a long
and hard tramp and didn’t need any splitting.
H. W. M.
Ban Antonio, Texas, March,, 1875.
For Forest
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HE dawn of a snowy morning had hardly made visi¬
ble the banks of our narrow ravine before we were
in the saddle, malting our way to bring in the bison shot
the evening before. Our path was the margin of the small
stream that had In geological periods worn a canon through
the mountains. A low growth of willows hid the brook,
except where frequent beaver dams had flowed a space
that, filled with sediment, formed "beaver meadows.”
The mountain slope facing north was densely wooded
with spruce and balsam, the southern Blope, too dry from
exposure to sunshine, had but scattered trees; and upon
thiB, where the dry grasses remained, cured into natural
hay, we cast our eyes as wo went along in file, with the
hope of finding mountain sheep. Mr. Link was in advance,
with his twelve pound rifle lying over his saddle, scanning
with keeu eyes the burned spots and fallen timber, when
suddenly he'sprang from his horse, and, resting his elbow
ou his knee, aimed carefully but quickly up the rocky cliff
and tired. Our dogs rushed up the bank, and in a moment
were tussleiug with a fatally wounded mountain sheep on
so steep an incline that all came rolling down, together
with dislodged stones and brushwood, an avalahche of
snarling, yelping fur and wool. The animal was just pass¬
ing some large rocks, giving Mr. Link no time to point it
out to your correspondent, or even to wait his coming up,
and consequently an only fair shot was lost. It was a fine
animal—agile,.alert, and thoroughly game; more so in all
respects than the deer, than which the sheep is the finer
trophy. Leaving it in the snow, observing the hunter's
custom of laying by it some article that had been worn on
the person, to keep oil the “varmint" that recognize even
by scent, the presence of anything indicating man’s royal
prerogative to his game, we went, on in the snow, that grew
deep as we gained altitude, until it was up to the stirrups,
and our animals could only make progress by putting first,
one and then another in udvauce to stand the fatigue Of
breaking a track. It was rough riding, stumbling over
logs, stones, and snow-filled hollows, and an elevation was
becoming so great that they breathed with difficulty.
To go light when an ounce becomes a pound, an aneroid
barometer was left iu camp, but by comparing our height
with other formerly ascertained points, we made our final
altitude about 11,500 to 13,000 feet, and when the snow
squalls drifted away we gaiued views of wonderful variety
and extent through rifts in the clouds, that hid them
quickly again with their leaden billows,
Quite exhausted, we came at last where the bison had
fallen, and thence following a deep and blood-stained path,
whore the wounded beast had rolled over the rocks, beat¬
ing down the deep snow, we found the finest game animal
your correspondent ever saw, lying a mass of superb glossy
black hair, with his white horns thrown back and his jet
black hoofs in the air, prone like a fallen oak.
Ilow great a distinction naturalists make between the
buffalo, or bison of the plains, and his kinsman of the
mountains, let them explain. Very little anatomical dif¬
ference will probably be found, but the noble specimen
lying before us was far finer in all respects than any from
the low land, and well might he be, for his home was in
the pure air of the highest mountains, where the sparkling
water and fresli verdure of a brief summer, and the keen
air of a long winter, would bring to perfection all the
qualities of strength, fine coat, and sure fooled vigor that
is so admired in game. A second one of the herd hod
been badly wounded, and had we brought up our blankets
and provisions we should have followed the trail, now re¬
luctantly abandoned.
The great head, skin, and legs of the bison made a heavy
load for one of our horses, a load that would have fright¬
ened Tarn O’Shanter, or the schoolmaster of Sleepy Hol¬
low, more dreadfully than any they saw had they met it—
head, horns, bool's, and tail ou a black horse by moonlight,
nud the quarters were staggering burdens for our two re¬
maining horses, one of which, as an Irishman would say,
was a mule, a wily beast, who, when our eyes were
turned, would quietly lie down and roll out from under his
loud, and then stand looking at it with a look of serene
satisfaction that was not disturbed by the liberal amount
of kicks and curses that accompanied the laborious work
of hoisting the meat up again.
Our camp was well supplied, and wishing to try our dis¬
appointed hand again at elk we broke up and went back
to Mr. Louis Link’s, whence with two horses, our blankets
behind us, and our mugs and tea pot rattling to the saddle
bows, Mr. Link and your correspondent started after elk,
lying under trees, making our tea from melted snow, hop¬
ing by going light to overtake a band and win antlers as a
trophy.
fieiore night we found a trail of eight elk, and followed
it l'ar enough to. form au opinion us to where they were
herded. Early the next morning we were up, and wel¬
comed the sunlight as it came gilding the mountain tops.
A spotless snow covered all—valley, plain, and mountain
top—and eagerly we scanned the wide outlook for game.
A sneaking wolf was slowly making his way fiom one
copse to the next, sniffing the air, evidently unsuccessful
and hungry after his night’s prowl—the only iivintr thing
iu sight except some gay magpies and camp-haunting meat
birds; but as we were watching, a distant roar came raiully
on the crisp air, and we recognized the call of the elk, and
a response from some listeuiug rival. Quickly, indeed,
was our light breakfast made, and we were off. Fortu¬
nately there was no fine old china or rarely ugly “majolliea” to wash up, nor had we a hotel hill to settle with a
leisurely swell clerk. It was only a last puli at the girths
and fresh cartridges ju our rifles, and we were urgimr our
horses to the point whence came the elk calls. A lew
miles brought us to the hill, where Mr. Link's long expe¬
rience told hint we were likely to find the game, and here
the sign were abundant indeed. The snow was printed
with many paths, some with hoof marks as large as those

of an ox, but clearly distinguishable by being longer, nar¬
rower, and more cleavlycut. Carefullycboosilig the fresh¬
est trail, one where there had evidently been a "monarch
of the glen," with a royal crown of antlers, we followed
it, with our eyes peeving into every thicket, and with long
pauses upon each kuoll that gave us a chance to scan .the
valleys, and thus, with our rifles reiidy, we went for many
a mile, or, to shorten a long story, fur ten hours, only in
the end to find that the band had ret raced their steps nearly
to ourstarlingpoint and thence gone away, perhaps alarmed
by our having been there. Further present pursuit we were
unequal to. Our horses were jaded from t heir long travel
through deep suow, and with great regret we made our way
homeward, our time not permitting another hunt; hut so
charmed with the life hevc, and so impressed'wilh the va¬
riety and noble character of the game of the Colorado
Parks, that a strong impulse remains to try it again, when
more time may admit a long chase.
Going again, we would use pack mules to carry camp
necessities, and then, Once on the trail of elk, sheep, or
bison, keep upon it, camping where night should Und us,
and thus save the weariness and waste lime of going miles
back to camp. Thus success in the end would be certain,
and delays and difficulties merely the enhancement of the
value of the final triumph of a hunter’s victory over the
keen scent, the alert eyes, the acute hearing, and almost
tireless speed of our fiuest game animals.
L. W. L.
For Forest ami Stream.

NORTH AND MIDDLE PARKS.

I

T has been my fortune to pass several years of my life
in the western part of Colorado, in close pioximity to
the fiuest game country in America. The suction com¬
prising this being kflowu as the Middle and North Parks,
lying between two and three hundred miles west of Den¬
ver, on the Pacific slope, and abounding in alt kinds of
game. Large bands of elk, deer (both black and while
tail), antelope, and mountain sheep roam undisturbed, save
now and then—very raiely, however—by some liun’ing
party of TJtes, or by some trappers or venturesome tour¬
ists. The latter, however, principally come to fish, and
the Eagle and Grand ri vers, which abound in the most
magnificent specimens of the Sabno forUtmUs, afford ample
opportunities for even the most unskillful, with the rudest
of tackles, to thoroughly gratify his desire lor trout fish¬
ing. To give you an idea of the size of these beauties, I
Will state that I caught from one hole ou the Eagle eight¬
een, which averaged over a pound apiece.
(Ju my first trip down the Grand, iu company with
Charley Liter, from Georgetown, the veteran hunter and
packer, 1 well remember his amusement as well as amaze¬
ment as I unrolled my book of flies and lines, preparatory
lo uUemptrng lhe capture of a few trout for supper,
“Do you think you tan ever anchor a five pounder with
that rig?” he askect, looking contemptuously at my light
bamboo rod and small brown hackle. “Why, he’ll string
it from here down to the Hot Springs if you try to haul
him out with that plaything.”
“That’s what he will have the opportunity of doing,” I
remarked, as, stepping forward to the edge of the stream,
I spied a place behind a huge boulder, where the water
seemed resting after its hard journey, and.its surface was
smooth and unbroken. “Just the place for one of your
five pounders, Charley,” 1 continued, as I cast my Uy ou
the edge of the eddy and sent it skipping across.
I saw the flash of the long body as it darted upward,
then a splash, a whizzing of the reel, and away rushed my
captive will! such force that 1 had no doubt that I had en¬
countered one of Charley’s “big uns.” After several minules' play, 1 landed him, much to Charley’s astonishment
aud admiration, who affirmed that “lie never would have
believed it possible if he hadn’t seen it done." it weightd
over two ami three quarter pounds, and was the handsom¬
est fisll I had ever seen.
The shooting is confined principally to the wooded slopes
and bare tops surrounding the Parks. Here Is l lie home
of the noble elk, deer, hear (both black and ciuuamun),
mountain lion, and ou the high tops above timber line, on
precipitous and rocky ridges, one finds the mountain sheep,
ilie noblest of game animals, and the one most prized by
the sportsman. The California grizzly is not an inhabitant
of this country. There is, however, wlial is called the
range grizzly, undoubtedly a cross from the larger speoies,
but never attaining tbe size of his formidable relative. It
is, however, in the viciuity of North Park, which is north
and west, from Middle Park, that game is found iu the
greatest abundance. Here, indeed, is the sportsman’s
elysium. The ordinary tourist never thinks of venturing
here. The journey from Middle to Ndrlli Park is rough;
the trail iu many places hardly distinguishable. No civil¬
ized habitation within a hundred miles.
The best time lo huul is about the middle of October,
wlteu the game is generally on the move. Then it seems
as if the country was fairly alive with elk and deer jour¬
neying south, while the Park itself seems fairly to swarm
with antelope. I have frequently heard it asserted by hunt¬
ers that a lew years ago the Pies, during their full hunt
there, killed over five thousand head of antelope. 1 have
no doubt myself hut t Imt while I was there 1 could have
killed fifty elk a day bv simply sitting duwn by their trail
and shooting them as they passed by, iu such great num¬
bers were they.
On the 2Jsl day of October, '73, in company with three
others—a packer, guide, and J-, an English gentleman,
and a most thorough sportsman—I pitched camp on the
edge of one of tbe heavily timbered gulches in the south¬
east corner of the Park. After’having eaten, a lunch, I
took my rifle, a Sharps .44 (which, by llie way, I consider
a perfect spotting rifle), determined to procute some fresh
meat for supper. 1 crossed a low divide, on. the other side
of which 1 struck a small stream, and had followed it
down for perhaps a half mile, aud was standing gazing
upon the multiplicity of fresh sign, principally elk, with
which the ground was fairly covered, when a cracking
among the chaparral bushes at ttty left caused me to raise
iny head; there, with head, neck, and shoulders exposed,
stood a noble bull elk. His head, surmounted by a pair of
magnificent antlers, was thrown back in a most graceful
ami rnsjeslic attitude, while the long dark mane around
his neck gave to him an additional air of fierceness and
beauty, lie was indeed a veritable "monarch of the glei
Scarcely sixty yards distant, broadside on; no wonder I
felt the blood rush through my veins as I raised the rifle to
nty shoulder. J ust as the sight durkeued back of the foreshoulder I touched the trigger. The sharp crack of the
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rifle was followed by a frantic snort, and the old fellow,
after making a few desperate leaps, fell dead. But now ■
the bushes seemed fairly alive with elk; out they rushed in j
all directions; the work was sharp aud quick. I soon had
four more down, and might have killed the-whole band had
1 so desired for the batanee after retreating a short distance,
stood like a flock of sheep, utterly confused by the sudden
onslaught. At camp I met J-, who had been quite'
successful, having succeeded, after an hour’s hard stalking,
in getting on to a band of antelope and killing three of
them. 1 killed that week twenty three elk, only shooting
those with fine heads, however, although 1 lmd vowed alter
the first day not lo shoot another oncT until we needed it;
but the temptation was too great for me when au unusually
fine head loomed up before me, aud I constantly found
myself giving away. We also had a great deal of sport
running antelope with dogs. We would start a pair of
fox-hounds on the trail, and then seeking some cover near
where we thought the hounds would bring them, would<
take our position with a pair of beautiful greyhounds.The dogs would invariably bring them around. It was au
exciting moment as a band of these graceful animals bore:
down upon us, their white bellies flashing in the sun as
they followed some quick turn of their leader. Now they
stop and gaze back at their pursuers, but the deep angry
bay soon decides them, and they turn and dash on with
renewed speed. Now tire greyhounds spy them. See how.
their eyes flash aud sparkie us, trembling with eagerness
and excitement, they draw their long, sinewy bodies close
lo the ground, waiting for the decisive moment. Now, I
say to J-. It is the work of a moment to slip them,
and the noble fellows bound forward and hear down <ui
the affrighted band with the speed of the wind. Now the
antelope, conscious of their danger, strain every nerve to
escape their swift pursuers. Away they go, pursuer and]
pursued, fairly flying over the smooth Turk. “Ay! Unit's:
glorious!" shouts J-, his cheek flushing and eye spark¬
ling with excitement. Nearer and nearer the dogs draw
on to the antelope. Soon they seize one, a great cloud of
dust arises, and running up we find them panting oven
their prostrate victim. It was indeed glorious sport, welfl
worth the hardships experienced in getting there.
Since then a wagon road has been constructed fronD
Georgetown to Middle Talk, by way of Berthoud Pass!
opening that country to the public, and consequently fore-4
ing the game back. It has also opened a path to the mar-j
ket hunter, and immense quantities of game are shipped!
to Georgetown and Denver. Not the slightest attention 1(3
given toTlie game laws, the people seeming to labor undeiS
the idea that it is impossible to drive the game away. I -list t
winter, iu the Middle Park, men were even shooting elk »
solely for their hides. To my mind, extermiuntion is ibM
work only of a few years; and what was a short lime agoj
the finest'game country iu America will soon be entirely deserted by those noble animals that have for centuries:
-oamed there rarely disturbed.
" ■
Jackson, Michiyan.
jft'or jtfor&st and Stream.•1
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Editor Forest and Stream.-—I ltovereceived from Charles Fenton, Esq,!,
of Adirondack fame, tlie following incidents of a linul which took ]lli
1957. It may prose intetesting to your numerous readers. Yoi
truly,
Fkjvnk Bolj.es, Jb., Windsor, ct.

A

FTER five days' bouncing over the Catamount, or
Carthage and Lake Champlain lloud, in a wugotil
containing our supplies fora two months’hunt, we reached
the little settlement or Pendleton, where four or five land-1
lies lived. The road had been given up as impassable sev-1
eral years before, and we asked a grave looking man wlnm
the chances were of getting over it. He shook his head,
doublfully. Then we turned to our teamster. “WollfB
said he, “I hcv driv this old team for twelve years in the
woods, aud I hev never seen that place so lmd that i.
Ai-mlfln'l
Urrtmrh someway."
Kfinif
couldn’t git Ithrough
And so we moved on.
That our faith in his assurance was well founded, the se¬
ed. The road getting l'roht bad to worse, we1
quel showed,
came at last to a stand, where the corduroy w:
up, and the mud holes unfathomable. Our party were
some distance ahead, walking; und wishing to see wltafl
our teamster would do under, the circumstances, we secrcj
ted ourselves behind some trees and watched. Well, as
soon as he came itr the place lie rose up in his wagon,,
scanned the ruius of the old corduroy for a moment, then
glancing his eye up the road to see if we were insight, settled*
back iu his seat,, took a firm grip on the reins, aud plungetfi
in, Down, down, went llie horses into the mud among Ih^,
broken logs, the driver swinging his whiplustily andlotid'lw
urging ou ills horses. But it was no use; they floundered
along until they got to about the centre of the mud hollij
when one of them became eutangled and fell upon hffl
side. A few ineffectual struggles lo rise only brought him
deeper in the mire. Our driver was not discouraged by
any means at this. He dismounted from his wagon antf
patted his horse cm the head, telling him to keep quiet!
little while, and he would help him. He then coolly ST
down on a log, drew forth his pipe, charged it, aud cut
menced puffing away as if nothing had happened. A l td
awhile he took his ax, cut a lever, adjusted a fulcrum, rug.
his lever under llie horse, aud commenced prying him u
At this turn of affairs we could hold iu no longer, hut i
vealed our hiding place by uproarious laughter. So w«
came to the rescue. A short time sufficed to extricute th~
horses, and we went on our way rejoicing.
Our camp was located at the base of Ml. Vanderwacktfl
oue of the most imposing of the Adirondack mountain®
I have looked ou the Wilderness Map, but fail to find any
mountain by this name. Probably’ the name has bet
changed. Do you know? it stands isolated from ll
surrounding mountains, and has a base of fifteen miles (
circumference; its southern base is washed by the lludsjS
River, which was five miles freon us. The first two dajfj
we spent about camp, mu lung general repairs throughout,f
cutting wood, etc. Ou the third day I succeeded iu sec”31
ing a line doe, but my two companions, who went in t
other direction, got lost it: an immense windfall, and spe_
most of the day trying to find their way out. So 11*9
brought iu nothing. The next day, the weather shiftily
cold, froze the damp leaves so that there was uo more huut, |
ing, as deer could hear us upprouching much farther iltsr
we could see them in the thick woods. At last,, after St"
ctal days, came a light fall of suow one night, just euotij
to cover the ground, but not euough to make good traf
ing. However, as soon as it was light enough to Bed
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travel we struck out, each taking a different direction. My me to a hug. I supposed it was her dying struggle, and I
course lay up the mountain, I had not advanced far up be- went and stood by her side, when she suddenly rolled to (lie purpose of journeying across the continent, or around
ions 1 came upon the tracks of two deer, a doe and a buck, her feet again and ran down the mountain faster than ever, the world. When the eggs arc laid down for hatching
and at once started in pursuit. It was verv noisy under and I had to follow some distance before I overtook her upon their natal beds, no disturbing noises, jars, pounding,
foot, and it required the utmost strategy to get a shot. But again
Site again lay down, and I fired both barrels, which or hammering should be allowed within the hatchingfortune favored me for they ascended the mountain until took effect, and she rolled over on her side with a groan.
house, for the concussion during the first stages of incuba¬
f they passed* the belt of desiduous trees, with which the I rushed upon her and plunged my knife into her breast
mountain is girted to a certain height, and entered the thick and she gave in, I gave one exultant shoutand then turned tion will, no doubt, result in the destruction of large num¬
bers of the ova. Upon their natural spawning grounds
evergreens. Here the ground was covered with soft moss, my attention to getting to camp.
there is no noise, jarring or commotion, only the gentle
amt i could walk much more quietly. Besides,moss furnishes
It was now total darkness, and I was near the summit of
excellent food for deer, and the marks indicated that they one of the highest of the Adirondack mountains. Them and ceaseless rhythm of the waters is murmured, as the
lullaby song of nature that attends upon their protracted
, were lending, and probably not far distant. I now ad¬ was a road running aloug the base, made by lumbermen,
vanced with the greatest caution aud stealth, carefully scan¬ aud used in the winter. This road passed our camp, and transformation, and ushers the liny being into life. It is a
ning the ground fool by foot, before me. It was perfectly I had only to gain this when I could easily find the shanty. singular yet a persistent feature of ova life tkat cannot be
j still. The trees were as motionless as the mountain on I at once commenced the descent, but made slow progress, ignored, that they will not bear transportation at a verywhich they grew; profoundest silence every-where. I listen as there were many perpendicular ledges of rock, and [ early period aftu impregnation; a small percentage only
for some slightest sound; some cracking of brush or foot was obliged to feel my way down, hanging on to the trunks will survive even a short journey at len days after fecun¬
steps, that may indicate their whereabouts; but I hear only of trees, and often sliding down on my back for many dation. We have, we trust, made this portion of our sub¬
■ the pulsations of my own heart as it throbs with anxious feet, bringing up against tree trunks and rocks. Although ject so plain that auy intelligent person may full v compre¬
expectation. Yet, another step, and there is the doe lying it was but two or three miles down to the road, it appeared hend if, and be able, with care, to practice all of the de¬
down behind an old fallen tree! 1 can sec only about, two at least ten. However, I at leugth reached the road aud tails of artificial fecundation. We will suppose tkat suf¬
inches of her head above the log. it is a poor shot but I camp in safely, to llte no small joy of my companions, as ficient spawn has been procured to fill the hatching appa¬
must try it. So my rifle cracks, and all the echoes of the well as of myself. They had given me up as lost, and were ratus of the ample hatching house long since delineated
crisp morning air awake! Her bead is lost to view, but iu planning a search for me iu the morning. That night, as and di scribed. Not only did we provide an abundance of
trays and troughs, but a supply of pure cold water suf¬
I an instant the old buck reveals himself, ri-ing from his bed,
we sat around the blazing camp fire, I r ecited to them the
and making a few hounds toward me. When lie reached exciting adventures of mv day’s hunt ou Mt, Vande- ficient for every emergency, to be had simply by turning a
stop cock at lbe head of the hatchery, where the water
Hie doe he stopped, turned around, and looked at her in Wacker.
had been subjected to repeated straining ere it could flow
utter amazement. The occurrence was doubtless beyond
over the many thousands of ova placed in trays for incu¬
| his comprehension. I brought the other barrel of my ride
bation. The responsibility of the fish farmer really begins
I to bear upon him and fired. He rushed madly down the
when the eggs are put down for batching. Be a prudent
| mountain a few rods and fell dead. Alter him I went, aud
man non-, and do not “count your chickens before they arc
I drawing him hack to the doe I hung them both on one pole,
I and went in pursuit of more. I .soou found un old buck’s THE NATURAL AND ECONOMIC HIS¬ hatched.” Fislt farming has its besetments and drawbacks,
and ihey really begin with the first practical business con¬
I Brack, but he appeared to he on the travel, as he made no
TORY OF THE
SALMONIDAE—GEO¬ nected with the art. Every occupation bus its peculiar
Stop, but went m a zigzag course up the mountain. Higher
GRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION
AND embarrassments, and those men who meet these expected
itmi still higher lie ascends, the air getting fearfully cold.
ARTIFICIAL CULTURE.
difficulties with msnliness, skill, and perseverance, with
The clouds sweep past me, shrouding mo in a dense mistsuch measures and appliances as are calculated to overcome
hut his course is still upward until we near the summit.
them most speedily are the men whogrow strong and efficient
T hen from a pinnacle 1 gaze down upon a scene 1 can
SO. NINE.
in their chosen pursuits, and succeed. In fish culture the
never forget, much less describe; words are inadequate.
truth of that old adage is strikingly exemplified daily. “A
1 am above the clouds and shut out from the earth beneath,
BY PHILO icm-HYoa.
stitch in time saves nine.” In Ihe first place, the hatching
but all around are mountain tops, glittering in the setting
boxes,as has already been hinted, shouldhecovered with wire
-sun, which seem to rise out ot an oceau of vapor, like
islands from the bosom of the sea. For awhile I stood
HE experiments of M. Vraski iu artificial fecunda¬ screens, or thick board covers, to keep out rats and mice,
jet) chanted; then a feeling of loneliness stole over me. I
tion would seem to establish the tact that much lor they are especially fond of spawn, and are the bane of
the fish farmer. Poison, judiciously managed, will soon
i«jiwoko from my reverie and pushed on after the old buck.
more milt is used than is necessary. It Is quite probable
rid the establishment of Ihese marauders. Sunlight should
I soon got discouraged, however, as he made no slops, and
1 was perhaps no nearer than when I commeneed follow¬ that a more careful study of embryology will establish the be excluded from the buildiug, or toned down to~ twilight.
ing him; besides, ft was near sundown, and 1 was three or subtile properties of llie spermatazoids, that they have A small bull’s-eye lantern, or one furnished with a suit¬
able reflector, will greatly aid in the constant labor required
[•four miles away from camp, and must start at once to such inherent power, and affinity fot the ova that the in¬
Bleach it before dark.
ception of the n,inutest of these life-giving atoms into llte in connection with hatching. Bead spawn soon show them¬
1 stood taking my reckoning from the compass, to see in egg is all-sufficient for its perfect vitalization. Mr. Thad- selves, and the practiced eye will soon detect them from
their peculiar dead 'jphite contrasted with the pearly living
wlmt direction to travel,.when suddenly I heard a great
rusilmg among the evergreens just over a little elevation deus Norris makes pertinent mention in his “American white of the healthy eggs. Remove them at once.
It is quite difficult to remove eggs with the fingers, as
of ground, taupposiug that I had at last routed the bunk Fish Culture” (page 54), of an experiment, in which Mr.
from liis lair, 1 rushed to gain the elevation, and perchance Stephen Ainsworth, one of the pioneer fish culturists of they are slippery and elude the grasp; hence numerous in¬
gel a running stmt; hut what was my surprise, on looking our country, fertilized as many eggs as would cover the struments have been deviled for their removal. The best
‘over the brow of tue hill, to see not the old buck, hut four bottom of his pan with a single drop of milt. Spallanzani, instrument in use is a wooden foreep or pincer, which eatl
be easily shaped by an ingenious whiitler, and it is so light
|beats, an old one and three cubs. Theyseomed to be goiu<>I through a regular course of gymnastics, ns they were playo the celebrated Italian embryologist and naturalist, records that the fingers will not tire in using it. The mandibles
ing alt sorts of unties. Soou one of tire cubs jumped upon a similar instance of ova being vitalized with an infinites- have each small cavities, and this simple instrument is re¬
ally a valuable acquisition for this business. Some fislt oul•tt log, presenting an opportunity for a shot which i quickly rnal quantity of male sperm. We need no better evidence
|i)«proved. Al the crack of my rifle lie pitched off and than we can glean from the natural method of fecundation turials have pincers with pointed blades, pipetts and spoon¬
tolled down tiie mountain like a hoop, doubled up aud upon the spawning bed in the native streams where fishes shaped scoops, the latter to be placed under the egg, which
is lo be thrown out with a dexterous turn of the wrist.
turning over and over. This at once put a slop to alt bear
breed that a minute quantity only is needed. It will also
1 ltc.se last mentioned instruments arc clumsy, even if com¬
play.-They hustled about ju great excitement, not know¬
ing what direction to take to avoid this Intrusion into their illustrate a fact that the endowment or the male of a pared with the woodou foreep. Dr, Wlack invented the
jffuuily sports. Sown they started off at a right angle to superabundance of sperm is necessary when used upou bulb syringe, which lias been adopted by many of our fish
culturists,
and he claimed for it that it Is the most perfect
Site Course of the cub 1 had shut. The evergreens were the spawning beds, for more is borne away by the cur¬
iverv thick, and their motions were so active that it was rent than is lodged upon the ova, and the utilized portion instrument in use. He avers that 150 dead spawn were re¬
moved from a tray in one minute with jone of these instru¬
impossible to discharge my remaining barrel with auy de¬ must descent! upon the eggs in a greatly diluted condition,
ments. In the meantime the eggs should bo carefully turned
cree of certainly; so i made a sharp noise to attract their
Bftieniion, and tue old bear suddenly stopped. I could only Instances occur when the milt of the male is entirely de¬ by means of a feather, so that the current of water may act
(we her mud parts, but it Vvas my only chance; I fired in- void of vitalizing properties, barren, so to speak, aud it upon the whole surface of the ova, aud in carefully turn¬
■sluntly, aud they all disappeared. 1 first followed the cub can only be distinguished from that of the prolific males ing them from time to time, the byssvs, or fungoid disease,
■I had shot, and found him dead about a hundred yards by the aid of a microscope, which develops an absence of may be more readily discovered—the bane aud terror of
■<J,om where 1 shot him. 1 then took after the last one I active spermatozoa. It often happens that whole broods all pisciculturists, a devastating blight, a pestilence so
stubborn and defiant that it often attacks and destroys
■had shot at, aud soon discovered by the blood on the snow
thus escape fecundation, which can only be positively as¬ whole crops of eggs, and worst of all, there is no halm in
■Unit she was wounded. The cubs soou left their dam,
■Whether from instinct or by her dictation I cannot say. 1 certained after the eggs have been ten days upon the hatch¬ Gilead, no physician there that can stay its march, unless
■til-sued her nearly half a mile, when I saw her rise up from ing boxes, the Jack of vitality being known by the ab- the bold procedure of washing tiff the fungus with sand
Hi poo! of water and make off. 1 took a running shot, but scence of the volatile movement of globules. Before leav¬ and water, as resorted to liy Mr. John G-, ‘Woodbury, an
assistant of Mr. Livingston Stone's at the United States es¬
without effect. Another quarter of a mile, and I saw her ing this question, it is well to advise the use of the milt to
tablishment On the McCloud River, Cal. His method was
tise up not more thau ten yards away aud beat a rapid re¬
tile extent of rendering the water opalescent, or of a pearly to put a lew hundred diseased eggs in a pail partly filled
hear. i sent a bullet Hying after Iter, which struck her,
hue, until experiments determine how much or how little with water, in which was dropped a handful of fine river
jut not iu a vital part, though it crippled her somewhat,
Hid she made lor the thick scrub evergreen. A ear Lbe is necessary for the establishment of vitality. We know, sand. Upon holding the pitil containing the eggs and sand
lummit of this mountain is a thick growth of stunted by experiments, that a drop of sperm in a half pint of under a stream ot water, the whirling sand being brought
evergreens,, chiofiy spruce, from five to ten feet high, the water exhibits countless spermatozoids, when a single drop tulo contact witli the whirling eggs, so constantly aud rapidlimbs growing close to tit© ground. You cannot see an of the dilution is put between two pieces of plate-glass and ly, and vet so geutly, that in a few minutes the fungus
was entirely removed aud cleansed from the eggs, while
Object more ihau ten feet distant as a general thing, aud
|ven then one must creep on ali fours iu order to get placed under a microscope ot high power. These vital the eggs were not in the least injured. It is a tedious pro¬
Brough aud see anything. They grow iu clumps, with atoms may be seen moving rapidly in every direction, evinc¬ cess, and would bea herculean task to treat several hundred
piervening clearer spaces, where there is not much tiui- ing of themselves au inherent power to the extent that thousand eggs in this manner; hut the expedient will pay,
rather thau abandon tiie whole crop to the ravages ami cer¬
ter. The wouuded hear plunged into one of these hedges, only a small particle is requisite to impart life to the em¬
u hot more than three rods in diameter. I followed bryo. After the eggs are permitted to absorb a sufficient tain death, which would speedily ensue from the inexora¬
ble fungus. This vegetative growth is of a filamentous char¬
hound Hie open space that enclosed it, but saw she had
lot come out. When I came around to her tracks again I quantity of the spermalozoids, more or less, during the pro¬ acter, aud gives the eggs attacked tile appearance of mi¬
hl'usi myself into the blishes, which routed her; then site cess of absorption the water iu the pan should be kept at nute halls of cotton. If the first infested egg is not re¬
Mtde for a more extensive jungle. Jl, was now so dark an equable temperature, probably at 50°. No very great moved, it will soou be communicated to Others, and at
hat 1 could not see the sights on my rid.©, and it.was with baste should be manifested in moving the eggs from the once a focus of contagion is established, from which it
spreads, as from a common centre, until all are involved
It! greatest ddlioully that 1 could follow her. 1 would pan to the hatching troughs or trays. The process of itn
in the common ruin. The dead eggs should be daily re¬
[Be tell her till llte following day, but there was so little
low that should it snow ever so little, or even thaw tiie pregnation is but a brief (me, whether the wet or dry moved, then no neucleus of coniagiou nan form.
The study of embryology, so conspicuously a part of
i-ast, it would obliterate the Hack, and I would lose her. method is used. Embryologists, however, aver that the
Ehiretore resolved to pursue as loug as I could see her eggs are very easily injured if moved too soon. There¬ fish culture, is a subject of more than usual inteiest to a
'ticks. Wo ou my hands aud knees I entered the thicket in fore, when the temperature of the water iu which they are person having an investigating turn of mind. If llte mys¬
tlTsuit; my hut was soon torn trom my head by the thick still left can be easily maintained, a half hour or more of rest terious processes incident to embryo life wore more critic¬
ally studied from the first day of incubatiou until the mer¬
tush, but f deemed it useless to replace, so I Jett it daugshould be allowed the eggs before spreading them in the gence of the fish, many valuable discoveries might yet be
ng in the branches and wont ou barless. But hat or hair
made of great consequence to the fish farmer. The ex¬
trays
for
incubation.
After
ample
time
lias
been
given,
as oi little importance to me now; it was the bear I
anted. Hhe would go but a short distance aud then lie and after thorough rinsing of the eggs they may be put pression of Ariatolle—omne vivum ex ovo—was crowned
svn; then 1 would come up to her. It was so dark by into the trays. The washing is not absolutely necessary long ago by the iamentod Agassiz with new aud fresh lau¬
time I could only discern a dark object ten or fifteen for the health of the spawn, but is resorted to more par¬ rels, that will tend to preserve the adage as one of ihe truest
utterances since the advent of the race. If we examine
iff distant; but getting as good a range as I could along
ticularly for the reason that the opacity imparted by the tile egg when first placed in the tray, under a microscope
&-barrels of my title 1 would fire, A most fearful growl,
of
average power, it will be found to be filled with a gela¬
milt
is
removed
that
the
operator
may
see
his
way
more
ilh gnashing ot teeth, would greet the discharge, nut in
ic-lihick smoke and darkness I could scarcely see any- clearly. The eggs should be so placed upon the grills of tinous substance very nearly corresponding to the albumen
tug. i had a large knife hung by my side, aud as soon the trays that they do not lie one upon another. Great of other eggs, on which float infinitesimal granules and oil
Iwircd i would place ruy baud ou tiie lniudle, expecting care must be manifested at first in handling the embryos, globules. Wo versatile arc these minute elements, that if
wo turn the eggs in aoy direction they quickly aud invari¬
Ootne to a baud to paw figlit; but although she lore by for any jar or knock will destroy them, while the initial
ably rise to I lie top. On the second day a separation may
BrSUarliug mosL leartully, aud so near that i could almost
be seen to have lakcn place between tbe yolk and albumen,
vital
processes
are
being
exerted,
which,
in
lime,
if
care
is
cl her hot breath on my face, she refused to commence
when the granules and globules will be fouua to have ag¬
e attack, 1 fired four shots at her in this way iu the taken, results iu the development of the living fish. When
gregated themselves into a miuute drop or vesicle tu the
mket of spruces, and then drove her to more open ground, the work of development progresses a little farther these
centre of the egg surrounded by a transparent zone iu
Imre I was able to obtain a better shot, whereupon she germs of future fishes may be moved with impunity, even
wliieh it floats. This is the first indication of a germ whose
lied over ou her back aud pawed the air as if inviting committed to the tender mercies (?) of au expvessmaa for
composition is of very delicate cells, uud is the primum
r
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mobile, or first impulse of life iu a tangible form, from
•which cell growth proceeds, as from a focal point. This
phenomenon takes place about the fifth day, and the germ
continues to extend by cell growth, until it forms an envelope
around the yolk, which it at length entirely infolds. About
the eighteenth day the enveloping growth has extended
around one-half of the yolk, and the pointed end of the
increasing substance is the embryo tail, while the other
thickened and flattened end is the rudimentary head. On the
twentieth day the eyes are outlined, and from this lime on¬
ward the growth is rapid indeed. If the water is kept at
a temperature of 50°, eggs hatch in fifty days; the period
of incubation, however, is lengthened by a lower, and
shortened by a higher temperature of the water. At the
salmon ponds of Stormontlield, where the streams are icy
cold, eggs laid down hatch iu from 128 to 130 days. There
is usually a difference of SOdajs between those deposited in
September and those spawned iu December. At Huninguc, France, salmon eggs have been hatched in sixty
days, while the shortest period of incubation at Slormentfield is 120 days. A short time before the fish burst from
the shell the "investing membrane of the egg becomes of
a dirty, yellowish color, and a filamentous or floss-like coat
ing surrounds it, reminding the practiced eye of the fatal
fungoid disease. The feeble movements of the fish, which
have been apparent since the thirtieth day, now assume the
form of convulsive action, which continues with more or
less violence until the shell is broken and the tiny thing is
horn.
borne of the earlier writers on fish culture advise aiding
the struggling fish iu its efforts to merge from the already
fractured shell, by gently passingover the body of the fish a
delicate camel's hair brush. Nature is usually adequate in
all such emergencies, while officious and meddlesome mid¬
wifery is usually attended with baneful results. Healthy
fishes"will easily place themselves outside of their long envijonment; but if they are sickly and feeble, this supreme
effort usually ends iu "death, sooner or later. The expect¬
ant crop now having been liberated, and the new life be¬
gun, if the hatching has been conducted in gravel troughs,
they should now thoroughly be cleansed from shells, or any
debris which, by decomposition, may interfere with the
health of the fish. If the Caron or Caste trays have been
used, all such remains have been carried away by the wa¬
ter between the interstices of the grille, and the young fish
also find a passage through to tile tray beneath, from
which they may be drawn off, by removing the cork into a
pan; betas they are heavily encumbered with the yolksac, their removal should be conducted with gentleuess
and care. What dirt or egg shells may have followed the
fish must.be carefully floated off, or removed by nippers,
or a bulb-syringe. If nursery troughs have not been ar¬
ranged for the reception of the hatchlings, they may occu¬
py me trays fora brief period, until complete arrangements
may be perfected. In this case the grille is removed from
each tra\, the box thoroughly cleansed, and the bottom
cowered with fine gravel, which must not only he washed,
but thoroughly boiled, that all of the larvce of insects may
be destroyed. "Upon this clean gravel the fish are placed,
and a gentle curreut of water allowed to glide gently over
thetn. if nursery troughs have beeu provided, the wood
should be thoroughly steamed or scalded, that all fungi or in¬
sects may be destroyed, while the gravel should be treated
in like manner, for like reasons. The nursery troughs may
be 20 or 30 feet long, 18 inches wide, and 3 inches deep. The
troughs may be divided into as many compartments as they
are lent long, by screens of fine copper wire, gauze, or
iron coated with some pigment not made of lead, each di¬
vision being butfioieut tor the accommodation of 1,000 or
1,200 fishes. The water supply must be carefully regula¬
ted; if Hie current is too strong, the fish will be too vio¬
lently driven against the screens, and destroyed. In the
regulation oi the amount and force of the water, experi¬
ence is the only sale and reliable guide, as in all the other
delicate manipulations which are necessarily connected
with fish culture.

Natural Jjistorg.
rjhu Department is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be rnaae a
speotal feature of this paper. AU communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention
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E present to-day an engraving of the viviparous
perch of the Pacific coast, belonging to the Embiotocoidat of Agassiz, concerning which we printed a letter
from Dr. Yarrow in our issue of April 6. This wood cut
is from a photograph taken many years ago in San Fran¬
cisco, where the young used to be served up as a delicacy.
Professor Agassiz was muclt interested in these fishes, and
wrote an article about them in the American Journal of
Science and Art for November, 1853. He described two
species—Embiotoca Jacksoni and E. Caryi— the latter after
Thos. G. Cary, of Boston, who procured for him the speci¬
mens, and who has now kindly furnished U3 the photograph
we have copied,and written us a letter upon the subject. The
general appearance of tbe fishes of this family is that of our
larger Pomolis. They are from 8 to 11 inches in length.
Their body is compressed, oval and covered with scales of
medium size, which are peculiar in being cycloid. Another
peculiar and, indeed, unique feature, is that at the base of
the long dorsal fin are two or three rows of scales separated
from those of the body by a rather broad and deep scaleless
furrow. The anterior part of this fin can be folded back

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of March SOili Mr. Thomas S. Roberts, writing from Min¬
neapolis, Minn., refers to the article ou the bass, written by me, where¬
in 1 said: “They are a summer fish, and it is doubtful if ihey feed at all
iu winter: they probably hibernate.” I wrote this from only limited
observations of this fishiu Western Now York. 1 kept one nearly nil
winter iu an aquarium, and it did not eat, and seldom moved anything
except its eyes. I have also tried to catch them from the Binall but wcllBtocked pond of Hon. 8. H. Ainsworth, at We9t Bloomfield, with¬
out success. I have, however, seen those that were taken with a hook in
Northern Micbisatn, In March, while it in mill winter in that locality, and
Mr. Roberta’ experience would seem to allow that they take the hook at
thut time iu Ids vicinity.
After reading his article I wrote to Mr. A. W. Latham,_Commission¬
er of F,alienee for Minn., residing at Excelsior, in reaard to the matter,
and he replies: "1 believe that yon are in the main correct. They
spawn here during the month or Muy, and are plentiful during the sum¬
mer and fall mouths. Occasionally they are caught tnrough the ice,
both with the hook and spear, but are comparatively scarce during the
winter. They then lie low in deep water, and seem, ufter a fashion, to
hibernate," It would be interesting to get the facta from many locali¬
ties, and see ir their habit varies in different places.
Fred Mather.
Ravages by tite Potato Bog.—It Is said that the potato
bugs ou Lung Island nie very numerous, and have already
made sad iiavoe with the fully crops. Mr. Jacob Scltoemaker, a farmer at Flulbush, lias had about $2,000 worth
of early sprouts destroyed, and the farmers in that section,
iu plowing up their grounds, discovered bushels of the
hugs.
_
__

—The St. Augustine (Florida) hotels will close about
May 1st, with the exception of the Marion, which will
remain open during May and June.

CENTRAL

NEW

YORK.

FAMILY TUIlDilUi.

Turdus migralmins. Robin. Abundant from April to
November; only a few remain all winter.
Turdus mustelinus. Wood thrush.
Arrives the last
week in April. It is not a very common summer resident,
and departs the first week in October.
Turdus Swaimoni. Olive-backed thrush. Arrives the
second week in May, and remains a few days, after which
all pass north to breed. It returns the last iu September.
Turdus fuscescens. Wilson’s thrush. Arrives the first
week in May, and remains through the summer, hut is not
very common. It moves southward the first week'of Sep¬
tember.
Mimus caroHnemis. Cat-bird. Abundant from tbe lust
week in May to the first week in October.
Ilarporhynchus rvfus.
Brown thrush.
An irregular
summer visitor, tolerably common some seasons, and not
to be found others.
family SAXicoi.roa:.

Sialia emits. Blue-bird. After tbe first week in March
it is abundant until November.
FAMILY

8

YI.VTTILK.

Regulus calendula.
Ruby-crowned kinglet. It arrived
the last week in April, passes north to breed, and returns
early in October.
I ley ulus satrapn. Golden-crested kinglet. Appeals the
second week in April, moving northward, whence it re¬
turns in October.
FAMILY rARIDvE.

Pantsatricapillus.
dantly.

Chickadee. Resident, breeding abun¬
FAMILY SITTIDAi.

Sitia carolinensis.
White-bellied nuthatch. Resident,
and abundant; breeds.
Sitta canadensis. Red-bellied nuthatch. Arrives about
April 1st, and soon passes north, returning in October, and
going south lor the winter.
FAMILY CEUTHUDJE.

Certhia familiaris. Brown creeper. Resident, but es¬
pecially abundant in llie breeding season.
family tkOglodytjtvk.

Troglodytes aedon. House wren. Arrives in May; is
not very common during the summer, when it bleeds, and
departs southward in October.
Telmatodytes palvstris. Long-billed marsh wren. Sum¬
mer resident; breeds.
Gistothorm stellar is. Short billed marsh wren. Summer
resident; breeds.
Harry W. Candee.
To be continued.

WINTER.
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OF

A VIVIPAROUS PERCH.

Dominion Fishery Report.—Tbe Report of the Cana¬
dian Fishery Commissioners has been before us for two
weeks, but we are obliged to defer an abstract for one
week more. We are indebted to Com. W. F. Whitcher
and to two other parties for copies, an attention that we
appreciate. There is no public document printed that
shows greater care and accuracy in its preparation, oi is
more valuable or comprehensive iu the statistics which it
presents.

BLACK

BIRDS

The following is a partial list of the birds of Central
New York, the area covered by tbe observations compris¬
ing the counties of Cayuga, Seneca, and Wayne. I expect
to be able to add to its numbers and information during
the present and following seasons:—

and concealed. The female genital apparatus in u state of
pregnancy consists of a large violet bag, so transparent that
one°can distinguish through it the shape, color and forma¬
tion of the small fish with which it is tilled. The fish when
ready to escape are miniatures of their mother in shape and
color, and fitted to seek their own livelihood. This genital
sack seems to be nothing but tbe widened lower end of the
ovary, and the pouches into which it is divided within are
merely folds of the ovary itself. In each of these pouches
a young onejswrapped up as iu a sheet, and all are packed
in tightly. It is, therefore, a normal ovarian gestation.
The external genital opening is situated behind the anus.
As many as 19 young have been found in one fish. The
males are not quite as large as the females, either in length
or circumference. Mr. Cary writes that there is a great
variety of these fishes, differing much in size and color.
When scientific attention wusfirst attracted to them, four
and twenty years ago, it was generally supposed that the
discovery was a new one, but that was a mistake. In 1709 a
transit of Venus was to take place on the 3d of tbe June.
The event was of such importance that an expedition
w-as sent from Paris to observe the transit at Cape St.
Lucas, at the extreme southern end of Lower California.
After the astronomical observations were finished the party
went up tire coast some distance. On their return to Paris,
the naturalist of the expedition reported that on the coast
of California were found Bea perclt which had their young
alive, and when the small fish were squeezed out of the
parent they would swim with great celerity. It is to be
hoped that oains may be taken to arrive at a complete
knowledge of the natural history of these viviparous
perches; and especially that the embryology and the early
stages of growth in the young may be investigated.

Notes from our Correspondents.— “Teal” (Salem,
Mass., April 6th), says:—Woodcocks are numerous, Sbme
black ducks are about, and bay ducks ure numerous. I
have noticed the brown thrasher, snow-bird, chipping,
song and fox sparrows; purple finch; purple ancl rusty
graldes, and red-winged blame-bird; fish and pigeon hawks,
and a single unknown swallow. The last is unusual so
early. Quails are doing well, hut not a snipe has been
heard yet_Chas. O. Gladwin (Higganutn, Conn.) reports
the first robins seen on March I7lb, and red headed wood¬
peckers ou March 20tli. April 6th and 7th many wild
geese were flying northward, the wind being moderate.
April 8th vegetation was starling, and the traveling arbutus
was almost open_Mr. Thomas Bland informs us that
Prof. Liudeu lately found on Gonave Island, N. J., hermit
crabs inhabiting a land shell, and "moving briskly about
in an old pasture at a distance of two miles from tbe near¬
est sea beach," This is surprising,.. .C. Jell Clark killed
an albino robin a few miles out of St. Louis, -Mo., on
April Silt. Tbe breast of the bird was the regulation red,
and all the rest of the plumage was snowy white. Mr
Clark also lias a perfectly white live mocking-bird.. ..A
Lawrence County (Ohio) boy set a trap tor Clows. The
morning after the trap was gone. About six weeks after¬
ward a large owl attacking the chickens was killed, uutl at¬
tached firmly to his foot was the missing steel trap which
weighed over a pound_Dr. C. C. Abbott promises to be
our frog, turtle, aud snake reporter during the coming sea¬
son_S. M. Dunbar (BaMwinsville, N. Y.) writes us that
he lias secured an albino robin... .“Wood Duck" (Euglewood.N. J.) desciibes an albino sora rail which he shot on
the Hackensack marshes last September. It bad a white
spot on its back the size of a silver dollar, and more while
Ilian is usual on the sides.

European Woodcock Shot in Virginia—Ornilholo-j
ists will be interested lo learn that a specimen of the
turopean woodcock (Scolopax ruslMa) was shot in 187-3,
t Londoun County, Vu., by a brother oi Dr. M. G. Ellzey. I
.11i the
particulars v<»
of the occurrence
been detailed
me [luttiv/uiuuo
--- have
— --- lo!
-: by this gentlemau, aud there is no reason to admit a
ubt in the case. This is the only iustanceof which I
ive become
live
UlTUillC aware
awtlic of
ut the
tuv presence of
OI this European J
ties south of New Jersey,
rangier in the United Stales
Elliott Counts U. 8. A.

A REPORT

FROM

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Faiijiiniiton, N. H., April 17111.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The ttrst appearance of birds iu this region we have nnled arc as fob
lows: April 4tH. robins; April 8tb, pllcsbc bird aud an unknown hawk; I
April 9th, soDg-spurrow: April ltth. red-winged blackbird, bud blue- I
bird; April is, white-breasted i.bellied?) swallow; April loth, rcd-tailedl
hawk; April ldth, chipping sparrow. Tbe gup hot wren the Pb and Sth I
was caused by a lurioitB snow-storm, which must lhivo driven the birds J
back south. Up to tbe 12th, the date of tbe arrival or such species iliHered J
very little from that of last seasou. Since then, the weather having be-1
come somewhat cooler, the migration seems to have stopped, us no new (
varieties can be found.
s- Parker.

FOREST AND STREAM
RESIDENT BIRDS OF DANVERS, MASS.
Dantersport,

Editor Forest and Stream:—

I serid you a list of our resident birds. I am glad that
you have called for facts regarding our ornithology, etc.,
and I shall furnish any items coming under my observa¬
tion which I'deem Of interest to the readers of your paper.
The following birds remain in the vicinity of Danvers,
Essex County, Mass., throughout the year:—
Robin. Abundant in snmnicr, and a few remain in winter.
Chick-a-dcc. Scarce in summer; common in winter.
Brown creeper. Scarce in slimmer; common in winter.
Oedar-ffird. Common in summer; rather common in winter.
Purple flneh. Common in summer; rare in winter.
American goldfinch. Common in summer; a few in winter.
Song-sparrow. Common in summer; a Tew in winter.
English sparrow. Common in most villages.
Meadow lark. Common in summer; Tare in winter.
Crow. Abundant at atl times.
Bine jay. Common at all times.
Belted kingfisher. Common in summer; rare.in winter.
Hairy woodpecker. Sever common.
Downy woodpecker. Common at all times.
Golden-winged woodpecker. Common in summer; and not uneommon in winter.
Great horned owl. liather rare at all times.
Mottled owl. Common at all limes.
LoDg-eared owl. Rather common, both summer and winter.
Barred owl. Rather common.
Acadian owl. Rare at all times.
Red-taiied hawk. Somewhat common in summer, but rare In winter.
Sparrow hawk. Hot very common.
Ruffed grouse. Common at till times.
Quail (Ortyx Virginian us), Always in plenty.
Black ducks. SoiuewUat rare at ail times.
Arthur F. Gray.

THE

LABRADOR

DUCK.

Jacksonville, Fla., April 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In answer to Prof. Bairn’s call for information about (he Labrador
dock, I would say that twenty-live to thirty years ago it was not uncom¬
mon about the mouth of the Bay of Fuiidy. Soon after it mostly dis¬
appeared, so that.lt was very rare that a folly plutnaged male was taken.
1 have not heard of one for twenty years, but about five years ago I
secured a fr 111,lie. These ducks were called by the gunners “pied
docks,” and “sond-shoal docks." 1 have a pair, male and female, in
iqy collection which were mounted many years ago.
George A. Boardman.

A

MARYLAND

CALENDAR.

Booksboho, Md., April 12th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I was bo impressed with tho uiiliiy of the suggestions contained in
yarn* ^Invitation,''’ that, I secured a calendar at once, and have been care¬
ful to watch and make note or the arrival of the spring birds-of
Washington and Fredrick counties, situated on the northwestern border
of Maryland, in the Cumberland Valley. I have good opportunities Tor
observation. Snow-birds, English sparrows, blue birds, meadow larks,
aud cardinal grosbeaks, have been here all the winter, as is usual for
them, On February 12th a few robins were seen, but the weat her be¬
coming very cold I saw no more till March Gth. when large numbers
came. On February 14th song-sparrows were seen; March 5th, crowblackbirds; March filh, red-winged blackbirds in large Hocks, and killdeers; March 10th, phoebes or pcowo&S March llth, a few snipe, and
some wild geese dying nouhwurd; March 14Lh, I saw three snipe, which
are never very plentiful here, and a golden-winged woodpecker. The
house martins first came April 4lli, and by the 10th were in large num¬
bers.
W E. Wheeled, M, D.

ANIMALS BREEDING IN CAPTIVITY.
Philadelphia, April 12tb, 1B76.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Three prairie wolves (Cains Intrant) were born at the Zoological Gar
dens on Sunday moruiag, April 9Lb. Thu period of gestation was
s:.sty-foiir days. The mother will not allow any one near her babies,
Probably this is the only case known of the wolves breeding in captivity.
On the morning of April llth the Javuil porcupine (Hj/sfo ix jQvanica)
gave birth to a fine young one, after an unknown period of gestation.
It lived but a Te v hours, owing to the parent refusing to nurse
It
measured nine inches long, and was well-covered with dark, almost
black embryo quills from an eigbLh to half an inch in length, with long
white quill hairs interspersed ori the back. The lower part of the neck
aud belly was clothed with a quantity qf dark hair. The whisker hairs
were one to one aud three quarter inches long. The eyes were open.
Two teeth were in each of the jaws, upper and lower, one-eighth of an
inch long. Its weight was three-quarters Of a pound. Believing that
these are Ihe only d avail porcupines ever brought to this countiy, it is
encouraging to be able to report them breeding, although unsuccessful
raising their first-born.
Walter K. Ashmead.
Feckst Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—
One English rabbit (Lepus edhiCUiUs); one pair liners, male and female,
(Felis reualltsY-, one jaguar {Felis oncu); ono bittern (Ardea vlresceus).
Huon.
Recent Arrivals at the GENtfUAL Park Menagerle.—One
yellow-bellied woodpecker (tyltyraplcm mrws. Presented by.E. J.
Decheubiick; capiuredon 9th avenue, New York city. One loon (Colymbus torfpwtus). Presented by I)rT Samuel W, Francis, of Newport, F.
I. One wood duck (Ai& sjponsa). Presented by Jacob Rupperl; captur¬
ed in Westchester county, N. Y. Tw o dog-faced baboons (Gynocepholus
rpocaHus).
W. A. Conklin, Director.

,"—1

gm and §iver egishiiiQ.

Mass., March 6th, 1876.

“Old Reliable
The Sharps Biftc Company of Bridgeport, Conn,
(formerly uf Hanford), has adopted the anove trade maik— an.exceed¬
ingly appropriate one under the circumstances, for of the hundreds of
ihousands made aud sold during the past twenty-six years no Sharps
rifle, whether in the hands of so’dier, hunter, or marksman, has ever
failed, when put to the test, to prove itself an “Old Reliable" indeed
'in all the essentials of simplicity, safety, accuracy, and execution. Dur¬
ing all these years the company have been from Lime to time improving
their arms, and are justified in claiming, as they do, that Sharps rifles
were 'Hhe bed in 1850, and are dill the best in 1876." Owing to a long aud
vexatious litigation among the members of the original Sharps Rifle
Manufacturing Company, Ihe production of Sharps rifles was for several
yea»s almost discontinued, but in 1875 all of thepalents, machinery, etc.,
were sold to an entirely new organization, specially chartered by the
Connecticut legislature. This company has erected extensive works
at Bridgeport, where largo numbers of these arms are being made, in¬
deed, the company is now compelled to run extra hours in order to All
their orders. No rifle is permUted to leave their armory until it has
been severely tested for slrength and accuracy* and every purchaser of a
Sharps rifle can tely on having bought a gun that won't shoot backward,
and will shoot just wtyere it is mraedAdv,

FISH

IN

SEASON

Trout., solmn fontimtts.
Salmon, Salmo salar.
Oiayling, Thymallus tncolor.

IN MAY.

Salmon Trout, Salmo con finis,
Shad. Atom.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Gloaerl.

FLIES IN SEASON IN MAY.
Illack Mny, Ho. 10.—Body, black; feet, black, wings grayish hyaline.
Com Dung, No. 10 und 11,—Body, and feet, brownish yellow; wings,
yellow gray.
Great Dun, No. 9 and, 8.—Body, purple brown; feet, gray brown;
wings, dark gray hyaline; selio, dark brown annulated with gray.
lied Spinner. No. 10 and 9.—Body, bright claret, ribbod with gold tin¬
sel; feel, brick color; wings, gray hyaline; seltc, pale brick color.
Yellow May, No. 10 —Body and feet, pale yellow; wings, pale yellow,
mottled with brown; seta:, yellow.
Coachman,—Body, peacock beri; feet, dark red hackle; winga white.
King of the water.--Seme as queen of the water, with scarlet body in¬
stead of orange.
Gold SpirnutBody, orange, ribbed with gold tinsel; feet, pale red
hackle; wings, bright gray.
Captain,—Body, posterior half, peacock herl, anterior half, gray;
white feet; red hackle; wings, gray; octie, scarlet green, and wood duck
feathers mixed.
•SWifter.—Body, crimson; feet, red hackle; wings, gray.
Kingdom.—Body, while, ringed with green; feet, peacock herl, aud
red hackle; wings, gray, mottled with brown.
Mack Palmer, Drown Palmer, Ned Palmer, and Gray Palmer, are
made respectively of the different colored hackles that distinguish them.
Fish in Market.—Since the Lenten season'lias expired
prices have fallen somewhat, and the supply, owing to the
fine weather, has also been ample. « We quote; Striped
bass, 15 cents per pound; smelts, 15 cents; salmon, Ken¬
nebec, $1; California, 50 cents; frozen 50 cents; mackerel,
25 cents each; shad, North River, 40 cents; Connecticut
River, 70 cents each; weak-fish, Southern, 15 cents per
pound; white perch, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel, frozen,
50 to 75 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, £12 per
dozen; halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 8 cents; cod-fish, 8
cents; black fish, 15 cents; flounders, 10 cents: eels, 18
cents; lobsters, 10 cents; turbot, 20 cents; scollops, $1
per gallon; soft clams, 40 lo 60 cents per hundred; whitefish, 16 cents per pound; pickerel, 18 centB; brook trout,
Canada, 50 cents; Loug Island, $1; pompano, $1; hard
shell crabs, $3.50 per 100.

—The shad fisheries of the Hudson River between Pleas¬
ant Valley and Fort Lee are yielding finely, the average of
each lift of the nets being 3,000 fish. Messrs. Dunlop,
Ludlow, Acker, and Davis are the largest operators. Some¬
thing like 40,000 fish were taken in four days.
The M anufactobe of Fishing Rods.—The little vil¬
lage of Woodbury is most picturesquely situated on the
Newburg branch of the Erie Railway, some six miles
from Turner’s Station, and about eleven from the City of
Newburgh. West Point is only four miles distant, and
Summit and Cromwell’s Lakes are in the immediate vicin¬
ity. Here is located the factory (the only one, we believe,
in the country) of Messrs. Conroy, Bisset and Malleson,
the old-established and well known dealers in fishing tackle.
We enjoyed the pleasure of inspecting these works last
week, and the time not devoted to the “shop’’ was passed,
in company with that well-known fisherman Mr. John
Mullaly, : nd Mr. Miilleson, in wandering along the banks
of Mineral Spring stream, as lovely a trout brook as one
will find within a day’s journey of the metropolis. The
stream, like all other accessible ones, is “fished lo death,”
yet the persuasive skill of Mr. Mullaly provoked many a
rise, and his creel presented a fait)y satisfactory appear¬
ance at the conclusion of the day. The factory itself is
well worth a visit, if it is only to see the automatic lathe
which, when adjusted to the proper gauge, will turn out
buts, second joints, or tips, of any size, from the lightest
fly-rod to the heaviest Newport bass rod. Auother pe¬
culiarity we noticed was' that the ferules, sockets, and
bands were formed of solid pieces of metal; that is, they
were not soldered. Any one who has witnessed the man¬
ipulation of metallic cartridges 'will have noticed how the
metalrfrom one solid piece cut from a sheet is first beut
into a cup-Jike shape, and then drawn out by powerful
machinery to the required thickness. This is the process
used in making the metalic work of the rods. Green heart,
ash, and lance wood are the woods principally used, the
first named being imported from Surinam, and the latter
from Cuba. Twenty-five thousund rods are turned out from
this factory in the course of a year, and the use of im¬
proved machinery in place of hand-labor enables the manu¬
facturers to sell rods at half the prices asked a few years
since. The processes of varnishing, finishing and proving
are all very thorough and interesting. Water power is the
motive used for turning the machinery, the factory being
Biluated at the foot of a beanliful pond, over the darn of
wbicli the water falls thirty feet or more. Several trout
of a pound weight have been taken from the pond recently
and as it is fed by a fine stream in which Messrs. Conroy,
Bissett, and Malleson have placed some 15,000 fry, they
will soon be able to supply tlioir friends, not only with the
paraplianalia requisite for fishing, but with the sport itself.
The work at Woodbury comprises, besides the making of
rods, the manufacture of gang-hooks, spoons, cases, etc.,
to which Will shortly be added lines, Waler-proqfing, and,
in fact, everything coming under the head of fishing tackle.
—The annual meeting of the Oqtiossoc Angling Associa¬
tion was held at the office of the President, 10 Warren
street, New York, April llth. The reports of the officers
exhibited a very satisfactory condition of affairs. Last sea¬
son was financially successful. Very many large brook
trout were taken, several exceeding five pounds in weight.
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Messrs. Page, Kimball, Reed, Allerton, Williamson, Lazell, Whitehead, Frye, and Dr. Otis were elected trustees.
The officers for 1876-7 are; President, Geo. ShepaTd Pago
of New York; Vice President, J. II. Kimball of Maine;
Secretary, L. P, Reed, of New York; Treasurer, James A.
Williamson of New Jersey. Gentlemen desiring to visit
Camp Kennebago, Rangeley, will address the President or
Secretary.
—Seth Green lias sent us one of his needle point fish
hooks with which he claims to have killed 60 brook trout,
one of them weighiug three-fourths of a pound. It was a
fly once, but it shows so much hard service that it is scarcely
recognizable, “the fly part being about eaten up,” as Mr.
Green says in liis letter. There is a very considerable
belly to the liend of the hook, and the point is longer than
usual in proportion lo the length of the shank. Mr. Green
claims that he can catch one third more fish with it than
with any bearded hook.
Pennsylvania — Philadelphia, April 24lh. — The shore
fishing at Gloucester, N. J., began on Monday last. The
gillers all along the river are in full blast, and have been,
for several weeks. On the 15th a gill-net that left the
Water-worlds wharf at Richmond, caught in oue drift
forty shad, one sucker, and a wild duck. The duck got
entangled in oue of the float fines, and the catch, accord¬
ing to the captain, was “promiscuous." Up river Ihe
catch is good, the fish being plentiful ami of fair size, not
so good, perhaps, as last year, but away ahead of three or
four of the preceding seasons. Of about fifteen gill-nets
that went out of the Rancocas last night, the largest catch
was 32 shad, and the lowest about 20. Some large rockfish, and a few sturgeon have been taken down the river.
Sculls.
Vibginia—Leesburg April With—Some few (about thirtysix in all) bass have been caught on Goose Creek, near its
mouth, at the foot of first dam next the Potomac. The
most were caught with angle worms, and some few with
minnows, a few weighing over two pounds, the balance
small. Two were said to be spawuors, but we think the
season for spawning will not fully set in until May, con¬
tinuing until ihe Iai ter part of July. They seem to have
commenced an upward movement from the Potomac into
the creek preparatory to spawning.
As the season ad¬
vances they will be found higher and higher until about
20th July, when they will be caught anywhere on the
creek. They rise but sparingly to Ihe fly, though they have
not been tried on a warm day or below the first dam, where
they seem lo have congregated in greater numbers than,
elsewhere.
T. W.
Maryland.—There seems to be no end to the amount of
fish caught in the Great Choptank River. A single shipper
has sent over the D. & D. railroad over a thousand shad in
one day.
Movements of the Fisotno Fleet .—The mackerel
fleet of forty odd sail have winged their way southward,
and others will soon follow. No mackerel have as yet
been reported, but in auother week it is anticipated that
Ihe first catch of the season will be made. There have
been 36 arrivals of the cod and halibut fleet the past week,
33 from Georges and 3 from tile Banks, landing in the ag¬
gregate 96,000 of Georges halibut, 208,000 lbs. Banks hali¬
but, and 825,000 ibs. Georges codfish. Fresh halibut have
fluciuated in price; the last sales were for (if and 3 A cents
per lb. for white and gray. Georges round fisli, $1.75 per
cwt. Shore fresh fish in light receipt, sold at $3 per hundred
pounds, for cod and haddock.—Cape Ann Advertiser,
April 21st.
Split Bamboo Rods.—A Philadelphia correspondent
sends the following opinion as to the proper method of
constructing bamboo rods. There are certainly excellent
rods made by methods very different; aud while their re¬
spective merits are conceded, it may still be well to discuss
and determine, if possible, which is the best;—
Fim.ADiai.t-MA, April 17tli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:-Your correspondent It. tin the number of April lSlli.) offers men
problem in metals aud their relative power of resistance in different,
forma. A scientific question of interest, but of no particular value in
our argument on tips. The question la nob “whether a hollow Jink will
break away sooner, or withstand the strain any longer than a solid ono
of equal weight,” but "whether a vent and glued humooo Up la better with
the enamel inside or ,-utside.” I claim that it should be made with the
euumel inside, because iu working down you retain the strong part of Ihe.
material Instead of catting it away.
J. B. 0.
■-■»<*-

WATER-PROOFING

FISH

LINES.

el
Studio 11 Tremont st., Boston, April 30th, 1876..
Editor Forest and Stream:—
la recomineuUing boiledlluseedoil for water prooflng silk linos, 1 ought
to have said, for the be lit. Ill: of auglers who have a fancy for preparing
their own lines, that common boiletl oil does nut meet the requirements
perfectly. It should be boded for the pnipose by a process that will
neutralize or destroy the gellaline which all oil contains a small portion
or, aud which, unless removed will leave ihe lines stiff and hard, which,
is of course to be avoided, 'l’he ohlv person that I kuovv of who folly
nnderttards what Is required, and who knows how to prepare Ihe oil, [8
Mr. J. Babcock, No 31 Magazine street. Cimbridgeport, Mass
To those
who do not care Io take the trouble of water-proofing their own linen,
(and I would not recommend any one lo do so for it requires much labor
and carefnl manipulation, euch as oiling, tuboilig, aud singing off the
small fibres, &C. ) I will say, that Messrs. Bradford & Anthony, of Bou¬
ton, always have on hand, both salmon and trout linos prepared in the
best manner.
’Waoter m. Brackett.
Greenwood, Mass., April 17th, IB7U.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your paper of the 18th I notice an article on “Wator-prooling Fish
Lines,” soliciting information on the subject. It is h well-known fret
that liuseed oil, when applied to cotton or linen, noon produces beat,
causing the line or fabric 10 oxidize or rot. Several years since patents
were granted to myself for water-proofing all porous substances by the
application of paraffine ditolved ia naptha or benzine, srnoo which
the process has come into oxtensive use us applied toagreat vaj-leiy of ar¬
ticles. Its adaptation to fish lines-,fishing tints., sporting suits. Ac., has prov¬
ed of great utility, increasing iheir strengthand durability two-fold. The
appllcaiure of paraffine by this process forms aniovisihle varnish, and ae
paraffine is a non-absorbent; and a repellant of water, moisture will not
penetrate the substance treated. The substance will be saved from rot,
(oxidization), Paraffine is neither decomposed by chlorine, strong acids.
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nor nlUalin?; it also resists in great measure the action of corroding
fumes. Unlike linseed oil, it Is cold by nature, and cannot generate
spontaneous heat. The experience or years Inis proved it is next to im¬
possible to remove it from any line or fabric when once applied. Fish
lines water-proofed by paraffine will run much belter through the guides,
always having a smooth surface, never leaving the line.or net till the
same is actually worn out. Sportsmen need have no fear of reeling up
a line wet or damp, or leaving it from day to day in a moist condition as
they are proof against fungi or mildew, Farnffioo prevents the forma¬
tion of animalcule and fungi, or mould, If dark spotft appear, they arise
from the decomposition of the gluten, generally used at some stages of
the manufacture of the liues or fabrics. The preparation remains per¬
manently united with the fibre. Articles treated by it will not grow ten¬
der nfter a lapse of time: a permanent increase of strength and security
5s imparled to them; all colors are given a deeper and richer shade, and
made fast.
C. Toppan.

TWIN

LAKES.

Canaan, Ct.f April 18th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
g The Twin Lakes were open at le&Et two weeks earlier than usual, and
are now as clear of ice as In mid-summer. Day before yesterday there
■we'e “lots” of ducks on the larger lake, sbelldrakes, black ducks, &c.,
but next day tbev departed. Quite n good many have been shot by
different and indifferent sportsmen, and some wild ceese have been seen,
but; too wildly out of range for anything but a ride shot. Considerable
fishing hns been done through the ice. and with good success—the pick¬
erel or larger size and more numerous than for many years—thanks to
the successful efforts to put a stop to the depredations of the spearmen,
Hie Sailsbnry Game Pro'ccting Company, taking the lead inibegocd
work. So far hot a torch-light has been seen on either of the “Twins,”
though in former years dozens of them might be observed from where 1
write, in a single night.
Trout fag began in good earnest on the 15th (the law being off at that
date in Cnnnecticnl) and onr resident artist took three dozen, which
weighed five ponnds; it, will he seen that there were no fiu'geriiogs in the
lot. The day before, Friday, ho tried the hooks over the border, in Berk¬
shire county, Mas?., where the law has been off since the 20th of March,
and hooked out four brace that measured about ten inches each: audit
is odd that the four brooks fished gave him a brace each, viz : Sages
Ravine, Schnopp brook, Cauda brook, and Bartholomew brook, all nice
streams when the water is not too high or too losv. For ourself, we
made an early start on the afternoon of Friday, paid a visit to our young
friend Corbin, of the Union Hotel, Canaan, (and a bill of $1.50 for sup¬
per, hod, and breakfast) and were off at 6 o’clock next morning on Conn.
Western Railroad, to We6t Norfolk statton, and were iu sight of the
stream, on a not v*»ry genial April morning soon after sunrise. Arrang¬
ing onr tackle at the little one horse depot by a good fire, (!) we were
soon on the stream, and—presto!—out came our first trout of the season,
in less time than it takes to write the words. The “lake" was not large
in number or weight, and as the suu got higher, the snow and
ice from old “Haystack Mountain,“ began .to.pour into the already swol¬
len stream, there was no more fish on lhe rise for that day. Hoping
(angler like) for better luck, by goiug farther, we footed it across lots to
“Roaring Brook,” that comes with a hop, skip, and jump, down the
north side of Canaan Mountain, and found the stream on the extreme
rampage, flooding its banks and the meadows, and with minature
glaciers spanning its ravines, and no trouting to speak of, unless In very
emphatic terms. In a month or 60 it may do to try it agfun, but not till
“ily time” will these turbulent brooks be in all their glory of picturesque
and piscatorial beauty; and not till their tributaries are stocked anew
Will thoy afford sport as in the olden times, when we (old 67) could go
out of a morning and catch with the rudest tackle, from ten to twenty
fine trout out of any decent “hole,” with scarcely water enough to cover
their back fins.
To return to onr Twins, our State Commissioners paid ns a visit this
F. M., and placed some ten thousand Salma confinis into Lake Wan shin¬
ing, or in the brooks that run into it rather, and jL la hoped that these
and ihe 4,000 lake-trout we helped put into it a year ago, will begin to
tell in the way of legitimate sport. The same number were placed iu the
Lakeville Lake—Mon on-scop-o-moc—and if it can be stocked, this is a
good beginning.
Yours piscatorially.
Jit-say.
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DOGS.

HE question 1 ‘How can 1 break my dog from rauging
too widely?” is one which is frequently asked us.
In answer let us say that this fault may be overcome with
some dogs entirely without punishment or speaking a word
to them. And as an instance of the effect of the remedy
we allude to, many years ago, while residing at Trenton,
N. J-, the late Edward Gardner, of Boston, visited us for
the purpose of having a week’s shooting, and had with
him a large-sized black and white setter named “Gull.”
No doubt some of the older sportsmen of Trenton will
remember Mr. G. and his dog “Gull.” This dog was one
of those wide Tanging, high self-willed fellows who kept
his master almost constantly calling in his loudest voice in
order to keep him anywhere within proper distance, and
the constant bellowing for "Gull” we could only endure a
day or two. When we suggested to our friend that unless
he intended to wake Ihe dead of that neighborhood he had
better stop bellowing for “Gull," “well,” said he, “what
In thunder am I to do? don’t you see that as soon as ‘Gull’
gets into covert he is gone out of sight and hearing?”
“Now,” said we, “let us ask you one question; Does he
not, when he gets off and lost from you try to find you
again?" “Oh, ves," he replied, "as soon as he finds he
cannot hear me call he commences to look for me
very earnestly.” "Now,” said we, “let us keep on losing
him until he gets tired of that kind of thing." So we
started in to cover, and kept cliauging our direction from
time to time, and then slopping until he would find
us, and the consequence was that before the end of tbat
day he (“Gull") was thoroughly broken of his disagreeable
habit, and worked as well as could be wished.
In breaking a young dog he should bo made to obey the
■Whistle, and turn at the first sound of it.
Some young
dogs are so fleet and rash as to require to attach to them a
stout check cord heavy enough to check their speed and
tire them down. Few dogs, however, are too fast, if they
have good noses and are staunch on game. Many persons
judge of the speed of their dogs before they have time to
run off the wiry edge. We have frequently taken to the
field those runaway fellows, but not one of ten of litem
■will keep up the gait more than three or four hours.

—Mr. Gitas. E. Bancroft, of Baltimore, has icceived
from Mr. John M. Niall, of Killaloc, Connty Clare, Ireland,
a pair of fine red Irish setter puppies, Guy and Bess, pur¬
chased through Mr. Dawson, our Consul at Queenstown.
Mr. Niall writes regarding these dogs, “that there is no
strain now etc!ant that has the double cross of Hutchinson's
famed Bob but his; and that purer, nor heller blood never
crossed the Atlantic." They are full brother and sister,
though of a different litter, to Mr. Jarvis’ Kathleen. - Guy
and Bess have been duly placed in the Kennel Register,
—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, of Brooklyn, has one of the finest
kennels of Gordon setters in the country. Visitors at
Springfield will have an opportunity of inspecting them.
They are all registered in the Kennel Register.
—Mr. Theodore Morford, of Newton, N. J., whose strain
of orange and white sellers are unequalled in this or any
other country, visits Springfield with Don, a son of the
celebrated Shipman’s Joe, May, and Puss.
The Springfield Show.—As our paper is put to press
on Wednesday morning we, of course, can give no par¬
ticulars regarding the great Bench Show of the Springfield
Rod and Gun Club, more Ilian to notice the fact that a
large party of gentlemen left this city on Tuesday after¬
noon with their dogs, and tbat delegations were en route
from every part of the country. New England will be
particularly strong in representation, A very successful
show is anticipated.

—Mr. Win. Jarvis, of Claremont, N.H., has had the
misfortune to loose his fine imported Irish setter bitch Vic,
full sister to Shamrock. She died on the 11th iust. Mr.
Jarvis hud succeeded iu getting her to work nicely on game,
and.aim promised to be an extraordinary good one as well
as very handsome.
—Mr. C.F. Demuth, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, has sold his
Irish bitch Kelpie, by Rufus out of Frieud, to H. W.
Ganse, of Wilmington, Del.
THE

IRISH

SETTER.

Savannah, Ga., March I8tii, T87€>.
Editor Forest and Streak
In your pap jr of Ihe 31th February “Nimrod" took up tile gauntlet in
reply to my article on the Question of the color of the Irish setter,
which appeared in your columns on the 10th of the same month, and,
like many o'thcra, he claims red as the only color which Lhe true Irish
setter bears. At the same time he left hitnself unguarded on many
points of his argument, thereby exposing himself to tbe home thrusts
of any sportsman who had ever seen one of the “pnre type," or who
has ever read the oldest writers on the subject. He is much mistaken
when lie says: “1 imagine every setter bred in Ireland to be nn Irish
setter.” 1 no more consider such to be the caso than I do an English¬
man born in Ireland to be an Irishman. Any sportsmau who lias ever
seen an Irish setter or pure blood would never fail to know one wher¬
ever met, be his color either black, orauge or white. He differs as mnch
from an English or Scotch setter as the respective breeds of greyhounds
do from each other. In truth, be is what may be termeda gentleman dog,
and always shows his nobility no matter what may be tbc color or his coal
or how ragged it seems. To a sportsman there is something iu a pure
Iiish setterWhich can be seen and felt, hut cannot be described. But I
am digressing from my point. What, may 1 ask, did Stonehenge, one
of "Nimrod's" authorities, know about the Irish setter! He did not
exist during Ireland’s best days, in the times of Irish gentlemen, and
when their strains of setters were noted all over Europe for their in¬
telligence and purity of blood, but years afterwards, when the Irish¬
man's place was tilled by foreigners, ana not till thou did his works ap
pear, and of what were they made up so far as they relate to the Irish
setter? of opinions formed on those of other men, Horn letters which
appeared in the Loudon Field, from statements of gentlemen who per
haps owned dogs themselves, or whose friends possessed them of the
color in question, and, of course, nothing was left unsaid in its favor.
We do not find him referring to other writers, or giving any authority in
favor of his assertion, merely mentioning red to be the color, leaving
every one to select his own peculiar shade from the crimson, or blood
red, to a dark liver. 1 am well aware that Stonehenge is considered the
standard English authority on this subject, but even that does not prove
his statements to lie correct, and the same may be applied to other writ¬
ers of the present day. When authors are engaged upon any subject
which is intended to interest their readers, they must to a certain extent
adopt public eentiment, otherwise their woids will not please them.
For instance, a Frenchman writing on the Franco-Prussian war would
not say Frauce was in the wrong, but should a German treat upon the
same subject it would he the reverse. We, therefore, who are really
interested in any matter must, of conrse, seatch well for authority, and
on it base our judgment, but that authority must be reliable. Now I d
us see how Stonehenge stands as an authority. He says Ihe hair of the
setter must be coarse, but gives no reason, no authority for the aseertiott.
Now we all know that all spaniels from the Irish setter to the King
Charles have fine wavy hair, while that of the English seller is also flue.
This dog. according lo writers before Stonehenge, was a cross between
' the Spanish pointer and Irish setter, and is indebted to the latter for Us
fine, soft coat.- Feel the hair of a sel ler whelp and that of a pointer
cue, and see in whose favor the decision will be made. In this matter,
then, I do not consider Stonehenge nn authority. Again, his authority
says liver color Is a low gnde indicating a cross of the water spaniel or
pointer, and gives no authority In this instance; and herein he is wrong.
In the first place there ate no liver colored pointers or spaniels. They
are. however, of different shades of brown, called liver, and before they
shed their hair their color changes, becoming, as it were, faded, the
brown having the appearance of a dirty orange, thus showing that their
color is made np of orange, red, and black. The true liver color belongs
to but one dog, and that dog Is the Irish setter, for when he sheds his
hair it turns but lighter in color, and shows no orange. The liver color
of the Irish setter cannot be made up. We conid not obtain it by cross¬
ing the light red and black, for Ihnt would have an orange tint. The
theory of Stonehenge might stand did we have, or could we obtain, a
poiuter or spaniel of a pure liver color, and did all of his first-class
colors belong to no other dogsave the setter. This wo know is not Ihe
caso for all colors of the setter, but liver can be counterfeited. Let us see
in what manner 1 his may be done, lairing first the American reds, called
Irish, all shades, from a cigar bnx to a light crimson Cross ail orange
setter with u brown water spaniel or pointer, and by judicious culling
yon will obtain any shade betweeu those mentioned Tills I have seen
myself, where u solid biowu poiuter hitch crossed with an orange and
white dog produeeu light red whelps. Next, the blood led of the latest
importations. Cross the liver Irish wilb the orange and you will have
the red which indicates fin Irish setter of the purest blood, according to
Stonehenge, atl the later authorities, and owners of such dogs. Next,
the orange, frost an orange pointer and setter, mid yon wilt have that

color in all its perfection. Bbonld you have no such pointer, donhtless
a number of curs could be found winch would fill Ihe figure. Next, the
black nnrl tan. Gross the coiley, the bound, Or thu bright red dog with
a black one and yon will produce this fine color. Again, I he black and
white. Yon can find water , spaniels, Newfoundlands, springers, cock¬
ers, pointers, fifiil any number of curs which will answer your purpose
and produce these colors.

According to these facts, then, the authority of Stonehenge does not
hold good. What do the writers who lived a hundred years ago say on
tbe subject? They wrote the popular opinion of that day, nud for want
of older proof to the contrary, wo will have to accept them as authority
on the subject of color. They say the Irish setter, to be pure, must of
necessity bo a deep chestnut. There is no person but will have to admit
lhat the frnit of the chestnut tree is a dark red, and that when I fie wot d
deep is applied to the color, it means i fie deepest shade it ever arrives
at. The height of red is crimson; it lightest shades fade to while, acd
its darkest deepen into black. Deep chestnut, therefore, means the
darkest shade of red, which is liver color. Tho Old authorities do not
admit of any other shadeof this color, nor do they take any man's dog
as a standard, but merely refer to several Irish sportsmen who kept
their dogs pure.
Mr. Knox, one of Stonehenge’s authorities, stales that white should
appear on ouly the breast and forehead, and this is also contrary to what
the old writers say on the subject. "Nimrod” says that Frank Forester
is not looked upon as nn authority, and yet v'e find the English judges
referred to by Stonehenge quoting Forester’s opinions. Stonehenge
places color according to merit, taking orange ami white first, and ‘hi:
Belton Greys fourth. To-day Ihe English judges place Lhe latter ntlhe
head of the list, thus showing tbat, the opinion on color is, like Ibe
wind, extremely variable, blowiugin one direction to-day, in nnoilier to¬
morrow. “Nimrod” quotes Stonehenge as an authority, find at the same
time condemns and contradicts himself; for Stonehenge does not admit
red in ail its shades, with more or less white, which ‘-Nimrod" dots,
without any authority for such a statement that I am aware of.
“Nimrod" Bays the man who buys a liver and while do/may look J
to tbe purity of bis kennel, forgetting tlmt liver is Hue of the shades of I
red, and according to his statement, lhat red in all Us shade* is the color j
of the Irish setter. Who are tbe parties who claim red only as tbe color
of the pure Irish setter? In a majority of inslances they are the own- I
era of lhe red dog of the present day, and would have us believe no hill- I
er color is pure suve tbat which their own dogs bear. When lliey claim 1
tbat particular red only as pure, they condemn their own dogs, for it is V
only by crossing the orange w-ich the pure liver-colored Irish setter lhat I
this color can bo obtained, and if orange is not a color belonging to I he 1
Irish setter, then an tbe red dogs which are called Irish are mongrels, I
The English breeders no doubt produced ihis particular color by care ■
and attention in breeding, for we cannot find any mention made of it itl-M
the old writers. Those or tbe' present day speak mostly of this color in-j
referring to dogs which were bred iu England, but the fuel of their hav- |
ing been bred Lhereis no proof of their purity: for if English breeders 1
will deliberately make mongrels of their setters and pointers, il cannot ■
be expected they would preserve the Irish setter pure.
lhave seen many red dogs, native and imported, called pure Irish set- I
tors which differed from the English seller only in color, which i * the J
only point by which unscrupulous dealers are enabled to sell them as I
pure Irish setters. Many of our sportsmen are taken In by foreign ns
well as domestic breeders, thinking that ail red setter-fare Irish, not mm I
in a hundred knowing tbe difference between tbe Irish and English Jog. |
"Nimrod” says it has beon the practice of some dealers to sell to sports¬
men dogs of all colors as the pure Irish setters, giviugno further eviI
deuce than tlieir own word which is as genuine us the dog they sell.
This niay be so, but such dealers sell at least ten red mongrels for Irish I
setters to one of any other breed, the coiof helping them in the fraud.
t
Should an honest dealer procure a brace of the finest chestnut nr liver¬
ied Irish setters coming up In every point to show the purity of their f
blood, tho very same dealers "Nimrod" rc ers to would condemn them 1
at sight, on account of their color, saying they were impure; tlmt their J
sterns were too short, their ears too much covLred with hair; lhat by
reading the latest authorities on the subject you would find ihcm to be I
but water spaniels; and finally that tbe Irish setter should he rod—a I
bright golden red—as “Nimrod” expresses himself, which expression J
won id apply very welt to thedog, but not to the deep chuetunt color. In 3
this way would tbe dog of pare extraction be condemned that Ihe golden I
red mongrels might be advanced, and as nineteen oat of twenl.v purcha¬
sers know nothing of thedog, except what lliey have road and heard from. J
their friends, who perhaps are the owners of some of these goldeu reds, 1
lliey are not only token in and imposed upon, but are at till limes ready 1
to condemn every other man's dog which does not come up to thelr's in
color, and to come out in public print and coll any man a knave or a fool 1
who asserts that »u Irish setter is or may be or aoy other color than led
or red and white, forgetting to add the orange or golden lint, or lhat lb
is from that color—tho orange—that it gets its brightness. Did our
sportmen study theanalomy of tho dog more than his color (here would I
be better dogB in our country und less chance lo commit fraud.
The color of the Irish setter, according to the oldest and therefore the 1
best au-horities on lire subject, w as red, or red anil white of a deep J
chestnut—that is. according to the definition of tire words deepand I
chestnut, t he darkest shades of red are meant, those of old dark mubogany or the color of a beef liver. Compare these and n chestnut of the I
darkest hne, arid I think you will admit I urn correct. The old author!,
ties do not admit that red alone iu all its shades is lo be accepted a* a
show ing the true Irish setter. Black, blnck and wbiLc, orange, und or¬
ange and white are equally pnre colors, for the same means which
changed the color from a deep chestnut or liver-red to all the lighter
shades of red, wouldalso change these, and there tre lo day a greater |
number of pure black and black and white setters, especially tho fonner, I
which are iu their anatomy finer specimens of the Irish setter than score* I
of those which are red and red and while amlcalled by tire- same name.
The liver red and the black are, I think, the two colors In wlrtclrla-day ■
the pure Irish setter is found, for the reason that the first cannot be imi- ,
tated, and tbe latter has not been tampered with by lliu English breedera Imlf as much as tbe orange UDd red of lighter shades. The blood 1
red became fashionable only on account of its beauty, and breeders re- i
sor ed at once to such crossing lo seen re it. that Mr. Litverack uiieUt
we.l have said the grand oldlribh setter hud degenerated when, tbronitk
ignorance or intention, me pure dog was passed by and the mongrel of
(me or two shades lighter would be regarded as u perfect, type of purity. •
Has "Nimrod" ever seen a pure liver-red dog? If he find. 1 do not think
he would a (firm that water spaniels had such a colot in all Us perfection. |
Had he read Thornhill and the older authorities of a hundred yens ago, .
then examined a dark chestnut and a piece of fresh liver, and I hen referred to Webster’s definition of the word deep, bo would not have tried
lo have the shades lighter than nature intended them lo be, or Os they l
were described by the older aathors, bat would have left out the gulden ,
lint, and confined bimseif strictly to the deep chestnut Htitcliinson‘4
"Bob" was a magnificent specimen of the blood red Irish seller, hat it
was a hundred years before his dajs. and when be became so noted in
Europe, that Ireluudwus famous for her setters, mid it is to rinse itfuea
and their writers tbat we must refer to Bud out what the pnrelrisb set- I

-j

ter should bo.
“Nimrod” refers also to lettersin the London Fieht from, as he says.
the most noted of the Dish breeders. Are tl.oy bearing ibe mimes or
those who made Ireland noted for her setters, or are they Irish only by
adoption? They must certainly he the latter, for I doubt if there are
many of the descendants of those old Irish families who pride themselves on Ihe pnriiy of their setters who are now In a condition to fob
low in Ihe footsteps of tbuir forefathers, ne might as well have rererred to English breeders in England as English breeders in Ireland.
Their opinions running to the eiime direction, they follow fashion,
can in no wuy b.coine identified wUb the noted Irish breeders of a
tnrv ago
“Nimrod" says ibis subject lias caused quite a nnmber of
leltms In be published in this country and in Europe, in this I ugtee

I
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With Mm; bu fc the reason seems to me a plain one. Th< re are probably
a hundred light red dogsto one of-any other color called Irish, and us
the word red was used by the old writers, the breeders and owners of
Bitch dogs would force on the public the opinion that a dog of any other
color could not be pure. The old color wilt even be condemned In favor
of the light, red, and as the latter Is in the majority the weight of evi¬
dence, as far as numbers go, will be in favor or It. They are uot satisfled with claiming purity in their own dogs, but would try to prove all
Others mongrels that did not Come up to the standard of their own.
This may possibly arise from a want of knowledge, of the Irish setter,
and in fact the premium lists of some of our late bench shows will prove
it. For Instance, a class is made up of red set!ers, called Irish, us
though the red color was the only difference between the Irish setters
and those of other breeds. This will continue until the Irish setter of
pure olood is run out, or when premiums are offered for him taking
ribe anatomy of the dog and his get to be the base upon which judgment
1b to be built,
Georgia.
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April 11th, !S7d.
Editor Forest and Stream
Perhaps there has been enough said on all sides in regard to the color
Lof the Irish setter, but I waut space only sufficient in your columns to
reply to one or two statements of your correspondent “Charge,11 and to
thank him for the kind advice lie gave me. But, perhaps just a Ultle of
that advice might as well have been kept at home. Pull the beam out of
your own eye friend ‘Charge,11 before yon try to takeout the mote from
& neighbor’s eye. In your letter of the 7th, yon said, “Now, I have a
copy of h.s author, and have searched iu vain for the paragraph quoted,
find while 1 do not accuse the writer of a false quotation, I think there is
aome mistake in this cate.” I am sorry your* search was iu vam and
lhat it bore no fruit, for had it been otherwise it possibly might have
saved you the trouble of writing yonr letter. 1 am convinced that it is
with this color question as with many other' things, that ’‘none are so
blind as those who won’t sec.”
i Now, I beg to inform “Charge” that ray quotation was not false, that
there was no mistake in the case, that T did not say that “Stonehenge”
Efcpeaks of the great reputation of the Irish setter,” that I have read his
works through and find he is consistent. Hosvever, I could point out
Where “Stonehenge” speaks of the excellent qualities of the true Irish
dog, but we are not discussing that; and bo I’ll pass it. The only proper
place to discuss that is in the field and before the gnu.
And now I have a new bit of advice to give you, my friend “Charge,”
look before you leap, read not only tbjcug i the work, but the works of
an author when he has more than one on the same subject, ir you, who
-gives snch good advico, had done this, you would not have looked in
vain for iny quotations. 1 quoted in my former letter from 1 Idstone,”
and from “otoneheuge’s” works, whom “Idstone” acknowledges the
•greatest living authority, and backed them both up byLaverack, and
•one and all undeniably assert the same thing. I quoted from the best
acknowledged breeders in Ireland, and the story is the same. 1 ignore
mo authoritity of modern times, but state my belief upon the side that
contains the greatest and most trustworthy evidence. Modern authors
have got the necessary data to establish the color of the Irish setter, and
If they establish it different from that which certain one6 desire, why,
then Lhese certain ones try 10 establish a type to suit themselves. But
to do this is ral her uphill work, and so they will find it. “Charge”
Would have us believe that “Stonehenge” jb not authority. If he Is
.not, who the deuce is? It ought to be some one, I suppose, who says the
Irish setter, Strnou pure, Is lo be found of all colors,. You can make me
believe that when you prove that “Stonehenge,” “IdsLone,” aud“Luverack,” did not know what they were writing about.
If When “Stonehenge” speaks of judging dogs by their color, or rather
5>f choosing doge by tbeir color, ho does not refer to the color of the
Irish setter, but only to the choosing of a puppy from a litter, with an
idea that because it happens to be marked like a noted ancestor, it will
also be a noted dog.
And now a parting, word, my kind friend
“Charge,” and l too am done on this cojpr question. Don’t ever again
;Mvise a friend to read through the work of an author until yon have
^yourself read not only the work, but the works, of that author. It is not
Jrcm the reading of one book we gather knowledge, but from the read¬
ing of many. One swallow does not make a summer. Iain glad
iMCharge,” that you desire to investigate further search among modern
[liters, for iL is too evident that there are tioiM who need to make that
fegarch.
Mont Clare.

ANOTHER

WAIF.

West Philadelphia, April 20th 1S70.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice iu Kennel Department, of Forest and Stream of April 20th,
1876, that Mr. John T. Underhill claims tne name of “Waif” for his black
€eLter dog with white nose and feet. Although I do not suppose but that
there can be lOOdogs named Waif, this name rightly, and at the same time,
Almost a year ago was giveD to my orange ticked setter dog, out of Gilderfileeve's Nellie, by Pride of the Border. Waif will be one year old May
26th, 1876, and whh.hU sister Grphina, was raised by me on the bottle,
never having su< lriel their mother, and for the reason th it they were
niotherless the names above were givenr
T. Kqan.

[Mr. Roan’s dog certainly seems to come rightfully by
the name, and, no doubt, Mr. Underhill would “waif'’ his
•claim to it. However, as the dogs are of different strains
and colors, and are widely separated we question whether
► it is of much consequence.—Ed.]

Yachting and Routing,
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—We are informed that die report which has been
published recently, to tile effect that Mr. Eldred, stroke of
the Argonauta srew, who was so Unfortunately shot while
in Florida, will be unable lo row again, is incorrect. Mr.
Eldred will in all probability retain Iris place in the crew.
—Gosling, the champion oarsman of France, will lake
part in the Centennial regatta at Philadelphia.
—The Baltimore boat-clubs intend to make the season
active. The Undines have already challenged the Anels
and L’HirondetIGes to a four-oared shell race in June.
—Tim Boston and City Point clubs are now iu daily prac¬
tice on the Charles River for the race on May (itli.
—It is said that the Cambridge winning eight will visit
this country, hut we doubt their coining as an eight.
—The sloop yacht Undine, Brooklyn Yacht Club, went
down the bay Saturday afternoon, and the schooner yacht
Comet, W. H. Langley, New Voik Yacht Club, made her
first trip for the season the same day.
—Gilbert Smith, of Hempstead, has just completed a
handsome new sloop yneliL, rigged in first-class style, 31
feet keel, 14 feet beam, and fii ieet depth of hold. Bite is
called the Josephine.
—II. Floyd Johnson, of East Rockaway, has just com¬
pleted asloop yacht 30 feel keel, 37] on deck, 13 teot beam,
and 3 fict 2 inches depth of hold.
—An entertainmont itt aul of the Harvard University
crew will be given under the auspices of the Harvard Club
of New York City, at the Theatre of the Union League
Club, Monday, May 8th, at 8. o’clock, Tickets can be pro¬
cured by addressing Montgomery D. Parker, 21 Brevoort
Place, or at G. P. Putnam’s Sous, Twenty-third street and
Fourth avenue; price $2.
—Through an oversight, the new edition of the Consti¬
tution and By-laws ol' the National Association of Ama¬
teur Oarsmeu does not contain the proper text of Regatta
Rule No. 2. The following is the true wording of the
section, as recommended by the last special meeting of the
association, and adopted at a meeting of the executive
committee, held January 20th, 1870. We would suggest to
our boating readers that they clip it out and put it in their
copy of the “Manual,” if they possess one;—
2. Any member of the club to which the individual
Whose status is being investigated belongs, who shall be
required to so do by tlio committee having the matter iu
charge, shall furnish said committee will! his written decla¬
ration upon honor, that to the best of Iris knowledge and
belief, the oarsman in question is e-ligible under the associ¬
ation's definition of an amateur; and if an entry is de¬
signed to be made for a regatta, that he has been a mem¬
ber of the club from which he then proposes to enter, and
has not been entered in any race from any other club, lor
three months preceding the date of said regatta.

Answers §a ^or^es^ondent^.

HIGH WATER, FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

boats will be quartered. One of the other fours will be
from Cambridge, and another from the London Rowing
Club. The remaining one will be from eilher the Leander
or the Royal Chester. I hope in my next to be able to
give the names ol: the crews, or at the very least, say
authoritatively what.clUhs the crews will represent. France
is certain to be represented, as her champion sculler will
come alone, if he cannot bring a four-oared erew as he
hopes to do. If the Schuylkill Navy would arrange for
all the races that'are proposed there would not be lime in
the whole summer to row them.
The' Committee has been asked lo make a place for
barges, four-oared, six oared, ten-oared, and twelve-oared;
for a whale boat race; lor a canon race, and are daily ex¬
pecting to receive an application to offer a prize for a race
open to Chinese junks.
Crews are coining from everywhere, witli all sorts of
boats, but how the Schuylkill Navy is going (o house and
care for more than those who will accept their invitation 5s
more than any one can say.
Places- will, no doubt, be made for a number of races
other than those on lliu programme, but the Regatta Com¬
mute caunot be expected to provide prizes for them.
The Freshman’s Rowing Association, of Halifax, would
like to see the professional races rowed on the Delaware,
so that a five mile course could he secured, hut the pro¬
priety of of an association culliug themselves the Schuyl¬
kill Navy, and organized as it is, holding a regatta on the
Delaware is more lhan doubtful. According' to the circu¬
lar of the Committee the aroounlo of the purses for the
professional races should be announced by tbe first prox¬
imo. This amount is not rapidly forthcoming, hut before
the 11th has passed no doubt it will ho all in hand. The
amaLeur prizes have all been selected, and the designs
promise the handsomest ever offered,
Mr. E. R. Craft, of the Argouaulu Club, has beeu very
active in furthering every interest of the regatta, and if,
outside of Philadelphia, a half dozen others on whom the
Committee has as great claim, would exert themselves as
much all trouble would be ended.
tcui.LS.
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NOTES.

[from otjr own correspondent.]
I’jiu, M)ELi'inA, Apvfl 24th, 1878.
r. The arrangements of the Committee for the Centennial
Regatta are going steadily forward. Of course no entries
have as yet been received, nor at this time can any be ex¬
pected. The crews that are certain to he here from Groat
Britain, as guaranteed by Col. Sanford of the British Com¬
mission, are not yet announced. This much is known,
however, that Dublin will send from her two clubs one
lour, and a sculler (Mr. Labat). During their slay they
will be the guests personally of Commodore Ferguson,
and as a club, of the Bachelor’s Barge Club, where their

No Notice Taken of Anonymous C’oimmmlcailouH.
L. V.. Beverly, Mpsh.—Will you please inform me through your
paper what to do for weak eyes in a young dog? Ans. Take of borax 20
grains; camphor water, 2 oz.; bathe his e^ as with this two or three limes
a day.
II. G. tT.* Springfield, Ma3s.—Will yoa favor me with yonr opinion us
to where I can find the best description of spaniels cockers, springer,
Irish water, mid tMtIvLT6? Aws. Stoucliuuge on the Dog, published by
Let* & Shepaard, Buslon.
L. H. J., Quindy, 111.—Do yon Ibiuk the Frank Wesson 32-calibre 20inch barrel pocket nfltf accurate at 200 yards, aud of whom can I get
them in Chicago? Ans. 200 yards is rul-her too far for a 20 inch, barrel.
Yon cun buy them of almost any gun Ciealei! In. Chicago.
Frank, Allentown, Fa. —1. Where can I get a paper that is all full of
Gan Dealers and Ammunition? 2. Where can I get the Cape Ann AdMHuerf Anti. 1. We know of no piper that is devoted exclusively to
Guns and Ammunition, 2. Published at Gloucester, Mass., every Satur¬
day.
Scmari, N. Y.—Wlitsramm I purchase a good railroad map of Ohio
and Pennsylvania, Which give a names and populations of post offices
under 5,000; also state the price of such, if known? Ans,* FromGr
W. & G. B. Gallon* No, 172 William street, this city-; pikes from 50c.
to $1.50,
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IIenrt, Cambridge, N. Y.—I intend to take a trip to Oregon soon.
Which is the best route? Where will I find the best salmon and trout
fishing? Ana. Kail to San Francisco, and thence steamer to Kalama on
tbe Columbia; thence rail and river to beat fishing points, both for trout,
and salmon.
Extractor, Newton, Mass.—T have a finely-made, double-barreled
breech-loader, 12 gauge, 80-inch barrel. A friend advises me to have
the barrela shortened to 28 inches. Do yoa do the same? Ans. We
consider 30 inches lhe proper length for a barrel, and would not advise
you to reduce it .
B. A. M.—Will you please Inform me where can be bought bamboocane, and also live qnail, and what would be the price per doMen? Ans.
You can buy bamboo of Messrs. Gfthroy, Bissett «fc Mallesoii, No. 65
Fulton street. Too late for live quail. Messrs. Whitley & Morris, of
Wathingtou Market, deal in them.
J. A, B„ New* York,—Will you be bo kind as to tell me tbe weight of
the sneak boat spoken of in yonr issue of tbe 2d nit., and If it would
sland being made of 4-inch boards, instead of
Ans. We do not
know the weight, but will ascertain; I inch boards would be rather light,
but if properly ribbed and fastened, would answer,
A. B. M., West Meriden.—Please give me some good receipt for water¬
proof blacking or boot grease. Ans. Take } pound of shoemaker's
dubbing, 4 pint linseed oil, J pint strong solution of India rubber. Dis¬
solve the whole with a gen lie heat (it. is very inflammable), and apply
with an ordinary blacking brush. One application will insure dry feet
for several mouths,
H, H.J., Greenwich. 1. Where can I get the book, American Ken¬
nel and Sporting Field, by Arnold Burges, and what price? 2. Where
cun 1 get Dinks, Hutchinson, & Mayhow, and price? Which is tho best
by which lo train a young pointer or setter? Ana. 1. From Messrs. J.
B. Ford & Co., this city; price $4. 2, We can Bend it; price $3. Both
contain instructions for breaking.
Fisher. Alleghanv, Pa.—Where can I find good fishing for bass, etc.,
in the vicinlcy of Pittsburgh? Ans. At Oomeant Lake. Take Pitts¬
burgh & Erie Railroad to Transfer Junction, then rail to Evunsbnrg and
a hack tw*o miles. Go to old Phil Miller’s house. He will minister to
all your wants at low rates. Distance is about 100 miles. Dou’t know
of any good bass fishing in the rivers.
C. L. I. Philadelphia,—Will you please inform me when the ^Cata¬
logue of Onns and Game Laws of all the States, and Summary of the
London Gun Trial,” advertised by- II. G. Squires us “ready March tat,”'
Will roally be ready? I sent for it two months ago, and have noi received
ityet-. Ans. The catalogue wUl be Tanned within two weeks. It has been
delayed in order to get some cuts from England,
M. O. W., New York. 1. Do yon think I would find any ducks or
sntpe on the Now Jersey coast, between the let and 15th of May, and if
so what kind? 2. What size shot do yon consider best for ducks? What
for snipe? 8. Would it be neepssary to have a boat to hunt ducks In.
and would I have to have a gnide? Att*. 1. Rather late for ducks and
snipe. 2. No. 4 for ducks; No. 9 and 10 for snipe. 8. Yes.
Sauto, Windsor, Nova Scotia.—Is there any pleasant part of Yirginia
possessed of a healthy climate and good schools for children, where a
family could settle on a small fanu aDdlive comfortably on a capital of
$8 Oi’O and an additional income of $1,000. A neighborhood where good
shooting and fishing are to be uad preferred? Ans. We can recommend
Marion, Smyth Co., Va., without hesitation. It completely fills the bill.
Nero, Dubuque. 1. Gan you tell me tho addrups of P. Powell & son,
mentioned in last weeks paper by J. H. D., Milwaukee? 2. Oau you
toll me the address of some good gunsmiths, who have on hand good
mnzzle-loaders. All of the gunsmiths advertise brceeli-londers bnt I do
riot want one? Ans. 1. Messrs. P. Powell & Son are in Cincinnati, 2.
All of tbe gun dealers advertising m our paper keep muzzle louders as
Well as breech-leaders in stock.
J. W. S., Providence, R. I.—How can yon tell the difference between
a twist and a laminated steel barrel; also what Is the difference between
a plain and a stub twist ? Ans. In the twist barrel the lines rnn with
perfect regularity; the laminated barrel being hammered, the surface
presents an irregular appearance. In a stub twist barrel the material is
roLled qb in Damascus or laminated, but less twisted. The common
twist is made of inferior metal and scraps, but is also twisted.
Taiiawhs, Newark.--Can you inform a subscriber whether Blue
Mountain’s Luke in the Adirondack* can be reached by way of tho Adi¬
rondack Railroad, and whether there is a hotel there? Ans. Leave the
cars at North Creek for Long Luke via Miuerva, and for Washbnrue’s on
the Indian River; Jackson’s on the Cedar River, and Blue Mountain
Lake via. North River, There is anew Hotel ut Bine Monntatn Lake,
finished last year, and there will be a fair carriage road this year lo tho
bike. This side of Jac kson’s ihe road 1h good.
Hunter, Newark.—Will you kindly inrorm me through your Corres¬
pondent Columns if there is any thing I can do fora young setter {10
months old) that has got a poor nose. She is well broken in every respect,,
but does not seem to scenL a bird well. She had the distemper very bad
this winter and I think that is the cause. Tbe nose is very dry and
feverish; feed her on boiled meal and scraps? Ans. If time, plenty of
exercise, and such food as you are feeding your Better, does not bring
her around all right, we do not know what will.
W. H. S., Philadelphia.—1. Where in Philadelphia can the Kay con¬
centrator be bought, and how much are they wonh a hundred? 2. Is
the $100 Greener breecb-loadlng shot gnn considered a good and safe
gun? 2. What is the standing of the Remington $45 gun, how do they
shoot and wear, and are they considered as safe as higher juiced guns?
Ana. 1. At John Krider’s gun store, Second and Walnut streets, price
$3.50 per 100. 2. Yes. 3. The $45 Remington is a good, fafe. service¬
able gun. Their $63 and $75 guns arc better finished, and worth the
difference in price.
quATL, Boston.—Will you kindly inform me, through yonr colnmos,
what 1b the best time to stock a piece of ground with quails, within fif¬
teen miles of Boston; also where they can be procured, and what they
will probably cost per pair or dozen? Ans. Much depends upon the
season. The birds should be put as soon as there is a reasonable pros¬
pect of fine weather; this year, for instance, the middle of April would
have been soon enough. The earlier birds are out the Eooner they wi)L
breed. It is uow too late to procure birds, but we will assist you in get¬
ting them for next season.
Target, Lowell, Mass.—1. Wbat shell bad I bet Ier use for one dis¬
charge, to be then thrown away? 2. Is English shot Just ono size
smaller than American of same nominal numbering? 3. Where can I
get Kay’s shot cartridge; can find none except Eley’s in hands of Boston
dealers, and they claim that these—Eley’s—are the best, laitso? 4.
Is a pattern of 88 to 103 with one oz. No. 7 Tal ham shot, 30-inch circle.
40 yards, straight bore, 12 gauge, 28-lnch barrel, 74-pound gun as good as
should bo expected from a $200 JScott gun, and if not, what would bean
ordinary good pattern? 5. As I have the gun mentioned which an¬
swers for light shooting, what weight, length of barrel, etc., bieecliloader, wrould you advise getting for shore shooting from middle of Aug.
to close of season? 6. HI try to get one for $60 or $75, wbat Ameri¬
can maker canyon recommend as safe and serviceable? Ans. 3. Union
metallic brown shells or Eley’s brown shells. 2. Tflthan? & Bros. N. Y.
shot No. f> has 218 pellets to the ounce. Walker & Parker English shot
No 6 has280 pellets to the ounce. 3. Kay’s improved cqhcfjntTMling
cartridges arc decidedly the best, And cun be had at any of the gun deal¬
ers advertising in our columns {certainly in this city). 4. 100 prih{.<
wonId be a good average. 5. Your gun 1b large though for bay him.
shooting, but for ducks you should liavB a 30-gauge, 32-inch, 10 pociv i
gun, 6. A $60 or $15 Remington is a safe and serviceable gun,,
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FOREST AND STREAM AT
TENNIAL.
THE “HUNTER’S CAMP.”

I

THE

COACHING.

CEN¬

A

T least one of the pastimes peculiar to England,’
and which might be termed “amateur couching,’)i
has been successfully introduced into this country, as was
made amply manifest by the splendid display of the Coach¬
ing Club on Saturday last. In fact, it might almost bo
called a triumphal procession so great was the exeitemeafl
and anxiety to witness the turn out. One not knowing the
cause would have imagined that a procession was in order,,
or that the “Seventh” were having a parade, from tho ap¬
pearance of Fifth avenue. Those stately mansions, whose
closed shutters invariably suggest the idea that the family
are liviDg in the back parlor, were thrown open and dis¬
played some signs of being inhabited. Six four-in-hand
teams started from Madison square shortly after four
o’clock and proceeded up Fifth avenue and through Cen¬
tral Park as fur as Stetson’s, where lliey turned and re¬
traced their steps, following the avenue as far as Wash¬
ington square; thence to Madison square again, where they
disbanded.
When the start was made, Mr. William Jay led with his
English coach, formerly of the Dorking Road, drawn by
two bays, a browa and a chestnut horse. Next came Mr,
Frederic Bronson’s drag drawn by four spunking bays,
Mr. Dcluncey Kane, who will soon begin running a pub™
coach from the Brunswick notel to New Rochelle, fol
lowed next with what he calls his “city team”—the four
horses whicli will draw the public coach—a black, a bey, *
brown, and a chestnut. Mr. James Gordon Bennett fol¬
lowed, driving four fine chestnuts; Mr. Leonard Jeroma
with four bays, and Mr. William P. Douglass With font
bays. A number of guests, both ladies and gentlemen,
were on the tops of the coaches, and (lie leaders of fashion
on the box seats divided the admiration of the crowd with
the leaders on the teams. Hoi us were conspicuous by iheir
absence, and we were glad to notice tlie omission of this
snobbish accessory. Before the next display more fine
teams will be added to the club, and coachiug will have
become firmly established. For those who can afford ;igj
there can be no more popular or healthy amusement,
necessitates out of door exercise, and inculcates self re*
liance and readiness. By tho by, Mr. Benueit’s twenffl.
Polo ponies have arrived from Texas in charge of two
Mexicans. They were not in first-rate condition, (the po¬
nies we mean, we are not informed as to the Mr,xica)ws)j
but have been turned out lo pasture, and will soon bel
ready for the first lessons.

N view of Ihe near approach of the opening of the Cen¬
tennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, it may be well to
state wliat this journal (Forest and Stream,) lias been
doing within Ihe past year to add to the attractions of the
show.
It was an early conception of ours lo bring together at.
Philadelphia a collection of all the apparatus and imple¬
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
ments used by sportsmen, by land and water, or that
Dbtotet) to Field and Aquatic Sports, PpacticadNaturai. History,
might legitimately fall within the province of sport, and
Pish Culture, the Protection op Game,Preservation op Forests,
AND THE INCI'I.CATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OP A HEALTHY INTEREST
also to illustrate the habits aud life of sportsmen and the
is Odt-door Bbcreation and Study :
creatures they pursue, by an exhibition of a geuuine
hunters camp and appliances; methods of trapping, fishing
PUBLISHED BP
-and shooting; specimens of wigwams, canoes, tents, etc.
Rarest and $treaty publishing ($ompatjg.
Accordingly in February, 1875, we intimated our purpose
lo the Exhibition Directory, and arranged for an inner
space of 1,200 feet in the main building, where guns, tackle
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
and the like might be on view, and for an outside space on
[Post Oppioe Box £832.]
the grounds where the camp might be located. Six months
123 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
afterwards, learning that Professor Baird was engaged in a
kindred project, and aware of the importance of a unity of
action, and the facilities he possessed for collecting, we ar¬
Tarai, Five Dollars a Year, Strictly In Advance.
ranged with him to incorporate our display of sportmens
goods and implements with his, for what is known as the
A discount of twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
Government Exhibition. Evei since then we have worked
in behalf of the joint and consolidated enterprise, the
Advertising Rates.
supervision and labor of collecting the materials of certain
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the Inch, 2E
departments having been assigned to us.
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 Cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per line. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
Wc are pleased to know tiiat the collection will possess
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20
an absorbing interest to all persons fond of field sports, na¬
per cent.; over six months, 30 per cent.
tural history and out-door pastimes.
But wbat we aim more particularly to impress upon the
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1876.
public is the fact that the most unique and original part
and feature of what was intended should comprise the
To Correspondents.
Forest and Stream exhibition, namely, the '■ Hunter's
Camp," has not and never had any touch, foundation or
All communications whatever, whether relating to easiness or literary
handiwork other than our own, and it Stands to-day in all
correspondence, must he addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub¬
its primitive grotesqueness as one of the most attractive
lishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
objects on the Exhibition grounds. It is located in a deep
All -communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
ravine near the Horticultural Hall, which overlooks it, and
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
only a few rods from the grand music stand. It is but five
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
minutes walk from the principal buildings. Its central
We cannot promise to retnrn rejected manuscripts.
object is the log-cabin built in hunter fashion, standing
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
near a natural mountain stream that tumbles over rock3,
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful aud reliable information between gentle¬
shaded by a grove that will make the place delightfully
HORSE SHOES AND SHOEING.
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
cool in summer. A genuine trapper, in full panoply of
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
beads and buck-skin, is in attendance, and some one of the
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
N an average horses require shoeing once a month.
backwoods fraternity, either Pale-face or Red-man, will
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
The length of time a Bhoe will wear depends muclf
always be found on hand throughout the season. As com¬
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
pleted, the picture shows venison aud other game hung up on the kind of service a horse is doing, and on the kind
the legitimate Bports of land and water to those base uses which always
of
road
he is daily traveling. A team horse in heavy
near by, with camp equipage and cooking utensils at hand,
tend to make them nnpopnlar with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
the blue smoke of a camp fire-rising; canoes partly drawn draught- does uot wear out as many shoes as one used in 1
ment or business notice of an immoral character will he received on any
hack; quick motion grinds shoeB down more rapidly than
on shore from a pool of still water made by an eddy of the
orms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
slow use. Some pavement is harder on shoes than an or¬
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
stream, and other features which Adirondack visitors will
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
dinary road, while the friction of a gravelly road wears
recognize at once, aud some, perhaps, from which they can
money remitted to us is lost.
them away rapidly. Wooden pavement is but a little saviroi
gather instruction.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
to'tlie wear aud fear of shoes, for the grit and dust whichCHARLES IIALLOC'K, Editor.
The locality of this “ Hunter’s Camp” will bo indicated
become impacted in the interstices of the wooden block
WILLIAM C. HARRIS, Business Manager.
by fingerboards lettered “ Forest and Stream Gamp," which
grinds away shoes like the friction of an emory wheel. »
the Directory have kindly given us permission to erect, aud
The hind shoes wrear out first, and there is more slraif
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ we cannot express our thanks loo warmly toward Mr.
and friction bn them Ilian, on the forward shoes. It is Jill
Gosliorn, the Director Geneial; Mr. Schwarzman, the
ING WEEK.
possible and improper for a horse to wear shoes more tlnir
Chief-Engineer, and Mr. Hamili, Secretary, for the special
six weeks, for the growth of the foot shortens the shoe,'a:
efforts they have made to promote our efforts and make the
Thursday, April 27th.—Bench Show of Dogs, Springfield, Msbs.
well as changes the shape otherwise. The neglect Wil
Base Ball: Louisville vs. Chicago, at Louisville; Hartford vb. Brooklyn,
exhibition attractive and a success.
cause the shoo to encroach upon the soft textures of th(i
at Brooklyn; Boston vs New Haven, at Providence.
Having said this much, we may be pardoned for referring
Friday, April 28tb.—Rifle: Spring meeting Yonkers Rifle Association,
to the following paragraph whicli has been printed in the foot and produce lameness.
at Yonkers. Base Ball: Boston vs. New Haven, at Fall River.
The greatest amount of custom to the blacksmith com«
Oswego Times, and copied freely;—
Saturday, April 29th.— Rifle: Yonkers Rifle Association, at Yonkers.
from the teamsters and expressmen and livery men. Omni
“Prof. Bail’d, of the Smithsonian Institute, at Washington,
Base Ball: Chicago vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati; St. Louis vs. Louis¬
has written a letter to Mr. John A. Nicliois, of Syracuse, bus and Tailroad companies have their own forges and <i(
ville, at Louisville.
Tuesday, May 2d.—Racing: Nashville, Tenn. Trotting: Washing¬
inviting him to take charge of the Sponsmea’s Camp at the their own shoeing.
Centennial Exhibition, The camp will consist of a log
ton, D, Q.
The process of making a horseshoe is familiar to evert
“Wednesday, May 3d.—Racing: Nashville, Tenn. Trotting: Washcabin, tents, canoes and all the apparatus necessary for school boy, who has often lingered at tlie smithy door ant
*ngton, D. C'. Base Ball: St. Louis vs. Louisville, at Louisville.
complete outfit of a hunter's eneampment. The appoint¬ listened to the wheezing of the asthmatic bellows, am
ment is an excellent one, and we know of no one so well
when the foot is paired wondered thal it did not bleed
qualified to fill the position as Captain Nichols.”
Our Centennial
Headquarters. — Friends of our
The above is altogether a misconception—Captain Again, ho Iibb seen the strong-armed workman pluck tin
paper visiting Philadelphia duriug ihe Centennial will find
piece of glowing metal from the bright fire, and with tin
a warm welcome at the office which we have fitted up for Nichols has kindly placed his hunting and fishing outfit at
hammer give it repeated blows, and give it shape by cud
their reception and entertainment at No. 123 South Third the disposal of Forest and Stream, and we propose to
iug it over tbe anvil point. Healing again and again, lb
place
it
in
the
Sporlmen’s
Outfit
Department
in
the
Govern¬
street. It will be under Ihe special charge of our Mr.
iron he pounds maliciously causing the hissing sparkfl-J
Harris, assisted by M- M. Barker, Esq , wbo is already ment buildiug, which department, as we have said, was
fly in all directions, until at length a shoe is formed com
placed
under
our
special
charge
by
Professor
Baird
of
the
well known to our Western friends. The office is fitted
Smithsonian Institute, There will lie but one " Hunter’s plet-e.
With easy chairs, writing materials, files of papers, etc.,
This tedious process is superceded by machinery, am
and we place it aud its facilities freely at the disposal of our Camp” upon the Centennial grounds, and tiiat one is solely
now like a doughnut a shoe is cut out of a sheet of sleej
readers. When tired oF sight-seeing drop into the Forest the idea and properly of Forest and Stream. We are in
shaped,
creased and punched precisely as if done by hand
receipt of tlie following letter from Mi’. Nichols, which
and Stream office and Test and read the papers.
More shoes can be made by machinery in one day iliand
speaks for itself:—
Syracuse, N. Y., April 22,1876.
blacksmith can make by a forge in a week, and, too
The Brazilian Emperor.—Dorn Pedro is now enjoy¬
Gentlemen: —
equally as good in all respects.
Tile paragraph published in various papers, annonnoing that Prof.
ing the sights and climate of the Pacific Slopo. Long
The matter of horseshoeing is of great interest to owi
Baud has tendered me the charge of the “Hunters Camp" at the Centen¬
journeys for crowned heads are coming into vogue, but nial, is a mistake. I have had no correspondence with Prof. Bnird, ers of horse flesh, for every one has ah idea how Ihe sin
probably our present visitor has taken a ioDger trip by and have no connection with the "Hnntcra Camp,’’ which yon so happily shouid be shaped and fitted to enable the beast to travel ti
conceived, and which I found on a recent visit to .Philadelphia nearly
rail than has ever fallen to the lot of any other potentate
his notion. If be overreaches, interferes, or stumbles, th<
He chose ihe Erie Railway for the first stage of his jour¬ completed, and so admirably repiesentative oflife in the back-woods. blacksmith is held responsible. It is true a skillful me
The cullection I promised you or hunting aud flshiug goods, is now be¬
ney, and has enjoyed the comforts of a palace even while ing packed and will he forwarded at an early dute.
chanic can do much to remedy these evils. There are bu
in motion.
___
Yours very truly,
John A. Nichols.
a few practical mechanics who have sufficiently sludie
Our contemporaries, particularly those iu the northern the foot of the horse. It is not enough to know tho.®
Brook Trout.—We aro glad to see that E, Sherman
part of this State, will please make a note of the above,
atomy of the foot, and where to insert a nail not to eai)i
Pease’s two pictures of trout were sold from the walls of
-- -*♦<--pain, but the fool should be studied in Ihe slate of uatu
tlfe Academy of Design, (lato wafer-color exhibition,) at
—Strawberries are selling at twenty-five cents a quart, iu before tbe mechanism of man. has by artificial appliaqf
the good price of §00 for the pair. Thuy were in waterdistorted it. Tlie shape of Ihe boot of the wild horse,i
St. Augustine, Fla.
color, and found special favor with artists who saw them.
of one who has ’never been shoed, should bo taken as
There is a trout picture, in Oil, in the present exhibition,
model. Tbe foot is then properly balanced, neither jj
—A
moose
six
l'eet
high
is
on
exhibition
at
Halifax,
thal some of our picture-buying readers may be glad to
long nor too broad, but it has adjusted itself to aatl
Nova Scotia, It is to go to the Centennial,
look at.
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FOREST AND STREAM
and the muscles and tendons are not attained by travel.
Confinement and unskillful shoeing changes the anatomi¬
cal relations of the foot, and the best judgment of the
mechanic is often taxed to correct the growing deformity—
from unskillful shoeing. When a reasoning, skillful me¬
chanic is found the horse is safe in his hands, for he only
preserves the normal shape of the hoof, and adjusts the
shoe to protect it.
The frog in the hoof of the horse is placed there for a
particular purpose and should not be cut by the shoer. If
this is allowed contraction and lameness will follow. The
shape and weight of the shoe should be accommodated to
the purposes for which they are designed. 'Tlicirack horse
requires a shoe lighter and without corks, while the draught
horse must have a heavy broad shoe with corks to enable
him to obtain foothold and travel with the least possible
Strain. The sporting horse should be shod lightly with a
swell at the heel and toe; the best nails should be selected,
and care used in clinching, for the casting of a shoe during
the chase is of great inconvenience, and might throw the
horse and jeopardize the limbs and life of the rider.
CONCENTRATING
CARTRIDGES
CHOKE-BORES.

AND

I

T is with much pleasure we are able to say to our brother
sportsmen that at length a shot cartridge has been in¬
vented which is surely effectual iu preventing the too wide
spreading of the charge at long range, and one which dis¬
tributes the shot evenly, and at the same time making a
decidedly better penetrator than a loose .charge. We al¬
lude to the cartridges inven ted and manufactured by Messrs.
Kay & Co., of Newark, N. J. There are few sportsmen,
if any, who have given this subject more attention than
we have, and we found many years ago that an ordinary
gun would scatter the shot to such a degree that few, if
any, guns could be depended upon to kill, surely, beyond
a distance of from thirty-five to forty yards. It is true
that a gun that wiil kill clean at forty yards, when held
right, shoots as close as it is desirable to have a gun shoot
for all ordinary upland shooting. Every skillful shooter
knows that in quail, woodcock, and ruffed grouse shooting
that at least eight birds out of ten are killed within thirty
yards; one-half are killed within twenty-five yards, and very
many are killed by snap shootiDg, in dense coverts, within
twenty yards. Consequently choke-bore guns, or concen¬
trating cartridges, would not be as effectual and desirable
for such shooting as loose shot from an ordinary gun for
the reason that in shooting in such coverts with a chokebore or concentrating cartridges the birds would cither be
missed or so mutilated with shot that missing had been
better. And if it was only for such shootiilg as the above
that we needed a gun concentrating cartridges and chokebores would be useless, but all shooters know that such is
not the case. Owing to the increase of population in our
country the draining of swamps and clearing of coverts
game is becoming much mote difficult to approach, and
that something is required to meet the emergency; and
then, for grouse shooting on the prairie after the 10th Sep¬
tember, for dnek shooting, for snipe shooting when the
birds are wild, and for any kind of shooting outside of
forty yards it becomes absolutely necessary that we should
have something better than we have heretofore used, aud
this important point has been attained in two ways, one
by the choke-boring of guns, and the other by 1 lie inven¬
tion of the Kay concentrating cartridge. Some of our
shooting friends who are using choke-bore guns for long
range shooting speak in the highest terms of them, and if
such guns will continue to hold their form so as to concen.
trate the shot there will certainly be a great demand for
them from those who do most of their shooting at long
range. But the very important qualification of the con¬
centrating cartridges is that it enables the shooter to use
the same gun for long or short range shooting. During
our long-continued experienced in field sports we have
thoroughly tried all the different styles of concentrators
to be found, and about twenty-five years ago we had a
machine concentrated, with which we thought cartridges
could he made which would concentrate the shot, hut
like all others which we had tried it- was a failure, (or
with this and all other so-called concentrators which we
have ever tried we could find no regularity in the distri¬
bution and penetration of the shot. Some of cartridges
would not open at all, and consequently the load was lost.
Some would break up in the gun, and then not be as effect,
ive as loose shot. But last week we devoted a day to ex.
perimenting with the Kay concentrating cartridge, and
after full and careful trial of them we are fully convinced
that we at length have a concentrating cartridge which we
may entirely depend upon to do what is expected of it,
viz., make an exceedingly close, uniform spread of the shot
and deep penetration. We did the shooting with our 12gaugc 7J to 30-inch Tolley gun; 40 yards; target 30 inch
diameter; 3J drs. powder and l£ oz, shot, with the fol¬
lowing result: 5 shots with No. 9 shot, the. average was 400
pellets; with No. 7 shot, the average 234; with No. 6 shot,
160; with No. 4 shot, 84; with No, 2 shot, 68.
Minnesota.—At the regular meeting pf the Rochester
(Minn.) Sportsmen’s Club, March 4th, 1876, the following
persons were elected for the ensuing yearG-. K. Saylor,
President; Thomas Ireland, Vice President; L. E. Crane,
Seoretary and Treasurer; A. M. Ellethorp, Aaron Ozmun,
Executive Committee. The Club have a valuable library,
and all the leading sporting papers are found on the tables.
Thirty-four members are enrolled, among whom are found
the best citizens.
......

GAME

PROTECTION.

—The residents of Prince Edwards Island have organ¬
ized a club for the protection of fish and game.
—One branch of the Connecticut Legislature has passed
a hill prohibiting, under penalty of $10 fine, the having of
dead trout in possession between October 1st and April 1st.
—A sportsman's club has been formed in Geneseo, to be
known as tlie Genesee Sportsman’s Club. It starts with
twenty members, all “good men and true,” and has for
officers the following gentlemen-.—President, John Rorbach; Vice President, M. Hawley Rector; Secretary, W. T.
Howard; Treasurer, I. J. Statton.
—The Mississippi Legislature has amended the Game
Law which we printed last week, so that it is necessary to
substitute the 15th of March for the 1st of April, 1st of
May, and 15th of May wherever such dates occur.
Our correspondent Von G., of West Meriden, Ct., urges
the desirability of uniformity in the laws of the New En¬
gland States regulating trout fishing. He says;—
"Tile season for trout fishing in Connecticut is now from
April 15th until July 1st, and there exists much dissatisfac¬
tion amoug the lovers of the rod, for the reason that the
pot fishers clean out the streams before tlie law is off, leav¬
ing poor pickings for those wlio respect and obey the laws.
Some of our soundest sportsmen cluiin that the law should
be the same in all the New England Slates, and that trout
fishing should begin on the 1st of March.
“Not a hundred miles from here is a brook iu which oc¬
casionally a few trout may be caught, aud on East day, one
day before the law was off, a few young men and boys pa¬
trolled the banks of the stream all day determined to pre¬
vent the large number of pot. fishermen who usually con¬
gregate there, from fishing in the brook, and I understand
they drove away from the stream no less than thirteen of the
potters. IVell done! The Connecticut Sportsmen’s Asso¬
ciation will meet next mouth at Hartford, and 1 think there
will be a larger attendance of sportsmen than ever, for all
now see the necessity of obtaining good game laws Such as
can be. enforced, or else the game aud fish in this State will
soon be played out.”
—The report of the Game and Inland Fishery Protection
Society of Nova Scotia, contains the gratifying information
that the steps taken by the Legislature for protecting wild
animals and birds have been successful. The moose which,
by reckless killing, had been nearly exterminated, are again
becoming numerous, aud by the time the present law ex¬
pires will have recovered from the effects of over-hunting.
This is the ease not in one or two localities only, but all
over the Proviuoe, and districts once celebrated as favorite
haunts of the moose piomise to become as good huntinggrounds as ever they were. While the people, as the re¬
port says, are becoming more accustomed to the law, and
more ready to acknowledge the wisdom of Us provisions,
and the necessity for its euactment, measures will never¬
theless have to be devised to prevent the wholesale slaughter
of the moose after the present prohibitory law expires, as
all the good done during the three years close lime may be
speedily undone. Some restrictions will have to be placed
on the number of animals killed by any hunting parly, and
these restrictions will have to be enforced as strictly as the
actual law. There are now 38 wardens to enforce the law,
and the Government pays the cost of prosecution when the
offenders are too poor to pay. The reluctance of witnesses
to give evidence in court is a serious obstacle to prosecution
for offenses.
—At the meeting of the Livingston Sportsmen’s Club,
held Monday night, a letter was read from Henry Knapp,
who has been engaged by the club to secure birds for the
State shoot, stating that he was in Buffalo waiting for the
flying birds to settle, that they would probably settle either
in Michigan or Pennsylvania, and as soon as there was any
prospect of their settling he should start and commence
work. The time for holding the Stale shoot cannot be an¬
nounced until the birds have been secured. One week's
notice will be sufficient, however, as all the preparations
will have been made.—Syracuse Standard.
</
San Francisco, Cal., March iSOtU, 1870.
Editor Forest and Strean:—
I have, the pleasure to inform you that a sporting club Is about being
formed Imre, chiefly for the protection of our game, hut also for the pur¬
pose of affording its members all proper, legitimate, and good facilities
for the enjoyment of sport with the gun a: d rod. i have hut littte
doubt that 1011 lo 150 persons will Boon be found who will Quite to form
an effective association, and by paying t» enty dollars each for member¬
ship and one dollav moutbly, will raise a fund to carry out Its purposes,
one or which will bo to improve a house aud premises already in exist¬
ence close to Lake Merced, aud flear the ocean, only about six miles from
the heart of this city. There they will have rooms uud sleeping berths,
aheds and stabling for vehicles and horses, aud a boat house on the
shore of the lake, conveniently situated for then4 use iu fishiug, etc.
There will he no bar-room, but the members wilt carry their own provi¬
sions and what beverages they may desire. Of course they will have a
custodian of the house and boats, etc., and probably a cook. Lake Mer¬
ced is already well stocked with salmon aud Lake Tahoe trout. It is a
noble piece of water, well sheltered by hills, on tho ocean side mostly,
uud is aoont two and a half miles in length by about half a wile wide. It
may be said, indeed, to be two lakes connected by a narrow shallow small
strait or passage, at one end nearest the sea, at which place and from
which, it is separated only by a high hilt or large sand embankment.
Along most of tho sides of the lake, near its shores, there is a specioa of
reed which affords good refuge aud shelter for the flsh, atid near to
which most of them are captured, either by bait fishing or trolling from
a boat with a spoon bait. The baits- chiefly used are raw or balled
shrimps, mussels, and sometimes tho earth worm and small fish. The
spoon bait is a flashing twirl of gold on one side and silver on the other,
with a triangle of small hooks. Sometimes for a while One mode of
these kinds of fishing is successful, and sometimes tho other. Lost year
a large number of bmh silver salmon aud Lake Tahoe or Trltfckee River
trout were captured. The lake is replenished annually with these two
sorts of fish, and this year we anticipate even better sport than we had
last. The trout r-ngenerally larger in size than the salmon. They
have ua access to the ocean, and the water of the lake is entirely fresh.
Salmon in fresh Water will not attain to a great weight, but we are con¬
tented to have them in such water even only of a raodemle size. Onr
acclimatizing society had leased the lake for the purposes of their ang¬
ling, but we expect they wlU amalgamate with the new club nbout to bo

formed, to the mutual advantages of both societies. Att, at present, is
rather in an embryo state, and I cannot give ^rou all (lie ptuticnlars of
this new move, bnl majr soon be enabled to send yon a fuller and moro
explicit account of onr arrangements and proceedings.
E. >J. IIoOpbr.
Elks for Blooming Grove Park.—A pair of live Cali¬
fornia elks {.wapiti) wei'O turned iuto the breeding-park at
Blooming Grove last week. They were captured in the
northwestern corner of Iowa, and arrived in good condi¬
tion, via,, Dunkirk and Erie Railway to Laxawaxen, from
which place they were led by men fourteen miles to the
Park. Mr. Luppelman, of Fremont, Ohio, their former
owner, writes as follows to John Avery, Esq., President of
the Association:—
"iu answer to your inquiries regarding elks. They are
dangerous in Ooiolier to strangers, but to tkeir keeper
seemed always gentle; still it would lie advisable to be care¬
ful at that season of the year. A fence five feet high will
keep them safely inclosed; 1 do not think there is any dan¬
ger of their jumping out. The cow bears but one calf at
a birth; the one seut will calve in June. It is necessary to
let them have access to waicr; they arc very fond of wad¬
ing, and plunging about to rid themsoives of flies during
the summer, aud the larger (he range of ground they have
the better for them, I have another pair I would dispose
of ns my park is too limited in space for the number I have.
Since I shipped to you, I lost a tine yearling cow. I think
want of ranging room caused her death. Their food is
any thing that a cow will eat.”

—We take pleasure in announcing that Mr. Wakeman
Holberton, so long known as a good sportsman aud artist,
has secured an interest in the Sportsman’s Emporium, No.
102 Nassau street, formerly Eaton & Co., and now Eaton,
Holberton & Co. The business will hereafter receive his
Whole attention, and he under his management, aided by
Mr, Geo, B. Eaton. Mr. nolberton has long been known
as a skillful ily-flsherman for black bass and speckled trout,
and after an experience of many years in shooting and
angling feels that he knows what sportsmen require. He
is an expert in fly tying, and in that line has no superior.
For a number of years he was in the employ of the cele¬
brated gun firm of W. J. Sym3 & Brothers, and has a
thorough knowledge of guns, pistols, and everything con¬
nected therewith. The new firm, will, as before, continue
to supply everything necessary to the complete outfit of
sportsmen, both for the camp and field, and at the same
time give more care and attention to guns, rifles, and fish¬
ing tackle. We hope all sportsmen will give them a call
at their quarters, 102 Nassau street, to which they have re¬
turned.
_-

She §ifie.
THE INTERNATIONAL MATCHES.

N

OW that the organization of an Imperial British team,
under the leadership of Sir Henry Halford, has been
definitely abandoned, some of tbe small bore experts of
England are turning their attention towards the possibility
or advisability of organizing ail independent team on the
plan of the Seotch and Irish. To be sure, the letter of
Mr. Wells, Captain of the English Eight, to the Volunteer'
Service Gazette, docs not look very favorable toward such a
consummation, for lie says:—
"I do not think, even if there were in the present case
no special reasons against it, that any other country than
our own is the fittest place for deciding the rifle superiority
of any territorial divisions of our common country, be
they those of England, Ireland, and Scotland, or of any of
their respective counties.
But apart from this consideration, I should say that, ow¬
ing possibly to a misunderstanding as to tTie nature of Ike
invitation from America, the teams that will go from Eng¬
land and Scotland, aud to some extent, I believe, from Ire¬
land, though of this I am not so sure, would not represent
the real shooting strength of these countries.”
To Which he adds: “It is, I believe, notorious, that
some of the best shots in Scotland are not to join the team
which is to visit America.” Now, unless we are sadly mis
informed, Mr. Wells is not only in error, but ho will find
numbers who are ready to join issue, with him ou this
p int. In fact, his remarks bear on their face the evidence
of an effort to belittle any match which may be shot in
tin's country, whether it may result in victory for the
Scotch, Irish, or ourselves. Our English contemporary
.mentioned above takes a very just and sensible view of ilia
case, and considers that it would be an over-strained sftiJU.
pulousness for the English riflemen to stand longer aloof.
He Says:—
“Such a course is certain to be misconstrued by tbfe
Americans, and is, in fact, an implied censure on the (fish
riflemen, who behaved with perfect loyally to the “L'n'Gd”
scheme, until it was defeated by the action of the Scowl n
To say that the Irish, who have two defeats to wipe out,
would not send their best shots, is simply absurd. We
have all along contended, aud do so still, that the presence
of a British or Imperial team would add greatly lo the in¬
terest of the international matches; but since, through tho
course of our own National Association in making the in¬
vitations general, that cannot be, we would most, heartily
welcome an English team to compete with their Scotch
and Irish brethren against their American cousins, or
against all comers, tor the rifle championship of tho world.
And we trust that among the small bore shots of England
—and their name is iegiou—thero will yet he found a team
Who arc willing to cut their leading strings aud act inde¬
pendent of those whose greatest opposition to their going
lies in the fact of their being unable to have everything ar¬
ranged strictly according to their own views,
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International Rifle Matches.—The joint committee
of the National Rifle Association and Amateur Rifle Club
held a meeting on Friday, Gen. M. T. McMahon in the
chair. The members present were Inspector General
“Woodward, Gen. Knox, Major Holland, Major Jewell,
Judge Stanton, Robert Johnson, and G. 8. Schermerhoru.
Judge Stanton, in behalf of the Committee on Finance, re¬
ported that ho had received a subscription of $2,500
from Messrs. Poppenhuseu Bros., and had their assurauce
that ample facilities would be provided for the transportalion of people lo Creedmoor during the international
matches. The time-table during the meeting would, he
said.be made up in accordance with the wishes of the
joint committee. On motion of Geo. Knox, the Treasur¬
er was directed not to disburse any of the funds belong¬
ing lo the committee without an order from the Finance
Committee. On motion, it was decided to invite Gen.
Shuler, President of the National Rifle Association, and
Col. Mitchell, President of the Amateur Rifle Club,.to
participate in the meetings of the joint committee here¬
after. The meeting then adjourned:

Creedmoor.—One of the leading matches on this range
last season was that for the bull's-eye badge presented by
George Crouch, Esq. The trophy having been finally won
by Mr. Leonard Geiger, that gentleman has in turn pre¬
sented to the Amateur Rifle Club a trophy to take its place.
The present medal is a gold coin of the value of fifty dol¬
lars, suitably mounted, and is shot for under somewhat pe¬
culiar conditions, which will probably be modified ere
long. These are—20 shots at 1,000 yards, 15 at 900,. aud 10
at 800, commencing: at the long range. The weather dur¬
ing the forenoon was flue, hut in the afternoon the wind
varied between southeast and southwest, blowing half a
gale. The scores therefore, are not first class, considering the
the previous records of most of the contestauts. Maj. Ful¬
ton was tlie winner with 18 bull’s-eyes, although Mr. Ballard
beat him on the total score. Mr. Geiger, although declin¬
ing to compete for the badge presented by himself, shot
with 1 he others, and made the top score, viz,: 19 bull’seyes and 176 out of a possible 225. The scores made by
tiyj competitors wete as follows:—
800
Names.
yards.
Maj. Ilenry Pulton..38
X. M. Baliard.44
U. W. Tala.38
J. li. Alien...35
IV. B. Fartvell.48
A. Anderson..34
It. Ruthboue. a4
V. S. Elmendoif.48
X,. Webber.46
N. Wasltburue.50
H. Fisber.28
E. H. Raymond.43

S. G. Perry..40

900
yards,
OS
52
68
59
57
49
51
53
46
38
46
41

1,0(10
yards.
OH
68
69
57
50
56
49
48
44
39
40
34

51
34
21

37
15
31

V. Hyde.00
A-J. Herndon, Jr.46
Col. C.McNab.16

44

41

The matches are open to all comers, and shooting will
begin each day at 10 A. M. The Amateur Rifle Club have
announced their intention of sending a team lb compete in
Match III, and many of the celebrated shots will compete.
The attendance should be large.
On Saturday last tlie following scores were made in a
team match at 500 yards, 40 shots per man: Tlie target
was regulation size in every particular, the bull's-eye being
23 in. in diameter, but inside of it was an 11-iueh carton,
which has one-fourlh the area of the old bull’s-eye, aud for
hitting this an extra point was counted. We give the
count both by Oreedraoor and Morsemere. It will be seen
that the Shotnard team wins by 10 points, Creedmoor,
and 14 points Morsemere:—
*

Name,

Charles Dusen berry
Grand Toial..
Total.
A. H. Jocelyn. .
Grand Total....

total. Btills-eyes.
1S9
18
161
17
169
HS
151
11
150
ll
139
14
144
11
114
IS
116
13
127
10
109
9
122
8

138

7

148
95
67

7
4
2

SEW YORK LIFE.
Name,
Total.
C. Harrison. 43
Fosdick. 4;
Darbee, Jr. 41
W. Poutez. 4t
S. Conover. 36

CONTINENTAL FINE.
Name.
Total.
W. Ellsworth. 42
G. Hope. 4.
K. X. Roberts. 40
W. E. Earnest.
37
VV. Townsend. 31

Totai.201

Total.191

Conlin's Gaxlerv.—The St. John’s Guild Rifle Tour¬
nament, given at this gallery in aid of the Floating Hos¬
pital for :lio poor, sick children, is an immense success,
and will realize a liberal sum for its object. About one
humtred competitors have entered. It is respectfully an¬
nounced that this contest will positively close on Saturday
night, April 29lh, 1876, All comers are invited.
Hexxwig’s Gaxxery.—The prize shooting held at Hellwig’s Gallery, 271 and 273 Eighth avenue, ended Thursday
April 101h. The first prize, a fine rifle, was won by Fred
Kessler, the second, a cap rifle, by M. B. Engel, aud the
third prize, a parlor pistol, by R. C. Wheeler.
—The Rod aud Rifle Club of Jamaica, L, I., are making
extensive preparations for. the coming Reason. A few. days
since Mr. Creed, President of the club, showed us two
handsome and appropriate medals gotten up by Messrs.
Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, one to be known as the
Champion badge, and to be competed for on the third
Wednesday of May and the second Wednesdays of June,
July, August, September, and October, becomiug the prop¬
erty of the member who shall.have won it three times.
The oilier is to be known as the Challenge badge, and is to
be shot for on Saturday of each week, commencing May
6th and ending October 28th, becoming the property of
the member who shall have won it the greatest number of
limes during the season. The club now has two 200-yard
targets on their range, one being found insufficient for the
number of contestants in the matches.
Morsemere.—The Yonkers Rifle Association are about
organizing an off-hand, short-range team to represent it at
Creedmoor and elsewhere. With such good material to
select from the team should be a remarkably .strong one.
In the meantime it is a pity that I he long-taiked of match
between this association aud the American Rifle Associa¬
tion cannot be brought to an issue.
The spring meeting of the Yonkers Association will take
place on Friday and Saturday, April 28th and 29th. The
programme is as follows:—
Match L—Man Tuiyet Match.—Distance, 200 yards: time, 5 seconds
hjfaeliott position, standing; wvapon, any rifle; rounds, live; uo sight¬
ing abuts. Entrance fee, twenty-live cents. Re-entries allowed.
Tins matcli to be open duriug the entire meeting. First ana second
nurses a ill be awarded to tbe higacot scores at me cud or each day.
Entries close ni.5 P. 51.
•Mixon H —8/irn t Mange Match.—Distance, 200 yards; position, stand¬
ing; weapon, any tine; rounds, ten; no sighting -hois. Entrance Tee,
liity cents. Re-entries allowed. Prize, a nickel plated revolver. Match
to be open during the entire meeting. Entries close at 5 P. M.
Matcu Ill—learn Match, Special Tin get,—Open to [earns of live from
any rifle club. Distance, 000 yards. In audition to the 22-iiich bull's-eye,
there wilt be an i:-inch carton, which will count six points. Position,
any; wevpoii, any rifle; rounds, ten; two sighting shots. Entrance fee,
one dollar per mail. Each club may send as many teams as they choose,
Prize, a Jleiugiaes. The winning team wifi compete among themselves
after the spiing'meeting for the ownership of the glass. Mutch opens
.lit 10:30 A. 61. Entries close at 11., Friday, April 28th.
Match l\—Carton Match— Distance, 500yards; position, any; wea¬

SIIONNARD’S TEAM.
Scoie.
,
Total.
I 65 6 5545 6 55 656 5 6066 5 5-107
i5663565656 666665046 5—109
..216
Creedmoor Style:
Grand Total.
...96-97
196
Total.
( 4 5 4 5 4 5 6 5 5 4 5 6 4 6 4 5 5 3 5 3— 93
— i 55544644054656 65655 6—lo2

Total.

.195
Creedmoor Style.
Grand Total.
.93-95
185

A. D. Hodgman....

Total.
I 3366046 5 5565 3 353645 5— 96
• '( 6 5 3 4 6 6 5 4 5 4 6 5 6 5 5 4 4 4 4 5- 96

Grand Total.
Total....

Creedmoor, Jr.—The return match between the teams
representing respectively the New York Life and the Con¬
tinental Fire Insurance Companies, was shot at this range
on Saturday, and won by the first mentioned. The scores
were as follows:—
H.
L.
X.
G.
J.

pon, any rifle; rounds, live: two sighting shots; bull's-eye 12 inches.
Entrance fee, fifty tents. First and second prizes, the winning carlons
suitably inscribed. Open at 2 P. 61. Entries close 5 1\ M , Friday,
April 28th. Re entries allowed.
Match. Y- Mid-Range Match.—Distance, 500 yards; position, any;
weapon, any rifts; rounds,seven; no sighting shots. Entrance fee. fifty
cents. Prize, a field glass. Open at fO A. M. Entries close at 12 61.,
Saturday. April 2!lih61 ATOfi VI—Individual Match, —Distance, 600 yards; 11.inch carton;
position, anv; weapon any rifle; rounds, ten; two sighting shots. En¬
trance fee, $1. Prize, a Creedmoor cnrtiidge box. Open at2P. 61.
Entries close st 5 P, 6t , Saturday, April 29ih.
All entries to be matte with the score keepers on the range.

FredShonnard..

...192
Creedmoor Style.
Grand Total.
.96-91
181
Total'
J 3 3 6 6535544536.5 55553 4- 92
•1 3 66530554 3 556533555 5— 96

Grand Total.188
Cheedmnor Style.
Grand Total.
Total.89-61
180
Grand Total of the team 791. Creedmoor style, 743.
-myth's team.
Total.
6443665656045655555 5-102
Douglas Smyth.
4146 3 54556036665506 4— 99
Grand Total....
Total.
Chas. Hodgman —

.201
Creedmoor Stylo.
Grand Total.
.95-01
380
Total.
I 4556665545554550452 6- 98
-"j 6 5 5 6464354556554 1 46 6— 98

Grand Total... .1#6
Creedmoor Stylo.
Grand Tola!.
Total.-.93-92
385
_
Total.
"V, „
.
| 6 644544555654485646 6- 96
H7X, Garrison.[55436455 4 6 5465 6 5444 3- 95
Grand Total.-.191
Creedmoor Style.
Grand Total.
Total.90—91
181
Total
„ T
(5444454465664464444 4— 91
G. X. Morse. . ( 4566445554460655454 5— 98
Grand Total

. .-.169
Creedmoor Style.
Grand Total.
Total..87-93
180
Grand Total of the team—777. Creedmoor .style, 7:2.
Nf.w

York

State.—The

Board

of Difectorn of the

Ninth Division Rifle Association, whose headquarters are
at

Syracuse, have announced

their

programme

Of this

spring meetings although the dates on wllicit the matches
are to be shot have not yet been fixed.

The programme is

as follows:—
I. Director's JJatch.—Open to Directors of the Sixth Division Rifle
Association.
II. Sixth Div. N. G. Match.—Open to teams of twelve from each
regiment, battalion, or separate company of infantry in the Sixth DiviIli. Regimental Matches.—Open to teams from different companies
or to individuals of the regiment or company, according to ihe dictation
of the donors of prizes.
IV. Cavalry Match.—Open to teams of five from any troop of cav¬
alry in the Sixth Division.
V. shout Range Match.—Open to all comers; distance, 200 ya'ds.
VI. Xong Range Match.—Open to all comers; distance, 800 and 1,000
Mid-Range Match.—Open to all comers; distance, 500,600, and
700 yards. Handicap mulch.
Vill. Officers’Match.—Open to all general, field, staff, aud line of¬
ficers; distance, 200 ynnis.
. ... ___
IX. Consolation MATcn.—Open to members of the Sixth Division
and competitors in the ion-going matches who hate not won a iliac, sec¬
ond, or ihird prize; distance,SCOyafds.
A team of three from the Amateur Rifle Club, of Roches¬
ter, shot on the 2lst, at Geneva, three matches with an
equal team from the Geneva Rifle Club.
Distance, 800 and
150 yards. At tbe longer range the position was any al
lowed by Creedmoor rules by the Rochester men; muzzle
rest allowed to Geneva. The Rochester men used Reming¬
ton rifles of ten pounds weight.
Gaylord, of Geneva, used
a lliirty-two pound muzzle loader, with rest; Miller, a
twenty-one pound muzzle loader in Lhe same way, while
Smith used a Sharps Creedmoor without rest.
The wind
blew fresh directly across the line of fire, making necessary
an allowance of eight or ten feet for tlie wind, iu^pile ol'
which the scores were satisfactory for amateurs, it will
he seen that Rochester won by eight and fourteen points:—
FIRST MATCH—£00 YARDS.
GENEVA.
I
ROCHESTER.
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total.
Smith. 39 Rider.■'.. j;]
Gaylord.4.5|Htirt.-... 43
Miller.... 39 SlillsOD...jj®
Total..123|

Totai.,.,,,131

SECOND 3! A TO ft—806 YAR11H.
UCNLVA.
|
ROCHESTER.
Name.
Total. Name.
Total.
Smith. . . 36 Rider.-. «
Gaylord .. .36|tiurt.
31
Miller. 33|Stillson.. 32
Total.

, .1051

Total..

-

H9

At 150 yards the shooting was off hand, and the Rochester
riflemen held their own against their doughty oppnneuls,
but not with so much advantage as al. the longer range.
Fifteen shots were fired by each man, with the Tollowing
aggregate out of a possible seventy-five:—
150 YARDS—OFF-11 AND.
ROCll ESTER.
I
GENEVA.
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total.
Rider..... 61 Smith. tiO
Hurl. 53| Miller_
___ <37

Siillson. e-j.Gnylord. .
Total...4741

Total

56

.,,..173

After the above, an off-hand maleli was shot between
Mr. Smith, President of the Geneva Club and Ihe Presi¬
dent of the Rochesters, ending in a victory for the former
by a score of 64 to 58.
’It. is but fair to slate that Gaylord's piece of artillery
broke down after tlie sixth round of the second long range
mutch, after which he used lhe- smaller muzzle-loader of
Miller, but tlie matches have demonstrated that we need no
longer fear the muzzle-loader in long range shooting.
Massachusetts.—The members of the Massachusetts
Rifle Association held their third prize meeting of the sea¬
son at the Spy Pond Range on the 18th inst., the conditions
being fifteen shots each at 200 yards, tlie contestants being
divided into three classes in accordance with their previous
standing of scoring. In the first class the prize was won
by J. B. Osborn, second by W. II. Jafckson, and third by
J. N. Frye. In the second class E. B. Souther took the
first prize, C. E. Hebbard second, and J. F. Wheeler third.
In Ihe third class Ihe honors were conferred on J. L. Ste¬
venson, W. F. Symrns, and E. W. Johnson, respectively.
The following is the score made by each individual Ivy
both tlie Creedmoor and Massachusetts melliods of reckon¬
ing, the first figure representing the former method and the
second figure the latter:—
First CUss—J. B. Osborn, 158-69; W. H. Jackson, 14664; O. E. Sanborn, 145-65; J. N. Frye, 145-65; S. U. Noyes,
144-05; 8. C. Ring, 144-62: J. N. Frost, 143-68; W. Gurfish, 132-61; C. C. Wemyss, 142-63; J. W. Wemyss, 13462; A. P. Clark. 132-61; S. Plummer, 124-51. Second
class—E. B. Souther, 141-68; C. E. Hebbard, 141-60; J.
F. Wheeler, 138-63; G. H. Adams, 134-03; E. Lawrence,
133-01; J. N. Brown, 127-56. Third class—J. L. Steven¬
son, 139-63; W. F. SymnSs, 135-60; C. A. Parker, 108-53;
E.B. Hull, 108-54; E. W. Johnson, 111-56; H. S. Harris,
107-50; W. E. Gerrier, 100-51.
At the close of tbe shoot, Mr. Gerrier having made the
lowest score, he was awarded a small toy gun by a mem¬
ber of the association, which he took amid shouts of ap¬
plause. It was announced that Major Henry Fulton had
presented a’Remington rifle, Creedmoor pattern, lo the as¬
sociation, lo be contended for by tbe members under such
conditions as the directors may decide.
Pennsylvania.—The first annual meeting of the Scranion
Rifle Club will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, May
24th and 25th, when one hundred dollars in prizes will be
shot for. The officers of tlie club are John Nichols, Presi¬
dent ; J. N. Gardner, Secretary, aud Enoch Page, Treas¬
urer.
New Orleans.—The New Orleans Rifle Club had a
lovely day for target practice on the 16th inst.
Tlie wind
was rather strong, still there were some very fine scores
made. The members were out in full force. The follow¬
ing are the leading score:—
Centennial Target, 25 half inch rings, off-hand.
Name.
Total.|
Name.
TotalA.tVatteuhoffer..'.155 F„ J. Wenck.151
M. Wintelcr... 153|Julos Fiffani...149
Wimbledon, off hand, oat of a possible 50.
Name.
Total. I
Name.
Total.
M. Wliueler.48 L. A. Jang..H
.Tub's Pi trout..42 A. Wattenhofer.41
l. J. Wenck.411
At the Crescent City Rifle Club tlie attendance was very
good, and until three o’clock in the evening tile firing was
very brisk. A very strong wiud was blovviug directly
across tlie targets. The following are tlie leading scores.-—
2'JO yards off-hand, possible 75.
Total.
Name.
Score,
L. B. Daponte_5 5 4 5 5 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 5 4
J. L. Itcvol.4 554 4 555515354 4
500 yards withont artificial rest, possible 75.
Name.
Score.
Dr. Geo. Itowe.5 4555445455555 5
R. G. Eyrich.4 5 5 4 5 1 5 5 4 5 -1 4 5 5 5
John Given, Jr.5 5 5534441 5 4 5 5 5 5
Dudley Selph .4 3 4-1 1 5 4 5 4 3 4 2 5 5 3
dales Piffant.2 4 3 5 3 5 5 2 5 1 4 5 4 5 4
X. U. Daponta.5 4 3 5 2 2 5 4 4 3 4 1 3 2 5
J. X. Revul.4 5 3 4 3 3 5 3 2 4 2 5 3 4 3
1,000 yards.
Geo. Howe.5 3 5 4 3 5 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 3 1
59
John Glynn, Jr. .. .3 43445253352434
f.4
Win.- Arms.3 5 4 3 3 2 4 2 4 4 5 4 3 0 4
60
Dudley Selph.5 5 5 3 3 3 4 0 0 0 4 4 2 3 4
45,
A, C. Smitu.2 35335301 2 43 0 II 3
III
John Ji. Remind.U 4 0 0 4 2 3 3 4 5 2 4'5 3 0
39

A team calling themselves the Unknown have issued a
challenge to shoot a match with a team from any olher
club in tbe State of Louisiana, at 1,000 yards. As tbero is
no other club in the State that has a longer range than
200 yards, we of course expect lively limes.
Gussm.

---

MILWAUKEE

RIFLE CLUB.

M II.WAUKEE, April 18th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The first competition for the Brodhead Held glass prize, at 500 yards
came off several days ago. O. D. Turner made 72 out of possible 75,
and wins the glass once. The second competition for the 200 yards prize,
came off last Friday lhe 11th inst. J. M. Arnold made 42 out or possi¬
ble 50, and wins the glass once. Score at 200 yards; 10 sbote off-hand:—
Name.
Total, j
Name.
Total.
J. M. Arnold.42|C. Turner...
37
E. Fielding.-.411C. Shuonds.32
John C. Wells.41 |X>. Fraukenberger.31
John Mcnnier.40|
Off-hand shooting, according to the Milwaukee Rifle Club rules, means:
Stand up on your feet like a little mau, “pnll down your vest, keep the
whole of the left hand forw ard of lhe trigger guard, and both amts tree
from the body, excepting where they hinge on the shoulder.
Wan Wan.
-*<*■California.—Capt. H. J. Bums and Mr. Pliilo Jacoby,

two expert rifle shots of Sun Francisco, recently shot an
inleresLingmalcli at Buena Vista Park, the conditions be¬
ing twenty shots each at 200 yards off hand at a Creedmoor
target, tl.c huts lo be measured, however, iustead of count¬
ed in the usual wav. Tlie match was brought about be¬
cause Mr. Jacoby byljmd tuaj the Creedmoor target did

FOREST AND STREAM
not give sufficient credit to tile superior marksmen; but
these who witnessed the match were convinced that, for
simplicity and economy in time, the present Oreedmoor,
or rather Wimbledon plan, was much superior to the old
system of string measurement. At the expiuiLion of the
twenty shois it was found that Capt. Burns’ string meas¬
ured 130 516 inches against 183 15-16 inches of Air. ,Ta' coliy.
Gen. Bulierman, of Virginia City, Nevada, has offered
to match live men against any five men of the Second Cal¬
ifornia Brigade, and a match will probably be marie.

<§amt j§iu] and 0/w.
MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH

FOR GAME,

Game in Market.—English snipe are unusually plenty,
selling from $1.50 to $3 per dozen, principally Western
birds, however, an indication, taken in connection with
the scarcity along the coast, that the birds are taking a
western flight. Wild pigeons are also very abundant, sell¬
ing for $1 per dozen. There are still a few ducks in mar¬
ket, selling at last week’s prices; the season, however, ex¬
pires on the 1st proximo.

—We have a letter from Air. J. W. Kiusey, of Barnegat
Inlet, controverting the charge of extortion preferred
against himself and tUe baymeu by our correspondent
Long, AI. D., in our issue of April 13ih. Air. Kinsey
bases the discomfiture of the Doctor’s party upon their
error or misfortune in coming at the wrong lime of tide,
when the yachts were aground ami the birds out of reach.
The charges for yacht, etc., wore the staled charges of $3.50
per day and “found," which means board for the gunner and
ammunition. Air. Kinsey is inclined to attribute their ob¬
jections to parsimony rather lhau sufficient cause. The
bayman especially complained of, as he stales, was Capt.
Joel Ridgeway, whom many of the readers of Forest and
Stream know favorably. ‘ Alorcover, no notification of the
coming of the parly was received in advance: and Air.
! Kinsey gets the laugh on them in the respect that they en¬
gaged a yacht at half price, and found to their chagrin,
that she was only a skiff. The letter is spicy, and on the
wlicde good natured, but it is evident the dislike was
tmituai all around. As Uio letter occupies four pages of
I foolscap, we have no room to print it all.
—The members of the First German New York Hunting
Club have resolved 10 Visit the Centennial Fair on the 10th
of June next, to meet their fellow sportsmen of the Ken¬
sington Hunting Club. At a recent meeting of the club
at the club rooms, No. 384 Pearl street, the following offi¬
cers were elected to serve for the current year: J. Kunz;
President; L. Msriseh, Vice President, H. Zjhn, Treasurer,
L. Bchuler, Secretary,
New Brunswick, Canada— Chatham, April 21st.—Wild
geese are not very plentiful along Hie coast lagoons this
spring. The fine weather brought them.along, but they
fouud their usual feeding grounds covered with ice, and
they have gone away again in large numbers. They will
I doubtless return again before the season is over.
Connecticut— Went Meri'lcii, April nth —Wo arc now
having a little snipe shooting here. Two sportsmen bag¬
ged nineteen birds near New Haven on the 10th of April,
and I have heard of some smaller hags since.
Von.
AIassacuuseTts—Salem, April 24/7t.— Since my last note
there have been not more than a dozen snipe shot arouud
Salem. At Newburyport there have been some killed, the
best being eight between two guns. The grounds aie good,
but the season is late, aud seems moreso each year. Water
birds are scarce-, only a few loons, sheldrakes, and an oc■casional gull remaining. '
Teal.
Maryland—Snow HiU, April 20th.—Snipe shooting on
our marshes has been remarkably good during the week.
Two gentlemen from Philadelphia, Aiessrs. Zina and Hope,
l bagged forty brace in three days, besides other game.
Messenger.

Wisconsin—Moniello, April 20th.—Water fowl are very
plentiful in this vicinity, especially the scaup, buffed-heads
and red-head ducks, which are abundant upon the waters
of Buffalo Lake, and upon the Fox River. However, the
ducks are very shy and hard of approach, consequently
but lew are killed. A few mallards and wood ducks are
preparing for nesting in this vicinity, and these two spe¬
cies, as also the teal, are protected by the game laws until
September 1st. Wild geese are to be seen in considerable
numbers, but I believe none have been shot in this section.
Pinnated grouse are as plenty as usual, and the caltiug of
the birds on the low lands sounds cheerily each morning.
Snipe, are unusually late this season in their northern migra¬
tion, and but very lew have as yet been seen in this section,
and it does not appear probable that the scotopams will be
[found here in sufficient numbers this spring to furnish much
sport. Quail aud woodcock tire rare birds in this section,
and are never found in quantities, although southward and
aloDg the Alississippi boitonis the birds are reported to be
Lplenty.
__
Fred.
PIGEON

MATCHES.

Michigan.—The

first public matches of the. Adrian
Shooting Association were shot at that place on the 14th
inst. There were a large number of persons present from
Toledo, Monroe, Hudson, and other towns, and brisk com¬
petition for the prizes. The following is the score of the
first match; five birds each, club conditions:—
Name.
Tola!.!
Name.
Total.
A. P. Fellows.4 W. ALi-u.
•Cl. A. Writ;lit..
t. j. Doikc.
Chiis. Wolcofi..
W. shepa <i.U
B. Fioney.
S. 11. Perkins.\
[ Tj A. Snow....
J. U. Grnnb...l
A. M. Blair...,
C, S. Siilesbory.
h
J. H. Snow....
L. Baker.3
J. F. Ojatlc...
J. TcrptHiny..
3
j. a wdeh .

Welch and Aten dlv.idud first money, aud Blair and
► Bupw, after shooting off with Fellows giyl Perkins, the

187

second. In the, grand match there were 32 entries. Con¬
ditions—10 birds titfph, 21 yards rise. The following is the
SCOre:—
Name.
Total,
Nome.
Total.
A. P. Fellows.
L A . Snow...
.«
J. O. Crabb....
P. McOsker ..
.• 7
B. Parker.
B. B»kn-.
;;;.•£
J. B. Baker....
C. K. Salubnry
W. WeiKonger.
Watt Aten.. ..
do
J. lteynohla_
John Hawley..
T>. M. Blair....
J). s. Kimball.
li. A. Finney..
J U. Warren..
J. B. Welch....
D C. WookolL.
J F. Chirk ...
Hk’liay. Sickles*.
W. Slinpu»d....
0|Jaa. Moore....
Jolm Davidrou.
7|Z. O. Plieatt..
J. IL Snow_
diJue Leonard..
.... 0
J. F. J)r;ike ...
8>B. Richards...
C. A. Wright
....
8lJ. Turpeuy. o
S. 11. Ptrklnb.0.

The first, prize was divided between J. Ha wley and Aten.
The ties for second money were shot off at 26 yards rise,
J. Leonard winning. Clark and Blair divided third prize,
and Von Weisengcr took fourth,
Detroit, April., April 21sf.—A contest for the Stale medal
took piace at Hamtramek Park on the 21st inst., and was
witnessed by a large crowd. The following is the score
of Hie shoot:—
Name.
Tots!
Name.
Total.

O. 1U o i an.
J. E. Limit . _
E. H. Gill man.
O. A. Alack.14
S Caitiff..
A. M. M. Vail Denser . 3
•). V. D. Elridgo. 8 H. Whipple,.. 3
L. Dnbois... ii|
Twenty-one yards rise, 80 yards boundary, ground traps.

—This week flic IwoLengue championship games will lie
plnyed in Ibis city, the first being that “between the
Brooklyn “Red Stockings” and the Bostons, and the*
second between the former and I lie Hartford “Dark Blues."
The nines will be as follows in the Hartford game:—
Brooklyn,
rnsmox.
nAit-riruRj),
Hicks.Catcher. Allison.
MulhewH.Pilcher.Bond.
Start.Firm base..Mills.
Graver.Second base.Burdock.
Nicliols.Third base..Feiguson.
Haltihan.Short stop.Carey.
Booth.Left field.York.
Haldewonb.Centro field.Rcrnscn
Treaty.Eight field.Iliglmm.

—The Harvard College nine played two good games in
April, they defeating the Lowell professionals by 3 to 1,
and losing to tlie Boston Reds by 2 to 0 on tv. They
have a new nnd effective pitcher in Ernst.
—The Hartfords played the Charter Oaks April 19lh,
and put in Cummings to pitch, the score being 2U to 1, tlm
Oaks making but three base hits. On the 20t.li they played
the Trinity College nine—a stronger team—and they put in
Bond to pitch, aud the College players were defeated by 11
to 0, they not scoring it single base hit, Bond put out 7
men, and Allison 14 all from the pitching.
—On Saturday ihe Bostons play the Hartfords at. Bostou,
and the New Havens play the Brookiyns at New Haveu-

—The pigeon shooting match for the Louisiana State
championship, 17single and 9 double rises, was shot on the
21st: inst., and won by J. H. Ackley, who scored 32 to L.
(J. LeBreton’s 29.

—The St. Louis nine had difficulty in escaping defeat at
the hands of the co-operative Stocks on Saturday, as Ilio
score shows the St. Louis winning by 3 toloiilv. On
Wednesday the St. Louis nine played the Red Stocking
team, and the Browns bad difficulty in winning, score .5 lo
3 only.
The St. Louis nine will be Clapp, Bradley,
McQeary, Bathing, Mack, Cuthbert, Pike, aud Bl'ong,

ANNUAL SPRING HUNT AT COUNCIL
BLUFFS, IOWA.

—The Cincinnati Reds began play last week, their open¬
ing match being with the Covington Stars, and they won
by 7 to 4 only. Gould is Captain of the Reds.

„
„
Council Bluffs, April 15th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The annual spring hunt of the Connell Bluffs Sportsman's Club camu
off on'Friday the 14 h inst. Game baa been very scarce all of the sea¬
son, and was made much more scarce by a heavy snow storm which pre¬
vailed all or I he day before the hunt. IL Grune and A. G\ Graham were
chosen captains, aud the following members composed Hie sides:—
__ GRUNE'S BIDE.
_ J. URAHAAt’a
G. II. Babbitt,
L. W. Babbitt,
J. Beresheim,
tV Boman,
S. C. Bowman,
J. W. Chaprmm,
J.C, Hoffmayr*
R J. Cory,
John Keller,
,11. Hey wood,
J. Ci Morgan,
13. F. Montgomery,
IL Mu Ills,
J. W. Morse,
\V. Oliver.
Joseph j\lrtNS,
Charles Piefer,
rt. (J. Nutt,
G. .Richardson,
J. T. Oliver,
W. P. Wigbtmnn.
Dr. Wall*
Col. Nutt and C. H. Babbitt, were absent from the city and R. J. Cory
atuIW.P. Wigbtman did not hunt. The following is the score:—
Capt, Graham's side, 374; Capt. Grunts tide, 259.
E. P. A. P

Rational ffapimes.
BASE BALL.

—The Bostons were badly whipped in Philadelphia on
April 24ih by Hie Athletics, on the occasion of their second
game together the Blues winning by 20 to 3, A lively ball
was used,
—The Harlfords play in Brooklyn on Monday, and in
Hartford with the Brookiyns on Friday. On Saturday they
go to Boston, playing them also on May 1st.
—The Hartfords had difficulty in defeating the Yale
College men at Hartford on April 22; The score at the
close of tbe sixth iuniDgs stood at 1 to o only in favor of
Yale. The final score, however, i as 5 i., t in inviu of
Hartford. Bond and Knight pitched for the two nines.
—The League Association championship contests were
inaugurated at Philadelphia on April 32d, on which occa¬
sion Liie Boston and Athletic Clubs played their first game
together this season, the result being the success of the Red
Stockings as will be seen by the appended score. Though
out-balled by the Athletics the Reds won by superior
fielding and base running, two departments of the game
which, if well attended to, will always excel the batting
feature. A dead bail was played with, and hence hard
hitting of a lively rubber bait was not allowed lo nullity
the effects of skillful play iu the field:—
BOSTON 4.
Wright, s. s. 2
Leonard, 2d b.... U
U'Kimrke, c. f.. . ]
Murnan,
b..., 1
Schafer, 3d b.1
McGinlcy, c. 1
Maiming, r, f. 0
Parks, 1, f. 0
JosepHS, p. 0
6

0

1

E!
ATHLETIC.
R
0 Force, s. a.0
I Higgler, c. f .o
0 Filler, 1st b.1
b Vtejerle, 2d b.1
II 'intoii, 3d b. 0
& Coons, C...
2
OlHaU, 1. r.o
j|Fo >i?er, r. f. 0
3.Knight, p. 1

—The Louisvilies had a ten inning game with a strong
amateur nine April 20lh, wiuuing by 4 to 3 only
Chap¬
man, Hague, Allison, Pearce, Ferguson, and Avery were
among the field eleven.
—The following are the latest games played in the pro¬
fessional arena:—
April ?5th, Boston vs. Mntnal, at Brooklyn.7 to 6
April 25th, Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at Cincinnati_. ...2 to 1
ApiU25;h, Chicago vs. Louisville, at Louisville.4 to 0
CRICKET.

—The St. George Cricket Club will open at Hoboken on
Wednesday next, May 3d. Mr. Giles has brought the field
up to quite a high condition, aud it never looked as well
as it does now.
Tire Knickerbocker Base Ball Club opened play there
on April 24th, their field, too, being in fine condition.
—At arecent competion at throwing a cricket ball entered
into at Eton College, England, Mr. Forbes threw a ball the
unprecedented distance of 132 yards, or 396 feet. The
previous best throw on record was that of B. B. Faucet I ,
127 yards 1 foot 3 inches. This throw of Mr. Forties very
nearly equals that of John Hatfield'of this city, who at a
throwing match at the Union grounds, threw a five and a
quarter ounce base ball, nine inches in circumference, the
distance of 400 feet, or 133 yards and 1 foot, the longest
throw of a ball on record in either country. Forbes’ thiow
was aided a little by wind, Hatfield’s was made across thewind.
—The Toronto Ciub has elected the following officers for
1876: President, Lieut-Col. Cumberland; Vice Presidents,
Thomas Swinyard, Major Draper, G. W. Yarker, the
Mayor; Committee, J. O. Heward, H. Totten, J. L. Gor¬
don, H. C. Sproul, R. Gamble, D. It. Wilkie, F. G. Goslin,
W. Hector, J. Mar (land; Hon. Secretary, W. Pickering;
Treasurer, li. H. Belhune. The Secretary’s report shows
a very favorably stale of affairs, with a membership list of
nearly 300.
—The Star Base Ball Club of Syracuse, which last year
made a good reputation among amateur clubs, bus re¬
organized for 1876 with the following nine:—McGlynn,
McCormick, McKinnan, Mortal, Maddern Dorgun, Geer,
Croscup, Dunn, aud Adams.
Most of these are names
well known among base baliisls, and with such a nine,
with manager Brackett at their head, the Stars should be
certain of success this season. The Stars will probably
make a western tour early in May, and in June will hold a
grand tournament at Syracuse.
—The New York tourney closed its fifth week of playing
on April 22d, wheu the score of games played, wou, lost,
and drawn stand as follows:—

0

3

1

8 27

Total. 5 30 27 15 33
Boston.II 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 2-6
Athletic.0 1 0 0 - U 3 0 0 1—5
Runs earned—Athletic, 2; Burton, 1. First base by errors—Athletic.
3; Boston, 6. Umpire— Wm. McLean. Time of game—2:05.

It will be seen that while the Athletics excelled in the
batting by 10 base hits to 8, and two earned runs to one,
the Bostons had the best fielding score by 7 to 13 in total
fielding errors, and 3 to 6 of first base allowed by errors.
—The Brookiyns played tiro Ariingtons at the Union
Grounds on April 22, it being the first game played on that
field this season. The Brooklyn professionals won easily
by the appended score:—
Mutuals....1 0 0 3 2 0 1 4 0—11
Arlington. .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Umpire—Mr. Kenny, of Athletic Club. Time of game—Two hours
First, base by errors—Mutuals, 8; Arlington, 0. linns earned—Mutuals,
0; Arlington, 0.

—On Saturday, April 22d, fully two thousand people sur¬
rounded field No. 1 at Prospect Park, the occasion being a
practice match between the Nameless aud Produce Ex¬
change Clubs, two legitimate amateur clubs. After a well
played game ihe score ended as follows:—
Produce Exchange.2 0 0 0 2 0 0 4
Nameless...2 0 5 0 4 2 0-13
Umpire—Air. Ducbarme.

—The CUicagos opened play on the 20th of April, and
defeated a field nine by 37 to 0, giving them four outs.
—Tbe Bostons won their third game with the New Ha¬
ven? on April 21st, by 0 to 8 only, at New Haven,

PLATERS.
GAMES WON.
Atheruni.14
Elisor.
.33
Mackenzie..
Masii
.10

GAMES LOST.
4
a

GAMES DRAWN.
1
II

1

biirt.

Becker.:. 7
Richardson.6
Koser.fi
Brenzinger.5
Dclraar. 5

3
5
6
5
5

3
o
n
l
0

All others have lost more than they have won, as the
Score below shows:—
PLAYERS.
GAMES I
Hind. 10
“Smith".ill
Pttincll.. 9
Perrin,. 9
Baird. 8
Dell...... 7

0

List of Skeletons, Etc. By Dr. H, C. Yarrow.
Dr. H. C. Yarrow, Naturalist of Wheeler's Survey, hue prepared for
distribution among naturalists and surgeons during ihe Centennial Exhibi'ion, a list of Ihe skeletons and crania in the Section of Compara¬
tive Anatomy of the Army jVledical Museum at Washington. The en¬
tire museum contains about 20,000 specimens, and tlm section of com¬
parative anatomy 1,522 specimens belonging to all the ( lasses of Ihe an¬
imal kingdom, and collected from various parts of the world. The ap¬
propriations for the support or the Museum have been hitherto too
limited to permit the expenditure of any considerable sum on the col¬
lection of comparative anatomy. The specimens enumerated were for
the most part collected by medical and other officers of the army on duly
at frontier posts. For the present, any Increase of ihe col lection can
duty be expected from such donations, which wilt thankfully he re¬
ceived, or from exchanges of duplicate .specimens, which, however, as
yet are only possible to a very limited exteut. This catalogue seems to
have been made with great cure, and will no doubt stTve a valuable pur¬
pose its a list of reference.

FOREST AND STREAM
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THELEFEVERGUN

§atels and ^edorts for ^yortgmm.

The blooming grove park club ]

GRAND

House will be opened for members and their 1
families on JUNE 1st, 13T6. Board for the season at j
the usual moderate prices. Permits, with fishing and I
shooting privileges, will be issued to parties desiring*
to visit the Park. Office, 37 Park Row, Room 23.
|
M. VUCASSOV1CH,
■
ap!271t
Supt. at Clnb House. ■

Board During Centennial

THE ROD AND

IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SELECT TRANSIENT AW'D PERMA-J
nent parties can be accommodated by a privates

OF

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
Will hold their Second Annual Bench Show
April

S6

and

27,

1870.

AT CITY HALL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
In addition to the regular Clnb Prizes, a large n

Lefever Bi'eecli Loaders.

her of valuable

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES
Muzzle
THESE

Loaders Altered to

Breech

J^OARD for dogs and horses.

Loaders.

BENS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GDNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

SPECIAL PRIZES
Will be ottered.
Premium Lists and Entry Blanks may be had by
addressing
ROBERT O. MORRIS,
mch29t_Secretary,

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
and action of IhiB celebrated gun, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

THE HEW BALLARD RIFLE
WITH MARLIN’S PATEN f

Automatic Extractor and Reversible Firing-pin.

Firs*-cla88 accommodation; plenty of Hpring water;
terlns low. Address HENRY B. HURST, Hock
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Rbckbbnobh:
Robert Francis, 47 Brnad street,
Thou. E. Smith. 498 Canal.
William A. Badly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest and Siream, 17 Chatham.

T710R SALE-TWO THOROUGHBRED
IJ
setter pups, ont of a bitch of the Gildersleeve
sirain. by one eyed Saccho; color, orange and white;
12 weeks old. Address Box No. 2 Peekekill. N. Y,

Thoroughbred scotch deer, or

Stag Hounds, from Gen. Cnsler’s and the late
Hon. K. C. Barker's slock. I have four dpg whelps
of November Mill, and a three year old bitch dne to
whelp in June. Will deliver the whelps to the ex¬
press office, boxed, for $30 each, and the bitch at $50.
OAKLEIGH THORNE.
ap!27 4t_Millbrook, Dutchess Co ,N. Y,

For

sale—an

extra

good,

staunch,thoroughbred, exceedingly well broken
setter; good retriever; price $U0. To be t-olil for
want of use. Address D. ALLERTON, Jr., Mount,
Vernon. Westchester county. New York.It
SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
u’nriDg Every cake is stamped
nfumripil “SnrnfT’s
worms.
"Spratt’s Patent. “
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
ap!13
We are beginning to turn out the new rifles, and will be able to fill orders with reasonable promptness.
The workmanship will be found superior to any other in the market, and the rifles are warranted m every par¬
ticular. Sent C O. D., or on receipt of amount. Regularly organized dabs desiring to test the target rifles
can do so by ordering through a party of known responsibility, and agreeing to return in perfect order, freight
prepaid, allowing three days for trial.
Price List:
No. 1.—Round barrel, blued frame, 44 cal., rim or centre fire, interchargeable, 26 in., $27.00; 28 in.,
$23.00; 30 in.$20.00
No. 2 —Octagon barrel, blued frame, rim or centre fire, 32, 38, and 44 ca!.: 26 in., $29.00 ; 28 in., $30.50;
30 in.!.I ... J 33.00
No. 3.—Same as No. 2, 22 cal.; 24 in., $30.00; 26 in., $81.50; 28 in., $38.00: 80 in. 34.50
No. 4 — Octagon barrel, extra heavy ca«e-hardened frame, first class in everv respect, fully wairantcd,
3S. 4r, 4i. 45. and 50 cal.; 26 in., $32.01; 28 in., $34.00; 30 in., $86.00; 32 in., $38 00; 34 in. 40.00
No. 5.—“Pacific,” same as No, 4. $Dnble set triggers, cleauingrod under the barrel; 28 in., $40-00, 30 in., 42.00
No, 6.—"Off-Maud,” 40 and 44 eak, 30 and 32 inch barrel, hand-made stock, German style, extra lino
registering sights, double edt triggers... 75.00
No. 7,—“Creedmoor Al,” lo 1,?l0 yards, 44 cal. to 110 grains, selected hand-made pistol grip stock,
finest Vernier and wind gange sights, with spirit level, sight ca9e, finest finish. 103.CO
No. 8.—“Creedmoor,” same as Al, but not. so highly finished. 85.(0
No. 9.—“Creedmoor,” without pistol grip. 75.CO

Address

SCHOVERLINGr & DALY,
[P. O. Box 5380.]

JckTcom.

84 and SG Chambers St., New York.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

plete assort¬
ment of Rifles H
Of all we: I
known and re¬
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their price-. Rave just received a* stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the 100 yard range on ibe premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, corner
Warren St., N. Y.
dec23 6m

Fysshe and Fysshgnge. Century Game Register.
From the “Bokc of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaak Walton in Hib “Angler,”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary ny Geo. W. Van Siclen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy tinte 4 paper; square 12mo,, 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced;
The charming old hook, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it..
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or ojder it C. O. D.
from Forest and Stream.
apl27 3m

EVOM

Registers from I to 10,000. Keeps correct record of
any known game, and both points and games. Just
tbe size of ordinary playing cards. Just the thing for
avunlnnn in
In camp.
sutnn
Onltf rl’W
ff.MTY.Ii11VIt! cents a
11
evenings
Only
TWENTY-FIVE
pair. Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CENTUHST GAME REGISTER CO.,
P. O. Box 329.
Washington, D. C.
_ _ „
_.__Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Frnit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—85c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, ISc
Gsilcsio’s Treatise on
tbeCitms Family (Iranslated from the French), $1
Address Walton & Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Nay
where you saw this.
apl.T? tf

HOFE.
THOR 8 ALE—TWO MACPARLANE

Manufacturer and Dealer in

m

1

THE LEADING REEL MAKER

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
10* FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
(i;>127 3m

JJ
Muzzln Loading Double Gnus. One Heal., 33
Inch barrel, 19} lbs , $150; and one 12 cal , 30 inch
barrel, 7 7-8 lbs , $1C0; both in cases complete. Also,
several second hand rifles and revolvers very cheap,
Apply to
HODGKINS A HAIGIL
api87 4t
7 Warren si reef.

For sale—second

hand scout

& Son C. F. Breech Loading Gnn. 10 cal., two
barrets, ntfe 2« and one 30 inch; in English sole leather
i; $175, Apply to
HODGKINS & HAIGH,
> ? 4i
dr
?7 Warn?si
Wsrrflti A*,
mol
aplS7
street.

19

family, strictly first class with reasonable charge*.-jl
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of^
Exhibition term. The bouse is situated within 12 I
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minntQM
fiom the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65 , via Pennsylvania Railroad, for ■
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant, only »
200 yards from the house. Address
L. GARVER, 2908 N. J6ih St.. Philadelphia.
I
Reference: Wm. U. Haaris, Forest and Sr ream,
New York City.
apl20tf ■

rpHE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

Chicaeo & Northwestern Railway.

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.1
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, an l cover about all tne country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch
reaches Racine. Kenosha, Milwaukee, and tbe coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes throiiuul
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond dn Lac, Greciv
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward fronl
iLiroy,
li runs to
io and
ana through
inrougn Winona,
w inona, Owatonna,
utoomuh, St.
di. i
Elroy, it
Peter, Mankato, New Ulm, and stops not until Luke*!
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another line starts fromli
Chicago and rune through Elgiti and Rockford to Free-*4|
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,-1
Galina and Dnbuque. ana the country beyond. StlM
another line runs almost due westward, and parses
through Dixon, sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), CedarH
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council I
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named is the “GREAT J
TRANS-CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and tbe pioncejJI
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, I
Montana. Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast ..H
It Tuns through tbe Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and «
is ihe safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, 1/n- j
coin, and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyennd3J|
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson<* Sac¬
ramento. san Francisco, and all other points wee" "
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN :
THTS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN*
TAGES-FOR
ALr.no—run, rnAmia
PRAIRIE uniuiACrDi,
CHICKEN, Duv.r
DUCK,
GBE-E, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and;
Bear Hunting, aud tor Brook Trout, Lake Salmon',
tike, Pickerel, aud Buss Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
Will he found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
W. H. STENNETT, 1
Gen, Supt.,Chicago.
Geu.Pass. Agt.,Chicago,
aplli
FOR SALE, OR TO DIET.'

DOGS, and SHOOTING.
THE AMERICAN KENNEL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Arnold Bvf.ges, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving fall practical inetrnotiona for Breeding,
Breaking; and Kennel Management; and Stud List«*f
Pedigrees of 300 Imported andNutive Dogs in the U.S
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo., $4.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Cast. A. U. Bogardus, "Champion Wing-Shot" of
America. Illustrated. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOAL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models ana
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., ami spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
•»*To be had through any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of pr.ee, by J. B. FORD,
dsCO..N.Y.
mchIC 12t

For sale-gordon setter pups,

three months old. from pure bicod. Full pedi¬
gree given. Color, black ami lan.
Both Jin and
Tom are very good on quail and Gronso.
apUO
11. B. VONDBRSMITII, Lancaster. Pa.

English

stud

setter

from

Thos. Slaitar's Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog L,Kl.TON will he allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
mi'.ii!) 3m

Lemon

and white, irish red,

and Black and Tan (Gordon) Puppies; alBo,
thoroughly broken Hunting Dogs for sale
L. R. MORRIS, Campbell's Station.
mohO 8t
Guernsey Co„ Ohio.

Stud

English

setters,

from

Llew-Bliin's Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prizewinners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or bine blood, at $60 each, gold For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
Bgalu free of charge._ fejj94 3ni ,
DOGS

TRAINED.

Setters and pointers

taught

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, end controlled by hand and whistle, for$50.
Extra field practice, $60. Tricks tanght. Dogs boarded
for $6 per nromb.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brnsh Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Bine Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gnnmaker, 61 Elm
street. Boston.
novlS 6m

HENRY
GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and lor Bale, medicines adapted to
the enre of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonsbie compen¬
sation. No. 11 i Sonth Fifth ave.. N. Y,
Oct 22

PURE

gale.
City, Del.

BRED
ledigrees.

SETTER PUPS FOR
1L YON Ct!LIN. Delaware
dec23eow6m

This mustache produced by I he useo;
KDYKE'S BEARD ELIXIR, withont in
K jury, or will forfeit $100. Safe and sure
FWith full directions, postpaid, 25 cents
A. L. SMITH & CO.,

aj.127 7t

Palatine, Ills.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is 24 stories, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on eon tin
end. On first floor are parlor*, sir ting-room, and
dining room; wide hall through the centre. Upstuira
are 9 bed rooms, all 'large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient: cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a arable and carriage house, chicken®
house, shed, coal, tool, and ice tioum. The grounds
are well laid out and taatefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue lendingfrom the road to the house skirts a bcuutifol lake, on
the border of which tbe house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and laud embraeg
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it in ele,;uut
and healthy; for manufacturers it ts convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there*
is no better place in tho State. Apply to
R FRANCIS,
mch2 6rn
47 Broad street. New York,

BELMONT

HOTEL,

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Ainas ,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in tbe centre of the city, and easily reached]
by street cars and etagea. Elevators, steum, and all
modern improvements' Rooms (European plan), §1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, ana PrivaiGi
Diniug-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rales. Tho
most convenient location, a qniet and comfortable!
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage1* afforded at the "BELMONT.”
nichSO 6m
B ARD Y & CO., Proprietors.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.

55 BROMFLELD STREET,
Bostou Mans.

The House for Sportsmen.

fet>17 tf.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada;
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for genLlemen sports¬
men from al) parts of the United States aud Canada.

IIA YANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reducetfthe prices of rickets aa follows:

Whole, $20; h 810; i, 85; 1-5,
1-10, §2; 1-20 81.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days
a prepared’ m
to J“"
fill all
j orders. Circnlara sent
upon application. Highest price paid Tor Spanish Buna
ollls, Governments, Ac- TAYLOR dr CO.,Bankers,

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. 3AMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (f.O feel), 17.94 milts per honr; M1NNEHABA, now building (55 feel), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Offices

30

Power

COURTLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

»T.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Rucking, Western Sporting and Hacking.
Also, Mining and .Blasting Powders.
0FFICE3—13 Broad st,, Boston; 19 Exchange at., B,iff do; 9 Stato at., Chicago; 327 N. Second st., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

GUNPOWDER.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont’s
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

The strange.t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

BUILDERS

POWDER

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
e?fSENI) FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR._ap!63m_

W IT Vanity Fair.

There can be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly

.

CANOE FOR SALE

At St. Augrustine, Plorithi.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of Peierboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.
mch9 tf

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are li to 15 feet long,
and liave ample c’pacuy for fiom one to four persona
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE Ll>T.

J. H. RUSHTON, Manuf’r,
mch9 3m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
H.

M. SPRAGUE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Jan27 3m

Of any Desired Length and Size.
7
PariBbville, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Camping Tents

J \J 1
11
8havcd from the Best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerechanm and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send forcir
cuiar.
\VN. S. KIMBALL
CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y, State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasiiug twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH. 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadwaj, N Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Phila.
J, W. LEANE & CO,, 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mar2;j

('■ TARTAN, Greenwood, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A

(Established in 1801),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCKING. EAGLE BIPLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.

F. L. K neel an (1,
Feb 10-ly

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selcctmglocalities for fishing, either for Tronfc
or Salmon. For sale at the office of Forest and
Stream. Price $2.
apl6 tf

CHALLENGE.
Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil,' Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating' of the Barrel in Cupid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anu cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. Only.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard's “American Sporting.”

He challengi-y all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder' 200 rounds, wiihout wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1.000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in auv position at some distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the Ihree ranges; sighting
BhotH extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well udapfed for shot guns. *
Inqnire for the “Dittmnr Ponder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANP’G GO.,
Nkponskt. Mass.

Nos. I (fine) to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

Founded July 4, 1808.

Hazard's “Electric” Powder.

Hazard a “Duck (shooting."
Nob. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12J lb. kogs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water ehooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.”

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
gupplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
■melling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra slems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve iuches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
nov!8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting" FG, In kegs of 25
121, and 61 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Bifie powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s ajents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

88 ’Wall Street. NewYork.
U. S. Camp Lounge Co.,

SPECIALTY.

All widths aud weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
to any part of the world.
S. A. HARWOi»D.
mchi6 3m
71 West Broadway,'N. Y.

manufacturers of the celebra¬
or GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”

Tlie Hazard Powder Co.,

For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare honrB. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.

THE

21 Park Row, N. Y

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qnaluicH he chuma for his powder.

Gunpowder.

From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
Wc have received from Messrs. Kimball & Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers cl»im for ir. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
tmokers.

LAFLIN&RAND POWDER Co.,
Sole proprietors and
ted. ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

70 Wall Street, New York.

From A. B, Lambcrton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fjagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne pitta ultra
of natural leaf.

AND

Canvas Boats
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed

HUl’ONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The beet for rifies and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 tbs., 12) lbs.,
and 6} lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and ) lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less reBk.ii ■
nm than anr otherBrands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD Oli METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

Established in 1843.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead

R. H. ALLEN & CO.
For
Agricultural Implements,Machines
Seeds and Fertilizers,
address the above at 189 and 191 Water Street, or
P. O. Box 376,
NEW-YORK CITY.
apU3ly

THOR BALE—ONE SHARE IN THE
JL'
Oquossoc Angling Association, Rangely Lake,
Maine. Largest Brook Tront east of ltocky .Moun¬
tains, Apply at Forest and Stream office,
ap!13 4t

MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.
The I'ojmlar Sheridan Lonnge, $5plain; glOquilted
is the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
Co.'s. 102 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOCtVT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday, A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, £5 cents;
Children under twelve, 10 cents.
Jan6 ly

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for $100.

E&

H.

ANTHONY

&

CO., 501

• Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Ghromoa and Frames Stereoscopes and View’s,
Graphoscopes, Megaleihoscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. i hoto-Lantcm Slides a special¬
ty. , Manufacturers of Photographic materials,
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition

au5-ly

100

FOREST AND STREAM

Massachusetts l Arms Go.
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

MANUFAC’BS OF

MAYNARD’S PATENT

MID-RANGE

SPORTING- RIFLES &
SHOT GENS.

For

IIIustrated

and

Price

Circular

Inst, Ad¬

dress as above.

General Agents—WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
WM. M FOWLER &-Co„ 300 Broadway, N. Y._

The Most Approved

np!20 •

System

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

31ilitary | Rifles.

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ancc at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener...Greener.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.i
.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its t^ore false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six gong.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
: s t—Pape.Du\ idson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long RaDge, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, witn a charge of 3± dr. to 1£ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2£ ozT shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cnp, valued at £-15,
wa-’ also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858- 1<59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dpc2 if_NO AGENTS,_

accuracy,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

FROM STOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
und No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are bow im¬
ported direct to onr NEW Y’ORK
OFFICE, and so’d by the Maiiufootnw.-.vo t-r.
Af WM at
ot
/acturers,
to SPORTSMEN
the following prices.
, Pioneer, - - - - #65 Gold.
Tolley, - - - .
Standard, - - 115
National, - HO
Challenge, - ISO
Paragon, - 225
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, on
onr new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENET RATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BliANCH OFFICE, 29 Jffiiiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

London Gun Trial,
1 875.

J. D. DOUGALL’S

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

Arms Comp.,
‘REMINGTON’S”

Cartridge Loader,
WEBB’S PATENT.
For loading Paper and Metal Shell?, or cafes—for Breech-loading Shot Guns—
Combining Powder and Shot Meauires—Crimper—Cutler— Wad Starter—Rammer
— m fact all that is necessary to load Shells in one machine.

Express Guns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)

W. W. GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Guns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Wit
of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
Class 3, for 8 and 30 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tt ar Trials, July,
1875. 2.500 shots tired without dgterioranon.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made, an aver¬
age pattern of 211 shots in a. 30-inch circle, at 40 yarris,
with a 12-bore gnn, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have just, received* a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
gnus at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably, he ihe
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stork.
Sole New York Asent for liolabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Snirs- Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Gaine Laws for all ihe Stales,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial, Ready
March 1st.
janlSly

Discount to

P. 0. Box 399-1,

Armory, Ilion, N. Y.

ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 \o. 6, IU

l^s’
',(sj

yards.
HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION

*■

MANUFACTURER OP TUB

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my 27

W. W. GREENER’S

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
i£ GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cnp,
|? vulne.40 guineas, at the Great LonI don Field Trial 1875, healing *3
.:th 68 guns, also winning
ill the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
gnus will kill from 8(J to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, ana will
f-hoot well with smalt shot wilh a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gnn Trial apply to Messrs, McLtirnn, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louie, U. S. A. Address

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

SNEIDEK
BREECH

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
ISi-eeelx Coailing1 Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cips easily oxiracted froth inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap lias been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in Bteel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any lenslh ordered, from
to
inches.
shells and Loudors. and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the couutry. GKO. E. HART <fe CO., 303 and 365 Market st<« Newark, N. J.

From Captain Dogardus, Champion Wing: Shot of America.
Messrs, George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen--Thefifty shells I received from you. to-day snit me better than any I have ever need. They
{ire stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yonrs truly,
may 13-ly
A. TL Boauunre,

.■ •

PRICE LISTS. <fcc„ON APPLICATION TO
21 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

Solid Breech Snap Aetion.

Hart’s

i?.'•v * .
*, * • . ..

TRIAL

.

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

JOSEPH C. DANE,

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

>.

m

.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
BIGBY’S Celebrated

Paper and Metallic Shells

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Tin pot have to nns?cr*\v the head nor use an awl to remove
•xploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of Orel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Holms’ patenr waterproof primers, never miss fire, and arc
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

m

;,V

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

Dealers,

N. Y.

Pattern mdeu by
our Close-hjiont-

[1875.

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
Broadway,

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,

Mannfaclnrcrs of Pine Guns and Hides.

FIELD

Length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.

Nos, 281 and 283

Made to Oi-tler

GREAT

J)KSIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send 1 or Circulars.

WhitneyvUle, near New Haven, €<

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

H. C. Squires^0- 1£rS!“‘,“
THE

For Simplicity of Construction

^REVOLVERS

FIXE

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

CREEDMOOR

’0
. & W. TOLLEY’S

LOADING

SHOT

GEN.

PRICES, 930.00 TO 9230.Oil.

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breech
Loading.

W. \Y. GBEENER,

Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

A:

SSneider.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

214 W. Pratt st„ Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & .POWELL,

,

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the: Sports-nien of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STKENTli and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the^ action so great, that
W. ife P. Teel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor w ill be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET.
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

6 tf

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainly, t
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges lor 10 and 13 gauges art
now on the market,
jy3 ly

;

Manufacturer ouly of first class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Guns of all Descriptions.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bene, clocked, or
straight—wan anted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Enfribh chilled shot, in 28 lb. bags.
Repairing und engraving promptly al tended lo.

No. 01 Elm Street, Host oil,
feb3 ly

Comer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARDIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELL*, either end up, revolves on eentre
slides, weighs hnt. H pounds, and Is only G inches
wide. Holders tinre at ion so aa to quickly receive
the shells, mid, being elastic, secure!.!/ clasp the same.
For esse of action and rapid abootiog It excels any¬
thing of the kind Invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $0.50.
In ordering, "Ive the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
jy23-ly
N. S. GOSS, Neoahq Falls,Kan,

FOREST AND STREAM
NOW

101
THE

READY

NEW

BOSTOJST

THE ORVIS REEL

W Ann St., N. Y.

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.
“

“

Wading.rackets .

6.00

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price 810. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American I)o£ Biscnils,
NO l.-Tllis Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated fo make it light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the hue may diy without removing it from the reel after use. Hus a very perfect
dick. It Is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary z0 yard reels. It U quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up m neat Black Walnut
Case, price #5.
NO. *3—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, G. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in thia
country. Put up In packages of 10,25. and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for night. Bhooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, oto.; the best light ever invented. 86 25.

C. F. OltTlS & CUm Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

ABBEY & IMBRIE.
6COCESSOK8 TO

ANDREW CLERK «& CO.
48 Maiden. Lane, N. Y.
TMPOKTKna. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Fishing Tackle,

On hand the larges, and best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United Slates. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON A AD BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon ana Tront Flies, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Basque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof I',raided Silk Lines, ever-’ size and quality of

McBride

Having

Flies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father, John
MeBi ide, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacka, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thom-and Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these Hies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
beet suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe fcromty. N. Y.
DecS-l.y

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
beet quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
ertiss, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket in back for carlridges. Entire snit, 815.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
FISH

HOOKS.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass und • rout Fly Kod and Tackle for Brook,
Kiver, and Sen Fishing.
FINE HOD MOUNTINGS.
GreenUenrt wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest P.eminm awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 18.4.
mch9 Cm

A Remarkable Desk.

Fishing Tackle,
Roils, Reds. Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Units, Fish Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH A AD MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured aud Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER
lOl

&

All sizes

“Tiie Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.

And every Variety and Style of
Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack's, Ac., &c.
fcplit BambooT_Trout aud Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St- Lawrence Fishing Co. 8ole Im¬
porters of Wanin's Celebrated Drilled

Hurl’s Metallic Shells.

The most complete portable bout constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds, L’an be packed in
space or less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, H feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2,10 feet, weight 10 pounds. 32.00
No. 3. 12 Teet, weight 12 pounds. 10,00
sepfl
The Gosa Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or meial cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but II pounds, aud only II Inches
wide. 'Priee, C. O. D.. $(i 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
Uogardus' New Hook, “Trip lo England.”
Willi how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 30 cents.
Sole agent in Now York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and egga for collectors,
Buck’s heads, aud game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen In the camp Or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Oflice
order, or registered loiter to

We offer this season an entirely new design or
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which wo have
been assisted by I he advice and suggestions of our
best resideut sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit Is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, und
nothing neglected to render the snit perfect in every
reBpect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visorcd Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order nny size required, at a
moment's notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially ndapted lor spotk-meu, designed ami
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, und to which
we cult the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, hi cause it meets lhe
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture scan by u« before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combin’Tig rile bo 4. points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adopted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
aud satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in thiB latter respect.'*
Persons ordering from a distance nerd send only
the following to be sure or aperient fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G W SIMMONS & SON,
"OAK IIALL," BOSTON, MASS.
aplfi fim_

Waterproof,
Mildew-proof,
AND

Moth-proof

EATON & CO.,
P. O. Box 5,100.
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. 17 Amt street, New York City.
“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is lo a canal boat.”—John C,New, Treasurer
United States.

HUNTING,

HOLAB1RD,
FISHING

WALLER,

Garmen is,

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.
PATENT

TREATED BY AN
IMPROVED

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Nets,

Process.
New and simple method of Revolving Cartridge
Belts, Fa 10mod November 9th, 187A
Improved
uutnodof securing Shells in Belts and Vests either
end up.
EVERY GARMENT MADE SPECIALLY TO OR¬
DER.
COllDCROY. FUST I AN, TAN CI1LORED DUCK,
AND OTHER FABRICS.
Illustrated Price List sent on Application.

WATERPROOFED UNDER A
Patented

Process.

The texture is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, aud it will remain permanently united
wi'h the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the dura¬
bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost will commend them to all.

Bradford & Anthony,
mcb9 tf

SOLE AG BATS, BOSTON.

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY.
374 Washingtoa St., Boston.

Manufactured in lliree sizes aud three grades by the

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA.
N. Yr Agency—John R. Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggoner & Co., 420 a alnut.
Boston—J. F. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call aud examine, or send for price list.
aplG

GEO. C. HENNING,
410 Seventh Street,
Apr 29 lv

Something New!
THREE

JOHN It RIDER,
Corner Second mid Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING GUN?,

Guns, llifles,ristols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on band a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels. Fly Books, Salmon Flics,
Waterproof Silk Lines. Silk and Hair Trim f. Lines,
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a largelot. ©f Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins iu great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
lYwliii!”- Tackle,
Fishing; Rods,

Fisli Hooks.
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
1 have on hand several fine tront Tods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited namber. Ad¬
less
CUAS. F. MURPHY,
pichlQ 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

A new Nature 3u the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun from eight to ten pound, giving ti
sportsmen the very tiling so often wanted in a.
kinds of shooting,

CHAS. GREEN,

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $45. Rifle attached if detiled.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
mcliSO8m

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y,

WASHINGTON CITY,

The Sportsmen's Depot.

Manufacturer of

Sportsmen's Clothier,
VALPARAISO, IND.
New York Agency, No. 1 CorlUndt street.
Bend for Illustrated Catalogue.
mchiiQ

Rrccch Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price Bet, No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.
Oct 84m
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repeating arms

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR

BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OE MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OE WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About

200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New

Route

to

the

Adirondacks!

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO'S
NEW RAILROAD,

INDIA RUBBER

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Rubber Goads of Every Description.

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

COMPLETE

AND

Trains lr*avc Albany, morning and evening, In con¬
nection witli Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
B. E, MAYO, Gen’l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N.Y.

POPE’S

D. HODGMAN & GO.,
Send for Price List.
apll3 tim

Agents for Genuine

37 MAIDEN LAKE, N. Y.

SCHUYLtH, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 30 <fc 32 John sireel, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

"w.

& G,-SCOTT & SON’S 1
BR EECH-LOADER S-

Always in f-took a full nBeortment of these noted Onus, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
GreenerV. Webley’a, Wcetley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $-10 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, Ac., Ac. Send for Circulars.

A SPECIALTY.

The

Rifle Air Pistol,1

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,

FOK TARGET PRACTICE.

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,
Ja<t ihe thing for
sportsmen and miliShoots darts or singe a
| distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
m ty become a dead shot. Each
pistol Ip put up in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 *lugs. ram¬
rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, SB. Sens by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chief of Hie U. S. Army:—
.
"Ills surely ingtnioaa in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim. and useful in preparing one Tor the more
eerloua handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General."

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
PeblOtf

13 High Street, Buxton.

I1XJ1 ,1SI1

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis At Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col,
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT. 61 Cedar street.
New York,
aepU-eow
Agent for U. S. America.
3*1 sk

E A dal A A Shares in Wall street
Jnd’r, JJlU" often leads to fortune,
fond for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
•amphlet. showing the various methods of operaing. J. HKJKL1NG & CO., Bankets and Brokets,
d Broadway, N. Y.

TVo.

1*77

Broadway,

New

York:.

WHOLESALE AND EE7ALL

BREECH EOADIN

AG-ENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnu Trial of 1873); J. P. OLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICnAHDS.

GUNS

DIXONS* HA WRSLEY’8SHOOTINGTAGKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

HiIU.

AND

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,

Imolements,

Black’s Patent Cartridge Test.
This Vest affords the host ar¬
rangement yet Invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
n—
bad shooting is the resnlt.
In
ordering send measurement aronnd the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
panv’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
W
SKND FOR CIRCULAR.

BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST

HAVE

sjttv 4 D

LARGE STOCK OE MUZZLE LOADING GUNS <ii RULES \ EKT CHEAP

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
Made this month by puts

and CARLS. Invent according to yonr means.
$10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privilege*, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor, We advise
when and how to operate nafcly. Books with fnU
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
telegraph to
BAXTKH A CO.,
Bankera and Broker*, 17 Wall at., IT. Y.

HEVU^YH EIF®
HEALTH

Termti, Five Dollara a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1876.
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hinting j|iipiti ai( the ][ony.

I

N 1870 I closed my business in the East and came West
to engage in Btock-raisiug, Being a true lover of the
chose, I felt exceedingly anxious to locate in some section
abounding in game. I had hunted successfully all the
minor game of the East,'.including deer in Michigan, and on
landing at Cheyenne, and seeing the head and antlers of a
large elk, I at once decided that my life -would never be
completely rounded until I became the possessor, by right
of my rifle, of the beautiful head and horns of this species
Of the Cervidoi.
Being unable to suit myself in Colorado, taking all things
into consideration, I retracod my steps, and finally located
here. Elk, at that time, -were said to be plentiful. Buffalo
could be eounted'by the thousand, while antelope graced
I nearly every grassy hillock and undulating divide. I suc¬
ceeded well in shooting buffalo, but the "prong-hornf"
gave me many a hard day's jaunt in the saddle, interspersed
with creeping and crawling, to find myself reflecting, as I
} watched them gracefully speeding away: “Thoutcerfso
near, and yet so far!" But at last one warm day in AuguEt, I
' Caught a fine young buck napping, and rode home triumph¬
ant with Anlilocapra Americana lashed behind my saddle.
The spell once broken 1 had little difficulty, having since
killed many of the dark-eyed beauties. But elk, they con¬
tinually evaded me. Every fall I took trips of two or three
hundred miles to find them, but, as often my attempts
were baffled for I found nothing but a cold trail made dur¬
ing the summer. Thus time passed on until last fall, Octo¬
ber and November, 1875; then taking your editor's advice,
I started in my covered wagon, with complete camping out¬
fit for the “Middle Loup," having for a companion Geo,
H., who, like myself, was most anxious to lull his first elk.
The outfit necessary for pleasant and successful hunting in
this country, should have in addition to the usual covered
wagon and camping utensils an extra, steady-going saddle
horse, accustomed to the picket-rope, and not easily fright¬
ened by the use of fire-arms. The clotbiDg should be of
1 heavy woolen material, and of a pale yellowish-brown.
! The rifle used should be breech-loading, of small bore,
I heavy charge and light express, or an explosive ball.
I Such a rifle I find has the main elements which make np a
I good hunting gun. It gives a flat trajectory up to three
\ hundred yards, the outside hunting range, and is deadly
enough for the largest elk. A powerful field glass will bo
found a most useful accessory.
The Loup is a miniature Platte, (of which it is a tribu¬
tary) in very many respects, and drains witli its branches
much of northwestern Nebraska.
The upper Middle
Loup, where the most of our hunting was done, has the
same broad channel and innumerable sand-bars. Its low
banks and many islands aro densely covered with a thick,
tall growth of coarse grass, weeds, and willow brush. The
^Country lying adjacent to this river, and its main branch,
the Dismal, is, to say the least, very hilly, being composed
of Tanges of bluffs lying parallel to the river, and succeed' ing each other at intervals of one or more miles as far as
the eye can reach. The intervening valleys are made up
»of short, sharp ridges and steep-sided knolls, usually but a
'few yards apart. Deep canyous from the river, wind out
into the various ranges, furnishing timber of several kinds,
including cedar, elm, ash, boxelder.and many brush thickets.
iThe first grows in thick dark clumps along the steep sides,
and is intermixed with the latter varieties along the level
floor-like bottoms of the canyons. Such grasses as are in¬
digenous to the soil, grow sparsely on the up-lands, among
which is the famous buffalo or gramme grass. The low¬
lands furnish a rank growth of “blue-stem,” or “bluejoint," every where common in the West.
The game found in this section is “lordly elk,” or wapiti
(C. canadensis), black-tail or mule deer, (O'. Macrotis), White¬
hall deer, (O. Virginianus), prong-horn antelope, and occa¬
sionally a stray buffalo. Musquash, beaver, and otter, aro
found In nearly all the shallow swift-running streams. Of

I
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game birds, there is the sharp-tailed grouse, common pin¬
breath. We shook hands and "yelled like the yell Of an
nated grouse, and, in their season, all the water-fowl com¬ Iroquois,1’ and came near, like Dickens’ two jolly tars,
mon to the West. The elk and black-tail deer range
“pommeling each other’s heads” In our joy. After the
among the highest points of the blnffs; the former in bed¬ congratulation a were over, wc went two miles from camp
ding, choose some elevated spur or ridge, while the mule- to bring'in tile dead stag, and on our way H, “fought the
deer bed in “blow outs" (excavations made by the elements battle o’er." He said !hat lie found a herd of seventy-five
in the loose soil) along the higher ranges, both varieties
or more feeding in a deep canyon; creeping within a hun¬
going some distance for water. The Virginia deer prefer
dred steps lie selected a male with the finest antlers and
the willow-covered islands, the reedy patches, and the shot; the herd scampered away, leaving his elk struggling
many plum thickots in Uie immediate vicinity of the river.
on his side, which soon regained his feet and walked slowly
On the first day from Kearney Junction, and the sixth away and laid down, not, however, until H. hud put two
from our starting point, we fell in with a settler, on his more balls into him. Thinking him nearly dead, H, ap¬
way home from the railroad, whom we will call Mack, and
proached him, when the elk “rose to explain," and “made
engaged him to accompany us with hia mule team. Just for him,” in a “manner quite shocking to sec." H. said
before we reached his ranche Geo. H. shouted me to ‘ ‘come he thought a propel- regard for personal safety required in¬
here if you want to see deer.” On my way to him I saw stant flight, and so he climbed a steep bank with the agility
not deer, but a band of elk; six female with their young, of a monkey, and from this stand-point, brought him to a
and one “monarch of the glen.” Our guns were wrapped full stop with a bullet from his 41 Wesson.
np, and before we could get them, the elk mounted a dis¬
Mack’s iiitlc mules hauled the liugefellow on the snow,
tant hill-side and passed on out of sight. We watched up and over the bluffs to our canyon. That night there
them as long as they were in view, particularly the stag,
was a sight worth seeing in our camp. The deep, steephe being the first wo lmd ever seen. 1 noticed well his sided canyon, dark with its scattering cedars; the whiteglistening antlers, dark brown mane and legs, and his light covered wagons, drawn closely together near at hand; the tent
smooth sides of gray. Leaving Ihe teams with the settler’s with the cainp-firo crackling before the open door, on which
boy to be driven to the stables, we took our guns and a was cooking our bountiful supper, the familiar faces of our
shorter route, and while on oilr way we jumped a large Tour-footed friends, the horses and mules, as they content¬
black tall doe from her bed in a “blow-out." She started edly munched their corn close by, casting many a wonder¬
off with that short stiff-legged bound peculiar to this species, ing look at the great antlered monarch of the prairies as
but both of us being excited we missed her.
he lay in the lire light. My black-tailed buck which we
Heavy fires, a few days before, bad run over the country,
had placed beside it for the purpose of comparison, tho
Consuming everything combustible which lay in its way,
bright firo shining over all, and on the happy interested
and for forty miles up Mud Creek Valley thero was hardly countenances of the group as we listened to Ihe recital of the
grass enough on which to picket our teams. On reaching day's adventures and triumphs, the while far above in the
our destination we found that the fire had been there be¬ narrow opening the stars twiukled and blazed as it seemed
fore ns, and burned the country for miles with the excep¬ for our particular cheer,
tion of a few deep canyons. It was late in the day when
The day following I shot two more male deer, and with
we arrived and we drove our teams into a steep-sided can¬
this exception we, killed nothing else but time, while in
yon, dark with cedars growing on the level bed, and up the that camp. Giving Slack the greater portion of the meat
almost perpondicular sides. Making a huge fire of the dry to carry homo to liis lillle ones. We broke camp, crossed
cedar, we cooked our evening meal of meat and potatoes,
the main divide between Mud Creek and the Middle Loup,
which, with good bread, butter, and coffee, we relished and drove down to the town of New Helena, on the latier
thoroughly. Later in the night the wind began to howl, stream, one hundred miles from the railroad.
the weather turned quite cold, and not long after drops be¬
Belpkos, Kansas, March 18ris, 1876.
G. W- B. %
gan to strike the canvas cover of our wagon.
Then
[To he continued in ou/r rlfirt].
they came thicker and thicker, and on peering out in the
morning, we found it snowing furiously. The storm con¬
SPORTSMEN’S REMINISCENCES.
tinued until noon, the wind piling the “beautiful” (?) into
drifts two feet deep, and this on the 25th of October. As
Editor Fours® and Sttikam:—
soon as it abated we took our guns, Made and I going one
“Recollections of Old Sportsmen,” printed in your Issue
way, and Geo. H. on horseback,-another. Alter some of the 20th i nst., brings up pleasant memories of collegi¬
difficulty in ascending to the uplands we proceeded to an¬ ate days thirty years ago, spent within walking distance of
other canyon, which lay three hundred yards or more to Eresh Pond in "Old Cambridge. Although guns aud sport¬
the left of our camp. It was covered with grass, tangled ing implements wero tabooed in the college buildings, still
a few enthusiastic youths dared the penalties anil smug¬
thickets, and scattering groves of elm and ash, which had gled their guns and game into their rooms under the eyes
escaped the fire.
and noses of investigating proctors. With my first gun,
The snow flakes were still falling when we reached the procured from “PocO,” the Jew peddiar, at a great sacri¬
bank, and on looking closely over wc saw the unmistaka¬ fice of wearing apparel, 1 made one shot at a bevy of quail
Dear the ice-houses at Fresh Pond. It was also the last
ble bead and ears of a mule deor feeding, and below us
with that gun; for although I secured a bird the guu weut
nearly two hundred feet. Stepping quickly back out of
to pieces as suddenly as the deacon’s shay.
sight and taking a circuit wo entered the canyon without
A former Solicitor of the Treasury aud a distinguished
trouble. Mack being no hunter, I took the initiative and member of tho New York bar, wero my frequent compan¬
succeeded by careful stalking in getting within forty paces ions on Saturday forays about the wooded shores of Fresh
of the buck, while he ate at his leisure, nipping the soft Pond aud on the marshes, and many blue borons, teal
ducks, rabbits, quails, and partridges graced tlie board at
green leaves of the wild snow drop which grows here lux¬ the evening sessions of the “jolly friars,” cooked to a turn,
uriantly. He had just secured a dainty little mouthful suspended from the ancient mantels before the glowffig
when on raising his head he discovered me with rifle to my grate. On one memorable occasion when with a descend¬
ant of the Wyth family, on a walk home we crossed Aleshoulder, and that was the last vision, poor fellow, that he
ever had, for my Sharp’s bullet killed him instantly. wife Brook, out on the marshes we descried two strange
birds of the heron species. Having brought no guu, one
Gazalloching him we snaked him over the snow to a placo watched tho strange visitors while the other ran to “Whit’s”
where we could scale the sides of the canyon. Grasping well-known resort, celebrated in winter for “flies,” and
each horn we pulled and tugged, and in a few minutes we soon returned with a duck gun ready loaded. Cautiously
reached the top and wore soon in camp; which we had he approached the birds ou the open marsh, and to our
hardly reached before II. came galLoping in, and nearly surprise they did not appear alarmed. When within,
shooting distance one rose, but the other received a shot
offended me by taking no notice of my fine young buck. aud was soon secured. It was a splendid bird, witli long
But in a few minutes it came out in this wise: "Boys! curved bill, unlike anything we had seen. Carefully
Harness up the mules for I’ve killed the biggest buck elk smoothing its brilliant purple feathers, we bore it home. It
on the range!” The announcement nearly took away our t was presented to tbs Natural History Society, and declared
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markably gamy little fish, aud give as much play as ordi¬
nary trout of three limes their siz«.
Fifteen miles east from Waterloo, and six miles west of
Magog, is Orford Lake, a very beautiful body of water
lying along the southwestern base of Mt. Orford. This
lake contains the silver lunge, from two to five pounds In
weight. One mile south of this lake is a smaller body of
water called Hopp’s Pond, so named after an old bear
trapper who lives near it. The old man says that lie has
caught “height.y-five bar, hand ’opes to live hand eateb fif¬
teen more, so has to make bout the hevon ’undred." In
this poud there are some large speckled beauties, that kick
For Forest and StrfMm.
tile beam at four pounds and over. One mile and a half
TROUTING IN THE EASTERN TOWN¬ south is Brown’s, or Mulligan's, Pond. Trappers report
SHIPS.
that they have seen in this "pond during the autumn large
numbers of trout on their spawning beds, but the few fly
fishers who visit this pond invariably report poor success.
HE section of the Province of Quebec known as the
Eastern Townships is directly north of the northern South from this is a chain of small lakes but little visited,
as most of them contain pickerel. A pleasant drive of ten
boundary line of the State of Vermont. The character of
or twelve miles north from Waterloo, past several trout
the district is varied, some parts of it being under a high
streams, brings you to Black River, where “Ash Hubbard,”
stale of cultivation, and oilier portions a mountainous wil¬
tire proprietor of the Parks House, Magog, killed a Salma
derness, with numerous small lakes and streams, whose fontinalu that scored six and a half pounds. About twentywaters were once teeming with Salma I'onUmUs; and in four miles northeast from Waterloo, by a fair wagon road,
most of the lakes several varieties of the lake trout, or is Brompton Lake, a beautiful sheet of water, seven miles
“lunge,” were also found in large numbers. But alas!
long by three in width. This lake is near the centre of a
times are not now as they were. A few' years ago some group of lakes, fourteen or fifteen iu number.
All of
stupid blockheads put pike or pickerel into some of the
these lakes coutain some variety of the salmo family. To
best trout lakes, where they have destroyed the speckled
visit all of these waters the sportsman will find it necessary
trout, and in nrauy of the other waters Lhe pot hunters,
to camp out for a week or more.
with their netting and spearing during the spawning sea¬
The boat that you will need tor the trip you can borrow
son, have sadly lessened the number.
The townships
from some member of the Waierloo club; also get a per¬
now, like a middle-aged coquette, though shorn of many
mit to occupy llieir house at Lake Brompton. Tour other
former glories, still offer alluring attractions to the
supplies you cau procure at the hotel, and from one of the
sportsman, more especially perhaps to that class of sports¬
stores near by, excepting your liquors, which you should
men who love to ramble amid magnificent scenery, and do
order from some reliable importing house in Montreal.
not care for making large catches if they are to be had ouly
Load your boat ou a double wagon, and pack your supplies
by roughing it in camping out, though to fish all the town¬
and traps into it, and you are ready to travel. After a
ship waters it would be necessary to camp out for a week
drive of fifteen miles you arrive at Long Lake, which is
or two occasionally.
four miles long by one-fourth of a mile iu width. The
For the benefit of your readers, I will give a brief de¬
water in this lake is clear and cold, and contains a species
scription of the principal lakes in this delightful country
of large trout that are but rarely taken with the fly. There
and the routes to reach them.
The visitor should make his headquarters in either of the is a diversity of opinion about these trout. Some claim
that they are the northern char, while others assert that
villages of Waterloo or Magog, or in the little city of Sher¬
they are ouly a large Salma fontinalis. Some of them weigh
brooke, where be will find good hotels, with moderate
ten pounds or more each. I have never had the pleasure
charges—$1 or $1.25 per day. Waterloo is situated near
of seeing one, so I am unable to determine their species.
a small lake bearing the same name, and is the present ter¬
One mile farther aud you are at the bridge over the inlet
minus of the Sheffard and Chamby Railroad, which runs
to Bonuillies Lake, which is three and a half miles long by
from Montreal. The train leaves Montreal at 2:45 P. M.,
three-quarters of a mile in breadth. This lake contains
and arrives in Waterloo at seven o’clock that evening. At
both tne silver and black lunge, weighing from two to six
the station you will find a free “bus” for the Brooks Hotel,
pounds each. A mile Dora the souLU, through the woods
where you wilt get good accommodations at $1.25 per day.
trom this lake, is a small trout lake that contains the brook
Waterloo boasts a “Piscatorial Club," whose members,
trout. Two and a half mileB from the bridge brings you
Messrs. Geo. Allan, Walt Taylor, Nutting, Skinner, and
to the inlet of “Chain of Lakes," three in number, and
others, are a set of genial gentlemen, ever ready to give
from three-fourths to one mile in length each, connected
any information and assistance that a stranger sportsman
by narrow creeks. The principal fish in these lakes are
visiting there may require. Should you have a fancy for
the silver lunge. Peter Cowan. Esq., of Cowausville, P.
pickerel fishing you cau get your surfeit of it in the lake
Q., after a three hours’ fight, killed one there that weighed
near the hotel, or drive over to Broome Lake, a fine body
tweuly-oue
pounds.
of water seven miles from Waterloo. This lake is famous
Another drive of a mile and a half, and you are at the
for its black bass fishing, and for an abundance of fish
called “shad waiters.” At the south end of the lake, near inlet of Moose Pond, or Fraser Lake, whicli is about five
This lake contains the small
the village of Knowlton, large quantities of pike are miles in circumference.
caught, if you have no desire for sueli lame sport, and black lunge and the speckled trout. Three or four rods
wish to try your hand with the Salma fontinalii, gel a rig below the bridge, in the inlet, and also in the outlet of ibis
from “Herbert’s” and take Walt Taylor, or some other lake, three pound speckled trout are often taken. One
member of the club with you, and take a tour among the more mile and you arrive at the inlet of Brompton Lake,
streams and lakes east towards Magog. Put your rod to¬ at the lauding place, which is called the “Old Mill," where
gether first some four miles out from the village, and try you will find a dam by a mill-site, but no mill, &c., as the
tiie railroad pool; fish there aud in the brook through the mill was cremated years ago, and its ashes have long since
Beaver meadow carefully, and you will be able to count a been swept away by the wind and flood. The water there
goodly number of fine brook trout, not large in size, 'tis tumbles over the old dam down the rocks into a dark deep
true, but very pretty, sweet flavored, and toothsome if pool, the abode of many large Sabno fontinalis. They will
properly cooked. Should you be badly taken with a fancy seldom rise to the fly, hut are takeu with a live minnow or
for brook fishing, you drive on a short distance, and there a small trolling spoon. Tou launch your boat bore and
leave your team aud follow down the brook for miles row down the sluggish stream three miles to the lake,
through the alders, over a good woodcock ground. You which is about seven miles Iu length by three in breadth.
pei-liaos will not get an overabundance of trout in your Tou find here the speckled trout, the silver lunge, which
trip down through those alders, but you will quite likely vary in weight from three to twenty-five pounds, the black
bring back with you several broken tips, innumerable rents, lunge, from two to ten pounds, and a short, thick lunge,
scratches, mosquito bites, etc., etc., all well plastered over which hardly ever exceeds two pouuds in weight. The
latter fish are ouly caught by dowu fishing in very deep
With Canada muck aud clay. In return for these favors,
you have left behind aloug the brook a score or so of your water. The club bouse is situated on a small island near
the middle of the lake. At the west side of the lake a
best flies, and have darn’d that stream in many places.
M. B.—The fish commissioner need uot make a note of small creek comes in, which is the outlet of Mud Lake,
*tliis regarding the aforesaid dams, for they will uot obsLruct and another nameless lake. Mud Lake is about a' mile
long and contains both lunge and speckled trout. Two
the currents of the tranquil stream iu the least.
If you still have a fancy tor brook fishing, there are sev- miles east from the large lake is Little Brompton Lake,
. eral other equally interesting streams in that vicinity, tiome which is nearly two miles long, Two and a half miles
four miles farther you come to Grass Pond, which, how¬ east from the south end of the large lake is a body of
ever is full of pickerel; but a short distance from the water called Key Pond. This pond is somewhat larger
pond, in its outlet, the water tumbles over a little fall into than LiLile Brompton. Both these lakes contain lunge.
a deep pool, where large trout are sometimes caught. I Three miles south from the “Old Mill” is Trout Lake,
will never forget the unceremonious manner in which lhe which is about two miles long. Speckled trout have been
first trout that I ever saw caught there was ejected from caught there that tipped up the beam at tbe six pound
his place of abode. It was thusFriend E. B. H., who notch. This lake is ouly Bix miles by a good road from
prides himself on killing his fioh with the finest of tackle, Magog.
't he village of Magog is pleasantly situated on the outlet
afld in the most scientific manner, approached lire pool
noiselessly and made a beautiful cast out over it. Lightly of Lake Memphremagog, aud is twenty-one miles east from
Waterloo, sixteen from Sherbrooke, eleven miles from
and gently the feathery deception floated down through
the air, aud had hardly touched the water when a large Avers Flat, a small station on the Passumpsie Railroad,
trout took it with a big rush aud swiri, which so astonished aud thirty miles north of Newport, Vt. It is connected
H. that, lie struck violently, aud threw the equally asLou- with the nrsl named places by a daily line of stages, and
ished fish clean over his head into the bushes behind where with Newport during the summer season by the little steam¬
he stood. When poor H. recovered liiswiis he examined boat Lady of the Lake, which makes daily trips. Mute
his light rod, and stammered out that it was a mistake, aud host “Ash Hubbard,” of the Park House, will take good
that he wasn’t often taken that way. Four miles farther, care of the sportsman when he visits Magog. From the
by the same road, brings you to a mill pond, where H. aud verandah in front of the hotel you have a fine view of the
juyaeJi’ have .killed some due two and a Uaif pound trout, lake and the mountains beyond it. Mt. Orford, the high¬
A farther drive of three miles brings you to Mrs. Beasley's est mountain in the Dominion, looms up iu the north west
farm house, where you put up your team, and, taking to the right of the lake and but six miles away. From the
youug Peasley for guide, tramp a mile through the woods top of this mouutaiu, on a clear day, thirty two lakes can
to Lake Nick, a pretty sheet of water, which measures be counted in its immediate vicinity. Between the hotel
and the mountain are several good trout streams, with
about a mile in length to half that distance in breadth.
Orford Lake ami Hopp’s Poud near by, and also uortheast
The “moss backed” Salma fonUnalis are taken here, weigh
jug from one half to four pounds. They are caught over from llie mountain, towards Trout Lake, near Brompton,
a weedy bottom in four or five foot of water. Some two are other good trout waters. Ten miles east from tbe vil¬
bundled yards north of this lake is Mud Pond, which is lage near Ayers Fiat., is Massiwippi Lake, which is some
about one-quarter of a mile in diameter, and contains twelve miles long, aud contained a great vunely of fish, but
the spear and net has sadly diminished their numbers. Six
small trout. Five or six miles'south irom Mrs. Peasley s,
aud about the same distance from Knowlton village, is miles southeast from the hotel is Loveriug’s Poud, which
Goon’s Pond, a beautiful little body of water near the top was once famous for its “big trout,” but is now seldom
of Bolton Mountain, and contain a a rare variety of the visited by the angler. In the lake near the hotel the silver,
Salma faiUinaiis, known there as the “forked tailed speckled black, aud racer iuuge are taken in large quantities. Some
trout.” They are a sliin-formed, silver-colored trout, with of the silver lunge grow to a very large size. Three pound
speckled trout are often caught iu the rapids, in the outlet
tiie usual red spots on their sides, uud will average about a
near the hotel, during the months of May and June, In
half pound each. They take the fiy well, aud are a re¬

to lie the glossy ibis, and had probably traveled from Tex¬
as to Massachusetts. I believe it is rarely found north of
Louisiana.
In those days pickerel were plenty in the pond, and Alewife Brook was sometimes swarming with fish. Longer
excursions brought us to the Charles River at Waltham,
where wood-ducks, mink, and muskrats were plenty, and
on Prospect Hill we often ran foxes with Crehore’s hounds,
or shot partridges and woodcock with Sara Ladd.
J. A.
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the evening, after you have come in from a hard day’s
sport, and have satisfied your fisherman's appetite with a
goodly repast, prepared for you only as Mrs. H. can pre¬
pare it, light your cigar aud stroll out on the veranda,
where you scat yourself in an easy position, with back
well dowu in tbe arm ebair, and feet high up on the rail¬
ing. Y’ou there get the cool breeze from oil the rippling
waters, and enjoy your smoke and a beautiful view of Ml.
Orford, looming up ill the fast deepeniug gloom, with
clear, sharp-cut outlines against the western sky. Gall
“Ash” to a seat beside you aud request him to tell you
about, that, big trout he killed in the still water ou the
Black River, or about lhe fight he had with il large maskalonge in the Farnliam River; tnen again kindly inquire if he
ever owned a good kouud. After he has fully answered
your inquiries, it will be time to turn in, and if you do not
go to your couch thankful that your Hues have fallen in such
pleasant places, perfectly happy, and satisfied with your¬
self ami the rest of the world generally, you are an unap¬
preciative wretch, and deserve to never have another trout
rise to your fly, Tor you have none of that appreciation for
the good thiugB of this life, which a true sportsman ever
lias.
The town of Sherbrooke is situated on the line of tbe
Grand Trunk Railway, at the junction of the Magog and
St. Francis rivets, aud is the terminus of the Massiwippi
branch of lhe Fassunipsic Railroad, and also is lhe head
of the unfinished railways—the Kennebec aud Megantic
roads—that are completed but a short distance out into the
Megantic country. The Magog House is the best hotel in
Sherbrooke, where you will find good accommodations,
etc. Tbe distance from tbe hotel to Bromplon Lake is
fourteen miles over a passable road.
There are many other small lukes and streams in the
townships that have trout iu them besides those I have
mentioned.
In conclusion, I would say to those who may visit the
township waters, if you go there with the expectation of
catching full baskets of large trout every day you will be
woefully disappointed, for though there are trout there as
large, and even latger, than ihose that I have mentioned,
it requires the finest tackle, backed by skill iu using il,
and a thorough knowledge of their habits, to capture them
successfully. I have ollen seen a party of verdant uuglers
come in and give a poor report of some lake that they fiad
been campiug near, when an experienced fly fisher would
go there alone lhe next day and bring home more trout the
same night than the former party had caught during their
week’s slay there. The best hies for the Salma JvntimUs
in those waters are the Canada fiy and any medium-sized
brown-winged fly. The lunge never rise to the lly, hut are
lakeii by trolling and by dowu fishing. The best bait is
the live minnow", and the best, seusou for trolling is from
May 25th to July 1st. Wit la a moderate amount of skill
you will be sure of fair sport, and be pleased with the
country.
_Stakstead.
For
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A FOX CHASE.

W

HAT among hunters is more exciting than a fox
chase?
I
One poor little fox is enough to keep a whole parly of
men, and a whole pack of hounds iu a pleasurable excite¬
ment for at least hours at a lime. And may we not ask
eveu here, is it uot cruel spoil?
I am naturally fond of dog and gun, and shall I confess
it? Tes, I lmvu been too loud of llie falter, anil one of my
dreams has been of a fox ohase. The past winter I partly
spent in Virginia, iu the southeastern part, near Lhe Nottaway River, Here I found some kinds of gome and fur
plenty, indeed, but had no thought of having my dream I
realized in regard to the fox.
By the way, down iu that country the tiding is almost all
done on horseback, the roads being rough aud the country
wild and woody.
All knew that, I was a stranger and came from the North,
and very little was expected ot roe in regard to hunting or
riding either. But my having been reared.ou a farm, aud
also being passionately fond of horses, was greatly in my ;
favor, and 1 was able lo participate in tbe rough pleasures
of the country. 1 rode considerable, for my business kept
me much iu the saddle, aud one day I was riding leisurely
along, feeling somewhaL homesick, and yet admiring the
country, tor'll is a beautiful eouutry with its sunny sonlheru skies, its dark pine woods and other groves, its many
hills, consequently iis valleys and its beautiful springing
brooks, which rippled and bubbled, and attended me in all
my jonrneyings.
I was meditating, as I said above, when suddenly a
horsemau bailed me, with “I say, Harry, they are com¬
mencing a fox chase just beyond hero, come, let us join.1
them." How quickly my dreaming mood vanished, even
my homesickness was lor the lime cured, aud all knew
that this sickness is not cured by any ordinary means. We
sped ou our horses through brambles, brush, and briars,
aud at length joined the party.
It was a bright, bteezy day, and tbe men's faces were
also bright with the pleasure before them. The men were
laughing, shouting, and talking, by turns, or rather all at
once so that it reminded me of Babel, for surely if one had
called for brick another would have brought him straw.
There were about a dozen men and twenty-five hounds,
aud these last were already baying loudly, for they had.
scented their game, and you all know that hounds are ex¬
tremely found of the chase.
Our leader blew his burn and cried, "hie! and away!” and
now the excitement was intense; the fox of course have the
most briary, langleaome path, and also sougliL for the low.
marshy ground, whom the scent was not likely to lie, aud
well for a time did lie keep the udvnuluge of us ail.
The horses fairly llew over the ground, llie men hollo wod,
laughed, whistled to the dogs, shouted at one another, and
gave themselves up lo the mad cup sport. Our caps were
sometimes on our heads, sometimes carried in our hands,
or tucked under our arms, or clutched by our teeth, and
sometimes, as the darkey said, “dey wasn’t no war.” We
utterly ruined ike turnip field of one farmer, aud dashed
through patches uf grain without one remorseful thought.
My horse leaped the fences, for to that he had l/eeu
trained, and 1 tor a time kept my seal admirably, hut oil,
how true, that “pride must have a fall.” As we splashed
and dashed through briars, marshes, groyes, and brooks, I
began lo think like this: These souUuons shall see that I
am not behind the best of them if the chase is now to me.
I had thus began to congratulate myself when my horse
brought me to a brook, whore by some strange maneuver
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he contrived to throw Ine into the water, and then sped cm
For propagating striped bass nature lias done more than
as only ft horse let loose can do. Up I sprang and shook for conserving and producing au increase of most other
myself something as yoti have seen a great Newfoundland fishes. All the saline ponds and tidal backsets along the
dog shake off the water.
coast may be cheaply constructed into hatching ponds of
I howled, “wlioa," to the top of my voice, and then
vast dimensions. Many of them have each but a narrow
groaned aloud as I saw my koine rapidly disappearing inlet, which feeds the pond. At Point Judith there is a
pond of this kind, and hack from the Seconnet River in
from my sight.
*
What should T do now? The fox would be caught and I Rhode Island there are one hundred salt-water ponds
also w ould be caught in a queer scrape. I looked about me thronged by striped liass to winter. The mouths o£ these
and saw close by one poor little hut, though this was al¬ ponds might be cheaply dammed, so as to prevent the
most directly in the midst of a pine forest. I tapped upon egress of the bans after November, and still to permit the
ebb and flow of the tides. By this method fish preserves
the door, an old colored woman appeared, aud asked,
“What docs massa want?” I asked for a horse and also l'or hatching purposes might be made at a very small ex¬
anxiously inquired for the fox. “Dar am an ole mare iu pense, and uo doubL it would prove a paying enterprise. It
would not cost more to propagate a million fingerling stri¬
the stable, massa; he kick some butlg'ess yer kin use
ped bass than it costs by the usual process to propagate one
urn,” was the Teply to the first query.
I thanked my friend in need, and brought out the stiffesl troui fingerling; and beside, striped bass are of rapid
jointed, boniest, and longest toothed animal I ever saw, gtowtli, aud attain to weight superior to that of the salmon.
| There is more money, more real good, with less labor and
and endeavored to mount her.
She kicked furiously, but after some difficulty I got upon I expense, than there is in any other fishery enterprise which
her back, but staid there a very short time. She kicked as offers iu these days of small profits.”
if life depended upon her kicking, and I hoped she would
kick it out and be done, but no; she at length reared upon THE SPAWNING SEASON FOR BLACK
her hind feet and landed me ou the soft ground.
BASS.
I now gave up the kicker iu despair, and revengefully
gave her a kick or two in return for her liberality in that
S many inquiries are beingmade concerning close sea¬
respect to myself.
sons for bass, and the precise time in which these
I concluded the chase was a fraud, and was about to
start for home when a companion rode up, leading my fish deposit their eggs, it will not be out of place lo
horse by the bridle. The old woman was willing to assist insert here an extract from one of Mr. Wilrnot’s reports to
me if she could, though her face was full of laughter at the Government of Canada, from which practical informa¬
my adventure with Ihe kicker.
“Do lox went downdat ar way, maasas, jus’ ‘bout a mile tion on this interesting subject may be obtained, The
close season now In Canada for bass is from the 15th of
lemg," said she.
We hurried our beasts, hoping to make up for lost time, May to the 15th of June, brought about no doubt from the
and perhaps would, had not I met with another mishap. practical experiments made by Mr. Wilmot, which are here
We were dashing along at full spoed, when I saw just related :—
before me a huge tree whose branches hung very low, hut
“A trial was made last season (1873) in the rearing of
1 thought by managing rightly 1 could ride under.
It was crowding work, and to help myself, I was forced black bass, in Order to show clearly by practical experi¬
ments the exact season in which this fish deposits its eggs
to catch hold of the bending boughs. The horse asked not,
l“was all clear!” but sped on and left poor me hanging by aud hatches out its young. Having no doubts in my mind
as to the proper time, but hearing so many different views
toy hands to the tree.
My companion was out of sight and hearing, and I felt advanced by others, I considered it advisable lo invesligate
jhat perhaps Absalom's fate would be mine. With a des¬ the subject fully by close observation and a thorough
trial. Independcutly of the knowledge to be thus oblaiuperate effort 1 let go and came down hard, though safe,
ed of the habits oE this fish, I had another Object iu view
upon my feet.
When I found my way out of the wood, T soon heard from which, when tully demonstrated, 1 could with per¬
that the fox was caught, and meekly asked if my horse fect certainty recommend to the Government a correct
close season for black bass throughout the country.
had been caught too. No one seemed to know, but when
“The close season hitherto prescribed has not protected
1 reached home the beast was there and whinnied at sight
of myself; perhaps he had felt somewhat conscience strick¬ this fish during its spawning time, aud. fishermen have been
en, I have not felt any drawings towards a foxohase since killing them in greater numbers wheu they were approach¬
then, but there is no knowing what temptation might lead ing their spawning beds and in the act of laying their eggs
than at any oilier time. The consequence is ihat this val¬
me to do,
A. D. W.
uable fish is now becoming, comparatively speaking, very
scarce.
“During last winter I procured a number of black bass
at the Bay of Quinte, a lew miles below the town of
Belleville. They were obtained from fishermen who were
—At a meeting of the Massachusetts Anglers’ Associa¬ then engaged in catching them through holes iu the ice
tion, held at its rooms in Boston last week, a committee of with hook and line for tlie market, where they were ea¬
five, consisting of Dr. Ordway, Hon. Daniel Needham, L. gerly Bought for. These were carried home iu barrels
partly filled with water, and put into the tanks at the
Prouty, Weston Lewis, and Walter M. Brackett was ap¬
breeding-house. By far the better plan, however, was in
pointed to wait upon the Governor and request that some the month of May following, when I got them from the
action should be taken by which local protection during fishermen while hauling their seines, at which time they
kill large numbers on tbe Bay of Quinte. These were also
close lime would be more rigidly enforced.
taken home safely from Belleville by rail, and placed in a
Suitable resolutions were passed on the death of Mr.
poud previously prepared for them. They did exceed¬
John F, Mills, one of the Vice Presidents of the Associa¬
ingly well, being regularly fed and eating very greedily.
tion. The vacancy was filled by the election of Col. Dan¬
"The poud was about twenty rods long in its windings,
iel Needham.
with nu average width of one and a half rods, the depth
varying lrcm eighteen inches lo four feet, with a constant
—Milton P. Pierce, of Aquadale, Wenonah, N. J., has flow of fresh water. The fish had sufficient freedom, and
Sent us an interesting letter, which we shall print next appeared as active and healthy as in the waters of their
week, describing how the musk-rats bored through the native bays aud rivers. A few losses were sustained iti
catching and carrying, but they were trilling, leaving a
dam of his bass pond and let the water off, liberating stock in the pond of nearly one hundred.
most of the fish.
“On the 25th of May some of the bass began to pair off,
and to commence making nests, some being made in the
I The Culture op Striped Bass.—We alluded a month deepest parts of the poud, others in the shallow places.
ago to the efforts being made by some gentlemen to propa¬ Some were formed on gravel, others upon sunken sticks at
gate striped bass in Coney Island Creek, on Long Island. the bottom of the pond. The beds were invariably hal¬
lowed out a little, and were made very clean by the action
Genio C. Scott, Esq., who is supposed to know as much
of the fish, which gave them a bright appearance. They
about striped bass as any other man, and we believe he were round in shape, aud varied from twelve to eighteen
does, contributes an article on this subject to the Spirit of inches in diameter. Upon these tile parent fish deposited
their eggs and milt.
the Times of April 29th, from which we make an extract.
“Nest-malting terminated about the 10th of June, (some
He says:—
’“It has been a matter of surprise with some that the were later) the time elapsing from the first formation of
these beds until the youug fry were noticeable, varied from
Fishery Commissioners have neglected the culture of stri¬
twelve to sixteen days, aud a further period of five and six
ped bass. The subject of propagating striped bass is new.
days look place before the little fish left the beds. After
The population along the coast, field sportsmen, aud men
the eggs were first laid they were seen with difficulty
who fish for a livelihood have seen with deep regret and
through
the water upon the ue3ts. The surface of the
•apprehension that striped" bass are annually becoming more
beds presented in a few days a very dark appearance.
Scarce,
The depletion of the bass shoals is attributable to the When hatched out, a perfect mass of little black animals,
vast shoals of porpoises which forage along the bays and not unlike tadpoles, covered the whole bed. After five or
inlets, from the Carolines to Maine, and to the toleration si x days, as stated above, they disappeared from the nests,
of fyke and gill-nets with small meshes set near the shore among the weeds aud other substances, where hiding pla¬
at every in point jutting out from the shores of bays, estu¬ ces could be found.
“It was curious to observe the extreme solicitude and
aries, and spawning beds from the bays. Also, aud worst
of all, from pound nets drawn across the channels and watchfulness displayed by the parent fish from the time of
hatching until the young bass left the beds, and the feeling
Sluice-ways, where bass wander to feed on shrimp, crabs,
seemed to grow stronger, until such time as the fry disap¬
and other Crustacea.
peared among the weeds. So intent were the old fish iu
The striped bass differs from the salmon in selecting ids
paths of migration. Whereas the salmon travels at night, caring for their progeny, that Urey seemed to care nothing
for their own salety, exposing themselves continually to be
and follows the channel, the bass follows the sodgy banks,
where they may feed on shrimp, squid, minnows, aud Crus¬ destroyed by the simplest aud rudest kind of weapon.”
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tacea. The bass are, therefore, more easily aud cheaply
captured by netting, with either stationary fykes or pounds
Willi arms extending from the shore to the channel,
Oue of the worst causes of the growing scarcity of stri¬
ped bass is the lawlessness of marketmeu. The marble
counters of Fulton Fish Market are frequently laden with
Small bass which weigh not more than a quarter of a pound
on an average. The law should prevent the sale ol bass
weighing less than a pound. It is questionable whether
striped bass do not spawn twice a year. I know they
spawn in April, and in September the Hell Gate trailers
have frequently observed the spawners iu the act of extru¬
ding the ova.
It is scarcely necessary to build tanks and liatchingkouses for propagating striped bass; but it is of pressing
importance that laws should be enacted, to deal iu gravid
ibass, and bass which are under a pound iu weight.

Salmon in Connecticut.—'The fish commissioners have
now at Westport 450,000 young salmon, ready to be pul in
the rivers of this State early in May. They are of the Ken¬
nebec variety. They have also at Branford 75,000 of the
land-locked variety; and ut Westport 25,000 of the same;
all of which will be distributed this spring. Last Decem¬
ber, 300,000 of the California breed were put into the Farm¬
ington river; 100,000 inio the Housatonic, at New Milford;
and 50,000 into the Slietucket.
Of the land-lock variety, 10,000 have been put into the
Twin lakes, in Salisbury; 10,000 in Spectacle lake, iu South
Kent; 10,000 in Long pond, Wiusted, and 5,000 in the pond
in Norfolk.
Of the 450,000 now at Westport, 300,000 will be put into
tlie Farmington river iu May, and 100,000 in the Housatonic
and Thames rivers. Dr, Hudson informs us that the com¬
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missioners have never had such good luck with the spawn
of the salmon as they have this year. They have also been
most successful in the transportation of the young fish.
This is owing to the supervision of George Icliffe, the super¬
intendent of the works at Westport, who has by a new style
of can, shaped like an inverted V, succeeded in carrying
the yonng fry to any point in the State, without losing a
single fish.
The last supply of salmon was put into the Connecticut
river in 1874, and if the experiment is successful, the fish
will be fit to catch in 1878. If they do not appear that
year, it is thought the experiment of re-introducing them
into the Connecticut, will proven failure.—Hartford Times,
THE
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Manchester, N. n., April 23th, 1S70.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
My attention baa been called to an article m your paper of tho 30th
inet. by Mr. Brackett, of tbe Mnasachaaelta Pish Commission, iu rota¬
tion to tbe Ush-way at Lawrence. Tbe newspapers report me as having
said at the annual meeting of the Pish and Game League <>r New Hamp¬
shire, that tho fish-way at Lawrence was “mure impassable than ever be¬
fore,” and that “at least two-thirds of the ladder bad been carried away
by the freshets, so that now it is totally useless." Mr. Brackett, who
is an intelligent and worthy gentleman in every respect, so far as 1 know,
says the report does me great injustice, and makes me responsible for
statements which arc trot true. Be also says that on the 10th of April
be visited tire fishway with Mr. Slorrow, and “found that no part of tbe
fish-way bad been catried away by the freshet—not even so much as u
plank or Limber started.”
In common witb other gentlemen I have loug felt a deep Interest in
our New Hampshire fisheries. The great obstacles In tbe way of re¬
stocking our streams have been tbe impassublc dams across tbe rivers.
Hence our attention has heen turned to the construction of practical
fish-ways, so as to allow1 migrating Ueh to ascend and descend the streams
in accordance with their natural habits. Toe dam at Lawrence is some
twenty-five feet high, nndis the first, obstruction iu the Merrimack
above tide flow. For several yearB past efforts have been made by tho
Commissioners of Massachusetts to construct a fish-way that would
meet tbe views aud wishes of tbe New Hampshire people. To ibis
end our sister State has expended consider able sums of money from
time to time; but still our people have not been satisfied. They saw no
aluwives, shad, eels, or salmon in our falls, where totuierly they were
abundant, Two years ago X examined tho fish-way at Lawrence for my¬
self, and become convinced that It was stmplv impossible for fish to as¬
cend past the dam, and so reported to tbe League. 1 urn certain that tbe
Commissioners of Massachusetts themselves regarded the structure for
practical purposes as a failure; for last year they made alterations, aud
some thought “improvements" in the lower terminus of the ladder I
heard of these alterations, and to gain a personal knowledge of wbarhad
been done, on the 3d day of April 1 went to Lawrence to inspect the im¬
proved fish-way, that I might report correctly at the annual meeting of
the League, which was to be beldthe next day. On visiting tbe dam, to
my surprise I found the lower boxes, which were partly m Hie water,
filled with loose stoneH, and the outlets nearly choked up_wUk the same
material, and nine of the sixteen boxes gone t Tbe next day X reported
the result of my inspection, and stated [ho fish-way to be “totally use¬
less,” as any other witness would have done.
On reading Mr. Brackett's artiele in tbe Fobkst and Streak I at
once decided there must be something wroug in his statement or my
own, and went immediately to Lawrence for a raoie thorough inspection.
This was on the 24th of April, fourteen days al ter Mr. Brackett said
he was there and “found that uo part of the fish-way had been carried
away. ” Ou the bank of the river were two men, who Informed me that
they commenced that morning lo put back the nine boxes that had been
carried away—not ‘‘by freshets," as I very naturally supposed—but by
human hands, to prevent the water and ice from doing it. Before this
writing i presume the fish-way has been thoroughly repaired, and is in
as good condition as ut the close of the season. Bat whether tho fish¬
way is iu perfect order, or in ruins, it matters little to our people as long
as the fish do not ascend it. As a contrivance Tor I’m mailing a b uy'
through which salmon or other migratory fish may find even a difficult
passage to the Ueadwaters of the Merrimack, I must regard it as a com¬
plete failure, until presented with more satisfactory evidence than baa
yet come under my observation. 1 have no idea that a fish or any kind
over ascended the ladders into the river above the dam, nor will there be
oneto accomplish so wonderful a feat until the structure is remodelled
and built ou a larger scale.
JosERii Kidder.
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Cincinnati, Ohio, April 22d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Mr. Kllppart, tu concluding iris letter of March 20th, says “he is very
desirous of having his acts as Fish Commissioner promotlve of tho best
interests of the State.” This is a gratifying assurance to me, aud being
a stranger Ur Mr. Kllppart, I accept it as givuu. Doubtless, ulso, it will
prove equally gratifying to many who are notstraugers lo him, but who,
from his course latoly, have been driven to doubt on the subject. Mr.
Kllppart confesses himself to be in need of information upon some elementury points, aud asks for instruction through your columns. If he
hud with sincerity sought auch information before he supported au obuoxoua bill in the Legislature, which was j rally defeated despite hia
advocacy, it would havo been given to him as freely as it was to others
who sought it, and then, indeed, he could hare made hts acts promotive
of the best interests of the State.
In regard lo his letter, 1 fear we cannot proceed very far in the discusmission he invites, until certain fact s are more definitely settled. He as¬
serts first, and as the basis of his article, that [Ire inland fish of i ho wa¬
ters uarnud by him arc takeo in those waters duriug every month In the
year. If by this he means simply to say that a Tew specimens of the
varieties named have been taken, I Uo not deny it. They are the re¬
siduum of the main body who havo gone. They arc iho exception to the
role and prove it. But if his assertion goes to tho extent of saying that
all of the fish named whicli frequent these waters remain there iu a body,
that none migrate, but that they are taken as freely aud in like numbers
during every month of the year, then 1 must withhold my ushuiU to the
proposition, aud call upoo him for his proof, und at thepuiset we dissent
widely on'-Hlis questi ni of iuct, andean go no further upon it (it present.
But In the absence of his proof, aud iu urdorthat Mr, Kuppai l muy have
tiro benefit of the learning, experience, uud knowledge of oue whom I
urn sure he will recognize instantly as being higher authority lhau he is,
aud certainly higher than 1 am, 1 will give him the stuiemeut of Frol. S,
F. Baird, U. 9. Fish Commiastouer, ou i lie point:—
"No principle is heller established than that the maintenance of tbe
fish supply in any water requires free aud unchecked access rroiu its
source to ks mouth. Nearly all fish have a certain form of migration,
occupying different quarters in the winter from those of the sirring and
summer.
-'ft is not merely with reference to salmon and shad that fishways are
desirable, but uli fish iau stream have more or loss of mfgratiou between
the winter and summer season; just as certain species ascend from the
sea to the headwaters, so others that winter in the lower aud ueeper wa¬
ters of a river move upward ut tbe spawning season, in seatoh of cooler
temperature and better spawning erouuds, or foi some other reus»n. A
dum will prevent this action, and concentrate the fish lower down.
"if, before the dam is sreoLed, there be a supply ol the young fishes
above it, they will be certain to descend after they have attained a prop¬
er degree ol maturity, and Iu this way the fish that Were In the water
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Among British naturalists, W. Saville Kent, F, L. S.,
late Superintending Naturalist of the Brighton Aquarium,
now of the Manchester Aquarium, has devoted most at¬
tention to the study of these oceanic monstrosities. In a
highly interesting article in the Popular Science Review for
April, 1874, he gives the results of His examination of the
subject, dwelling at length on my account of the arm cut
off by the fishermen in Conception Bay, as well as that of
the specimeu from Logie Bay, and enlarging on their im¬
portance he proposes “in the event of it not being possible
lo identify the St. John’s specimens with Prof, Stecnstiup’s Architmithis, to institute for them the generic title
of Majaloteuthis, or giant calamary, and lo further distin¬
guish them, both being of the same species as Megaloleuihis '
Harvepi, in recognition of the great service to science ren¬
dered through Mr. Harvey’s stops taken to preserve these
valuable specimens. To Ibis gentleman, indeed, we are
indebted for the means of solving and setting at rest for¬
ever the long-vexed problem of the existence even of these
formidable monsters of the deep.” Mr. Kent concludes
his valuable paper in the following terms:—
“Having satisfactorily established the existence of these
monarchs of the ocean, it now remains for science to elu¬
cidate their habits and social economy. The facilities for
this, however, are not at present very extensive. The fact
of many individuals having made their appearance within
a limited area, aud at intervals following with marked
closeness upon one another, would seem to indicate that
they are gregarious, and iu this respect participate in a
I'lMs Department Is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
habit dominant with the majority of their less pretentious
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be tnade a
congeners. In the common squid—loligu—the number of
special feature of this paper. Alt communications, notes, queries, re¬
ova'Vleposited by the female is something astounding, hav¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]
ing been computed by Bobadseh at no less than 40,900! If
anything approaching such a degree of prolificnesB obtains
THE GREAT OCTOPUS.
in these giants of their race, it is a matter of wonder that
more has not been seen of them. Against this, however,
In our isane of Jan. 15th, 1874, will bo found a very Interesting arti¬
it may be argued that, like the members of the whale tribe,
cle by Rev. M. Harvey, of St. Johns, N. F., describing Cepbalopods,
they usually affect the open ocean, aud ouly approach the
with an accompanying engraving from a photograph of one of these
land when driven by stress of wind or tide. Unlike the
creatures taken on tile Newfoundland coast at that time. The article
whales, a shoal of these might pass a ship unnoticed, hav¬
and photograph were then regarded with so much interest by scientific
ing no occasion to rahe the surface of their bodies above
men that Ihe first was reproduced in Europe from electrotypes furnish
the level of the water to take iu atmospheric air, as with
ed by the proprietors of this paper upon application. It was the first, pho¬
the former. The great speed, moreover, with which all
tograph evertaken of an octopus. Wc have therefore thought it won Id be
members of this group shoot through the medium they in¬
gratifying to those of our readera who did not then see the picture of
habit aided by their powerful vision, would enable them to
this hideous creature to examine it now, and accordingly print, it a sec¬
avoid with ease a threatened danger in the form of an ap¬
ond time, in connection with the article which follows, and which has
proaching ship. Associated with this aspect it is also wor¬
never been printed before. It adda information to that given in the ar¬
thy of note that in the majority of instances the examples
ticle of January, 1S74.—Ed.
encountered have been dead, or in a muLilated or exhaust¬
ed
condition.
Sx. Johns, Newfoundland, April, 1876.
"The question of the food upon which these monsters
Editor Forest and Stream:—
live has not yet been determiued, though it in all proba¬
“A very great interest was awakened among naturalists
bility consists principally of living fish, in common with
on both sides the Atlantic by the discovery which I was
most of their predacious race. The destruction they work
among the finny tribes in this case must, on account of
fortunate enough to make in 1873 of the ouly perfect spec¬
their enormous size, be very great; but as through the scale
imen of these colossal cephalopoda. The effect of that dis¬
of nature we find one tribe warring upon another, and
covery has been to remove all doubt as to the existence of
fiually subservient for the support
of one still
cuttle fish of very large dimensions, and to furnish data
more powerful, we
shall
find that these giaut
for a scientific investigation of the structure of a species
calamaries are themselves an easy prey to otlmr
tenants of the deep. The whales, in fact, with which
of fishes, the very existence of which was doubted or
they have been compared in size, are their most formidable
denied by the most eminent naturalists. No fact in nature
and implacable loes, and probably the ouly animals exist¬
can be unimportant or fruitless, and the discovery of these
ing who could oppose these monsters with any prospect of
cepbalopods, as we shull see presently, has already, to some
success iu their native element. Our remarks in this case
scientific minds, suggested important possibilities in the
are of course restricted to Ihe toothed whales, aud with
these we have abundaut evidence to show that tiie colossal
Study of marine zoology.
cephalopoda constitute a favorite diet.
Curiously enough it would seem that the seas around
“So large a mass of evidence has now been laid before
Newfoundland are the favorite Tesort of these marine mon¬
our readers, that to further augment it would be needless.
sters, us scarcely a year elapses of late without bringing
Bumming up the whole, we are forced to admit that this
news of some specimens having cither been seen or qast
group of cephalopodous molluscs contains representatives uf
ashore. We may hope, therefore, that as the importance counts of them become frequent. In 1754, Pontoppidan, enormous dimensions distributed iu the seas throughout
of preserving such specimens as may turn up becomes Bishop of Bergen, gave an account of a monster which he the globe, aud embracing, iu all probability, many distinct
more generally known among the inhabitants of New¬ named the Kraken, a wonderful production of the human genera and species. Buch is the formidable size of these
giant calninuries that they vie even with the cetacea in
foundland, numerous representatives of the different gen¬ imagination. lie says of it that "the Norwegian fisher¬
magnitude, and in this respect yield to no other animals
era and species will, in the course of time, be obtained, men sometimes find unexpected shallows when a short dis¬ now existing. It further appears obvious that the numer¬
tance
out
at
sea,
the
depth
suddenly
diminishing
from
one
and a thorough knowledge gained of these remarkable
ous tales ami traditions that have been current from the
creatures. The latest arrival of one of the long-armed hundred fathoms to twenty or thirty. Then they know earliest times concerning the existence of colossal species
tribe took place in December, 1874, at Grand Bank, out the that the Kraken is rising, and immediately retreat. His of this race, though in some instances unscrupulously ex¬
aggerated, had iu all probability, in the main, a back¬
shores of Fortune Bay, Here a splendid specimen was back first appears, looking like a number of small islands;
ground work of fact, and can be no longer passed over as
flung ashore, unmutilated and fresh, but unhappily before bis arms rise above the surface like the masts of a vessel, the mere fabrications of a disordered mind, as we have
any one who knew its value arrived at the spot,, it was cut and are said to have power to grasp the largest man-of-war been hitherto inclined lo accept them.”
up aud partly destroyed by the fishermen, Little did these and pull it to the bottom,” The same imaginative writer
Siuce the publication of the article from which the forehonest men dream of the loss science sustained when they was the first to set afloat the story of the sea serpent and going extracts are taken, Prof. Verrill of Yale College, to
other astounding monsters of the deep. Coming dowu to
flung the fragments of what, in their eyes, was only a dis¬
whom I forwarded fragments of the Logie Bay specimen,
gusting slimy mass to their hungry dogs. Fortunately, the days of Capt. Cook, we find that the mutilated body of has made an exhaustive study of the whole subject, aud
a calamary was found floating iu the South Seas by Banks
however, Mr. Geo. Simms, Magistrate of Grand Bank,
lias published the results of his investigations in the Amer¬
hoard of the strange fish which had landed, and was in and Solanda, during Cook’s second voyage, and was for¬ ican Raiuralist for January and February, 1875, and in the
warded
to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
time to secure some important measurements of the crea¬
American Journal of Science and Arts for February, 1875.
ture. Incompliance with my request he has kindly fur¬ London, and there examined by Prof. Owen, who estima¬ These are illustrated by beautiful engravings of the differ¬
nished me with full particulars of his examination of the ted that it was six feet long when perfect. The most com¬
ent parts of the creature, and by a restoration of the entire
fragments which remained. He found the tentacula, or plete and reliable account, up to recently, was that of the Logie Bay specimen. Prof. Verrill stales in these articles
long arms, twenty-six feet in length and sixteen inches in eminent naturalist, Prof. Slcenstrup: “At the re-union of that lie is able to cite twelve American examples, and has
circumference. The eight short arms were one third the the Scandinavian naturalists at Copenhagen, in the year had opportunity to study portions of five of these speci¬
length of the long ones, and about the same in circumfer¬ 1847, Prof. Steenstrup contributed a record of two gigan¬
mens. "These,” he says, “evidently represent two dis¬
ence. The head or central part, from which the arms ra¬ tic ceplialopods captured in the years 1689 and 1790 on the tinct species, both of which belong to^ tku genus Architeudiated, was thirty-six inches in circumference. The body coasts of Zeeland; aud later on, in 1850, supplemented this of Steenstrup (or Megaloteuthis of Keut).” He proposes
was thirteen and a half feet in length, me asurrng from these observations with some remarks of high interest
to name the one of these Architeutlds princepe, and the
the point of junction with the central part lo the extrem¬ upon another specimen found at the Skag, Jutland, in the 3eeond he considers identical with the Architeuiha monaity of the tail; so that the entire length of the body must year 1854 This last example was cut to pieces by ihe c/mh of Steenstrup, and “seems to he the species most com¬
have been over fourteen feet. The circumference of the fishermen to bait their lines, the dismembered body fur¬ monly met with on tile coasts of Newfoundland and Lab¬
body is not given. Mr. Simms was fortunately able to se¬ nishing many barrow loads, or in its entire condition, ac¬ rador,’’
cure the beak and one sucker, which he presented to me. cording to some writers, filling a large cart. The pharynx
He says: “The most complete specimen that has ever
These I have forwarded to Prof. Verrill, of Yale College, of this monster which, with its contained beak, equalled come under scientific observation was captured iu Novem¬
New Haven, who has made a special study of the whole sub¬ in size an infant’s head, was unfortunately the only portion ber, 1873, in Logie Bay, near St.John’s, Newfoundland.
ject. The beak is very large and powerful, and the sucker is of the animal preserved. This, however, with the records It became entangled in herring nets, and was sceured hy
the fishermen with some difficulty, and only after quite a
over an inch iu diameter, liaviDg denticulated edges. It is of the two examples from the neighboring islands of Zee- struggle, during which its head was badly mutilated and
singular to find that though the body of this specimen was land, supplied Prof. Steenstrup with material for the insti¬ severed from the body, and the eyes, most of the syphontution
of
his
new
genus
Archileuthis
dux,
he,
according
to
twice the length of the Logie Bay specimen, the tentacula
tube, and the front edge of the mantle were destroyed.
were only two feet longer, though very much thicker. Al¬ Crosse and Fischer, bestowing upon the species of which Fortunately this specimen was secured by the Row M.
together this must have been a formidable monster to en¬ the pharynx was preserved the title of ArchitcuOas dux, Harvey of St. Johns. After it had been photographed and
measured, he attempted to preserve it entire in brine, but
counter, with its body fourteen feet in length, and at least and upon that represented by the two examples recorded this was found to be ineffectual, and after decomposition,
ten feel in circumference. Those arms, twenty-six feet in as captured in the years 1639 and 1790, the provisional one had begun to destroy some of the most perishable parts,
of
Architeuthia
mo/iuchva,"
length, and armed at the extremities with powerful

above the dam become more and more scarce, until dually tlie stock la
reduced lo a minimum."
Tt if out of this minimum supply, if at all, that the fish referred to by
Hr. Klippart have been taken during all months of the year.
“The result of dams diminishing the number of purely fresh water fish
has not received the same attention in this country that it has abroad;
but it is a well established principle, from centuries of lnqniry in Ger¬
many and elsewhere, tbal a very extensive migration takes place among
the purely fresh water fish."
When hereafter any informant of Mr. Klippart. asserts that fiBli cbnteB
arc useless, let him reply In the following Blrong but appropriate quota¬
tion:—
“The assertion that chutes upon any plan are worthleBB, is founded
Upon the grossest ignorance of the history of fish culture and fish pro¬
tection. There are localities in which, for focal cjinses, fishways have
not proved as efficient us had been anticipated; but for one instance of
this kind there is no difficulty in showing a hundred that answer every
purpose.1*
My answers, therefore, categorically, to Mr. KITppart arc:—
First—Our inland fishes are migratory, and clinics are necessary for
their passage.
Second—They are not taken in our water daring every month of the
year as a body, but only those few who remain because of some unex¬
plained cause are ever then captured.
Third—That while it is true of fishes, and of everything else, that
more can be bought from the world at large than can be reared at home,
yet that furnishes no reason for destroying the few we have.
Tjiomas A. Losan,
President of the Ohio State Asso. for the Protection of Game and Fish.
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suckers, can be clasped around any object, and are
worked by the creature as dexterously us a cat uses her
paws, To be enfolded in the whole ten arms, covered as
they are with perhaps 1,200 suckers which sink into the
flesh of a victim and seem to drink the blood, while the
beak of the ferocious creature rends and destroys its prey,
would be a truly awful fate.
The division decapoda of the cephalopodous (head'foot¬
ed) mollusca embraces the cuttle fish, Sepiaike, and the
calamaries or squids, Teuthidm. The latter are distin¬
guished from the ordinary cuttle fisli by the possession of
larger fins and a greater length of body, so that they are
belter fitted for an oceanic existence. Another point of
difference is, that instead of the cuttle-hone, the calamar¬
ies possess a horny, transparent “pen,” or gladius, which,
in combination with the ink-bag of this group, lias gained
for them the popular appellation of the pen-and-ink fish.
It is carious to find that, during the Roman period, the
Mediterranean was generally assigned as the habitat of
certain gigantic ceplialopods, regarding which many fables
were related by ancient writers, all of which, we know
now, must have bad some solid foundation of facts The
most striking narrative is from the pen of Pliny, who re¬
lates that one of these creatures was destroyed on the
coast of Spain, whose head was the size of a cask, one of
the arms measuring thirty feet. It is remarkable that two
of the arms are described by Pliny as having been of much
greater length than the others, recent discoveries having
confirmed tills observation of the old naturalists. Prom
the termination of the Roman period till the commence¬
ment of the seventeenth century, no appearance of these
oceanic monsters is on record; but after the latter date ac-
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be took it from the brine, and dividing it into several por¬
tions, preserved such parts as were Btm undecomposed in
strong alcohol. These various portions are now in my
possession, and with the photographs have enabled me to
present a restoration, believed to be quite accurate, of the
entire creature, Mr. Harvey has published popular ac¬
counts of this specimen, and the previously captured arm
ot a still larger one, in the Maritime Monthly Magazine of
St.John, N. B., for March 1874, and in several newspa¬
pers. To him, therefore, we are mainly indebted for the
latest and most important additions to our knowledge of
these remaikable animals.”
Prof. Verrill then proceeds to give elaborate accounts of
the measurements and general character of the various
portions. Of the jaws he says:—
“When in place, these jaws constitute a powerful beak,
looking something like that of a parrot or hawk, except
that the upper jaw shuts into the lower, instead of the re¬
verse, as in birds. The color is dark brown, becoming al¬
most black toward the lip, where its substance is thicker
and firmer, and smoothly polished externally. The upper
jaw measures 3.85 inches in total length, 1 inch in greatest
breadth, and 2-50 from front to back. The lower jaw is 3
in. long, 2.75 broad and 2.65 from front to back. Tire small
squids of our coast have a very similar pair of jaws. The most
remarkable anatomical character observed’ in this speci¬
men is found in the form and arrangement of the teeth on
the‘lingual ribbon,’ or odontophore, for in this respect it
differs widely from all other known cepkalopods. The or¬
dinary squids and cuttle fish all have these teeth arranged
in seven regular longitudinal rows, those of the three mid¬
dle rows being generally two or three pronged, as in Lolig
pallida, while the lateral rows have long, simple, fang like0
teeth- But in this species the teeth are very irregularly
scattered over the surface ol' the broad, thin membrane,
and it is difficult to trace the rows—if such they can be
called—for the arrangement seems to be somewhat in ir¬
regular quincunx.
“Prom the above description it will be seen that the most
important aud the most characteristic features of this spe¬
cies, or rather of the genus to which it belongs, is found
in the lingual dentitiou iu the internal shell, in the form of
the caudal fins, and in the cluster of small suckers and tu¬
bercles on the long arms. The three first of these peculi¬
arities indicate a low or generalized structure, and there¬
fore a low rank iu our system of classification, unless it
should be found to have some other characters not yet
lcuown, and of greater importance, which might outweigh
those here given. It. will appear, therefore, that this genus
of huge squids should be classed below Loligo, which, iu
its turn, will go below Ommastreplm, to which genus the
common squids of our northern coasts belong, for the lat¬
ter genus has distinct eyelids, which are not found iu Loli¬
go, and the internal shell is also more specialized.
“The pen of our ArchiteulhU seems to resemble that of
the ancient genus Tendopsis, found fossil in the jurassic
formations, aud contemporaneous with the huge marine
saurians, lcthyomarui, Plesiosuarus, etc., the “sea serpent”
of those ancient seas. May there not also be huge marine
saurians still living iu the North Atlantic, in company with
the giant, squids, but not yet known to naturalists? Such
a belief seems quite reasonable when we consider how
many species of great marine animals, both among cepha¬
lopoda aud cetaceans, are still known only from single spe¬
cimens, or even mere fragments, generally obtained only
by chance,"
It will be seen from the concluding extract that the Prof,
inclines to the belief that the discovery of the sea serpent
is not quite aa impossibility.
—By an unfortunate error last week, we signed the name
of Harry W. Caudee to the article “Birds of Central New
York," the writer of which was Mr. H. G. Fowler, of
Auburn,NT. Y., whose name should be substituted.
A Peculiar Bird’s Nest.—We have received by the
courtesy of Dr. 0. C. Abbott, of Trenton, N. J., an old
bird’s nest which he recently found, and could not identify.
It is
inches deep and 3 inches in diameter. It is sus¬
pended from the slender forked branch of a spicewood.
The nest is formed almost wholly of scraps of newspapers,
tied to the twigs with string, and lined with the needle-like
leaves of the white pine. This is undoubtedly a nest of
the white-eyed vireo {V. noveboracemis). Wilson describes
it as suspended by the upper edge, like those of all the vireos, and says: “Outwardly it is constructed of various
light materials—bits of rotten wood, fibres of dry stalks,
of weeds, and of pieces of paper, commonly newspapers, an
article almost always found about its nest,, so that some of my
friends have given it the name of the ‘Politician.’ ’’
—The American Museum of Natural HiBtory at Central
Park is to have an aquarium at its new building on Eighth
avenue.
—Zoologists are looking forward to examining the four
small elephants which the Prince of Wales is bringing
home from India. One of the two kinds of elephants iu
Nepaul is small, not more than five feet high when adult.
Professor Busk has found in the bone caves of Gibraltar,
the remains of a pigmy elephant, and interest is aroused to
know if these small ones from India will not prove to be
the same species which long ago became extinct in Europe.
Special arrangements are being made at the London Zoo¬
logical Gardens for the Prince’s valuable collection, which
Will be kept separate.
-4

A White Skunk!—We have received a present of a
White skunk (defunct), accompanied by the following let¬
ter. It is a beautiful creature; but albeit its skin is as
spotless as snow, its breath is bad, aud we have had to use
chlorides and carbolic soap for a seven day’s purification,
after the taint left by the handling of it. The nasty thing!
And yet—and yet—it is an object of great curiosity—to savans:—
Flatdkad Agency,
i
Missoula Co., Montana, April 11th, 1876.
j
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 have sent yon by this mail a white skin What Is It? Trappers and
Indians here say it is a white eknnk. One man only—a half-bread—
sayB he has seen one before.
Cilibili.

[Albino skunk, and no mistake,—Ed. J

REFLECTIONS UPON REFLECTIONS.
New Haven, Conn., April 14th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Have you seen the book on birds by Theodore Jasper, pnblished re¬
cently in numbers? How la it possible that such a bonk has been allowed by the author to go npon the market? The cuts of the birds and the
positions are good; the text is good enough. But the coloring of the
plates, how entirely nnmiturail how consummately absurd! The author
seems to have an insane propensity to produce an effect by reflecting
colors on bis birds from surrounding objects. For instance, in one
plate the blue sky has cast a blue reflection over the backs of the birds,
and this color lias in turn been reflected from the birds to the trees,
etc., in that vicinity. A ud from the grass below, which Is colored a rich
impossible yellow, there is another reflection to the breast of the
birds, and indiscriminately over their bodies, If the author will allow
such reflections on the birds be must not And fault if reflections are cast
on his work. In fact, between the effect of the reflection from the sky
and that from the ground, the original color is sometimes almost entire¬
ly lost. In other cases the wrong tints seems to have been applied with¬
out any definite aim. if an artist were engaged npon the painting of
an Alderney cow, would he carefnlly sketch it, give it a graceful posi¬
tion, and then paint it a sky blue Color, with red horns and tail, and a
broad green stripe down the back? Surely this would be no more absurd
than the manner in which Jasper has treated many of his bi rds.
Robt. T. Morris.
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THE

LABRADOR

DUCK.

Ann Arbor, Mich., April 2till, 1876.
Editor Forbbt and Stream:—
I would say in reply to Prof. Baird’s call, in your issue of April 1st,
Tor information of the Labrador duck, t CantptoanrMS lobradoritcs), that
I have one specimen in my collection taken at Delhi Mill, Mich., April
17th, 1872. There is no specimen iu the Michigan University Mnseum.
A. B. COVERT.
Recent Arrivals at the I'm i. a help hi a Zoological Garden.—
One common boa (Boo constrictor]. Purchased. One young alligator
(Alligator mississippiensh). Presenled by Master George English, Phil¬
adelphia. Three golden pheasants (T/iaumaleapMa). Purchased. Five
silver pheasants (Suptocamur nyctkemcrus)
Purchased. One Tobin
(Tunlus inlgratoriils). Presented by John Pearsall, Philadelphia. One
red-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps). Presented by Wm. Philips,
Philadelphia. Two greaL horned owls (Bubo vlrymlanm). Presented
by Joseph M. Wilson, Washington, D. C. One snowy owl (Nivea scandittca). Presented by Uanry N- Stewart, Philadelphia. Two Guinea
baboons (Cynocephntus sp/dnx\, two pig-lailcd monkeys (Macacua mme&biims), four Macaque monkeys (Macacos cynomolgm), one sooty
mangabey (Gercoctbusfuliginosus), one cinnamon bear (Ursus americanwsvnr.). Purchased. One woodcock (Phikthela miliar). Presented by
Philip Rhoads, Lancaster, Pa. One horned grebe (Podiceps comulus).
Presented by
. Three red foxes (Vulpes fulvus). Presented by Ed¬
gar F. Jordan,Philadelphia. One mooSe (Mcesmachlis). Purchased.
One barn owl (Strlxpraiincola). Presented by-. Two screech owls
(Scops mid). Presented by Edgar Wiestling, Philadelphia. One young
alligator (Alligator f/usdstippiCnds). Presented by Frank M. Scanlan,
Philadelphia. One pair zebus (Bos Indicus), four Bewick's swana (Cygnustninor(?). Puicbased. One loon (Colymbus torguatus). Presented
by Joseph M. Wilson, Washington, D. C. One banded rattlesnake
(CrolalW durlfsm), Presented by H. Krauser & Bro ., Milton, Pa. Two
caribous (Rangi/ercaribou). Puicbased.

-

Recent Arrivals at the Central Park Menaoekie.—One
spotted eavy, CuUogemys paca. Presented by Mr. J. W. Wilson. One
golden-crow tied connre, Oonurus aureus, Presented by Master George
A. Keys. Two slender-billed cockatoos, Zecrnetis tenuirostris. Two
sun bears, Ursus nadaynus. One Colobas monkey, Colobus cristatus.
W. A. Conklin, Director.

\ea and
FISH

IN

iver ytjfishiqg.
SEASON

Trout, salmo fontinalis.
Salmon, Salmo solar.
Grayling, Thymallm tricolor.

IN MAY.

Salmon Trout, Salmo cvnjlnis.
Shad. Alosa.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Gloverl.

For list ot seasonable trout llioa for May see our issue of April 27th.
Fish in Market.—The markets have been well supplied
with fish during the past week, particularly with shad, the
prices for which have fallen to 35 cents for North Rivers,
50 cents for Connecticut Rivers, and 25 cents each for
Sonthern, The mo.,t marked feature lias been the arrival
of large quantities of pompauo from Pensacola, and a re¬
duction iu the price of this delicious fish from $1 to 50
cents per pound. Striped bass are worth 15 cents; smelts,
15 cents; Kenebco salmon, 75 cents; California, do., 30
cents; mackerel, 30 cents each; white perch, 15 cents per
pound; Spanish mackerel, 75 cents; greeii turtle, 20 cents;
terrapin, $12 per doz.; halibut, 15 cents per pound; had¬
dock, 8 eeuts; kingfisli, 80 cents; codfish, 8 cents; black
fish, 15 cents; flounders, 8 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters,
10 cents; sheepsheatl, 35 cents; scollops, $1 per gallon;
soft clams, 40 to 00 cents per 100: whitefish, 18 cents per
pound; pickerel, 15 cents; Canada brook trout, 15 cents;
Long Island, $1; bard shell crabs, $4 per 100; soft, do., $3
per dozen.

—The rivers and lakes well to the northward are now
clear of ice, aud south of the St. Lawrence River the trout
fishing season may be said to be fairly at hand. Snow
still remains five feet deep at Quebec and beyond. It lies
dense among the Adirondack?, where the lakes are not yet
open, though the ice is daily expected to break up. Nev¬
ertheless there is clear passage from lake to lake through
the entire great chain, and from them to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. The rivers of Maine are open, and navigation
is resumed on Lake Champlain. In Nova Scotia, where
the season is always mnch earlier than in any other part of
the Canadian Dominion, the months of April and May are
the most favorable for flyfishing for salmon, which begin to
run as soon as the ice fairly breaks up in the rivers. Parties
proposing to visit this province need not expect any suc¬
cess whatever after J uly 1st, whereas from the 15th of
June to the 20tli of July is the cream of the salmon fish¬
ing in New Brunswick and the St. Lawrence tributaries.
We know of quite a number of leading American anglers
who propose to visit the Canadian waters in June, some by
invitation of the lessees, and some to test the unleased riv¬
ers, where, it will be remembered as we informed.our read?
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ers a month ago, fishing privileges are granted for the very
moderate sum of $1 per day per rod in the Dartmouth and
Resligouche Rivers, the latter of which is famous for its
large salmon, and one of the finest riverB in the Province.
This is a privilege which our anglers ought to avail them¬
selves of, the more especially as the locality is made easy
of access by the completion of the Intercolonial Railway
of Canada, via Quebec and Riviere du Loup, or via St,
John and Shediac.
Land-locked salmon are found in the eastern and west¬
ern Grand Lakes of Maine, the latter more generally
known as the Scboodics, reached by steamers from Eastport and Calais, and the’ former by the E, and N. A. Rail¬
road from Bangor. They are also taken in the Sebec Lake,
reached by the Piscataquis Railroad, and in Stoney Lake,
in Canada, which lies back of Peterborough; also in
the Upper Saguenay at the grand discharge of Lake St.
John, where they are locally known as winninnish,
beginning to run about the middle of June. Iu all other
localities mentioned May is decidedly the best month for
taking these fish, not only because the run is better, but
because there are no black flies to molest, and few anglers
out. In June there are two fishermen to every fish.
Brook trout will now bo taken in the quickest water of
running streams; in lakes they are scattered everywhere.
We gave a list of trout flies for May in our last issue. Sal¬
mon trout are also near the surface, and take the troll
freely throughout the month; they will sometimes rise to
the fly, and afford good sport.
Grayling abound in the Michigan streams, and the nu¬
merous authentic articles which we have printed from
Fred Mather, Uncle Thad Norris, and others in back num¬
bers of Forest and Stream will instruct the angler when,
where, aud how to fish for them, April, May, and June
are the best months, but the fish are game all through the
summer. The Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad tra¬
verses the country which the grayling inhabit, and the ad¬
vertisement which wo print for the company this week
will give onr readers much information.
Shad-fishing with fly is in older, but the interest in this
sport seems to have been evanescent. We do not think it
the most exciting in the world, but better than no fishing.
Altogether May is the angler’s chosen month, and he
who would exercise his prerogative should go forth soon
and make the most of it. Our local reports will indicate
the condition of the streams and fishing propects in va¬
rious States.
—Up to the present time reliable private advices from
the Newfoundland sealers, report 12 steamers to have ar¬
rived from the ice, bringing about 130,000 seals, the value
of which is estimated at over $400,000. Eight steamers
and all of the sailing vessels are as yet unaccounted for,
and the presumption is that the steamers still out have
fared badly, and that few of the sailing vessels will do
well.
—Striped baBS, weighing two and a half pounds, will be
caught on the “Jersey Flats” and other localities in our’
harbor during the present month, while on their way up
the river to spawn. They are in good condition now,
although June is an off month. The veteran angler, An¬
drew Clerk, Esq., with 1ns vivacious and enthusiastic suc¬
cessor, Mr. Abbey, and other chosen comrades, will test their
quality and temper in the coming days, and we shall be
pleased to report a goodly catch as the result of their en¬
deavors.
—A southern correspondent describes a primitive method
of fishing as follows:—
“Pike or jack, as they are called here, are taken in large
quantities iu the mill-ponds in the Carolina.? by holding'"a
torch, at night, over the centre of a canoe and roeltiug it
while moving down stream. The motion with the light
attracts the fish, who jump into the boat, of ten in large
numbers.”
—The traffic in fresh fish over the Intercolonial Railway
of Canada for the winter of 1875-6 amounted to 30 cases,
4,044 barrels, and 4,630 boxes. Tbe sales were made
chiefly iu Ibe United States.
—Good trouting can be had at Hillsgrove, Sullivan
county. Pa. For particulars address R. Biddle at that
place.
—It is reported that specimens of salmon, weighing
nearly a pound each, have recently been caught in seines
in Pawcatuck River, Connecticut.
Pennsylvania—Philadelphia, May Ut.—'Tbe shad fish¬
ing has been about the same this week. The catch has
been better than middling. One gill-net brought in 57 this
morning from one drill. Of these, one weighed 7J and
another 6 pounds. The law making a close time from sun
set on Saturday until midnight on Sunday meets with somo
opposition, but thanks to the vigilance of the fish wardens,
and especially of the fishermen that have been caught
once, the law is well enforced. Three infringers come up
for trial at Mt. Holly this week. A seine drawn at the
mouth of the Rancocas on Thursday night. Caught among
the shad was one black bass, probably a descendant of
those put in the creek three years ago. At Fairmount, on
Thursday, one rod took several rock fish of about a pound,
and a half and two pound black bass. The latter was at
once set free.
Sculls.
Vermont—Montpelier, May "1st.—To-day is the opening
of the trouting season, Prospects are decidedly unfavora¬
ble, as we are iu the midst of a driving snow-storm. Last
winter’s snow in many places is two feet deep.
W. A. B.
North Carolina—Morgantoion, April 22th.—I have not
been out yet, owing to the unsettled weather, but heard of
some 4} pound trout being caught thirty miles from here
last week, and as soon as 1 can leave the Post I shall try
them.
Doctor,
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claim the particular attention of the fly-fisher. It belongs PICKEREL IN ADIRONDACK WATERS.
v; Minnesota—Eraincrcl, April 30th.—Spring ims nt last
almost exclusively to the northern latitudes, and particu¬
"come around.” The pickerel begin to show themselves
Greenwich, New York, April 37th, 1876.
]
in the grassy shallows, and in the outlets of lakes that larly to that class of waters where the trout and grayling 9
empty into rivers. The pike-pereli will begin running delight to sport. It is of medium size, the alar expanse of Editor Forest and Stream .—
Tn one ot four late issues, (April 6th, I think), E. K. Wilson, writing V
soon.’ Speaking of fish reminds me of the frost fish, men¬ the largest specie not exceeding two inches. From the
tioned in your paper lately. We have taken them in a gill- numbers of species, and their diversity of habits, they make from Syracuse, says:—
In 1865 a lot of these “fresh water sharks" (pickerel) were let loose in
1
net many limes at Cedar Pond, nearMeacham Lake, Frank¬ their appearance at all seasons. The imagines have a mothLong Lake, to the indignation of most of the residents, and all of the
I
lin county, N. Y. They will not bit.e, at least we never like habitus, and are called “Btone flies" on account of their sportsmen,
For a few years Buttermilk Fails opposed a boundary for
I
ltuew them to. Slightly snlled and smoked they are deli¬ colors resembling that of stones. The wings are black- their influx Into Racquette Lake. In 18'tt, through the lnstrirmnntnllily I
cious. We have wrTtten Mr, Fuller, of the Meacham Lake brown, black shading through the browns, the brick colors, of some uf “Murray’s horde," they were transported over the fulle, and. ■
the luleous, until a creamy white is reached. The eggs from thence have spread thronghoat that pride of the North Woods— I
House, asking him to send you a specimen of these fish,
are inclosed in gclntiuous capsules which swell in the water Racquette.
and a description of them, and their hahits, etc.
and attach themselves to stones, sticks, or vegetation. In
IlAVrLAND.
Ttiii- is true of the Long Lake waters, and down stream from that lake,
V
this mass the young live for some time after being excluded bnt I. for one, do not believe pickerel appear above Buttermilk Falls. I
Movements of the Fisnreo FliSet.—Some thirty more
from the egg. On leaving it they fasten around their Next above Long Luke aDd Buttermilk Falls, on Racquette River, comes fl
sail have been fitted away for the southern mackerel fish¬ body leaveB, grass, orauysoft substance formingapadding,
Forked Lake, four or five miles long, and I never heard of pickerel in
.
ery the past week, and others will soon follow. The first and then at their leisure build a regular case around the the Forked Luke, As to Racquette Lake, truly catted “the pride of Ihe fl
mackerel of the season were caught- by the schooner Mary whole, some spirally, others longitudinally, of pieces of woods," l have ttsbedltB waters for ten years, sometimes spring and full I
Odell, Cap!,. McLain, of 1 his port, and landed at Phila¬
wood, grass, roots or branches of plants, gravels, stones,
both, and I never heard of, or canght, or saw pickerel tboro. Nor did X
delphia on Tuesday, she sold her catch fresh for $1,500.
shells, or any small and available substance found in the ever, till now, hear any person say that pickerel bad ever appeared above I
There have been 04 arrivals of the cod and halibut fleet,
water, adding on as they increase in growth or statue. The Buttermilk Fulls, much less in Racquette Lake. I know nothing of Mr. I
45 from Georges and 9 from the banks. The receipts of appearance of these cases is as various as the species.
Murray, save by hearsay, in the Adlroudacks, and general repnte ns a
.
Bank halibut have been 524,590 pounds, and 185,000 pounds Some take possession of hollow reeds or straws; others spin clergyman, having never seen him, bob I believe him to be quite too I
of Georges; Bank cod-fish, 50,000 pounds, Georges cod¬ a case of silk exclusively. These cases protect the abdomen,
much of a sportsman to ever himself entertain or tolerate in any of h!K
I
fish, 900,000 pounds. Sales of halibut at three and two but are so large that they can retreat entirely within-- “horde" the sHcretigious idea of currying pickerel around the falls, and fl
cents per pound for white and gray.
when disturbed. They cling to them with hooks at the thus introducing them into Forked Lake waters, and thence into Ran fl
There have been some big halibut trips from the Banks, extremity of the abdomen. Learned hydrostatics as they quette. Until farther evidence 1 shall disbelieve entirely these state- I
as follows: Schooners Carrie P. Morton, 114,540 pounds,
naturally should be, these cases are built with specific ments. The evil effects of these miserable pirates have been fatly felt I
Davy Crockett, 99,980 pounds, Edwin C. Dolliver, 95,000 gravity, such that it does not discommode them as they in Long Lake, and the man who wnnld spread them any farther in the I
pounds, Notice, 70,100 pounds, Howard, 75,000 pounds.
walk, or buoy them to the surface. The few species in beautirnl waters of the Adirondack takes is a wretch—and a deliberately fl
_
_D. W. Mandeia.
1
The schooner Guzel, ot this port,, arrived at St. John on
'his family that are predacious do not live in cases, but wicked wretch.
the 18th inst., with a fare of 5,000 pounds of halibut,
take shelter under stones or slicks, or spin a small web un¬
FYSSHYNGE IN YE OLDEN TIME.
caught oil Digby, which found a ready market at four and
der some protection that they abandon at pleasure. 'When
a ball'to live cents per pound. The fish were retailed at fully fed and ready to .change to pup®, they close their
Miiton, April 35th, 1876.
ten cents per pound The St. John Globe says “some peo¬ ease with a grating, first fastening it. securely to some sub¬ Editor Forest and Stream:—
ple wonder whv American fishermen catch fish at our own
stance in the bed of the water. Those that do not live in
As everything now is Centennial, I send some extracts from the diary H
doors, and supply our markets, carrying oil' the proceeds; cases, make a pupa covering of decayed wood, or small Of an old fisherman of the Neponset River a century ago: the reason is the obvious one of nothing to prevent them."
June 6th, 1760.—Caught 1,560 shad at Pine Neck at nne lime, Willi a
I
stones. When this metamorphose is completed, and they
Schooner Nulti Secundns sold from this port to parlies in are ready to leave the water, they make with llieir mandi¬ seine.
Norway, in January, carried out a load of pickled herring.
June 1D/A, 1771.—Canght 3,000 shad in tme day in tho seine.
bles a semicircular incision in their covering, the head
The venture occasioned considerable comment at the time,
Mni/ 4/A, 1774.—Caught 61 shad.
and the two first pair of feet arc thrust out, the rest of the
May S/A.—Caught 660 shad,
and the expression that it. seemed like “carrying coals to body is partly drawn and partly wriggled out. Now, as in
Mui/ tlfA,—Canght a very large haul of shad, 15 barrels.
Newcastle,” was freely made use of. The herring, how¬ the larva; form, they swim by using their feet, and make
May 21i/.—Canght 31 bass and 10 slind.
ever, met with a good sale, and Messrs. D. O. & n. Babson,
their way with dexterity to the shore. In doing so I have
Julie
.Set. our seine at Pope's Point, and canght 81) bass.
who sent the first load, have now filled their new schooner, seen them swim across the stream, a strong current tending
June 35/A, K74 —We maUc the largest hunt of Kali; caught, 0,000 shad,
the Herman Babson, under command of Capt. Lawson, on to carry them down. In tlieir struggles they would be part
a similar voyage. She sailed yesterday.—Gape Ann (Glou¬ of the time ou the surface aud part of the time under the meuhudiu, and Imss.
July
2d.—Carried
80 barrels of shad to Boston.
cester) Advertiser, April 29 th.
water. When they secure a landing place their appearance
May 4/A, 1773.—Canght 140 shad and two codfish.
is somewhat peculiar. The mouth parts, or a portion of
May 5/A. -Canght 200 shad. Hires bass, and one cod-Osh.
them, and the two first pair of feet are free, while the pos¬
JunelUh.—Made a large haul of shad; canght 4,600; sent 40 barrel* to I
METAPHYSICS OF FLY FISHING.
terior feet and antennas are opppressed to tne sternal sur¬ Boston.
face, and over them tlie wings are folded, crossing at the
—
June 6/A, 1774.— Set the seine; made a grunt haul; caught 3,0rt) shad.
I
We contiuue this week our studies on the Fly Fisher’s points. In ten or fifteen minutes after leaving the water
June 18'A.—Canght800 shad.
they cast off a thin parchment like covering, thus releas¬
Jane 83d.—Slopped at Pine Neck Creek; canght 200 shad and 11 bass.
Entomology—a branch of education most essential to suc¬
ing all parts of the body. They leave the water just before
There were fishways In those days I have the pleasure of having a I
cess in angling, though little understood or appreciated.
twilight, but will be seen fluttering over the water at all herring on my desk, as.i write, that went up the dub-way here, and was I
We claim that no mau can become an expert and success¬ hours. In the evening some fly in dense swarms over taken in the pond above.
Gxo. S Earlrr.
I
ful angler until he has acquired some knowledge of ento¬ streams and ponds. Many are nocturnal, flying only at
mology oitlier through his own observation or the experience night. They leave the water in June, July, August, and
BAMBOO RODS,
September. A few species in the late fall; a few ou warm
of others. The subject matter of these articles we believe
days through the winter; and some in the early spring, but Editor Forest and Stream:—
to be altogether new in the Angling Literature of America, not in sulticient quantities to warrant their use as bait.
Stockbardt, ill speaking of Hie siliceous plants, of which tho bamboo
and certainly reflects much credit upon their author, who The forms that, have been imitated the most, are named is one, says: “Silica is to these plants what bones are to men—the sub¬
familiarly: Stone, dark stone, gray stone, black June, gen¬ stance to whioli tho stalk owes its firmness aud stiffness. If the soil
shows herself to be a patient and close observer:—
eral
hooker,
hod,
wren
fly,
raven,
kingdom,
preceptor,
aud
deficient in soluble etlica (or tf there is not enoughpotaesa winch renders
“Insects are the scavengers of nature. They seek fetid
the silica soluble) these properties will be wanting to the stalk and it
unwholesome matter, the germ cells are left, and the cor¬ governor.
The eow dung fly, (Scatophaga stereororia), so named cn will bend over." Now llicre are two parts of the bamboo cane which
rupt mass is the birth place, home, and sepulchre of myriads
account
of
the
larva;
feediug
iu
the
ordure
of
cows,
be¬
are valuable in making split bamboo rods; first in importance, is that
of animate life. Noxious miasmatic gasses are consumed,
purity takes the place of foulness, and the whole, cleaned longs to the section Diptem. It hybernutes as pupie, tOQgli mass of horny fibres, which by the increasing compression of ils
at the appointed time, lias the appearance of a miniature buried in tlie earth. It bursts open the chrysalis ami growth has attained to its utmost density immediately under the enamel,
resurrection, "Not only is the earth cleansed, but the water comes forth the first warm days of May. AIL the authors and which as endogens, have their "heart-wood” on tho outside, may be 1
is purified. The flora that spread out their arms expands advise tlie use of this fly as bail on windy days, thinking it called, to distinguish it, the heart, of the bamboo; and there is the enamel
itself—the ease—hardening as it may be termed, less than the hundredth
and grows in rich luxuriance beneath the water without was the wind that brought it to the water, ft might be, if part of an Inch in thickness—almost pure sitex— hard enough to turn the
fear of drought or a sigh for rain, all kept clean and pure the wind always blew towards each individual stream. It edge of the keenest knife, and which, according to Ihe gioat German
was, I know, a successful and popular bait for ail streams,
by the infinite hosts of species that sport in the water.
chemist, quoted above, gives firmness and stiffness to the whole.
Their nourishment is decaying vegetation and that dis¬ but why, it was for a long time a puzzle to me. I was at
I am thus particular in drawing the distinction between tltuse two sub¬
agreeable substance on coufcrval formed by the decompos¬ length so fortunate as to solve it. The females are short stances, differing essentially ill their nature aud nses, yet perfectly har¬
lived
and
seldom
leave
the
vicinity
of
the
food
for
the
ing action of the water. The majority of aquatic species,
monious in their relations to caoli other, as some of your correspondents
and those species that appear in the greatest numbers are young; their imitations are seldom used as bail. The appear to labor under the impression that they are one and the same
these indirect vegetarians. I am aware that this is a strong males live until they are chilled by the cold winds of the tiling, or, which is perhaps more probable, having given the pretty name
statement, and one never before advauced. It is the result tail. They are greedy feeders, epicurean cannibals, feed¬ “centre enamel" to rods containing no enamel whutevor, they are driven
of years of patieut watching and studying. Of the class ing on their smaller sized cousins, fresh and juicy, catch¬ by Ihe exigencies of their case to call tlie heart-wood of tlie bamboo by
of insectB whose larva; feed in this manner there are, in ing them just as they are leaving tho water. They hold that name, when the slightest acquaintance with Noah Webster would
the sect iou Neuroptera, the Ephemeria, all of tlie Phryganina them with their anterior feet, fly to the bank, aud silting have taught them their error.
under the shade of a leaf, suck the body dry. One evening
Thus W. J. P. builds his rod—on paper—fittiug the splints together tn
that live in eases, several species of lialina. Many species,
I watched one of these flies supping six on simuliums; not a maurter which necessitates the removal of all tho enamel and clatuis
but divided amoDg different families in the section diptcra.
One of these, Piar.ee mnulmer, received its fishy name in being satisfied he made a trip to the water for another, but that all of it is retained. J. B. C. in hts four split plan, represents the
honor of the commotion it created among pisciculturists, a there was a trout in waiting aud he sank to rise no more. enamel as nearly an eighth of un inch in thickness, showing that he bus
few years since. It figured in Fish Commissioners’ reports, The flies can be used successfully as bail at all hours. also fallen into ihe error mentioned above. W. says "File Ihe enamel side
etc., as a “web worm” and “destroyer of young trout,.” They have a double advantage, their colors approximating of yuar strip enough to make it fit properly," and at tho first touch of
Larvae are ravenous feeders. A stream must be rich in so closely to several species of Phryganina that, they may the Bio away goes bis enamel. Now as J. B. C.’a plan as fllustraled ui
your paper of March 30th, is essentially the same as those of yonr other
confervee to have a large insect fauna. It would be well be considered as representing three or four (liilereut in¬ correspondents, differing only iu the number of splints nsed, and as this
sometimes before stocking streams with AbIi to stock them sects.
The Black May is one of tlie favorite forms in the same is offered as an improvement on Nal nres process for obtaining strength
first with insect food. Not that insects are the only fish
and elasticity, let us exiuume them side by side and see if he is correct,
food, but directly and indirectly they form tlie main supply section as the proceeding. There are species having these tn the first place the principle that “a ebaiu is no stronger Lhan ita
at alt seasons, and almost the exclusive food when ihe colors at. all hours and all seasons on the water. In some weakest link," is perfectly true as applied to a chain, aDd tf Mm fly rod
the
ventral
surface
is
clothed
with
a
shaggy
gray
hair.
Gammwrws and other Crustacea are passing through the
were to be nsed for pulliug fish out of water in the manner of a boat or
first stages of life. Insects are liable to bo exterminated in These walk or glide over the surface of tlie water with re¬ naff hook, then it would follow that "the same amount of enamel out¬
streams, er new species take the place of the old ones; markable rapidity, and have a decided dislike to leave it.
side or inside would produce cqnal strength,” but as wo do not use our
The
EpheineJina
named
for
April
will
appear
in
May
on
floods and freshets sweep the flora away. Mineral matter
rods ft that bungling manner, tlie chain simile does not apply at all. Tho
is obnoxious; or their parasites and enemies may gain the mountain aud tributary streams, on all the streams that re¬ mecliuuical principle which doos apply to the rod, being that of tlie
main open during the winter, They hyhernate as active hollow column ns suggested in my previous communication, and nplly
ascendancy. New species may supplant the oldinhabitams,
Illustrated, by H. in your issue or lust week.
not always “the survival of the fittest,” but the survival of larvai aud pup®, and if ice were formed, or partly formed,
II is a well established fact in menolianics, that metal oust in the shape
those whose enemies and parasites are held in check from they would perish.
lu addition to this section, there is the groat dun (Uuitis of a hollow oolurnn is vastly stronger than tho same metal cast in any
a combination of circumstances.
longiaanda),
and
its
image,
the
red
spinner.
The
Jat
ter
in
othef
form of tlie same length. Now as in the outside enamel rod, the
The dragoon flie6 (Odonala) take the front rank among
form
aud
color
approximates
so
closely
to
several
different
lough portions of the cane form a column surrounding tile weaker por¬
water insects, lu described species they exceed in number
all the remaining families in the section Aeuroptera whose species that it has been used successfully throughout the tions In the centre, and us in the so-called "centre enamel" rods, the
birth-place is the water. The majority are in the warmer summer. The yellow May (Clown striata), appears usually principle of ihe column 6* deviated from, it must be evident that the
foreier will make a stronger, and consequently more durable rod. I
latitudes. They have a preference for the waters where about the middle of May and continues through June.
have already shown that tue narao “centre enumel" is a misnomer, and
In my last I omitted to mention that the grizzly king,
the temperature increases during the summer months. In
that there is no enamel retained in these rods. As apart from the fact
queen
of
the
water,
and
professor,
had
a
classical
history.
spriugs and mountain streams the lame will be found
that glae, even with tho addition of borax, will not si iek to it any more
hugging the bank and in shallow inlets. They hibernate The two first are the invention of Prof. John Wilson— than it will to any other srnoolh piece of flint, the roundiiosa of its sur¬
in tub egg form, at luasl in the northern latitudes; are vo¬ Christopher North of the "Nodes Ambrosiane." The last face uuflts it rot any other place than the outside of the rod.
the
invention
of
James
Wilson,
the
eminent
naturalists,
racious predaceous feeders; are sporting characters, whose
If tlie heart-wood of tlie bamboo were homogeneous as claimed by
life at all times depeuus on their agility in pursuing and the stock of the chaldeeau mauuseript. The three oliam- Mr. Clay ill yonr issue of March 30th, the plans presentsd by yuur cor¬
cupturing game. Their large size, as well as their hahits pions ot the stream, may be classed as belonging to the Wil¬ respondents would make very good rods, bnt as it is of graduated density,
in flying in pursuit of food, keepiug high over the water, son family, To continue the list of general summer flies, a transverse section would present alternate layers of dense and less
will always prevent their Imitations being used success¬ forms that have made for themselves a name and history, dense wood. These running lengthwise of the rod would hardly conduce
fully as hail on small streams. They are rapid in their hut without prototypes in nature. There is coachman, lothnt accuracy of casting in every direction, that “proper and equal
movements, hut easily tire, and wliere there is a large ex¬ king of the water, gold spinner, captain, soldier, kingdom, fexibility," which is claimed Tor them. To illustrate, take the ferrule
of a six split ont side enamel lip between the thumb and finger of lint
panse of water their imitations can he used with good suc¬ and the black, brown, red, and gray palmers.
Saba J, McBride.
right hand, allowing the extreme point to rest on the ground, aud apply¬
cess. In such wuters there is always a larger sized class
ing just suflleiciit force with the finger of Ibu lert bund midway on I he
of fish, making strong, heavy- tactile essential.
tip to give it a gentle curve—now roll the ferrule between the thumb and
Imtobiast.— Care should tie lake.n lu buying Fishing nr hunting Suita
The next fumdythe section in predominant in species,
and each species predominant in numbers, is tilePhiyganina to get a genuine Uolubird Sait aud not one of the worthless intl'nt.iuns linger, and iiouvibstundlug the carve, it W ill tarn ns smoothly on its cun •
tre' and as Wily, without twists or jumps, as a piece of shafting driven
"—meaning a fagot. For various reasons this family should which are being pat on the market. The best is the cheapest.—Adv.
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by an engine. A transverse section of 'snch a tip would present the ap¬
pearance uf a wheel, to borrow Mr. Clay’s simile, revolving on its axle
With the felly represented by the heart-wood and the lire by the flinty
•covering or enamel, both on the outside, where they ahouin be. While
a Section o[ his tip would resemblo a wheel indeed, inasmuch as it is
round, but a wheel without felly or tire running on its spokes.
In the discussion of this subject, I have carefully avoided mentioning
the name of any rod maker, either to praise or condemn, supposing that
it was a principle of construction, and not the merits or demerits of any
.parliuular manufacturer, at issue, but I should like W., who appears to
llilvri tuken up cudgels hotly in advocacy of bis favorite maker, to explain
Wherein the fonr objections raised liy H. are “Imaginary,’1 or unsound,
thud also to inform us whether the same natural laws do not apply in the
making of fly rods as in any other purely mechanical operation.
_
Ted Giuyson.

Auditing mid Routing.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
laler than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
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1.
S.
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10.

Boston.

s' 33
9 18
9
51
10 44
11
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monu
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°5
6
6
7
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17*
4
47
28
5

9

33

H4
5
5
6
7
8
S

32*
18
51
44
22
3
46

the Thames and Tyne, Colonials from ITalifax and 8t.
John, the Faulkner-Regan crew from Boston, the Biglin
crew from New York, the Ward crew from Cornwall, and
the Schurff crew of Pittsburg. The English crews, the St,
John, Halifax, Ward and Biglin crews will row in the
pair-oared race, while in the single scull race there will be
Baguall, Boyd, Higgins and Sadler from England! Coulter,
Scharff, Ward, Engelhardt, PJaisted, Biglin and Ellis
Ward.
—The race between the crews of the Boston and City
Point clubs to be rowed on the Charles River, Boston, on
the 6th instant, is exciting much interest. Each have been
in careful training, and a line race may be looked for. Rea¬
gan, tlie stroke of the Boston four, has a very sore hand,
and has not pulled with his crew since Monday last, and
the probabilities are that he will practice but little before
the race. The Boston crew has recently had a new boat
built for them weighing about 140 pounds, and is said to be
a good one.
—In anticipation of the coming season, and encouraged
by the largo number of visitors last summer, Mr. Joseph
Cailly will have on hand a fleet of boats and a few yachts
at Waubashene, Canada West, for the accommodation of
6porlsmen and fishermen who shall chance to visit that
portion of Georgian Bay. A yacht course, two miles long,
has been laid out at Lake Conckicliing (Muskoka), Canada,
for regattas to be sailed next summer. Mr. Scully will
run the Conehiching Hotel the coming season.

A New Reefing Gear.—Mr. E, T>, Rankin has invented
a new sail tending and reefing gear, which, combines sim¬
plicity wilh economy, doing away with standing reef points
and earings, and permitting a sail to be reefed wilbout a
man going on to the boom to reeve the oaring. A working
mcdel of Ibis new gear will be on exhibition at the Centen¬
nial, and we learn that the owners of several new yachts
now building in this vicinity have adopted it.
Brooklyn Yacht Club.—A special meeting of the
Brooklyn Yacht Club was held last week. Tlie Regatta
Committee reported in favor of ohauging the date of the
spring race from the 22cl of June to the 10th of that month.
When the 22d of June was named it was not known that
the Centennial Regatta Committee had named the same day
for the Centennial race. The report of the committee was
unanimously adopted and tlie lOili of June named as the
day for llie spring regatta. Captain R. II. Huntley was
Unanimously elected as a member of the Board of Trustees.
Mr. Henry HenIz was elected as a member of the Regatta
Committee, Captain Thomas Lord, Jr., was elected a
member of the club, and on motion an adjournment was
taken.
Boston Yacht Clot.—The annual meeting of the Boston
Yacht Club was held Wednesday P. M. 20lh Inst, at the
club bouse at City Point South Boston, and. there was a
large attendance of members. Commodore Benjamin Dean
presided, and in his annual report, afterexpressiug a desire
to be relieved from further service in bis present capacity,
congratulated the club upon its continued and increasing
prosperity, both financially and otherwise. Pour years
ago there was but 78 members, and now there were 209.
There are more yachts now connected with the club than
Ihere were members at that time. Ilis report also referred
to the great stride of improvement in ihe sparring of yachts,
especially in the introduction of hollow musts, lop-masts
and gaffs and gaff topsail luff polos. Tlie masts of his own
yacht—the Eanny—first weighed 320 pounds. He substi¬
tuted iron, which brought it down to 240 pounds, and now
be had reduced the weight to 180. Commodore Dean also
referred in appropriate terms to the death of Mr. Geo. F.
llomer Of Brookline aud Capt. Ezra H. Baker of Boston,
members who had deceased during the year. Some of the
officers having declined a re election, lire following were
Selected for the ensuing year: Commodore, Afihur Cheney;
Vice-Commodore, F. H. Peabody; Rear Commodore,
Andrew Robeson, of Fall River; Secretary, Thomas Dean;
Treasurer, Augustus Russ; Trustees, Sereuo D. Nickerson,
Thomas Manning, Benjamin Dean; Measurers, D. J.
.Lawlor, Boston, J. B. Smith, New Bedford; Regatta Comniitlee, OooUdge Barnard, B. Chase Dean, F. E. Peabody,
AVtlliarn F. Halsey; House Committee, Commodore e*
ojfieio, D- B. Curtis, O. E. Russ; Members’ Committee,
Commodore and Secretary as ojfictv, A. C. Marlin, C. E.
Russ, William F. Whitney. A committee was appointed
to take into consideration the subject of a new clnb house
on one of the islauds. Tlie Great Brewster is likely to be
the locality selected.
English Oarsmen for America.— At a meeting of the
Captains of the various college boating clubs at Oxford on
the. 1st lust. LUe invitation to participate in the Centennial
regatta at Philadelphia was discussed and referred to a
committee. There was a feeling in favor of accepting the
hospitality of American oarsmen, provided Cambridge aud
the Dublin University also send representatives. The Daily
item of the same date states that at the meeting of the
Oxford Boat Club Captains the invitation of the Yale
University boatmen was respectfully declined,
Schuylkill Navy Regatta.—The ScliulkiU Naval
Board at their meeting to night .fixed the Local Regatta
for Saturday, June 17. The programme comprises races
for four oared gigs; six oared barges; single, uonble pair
oar and four oared shells. The gigs and barges will row
one mile from Rockland and return; the shells from the
Falls one and a half mile down. The prizes will be the
usual champion flags for each class, aud special flags 1 or
tlie winners.
The Commodore received a letter on Saturday from New
York assuring him that tlie International Regatta Com¬
mittee may rely upon tlie boating men of your city for a
subscriplion ot $5,000 for tlie Regatta Fuud.
Tbe amount requisite for Ihe purses for the professional
races is now almost assured, and tbe amounts ought to be
announced at once. The Centennial Commissioners have
recognized the efforts of the Committee to add to the at¬
tractions of the great celebration by sending them Invita¬
tions to attend the opening ceremonies on the 10th of this
month. _
Bout,lb.

J. H. C., Hartford< Conn.—I have a double barrel breecb-londing shot
gun No. 12-bore; weight 7 pounds. 16 there any reliable rulo for loading
snells for such a gun? i have loaded with 2J- to 3 drs. black powder to
1* oz. shot, No .8. Would a less quantity give more force aud be as effec¬
tive? Ans, Use 3J- drs, of powder and 1 oz. shot.
Doctor, Morgantown, N. C.—Is there any light water-proof wading
stocking which will keep one dry and allow a pair of heavy-soled shoes
to be worn over it? What is the coat? Ads. Buy the Eugltsh Mackin¬
tosh wading stockings'of Conroy, Bissett &> Malloson, 67 Fulton street,
New York; price $8. The trowsers that come to the hip cost $18.
Somerset, Addison, Pa.—1. Where can I purchase a paper sportiog
boat with capacity for two persons and baggage? 2. Can you refer me
to any person who wonld exchange a setter, broken, for pheasants, or a
cocker (unbroken), for a pair of yearliug fox hounds of good Htock?
Ans. 1. Possibly of Thomas Fearon, Yonkers, N. Y. 2. We can¬
not, but perhaps some of our readers can.
South Fork.—When and where will the noxfc Field Trials for setters
and pointers be held in this country? To whom can I apply for full iufomatlon aa to place of conducting the flam); the points awarded for
certain qualifications of dogs? Ans. At Memphis. Tenm , iu November
next. For full particulars address D. Bryson, Esq.r Secretary Teuneasee State Sportsman Association, Memphis.
F. J.,Ncw York.—Will yon please inform me whether you consider
my rifle a good one. It is a Ballard, patent 1875, round barrel, .41 cal.,
rim and central fire, cost $25; was rather hasty in buying and And there
are streaks in the barrel that look like scratches, but it can’t be that, for
it hasn’t been used. Ans. Yonr rifle is undoubtedly a good one. The
scratches may have been made by a wire cleaning brush.
O. F.r Ancrain, N. Y.—Do yon think a young dog (setter) of six
months too young to commonce hunting on woodcock? I have one that
will be six mouths in July next? Ans. We havo frequently commenced
shooting over six-months old pups, and soon got them to work aud
point steadily, but to give a pup of that age continued hard work would
probably make him slow—some work will make him good.
C. W. B., N. Y.-Wlll you please inform me through the "Corres¬
pondent Columns in Forest and Stream, what will prevent, the hairs
of awhile spitz dog from falling out? If the dog requires auymedi¬
cine please let me kuow what it is and where I can procure it? Ans.
Keeping a dog in the house,-and in a warm place, causes ihe hair to fall
off. But if your dog ia out of health, we can send yon a remedy.

The International Boat Race.—Tlie managers of tlie
Centennial Regatta are assured that the following oarsmen
will compete in tho professional races for $8,000 in prizes
ivud the championship of the world; English crews from

John, Boston.—Will J.0,0 graiua powder burn in a 26-lnch, .r>0cal.
spurting rifle; if not,wliat is the maximum charge, and how heavy ought
tlie rifle to bo made to prevent too severe recoil? Ans. We should think
not, as 70 grains is about ihe maximum. In the Government carbine,
finches shorter, 45 grains 1b the regulation charge. An ordinary leu*

Answers j^a ($orrtesyondentg,
Ufo Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
G. M. FAiRCHrLD.— A loiter for you at this office.
J. S., Midway, Ky.—What id the coat of chaugiug a pin-fire gun to a
central fire? And. Abont $20.
J AausoN.—What can I buy a full set- of Audubon’s Birdeof North Am¬
erica? Ans. Write to Wm. Brewster, Brattle st., Cambridge, Mass.
Price $100.
A. E. &Oo.—ArB there any flounders growing to the weight of 1
pounds in this section of the country? AnB. Yea; you can see them of¬
ten on the slabs at Fulton Market.
Tnos. Williamson, Leesburg, Ya.—We should be glad to see your
“bird aud game diary,” and take from it finch facie and extracts as we
considered valuable. Such notos are always good.
Canary, Swampacott, Mass —Holden's Book on Birds, 128 pages and
84 Illustrations, ia full of information on cam of all cage birds; 25 cents
by mail, postpaid. Address George H. Holden, New York Bird Store,
9 Bowdoin Square, Boston.
W. G+ E., Bockford, Ill.—Are F. Perkins, Bondon, Eng., andB. T.
Hart, New York guns good and reliable? Ans. The former we know
nothing of. We have frequently observed the latter name on guns, but
question if there la such a maker.
Paxton.—Will cork, say 4 Inch deep, answer instead of Eloy’s thick
felt wads (I believe it would on account of filling the paper shell)? Ana,
Cork is now used in filling rifle shells where the charge does not fill
the case; the principle objection to them in a shot gun would bo the ex¬
pense.
®
J. C, E., Concord, N. H .—Will you please Inform me where I can get
a good map or Maine? Ans. At Colton’s, 172 William street, N. York.
The “Guide to Moosheml Lake,” published by T. W. Ripley, 138 Con¬
gress street, Boston, coutaina a good map of NorLUern Maine from olflcial surveys.
Bounce, San Fraoclsco.— Can you inform me if the New England and
New Hampshire State Fair of September, 1875, have presented the pri¬
zes awarded at the Bench Bog Show, and if so, to whom shall 1 apply
for the same? Ans. They have, and your prize was seut to your for¬
mer place of residence.
C. E. C., Franklin, Pa.—1. Is tho Remington breech loading shot gnu
full choke bored? 2. Can Kay’s concentrator be used in choke bored
guns? 3. Is the Snider breech loading ehot gun choke bored? Ans. 1.
No. 2. They could be, but tnere is no necessity for it, both being con¬
centrators. 3. Not unless ao ordered.
G. A. A., Hillsboro, New Brunswick.—Would you be kind enough to
let me know the address of tbe maker of Colvin’s CHnvas boat, and also,
if possible, the cost of one? Ans. Made by It. A. Scott, Albany, N.
Y. Cost originally, $40; perhaps less now. Eaton, Holbortou & Co,,
102 Nassau street, this city, sell them.
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pound tine, with a charge of 100 grains, gives a recoil equal to 100
pounds,
D. M. IIi;-M:,ui, Balrtwinsvllle N. Y.—What tg the probable cause of
Bonie birds varying bo much in plumage from the rest of the family?
Ana. Yonr question is vague. Abfniemaud melanism are the result of
a diseased state of the pigment or color cells in the skin, naira or feath¬
ers. Many variations are tho results of geographical and climatic con¬
ditions, the laws of which are discussed in recent essays by J. A. Allen,
Prof. Buird, and Robert Ridgway.
A. M. N,, Santa Kosa, Cal —1, Do Ibe members of the Milwaukee
RilleClnb confine themselves to the use of any particular gnn? 2. What
would lie a proper bull’s-eye for 300 yards off-hand? 3. Can accurate
shouting be done with simple notch sights at a range of 300 yards? Ana.
1. Ho! we presume not. 2.8 inches. 3. Yes; some of the best rifle¬
man, Maj. ShOnnard for example, have found that they can do bettor off¬
hand shooting with open sights than with peep and globe.
T. M. DeR., New Brunswick, N." J. -To settle a dispute, please an¬
swer Ihe following question: Have shad been taken with hook and line,
and if so, what bail, was used? Ana, Many shad have been taken with
rod and line and artificial fly m the Connecticut and other rivers. Robt.
O. Gates, Esq., of Derby, Conn., informs ns tbatbe has taken shad
frequently from the Housatonic River, near Derby, with angle worm,
which is nows to us and a fact that may be regarded as important.
R. 1,. W., Mansfield Valley. Pa.—Is there more than one edition of
Stonehenge on shooting, if so what is the last edition, and the yearit
was published in? Where can I net the American Tnrf Register and
Sporting Magazine, new -cries. Vol. VI, 13W, and Audnbons Ornitholo¬
gical Biography, 5 vols.; also Porter's edition Hawker on shooting?
Ans, Stonehenge's Shot Gun and Sporting Rifle was published in 1862:
there was an edition or his Encyclopedia of Rural Sports published in
1867. Yon will have to advertise for the other books mentioned.
Roundabout, Hew Hope.—Last week in yonr replyto “Tahawa , as
(o the route to Bine Mountain Lake in the Adirondack?, yon omitted to
give distances. Be kind enough todo so and oblige. Ans. North Creek,
the terminus of the Adirondack Railroad, is sixty miles from Saratoga;
thence stage live miles to <1, Eldrige’s hotel at Horlh River; thence
slago, goad road, fill ecu miles to R li. Jackson’s on Cedar River; then
hire a team ten miles to Blue Mountain Lake. Last year $3,000 or so
Were expended on this last, ten miles to Blue Mountain Lake, and when
it is dry the road is good.
F, H„ Biddoford. Me.—Why is it that I cannot keep small brook trout
in my aquarium tank, which is supplied with constaut running river
water? 1 have put them in four timeB the past whiter and spring, and
every lime they have died in a few days. Is the river water too cold for
them? Tank is cast, iron frame, glass sides. Ans. Yon need some
algai in your tank. Put in rocks, gravel and water plants that are suit¬
able. See Livingston Stone's boek, entitled “Domesticated Trout," Os¬
good & Co., Boston, and Seth Grecn’B pamphlet, published byD. M.
Dewey, Rochester, N. Y.
H. M. IT., Philadelphia.—Will you give me some information abont
portable boats, to be used for camping out? What is the Colvin or
Ampersand boat advertised by Eaton &Co., in your last issue? Who Is
the maker and where can I get a circular of it, as 1 want more informa¬
tion than is given in tho advertisement. If there is no circular made,
please state shape and relative merits of it and Hsdgemun's boat? WbAt
has-become of Hedgeman’a boat? I have not seen it advertised lately?
Ans. See answer to G. A. A., this week. Seealso Forust and Stream,
Vol. V., No. 8, Augnstflfith, 1875. We have mailed yon a copy.
E. P., Hew Yoi’k—Is there anything better than parchment for flyhooks, and chamois skin for the inter-leaves? Ans. We don't know of
anything iu use, blit have been tempted to try oil silk inclosing thin
card-board. The objection to parchment is that it becomes misshapen,
and warped after being wet. Two pieces of oil cloth, 6nch as is used
for covering wagon seats might answer, pasted back to back. Has any
one to your knowledge tried thin plates or cork to lay flics on? Ans.
Have not heard of cork being used. There is a recent invention of cork
plates glued upon both sides of a linen fabric, but we hear it spoken of
adversely.
S. K.W.,New York.—Will you kindly inform mo whether tho Kay
concentrating cartridge can be used to advantage iu loading with buck¬
shot? I havo a 10-bore breech-loader, marked E. Bond on the locks.
Is there such a maker, uud has he a good reputation? In one of the bar¬
rels there are one or two small Haws. They are iu the inBide only and
look like cracks. I am told thal.they are in all guns, except very highpriced ones, and that they do not affect the safety in ahooting. Is this
so? Ans. 1. Yes. 0. Yea; Bond is a maker of good repute. Ho
guns should have such flaws as yon describe, but they may not affect tho
shooting of your gun.
Tubnku, Grand Rapids, Mich.—Our fellow citizen L. S. Hill, has in¬
vented and filed application for a patent trolling spoon, of which the in¬
closed is a specimen. If you agree with me in opinion as to its merits, you
will confer a favor on a worthy mechanic as well as upon the fishing
fraternity, bv giving it some noiice in the Forest and Stream? Ans.
There bat e been so many changes rung upon trolling baits already, that
it is hopeless, that an application for a patent will be recognized in tho
present case, Wn have this da/ examined all the styles in market, and
find that this differs In no essential particular from the rest. It is a
good spoon. The spring appliance was in use years ago.
G. L., Rogue Island, Me.—Aa we who live here require a long-range
gnn that will shoot 76 ot 101) yards,, can yon advise mu what to buy? I
want a double-barrel breech-loader that, will carry a heavy load, for the
birds are sometimes in large flocks. Skull 1 bay a choke-bore, or nee a
common bore with concentrating cartridge? Whose make, and what
kind would you recommend? 2. Has any one ever published a book on
boat building? I want to know howto shape, build, and rig the differ¬
ent kinds of boats, Ans. 1. We sboold recommend a cylinder bored
gnn, in which concentrators could be used when desired. Thcudvun
tage it would possess would M in flock shooting, where close shooting is
not desirable. 2. No American work; Vauderdecken’s “Yacht Sailor’’
(English) is the nearest approach to such a work.
Nobtolb, Norfolk, Va.—1. Will it be prudent and safe to shoot 4
dta. Hazard’s No. 4 Dncklng Powder and 11 oz. orl}oz. shot with
Eley’s shot concentrator, in my 12-gauge, top-lever, single boU, re¬
bounding hammer, breech-loading shot gun, 30-iuch barrels, weight of
gun 7 pounds 8 ounces, marked Win. Moore & Co., London, laminated
steel; earns Trcm Schuyler, Hartley, & Graham, of Hew York, and coat
here $100 at retail three years ago 1 2. Expecting to be on the Ohio River
in Union County,, Uentveky, next fall, 1 wish to know tho nearest point
to that locality where f can confidently rely upon getting two weeks
really good prairie chicken and duck shqotiug at any time from Septem¬
ber 25th to October llilh? Ana. 1. Yes; you should shoot this charge
with impunity, although yonr shoulder may suffer some. «. We cannot
speak as to the locality, but probably some of our correspondents in
that vicinity can supply the information.
O. B., Qambier, Ohio.—1. Pleti-e answer thronghyonr next paper
What is the bust artificial fly for black bass and perch, and where can I
get it, and what la tho price? a. Give me a receipt for making water¬
proofing suitable for a canvas boat, and Is common heavy duels suitable
for a bout? Ans. 1. The Fergnson fly to much esteemed by Potomac and
western river bass anglers. It is a very guadv fly, the prominent colors
being brilliant greens, scarlet, and orange. Tho rage fly, much m vogue
at tlie East, has scarlet wings frith guinea fowl scapulas.
Uur
experience shows (lint turkey browns, and mallards with a sprinkling of
light purple iu the wings and bodies are the the most generally desirable.
Most flics found at the tackle shops are far too large, and the hooks have
too largo n barb, A Sprout No. 2 is large enough. Cost from $2 to $.3
per dozen 3. Wo printed a third of h column recipe for water-proofing
iu our issue last week—which see—page 181. liegeman’s boats are
made uf heavy dock without any water-proofing whatever.
Ifff* A large number of ’‘Answers” are unavoidably left over,,
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sand rat was seen but not captured. Tracks of deer-mice
were observed on the slopes of the mountain at all eleva¬
tions not exceeding about 4,000 feet; and occasionally the
minute trail of a small shrew, supposed to be the Sorex
d
!
Fosteri, or Forster’s shrew. In many places, as described
by Richardson, it would leave the surface of the snow by
descending some one of the little vertical tunnels left
around some small sapling. This wonderful little animal
inhabits even the desolate regions within tho arctic circle,
as far north as lalilude 67°. Richardson remarks that ' ‘The
power of generating heat must be very great iu this di¬
minutive creature to preserve its slender limbs from freez¬
ing when tlie temperature sinks to 40° or 50° below zero.’’
Mr. Colvin found that the shrews would not bear handling,
but if untouched seemed to be able to endure the most
severe Adirondack winters.
Of birds, but three varieties have left their footprints on
the snows of Mount Marcy, the raven (several of which
were found 5,000 feet above tbe sea), the ruffed grouse,
and the snow-birds. An occasional eagle, bawk, or owl
was seen soaring above the mountains. One day when on
the summit of Mount Marcy, a flock of six wild geese were
seen flying southward. This afforded, perhaps, the firBt op¬
portunity of determining tb *: bight at which wild geese
travel during their migrations. They seemed neither to
ascend nor descend, but kept a level course, as near the
true astronomical meridian as it seems possible that a bird
can fly. Mr. Colvin estimated their altitude at 5,500 feet
above the ocean level.
The Canada jay on the approach of cold weather de¬
scended to the valleys, and woodpeckers were not observed
above 8,5oo feet. Large flocks of tbe whito snow-bird (PlccIrophanes nivalis) were observed upon tbe snows around the
summit of Mount Marcy,- and once or twice some Lapland
longspurs.
Insects were not much observed, hut during a thaw late
in October, a few insects came out above timber line,
among others a moth abundant in Alaska. In the spruce
forests, at the foot of the mountain, many of tbe trees had
been attacked by small beetles. These trees were the reBort of woodpeckers, who seemed to have a most active
interest in the insects—piercing tbe bark everywhere in
search of them, and covering the snow at the foot of the
trees with the fragments of bark.
Some features of this mountain fauna are conspicuous by
their absence.
Early explorers assert that about half a century ago the
moose was abundant, and the caribou, or reindeer, some¬
times found on the upland barrens. They are not now
found anywhere in this vicinity either in summer or winter.
The absence of the deer is more remarkable, but this may
be readily accounted for by the cold, barren and sterile
character of the country, and attractions of the more in¬
viting lowlands abounding in rich, juicy browse. Early iu
the winter the bear might have been expected, but not a
single trail was seen—though within half a dozen miles in
the lowlands their paw-writings in the snow were exceed¬
ingly abundant. The porcupine can have no other excuse
for its absence than the over-abundance of the black-cat—
its mortal enemy. The absence of the wolf may be ac¬
counted for by his general scarcity; the fox and raccoon
are lovers of the warmer lowlands. The absence of the
small gray hare is a little surprising; perhaps it may yet be
met with. The ptarmigan, or “white partridge,” is sought
for in vain, and probably does not exist within the State; but
would, undoubtedly, if introduced, find a livelihood upon
the open or barren portion of Mount Marcy in summer,
and secure sufficient support among the small dwarf
timber in winter. The blue jay which was noticed fre¬
quently at altitudes of from 1,000 to 3,500 feet did not ap¬
pear; nor did the cedar-bird.
It is Tare that an opportunity is afforded for makiug such
observations as these on the winter fauna of a remote dis¬
trict, and their value cannot be overestimated.

:

HE fauna of a mountain district is usually more or
less different from that of the surrounding lowlands,
and the rule seems to hold that with increase of altitude and
decrease of temperature a hardier and more borea! vegeta¬
tion will be found, accompanied with animals common to
colder and more northern regions. But iu wild and ele¬
vated tracts, however abundant animal life may be, a man
needs the skill and experience of an old woodsman to dis¬
cover the food, homes, and pursuits of the inhabitants of
the forest. The nocturnal habits of most wild animals
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
add to the difficulty of obtaining a knowledge of them.
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Si-orts, Fraoticat.NAtural History,
To some aspects of the animal life of this region, in winter,
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Albany Institute, in a paper upon Mount Marcy, which
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he has explored in connection with the State Survey of the
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Mount Marcy, or Ta-ha-wus, is unquestionably the high¬
est mountain in this State, reaching 5,400 feet. It.rises
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
sharply, and Us slopes—below the bare crest of alpine rock
[Post Office Box 8833.)
—are densely covered with a stunted evergreen forest, the
133 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
trees decreasing in size and vigor as the altitude increases.
The irregular plateau, like valleys north and south, and
the little mossy nooks of level land upon Us sides, are the
Terms, Five Dollars a Your, Strictly In Advance.
haunts j)f its wild inhabitants, the fauna of the coldest,
A discount of twenty-live percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
the most alpine, and most desert portion of the State. On
every side are huge mountains and forests. In this wild
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region Mr. Colvin made a careful study of all that came
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under his observation, but chiefly of the footprints, which
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he regards as the key to the history of its fauna. The
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20
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per ceut-i over six months, 80 per cent.
altitudes at which certain wild animals exist, and by a
careful classification one can show that within zones of
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different altitudes are found associated animals which be¬
long to similar zones of cold, in higher latitudes. If snow
To Correspondents.
be the criterion, Mount Marcy has barely two true months
of summer. The summit is often whitened with it as. late
All communications whatever, whether relating to Cosiness or literary
as the beginning of July, and the 1st of September rarely
correspondence, mast be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pubpasses without a temporary covering of the crest with snow.
lisiuno Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
It is safe to assume that the climatic winter of the summit
All communications intended for publication most be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
begins at the latter portion of September, and ends in June.
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
A list of the species of animals and birds observed is
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
given, of which we can only make brief notes. The first
We cannot promise to return rejected mannscrlptB.
one
mentioned is the panther {Felis concoior), whose tracks
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
were often seen. The panther not only fed on deer, but
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
was found to pursue even rabbits. The guides believe the
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
panther to be very local in its habitation, constantly return¬
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
ing to the same lair. Next in importance to the panther in
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
the list of species, the trails of which were observed, is the
ined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
gray, or Cgmida lynx {Felis canadensis). Its usual resi¬
a beautiful in Natnre, It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
dence was the swamps where it hunted for rabbits. This is
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
an animal which we might expect in a high, cold region,
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
for to its general distribution throughout Brilisli America,
erms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
even to the shore of the Arctic Sea, it owes its title of
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
“Canadian.” It is not recorded as having been met with
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
iu the Stale more than one degree south of Mount Marcy.
money remitted to ns is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
One morning on Mount Skylight the party came upon the
CHARLES HALLOCK, Editor.
fresh trail of a fisher {Mustda canadensis)—Fix. Colvin
WILLIAM C. HARRIS, Business Manager.
says it is not a fisher at all—which was also after rabbits,
with an occasional diversion for mice. Its inhabiting these
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ mountain bights directly refutes the assertion that it does
ING WEEK.
not frequent the same elevated regions as the martin. Con¬
stantly ranging, it seems to have no fixed habitation, and
Thursday, Mar 4tli.--Racing. Nashville. Tenn. Trotting: Washing¬
generally selects the night for its travels and its depreda¬
ton, D. C. Base ball: Hartford vs. New Haven, at New Haven; Chica¬
tions.
go vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; Louisville ys. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati.
Friday, May Dlh.--Racing: Nashville, Teun. Trotting: Washington,
The fourth of these mountain dwellers is tile sable, the
I). c. Pigeon match: liogardns vs. Price, Indianapolis. Rifle: Match
Mustela martes of naturalists.
This beautiful and rare
for Frost medal, Yonkors It A.Kennel Club Field Trials, England. Buse
animal is abundant in the forests on the side of Mount
ball: Hartford vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
Marcy- It here occupies a region of country which greatly
Saturday, May 6tb.—Racing: Nashville, Tenn. Rifle: Luther badge,
resembles the semi-arctic portions of British America, and
Creedmoor. Baseball: Hartford vs. Athletic, at New Haven; New Ha¬
ven vs. Yale, at New Haven; Chicago vs. SL Louis, at St. Lonis; Loniait is interesting to remark that no traces of it were found
ville vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati; Harvard va. Taunton, at Taunton,
above the timber line on the open, barren sub-alpine por¬
Muss,
tion of the mountain, in this respect maintaining the habits
Monday, May 8th.--Racing: Lexington, Ky. Rifle matches: Schutof their race, which are never found in the barren lands
zen Park, Jersey City. International Foot Ball match: Canada vs.
—We were pleased to receive a call this week from Mr.
Harvard, atCambrtdge.
near Behring’s Straits, though abundant in the scrubby Thos. W. Webley, of the firm of F. Webley & Sons, the
Tuesday, May 9th.—Racing: Lexington, Ky. Trotting: Woodbury,
forests margining the open. Thus this interesting little celebrated gun makers of Birmingham, England, who are
N. J.-, Washington, D. C. Pigeon Shooting Tournament: Kcntucky
animal becomes a measure in climatology, and serves to exhibiting, at the Centennial Exhibition at- Philadelphia, a
State Sportsmen’s Association. Base ball: Chicago ve. Cincinnati, at
give ns as clear a conception of the relation of our mount¬ large case of fine shot guns, long range rifles, and revolvers.
Chicago: Louisville vs. St. LouIb, at St. Louis.
Wednesday, May lOlJi.— Centennial Exhibition opens (?) Racicg:
ain summits to the boreal regions of the continent, as does The firm has recently patented in this country a double
Lexington, Ky., and Austin, Texas. Bench Show ot Dogs: Lexington,
the better known arctic flora. Alas for ibe poor rabbit, as shot gun called the Webley-Lang, in which both hammers
Kentucky.
though not sufficiently persecuted, he finds in the sable an are brought to full cock by the action of the lever which
insatiable foe. Tracks of the ermine {Pu.tori.us noee-bora- opens the breech. Mr. Webley will bein attendance at the
Kentucky State Sportsmans Association.—The second
censis), were recognized in one place, but it does uol ap¬ case during the first fortnight of the Exhibition, when lie
annual meeting of the above organization opens on the 9th
pear to be common; nor were the tracks of other weasels will be pleased to give any information desired by inquir¬
inst., and continues over four days, including in the pro¬
distinctly recognized.
ing sportsmen and others.
gramme a Dench Show of sporting dogs and a pigeon shoot¬
The persecuted hare is next mentioned. It is the widely
ing tournament. The Secretary of the Association, Mr. J.
CoAdJiNa.—Col. De Lancy Kune inaugurated the new
distributed white or varying species {Lupus americanus),
M. Taylor, writes us tirat large delegations of sportsmen
era of coaching in this country on Monday last by making
which is very abundant aud prolific in the Adirondacks.
from Memphis, Nashville and oilier parti in Tenn,, from
In September, 1873, Mr. Colvin tells us that he captured a his first trip from the Brunswick to Pelham. The coach was
St. Louis, Chicago, Louisville and Cincinnati, will be pre¬
living specimen on the summit of Whiteface Mountain at filled inside and out, and indeed the outside seats are en¬
sent at their meeting. The prizes are valuable, and entries
an altitude of 4,000 feet. It was then of an even fawn-brown gaged for weeks ahead. We should like to see a coach
to Bench Show are being daily received. The shooting
color, and showed no sign of change. Early in November started on a longer route, ou the west bank of the Hudson
will be on grounds adjoining the Association race course,
many already had turned entirely while, the snow having for instance, running up as far as West Point. No doubt
and daily, at 3 o’clock, the shooting will cease, that all
gained a depth of a foot. Their range upon Mount Marcy if Col. Kane’s venture is as successfulas it promises, we
may attend the races, which promise to be equal, if not
does not appear to extend above 5,000 feel-, while upon the shall have other coaches running in various directions.
BUperio., to any former meeting. Wild pigeons are being
Rocky Mountains these hares are met with 13,000 feet
received, and enougli will be provided to continue the
—The Sun says that a well-known lover of horses pro¬
above the sea. It is observable that when on the high,
meeting on Saturday, in addition to published programme.
poses, in imitation of Col. Delaneey Kane, to start a fourcold peaks the hare lias changed to white, in the lowlands,
Booms in the hotels arc being rapidly engaged, and those
in-hand
coach Horn the east side of Military Park, Newark,
which the snow has not yet reached, it will still be brown
who attend will have ns much sport as could usually be The climate controls the change of color, which is a pro¬
twice a week, to pass through Bloomfield, Montclair, across
found in two weeks condensed into one.
the Orange Mountains, tho return journey to be by way of
tective provision.
The common red squirrel (Sciurus hndsonicus) was found South Orange and Roseville.
_A correspondent recommends Fort Ticonderoga, on
at
an
altitude
of
about
4,G00
feet.
The
trails
indicated
Lake Champlain, as a desirable summer resort, especially
—The inebriate constantly drinks to others’ good health,
for anglers. There is a good hotel there, and the neigh¬ that it was pursued and preyed upon by the sable. This
while he robs himself of his own.
squirrel there feeds on the seeds of the black spruce.
borhood has many interesting historical associations,
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Advertising- Columns,—The

advertising columns
of Forest and Stream are really a curiosity in these hard
times, when all business is dull, and advertising patronage
is measurably withdrawn from newspapers of all descrip¬
tions. Never before in this country have so many dealers
in sportsmen’s goods been grouped together upon the ad¬
vertising pages of one paper, be it daily, weekly or monthly;
and not these only, but dealers in oilier lines of goods
which are in daily demand. The chief reason is that our
readers and subscribers are gentlemen who indulge in lux¬
uries—gentlemen of accumulated fortune, who, like the
members of the “ Four-iu Hand Club,” can afford to lux¬
uriate at a time when the great mass of tradesmen and
buyers are pinched by impecuniosity. Those are the gentle¬
men who pay $500 for an imported dog, $350 for an Eng¬
lish gun, and $100 for a salmon rod. They arc not in the
habit of denying themselves any article of a sportsman’s
outfit which they may chance to covet, They are the sole
patrons of our better hotels and lines of travel in hard
times. They go to Florida and Europe; they visit Canada
and the Adriondacks; and they overrun the West from the
time the chicken shooting begins until the snow falls.
They require dog collars, dog food, and dog pills for their
kennels; they must have carriages, harness, horse-shoes,
whips, grooms, feed and blankets for the horses, which a
majority of them own; they need clothing, siloes, hats,
blankets, tents, camp stores, lanterns, liquors and gloves
for themselves; stores, bunting, awnings, flannel shirts
and furniture for tlieir yachts; guide-books aud maps for
their wanderings; comfort at hotels, and the best accom¬
modation by land and water lines of travel; in a word every
kind of apparatus and appliance, either for fishing or shoot¬
ing, is in constant request, and they resort to that medium
which gives them the best information in all cases. For
this reason the advertisers in Forest and Stream, who
have tested our columns, are almost unanimous in their
testimony as to their usefulness.
The following extract from a business letter of J. H.
Page, Esq., General Passenger Agent of the Grand Rapids
and Indiaua R. R,, will no doubt furnish our future adver¬
tisers with sufficient “ reasons why” they should forward
their favors at once. Our advertising columns were never
so fresh and so full of new matter, and the addition this week
of two pages to our regular issue is an indication of the
good work we are doing for our advertising friends. Were
we disposed we could, from week to week, fill a column or
mote with like testimonials;—
Grand Harms, Mich., April.IStti, IS"6.
Editor Forbst and Stream:—
I take great pleasure in Bending copy for advertisement, which please
insert from May 1st. Yon did us a “power or good" last year. Wish
ail our advertising paid as well.
J. H. Page.

--

Seal of the “ Confederate States.”—This historical
relic is now on exhibition at GreenleaPs store, Jacksonville,
Florida. It is inclosed in a handsome case, and is two and
a half inches in diameter. In Lhe centre is a fine represen¬
tation of the Equestrian statue of Washington in the
Capitol Grounds at Richmond. Surrounding this figure is
a wreath of the agricultural productions of the South, and
encircling this, on the outer rim, the words, “The Confed¬
erate States of America, 22d February, 1862, Leo Vindice."

—A St. John’s, Newfoundland, correspondent of the
Toronto Globe charges that the frequent breaks in the At¬
lantic Telegraph Cable are caused by vessels employed by
New York Stock Exchange speculators, who, in confedera¬
tion with other similar scoundrels in London, arrange to
purchase Atlantic Cable stock or to sell Direct Cable, and
then cause the latter to be cut in order to send its shares
down and the other one’s up. Speculators do not cut the
Atlantic Company’s cable, because the Atlantic Company
has several cables, so that their business cannot be stopped,
whereas the other has but one.
—The Government of Nova Scotia advertises for tenders,
which are to be j^peived until 4th July next, “for the con¬
struction of a railway from New Glasgow to the Strait of
Canseau—a distance of about 75 miles—with a steam ferry
to cross the Strait about a mile in length, and theuee
-Easterly to a point in Cape Breton, on the Bras d’Or Lake
not exceeding 35 miles additional.”
—The Charleston and Savannah steamers and connecting
lines are now crowded with passengers returning from their
winter sojourn in Florida. We are pleased to learn that
both steamers and hotels are reaping a temporary pecuniary
harvest, which, although but a trifle to what they expected,
will, nevertheless, help them to bridge over a winter re¬
markable for the dulness of trade and general financial
depression.
—M. P. McKoon, of Franklin, New York, expects
shortly several litters of choice “Cocker Spaniels,” which
he offers for sale with pedigrees and references.

--

—A bear weighing 800 (!) pounds was killed last month
at West Cape, Prince Edward Island, by Capt. Hickey,
which is the largest known for many a year.
—Boston people expect to eat fresh salmon all summer
and to get it cheap, as a line of refrigerator cars will be run
between that city and St. John, N. B.
—The Chicago Field modestly requests its readers not to
confound it with the London Field! "Quantum pulveris
OXOitore!"

Class 3.—Imported black and tan, and black and tan
and white Gordon setters, or their progeny, that have never
taken first prize at. any Bench Show.
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ELE members of the Rod and Gun Club of Springfield
have reason to congratulate themselves upon the
success which has attended, for the second time, their ef¬
forts at holding a Bench Show of Dogs. But one other in
any way approaching it has ever before been held in this
country, and that was the show at Chicago iu February
last. The number of entries, which at Springfield reached
362, was about equal in both places. Chicago had some¬
what the advantage in haviDg, through the kennels of Mr.
Turner of St. Louis, Mr. Smith of Stratbroy, Canada, and
others, a larger representation of imported setters, which
was counterbalanced in the ease of Springfield by the lar¬
gest and finest collection of pointers over gotten together
in this or perhaps any other country, and it is also a nota¬
ble fact in connection with this last show that lhe list of
entries, large as it was, was made up almost entirely of
sporting dogs',' there being but comparatively few of the
smaller classes of pets, etc., on exhibition. The City Hull,
in which the show was held, is admirably adapted for the
purpose, and the arrangements in the way of boxes for the
dogs could not be excelled, affording abundant space for
the comfort of the dogs, as well as ample promenading
room. It was rather unfortunate that, owing to a ball
which was in progress, the committee were unable to ob¬
tain possession of the hall until after midnight on Tuesday,
so that it was late on Wednesday before the dogs were
placed and classified. It was, therefore, not until Thurs¬
day morning that the judgiug began, and what with the large
number of entries and the delay in the appointing of the
judges on the champion and special premium classes, it
was late in the evening before the awards were made up—
too late, indeed, to announce them to the public, or to pla¬
card the winners. We consider this to he a misfortune,
as not only were the spectators deprived of the satisfaction
oE inspecting the winners, but oue groat objedt of the
show—the instruction of the uninitiated—was lost. Of
course the members of the Rod and Gun Club were not to
blame for this, for the various committees worked like
heavers; hut the vast number of entries, together with the
impossibility of getting the ball until such a late hour, up¬
set their calculations, and throw the bulk of the work into
the last few hours. We trust Hist hereafter Bench Shows
of the magnitude of this one will be arranged and carried
out on some plan similar to the one in vogue iu England,
where the first day is set aside for the judging, aud the
public arc not admitted until after the awards are made.
In the present case it was not until ten o'clock at night—
the last moments of the show—that the awards were de¬
clared, leaviug little, or indeed no time, for those so in¬
clined to inspect the dogs, and, if need be, criticize the ac¬
tion of the judges. Prominent dog breeders and fanciers
were present from New England and the Middle Slates in
large numbers; but the West was almost entirely unrepre¬
sented, scarcely a compliment, considering the assistance
given by entries and otherwise from this section to the
Chicago show. Dr, Goldsmith of Vermont was present
with his celebrated prize winner Plunkett, a splendid spec¬
imen of the red Irish dog, but scarcely seen to advantage
within the limits of a box, or even when led by a chain.
Mr. Wm. Jarvis, of Claremont, N- H., the vigorous de¬
fender, through our columns, of the red as the true color
of the Irish setter, was also on hand, with the celebrated
Dick and his imported Shamrock. Dick is getting old,
but is a good dog still, as any one can see who inspects his
portrait in our gallery. Mr. Charles n. Raymond, of Mor¬
ris Plains, left his Pride and his Fairy at home, and relied
upon native Dimity to take the rag off the bush. Mr.
Theo. Morford, of Newton, N. .J., was represented by a
Don who, although not an hidalgo of blue blood, was yet
good enough for any company. Mr. Luther Adams, of
Boston, had probably the strongest team of setters to be
found in this country, headed by the champion Rock. Mr.
George Delano, of New Bedford, although not present in
person, sent three capital representatives from his kennel.
Mr. Nicholas Saltus, of Brooklyn, had Dash and imported
Lill III, together with their litter of five puppies. Dr.
Webb had a large delegation of pointers, representatives
of his own and Mr. F. Schuehaidt’s kennels. Mr. S. J.
Beslor, of Hartford, had his celebrated cocker snaniels en¬
tered, and notwithstanding strong opposition, carried off
two prizes. Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, of Brooklyn, had a pair of
puppies from his Gordon slock. The local kennels of
Springfield and vicinity were largely represented, and that
of Mr. 8. T. Hammond was successful in several classes.
The veteran sportsman Ethan Allir^ of Fomfret Centre,
was of course on hand, with several choice specimens of
his well-known strain of setters, both from his own kennel
and that of Mr. J. Dwight Francis.

Ruby, R. O. Gates, Derby, Conn., Clio, do.; Flash, S. T. Hammond,
Springfield; Kent, Isaac Fisko, Worcester; Grouse, Jerome Marble,
Worcester, Mass.; Don. L. If Harding, Stamford; Daisy. W. It. Balcom. Worcester; Lou. W. M. THeShon, N. Y ; Monarch Horace Smith,
N. Y.; Sport, A. K. Strnchan, N. Y.; Rake, E. Orgill, N. Y., Ruby, do.

Class 4.—Native setters of any strain that have never
taken first prize at any Bench Show.
Fly, A. Bassett, Pittsfiuld, Mass ; Fly, ,T. Howo. SprinHold. Min-e.;
Price, E. Lazelle, Springfield; Jim, Lieut. 11. Metcalfe, Philadelphia;,
Trim, S. T. Bainmond, Springfield; Vic, E. J. Robbins, Welherslleld,
Conn., Flirt, do.; Ruck, J. Day. Springfield; Fannie. R. W. Held,
Greenport, L. 1.; Fritz, I). TJ. Charles, Albany. N. Y.; Dash. J. H.
Steele, Ellin el mi, Cotin,, Nellie, do.; Sport, E. Allen, Florence, Mass.;
Fail, T)r, S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, Joe, do.; Cliuin, Klban Allen, Pomfret Centre, Conn., Cash, do.; Boms, L. Haller, Chieopoc, Mass.; Jim,
S. Scranton, Provident'.', R, I.; Nigger, A. T. Currier. WhitenviUe,
Mass.: Jack, W. H. Burrali. Springfield; Pup, W. 11. Buirall, Spruiglleld; Don Theo. Mtirford, NewtoD. N. J., May, do.; March, J. Dwight
Franoia, Pittsfield,Mass.; Dan, E Yfln Demesker,Stamford, Shot, do.;
(Jueeri Bess, Baaaet and Thompson, Foxboro, Mass.; Ned, C. W. Bliss,
Springfield; Bluck Duke, F. Warren, Springfield: Tramp, T. M. Pond,
Hartford; Bess, W. H. Balcom, Worcester, Trim, do.; Dimity, O. 11.
Raymond, Morris Plains. N, J,; Mnb, Emerson Fume, N. Y.; Phil, J.
H. Gilford, Springfield; Fan, G. 11. Davis, Durham, Conn.; BUilI, R. O.
Gates, Derby, Conn.; Tip, Dr. F. Burns. Athol, Mass.; Rub. llr. J. M.
Borland, Boston; Belle. J. Nesbitt, Jr., Cambridge; Norah aud Mack,
J. N. Francis, Bridgeport.

Class 5.—Toiniers of 50 lbs. weight anil over that have
never taken first prize at any Bench Show.
Daisy, Dr. W. S. Webb, N. Y.. Fritz, do.; Fan, jr, Scbucharat, N. Y.,
Tom, do.. Ned, do.; Shot. N. T,Hammond. Springfield. Ben, do ; Spoil,
It. O. Soule, Springfield; Forest, J. A. Larkin. Wrritield, Mass.; Dash,
J. F. Harrison. Springfield; Need, R. Richmond, New Britain, Conn.;
Start, F. O. Downing, West. Meriden; Pete. E. C, Bingham, West
Meriduu, Conn., Rock, do.; Guy.R. O. Morris. Springfield; Tip, N. II.
Daniels,Huntington, Mass.; Jett’, A. F. Craig, Hartford, Clmm.; Cal, O.
W. Uison, Springfield; Rip. J. IS. Murphy, Springfield; Sport. A. J.
Jones, Springfield; Pkii, F. Stevenson. Jr., West Meriden. Conn,; Dick,
IT. D. Gilmore, Springfield; Jake, H. C. Toft, Springfield; Dim, J. S.
Fay, Souihboro; Mack, J. C. Woodward, South Dudley Falls, Mass ;
Dan, B. O. Bvainard, Sonth Dudley Falls, Mass.; l’hll. Jr., W. M. Tilcston, N. Y.; Flirt, 1„ Miller, N. Y.; Shot, A. it. Strnchan, N. Y.; Bon,
Rap, and Mack, J. Haibimon, New Britain, Omni.-; Nellie, < 1.11, Cooley,
Longmeadow, Maas.; Bingo, W. S. Brooks, Stamford, Conn.

Class 6.—Pointers under 50 lbs. weighl that have never
lakeu first prize at nny Bench Show.
Pat, G. D. F. Grant, N. Y.; Mull, G. A. Strong, West Meriden, Conn.;
Lox. U. S. Hyde, Springfield; Peyclie, O. W. Dixon, Springfield; Uix,
F, Howe, Jr., Brooklyn; Grouse, W. E. Gibbon, East liartlord; Guy,
J. N. Dodge, Springfield; Scout, E. H Lutlirup, Suriugfiuld; Daisy,
Sanderson aud William-!, Snringfiehl; Quaker. Win. ill. Williams, Springfield; Jim, W. M. Willi sine, Springfield; Whisky, Dr. W. S. Webh. N.
Y.; Belle, Horace Smith, N. Y.; Lew, O. B. Cooley, Longmeadow,
Maes.
Class 7.—Cocker spaniels.
Skip, A. Bassett, Pittsfield, Maes.; Prince, A. B, Morse, Indian Or¬
chard; Lulu, D. L. Barker, Springfield; Cora, Summit Scrttutim, Provi¬
dence; Jock, W. Thornhill. Springfield, Fanny, do.; Grill, (J. Alton,
Worcester; Snip, S. I. Beslor, Hartford, Juliette, do.; Dock, M. J
Taft, Springfield; Corley, C. M Gubb, Northampton, Maas.; Bat. Dr. J.
M. Borland, Boston; litter ol Coulter spaniels, Chas. Allen, Worcester.

Class 8 —Clumber spaniels.
Mux, O, Edwards, Florence, Maas.; Ned, J. F. Jones, Springfield.

Class 9.—Retrieving spaniels.
Nell, T. M. Aldrich, Providence. R. I.; Ned, J. F. Jones, SpringfieldShot, J. M. Crosby, .Jr., Enfield, Mass.

Class 10.—Irish water spaniels.
Floss, Geo. E. S. Law, Springfield: Dick, F. O. ITaiisnil, Springfield;
Billy Buttons, F. W. Jones, X. V.; Dandy, W. D. Stevens, Springfield;
Rover, R. W. Waterman, Athol, Mass., Jennie, do.

Class 11.—Fox hounds.
Judy, G. A. Edmonds, North Brookfield, Mass.; Jack, A. O. Terry,
Longmeadow, Sailor, do.;Cntf, A. F. Schulze, Springfield; two doge;
W. E. Gibbon, East Hartford, Conn.; Sport and Range. R. 11. Giilispie,
Stamford; Fan, Jerry Smith; Hover, W. L. Keyes, Springfield, Sport,
do.; Flora, H. C. Jones, Stnckbriage, Mass., Jeff and Sikh, do.;
Music, H. O. Norton, Springfield, Forest, do.; Hoop, C. H. White, South
Hadley Falls, AIa“s.; Fannie, W. D. Blanchard, Leominster, Mass.;
Rags. J. Kellogg, West Stockbrldge, Mass; Bugler, G. M. Richards,
North Dana, Mass.

Class 12.—Beagles. No entries.
Class 13.—Dasckuuds.
Dasclmnd, Col. J. B. Clarke, Manchester, N. H.

Class 14.—Deerhounds.
Sir Walter, H. S. Bixby, Nashua, N. H.; Spider, do.

Class 15.—Greyhounds.
Fly, Mowry Bros., Wilbraham, Mass.

Class Hi.j-New found landsBrnno, H. A. Phelan, West Springfield, Mass; Rover, M. B. Crane.
Springfield; Rose, L. B. Merritt, Springfield.
Class 17.—St. Bernards.
Major, E. Rockwood, Springfield; Brnno, L. Crossett, Springfield;
Honest, A. J. Marks, Chester, Mass.; Bouncer, A. D. Ashler. Snriuefield.
e b

Class 18.—Mastiffs.
Susan, W. S. Lincoln, Worcester, Mnsa.

Class ID.—Bull dogs. No entries.
Class 20.—Bull terriers.
Guess, G. W. Rice, Springfield; Jessie, J. J. Higgins, Springfield;
Sport, Juo. Shea, Springfield, Mass.; Fan, J, Bramun, Springfield.
Class 21.—Collies or shepherd.
Leo, Jas. Bliss, Longmeadow, Mass.

Class 22.—Dalmatian or coach dogs.
Don Juan, L, A. Wright, Springfield; Jewel, I. Harris. Willimantic,
Conn.; Sparkle, B. Harmon, Springfield; Prince, R. Flint, Munson
Mass.

Class 23.—Spilz.

chub ~ .. ■■
Ola
Zac and four pups, Chas. L. Smith, West SpriDgfleld; Tip, P. S Bailuyi
Springfield; Dixie, J. H. Damon, Springfield.

Class 25.—8kye terrier.
Buff, Gen James Watson Webb, Springfield; Chance, G. B; lUsEell
Springfield. Mass.

Class26.—Dandie-Dinmont terrier. No entries.
Class 27.—Rough haired terrier. No entries.
Class 28.—Pug terrier.
Bounce, S. Hammond, Boston; Png, 0. TV. Biists, Springfield.

Cl.ass 29.—Black-and. lau terrier.
Skilly, Wm Nobb, Springfield: Snip, S. if. Hiuclley, Worcester;
Jinks, J. Edward Gray, Springfield.

Class 30.—Toy terrier.
Tinnie, T. S. Davis, Holyoke, Mass.

Class 31.—Blenheim spaniel. No entries.
Class 32.—St. Charles spaniel.
Charlie, S. K. Bindley, Worcester; Lady, do.; Sambo, Emerson Foote
New York.

Class 33.—Japanese spaniel.
Fuzzy, P. G. Gray, Springfled.

Class 34.—Italian greyhound,
Spa trie, J. B. Shaw, Springfield; Agnes, G. B. Bissil, SprincfleldDot, J. R. Seaver. Malone, N. Y.

Class 35.—Poodle.
Class 36.—Japanese, or hairless.
Gyp, Wm. L. Warner, Springfield,

Class t,—Imported English setters or their progeny that
have never taken first prize at any Bench Show.
JeBsic, E. A. Herzborg, N. Y.; Ned, J. A. Larkin, Westfield, MassJack, J. Leffleur, Huntington, Mass.; Scout, Luther Adams, Boston.'
Del non rl n • linn R IT Dinlro,*
. If
-r. n, t *

Class 2.—Imported red or red and white Irish setters, or
their progeny, that have never taken first prize at any
Bench Show.

CHAMPION CLASSES.
Class 37.—Champion setter class.
Shamrock, Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. U.; Grouse, Jerome Marble
Worcester; Scoot, Luther Adams, Boston* Dan, B, F. Ricker Uriah ton’
Mass.; Jack, Jr., Liflleur, nunrington, Mass.; Dick. Wm Jarvis’
Claremont, N.H.; Don, L. B. Harding, Stamford; Bine Blood, W f’
Parker, West Meriden; Norah, A. F. Copeland, Rhetou; Jersey Bov
l- .Von Lengerke, Hoboken, N. J.; Snipe, J. A. Barnes. Hartford:
Daisy, W. H. Baluoru, Worcester; Trim, do.; Peg, do.; Lou, W M
Tileaton, N. Y.: Monarch, Horace Smith, N. Y.; Don, Adonis and Charm'
Geo. Delano, Esq., New Bedford, Mass.

Class 38.—Clmmpiou setter class.

Dick, Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H,, Shamrock, do.; Duke, W C
Dash, J. H. Steele,Ellington, Conn.; Nellie, do,; Sport. E. Alien
Harding, Stamford; Snipe, J. A. Barnes, Hartford; Lilt 111, N. Saltus,
Florence, Mass.; Chum, Ethan Allen, Fomfret Centro, Coon • Cash’
Brooklyn; Jack, Max Wenzel, Hoboken.
■
] do.; Jim, 1 Scranton, Proyidonce, R, l.; Nigger, A. T. Currier, Whitine-
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ville, Mm*?.; Jack, W. U. Bnrroll, Sprloellelfl; March, J. Dwight Fniici>, FiUslieltl. jVI;hh,; Ned. 0. VV. Blis?. Sprinefield; Block Duke, Frank
Warren, Sprinelleld: Bess, W. H. Balnom, Worcester; Trim, do.;
Darii, X. Sultas, Brooklyn; Mab, Emerson Foote, N. Y.

Class 39.—Champion pointer class.
Whisky, Dr. W. S. Webb, IN. Y.; Jnno, R. Eaves, Providence; Pete,
G. A. Strone, West Meriden, Conn.; Da«b, J. F. Harrison, Springfield:
Guy, It. O. Morris, Springfield; Tip,“N. II. Daniels, Huiii.ingr.on. Mass.;
Start, T O. Downitig, West Meriden, Conn.; Lex, 11. 8. Hyde, Springfield; JitT. A. l'\ Craig, Ilnrtfora; Cal, C. W- Nixon, Springfield;
Grouse. W. E. Sibbon, East Hartford, Conn.: Rip, J. E. Murphy,
Springfield; Guy, ,1. N. Dodge, Springfield; Dot, E. C. Hawes. Springfield: Seoul, E. H, Lathrop, Springfield; Daiav, Sandergon Williams,
Springfield; Quaker. Wm. ill. Williams. Springfield; Jake, LI. C. Taft,
Springfield; Lon, J. S. Fay. Sonthboro, Mass.; Mack. J, C. Woodward,
South HmJley Falls, Mass.; Belle, Horace Smith, N. V.

SPECIAL CLASSES.
Class 10.
Duke. Drake ami Dora, Lntlier Adams, Boston; Peg. Trim, Bess ood
Daisy, W. 11- Balcotn, Worcestet; Doll, Adonis aud Charm, Geo. Deinno, New Bedfoid.

Class 41.—For the best collection of pointers owned by
one person.
Ned, F. Schncbardt, N. Y., Fin, do., Tom, do.; Don, Rap and Mack,
J. Warburton, New Britain, Conn,

Class 42.— For the best brace of setters owned by one
person.
Trim and Flash, S. T. Hammond, Springfield; Scout and Rock,Luther
Adams, Boslon; Dash and Nellie, J. U. Steele, Ellington, Oonn.; Dick
and Shamrock, Win. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H.; Cash and Cnarm, Ethan
Allin, PuinTrot Cumre, Conn.; Don aud Shot, B. Van Durvverker, Slnraford; Noill and Shot, A F. Copeland, Boston; Lill and Dash, N. Saltus,
13 lot jin.

Class 43.—For the best brace of pointers owned by one
person.
Shot and Ben, S. T. Hammond, Springfield: Pete and Mab. J. A.
Strung, West Meriden, Conn.; Don, Theo, Alorford, Newton, N. J .;
May, do.

Class 44.—Fot the best setter dog pup.
Rock, J. Day, Springfield; Kent. Isaac Flake, Worcester; Prince, Lnther Adams, Horton; Joe. Dr. S. Fleet Speir. Brookljn; Pop, W. H.
Burrull, Springfield; Mack, J. N. Francis, Bridgeport; Duke. W 0.
Harding, Siam told; Trump, V. ill. Pond, Harlford; Smart, E. A. Herzherg. N- Y.; Rake.E. Orgiil, N. Y., Ruby, do.; Rap, Dr. J. Al. Bosiund, Boston.
Class 45.—For Ibe best pointer dog pup.
Pat, Geo. DcF. Grant, X. Y\; Fritz, Gen. A. S. Webb, N. Y.; Shot,
R. Eaves, Providence. Dick, do.; Sport, R. O, Soule, Springfield, Maas.:
Ned, R. Richmond, Now Britain, Conn,; Pete, E. C. Blngbam, West
Mettden, GirtiO., Rock, do.; Rex. F. Hour, Jr., Brooklyn; Sport, J. F.
Jones, Springfield; Jim, IV. M. Williams, Springfield; Dick, U. G. Gilmore,Springfield; Dan, It. C. Brainerd, So. Headly Falls, Mass.; Phil,
Jr., W. M. Titeston, N. Y.; Lew, O. B, Cooley, Longmeadow, Mass,

. Class 46.—For the best litter of setter pups.
Four pupa, E. A. Herzborg, X. Y.; 2 pops, J. Nesbitt, Jr., Cambridge,
Mass., litter of puppies, C. H. Raymond, Morris Plains, N. J.; litter
of six puppies, N. Saltns, Brooklyn.

Class 47 —For tbe best Utter of pointer pups.
Five pups, Dr. W. S. Webb, N. Y.; 2 pups, R. Eaves, Providence;
litter ol pup-*, S. H. Davis, Durham, Coon.
Class 48.—For tbe best setter bitch pup.
Moilie, Isaac Fiske, Worcester, Muss.; Zolplia, J . Nesbitt, Cambridge,
Muss.; ran, Dr. S. Fleet Spctr; Norah, J. N. Francis, Bridgeport.

Class 40.—For the best pointer bitch pup.
Daisy. Dr. W. S. Webb, >7. Y ; Psyche, C. W. Ilixon,Springfield,
Maas.: Queen Bess, Bassett Thompson, Foxboro, Mass.

Class 50.—For tbe largest dog.
Rover, M. B. Crane, Springfield; Hornet, A. J. Marks, Chester, Mass.

Class 51.—For the smallest dog.
Tinnie, T. L. Davis, Holyoke, Mass.

Class 53.—For the best trick dog or bitch.
Guess, G. W. Rice, Spring field.

The class of English setters, judged by Mr. N. Saltus,
was not a numerous one and was soon gotten through with.
There could scarcely be a dissenting voice as to the decision
so far as the winner of 1st prize was concerned. Mr.
Luther Adsm’s Scout, by his Rock out of imported Pickles,
is a good dog, with a head that is simply perfect, and with
much more size and subBtance than could be expected from
a little bilcli of Pickles kind. But Rock appears to possess
tlie faculty of transmitting his own quality to his progeny.
Mr. Delano’s Cliai m, by Pride of the Border, out of Fairy,
took second honors; but, although his breeding is so good,
and notwithstanding his possessing the good t#aits of the
Laverueks, lie was so fat that we did not consider his
chanehcsso good as those of his kennel companion, Adonis.
Mr. Parker’s Blue Blood, by Rock, out of Dora, who hafc
grown into a fine dog since we saw him last fall, was
third.
We were glad to see Mr. Jarvis’ Dick take the place of
honor in the red Irish class, although it was almost a walk
over, as Mr. Saltus’ Dash, who would have pushed him
very closely, was already a first prize winner, This gentle¬
man look first for bitches with his imported Lill III, and
his brace wilh their litter of handsome puppies attracted
much utteution. Snipe, placed second, was first last year
in a much smaller collection.
In imported Gordons or their progeny, the “bar” clause
shut out the finest specimens exhibited, notably the bitch
Norah and old Shot (late Jeromes’) the property of A. F.
Copeland, Esq., of Boston, both being first prizewinners.
Mr. Jerome Marble’s Grouse was deservedly placed first of
those left iu, although Dr. Strachan’s Sport (second) was
very close, and probably had he been marked with tan
according to the recognized standard in this country,
•would have takeu first honors. Sport is black with a little
white, and is from Mr. James Qordeu Bennett’s stock.
Monarch (third) a large, finely formed dog of the Bel¬
mont strain, was much out of condition, but being a
youngster will show to advantage later. Lou, first in the
bitch class, was imported as a puppy by Mr. Munn, and
barring a somewhat short head, shows in coat and color
the finest characteristics of the Gordon type. Mr. Emcrsou
Foote was very close to the winner with Mab, half a point
only separating them. Mr. Hammond’s Flash, a St. Kilda
bitch, was well placed as third.
The class of native setters was not only very large, there
being over forty entries, but was very difficult to judge,
Gordon’s, red Irish, and native English, being thrown in
together in a manner which must have been most confus¬
ing to a judge who was called upon to decide upon the
merits not only of different dogs, but of rival strains. Mr.
Jarvis, however, stood up to his work nobly and scarcely
erred in planing Mr. Morford's Don and May, first in the
dog and bilcli entries respectively. We think that this
award gave general satisfaciion, and we congratulate Mr.
Movford upon his success. No one has worked harder,
more persistently, or more successfully, to bring to perfec¬

tion a strain of native setters, A certain amount of chance
enters into bench show exhibitions, and it is scarcely fair
to criticise the action of a judge who is obliged to score
his points on each dog according to his judgement, and it
is not improbable that a very superior dog would show to
the least advantage when under the hands of a judge,
through timidity or fear. Among the native setters which
appeared to us worthy of mention were, Lieut. Ilarry
Metcalfe's red dog Jim, and Mr, J. Dwight. Francis’ March,
of the old Ethan Allin strain. Mr. D, P. Charles, of
Albany, also showed a very fine red dog named Fritz.
Dimity was Avortliy of the place she received next to May.
tier pen, in which was a fine litter of puppies by Pride of
the Border, was a great centre of attraction throughout the
show.
Tlie pointers were also very numerous, and Messrs. Or¬
giil and Ballus, who judged respectively the large and
small classes, had their hands full. Some confusion was
created in judging the first named, from the fact of no dis¬
tinction having been made between dogs and puppies, some
of tbe latter being so well grown that when they were
brought before the judge he was in doubt as to how he
should judge them. Mr. Schuchardt’s veteran, Tom, noweleven years old, was awarded first position by judge and
spectators alike, but we confess that we should have pre¬
ferred to have seen him followed by Mr. Brook’s fine im¬
ported dog Bingo, or the fine lemon and white dog Cal,
owned by Mr. Hixon, of Springfield. Mr. Stephenson, of
West Meriden, showed a very line young dog iu Phil, a son
of the champion Pete. Mr. Schuchardt was fortunate also
with his bitch Fan, taking second for this sex; nor do we
think that there was the twelve points difference between
her and the winner, Nellie, as shown by the judges card.
In the small pointer class, the entries were notso numerous,
and we doubt if the judge could have done differently in
placing Grouse first. Whisky was followed very closely
by the “Squire’s” Belle, only one point separating them,
and one of Whisky’s first litter, Rex, was named as the
best dog puppy.
The spaniels were very much mixed up. Mr. Bestor de¬
servedly took first for cockers, with his Snip, and his bitch
Ju)iettc was second in her class. Mr. Morford had any¬
thing but an easy task in judging tlie various classes en¬
trusted to him, so mixed were the entries. In fact., it
seems that while most sportsmen have been devoting their
time and attention almost wholly to setters and pointers,
the smaller breeds of sporting dogs have been neglected to
such an extent that but few are well posted as to the churacterislics of the various strains, and a general comming¬
ling is the result. The cockers were many of them clearly
marked after water spaniels, and it was difficult to decide
which strain was most prominent. So of the Clumber, in
which only the color was left together wilh size and char¬
acteristic of the setter. The water spaniels were better,
and seemed to be very distinct.. There was one entry, a
dog, Ned, a Norfolk spaniel which bore evidence of being
very pure blood, and was undoubtedly a fine specimen of
this strain of Springer spaniels, lor which there was no
class. This dog is owned by Mr. J. F. Jones, of Springfield.
Our space will not permit us to review the various classes
of toy, pet, or watch dogs; although mention roust be
made of the two magnificent Scotch slag hounds, Sir Walter
aud Spider, exhibited by Mr. It. G. Bixby, of Nashua, N.
H. These dogs were each awarded 100 points, the maxi¬
mum figure, denoting perfection. M. J. H. Seaver, of
Malone, N. Y., exhibited a fine specimen of the Italian
greyhound, which we considered superior to the one placed
first by the judge.
In the champion classes. Scout was placed first, and it is
difficult to find fault with the decision, although some com¬
plaint was made that the judge was disinclined to allow
due meed of merit to Norah, on the ground of herbeiug a
GordoD, but with Shamrock, Dick, Rock, and Mr. Delano’s
fine trio, Don, Adonis, and Charm, all to be passed upon,
it was a difficult matter to decide. So also with the cham¬
pion native sellers, May being winner with 96 points to
her credit, although pushed very closely by Mr. Saltus’
Dash. Pete was victorious as the champion pointer, as
was anticipated. Pete is a very hard dog to beat, although
his head is faulty.
Iu the special classes many of tlie awards were based
upon the points gained in the previous competitions. In
the setter braces Mr. Adams was again successful with
Scout and Rock, and also in the best collection class, with
Duke, Drake, and Dora. Mr. Schuchardt won for the best
collection of pointers, and Mr. Hammond in tbe braces.
The awards will be found in full below. Take it alto¬
gether, and in spite of tbe fact that three day's work was
crowded into less than two, tlie Rod and Gun Bench Show
was a complete success, and there was less dissatisfaction
expressed with Ibe awards of the judges than we ever re¬
member to have heard before. We desire to express our
warmest I hunks to the officers of the club and tlie various
committees for courtesies shown, and facilities afforded
during tlie show.
THE AWARDS.
Class 1.—Imported English setters, or their progeny,
that have never taken first prize at any Bench Show; J udge,
N. Saltus, Esq , Brooklyn.
Beet dog, sliver enp; Scorn. Luther Adams. Boston. Second best dog,
t-olrl dog whistle; Charm, Geo. Dclitito, New Bedford. Third best dog,
diploma; Blue-blood, W. F. Parker, Went Meriden, Conn. Best biten,
silver collar; Peg, W. H. Bulcnm, Worcester. Second best bitch, stiver
dog whistle; Jessie. E. A. Heizehorg, N. V. Third best bitch, diploma;
Doll, Geo. llelano. Now Bedlord. Best aogpup,diploma; Prince. Luther
Adame, Boston.
Class 3.—Imported red or red aud white Irish Betters, or

their progeny, that have never taken first prize at any[Bench
Show; Judge, W. H. Gibbons, Ecq., Madison. N. J,
Beet dog, silver cup: Dick. Wm. Jarvis, Claromont, N. H. Second
beat dog, gold dog whistle; Snipe, J. A. Barnes, Harlford, Conn, Tlthd
best dog, diploma; Jack. Max Wunzlo, lloboken, N. J. Best bilcb,
silver collar; Lill ITt, N. Saltus, Brooklyn. Second beat bitch; no
award. Ttiird best bitch; no awatd. Best dog pup, diploma; Duke.
W. C. 1 Ini ding, Stamford, Conn.

Class 3.—Imported black and tan and black and tan and
white Gordon setters, or their progeny, that have never taken
first prize at any bench show; J udge, Luther Adams, Esq.,
Boston.
Best dog, silver enp; Grouse, Jerome Marble, Worcester. Second
best dog, gold dog whistlu; Sport, pr. A. Roeyell Si radian, N. Y.
Third boat do^, diploma; Monarch, Horace Smi'li, N. Y. Be^t bitch,
silver collar; Lon. W. M- TileaUm, N. Y. Second best bitch, silver dog
Whistle; Mab, Emerson Eoote, N. Y\ Third Hear, hitch, diploma; FJadi,
S. T. Hammond. Springtide!. Best dog pup, diploma; Rake, E. Orgili,
N, Y. Best bitch pup, diploma; Rnby, E. Orgiil, N. Y.
Class 4.—Native setters of ariy strain that have never

taken first prize at any Bench. Show; Judge, Wm. Jarvis,
Esq., Claremont, N. H.
.Best dog, silver cup; Don, Theo. Morford, Newton, N. J. Second,
best dog, gold dog whistle; Ned, J. A. Larkin, Wcatfleld. Muss. Third
best dog, diploma; Jim, Samuel Scranton, Providence, R. I. Best bitch,
silver collar; May, Theo. Moiford, Newtou, N. J. Second beet bilcli,
silver dog whistle; Dimity, C. 11. Raymond. Morris Plains, N. J Third best bitch, diploma; Maud, John Nesbitt, Cam bridge., Mass.
Best doe pop, diploma; Rab, Dr. J. M. Bortaud, Boston. Best bitch
pup, diploma; Bess, W. H. Ealcom, Worcester.
Class o.—Poinlers of 50 lbs. weight and over that have

never taken first prize at any Bench Show; Judge, E. Or¬
giil, Esq., N. Y.
Best dog. silver cap; Tom, F. Schuchardt. N. Y. Second besf dog,
gold dog whistle; Jake, H. (J. Taft, Springfield. Third best dog^di-

I_ _m pap* diplL..m|_I .,
pup, diploma; Flirt, Lewis Miller, Springfield.
Class 6.—Poinlers under ol) tbs. weight

that have never
taken first prize at any Bench Show; Judge, N. Saltus,
Esq., Brooklyn.
Best dog, silver cup; Grouse, W. E. Gibbons, West Hartland, Cono.
Second best dog, gold dog whistle; Guy, J. N. Dodge, Springfield,
Third beat dog, diploma; Lex, H. S. Hyde, Springfield. Bed. bitch,
silver collar; Whisky, Dr. \Y. S. Webb, N- Y. Second best bitch, silver
dog whittle; Belle,’Horace Smith, N. Y. Third l)ea-bitch, diploma;
Daisy, Sanderson and Williams, Springfield. Bust dog pup, diploma;
Hex, F, Howe, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y, Best bitch pup. diploma; Psyche,
C. W. Hixou, Springfield.
Class 7.—Cocker spaniels; Judge, Theo. Morford, Esq.,

Newton, N. J.
Best dog. Smith & Wesson No. 3 revolver, value §20.00; donated by
D. B. Wesson, Springfield, Mass.; Snip, H, J. BesLor. Hartford, Sec¬
ond best dog, one keg
lbs.) Orange Ducking Powder; domued l»y
Lallin <& Rand Powder (jo., No. 21 Park Row, N. Y.; Pal, Dr. J. M.
Borland, Boston. Best bitch, fly-rod, value §20.00; donated by I. C.
Marshall, model and pattern maker, Taylor streei, Springfield, Mass.;
Fanny, Win. Thornhill, Springfield, Second he*t bitch, one keg((41 lbs.)
Orange Duekmg Power; donated by Lafiin <& Rand Powder Co., No. 21
Fark Row. N. Y.; Juliette, S. J. Bcstor, Hartford. Beta dog pup, di¬
ploma; Skip, A. Busselt, Pitt-field, Musb. Best bitch pup, diploma;
Cora, S. Scranton, Providence, R. I.
Class 8.—Clumber spaniels; Judge, Theo, Morford,

Esq.
Fur the beBt dog, split bamboo fly-rod, vulue )3lK00; donated by L.
H. Mayott, dealer iu nporismen’s good 415 Mam sLreet, Springfield, Mase.;
Max, Samuel O. Edwards, Florence, Mass.; no other awards in this
class.

Class D.—Retrieving spaniels; Judge, Tlieo. Morford,
Esq.
Best dog, American single-barrel breech-loading shotgun, valne $25.00;
donated by Hyde & Shattnck, manufacturers of spor ting guns, 29d Main
street, Springfield, Mass; Shot, J. M. Crosoy, -Jr., Enilclu. Mass. Sec¬
ond beet dog, camp lounge, value $6.00; donated by U. S. Camp Lounge
Company, Troy, N- Y.; Prince, W. B. Morse, Indian Orchard, Ma«e.;
T. Al. Aldrich was awarded diploma for the best dog aud bitch puppies.
Class 10.—Irish water spaniels; Judge, Theo. JVLoiTord,

Esq.
Best dog, hunter's pet rifle, value $20.00; donated by a sportsman;
Dandy, W. D. Steveus, Springfield, Mass. Second best dog, keg Orange
Ducking Powder; Rover, R. W. Waterman, ALbol, Mat's. Bed blicb,
(special prize, value $20.00; RusOV.
Johnson, North Adams, Muss
Second best hitch, Floss, G. E. Law, Springfield, keg Orange Duelling
Powder.

Class 11.—Fox hounds; Judge, E. S, Knowles, Esq..
Wort-osier,
B -t dog or bitch, donble-harrelled breech-loading shot gun» value
$50.00; donated by J. Steveud & Co., manufacturers of sporting guns
aud rifles. Chicopee Falle, Mass.; Fan, Jerry Quirk, Worcester. bCicowl
best dog’or bitch, 100 metallic shells, with loader and capper, value
$25.00; donated by Geo. S. Hart & Co , Newark, N. .1,; fspon, W. L,
Keyes, Springfield. Third best dog or bitch, keg of Orait"e Ducking
Powder; domred by Lafiin & Rand Powder Co., No 21 Park Row, N.
Y.; Whoop, C. H. While, South Hadley. Bust dog or bitch pup, Smith
& Wesson revolver, Judy, Geo, A. Eumundu, Norik Brookfield, Maes.
Second best dog or buck pup, camp lounge, value §6.00; donafvd by
U. S, Camp Lounge Co., Troy, N. Y.; Slick, H. C. Jones, Stockbii.ige,
.Mass.
Class 12.—No entries.
Class 13,—Dachshunds; Judge, E. S. Knowles, Esq.
Iks! (lot;or iiitcb, silver meual, Daclisiumil. Col. Gmrk, JluucticoK'r,
N. H.
Class 14.—Deerhounds: Judge, E. S. Knowles.
Beat, (log or bitch eilver medal, Sir Walter, II. J. Bixby, Nashua, N.
H. Second beet dog Or bitch, diploma, Spider, H. J. Bixuy, Nar»hua»
N\ H.
Class 15.—Greyhounds; Judge, Ethan Allin, Esq., Pom-

fret Centre.
Best ilog or bilch, eilver medal. Fly, Mowry Bros., Wilbrabam, Mass,
Class 16.—Newfoundlands; Judge, Elltan Alim, Esq.
Beat dog or hitch, silver rntdal, Brunt), il. A. Phelnn. West Spnm;Jleld. Second best dog or bitch, diploma, Rose, Mro. L. U. Merrill, W.
Springlield. Best dog or uitch pup, diploma, Mrs. L. !S. Merrill, West
Springfield.

Class 17.—St. Bernards; Judge, Ethan. Allin, Esq.
Best dog or bitch, silver medal, Major, E. Koekwood, Springfield.
Second best dog or bitch, diploma, Honeat, A. J. Murks. Chester.
Classes 18 aud 19.—No entries.
Class 26.—Bull terriers; Judge, Geo. De F. Grant, Esq.,

N. Y.

BeatUngOT bitch, Eilver medal, Jeasio. J. J. Higgins, SpringAelil. Sec¬
ond best ting or bitch, diploma, Fan, John fireman, Springlleld.
Class 21.—Coilies or shepherd; Judge, ELhau Allin,

Esq.
Best dug or bitch, silver medal, Ben, J. J. Bliss, Lonemctidow, Muse.
Class 22.—Dalmatian or coach dogs; Judge, Geo, De
F. Grant, Esq.

Best dog or bitch, silver medal, Jewell, J. Harris, Willltimnnlic, Conn.
Second best dug nr btieli, diploma,Sparkle, B. Ueanio, Springfield.
Class 23.—iSpilz; Judge, Elltan Allin, Ksq.
bitch, silvor medal,, Oimti, t1. W, NutcUei), Springfield.
Best dog——,-

.terriers; Judge,
’ '
Class 24.—oeotch
C,
Esq., Morris Plains, N. J.

H. Raymond*

Beet dog or bitch, silver collar, Dixie, J. H. Damon, Springfield. For
the best dog or bitcJi pup, diploma, U. L. SmitU, West Sptingtleld.
Glass 25—Skye terrier; Judge, C, Li. Raymond, Esq.
Beat dog or bitch, silver collar. Chance, G- B. Bisseli, Springfield. Sec¬
ond beet dog or bitch, diploma, Bell, Gcu. J. Watson Webb, -X Y.
Classics 26 and 27.—No entries.
Class 28.—Pua terrier; Judge, C. H. Raymond, E-q.
fecund
nd
Beat dog or bitch, eilver collar, Fee, C. W. llise, Springfield. .See.
best dog or bitch, diploma. Bounce, S. Hurom'md, Uoaiou.
Class 20.—Black and tun terrier; Judge, C. II- Ray

mond, Esq,

y

nd
Beal, dog cr bilcli, silver collar, .Tinlts, 8 B. Gray. Spriuefiiid. Second
best doe or h-'lfli. Skilly, W. Noble, SprlngUel 1. For tbe Uenl- dog
og
or bilcli pup, diploma. Snip, S. H, Hlmlly, Worm * iClass 311.—Toy terrier; Judge, C, H. Raymond, IC?q.
Britt dog or bitch, eilver collar, Tinnie, T. 8. EnVets, Holjoko.
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31.—Blenheim spaniel; Judge, C. II. Raymond,

Esq.
No entries.
Class 32.—St. Charles spaniel; Judge, C. TT. Ray mo ml.
Best dog or bitch, ftilyer collar, Sambo, Emerson Foote, N. Y. Second
beat clog or bitch, diploma, Lady* S. K. Hiodly, Worcester; H. C. Char¬
ley, do.

Class 33.—Japanese spaniel; Judge, C. H. Raymond,
Esq.
hast dog or bitch, silver collar, Fuzzy, T. E. dray, Springfield.

Class 34.—Italian greyhound; Judge, C. 11. Raymond,
Esq.
Beat dog or hitch, silver collar, Spottie. J. B. Shaw. Springfield.
ond host dog or bitch, diploma, Dot, J K. Seuver, Malone, N. Y.
dog or bitch pup, G B. Bissseu, Springfield.

Sec¬
Beat

Class 35.—No entries.
Class 36.—Japanese or hairless; Judge, C. H. Ray¬
mond, Esq.
Best dog or bitch, silver collar. Gyp, W, L, Warner, Springfield.

CHAMPION CLASSES.
Class 37..—Champion setter class; Judge, E. Orvill, Esq.
Beat imported setter dog or bitch of any strain, or Iheir progeny. Hint
has laken first, prize at any Bench Show, including tide, siver cup, value,
$100, donated by Apin' of Ike Times, No. 4 Parle Row, N. Y , the win¬
ner’s picture to be published in that paper; Scout, Luther Adams, Bos¬
ton.

Class 38.—Champion setter class; Judge, E. Orvill, Esq.
Best native setter dog or bitch of any strain that has taken drat prize
at any Bench Show, Including thin' silver cup, donated by Chicago Field.
May, Tlieo. Morford, Newton, N. J.

Class 39.—Champion pointer class; Judge, N. Saltus,
Esq.
Beat pointer dog or bitch that ha8 taken first prize at anyBcuch Show,
Including this, double barrelled breech-loading allot gun, value $150;
donated by Parker Brothers, luamifaciurer of fineguna. West Meriden,
Conn. Pete, G. A. Strong, West Meriden, Conn.

SPECIAL CLASSES.
Class 40.—Best collection of sellers (not less than tlirce) owned by
one person, I tie averagennmber of points to decide the award; Ri lie,
value $GO.OO; donated by .Frank We-sou, manufacturer of breech loading
ing rules, Worcester, Mass; Duke, Brake and Dora, Luther Adams,
Boston.
Class 41.—Best collection of pointers (not leas lhan three) owned by
one person, the average number or points to decide the award: Green
heart flv rod, $50.00; donated by .1. B. Crook ift Co., dealers in fishing
tackle, No. 50 Fulton street. New fork; Tom, Ned, mid Fan. F. Scliuchardt, N. Y.
Class 42.—Best brace of setters owned by one person, winners in
Class No. 40 not to compete: Meerschaum pipe, value $150.00; donated
by Forest and S i ream; No. 1? Chatham street, New York, Rock and
Scout, Lnilter Adams, Boston. Judge, Dr. M. Goldsmith.
Class 48,—Best brace of pointers owned by one person, winners in
Class 4i not to compete: Meersebanm pipe, value $150.00, manufactured
by Kaldennnrg; donated by AW imd Gun newspaper. No 33 Park
Row, New York. Shot and Ben, S. T. liainmoud, Springfield, Mass.
Judge, W. H. Gibbons, Esq.
Class 44.—Best setter dog pup, one water-moot canvas Shooting suit,
valued $25.00; mnue to lit the owner; donated by Thompson A bon,
888 Broadway..New York,dealers in sportsmen’s goods. Priucc, Luther
Adams, Boston.
Class 45.—Best pointer dog pup, one of Holubird’s shooting suits,
niaue to tit the own,r, value $20.00; donated by Dr. W. S. Webb, St.
Luke's Hospital, New York. Ned, F. Schilohurdt, New York.
1 lass 40.— Best litter of setter pups, silver cup value $25.00; donated
hyLutber Adams, No. 115 Broad street, Boston, Mass. John Nesbitt, Jr.,
Camoridge. Mass. Judge. N. Saltus, Esq,
Class 4?.—Bust litter of pointer pups, 500 paper shells, 100 metallic
shells, value $25.00; donated by Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Bridge¬
port, Conn. Dr. W. S. Webb, New Yrork, Judge, IS. Orgill, Esq.
Class 48.—Best setter biten pup, a dogpnppy by “Pride of the border,''
ont of "Dimity”; donated by Cnarlcs 14. Raymond, 141 Broautvay, New
York. Ruby. E. Orgill, N. Y". Judge, A. F. Copeland, Esq.
Class 49.—Best pointer bitch I up. Smith & Wesson revolver, No. 38,
value $15.00; .donated by D B. Wesson, Springfield, Mass. Psyche, C.
W. Hi son, Springfield.
Class 50.-For the largest dog, gold lined cup, valne $10.00. Rover,
weigtttlSI pounds, M. B. Crane, sprinafield.
Class 51.—For the smallest deg. gold huedenp, value $8 00. Tlnnie,
weight four pounds, T. S. Davis, Holyoke.
Class 52.—For the best trick dog or bitch, gold medal, Guess, G. W.
Rice, Springfield.

A special premium was awarded to Mr. W. L. Brooks,
of Stamford, for his magnificent imported pointer dog
Bingo.
How the New York Delegation Started.—Our ever¬
green friend Col. Skinner, of Turf Field anil Farm, is in¬
imitable—we had almost called him unique—in his de¬
scriptions. Witness the following graphic account ot the
scene which attended the departure from this office of the
delegation to Springfield last week:—
“New Yoke at this Springfield Bench Show.—On
Tuesday we witnessed the departure of the New York con
tiugent of sportsmen for the great exhibition at Springfield.
Quite a detachment left the oflice of the Forest and
Stream, under the leadership of the ancient Squire and
Mr. Tileston, and they created a great sensation, mounted
on one of French’s best coaches, the interior of which was
filled with a barking, howling pack of setters and pointers,
all of the bluest blood and each bound to carry oil the
highest prijte. A stout, red nosed Teuton, with inexhaust¬
ible lungs, enlivened the march with airs upon the keyed
bugle, to which the bowlings of the imprisoned dogstui
nished a powerful if not a strictly musical chorus. The
patriarchal Squire Smith sal enthroned, as it were, upon
the ‘imperial’ of the coach, like a Roman conquerer on a
triumphal car. Clear and sharp above the tempest of
sound produced by the Dutchman's bugle and the bowling
of the dogs, could be heard his imperious mandates to his
canine pupils to ‘Shut up!’ 'Down charge!' ‘Take heed!’
but it must be confessed that, demoralized by the motion
of the coach, the best trained pointers and setters bowled
and barked and fought, and did other unmentionable
things, in dettauce of the 8quire.and their owners, who
joined their efforts to his in the attempt to keep the peace.
The passage of a coach so laden through Broadway gave
rise to much speculation. Those who heard the noise with¬
out seeing the dogs fancied the coach was laden with dan¬
gerous lunatics being conveyed to some asylum; others
that it was a sort of pandemonium on wheels; and one be¬
nevolent old gentleman suggested that the coach was filled
with sick dogs sent out for an airing under the auspices of
the great humanitarian, Mr. Bergh. Among tbe setters
and pointers we recognized Mr. Theo. Morford’s beautiful
orange and white pair. May and Don, botli by his famous
Joe, and Don out of a Giliicrsieeve bitch, and Squire Smith
had a fine black and tan Cordon of Belmont stock. Von
Lengerkehad a handsome black, white aDd tan, imported
by the revered Mr. Berg, and Tileston entered a beautiful
black and tun bitch from Mr. Munu’s kennel, derived orig¬
inally from the Duke of Devonshire's stock. We noticed
also two beautiful black pointers of tbe very highest qual¬
ity, one of them by Waddell’s Phil. We doubt whether
the men or the dogs which were driven away from the
Forest and Stream: office on Tuesday last will be matched
at Springfield.’’
That the Colonel was very nearly right may he gathered
from the fact that six ont of the eight dogs in the coach
■were prize winners, including four “firsts.”
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—The imported red Irish setter Juno, belonging to Mr.
Tbos. Adcock, of Providence, whelped 14 pups on tbe 30th
inst., the sexes being eqnily divided, sired by Plunkett, and
all resembling him in being all red with the exception of a
small star in tbe forehead.

was devoted to the mid-range and individual matches, Iu
the former a telescope was offered as a trophv, and was
taken by C. Dusenbury, Jr., with a score of 34 in a possi¬
ble 35. His score was duplicnled by Captain Douglass
Smylli,, but in firing off the tie Dusenbury put, in another
iiull’s-eye, while Smylli fell to a centre. Among the lend¬
ing scores in the match were:—

Clumbers with a Pedigree.—Our Montreal correspon¬
dent, Standard, writes:—“I was in Keiitville, N. S„ a few
days ago and saw those clumber spaniels of B. 8., spoken
of in your issue of April 61 h. They are good bred dogs,
wiih a pedigree as long as-, Well I have seen some long
pedigrees before, but they all pale before those of Ben
Smith’s dogs. Whew! but they are lengthy—clean back
beyond old Queen Elizabeth’s time.”

Nnme.
O. Dnsculmry, Jr..
DoUciascSJIjyjh...,
A. D. Hodgeman..
R. Rail: bone.

—It is not true, as reported, that a well-known young
gentleman of New York “judged” the coach dogs by
counting the spots on each.
—There was “bark" euough in Springfield last week to
start a first-class tan-yard,

§he
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Conlin’s Gallery.—The

rifle tournament which has
been open for some six weeks past at this gallery, to raise a
sum sufficient to meet tbe expenses of a summer excursion
of the St. John’s Guild has proved a complete success.
Five hundred tickets have been sold at Jgl each, and of
those sold 481 were shot off at the gallery, The shooting
was done at the 110 foot range wit a 22-ealibrc Ballard Title
off hand, ten shots per target at ready measurement largets,
by which the distance of each shot from the centre of the
bull’s-eye could be determined with tbe greatest accuracy.
The shooting, as a whole, showed the finest aggregate of
close shooting which gallery records can show. The I’ol
lowing are a few of the leading targets, the figures giving
the aggregate divergence of the ten shots from the bull’s
eye centre in inches and fractions:
Name.
Judies
Name.
L. V. »one. 4 6 8
* On 11 tick..
©has. A. ©heaver. 4.1516 D. L. Beckwith.
Wra. Uaye*___a4 +_ 6 1-!I5 L. C. liroce...
C. E. JRlydeiiburg.5 716 C. G. Peters..
W. I). Fimv cl].. sH
Thomas Fenton .
,10
J. B. hlydcnunrg ..
6 11-Idj E. J*. Earle.
.If*
W, Fa S Dot wood. (if
T. c. Fleming. 10 3-10
Fred liefer. 7 3-8
Win. Conurlly.
.11 U-itt
G. W. Yale.
J. T. B. Collins... 7*
.13 6-r«
GeOv T Morion.r7*A. W. MacCreary. __
-II 15 10
T. C. Nckmio. 7 73-16 F. IT. Holton...
AU
N. P. Lennon. 7 73-?6 NV. L. Caudeo.
MS
Homer Leu_a.-..7 71
E. Richardson.
• 1#
fl. D* Blydenburg. 8
W. D. Steers..,U 3-10
O. E. lie Forest. 8 7-16 J.. H CowpertUwait.M
A. J. KOux. 8 6S |F„
ScUmuij
iF. SdiNlincr...
w*

Oreedmoou.—The Luther Badge will bo shot for on
Saturday tbe Gtb; shooting commencing at2P.M
The
Spirit of the limes mulch will be shot at 3.15.
Glen drake.—The American Rifle Association will hold
tlieir spring meeting on the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th iust.
The programme will he printed next week.

Morsemere.—The first annual spring meeting of the
Yonkers Rifle Association was held on Friday ami Sutur,
day of last week. Eight targets and buits were in opera¬
tion, with Col. Ellis as officer of the day. All the matches
were open to all comers, under the direciions of the Range
Committee and the rules and regulations of the Yonkers
Rillo Association were strictly enforced. No practice was
permitted. The shooting began at eleven o’clock A. M ,
the first match being that of the “m,,u in.^a,” i, t* whir l,
there were twenty-six entries; the secund was the short
range match with sixty entries, the Carton match, four
targets and sixteen'entries. The event of the day was the
learn match. The targets used in the team match were
the Carton, eleven inch bull’s-eye, inside tbe usual Creedmoor twenty-two inch bull’s-eye, and shots upon the former
counted six against five upon those on the Creedmoor, or
largest bull’s-eye.
The following is the score in the
match:—
YONKERS SENIOR TEAM.
Carton.
Charles Dusenbury, Jr., 554556356

665855 5 0 4 0 5

. 104

A. H. Jocelyn, 5556044 5 005646

55 5 5 5 6. 102
L. M. Ballard, 4664 5 540055555
5 6 5 5 4 5. 101
Captain D Smyth, 5 4 0 3 6 0 5 6 4 5 6 5
a 5 5 4 4 H 5 6.

Creedmoor.

98
91
96

09

94

(I rand totals...........500
AMATEUR RIFLE CLTO.
G. W. Yale, 5554454555 1 1 555
5 5 5 6 5.
96
W. B. Harwell, 54046456655665
5 8 6 5 6 5. 106
H. S. Jewell, 44564566355550
5 5 6 1 5 4.
98
•T. 8. Coulin, 46 3 44653446505
5 5 5 6.
98
L. CL Bruce, 4455666566 6 0455
4 4 5 3 6.... IQ!

474

Grand totals...
YONKERS JUNIOR TEAM.
G. L. Morse, 5 -3 45444540 5 6548
3 5 6 4 3.
H. L. Garrison, 5465553555660
5 6 5 4 5 4 5.
A. D. Hodgeman, 4354664445506
6 4 4 4 5 6 6.
H. J. cininn, 666 4 4444643555 4
5 5 5 4 6.
S. G. Perry, 354565604 6 0055 4
5 4 6 5 6.

<iu9

470

81

80

Major F. Shonuard, 6566550 5 556
5 6 4 5 8 5 4 5 3 . 94

89

Total. I Name.
.14.11. Fisher...
.31,F. Sii.umnn
... .31 G. L. Moral
.31,E. C. Gould

93
52
93

100

95

97

99

91

90

t01

94

Grand totals.478

449

In the “man target” match Messrs. J. E. Stetson and T.
W. Hoefle tied on 21 out of a possible 25, and Mr. Stetson
not appearing to shoot off the tie, Mr. Hoefle was awarded
the first prize, a fine hunting knife. In a similar match,
on the second day, Mr. H. j. Quinn made20 points, and
Mr. G. L. Morse, 18 points. At the short range match at
200 yards, any rifle, and without time limit., tea shots per
man, the leaning scores were J. E. Stetson, 44 in the possi¬
ble 50, and Major F. Shonuard, 43. The prize was a
plated revolver. Mr. Homer Fisher won the 500 yards
Carton match, making two centres ui five shots. Saturday

.18

Tim individual match differed from the preceding in
having the Morscmere count and the Carton bull’s eye.
Here Mr. Dusenbury again held his own, throwing ten
consecutive shots within the compass of a 20 inch circle,
and of those four were within the 11-inch central spot.
According to the usual slyle of counting the several gen¬
tlemen, whose scores are given below, inaue in the possible
fifty: (J. Dusenbury, 50; Fisher, 49; Smylli, 47; Jocelyn,
47; Hodgeman, 46; Siiounard, 44; Morse, 42, and Gould.
40. According to the colliding scheme adopted the full
scores were;—
Name.
P. Dueenbury, Jr.
H. Fliju’r.
D. Smyth.
R. Ruth bone.
A. II. Jocelyn_
A. D. Hodgeman,
l‘\ Shonuard.
ILL. Morse.
li. C. Gould.

Score.
...6 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
...5 0 5 6 5 5 4 6 0 5
.. I 166656554
...6 4 5 0 5 4 4 6 5 6
...4 4 5 5 5 4 6 6 6 5
...5454445555
...5 653563355
...4 5 0 6 3 5 4 4 3 4
..4 4 8 4 5 5 3 354

Total.
54
63
51
48
40
46
4L
46

—A correspondent writes from Minnesota:—“One of
your Wyoming correspondents (and by the way where do
you not. have readers and correspondents) ? complains that
his Winchester rifle misses fire, and asks why. The trouble
may be in the cartridges, if rim fire more particularly, but
if Ills rifle is of the old model, it is more than likely that
the plunger or striking pin has got foul and. caked with
dirt and oil. A rifle of this make, owned by a friend,
acted in this way last fall. He took it to a gun smith who.
cleaned it thoroughly, and it has not missed fire since-”
Vermont.—The Manchester Amateur Rifle Club bad
tbeir annual meeting last week.
The usual Creedmoor 20D
yards target was used. The following are the scores:—
First score 106 yards f-ff-hand.
Name.
Score. • T'l.l Name.
Retire
T’l.
J. F. Brown.,.3 3 4 3 3
li, Oliver Greeley.0 2 3 3 3
II)
C L Harmon,.3 2 4 3 2
14 J. II. Ituckins.3 S 3 (I I)
6
D. W. C. Barker....0 3 .2 3 4
12 |C. C. Clark.0 3 0 0 3
6
Second score tuO yards off-hand.
Nnme.
Score,
T’l.l Name.
Score.
T’L
J. F. Brown .4 3 4 2 1
1? Oliver Greeley.2 4 0 J 8
11
C. L Harmon.4 2 2 4 3
15 J. It, Unekins.II 4 0 2 3
8
D. W. C. Parker.... ! 3 2 2 4
ls|u.C. Clark.0 0 2 2 3
7
Third score, Ifl'i yards kneeling.
Name.
Score.
T’l.l Name,
Score.
T’l.
J. P. Brown.4 3 3 3 4
17 J. 11. Unck'ns.2 3 2 3 2
12
D. W. C. Parser-a 2 4 4 3
15 C. L. Harmon.0 2 3 2 4
11
C. C. Clark.3 3 3 8 3
l5lylivur Greeley.3 3 0 3 0
9
Fourth score, 200 yards, lying and without artificial rests.
Nnme.
Score.
T’l. I Name.
Score.
T’l
Cl. L. llarmoil.3 4 3 4 4
18 Oliver Greeley.II I) 2 2 3
7
J. F. Brown..2 3 4 4 4
17|D. W. C. Parker,...0 4 O 3 *
C. C. Clark....2 4 2 2 0
10|.J. H. Uucktus.0 0 0 2 2
4
California.—Long range shooting is all the fashion now
in California, and the riflemen are competing for places in
the inlet national Team.
Tlte second of these matches
was shot recently at the Bay View range, in which Capt.
Burns was the only competitor who succeeded in scoring
the necessary percentage at the aggregate of all distances.
The following is his SGore:—
800 yards.4 3 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 2 4 4 5 5 4 .-61
900 yards.4 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 5 3 4 3 4 5 4 .-63
1000 yards. 3845254533 5 543243553 -78
Total points.202
Highest score possible, 260. Credit, 80 1-5 per cent.
The members of the Sumner Light Guard are practising
as teams with very excellent results.
Chicago.—The members of tbe Chicago Rifle Club met
last week to shoot for a revolver, presented by George
Buiteumuller, at theSouth Park range; distance, SfiUyards,
off hand. An equal number of all present took purl on
each side, the team making the highest aggregate score to
Shoot three additional shots each, the oue making the best
score to take the revolver. The shooting was of the most
exciting character, Mr. Burnham’s team winning by only
one point. In shooting off Mr. IS. W. Burnham made the
best score, thereby winniug a very beautiful prize. Next,
Saturday there will be two prizes, and it is expected the
members will be present without further noLice. Below is
tbe complete score:—
Namo.
Waiter Burnham.
W. it. Allen.
I). B. Flak.
Guo. Bcuttenmaller..
B. L. Noftrsu.

Total. I Name.
Total.
35.J. A. Shaffer.41)
. ,35]s. E. Bliss.
..34 It. G. Howe.
..3r O. C. Bisckmur.
. 31 J. W. Roberts.
..28
..29 II. W. S. Clevclund..

Grand total.195
95
97

.3(1

Grand total.191

The scores made iu shooting off, three shots each, were
as follows:—S. W. Burnham, 12; \Y. R. Allen, 10; Geo.
Bcuttenmuiler, 10; D, B. Fisk, 16; B. F. Nourse, 10;
Walter Burn am, 3.
Louisiana.—The members of the New Orleans Rifle
Club were out in force on the 23d, aud firing was very brisk
throughout tbe day.
There were also a great many
strangers present, not so much to see the shooting as to
hear tbe music from tbe German military band, which is
on its way to tbe Centennial. The folio wing-arc the lead¬
ing scores:—
Centennial target, 25 half-inch tings, off hand.
Name.
Total! Name.
Total.
C. Kressnor.163 M. Winteler.150
L. A Jang.105 ED. J. Wenck.lit)
A. WaiteuUofer.103|
Wimbledon target, possible 50, off-hand.
Namo,
Total.i Name.
Total.
O. lirefenci'.44|M. Wonder ...i-z
L. A. Jung...44 K. J, Wenck.44
A. Watteuhofer,...,.,..43|

This Club will soon be able to commence tbeir new house,
as one of its members has kindly offered to take up all the
stock not yet subscribed (2,000), if the club would make it.
privileged stock, this proposition being brought before a
meeting of the stockholders, the offer was accepted. In
the pigeon match last week between M. J, H. Adrien and
M. Le Breton, the former was victorious.
U tissue.
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Milwaukee, April 29tb, 1876.
Editor Fohkst and Stream:—
TUo (second competition at 500 yards for the Brodhead field glass prise
came off on the 21st. Bangs mude the best Bcorc, 71 out of 75; wins the
gluas once, and feels happy. Several others expect to fee) happy next
time. The following are the scores:—
Name.
Name.
Totul.
.71 SketchBangs_
Turner.
.70 Hawley.,.
.lit' Johnston..
Fielding.
..4!)
Booth.
Yale.
Arnold..
Mennicr..
The third competition, al 200 yards, for the Brodhead field-glass c*)
off yesterduy. The wind blowing a gale from the northwest made it a
rery dilHculr. task, to hold on the bull's-eye. Menuier and Turner tied on
the result, but as I he score was to be decided according to Wingate,
Member wins. The score now stauds Arnold, 1; Member, 2. John
evidently means to get that “looking-glass.” The following arc
Name.
Total.I Name.
Totali
John Member....3rr|J, M. Arnold.30
rim*. Turner. .39jJ. O. Wells, .35
E. Fielding.38 C. Simonds..29
It. T. Drake.3?|
The club has had a new scl of movable targets put up, and we now
think our range is tbe best in America. 1 shall be able to scud you an
account of our first attempt at 1,000 yards very soon.
Wau Wau.

§ mite
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MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH

tin.
FOR GAME.

Game in Market.—English

snipe are not so abundant
as they were last week, and prices have advanced to $2.50
per dozen, western birds principally. We noticed, also,
some yellow legs from tiie west, selling at the same price.
Wild pigeons are very abundant, selling for $ 1 per dozen.
—The Biddcford (Me.) Chronicle says that a party of
Saco gentlemen, including a clergyman, a postmaster, a
prominent grocer, and au ex-member of the city govern¬
ment, went gunning for coots lust week. One of the party
got u good chance, and brought down the minister and
the postmaster atone shot! The man who tired the gun
was not hurt.
—Ducks were very plentiful on the upper Susquenhanna
at the beginning of the present week, all hastening north¬
ward, though there need be little haste, for there is ten
feet depth of snow in Lower Canada.
—The Massachusetts State Sportsmens Association met
at Springfield on the 2tilli ult., and elected the following
officers:—President, George Delano, New Bedford; Record¬
ing Secretary, Warren Hopegood, Boston; Corresponding
Secretary, Dana K. Filch, Worcester; Treasurer, Luther
Adams, Boslon. The following gentlemen were elected as
delegates to represent the Association at the National
Sportsman’s Association:—Luther Adams, Boston; A. F.
Copeland, Boston; C. D. Lewis, Framingham; Jerome
Marble, Worcester, and S. T. Hammond, Springfield.
The meeting adjourned to meet at the Bay State House,
Worcester, on the 7tll of December.
Massachusetts—Boston, Atag 1st.—Snipe are now really
upon us. The close of the present week will allow us to
foot up our score on snipe shooting for this spring. As far
as we know, the results will show about an aveiage with
previous years. The birds have been generally found on
rather high ground, on account of meadows being wet. M.
Outo—Hudson, Summit Co., April 30th,.—A few snipe
here yet,. Carolina rail aud Virginia rail are here. PigeoDs
have been here two months, but the great day was about
April IQth.
F•
Minnesota—Bniinerd, April 30th.—A few ducks have
made their appearance wherever they can find open water,
which is as yet only along the streams, brooks, and edges
of lakes, while from the West we hear they have arrived
as usual in immense numbers. At Ohrystal Springs, a sta¬
tion on the Dacotuh division of the N. P. R. R., is a splen¬
did place for all kinds of water fowl—ducks, geese, swan,
etc. The lakes and sloughs there are all shallow, with
hurd bottoms. One hardly needs a boat, but can walk
through the rice and rushes and shoot till shooting ceases
to be a pleasure. Grouse have wintered well, and if the
early summer is not too wet bid fair to be more numerous
than last season. Anywhere west of here forty miles one
can always find pintails, and if one wants to “go west" as
far as the Missouri River he can bo sure to have sport, and
plenty of it. The veiy mild winter has been remarkably
favorable for deer. As we bad no deep snow, with crust,
the Indians and hide hunters did not have a chance to
butcher them.
IIaviland.
New Brunswick, Canada—St. John, April 24f7t.—There
are a few brant being picked up along tbe north shore, near
SUediac, but nothing to make note of.
Stanstead.
PIGEON

hit very hard. The contestants failing to knock over their
pigeons almost invariably shot behind them, and so often
was the gun at fault in this particular it provoked con¬
siderable criticism. Neither of the shooters made a clean
score, and but t wo killed six each, these being Mr. Ratlin
and Mr. EL L. Van Wyek. In shooting off the lie both
men were very nervous and did poorly. The principal
scores were as follows:—
Killed.
Klllcd.I Name,
Name.
Radiu.
Vtttl WjCk .a.. .. .fjJWynn (27 yards).... .4
.. i
Talbot.
4
Wingate.
Hayes.
Rogers.
Sc'ire.
Name.
Rad in.. .. .1 0 0, 0 0 1. 0 1 1, 1 1 1
Van Wyek.
Referee, Mr. Parka.

Killed.
7
5

Michigan.—The State Championship Medal was shot
for al the Kantramack Driving Park. Detroit, on the
20th ult., the conditions being 15 birds each, 21 yards rise,
80 yards boundary. Mr. Mack won by the very excellent
score of 14 birds, notwithstanding the fact that the wind
was blowing a gale. The following are the scores:—
Name.
Name.
Total.
6, Moran.-....... 5 *T. E. Bong .
E. H, Oillman.
13 C. ti. Mack.
A.
Validuze
J. Cold If.12
J. V . 1). Eld ridge. 8 11. Whipple
L. Dubois.-. . 0

SHOOTING

Total.
9

.

.14

. 3

AMONG THE SEA ISLANDS.

Fort Koval, S. O., April l.Vli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Thinking n few notes from this qunrlor may be acceptable at this time,
I will give tbe result of my observations the past few days. Some tea
days since, while supervising planting operations hard by my Mansion
House, with gun in hand destined for such daring rabbits us might pre¬
sume to show themselves near my early peas, a flock of birds passed
high overhead, and tempted me to risk one barrel charged with No. 6
shot. Quite unexpectedly the lead did ns work, and down fell almost at
my feel two mallard godwits, heavy, fat birds, in perfect spring plum¬
age. This species of wader is always the flret to arrive from Florida,
say abont March 30th to 25th. For sumo days my attention had been at¬
tracted to their increasing numbers, aud 1 ouly regretted the absence of
northern friends or visitors to take advantage of the flight. Tho birds
wore sufficiently good when served to elicit from my better half tbe ex¬
pression of a wish for more of the same sort. Having no choice left me
bnt to obey orders, I rose early on tbe morning of Tuesday, 11th Inst.,
took down my basket of bird skins (tbe best kind of decoy) from the
nail where it had peacefully rested some four months, and with gnn on
shonlder and basket slang on gnn, proceeded to one of my favorite
posts less than a mile distant, and set out the cheats I found the blind
in good condition, and substantially asl had left it last December. Not so
the tide, which crept np at a snail’s pace, reached only an infinitesimally
small altitude, and utterly failed to drive the birds from their feeding
grounds onto the upper marshes as X had anticipated. Another disad¬
vantage, there was no air stirring—bad for birds, good for sandflies,
which latter were quickly disposed of by one or two applications of tar
and pennyroyal, Proutys formula, or course. Iu one minute arter my
arrival I was ready for such business as might offer, nor had I long to
wait. Quickly resounded in the distance the well-known unspellable cry
of the godwit, and in thirty seconds more live of these handsome birds
were inspecting my lures. Two remained behind, forever separated
from their luckier companions. Iu a few moments this bit of history
repeated itself, except that the number of visitors was one less. Four
godwits in five minutes was encouraging, and a breathing spell of ten
minutes or more developed the fact that willets were on the wing. Three
scaled over my stools, of which I secured only one. Dull times crept
on apace, and full firteen minntes were scored on the scroll of time with
no results. The monotony was at length broken by a Jack curlew
lighting to his kindred (as he thought). Alas I poor Jack? His lines
were not cast in a pleasant spot just then. A second willelor stone
curlew (single bird) joined the innumerable caravan a few minutes later,
then limes were dull indeod. Patience became the snpremest virtue,
until at length a solitary black-breast flew confidingly almost in my very
face, just as 1 had concluded my preparations for returning to the com¬
fort or slippers, fragrant mocha, etc. This bit of fortune was thankiully received, but failed to shake my resolution, and I dcliberalely
turned my back on the feathered tribe, knowing well that the tldo had
still a foil hour to inn, and would be likely to afford some chances with¬
in that hour. I arrived at the hoese at nine o’clock, having been abaent
just two and a half hours, and shortly after three of my eight birds were
gracing the breakfast table.
Up to this date few birds have arrived. The general flight ordinarily
commences here about 2»ih of April, and good sport can bo had in ibis
vicinity np to the 1st of June. Few sportsmen visit (his locality at
present, but it is to be hoped that berore long some of them will find
out that there is a Sea Island region to viait as well as a Floridii marsh,
nearer home, and easier of access.
Our orange trees are loaded with incipient fruit, not having been in¬
jured in the slightest by the frost. Early vegetables sufficient to some
extent, particularly the potato crop. Bnt it should be known that a
frost killing in its effect at Charleston and Savannah, generally passes
lightly over the entire Port Koyal region, owing to the influence or the
vast body of salt water and salt marshes, which divideB the Sea Islands
in every direction from each other, and from the main land. This fact
alone gives the skillful cultivator a great advantage over his Charleston
and Savannah competitors.
Rustictjs .

—Eleven games of the League pennnnt series have been
played during April, and of these Chicago has won more
than any other city’s team and thus far takes the lead, nnd
it is one evidently merited, by good play and creditable
deportment.
Next to tbe “Whiles” the Cincinnati “Reds”
have loomed up as formidable opponents of the other
seven League clubs, tbe new Louisville nine having thus
far been driven to a rear position. Iu tbe East the contest
for the leadership has been more even, Boslon leading iu
one games, with the others shout on a par, though Mutual
stock has the call in the local betting -markets. Appended
is the record for April:—
April 5—Philadelphia vs. Klienz, at Philadelphia. .8 to 6
.3 to 1
April 18—Harvard vs. Lowell, at Lewell.
..4 to 1
April 1-1—Boston vs. New Haven, at New Haven.
..8 to 4
April 15 -Athletic vs. Centennial, at Philadelphia—
. .7 to 4
ApJil 15—Cincinnati vs. Star, at Covington.
-.3 to 1
April 15—SI. Louis vs. Stocks, at St. Louis.
..0 to 4
April 17—Now Haven vs. Live Oak, al Lynu.
. 6 to 2
April 19—Boston vsHarvaru, al-Boston.
April 19—St. Louis vs. lied Slocking, at St. Louis.. . ...5 to 3
s.),» to 8
April 19—Confldsi.eevs. Mngic.ulNew Rochelle (10it..
April 20—Louisville va. Aiuulenr, at Louisville.-I to 3
April 21-Boston vs. New Hliven, at New Haven.9 to 8
April 21—Philadelphia va. Quickstep, at Washington.6 to 2
April 22—Boston vs. Athletic, at Pnilndolphia.-.6 to 5
April 22—Live Oak va. Harvard, at Lynn.9 iu 8
April 22—Quickstep vs. Brandywine, ar Wilmington.7 to 0
April 22—Pniladelphia vs. Active, at Heading.9 to 0
April 22— Hartford vs. Yale, at Now Haven.5 to 1
April 22 —St. Lours va. Rod Stockings at St. Louis_
* ,n n
April 25—Chicago vs. Louisville, at Louisville. . 4 to 1)
April 83-Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at Cincinnati. ..2 to 1
April 25—Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn. ..7 to I)
April 26 —Boston ve. New Haven, at New London. . 7 to 6
April 26--Allegbeiiy vs. Xanilui, at Allegheny. ..7 to 6
April 27—Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at Cincinnati. ..5 to 2
April 27—Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Puilndelpbin — .6 to 1
April 27- -MuInal vs. Hartford, at Brooklyn. ..8 to 3
April 39—Harvard vs. Live Gak, at. Lynn. ..9 to 8
April 29—Hartford vs. Rostou, at Boston (IDinnings).. ..3 to 2
April 29—St. Louis vs. Louiaville, at Louisville.
Philadelphia, May 1st, 1876.
Editor Forest And Stream :—
Tiie cricket season opened on Saturday with a match between the
Germantown and Philadelphia Chilis on the Germantown grounds. The
Germantown went first to the bat, and scored 123, Large making 21,
Joe Hargreaves, 18; R. N. Caldwell, 32; and Wickham, 11. The other
flgaree did not reach the doubles. ThePhiladelptiias made but 32,15 of
which were to A. C. Baird’s score and 5 extras. They went again to the
bat, and mude a much better stand, E. Hopldnsou making 44 runs, but
the game was a one inning match, and game was called leaving the score
as above. Next Saturday there will he a return match. Tho attendance
was good, tho ladles liberally lending the enconragementof their pres¬
ence to the field.
_
Sculls.

About Scarecrows.—Now that tiie planting season is
at hand, we have no doubt but that mauy a farmer will
rummage through his garret to find tiie east-oil garments,
which, stuffed with straw, are to be set up in the cornfield
to warn off the marauding crow. We have never had
much faith iu this artifice. Crows are possessed of much
more wisdom than is generally credited to them, and
while an immovable bundle of rags may drive them away
for a short time, we believe that eventually they discover
the humbug, as we have seen the birds complacently pick¬
ing up young com almost within the shadow of as an elab¬
orate a stuffed scarecrow as ever was erected. We, how¬
ever have heard suggested a couple ol' plans which are
calculated to intimidate even the boldest of these birds,
and as they are easily carried out, perhaps our farmer
readers may make use of them. The first aud best is a sus¬
pended looking-glass. Take two small cheap mirrors,
fasten them hack to hack, attach a cord to one angle and
hang them from an elastic pole. When the glass swings
in the wind the sun’s rays are reflected all over the field,
evenif it be a large one; and even the oldest and bravest
of crows will depart precipitately should one of itslightning flashes fall on him. The second plan, although a ter¬
ror to crows, is especially well suited to fields subjected to
tbe inroads of small birds and even chickens. It involves
an artificial hawk made from a big potato, and loug goose
and turkey feathers. The maker can exercise bis imitative
skill in sticking the feathers into the potato so that they
resemble the spread wings and tail of the hawk. It is as¬
tonishing what a ferocious-looking bird of prey can be
constructed from the above simple materials. It ouly re¬
mains to hung the object from a tall bcul pole, and the
wind will do the rest. The bird makes swoops aud dashes
in the most headlong and threatening manner. Even the
most inquisitive of venerable hens has been known to hur¬
ry rapidly from its dangerous vicinity, while to small birds
itcatries unraixed dismay,—Scientific American
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

§ntionnl §<i£times.

MATCHES.
CBICKET.

—Capt. Bogaidus writes us from Elkhart, Ill., under date
of 24th inst., that he has made a match with W. G. Price,
tbe noted English pigeon shot, to shoot for the Champion
Medal won by the Captain in England last summer. The
conditions of the match are to shoot at 100 pigeons each;
50 from three traps, 30 yards rise, English rules, 15 pairs
at 18 yards tise and 20 single birds at 21 yards rise, under
the rules of the Prairie Club of Chicago. The match is to
be shot to-morrow, 5lb inst., at Indianopolis, Indiana, and
the birds shot at are to be -wild pigeons.
Long Island Shooting Club.—The monthly competi¬
tion for the challenge cup of ibis association look place on
Saturday last, on their grounds near Jamaica. Twenty
members took part in the contest, and the prize ultimately
fell to Mr. Levi Rudin, who has before had iL in his pos¬
session. The conditions under which the cup is shot for
are:—Seven birds eacli, 25 yards rise, 80 yards boundary,
1+ oz. shot, and club rules to govern, with ihe exception
thill ibe last winner is penalized two yards. Dr. Wynn
being that gentleman, he stood at 27 yards. The birds as
a lot were "quite good, many of them being fast and with
strength sufficient 16 reach the boundary line after being

ladies have been orowded, but here in the Metropolis we
have had no lady spectators. At Philadelphsft last seasons
gambling proceedings drove the fair sex away.
This year
gambling is prohibited, and ladies are admitted free, two
rules which will probably lead to the ladies stand at the
Athletic grounds being once more thronged as of old.

—A club match of the St. George Cricket Club was an¬
nounced to be played on its opening day, May 3d, a report
of which we shall hope to give next week. George Giles
has been re-engaged as professional, and will have charge
of the ground and club bouse. The ground will be open
for practice on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Satur¬
day throughout the season. A club match is proposed for
every Wednesday afternoon, till middle June, and on
Saturdays thereafter. The ground, at the west end of
Ninth Street, Hoboken, can be reached by Union Hill or
Washington Street cars «»'« ferries, foot of Barclay or
Christopher Streets.
The following are the officers of the club for 1816:—
President, James T, Soutter; Vice-President, George T.
Green- Treasurer, Franklin Satlerthwaite, 10 Pine Street;
Secretary, D. B. Gilbert, 78 Broadway, Soutter & Co.;
Committee, A. H. Gibbes, J. B. Sleigh, E. H. Moeran,
Berkeley Mostyn, M. H. Talbot.
BABE BALL.

_The championship season of
some brilliant field displays, and
upon the opening games of the
unusually large. In the west the

1870 has opened with
the crowds attendant
campaign have been
reserved seats kept for

A New

American Work on Angling.—The whole broth¬
erhood of unelcra will be gratified to lerrii that tho somewhat venerable
George Dawson. Esq., of the Albany Journal, whose fame aa an ambi¬
dextrous and single-handed fly-tosaer is great, is abont to Issue a book
entitled “The Pleasures of An&linp with Purl and Seel for Tmitand
Salmon." American angling literature is so meagre and bo inadequate in
its instrnctive capacity and scope, tliul any work which promises some¬
thing like standard excellence will be received as bread from the ravens.
There is no work extant, as we have often SHiil, that fully meets the re¬
quirements of the novice; nothing that adequately impresses upon
the infant class in angling just what they have to learn, or imparts the
A B C in such a simple manner that eaoh scholar can group the familiar
letters into words, and from the words into silvery lines that ahull satis¬
factorily play their part in tUe little history of a week’s vacation in the
mountains. Nor do we understand that Mr. DawaOn claims tilts to he a
complete Yade Mecnm, or wishes it to he considered so; yet. from what
we have read from its chapters, many of which have been drawn upon
largely by our owu and other papers from the columns or the Albany
Journal, in which they recently appeared, we are convinced that it sup¬
plies m great degree the want that has been felt so long, and we feel as
if we could envy the author his opportunity aud suemlng prerogative.
By a masterly use of the rod, ho has been enabled to inculcate truths
into dances and blockheads which they never dreamed existed: while
old-time pedagogues have looked on in admiration of Lhe Lacl. aud ad¬
dress with which he applied himself to his work, and wondered at their
own deficiencies.
The book in question will be illustrated, and comprise 263 pages, be¬
sides introductory matter. We hope to receive it f rota the press within
a fortnight—a most timely presentation.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Fur Trade of Manitoba—Winnipeg is
tlie principal centre of the fur trade of the
north-west. In the past alargeportion ot the
Rhiptncnt of fine furs was made by way of
Norway House, and the majority of the
robes found a market by way of Benton,
on the Missouri River, in the United States
—especially since the buffalo herds have
been driven by settlement south of the Sas¬
katchewan. The tendency of present in¬
fluences, however, is to draw the bulk of
the catch in British territory in this direc¬
tion. The Hudson Bay Company, instead
of forwarding their shipments by way of
Norway House to England, will in fu¬
ture ship mostly by way of steamer down
Lake Winnipeg, to be transhipped at this
point via Lake Superior to Montreal, where
the annual sales are now held; nor will the
trade in line fur be wholly confined to them,
as Kew, Stobart & Co., the Northwest Tra¬
ding Co., and a few others are displaying
in their operations that energy and enter¬
prise which commands success, having es¬
tablished posts in all directions farther
than any independent traders ever before
ventured. The trade in buffalo robes, now
known as the Bow River trade, is, under
various opportune circumstances, placed
within our reach at the present time, nota¬
bly by the operations of the Dominion tar¬
iff, and the fact that our traders have fol¬
lowed the buffalo into their last strong¬
hold on Bow River, they and the mount¬
ed police carrying with them to the Benton
traders the first news of the existence and
enterprise of the merchants of the capital
of Red River. Few have any idea of the
yastness of this interest and the amount of
money expended here for furs; but some
idea may be had from the fact that the en¬
tries of fur exports at this port uloue
amounted for the year ending dune, 1875,
to $588,958. — Winnipeg (Manitoba) Free
Press.

Miscellaneous

yjlOARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.

Natural History
FOR OBJECT TBACHING IN SCHOOLS

PARLOR

ENTERTA1NNENT,

Animals and Birds of North America.
To these will be added a second series or foreign
specimens, and various animals and birds in grotesque
attitudes* never, however, violating their natural in¬
stincts.
We offer these views, not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of too ereac moving ele¬
ments in our modern system of education ta object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of ihe stereoscope
fmnal'era the animala and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homes, where they cannot fail to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, and in gathering bis large collection of
native aud foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods, or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.
CORNKLL UNIVKKSITY,
)
Ithaca, March 14th. 187D.
f
I mnBt congratulate you upon your great success in
this new educational enterprise. If wc cau arrange
our umueernenis so as to make them Impart instruc¬
tion to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu¬
cation.
EZRA CORNELL.
Frteea: By the Dozen.00
By the Set of 5 Dozen, in Elegant Cnee, iti DO
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

Rifle Practice,

Thu work is the
standard authority on
Rr/le Practice, and has
been adopted by the
States of New York,
Massachusetts, and
Connecticut, and by
the National Rifle As¬
sociation, and is in
use in the IT. 8. Navy
as the authorized text
book on the subject.

General Inspector of Bide
Practice, N. G. S. JST.
V.j Captain American
Bine Team. Crecdmoor,
1874; first President of
the Amateur Bide CIn b,
aud first Secretary N.
It. A.
JUST PUBLISHED,
Seventh edition, entirely rewritten, and printed from
new 8tereotvpe plates.
Over 4,000 Copies Sold.
ILLUSTRATED WITH 85 WOODCUTS.
Price $1.50. Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt
Of the price.
W. C. &F. P. CHURCH, Publishers,
Army arm X,\yy Jouunau,
myitf_S3 Murray St„ New York.

Health Lift Wanted.
Mann's Improved; secondhand; cheap. Address
FLANK L. STEPHENS,
may4 2t
Riverton, Conu.

SALE—A

DEXTER

SWGLE

JL'
barreled breech loader, wttli 11 braes shells for
tbe same, She is 36 inches, 14 bore, an excellent
shooter, nearly new. and perfect. Cost $30; price
$20. Apply to
M . P. McKoON,
It_Franklin, Delaware Co„ N, V -

For

sale—one share in the

Oquossoc Angling Association, Rangely Lake,
Maine. Largest Brook Trout cast of Rocky Mottntains. Apply at Forest and Stream olllce.
nplia 4t
Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 413
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Curley’s Nebraska,
•

By lhe

'

Bpecial Commissioner of the London Field.
“A most excellent work.”—.y. Y. Independent,
"Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability."—Philadelphia tress.
"We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Consult ‘Nebraska.’”—London Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive any information it does
mot contain. "—Land and Water,
"Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial."—Lon¬
don Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volnme larger than ‘•Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Nassau St,
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO,,Broadway, N._Y.

,

Bromfield House
BT

Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Doetou lUttH*.

The House for Sportsmen.
febl7 tf.

Firal-claaa accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terras low.
Add rent HENRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Rbfbrences:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Badly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest and Stream, 17 Chatham.ap!27.3m

UPIIOROUGHBRED SCOTCH DEER, or
-L Stag Hounds, from Gen . Custer’s and the late

Hon. K. C. Barker’s stock. I havo four dog whelps
of November 12th, and a three year old bitch dne to
whelp in June. Will deliver the whelps to the ex¬
press cilice, boxed, for $30 each, and the bitch at $50.
OAKLEIGH THORNE.
ap!27 4t_Millbrook, Dnlchess Co , N. V.
SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetable*), ami
the exclusive use of which in tbe manufacture of dog
food is seenred to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, aud obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Sprat t’a Patent.11
8 to observe this. For sule by F. O. de LIFZE,
t-h UttlUum
AT V in r,rw,.,g Qf J CW[.

DOGS, an<l_SH00TLNG.
THE

AMERICAN KIC.VYKL
Y.YD SPORTING FIELD.
By Aexoi.d Burges, iato editor American Sportsman.
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Iieunel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 800 Imported audNative Dogs in the U. S
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo,, $4.
FIELD, COYER, A AD TRAP SHOOTING. Bv
Cart. A. U. Booardus, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
America. Illustrated. Prico $2.

F. 0, box 3833.
***To be had through any Boqokseller, or will he
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO..N, Y._ nielli6 13t

FOR THE

A IC-Page Quarto, issued monthly, and full of origi¬
nal reading matter. It is devoted especially to sci¬
ence, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and the
latest results of scientific research. Chemistry, botnny, veterinary practice, natural history, farm me¬
chanics, rural art and architecture, i oral law ami ento¬
mology, are all prominently considered in its columns,
AMONG

ITS

CONTRIBUTORS

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole,

h $10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 1

$.

TpOJi BALE—GORDON SETTER PUPS,
-L'
three months old, Rom pure blood. Full pedi¬
gree given. Color, bluck ana lau. Both Jin and
Tom are very eood on quail and Gronse.
apl-20
11, B, VONDKRSMITII, Lancaster, I’a.

E

nglish

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
nnon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
hills, Governments, Jbc. TAYLOR dr CO..Bankers
P O. Bov 4.4441.
11 Wall
fc., Vn.k.
Established in 1843.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.
For
Agricultural Implements,Machines
Seeds and Fertilizers,
! above at 1S9 and 191 Water
P. O. Box 370,
NEW-YORK CITY.

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card board8» ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess,
Rea Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint?
■ 1 . - i’iuuii
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Stkket, N. Y.

stud

setter

from

Thos. Staiter’a Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY C. KNOX,
rnr.hu 3in_Boon, Penn.

QTUD

ARE:

President W. S. Clark, of the Massachusetts Agri¬
cultural College, who has few equals as a writer on
scientific matters.
Prof. C. A. Goessmami, who is acknowledged to be
tbe first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, author of the “Ayrshire Cow,”
the “National Ayrshire Herd Book,” &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the “American Natu¬
ralist,” and Stale Kntomologist of Musaachusetts.
Prof. N. Cresey, who is one of the foremost, of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con¬
necticut.
Prof. Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in croprslslng, by special fertilizers, havo created astonishing
public interest.
ijos. N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.
Kichard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
tT. N. Bagg, Member of State Board of Agriculture.
U, P. Pennallow, S. B., Amherst.
AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by
CLARK W. BRYAN & CO,,
Springfield, Mass.
Under the patronage of the Massachusetts Aericnttural College.janl3 tf

’J'HE “FISHING LINE,”
THE

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF

INoi-tlioi-n Michigan,
VIA THE

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Gram! Traverse Region ami
lhe Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, m tlie great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound In tho streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in thoHti
waters.
Brook Trout (season open* May 1st.
Grayling Reason opens June 1st.
Black Bass, Pike, Pickerel, on<l Museolouge aro
also fmtnd in large numbers In the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Olub" at
home, as ice For packing link can be had at many
points.
Take your family with you. The Fcenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very bcantiful. The air is
mire, dry, and bracing, and the climate peculiarly
beneficial to those suffering with hay fever and
asthma,
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, tw
a rule, far surpassing the average in countries new
enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after .Time 1st, Round Trip B.vcurslon
Ticket sold to Poinls in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities offered jo tourists ami
sportsmen; algo on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Ticket*
Bogs, GtiuM, and Fishing TacliJc Gar rind Free
at owner’H risk
Camp Cara for Fishing Parties and Families at;
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full In¬
formation as to Hotels, Boata, Guidos, &c., iindaccu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest anil
Stream office, or address

J. H. Page. C. P. & F. A.,
_maj44m

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH ,

T

'HE SPORTSMEN'S ROUTE.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp’y,

SCIENTIFIC FARMER.

Including suggestions tor
practice at long range,
w'ltli special diiCcLions
for lhe formation and
management of Itille
Aasocialions, and for
Team Shooting.

F)oteh and gc^otfs f[or§>gort§men.

Price $50 for the pair; 18 months old, well bred,
very handsome, partly trained; color liver and white.
A photograph can be seen, and addreso of owner ob¬
tained, at office of Forest and Stream.
may! 4L

Stereoscopic Studies

SUBSCRIBE

TpOR

§//e gennel

POINTERS—A MALE AND FEMALE;

17Chatham st., (City nail eq.)

MANUAL
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ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

kJ Liewel'in’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will he allowed to serve bitches, eilher
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold. Fur pedigree,
e|C., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Cautida.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will he served
aguiu free of charge.
reb24 8m

Dogs trained.
taught

Setters and pointers

to Retrieve. Point, Hqut, Charge, To-Ileel, Hieon, To-lio, and controlled by hand nod whistle, for$5t>.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks i might. Doge hoarded
for $6 per luouih.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush ilill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaerer, gnnmaker, 61 Elm
street. Boston.
nov!8 6m
U 6IMO <;\l< OVER, M D., 11AS CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer iu sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensatlon. No. Ill South Fifth ave,■ N. Y.
Clct. 32

fob sale, ok xo let.
The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Loca-t Valley, near Glen Cove, Long Island.

Suitable lor Summer Boarding-House.
Tlie house is 24 s’oriee, frame, 40 reet front and 32
feet deep, with w ide piazza front, rear, and on somh
end. On first floor are parlors, Bitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through tho centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large aud airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; collar large aud dry.
On the premises, and aL a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickenliouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grouudR
are well laid ont and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. Tne avenue leading
from tbe road to tbe house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will he sold w ith the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the State, Apply to
It. FRANCIS,
mch2 6in_47 Broad street, New York.

Board during Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SELEOT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can be accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable chargee.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 ruinates
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65', via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from tbe bouse. Address
L, GARVfiR, 2908 N. 16th 8t„ Philadelphia.
Reference; Wm. C, Harris, PoreBt and Stream,
New York Ctty,_apl20 tf

The blooming grove park club

Hout'o will be opened for members and their
families on JUNE let, 1376. Board for the eeaeon at
the usual moderate prices. Permits, with fishing and
shooting privileges, will be issued to parties desiring
to visit tlie Park. Office, 37 Park Row, Room 23.
M. VUCAS80V10H,
apl27 4t
8npt. at Club House,

This great corporation now owns aud operates over
two Lhonsntid miles of road, radiating from Chicago,
Like the fingers in a man's hand, its lines reach in all
directions, anl cover about all the country north,
northwest, aud west of Chicago, With one branch it
reaches Ilaclno, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it, pushes through
Janesville, Wutcrtowa, Oshkosh, Fond du Luc, Green
Bay, Escamiha, to Nagaunoo and Marquette; wittitmotber Hue it passes throng)I Madison, Elroy, and for
Kt. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Klroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, til.
Pel or, Mankato, New Ulin, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another Hue Blurts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and,Hock ford to Free¬
port, and. via the Illinois L’cmral, reaches Warren,
Galma and Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
11)rough Dixon, Sterling, Pulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Iinpids, Marshalltown. Grand Junction, to Connell
Waifs and Ornaha. This last named is lhe “GREAT
TRANS-CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Const.
It runs t hrough the Garden of Illinois aud Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and bent route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City. Carson, Sac¬
ramento. son Francisco, and all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN :
TTirs LING PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN¬
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE1- E, AND liKAN'J' SHOOTING. T1IB
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road ill the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout* Lake Salmon,
l Ike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a Imndred point* oo
the Northern and Northwestern linos of this company1
will be found uuaurpasseed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH1TT,
W. II. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Paas. Age., Chicago,
aplfi

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y
Respectfully invite attention to the

Supcrioi'Facllities
all'ordea by thetc lints for teaohtns most of theTROTlNfj PARKS and RACE COURSES In the Midcflo
States. TUeselines belnu CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid tlie difficulties and aangois of rcshipmenl, wbde ihe excellent ears run over
the smooth steel trucks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

sIho reach the best localities for

GUNNING AN1)

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and Now Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the maces of the Company in
alt the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED¬
FORD, CRKSSQN, RALSTON, MlNNEtf.UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, lo
TUOKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAT,
StJUAN, and points on tbe NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATH ER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen’I Pass. Agent,
Frank Thompson, Qcn'l Muitaner.
febl7 tf

BELMONT HOTEL,
<123 mill 625 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.,
(Opposite Globe TUontre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily readied
bystreut cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and alt
modem improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rales, Tho
most convenient location, a qniet and comfortable
home, aud first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, arc the special ad¬
vantages afforded at the "BELMONT.”
mebSO 6m
HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada,
SHIiAKS tfe SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort tor gentlomon sports¬
men from all parte of the United States and Canada,
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FOREST AND STREAM

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, If. J.,
BOILDEKS

Or

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of

tlie

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.94 miles pet boor; FIREFLY (£0 feet), 17.94 miles per bonr; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hribr.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COURTLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

bT,

GUNPOWDER.
Bf?ANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Weslern Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broul 91., Boston; 19 Exchitig* st.. B iff do; 9 S:ate at., Chicago; 327 N. Second at., St . Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Dec2

GJ- U TV POWDER,

Qrangs Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

The strange t and jtkeunest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

-PORTING, SHIPPING- AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AM) THEIR MACHINERY. Also. M ACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMEKS.
WF-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CtRCHLAR.«P»> Ho

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),

THE

LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
Carries your luggage, and is checked on the railroad
fi° a trunk; 3x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water-proofed c:invua, and mode ready for the water In
flvcnuiiiues without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER,
Mystic River, Conn.
y 4t

There can be no greater pok-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
onus for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberton & Co.,
Bi2Nas>au street._jy29-ly

canoe for Sale
At St. Augustine, Florida.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of Per.erboro;
price $56. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and riek of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel, St, Augustine._mch9 tf

KUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
And have ample c pacity for from one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar Hiding. oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FUR PRICE LIST.

J.H. RUSHTON, ManufT,

W IT Vanity Fair.

•J {J L
T 1 It is shaved from the beat Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1H78. Send for cir
cuiar.
WM S. KIMBALL <fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, A. Y.
From Seth Green, Siipt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I iind Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, iu weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

M. gPRAGUE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
Of any Desired Length and Size.

'

Camping Tents
AND

Canvas Boats.
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
in -m* ui.blic, f'l ’xible at all times. Will not grow
ml Cl, las. in_ 1 wipe as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly fllliid by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, m and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS II. lLEES, 36 S. Fifih slrcot, Phila.
J . W. LEAN E & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

itiiu-23

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For limitin'? and Fishing,

A. SPECIALTY.
Ail widths and WBights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail, promptly attenaod to. Goods sent
to any part ot the world.
S. A. HARWOOD,
mchie 3m

71 West Broadway, N. Y.

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE. AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds, and descriptions.
For sale in all parts or the country.

F.
FeblO-ly

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,

Gunpowder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Snpplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always cleau
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days1 use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnisheu with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample seut by mail for Si by

26 Murray St., N. Y.
manufacturers of Ihn celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”

Represented

For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is au interlude to the scrions habit; a
graceful make believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and stream, N Y.
We have received from Messrs. Kimball
Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
jmokers.

LAFLIIURAND POWDER Co.,
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

L. Kneel and,

From A U.Lnmberlon, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe if in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search or a tobacco that would not tire
the tongue and month, I was made acquainted With
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

mcli}) 3m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
H.

Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

ORANGE DUCK1NU POWDER,
For waterfowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood" and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs,,
aud 6f lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and J lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resian*
umthan any othcrorandsmade.
BLASTING. LINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OK METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claim- fur his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
ofi-iiand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and.
100 rounds in anv position at, same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guna.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Neponset, Mass.

Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine; to 8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Weil adapted to short guns.

A Remarkable Desk.

Hazard s “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. ! (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb* canisters
and 6i and 12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12L and
lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “8ea Shooting” FG
is the standard Rijlt powder of the country.

“As mnch tnperior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to u cauuL boat-”—John O. New, Treasurer
United States.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in .every prominent city, or wholesale ai
88 Wall Street. New York.

J. H. Hubbard,
nov!8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Bound Volumes
OF

[AT A D T D A
The Florida Agriculturist.
rLUKlUA Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida. 15c
Gallosio’a Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1
Address Walton <& Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Say
where you saw this.
apl.17 tf
This mustache prodneed by the use of
DYKE’S BEARD ELIXIR, without in¬
jury* or will forfeit $100. Safe and sure.
With full directions, postpaid, 25 cents.
A. L. SMITH & CO.,
Agents,
ap!27 7t
Palatine, His,

Manufactured in three sixes and three grades by tho

WOOTON

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW HEADY.
Price, §4.00.

A complete set of the FORES T AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtaiued on
application to this Qfllce.

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INUIANA,
N. Y. Agency—John R. Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B, Waggoner & Co., 420 -Salnut.
Boston—J. F. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
ap!6

For

sale—two maofarlane

Muy./.h-. Loadin' Houble Guns. One8cal., 3*4
Inch barrel, 12f IDs . @150; and one IS cal., 30 IncU
barrel, 7 7-8 lbs, $110; both in eases complete. Also,
several second hand rifles and revolvers very cheap.
Apply to
HODGKINS & HA1GH,
iiplS7 it
T W wren street,

FOREST AND STREAM.
NOW
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READY.

THE

uo

THE ORVIS REEL.

KEW

BOSTON"

102 Nassau street, N. Y.

SHOOTING SUIT,
Miinnfftctnred only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
HOL.4BIRD’S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete_,$20,00
“
“
Wad lug Jackets. 6.00

Boston, Mass.

CAMP TENTS,
for fonr persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuits,
NO 1. - Tills Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light., and keepi
Jiee from sand, also that, the line may dry withont removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfec
1 click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less camber
some than ordinary *i0 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
NO. 0—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Cola Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or bv express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send lor Price List of Fishing Bods and Heels. Mention this paper.

Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10,25, and ]00 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil In any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for nltrht shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

C. F. OUT IS & CO., Patentees
es anti Maiittfaellivers.
.uainn act avers,
f mch80 3m

MANCHESTER.
.
VERMONT.
'
’

ABBEY

IMBRIE,

&

CONROY, BISSETT & IV1ALLES0N,
(Successors to J.C.Conroy A Co.)

BuoceasOuB to

65 Fulton St, N. Y„

ANDBlhW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made*
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

rMPOttTKRB, MAK EJPACTUBKHS AND DEALERS ES

Fishing Tackle,

Six Strip Split Bamboo

RODS.

Or* hand the largest and heat assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They partictdarly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooka
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Paso he islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

for Trout and Salmon. fUtaine,
THE FAMED M’GINNJS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hole’s Rubber
etee1 Pivot, Click and SalmonReels. The celebrated ‘‘Frank¬
fort” Reel. <fcc . &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “MullnlyVT Patent
Flies. The new style Cutt) hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adiroudacks, the Maine Woods.
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Basque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, Ac.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention-

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, &c., &c.
Split Bamboo,/Trout and Salmon Rode and Reel*
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Wanin's Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

McBride

Haying

Fishing Tackle,
Hods,Reels. Lines, Artificial Plies, Nets,
Gaits, Pish Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF TfTE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZI.E LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER
101

&

PATENT

WATERPROOF

Fishing Lines and Piets,
WATERPROOFED UNDER A

Patented

process.

The texture is thoroughly impregnated with the
preparation, and it will remain permanently united
Yd'li the fibre.
Will not wear off, soak out, nor wash out.
Increases the strength and adds greatly to the darft.bility of the fabric.
Resists the destructive action of the atmosphere
and dampness.
Is proof against mildew and dry rot.
With water there is no affinity.
The superior advantages of these goods, and com¬
parative small cost, will commend, them to all.

A. B. SHIPLEY A SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Mttuufacturere.of fine Rent and Glueil and Greenheart Baas and i ron t Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FIVE ROD MOUATIXGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest-Piemimn mvaided by the Franklin
Institute, 18 4.
meh9 6m

374 Washington St,, Boston.

J. B. Crook & Co.,

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fill toil St.* JV. Y.

N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for ‘Pro** Bnpd mid Salmon.

S

EATON. HOLBERTON & CO.,

I". O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.

(complete).

and

Bass.

THADDEUS
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Janl3-iy

FishiBer Tackle,
r'islLing- Rods,
Fislx Hooks,

E. YOM

Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Leugth pf ,Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W SIMMONS k SON,
“OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.
aplfi 6m

THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Canvas Shooiing Suits,
OF

DEAD
CRASS COLOR.
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

SHOOTING
AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).giao

Guu Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Grim
Shot

W. H. H0LABIRD
friends that he is prepared to make

at the above prices.

made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original desigu having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make mauy changeB in the arrangement of pockets,
•fee., for which X have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions.

I believe that 1 have the

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,

COATS IN

WATERPROOF

Covers.

©mi Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOR AND

The ten dollar suit is better

and. respectfully solicit your orders.

FLY RODS.

In the OOlden. Rule (Rev. W. TL H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor wriLcs: —
“We were shown, the other (lay, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted tor sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons <& Son, of Boston, mid to which
we cail the Attention* of all brethren of the out-door
and ahore-shootinu fraterniiy, hccutire it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyoud
anything of home manufacture som i>y ue before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, us combining the be 4. paints of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
Tmhis latter respect.’'

$10

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).$15

BEST

NORRIS

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass Files, ReeIs,’J Lines,
Leuders, Fly-Books, &c.

AND

llogurdus’New Book, “Trip to England.”
WiLh bow guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
,Sole agent In New' York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty, OrderB
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Ofllce
order, or registered letter to

Shooting and Fishing Suits

Trout, Salmon,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed in
auuce of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds..$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds... 32.00
No, 3, 12feet, weight 12pounds. 40.00
sep9
Tlie Gohb Revolving Carlrhlge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end np with perfect
security. Weighs but 1$ pounds, and only li- inches
wide. Price, O. O. D., $0 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Manofactukkks a

FOB

SPOUTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND AMMUNITION

Holsters and

OASES.

Beits.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGXNS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL GASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &o.

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 13 pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods i They are better known and more highly es¬
teemed than any other make.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 388 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Coubti and St.

U. S. Camp Lounge Co., |

NORRIS,

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

MOi'li

Manufacturer and Dealer in

13

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

FISHING

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
OH AS. F. MURPHY,
rnchjfi 8m,
40 Hulsey SC,, Newark, N, J.

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
103 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,
aids? 3m

augan-ly

COLVIN'S

All sizes

Ampersand.”
CANVAS 3JPAT.

Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and

SOLE AGENTS, BOSTON.

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY,

past

Hart’s Metallic Slid is.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

Bradford & Anthony,
mchfitf

the

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

WALLER,

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

Elies.

been for

twelve years associated with my father, John
McBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacka, ilie Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Fives copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J Me BRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county. N Y.
Dec2-ly

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof, duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment In blinds or sedge
uras*, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English Style; extra
pocket m back for cartridges. Entire snic, $15,
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOP SHOOTING SUIT (made from extra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of theEnglfsU
and French Suits, combined with, the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include JIat or
Donble Yisored Gap, Detachable llaverluck, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will he kept ready in stuck, so
that we can. furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’a notice.

THE LEADING- KEEL MAKER

Century Game Register.
Registers from i to 10,090. Keeps correct re cord of
any known game, ami Doth points and games. Just
tbe size of ordinary playing; cards. Just the thing for
evenings in cump. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents a
pair. Liberal discount to tbe trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO.,
P. O. Box 819.Washington, T>. C,

The !-mmlnr SheridanLounge, $S plain; $10quilted
ist.be standard with sportsmen. Bold at Eaton, Holberton & GY.. 102 Nassau stM and E. S. Harris, 177
Broadway.

(Jil o (i ‘III C* 1 ilit Shares in Wall street
v’f": O * *often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. 1I10KLING Ct CO., Bankers and Brokers,
fi Broadway, N, Y.

FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 35 cents;
Children under twelve, JO cents,
jaufl ly

Zoological Garden.

FOREST AND STREAM

THE NEW BALLARD RULE.
WITH MARLIN’S PATENT

Automatic Extractor and Reversible Firing-pin.
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BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING GUNS,

1

By CHARLES HAI.LOCK,
AUTHOR
(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE,)
A new featnre in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very tiling so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns
Combining all the modern improvements, and
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle lo breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
No' 1

l?aTO!i' Olucd frame, 41 cal,, ritn or centre fire, Interchargeable, 26 in., $27.00: 28 in.,
$28. liO; 30 in..
$29 00
No- 2 —Octagon barrel, blued frame, rim or centre fire, 33,‘ 38,"and 44*calV;*26 in.7$29.o6; 28 inV, $80.50;
'
No. 3.—Snme as No. 2, 22 cal'. \'24 in.', $3o!66; ‘ 20 iVi.V$3Yio28 in ’$33.'66: 30 * in." \\\. . . .\\] . ..31.50
i\o.
4.—1uctagon barrel, extra ileAvy
heavy case-hardened frame, first class in every respect, fully warranted,
"°* 'L~u^u"?a1_arrelj
38, 40, 4». 45, and 50 cal.; 26 in., $32.00; 28 in., $34.00; 30 in., $36.00; 32 in., $38.00; 34 in. 40.
J}°‘Celtic/- aanie as No. 4, do able set triggers, cleaningrod tinderthe barrel; 28 in.,$40.00, 30 in., 42.
No. b.— Oil-Hand, 40 and 44 cal., 30 and 33 inch barrel, hand-made stock. German style, extra fine
registering sights, double set triggers. ... .... ’. 75.00
7-—“Oreedmoor Al,” to lf9c0 yards, 44 cal. to 110 groins, selected hand-made pistol grip’ stock,
finest Vernier and wind gauge sights, with spirit level, sight case, finest finish. 100 00
No. 8.—“Creedmoor,” same as Al, bat not 80 highly finished.
85 00
No. 9,—“Creedmoor,” without pistol grip,....' ’ '
75’c0

Address

SCHOVERL1NG & DALY,
[P. O. Box 5380.]

SI and SG Chambers St., New Tort.

ITS Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

W. H. BAKER,
LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN ItRIDEli,
Corner Second and Walnut 8ta., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER aud DEALER IN

Guns, Riftes,Fistols,anil Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout LineB. &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass LineB. Also, a large
lot. of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skin3 in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
known and
liable makers
and li a v i ll!
inailB special arrangements with the manufacturer!*, am able to sell at
their price-, fliivcjum, received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OK
LONG RANGE A .\’I) OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are inviled to call
and examine. They will be cheerfailv shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Ride Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, alllengths and
calibre.
Every Rille purchased can be tested in the 100 yard range (ml he premises.
Liberal arrangements
“ 1
' il associations. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 2(H) Broadway, corner
dec23 6m

Paper and Metallic Shells

Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same tetion as new guns. Send for circular and
price
1 No, 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. I,
Oe 3
Founded July 4,1808.

OF THE F181IING TOURIST.

This is a mo6t seasonable book for Sportsmen,',Tour¬
ists, Invalids, aud Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourist? to Florida and pcsons seeking seti ieruent there. It gives a full classification of the game
aud fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other Informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlement.
318 pp., 12mo. Price, $1 50.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John,
Among the Scminoles.
in the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising* Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida,
No. 1—Fernnndina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazola and Gaeparllla.
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Punta Rassa and Caloosahatcbie.
No. 6—Up the Caloosahatcbie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa,
No. 10—Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at olllce of publlcalion'.

li I Breech Loading Shot Guns,

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Manufactured by the

Oogs of England.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
TILE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl 10 remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs* patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized bv nil that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
oiillav for improved material?, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are eure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the IL M, C. Co.*s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by K. W. T11RUPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3,

Thos. W. Sparks,

Teil, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. d. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lin doe.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhouud, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, rnoanted, 7!

Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.

MANUFACTURER,
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Hurt’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breecli Loading Shot Onus.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and mnch thicker
than any shell now made, givin'g a solid seat for cone Or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, tlrereny causing misefires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or currodesfastliEc moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has lieen left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or Iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 21 to Al inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, car. be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s honses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART At CO., 368 and 385 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. Gborge E. IIa in- Se Vo.,
.
_
Gentlemen-The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever need. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nsa them in all my shooting hereafter. Yonra trulyL
A. n. Boaxiinns.
tnayl.'lly

Stereoscopic Studies of

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the most interesting portions
Of the Stato. Scenery, vegetation peculiarto this semitropical peulusala. and or cities, towns, and rivers
having historic inLerest.
Onlyvlbwa in existence of Lake Okeechobee aud
Indian River.
Faithful sLndies of St. Augustine, the St. JohnB,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illus¬
trated envelope.
Fur catalogue and prices, address
ODER BROTHERS,
deefitf
Fernandina, Florida.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding aud
Mailing Machines. IB Spruce St., 4th door from
Tribune Buildings. J AMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night.

TpOR SALE—SECOND HAND SCOTT

P & Son C. F. Brocch Loading Gun, local., two
parrels. one Sfi and one 80 inch; in English sole leather
case; $175. Apply to
HODGKINS & HAIGH,
apl^i 4t
7 Wet tea street.

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
From the “Boke of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaak Walton in His “Angler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Siclbn, Esq., of the New Y'ork
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12mo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D.
from Forest and Stream.
apl27 3m

'M'EW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap but reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-making, Haunts and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Doge,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list or Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
apllS 3m
?. E, POND, Montello, Wifi.

J. H. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
srands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
T asidertnists’
supplies. Skins
and eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells, Ac.
AgentP:
M err el Ryder,
55 Ja'kson St..
St. Paul. Minn.,
aud Eaton, Holberton & Co., 102 Nassau street, N. Y.

J. WALLACE,
NATCKALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.

with Beast*, Birds, ami IlepLilus of any kind ... .....
kuown world, put np in the most arti8l.ii: manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a inoa to a lmmmiDg-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
mch30 tf
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.

ARTIFICIAL EYES
For Birds anil Aniuiula.
BREWSTER <fc RNOWLTOJV,
18 Arch St,, Boston, Moss., Importers and Dealer?,
nt Wholesale and Retail.
mold) eofim

Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer,
ATlUJinUl, Fox
r*IA Terrier,
JCIIICl, T.
A. II.
AA. AU.UM..UISL'll,
Murchison, Esq.
ADDA,
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, -- Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)— Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. ,T. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terner, T. H. Murchison, EBq.
Bandit*, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Liu doe.
Hvlas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. II. Marcliisou,
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lnrgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. 11. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, IriBk Water Spaniel, Captain Lin doe.
Roll. Laveraclt Seller (black and white,) 8. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshna Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth*) Rev. J. O. MacHamlct* Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehonae, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq,
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,? T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, li. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie*. Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C. Macdoua.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq.
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pus, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshna Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchlnson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshna Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Esq.*
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price.

Small size, postage paid; large size, subject to

express charges,
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. UO,,
17 Chatham street.

New York,

FOREST AND STREAM

THE LEFEVER GUN.

Lcfeyer Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES
Muzzle Loaders
THESE

Altered to

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO DAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE BEST
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GDNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAlPK’S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

FINE

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker m the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 st— Greener...Green er.
2d—Pape. .Davidson.
3d—Pape...Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact; proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
Bcores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
- st—Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875, Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1 st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3i dr. to ij- oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2i oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
fleflg tf
NO AGENTS.___

ENGLISH

Made to Order

FROMjSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
tho following prices.
Pioneer. - - - - #65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard,- - - - 115
«<
National, ...
110
«
Challenge, - - - 180
*•
Paragon, - - .
335
«
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, on
_ system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
witi increased PENETRATION, can havetheir wisb«>“
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

.co

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.

H. C. Squires/0- 'gysr41*-

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the JateL. Barber &, Co., and added
argely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
ind action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to 1111 orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER

THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1875.

J. D. DOUGALL’S

t-

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

Express Guns and Rifles.

Massachusetts 1 Arms Go.,
CHICOPEE PALLS, MASS.,

MANUFAC'RS OF

MAYNARD’S PATENT

CREEDMOOR
MID-RANGE

SPORTING RIFLES &
SHOT GUNS.

For Illustrated

Circular

ancl Price List, Ad¬
dress as above.

(Title registered.)

W. IV. GREENER'S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, Jlily,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who lias made nn aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any public trial cither in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have jiiRt received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
Umc, an opportunity to secure one or these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz; $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This wm probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades ami styles in stock or im¬
port ed to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C'. Scott & Sons, which includes all their lutest im¬
provements. No old stylo guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Uolabird’S Hunting and
FiSUingSuits. Trade supplied.
SemL 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
jan!3 ly

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and liilies.
Pntteru mdeu by our C-loae-ShootIng 12 Bore,
1 1-8 No. 6, ‘10
yards.
HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION
AT
FIELD

General Agents—WM, READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
WM. M. FOWLER & Co., 300 Broadway, N. Y.

The Most Approved

ap!20

3reech Loading, Sporting
Military 1 Rifles.

TRIAL

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

System

.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

--OT--

A n <1

59 St. James’s Street London.

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

JOSEPH C. DANE,

PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
W. W. GREENER’S

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid. Breech Snap Action.

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GL’Nft. Winner of the Silver Cop,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 10*0 yards,
loadod with large Shot, and wilt
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. Mc¬
Laren, Williams &> Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A, Address
\V. W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

EASIEST MANIPULAT BID AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my27

or Simplicity of Construction
ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIBAliLE IN

ALL

BESBECl'S.

Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.
Whitney, ill,;, near New Haven, Conn., 1'. 8. A.

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, #50.00 TO #350.00.

Muzzle-Loading: Guns Altered to Breecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTIN G SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

1214 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

“REMINGTON’S”

Cartridge Loader,
WEBB’S PATENT.
For loading Paper and Mctat Shells, or cases—for Breech-loading Shot Guns—
Combining Powder and Shot Measures—Crimper—Cutter—Wad Starter—Rammer
—in fact all that is necessary to load Shells in one machine *

Length, 13 in. Weight, 3 lbs. Price, $10.
Discount to Dealers,

E. REMINGTON & SONS,
Nos. 281 and 283
Armory, Ilion, N. Y.

Broadway,

N. Y.

P. 0. Box 3094.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STEKNTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their Now Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechamcaL soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede nil the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRlP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on airplication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States* for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
aug26-tf_Established 1780.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and IS gauges arc
now bn the market.
jy3 ly

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Guns o±" all Descriptions.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb, bugs.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Cornet of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
piARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

\y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
elides, weighs bnt If pounds, and is only if inchoa
wide. Holders flare at top so aa to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the Bumo,
For ease of action find rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D„ 86.50.
I i ordering, give the size of shells and a Zowr meas¬
urement ontBide of vest.
Jygjj-ly
N. S. GOSS. Nooaho FaUs.Kan.
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Target made bv IRA. FLANDFUS,

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE
THE
Position, off-hand.
Bolleeye, 28 Inchoa.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 60.
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.

Target made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San Francisco,
California,

vjonsccuuve Shot*, madb wy
89 ST KONG, Pe8hfciKO,Wi8., March 11,1S75.

The accompanying- are authentic copies
of targets made with the style of
gun represented, above.
30 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 321 inches.
Average, 1 9-100.
281 out of a posible 852.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

New

Route

to

the

. READ & SONS.,

Adirondacks!

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CD’S
NEW RAILROAD,

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,
Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s

COMPLETE

Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Kubher Goods of Every Description.

r

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, in con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. E, MATO, Sen! Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N.Y.

and

D. HODGMAN & CO.,
Send for Price List.
ap!13 6m

Agents for Genuine

87 MAID EX LANE, X. Y.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 80 & 88 John street, X. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

rW.
a

we

0",i"nsPectl?i
“ a?50t'la''
Fine Bronze Yacl

Always instock full assortment of these noted Gnns, which
send
Greener’s. Wehley’s, Westloy Richards, Clabrongh, Moore and others, from $10 up.
Guna Riflel, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, &c., &c. Send for Circulars.

The

HARVARD

Pocket Cigarette Roller,

& C. SCOTT & SON S
BK EECH-LOADERS.
_

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HAKBIS,
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

No.

Broadway,

IVew

York.

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL

BREECH LOADIN

agents
with which one can Toll a cigarette harder, firmer,
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for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners ai
“
tional Gun Trial of 1873);: J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO ; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WEST I. hi
RICHARDS.
_

CUNS

Hi

HOLABIRDS Shooting SU ITS
POPE

MFC

LO.,price-

45 High Street, Boston.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRA¬
TED RIFLE AIR PISTOL.
mcM

DIXOXS & H A YVKSLE Y’S SHOOTIXIi TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge lest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
|30 evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
earned with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are Mod,
as when carrying them with thf
head up the weight of the shot of
ten forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
Id

HaMocUsTishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
iglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
■ Salmon. For sale by Harper & Brothers, or at
e office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
ap!6 tf
Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for @tOO.
mug.
a MTHOMV Xr. f ).. :
and Pho,ol
ihe of celebrities. J hoto-Lantem Slides a special:phManSfacturms of Photograpi.c matermlB.
yarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition

ordering send

g/100"4
‘price $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

tbe

Union Metallic Cartridge

Com

WARRANTED^THE
WARKAN1 Lining ^T^THE
F()K CIKCTLAB.IIaRKET.

OB’ ALL|

ImDlements,

Jn^uirido'es. l>otli

Iliads.

Ttrass

jta ™

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
Made this month by puts

and CALLS. Invest according to yonr means.
810 850 or $’.00in Stock Privilege., has brought a
small Tortune to the eoreful investor. We advise
when and how to 9V^te
operuLe
hoti.t ,3 a
information sent free. Addrtgs XTER A eo!,
Nov’l'pfim^Banker. and Broker., 17 Wallst., N. Y.

and

Pape*

nm.Es vshyohea

The Health Lift
- A PERFECT SYSTEM OF
physical education.
SAFE. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT.
CALL AND INVESTIGATE, OR SEND^FORL
FULL PARTICULARS.

HEALTH LIFT CO. Mw'vqrV' I

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ton Cents a Copy,

NEW YORK, THURSDAY. MAY 11. 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

jjjintiting JjhnpiH oi( tln> £tnt$,

A

T New Helena we stopped a few days to recruit our
horses and prepare the heads of our game for mount¬
ing'. Here wc met a friend, Mr. Mathews, and through
linl we formed thp acquaintance of Mr. James H. Ross,
f/hose hospitality we enjoyed, and whom we induced to
^Company and guide us on our trip to the Dismal River,
JW only-five miles above.
Belting out from Mr. Ross’, one bright morning, we fol¬
lowed the only trail visible, and a dim one it was, made by
iparty of Government surveyors during the summer, up tlio
Middle Loup to the Dismal. TYe often saw white-tail
leer feeding on the river .bottoms, but as they espied our
tfagon they would dash away with long high bounds to
iome willow-covered island. Coyotes ■jvonld perch themelves on some lonely prominence, take a loDg look, then
'silently steal away” in their peculiar sneaking manner,
in the sand bars, and flying up and down the river were
locks of wild geese. Ducks of various kinds paddled
bout in the still water, seeming to care little for our preence. Covies of sharp tail grouse would break the solifi.de with the thunder of their wings as they rose from
heir hiding places in the tall grass, making the silence
vlircli followed seem almost oppressive.
Beaching the mouth of the Dismal we passed up the
beam, about a day’s drive, through a country still more
tismally dismal. Lonely and desolate it lay, as if never
tefore disturbed by the foot of man. Those Hues from
ho “Ancient Mariner” recurred to me continually;
u "I\vu8 sad as sad conld be,
Wo wei'e the first that ever burst
Into that s-'lent sea.”

I Just as the situ was passing from sight behind the high
indy bluffs we drove down to a bend in the river and
itched our tent in a small grove of trees at the foot qf
8S bluff, and oloso to the shallow, swift-running stream,
a low banks being here thickly grassed to the water's
Age, Oil every hand well-worn elk paths and deer trails
;d back into the hills. Rising early on the morning of
tov. 5th we found the wind in the northwest, bringing
louds of mist, dimming but not obscuring the landscapeNotwithstanding this we arrauged that U. and myself
lould make a detour through the bluffs, whilo Mr. Rose
mulct bunt above and in the vicinity of the river. Settig out we led our horses over the many ups and downs
itil we reached the first range of bluffs. When near the
tramit I took a long survey of the brown grassy valley
hich stretched before me, and far away on the second
,nge, I saw through the mi3t two objects which, with the
d of my glass, I decided to be either deer or elk feeding,
ending our horses behind tile hill, and driving the picket
us into the loose soil with our heels, we left them to crop
e withered herbage while we went forward to take a
user inspection. Keeping out of sight behind ridges we
ached the low ground where I once more tried my glass,
id how my pulses thumped when I “made assurance
mbly sure,” and found them to be indeed what 1 long
id sought—elk. One stood on a sharp peak of the chain
itch fully scanning the country iu search of lurking
•uger, while his mate fed below on the steop hillside. I
uirl well see that they were both large stags, haying fully
iveloped antlers.
While observing with my glass the numerous deep raueB putting out from the range, and trying to decide which
take and how to reach them, the look-out joined his mate,
d soon after both laid down. Always choosing good cover,
d often plucking the dry grass and tossing it into the air to
ike sure that we did not give them the wind. Creeping on
ill-fours" behind low ridges, and worming ourselves on
ir Stomachs over the more exposed places we reached the
lge on which they were lying. I expected every mo■Lnt to find myself foiled by jumping a mule deer, as their
wish tracks, made in play that morning were all about,
||d the many "blow-outs'’ afforded them their favorite
Hiding places.

H.’s ambition having been gratified, he here left me to
go forward alone. With the aid of grass roots, and by
pushing the toes of my boots info the soft sandy soil, I
raised myself, inch by inch, until I could sec much of the
body of one, and the head and antlers of the other, though
they were at too great a distance to risk a shot.
Turning to the right, behind a low ridge, I selected a
small grassy knoll which lay between me and the quarry.
On reaching it, I parted the grass and peered through with
my heart thudding industriously, and saw the first oik
scarcely twenty yards distant, his body out of sight behind
a low bank with only the lips of his horns visible. The
other' was a little farther removed, and I had ODly a back
view of his head. As I could obtain no better position, I
found I must risk a shot from tins point. With tbe inten¬
tion of calming myself, and to still the rapid heart-throbs,
I lay quiet and looked at my game. I counted the prongs
on each horn—five fully developed and unbroken points
to each beam. The poiuts whitened as if by use, battered
perhaps, the beams and other parts of a rich, dark brown.
Drawing my hunting hat tightly down, and with extra
cartridges in hand, I summoned my energies for the strug¬
gle, and slowly rose to a fair view. The click in setting
the triggers of my .40 calibre Sharps caused him to swing
his head with its wide-branching antlers slowly around,
giving me a side view of his glistening eye. Taking a
quick aim just below his optic, I fired. The 90 grains of
Orange sounded weakl my shoulder did not even feel the
usual recoil. On to my feet just in time to see him strug¬
gle for an instant on his side, then spring up, aud with one
great bound disappear over the “break” and out of sight
to be seen no more until himself and mate appeared on a
distant hillside, where they halted, threw up their magnifi¬
cent heads and looked back, then taking their long swinging
trot, were soon out of sight.
Seldom have I felt more despondent, and ns H. and my¬
self went for the horses to follow the trail, I felt ns if I
were doomed to go home without ray antlers. II. added
to my chagrin, if that were possible, by chiding me for
being over cautious. The mist had by this time cleared
away, and the sun shone forth brightly as we reached their
trail in the mellow sand, and traced them nearly three
miles, often finding pools of blood and stained grass. On
mounting a range of bluffs n. saw a black-tail deer in its
bed, and never having shot one, I loaned him my rifle to
try the buck, while I held his horse. On his way to the
deer he saw the elk lying down on a distant ridge. Return¬
ing without frightening the deer, we again picketed our
horses, and using every precaution we succeeded in getting
within easy distance where H. again left me to try my
fortune alone.
Creeping along the ridge on which they were lying I
reached a favorable point from which to sliqot. Reaching
carefully forward my rifle, and resting the muzzle on a
tussock of grass, with hammer drawn back, and heel-plate
to my shoulder I slowly raised myself to find my wounded
stag with his back toward me as usual. I could see his
body dimly outlined through the grass, and I aimed well
forward hoping to strike his backbone. Using my rifle
without the set I commenced a steady pulL As it cocked
the elk sprang to his feet and “took to his heels.” Run¬
ning to where 1 last saw them I looked over; yes, there ho
was! standing head down on a h illsidc, his mate having gone
on alone. Dropping quickly to the ground I tried to shoot,
but my nerves were so unstrung that I could not have hit
an elephant at ten steps, and before I could steady myself
he fell, and running to him I found life extinct. With the
perspiration streaming from every pore, I leaned on my
rifle to rest and admire my prize as ho lay stretched out on
the brown withered grass. I grasped his antlers, turned
his head, and straightened his brown flossy mane, and could
hardly make myself believe that I had at last shot an elk.
II. joined me, and wo ripped him up to his dark bearded
throat, removed Ms entrails, and tied a coat to his horns to
keep the wolves away, intending to bring him in tbe next
day. His antlers were of medium size; the foot stalks aud
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tines were long and symmetrical, every antler perfect and
mating well with its fellows.
The next day whilo we were going with team and wagon
to bring in the dead stag, Mr. Ross saw a large band of elk
across a divido a mile or more from our stopping place.
Turning our team to tlio wagon we started ill pursuit.
Taking their trail across the valley; and from the high
range of hills succeeding it we could see them far ahead
still moving and closely together, not unlike our domestic
sheep. When wo w-.re about giving up the chase wo saw
another herd of about seventy-five lying down on a spur
to our left. So, turning our attention to tbis band, and
making a long stalk, we wore so fortunate as to get within,
easy rifle range. They were scattered along the Mllside
singly and in groups, and were mostly cows aud calves,
though I saw a number of males, having horns of various
degrees of development. One, I noticed, had long sabrelike antlers destitute of prongs; a few had short beams
and brow antlers, while some old monarchs carried full
heads.
While lying to get our breath a lordly stag with five
points to each beam, rose to Ms feet, stretched Mmself
lazily, and turned bis gray side toward us. I was to shoot
the stag and II. and Ross were to shoot does; through
some mistake If. fired before Ross and I could get our po¬
sitions. The herd sprang up at the shot, huddled close
together, and ran at a furious pace over the ridge; though
not until Ross had fired a random shot. I could not shoot,
lying down, with my game speeding away at such a rate,
and iu attempting to gain my feet, I slipped, to rise just as
the last stag, with his long horns laid over his back, was
showing us his clean-shaped heels. Following the flying
herd we found a wounded cow standiug in the shadow of
a steep bank. Almost simultaneously the sharp crack of our
rifles rang out, and sbe fell literally riddled. Ross' random
shot bad wounded her. Returning to the wagon we loaded
the game, and reached camp in good season. We hunted
ont a few days more, during which lime Ross killed a
Virginia doe near the river, and H, a mule buck in the hills.
The mule deer will, at times, stand aud blankly stare
while shot at, and if not hit trot off a few steps and turn,
giving the hunter another chance. One evening H. had
sixteen shots, on different occasions, at mule deer, which
acted in this manner-. He was then using a carbine having
a curved trajectory and a twenty pound trigger-pull, which
I suppose was tbe reason of his getting only one of the
three at which he shot.
On the last day of our hunt we came in early, and long
beforo tbe shadows crept over the valley we were busy pre¬
paring for the homeward journey. One by one the stars
shone out, and the full moon rose in the east throwing her
silvory light over the great hills and winding river, as we
began our supper. Broiling great slices of savory venisoD,
and with steaming potatoes, warm biscuit and coffee, we
ate our evening meal in the open front of the white-walled
tent, made light and warm by the fire before it. The flames
cast lotig shadows over ouf game, whioh were stretched
out in full view oil the short, thick grass—the antlered
stag, the glossy-coated cow, and the symmetrical deer.
Our horses carnu to the canvas-covered wagon, and with
low neigh looked wistfully in upon us, asking for their
evening feed. Across the narrow valley rose one above
another the serrated hills, while nearer, through the trees,
came the glimmer of the river, whose low ripplings came
to us “like a voice in the night." Several years ago a herd
of five hundred Texan cattle stampeded during a storm,
and their owner was never able to gather them. They
retreated as settlers encroached, and those which have not
been killed roam over this country. We saw fresh traces
of them while hero, but none of tlio cattle. On our return
journey, when near the mouth of the Dismal, we saw a
herd of twenty-five wild horses feeding on the bottom, aud
as they saw us they trotted up to within 300 yards, with heads
erect. Then wheeling they galloped slowly away. They
were of medium size and mostly bays, and hardly oame up
to my expectations.
We were gone from home just a month. Hunting less
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cover our heads to obtain a glimpse of tbe magnificent holes, and the wind forced us to give it up after taking
I
scenery about us. On both sides of the valley through eleven lish. The remainder of tbe time was whiled away
Which we Were winding high precipitous mountains, bare in camp—yarning, smoking, and eating.
The seventh day out we packed up to return, leaving be1
to the summit, shut us in, while at intervals falls of water
1
were visible tearing down from their lofty heights and stu¬ bind us much of our provisions, which we feared to load
pendous icicles drooping from every overhanging ledge of ourselves with on account, of ihe walking. Just as we 1
rock. Two or three lumber shoots were pointed out to were leaving camp, two Indians came in with some mouse 1
us, and many jagged and split logs attested the fearful race meat as a present to Mr. N’eilson, whom they kDew. Tiiuy I
reported having killed three very fine moose a few miles
they had run from the top.
For Forest and Stream.
Arriving at Delaney’s, whore we were to stop for the from the lake shortly before, and were then ou the search I
A SNOW-SHOE TRAMP TO THE SAGUE¬
|
night before taking the bush, we were shocked to hear of for two that escaped them at that time. They reported
NAY REGION.
the death of one of the family, and to find them in mourn¬ very good success in their trapping and shooting during the 1
I
ing. There was no help for it; we must stay, and so made winter. They bad fouud the snow-alioetug loo heavy, aud
HE city of Quebec, founded by Champlain in the ioursolves as comfortable as the circumstances would allow. were on their return to camp without having found any I
year 1608, and the oldest town of importance on tlrfe During the evening the neighbors began dropping in for trace of the missing moose.
We
obtained
our
first
view
of
the
lake
the
rnoniing
we
I
continent of America, stands on a bold promontory at the the wake, and by ten o’clock it was under full headway.
I
-junction of the St. CharleB with the St. Lawrence. On Pipes and tobacco were handed rouud to the men, and re¬ left it, ami were much impressed with its beauty. It is
the Quebec side of the river a splendid agricultural couu- freshments to the women. Railroad matters were brought about twelve miles in circumference, with nneisluml iu the I
try, settled two hundred years ago, and inhabited by a up, and quite a warm discussion ensued as to whether a centre, containing about sixty superficial acres, and well ■
I
happy, contented, and comparatively prosperous people, railroad was beneficial to the country or otherwise. Woiff, timbered. A very extensive bruie on the west shore rather
stretches from east lowest as far as the eye can reach. in tiie heat of an argument on the affirmative side of the mars the beauty of an otherwise lovely lake anil surround- I
This country is, however, only a fringe of settlement on question, leaned so far over on the back of tbe chair be was ings. Some idea of the number of Jakes in this region I
the border of the forest. At a distance of tea miles lroui straddling that be fell forward into the empty coffin at his may be formed when i add that in two days we crossed I
the St. Lawrence the Laurentiuu range of mountains, feet. A shout went up, and our friend was rescued from thirteen, to say nothing of the many that surrounded us I
which stretches from Labrador to Lake Huron, appears to Ids untimely position, smiling as good naluredly us though on both sides.
Out return to the first settlement was marked by no in- ■
bar all settlement, and to indicate that the limit of agricul¬ nothinghad happened, and resumed the broken thread of his
I
discourse. The scene was too much for my equanimity, ciileut worthy of particular note, unless I except the snowtural development north of the river has been reached.
The vast country which stretches north and west from so I retired to bed beside the corpse and slept soundly, shoeing. I have never in my experience seen anything I
the Luurentian mountains for five hundred miles to Hud¬ despite the noise and confusion, until towards morning, like it. At every step we sank knee deep. A mile at lead- I
son’s Bay remained for many years an unknown territory, when I was awakened by the monotonous chaplet which all ing was as much us one could do, and so we went ou for I
three weary days, glad when night came to put up our tent I
frequented only by the Indians and employees of the dif¬ were joining in.
The cold had increased during the night, and we were and rest our weary limbs. Our Indian on his last day out 1
ferent fur trading companies. By degrees the reports of
the great fertility of the valley of Lake St. Johns, at tbe remonstrated with about leaving, but we had decided that got mal de racquet, or snow shoe sickness—a contraction of I
head of the Saguenay Biver, induced settlers to its shores, night to be in the bush. Crossing the river, wo followed the sinews of the calf of the legs, brought on from the I
■
and notwithstanding the great distance from markets ami it seven miles before a break in the chain of abrupt moun¬ weight of the snow shoes loaded with suow. From Little
the difficulty of communication, the Lake St. Johns settle¬ tains admitted our striking to the westward. Half way Saguenay we were three days in completing our journey V
I
up the mountain night overtook us. Scdeeting a good by sleigh. The roads were blockaded every where, aud we
ments have flourished and increased in size.
lu 1868 tbe question of a railroad to Lake St. Johns from place near a little warm spring that we found open, the were frequently three or four hours going a mile or two, I
I
Quebec, to develop the back country, was agitated, and in laboggin is unloaded, tent taken off, and while one tramped having to get out and shovel out the road for the horsu ami
3869 a company was organized, but the means at their dis¬ down the loose surface snow—for it would be impossible sleigh with our snow-shoes. In one swamp late orn: night ■
to dig down to tlie ground with the snow over seven feet our horse got off the roud a dozen times, and us often were I
posal was insufficient to build an iron road, so it was de
cided to lay wooden rails. The line was run a distance of deep—auother cut Tent poles, while the third chopped we compelled to unharness him, upset the sleigh, and ac- I
twenty-six miles from Quebec, hut as rain, frost, or snow wood for the stove and broke balsam branches for our bed. lually dig him out, and had the poor brute not been made I
prevented them from running, in consequence of the wheels The little stove was soon setup, and in half an hour we were of good sluff, and assisted himself, we would have hi I, ■
shipping, it was abandoned after a year’s trial. 'This year comfortably housed for the night, and our damp clothes him. We found it difficult' to obtain anything lit to eat ■
(1876) tbe company has been reorganized under the promise hanging to the ridge pole to dry. Etienne prepared us a from tlie settlers. Hard times was the cry, and too stormy ■
to got down to Lite settlements. A railroad is sadly needed
I
of a grant of $6,500 per mile by tlie Government, and there royal supper, to which we did more than ample justice.
is every prospect of its being put through. (Vide pros¬ A lighted canille enlivened the scene, and pencil in hand to bring these poor people nearer u market for their pro- ■
I
we traced out the day’s journey and made our comments Uuce, and 1 hope when I again visit this region 1 shall sue
pectus St. Johns and Quebec liailroad.)
When tbe road is opened for traffic it will become a fa¬ upon the incidents of the day. Our little wood stove them all prosperous, with u market at their doors iu shape I
vorite route for sportsmen invalids and summer tourists, proved a perfect success, and during our eutiro stay in the of a railroad, and strangers flocking in from all quarters ■
for tbe country abounds in game and all that tends to ren¬ bush we never suffered from cold in camp. Wood was when the country is more ooniatable.
G. M. Fatiiouild, Jr.,
plentiful, and we did not spare it.
der a summer in the wilderness enjoyable.
Valcartier, Canada East, March Slot, 1876.
We struck camp early in the morning, and readied the
With a view to the above facts, and to indulge my old
taste for camp life and sporting, I determined to lake a height of bind in about two Hours, aud shortly afterwards
For Forest and Stream.
irip through this section and commenced my preparations. struck the first of a chain of lakes, which we followed for
I engaged an excellent guide from the village—one Bros the two succeeding days. It is the grandest lake country 1
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have ever visited. The portages are short between them,
Louis by name—secured the genial companionship of C.
S. Wolff, Esq., P. M. at Valcartier, and procured a small and with a canoe in summer it would be possible to navi¬
OR the past three or four months I have purchased I
tent and portable folding stove, besides the other necessa¬ gate them for fifty or sixty miles iu either direction. Tiny
your valuable paper from the principal newsdealer in ■
ries of camp life. March 17th, ’76, we left Valcartier. abound iu trout of a very large size, so wo were told, for
The first stage of our journey we followed the old railroad we bad had no opportunity of judging ourselves. Many this out of the way place, and being myself a sportsman at ■
track for about twelve miles, passingimmensepiles of cord of these lakes are extremely beautiful, doited over with heart, I have been very much interested in its contents. ■
wood and logs, which bad been cut and drawn to the islands and surrounded by gently sloping mountains. At Such’variety of subjects as well as the many incidental I
track, but never taken away. At Lake Claire we took din¬ Zac Cabane Aulomne wc saw two lakes not a stone’s hints to sporting men it contains, must necessarily give it ■
ner in tbe comfortable little shanty of Mr. Maxham, of throw from each other, that discharged their waters into a charm in llm eye of the lover of bunting.
Imagining, however, that your readers would like to ■
Quebec, a genial gentleman and ardent sportsman. The two different rivers over fifty miles apart. On reaching
shanty is built of logs, squared and dressed. The flooring, the riviere Blanche we took dinner. Some balsam trees know some facts regarding this part of the "Great North- ■
ceiling, table, and bunks are of band-sawed spruce, planed are cut and split and pul on the snow, and on this the fire west," I venture to intrude on your valuable space with a ■
and jointed. There is a good stove in it, and many of the is started. Tbe surface siioiv is scraped away ou tbe river, brief description of tlie game, (and the facilities for hunt- ■
I
coratorts of civilized life. A more delightful spot could and enough water is collected for our lea. Broken branches ing) with which this country abounds.
Winnipeg, tlie seat of Government, is a thriving town of ■
not have been chosen, combining, as it does, such capital made a comfortable dry seat, and we stretched ourselves
shooting and fishing. The lake is celebrated for the size out to enjoy the genial warmth of the fire, aud as a matter five years growth, numbering some 6,00b inhabitants, and I
within three miles on any side of it, duriug the spring or ■
of its trout, frequently reaching ten pounds in weight. of course the accompanying pipe.
The weather still continued very cold, with appearances fall, the hunter may fill his game bag with prairie chicken |
Caribou in early winter are numerous about the lake, aud
afford good shooting to the man of endurance and pluck, of a storm. Leaving the riviere Blanche, we again struck (pinnated grouse), partridge (ruffed do.), or the while hare, ■
who is good for an all day chase. The caribou is the most to the westward. Ou Lake Breeches, just as wc started to not omitting duck, plover, wavy, (a small species of goose, ■
difficult of the deer tribe to stalk. It is only by tiring them cross it, we saw coming on to it from the opposite side a ] don’t know the proper name) gray geese, and many other V
through the deep snow that you can get within shooting wild looking individual, who, ou closer inspection, proved water-fowl. The surrounding -country is, ou the west side ■
to be our friend John Neilsoji, Esq., surveyor, whom we of the Red River, level prairie, occasionally broken by ■
range.
At nightfall, hungry and tired, we reached the first house were to meet. He had been out six weeks hunting, trap¬ small bluffs of poplar, aud every here and there a swamp ■
of the 8t. Raymond settlement, and were compelled to ping, and exploring in a semi-official capacity, aud at tlie or muskey, all or wliicli-iu the spring are covered with ■
ducks. Following the course of the river to Lake winni- ■
■wait outside until the inmates had finished’their chaplet, for time we met him he was on his way out, but changed his
it would have been a breach of politeness lor Protestants mind, and decided to go on with us and guide us safely pec, you come to one of the largest duck shooiiug grounds ■
to have disturbed them in their devotions. I sat down through the maze of lakes as far as Zac Claire Batitscan. in the country, perhaps in the world, viz.-, the mouth of ■
upon my pack, smoked and listened to the tiresome repe¬ Shortly after three P. M. we went into camp at the loot of Red River; the amount or water-fowl is something wonder- ■
ful. The Indians here never use more Ilian i oz. of shot, ■
tition as each bead was told off. Admittance was at last Lake Francois, a large sheet of water.
It was about nine 1J, M. when a violent gust of wind No. 2, but they slaughter the birds by creeping up to a ■
granted us by the good man of the itouse poking out his
bonnet rouged head, and in French inviting us to enter. My struck the tent and threatened to tear it. from its fasteu- Hock in their canoes, and firing at a few yards. YVekave,
first demand was for milk, and I obtained, very luckily, a, ings. Etienne was hurriedly sent out to doubly secure it. however, here, many residents, American, Canadian, and ■
good bowl, aud polished it all off very much to the sur¬ Gust after gust now struck it with a force sufficient to English, who are lovers of the gun and dog, and many a I
boat load of ducks aud geesearrive in town,
slaughtered,. ■
prise ot the bonne femme, aud open eyed astonish meut of rend it to pieces, but it bravely stood tbe storm that raged
but neatly killed, and in a sportmau-like manner.
the young fry at the idea any one’s asking for milk when through the night. The snow fell fast and thick, and
As yet we have no sign of spring, except a light south- ■
banked up around us in great drifts. Later I fell into a
good tea was on the stove warming.
Allhough pressed to remaiu there for the uight, we de¬ sound sleep, and never woke, despite the elements at war erly breeze, and the advent of crows yesterday, but I think |
cided to push on to the village of St. Raymond, and made; around us, until daybreak. Sixteen inches of snow Etienne the three feet of ice in the river is getting rotten and in a I
week or so we may hear the welcome sound of geese dying I
a bargain with our host to carry us and our traps there, a reported in the morning, but wo started nevertheless, but
distance of eight miles, for the sum of one dollar. On bad only a faint conception of the fearful suow-sboeing overhead in Ihe early morning. Iu the fall of the year the ■
our arrival there late, we found every respectable habitant before us that day, or I doubt if wo would have left camp. prairies literally swarm with prairie chicken, and it is no I
uncommon feat for a fair Shot to bag from sixty to 350 in ■
had buried himself a foot or two deep under bis feather Snow fell all that day, and in crossing the lakes we had
one day. One settler whose farm is on the outskirts of ■
bed, and that all efforts to rouse him from his slumbers first to take our bearings aud then start Indian file to pre¬
province, tells me that he never goes out, systematically f
were unavailing. While running around one house 1 fell serve a straight line, lor it was impossible to distinguish the
to shoot chicken, but kills them from the windows of his ■
into a drain dug in the snow. I picned myself out just as any object fifty feet away. It was too stormy and cold house; they feed in great numbers around the farmyard. 1
Wolff turned the corner. I waited his near approach, and in the middle of the day to stop for lunch, so we resolutely
Until this last session of our local Parliament there lias I
at the right moment 1 asked him if he saw a light in the kept on, taking each our turn in breaking tlie road, for it
been no law for the preservation of game, and in consu- ■
upper windows. Innocently he looked up, and at the same would have been impossible for one man to have done it
queuee, chicken and duck were killed indiscriminately every ■
moment disappeared with a grunt. 1 stood there shaking alone. Later in the aflernoon we reached Zac Claire Bosmouth of the year. To give some ides of the sport in J
with laughter while he ruefully picked himself out, vow¬ tican, but out troubles had then only commenced. Mr. shooting wavies. I may say that a friend of mine and liia ■
ing vengeance against me for the trick 1 had played him. Neilson’s camp was on an island more than a mile distant companion set out last spring for the Pembina Mountains, ■
Our carter also tell into it, and sacre'd for an hour after¬ from the shore, aud ours had been lelt behind at Lake about seventy miles from here, where the birds have a I
wards. When every resource had failed us apparently, Francois, so reach it we must. Mr. Neilson look tbe di¬
favorite feeding place, as there is plenty of gravel. He ns- ■
our habitant driver, awakened by bis fall perhaps, inquired rection as nearly as he could judge, and trusting to our sured me that iu two days he and his friend bagged 251) ■
it we knew a Mr. Hervey, of Quebec, wbo was stopping good luck we followed him. It seemed an interminable wavies and left a number besides for the half breeds who ■
somewhere in the village. Know him? of course we did, distance, facing the driving snow, aud 1 feared more than were with them.
Three or four carts were used to ■
as who does not, and right away we trotted down the road once we had passed it. Just as I began to despair we saw bring the game home. This statement may seem exaggera- ■
again, and found that gentleman not retired yet, and de¬ it loom up, during a slight cessation of the wind, directly ted, but 1 could, if necessary, give you names and date. 1
lighted to see us. The bonne femme is directed by him to in front of ns, showing how well we had preserved our For several years the existence of woodcock here bus been •
prepare us a good supper while we, seated around his wood course In the comfortable little tent of our friend we a disputed point amoug our sportsmen; this doubt lias, I
forgot all our misery of the day white enjoying bis hospifire, smoked and chatted over bush matters In general.
however, been satisfactorily removed by a gentlemen re- f
Early in the morning we engaged a man to drive us fif¬ tality, We were rather crowded, it is true; five of us in a siding in litis province, bringing in three brace which he ■
teen miles further up the Bras da Kurd of the 8t. Anns to lout intended only for three; but no matter we were not
killed while hunting west of the city.
grumblers
at
such
a
lime.
Little Saguenay, the last settlement north of Quebec. Tbe
Besides the birds 3 have mentioned, swans, cranes, gray |
The storm lasted until the following, day, and thus our
day was one of the severest I have ever experienced in Can¬
and white pelicans, Ac., are -very plentiful in the lakes
ada, aud we suffered fearfully from the cold. Half a dozen calculations for continuing on to the headwaters of the and marshes, with which the county abounds. 3 be flesh |
Bostican,
Lake
Edouard,
were
completely
upset.
Our
only
times were we compelled to atop at some roadside house to
of tlio gray crane is very tine and iniuih esteemed, whereas i
thaw ourselves out. Whenever the wind lulled for a mo¬ anxiety was, how should we get out. We made a slight I understand that in the States it is considered unfit lot d
ment, oi some sheltered place protected us, we would un¬ attempt at fishing; but the great trouble was iu boring

than two 'weeks we killed three elk, four mule, and one
Virginia deer, besides Borne smaller game. The antlers
attracted much attention and comment as we passed through
the many towns which lay on our homeward route. And
so terminates our hunt—our dreams were realized, and our
hopes merged into full fruition.
G. N, B.
Bdphos,' Ottawa Co., Kansas, March■ 38f7q 1870.
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food. There me here I,wo species of white crane, one
very large, and having a crimson patch on the top of (lie
head, this bird is very showy, and if only winged, ex¬
tremely dangerous to approach. I heard of a man who
broke the wing of one, the crane charged him at once and
stock his beak into the barrel of the gun, (which was a
12 bore) the man immediately hoisted him and kept him
there until strangled.
The yellow legged plover is also very plentiful here,
and one can make a bag in almost any marsh or swamp; in
the full of the year they ate very fat and a delicious addi¬
tion to I lie larder. With respect to our larger game it. con¬
sists chiefly of moose, elk, caribou, black and brown bear,
and beaver, the latter iu my opinion as much a delicacy as
any of them. Moose, especially in the vicinity of Pembina
Mountains and the region north of Shoal Lake are very
numerous, as also in that portion of the country lying be¬
tween here and tlie Lake of the Woods. One Indian,
whom 1 know, having last winter killed sixteen in nine
days with his single flint gun. Unlike their brethren in
Nova Scotia and New limns wick, the moose here do not
“yard,” but travel generally in pairs or at most lour to¬
gether. The hunting of them is very difficult and groat
hardship is endured by the hunter, being compelled to use
very large snow-shoes, and then sinking to the knees at
every step. The snow in this country having no crust at
any time during the winter. Of course I speak of the
wooded district; on the plains there is never any great
depth of snow.
» G. M.
Winnipeg, Manitoba,, Canada, April, 1876.

fessor Baird on the subject Of co operation, in which be
pays a bigli compliment, not only to the U. 8. Fish Com¬
missioner, but. to tlie different Slate Commissioners and the
American Fish Culturista Association.
The Dominion Government has now in actunl operation
seven public establishments devoted to the artificial repro¬
duction of fish. Besides those formerly existing at New¬
castle, Gaspe, Restigouche aud Miramiehi, this department
has built aud completed three other handsome and commo¬
dious establishments at Sandwich, on the Detroit River; at
Tadousac, on the Saguenay River and at Bedford, on the
Sackville River, near the head of Bedford Basin, and only
a _fow miles from Halifax, The capacity Of the parent in¬
stitution on Wilmot’s Creek in Ontario, has also been en¬
larged, so lhat in future the interior can accomodate many
miflious more of fish spawn, and the rearing ponds will
harbor millions of young fry. We have before printed
descriptions of these hatching establishments, and it may
not be out of place here to turn to the appendix and make
a brief abstract from the report of Mr. Samuel Wilmot,
under whose direction tho fish hatching operations were
conducted.
Mr. Wilmot, in 1867 and 1808, made the first successful
attempt at rearing the corrsgonvs albas, or whitefisli, since
when numerous American fish culturists have prosecuted
the work with great success. The first lot of eggs were
laid down at Sandwich the past year, on the lOth of
November, and by the 16th, when tho spawning season had
ceased, all the prepared space in the building had been
stricken with ova. Notwithstanding the muny drawbacks
arising from the use of steam power, the difficult work of
erecting up machinery and other newly invented appliances
in fish-culture, and the extreme difficulty in obtaining
parent fish, it is probable, according to present appearances,
iliat ten or twelve millions of youug white fish will be
ABSTRACT OF THE ANNUAL REPORT ready for distribution, ll is a fact worthy of notice that
OF THE CANADIAN COMMISSIONER this large number of fish may be regarded as clear gain, as
Llie ova thus preserved were taken from the fish when
OF FISHERIES.
liuulod on shore by the fishermen to be sold for home con¬
sumption or shipped to the Uuiled Stales during the winter
E have before us the voluminous “blue book” which months. Mr. Wilmot says:—
"W ould it not then be wise that an effort should he made
comprises the Annual Report of Mr, W. F.
in the manner indicated to replenish Ihe waters of Lake
Whitcher, Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, for the Ontario with both whitefisli aud salmon trout, the two
year 1876. From it we And that the total value of fish
principal commercial fishes in it? The fisheries at Hamilton,
prodnets in 1876 was $10,347,886, exclusive of the fisheries Toronto, Cobnurg, Presqu’islc, Conseeon and Bay of
of British Columbia, Manitoba and the North-West Terri¬ Quinte, once yielding unlimited supplies of whitefisli, are
tories. The exports' of fish and oils from these countries now, comparatively speaking, almost depleted, and unless
the means referred to be speedly adopted, or a Bystem en¬
between 30th June, 1874, and 30th June, 1875, are given in forced for '.be thorough prevention of the destruction of
the Trade Returns as amounting in value to $134,723. It these fish during the spawning season, this natural source
may be estimated that the value of fish entering into do¬ of wealth iu Lake Ontario must inevitably be lost."
At Newcastle, Ontario, over a million of vivified salmon
mestic use iu Ihese two Provinces is more than double that
amount, which would increase the total product to about eggs were deposited in a healthy state, together with
300,000 salmon trout eggs, and 300,000 whitefish eggs.
$400,000. The product of the fisheries in 1875 was some¬
About 70,000 salmon eggs were deposited at Gospe, which
what loss in quantity than it was in 1874.
quantity ought to have been quadrupled but for the escape
This difference is observable more particularly in the of the stock, of parent salmou pruned up during the sum¬
yield of the fishery for salmon and lobsters. The tables mer time. Tlie Tadousac establishment, which turned out
subjoined to the report show in detail the various kinds 80,000 of last winters halcli, has this year about 200,000
salmou eggs in excellent condition. The number of salmon
and quantities of fish caught in the several Provinces and
ova laid Sown, at the Restigouche works was 300,000. At
also their values. It is so arranged lis to admit of an easy Mirimachi only 60,000 were procured, the sudden advent of
comparison of each detail with similar details in Ihe pub¬ wintry weather having prevented tho gathering of any con¬
lished returns for the previous year, in order lhat the in¬ siderable stock of spawn. The Bedford establishment has
crease and decrease in the quantity and value of the differ¬ 600,000 salmon eggs iu a thriving condition. This is an
excellent beginning in Nova Scotia. The whole number
ent kinds of fish may be readily understood. This detailed
of young fish distributed last spring from tho hatching of
comparison enables us to understand that while there is 1874 was 1,700,000.
some difference in the aggregate quantity and value of the
Nearly 30,000 salmon fry were deposited iu different
produce of the fisheries last year, it is reasonably accounted parts of Salmou River, about forty miles below Gttowa
for as a mere fluctuation rather than indication cf failure, City, making 47,000 distributed iu that stream. The guar¬
and that it is to a great extent compensated for by sectional dians report that the upper waters were crowded with
young salmon in Ihe autumn mouths, and that mauy were
advantages and a fair average of general success.
seen exceeding ten iuches in length. It should be proved
Noth withstanding this exceptional difference the condi¬ exclusively next season whether or not these youngsters
tion is altogether satisfactory; the fishing population as a will emigrate to the salt-water and return, aflor the fashion
Whole" have enjoyed reasonable prosperity, and now lhat of their kind, to the nursery waters in which they are
river and estuary nurseries have been established and im¬ reared though not bred. The natural instinct which leads
salmon back to their native streams may possibly develope
proved, a yearly increasing yield from the fisheries is anti¬ itself in a secondary manner among those artificially
cipated. But the report says:—
hatched and transferred to other waters, thus leading them
“It will be, however, necessary to guard with excessive as adults, back to localities where they have passed the
and improper modes of fishing, which the competition of earlier stages of their existence.
foreign fishermen along our shores is very likely to occasion.
Great numbers of the Lake Ontario salmon having been
Already seiious complaints have been received from the artificially bred at Newcastle, and after furnishing fry to
Bay of Fundy and elsewhere respecting the manner of con¬ re-stock other streams, have every year escaped into the
ducting the herring and oilier fisheries by United States lake, the time has arrived for testiug lo what extent they
citizens admitted to Canadian waters under the treaty of may now he captured as adult fish, fit for food and com¬
“Washington. Unless proper measures shall be adopted to merce. That they are sufficiently numerous in tlie vicinity
restrain all parties from injurious methods of fishing, the is plain, for large schools of them are frequently seen by
Canadian fishermen may resort to similarly objectionable the fishermen, and quite a large number are taken iu the
practices in self-defence
nets used outside for lake trout. There are difficulties in
The trade returns published by the Customs Department the way of capturing them as early in the season and in the
show that the fish exported through the customs iu the same manner as salmon arc caught in the tidal estuaries
and on the sea coast. The main difficulty is ilieir habit of
fiscal year to 30th June, 1875, exceeded in value the ex¬ approaching the lake shores, chiefly about spawning time,
ports of the preceding year by $88,159. In 1874 the exports when they are less valuable for market, and at a time when
amounted to $5,293,368, and the imports to'$925,092. In the law interferes with their capture.
In addition to enforcing those sections of the Fisheries
1875 the exports were, valued at $5,380,527, and the imports
to $830,129. The increase of-exports during the six months Act which relate to the obstruction and pollution of streams
following to 31sl December, 1875, is in greater proportion, frequented by fish, the statute relating to sawdust and
the whole amounting to $3,602,749; and the imports to mill offals in navigable streams was enforced wherever the
urgency of abuses dumauded legal interference.
$301,913.
The restrictions upon fishing in inland lakes have been
Owing to the great destruction of young whitefisli caused
by summer seining with small meshed nets, the Fisheries so far relaxed as to admit of fishing under special laws dur¬
ing
the fall and winter months, thus not only affording
Act prohibited seines during June and July. This prohi¬
bition was represented as bearing harshly on the fishermen work for the men employed but furnishing a supply of
of certain localities Where seines alone are used and are cheap food for the poor and needy. Tho Commissioner
serviceable only during the calm weather. After investi¬ suggests Hie propriety of extending Ibis license to Lake
gating the matter" and being satisfied that if the meshes of Memphremagog aud others were .strictly preserved. A re¬
the seines are large enough, and the seiners are warned gulation has been passed prohibiting fishing for codfish
against killing or catching the fry the Commissioner sug¬ with seines at a less distance Ilian half a mile from auy
gests an amending regulation to allowing seining in sum¬ fishing gi'ouud where boats are anchored and fishermen
mer time with nets of at least four iuch.es extension measure actually engaged in fishiug for cod fish with hook and
in the meshes.
line.
The complete exhansUon of oyster beds in some parts
As an interesting item to anglers we note the fact that
the total sum accruing as rents under leases of angling pri¬ of the Dominion is commented upon by I lie Commissioner
vileges is $4,085. The salmon caught by anglers with arti¬ and he fears that unless dredging is prohibited for at least
ficial flies numbered 2,780. It is impossible to stale the three years it may be too late losave enough to supply seed
whole expenditure in rents, outfit, expenses, etc., which for cultivation. The lobster fishiug is also on the decrease,
they incurred; hut it is probable that the outlay of private ascribed to over production and wasteful eupLure of
persons on the thirty-four rivers fished by these angling Bpawners and undersized lobsters.
The fears expressed two years ago have last year been
parties was about $37,200.
No efforts appear to have been lacking on tlie part of Ihe severely confirmed. A falliug off iu llie value of the
Canadian authorities to bring about some common code of lobster catch amounting to $540,900 in a single year is
local regulations, and, Mr. Wbitclier prints a letter to Pro¬ sufficiently alarming to arrest attention, There seems to
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be no other remedy but an absolute proliibitiou during tho
principal part of I,lie spawning season.
Tho Commissioner suggests the thinning out of the
salmon stands fished in Gospe Busin. Iu some districts
within the Province of Quebec the salmon fishing lias in¬
creased in yield since 1808 nearly three hundred per cent,
the result of reducing the nets used in estunries and rivers,
and protecting the fish while breeding. This improvement
is most noticeaido in the Restigouche and Moisic districts.
Tlie Commissioner speaks in flattering terms of Die
International Society for protecting fish and game. He
says:—
"A strong movement has taken place in the United
States, supported by men of energy and ability, lo form an
International Society to protect fisli and game. The ob¬
jects of lids Association are most praiseworthy, and Ibe
practical and vigorous manner in which its members have
commenced the work cerlifies to tbeir earnestness and
augurs success." Better local government laws, and tlie
employment of forest rangers, or the aid or the staff of
outside officers employed in tlie fisheries service suggested.
As the report occupies some three hundred pages our
abstract is necessarily somewhat,meagre, although wo have
covered the main points. Did our space permit we should
desire to publish the sub-reports of Mr. Wilmot ou fish
culture. John Mowat, Fishing Officer of the Restigouche
Division and others. However enough lias been given to
show tlie magnitude of the fishing interest of the Dominion,
and the energetic manner in which they are being cultivated
and protected.
'SINGULAR DISASTER—MUSKRATS DE¬
STROYING FISH WORKS.
^
Wenonah,
Editor Forest and Stream:—

Gloucester, Co., M. Y,

I send herewith a slip from the Woodbury Constitution,
one of our local papers:—
“The fish breeding works established by Mr. Peirce, at
Wenonah, in this county, were completed last December
and slocked with black bass. Three or four weeks ago
some muskrats effected a lodgement in the bank by the
bridge, and Mr. Peirce, aided by a shurp little rat-terrier,
waged war upon their intrenchmenls, killing some and
driving the others away as lie'supposed, hut on Sunday
night, the 23d inst., one made liis presence known pretty
effectually by going 'through the embankment, or enough,
of it to let off the waters of the lake, and adding very nitileriajly to the slock of black bass in Mantua Creek. Un¬
fortunately, tlie bass were now upon their hatching beds
and many thousands of valuable embiyo fish arc thus de¬
stroyed. The loss to Mr. Peirce is quite severe, not only
in fisli but in damage by water. Less than a year ago a
muskrat made a hole through one of his dams holding a
reservoir stocked with salmon-trout, by which he suffered
quite usurious loss; and about a year and a half ago a freshet
swept away a small reservoir containing a stock of broolctrout. He will certaiuly have the sympathy of the friends
of fish culture, and of tlie community generally."
I send also some incidents in connection with this mat¬
ter. First, I will state that it is some little consolation to
know that I have a two hundred and fifty dollar muskrat
skin. Our little English terrier “Joker,” whose exploits in
eel catching you published some months ago, took tire
trail of this rat the morning after Ihe disaster and follow¬
ing him to his retreat on the bank of the stream, dug
nearly half a day when the rat slipped into the stream.
Little Joker plunged in and caught him. getting severely
bitten. lie rail fully thirty yards with him to find a good
dry place for the final struggle, which was “short, sharp,
and decisive.” While he was trailing down the stream in
the morning, ami a few yards ahead of me, he barked
sharply, and as I approached pluDged into a water hole
as I supposed for the rat, but 1 was just in time to save a
large bass, one of three only saved from my entire stock.
The one found by the dog is a female, the other two being
males, lliave them now in a small reservoir, and the fe¬
male hovers around the edges with her dorsal fin out of
water, lam inclined to think searching for a spawning
bed.
Among a lot of black bass which I obtained last, Novem¬
ber for the West Jersey Game Protective Society, (from
vicinity of Harper’s Ferry) was one three pound female,
which acted strangely, aud I kept her as one of my personal
quota of the lot. In December I saw a foot or more of
gut line hanging from her gills, and upon examination
found a large hook far down her throat, hut could not get
it. Placing her in a fish can of water, I took her to a den¬
tist who, with a long, slender pair of forceps extracted the
hook. On the 1st day of June I placed her with the
smaller bass in my bass pond, just now drawn off. Early
in the morning, after the disaster, and while there was yet
some water left, I discovered thi3 large female malting
vigorous attempts to get to her spawning bed several feet
disiaut from, aud about two feet above water. She would
swim about one-third out of water, then retreat and try
some other channel pointing In same direction. Before I
had things fully secured she escaped down the stream.
Thinking these little incidents Of interest to my co-laborers,
1 send Ilium for publication,
Milton P. Prince, Aquadale Ponds.
—Seventy-five thousand salmon trout were recently put
into the head of Skaneateles Luke.
Re stocking Connecticut Lakes.—A correspondent
writing from Lakeville, Conn., with regard to the opera¬
tions of the Salisbury Bird and Fish Protective-Society,
says:—
^

"Tills Bpring tho subject of stocking tun- streams aud Jatraa was agita¬
ted, and we have made arrangements with Mr. K. I‘. Pease of the Twin
Lakes trout Turin, (why is one of onrmost active members) to Uatcll 00,OOO Inook trout aud 40.000 hind-locked salmon for us tho coming sea¬
son, to be placed in our takes aud streams. Meantime we have succeed¬
ed, through the eiloitg of onr Presideut, Mr. Barton, and one of oar
counsel in securing and placing in Uvo of onr lakes, Wnshining and
Wononaeopomae,20,000 young lnud-locked salmon, The ttsUwero brought
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licro by Mx. Geo. Jelliffe, tlie Superlntedent of lUe Westport Tront. As¬
sociation’a hatching works, as pleasant and genial a gentleman as one
often meets, and who seemed mnch pleased with oar lakes and scenery.
There has heretofore been only {15,000 appropriated for the Commission¬
ers and Mr. Jelliffe says that violent opposition to any appropriation is
expected from pound and net fishermen along the sound. It is to be sin¬
cerely hoped that the appropriation may be made, for certainly the tax¬
payers of this State, in no way, more folly get the worth of their money
than in the increase of food fish through the efforts of our State Commis¬
sioners.
W. n. Williams.
< •»

HOW AND WHERE

EELS GENERATE.
Machias, Maine, April 22,1876.

Editor Forkst and Stream:—
I noticle an artido in June 17th, 1675, headed “Generation of Eels.”
Now 1 am no scientist but would like to state “what 1 know about” eelsUntil the past six years I always lived in the town of Machias, which is
at the head of tide waters, being some six or eight miles from the sea.
The falls with the dam are so high that no fish were ever known to go up
except salmon. In my boyhood days and to this day, hundreds of little
cels about the size of a large darning needle cau be seen swimming
around tbe wharves and along the shores and in little pools in the marshes
that are covered at high water. I have also seen them in small fresh¬
water brooks running into tide waters, and furthermore I have seen them
in the river and streams above the dam. This is proof positive to me
that they breed where these little ones are found; but the
operandi
I leave for wiser heads than mine to determine.
G, L.

JfntttTul

jtjifitortJ.

Vlhis Department is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. AU communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations wilt receive careful attention.]

A

LIBRARY

OF

NATURAL

HISTORY.

We constantly receive inquiries as to the best and cheap¬
est books on various branches of natural history. Several
such are before us, and we propose to answer them all
together. In the first place there is no one work covering
all branches in this country, except Fenney’s school “Man¬
ual of Zoology,” (price, $2), which is only outlines. J.
G. Wood’s “Natural History” is the best cheap general
work. It can he got for $4 a volume and upward. The
hack numbers of Forest and Stream eoutain a large
amount and variety of general natural history, as also do
the nine volumes of The American Naturalist■ For mam¬
mals we have:—
Quadrupeds of North America: Audubon and Bachman, $50 to $75.
tacidcRailroad Rep rta: Prof. Band, Vnl. V111. $5.
Mammals or New York (in Repovts on Natural History of tho State):
lie Kay. Very difficult to obtain separately.
Q.nudrupe'dsof Illinois: Kennicott. Patent Office Reports, Agriculture,
1857-8. Out ol print.
Bats of North America: Alien (50c.); and varions lesser books.

Upon ornithology there are written:—
Birds of North America: 7. 7. Audubon. Octavo and qnarto editions;
rare, and costing about $100.
American Oruuholoey: Alex. Wilson . Several editions, the qnarto of
Bonaparte selling for $60 to $80, aud the little one without plates for
about $80.
...
Ornithology of New York: Be Kay. Rare separately, and expensive.
Manual of Ornithology: Nuttall. Rare, and worth $30.
Pacitlc Railroad Reports: Prof. Ba.rd, Yol. IX, $5.
Ornithology and Oology of New England: Samuels, $6. flood to
identify Eastern birds by, $6.
Key to North American Birds: Coues. The’best thing to identify
by, &7.
Manual or Ornithology: Coues. A hand book of taxidermy and field
work; similar to Maynard's ‘•Naturalists’ Snide.” No descriptions.
Price of Cones’ book $8.50; of Maynard’s $8.
Birds or the Northwest: Coues. Habits and Synonomy of North¬
western birds. Published by U. S. Geological Survey, and only oil sale
"by chance at $3 to $5
Ornithology of California: Coorer. Elegantly illustrated, $10.
History or North American Birds: Baird, Brewer, and Hid//way.
The. most comprehensive and best of all. Three volumes are issued at
$10 (plain), and $20 (colored) a volume.
Innumerable Pamphlets and Local Lists.

The chief books upon reptiles and fishes are:—
Herpetology of North America: Holbrook. Rare. Price $50 to $80.
Smithsonian Catalogue of Serpents: Hard and Girard, $1.
Pacitlc Railroad Reports, Vole. X and XII, $5 each.
Reptiles of New York: Be Kay.
Coutribntiuna to Natural History of North America: Agassiz, Vol. I
(Turtles) $10.
Pishes of Massachusetts: Slorer, $13.
Pieties of South Carolina: Holbrook, $85.
Pacidc Railroad Reports, Vol. X aod XII, $5 each.
Fishes of New York: Be Kay.
Reports of the United States and various State Fish Commissions.
Writings of Agassis, Girard, Putnam, Abbott, Cope, GUI, and others,
aud various works ou tish culture and UDgling.

In entomology (insects) there are:—
Guide to tbe Study of Insects: Packard, $7.
Our Common Insects: Packard, $3,60.
Americau Entomology: Say. Various editions, $13 to $18.
Injurious Insects of Massachusetts: liar vis. $8 to $8.
Illustrated and expensive works on the butterflies, moths, etc., by
Edwards, S: retch, Strccker, and others; and numerous publications by
the Smithsonian.

Books upon mellusks include:—
Invertebrates of Massachusetts: Gould, $4.
Shells of New York: Be Kay.
American Marine Conchologv: Lyon, $20 to $48.
Terrestrial Slollusks of the United States: Burney. $30.
Land and Fresh-water Shells; Bmney aud Bland, Smithsonian, $5.
American Journal of Conchology, $i0 a volume.
European works, and numerous American pamphlets.

The lower invertebrates have been extensively written
upon by Agassiz in his “Contributions,” Alex. Agassiz in
his “Seaside Studies in Natural History,” and by Packard,
Verrill, Hyatt, Smith, Leidy, Clark, Stimpson, and others,
Whose essays are scattered through various periodicals.
It is impossible to keep pace with the advance of natural
science without reading the papers which are continually
being read before and published by scientific societies and
institutions. The proceedings of the Boston Society of
Natural History, the Academies of Science in Now York,
Philadelphia, and San Francisco, the Smithsonian Institute,
and the Government Surveys, particularly Hr. Hayden’s,
are specially rich in tlie^e publications, and most of the
papers are issued in pamphlet form by the authors, making
them accessible separately. It is also an extremely useful
thing to keep an orderly and indexed scrap-book—if you
do not put too much faith ia your clippings before you
(have verified them.
—Many rookeries or breeding colonies of rooks still ex¬
ist in various parts of London.

ANIMALS

OF

CONNECTICUT.

Lyncus rvfus. Bay lynx; wild cat. Not common. A
few yet remain in the larger tracts of woods in the north¬
ern and western portions of this State, but are seldom
seen except in the spring, when they occasionally approach
the farm houses in quest of young lambs.
Procyon lotor. Raccoon. Common in eveiy part of the
State, but especially in the northern and western parts,
Vulpes fulvus. Red fox. Common. This species has
been steadily increasing in numbers for tbe last three or
four years. In the summer of 1868 a black fox (V. flitmus
var. argentabus) was caught alive in the western part of
Now Haven county. The owner kept it alive for several
weeks.
Mephitis nanus. Skunk. Altogether too common!
Putorius lutreota. Mink. The trappers have nearly ex¬
terminated this beautiful animal. A few yet remain.
[Mink bred near Norwich in 1878.—Ed.]
Mustela noveboraeenm. Ermine. This species is some¬
times taken here in winter in the traps set for mink or
skunks. It is probably a resident throughout the year, but
is never common.
Mustela pnsilla. Weasel. Common. This little fellow
is more frequently found in the neighborUood of farm
houses than in the unsettled districts.
Lutra canadensis. Otter; very tare. One is occasion-'
ally taken in the vicinity of the Connecticut or Housatonic
Rivers; seldom occurs elsewhere.
Arclomys monax. Woodchuck. Very abundant in some
districts; but as this species is easily* exte rminated it is
seldom found iu the immediate vicinity of lav ge towns.
Lepus sylvaticus. Rabbits. Common.
Fiberzibethicus. Musquash; muskrat. Abundant wher¬
ever it is not molested by trappers, especially in tho salt
marshes.
Sciurus carolinensis. Gray squirrel. Common in some
localities. This handsome fellow would be frequently seen
everywhere were he not heid in such high esteem for the
table.
Sciurus hudsoniU8. Red squirrel. Yery common.
Tamias striatus. Chipmunk; striped squirrel; ground
squirrel. Abundant in some localities, rare in others.
PUromys volucelta.
Plying squirrel- Abundant; but
little seen ou account of its nocturnal babils. This curious
squirrel prefers a woodpecker’s hole for its retreat during
the day, but will sometimes take possession of Ihe nest of
the red or gray squirrel. I am assured, however, that it
does build a nest of its own.
Mus ratius. Black rat. Common in the cities and towns,
especially In the vicinity of sewers, where it outnumbers
the brown rat.
Mus decumanus. Brown rat; Norway rat. Very abund¬
ant in granaries and barns in tbe country. This rat is fre¬
quently taken along the banks of streams in the traps set
lor muskrats, and is the first to find its way into houses
erected in thinly settled districts. It is common also in the
cities, butseems to prefer the country.
Mus musculus. Common house mouse. Very numerous.
Hesperomys leucopus.
White-footed mouse. Common
where cedars are abundant, in which tree it especially de¬
lights to build its uest. Tile further list of mice, shrews,
etc., I must leave incomplete at present.
Condyiura cristata. Star-nosed mole. Not very common.
Scalops aquutieus. Common mole. Very abundant, es¬
pecially in the vicinity of gardens, where ittind9 an abund¬
ance of earth worms, oE which it seems particularly fond.
Vespertilio subulatus. Brown bat. Very common.
Phoca mtulina. Seal. A winter visilaut only. Occa¬
sionally makes its appearance at different points along the
sea coast, but is not at all regular.
Robert T. Morris.
BIRDS

OF

LOWER

MICHIGAN.

BY A. B. COVERT, OF ANN ARBOR, MICH.

{Continued froth Page 163.)
FAMILY FRINGILLIDA5.

■ Pinicola enueieator.
Pine grosbeak. A rare visitor
from tbe north. It was common during tho winter of
1874, and the spring of 1875.
. Carpodacus purpureus. Purple finch. Common in mi¬
grations, arriving in the spring about the 30lh of April,
and passing here, going south, in September.
. Curvirostra leucoptera. White-winged crossbill. Some¬
times common in winter.
Curmrostra americana. Red crossbill. Very rare.
. Ghrysomitris tristis. Goldfinch; yellow-bird. Common
and resident, breeding about July 5th.
Plcctrophanes nivalis. Snow bunting; snowflake. An ir¬
regular winter visitor.
, Pleeirophan.es lapponicus.
Lapland longspur. A very
rare winter visitor.
J Passercuhts savanna. Savanna sparrow. Not common.
Chiefly a spring visitor, arriving about April ISth. I have
never known it to breed here. It departs southward the
last of September.
. Pooccetes gramineus. Grass finch or bay-win gad bunting.
Very common, arriving by the 1st of April, breeding by
May 1st, and rearing two broods in tbe season. It departs
for tbe south about the middle of October,
v Ootumiwiuspasserinus. Yellow-winged sparrow. Very
rate, a few arriving by the middle of April. I have never
known the nest to have been taken in this locality, but the
bird has been shot during the breeding season.
Melospiza palustris. Swamp sparrow. This sparrow is
common in suitable localities, where it is first seen about
April 1st. It breeds about the 1st of June, aud departs
southward by the last of September.
. Melospiza melodia. Song sparrow. Very common, ar¬
riving from March 1st to 20lh. It first breeds by the 20lLi
of April, and rears two or three broods in the season. By
the 15th of October all have gone southward.
Junco hycmalis. Suow-bira. Seen from September to
May, breeding in the northern portion of the State.
Spizella montivola. Tree sparrow, Rare winter visitor.
Spizella socialis. Chipping sparrow. Common, arriving

about the middle of March, breeding by May 20th, and
rearing two broods in the season. All have gone south by
the last of September.
Spieella pusilla. Field sparrow.
Abundant, arriving
April 1st. It breeds by May 20th, and departs southward
in September.
' ZoTtcilriehia albicollis.
White-throated sparrow.
Com¬
mon in migrations, arriving about May 1st. It remains
ten days, and then passes on to the north to breed, return¬
ing in its southern migration in September.
Zonotrichia leucophrys. White-crowned sparrow. Com¬
mon Willi the preceding. They sometimes remain and
breed, one of their nests having been taken May 23d, 1871.
. Chondestes grammaca. Lark finch. An accidental strag¬
gler from the west. One specimen wns taken May 10th,
in company with white-crowned sparrows.
) -Pyrgita domestica. English sparrow. This bird is be¬
coming very abundant. It is resident, hut they have made
uo nests as yet.
■ Passerella iliaea. Fox sparrow. Common during mi¬
grations, arriving here by May 10th, and passing quickly to
the north. It reaches here in its fall migration about, tbe
last of September.
■ Goniaphea ludoviciana. Rose-breasted grosbeak. This
beautiful bird is a very common summer visitor, arriving
about May 10th. It breeds about June 10th, and departs
southward in the middle of September.
/ Oyanospiza eyanea.
Indigo-bird.
Common, arriving
about May 1st. Breeds about June 1st, and has gonesouth
by tlie last of September.
Ptpilo crythropthahuus. Towbee bunting orchcwink, A
common summer visitor, arriving by March 20th,
It
breeds about May 15th, and rears two broods in the season.
I think this bird sometimes remains ail winter, as I have
taken them in January, in a largo swamp three miles south
of this place, but it usually disappears by October 10l.h.
[Tu be continued.]
At Home with the Birds.—There seems to be one or¬
nithologist at least who is content to let the professors dig
out classifications, and who loves to watch the birds at
home. We refer to Thomas Gentry, Volume I of whose
“Life Histories of Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania” has re¬
cently been published. For six years he has been closely
observing, in the field and in bis studio, examining hun¬
dreds of nests and dissecting hundreds of stomachs.
Many well-known habits are purposely repentod, because
of the value of iterated testimony to uniformity or e.hauge
in habits of birds. But very many facts are herein pub¬
lished for the first time( besides corroborations of import¬
ant statements by Audubon and Wilson, which bad been
lost sight of. This new information is embraeed under the
following heads, which may be suggestive to those who
cannot get the book. 1, Bcscriptious of nests which
show marked deviations from normal structures, and the
probable causes of the variations. 2. Nhlifieation, pe¬
riods of, and whether performed by the male aud female
separately or conjointly. 3. Buralion of nest building
and oviposilion, and whether the eggs are laid on succes¬
sive or alternate days. 4. Age of the young on quilting
tbe nest, and the further time which elapses before they
are fitted for self-maintenance. 5. Character of the sexes
both before and after incubation, particularly tbe male.
6. Insects, seeds, and berries which constitute their bill
of fare. Mr. Gentry’s notes ate copious, and his style
pleasant. His eyes are open to all the little facts and cu¬
rious peculiarities of his different subjects, and nothing
is so trivial that he doe3 not value it lor some hidden sig¬
nificance. His comments upon the architecture of birds,
and his minute lists of their fare, are especially new, val¬
uable, and interesting. It is rare that a book with a so
thoroughly out-of-doors odor comes to us, and we predict
for it :f cordial welcome. It is greatly to be regretted that
the printing is very bad, and the proof-reading worse.
TUe preseul volume contains 400 pages, ending with i he
grakles, anil the author promises the remainder very soon,
ft is published and for sale by tbe author at 55 Sharpnack
street, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. Price §2.
—The second week in April was very cold and stormy
throughout Great Britain, with much snow. Many of the
migratory birds had arrived, aud they suffered greatly.
The swallows and martins were so exhausted by cold and
lack of food that they could hardly fly, and might have
been killed by tbe dozen. Several were seen floating upon
ponds in tbe morning at one place, which indicates that a
great number must have succumbed to tlie inclemency of
tbe weather. Gulls have been seen in great numbers many
miles from the sea. Wall fruit and pear trees suffered
much, nnd raspberries, aud -in some places potaloes, were
completely cut up.
—The toad, almost universally despised and upbraided
for his ugliness, is yet a useful, good-natured, quiet fellow,
who recognizes his friends and those who are kind to him.
Like the Bparrow the toad has been considered a nuisance,
and in some sections has been exterminated; but tbe ex¬
terminators have been only too glad afterwards to get him
buck by the expenditure of large sums of money. So use¬
ful are toads in gardeus that they are sold in France by
the dozen, for tlie purpose of stocking gardens to free
them from many injurious insects. The toad lives almost
entirely on winged insects, and never does harm to plants.
—In reference to a paragraph ou “Man-ei^ing Sh arks,”
printed a few weeks ago, an account in Land and Water of
an accident to a man on the Australian coast will be of in¬
terest. This man swam out into deep water where a shark
seized him by the thigh, and tore him so much that, al¬
though rescued williout loss of time, lie died shortly after.
The shark is said to have been about fifteen feet long, and
tried to seize hold of the person who rescued the lad, al¬
though on horseback.
—The English journals have lately given nccounts ot
several female dogs aud cals having voluntarily taken lo
nursing broods of ducklings ami young chickens which
had been deserted by their mothers, or were orphans, and
showing the greatest solicitude for their welfare.
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—At a recent meeting of the London Zoological Society,
H. E. Dresser exhibited a hybrid between the black and
hazel groase4
BIRD

ARRIVALS

ON

THE

HARLEM.

West Tabus, N. Y., April fitlfc 1876.
Editor Forest and Streak:—
I inclose a list of the arrivals of birds which I observed in this "vicin¬
ity dating the spring of 1875. Although across the Harlem Hirer, this
town is now included in the limits of New York city, My notes were as
follows:— Mutch SOIL, Pewee (Sayoruis fuscus)\ April 8th, swamp
sparrow; April 19t.li, yellow red-poll (Diadrceox palmaruitt)( April 22<1,
lionso wren; April 2othf white-bellied swallow; April 27th, brown
thrasher and chowink; April 3i)th, haru swallow;May 1st, yellow-rumped
warbler; May 3d, whippoorwill; Miy Oih, solitary vfruo; May fith, least
pewee, cat-bird and yellow warbler; May 7th, blue yellow-backed war¬
bler, honse wren, and redstart: May 9th, yellow-breasted chat; May 10th,
woodtbrnsh, blue-winged yellow warbler, chestnut sided warbler, chip¬
ping sparrow, Baltimore oriole, king-birds and chimney swallows; May
11th, hamming bird; May 13th, green black-capped, black-poll, Black¬
burnian and Capo May warblers; May 14th, hooded warbler; May 15th,
pralrte warbler; May Kith, scarlet tauager; May 22d, bay-breasted and
Tennessee warblers.
I have also observed here a mourning warbler (May 25th, 1872), a Con¬
necticut warbler (September 14th, 1874), a Nashville warbler (May J3f.Ii,
1874), and a worm-eating warbler (May 14th, 187-3).
Win Timor <L Stevens.
AnteijOfk in Maine.—M. A. Clark, Esq., of Danville
Junction, Me., who has a hue piivate collection of ani¬
mals, writes us under date of April 22d:—
“I have .iii8t received from the Colorado plains a pair of anlelopes
(male and female) two years old this spring, and they sire ns tame as
a cosset lamb, and to my surprise the buck is in. full horn, as 1 always
supposed they dropped their horns in winter same as deer. 1 find by
placing them beside my young door of the same age, that the antelopes
are a little the largest, but their legs are smaller and more delicate than
those of the deer. I am also just in receipt of a tsrrne beaver from
Three Rivers, Province of Quebec, and it is a curious sight to see him
taking Ids breakfast from a birch club.”
Recent AuuivAt.3 at the Philadelphia Zoological^auden.—One
young alligator, (Alligator mississi/fpiensis).
Presented by William
Trimble, Jr.T Philadelphia. One brown thrush, (Harporhynchus rufus).
Presented by Jos. F. Vogels, Camden, N. J. One brown thrush, (H. rufus);
one white-throated sparrowr. (Zoru>tric/iia alMcotlis).
Presented by
Louis Snyder, Philadelphia. One black iguana, (Melopocem cornu tus.)
Purchased. Two pig-tall monkeys (Macacus ncincstvinu.'), Purchased.
Three inncaqnc; monkeys, (M. cynomolgus). Purchased. One rhesus mon¬
key, (Af. mjthmeu$), Purchased. One entcJlus raoDfecy, (Semnojdth-ecus
entelhis?). Purchased. One young alligator, (Alligator misstmppwms).
Presented by Jas. W. M. Cardoza, Philadelphia. One black snake,
(Bascanion constrictor). Presented by Peter Snyder, Ccntrcbridge, Pa.
One garter snake, (Eulainicc strtalte)* Presented by Win. T. Wiegand,
Philadelphia, Three Canada geese, (Oernicict canadensis). Presented by
Amos R. Little, Philadelphia. Two gray squirrels, (Sciurus cinereus).
Presented by Mrs. E. M. Wright, Philadelphia. Two brant geese, (Bernicla bimta); one Canada goose, (B. cunudensis). Presented by D. R.
Sandy, West Creek, Ocean Co., N. J.
Regent Arrivals at the Centennial Aquaria.—Five thoasaud
gallons or sea water. Presented by the Camden and Atlantic Railroad.
One spotted tortoise* (Etnys guttata). Presented by Milton P. Peirce,
Wcnonab, N. J. Pour graylings, (Thymatis tricolor), Michigan. Pre¬
sented by J. M. Collection of water-breeding insects of New York.
Presented by Sarah J. McBride, Mumford, N. Y. Five rock bass, (Cereto'urchU8 anew). Two sun-fish, (Pomolrs vulgaris). Three suckerB,
(Catostomus communis). One black sticker, (C. nigricans). One(?) (Percopsis guttata). Three yellow perch, (Perea Jiavesccns). One
roach, (Stttbe chrysoleucas). Three ,cat-fish, (Iimelocluz catUS), habitat
New York. Presented by W. M, Locke, Honeoye Falls, N. Y. One
stand of Coste Hatching trays, and pr.e hatching-box. Presented by
Mrs. J. H. Slack, Bloomsbury, N. J. Fred Mather, Superintendent.
Recent Arrivals at tub Central Park Menagerie.—One
long-tailed duck, (J/urdda glacialis)^ captured In Hudson River. Pre_
sented by Master Lee Clark. One mink, (Pulorious vision). Presented
by Mr. L. Titus. One Carolina parrot, CConurus cawlimnsu). Re.
ceived in exchange, Four prairie wolves, (Canie latrans). Bred in the
menagerie.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
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FISH

IN

SEASON

Trout, Sulmo fmlinalis.
Salmon, Satmo nature
Salmon Trout, Salino conjinis.

IN MAY.

Shad, Alosa.
Land-locked Salmon, Batono Closet i.

For list of seasonable trout Hies for May sec our Issue of April 27tk.

Fisn in Market.—The supply of fish on the slab3 dur¬
ing the past week has been unusually liberal, and prices
correspondingly low. A large haul of remarkably fine
mackerel has been Inade just south of Sandy Hook, and
the fish retail at from 10c. to 30c. each. Striped bass are
worth 18c. per pound; smelts, I5e.; fresh Kennebec sal¬
mon, 85c.; California, do., 80c.; shad are in fair supply,
'Southern fish bringing 35c.; North Rivers, 40c., and Connegtieut do. 50c. each; weakfish have appeared at the east
end of Long Island, and sell for 12e. per pound; white
perch, 15c.; Spanish mackerel, 50e.; green turtle, 20c,;
terrapin, $12 per dozen; frost fish, 8c. per pound; halibut,
15c.; haddock, 8c.; kingfisb, 25c.; codfish, So.; hlackfish,
15c.; flounders, 10c.; porgies, 10c.; sea bass, 20c.; eels,
18c.; lobsters, '10c.; sbeepshead, 85c.; scollops, $1 per
gallon; soft clams EOc. to 00e. per 100; white fish, 18c. per
pound; brook trout from Canada, 50c., Long Island do.,
$1; hard shell crabs, $3.60 per 100; soft do., $2 per dozen;
pompano, 25c. per pound.
Tbe reduction in tills last
named delicious fish, from its usual price of $1, is the most
marked feature in the market.
—Some striped bass of fair size have beeu taken near
Kingsliridge. The fish find their way from the Hudson
through Spuyten Duyvil Creek and Harlem liiver to Long
Island Sound.
— Seth Green has been appointed a judge of oysters at
thp Centennial Exhibition.

By Lake and River: Francis Franeis, Field .Office, 846
Strand, London.
No title could be more suggestive or appropriate to the
contents of the charming volume which has beguiled for us
so many pleasant hours within the past twelve months.
For years the essays and memorabilia of the veteran editor of
the London Field have enriched the Angling Department
of that valuable journal, to the exclusion of all but its
favored readers; and therefore when the spirit moved him
a little better than a year ago, to gather some of his life ex¬
periences and publish them in a book, we fain must bless
the prompting of the impulse. No author has told us half
so much of what nmybeseeu and done in the streams of
England and the loeltB and burns of Scotland; and he does
not imparl, or attempt to impart this information by a stiff
treatise or disquisition; he simply starts out with his rod
and creel at the beginning, and goes a-fishing! He travels
from stream to stream, and from one preserve to an¬
other, rambling on over a long stretch of country—from
Morpeth to the Cheviot Hills and to Solway Firth—chat¬
ting as he goes, sometimes to the reader and sometimes to
himself, telling what he sees on the road, and what by the
lake and river, just jotting down a few marginal notes, as it
were, with hints and suggestions, find hits of advice. Noth¬
ing escapes his attention or comment, and we have only to
follow him (as a gillie, if it pleases,) and give heed when
he soliloquizes, to learu all that need be of the fea¬
tures of the country and the peculiarities of the people;
how they talk and what they wear; of their ruins, legends,
dialects, and pastimes; of the game to be found on the
mountains and moors, and the fish that are found in the
rivers; and the modes of capturing each and all of them.
And most entertaining it is lo listen I There is no need to
question; all is told before the asking. The author is voluable and only stops between breaths to toss in a fly, or to
refresh himself by a pull at the qualified water of the Dee
or the Tweed, which he carries handy in his waist-coat
pocket, All who care to know anything of the out-door
attractions of the United Kingdom, and especially those
who hope at any future time to test the quality of its heath¬
ers and streams, should obtain a copy of this hook. The
instruction it imparts is beyond estimate and indispensable.
One cannot hut mark the elasticity of this old angler’s
step, and the vigor and exhilaration which the freedom of
vacation and the pure mountain air scorn to impart to both
body and mind. His buoyancy seems to float in the air;
he scarcely touches the sward under his feet. There is
beauty and joy in all he sees and hears, and inspiration in
the blue sky, the carols of the birds and the whisper of the
winds. We catch something of his blithesomeness as we
con over the parentheses between acts. Nothing seems to
mar his enjoyment; neither bad luck nor stormy weather
discourage him. The rivers may be loo full, or may be
clogged with drifl and scum; mishaps may occur; the
awkardness of his gillie may lose him a heavy fish, or some
other angler may have precedence on a favorite water; he
recks not, but passes on to other scenes, whistling as he
goes, and pencilling his memoranda in his diary. We can¬
not but envy the good fortune of the man who chances to
he his companion. In one instance, after several unfavor¬
able days, and disappointed at last with the meagre result
of ten wee trout that “might, with a penny piece or two,
weigh three pounds;" we find him en route from Aherfoyle
to Loch Chon, jaunting along the highway, with the past
all forgotten, and absorbed by the beauties of the surround¬
ing country.
“What a delicious bit of scenery it is!" he exclaims.
“Lake upon lake, pool, brawling burn and waterfall,
mountain and fell, rocks, ferns, heather, fitful cloud ami
waving wood,—it is just like fairy-laud. One seems to
want to liefiown in tbe heather with a cigar and gaze on
it all day without moving; to listen to the waterfall, and to
skylark and mavis, curlew and grouse cock, and drink in
all sorts of heavenly and earthly sounds and scenes in ex¬
quisite and healthy laziness, ia perfect abandon to the bliss
of complete rest of miud and body; to re-mstil into one’s
faculties some of that essence of nature which is gradually
worn away in the daily friction of the world. Oh! ye toilers
and moilers among men—oh! ye paterlamillases, whose
wearying struggle it is to keep up with the world and the
insane requirements of society, who race with bankruptcy
and paralysis and get beaten on the post—don’t take your
families to the seaside, don’t be cheated by hags and de¬
voured by bugs, and humbugged by conventionality
into the belief that you have enjoyed yourselves when
you know you have beeu miserable and devoured of
ennui, but if women will go there, send them, and come
here yourselves for a season. So shall you have rest for
your souls, and fortify yourselves with powers of endur¬
ance against the shocks of business and the agonies of MisGrundy in the future."
Contentment and good temper, with a disposition to ac¬
cept the adverse with the sweet, are requisites indispensa¬
ble to the compieto enjoyment of a summer’s vacation and
a full recuperation of weakened energies. He who grum¬
bles at weather and mischances is not fit to he included in
tire brotherhood of sportsmen.
Our veteran augler does not despise worm-fishing, which
he maintains, “in very low and clear water requires a good
deal of skill.” He says:
“It is a kind of fishing I am rather, fond of, rambling
along amongst the hills from wee poolie lo wee poolto,
with mimic casaades and streams such as you might almost
make with a good-sized ewer; Keeping carefully out of
sight, and castiug the' worm neatly into these spots, and
pulling out the spotted yellow-jackets from every likely
hole, and that to an extent astonishing to the uninitiated;
wandering on, never lied to one place for more than a few
minutes, calling on nature without notice, and finding her
most charming when not adorned or interfered with by art.
It is the dolce far niente of trout-fishing, for there is uo
bother about fires and tackle; a yard of gut—you can’t
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lose it—and a couple of books is all your stock. There
runs a little darkling stream under that hole in the over¬
hanging bank or rock. You kuow that if you cast your
worm neatly and properly into that stream, and guide it
clear of those stones (just where the lady-fern and blechnum grow so luxuriantly almost in the stream.) yon will
catch a trout of half a pound or less to a dead certainty.
Suppose yon make a bungling cast—no matter—cast again;
tlie only cast which is useless is that which docs not permit
him to see the worm, or which does permit him to see you.
Barring these two contingencies, you may cast for a week;
and the odds are a hundred to one that he takes your worm
as soon as he sees it. And then the walking—save the
brisk walk home with the heavy creel at night—what is it
but a’delightful lazy saunter from brae to brae, and cast to
cast! Then, too, you lunch on a hard egg auda biscuit,
as only a fisherman can, and after that lie down on your
back in tbe heather, fern, or wild thyme, or all together,
looking up at the ever-shifting canopy above; aud you
smoke yout tobacco as though it were worth a guinea an
ounce, while the laverock sings to you "Lirra la, lirra la,
ia, la, he hu, lie liu,” higher and liigheT, till you lose him
in the clouds. The monotonous note of the corncrake, loo,
comes drowsily up from the lowlands, and the bees hum a
mid-day lullaby; tbe brooklet murmurs softly peace aud
fortgetfulness; the very "louping of the trouts” iu the lit¬
tle ruby colored pool below the linu yonder makes itself
heard through all, connecting itself in a wavering, indis¬
tinct and dreamy manner somehow with something you
have in hand—you arc fast forgetting what."
No doubt, the chief delight of angling is derived from
its associations. We could not bring ourselves to a full
day’s work with the Tod without cloying of the sport.
We wish we possessed the faculty of so epitomizing all
the information which this delightful hook contains, that
we might present it to the reader within our limited space,
or reflect it as by a camera obscura. We can say only, in
brief, that Hie conditions that apply to angling in Great
Britain are quite different from those of America. Tlte
streams are unlike, whilo the fish and the methods of fish¬
ing measurably differ. The expense of fishing, too, is
very considerable, and the restrictions are not always pleas¬
ant, as the angler who fishes a preserve is constantly uuder
the surveillance of the keeper, and exposed to his offici¬
ous criticisms and attempted advioe.
The burns, or mountain trout streams, rise and fall sud¬
denly after a rain in the most perplexing manner. Though
the best fishing is really afforded after a flush of ruin, the
water changes several times a day. It may be bright and
lowt red and roily by turns, according as the drainings
sweep down from the hills; and the angler must provide
himself liberally with an assortment of worms, flies, and
minnows, to suit the conditions. Quick-sands often sur¬
prise the wader, who is moreover constantly perplexed by
weirs and dams, refuse, scum, and sheep-washings. The
weather is capricious, even in July, and showers are too
frequent to he pleasant. Midges, we find, are just as
troublesome there as here; but we discover no allusion to
the festive mosquito. Yenomous snakes are scarce, which
is a comfort to the timid to know. The trout in many lo¬
calities are small, averaging not more than seven to the
pound.
In the salmon streams one finds a greater variety of fish
than iu America, a fact which may or may not add to the
pleasure of his fishing, according to his temperament.
There arc pike, salmon, grilse, bull trout and brown trout,
sea trout, bass, etc., and one is as liable to strike one of
these as the other." We find, therefore, that the rod in
general use is heavier than here; yet, while Iwo-hauded
rods are much in vogue, the tackle and flies are of the finest
description, and to take a good mess of fish is a creditable
performance. The day after a flood the fish will hardly
rise at all. Decidedly different patterns are required for
different waters, both for salmon aud trout. In chapters 9
and 13 will be found some valuable information in this
respect. Wading, casting from the bank and from a boat
is practised, according to the necessities of the case.
Great use is made of worms aud minnows, the latter both
live and artificial. Mr. Francis says that when these are
preserved by salting, they answer fully as well as when
fresh, if not even better. ' They may he kept for weeks
until they resemble dried caplins, but fill out almost as
well as ever, when thoroughly wet. As anglers are often
put to it concerning the obtaining and carrying of minnows,
this information is worth acting upon.
A good deal of information relative to the dog and gun
and the game of the country is scattered throughout this
hook, and when one has finished its perusal and closed the
covers, he feels that the author lias given him more than
an equivalent for his money, and that he has learned as
much about many other things as about those to be found
beside “Lake and River."
—There was a fly-casting contest recently, in which four
members of the Lake City, Minnesota, Sportsmans Club
participated with the following score:—Geo. Lemloy, 58
feet; Gen. Israel Garrard, 50 feet; Dr. D. C. Estes, 50
feet; Wm. Morris, 47 feet. The prize was a water-proof
fishing jacket presented by W. H. Holabird, of Indiana.
Out. of fifty members of the club only four came to the
scratch, which indicates that angling is below par among
them, or that modesty has become epidemic iu their Tanks.
Mr. Lemly, the victor, is one of the best fly casters known.
At the next tournament the clubs throughout the State are
to be invited for a split bamboo rod made by Dr. Estes.
—William H. James, the manufacturer, at 338 and 340
Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, has sent ns some beautiful gold
aud nickel plated trolling spoons of the “kidney" pattern,
which show great care and nice workmanship in their
construction. Mr. James is also the inventor and manu¬
facturer pf tbp new improved patent revolving blue fish
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squids, which lie thiflks are. just what arc needed for
cavalli and redfish in Florida waters, as suggested hy our
correspondent “A1 Fresco.” We have not seen Ihe squid,
and canuot judge of it, but would advise sending one to
Ur. C. J. Kenworthy, of Jacksonville, if the inventor is
really convinced of its success.
Lone. Island.—Sot/Harbor, Maylth,—The bunker Asking
" opens in this bay, Peconic, very successfully. Thousand
are caught daily. One fishing parly caught 100,000 in one
dny last week. The pounds are talcing thorn in great num¬
bers, hut unfortunately these pounds, with which these
shores are lined, catch up all Ihe “good fish” besides, such
as blue fish, weak fish, black fish and bass, and leave very
little to be glesned up hy the rod and line.
J. McLkllan.
A
Massachusetts. —New Bedford, May 5th, '76.—During
the past week the fishermen have been setting their
“pounds, traps, etc.,” and'the plethora of spring fish is
just beginning. At present they catch plenty of lautog,
perch, flounders, torn cod, some mackerel and a few scup
(porgies in New York), but a curious feature is that the
traps in this vicinity are filled with dog fish, which have
made their appearance uuusually curly on the shores. Some
of Ihe fishermen fear that thescups have “gone hy” during
the late cold weather.
Concha.
'%

New Jersey—Kinsey's Ashley Mouse, Barnegat Inlet,
May bih.—Flounders have been very plentiful for the past
month, 50 per boat being not an uuusual catch. Black
fish—a few small ones have been taken from the stone
piles. Weak fish have put in. their appearance. Not tak¬
ing the hook yet. Only the gillers are catching them.
From the past winter being so mild old fishermen predict
an early appearance of blue fish. For the benefit of your
readers, wfio enjoy that sport, 1 send you the first catches
for the past five years, 1875, May 31st, hy E. W. Miller, of
New York, 1 bhiefisk. 1874, May 28lh, by Willie S.
Kinsey, 71. 1873, May 18th, Noah D. Taylor and John C.
Bailey, of Jersey City, 96 bluefish.
1873, May 20th,
J. M?Atwater & Go., Cranford, N. J., 3 barrels. 1871, May
36th, C. Parker, 48. Last year only one was caught on
May 31st. On the day following as high as 70 per boat
were taken.
B.

^ Pennsylvania,—Harrisburg, May 8$.—Shad catching
has commenced in the lower Susquehanna, at Columbia and
oilier points south, below the dam, where the finest speci¬
mens of fish are now being caught. Above the Columbia,
so far as heard from, not u tisli lias yet been taken. One
or two hauls were made, Saturday evening, two miles north
of this city, but uot a shad was to be seen. TkeJiskermen
here are of the opinion that the money expended oti the
fish-ways at the Columbia Dam, bits all been thrown away
and censure the fish Commissioners roundly fur it .
Few brook trout, compared with oilier years, havp been
captured iu the mountain streams wilhiu a radius of 50
miles from the city this season.
Audubon.
SS/ihgjnia.—Leesburg, May 3d.—A few bass were taken
with minnows on Goose Creek last Saturday hy myself and
friend, above and below the rapids, but none with fly.
The largest weighed a , pound and a half. We saw no
signs of spawners or spawning. The river in places near
the rocks is filled with little fry too small to scoop up.
T. W.
Movements of ttib Fishing Fleet.—There have been
26 arrivals of the cod and halibut fleet the past week, 6
from the Banks and 20 from Georges. The receipts have
been 560,000 pounds Georges cod, 04,000 pounds Georges
halibut, and 450,000 Bank halibut. Sales of halibut at 4-4
and 24 for white and gray. Round fish, $1.75. The shore
fleet have had a light catch. Sales of codfish at $1.75, and
haddock for $1 per hundred weight. There is a demand
for Western Bank kenck cured fish at $5 per qtl., at which
price 1,500 qtls. have been sold, and 5,000 more would be
taken if the demnnd could be supplied. They are wanted
for the Halifax market.—(Jape Ann Advertiser, May 5th,
—The season is now at hand when the white perch,
tempted hy the warm sunshine and the temperate air,
leaves his cold winter retreat in the deep water at the
mouths of the numerous rivers and creeks on the Atlantic
coast, and ascends the streams in search of suitable food,
and to select appropriate places to spawn. No fish of its
_ giae affords the angler better sport, and but few are equal
to it as an article of food. Like the shad, the white perch
should be eaten within a few hours after it leaves the wa¬
ter, as it rapidly loses its delicate flavor, particularly in
warm weather. During May and June all of the streams
emptying into the Delaware on the Jersey side afford the
angler very fair perch fishing.—Germantown Telegraph,
May ‘id.
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then wound up. We waited, and watched, for twenty minutes, and the
performance was repeated five or six times, the catch amounting to three
or four fish at each dip. When fish were caught, they were icmoved by
a lauding not and placed in a box kept in the river. When enough are
caught they are packed in barrels, then shipped, principally to Buffalo
and London, (Ontario).
We saw all that was possible at Sturgeon Bar, and were presented
with six of the largest fish. We mounted the banks of the Thames,
(here very steep) and drove to Cashmere, a mile up tho river, Where the
principal fishing is done. Wc again saw the seine at work, this net much
larger aud deeper than that at the Bar. The fishermen complained of
the poor lnck of the past night, as the fish, they said, were not running.
We persuaded them to try once more for our benefit and they kindly
agreed to make the attempt. The net being placed in the punt, avvuy
they went for 100 yards or so from the mill-dam, which is the first dam
on the Thames. They palled out into the middle of the stream, which
was running very fast, (hard work it was) paid out the net In the way
before mentioned, and reached the bank fifty yards down: the two ends
being brought together, the work of dragging in began. The result was
a sight to delight their eyeB and hearts, pickerel and mullet jumping
about In dozens; even the old gentleman who owned the net quit curs¬
ing (a habit he has) for ten minutes, till the counting was over. The
catch numbered 220, of from one to eight pounds each. This was well
worth viewing aud amply repaid us for our trouble. We returned to
Bothwell, got on board the 11:55 express for London, reaching that city
ai 1:45 P.M.
Jambs S. Niven, M. D.
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(Phe fennel.
THE

KENNEL

REGISTER.

A very iuleresliug feature of the late Bpriugfield Bench
Bhow was the presence there of our Kennel Register, and
many sportsmen availed themselves of the opportunity of
registering the pedigrees of their dogs on the spot. Our
list comprises, since it was last published aud for the week
ending Tuesday, May 9th, the following high bred ani¬
mals:—
POINTERS.
BETTERS.
Mr. CUas. F- Bancroft’s Guy and Mr. F. S. Davenport’s Don.
Mr. F. Hone, Jr.'s Hex.
Hess.
Mr. F. Stevenson's Phil.
Mr. Max Wenzel's Jack.
Mr. W. M. Williams’ Quaker.
Mr. E. J. Robtiins’ Vic and Flirt,
Mr. F. SelluclltlldL’s Tom II mid
Mr. A. Hart's FbneS.
Mr. W. U. Balcoin's Peg and Trim.
Air. Wnt. Jarvis' Shamrock.
Mr, J. A. Lukin's Ned.
Mr. Obcd Finch's Feathirs.
Mr. Charles Allen's Grip.
Mr. H. B. Voudersmith’sDon.
Mr. W. J. Conover's Floss.
Mr. E. It. 1’omroy’s Flash.
Mr. J. Dwight Francis’ March,
Mr D, F, Worden’s Flora.
Mr. H. Ballard’s Raphael.
Mr. W. H. Gibbon’s Ben, Kate,
Flora, and Sukey.
I
Mr.E. H-NicolI.sBang.
|

Mr. Ethan Alltn lias engaged spaces ami numbers for
his entire kennel of well-known setters, and in our next
we shall doubtless print the names of’many well-known
Springfield dogs, whose owners, being members of the
Rod and Gun Club, were too much engaged with their of¬
ficial duties to hand them in at the time.

PICKEREL FISHING IN CANADA.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Leaving London by tho 6:20 A. M. train we reached Bothwell at 7:45,
a small town about thirty miles west, which was once the centre of the
oil region, but now ralleninto decay, as the oil has long since ceased to
flow. With a team we moved southward, taking with us the local Fish¬
ery Inspector and Mr. W. H. Effingham, (who is one of the licensed fish¬
ermen) as agnide. About two miloe drive throngh the bush, we came to
our liret halting place. Hitching oar horses to the remains of an old oil
derrick, we plunged through the snow drifts which in some places were
more than eight feet deep. At length we reached the River Thames, at a
point called Sturgeon 13ar,'aud were just in time to see the men at work
with both seines and dip-nets. The seines arc about thirty yards in
length and four feet wide with three-inch meshes, and require four or
live men to work them. The river at this point is about fifty yards
wide. The net is placed in the stern of a punt; one mim takes the oar
and pulls a trifle up stream, and when about ten yards from the shore the
net is paid out and the punt then takes a downward direction, and
reaches the strand about thirty yards from;the base of operations; then
the two men who are left in charge of tho shore cud of the net, (which is
secured by tsvo ropes of twenty yards in length) move downwards until
they meet the oilier fellows, who bring them their end of the net up.
The haul now commences, the reward of all this hard work being two
pickerel of two pounds each! This was the first attempt we witnessed.
Going up stream, wc sLoppvd to sec the dip-ncta at work. Tb esc nets
me rather an original invention. The net itself is about ten feet square,
and is bent on a hickory hoop, and suspended from a horse (not a four
legged one) consisting of three two inch hickory poles in Lhe shape of a
triangle, to the center of which is fastened a heavy stone, ana a rope
which runs through a block fixed on tho cud of a stout pole which pro¬
ject's over the river bank about fifteen feet. The rope passes through an¬
other pully at the shore eud of the pole, amt so down to a \vtndla68,
which is worked by one man. In fishing, the net is lowered as deeply
into tho water as possible, and allowed to remain a few raiuutes; it la
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102 Nassau Street, April 28th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I noticed in your last number but one an article on fly rods for black
bass. As I have fished for black bass with a fly rod for over twelve years,
I would like to be heard on the subject. Therod I have used for so long a
time was made by Judson, and is an ordinary 9-onnce trout fly rod; ash
butt, laucewood second joint aud tips, and with the exception of a new
tip now and then, is yet in good order. I have nsed the same rod for
brook trout and have killed several thousands with it. The black baas
were caught in different waters, including Greenwood and Canandaigua
Lakes aud the St. Lawrence River, and ran in weight from a few ounces
to four and a half pounds. I have often killed two at a time, weighing
together three pounds, and I ttiink it has been well tested. Judging
from this, I think nine ounces in weight plenty for such a rod, and I
know a gentleman who has fished with a fly for bass in tho St. Lawrence
for about sixteen years (averaging two months each year there) and bo
thinks an eight-ounce bamboo heavy enough. The great trouble is in
the maker of tho fly. Most of the flies tied for black bass fishing are
too heavy, and the hooks have too large a barb. It is impossible with a
light rod to cast aud fasten two or three of those flics; but such flies are
not necessary, and I have found by experience that a fly tied a little
lighter on a sproat hook, say No. 2, will cast better aud hook the fish
with mote certainty. I fished iu the St. Lawrence last summer, stop¬
ping at Clayton, and had fine sport and excellent quarters. 1 wonder
that there are not more visitors there.- The climate is very bracing, no
fly of any kind, and plenty of fish, and I am lold that later, in tire propi r
season, there is good shooting nearby. They have the most beautiful
boats there I have ever seen, and very comfortable.
_
YV. liOLBKIiTON.

BREAKING

W

PUPS.

E arc frequently applied to for information as how
old a setter or pointer pup should be whuu taken iu
hand to bo broken. For the benefit of those who are rais¬
ing young dogs, with a view of breaking them, let us say
that everything depends upon the physical condition of
the pup. With a good, strong courageous pup we have
generally commenced when they were four months old to
teach them to follow, to get over or through fences, aud to
come iu, and down charge when ordered, and to accustom
them to the report of the gun; and in order that a pup
should not be frightened at the report of the guu, great
care should be taken uot to fire a charge directly over him,
but take him to the field with a few light loads, which
should he fired, first two or three hundred yards away by a
companion, and then, if he is not alarmed, keep ai>proacliing, and firing, and nine times out of ten all danger of
making a pup gun shy is passed. It is an excellent plan to
take a young pup to where trap shooting is going on, but
keep him at a distance for a few shots, and then gradually
approach the shooting, so that he can see the effect of the
gun. We have frequently commenced shooting over pups
in the early autumn, when they were only five or six months
old, and by the end of the season, when they were seven
or eight mouths old, had them right well broken. Great
care, however, should be taken not to work a pup of that
age too hard, as long, hard work would' be calculated to

make them slow dogs. If game is very plenty, such a pup
may be safely worked a full day, for tkeu the work is not
hard, but if game is scarce, half a day’s wotk is as much
as a pup under a year old should be giveu. Some are so
timid that but little progress cau be made in breaking them,
before they are a year or eyen eighteen months old.
—The Chicago IteUl is in error in stating that the third
prize in tho large pointer class, at IJie late Springfield
Bench Show, was awarded to Phil, Jr., over Mack. Phil
is only a puppy, six months old, and was judged with the
puppies, being beaten by Mr. Scl’uchnrds Ned by a score
of 88 points to 86. The error of our contemporary probably
arose from the fact of the judges’ cards uot indicating
whelhu' the corresponding dogs were puppies or not, and
Macks’ card being credited with only 85 points.
—At a meeting of the Philadelphia Sportsman’s Club on
May 3d, $200 was voted to be appropriated for the purchase
of prizes, to be given for the best setter of any breed over
one year old, and for the best pointer dog of any weight
over one year, exhibited at the Centennial Bench Show,
September 1st to 8th, 1876. The Philadelphia Spoilsman’s
Club cordially invite all breeders of fine pointers and set¬
ters as well as other sporting dogs, to be present with their
animals, as very many prizes will be offered by individuals
independent of the Centennial Commissioner’s awards,
which number in themselves 300 and over.
Dog Collars.—There is no portion of the kennel equip¬
ment to which more attention should he paid than the
dog’s collars. An ill-fitting collar is as uncomfortable to a
dog as a similar article of wearing apparel would be to
a man. A great error is also made in placing the plate for
the name hear the buckle. This should be in the exact
centre of the collar when it is buckled, the weight being
thereby more evenly*distributed, Messrs. Thomson &.Son,
No. 338 Broadway, in addition to them general sportsmen's
outfits, make an excellent dog collar wflich we cau recom¬
mend,

—Mr. J. W. Foster, of Leesburg, Va., writes tis that his
imporled field trial bitch Kirby, is on a visit to Mr. Luther
Adam's Rock.
Another Bench Snow.—In connection with Ihe annual
meeting of the New York Slate Sportsman’s Association
to he held at Geneseo on Ihe 23d, 34lh, and 30lh, Inst., will
he held a Bench Show of Dogs, Dr. N. Rowe acting as Su¬
perintendent, The prize list is as follows:—
Class 1.-Imported English setters or progeny or the same
For
best dog over one year old, Association cup; for second heat dog, diplo¬
ma For best bitch over one year old, Association's cop; lor second
best bitch, diploma. For best dug pup under one year. Association's
cup: for second best dog pup, diploma For best bitch pup under one
year. Association’s cap; for second best hitch pup, diploma.
Class 3.—Native English setters. Same as No 1.
Class 8.—Red, und red and white Irish sellers, (native and imported).
8 Class 4 —Biaclc and tan and black tan and while Gordons, (natives
and imported I. Same as No. 1.
Class S.—Pointers. Over 50 lbs., same Classes 1, a, a. and 4.
Class 6.—Pointers. Ot 50 lbs. and under, same as classes 1,3,3,4,
Class 7 —Cooker spaniels. For best dog. Association’s eup; for
second best, diploma. For best bitch, Association’s cup; for second
best, diploma.
......
.
, .. ,
.
Class 8.—Clumber spaniels. Tor best dog. Association’s cup; for
second best, diploma. For best bitch, Association's onp; for second
best, diploma.
_ .
.
.
Class S.—Irish water spaniels. For best dog. Association’s enp: four
second best, diploma. For best Mich, Association's cup; for second
best, diploma.
.
....
Class id.—Fox hounds. For best dog, Aasocisliou s eup; for second
best, diploma. For best bitch. Association’s cup; for second best, di^'class 11 —Stag bounds. For best dog, Association’s cup: for second
best, diploma. For best bitch, Association’s enp; for second best, dt^'class IS.—Newfoundlands. For best dog. Association’s cup: fot
second best, diploma. For best bitch, Association's cup; for second
^Class^IS.—Scotch terriers.
^Class 14.—Sky terriers.

For best dog, collar; for second best dtFor best dog, collar; for second best, di-

'''c’LABS 15.—Spitz dogs. For best dog, collar; for second best, diploma.
Class 10:-Shepherd dogs. For best dog, collar; for second best, diCHAMPION CLASS.
For the best setter dog or bitch of winners in class 1,3, 3, and 4.
Chicago Field Champion Cup, valued at $75,01). %

The

Entrance fee, $2. for each dog; certificates of entry and
all particulars can be obtained hy addressing Kidder, M.
Scott, Esq., Corresponding Secretary, New York State As¬
sociation for the Protection of Fish and Game, Geneseo,
New York. All entries of dogs sent byexpress must be
addressed N. Rowe, Superintendent of the Bench Show,
Gensseo, N. Y. The circular says:—
“Inasmuch as a great ma’ny gentlemen have intimated
their intention of visiting tiie show with the object of pur¬
chasing dogs, the opportunity for those who have dogs they
wish to sell will be unsiupassed. On the last day of the.
show, after the premiums have beeu awarded, any dogs
their owners may wish to sell, will bu sold by auction.” .
THE

CENTENNIAL

BENCH

SHOW.

Philadelphia, May 4th, !87B.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As the entTy hooks for dogs to he exhibited at the autumnal Bench
Show, September 15th, do not close until July lat, an estimate can be
made of the number of finely-bred animals that will be displayed on
that occasion. Already a great many owners of setters and pointers
have registered their dogs, and quite u lot of individual prizes have been
offered independent of the awards that will be made by the Commission.
The individual premiums are ad follows:—
The Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Club votB ®Mt0 to bo appropriated to
tbe purchase of two pieces of silver, one for the beat setter, of any
bleed, over one year old, and one for tbe best pointer.
Mr. John Kritler donatod a silver mounted whip for the best American
bred setter dog over one year old.
Capt. A. H. Clay gives a gold whistle for the third heat American bred
setter over one year old.
capt. Chats, i. Tucker offers a silver enp for tbe bust Cocker spaniel.
Mi F. itoau gives a silver cup for Ike best imported setter one year
old, aud a etlver collar to the best dachshund.

FOREST AND STREAM
Mr. c. S. Westcotfc donates a silver cap lor the bust pointer dogSOlbs.
or this,” all different until the wearied mind joins with the avcr-cHemior Upwards.
natud lover who erics
The FouE.iT a_Nd Stream have offered $bK) as a prize, bnt as yet. have
“Row happy I could be with either,
not mentioned for which class.
Wore the other dear charmer away.”
The Chicago Field give a silver cup for the best English or American
Now for the creme tit la creme of Vmdcx’s exordium—“the high-sound¬
bred dog or bitch over oue year old.
ing title and coirespondiug price, and name of the author are apt to de¬
Many other individual prizes, it la said, will bo offered, some Tor the
ceive those who are obliged to order it unseen, into a wrong estimate of
hound and terrier class, while the Centennial Commission have arrai gud
its real practical value as they did Vindex.”
the awards as follows to respective breeds: For dogs of two years and
Mr, Burges is abundantly vindexed from Lhc above aspersion by the
over*, dogs of one year and under two; ptipa*
fact, patent to all posted sportsmen, the body of his book was serially
A sweepstakes award will be made for the best dog or any breed dis¬
published ere the volume was bound, giving notice to all of Its excellent
played by a foreign exhibitor.
and standard embodiment, u manual, an ornament* and au annual gem.
A sweepstakes award will be made for the best home bred dog of any
breed.
Awards will be made to respective breeds, for bitches of two years and
ovor; bitches of one year and under two; bitch pups.
A sweepstakes award will be made for the best hitch of any breed dis¬
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
played by a foreign exhibitor.
A sweepstakes award will be made for the best home bred bitch of any
breed.
SiritscRiBEn.—Thirty yards atul No. 8 shot with both barrels- is not a
It will be so fixed that the judges will decide as to the merits of the
correct test. Try one barrel with
oz. No. (I shot at 40 yards; count lhc
dogs before entrance is allowed to the public, and the animals winning
hita and forward Uh Lhc resnlt. Your gon is prababably not chokethe several prizes can be seen sconce as the champions.
bored.
Mr. Clifts. Lincoln, of Detroit, has been appointed Superintendent of
H, R„ Philadelphia.—I have a setter dog, he has rough hair from win¬
the Bench Show, and will soon bo in Philadelphia to arrange the details
ter coat, Is there any medicine to remove it and give fine coat? I3ow
of the exhibition, and from the able manner in which Lho Chicago show
will I net? Ana. Give your dog balls of tar size of a hickory uut, twice
was conducted, under his supervision, he Is looked npou as a valuable
a day For three days.
aid in the work to be d*>ne.
C. N. T., Stratford, Conn.—Female fishes are generally the largest.
The Bureau of Agriculture looks to New York and the East for a long
In the animal kingdom, the reverse is the case as >ou state. Tnoro is
list of blue-blood entries, and it is already a foregone conclusion that
very little difference lh the quality of the flesh and flavor of shad at the
many or the prizes will go to the sportsmen of your section of the
earlier part of the run; the remales deteriorate later on.
country.
S. J., Philadelphia.—1. Will it improve tbe shooting of my 10-bore
Blanks for entry, and all other Information In regard to the Centennial
Remington to use the “Kay” cartridge? 2. l’he gnu i» much smaller at
Bench Show, can be bad by applying to Capt. B. Land re Lh, Chief of
the muzzle than it is six inches towards the breech; would it injure tho
Bureau of Agriculture, Centennial Grounds, Philadelphia Oily.
muzzle to use tbe “Kay11 cartridge? .Ans. 1. Yes. 2. No.
Homo.
TiiyMAMLtiiJ. —When do grayling spawn? Ant*. Graylingdonot spawn
until after the middle of April, and are therefore not in season before the
THE IRISH SETTER
middle of June. From the latter period they increase rapidly in flush
ana flavor, and in September and October reach their greatest perfection.
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SAVANNAH, Aliril-18l.il, 1876.
Editor Forest asr Stream:—
t would like to inquire about 1 he Irteh Hotter, being entirely In the
dark about that eujicrior animal, never having owned one. Fat lam
much confused by seeing in your paper pictures representing the Irish
setters belonging to Mr. Jams; also the brace owned by Mr. SalMis.
They have tails well feathered, and evidently their bodies are also well
coated with curly hair. Mow', in the Chicago Kidd ure the pictures of
two dogs, claiming to he of superior breed of the same class of red
Irish fellers, the dog Echo and the bitch Loo II, belonging to 0. H.
Tumor and K. C. Sterling. Mow, they are represented us having straight
hair and very moderato feather on their tails. I am entirely at a loss as
to which is the Simon pure article, and I would beg of their owners, or
some other sportsman, to enlighten mo on the subject. The color tpiestiou is a subject on which there has beeumuch dispute, ignoring the
leal points of quality, via.: feather, whether there snould he much or
mile . Now these piclu res, representing the same dug in all its purity,
(all f have to go hy). are entirely different. How can both he the same
species, as each is claimed? The iat, the mouse, the qnail, the pigeous
of different breeds, all have the same lines and points, so they can be
told at ouce even by the most ignorant. Now for the pointer, sue UoW
firm and tapering the tail; should there he the least feather perceptible
od it bow quick he would be coudemued us either a cuf or of dropper
origin. I do not q nest ion but what both are good, and all worthy of
particular note, but I do thiulc and believe that both cau be t he same
strain, for 1 can. hardly believe there are two distinctive strains of red
Irish setters—one with a superabundance of feather, and the other with
very little.
Martkllo.

[The pictures of Mr. Jarvis’ dog Dick, and Mr. Saltus’
dogs show just about the coat and feathering of thorough¬
bred Irish setters. But the pictures you allude to represent¬
ing Elcko and Loo have not done their originals justice.
We saw tliose dogs at the Chicago Bench Show, and,
although they were not then quite as well coated and
feathered as we expected to fiud them, yet they were much
better than represented in the paper, and were certainly
good specimens of high bred Irish setters. Tiie fault was
with the artist, not the dog.—Ed ]
MR. BURGES’ BOOK.
Memphis, Teun,, April 25Lh, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
From “Sing SiDg” town yon published a critique in your last issue on
Mr. Burges1 book, which queerly enough is signed “Viudex,” though it
is far less a vindication than an impeachment, mainly alleging the book
is not worth the price, although elegantly bound. In the book I have no
interest in shekels; in Mr. Burgee I have a grateful interest and have
lizard many plead the same indebtedness to him, founded purely on hiB
having given to all ardent practical sportsmen a Vade Meeum, an inval¬
uable book, terse, true, and pointed, “multum in parvo,” and withal a
thing of beauty. In my parlor it adorns my centre table, and were hon¬
orable field sports that were dear to Daniel Webster ami Sir Walter
Scott, as staunchly defended by their thousand votaries in person, as
shown to be fair, delightful, and scientific in Mr. Burges1 capital book,
we should have fewer detractors and be a more stalwart aud fraternal
power among ourselves. Briefly let us analize the specks Viudex hath
pecked at on Ibis golden apple. Vtndex “expected from what ho had
heard, Mr, Burges was competent to handle the subject properly, and it
would be an exhaustive treatise, etc., bnt after reading It J found my
mistake.” Shorn, of verbiage, Mr. Barges is incompetent, also warrants
in title and price what he fails to give value for in information. Let
Virnjex have a chance to vindicate Mr. Burges, as he does in his own
words farther on: “lie knows so much himself that he overlooks the
necessity of going Into details for the benefit of those less learned,1'
‘•It. may be said that my ignorance is deplorable.” We cannot conscien¬
tiously combat the position he has fortified. Vindex thinks the work is
not the “text book by which we mav become well posted,” and meets
this himself by saying i ‘the principal topics are largely borrowed from
(standard) works that have long been extant, etc.,” whereas Mr. Burges1
main idea is to collate and group the highest authorities, Lhc proven
truths, and weave us a golden net-work of crystalized facts so patent
aud “accessible to every sportsman in the land” that there shall be no
room nor reason for error. In my esteem this is one of the several great
virtues in the “American Kennel and Sporting Field;” it condenses and
illumines, focalizes, aud throws the spray of the headlight on the knotty
points, and makes seniors of freslunen, unless they prefer to be per¬
petual ever-green sophomores. The main point of objection is that
Vindex considers only thirty aud one third pages on breaking aery irtsutficient. Mom ami, more than half the dog’s virtues as a feather quester
are instinctive. And surely if thirty pages more of proper quality be
put In his brain-pan he Bliouldknow several, iudeed, many refinements
beyond the four cardinal points, stand, back, quarter, and retrieve. Hast
ever read that gem of sporting literature, “Vindex,” the “Dead Shot”
by “Marksman?” Dost remember he thoroughly instructs us m break¬
ing pointers, setters, spaniels, and retrievers, in nineteen small pages?
Small only in quantity, signor. For my own part I have been amazed
and dazed at the profuseness and iteration of some writers mentioned as
models by “Vindex,” notably by Mayhew1* formulas, “or this, or this,

R., Boston.—A friend of mine has a pug pup only seven weeks old,
which passes and vomits long worms. What ahall 1 do for him? 1 think
yon prescribe arena nut, but how can 1 get it, and what would be the dose
for so Utile a thing? Ane. We have sent to you some urocu nut, with
directions for giving it.
Biebboweb, Harrisburg.—1. What advantage is there between a trim
put together with soft solder or one with hard solder, or is there uny? 2.
Whut is the reputation of Rankin & Bros., makers? Ails. Euglish
guns are put together with soft solder, which is much the most lusting.
German guns are brazed, or hard soldered. 2. Wo do not know these
makers.
Wm. Weir, Thompson, Ga —1. Why iB Audubon’s “Birds of America1’
not republished with chrorao lithograph, plates? 2. Are Audubon’s sous
living? 3. Are there central fire, nou-corosive gun caps? 4. Is a 12 or
.14 gauge gnu of like length and weight (81 pounds) the most effective in
range and power? Ans. No publisher will undefiake tho expense. 2.
No, 8, Yes. 4. No difference.
Headxjght, St. Louis.—Will you please let mu know where 1 can ob¬
tain pads for testing penetrations? 1 have a Hrbore,
lbs,, 30-inch bar¬
rel, what would be considered good penotiation at 40 yards with 4
drachms powder, H oz. shot? Ans. Penetration puds cauuot be obtain¬
ed here ready prepared. The best substitute is stiff hardware paper; of
ibis au sheds would be good penetration.
G. IS., Jr,, PiPkeepsie.—1 have a black spaniel dog 13 months old that
'ls very afraid of a gun, Will yuU please tell me K he cau be broke of thiB
or uot? Ans. Everything depends upon the cause of his rear or the
gun, aud his temperament. If he is nattirally timid of other thing as
well as the gun, il would not pay to break him, if it could be done nl all.
But if ho is only shy of tho gun, pursue tho course recommended iu our
Kennel Column of this week.
C. S. J., Cambridge, Mass.—My setter dog, some six weeks since, had
a very large abscess on his fore shoulder, and ever since the sore healed,
the dog’s nose has been in a dry and cracked condition: but within a
week I have noticed warts coming inside his mouth and on the tongue,
and now there must be some ten or lirteon in all. What do you advise?
Ans. Warts in a dog’s mouth is anew thing to us, and wo do not know
of a remedy. Give yom dog 1 oz. Castor oil, plenty of exercise and ac¬
cess to grass,
Gunner. Feacedttle, R. I.—If the dog and bitch arc thorough bred
you may get good pups from them, but we much prefer breeding from
broken dogs. Have seut you some arcca nut by mail. You would find
much better shooting there in October or November. It would be im¬
possible to estimate the cost of such a trip as you contemplate. You
ask if $100 would answer. That depends upon how many the party con¬
sists of and the character of the out-fii. The Parker gun is good aud
well worth tbe price.
L. If. I-*., Clarksville, Tonn.—I have a vatu able pointer, which of late
become very drowsy and inactive, occasionally vomiting, 1 have been
told that he baa worms, aud think it probable, though have seen no
signs of them; have neon advised to give sulphur, but do not wieh to
try any experiment on my dog. Any advice you will be so kind as to
give me will bo most gratefully received. Ans. Your pointer is in all
probability afflicted with worms, and wo have mailed to you the proper
doses of areca nut with directions for its use.
D. H. M., Boston.—I have a Gordon setter puppy four months old.
Re seems to be perfectly healthy in every respect, but his fore legs are
apruRg. He is, in fact, what is commonly called bow-legged, the knee
joints protruding so that they form bunches the size of a walnut, making
him look exceedingly comical and all out of shape. 1 um also of the
opinion that the joints are weak. Ans. it is by tio means an uncommon
thing for puppies to be affected as is yours. Aud with proper food and
care they often outgrow it. They should not bo kept tied at all.
Wir.o Charley, Now York.—1. Will you please tell me which is the
best place fur hunting and camping, Hoy’s Wilderness or the Adirondack
Mountains. How much, does it cost to goto Hoy’s Wilderness, and
when is the best time to go? 2. Can you tell me whut will cure the
mange on spitz dogs? Ans. 1. Hoy’s Wilderness would be tbe cheapest.
For further particulars see our issues of March ?d and UtU. 2. Use com¬
pound sulphur ointment softened with spirits or turpentine, so ub to
be well rubbed into the skin; wash the parts affected occasionally with
Casliie soap; feed no meat.
S. L. C., Augusta, Me.—Please oblige me with the names of books
concerning Florida which will give me a good idea of the climate and
beat localities for sporting. I have read your “Camp Life in Florida”
and like it much. 1 think there Is something published at Jacksonville
giving a description of the St, Johns River, but l do not know where to
send for it. Ans. To Florida for tbe Winter, by S. Fleet Speir; Flor¬
ida, by Sidney Laoier, Llppiucott, Phila,; and Bertram’s Florida, For
local publications address Columbus Drew, Jacksonville, Fla., who
makes u specialty of these works.
W. P. S-, San Francisco.—What 18 the best kind of hounds for
hunting deer by scent? I would like to know If bloodhounds would not
be better than fox hounds; also whore in tho United States good hounds
of the two breeds I have mentioned cau be obtained? Ane. From the
description of your hound we would take him to be a deer or fox hound,
and we consider the full breed fox hound or harrier the best for deer
hunting iu this country. Yet a cross of bloodhound with tUo deer or
fox hound maybe found to answer a good purpose, although we have
never met with such a cross. We do not know where bloodhounds are
to be obtained. Can select for you one or two doubles of thoroughbred
foxhounds.
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G. A, F., West Meriden, Conn.—An old sportsman says the true way
to preserve a gun from rusting, Is after using the eume to leave it foul
till wanted, and then clean for use; that tho burnt powder left in a gun.
after using is a better preventive agaiuet rust than anything that can bo
used. Will you please give ineyonr opinion? If the rule applies to a
shot gun, does it also apply to a rifle? If not a good thing (o do, what is
Lho best preventive against, rust now known? Ans. Wo bold that to leave
a gun dirty after using it is not only a most careloss aud unsportsman¬
like proceeding but no preventive whatever against rust. Clean yonc
gun thoroughly and then oil, inside and ont with good sewing machine
or Bolmontyle oil, Um latter evaporates leaving a film over the melal.
which will exclude rust.
BroitT, Ottawa.—1, I have a fine deer hound pup 1 month old, would
you please tell me what kind of food to give it, also, should I keep Mm
out of the house, or would it do him any harm to let him sleep Inside^
us the nightB are still chilly? Would it spoil him on deer hunting to learn
him to retrieve? 2. What would a pointer pnp that you could send tua
cost, also could it ba conveyed safely from New York here? 3. Is there
a book teaching how to break in sporting doge? If there ia please state
Price? Ans. 1. Feed bread and milk or oat meal porridge and milk,
keep him iu a comfortable clean place. We do not think it Would spoil
him to break him to retrieve, but we never knew a hound to be thus
broken. 2. A pointer pnp could be sarely sent to you; price $*26. 3.
“Dinks, Mayhew, and Hutchinson,” is such, a book us you need, prlco
S3—cau send you a copy.
Grover, Springfield, Ill.—What are the trado distinctions of the va¬
rious kinds of mackerel, which enters so largely into tho trade? Ana.
The New York and Boston wholesale trade are governed by the follow¬
ing classifications; No. 1 mackerel should not be less than 13 inches in
length from the extremity of t he head to the fork of tbe tail, fat, free
from rust, taint, or damage; No. 2 11 inches in length; No. 8 10 inches;
No, 3 IS Inches, and m quality are those that remain after the selections
of No. 1; No. 4 comprises all not in the above, and should be free from
taint or dumage. Mackerel should be kept covered with brine, unci not
exposed to the air, as it becomes rancid or “rusty” in a few days. Mess
mackerel—the finest fish with head and tails removed. Extra No. ones
are selected fish. Large No. twos—fish over 13 inches in length, and
not good enough in quality for No. onoa.
J. G., West Lebanon.—1. Can yon tell me of some place where a party
of ladles and gentlemen can camp ont, and find good fishing and bird
hunting (the latter in particular) iu September? 2. I have fonnd some
Insects resembling sheep tick on my setter pup; what shall I do to get
rid of them? 3. A friend of mine wants a dog that will tree birds aud
squirrels. What kind would be best.; whore can one be procured, and
what would be Lhc cost of one lour or five months old? Ana. 1. There
are many places in your State where you could could camp out and have
good fishing. But shooting in September is too early. In October you
could find woodcock and ruffed groUse. 2. Any kind of grease with a
little carbolic acid added, well rubbed in the hair, will exterminate tho
insects from your setter pup. 3. A spaniel or terrier would ba best for
your purpose, and would cost $15 or $20; can get one for you.
Mordaunt.—In recent number of your paper yon speak of “a fishing
otter” being sent to the Centennial Exhibition by a Mr. Morris, of Lake
City, Minnesota. What is it? Is it alive and trained to c&tcli fish?
Ans. It is an old English device for trolling with flies or minnows,
and consists or a board ubout two Teel long and one food wide, shaped
like a sled runner, the lower edge being loaded with lead so as to sink
within two or three inches of the top. Long lines are attached to it amidsliips and asteiH, which are mann?ed by the angler who walks along
tbe chore. The muchine acts on the principle of the swing ferry which
is worked by the current. The filets or minnows are attached to tho
hoard by short lined. In England they can be found at the tackle deal¬
ers, but are not in request here. The one sent to Philadelphia by Mr.
Morns was handsomely acknowledged by Profs. Henry and Baird
N. V. K., Savannah, Ga.—1. I have a skye terrier bitch about two yeais
old. About four months ago she was attacked with mange, hair falling
out aud sores in variouB places on her body, and to cure which I gave
her Fowler’s solution of arsenic, but used no ointment on her body, as
she had pups ot the time, and I knew of none, except such as contained
mercury in some form or other. 2. Will you also tell me what a good
thoroughbred dog would cost, about three or four months old or younger,
that I could train as a retriever, and what would be the best breed to
have? 3. Can you tell me of a good book on training and rearing does, not
only hunting dogs, hut terriers, etc.? Ans. 1. Anoint the parte affected
with compound sulphur ointment softened with spirits of turpentine, so
as to bo well rubbed into the skin. 2. Address J. H. Whitman, Chicago,
who has a fine strain of Irish water spaniels. 8. Dinks, Mayhew &
Hutchinson ia the best book for your purpose; we can send you u copy;
price, $3.
Scrnapf Schott, New Orleans.—1. Iam in possession of a centrefire breech-loader, 12 bore, 32-inch, ?*■ pound S. R. Cooper gun, moder¬
ately thick at muzzle and } inch thick at breech; cost $30, and is as good
os new. I contemplate having Bame choke-bored. What would you
advise? 2. Does choking destroy interior fininsh of barrels or weaken
same? 3. A friend possesses a $175 Scott, same characteristic of my
Cooper, but of much superior fluiab, he wishes his choke-bared; would
you so advise? 4, A gunemilh, of some repute here, says he has never
seen a barrel too thin to be choked; ia hia theory correct? 5th
Would any ordinary smith be capable of choking a gun properly? fi..
How much should be bored off for a modified and for a full choke? 7.
Does J. R. Cooper, whose advertisement I have never seen, rank a good
maker? Ans. 1. We conld only advise upon knowing tho pattern
made by at present. 2. No; except inasmuch as it makes curtain por¬
tions thinner. 3. Same answer as to query number one. 4. Not as
regards same modes Of choke-bering. On the Scott principle, for in¬
stance, the relieving is all done for a certain space near the muzzle; In
others it commences at the breech, and is gradual r.o the muzzle. 5
No. 6. Wc cannot tell; ask an experienced gunsmith, 7. Yea; first
class.
______________
Hand hook kor Youno Spobtsmen. By Will Wildwood:
printed by lho Suntinel Company, Milwaukee, Win.
Our friend Fred Pond, Esq., of Montello, .Wisconsin, who ia enthusias¬
tic iu all matters relating to sport and tho preservation of game, and ia
doing much good to the cause iu various ways, has sent us a copy of a
litLle volume with the ubovo title. Tbe works contains a good deal o£
really valuable information pertaining to sports by land and water, und
so far as it goes supplies a much needed want. It is, in its inception,
the germ of a larger future growth, which some person (perhaps ilia
author himself,) may supply iu days to come. We cannot say more oi it,
and we do not think its author claims anything more for it,.
One criticism, however, it is our duty to muke.
Upon page 27 tho author endeavors to impress upon his readers the
importance of learning the world-wide scientific and only proper names
of tbe game ibey shoot. This Is extremely desirable, as he argues, but
his methods are unfortunate. He has copied from Forester a list of the
game of the United States, its classification and nomenclature, which,
he says may be implicitly relied on in every particular. He then con¬
tinues, that he is well aware that ornithologists of tho present day have
adopted a different code of names, but this he disregards, fpr fear that
au “attempt to select from each would be but to create confusion." But
he is not asked to select from each. Since the time of Audubon and
He Kay—who wore Forester’s teachers—scientific ornithology has made
great progress hero and in Europe. The Smithsonian Institution recog¬
nized one stage of this progress in the “Check List,” which was publish¬
ed in 185U, uiid another stage in adopting LUljeborg’s classification for
it- collections; and Dr. Cones has Hummed tip recent advances in his Lug
“Check-List,” which may be bought for 75 cents, and gives the proper
names, common and scientific, of every American bird. Another guide
is the pages of this journal. The changes in nomenclature are not mat¬
ters or taste but propriety, \Ve cannot say of all the names iu this book,
that they are wrong; but all are antiquated. And the less tho reader
pays attentions to what is in Italics Um butter. It is the unfoi’WtiiaW
part of tho volume,
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men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
And our columns a desirable medium fer advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
8 beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, May 11th.—Racing: Lexington,Ky., Austin, Texas. Trot¬
ting: Woodbury, N. J., Washington, D. C. Bench Show of Doge: Lex¬
ington, Ky. Base-ball: Philadelphia vs. Campbell, at Philadelphia;
Athletic vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn; Cricket vs. Carbondalc, at Carbondale, Pa; Live Oak vs. Rhode Island, at Providence; Fall River vs. Suf¬
folk, at Boston, Mass.; Boston vs. Harvard, at Boston; Chicago vs.
Cincinnati, at Chicago; Louisville vs. St. Louie, at St. Louis.
Friday, May I2th.—Racing: Lexington, Ky., Anttin, Texas. Trot¬
ting: Washington, D. C. Meeting of Kentucky State Sportsmen's As¬
sociation, Lexington, Ky. Base ball: Athletic vs- Jartford, at Hartford;
Philadelphia vs. Centennial, at Philadelphia, Nc Haven vs. Live Oak;
at New Haven; Alaska vs. Chatham, at Hobo' in, N. J.; Lowell vs.
Fall River, at Lowell, Maes.; Cricket vb. Wilk- obarre, at Wilkcabarre,
Pennsylvania.
Saturday. May 13th—Raoing: Lexington, K. .Austin, Texas. Rifle,
Turf, Field and Farm badge and Hepburn tropi it Creedmoor. Base¬
ball; Boston vs. Athletic, at Boston: Chicago v t.onisville, at Chicago;
Cincinnati vs. St- Louis, at St. Louis; Harvard s. Brown, at Boston;
Philadelphia vs. Active, at Reading, Pa.; Live >ak vs. Fall River, at
Lynn, Maes.; Hoboken vs. Stevens’ Institute. a, Hoboken, N. J.
Monday, May 15th.—Racing: Louisville, II-. Centennial Billiard
Tournament begins at Philadelphia, continui- g two weeks. Columbia
Rifle Association matches at Gntleuburg, N.,!
Base ball! Athletic vs.
Boston, at Boston; Philadelphia vs. Ne.v Have lit Philadelphia.
Tuesday, May 16th.—Racing; Lexington, Trotting: Suffolk
Park, Philadelphia; Spring meeting American Rnlo Association, Pethamvllle. United Schuetswn Association, GiwnVllie,N, J. Base-ball:
Athletic vs. Hartford, at Hartford.
Wednesday, May 17ih.—Racing: Lexington I.
Washington,D.
C. Trotting; Suffolk Park, Philadelphia. Spring Meeting American
Rifle Association, Pelliamville,

The Adiuondacks.—Just as we go topless a dispatch
from our correspondent Romeyn, dated Keeseville, N. Y.,
reaches us via Whitehall, and announces “open water from
Marten’s to Bartlett’s, on tlie Saranac lakes." This win be
■pleasant news to early Adirondack visitors, indicative of
possible trout fishing, and tlie cream of the sport.
—Visitors to the Centennial exposition are to be regis¬
tered by telegraph. By an ingenious contrivance every one
of the eighty turnstiles set at the several entrances of the
grounds will be connected by wire with a dial in tlie main
office. When a person enters through a turnstile he is in¬
stantaneously registered on this dial.
—Although English snipe continue comparatively plen¬
tiful on the New Jersey meadows, the close season com¬
menced on the 1st. A fair quantity of docwitch snipe aud
yellow legs have been killed near Roekaway,

MINK.

HE establishing of minkeries by securing the wild an¬
imals and keeping them in close yards lias enabled
the naturalist to ascertain facts regarding their breeding and
habits which were before unknown, This branch of in¬
dustry is not only remunerative, hut has contributed much
to the knowledge of the student of nature.
The mink resembles the ferret in general shape. It has a
long and slender body, long neck, and short aud stout legs.
The palmer surface of the feet are covered with hair, even
to the nails. Tlie feet are slightly wclibed, which adapts
them to water as well as land. The hair on the tail is ininclined to stand erect, which gives it a round appearance.
When excited it emits a strong musky odor, which is se¬
creted in glands situated on either side of the tail. Its fur !b
very valuable for articles for ladies wear. The foundation
next the skin is composed of a downy fur with longer and
stronger hairs penetrating through it, which contribute in
tinting the coloring of the fur and conceals the downy fur
beneath. The under coating is of a brownish yellow, the
outer coating is of an uniform lawny brown, excepting tlie
ears and the sides of the under-jaws, which are a little
lighter. The under surface of the tail and tlie posterior
portions of the hack are of a little darker tint. There is
some white about the jaws and throat extending on the
breast between the fore-legs. In different specimens the
stripe of white is wider than in others.
There is quite a variation in the lint of minks. Some
are much darker than others. The Canadian minks are
darker than those in the United States, and the white on
the throat is less distinct, ln the southern part of the
United Stales they are larger, with more while on the
under-surfaee, with coarser hair, which is lighter in color;
tail longer and less bushy. Among the mountain streams
of the Northern and Middle Slates there is a smaller variety
which is darker in color. The mink measures in length
from eleven to thirteen inches. The (ail varies in length
from seven to eight inches. It is one of the most destruc¬
tive depredators among the poultry yard. A single speci¬
men will, if not discovered, cause the stock of poultry in
the farm yard to disappear. Audubon says, “A fowl may
be seen moving in a singular and mysterious manner in the
clutches of a mink towards a fissure or hole in some stone
pile in the grey of the morning, and should he be pursued,
it will be suct3enly twitched into a hole too deep to
fathom.” In a state of nature they feed on frogs, cray-fish,
meadow-mice, and rats. Having a good nose their prey is
pursued by scent; when captured, it is conveyed in the
mouth like the cat.
Borne twenty five years ago when black Cochins were
first introduced into this country, a friend sent me some
very fine specimens of the breed, and they, of course, were
visited many time a day. On rising one morning and visit¬
ing the hennery I was surprised to find the finest pullet
dead on the floor. She was fearfully lacerated about the
throat, but the floor was not much bloody. I could not
devise the cause, and on each succeeding morning I was
greeted with the same sight until my favorites had nearly
disappeared. In the meantime I had fastened a severe
watch dog in the house to protect the poultry, but in this I
was disappointed; finally in despair I summoned to my as¬
sistance a shrewd, but roguish negro, acting on the princi¬
ple that if ittakesarogue to caleh a rogue the creature could
not fail to be brought to justice. My detective scrutinized
the premises carefully, and for a time was baffled until one
morning after a rain he found foot priuts of a mink in the
wet clay which he traced to a small adjacent stream. He
demanded one dollar each for every mink caught near the
humery. The traps were prepared and set, and each morn¬
ing brought from one to two minks until they numbered
thirty, when I deemed it prudent to close the contract,
having had sufficient revenge. As I counted the silver
coin, aud each piece struck with a decided clink his broad
palm, he showed his white ivories and chuckled audibly.
The joke was good, for I afterwards learned that he had
traps set for miles around my premises. A friend who en¬
joyed the joke rather more than I, has recently affirmed
that this'was a death blow to minks for not another one has
since been seen in this vicinity.
Mink are fond of water, and are good swimmers. They
are not cunning and are easily caught in a trap or dead¬
fall. They do uot burrow but avail themselves of the holes
of any other vermin.
They cannot climb a smooth sur¬
face and seldom take to a tree except to evade danger.
Tlie month of March is considered tlie running season.
The female remains in boat four days, and it has been ob¬
served that when a number arc confined within an enclos¬
ure, that this season is confined within a period of ten
days. One male will serve six females. Tlie females
carry their young six weeks, and in kittening they do uot
vary half a day from this time. They seldom have less
than three or more than ten young at a time, which are
blind and destitute of hair. In five weeks their eyes are
open, and by that time they are covered witli hair which
is beautiful aud glossy. The females obtain their growth
in ten months, the males are grown when eighteen months
old. The females are ready to assume the responsibility of
mothers when one year old. In a litter of young, one sex
or the other are apt to prevail. A grown male weighs
about two pounds and the female one and three-quarter
pounds.
During the running season the males fight desperately,
and if confined in a yard one assumes the mastery, Mink
never breed at unseasonable times, aud never have more
than one litter a/ear. Farm mink are stronger than, wild

ones, and invariably whip in an encounter. This is undoubtedly owing to the kind and amount of food taken.
They are readily tamed when taken in hand. By the lime
Iheir eyes are beginning to open, they should betaken
from the mother and fed by hand. They resemblo kittens
in their playful antics, and are troublesome pets; their keen
scent often enables them to detect food not intended for
their use. Farm mink make excellent ratters, and they
hunt with energy and speedily exterminate rats. When
rodents find they are being pursued by mink they become
bewildered and seem oblivious to the presence of mau.
They never give battle, and when overtaken by mink
the neck arteries are servered so speed ily as not to be observed by the by-stander. Confinement will cause their fur to
look dull and rusty. They require a darkplace to exercise.
Fish given occasionally improves their coal, aud soft water
for bathing also improves the texture of their fur, They
do not relish tainted flesh though if forced by hunger will
eat it.
The nest of the female is peculiarly constructed
with straw, grass, or leaves, and lined with fur from the
body of the mother, which is so compacted as to be with
difficulty torn to pieces.
The expenle of feeding mink is very trifling in comparision with the profits. A moderate estimate claims.that a
mink with her increase will more Ilian equal the profits of
a sow, cow, or mare—any one farm animal.
The (N, If.) Mirror gives the particulars of the exploits
of some young trappers who gained possession of a pair of
old mink with four young. At this season their fur was
worthless; they constructed a temporary place to keep
them until maturity. A box was made 13 feet long by 4
feet high and six feet wide. One end was placed in a running brook with holes bored through it so as to allow a free
flow of water. One end of the box was partially covered
with earth, aud the top of the bos was overlaid with green
boughs. The little family were deposited within and increased as opportunity offered until the colony numbered
twelve. They were led on wild meal, wood-chuck, aud
squirrels, nnd occasionally fish, caught iu nets were added
for their use. Themink thrived and grew like pigs. iYhen
their fur was in condition they were killed and their skins
sold for fifty-seven dollars. The minkeries established in
New York, however, find it more profitable to sell the kittens at twenty dollars each than their pelts for five dollars
each. The demand is now so great that application must
be made months in advance in order to obtain them.
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Opening of the Centennial Exhibition.—The Ex¬
hibition at Philadelphia was opened yesterday in due from,
in great part according to tlie following programme pre¬
viously announced. We can give no particulars, as our
paper was already on the press before ‘.he ceremonies
began:—
“The dedicatory ceremonies will lake place on the terrace
between the Memorial halt and the main building, whore
semi-circular platforms will be erected and handsomely
decorated. Grouped iu appropriate positions in this semi¬
circle, will be the President, the Vice-President, and the
Cabinet, the Supreme Court in its robes, and the Diplomatic
Corps iu “uniform,” the United States Senate and House
of Representatives, the representatives of tlie United States
army and navy, Governors of States and territories with
their staffs, Mayors of cities, I he Pennsylvania Legislature,
the Board of State Supervisors, the Foreign Commission¬
ers, the United States Centennial Commission, Board of
Finance, Government Board of Commissioners, the
Women’s Centennial Executive Committee, the City Gov¬
ernment of Philadelphia, etc. When all these dignitaries
arc assembled, an orchestra of one hundred and fifty mu¬
sicians, conducted by Theodore Thomas, will play the
national airs of all the nations. The President will be es¬
corted by Governor Hartrnnft, of Pennsylvania, and a
guard of honor.
After the President has been received, Wagner's march
will be performed. Prayer will then lie offered; a hymn
by John G. Whittier will be read; the remarkably good
cantata, which Sydney Lanier, of Georgia, has written for
the occasion, will be sung to music written by Dudley Buck,
of Connecticut; and General Hawley, as President of tile
Centennial Commission, will then report to the President,
who will then declare lire exhibition opened. There will
then he salvos of artillery, much ringing of bells; the
Foreign Commissioners will disperse to their respec¬
tive departments, and, while a chorus of six hundred voices
renders the ''Hallelujah" of Handel, the President, es¬
corted by officials aud invited guests, wilt pass through the
rnaiu building, then into Machinery hall, where he will,
with his own bands, set the great Corliss engine, the motor
of thirteen acres of machinery, in motion."
The following are the fixtures for the Centennial season,
as given in Lipiucotl’s Guide to the Exposi lion, which is a
reliable authority on these matters:—
Muin exhibition opens Mas 10th.
Grand ceremonies on exhibition grounds -inly 4th.
Trials of harvesting machines, Jnueuud July.
.
Trial of steam plows and tillage implements, September and October.
Exhibit of horses, mules, and nsseB, Sepicmber 1st to September l»th.
Bxhibit of horned cattle, September 20th lo October olh.
Exhibit of sheep, swine, goals, and dogs, October 10th 10 October 2otll.
Exhibit of poultry, October 28lh to November 10th.
Main exhibition closos November Kith.
Exhibits must be removed by December 31st.
society meetings, parades, regattas, etc.
Knights Templar {Masons) annual conclave May 30th.
Knights Templar (.Masons) graud parade, Jane 1st.
Order of Good Templars, special gathering, Jane 18th.
International regatta (New York barbur) June 22d.
Yacht regatta, Delaware River, in June.
Sons of Temperance, special gathering, June.
International series of cricket matches, Jane and September.
Congress or authors in Independence Hull, July 2d,
Parade of Irish societies, (dedication of fountain), July 4tb,
Parade of military organizations, July Itb.
United American Mechanic's parade, July 8th.
Koigbts of Phytbias parade, August 2*1.
International rowing regatta, August 20tb to September lain.
International ride matches in September.
Interua'ional medical congress, September 4thIndependent Order of Odd-Fellows' parade, September 20th,

—Old fishermen prophesy an unusual season ol plenty
for fi6h of cveiy description in our waters,
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PROTECTION.

Trapping Pinnated Gbouse.—Wo had haltered our¬
selves that the wholesale trapping of pinnated grouse,
(prairie chickens), which has been going on so uninterrupt¬
edly for years past, had this year received a check, for
which we had to thank either stricter legislation or an
unusual season, probably the latter. Certain it is that
‘‘chickens'’ have never before been so scarce and high in
price. In previous years, towards the close of the season,
the birds have retailed for half a dollar a pair, hut this
year the 1st of March saw them at the same figures as had
prevailed throughout the winter, via.: one dollar and a
half a pair. It was generally supposed this was not owing
to any scarcity of birds, but to the fact that the mild sea¬
son and light falls of snow had enabled the grouse to find
Shelter and an abundance of food without placing them¬
selves within the reach of the lures of the netter and
trapper. The following letter from a Canadian correspond¬
ent would, however, indicate that both our arguments and
aspiraLions weie at fault, and that .the netted birds have
been finding a market other than our own:—
Newcastle, Canada, April 29th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Cannot something be done to prevent the total extermination of pin¬
nated gronec now going on in the western States? At Toronto, yester¬
day, April 28th, I saw from 60 to 75 brace of birds exposod tor sale; they
had. all been trapped; were fresh, and! should say had uot been killed
more than three days. On inquiry the dealers told me that they were
jnst in from Chicago, and were shipped to them by a man named Booth,
from whom they lmd received game weekly for some time. I have
written to the Chicago field, and trust by that means to call the atten¬
tion of the local game association to the matter, bat I think it should be
brought before the Protective Association for the tfuited States so that
sufficient influence can he brought to bear to get the game laws in the
prairie States so amended as to give power lo detectives to open pack¬
ages iu the hands of express companies when suspected to contain game
killed illegally; and also to make such companies liable for a penalty
when game is found iu their onssesBion. This would at. once pet a stop
to the pot huuters trade. I am advised that 35th Victoria Chap. 38,
Sections 2 and 4 of the Statutes of Ontario would apply to pinnated
grouse. If so, lliu dealers here will be made an example of, as I have
called the attention of the Toronto Came Protective Society to the
Walter.
John J. Hobson.

The remedy, as far as" Canada is concerned, lies with
Canadian sportsmen. We, on our side, are doing all in our
power, and it is not improbable that the scarcity in our
markets the past season was owing to a wholesome dread
on the part of the pot hunters of the penalties of the law.
It is' simply absurd to have game birds like pinnated grouse
selling in the markets at half the price of dung-hill fowls.
A fact indicative in itself of lawlessness and poaching, and
still more so'of the certain extermination ahead.
—The New York Association for the Protection of
Game held its closing meeting of the season on Monday
night at the residence of Royal Phelps, Esq., a large num¬
ber of members being present. It was a meeting of more
than ordinary interest and importance, as was shown by
the correspondence laid by the Secretary before the asso¬
ciation, between Senator Kennaday and Assemblyman
■Sherman, relating 1» the amendments to the Game laws
introduced in the Legislature, from which it appeared that
while the association were under the impression that mea¬
sures were being enacted for the protection of fish and
game, they discovered, iu the closing hours of the session,
that, an amendment had been introduced in the Assembly
in the interests of the law-breaking marketmen which was
-exceedingly objectionable, and would be fatal to all the
other amendments introduced by the Association, and
destroy the efficiency of their body.
The President said that when this objectionable amend¬
ment—section 6—startled them into prompt action, he had
written to Mr. Shearman, Chairman of the Committee, pro¬
testing against its passage, and informing him that did
suclt a measure pass the New York Association would he
compelled to dissolve, as the marketmen could violate the
law at pleasure, and he able to protect themselves from
punishment of any kind. He was able to state, fortunately,
that this amendment had not passed, nor had the amend¬
ments introduced by the association, so that the game laws
remained just as they were last year, with the exception of
a very valuable amendment introduced by Senator St.
John, amending sections 3, 6 and 9 of chapter 831 of the
laws of 1871, which has passed both houses of the Legisla¬
ture, and was now before the Governor for his signature.
On motion of Col. WagstafE, the association approved
the amendment, and passed a resolution requesting the
Governor to sign it.
Senator Kennaday, who was present, detailed the efforts
made by the Senate and Assembly Committees on Amend¬
ments to the Game Laws to pass the amendments intro¬
duced by the association. Owing, however, to the delay
incurred in the Assembly by the addition of various
amendments, when the bill reached the Senate there was
not a sufficient time before the close of the session to give
the amendments that consideration which so important a
measure demanded.
A vote of thanks was passed to Senator Kennaday for
the zealous efforts on behalf of the association at Albany,
and a committee was appointed to represent the association
at the State Sportsmen’s Convention at Geneseo on the 28d
inst.
The usual communications were read in the early part
of the evening, including one from Seth Green, calling at¬
tention to the increase in quantity and decrease in price of
North River shad.
The President, in closing the session of 1875-6, reviewed
the labors of the association during the session, and that
they might well congratulate themselves on the results ac¬
complished, and their effect on other sportsmen in every
State and Territory of the Union.

The meeting then adjourned to the supper room, whore
a banquet-to commemorate the close of the season had been
prepared by .J. W. Phelps.
Note.—It will be seen by the second clanse above I hat tlie game law
of the State has not been changed, nor willit be unless the amendment
of Senator St. John should receive the Governor’s approval"

The New York State Sportsmans Association.—The
annual meeting of this Association has now been definitely
fixed to commence Monday tho 22d inst. The first day
will be devoted to business, and the 23d, 34tli, 25th and
20th to pigeon sliooliug, etc. 12,000 birds have been pro¬
cured for the occasion, trapped in Michigan and delivered
at Geneseo for $1.75 per dozen live count. A Bench Show
of dogs will also be held at the same time, particulars of
which will be found in our kennel column. The Livingston
Sportsmans Club, under whose auspices the shooting will
he conducted, have elected the following officers for the
ensuing year, President, M. K. Scott; Vice-President, Dr.
E. G. Chase; Secretary, G. D. Mercer; Treasurer, E. N.
Shepard. W. A. Stevens, M. L. Eorsyth, L. W. Crossett,
J. W. Clement and T. P. Olmstead were elected as Execu¬
tive Committee. E. N. Shepard, H. L. Arnold, A. W.
Butterway, Einance Committee. Delegates to attend tho
State Convention, W. W. Bishop, Geo. W. Barney, Jr.,
R. A. Kneeland, Willard and W. A. Stevens.
—The Geneseo Club have elected the following delegates
to the State Convention, John Rorbacli, W. T. Howard,
George Williams, M. H. Rector, Lewis Daton.
—At a recent meeting of the Onondaga County Sports¬
men’s Club the following gentlemen were elected delegates
to the State Convention: Hon. F. E. Carroll, S. W. Sher¬
lock, George W. Gray, John Bedford, and W. S. Barnum.
The following are the alternates: Thomas E. Townsend,
Thomas Kimber, .Tr., W. Stalbaum, R. B. Strong and
Thomas Brazel.
New Jersey.—An association has -been formed in
Newark lo bo known as the Essex Association for the Pro¬
tection and Propagation of Game. The officers are: Presi¬
dent, Dr. Pindell; Vice-President, Mr. J. Belcher; Secretary,
Mr. Wm. Hayes; Treasurer, Mr. J. Poinier; Executive
Committee, Messrs. A. I*. Baldwin, Wm. Koecht, T.
Osborne, Dr. A. W. B. Crane and W. Williams with the
foregoing officers.
West Jersey Game Protective Society.—This society
met at Camden, N. J., last week, President Walker, of
Vineland, in the chair.
Secretary Miller reported a balance of $700 on hand.
Mr. Emlen, for the committee on laws, lead a bill now
before the legislature making October 1st the end of the
close season tor pheasants and quail.
Mr. Richards, of the committee to propagate game birds
and fish, reported that, owing to the open season, they were
not able to procure as many birds as were ordered. Those
received wete distributed lo those who did not get any last
year. Thirty-five thousand salmon eggs had been placed
in various streams and hatched with encouraging success.
Mr. Richards staled that it is believed that the streams of
South Jersey are suited to the growth of the salmon. He
also reported that the black bass placed in the creeks by
the society are doing well.
Mr. Pierce said that the creeks between Camden and
Woodbury were lined with nets, and that Mr. Howell, the
fish commissioner, intended to prosecute the offenders.
Attention was called to the practice of gathering birds'
eggs, and Mr. Price, of Allantic County, said that egg
gathering was followed as a business aloDg the shore, and
that it is not known to he unlawful by the people.
The President read the law which inflicts a penalty' of
$11) for robbing birds’ nests, except they be predatory
birds,
The committee on prosecutions were instructed to prose¬
cute those violating the law.
The committee on propagation was instructed to use not
more than $500 for ttie stocking of streams with game
fish.
After the transaction of other business the meeting ad¬
journed.
Pennsylvania.—A correspondent writes us from Pitts¬
burg that the Sportsmen’s Association of Western Pennsyl¬
vania is in very successful operation, numbering over 200
members, with more constantly applying for admission.
He writes:—
“Oar markets and commission booses contained no game or flab oat ol
season daring the past year, with one or two exceptions, which were
properly attended to, and in the future there will probably be Uttle or no
trouble In this respect here. These Violations were always of a flagrant
character heretbfore in Pittsburgh. The association has recently re¬
moved to their present spacious and elegant quarters on Fifth avenuo,
where a large and rapidly-increasing number of handsome specimens,
brought to bag by the members, adorn and instruct,
A handsome specimen of the swan, (Vygnm americanva), shot jnst
below Pittsburg, has been mounted and presented to the association,
rare pnly in the fact of his stopping near this busy haunt of civilisation
aud manufacture, and as he was a great stranger and alone, he was, as a
matter of hospitality, taken in and cured forWhat’s the matter with our Ohio friends that they want to make a close
season for quail till December, I8i7? the birds are plentiful in that State,
and ample protection could be given them bymakingashort open season,
say from 1st to 31st December of each year. Let ns hear from our
friends over the border about tbe object and necessity for the law.
Sooth Fork.

Connecticut.—A few years ago a severe flood which
visited certain sections of this State, quite cleaned out the
already depleted waters of their fish. This, and the grow¬
ing scarcity of game resulted in the formation of The
Salisbury Bird and Fish Protective Society. Regarding
their operations, a correspondent writing from Lakeville,
Oonn.j says:—
"Such a thing as a prosecution for violation of the game laws had never
been known here, and boluo of the citizens rather scouted tbe idea of
our accomplishing any good, but after one or two violators or the law
paid a good fair price for their amusement people began to think that
there was really something in it. And we are now recrultiog our ranks
from good substantial citizens who are not personally fond of sport ing
but whp are ‘glad, to have the little birds protected.’ ”
\Y, II, W.
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Ohio.—The

latest amendments to tho gtitne laws of this
State make a close season for quail and prairie chickens
until November 15th, 1877, and after that date from January
1st until November 1st for quail; from January t5ih until
November 1st lor wild turkeys; from January 1st until
September 1st for ruffed grouse and teal; from April 1st
until September 1st for mallard, wood, and other varieties
'of duck, and from January 1st until July 4th for woodcock.
The trespass law which promised to bo so obnoxious was
not passed, at least not with the objectionable features.
As passed it reads almost exactly as does the law of tiiis
Stalo, requiring land owners to post I,heir lands, or give the
intruder notice lo leave before a trespass can be committed.
In fact, it goes further, and requires that the boundaries
shall be clearly defined by the setting of stakes or by
making ditches.
Nova
lows:—

Scotia.—A

correspondent

writes

us

as

fol¬

I regret that an effort made at the last meeting of the
Council of the Game Society of N. S- to prohibit all shoot¬
ing (hut duck and leal) till Sept. 15th, and then begin at
partridge (ruffled grouse, T. umbeUatm), cock and snipe
simultaneously fell through—the majority dreading to open
a door to any legjfcitive change until the close lime for
moose (U. akes) iiaa expired.
As to this noble animal,, which has been much favored
by an almost snowless winter, he is again becoming more
plentiful. During a caribou hunt this winter of some
duration, I could have certainly shot 20, aud in one day's
weary walk of a 36 miles’ loop from and back to camp, I
entered six yards, and must liavo gone round many more.
Obituary.—It is with keen regret that we record the
death, at Paris, last week, of Mr. Benj. F. Bowles, of
Springfield, Mass. To the general public, Mr. Bowles was
perhaps belter known through his connection with the
Springfield Republican, of which he was part proprietor,
and for a long lime business manager. But to sportsmen
lie was known far and wide as a lover of field sports. Mr.
Bowles was a prominent member of the Rod and Ghh
Club, of Springfield, aud also of the American Fish CulLurists’ Association, of which he was treasurer. In practi¬
cal fish culture he took much interest, aud his letters, pub¬
lished in the annual reports of the society, arc both valuable
aud instruetive. Mr. Bowles visited Europe last fall with
his family, contemplating an extensive tour, embracing
the Nile, etc. His letters to this paper over the signature
of “Druid,” written from Algiers as the “Ramblings of a
Sportsman,” will be remembered by our readers as exceed¬
ingly interesting contributions to sporting literature. Mr.
Bowles was a contributor to Forest and Stream almost
from its start, and labored constantly to promote its suc¬
cess. lie was forty-two years of age. He died of Roman
fever:

—The season for deer shooting may be supposed to end
in Florida, when tbe closing of the hotelB ceases to pro¬
vide a market for the venison. This is about May 1st.
The St. Augustine Hotel alone keeps four hunters con¬
stantly employed, and that caravansary having now closed'
its doors, the occupation of the professional Nimrods is
gone, and they have accordingly emerged from the bush.
The deer will now have a rest until fall; yet very many
does, heavy with fawn, have been destroyed, and the waste
must have an appreciable effect to diminish the supply of
this game should the slaughter continue uninterruptedly in
this manner. The hunters referred 1.o report having killed
about twelve deer per week for the last four months—or,
say, 200 head. Their favorite hunting ground is at Beulah,
fifty miles south of St. Augustine. Now, as there are at
least a dozen hotels in the State that may he deemed first
class, besides a score of minor ones, the number of deer
killed during the winter for their use, cannot be much less
Ilian 2,400. The number killed by sportsmon and residents
for private use can only be estimated.
—Our constant friend “Guyon,” of Corinth, Mississippi,
has sent us three beards of wild turkeys, shot by himself
and Mr. John N. Duncan, which are more than patriarchal
in their length and general aspect. One of them measures
10J- inches in length, and, as the sender says, probably
belonged to a gobbler of the Mormon persuasion, so that
we can now safely swear “by the Beard of the prophet,”
in due oriental form.
The other was evidently sported
by a young galopavo of the Beau Brnmwel order, as it is
cutled and cirred at the end. To outwit one of these old
hoys who wears a beard in this style, is certainly an achieve¬
ment. of which a sportsman may well be proud. Human
intelligence and skill opposed to animal cunning, and the
animal cunning usually comes out ahead.
Our Journal in Canada—Benj. Smith, Esq., member
of council of the Nova Scotia Game Protective Society,
says of Forest and Stream :—
“Your paper has become eo great a favorite among Canadian sportsmen
as to be a sine qua non

Samuel Wilmot, Esq., Superintendent of the Dominion
Fish Works, at Newcastle, Canada, in sending an official
communication to Forest and Stream, remarks:—
“As your paper is becoming so widely distributed, it is thfe hest medium
by which any information of this kind can he disseminated.1 ’

—From observations taken at New Smyrna, Florida, by
Maj. George G. Alden, we find that the mean mid-day (2
P. M.) temperature was 80’, Lowest temperature during
the month, 55°; highest, 86°.
—-»•*--

—There were cut on Crown Timber Lands of New
Brunswick, Canada, last year, woods of all kinds equival¬
ent to about one hundred and ten million feet. This sea¬
son the yield will probably be one hundred million feet.
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Cbeedmoor.—Saturday was a day at which no rifleman
could grumble, and the scores made in llie various match¬
es are above the average. The flrst event was the long
range match for the Luther badge, open only to members
of the Amateur ltifle Club, for which there were twelve
entries. The conditions were, five shots each at 800, 000,
and 1,000 yards. Mr. W. B. Farwell was the winner, but
the leading scores, as will be seeu by the list below, were
remarkably close:—
N limes.
Yards.
Score
Total.
W. li Farwell.E. H. Sanford..
L. M. Ballard..
n. S, Jewell...

l SCO....5
90H....5
(1MJ0....4
t 800....3
200. ...5
( tOUO....3
I 81
.A 900....5
(1000....3
i 8tK)....rj
.A 900....2
I 1000....2
i 800....5
■l 900....3
| 1000....0
1 800....5
-? 900....3

I

N. Washburne..

G, W. Yale.
;o Crouch.
IsaacL. Allen..
A. J. Hcnnton, Jr..

5 5 5
5 3 4
4 2 3
535
5 4 4
3 i 4

.20 J
,23 y

59

,11)(
{» 0.-..22)

3
2
5
4
0
5
3
3
5
2

5
3
5
5
5
5
4
3
3
5

5
3
3
5
5
3
5
5
5
f>
1000.... 4^3 5
‘
900....5 4 5 5

-J
j 1000....4 0 0

$....215....16)
5....23 J
5....21V
3.... 15 |
5... 23 )

69
59
58

5....16 j
5;... 23)
4.... 20 >
8...*15)
4....22 j
8....21 J.

58

4 5
5 5 3 (>.... 18V 55
5 4 0 0...,13 )
5 5.. .22)
3
_ _
0....16 V
0 5
5.. ..16 j
5 3
5.. ..22 J
3 0
3.. . 14 V
4 3
4. ..15
3 4
4.. ..15)
345 6....21
4 2 2
4 0 5 5.... 19
MV
4 3 0 3.... 14
2 2 0 4 3.. M j
the Spirit of the limes

1 800....5
-( 900....5
1 1000....4
[ 800.. .4
-J 900....5
(1000....2
( 80U.... 5
-j ii00... .5
| 1000....0
i 800....0
< 900....4
(1000....3
1 800....5

! ’.coo..
The second match was that for
badge, ^00 yards, off-hand, shot, for the first time. There
was a long list of entries, and the scores made were as fob
lows:—
Score.
Names.
..4455333444
E. 11. Sanford.
.4 3 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 3
W. B. Farwell.
..3 3 3 4 5 3 4 4 3 4
Henry Fulton .
..4 4 3 5 4 3 2 3 4 4
II. S. Jewell.
11. W. Gourley....
..4 4 5 8 3 4 4 4 3 2
..3 3 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 3
K. W. Smith.
..2 2 I 3 5 44532
B. E. Valentino....
..4 4 3 4 3 5 4 3 10
A. Anderson.
..3340445443
J. K. Grohaui.
. .4 2 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 3
M. T. McMahon...
..35 2 3 3 3 4 2 3 4
J. M. Ballard.
..4 4 2 4 3 9 3 4 4 4
George Ctoucli.
F. II Holton.
..3 248424343
..3 2 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 3
H Fisher.
..3 324234 442
It. 11. Keene.
..2 4 3 8 4 3 3 2 4 3
J, V. M esc role.
..8 4333 0 3435
I. L. Allen.
..2 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 0
C. S. Burns.
..4 0 2 2 4 4 4 3 4 2
J. McGlen8ey.
.4442420332
G. D. Scott.
. .3 2 4 4 5 3 8 2 0 2
W. II. Muiphy.
..3 3 4 0 3 3 2 3 8 4
G. F. Merchant_
..8 3 4 2 3 3 0 3 3 4
J. A. Gee.
..4 4 0 2 0 3 3 1 3 4
W. S. Eltnendorf..
b Lloyd..
.4 3 2 0 4 3 3 3 0 4
J. B. Holland.003 3 452324

Total.

The programme at Creedmoor for next Saturday will in¬
clude Hie second competition for the “Hepburn” trophy at
800, 900, and 1,000 yards, commencing at 11 A. M., and the
sixtli competition for the Turf, Field and F’urm badge, at
K00 yards distance, at 3:15 P. M.
Conlin’s Gallery.—We give herewith a cut which is
an exact copy of the champion target Winning the cham¬
pion’s pin at tills gallery. It was made by Mr. L. V.
gone, April 20th 1876,10 shots with rifle, 110 feet, off hand.
The pin was offered for the flrst full score (50 out of pos¬
sible 00) on 200 yards; Wimbledon target reduced in pro¬
portion for the range, made in the gallery, and after seven
months constant practice by the most expert gallery shots
in the city, Mr. Sone accomplished the almost impossible
feat. The following is a list of the best scorcsjhighest
possible BCore, 50:—

that the convention of riflemen, which had been announced
to be held during the spring meeting, should be convened
at the head quarters tent at Creedmoor, May 25, at 12
o’clock noon, when the roll of delegates will be called. In
order Io give conceit of action to matters regarding rifle
praclice it was resolved to invite all the rifle associations
throughout the country to send delegates to Hie convention
or a written statement to the Secretary of sueb-matters as
they may desire to have acted upon. After tbe election of
five life members the meeting adjourned.
Tue International Matches.—The Joint Committee
of tbe National Rifle Association and Amateur Rifle Club,
having in charge 1 lie International Rifle matches to be
contested at Creedmoor next fall, held a meeting yesterday
afternoon, Gen. McMahon, the President, in Lite chair.
It was resolved to limit the expenditure for the Centen¬
nial trophy in the long range match to $1,000. Major Gen.
Shaler, Col. Gilderslcove, and Col. Mitchell were appoint¬
ed a committee to prepare a programme for the entertain¬
ment of foreign and out-of-towuguesls at Creedmoor on
tlie.days of tbe matches.
The Irish Riflemen.—Dispatches from Dublin under
date of May 2d, announce that the competition for places
in tbe Irish Rifle Team to visit this country, commenced
at Dundalk on the 29th ult., and were to be continued dur¬
ing the six successive Saturdays. Two squads consisting,
No. 1 of Messrs. Johnson, Pollock, Patrick, and Pranks,
and No. 2 of Messrs. Rigby, Traill, Goff, Joynt, fired 15
shots per man at 800, 900,“and 1,000 yards, scoring a grand
total for No. 1 of 711, and for No. 2 of 674.
Most of those likely to compete for places in the team
come from the north of Ireland or the neighborhood of
Dublin. Dundalk lies close to the borders of both provin¬
ces, and is neutral ground. The military authorities have
given the use of their rifle range.
Each competitor will be required to Are each day fifteen
shots, at each of the three ranges. The ten best men on the
aggregate scoring will be selected; four additional men will
be nominated by the captain. These fourteen will again
compete, and the ten best will form the team of eight and
the reserve. The actual components of the team will uot,
however, be finally selected until practice in America has
decided iheir relative merit:
The second competition took place on Saturday last.
The score resulted in a tic. W. Rigby made a score of
211 out of a possible 225, which has been seldom equalled.
Of his 45 shots 34 were hull’s eyes. Other scores were:
Milner, 203; Goff, 190; Traill, 189; Patrick, 168; Dyas,
177; Joynt, 164.
8ctiuetzenfests.—The Columbia Rifle Association will
hold their opening spring meeting on the 15lh iust., at
I heir grounds at Uutteuberg, N. J. Shooting off-hand, at
200 yards, any rifles, open to all comers. Tickets entitling
the holder to three shots at the Centennial ring target, $2
each; lifteen prizes to lhe amount of $160. N. B. Centen¬
nial ring target means llie target adopted by the American
Shapshooters’ Society, and which will be used at tlie
grand shooting tournament at Philadelphia from June 26ih
to July 7lh, This target is divided into twenty-five differ¬
ent rings of one half inch diameter each. Bull’s-eye or
pool tickets, ten for $1.
The opening festival of the
United Sohuetzen Association of Jersey City will take
place at the Schuetzen Park at Bergen avenue, Jersey
City, (Greenville), Tuesday and Wednesday llie 16th and
17lh iust- They open bull’s eye, man, and ring targets,
at a distance of 200 yards, and open to all comers.
—Attention is called to tbe advertisement of J. W.
Hayes & Co., 922 Broad street, Newark, N. J. We have
had the pleasure of admiring the superbly executed medals
this firm have made for the Centennial shooting contests.
They also made the Forest and Stream badges. Tin \
have an artist who is very superior in the conception of de¬
signs, and the firm will take great pleasure in furnishing
badges and medals to suit the taste of the gun clubs, rifle
clubs, or other associations.
Massachusetts.—The Worcester Sportsmen’s Club have
adopted the rules and regulations of tbe National Rifle As¬
sociation, with the single exception of the third class tar¬
get. Taking the Wimbledon target at 200 and 300 yards;
8 inch bull’s-eye, 15-inch centre, 28 inch inner, 40 inch
outer. The following are the scores made on the 4lli inst.
Wimbledon targets, oil hand:—
aoo yards, ovf-hXnd.
Name,
Total. | Name.
Total.
Sledmim Clark.14 A. F. Uatek.IB
G. J ltiiag.16 A. 1.. Mice. 10
A. F. Calling.17 Erank Wesson. 1
C. B. Holden...i: i.E. Grimes.10

A. G. Maun. .. i3j

coo Yj
Name.
Total,
Name.
Total.
Stud man Clark.2! A. F. Hatch. 4
G. J. Bugts.2** A. L. Rice.. 6
7
A. P. Culling.15 Frank Wesson.
W
S.
Perry.5
C. B. Holden.2*
A. U, Manu.18 E. S. Knowles....:.10
•

Name.
L. V. Sonc .
W. B. Fur well.
(Jlvas. A. C'lieuver.
C. E Blyderrburgh..
Win. Hayes.
.1. B. Blydenbargh...
G. W. Yale.
T C. Noone.
L. C. Brace.
H. I). Blydenbargh..
J. O, Wright.
Geo. W. E. Strong...
W. J. Sherwood.
T. J. Hod worth.
Geo. P. Work.

d. Name.
>0 C. G. Peters .
19 J. Woodward.
IK Wilnon Macdonald,...
17 G. W. Hamilton.
ITiThnnms Lloyd.
"* J. D. Chcever.
D. L. Beckwith.
T. O'. Batiks.
M. P. Lennon.
J. E. Whitley.
Frederick N. DeWilt..
N. Sal tu a.
W. H. Sabine...
Ur Uvnoa.
Win. Klein.

National Rifle Association.—The Board of Directors
of the N. R. A. held their regular monthly meeting on
Tuesday afternoon of last week, Gen, Shaler in the chair.
Col. Wingate, on behalf of the Range Committee, reported
the receipt of $1,000 from the Winchester Arms Company
for the purpose of erecting a parapet behind the “running
deer” target, which the company also proposes to give to
the association. On motion of Gen. McMahon the Prize
Committee were authorized to procure prizes for the matches
in the spring meeting, at a cost not to exoeed $450. The
President announced that to erect a commodious head¬
quarters at Creedmoor $1,500 had already been donated.
The term “Special” military guns in matches was decided
to mean all rifles not in use by tbe troops of any organized
Government. On motion of Col. Wingate, it was resolved

New Orleans Rifle Club.—At the range of the New
Orleans Rifle Club there was very little shooting done
April 30tli, the heat no doubt keeping the members at
home. The shooting is almost entirely on the Centennial
target. Mr. A. Wattenhofer, the champion last shooting
day, again walked off with the honors on the latter target on a
score of 105. The following are the names of the winners
on the off-hand cartoon targets: First prize, M. Wintsler;
second prize, H. N. Soria; third prize, A. Wattenhofer;
fourth prize, J. C. Shipley.
The Crescent City Rifle Club tried the red bull’s-eye in
place of the black. As there was some controversy some
time since in regard to tbe superiority of the red over tbe
black, I shall report next week if it works satisfactorily or
not. The following are the leading scores at 1,000 yards:—
Name.
Total ! Name.
Total.
George Howe.56iJohn Glynn, Jr.45
J. K. Renand.56 James Buckley.42
Dudley SeJpt.55|»Vm. Arms.
37

New York.—A match was- shot last week between the
Geneva Kille Club and tbe Amateur Club of Rochester, the
former using muzzle-loaders weighing from twenty to
thirty pounds, of .53 calibre, while the Rochester men
used guns weighing but ten pounds. The former were al¬
lowed to rest the muzzles of their guus on artificial rests,
but tbe Amateurs were not allowed that advantage, but
had to bind fast their Crecdrooora in a sort of living vice,

made by twisting their bodies into tbe peculiar position®
known as ‘‘Pulton’s position.” Tbe advantage of greater^
weight in a gun and liberty to rest its muzzle artificially is
enough^ skill being equal, to win a victory every time,
and although the Genevas are to be congratulated on their
skill and good fortune, justice requires that the probabla
cause of the result should be stated. The following is tho *
score at the long range:—
GENEVA TEAM.

Ntmie.
Gaylord.4
D Utile.3
iSniilb.4
Fleming.2
Millar. 0
Robert8.(I
Pott..2

Score.
444545555
5 3 4 0 5 3 4 5 2
422045 3 55
6 5 4 0 3 6 4 0 3
3 5 3 3 2 2 0 3 8
3 0 0 2 2 5 8 5 4
5233022 3 0

Total.
45
.85
84
31
24
21
22

Grand total.....,..215

■
I
1
,
I

ROCHESTER TEAM.

Rider.3
Yates .3
Combs.0
Hart.4
Stillson.3
Brown.4
Bervis.2

3 4 4 0 3 5 3 5 3
3 3 5 3 4 4 5 3 0
342555330
30 4 560045
003435408
0 0 5 0 4 4 2 3 3
3 3 4 4 2 0 0 0 5

33
33
30
30
25
24
23

I

Grand total.f.198
The time consumed in shooting this match was so long!
that it became impossible to shoot a full team match at ■
short range, but three individuals from each club shot an
off hand match at 200 yards, which resulted iu a triumph
for Rochester by the following
SCORES.

Name.
Score.
Rider, of Rochester. ...5 5 4 4 1 4 I 4 4 5
Smith, of Gouova.4 42 1 443325
Rider winning by eight points.
Sliilsou, of Rochester.... 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5
Miller, of Geneva..3 444554454
Stillaon wmnitig by one point*
Yates, of Rochester.3 4 3 2 4 4 4 3 4 4
Gaylord, of Geneva.24 24 4 334 3 4
Yates winning by InTee points.
SHORT

BARRETS

FOR

'Total.
43
35
43
42
36
33

1
I

R,

M

RIFLES.

Onto ago, 111., May 3d, 1876. ■
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In r^ply to one of your correspondents, in your paper of 27tb ult., you m
gay “200 yards is rather too far for a 20-inch barrel." Tun years ago, "
after a great deal of experimenting with barrels of different lengths, I
adopted the 20 mch Maynard as my favorite arm for all sporting service, ■
having convinced myself that for any but the extreme ranges, which are sometimes required on the plains, it was equal to any possible de¬
mand, and the convenience with which it can be packed and carried *
making it the beat weapon 1 know to carry oil journeys, and lo hav& I
ready at ail times for real work. J have won matches with it at 220 fl
yards in competition with muzzle and breech-loading rides of great |
number and variuly. I once puf leu successive shots in a live inch ring I
at 200 yards, killed a wild goote at 400, cut off the head of a bittern at
150, and, generally, have found it more reliable than the old jnuzzle J
loading ride, which for many years 1 thought to be the best that couldfl
be produced. Mine is a 4-10 calibre, which of comae would be more re-il
liable than a 83, which yoor correspondent asks for; but for any distance*(
required in ordinary service, aud for a much longer range than 30U yards,
I am*sure from my own experience, and that of many others with which
I have been familiar, that a 20*inch barrel ia all sufficient.
H. W. S. Cleveland. 1

Philadelphia, May Sd, 1876*
1
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 sco In the “Answers" you say “200 yards Is rather too far for a 20* fl
inch barrel." May I ask do you refer by this toimply to tbe .32 cal., 20- •
inch barrel, or to that length in general? 1 have used a 20-inch Wiucbeo-flj
ter, 1866 model, for several years, and apart from my attachment to the
piece from associations, I have never changed it for the new pattern or
longer barrel, becansel have always fonod that for ordinary hunting it "
shot well enough. It has coarse eights and no elevator, but I have at
various limes shot docks with it, shooting at them in the water at 200
yards off-hand, and at more than that. 1 never shoot at a mark once m
six months, so I cannot say bow regular it would be in a number of con- fl
secutive shots at tbe same object; but at game it seems to have ins Line tive faculties, which it exercises as to direction. I may add that 1 have u J
bard-looking 14-bore shotgun, only 18 Inches hi the barrels, with which fl
I have killed deer running at 80 yards and over, using Eley's green car¬
tridges, with 3| drachms of powder—Dupont’s No. 2 ducking. C. O.
"

[Tlie disadvantage iu a short barrel is iu- its incapacity-l
for buruiug more than a limited quantity of powder, par¬
ticularly where a small calibre is used. Besides, the an¬
swer to our correspondent referred to the Wesson pistolM
fitted with a skeleton stock.—Ed.]

$mm §<i$ mid §im.
MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

—A number of genllemeu of Philadelphia and New ■
Ycrlt liavo formed themselves into a club and purchased A
iwo acres of laud on Ludlam’s Bay, Cape May county, N.
J., where they have erected a two aud a half story house,
60x40 feet, with sixteen sleeping rooms, which is under i
the supervision of T. F. Shiite and wife. The officers are
G. M. D. Peltz, President; T. F. dilute, Vice President;
James F. Wallace, Secretary. The title of the cluh is the
Curlew Bay Club of Philadelphia.
—A Boston correspondent relates a singular circumstance 1
that happened last week to a lover of the dog and gnu liv¬
ing iu the suburbs of one of the adjacent suburban cities.
He was awakened quite eariy with the intelligence that the
grounds were full of snipe, and one dog that was already |
loose was “pointing iti all directions.” Then there was
hurryiDg lo and fro. He seized his gun with a promptitude
that would put to blush the Minute man of 1776, anu with¬
out waiting for reinforcements, was soon in the field. In
a short Lime he bagged nine snipe, losing three from too ■
close proximity to windows of tlie houses.
Me.
PIGEON

MATCHES.

Philadelphia Sfobtsien's Club.—The

seventh annu¬
al spring meeting of the Philadelphia Bportsincn’s Club
was held at Tinneum on Saturday, May 6lh. A great num¬
ber of invited gueets were present, and the day was passed *
in the most social manner, nothing occurring to mar the
general good feeling that prevaded among the members.
The Usual shooting maich took place; 550 wild pigeons .
were furnished by Mr. S. T. Martin, of Chicago, which nr-

FOREST AND STREAM.
lived in good order, only 14 being lost on the way t.d Phil¬
adelphia. The prizes contended for were as follows: 1st,
ii handsome solid silver salvur; 2d, a valuable bronze (En¬
glish partridge); Bd, an emblematic locket. The match
Ivvas shot from H AT trap, 21 yards rise, BO yards bounidtny. The following arc the scores:—
Total.|

Names.

Total.

.»l<;. K. C. .'1
It. H.7
..7|J. T.
Et. B. T.

ground has been alive with them, owing to heavy rafus. Corn-fields
have been favorite rucdTng grounds, and As UtO farmers do not cut up
their com it affords flue cover. J. Anderson ami G. E. Poyncor bagged
ninety-three in six ami a hair hours1 shooting oil the 82d nil.: Messrs.
Jackcit and Poyneer bugged seventy-nine no 85th ult.; Gage and Walden
haggl'd sixty-three. Messrs. Morton, Lee, Everett, liwltoit, and Lurch
huve the credit of making good bags. Duck shooting was fair. Pros¬
pects aye very flattering for a big season at pinnated grouse
If wc do
not have any heavy rains during May and June the Bhooling will be the
finest for many years.
Rkin .

THE FLIGHT OF WOODCOCK AND SNIPE.

. I’.

..(I 0 0

. P. U..

TIBS FOR STCCOMD PRIZK.
LjC. a.1110 1-4
1111 1-5
. M.1 1 11 0—1
1111 1—5
TllSW FOR THIRD FRI213.

(frame..
Total.] Name.
l h , Jr.
0 0. S,6.
.11 T.1
. la. H.1)
C....,,.
.R. H.1
fib.

f.

1
1
1
0
1

Total.

0 A. B.
11 A. C.
0|U. M*.
0;J. T. A ...
ol *YV inner.

Ai tov* the shooting match was over, the members sat
'down t o a planked shad suppei\ and an enjoyable af leiSjoou was passed in the building of the Tinneum Fisli
oJou&e Club.
Bogardus vs, Price.—The match between Captain A.
Bogardus, of Illinois, and Mr. William C4. Priqe, of
Siondon, for the championship of the world and the gold
'badge won by Uie Captain when in Europe, was decided
Kt Indianapolis on the 5lh iust. The following score shows
llie result:—Fifty birds from five traps, 80 yards rise, Eng¬
lish rules. Bogardus, 41; Price, 8G. Filteen pairs, 18
feiirds rise, Prairie Club rules, of Chicaco. Bogardus, 24;
price, 21. Twenty single birds, 21 yards rise Prairie Club
I rules, of Chicago. Bogardus, 19, Price, 15. Total—Bogaiclus, 84; Price, 72.

In.
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SHOOTING EXTRAORDINARY.

Suv Louis, May-ith, 187U.
I Em tor Forest And Htukam.—
A supply ol wild. birds arrived today from Clricajro for tlm Gun Club.
UMicr a fair dub match a novel nialcii was made hetwoen Mr. C. Jell
ffclurkaml II. U. Pierce, ut 10-tdL'gIe’ birds, 2i yards riso, 80 yards boun¬
dary, tile gun to Ik; laid on tlui qrmnid, the shooter to stand at score with
larnifj folded, and to maintain that position uhl.il the trap was sprung arid
|the bird on the \Vjilg. Mr. Clark, had shot ui live birds once before nudur similar conditions. Mr. Pierce had had no experience in that style
Hif shooting, To the complete surprise of the specLuLora the shoolcrs
►lied ut ton birds, untl afterwards at five birds, sumo conditions. As the
pjki I oT tuck jinny had been ihorou^tily tested under such novel circumCfltanees, withoi.I advantage to either, IL was agreed to draw the slake
fund.rest upon laurels won. When ii is considered that (he birds -were
ffiety strong, wild ones, having bnt recently been netted, and the wind
•blowing almost a gale from right t.6 left across the traps, with a cold,
Barfiizlhig rain prevailing tin ring the entire match, together with the exMra labor necessary to secure proper aim. order comillions imposed, the
i score is simply wonderful. At any rate the result is so grcully ahead
the Palne-'l’tdbot mated, recently bud in Now York, and the terms so
I anuch more diiHcult—(Paine and Talbot laying their gun on a table ini stead of on the ground)—-that either guntleuiau is willing to make a 50i bud single, or double match imd-r same conditions, with any one who
bniagines they know how to do such style of work better.
St. Louis.

MT.

VANDERWACKEN.

Philadelphia, April 29th, 1876.
Editor ‘Forest and Stream:-1 see in an ontertaiuing article in your paper of the 27ih, your corres¬
pondent asks where theSrandevwaeken Mountain Is,as he could not find it
(on any map. 1 have been up the Yanderwackeu Mountain some years ago,
Ethough not quite so far back as the date of the events recorded in your
Kl.rrespoudent's urticlc. The mountain, lies south of the road from Root’s
WO the Lower Adirondack Irou Works and east of the North River.
It is, as he says, an isolated mountain, over four thousand feet high, I
should say, speaking from memory and judging from the timber and
I Other eigne which those famiiiar with mountain climbing estimate alti¬
tude by. I went up the mountain in the winter of 1860-01, when I spent
bo :e five or six weeks in the woods, tramping aoout on snow-shoes and
seeing what wnB to be seen in contrast to the summer time. The snow
bflfas five feet deep on a level, with a good crust, and I have no doubt
(•that in some Of the hollows and ravines among the foot hills-at the back
pbf the mountain, we walked over drifts thirty feet deep. In order to get
Etbfine view, 1 left Mitchell Labattis’ House in Pendlelon before day, aud
reached the top of the mountain quite early in the morning. Snow$hoes had to be discarded long before we got to the summit, as we at¬
tained it from the north side, aud It is very steep. The top was open
and not large, the mountain making a peak. The view was grand. I
looked up the long basin in which lay Lake Sanford, the head of it firtec; u miles off. Across the end of the valley glistened the wull of tkp
Indian Pass. On the right came toward me in order the rose-colored
simimite—for all were snow covered, and glowed Alp-like in the slowly
rising sun—of Mounts McIntyre, Golden, Tahawas, and others, while on
the left lay Seward and Suutanoni. I can remember it well to this day.
The rose color tipped with gold, then gliding imperceptibly into the
softest sluidcs of violet, which again* went into purple, until at last, low
dtnvu on the mountain sides, where the timber was larger and the snow
^QOnId get to the ground, the dark spruces and balsams looked blue aud
[black in the deep shadows. I went down on the south side of the
Hjaountain and took a circuit to the right almost to the river, having mean¬
while run down a buck and cut his throatr for Mitchell had said he mast
have some meat, or we would face badly at home, and then struck north
again to the Crown Poiut road, which I did not reach until long after
Hark, or rather, night, for it was moonlight and not very dark. One of
nptdkuU’tij boys and another youngster were with me, so having plenty of
iiteuni we put a withe through the deer’snose and fore legs, and “snaked”
him on the crust until after night, where we hung him up and went
Epme, sending after him in the morning. If I pass the Vanderwacken
fcgain I shall most certainly try to find time to go up it. The view will
Well repay any one who cares at all for such things. So by the way will
view from Goodenon into a much smaller mountain, and one more
Easily gone up, not far from Newcomb settlement.
C. C.

SNIPE

AT

THE

WEST.

Clinton, Iowa, May 1st, 1676.
Editor Forest and Stream.:—
In your issue of April 27111* under head of Game Rag and Guu, you
predicted that English snipe had taken a wcaLem flight. “You have it
right. ” The largest flight of smite known for years has just passed over
£be eastern portion of this State. All along ihe Chicago aud North¬
western Railway, from here to Tama City, every favorable piece or

Kentvili.b, Nova Scotia.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
It always gives the sportsman pleasure to find the whereabouts of a
brother of the rod or trigger with whom a bye gone day has been pleas¬
antly passed. I therefore note with no ordinary delight a few lines Tram
uRoaraur,” who is good enough to mention 187 i, and the little Clumbers
who then conduced to our amusement. I am truly glad to hear that he
intends looking me up next anlurnn, and vhllc I regret the superanuation of his old beauties, make no doubL but ilnt “their snoce&ora in of¬
fice” will give a good account of their “days about” wiLb my team. As
for that good, thorough going shot, I feel sure that since we last mot
“Age cannot wither him, nor custom stale
Hti infinite variety.”
One thing I will say for all the gentlemen from over the border w hom
I. have hud the pleasure of meeting lu the field, they are undeniable
workmen, aud understand cover shooting and the peculiarities of the
“timber-doodle,” its probable locality, aud line and velocity of flight, and
we drive from cover to cover, smoke the post-prandial pipe, unless they
e giving hs solid information and the result of cxicnaive personal ob¬
servation among the fauna of North America. They are admirably fill¬
ing the role of what dear old Col. Chearnley, called “the diverting vaga¬
bond.”
In answer to “Roamer’s” inquiries as to the advent of cock and snipe,
I reply that as far as my own observation goes I am inclined to think
that the influx of cock from the North is more clearly marked by flights
than that of snipe. The latter breed here, both at Tantramar and Kentyille in greater numbers than cock, and continuing during their early
maturity on the opens it is very difficult to discriminate between flight
birds and those driven off the snipe bogs to the edges of the leykes, (as
we call our reclaimed grass lauds) ditches, andpolutoe furrows. But 1
can say that after easterly and northeasterly rainstorms with wind I find
a black bog with scattered alders, I wot of, always well filled with snipe
after September 22d. 1 therefore think they begin lo come South earlier
than cock, and further, I never killed snipe in November till 1871, w hen
I got two brace on, I think November !0rb, upon a bit of black intervale
lile or so west from Kentville, that Imd been submerged till autumn,
aud mown high off Ihe ground.
The cock on the other hand, I always shoot uulil well ou in November;
iven as late as Ibe lfith making bugs of three or four couple, Ooce 1
flushed a strong, loud winged bird Ihe clay before Christmasl It Is prob¬
able he had been wounded, or moi'te jHUaitia been prevented from ac¬
quiring u knowledge of geography. The advent of the flight biidsde
pemls muon upon the temperature in higher latitudes,and the prevalence
of uorllierly gales. I look up well shot covers for new arrivals nil ulonir
from October 15th to November 10th; after that, likely places. My heaviest
bags of evidently flight birds have geininilly been made about the full
moon nearest thu 20th or October. I hopu, however, to show my old friends
ue new covers before so lale a date.
B, 8,
Tenafly, N. J., April 22d, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In the laLu issucb of your paper, I notice several of your correspon¬
dents claim that the scarcity or woodcock is due to the late snows aud
cold rains in the spring, and last, but not least, to the summer shooting.
Now, in our section, the summer and fall shooting is about equal. In
July and August we find the young birds in the densest cover, when they
rise it is almost impossible to see them. While in the fall, after the
leaves have fallen from the trees, we find them among the aiders and
white birches, where it is very open, and it Is often necessary to let them
fly some distance, in order to suve them whole. Of course wo all un¬
derstand that summer shooting loads to the untimely death of a
great many young ruffed grouse and quail, but it does not \\ holly ac¬
count for the scarcity of the birds. If your correspondents will take the
trouble to look under the telegraph - Wires, they will find another good
reason. For instance, on vhe 4ih hist. one of the Irmlcmen on the rail,
road, brought me a woodcock that liau uuc.i ..i i
by Hying loiiust the
wire; he was found early in the morning,'and was warm when picked up
A year or two ago eight woodcock were fouud one morning on the Hud¬
son River Railroad, in a distance of two miles, and a short time ago the
agent at the depot heard something strike the wire near him, and on
looking, found a woodcock that was warm and .bleeding. On thcTth
inet I found three dead birds in a distance of one aud one half in lies
Three were found a few miles south of this place a year ago and 1 havu
just received a stuffed bird from Piermont that was killed the 17th of
Mai eh, 1873. It 6eems that a single wire is the most dangerous as they
can see aud avoid a large number. Here is another reason: a frieud or
mine informs me that it used to be a customary practice for the citizens
of the Southern States to hunt them at night with torches in the canebrakes, aud he has known of seventy-five being killed in a few hours in
this way. If this is the case, in a few years woodcock will be a thiDg of
the past, unless the protection societies take hold of iho matter. Wood¬
cock have been very plentiful with us this spring, and there aio enough
left on the grounds to make good shooting when the season opens.
Wilson snipe made their first appearance this week. 1 shot five on the
16th, and saw two more which were very wild. The weather lias bean
so cold that the flight has hardly commenced, bnt expect they will be
along in large numbers in a few days, wheu I will send you word.
Red Wing*

CHOK E-BORES.
Jackson,Mips., April 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Apropos of choke-bores, I have had my gunwhal; Mr. Dougall might
call “moderately choke-bored.” My guu—you published atrial about two
years ago—shot N.7, Tatham’s, badly, making a pattern of 126 pellets is a
a 3Q‘in. circle, with 31 drs. orange lightning powder and If oz, shot. Now
with 3J drachms American dead shot and l£ oz. No. 7 Tatham's shot, it
gives an average pattern of 182 pellets in a 30 inch circle, not selected.
It has improved the gun’s shooting with No. 8 as well. Of No. 10 shot
I kept no record, and hure state positively, in regard to my gnu, at least,,
that it has not lost in penetration, haviug brokca both hind legs of an
old hare—besides killing him so dead lie never struggled-at about 40
paces, with St. Louis No. 10 (TathauiV) shot.
regard to shooting a choke-bore at snipe or partridges I would say,
to a poor shot like myself, be slow about bringing your gun to your
shoulder; or, as Frank Forester says: “Keep your gun at half-cock,
and cock it only after the game is on the wing.” If you don’t, you’ll
score more misses than birds, as I do.
In conclusion, one wordaboutMr. Dougall’s statement that “closeness
and velocity are antagonistic.” With all due deference to Mr. Dougall,
I question that statement. lBhotmy gun before it was choke-bored at
a yellow pine plank; tho shot entered it Blmply. I then used one of
EleyTa concentrators, and it spliuteied the board. I then took two con¬
centrators, filled them with shot, with a wed at either end, and tied it to¬
gether with fine wire. It tore a hole Lhroagh tho wood like that made by
agrapeshot; all shots so fired at same distauce/sauie size shot, and at
different parts of the plank. A-cartridge so made would knock down-an
elephant at close quarters.
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Tf above is not analogous 1 would like lo be informed why it is not;
but in, in my bumble opinion, if not a dofoplelu rufnfaiion, at least oue
that requires explanation In regard to “closeness andvelocHyiueautttgomHt^c", being accepted as gospel truth.
Ufcu. C. Eviuch.

|jfntiowtl $£n$tmcs.
BASE BALL,

—The national game 1ms never been played with the de¬
gree of skill it is lliis season, as llie record of llie leading
contests which have thus far taken place fully shows.
Thus far, in the League pennant series of matches, the
Chicago Club takes the lead out West, and the Hartford
CJub iii the East, each having won live games anil lost but
one rip lo May 9th. The model games thus far played in.
the West by the League clubs have beeu:—
Rt. Louts vs, Chicago, at St. Louis.l
CiiittimuUi vb. St. Louie, at Cincinnati...
2
Cllicngo vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis.....
.3
Cincinnati vs. Louisvilo, at Cincinnati.3
Chicago vs. Louisville, at Lonisvillo.I
Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at Cincinnati.
5
St. Louis vs. Louisville, at Louisville.6

i.o
to
to
to
to
to
to

0
1
3
3
0
3
3

to
lo
to
lo
to
to
to
lo
to
to

2
2
3
1
3
f»
1
5
6
3

Tho model games of the Easi areas follows:—
. . .3
mum
nt «oaio»i vm iniiiii^'i. ,3
it ford vs. Mutual, nr. Brooklyn.1
Hartford vs. Athletic, ak Philadelphia...7
Hartford vs. Alhletic, ar Philadelphia.
6
Boston VB. Alhlelrc, at Philadelphia.
6
Mutual vs. Boston, at Boston.5
Athletic vb. Mutual, at Philadelphia.7
Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
7
Mutual vs. Hartford, at Brooklyn. .8

The record in full of the League contests is as follows*—

Tlie single figure contests in which professional nines
have been engaged since our last issue are as follows:—
May 1—Cllicngo vs. Buckeye. at Colnmbus.
5 to 0
May 2-Mutiia' vs, Al.lilutic, at Brooklyn (12 innings).,.,:! to 2
May 3—Boston vs. Fall River, at Fall River.
..0 t.o 2
Muv 3 - New liaveii vs. Jlmiloid, at Hartford. 6 lo i
May 4—New Haven vs. Hartford, at N. llavuii <1(1 in)... .7 io fi
May J — Boston vh. Harvard, »l Boston ill innings).. I to 3
May l Kivwrsirh* v*. Aiiudcius. ut Louisville...7 to 5
Muy 4 -cincmuftfl vs. Loni*villu,at. cinciniiuli.3 lo a
May 5-llnrtford vs Mutual, at Brooklyn. I io 3
May 5--St. Louis vs Chicago, ut *3t Louis.
I to 0
May 5—Star vs. Ithaca, at Syracuse.8 to fi
Muv 5—Harvard vs. Suffolk, at Cambridge.8 lo \
Muy 5 Bruddock vs. Alluuhany, at Alleghany. t) Lo 3
May 6—11 art fold vs. AUileuc, at Philadelphia.li to 3
May 6—Chelsea ws. Brooklyn, at Brooklyn.6 to 3
May (}•-Alaska vs. Narnelesa, at Brooklyn.5 lo 4
May 8—Mutual va. Bo*ton, at, Bbstun.
5 to 1
May 8—Hartford va. Athletic, at Philadelphia.7 (o 4
May 8-Louisville vs. Capital City, at ImlnumpOiis.fi to 5
May 8—Chicago vs. Sc. Lotus, at St. Louis.3 Lo 3
Among the best amateur games are the following:—
May fi -Charter Oak vs. Trinity, at Hartford.2 to 1
May 6—Eureka v?. Contest, at Brooklyn.7 to 5
The double figure games were as follow's:—
May 2^-Ckicago vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati. .15 to 6
Muy 3—Louisville vs. Sr. Louis, ar, Louisville.II to 0
May 3—Alhletic vs. Mutual, at Philadelphia,.11 lo 5
May 6—Boston va. Mutual, at Boston.32 to 3
May 6—Louisville va. Cincinnati, at Louisville.18 to S
Rotgbrs Athletics.—The spring trial of athletics at
Rutgers College was held Friday, May 5th. The standing
long jump was won by .1. Bishop,’78, distance 10 feet 0
inches. The running long jump by O. Maynard, ’78, dis¬
tance 17 feet 2 inches. The base hall was thrown 316 j feet
by Robert Fischer, ’77. Bed ltop, skip, and jump, made
by O. Maynard, distance 37 feet 4 inches. D. Randolph,
’70, won the two mile walk; ti.ne 15 minutes 47 seconds;
Lyall, ’76, making it in 15 minutes 46 seconds, but was
ruled out for skipping at, the beginning of tho second mile.
The prize for the 100 yards dasli was awarded to Whitehead, ’77, lime made, 10 seconds. Great enthusiasm was
manifested throughout. Judges, Prof. Rockwood, Pli. D.,
Alex. Johnson, A. B., A. Marline, A. B.
S.
Inteu-Colleoiate Athletics.—The gentlemen who
were appointed last December by Ihe Intcr-Golleglale Ath¬
letic Association a committee to arrange for this years
games, recently visited Saratoga, aud selected for the pur¬
pose a field in the vicinity of the Clarendon Hotel on Ballston Avenue. A grand stand, tents, dressing houses, etc.,
are te be erected, and tho whole made into as complete a
truck as there is in llie country. Although at the meeting
of the association in January the motion to invite Oxford
aud Cambridge, Bnglaud, and Trinity, Dublin, to partici¬
pate was lost, there is rcasou to believe that an invitation
will soeu be extended to them. Tinas presence would, of
course, add greatly lo Hie interest in the contests. The fol¬
lowing is the program of the meeting:—
For undergraduates, 3 mile ruu; 1 mile run; | mile run;
4 mile run; 100 yards dash; 120 yards hurdle; 1 mile walk;
3 mile walk; running. high jump; running long jump;
throwing the ball; pulling the 16 pound shot; 3 legged race.
For graduates, 1 mile run; 1 mile walk. Entries for any of
these contests will now he lecoivod by thu chairman of the
committee.

PRINCETON

SPORTS.

PwiroKTOs, May 6th, 1176.
Kditok Fokbst and Stream:—
To day has been something of a gata day for Princeton. The gymnas¬
tic contest of the class of "6 took place in the gymnasium this morning
at, 11:30. Prizes wore offered for heavy weights, light weights, Indian
clubs, and general excellence.
The contest was very lino indeed.
Messrs, Dunning and L. Q. Walker distinguished themselves on the
rings aud parallels. Mr. L. M. Walker and Mr. Kanfman were particu¬
larly good on the horizontal bar and flying trapezo, at which latter Mr.
Russell also succeeded admirably. The prizes were given as follows:
Heavy weights, Mr. PrankDnnniug, N. V.; light weights, Mr. W, T. K*nfman, N. J.; Indian clubs, air. A. 13. Tnrunre, M. Y.; general excellence,
M-. L, M. Walker, X, J. The judges were Messrs. A. Marguaud, S,,.

FOREST AND STREAM
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Hall, and J. Halles. At the close of the contest Mr. II. E. Davis, of
Washington, on behalf of the class of ’70, presented Mr, Goldie, the
well-known gymnastic instructor, with a complete set or Appleton’s En
cyclopedia. Mr. Davis, in a brief speech, paid a deserved tribute to
Mr. Goldie’s popularity among the students as a gentleman of culture.
Mr. Goldie thanked the class in a few hearty words. Hr. McCosh was
called upon by some of the “boys,” and made one of those laughable
speeches of his, in which he also paid Mr. Goldie some high compli¬
ments. Among other things he remarked that he valued Mr. Goldie’s
moral Influence as highly as that or any professor in the college. After
the speech ihe audience, which was large, dispersed. In the afternoon
a game or oall was played on the college grounds between the Univer¬
sity and a picked nine. The University played aa follows: Denny, c.;
Kaye, p.; J. Mann, 1st b ; Furman, 2d b.; Woods, 3d b.; G. Mann,
s. e.; Duflield, 1. f.; Larkin, c. f.; 1L Kaufman, r. f. The picked nine
was vanquished by a score of 20 to 2. Ou Tuesday next the University
play the Philadelphia^ When Mann will pilch, liny play lirst, Lauglilln
short, aud Walker centre.
The University crew took a little spin in the afternoon. They are
rowing as follows: Green ’77, bow; Campbell ’77, No. 2; Steward ’78,
No. 3; Stevenson ’78, No. 4; Van Lennep ’76, No. b; Nlcoll ’77, 6trolte
and Captain, 1 am afraid boating interest is low in college. One does
not hear the crew much talked about. They are a good crew, however,
and are pulling well.
The spring meeting of the Princeton Athletic Club takes place next
Saturday. The one mile walk promises to be very flue,
Lounubu.
----

CRICKET.
PniLADEtriiiA, May 8tb, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
The return game between the Philadelphia and Germantown Cricket
Clubs, on Saturday last, at the Germuiitown grounds resulted iu a draw.
The fielding all arpuud was fair, the batting very fine, and the bowling,
bad enougb. The Germantowns made the high score of1214. Tom UargraveB scored 66; H. W. Brown, 64; and John Large, 29 runs. The
Philadelphias bad two wickets down at 6 P, M., the time fixed for draw¬
ing stamps, for 87 runs.
The attendance at all the matches at thc^e grounds is ample proof
that the ladies take a deep interest in the play—or I he players.
The game on next Saturday will be the Young America against, proba¬
bly, the First Eleven of the Merion.
Suitllb.

jjjachting nnd Routing.
All communications from Secretaries anti friends should be mailed m
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

May
Mnv
May
May
May
May
May

Boston.

11.
12.
13.
14.
16.
10.
17.

M.
o’
1
29
2
10
1
I'.i
3
4 39
6
31

New York. Charleston.
B.
10
10
11
1
2
3

M,
14
58
46
35
26
17
9

H.
M.
9
29*
10 16
11
3
11
49
morn.
Q 89
1
31

SCHUYK1LL NOTES.
Philadelphia, May 8,. 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

The Crescent and Undine Boat Clubs will each hold a
club regatta, on Saturday next, May 13th. The Crescents
will have six-oared barges and four-oared, double sculls and
single sculls.
The Undines will celebrate their 20lh anniversary by sixoared barge and four-oared shell races, after which a
steamer will take the members and invited guests to their
new house, “Ringstelten,” for an evenings enjoyment.
The Yesper Boat Club hold their annual club regatta on
Saturday, June 3d.
The partisans of Saratoga do not rest entirely easy under
the prospect of Philadelphia holding the great regatta of
the season, and, although, owing to the general respect for
the hearty hospitality of the Schuylkill Navy’s invitation,
and the assured numbers that will accept it, the opposition
is not violent, nor exactly open.
They seem to entertain great fears that the climate of
Philadelphia will interfere with training—a new discovery,
if indeed it is a discovery at all, aud not an invention.
One advocate of Saratoga dreads the dust that will cer¬
tainly fly here in August and September; but how the
crews will manage to raise a dust on the river, unless the
river should run dry, passeth understanding. The most
reasonable objection they urge is to rowing races in- heals.
This is a point on which we willingly take issue, but we
have uo time to argue it now.
Besides the programme has been so fixed, and in all
human probability will so remain, but if the colleges, or
any oilier of the rowing associations that will assemble
here insist upon a trial of llieir merits over a three mile
course, straight away—wide enough to accommodate all
the boats that can draw in line within hearing of a starter's
pistol shot—the course can be had.
Nothing can be said in favor of Saratoga that can not be
said of this course.
It is easy of access, presents excellent opportunities for
twice ten thousand spectators. Can be kept clear of all
obstruction, and is like the Saratoga course, as smooth as
glass when the wind don't blow.
No course ou which a large
but is liable to this objection.

number of boats can start
Sculls.

—The fleet of the College of New York, numbering
thirty-eight boats, including Jive four-oared barges, man¬
ned by about one bunting} and twenty students, started
from Raynor’s boat house, Harlem bridge, at 9 A. ill., on
Saturday, under the command of Commodore E. -Weed, of
the class of '77, ou the annual regatta. The course was up
the Harlem River and through Spuyten Duyvil Creek to
the Hudson, which they crossed and disembarked under
the Palisades for dinner and athletic games, returning in
the same manner. The display was very flue, and the
regatta a success.
—The three mile race in open gunwale-rigged boats for
$1,000 over the Charles River course between the Faulkner-

Reagan and City Point Crews, which was to have taken
place on the 5 th inst., is postponed until the 19th.
Gallant Rescue.—An incident has been brought to our
notice by our Philadelphia correspondent “Sculls,” which
should not be permitted to pass without a public commen¬
dation of the gallant fellows who were conspicuous for the
part they played in it.
On the 20th of April, we believe it was, as tbe barge Un¬
dine of the Undine Barge Club was opposite Sbawberry,
the coxswain saw nn accident of a distressing character. A
carriage containing four persons was backed over the hank
ou ilie East side of the river at Laurel Hill. At the com¬
mand the crew ran their boat to the scene of the accident,
and Mr. A. L. Wilson, jumping into the water, succeeded
in bringing two of the unfortunates, a mother and her sou, '
to the boat, while the crew picked up a young lad}', the
(laughter and sister of those already rescued. One young
lady sank before the boat reached the spot and was drowned.
The crew, although doing their duty, and what any crew
would have done, certainly deserves a more than honorable
mention. It consisted of Woodbury, coxswaiu; Allison,
Madeira, Slille, Wilson, Hart and Jones.
The National Association.—The Executive Committee
of the National Amateur Rowing Association met last
Saturday at the Knickerbocker Cottage on Sixtli avenue.
Tile following members were present:—Chairman, A. F.
Dexter, Narragausett Boat Club; E. R. Craft, Argouauta
Rowing Association; Marcellus Bailey, Analostan Boat
Chub; G. W. Parker, Quaker City Boat Club; Alexander
Krumhhaar, Philadelphia Barge Club; John E. Euslis,
Atlanta Boat Club, and II. W. Garfield, of Albany, Secre¬
tary. The case of Mr. Gannon was gone into, and as not
sufficient evidence was found to justify its being reopened,
he remains suspended. After much discussion it was
finally resolved that the Association should hold but one
regatta this season, and that at Philadelphia. On motion of
Mr, Parker the case of Riley, of the Neptunes, was re¬
opened, and it was resolved that Riley was disqualified as
an amateur. Mr. Craft then gave notice he would offer
the following amendment to section 2 at the next meeting:
“Any committee of this association having power lo investi¬
gate the status Of oarsmen entered for their regattas may
require any club making an entry, to cause their president
or "secretary to declare upon his honor in writing that lie
believes the oarsman so entered is qualified to row under
the association definition of an amateur; that he has been
a member of said club for three months prior to the date of
said regatta, and has not within that period entered or rowed
in any regatta or race as a member of any other club (com¬
petition between members of the same club being excepled).
In case such declaration benot furnished, then the oaismau
entered by said club shall not be permitted to row in said
regatta.”
Messrs. Craft and Garfield were appointed a committee
to report on the status of Thomas Fearon as an amateur.
—The freshmen at Columbia are now training on the
Harlem. The crew is composed of H. Y. Gartner, bow; S.
T. Eldridge, 2; C. H. Brown, 3; W. B. Parsons, Jr., 4; H.
G. Hilton, 5; G. P. Seeley, stroke and captain. The aver¬
age weight of the crew is about 146 pounds, and the average
height is 5 feet 9J inches.
—Thos. Fearon, the boat builder of Yonkers, will have
on exhibition, at Philadelphia, a four-oared shell of the fol¬
lowing dimensions-.— Length, 40 feet 6 inches; width, 17
inches; depth, 7| inches; weight, 75 pounds. It is built of
Spanish cedar which is covered entirely with fine linen and
a brilliant coating of varnish. There are a number of new
ideas introduced in its construction which have been in¬
vented by Mr. Fearon, especially as regards the make of
sliding seals, stretchers and out riggers. The steering ap¬
paratus in on an entirely new plan, and instead of the rud¬
der being placed on brackets, as formerly, it is placed on a
pivot on the deck and works like a beaver’s tail.
Foreign Aquatics.—Joseph H. Sadler and Edward
Trickett, of Sydney, Australia, have signed articles of
agreement to row a scullers’ race from Putney to Morllake
on the 26th of June next. It is for £200 a side, and already
the coming together of these men has created much inlerest
in English aquatic circles. Sadler is almost as well known
in America as in his own country, and, therefore, the repu¬
tation which he has achieved in the use of the oar needs no
reference. Trickett has long been the acknowledged cham¬
pion of Australia; he is twenty-five years old, six feet three
and half inches high and weighs 210 pounds.
William Lumsden and Robert Bagnall rowed an open
boat race on the Tyne, 11th inst., lor £50 a side. The
distance was half a mile, Lumsden winning easily by a
length and a quarter. So'soon as the race was over
Bagnail's backers offered to again match him to row
Lumsden. This was accepted, and the men will come
together on the Tyne, May 9, for £100 a side.
The Enchantress.—Mr. J. F. Loubat, owner of the
American Yacht Enchantress, has written the following lo
the editor of Belle Life:
Sim—My attention has been called to some remarks which
appeared in print some time since relating to the Enchant¬
ress having "turned up racing-”
I beg leave to repeat the offer that I mude through your
columns August 15, 1874, that, if it should be agreeable lo
any member of an organized European yacht club owning
a schooner yacht of at least 300 tons, R. T. Y. C. measure¬
ment, to sail a match for a one hundred guinea cup with
the Enchantress over H. R. H. the Prince of Wales’s Chal¬
lenge Cup course, according to the rules and regulations
and time allowance established for said course, 1 shall be
most happy to sail such a match on any day after the 15tli
of August "next, the race to take place ou the appointed
day without regard lo wind or weather, and lo be play or
pay.
This offer remains open until the 15th of May next.
Paris, April 12, 18715.
J, F. Loubat.
Commenting ou the above challenge the editor says: “Mr.
Loubat’s offer is couched in fair sportsmanlike terms, but
unfortunately, through restricting the weight to 300 tons,
there would be but the Boadicea, Elmina and Guinevere
eligible to compete with the Enchantress. The Guinevere’s
past performances would, of course, cause her to be re¬
garded as the English representative vessel, but now that
l she has diopped to the cruising class racing in her case is

out of the question, and neither the Boadicea nor tl
Elmina is equipped for racing. There is Mr, Adrain Hope
new schooner, Fortuna, up to the size, but we have not
ing to justify us in supposing that slio is intended for offl
than a cruiser, and we are, therefore, afraid that, as inti
case of Mr. Loubat's challenge of August, 1874, the preset
will be also allowed to pass by unnoticed by English yacht
men.”
The Ladt DufferiN.—The Oobourg Slat says:—“T]
Lady Dufferin will soon be (as a nautical bnll say
launched into her native element. On the stocks she is
beauty, and her figure the perfection of grace. Captit
Cutiibert is the owner and builder, and he is backed |
Major Gifford, who is al ways ready to push forward a*
enterprise. Of the chances of success in the coming cyj
test it is impossible to calculate. Her model would seep
to judicate that the requisites of speed and strength ha:
been combined in the most satisfactory manner, but it wj
require one or two trials before it will be possible to judji
how she will work on the ocean, or What conditions i
wind and weather ave the best suited to bring out her sfi
ing qualities. We have confidence, however, that she \yj
bo no discredit to the Dominion.” This is the yacht whit
has challenged for the American cup.
—The clipper ships for which America was famot
twenty-five years ago, are again being put in compclU'tj
with steam, on the long voyages of the Pacific. TJ
steamers lose by being obliged lo stop at the coaling si
tions while the ships keep on by the straightost eourea
Recently an American barque left San Francisco in con
pany with a Btilish steamer, for Japan, and leached (pi
destination 24 hours ahead.
METAL

SAIL

BOATS.

Newark, N'. J., April 36th, 1ST6.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Wo have frequently noticed In Hie columns of your valuable jounv
communications from (Jacksonville, Fla., over the notti deplume of '.'J
Fresco." To say that "A1 Fresco” was simply a good corresponflil
would hardly be giving him the justice he is entitled to, and having leti
his spirited letters to your paper for months past, I have come to gbj
very natural conclusion that, like Saul amoug hi? brethren, "he stuhti
head and shoulders above them all.” In one of the "At Fresco" lettth
Which we hud the pleasure Of reading tome weeks since, in giving sup
most excellent counsel to sportsmen and others traveling in the ■ Lai
of Flowers,” he writes about, a small sailboat, giving description aw
size, etc., and farther says the boat should ue built of cedar. W hv d
dar, we are at some loss to know, for there are no waters ou tbe coast <
these United States iu which that pest to wooden vessels, wooden dock
piling, etc.,—the Terud a ((Cutty—are more abundant, and wooden Bolin
of every kind that are used in the salt and brackish waters of Florida It
riddled with them In a Couple of seasons, so as to become nlmogfe}
leaky as a sieve—in fact, mined for practical purposes, except they «
pulled on shore when not in use. As land is not ihe proper element ft
boats, the handling they receive, With the climatic influences they it
under while high and dry, are not beneficial to them in any way, ha
just the reverse. Under such circumstances why not ase boats in thea
Florida waters made or a material other than wood? Metal or some 1,'tnr
zinc, galvanized iron, or Some tiling of tbe sort? We feel well assure
that metal boats could be made as smart, sate and comfortable us -ini
tar small size boats made from wood, and iu addition, boats proper!
made of metal would be qalte as light in draft, and possibly draw lei
water than boats of same size made of wood.
Small vessels of this Uiud, made by some practical boat-builder lik
Holmes, Shaw & Brown, of Bordentown, this State, would in our opit)
ion be a great snccess for the shallow bays and streams of the Florid
coasts and inland waters. We can safely say from our own experienoi
that metal boats built on the some plans nnd models of the sailing skill
of the shallow waters of the Upper Delaware River, and in constant II.
at Burlington, Bristol, Beverly, Bordentown. etc., woeld be felly eqnij
to all the wants of the tourist and sportsman in speed, safety, comfof
and light draft, while voyaging through the Florida waters, and gtvi
them the complete satisfaction that would be exceedingly diflicult to gt
in any other class of small vessels.
We are somewhat surprised that in this "iron sge” some metal boat
builder has not given the sporting world sometbingin the way of a smal
light draft, and safe sail boat that would merit their approval, and irilt
the time is not fat off when the metal sail boats of many nonhef.
sportsmen will he doing tbe waters, coastwise and inland, of the Scat
of Florida.
_
Bit Bad,
Virginia Riding Clubs.—A correspondent -who ha.
contributed many articles to our columns relating to spon
in Vifgioia, sends the following memoranda; It will b
seen, if his statements are sweeping, that the long timt
tournaments have given place to steeple chases and fox
hunting. These faets are interesting in view or the grow
ing interest in these sports in the North and West:
"In Fauquier County, Va., last <year was organized s
riding club, composed of the wealthy young men, splen
didly mouuted. They have different kinds of races iu th
summer that attract visitors from a hundred miles around
Y'esterday I saw at Galt’s, in Washington city, a “puuel
bowl” costing $250, as first prize for the best rider iu Ikhurdle race, to be run next summer uuder the auspices oi
this club. At the time set for the raciug, or the meet
every man is attired in a fancy dress—brilliant in color
and serviceable in wear—and every one is splendidly
monnted, tmd this has entirely superseded the childish
tournament. -There is a large riding club in Richmond]
two or three in the Valley, and more are organizing, ant
doubtless this summer will witness their introduction int,t
tbe Northern States. These elubs are identical with I host
in Great Britain, and we Ihe certain consequence oi a lovi
of blooded horses. Tbe various agricultural fairs in tin
State have made all perceive the advantages in bloodef
the stock, and having line horses tends to form these cluGsr’

—Findley's Lake, situated in the western part of Chau:
tauqua county, N. Y., one hour’s drive from northeas
Pennsylvania, on Lake Shore & Mich. Southern, Railroad
and about the same from Sherman, on the Buffalo, Corn
& Pittsburgh Railroad, is a beautiful lake three miles long
well stocked with fish, such as black bass, roek bass, sun
fish, perch, bull heads, etc. Mr. R. A. Corbett, propriety
of the hotel there, put 30,000 salmon trout iu the lake Iasi
winter. In the spring and fall there is good duck, snipe
aud woodcock shooting. The woods are well filled will
partridges and squirrels. Board can he had from $5 to $1
per week. Mr. Corbett has a fine sleam yacht in couueo
lion with the house, also plenty of row-boats for his guestB,
There are good roads and pleasant drives.

FOREST AND STREAM
J^i§ceUnnqottS.
jiSSCEIPTIYE GUIDE

JDIROKDACKS,
i
AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake. Lakes Luzerne,
George, aud Champlain, ihe Auaable Chasm,
' the Thousand Islands, Massena Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Reused Edition.
idsomo 12mo., Flexible Covers. Red and Gold,
Haps, etc. Beantifnlly 111 os! rated. Over
3CK* pages. Price, $3.
TESTIMONIALS.
D. Hon. .T. T. Headley, the Historian, Author ot
■ -“Adirondack, or Lite in the Woods,” Ac,
is admirably written, and has inst enough of hnisenlimem, aud description of scenery mixed, to
;e it delightful. The illustrations arc well chosen
very effective, while the instructions respecting
localities, distances, outfits, &c., embrace
^tbin«! thut can bo desired. Taking it all in all,
the most complete book that, has been published
the Adirondack*, not excepting even mv own—a
iplimeut, that J trust will be properly appreciated
its extraordinary disinterestedness,
ip Albert B. Street, tiro Poet. and Author of
•Woods aud Waters,” '‘The Indian Pass,” «fcc.
Blink it is the bent work on the forest that has up*
pd-superior in word-painting to Hurray's, and
7>f wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life,
{realize Iliac we are in the forest, are living with
mi tue scenes described,, and tlmt ihe trees ate
mg and the waters flowing over and by u«. This,
ink, the true test of a good book,.impressing its
icy aud distincttvfl life on the mind. As a "Guide
*/’ it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
wt only tiling of the kind that Ima yet been pub*
*fi—- the very thing that has been so Jong wanted
Suited for. It must have cost yon intense appli¬
ed and labor. You may well b^ content that you
■produced a gftud book.
From Benson J, Losaing, the Historian,
nave read those portions descriptive of the places
tlTbamu under my personal observation, wiLh the
?est interest, and most, cheerfully testify to the
"pul accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
ts made of them at the dates of my visits. J ro¬
ll your “Descriptive Guide” and the‘ Appendix”
must useful—nay. indispensable,manual for tour*
to that wondeitul Wilderness. A tour in that
pjflg eminently a practical matter, and for LL'at
on .1 regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
tiimely publication,
iilt by mail on receipt of price, $2,
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
iayll tf
17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

MEDALS OB BADGES.

^JlisceUiuuottg,
APPLY

§l/e Mcnncl.
SOON

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, &c.,
Will find

Wallacc’s

Guide to the Adirondacks
An in vain able mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class of tourists, whose patronage is most desited.
This book is smndrtrd; it has aii extended sale, and
new editions are issued each spring. Tim copyright Is
now owned, and the Guide will bo published hereafter
by the Forest and (Stream Publishing Company.
TkjiMs op Advertising:
One Pull Page .
MO
One Half Page. 25
One Uimrter Page. 16
Those desiring to secure space will please apply
soon to
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to J2. R. WALLACE,
mayll_Syracuse, New York.

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
From the “Rnlte of St. Alba us,”
A. D. 1496.

Health Lift Wanted.
Mann’s improved; second bund; cheap. Address
FRANK L. STEPHENS,
may4fir,_Riverton, Conn.
.Exl ra cloth gilt fiont and back, beveled boards, 442
ppk large \Svo.s With numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Curley’s Nebraska,
By thd

medals
a first
designer, null every facility for making good
we solicit orders from all asfeoclalious, and will
t'UMee sui.Lfaction. Designs for gold work far¬
ted au application.

k,

J. W. Hayes & Co-,
I&vtl Sin

MANUFACTORING JEWELERS,
022 Broad struct-, Newark, N. J.

BLUE FISHING.
'INSI-Y'S A SULKY HOUSE, V.ARNEGAT INT¬
EL l£T- DON'T l?OHGi£T.—Blueftsb animally
to their appearance at Barnegat Inlet aliootilay
t Tart hi a cluntroaa of being notified by mail nr
eraph on the arrival iff liliiefish, or to Secure good
hie, will address J. W. KINSEY. Ashley House,
Begat, N. J. Access via N. J. Southern Railroad,
li.—The Ashley House la within 100 yards of the
Erg grounds.mayll 3t
»;ISE0JST STAl’iTER,
OR MECHANICAL CAT.
4cd and patented by 11. A. Rosenthal for trap
ping. Never falls to drive unwilling birds to
g»vhon the trap is sprung, and does away with the
ByallCC o£ throwing clubs and stones, tiudlossof
p; Every gun club should have them. Price for
Jib trap, $5; a set of six, $2o. Address Dr. H. A.
riffiNTU/VL, Y. S , 5 GaLes ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FOR

J

LAW A MOWERS
FOR

land

“A most excellent work."—A". Y. Tmiepthdltyt.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ubiltty
Press.
“We have nothing to express bnt satisfaction with
tbe book.”—London Sjiectdtov.
“Commit ‘Nebraska.1 ''—London Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive any information it does
not contain. "—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.1Liwtdon Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and Ihev
would fill a volume larger Lnau “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Nassau St.
mch9 3m
ORANGE JUD H (-0.. Broad way, N.. 7.

and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

!H'W York Agricultural Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.,
81) and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK CITY.
frH3l y

feR SALE—A PINE PAIR OF TAME

■rlLLKH. Inquire of
’
. L. LRPPBLMAH, Fremont, Ohio.

C E L E B It A T E D

Lmeriean Dogs.
-- Engravings ou card boards, ready for framing,
me following celebrated dogs:—
'gLaveruck Setter Pride of the Border.
e Laveraek Setter Fairy.
minified Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess,
fid Irish Setter Dick.
Hebmed Doga Reg, Don, and George, after paintto Bispham
,adc pointer Whisky.
JSpr and White Pointer Ranger,
jflok Pointer Pete.
lice 85 cents each, postage paid. Address

Sorest and stream pub. go.,
17 Chatham Street, JST, Y,

Pupa, three-qnarter Irish, one-quarter Tomlin¬
son ; eight weeks old; price $ 15 each.
R_E, J, ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn.

TjIOR

SALE.-THOROUGIIBRED

X1
Scotch deer or stag hounds. Dog “Fleet," 5
years old, price $30; bitch “Spider," 8 years old, gfill;
one pair whelps, 8 months old, $40. Boxed and de¬
livered at express office. Address Box 1,437 Nashua,
N. H.
mayll 4t

W,Tf. Y.P. O.

POINTERS—A MALE AND FEMALE;

Price $50 for thepair; 18 months old, well bred,
very handsome, partly trained: color liver and white.
A photograph can he seen, and address of owner obtallied, at office of Forest and Stream.may4 it.

B

OARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.

Firsf-class accommodation; plenty of spring water:
terms low. Address I1ENRY IS'. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glon Cove, L. I„ or 7i Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Rexebencxb:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street,
Thoe, E, Smith, 438 Canal.
William A. Eadlv, !)0 Wall.
T, Britton, 23 Biirliog.
Foregt. and Stream. 1? Chatham.api37 3m

X StagHomids, from Gen. Custer's and the late
Hon. K. C Barker’s stock, I have four dog whelps
of November 12tb, and a three year old bitch due to
whelp In dune. Will deliver the whelps to the ex¬
press office, boxed, for $30 each, and the bitch at $50.
OAKLEIGH THORNE.
ap!37 4t_Milltirook, Dntchcsa Co . N. Y.
SPKATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat aud that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in iheifiannfactnrB of dog
food is secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
Worms. Every, cake is stamped“Sprad’s Patent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y\, in cases of 1 cwt.
apllft

IKMiS, and^HOOTING.
THE

AMERICAN KKiMVEI,
AMI fePOHTHVti FIELD.
By A un old Buncras, late editor American Siiortsmttn.
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and stud Lif t of
Pedigrees of 300 imported and Native Dogs in the U. S
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo., $4.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING, By
Oapt. A. H. Houakmis, "Champion Wing-Sboi” of
America. Illustrated, Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOAL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. LoNo. dilm/rottd with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etu., and spirited Sporting Scents. Price $3.
V*To he hull through any Bouoksdler, ot will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO., N. Y.
icichlB 12t

FOR BALE—GORDON SETTER PUPS,

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen. English

A cheap but reliable treatise ou Angling, Artificial
Fly-making, Haunts and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature. Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list of Home
aud Foreign Sporting Journals, Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
apllfl 3m_F, K. POND, JVIcmtcllp, Wis.

MANUAL

Rifle Practice,
Including suggestions for
practice at long range,
with special diitctions
for ihe formal ion amt
management of Rifle
Associations, and for
Team Shooting.

This work ih the
standard authority on
Byte Practice, and has
been adopted by the
Stales of New York,
Mass a ohysettS, and
Connecticut, and by
the National Rifle As¬
sociation, and is in
use in the U. S. Navy
as Uie authorized text
book on the subject.

General Inspector of Bifle
Practice, N. G. 6. N.
Y.; Captain American
Rifle Team. Creedmoor,
1874; first President of
the Amateur Rifle Club,
and first Secretary N.
R. A.
_
JUST PUBLISHED,
Seventh edition, entirely rewritten, and printed from
new stereotype plates.
Over 4,000 Copies Sold.
ILLUSTRATED WITH m WOODCUTS,
Price $1.50. Seut by mail, postage paid, on receipt
of the price.
W. 0, & F. P. CHURCH, Publishers,
Ahmy and Navy JotruSAfi,
may4 tf_33 Murray St,, New York.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, §20; h $10; h $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

dqte wd $e§ortnfor§>port$mm.
SETTER

three months old. from pure blood. Full pedi¬
gree given. Color, black and tan. Both Jin and
Tom are very good ou quail and Gronse.
apian
H, B, VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

J\^EW SPORTING BOOK.

S^XxEh

handsome property on the South Side of Long
p.d, near the village of Sayville, and within three
£j of the South Side Club House. Half a mile of
ijaae on the main road, with good FISHING
SHOOTING. A Trout Stream forms the boundjoii one -side. In all, two hundred acres. Will be
_j£a one piece, or divided. For price and further
ticular* apply at this office.
It

SALE-SEVERAL

rpHOROUGH BRED SCOTCH DEER, or

BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,
Q.UOTJSD BY IZAAK WAL.TON IN II19 “ANGLER,”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W, Van Swlun, Esq,, of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12iuo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd dill illustration6 reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in tbe library of every augler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it,.
bend P. O. order far price) $1,00, or Order it C. O. D.
from Forest mid Stream.
apl27 3m

*

FOR

<2>qk a pine setter dog, old
{jP — tA enough for breaking; handsomelymarked,

/Special Comumsioner of the London Field.

Te are now prepared -t. Jiu itish badges or
*ny description at short notice. Having

223

$±;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &c. TAYLOR «fe CO.,Bankere,
tHilfll
CM dfcA Shares in Wall street
iplv^ iptiyj tplUy often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet. Bhowing the various methods of opera-

TJIOU SALE—SECOND HAND SCOTT
X1
& Son O. F. Breech Loading Gun, la cal., two
barrels, one 38 and one 30 inch; in English sole leather
caae;J175. Apply to
HODGKINS & HAIGH,
apl37 4t
t Warren street,

stud

setter

from

Thos. Staiter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BRLTON will be allowed lo serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree aud performance, address
HENRY C. KNOX,
mciill 3m_Enou, Penn,

STUD

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

Llewcllin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PAJtln- These celebrated
prize winners will bo allowed to serve bitches, either
native or blue blood, at $50 each, gold. For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge.
feb24 3m

DOGS TRAINED.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
IX to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Eic¬
on. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra fluid practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $8 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNElf,
Brnah Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. K. Schaefer, gnnmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
novlS 6m
l| KNIIY GARDNER, M. D., HAS OONSTANTEi- LY on hand and for saic, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. HI Sonth Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct22

PURE

sate.
City, Del.

BRED
Pedigrees.

SETTER PUPS FOR
M. VON CULIN. Delaware
dcc23eow6m

FOR SALE, Olt TO LET.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The bouse is 2i si ones, frame, 40 feet front and 33
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dimng-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bed-rooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickenhoilse, shed, coal, tool, and ice bouseB. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery.
The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and laud embrace
about 27 acres* As a place of residence it is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
Is no bei ter place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mcliS 6m
47 Broad street, New York.

HE ‘’FISHING LINE.”
T
Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids •& Cincinnati Short Lino.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan IMorth Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found Only in these
waters.
Broolx Trout Reason opens May 1st.
Grayling Reason opens June I at.
Ulnek Hass, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscnlonge am
also found irt large numbers lu the many lakes mid
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club” at
home, as ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family w ilh you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautifnl. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hnv fever aud asthma.
The Hotel Accommodation!*, while plain, are, afl
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On ana after June 1st. Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities oilored ro tounsth and
sportsmen; also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Lxcnrsion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owners risk
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families nt
low rates.
Itia our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, «fec., «nd accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G.P. &T, A.,
may4 4m_Grand Rapids, Mich.

rptlE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE

Chicaso & Nortjiwestern Railway.
This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand mites of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man's hand, its lines reach in all
directions, uni cover about all the couniry north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
readies Racine, Kenosha, Mllwankee, and the conntry north thereof; with another line it pushes throuth
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escunaba, to Nugaunoe and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it, rims to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peier, Mankato, New Ulm, and s-topsuot until Lake
Kama ska, Dakota, is reached; Another line Btarts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, readies Warren,
G’abTm and Dubuque, aud tbe country beyond. Still
another line runs almost, due westward, aud passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iown), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bln If* and Omaha. This lust named is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana. Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs throngh (he Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is ihe safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Dincoin, and other points in Nobraska, aud for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, uud oil other points west, of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN¬
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE' E, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
favorable points
than auyother road In tbe country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Luke Salmon,
hike. Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of LhTs company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. U. STENNETT.
Gun. SnptMChicago.
Gen.Pass. Agt.,Chicago.
apUl

TO SPORTSMEN:

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COITY
Respectfully invite attention to the

Superior Facilities
afforded by tbair 11ms for reaching roost of the TROT1NG PARKS and RACE COURSES in tho Middle.
States. Theso lines-being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT points; avoid the difficulties and (lun¬
gers of teshipmem, while ihe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of .

Tito Feuusylvania

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESS ON, RALSTON, M1NNEQ.UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKKRTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, aud points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned font ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr(, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank TiiOjil’soN, GenT Manager.
fcb!7 tf

BELMONT HOTEL,
623 and 025 Washington Street, Boston, Alas.,,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located In the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Mevators, steam, and all

- convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantages afforded at the ••BELMOKT."
mchao tim_HARDY & CO„ Proprietors.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS <fc SON, Proprietors.

55 BROMFDELD STREET,

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parte of the United States and Canada,

The House for Sportsmen.

Boston Mass,

fob!7 tf,

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordcntown, N. J.,
BUILDERS OP

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.1/4 miles per hour; JIT REFLY (£0 feet), 17.94 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COURTLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLN,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

»T.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Dncking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

G U TV POWDER,

Orange Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

Th© slvtfug&t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1]
to 7, packed
m.sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher niimbera) especially are recommended)
to owners of Hue breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil. ‘

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

•PORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER.

OP

STEAM LAUNCHES & TACITTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, ancl STEAMERS.
Efr-SENI) FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
_
»P]fi 3m

THE LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
Curries your luggage, and is checked on the railroad
ii trank; -lx8x8 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out mto a strong ten. foot boat, covered with
wa tor-proofed canvan, and made ready for the water in
live minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
OH AS. A. FENNER,
may ! 4t
Mystic River, Conn,

There can be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They arc the only
port aide boats that are equal to the very best wholw
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, HolberLon & Co.,
1(12 Nassau street.
Iy20-ly

CANOE FOR SALE.
At. St. Aufifustiue, Florida.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little used; made by English, of Petorboro;
price $50. Sportsmen visiting Florida will save cost
and risk of transportation by purchasing. Inquire
at Magnolia Hotel, St. Augustine.meld) tf

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
mid have amplo opacity for fiom one to four pertfans
uml baggage. Cedar Biding, oak keel, atoms, etc.
SEND FOB PRICK LIST.

J. II. KUS11T0N* Maunf’r,

W IT Vanity Fair.

J
+
* * It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, Tor Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Docs not
make the tongue gore, Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vicuna, 1873. Scud Tor cir¬
cular.
VVM. 8. KIMBALL <& CO.,
PKEiUaESB Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to he the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
yonr tobaccos for many yea.e, and know them all to
be first class.
For Sportsmen.
A truBty friend, In weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
wUh Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lnmbcrton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by tho
damp fire and by the hearth, I believe It in point of
faagttinec and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not Ore
the tongue and motiLh, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found It to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest mid Stream, IV Y.
Wc have received from Messrs. Kimball
Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

mcliO 8m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. X.
'

IT

Of any Desired Length and Size.
Parishville. St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Camping Tents
AND

Canvas Boats.
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public, flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly tilled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY, Boston, Mass.
JAM KS LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON. 388 Broadwaj, N. Y.
THOMAS It. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Philn.
J. W.LEANE & CO.,D7W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mav2B

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood, -Muss.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A.

THE

JT ftl'BAGDE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,
1fin27 3m

SPECIALTY^

AU widths and weighta of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS ROODS.
Orders by
uiucu:
oj mail
urn promptly attended to. Goods sent
S'. A. HARWOOD.
to tiny part off tthe world,
71 West Broadway. N. Y,
mcblG 3m

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp TJse.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl ftnd mouthpiece are permanent,
but the atom Is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
novl8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Agriculturist.
year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida IFruit Grow¬
ls’ Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida. 15c
Gallcsio’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1
Address Walton & Co., Jacksonville, Fla. Hay
Where you saw this.
ap!27 tf

FLORIDA

This mustache produced by the use of
DYKE’S BEARD ELIXIR, without in¬
jury, or will forfeit $100- Safe and sure.
With full directions, postpaid, 25 cents.
A. L. SMITH & CO.,

fpl37 76

ORANUE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of Hi lbs. each, aud in canifct
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best forriiles and Tor all ordinary purposes#*
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the tmesfa
Packed iii wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and Hi lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resian
um than any other branch* made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 2T> LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIM & RAND POWDER Co.,
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Itneeland,
Fch 101y

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’ll “Electric” Powder.
Noa. 1 (line) to 5 (coarae). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

26 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Reconjgj
mended and used by Capt. A. 11. LlOGARDUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot of thu World.”

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities ho claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliuess, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Healing’ of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges till riflemen to shoot against him with,
black powdefj 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 round*
off-hand, at200. 500 nod 1,000 yards respectively, and.
300 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at thu three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted foT shot guns.
Inquire Tor the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Nepomskt. Mass.

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (flnei to 8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 8} lb.
kegs. A flue grain, tpiick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

Remarkable Desk.

Hazard a “Duck Shooting."
Nos. ! (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with (fl-eal
netralion. Fur Held, forest and water shooting
ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

r

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFO, and “Sea Shooting” FG, In kegs or 35
12), and 61 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fuvorite brands
for ordinary sportine, and the “Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Ilijlc powder of the country.

“As much superior to the ordtuary desk as a steam¬
ship is 10 a canal boat.’'—John C. New, Trcasurei
United Slates.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER: ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
88 Wall Street. New York.

Bound Volumes

Manufactured in three sizes find three grades by the

WOOTON

Forest and Stream.

DESK

CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA.
N. Y. Agency—John R. Anderson, 202 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggeuer & Co., 420 Wulmt
tjf R IT(iv.-IDn CM Tl<*vmmtiirA

1

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, SfM.OO.

TDOR. SALE—TWO MACFARLANE

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five voloines, bound handsomely in cloth—a valnahlo
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office,

JJ
Muzzle Londinq Double Guns. One 8 cal., 33
inch barrel, 131
*150; and one 13 Old.. 30 inchbarrel, 7 7-8 Ilia , Slid; both In casoe complete. AIfo,
several second band rides and revolvers very cheap.
Apply to
HODGKINS A IIA1G11,
apisf it
7 Warren sliest.

FOREST AND STREAM
NOW

225

KEADY.

THE

E ORVIS REEL.

NEW

BOSTON

SHOOTING SUIT,
M ami facto red only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
HOL.\ BIRD’S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete.$20.00
“
Wading Jackets. 6.00

Boston. Muss.

CAMP TENTS,
for fonr persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
bo packed in knapsack, Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biecnils,
r
NO 1.-This Reel is extra nickel-obited find finely finished. Is perforated to make it li^ht* and keep it
free from sami. also that the line may diy without removing it from the reel arter nse. Has a very perfect
Muck. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. Tr is more compact and less cnmlierBome than ordinary ^0 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly^ Put up in neat Black Walnut
Cuse, price $5.
i' NO. 2—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mm post ago prepaid, ou receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
TILE TRADE. Send Jor Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

PwchSOSm

Made of nutritive hone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs marie in this
country. Put. up in packages of 10,25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil iu any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

C. P. Oil VIS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
-

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

BISSETT & MALLESON,

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait,

(Successors te J.C.Conroy & Co.)

65 Fulton St., N. Y.,
Invite the attention of amateur*
to the additions they have made
lo their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

L Best Unit used for Russ or Pickerel il-hing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 73c-. Send Me for the only
Complete Illustrated Catalogue published—80 p«g*a of
'Foiling Tackle, Gnus, Pistols. Base Ball, imd Sport¬
ing Goods,
FISII & SIMPSON,
mayll 4t
182 NliSsati street, N. Y.

Six strip Split Bamboo

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new Mil*
Beason.) Vom Hole's Rubber
steel Pivot, Click arid Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel. &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “MullalyV ’ Patent
Flies. The new style Cnfcty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirordacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Guttyhnnk. l’asque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

SUCCESS*OES TO

ANDKIbW CLERK & CO.
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEAT.ER9 IN

Fishine Tackle,

On hand the largest and best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
•on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Paenuc Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

BILK, LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

Parties fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, .&6..t ftc.
Split Bamboo, Trout ami Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specially.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Imt\nri.»ti3 nT WoriMii'u Cfili'ViroInrl Tlvillfj/1

McBride

Having

Elies.

been for

the

past

twelve years associated with my father. John
McBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quailty aa heretofore. PartieB
supplied with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other water8. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they Intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any nalural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mnmford,
Mon roe comit y. N- Y._Deep ly

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

THOMSON’S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of wuier-pmnf (luck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment-in blind a or sedge*
grae.-q or for appnmehing game in the wqQftfi. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English stylo; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

Hart’s Metallic Shells*
The lmpt shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made* to order.

All sizes

“TliO Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.
The moat complete portable boat, constructed. The
largest size weighs but J2 pounds. Can be packed in
sriaco of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds.$25 (X)
No. 2, 10 feet, weighL10 pounds.. 32.00
No. 3,12 feet, weight 12 poun d*. 40.00
sep9
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The heat thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or meial cartridges cither end up with perfect
security. Weighs but 1£ pounds, and only Ifrinchca
wide. Price, C. O. D., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by au expert and an old sports
Bogurdus’ New Book, “Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch/
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
eportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Ofllce
order, or registered letter to
Sole Agents for SAlfA J. MoBRIDE’S CELEBRA¬
TED FLIES.

EATON, HOLBERTON & CO.,
F. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 108 Nassau street, New York City.

sniTsjT"*

Fishing Tackle,
Roils, Heels* Lines, Artificial Flics, Nets,
Baits, Fisli Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lOl

& 103 DUANE ST.. (nearBroadway) New York.

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY,

(complete).@10

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON*,

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

503 mid 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Grceuheavt Base and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE BOD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on band for Rod
Makers, Highest Piemium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 1874.
inehW 6m

J. B. Crook & Co.,

(complete).® I

qnOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
Q (complete).$30

W. n. HOLABIUD
Would moat respectfully announce to hla patrons and

a«dfi28-ly_*' t___

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
I have on hand several fine trout rods at $33 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
Oil AS. F. MURPHY,
mctilO 8m
40 Halsey St.. Newark, N. J.

The blooming grove park club

House will be opened for members and their
, families on JUNE 1st. 1376. Board for the season at
the usual moderate prices. Pennlts, with fishing and
’ shooting privileges, will be issued to parties desiring
.jo visit the Park, Office, 37 Park Row, Room 23.
M. VUCASSOVICU,
pp!27 it
Supt, at Club Douse.

"OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
apIG 6m

Manufacturers of

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR* WARRANTED
Waterproof, strongly sewed,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS End BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

(Inn Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

FISHING TACKLE!

at the above prices. The ten dollar suit is better
made than any competitor can offer for the same

RIFLE COVERS AND AMMUNITION CASES.

money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

N. B. —Solo manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

Heart Rods,

NORRIS

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

G.W SIMMONS & SON,

CREEDMOOR AND

friends that be is prepared to make

moke many changes in the arrangement of pockets,
Ac., for which I have to thauk the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST

AND

Persona ordering from a distance nerd send auly
the following to be tnire of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

Shooting and Fishing Suits

for Ttoh* Baev and Salmon,

Fishing Tackle,
Fishing Kods,
Fish I loolts,

In the OoMan fi*wA(Ruv. W If. II. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were Fhown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit,, f*p‘jcialllvi adapted for Fpoikmen, designed and
made 11 p by Simmons &. Son, of Boston, mul to which
we cad the attenfion of all brethren of the outdoor
and shore -shooting fraternity, btcinuc it. meets the
demand of personal comfort ami convtudoncc beyond
anything of home manufacture sesn by us before.
As a sportsman, we give It our unqualified eudorse•ment, as combining 'he bed; points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admiruble
and satisfactory contrivance iu color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
ill this latter respect.”

MANUFACTUBEKS AND IMPORTERS OP

374 Washington St., Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality dnek), in the preparation of which we have
boon assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with Lbe necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit ts thoroughly water-proofed bv a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
secnrely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Uaverlock, Gout,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order auy size required, at a
moment’s notice.

and respectfully solicit your orders.

FLY RODS.
FOR

Trout, Salmon,

and

Bask

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bi»hh Files, (leetaj] Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, dee.

THADDEUS
Jatil3-1 y

H OFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

FISHING

COATS IN

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, Id pages, free ou application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods. They are better known and more highly es¬
teemed than any other make.
Address

Belts.

LEGGfINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.

Comprising tt complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON

&

SON.

Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
j»n27 6m

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, IND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Courtland St.

NORHTS,

508 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

E. YOM

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,

Holsters and

m

A

THE LEADING REEL MAKElt

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
103 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.
A FEW
SELECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAuent parties can be accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged, for the. whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house la situated vviLhin 12
minutea of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the hustness.ccntre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65\ via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distunt Only
200 yards from the house. Address
L. GARYER, 2908 N. 16th St.. Philadelphia.
Reference: Wm. 0. Harris, Forest and Stream,
New York City,
ap!20 tt
i

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted
Is the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton, Holberton & Co., 102 NaBsau at., and E, S. Harris, IV?
Broadway’

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT 1‘AllIi, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Boasts, Birds, uud Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
children under twelve, 10 cents.
)anfi ly

FOREST AND STREAM.
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THE NEW BALLARD RIFLE.
WITH MARLIN’S PATENT

Automatic Extractor and Reversible Firing-pin.

Xliii-a

Something New!
THREE

Edition.

BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING GUNS.
By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF
(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
_. new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting,

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war
ranted to-give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $4S. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
No- 1

W. H. BAKER,

blued frKme. 44 cal., rim or centre Are, interchargcatfle. 26 in., $27.00; 23 in.,

No. 2 —Octagon barrel, blued frame, rim or centre lire,'®,' 38,'and 41 calV;'20 in.7s®.o6;’ 28 in’.', $30.50;
3U i n..._
No. 3.—Same as No. 2, 22 cal.; 24 in., $30.00;' *26 in.’. $31.6oV 28 in'.,' $33‘66; 30 'in'.'.*.
^°*
harre1’ cxtra
case-hardened frame, first class in every respect, fully warranted,
,,
If,’ 4;> and 50 cal.; 26 in., $32.00; 23 in., $34.00; 30 in., $36.00; 32 in., $38.00; 34 in.
JK’ S-^S*
asA°; 4, donble set triggers, cleaning rod uuderihe barrel; 28 in., $40.00, 30 in.,
No. 6.— Off-Hand, 40 and 44 cal., 30 and 32 inch barrel, hand-made stock, German style, extra fine
registering sights, double set triggers.. ...
No. 7.—‘‘Creedmoor Al,” to 1,3l0 yards, 44 cal. to 110 grains, selected hand-made pistol’grip stock.
finest V ermer and wind gauge sights, with spirit level, sight case, finest finish....
No. 8.— Lreedmoor,1 same as A1, but not so highly finished. .
No. 9,—'"Creedmoor," without pistol grip...*!.!!!!! 11

” '
33 00
34.50
40.00
42.00
75.00
100.00
85 00
75!co

Address

SCHOYERLING & DALY,
[P. O. Box 5380 ]

84 and S6 Chambers St., Ne,v York.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

I have r
Btock a
plete a
ment of Rifles
of all well|
known and re¬
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the mannfactnrers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OP
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to coll
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an inter^t in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, corner
Warren St., N. Y.
doc33 6m
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LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KHIDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut St.., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Killes, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
HookB, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flics,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and HairTroutLiues, Ac.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. AIbo, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all Its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS, 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breecli Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circnlar and
price 3*., No, 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. ».

Founded July 4,1803.

Paper and MetalliclSliells

THE

FISHING

TOURIST.

This is a m^st seasonable book for Sportsmen,'.Tour¬
ists, Invalids, and Settlers, and baa been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and nesons seeking set¬
tlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of inferior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and snch other informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent MUlem»n’.
348 pp., ISnio. Price, $1 50.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida,
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Baas Fishing on Spruce Crock.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Doagherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John,
Among the Semmoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising* Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazota and Gusparilla.
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Punta Ra^sa and Calooeahatchie.
No. 6—Up the Caloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. 10—Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at olllce of publica¬
tion*.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by tbo

Dogs of England.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor nee an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break,
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss lire, and are
highly prized by all that have need them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gnu.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. TMRUPP.
Plain Photograph 12X10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 S3.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead

Tell. St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Muf dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and while) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Itake, Irish \\ liter Spaniel, Captain Litidoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Dawes. Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small £

MANUFACTURER,
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, 82.50 each.

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.
Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Breech Lioadiug- Shot Guns.

Shells

for

These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving though or
springing away, thereoy causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents mlssfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These Bhells
arc finely finished, aud made any length ordered, from 21 to JJ inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from, all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GKO. K. HART «fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain liogardus, Champion Wing’ Shot of America.
Meases. Geohgb K. Haut & Co.,
Gentlemen- Tne fifty sheila I received from yon to-day suit me better than, any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them In all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly,
mayis-ly
A. H. Boo A arms.

DEGRAFF & TAYLOR,
87 & 89 Bowery, 65 Chrystie, & 130 & 132 Hester St., N. Y.,
STILL CONTINUE TO KEEP TEE LAWEST STOCK OF
PAB LOR,

DINING,

AND

BEDROOM

Furniture. Oil Cloths, Mattresses,
Spring Beds, &e., &e.,
Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for $100.

GO., 591

Century Game Register.

lJJ. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and View's,
Graphoseopes, Megoloinoscopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, i hoto-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty. Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition.
au5-ly

Registers from 1 to 10,000. Keeps correct record of
any known game, and both points and games. Jnst
the size of ordioary playing cards. Just the thing for
evenings in camp. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents a
pair. Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO„
i\ 0, Box 380,
Washington, D, C.

TT!

&

H.

ANTHONY

&

J. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
T axidermists’
supplies. Skins
rad eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents:
Merrel Ryder,
55 Jaikson St.
St Paul, Minn.,
and Eaton, Holberton & Co., 102 Nassau street, N. Y.

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.

with Beaets, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, pnt np In the most artistic manner,
rrotn a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skin J and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
mchSO tf
No. 10 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St.. *th door from
Tribune Buildings. 3 AMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor, Open day and night, _

Cnb, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price. Esq.
Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Et*q.
Turk, Mastiff. F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T, H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel. — Garwood, Esq.
Cato,'Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H, Murchison, Esq.
Ban die, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Liudoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Prince. English Terrier, (white) T. U. Murchison,
Master Macgurih, Greyhound. Lord Lurgati.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Litidoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac¬
dona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whilehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie. Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Duvies Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pue, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshna Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J. L. Price.
Jack. Fox Terrier. T. U. MurcliinHon, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhonud, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake. Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Sldiley, Esq.,
M, P.
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt uf
price. Small size, postage paid, lurgo size, subject to
express charges.
FOREST AIVD STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham street. New York.

Terms, Five Dallam a Year.
Ten CentH a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

J'"Slim in Main
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*Fai*cy ne'er painted to the boob of Bong
Scenes to which more of jmtnre’e charma belong'.”
—Nova Scotia's poet statesman, Ilowe.

t the Roulliern. end of the peninsula of Nova Beotia
there is a locality abounding in flue trout streams
ut little known to our anglers. Having scon mention in
Jour paper of tbe Tusket River as the best for trout in the
lilted States, I determined last May to visit the land of
ie Mayflower. Leaving Boston at noon on Tuesday by
ie steamer Dominion, we reached Yarmouth on Lhe fol¬
ding day about 4 P. M. It is a town of 8,000 inluibitants,
as flue schooMiouses, and some beautiful private residenThe Customs officers were obliging, and passed all
ar traps without delay and formalities. Thursday was
iButiu buying supplies, the numerous groceries having
i excellent variety, and in seeking information about the
thing grounds.
A map of the county of Yarmouth
lowed a large area of lakes scattered over its surface,
id. the Tusket divided into numerous branches forming
1 intricate net work of rivers. The main river flows into
®l salt water at Tusket, nine miles from Yarmouth, and
[yUugh its whole extent trout were said to be plenty, Sal¬
on trout and salmon outer the river as early as April, and
m be taken with the fly in May and June. The angler’s
Jiin dependence there is the common brown or brook
out, which ive were told were most abundant near the
f&dwaters. Learning that K'emptville was the best point
departure on the river, everything was put in readiness
r an early start next morning. My cande was securely
tapped on an express wagon, with tent and luggage snugstowed inside. Friday morning we were oil for Kempt,
ite birds were singing gaily in the sunshine, the Toads
lod, and as a fine roadster from one of the livery stables
iwled us along rapidly, the driver remarked that everyjing was “hunky," The route we took was via Tusket—
> e lougest, but the charming bits of scenery we met with
jde it all the better for the greater distance. After pass15 through the beautiful village of Tusket, the way lies
•ough the forest, uot only of “the murmuring pines aud
hemlocks," but of many other deciduous and evergreen
ie3 which grow side by side and mingle their foliage in
lasing variety. The road affords frequent views of lakes
tl river, and often was I tempted to stop aud try some
those inviting casts where every angler “knows there
rst be good fish.” We reached Prosser’s, our deatinata-, at noon, found they had word of our coming and
mer ready, Mr. and Mrs. P. assisted at serving, aud
• honest old fellow’s humor and the banter of his wife
a ft highly amusing. This worthy pair are an interesting
)dy. The writer can only say that the sportsman can
where find more hospitable, kindly people than they,
op, sitting on the kitchen doorstep, I took in with the
oke from my pipe the noble view it commands. In
iut, the broad expanse of Pearl’s Lako sparkled in the
isbine, and beyond, scintillating like a star, the far-off
Sver Lake lay half hidden in the forest, whose extreme
fits seemed to support a mass of glorious summer
uds. To the right, a flue growth of hard wood encircled
lake, concealing the exit of the river, which, on the
winding through the distant meadows, beneath a long
flge, ran swiftly in.
Hager for Bport, I questioned Mr. Prosser as to the nearfishing, and he induced a neighboring shoemaker to
e me down the lake in a punt to the first rapids on the
er, about half a mile away. Rounding a point we found
fiver, rejoicing to be free from tbe confinement of the
e, hurrying on its way to leap and play around the rockB
l bars below. Straight away it ran down a gradual de¬
nt, until divided by an island, it seemed lost in the tree
e, producing a beautiful effect. These rapids are called
Bel-Weir, and have often furnished good sport to local
[lets. This day the trout were not rising well, but peraesnee put a lining of spots in my basket before we re¬
lied at. night. After dark several parties of young fellows

arrived from town to spend the next Monday, a public holi¬
day, on the river. With the dawn of Monday all were
making ready to set out. I had decided to go up a branch
called the Little River, and my canoe and dunnage had
been transported to a point above the dam of the gang mill,
about three miles from Prosser’s. A party going in the
same direction found room for me in their wagon, and I
was soon at the mill looking for the guide engaged for mo,
who was to be an old man with a pipe in his mouth, and
to answer to the name of Gray. In a few minutes there
came along a path on the opposite bank a tall, muscular
old fellow, with keen eyes and Wollingtonian features,
pulling a short pipe. Hailing me he stepped Into the ca¬
noe, poled her across, aud shortly we had everything
stowed. Each taking a paddle away we went up stream.
A hail from some lumbermen of “had a smoke yet, Gray?"
brought out some samples of the old man’s dry humor.
My canoe was of light wood, broad on the bottom, with
a skin of wuterproof varnished canvas, . In fishing I stood
in the bow, and could make casts with ease and safety in
any kind of water. A properly made canoe is better than
any boat for river fishing. It can. go in very shallow wa¬
ter, through narrow passages, can be lifted over or carried
around obstructions, propelled easily and swiftly, and in
rapids, with proper handling, is safer than a boat of any
kind. A canoe trip, oven without fishing, is delightful;
there is no better exercise Ilian paddling, you see where
you are going, and get no twists in your nock. Given blue
sky and sunshine, it iB’great eujoymont to light your pipe
after a good dinner, stretch out on your back in a canoe,
watch tbe smoke, look at tbe sky, have, somebody else
paddling vigorously against a light breeze, listen to the
music of the water, and feel the poetry of motion as the
canoe dances and rocks over the ripples. Gray was a good
canoeman from long practice; he guided mine with re¬
markable skill in the rapids, and in his own words, could
"shove her anywhere she'd live." After passing through
a few miles of Btill water, we stopped to fish an old mill
brook and the Island Falls, then keeping on and fishing
each rapid, by noon we reached the foot of the Long
Falls, ten miles up, and stopped for dinner. There I learned
bow delicious is a freshly caught trout, well broiled over
awoodfiro. To our great annoyance it was discovered
that a bag containing the moat of the tinware and camp
utensils, which Gray called the “trumpery,” had been left
at. the mill. We had logo back for it, and had only got
three miles above Lite mill again when it grew dark, and we
camped for the night.
Tire next day we pushed on rapidly, taking few trout, as
natural flies swarmed on tbe water, and we wished to make
up for lost time. Towards noon they rose well, and at the
foot of Dave’s Falla I caught two brace of pound trout in
succession, and lost a leader by a third. By night we had
made good progress, and camped at the Upper Long Falls.
Gray pointed out to me a meadow where he once shot two
moose, and showed me fresh bear sigDS near the camp.
Muskrats showed themselves often in the water; we saw
many sticks which had been gnawed by beaverB, and moose
tracks in tho woods. A large firkin had been brought, in
which to pack the surplus trout, and Gray, in view of my
unskillfulness and tbeBmall catch, dryly suggested that we
leave it until our return, “as it took up so much room.”
This wasn't to be thought of, and the following day I had
the satisfaction of seeing thirty-two heavy trout cleaned
and deposited in the bottom thereof. W ednesday we came
to the Little Branch, went up it a short distance, but find¬
ing the water very low, dropped down and continued on
our way. Thursday morning we reached the Big Bad
Falls, at the foot of which was splendid fishing. Here in
an hour I caught thirty-eight game trout, averaging full a
pound in weight, and lost as many more. These rapids
were nearly a mile in length, and as to proceed we would
have had to carry around them, we decided to turn back.
At noon I enjoyed seeing fifty good trout added to tbe con¬
tents of the firkin, which was filled the next day. Friday
evening we got back to Prosser’s without accident or mishap
of any kind, We had gone up about twenty-five miles—
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farther than any fly-fishermen, save one, had ever been be¬
fore, and the farther the hotter seemed the fish and the
fishing. The Little R. is not remarkable for scenery, but
is in general pleasing. Its average width is twenty yards,
and is easily navigable for boats. The trout are of good
size and very abundant. My own catch was not large, but
as my time was divided between rod and paddle, and my
fishing more enthusiastic than expert, I think a skilled an¬
gler, with a fair chance, could take more fish than be would
know what to do with. I learned at Kempt that two N.
H. gentlemen had recently returned from a five days’ trip
up the main river, with over five hundred trout, having,
they said, never had better sport.
Saturday passed in preparing for a long canoe trip. This
was to descend the Tusket and carry from one of its lakes
into Bloody Brook branch of the Clyde, to go down B. B,
and Clyde to tho sea, thence by team to Barrington, and
ascend tbe Barrington River to its source in Great Pubuico
Lake, and there get conveyance by land to Yarmouth. I
had engaged a Canadiau half-breed, by name Jerry Bart¬
lett, a tall, siucwy young fellow, full of Indian cunning,
French mirlhfuless, and Yankee slang, who proved, to use
his favorite expression, “a good general" guide. Though
I expected to do little fishing, having only eight days in
which to make the round trip of about one hundred and
twenty miles, I had libpes of getting a salmon in the Tus¬
ket or Clyde. Leaving Kempt on Monday morning, our
light craft skimmed like a bird over the lake, and entering
the river raced with the current down rapid after rapid,
through little lakes and runs, between banks clothed with
green foliage, until ut noon we stopped at the Bad F.alls,
tbe worst on the river. These we could not run with
safety, so made a portage to the still water below. While
Jerry was cooking dinner I waded into the stream and
tried for salmon. After wielding a heavy rod half an
hour, with only a few trout for my pains, I despaired of a
rise from larger fish, and carefully trailing my line down
stream, I stood gazing at the falls above. Glancing at my
fly, I was astonished'to see tbe silvery sides of a salmon,
bent like a bow, rising out of tho water. A moment later
I felt the line running off the reel and raised my rod to
strike, but too late! the fish had let go. After dinner I
tried again and again all the pools and eddies, but with no
buccoss. I have since framed mtmy excuses for the loss of
that, my first salmon, and justified my delay in striking
by citations of excellent authorities, but the truth is I was
so disconcerted by the unexpected rise that I failed to
strike with that deliberate promptitude which is requisite
in salmon fishing,
We readied the Forks at sunset and camped Hear the
bridges. A branch enters the main liver at this- point,
whence the name given to the settlement which is entirely
French. We had this day passed through a beautiful
country and fine fishing grounds, often’ tempting ns to tar¬
ry by the way; yet we were told that the portion of river
between the Forks and Tusket Falls was more attractive
Ilian that above. A favorite trip with Yarmouth anglers
is to descend the rivei from Kempt to Reynard’s Bridge, a
mile above. Tusket. Gnr plans obliged-us to leave tbe
main river here and ascend the branch, which we did the
next day. After working through some troublesome Tapids we entered on a long, wearisome stretch of Stillwater,
which wound for miles through dreary barrens. In the
middle of the day we got to the long, bad rapid? at Tlurlhurl’s Mill, and made a portage to the stream above. In
the evergreen forest again, we paddled on, and late in the
afternoon entered Great Barren Lake, singularly mis¬
named. It ie a noble sheet of water, three miles long,
dolLed with numerous picturesque islands which, with the
shores, were finely wooded. Huge granite rocks lifted
themselves high out of lhe water, as if guarding the en¬
trance, and from one of these, called Molsoa’s, the Indians
have a tradition that a squaw once shot a fatal arrow ut a
moose on an island fifty yards away. Skirting the shore,
we startled a wild duck with her young brood, as they were
feeding on tbe water. The cunning old bird sought to
draw our attention from lhe young while they hid on tho
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bank, by counterfeiting a cripple, nnd keeping on Iho wa¬
ter n short distance ahead until we had gone oh some hun¬
dred yards, when she dashed into the air and wiuged her
way back over our heads. By a very narrow, deep, and
rocky stream, tenanted by large gamy tiout-, of which I
took some samples, we entered Gull Luke, which, though
out of our course, proved well worth a visit. It is circular
in form, a mile in diameter, and environed with forests.
In the centre is a cutioub group of rocks, the nesting-place
of gulls, which, high above us, shrieked their alarm at our
intrusion. Inflamed by the prospect of eggs for supper,
we made for the rocks, found eggs, but alasl the abodes of
life. Returning to Barren L., we pitched our tent on one
of its charming islands. Next morning, through Stony
Creek and the Stony L. beyond, we reached the English
Mill, or rather the stream which bears its name, nothing
being left of the mill but some old timbers. This stream
is deserving of its local repute, for it seemed full of trout.
Through the clear water we saw them darting about on
the bottom, and they broke the water all around us after
nuturul flies. The big fellows were flopping about in such
a way that I staid an hour casting over them, but induced
verv few to take my flies, they seeming to prefer a less me¬
tallic diet. This stream connects two large lakes, usually a
favorite situation for trout. Another portage to get around
the dam, and we were on Meadow Lake, which is similar
t® Barren. Paddling through this and inlo a little creek
as far aB we could go, two miles of woods lay between us
and Bloody Brook. This portage was made in two trips
during the afternoon, and we had embarked and paddled
down a lake before nightfall. The lugging was very wea¬
risome in a still air and' under a hot sun, but the sweat that
flowed from us inconsequence was an effectualculexifuge
for the black flies. (Wo afterwards got out of “fly oil,”
and found a mixture of Johnson's liniment and castor oil a
good substitute). None hut lumbermen, and Iudians had
ever been through there before, and probably few, if any,
of my readers will care to repeat the trip.
« The Bloody Brook is a beautiful stream, about the size
of the Little River at Kempt. Silvery white birches line
the banks, aud green meadows stretch away on either side.
It is deep and clear, with a bottom of clean, coaTse saud
and gravel, the best of spawning ground for salmon. Hall'
way down we found a young moose, dead and floatiue in
the water. We conjectured that it had been driven in and
drowned by one of the old bull moose. Through a few
miles of rapids and ten of still water we reached the
Clyde, and over the placid surface of this noble river we
paddled four miles through an open farming country, af¬
fording extended and pleasing views, reaching at sunset
the Victoria Falls, whosu roar we heard half a iniloaway.
Wehad been told by a farmer above that we could not nm
these rapids “in that thing;" so we landed aud took a sur¬
vey of the falls from the “bank. The water ran swift aud
deep through a channel left in a high dam built for log¬
driving, and twenty yards below, foaming aud breaking,
fought its way through jagged projecting rocks. We map¬
ped out a course through the falls, stepped into the canoe,
and pointed for the descent. 1 knelt in the how, with pad¬
dle in hand, while Jerry, armed with a long pole,
Stood up in the stern, pausing for a moment on
the brink; with a light touch of the paddle we
shot straight down the sluice, aud as we neared the rocks,
tried to check our speed with the pole. It slipped on the
bottom, and he fell into the canoe, yelling out, “Gone
sucker!” We narrowly escaped an -upset, but by a few
strokes of the paddle I succeeded in guiding the cauoe
through the rocks in safety. Wo lauded below and
camped for the night.
Early next morning I went alone in the canoe, and an¬
chored among the rapids to ttsh. The trout rose well, aud
at one cast 1 hooked three, one on each fly, nnd neued
them all myself from the unballasted canoe. Embarking
and running more rapids we arrived at Clyde River village
by noon. 1 was disappointed to find that it was too early
there for salmon, and after a day of fruitless casting, we
got conveyance to Barriugion, and embarked on
the Barrington River. This stream is very rocky,
the first ten or fifteen miles of fair width and navigable,
aud connecting several large aud beautiful lakes. A lew
miles from its source, in Pubuico L., it heedmes so narrow
that it is very difficult, even for a canoe, to get through,
and the banks so overgrown with trees and bushes that
fishing is impossible. At the time wo ascended, the water
was low, and the fishing had in consequence. Where the
stream issues from Pubuico L. tbeie are line deep pools
abounding with fine sea trout in June. This point is about
thirteen miles from Barrington by road, aud affords fine
fishing.
It was necessary to wado the last mile or two, as the
Stream became too narrow in many places to use either
pole or paddle. I waded at the how as guide for the ca¬
noe, with Jerry at the stern, giving sucu strong aud illtimed shoves ns frequently to send me up to my neck in
water. We spent two days on tliiB river, aud reached Pubuieo L., vowing never to return to it. This lake is about
six miles long aud two in width, studded with islands, and
well wooded. We paddled through it to^a lauding place,
and the succeeding day got an express to Yarmouth, thirty
miles distant. A few days more and I was home again,
looking and feeling vastly better for my trip into the wilds
of Acadia.
As some of your readers may wish to visit this region, I
will add something about the route and equipment. Take
tent, and blankets must be taken with you; everything else
had better be purchased at Yarmouth. The most direct
route is via Boston by steamer, leaving Tuesday noon. The
season is May and June; the best time to go usually about
the 15th of May. The black flies are troublesome in Jtine,
and should he prepared for. Guides aud boats can he en¬
gaged by letter to Air. William Broaser, Kemptviilc. Boat¬
men aie well paid at $1.50 per day; provisions aud lodging
ing cheap. The weather is seldom uncomfortably warm,
and the uights are always cool, making a heavy blanket
desirable.
'
MomiiiunkWiB.
Vine Growing at ttte Sooth.—If the reports we read
as to the success met with in growing grapes at the South
are correct, a. source of industry is open to the people which
may almost rival cotton growing, being less expensive to
continue, and requiring less capital at the outset. Vines
near Mobile six years old, are said to produce three bushels
of grapes each, making a good wine, It is notorious that
almost worthless soil is the best adapted for winemaking
grapes. Worn out plantations may yet be made profitable.
Let the Western crooked whisky men emigrate, ami try
mulling wine on the square,
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HY do seekers arter health or pleasure, or both, ever
go to East Florida, to walk in Fiftbavenue attire
on the sandy roads and streets of Jacksonville, to see a
repetition day after day of the flat and uninteresting scen¬
ery of the St. Johns? Scenery! Can that he called such
whose monotone is a weariness to the flesh? Here, in Mid¬
dle Florida, is the true «in(er resort for pleasure and
health-seekers; at least sol have found it among the pret¬
ty wooded hills and lovely dells around Tallahassee and
Quincy. The capital of the State is situated on the top of
quite a high hill for Florida, said to be 200 feet, or there¬
abouts, above tUe sea, and the views in every direction and
a great distance arc really very fine. Hill upon hill, like
the rolling waves of the sea, strelch away to the horizon,
each topped by some pretty farm-house glistening white
fromamongt.be trees, each covered by groves whose va¬
rying shades of green enchant the eye; the noble pine,
with its high straight trunk and branching top, appearing
against the sky like a palm tree, and the live oak, that
handsomest of trees, with its dark green leaves and spread¬
ing branches, add beauty to the scene. The eye is reliev¬
ed by bright fields that checker the country like a vast
chess board, and by the exquisite lakes and ponds dolled
here and there in every direction, The climate is lovely;
not too warm, but clear, genial, invigorating; a delicious
breeze fans your cheek, your lungs inhale fresh vigor with
every breath, and the mere pleasure of life, the simple fact
of existence, is almost intoxicating. The driyes around
are, as a rule, delightful, the roads, except to the south,
being of hard clay, making' it excellent for horse and wa¬
gon. The soil is Eirpenor”and produces fine crops of cot¬
ton, corn, and tobacco, the two former being mostly in cul¬
tivation, and of a quality much above the average, though
the quantity is small. And here let me notice one of the
causes of the general poverty iu the South, and the pauci¬
ty of the crops. During many days riding and hunting
over the plantations, both here and elsewhere, we never
saw a white man tilling the ground, nothing but the ever¬
lasting negro, and as tnese only laoor till they earn enough
to keep them in idleness double the time that they work, it is
easily conceivable how such unsteadiness and want of ap¬
plication affects the productions of the soil, and indeed the
moral aud material wealth of the whole country, and yet
tire negro, properly handled, is an excellent worker, und
with a good head over him, will do more in this climate
than a white man. As far as my observation went, he is
the only hard woricer (i. e., iu manual labor) in the South,
imd as a friend remarked to some gentlemen in Tallahasse,
if the white Southerners do notiook out a little more sharp¬
ly the black man will be his master some day, for, said he,
“I’ll buck the man that works against the man that loafs,
be lie white or black.” it is no doubt very unpalatable,
hut take au instance: A friend hired a carpenter (white)
to do a job round his house, and on returning home from
busiuess found his lordship hands in pockets, leaning
against the wall looking on while a darkie was hard at work
at the job. Is that darkie going to work for that white
man long ? No, he will some day take tiie business away
from his boss and poc.ket the whole profit himself, instead
of the pittance he now receives. IVhat the negro lacks—
I speak now of the ordinary field hand and laborer—is am¬
bition to lay up something, to possess more than
the mere necessaries of life. A large number already own
their little cabin aud acre or two of ground, raise their own
corn and vegetables, with perhaps a pig or two, and are
proud of it, loo, but there they stop, and tliiuk not of
rainy days to come, or hard times, and the provisions nec¬
essary for them. Again, look at the enormous rate of in¬
terest on money the Southerners submit to. The only
bank in Tallahassee told us they got two and.one-half per
cent, per month for loans on undoubted security. Two
and one-half per cent, per month! What country or com¬
munity, commercial or agricultural, can stand that with¬
out ruination? And such is the actual result. A planter
that discounts his crops lo the tune of thirty per cent, per
annum that does not personalty supervise the work done
day by day, that spends every cent of his income in ad¬
vance, what does he, what can he expect but bankruptcy
and ruin? There is no money in the South. How cun
there be under these circumstances? The poorer farmers
are forced to barter aud exchange kind for kind, and do
they not lose by it? A cattle ranger gives an approximate
value in oxen, a farmer in pigs or corn, a few pounds of
tobacco, or a bug of cotton; in tlie woods the poor cut
down trees, no matter to whom belonging, rail them to
town aud exchange for groceries. This may seem exag¬
gerated, but it is not, and though surprising to Hie North¬
erner, is not even commented on or noticed at the South.
But let mo turn to pleasanter subjects, and give the
sportsman some idea of what can he done iu his way iu
this part of Florida. In the environs of Tallahassee and
Quincy are great quantities of quail, or partridge, as they
call ttiem here; all the old fields and hollows are full of
them, and fine, fat, sweet birds they are. It requires rath¬
er quick shooting, as the birds fly low und rapidly, nnd a
covey scatters in all directions when put up. On the lakes
and ponds are plenty of ducks—red heads and mallards—
and a couple of hours in the morning or evening will well
repay all Irouble, to say nothing of the delightful ride there
and back. The dogs are of fair breed, point well, hut are
badly broken, The horses are good under saddle, and
many will stand fire without flinching. This brings me to
sugaest, a trip l took myself, and that is for those who love
deer sialkiuu and a life out of doors to get a guide, horses,
pack muli-8,“aud a darkie; then, leaving civilization behind
them, start right out into the pine forests for a couple of
weeks. No tent is needed; a rubber blanket and n shawl
for your bed, tea, sugar, coffee, and condensed inillt, with
a little bacon and flour for grub, some tin ware and cook¬
ing utensils, and you can live like a king, getLing all your
fresh venison, game, aDd fish as you go along. There is a
superabundance of light wood for fire wherever you are,
ami the long dry grass of winter makes an excellent soft
couch. The delieiouB perfume of the pines, the freedohi
of the woods, the long avenues leading in every direction
green above and green below, with glimpses of a startled
deer now and theu, or a herd of cattle picturesquely
grouped under the trees, added to the excitement of the
chase, combine to form a hunter’s paradise; and-then the
glories of the camp fire when, tired and hUDgry, you throw
yourself full length before it, enjoying its warmth and
brightness, or when, after a good suxiper, the pipes are lit,
and the stories and songs go round, the woods re-echoing
to the shouts of laughter or applause. Some writer has

remarked that even the highest, educated among men are
hut part savage alter all, and there is no doubt an intense 1
•pleasure in the wild nomadic life of the woods. To any
one with a spark of the man in him the rough life, rough 1
clothes, and rough work (for it is not all play) give a keen
zest to life that nothing else can. The expense is not
much, not over a dollar per day for each horse, a dollar and J
a quarter pet day for each guide, and three dollars pet
week for the darkie; provisions are not dear, the main cost
being Unit one always takes far more than one needs. By- *
the-way, in the list of articles lo take I omitted one very
important item, viz: "a drop o’ the craythur,” which is in¬
dispensable when wet or cold, nnd au excellent cure for .
snake bites; for though to say the truth, 1 did not see a |
snake the whole time I was in Florida, still an ounce of J
prevention, you know, in that form, is not disagreeable, J
Speaking of snakes reminds me of Uie enormous quuulily |
of ferocious animals we were led by our friends to expect a
to meet in our peregrinations; but alas!
alter
screwing up our courage to encounter all sorts '
of thrilling adventures, and providing ourselves with j
weapons of
offence and defence, we saw neilh- I
er hear, panther, alligator, nor snake during the
whole time of our sojourn in the Lund of Flowers. It
w-as dreadfully disappointing,, especially to the youngest 1
of our party, who had made up his mind to be particularly .
brave, and it was sad to return without Borne trophy of our
prowess. Deer are, however, in great numbers and afford |
excellent sport, either by stalking or hunting wilh dogs, ■
and ’tis a beautiful sight to see a noble buck running
through the woods, horns back, flag up, and taking such ,
leaps as astonish the beholder, so easy and graceful are
they, and no fuss over it, either—done jnst as easy aB the I
traditional roiling off a log. In proper season I have no ,1
doubt there are plenty of bears aud panthers to he had, as
we found tracks all over; but they, with their friends the
alligators and snakes, had all laid up for the wiuter, audl
not even a laudable curiosity to see real Northerners 1
brought them out'of their holes. We consoled ourselv«s
wilh the reflection that their room, under most circum¬
stances, is better than their company.
The hospitality of the Southerners is proverbial, and we
enjoyed it wherever we went. The ladies are graceful, *
chatty, and warm-hearted; the gentlemen, though rather I
given io enormous visionary schemes, a la Col. Sellers, are
really obliging, jovial, well-informed men, and none will .
grudge any trouble to make the stranger comfortable and 1
at home. The great lack of Florida is sufficient traveling I
accomodation, Not only dostrangers suffer from this, bur.'
the natives themselves complain of the extreme difficulty
of communication between one point and another diacom- j
mode parlies going to that State, especially in the direction
of Tallahassee. The Atlantic &Gulf R.R., by their want Of a
common courtesy, force the passenger to lie over at Savau- |
nail twenty-two and a half hours, the train arriving from |
the north at 5:25 P. M., and their only train to Tallahassee
leaving at 4 P. M. But 1 need not trouble my readers wilh 1
a rehearsal. On the railroads annoyances and hindrances
are constantly occurring at every step of your journey to
aDd through Florida, and entirely eause'd by defective I
management.
AmoHg the objects of interest near Tallahassee is the famous Wakulla Spring, that fountain of eternal youth,, J
for which Ponce tie Leon so vainly searched. A pleasant]
drive of about fifteen miles brings you to it, when leaving
your horses at a farmer’s near, you get inlo a wretched 1
scow and paddle out lb rough the long grasses aud lily (
patches, and over the blue, blue water till you reach the
centre. A strange, weired place it is, and a kind of awe* .
someness comes over one, as oppressed by the intense,, I
painful silence, one gazes around on the tall gaunt cypress,
white and ghostly, hung with heavy festoons of the funer¬
al moss, the various deciduous trees growing up in the wa¬
ter, leafless and bare at this season, that rise around one
like the walls of a prison, and seem to shut one in from the
world beyond. You look over the boat’s side and see the
white sands one hundred feet below you, the smallest peb¬
ble distinctly visible, and (he myriads of fish daiting hith¬
er and thither iu their frightened efforts to escape. The
loud, harsh cry of the wliooping crane startles you, and
you turn to tee that huge bird with its heavy flapping
wings Blowly sailing away in disgust at your presence.*
You fancy all this time that you are on a pond, till you
look around and see that your boat has drifted down the
stream, which never narrows, but goes on, on, the sawo^
width at its source a3 at its mouth. The current is about a mile an hour, which, combined with its depth and widtljH
(say 300 yards), will give the reader an idea nf the great bulk of water, nothing more nor less than a full-grown
river flowing out of the earth and away towards the ocean J
The visitor can also vary his amusements by a trip to the *
gulf, where fish, oysters, aud ducks abound. There is 4)1
tri-weekly train from Tallahassee to St. Marks, and from
thence he can get passage in an oyster schooner to Apalaoh*
icola, where he will find good accommodations and excel*-

” The chief expense of a trip to Middle Florida is the fare
going and reluming. By rail from New York all the way
there and hack, wilh meals, etc., on the journey, it will
cost about one hundred dollars, but it can be done by
steamer, aud taking a return ticket for I believe one-half
of that amount. The Oily Hotel of Tallahassee, which ifl
well kept, has large, airy bed rooms, good fare aud attend-j
ance at two dollars and a half per diem, aud at Quincy*
several excellent hoarding-houses are to ho found, charging
thirty dollars per mouth. A carriage and pair wilh drivel.
from three to five dollars per day, according to distancet,
traveled, aod a saddle horse two dollars per day, though aj
bargain for regular use can he made at. much less terms;*
Even the rales above named are but little over half whatj
they cost at Jacksonville, and this of itself is a great de¬
sideratum to those of moderate means who wish to pass a.*
pleasant winter at, moderate expense. To all such, whether j
seekers after health or pleasure, 1 would again recommeutn
Middle Florida.
T. B. L. ■
March, 1876.

—The total number of Indians in the Dominion is re¬
turned at 91,911). Of these 15,(1110, (roughly speaking) arc
in Ontario; 11,000 in Quebec, 25,OU0 in Maliloba and the
Northwest Territories; 6,000 in Rupert s Lund, and 31,000 (
in British Columbia; Nova Scotia und Yw Brunswick eacljj
containing less than 2,000, while Prluee Edward Island®
ouly 302.
—Said an Irish Justice to an obstreperous prisoner on 1
trial; "We want nothing hut Mteoce, and but little til <
that.1’
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falls and bubbling of the water can on a calm day be heard
for miles. Around the falls there is a long avenue of trees,
HISTORIC ONONDAGA.
and there are some of the most beautiful and romantic
TERRITORY famous in history as far hack as 1643, the spots I ever saw, rivalling in scenic lovliness Watkin’s
scene of many battles, and for centuries the home of a Glen. This place is celebrated for its bass fishing, and is a
, once honorable and powerful tribe of Indians—the Ononda- famous spot for anglers, and those disciples of Izaak Wal¬
gas. A century or more ago the county was rich in fish and ton who delight to catch these gamy fish. They aTe veTy
game, and was choice hunting ground. Its sturdy forests plentiful at the foot of the falls, and as many as one hun¬
gave way to civilization, and now it is one of the wealthiest dred have been caught in one day by a single rod, varying
eouni ies of the Slate, and has a population of about from nine to fifteen inches in length. The bait is a silver
110,000. Some eight, miles soulh of Syracuse a remnant— minnow, and as it is twirled in the water, the bass takes it
numbering about 30Q—of the once honored and powerful at a dart. There are many different kinds of fish in the
tribe is still found, scattered over a large area of unculti¬ river a little below the falls tliat can be caught in great pro¬
vated land, kuown as the Onondaga Reservation. They fusion. I know of no place where the fisherman can so
still maintain many of their riles and ceremonies, though successfully prosecute bis trade, and have more enjoyment
they have become semi-civilized, and quite recently elected at such a cheap rate as at this lovely spot. Good board can
a chief, according to the usages of a century ago. The be obtained at tbe falls for a dollar a rlay, and boat and
old chiefs have “all passed away. Cnpt. George was the lines thrown in, and there are no extra expenses that I
last of the ancient line, and his death seemed to sever know of. Write to Mr. Wm. E. Dickey, Spitigvale, Fair¬
much of the past, from the present. He was a noble, stal¬ fax County, Va., and he will giveall necessary information.
wart, intelligent chief, and in bi3 day among the best war¬ At the foot of the falls is the celebrated haunt of tbe shad,
riors and hunters known to the Five Nations. They are aud men with dip nets, stripped and tied for safely to tbe
rocks, take them out in great, numbers. A tragedy hap¬
now an indolent class, subsisting on the commonest food,
and in scanty quantities at that. Many of them are still pened there, a few years ago—two negroes were engaged
adepts with the bow and arrow, and all retain a love for in dipping out shad, when one taking his turn refused to
hunting and fishing. There aro many evidences of the tie himself to the rock, saying that he could swim out
lie was a tremendous fellow, and a Bplendid
once fruitful ‘‘happy hunting grounds” remaining. A cen¬ easily.
tury ago Central New York was densely covered with swimmer, but lie fell in and was tossed liko a cork from
Sturdy*timber, and it requires no very vivid imagination to side to side, and though he struggled for his life gallantly,
picture a country as wild and picturesque as the great and tried to reach the rock, yet the waves bore him circling
Northern Wilderness is now, and thousands of times more around until he sank to rise no more, and his horrified
valuable. Looking out from Syracuse, we see tbe Oneida companions could do nothing to save him. His body was
Lake, twelve miles distant on the north, well stocked with never recovered though every eifort was made. A singular
bass, pickerel, and other varieties of fish, with its outlet fact is that the depth of the water at the foot ' of the falls
leading iuto the Oswego River, famous half a century ago has never been ascertained, though there were repented
for its eels, aud now tor its Oswego bass. To the south trials. It must be like the “devil’s hole,” near Niagara—
are. a dozen small lakes and many streams where trout bottomless. To a lover of the grand and beautiful this is a
flourish, aud in SUancateles Lake, clear and cold spring favored spot, a few days could be most eujqyably spent, and
water, as handsome salmon trout aro taken as ever struck the reality of the scene must he left to the imagination. 1
a hook. To the westward are Cayuga and Seneca lakes, can no more do justice to this sublime picture of the fall¬
which flood thousands of acres, known as the Montezuma ing water, nor convey an adequate idea of its grandeur
' marshes, by all odds the most fruitful locality for ducks and grace by my pen, than can an artist by his pencil paint
and snipe anywhere in this region.
The marshes are the cataract; lie may represent the whole expanse of fall¬
drained imo the Seneca River, which has an outlet into the ing waters, the foam, the cliffs, the spray, but where is the
motion, where is the rush of the torrent, the smooth gliding
Oswego River, crossing the foot of pretty Onondaga Lake,
Ix(i miles, near this city, where there is found at proper of the waves above the falls, and the dash of the waters
beneath, the ever changing glistening stream, with its
seasons good fishing aud shooting.
The rolling lands of the county are particularly favor¬ vivid rainbow shifting from point to point—no, it can never
able for the maintenance of trout streams, but witli so be done by the pencil or brush, nor even by the pun of an
many anglers as are found here it is not surprising that Onida, a do Lorgy, or a Julie d’Artoune.
I have said that the Potomac was as fruitful for game
the streams are rapidly becoming barren. A tew catches
are brought in betimes from streams in the towns of Fnm- and fish as any river on the continent. Such has been the
fact,
its waters swarming with wild-fowl, its creeks with
pey andPabius, in tlio southern part of the county.
Reuben Wood is the Seth Green of Syracuse—a fat, birds delicious to the epicure, aud its depths teeming with
jolly, ami faithful son of Walton, who is a sort of oracle fish of many varieties, made it the paradise of Lhe sports¬
among anglers, lie has fished everywhere, and “the boys” men; but now all this is changed. The hundreds ot pot¬
do say he can catch a trout where one was never seen be¬ hunters kill all the birds, swivel guns and the deadly sink
boxes exterminate the wiid-fowl, and the seines and gillfore.
John H. Mann is both a good angler and hunter, and the nets devote the fish to destruction. Unless the States of
Maryland atul Virginia pass stringeut game laws, aud that
inventor and maker of trolling spoons.
There are many evidences still in existence of the dif¬ very soon, the superb spurt in'the Polomuc for the sports¬
ferent, races of people who have been upon the soil of Ibis man and fisherman will be a myth and a tradition. It is
locality, and also of the turmoils that have at various estimated that there are fully one thousand gill-nets always
times stained its acres with blood. In the town of Pom- set on the Potomac from the mouth of the Chesapeake to
pey stones bearing singular carvings aud unintelligible hie- Washington, and they destroy ten fish where they catch
roglyphies have Been found, which, taken in connection one. To show the consequence, and the truth of uiy as¬
with a Sugar-loaf shaped hill a short distance south of sertion, I will give, as Mr. Grudgrind would say, a few
Syracuse, at once reminds us of Phcenecians aud mound facts: At the Stony Point lauding, (fished this year by Mr.
builders. Crucifixes, medals, and other articles of an¬ H. Clark), there are employed seventy-five men, with a
tiquity have been from time to time found, and distinct steam engine for hauling, aud this week, with a five-mile
traces of fortifications, oE which nothing whatever is now seine, the hauls averaged but 600 shad, when a few years
known, have been found in several localities, The French ago 60,000 shad was a commou haul. At llighpoint landing
war left forts at the outlet of Oneida Lake and at Green Capt. Cramp employs sixty-five men, and lie averages
Point, and though constructed more than a century ago about 300 shad and as many herring. And ibis is but the
their outlines are still well defined. Stone axes, arrow tale of all, and the fisheries have proved a failure, anti
poinls, and many oilier Indian antiquities are so frequently nearly all the proprietors of the landings have in despair
found that they attract lit.Lie interest. Rev. Dr. Bush, of “cut out” with a heavy pecuniary loss. This tells its own
Cicero, lias a very large and interesting collection of such tale; and it Ib a shame upon botli Stales that the enactment
and enforcement of adequate laws for the protection of
articles.
There is aJleal of mystery connected witli the history of fish and game have not been made. And not until the
this locality, and it is certain that a vast amount of very press brings this subject home to the people will it he
valuable knowledge and information has been lost to done.
In conclusion I will say that the beat time to fish at
history. This is particularly true of Syracuse and the
country immediately surrounding it, and embracing the the falls or in the river is the latter part of lliis month
Chasseur,
wonderful salt springs, once valuable only as deerlicka, and until July.
Alexandria, May 6th, 1876.
now yielding annually many million bushels of salt. There
is every reason for believing that this locality was not long
ago covered with water, and a water line is easily traced
A Petrified Forest in the Desert.—David Rideout,
along the base of the mountainous hills on the south. That who has been engaged in preparing a section of a petrified
there has been a vast amount of wash from these hills is
tree
for tbe Centennial Exposition, gives the following rela¬
proven by the discovery at various times of the heads and
antlers or deer, bones of large animals, and, in sinking a tive to the petrified forest of northwestern Humboldt. On
salt well, pieces of an elm log ISO feet below the surface the plain, about thirty miles west of the Black-rock ridge
were brought up, aud sea shells have been found at as great of mountains, stands one of the greatest natural curiosi¬
n depth. There, are people now living who remember when ties ever discovered in Nevada. It is a petrified forest, in
the laud now occupied by the Central City was a dense
which the stumps of many of the trees, now changed into
swamp, full of rattlesnakes and other venomous reptiles,
solid rock, are still standing. There are no living trees or
together with ferocious wild animals.
vegetation of any kind other than stuuted sage brush in
the vicinity. Some of these ancient giants of the forest,
For Fore&t and Stream.
which flourished perhaps thousands of years ago, when
THE GREAT FALLS OF THE POTOMAC. the climate of Nevada was undoubtedly more favorable
for the growth of luxuriant vegetation than at present,
HERE probably is not in all the broad limits of this rival in size the big trees of California. Stumps, trans¬
formed into solid rock, stand in an upright position, witli
1 Union a river which unites more sport, of floeli and
their roots imbedded in the soil, as when growing, that
fowl, more picturesque beauty, and more varied grandeur
measure
from fifteen to twenty-six feet in circumference,
than the Potomac, or, as the old chronicles spell it, Paw-toanti the ground in the vicinity is strewn with the trunits
meelc, meaning in the Indian dialect, “The River of Swans.”
aud limbs, which retain theii natural shape and size. Mr.
Commencing and originating in the Alleghany Mountains,
Rideout, determined to secure a section of one of these
it ripples along a small stream, bat still is the dividing line
bcLweeu the iwo States of Maryland and Virginia, and trees for the Centennial Exposition, with two other men,
gathering strength as it. advances—fed as it is by number¬ spent twelve days in cutting it from the stump. This was
less small streams and creekB—its banks widen, its depth accomplished by drilling ail around tbe tree ami separating
increases, and current grows more rapid, until it readies it with wedges. The specimen is three feet high and eight¬
the Blue Ridge Mountain, when it assumes the appearance een feet in circumference, and its estimated weight is three
_
of a swift flowing river, and it rushes through the moun¬ tons,__
tain pass at Harper's Ferry a stream of indescribable beauty;
—The London News of the 3lJLh gives an itinerary of the
still onward it flows until within some ten miles of Wash¬
new lines of coaches, the genLlemen drivers of which in¬
ington, when the river tumbles over the Great Falls.
The scenery at, this place looks as if there had been a clude the Earl of Bective, Col. Chaplin, Major Furnivut,
war of the Titans, huge masses of rocks of every con¬ and other members of tlio aristocracy.
Above a halfceivable shape and Size wail in the river, and through its dozen lines are enumerated.
rocky bed the Potomac falls some thirty or forty feet, and
dashing upon the rocks below, all churned into white fotun
—Spain, having got rid of the plague of Carlists, is now
that bubbles and seethes in mad turmoil, eddying and surg¬
ing around the rocks. The river hero is shut in a narrow suffering from a plague of locusts; and the soldiers have
passage pf about two hundred feet, and the roar of the been told off to destroy the insect devastators.
For Forest, and
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THE USE OF FOUND NETS IN INLAND
WATERS.
1/
’

Department of M artne and Fisheries,
)
Fisheries Branch, Ottawa, 26th April, 1870. )
Sir—Reverting to several telegraphic and oilier commu¬

nications which have lately passed between the Minister
and yourself, on the subject of the close seasons for spring
breeding fishes, and the use of gill nets aud “pounds” for
tlio capture of those aud other fishes during the spring and
summer time in Lake Erie and the Detroit River, 1 am de¬
sired to request your attention, and that of other parties
more immediately interested, as well as of the general
public, to an entirely disinterested view of tbe matter.
The close seasons for pickerel, masbinonge, and bass are
fixed by the Fishery Regulations of the 3d September,
1875, at various periods between the 15th April and the
15th June, and for whitefish between the 12th November
and tlio 1st December. In adopting these restrictions tbe
Government lias in view the protection and increase of
fish, tlie improvement of the fisheries, and the lasting bene¬
fit of the fishermen and consumers.
The operation of these necessary regulations appears to
some—and usually to those persons who are at least impa¬
tient, if not altogether opposed to, tiny restrictions what¬
ever on their fishing pursuits—to be comparatively inju¬
rious to Canadian fishermen, in consequence of their
proximity to United States fishermen, who are said to fish
unrestrictedly within the same geographical district.
Whenever, therefore, the close seasons adopted, or methods
of fishing prescribed, are found to curtail somewhat the
operations of Canadian fishermen engaged in these border
waters, the cry is raised that we are protecting fish for the
benefit of United States citizens; and that we not only de¬
prive British subjects of catching the fish in Canadian
waters when tlio market is most profitable, hut thereby
abandon such market, to the exclusive profit of our foicign
neighbors. It must be admitted that all this seems at first
sight to be very plausible, mid is no doubt well calculated
to attract public notice and enlist local sympathies. But
is it not, in a considerable degree at least, fallacious?
Every unbiased and observing pei'son, who devotes any at¬
tention to this subject, knows that the spring and summer
fishes of our great inland bikes are attracted insliorc and
towards the islands and shoals by the two great leading in¬
stincts of want of food aud reproduction. Tlio quantity
of food and the facilities for propagation are quite as at¬
tractive generally on tlio Canadian as they are on tho Uni¬
ted Slates side, of the lakes and rivers. Indeed, it is pretty
well known Unit, wilb the sole exception of the shoals
around those groups of islands which are situated on either
side of tile boundary line, the best feeding and breeding
places are on lhe northern shoves nnd in the waters of
Canada. Then, ns regards the "deep sea" fishings in out¬
side waters, the fish frequenting Close areas which are
more or less open to both nations, cannot be considered iu
any oilier light than a common property of mutual advan¬
tage altogether irrespective of the shores to which they
may resort for nutriment or to increase their species. It
seems, therefore, conclusive to impartial minds that the in¬
vidious effect Of our protective system is in fact and effect,
however convincing in theory and appearance, much more
fanciful than real. The idea that, in snub extensive bodies
of water as tbe great lakes, the local range of various kinds
of non-migratory fishes extends across an imaginary water
boundary, is not at all a practical one. It has been very
industriously cultivated in support of claims made by
fishing communities to be exempted from economical re¬
strictions; but, it is so obviously an excuse that tho parties
using it have always confined themselves to mere asser¬
tions.
Regarding lhe licensing of pound nets, it, is necessary to
make some observations. The pound net is an American
invent,ion. It has succeeded in fishing out certain United
States waters, and has gradually crept into ours. Its de¬
structive qualities are indellildy impressed on the languish¬
ing fisheries of the Lake Slates and the impoverished
shoves of the northeastern Atlantic States of the American
Union. It flourishes for awhile everywhere, and having
exhausted fish in one locality it is shit ted to another. Fish¬
ing in season and out of season, and all through every sea¬
son, for all kinds and sizes of fish, it abates not its ravages
for any cause but exhaustion. This is substantially the
account given of its workings in the United States by Pro¬
fessor Baird and Mr. Milner, two able officials of the
Federal Government. Tlio Fishery Laws of Canada have
always prohibited this obnoxious engine, buL out of con¬
sideration for the relative position of Canadian fishermen
living on the lakes where pounds were in common use by
their American neighbors, the Fisheries Act- provides for
their uho under certain conditions imposed by means of
special licenses. Hence their existence on the shores of
Lake Erie. Notwithstanding these precautions, and the
imposition of a heavy license fee, they have multiplied
under Lite pressure of just such arguments as are now need
to induce us to remove from them every prudent restric¬
tion. Tlie applicants for licenses to set additional pounds
eaclt year arc almost invariably connected with the interest
of United States citizens, Who have fishing gear to use or
dispose of, or have overcrowded or used up tneir own fish¬
ing grounds. In addition lo their increase in numbers,
their capacity lias been enlarged, and it. lias proved im¬
practicable to ensure tbe strict observance of close seasons
for any kind of fish so long as they exist. Each holder of
apounduet license bind3 himself to observe tho fishery
laws. Yet he does no such thing. He catches fish when
everybody else is forbidden, and by means of nets having
meshes of a size prohibited to all other fishermen, Com¬
plaints against tin- "pounds” aro frequent from the gilt
nutters and seiners. They fish steadily from morning to
night throughout forbidden,periods, when certain irinds of
fishing arc unlawful, osicnsibly catching other kinds of
fish which are always iu legal season. Their owners assert
that it. is impossible to put tliem into disuse from balurday
nights to Monday mornings, during which time tho fishery
laws and tlio Sahbatli ouservauce laws forbid every de¬
scription of fishing. The seine fishermen on the Detroit
River, and the gill net fishermen around the islands in
Lake Erie, incessantly complain that whilst they are com¬
pelled to observe tbe close season for pickerel, maskinouge,
and bass in flic spring time, and for wliuefish iu tlie au¬
tumn, and to do this arc obliged to desist altogether from,
fishiug, the "pounds” arc killing off everything. They con-
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tinue in place during the weekly close time, when all other
nets are raised or disused. It is represented that there is
no attempt made to liberato alive the forbidden fish in ac¬
cordance with the law and the license. This state of things
has caused frequent remonstrances on the part of seiners
and gill netters, as you are no doubt aware. And it was
for such reasons that the Department found it necessary,
after several years of expostulation and forbearance to¬
wards the owners of pound nets, to.insert, in their licenses
for 1870 a specific condition .that the capture of pickerel,
maskinotige, bass, or whitofish during the respective close
seasons for those kind of fish would subject the licenses to
forfeiture. The owners of pound nets, who have all along
contended that their pounds arc fished in such a manner as
to enable them to release alive all prohibited fish, suddenly
declare that if held to a strict observance of the close sea¬
son at present in force for pickerel, maskiuongc, and bass,
they cannot catch herrings, sturgeon, and Whitehall. This
is the cause of all the outcry winch has arisen. There has
heen no new fishery regulation sprung upen them, and
nothing more than usual done heyond binding them to ob¬
serve the close seasons for certain fish, which all other
fishermen find themselves compelled by the Fishery Laws
to respect.
It is hardly necessary to remark, in conclusion, that in
making allowance for the lateness of the present spring,
and other circumstances which you have urged on behalf
of the fishermen, by permitting them to fish for all kinds
of fish tip to the 1st of May, the Minister gives fresh proof
that it is still, as it ever lias heen, the earnest desire of his
Department to so deal with fishery matters as to promote
the truest interests of the public and all others concerned,
whilst affording always reasonable relief to those more im¬
mediately interested, on whom existing circumstances
might, bear with undue severity,
1 have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant.
W. F. WntTCiiEii,
Commissioner of Fisheries.
TVst, McGregor, Esq., M. P., Windsor, Ontario.
(From the London Field.]
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CULTURE
UNDERTAKEN
COMPANIES.
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RECENT official report on the industries of the
Grand Duchy of Baden communicates the following
Interesting information respecting the fish cultural under¬
takings of that country.
Owing, it appears, to the advancing price of nearly all
articles of food, and the greatly increased demand for
trout, grayling, etc., at the different watering places of
Die Black Forest, the culture of these choicer kinds of tish
line been much more remunerative of late throughout the
Duchy, and every year adds to the number of its piscicul¬
ture! establishments. Two of the most important of the
latter are those carried on respectively by the Baden and
Boflndorf Companies, and a few particulars respecting
their organization and management may perhaps be not
Unwelcome.
Commencing with the Freiburg undertaking, that con¬
ducted by the Baden Company, is was proposed in 1865 to
raise a capital of 40,00011. (nither less Ilian 113,400) by the
issue of 1,600 shares Of 2511. (about 2 guineas), each payable
by instalments in fi ve yearB. Should the net profits in 1870—
the first, year fixed for the payment of any dividend there
might be—exceed 5 per cent., the excess was to be;put
aside as a reserve fund, the same measure being adopted
annually utilil the reserve capital amounted to another
40,001111- Private individuals or parishes not taking shares,
hut contributing liy voluntary subscription to the sup¬
port of the undertaking, could in turn claim the assistance
of the institution should they at anytime require profes¬
sional advice as to the erection of hatching works, the
stocking of rivers, etc. Towards the construction of the
building, Which is the properly of the present director,
the Stifle contributed the sum of 2,000fl. (£1661, and the
annual Government grant since 1871 has been 1,00011. (£83).
This State support is given on condition that the company
shall undertake to supply pisciculturists residenL in the
Grand Duehy with fertilized ova and young fry at a
lower charge than is made to outsiders; and since 1871 the
prices have"been 3s. 4d. per 1,000 for salmon or river trout
eggs, 3s. Old. per 1,000 for char, lake trout, and hybrids of
salmon; anti loti. (25s.) per 100 for young fry, the latter
having arrived at the close of the yoke-sac period. Pur¬
chasers not living in Baden have paid 6s. per 1,000 for
river trout and salmon eggs, and Ss. for hybrid ditto; and
such care is observed-in the packing of them, that in the
case of a large consignment to Turin, which, owing to
some irregularity remained eleven days en route, the mor¬
tality only amounted to 2 per cent., and the loss last winter
on a sendiug of 5,000 ova (first hatch of a consignment of
25,000) despatched to the north of England, did not exceed
one eighth per cent,. The eggs lonvarded to Turin were
packed in layers of moistened cotton wool; those sent to
England in moss.
Slice 1865, when the Freiburg works were first planned,
the buildings have been considerably enlarged, and now
contain appliances and accommodation for incubating over
1,0U0,000 eggs. The cement hatching troughs, twentytwo in number lately introduced in Die place of wooden
ones, are filled up with lids, which will open and shut;
and til intervals in I,ho same there are wire-covered open¬
ings, with slide doors for admitting the light gradually.
At one time spring water was preferred lor iucubatiug
purposes; but experience having shown that brook water,
Which is colder and more aerated, produces healthier and
hardier fry, it is now arrauged that Die hatching troughs
and ponds shall be supplied with, water from a mountain
stream, and only receive sufficient spring water to prevent
the temperature falling below 37‘ Fahrenheit. Each of
the nine ponds belonging to the establishment, some made
shallow for Die young fry, others tolerably deep for
the spawning fish—in addition to the supply it receives
direct from ihe stream, is led by the overflow from the
pond immediately above it. By a simple contrivance,
However, the water from both sources can be turned off at
aDy moment and the pond run dry.
UOucerning the food given at Freiburg, this consists of
ox and calves’ brains, of finely-chopped refuse meat, etc.,
(heart, liver, lungs, etc., Of freshly killed animals), from
the slaughter house, and of minced horseflesh. During
.the first, tew monihs brains are looked upon as especially
suitable food, being light and nulricious, and not liable, as
is the case with meat, to sink to the bottom and taint the

water. Of this fare the young fry require a good supply
three times a day.
As to the number of young fish turned every year into
tiro waters rented by tire company—i. a., the river Drcisaoh
and its tributaries—this amounted in the winter 1873-74, to
take an average season, t.o 100,000 river trout and hybrids
of salmon, and 20,000 salmon.
The subjoined figures, on the other hand, represent the
quantity of ova and fry disposed of between 1870 and
1874:rERTlLlZED OVA.
1873-74.
1872-73.
1R71-72.
18*0-71.
.. 91,(100
35.5U0 ...
,
3.500 . ..
4,000
.
6,000 . .. 16,500
10.000
.
6,500
... 13,000 4 ..
Chorr.....
YOUNG
5,000 ,.. 13,500 . .. 13,600
River trout. 3,300
3;ooa .
2,000 ...
Salmon.
ICO
6,100
2,000 ... 11,800 . ..
Char.
500
. ..
1,300
1,000 ... 2,200
Lake trout.
300
;d in the
The eggs are mostly despatc— months of Jan-

Name.

River trout. 26.100
Salmon. 8,300
Hybrids of Salmon. 7,600

uary and February, young fish in March and April. In the
case of a long journey and large sending of fry, it is con¬
sidered desirable for a man to accompany the latter. Ap¬
plications for ova require to be addressed to Herrn
Oberbttrgermeister Schuster, Director of the Institution,
before October 1st each year; and for the guidance of any
one desirous of visiting the works, we may mention that
they are situated oh" the above gentleman’s property,
Selzenliof, about six English miles from Freiburg, east¬
ward of Hexenlhal.
With regard to Die only other piseicultural company out
of the many lately formed, viz., that of BoDndorf, respect¬
ing which details are given in the official report, we aretold that its now and larger establishment in the valley of
the Wutach was completed in 1873, and covers, including
ponds and runlets, an area of about eight acres. The
supply of water is obtained in part from tw-o springs,
(which furnish 120 gallons per minute), in part from the
neighboring river; the system of mixing the two kinds of
water for incubating and rearing purposes being adopted
here as at Freiburg.
Iu the year 1873 tile company hatched out 600,000 eggs,
turned 400,000 young fry into its ponds, and sold 4 cwt. of
grayling, and rather over two tons weight of trout. Jt
now rents the greater part of the river Wutach and its
tributaries.
—Dr. M. C. Edmunds, fish commissioner of Vermont,
left Rutland on the 10th, says the Rutland Herald, with a
quantity of salmon fry intending to plant them at Wells
River. Before starting the fish began to show symptoms
of dying, by reason of some carbonaceous substance in the
water, and before he had proceeded far their mortality was
so rapid that he concluded to turn them loose in the first
water he came to. This he did in the Winooski River, at
whuI is called Lime Kiln Fall. Thirty per cent, died in
the transit, and the whole quantity would doubtless have
perished before reaching their destination. Only once be¬
fore, Die doctor says, has he met with such ill luck, and
then a stream in Massachusetts got stocked with salmon
that otherwise would not have received any. Fatties in
Northwestern Vermont will doubtless be disappointed for
the time being by this loss, which has proved to be Winoos¬
ki’s gain, but dead fry would hardly have served Uieir pur¬
pose. The mortality of the fish ou this occasion cannot he
accounted for, as the water had been changed just before
starting.
___
—Forty thousand more young trout have been placed it
Lake George and adjoining streams in Vermont, making in
all 120,000. A local fish and game protective association
is to he formed at St. Albans.
--

BLACK

BASS

IN

WINTER.

^
Jacbsonpobt, Ark., Muy 5th, 1876.
Editor Forest and St he am :—
In your issue or April -271,11,1 noticed a lottcr from Fred Mather on the
above subject. From an experience of several years, I am satisfied that
our black ba«s tfiryst.es satmohides) do not liybernate in winter. They
are caught here at all times in the winter mouths regardless of the cold,
whenever the water is low enough. My friend Peter Bach, of this place,
frequently fUlies for them when the intense cold requires a Are on the
bank to keep warm by. On the 31st last December, in deep water at
the month of Wall’s Lake, above here, ou White River, I took with the
Whitehall spinning bait my half of n large wash-tub full of black and
Striped bass—mixed about half nnd half—and on the next day, which was
very cold, took both sorts together with domlnique perch, upon minnow
bait, I have taken them, and have seen them taken here every winter for
several winters by sportsmen fishing for “jack salmon,” (pike perch),
and am fully satisfied that in this locality they are “lively" all winter,
Wji. A. Monroe.
t(
West Meklden, Conn., May 8th, 1370.
Editor Forest and Stream:There is much said here and in different parts of the country, just
now. about our bluck bass fishing. On all sides I hear expressions of
dissatisfaction, and I believe there are good groands for it. Lovers of
the rod who were wont to visit favorite ponds, certain to return with a
satisfactory basket of pickerel, do so no more, for Borne body has planted
the ponds hereabouts with black bass and our pickerel arc not to be
found, and the worst of it is, that no'body seems to mectwith any success
with the bass, either. 1 know that some few bass have been caught in
a pond not fur from here, hut do they compensate for the toss of fine
strings of pickerel which were caught there almost daily during the sea¬
son i Now if it he true that pickerel and treat are being destroyed by
the bass, would it not lie well to he ou the safe side and not stock so
many of our ponds with them? I would be glad lo hear the opinion of
others on this subject. __
Von Q.
Subterranean Fish —The Virginia Oily Enterprise (Ne¬
vada) is responsible for a report that curious specimens of
fish have been found in Die water now flooding Die Savage
and Norcross mines. The fishes are eyeless, and are only
about three or four inches in length. They are blood red
in color. The temperature of the water in which they are
found is 128 degrees Fahrenheit—almost scalding hot. In
appearance they somewhat resemble the goldfish. They
seem lively and sportive enough while in their native hot
water, notwithstanding the fact that they have no eyes nor
even the rudiments of eyes. The water by which the
mines are flooded broke in at a depth of 2,200 feet in a
drift Dial was being pushed to the northward in the Dayage. It rose in the mine to the height of 400 leet. This
would seem to prove that a great subterranean reservoir or
lake hus been tapped, and lrom this lake doubtless came
the fish hoisted from the mine.

tmnl $istorg.
t'Jhis Department is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
medal feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations wilt receive cartful attention.]
For Forest and Stream.
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THE

AMERICAN

GRAYLING.

“The grayling is not found In America, except in the Arctic regions,.
where swims the magnificent Thymaltus slgnifer, requiring as much dex¬
terity to land as a trout six times lie size-.’’

T

HESE are the words of that enthusiastic angler, and
most scholarly and eminent divine, Dr. Geo. W.Bethune, in afoot note of one of the most popular editionsof “Walton and Colton’s Complete Angler.” Familiar as'
he seems to have been with the entire rauge of authors, inr
everything pertaining to fish and fishing, from Diodorus
Siculus, and the Halieutics of Oppian, down to the latest
monograph on practical angling, lie appears to have over¬
looked certain important, and interesting facts iu regard
to the habitat of the grayling. Nor is he alone, for many others, I find have fallen into the same error. It is with
the intention of correcting what 1 honestly believe to be a
mistake in regard to tbe discovery of the grayling within
the United States, and from a sincere desire to have honor
rendered to whom honor is due, that I send this contribu¬
tion.
Although, the grayling was well known, nnd held in flie
highest estimation in Central Europe, as far back, as Die
days of St Ambrose, who considered it as the “flower of
fishes,” aDd although it has been tbe coveted object of the
angler's skill in the rivers of Great Britain from Die time
of honest Izaac Walton, no specieBof the genns was known
to exist on this continent until the discovery of Back's gray¬
ling (Thymaltus signifer), in one of the tributaries of the
Polar Sea at the time of Sir John Franklin’s first journey
to the Arctic regions in 1810. So far as I can learn from
any works on ichthyology, or from the reports of Fish
Commissioners, fish eulturists or anglers, no one claims to
have discovered any species of grayling within the United
States until 1847 or 1848. Prof. E. I). Cope, of Philadel¬
phia, in 1804 examined a collection of fishes belonging to
some of the educationtd institutions of Michigan, and
among them found some specimens of a grayling from Die
waters of that State, to which he gave the name of Thymallus tricolor. Since tliat time the habitat of ibis fish
seems to have extended over a wide area of oar country.
It has been found to be more liberally distributed in the
waters of Michigan than in any other portion Of the countryup to the present time; the (dear, cold rivers, Jordan,,
Ausable, Muskigon, Marquette, Rifle, and other streams
emptying into Lake Michigan, or Lake Huron, Con I tutting;
this beautiful, delicious, nnd gamy fish in such numbers us
to afford fine sport to the angler. Those of my readers
who have not enjoyed the oportunity for personal experi¬
ence in taking this savory fish, have doubtless been de¬
lighted in reading tbe spicy sketches of the exploits of the
renowned “Uncle Thud,” and his friend D. 11. Fitzbugli,
on the Manistee and Ausable. Do far as discovered, the
grayling of this country is much Inferior in size to the
grayling (Thymaltus vulgaris), of England. While iu this
country the average size is from half a pound to a pound;
in England the average size is from one and a halt io two
pounds, and specimens are often taken of three pounds.
Since this fish has attracted so much attention, is found to
afford such genuine sport to the angler, ami is reputed to
be so edible and delicious as to rival Lite 8ahno fouiinalis,
you will surely pardon me, if 1 propose the question:
Who was the first to discover, and mention the grayling :is
a habitue of tbe waters of the United {States? • in* solv¬
ing this problem, no doubt the name of Prof. E. D. Cope,
will occur to Lite mind of Die intelligent reader. To liiui
douUess belongs the credit of being the first lo describe in
scientific form, and to name Thymaltus tricolor Ibe species
which he found in 1864. To Mr. 1). 11. Filzhugh, of Bay
City, Michigan, some credit is also due for his discovery of
this species iu its native streams, ami for procuring and
forwarding specimens to Chas. Halloek, Esq., Editor of
Forest and Dtiikam, and also to the Naiional Museum at
Washington, in 1873.
In connection with this subject-, there is an important
fact, which does not seem to be generally known; indeed
it appears to have entirely escaped the observation of that
class of persons who lake a special interest in ichthyology,
and who would give to any new fact bearing upon the sub¬
ject, the consideration and credit which it justly deserved,
Among the books which have chanced to come into my
possession during Ihe last year, and which I read with un¬
abated interest, is the “Narrative of a Journey across the
liocky Mountains to the Columbia River," by John K.
Townsend, member of the Academy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia. He and his friend, the late Thomas N uttall,
ihe eminent botanist and ior many years Professor of
Natural History in Harvard University, joined a party of
men under Capt. Wyeth, who crossed the Rocky Moun¬
tains to the Pacific Coast, in the interest of “The Colum¬
bia River Fishiug and Trading Company." Tlie object of
these distinguished naturalists in joining the expedition, was
solely to obtain specimens, and gain information iu regard
to the Fauna and Flora of the extensive counD’y intervening
betweeu Die Mississippi and Columbia rivers. They were
both eminently qualified for the Successful prosecution of
their cherished enterprise. Leaving Bt. Louis ou March Sfil It,
1834, nud pursuing their journey westward, they came at
length to the banks of Green River, Siskudee, or Colorado
of tbe West. This was on June 30th, a most favorable
season for camping on the banks of a beautiful stream,
abounding iu delicious fish.
He soft's ou page 76,
:’Our camp here is a most lovely one.* * * Our tents
are pitched in a pretty lilltle valley, or indentation in the
plain, surrounded on all sides by low bluffs of yellow clay.
Near us flows tbe clear, deep water of the Siskadec; and
beyond on every side is a wide, and level prairie interrupt¬
ed only by some gigantic peaks of mountains aud conical
buttes in the distance. The river here coutuins a great
number of large trout, some grayling, and a small narrow
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•mouthed white-fish resembling a herring. They are all
April 30th.—Raining in the morning; clearing with south
'frequently taken with the hook, and the trout particularly wind all day. Black-and-white creeper (Muwtttta Daria);
'afford excellent sport."
blue yellow-backed warbler (Parula americana)-, blackIf 1 ain not mistaken, we have in the above paragraph,
throated green warbler (Dendrmca virens); redstart (Setothe first recorded discovery of the grayling within the limits phaga ruiicUla), and whippoorwill all made their first ap¬
of the United States territory.
pearance to-day. Saw one English snipe, and a snow-bird,
Five days after leaving their camp, on the banks of the (Junco hyemalis). Robin's nest almost completed. ColumSiskadee, we find them encamped on Bear River, about one biue (Aquilegia canadensis) in bloom. Noticed the begin¬
buudred miles above Salt Lake. In regard to this river ning of a caterpillar’s nest on an apple t ree.
he writes on page 80: “This is a fine stream of about one
E. P. Bicknell.
hundred and fifty feet in width, with a moveable sandy
Riverdale-on-Hudmi, May lsf.
bottom." Under the same date, July 5lb, he also writes:
“Trout,, grayling, and a kind of char, are very abundant
BIRDS OF CENTRAL NEW YORK,
here, the first very large.
In conclusion I will veulure to assort that, in my opin¬
(Continued from, Page 180.)
ion, the fact is very clearly established that to John K.
Townsend belongs the honor of having first published to
the world, that grayling existed iu the waters of the United
■Eremophila alpestris. Shore lark. Resident and toler¬
States. If any one is disposed, by w'ay of objection, to ably common in winter. A few bleed.
state that our author may possibly have been mistaken,
Mniolilta mria.
Black and white creeper.
Rare; ar¬
and that the fish which he pronounced a grayling was not
a grayling, but some other species, widely differing, I rives the first week in May, and departs in September.
Parula.
americana.
Blue
yellow
backed
warbler.
Not
would reply that his scientific knowledge, as well as the
circumstances under which he must have made his obser¬ very common during the migration; reaches here the third
vations, were sucli us to preclude his making such a mistake. week in May.
Although he is more extensively known and quoted for his ac¬
Dendrmca msliva. Summer warbler. With us from the
curate knowledge as an ornithologist, yet he was well post¬
last week in April to September. It breeds, nesting in
ed as to the distinctive characteristics of the grayling.
trees
and bushes.
His friend, Frof. Nultall, who was a native of England,
Uendrceea virens. Black throated green warbler. Arrives
:and eminent as a scientist before he came to this country
with his thorough knowledge of**the English grayling, the last week in April. Abundant iu the spring.
Dendrmca cmrulescens.
Black-throaied blue warbler.
could not have fallen into an error of this kind.
Its
resemblance to the English species may have been so Abundant in the spring after the first week in May, but
•■striking as to lead them to the conclusion that if the two passes north to breed.
Dendrmca coronata.
Yellow-rumpcd warbler.
Very
were not identical, the points of difference were so slight
as not to entitle it to be classed as a new species. Final¬ abuudaut with the preceding for about two weeks. None
ly, in view of the fact that Townsend’s discovery of gen- breed.
Denaxlrca Blaekburnia. Blakcburnian warbler. Arrives
mine grayling in the waters of the Siskadee and Bear Riv¬
the second week in May, and goes north to breed.
iere was long prior to the reported discovery of the species
'Dendrmca striata. Blaek-poll warbler. A very rare mi¬
an Montana, Michigan, and other parts of the United iStates,
grant.
he ought to receive the full credit due to his name; and the
Dendrmca maculosa. Black and yellow warbler. Arrives
American fish discovered by him ought to have received
the third week in May. It is a common spring and autumn
the specific name of ThymuHus TowtmndU.
migrant.
'
O. A. KlNCiSBUUY.
Dendrmca pirns. Pine creeping warbler.
Migrant;
Philadelphia, May 13th, 187G.
very rare.
Sciurus noveboracensis. Water thrush.
Not common,
FIELD NOTES AT R1VERDALE.
but breeds. First seen early in May, and leaves during
October.
April 3d.—Clear; warm south wind in the afternoon.
Geothlypis trichas. Maryland yellow throat. Rare spring
Much insect life at the pond. Some buds of saxifrage (&txi- and auturuu migrant.
Setophaga ruiicilla, Redstart. Arrives the second week
fraga vernaUs) almost open.
in May, and departs in September. It is not abundant, but
April 3.—Southeast rata all day. Kingfisher made its
breeds.
II. G. Fowlicr.
first appearance.
April 6th.—Iu early morning noticed a solitary blue
heron (/late herodias) flying northward over the fogenveloped bushes of a swamp; saw the first yellow-bellied
woodpecker (Hfthyrapicua oarius) since January 33d.
April 7lh.—Field sparrow (Spizella pusilla) first seen.
April 9th,—Thermometer 37”, the lowest point reached
this month; northwest wind. Flushed an English snipe,
\(GaUimgo Wilsoni); golden crested kinglets (Regulus satrapa)
abundant for the first time since la^t fall; have only
noticed them once or twice during the winter. “Dutch¬
man’s breeches.” (Gorydalis cuaukvria) in bloom.
April 11th.—Yellow-ramped warbler (Dendrmca coronata)
seen.
April 13th.—Warm south wind. Fish hawk has arrived;
golden-winged woodpecker seen for the first time since
March 13 th.
April 13th.—Purple fineh (Carpodacus purpureus) seen ;
none of these birds were observed here the past winter.
April 14th.—Very foggy in the morning; cloudy all day,
with warm south wind; saw several hermit thrushes {Tar¬
dus Pdllast) and ruby-crowned kinglets (Regulus calendula);
also yellow red poll warbler (Dendrmca palmaram), and
chewiuk, (Pipilo erythroph(halnvus).
Started two night
herons (Nyetiardea grisea) in a swamp, and noticed, two
white-bellied swallows (Tachycineta, bicolor) flying north.
Robin first seen building.
April 15th.—The wannest night of the month; the tem¬
perature did not fall below 47-'. Chipping sparrow first
seen; for four years I have observed this bird arrive exactly
eight days after the field sparrow; there is a remarkable
regularity among several other birds in their relative ar¬
rival, hut I have observed no instance as marked as this.
Swamp sparrow (Mdospiza palustris) seen. Plioebe-bird has
begun building.
April 16th.—Dandelions and dog-toothed violets (EryIhroniwn americanwm) in bloom.
April 17lh.—Saw several yellow-winged sparrows (Pas■sereuhi*mmma). Two brown thrashers loudly proclaimed
their arrival this morning from the bushes by the roadside.
April l!)lh.—Cold northwest winds; flurry of snow,
Vesper sparrow (Pooecetes gmmiaeus) first observed.
Wild
violet out.
April 33d.—Saw one solitary vireo (Vireo solitarim),
which was very common last fall; it arrives in the spring
earlier, and departs in the fall later than any of the other
vireos.
April 33d.—Water snake seen; this is the first snake that
I have seen this spring.
Several anemones (Anemone
nemorosa) and marsh marigolds (C’allha palustris) found
blooming hi the swamps.
April 34lh.—Barn swallow.? (ITinindo horreorum)‘have ar¬
rived. Two green herons (Arden nirescens) seeu.
April 3511).—Procured a specimen of the rough-winged
swallow, (Slelgidoplery-v serripcnniis), the first that I have
ever seen here. Several of them were noticed at the pond;
they appeared to light on the frees and bushes oftener lhau
the other swallows and were very tame and unsuspicious.
April 37tll.—Currant bushes in blossom, and a few cherry
blossoms out. House wren singing aronnd the house in the
morning.
April 201,h.—Noticed a purple martin Hying north; this
species is very uncommon here at all times; also observed
a chimney swift (G/uetura pelasgia) and cliff swallow (Petroehelidon kmfrons). While-throated sparrow abundant;
a few remained with us through the winter, but have not
been common till to-day. Wild strawberry blossom out,
and Potentm sarmentosa in bloom; Japan quince (Pyrvs
aponied) in ffower.

Notes mom our Correspondents.—E. O. Sage (Ro¬
chester) says that while hunting for snipe, one started up,
and after circling overhead and “drumming" alighted on a
tall black ash tree, where it remained for some lime. He
had seen snipe-alight on stumps, but never on trees, which
is, no doubt, an unusual occurrence_T. D. lngersoll
(Erie, Pa.,) writes that the chimney swallows made their
first appearance there on May 6lh, perching upon steeples
in a high wind. The last seen of them last year was late
in autumn, at nightfall of a very cold day, hovering by
hundreds over an old house, and diving into the great
square chimney. He remarks also upon the strength of
this bird, considering its diminutive size. Take one in the
hand and feel his struggles... .A perfectly white pocket
gopher (Thomomys bulbiwrm) is reported by Dr. D. C. Estes,
ot Lake City, Minn. It is very large and beautiful, seems
to thrive well in confinement, and will easily be tamed. It
eats potatoes.

-

Early Nidhtcatxon op Ruffed Grouse.—A corres¬
pondent writes from Greene county, Pa., under date of
May 8th :—
“A young friend of mine, Mr. George Rinehart, while
iu the woods a short distance from this place Saturday,
April 29th, walked up a grouse with a brood of youug. is
not litis very early for grouse to hatch?”
This is the earliest instance of the hatching of ruffed
grouse o£ which we have heard. Many young woodcock
have been already seen in various parts of New Jerse y.
—Prof. G. Brown Goode’s Catalogue of the Fishes of
Bermuda, of which we printed a full synopsis in Forest
and Stream for March 16th, has been published by the
Department of the Interior as No. 5 of the Bulletins of the
National Museum at the.Smithsonian Institution. It con¬
stitutes a pam phlet of 90 pages.
CIRCULAR.
International Exhibition,
)
United States Centennial Commission, >
Bureau op Agriculture, Philadelphia, May 1st, 1876. )
Smi—
To properly illustrate the exent or the fisheries of the United States,
both in fresh and salt water aquaria, it -will be necessary to have one or
more specimens of ail fish, used for food, oil, fertilizers. Isinglass, leath¬
er, Haiti ami other purposes, in the arts or industries.
Naturalists will also be interested in many of those forms which, al¬
though quite plentiful in certain localities, arc seldom seen in market,
on account of not being nsed as food, aud as many private individuals
are desirous of making donations to this department of the Interna¬
tional Exhibition, a list of species most desirable is herein enumerated.
The Fish Commissions of such States as cIioobb to make an exhibit in
the Centennial Aqnaria will of course Bend such species as they may
deem most rare. The exhibition tanks furnished by the Centennial
Commission comprise thirty-five vessels of various sizes, and about
equally divided in the fresh and salt water sections, each division having
in circulation about ten thousand gallons of waLer, which will be prop¬
erly filtered, circulated* and when necessary, refrigerated. The largest
fresh water lank is ten feet long by seven wide and four deep. This
will accommodate any fish found in our fresh water. The great salt wa¬
ter tank is twenty feet long by seven by four, aud will hold an eight foot
fish. In the fresh water tanks we especially desire sturgeons (not O', er
six feet), salmon, the two great lake trout, the two pikes (pickerel and
musealonge), whiteflsh and ciscoes, the sawyer, all the bass aud peich
family, the great catfish of the Mississippi, 10fl pounds or more, as well
as the smaller varieties, such as suckers, gars; or bill fish, and all waler
reptiles, invertebrates, mollusks, Crustacea, and aquatic larv® upon
which fish feed at acme period of their growth. Specimens of plants

npon which the cnietncea live, and which are suitable for introduction
into fish ponds, will also be acceptable. In the salt water tanks almost
any fish (hat will live therein is requested: Sharks, skates, and idya,
the angler or fishing frog, porcupine fish, file-fish, pipe-fish, sea-horso,
halibut, soles, flounders, eels, congers, sword and lace-flsh, lump-fish,
flying-fish, sculpins, sea-robins, rcdflah, tautog, striped bass or rock-fish
o? sixty pounds or upwards, mocrckei, bonito, horse mackerel, dolphins,
bhiefiah, or salt water tronr, drum, sheephead, red snipper, perch, an¬
gelfish, hogflsh, devil-fish, lobsters, crabs, oysters, clams, suii-jellies,
octopus, snails, conchs, shrimps, anemones, madrepore, and many
others. All exhibitors, or patties trending any specimens to the aquaria,
will receive full credit for the same, either upon the labels, or iu the cat¬
alogue and reports, or in both. Additions to tho stock will be received
at any time, though it is necessary full contributions should Immediate¬
ly be forwarded. Fish oulturlsts are invited to send models of hatuhiug
apparatus and alt appliances ased by them In propagatiug und transport¬
ing fish, also eggs of such fishes ns may he in season. Implements used
in the capture of fish are also requested, that the full ex tun I. of the fish¬
ing interest may be properly displayed.
Further information may be had by addressing the Bureau of Agricul¬
ture, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fred Mather,
Burnet Landketh,
Supt. or Aquaria.
Chief of Bureau of Agriculture.

SHAD AS SHRIMP EATERS.
W
Tenaflt, N. J.,MayBth^ 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I scud herewith the stomach of a femalu shad, containing several hun¬
dred youug shrimps, some whole aud some partly digested, showing that
they had been eateu only a short time before the fish was caught. I
have never seen it mentioned that shad were shnmp-eaters. This fish
was one of fifteen, and the stomachs of all contained more or less
ahrimps*, but by far the greatest number were fonnd iu the females,
sometimes only a dozen or two in the males. The fish were caught in
the North River, near Fort Loo, N. J,,ou May 5th. I have examined
some of the shrimps under a microscope, and find them to he the ordi¬
nary bait shrimp, about half an im h long, and l runs parent. The ab¬
sence of large shrimps in the stomach almost leads one to think that the
shad Teed on the small fry only. Perhaps some of your correspondents
have an opportunity of trying shrimp bait on a hook untl line, und will
report their success. I. would advise them to use the smallest they can
get. I expect to have a few more shad before the seasou clone*, aud
will examine them and report.
A. J. IIuylbb.

[Although, a very noteworthy incident, it is not surpris¬
ing to find that the sluid which ascend our rivers como to
us with their stomachs full of shrimps, for our correspond¬
ent seems to he right iu his determination. It is wje'lt
known that all the members of the order to which the her¬
rings, anchovies, aud shad belong, feed largely upon Crus¬
tacea; and if it has never been detected before iu the stom¬
ach, of a Hudson lliver shad, it must be from lack of ob¬
servation or record.—Ed.]
LETTERS

FROM ORNITHOLOGISTS.

Darversport, Mass,, May loth, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The yellow-rumped warbler (Dsndroica coronata) is an extremely
abundant spring and autumn migrant here in Essex county. Dr. Elliott
CoueB, in his List of the Birds of New England, says: “A few probably
winter in more southern section?.” Two instances of their capture hi
the winter have come to my notice. Raymond L. Newcomb took a spec¬
imen January 2d, 1871, and another February 2otk, 1571, ar, Salem, Mass.
As a few undoubtedly remain during the winter in sheltered localities,
and instances of its breeding in Massachusetts are already recorded,
should it not be termed a resident?
Arthur F. Grat.
Montdelier, Yfc.t May 1st, 18?6.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have noticed the arrival of a fefV birds as follows:—
March 31—First robin seen. April 8th-Song sparrow plenty. April
10th—First flock of crow blackbirds. April, 16ih-.Purple finches iu sev¬
eral -flocks. April 30th—Heard the first white-throated sparrow. Blue¬
birds are very scarce. I have seen but a few for the past two years.
Yellow birds, cedar-buds, king-birds, bobolinks, and moat of thewarblvrs have uot yet made their appearance, seldom doing .so before the
middle of May. I should be much pleased to hear reports from other
parts or the State, os the season appears to me to bn much later hero
than iu noma places farther north.
W. A. Biugos.
Peotone, III., April 30th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I tend you a few notes concerning the birds I have noticed in this vi¬
cinity lately, and will try and send you fnrther items from inline to time.
Robins are plentiful in summer, and have already begun nesting.
Chipping, field and “ground” sparrows ate abundant. Bartram’s aundpiper is common and breeds, as also do the Idlldeer, Wilson’s snipe aud
the quail, which last remains through the winter. The pinnated grouse
(Cupidorda cupidv) is also common in winter und summer, nesting about
May'1st. The barn and cave swallows are abundant, and the yellow
warbler of tho guldens {Bmdnwa Wi>hva). There are plenty or Canada,
geese In spring and fall, but they do not breed. Red-winged and crow*
blackbirds are common. Hawks are few. As there are no pieces or
woods near here of any &ize, rafiny forest-loviug birds arc never ftmnd
in this part of the State.
~
D. H. Eaton.
Machias, Me., April sad, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
My post office address is as above written, but i live on Rogue Island,
in Englishman's Bay. This island contains about MOO acres. We have
an auuudunce of gamu, except during two or ihree months iusnininer.
At this writing we have black ducks, shelldrakes, Canada ceuao and
brant, water witches, herons, fish hawks, eagles, etc. In summer we
have sandpipers iu large flocks. Spiace partridges arc tolerably plenty,
with some woodcocks, and two years ago I put in some ruffed grouse,
which arc increasing. As there is a law prohibiting any one gunning on
I he island, 1 hope io be ?vblc to protect them UUlil they become plenty.
Occasionally we have a flock of wild pigeons visit us. Of late years ho
much shooting 1ms been done about the inland that a part of the birds
fly outside in pleasant weather; but when llioru is a strong out wioul
am Lold that they ure as plenty as ever. There are several nests of tho
bald eagle on the island, also ravens and fish-hawks. If any one should
want the young of either I can get them. Occasionally a. young seal Is
caught. Tho old ones are plenty at Limes. *
Gilbert Longfellow.
Regent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—Two
youug alligators, AUi(/alo/‘ mUsimppiensis, presented by J)r. S.Weie
Mitchell, Philadelphia; live, water snakes, If&odia fascUUn; one garter
snake, Evtainia MlaiU, presented by Joseph Rl. Wilson, Washington,
D. CL; one great horned owl, Bobo yirr/ltiianvn, presented by J. Bailey,
Philadelphia; two Hying squirrels. Pteroniys volucelfu, presented by Miss
Mary Jl. Morris, Overhrook, Pa ; one homed toatX, P/irynomna cornuturn, prosented by Henry Opeusham, Maimyunk, Pa.; one loon, Oolywr
bus ton/uatu#, presented by John Krider, Philadelphia; two Fourniers,
capromys, Capromys pilorule^ presented by George W. Boyd, Fhiludelphiiu There were six prairie wolyes, Ounis iatranay born, instead of
three, as previously recorded,
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dfe# tmd iftier
FISH

IN

SEASON

Trout. Salma fontinalls.
Salmon, Salmi talar.
Salmon Trout, Salmo cooftnio.

IN MAY.

Shad. Alow.
Laml-lockcd Salmon, Salmo Cloven.

For list of seasonable trout Hies for May see our issue of April 37th.
Fish in Market.—Pish continues in abundant supply,
and prices are without material change. We quote-.—
Striped bass, 18c. to 20c. per pound; Binells, 15c.; salmon,
California, BOc., Kennebec do., 90c.; mackerel, 15c. each;
shad, 35c. to 40c. each; weakSsh, 15c. per pound; white
perch, 12c.; Spauisk mackerel, 75c.; green turtle, 18c.;
terrapin, $13 per dozen; halibut, 15c.; kingfish, 25c.; cod¬
fish, 8c.; blackfish, 15c.; llounders, 10c.; porgies, 10c.;
sea bass, 20c.; cels, 18c.; lobsters, 8c.; sheepshead, 25c.;
soft clams, 40o. to 60c. per 100; whitefish, 18c.; brook
trout, 50c. for Canada fish, and $1 for Long Island; hard
shell crabs, $3.50 per 100, soft do., $2 per dozen.

—The leading article of this week's issue entitled
“Angling in Nova Scotia,” will prove of value to,those
who choose to avail themselves of the information it gives.
CANADIAN

FISHING

PRIVILEGES.

Boston, May 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream
In your paper of May fill you state that fishing privileges are granted
for the sum of one dollar per day on the Dartmouth and Restigoucbe
Rivers iu Canada. X' desire to correct a mistake which otherwise would
wake much trouble, both for the lessees of the rivers and parties who
might take a journey to them with the expectation of being allowed to
fish.
Tho Dartmouth Is my own river, and I need only say in reference to it.
that all the money in America could uot /are a privilege on it.
The Eestigouche is leased by Canadian gentlemen who feci as I do,
aud I have just had assurances from them that they would not let a
privilege on any account whatever.
Fked Curtis.

In reply, as to the Restigouche, wc quote from an
official paper;—
“Dee Side, Metapodia, March 13th, 1876.
“There are seven miles of augling water here, from head of tide-water
to Metapedia, open, by orders of Marine mid Fisheries Department, to
Btraugers or others, by permit, at n rate of $1 per day per rod.
“Joun Mowatt, Ifisliory OfficerRestigouche Division.”

As to the Dartmouth River, Mr. Curtis knows that this
stream has been available to strangers at $1.75 per rod per
day, for several years, by permit from overseer John Eden,
aud, if ho has recently leased it, it would have been a
mark of propriety to have mentioned the fact in making
his so-called “correction” of our “error.” We have some
readers who are ouly happy when they can catch us in
mis statements, as they think, but we are willing to give
odds on our uniform accuracy.
—The Coot Pishing Company caught 800,000 menhaden
in one haul at Alattituck, Long Island, last week; the seine
Was a mile and one quarter long.
—The Canadian Minister of Marine has agreed to change
the close season for lobster fishing, making it from August
10th to September 20th.
—Referring to the appronchiug contest in fly casting at
the Slate convention, the Rochester Express refers to last
year's winner in these terms;—“We learn that among other
crack linesmen the veteran Rube Wood, of Syracuse, who
has borne off the blue ribbon at the past three conventions,
- is determined for one to add the Fowler rod to his list of
prizes won, and it is also said that Monroe Green will try
his prettiest to secure it for future use in luring the wary
denizens of Caledonia Creek in the direction of his reel.
Seth Green, a terror among rod sliugers, has not taken part
in the exercises for several years, he having been barred
from participating on the ground of bis being a ‘profes¬
sional.”’
y Massachusetts—Taunton, May 8lit.—An immense run
of herring has filled the Tauntou and Nemasket rivers so
full that one sweep of the seine filled tho wagons, and left
thousands on tho ground. The fishways at East Taunton
are a solid mass of struggling fish. Fishermen are at
work, but the fish are too numerous for profit.
Von G^
Connecticut—Higganum, May 10th.—Shad arc plentiful
now. Tho nets used arc about sixty rods long, fifty meshes
deep, (five and a half inch mesh.) They drift a distance
of from one aud a half to three miles. There are ten or
twelve nets in this place, and a great number of shad are
caught every season. Last week about 800 were taken.
Thu warm weather last Saturday aud Sunday—May Gth
and 7th—with rain, caused the river to rise, the muddy
water giving the fishermen a chance to fish during the day
as well"as night, and yesterday aud to day each net is tak¬
ing from twenty to sixty a drift, and as they make about
four drills a day you may suppose the river to he pretty
full of shad, although in a clay or two they may not take
half of that number, as the fish go in schools, or “spurts,”
as we call it. The fishing is mostly done at night, as the
water has to he very muddy for day fishing. Most of the
shad are sent to Hartford, aud sold at $16 per hundred;
for the season’s catch last year they were $18 and $20.
Chas. O. G.
Alabama—Huntsville, May 2d.—I was invited to join the
fishing club of this place on a trip to Wood’s Mill, on Fliut
River, fifteen miles from here. We arrived at the fishing
grounds about noon last Monday, and remained until Wed¬
nesday. The water was most too clear and too low, al¬
though we had pretty fair luck, catching as many as we
could eat, and each man (there were twelve of us) brought
home about two aud a half or three pouuds of fish. The
largest fish caught was a black bass, seventeen inches long,
ana weighed three pounds. I measured and weighed an¬
other, eleven inches long and three quarter pounds weight.
According to the table published iu Forest and Stream
April 13th, showing the weight of English fisli to a given
length, the large bass was heavier than either the trout,
grayling, or pike. The smaller one compared very well.
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There are some fine fishing streams in this State. Flint
River, Short Creek, above Guntersville, Swan Lake, just
opposite Decatur, and others, which I hope I may have a
chance of reporting upou from personal experience.
W. G. W.
Nova Scotia—Chester, May 0th.—A catch of forty-two
trout was taken at Hubley’s Lake, St. MargarelVBay, Sat¬
urday last by three gentlemen, who report the lake to be
absolutely swarming with trout. They “fished till they
were tired.” The fish ranged iu weight from one to three
pounds.
K.
Movements of tite Fishing Fleet.—Tbe number of
fishing arrivals the past week lias been 46, 39 from Georges
and 7 from the Banks. Receipts, 1,092,000 pounds GeOrges
codfish, 124,000 pounds Georges halibut, 510.000 Bank hali¬
but, and one salt fare from Grand Bank. Fresh halibut
has sold readily at 24 and 3 cents per pound for Bank and
Georges white, and 11 cents for gray. There is a better
feeling iu the codfish trade, and prices reached bottom at
$4.50 per qtl. for Georges, and $3.50 for Bank. None are
now offering at these prices, and it would be difficult to fill
an order below $4.75 and $3.75. The Shore fleet have had
unfavorable weather and a light catch, and fares have sold
readily. We notice sales yesterday at $1.75 per hundred
pouucl for cod, and $1 for haddock.—Cape Ann Advertiser,
May 12th.
Lobsters —It is to be hoped that tbe Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, who is now in the city, will see bis way clear
to the repeal of the law respecting1 lobsters. Tbe proper
plan would be to have no law at all this year. In the
meantime let the fishery officers along ihe coast institute
close investigation into the habits of the lobsters—into the
time when the soft shell lobster first puts iu an appearance.
The Challenger, in the course of her investigations on this
coast, found that just outside the harbor of Halifax a very
cold polar stream flows from the north and east past the
Atlantic shores of Nova Scotia—not more than eighty
fathoms below the surface. As the ocean becomes warmer,
this polar stream of ice cold water becomes healed, the
warming process beginning at the western end and ruuuing
along east. This fact points to the presumption that one
close season for Nova Scotia will be an absurdity. The
proper plan would evidently be to divide the coast into
sections, having a different close season for each. It is
well known that the soft shell lobster does not make its
appearance on the Cape Breton shore till some time after
it shows itself in Halifax county. Bo that when the time
is suitable for a close season in this countythe lobsters of
Cape Breton are just iu their prime.—Halifax (A! 8.) Be
■porter. May 10th.
Where to Catch Bass in Pennsylvania .—Mr. Jobu
A. Freas, of the Germantown Telegraph, has obliged us
with a concise auswer to our question, where to catch bass
in Pennsylvania. As some of our readers may desire to
wet a line when tlley visit the exposition, they will feel
grateful for the information:—
Germantown, J’unueylvuuia, Mav 8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In reply to some inquiry, X would say that the majority of our readers
belli;; within easy reaching distance of the Schuylkill, go to that river
when they desire to fish for black bass. According to the law now in
force the close season ends Jane 1st, and the fish can be legally taken
during the summer and fall in any river or this State, with rod and line.
The beBt points, perhaps, along the Schuylkill for bass are the vicinities
of Oousliohochen, Norristown, PhoaniSville, and Rottstown. Trains on
the Reading Railroad go direct to these places several times dally from
the Centennial grounds as well ns from the regular depots. During
warm weather the bass feeds at snnrisc aud sunset. When engaged in
the pursuit of minnows, say from fonr to six in the morning amt from
six to eight iu the evening, are the host times for the angler. Many are
taken with the fly, and artificial minnow and eel. Live crawfish and
minnow, however, are generally the most attractive bgil in the Schuyl¬
kill aud upper Delaware.
The vicinity of Easton, whore the bass wero originally introduced
into tho Delaware in 1870, is oue of the best localities on lhat river to
take iheni. There are several trains dally from this city for Easton
over Nortii Pennsylvania Railroad. There is fair fishing In llie Susque¬
hanna at Harrisburg, Duucannon, and other points, but tho bass as yet
arc not as numerous In lhat river as in the upper Delaware.
Perch fishing in the Deluware, near this city, is not the pleasant spott
it was twenty years ago. The almost constant seining of tho river
during the spring has sadly decreased the nnmber of this gamy flail,
and it is but rarely of late years that a specimen is taken weighing as
much as a pound. Many, however, indulge in angling for them at
Gloucester, fonr miles below the city, and at Pridesbnrg, Bix miles above,
where bal toans are kept for hire. Earth worms arc always used for
bait. Small Limerick hooks are considered the best.
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Piuladeltuia, April 2411), 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The fishing season is here, and the hands that so lately wielded thepun
in defence of inside or outside enamel, or to uphold pet theories as to
strength and elasticity, will now grasp the bamboo or greeuiieait and
find pleasanter occupation in putting a trout at the end or every tine, than
distributing commas or periods. To those who cannot get away early in
the season is left the choice of anticipating inimagiuation the sport they
shall have later, when time can be spared to cut loose frpm business, or
going over with memory’s help the exploits of former years. The latter
is to me tho more profitable of the two, as the ono seems at the least
only idle speculation about what may end eventually in disappointment,
while the other brings back by-gone reality, and I can see in the mistakes
of the past what to avoid in the iutnre. There are people to whom the
actual llshiog is the smallest part of tho pleasure, of which the greatest
is found in looking over their tackle, inspecting now rods and patent
reels, andarranging fly-books. Give a poor workman, the best of tools
and lie will make but a notch of his job at best; but give a real lishermau—one who has the natural gift, a fisherman born, not made—any
sort of tools or chance, and if trout are to be had he will have them.
In fishing, as in many other pnrsuits, whether work or play, a little
common sense goes a long way, and this I have more than once demon¬
strated practically, at least to my own satisfaction.
Some years ago 1 spent a few weeks of the warm weather at a little
village in Western Now York. There were several small streams in the
neighborhood, and I asked oue of the natives oue day if there wure any
trout about.
“Not now,” he said: “there'B tront ittthe run early in the season.
Sometimes folks catches pretty good strings, but, dear me!'taint any
use to go there now; the fish have all been caught aotlongago. There
ain’t less Ibautwo or three parties up there every day as long as there’s a
treat in the water."
I thanked him for his in formation, aud a day or two artor started for
Ihe rnn, about rout miles from Lite village. I had a bait rod and curried
soma bait with me besides my flies. Tne day was a perfectly clear and
hot day in July; warm even at 8 in the morning, when t began fishing.

The run was a small stream, and at the point X struck it ran into a utillpond, below which were no fish, so that I had either to fish up stream, or
walk up aud fish down. I chese to fish up stream, and began work with
flies. I soon found that there wero trout iu tho stream, but vary wild,
and had to persuade. The stream ran mostly through open fluids, so-1
that there was neither shade nor cover. I fished along with varying suc¬
cess, ttBing sometimes flics, then occasionally buit, either worm or grass¬
hopper, aud begun to have a respectable show in my basket, when I
came to a place where the run ran through quite a patch or brush, and
the banks were so thickly set that it looked Lite a very doubtful sort of
operation to followthe streamnp, let alone the fishing. 1 Mopped anti
thought a little before 1 went on. Here was probably where the tront
were. The natives would fish along where tho hanks were open until
they came to the brush, then walk around that, get beyond it, aud no on
fishing, eo that here ought to be an undisturbed piece of water. White
I was thinking this over I heard net far above a sudden plunge, evident¬
ly a tront taking a grasshopper, and apparently, to judge from the
sound, a big trout, too. I jumped up and started to look up LUis active
fellow. A little way up stream l parted the bu -hes, aud peering through
the interlaced limbs, I saw a pool surrounded by an impenetrable wail
of brash. At the lower end of this pool, which was smooth, and had
not much current, was a log square across the slream, and on the dark
surface of the water, as It rippled against tho upper side, floated u few
foam flukes and babbles. A delightful retreat for a big reliovv tiled of
the worry aud excitement of the constant whipping of the stream be¬
low. I looked a moment aud drawback. The trout lhat lived in that
pool must be an aristocrat, and eo had he secluded himself that 1 con¬
cluded tie would move oniy at such otters ns suited him, so 1 cast about
me to find a bait that might please him—tvhat tho old Greiksusedas
the emblem of Ids class—the grasshopper. I soon taught one, pui.it
on ahook, and using only the tipper two joints of my rod, I held them as
high as 1 could over my ^ad, keeping thrui at the same time nearly hor¬
izontal, while with the other hand I cast the grasshopper over tile brash,
aud as luck wonld have It jnst in the proper spot. As it touched the « ater there was a rush, a swirl in the water, aud a stroke of a broad mil as
I struck and hooked a good fish. There was little room for play with
this fellow. I was holding my rod up at arm’s length over the top of
the brush, and could not see very much of the water, although close to
it. The fish tired of it before X did, and I put him in the basket. Ho
weighed a pound that afternoou when I got back to the village aud pal
him oil the scales. TUenatives were very much astonished at ihe sight
of such a basket of fish as I took home lhat day, caught so laic in the
season. Where had I been? Ilowhad I ttshedt What bait did 1 itsuf
etc. 1 was asked fifty questions about it. Several parties forthwith
started up to the run to fish, but I dul not hear of much success, fouha
bly because, setting aside themodc of fishing, they most likely outillrieu.
their fishing to the open banks und easy work, whereas a little common,
sense would have led them to look iu the shade and cover lor trout uL
that season of the year aud Bucb a day.
1 went several times to this ruu While 1 was in the vicinity, and always
caught a good basket of fish by fishing" where Hie fisti were, and not
wasting lime in idle whipping of the empty water.
A few days after my first expedition! drove over lo pike Creek, some
fifteen miles off, taking with me a young cousin, a novice in Hie art or
trout fishing. The hotel landlord where I put tip my horse, talked
learnedly about flics, etc., anrl was auxious to advise me, Imt 1 paid
litilu attention to him. Tills creek was a much larger and bn ter stream
that tho other run, and had some good tront iu it. By hard labor, and
carefully working one or two pieces of woodluird through -which the
stream ruu, as tv«U as changing Hies cont-Lautly, and From iliusc Lo bail,
we caught 9G fair trout, a result at which 1 confess I was Mirpriscd my¬
self, when we came lo turn them oul of our baskets for the liiuiil&fd'd
inspection. We could not convince lijm that v>c hud not bought some
of them—X, Y, and Z had all fished there, and used this and I hat ily,
bnt no such mess of fish had been caught that season, I tried hard lo
convince him that more common sense und pplic&tien would be bet,lei'
than bo inncli implicit belief in particular kinds of Hies or mokes of rbda.
The man haa more to do with it than the tool. A eood fisherman willcatch fish. with almost any thins you can give him; bat a poor one can
do n»lking, no matter where he has the enamel on his split bamboo. I
ihink 1 may safely say Myou know how 11 la yourBulf.77
0. C.

THE FROST FISH OF BROWN’S TRACT.
\

Boonville, May 1st, 187(1.
Editoh Forest and Stream.:—
Noticing in April 8th issue an allusion to the so culled frost fish of
Brown’s Tract. I will give you a description of them: They am found
in lakes contributing to ihe St. Lawrence River; length, from ten to rixlecn inches; weight, from eight to 18 ounces; hcud small; month Very
small; lips long and too'hless; eyes protuberant; scales round; second
dorsal rayless, aa in salmon family; llesh white and firm; food snootlent. A row of black spots on each side, not noticeable until the tculea
are removed. Do not take bait or fly; caught on spawning beds with
seine or net. Spawn from November 1st, to November 80th.
Jack Shbppkku.
Little Falls, N. Y., May 4tl), 1376.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tho "frost fish" you spunk of is, I believe, common to all onr northera lakes. Those I have seen are usually fiom one-half to three-quartets
of o ponntl in weight, though X picket! up one on Pfeeco Lake Uostiog
dead on thesurface, which weighed one and a half pounds. They are of
the Salmoiddiz, and are very similar to the Otsego (not Oswego) buss,
and to the common whitefish or rite great lakes. The only place, s-o far
as I know, where they have been taken in any quantity, is nu rite "Ful¬
ton Chain," in the stream connecting Fourth and Fifth lakes aud Sixth
and Seventh lakes. There they used to be taken in weirs built out into
the stream. “Old." Arnold used to catch them ami care them liku Inu¬
ring fur winter's use. I have seen them at his house in the spring strung
on sticks, salted, dried, and I believe smoked. They archlghly esteemed,
preferred above trout, by those who know them, and as they never take tt'
hnulr, either bait or fly, aud are never soon oxccpt late iu the full, wlmn
they rnn np the streams to spawn, very few persons, other than old resi¬
dents, have seen them. They are a very near relative of the Otsego buss
aud whitefish, if uot identical with. them. The general build, the col¬
ors and markings of tbe three are quite similar.
_
Watt T. Loomis.
An Intelligent Point.—A correspondent writes that
lie lincl a pointer bitch fourteen months old iu the fluid w ilit
Her own pup, four months aud one day old. Tiie mother
dog pointed a covey of birds, the pup came up on a line
with bis mother, and was in the act of advancing on the
birds when the bitch ran back suddenly to attract bis at¬
tention and arrest his advance. The mother then returned
and pointed again; the pup again promptly advanced lo
the side of the mother, aud was in the act of going in on tho
birds, when the moiber turned iter head arresting the pup
in the bend made by her head and neck. The pup tin ding
himself stopped reared with his fore feet on his mother’s
shoulder and got wind of the birds, when both stood in
that position for some time. The bitch, which 1 still uwn,
is a medium sized while ami liver, vety aclive, nervous
aud with muscles like iron. Sim whs whelped December
15lh, 1808, and ihe pup on October :l4llt, 1869. The lalior
mude his first point February l&th, 1870. Mother got by a
Baltimore dog oul of a Luzerne Couuty, Va., bitch.
I

Impoi .tart.—Cbirosb&ald lie taken, m buy tug .Fishingor U tailing Suita,
lo get a genuine JUtlabit-d Bnit, aud nut one of tho Worthless ImUotloni
which are being put on the market. The best la the uhMiwat.—Ailr-
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FOREST AND STREAM
3jjn§tinwn.
Polo.—'This game, a description of which was recently
printed in our columns, has now been tairly inaugurated
in this country by the Polo Club, of which Mr. James
Cordon Bonnet is the leading spirit, and matches or prac¬
tice games are played weekly on the grounds of the club
adjoining Jerome Park. At- the match on Saturday last
Lord Mandeville and Sir Bache Cunard were respectively
captains, and chose their sides as follows:—
Lord. Mindevillo,
Mr. Bennett,
Mr. Leal hum,
Mr„ Schuyler Crosby,
Mr. S. S. Howland.

I

Sir Bacho Cunard,
Mr. Howland Bobbins.
Colonel William Jay,
M r. GiiBsie Ja>,
Mr. Perry Belmont.

The space staked off for practice is about 400 feet long
by 230 wide, and is enclosed by tall white poles, at dis¬
tances of fifty feet from each other. At each end of the
grounds are two poles, twenty-five feet apart, each bearing
n small flag. These are the goals through which the hall
must be driven in order to obtain a victory. The only
weapon used is a mallet from five Id six feet in length, with
a wooden head not unlike that of a hammer. With this
the player must strike a light wooden ball, of the size and
shape of a base hall, and drive it through the goal of the
-Opposite party. The players are mounted on wiry little
mustangs brought from Texas, which, although well
adapted for the purpose, are still as new at the game as
their riders. Both horses and men received some hard
pounding in the scrimmage which followed the eiforls of
either parly to drive the ball past their opponents’goal.
Three games, or innings, were played, in the first of which
the Cunard side were successtul, Lord Mandeville’s party
Winning the second. The third and last was won by the
same side, after some capital playing.
Bicycling,—David Stanton, of England, and William
Butler, of Kentucky, were the contestants in a fifty mile
bicycle race at the Rink on Monday evening. The stakes,
$000, were easily won by the Englishman', Butler giving
out through a sprained knee on the twenty-seventh mile.
Stanton made the fifty miles in fill. 9m. aud 15s ; his fastest
mile being the tweuly-eighlh, done in 3m. 85s. There is
no doubt that Stanton is the best bicyclist in this couulry,
if not in the world.
spring
contests of the Athletic Association of the University of
Pennsylvania were held ou Saturday last, on the piivale
track of Mr. Robert Steele, Limekiln pike, Germantown.
The results obtained were highly satisfactory, excelling in
almost every instance the results of last fall’s contests, and
tipiulling in many the results of other colleges. The first
event, the 100 yards dash, was won by W. J. Kelly, Jr.,
'70; time, 10-js. The second event, the standing jump, was
won by VV. H. Willoughby, '77; distance, 9ft. ain. The
third event, throwing the hammer (nine pounds), was won
by H. L. Willoughby, ’77; distance, 79ft. Tin. Tlie fourth
event, the three mile walk, was won by Ernest Law, ’77;
time, 24m. 0s. The fifth event, the running high jump,
was won by A. W. Biddle, '70; height, 5ft. 3Jin. The
sixth event, throwing the base ball, was won Ov II. W.
Andrews, ’70; distance, 340ft. The seyentli event, "the rnnniug long jump, was won by II. L. Willoughby, ’77; dis¬
tance, 10ft, Hi u. The eighth event, the liurdie race (100
yards), was won by A. W. Biddle, ’70; time, 124s. The
ninth event, the running hop, step, and jump, was won by
II. L. Willoughby, ’77; distance, 38ft, lin. The tentn
event, the one mile running race, was won by’ Addinell
Hewson, Jr., ’70; time, 5m. 29s. The Judges were a9 fol¬
lows:—G. Penrose Blight, ’70; G. Stanley Philler, '77; J.
Ourlis Patterson, ’78; S. Hockley Walsh, ’70. Timekeep¬
ers—J. Curtis Patterson, ’78, and S. Hockley Walsh, ’79.
Messrs. Gezelin, Law, Willoughby, Andrews, and Hewson
will probably go to Saratoga the coming summer to repre¬
sent the University iu the intercollegiate athletic contests.
A swimming match, under the auspices of the association,
will be Held Saturday, June 10th, 1876.
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University of PENSSTLTANtA Athletics.—The

BASH BALL—THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

—The question as to whether the Western clubs should
visit the East first, or vice verm, has been settled amicably
through the efforts of Messrs. Hurlburt and Cammeyer,
and the Western quartette of the League clubs are to visit
the East on May 23d, playing in this section of the coun¬
try every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday—at Philadel¬
phia, Brooklyn, Hartford, and Boston on those days in the
order in which the lots they may draw may decide. Thus
far the Western branch excels the Eastern in the play ex¬
hibited in the games each have playeti together, and the
probability is that the West will carry off the honors iu the
Coming trials of skill here in the East. Thus far Chioago
heads the list of the League clubs, Hartford being second,
with St. Louis third and Bostou fourth, Louisville being
last, as the appended record shows:—

IS

u

Hanford. ..
0
St. Lotus.I 1
Biiston..’..| 0
Athletic.
| 0
Oinciilmili.-.
It
Mutual. | 0
Louisville.; 0
Games tost..

-I

1

The games in the arena since our last have been as fol¬
lows :—
May 8—Chicago vs. St. Louis, at St Louis,.. . 3
May 8—Mutual vs. Boston, at Boston. 5
May 8—Hartford vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia. 7
May 9—St. Louis vs. Louisville, at St Lonis. r,
May 10—Chicago vs. Cincinnati, at Ohiciujo. ..
6
May It—St. Louis VS. Louisviilc, at St. T.ouis. 3
May H—Athletic vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn. ti
May tl—Chicago vs. Cincinnati at Chicago.
a
May 13—Chicago vs. St. Louis, at Chicago. I
May 13—St. Louis vs. Cincinnati, at St. Louis.....H
May IS—Boston vs. At-hBletic, at Boston.to
May 13r-HarLfordvs. Mutual, at Hartford.2H

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

i
1
4
0
0
n
5
5
i
0
11
3

This is au uuusiral array of single figure games, and
shows marked improvement in play, the West, as in the
week previous, bearing off the palm. The poor games of
the week were three of the four played on Saturday iu St.
Louis, Boston, and Hartford.
—Why the Si. Louis club lost so many games on their
tour is thus accounted for by the Louisville Courier-Jmrnal,

which says that, “iu the first place, there are several disso¬
lute players in the nine, and as these men seem to consult
their own inclinations, and act as they see fit, wilhout any
perceptible restraint to govern their own conduct and ac¬
tions, nothing much need be expected until this is reme¬
died. Present conduct justifies tho belief that it is mod¬
eled from that in the past, and we most empbalioally slate
that a nine, the majority of whose players spend their
nights in carousing and playing cards until after two in the
morning, are not fitted for good work on the ball field.”
The incompetency of the management which would allow
a condition of things like this to exist in a stock company
professional team deserves thiS penalty of such a series of
defeats as the St. Louis club lias sustained. After their
Waterloo defeat in Louisville, no doubt the St. Louis com¬
bination deemed it advisable to adopt reformatory mea¬
sures. and hence the victory of the Sell inst.
—The Harvards gave the Beds a good push last week,
hut the Tales were easily taken into camp by the JNeW
Havens.
THE AMATEUR ARENA.

—The principal contests of the amateur arena this season
are those in which the College clubs take part, as the great
majority of the other clubs not in the regular professional
arena are not properly amateur organizations, but simply
gate money, or eo operative clubs. Glancing over the rec¬
ord of games in which the College club nines have partici¬
pated up to May 15lh we find the following as among the
most noteworthy:—
April 13—Harvard vs, Lowell, at Lowell.
3
April 19—Boston va. Harvard, at Boston.
G
April as— Harvard vs. Yale, at New Httvuu.. . 5
April 27—Harvard vs I.iva Oak, at Lynn,.14
April 2!)—Harvard va. Livo Oak, at Lynn. 9
May 4—Boston vs. Harvard, at Boston ill innings). 4
May 5—Harvard vs: Snllolk, at Cambridge.
8
May G—Charter oak vs. Trinity College, at Hartford_2
May ti-New Haven va. Yale, at New Haven.1(1
May 8—Fall Biver vs. Brown University, at- Rrovitlcncc. 3
May 10—Trinity College vs. Charter Oak, at Hartford_7
May 10—Harvard vs. Taunton, atTanntou. 0
May 10- Live Oak vs, Brown University, at Providence . «
May 10—Yale vs. Nameless, at New Haven_. —... ..13
May 10—New YorkUnivcrsity vs. Fairlntnks, at Evanston, 1G
May 11—Boston vs. Hatvatd, at Boston.12
May Jl—New JIaven vs. Yale, at New Haven. !l
May 13—New Haven vs. Yale, at Now Haven. .
ti
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It will be seen that out of eighteen games .thirteen were
marked by singie figure scores by the winning nines, a
record showing very fire fielding and effective pitching.
Jfttmeqs HIt

(garr^syotidcntj.

Wo Notice Taken of Anoiiymoua Communications*
Kankakee, Pittsburgh.- Can you inform mo who rc to get a flraUrate
well-trained water retrieverV Ans. From Mr. J, H. Whitman, Chicago.
John, Ayer, Mass.—Will yon please inform me throngh yoar paper
what yon can furnish me a setter dog pup Tor, one limit is six mouths old,
pure blood and all right? Ans. $25.
A. S. A., North Adams.—Will you please inform me whereT can ob¬
tain NordhofTs book on Southern California, also coat of same? Ana,
From Messrs. Harper Bros., the publishers,- prico $2.60.
N. B., Georgetown, D. C,--'Where can the Beach eights for rifles be
procured, aud what Is the price? Ans. From altnofl. any of the gun
orlille dealers advertising in our columns; price $2.50 each.
G, M., New Huven, Ct.—In what nnmhor of your journal is the paper
by Selh Green which tells how to angle Tor lake trout? A party of as
put !0,000 in a pond near here three years ago, and now w (mid like to
know how to ascertain if they are yet there? Ana. March 19th, 187G.
J. A. B., Arlington, Mass.—My dog, a small terrier, was biLten by a
large Newfoundland dog, and one eye pulled out so that it lays on the
Hide of his head towards the ear. I tried to put it hack, but cannot; cun
1 cut Ihe eye off, or muBtl kill him? Ans. Cut the eye off and your
dog will be but little tho worse for it, except in looks,
NouroiiK, Paducah, Ky.—Gan you getgood grouse shooting by going,
to Shawneetown, LI., fifteen miles from Union town, Ky., and there tak¬
ing the Springfield Railroad for Pana, or some point thereabouts? Axis.
By going to Beardstown, on the same road, he can have unsurpassed
fowl shooting; excellent partridge (quail) shooting In Union county.
J. E. D., New York.—Are either of the pictures you advertise or Irish
setter dogs Dash, Bess, Dick, of the stock of C H. Turner, St, Louis, and
if not, are there any copies of any of hi* dogs out and the price, or
where can I get them? Ans. No; the ouly pictures of Mr. Turner’s dogs
that we have seen are those printed in ihu Hud and Gun and Chicago
Field,
J. U. n.. New York.—Will you please inform me If the Hudson or
North River affords good fishing, or whether the Sound is as good a place
or better, and if the latter part of this month and first part of next
month ib as good a time of the year as any ? Ans. There iBgood.
fishing in both the lludeon River and the Bound, but the fali of the year
is the best season.
C. E. W., St. Marys, Ga.—Is thero any market for alligator skins In
New York, and if so, what are they worth? Ans. There
a market
for green alligator ek3usin this city, bnl. the price depends entirely upon
the size of the ’gator and the manner in which it is skinned. A skin
from nine to twelve feet in length will bring about $2.50, while smaller
ones range anywhere from 60 cents.
H. S. G,, Boston.—Can you inform idb whether good fly-fishing for
trout is still to be had in Elk County. Pennsylvania, and if so, how to
reach the most desirable points; also probable cost, and whether the 1st
of June would be a good time to go? Ana. Trout Creek, Straight Creek,
and Clarion Creek are good trout streams in Elk County. June is us
good a month as any. Take Pennsylvania Railroad.
Game Law, New York.—1 shall be in the neighborhood of Port Jeffer¬
son, L. I., in a week or so, and beg you will kindly inform a novice
whether he can shoot at (l don’t say kill) any game he may come across?
In plain, I kDow nothing of the game laws in that part of the country,
aud look to you for enlightenment. Ans, The only birds you can kill are
bay or snore birds until J uly 4th, when woodcock Bhooting commences.
C. M., Philadelphia.—Please Inform me where I wfll find a good dog
breaker, and one who will board dogs and keep them safely aud in good
condition out of season? Address Horatio VanHchoick, Leaning ton,
Mercer county) N. J., who U a very skillful breaker, and has ample ac¬
commodations for safely keeping dogs, at reasonable rates, and we lake
pleasure in recommeuding him to our shooting friends, lie will break
dogs to retrieve.
Tyrone.— Please inforai me what a fresh water sheepehead is. 1
Baw mention made of them only recently. Where can they be caugh* ?
Ans, There is a fish called sheepshcad found in Onondaga Lake, and
oilier waters in Western New York, known to naturalists us Corvmaoscula, and we have heard or sheepsheud in Southwestern waters, which
may be the same species, but of this fact we are nut fully informed and
would ask for more light.
La chine, Montreal.—Will you he eo good as to inform roe as to to the
media of the ‘‘Bouclren reflecting, jack aud fishing lamp,” for spearing
purposes; whether it answer* the purpose us well us the ordinary -‘jack”
burning pine knots or the bunch of cedar faggots—the latter are usnully
employed about here? Ans. People who have used them extensively in
Florida the past winter, speak very highly of them, aud us far exceeding
the old “jack” for fishing, shooting, or camp purposes.

DoiitrLAs, Orange, N. J.-l, Will you oblige one by stating where T
would be likely to get trout to stock my ponds, and ut what probable ex¬
pense? 2. Also can you recommend me some place good for fishing and
hunting In the month of June or July? Ans, 1. You can get trout
from Milton P. Peirce, Wenonah, Gloucester Co., or from Mrs. J, H.
Slack, Bloomsburg. 2. There is good fishing at Murdock’s and near
Moral on, on the Oswego Mitllaud Railroad, and other points along Lhc
lino.
IIawker on SnooTJNa.—“Ducalgne” informs “R. L. W.” tbatCapt,
Heath, 16 East Fourth street, Cincinnati, has for sale an excellent copy
Of Porter's ^Hawker.” This scarce book is entirely out of priot.
Some months sihee, when tho Minnesota Historical Society wished a
copy, thoy were entirely unable to procure it through the booksellers
who usually supplied their scarce hooks. Compared with Porter’s the
English edition, which is readily obtainublo, seems to be of little value
for the American reader.
G. T, W., Saratoga Spa.—T have a pointer pup abont fonr weeks old;
would you advise mo to have a portion of his tail amputated. There is
a doubt; or difference of opinion among our few sportsmen hero on that
question, consequenlly will leave it for you to decide; also what age tho
animal should be before the operation is performed? Ans. Without
Beeiug yoar' pup it would be difficult to say if any or how much should
be taken oil the tail. Some pointers are much Improved in appearance
by taking off a small piece, and the sooner It is done the better.
J. L., Galveston, Texas.—I have bought a steam yacht, which I run
here on the fishing banks. Am I liable for accidents when in compliance
with U. S. laws? Have State laws anything to do with it? We carry
passengers for hiro. When will new law pass? Ans. If yoar boat is
enrolled and licensed, and you have a captain and engineer with proper
certificates, and also inspection certificate you are all right. Wcknow
of no Stale laws affecting you, except as far as a license may be con¬
cerned, nor do*we know of any contemplated change in the laws,
U. L., Chester, Yt.—l. Please advise bow to care for the inside of
gum barrels so they may be kept from rusting during a few months'
abecmiee. liud thought, to fill with oil and stop tightly. If this plan is
advisable, whut oil is best? 2. 1 want some best and finest trout line for
hook fishing; whirl do you recommend? 3. Cau the Kay concentrators
be used in metallic shells, aud cau they be obtained of dealers in small
quantities; Kay one dozen? Ans. 1. Use Belmontyie oil for thcinahleof
your gun barrels, and plug with wads. 2, Get tho finest water-proofed
laid silk lines. 3. Yes; to both queries.
J. F. L.» Savannah, Ga.—1. Is there a book published that treats of
arms of all kinds, rifles particularly, giving descriptions of their various
qualities, Myles, and adaptability to different kinds of shooting? 2. How
does the ne w Bullard rifle compare in strength and accuracy of shooting
with the Remington, and are the improvements In the extractor and
firing-pin really good? Ans. 1. There are several works treating of rifled
of all kinds, notably, Mr. W. W. Greener’s ’’Breech-loaders, Sporting
aud Military,” Mr. Dougal’s book of a similar nature, Stonehenge’s
‘•Shot Gun and Sporting Rifle,” and many oLhera. 2. The Ballard is
an excellent rifle, and the Improvements are so in fact.
Doubter, Portlaod, Me.—I. Is it required of an owEner entering a
dog at a Bench Show to specify the classes, or could this be loft to the
Superintendent or judges? The owner giving such Information (aucli aa
age, whether previously entered at u Bench Show, &c,,) as would enable
the judges to decide for what classes it would be eligible? 2. Would a
dog, entered with no pedigree given, have much chance to win upouita
Own merltH when competing with dogs of published rose-colored pedi¬
grees? Ans. 1. The printed form reqnirea you to name the class, al¬
though if yon were sending a dog, and had no calaignoe, the Snpenntendant or Secretary might place him for you. 2. Pedigree is not considered,
in judging, except ill the event of a tie.
Green Lene.—What Jersey Fiats do you refer to In this week’s paper
for bass fishing? where located and bow reached? Aus. Down the har¬
bor and off the Jersey shore nearly abreast the old yacht dub house.
It is a bad ground to navigate for one not posted. By June lBtit will be
bouyed out, and we will give distances and bearings. 2. Will spring
bass take spawn bait? have tried it four times this season on the Hudson
without success. Used Bhrimp this week with indifferent success. Ans.
Yea. Whereabouts on the Hudson? 3. When osing spawu must it be
Used With float,, or on the bottom with sinker? Ans. Use a float, and •
twist your spawn around the shank aud bend of the hook. Tie it with a
Stringf and let ft hang 18 inches below the float.
W. H. S., Philadelphia.—1. Do yon consider the Dittmar wood
powder ua good in every way as the black? 2. Is the Dittmar powder
any more likely to burst a gun than tho black, and would you advise its
UJ5C iu a muzzle-loading rifle? 3. Can the Dittmar powder be rammed as
haid us the black without danger, aud Is it as safe? 4. Do you use tho
same size charge for the Dittmar as for the black, and do you load the
same? Ans. 1. We have not given the Dittmar powder a thorough trial,
but have met with skillful sportsmen who speak very favorably of it,
some who prefer it to black powder. 2. We consider it safe for use in
any kind of gun or rifle, if used properly. 3. Yes; hut it should not be
rammed hard. 4. Use the same quantity by measure, and load tlie sar.e
as with black powder.
G. M. Faircuilo.—Some trout which T caught in Canada, this
winter, were covered with parasites of a moat repulsive kind; they re¬
sembled a leech, with this difference, that they adhered to tho fish by
means of Innumerable suckers. The trout were slimy and so poor that
we threw them. away. What is the name of the parasite? Ans. It is
hard to suy. It may have been a leech unfamiliar to yon, which are often
found upon trout aud other fishes In large numbers. It may also have
been a flat-worm {Planarid) which inhabits fresh water, and adheres Lo
fishes. Certain small crustaceans also bnrypoitions of their bodies iu
the flesh of Ashes and are thus carried abont. Write a more circumstan.tial description, or send ns a portion or the fi9h with parasite aLt,ached,
iu strong spirits. If you feel farther interested, and we will endeavor to
identify id. It is an obscure subject, however, requiring experience and
good instruments to properly handle.
W. P. 0., Brooklyn.—I. What fishing and Bhootiug is to be bad in
Montcalm County, Michigan? 3, Which kind of rifle would bo moat
useful there, and what the proper size bore? 3. Having a 10-boro
breech-loading gun, would I need a rifle? 4. Have you any good second¬
hand spurring rifles for sale? 5, I notice that the paper shells I use,
after being die charged, are crushed, just ns ir yon took Gfie in your
band and squeezed it; what is it caused by? 6. Gan yon tell mo wherd
an invalid with wife and child can get board in a private family in a
country place in the mountains for four or five months from June 1st?
Ans. 1. \Y'o do not know, but perhaps some of out correspondents will
£tve the information. 2. Any goad rifle of .44 calibre. 3. The shot
gun should be salHcient; use concentrators with buckshot for largo game.
4. No. 5. The trouble arises from the cb am her of your gun being too
large for the shells; it can be bushed, fi. Write to Philo Peck, (Jutskill,
Greene county, N. Y.
W. A. M., Jacksonport, Ark.—1. How is Bwausdowu bought ajid sold,
by weight or otherwise? 2. Hciw much would a pood skin be worl.li?
3. Give the name of some reliable dealer? 4. 1 want a dog for general
hunting purposes, quail, prairie chickens, squirrels, snipe, plover,
ducks, geese, and turkeys. Tho groat need boing for a good retriever
from land and water, aud deep mud, bat other good qualities, such as
finding the game, pointing it, Ac., not objected to. Neither the pointer
or setter HiIs the bill. What breed should I buy? 6. Is the Simmon’s
suit advei'Llsed in your columns made water-proof by the Tappau pro¬
cess? if not, iB there any salt that is? Ans. 1, 2, and 3. gwansdpwn
is retailed by the yard after being cut in inch strips, but is purchased by
the dealers by the dozen skins. It is brought .from the North of Europe
whureiu* preparation is «u art in itself. Dealers here say that they
would not buy American sklus, as lUey would not be sure of their boing
properly cured. The price muges from $20 to $30 per dozen. 4. A
dumber spanniei should, we think, answer yourpurpose. 5. We do no>
know whether It is ov not, but toe Tlwmgou’#
WOtto know h?/
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, May 18.—Racing: Louisville, Ky., and Washington, D.
C. Mustang race: Fleetwood Park. Trottiuc: Suffolk Park, Philadel¬
phia. Spring Meeting American Rifle Association, Glen Drake. Cen¬
tennial Billiard Tournament, Philadelphia. Base ball: Chicago vs. St.
Louis, at Chioago; Cincinnati vs. Louisville, at Louisville; New Haven
vs. Hartford, at New Haven.
PniDAT, May 19.—Racing: Louisville, Ky., and Washington, D. C.
Trotting; Suffolk Park; Philadelphia Spring Meeting. American Rifle
Association, Glen Drake. Hurdle Races: Warrenton Riding Club, Warremon, Va. Base ball: Hartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford; Resolute vs.
Mutual, at Elizabeth; Boston vs. Athletic, at Boston.
Saturday, May 20 —Racing: Louisville, Ky. Rifle: Geiger Bullseye Trophy, and 7th Regt. "shells,” at Creednxoor; Spring Meeting Am
erlcan Rifle Association, Glen Drake. Base ball: Brooklyn (prof.) vs.
Resolute, of Elizabeth; Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn, E. D; Reso¬
lute vs. Brooklyn, of Brooklyn, at Elizabeth; Chicago vs. St. Louis, at
Chicago; Cincinnati vs. Louisville, at Louisville; New Haven vs. Athle¬
tic, at New Haven; Mutual vs. Boston, at Brooklyn.
Monday, May 22.—N. Y. StaLe Sportsman’s Association, Gencseo, N.
Y
Rifle Shooting: Union Hill, N. Y. Base ball: Arlington vs. Star; at
Newark, N. J.
Tuesday, May 23.—Racing: Baltimore. Trotting: Point Breeze Park,
Philadelphia. Rifle: Matches At Union Hill, N. J. Base ball: Orange
vs. Mutual, at Orange, N. J.
Wednesday, May 21.—Racing: Baltimore, Cincinnati, and Torouto,
Canada. Trotting: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia, Laneister, Ohio.
Scranton Rifle Club Meeting, Scranton, Pa.; Union Hill, N. J.

—Now that the Waiting season is at hand we would
call attention to the advertisement of yacht builders in our
columns. At the Thousand Islands, especially, and at
many other frequented summer resorts small steam yachts
are in great favor, the winds on inland waters being vari¬
able and unreliable for sailing craft.
—Every one who wishes his lawn cut neatly and with
dispatch should visit the establishment of R. H. Allen, 189
Water street, this city, and purchase one of his light and
beautiful lawn mowers. The ponderous old fashioned
machines are now wholly superceded by something much
lighter and more efficient.
—Gentlemen about fitting up their new offices, and all
housekeepers, and hotel proprieters who are putting their
houses in order for the season will find the best of furni¬
ture at the well-known house of De Graaf & Taylor. See
advertisement in another column,

HE grand project that was culminated in I lie institu¬
tion now near completion west of the Park, was first
hinted at eight or nine years ago at a meeting of some of
our most prominent and liberal hearled citizens. The
want of an institution founded upon a liberal basis and for
the good of the masses has long been felt, and the season
was tipe for its projection. John David Wolfe was chosen
President of the “founders,” and a charter having been ob¬
tained through the recommendation of thousands of citizens,
the American Museum assumed a palpable shape. The
charter was followed by an act that provided five hundred
thousaud dollars ($500,000) for the erection of a suitable
building, which was in time to be followed by other wings
as the collections grew in size and value, until at the com¬
pletion, the museum building alone will represent ten mil¬
lions of dollars, and will cover the entire area of Manhat¬
tan Square, lying betwen 77th and 81st streets on 8tli
avenue. The corner stone was laid in June 1873 by Pres.
Grant, and since then the immense structure has assumed the
towering proportions that mark it as the finest and most
prominent building in the upper part of the city.
The one great object was to have it fire-proof, and every
move in its construction lias been to that end, and at its
completion there will be absolutely nothing about the build¬
ing that would burn even if exposed to fire. In length it
exceeds two hundred and twenty feet, aud sixty feel in
width, while the walls are five feet in thickness, aud
evidently made as well for the future as the present. The
basement will be reserved for the heavy work of taxi¬
dermy, etc., it being connected with the halls above by a
passenger and freight elevator of the newest construction.
The cases (one of which is now on exhibition at the Arsenal)
will be composed of metal, and stone foundation; the
shelves even being of plate glass. In shape they are similar
to those uow in use, except, that they swell on the in¬
terior end, an economy that not only gives more space for
specimens, but tends to form an enclosed room between
the cases, which with the help of a curtain can be made
perfectly private to the student or scientist. The middle
of the great halls will be utilized by the presence of desk
cases to contain special geological specimens, and others
that require close attention aud study. The fifth Boor is
devoted to a purpose that has been the object of the muse¬
um since its start, viz.: the pel feet accommodation of
students in any and every branch of Natural History, On
this floor, on either side of the gallery are fourteen or
fifteen large and well lighted rooms, each representing a
separate department of this interesting study. In the first
room devoted to geology, the student will find not only an
exhaustive library, covering all branches of the science, but
a complete set of duplicates for study and work; instru¬
ments, glasses, and all the necessaries for study and the
advice of a competent curator. In the chemical room, in¬
struments "complete, and library will he found, and so
in every room everything will be found to make easy the
resuscitation of hidden lore. Such is the purpose of the
institution, and when it is understood that it is all free and
for the benefit of all, and especially for those who cannot af¬
ford the expenso of a scientific course it must he confessed
that the cause is a noble one, and worthy our great city.
Already great advances have been made in perfecting these
arrangements. The old Arsenal is overflowing with thou¬
sands of specimens that cannot be replaced.
The great Jay collection of shells are almost in prepara¬
tion to move,and the magnificent library cannot be equalled
in the world. With this, is found a very complete general
library of scientific and Natural nistory works that is being
added to almost daily, and will be kept perfect as near as
possible. Up to date, Robt. L. Stuart, the present President
of tlie Museum, has recently purchased the valuable Ich¬
thyological library of Mr. J. Carson Brevoort, and preseuted it to the Museum with the assurrance that lie will
complete it to the present standard of knowledge. A gift
that greatly increases the value of the collection of fishes,
and places it at once upon a standard of usefulness.
The great Hall collection of fossils purchased from Prof.
James Hall at acostof ($65,000) sixty-five thousand dollars,
is now safe in the lower hall of the new building, and
some idea can be gained of its size by the fact that it is
contained in over five hundred large sized boxes and
weighs in all over fifteen tons. It contains specimens that
can be counted by the million, and ranging from the deli¬
cate Phizopod to the curious Oreodon and massive Ichthy¬
osaurus, The collection is the work of a life time, repre¬
senting over fifty years of hard research and study, and
the fact that it contains four or five thousand types and il¬
lustrated specimens, will give an idea of its value. Al¬
though csentially a Palaozoic collection, it is perfect in
most of the latter eras, and especially the Tertiary. One
great beauty of the collection is Ihe large size of the speci¬
mens, and in many cases the slab contains hundreds of
different species of crinoids, shells, corals, etc., showing
them as they were deposited upon the old shore, and show¬
ing at a glance what species were contemporaneous. Not
only is there a distinct duplicate collection that vies with
the original in value, but every species is duplicated over
and over so that there is in reality stock enough for four
or five complete collections that will be worth their
weight in gold for foreign exchanges. MSny of the shells
can be counted by the thousand, and of one species there
are forty thousand. Although the collection is very com¬
plete, it will he kept up by continual additions and in pro¬
portion to the discoveries that are almost daily made,

Prof. Hall now possesses a geological library that wil
timately follow the collection, aB of course they belong to¬
gether—the oue referring to the oilier. So great are the S
additions that have been made to the Museum during the
last year that it will be necessary to retain the old Arsenal'S
for want of room, and even if anew wing were ready all ,]
three could be used with ease, owing to the now cramped m
state of the collection, The Arsenal, however, will be H
used for the duplicates, of which there are a complete set j
in all the departments. Probably two years more will see aj
new wing completed, and amovement is on foot among the®
members to connect with the new building an aquariutn.adeJ J
sideratura that New Y'ork lias long needed. InthisreepecSB
we are far behind, and the cities of the old world, most.®
of which, if they have not a large one, have at least an.
apology. Tlie distance from the sea is no longer an objec- |
tion, owing to a new plan of infiltration that enables one to
use the same water time and time again, so the water could®
be brought from Sandy Hook once in two weeks at slight®
expense. So we have in the future one o£ the greatest®
Museums in the world, and if improvement and additions-*
continue in the same ratio for the next few years, we may*
well Willi pride point to an institution that at once appeals*
to the people and belong to them, and is a good exponent®
of our advancement hand and hand with science during thq®
last one hundred years.
1
New York State Sportsman’s Association. — Thai
eighteenth annual Convention of the New York State As- "
sociation for the Protection of Pish and Game will be held I
at Geneseo, commencing on the23diust,, and continuing-!
until the 27th. The programme is as follows:—
The Convention will meet at the Court House at Gencseo,.]
on the evening of Monday 23d. On Tuesday, at 8:30 A.
M., tlie proceedings will begin with: 1. The State trap
shoot, 10 single birds each." No. 2. Pistol shooting, off- J
hand. No. 3. Rifle shooting, short distance.
No. 4. 1
Single trap shoot, for amateurs, 10 birds each; four prizesi ]
No. 5. Rifle shooting, long distauce; three prizes.
Third Day, Tuesday, 84 o’clock.—No, 1. Pistol shooting; |
two prizes. No. 2. Fly casting; three prizes. No. 3.
Single trap shoot, 10 birds each; four prizes. No. 4. j
Rifle shooting, 220 yards; three prizes. No. 5, Double J
bird shoot, 10 double rises each; four prizes.
Fourth Day, Thursday.—No. 1. PresB shoot, five single!
birds .each; two prizes. No. 2. Single trap shoot, fifteen ]
single birds each; four prizes.
Fifth Day, Friday, 9 o’clock A. M—LivingFton Assoeia. I
tion Cup, dooafed by James W. Wadsworth, Esq., Gene- j
teo; open to all organized clubs of the State of Now York, I
each club to be represented by two of its members resident ini
the county in which the club is located. No. 3. Grand
State prize, the Dean Richmond Cup, to he shot for by "
three members from each club.
Sixth Day, Saturday, 9 o’clock A, M.—Grand sweep-I
stakes match; three prizes; twenty-five single birds each.
Valuable prizes are given for all the contests. The pro--j
gramme of the bench show of dogs, to be held at the same a
time, was published in our last issue.

--»»-»--

Work for SrouTBMEN’s Clubs.—The Syracuse Journal
says:—
“There are more trap nets in Oneida Lake at tlie present¬
time than ever before. In one bay—and that a small one—■ !
there are seven. A correspondent of the Journal fore-1
shadows the consequences: ‘We will suppose that, from
one net there is taken each day 350 fish, and these fish will
average two pounds apiece. This makes a total of 700
pounds, sold for seven cents a pound, amounting to $49.
I do not think the above a large average, for I huve heard
of 1,000 bullheads being takenout of this same bay. Now,
is this wholesale slaughter of the finny tribe to be allowed, 1
or stopped? 1 will leave the question with the people, or
rather with ihe law.’”
If the above is a correct statement, and if it is true that.
trout spearing in the fall is a common occurrence in the
same vicinity, we should think that with ail the sports¬
men’s clubs in Central New York, these illegal practices'
might be broken up.
—A Cumberland Baronet (England) having a superfluity
of Canadian geese, {Anser canadensis), which were becom¬
ing pugnacious, wrote to our correspondent Mr. Jackson
Gillbanks to ask if he could do wilh a couple, and demand¬
ing an immediate reply. Next day he had by half-penny
post card the following:—
I send this notice, worthy friend.
As quickly as I can, sir,
On Saturday, If weather mend,
I hope to have yolir “anser.”

—The St Augustine (Fla.) Pi’ess of May 6tli contains
these items.—
Green turtles in vast numbers abound in the harbor at
present. Boys congregate at the head of the wharf and
Btone them as they appear on lire water’s surface.
A flock of pink curlews has been seen in this neighbor
hood lately. They are worth $3 each, for their feathers.
Rattiosnakes are almost daily seen, in the vicinity of the
city.
Winter visitors miss all this.

—A correspondent makes a suggestion which is worthy
of the attention of advertisers—that is, that they should
more frequently give the prices of their goods in their ad¬
vertisements. In the present instance our correspondent
refers to powder manufacturers, and says: “How easy it
would be for them to give the prices of each package
named. Many persons could order off-hand from out of
the way places, if they’ hut knew the prices, to avoid an
inferior aiticle, for bad shot aud poor powder are plenty,
even in first class country stores; nor are the coarser pow¬
ders usually kept.”
—American silver is agaiu spoken of in. Canada as a
“nuisanee," and is taken only at a large discount.
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An afternoon’s lounge in a jersey stock-yard—the
RACE AGAINST TIME.

Years ago, when the secrets of the earth, which has
raised an empire oat of the wilds of the Pacific Slope, were
the sole property of a few wandering savages, and the
nerveless hand of the Spanish rulers still retained some
lax hold on the province of California, the fond lover of
Los Angelos who desired to consummate his happiness
was compelled to journey to Santa Barbara to obtain ju¬
dicial permission to do so. It was unwritten law in the
etiquette of the Sonoran swain to perform this momentous
voyage iu the twenty-four hours preceding the ceremony;
so after dinner on the day before that of the wedding he
was up and away, over mountain trail, and along saudy
seashore, with the night wind, the forest voices, the moan¬
ing sea, and his own pleasant thoughts for company. A
reckless ride of seven hours would find him at his jour¬
ney’s end, with all he loved sixty-five miles behind him.
With morning came the buying of the license, nnd the re¬
turn, and high noon found him nearing home again, where,
before nightfall, he would have to look back over the ex¬
perience of a ride of one hundred and thirty miles and a
wedding, all compassed within the space of twenty-four
hours.
Long afterwards, when the piovince had been lost to its
senile owners forever, and the Saxon delved for gold by
every mountain stream, another class of horsemen rode a
longer journey. Beneath the hurrying feet of the Pony
Express the great plains slipped away like running water,
and wondering people on the Atlantic Slope listened to
tales of riders as furious as that of “Lenore,” and of en¬
durance without peer. The bleaching bones of many a
foundered animal and the skeleton of many a fallen rider ex¬
ist to-day as monuments to the men and beasts who outrode
time, and fought the swift air of the prairie for the palm
of speed. But the race has not died out; the men of steel
have not passed away from the slopes of the Sierras, and
the mustang ranges the prairie as of yore. Little by little
their sphere of usefulness was trenched on, first by the
stage coach, then by the railroad train, that now thunders
through the canons, whose echoes once caught up the thud
of flying hoofs alone. The mail riders of ’49 'are degen¬
erated into the ranchmen and mqueros of to-day, but with
the same skill, the same blood and bone, the same indom¬
itable energy, and above all, the same stock for their sad¬
dles as of old.
What stuff this stock is made of, and what the men who
ride it are like, might have been ascertained by a visit to
the stock yard outside of Jersey City, where the mustangs
to be ridden in the coming race against time here were con¬
fined, A five-mile ride across the flats brings one to the
place, where, in the enclosure in the rear of a decayed
country tavern, thirty-six unkempt, vicious devils of ecpiiiiity held possession of a corral by virtue of pure cusseduess and powerful heels.
The prevailing colors of this singular stud are sorrel and
roan, and to the devotee of fancy stock it is a collection of
animals as unpromising and ugly as could well be found,
But a closer inspection of them will be likely to induce a
change in that opinion, and the last atom of dislike yields
before the picture of one with all its picturesque trapping
and mounted by its lithe and fearless rider.
In appearance the horses are small, with fine heads, and
limbs clean cut and beautiful as those of an antelope, end¬
ing In hoofs strangers to a shoe, and Bmall and dainty as a
princess’ hand.
Great nostrils that constantly quiver;
great eyes that peer out from the shaggy forelocks full of
blood and fire; eara fine as those of a terrier, always point¬
ed while in rest. The only ugly features about them are
the manes and tails, which during the long journey on short
fare, were eaten ragged. One in the stud, however, a can¬
tankerous sorrel known as El Indio, has managed, by dint
of very viciousness, to preserve his hirsute beauties in
their entirety, and roams theeorral with flowing mane and
a tail that sweeps the thickly hay-strewn ground.
The notable exceptions to the ruling colors are four—a
buckskin filly, quite unbroken, whose capture cost the
mqueros a ride of twenty-five miles; a white home, the one
used among others in running down the very stud of which
he is now a member; an iron-gray, known as “Old Blue,”
and the best broken of the drove, and as ugly a black as
the sun ever Shone on, with hanging lip, coat that has
never known the comb, tail eaten to a stump, and mane as
short as a mule’s. This beast lopes in his especial corner,
with one eye on the fodder, and the other in a condition
of lively expectancy anent the possibilities of getting in a
a kick at somebody or something, a chance he never allows
to pass. Yet this bete noir is, next to a certain sorrel, the
fastest one of the drove. He has as yet been ridden only
a few times.
About the stall doors that open from the shed, which
closes one side of the corral, lie great California saddles,
gaudy horse cloths, and trappings queer in form and
weighty with silver, Mexican bits, spurs with rowels like
large pen-knife blades, horsehair iarriats and lassoes of rawhide. Picturesque men in careless dress and with bronzed,
weather-hardened faces lounge in and out among the ani¬
mals to an accompaniment of jingling spurs, and with a
cool disregard for the treacherous heels of their charges
that impresses the timid outsider with awe. On the ground
is a mustang, which has been lassoed, thrown dowu and
kobbled so closely that it cannot make use cf its feet,
being shod. The animals came here and are in most cases
yet unshod, but the exercise on the hard roads and the

neglected track half a mile from the stockyard has affected
some of their hoofs so that it is ueccssary to shoe them.
The prostrate animal screams and struggles in futile wrath,
and Us companions take up and echo the cry in savage
chorus, while the shouts of a motley group of hoodlum
lookers-on beyond the fence add to the confusion and con¬
tribute to make up a scene never to be forgotteu.
The operation of shoeing completed, the farrier makes
his exit to a safe corner of the inelosure as nimbly as he
can, and one of the stockmen, by a dexterous twist at the
bonds frees the animal’s feet. In a moment lie is up, and
with an evident purpose of avenging the insult put upon
him, since lie makes a dead set at the farrier, who on his
part looses no time in sealing the fence. The action is not
necessary to his safety, however. Before the furious beast
lias reached the spot where the fugitive was standing a
slender loop serpentines through the air, falls upon his
head, and in a second is jerked tight about his neck, a
moment more and he is fastened to the hitching bar iu the
centre of the yard, squealing, kicking in a circle, and paw¬
ing the earth up with his savage, and to him, so strangely
cumbered hoofs.
Another Is subjected to the same ordeal, and another, and
so on until their owner, looking at bis watch, suggests that
three of the wildest be saddled and given a turn on the
track before the carriage returns to town. The three se¬
lected are a sorrel, a roan, and the iron grey already
described. Tlie two first are perfect maniacs, and the
operation of saddling is one of difficulty and danger, but
it is completed at last, and the corral gate is opened. With
a quick spring the three riders are in the saddles. The
roan, riddeu by the Mexican Prank Peralto, takes to
bucking incontinently, but a twist of the jaw-grinding hit
conquers,.and he shoots out of the gate like a rocket, fol¬
lowed closely by the others. Away they go over the hill,
followed by the carriage and all the loungers, racing along
at the top of their speed.
The track, an abandoned course, is in a terribly stony
state, and divided in such a way by an open drain that it is
impossible to utilize it for more than half its extent. Over
this course the animals plunge. They are ridden at a dead
run, the sorrel a length a head. At the ditch they stop
short to a touch of the rein. A napkin would almost
cover llie ground lost in the balk. A moment more and
they are coining hack, are by, stop at the other extremity
of the track, and wheel about as before.
Can these be the same animals that half an hour ago
were seen in the stockyard? On their way back as they come
down the sand road, through the leafless oaks, at a gallop,
the question suggests itself involuntarily.
Their heads
are up, ears forward, nostrils pulsating, and the great eyes
slar-t almost from their sockets. Trappings jingle, leather
creates, and the thud of their rapid hoofs goes before them
On the spring wind. The clouds are dividing overhead,
the bare branches are bending, bloody spume is flecking
the deep chests, and from the quivering nostrils come little
runnels ©f blood. All is life and fire and motion infinite,
from horses and riders to the elements, and the afternoon
sun behind the cloud of dust the horsemen conjure up
turns it to a background of gold, out of which this tempest
of action comes. A new picture takes the place of the
Jersey marshes, and the windy grove is gone. The air
coming up from the sea is for a moment that of the bound¬
less prairie; the life we are looking at is one that poor city
folks know only in hooks and dreams. These are the
horses the Sonoran lover and the Pony Expressman rode,
and the men upon them to-day can do the same.
Pshaw! It is only a dream after all, or rather like some
finely painted figures that one sees occasionally in inappro¬
priate back-ground. However, it has served one purpose.
It has given a hint of what the broncho can do in our East¬
ern air, and awakened pleasant anticipations of the com¬
ing race. All honor to the little demons. With the ability
to do what they have done to-day, they should be privi¬
leged to make a target of onr species once in a while.
Oalifornian’s claim that these animals are, for endurance
and speed, the best in the world, and after witnessing the
scene so imperfectly described, their assertion can be
readily understood. No thorough-bred is born which, un¬
dergoing the treatment, carrying the weight, and feeding
as coarsely as these, could carry out the conditions of the
race, if indeed, it Could carry them out even under the
most favorable circumstances. The records of Mowery,
Powers, and McNabb, are portions of the history of eques¬
trianism. The present feat is, as originally intended, a
reproduction of the first one's performance, on August 2d,
1868, at “Bay View Park,” near San Francisco. That
ride was made over a mile track. The animals, thirty in
number, were the common mustangs, and half breeds.
The distance, three hundred miles, was ridden in fourteen
hours, nine minutes. The first two hundred miles were
accomplished in eight hours, two minutes, and forty-eight
seconds. The limit of time for the present race was, how¬
ever, finally decided on for fifteen hours. The other con¬
ditions were the same as obtained in the Mowery feat, i. e.:
The race to be ridden entirely by one man, the number of
horses to be employed, thirty, the track, a mile track, the
animals, California native stock, ridden in California style.
$25,000 was said to be staked directly on the non-success
of the performance, against $15,000 and the expenses of
the affair, already more than half as much, on the part of
the owner.
This match was to to have been decided oil Tuesday last,
but for some reason was postponed until to-day. The riders
are three in number, a Mexican, Frank Peralto, and two
Americans, Budd Parker and John Francis.
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Our American long races against time, have excited great
interest in sporting circles abroad as well as at home, and
this introduction of them on the Atlantic Slope will bring
a new life to sporting matters here—since even its failure
will lead to other and ultimately suecessfuly efforts. The
record of the Cal ifomia distance riders lias never been ap¬
proached at all abroad, save in one instance, that of Mr.
Geo..08baldiston) who in 1831 rode two hundred miles on
thorough-breds, twenty-eight in number, in eight hour®
and forty-two minutes, the greatest feat of horsemanship!
ever performed in England.
Other interesting relay races have occurred across thewater though. The first recorded relay ride of special
note, in England, was that by which the news of Queen
Elizabeth's death was carried to James I; her successor
then in Scotland. Sir Robert Cary was the messenger, and.
he rode four hundred miles in three days, resting the inter¬
mediate nights. In 174T a Mr. Wilde rode ten horses over
a distance of one hundred and twenty-seven miles in six
hours and twenty-one minutes. Four years iater Mr.
Thunhill rode two hundred and thirteen miles iu eleven
hours. In 1761 J. Woodcock rode one hundred miles a
day for twenty nine consecutive days. Of later feats, that of
Mr. Osbaldiston, and of Mr. Burke, of Hereford, who drove
a span of horse3 over forty-five miles in two hours, fifty-five
minutes, are most important. One of llie horses driven
was American, imported from New York. One lady,
at least, claims the honor popularly accorded to all
exhibitions ©f endurance and pluck, Miss Pond, wlio
in 1758 rode one thousand miles in one thousand con¬
secutive hours, on one horse. A worthy rival of heT
horse, if not of herself, wa8 the little Galloway, which at
the end of the last century performed the same feat, at
Carlisle. There seems to be a strong family resemblance
between the Galloways and our Mustangs, any way. In
1754 another of the former trotted one hundred miles a
day, for three consecutive days, over the New Market
course, and came out by no means sensibly distressed.
--*•*-A Work of Art.—Dining-room taxidermy is becoming
popular as a mode of embellishment or ornamentation, but
Mr. Alex. Pope, Jr., of Boston, has gone to a point beyond,
and carves from wood fac similes of game birds in a man¬
ner which almost rivals nature itself. A number of his
carvings have been on exhibition at Sehaus’ Gallery, wherethey excited great admiration. This art of carving re¬
quires the skill, not only of the carver, but the painter, for
after the form of the bird is cut it is necessary to paint it
with sufficient fidelity to deceive. Such a specimen of Mr.
Pope’s skill is now on view at this office, and the most
practiced eye is deceived into believing it to be a natural
bird.
Centennial Alligators.—We infer that the Cen¬
tennial Exhibition is well supplied with alligators. In one
portion of the grounds we know of a large tank which
swarms with Bmall ones. Fred Mather, Esq., has charge
of the Alligator Department; one of onr Texas corres¬
pondents offered him a ten-foot reptile some weeks ago,
through the medium of this journal, but the following
note would indicate that he is not wanted:—
Galveston, Texas, May Sth, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:Fred Mather Baid he would make arrangements for the alligator, but
has not done eo. He is the biggest coea you ever saw. We lmd him
out the other day. He smashed an empty flonr barrel that happened Io
be near Into splinters with his tail. I believe lie would break a mau’s leg
with one blow. I have seen them knock hogs twenty feet into a river,
and go for, and drown them In a few seconds.
Jos. 'Labadie.
Warrenton Riding Club of Virginia.—A hurdle
race will take place to-morrow, 19th instant, under the
auspices of this splendid club over land given them by
Muiray Forbes, Etq., a lawyer of Warrenton. We have
printed some articles concerning this and other Virginia
clubs, and shall be able through one of their members to
give a report of the several events of the coming summer.
A correspondent sends a paragraph relative to the Warren¬
ton Club. He says:—
“Gen. Payne, of Warrenton, gave me an enthusiastic ac¬
count of some of their performances. Tbe General was
in the cavalry during tbe war, rising from being a private
in the Black horse to the rank of brigadier, and is fond of
a horse and bold riding. Tbe club is intended to keep up
the practice of out-door exercise on horseback; numbers
about eighty members, and is in a flourishing condition.
A good many Englishmen are members, and are, according
to the General's statement, fearless riders. Young Green,
who won the hurdle race, lost a stirrup at llie first hurdle,
but went through the race with but one, and came out
ahead at the last. The last ditch was twelve feet wide,
three or four feet deep, and placed next a hurdle four t,r
five feet high, so the horses had to make some good leaps.
I asked the General if twelve feet wasn’t rather longer
than necessary just to teach riding; ‘well,’said he, 'tie
English fixed it that way, and said that was the style in ti e
old country, so we couldn’t back out, and our Fanquur
boys would have tried anything their English friends hail
fixed.’ The club gives cups and such prizes as will bo
valued for what they indicate and not for their money
value. Borne of tbe English ladies near Warrenton ac¬
company their husbands across country in their rides, and
for ordinary fence do not stop but go over; of course their
horses are well trained, but it is more than our Virginia
girls do in this Centennial year. In the hurdle race men¬
tioned above two Fauquier riders took first two prizes, sn
Englishman took the third.
T. W."

—The following delegates will represent the Central City
Club of Syracuse at the State Convention: James Mai Ding, George W. Edwards, N; C. Hinsdale, Lucius Moses,
and H. Soule. Alternates—John A. Nichols, Frank Den¬
ison, G. W. Baxter, R, B. Hafiuon, and Frank B. Klock.
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Forest and Stream Handbook iron JSjflemkn.—This
lillle book, which is now iu press and will be ready for de¬
livery in a week or ten days, fills a want that has long been
felt. We are in constant receipt of inquiries for a book
Which will contain not only the information necessary to
instruct the rifleman in his practice, but which shall also
assist in the formation of clubs, by giving the requisite
forms of by-laws and constitution.
The Fouest and
Stream Handbook not only contains all this, but also a
description of the paraphernalia required, the cost, etc.>
together with a list of rifle clubs and their officers. One
of our leading authorities pronounces it to be the best and
most concise book of reference that tie,lias seen. The edi¬
tor and compiler is Major Geo. O. Starr, Secretary of the
American Itifle Association. It is embellished with cuts
of Wimbledon and other ranges, and is handsomely
houtid. The price of the book will be bnl fifty cents, and
accompanying each copy are a number of new and novel
score cards.
Creedmoor.—The matches at Creedmoor on Saturday
last comprised one at long Tange for the Hepburn Trophy
and another at 200 yards, off-liand, for the Turf, Field, and
Farm medal. The day was very unfavorable for rifle prac¬
tice, the wind blowing almost a gale, first from the west
across the line of fire and afterwards from the northwest.
In the first match there were twenty entries, the conditions
being fifteen shots at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards. Major II.
S. Jewell was the winner with a score of 179 out of a pos¬
sible 225 points. The leading scores were as follows:—
n. s. JKWEI.L.
Yards.
Score.
Total.
8WI..55 3 55455444 525 4-Bo
«"0.2455453 5 3 3 3 4 6 4 4-5S
1,000.4 452355436053 8 6-66-173
It. KATBBOHE
80(1.5 5 245544354 3 44 5—B2
Will.4 3 3 5 2 5 5 3 3 3 5 8 5 2 2—53
1,001).0 45455540855 5 3 3-55-170
W. B, FAUWKLL.
80(1.5 3455553562353 4—61
1KIIJ.5 .1 5 3 4 4 4 3 2 5 3 3 4 3 3-54
1,000. 3 1 4 3 5 4 4 5 2 4 5 3 3 4 0-53-16S
A.ANDOUSON.
800 .0 3 5 2 8 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 8 -55
.
5 4 4 1 :: 3 4 0 3 5 5 ! 5 3 5—57
1.0U0.0 5415 5 45503353 3—52—105

For the short range match there were aboutforty entries,
the winner being Mr. D. F. David. The best scores wore
made by the following gentlemen, the conditions being 10
shots each at 200 yards off-hand:—
Name.
D. F. David. ..
F. H. Holton...
L. C. Bruce....
A. Pyle.
W. Robertson..
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_
Name.
. 41 J. L. C. Clark..
,.41 [. I,. Alien.
..4(1 A. (i. McCook..
.'.40 John Beattie...
..10 W. Lindsuy_
..3!) J. W. Todd....
..3'J;A. Anderson..

U. Fulton.
.1. Stiuiul..
T. Lloyd,..35111. W. Gourlay.
Schkutzenpest.—The opening festival of the United
Scheutzen Association will be held on the 22d, 23, and 24lh,
insts,, at the Scheutzen Park, Union Hill, New Jersey.
Prizes to the amount of $1,500 will be offered for teams
and individual shooting. The team match, open to seven
men each from all rifle corps, will be shot on the last day;
entrance, $15 for each team, to be paid to H. Raschen, No.
146 West street, N. Y., on or before the 20th inst. Gold
medals will be the prizes.
Glen Drake.—We have received the programme of the
spring meeting of the American Rifle Association, to he
held at Glen Drake, commencing to-day aud continuing on
the 19lh and 20th. The following is the programme in
full:—
Atl-Comcrs’ Match.—Conditions—Distance, 209 yards; position, offhand; rifle, any within rules. Entrance lee, Si* Five scoring shoLS.
Military rifle, 50 calibre, allowed five points.
Military Match.—Conditions—bamo as above with military rifle.
Subscription Mutch —Conditions- Same as above.
Entries in above matches close at one o’clock, P. M.
Glen Drake Match,—Conditions—Distance, 500 yards; position, any;
rifle, any within rules; teu scoring shots; military rifle, 50 calibre, allow¬
ed ten poims. Entrance fee, $1.50.
Subscription MaLch.—Conditions—As above; military rifle, allowed
live poims.
Oflicer of the day, Capt. Porter.
SECOND DAY,
Mid Range match—Conditions—Dislance, 500 yards; rifle, any within
rules; position any; ten scoring shots. Entrance fee, $2; military rifle,
50 calibre, allowed ten points
Subscription Match.—Conditions—As above, five scoring shots; mili¬
tary rifle, allowed five points.
Entries in above roatenes close at one o’clock, P. M.
Field Match.- Conditions—Distance, 600 yurdc; rifle, any within rules;
position, any; fifteen scoring shots. Entrance fee, $2 : military rifles
allowed fifteen points.
Subscription Match.—Conditions—As In Field Match; four scoring
shots.
Officer of the (lay, Capt. Robbins.
TIIIHD DAY.
De Pcyster Badge.Match.—Value, $300. X^resentod by Gen. J. Watts
DePeystcr. First winner, Capt. G\ F. Robbins: second winner, Lieut.
J. A. Gee; thud winner, F_ Backofeii. Conditions—Distance, 300 yards;
position, offhand; military rifles, 50 calibre only. Open only to m-mbers of ^National Guard in ntriform. Seven scoring snots. Badge must
be won three times before property passes. Entrance fee, $2.
All-Comers’ Match.-Conditions—Distance, 300 yards; position, off¬
hand; rifle, any within rules; seven scoring shots. Entrance fee, $1.50;
military rifles allowed seven points.
Subscription Match.—Conditions—As above; five scoring shots; mili¬
tary rifle, allowed flve points.
OUlcersof the day, Capt. Chatflcld.
Connecticut.—A challenge appears in the Hartford
Times, intended for Hartford riflemen, proposing a friendly
match at 500 yards between teams of four or six from New
Britain aud Hartford. If the proposal means business,
the match can probably be arranged by conferring with
Major L. A. Barbour, Secretary of the Connecticut Rifle
Association. The range at Berlin will be iu ordur by the
end of the week, and the only question would he as to the
selection of a day. The date proposed by the How Britain
club Is objectionable, because a mulch occurs at Creedmoor
on that day which several Hartford riflemen expect to
attend.
Syracuse.—The Sixth Division Rifle Association an¬
nounces a programme of nine matches for the spring
meeting of the association, to occur at their range at Bast
Syracuse in a short time.

Massachusetts —The Alt, Washington Rifle Club, of
Haverhill, bad their reeular shoot on the 14th. The usual
Creedmoor target for 200 yards was used. The following
is the score. Distance, 200 yards, off-hand, 10 shots.
A veryliigh wind was blowing:—
Name.
John M a liners. 1
J. P. Ah holt.3
M. A. Hill.4
C. A. Kimball.4
W. S. Willey.2

Scoro,
Total.
444545434
41
343443454
36
3 3 3 4 4 3 4 2 3
33
2 0 4 5 3 3 4 3 3
St
244402400
22

Rhode Island.—The second and third stages (GOO and
200 yards) of the third competition for the Rhode Island
Amatuer Club cliatnpiouship badge, were shot off, Satur¬
day, May Gill,’at the Blaelcstoue Range, Valley Falls, Rabbeth coming out ahead again in an aggregate of 119 out of
a possible 150. The next highest scores were Crowell, 107,
and Keyes, 103. This completes the scries of matches for
the badge, Rabbelli having won it for the third and last
time, in three consecutive competitions. The following
is the aggregate scores at GOO and 200 yard ranges out of a
possible 50:—

A NEW

New Orleans.—The New Orleans Rifle Club have
moved to their new range. At their last meeting the mem¬
bers experienced great difficulty in shooting, in conse¬
quence of the wind, which was blowing quite strong when
the shooting commenced, and there was also a great deal
of rain during the day, neither, however, stopped the shoot¬
ing for a moment. Below are the principal scores:—
Centennial target, 25 half iticlt rings, off hand. A. Wattenhofer scored 179; Jules Piffant scored 155. Rest target—
25 half inch rings—li. G. Eyrich, 21, 24, 23, 19, 21, $0, 24,
20, 18, 20—210. It. G. Eyrich, 22, 23, 25, 23, 22, 22, 21,
22, 21, 23—224. Wimbledon target, off-hand, ten shots—
Jules Piffant scored 45; A, Wattenhofer scored 40.
Gusxe.
California.—A match at 200 yards, between Ciins. Le
Breton, Olias, Burgans, and Clias. Nash, of the Nation¬
als, First Infantry, and Clias. Thierbach, W. Wagner, and
Air. Lukes, of the Fusileers, Second Infantry, came off on
the 23d tilt, at San Bruno, at the range of the San Fran¬
cisco Cadets. The terms were forty shots each, with two
sigbtiug shots, guus to he wiped at the close of each ten
shots, highest aggregate score to win. Air. T. E. Carson,
of the Sumners, acted as judge, and Capt. Cantus and
Lieut. A. W. Hanna kept the scores. The following are
the scores:—
LB BKETON.
Score.
Totat.
4 4 4 5 4 4 3 4 4 4....40
5
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4....40
4
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4....40
|3
4344 1 4545 4....41—16111
4
4
4
4

8
4
4
4

44
4 4
4 4
4 4

5 3 4 3-4 3....87
4 5 4 3 3 3....38
4 4 4 5 4 4....41
3 5 5 3 4 5....41—157
BUneAss.
3 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 5....41
444444443 4....30
445544444 3....41
5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4.... 43—163

4
3
I
5

WBONEIL
Score.
Total.
44344543 4....40
35444554 4....48
5443 3 343 5... 37
5 3 5 1 5 5 4 3 4..,.13—161
TBIKKBACU.
34454454 3... 40
24335444 4...36
45 4 53344 4... 40
43155444 4....43—158

4
4
4
3

3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4
5 4 5 4 4 3 4 4
44354434
45544434

LUKES

2....33
4,. ,41
4....30
4....40—158

Total.481

The International Matches.—Dispatches from Lon¬
don state that the Scottish small-bore marksmen have re¬
cently held a number of meetings at Edinburgh and Glas¬
gow for the purpose of maturing arrangements for the se¬
lection of a team to represent Scotland at the American
Centennial rifle match. Col. McDonald, of the Queen's
Edinburgh Rifles, Volunteer Brigade, and Sheriff of Inver¬
ness-shire, has been elected Captain of the team, Col.
Wilson, of the Sturiingshire Rifle Battalion, Adjutant.
It lias been determined that the team shall form a
camp at the Centennial match, and already $8,000 has been
privately subscribed to assist in defraying the expenses of
the trip. About twenty of the crack shots of Scotland
have signified their intention of participating in the com¬
petition for the selection of the team, and more are expect¬
ed when the shooting begins. Two sets of trial matches
will be shot, each extending over two days. The first will
take place simultaneously with/ the Elcho Shield trial, on
the 13th and 14th of June, at Cow Glen Rauges, near Glas¬
gow, and the second on the 26th and 27th of June, at
Capelhie, in Renfrewshire. Every competitor will fire
fifteen rounds at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards each, and the
ten highest aggregate scores in the three out of the four
days’ shooting will be chosen to go to America, eight as
the team proper with two reserves. The team will leave
Liverpool on a Cunard steamship July 19th; this line only
charging single fare for the round trip.
—At a recent meeting of the Hudson River Rifle Asso¬
ciation at Poughkeepsie a new lease was executed for one
year upou the laud occupied as its range, near that city.
The association now proposes to erect targets to he used at
200, 300, and 1,000 yards distance, and make additional im¬
provements under the supervision af Col. John Bodiue.
—The challenge of the Forty-Ninth Regiment, Hastings
Rifle Club of Belleville, Ontario, to the Forty-Eighth
Regiment, iu Oswego to send a team of six to Bellville on
the 24th instant, to compete with a team from the first
named regiment, has been accepted.
—A Syracuse rifleman proposes a novel kind uf chal¬
lenge for the consideration of sportsmen generally. He
proposes to shoot a twelve-inch pistol against any breachloading rifle—sights and rests unrestricted.
The only
restriction imposed is, that the breech-loader shall be
loaded at the breech. Distance from ten to twenty rods.
—The Lancast er County Rifle Association of England, will
give prizes t.o theamount of $8,000 at its spring meeting, and
the Liverpool Rifle Association will offer prizes valued at
$6,000 at a similar meeting, which will occur during the
same week, aud yet the National Rifle Association does not
recognize them as “organizations.”

SIGHT.

Spjwkgfxeld, Mass,, May 8tb, 18T6.
Editou Foiibbt and Stkbam:—
I aeud you a little bit of vegetable Ivory to show wbat; I think to be
the best kind of front sight., to be used with a peew rear eight. It should
be thin, so as to be transparent when the light is from the front. After
a great deal of experimenting 1 find no substance so good as veyvfitbj$
ivory for the purpose. The perpendicular black Hue I make by cutting
in with a thin saw and filling With black varpish {shellac, alcohol, and
lampblack). It can be used open, but I inclose it in a large, narrow
globe to prevent its being injured. The sight, of course, is taken from
the top of the black line. It makes a vury fine sight, the best, in my
opinion, for target shooting or hunting.
To clean metallic shells, I immerse them In water of ammonia diluted
with several times its volume of boding water, and especially if they
have Collected (be green verdigris, there is nothing better to remove it.
W.u. GuLuTirWAtT, P. O. Box 655.

[We think that Mr. Goldthwait has hit upon a very exceileut sight and shall take pleasure in showing the one
forwarded to us to prominent riflemen.—Ed].

600 Yds. 200 Yds. I
600 Yds. 800 Yds.
Name.
Total.
Total.
Name.
Total.
Total.
Uabbeh. 48
42| Keyes..41
37
Crowell. 45
42;ltowe...37
t5
Davison.41
38|F, Z. Freeman.... 26
40
Minnesota.—A rifle club lias just been organized at
Rochester, in this State, with the following officers:—Pres¬
ident, E. C. Cross; Vice President., George Leonard; Sec¬
retary and Treasurer, T. B. Kellog. There are now some
twenty seven members in the club, and they have a four
hundred yard range. Friday afternoon is the regular prac¬
tice day, and we hope soon to record some handsome
scores.

RIFLE

Jp?ii fennel.
—We would call attention to tiro advertisement in
another column of a pair of fine young pointers for sale by
Mr. T. P. Cantwell, of Brainard, Minnesota. Intending
purchasers can rely upon this stock being as represented.
—Mr. E. A. nerzberg’s setter Jessie, second prize Win¬
ner at Springfield, 1876, has visited Air. Charles Raymond’s
Pride of the Border.
—Mr. Scliucliardl’s Fan, winner of second prize at
SpriDgfield, has whelped a fine litter of black pups by Dr.
Strachan’s Bitot. Shot is out of Peg by George, and Fan
is out of an imported bitch by Mr. Schuehard'a Tom, win¬
ner of first prize at Springfield, this year. Fan is now in
Dr. Webb’s kennel at West Springfield.
—Dr. Webb’s Whisky has visited Geo. A. Strong's cham¬
pion dog Pete: the progeny should be fine.
—Squire Horace Smith, our Field and Kennel Edi tor,
last week forwarded by rail to Clias. Kaediug, of San
Francisco, a splendid brace of Ikoroughbrod, stylish black
and tan setters, dog and bitch, Belt aud Bell. Both are good,
staunch, well-broken dogs, and first-rate retrievers. Bell
goes out in pup to the famous Gordon setter Fritz, owned
by Edward Howe, Esq., of Princeton, N. J., which dog
has proved himself to be a very superior one for stock
purposes, consequently the purchaser of Belt and Bell will
have a brace of black aud tan setters equal to any iu’ this
country.
__
_
—J. Aretas Clark, 859 and 361 Market street, Newark,
N. J., claims the name of Frank for his setter dog, orange
and while, and ticked with orange, by Forman Taylor’s
one-eyed dog Sancho, out of his orange aud white bitch
Fauuy, whelped July 12lh, 1870.
A Handsome Cnno.uo.—Oar readers will remember a
picture of three celebrated dogs, Don, Peg, and George,
after a painting by Air. H. C. Bispham, which ornamented
our r flumns some time ago. This picture has appeared
again in the shape of a handsome chromo-lithograph, one
of the best we have ever seen. In size it is 80x20 inches,
and when framed is almost as handsome as an oil painting.
The price is remarkably low—only $3—and the publishers
Messrs. Strobridge & Co., of Cincinnati. We have often
urged the publishing of these pictures of celebrated dogs
in the shape of chromos, and trust that Messrs. Strobridge
& Co. will continue to issue them.
Warts in A Doc's Mouth.—A correspondent writes us
from Providence, R. I,, as follows:—
“I notice in answer to correspondent “0. S. J., Cam¬
bridge,” you say warts in a dog’s mouth is a new thing to
you, and tliat you know no remedy. Mr. Wm. Murray,
of this city, had two afflicted with those excrescences, a’nd
if C. S. J. would write him I know he would be pleased to
tell him what he did, and how his remedy worked.”
--**•■-THE SHREWSBURY (ENGLAND)

FIELD

TRIAL.

T

HIS event, so frought with interest to the breeders of
sporting dogs, was brought to a very successful con¬
clusion over the Ensdowu estate, near Slirewsbury, Eugland,
on the 25th, 36th, aud 27th ull. Most of the gentlemen
whose names are well known iu this-countvy as breeders of
fine dogs were present, the list including Mr. Lloyd Price,
Mr. Barclay Field, Mr. Arthur Lloyd, Mr. Lonsdale, Mr.
Statter, Air. Llewellin, Capt. Bennett, Air. Lort, Mr. John
Lort, Air. Whitehsuse, Air. T. PiikiDgton, Mr. G. Piikington, Air. F. Aloucton, AI. P., Air. S. Price, the Rev. J.
Bridgeman, the Rev. J. Sargeaulson, the Rev. J. C. Alacdona, Mr. G. de Landre-AIaedoua, and other's.
The birds the dogs were wanked on were partridges, and
the gun was used, although of course not on the birds.
The first event was the pointer puppy stakes of five guineas
each, first prize £20; second, £10; third, £5, which resulted
as follows:—
Mr. Price’s liv. v. b. Whim beat Mr. J. 11. Whltehouse’aleni.
Lady Blanche.
Mr. C. Pilk’iugt.on’8 liv. w. b. Fancy beat Mr. F. MonclOn’a Uv. w. b.
RMr!>E. Bishop’s liv. w, A Roy beat Mr. Garde’s liv. \
Duke or Weatmioaier’e "
’
** “
w. d. Lncky Sixpence.
lewel beat Mr. While tiouse’e tern.
Duke of Wesuniualer’s
w. Bray.

In Hig tics Fancy beat; Jewel, Roy beat Whim, aud Fanny
bof.t I’oy, takiug first prize. The next event was the Sun-
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florae stakes of seven guineas enob for all-aged pointer
flogs; first prize £50; second, .£25; third, £10. The fol¬
lowing is a summary:—
Mr. 11. Lloyd Price's liv. w, d. Drake beat Mr. Lort's liv. w. d. Nastso.
Mr. Lmidsdale’s liv. w. u. Czar belli Mr. Price’s liv. w. d. Boiv.
Mr. 8. ileekett’B bk. w. d. Rector beat Mr. R. Lloyd Price's liv. w.
d. Gog
Capt. Beunett’s lem. w. d. Tuck against Mr. W. Beckett's liv. w. d.
(Hl-ince.
Mr. H. Wliilehor.se’s liv. w. d. Rapid beat Mr. S. Price's liv. w. d.
Mike.
Visconnt Downe’s liv. tv. d. Bang against Mr. K. L. Price’s liv. w, d.
Beau.
Air. tv. Arkwright’s lem. tv. d. Tramp beat Mr. B. Field’s liv. w. d.

Kick.

Tramp beat Rapid, and Mr. S. Beckett's bk. w. d Rector, by Don
out 111' Mima, beat ALr. \\r. Aikitriahl's lem, tv. a. Trump. Iiy General
Pritncut of tVtnli, anil tvon. Tramp winning second prize and Rapid
•third.

In the Couuty Stakes for all-aged bitches:—
Viscnmit Downs’s liv. tv. b. Jill beat Mr. H. G. Garde's Peg.
Mr, W. D'imj's lam. w. b. Rose beat Mr. R. Price's Romp.
Viscount Downe’s liv. w. b. Grace beat the Duke or Westminster’s
liv. tv. b. Sal.
Viscount Downe’s liv. tv. b. Grace, by Drake out of Nell tvon; second,
1 Du lie of Westminster's Sal.

This finished the lirst day’s proceedings. On Wednes¬
day the hall was opened with the County Stakes for braces
of both pointers and setters, the first prize being worth £50.
Sixteen braces were entered, the names of many fashion¬
able dogs being promineut.
Among them were the
Laverocks Daisy and Dash II., both by Blue Prince, a son
of Pride of the Border. Mr. Llewellin's Countess Bear
and Countess Moll, both by Dan out of Countess. Mr.
Macdona’s Ranger and Magic, and others. The trial was
won, however, far the third time by" Mr. S. Price’s pointers
Bang, and Mike,’ by Bang, Dash II. and Daisy being
Second. The breaking of the old pointers was said to be
perfection. In the setter puppy stakes there were ten
i engaged, as follows:—
Mr. W. Lori's Ion. w. Glen, by Ranger, 13 months, ngamst Viscount
Downed bk. w. ran Young Sam, by Sam—Buss, 15 mouths.
(.‘apt. Bennett's bk. >v. Iuo, by Priicg—Pruc, 11 months, against VUconnt Dowue’s bk. w. lan Dan, by Sum—Flush, 14 months.
Ml*. John Armstrongs bk. vv. Prince, by Sam—Kate, 12 months,
against Mr, Thus. Statrcrs Grouse, by Rob Boy—Belle, 14 mouths.

Mr. O. S. PatinMeroy’s bk. w. Pound, by Prlng—Prudence, 15 months,
against Mr. H. P. Garde’s bl. Belton Belle, by Tom-Kale, 12 moinhi
aMr. Tlios. Stutter1* S»1. by B: lieu—Betsy, 15 mouths, against Mr.
Bat til ay Field’s bk. w. Beluumt, 11 months.

[
|

Sul against Pound.
Ban against Pound.
Sjuil against Belmont.
P rtnee against jg l on.
Young ham. lirst prize- Belmont, second prize; Glen, third prize.

All oi‘ those puppies were to have ruu again on the 4tli
and Olli insl., in the Keuiicl Club Field. Trials at Linlon,
Cambridgeshire. The next stake was otie in which all the
- Celebrities were entered, viz. The Auingham Slakes, for
aged d<>gs, al £7 ?s, each; first prize £30 and £10 added
money, second prize £20, third prize £8:—
Mr. J. A. Pledger’s bk. w. tan Bfayl, by Ranger—Cora, 1 year 11
moulhs, auainst-Mr. R. Lloyd Purcell Llewellin’s Count Dao, by Dau—
Comuleas, 2 years 3 inouths.
Mr. J, Armstrong’s bk. w. tan Dash If,, by Blue Prince-Kate, 2
years, against Mr. A. P. Lonsdale’s bk. w. Rake, by Kakc—Spree, 3
years 1 moiiLb.

Mr. G, neLandru Macdona’s bk. w. tan Ranger, by Quince TI—Judy,
5years, against Mr, A. P. Lonsdale’s Spanker, by Frank—Bess,2 years.

Mr. Statter’s Frolic, by Frank—Bess, 2 years 2 mouths, acamac Mr.
J. PiJkiugtonV hv. and tan w. Rufus, by Ranger—Cora, 2 years.
Mr* B. Field’s Bake against Mr, R. Lloyd Purcell Liewelun’e liv. and
w Sam, by Sergeant—Kate.

u.
Bush H. beat Field’s Ruke.
Field’s beat Lonsdale1*. Rake.
rMv. J. Armstrongs Dash II., first prize; Mr. Field’s Rake, second
prize; Mr. Lonsdale’s Rake, third prize.

Tlie next twill .was ilie Sfirewslniry Stakes, for aged
bilclies, at £7. 7s. each; first prize £24 and £10 added
1 money, second prize £ 17;—
Mr. G. de Landre Macdona’s r. Magic, by Mozart—Brosna, 2 years,
against Mr. R. Lloyd Purcell Llewellin’s o. w. Countess Bear, by Ban—
Mr. B. Field’s bk. tv. tan Daisy, by Bash—Daisy, 4 years 1 month,
against Mr. It. Lloyd Purcell Llewellin’s Countess Moll, by Ban—Coun
less. 2 years 3 months.
Mr. Tlios, S tatter's bk. Daisy by Bon—Daisy, 3 years 3 months,
against Mr. R. Lloyd Purcell Llewellin’s Noru, by Ban—Nellie, 1 year
8 mooLhs.
Mi. Lonsdale’s Romp was drawn.
Mr. Llewellin’s CouuteasMoll, first prize; his Countess Bear* second
prize.

FOOD

FOR

DOGS.

We are in receipt of the following letter from Mr. L.
R. Cassard, of Baltimore, Md., a gentleman of much ex¬
perience in field sports. Food prepared according to the
directions given would certainly be very substantial and
easily carried by shooters aud hunters on tlieir trips, aud
even for home consumption would be quite economical and
wholesome:—
Baltimore, May lath. 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
For those sportsmon who desire to take dog feed from home, thus
avoiding the dilllculty and trouble of procuring it while on ihefr hunting
trips, the following, 1 think, “will RH the bill." I made a lot about tivo
months ago, and last week It was aa sweet as the day on which It was
cooked. Ten pounds corn meal; five poauds oat meal; five pounds
lean beef, ent in very small pieces; one drachm salicytic acid. Boil the
meal and beef together, anjl when nearly done add the acid, it is best to
dissolve It In, say a pint of water. I think a less quantity, even, of the
acid will do, although in almost any quantity it is harmless. Of course
the Ingredients are with the person making the cake, as he can make it
of whatever material he thinks llf ; the above, however, i« a good diet
and cheap. Make into loaves or cakes. Yon are at liberty to use this,
and 1 trust some of your friends will give it a fair trial.
Li R. Cabsahd.
--

THE

DACHSHUND.
'

Munich, April 1876.

Editor Forest and StreamiId reply to Fr. von Ivernois, I would simply say, lhat if he will take
the trouble to turn to the October 14th number of Forest and Stream,
he wi 1 find the following, under the head of the Champion Dachshund:
"He has ugly tricks, too. If he finds a deader wounded animal, he
will help himself to a goodly meal, aud when he thinks I do not take
him out often enough he will go out alone, visit the burrows, and hunt
for days after hares and deer.”
Now, as Fr. von Ivernois writes that he pays his gamekeeper to shoot
dogs of that kind, I tremble for the champion. Dachshunds are of all
colors from white to black, but those most preferred are Ibe black and
tan without any white at all. The dachshunds were originally, and are
still, short behind (the finer the coat the better), how-legged Jitile fel¬
lows, and if your friend in Leipzig hasfounda long-haired race of dach¬
shunds, he will confer a favor on all sportsmen and myself by submitting
to ns his evidence.
\V. G. M.

ANOTHER

CURE

FOR

MANGE.

Utica, April Stub, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I sec in almost every number of the Foiirst and Stream (Hal. you
have application for a remedy fot the cure of inaugc in dogs. Last fall
1 purchased a setter pup, the person from whom I nought the dog agree¬
ing to keep him till he was five months old. Well, the dog arrived ac¬
cording to agreement. 1 had in the meantime requested the gentleman
to inform me what kind of food the dog had been used to. The infor¬
mation came. The food used by him for all his dogs was Indlau and
oatmeal in equal portions, boiled, and mixed with a little milk, or gravy,
and some meat also boiled; chopped iino and stirred in. Very good food,
no doqbt, hut rather heating, especially when fed to young dogs. The
consequence was the food used, combined with n dirty kennel, caused
the dogs to have the mange very had. Now for the remedy: Take one.
ounce or oil of tar, ono ounce lac sulphur, four ounces or sperm oil;
mix and nib well into the parts affected. This remedy is a certain cure
for mange in all cases. My dog was completely cured by ihvce applica¬
tions only—one application once In every t hree days. 1 washed the dog
before the first and every application with soap and warm water, the
soap being well rinsed out each time, and the dog well dried before ihe
mixture was applied.
I trouble you with this communication because I know tbe remedy to
be good, having aeen It used in a number of cates, aud always resulting
in a cure. Sometimes two applications only are needed, and I never
knew of more than four being required.
Thomas Birt.
Stratford, May, 1376.
Editor Forest and Stream;—
Having frequently seen in yout valuable paper inquiries from corres¬
pondents how to cure the mange, I send you this-result of u>y friend
Mr. J. Peck's experience. A setter dog helo; g’ g «•. •-. • huviig. bad H
two seasons, and being useless the second year lor liuuilug on aceoiiut of
having the mange so badly, was cured by ray frieud Peck. He having
tried some of the best remedies be bad read of without effect, lastly,
thought he would try kerosene oil, applying It every other day for two or
three weeks, at which time the disease disappeared and the hair,grew
rapidly. One of my neighbors also had a dog which had it for three years;
he used the kerosene oil, Tbe disease disappeared and the hair has ail
grown out. Also a hound of my fnend Peck’s, three weeks ago, had the
red mange back of lore leg; three applications and the disease disap
peared and the hair is growing.
If you or any of your friends will try this, I am sure they will find it a
sure remedy. One advantage is, tbe dog it not apt to lick it. W e apply
the kerosene with a cloth or brush,
J. C. J3.

Regarding this trial the Meld says: “In a grass field
Countess Bear made a beautiful point, the red hitch back¬
ing her in fine form; but she forsook her point on the
report of the gun, and ran all over the field, utterly heed¬
less of her breaker. Further on Mr. Backed had to put up
his hand to drop her, when a hare rose, and she made one
glaring false point. The decision was given against poor
Magic, who won throughout, never making a mistake, and MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.
backing beautifully, though she had not luck enough to
—Mr. Robert Davies, of the Toronto Gun Club, sends
get on birds. The kennel companion of the winner of the
last heat, Countess MolJ, had exactly two minutes with an account of a deer bunt, which we have not space to
Mr. Field’s Daisy, and happened to run straight up to a publish in full. It details the adventures of a party of
brace of birds almost immediately, when she was taken eight gentlemen, who went into the hush with a cook and
up, and declared the best we had seen, Nora, when down camp equipage, starting from Toronto on the 13lh of No¬
with Mr. Stutter's black bitch, Daisy, did not show the
pace and style of the previous day, aud missed some birds vember last and returning on the 25lh, having secured
more venison than they could eat throughout the whole
she ought, to have found. In a field of thick clover she
and Daisy, racing along together, ran up two lots of birds winter. Their hunting ground was some ten miles from
in succession, and the judges soon after gave first and
the Victoria Road Station, on the Toronto and Nipissing
second prize to the Wellesley kennel.”
Railroad, and about ninety-five miles northeast from To¬
The closing event was the Champion prize lor winners, ronto. The relator tells a story of how a country store¬
for which there were five entries: Dash II. beat Grace, keeper named Sutherland sued the cook for fifty cents for
Countess Moll beat Young Sam, Dash II. beat Rector and a broken lamp, and finally had to pay his own costs and
Countess Moll. Wiuner of the Plate, Mr. J. Armstrong’s $110 additional! The result was considered a good, enough
Dash II., by Blue Prince out of Kate, 2 years.
joke on the merchant to print in the city papers.
Regarding the winner Bell’s Ufe. says: “The winner of
Massachusetts—Salem, May 8th,—I saw a friend the
the Champion Cup, Dash II., is a very handsome dog,
very low and lengthy, and of quite the true Laverack type. 6th who tells me that week before last he shot thirty-six
Although quite a young dog he has won many prizes at snipe near River Hamilton. This is high line. The shoot¬
shows, and his’pedigree quits confirms the opinions that I ing has beep poor enough this spring, and sniping has been
have constantly expressed in these columns—namely, that rather discouraging sport. A good bunch of winter yellow
legs went along yesterday P. JVI. Uplands, teeters, peeps,
the best setters are the Laveracks, and the nearer they are
bred to that strain the better. Dash II, is very nearly a and solitary sandpipers also have arrived. Bitterns and
pure Laverack, as he is by Blue Prince, a son of Pride of herons are represented, but I have not seen a person who
Teal.
the Border. American sportsmen will be pleased to hear has seen the regular spring flight of geese.
Ohio—Ashtabula, May ith. —Messrs. Jerry Culler, engi¬
of this victory, his dam being Kate, by old Blue Dash out
of a hitch with Laverack blood in iter, so Dash II. may be neer on the Lake Shore Railroad, and W. C. Haskell did
fairly called a Laverack with the slightest stain of outside some tall shooting, having within five hours shot no less
. than forty-two English snipe.
J. C,
blood in him,

mn.

PIGEON

MATCHES.

—A match was slmt on Saturday last at Dexter’s Park
between teams from the Long Island and Furman Island
shooting clubs. The Long Island team won by three birds,
the conditions being ten birds to each man, 21 yards rise,
80 yards boundary, Long Island rules to govern. The fol¬
lowing is the complete score:—
i rer,
m.
Name.
Innings—1st 2d 3d 4th 5th filli 7lhSlh 9th 10th.
Wihgei't.0
111111.1
I—it
Talbot.1
1
1
1
0
I
1
0
I
0—7
Thomas, — ..........0 0
1
110 111 1—7
Gilmirsleuve.-.1
1
1
1
1
1
0
I
t
b—8
Uimco.1 1
1
1
1" 0 1
1
1
1—9
Total....3 40548
i-urmAn tsijand cm.on.
Name.
Inuimis-lst 3d 3d 4th 5Ui (fill
Mailer.
.0 1 1 1
0
1
KVans .1
I
0
1
1
1
Primrose.1 0 0 11
1
Cairick..-.. 1
0 0 1
0
1
Kellult.
1
0 1
1
1
1
Total..,,:.4 2 2
5 3 5
Referee—Dr. Wynn, of the Long Island Club.

-1
7tli
0
1
(I
I
1

45 3-40
8lb 9th 10th.
1
I
1-7
1
1
1—0
1
(I
1—li
1
1
1—7
0
1
1-8

3

1

4 5—37

—The Mouroe County Sportsman’s Club held a pigeon
shooting lonruament for gold medals On the old Fair
Grounds at Rochester on the 12lli Inst. The members of
the ciub were out in force aud the meeting was a decided
success. In the first match, at single birds, the score was
as follows-.—
Name.
J. H. McGuire
J. Gifford.
A. Brownellhr. Adams.
IC. T. Curtis.
H. Knapp .... .
J. K. IS. ekwiih.
H. S. Miller.
\V. G. Anthony.
II. B. Hooker.
F. Chnffey.
J. II. Brona.
Dana.
W. II. Bowman.
K. V. Stoddard.
G. G. Morse.
M. Winrtl.
E. B. 1'opo.

Total. Name.
7 W. J. Babcock_
.. 9 L. A. Pratt.
.. 8 Hiram Smith.
,. 8G.T Siill-mi....
.. 8 If Ootchifvr.
.. 7 Geo. W. Grondi. Jr
..10|A. U. Lamburwa...
-.10 Seth Green.
.. #lR. Wal/.er .
..1011. H. Morse.
.. »|Wm. M. E v..-.
.. 71W. U. Uriuendeu .
.. H W. A. Lyons.
. U|P. B. bishop.
..lit G. A. Dewht..
.. 3 J. II. Jeffris.
.. 7 It;. A. Hayden.
.. 711'J. (J. Remington...
.. 71F. W. Little.

Total.

...10

Of those who tied ou 10 birds, Mr. J. K. Beckwith lived
the longest, killing 5 more and won first prize.
After two
ties with Mr. li. C. Kominglcm, Mr M
M. Morse won
second prize. Ml'. J. II. Brown took third prize, and Mr,
C. O. Morse fonrib. Following Ibis mulch was u double
bird mulch resulting sis follows:—
Name.
TotuJ.I Nifine.
Total.,
li. I'pton.13 W. II. Bowman.13
A. JI. Lamh. rnm.!2tLL Waiver.11
W. G. Antony.Hit'. «!. Moran.
Vi
U. B. I looker. HE. T Curtin.10
J. K. Beckwilh.141 A. Brownell.13
J. II. McGuire. K-11. H Morse.14
E. S. Combe. 3|F. Cbuffuy.II
W. A. Lyons. 11|C. A. lhlyden.13
N. Haun.14 \V. J. Babcock.13
Geo. W. Croncb, Jr.17 M. Wianl.12
J. II. Brown.lt|U. S. Miller.12
IS. U. Sage.Ml!. B. l’opp.16
Seili Green.12|IC. L. Rayi.imd.1)
Mr. Geo. \V. Crouch, Jr., winning.
Mr. E. B. Pop took
second prize, Mr. J. 11. Brown, third, and Mr. Henry
Walzer, fourth.
St. hooia, May 9tb, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The long talked of contest at the trap between Ibe St. Louis Gun Glub
Anri the Quincy, 111. Shooting Club, came off at Singleton Park, Quincy
Illinois, Monday* May 8U1. Tbe grounds are owned by General
Singleton* and freely placed at tbe d’sposal of the Quincy Club
for their practice or club shooting.
After the'match between St.
Louis and Quincy, the General entertained both clubs, and at least 200
of Iheir friends at dinner ut hts elegant hotel situated, ou the grounds.
The feast was enjoyed by all present, and especially were our St. Lonis
visitors loud In their expressions of satisfaction at the splendid manner
in which they were received ana treated during their stay, by Gen. Singleton, Lha Quincy Shooting Club, and tbe citizens of Quincy generally.
The contest was one for honor, and thoroughly enjoyed by ail present.
The shooting was good, as will bo shown by the scores below, named in
the order in which they were ebot. The St. Louis Club have demanded
anammediate return match that they may be perlhitLed to show their ap¬
preciation by way of reception of the Quincy people:—
: SHOOTING CLUB, QUINCY, 1
Total.
Name.
.y.i i i i i i i i i i i i i i j
13
E. Ubatten.
...1 11110111111111
:.3
F. Deaderick.
...1 0*1 111111111101
NY. H Bui-Ler field...
... I 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 l 1 l 1 l
W. 15. Had worth...
...i i i o i i i ; l i o J i o l
C. E. Austin.
...10 11 10 0 11 111111
J . Miller.
,..0*1 mom iioiio
W. LI. Crawford....
..•I 110 10 0 1111 1 li 1 0
T. A. Bradley.
100 out of a possible 120.
sT. LOUIS GUN
Score.
Name.
..1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Hunt F. Wilson.1
...i 1 1 l l i l l l J l l l 1 i
Win. A. Albright..
..111 0*1 0*1 21111111
IX. O. Fierce.
,.. 1 1 t l 1 1 1 0 1 0 I J 1 1 1
J. B. C, Lucas_
..10*1.111 11 1111 1 0*1
E. (J. Sterling.
.,.•1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ! i o
W. U. Wadswonh
. .0 I 1 1 0 0 1 J t 0 0 0 1 1 1
L. M* Kennelt.
9
..0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 i I 1 1 0*1 1
M. li. Cupello.
dead outside of bomjdry.
98 out of a possible 120.
Match for tbe birds between W. B. Tluuwoiib, Quincy, ami II. (J.
Pierce, St. Louis: 5 double rises, 18 yards rise, and 5 single rises, 31
yards rise:—
^
DOUBLE BIRDS. •
I
SINGLE BIBUSName.
Score.
Total
Name.
ScoreTotal.
Hanworth..011111 11 11—9 out of 10)llauworth.1 0 10 1—3 out of 5
Pierce.11 Ul 13 10 11—8 out of 10( Fierce.1 10 1 .1—4 out of 5
Match drawn in order to permit sweepstake shooting.
6AVBBP8TAK.1': MATCH, 5 SINGLE RISE8.
26 Y’ds. 31 Y’ds. 31 Y’ds.i
26 Y ds. 31 Y’ds. 31 Y’ds.
Name.
T’l.
T’l.
T’l. Name.
TT.
T’L
T’l.
“ —
3 alias. Austin..5
3
0
H.• P.
Wilson.01Alex Brown.5
3
3
E, C. Sterling....5
0 W. li. Ilahworth..4
0
0
H. C. Pierce......5
01W. H. Butterfield, !
3
0
L. M. Konnett—5
OjGen. Singleton....4
1
0
J. B. C. Lucas_4
0.J. Boehm. .3
0
0
W. A. Albright... .4
O F. Deaderick.3
3
1
W, El. Wadsworth.3
0 T. A* Bradley.2
0
0
M. E. Capelle.3
E. Bull.-. - -2
y
v|
U. P. WHson and Alex Brown dLYided lirst money* W. H. Butterfield
took second, and Deaderick and Wadsworth divided entrance money.
aWEKl'BTAKE MATCH.
21 Y’ds. rise
26Y’dR. rf
"Name.
’ 11 11
First money.
K. C. Sterling.ll
not
C. E. Austin.
11 11
Second money.
li. 0. Fierce.10 11
W- D. Wadsworth.01
J. Boehm.. Cd
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Pennsylvania,—Tito Sportsman's Association of West¬
ern Pennsylvania, celebrated the opening of (lie Centen¬
nial ou the lOih inst,., by a grand pigeon shooting tourna¬
ment at Wall’s Station, some sixteen miles from the city
of Pittsburgh, Tho principal match was for the club
trophy, a silver cup, the conditions being ten birds each,
21 yards rise, with a recovery limit of three minutes; the
birds beiug wild pigeons. The following is the score:—
Name.
Total. I Name.
Total,
McDowell.li S. Brown.0
Lindsey.4..1. K. Umbstucttor.3
Dulaeli.SI Fred Kennedy.7
Thomson.M Harper.5
Woolsey.alCarpenlcr.9
Bngbman.5 O’Neil.8
Schoonuiakcr.5 1. II. Bunt.3
Lioch.4,W. Kennedy.8
Cook.-tii Williams. 5
ltcno.7 R. T. Hunt.S
Dyer.4| ITartloy. 6
Dickson.3, Dalv.7
Orth.8 Corwin.3
Lytle.r>| Phillips .5

The highest scores were made by Mr. Carpenter and Mr.
Woolsey, each of whom killed nine birds out of a possible
ten, and the lie shooting between them was watched with
interest, Tn shooting off the tie each was given three
birds. Mr. Woolsey shot first. His birds were very lively,
ami be killed them in excellent style; all of them dropping
within a radius of ten paces from the trap. Mr. Carpenier
killed two of his birds, and hit the third hard, hut he could
not recover him in lime, and the laurel went to his compet¬
itor, who, by the way, shoots through spectacles, and
whose score during the day transcended the amateur stand¬
ard.
In the double bird match which followed there were
nineteen competitors, at three double rises. Messrs. Cook
and Orth killed all of llieir birds, and in shooting off the
tie Hie latter won. Mr. Orth also won a pool at live birds
each, killing Ilia quota alright. A similar match closed the
meeting, Mr. Woolsey being successful after shooting at
thirteen birds to decide the ties.
PROTECTING MIGRATING WILp-FOWL.
St. Lotus, Mo., April 25th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Let us protect the migratory birds by all rneanB, but to prohibit the
killing of wlld-fowl during the spring lliglit would be as absurd as a total
prohibition. It has been said that if ducks are shot at indiscriminately
during their northern voyage, the survivors will choose another route
on their return. This is erroneous, as I will endeavor to demonstrate.
The sea-fowl of the New England coast are shot at continually during
April, and late into May after they have paired, from every headland, and
on every favorite feeding place, yet the birds have never changed their
route; and so far from decreasing in numbers, many can corroborate cue
in saying that they were <us plenty last year as fifteen years ago. Here
in Missonri, there ate no docks in greater numbers during the spring mi¬
gration than the sprig-tails, yet they return South in the anLumn by an¬
other route. It cannot be because the gnus of Missouri and Illinois
make more havoc than those in Other patta of the conntry, for they come
back iu uudiminlsbed numbers the following Bpring. Canvas-backs
have been unusually plenty here this spring, but does any one suppose
that it Is becansc some other route has been deserted for this? It is true,
liowuver, that the fusllade kept up in the spring has driven many birds
to seek other places for breeding, often not eo favorable for their in¬
crease.
J am strongly opposed to both total prohibition and to unlimited license
in shooting water-fowl, and believe that some restrictions well enforced
wonld be the means of allowing the ducks to breed in a climate more
conducive to propagation than that of the far northern regions to which
the great majority of them now resort. Just what restrictions should
he made is a matter requiring much good judgment. From Audubon’s
writings it may be seen that forty, years ago it was no unusual occur¬
rence for Canada geese to breed as far South as Kentucky. Many
living sportsmen can remember when dusk ducks nested abundantly in
New England marshes; yet now only an occasional pair breeds south of
the northern part of Maine. Duriugthe latter part of May there is a flight
of birds along the eastern coast, known generally as “bay snipe,” among which are myriads of red breasted snipe (Slacrorkamphus griseus),
known under various local names, such as “robin snipe,” “dowitellers,”
“brown-backs,” etc. This flight lasttbutafew days, but sometimes
affords fine spoil. Although the eggs In the female are sometimes very
large, I have never known of these birds breeding exception the far North,
amt they even seem not to stop for the purpose of reeding, althongh
sometimes alighting to rest. Although they come from far South, their
flight Is So rapid that they arrive in plump condition, and are delicious to
eat. As curb as July these birds may be seen returning, but in scattered
numbers, and usually poor in flesh, affording little or no sport, ‘ffi the
resolutions of the “Monroe County Sportsmen’s Club,” passed at a re¬
cent meeting these words occur: “We deem it impracticable Tor any
State to attempt to protect any kind of Emigratory game bird whose natu¬
ral breeding grounds are not within the limits of said State.” I
heartily approve this, and believe that it weald also be nndesiraole as well
as impracticable to attempt it. To protect “coots" would be as wise an
act as that passed by the Maine Legislature, (last year, I think), protect¬
ing pickerel in a certain lake in that State.
Roamer.

DUCKS ON THE KANKAKEE.
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 2Ut, 1876.
Editor Forkst and Stream:—
Many of our sportsmen have been off on their spring flight duck shoot
to the Kankakee Marsh, Sandusky^ aud. other regions. Amoug the
number the esteemed President of onr Sportsman's Association, Robt.
Dabzell, Esq., a veteran sportsman to whose wise and timely council the
measures of success we have attained in the objects of the association
are lnrgely due. Small bags are reported as the order of the season. It
la stated by many sportsmen here, but it Ib not in accordance with your
correspondent's observations, who has been out twice this spring, Lhat
the flight of ducks, geese, etc., reached ofte Kankakee region during the
warm weather in the latter end of March, and was then turned back
south by the coming of cold weather freezing up the marshes and
accustomed feeding grounds. My observations are that the flight simply
Bcaltered temporarily to tho vast regions comprising hundreds of thous
anils of acres ill Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, freshly inundated by the
storms, there feeding and resting in unusual places and pushing on after
the cold snap. The spring flight, owing to the open winter, began earlier,
and Is, and has been mainly over for some time.
Some of the mallards killed on the Kankakee two weeks ago were
birds that had mated aud were nesting.
South Fork*

—The following delegates were elected to represent tlie
Otseningo Club, of Btughampton, at the annual meeting
of the New York Sportsmen’s Association: A. R. Tweedy,
James S. Cary, Cyrus Clapp, George A. Kent, James Har¬
rison.
—We are gratified to stale that our valued and long-time
correspondent Hon. II. B. Harrison, of New Haven, Conn.,
has been nominated for the office of If. S. Senator.

Yachting mid floating.
ABcommimlcations from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Mate.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

18..
10.
20.
21..
22.
28.
24. .

Boston.
e’ 23
it.
8
8
8 59
9
50
43
i
35
1

New York. Charleston.
°4
4
0
8
9

”■
53
44
36
27
17

*2
3

23*
16

4
5
6
7

59
50
43
35

The Ermenoaiide.—Mr. George Peabody Russell's new
yacht, the Ermengarde, so named for the Ermengarde who
was a Queen of Provence in the ninth, century, was suc¬
cessfully launched on Saturday, from the yard of Messrs.
C. & R. Poillon, builders of the Sappho and many other
noted yachts. Mr. Russell’s handsome vessel was launch¬
ed with her masts stepped, and will at once be fitted for.
cruising. It is reported to be her owner's intention to take
her to England, where she is to have boilers and engine
placed in her, and to be converted into a ilrst-clast screw
steamer. Should such be the case, unless she is placed un¬
der the British flag, a very interesting question will arise,
and Mr. Peabody may find himself involved in a very
pointed discussion with the Treasury Department. In sail¬
ing from, here she carries a register as a sailing vessel,
which on her return, as a steamer, or in fact upon her de¬
parture from the port of equipment, becomes invalid, and
the fair Ermengarde becomes an outlaw, and a lawful prize
to a cruiser of any nation who may overhaul her and
demand her papers. Such, at least, would be the effect
under our present revenue regulations. Perhaps Mr. Pea¬
body may procure a modification of them to suit his pecu¬
liar ease.
New York Yacht Club.—A special meeting of this
club to consider the Canadian challenge for the Queen’s
Cup was held on Thursday evening. The following reply
from Major Gifford to the letter sent him, stating the con¬
ditions under which the ch llenge would be accepted, was
read:—
Coburg, Ont., Dominion of Canada, I
May 2d, 1876.
f
The Regatta Committee New York Yacht Clvb;—
Gentlemen- J am in receipt of your favor of April 2Jth last, setting
fonh the terms for ihe America’s Challenge Cup as determined on by
the !Ne\v York Yacht Clnb. Jt appears to me that there are fonr condi¬
tions for settlement by mutual consent between the contending panics,
viz.: The lime for sailing the race, the course to bo sailed over, the
number of races to be sailed, and the number of yachts belonging to
the challenged club that iB to contend in the race. This latter condition
is the most important of all, and from your letter of April 24ih I can
gather nothing aa to your views on the mutter. You have probably left
it for future determination, not knowing but that other yacht club*- may
join in the contest. It might happen, however, that my yacht, which I
may say is the only one from the itoyal Canadian Yacut Club that will
semi you a challenge, may be the only one that you will have to contend
against. Should ihe Countess of Dufferin be the only contending yacht
l should feel much obliged if you would inform me whether you would
in that case match one yacht against her, or one out of four, as iu Capt.
Ashbury’s case, or whether it is to be an open race for all the yachts of
the New York Yacht Club squadron to sail against her. I ask for this
information because, according to the terms on wtficli the N ew York
Yacnt Club holds the cup the match has to be determined by mutual
consent, and before assenting to the conditions mentioned in your letter
of April 24Lh. I should like to know what the intention of the New York
Yacut Club is in the matter; that is to say, how many yachts the New
York Yacht Club intend to sail against the Countess of Dutferin. in the
match race of the cup. I have the honor to be, gentlemen, yours re¬
spectfully,
Charles CUfford,
Vice Commodore Royal Canadian Yacht Club.

A copy of tlie deed of gift was also read, and it was re¬
solved that the three races should be held on the 10th, 12th
and 14th of July.
On motion of Mr. Kam it was resolved that in respect
to the course to be sailed over the offer of the club be re¬
peated to Major Gifford, namely—one race over the New
York Yacht Club course, oue race outside Sandy Hook 20
miles to windward and back, and ihe third, if necessary,
to he chosen from either of the foregoing.
A resolution to the effect that oue yacht should be se¬
lected to sail all the races was lost. It is time that the
shilly-shallying regarding the conditions under which this
cup shall be sailed for was ended. The action of the club
is undignified in the extreme, and ere long no foreign
yachtsman will care to challenge fora prize regarding
which there is so much palaver and vacillation. By the
way, the Countess of Dufferin, Major Gifford’s yacht, was
successfully launched on the 11th inst,
Bhooklyn Yacht Club.—The regular monthly meeting
of the Brooklyn Yacht Club was held on Monday evening.
The new course for first and second class yachts was de¬
cided as follows: From Bay Ridge to Southwest Spit,
thence to Lightship, back to Southwest Spit, and thence
to slakeboat anchored off Ihe new club bouse at Graves¬
end Bay. For third class boats the course will be from
Bay Ridge to stakeboat anchored two miles southwest of
Southwest Spit, thence to home stakeboat at new club
bouse. June 10th is the date fixed for the first regatta. It
was decided that henceforth the yachts belonging to the
club should carry a full set of signals, aud Commodore
Dillon was authorized to drill the fleet in their use. An¬
other regulation was passed, and one Which might be pro¬
ductive of much trouble—the compelling a junior member
to salute a senior either with his ensign or gun. Such a rule
is well enough in the navy, but in yachting it is carrying dis¬
cipline a lilllc too fur. Five hundred dollars was voted
lor prizes, and regatta tickets are only to be issued to those
members who are not in debt to the club. The next meet¬
ing will be on the 31st inst.
—The Argonauts Boat Club, of Bergen Point, bave elect¬
ed the following oflicors for the ensuing year: E. W.
Humphreys, President; E. A. S. Man, Vice President; B.
Stephenson, Second Vice President; Walter Man, Captain;
W. Taylor, Lieutenant; W. F. Hobbie, Recording Secre¬
tary; 11. Meigs, Jr., Corresponding Secretary; J. W. Winants, Treasurer; A R. Warner, D. P. Cruikshank, A. W.
Booth, and L. L. Spring, Trustees.
Passaic Rowing Association,—This association held
their opening day of the season on Saturday, over their
course at Newark, by a parade of the boats of the fleet,
reviewed by Commodore W- F. Harris. The club sixoared barge led the way, followed by the Triton barge and

the Passaic six-oared gig. Seventeen boats in all passed
in review, the rear division being composed of siuglt
sculls. With the exception of Ihe float cm which the baud
was stationed getting adrift and almost drowuittg the mu¬
sicians, no accident occurred.

Centennial Rowing.—While it appears improbable
that the great English universities will joiu in any way in
Hie college regatta at Saratoga, wo shall still have Hid
pleasure of welcoming crews which, if not strictly reprej
sentative, will embrace somo of the best oarsmen of Oa
ford and Cambridge. These will take pari; iu the contests
at Philadelphia, Regarding the college regatta the Presi¬
dent of the Cambridge University itoat Club, Mr. W. B,
Close, bus written to the New York Associated Press
Agent here as follows:—
“I have officially declined the invitation of the "United
Association of American Colleges to participate in LireCentennial Regatta, in consequence of inability to organs
ize a represeuiative crew. I hope some college lour wijH
go to Philadelphia.’’

Nautilus Boat Club.—The Nautilus Club held its firstJ
monthly sculling race for tho season ou Monday afternoon J
the course being two miles straightaway on the HarlenJ
River. There were three competitors, Messrs. Gerald Me-J
Lauglilin, Frederic A. Levien, and Daniel W. Hernon. Mr.
David Roacbe acted as referee and starter. When the word,*
was given McLaughlin took the lead, followed by Levien,!
with Hernon last. For the first mile the boats kept in
close company aud passed McComb’s Dam with Hernon iu
advance, Levien following closely, aud McLaughlin only a
short distance behind. The second mile was rowed in thdfl
same order, save that McLaughlin fell off before the uppem
mark was reached. They finished in tho following or den
and lime:—
M.
1— Hernon,.,,.......15
2— Levien.....15
3— McLaughlin....16

8.
20
35
OU

I
I
I

Providence Yacht Club.—A

club w-iih this title litis:
been organized in Providence under very promising auJ
spices. The list of members comprises many of Hie prom-J
iuent men of the city, and the following yachts are already
enrolled: Country Boy, E. N. Pettis; Dolphin, B. Thurber; Glide, J. II. Borden; Hildegarde, H. L. Clarke: Hopea
E. J. Anderson; Idlewild, B. Davis; Lottie, O. Handy;
Minnie, R. Davis; Nettie, W. E. C. Windsor; Riviera, N..
G. Heneshoff; Sarah, John Sprague; Starlight., R. W.
Jenks; Sue, A. 11. White; TlUal Wave, \V- T. Arnold;-1
Una, J. Borden, Jr.; Wanderer, H. J. Flint; Wilcox, NS
F. Thurber.
The club has a very commodious club house, aud it is
provided with a float stage, which is 20x30 feel in size. J
This is reached by a walk 81G feet long, which is 4 feet!
above the water. On the water front of the building there t
is a platform 10x20 feet and which is covered with an awn¬
ing. It has just elected the following officers for the en-j
suing year:—
1
Commodore, Harvey J. Flint; Vice Commodore, C. Han¬
dy; Captain of Fleet, Robert W. Jenks; Secretary, James
F. Tiffany; Treasurer, Edward G. Andersou; Measurer,.
Benjamin Davis; Regatta Committee, Benjamin Stillwell,
Charles Livingstone, aud Simon Cameron; Trustees, Har¬
vey J. Flint, N. F. Thurber, and Waterman Pierce.
—The regatta of Ihe Ilarlem Association will he held Off
the 17th of June, for which great preparations are being
made. The Atalanlas have their new boat, and will send
last year's crew, with the exception of No. 3, which posi¬
tion will be filled by Mr. C. A. Lyon; the other members,
are Mes.-rs. Downs, Rogers, and Eustis, the latter captain
and stroke. The Nassau Club have purchased from Fur¬
row a new six-oared barge, which they will lake to Phila¬
delphia. It has three crews iu training, from which the
regatta crew Will be selected. The New York Athletic
Club has a very strong crew, comprising R. W. Itulhboue,,
bow; Ellis Maek, H. U. West, and C. 11. Cone, stroke. The
Dauntless, Gramercy, and Nautilus Clubsull bave crews in
training, and are preparing for a vigorous campaign.
—Dispatches from London announce that the rowing
and boat clubs of the Dublin University have organized a
joint representative crew of four to take part iu the con¬
tests at Philadelphia, consisting of Messrs. PeuUaud and
Hickson, of the rowing club, aud Messrs. H. E. aud C. B.
Barrington, of tlie boat club, the latter being stroke oar.
SCHUYLKILL

NOTES.

Pm lade t. pm a, MayJ5!h, 1870.
Editor Forkst and Stream:—
On Saturday the Schuylkill River had a regatta day look. Tho Crescent
Club rotved their races from Girard Bridge to their bout house, a dis¬
tance of a little more than half a mile. The first race was between two
douhle-ecull she) 1 crews, Messrs. Steel and Witmer, and Messrs.
Young and Tasker. Artec a sharp contest Young amt Tusker won.
The next race was between the six-oared bar es “lone''—Terry (stroke)
J. Harper, Cotton, Maddox, Lee, and F. Young; Hinohman coxswain—
and “Falcon,” Tatman (stroke) Stokes, Boice, Dougherty, Hcehner, and
Hldgway. After a close race the lone won by a lead of about two sec¬
onds. Tlie regatta closed with a siugle-scull race, for which Messrs.
Tasker, Steel, Young, Whitmer, and Brown started.
The race was won easily by Mr. Tasker, who led by some seven
lengths, the rest crossing close together iu the order named.
The Undine Club's races were rotved from the Goose l’en to Turtle
Rock, a little shot of one mile. First canto,the sJx-osred barges “Fudine"
—Scarborough (Stroke) Hart, Moody, HeiuUch, Wain, Bleight; Roberta'
coxswain. “Cygnet”--Calcium (stroke) Wilson, Peterson, Burroughs,
Conrad, Sltlle; goddard coxswain. The race was close until Girard
Bridge was reached, when Roberts' crew began h ading, which lead
was increased gradually until the boats crossed the line. Undine's time
fim. 60s.; Cygnet 7m. 9s
The four-oared shell race was Interesting, not only from the closeneBs
of the contest, but the really fine rowing displayed by both crews, an
unusual circumstance in scratch races, Neither crew (which were us
follows) had trained at all, other thau the runnier promiscuous clnb row¬
ing. Tbo "Atalanta"—Baker (stroke.) O.Burues, llesser; Roberts bow.
“L'Hirondelle"—Allison (stroke) Frosr, Bright; De Haven how. The
crewB got off well together, and stayed together for over hair a mile.
De Haven got Off his conrae, bnt did not Jose command of his host, and
when the two crews passed under the connecting bridge the boats wore
level. The pace aud the heavy witter began to toil on Roberts’crew,
which were very light, the L’Hisondelle going to the lend, and runuiug
in 5m. 54s.; Atalanta fim. 3js. For tho Undine regalia Com Jus. 51
Ferguson acted as starter ahd umpire. Mr. Win. ft Tucker, time¬
keeper, and Mr. Ed. Hare as Judge at the finish. After the races the
crews, and a large representation of the club numbers with ladies oud
guests, left in the steamer to properly celebrate the club’s twentieth eomv ersary, and to inaugurate the new Iioubo at Rwgatetten,
Scents,
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jQINSCRIPTIVE GUIDE

Idirok'daoks,
AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
te Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and. Champlain, the A usable Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Masson a Springs,
and Trenton Falla,
By E. R . WALLACE,
Newly Re\ Ised Edition.
randsome 12mn., Flexible Covers, .Red and Gold,
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illustrated, Over
30h pages. Price, $2.
TESTIMONIALS.
from Hon. J. T.* Headley, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in. the Woods,” Ac.
rftia admirably written, and has lust enough of bnbOt, sentimenl* and description of scenery mixed, to
_ake it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen
frfi very effective, while tnc instructions respecting
lutes, localities, distances, oulilts* &o., embrace
rfcrythfng that can he desired. Taking it all in all*
.. is the moat complete book that has been published
[A the Adirondacks, not excepting even mv own—a
' uplluieut that 1 trust; will be properly appreciated.
Its extraordinary disinterestedness.
-im. Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Watery” ' The Indian Pass*11 Ac.
•I thiuk it Is the font work on the forest that haa apearod—superior in word-painting to Aim ray’s, ar.d
ill of wood pictures and vivid scenes, of catup-Kfc.
To realize that wc are in the forest, are living with
on in the armies doseriMed, and that the trees are
mvlng and the waters ilowing over mid by ua. This,
.think, the true test of a good hook, impressing Us
aujity and distinctive life dtn.he mind. As a “Guide
took^” it Is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
• ilie only thing of the kind that haa yet been pubjMlfcd—me very thing that haa been so long wanted
nd walled for. It must have cost you intense appli¬
cation and labor. You may well be coutunt that you
4i»ve produced a good book.
From Benson J. Lousing, the Historian.
I have read, those portions descriptive of the places
thick cams under rny personal observation, with the
Repost interest, and most cheerfully UiatiTy to the
iral accuracy .of your pictures as 1 recall impres¬
ts made of them at the dates or my visits. 1 re;urd your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
a most useful—miy. indispensable, man mil for tourla to tbai wondeilul Wilderness.’ A tour in that
egion is eminently a Dractical matter, aud for that
bason I regard your “Guide” as an important, nseful,
nely publication.
Emit by mail on receipt or price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO.*
-mayll tf
17 Chatham street, N. Y, City,

MEDALS OR BADGES.

Wc arc now prep emu •...
uish badges or medals
If any description at short notice. Having a fust
lass designer, and every facility for making coed
Vork, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
uarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work furfished on appllcai ion.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 8m

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
022 Broad Straub, Ntnynrlf. N. J.

Miscellaneous
APPLY

§0tql$ md
SOON

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, &e„

W allace’s

Guide to the Adirondacks
An invaluable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
Claes of tourists, whose patronage iB most desired.
This book is Blatidard; it. haa an extended sale, and
new editions are issued each spring. The copyright is
now owned, aud the Guide will be published hereafter
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Tbilms op Advertising:
One Full Page.«40
One Half Fo^e. 25
One Uuiirlcr Puge. 15
Those desiring to Becu.ro space will please apply
8

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E. R. WALLACE,
mayll Syracuse, New York.

From the “Boke of St. Albans,”
A. D. 1496.

Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, aud diagrams,

Gurley’s Nebraska,
1

Special Commmioner of the London Field.
“A most excellent work,”—2V. ~Y. Independent,
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability
Philadelphia Press.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the hook.”—London Spectator,
“Consult ‘Nebraska.1 "—Mondoh Nonconformist.
“We can hardly conceive any information it does
not contain.
Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—Loiidoiv Field.
The reviews aro unanimously Tavorable* and they
would 1111 a volume larger than “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO , Nassau St.
mck9 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO., Broadway,N. Y.
ID X ( \T> T IA A
The Florida Agriculturist..
r IjIJIyIJJ A. Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedinue Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—25c, Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c
Gullesio’a Treatise bn
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1.
Guide Map or Florida, 50c Address WautOn & Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla. Say where you saw this,tf

MANNING’S

U
OR MECHANICAL CAT.
Invented and patented by IT. A. Rosenthal for trap
Quoting, Never fails to drive unwilling birds to
ring when the trap is sprung, and does away with the
SiUOyance of throwing dubs and stones, and loss of
imt:’ Every gnu club should lmvt ihem. Price for
Ingle starter. $5; a set of six. $25. Address Dr. H. A.
IQS ENT UAL, V. >S * 5 Gates ave Brooklyn, N+Y.
SUBSCRIBE

TDOR SALE—BRACE OF POINTERS*
JD
same litter, dog and gvp, year old, bred from
broken slock, finely yard broken, good raDgcvs, fast
and B'ylish, warranted not gun shy; price $70 pair.
Refer, by permission, to Cnarles HaUock, Esq.* Editor
Forest and Stream.
THOS. P. CANTWELL.
maylS 2t
Brainerd, Minnesota.

For

sale.—thoroughbred

Scotch deer or stag honnda. Dog “Fleel,” 5
years old, price $30; bitch “Spider,” 8 years old, $?0;
one pair wmelps, 6 mouths old, $40. Boxed and de¬
livered at express office. Address Box 1,437 Nashua.
N. H.
mayll 4t
Price $50 for thepair; 18 months old, well bred,
very handsome, partly trained; color liver and white.
A photograph cun be seen, aud address of owner of
tained, at office of Forest and Stream.
may4 4t

First-class accommodation: plenty of spring water;
terms low.
Address 1LBNRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Refkkences:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad slreet.
Tlios. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Eadly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22Burling.
Forest and Stream. 17 Chatham.
ap!27 3m

rpHOROUGHBRED SCOTCH DEER, or
_L Stag Hounds, from Gen. Custer’s and the late
Hon. K. C. Barker’s stock. I have four dog whelps
of November 12th. and a three year old bitch due to
Whelp in June. Will deliver the whelps to the ex¬
press office, boxed, for $30 each, and the bitch at $50.
a*tm mnii Ttimivd
SPRATT’S

Paten! Dieat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic frnit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of dog
food ie secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other rood, aud obvioLe
worms. Every cake 1b stamped “Spruit’s Patent .”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y., in casus of 1 cwt.
apllS _

DOBS, and SDOOTIA'U.
TUB

AMERICAN RENA EL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Aunoltj Botiukb, late editor America??. Sportsman,
Giving fall practical instructions for Breeding.
Breaking, and Keum-I Management; and Stud Lift or
Pedigrees of 300 Imported aud Native Dogs in i he U. 8
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo,, $4.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
OArT. A. H. Bogawhib, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
America. lUmtruUd. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FO A L SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Loan. Illustrated with models and
plans for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
♦♦♦To be had through any BoookseUer, or will he
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO.. N. Y.
mchlii 32t

K

PIGEON BTARTEtt,

rented my fa km. i

will exchange a thoroughbred Colley Dog, from
imported stock, broken to drive cattle or sheep, for a
Setter, Springer, or Cocker Spaniel, broken to Ihe gun;
must retrieve, and be under command. Address
BOX 59*
Paris, Ontario, C’nnndn.

B OARD FOR DOGS AN D HORSES.

BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,
Quoted nr Izaak Walton ik His “Angler."
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Siclen, Esq,, of the New York
Bar; heavy timed par»er; square J2nio , 130 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all ite quaintnesaand
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
aud of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for prico, $1.50, or order it C. O. D.
from. Forest and Stream,
ap!27 3ni

By the

Setter Paps. One by Plunkett, dam, Bess; by
Saltua' Dash; grand dam, Dr. btrachan’s Belle, from
the Duke of Devonshire’s Kennels. The other pup ia
by Sallus’ Dash, winner first prize at Watertown. 1875;
dam, Saltus’ imported Lill III., winner first prize at
Springfield, 3876. Three months old. Price, $50 each.
Apply to N. SALTUS, care this office._U

Pointers—a male and female;

Fysshe and Fysshynge.

J

For sale.—two dark red irtsii
Haying

WilL find

BLUE FISHING.
INSEY’R ASHLEY HOUSE, BAKNEGAT INLET-DON’T FORGET. —Bluelish anxiunlly
Mke their appearance at Barnegat Inlet, about. May
th.h. Parties desirone of beiug" notillcd by mail or
alegraph on the arrival of blueli.sh, or to secure good
HchtB, will address J. W, KINSEY, Ashley House,
laanegat, N. J. Access via N. J, Southern Railroad.
4. B.—1The Ashle3rHou80 ia within 100 yards of the
Effing grounds*
irmyl 1 31;

241

For sale—goudqjM: sottisk pups,

FOR 1876, _
WILL BE

Published Shortly,
Club Edition, cloth and gilt edged.82.00
Club Edition, morocco cover, with case. 2.50
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOMAS MANNING, 318
BROADWAY, N. Y.

FOR THE

'scientific^ farmer.

three months old, from pure blood. Full pedi¬
gree given. Color, black atuJ I ah. Both .Tin and
Tom are very good ou quail and Grouse.
_apl2U
H. B. YONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

English

stud

STUD

ENGLISH SETTERS, FROM

Llewellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
uatlve or blue blood, at $50 each, gold. For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH,
Stralhroy, Ontario, Canada.
N, B.—Bitches no,t proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge._feb24Sm
DOGS

AMONG ITS- CONTRIBUTORS ARE:
"president W. S. Clark, of the Massachusetts AgnultuTHl College, who has few equals as a writer on
lientifie matters.
Prof. 0. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to he
le first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevam, author of the "Ayrshire Cow,”
in. "National Ayrshire Herd Book,” &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the "American Nfltttllist,” and Stale fintomologistof Massachusetts,
prof. N, Croesy, who is one of the foremost of our
sterlnarians, and Is StatcYeterinary Surgoon of Conrrlinil.
Prof. Ley! Strrckbridge,wlrdsd experiments in cropilsing, by special lertiiisers, have cieutedastoniablng
iiblic interest.
Jos. N. Slurtevaut, Esq., Sonth Framingham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, UaPimore.
Prof. II, W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
allege.
Pror. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
Ullage,
J. N. Bagg. Memrier of State Board of Agriculture.
ID. P. Pentiallow, S. B., Amherst.
AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
IVauce. Postagu free.
Published by
CLARK W. BRYAN & CO.,
Springfield, Mass,
ruder the patronage of the Massachusetts Agricultu¬
ral College.
jaBl3«»

TRAINED.

Setters and pointers

A 15-Fttqe Qriarto, issued monthly, and full of origifflfreadlug 'natter. It. is devoted especially to scice, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
..the world published wltlrthis avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and Ihe
itaat results of scientific research. Chemistry, botuy, veterinary practice, natural history, farm metmnica, rural art'aud architecture, rural law and entolOlogy, are all prominently considered !tt its columns,

taught

to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50, Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Bine Hill, Maas.
Reference: Win. R. Schaefer, gunraaker, 6! Elm
street. Boston.
novlb 6m

This stylo. 3x42 In., price$5 and $10.
Sold by New York and Booton Sporting trade gen
erally. Dealers’ dlsconnts liberal.
CAMP LOUNGE COMPANY.
maylS
Troy, N. Y., and Norwalk, Ct.
This mustache produced by the use of
fcDYKE’S BEARD ELIXIR, without infijury, or will forfeit $100, Safe and sure.
f With full directions, postpaid, 25 cents.
A. L. SMITH & CO.,
Agents,
ap!27 7t_Palatine. Ills.

JVq-EW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A clu:ap but reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-making, IlanntB and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care aud Training of Sporting Bogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of !i5 cents. Address
aplIJ Jill_F, E. POND, Montello, Wis.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS A SON, Proprietors.
This house is u favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all ports of the United States and Canada.

Brook Troyt and
Grayling Fisheries
OF mini IE 1!N MICHIGAN, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Ltne.)
The waters of the Grand Trnvorso Region and
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance anil variety of fish
coniainrd.
Drooli Trout abound in Ihe streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
waters
Brook Trout fens on open* May lat.
Grayling benmin opens June 1st.
Black Bass, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscnlmige are
also found in largo hhinbOrK in ihe many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can ri adily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club” at
home, na ice for packing fish can be had at mauy
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beaullful The air ia
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate teculiarly beneficiui to those Buffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, me, aa
a rule, good, far surpassing rhe average in countries
new enough to afford the fiucst of fishing.
On and after June Ik Round Trip Excursion
Tickets 6old to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities • f ered io touristn and
sp.itemen; also on and after Jii*y 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion 'lickels.
Dogs, Guns,, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s lirit
Lamp Oars for Fishing Pnrtiej ami Families at
low roies.
It ia onr aim to make BportBmcm feel * at homo” on
this roine. For Tourist's Guale, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boale, Gnidcs, &c., and accu¬
rate mfipfi Of the Fishing Gtouuda, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or atldresB
J. H. PAGE, G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m_Grand Rapide, Mich.

T IIE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.
Chicaeo & Northwestern Railway.
This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man's hand, its lines reach iu all
dirccLioue, uni cover about ull the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. "With one branch it
reaches Racine. Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof: with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown. Oshkosh, Fond du Luc, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagannee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and MumeapoliH; brnnchior westward from
Elroy, itruna to aiul through Winona, Owutonmi, at.
Peter, Mankato, New Ulm, and stops not until Lake
Karacska, Dakota, is reached; another lhieatarta from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
Galina aud Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixou, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown* Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs aud Omaha. Tbts hist named is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and Uu: pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Coloriido, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, aud the Pacific Coast.
It ruus Lhrough the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, aud best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln. aud other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lrikn City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, and all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVANTAQES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE'E, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road iu the conutry, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, aud for Brook Trout, Lake .Salmon,
Klee, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
Will be found unsurpassed by any iu the West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt,, Chicago.
Gen.Pass. Agt.,Chicago.
ap!6

TO SPORTSMEN:

setter from

TIiob. Stutter’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to servo bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY O. KNOX,
mr.h9 3m
Enon, Penn.

_ __ of all diseases. Deulcr m sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22
FOK SALE, Oil TO JLJET.

charts [or^yort'hnen.

rj-lHE “FISHLNG LINE.”

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COiTY
Respectfully invito attention to the

SuperiorFacilities
afforded hy theirlim? for reaching most of theTKOTING PARKS and RACE COURSES iu the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUvS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; avoid the difficulties and dan¬
gers of res hi pm i* nt, while the excellent cars run over
the smoot h etcol tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED witbont failure or injury.
Theliucs of

The Pennsylvania Kail road Company
ulso react! the beet localities for

GUNNING ANI) FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are Bold at the offices of the Company In
all Ihe principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED¬
FORD, CBESSON, RALSTON, M1NNE(£UA, aud
other well-known centers for
Trent Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TIICKERTON, BEKCU HAVEN, CAPE MAY.
S<JUAN. aud points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOTD, Jk , Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Tiiompbon, Gen'l Manager.
feb!7 If

BELMONT HOTEL,
Suitable for Summer Hoarding-House.
The house is 24 s ories, frame, 49 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and oil south
end. On first floor are parlors, eitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
arc 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged aod convenient; cellar large and dry.
Ou the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, ehiekenhouBe, ehed, cool, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
are well laid ont and taHtefully planted with orna¬
mental trees aud Blirubbery,
The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, Hubject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. Ae a place of residence It is elegant
and healthy ; for manufacturers it la convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the 8late. Apply to
ft, FRANCIS,
mch2 6m
47 Broad street, New York,

G23 and f>25 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre*)
Located In the centre of the city, nod easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, sloam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
iv day npward. A first-class Reaiaurant, and Private
imag-Rooms, if preferred, ut moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of tile times, are the special advan tage* afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mch30 6qi_HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

K

Bromfield House,
Messenger Bros.,
55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boutou Mass,

The House for Sportsmen^.

FOREST AND STREAM.

Holmes, Sltaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders o± the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.84 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet), IT.94 miles per honr; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COUKTLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

»T.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad at., Boston; 19 Exchange at.. Buffi do; 9 State st„ Chicago; 327 N. Second st., St. Louis I
Agencies in alltbe principal Cities in the Country.
Tl,*‘v2
'

UENPOWOER.

Orange Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

\

The strange*t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. I
to 7, packed oniy in sealed J lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of line breocli-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very sligbt recoil,

I
1
I
4

SPOUTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
.
„,rrn.,T. «.
ii.n in
jciiiubhy FOR TITGK.
T.TOHTERS. and STEAMERS.
AND
THEIR
MACHINERY. Also,
MACHINERY
TUGS, LIGHTERS,
EBr-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.___ap!6 3m_

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Ebtablisiie

THE LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
names vour luggage, and is checked on the railroad
as a trunk; 3x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drown out into a strong ten foot-boat, covered wit h
water-proof’d canvas, and made ready for the water m
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER,
maV4 1t
Mystic River, Conn.

TtTETlE CAN BE NO GREATER POR-

tabillty without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal J.o the very best whole
onivs for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberlon & Co.,
102 Nassau street..
_
].y2Q-ly

CANOE FOR SALE.
At St. Augustine, JFlovltla.
One Canadian Basswood Canoe, in excellent order,
and but little need; made by English, of Feierbovo;
price 850. Sportsmen visiting Florida will '

ltUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample c'pitcit* for fiom one to Tour persons
and
unu baggage.
UHKKUHC. Cedar
t-RUUi ^siding,
muni”, oak
wo keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. HIJSHTON, Maiiuf’r,
mch9 3m

d|V IT Vanity Fair.

U X
XX It is shaved from
the best Natufromral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Docs not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna. 1873. Scud for cir¬
cular.
H Vl. S. RIMMALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
From Seth Green, Sapt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I dud Vanity Fair to be the best arLlcle of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.a, and know them all to
be first class.
For Sportsmen.
A trosty friend, in weariness or trouble; s
source in Whiter and rough weather, i
~cstdea’
with Vauity Frir. Best
dealers have it.
From .A. B. Lnmberton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp Are and
the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance mid taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that wonld not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be tlio ne plus ulim
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the scrlons habit; a
graceful make-believe.for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball * Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, aftermost thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
SPRAGUE,
Manufacturer of

CEDAR BOATS,

Camping Tents
Canvas Boats.
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY TAB PAN PROCESS.
Warmiited superior to anything over before offered
to Ilia (.iihlle- FI. aibleat all times. Will not grow,
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly Hik'd by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCn, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. \.
THOMPSON & SON. 338 Broadway, N Y.
THOMAS H, REES, 38 S. Fifth slreet. Philn.
J. W. LEANE & CO., 07 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods liave my persona! supervision.

THE

PAPER STB PIPS.

Just tlie Tiling for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
>ipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to>acco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
jmelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is or porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, Is as follows; Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c..; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard,
novl8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Maas.

* 1801),

Ha«e maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE. AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anu cleanliness. Tacked in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

to,M

TTIOR BALE-SECOND HAND SCOTT
_U
& Son C. F. Breech Loading Gnn. 10 esl., two
barrels, one 28 and one 30 inch; m English sole leather
case: $175. Apply to
HODGKINS & HAIGH,
‘4>pll#r«
7 Warren street.

Hem ark able Desk.

‘As mnch superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to a canal boat.
John C. New, Treasurer
United States,

88 Wall Street. New York.

Bound Volumes

Manufactured In three l sizes uud three grades by the

WOOTON

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.

SPECIALTY".

He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, Slip rounds*, without wiping; 300 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and I
100 rounds in'anv position at sume distances; thu i^OO
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapied for shot gnns.
Inquire for the “Dittmgr Powder” of your dealer, |
or address the
IHTTMAR POWDER MAN TO CO.,
I
Nkponset, Mass. I

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office.

189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK CITY.
apll3 ly

All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent,
,■ |eut of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD71 West Broadway, N, Y,

J

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER- ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

For Hunting and Fishing,

A.

Safety, t'leanliness, Strength* Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Healing’ of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, anil its Regularity in Shooting.

Hazard’s "Kentucky Rlfie.”
FFFG FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
124, and 6} lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FfFG is also
packed in 1 and 4 lb. camsterB. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard R{|!<i powder of the country.

Forest and Stream.

R. H. Allen & Co.,

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe- 1
rior qualities he claim* for his powder.

Nos.
90S 1: (line) to 5 (coarse). In
in 1i and
mm 5
n lb.
in. canisters
cam..,,. v
n I and
_,1 12J
Hit lb.
IV. kegs.
Vono UnrnO
p/adi/d nnrl
anda 64
Burns slowly
and VA1*6
very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
istratwn.
Uion. For field, forest and wator
water shooting
,v ,„.,»a any other brand, and it is equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

and Horse.

LAFLIN&IMB POWDER Co.,

Hazard s “Duck Shooting.”

LAWN MOWERS
Hand

j

I

Hazard’s “American Sporting.”

New York Agricultural Warehouse.

C. TAPP AN, Greenwood, Mors.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

26 Murray St.f N. Y.
Sole proprietors and roflnuTnmurers of the celebra- I
ted ORANGE brand of OH'S POWDEll. Recom- J
mended and used by Capt. A. 11. BOGAHDUS, the 1
“Champion Wing Shot of the World/*•»

Nos. t (fine) to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb,
kegs A tine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

Boat ftwnings and Tents,

mai-23

I
I

Represented

F. L. Knee land,
Feb 10-ly

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and dean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of (4i lbs. each, and in canisters of 1 and 5 lbB.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12) lbs.,
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and j- lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less reslan.
nm than any other brands made.
___
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWI)ER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OH METAL KEOS OF 35 LBS.
_ '
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

Price, §1.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
flve volumes, bohnd handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now bo obtained on
application to tm* office,'

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
N. Y. Agency—John R. Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggener .fc Ou., 420 Walnut.
Boston—J. F. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
ap!6

For

sale—two magfarlane

Muzzle Loading Double Guns. One 8cal., 33
inch barrel, 12} lbs.. 8150; and one 12 cal., 30 inch
barrel, 7 7-8 lbs , $100; both in cases complete. Also,
several Becond hand rifles and revolvers very cheap.
Apply to
HODGKINS & HAIGH,
ap!27 4t
7 Warren street.

FOREST AND STREAM.
I\ OW
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BEADY.

THE

THE ORVIS REEL.

NEW

BOSTOJST

Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
HOI.AIIIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete .$20.00
“
“
Wadingdackets .....
6.00

Boston, Ma.ss.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
he packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Risenils,
NO l.-This Reel is extra uickel-'flafced and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
fiee from sand, also that the line may diy without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary %Q yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price 85.
NO. 2—For Prizes. Same style as No, 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent bv mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, 0. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

Made of nutritive hone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put np in packages of 10, 25, and 1(H) pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, light¬
ing camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

C. F. OJtVlS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

ABBEY & IMBRIE.

McBride Elies,

SUCCESSORS TO

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

ANDKF.W CLEKK A CO.
48 Malden Lane, N. Y.

These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most success til
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adtrondacks, (he Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
und other waten?. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend Ashing, will have toe varieties
best united to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
irom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
«J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe enuntv. N. Y.
B“ton, Holberton «fc Co., £ole Agents for the
Eastern Cities,_dec2 1 y

On hand the largest, and best assortment ever ex¬
hibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Tront Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and qnality of

SILK, LLNEN AND COTTON LINES,
And every Variety and Style of

FISH

HOOKS.

C0NR0Y7BISSETT & IMLLESON,
*

65 Fulton St„ N. Y.,
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising In part •

Six Strip Split Bamboo

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNTS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom nofe’s Rubber
stee1 Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reids. The celebrated ‘-Frank¬
fort11 Reel, &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “MuIlalyV1 Patent
Flies. The new style Cuttyhank
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirondacka. the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyliuuk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Bamegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

We oiler to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Kotin, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fisli Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Roils ami Feels

BARTON, ALEXANDER
lot &

&

inay4 6m

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

374 Washington St., Boston.

FISHING TACKLE!

AND

50 Fulton St,., IV. Y.

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

ang26-lv_

Green

NORRIS

FLY RODS.
FOR
Trout, Salmon,

EATON, HOLBERTON & CO.,

S

P. O. Box 5,lOi».
Sportsmen’s Emporium,
No. 1U2 Nassau street, New York City.

Heart

(complete) —.

(complete).815

Rods,

QHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
O

(complete)....820

W. If. HOLABIRI)
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons aud

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices.

and

THADDEUS

by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,
«&<*., for which I have to thank the fiatcrnity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST

and respectfully Solicit your orders.

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,

508 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

Illustrated Catalogue, Id pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my

Zoological Garden.

They are better known and more highly es¬

Address

THE LEADING REEL MAKER
OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
811)127 31 n

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CEAS. F. MURPHY,
mchlfi 8m
40 Halsey St.. Newark, N. J.

FAIRMODNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
Children under twelve,. 10 cents,
Janfi ly

COATS IN

I send my new

teemed than any other make.

Bass,

NORRIS*

The ten dollar suit Is better

made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original design Laving been appropriated

is. vom

Manufacturer and Dealer in

Best Bait tiseil for Base or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published—80 pageB of
[fishing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Ball, and Sport¬
ing Goods.
FISH & SIMPSON,
inayll 4{
JUS Nassau street, N. Y.

Persons ordering from a distance nerd send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure. Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W SUMMONS k SON,
“OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.
aplG ttm

THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
Gun Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 rntmTLAUn St.

THE BLOOMING GROVE PARK OLUR

House will be opened for members and tlmir
families on JUNE 1st. 18/6. Board for the season nt
tile usual moderate prices. Permits, with fishing aud
shooting privileges, will be issued to parties desiring
to visit the Park. Office, 37 Park Bow, Room 23.
M. VUOASSOVICtl,
apl27 4t
Supt. at Club UuUBe.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th door from &
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and J
Proprietor, Open day and night, _
el

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
CREEDMOOR AND

friends that he is prepared to make

for Tro.‘ Ban, and Salmon._

a ioir.lL

In the Golden Enle (Rev. W. II. II. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapte d for spOrtsineu, designed and
made up by Simmons & .Son, or Boston,.and to which
we caJl the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, became it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsmim. we give it onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining Eie be-t poinia of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
aud satisfactory contrivance In color, stylo, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
In this latter respect.1'

WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

goods.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, mid Cass Flies, Reels,1Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, «&e.
Janl3-1y

Bogardus’New Book, “Trip to England.”
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Solo agont in New York city for.I. H. Butty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck’s heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmeu in the camp or field. Goods sent every¬
where by express. Komit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to
Sole Agents ror SANA J. McBKIDE’S CELEBRA¬
TED FLIES_

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St, Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and front Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook*
River, and Sea Fishing.
FUSE KOI) MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on band for Rod
Makers. Highest Pjemium awarded by the Franklin
mch9 Rnt
tim
Institute. 38SL.
m"''n

MAjnm&OTHBEits and Importers op

Kisliinsr T.-ickle,
FisMug Rods.
Fish T loo It s,

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can he packed in
space of less titan half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 reet; weight 8 pounds.$25 00
No. 2,10 feet, weight 111 pounds. 32.00
No. 8| 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds.. 40.00
sep9
‘
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The heat thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end tip with perfect
security. Weighs but li pounds, aud only l| inches
wide. Price, C, O. D.. $(i 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen¬
tlemen at a distance by an expert and au old sports

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

J. B. Crook & Co.,
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS ^DEALERS IN

All sizes

“The Ampersand.”
COLVIN’S CANVAS BOAT.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

WALLER,

103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

Hart’s Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand aud. made to order.

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

Parlies fitted out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rockv Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack's, &c., 4c.
Hplit Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reel,
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im¬
porters of Warrin’s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eyed Needles

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL PLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
UREKCH AND MUSSZI.E LOADING GUNS,.
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

THOMSON’S FISniNG AND HUNTING SUITS,
beet quality of water-proof duek, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English st)le; extra
pocket tu back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
BOND’S METALLIC BOATS.

We offer tbia season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SDIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the p'-eparalion of which we have
been assisted by the advice and srtggeatloua of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the beet points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attententioti has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pot¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the aim holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Huverlock, Coat,
Vest, aud Pantaloons,
One hundred suits will he kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
HOD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &a.
Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas arid Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jau27 6m

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPOKTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, Si’O; 1, @10; i, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $'2; 1-20 $1.

$-4j

Drawings take place every seventeen Daya.
We ate prepared to fill all orders. Circulars Bent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &a. TAVUOIl A UO. .Bankers,
P <1. Box 4,44.8.
II VV.II .t..W»w York.
6111II (JiKA D1 alt Shares in Wall street
JpJLVf, JpOU, O 1 OV often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKUNG * CO., Bankers and Brokers,
32 Broadway, N. Y.

FOREST AND STREAM
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Til NEW BALLARD RIFLE.
"WITH MERLIN’S PATENT

Automatic Extractor and Reversible Firing-pin,

Something New!
THREE

BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING GUNS,

Third Edition.

taf Lifej Florida.
By CHARLES HALL0CK,
AUTHOR OF

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new featnre in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wonted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
W e are beginning to tnrn out the new rifles, and will be able to fill orders wiih reasonable promptness.
The workmanship will be found superior to any other in the market, and the rifles are warranted in every par¬
ticular. Sent C, O. D., or on receipt of amount. Regularly organized clubs desiring to test the target rifles
can do so by ordering through a party of known responsibility, and agreeing to return in perfect order, freight
prepaid, allowing three days for trial.

Price

List:

No. 1.—Round barrel, blued frame, 44 cal., rim or centre fire, interchargeable, 26 in., $27.00; 23 in.,
$23.00; 80 in. .!..7....$29.00
No. 2 —Octagon barrel, blued frame, rim or centre fire, 32, 38, and 41 cal.; 26 In,* $29.00 ; 28 In., $30.50;
30 in. 83.00
No. 3.—Same as No. 2, 22 cal.; 24 in., $30.00; 26 in., $31.50; 28 in., $33.00: 30 in.
31.50
No. 4.—Octagon barrel, extra heavy case-hardened frame, first class iu every respect, fnlly wairanted,
3S. 4'\ 41. 45, and 50 cal.; 26 in., $32.00; 28 in., $31.00; 30 in., $36.00 ; 32 in., $38.00; 34 in. 40.00
No. 5.—“Pacific,” same as No. 4, double set triggers, cleaning rod under the barrel; 28 in., $10.00, 30 in., 42.00
No. 6.—“Off-Hand,” 40 and 44 cal., 30 and 32 inch barrel, hand-made stock, German style, extra fine
registering sights, double set triggers. 75.00
No. 7.—“Creedmoor Al,” to l,3c0 yards, 44 cal. to 110 grains, selected hand made pistol grip stock,
finest Vernier and wind gauge sights, with Bpirit level, sight case, finest flniBh. 100.00
No. 8.—“Creedmoor,” same as Al, but not 60 highly finished. 85.00
No. 9.—“Creedraoor,” without pistol grip. 75.00

Address

SCHOVERLING & DALY,
[P. O. Box 5380.]

m^Tcoi"

81 and 86 Chambers St., New York.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

meut of Rtfles
of all well
known and reliable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW HIKE OP
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle pnrehaaed can be tested in the 100 yard range on ihe premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations. Send for Illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, comer
Warren St., N. Y.
dec23 6m

Combining all the modem improvements, and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 lo $45. Rifle attached If desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
rnch30 6m

LISLE, BEOOME CO., N, Y.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

.JOHN KHIDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Rilles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TrontLinee, &C.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
___
,
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BI8CUTTS. 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same iction as new guns. Send for circular and
price a*No. 8 West Main street* Rochester, N. 1.
Oc Q

Founded July 4,1808.

Paper and Metallic Shells

THE FISHING TOURIST.

This is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen/.Tour¬
ists, Invalids, and Settlers, and bas been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons Becking eet1 lenient there. It gives a roll classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsnla, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other Informa¬
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma¬
nent settlement.
3A8 pp., 12mo. Price, gl 50.

CONTENTS:
Introdnctory’Chapter.
Birds-eyc Glance at Florida.
Onlfll for Sportsmen.
Hints for Soatbern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Sprnce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps,
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida .
No. 1—Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. 3—Among the Keys.
No. 4—Meteorology.
No. 5—Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6—Up the Caloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9—Tampa.
No. 10—Subterranean Streams.
No. H—A Sportsman’s Paradise.
No. 12—Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

POB

And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office or publica¬
tion.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

Dogs of England.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEYANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
lire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Fr®m Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. TllflUPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, In sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.

Thus. W. Sparks,

Tell, St. Bernard, (roogh) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (whitel 8. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gortle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) It. J. L. Price.Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua DaweB, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price.Esq.

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50each.

Office, 181 IValnnt St., Philadelphia.

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
! Ji-eeeli Loading- Shot Guns.
These Shelia are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving thspngh or
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few' days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are tin sly finished, and made any length ordered, from 2* to 3J Inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, car. be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country, GEO. E. HART <fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing: Shot of America.
Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen--The fifty shells I received from you to-day snit me better than any I have ever used. They
<Lre stronger and better in every respect, and I Bhall nsa them in all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly.
mayt3-ly
A. H. Booarddb.

DEGRAFF & TAYLOR,
87 & 89 Bowery, 65 Chrystie, & 130 & 132 Hester St., N. Y.,
STILL CONTIb UE TO KEEP TEE LARGEST STOCK OF
PAKLOH,

DINING,

AND

BEDROOM

Furniture. Oil Cloths, Mattresses,
Spring Beds, &e„ &e.,
CO., 591

Century Game Register.

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megaloi noscopes. Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, i hoto-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition.
»u5-ly

Registers from 1 to 10,000. Keeps correct record of
any known game, and both points and games. Just
the size of ordinary playing cards. Just the thing for
evenings in camp. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents a
pair. Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO.,
P, 0, Box 329.
Washington, D. C.

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for glOO.

E&

H.

ANTHONY

&

J. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
grands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
T a x i d e rmistu’
supplies. Skins
md eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock. In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents:
Mcrrel Ryder,
55 Jackson St..
St. Paul, Minn.,
und Eaton, Bolberton & Co., 103 Nassau street, N. Y.

J.

WALLACE,

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up In the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
Bkius. heads, and lioriiB.
mch30 tf
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.

ARTIFICIAL EYES
For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER dr RNOWLTON,
18 Arch 8t., Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail,
rnchil eo6m

Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Eeq.
Turk, Mastiff. F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Temer, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. U, Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandle, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. MnrchlBOU.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R J. L. Price, Esq,
Rake, IriBh Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll. Laverack Setter (black and white.) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
M ouarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. O. Macdona.
Hamlot, Pointer (lemon and white*) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Mnrcbieon, Euq.
Reb, Snauicl Giver colored.) T. Burgees, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, K. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C, Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies EBq.

Pippiu, Pub, MrB. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), it. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinsou, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Eaq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Eaq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Eaq.,
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Eaq.
These Pictures will he forwarded on receipt of
price.

Small size, postage paid; largo size, Bubject to

express charges.
FOREST AMD STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham street, New YofU,

FOREST AND STREAM
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THE LEFEVER GUN.

PAPE’S

FINE

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

Lefeyer Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING*SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES
Muzzle

Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

THESE GUNS ARK CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Triale of 1876 beat* the records of
any maker in the world.
1876. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st— Greener.Greener.
3d—Pa pe.Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 gone, 8 ont of tbe 6 best were
made by Pape. Tbe Greener gnn was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gnn being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
34th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 13-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Extibitor.
1st—Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 80 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape. .Davidson
60 yards. Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range gnns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 31 dr. to U oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 21 oz. shot.
1875. Tbe Sportsman’s Snb. Cap, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858.1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf_NO AGENTS._

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made to Order

FROIVTSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POWERS, are bnilt In six qualities
(or brands.) They are now Im¬
ported direct to onr NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the foUowing prices.
Pioneer, - - - - @65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard,.... 115
“
National, - - 110
“
Challenge, ... ISO
■Paragon, - - 325
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially bnilt, on
our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with Increased PENETRATION, can have their wish®*
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to onr

,ce

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

H. C. Squires/0- 1£uSra**‘

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co.t and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvement in the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
J. D. DOUGALL’S

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

Express Guns and Rifles.

Massachusetts 1 Arms Co.,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

MANUFAO’BS OF

MAYNARD’S PATENT

CREEDMOOR
MID-RANGE

SPORTING RIFLES &
SHOT GUNS.

For Illustrated Circular
and Price List, A<1dress as above.
General Agents—WM. READ & SONS, Boston, Mass.
W IVI. M. FOWLER & Co., 300 Broadway, N. Y.

The Most Approved

(Title registered.)

W. W- GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Cuns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired without deterioration,
W. W. Q. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gnn, at any pnblic trial cither in Eng¬
land or America.
I have jnst received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All gradeB and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to ray stock of guns, by W.
& C, Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Seud 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janl3 ly

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

npl20

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S CeleTPvatotl

System

-OF-

Breech Loading:, Sporting
And

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Military j Rifles.

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breecli Loading Shot Gun,

24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
7'l ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

W. W. GREENER’S

Solid Breeeh Snap Action.

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at tbe Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning,
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved SyBtem of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. Mc¬
Laren, Williams & Co., Agents, St,
Louis, U. S. A. Address
W. W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loader*.
my27

For Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
N
and W orkmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

JferSSqssasaA REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

I) USUI AISLE IE

all

respects.

Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.
WUitneyville, near New Haven, Conn., 0, 8. A.

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Wo.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

REl AIL

BREECH LOADIN

GUNS
imDlements,.
Cartridges,
Both.
A B art OVirnT
* ramni a -r r. .... . . .

Kinds.
Brass

ALSO. GCN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS 4JVD BELTM^n^H
£
0F all rinds, everything in my lS,^ 'for
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES*

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS <fc RIFLES

VERY CUBA.

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, @50.00 TO @250.00.

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

314 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTD and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In tills new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best honsos in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
aug26-tf
Established 1780.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity. and absolute Certainly, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 13 gauges are
now on (be market.
jy.3 ly

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

of

all

JDescx-iptioriN.

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME,
Gun stocks—bene, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
febS ly

Comer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
/CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

\y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 14 pounds, and is only 1} inches
wide. Holders flare at top so aB to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind Invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.. $6.50.
I'i ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
jy22-ly
N. S. GOSS, Neosho FaUa,Kan.
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repeating arms compAny

'<-^*0**

NEW HAVEN, CONN,, U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS 'OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S Fishing Pants, Coats, LegNEW RAILROAD,

gins, and Boots,

Passing tlirough Saratoga, WhItehall,Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting anti Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.
Trains leave Albany, morning and evening. In con*
flection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

S. 22* MAYO, Osa'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, IT. Y.

13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

COMPLETE

AND

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN & CO.,

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.

WM. READ & SONS.,

Agents for Genuine

W. & C. SCOTT & SON S
SCHUYLER. HARTLEY S GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John Hired, N. V

BREECH LOADING GUNS

■^HARVARD

BE EECH-LOADEES.
Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send on Inspection and (rial. Also
Greener’s, Wehley’s, Wesiloy Richards. CJabrough. Moore and others, from $40 np. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $18, &c,, &c.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTO

PocketiCigarette Roller,

MILITARY, SPORTINC, HUNTINC AND

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AUBNTS
With which one can roll a cigarette harder, firmer,
better, ami more quickly than can be done by hand, and
when completed the ends are twitted and no tobacco
wasted. Ecery smoker buys one at sight. Nickel
Pittled, $1. Will be sent by mail on receipt of price.

POPE

Wf’FC

CO.,

45 High Street, Boston.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRA¬
TED RIFLE AIR PISTOL.
inch!)

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SELECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can he accommodated by a private
family, Btrictly first-class; with reasonable chargee.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket <$2.H8l, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which Ib distant only
20U yards from the house. Address
L. GARTER, 290SN. Ifiili St.. Philadelphia.
Reference: Win. 0. Harris, Forest and Stream,
New Fork City.
npBOtf

for the following celebrated makers:
W. & 0. SCOTT & SONS (winners at. the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); ,J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS,

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS Jr HAtVIiELEV’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE, AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Yest.
This Vest affords the best ar.
rangement. yet invented for carry,
tag cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it ie
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
earned with the heads doum In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brassehells are nsed
as when carrying them with the
head np the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_
bad. shooting is the rosolt.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE 87.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
[TED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
WARRANT
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

The Remington Rifle wtta Introduced for Target and Sporting uses
about five years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creedmoor
„
,
was established AH the prominent long range Bhooters (witn one exception) use them, bend for Greed moot
Regulations for’lfi?8, containing illaatratione, &e.-*uiclosmg 6C. stamp with this advertisement, to

Meniington

A

Sons.,

S83 Broadway, Pf. Y.,

[P. O. Box 3994.]

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, *0. [ARMORY, ILION, N. V.]

CELEBRATED

Health lift.

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready forlmmifig,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
PureLaverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure I,avoraok Sutter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bees,
Red Irish Setter Dick.
.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Btspham
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Hanger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
17 Chatham Street, N- Y.

ALSO, AM¬

THE REACTIONARY LIFTER.
A FAMILY GYMNASIUM COMPLETE:
PRICE, $100.
HEALTH Lift PARLORS FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

*

46 E, 14th STREET,‘NEW YORK.

THREE MONTHS, DAILY EXERCISE,. *25.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this wesson to
anglers selective localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale
Hfumn & Brothere, or at
j the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
aplfi tf

Terms, Five OullarH a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

St-

N

EED I tell the readers ot Fobebt ajsd Stream, iTiat the
St. Marys is a wonderful river? I don’t think there
is need of that. It is n6t& wonderful river, It is an In¬
teresting one, though, and possesses attractions that should
bring its name into more frequent mention. Bising in the
great Okeefeupke Swamp of Georgia, it pursues a very
crooked course for—I don’t know how many miles—dip¬
ping away south, then east; north again, still again easterly,
until at last, it loses itself in the Atlantic, between the
islands of Amelia and Cumberland. It forms the dividing
line, the length of its course, between Georgia and Florida.
Coursing over the Fernandina bar, you look straight into
its mouth. Fernandina,with its magnifleentharbor, stretches
away south. Cumberland Island, famous in history, lies
to the north. The ruins of “Dungenness," once the
property of Gen. Nathaniel Greene, gleam white above its
forest of oaks. Fort Clinch, on the Fernandina shore,
frowns upon you with its big guns and deserted walls.
The little town of St. Marys is the first, and only town of
any size on the river. It lies low on the river, on a lovely
peninsula stretching back to .the pine woods of- the main
land. Forlorn and dilapidated as the little town now ap¬
pears, it once was the seat of wealth and refinement. The
people, now, aTe among tho best, but prosperity departed
with the coming of the war. It has exalted hopes, how¬
ever, and its residents prophesy a future even more
prosperous than ever before enjoyed. For healthfulness
and delightful retirement., this place cannot be surpassed.
The marshes that open out towards Fernandina, and above
and below, on the river, swarm with rail, and, in their
season, with-ducks. The distance from Fernandina is
■twelve miles. There is a good hotel here, the table of
which will compare favorably with that of any in Georgia.
It is a quiet resort, and retains its visitors longer than the
generality of winter hotels. The cemetery and the “Wash¬
ington Oak" are much visited.
It is about a month since, that a party of us left Fernaudina for a trial trip up the St. Marys. When I say trial
trip, I mean that we were going to make a trial of several
things at once. First, it was the trial trip of the good
Steamer Cumberland, which was going to try to carry us as
far as navigation would permit. We were, I fancy, some¬
what trying to the Captain of tho Cumberland, who was
continually trying to make us happy. Then, again, there
were vague hints thrown out that Mr. D. had a few bottles
of choice, also on a trial trip. Withal, it was a trying oc¬
casion. We started out, then, iu charge of the Captain—
Who is a right royal fellow, if his name is Smith—left Fer¬
nandina and St- Marys behind, and struck into the
marshes that line the river for miles above. Long, high
bluffs occasionally advance upon the river, crowned with
• oaks and pines and composed of good soil. Five miles
above the town of St. Marys is Fort Henry, said port being
made of a saw mill, an old plantation and several cabins.
The oaks overhanging the stream, the bluffs behind gleam
-yellow, and St. Marys, dim aoross the marshes, shows a
puff of smoke from its mills, and the outlined masts of its
schooners against the sky. Upon closer examination, the
old plantation reveals attractions to sueh as are agricultur¬
ally inclined, and he who lqves a broad stretch of level
field, dotted with Urge oaks and bordered by green pines,
Would find this place not so vory bad, A few miles above
Port Henry we reach the "big bend," where, iu a distance
of five miles, we find ourselves at the end, less than a quar¬
ter of a mile On our journey. At the end of this big bend,
we look across the marshes and can Bee St. Marys against
the eastern sky, A sea of marsh is between us, a few pine
islands growing out of it, and pine woods limiting it. It is
said to be twenty miles from this point to St. Marys, by
the river, and not more than seven miles straight. A nar¬
row cut-off affords passage for small boats, thus avoiding
Ibis long bend of five miles. Now the character of the

water. The river is straightor and broader, though no¬
where more than a gunshot across. Calm and peaceful,
it gleams bright ’neath the sun. The Little St. Marys
joins this river from the south, a few miles above the
marshes, and just above here is deserted “'White Oak Plan¬
tation," once a famous rice plantation, now gone to ruin.
Its miles of canals anti ditches are still emptying their waters
into the river, and wild rice still grows over the meadows,
but all now is desolate. If I am not mistaken, however,
there is grand shooting here, over those old rico fields, and
in the months of January and December, mallard and other
ducks are said to swarm here. Let the Bportsman remem¬
ber this next fall and pay it a visit.
The scenery is very beautiful. The hanks are now
higher thau along the St. Johns, and, where it is swampy,
the oaks, maples, cypress, and ash, hung with moss, en¬
chant one with their loveliness. Pink and white azaleas,
crimson red buds and yellow jessamine, gleam and glow
among the trees, their beauty enhanced by masses of
maiden cane, and reflected in the glassy water. Of course,
the Spanish moss is everywhere and lends added beauty
to all it embraces. Then we go on, between these banks
of green, gettiug all the enjoyment possible from the trip.
We Hud the Cumberland very convenient. She is just
the boat for a large party: roomy, plenty of berths, a good
cabin, and a high deck for observation. She is capable oi
making good lime, too. As to Lire Captain, he is a worthy
representative of the Cape Fear River captains of North
Carolina, Genial, prompt, exercising a careful watch over
the welfare of his passengers; we had not been aboard
many hours before we discovered that he was a good fel¬
low in every sense. He is a good sportsman, too, and will
do anything iu reason to accommodate those desiring to
hunt and fish. The crack of his old double barrel was
frequently heard On the trip.
The most picturesque bluff on the river rejoiced in tho
unpoetical name of “Brick yard Landing." Overlooking
the fact of its beauty as a place of residence, some of our
party called attention to the wealth of clay stored in the
high hanks, aud the facility with which said clay could
find a markot in the shape of bricks. It is said to be the
only one on the coast, or tributary to it, and tiiat a great
'sale could be expected, could this property he rightly
worked. Many of the bricks composing the walls of Fort
Clinch came from this place, and the old kilns bear testi¬
mony to having been planned by skilled hands. This is
one of the many enterprises of the South lying dormant
for want of capital. The clay is said to be of first quality,
and the soil around and running far back into the piney
woods, excellent. A fine spring bubbles up from the
bank, shaded by grand old oaks. All along tho banks are
high; every few miles, a settlers’ cabin, a cleared slope in
front, and fenced fields on either hand. At Woodstock,
we suddenly buret upon an unexpected sight. Nine lum¬
ber vessels, mostly three-masted schooners, lie moored to
the wharves. This place is fifty miles from the ocean, and
to see the tall masts of these sea-going vessels looming
above the pines of a river not a hundred yards in width,
seemed strange, indeed. There are two mills hero, belong¬
ing to the 8t. Mary’s River Lumber Company, aud iu
charge of Mr. Whiting, a gentleman of great business tact
and ability. The residences of the Superintendent and
employees formed quite a village.
Two miles further on is Bang’s Ferry, an old setlement,
where the proposed line of the Great Southern Railroad
crosses. There is a telegraph station here in charge of an
able and courteous officer. The line of road is graded to
Callahan, on the Florida road. A ferry is established here,
in charge of Mr. Parker, who lives in a little cottage near,
almost hidden by orange and fig trees. There arc three
stores hero, for it is a great trading-place for the country peo¬
ple, who come in every Saturday to trade. Some turpentine
stills in tho interior, also make this the point of shipment
of rosin and turpentine, by schooner, to New York.
The day having been spent by much extra work on the
steamer’s part, we tied up to King’s Ferry at dark, and

ks changes and trees fringe the banks and sweep the ' prepared for a pleasant evening on board, We were here l
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joined by one M. who had been in the country looking
after his turpentine business, and his advent was hailed by
all who knew him with demonstrations of welcome. He
had the reputation of being a great story-teller, and after
sundry and frequent urgings, he consented to favor us with
some specimens of his skill. Want of space forbids my
chronicling even one of his good stories, but they were
kept up far into the night, and put us all into the most
peaceful of slumbers.
We passed Orange Bluff, three miles above King's Ferry,
early next morning. Here, on the northernmost point of
land in Florida, were several beautiful orange trees, thtifty
and in bearing, apparently from fifteen to twenty years
old. They bad never been injured by frosts, and practi¬
cally refuted the oft told story that the orauge cannot he
grown successfully north of the St. Johns. Hero we saw,
too, a tribute to the sweetness and purity of the water of
Bt. Marys. At the end of a wharf, a well-curb contained
a bucket for drawing from the river the family’s daily
supply. It is really the best of water, aud though the in¬
fluence of the tide backs the current above heie twenty
miles, it is never brackish, except in the dryost of dry
seasons.
Chalk Bluff, above Orange Bluff, is a nice slope from the
pine woods to the river. All along, at intervals, are long
parks of open pines, and on a slope in the distance may be
seen the settler’s cabin, surrounded- by feeding cattle.
Coleraine, on the Georgia side of the river, is opposite the
extreme northern shore of Florida. It is noted for noth¬
ing, 1 believe, except that the bluff is high and the one
saw mill here seems in successful operation. Here, also,
we saw a schooner loading, with barely width of river
enough for us to pass her.
Camp Pinckney, about seventy miles from the mouth of
the river is not so large a place, probably as it was nearly
a century ago, for there are bnl two houses visible, and an
old turpentine still, while there is a ferry here, established
in 1778, by Gen. Howe, when the famous “King’s Road"
was opened—the same King’s road that led to old Si, Au¬
gustine.
The end of our trip was at Calico Hill, where we turned
about, after an inspection of the place, and descended tho
river. At this place is the highest land on the Tiver,
crowned with oak, hickory, and pine. The peach trees
were in bloom and wild flowers and trees adorned the
bankB wilh bright colors. A spring bursts from the side
of a winding road, the water of which is impregnated with
iron. Here we left, one of our party, whointeuded making
this his home. Since, I have heard that he has made greatimprovement in the appearance of the place; established
a ferry, built a road and planted out many trees.
Our homeward trip of eighty mites, was without inci¬
dent. There were many things that were enjoyable at Ihe
time, and would afford pleasure in the telling, that want of
time forbids me to relate. There was one incident, how¬
ever, that I must not let slip into oblivion. Our worthy
watchman, who was a good fellow, and withal, a mighty
cat-fisherman, usually wiled away the weary hours iu fish¬
ing. That night, he fished without success, and getting
weary, drew in the pole and line and threw it on the lower
deck. It chanced tliat a huge cat, of the Thomas persua¬
sion, it is presumed, strolled aboard aud spied the bait on
our watchman’s hook.
He had been fishing for eats—and a “cat’s” a cat, on.
sea or land. So, probably, reasoned our feline friend, who
swallowed the bait and hook, and immediately commenced
a series of jumps aud howls that started our watchman
from his drowse. As he commenced to haul in the line,
the cat made for him, whereupon he retreated, shouting
for help. The cat’s eye shone like fire, and he cleared six
feet at every leap, so it is averred that the watchman
was the “worst scared man on the St. Marys that night,
sure." Finally the cat was huuled iu and the line out,
when he departed with about five feet of line, the lead and
hook, of a good cat-fish line. This happened at Coleraine.
As we were not hunting, I cannot speak from esporieuce
of ihe game resources. From conversation with tkoicsi-
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denla, 1 gather Hint, I here is good turkey shooting around
Calico Hill, aud some deer shooting. Black bass and shad
are now plentiful, the latter being caught every night in
flue condition. They run here till the last of April.
We had good alligator shooting, seeing several, and on
one trip since, they counted thirty on the banks. As the
season advauces they will afford excellent sport. Turkeys
are found at intervals along the river, hut deer are
scarce, except back in the woods. The river has never
been hunted or has the St. Johns, and I believe a party
could have glorious sport, starting in December. By
taking the Cumberland to Calico Hill, and then rowing
about ten miles further, to Ttaclore Hill, they would be
within a few miles of Okeefenoke Swamp, where deer,
hear, aud turkeys, are said to live in large numbers. It
would he an enjoyable and novel undertaking; one easily
done and likely to prove remunerative. By taking the
direct steamship Hue to Fernandina, from Hew York, they
make straight communication with the Cumberland, and
cau do the whole thing at far less expense than an ordinary
trip up the St. Johns from Jacksonville and back.
Hermit me to add, in a postcript, that I think an injustice
has been done the Fernandina line from New York here,
and its agent, Mr. Woodward. In a letter in a recent issue
of Forest aud Streak, he is called hard names, and the
travelling public advised to seek some other way ol' enter¬
ing Florida. It is easy to get aggrieved at a ticket agent,
and, four years ago, 1 would have advised everybody com¬
ing this way to avoid the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad from
Savannah, because they, as I thought, swindled me, at that
time. I came here in the Fernandina line last fall, and
came easier, quicker, cheaper, and brought more freight
at less expense than at any time before. I do not speak
' from a Bingle season’s experience, for 1 have traveled the
route north by all the routes afforded—by rail, via. Savan¬
nah; via. Charleston, and direct by sailing vessel, aud
can honestly say, without hope of reward, that the FerniindiDa line now affords the cheapest, easiest, and most
direct route to Florida. I have always found Mr. Wood¬
ward courteous and gentlemanly, aud shall think that,
when he is accused of being “thick-headed,” the fault docs
not lie entirely with him.
Fred Beveria.
Fernandina, March, 1876.
[Editorially, we have recommended the Fernandina line
to those seekine Florida by direct route, especially if they
have many chattels to take.—Ed].

view; not a vestige of her was to be seen. For several
moments not a word was spoken, not a sound was heard,
save the rushing of the wind through the pine tree tops
and the roar of the waves as they lashed themselves into
foam against the rocky beach. Then suddenly we saw
through the gathering gloom the flash, and a moment after
heard the report of a pistol. What could this mean? Was
it a call for help? With anxious and inquiring faces, we
appealed to each other to suggest some means by which
we could succor them. Time and again we tried to launch
a boat, but each lime it was hurled back by the re¬
lentless fury of the waves. With sad and downcast faces,
wc turned aside, each one no doubt thanking God that such
had not been bis fate. About an hour after a faint cry
was beard coming from the direction of the lake. Was it
possible for a man to live through such a war of the ele¬
ments as we had just witnessed? We thought not. But
hark! there it is again! Could it be a man, or was it some
animal attracted by the light of our camp fire? Seizing a
pine torch we ran to the beach and there lying half on the
land and half in the water we saw Oliver more dead than
alive. Alter wrapping him in a blanket and administering
a reasonable amount or stimulants he recovered sufficiently
to give us an account of the affair. In trying to lighten
the canoe by throwing out some of the luggage, she upset.
Clarke aud one of the Ihdiaus swam for the shore, while
Oliver ami the other retained their hold of the canoe,
which, although half full of water was still floating. It
soon became evident that Lhe canoe in its present condi¬
tion would not support them belli. The thought seemed
to strike them simultaneously: they must either fight for the
canoe or swim for shore. To swim ashore seemed impos¬
sible; to fight for the ofiuhe was their only alternative.
The gaining of a moment's time might decide which was
to live and which to die. They were within arm’s length
of each other. With the rapidity of thought the Indian
drew his hunting knife and with a lunge sent it hilt deep
into his antagonist’s shoulder; the next moment a hall
from Oliver’s revolver went crashing through his brain.
Oliver clung to the canoe ‘with his uninjured arm, and so
saved himself. The following day we were very much
surprised by the appearance of Clarke and the other Indian
in camp, as we hail given them up for lost.
Our stay on Lake Winnebiigoish after this was very
short, but’long enough for us to become thoroughly im¬
bued with the ludiau superstition that the lake was pos¬
sessed of the devil.
E. U., Jit.
iMuUville, Ky., March 35th, 1876.
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A NARRATIVE OF THE UPPER MISSIS¬
SIPPI.

D

URING the summer and autumn of 1874 the writer was
engaged with u party of engineers in making a survey
ot the headwaters of the Mississippi River. The mighty
“Miehe Sepe,” or “Father of Waters,” after leaving the
maternal bosom of Lake llasca winds its way through al¬
most impenetrable cedar swamps, rice beds, and majestic
pine forests. Now and then spreading out into lakes of
no inconsiderable extent. The country abounds princi¬
pally ia Chippewa Indians, deer, moose, hear, and during
the milder portion of the year in large flocks of ducks,
geese, and other migratory fowl. The Cliippewas are not
indigenous to the soil, but were transplanted thither some
years ago by the Government from a reservation further
south, possibly on account of the healthfuluess of the cli¬
mate, more probably on account of the worthlessness of
the country for agricultural purposes, and the Indian, for
purposes of civilization. These Indians live a contented
and happy life; they build their huts generally of birch
bark, subsist mainly by Ashing aud hunting, and when
they die go to the happy hunting grounds with as much
ease aud elegance us though they were asked into it with
all the pomp aud panoply of a modem masonic funeral.
Of ali the numerous lakes through which the Mississippi
winds its labariuthin course, Lake Winnebagoish has the
reputation of being the most dangerous. According to an
old Indian tradition, the country around this lake was once
used us a hunting ground by both Lhe Sioux and Chippewas, between whom an eternal onmity existed. Two limit¬
ing parties, one from each of these tribes, while persuing
their Nimrodiam propensities, happened to meet on the
borders of this lake; a great battle thereupon ensued in
which the Sioux were totally defeated aud a great number
of them killed. After the battle their bodies were thrown
into the lake. It is to these departed spirits that the Chippewas ascribe the continual turmoil of these waters. But
to a more enlightened mind the roughness of the lake
would appear to be attributable more to the nature of the
lake itself than to any superhumau power these departed
red skins may exert. In shape this lake is almost circular,
in diameter about forty miles; being totally devoid of isl¬
ands, the wind 1ms full sweep, no matter from what direc¬
tion it may come. It was during our return trip and while
wc were encamped on the borders of this lake, that the in¬
cident which 1 am about to narrate occurred.
In moving our camp from one side of the lake to the
other it wras thought best not to load the canoeB to their
full capacity on account of the roughness of the water,
hut to leave some of our luggage and send back for it.
Oliver aud Clarke, two men belonging to the party, were
accordingly left with the remainiugelfects, while we set out
for the other side with the rest. J use before starting I
heard them say that they were going hunting and wanted
some metallic cartridges for their revolvers. They little
thought that they would have to use them in another
cause. By keeping close to lee shore in order to be pro¬
tected from lhe wind we managed to make the trip with¬
out much trouble. After lauding and unloading the ca¬
noes, two Indians, acting in the eupticily of boatmen, were
dispatched to the other side for the two men aud the re¬
maining luggage. The wind by this time was blowiug a
gale. We stood upon the beach watching the Indians un¬
til they had rounded a small promontory. Turning to our
accustomed duties the day passed on without anything occnrlhg to break the monotony of camp life, until about an
hour before suuset, when our attention was called to a boat
containing four men about live miles out. The luxe had
,jioiv become a perfect cauldron, the waves running higher
lliau we had ever seen them before, with a cross sea. VVe
knew that the chances were a hundred to oue that the men
would never reach shore alive. There wo stood an awe
struck crowd, momentarily expecting to see the boat cap¬
size aud sink. But on sbe came rearing and plunging,
driving right before the wind until she approached within
two miles of the shore. Suddenly she disappeared from
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SNAPPER FISHING IN

I THINK
that some readers of
would like to know how we flail

FLORIDA.
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in Florida for snap¬
pers. These are fish in no way related to the snapping tur¬
tle of “soupy celebrity,” but they exceed him greatly both
in weight aud flavor. Personally he is a large, ehunkybuilt lish of bright red eolur, weighing from twenty to
sixty pounds. Jiis lmme is on a reef extending parallel
with the coast, about twenty-two miles directly out to sea
from the mouth of the Bt. Johns. He bites greedily; when
hooked, fights nobly; and last, but not least, “eats” splen¬
didly. The steamer Mabcy was to leave Jacksonville at 2
A. AL in the morning, so about half an hour before that
time I wended my way through the deserted streets, armed
with a rope, which by eourtesy they called a snapper line,
and a hook about six inches long. Most of the excursion¬
ists were present, and the remainder were speedily collect¬
ed, and so with about fifty impatient fishermen the Afrtbey
steamed rapidly down the St. Johus, aud about daylight
we arrived at Mayport, whieh is right near the bar. It
consists of some twenty houses built upon the pure white
sand, with not a trace of vegetation. It is a great summer
resort for the people of Jacksonville, who go there for Lhe
sea breeze and fishing, Having obtained our bait, we left
this place and crossed the river, Where a very pretty col¬
lection of collages marks the site of Pilot Town, so named
from beingvihe home of the pilots of the St. Johus bar,
Having obtained our pilot, we sLood directly out to sea.
Boys, have yon ever been to sen? If yon have,
you know what it is to be sea sick; if yon haven’t,
L will leave experieuue to bo your teacher. Your
humble servant had not even seen the briny deep till this
memorable day, and we had no sooner crossed the bar than
he was leaning over the side, employed in showing to the
fish his beautiful set Of teulb; nor was he alone in his mis¬
ery'. The cabin floor was souu strewn with the groauiug
forms of sixteen more unfortunates, including the favorite
Newfoundland dog of one of the gents that had never
been to sea. We hoped that our groans would descend
and appease the god of the sea, but alas! we only grew
woise. Gould the man that, wrote “A Life on the Ocean
Wave” ever have been sea sick? We got no sympathy from
those Who had their sea legs; on tne contrary, as some
poor fellow would make mote noise than usual they would
ask him if he was frying to say New York, or kindly
proffer him a piece of salt pork, It was in this stale, ly¬
ing fiat on my back, with little thought or care for any¬
thing, that we arrived al, the banks. After throwing out a
buoy to mark the place, the fishermen bailed their hooks
anil cast-them out, and it was al this stage of the proceed¬
ing that 1, who had not stirred from Uie cabin, heard a
frantic yell of snapper! snapper! accompanied by a scamp¬
ering on deck as it bedlam was broken loose. The noise
continued, the yells grew more frequent, and were of a
different character, for mingled with tbe cries of snapper,
I now heard bluckrish! sbftru! Aly sporting instinct was
aroused, and in spite of myself 1 staggered to my feet, and
grasping my line, frantically I gained the deck. Such a
sighi! The deck was strewn with blaekfish, and five or
six large snappers, while over the side leaned five and
thirty excited men, some pulling in, some throwing out,
and all yelling like madmen. 1 lorgot that I was sick. It
was a triumph of mmd over matter; baiting my hook,
1 quickly lowered my line. It hardly touched the bottom bei'oic I lull a pull that nearly pulled me over. I responded
with right good will, and oh! ye ghost of Isaac Walton,
was it a fish? I had never in my limited experience had
anything hooked to a line to compare to it. I pulled, he
pulled; sometimes he gained, and then with a mighty ef¬
fort I would bring him in. The deck resounded with en¬
couraging shouts. Finally he appeared in sight, 1'oiU’ or
five fathoms deep in the clear bine water, like a ghost be¬
ing drawn out of the depths of the sea. I soon had him
to°the surface, aud grasping my line I had him aboard.
What a beauty! Talk about sport, I never have expe¬

rienced such a feeling of triumph, as when out of sight of *
land I landed that snapper. Congratulations poured in, for
he was the hirgest, caught that day, and weighed full forty i
pounds. I returned to tlie sport, and though I hooked an¬
other snapper, I did not land him, but 1 caught a uoble'j
string of blaekfish, sometimes two at a time. We only
could stay ou the bank forty-five minutes, for we had to
get buck in order to cross the bar at high tide. But in that j
time were caught 30 snappers, weighing in the aggregated
600 pounds, aud over 350 blaekfish, which weighed from'*
4 to 1J lbs. eaeh. If wc had struck the reef a little sooner*
we could have stayed two hours, and I assure the reader 1
that two hours of suoh fishing is as much as he will want.*
We strung all our fish forward, and forgetting our sickness -1
sat down to a chowder of snapper such as might make an
epicure's eyes water. We arrived at Jacksonville with bell J
ringing, whistle blowing, and all our flags flying, and were J
greeted by a large and enthusiastic crowd. As I had about J
two miles to walk 1 could not think of carrying my snap- J
pers and blaekfish; I sold the former easily for $1.50 aud I
also $1 worth of blaekfish, and had as many as I could
“tote” home; so you sec, iu a pecuniary point of view, I |
was better off lliau when 1 started. My friend assures me ]
that one lime on the snapper banks lie caught by himself]
16 snappers, paying hiB fare and clearing some $1.
The main thiug about Florida fishing is that it can be I
pursued without fatigue to the delicate, while to hunt I
large game is very exhausting, as tramping through pal-1
inetto up to your chin, or mud up to your waist, is any- I
thing but pleasant. But as fur small game, it is very 1
plenty. Quail, snipe, and many other graniferous birds 1
are plenty, as well as squirrels, and to the delicate seekingan asylum from the rigors of a northern winter, Florida ]
will always remain pre-eminent.
G. W. I
For Forest and Stream.
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* * /'■'OME along, we must be off at once., or we shall bol
\^, late on our ground—hurry up." I was standing on I
one oi the Urge open boats commonly used along the North J
Carolina coasts, and addressing myself toacompanion who*
still lingered on the beach, about one hundred yards away. I
A large coop, placed in the centre of the boat, covered with I
slats, between which the heads and necks of numerous 1
tame wild geese (if such a liiberniauism can be permitted) I
were protruding, indicated the kind of game we weteabout I
to go in quest of. Near the boat lay another of about equal I
size, just ready to shoot after wild duck with its compli- 1
mem of three sportsmen aud boat men. A quantity of I
decoys were stowed away with the traps upon the floor,*
among which showed conspicuously a large number of 1
wooden, canvas back effigies, showing that the royal bird]
was the main object of pursuit. The lime was about four]
o’clock, of a November morning, and no light had yet I
begun to steal along the eastern horizon indicating tbe I
coming day, but both land and water were still shrouded 1
in darkness, while the sky was hidden by thick clouds that a
were driven rapidly along by' a rather strong wind, and an |
occasional slight fall of rain promised anything hut it]
pleasant day. “I don’t think I’ll go," at length was an- I
swered from (lie buach, “it i3 going to rain, and I think itl
will storm before you get back
I guess I’ll stay on shore 1
this time,” “All right,” I replied, “but I mean to have I
some company.”
Then, hailing the occupants of the I
other boat, which was just leaving, as its sail filled to the I
wind, I called out, “Boat ahoy! oue of you come with me. j
George chop aboard here with your traps, there will be |
enough left to kill ducks.” “All right,” replied that iudi-1
vidtial. The boat was thrown into the winU.'and soon wG
were on our way down the sound to one of the low islands I
that dotted the surface of this great inland bay, and whieh I
was pretty certain with the wiitd that then prevailed to be I
a good point for geese. As we proceeded, the splash of tlm I
waves ugaiust tile bows, startled many a flock of duck,]
whieh rose unporceivod in the darkness, their whistling]
wings alonu indicating their line of flight, while heavy I
strokes upon the water, and the loud bugle notes, told.(it I
some frightened swan trying to rise from out the troubled,!
water.
Shortly after leaving the anchorage, the two boats parted |
company, their occupants expressing mutual wishes for]
good sport, ami not long afterwards we arrived at our do- I
sired point. The island was low and shnely, far out iu tbe |
middle of the sound, alitieof canegrowingin tlieceutre. It j
was evidently a place much frequented by sportsmen, foe j
blinds were in petition, upon the proper places to shoot I
from, aud cartridge cases lying about upon the sand anil j
floating on the water along the shore showed that the !
stands had been occupied uot many days before. While I
we were getting our guns aud traps into the- blind we in- j
tended to shoot from, the Uoatmuu was placing the five ,
decoys in position, oue most favorable to catch the eye of t
any of their wild brethren passing by. -Eaeh goose was
fastened to a stake by a leathern strap two or three feet
long, riveted around the leg. The stake was pushed firmly I
dowu into the sand so the platform whieh was placed upon
one of the ends, was only a few inches below the surface. I
This platform was interned lor the bird to stand upon and ’
dress its leathers when tired of swimming about. The ,
five decoys were placed iu two lines growing wider apart <
as they advanced from the shore, and thus presenting a (
broad front to any birds passing up aud dowu the sound.
The geese having been put into position, and the boat an¬
chored behind the island out ol sight, we betook ourselves j
to one stand, while the boatmen went into the other. As
the prcpaiai ions were completed, the day began to break,,
and the voices of the numberless fowl, together with the
whistling of wings and splashing in the water indicated
that the birds were beginning to look for some quiet place i
to pass the day alter their night’s feeding, the decoy |
geese, since their release from the coop, had been busy wash¬
ing and cleaning their feathers, but uow oue or two bonks
from the outermost birds, quickly repeated by tbe others,
followed by flapping of their wings, told the Watching gun- ners that the snarp-eyed birds had discovered some ot ihGtlj.
kindred coming over the water. Soon, against the horizon, .
three geese were scon ttyiDgluw down, and heading directly <
for the island, and in a moment alter their answering honk
was hoard as they sighted their captive fellows, who were
doing their best to Jut'o them to destruction. 1 might ■
point it moral just here, but I never could slop to moralizo ■
much when geese were coming head on to decoys. As t he
birds drew neater the decoys ceased their calling and merely
expressed their satisfaction by looltiug sideways at their
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unsuspecting relatives, and perhaps flapping a wing or two
*ust to prove they were as live geese as they pretended to
>e . Soiling tlieir wings and making a half circle so as to
liring themselves head to wind the three birds, with a
beautiful ami graceful evolution, settled upon the water,
and immediately sailed up to the decoys and commenced
to light with them. Exchanging glances we rose to our
feet, and presented our guus over the blind. At the same
moment the wild birds took wing and were rapidly widen¬
ing their distance from the shore, when two reports were
heard and two birds fell headlong,and beforethesurvi vor had
had time to miss his companions another barrel was dis¬
charged and lie lay lifeless upon the water. The decoys,
which had remained perfectly quiet from the time the
geese had settled in their midst, now expressed their satis¬
faction at the result of their deceptive allurements by much
bowing to each other, and throwing water over their backs.
The action of the sportsman was slightly different, but ex¬
pressed equal satisfaction in their n ay. It was somewhat
in this wise: “George, my fledgling, how do you feel?”
“Prime Zoopilus, my cherub, prime!" Then he smiled a
suggestive smile, took something out of his pocket; and
being a classical scholar, ejaculated with great solemnity,
Bib ini un, and theybibiied! The birds were retrieved by a
black Newfoundland, who, I omitted to say, was among
the company, and not by any means the least of them,
either*, and uew cartridges having been inserted in the guns,
nil things were ready tor a repetition of the scene just
described, The sun had now risen, and with rt came an
increase of wind, and soon so hard it blew that the ducks
as they come on before it wouldswiugiu towards the decoys,
but found it impossible to stop. Some more tioclis of
geese had visited the stand, and the bag was getting heavy,
for quile a number of birds had fallen to the guns, when
a great honking from the captive geese indicated something
unusual- The cause was soon perceived, as a flock of
about fifteen or twenty birds gradually approached the
island. The gunners were crouched down iu the blind,
and even I,he dog had his head on the ground. Taking the
same course as ail the previous birds, these flew just below
the .island, then setting their wiugs, came sailing in a solid
column, up to the decoys and settled. The two friends
were about to rise, when an almost imperceptible move¬
ment cautioning them to be still from the boatmen, showed
than something had attracted his attention, and on peering
thro gli the blmds, another flock was seen approaching of
about the same number as that which had just alighted.
Of course all ktpf still in their respective positions, merely
watching the birds, as taking exactly the same course as
the others, they swung round and gracefully joined the
first arrivals. Preparations were being made to give them
a warm reception, when simultaneous honking from the
assembled birds indicated the approach of another flock,
which, following the line of tlieir predecessors, joined the
gathering crowd in front of the stand. It was getting
almost too hot, this corner, although it was a winter day,
and I had just made up my mind to lay low about two
dozen of the birds in front of me, when George whispered,
“keep sliii, here comes some swans; don’t shoot, we may
have a chance at them," I succumbed, for the rapid arri¬
val of the flock before me was so unusual and surprising
that if he had told me old Noah with his ark was iu view
Coining to settle down to our decoy, 1 should not have been
astonished.' J would only have got ready to get a raking
shot at t he whole lot. The swans were swimming towards
us about three hundred yards distant, and by tile rapidity
with which they were advancing promised soon to arrive
within gun shot. As we watched them renewed houkiugs
heralded the arrival of another flock of geese, which was
followed by another and then another, until X began to
think all the geese on the Atlantic coast had made an ar¬
rangement to meet at our stand that morning. I peeped
through the blind and witnessed, a sight that would have
made any sportsman’s heart glad. There were over one
hundred geese within sixty yards of our post, swimming
about, pruning their feathers, or taking occasional knocks
at our decoys. The swan had come on until their feet had
touched boltom, when they stopped advancing, too far
away, however, lorashot. “Respected ancient,” I gasped,
to my companion, “there is an electric current coursing up
and down my back-bone, and this lightning* rodin my hand
cannot ho controlled much, if it should touch my spine
it would certainly go off. I think by Way of precaution I
will take aim.” The two guus were pushed through the
blind, hut the geese had begun to get uneasy and were
Swimming away. It was difficult to get many in line for
each gun, and after wailing a few moments it was decided
to fire one barrel sitting and the other as the birds ro.-e.
“Are you ready?” a groan intimating assent, and the shot
went hustling into the feathered crowd. What a row was
there! jostling each olherin their anxiety to escape, it was
with difficulty the frightened birds found space to spread
their wiugs so closely were they massed together, and as
they left the surface of the water the two remaining bar¬
rels were discharged into the retreating ranks, carrying
death in their course, and adding to the terror which
already possessed those that were fortunate enough to
escape unharmed. What a relief it was to stand upright
and he able to look about without the fear that a flock of
geese would come sailing In and light on our hats; for the
report of the guus had startled everything from our neigh¬
borhood. The swan could be.seen in a long white lino,
disappearing with labored flight in the distance, 'while im¬
mediately in froDt the dog was busy bringing out the
results of our shots. Happening to cast a look ac George,
he seemed to be in difficulty with his pocket, as he was
HAigging at it or something iu it very earnestly, but saying
“nothing, never a word- It time he drew forth that same
“strange looking instrument I have above refered to, and
opening it, handed it to me with a sigh that I Was to invert
it and look into it. I did so, and returned it to him feeling
much better. Probably to ascertain if it would have a
like agreeable effect upon his long suppressed feelings he
imitated m3r action, and from the great sigh of relief he gave
afterwards I knew lie was comforted.
The wind had been growing leas strong, and soon after
our last shot it fell to a calm, oo that we had no more
Shooting until late in the afternoon, As we started home¬
ward our boat appeared as if loaded for the market, as her
hold wa3 filled with birds, and as we drew near our anchor¬
age we were hailed from the beach by our frieud who
staid behind.
“What luck?"
“Come out and See.”
Jumping into a small boat he was soon alongside, and aB his
, eye fell upon the hill of geese before him his face was a
study as the various ' expressions of astonishment, disap¬
pointment, and pleasure appeared in succession, “Just
jny luck," he exclaimed, “,l ;»oveT
hit it—you wouldn’t

have got a goose if I had been along, so it’s all right. How
many are there in that, mountain?” The number was not
so very great after all, for* a few geese make quite a show;
however about forty largo birds were the result of the
day’s sport, enough to kill in one day, for we estimated
our enjoyment not so much in the number of birds slain as
in the pleasure we received in watching them approach the
decoys, and then their graceful movements as they gradu¬
ally settled upon the water.
I have had many day’s sport of geose shooting, both
before and since the one recorded now, hut never have 1
seen such a mass of birds gathered to decoys at one time
as on that memorable day iu Currituck Sound.
Zoofutlhs.

LO! FOR A DUCK, BEHOLD A DUCKING.
Savannah, Ga., April 29th, 1870.
Editor Fobbst and Stream:—
Some time ago, two of my friends, whom I will call X. and A.,
While strolling along one of the old rice dams on Hutchinson's Island,
opposite this city, seeing quite u numbet1 of summer duck llying over¬
head; watching them until they settled down in ono of the numerous
ponds, docirlcd that such things ought not to be allowed to pass by utimolested, and then und there made up tholrjpincls that, the next aflernoon should see them ready to pay their respects to the many mem bare
of that most beautiful of the duck species, which they believed to he
hid away among the tall grass and weeds. Ever and unon springing up
mid llying off to some apparently more favored spot. The next after¬
noon saw them on their way up the river in a small boat for the selected
place, and here beginneth their chapter of mishaps. Hairing a mistake,
they rowed past the creek they should have taken—they had till then hud
the tide with them and all was plain sailing—hut now to pull back
against a heavy springtide was another thing altogether. As they slowly
made their way back they were hailed from a raft by a "man und broth¬
er,” who wanted some mulches. “Yes we will give yon some if you will
take hold of the painter and pull our boat along the rafts out of this stiff
current and past the eddy.' ’ This he did at once, for he said he had not
been able to get any dinner for want of some matches to light a lire.
Our sportsmen being somewhat rested, laid to their oars like good fel¬
lows and soon were at the shooting grounds. The ducks had already be¬
gan to fly, though in small numbers. N. was not long in waiting, when
ono passing him at about thirty yurds, was hard hit by* a charge from his
trusty Parker, hut falling far out iu the pond, he thought it useless to try
to get it us his dog lmd not seen It fail. Another load, full report, and
he has the mortification to see a lot of feathers floating in the air while
the duck is still heading for South Carolina. In the meantime A,, who
has been an interested looker on from his hiding place in the tali gross,
thinks he ought to have a hand iu the game, and suddenly rising to his
feet with a neat doable shot, drops a couple at about 30 and 35 yards, with
What N. was pleased to call squib loads, of two drachms of powder and
an ounce of No. 8 shot. But the little gun is a close hard shooting one,
and one on which there is no discount. Alas! one of them had fallen
into a ditch through which the water was running like a mill tall, and
was out of sight iu a moment. The other, only badly wounded, could
not be found bv the dogs, aud must have dove as.lt struck the water and
oluug to the under growth to perish-to become food for the coons.
Disappointed and disconraged, onr sportsmen give it up and start bade
towards the boat, N. taking the lead. The tide haying come up very
high, it had washed the bank, and splash, iu went N. up to his middle
iu mud aud water, floundering about like a huge cat-fish in a shallow
mudhole. A. belonging to the shellbark family, peeled.off hie coat,
vest, and pants, throwing thorn to Nwaded across. '‘Belter pntyonr
breeches on,” saysN. “Notydt my boy, there are some more of these
holes,” replied A. And sure enough there were any number of them.
As they neared their boat, N. yelled ■imt, "Oh, Lord, look out for ihe
women.” “Thnndcr,” says A., “did not thiuk there was a vvouttm within
a mile and a half,” und lookiug up us be was picking his way carefully, he
saw three colored women riot twenty yards from him. Now A. 1s a very
modest young man, but 'having his ltnder-clotuing on, did not think it
necessary to try to make a fig leaf out of his hands as N. had done iu his
excitement on seeing them, but pensively remarked loud enough for
them to hear. “Madam, if you wish to behold the beauties of imture,
do not look at mr friend thereforheis just outof a mndhole, but, look
to the west audsec what a beautiful snnset there iB,” and as they turned
their heads he gently stepped not "around the corner,” but arouud
a clump of busbes, and was outof then* sight before they could turn
around. "Lordyf Where dat man gwine to!" was the last lieurd from
them.
A few moments more and our sportsmeu were at their boats, and
stepping iu, to their intense disgust, found thatN- had lost-ins- cartridge
bag, iii which he had' put the oar 'looks to theboai, when leaving it, iu
keep them from being stolen. There was no help for it; buck no must
go to look for it, and with a colored man to assist him In the search, off
ho started, leaving A. in the boat to watch the gens. .Half an hour,
an hour, passed by, and darkness had set in, and hack came N. and his
man Frank, to find that while he was gone A., had smoked up all the to¬
bacco that bad been saved, only leaving him enough for a dozen whitls.
Engaging the man to hunt for the lost bag iu the'morning amt bring it
to Bis store, and to take ns down to the city, it, was not long before the
two sportsmen, whose luck was “ffsbermun's,” if not hunter's, were at
their respective homes, and N. sal'ely in the bosom of his family. Here
encleth their chapter of mlshups,
Uloiuua.

#4 §nltnp.
—The young men of Manillas, Me., have formed a Game
and Fish Protection Olub, with Samuel B. HUB ter for
President and H. K. Taylor, Secretary. They propose
building a hatching house for fish spitwu, from which to
Stock their rivers and ponds.
Fish nr Gebmahy.—Fish, except in seaport towns, (and
these are few arid far between in Germany,) is a scarco and
doubtful cofAmodity; the Elbe and Rhine salmon .very in¬
ferior in flavor to our own, and always dear. When pro¬
duced on great occasions, this fish is almost always served
cold, encased in a sour jelley if whole, or accompanied by
varieties of mayonnaise sauces if only portions of it are
presented to the guests. Gitt'p and tench, those muddiest of
the fresh water tinny tribe, are spoken of with bitted
breath, as of delicacies fit Cor ihe table of Apicitis himself;
but they are generally so disguised with vinegar and com¬
plicated flavorings that the mud may be said to yield to
treatment. Not only are the salt water fish very inferior
lo our Own, hut of infinitely less variety. No sloping pt;uifle slabs, sluiced with fresh water, adorned with moun¬
tains of ice and forests of fennel; no piled up iobsters in
gorgeous array, splendid salmon, many tinted mackerel,
delicate whitings ‘or 'domestic soles, colossal cod, minis¬
terial whitebait or silver sprats, will tempt at once your
eyes and your palate; you will probably have to dive into ati
obscureshop, whence issues anything but invitingly “a most
ancient and fish-like smell,” when, in answer to your de¬
mands, a doubtful-looking marine monster will be polled
out of a mysterious tub aL the back of the counter, with
the remark, Heut giebt's nur selielljUcli (“liowunpleasantly,’’
as Thackeray’s schoolboy says of the monkeys, “they al¬
ways smell,”) or dorse!,1, or barsch, as the case may he. In
the so-called fish shops, thero will be all kinds of pickled
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herrings, (these form the foundation of that most popular
of German dishes, haring-salat), bloaters, (biieldinge,) small
dried sprats, Uucler Sprotten,) perhaps even pickled salmon
and a pot of caviare may tempt you; for the love of Ger¬
mans for every kind of salt and dried fish (perhaps in de¬
fault of fresh) is apparently an appetite that grows by what
it feeds upon,—Fraser's Magazine.
[From the Rochester Express.]

A

RESUME OF THE YEAR’S WORK
AT THE STATE HATCHERY—OVER
TWO MILLIONS OF FISH DISTRI¬
BUTED.

On April 3d we gave in the Express an account of the
origin and growth of fish culture, and some valuable sta¬
tistics of the business done atthe State Hatchery at Cale¬
donia, with a table of the distribution of fish from that
place during the present year up to that time. We are
now enabled to give our readers a complete resume of the
distribution* for the entire season, from the books of Mr.
M. A. Green, who now goes to the Hudson River to super¬
intend the shad hatching:—
SALMON TROrV.
Cftiiandaigtio Lnko. .. JaLono
Long Pond, Oration County. . 35.000
lBgobiud Pulls, Orange County. . 10,000
Caryl’s Lake, Otsego County. . 36,000
Black River, Lewis County. . 32,000
Canadian Lake. . 20,000
Rcud’tf Creek, Ontario County. .
1,000
McDonald's Lake. . 10,000
ChauiaiJtjiiu Lake. . 20,000
Hudson River... . 15.000
Clear Lake, Jefferson County. . 85 ono
LukeGconpn. . 530,000
Otsego Lake.. . 10.0C0
Chautauqua Lake.. . 84,000
Cayngu Luke. . 130,wo
Keuka Luke. . 102.000
Scnec-a Lake. . 50,000
Own sen Lake.. . . 00,000
Hemlock LaUo.. .n
SSkaiieateJtiii Lako. . 72,000
Total......892,000
WmiH-PISH.
Seneca Lake.
l-lO.fiOO
RKNUKBC SAI-MON.
AJlcn Creek. Moinpu County.
8,000
lillOOK TROUT.
Beaver Greek, Onondaga County...
Indian Creek, CDlnuilna Couury., .
Carpenter Creek, Onondaga County.
Tmjawanda Creek, Genetreo...
Tributaries of Chautauqua Lake.
Hurani,Creek and. Guif, Cayuga. County.
Vernon Creek, )
Stenton Creek, -Clinton County..
Cumers Creek, )

15,000
7.0H0
1,01)0.
£0.000
0,000
80,000

Newtown Creek, tChemung County.
Gulf Bro.dc,
j
Duchess Brook, ]
Strong Brook,
j-Monroe County,..
Jjjitkg Brook,
Void Brook,
j
Itreaor Brook,
j
Branch of Ironilcquoit, Allen and Hopper Crooks.
Dugan Creek. Livingston County..
A tlfxn'u ICreek.....
Allen’s
OuJudoim Creek.
Head waters of Cunascrnyu, ]
Little- Mill Creek,
'
f. Livingston County,.
Rogers’ Hole Spring Brook, I
Diamond Creek,
j
Boekeil Creek, Ulster County
Sing Sini, Oicn-k, Chemung County.. .
Casku.kDla Crock,)
Spencer Creek,
V Tompkins County.
lyewHold Creek, }
Tribute l.o
Moose Lake,
1
Spring Hole Brook,
-Herkimer County.
.
Trim io Nick's Lake,)
Wildcat and Wnukogan Creeks, Orange County.
Spriugrort Creek, Cayuga County.
.
Tributaries r.o Otsego Lake, Otsego County..
.
Slovens' Creek, Ots< gu Comity.
.
Tributaries to Lake ueoreo....
.
Beavrirkill Creek, Steuben County.
.
Ooodhue’N Creek, Steuben County.
.
Post's mid Prtmefi Crock*-, Steuben County.
.
Wprlne aud MutliewsouN Crocks, Steuben County...
.
BJiiek Creek, etc., Steuben County.
.
OatakiM Creek, on the Hudson.
.
Creeks in Ketiw*elner County—Now Troy.!
.
lluosick Creek aud tributaries, Rensselaer County..
.
Nothorkill Creek, Rensselaer Connty.
.
U ed’a Creek. Ontario Couuty. .
.
Spring Creek, and others. Washington County_.’.
.
Creeks near Cambridge, Wiishingion County.
.
Riddle ami Lewis Creeks, tteuegee County.
.
FifchkiH Creek, Durchuss County..
.
Cold Brook, Lewis County.
.
Pali’s Brnnk. Lewis County...'
.
Miller's Creek, Lewis County.
.
Sedan's. Pulls Creeks, Westcnoster County..
.
Dobb’a Ferry Creek. VVestChet-l.ur Couuty ..
.
ScOfjiasdttle Creek, Westchester Couuly.]..
Pierson'* Creek,. Albany County.
.
Aim’s’ Creek, etc., Jefferson County..
.
Owego and Tioga Creeks Tioga County.* ” ‘
.
Seymour, Sequoit, and other crooks in Oneida Com
Mubgiuiuk und Bush Creeks, Orange County.
.
Creeks near Oneida Community, Madison County..
.
Parson's Brook, Madieon County.
.
Cieek at Newark, Wayne County.
Streams near Amsterdam^ Montgomery County
.
Total brook trout.

35,000

g.om
■
50,000

18,COO
38.000
60,000
30,000
10,000
20,000
20,C00
10,000
15,000
15.000
18,000
15.000
20,000
85,000
10,000
2;i,uoo
20,000
20,000
4.000
30.000
5,000
5,000
12.000
10,000
10, <XM)
10,000
80,000
15,000
15.000
30.UUIJ
80,000
5,000
15.ono
80,000

..800,000

T/Ieetno Foytis.—Wish Miller, the well known hunter
of 110/9 Wilderness, writes to llio Genius of Liberty, of
Uuiontown, MtL, as follows:—
“Some of our okl hunters claim* that they never saw norheard of a fox treeing on the outside of a tree. I claim
that 1 have treed Doth rod und gray foxes up straight and
crooked trees. For reference they can call upon. John
Russell. Frey, of lire McClelland House, or Lindsey Messmore. We were hunting a few weeks ago in Garrett
County, Md., when we started a gray fox; after a hard
chase it was treed up a slmiy/4 tree without a limb twenty
feet Trom the ground. The baying of tile hounds ceasing
suddenly we wurU down and J'oimd the fox comfortably 1(£
eated iu a fork of the tree. We concluded to start‘him
id give him a olmhce for hia life. He started pretty lively
id in a few minutes was treed on a crooked tree. He re¬
fused to come down and was shot by one of the party.
The next morning being favorable we started a red fox,
which we caught alter a hard chas« of three hours. The
same day we bagged a large catamount, in the light with
which “Ranter” wus disabled iu one leg which, we feared
at hist would provo disastrous to his uoted ileeiuefis, but
happily It did not.,r
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FOREST AND STREAM.
^ntmnl l§istorg.

[ 7 his Department Is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

WOODCOCK

ON

HER

NEST.

L

A8T July Mr. McIntyre, the photographer at Alexan¬
dria Bay, Thousand Islands, River St. Lawrence,
presented us with a very pretty picture of a rolled grouse
on her nest, taken in the woods near by; and moreover, we
were invited to visit the old lady herself at the time when
she was engrossed by her domestic affairs. This photo¬
graph was of a character so rare and unique that we should
have engraved it for the benefit of our patrons, though we
neglected to do so. We did the next best thing, however,
which was to send it across the ocean to the London Illuth
tratcd Sporting and Dramatic Nem, by which it was en¬
graved in most accurate and attractive form, and this en¬
graving waB afterwards transferred to the Chicago Field,
both papers courteously acknowledging the favor.

home and counted it was somewhat surprising to find over
fifty species, only nine of which had been hitherto known to
exist in the Central Province, where an extreme paucity of
species, owing to the nature of ita climate and soil, had
been prophesied. Five of these species were new to sci¬
ence, and are described and figured.
The eastern slope of the Snowy Range is abrupt, and re¬
ceives comparatively Jittle rain. Westward of the summit,
however, certain genera—Zonites, Vitrina, Vallonia, Patula,
Pupa, Succinea, and Pmdixim—were everywhere represent¬
ed. Vitrinas and pupas were, perhaps, the most common
forms, the latter being particularly numerous on tho Sier¬
ras in the southeastern corner of the territory, where tho
new species, Papilla altieola was traced up to the very limit
of timber growth, and upon the face of precipitous cliffs
of volcanic rock, in whoso clefts only tufts of grass could
gain a foothold. With the latter shell also occurred Borne
small succineas, and a mollusk with a delicate, box-shaped
Shell, only one-tenth of an inch in diameter. Plenty of
these little fellows, ns lively as could he, were to he found
at the astonishing height of 11,500 feet. They proved to
be undescribed, and to belong to the sub-genus Microphysa,
the two American species of which, heretofore known, are

WOODCOCK
Herewith we give a transcript of a photograph, which is
not only quite as fine, hut much more rarely seen—a
woodcock on her nest- and for llii-t we are indebted, first
to our correspondent Watts T. Loomis, of Little Falls, N.
Y., and next to the exquisite skill of the engraver, A, W.
Roberts. The bird was discovered in this position on the
21st of April, 1876, and had at that time four eggs In her
nest, yellowish brown spotted with darker brown. Says
the donor:—
“The picture is the work of our brother sportsman Mr.
Wm. H. Abbot t (an artist) of this place. The nest is, as
you will see, composed entirely of dead forest leaves,
and is situated in the midst or a thicket of hard wood
brush on high land, but with springy laud in near vicinity.
To give you an idea of the time this nest was built, I state
it was discovered 21st. of April. On the 1st of May the
grasB iu this neighborhood had slarted to grow only in the
most sunny and favorable localities. The first barn swal¬
lows were seen here on the 30th of April. So you see our
birdie took an early start, meaning to have Her birds ready
by 3d of July, if there should be no amendment to the
game laws,11
--»■♦-

ROCKY

T

MOUNTAIN

—

MOLLUSCA.

HE Report of Hayden’s U. S. Geological Survey for
1874, has just been issued. The zoology of the sur
vey that year was under the care of Ernest Ingersoll (now in
charge of the Natural History department of this journal,
whose report forms a portion of the volume. The mammals
Of the Rooky Mountains have long been well known, and the
case is somewhat the same with birds, tire enthusiastic la¬
bors of Henshaw, Aiken, Allen, Ooues, and others having
given us very much information of the species aud their
habitats. The fishes and reptiles have received some at¬
tention, and are not numerous, except in the South, and
much knowledge has been gained of the insects, Crustacea
and worms of the West, But the moliusks of the moun¬
tains—laud, pond and river snails and fresh-water mussels
—had heen almost entirely neglected, and this seeming,
therefore, to be the field most needing cultivation, Mr. IngersoJi’a attention was chiefly turned to it. Something was
found at nearly every camp, and when the collection was

ON HER

heights exceeding 5,000 feet, and 10 species have been
found above 10,000 feet. It is Bate to say that, where
there is moisture, a goodly collection of shells can he made
in tho mountains of the territories all the way up to tho
timber line.
The results of this almost pioneer study into the geo¬
graphical distribution in the mountainous west will prove
very important in future investigations. It shows the
character of the molluscan fauna of that region; it shows
that a range, or any number of ranges, of high mountains
do not oppose an insurmountable obstacle to the migration,
either of land or fresh water moliusks; that shells, while
easily conforming to .extraordinary surroundings, are at
the same time readily modified by their environment, and
that this inter-montunic region is not so deficient as has
been supposed, either in the number of its species or in
representatives of adjoining faunas; but that on the con-;
trary it is favorable to p’ulmonatc growth, except iu re¬
aped to the scarcity of lime in the soil, to which cause
we may probably attribute the fact that tho more minute,
forms aro in large majority.
The Nottaii, Cunt —For several years half a dozen
young gentlemen interested in birds, among whom were
Wm. Brewster, Ruthven Deane, W. D. Scott, Henry
Purdie, H. Bj Bailey, Henry W. Henshaw, and C. J. May¬
nard, have been meeting once a week in Cambridge, Mass.,

NEST.

natives of the Gulf coast and the West Indies. Why this
species should depart so far from the habits of its conge¬
ners as to thrive best in the arctic climate of these moun¬
tain tops, is strange. This Microphysa was afterwards met
with in the valleys routh of these Sierras, and in the moun¬
tains west of North Park. In this same southern group cf
mountains many other shells were found—at a lesser alti¬
tude, but where water froze every night in August—of tho
same species as existed in other parts of the territory. In
a sunken, marshy lake south of tho Sierra San Junn, were
found thousands of various specieB of Limnea and Planarbis marked by extreme fragility, and showing large varia¬
tion among themselves. But the astonishing fact about
this pond was, that on the shore were found dead shells of
the marine genus Truncatella, a broken Area, and small
living salt water crabs. “That these are Burvivors of the
period probably comparatively recent,” says the writer,
“when here was a salt water marsh that remained caught
in this basin among the hills after the country for a long
distance south of it had become dry land, seems very evi¬
dent." A new specieB of coil shell (Uelisoma plexata, Ing.)
marked by a twisted appearance, resulting from a change
of plane in tire revolution, was discovered in St. Mary's
Lake, Antelope Park, another isolated basin, and occasions
many remarks upou distortions among fresh water molluBca. After mentioning the moliusks inhabiting the bitter sa¬
line lakes in the San Luis Valley, Mr. IngersoJl tells us tiiat
moliusks seem to flourish in mineral springs of both hot
and cold water the world over; and describes at length the
curious factB connected with the abundant presence of
moliusks in tho variously-composed mineral springs of
Middle Park, where the temperature of the water reaches
100" Fahr.
Bringing together all that had been done before—of
which a careful bibliographical list is added to the paper
—and including his own work, Mr. Ingersoll found that
138 nominal specieB had been recorded as occurring be¬
tween the Great Plains and the Sierra Nevada*, Of these,
49 were also Californian species; 15 occurred also in the
Eastern United Status; 8 hailed from the Colorado Desert;
7 were found all over tire continent, and 8 all over the
world; aud 3 belonged in the Eastern Province, west of
the Alleghanies only. This left 47 nominal species, whose
range, so far as yet known, is confined to the Central
Province. Many of the specific names in this list, how¬
ever, rest upon very insecure foundations, and will no
doubt soon be reduced to synonyms. With respect to

their vertical distribution, 05 species out of the 139 inhabit

and comparing notes upon their favorite subject. Several
of them had large private collections, and therefore were
able to decide many knotty points, and contribute not a
little to each other's information, and zeal. Two years
ago a more permanent organization was effected, regularmeetings were held throughout most of the year, and the
little society took the name of the “Nuttall Ornithological
Club," in honor of that eminent ornithologist whose home'
was in Cambridge. The club still exclude professional or¬
nithologists from its circle, however, satisfying itself with
nnmbering among its Corresponding Members moBt of the
young ornithologists throughout the country. Another
Btep in advance has now been taken by the club in the pub¬
lication of the first number of a series of Quarterly Bulle¬
tins in neat pamphlet form. It is proposed by the club to
issue sixteen pages quarterly.
Starting, however, with
twenty-eight, they desire to he able to continue at that size.
We heartily hope their pecuniary success will justify it.
This number is adorned by a beautifully executed plate of
JlelminthopJiaga leuwbrom'hiutie, a new species described by
Wm. Brewster, who collected it near Boston. It moBt
cloBeiy resembles tho golden-winged warbler, but the en¬
tire absence of black or ashy on the cheeks and throat,
tho silky-white superciliary line, and the white lower eye¬
lid are distinguishing murks. C. J. Maynard gives the
history of the recorded occurrences of tho English buzzard
(Butea mlywris) in North America, and concludes that it
may be a regular visitor iu the Northwest. Important con¬
tributions to our knowledge of tho nidifiention of the war¬
blers are made by J. Warren in describing the nesting of
tlie golden-winged in Massachusetts, and by C. M. Jones
in his paper on the breeding of the black-throated blue
warbler in Connecticut; while H. B. Bailey prints inter¬
esting notes of the birds lie found breeding on Cobb’s
Island, Va., which seems to be a favorite spot for sea
and shore fowls. “Notes on the Rough-winged Swallow
in Pennsylvania,” by Waller Van Fleet, and Mr. Brews¬
ter’s article on the occurrence of certain rare birds in New
Eugland are of the same nature, and will be read with,
great interest, Ruthven Deane, who has made a specialty
of gathering monstrosities of plumage into his collection,
gives an astonishingly long list of cases of albinism and mel¬
anism which have come under bis observation. The most
valuable article in the number is a comparison of the two
little flycatchers, Emindonatn Jraillit and acadicus, which
have proved such stumbling-blocks in the wsy of collectors,

FOREST AND STREAM,
We should'like to reprint this article and the others, also,
iid space allow. With all these excellences, showing a keen
and discriminating observation of ornithology, it is a pity
hut the Bulletin should be marred from beginning to end
with every species of printer’s blunder for which no excuse
lan be found, with the most, ordinary attention to proof¬
reading. The publishers, however, promise better typo¬
graphy hereafter.
We have given unusual space to a notice of this publica;ion because it is a noteworthy circumstance, marking a
gratifying increase in the intelligent aud eager interest with
which all objects of natural history ought to be regarded;
md because it is a courageous and highly creditable effort
in the part of the club that issues it. We ask for it a
learty support, and promise interested Tenders an abuniant. return for their subscription of $1.00 a year. Sub¬
scriptions maybe sent to H. A. Purdie, State House,
Boston.
■

fACK

RABBITS

-

AND

COTTON-TAILS.

Montana Territory, April 3d, 1818.
Suitor Forest and Stream:—
Your article on conretng, March 16th, last, will ro doubt be of great
nterest to all true sportsmen. The jack mbbit of the plains must be
Id excellent substitute for the English bare for coursing purposes, and,
n my opinion, does not receive justice in being condemned as vastly inerior for the table. I would ask those who thus condemn it, whether
hey have eaten a jack rabbit that had received the care and preparation
rom the cook that an English hare receives! Jack rabbits are generally
laten freshly killed. A hare, with no more care than a jack nanally
;ets in cooking, would be as dry. Jugged jack rabbit is as good as
ngeed hare. Let doubters try it If they have a good cook. In my wife
1 have one—not three years from the old country, ehe, with all her lean¬
ing, towards things English, admits their eqnality. When we kept hotol
wo officers of her Majesty’s mounted police came to this territory to
nakc purchases, and gave a dinner to a few prominent gentlemen hero,
tmons the dishes was jogged hare. The dish to the American gentlenen was a novelty; to the two English gentlemen it was a treat, and was
tcknowledged by all to be excellent. I may also state that the strangers
o the dish were very much surprised that jack rabbits could be tooLh
tome. Keep them as long as they will keep sweet, and cook them as
Snglish hares are cooked, and you will not say they are vastly inferior.
?rlckly pear wounds, of course, don’t count. You'say we have no rablits in America. That has been stated before, lmt I have not yet seen
mbilshed, In this country, what constitutes the difference between a rab)it and a hare. When I was a yoonu boy, I remember reading fn a
vorlt on natural hiBtory (Cuvier’s, J think), that the young of the hare
ire born with hair on them, and with their eyes open; the young of the
abbit are born without hair, and with their eyes closed. I» this the
lislinctionf The fact that cotton-tails do not congregate in warrens
tpght not to weigh against the above pbyBical fact, if it Is a fact. (The
load duck builds and hatches in trees, but sorely it is a dnek.) Tf they
the cotton tails) are hares, how account for there being no hybrids! It
ms been proved, to the satisfaction of the Zoological Society of London,
hat the hare and rabbit will not cross. Some mail, about twenty years
igo, did “ring in” a litter In that body, hut the fraud was soon dismvered. 1 have been trying for ten years to obtain a new bora litter of
ack rabbits with closed eyes, and have not yet succeeded, neither have I
ret obtained a similar litter of cotton-tails; but this proves nothing. 1
mly mentioned it hoping that some of yonr readers have been successful,
md will mention the cate. What constitutes the difference hetwoen a
laro and rabbit?
Cilibili.

[Our correspondent is correct in his reading, and the
foung of the hare is born with fur or hair on and with
.heir eyes open, while rabbits are born without hair and
with their eyes closed. Moreover, the hare produces but
’our or five leverets at a birth, while the rabbits are mote
irolific, producing seven or eight of their young at a time.
SVe agree, however, with our correspondent on the burtowing question, as, to our certain knowledge, the so-called
jotton-tail rabbits do burrow, or at least live in burrows,
ilthough not in communities. However, taking all the
ividence and the rabbit of Europe as standard, we have no
ipecies here which conform to their habits, and hence
nust agree with the naturalists, that there are no rabbits in
his country. As to hybrids, Wood says that there are
several instances where rabbits and bares have crossed, and
a every case the father has been a rabbit and the mother
i hare. He also alludes to the aulipathy being so great
jetween the two species that they are seldom, if ever, seen
together. Now it is notorious that the jack rabbit aud the
sotton-tails are, in California at least, constantly met with
together. We have flushed them a hundred times from the
lame patch of tuna or low-growing prickly pear, aud yet
heir habits, as far as our casual observation goes, are
widely different. The cotton-tail, when started, makes for
the nearest burrow, either his own or that of some ground
squirrel, and he goes off quietly, with an almost sneaking
notion, while the “jack” starts off as though the hounds
were after him, and, finding himself unpursued stops, gen¬
erally when he has attained a distance of one or two
hundred yards, and contemplates the cause of the disturbItnce.—Ed .]
Recent Ahiuvals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—One
sommon camel, Cathetus dromedarius. Born in the Garden. One Petra
irmadillo, Tatusia peba. Purchased. One red fox, Vulpes fulvous.
Presented byWra. H. Krips, Philadelphia. Three young alligators, A.
missltsipplenset. Presented by John K. Valentine, Philadelphia. One
bpossum and young, Bidelphye virgintana. Presented by Robins Debou, Casavllle, N. J. One laughing gull, Lams utt(cilia. Presented by
sttac M. Cochran, Philadelphia. One mocking-bird, Mimus mlyglottus
ireeented by Harry P. Mawcon. Philadelphia. One Carolina dove, ZenMura carolinensU. Presented by Mrs. Sarah Wilson, Woodatown, N.
[. One black-tailed deer, C'ervue macrotit. Purchased. One brown
roatl, Nashua nasica. Purchased.
Recent Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie.—Five
Snglish pheasants, Phusianus colchis, presented by Mr. H. N. Mnun,
4«w York City; one robin, Tardus migratonus, presented by Mr. Her-’
nann Goetze, New York City; one yellow bird, ChrysomUris trestis,
(resented by Miss Mary O’Shea, New York City; one horned owl, Bubo
tirginiamt, presented by Mr. B. L. Sherman, New York City; one red¬
wing blackbird, Agelaius plueniceut. presented by Mr. Thomas Ryan
Sew York City; one kangaroo, llalmaturus lieimettii; one deer, Curiavlrginlanus, presented by Mr. Thomas Messemer.
W. A. Conklin, Director.

—Connecticut sportsmen are asking for a repeal of the
Tame laws of that State, and an enactment permitting the
shooting of woodcock during July, as is the law in the adloining States, making the close season from January 1st
October 1st, omitting July.

£ea and giver ^ishitf^.
FISH

IN

SEASON

Trout, Salmo fontinalh.
Salmon, Salmo talar.
Salmon Trout, Salmo confinlt.

IN MAY.

Shad, Atom.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Glomi.

For list of seasonable trout flies for May see onr issue of April 87th.
Eish in Market.—Fish are very plentiful, and as will
be seen prices are very low. We quoto from the prices
current of Eugene G. Blackford:—
Striped bass, 3 to 8 pounds, 15 to 20 cents; bluefisb, 3 to
8 pounds, 15 cents; salmon, Kenebeo, 75; California, 30
cents; mackerel, 124 cents each; Connecticut River shad,
35 centB; weakflsh, 10 cents; white perch, 15 cents; Span¬
ish mackerel, 50 cents; green turtle, 18 cents; terrapin,
$13; halibut, 124 cents; haddock, 8 cents; kingflsh, 25
cents; codfish, heads off, 8 cents; heads on, 8 cents; black
fish, 10 to 121 cents; flounders, 10 cents; sea bass, 10 cents;
eels, 18 cents; lobsters, live, 8cent8;sheepshead, 124 cents;
scollops, per gallon, $1; soft clams, it to 80 cents; brook
trout, Canada, 50 cents; Long Island, $1; hard crabs per
100, $3; soft crabs 50 cents to $1.50.
—The general law governing the close season for black
bass in New York State was off on May 20lh. For some
sections of the country this is very early, for the bass have
not yet commenced to spawn.

—There will be no lack of blueflsh this year, by all indi¬
cations. Such immense shoals of blueflsh on the coast
were never known before at this period of the year, and
the oldest fishermen say they never knew the herring catch¬
ers to be interrupted as they have been. Seines in many
localities have done very poorly.
—The shad season in the waters about Staten Island has
closed. Upward of 50,000 shad have been taken by the
fishermen, one firm taking some 23,000, against 18,000 last
year.
—The ice went out of the majority of the Adirondack
lakes an the 13th of May, which is three weeks late. A
letter to our friend Frank Bolles from Fenton, at “Number
Four," says;—
“I have been to Crooked Lake to-day trout fishing. The
ice is only just out of the lake, and 1 have to day walked
on ice in the South Bay sufficiently hard to bear me up.
Snow sixteen inches deep in the woods in some places.
Weather unfavorable, raining and snowing a little, but wo
took fifteen trout weighing thirteen and a quarter pounds;
largest weighed two and a quarter pounds, and two others
one and three quarters. He says they beat anything he ever
saw for being in good condition. They arc all filled up
with fat inside. Tbespring is very backward, the buds not
having started yet.”
WardweLI, who kept the house at Stillwater, on the Bea¬
ver River, has rented it to Henry Burke, of Watson.
Wardwell’s wife has become insane, and been taken to the
asylum, and he has had to give up the house, which all the
boys who have stopped with him will be sorry to learn.
—Last year the spring was very backward, and the Ca¬
nadian streams were but torrents of snow water as late as
June 25th. In addition to the difficulty of ascending the
swollen streams, th« salmon became gorged with capelin;
and when the rivers did get down at last they had no time
to dally with flies, and pushed on Bpeedily to the upper
pools, and even there they did not rise well. The promise
for the present year is no better. Snow is very deep north
of the St. Lawrence; nevertheless, four weeks will create
a great change. We shall not wet a line before the middle
of Junel
Dominion of Canada,
)
Dep’t @f Marine and Fisheries,
y
Fishery Branch, Ottawa, 13th May, 1876, j
Sir: Your letter of 8th instant, addressed to Hon. A.
Mackenzie, having been referred to this department, I am
desired by the Minister to inform you that Mr. Gilchrist
has official instructions to grant angling permits on Rice
Lake to United States citizens at a charge of one dollar
each. I am, sir, your obedient servant,
W. F/jWHITCHER.
J. L. White, of Rice Lake.
Many Bass.—The Norfolk Virginian says that Captain
Minter, of the steamer L. G. Cannon, at that place, from
the fisheries on Albemarle Sound, reports that one of the
most extensive hauls of rock (striped bass) ever made took
place Saturday at the fishery of Messrs. Capehart & Son,
at which time 1,680 rock, of a total weight of 34,525
pounds, was made. The haul also brought up some 300
shad and herring. Four huudred and seventy-five of the
rock averaged sixty-five pounds, many weighing' as much
as eighty-five to ninety pounds. A second haul was made
the same day, when 15,000 pounds were caught.

—Of the Oxford Fishing Club, at the Rangeiy lakes, a
member writes;—
“This club controls the fishing in Rapid River from the
foot of pond of the river to the old piers, near Umbagog,
and also B pond. We have a nice club house on the carry,
about half way between the Middle Dam aud Umbagog,
and expect to make a very nice place of it. We have man¬
aged to make the better class of the natives understand
that it is for their advantage to see that the fish are not
caught off the spawning beds and through the ice, and
have just got two fellows indicted by the grand jury for
having taken some trout through the ice in B pond. Of
course this was done by the natives, and I consider the
fnct. of their being willing to testify against poachers as a
great triumph.”
Maine—Bangor, May 15f/t.—The ice is not yet out of our
lakes, About two weeks hence there will be fine land
locked salmon fishing at Sebec Lake. The water is at pres¬
ent unusually high in the PeuobBcot River and tributaries;
Bftid to be higher than at any period for the last nine years.
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Young salmon in unusual quantities are noticed at Veazie,
Orono, and Bangor. They are smolts on their way down
to the ocean. The hoys are catching many of them, and
mistake them for trout. The river is so very high at pres¬
ent that our up river fishermen are taking no salmon. We
saw two taken in the weirs at Bncksport, this morning,
that weighed forty pounds, one twenty, the other a little
leas. We had a letter from one of our wardens at Sebago
Lake, yesterday, telling us that a few large trout had been
taken in Crooked River. The land locked salmon had not
shown in the river, hut would be expected to run up in
about a week. TkoBe Sebago land locked salmon attain to
twenty pounds.
E. M. Stilwell.
Pennsylvania.—Philadelphia, May 22d.—The shad fish¬
ermen are not encouraged to any great extent by the catch
of last week. The catch doeB not, bear out the expectations
of the early pari of the season. The gillers complain that
the Bhore nets get them all, the shore netters that the gillers
calcli them; while the real fact is that the rnn in the Dela¬
ware has not been good for two weeks past. The fish that
are caught are of good size, and will average as well as last
season, which is almost one third larger than previous sea¬
sons, for a number of years.
The anglers at Fairmount caught a number of small rock
fish last week; some ns high as two pounds.
Soulls.
v’ Blooming Grove, Pike Co., May 20th, 1876.—We spent two
days, the 15th and 17th, trout fishing at Blooming Grove
Park. The first day at Lord’s Valley, where we took twenty
nica fish weighing from quarter to half pound each, at the
old mill, and in the pool below the bridge. Tiie second
day we waded the Shohola from Lord's Valley down to the
"Farms,” and made a good basket, 44 in all, one lady tak¬
ing eighteen from the shore. The streams are yet high and
rather cold for good fishing. We did not try the Blooming
Grove stream,- but a little later when the water is lower,
some pound trout may be taken below the falls, which are
within walking distance of the Club House.
John Avery.
New Jersey, May Wh.—Mr. Frank 8tratton and myself
were at Echo Lake (Charlottesburg, N. J., via New Jersey
Midland Railroad) last Monday, and in about four and a
half hours killed forty-two pounds of perch and pickerel,
running from two to four pounds each. Deeming this a
good day’s sport within fifty miles of New York, I send
you this account. If you want to try it, “Uncle Billy”
Wickham will show you the “best spots."
A. S. Caswell.
Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—Fifty-two fishing
arrivals have been reported at this port the past week—
forty-nine from Georges, two from the Banks, and one
from Newfoundland with salt herring. The receipts of
fresh halibut have been very small (about 300,000 pounds),
and have found a ready sale, th# quotations being, yester¬
day, five and three cents per pound for white and gray.
Georges fish continue in light receipt, the total for the week
being about 1,600,000 pounds. Prices are well maintained,
with an upward tendency. Th$ shore fleet continue to
have unfavorable weather, and'the receipts of cod and.
haddock have been light, with last sales at $1.50 per cwt,.
for cod, and 75c. for haddock. The reports from the
mackerel fleet show the presence of mackerel in large
quantities In Southern waters, but the unfavorable weather
has interfered with fishing operations, and the catch has
not amounted to anything. With better weather a good
catch is anticipated.—Cape Ann Advertiser, May 19th.

WH1TEFISH

THAT

TAKE

Flathead Agency, M.
Editor Forebt and Stream;—

THE

FLY.

T., April 28th, 1876.

In your issue of April 6th, publishing my letter in regard
to the whitefish (Coregonm allms), you ask me, in a note to
the same, if I have ever caught the fish I speak of with a
fly, either on the Atlantic or Pacific slope. Yes, repeat¬
edly; on both. I should think it strange to fly-fish for
trout, either in the Yellowstone, on the east side of the
Rocky Mountains, or the Little Blackfoot on the west side,
without catching more or less whitefish.
By the way, in the same number of Forest and Stream,
the sixth very excellent article by “Philo Ichthyos" con¬
tains the following, (last item hut one)-.—
“C. Coim'i. Ooues’ whitefish. Chief mountain lake,
eaBleru edge of Iioeky Mountains."
I strODgly suspect this is the fish I mean; if so, add west¬
ern edge of Rocky Mountains, and include the trout
streams.
_
_
Cilibili.
—A new Massachusetts correspondent sends the follow¬
ing bit of fishing gossip, “to please his grandson,” lie says;
but if he will kindly write more it will equally please the
readers of Forest and Stream:—
“The Spindle is a ledge of rocks projected into Massachu¬
setts Bay off Swampscott. Nahant and Egg Rock lie
southwest. It is broken so that there is a passage wide
and deep enough for fishing vessels to go through in safety.
There are fissures, diminutive bays, and holes; some of
these last named are deep. When the tide is out, what¬
ever unfortunate fish remains must wait for its return in
order to escape from his prison. Not long ago a large
striped bass got pounded, Some one of the fishermen
happened to see some excitemont-, took a dory and rowed
out to find what was the matter. Lo! there was a big seal
fishing in the hole for a very large bass. Of course, Mr.
Seal left for parts unknown, and as there is no extradition
treaty with old Neptune the marine police of bony
Swampscott did not pursue him. It did not help the bass
any that Mr. Seal jumped overboard. The fisherman had
an eye to business, and soon the monster bass was cap¬
tured and tbe prize turned into greenbacks. One hundred
years ago striped bass were common in these waters.
There is a river called Bass, or Saugus sometimes, run¬
ning north of Chelsea Beach, in which bass and herring
found breeding places. Another river on the north of Sa¬
lem, bridged, connecting Salem with Beverly, which has
one branch running west and auothor north by west, ever
so many years ago the name by which it was known was
North, or Bass River. In the swift running incoming or
outgoing tide fish weighing eighty pounds were taken.
The writer has seen others, and has taken shad himself on
a hook, with long hand-lines, from the bridge near aud in
the channel. Mill dams have destroyed these fisheries, It
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is a wonder that the fish commissioners of Massachusetts
liave not obviated the difficulty, for there is no place
where speedier or more profitable results would follow
propagation. Even now there is a little stream flowing
through the streets nf tjie city of Lynn, where you may
see. every season thousands of alewives running up to
breed, for the brook, it. is believed, flanks the dam. If
you want to do so, Eddie, you can kick them on to the
dry banks when you come into this region*.”
CANADIAN

FISHING AND

FISHING

PRIVILEGES.
HOW tO AVAIL ONESELF OF THEM.
W

Chatham, N. B., May liRH, 3876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
During the season I will send you snch items as I may have time to
write. The Intercolonial being now open lor traffic as far as the Bestigouchc, I presume anglers will seek our waters in increasing numbers.
Many are prevented from cowing by an impression that has gone abroad
to the effect that all the waters worth fishing are under lease to private
parties. Such, however, is far from being the case, as there is much
excellent water still absolntely free to all the public, and much also undor lease to persons who permit any angler or auglers to fish their lease¬
holds. at say $1 per rod per day. To give one instance, 1 may mention
that Overseer Hickson, of Bathurst, can give you $1 per day permits on
the rough waters of the NepiB&lgait, and that is now rendered so acces¬
sible that yon may leave St. John in the morning and reach it in time
to camp the same evening. For salmon fishing it is, as you know, un¬
surpassed. Of the free waters, the Northwest Mirimichi, in the vindnitv of the Sevogle, is among the most accessible and sure for salmon.
There is excellent grilse fishing also at the Big Hole on the same river.
Bymuklng arrangements in advance one may leave St. Jolm iu the
morning and reach the Big Hole camping ground same evening. The
{Sevogle requires four or five boors more truvel. The best fishing I had
last season was on the Northwest Mirimichi, and I intend to divide the
time I shall devote to salmon fishing this season between the Nepissiguit and the Northwest.
For trout fishing, the Sonthwest Mirimichi o.t Indiantown, the Tabisuntac, and the Tracadie are unsurpassed by any waters L have ever
known. The fishing at Indiantown is of short duration, however, com¬
mencing abont June 1st and ending about the 30lh of the same month.
There are trout and salmon both there after that period, but it is not the
Indiantown fishing. I went there on the 8th of June last year from
Chatham, drove up in the afternoon and had the evening's fishing. The
next morniog I was at it early, and returned to the work again as soon
as breakfast was over. At two o’clock I was tired, and packed up for
the return trip. I had caught 58 pounds of magnificent trout fresh
from the sea, and ranging from
pounds down to |-. Now that the
steamer Andover is running regularly between the towns of Chatham
and Newcastle and Indiantown, wc can go np from here in two aud onehalf hours. It is a privilege that one may sigh for anywhere else but
here.
The Tabueintac is good from 1st of July to late in the fall. The aver¬
age size of the trout taken there is about 2£ pounds; they run as high as
5 and 6 pounds occasionally.
The Tracadie fishing is similar to that of the Tabu sin tuc—good the
whole season—and this trout are a bi^er average weight. I intend to try
Indiantown on the 04fch (Queen's birthday). I am not very sanguine of
success, but will drop you a lino telling yon what luck I have, after my
return.
D. G. fc>.

WHALE BONE TIPS FOR RODS.
New Bedford, May 15th, 187C.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A gentleman of your city whom I met at the Wambeck House, Jeffer¬
son Hill, Town of Jefferson, N. H., in August, 1861, who was very much
interested or rather taken with my trout gear, has lately written rae a
letter requesting me, if l had no objection, to give him through the col¬
umns of Forest and Stream information in regard to the material of
my fishing rod tips which ho saw at that time. I freely give the gentle¬
man, and also the numerous trout reading friends of Forest and
Stream the information asked. In the first place, the tips I have used
In my rambles after trout in varions parts of the country for the last
twenty-five years are not made of wood as he supposed, bat. from bone. I
made my first whale bone tips in the spring of 1851 and from that date
to th»present time, twenty-five years ago this spring, I have had no trou¬
ble, bother, or perplexity to myself, for I am never troubled as many fish¬
ermen are in this locality with a broken tip, where much or rather most
of the treating like that of Bristol aud Plymouth counties is done
through a swampy part of the coantry. If the information I have im¬
parted will be of service I shall be more than compensated for my trou¬
ble iu writing this letter.
N. T. Waterman.

SPLIT

BAMBOO.

Philadelphia, May 3d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of April 13th the remarks of your correspondent in ref¬
erence to one way of making a split bamboo rod, stating, by way of
comparison, some objections to the Kridcr rod, have stirred up many
honest men and anglers who undertake to say that Krider’s peculiar
method of fitting the strips on the ceutre enamel plan is the best way to
make a rod.
It is, however, $ afe to Bay that in the discussion of this subject not
one of those auglers referred to had any particular interest other than
giving facts, which are worth volumes of speculative opinions or theory.
II. further says that I have styled his objections to the above mentioned
rod imaginary, which were very fairly answered to my notion. To sus¬
tain those objections, H. should have tested one of those rods of equal
size with his six-strip outside enamel, and give us facts* He has failed
to%do this, therefore his objections are not worthy the least attention. He
however disposes of the split bamboo question in an ingenious manner
by simply referring all whom it may concern to an admirable article in
Forest and Stream, from an honest brother of ihu rod, over the signa¬
ture of
“Ted Grayson,’1 who, by-the-bye, should be no mean
authority on the split bamboo question, be claiming to have made as
many rods as any amateur in America, with one exception. T. G.
<ditefie& in and strikes at all who chanced to give an opinion in favor of
the centite enamel rod. Ho also makes the wonderful discovery that we
have a wrong name; that the slightest acquaintance with Webster would
have taught us our error. He even goes so far hb to quote from the
great German chemist, Stockhardt, on the nature of the bamboo, and
gives us to understand that the enamel is less than the hundredth part
of an inch in thickness. If that be so it affords noithor strength nor
-elasticity, as in the construction of a fine rod there must be shown some
amount of workmanship. With the first touch of sandpaper off goes
“Ted Grayson VMcsa than a bundmlili part of an inch enamel, Ido
not profess to be favored wl li such remarkable knowledge as your cor¬
respondent; still, with my slight acquaintance with Webster, as well as
other authorities, I find the name enamel given to this very hard and
elastic as whalebone covering of the bamboo very proper, and known as
such to those interested in rod making. If your correspondent under¬
takes to build u rod on the centre enamel principle from lower end of
batfc to extreme tips, he will find 1 uiu stating a truism when I cay that
it requires skill, patience, perseverance, and good temper. He should
al&o bo awwe that tbit? most delicate of ifisLiumouts, the light trout rod.

can in no possible manner have aDy comparison to hollow cast iron col¬
umns, which don’t at all apply to fishing rods.
Experienced fly-flshera are aware that in the use of the thTee-piecc trout
rod, in the hooking of a fish of any considerable size, the greatest strain is
brought to bear at about thirty-1 onr inches from the grasp, or first fer¬

ule, which is consequently ihc most likely place to snap. For the pur¬
pose of illustrating the difference in the methods of fitting up the strips
I send end views of npper end or butts. First is the eight-strip centre
enamel; second is the six-strip outside enamel. The dark lines repre¬
sent three thirty seconds of an inch of the hard elastic covering or
enamel.
W.
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New Bedford, Mass., May 15tb, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Trout fishing commenced here with a rush, the law being off the 20th
of March, and parties were out the next day and have kept it up until
within a few days, at winch time the fever heat seems to have somewhat
died out. I have not as yet learned of any large catch, except a cold.
Many amateurs round about these pans seem to be of the opinion that
very early fishing is the best, but we veterans of rod and reel have learned
better things, more particularly in a very lute and cold season like the
present. We tbiuk there is not much sport or comfort rambling for
trout with an overcoat on buttoned up to the chin to keep from being
chilled through. When snch is the case is it not fair to suppose that
trout feel about the same as humans, and don’t care to rise and trouble
themselves with the outside worJd? Trout take the hook, we think, the
best from the middle of May to the last of June better than at any other
time; at least this has been the experience of the writer for the last
twenty-five years in this section of the country. Dr. Job Sweet, the
celebrated natural bone setter of our city, and your humble correspond¬
ent, were out a few days since with our rods and baskets at a brook we
call “over there11 in Plymouth County, and the two of ns caught fortynine very handsome speckled beauties. Wo shall try the trout the
coming week in fhe brooks and streams in Wakefield, R. I., where we
know of
A sweet shady nook by the babbling brook,
That carries his father’s old mill.
We were there last season; had good luck aB well as sport, and both
of us enjoyed the sport hugely, not only trout fishing in Wakefield, but
at other brooks in the south part of Rhode Island; also salt water fishing
at Narragansctt Pier. Wc expect good sport and full baskets this season.
Wc are bound to try them as soon as we get a few warm days.
Though the season's scarce begun.
Trout are there, we warrant.
Tickled by the April sun,
Playing hide and seek they run
Up and down the torrent.
Meanwhile for those gleesome trout
Mischief we’re preparing;
From that stream they must come out,
Just to take an airing.
Pretty sport to strike a trout,
Brilliant sport to catch him,
Happiness to swing him out (twenty ounces say about),
Glory to display him.
Heavens, how beautiful he looks!
Naught that water swims in
Mates the monarch of the brooks,
Dressed in pearl aud crimson.
In the spring time of the year,
When the streamlet’s brawling
^
Dashes on a9 winged with fear—
There unchafed by rocks, and hero
In the white cascades falling—
Oft wc wander by its side,
Listening to its wrangle,
As a clam at highest tide,
Happy while we angle.
N.'* Waterman.

FISHING FOR SALMON AND TROUT IN
LAKE MERCED.
^
San Francisco, May 30, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Two days ago 1 returned from a day and a half’s fishing in Lake
Merced. I stayed at the club house, where I found pleasant sleeping
uerths and other convenient accomodations, of good boats, &c. The
waters here consist of two lakes separated from one another by a narrow
passage. One is called the Upper, and the other the Lower Lako. I
found the water in the Upper Lake rather thick, but that in the Lower
was clear. I fiTSt essayed the Upper, bait fishing with a long rod from a
boat, preferring a long rod on account of my idea that ail game fish arc
more or less shy of the movements or appearance of a boat. I angled with
a single gut leader, and with two hooks of a medium size, one hook abont
two feet from the other, the upper book with a half foot snood, I used
a float. The bait employed was boiled shrimps, with the heads broken
off, and the hook inserted from the point of the tail towards the end of
the body. Notwithstanding the roily condition of the water I hooked
and lauded a young salmon of two pounds and three quarters. He
fought with his usual gameness. I struck two others but lost them. I
then went to the Lower Lake and commenced fishing from my boat an¬
chored close to a sandy point on the shore. My Iodc rod enabled me to
fish a considerable distance out. I bad one or two bites, but the float
failed to disappear sufficiently deep for me to strike. I had risen
early, and therefore felt a little torpid. I reclined on the bottom of the
skiff, and watching my cork fell into a doze. Presently after I was
aroused from my state of lethargy, by a sudden aud tremendous “whirr,”
“whirr,” of my reel and the rod by my side moved and muoh bent. Up
1 was, of course, in an instant, seized the rod and found myself dealing
with a very strong and active fish. I played him for about ten minutes,
the Superintendent coming up In his boat and witnessing the vigorous
contest between fish, and aneler. In a moment the hook and line came
back to the defeated fisherman, and the fish went, no doubt, on his way
rejoicing. 'Wo both got a good sight of the temporary captive in his loapuigs and closeness to the top of the water, and the foreman, an experi¬
enced. fisherman, placed bis weight at a good seven pounds. He was a
Lake Tahoe trout, a fish nearly similar to our brook troat.
After this untoward, bat father pleasantly exciting event, I captured
throe young salmon of the weights, severally, of two pounds and three
quarters, two pounds and one quarter, and one pound and a half.
I had many jjood bites besides, and uui almost ashamed to have to-con¬
fess thut l hooked and lost as many, probably, as eight flsh, some of
large size, and most of them excessively vigorous young salmon.
The Tahoe trout is not so hard to suodne as the suluiou, yielding rather
easier to the but or one’s rod. The above was ibe work of one day.
The next, I secured a Tahoe trout of three pounds weight, and have
again to make u clean breast of it, by stating that I hooked aud lost &
very large salmon, and several more of a larger grade. 1 attribute the
loss of these to not striking them quite strong enough when they bit, as
when the hook touches some hard part, such as the upper jaw, it does
not enter deep enough for thcharb to take a fast hold. But wc live and
h-arn, as much In fishing, us perhaps, in any other art. To si dice a fish
just abont the right time, and sufficiently strong after the float dkap| years, seems to me one of the nice points iu anglics. There is for this,

only for every man to use his best judgment. While on my short trip
I enjoyed the finest California weather, and this will tell emphatically how
fine it was.
E. J. Hooter.

FISHING NOTES FROM MARYLAND.
^
Fmr.ADin.pmA. May 18th, 1S76.
Editor Forest aud Stbjam:—
For two weeks I have been fiy-fishlng for black buss on 1,ho Potomac
River at Williamsport, Ma. The season was too early for good sport,
and I found the water .and weather unfavorable, yet I got enough ll-h
with a trout rod to prove the superiority of the fly to minnow bait., as
each day I was out I beat any one bait fisherman there. The largest
bass I got weighed from 3 to 3} pounds. I found no spawn in any of the
specimens I examined. Williamsport, Md., is the terminus of the
Western Maryland Railroad, and can be reached from New York by rail
via Philadelphia, in about eleven hours, either by way of Harrisburg,
Pa., or Baltimore. Hotel charges, $1.25 per day. A boat and boidmuu
costs $1.60 per day. Allow mo to grumble at such of your correspond¬
ents as give catches of trout by numbers of fish withppt specification
of weight. You do much to protect fish, aud I think yon can do eLiiL
more in giving such correspondents a gentle rebuke, by printing their
figures thus “-One grumble more before closing. I hate to
read in a sporting paper notices of implements for spearing or aiding the
spearing of fish* Such work should be discouraged by an “honest an¬
gler.”
^^_____
B* ftAcmac-*.

ggachting and gvaling*
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
HIGH WATEB. FOB THE WEEK.
Date.
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May
May
May
May
May
May

Boston.

25.. ..*.* ►,, avs! 30
26.
1 ’ 38
27.
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28.
3 23
20.
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30.
5
6
8
31.:.

8e a want! aka Yacht Ci.tji!.—We

Mew York. Charlmton.
10
11

?3
9

0
I
1
3

8
6
59
51

"s
9
30
11

30
38
46
43

i
2

33
B

have received lire pro¬
gramme of the races to be held under ibe auspices of tbe pop¬
ular Seawanhaka Olub. The first is a Corinthian rune for
sloops belonging to any recognized .club, to he sailed on
June 10th, but as this is the date fixed for the opeu'mg re¬
gatta of the Brooklyn Yacht Club, it is to be hoped that
one or the oilier will be changed. There will be one prize
in each class in which two yachts start, ami a second prize
in each class in which four or more yachts start. Knuh
yacht shall be sailed, and, as far as possible, Steered by her
owuer, and may carry a sailing master and her c.ook and
steward,none of whom shall in any way assist inthemamtgement or working of such yacht, in addition to one amaleur
for each five feet of her length on deck. If at anytime
during the race the owner surrenders the control or man¬
agement of his yacht to his sailiug master, he shall be
deemed to have abandoned the race.
The course will be from tbe line between Die Club steam¬
er aud Fort Wadsworth, to and around buoy No. 10 on the
Southwest Spit, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and
around the Sandy Hook Lightship, keeping it on the star¬
board hand, and return over the same course. Yachts
must keep to the eastward of buoys No. 9, 11, IS, -on the
west bank, and outside of buoy No.
on ibe point of
Sandy Hook going and returning, and will pass between
the club steamer and Fort Wadswortl) on arriving home.
The second race is for schooners of the Atlantic, Brook¬
lyn, Boston, Eastern, New York, and Seawatihaka Yacht
Ulubs, and will be sailed on the 13thinsl. Trizea as in the
first race. The course will he from buoy No. 5, oil Sandy
Hook, twenty miles to windward and Telurn, if the wind
permits, or twenty miles to leewaicLaud return. Yachts
will pass between the judge’s steamer and the buoy going
out and coming home, and at these points the time will be
taken. After starting the yachts the steamer will proceed
to the turning point, where a buoy will be anchored, which
all the yachts must round, leaving it on tbe starboard
hand. Should any yacht reach the home buoy (No. 5, oil
Sandy Hook) in advance of the judge’s steamer, slic must
pass within one hundred yards of it, and the owner shall
take the time when the buoy bears due southwest, report¬
ing the same immediately after the race lo the Regatta
Committee.
Entries are to be made in writing to Mr. M. Roosevelt
Schuyler, No. 54 William street, until noon on. the day
preceding the race.
—The Perth Amboy's Yacht Club annual regatta
will occur on
Decoration
Day,
tbe 30th inst.
About a dozen yachts, all open boats, are enrolled
in
the
club, and all are expected to enter,
and will be sailed by the owners only. Tbe course
will be the usual one in Raritan Bay, and the start anil fin¬
ish will be off tbe club house. Tbe races cf this club are
always among tbe liveliest and best managed of tbe sea¬
son, and reporters and members of the press will receive
the usual attention at the hauds of the committee. The 9
A. M, train vinStaten Island Railroad from foot of White¬
hall Btreet will arrive at Perth Amboy 45 minutes before
the start. Trains return to New York via P. R. R , L. B.
R. R., and S. I. R. R. at 2:55, 4:10, 4:40, 0:80P. M.
The America’s Cop.—The regatta committee of the
New York Yacht Club has received a reply from Major
Gifford, the owner of the Canadian yacht Countess of
Dufferin, lo the action of the club taken at a recent meet¬
ing. In it he declares his willingnes to sail three races, as
proposed by the New York Club, viz: one over the inside
coarse and one outside, the third, if necessary, to be de¬
cided by lot. But he insists that only one yacht, shall be
named for all three races, and also that this yacht slmll be
named cn or before the 1st of July. The club will hold a
special meeting to-day to consider this proposition.
—The annual regatta of the Brooklyn Yaeht Club will
lie sailed June bill. Entries must be filed before nine P.
M. Saturday, June 3d, with O. F. Lippitt, 43 Court street,
chairman of the regM.la corami lice,

FOREST AND STREAM
Quincy Yacht Clou.—The regatta committee of the
.Quiucy Yacht Club, of Quincy, Mass., have prepared the
‘following programme of places, dales, courses, etc., for the
regattas of the ensuing seasonHaturday, May 37th,
Quincy Point; Saturday, June 34th, oft' Quiucy Great Hill;
Saturday, July 22, same place; Saturday, August 26th,
same place. On Saturday, June 17th, the yachts of the
club will rendezvous at Quincy Point by eight o’clock A.
M., at which time a review will be held by the Commodore,
after which the fleet will repair to Grape Island, where
dinner will be prepared; the return trip will be made in the
afternoon. Members of the club not owning yachts will
be furnished with transportation. It is expected that there
will be an extra regatta on July 4th. There will be a sec¬
ond prize in each class, in each regatta, except in ease that
only two yachts start in any class,"in which case only one
prize will be given.
Centennial Rowing.—A recent cable dispatch from
London says that the differences between Ibe Dublin Uni¬
versity Boat Club and the Bowing Club have occasioned
the secession of the leading members of the former, in¬
cluding the two Barringtons and Penlland. They will join
the Bowing Club, which will organize two crews for the
Ilcnley Regatta, the first crew consisting of Messrs. Garde,
Armstrong, Smith, and Hickson, and the latter including
the two Barringtons and Penlland. The two crews will
afterward be consolidated, and go to the United Stales as the
Irish international crew. It is possible that the Boat Club
may form an independent four for America.
—Among the illustrations which will appear in the Glou¬
cester Centennial Book, are a fleet of fishing vessels to be
on exhibition at Philadelphia, comprising the pink stern
standing room boatof 1770; square stem standing room boat
of 1620; pink stern, cuddy forward, 1830; square stern
schooner, 1840; square stern, a little sharper, 1850; Georgesman, 1876; mackerel catcher, 1876; seiner, 1876; banker,
with high quarter deck and blunt bow of 1800 and banker
of 1876, seine boat, etc. These form a fine collection, and
taken as they are from the original models, give the reader
a correct idea of the advancement made in vessel building
the last century. The clippers of to-day form a striking
contrast with the vessels of the days agone.

A Hew Wav to Bow a Boat.—No one that has rowed
much on any of our many boating courses but has been
■warned by a sharp call of “Look out ahead!’’ and glanced
hastily over his shoulder to find a collision imminent—a
collision to be avoided only by holding “hard all." Every
•sportsman has felt that, in rowing, his boat was wrong end
foremost, and, to see where he was going, in many an ex¬
cursion has resorted to pushing or paddling, at the expense
of a great loss of power. Tlieo. Winthrop has said that
“it took three thousand years to learn that we had been
threading our needle at the wrong end;’’ hence the sewing
machine.
Mr. Lyman, of Middlcfield, Conn., realized that for cen¬
turies we had been rowing backward, and he put his wits
to work to set the matter right. In company with the in¬
ventor and Mr.Harris, of the Forest and Stream, I had
the pleasure, on Wednesday, of making a trial of the
“new fangled contrivance,’’ and was very agreeably sur¬
prised to find that it worked Bmoothly and effectively. The
oars, or rather, to speak properly, the sculls, are made in
two pieces. The outer end of the loom, or portion of the
scull inboard, is fastened by a ball and socket joint to the
gunwale, and a short distance forward, by a similar joint,
is fastened the shaft, or outboard portion.1 Alight iron
lever, or connecting row, joins the two pieces in such a
manner that the blades of the oars move in the same direc¬
tion as the handles, reversing the ordinary method.
The action is absolutely without noise, which will be ap¬
preciated by every one who lias attempted to row onto
game. Much to my surprise, I found no trouble arising
from the inability to feather, the sculls leaving the water
with ease. The scuils, although but eight feet long, gave
as much reach and power, apparently, as could have been
obtained in the same boat with ten feet sculls, a length
that would have necessitated outriggers. By simply draw¬
ing the looms against the guuwale, the blades are folded
back as a bird folds its wings. Although the gear can be
detached instantly, the sculls cannot become unshipped by
accident, and there will now be no occasion for tne use of
“swear words,” that so generally follow the loss of a row
lock when among the reeds or brush.
No one who has tried the gear will ever again be con¬
tented to use any arrangement that will not enable him to
see where he is going. It is adapted for every boat pro¬
pelled by oars, except, perhaps, outrigged racing shells.
Sculls.
The “Gunnlife Skiff.”—By

invitation of Mr. Oscar B.
Smith we had the pleasure of inspecting last week a new
boat, called the “Gunning Skiff,” which seems to be an im¬
provement on the Barnegat sneak box. It was built by
Sam T. Gritman, of South Oyster Bay. Her dimensions
-are 11 feet keel, 12 feet 9 inches over all on deck, 4 feet S
inches beam, with a swinging centre-board, which acts of
ils Own accord when the boat is sailing in shallow water.
The boat is also supplied with a lug sail of ten yards of
cauvas; mast, 10 feet; sprit, 141 feet; sail nearly square.
She is decked over 4 feet forward and 2 feet aft, washhoard 1 foot wide. The combing is 4 inches high, and ar¬
ranged for thatching with grass- Depth, 15 inches from
top of combing. The sail is made so as a reef can be ta¬
ken when necessary.
We had the pleasure of testing this little craft upon the
rough waters of the hay, and found her serviceable and
seaworthy, fully meeting the expectations of the builder and
owner.
The Centennial Regatta.—At a recent meeting of
the Centennial Regatta Committee it was slated that the
cost of the proposed regatta on the Schuylkill, in which
crews from ail nations were expected to compete, would
be about $25,000, This included the pure!lase ot prizes
for amateur contestants, the. preparations for accommoda¬
tions, tho money prizes lor professional contestants, and
the expenses for the running of tile regatta. The Schuyl¬
kill Navy has already succeeded in raiaiug the bulk of this

amount, and the balance, it is expected, will be cont ributed
by the various boaL alubs. etc. Mr. A. Wright Sanford
was unanimously elected secretary, with instructions to
confer with the boat clubs throughout, the Slate, and Sir.
J. Schuyler Crosby was elected treasurer.
The Boston Boat Back.—The race between the Faulk¬
ner-Began and City Point crews was rowed on Chrnlcs
River on Saturday last, a mile and a half uud turn, “best
and best.,” working bouts, tube rowed outlie gunwale for a
purse of $1,000. The Faulkner Began crew’s time was
20m. 18s.; the City Points 11s. inter. Both crews made
claim of foul, and on Monday the race was rowed over
again, Faulkner-Began winning without difficulty in 20m.
20s. The time of the City Point crew was 20m. 49s. Fif¬
teen thousand persons were present.
—The professional four crew to row at the Centennial
Regatta, are now exercising on Newtown Creek. The
names of the six from which the four is to be selected is as
follows;—
Name*.
John Biglin.
F. A. Phdated.
J. W. Maxwell.-,.
T. C-. Elliott .
James FJuula.
Jaim Styles ...

Height.
6,04.
5.ji£
5.11
5.91
5.1U1
(i, (u

Rowiug
WctekL.
n>i)w
if.l)
170
155
170
172

Ago.
32
2b
32
34
27
21

Englehardt, the single Sculler, is hard at work on the
creek preparing for his match with O’Neil, which is to be
rowed at Saratoga in July next for $1,000 a side. O’Neil
has only been in training since Monday, while Englehardt
has been at work for three weeksBrooklyn Union.
CENTENNIAL

REGATTA.

•
„
EiuLADwmA, May 33d» 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tim advices from the other side of (he water regarding the entries for
the Centennial regatta are very encouraging. Tim absolute entries cannot
now be known, as tlicy will not come much before the time of closing,
The crew that was certain from Dublin is just as certain since Ike disa¬
greement between the Rowing Club and the Boar. Club, the prospects now
being that the two crews will be sent,. Cambridge is likely, besides the
crews already promised, to send one to fQjptoseut, Trinity College. Tim
amounts of the professional prizes has not yet boon announced, but the
announcement should be made at once. The matter, which Is entirely
in the hands of the Executive Qom rail tee, and out of the Schuylkill
Navy’s powers, is being attended to, but a triflu more promptitude would
not be amiss. On Saturday the Schuylkill presented a lively scene, aa
in addition to the usual rowing, there were numbers of crews out prac¬
ticing for the regatta of the Navy, June 17ih, nml of the Temper Club,
June 3d, The Commodore on Saturday Took Mr. -J. Russell Young, of
the New York Herald; Mr. Austin, cf the London Time*; aud Mr. Mil¬
let, of the Boston Daily Advtrtitw-, with several other newspaper men,
over the course. The geueral verdict was—splendid.
Sepims,

Answers j^o (Qoiresyondcittg,
I¥o Notice Taken of Anonymous Communication!!.
T. S. S., Washington, D. O,—What is the price of the Kay concen¬
trating Cunridge? Aiis. $3J50perlfl0,
Seneca, Syracuse.—It is needless f.n send us details of base bull
matches, as we have space for only the briefest mention „
C. S. Barrett.—What is the best book for beginners on taxidermy?
Aus, In general work, Maynard’s “Naturallsi’a Guido;” for birds,
Ooues’s “Field Ornithology.”
Subscriber, Rochester, N. H.—Thu medicine for your pointer pup
was sent to Bocbester, N. Y. Givo us your address and we Will at once
mail to yoa enough powdered areca nut for your pointe.fi
J. F., New York.—Can you inform.roe where the “Bay Ridge Rifle
Club’s” range is located, llow near or in what direction Bom the vil¬
lage? Ans From 4th to 7th aye., on the Railroad property.
G. W. H., Philadelphia.—Where can the Rob Roy canoe he obtained,
and what is the price of same comp) git*. with sails, ule. ? Aus. Waters
.to Balch, Troy, N. Y., or-Jarvis, Wiitldus, N. Y. - About $100.
J, F. A.., Middletown, N, Y.—I have a Winchester rifle, old model,
16-shooter and rim-fire. What is the cost of changing rim-llre Winches¬
ter rifle to a central-tiro? Ans. Your rifle cannot be altered to take the
central-fire cartridge.
H. C., Philadelphia.—Can you tell me where I can set a gun case
made out of paper raache? Are they made at all; if not, don’t yon think
they would find a ready talc, being light and handy? Aus. Do not know
of any being made, and no not think they would equal leather.
Proctor; Shrewsbury.—Can you tell me if there is good trout fishing
in SUllivan county, Pa.? Ans. There are many trout streams, bnt the
fish are not large, and the accommodation is very poor, unleek one can
fall upon a private house. The taverns are few and far between.
W. R., New York.— Can yon inform me of any person living within
one hundred miles of New York to whom I could go In the month or
July for a few days’ woodcock ehoociug? Ana. Mr. A. J. Rnyler, Tenally, N. J., can furnish you with fair woodeoou shooting. Write to him
for particulars,
J, C.P., Syracuse.—Can you give me life address of one or more re¬
liable dealers in eggs for collection? Aas S. L. Willard & Co., l lies;
S. F, Sherman, New Hartford, N. Y.; K, L. Jiudaut, Orange, N, J.; C,
J. Maynard, Ipswich, Mass.; J. 11. Batty, New Utrecht, L. I.; Fred A,
Ober, Fernandina, Fla.
Phil., Gilead, Mass.—Can you (ell me whereT can get a few pair of
young mink; also the price, and whether it is or has been a practical
thing raising them? Ane. There are a good many breeders of mink in
this country and Canada. Address P. Ressiguc, Verona, N. Y., or
Phillips & Woodcock, Caucadea, N. \\
Setter, Indian Lake, N. Y.- I have a setter pup about four mouths
old; the hail* is coming off bis head, and small scabs appear; would be
obliged to you for a remedy, aud also what? Aus. Anoint, his head with
compound sulphur ointment. Give him little or no meat, but plenty of
exercise—wash Ins head occasionally with carbolic soup.
G. M. G.» Honeadale, Pa.—What is the usual leugth ami breadth or
general dimensions for building an ordinary ten-pttll alley, and whero can
I purchase balls for same? Aus. Ten-pin alleys are built of all lengths
from 30 to 63 feet. Balls, pins, and all infocmatl n c-m be procured from
Messrs. Peck & Snyder, No, 120 Nassau etreei, this cuy.
J, T., Locust Valley .—Please iuform several of your readers whether
the words “open to all comers,” in the National liiile Association's pro¬
gramme for matches at spring meeting include persons not members of
the Association? Aus. “Open to all” means that Lbe matches are open
to all riflemen, whether memu^ra of the N. R. A. or not.
J. C. II„ Greenville.—1 have a red Irish setter pup live weeks old.
lie has a bunch growing under his Mirout aa large as u hen’s egg. What
is this hunch, aud What is the cause of it? Can you give me u remedy?
Ans. It la hot ail uncommon thing for young dogs to be affected as
yours is. Thrust a lance or sharp knife into the bunch, and it will dis¬
charge and soon be well .
W. T,» New llaven.—PU-ase. Inform me to whom I shall apply for
privilege to fish the MiTiunlchi, in Canada? Oau yon tell me Whether,
for any reason, the fishiug is butler or worse than three years ttgo? Ans,
For lctt&c apply to W. F. Whitcher, Ee<u» Ottawa .Canada. Fur fishing
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privilege, address Chris, A. Robertson, St. John, Few Brunswick.
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SorEn.—What is ft Hdgramite? Where do tUey feed? I wish to get
some for bait. Ans. What are known as Helgramlteti in the South and
Dobson's inthe North, are the fully grown larva? and pnpie of several
aquatic species in the family Sialina. Their feeding ground ia chiefly
lu sluggish rivers, They are rare in mountain streams or head springs.
They will bo found Inthe shallow parts of the stream, under stones or
submerged driftwood, or buried m the soft mud aloug the hanks.
Ono, Lock Haven. Pa.—1. Please inform me the best way for prepar¬
ing angle worms for bale. 2. What arrangements have the makers of
the Ward-Bnrtun gun made for manufacturing, and when will they be
completed, why have they been so long making them, and will the gun
he as superior an arm us promised? Ans. 1. Place your angle worms in
sand imd they will clean themselves of earth and become fresh and red.
2. We believe the company has not beeu formed, owing to the depres¬
sion of basiuessG. A. A., Montreal.—Please inform me as to the fishing acts as re¬
gards bass and pickerel for the States of New York and Vermont?
Ans. The general close tune for black bass in New York State is be¬
tween January 1st and May 20th. No general law for pickerel, although,
where there arc local close seasons they expire May 1st. In Vermont
the close season for bass is from June 1st to Angust 1st. No close time
for pickerel, but wall eyed pike and pike-perch arc protected between
April 1st and June Jet.
E. H., Cincinnati.—On my summer tour in Sandusky Bay and In Iho
vlcluity of the Bass Islands, I prefer sailing to being sailed. Raving
some practical knowledge in Bailing a boat I would like to add theory,
and willflbauk you for recommending to me a book treating on the art of
sailing a boat, and on tbe nomenclature or tbe rigging, also on boating
and yachting generally? Ana. There Is no American work which will
meg£ yoar want. Vanderdecken's “Yacht Sailor,” an English hook in
the oust that we know: of.
* 4
A correspondent who is raising canary birds says that he was
informed that he must take away the cock bird, or it would kill the
young ones. Re did bo, and a few days after the little things died.
With the present broad he tried leaving the cock bird in the same cage,
and carefully watched its movements. He found that the male first fed
the female bird, which received the food and passorl it to the young.
Evidently the female alone could riot prepare the food fast enough Tor so
many yonng, and was assisted in the process by the male.
Smitu, Rossmore Hotel. —I contemplate going down to Barnegat this
Coming summer to spend a month or more, our party consisting of eight
or ten gentlemen and their wives and families. Being a constautl reader
of your paper I should like to know of a pleasantly situated house near
tbo water on the main-land somewhere near Barnegat? Ans. Go to the
Gorman House, Forked River, New Jersey, E. H. Frame proprietor. This
house Is three miles from Barnegat village. Take New Jersey Southern
Railroad, via. pier 8, North River.
P. S. S.. Pittsburgh.—T had avciy fine pointer sent by express tome
a few days ago, hut; ray friends differ in their opinion regarding him.
Some say that they think lie is part setter, and so on. Hi is rather full
in the head, short, and, as otic of ray friends says, like a bulldog, only
for hi* cars; he has large legs, and a very slim tail; color lemon aud
white. I wrote the friend that I got the dog frem; he says he is a cross
between the spaniel Bader and ati English pointer. Is there such a dog
aa a sudor? Ana. We never have heard of a variety of dog called wikv
or sader spaniel. There is a kind of dog called “sooners,” and yonrs
probably is a cross of the pointer and “sooner.”
E. C., East New York.—Mr. Seth Green hae recommended me to yoil.
Please send me your Doeembor number that contains the Index of con¬
tents or 1875, and please iuform me through the columns of your paper
how I can raise gold fish lu a forty gallon barrel, and what is needed.
I have some very line large breeders- I am going to try also the experi¬
ment of raising them from impregnated spawn, <fcc. ? Aus. For instruc¬
tion how ro raise gold 0Bh, see Forest and Stream; May 28lh, 1871, and
November 12th and 18th, 1875. Have sent you papers aud Index. T. B.
Ferguson, Fish Commissioner of Maryland, 102 North Charles street,Baltimore, devotes much study to the breeding of gold fish.
Martinez, Philadelphia.—! propose spending the next four, or possi¬
bly five mouths, near North Conway, N. Jl. Please let mo know what
sport there is, if any, in that neighborhood: also, if it would bo worth
ray while to take ray Winchester along? If there Is no sport, please tell
me of a place no farther away which will combiuc society for the wife,
coolness for the baby, and sport for the papa. Ans. There is plenty of
fishing in lake aud stream in tbe vicinity of North Conway, which is one
of the attractive points in the White Mountains. There are fine hotels,
and over twenty hoarding houses In the vicinity, aud papa, wife and
baby can take their choice. There is no summer shooting, except Tor
woodcock, aud of coarse no use for rifle.
Amateur, Latrobe.—Which is the most complete, the most reliable/
and the most practicable book on breaking? 1 have a pttp to break, and
want to do this business systematically. What is the price of Mr. Bur-,
gea’book? 2. 1 want to get my gun “moderately choke-bored.” Do
you know anything of Bowen’s or Johnston’s reputation (Pittsburgh
firms), and which would you advise me to patronize? Ans. The price
of Mr. Burges’ book is $4. it will give you Instructions as to breaking.
“Dinks, Mnyhew & Hutchiuson’* is also an excellent work, as it treats
of diseases as well; price S3, 2. We do not know the firms you mention,
any good workman should be able to choke bore your gun. In this city
they guarantee a certain pattern.
E, StF., Wesleyan University, Conn. —1. When does the shad rise to
the fly, and what lly does one need? I should like also to know whether
in such a river as tho Connecticut yon would fish in the main stream, or
in inlets? 2. Also where in Vermont, or in some neighboring section,
can 1 find good trout fishing during the months of summer? Will the
fish rise better to the fly in the early part of July or the early part of
September? Ans. 1. Shad lake the lly in the Connecticut River up to
about the middle of June. They are caught about the rapids in the
main river, notably below the Holyolce Dam. A brown or gray fly, or
combinations of these colors are used. 3, Good trout fishing and splen¬
did accommodation near Manchester, N't- 3, Trout will take fly better
I11 early September than in July, us they then gather to Spawn. June is
the trouiing month par excellence.
C. T. S., Philadelphia.—I have a gun 10-gauge, 32 ioch laminated steel
barrels, 8 pounds 4 ounces, muzzle-loader, made by Robert Jones, No. 3
Great Howard street, Liverpool. With 2£ drachms (flask moosure, Eng¬
lish) Hazzard’s No. 1 Ducking Powder at 40 yards, U ounce No. 0 shot,
it put in 294 to 325 pellets in (both barrels) a 30 inch circle, X have never
heard the makers name before aud would like your opiuion. 1 notice in
tho Forest and Stream that 4 drachms is a proper charge for an 8
pound, gnu. Does that mean by weight, (avoirdupois) or flask measure?
Ans. Robert Jones, of "Liverpool, is a reliable gun maker, but we think
that 3 drachms of powder (tlnsk measure) and H ounce of shot would bo
the proper load Tor your gun. The 4 drachms of powder recommended
for 8 pound breech-loader, means flask measure, 4 drachms avoirdupois*
with a load of shot, would probably burst tho gun.
Sbnex, Conn.—Can you describe how a “Pettit pad” for targetting is
constructed; also which is the simplest and cheapest way of making a
target of paper for the exhibit ion of both pattern and penetration V
Again, where the weights of powder and shot for a charge are given*
does it Indicate actual scale weight, or weight, by measure? Equal
weights of large and small shot do uot occnpy the same space, even 111
powder the extremes in grain size differ in bulk. Ana. The Pettit pad
cannot be had in this oountry. The best substitute Is stiff hardware pa¬
per; of tins, 30 sheets would be good penetration, and nave them largo
enough to admit of a 30 inch circle being drawn from the centre. Tin?
charges as marked on a powder measure represent a measure which i-»
arbitrary, although corresponding with a Certain number of grain® rpotlv
e caries weight. The shot is marked by actual weight sxqwtotfite.
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HIS Convention is now in progress. There is a large
attendance, and the Sporting Press is well represent¬
ed, H. Busby of Turf; Field and Farm, Banks of Bod and
Gun, Rowe of Chicago Field, and Tileslon of Forest and
Stream, being present. The number of pigeons provided
is 12,000, which will give the competitors sport enough,
The business meeting was held on Monday, o f which a
full report will appear in our next issue. As wc go to
press early on Wednesday morning, although our paper is
nominally published on Thursday, we can give only the
following brief report, telegraphed to us by our represent¬
ative:—
In the State Pigeon Shoot on Tuesday there were 98 en¬
tries, 10 single birds each. P ope’s side scored 334 and
Manning’s side 340—a close scratch. Mr. Wagstaff, dele¬
gate from the New York City Society for the Protection of
Game, was the first to kill 10 birds straight. In the Ama¬
teur match thdfe were 116 entries.
The pistol shooting contest was deferred. In the short
distance rifle shooting Dr. C. E. Rider, of the Monroe Club,
won the first prize; .1. M. Brown, of the MoDroe Club, sec¬
ond, and M. Forsyth, of the Geneseo Club, third.
Our report is up to Wednesday morning.

Terma, Flye Dollars a Year, Strictly In Advance.
A discount of twenty-five per cent, allowed for five copies and npwards.
Advertising Rates.
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, IS lines to the inch, 25
Cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per lino. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
month, a disconnt of 10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20
percent.; over six months, 30 per cent.

NEW YOKE, THURSDAY, NAY 25, 1876.
To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, mast he addressed to Tun Fought and Stream Ftjblishikg Comp ant. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. NameB will not be published If
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are nrged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved taBtes, nor pervert
he legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
ment or bnsiness notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot ho Teeponsible for the dereliction of tho mall service, If
money remitted to ns is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
CHARLES HALLOCK, Editor.
WILLIAM C. HARRIS, Bnsiness Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, May 25th.—Centennial Billiard Tournament at Philadel¬
phia. Bine Club Shoot: Scranton, Pa., N. R. A., at Creedmoor. Trot¬
ting: at Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia, and Lancaster, Ohio. State
Sportsmen’s Convention, at Geneseo. Base Ball: Chicago vs. Hartford,
HtHartford; St. Louis ve. Mutual, at Brooklyn; Louisville vs. Athletic,
at Philadelphia: Cincinnati va. Boston, at Boston; Alaska vs. Mutual, at
Hoboken; Lowell vs. Resolute, at Portland, Me.; St. Cloud vs. Osceola,
at Orange, N. J.
■Friday. May 2fith.—Centennial Tournament, Philadelphia. Trotting:
at. Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia, and Lancaster, Ohio. Convention
at Geneeco. Base Ball: Brooklyn vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn, Chatham
vs. Olympic, at Hoboken; Lowell vs. Androscoggin, at Lewiston, Me.;
Maple Leaf of Guelph, Out., vs. Mutual, at Jackson, Mich. Creedmoor.
Saturday, May 37th.—Centennial Billiard Tonrnaraent, at Philadel¬
phia. Quincy Yacht Club Regaita, Quincy, Mass. Trotting: at Laucas.
ter, Ohio. Convention at Geueseo. Cricket: St. George vs. Philadel¬
phia, at Hoboken. Base Ball: Chicago vs. Hartford, at Hartford; St.
Louis vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn; Louisville va. Athletic, at Philadelphia;
Cincinnati vs. Boston, at Boston; Nameless ve, Aliska, at Brooklyn;
St. Cloud vs. Stevens’ Institute, Hoboken; Lowell vs. Bates’ College,
Lewiston, Me.; Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia. Creedmoor.
Monday, May fl9th.— Rifle Shooting: Schuetzen Park, Union Hill,
New Jersey. Base Ball: Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia.
Tuesday. Muy 30th.—N. Y. Athletic Club: Mott Haven, Rifle;
Schutzen Park, Union Hill. Opening CrniBe Atlantic Yacht Club, of
Brooklyn. Trotting: at Lincoln, Nebraska; Le Roy, New' York;Madi¬
son, Indiana; Freeport, III.; Ambler Park, Pa., and Belmont Park,
Philadelphia. Perth Amboy Yacht Club Regatta. Base Bull: Chelsea
vs. Olympic, at Paterson, N. J.; Harvard vs. Live Oak, at Lynn;
Alaska va. Chatham, at Hoboken; Arlington va. Reaolnte, at Elizabeth,
N. J.; St. Cloud vs. Staten Island.
Wednesday, May 31st.—Illinois State Fish Association, at Peoria.
Rifle: Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, New Jersey; Rifle Competition for
place on International Team. Derby Day, Englund. Trotting at places
asabove. Toronto Rowing Club Boat Race.

—Everybody going to the Centennial Exhibition should
provide themselveB with a railway guide for the journey.
The best one to purchase is either the Traveler’s Official
Guide, containing all the through time-tables and list of
railway officers, sold at 50 cents per copy, or the pocket
edition of the same, called Official Time-Tables, price 25
cents. With the last named they can ascertain the popu¬
lation of all the cities they pass through, and their princi¬
pal business interests, etc. It also contains a fine litho¬
graphic map of Philadelphia, showing the Centennial build¬
ings. Both are issued by the National Railway Publication
Company, Philadelphia.

Paradise Regained.—One of the Acts passed by the late
Legislature and signed by the Governor,incorporates a Moun¬
tain and Lake Villa Park Association, which proposes to
secure not less than 20,000 acres in the heart of our great
northern wilderness, embracing some of the most beautiful
lakes and forest hunting grounds, wherein fish and game are
to be propagated and preserved. The nominal capital is
$200,000, in 1,000 shares of $200 each, and no subscription
to be received of less than five shares. Not more than ten
per cent, to be called in the first year, and Ibe remainder
only as wanted for improvement or the purchase of addi¬
tional lands. Property already secured for the use of the
Company includes a large hotel, saw mill and 1,000 acres
of land, partly wild and partly improved.
Two hundred lots of four acres each, and embracing a
handsome water front, to be laid out. Each member to
have one, and to improve it as he may please. Choice of
lots to be determined by the highest b>». Hatching-houses
and ponds to be erected this year. Next winter a steam
yacht to he taken in, which will have an extent of lake and
river navigation of twelve miles. A good road to be con¬
structed as soon as practicable, so that the park will not be
more than twenty-seven miles distant, from railroad facili¬
ties. The Act confers ample powers, is clear, concise, sym¬
metrical and carefully framed to prevent abuse of its provi¬
sions for objects foreign to its purpose, and the scheme is
to be pushed with energy. The Corporators named in
the Act are:—
A. B. Lamberton, Rochester; C. C. Morse, Rochester;
James W. Wadsworth, Livingston County; James Faulk¬
ner, Jr., Livingston County; Charles N. Ross, Auburn;
R. M. Richardson, Syracuse; Thomas McCarthy, Syra¬
cuse; R. U. Sherman, Oneida County; Walter Ballou,
Oneida County; H. H. Thompson, New York; James L.
Jackson, New York._
_
H. H. T.
California.—In the target practice of the Sumner
Guard under Capt. Burns, at Alameda, May 13th, the
largest company score on record was made, 67£ per cent,
of the highest possible number of points being tallied.
The distance was 200 yards. Tne company consisted of
62 members, and five rouuds were fired. T. E. Carson led
off with a score of 22 out of a possible 25, and was follow¬
ed by Capt. Burns with a 22. There were three scores of
21; five of 20; six of 19; ten of 18; and the lowest of all
was 7. The Alta California says :—
“The scores, which will be found below in detail, are so
far beyond anything heretofore published as having been
made at 200 yards’ distance, that we have taken some pains
to compare them with the record of the Oswego Company,
which won the Nevada Badge presented by Gen. Batterman. That company presented themselves at the target
with the minimum number of men (46) allowed by the
New York law, and made (JSA per cent, at the 200 yards
distances; the Sumners made 876 out of the 1,300 possibilty, and gained the brilliant credit of 67 4 13 per cent.
The shots are classed as: 27 bull’s-eyes; 114 centres; 76 in
ners; 31 outers; 12 misses. The percentage of hitB on the
target is 95. Forty-four men hit the target, five times; four
hit four times; four hit three times. The credit for the
best centre shot was won by M. A. Bates, the bullet strik¬
ing three-quarters of an inch from the exact centre; W.
F. Relict made a similar success—a tie—but lost his adventage in shooting off. The Oswego Company made only
22 bull's-eyes against the 27 made by the Sumners, and the
Oswegoans are charged with 22 misses, while the Sumners
get only 12 duck eggs.”
Blooming Grove Parr.—This delightful summer re¬
sort offers special attractions to visitors. Tho club house
is now open, under the charge of Matt, who superintended
last year. Members and their guests will find him ready
to give them a hospitable reception. The elks and deer
in the breeding parks are doing well. Excursion tickets
may be had at the Erie R. R office, 401 Broadway.
-—Our correspondent F. A. Ober (Fred Beverly), of Fer¬
nandas, Fla., has sent us several photographs of the ca¬
noe in which Mr. N. H. Bishop completed his recent re¬
markable voyage, and a very good likeness of Mr. Bishop
himself, which we shall soon publish. Most of these
views were taken on the St. Marys River, but one, a sun¬
set view from High Point, Cumberland, is a very fine artist¬
ic work. Mr. Ober will supply the portrait and three
views of the canoe for $1. His address is at Fernandina.
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N the boundless plaiuB of Texas, where habitations
are few and scattering, wild horses roam in num¬
bers. Their original progenitors are unknown, but aie
supposed to have been bred in Central Asia, and from
thence distributed to other parts of the globe. In form
and disposition they resemble domesticated horses, though
they often differ in color, many being piebald, mouse
color, or dun, besides the intermediate slmdeB of black,
bay, sorrel, and gray. These unusual colors are attributable
to promiscuous breeding.
In the domestic horses of tho present day the high points
are the result of culture. Thoroughbred horses, if allowed
to run wild on the plains, soon degenerate into the mus¬
tang. Wild horses range in herds varying in numbers
from a score to many hundreds, each herd being under the
guardianship of a single leader, who disciplines his troops
in a wonderful manner. The leader holds hit. position by
right of conquest, and loses his chieftanship if vanquished
by one more powerful. The young males, on arriving at
an age when they show a spirit of gallantry, are always ex¬
cluded from the herd, unless by strategem each one can
induce some mares to join him; otherwise they are forced
to lead a solitary life. It is quite exciting to witness a con¬
test for superiority among stallions. The leader, when en¬
deavoring to drive a young horse from his herd, often
finds his match, and is frequently conquered instead of be¬
ing a conqueror. When such a battle lakes place each
contestant goes boldly to the front of the herd, striking
fiercely at each other with their fore feet, and with their
teeth biting and holding on with the tenacity of a bulldog,
tearing the flesh from each other. The young stallion
may whirl quickly and kick his adversary, but the old
horee never stoops to this effeminate mode of combat.
Should either one prove victorious the remainder of the
herd are willing subjects to his discipline, while the van¬
quished is forced to seek other company. The leader of
the herd can be readily distinguished at some distance by
the peculiar toss of his head. When alarmed he is the
first to give the signal for a stampede, and is the last to re¬
treat, always remaining between his charge and danger.
When quietly grazing he is ever on the wulch for intru¬
ders, but when the herd is in motion he is always foremost,
nis faculty for concentrating the herd when members are
inclined to straggle is remarkable, rushing at them wiih
open mouth, admonishing them to join their companions
or suffer a cruel incision from his teeth. This jealous
watchfulness keeps herds from mingling.
The mustang is strong and capable of great endurance
as a saddle horse. When examined with the eye of a con¬
noisseur many points are observed quite equal to the thor¬
oughbred; the limbs are exquisitely turned, flat, clean, and
sinewy, with ample chest, widely distended nostrils, and
with brilliant and protruding eyes. The majority of them
have heads and necks finely proportioned; the peculiar
leanness about the flank, which may detract from their
beauty, gives them speed and endurauce. No animal dares
to face a herd of wild horses. The carnivora fare badly
when the united strength of the herd are brought to bear,
as it sometimes happens when an enfeebled member is at¬
tacked. Domesticated horses are sometimes enticed among
a herd. Many years ago a symmetrical stallion of power¬
ful build by some means escaped domestication and joined
a herd of wild mustangs. His exact history was never
known, but it was supposed that he escaped from a vessel
wrecked on the coast of Texas and swam ashore. Many a
herdsman coveted the possession of this beautiful creature.
The united efforts of relays of the fleetest and most en¬
during horses were frequently brought into requisition,
but his speed and endurance as often proved a match for
them. At length he was shot, and upon his neck were
found seven different lassoes which had proved too brittle
to hold his agile form. Within his range are found many
of his foal; one, a powerful stallion, though broken to the
halter, no skilled horseman could" remain on liis back and
endure his tremendous struggles to relieve himself from
restraint, having the wild disposition and spirit of his sire.
Many of the finest horses in the State owe their pedigree
to "Wild Bill.’’ The facile pencil of Van Zandt portrays
the highest points of his beauty and development. His
color was a deep mahogany bay, with black points, with
thick flowing tail and mane; his majestic carriage gave
grace and elegance to every movement. Herdsmen some¬
times secrete themselves and dash upon a bunch of mus¬
tangs, and by dexterous maneuvers cut off sucking coils
from the herd, and in the confusion detain them a moment,
when the dams disappear with the rapidity of lightning.
The colts then take kindly to their newly-made friends
and follow them to the corral. In this way many valua¬
ble animals are procured. The writer once possessed two
of these animals, which were not only models of symmet¬
ry and beauty, but were hardy and enduring horses. One
was taken when but a few days old and reared from the
bottle. He was diminutive, but symmetrical in form, and
bis steel roan coating always shone with glossiness. His
ambling pace enabled him to go in considerable less than
a thiee minute gait. When mounted by a lad suited in
weight to his small size, it only aroused the inherited dis¬
position to indulge in “pitching,” which he was sure to
practice with success, especially when his rider was a
stranger. “Mike" was the admiration of all; although a
household pot and constant companion of the juveniles,

my a tom and dusty jacket attested his -whimsical
rtics.
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they proved to be Mexicans, disposing of their herd. A
stranger approached and informed him of the intractable
spirit of these unbroken and pitching mustangs which saved
him from much expense and perhaps broken limbs. One
was lassoed and saddled for exhibition. After witnessing
it pitch the newly formed'acquaintance was kindly thanked
for his manifested- interest, and assured that the steam
horse was much preferred to the unruly mustang.
Mexicans wheu riding an unbroken mustang use the
Basal instead of a bridle, which is simply a nose hand held
in position so that when the horse is inclined to pitch, by
drawing on the reins the nose band is drawn tigklly over
the nostrils, stopping the breadlh. Unless the mustang
can at each jump or pitch take a full inspiration, their
pitching is ineffectual.
Many of tbe wild horses, when thoroughly broken, show
considerable speed. Several years ago a traveling circus
company had among tbe number of horses a domesticated
wild horse named Orphan Boy, perhaps on account of his
dilapidated and rough appearance, but this same brute as¬
tonished many by tiottingamileinless than three minutes.
On entering populous towns his owner enjoyed trotting
this horse agaiust time for oysters for the company, which
he was sure to win.
The wild mustang after being broken and rendered sub¬
servient to the will of man, when his freedom is regained,
soon retuns to his original state. A tribe of Indians cap¬
tured a wild mustang, and in their rude manner forced
him into subjection, and after being exchanged from tribe
to tribe be finally escaped, and for a long time battled all
efforts for bis recapture. At length he was caught, but
broke the cords which bound him and fled to the moun¬
tains. In time he again reappeared and plans were laid to
take him. He was so fleet that he outdistanced the best
horses, and a number were not sufficient to run him down.
When surrounded he fought and kicked so fiercely that it
waB impossible to take him. One day being surprised in a
canyon he was lassoed and choked into scmi-obedience, but
when mounted by a fool-hardy brave, flew like the wind to
the mountains. The poor Indian returned a day or two
afterwards to his wigwam bruised, sore, and tired, afoot,
having been thrown when tbe animal was again free.
The countenances of men generally disclose their
nativity and the complexion the climate in which they
were reared; so the hoof of the wild horse is the certain
index to the locality in which he ia reared. The horses
ranging on a flat prairie have hoofs and limbs to corres¬
pond; while tbe mountain mustang has a hoof smaller and
more compact, which is better adapted to the wear and
tear of climbing the rugged mountain sides. The Bizo of a
mountain pony is smaller and more symmetrical, denoting
a higher bred animal. The hardy manner in which he is
reared, cropping here and there tbe crisp herbage, also fits
him better for hard usage. The climate of the mountain
regions being colder causes a profusion of hair to protect
him, which is also a distinguishing mark.
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There are several methods practiced in capturing wild
nstangs, nz: snaring, lassoing, creasing, and walking
Creedmoor.—The fine weather attracted an immense
crowd to Creedmoor on Saturday, the contest being for the
em down.
Snaring is only practiced by Mexicans
Geiger Bull’s-eye trophy; 15 shots at 800, 900, 1,000 yards,
died Greasers), who are too indolent to resort to other
the firing to open at the latter ranger. There were thirtysatis. The place where mustangs drink must first be astwo entries, General Dakin making the highest score, but
rtained. Their watering places in dry prairies are few
tieing with Mr. Farwell on the number of bull’s-eyes.
The question then arose as to tbe manner in which tbe tic
d far apart. A herd of mustangs will often graze in the
should be shot off, Mr. Farwell contending that it should
sinity, and drink from the same waters for weeks at a
be decided by another shot, and he proceeded to make
ne, if unmolested. Their trail leading to water is usuanother bull’s-eye to substantiate his claim. The Secre¬
:y inclosed on both sides by thick chapparal, with only
tary, however, held t lie badge until such time as Mr.
e passage. Several lassos are suspended over limbs of
Geiger decides as to the conditions of his gift. The prin¬
cipal scores were as follows:—
:es, with one end securely tied and the noose opened.
J.UUU
hen the herd traverse the trail the Greasers, who have
Name.
yds,
Yds.
Tds.
T’ls.
eviously remained unseen, expose themselves to view,
W. B. Farwell.
71
T. B. Dakin.
81
A by shouting at- the top of their voices, bo frighten
L. M. Ballard.
75
F. Hyde .
81
e herd that they galop headlong through the narrow pasN. Washburn.
78
»e, A few are caught by the neck, which pitch and
H. S. Jewell....
70
L. WebDer.
66
juggle until choked to the ground exhausted, when they
R. Rathbone.
81
eliberated, but not before being saddled and mounted by
11. Fulton. .
69
A. Anderson.
74
eir captors, who cling to them with the tenacity of life,
The Seventh Regiment Rifle Club were out shootiug for
d do not yield their places in the saddle until the aci¬
several badges and trophies at 200 and 500 yards. The
ds are thoroughly subdued. In using the lasso it is
“shells" were won by Private Nichols, of the Eighth
town with precision to a distance of thirty feet, and is a
Company, and Captain Robbins, Rifle Practice Inspector
Jkain snare in practiced hands. The lasso is very simple
of tbe regiment, won the Diamond Badge.
construction, beiug made from rawhide, carefully plaitCreedmoor.—The Seventh Regiment, 155 men; Eighth,
or a rope twisted fropi the mane and tail of horses, or
160; and Sixty-ninth, 70, practised at Creedmoor on Mon¬
anilla rope made thoroughly pliant. In either case the
day. Of the brigade staff, Major Wylie scored 40 of the
possible 50 points, at 300 and 400 yards; Col. Wentworth,
riat is furnished with a loop or iron ring at one end, and
34; Gen. Varian, 30; and Col. Fleming, 28. Private God¬
g other is fastened to the saddle. When not in use it is
frey Smith, Company F, Eighth Regiment, had his right
gpended in coils upon the horn of the saddle; but when
leg broken near the ankle. The winners of marksmen’s
e animal is in view which is to be secured, the coil is
badges were:—
rown over tbe left arm, the slip-noose or ring is grasped
Name.
_
Score. Total.
mly with the right hand ready for action. By swinging
Sergt, Conover.19 18
87 Pvt. Jardine..21
is four or five feet in diameter around the head the
Pvt. Bostwicic.19 14
S3 Pvt. Thompson.21 7
Pvt.
Dam.20
12
82| Pvt. Cooper.12 14
sight of the loop and ring gives an impetus to it, and the
Pvt. Clayton.12 19
SliPvt. Purdy. 9 16
inter is enabled to hurl it to its full length with certain
Corp. Reynolds. 15 16
81 Pvt. Minor.12 13
Pvt. Haynes.17 14
31 Corp. Wilson.13 12
in. The size of the loop must be accommodated to tbe
Lient. Steele...16 13
stance of the object, for the noose contracts as it travels
aienTn regiment.
Name.
Score. Total.I Name.
rough the air, and if made loo small it fails to encircle
Score. Total.
Capt, Ross.13
35 Capt. Glbeon.13 13
e animal’s neck.
Capt. Fielding.16 18
34 Sergt. Demerest.., ...18 13
Sergt. Oreoom.18 16
34|Pvt. Eulcn.14 12
The mustang when captured is savage and furious with
Lieut. Carman. 8 24
82;Corp. Balden hausen.. 15 11
scomfiture, and would speedily escape were not the rider’s
Sergt. Bryant.17 11
31 Pvt. Boak....21
4
Corp. Fielding.17 10
27
>rse trained to assist in the manteuver; for he comSIXTY-NINTH REGIMENT,
eheuds as well as the rider, when the aim is unerring,
Name.
Score. Total.l Name.
Score.
Pvt. McFealy.22 10
32 Sergt. (Jnrtaln.14 11
id suddenly checks his speed, and throws himself upon
Capt. Oartiu.17 14
28 Capt. Brennan.20
5
s haunches so that when the rope is spent the weight of
Pvt. Lovett. 8 17
25|
e captured horse throws it prostrate, which is strangled
PrIZEB OF THE NATIONAL RlFLE ASSOCIATION.—At a
r the encircling noose and reduced into subjection,
meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of
bile the captured horse is gasping for breath the hunter
Directors of the N. R. A. held on Friday last, the Prize
smounts, one end of the lariat being securely tied to his
Committee reported ibe receipt of a number of prizes
which were distributed among the matches as follows;
(Idle. He secures the rope, and glides along the lasso
Short range match-^first prize, a Martini-Henry Rifle, value
ith cautious advance until within a few feel of the wild
$75; second prize, field glass, valued at $18; third prize,
ute, tightening the encircling rope when the animal tries
cash, $10; three cash prizes of $5. and four cash prizes of
escape, and relaxing it slightly when the creature sub$3. each. Military match—first prize, an embroidered flag,
its. In a short time he is enabled to seize the horse by
value $100; second prize, a wall tent, value $45; third
The Mustang Race.—The effort on the part of George
prize, a bronze clock, value $25. Mid-range match—first
Ahead and mount it.
prize,
a telescope, value $70; second prize, a bronze manlol
Parker
to
ride
305
miles
is
fifteen
hours,
at
Fleetwood
As soon as tbe mustang learns subjection, and that he
clock, value $34; third prize, cash, $20.
Individual
kindly treated, he is overcome, and can scarcely be dis- Park on Thursday, although resulting in a failure, was match—first prize, a Remington special military rifle, value
still
a
great
feat
as
far
as
accomplished.
Indeed,
had
it
iguislied from a thoroughly domesticated animal. Creas$75; second prize, a telescope and tripod, value $25, and
g is mostly practiced by hunters who become dismounted not been for a want of condition in the rider, and most three cash prizes of $5. and five of $3. each.
d are in need of ahorse. After sighting a drove of injudicious use of provender, also on his part, the distance,
Glen Drake.—The opening matches of the spring meet¬
irses they usually crawl towards them, and lie in wait in as far as the horses were concerned, could easily have been ing of the American Rifle Association, after one postpone¬
accomplished.
Apple pie, washed down by copious ment, were commenced at Glen Drake range, Pelhamville,
(he secluded place near their trail, and when they come to
tier one is singled out, and shot so as to graze the top of draughts of cold water, would be, we should imagine, the on Friday last. The first match was open to all comers,
e-skull just behind the ears. The sndden blow stunning most destructive diet which could have been adopted, and at 200 yards distance, the prizes heing two silver trophies
at the close of the 236th mile Parker was so exhausted as valued at $25 and $12 respectively. The winning scores
e horse for a few seconds. In this bewildered condition the
were as follows;—
inter secures him with ropes before consciousness returns. to have to be carried from the track. The following table
Name.
Score.
Total.
Major Shonnard.44544
21
ie rifle is never brought into requisition, in creasing, ex- will show the time made at various stages of the ride:—
A. Gorohman.3 5 4 4 5
21
v—Total—,
Rept by experienced marksmen, for a deviation of half an
D. F. Davids......5 4 5 3 4
21
Miles.
M. S.
H. M. S.
xnonnts.
eh is quite sufficient to miss or kill. If the whole herd
10. .27 24
27 24
6
The second contest was a military match, distance 200
20. .26 2a
53 47*
yards,
off-hand,
the
best
scores
being
as
follows;—
ito be captured, the best method is to walk them down,
30. .28 25*
1 22 13
9
Name.
Score.
Total.
43. .26 m
1 48 52*
ils procedure requires four men with one or two led
8
M. Cookepere..
4 4 4 4 5
21
60. . 25 45
2 14 37*
6
irses each, who are stationed at a watering place in waitColonel Shonoard.
3 4 4 4 4
19
60. .26 09*
2 40 47
D. F. Davids..1 4 4 3 8
18
70. .26 22*
3 07 09*
6
g for the arrival of a herd, when two men start in pursuit
80 . .26 07*
3 33 16*
6
The
third
and
last
contest
was
a
“subscription"
match,
lore the mustangs have had an opportunity to quench
00. .26 29
3 59 45
7
in which the prize consisted of a division of onc-half the
100. .26 56*
4 26 41*
7
eir thirst. They must start slowly, taking care not to
entrance fees between the makers of the three highest
110. .27 07*
4 58 48*
8
ge them into a ran. The sight of the mounted horses
120. .27 01
5 00 49*
7
scores. The distance covered was 200 yards. Following
130. .27 30*
5
28
20
10
are the winning scores.—
sure to keep the mustangs at a safe distance; in this
140. .29 09*
5 57 29*
10
Name,
Score.
Total.
150. .27 63*
6 25 23*
9
ly they are kept moving, bat no faster than a walk, so
D. F. Davids.5 4 4 4 4
21
160. .26 48*
6 52 11*
10
at they cannot eat. Moonlight nights should be selected,
D. F. Davids .4 3 4 5 5
21
170. .28 02*
7 20 14*
10
Major Shonnard.
4 5 3 5 4
21
180. .27 05
7 47 19*
9
that the trail and herd can be discerned through tbe tall
190. .27 14*
8 15 34
9
The
principal
event
on
Saturday
was
the
match
for
the
ass. By daybreak twenty or thirty miles may separate
200. .27 27
8 43 01
9
DeFeyster badge, valued at $300. The conditions were—
210.. .27 40*
9 10 41*
8
eherd from the watering place, and the drove will move
seven Bhots each at 800 yards, off-hand, State rifles. The
220. .28 26*
9 39 06*
9
->re gently, but still they must not be pressed or they
226. .21 05*
10 00 13*
8
leading scores were as follows:—
.11 flee from pursuit. After changing horses, one of tbe
Name.
Score.
Total.
Total...... .10 00 13*
10 00 13*
181
Lieut. Gee, Eighth.2 834343
22
lers, by flanking the herds may start them on the back
F. Backofen, Forty-seven iu.4 5 3 3 0 3 3
21
Parker allowed himself ten seconds to change horses,
tek towards water; being thirsty they readily obey, and
In the all comers' match seven shots were fired by each
but he really averaged about fifteen seconds, which would
ten they arrive they are surprised to see two more men in
man, but those using 50-ealibre military rifles were given
make in 181 relays 45m. 15s. That gives the following
seven points, placing them entirely ahead of the marksmen
Ireuit, while the first men turn carefully away to wait their
SUMMARY.
having fine sporting rifles. Captain Thompson was the sucH. M. 8.
rn iu pursuit on the following day. Each relief in this
Actual time in saddle ...10 00 13}
ccessful shot, scoring 27 out of the possible 35, and count¬
ly takes their turn, taking care not to force them into a
Time occupied in changes...
15 15
ing 34 A few of tbe best scores were;—
Rests and other delays .
41 81}
n but pressing them sufficiently to prevent them from
Name.
Score.
Total.
Capt. Geo. H. Thompson.3 4 3 4 4 4 5
27* 34
ting or drinking. Three or four days aod nights, with
Actnal time....11 27 00
Lieut. Kunz.0 4 3 4 3 4 4
22* 29
e exercise and abstinence from food, is usually quite sufIf Parker had been on time be should have completed
sergt. Madden.0 3 2 4 4 3 4
20* 27
Lient. Gee.0 3 3 0 4 4 4
17* 24
ient to tire them so that they can be driven to the nearest 226 miles in llh. 6m. 53 l-9s., which therefore made him
rral and penned; though a much longer time is necessary 20m. 6 8-9s. behind when he was obliged to give up.
-Seven points allowance.
some instances for the accomplishment of their capture.
Parker has since published a card, saying that his diet
In a subscription match, carried on in connection with
The writer in first visiting Texas after traveling into the was of his own choosing, and exonerating every body. He the day’s practice, the winners of the moiety of the stakes
were:—
lerior by rail, determined to purchase a saddle horse and attributes failure to the rain and bad track.
Name.
Score.
Total.
sw the country on horseback. In the suburbs of HousLieut. Knnz, Twenty-seventh Regiment. ..3 4 4 3 4
18
F. Backofen, Forty-seventh Regiment_4 4 2 4 4
18
i was a cavayard of mustangs which were exceedingly
—The Alexandria (Va.) Gazette mentions a haul of rock
D. F. Davids...4 4 2 5 3
18
.imp and fine looking. The herdsmen were dressed in fish (striped bass), made in 1854 off the Freestone Point
Long Island.—The conlest for the Champion Badge by
ckskin suits; their swarthy complexions and broadbrim- shore, on the Potomac, sufficient to load three vessels, be¬ the members of the Jamaica Rod and Rifle Association,
Sd sombreros convinced him that they were Indians, but side large quantities given away on shore.
took place on their range Wednesday afternoon, Col. Wm.

FOREST AND STREAM.

256
K. Cogswell being tbe winner, Tlie result is as follows,
200 yards, off Laud:—
N nine
Total. l Namo.
Total.
Win. 8. Cogswell.4llK!bcrt X. Remson.35
Cbns. J. Steward.-tlljGao. A. Hicks.8i
TlieO. lioaera.39 Stephen Ryder.34
Geo. II. Greed.39|Tboe. B. Fifth.28
Geo. W. Damon..38 Jotrn U. Floury.2J
John M. Crane.87|
This badge will be coulesled for on tbe second Wed nos
day of each month, and become tbe property of that
member who shall have won it three times. There is also
a Challenge Badge wbieb is slioL for every Saturday after¬
noon, and becomes the property of tbe member who shall
win it tiie greatest number of times duriDg the season. At
t he matcli last Saturday this badge was won by Alderman
Fleming by a score of 28 out of a possible 60.
Saratogas and Parthians.—Tim return match between
the Parthian Rifle Club of this city, and the Saratoga Ri¬
fle Club of Saratoga Springs, took place on the 18th inst.
at Camp Geiger, near this city. Tbe total scores stood—
Parthians, 501; Saratogians, 559, out of a possible 600.
The Parthian average was 91. This is said to be the lar¬
gest average ever made in a 500yard contest. Mr. Jerome
Pitney, Captain of the Saratoga team, has addressed us
the following note.—
5w Yarns, May 20ih, 1873.
Editob Forbst and Stream:—
I desire to call your attention to the Tact that we lost the match with
the Parthian, Jr. by shooting on the wrong target. Gates’ninth shot
was on their target. I f It had not been for that we would have tvon, as
one of their team made an outer.
Jerome Pitney,
Captain Saratoga Team.
Alabama.—The First Alabama Regiment met for rifle
practice at Mobile on the 12lli inst. Tbe target used was the
Creedmoor third class, and the distance 100 and 200 yards.
Our space permits us to print only the leading scores,
which were as follows, live shots being fired per man, with
Springfield rifles:—
Name.
100 Yds. 300 Yds, Total
Mobile Cadets—Holt.
33
20
43
Mobile Rifles—W'illiams..
22
21
43
Cleburne Guards—McCann.
21
19
4t
Gnlf Cjly Guards—McAndory.
20
18
38
Waahington L. Inf.—Williams_
21
18
37
German Fusitoers—Klbiuejou......
21
19
40
State Artillery—McAleer.
20
17
37
The scores made by teams from various eo mpanics were
as follows:—•
Mobile Rifles... Ill
ill
205
Mobile Cadets. 108
92
198
Cluunrne Guards. Ilia
83
188
Gulf City Guards.
99
80
179
Washington Light Infautry .
97
78
175
German Fuslieers..
93
81
173
State Artillery.
93
75
1118
Wisconsin.—The fourth contest at 200 yards for the
BrodUead prize was allot at Milwaukee on the 12th inst.
The day was a beautiful one—warm, bright, and clear, and
should have drawn out more riflemen. Our old friend,
Sketch, who, owing to pressing business mixed with a
general soreness of body and soul, caused on one hand by
a backward shooting guu, and on tbe other by disgust at
not being able to learn his “Spitz" to shoot off hand (Mil¬
waukee style) has been abseut from the range for several
Weeks past, put iu an appearance; wins the-glass once, and
feels as if he had something left to live for. The follow¬
ing is the score:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
Sketch.5 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4
42
Meuuier.5 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 3 5
40
Dungs.3 4 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
40
Williams.
4 4 34 4 54 4 33
38
Yme.4 343444444
38
Fielding.3 4 5 4 3 4 4 5 4 2
88

The Iuisii-Ameuican Retihin Match for 1876.—The
Ainaluer Rifle Club, in whose hands have been placed the
arrangements for the third match with the Irish Riflemen,
to be shot next summer, have issued an address to the
Riflemen of America inviting them to compete for places
on the American team under the following conditions:—
Competition 1.—Open to all native horn citizens of ihc United Slates,
to lake place Juno 2Gth aiul 21st; fifty shots each day by each competi¬
tor; fifteen at WJ0 yards, fifteen at 900 yards, and twenty at 1,000 yards.
Competition 2.--Open to sixteen men making the highest agitrognte at
the preceding competition, this latter to be shot June 2rth aud 28th, the
distance and number of shots same as foregoing. The twelve men
scoring the highest aggregate in the contest will constitute the team aud
Competition 3,—Open only to team and reserve, to take place July 11th
and 12tfi; uumberor shots, &c., same as in the other two The aggre¬
gate of scores iu this and the preceding competition will determine
the places of the competitors in order of merit, and the first eight shall
constitute tbe team.
The rifles, sights, targets, position, &c., shall be in accordance with
the printed regulations of the National Rifle Association.
No sighting shots will be allowed in any of the above competitions.
Entries must be made by letter to the Secretary, Major Joseph Hol¬
land, up to the evening of June 19th, or in person on the range up to ten
o’clock A. M.,on June 20th. An early notification is requested from
those desiring to compete.
Haverhill, Mass., May 22d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Mount Washington Rifle Club had their regular shoot Saturday,
May 20th. The URUal Creedmoor target was used. The following is
icore. Distance 200 yards, off-hand; 10 shots:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
M. A. Hill.3 435433544
38
J . Manners.4 4 3 3 5 3 4 4 4 3
37
J. F. Abbott.3 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 1 3
V
C. A. Kimball.4 3 4 5 4 0 5 4 4 0
33
W. S. Willey.4 3 3 0 3 4 4 1 3 4
32
W. S, WlU.Br, Secretary.

Wav Wav.

The Willett and Borgans Match.— Extraordinary
Jfijic Shooting.—Mr. F. P. Le Breton, of the National
Guard Shooting Club of San Francisco, lias kindly sent
us the scores of some remarkable matches recently shot
between Messrs. Chas. Burgans and E. II. Willett, of that
club, with photographs of the competitors and diagrams
of the targets. We say that the shooting is remarkable,
for it is really most creditable to the contestants, and at
the same time shows a parity of excellence in marksmanBhip that repeated tests could not determine. The history
of tbe match is this;—O.tt March 12th. in a match between
the "Three Charlies”—Burgans, Nash, and Le Breton—on
the otic side, and Willett, Carson and flentsi ou the other,
the two principals, as above, made each 164 points, out of
a possible 200 points, 40 shots at 200 yards. In a subse¬
quent match, March 26th, 40 shots, same distance, the
“Three Charlies” shooting against Messrs Willett, Harris,
and Wright, the same gentlemen tied again on 162. This
led to the match of April 16th, in which the merits of
Messrs. Burgans and Willets Bliould bo tested independ¬
ently, the conditions being 50 shots at 200 yards, for $100
a side, five shots more to decide a lie. The following score
shows the results, with ties iu each case, and stakes drawn;
the wind blowing very strong during the shooting:—
4
4
l
4
5

4 4
14
3 4
4 4
4 4

liUKGANS
Score.
344 4 4.4 4
4 1 4 5 5 5 5
5 5 4 5 4 4 5
4 4 4 4 4 3 4
5 4 5 4 4 4 4

"WILLETS.
Score.
4344444544
4454454454
4 5 4 5 3 5 4 1 3 4
3444544454
5 4 5 4 4 5 1 4 4 4

Total.
39
44
43
39
43

Grand total.208

Grand total.208
BURGAKB.
Score.
4 4 3 4 5
Conlin’s

Total.

I

Total.
29
|
Gallery.—This

WILLETS.
Score.
4 4 4 t 4

Total.
20

favorite resort of riflemen
was rc-opened on Tuesday evening. Mr. Conlin, iu his
address to his friends, says:—
"The impetus given to shooting in America by the late
successes of our national team in the old country, coupled
with the desire on my part to fully accommodate tbe in¬
creasing amount of business, lias enabled me, through very
elaborate and extenssve alterations, to extend the capacity
of my gallery to at least triple its former dimensions, and
I can safely affirm that t now have tile most capacious galeiy in existence, comprising three separate galleries, with
six perfect and distinct ranges.”
Mr. CouliU lias also one of the finest collections of fire¬
arms in the country, aud he has made arrangements to
have the latest atlvices from Creedmoor received by tele¬
i
graph and posted in the gallery.

ers, £5 each dog and £50 the rubber. The match to cornu
off on the third week In September in Cheshire, the dogs
to be fairly shot over on partridges, and the Rev. T. Pearce
to he judge; each trial to last, two and a half hours.
Title Kentucky Bench Show—The Benelt Show of
Dogs held by the Kentucky State Sportsmen’s Association
last week was a very successful affair, the list of entries-,
being not only double that of last year, but the quality of
tlie dogs exhibited was also much superior. The follow¬
ing is a list of the winners in the various classes:—
Class 1—Imported Euglish setters or their progeny.
Be«t dog, Stafford, P. H, Bryson, or Memphis, Term; bc*t bitch,
Mand, do. Second Druse, Blanche, J, M. Taylor, LexiiiKlou, Ky.
Class 2—Imported red Irish or Uieir progeny.
Beet dog, Ruby, IS. O. Greenwood. Cincinnati, Ohio; best bRch, Kate,
do. Second prize, Kittle, J- II- Bierbower, MaybVlllu, Ky.
Class 3—Imported Gordons or their progeny.
Best dog. Mack, James Brennan, Lexington, Ky.; best bitch, Mail, R.
A. Tnoniton, Lexington, Ky.
Class 4—Native English setters or their progeny over
one year old
Best dog, Carr, Jos. Wool talk, Lexington, Ky. Second prize, Roy. .T.
L. Martin, do. Third prize. Jut, A. 0. Morgan, do. Bust biteh, Jut,
Dr. B. W. Dudley, Lexington, Ky. Second prize, Kale, do. Third
prize, Minnie, W. D. Lyons, do.
Class 5—Native Irish setters.
Best dog, Grouse. C. T. Peck, Lexington, Ky. Seeond prize, Janie,
A. H. Morgan;do. Best bitch, Peggy, Col. Whistler, U. 8. Army. Sec¬
ond prize, Kitty. E O. Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Class 6—Native Gordons.
Best dog, Pat, J. H. Mannen. Maysville. Ky. Second prize. Mack,
do. Thiid prize, Ben Buckner, Hon. J. B Beck, Lcxmgton, Ky. Best
bitch, Ray, J. H. Mannen.
Class 7—Pointers over 50 pounds weight.
Best dog, Dash, E. O. Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Class 8—Pointers under 50 pounds weight.

iennel.
FI ELD TRIAL DERBY.

T

HIS event, held under the auspices of theEnglish Ken¬
nel Club was decided on the 4th and Dili inst., at Horseheath, Cambridgeshire. Our English exchanges went to
press before the second day’s proceedings had been brought
to a close, so that we have particulars only of the princi¬
pal event, the Field Trial Derby for pointers and settur
puppies of 1875, the winner to receive £50, the second
£20, and the third and fourth £10 each. Of one hundred
and two entries a field of fourteen appeared to try conclu¬
sions, the puppies being drawn in pairs as at coursing
meetings. The first pair put down were Mr. Lort’s Glen
and Lord Downed Young Sam, the latter the winner of
the puppy stakes a few days before at Shrewsbury. Yonng
Sam won all through in the trial, making three successive
points and dropping well to wing. Glen is by the celebra¬
ted Ranger, but he had not had the advantage of Arm¬
strong’s splendid breaking. In the next trial Mr. Macdoua’s Magnet lost by making two false points, Mr Barclay
Field’s Belmont winning. The next brace were both
pointers and a long and uneventful trial followed without
either of the dogs distinguishing themselves greatly. Mr.
Price’s Whim ultimately winning. One of the most inter¬
esting trials was that between Lord Downe’s Dan (the ulti¬
mate winner) by Mr. Llewellin’s Sam, and Mr. Bower’s
Blue Bell III, by Mr. Laverack’s Blue Prince. Regarding
this trial the Field says:—
“Mr. Bower’s pretty little mottled Laverack Blue Bell,
when down with Lord Downe’s Dan, proved unsteady in
backing, when her companion found, though she later on
stood in perfect form to a single bird, but this was vitiated
by a subsequent false point, whilst Dan had gone over the
hedge. Armstrong’s dog then pegged another lot, and
looked like winning the blue ribbon, which might have
been gathered by ihe flower of Chester if better broken.
As it was, the judges could but give their verdict iu the
heat for the white dog.”
“In running oil the ties pointers were paired with
pointers and setters with setters. The final Lea', between
Whim, Mr. Price’s pointer bitch, and the last winner (Dan)
proved and interesting one, and aroused the energy of the
flagging field. Some birds, which had run forward, rose
fropi the bare ground ou the top of a hill, and then Whim
found splendidly, standing in relief on the brow. We then
walked a considerable distance past a hedgerow, where the
nightingales were singing divinely, and then Whim cut her
own throat by flushing badly a brace of birds shcyfiiould
have found, and as Dan luckily hit off birds twice, lie was
pronounced the final and absolute winner.”
The summarv is as follows:—
Viscount Downe’o bk. w. d. setter Younc Sam, by Llowellin’e Sam—
Dose, 1 year 2 months, beat Mr. W. Lorl’B llv. w. d. setter Glen, by
Ranger— Cuuliffe Brooke9’s Jewel, ljienr 4 mouths.
Mr. S. Price's liv. w. b. pointer Whim, by Bang—Bieeott’s Moll, 1
year 1 month, beat Mr. J- H. Whitehouse’e liv. w. d. pointer Bray, by
Mticizregor_Xiiiu, 1 vcar 4 months.
Mr. B. Field’s bk. w. t. b. setter Belmont, by J. Bishop's Brackley—
Bell, 1 year 2 months, beat Air. G. de L. Atacdona’s liv. w. b. setter
Ma^uet, by Shirley’s Rock—Lilywhito, i year 3 months.
Mr. G. T. Rartnim’e bk. w. m. d. pointer Special, by Whiteliouoe s
Fax-owner’s Romp, 1 year, beat Mr. It. J. Lloyd Price’s liv. w. d.
pointer Lucky Sixpence, by Drake—Nimble Ninepence, I year.
Mr. G. Brewin'# w. bk. b. setter Balsbam, by Macdona’s Ranger—
Bishop's Dumpsey, 1 year Jlmonths, beat Mr. H. D. Brandrcih’s w. liv. b.
seder Bessie 11., by Shirley’s Kock-Lllywhite (year 3 mouths.
Mr. E. Bishop’s liv. w. d. pointer Roy, by Brighton—Flora, by Drake.
1 year 3 months, beat Mr. A. P. Lonsdale’B liv. w. b. pointer Min, by
Price’s Mike—Watt’s Mab, 11 months.
, „
,
Viscount Downe’s bk. w. d. setter Dan. by Llewelltn s Sam-F ash. 1
year 1 month, beat Mr. T. B. Bowers's bk. w. I, b. setter Blue Belie 111.,
oy Laverack'sBine Prince—Cora, 1 year.
,
11.—Belmont beat Young Sam; Wbhn beat Special; Whim beat Boy.
Dan beat Balabain.
III.—Dan beat Belmont and Whim.
, . . .
Lord Downo’s Dan, (Better), tirst prize; Mr. 6. Price s Whim, (pointer),
second prize; Mr. B. Field’s Belmoui, (setter), third prize; Mr. E.
Bishop’s ltoy, (pointer), fourth prize.

In the Hoisehealli stakes for all ages, which followed,
twenty-two ran, Lord Downs was again successful, wiuning with Jill, a liv. aud wh. pointer b. by Mar’s out of
Lord Seftou's Ruby. Romp, another pointer, by Chang,
was second, and the Laverack setter Blue Bell III, by Blue
Prince, out of Cora, third.
A match lias been mttde at Cambridge between Mr. G.
de Bardie Macdonn and Mr. U, D. Brandreth on one side,
and Mr. S. Price and J. H. Wbitehouse ou the other, tbu
former gentleman matching five setters against five point¬

j

Best dog, Spot, J. H, Mannen, Maysvillo, Ky. Second prize, Viloy,
D. Kimble, Lexington, Ky. Third prize. Van, Beu Diake, do. Best
Ditch, Fannie, Frank Woolcy, do. Second prize, Kate, John Gilbert,
do. Third-prize, Vic Woodbull, Ben Drake, do.
Class 9—Native setters under one year.
Best dog, Lon. J. S. Woolfolt, Lexingion, Ky. Second prize, Kansas,
J. L. Martin, do. Third prize, Bella, John Gilbert, do.
Class 10—Best English setter from imported stock.
Best hitch. Maid of Lexiogtou, P. 0. Bryson.
Class 101—Irish setter pup, sex not considered.
First prizo, Kailif, J. H. Bierbower, Maysville, Ky. Second prize,
Kathleue, P. 0. Bryson, Memphis, Term, Third prize, Jessie, J2. O.
Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Glass 11—Best pointer pup.
Vivcy, D. Knoble.
Class 12—Best English setter bitch and two pups.
First prize, Maud, F. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.
Class 13—Best Irish bitch and two pups.
Firat prize, Kiltie, F. H. Bierbower, Mayavilie, Ky. Second prize,
Kate, IS. O. Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Class L4—Best pointer bitch and two pups.
First prize, Fonuie, F. W. Woolcy, Lexington, Ky.

Best stock dog and two puppies.
First prize, Pat, F. 0. Mannen, Mnyavllle, Ky

The following gentlemen were judges on the different
classes: P. H. Bryson, D. Bowles, Dr. Sunders, J. If.
Mannen, E. O. Greenwood, C. A. Kenney, J. B. Beck,
J. H. Bierbower. We had no complaint about tlie decis¬
ion of the judgeB. The shooting tournament was quite
a success. J. H. Kerr, of the Nimrod Club, of Bourbon,
county, Ky., winner of the champion badge, C. Behind,
and C. A. Kenney won more prizes than all the other
shooters. Lexington was again chosen as u place for the
next mcetiug, and tlie following officers elected: Coi.E.
F. Clay, President; Col. Frank Waters, 1st Vice, and C.
A. Kenney, 2d Vice Presidents; G. B. Bell, Treasurer; J.
M. Taylor, Secretary; J. H. Kerr, Fred Bierbower, A. G.
Morgan, J. R. Viley, Executive Committee.
Ky.
—At the sale of setters from Mr. Llewellin’s, at Aldridg¬
es, Loudon, April 22d, the Birmingham champion prize
winner aud her sister, Peerless, were purchased for Mr. L.
II. Smith, of Slrathroy, Canada,
Petrel was knocked
down at £75 12s. sterling, and we believe is tire first Bir¬
mingham champion prize winner that Iras as yet crossed
the Atlantic. She will come to Mr. Smith iu whelp to
Llewellin’s great champion dog Dan. Petrel and Peerless
are by Llewellin’s champion Prince out of Bill II. They
will he a grand accession to the Slrathroy Kennels.
Warts in a Dogs Mouth.—A correspondent, F. H. II.,
writes from Boston: “In your May I8tb number, I notice
an article in relation to ‘Warts in a Dogs Mouth.’ 1 lutd a
pointer afflicted with that trouble, how long lie had been
so I did not know, but ou opening his mouth one day, I
found it literally covered with them. 1 administered
Homeopathic ‘RUus Tox,' five drops, three or four times a
day, and within tour days they had entirely disappeared
and did not return. I have uo doubt your correspondent
would find immediate relief for liis dog if he should apply
this Temedy,”
_
_

—A consignment of a pair of very handsome red Irish
puppies, dog and hitch, reached our office last week, being
the property of Mr. N. Saltus, and sent to us for delivery.
Both arc by riunkett out Of Diffeudoi'per’s Belle, she by
Saltus’ Daslr, winner of first prize at Watertown, and
highly commended in champion class at Springfield, 1876.
Their grand dam was Dr. Strachan’s Belle, impelled from
the Duke of Devonshire’s kennels.
—Mr. Walter Humphreys, who now has charge of Ham¬
ilton Thompson’s kennel, writes us that Thompson's red
setter Belle lias visited Mr. George J. Barmore’s Jack,
belter known, perhaps, as Robinson’s Jack.
Mancie.—A correspondent writes from Washington, D.
C., that Liq. Sulph Calcium is the best remedy for mange.
Three or four applications used twice a day will, he says,
cure any case.
^ __

—The well-lyiown setter, 8am, better known as Reid’s
Sam, one of the Lavcracks by Old Blue Dadi out of Moll,
died in Mr. Llewellin’s kennel a short time back.
i s. GmnvillcP. Hawes
KictmBt.riHHHTcE.—Oath* nail hist,
rut by Mr. C. 0. Hnyand VV. M. TilteliitUk bitch, Domini Ca
cvps. to Mr. N. Saturn'
mond) wlicilu ll I'icin pn[is, six dogs an
, .. Dimity.
Dash. Rnnui-1 Garre i« l>» Dick. C.iniiolly
Mr. C. K. V’ll)bin's (of IJaii’u Falls), ungeittid while cotter bltct’ Fan.
L mid write zeuordog Mack.
baa been m l ml by l.C. Filtlicl
M„r. la liy Pride Ol Ike Bolder, or .1 ol U i

FOREST AND STREAM
j§fntioml $$a§iimw.
CH1CKET.

Touso A veuica Outckict Gun;.—The
ErSt elevens ot the Younf? America and
fiction oricket clubs played a match at
perm auto wn on Saturday, May 20th. The
fiei’ions showed a great improvement on
any previous play, and now present a really
good eleven. The (hiding was good on
both sides, but the Young America won
whh ease, having eight wickets yet to fall,
the score standing, Merion 88 and Young
America 80.
iTlie Philadelphia 'will play the Young
America on Saturday next, and the Clcrjnantown and Young America will probably
play on the following Saturday.
ISTo definite arrangements have as yet been
made for an international match, hut one is
almost certain to be held iu the fall.
Sculls.
HASH BALL—THE TUOPESSIOSAL ARENA.

The advent of the western clubs in the
oast is the event of the month iu base ball
oircles, and the contests which are to take
place in Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Hartford,
and Boston every Tuesday Thursday and
•Saturday from now until June l$th bid fair
[to bo of the most interesting character.
The opening games took [dace on Tuesday,
when the Ohicagos met the Ilarlfords, in
Hartford; the it. Louis the Mutuals in
Brooklyn; the Louisville the Athletics in
Philadelphia, and the Cinchmaii the Bosttons in Boston. Next, week a change in
‘the order occurs, When Chicago goes Lo
Boston, St. Lnuis to Hartford, Cincinnati
ko Philadelphia, and the Louisvilles come
here.
If The past week’s [tiny saw the Hartford
step nearer to the front place than they
have done yet. Thu record, up to May 2!2il
Tm as follow*:—

aUla
ii| (i :•
0 Oj :J

[ 9| 6 8j i)j ll 8j tf| 5| 46

* The Athletics’ first c#ici'n tour proved a
very unlucky one, it beiug marked by a
succession of defeats after Hie club left
Brooklyn, the New Havens defeating them
by a score of 13 lo G; and yet when they
got home they defeated the Philadelphia
liine by 13 to 1,
Dick McBride donned the "Bed Stock¬
ings”1 fer tiie fiist lime in Boston, on May
22d, in a match with the Hnrlfords. He
'received quiuj a welcome. The Athletics
made a gieat mistake in allowing him to
leave their club, as they did iu letting
'tjapp go.
The record of model games iu the proKbssional arena to May 23d is as follows:—
May 15,— Chicago vs. 1 .oiiIbvIUb,at Gliitjago, ...4 to 3
May lft.—HhhIojcI vs. Athletic, at Hanford....8 to 8
Stay J1. — Hartford vs. Bosum, ut Boston.8 to 3
May 18.—Louisville vs. Uincmnati, at Louisville 9 to 3
Stay IS.—St. Louis vs. Chicago, at Si. Louis_4 to 1
May til,—Resolute vs. Star, a; E teabetli.5 to 1
May 1'J.—Brooklyn vs. Ohalsea, at Brooklyn.. 7 to 5
May 1!),—Rhode Island vs. Live Oak, at Lynn..4 to 3
Blny IS.— Noaliftnnaek vs. Active, at Netsca8tle.fi to 1
May 2U —Busiou vs. Mutual, At RiookUu.7 lo 4
May 20,- Chici.|,'n vs. SI. Louis, at i'luoago....B to 3
<M»iV 20.—Loutsvilteya Orticreiiui i.atLoui-.vilte.ft to 4
May 20,- Hanford vs.Nuw Haven,at New Haveo.8 lo 6
May 23.—Bt. LolUS vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
12 to 8
Slay 23.—Chicago vs. Hartford, at Hartford
6 to 4
THE AMATEUR ARENA.

Borne very fine games were played by
amateur clubs last week, the moat note¬
worthy being the following,, played at
Prospect Park, May 30th:—
NASSAU.

Raws,lb.... o'
Sjtke, c.f.0
ToJiinolly, l.f.. 0
JBritt, p.II
IXletilnuoyr.l... (J
Rultoer, s.e,,,. 1
FUrooliler 2ft... .0
Rod may no, 3b. 1
ifthompsou, c.. 0

WINONA.
po.l
a. 1
7],Scribner, c..., (>
8|BAlmEJ5 3b.... 0
2 Hartnett, lb... 1
2 Pringle, r f... 0
ojTetterlon, 2b- II
3 Bennett, l.f,.. o
llThctfoid, s.b.. o
3 Davenport, jj.. 0
7 Story, c.f.0

6 271 Totals. 1
5 0?
Totals....... 2
runs aooitKu.
t Nassau..0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
.Winona.0 0001000 0—I
Umpire—ilv. JJegenulu of tlie Winona.
EJTinje—One iiour and forty, minutest.

Among the good games played were also
the following:—
•Atuy IB.—Nassau vs. Park, at Brooklyn (10 ins). 6 to 7
May Ri.—Orchard vs. I'avorita, at Brooklyn... ft to a
The college games of the week were as
Hollows:—
May t5.—Oldcuvo vs. TJ. W. University, at
Cnicngo....... 9 to 0
.May 17.—Taunton vs. Brown University, at
Erovklonco. 6 to 4
May 17.—Yale vs. Trinity, ut New Haven. 9 to 4
May 17.—Amherst vs. WelM.on, ul. AniheraL.. 7 to 3
•May 18,—Princeton vs. Smr, at Princeton
!) to 7
liny 20.—Nameless vs. Lafayette College, at
I
Eaton_ ...... .......IB to 5
cMay 80.—Bates’ College vs. BtnvdGin, at Lewis-

F

ton.. 9 to 0

May 20.—Harvard vs. Amherst, ut AmbSrst.. .18 Lo 8
May 20.—Yule vs. Princeton, at Princelon.,,. ,J2 tu 9
l

PHILADELPHIA BlIJ.fA.HD TOURNAMENT,

Mat 38.—Daly 300, Shaw 10); Slosson 800,
Foster 331; ltuduipli 300, J. Dion 173; Hu■flolphe 300, C. Dion 08,

—The spring meeting of tbe Olympic
Club of San Francisco took plaee Saturday
the 13th. The weather was cold and dis¬
agreeable, and the results, except the 100yard race and the standing jump, were not
up to the mark:—
I—IDO Yard Race.-A. Prlna, winner—time, lfls.;
A. S, Thompson, second by 4yd,
H—Running High Jump —M. F. LaGrange, win¬
ner— 5ft. Un.; It. o. McMillan, second-4ft 91n.
JfT—1-40 Yard Race.—A. S. Thompson, winner—
57D ; G M. Robinson, second; M. C. Whyte, third.
IV— Running Wide Jump.-C. R. Browne, 18ft.
2)in.; A. Prliis, 18ft. 8J-iu.; M. F. LuGrangc, 18ft,
9m.
V— Piilting Heavy Weteht—321bs.—W. Montague
Kerr, winner—22ft. lOjiu.; W. S. Smith, secoiid—
m. Itn.
VI— Standing Wide Jump.—W. 8. Lawton, win¬
ner—18ft. Oj in.; M. F. LaGrangu, lift.; A. S.
Thompson, lift. lOiu.; A. Piinz, lift. B4in.
VII— One Mile Race— G. M. Robinson, winner—
5in, 51s.; W. Davidson, second by 3 foot.; O. E.
Browne, third.
vm—Putting Light Wetgljt—lBlhs.—W. S. Smith,
winner—38ft, 04in.
IS—Three Standing Jumps.—W. S. Lawton, win¬
ner—35ft. 9in.; M. F. LaGrange, 31ft. Spin.; A. S.
Thompson 3tft. Tin.
X-One Mile Walk.—G. M. Robinson winner,8m.
104s.: J. R. Fulton second, by to ft.
XI.—Throwing Base Ball.—W. S. Smith wlDner,
288 ft. 6 in.
Xlt—Running Hop Step and Jump.—A. Prink winnei-,38 ft. 1 ill.; At. F. LaGrange, 38 fl,; A. S.
Thompson, 35 ft.
XIII— 100 Yard Hurdle Race (10 hardies, 3 ft. 0 In.)
—M. F. LaGrange, 01 seconds.
XIV- Three .Mile Race.—W. Davidson winner, 17
min.54 sec.; G. M.Rohiuson, second.

PRINCETON

ATHLETICS.

Princeton, N- J., May 13th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tbe pruliminary contest of the Princeton Athletic
Association took place May 13th. These games are infrpidcd to be n training contest for the regular meet¬
ing, which occurs daring Commencement week in
June. Below-is a summary:—
I- Standlng long jump, three trials.— F. Larkin, ’79,
and W. P. Steyeneou, ’76, tie on 9 feet71 inches. On
lie Larkin made 9 feet 8$ inches; Stevenson, 9 feet 8
inches.
II- 100 Yurd Race.—McCosb, '17, first, Hunt, 78,
second. Time 10 seconds.
lit—Throwing Base Ball —Woods, 76, 371 feet 74
inches; Douny, ’77, 370 feet IS- indies.
IV— One Mile Walk.—Dodge, 79, first; Brown, 76,
second. Time, 9 minutes 55 seconds.
V— Putting 34-pound Cannon Ball.—Markon, 76,25
feet 64 inches; Pnrmlcy, 76,84 feet 8 inches.
VI— Quarter .MileRun.—CUopili,’ 76, first; Phruner,
78, second. Time, 1 minute 1 second.
VII— Throwing 16pound Hammer.—Parmley, 70,
73 feet fl inches; AIcOosli, 78, ,2 feet 2J Inches.
VIH— Hurdle Race, 100 Yards.—Woods, 70, first;
Mnrquand, 76, sec ond. Time; 20 ueconds.
IX— Running Long Jump.—Larkin, 79, 16 feet j
Inches; Ridgoly, 7u. 14 foot 54 inches.
X— One-lialf Milo Run.—Pliraner,7d, first; Parmley,
76, second. Time, 8 minutes 30 si ciinds,
XI— Running High Jump.—AIcCosh, 77, 5 feet 84
inches.
XII— One Mile Run.-Greene,78. Ural; Phruner,78,
second. Time, 5 minutes 11 seconds.
xm—Three-legged Race.—Brown, ’78, (S. 9.,) and
Dickens, 78, ttrst. Timo, 44 seoonds.
Judges—George Goldie, A. Marquaud, and W. E.
D. Scott. Timekeeper—M. Golclie,
It is to be regretted that a great many of our best
athletes did not enter these games, prefering to I old
back for the. June contest. In some of the laces there
were onlv two entered.
The University nine begun a came with the Phila¬
delphian on Tuesday, but were-topped by rain at the
eud or the third innings. The score then stood 0 lo
4 in favor of the University.
Lousaisn.
s.—I would like to correct a mistake 1 made in
my report of the gymnastic contest. Kaufman took
the price for general excellence, and Walker that for
light weights, instead of Tice 'Versa, us was time
slated.
_
L.

—Samuel Perritte, Jr-, Solomon Soper,
John Soper, Stephen C. Inman, auil Joel
Ridgwav, attached to Life Saving Station
No. 17, Harnegat Inlet, have killed the past
season 14G wild geese, 508 brant, and 264
ducks. The largest number killed in one
day was 101 head. Considering that only
two could be ab>out at one time, and then
not until after suurise, the capture of 018
head of wild fowl by these parties is a re¬
markable event.—Turn's River, Courier, A. J.
—The Mayor of Philadelphia, on Tues¬
day, stopped all pool selling in the city.
Large sums of money have “been paid by
New Yorkers to the proprietors of hotels
for the privilege of selling pools in them.
Budd Doble and Lew. Martin paid $8,000
for the privilege of selling pools in the
Continental HotH.
"Pleasures of Angling with Rod and
It ft n ft for Salmon and Trout.” By Geo. W. Dawson, Editor of the Albany Journal, Wfed* Parson* <&
Oo., Albany; Sheldon &> p©.» New York.
This book which we recently announced as forth¬
coming, is now out and for sale. It is an important
addition to American angling literature, and Jills lu
some degree a void lone felt as regards salmon llshitu£ in waters on this side of the Atlantic. It eontains more Information on this subject than all other
books together. To those who are content with ir.mt
Ashing, this is a trne Vade Mccum. We shall notice
the book at length soon.

'V*F. W. Helmick, popular music dealer
of 078 West 6th street, Cincinnati, eendB ns the “Centounial March,” by J. Wymond, and the ‘‘AUneral
Springs Polka," by GnstavuaDolruBB, both seasonable
aud full of vigor aud vivacity.

BLUE FISHING,

KINSEY’S
ASHLEY HOXJSE, J3AKNEGAT IN¬
LET DON’T FORGET.—Blnciish annually
make their appearance at Bamegat Inlet about May
201,h. Parties desirous of being notified by mall or
telegraph on the arrival of hluefteh, or to secure good
yachts, will address J, W. KINSEY, Ashley House,
Ba.iDcgat, N. j. Access via N. J , Southern Railroad.
N. B.—The Ashley House is wiihin 100 yards of the
llphiug grounds,
rouyll 3c
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QA.NAJDIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

gjotcls anti I?e<!orts for^porttlmen.

"Our Birds of Prey,”
HENRY

rpHE "FISHING LINE.’’

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries

VENNOR, F* G. S.

OF NORTHERN MICUIOAN\ VIA

Thistainsbeautiful
and novel work oonGrand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
SO large Photographed Plates, and upwards
of 150 pages of descriptive letter-press
Jt figures
and describes every species of Eagle, Falcon, Hawk,
Buzzard, and Owl that Is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
No less than fifteen specifically distinct Falcons and
Hawks, three Eagles, amt ten Qwl* are described as
inhabiting Canada, some of these, however, beiug
given as “exceedingly rare.”
The letter-press of the work Is, thn ughout, based
upon the Author’s personal ob^ervaidons in the Cana¬
dian field between iheyeatH I8ti0and 1876, and is filled
with new and orginaL facts relating to the disirioution, habits, and Didification of these Birds. It also
contains the observations of recent American writers
on several species concerning which there has been
much controversy.
The whole form a series which it would be difficult
to improve upon, and one that is not to be found rep¬
resented iu any one collection in the Dominion of
Canada—many of the Birds figured having been sent
from distant places on purpose for these plates. All
are Canadian Specimens.
The copy right of the whole work has been Been red
for Canada and the United States by the Author, and
only a small edition will at present he issued. This
will be distributed in Canada, to Subscribers in the
order in which their names occur on the Subscription
Lists. Early orders are solicited.
Price Complete, in Cloth i»0 Flutes), - - $13
1J. S.—The Places of this Work will not be sold
separately, but if desired the whole book may be had
In paper cover, $12.
DAWSON BftOH.,
may35 if_Montrea., Canada, Publishers.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).$10

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete),..

$15

OHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
ko (complete).$20

IV. H. HOLARIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices. The ten dollar suit is better
made than any competitor can oiler for the same
money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,
&c., for which I have to thank the Jj ale nitty at large
for suggestions.
BEST

I believe that 1 have the

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,

and respoctfuBy solicit your orders.

COATS IN

I send rny new

Illustrated Catalogue, id pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage Lo handle my
cooils. They arc better known aud more highly es¬
teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Oflic*: Mo. 1 Goobti.and St.

J. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
SEW L TRKCJirr, XL tv YORK,
Dealer in obl&jts'of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
Blands, Bucks’
Heads, An Here,
Carved Heads,
Taxtdo rmists’
supplies. Skins
md eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, lusocte, C'hrysa*
hde**, Coral,
Shells tfcc.
Agent*:
Men*el Ryder,
55 Jack&oji St .
SL. Raul, Minn,,
and Eaton. Holberton & Co,. 102 Nassau street. N. Y.

3. WALLACE,
NATURALIST ANU TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied,
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up in the moat artistic manner,
from a wbalo to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moft to a humming-bird. Foreign
skin* and arlificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
Bliiitft; heads, and lioina.
mehaOtf
No. 10 WILLIAM ST., N Y.
Birds and Animals Pkkseuykd to Ordjsr bx

It. L- NEWCOMB,
TAXIDERMIST,
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Instructions given.

FOR

NEW

rrm.ySS tf

IIAYEN,

HARTFORD,

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C*H. North am leaves PiarNo. 25, East River, daily
(SundayB excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third sLreet,
East River, at 8:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
iu waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield aud way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—Steamer Elm City leaves New
York at 11 P. M.> arrn ingin New Haven in lime Tor
tlie early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 1)44 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
street, Brooklyn. Apply »t General Office, on the
pier, or to RICHARD PECK. General Agent.
tf

Boss in House, Toronto, Canada.
SllliA RS A SON, Proprietors.
Til is liousoia a ravorilo resort ror uenHernci) spoi’tameu horn all partis of tlie United,Slursa aud Canada..

(Mackinaw, Grand Rapid* & CinclmiHti Short Line,)
The waters or the firnnd Traverse Region and
11)6 rillcblgnii North Woods ate UT)snrpupBc’f.i. if
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
llroolt Trout abound in the streamy and the r*inioos American Grayling is found only in these
waters
Brook Trout Pfhhoii open* Moy 1st.
Grayling smiukoh opeiiH June ltd.
Illacls llriris, l*ihe, Pichorc', und Muscolonge nro
also found in largo Dumbers in the many Jakes and
lakelets or this terrilovy. The sportsman can r« adily
aund trophies or hi skill to bis friends or ‘*Cl«b’ at
home, as ice For packing fish can be Had at many
points.
Tulin your family with you. The Scenery of the
Norih Woods and lakes is vu»*y beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and braoing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those eiiircriug with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel AcfoinumdulionH, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average hi countries
new enough to afford the finest of Jlshiug.
On and after June 1st Hound Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points ill Grand 3 rnverse Region,
ami imr*Clive train facilities • rered to toun>l* and
sp-'tsmen; also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Giiiim, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owners ilk
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties oml Families at
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feci “ut home” on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full, in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, Ac.. and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Keud to Forest aud
btreura office, or address
J. U. PAGE, G. I*. & T. A.,
tnay4 4m_Grnud Bapitls, Mich.

rpHE SFOKTSMEN’S KOOTE.

Chicaeo & Northwestern Railway.
This gro-it corporuttou umv owns and operates over
trwO thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach In all
directions, ant cavtir about all tbe country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. Wllh one bmucb it
reaches Racine. Kenosha, Mil'wankee, aud the coun¬
try noTth thereof; with nnotlrer lino it pushes ihrouth
Janesville, Wnterlowu. Oshkosh, Fond da Lac, Grven
Bay, Escaniihu, in J^Hgamiee and Marquette; willian¬
other lino it passes through IWiwiisou, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Mmncapf'lie; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to andlhrough Winona, Owatoima, St.
Peicr, Mankafo, New Ulup and hiops not until Luke
Kameeka, Dakota, is reached; another line el arts from
Oiiiuagu and runs through Elgin and Rockford to X^roeport, and, via the Illinois Tkmtnil, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, anu I be country beyoud. Still
another line rails almost due westward, and passea
through Dixon. Sterling, Fulton. Clinton (Iowa). Cedar
Rapids, Matahaillown. Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. Tills last namedta flic uGRKaT
TBANs-CONTlNENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho*
Montana, Ncvodti, California, amt the Pacific Coast.
R, runs lhrough the Garden of Illinois and Jowa, and
re The safest, shortest, and beat mule ro Omaha, Lin¬
coln, and other points in Nebraska, and for Cncyenno,
Denver, Salt L ike City, Virginia City, Curaon, Sucrumeuto. fcjati Frauciaco, und. all other poiutB west of
the Missouri iiiver.
TO SPORTSMEN :
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN
TAGES—FOR 1JRAIRIE OHIOKBN, DUCK,
GBE E, AND BRANT SUOOT1NG. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MOKE
FAV'OHABLE POINTS
than UHy other roadio ibe* country, while for Deer and
Buar lliinting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
i ike, Pickerel, and Bus.-* Fishing a hundred poims rm
the Northern aud Northwestern Hues of this company
Will be round unsurpassed by au,y in the West,
MARVIN UUGH1TT,
WML ST’ENNETT,
Gen. Sttptu, Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago,
aplfi

TO SPOBTSMEN: j
THE PENNSYIVANIA R. R. COffiP'Y
Rer-pcctfully jnvileatteiihon lo the

^iq>eriof Facilities
afforded by their lines for ranchinu most of the U’ROT1NG X'ARK'S and It ACE COURSES in flm Middle
Slates. These-lines being CONTINUOUS FROM A LL
1M PORTA NT POINTS; avoid the difficulties and aaugeiaof re&bipment, while ilie excellent cars run over
tne smooth steel trackH enable S TOOK TO BE TRANSPORI ED without failure or injury.
The lines Of
The PeiiJisylYnimi Kail road Company
also reach the best localilies for

(iUNMNU

and

fishing

in X’enusylvania and New Jersey,
EXCURSION
TICKETS are aold at the offices of Urn Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED¬
FORD, CREbSON, RALSTON, MJNNEQ.UA, and
other well known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, ami Still Hunting.
A Iso. to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOU AN, and points on the NEW" JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , GenT Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, GenT Manager.
feblT tf

BELMONT HOTEL,
033 and 035 Washington Street, Boston, Mnss.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, und easily reached
bystreet cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modem improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward, A first-class Restaurant, ana Private
Dining-Rooms, if prefened, at moderate rates, Tho
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at, prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special advautageH afforded at the “BELMONT.”
meli80 firn
11A BD Y <fe CO., Proprietors.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Uostou Alask.

The House for Sportsmen.

IcbiT tf*
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THE ORVIS REEL. THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

TTIOR SALE-TWO SETTERS; EACH
JU drop at the shot, and retrieve without milling a

Canvas Shooting Suits,

feather—Frank and Tip—sired by Blsmark; both out
--nported Irish bitches; twenty months old;
stannch,
:h, spirited,
spiritod^ and thoroughly broken. Address
Addi
CHAS. MORROW, 1936 Sansom st... Philadelphia,

Tlie Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Eeel in the Market.

OP

BEAH
GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Oun
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO 1,-This Eeel is extra nickel-blated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes np line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
HO 2—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

C. F. ORYIS & CO., Patentees anti Manufacturers,
mdhS0 3m

RIFLE COVERS AND

C, F. Imbrie.

48 Maiden Lane,
35 Liberty Street,

Andrew Clerk.
Special.

i f. o. box ism.
f
new tore.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,

FISHING TACKLE
Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of Hue goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order: Cuttjhunk and Pasque IeLinds
Bass Li Lies. Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every eenuine ILL. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker. Abbey & linbrie* sole agents. ” Beware
of imi a ions
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg- Eyed Needles.
Tarr ies lilted Out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maiue, Adirondacks, eTc , etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm._
may25

McBride

These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most success ul. Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
irom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe nnnntv. N v

LEGGINS.

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

65 Fulton St., N. Y.,
Invite the attention of araatenrB
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Yom Hole’s Robber
steel Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flics. Thenewst.yleCnlt>hnnk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirondacks, the Maine#Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of flDe Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FliVE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Grecnheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod

Manus-act outsits and Imsobtbbs or

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

I’islxins’ Tackle,
Fishing- Kods,
ITiislx Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen's Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 6m

THE

NEW

BOSTON

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manufactured only by

Six Strip Split Bamboo

BRADFORD S ANTHONY, J. B. Crook& Co.,
S74 Washington. St., Boston.

COLLARS,
ROD AND

(Successors to J.CX’onroy & Co.)

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

DOG

BISSETT & MALLESON,

Fishing Tackle,
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
B1U5KCH AND MI ZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported hy

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

assortment of

Rods,Keels, Lines, Artillcial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &e.

Flies,

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

N. B.--Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

Heart Rods,

for Tront Bass and Salmon.

E. VOM

HOFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

FISHING
TACKLE.
FLY RODS.
augSMy

NORRIS

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which wc have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suita, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each euit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams aud pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the snit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons,
One hundred suits will be kept ready in Btock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W, H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
"We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made np by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and coavenionce beyond
anything or home manufacture sesn by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining the best points of tho English
suits, aud in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
und satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect."
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect lit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, BreitBt Measure, Length Of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G W SIMMONS & SON,
"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.
ap!6 6m

THE LEADING KEEL MAKER

LAWN MOWERS

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

TOR

Trout, Salmon,

and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and
Files, Heels,
Leaders, Fly-Books, dec.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

R. H. Allen & Co.,

NOKRIS,

189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK OITY.
apH3 ly

808 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill ordure to a limitoa number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F MURPHY,
moblB 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

aud

New York Agricultural Warehouse.

Lines,

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

FOR

Hand

Best Bait Heed for Bass or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete illustrated Catalogue published—80 pages of
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Bull, and Sport¬
ing Goods.
fFISU & SIMPSON,
rnayll 46
1® Nassau street, N. Y.

For

For bale—three splendid set-

ter Dog Pups; one. orange and white, and two
reds; seven months old; half Laverack; price $15
each. Address A. C. LOGAN, 4356 Germantown av.,
Philadelphia,_may2S 4t

THOR SALE-BRACE OF POINTERS,
JD
same litter, dog and gyp, year old, bred from
broken stock, finely yard broken, good rangers, fast
and siyliBb, warranted not gun sby; price $70 pair.
Refer, by permission, to Charles Hallock, Esq.. Editor
Forest and Stream.
THOS. P. CANTWELL,
may!8 2t
Brainerd, Minnesota.

TTIOR

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

L. H. Abbey.

lOl

CREEDMOOR AND

COCKER SPANIEL PUPS FOR SALE.

I have a litter of thoronghhred Cocker Pups for
sale. Sire and dam are from the choicest imported
stock, are not related, are thoroughly broken, and are
perfection. Price only $20 each. Also a thoroughbred
and well broken Cocker Bitch, five years old. For
particulars, etc., address
M. P. MeKOON,
“
Franklin, Delaware Co., N. T,

sale—pleasant homes on

easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Bath,
L. I,; large yards. With frnit and shade trees, and
barns; pleasant, surroundings, good fishing, hunting,
and bathing
Address
J. H, BATTY,
maySotf
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. x.

SALE.—THOROUGHBRED

JJ
Scotch deer or stag hounds. Dog “Fleet," 5
years old, price $30; bitch "Spider,” 8 years old, $50;
one pair w-helps, 6 months old, $40. Boxed and de¬
livered at express office. Address Box 1,437 Nashua,
N. H.
rnayll 4t

POINTERS—A MALE AND FEMALE;

Price $50 for the pair; 18months old, well bred,
very handsome, portly trained; color liver and white.
A photograph can be seen, and address of owner obtalned, at office of Forest and Stream.
may4 4t

B OARD FOR DOGS AND DORSES.
terms low. Address HENRY__, _
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Rbfjbubncbs:
Bobert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith, 428 Canal.
William A. Eadly, % Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest and Stream, 17 Chatham.ap!27 3m

SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic frnit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
tho exclusive nee of which in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every coke is stamped "Spratt’s Patent."
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZK,
18 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
apli3

DOGS, and SHOOTING.
THE

AMERICAN KENNEL
AND SPOUTING FIELD.
By Arnold Burges, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving fall practical instructions for Breeding.
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported ajy} Native Dogs in the U. S.
Square 8vo. Illustrated, ulo., $4.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Oapt. A. H. Bogaudub, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
Ameiica. Illustrated. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOtVL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models and
plaus for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
***To be had throngh any Boookseller, or Mill be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO., N, i.
rocblfi 12t

TpOK SALE—GORDON SETTER PUPS,
_D
three months old, from pure blood. Full pedi¬
gree given. Color, black and tan. Both Jin and
Tom are very good on quail and Grouse.
apl20
H. B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

English

stud

setter

from

Thoe. Statter’e Kennel. Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
HENRY C. KNOX,
mchk 3m
Enon, Penn.

TUI)

ENGLISH

SETTERS,

FROM

Llewellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. These celebrated
prize winners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
native or bloc blood, at $60 each, gold. For pedigree,
etc., address
L. H. SMITH;
Stralhroy, Ontario, Canada.
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will be served
again free of charge,_feb24 3m

DOGS TRAINED.
QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT
O to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heei, Hicon. To-ho, and controlled by baud and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50, Tricks taught. Does hoarded
for $6 per rooulli.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. AddresB, Bine HiU, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gnruuaker, 61 Elm
street. Boston.
nov!8 6m
unitar UAIIIIMIH, M. U., 1U8 CONSTANTII LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compeusation. No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 29

PURE

sale.
City, De].

BRED
Pedigrees.

SETTER PUPS FOR
M. YON CULIN, Delaware
dec23 eowBra

FOR SALE, OR XO LET.
The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Locust Valley, near Glen Cove, Long Island.

Sul tattle for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is 2) stories, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide ball through the centre. Upstairs
are 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen wenarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage house, chickenhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice honses. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrnhbery. The avenue leading
from the road to the bouse skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the honse stands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will he sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence It is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no better place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch2 6m
47 Broad street, New York.'

FOREST AND STREAM
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, H. J.,
BUILDERS

OP

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of

the

Famous

Iron.

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (60 feet), speed 17.04 miles per hour; FIREFLY (60 feet), 17.94 miles per hoar; MINNEHAHA, now building i55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an honr.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COURXLANDT

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

ST.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking1, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

GUNPOWDER.

Orange Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Noa. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. cauisterB. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

SPORTING, SHIPPING .AND MINING

BUILDER8

POWDER.

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),

THE LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
Carries your luggage, and is checked on the railroad
as a trunk; 3x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water-proof ed canvas, and made ready for the water In
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER,
may4 4t
Mystic River, Conn.

W IT Vanity Fair.

^ ^
^
It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL «ft GO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
From 8etli Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.

rpHERE CAN BE NO GREATER PORL lability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
s for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberton & Co.,
xr«.Da«« «*»’>*'
jy29-ly
102 Nassau
street.

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 26 to 75 poonds, are 1! to 15 feet long,
and have ample opacity for fiom one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
BEND FOR PRICE LIST.
J. H. KUSHTON, Mannf’r,
mch9 3m
Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Camping Tents
AND

Canvas Boats.
BY TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything over before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, laBtiug twice as long as-any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N, Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Firth street, Phila.
J. W. LEANE & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood, Mass.

Boat ftwnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A

SPECIALTY.

All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
to any part of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD.
mchl6 3m
71 West Broadway, N. Y.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Forthe coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

i, $10; h $5; 1-5,
1-10, $a; 1-20 $1.

Whole, $2o;

From A. B.Lamberton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco, Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fiagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and month, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the m plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers hare it.
From Forest and Stream, IV- Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball * Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, aftermost thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
Bmokers.

THE

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed

mar23

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in wearineas or trouble; a solid re¬
source In Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
With Vanity Frlr. Best dealers have it.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
hills, Governments, &c. TAYLOR <fc GO, .Banker*,
P. O. Bo* 4,448,
11 Wall at., Hew V«k.

PIPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
■melling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

Have maintained their great reputation for 75 yeatB.
Manofactnre the Celebrated

ORANGE DOCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Noe. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 64 lbs. each, and in canisleraof land 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 124 lbs.,
and 64 lbs., and in canisters of I ib. and 4 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any otherBrands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 26 LBS,
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parte of the country.
by

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,

26 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and need by
“Champion Wing Shot

mamifuctnrers of I lia celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”

challengeT

70 Wall Street, New York.

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claim* for hiB powder,

Tlie Hazard Powder Co.,

Safely, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating- of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, ami its Regularity in Shooting.

FeblO-ly

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard's “American Sporting."

He challenges all riflemen to shoot against, him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shotguns.
Inqnire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO*,
Nrponbet, Mass.

Nos. 1 (fine; to 3 (coarse). In l ib. canisters and 6 J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

A Remarkable Desk.

Gunpowder.
Hazard's “Electric" Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canisterB of 1 lb. only.

Hazards “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and
and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
blefor muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard's “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, In kegs of 25
12|, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Burns strong*ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Hijle powder of the country.

“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is to a canal Boat.”—John C, New, Treasurer
United States.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
8® Wall Street, lYew York.

J. H. Hubbard,
novl8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Century Game Register.
Registers from I to 10,000. Keeps correct record of
any known game, and both points and games. Jnst
the size of ordinary playing cards. Jest the tiling for
evenings in camp. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents a
pair. Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO„
P. O. Box 329.
Washington, D. C.

Bound

Volumes
Manufactured in three .sizes uuo. three grades by the

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, $4.00.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A largo collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
children under tsvelve, 10 cents,
jan6 ly

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—u valuable
library for the sportsman—con now be obtained oa
application to this office,

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA.
N. Y. Agency—John It Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggenur & Co., 420 Walnut.
Boston—J. F.Hayden, 74 Devonshire street,
Call and examine, or send for price list.
ap!6
This mnatacbe produced by the use of
DYKE’S HEARD ELIXIR, without In¬
jury, or will forfeit $100. Safe and sure.
”lth full directions, postpaid, 25 cents
A, L, SMITH & CO„
Agents,
#p!37 7t
Palatine, IUg,
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The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

^O.

177

Broadway,

New

ing New!
THREE

BARRELED

BREECH-LOADING

GUNS,

York.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

WHOLESALE AND RE1ALL
Published hy Forest anti Stream PublLshing Co.,

BREECH LOADIR

is

Hi

Imolements,

0;irtri<lii-<'.s, Both

Brass

Kinds.
and Paper.

also. i;l\ .materials of all ki\iis, oakthiiige vests, coats arid belts, flasks,
POUCHES, AM) AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sport emeu the very thiug bo often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$3i> io $45. Rifle attached ir desired.
BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,

HAVE LARUE STOCK OV MUZZLE LOAD IRQ GUNS cfc RIFLES VERY OHEA1
mch30 6m

Taper and Metallic Shells

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Munufuctnrcd by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO*,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
TITE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
tl.e exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
llobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss lire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant, our BROWN
PAPER SlIFLLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not hurst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

LISLE, BROOME CO„ N. Y.

Ths Sportsmen’s Depot.
JOHN K1UDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Rifles, Tistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof
YVaierprooi Silk
Oliu Lines,
Lillies, Silk
oiutiiua
and Hair
nun Trout
iruuiLtmcB,
Lines. &c.
ooo.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skiua in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’^ PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and moat durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as Dew guns. Send for circnlar and
pries lit No 3 West Main street. Rochester, N it.

Founded July 4,1308.

Hart’s
(sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech Loading- Shot Guns.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cape easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than uny shell now made, givin? a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving lh»ngh or
springing away, thcrcoy causing missfires. The cone ie made of nickle and fastened solid in Its place. It
mdllier rusts or corrodes faat like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents miseftre
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either In steel or Iron. These shells
am final y (lnished, and made any length ordered, from HI to .11 inches.
Shod* and Loaders, awl description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houaoe
throughout the country. LEO. E. HART & CO., 368 and 865 Market st„ Newark, N. J.

DIMNG,

AND

BEDROOM

Furniture. Oil Cloths, Waitresses,
Spring Beds, &e., &e.,

family, strictlv first-class, with reasonable charges,
booms can he engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. Tito house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
fiom the business centre Of Philadelphia.
Buy
ticket. i©-.'*-'
($3.65 , via Pctmsjlvania
Railroad, for
buy ticaet
,
......... ..a.,....
Gennammvn Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the house. Address
L. GARVElt, 3608 N. 16th St.. Philadelphia.
Reference: Wm. C. Haxris, Forest and Stream,
New York City.
apl-Q tf
Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for $IOO.

JTi

&

H.

ANTHONY

&

Guide to the Atlirondacks

Shot and Bar Lead

An invaluable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class of tourists, whoso patronage is most desiied.
This book ia standard; it lias an extended sale, and
new editions are issued each spnng. The copyright is
now owned, ami the Guide will be published hereafter
by the Purest and Stream Publishing Company.

MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

WILL BE

Published Shortly,

mayl 1 3m

_Weekly. $3 a year.
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c. Gallesio's Treatise on
the Citrns Family (translated from the French), $1
Guide Map of Florida, 50c. Address Walton & Co.
Jacksonville, Fla. Say where yon saw this,
tf

House will be opened for members and their
families on JUNE 1st. 1SI6. Board for the season nfc
tin* usual moderate prices. Permits, with fishing and
shooting privileges, will he issued to parties desiring
to visit the Park. Office, 37 Park Row, Room 23.
M. VUCASSOVICH,
apl27 4t
Snpt. at Club House.

New York Mailing Agency.

1STEW SPORTING- BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.

This stylo. 3x42 In., price $5 and $10.
Sold by New York ana Bo.tou Sporting trade gen¬
erally. Dealers' discounts liberal.
1
CAMP LOUNGE COMPANY,
Troy, N. Y., and Norwalk, Ct,
nmyis

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E. R. WALLACE,
mayll_ Syracuse, New York.

From

the

“Boke of St. Albans,”

BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaaji Walton in Ilia uAnoler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Siclen, Esq,, of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square JJ3mo.. 120 pages,
clot.li; the absurd old Illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintnesa aud
freshness, ia needed in the library of every angler,
und of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
aud enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D.
from Forest and Stream.up 127 3m
Extra cloth gilt fiont und back, beveled boards, 442
pp., large 8vo.. with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
933 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

THE BLOOMING GROVE PARK CLUB

with latest Improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St.. -till door from
Tribune Buildings. J AMES BEADY, Manager Mid
proprietor, Di'Mi tlay and night. __

Clnb Edition, cloth and gilt edged.@2.00
Club Edition, morocco cover, with case. 2.50
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOMAS MANNING, 318
BROADWAY, N. Y.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,

•graph* of celebrities. A hoto-Lantera Slides a special¬
ty. Manufacture! s of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition
anf>-lv

Terms op Advertising:
One Full l'ogo .$MO
One Mu If Page. 25
One lluurlor Pago.
15
Those desiring-to secure epace will please apply

Bysshe and Fysshynge.
FOE 1876,

CO., 591

li. Broivlwav, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chrwnos and Fraui t, Stereoscopes and Viowfi,

SOON

Thos. W. Sparks,

MEDALS OR BADGES.

Wc aro now prepared to furnish badges or medals
of any description at short notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making good
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

From Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Waters,” 4 The Indian Pass," &c. J
I think it ia the best work on the forest that has apDear^d—superior in word-painting to Murray’s, and.
full of wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life..
We realize LLat we are in the forest, are living wir.lt
you in tne scenes described, aud that the trees are
waving and tne waters flowing over and by us. ThL,,
I think, the true test of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Book,” it. is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
s the only thing of the kind that bus yet been pub.ished—the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited for. It. must have cost you intense appli¬
cation and lahor. You may well be content that you
have produced a good hook.
From Benson J, Lossing, the Historian,
I have read those poitions descriptive of the places
which came under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and' most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. 1 rc
gnrd your “Descriptive Guide” arid the “Appendix1
as a most useful—nay, indispensable, manual ‘for tour-,
ists to that wondemil Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason 1 regard your “Guide” as an important, nscful,
und timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
may 11 tf_17 Chatham street, N. Y. City. |

Will find

IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SEIECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can he accommodated by n private

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” etc.
It is admirably written and has just enough of hu„ior, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, toJ
make it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen'
and very effective, while the instructions respecting*
routes, localities, distances, outfits, &c., embrace
everything that can be desired. Taking IfcallinalR,
it is the most complete book that has been published
on the Adirondack^, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
* 'ts extraordinary disinterestedness.

"Wallace’s

MANNING’S

Board Luring Centennial

adiroSdacksI
AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Luke* Ltizcrn6|J
George, and Champlain, the A usable Chasm,
j
the Thousand Islands, Masscna Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Reused Edition.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers, Red and Gold, I
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illustrated. Over
30. pages. Price, §SS.

SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE routes, hotels, railway
AND STAGE LINES, &C.,

DEGRAFF & TAYLOR,
PAKLOK,

•QESCIilPTIVE GUIDE

Advertisers of

Messrs. George E. IIart & Co.,
....
,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are Stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yonrs truly.
may!8-iy
A H Quo Minna.

STILL CONTINUE TO KEEP THE LARGEST STOCK OV

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.!

APPLY

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.

87 & 89 Bowery, 65 Chrystie, & 130 & 132 Hester St., N. Y.,

i

No. 17 CHATHAM: STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by nil booksellers. Sent by mail, postal
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publics^
tton.

Angling, Artificial
A.*.
cheap but reliable treatise
Fly-making. Haunts und Habi„
----_
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Doga,
etc., etc., to which ia added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 centB, Address
upll3 3m
7. E. POND, Montello, Wi0.

Curley’s Nebraska,
J

By the

1

Special Commissioner of the London Field.

“A most excellent work.”—iY. Y. Independent.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
abil ity- "—Ph Uudelph ia Frets.
“We have nothing to express bnt. saris faction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Conenlt ‘Nebraska.’ "—London-Nonconformist.
“We ran hardly conceive aoy information it does •
not contain,’*—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—£-0/1don Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and thev
would fill a volume larger tlmn “Curley’s Nebraska/’
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Nassau Si.
mcb9 3m
ORAN GE JUDD CO., lirotuiway, N. Y.

FOREST AND STREAM
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND
PAPE’S

FUSE

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

Lefeyer Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle
THESE

Loaders Altered to

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HATE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
' ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gange, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 at— Greener.Greener.
2d- Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gnn being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Extlbitor.
! st—Pape....Dav idson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1 Bt—Pape.D a vidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape. ....Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 31 dr. to If oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2* oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

THE

Without Extra Cost.
Send for Illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

.ce

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

J. D' DOUGALL/S
Express Guns and Rifles.

WITH MARLIN’S PATENT

Automatic Extractor and Reversible Firing-pin.

We are beginning to tarn out the new tines. Hud will be able to (HI orders with reasonable promptness.
The workmanship will be found superior to any other in ihe market, ami the rifles are wnrramea In every partieular. hem C O. D.,oron receipt of amount. Regularly organized clubs desiring to test the target rifles
™" "V
"'derjiiir through a party or known responsibility, and agreeing to return In perfect ordor, freight
nwepitid, allowing three days for trial.
■
1
.0

(Title registered.)

TV. W. GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Cuns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, Jnly,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer lo individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Gnns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
jan!3 1y

filiiuca,

Manufacturers of Fine Buns and Rifles.

List:

L—Rorm| barrel, blued frame, 44 cal., rim or contre Are, interchargeable, 26 In., $27.00: 28 in.,
$23.00; 30 in....
No- S.—OcLagon barrel, Dined frame, rim or centre Are, 32,' ijS, and 4i cal.; ^6 i’ii.’, $29.06; S28 in .', $80.50;
30 111........
.
No. 3.—Same as No. 2, 22 cal.; 2-1 in., $30.00; 26* in*,'$3l’.5oV 28 in*$33 *66:* 30 * in*. ” * * *. *. *. *! .*' ’ 11
*. *.
N°. 4.—Octagon barrel, extra heavy case-hardened frame, first class in every respect, fully wairanted,
tvt *38» fr 4.\' *>’ imd 50 cal- 5 3,3 in-. $32.0$ 28 in., $84.00; 30 in., $36.00; 32 in., $38.00; 31 in.
S°* u~
‘*
118 f*°; 4’ double set triggers, cleaningrod nnderihe barrel; 28 in., $40.00 , 30 in.,
jno, b.
on liana, 40 and 44 cal., 30 and 33 inch barrel, band-made stock, German style, extra flue
^registerin'* sights, double sett triggers.. .
^°‘Creed moor Al," to 1,3l0 yards, 44 cal. to 110 grains, selected hand-made pistol grip Btock,
finest V ermer and wind gauge sights, wit h spirit level, sight case, finest finish.. .
No. h.—‘ Oreednioor,” same as Al, but not so highly finished.
No. 0.—“Creedmoor,” without pistol grip. ... I
1!.! I

40.00
42.00
75.00
100.0
85.0w
75!CO

SCHOYERLING & DALY,
| P. O. Pox 5380.]

84 and 86 Chambers St., New York.

rflio Most Approved

.360, .400 ami .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gnn.

PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JANIES STREET,LONDON.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

W. W. GREENER’S

Solid Breech Snap Action.

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUJVfc. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value40 guineas, at. the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, heating 38 com¬
petitors with 68 gnns, also wininug
ju all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co,, Agents, 8/
Louis, U* S. A. Address
\V. W. GHKKNKll,
Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders,
my27

System
SNEIDER

-OF-

Breech Load in 2:, Sporting:
Military

Express Rifles, DduIiIb and Single,

qq
33 00
34^50

Address

^

These Gone, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct lo oar NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices. .
Pioneer, - - - - 8«5 Gold.
Tolley,.!»U
“
Standard, - - - - 115
“
National, - - 110
«
Challenge, ... 180 <•
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, on
oar new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wisb»
carried out WITH DESPATCH

1875.

THE NEW BALLARD RIFLE

-Ajadl

FRGWIJ3TOCK.

GREAT

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

J—.. w

Made to Order

London Gun Trial,

NICHOLS & LHHEVER

Price

BftGLlKU

BIIEECH LOADING GUNS,

■ k™ v^"'"st

H. C. Squ i res,

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the lateL. BarbBr & Co., and added
jargely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
and actiou of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to till orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

\

Hiilos.

BREECH

SHOT

HUN.

Muzzle-Loading Go ns Altered to Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Scud for Circular.

Clark

_

LOADING

PRICES, $50.00 TO 0250.00.

Ac

Sneider.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

S14 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

For Simplicity of Construction,

WILLIAMS & POWELL.

ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

Materials and Workmanship,they are Unsurpassed.

^REVOLVERS
1

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

BESTS ABLE IN- ALL

BESBECTS.

Seiitlior Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
Whttncyville, near New Haven, Conn., U, S. A.

Sharps New iQng Range Rifle.
L of Rifles
of all welJ
known and re¬
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Rifiemen are invited to call
• and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, ah lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
mac
made with clubs autt associations. 3end for Illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER. 260 Broadway, comer
Wa:
Warren Su, N. Y.
dec23 6m

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTfl and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in nse, its one ixnverful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
aug26-tf
Established 1780.

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Reemarity, and abaolnte Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 13 gauges are
now on the market,
jyS ly

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

of

all

Descriptions.

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large' Invoice of English chilled shot, In 28-lb, bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Corner of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartrlrigeHolder
/"1ARRIES

PAPER

OR TWETALLTC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but If pounds, and is only if inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, seemly clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it exceiB any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
11 ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
jySd-ly
N, 6. GOBS, Neosho Falls,Kan,
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WINCHESTER _

REPEATING RIFLE.
THK

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseve, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 28.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible seore, 50.
Score, 46. _

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.

Target made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San I’rancisoS
California.

The accompanying- are authentic copies
of targets made with the style of
gun represented above.
80 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 32f inches.
Average, 1 9-100.

281 ont of a poslble 852.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S Fishing Pants, Coats, LegNEW RAILROAD,

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.
Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, In con¬
nection -with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. E, KAYO, Oen'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANT, N.Y.

POPE’S

D. HODGMAN & CO.,
Send for Price List.
ap!13 6m

37 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 20 <fc 33 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
46 High Street, Boston.

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Bifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
sep9-eow
Agent for D. S. America.
Shares in Wall street
„
often leads to fortune.
of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing
lowini the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING * CO., Hankers and Broker*
72 Broadway, N. Y.

SUM
:nd for a copy

SON’S
BREECH-LOADERS.
AlwayBin stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Webley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $1S, &c.t &c.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON
TARCET

MILITARY, SPORTINC, HUNTINC AND

FOB TARGET PRACTICE.

FeblOtf

13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

Rifle Air Pistol.
Just l he thing for
sportsmen andmiliFcary men. Shoots darts or slugs a
I distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with It one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put up in a neat box, with
U6 units,
darts. u6 targets,
inigtio, 100
iuu slugs,
oiu^D, r-~
rod, claw.wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Ctuef or the U. 8. Army:—
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General."

WM. READ & SONS.,

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH 3b
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS «fc HA WKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STDRTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BDSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head np the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
- -bad Bhooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.60.
AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

The Remington Rifle was introduced for Target and Sporting
about five years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creeuiimoor
use them. Send for Creedmoor
was established. All the prominent lengrange shooters (witn oil exception)
...
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. Ac., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, to

E. Remington
[P. O. Box 3994.]

Ac

Sons.,

S83 Broadway, IV. Y.

MANUFACTURERS. OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, *0. [ARMORY, ILION, N. Y.]

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pore Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Dish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bisplyam
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM¬

HEALTH LIFT.
2,000

reactionary lifters

NOW IN USE, GIVING ENTIRE'SATISFACTION. •
10.000 ENTHUSIASTIC LIFTERS USING IT DAILY
AT HOME AND OUR'IOO AGENCIES. ,
.SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS. :
A0ENTS WANTED.

. HEALTH. LIFT. CO. ^ewK:

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selectine localities for fishing, either for Troat
or Salmon. For sale by Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream, Price $2.
aplfi tf

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten CJente a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

'Hffimiqsatit §/du\blen.
|

“You shall hoar the bittern bnmp and the wild-drake quack.”—Scott.

A

''
^ ONG the various summer resorts noticed in your
Jlx. interesting paper I do not recall the numerous lakes
around Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, especially
Lake Minnetonka. The praises of Brainerd and its sur¬
roundings have been frequently sung, and not unworthily;
but that is somewhat out of the range of summer travel.
This northwestern section of our country is a famous sum¬
mer retreat for the residents of the more southern States
along the Mississippi; the cities of New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Memphis, Cairo, St. Louis, and Keokuk contributing to the
number of tourists who visit this region. In Minneapolis,
on the east side of the Mississippi, and which was formerly
St. Authony, stands an old hotel, no doubt quite Btateiy in
its day, prior to the war, when it was the fashionable re¬
sort from the places above mentioned. Here people came
’ to get rid of the oppressive heat of southern climes, and
to sail and fish on the many beautiful lakes of the State,
the color of whose waters rivals that of the sky above;
acid to view- the birthplace and home of
“Minnehaha, Laughing Water,
Lovieet of Dacotah women I’’

But the war furnished other occupation for these visitors,
and the building now stands a monument of departed great¬
ness, and is used as a school or academy, whose circular
remarks that the rooms are large and well ventilated; this
latter information being no stretch of veracity.
The Falls of St. Anthony, at this place do not display
their natural perfection, owiDg to tho necessity of placing
an apron over them to prevent them from committing
suicide by undermining themselves and depriving the
world not only of their beauty but of: their powerful as¬
sistance in supplying to it its daily bread. Tho places of
interest for excursions from St. Paul and Minneapolis, the
two rival (pieen cities of tho northwest, are Lakes Minne¬
tonka and White Bear, and the Dalles of tho St. Croix
River. To the first two of these places hundreds of peo¬
ple go in every week of summer weather to enjoy luxurious
ease in boating, fishing, or in simply existing without a
care or a thought for the morrow, knowing that each day
Will bring its diversions; and to the latter to view the
grandeur (in comparison with the usual level monotony of
these Western States) of its rocky fastnesses.
A pleasant ride of art hour from Minneapolis, on the St.
Paul and Pacific Railroad, brings oue to Wayzata at the
foot of that beautiful sheet of water, Lake Minnetonka,
dotted with pretty islands and forming deep bays and arms,
the delight of sportsmen in search of game, both fish and fowl.
At this place are several country hotels with all the requi¬
sites for boating and fishing; hut those who wish to explore
the headwaters Bhould embark on one of the two diminu¬
tive steamurs which ply to the farthest end of the lake, a
distance of eighteen miles. The choice lies between the
Sue Gardiner and her younger and more commodious rival,
the May Queen, The Sue Gardiuer held undisputed sway
until the summer of 1874, when the other came into the
field and took away the palm. On a pleasant day the
former is to be preferred, but it gives no protection in a
storm or squall, as the writer found to his sorrow, one day,
when his hat went sailing to the leeward and the boat
sought the friendly shelter of an islaud. Opposite Way¬
zata, about five miles over, is the aspiring town of
Excelsior. Here is situated the largest hotel on the lake,
at which a good many people cmne to spend their leisure.
Stopping here a few moments we coast along until we
come to art apparently impassible marsb, but nothing
daunted the steamer keeps on its way, and after a short
Struggle with lily pads, reeds, and the danger of getting
aground emerges into another arm of this extensive lakePassing in and out among the islands it comes to Crane
Island, where the herons have built their nests for years
undisturbed until tho advent of the steamers, which have
jnade it one of the inducements of travel to encircle the 1

island on their trips in order to give vandal sportsmen the
opportunity of shooting uselessly the harmless birds which
inhabit it. In a short time Cook’s Lake View House ap¬
pears in sight, and although the name is inviting, yet a
stay long enough to take dinner and view the accommoda¬
tions is usually sufficient to make most tourists long for
the more fashionable quarters at the hotels of the lower
lake.
The ardent sportsman, and those who are satisfied with
the plainest of fare should stay and enjoy the beauties of
nature revealed in this vicinity. The fishing here is very
good indeed, and a morning’s troll will yield a fine string
of pickerel and black bass, the latter weighing fiom one
to six pounds. About a mile from the house is a small
pond which will well repay the angler who takes the trou¬
ble to have a boat carried over to it.
Cook furnishes very good boats for his guests, and with
them one cau find endless entertainment iu fishing, shoot¬
ing, and in exploring the numerous bays and navigable
marshes; these marshes between the various islands being
filled with lily pads and reeds, through which a boat can
be pushed without great difficulty, are the favorite retreats
of the wild-fowl which abound here both in spring and
fall. A great number of wood duck and a few mallards
and teal are to be found here at all times during the sum¬
mer. About the 1st of September the young wood duck
afford fine sport. A trip to Crane Island will charm the
naturalist. Here he will find the blue heron (Ardea hero(lias), the double-crowned cormorant (Graculus dilophus,)
and the turkey ouzzard (Clitlwrtes aura). Eight or more
nests of the two former may often be counted in one tree.
Woodcock maybe met with now and then. Loons are
abundant, and with their demoniacal laugh bid defiance to
those who vainly strive to capture them.
That most
beautiful and graceful of our species of birds of prey, the
swallow-tailed kite, (Nattclenut forficatus) can be seen here
soaring over the woods or gliding along fence rows picking
up stray grasshoppers and eating them on the wing. The
bird most honored in this Centennial year is quite common,
and its eyries may be seen prominently placed In the
wildest and most secluded spots. A party of four, with
the writer, undertook to rob one of these eyries. It was
the 80th of June, 1874, when we found the nest which,
from the appearance of the tree and the ground, covered
with the remains of many royal feasts and the bones of
several defunct eagles, had evidently been there for years.
From the excitement of the parent birds wo judged that
the young had not yet left the nest, and the study was how
to get at it. The tree was long since dead, and the trank
very smooth, without limbs for some distance, but by cut¬
ting a smaller tree so that it fell against this, one one of the
party was enabled to reach the rather treacherous looking
limbs and make his way to the nest, when a new difficulty
presented itself—he could not look in. The only remedy
was to pull out the bottom, which be proceeded to do.
After about tea minutes hard work the nest, the limbs
which supported it, and two young birds, fully fledged,
came down with a crash. The old birds made no efforts
to rescue their progeny, but soared far above, uttering
their harsh screams. The young were quite different in
temperament. One, the larger, was very savage and re¬
sented any approach to familiarity, the other was passive,
offering little resistance when taken to the boat. We car¬
ried them to camp and tied them to a tree, but during the
night one managed to free itself and the next morning was
not to be found though we searched every nook and corner
for some distance—-it having made good use of its powers
of leeomotion. The other, though not a model of amiabil¬
ity, would eat when Offered any fish, and, no doubt, would
have become quite tractable, but it3 subsequent history
must be foregone, as we left it at the place of debarcaliou
when our camping tour was over.
Strolling through the woods in any direction one finds
raffed grouse in great, numbers. They are very tame, and
will allow one to approach quite near before taking flight.
The crow is not common here, and very few were seon on
this excursion; neither was their larger cousin, the raven,
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observed, although there is no doubt but that he sometimes
puts in an appearance.
I hope my non-ornithological
readers will pardon this digression in favor of a hobby;
not Faloo subbutco of Great Britain.
A row of about two miles from Cook's, to the head of a
small bay, will bring one to a marsh at the foot of a bluff;
passing through this marsh oue comes out upon another
lake, or Goibel’s Bay) as it is called. Here can be seen tho
American representative (Nelumbhm lute am) of that symbol
of ease and bliss—the Lotus, Its large peltate leaves and
fragrant, cream yellow blossoms, supported on their up¬
right stalks, attract the attention of all at once, Though
it bears an edible fruit, yet it is to be doubted whether the
eating of it would entirely overcome the desire for adven¬
ture or travel without the aid of an enervating climate and
tropical sun.
One realizes in such excursions that pleasure, even in its
happiest vein, must have its drawbacks. In civilization,
continued indulgence produces ennui, but in nature, it
brings health, strength, and ambition, though its frequent
associates, the mosquito, the black Ay, and a leaky tent on
a rainy day, take away the very essence of patience from
those who would enjoy a woodland sojourn. The writer,
with a party of friends, attempted camping out near the
entrance from the lower lake. We had rowed from Excel¬
sior, one afternoon, and pitched our camp here, it being
nearly dark when we arrived, and would we could have
treated the mosquitoes as we did the camp! Tar and oil
were manna to them. They came by thousands. We
tried a smudge fire, which forced us to retreat with our
enemies. We endured it for three nights, but on the fourth
we enjoyed a comfortable rest in Minneapolis, This was
in June; later in the season this vast army returns to tho
place from whence it came—the land of shadows.
Frasiclxn Benneb.

HOW INDIANS FISH IN CALIFORNIA.
¥
-.Editor Forest and Stream:—
While ou the headwaters of the Sacramento River last
year, I had several opportunities of seeing the Indians
catch the salmon, which serves them for food during the
winter, and in fact during the whole year. The Indiaus
not being subject to the prohibition of the game laws, arc
allowed to take game at any season of the year, and they
take the salmon when they are in the river to spawn, at
which time they come in in immense numbers. The In¬
dians take them by means of spears, one of which I meas¬
ured, and found it only a few inches short of twenty-five
feet in length, and the modus operandi is as follows:—
The Sacramento near its head is very swift, and in its
passage across different ledges of various degrees of soft¬
ness it excavates large pools or holes in its bed, eaelihav¬
ing a small fall at its head and a rapid beyond. The water
in these holes, which are often very large, is comparatively
still, and they make welcome resting places for the tired
salmon, before they attempt the passage of the rapid
above; they collect in them in great numbers, the water is
beautifully cold and clear, and the fish cau be seen crowd¬
ed together on tlio bottom. The Indians repair to one of
these holes to the number of twenty or more, and a fine
picture they make as they stand in position to strike when
the word is given, nearly naked, with their brown skin
shining, and eyeB glittering in anticipation of the sport.
Some station themselves at the rapids above and below the
hole; others wade out to an isolated rock, or a log project¬
ing into the stream. All hold their spears in readiness, and
at a grunt from the leader they commence business. At
the first onslaught all generally manage to secure a fish,
which is detached from the spear and thrown on the hank,
the spears, by-thc-way, having barbs of steel, which be¬
come detached from the stock when they enter ihe fish,
and being attached to the shaft by cords, turn flat against
the fish's side, and make escape impossible when the sal¬
mon is pierced through. The Indiaus proceed silent ly
with their work, and secure a great many fish before rhey
escape from the hole. Sometimes three or lour hundred
are thus speared out of one pool. They arc very caulious
about malting their preparations so as not to (lighten the
fish till all are ready, aud then to confuse them by a sud¬
den onslaught. The fish are split open aud dried iu tho
suu on the bushes, which present a curious appearance
all hung with tho bright red flesh; they are then slighlly
smoked and reduced to small flakes, aud laid away tor fu¬
ture use. The roes also of tho “mahalies," as they call the
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females, are carefully saved and dried, and are considered
a great delicacy by the Indians; but I never beard of while
men eating them, although I should think that if cooked
■while fresh they would be quite palatable.
The trout fishing of this region was also said by some
English lords who were fishing there to be superior to any¬
thing they had ever seen, each fly on a flight of six being
takeu in one lake as soon as they touched the water; and
these are not lake trout, mind you, but brook trout, or
rather river trout, who enter the lake through a stream
connected with the river. The Dolly Varden trout, as It is
called, on account of the large red spots along its sides, is
also found in the McCloud River, but I believe in no other
stream. This fish has been until lately unknown to all but
the old hunters of the region, and is certainly the gamest
fish I oversaw, salmon not excepted. It weighs from four
to eight pounds, and when hooked takes the hook between
its teeth, like a horse seizing the hit, and makes a rush of
sometimes eighty yards in a straight course, continuing
these spurts until exhausted. They seem to be all of large
size, and are inclined to be cannibalistic.
Facificus.
■

—
Far Forest and Stream.

ALLIGATOR HUNTING IN FLORIDA.

F

EW persons here who possess a sufficient share of
physical endurance and energy to warrant a day’s
activity in the open air are in the mood to decline an invi¬
tation to spend it in a hunt after alligators. The alligator,
bear in mind, has no friends. People seem to take su¬
preme delight in worrying him by all manner of expedi¬
ents. It is one of the principal pastimes of young men
who are traveling up and down these Florida rivers and
streams to shoot alligators, and in prosecuting this amuse¬
ment they will keep up a constant fusilade, to the great
annoyance of sober travelers. Not that the alligator is a
wicked, dangerous creature. On the contrary, he is timid
and‘harmless, except when his life is imperilled and desper¬
ate measures are necessary for its protection. He is as
wild and wary as the wild animals of the forest, and shuns
the presence of a human being at all times and under all
circumstances. He has never been known to attack a
white person; but he has tremendous power, and it is not
safe to come to close quarters with those that have attained
any considerable size. I know it is asserted that these
creatures have a strong appetite for the negro. It is a
well-established fact that the colored people entertain great
fears of them, but I put no faith in the statement that an
alligator prefers as food the thick-skinned, odoriferous Af¬
rican to the thin-skinned, sweet-scented Caucasian. He
might swallow a new born colored infant, if perchance the
chud were left unguarded; but I have no hesitation in be¬
lieving that a white child, under like circumstances, would
be equally exposed to danger. Such being the low estima¬
tion in which these creatures are held, and the fact that the
hunting of them is by no means a perilous amusement, so¬
journers here are generally quick to accept of any oppor¬
tunity that may present itself for experiencing the sensa¬
tions of an alligator hunt, conducted in the usual manner
of those experienced in such warfare.
Yesterday, having been urged to go on one of these ex¬
peditious, I determined to accept the offer. The party
consisted of four persons—Capt. H., of Remington Park;
a young gentleman from the Dominion of Canada; Judge
S.‘, of Buffalo, and myself. Black Creek was our object¬
ive point. The day was bright, and the temperature about
70”. On entering the stream, which is between two and
three hundred feet broad, with a depth of from twenty to
sixty feet, Capt. H. and his Canadian friend stationed
themselves in the bow, one having a rifle and the other a
shotgun. The Judge took the oars and I the helm. I
also had brought along my fowling piece, together -with a
trolling spoon, having been told that the creek was fre¬
quented by the black and sea trout. In passing up the
creek the sail occasionally did good service for us, as we
could make long stretches without being forced to use the
oars. We chose the sunny side of the stream, knowing
that our game w ould be more likely to be found in the
sunshine than in the shade. Alligators enjoy sun-bathing
as keenly as the turtle, and are often seen perched upon a
floating tree-top, or reclining upon the sandy margin of the
shore. Our progress was purposely slow, and as noiseless
as possible. The stream, like all Florida streams, is slug¬
gish, with a scarcely perceptible current. Our vision was
bounded by tbe sky overhead, the stream beneath, and the
walls of foliage on either hand. The dense luxuriance of
the forest was impenetrable to the eye. The stream i3
fringed on both banks by water lilies ami the wild lettuce.
The timber is principally composed of ash, maple, gum,
bay, oak, pine, and magnolia. I discovered only one ole¬
ander bush, but presume there were doubtless many more.
Of flowers, none were seen, except here and there a lily
and a cluster of azaleas, here called honeysuckle. But
one habitation, and that occupied by a colored man, is in
view from the boat; hut aa far as we ascended, the banks
are low and offer no inducements to settlers.
At length, after ascending the stream about two miles,
llie body of one of these creatures was discovered in the
net work of vegetation which line the banks. The boat
being under sail at that opportune moment, I was enabled
without creating any noise to so direct our course as to
bring tbe guns within easy range of the coveted prize. We
had approached within twenty or thirty feet before the
shots were fired. They undoubtedly took effect, and would
have been fatal but for the fact that the creature was al¬
ready 11 feless, and lay there decaying in the sun 1 This dis¬
covery detracied somewhat from the glory of our hunters,
but they bore the mortification witli philosophical equanim¬
ity. We had proceeded only a little distance before the
noise of an alligator’s movements was heard close at hand.
This time, however, the creature was entirely hidden from
view by the thick undergrowth on shore. Cautiously and
silently we approached the spot, circling into a secluded
nook that offered an inviting retreat for the scaly reptile.
The search was thorough, but fruitless; the alligator had
somehow got an inkling of our approach and pul himself
out of harm’s way. Thinking, however, that he might
rise to the surface of the water in case no disturbance was
made by us, we patiently awaited bis appearance. But
nothing came of our expectations, and we finally pushed
on again. It was now considerably past meridian, and aa
the most favorable part of the day had passed, we enter¬
tained sliglib hopes of capturing any of the coveted game; I
therefore resolved to try the trolling spoou, and wussoon
rewarded. While the boat was under sail and passing a
;:mull island I struck what was at first supposed to be a

snag at tbe bottom of tbe stream. The water was deep,
and I hauled in the line at the risk of its breaking. This
movement was hardly begun, however, before the fish I
had hooked rose completely old of the water, and then
went down with a swirl. I did not obtain a fair view of
it, and was afraid that a gar fish had been meddling with
the tackling. Capt. H- assured me, however, that the
luckless fellow was a trout, and this allayed my fears. For
the purpose of keepiug the fish out of the lilies, I swung
the boat into the stream, and hauled away as rapidly as
possible. The line was out less Ilian a hundred feet, and
I soon had my prize securely in the boat. It proved to be
a black trout, or what is so called here in Florida, and
weighing exactly six pounds. These black trout are noth¬
ing more nor less than the black bass of our northern
waters, being equally lively and equally palatable. They
are the best game fish in the fresh waters ot Florida, and
in quality are not exceeded by any other species.
To return to the alligator hunt. Although the search
was not formally abandoned until we came in sight of the
St. Johns, we encountered no game after the capture of
the fish. The day’s sport was, therefore, barren of re¬
sults, so far as the main purpose of the expedition was
concerned. I did not attribute the ill luck to any want of
strategy on the part of the hunters. On the contrary, it
must have been owing to tlie unexpected absence of tbe
game; and this fact surprised me, for had I not been as¬
sured by a writer in "Camp Life in Florida” that Black
Creek was "lined with alligators on a sunny day?” If it
is so lined, there must have been at this time some very
powerful causes operating for the failure to show' themBelves to our vigilant sportsmen. One reason for their nonappearance on this occasion may no doubt be found in the
earliness of the seasou, as these'creatures prefer to bask i§
the beat of summer, rather than revel in the balmy sun¬
shine of these delicious days.
Alligator hunting is growing less and less successful in
Florida as the game diminishes in numbers. From being
simply a pastime it has become a regular business, and
thousands upon thousands of these: creatures are now an¬
nually slaughtered for their hides and teeth. The former
are converted into leather, and make a valuable commod¬
ity, while the teeth are manufactured into various articles
of use and ornament. At the rate the alligator family is
now disappearing, not many years will elapse before the
supply will be wholly exhausted, and the capture of an al¬
ligator become an uncommon event in sporting life.
Remington Park, Fla,, Feb. 27th, 1870.
P. H. A
For Forest and Stream.

SPORTS IN TEXAS—A DUCK HUNT.

M

R, PRESON and I had talked of making a trip to a
“lake," (pond) in the Nation,, some ten miles distant,
until it seemed to myself that go we must. A day was ap¬
pointed, a Bpring wagon procured, and on Saturday morn¬
ing, very early, we were to he off. Expecting to put in part
of the day after email, we concluded to procure some No.
8 shot, but concluding was all, for the city “was just out."
At five next morning we were astir, and found that it took
considerable time to gear up, get guns, lunch, &c,, into
the wagon in the dark, and it was daybreak before all was
ready. Mr. B. went along rather as a matter of choice,
carrying a rifle for Bquirrels, if any should come in his
way, hut didn’t propose to trouble himself after them. As
we neared Red River, quite a flock of chickens lighted
close to us, but no time tor chickens, we were after ducks.
Arriving at the bluff. Mr. B. got out to walk down, and
flushed a bevy of quail, the sight of which brought Carlo
tumbling out of the wagon. "Down,Carlo!” "Steady Carlo.”
Whirr! Bang! “Seek dead here!”
“Hi, on!” "Steady,
Carlol"
"Bang, bang!”
By this time the flock was
well scattered, and we were after ducks.
Arrived at
tiie river about 8 o’clock and saw good many ducks flying,
but the wide sand beach was unfavorable for securing any,
and we had started for the pond, and to the pond we must
go. Upon looking back after we had crossed the river,
quite a large flock of wild turkeys were seen a few hun¬
dred yards below where we bad entered the river, (which
is here about 600 yards wide). Sortie one proposed going
back, but no, we had duck on the brain, (it was well
enough, for we never got any on tbe stomach). Some
half mile from the river, and within about a miie of the
pond, we came to a settlement, and were informed that we
would find no ducks at the pond, as there were some men
at work draining the lake off. W lmt a fall was there! After
all our anxiety to be thus suddenly thwarted was too bad,
but it could not be helped now. The gentlemen told us that
there were a good many quail in the bottom and some
turkeys, it was now half past eight and getting warm.
We unhitched our team; gave them some corn, and started
to the river, below the ford; arrived and saw the hundreds
of ducks on the bars at the opposite side; while we were
looking at them, B. fired at a squirrel in the bottom, and
the roar of duck wiugs sounded something like tbe first
approach of a "Norther.” Here we were with our fingers
in our mouths; for miles up and down the river the water
was all at the opposite side, and a wide sand beach to cross
in open view.
After some parley we concluded to turn our attention to
quail, which was not very iuvitiug with Ho. 6 shot. Carlo
soon came to a point, and for each barrel a bird was
counted. For some lime nothing was heard but “Down,
Carlo.” Steady Carlo.” Seek dead here.” The birds
seemed every where, and we were in wild plum bushes,grape
vines, and red elms. The day was so warm that the birds
would not lie, preferring to run off through the briars and
bushes. It was now about 11 o’clock, and we felt consid¬
erably like breakfast; went to camp, took our coffee pot
and lunch basket to a cold running sprlug, and found that
Mr. W. had been burning off his ground, and there was a
large bed of coals hard by the spring. We soon had our
coffee on and three quail spitted over the coals. While
the birds were cooking we entertained a piece of cold roast
beef, such as Texas alone affords off the grass in February.
Mr. P. suggested that his English friends would hardly
believe it without seeing it.
Mr. W. informed us that several flocks of quuil could be
found around ids field distant about a mile. Dinner (or
breakfast, which you please) over, we heat the field
thoroughly, found one flock, and got one bird and a hare.
YVe now recrossoil the river, and Mr. P. went for some
ducks near the ford; was gone about two hours, killed
one quail which fell in the river-and was carried under a
drill; winged another which escaped. This was on the
ground tv here we saw the turkeys ju tho morning, but no

turkeys now. It was now drawing late and we started I
homo. Observing a large hawk on a cotton wood, we 1
drove around him in a circle until within twenty-five yards ■
of him when Mr, P. fired and brought him down. It. was I
a fine specimen of Archibutes lay opus, var. Sancti Johnnnis, I
and the first one I have ever succeeded in taking. Ou the ■
way home wc flushed another flock of quail and had nice I
open Bhooting. At night the hag “panned out.” fifteen ■
quail, one dove, one gray squirrel, oue fox squirrel, two I
rabbits, (hares), and one hawk, (rough legged buzzard), but ■
nary duck.
Texas.
I
Gainesville, February 23d, 1976.

lit fjorsq nn(I tlft
For Forest and Stream.

VIRGINIA

STEEPLE

THE WARRENTON RIDING

CHASING.

CLUB.—THE

GREAT

RACE

OF ■

MAY 19TII.—THE BEST STEEPLE CHASE EVER RUN IN I
AMERICA.

_

I

N one of the late issues of the Forest and Stream I
there was given a brief notice of the Warrsnion I
Riding Club, and as there is doubtless much interest in the fl
North on this subject, I will write an accouut of the race 1
of the 19th inst., and do my humble part in striving not®
only to awaken a love of the manly sports in other sections I
of the country, but also to show the modus optrtuuH of the j
pastime to those who desire to form riding clubs. That I
such a noble animal as the horse, in all ils perfection, ■
should be used by professionals of the turf only as a means 1
of winning, by betting on his powers, is a shame; and that I
the horse with his long pedigree should be valued only as .
a means of making money, by a disreputable class of a I
community Of the race course is none the less discreditable ■
to our gentlemen huntsmen and sportsmen of America.
j
The formation of riding clubs by gentlemen throughout 1
the country will tend greatly to inculcate a love of horse-fl
flesh among them. It will bring them more in sympathy 1
with the horse; it will raise the value of blooded slock in I
the country; it will be a premium on blood, and ad is- 1
count upon scrubs that infest our country; it will encourage J
a love for the noblest pastime on earth, and, in fact, the I
good and benefit to result from a general formation of 1
riding clubs throughout America could not be estimated, J
and would simply be incalculable.
Some fifty miles from Washington is Fauquier County, a 1
a section of exceeding beauty. Watered by tbe Kappa- |
hannock River, and many oilier smaller streams, it has a ,
charming diversity of mountains, llills, valleys, meadow,-!
and rolling laud, as a general thing rich and fertile; a ride I
through this region is a pleasure to one fond of beautiful;!
scenery; it Is changing, and ever varying of Wild uature J
and thorough cultivation, of mountains and rocks of !
savage grandeur, of handsome mansion and picturesque^
farm-house, and lowly cabin; all strike the eye and charm |
the senses. This country is inhabited by as noble a set of !
gentlemen as ever swung themselves into saddle— liospitable, kind, and brave, with an enthusiastic love of hounds’!
and horses that nothing could extinguish. It lias always I
been famous for its riders. Turner, Ashby, Randolph, fl
Payne, and many others of war fame came from old Fau* 1
quier, and it was from the same place that the famous,-!
“Black Horse Cavalry” were recruited. Many of your J
readers of the "Federal army Will recollect this county, I
known to them in war times as Moshy’s Confederacy, and |
many of them iu memory will recall tho dreary winter’s 1
camp) on the Rappahannock, the summer’s bivouac at I
Warrentou, and the dashing charge against Stuart at the |
fords, or fighting "hand to hand” with Mosby’s rough
riders in the gorges of the Blue Ilidge. Yes, the old vet- 1
rans of both sides will remember them of tlie deeds done,, j
the actions performed, and exploits achieved which, in
history, will yet

J

J

‘•Point a moral and adorn a tale."

The Warrenton Riding Club has some tbitty or lorty-fl
members: Gen. Payne, President; Gen. Bethuno, Vice*!
President; and O.-Payne, Secretary. RaLher much of one 1
name? Well, yes; but almost every other man you meet I
in Fauquier Countyris bound to he named Payne, and the
other half sure to he named Marshall. The club all own |
fine horses. Many of the members are well-to-do English- J
men who have located with us, and who have brought-*
their love of the turf from the old country. The costume
consists of while corduroy pants, lop bools, jacket, and |
caps of the rider's own colors and design.
The 19th of May last was the day set for the great, I
steeple chase for the silver punch bowl, and the local I
political cauldron which is generally fiercely bubbling about I
this time simmered down into nothing beside the intended 1
race. Men talked and put their ‘‘pots’’ on the favorite, |
and the women espoused the fortunes of tlieir champion J
with the same ardor as the coarser sex. About noon evi ry I
known and conceivable vehicle was on the road to the 1
race course, a few miles outside of YVarrenton, and near
the Sulphur Springs. Fine carriages drawn by stylish
thoroughbreds rattled by filled with the beauty and fashion, *
whose gay laughter floated on the noonday air; aristocratic <
old centennial coaches jumbled steadily along with iho
mud of many counties on their wheels; horsemen wove
passing by scores, many of them sitting iu their saddles
with that easy negligent grace that bespoke tho old caval¬
rymen who followed Stuart and Hampion; dilapidated old
gigs that looked all the woild like Oliver "Wendell Holmes’
celebrated “One Horse Shay” on the eve of dissolution, u
creaked dismally as an old rip of a mare stumbled her
way onward; Jersey wagons, carts, the farm wagon, all ,
mingled together, and alL moving the same way, showed
that nobody was staying at home who could possibly go.
At last the ground is reached, and wc have time to look ,
around. The steeple race is to lie two uud u half miles,
and the obstructions, viewed in cold blood, make one’s
bair stand ou end. The first jump is a blind ditch so.no- \
tuu feet wide, not a very hard leap, but a good tiling to .
trip up a ltoree, for be can’t see it unul be is close upon .

B yawning chasm. The next is a '‘rasper," a thick set
Be watling with nu artificial ditch twelve feet wide filled
ith water on the other side. Next comes a fence between
ur and five feet high, made with the points of limbs
ilhmed and set outward, as soldiers build a c/t-emux defrise;
iyond that are two heavy obstructions, solid plank fences
iar four feet high with three feet of solid earth banked
> against each, and packed with a spade until it is as
lid and massive as granite. Seven other fences, ditches,
d water leaps have to be taken before the inventory is
mplete, and one can in a measure understand what a great
at it is, going at the lerrificpace they are compelled to do,
king in succession the different kinds of dangerous jumps
d cover of two miles and a half of ground. Few horses
n stand it. A strain of cart horse or milk wagon blood
the pedigree will probably make him drop his tail and
U behind on the home stretch; hut as much depends
ion the rider as on the horse. Better by far a good rider
.an indifferent horse, than an indifferent rider on a good
rse. To come out winner of the cup at a steeple chase
e must have iron nerves, a ready eye, steady hand, and
i6k judgment, besides being in practice and having good
By this time several thousand people are on the ground,
te judges—the two Generals Lee, are on the stand; the
ne keepers are in their places, watch in hand, and the
ntestants are harnessing for the race. The costume is
lite corduroys, top boots, English style, and jacket and
p in the choice colors of the riders. The standard
ughts are 155 pounds. The horses are brought around
d each is surrounded by an eager speculative crowd,
licit examines his points, and discusses his chances. The
[era now mount their horses and move to the starting
int. There are three favorites, backed to win against
afield. The first is Green, who sports blue and white
Lot's; he is a splended rider, and is mounted on a handlie, huge, raking ckesnut gray, with very fine shoulders,
dan all over like going head, the winner of last yeai’s cup.
ecn is the old Blaek Horse Cavalry’s “crack,” and they
clt him agaiust the field. There is Rowe, with his mare
<wc Deans,” rather small, but light and compactly built,
th elegant limbs, and as tough as a pine knot—colors,
elicit grey aud green. Daniels rode a brown gelding, a
Luitltul creature, with that rich tint of the horse chesnut
her glossy coat. He was a little active horse with great
ttmn and endurance. Daniels is an Englishman, as are
ter.s of the “chasers,” and there is much good natured
airy between them, and the native-born colors were
mson and purple. A very good horse, with a gamy
>k about him, aud noble shoulders with the going name
“Comet,” was entered by Payne, a feather weight, who
1 to carry twenty-three pounds dead weight. Payne’s
ors were purple and orange. There were other riders,
tit their varied colors of black and white, blue; red and
,ek; and scarlet and gold, and they made a gallant apuance as they formed for the race, the colors shbwiug like
ainliow in the rays of the sun as they moved and mingled
;ether. All are in lino; a lull is heard in the miugiing
ces—a moment of intense interest—the signal is given
the Qag dropping, and the lines break at full speed for
t run, scattered, Rowe leading about two lengths
e» while and blue, worn by Slidell, with his habitual
t hurst, caught up with him and sailed gracefully oyer
i first blind ditch. Behind trailed black and red, who
de a clean jump across, Green coming next; his horse
x, stumbled and went down as though he was shot,
the rose again and as he recovered his feet, his rider
uuted him and strove gallantly to recover aud take the
tl, but it was not to be. The “crack” of the “Black
rse” came to grief, fortune smiled not on him that day,
1 the victor of last year’s cup, pounded on behind, with no
mce to overtake the flyers in front, and he is passed by
except Worsely, who wearing the black jacket and
ite cap, let his horse swerve from the track just before
reached the water jump, aud was thrown violently to
ground, his foot catching in the stirrup. lie was dragl some ten yards. _ His horse mad with fear, dashed on
l rid himself of his rider, disappearing over the brow of
hill. Worsely rose up, swayed hack ward and forward,
l then fell prone upon the grouud and lay still and quiet,
y God,” said the judge, “ne must be killed!” “No,”
i another, “only stunned.”
iul look! look! See how they run! The tailing had
imenced; every horse took the hurdles, and they rose
• after another like the billows of the sea. Thu pace
3 fearful and was beginning to tell on the horses, but
withstanding they were ridden carefully and judiciously
ihetr riders. Still onward—and then again that fearful
-er jump and ditch together loomed up to the tired
scs, some of whom were giving symptoms of distress,
most noticeable of whom was the brown mare Queen,
ten by Slidell, the chesnut mare of Rowe's literally flyaliead of her, owing to the madness of her first burst,
■pie and orange riding ahead a little distauce, and
teping along third, was Harold with his magnificent
de, slowly drawing up. The water jump is readied—
ear leap of twenty feet, if an inch—to clear it. Payne
aering his brave little bay together, put her to it, and
i an arrow he was carried high and clear over the crop. A half length behind came Rowe witli Eflle Deans,
It her greyltound stride; she went over with a rush, and
nets with his crimson cap was seen to rise in the air
land as easy as a bird on the opposite side. The favorwere having it their own way. Black, red, and white,
I thrown out, his chesnut grey—Murad—flying the
;k, the rest making desperate hut unavailing efforts to
ieve their lost distauce; but it was a vain hope. Keepthe lead, Charley Payne held his horse in; not once had
ouched Bpur, or plied whip, and Comet was going at a
dy swinging pull, when Howe, riding behind shouted—
lyne, vuu have dropped your weighing pad?” Glaucbehind his saddle he fouud it hut too true, and with a
vy heart pulled up.
he struggle was now between Lowe and Daniel, with
Gray and Green in the advance. The chestnut mare’s
i was stretched out like a racer’s, and with hoofs seernnever to touch the dark earth she skimmed over. Eflle
ns flew on to Ike sixth hurdle, gathered herself up in
force and impetus, and then, like the rise and the
op of the heron, she cleared the hurdle, launched ford with the lunge of a spear darted through air, while
ind, restless as fate, certain as death, followed Herne 1
Hunter; Purple and crimson keeping close distance,
yard aud the seventh hurdle bars the way. Green and
jr took tlte leap in magnificent style and thundered
riding like Grimshaw himself; the crintsom cap, a mere

tk in the landscape, was seen to fly through the air,
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and descending keop on, working up slowly towards the
chestnut mare that was scouring towards the winning
post, where the breathless crowd watched their coming.
Another solid earth and plank fence was reached, and let¬
ting their animals out, the mare and the horse, now nearly
neck to neck, true to their blood and lineage, with heaving
flanks and convulsive breathing, both with a masterly ef¬
fort jumped it at the same moment and sped onward to t he
goal. The last grand rash was to take place. Not know¬
ing, or looking, or heeding what happened behind, the two
tore over the course, the Gray and Green, and the Purple
and Crimson sitting even cheek by jowl, while the gallant
horse and brave little mare thundered forward to the last
leap. The turning flags were passed, the jump taken, and the
two struggled desperately for the victory. From the crowds
on the course a great hoarse roar came louder and louder,
aud the shouts rang, changing every second—"The hoi su
wins!” “Purple and Crimson ahead!" “No, Green and
Gray!” “The horse is up with her!” “The mare beats!”
"A cracker ou the mare!" “Hurrah! Green wins; Crimson
Is beat!”
Was he?
As the shout rose he surged ahead; the land Beemed to
fly like a yellow sheet before them, and at the killing pace
they rode to the winning post, every fibre strained, every
nerve was at the utmost tension. One moment and the
mare neatly closed the gap. A roar like the roar of the
sea broke from the thronged concourse, as the crowd hung
breathless on the even race. Thousands of cheers arose,
and thousands of eyes watched the closing contest, as su¬
perb a sight as the country ever saw, while the two run to¬
gether with every sinew strained to tension—the horse and
mare, Crimson and Gray. Louder and wilder the shriek¬
ing -uproar rose—“The chestnut heats!” “The brown
beats!” “Green and Gray’s ahead; Daniel’s caught him!”
“The mare is winning! the mare is winning!" “Not yetnot yet!” “The mare wins!” “No, no; no no!”
Sent along at a pace that Epsom Flat never eclipsed,
Sweeping a hundred yards or so towards the judges’ stand’
like a flash of flame they ran side by side, their foam flung
on each other’s withers, their breath hot in each other’s
nostrils, while the earth flew beneath iheir stride. The
final effort came. A blind ditch was in front—the last!
With one superhuman crowning effort the horse swept by
the mare a full length, jumped the ditch, and galloped up
the straight “run in”—Purple and Crimson had won the
silver punch bowl, and the brown horse swept to the
judges' stand. The air was rent with deafening cheers
that seemed to reel like drunken shouts from the multi¬
tude, and when the rider pulls up with the full sun shining
on the Crimson and Purple, winner of the plate, there was
not one who did not know that he had won it by the hard¬
est, most dashing ride ever performed in the country.

&lurLe.
IMPREGNATING

SALMON

Dee Side, Metapedia, N.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

OVA.

B., May 23d, 1870.

The instructive series of papers on fish culture, by
“Philo Ichthyos,” must have been read with very great in¬
terest, and lie certainly deserves the thanks of all interested
in pisciculture. Having keen hut a short time engaged in
fish breeding, lam able to add but little to the general
stock, but have adopted a method of impregnating salmon
ova which I have uot yet seen in any work on the subject.
From having had uncommon facilities for observing the
fish spawning in their uutural state, and seeing that the
contact of the milt with the egg must be of very short
duration, in fact instantaneous, if at all, and having- had
from sixty to one hundred fish to spawn at once, and^flnding it very troublesome to have to wait for a-halt' hour or
more in order to obtain, tho dishes for a fresh lot, also be¬
lieving it could not benefit the eggs allowing them to re¬
main in the strong miity water, absovbiugitand coagulating,
as they always did, I took last year a tin pail of three gal¬
lons, perforated within three iuehes of the bottom; strip¬
ping one, two, or tbree females into it (dry, no water), or
until I had one half or two gallons of eggs. I then stripped
the males—commonly two—or until I obtained two tablespoonfuls of milt, into a four gallon pail without perfora¬
tions, immediately adding a half gallon or three quarts of
water to the milt. Shaking or mixing, and dropping the
pail witli the eggs into it quickly, the rush of water
through the perforations causes the eggs to whirl round
beautifully, mixing them up in good shape. When the
water ceases to flow, 1 lift the pail and give it One more
dip, setting it then into flowing water deep enough to cover
the eggs, and the performance is over. In half an hour
they will feel like shot under your hand—quite different
when they left the fish. I found the saving of time a good
deal, but what was much better, no dead eggs; and out of
the ova treated this way I did not lose three per cent. I
believe salmon—unless enclosed, when they will retain
their ova—take about a week to deposit their eggs; there¬
fore, care must be exercised and judgment used, which
can only he obtained by practical experience, not to injure
England had Won!
a fish in stripping, particularly if heavy or strong, and not ■
Time of 3* miles, 4£ minutes.
Worsely aud Green were stunned, hut no hones broken. to attempt taking more ova at one (into lltan is really ripe,
Orlhe
fish is willing to give. Ripeness is, of all things,
[I have given this extended account of a steeple elmse because it is a
necessary in the male as well as the female, and unless the
new pastime, and as the manliest sport In the world, combining all the
eggs will flow When the fish is nearly perpendicular, put
dash and excitement of a fox hunt with the rush and ‘'elan” of the cav¬
her back for another day.
alry charge, it deserves to ho encouraged. Mr. C. E. F. Payne, Secre¬
tary, Warren ton, Va., will cheerfully furnish any information of the
••Ichthyos” is correct when he warns us to beware of
"Club" to those who desire it. Welter weights aud the Maryland Jock¬
moving or slinking the eggs in their early stage. I now
ey Club rules govern. ]
Chasseur.
attribute my first, year’B loss partly to fussing, washing
and cleaning sediment from the eggs. I have since taken
FISHING AND GUNNING IN EASTERN a portion of a lot by experiment, and ify lifting the tray
every day to the top of the water and shaking the eggs
MAINE.
have had every one dead in thirty days, while the untouched
balance hatched out all right. I never touch or wash an
egg, no odds how dirty or how much sediment, until after
Sullivan, Me.,May 1st, 187(1.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
lite first month. Gravel only catches the sediment, anti is
I am now living in a section of country in Maine, east of the Penob¬
of no use. I believe tlte old fish only use it to protect the
scot River, where, although known to some sportsmen, no writer, to
fish from Iheir natural enemies.
my knowledge, has mer visited. If I am wrong, the lucky wearer of
Will some of your savans give us their ideas of the uso
my wished-for honors will be kind enough to appear aud correer. me.
of the hook, or prolubemuce, which grows so rapidly on
Tlifa place is called Sullivan, and is very prettily situated, with a churn¬
the upper jaw of the mate. I have seen it fairly forced
ing view opposite the far-famed Mt. Desert Island. The presence of
through tho skin of the upper, and enlarge males three
tront Is made plainly evident ns you ride into and through this section. • inches long. When they first come from" salt water you
Everywhere yon see brooks running swiftly down hill, and emptying
can only judge the sex by lite length of head—“no hill or
themselves either into ponds or in the bay below. These streams are
hook” to be seen. That they clou’ll use il. for nest-making
also filled with deep holes, where, nnder a shade of trees, the trout
is cerlain; 1,1m male don’t work at that; lie lays off tv-ilchgather and hold convention, arid debate as to whether it is (he more
ing the performance, anti will chase trout, or a smaller
profitable to keep their months op stream and go to sleep, or dart for the
male. I never saw a fight between males. One always
files as they dunce across tlic water. In snch places it is needless to at¬
seemed to run when tho other charged. Tlte hilt also pre¬
tempt to prove by a long argumentative disquisition to a fisherman that
vents tlm leelh from touching, and a male nt spawning
trout are there; the only quest ion that remains is “Can they becaughtf"
But if one thinks a moment does it notsoem improbable that fish will ' time cannot shut his mouth by an inch or two. It it grew
downwards, from the upper jaw, ire might use it as a pick,
not bite what is offered them when they have lain almost wholly undisaud root gravel like fun. The nest is made by the female
turbeo for years? It is granted that in some years the extreme cold, or
by the action of the liiU, fins, and body always in rapid
dearth of food will cause great havoc umong them; but where many
water, commonly from two to three Icet deep. If tlm
havo existed a few will romain, and those few will again propagate, and
bottom, or gravel, is of the right sort, it is Surprising how
the brooks will be as full as before. The ponds also are but little fished,
quickly the nest is made. Every pair of fish, if not dis¬
the few anglers who do go to them only fishing for their own consump¬
turbed, finishes on the one nest, and when done (hey will
tion, and consequently but few are killed. Large stories are told of the
immense fish caught in Tunk Pond during the winter. These are called
cover it by rolling large stones on the top from eight to
Togue trout, and some of them are said to weigh 20 pounds. Three were
fifteen pounds weight. In this river, whenever they finish
caught last winter weighing 50 pounds. They say nothing abodt the fishing
spawning, they drop down stream, and the fish which
therein the summer, or after ice has cleared; indeed, upon inquiry, no¬
enter in spring are nil in stilt water by lOtli November.
body will say they ever fished there in summer, or over beard of its be¬
Tli61;e is a run of fall fish hern, comiug in just as ice forms,
ing done. My argument is self evident. If some one should fish there
and remaining intbe upper waters till winter, coming down
in the snmmet a large return for their trouble would no doubt be given
in June. Those are known as Kelts, and are a nuisance,
them. Salmon have never been" caught here, f believe, and 1 hurdiy
of no use either for sport nr commerce, and f believe feed
think that one can be found nearer than the Penobscot.
in the winter on young li-y, going to salt water in July,
Any one coming during the spring or fall, If not successful in fishing,
coming back in flue condition early in November. 1 Look
might have very good shooting. Lately the bay has been full of birds,
four of them last fall, and Obtained 2,000 eggs from one,
the geese predominating, and although they have been very wild, many
but would Hot breed from those fish even were it possible
have been shot by the rural isportsmen. Ducks and coots will probably
to procure them.
stay through May and fi line. They are killed hut little in the Spring,
f have now in breeding house 350,000 eggs since 15lh
for few have confidence enough to launch' their boats; and they are not
October, or 200 days; only ten percent, are out; tempera¬
tamo enough to shoot when Hying over. In Ibe fall, however, limy meet
ture of -water when laid down, 15 ; 12th November, 33*";
with a warm reception, and all who are possessed of any land of gun
midwinter, 88"; at present, 37". It will he no -warmer
take this occasion to loosen the mat which hangs to it. The coots then
until snow runs out,.which maybe 8th June, as I here is
are the birds who receive the largest share of shot, and they are much
still four feet in greenwoods. Some of the little fellows
weaker in numbers as they again depart. The ducks are very wild, amt
have been throwing their covering since 15llt April, but
decoys are much used in shouting them; and tbo loons are so thick here
few of them survive the water is too Cold. Borne of them
that by mistake you shoot at theta instead or ducks, upon which they
get iheir heads out and give it up. Perhaps 3,000 havo
disappear, aud “all is blank.”
Booeth.
gone by these premature births. As for byssus, I never
—A cod has been lately caught in England in whose had it here, nor ever- yet saw il, nor do l want to. It, was
trobably tho cause of lite great mortality in Miramichi
stomach was found a tangled mat of horse hair aud siring,
ast year, when 1,000,000 of eggs died in a few days, just
entwined with ten fish hooks, two of which are large ones.
It is supposed that the cod had swallowed haddocks or as they were coming out. I have a theory that every fish
whiling caught ou the hooks. Seals often do this, and the ksowiug its own river, which, 1 believe, is admitted, knows
also
its own breeding ground; or, to use a simile, “where
hook passing into the intestines produces death. Cod are
“voracious.” So are ling. One was found with a pewter it was boru aud brought up,” anti when il, returns from sen
does
not go above that place unless frightened or forced.
flask in its stomach, containing considerable whisky. Pike
I have seen the same fish for three years in succession
frequently swallow stones.
spawning at tlte gatne placo, or within a yard of it. This
—Several sturgeon have been caught in the river at Oswe¬ is going a good way to prove it, which l hope to do uoxlj
go this spring, one of them weighing sixty pouuds,
winter.
Jo art Moiya-U',
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hope to get ova enough to be able to send oil several hun¬
dred thousand young fish to other streams, and the United
States Commission have already taken active measures to
do so at an early day.”

Editor Forest and Stream:—

April 20th I visited Elklioru, but owing to wind blowing
a gale was unable to “wet a hook” with any success. On
my return I dropped a note to Hon. GeoTge N. Crawford,
of Elkhorn, an enthusiastic angler as well as sportsman,
to which I received the following reply
Ct

turn l Jjistorg.
('this Department Is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, ana will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive cartful attention. ]

Elkhorn, Nek., April 23d, 1876.
B. G. C:—
Replying to yours of 21st I have no positive knowledge as to whether
or not "any fish known to be from the Elkhorn wreck” have been
canght, but I believe there have been, and that I have caught them. I
took with spoon mat fall from the “Horse Shoe" (a lake you are familiar
with) several (five or six) black bass, differing from the “willow” bass,
the only variety 1 have ever berore taken in any of our lakes here.
Where ih; black bass came from, unless from the “wreck," I cannot
even ,-ntmise. I also took in the same lake, and on the Barac day, a
“green pike" weighing about 2} pounds, similar to several of the same
species or class which I obtained at the wreck, and the only ones of
the kind I ever saw in this conntry. From this I base the belief I have
caught them. As to those that Collins transplanted, I have beard noth¬
ing. No care was ever taken of them; but 1 contemplate a trip to the
lako this spring for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not they are
there. After ray trial I will give you results, if you so wiBh.
Geo. M, Crawford.

BIRDS OF LOWER MICHIGAN.
BY A. B. COVERT, OF ANN ARBOR.

(Continued from Page 214.)
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FAMILY ICTKRID/E.

Dolichonyx oryzworos. Bobolink or reed-bird. This wellknown songster is a very common summer visitor, arriving
by May 20th. The males come about ten days before the
females. About June 10th the eggs are laid, and by the
1st of July the young are turned away to shift for them¬
selves. The nuptial dress is now changed for one of more
sombre color, and by September 10th they depart for the
Mr. Crawford knows what be is writing of; still I think
south.
he is in error in regard to the black bass, as I have taken
Molothrus pecoris. Cow-bird; very abundant after the
from the “Horse Shoe” fish identical with those I have
middle of March. It builds no nest of its own, but de¬
caught in Lake Erie, and streams tributary thereto in
posits its eggs in the nests of other birds from April 1st to
northwest Ohio, and always called them black bass.
July 1st, and leaves us about the middle of September.
1 saw large numbers of fish in both the Elkhorn Kiver
AgeJuus pfuBniceus. Red-winged blackbird. Very com¬
and Horse Shoe LaKc—varieties unknown to me, some mon, arriving about March 15th The nest is built May
light yellow in color and others spotted. I supposed them 20lh It remains until the last of September.
Sturnella, magna. Field lark or meadow lark. Common
to be varieties of bass. The “Collins” fish were taken to
a lake (or rather pond) ten miles east of Elkhorn. I don’t aftei March 15th, and sometimes is resident. The nest is
built about May 10th. This lark departs the last of Octo¬
think it possible that they will be found, as the pond is
ber.
shallow and in the open prairie. I have requested Mr. / Icterus spurius. Orchard oriole.
Common; arrives
Crawford to give me a report of his investigation, as I find about May 1st and lays its eggs by the 5th of June.
Icterus Baltimore. Baltimore oriole. Very common from
it. impossible for me to go there again, and if of interest
the
25th
o’
April.
The
nest
is
built
about June 1st,
will give it to you.
Hon. A. J. Arnold, of Columbus, this State and county, and both orioles depart by the middle of September.
Scoleeophngm ferruginous. Rusty grackle. Common in
also took a large number of fish f’ om “the wreck” and put the migrations, arriving about March 25th, and passing in
them into ponds near Oolumbu*, r.a his farm. Last July the fall in October.
Quisealus purpureus. Purple grackle. Very abundant;
he called to lake me for a ride, an., we went to one of the
ponds; saw a great many fish “in nests” that I called black arrives about the middle of March, and the eggs are laid
by April 20th, two broods being reared in a season. It
bass, but Arnold claimed they were “straw bass;” would
goes souLh by the middle of October.
not allow any caught that year; said he had taken some
.' Corpus cyptoleutm. Raven. Very rare; one specimen
from another pond, ami was certain what they were. Ar¬ taken Mm ck 27th, 1873.
Cortrus americanus. Common crow.- Common and resi¬
nold is now on the Upper Elkhorn, or in the Black Hills.
dent, breed'ng about the 1st of May. Eight years ago this
On his return we shall sample his ponds.
R. G. C.
bird was very rare in this locality.
Cyanurus cristatus. Blue jay. This handsome bird is
—Nearly 30,000 salmon fry {Salmo salar) were deposited a very abundant resident, breeding about May 10th.
in the Pemigewassett River on May 22d by Messrs. Holmes / Perisoreus canadensis. Canada jay. Resident but rare.
and Si ark, under the direction of the Massachusetts Fish One nest was taken May 27th, 1872.
Commissioners. They were the first installment of 300,(.00
—It has been found that the small river lamprey eels at¬
that are to be placed in the Pemigewassett and Baker riv¬
ers. They were hatched at the Massachusetts hatching tach themselves by means of their powerful sucker mouths
works at Winchester, Mass. Close attention must have to the muskalonge [Esox nobilior) and suck its blood. But
been paid to them during the transportation, for on their on ihe other hand, the muskalonge devours the lampreys
arrival there were only ten dead fish in the six cans, con¬ whenever it can.
taining 5,000 each. Last year the loss out of the same
—It would be a very important accommodation to us if
number was 25,000.
correspondents would write on one side of the sheet only,
—The Minnesota Fish Commissioners are now stocking would use no abbreviations, and would allow us to use
their full name in publication, instead of a pseudonym.
the lakes of the State with young salmon.
The First Aquarium in New York.—Mr. Henry C.
Coup, for a long time business manager of P. T. Barnum’s
enterprises, has begun the erection of an aquarium at
Thirty-fifth street and Broadway. The ground is 100x200
feet in extent, and the building is to be one story above a
low brick wall surrounding the whole plot. Mr. Coup
says be will have a greater average tankage than the Lon¬
don Crystal Palace Aquarium. He has received promises of
fish enough to fill several aquaria. Agents are among Ihe
West India isles, and along the Florida coast, and in Baffins Bay, seeking strange fish of every species. A while
whale is to be one of the capital attrac ions. Mr. David
Thomas, auother of Barnaul's old corps of managers, is in
Europe studying the management of aquaria.
The Shad Fishery of the Potomac.—The shad fisher¬
ies have not beeu profitable this season in any of the south¬
ern rivers. This is true of the Potomac especially. A cor¬
respondent of ihe Rutland Herald, writing from Knight’s
Ferry, Va,, says:—
“Unless the measures now being adopted for restocking
the s> reams and protecting the fish ate continued, ediblb
fish will become, like tiie great hauls of which the fishermen
ofi en speak, things of the past. 1 came here with the hope
of aiding the United States Fish Commissioner and other
friends of fish culture in the work of saving from the rem¬
nant of edible fish enough ova and young fry to not only
restock this river, but also to plant out shad in other streams
•where none are now found. The ‘spawners’ and ‘milters
are colled out from the fish obtained at the several fisheries
on this stream and ‘stripped.’ The impregnated ova are
then taken and placed in hatching boxes, anchored out in
the stream, where they remain from three to five dayB be¬
fore the embryo shad breaks the shell and comes out a tiny,
transparent, active fry about half an inch in length.
“In a few days’ time the ‘umbilical sac,’ from which the
young fish get their nourishment, is absorbed, and it is at
ibis stage of their existence that they are turned loose into
the stream to take care of themselves. Up to this time no
one has been able to discover a kind of food suitable for
shad fry, and consequently no shad axe ever raised artifi¬
cially and but little is known with certainty of the rapid
ity of’ their growth or the transitions through which they
pass, from the time they are hatched till they are large
enough lor the table.
“Lip to this time all the young fry at this place have been
turned loose into the Potomac, but with the last run we

—Fish culturist8 should not hasten to go to the Centen¬
nial Exhibition, as the aquaria are not yet in proper shape
in spite of Fred Mather’s earnest efforts.
—The New York Academy of Sciences will organize
field parlies in geology, botany, and natural history, and
make excursions to the suburbs as soon as the weather be¬
comes favorable.
-■*•-*■-

—Augite and graphic granite—new minerals on the list
for Manhattan Island—were recently exhibited to the New
York Academy hv B. B. Chamberlain.
—For some weeks past three beautiful pigeons have
made their home in the framework above the roadway in
the New York tower of the Bridge. They have been pets
with the laborers on the tower, and have become quite
tame.
_
Maximum Length of the Black Snake.—How long
does the black snake (Bascanien constiictor) continue to
grow? What length have they been known positively to
attain? Can some of the many readers of the Forest
.and Stream furnish accurate figures from careful meas¬
urements, personally made? Every summer I find my
longest specimens exceeded by one inch or more—». e., if
the statements of my neighbors are correct; but 1 never
hear of the “monsters” they have killed in time to see and
measure them. One that I killed in 1860 measured exact¬
ly 6 feet 11 inches, and I have met with no other that
equalled it in length. That still larger ones have been seen
I have, however, no doubt. A snake when iu rapid mo¬
tion appears nearly twice his actual length, aud no estimate
of his dimensions can possibly approach correctness.
Statements have been made to the writer very frequently
of the occurrence in various localities in tins Slate, of
snakes that appeared to be ten and twelve feel long. No
such specimens have been secured for our museums, and
the maximum length is apparently undetermined.—Chas.
C. Abuott, M. D., Trenton, N. J.
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WHALEMAN’S

OPINION OF

ground 1 have frequently seen fragments of "squid" float by—remnants-B
of a whale's repast—an Infallible sign that “Old-Blowhard" was some¬
where in the vicinity. A small species I have seen among the South- _ <|
Sea Islands, near the rocks, but the larger kind are seldom or never
found away from blue water. Old salts have a tradition something sim¬
ilar to that of the Bishop of Bergen, concerning the existence or the
“great white sqnid,” and solemnly say that “no ship that has seen It wp 1
ever return to port.” 1 think them peculiar to no sea or zone, as I have
sighted their floating fragments in various parts of the three great
oceans. In 185? my boat was fast to a large "Dull” on the "off-sholfafl
ground," in the Pacific. WhUo in his flurry the whale disgorged a hug® 1
section of squid, which passed within an oar’s length of us, bo there was
a good view of the thing as it drifted by. I judged it to be fully four¬
teen feet long. It was bitten or torn at both ends, and the taper was
gradual, so that when a living member it was doubtless longer, Itg
width was about eighteen Inches at the base. The suckers appeared to
he all on one side, without much uniformity in position or size, and al¬
most as numerous in proportion as the spots on a peacock’s mil. Us
color was creamy white, and there seemed to he no particular odor. On
the under or sucker side it was somewhat flattened. We killed the
whale, which furnished 110 barrels of oil,
E. It. Wilson.

SQUID

SnUOOBE, N. Y., May 25th, 1376.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tour article on the cuttle-fish, tn your issue of May 4th, recalls some
Incidents within my own experience. When cruising on sperm whale
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West Medway, JlasB., May 22d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Early on the morning of May 19th, in a little more than an bour,^B
obtained in a small pioce of heavy woodland, in this town, one blackthroated green warbler, two black throated blue, two hlack-aod-yelioty.*
two bay-breasted, one Blackburnian, and one Cape May warbler. 1 also
saw several chestnut-sided-and yellow-ramped warblers, and beard the
summer warbler.
This makes nine oat of the thirteen species or
JDendrteca that are observed in eastern Massachusetts, found in one place.,
at one time. Have any of yonr correspondents outdone mo? 1 also
obtained on May 17th, a prairie warbler, which is very rare in this vicin¬
ity; aud on May 10ih I saw a Wilson’s black-cap (Myiodioctes pusiltuQ%
for tho first time at this place.
Crus. A. Hodohton.
Newport, R. I., May 20th, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have read yonr natural history notes with Croat interest, and fl|
enclose you herewith memoranda of the dates of arrival of some of the
birds common to this locality:—
April 12th.— Song-sparrow; robbin about same dale.
April 16th.— Red-winged black-bird.
May 6th-8tii. -White-bellied, swallow, purple Martin, Baltimore oridlw
chimney swallow, aud cat-bird.
May 14th-19th.—Brown thrasher, orchard oriole, bohlink, and warbling i
vireo.
The Savannah sparrow was nesting on May 15th. Robins, white-,'
bellied swallows, song-sparrows, bine birds, aud crows arc nesting at
this date. All che birds were very late this year in their arrival and tu •
their nesting.
J. S. Con i.and. |
Gainesville, Cooke Co., Texas, May 16th, 1878. ]
Editor Forest and Stream:—
If the following notes are of any service to yon please use them:— 9
February 15iU.—collected a male arctic bine bird (Sialla arcticu) and fl
female of Harris’s finch (Zonolrichia querula). Tho arctic blue-birdS|
have been hete In great abundance since December 1st.
March 17th—First flock of curlews (Numeniue borealis). Killed »J
male red-shouldered buzzard (liuteo lineatus) on the nest; It was on at It
A. M., and also at 4 P. Mi, and perhaps was incubuting. Robins and
arctic bine-birds still here.
March 2ht.-Black-bellied longspnrs (PlectrophanesomalUB) abundant;
Maccown's bunting (P. Maccoumii) appears to have been gone for A'
month.
March 27th.—Fox-sparrows still here. Soissor-tailed flycatchers (.1/if—
vulus forfleatus), white-eyed vlreos (Vireo noveboraceneis) and bine gray
flycatchers (PotioptUa) observed. Wild gecBe and cranes are migrating.northward.
April 1st.—More scissor-talled flycatchers; arctic biue-hirdB not seen. I
Canvas-backed duck killed; rare here.
April Sd.—Prairies appear to be covered with black bellied longtpfd
April 10th.—First swallow-tailed kite (Nauclerue furcutus) of the sea¬
son. Robins yet plentiful.
April tlth.—One swallow-tailed kite and one Mississippi kite (Icllnid
mltsmippiensls) seen; also yonng crows.
April 12th.—The quails (Ortyx virgianiunus) are pairing for the breed¬
ing season.
G. H. Rams HALS.J

Lake City, Minn., May 10th, 1870.9
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Please accept the following as notes from this locality for April: — 1
March 25th —Crows; not winter residents here.
March 26th.—Raining, with some snow; ice in Lake Pepin solid. A
very few dneks reported.
April 1st.—Robins and meadow-larks; very early for robins, but not
for the lark.
April 3d.—Ducks more plenty.
April 5.—Sharp-skinned hawk (Accipiler fuScus) earlier and more
abundant than for many years; purple martins, blue-birds, aod a nest
of the chipping sparrow with two eugs. Within four feet of rallroU
tracks; never knew before of their nesting much before May 1st. ButchefiJ
birds plenty.
*
April ?th.—Red-poll warbler, early and uncommon; Maryland yellowy
throat, which la very pleasant in summer; the evening grosbeaks and
cedar birds are ail gene.
April t-tb.—Weather ulittle warmer. Blackbirdsin limited numbers,
golden-winged woodpeckers, and a few Canada geese: oanvas-bnckB and
many other ducks abundant; flocks of wild pigeons; a powee, aud blue*
jays, which are resident.
3
Apiil9ih,—Screech owl (Scops asld) brought in; itisrosident. Wilson*®
snipe are present in limited numbers. One pairs of doves Were seen?
do not usually appear before the last of the month.
April 10th.—Weather threatening snow, and colder. Snow-birds seen
again, after having been absent a week.
April lull —Weather colder. Yellow birds seen,
April 12.—Storm ahead, ice still firm; and too cold for more birds. No
wild geese seen since the 8th.
1
April 18th.—Cold; rain and snow hb foretold by the appearance of the
enow-birda on the 10th,
April 14th.—Warm to-day. Wild geese flying north; red-tafled liawki
killdeer, titlark, and wood thrash noted.
April 15th.—Hawks, gulls and geese more numerous.
April 18.—Strong northwest wind for three days, froze hard last nigbfl
Not a peep from any bird this morning.
April disc.—Blew hard yesterday, and the ice went out of tho river
warmer to-day. Downy woodpecker unusually plenty has been scarct
this spring; red-boliled nuthatch as-nsnai.
April 22d.—Phcebe-bicd and red-headed woodpecker.
April 23d .—Blackbirds in plenty, and more ducks.
I
April 24ih.—Weather fine. Saw two immense flocks of brant flyinj
low over Lake Sepin, where it never has beeu abundant.
April drill. -Warm aud beauliful weather. Birds all noisy and musical,
nu wild pigeons since the Btb, when they stayed two days; ducks an*
geese about all gone north.
April 28th.—Fine femaie offish hawk (Pandlon htdialus) shot; tin
eggs were about tho size of a marrow-rat pea; blue-birds building rhei f
nests, There are more birds yet to come.
D. C. Estes, M, D. I
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"rout, salmo fontlnalie.
Shad. Alow.
lilmon, Salim solar.
Landlocked Salmon, Salnw Gloixri.
almon Tront, Snlmp conjlnls.
Grayling, ThymaUus tricolor.
Hack Bass, Micropterue nigricans.
Vues in Season for June.—Green dtake, gray drake, orange, dun,
ark mackerel, ecu lei ibis, coachman and professor.

Fisir in Market,—The market is abundantly supplied
villi fish, and prices are unusually low. We quote:—
Striped bass, 15c. to 20c. per pouud; bluefioh from Long
eland, 12Jc.; Salmon, Kennebec, 60c., California, 30c.;
oackerel, 12)c.; sbad, Connecticut River, 35c each; weakIsh, 10c. per pound; white perch, 15c.; Spanish mackerel,
5c.; green turtle, 18c.; terrapin, $L2 per dozen; halibut,
-2c. per pound; haddock, 8c.; kingfish, 20c.; codfish, 8c.;
[Jackfish 10c.; flounders, 8c,; porgies, 10c. ; sea bass, 10c.;
els, 18c.; lobsters, 8c.; sheepshead, 15c.; scollops, $1 per
;allon; soft clams, 40c. to 60o. per 100; brook trout, 50c.
dr Canada, and $1 per pound for Long Island, hard shell
labs, $3 per 100; soft do., 50c. to $1,25 per dozen.
—June is the Angler’s month.
- *—Some fine striped bass have hcen taken from the boat
touse floats on the Harlem River; also in the Little Gate,
,nd off 120th street, .North River. Bluefish have struck in
(n the Long Island coast, and large numbers have been
aken near Orient. The fishermen at Catiarsie have also
ent a number to market. Although the pound nets in the
Ire at South Bay are taking large quantities of weakfish,
lie fish seem disinclined to take the hook, owing perhaps
0 the fact that the channels are fulL of schools of young
rankers, upon which they feed. A few weakfish have
men taken in Prince's Bay. Sea bass and blackfish are
filing freely in the South Bay off Babylon and Islip, and
he squid will soon be in order in the inlet.
Ply Casting at the State Convention.—One of the
loutests always provided at the annual convention of the
Hate Sportsman’s Convention Is that of fly casting. It is
b be regretted that on the last occasion there were but
hree contestants. Last year, at Watertown, there were
fine, the winner on each occasion, and also in '73 and '74
icing Reuben Wood, of Syracuse. The place selected for
be casting was not of the best description, which perhaps
ideounts for the result, which was as follows:—R. Wood,
lyracuse, first prize, 69 feet; J. Annin, Jr., Caledonia,
econd prize, 63 feet; H. H. Morse, Rochester, third prize,
iS feet. The judges reported for delicacy and accuracy oi
:asl the same gentlemen in the same order. The judges
vere Eugene Wakeman, of liatavia, James Harrison, of
ilnghamton, and Dr. A. H, Fowler, of Ithaca. The first
irize was a very handsome split bamboo fly-rod, made and
[resented by Dr. Fowler, and it is worthy of note that the
ffize has been won for three consecutive years by one of
)r. Fowler’s rods. Mr. Wood’s cast last year was 75 feet,
h ’09, at Syracuse, Seth Green cast 84 feet. The casting
his yeaT was from a platform built on the hank of the
Jenesee River, with a bluff behind and scarcely room for
etrieving an ordinary cast.
—A day or two since Warren Lelaud purchased in open
narlcet for the Palace Hotel, at San Francisco, twenty sal¬
oon, weighing sixteen pounds each, for twenty cents
ipiece—one and a quarter cents per pound. There is no
leed of physical starvation While palatable food is so cheap,
W softening of the brain while edible phosphorus is so
plentiful.
—It will be seen by the letter of our regular Barnegat
Correspondent that there is good blue fishing in the bay
low. The probability is that these fish will appear in unttecedented numbers this season.
—The close season for bass commenced in Napan and
Slack Rivers, tributaries of the lower Miramiclii, Pro¬
duce of New Brunswick, on 25th May. In all other parts
>f New Brunswick, including the Northwest and Southvest Mii'amichi, where they are are taken in greatest
ibundance, the close seasoa commences 31st March.
—The Gaspereaux fishing season has been extended on
he Miratuichi River, Province of New Brunswick, to 1st
ruly. It closes by Regulation on 15th June.
No va Scotia—Halifax, Hay 25$.—Messrs. Wm. Sai ve
rad Henry Fidler came back yesterday with about four
lozeu fine trout, taken at Five Islands, Margaret’s Bay.
file heaviest weighed within a tritie of three pounds, and
iJle lightest two pounds. They were speckled trout. C.
• Yarmouth,, MuyU'Ad.—Our fishing is just opening. The
season is a little late; the trees are just budding, and the
vater rather cold, Our rivers are still a little high. The
water will probably be good about June 1st. Heavy bas¬
sets of trout have already been taken.
Lawson.
Herrings.—Nine schooners belonging to Hahone Bay
tnd elsewhere, arrived yesterday with full fares from
Magdalen Islands. They brought 6,100 bbls. ot herring,
tnd report they were very plentiful, all the vessels that
were there getting full fares. '-Halifax (jY, 8.) Exporter,
May 25$.
Maine—Bangor, May 29$.—A trout was caught last week
in one of our ueiglioring brooks which, when opened, was
found to contain a grouud sparrow, which had been swal¬
lowed entire. The trout was about ten inches in length.
Irouting has been successful this spring, and many large
baskets have been brought home.
Don.
New Hampshire—Plymouth, May 22tf.—1Two gentlemen
from Boston came up on Friday and returned to day (Mon¬
day) with 527 brook trout—“a great many of them would
Weigh a pound.”
[ New You it—Mmoham Lake —On May 10th I caught my
prsfc trout at the Utjiu) of the lakg, in open water, put {lie

lake was not clear of ice until the 16th, the latest I ever
knew it to bold. On the 20th Mrs. F. caught the first sal¬
mon trout—trolling. It weighed just two pouuds. May
22d, caught a salmon trout which weighed just three
pounds before dressing. As it looked very full, told my
brother to open carefully and we would examine the stomache. As he cut her open, he found it was eggs that gave
her the fullness; the eggs were about the size of No. 12
shot, and the two sacks of eggs weighed one pound, mak¬
ing just one third the whole weight of the fish. The sal¬
mon trout are very fat Ihis spring, and bite freely. "We
have caught none above six pounds yet. A. R. Fuller.
New Jersey.—Kinsley's Ashley House, Barneyat Inlet,
May 25$.—First blue fish taken to-day. Jessie Birdsall
took 36; several other yachts from 15 to 30each. They run
about 3 pounds. The large ones have not come in yet on
account of the bunkers coming in the inlet. We look for
them on the next flood tide. Black fish plenty, and good
size. Mr. Harry Atwaler caught 45 blackfish and 16 sea
bass, one pulling the scales at 5 pounds. G. M. Atwater
22 black fish, 11 sea bass, 6 pounders.
May 25$.—On board yacht Adda, 5 F. M., blue fish
plenty. In crossing the Bay I passed some of the fishing
fleet, and they report from 50 to 100 per boat. Capt. Ohrisftoplier Grim reports 60.
B.
'V Pennsylvania—Tohyhmna, May 25$, 1876.—I have
just returned from Tobyhanna, Pa., and considering how
near it is to New York and Philadelphia I was surprised to
find trout so plenty. The Tobyhanna is a stream of good
size, the upper part difficult to wade, but full of trout*
while farther down, it runs more even and affords better
fly fishing. I found good accommodations at Case’s hotel,
which is near the depot, and they are very obliging in the
way of furnishing learns,ele. Tobyhanna is on the Delaware,
Lackawana & Western Railroad, a few stations beyond
the Delaware Water Gap. There is also good fishing at
Henryville and Oakland, on the same road between the
Gap and Tobyhanna. ■ Any of your readers desirous of
visiting that section can obtain full particulars of
W. Holberton. 102 Nassau St.
Philadelphia, May 29$.—The heavy rain of last week
made a small freshet in the Delaware, and the muddy
Water enqpuraged the gillcrs. The sequel was not so en
couraging. 1 do not lliiuk any skiff on the river caught
more tliau 200 shad in the whole week. The close of the
season (June 10th) is close at hand, and then the fishermen
will turn their attention to the sturgeon, which are running
holes through the gill nets now. The anglers are getting
their tackle ready for a raid on the bass after Wednesday.
Sculls.

Minnesota—Shalcopee, May 26$.—Black bass are being
caught daily in Minnetonka.
C. A. Stevens.
Georgia.—After many years, says the Macpn Telegraph,
shad have made their reappearance in the Ocmulgee River.
"A day or two ago Mr. VV. B. Johnston, Jr., aud another
gentleman were on the river in a boat and saw a consider¬
able number of what they supposed were large trout,
which seemed to be chasing the smaller irj. Mr. Johnston
fixed him up a gig and went to where he nad seen the fish
previously, aud in a short while succeeded in gigging a
shad twenty inches long.”
CANADIAN
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your rod. It ia well worthy of remark (vide your “MitchelPa Orbs of
the Heavens”; that the prices of telescopes are calculated by a similar
method—that is, their cost varies as the cube of the diameter or breadth
of the object glass. Thus, if a telescope with object glass of two inches
cost £24, one of eight, inches does not cost four times that sum, as some
would imagine, but ill,536111 Calculated thus—as 2 (cubed) : 8 (cubed)
::£2i.
Jackson Gilbanks.

[As to the growth of American s aim oil in eastern waters,
a salmon three years old will measure seventeen inches and
weigh six and a half to seven pounds, and after four years
they increase in size and weight much faster,—Ed.]
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PICKEREL.

Chicago, May 20tli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
One of your correspondents, “Von G,," of West Meriden, Conn.,
complains In yonr paper of the destruction of pickerel by the black baBS
with which tbeir ponds have been stocked, and be more tbau intimates
that tbe loss of fine strings of pickerel is not compensated by tbe pre¬
sence of a few bass. It will ptobablybe news to tbe most of your
readers to learn that bass deBtroy pickerel, tbe reverse of which is cer¬
tainly understood to be truo. If, however, it were a fact, and yonr
correspondent were correct, it would be the greatest blessing of the age
to sportsmen. In oar country, where both are abandont, we avoid tbe
pickerel as we da dog-fish and Hazards, take him only to destroy bis
life, and to make room f»r the bass. If "Von G." will make a trip to
Oconomowoc this summer and give tbe lakes thereabouts a trial, it is
my opinion he will never want to touch a pickerel again.
And by the way, I would like to say to your Eastern readers that
Oconomowoc Is tbe Lovllost spot on this continent east of tbe Rocky
Mountains. More then forty lakes lie witbin a radius of fifteen miles;
tbeir banks are billy and wooded, the beaches of gravel and saod, the
waters as dear as light and filled with bass and pickerel.
A friend ol mine, one day last enramer, took thirty-nino bass weighing
one hundred and thirty ponnde, and it was not an extraordinary day,
eilher. lie did not connt the pickerel. Tbe roads about Oconomowoc
are the finest in the world, gravel beds on a clay snbsoil. They are
equal to the drives in the Central Fark in Now York, ana you can drive
flrty miles in any direction without soiling the wheels of yonr carriage.
The aky Is clear, the air is pure, nud when the snu goes down behind
the far off western hills it lights up the firmament with a picturesque
beauty which is seen nowhere in the world save In the faraons Bay of
Naples. It is certainly true that Southern Wisconsin presents more
attractions in tho suinmor time than any other place in this country
with which wo are familiar. It should be better known to our Eastern
tourists, and I am sure that a visit once made would be often repeated.
If "Von G,,” or auy body else, will call opon tbe writer, at his house
on the banks of La Belle Lake, he will prove the troth of every fact
here stated. Ard, besides, he will give him or them a sample of black
boss fishing which will forever baniBh the piekerel from the list of fish
which a sportsman delights to take.
Gso. A. Suueeldt, Jr.
Ad Hominem.—The spirit has moved our neighbor of
the Evening Mail to utter the following goodly apostrophe
to this journal'. Compliments from females are pretty
things, and gratifying to the soul, but there is something
in their bestowal by the “Mail” which is like body to Old
Pori; it is, stimulating, bracing, and effective.
“There is no journal which in its particular department
is making more rapid strides than the Forest and
Stream. Its correspondence from all parts of the country
is peculiarly entertaining. “A paper on the “Wild Horse
of America,’* in tbe issue of this week, is specially inter¬
esting, in view of the great riding feat performed yester¬
day on mustangs at Fleetwood Park."

Chatham, N. B., May 31th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Can yon inform me when Mr. Fred Curtis, of Boston, acquired the
right to call the Dnrtmonlh hla own river, and also when the Rest!,
gonthc was closed to the public in the interest or private parlies? I have
alwaya been under the impression that the Barimoulh and Restigoncbe,
like the Nepisalguit and Southwest Miramichi, were .not handed over
entirely to lessees, but that certain portions of them Were reserved for
the benefit of such anglers as might desire to fish them—in some cases
free, and in olherB at a small charge per rod. I know that althongh
the Nepiasignit is popularly supposed to be Mr. John W. Nicholson's
•‘own river,” that gentleman and his associates have only about onethird of it under lease, while a very small portion of the Sonthwest
Miramichi only, is embraced by the "Burnt Hill” lease of Messrs.
Robertson, Dyer, Lanergan, Wood, el at. The rest of it is absolutely
free to all. The Northwest Miramichi also—a splendid salmon stream—
is, and will remain, free to the pnblic for fly-fishing. Mr. Curtis may
not Intend it, bnt the tone of his letter to yon would lead one to sup¬
pose that opportunity for fly-fishing in North Shore waters was among
the things of the past. One swallow does not make a summer, nor
does Mr. Cadis’ little leasehold form any material portion of the good
angling pools in this section of the country.
D. G. Smith.

WEIGHT OF FISH BY MEASUREMENT.
y
Cumberland, England, April 30th, 1876.
Editor Forebt and Stream:—
In yonr number of April 13th, just to hand, you refer to a table of ap¬
proximate weights of fish, obtained from their dimensions, pnbllehed
by EaLon & Co., of Crooked Lane, near London Bridge. I had not seen
it, bpfore, but have been long In the habit of guessing the weight of fish
of the Sulmonidce tribe by no doubtthc same geometrical andarithmetrical process. The table you refer to is simply a ready reckoner, but
any good hand at llgures can do it for himself. I have no dour>t that the
idea was taken from Sir Humphrey Davy, our great chomist and salmon
fisher. In his charming book “Salmouia; or, Days of Fly Flsning,” we
read that his companion, having caught a fish nearly 24 inches long, Sir
Humphrey said it ought to weigh nearly 6 lbs, but not quite, and he
founded his opinion on the fact that he had just weighed a fish of the
game rortand similar proportions, it being 17 inches by 9, aud ir. was ex¬
actly 2 Ids. , which he took for hia standard. The scales being brought
the larger fish proved 5 lbs. 10$- oz. This Ingenious philosopher, who
let, nothing escape him. hereby tested a famous proposition of Euclid,
viz , Euclid, Book XI, Theorem 83—“Similar solid parellopipeds are to
each oLher in thB triplicate ratio or their homologous sideB.’1 Put into
more simple form we may slate the rule thus: “Similar solids vary as
the cubes of one of their dimensions.” To understand the matter fully
we must bear in mind that any number multiplied into itself produces
the square of that number. Thus 4 is the square of 2. The number 2
multiplied into itself three times over gives the cube thereof, viz., 8.
By algebraic form, then, Sir 1L would state his equation thus: LetX
be unknown quantity, or answer sought. 1 >73 : 9 4 3 :: 2 lbs. : X.
Multiply the two middle terms together-1-* and*-1^ divide by the first
and last multiplied together, which your readers will find resulis in:
X = 5 lbs. 10 oz, and some decimals. Or by common rule Df three,
thus: As 17 (cubed) :24 (cubed) :.2lbs. to the answer.
I have tested this rule very often, and have surprised my friends, who
w'ere not avvare or the process, at the marvtdous nearness T have conic to
the absolute weight by the scales. 1 hflve no doubt you could apply it
to many of your American fish, but you must mke some well-grown
specimen of each sort, and ascertain whut a fish of such a length weighs,
as a standard or data. Yon need not curry a pocket rule, if you will
h&Ye a foot and a few inches notched or marked eopichow on the but of

jjJiuhtiny and foaling.
All communications from Xecretanes and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday In each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
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N. Y. Yaoht Club Regatta.—This event occurs on
Thursday, Juno 8th. Five prizes of the value of $250;
each will be sailed for as follows:—One for first-class
schooners—those measuring 7,000 cubic feet and over. One
for second class schooners—those measuring less than 7,000
cubic feet. One for keel schooners—irrespective of classi¬
fication. One for first-class sloops—those measuring 2,000
cubic feet and over. One for second-class sloops—those
measuring less than 2,000 cubic feet. The regatta will be
sailed according to the sailing regulations of the club, and
with time allowances, On the same day will be offered
for competition, without classification, the Bennett Chal¬
lenge Cups. One for schooners—recently surrendered
to the club by the owner of the yacht .Magic. One for
sloops—recemly surrendered to the club by the owner of
the yacht Vision These challenge cups will he sailed for
according to the sailing regulations of the club (with time
allowance), the winners to hold the same for thirty days
after the race without liability to challenge, after which
date they are to be held subject to challenge in accordance
with the deed of gift, Knirius to be made as usual and
time allowance to be calculated as formerly.
The following are tho officers of the Toronto (Canada)
Rowing Olub for the current year:—
Ph. De Gruehy, President; Geo. Gwatkin, SecretaryTreasurer; Geo. Duichie, Vice-President; J. Dibb, C.
Annis, Auditors.
The America Cor—The New York Yacht Club have
finally agreed to sail, as proposed by Commodore Gifford,
of the Canadian Yacht Club, a match for the so-called
Queen’s Cup, one yacht to be named against tho Countess
of Dufferin, with the proviso that in case either the chal¬
lenging vessel or the yacht to sail against her be disabled
before the start on the day fixed for any of the races, ilien
such race shall be postponid until repairs have been made.
The race will take place on July l()th, 12th, and I4lh,
viz.The first, over the New York Yacht Club course;
the second, twenty miles to windward and return, startlin'
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from Sandy Hook, and Ike third, over one of Ike above
courses as shall be delenniued by lot if a third contest
should he necessary.
New York Bowing Cntm.—The spring regatta of this
club was rowed on the Harlem on Saturday hist. The
first race was for four-oared shells, one mile straightaway,
manned as follows'—
Hints—Bow, C. G. Peters; No. 3, J. P. Kingsford; No.
3; K. Kelly; stroke, E. G. (huger.
117ihi?—flow, C. D. Tngersoll; No. 3, P. Be Folrez; No.
3, C. 11. Poland; stroke, G. L. Rives. The white won by
two lengths in 7m. 6's.
The next was Ike Taco for six-oared gigs, for which the
following crews entered; course same as belore;—
lied—W. It. Stewart, how; G. Sherman, No. 3; T. R.
Green, No. 3; R. 13. Hartshorne, No. 4; J. A. McKim,
No. 5; J. P. Kingsford, stroke, and C- Prothiugham, cox¬
swain.
White—G. Vail, how; .1. C. Ogden, No. 3; H. Oelrichs,
No. 3; J. T, Van Rensselaer, No. 4; C. M. Oelrichs, No.
5; E. C. Gruger, stroke, and August Belmont, Jr., cox¬
swain.
Blue—C. D. Ingersoll, bow; P.De Florez, No. 3; C. G.
Peters, No. 3; E. Kelly, No. 4; C. H. Lcland, No. 5; G.
L. Lewis, stroke, aud P. L. Leland, coxswain. After a
well-contested race Mr. Kingsford’s crew won in 6m. 35s,
Mr. Cruger's crew second.
A handicap sculling race
closed the sports.
—Mr, R. H. Ifuntley's new sloop yacht, the Niantic,
built by Alonzo Smith, of Islip, has been launched. She
will he the largest sloop in the Brooklyn Yacht Club.
—The Inman Steamship Line brought oyer the new
tight-oared shell for the Yale University crew free of
freight charges.
—Harvard has already raised by theatricals and other¬
wise more than $3,000 for its university crew.
*»»

SCHUYLKILL

NOTES.

Fnii.Aniti.rmA, May 20f.li, 1876.
Editor Forest akd Stream:—
Last summer there was an effort mado, principally by the Commodore,
to induce the several clubs of the Schuylkill Navy to hold club regattas
every week. I urn glad to ace that the idea ecems to be taken hold or
t Ilia year In spite of the foreboding that the Interest in the Centennial
Regatta would be detrimental to club rowing. The Undine, Crescent,
aud IJuaker City, huveeach devoted a day to club contests. The Penn¬
sylvania had a “scrub” on the 20th, aud the Vesper, (a '.non-navy chib)
will hold a regatta on tlio 3d prox. that promises to boot no little Interest.
These meetings arc of more importance than is generally appreciated.
They promote a rowing spirit that cannot begotten ontin open regattas;
they popularize the sport among the best of our citizens, as is proved by
file crowds that attend them. There should be one every week.
Uu Saturday the Quaker City Club held their Eighteenth Annual Re¬
gatta, and it, proved a very decided success. It is a a fair indication of
what may be expected in August, and September when crews from all
the world will eouteud. Their ttrst race was for single sculls from Girard
Bridge to the bout house. There were entered Messrs. Gormley, Pleasouton,and Melieatb. Gormley won by a good leud. Pleasontou, sec¬
ond, Me Beatb third.
The Xour-oared shell race, same course, was won after a sharp strag¬
gle by the foUowIng crew:—McBeath, (stroke), Ferguson, Wood. Stin¬
son, (how). The defeated crew—who came in not more than six feet to
the roar, had the lead until within a hundred yards of the finish, when a
spurt of their adversaries reverted the honors from them—was Adams,
(stroke), Pieasonton, Wise,land Gormley, (bow). Third came the double
scull race, from the bouse to the Zoological Garden and return. Adams
and Wise won by a length, by a sport just at the finish. Carlisle and
fiiiiiBon not being able to maintain the Blight lead (.they had held until
then.
The gig race over the Bamc coarse as the last, was between McBcalh,
Pieasonton, Ferguson, and Wood, and Adams, Gormley, Wise, and Stin¬
son. Gormley's crew won by a length. The six-oared barge race be¬
tween three boats was very exciting. The Falcon went away well, and
seemed in a fair way to win, but the line on the return was Cygnet 1;
Falcon, 2; Mischief, 3. There was not half a length between the first
and third boat. The winning crew was Gormley, Ferguson, Wise, Iddengs, Roberts, Sower, ami Iteyharn Cox.
All the races were unusually-close, and the applause of the gnests was
meant as much for the losers as the winners. The officers of the regatta
were: A. Crow, Jr,, starter; Win. Arrott, judge; Jas. Moorehead,
time keeper; commodore James At. Ferguson, umpire.
The action of many of the foreign clubs in reference to the Centennial
regatta, is yet indefinite, but each advice assures the navy that the en¬
tries will be more numerous than at first supposed. If the College Asso¬
ciations had been willing to accommodate their regatta to this one, in
time, place, or style of races, I think Mr. Rees’ mission to England would
have been more successful. Although it is felt by the Regatta Commit¬
tee that every one in the interest of Saratoga and of the College Asso¬
ciation, is working hard against Schuylkill’s interest, there is no doubt
that the committee will do all they cau to further any international row¬
ing contest in America this year, even thongh it should be a race on
some other waters. The temperate and national feeling that has charac¬
terized the management of the Exposition seems to pervade every thing
that is in any way connected therewith. The foreign clubs are disposed
to recognize the official character of the circulars sent out under au¬
thority of the commission.
Sculls,
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Jacksokyimjs, Fla., May 15th, 1876.
Editor Forest akd Stream:—
At page 2 it of issue just received, I find Borne courteous strioturos re¬
garding the “Rout for Florida,” aud as this subject interests many of
your readers, I solicit spuee for a reply. Your correspondent "Rip
Rap” inquires why a boat should be built of cedar.” In answer I will
say because it is light, tough, datable, and adapted to withstand the as¬
saults of sharp-pointed limestone rocks, razor-edged coon oysters, and
“nigger heads,” so plentiful aloug the southwest coast of Florida. We
have a distinct recollection of a certain occasion when our friend, tlic
Editor, attempted to wulkfor some distance mi the sharp-pointed anil
juggod oorrolline rock ou the south side of the liomosassa River, and
we would like his opinion regarding the effect that would be produced on
the bnttom or sides of a boat constructed of zinc or galvanized iron, by
coining in contact with such rocks when under headway. If "Rip Rap”
ever attempts the navigation of the southwest coast in one of bisrnetnllio boats, I would advise him to provide aud carry a full supply of
metal patches, soldering irons, solder, rivets, etc., etc. We have been
there und are posted with regard Lo the difficulties to be encountered, anil
jnnst conclude that R, K. has not visited the locality. I speak from ex¬
perience and observation, audhot theory.
1 admit that the torredo attacks wooden bouts, but can assure R, R.
that the industrious little borer is not found in fresh water, and us the
majority of sportsmen mainly confine their wanderings to fresh water
lattes and rivers, the objec tion possesses no weight . If cruising along
fits coast, it is an easy thing to ran up one of the many fresh water

streams, and destroy existing worms by a few hours’immersion in fresh
water. I used the good boat Spray for one season on the southwest
coast, and she suffered bnt little, if any, from insects. An occasional
coat of copper paint, or boiled down gas house tar with arsenic, applied
hot, will prevent the trouble referred to.
The writer recommends zinc as a substance adapted to the construction
of boats, and he is in error, for it is brittle and liable to oxidize, soon be¬
coming more holey than righteous. A properly constructed iron boat is
an expensive luxury, and one that cannot be easily repaired by the tour¬
ist or the first jack-leg carpenter that is available. The owner of a
wooden boat can supply himself with a few sheets of copper or yellow
motal, some stout duck, and tinned tacks, and if an accident should
happen he can apply a poultice of duck, tacking over it a piece of the
metal, and the boat becomes sea-worthy.
Your correspondent recommends a boat to be “buUt on the same plans
and models of the balling skiffs of the shallow waters of the Delaware,
and in constant use at Burlington, Bristol, Beverly, and Bordentowu,
which would be fully equal to all the wants of the tourist and sportsman
while voyaging through Florida waters, etc." Now, Mr. Editor, I must
dissent from tbo statement of “Rip Rap,” and thereby prevent tourists
and sportsmen from being disappointed. Until recently I was for years
a resident of one of the above named towns, and am perfectly familiar
with the boats need on the Delaware River. Skiffs adapted to rowing,
fishing, and shooting are used on that river, but we nnhcsltalingly assert
that they are not adapted to Florida cruising. The boats be refers to are
unfit for coasting, not safe or comfortable on onr large lakes or rivers
where a heavy sea soon gets np, and they are certainly not adapted to
carry sportsmen’s outfit and plunder for a six weeks’ cruise, and nightly
to lodge the owners. When “Rip Rap” has navigated the southwest
coast as I have done, carried forty days’ provisions, and mado stretches
along the coast of forty miles without a harbor or shelter, I have reason
Jo believe that he would not make the attempt in a Delaware River sail¬
ing skiff, even thongh its skin was composed of zinc or galvanized iron.
I fancy, Mr. Editor, that you have a moist recollection of the day when
you, the "Infant,’’and “A1 Fresco”, started from Cedar Keys, bound for
liomosassa in a boat of a Delaware River model, and how glad we were
to return to the dock and dry onr clothes and impedimenta in a hotel.
A boat for Florida cruising should be portable, and combine the merits
of a sneak-box and a W hitehall boat. She must be strong, able, deep
between deck and ceiling, and specially modeled for tbe work. I have
designed or modeled Such a boat, and shall briefly describe her: Length,
15 feet; beam, 4 feet 8 inches; depth between deck and ceiling, 17 inches;
almost wall-sided, and fiat in floor at point of greatest beam; good en¬
trance and exit, or in Other words, fine lines forward and aft; deck same
as Bneak-box, dipping 5 inches from centre or cock-pit to each side, and
to stem and stern; cock pit 4 feet long by 2 feet 2 inches wide; hatches
10 by 14 inches abaft the mast and cock-pit to stow provisions and gen¬
eral plunder; centre-board, 3 feet long; cat-rigged, with gaff or spreets
und sliding gunter; canvas apron as in sueak hex, to be nsed when beat¬
ing to windward; bulkhead at after part of cock*pit. Owing to stowage
arrangements forwurd and aft, sleeping accommodations can be seenred
in cock-pit and on each side of the trunk for two persons. When cruis¬
ing, I prefer sleeping in a boat, and If a canvas awning is provided to
lasli over the boom, a tent aud a dry and non-rheumatic bed Is ovor
ready. With such n boat, a supply of provender, a Duncklee stove, and
a jolly companion, “Camp Life in Florida” would prove enjoyable. In
each a boat provisions and plunder would be protected from the weather,
two persons could be comfortably accommodated and lodged; she would
be easily transported; provided with hatch for cock-pit she could be
converted into a Saratoga trunk; sbo wonld work well under sail, row
easily, and prove comfortable and sea-worthy in a sea way. Owing to
the shape of her deck aud protected cock-pit, she would weather a storm
that wonld sink and destroy a whole fleet of Delaware River skiffs.
I writo from practical experience and some observation, and can as¬
sure your readers that skiffs and open boats will not do for Florida
cruising. In winter boats are in demand m Florida, and it is impossible
for sportsmen to obtain what they require, and we feel assured that if
some enterprising boat-builder would supply the want, that he would
find it a remunerative business. Your correspondent refers to Holmes,
Shaw & Brown of Bordentown, N. J., as suitable parties to build boats
for Florida, and from oar knowledge of these gentlemens' productions
we say amen. Every sportsman who visits Florida will agree with me
that good boats are wauled, and the question arises who will supply the
demand?
_
An Fresco,
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N Switzerland, according to the reports of an agricul¬
tural society, a breeder got a succession of beifers by
following a rule laid down by Prof. Thury, a French vet¬
erinary surgeon, the formula of which is the following:
When the female receives the male at the first signs of
heat, the result is a female; but if at the last stage, a male.
This theory of course can be put to the proof elsewhere as
in Switzerland and France, and is in part corroborated by
the experience of farmers, who will testify that when a
ball runs with the cows in the field, there are more heifer
calves produced than when the cows are driven some dis¬
tance to a bull. The presumption would seem to be that
in the first case the cows are served when early in heat,
and in the latter, that before the cows reach the male, they
are at the end of the heat.
The theory of Prof. Thury above referred to, was first
published in this country, through the columns of the
Country Gentleman, in a translation from the author’s
pamphlet in French, twelve or fifLeen years ago. It main¬
tains a perennial circulation in the papers—now on one
side of the Atlantic and now on the other—always with an
air of novelty and freshness, as if it had never appeared
before. In referring thereto the Counti'y Gentleman re¬
marks:—
“Nothing has ever been heard from M. Thury or his
theory, so far as we are aware, since the time of its first
promulgation—except by way of repetition of what was
then advanced in its favor. There is undoubtedly a basis
of truth about it, worthy of application in practice, bnt
that it uniformly or unfailingly secures the desired result,
is by no means the case.”
This matter is well worthy the attention of breeders, in
its application to dogs. We have frequently heard it al¬
leged that by preventing the meeting of the dog and bitch
until the latter period of the heat, the produce wifi generallyhe a large percentage of dog pups in the litter. Oth¬
ers assert that there is no reliance to be placed in it. But
as every breeder prefers to have as many dog pups as
possible, we suggest the propriety of following the rule
laid down by Prof, Thury, the French veterinary surgeon,
and wo will be thankful for the result of their experi¬
ence.

Tite Kennel Register.—Owing to the absence of a por-,
tion of our staff at Geneseo during the State Convention, a
large number of pedigrees areawailing entry in the KeiinelU,
Register. The certificates will be forwavded at an early
day. We propose publishing in a few weeks an abstract of
the Register, commencing wil.li the first one hundred dogs
and giving the names of owners and breeders, sire and
dam, etc.

—Mr. F. H. Bierbower, of Maysville, Ky., writes ua
that his imported Irish bitch Kilty, gave birth on iast
Thursday to nine very handsome puppies by her sirefl
Plunket. Five are dogs and four are hitches, und all
very nearly resemble their sire. Tbe markings are so
nearly Identical that be has not yet been able to find anyi
differences.
—In our issue of the 18tli ulto., the date on which Mr.
J. Aretas Clark’s dog Frank was whelped, should hav9
read July 13th, 1875, instead of '76 as printed.
THE GENESEO BENCH SHOW.
An effort was made to hold a bench show of dogs in con-,
nectionwith the annual convention of the State Sportsmens'^
Association at Geneseo, last week, but whether it was ow¬
ing to a lack of noti ce, or whether the distance was so great
as to deter sportsmen, the show was a failure. It inigijW
have been made nearer a pecuniary success, however, had4
a suitable building been provided; as it was, the dogs were
placed on the fair grounds away from the centre of the
building, and not even on the road to the shooting groundja
where they might have attracted the attention of visitors.
The list of entries was small although the dogs exhibited
were not without merit.
The list of awards were las
follows:—
Class 1,—Imported English sellers.
1st, Don, C. D. Wagstaff, Babylon, Long Island, N. Y.

Class 3.—Native English setters, over 1 year.
France, Asa L. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., let prize, and also llje
handsome silver enp valued at $75, given by the Chicago Field for t.fifl
best setter in the show. Best dog oup Mac, same owner; 21 beet, Mart;'
same owner. Best bitahpup, Moll, same owner.

Glass 3.—Native ami imported Irish setters.
1st, Bob, II. R. Jones, Buffalo.

Class 4.—Gordon setters, over one year old.
lBt, Lou, Win. M. Tilcston, New Yolk.
year, Doctor, John B. Sage, Buffalo.

For best dog pup underobe

Glass 5.—Pointer dogs above 00 pounds.
1st, Ike, F. D. Brown, Sti. Morris; 2d. Dash, Thomas Colliding.
Rochester. Best bitch, 1st, Spotless, Eugeue Wakemau, Batavia: 2d,
True, C. C. Filzhngh, Mt. Morris.

Class 0.—Pointer dog pups.
1st. and 2d, Dash and Faulkner, C. C. Filzhngh, Ml.. Morris.
bitch pups. -1st aud 2d, Silk and Flea, C. C. Filzhngh.

,

Polntefl

Class 7.—Cocker spaniels.
1st, Shot, Henry Todd, Hatavia.
Class 10.—Fox hounds (dogs).
1st, Drive, and 2d, Sport, D. Ilurltml, Mt. Morris. Bitches —lsl,1
Belle, D. Uurlbut.

Class ll-J.—Greyhounds.
C. C. Fitzhneh.
Judges—Hr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, and Chas. Lincoln,.
Detroit, Mich. The dogs received the best of care at th®
hands of Mr. Lincoln, Superintendent, who will, wo un¬
derstand, have charge of the dogs at Philadelphia.
Diploma lor Bitch, Lufra,

THE

“THREE

CELEBRATED
PICTURE.

Editor Forest akd Streak:—

:

New York, May 28th, 1870.
It is not often that I take time to correct errors, sack as appeared
din.
an editorial notice of your paper of the 18th Inst., bnt as my sense ol
justice had been previously annoyed, not a little, by the matter In ques¬
tion, I must ask space in your valuable journal to put yonr renders right,
who, yon said, ‘ ‘Will remember a picture of three celebrated dogs, Don,
Peg, and George, after a painting by Bispbam, which ornamented our cgt8
minis some time ago, this picture has appeared againin tbe shape of a hand¬
some chromo liihograph, issued by Messrs. Strobridge & Co., of Cincin¬
nati. ” Now this handsome chromo lithograph is neither a copy of my paint
ingof the dogsDon, Peg, and George, done by Biephani, nor nF theengraw
ing which appeared in your journal, which latter was taken from a pliotO;
graph of said painting. Neither does the lithograph issued by Strip
bridge & Co. give a likeness of my dogs, Don, Peg, and George, ltd
taken from an entirely different paintlug, a pseudo copy of my paintinj
which in no wise represents portraitsw my dogs. I consider that Stroi
bridge & Co. have done a very improper thing in leaning a circular -tilling'
that their lithograph is a portrait of the dogs imported to tklB country.
War the
tlir* Into
Kin Fred.
li’rnfl Bruce,
RnnPA tvhich
nnft-nr* Beyond
Rnimml 4)m
**■;«
by
late Sir
which is
is ontimlff
entirely nntrae.
the prinj
ciple of the tbiug, I have no motive In writing this correction, as yot
are aware I freely gave my consent that yon shoold produce a cut of my
painting in your paper, and was very glad that it was In my pow
do anything which might lend to the interest of Forest and Shjska
its readers. Strobridge & Co. never communicated with me on the
jeet; bat cboso to “go it blind,” and in consequence have foisted on the
public a weak attempt at an imitation, and what the celebrated painte
of my picture characterizes as an “abortion.” Trusting that in the ifl
tercet of tenth, you will give this an insertion in yonr next issue.
A. Bussell Stracjjai?-.

We give space to Dr. Strachan’s letter with pleasure, bul
feel that it is necessary that we should ourselves say a few
words on the subject. The chromo under discussion was
first introduced to us at the Springfied Bench Show by
Mr. Bispham, Ihe celebrated artist, who painted Du
Strachau’s picture, and who expressed himself to the of¬
ficers and members of the Rod and Gun Club and to thf
numerous exhibitors of dogs then present, in terms quite
different from those contained in Dr. Stmchan’s letter.
As Mr. Bispham visited Springfield in the interest and fop
the pnrpo se of pushing the sale of this picture, it is a little
remarkable that he should not have first consulted Dr.
Strachan; hut this is a matter with which we have nothing
to do. As for the picture itself we hold to our original
opinion, that it is a most excellent ehronflo, one of the best
we have ever seen, and at the price ($8) we can cheerful l.“
recommend it.
Kk.vnbl Produce.—Mr. M. P. McKoon, of Franklin, N. Y., report
a tine filter of cocker spaniel pupa, whelped on the Sad lust. coinprisf-'
fl ye dogs aud two gyps. They ore f rcun Ilia noted, bine blood stock.

FOREST AND STREAM.
MR, BURGES’ BOOK AGAIN.
Boston, May 15th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream!—
la your lust fysuo •‘Guido” takes up the cudgels for Mr. Arnold Bur¬
ges'book, in answer to a criticism on eald work over the signature of
*• Vindex.” I have no desire to enter into the lists in a discussion with
“Guido,” as, unless my memory falls me, I have seen m past years a
canine controversy carried on In one of the sporting papers, in which
the compliments Interchanged, and the liberal use of the argumetitwn
ttd hominerii waB such aa to convince a tyro that he might as wrell cross
rapiers with the crack Mnilre (Pw'mes of a regiment of the Guards, as
to attack “Guido” with the pen. But. nevertheless, although he liaB cut
and Slashed at “Vindex” in the most brilliant manner, X must say that I
do not think he has controverted the gist of the lattor’a article, viz,,
that the “American Kennel and Sporting Field1’ was not what the pub¬
lic were given to understand it would be, and not worth tlio price asked
for it.
Tlmt it adorns the centre table in “Guido’s” parlor Is no doubt flatter¬
ing to Mr. Burges; bul that on that account “Vindex,” Tom, Dick, and
Harry and 1 should feel that 1c was worth the $4.50 we paid for it, does
not follow in the logic that they endeavored to teach me at Harvard.
The book is very well as far as it goes, being very clearly and
pleasantly written, and if only claiming to be a reprint of various arti¬
cles on the subject of the sporting dog, and put on the market at a rea¬
sonable price, could not but have been considered a valuable addition to
Sporting literature. But Trom Us title, the manner in which it was her¬
alded, and He price, the public was led to expect an exhaustive treatise
on the dog; anil moreover, more especially on the American sporting
dog, and in no senseis it such,
Of tlio 201 pages of which the book 1h composed, 55, or over one-quar¬
ter are taken up with pedigrees, and these, of which, there are 382, 40 or
over ten per cent, consist simply of the name of the dog and owner,
with the remark “J?o pedigree reported.” Two of these, I see, were
prize winners, but what the value of the other 38 is X cannot conceive.
The chapter on breaking is excellent* not too much spun out, but giving
clear and easily understood, practical instruction, by following which
any person of moderate intelligence and patience could do much to
break his own dog. It ia evident that the author is herein a congenial
fle*d, and ho writes as one having put his maxims to the test of practice.
The chapter on breeding is good ar far ub it goes; but there are some im¬
portant topics not touched upon, as ihc best time of year to have a bitch
served, during what part of her heat period, and whether it .is best to
have her served more than once. Also nothing is said of what points
should be looked for in selecting those pups of a litter to keep, where
you do not wish to raise all. The account of the most common dlcsitsee
and their treatment is taken almost vwbalim from Maybew,
and nothing is said of the parasitic origin of mange, and its contageousnoss is merely mentioned incidentally.
Although the Lavcrack and Gordon strains are mentioned, no account
is given of the means that were taken to get at the present stock, nor
are we told what the points are which have been endeavored to be
brought out in these strains, nor ia any stress laid on the fact of English
breeders striving to get a class of dogs in whom almost everything is
sacrificed for pace, while For our shooting, except perhaps on the prai¬
ries, pace ia only of a secondary importance.
I do not want to appear hypercritical, but much as I have found to ad¬
mire in tho book, I must confess that I was disappointed, and can ouly
Bay that if “Guido” paid $4.60 for hie copy, as I did for mine, and was
Batisfied with his bargain, money must be mack easier earned in Mem¬
phis, Tcmn* in the profession or occupation which he adorns, thau It ia
in following in the steps of Esculapins in the modem Athens.
Doctor.

#

WARTS

IN

A

DOG’S

MOUTH.

Ithaoaj N- Y., May 15th, 1870,
Ewtor Forest and Stream:—
Some years ago I bad a young setter whose lips and tongue were a
complete mass of warts. He could not lap water except by plunging
into it so as to get the whole mouth under water. He couldn’t pick up
any food. I fed him by dropping into his open mouth, and mostly dowu
his throat, strips of “hasty pudding.” 1 knew that warts upon the
human subject had been cured by taking a liomtepathic preparation
of arbor vitro, or white cedar. I made a strong decoction of the leaves
of this cedar and dissolved in it a little borax and a little brown sugar.
I made a swab,, and three times a day swabbed the dog’s mouth and lips.
Of course he swallowed a good deal of It, In order to make thB appli¬
cation effectually and conveniently, I required the dog to leap upon a
platform about a yard high and charge so that his four paws would hang
over the edge of it. 1 then made him hold up his head and open hie
mouth. He didn’t like the performance at first, but soon came to be
pleased with It, and when be saw me coming with the tools he would
run and pat himself in position for the operation with every sign of joy,
aud us if he wrb satisfied it would do him good. In about two weeks
the wai ts began to slough off, and in a mouth were substantially gone.
They left some scare, and the tougue was always a little cramped on one
edge. Whether the cure was the result of the treatment I cannot say.
At nil events the cure followed tho treatment; and that’s about as much
as auy of the doctors can say.
H,

AN NOUNCEMENT.
Our Birds of Prey.—Henry J. Vermer, field geologist
of the Canada Survey, has In press a work on the eagles, hawks, and
owls of Canada. It is founded upon his own observations, and is said
to he filled with new and original facts relating to the distribution, hab¬
its, and nidification of these birds of prey. It also contains the obser¬
vations of recent American writers on several species concerning which
there has been much controversy. Fifteen specifically distinct falcons
and hawks, three eagles, and ten owls are described. The marked fea¬
ture of the work is the thirty large photographed plates of the birds
mentioned. These plates are described as “minutely accurate portraits,1’
and are said to be so well done that, with the aid of a magnifying glass,
oven the texture of the different parts ef the plumage and all minute
specific details tnay be made ont. The work is published by Dawson
Bros., Montreal (price $12) and when it appears we will notice it mom
extensively. Meanwhile orders for it are solicited.

How to Cook a Terrapin.—Put biot in boiling water
for five minutes, to loosen the skin; then take him out,
skin him, and replace him in the hot water. When the
claws become soft it is sufficiently boiled. Take him out
and remove the bottom shell first, cut off the head and
claws, and take out the gall and sand-bag, then cut up the
remainder. Out the entrails into pieces about half an inch
long. Be careful to preserve all the Mice. Put in a stewpan, make a dressiug of flour, yolk of two hard-boiled
eggs, a third of a pound of the very best butter, a proper
proportion of salt, red pepper, a large wine-glass of Ma¬
deira or sherry (to each terrapin), and a small quantity of
rich cream. All of the ingredients to be of the best qual¬
ity. Dish promptly, and serve smoking hot. The cow
terrapin is the best, besides furnishing eggs, which are a
great addition. Borne persons have been known to season
with spices, but this is not to the taste of epicures.

J$nswei{8 $$a (feorr^zgonUrnttl,
No Motive Taken of AnouvniouN Communication..
I. S., Boston.—la there any woodcock shooting In neighborhood of
Cabas, Me., in its season? Ana. We know of no reason why there
should not be.
E. 1). II., Allentown —I am anxtons to try one of Seth Green’s
needle points, and do not know where to gel, uuc? Ana. AUdreaaSelh
Green, Rochester, N. Y.
W. R., New York.—Will you kindly Inform me whore 1 can buy a
Gordon setter dog, (black uutllan), well teamed, and price? Ana. Ad¬
dress H. Smith at this office.
O., Harrisbnrgh.—Who makes “shoe-packs," ouch as Frank Good
made for a couple of years back? He has discontinued the business.
Ans. Thompson & Sons, 838 Broadway,
Walter, Binghampton.—Where can I get a pocket map of tho Ma¬
gog District in Canada? Ans. Smith & Co., St. Johns, Province of Que¬
bec, and Roberts & Co., publishers, Montreal.
F. S. R., Minneapolis.—What kind of cement would you advise me to
use in constructing a small aquarium? An:,. Use regular aquarium ce¬
ment, to be purchased of dealers in aquaria goods.
G. W., West Moriden, Conn.— Can you inform me through Forest
and Stream what it costs to lake dogs to Florida by steamer, provid¬
ing the owner goes with them? Ana. About five dollars,
W. B. 8., Cincinnati.—I take the liberty of writing for some areca nut
for a fine skye terrier pap which is troubled with worms? Ans. Have
mailed to you the proper quantity or areca nut with directions for
giving it.
Canadian. Correspondents.—Thanks to many residents of the Do¬
minion for notes or current events and general matters of interest. The
Forest and Stream devotes more attention to Canada sports than ail
United States papers combined.
ProKONS, N. Y.—Is there any book tlmt treats on the breeding and
raising of plgeonB; if so, where cau it be had, and what is the price of
It? Ans. Moore’s book on pigeons, price 31) cents; to be hod by ad¬
dressing “Fancier’s Journal,” Hartford, Conn,
Bismarck, Uackctlslown, N. J.—Give, if convenient, In your next is¬
sue, the podigroc of Nannie, a slut that Bis served several times, owned
by George Soitlo, of Philadelphia? Aus. We have not the pudigreo of
Mr. Settle’s bitch. You cun no doubt get it by writing to him.
M. G., New Haven, Conn.—Please tell mu the boat aod shortest route
to Lalco Pleasant, Hamilton county, N. Y. Ans. Take stogo from Am¬
sterdam on N. Y. Central Railroad, every Wednesday and Saturday,
distance 53 miles. Buy Wallace's Adirondack Guido, for sale at this
office, price $2.
C. P., New York.—Will yon be kind, enough to Inform me about the
snipe shooting at Moriches, on Moriches Bay, L. I., and also Heliport,
anil as to the accommodation at both places. Ans. Snipe shooting (bay
birds) uncertain, but sometimes excellent after July 1st. Good accom¬
modations at both places.
A. P. S., Troy,.N. Y.—Will you bo kind enough to inform me of the
doge, time and manner or administering areca nut to a sk ye pup from 8
to 9 months old, for worms? Ans. Give him 30 grains of powdered are¬
ca nut in two doses three hours apart, and about Tour bouts after giving
tho last dose give him 4 oz. castor nil.
Sculls.—1 see Fauner’B boat advertised In your paper. Can yon re¬
commend it? What is it like? Is it better than Hcgeman’s? Aus. it Is
a canvas anil frame boat, something on the principle of Hegeman’s, and
can be gotten ready for use in five minutes. We have sent you a circu¬
lar. The largest is 16 feet long aud will carry five persons.
G. R. B., Bullalo.- Will you oblige me by slating where I would be
likely to procure a Clumber spaniel. Must bo a youug dog, well broken
to tho gnu, and a good retriever? Ans. Mr. B. Smith, of Kentville,
N. S., haB tho purest strain of Clumber spaniels in this country. By
addressing him you may obtain a pnppy aud, possibly, a broken dog,
C. A. R., Addison.—Will you be kind enough to answer through
your paper what table uf donomlaatiou is used in weighing charges of
shot aud pewder for rides and shot gous? Ans, Shot, is weighed by
avoirdupois, 16 drachms nnc Dunce, 13 ounces one pound. Charges of
powder are measured by ah arbitrary scale, which might be termed
powder measure.
C. A. S., Salem.—Will you please inform me where, within 50 to 75
milcB of Boston, good shooting can be bad at all kinds or small game,
and what It will cost to get there? Cau good shooting be had at Ply¬
mouth, aud what kinds of game? Ans. No game shooting until fall;
you may find some bay bird shooting near Plymouth nuriug tho summer
and quails in the fail.
F. G,, Milwaukee.—Will youpleaseteli me the address of some per¬
sons of Whom I cau obtain the eggs of tho silkworm, also how much they
would be, aud where I can get a book on their culture? Ans. Joseph
Newman, now at the Centennial Exhibition, can probably give you more
information than any man in America. Frcvost’B book, published in
1869 in San Francisco, will suit you.
J. S., Catskill, N. Y. Will you please inform, me the highest average
ever made by any rifle clnb (of 6 men) in this country; distance, 500
yards. Please give me the name or (ho club ahd location? Ans. Wo
have no time to search the record, but presume that the Bcore of 564
points out of a possible 300, made by the Parthian Clnb of Hudson, last
week, is the highest team scat a ever made in a match.
B, A, M., Brooklyn.—Will you please inform mo how I cau keep or
straighten agntleader, it Heine anew one, from curling np? Ans. Use
apiece of India-rubber. The best bait for bass, catfish and flounders?
Ans. Crabs and clams and Bhrmtps. Can good flounder fishing be had
in the Harlem, and at what part? Ans, Oil the boat-house floats or
between the railroad bridge and Macomb’s Dam.
E. J., Wethersfield.—Can you give me the pedigree of Saltus’ Dash,
and do you know anything about the slut of Wm. Hudson, of Man¬
chester, Conn.? Aus. DashwasbyGubuer’s, afterwards Bob Robinson's
Jack, be by Putnam’s Dun by Paul Meade’s old Dash. Dash’s dam was
Frisk by Louis Schwartz's Irish dog, also of the Paul Meade^stock.
Frisk’s dam was Duck. Wo do not kuow Mr. Hudson’s slut.
Everly, Philadelphia.—1. Will you please inform nlu how to preserve
shad roe? 2. If there is anything which I can mix wRh.lt, so as to keep
it oh the hook, and yet ho as good a bait and taken as readily. 1 believe
I can-take twice as many perch with this Bait ns With auy other perch
bait? Ans. 1. Salt it. 2. Pass the book through the roc, and tic it on
with pack thread; or you cau envelope it in a piece of mosquito net¬
ting.
F, Franklin.—1. What Is the beet way to catch lake trout, and in
what book will f Rod the most Information? 2.1s the fishing good just
south of the Adiroudacka? Ans. Lake trout, tfatino con/lnis, are com¬
mon to nearly all our interior lakes, and are now caught by trolling with
spoon or gang on the surface. Iu six weeks they will he on the bottom
and can only ho caught by doep trolling or stfll fishing and “chumming.1’
Norris, Roosevelt, and Scott all give instruction.
A. C. J., Indianapolis —Severalgentlemen of tide city,contemplating
tile construction of a fish, pond, have requested me to write you for the
purpose of ascertaining the address of a person of experience (whom
yon could recommend) to supervise the work aud take charge of the
pond ufter its completion. Ans. Write to N. W. Clark, Charlestown,
Mich.; Thompson & Tagg, New nopo, Bucks county. Pa; or to Milton
B. Pierce, Wenonah, N. J., all skilled fish eulturists.
Cuan, Cleveland, Ohio.—Before purchasing a boat for general Bportmg aud marsh use, I would like your opinion (through you columns) of
Bond’s patent section boats. What do you think of their durability un¬
der hard usage, apd how do they compare with wooden boats for gen¬
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eral usefulness, strength, &c.f Ans. For ordinary werlc they answer
very well, but are more difficult lo repair when perforated than wooden
boats. See Dr. Kenworthy’s article on Metal Boats, in Yuchtiug column
this week.
SunscniBER, New York.—Will you please let me know whore I cau
get during my vacation (from the 1st to the iSth of July) some fair snipe
shoot ing? 1 do not wish lo pay over six or eight dollars a week for
board, How would Montnnk Point do? How do you get thore? Ans.
At Good Ground) Bayville, Patchagno, Bayport, or any of the towns
reached by the Central or South Side Railroad. You may obtain boardat $8 per week. Montauk Point is reached by Long Island Railroad tor
Sag Harbor, thence by carriage.
C. H. L., Boston.—Do you consider the fishing In the brooks in the
vicinity of Sandwich, southern part of this State, sufficiently good to
warrant a stay of two weeks or thereabouts? 1 have heard, indirectly,
that good fishing cau bo bad there, Aus. Barnstable county is filled
with natural trout streams, where strings of fish can often bu taken, hut
they are much fished. Tho streams iu the vicinity of Sandwich, ns well
as those of Waqnoit, across the ueck, are of this character. You might
go to Worse placus than Sandwich.
Geouob, Rochester.—Will yon please Inform mo where I can obtain
the bestmap of tho Adirondack Wilderness, and by whom it is publish¬
ed? Ans. Ely’s improved map is combined with Wallace’s Adirondack
Guide, of which we now hold the copyright. Tho map separately can
be bought St Colton's, map publishers, 172 WHUum street, city. The
map with book can he bought at Forest and Stream office for $2, and
contains all possible information relating to the Adironucks. It is, ia
fact, the only thorough guide to be had.
T. D.—Can you guarantee me one elk next September in Minnesota?
Which Is the best county for shooting? If no shooting in Minnesota,
where do yon advise me to go? Ans. Elk are still abundant In the
northwestern part of Minnesota, but tbe best hunting grounds are lu
Kansas and Nebraska. For Kansas see letters in Forest and Stream
May 4th and 11th, this month. The Loup Fork, of Ike Republican River
is a grand elk gronnd in Nebraska. Leave the Central FacilicRailroad,
at a point 196 miles west of Omaha, and strike ont.
W. T. R., New York.—1. Will you please tell mo whether gnn barrels
built with the ordinary bore, and aftetwards choked, either by boring or
swsdging tbe muzzles, as Is done by Borne gunsmiths, are fiknly to retain
tbe new shape after any considerable amount of use? 2. Also, do yon
think that the wearers of thB various styles of duck hunting suits now
In use are enbjecled, in perspiring or wet weather, to any danger arising
from the nature of tbe solutions with which the snits are impregnated
for the purpose of rendering them waterproof? Ans. 1. Yes. 2. No.
A. J. W., Boston.—A largo number of my friends are interested
with me in knowing all we can learn of Alachua, Marion, ami Sumter
CounticB, Florida. Many settlors have gone from this State to those
counties, ex-Goveruor Fenton, of your State, spent last winter at
Gainesville, In Alachua County. Is that a good orange region? Are
fish and game abundant? Ia the county beallby? Wbnt is tbe price of
laud? Aus. By referring to an advertisement on another page, headed
"Florida—40 acres for $50," and addressing a letter to the General
Agent, all your inquiries will be correctly and intelligently answered.
Col. .J. B. Oliver iB the General Agent, and his address is No. 301 Fulton
Btreet, Brooklyn, N. Y'.
Collegian, Orange, N. J.—1. I want to build a boat for making short
excursions, say up the Hudson from New York to West Point. I would
alao like to use the boat for gunning, sailing and moving. Where can t
see one of the Barncgat snoalt boats?
What book or paper gives
dimensions, etc. ? Also what book on canoeing gives the most informa¬
tion as to dimensions, etc. ? 2. I have a 10-bore breech-loader which I
do not like, and wonld like to change it for another. Do yon know of
auy dealer who wonld make the exchange, and which do yon consider
the best for general use a 10 or 12-bore gnu? Aus l The Barnegat
sneak boat wonld answer your purpose. See our paper of March 2d,
1876, and March 19th, 26th, and April 23d, 1874 . 2. We do not know of
any dealer who exchanges guns, and prefer the 12 gauge for general
shooting.
G. K. A., Hillsboro, N. B.—I have a bull terrier pup Tour months
old, and on his head, under his chin, and all over his chest are numbers
of little pimples, and the Bkin looks red aud the hair is coming out ;
dog seems quite smart, and eats well. I conclude he has the mango, hut
cannot get any compound sulphur ointment, (which I see you recom¬
mend) aa the druggist here Bays he didn't know what it Is. Conid you
give prescription for it or something else easily procured? Aus. Take
rosin ointment two ounces; add to it floor of sulphur enough to make the
roslu ointment very thick, then add spirits of turpentine to make a
proper consistency; to he well rubbed into the skin. Wash the parts
affected occasionally with Castile soap aud water, and when porfeotly
dry rub the ointmont well into the skin. Give the dog exercise, aud
feed no meat for a while.
W. H. S., Philadelphia.—1. What is the standing of Kdwineon O.
Green’s guns? Do they nse both paper and metal shells? 3. Is an $85.
Remington shot gun aa good a gun as an English gun? Do they shoot
as well, and is the material and fitting as good as a Green? 3 Would
you advise baying a Remington gan? Are tbey choked-bored, and if not,
could yon have it done, and would the gnn be as good as one that was
choked when It was made! 4. Does the Remington gun use both paper
and brass shells? and does the gnu wear well? Ans. 1. The E. C Green
guns arc considered good, and both paper and metal shells are used with
them? 2, The Remington gun is quite as well finished as any English
gnn at the same price, and no gnn shootB better, 3. Many or the Rem¬
ington guns are choke-bored, and consequently tbey shoDt very close.
You can purchase them choke-bored or not, aa you wish. 4. They shoot
both paper and metalic shells.
It, S. R., Philadelphia, Pa.— 1. In fly-casting contests Is the measure¬
ment made on the ground (or water) from the position of the caster to
the point where the fly falls, or is the fine measured ? If the latter la tho
case, Is the measurement made from the reel or from the tip of the rod?
Are the tods of the contestants allowed to vary In longth, or tho linos in
weight? 2. What is an “express” rifle? Ans. 1, Measurement of dis¬
tance is from but of rod to end of leader or casting line. In contests a
buoyed line is laid on the water, with five feet Intervals between the
oorlts, and the measurement is taken from where the caster stands to tho
point along the buoyed flue where tbe fly falls. Rods itnd leaders are
both limited in length, to not over 12 feet, and not overS feet respectively.
2. An express rlflo is a small-bore rifle, generally a 32-calibre, with a fiat
trajectory and a point-blank range extending to 180 or 140 yards; one
sight only bclug taken, and a full fore sight for distances of 209 yards or
within sporting range.
WuLriUD, New York city .—I desire Information regarding tho “Win*
ninnlsh” fishing at outlet Lake St. John, of which, mention was made
lately in yonr journal—4th Inst. What are the average flies? Cau these
waters bo availed of, free, by Americans? la It necessary to camp ont,
and cau reliable canoemen be found there? Aus. About middle of Jnno
take steamer on a Satnrday for Quebec to Chicoutimi on Saguesmy
River, where there are comfortable taverns. You wifi find steam convey¬
ance on a tug to the Upper Saguenay. Go to Savavd, the Frenchman,
and engage a canoe and two men to take you to the camping ground at
the “Grand Discharge," five miles above. You can troll for bigplko
while going up.
Sleep at the foot of the Rapid de Gervais. Next day
cross the rapid and fish for winninnish (or lami-lockod salmon,) about a
mils np the river at the top of the rapid. The men will show you an is¬
land, near which lies a rock, Fish off that rock. Next day go np the
main branch of the river to another place and return so as to be at Chie mlimi by Wednesday or Saturday afternoon. Take medium sized flies—
yellow; black wings and yellow body; gray; red body and grey hackle;
brown wings and block body; these are the best colors, the yellow ami
black prevailing. Yoncan And all this, and more too, in “Hallock's
Fishing Tonrist," for sale at this office; price $2.00. “No angler should
be without one." By the way, is uot this a tolerably complete answer
to o« anonymous qncrlet? Sec standing rule at tup Of this cehuiot.-
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, June 1st.—Trotting: Mystic Park, Boston; Belmont Park,
Philadelphia; LeRoy, N. S.; Madison, Ind. Rtfie: First competition
for places on International Team, C-reedmoor. Base-Ball: 8t. Louis vs.
Athletic, at Philadelphia; Chicago vs. Boston, at Boston; Cincinnati vs.
Hartford, ut Hartford; Louisville vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
Friday, June 2d. - Trotting at Mystic Park, Boston, and as above.
Saturday, June 3d. -Racing: Jerome Park, Trotting: Mystic Park,
Boston. Mystic Boat. Club Regatta, Passaic, N. J.: Athletic vs. Triton,
four-oared race, Passaic. Base Ball: St. Louis vs. Athletic, at Philadel¬
phia; Chicago vs. Boston, at Boston; Cincinnati vs. Hartford, at Hart¬
ford, Louisville vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
Monday, Jane 5th.—Trotting: Belmont Park, Boston. Rifle: ScliueL
ssen Park, Jersey City. Pigeon Match for Championship: Bogardns and
Hr. Talbot, Philadelphia.
Tuesday, June 6tb.—Racing: Jerome Park. Trotting: Belmont
Park. Philadelphia; Dubuque, * Iowa; Nudiua, N. Y.; Washington, D.
C.; Beacon Park, Boston. Rifle Shooting: Schnetzen Park, Jersey City.
Atlantic Yacht Club Regatta: Joreey City Regatta. Pigeon Tournament
St. Paul, Minn. Base Ball: Louisville vs. Boston, at Boston.
Wednesday, June 7th.—Trotting as above. Second competition for
places on Iuternatiou Team, Yale athletic sports. Pigeon Shooting
Tournament: St. Paul, Minn.
Announcement.—Mr.Wm. 0. Harris having resigned the
office of business manager of this paper, to devote his atten¬
tion lo the publication of his Philadelphia papers, the ManuJ’iioturer's Trade Journal and Grocer's Price Current, the edito¬
rial and business management of the Forest and Stream
w ill from this date he under the sole charge of Mr. Charles
Haliock, its original proprietor. Mr. Harris still retains
his interest as stockholder in ibis paper, and will be pleased
lo welcome our readers at “The Hunter’s Camp," in the
Centennial grounds.
The Philadelphia branch office is discontinued, and there
will be no other office than the present general publication
office at 17 Chatham street, Hew York.

—A bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating Ijfluors with¬
in four miles of the California University is called by a
Sab Francisco paper, “An act to promote pedestrianism
among students."
—The next convention of the New York State Sports¬
man's Association, ftsd the annual State shoot wj!l he held
f“ pVfpcUH*,

HE Eighteenth Annual Convention of the New York
State Sportsman’s Association was held at Geneseo
in Livingston county last week, under the auspices and
direction of the Livingston County Sportsman's Associa¬
tion. To call the meeting a success merely, would hut
feebly describe what in reality was a very delightful and
harmonious re-union of sportsmen from every section of
the State. The first meeting had been called for Monday
evening, and at an early hour of that day the lovely, but
quiet little village of Geneseo, began to bustle with the
rapid arrivals of delegates and associate sportsmen, and the
hotels became thronged with the constantly, increasing
crowd. The Hew York delegation arrived aboutnoon, and
were quartered at the Robinson House for meals, with
rooms in adjoining piivate houses, au arrangement which
we found subsequently conduced largely to Teposc. At
half past eight o’clock in the evening, about two hundred
delegates and associates had assembled in the Court House,
the convention being called to order by Mr. Jas. W. Wads¬
worth, President of the Stale Association, who in a short
speech, on behalf of the citizens of Geneseo, welcomed
them present, and called for the order of business. Upon
the roll being called, the following clubs were found to he
represented:—
Le Rov Sportsmen’s Clnlj—James Annin, Jr,, C. F. Bissell, D. Menzie,
Eugene \Yakeman, Randolph Ballard.
Mohawk Game Club, West Troy—N. Rowe, E. A. Meneely, .J. K. Glass,
Peter Ray.
DuusviHe Sportsmen's Clab—II. J. Faulkner, John Hyland, L, Kohn,
W. G. Thompson, D. Hulburt.
Niagara Falls Sportsmen's Club—J. W. Wbitmer, S. P. Young, ft.
E. Griffith, Dr. A. C. Crveler, IV. H. Brewer.
Monroe County Club, Rochester—W. J. Babcock, A. B. Lamberton, C.
E. Rider, J. H. Brown, Eugene T. Curtiss.
Jordan Sportsmen's Club, Jordan—Alfred D. Lewis, Charles E. Bert,
J. W. Stewart, P. A. Sperry, Win. C. Graves.
Genesee Sportsmen's Club, Irondeqnoit—E. S. Pbelps, John Evers
head, G. W. Crouch, Jr., George Kudtuan, W. A. Lyon,
Central N. Y. Sportsmen's Club, Utica—Hamilton Busboy, Charles
R. Weed, Cbarlea W. Shapiey, John J. Flanagan J. H. Acklen.
New York City Association for Protection of Game—C. DuBois Wagstaff, Col. Alfred WsgBtaff, Jr.. Matthias Nicoll.
Riverside Sporting Club, Buffalo—John Gibson, W. Dailey, William
Mugridge, William ltenowdeu, J. F. Clarke.
Forester Club, Penn Yan—W. B. Sheldon, H. D. Pratt, W. W. Quackenlmsh.
Rochester Sportsmen’s Club, L. H. Grevar, F. W. Little, H. J. Bab¬
cock.
Skanealeles Club—George Rawlins, Asa L. Sherwoood.
Albion Rifle and Sportsmen’s Club—T. U. Taylor, George S, Hutchin¬
son, George Waterman, N. S, Lattiu, Wm. Ramedalc.
Wayne County Sportsmen's Club, Clyde—James M. Curry, James M.
Streeter, Henry Wood, Benj. Catchpole, John Hill.
Pbienix Sportsmen’s Club, Seneca Falls Moses Ramsey, Horace Silsby, W. S. Murray, Z P, Case, Wm. Lawrence.
Dean Richmond’s Sportsmen's Club, Batavia—A. R. Warner, O. C.
Parker. A, N. Coudin. iienry Todd, D. W. Tomlinson.
Bnffalo Audubon Club—Charles A. Taber, W. N. Lawson, James
Franklin. Jr., James Rafferty, Geo. H. Wines
Central City Club, Syracuse—James Manning. G. W. Edwards, Howard
Soule, G. W. Baxter. Jr., Frank Denison, M. A. Mabew.
Queen City Club, Buffalo—,J. Oehmig, Chas. Stein, Philip Voltz, Geo.
Slolver, Geo. Stanber, William Stewart.
Onondaga Club, Syracnse—J. Bedford, W. S. Barnaul, T. E. Town¬
send, Tbos. Klinoer, Jr. ,;Thoe. Bruzille.
Jefferson Sportsmen’s Club, Watertown—Dr. W. R. Trowbridge, G.
W. Flower, L. W. Suudiforlb, W. T. Porter, J. L. Phelps.
Livingston Sportsmen’s Association—W. W. Bishop, ft. A. Kneeland,
G. W. Barney, Jr., W. A. Stevens, Wm. Willard.
Audubon Club, Rochester—A Brownell, H. C. Daniels, E. B. Pope, N.
Tomlinson, Wm. S. Markell.
Forester Clnb, Buffalo—Dr. R. V. Pierce, Geo, Smith, H. R. Jones,
Geo. H. Van. Vleck, Jonathan Sidway.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and
approved, the following clubs were admitted to the State
Association: Lima Sportsman’s Club, of Lima; Geneseo
Sportsman’s Clut>, of Geneseo; Mount Morris Sportsman's
Association, and tile Otsinlngo Club of Binghamton, A
motion was made to admit two gentlemen from Steuben
County as County Delegates, in accordance with simular
action on previous occasions, but in the discussion which
followed it appeared that although.meution was made in the
by-laws of County Delegates no provision had been made in
the constitution for their admission, A motion to admit
the gentlemen from Steuben county, as well as another
present from Chatauqua county, (these counties having no
regularly organized clubs) was lost, and in order that this
question might be friendly decided and placed in proper
shape, it was moved by Sir. Flanigan, of Utica, that the
constitution be amended so as to admit county delegates,
which was referred,
After an invitation from Mr. Kidder M. Scott, Presi¬
dent of the Livingston County Sportsman’s Club, to par¬
take of the hospitalities of the club at their rooms, the
meeting adjourned.
The pigeon shooting commenced at an early hour on the
following morning, the trains from Rochester and Buffalo
bringing in an additional number of sportsmen. A full
record of the shooting will he found in its appropriate
column with the scores and awards. The morning opened
cold and disagreeable but by noon the sun appeared and
from that time until the close of the meeting the weather
could not have boon improved. As the shooting was con¬
tinued as long as the daylight lasted, it was after nine
o’clock before~the delegates again assembled in the City
Hall. The minutes of the previous evening’s proceedings
having been read, the question of County Delegates was
again taken up. Mr. Flanigan, of Utica, after explaining
that his motion of Monday night was made merely to bring
the subject before the convention, moved that all reference
to county delegates be stricken from the by-laws. The
resolution was referred to a committee whose roport will
be acted upon at the next meeting of the Association. Mr.
Henry Bergh, the irrepressible, through Mr. Flower, of
Watertown, presented a letter to the Association asking
for co-operation at the next session of the Legislature in
procuring more stringent laws relating to the peculiar pro¬
vince of the society of which he is President, Mr. Bergh’s
animus appears to he particularly directed towards those
Who kill lame pigeons for the purpose of deciding illegal
wagers. The letter was referred to a committee of two,
consisting of Messrs. Flower and Lamberton.
Col. Alfred Wugstaff, chairman of the delegation from
the New York City Sportsman’s Club, asked lor a commit¬
tee of five to be appointed for the purpose of going to
Albany during the next session of the Legislature to en¬
deavor to lnive suitable game laws passed, In support of his
motion Col. Wagslarl read a letter from Mr, Royal Phelps,
President of the N. Y. City Club, alluding to the work
of his society and asking for the co-operation of the State
Association in preventing the illegal sale of game. Col.

defiled tha effurta of tUp idfeli ty fsgeiit a revision

of the game laws, and alluded to the strenuous efforts made
by market-men to liavo the section referring to the sale of
game and fish out of season so altered as to permit them to
sell it at any time upon their producing proof of its having
been killed within the open tune. He also alluded to the.
fact that the Game Committee of the Assembly had re¬
duced the penalties for violations of the law. Mr. Taber,
of the Buffalo Audubon Club, stated that lie was a member
of the Game Committee of the last Assembly, and that the
committee had earnestly desired to present the best laws
relating to the protection of game. But they found that
there were conflicting intervals; that the market-men had
rights as well as the sportsmen, In support of tire reduc¬
tion of the penalties he stated that it had been found dif¬
ficult to collect large fines and that they had been reduced
accordingly. Col.’Wagstaff in replying, alluded to the
work which had been done by his club in prosecu¬
ting illegal sales of fish and game. New York was
the great market for the State. Abolish watchfulness
there and the whole State would Buffer, and under false
invoices game would be sold openly and defiantly at all
seasons. Mr. Taber’s remarks, although eloquently de¬
livered and received with applause, were wanting in
argument. As we shall refer to this matter at length on
another occasion we leave it here for the present. Mr.
Phelps’ letter was as follows:—
New York. May20lh, 1876.
To the President of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game, Geneseo, New York.
Sir:—I am requested bv the New York City Association for the Pro¬
tection of Game, over which I have the honor of presldlag, to state to
the parent State Association, about to assemble at Geneseo, how great
has been its mortification and disappointment that the Committee on
Game Laws of the Assembly should have amended Senate Bill No. 8b',
introduced by Mr. Kennaday at the request of this association, by add¬
ing to it the following section:—
“Section 6. Jn any prosecution or trial under tile provisions of this
act of any person for having in his possession any quadrupeds, birds,
fish, or shell fish in the months or pans of months when by law he is
forbidden to have the same, it shall be lawful to be shown iu evidence
that the quadrupeds, birds, fish, or shell flsh iu question wero not taken
or killed within the time prohibited by law, or were not taken or killed
within this Slate; and such evidence, when deemed sufficient by the
court having jurisdiction of the offence alleged, shall be a snffleient
defence to bucIi action."
This section, and the amendment introduced in Section 30 in relation
to search warrants, are undoubtedly the work or the lawyer sent tip to
Albany by the groat game and fish dealers of the New Yurlt markets,
and had I liny become a law Ibis association might as well have dissolved
at. once, for any person who knows anything of tne practical working of
the marketmen to evade the game laws wonld see at a glance how easy It
would be for them to produce in court evidence, kepi on hand for that
purpose, showing that "the game and fish In question were not takm or
killed within the time prohibited by law, or were not taken or killed
within this Stale.
This association feels that it has done as much, at least, os any
other individual association in the State towards the preservation of
flsh and game thronghout this and the other Stales in the Union; and It
complains that it has not been supported in the Legislature at Albany as
it deserves.
The marketmen of this city are wealthy sod determined, and unless
the members of the different game preserving associations thronghout
the State are united and active they will get such amendments to the
game law as will enable I hem lo sell game and fi-fli in this oily the w hole
year round. They ore fighting this association on the constitutionality
of the game law in prohibiting the sale of game aod fish during the
dose season when brought from another Slate, or from Canada, Up to
this time we have beaten them in every State court, but they say they
will take the case to the Supremo Court at Washington.
So far as onr law suits and prosecutions under the existing game laws
aro concerned we propose to take care of ourselves; hut we invite the
co-operation and assistance of our fellow associations throughout the
Stale to aid us in defeating it the next Legislature all such disastrous
amendments as those above referred to, and in semiringsueh proper
amendments as are generally conceded to be necessary, and as milted
action 1b always the most effective we beg leave to suggest the propriety
of having a committee appointed by the State Association in charge of
which tins matter of amending the game laws may be placed, and with
Which we may place ourselves in communication.
Roxai. Piielps,
President New York City Association for the Protection or Game.

The last action of tlie convention on Tuesday evening
was the appointing of the place at which the next conven¬
tion should be held.
The claims of Utica, Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, and Syracuse were respectively argued, and
an informal ballot showed for Syracuse 53 votes, Buffalo,
28, Niagara Falls, 27, Clyde, 2, and Skeneatelas 2. Tlie
Buffalo delegation then waived their claims in favor of
Niagara Falls, and a formal ballot being taken, Syracuse
received 01 votes and Niagara Falls 56. The selection of
Syracuse was then made unanimous.
The business meeting on Wednesday evening was called
to order by President Wadsworth at 9 o'clock. Treasurer
8. M. Spencer, of Rochester, reported the amount in the
treasury $875. Col. A. Wagstaff, of New York, of the
committee ou the letter from Hon. Royal Pbelps regarding
the game and fish laws, reported in favor of the sugges¬
tions therein.
The Committee on Delegates to the
National Convention at Chicago reported the following;
O. C. Morse, of Rochester, John J. Flanagan, of Utica,
James Manning, of Syracuse, J.M. Wilmer, of Niagara
Falls, Col. Wagstaff, of New Y'ork. Col. G. W. Flower,
of Watertown, reported on Mr. Bergh’s letter, signifying
the wish of the associations lo aid all proper measures for
the prevention of cruelty to animals. The chairman ap¬
pointed Col. A. Wagstaff, of New Y’ork, Royal Phelps of
New Y'ork, ,T. B. Sage, of Buffalo, A. B. Lamberton, of
Rochester, and George W. Edwards, of Syracuse, as a
committee to visit tlie Legislature on Game Laws.
The following officers were elected for tlie ensuing year-.
President,(Greene Smith, of Syracuse; First YTice-President,
W. J. Babcock, of Rochester; Second Vice-President, Col.
A. Wagstaff, of New York; Recording Secretary, John B.
Sage, of Buffalo; Corresponding Secretary, George A.
Edwards, of Syracuse; Treasurer, S. M, Spencer, of
Rochester. Col. Fowler moved a vote of thanks to Presi¬
dent Wadsworth and his associates for courtesy and
liberality to the association, which was carried enthusias¬
tically. Adjourned sine die.
The reports of the pigeon shooting, fly casting, rifle and
pistol shooting, and Bench Show of dogs will be found in
their respective columns.
Fulton Lake Park Association.—This association, to
which we alluded to in our last issue, was formally organ¬
ized last week, at a meeting of the corporators at Geneseo
last Saturday succeeding the State Sportsman’s Conven¬
tion. The officers chosen ure as follows:—
President, Gen. R. U. Sherman, of Ulica; First VicePresident, Major Thomas McCarthy, of Syracuse; Second
Vice-President, Hon. James Faulkner, of Dansville;
Treasurer, A. B. Lamberton, of Rochester; Secretary,
Gen. R. M. Richardson, of Syracuse; Executive Commit¬
tee, the President, First Vice-President, Treasurer and
Secretary, ex ojfiaio, H. H. Thompson, of New York, C. N.
Ross, of Auburn, C. C. Morse, of Rochester, Constitu¬
tion
Tty-Laws were adopted and subscription lists for
: h touted ftitmul
atotdt only YYili soon fee
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I
■Wasiunoton, D. C., May 24,1878. (
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I think we should make an effort to stop the exportation of grouse,
&c. So many of them are gent abroad daring the winter. I have
thought that perhaps Congress might be induced to put an export dnty
ongamebirdB. Oonld yon not get up a petition to this effect. Also cau
you in any way ascertain how many giouse are sent abroad each winter.
If some of yon in New York will do this at once I will do anything T can
here. Please submit it to Borne of onr friends and see what may be ac¬
complished, and it ehonld be done at once.
I. V. Ins Moyne.

We are very glad to hear from our worthy correspond¬
ent, who iB President of the National Sportsmen’s Associa¬
tion, and to know that he is so earnest in the good work of
protecting game. His ardor should stir the members of
the Association to active efforts, and at the coming Con¬
vention at Chicago in August, nothing can occupy the
attention of delegates with more profit than the discussion
of the abuses referred to in the foregoing letteT and the
adoption of measures of protection and cure. The Con¬
vention sits at the great metropolis of the grouse country,
where intelligent information can be made available in its
application to the care in hand, and it should be its especial
duty to prevent the trapping of birds in the West and their
transportation out of season, and even their exporta¬
tion, if necessary, as is even now done in Florida. We
at the East, especially in the great markets of New
York, Boston, and Philadelphia, will police this end of the
line, and see that no game is sold out of season here; but
the law does not permit the seizure of birds in transitu,
even though hundreds of barrels are on our wharves await¬
ing shipment to Europe.
The editor of this journal personally brought this griev¬
ance or abuse to the attention of the New York Society for
the Protection of Game, a year ago last winter, and while
little could be done here, it was ascertained that one of the
principal Western shippers wasaP. B. Weare, of Chicago.
Speculators provide farmers all along the railway line with
ammunition and snares, paying a trifling sum per pair for
birds delivered to agents at certain stations on the railroads.
These agents are usually railroad employees, and attend to
the shipment and forwarding of the game. It is impossi¬
ble to obtain, even from invoices, an approximate estimate
of tlio number of unseasonable birds shipped to Europe
from any given point. We know that we found 178 bar¬
rels Of grouse, or prairie chickens, at a single pier on the
North liiver, on a given day, and a Mr. F. J. Bosworth, of
Brighton, England, then informed us that consignments
were arriving there by tons. The winter just past was so
mild that very few birds were shipped, and possibly the
intervention of tbe game societies at either end of the
underground line had something to do with it.
We come now, in the following paragraph, to the very
pith and marrow of the case in point, as taken by Mr, Le
Moyne. Kansas has taken the initiative among Western
States in prohibiting the exportation of game from the
State. Tlie provisions of itB new law, if at all enforced,
will save a great deal of game; but if it is not, fine shooting
will soon be of the past in that State. Grouse last seasou
netted the shooter $4.00 a dozen ; consequently everybody
that could shoot or trap engaged in it as the most profitable
pursuits. We find in the Easton, (Pa.) Free Press, the fol¬
lowing reference to the new law:—
a “ The Western people realize the importance of their
game interests, and have legislated, through the instru¬
mentality of the Game Associations, in various ways for its
protection. But legislation, so far, has no more than pro¬
tected it in the close season by cutting off its market. But
as the market offers the chief inducement for the destruc¬
tion of game, and the open season is a long one—from four
to six months—it follows that the market is the greatest
enemy that game has. The natural increase would more
than restore that destroyed lor pleasure or home purposes,
hut cannot repair tile inroads made upon it for the market
supply, hence there has been and will continue to be a
steady decrease in the quantity of game until this main
cause of decrease is materially abated or done away with
altogether. I stated previously that during the shipping
season, from 2,000 to 8,000 grouse were shipped per week
from the little town of Chetopah, Kansas, alone, and from
this may be realized the immense drain made upon game
throughout the State. Laws against trapping have been in
force, but they have been practically null, either from an.
indifference to, or difficulty of, enforcing them, and the
real benefit from all the game laws has come, as I have
said, from closing markets to the sale of game out of the
prescribed season. Kansas enacted anew game law, which
was approved and went into force on the 23d of last Feb¬
ruary. It has some good and some weak features, but its
main provision, if even partially carried out, will undoubt¬
edly preserve a great quantity of game from destruction.
The law makes it a penal offence to kill game out of season
(grouse between January 1st and August 15th, and quail
between January 1st and November 1st); also for a person
to hunt upon other than his own premises without the owner’s
permission. It allows persons to trap, net or snare game
on their own premises. This section is probably a result of
the numerical power of the Grangers in the Legislature. It
certainly could not reflect tire views of any game associa¬
tion. Its important provision makes it unlawful for any
express or railroad company or any common carrier know¬
ingly to ship or transport (or to receive for that purpose)
any game to points in or out of the State. The penalty to
companies is $100, and to agents of companies from $10 to
$50, for each and every offence. The penalty does not
apply to game in transit through Kansas from other States
and Territories. The law will be evaded by those living
near the borders shipping game from points out of the
State, and may be evaded by companies not curiously in¬
quiring iuto, and therefore not knowing, the character of
shipments. But a reasonable enforcement of this section
of the law will undoubtedly cut off what has been and can
be the only cause of a decrease of game in this State, where
flip wiqtsrfl fire not, spyeye enough }o destroy it, The new

law does not provide for any portion ef the fines to go to
the informer, and so an informer will have to act disinter¬
estedly or in the interests of game, unless he have some
malice to gratify.’’
—The Central New York Sportsman’s Club, of Utica,
has been stocking the Mohawk River, Sanquoit and West
Canada creeks with brook trout, and will also stock streams
about Boonville, Trenton, and Black River, it its elec¬
tion, a few days ago, the following officers were elected :—
President, Chas. W. Hutchinson; Vice Presidents, I. C.
McIntosh, Horatio Seymour, Jr,; Secretary, Chas. R. Weed;
Treasurer, T. R. Proctor; Prosecuting Attorney, Thos. E.
Kinney; Delegates to the State Convention at Geneseo—E,
B. Graham, Chas. W. Northrup, Ohas. R. Weed, Chas. W.
Shapley, J. J. Flanagan.
New Hampshire.—A sportsman's club has been organ¬
ized at Laconia, N. H., to he known as the Laconia Sports¬
man’s Club. The club now numbers fifty members, with
the following officers:—President, Frank R. Gammon;
Vice Presidents, John Crane and Samuel A. Clark; Secre¬
tary, James Ellis; Treasurer, Lloyd Lindsay, The club,
financially speaking, is in good condition, and is going to
have a club room fit ted up with a shooting gallery.
Connecticut.—A

sportsman’s club has been formed at
Natick, with the following officers:—President, W. P.
Bigelow; Secretary and Treasurer, E. H. Wilson; also, a
hoard of five directors. In addition to the preservation of
game, and the enforcement of the laws thereunto pertain¬
ing, the club has for its object the stocking of the waters
in the vicinity of Natick with fish, and one of their first
moves will be to place a supply of inland salmon in Dry
Pond this season.
—The Massachusetts Angler’s Association, under the
leadership of its President, Dr. John P. Ordway, is doing
a great work. They have just succeeded in getting a law
passed by their Legislature that will prove of incalculable
beuefit to Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut,
and New York. It makes the having trout, land locked
salmon, etc., in possession between October 1st and April
1st prima fade evidence of having killed the same, and
subjects tbe possessor to a fine for each fish.
Greenville Fish and Game Club.—We acknowledge
receipt of a copy of the amended Game Laws of Pennsyl¬
vania from M. Hargen Brooks, Secretary of the Green¬
ville Club, as above, accompanied by the following leUer;
May 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
By the inclosed yon will see what progress oar club is making. We
have a handled cards (paste board) Borne as the inclosed, printed and
framed, and will have them distributed through this and adjoining coun¬
ties, so that the Inhabitants shall not be Ignorant of the law. We have
thirty members already, and many join at every meeting.
Meeting of the Michigan State Sportsmen’s Asso¬
ciation for the Protection of Game and Fish.—The
first annual meeting of the State Sportsmen’s Association
was held at the Council room in Jackson, Tuesday after¬
noon, 9th May, 1870. Dr. Holmes, Of Grand Rapids, 1st
'Vice President, called the meeting to order. He called the
attention of the association to the fact that the main idea
of this association was the protection of food-producing
animals and insect-destroying birds; not for mere selfish
ends, but as a public benefit. He binted that tbe most im¬
portant thing to be legislated for was the proper way of
taking game. If birds were allowed to be netted even in
an open time they would soon be exterminated. Next, the
time of taking and the time of exporting should be looked
after. He favored the appointment of a State Commis¬
sioner for the protection of game, who should have charge
of the matter of preservation of game and punishment of
offenders.
W. O. Colburn of Detroit, was elected Secretary pro
tem, D. n. Fitzliugh of Bay City,'was elected Treasurer
pro tem, and J. E. Long of Detroit, and H. E. Southworth
of Jackson, were appointed Committee on Credentials.
Delegates were present from the Detroit and Lake St. Clair
Fishing and Sporting Club, Kent County Sportsmen’s
Club, Forest and Stream Club of Jackson, Detroit Gun
Club, Battle Creek Sportsmen’s Club, and Allegan County
Sportsmen’s Club.
A. J. Kellogg offered a resolution fixing an honorary
membership, to ho open to gentlemen eminent for scien¬
tific attainments, or who take an interest in the protection
of game of the various kinds.
A letter was read from £. T. Slayton of Lapeer, which
called attention to the insufficient protection to deer. The
season now runs from September 15lh to December 15th.
He regarded the best time to close the season as Novem¬
ber 15th, which would put a stop to the slaughtering of
deer for market, the weather being mote apt to be too mild
for shipment. He also stated that residents of Oscoda
county are in the habit of spearing and netting grayling.
James Headley of Dowagiao, called attention to tbe cruel
practice of netting pigeons in Oceana county, and request¬
ed tbe association to take some steps to lay the matter be¬
fore the Legislature for the purpose of procuring the passsage of a law to prohibit thiB wholesale slaughter. The
three communications were referred to the Coinmitte on
Game Laws.
Mr. Hubbard of Battle Creek, asked for reports by mem¬
bers of clubs as to the steps taken by their organizations
to enforce the laws. These reports were in the main en¬
couraging.
Mr. Kellogg said the Fish Commission had the past year
planted nine millions of whitefish. The fish that in future
will Teceive most attention are the lake trout and black
bass, and some parts of the State asked grayling and even
cels. The Oswego bass and Skaneatelas lake trout will be
introduced, if possible, to obtain the spawn.
Tbe election of officers was then proceeded with. The
following were elected:—
President—E. S. Holmes, Grand Rapids; 1st Vice Presi¬
dent. Grove H. Woleott, Jackson; 2d Vice President, E.
O. Nichols, Battle Creek; Secretary, Arthur J. Holt, Grand
Rapids; Treasurer, John E. Long, Detroit. The nomina¬
ting committee reported the following delegates to the
Chicago Convention; D jj, Fitzhugh, Bay City;
0,

Colburn, Detroit; E. S. Holmes, Grand Rapids; E. O.
Nichols, Battle Creek; G. H. Wolcott, Jackson. Mr. Fitz¬
hugh declining, R. P. Toms of Detroit, was substituted.
Grand Rapids- and the second Tuesday in May, 1877, were
selected as the place and time for holding the next annual
meeting.
—The Chinamen in California, who have been most de¬
structive poachers, arc now receiving the attention of the
law. A San Francisco paper of late date says:—
“Twelve policemen hauled in a net yesterday afternoon
at Hunter’s Point. It netted twenty-one Chinese fishermen,
who were sucked in under recent protective piscatorial
legislation. They will be placed on the scales in the Police
Judge's Court to-day."
—There are no leBs than six excellent and influential Game
Protective Clubs, localed in as many different States, that
were named in compliment to this journal, and there may
be others that wo are ignorant of. These are the Forest
and Stream Clubs of Maine, Pennsylvania, (Philadelphia,)
Teunessee, Michigan, Minnesota, and Florida—rather a
wide-spread representation, and indicative of the range and
influence of this paper.
—A correspondent now in Paris sends the following
letter:—
5 Rue de Tilsett, Paris, April, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream;—
It Is very gratifying to see the happy resnlts ol yonr most praiseworthy
efforts for the preservation of onr gamo birds, which I need hardly say
has my warmest sympathy, 8b indeed, must naturally be the case with
every right-minded sportsman. Aa long ago aa 1861, in an article npon
"Oar Game Birds,” published in the Agricultural Report, by the U. S.
Government, I called attention to the great slaughter of our birds, more
especially to the prairie chicken, and predicted that their speedy extinc¬
tion, unless something was done to protect them. That the prophecy
was not altogether vain, is proved by the disappearance of this vaiuahle
species, even withiu the last twelve yeare, in localities where they were
then abundant. I trust the laws passed for protecting onr game may be
risidly enforced, so that above all others, the snarer may And his trade
toe perilous to make it worth his while to continue it. A few lines of
snare over a district do many times more barm than oil the guns that
could be shot in tbe same limits.
D. G. Elliot.

POLO ON THE PLAINS—SHINNY ON A
HORSE.

T

I1E game of Polo has this year been introduced into
America. Whether anything our journal ever said
has influenced this consummation, we know not. Quite
probably, no. The honor belongs in great pari to James
Gordon Bennett,, a gentleman who has done more than any
other to encourage, introduce, and promote new and im¬
proved athletic and field spelts in the United States. Had
we the same weallb, possibly we should ourselves wear the
laurels. Quien sake? Nevertheless, we believe that we
made the first effort to introduce it here, whether rewarded
or not; and by so much wo claim some measure of consid.
eralion. In the very first issue of our paper, in 1873, wo
described the game of Polo, as it was played at Lillie Bridge,
in England, remarking that it seemed to have become at
last fully inaugurated in that country, after much effort—
the game being, as we stated in a subsequent issue, (Vol. 1,
page 39,) of East Indian origin, the irregular cavalry having
played it at Ilindostan for the twenty-five years previous.
Polo, as most of our readers know b,y this time, is simply
hockey or shinny on horse-hack. St. James Magazine says:
“ The ball is much larger and heavier than at hockey,
whilst the players carry cross-headed mallets with long han¬
dles instead of blackthorns. For the rest of it the two
games are exac'ly alike, with well-defined goals at either
end of the selected ground, through which Polo-players en¬
deavor to force the ball by the united power of men and
ponies.
“ At the beginning of each game the sides remain at tbeir
respective gouls until the umpire, proceeding to the middle
of the ground throws up the ball as a signal to commence.
Then, with mallets upraised and bodies beut forward, the
rival squadrons make at each other as if on deadliest thoughts
intent, until the player mounted on the smartest pony
reaches the ball, and with a quick swing of his mallet sends
it humming toward the opposite goal, From that moment
the two sides are intermingled as they scurry hither and
thither after the missile, which at one moment is nearly
driven through this goal, at another through that, and so
on, with alternate advantage to the sides, until a lucky
stroke gaius the victory, and the mimic warriors dismouut
to give tbeir ponies and themselves a few minutes’ rest.
Such is Polo to the casual observer ; a fine manly sport,
needing good horsemanship and good wind. To the adept
it presents far higher characteristics, such as require the
player to possess coolness, nerve, presence of mind, good
humor, and proved stamina. For instance, the ball having
been driven from one end of the ground to the other, be¬
tween it and the goal but a certain debonnaire giant of the
Hussars, who, being too heavy for much forward play,
lies back. Merrily bounds the ball towards the doomed
goal, whilst a few yards behind it rides, as for his life, a
Spanish-looking player who hopes to have oue more c.ack
at it before great Jotun drives it back. Vain the hope !
Setting his pony into a canter, and judging the distance to
a nicety, the big hussar brings down his mallet with uner¬
ring aim, just as the Don’s is descending, and away flies
the ball towards the farther end of the field, W'hilst Goliath
again takes up his senlry-like position. How the great
mallets whirl overhead, how the players’ supple bodies sway
low, first to this side, then to that, how nimbly the ponies
twist and turn, striking the ball with their forefeet as if un¬
derstanding all about the game, and what nasty whacks
fall on arm and leg, hand and foot, as the “ bully” goes on.
Then more charges ; then the chances of victory swing first
to one side, next to the other ; then, as the ponies begin to
grow weary, you see their riders skirmishing about on
chance of the hall coming their way, instead of following it
like sleuth hounds ; and then up charges the mighty hussar
with his pony still fresh, and the game seems to be over as
he gets the ball and strikes it fair for the goal. Not so,
however; there's many a slip twixt the cup and the lip.
Oue of the other side on a black pony vitlcB up just in time,
and the goal is saved. Bui see, like an arrow trom a bow.
Shoots out the piebald from the crowd, and ju«| as the ball
iS WWU ft fiOUPle of foot of Uw posts, tint Sbisoo filler cui*
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across the Don's way, and his mallet swiftly descending,
drives the missile to one side. Then a collision; then down
go piebald and plucky lord in the dust, whilst the rost of
players, riding up, prepare to renew the game. In an in¬
stant half a dozen arc off their horses, whilst great Jotun
supports the lad in his ponderous arms, and saying it is
only a bit of a stun, tells some one to bring (lie big water¬
ing pot. Which being done, and the young fellow’s curly
head duly watered, he comes tohimsulf, looks around some¬
what vacantly, rubs his pate which was struck by the picbald’s forefeet when they rolled over together, and then
calmly asks, “ Did I save the goal, old fellow t"
Such is Polo ; no more no less. In some such way it is
played by our club at Jerome Park, which contains some
English players, who, we presume, are adepts at the game.
There is iu it an element of danger, as, indeed, there is in
all the hardier athletic sports, and both horses and riders
frequently appear bandaged aud swathed after a rencontre;
but as a school for the cultivation and development of man¬
hood in all its attributes, nothing can equal it because it
requires good temper, presence of mind, perfect horseman¬
ship, coolness of judgment, quickness of sight, suppleness
of muscle, and unflinching nerve. A man must have these
qualities to be a good player, and, since the game fosters,
if it canuol create them, we may safely award it a word of
praise without being open to the charge of admiring only
what is novel.
When we wrote the caption of this article, we intended
to confine our remarks to the single object of encouraging
the adoption of Polo by our Cavalry, especially at frontier
posts, where the services of cavalry are so constantly called
into requisition against well mounted Indians, who are born
riders. The thought is not new to us, tor, by turning to our
files, we find on page 106, vol. ii, (March, 1874), an article
on Polo, which contains the following paragraph:—
“ Will Polo ever be transplanted f Can it be found only
in Thibet, India, or England ? Have we no riders in the
United States ? Will no one pick up the gauntlet ? Are
there no broad expanses out West—grounds near military
posts—where our own cavalry officers, fair rough riders,
might try it ?”
Even now Ouster’s command is roughing it among the
Black Hills, where whacks harder than those of mallets
will be given and received, and where Polo practice would
prove its value iu the effort to cope with crafty red men and
their doughty Indian ponies. Why will not our cavalry
regiments organize Polo clubs at once, even though the
memberships number no more than a baker’s dozen ? We
have readers arid contributors at nearly every frontier army
post in the country—scores of them in all—who will read
our injunction. Let them act upon it, and a year
hence, when they shall have gained profit by Polo practice,
thank us for the suggestion uttered two years ago, and now
reiterated. What says Capt. Chas. Bendire, of the 1st ?
Tots Press at the Convention.—Not the least pleasant
portion of our entertainment at Geneseo was the meeting
or so many genial brethren of the press, many of whom
represented their clubs as delegates, as well as their papers.
Prom New York city there were Mr. Hamilton Busbey, of
Turf, Field and Farm, and Mr. T. C. Banks, of Bod and
Ovn. Among the others present were, Mr. C. 8- Benja¬
min, of the Rochester Express-, Dr. N. Rowe, Chicago
Field; E. L. Adams, Rochester Democrat; H. C. Daniels,
Rochester Sunday Times; G. A. Edwards, Syracuse Stand¬
ard; J. Planagan, Utica Herald; Jas. Manning, Syracuse
Courier; W. Ilucker, Buffalo Courier; N. Todd, Batavia
Times; A. T. Norton, Lima Recorder, and others. Mr. J.
W. Clement, of Geneseo, issued a daily paper, known as
the Sportsman, during the week, containing a full report
each morning of the previous day’s proceedings, a bit of
enterprise which must have proved remunerative as it
was in every body’s hands.
The International Rifle Matches—Tli at

our rifle¬
men have not lost their skill was well evidenced by the
wonderful shooting made in the match for the Leech cup
at Creedmoor on Saturday last. Being shot at the long
ranges and under the same conditions as the International
matches and also the matches for the Elcho Shield, the
great event at Wimbledon, it .affords an opportunity Of
comparing with those events. Taking the first eight in
Saturday’s match, their united scores show a total of 1555
points; the winning score of the Irish team at Wimbledon
was 1506 points, a difference in our favor of 49 points. In
1874 the Scotch team won with 1487 points, these being the
best match scores ever made in England. It is probably no
exageration to say that the first eight men who shot in the
Leech cup match on Saturday, with Col. Bodiue substituted
for one of the younger men, would be invincible as a rifle
team.
To Patrons in Arrears.—In view of the change in the
business management of this paper, we beg those who are
in arrears for subscriptions and advertisements to pay up at
once, so that we may square accounts to June 1st, and
wipe off the old slate. We are- disposed to be lenient on
account of hard limes, but some thousands of dollars are
due us, and our friends ought to know that no stream can
run without feeders, or forest thrive in time of drought.
£3?- Hereafter we shall stop our paper two weeks after
the term of subscription expires, without farther notifica¬
tion.
—College journalism is becoming quite a feature in liter¬
ature. Not content with a weekly paper, Princeton now
issues a bi-weekly. Harvard prints an illustrated fortnightly
journal.
_
_
—When Adam and Eve partook of the tree of know¬
ledge, did they study.the higher- branches?
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CENTENNIAL LETTERS-LETTER
NO. 1.

INDIAN IMPLEMENTS

AND RELICS OF THE STONE AGE IN
AMERICA.

^f'' IIE importance ot; having a good exhibition of the
i
auliquilies ot North America at this International
Exposition was fully recognized by those in charge of the
scientific portions of the display, and the attention of ar¬
checologists was early called to this feature, which invita¬
tion has been generously responded to. The Smithsonian In¬
stitution had the matter iu charge, aud solicited from their
correspondents whatever specimens they could furnish in
the way of objects of stone, bone, earthenware, etc., to
include everything- possible, tending to illustrate the past
and present history of the aboriginal races now or pre¬
viously inhabiting this continent, thus including what was
strictly prehistoric in its character or relating to a longpast age, and what belongs to the present day.
We shall devote our space in this letter to the prehistoric
relics, or those that pertain to an age of which we have no
written or even traditional account iu this country, reserv¬
ing for a future letter the very full and interesting exhibi¬
tion of the Indian tribes of the country as they have ap¬
peared during the last century, Of these antiquities there
are two displays—that made by the Smithsonian, and those
made by States, particularly Ohio.
The Smithsonian collections are in Agricultural Hall,
and are exposed in a score of glass cases, all under the
care and arrangement of Dr. (Jharles Rau. There are
shown various forms of stone axes and celts—a “celt" be¬
ing an axe which is not grooved about the middle; stone
knives, and instruments for removing the flesh from hides
preparatory to tanning; stone hammers of careful work¬
manship and shapely form, aud others which are simply
convenient pebbles, but which show by their battered
ends the use to which they have been put; scrapers,
smoothers, and polishers used in preparation of skins, and
the bone awls and needles with which the aborigines
sewed; the mortars and differently shaped pestles with
which they ground their corn; spindles, pipes, tubes, ves¬
sels of earthenware and soapstone; masks that were laid
over the faces of the dead; sinkers for their fishing nets;
large flints for spear heads; an abundance of slender, leaf¬
shaped, and barbed arrowheads of flint, jasper, quartz,
and chalcedony, and some interesting casts of noted Mex¬
ican carvings, especially the supposed “Calendar Stone.”
This makes a fine collection, but, considering its size and
the amount of the resources whence it was drawn, it lack s
anything that is remarkable, or that the American anti¬
quary is not already familiar with. For the purposes of
geueral illustratiou to one who was not somewhat familiar
with the subject, it is perhaps the best; but its rivals from
the Western States in the Mineral Annexed to the Main
Building, are objects of more interest to the archmologist,
which will be of greater value to scientific visitors from
abroad who wish to study the characteristics of our an¬
tiquities.
A very serious charge is brought against the Government
collection, and against Dr. Rau, who had the whole con¬
trol of its selection, to the effect that undue partiality had
been given to' tbe property of gentlemen at Washington,
and to those relics which would illustrate the pesuliar
views of Dr. Rau, to the exclusion of what might militate
against them. The circular above alluded to, inviting the
contribution from all parts of the country of objects to
illustrate ancient America, promised that these objects
would all he exhibited, with due credit to the contributors,
and afterwards go to form a part of the permanent collec.
tion at the Smithsonian. Relying upon this many persons
have come to the Centennial expecting to see their gifts
properly labeled in the cases, and are surprised at not be¬
ing able to find them. The managers of this part of the
exhibition are placed in an extremely unpleasant light by
these alleged facts, and it is to be hoped that they can sat¬
isfy scientific men that they had good reasons for sup¬
pressing any private exhibits.
The Ohio collections are contained in fourteen table cases
in the Mineral Annex. The contributors to it are H. H.
Hill, Thomas Gleneay, and F. Giauque, of Cincinnati; the
Rov. 8. D. Feet, of Ashtabula; Prof. M. 0. Read, of Hud¬
son; Peter Neff, of Gambier; T. W. Kinney, of Ports¬
mouth; J. P. Henderson, of Newville, and J. S.B. Matson,
of Shelby. The exhibits are characterized by artistic ap¬
pearance, and the presence of unique objects, only casts of
some of which are to be found in the Smithsonian’s
cases. The faults of the collection, are a lack of rude im¬
plements, and of those in process of construction; and too
little discrimination between the remains of the Moundbuilders and those of the red men.
The first object which attracts attention here is an im¬
mense axe of greenstone, 16$ inches long. Near it are
many other smaller axes of fine workmanship. The arrow¬
heads and spear-points shown, which are chiefly of chalce¬
dony, are the finest lot 1 ever saw. They are of all the
recognized shapes, and some are so twisted or “rifled” as
to spin when projected through the air. A few are made
from obsidian, which must have been brought from Mexi¬
co into the Ohio Yalley. Articles of mica are there also,
which must have been imported from the tops of the Alleghauies, or North Carolina, at least; and others of copper
from Lake Superior. It is well-known that ihc aborigines
carried on uu extensive system of barter, reaching from
Mexico to Lake Superior, the evidences of which are every¬
where abundant. The ornaments of the Mound-builders
are well represented and wcludo a variety of forms off cut

out of a blue Silurian slate-rock which was easily worked H
and grew harder by exposure to tin; air. Many of these ■
ornaments are in the form of sitting birds. The way in H
which they were worn was long a puzzle to students, hut
they are now thought to have been worn upon the head by ■
married women as emblems of maternity. Dr. Henry H
Gilman obtained the first hint of this in conversation with H
an old Indian of a northwestern tribe, who said they were H
intended to typify the brooding mother-bird. A beautiful I
idea! Since then Dr. C. C. Abbott has found them at tha I
head in very ancient graves in New Jersey, which, from ■
the circumstance that they contained no warlike irnple- H
ments, were supposed to be graves of women. All of H
these implements, as well as the pipes, are highly polished. I
Pipes of both the modern Indians and the mound-building I
inhabitants are shown, the latter always carved in the H
semblance of some animal, as of a buffalo, elk, or turtle,
One case is devoted to an interesting lot of awls, needles, ■
and arrow-points of bone, and bears' teeth, upon which H
rude carvings had been executed. No doubt these teeth H
were trophies of the chase. There are also tally stones I
about the size of a folded two-foot rule, with a system of ■
notches by which their owners kept account of game3, and I
business transactions; curiously crescent shaped aud highly
polished Btones, which may have been fastened upon I
wooden handles and carried by the chiefs as sceptres; and ■
ornamental carvings upon flat stones which probably served
as amulets, charms, or breast-plates. Some of these last
contained a medallion-like carving of the human face, ■
which,like the few masks shown, are well done, but do
not compare iu artistic merit with a small carviug of a face 1
found at Marysville, Ohio, now in the possession of Dr. ■
Abbott. A very interesting relic is the original “Cincin- I
nati tablet,” of supposed magical significance, but the I
genuineness of which has been doubted. The skulls alone M
remain to be noticed. There- are several of these in good H
condition and disposed in advantageous positions. They ■
are good types of the Mound-builder’s cranium, aud all I
exhibit the fore-and-aft shortness, and great parietal width I
characteristic of the skulls of that race. The jaws are I
protrudant and the top of the head is flat. In general, they I
are slightly smaller than the Bkulls of the red-slrins,
Such are the general features of this fine display, and I
foreign students need not lack for material with which to
compare the antiquities of the New, with those of the ■
Old World. Ohio is supplemented by similar, although I
smaller, collections from Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, that I
of Wisconsin being especially fine in copper implements. ■
All are illustrated by numerous photographs and maps of I
those enormous structures which that strange and ancient |
race erected all through the Ohio Valley aud northward, I
The mind is lost in astonishment and admiration at the I
vastness and complication of these earth-works, and I
wonders that a people able to produce so much, should I
not have been able to leave more intelligible and definite I
races of their origin and career.
In my next letter I hope to illustrate the remains of those ■
semi-civilized tribes, ancestors of the Moquis Indians, I
which were discovered and studied by Dr. Hayden’s explor- ■
ing expeditions of 1874 and 1875, a large series of photo- I
graphs and models of whose cliff architecture and home- I
life are exhibited by the U. S. Geological Survey.
Ernest Ingeusoll,

CREEDMOOR.
String Meeting of the National Rifle Association

—The spring meeting of the N. R. A. was held at Croedraoor last week, commencing on Thursday, and continuing ‘
during the two following days. The weather throughout
was fine, but the attendance very small. The meeting
opened with the match for the Director's badge, 5 shots oilhand, at 200 yards. Major Henry Fulton and Major D. D.
Wylie tied on 21 points, and in shooting off each made
ceutres until the third round, when Major Fulton made a
bull’s-eye to his opponent’s centre, and won. Major Fulton
also won the succeeding event, the open short range match

was the "Individual” match, contested on the following
conditions; Military rifles' at 500 yards’ distance; special
military rifles, 600 yards, and sporting rifles 7.00 yards’ dis¬
tance, 5 shots each. There were 79 entries in this contest
and two prizes. Following are the winning scores:—
Name.
Tarda. Total.| Name.
Yards. Total.
Reed.500
atilt. Until bone.TOO
3S
A.H Jocelyn.700
2rU.ieorge Crouch.700
22
G L. Morse.700
88 Charles Heiamon_500
28
F Hyde
. ..700
23 W.C. Reddy..500
81
A. V. Canlield, Jr.700
83|T. R. Morphy.500
91

w

The proceedings on Friday opened with the National Ri¬
flemen's Convention, which was held in the President’s
lent, Judge Gildersleeve presiding. The clubs represented
were the Amateur Rifle Club of this city; Jamaica Rod aud
Rifle Association of Queens, L. I.; Hudson River Rifle
Club, Poughkeepsie; Yonkers Rifle Association.; Parthian
Rifle Club of Hudson, N. Y., Connecticut Rifle Club of
Stamford, Conu.; Scottish-American Rifle Club; Seventh
Regiment Rifle Club, and Twenty-second Regiment Rifle
Club of this city.
After Judge Gildersleeve had defined the objects of the
meeting, which was to invite discussion among riflemen
from all sections of the country as to the best means for the
promotion of rifle practice, Sergeant J>. Chauncey of the
Seveuth Regiment Club, offered the following resolution,
whiclt was adopted:—
//{Solved, That the Directors of tbe National liifle Association be renuested to direct that in all military matches, open to teams repreBenttnt;
-loom mllot nen *
liflcB wllll wulcll VOti QF*
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Mr. G. L. Morse, of Yonkers, offered the following*
which was also adopted:—
Resolved^ Tbul if. is Um sense of this Convention that “carton” targets
for all ranges should be provided at the future meetings of the National
Rifle Association.

On motion of Mr. Elmendorf it was resolved that "time”
matches should he provided at 200 yards’ distance at future
prize meetings of the National Hide Association in which
magazine guns, which could be used as “single loadeis,"
should bo allowed, The following resolution was offered
by Col. .John Bodine, and adopted:—
ResolvecU That the various clubs represented in this meeting, as well
as other riile clubs throughout the country, be requested to report, either
through their delegates or by letter, at the meeiing in September, their
experience and opinions as to the best method of constructing and oper¬
ating targets, with their estimated cost.

The first event contested was the military 200 yards
match for teams of five, 7 shots each, with three prizes.
The winning teams and scores were as follows:—
COMPANY U, EIGHTH l'.KGIMENT,
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
Sergt. T. K. Ifurjiby.29 Private F. W. I[oTolc.27
Private W. Bevaus..£8 Private W. Heed.25
Private Jolln BncKbuo.271
-—
Total.137
COMPANY I, SEVENTH REGIMENT.
Name.
Total.| Name.
Total.
Serceuut 1). Chatmcey, Jr..., ....29 Private G. F. Merchant. .25
Corporal 15. Dominick.88 Private H. 15. Dominick.23
Private G, E. Moore...2li|
,131
Total..
UNJTBH STATES ENGINEERS.
Name.
Total I Name.
Capt, Ij'iveriuorc...28 Private Hickman..
Herat. VonSocbcii. .8-1Private Fraser ...
Sergt. 0. Smith..
Total..130

The next was the mid-range match, also for teams, in
which the competitors using military rifles shot at 500
yards; special military rifles, (500 yards, and sporting rifles,
700 yards. Following ate the scores of the winning
teams:—
AMATEUR RIFLE CLUB—700 YARDS.
Name.
Total. I NameTotal.
COl. John Berime.S3 G. W. Yale.81
Judge J-t. A, Gililtrsleeve__ ..22|lUijor liciiry PiilLoii. ..20
E. U. Sanford..
..211
..107
Total..
COMPANY If, EIGHTH REGIMENT.
Name.
Total. Name,
Total.
Private F. TV. Ilofele .so!Private \Y. Heed.18
Private W. Havana.2 : Private John Btlckliee.IB
SerscautT.. R. Murphy —--201
Trim). !)7
AMATEUR 1IIPLE CLUfi-OUO YARDS.
Name.
Total-I Name.
Total.
E. 11. Sanford.30 Col. John Bodine....20
James Ij. Price.20 Major lleury Fallens..15
Judge U, A. GUderaleevu........20(
—
Total... 05

Saturday was a red-letter day in the annals of rifle
shooting, some most remarkable scores being made. Tbe
great event of the day was the match for the Leech Cup,
which, being shot for under conditions similar to those in
form in the International matches, virtually decides the
places iu the teams for llioBe events. Judge Gilderslueve’s
score of 204 out of a possible 225 has never been equalled
across the water. There were 43 entries for this match,
the conditions of which were 15 shots each at 800, 000, and
1,000 yards. The names and scores of those making 150
points and over tiro as follows:—
Names.
Colonel 11. A. Gilscrelccvo..
E. H. Sanford.
Henry Fulton.
T. S. Dakin.
IV. 15. Furwell.
C. Overhangh.
It. G. Coleman.
G. W. Yale.
E. II Raymond.
Jl. Washburn.
A. Anderson — —.
R. Rathbone ...: .
S. G. Perry.
CoIorcI John Bodine....
L. M. Ballard.
(J. A. Hodamau.
A. D. llodgiuun.
C. E, Blydenbtiig.
L. U. Bruce.
A. V. Canfield, Jr.
L. Webber.
George Crouch.
F. Hyde.
W. S. Klmeudorr.
A. S. Swau.
Ij. Geiger.
11. Fisher.
H. S. Jewell.
O. Dusenbury, Jr..
D. F. Davids.
J. 8. COdlilt .

700 Yds.
..58
.72

SOU Yds.
71
05

900 Yds.
55
01

Total
201
201
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Morgan county, one will reach the heart of the deer coun¬
try, which is mountainous. A mile from the station is the
hospitable house of the widow of Martin If-, who can
accommodate live or six well-behaved gentlemen at the
low price of $1 per day.
Two grown-up sons serve as
guides. Turkeys and squirrels are found here in consider¬
able numbers, as well as deer.
Massachusetts—'The Mt. Washington Rille Club, Ha¬
verhill, Mass., had their regular shoot Saturday, May 37lh.
The usual Creedmoor target was used,
The following is
the score; distance, 300 yards off-hand, 10 shots. Avery
high wind was blowing:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total*
M. A. Hill.IJO W. S. Willey.32
J. Mannud.88 G. F. Fosh...
J H. Abbot.....35;(,\A. Kimball.,21
Connecticut.—The new range of the Counecicut Rifle
Association “Willow Brook,” at Berlin,- lms been formerly
opened with a scries of matches at 200, 500, 800, 900, and
I, 000 yards. In the 200 yards match, 7 shots, the scores
were as follows:—
Name
Total .1 Name.
Total.
G. F. Babcock.88 A. Osman.25
G. W. Yale.271 J. B. Mix.24
J. E. Stetsnu....261
At 500 yards there were about20 entries.
Following are
tbe highest scores, that of Babcock being remarkably
good, 35 being the highest possible:—
Name.
Total. [ Name.
Total.
G. F, Babcock.34(8. A. Hntibard.25
J. L. Woodbury.321 A. Osman...24
G. W. Yale....30 J. C. Kinney.
30
J. E. Stetson.281
There were about ten entries for the match at the three
long ranges. Following are the best scores:—
Name.
800 Yards.
900 Yards.
1000 Yards.
G. W. Yale.4553 Ij. .22
2 4 4 0 2..13
5 3 5 3 4. .20
J. B. Stetson......5,5 4 5 3..82
4 4 4 4 3..19
8 2 0 0 3.. 7
J, B. liowe..........3 3 2 3 3,.14
3 9 3 4 5..17
0 02 0 0.. 2
Grand totals—Yale, 54; Stetson, 48; Rowe, 33.
The range is now open to the members for praclice, there
beiug four Wimbledon targets iu position.. A series of
military matches will be shot shortly.
—The annual practice shoot of Co. I, Second Regiment,
N. G. S. C, took place at Meriden May 13lh.
The follow¬
ing are the scores of the company team, eight men, five
shots each, 200 yards off-hand; highest possible, 25:—
Name.
Tolal.j Name.
Tetul,
Cupt. Bycliee.30 John Lane.17
Obas. Sanford,..SulGcorga MeUleaii.. .Ill
Lieut. Wood...UIIJoliu Uortitou.... ..15
John Murphy.1U|T. S.Itiiot.15
Total.,

..141

Name.
Total.] Name.
Total.
H. A. Gtidersleevc....46|A. V. Canfield, Jr.,37
T. S. Dakin .45|L. M. Ballard..31
Henry Fnllou. 43 L. C. Brnce.28
G. W. Yale.-.38|

—Our report of the opening festival of the Sckuetzen
Park, Union Hill, N. J., and matches at Milwaukee are
unavoidably left over until next week.
—The Geiger Bull’s-eye trophy, for which Mr. W. B.
Farwcll and Gen. Dakin recently tied, has been awarded
to Mr. Far Well, lie having fired a deciding shot.
—The rifle match shot at Belleville, Ontario, May 27th,
by teams from the Forty-ninth Eiftes of Belleville and
Forty-eighth Kegimenl Naiional Guards of this city, was
won by the latter by the score—Oswego, 372, Belleville, 353.
Seventh Regiment.—In our issue of May 25th, Rifle
Department, it was stated that in the competition fer tro¬
phies at Creedmoor on the 20th May; the “Shells” (prize)
were won by Private Nichols of Eighth Company, This is
an error. Private C. H. Eagle, of Second Company, was
the fortunate niau, with a score of 22 out of a possible 25
at 500 yards. We have been permitted to see this prize,
and a very pretty jewel it is.
—A Washington (D. O.,) correspondent kindly sends us
some account of deer shooting in West Virginia, which
we have not space to print entire. The sketch, however,
gives our readers the desirable information that by taking
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Doe Quily Tunnel, in

Names.
Casicr.
Williams....
Lamberton..
Andrews....
Adams.

S;::;:
Shelton.
Dunn.
Burroughs...
Rigby.
Prat!.
Stalbanih....
Clmffey.
Remington..
f3Ul son.
Firth.
Crittenden..

SSSS:::::
(hover.
Remington..
Morse.
J. Smith....
Baker.
Taber.
Cook, Jr....
Crouch.
Clark.
Gibson.
Dailey.
Hein old.
ParnotiB.
Wikrd.
Vln
Fisher.

Total.

Names.
Total.
Name.
Total.
Fai ker..
(iretm Smith
.. 7 liudman.
Dnnhunii.
.. r> Betts.
D, M. Lclcver...
Mills..
.. 7 Fitzhugh.. 7 Ooudeu.
Compson .
. .lOiKverehead...
4 .Waterman.
.. niMugridge....
jiNic.oll.
.. Df Hiller.
(If Porter.
.. 8 J. Hyland...
OiJohn Smith....
.. 7 Warren.
HI Dili bell.
7 Pierce.
. 4} Phelps.
.. 8 j Trow bridge..
81 Van Vitek.
0 Sherwood.
.. TRamsdoJI.. 8 Bubrock ...
li Richmond, W.E
.. D Ambrose.
0 Chamberlain.. ,
4 Franklin.
War
Buckwilli.
SdSidway.
T CnrfiBB.
Fnulkuer, Jr___ ..10 L. Ravton.
Ill Ridley.
B. E. Chase.
E. G. Chase....
Flower..
Hutchinson.
Bedford...
Lfl t tin.
Rhodes.
Raw-line.
Kubn.
7 Sperry.
Atkinson.
o Uyoh...
Slmpley.
& Sonic.
Unmeey.
Wngatuflf, Jr..
M Bilker.
8 Dr.Maun..
WaghtalL O D. B..
viVoltz. . 0 Gates.
(i Elite.
6| Youngs.
Dennison.
H Boat.
7|Nclcher_
Bailey....
Lawson.
C»|MunnTig...
Rafferty. , (1.Somber_
. 3
Caleb pole.
Sit-in .
4 kVriilHh....'
Hill.. , (i | Cry Her.
H bur*yUi....

Owi,s Head Rifle Association.—This new rifle associa¬
tion has leased about twenty acres of laud at Bay Ridge,
Long Island, upon which they have erected a range for
practice at 200 and 500 yards, which will probably be
opened during Ibo present week, and will be extended to
700 yards. This new range possesses many attractions
from its accessibility to Now York, the at eat no Hay Ridge
making the trip from foot Of Wall street in thirty minutes.
The officers of the club are: President, Dr. O. Meyers;
Vice President, E. Kent, Jr ; Secretary, F. W. Kent;
Treasurer, G. H. Hope; Range Superintendent, Otto
Heinigke.
—In a rifle shooting contest in England recently for tlie
“Belgian Souvenir Cup,” offered for the competition of
English volunteers, private J. Lord made the astonishing
score of eighly-two out of a possible eighty-four, seven
shots each at 200, 500, and 600 yards. He made bull'seye at every shot except two, which were centres. This
is said to be the highest score ever made by a rifleman,

Five having tied on ten birds, they went bade to 20
yards to shoot oil1, with Ilia following result:—

T

This match affords a capital illustration of the increased
skill of our riflemen. Lust year the cup was won by Col.
Bodine with a score of 205 points, but there were but 11
contestants who made 150 points and over, while this year
there were 29. The last miitclAvas for the Patrick Henry
rifle, 18 shots each at 1,000 yards, in which the following
scores were made.—

In this match there were about 120 entries, with the fol¬
lowing scores:—

Dingoes.

uud QiliU
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Single trap shoot for amateurs, ten single birds each; four prizes for
first, second, third, and fonrlh classes of shots. To be competed for by
those who never won a prize at a State Bhoot. To be govemnd by the
rules of the New York State Association. Entrance fee,
FirsL
prize—one of Nichols & Lefever’s extra double barrel breech loading
«aot guus, valued at $‘Juu, to be made to the order of tlie winner} do¬
nated by Messrs. NicholB and Lefuver, Syracuse, N. Y, Hocmid prize—
a gold hunting case watch, valued at $1‘«&. Third prize -$80 cnah.
Fourth prize—a waterproof hunting coat and vefit, valued at $15; manu¬
factured and donated by W. II. Hoiabird, Valparaiso, Ind.

The Peabody rifle was used on this occasion, it being the
Stale arm.

THE

...65
...67

were shooting guns more or less choke bored, the object
being to got as many shot as possible into the bird, so as to
prevent his getting beyond the 80 yards boundary. In
shooting off ties at the longer distances, say 31 yards, No.
8 shot was used. In the style of shooting there was as much
difference as in the guns Shot with, some men Beeming to
shoot in a slip-shod manner, half their blrdB being scored
just within hounds, and the other half either escaping al¬
together or dying outside, while others seemed to hold so
true on their birds, and to bave their charges so properly
adjusted, that their birds were killed clean. Of tbe first
event, the Slate trap shoot, we gave a summary in our la&t
issue. The other events were as follows:—

STATE

SHOOT.

HE grounds selected for the pigeon matches at Geueseo, last week, were admirably adapted for the pur¬
pose. Just across the Genesee River lies a beautiful
meadow, comprising some 500 acres of land. A fringe of
trees bordered its edges, and within the soft turf had just
reached to ankle depth. Nearly all of the chibs sending
delegations had tents pitched upon the ground, which were
kept hospitably open and supplied during the week. A
rough building had been erected as an office for the Secre¬
tary and Treasurer, within which a raised platform gave
the score keepers and press representatives an excellent op¬
portunity of seeing the shooting. To one who had never
before atteuded a “State shoot,” there was much that was
novel and of interest in the proceedings.
With two
matches to be shot in a day, and over a hundred entries in
each, and four prizes for as many different classes, system
and rapidity were absolutely essential. In front of the
stand six H and T plunge traps were fixed in the ground.
The contestants were numbered off in squads of twelve
each, six being at the score while the other six stood ready
to take their places. As a bird is killed or missed, the
scorer announces the result and calls the next man to the
score. With a good “caller,” the shooting is carried on
almost with the rapidity of file-firing. At every round six
boys, each with a pigeon in his hands, dart from the shed
where the pigeons are kept and fill tlie traps. One squad
having shot at their quota of birds while the next are pre¬
paring, the boys swarm over tbe field and gather in the
dead birds, wringing the necks of the wounded. There
were ten thousand pigeons on the ground, brought from
Michigan by Mr. Knapp for the purpose. The birds were
extremely lively, and in good condition. There were prob¬
ably, at the least, one hundred and fifty persons shooting
during the week, and of course guns of eveiy make and
fashion were in use. Tlie manner in which breech louders
have superseded muzzle loaders was manifest from the fact
that not more than half a dozen of the latter were in use.
Some of the best shots, however, stuck to the old piece,
notably Mr. George Smith, of Buffalo. Iu breech loaders
every description of gun waB represented, from the Scott
“premier” to the cheapest native. We even noticed one
Lafauchaux, the father of all breech loading shot guns.
Most of the shooters used No. 9 shot, which seemed too
line to us until we discovered that many of the crack shots

llolden.
Groins.
Faulkner, H. J

10

JB.SU :
N
I
Score.
Name.
Score. Total, I Name,
Weigel.l 0 0 0
1 Midway.• 0 0

Burgess.1 0 110

ToUL
J

31 Forsyth.1 1110

Van Vleck.1 1110
4\
at 81 YAKDS,
Van Vleck.1 1 i 1-llForsyth.1 0 10

3

The first prize being won by Mr. Yun Vleck, of the For¬
rester Club of Buffalo. The other ties were not. shot off
until Wednesday morning. Our space will not permit us
to recapitulate the result in full: wc can only say that iu
shooting oil1 the ties of 9, Mr. Ridley of Seueca Falls, .be¬
ing the only one to kill five straight birds, won second
prize. After two ties at 31 yards, John Cook, Jr., of Buf¬
falo, won third prize, and the fourth fell to W.B. Rich¬
mond^ of Buffalo.
Wjjdnestjay—Single trap slioot, 0 o’clock A. TSL—Ten single birds
each; open to members ol all organized cl hob of this State. Four pri¬
zes, for first, second, third and fourth classes of shot-?. To be governed
by the rules of the New York State Association. EuLranco fee, $5, first
prize, $100 cash; second prize, a silver tea set, with coffee nru, valued
at $30; third prize, a full corduroy hunting suit, to he made to oraer
from the measure of winner, valued at $45, donated by George Goode,
English tailor, Geoeseo, N. Y.; fonrlh prize, a case of 24 one-pound,
can's lightning powder, valued at $30, donalcd by the Lalliu & liaud
Ponder Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

As the number and names of entries in this match were
almost identical with those in the foregoing, we cannot
spare space to repeat tbe scores in detail. But Lour tied ou
10 birds, and shot off at 26 yards with the following re¬
sult:—
Name.
Totab| Name.
Total.
Forayth .J Lauin .3
Ever*hed....
8| Murray. .3

Tbe first prize went, to M. L. Forsyth of Geueseo,
Nineteen tied on 0 birds, six of whom again tied on 4,
the last tie .being shot off at 31 yards, with this result :—
Name.
Total-I Name,
Total.
Ten Eyck.<1 Hudson.8
Soule.2 Van Oaf,rand.1
Manning.,,... ......5|Chamberlain.........1

The second prize was thus won by J. M. Manning of
Syracuse.
Twenty-one tied on 8 birds, and iu shooting off the third
prize went to Mr. George Yau Yleck of Buffalo. Mr. Hal¬
lo way of Syracuse won fourth prize.
Double Bird Shoot—ten double rises each.—Four prizes, for first, sec¬
ond, third and fourth classes of shots. Open only to members of or¬
ganized clubs in tbe States. To be governed by tbe rules of the New
York State Association. Entrance fee, $5; first prize, $75 cash; second
prize, $50 cash, third prize, a patent, tiltiue ice-urn, valued at $35; fourth
prize, a marble top, inlaid flower-stand, -valued at $20.

This match was not concluded until Thursday afternoon,
There were 61 entries, and considering the strong wind'
and unfavorable background, the shooting was very good.
Eighteen was tbe highest score made, and of these there
were five. The first prize was won by Mr. Wukcraan of
Batavia. Of seveuteeus there were 5; second money being
won by James Manning of Syracuse. Of sixteeus there
were tour, and the third prize was won by Peter Tompkius of Batavia. Of fifteeus there were 8, and the fourth
prize was taken by Horace tSilsby of Seueca Falls.
The next eveDt, and possibly the most Interesting to a
number present* and certainly the most amusing to all, was
the Press match at 5 birds each. Twelve Knights of the
Quill stepped to the Bcore. and the pigeons began to fiy—
iu fact, “the woods were full of them.'5 Mr. N. llueker
of the Buffalo Courier, whom we strongly suspect of hav¬
ing been there before, killed his five birds without a miss,
and earned off the elegant arm chair which was offered
for first prize. Dr. N. Rowe of the Chicago Field took
second prize—a camp lounge, donated bp Mud and Gu-n—
audMr. O. Woodruff of ihe Geneseo -Rvpubti(hin> the gold
pen for the poorest shot.
The next event was the
Single Trap Shoot— Fifteen single birds each —Yout prizes, for firsts
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second, third nnd fourth classes of ahols. Open only to members of or¬
ganized clubs from (his State. 'L'o bo governed by tho rules of the New
York State Association. Entrance fee, $5: first prize, ono of Parker
Brothers best double-barrel, breech loading shot guns, with entire outfit
and case, valned at $300, tnanuractnred and donnted by Parker Brothers,
West Meriden, Conn,: second prize. $100 cash; third prize, a huntingcase, stem-winding silver win eh, valned at $60: fourth prize, a case of
31 one pound cans Falcon powder, yalued at $30, donated by the Orien¬
tal Powder Company.

—A pigeon match was shot at Richmond, Ya., on the
24tli, between C. H. Epps, the crack shot of the Rich¬
mond, Club, and W. T. Mitchell, with 1£ oz. shot, Mitch¬
ell to use one hand and Epps both. Although this was
Mitchell’s first trap shooting, he won by a score of 7 to 6.

There were 96 entries for this match, of whom only two
hilled the entire 15—Messrs. Drake of the Forresters, of
Buffalo, and A. Evershed, of Irondequoit. The first prize
was won by A. Evershed, of the Genessee Club, of IroDdequoit, who killed 5 straight at 26 yards. In the ties of 14
there were 7. The second prize—$100—was taken by Ed.
Lodder of Syracuse. Of thirleens there were 13 ties, and
the (bird prize was won by George W. Marsh, of the For¬
rester Club, of Buffalo. There were 18 ties of 12. The
contest was close, but Mr. James Halloway, of the Central
City Club of Syracuse, was too much for them at the 31
yatd score, and carried off the fourth prize.

Editor Forest
The first of a scries of matches organized wltliln the Council Bluffs
Sportsmen’s Clnb, came off on Saturday, the 20th inst. The match was
at ten single birds each, from five ground traps, 23 yards rise, 80 yards
boundary, H oz. ehot, powder nnliraited, with the privilege of both bar¬
rels. The birds were wild, and nearly all of them strong and swift fly¬
ers. The day was pleasant and cool, with a very high wind from the
aonthwest. The followiog shows the sides and scores:—
W. MORSE.
I
CART, B. F. MONTGOMERY.
Name,
Total
Total.
Name.
11. lleywood_
J. T. Oliver. _
T. Bowman.
L W. Babbitt. 6
J, C Hoffiuayer
R. Multis . 9
0. Pfeifer.
W. G. Oliver,.. 6
Joseph Mass. .
.
A. C. Graham. 5
John Keller.. 5 J.. W.
>*. Chapman.
v^uapuu
5
Geovge Richardson.7|J. C. Morgan.
\V. F. Wightman. 6.9. C Bowinau. 6
Dr. Wail. a.John Beresheim. 3

Friday, May26th.—Livingston Sportsmen’sAssocia'ion Cup, donated
by James W. Wadsworth, Gencseo. Open to all organized clubs or the
State, members or the Stale Association. To be held by the winning
club each year in trust, to be acconnted for to the New York State As¬
sociation. To be shot for by two members resident of the county in
Which the club is located; at 15 double rises each, in accordance with the
rules of the New York Slate Association. Entrance fee, $30. The en¬
trance fees to belong to the club holding the cup.

The following is the score-—
AUDUBON CLUB, Ok BUFFALO.
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total.
W. C. Christian.,.88|J. P. Fincher.27
Total..---.50
CENTRAL CITY. OF SYRACUSE.
James Manning.251Iloward Soule.
23
Total.-.48
LIVINGSTON SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
W. L. Forsyth. .231B. E. Chase. ... 24
Total. ..—47
FORESTER CLUB, BUFFALO.
George Smith.2URobert Newell....24
Total..,.
45
ONONDAGA COUNTY CLUB,
W. S. Barnaul.171Henry Gale.26
.33

Total.
H. Walzer—

M UNROE COUNTY OLUB.
.22111. B. Hooker.

E. Wakeman.

.19
.41

Total.
DEAN RICHMOND, BATAVIA.
.151P. Tompldna

.22

Tolal..
..37
The Dean Richmond Cup-Open to all organized State clubs, members
of the State Association; and to become the property of a clnb, the enp
must be won by that club three times, aud is to be held by the winning
club each year in trust, to be accounted for to the Stale Association until
it is finally won. To be shot for bv three representatives from each club,
in accordance with the rules of the New York State Association. En¬
trance fee. $50 per clnb of three representatives residing In the county
where snch club Is located.
The following were the scores made in this match, the
cup being won by Ihe Central City Club, of Syracuse:—
CENTRAL CITY, OF SYRACUSE.
Name.
Score. | Name.
Score.
Ed. Hudson.16 James Manning. .20
Howard Suitie.20
—
Total.56
FORESTER CLUB , OF BUFFALO.
Robert Newell.18|George H.Van Yleck.15
Frank Drake .,.17|
—
Total.
50
PHOENIX CLUB. OF SENECA FALLS.
H. Silaby.1BIJ. F. Lawrence.17
George Chamberlain.15
—
Total.48
AUDUBON CLUB, BUFFALO.
J. P. Fischer.17|J. Rafferty.15
G. R. Vine.161
—
Total.-.48
MONBOE COUNTY OLUB.
A. Evershed.18,Frauk Chaffey.14
W-M. Ely.-18
Total.
50
GENESEE CLUB, IRONDEQUOIT.
S.W. Crouch.17111. Crittenden......16
H. Walzer.If I
Total.
50

—At tile pigeon shoot of the Leather Stocking Club of
Oswego, on May 19th, H, C. Tanuer won the club revol¬
ver, killing 13 birds out of 15. There were 13 entries.
For the gold medal there were also 13 entries, 10 birds; J.
B. Poucker won it, with 9 birds out of 10, but it was im¬
mediately contested for by ten competitors, O. Schrieves
proving victorious; Tanner second.
The Championship.—1The match between Captain Bogardus and I)r. Talbot for the championship is to he shot
at Philadelphia on the 6th of June. 100 birds are to be
shot, at by each, 20 at 21 yards rise, H. & T. traps, 30 in
pairs at 18 yards, and 50 from five traps; English rules.
Pennsylvania.—The semi annual shoot of the Sharon
Shooting Club came off on the 11th and 12th ult. One
thousand wild pigeons had been provided, and the large
puty of spectators present included some first-class shots.
The first match was for the club gold medal, held by Henry
Crosthwaite. The following were the scores—10 birds
each:—
Nome.
Total.I Name.
Total.
Oroucliwuite. . 7iDiduon. ?
Trinny.S Olil. a
Samuels.. tljl’ew. g
UruiHon.6:Morcan. 2
Gciillih . VlOarter.8
Connelly.10|

Following this was a sweepstakes at 5 birds each, for
which there was seventeen entries. Messrs. Lovet, Clesson,
Tribby, and Connelly tied on 5 birds, and shot off at 26
yards, Messrs. Lovet and Clesson again tieing, but upon
shooting off at 31 yards, Mr. Clesson won. The second
prize fell to Mr. Patterson, the third to Carter, and the
fourth to Ray. The next match was at three double risi s,
which was won by Croslhwaite, he killing all his birds. Six
•ties wore shot off between Messrs. Trusdale ami Ray for
second money, the latter finally winning. The first match
on the second day was a sweepstakes at 5 birds, Mr. C.
Lovet winning firstmoney, J Level and Crosthwuite divid¬
ing seeoud, Streeter took third, and Walters fourth. The
moat important mulch was that at 10 birds, $10 entrance,
in which first money was won by C. Lorst, lie being the
only one who killed all his birds. Ray won second prize,
Hopkins third, J. Lovet fourth. The last match was at
double rises, and was won by Lipp.y, Walters taking secpo/n} pippey, aud Jfay UUyd,

Total.1.,,..571

Total..

occnrred to me that poBaihly one might got dean powder and at a price
that Common people could afford to use, by mixing the two kinds. Accordingly afier a few preliminary shots, I mixed a quantity in tho pro¬
portion of three parts by measure of black powder to two parte by meas¬
ure of Dittmar’s. And loaded therewith twenty cartridgBB; proceeded
to lire ten of these and found the barrel as clean as after the first dis¬
charge, and as clean as though I bad used Dittrna* powder alone. 1 then
fired two carl ridges loaded with black powder alone. There was appar¬
ently a coating of rosidium covering and extending down the barrel six
or eight inches from, the muzzle. (The gun was a Parker 12-gauge chokebored). I then returned to the cartridges loaded with mixed powder.
On looking through the barrel after the first discharge found it clean,
and after firing the twenty-two shots the gun was to all appearance as
clean as after one discharge with Dlttntar’a powder alone.
The pattern throughout the trial waa good aud very uniform. The
penetration equal to black powder. The compound coat me about fiftythree cents for tho equivalent to one panud of black powder. Very likely
some one or more of your readers may have been for themselves through
LhiB experiment. It will cost but little for any one to try it. It strikes
me that the way to get a good clean powder at a low price is to mix a
low price black powder with Diltmar’s.
A. B.

TEST OF KAY CONCENTRATORS.

..56
Pnn.Aj>ELPHtA, May 12th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Wishing to ascertain with certainty the effect or the Kay shot car¬
tridge at long range I procured a pound and tried them. The gun need
Was a 12-bore 7$ lbs., W. C. Scott & Son’s fine breech-loader, not choked;
the shells were Ely’s brown paper, loaded with 3J drms. Dupont’s
Duck No. 2. powder, with two wads on top. The cartridges contained
each 11-16 oz. of Tatern’s shot, and were kept iu place In the shells by
creasing, without wads over them. The targets were or stoat paper 30
inch circles, secured against a white pine stand 31 inches square nnd
746th of an inch thick. The distances were accurately measured and not
stepped off, and the gnn was fired from a firm tripod rest. The follow¬
ing are the results of the shooting, showing the number of pellots put
within the circle at each distanco:—
Distance.
Total I Distance.
Total.
1— At 100 yards with No. 1 shot... 5 1—At 80 yards with No. 4 shot... 7
2— At 100 yards with No. 1 shot... 9|2—At 80 yards with No. 4 shot.. .20
3— Ai 40 yards with No. 1 shot...46 3—At BO yards with No. 4 shot... 9
4— At 40 yards with]^o. 1 shot,,. 16|4—At80yards withKo 4abut....15

MORE CARE NEEDED!

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Experienha docet' Yet how ranch to be regrtted is the fact that the
multitude of persons learn so slowly the lessons taught by the experi¬
ence of individuals. The constant use of fire-arms unfortunately too
often fails to ensure the necessary caution that should be ever borne in
mind, and few sportsmen realizo how carelessly they often handle
their guns, especially when exciLed by the near presence of game, at
which time little thought is given to oue’s surroundings. And yet every
sportsman would indignantly deny an accusal ion of carelessaeaa, and
really believe himself incapable of doing the many careless acts that
render possible a shocking accident; and even when his attention may
be called to one such act, it mukes but little impression on hia mind,
since he is usually nuconcious of doing it, and in the absence of the oc¬
currence of any accident therefrom, the incident is soon forgotten, and
Distance.
Total.! Distance.
Total.
perhaps many timea repeated ere he is again reminded of it. There is
1— At 75 yards with No. 4 shot... IG11— At 66 yards with No. 6 shor.. .47
one rale for handling a gun, that ehould be always adhered to, and be kept
2- At 75 yards with No. 4 shot,. .22 2—At 65 yards with No. 6 shot...50
8—At 75 yards with No. 4 shot.. .10'3—At 65 yardB with No. 6 shot.. .21
ever in mind. So use a gun as never to admit the possibility of an acci¬
4 -At75yards with No. 4 shot... 1314—At 65 yards with No. 6 shot...35
dent. I was given a gun at eleven years of age, with the injunction en¬
Distance.
Total.! Distance.
Total.
forced upon my mind by my father, ‘ never allow it to be aimed towards
1— At 50 yards with No. 8 shot..154 S--At 50 yards with No 8 shot.. 58
a human being.” And this lesson I have so constantly borne in mind
2— At £0 yards with No. 8 shot.. 108|4—At 50 yards with No. 8 shot..119
that it has become a habit. How often have 1 seen a sportsman with a
The
ehot
were
carried
with
much
force
and
pretty
evenly
distributed;
loaded gnn on his shoulder, or lying in the hollow of his arm, tarn
those of No. 1 at J00 yards that struck the target, passed through the
around, and in so doing, alternately cover all of his companions with it.
stand. The empty cases wore found mostly within 20yards from where
Nearly all or the shooting accidents that are of too frequent occurrence,
the gan was fired; not a few of them were torn to tatters, while others
are owing to carelessness. Mr. Hipp, formerly of Cincinnati, was killed
were not torn at all—merely had their month spread open a little. TberB
at Lexingion, Ky., by placing bis gnn against a fence which he climbed
was no fault in loading the shells or in holding the gun when fired. I
over, and then drew the gun after him in such a way as to discharge it
make no comments, wishing simply to give bold facts from which sports¬
with fatal effect. Mr. James P. Robison, of this city, was killeR yester¬
men may draw their own conclusions.
Odd Sportsman.
day morning at his residence as he was about starting on a pleasure ex
cursiou. As he was going to hiB buggy he slipped and fell with a loaded
gnn in his hands. The gun was discharged, and he was thus killed.
Both these accidents were the result of carelessness, for no one should
ever draw a gnn towards him by the muzzle, and no one should start ont
to drive with loaded guns.
X would make the earnest suggestion, that a prominent place in ihe col- •
N. Y. Athletic Club—The open spring games of this
nmns of all our periodicals devoted to field sports, be given to the record of
club were held at their Mott Haven grounds on Tuesday.
such shooting accidents as may occur, with attendant circumstances, that
Following is a summary of the events:—
the danger may be ever before the eyes of sportsmen. Some may exclaim,
Walking Race—1 mile, 10 starters.—1st, Thomus Mcthat true sportsmen arc not guilty of such carelessness. Bat they are
Ewen, Scot Am. A. C., time 7m. 45s ; 2d, H, H. Gates,
oft times so guilty, and the two gentlemen here named were sportsmen.
Y. M. C. A., time, 7m. 49s.
I think that if the Forestand Stream will follow mysuggestion.it
Throwing the Hammer.—1st, James Melrose, Hartford,
may be the means of some reform.
AbI now lie in bed suffering from a gunshot wound, I am impelled to
Cal. Club, 87ft.; 2d, J. McMillan, Scot Am. A. Club, 82ft.
write these lines as a contribution towards this object. My own casually
4in.
occurred while duck shooting in this vicinity. I was on the shore of a
One Hundred Yards Run.—1st, lxeat, A. J. McCosh,
lake, and Mr. C. approached me in a punt, when within four yards of
Princeton Col. Club; 2d heat, J. B. Elliott, Greenpoint;
me be saw some ducks approaching, and as he stooped to reach his gnn
3d heat, W. B. Curtis, N. Y. A. C.;4th heat, W. J. Wakewith his head turned to watch the ducks, I saw that the gun was lying in
man, Yale Ciub; final beat, 1st, A. J. McCosli, lime 11s.;
the bottom of the boat with the muzzles towards me, and moved aside
2d, W. J. Wakeman, Yale A, Club.
as quickly as the mud and water, in which I w as standing, would allow
Walking Race, 3 miles.—1st, D. M. Stern, N. Y. A. C,,
me. My precaution saved my life, for 1 had taken but one step to the
time 23m. 58s.; 2d, E. C. Holske, Lafayette B. B. C., time
left, when the gun was discharged. The charge of duckshot passed so
24m. 4s.
close to me that I received several pellets Id my right leg below the
One Mile Run.—1st, B. C. Williams, N. Y. A. C'., time
thigh, aud one pellet in my trlgger-llnger. Although the wound is sliglrl,
5m. 2s.; 2d, Bennett Greig, Wood's Gymnasium, time 5m.
my escape from death was sufficiently narrow to convince me that the
gun should never be allowed to remain at full cock when within close
Putting 16-Pound Shot.—1st, James Melrose, Hartford
range of other persons. When shooting over dogs, it is highly danger¬
Cal. C.; 2d, H, E. Burmeyer, N. Y. A. C.
ous to carry the gun at full cock, as many are in the habit of doing. A
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Hun.—1st heat, H. G.
trip of the foot or other slight slip might occasion the death of a friend;
Keeler, N. Y.; 2d heat, W. J. Duffy, Harlem A. C.; 3d
and when the gnn is cocked in expectation of immediately flushing the
heat, W. J. Wakeman, Yale A. C.; final heat, W. J. Duffy,
game, let it be held perpendicularly, with tho muzzles upward.
time 591s.
Tho physical pain that I new suffer will soon pass away and be forgot¬
Half-Mile Run.—1st, E. C. Lamontagne, N. Y. A. C.,
ten. but should I ever shoot a friend, it would cause mu bucU menLul an¬
time 2m. 23Js.; 2d, B. M. Hatch, Y. M. C. A., time 2m.
guish as would last until death.
Roamer.

Rational §apimes.

FLANNEL

SHOT

25s.
Banning Broad Jump.—1st Geo. Hitchcock, N. Y., 15ft.

CARTRIDGES.

AJLJILI,
Milwaukee, May 12th, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream : While spending a few days at Fine Lako, twenty five miles from here,
I remembered, in Vol. VI. No. 9 of your paper, from a “poor shot,’’ an
article concerning and relating *0 flannel shot cartridges. 1 thought the
idea excellent, and at once set about making experiments, as follows:—
I made some bags about two inches long, using instead cf flannel a
piece of cheviot cloth. These 1 filled with 11 oz. No. 5, and loaded them
into brass shell containing 81 drs. Hazard Ducking powder. The first
one I used I killed a duck (bloe-bili) at the least calculation seventy-live
yards distant. The next I fired at another of the sume epecies at least
one hundred yards off, but the distance was either too great or my aim
incorrect. My third and last trial was at a target (twenty-inch circle)
at seventy-five yards, and it made a splendid pattern. I regret the loss
as 1 iutended sending it to you. 1 am convinced that they ODiy need be
tried to be appreciated. To be sure they are not as eflicietit or handsome
as the “tin cased cartridges,” but for a cheap long-range shot cartridge
I thiDk they are excellent. I should much like to have some otheis
try the experiment and give ns the benefit through tho columns of the
Forest and Stream.
Wing Shot.

MIXING POWDERS
Sandy Hill, May 13,1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having tried the various hinds of powder within my Teach, among
the different kinds Orange Lightning, OrangoDucking, and Orange Rifle,
Hazard's Electric Duckiug and Sea Shooting, or F. G. T., Hazard's
Sea Shooting giving the most satisfactory results taking both the
cost and performance into account, 1 concluded as an experiment
to try Dittmar’s, and accordingly procured a can of his F. F rifle pow¬
der, and found his claims verified, except perhaps that one needs to
use a sligtly larger charge, and to itet tho same penetration you
have to stand about the same reeoil as from black powder. Its cleanli¬
ness is simply marvelous, aud it is entirely satisfactory in that respect.

But its iwt U fl serious p.ffttu. And so while turning till nigger

it

Cue Hundred Yards Hqjtdicap.—1st E. C. Lamontagne,
time, 11s.
Runniug High Jump.—1st H. E, Ficken, N. Y. Canoe
Ciub, 5fl. SinOne Hundred and Twenty Yards Hurdle Race.—1st G.
Hitchcock, X. Y., time, 20s.
The meeting was iu every way a success, aud the time
made by Siern in the three-mile walking race surpasses any
lime ever made in a similar (amateur) eventio this country.
It was regretted that Mr. W. B. Curtis, of Chicago, was
debarred by an accident to bis liip from taking a more
prominent part in many of the contests.
BASK BALT,.

—A game was played at Westchester, Pa., on the 27th
ult. between tlui Brandywine Club of '.hat. city and tlie
Goodwills of Reading, resulting in a victoiy for the West¬
chester Club by 11 to 5. Both clubs are amateurs.
PHn.ADELrnTA—May 20th.—The Young America aod
the Philadelphia Cricket Clubs played a match at German¬
town an Saturday, aud the Young Americas suffered their
first defeat for a long lime. The Philadelphias went first
to the hat, and made 92 runs. Hopkinsou, Askbriilge, and
Tiers making double figures.
The Young Americas
played with little care at first, and found their iuuiug
finished for 89 runs.
Geo. Newhall, R. New hall, E.
Wright, and E. M. Davis did tire bulk of the scoring. The
bowling ou both sides was good, and when the batting is
considered the scores are low. It being a one day match,
and not lime left to complete the secomf inniugs the game
was the Philadelphias.
On Saturday next the Young
America and Germantown will play- An interesting game
may be looked for, as both dhPS will present a strong
team.
Sculls,
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FOREST AND STREAM

THE ORVIS REEL. THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

Tin1 Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel in the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWEU,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun

Oases.

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

{
NO 1.-This Reel is extra nictasl-'llatcd amt finely finishe d. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it fiom the Teel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
NO
For Prizes. Same style as No- 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Rods and Reels. Mention this paper.

C. I'. OllYlS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

L. H. Abbey.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street,

Andrew Cdkktc.
Special.
/ p- o1294.
f
new tore:.

McBride Flies,

C. F. Imbrib,

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers m

FISHING TACKLE

Of bvery Description and Qua ity.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of tine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout,, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cm,hunk and Pasque Islinds
Bass Lines. Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine B L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents.” Beware
of 1
a iot
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted oot with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maiue, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail Will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may25

These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondack^, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
rrom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J Me BRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe Knnntv. N Y.
E-ton, Holbertou & Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Chlea.
p

65 Fulton St., N. I,
Invite the attention of arantenrs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

374 Washington St., Boston.

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hofe’s Rubber
steel Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c . <&c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mnllaly’s”Patent
Flies. The new style Cnttyhnuk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirondacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

A, B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart BasH and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINK ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Pieminm awarded hv the Franklin
Institute, 1874._
mch9 fim

J. B. Crook& Co.,
MiNTTFACTtmEltS AND IjIFORTEItS OF

FISHING TACKLE!
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing Tackle,
Fishing Rods,
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

50 TuUoii St., 1ST. Y.

Green

Heart Rods,

for Trpru Bass and Salmon.

E. VOM

ang28-ly

HOFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

FLY RODS.
FOR

and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Bass Flies, lleels, Lines,
Lenders, Flv-Books, &o.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

jet

AND

AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

O (complete).@20

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Comprising n complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

friends that he is prepared to make

Shooting and Fishing: Snits

THOMSON & SON,

at the above prices.

The tea dollar Buit iB better

Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORE.

made than any competitor can oiler for the same

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
j:u:2? 6m

money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to

THE

make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,

NEW

&c., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions.

BOSTON

BEST

I believe that I have the

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WOULD,

and respect!ully solicit your orders.

SHOOTING SUIT,

COATS IN

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 13 pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods.

They are better known and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

Mannfactured only by

W. H. Holabird,

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 CocnTwnn St.

Dogs of England.

Boston, Mass.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from extra quality dnek), In the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each Buit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the snit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Yisored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Test, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will he kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son. of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, becanse it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining the be.-»t points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.”
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
ap]27 3m

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

From Pictures by GEO, EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R? W. THRUPP.
Plain Photograph. 13x10, in sunk Mounts,'24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma- dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (while) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver aud white)R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb. Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish V ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Dawes. Eeq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $3.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq^
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, —- Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J, C. Macdona,
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T, II. Murchi-sou. Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dlnmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, Giver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monurque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. 0. Mac¬
dona.
Hamlet, Pointer Gouion and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reh, Spaniel Giver colored,\ T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J, L. Price, Eeq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price, Eeq.
Toll, St. Bernard (rongh), Rev. J. O. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Josbnu Davies Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitatlou
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.

LAWN MOWERS
FOR

Hand

and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New York Agricultural Warehouse.

NORRIS,

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MURPHY,
mchtfi 8m
40 Halsey gt., Newark N, JV

TT. JT. HOLABIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrona and

apl6 6m

THE LEADING REEL MAKER

R. H. Allen & Co,.

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Bods.

(complete).815

QHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

(complete).810

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

Belts.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,

NORRIS.

Trout, Salmon,

RIFLE COVERS

S

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.
ly
__
HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

SPORTING

liifte Cases.

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

BRADFORD S ANTHONY,

CREEDMOOR AND

(.Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactnced and Imported by

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) N ew York.

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.

CONROY, BISSETT & MALLESON,

Rods, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

lot

O overs.
Ammunition

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

Fishing Tackle,

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

Gun

Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Files.
Holberton’s Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods and
Flies.
Fine Lines of nil kinds, plain and water-proofed
by the celebrated Tnppnn pieces*.
Oivis and Celluloid Huels
Thompson's water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Sails Light, durable, and cheap.
Portable Boats of all makes.
Holnbird's celebrated water-proof Suit?.
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder. The best
in the market.
We furnish every article necessary for the camp or
field. Goods sent everywhere by express, and out of
town orders carefully attended to. Send stamp for
Catalogue to

189 and 191 WATER bT., NEW YORK CITY.
ap!13 ly
Best Bait used for BasB or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mall, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
completo Illustrated. Catalogue published—80 pages of
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Bull, and Sport¬
ing Goods,
FISH & SIMPSON,

mnyll 4t

133 Nassau street, N. Y*

A NEARLY NEW BARKER (Meriden)
i V Gnu, 13-gauge,
barrels: a very strong
fect order; cost $U5.
for $75; lias not been

choke bore. 30-inch Damascus
and close shooter, and in per¬
Will be sold with shells, &c.,
fired fifty times. Address B.,

Drawer C., Collinsville, Conn,

:t

PippiD, Puer, Mrs. B. Mon ok.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and while), K, J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle* Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Eeq.4
M. P.
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt
price.

oC

Small size, postage paid, laTge size, subject 10

express charges.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham street. New YoiJct
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FLORIDA.
40 Acres—$50.
Out of 050,000 acres of United Slates and State
lands ceded to tlio ATLANTIC, GULF & WEST
INDfA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres can now be

Selected for $50.
In the cen’re of the orange region, adjacent to a
rnnd running daily trains from Fernandina, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Keys, on the Gnlf of Mexicowith the beat HUNTING and FISHING in America,
and almost Tree transportation given to each pnrehagcr, these lands will be speedily bought up by actual
settlers from all parts of the Union.
They compare favorably with THE BE.VT lands in
the State, and are already surrounded by thrifty
Northern and Western Settlors.
For maps, further descriptions, &c., address

J. B. OLIVER, Cen. Agt.,
FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMP’Y.,

jf//c fennel

^yortsinen's §toutqs.

THOR SALE—A WELL BROKEN RED
Jj
Irish Setter Bitoh, two and a half years old,
sired by one of the best red Irish dogs in the coun¬
try. naa been shot over all last season, and is a
splendid worker. Superior nose, very staunch, and
will be sold at a bargain. For pedigree, price, and
further particulars, address
H_F. J., Boston, Mass,

For

sale—two setters; each

drop at the shot, and retrieve withont rattling a
feather—Frank and Tip—sired by Bismark; both out
of imported Irish bitches; twenty months old;
siannch, spirited, and thoroughly broken. Address
CHA8. MORROW, 193a Sansom st.Philadelphia, Pa.

For sale—three splendid set-

ter Dog Pups; one orange and white, and two
reds; Beven months old; half Laverock; price $15
each. Address A. O. LOGAN, 4356 Geramnlown av„
Philadelphia.may 25 4t

For

sale.—thoroughbred

Scotch deer or stag hounds. Dog “Fleet,” 5
3'ears old, price $30; bitch “Spider,” 3 years old, $f0;
one pair whelps, tj months old, $40. Boxed and de¬
livered at express office. Address Box 1,437 NaBhua,
N. H.may 11 4t

B OARD FOR

DOSS AND HORSES.

First-class accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terms low. Address HENRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Avc., Brooklyn.
Repbbbnces:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street,
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Eadly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
li'nivjat- anrl
ap127 3m
Forest
and Ctrcam
Stream, 17
17 (Chatham.
SPRATT’S

jel 8t

SCI Fulton St, Brooltlyn, N. Y.

HURST'S

Stereoscopic Studies

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive nse of winch in the mannfaeiuTC of dog
food Is secured to us by patent; they will beep uoga in
perfect condition without other food, anti obviate
worms. Every cake Is stamped “Spratt’s Parent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by I<\ O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
ap!13__

BOGS, and SHOOTING.

Natural History
FOR OBJECT TEACHING IN SCHOOLS

PARLOR

ENTERTAINNENT.

Animals and Birds of North America.
To these will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various animals and birds in grotesque
ai lttodus, never, however* violating their natural mWe offer these views, not a9 pictures only, but as
studies from imt ure+ One of the great moving ele¬
ments in our modern sys'ein of education ;s object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of ibe stereoscope
transfers the auimals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homed, where they cannot fail to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen.
An t xperience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Natnral History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hnrst.to
combine In every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods, or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.
Cornell University,
l
Itliaca, March J4th, 1870.
f
I innst congratulate you nprm your great success in
till- new educational enterprise. If we can arrange
oar amuaemcnis so as to make them impart instruc
lion lo Lite mind, it will be a step in advance in edu¬
cation.
JSZRA CORNELL.
Prices: By the Dozen.$3 OO
By the Set iff 5 Dozen. In Elegant Cose, lO OO
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

Forest ami Stream. Publishing Comp’y,
17Chatham at., (City Hall eq.)
SUBSCRIBE

P. O. box 283:1.

A 19-Poqu Quarto, issued monthly, and full of origi¬
nal reading binder. It is devilled especially to sci¬
ence, as applied to agriculture, and is lire only journal
In Lhe woilii published with this avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and lhe
latest results of scientific research. Chemistry, bot¬
any, veterinary nractice, natnrul history, farm me¬
chanics, rural art'aud architecture, rural law and ento¬
mology, are all prominently considered In Us columns.
AMONG

ITS

(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
TLe walera of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, lb the great abundance anil variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the famo,is American Grayling is found only in these
waters
Brook Trout Reason opens May 1st.
Grayling bennon opens June 1b(.
Blnek Buss, Pike, Pickerel, and ftftiacaionge are
also found in large numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi- skill to his friends or “Club’'a‘t
home, as Ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On ana after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities mured to tourists and
spotsmen: also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets,
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner's risk.
(.'amp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rales.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tourist's Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, &c., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest aud
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE. G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m
Grand Rapids, Mich.

T'HE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

E
S

DOGS

TO SPORTSMEN:

TKAINHD.

taught

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-lleel, Dieon,-To-bo, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs hoarded
for $fi per month,
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Ilill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Bine Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wni. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 01 Elm
street, Boston.
_novl8 6m_
_ hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street*
Oct 22

Founded July 4, 1808.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP Y
Respectfully invite attenlion to the

S uperior Facilities
afforded Ity their lima for reaching most of theTROTING PARKS aud RACE COURSES iu Iho Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS PROMALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; avoid the diflieulties and dan¬
gers of reahipment, while ihe excellent cars run over
the -month steel trunks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
Tile lines of

Tlie Pennsylvania Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING-

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, M1NNEQOA, und
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
Tenowned forBALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jit, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Fbank Thompson, Geb’l Manager.
feb!7 tf

CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

President W. S. Clark, of the Mnssachnselts Agri¬
cultural College, who has few equals as a writer on
scientific matters.
.
,
.
Prof. C. A. Goesumann, who is aeUnottlodged to bo
the first agricultural chemist of America.
K, Lewis Stm levant, author of the "Ayrshire Cow,"
the "National Ayrshire Herd Hook," &c.
A. S Packard. Jr., editor of the "American Natu¬
ralist.” mid stale I ntomologistof .Massachusetts.
Prof. N Crcssy, who is one of the foremost of onr
Vi'h-riiuiriiiiis, iiutl is State Veterinary burgeon or ConProf. Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in cropraising, by special tcrtiHsers, have created astonishing
public inLercst.
Jos. N. Slurtevant, Esq., Soittli Framingham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson. Bal'imore.
Prof. II. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
J. N. Baug, Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D. P. PenTialiow, b. B., Anihorst.
AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by
CLARK AY. BRYAN & CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
Under the Patronage of the Massachusetts Agricultu¬
ral College.
jiiuliUf

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.

F

FOR TUE

SCIENTIFIC FARMER.

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover about all the country north,
By Arnold Esiules, late editor American Spm tsman.
northwest, aud west of Chicago. With one branch it
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
Breaking, and Kennel Management; aud Stud List of
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Pedigrees- of 300 Imported and Native Dogs In the 13. S
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond da Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
Square 8vo. Illustrated* i’-lo., $4.
other line It passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Capt. A. H. Bogakdus, “Champion Wing-Shot” of
Peter, Mankato, Now Ulrn, aud stops not until Lake
America. Illustrated. Price $2.
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another linestarts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via tbo Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
UGBt.ni
, j-Diptu. J.UU6LI mt U- vmu iuvuh i.t huh
Galina and Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Still
plaus for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Camping Utensils,
anolher line rnna almost dne westward, and passes
etc., aud spirited Spotting Scenes. Price $2.
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids. Marshalltown. Grand Junction, to Conncil
%*To be had through any Boooksellcr, or will he
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named iB the “GREAT
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
& CO., N. Y._mchIO 12L
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
~ OR SALE—FULL GORDON SETTER Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
Pup?, over four months old. Both airu, Tom,
is lhe safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
and dam, Jinnie, are very hard to heat oil quail and
coln, and other points in Nebraska, and for Gheyenne,
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Ked Irish Setter
Denver, Salt Ldke City, Virginia City. Carson, Sac¬
DON will be allowed to serve bitches. Inquire of
ramento. San Francisco, and all other points west of
apl2CI
H. B. VONDERSMITJLI, Lancaster, Pa.
theMiBBoun River.
nglish stud setter from
TO SPORTSMEN:
Thos. Slatter’a Kennel. Imported Field Trial
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
Setter Dog BELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance, address
GEE'
E,
AND
BRANT SHOOTING, THE
HENRY G. KNOX,
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
inch9 3m
Enon, Penn.
FAVORABLE POINTS
tud English setters, from than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Llewellin’s Kennel. Imported Field Trial Set¬
l ike, PickertH, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
ters LEICESTER and PARIS. Thebe celebrated
prizewinners will be allowed to serve bitches, either
the Northern ami Northwestern lines of this company
native or bine blood, at $50 each, gold. For pedigree,
will be found unsurpassed by any in the Weet.
etc., address
L. II. SMITH,
MARVIN nUGHITT,
W. II. STENNETT,
Strathroy* Ontario, Canada.
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago,
N. B.—Bitches not proving in whelp will bo served
aplfi
again free of charge.
_ feb04 3m

Setters and pointers

"THOR

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,

Office, 1SI Wnlunt St-i FlilladeJpliia,

nitd

fJiHE “FISHING LINE.”

NEW

HAVEN,

TO

RENT

FOR

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,
A. W.

THE

SUMMER

MONTHS.—A home furnished, or partially
furnished, situated directly ou the shores of the Great
South Bay. at Sayvillo, L. I. Pino garden, and fish¬
ing. gunning, etc. For particulars, address W. M. T.,
this office, oc THOMAS SKINNER, SayviUe, Long
island, N. Y.
R

PROVINCE

OF

QUEBEC,

I ITT 1515 VI Jl), Prop’r.

This is one of the fineatfishing locallicsin the East¬
ern Townships of Oaoada, and is situated at the out¬
let of Lake Mcraphremagng. Reached by stage eleven
rriilna from AtfrA.
fin Pnalilnnaifi
i 1 nmil nr Vnr

BROOKE HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE OLEBEC, CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bar, Ac.
Free bus to depot. Diily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trank Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst of an excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Bass, and Picker el Board $1.25 per day.
jel 3m_L. H. BROOKS, Proprietor.

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. S. BROWN & J. Q. -PERLEY, PnorniKTons,
Montreal, Canada.
LOCATED ON ST. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRINei. AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT,
jel 3m ~

Gibson’s & Flint’s Camp.
A LARGE,
SUBSTANTIAL, LOG HOUSE, 25
miles north from Wilson’s Mills, Maine. This
place affords facilities for Ihe sportsman second to
none, being only two miles from the famed Parma*
Cbenee Lake, the home of the largest bro k trout in
Amorica, and at such distance from any settlement
that all kinds of game are in abundance. A private
trout pond iri connection with the camp. A good road
has been cut through to the lake, and conveyance can
oe had at the camp. Fair prices only will be charged
for guides and board. Two trout ponds have been
discovered the past season that have never been fished
before. This, in connection with the scenery around
the lake and accommodalions at the camp, make it; a
most desirable resort for the angler, hunter or tourist.
Guides furnished and information given by T, F,
Flint, Wentworth's Location, X, II. Route—Grand
Trunk to Bethel, slagc to Upton, arid steamer to Went¬
worth’s Location. Parties leaving Boston at 8 A. M,
cen rc
It

For sale—a first class fruit

Farm in the thriving village of St. Joseph,
Mich,, containing ten acres eet to Apple, Pear, Peach,
and Cherry, 350 Grape Vines, "lid eighty rods or Lawton Blackberry, &c. All choice fruit. Good build¬
ings adjoining the corporation. A rare opportunity
for a market, garden. Five daily steamers to Chicago
and Mllwauki e iu fruit season; also daily fruit trains
to Chicago via C. and M. L. S. Rail wav. Splendid
Duck, English Snipe, Plover, Rail, and Woodcock
shooting in season, and Bass and Pickerel fishing only
one quarter mile distunt. Healthy locality. Posseaslon given next fall. For sale cheap, and terms easy.
Address
J. H. WAY,
jel fowtf_Corning, N, lr.
FOR. SALE, OR TO LET.

Suitable for Summer Boardiitg-Houso.
The house is 2$ stories, frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, with wide piuzica front, rear, and on south
end. On first fioor arc parlors, sitting-room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centro. Upstairs
are 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large aud dry.
On the premises, and nt a convenient distance from
the house, are a stable and carriage honae, chlckcmhouse, shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
arc well laid out and tastefully pi an led with orna¬
mental trees and shrubbery. The avenue leading
from the road to tbo house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house stands, A Paper Mill
al the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a IcaBe. The lake and land embrace
about 27 acres. As a place of residence It.is elegant
and healthy; for manufacturers It Is convenient; for
the propagation of front, for pleasure or profit, there
Is no better place In the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch‘2 3m
47 Broad street, New York.

Board During Centennial
IN PEILADELFUIA.

A FEW
SET ECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties cun I e ncctiimnirial.cil by a private
Comity, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house la situated within 12
minutes of the CEntenni.il Grounds, nod 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket (#2.65', via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, winch is diatantonly
200 yards from the house. Address
L. GARYEll, 2908 N. I6ih St.. Philadelphia.

BELMONT

HOTEL,

C23 and (125 Washington Street, Boston, Mais,,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street card and stages. Elevators, steam, and nil
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per dav upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rales. The
most, convenient location, n quiet and comfortable
homo, and first-clues accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency Of the times, arc the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mcb30 fim
HAKDY & CO., Proprietors.

HARTFORD,

JJ
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate poiuta, The new and elegant steamer
C. U. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, Bast River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 8, and Twenty-third street,
Jiaat River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
In waiting on liic wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield aud way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—Steamer Elm City leaves New
Yoilc at It P. M.. arriving in New Haven in time for
the early raonvrig trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 941 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
street, Brooklyn. Excursion to New Haven and rei. #1.00 Applv- at General Office, on the pier,
-?ECK
~
.
my25tf
.
o RICHARD
PECK, General
Agent.

charts for^yortgmtit,

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
ftOHtOU fttORH.

iOR SALE—PLEASANT HOMES ON

F

i 1
easy terms; situated near the seashore, al Batb,
L. L: large yards, with fruit and shade trees, and
narns; pleasant aarroundinge, good fishing, hunting,
and bathing Address
J*H*
may25 tf
Box 40, New Utrecht N. Y.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This bouse is a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men Jtom ?u parts of tbs United States and Canada,

FOREST AND STREAM
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders

of

tlie

Famous

Iron

Steam

Yachts

CONTINENTAL (50 feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet), 17.94 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 30 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam

Power

Co.,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad st., Boston; 19 Exchange at., Buffalo; 9 State st., Chicago; 327 N. Second st., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country,
Dec2

GUNPOWTM5R.

Orange Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

'Hie strwtg&t and ctenveM Powder made. Noa. 1
to 7, packed’only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of flue breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THE7R MACHINERY. Also. MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
Fjr-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
ap!6 3m

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established in 1801),

THE LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
Carries your luggage* and is checked on the railroad
as a trunk; 1x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water-proofed canvas, and made ready for the water in
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER,
may! if
Mystic River, Conn»

SPHERE CAIN BE NO GREATER PORJL tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, HolberLon & Co.,
102 Nassau street*_jy29-ly

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for from one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar aidiug, oak. keel, stems, et-c.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. RUSHTON, Mamif’r,
rochP 3m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

F1ANOES.—TWO

BADEN

POWELL

V_y Nautilus No. 3 with improved hatches, for sale
at JAMES EVERSON’S Boat Shop, builder of the
Now York. Club Canoes, 480 First St., Brooklyn, E.D.

Gamping Tents
AND

Canvas Boats.

W IT Vanity Fair.

^ 1
^ Ills shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM, 8. KIMBALL <fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. A. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman, Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble: a solid re¬
source in Winter and rongh weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lambert on, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands kuown to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, A. Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball & Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal caeca holding a
pound each; and, aftermost thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for It. It is a most superior
article, aud a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.
THE

PAPER STB PIPE.

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

BY TAPP AN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadwaj, N Y.
THOMAS PI. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Phila.
J . W. LEANE & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mar23

C. TAl'I'VN, Oreon wood, Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, hut is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porons paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by
bp
nov!8 tf

J. H. Hubbard,

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
Far sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Itneeland,
Feh 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard's ‘'Electric" Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unaurpasaed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 3 (coarse), In 1 lb. canisters and 6* lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
26 Murray St., N. Y
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebra¬
ted ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
mended and used by Capt. A. 11. BOGARDUS, the
“Champion Wing Shot of the World.”

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claim* for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, .StrengUi, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Healing of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot. gnna.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Neponset, Mass.

A Remarkable Desk.

Hazards “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. ! (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and
and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12*, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and * lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Bijle powder of the country.

“As much superior to the ordinary desk as a steam¬
ship is lo a canal boat."—John C.New, Treasures
United Slates.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
88 Wall Sti-eet.

IVe w York.

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th.
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20; 1, $10; ±, $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills. Governments, &c. TAYLOR dc CO.,Bankers,
P O. Bov 4.448.
H Will ,t. Hew Vorfc.

Century Game Register.
Washington, D, <?r

The most Popular Powder in Use.

HAVANA

A
SPECIALTY,
ATI widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF OANVA8 GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Goods sent
to any part of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD.
mchl6 3m
71 West Broadway, N. Y.

0. Box 329,

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mas

For Hunting and Fishing,

Registers from 1 to 10,000. Keeps correct record of
any known game, and both points and games. Jnst
the size of ordinary playing cards. Just the thing for
evenings in camp. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents a
pair. Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO.,

H»we maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowL Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of &i lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Bizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 121 lbs.,
and 61 lbs., and In canisters of 1 lb. and 1 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resionnm than any otherbrands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

This style, 3x42 in., price$5 and $10.
Sold by New York and Boston Sporting trade gen¬
erally. Dealers* discounts liberal.
CAMP LOUNGE COMPANY,
may 13
Troy, N,X,f aud Norway vt,

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding aud
Stalling Machines. 13Sprnce 8t..4th doer from
Tribune Buildings, JAMESBBADY, Manager ami
Proprietor, Own day and sight,
.
-

Manufactured to three sizes and thiee grades by the

WOOTON

DESK CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA.
N. Y. Agency—John It. Anderson, 262 Broadway.
Philadelphia—D. B. Waggener & Co., 420 Walnut.
Boston—J. F. Hayden, 74 Devonshire street.
Call and examine, or send for price list.
aplC
This mustache produced by the use of
DYKE'S BEARD ELIXIR, without in
jury, or will forfeit $100. Safe and sure.
With full directions, postpaid, 25 cents,
A. L. SMITH & CO.,
Agents,

opl27 rt

Palatine, Ills,
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E DALY CUN
MONEY SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES.

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

Send for Catalogue to
r<mrr\ rrnn t t tlt/~<

n

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing CO

.3

i t

S4 and SO CHAMBERS ST., IV. ¥.,

And to ~W. It. Schaefer, Cl Elm St., Boston, and F. P. Taylor, 72 E. Madison St., Chicago.

Green's patent Loader, price $2.

QANADIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

Paper and Metallic Shells

"Our Birds of Prey.”

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

HENRY G. VENN0R, F. G. S.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

Thistainsbeautiful
and novel work con¬
30 large Photographed Plates, and upwards

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest, reloaded.
Do not ha™ to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and arc
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiment^ and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS eqoal to any Imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun,
inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Hart's
Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech Loading Shot Grans.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving thjpugh or
springing awav, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of uickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents mlssfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are lln.iy finished, and made auy length ordered, from 2J to 3( inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, car. be obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
throughout the country. GKO. K. HART * CO., 303 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day sait me better than any 1 have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nse them in all my shooting hereafter. Tours trnly.
may13-ly
A- 11 Bosardds.

of 150 pages of descriptive letter-press
It figures
and describes every species of Eagle, Falcon, Hawk,
Buzzard, and Owl that is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
No less than fifteen specifically distinct Falcons and
Hawks, three Eagles, and ten Owls are described as
inhabiting Canada, some of these, however, being
given as “exceedingly rare.”
The letter-preFs of the work is, throughout, based
upon the Author’s personal observations in the Cana¬
dian field between the years I860 and 1876, and is filled
with new and orginal facts relating to the distribu¬
tion, habits, and nidificalion of these Birds. It also
contains the observations of recent American writers
on several species concerning which there has been
much controversy.
The whole form a series which it would be difficult
to improve upon, and one that is not to be found rep¬
resented in any one collection In the Dominion of
Canada—many of the Birds figured having neen sent
from distant places on purpose for these plates. All
are Canadian Specimens.
The copyright of the whole work has been secured
for Canada and the United States by the Author, and
only a sma:l edition will at present be issued. This
will be distributed in Canada, to Subscribers in the
order in which their names occur on the Subscription
Lists. Early orders are solicited.
Price Complete, In Cloth (30 Plates), - - $13
P. S.—The Pises of this Work will not be sold
separately, but, if desired the whole book may be had
in paper cover, $12.
DAWSON BROS.,
may£5 tf_Montrea., Canada, Publishers.

MANNING'S

FOR 1876,
WILL BE

Published Shortly,
Club Edition, cloth and gilt edged.$2.00
Club Edition, morocco cover, with case. 2.50
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOMAS MANNING. 318
BROADWAY, N. Y.
MANNING’S YACHT AGENCY, Office of “MAN¬
NING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars furnished on application.__ tf

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
Woven Rowing, Base Ball, and Gymnasium suits,

From the “Hoke of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.

Something New!
THREE

BARRELED

BEEECH-LOA DING GUNS.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to give satisfaction
Alturlng muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
mcli30 6m

LISLE, BROOME CO..K.T.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Brcecli Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price Urn, No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. 1.
Oc 3-fan

. 31. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bricks’
i Heads, Antlers,
I Carved Heads.
[ T ax i de rmists’
impolies. Skins
Band eggs forcolI lections, Aquaria
‘ *tock, ln-ts, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. «fcc.
Agents:
Mcrrel Ryder,
55 Jackson St..
St. Paul, Minn.,
and Eaton. Tfolberton & Co., 102 Nassau street, N. Y.

3. WAULACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, aud Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up in the most artistic manner,
from a whale to n minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
mch30 If
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.
Birds and Animals Preserved to OnoEn nv
B. I.. NEWCOMB,
TAXIDERMIST,
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Instructions given.

tiflll O Jift li 1110 Source in Wall street
ffllvi spw"j ®I"" often leads to fortune.
Kid for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the varioas methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankere and Brokers,
J8 Broadway, N. X.

may25 tf

ARTIFICIAL EYES
Tor Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER & KNOWLTON,
IS. Arch St., Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail.
mch9 eofim

Quoted by Izaak Walton in His “Angler. ”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary oy Geo. W. Van Siolen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12mo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D.
from Forest and Stream.ap!27 3m
Extra cloth gilt front and back, beveled boards, 443
pp., large 8vo., with numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

/Special Commissioner of the London Field.
“A most excellent work.”—N. Y. Independent.
“Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ahil i ty. ” —Philadelphia Press.
“We have nothing to express but satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
“Consult ‘Nebraska.’
London Nonconformist.
“We cun hardly conceive any information it does
not contain.”—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and impartial.”—Lonr
don Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volume larger than “Curley’s Nebraska.”
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Nassau St.
rochO 3m
ORANGE JUDD CO..Broadway* IL Y«

No, 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica¬
tion,
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale by Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
ap!6 tf

J^ESCRIPTIVE GUIDE

ADIRONDACKS,
AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and Champlain, the Ausable Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Massens Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Reused Edition.
Handsome 32mo., Flexible Covers. Red and Gold,
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illustrated. Over
80b pages. Price, $2.
TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T, Ueadlev, the Historian, Anthor or
“Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” Ac,
It is admirably written, and has just enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while tne instructions respecting
routes, localities, distances, outfits, Ac., embrace
everythin? that can be desired. Taking it all in all,
it is the most complete book that has been publiahcd
on the Adirondacks, not excepting even my own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.
From Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Waters,” ‘ The Indian Pass,” *&c.
I think it is tho best work on the forest that has ap¬
peared—superior In word-painting to Murray’s, and
full of wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we are in the forest, arc living with
you in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and by ns. ThiB,
I think, the true test of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Book,” it Is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is the only thing of the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—tne very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited for. It must have cost you intense appli¬
cation and labor. Yon may well be content that you
have produced a good book.
From Benson J. Lossiug, the Historian.
I have read thOBC portions descriptive of tho places
Which camo under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to tho
general accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. 1 re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
as a most useful— nay, indispensable, manual for tour¬
ists to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
and timely publication,
Sent by mall on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
mayll tf
17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

APPLY

SOON

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, Ac.,
Will find

W allace’s

Guide to the Adirondacks
An inyaluablo mode of reuchlng a liberal and wealthy
class of tourists, whose patronage is most fleshed.
ThiB book is Standard; it has ah extended sale, and
new editions are issued each spring. The copyright is
now owned, and the Guide will he published hereafter
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Terms op Advertising:
One Full Page.S40
One Half Page.
... 25
One Quarter Page
. 15
Those desiring to secure space will please apply
soon to
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E. It. WALLACE,
mayll
Syracuse, New York.

^TEW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap but reliable treatise on Angling. Artificial
Fly-making, Haunts and Habits of Game, Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. 'Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of SB cents. Address
apll3 3m_?. E. FONDyMontello, Wis.

ITT HPT 11 A

Win Florida

Agricullurint.
F J>W IvlUA Weekly. S3 a year. Send
)0c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—mooting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida. 15c Gallt-aia’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), SI.
Gnide Map of Florida, 50c. Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla, Say where you saw this,
tf

We are now prepared »o furnish badgeB or medals
of any description at short notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making good
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 3m

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
932 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Willi
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles, Admission, 85 cents:
Children undei twelve, 10 cents,
Jxnfj ly
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THE LEFEVERGUN

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
PAPE’S

FIXE

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

Lefever Breecli Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to
THESE

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE BEST
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and toola of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufactur0
and action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to All orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
noce at the London Trials of 187S beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gange, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d- Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape...Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 host were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
tne fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for Bix
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Pape....Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
let—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of SJdr. to 1, oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 16 lbs.;
6 drachms and 21 oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cnp, valued lit £45,
.. as also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858. 1359, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

THE

Late COOPER

177

t>o.

HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RE 1 AIL

BREECH LOADIR
AND

_

_

^
OF ALL

Implements,

muds

Cartridges, l»otli

Brass

and

Paper.

also GUN M VTER1ALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS FLASKS,
OUCHES AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OK MUZZLE LOADING! GUNS & RIFLEb VERY GREAT

The Most Approved

System

--OF-

Breech Loading, Sporting
^jid

Military | Rifles.

For Simplicity .of Construction
ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

(REVOLVERS
"

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

These Gnus, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to on r NEW YORK
OFFICE., and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - 865 Gold.
Tolley,.!*U
“
Standard,- - - - 1X5
“
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - 180
*■
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re_
quiring Guns specially built, on
__
system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wish***’
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

GREAT

J. D. DOUGftLL’S
Express Guns and Rifles.
(Title registered.)

IV. W. GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Cuns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
iu Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner iu the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2.500 shots fired without deterlorauou.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots iu a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any public trial cither in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebvated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably bo the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. ATI grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summarv of Great London. Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st. ~
jan!3 ly

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTR and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breechloader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts In mis new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical sdhndness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure It will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, Its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings or action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.
Pattern made by
our Close-Shoot¬

1 1-8 iVo. G, 40
yards.
HIGHEST PEN-

FIELD

TRIAL

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

•T;'

v'i

Fxpress Rifles, Double and Single,
.300, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celelxi-JYfced

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, Ac,, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, IHIBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STKEET.LONDOH.

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE
CLOSE -SHOOTING
GUNa. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, boating 33 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
loss powder charge than guns bored:
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, H*
Louis, U. S. A. Address
VV. NV. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

NEIDER
PRICES, 850.00 TO 8*50.00.

ix-

[1875.

NO. 35 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
'
Established 1780.

BREECH

\ ' ’

ing 12 Bore,

ang26-tf

Arms Comp.,
Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

ice

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,

1) mm ABIE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Sent! fox* Circulars.

Whitneyvllle, near New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.
I have now in
stock a com¬
plete assort¬
ment of Rifles a
of all well®
known and re¬
liable makers,

FROM J5TOCK.

London Gun Trial,

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HAKEIS,

ENGLISH

Made to Order

H. C. Squires A" ,£?Xnd,M

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

The

J. & W. TOLLEY’S
BREECH LOADING GUNS,

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular,

Clark

madehspecial Arrangements with the manufacturers, am aide to sell at
their prices Have just, received a stock of SDARPS NEW LINE OH
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. RiflemeD are invited to call
evaniine
Thev will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interesUnRifle" Shootln^
REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the lOO yard range on the premises.^ Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations.
Warren St., N. Y.

DEGRAFF & TAYLOR,
87 & 89 Bowery, 65 Chrystie, & 130 & 132 Hester St., N. Y.,
STILL CONTINUE TO KEEP THE LARGEST STOCK OF
PAKLOK,

MINING,

AASTN

BEDROOM.

Furniture. Oil Cloths, Mattresses,
Spring Beds, &e., &e.,
DF ANY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES, WHICH THEY OFFER TO RETAIL AT WHOLESALE
PRICES •
mayll 5t

Ac

Sneider.

Manufacturer only of first-class

214 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

Breech-Loading Shot Grins,

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

And Dealer in
OmiN of till JDescx*ipt.loxis>.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard', warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gnn stocks—hem, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
lar»e invoice of English chilled Bhot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly altended to.

JOHN ItIIIDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Rifles, Tistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of RodB,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels. Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TrontLines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

For Close, Hard Shooting,
Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 12 gauges are
now on the market.
jySty

No. til Elui Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Comer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
/CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
elides, weighs hut 1* pounds, and is only H inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securdp clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
_
S
PRICE, C. O. D.i $6.50.
I ordering, give the size of shells and a toowmeafeuremetrt outstde o^vest^^

FOREST AND STREAM.

WINCHESTER

REPEATING-

RIFLE

Sectional View
of Rifle with Set Lock.
Position of parts after firing.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapiditv of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S Fishing Pants, Coats, LegNEW RAILROAD,

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse's
Point, to MONTREAL,

WM. READ
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

&

SONS.,

COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
AND

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.
Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, In con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at tlie very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.

S.

E, MAYO, Oen'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N. Y.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN & CO.,
Send for Price List.
apt 13 6m

27 M AIDEiY LANK, IV. Y.

Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’a. Webley’s, Whatley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $<10 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rilles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $18, &c., «&c.
Send for Circulars.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

REMINGTON

Rifle Air Pistol,
FOR TARGET PRACTICE,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOtf

45 High Street, Boston.

Bound

Volumes
OS’

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, $4.00.
A complete Bet of the FOREST AMD STREAM,
five volnmes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office.

TARCET

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING

;

Just the thing for
sportsman andmili_ Shoots darts or slugs a
I distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with if one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is pat up in a neat box, wit h
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw.wrenerti, and skeleton gnn stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-chief or the U. S. Army:—
“It Is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu
rate in aim, aud useful iu preparing; one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

& C. SCOTT Sl SON’S
BE EECH-LOADEKS.

19 Maiden Lane, 20 <& 22 John street, IV. Y

A SPECIALTY.

POPE’S

w

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1878): J. P. CLABItOUGU &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WBSTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXOiYS & H A VVKSLE Y’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STORTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest. •
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet Invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distribated that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head op the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
__
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

The Remington Rifle was introduced for Target and Sporting Uses
about five years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creetimoor
iStabllahed, All the prominent leng range shooters (with one exception^use them. Send for Creedmoor
s advertisement, to
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations.'&c., inclosing 6c. stamp v

E. Remington
[P. O. Box 3994.]

Ac

Sons.,

£J83 ISroiulvvav, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Sc. [ARMORY, ILIOV,
Y,]

CELEBBATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish 8etter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispl>ara
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM

The Health Lift
A PERFECT SYSTEM OF

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
SAFE. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT.
4CALL AND INVESTIGATE, OR SEND FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.
46 E. 14th ST -

iimBaiHlI *

JEWBI

Magie Lantern and 100 glides for $1100.

E&

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromos and Fram •>, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalerboscopee, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, i hoto-Lantern Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition
au5-ly

Terms, Fivft Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY. JUNE 8, 1876
For Forest and Stream.
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REMEMBER it was a cold Thursday morning about the
middle of September, 1871, I packed myself, guns,
and camp equipage on board the one-horse express wagon
which caried the bi-weekly mail from Kentville to Cheater
on the Atlantic coast. Our route was due south, through
New Rosa and the Chester barrens, a narrow strip of burnt
and barren land connecting the big moose and caribou
country of Western with the more famous hunting grounds
of Eastern Nova Scotia. At the head of Chester Basin,
that beautifully pellucid, oak-fringed, and island-dotted
bay, upon whose shores it is fablod the famous Captain
Kidd cached his ill gotten treasure, we meet the coach from
Halifax, going iu the direction indicated by the admirable
Greeley as the road to good fortune. A change is soon
made, and a rapid drive of an hour and a half brings us
to Mahone Bay. We have passed Gold River, dear to the
salmon fisher, and the pretty stream of Petite Rivifire and
Mahone Bay—all now, alas! suffering from a good law ill
enforced. At Mahone Bay we leave the mail coach, which
pursues a circuitous route to Bridgewater via Lunenburg,
wliile wo again take a single trap and cut across to the
broad La HSve, upon whose slaty banks stands the thriv¬
ing milling and fishing town of Bridgewater. The La
Helve River is celebrated for its salmon, and though much
impeded by mills they still continue to offer fair sport to
the angler in its waters. I had the pleasure of killing the
first fish of the season in the last week in March, 1875, and
met two more in a pool below Mr. Davidson’s Dam, con¬
taining about 25 yards square of clearwater. Our boat
was moored to the ice, a horse trot was going on two miles
down stream, and about twelve miles intervened between
us and the green waters of the ocean. Here it may not
be out of place to mention my firm conviction that the
So.lrao salar, having spawned, repair to deep water inside
the twenty mile bank, all along tlic southwest coast of
N. S., there feeding on young fish, sand eels, and shrimp,
and when prompted either by the effect of the proximate
Gulf Stream or their natural procreative impulse as the
sun gains power with lengthening day, repair to the coast.
The first river they aBcend is the Medway, where Saul, the
Indian, generally kills a few in the last week in February,
below the Tumbling Dam, where there is nearly always
open water Thence they progress north and east along
the coast, entering the La HHvenext. The Gold River is
gained. Crossing Chester Bay they reach Tngram River,
Indian River, and so on to the east of Halifax, Tangeer, St.
Marys, and at last, in or about July 1st, Margaree, on the
northeast side of Cape Breton. They seem to visit the
rivers debouching into deep bays—i. e., East River and
Saekville River—much later than those which flow out on
a holder coast. Those going southwest from the Medway
enter Clyde River and Tusket, and so round Cape Sable
seriatim. We next, about the last of April, find them in
the Annapolis, and about the 7th of May they reach tile
Gasperean. Salmon River in Colchester is next gained,
then the Cumberland streams, and about the loth of June
the St. John, N. B., fishermen begin their harvest. I have
always thought that the heavy fish caught in the wiers on
the hay shore of Kings county were the St. John River
fish “feeling round” the Bay of Fundy, as they correspond
in weight, (18 to 30 pounds and over) proportions, and gen¬
eral appearance, and the interval elapsing between their
netting here and the arrival of their congeners at St. John
would be about the “traveling rate” already indicated on
the Atlantic coast. 1 advance this theory subject to correc¬
tion by older and better observers of nature.
But revenons: Sunday will be here in two days, and I
must get to camp for the day of rest. I hire my trusty
Indians at Bridgewater—John, caller, and Louis, campkeeper—and on we go all night by express. We cross the
Medway, after eighteen miles drive, at Mill Village, a
splendid salmon river, much fished and much cursed by
Jogs, log-driving, (which crushes spawners and tears up

the ridds) mills, dams, and sawdust. But the West Iudics
must have lumber, shooks, and staves, and the banks off
the shore send the cod. Ah! why do people forget that,
in proportion as our rivers team with fry, our deep sea
banks yield their finny treasures!1 Liverpool is reached in,
I think, ten miles. Here Mr. Appleton gives us breakfast,
and starts us off Wednesday. We pass the five streams of
Port Le Bear; then Mitchell’s Brook, celebrated for its sea
trout; Port Mouton is next reached, with its dazzling
white sand head and broad sedge flats, clouded later on in
autumn with sea and black ducks, grebe, brant, and geose,
etc. At Port Joli we change horses, and meanwhile I have
a look at the curious Indian mounds where the arrow
maker once plied his trade. 1 find plenty of “chips” an d
fish bones, but the axes, arrow-heads, and queer-looking
harpoons have all been picked up long ago. The nags
come thundering down that awful corkscrew hill. I thank
fortune that I am still on terra firma. An opposing ram¬
part of rock-bordered road having checked the impetus of
our steeds, I mount the box for our last stage. Granite
boulders, whin-rock, bog and barren as far as the eye can
see—when will all this nothingness be found auriferous?
No trees to tempt the lumberman, no soil where the hornyhanded son of toil may plant his potato patch. Surely He
has not made all these things for naught 1 We dash across
Tom Tigny Bridge and pull up at Dunlap's. Before long
we have agreed with Mr. D. to haul our stuff in as far as
Beaver Dam Camp, and off we trudge due north upon the
old Indian path whicli crosses to the Bay of Fundy side,
the patient, head yoked oxen doing nearly three miles an
hour. We reach camp at nightfall, aud the hunt has be¬
gun. Here is one of tbe heaviest (certainly the most mas¬
sive I ever visited) of ail the “beaver works” of Nova Sco¬
tia. Sable River ia, at times, a very heavy stream; but the
cunning engineers have put forth all their ingenuity, and
succeeded usque ad deliciae votoram. On Saturday evening
Louis called about half a mile from camp; but we came
back early, as there was no moon, and the wind was in¬
clined to breeze up. We found in the morning before
starting on a ramble (which is never indulged in on gain¬
ing good hunting ground) that a moose had come during
the night and walked over the spot on which we had
called. We did not expect luck here, as it was considered
too near the settlement, and John sagely observed, “wait
till you see wbat I’ll show you at Blue Hill.”
Aud now begun our bad luck. The equiuox set in with
a will, and for three days it poured in bucketsful and blew
a gale, raising the many brooks to such a degree that we
were delayed five days, during which time a few partridg¬
es were shot and much provision and tobacco disposed of.
On Friday we went onwards, all carrying onr fair loads,
and reached the “Hawk’s” nest, nine miles. Here we de¬
termined to call. An osprey has, as long as the oldest In¬
dian can remember, built her nest here, eighteen miles
from’the sea. Her old pine rampike has since blown down,
and she has betaken herself to another about half a mile
west from her former locus. It blew on Friday evening,
but on the following morning, while John had gone back
for that portion of our luggage which the heavy going had
compelled ns to leave, I called a fine bull. He came from
the westward, crossed the path about one hundred yards
off, directly between me and Louis, who was at camp
cooking breakfast, and so escaped a shot, He remained
aboutfor some time, but he had got a whiff of the smoke,
and went off “barking"—their custom when alarmed or
suspicious. On Sunday we reached the top of Blue Hill,
over which the Indian path pursues its N. N. E. direction
to Bear River. By this path the contingent of Liverpool
Indians marched on their way to Annapolis to join in the
attack on that fort, and participate iu the massacre of
Bloody Creek, A. D. 1711. John and Louis have told me
that their great grandfather (their father Is living, aged
eighty-six) who married a Salinove (probably a De la Halineaux) was one of the band. The French then disputed
the ownership of this province, and Liverpool and its en¬
virons was their headquarters. Arrived at Blue Hill Camp,
sixteen miles from Dunlap's, wo made things snug, and
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got ready for a week’s good hunt, whereby to atone for
past inactivity. The camp was good, provisions were
plenty; it was indeed a day of rest, and here, on the very
path o'er which in past times the dusky savage had sped
to his deed of rapine and murder; his descendants and I
smoked the pipe of contentment and peace. We walked
about among the giant beeches which crown the summit
of this singular hill, thinking to find “mooin” climbing for
his favorite beech nuts. I was extremely struck with the
enormous size of the pine butts, which still remained to
bear witness to the labors of the lumbermen of a past gen¬
eration. Many of these would square 3 feet C and 4 feet.
Then, as we sat after dinner enjoying our pipe, the birch
partridge (Tetrao •umbellatus) would come to pick up the
fragments of potato about our camp. The moose-bird or
mohawk, a species of shrike, came and greedily devoured
or cached our donations of fat, even venturing into camp
to attack the butter. Evening closed with a gorgeons sun¬
set. We listened to the song of the hermit thrush or
swamp robin, as it died away. The “murmuring pines
and the hemlocks” gave forth now and then their peculiar
sighing, shuddering sound, as if dreading the frosty air of
night, and soon all was still. We sat listening for the
sounds of an autumn night till about ten o’clock, but not
a single cow was calling—an omen of fair weather—not
an owl was heard! We had scarcely composed ourselves
for sleep, when big rain drops were heard upon our split
pine roof, and before we could realize the change a most
terrific thunder storin broke over us. The lightning was
extremely vivid, and its lurid glare lit up the woods in a
manner wierd and sepulchral, conjuring up most awful
shapes in every gnarled trunk or knotted windfall, while
the thunder claps followed one another in deafening suc¬
cession. The Indians hastily left camp, dreading the
proximity of some tall pines, and took shelter further
down the hill beneath soma broad-topped birches. I re¬
mained in camp, truly awed by this most magnificent dis¬
play of nature’s pyrotechuy, which, however, was gone as
suddenly as it came. Subsequent experience has allowed
me that it is not unusual for these storms to occur
three or four times a week. The surrounding country be¬
ing beaver meadows or low rocky barrens, the charged
clouds are naturally attracted by the lofty hill, and fre¬
quent lightnings play around its top. 1 observed mauy
trees which had been struck, and found that the hackmatne
or larch suffered most from lightning, its tall, tapering
head acting as a conductor. One bolt, which we distinctly
heard fall on this occasion, we subsequently found had
struck a larch, shivering the top, and the electric current,
pursuing a spiral course to tbe ground, had followed the
roots (which grew near the surface, and at right angles to
the stem, hence hackmatac knees) and laid them bare for
a diameter of twenty feet.
A four A. M. on Monday we took some tea and biscuit,
and giving Louis my rifle to carry, I shouldered my Westley Richards smooth-bore, aud followed John to CowMoose Rock, a mile from camp. As soon as day appeared
the low call with which the practiced Indian always com¬
mences (for, “maybe bull quite handy”) goes forth—soft,
smooth, seductive, ending with an alluring decadence.
This had not been oft repeated—about once in twenty
minutes—before Master John signals from his tree, “Diiun
witcha gOOyfit”—moose cornin’. I tako my Riley from
Louis, and tolling him to hand me the cock-gun for the
flying shots, remain with bated breath, and—I always own
the truth—a thumping heart cluck, cluck, clucking in my
throat, woTse than an old hen with ducklings in Iho water.
Meanwhile onr moose comes on, at firet sounding like dis¬
tant chopping. His confident "Wuu-fth” gets nearer and
nearer, and now we hear the horns as they brush aside the
yielding boughs. How ho passes through a spruce thicket.
We see the tops sway outwards, as with protruded mouflie
and antlers laid back on his withers, palms to the rear, the
monarch of the glen forces his way through the sturdy
trees. A slight whiff of air—why docs he stop? The
knowing fellow sniffs the breeze. He walks round to lee¬
ward. No nolBe, no rush, no crash; but we know ha is
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gone! “De dam win', Bargain lie smell us,” is Louis'only
ejaculation. Hurilly lmve w« got over our disappointment
enough to uncock the guns, when a squirrel-call from
John's toee, and a stealthy motion of his hand, cause us to
look in an opposite direction. At his height from the
ground he has detected the sound of a breaking twig, and
immediately, upon looking around, we observe the cause,
A three-year old “sneaker,” afraid to “speak” while the
big bull was so near, has walked up within thirty yards.
1 give him one hall from my Riley, and have the satisfac¬
tion of seeing him fall dead, after a short rush of about
forty yards, shot Lhrough the heart. To castrate him is the
Indian’s first care after cutting his throat, and then heis
split from brisket to liams, and disemboweled. We start
tlie skiu on each side of the opening, bed him down on
each side with spruce bows, lay his horns fairly under his
bond, take out the kidneys and tenderloins, and leave him
on his back while we return to camp to see how he tastes
According to custom, John names him “Tom Tigny."
Soon tbo two frying-pans are hissing on the coals. The
savory onion astonishes the olfactories of our moosebirds. The coffee bubbles and boils, adding its aroma to
nil the good smells of woodland morning. The bread
crumbs are carefully sprinkled on the fast-browning meat,
and a aoupcon of Worcester and pioch of curry added;
fried potatoes, and fairly good bread and butter from Mrs.
Dunlap’s dairy are spread on the cleanly-hewn board, and
vim it vis to my dark-skinned friends, I squat down on the
fresh fir boughs td eat a breakfast that even Lucullua never
conceived nor imagined. About eleven o'clock we return
to our moose; he is skinned and quartered. Being but a
three-year old his horns are cut off with os fronds attached.
The hide is stretched on a cross-pole, hair side in, to
dry, and the meal is hung on the lopped branches of an
adjacent pine. The fierce autumnal sun soon envelops
the meat iu a dry membranous cuticle, impervious to fly
blows, and here (bar rain or accident) it can remain a week
without taint. The offal is then buried deep in the moss
and rocked over, and we trudge back to camp laden with
mouflie, lip, steak, and marrow-bones. A gorgeous din¬
ner follows—soup, a steak with marrow, and boiled pota¬
toes, a roast partridge, an apple or two found iu the potato
bag, chocolate, and the post prandial pipe go to satisfy the
cravings of nature, and while Louis washes up, John and
1 discuss our next move. We eleet to go ubout one and a
half miles from camp in the direction of Tom Tigny
Lake, and at live o’clock P. M. we start, taking coffee for
gilpper and early breakfast, and our blankets for the
night.
About six'o’clock it was dead calm, and having reached
our destination, Tom Tigny landing place, John mounts
his ‘‘callin’ tree,” and the enchantment begins. We soon
get two answers, both in the same direction. One is evi¬
dently coming confidently, and in proportion as he nears
us the rival seems to speak louder and louder. The whole
is soon explained. The bawl of a cow is heard! The
master bull immediately ceases to advance towards us and
hastens back to his fiance whom the other moose is rapidly
elosiug with, but not with sufficient speed to anticipate the
return, of the favorite. How begins a battle royal. As
the rivals approach tho object of “their amorous wish"
their challenges grow louder and more frequent, and Boon
ihc crash and rattle of horns (for the sound much resem¬
bles file filing of musketry) is heard. The combatants
separate and close again repeatedly, till after several sharp
charges one is heard retreating, rapidly pursued by his
victorious foe. We hear the self satisfied grunts of the
latter as he rejoins the partner of his joys, whose short
sharp bawl soon proclaims the reward of valor. John
cornea down from his tree, well satisfied with the row he
has kicked up, and says: “Sartain good many sneakers
roan' diu ole cow. Pretty big moose got likin’; maybe
he'lL come mornin’; if big one don’t come we’ll creep dat
ole-and kill dat master bull when wind rises.” OuiJean-to is very snug, and though the night was cold we
slept well. John sees the morning star, and wakes camp
up early; and while Louis gets a cup of coffee ready, we
light a pipe (why is it every one can smoke before break¬
fast in the woods)* and plan how to manage our moose if
he comes this way or that. The morning is very cold,
and We are certain, therefore, of calling our quarry with¬
out much delay. At the first call we get au answer, and
in less than half an hour we can almost see him, so close
has he come. We can hear his huge lips smack as he
opens his mouth to answer, and soon a puff of vapor is
emitted from the edge of the copse where he stands to
listen for the last time, as with a loud “woagh” a huge bull
with mane erect and frothing mouth, his sides steaming
With melted hoar frost, steps boldly forth upon the little
glade on which we are calling. He stands a moment and
“niffs the ground for tracks, looking fiercely and expect¬
antly around; another moment, and with head thrown
forward, and bristles erect, lie advances across the open,
loudly challenging. He is broadside on now, and just ten
yards from the clump of wild azalea, behind which Louis
and I are concealod. John stops him by giving one “bull
call.” He looks round ready to face his rival. “Now,”
says Louis, and the old double-barrel rings out right and
left. Away he goes. No answer. No “barking” now,
but plenty of crashing and noise as he tears through the
low maples and brushwood. After a short pursuit we
come up to him, the blood gushing from his mouth as he
glares around in the agony of death. If he moves another
Blop lie falls, Louis sees the bullet holes through and
Through, just about two inches behind the heart, and close
together, und knows his lungs are full of blood. He
walks up behind him and gives him a shove with the butt
of the rittc. Down he goes, and dies without a struggle.
YVe pursue the same course with our meat, and John calls
our second moose “Morning Glory." I’m thinking his
heart turned back from the flesh pots of Blue Hill to the
firewater of the Bridgewater bar when he so appositely
named that moose. Ou our return to camp we found
Peter, Paul, and his son Tom, and right glad we were to
give them camp room. Peter could help us on shares, and
Tom would be a good baud to run ouL for teams when wo
had got through our hunt. Being now strong handed we
determined to change camp; bo, taking all our equipage,
we moved further in along the path about a mile and a
half, and spread our cotton lean-to ou the borders of an
immense bog about two miles square, in the centre of
•which lies Mossy Lake, just half way between Blue Hill
and another elevation of about the same altitude, called,
from Hs resemblance to the shape of that animal, “The
Porcupine.” Plights of black duck visit this lake every
evening, and. as there were several beaver houses upon it,
wo promised ourselves good sport ou windy evenings,
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when calling was useless. Never shall T forget the beauly
of the sunset, I here had the fortune to behold. Par to the
north rose The Porcupine, and on the south the dark
foliage of Blue Hill hounded our vision, while away
east and west lay the low lands between us and Rossignol
on the one hand, and Jordan River on the other. This iB
the chosen habitat of the moose in autumn, and upon the
vast bogs there abounding herds of caribou take up tbeir
winter quarters. The sun went down in gold, while the
bright blue of the sky overhead blending with the glow of
departing day conveyed to the eye those magic hues of pale
green which are only to he seen in a North American au¬
tumn. Rose-colored clouds passed slowly over from the
west which gradually assumed all the tints of salmon
color as they neared the eastern horizon. The maples
which fringed the happy hunting ground were now re¬
splendent in all their shades of crimson, beautifully
contrasting with the yellows of the frost-nipped birches,
the various greens of the spruce and hemlock, the ruddy
brown of the oak, and the dark maroon of the sumach
and moosewood; beneath all these varying colors stretched
the sombre bog, relieved here and there by islands of
boulders, stunted spruce and alder whose tops caught the
glory of the glowing west and added a charm to the land¬
scape. The heavy hammering of the great redheaded
woodpecker could be heard, as afar ofHn the denser woods
he attacked oak or hemlock with his formidable bill;
anon the spruce partridge whirrs off ou rapid wing to
some friendly shelter; numberless ducks come flashing
into the stilly lake, or pursue one another with loud quacks
upon its surface; and then we bear the beaver, on the very
edge of night, as he now and then sounds his alarum with
blows of his powerful tail. All combiue to form a picture
of repose, and quiet and solemn grandeur most entrancing
to tile lover of the beautiful in nature.
John, intent on hunting, had been calling since six
o’clock, and tea having been steeped, and pipes lighted we
other four sat around our farthing dip and applied our
minds to five and forties. On a sudden Louis assumed an
attentive attitudejand laconically observing “John's coaxin’"
handed me my moccasins. YVe stealhily left camp, and,
carefully picking our way through the thicket, emerged on
the bog, where we found John sealed midway between two
diverging moose paths, each being in easy distance, say
forty yards.
John whispered “old hull very handy,
cornin’ very sly, stoppin’ every two tree steps, listen all
time.” After we had made ourselves as comfortable as the
wet bog would permit, John got up, and taking a few steps
up and down the soggy bog, caused a peculiar sucking
sound to proceed from the pressure of his moccasins, then
with his birch bark call close to the ground he emits a low
plaintive cow-call, answering almost immediately his own
call by calling like a young bull, “bole bok.” Immediately a
bold defiant challenge is heard from the foot of Blue Hill,
and in five minutes 1 hear the sucking sound of his feet in
the moss, and as I lie full length on tho bog I see a figure
blacker than the blackness of night (for there was no moon)
moving between me and Lite northwest sky line on the
right hand path. John stops him with a bull call, ami
trusting to the well-known “feel" of my old double barrel
smooth bore, and aiming low, I let go both barrels in
quick succession. The moose immediately wheels and
makes for woods. “Good sign,” says John; “lie don’t
bark any, and takes back track, guess you hit him fourquarters. lie run right off, too;"liit pretty bad.” YVe
sent Tom to camp for tho torches, which had been got
ready for water carrying in the night, and took Lire
path to the edge of the woods. In the darkness, John,
by torch, found the slippery blood on the dew-berprinkled bushes, be tasted it to muke sure, he felt
the height from the ground and said, “guess one bail
pretty high, odder one must have broke leg.” The torches
soon came, and it was comparatively easy to follow the
trail. About 150 yards off we found our moose lying
down. The off foreleg was broken close below the brisket,
and he had a bullet through the shoulder blades about
twelve inches down. Peter had brought his gun out, so,
while John held Lite torch, I ordered him to give the coup
de grace. The wounded beast had lifted his head in terror
and gazed at us, and whether the torch flickered, or tlie
movement of the head as he again laid it down destroyed
the aim, I knew not, yet Peter's bullet missed the shot
between eye and ear, and cut the jugular vein. Now came
the only occasion ou which I found the “far-offishness of
terms alces preferable to his proximity.” Iu an instant
the moose had risen to his feet, the Indians had hidden
like partridges among the leaves and behind the stumps,
and John, torch in hand, was “marvelling" off through those
woods with a degree of style and action wonderful to behold
I “hooked it” alter John as the torchlight enabled me lo see
the sticks and protect my eyes, but the devil of it was, the
moose chose the same pilot. So here I was clearly in view,
between two fires. 1 never was a good ' ‘sprinter,” but 1 feel
that! must have shown awonderful flight of speed that, night,
and happening to have the bark mooBe-call iu my hand, its
friction against the bushes, closely resembling the sound of
brushing boms, would as 1 closed ou the fleeing torch-bearer
impel biin to renewed exertions.
Tills went ou for about
200 yards, wbeu ibe torch getting low, I ran into a white
alder bush, and remained fast. I called out “John, lie's
ou lop of me," and drawing my knife, felt, as I could run
no more, that I’d better light it out.
Finding his pursuer was I, not the moose, John immedi¬
ately ran back, and found me as above described. We
listened for the moose, but heard no sound, Moving cau¬
tiously back about twenty yards we found nu old dead
bircli from whose trunk and brandies hung quantities of
dry bark; we lit this, and as the lire arose from the ground,
lighting up “the dim aisles of the forest,” and shedding its
radiance around the space of at least an acre, we espied the
moose (who was forthwith named “the LamphglUer”)
ijuite dead, about thirty yards off. Peter’s shot, though
not immediately fatal, had bled him to weakness, and fall¬
ing down he had bled to death, YVe did for him a "more
Indict)” before alluded to, gralloched him, and left him on
his hack to he further disposed of after morning calling.
I had now killed three moose in two days, but though the
second and third were large animals, their heads were not
considered good enough for preservation enure. They
had all belonged to the brown or long-legged type of
moose, and as “yet not one of Ibe shy black, short-legged,
swamp breed, lmd presented hunselt. There is little doubt
but that there are two varieties of moose, as there certainly
are among the hears of Nova Scotia, of whom are the
brown, long-legged, fierce, cattle stealing, and the jet black
and shorter-legged breeds which are less fierce, and more
purely vegetarian and honey-loving in their tastes. My

anxiety to get a really fine head remained now to be grati¬
fied in a most.lingular manner.
On Wednesday"morning we were up with the morning
star, and off over the bog to an island nearer its western
extremity. The wily John was soon pursuing all the
seductions of his art, but alas and in vain! About eight
o’clock I looked up to the extreme west of the hog, and
saw for a moment over its rounding top the Bash or a pair
of wet horns in the morning sun. I told John, but he was
sceptical, and so about nine o’clock we went back to oamp
and lmd breakfast. At ten o'clock- we were all at work
about “The Lamplighter," and having hung the quarters
up, one of the men was engaged in cutting down a small
spruce for a cross pole for the skin, when the chopping of
the axe was immediately answered, about 400 yards off to
windward, by the thick, guttural "wottgh” of a big fat. bull.
I had put on my ammunition boots (an exceedingly good
walking boot, provided to' the British soldiers) and was
not equipped for creeping, and it was clear that,
as the wind had risen a little, the moose must be met, or
he would get round to leeward of our present locus. So
John took the call, and going back about 800 yards, mode
a racket resembling the “mutual confidences” of amorous
mates; alternately calling “bull” and "cow” and now
and then breaking a branch. 1 knew that so late in the
day our moose would keep to the woods, so inking an
oblique course towards and across the locality of his first
answer, 1 kept onward to leeward of his probable course;
in 200 yards Louis, who carried my rifle, saw him at sixty
yards through an opening. He had heard us, turned, and was
standing tail to, with his splendid head Half turned to listen.
I took the rifle, and saw at a glance that the hip shot was
my only chance; his huge hips and side protected his head,
so dropping on my knee I aimed at the anus, and carefully
“drifting" (a term used in target shooting here—B. 8.) off
about three inches to the left, pulled. When the smoke
lifted I saw that he- was down. The bullet had broken
hip and pelvis, and followed the hack-bone to the withers.
When we got up to him all but his brain was dead, and in
a few moments more "fait" was all that could have been
said.
This moose deserves more than passing notice, and his
head is now, 1 believe, in Lite rooms of the Gun Club at
Stephen Grant’s, 8t. James’ street, Loudon, for sale. I
wish 1 had it here for transmission to the Centennial as the
proportions were very fine and Mr. Thos. Egnu, of Halifax,
set it up in a truly natural manner. The bull was ubout
six years old and extremely large and fat. The prongs
were all clearly indicated, fifteen on one side aDd fourteen
on the other. Brow, or fighting prongs, seventeen inches
long; extreme width, four feet eleven inches. The palms,
or blades were even, uniform, upright, and very thin.
The skin as black as jet, and the hull well developed. We
made a V shaped incision from the rear of eilLier horn,
meeting well down on the back of the neck; skinning up
wards from the point of the V we reached the horns and
worked over the forehead round the horns to the eyes, also
well down rouud the neck; tbon beginning at mouflie and
under Up, we worked backwards round the head till we
met our work upwards; we then cut off the neck at the
withers, ami Inking off the oh front is willi the horns, slip¬
ped the skin off the neck iukL head. This was sailed and
wrapped round the forehead, and John having shouldered
it, and gained tho open bog, forgot his dignity and “played
bull," hooking bushes, &c., all the way back to camp. This
head was pronounced the finest that bad been iu Halifax
for thirty years, even surpassing tbo specimen presented to
tire Prince of YVales. Suffice it to say, it was too large for
the ball of an ordinary country house, and in an evil, anil
perhaps impecunious moment, 1 put it iu tlie market.
My liuut was now over, and it oniy remained lo “get
out" our meat. Tom was dispatched to Dunlap's forth¬
with, and on the Friday evening relumed with two strong
teams. Meanwhile Peter and I had some heaver shooting,
and on the morning of our departure homeward John call¬
ed two more moose, hut I declined to fire us we hud all the
meat wo could manage.
My letter has been so very long that I fee] I have been
presuming too much ou the patience of your readers, so I
will briug it to a close. I cannot lay down my pen with¬
out a few observations of a general nature. In the firs',
place there is a thorough and complete freshening up of
the man tn thus, “curie expedites," re turning to n slate of
nature at a season of the year when she offers tier richest and
choicest inducements to recreation. The biacing breeze,
the bright warm day. the invigorating night. A noble
quarry, whose senses fur self protection are extremely
acute, and whose pursuit is not without that, soupeon of
danger, which adds a charm to sport. YVe killhim at a season
when ids flesh is most edible, and have the satisfaction of
knowing that we are not thereby diminishing the main stock.
And then cast your eyes around upon the beauties which
nature spreads before you. The sunset, the ever varying
forest, the crystal lake, the rushing stream, the abounding
fauna and flora of the woods. Doctors may prescribe tlie
sea side, or the reacting effect of ocean travel. Give me as
a panacea my trusty rifle and my faithful Indian, the icsinous smell of the pine, the fresh camp bed und the de¬
lightful abandon of woodland lifein Autumn. How keenly
we appreciate the comforts of home after such a holiday,
with what pleasures we recount our adventures or obser¬
vations to our little blue-eyed audience, as they gather at
our knee to listen to our tale. To have hunted, is indeed,
delightful lo reflect upou—to hunt again is, 1 trust, a
pleasure to come.
8Jtimloille, Nova ScoUa,
Giant Pf.au Trees in Texas.—Standing in the orchard
of a Mr Ellis, in the old Spanish town of Elcearia, in the
Talley of the Rio Grande, are some of the largest pear
trees in the World. Prof. S. B. Buckley, State Geologist
of Texas, measured seme of these trees last summer, and
he giveB their dimensions in his Report for 1875 as follows:
"Some have a circumference of from 8 to upwards of 9
feet al 3 feet from the ground. * * * Col. J. M. More,
of my party, measured one which has a circumference of
10 feet, at a height of 6 feet from the ground, a spread of
limbs of more than 60 feet, and estimated height of about
50 feet, and iB pyramidal in shape.” These are giant nat¬
ural curiosities, and their sizes show that they must have
been plauted long ago by the Spaniards, who, at a very
early period, first settled this Upper Rio Grande Valley
country.
_-
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IfUrsa intcl fife bourse.
‘HORSE

TALK.”

H

OUSE talk must hare been a very.ancient pastime.
It is Impossible that any nation or people should
have possessed horses without admiring them, and admir¬
ing, they must have extolled them.
Ilomer, and the
writer of the book of Job, may be mentioned as among the
earliest who indulged in “horse talk." And they are usu¬
ally referred to as having made the most "splendid bursts”
in that line, that have been “recorded;" though, to our
apprehension, Will Shakspeare beats them both “under the
wire" by several “lengths.”
In the days of Homer and Job, the horse would seem
to have beeu used chiefly in war. Homer makes fre¬
quent mention of the Mule for labor, and does not disdain
its use, on occasions of ceremony and state. Nausieaa,
the Phaeacian Princess, droye a twelve-in hand mule-team
to the river “a washing," where she discovered Ulysses,
then recently cast upon her shores. After her damsels
had completed the washing,
“Now, on return, her care Nansicaa bends,
Tne robes resumes, the glittering car ascends,
Far blooming o’er the field, and as she pressed,
The splendid seat, the listening chief addressed

From which it would seem that she didn’t bestride the
“nigh wheeler.” Explaining, to “the much enduring man,”
how it might “make a talk," if he should go along with
her, she directs him how to follow at a distance, and how
to find the King and Queen in the city.
“She added not, but waving, as she wheeled.
The silver scourge, it glittered o'er the field;
•
With skill the virgin guides the embroidered rein, Sea.

”
From which, it would alse seem, that she drove her
“nnile-teaniJ’ with a whip and a single rein, even as the
Pennsylvania Dutchmen do, to this day.
it is a mooted question, is it not, in horse circles now,
whether mares, horses, or geldings bear the palm for
speed and bottom? Homer, in the games after the fu¬
neral of Palroclus, makes the steeds of Diomed win the
first prize over Eumclus by divine interference only. In
the second book of the Iliad—we use Pope’s translation—
we find
■■Eumclus’ mares were foremost in the chase,
As eagles fleet, and of T’heretrian race;
Bred where Pieria’a fruitful fountains flow.
And trained by him who bears the silver bow;
Fierce in the flight their nostrils breathed a flame.
Their height, their color, and their age the same;
O’er Helds of death they whirl file rapid car,
And break the ranks, and thuuder through the war.’’

In describing the coming in “on the home stretch" in
the games above mentioned, Pope has it
“First flew Eumelns on Pheretrmn steeds.
With tboBe of Troa, bold Diumed succeeds,“ etc.

We think it may be taken for granted that Eumelus still
■ drives his mares, though the language bears another con¬
struction. Antilochus, son of Nestor, drove his gov’ner’s
“old plugs," and actually made “a good second” by wistbm and not by swiftness.
He crowded bis antagonist oil
the track. Even by this stroke of wisdom he but just
landed a winner, by the skin of bis teeth, over Menelatts,
with his Podargus and Agamemnon’s mare Aetho. In
urging his “plugs," he adjuiesthem not to be “vanquished
by a female foe." So when old Uncle John Harper’s great
horse and hope—Hubbard—broke down in a vain strife
with an equine lass, and the old veteran led him sorrow¬
fully off the course, the most sorrowful part of it all was
that lie had been “beaten by a d-d mare."
As to colors, Priam’s chariot team was milk-white. So
were the steeds of Rhesus, stolen—captured, we mean—by
Ulysses acd Diomed; and those of Asius were yellow.
As to blood or race, these seem to have been held in
high estimation. There were strains of “Immortal Cour¬
sers."
“Xanthns and Batins of immortal breed,
Sprung from the wind, and like the wind in speed,
Whom the winged Harpy, swift Podargo, bore,
By Zephyr pregnant on the breezy shore.”

With these was, harnessed to the chariot of Achilles,
“swift Pedasus.”
“Who, like in strength, in swiftness, and in grace,
A mortal courser, malched the immortal racu”

Dutchman and Flora Temple were at first thought to he
of-mortal race, hut diligent inquiry at last furnished them
with sufficient celestial blood to excuse their performan¬
ces. Most likely, after all, Pedasus was a “catch colt.”
Those immortals were “sly dogs.” In these funeral games
t hese immortals were “barred," as it was thought to he
hardly “the thing” for Achilles to propose the prizes, aud
then “go for ’em" with his “coursers of celestial breed."
When Achilles reproached them for Raving Palroclus on
tlie field, “the generous Xantlius,” like Bualam’s “crillerj”
broke “eternal silence” and prophesied. The Saracens, in
their conquering career, divided the spoil—one fifth to the
public treasury aud the remainder among the soldiers.
After the great battle of Yermoufc, Abu Obeidali, it is re¬
lated, made division. To a horseman he gave thrice as
much as to a footman, and made a f urther difference be¬
tween those horses which were of the right Arabian breed
(which they looked upon to be far the best) and those that
were uot, allowing twice as much to the former as to the
latLer. It seems the “cold bloods” complained, bnt Abu
Ooeidali told them the Prophet had done the same, after
Urn battle of Kliaibar, whicn, upon appeal made to Omar,
(then caliph) was confirmed.
U.
Digestion in the Horse.—The

horses’ stomach has a
Capacity of about sixteen quarts, while that of the ox has
350; in the intestines this proportion is reversed, the horse
having a capacity of 100 quarts, against 100 of the ox. The
ox aud most other animals have a gall bladder for the re¬
tention of a part of the bile secreted in the intervals of
digestion; the horse has none aud the bile flows directly
into the intestine as fast as secreted. This construction of
Ihe digestive apparatus indicates that the horse was formed
to eat slowly and digest continually bulky and innutritious
food. When fed ou hay it passes very rapidly through the
stomach into the intestine. The horse can eat but about
five pounds of hay in an hour, which is charged during
mastication with four times its weight of saliva. Now,
the stomach, to digest well, will contain hut about ten
quarts, aud when the animal eats one-third of his daily

ration, or seven pounds, in one and one-half hours, he has
swallowed, at least two stomachs full of hay and salivaone of these having passed into the intestine. Observation
bas shown that the food is passed to the intestine by the
stomaeh in the order in which it is received. If we feed a
horse six quaits of oats it will just about fill his stomach,
and if, as soon as he finishes this we feed him the above ra¬
tion of seven pounds of hay, he will eat sufficient, in three
■quarters of an hour to have forced the oats entirely out of
-the stomach into the intestine. As it is the office of the
stomach to digest the nitrogenous parts of the food, and as
a stomach full of oats contains four or five times as much
of these as the same amount of hay, it is certain that either
the stomach must secrete the gastric juice five times as fast,
which is hardly possible, or it must retain this food five
limes as long, By feeding the oats first it can only be re¬
tained long enough for the proper digestion of hay, conse¬
quently it seems logical, when feeding a concent rated food
like oats with a bulky one like hay, to feed the latter first.
—Exehawje.
American Horses in England.—Notwithstanding the
fact that Mr. Sanford's horses made anything but a credit¬
able display on their, first public appearance in England,
owing probably to change of climate and iudifferont train¬
ing, they have been persevered with, and have gradually
crept into such prominent places that we may expect any
day to hear of llleir having won a good race. On the 1st
inst. Freakness ran second in the High Level Handicap at
Epsom, carrying 121 pounds, which was the top weight,
the winner being the five-year-old Cato. On the next day
Male finished third for the Epsom cup, a handicap of oue
mile, being beaten by Dolham, five years, the winner, to
whom he was giving two pounds, and Wisdom, three years,
10 whom he was conceding twenty-one pounds.. There
were twelve starters, and among them some capital per¬
formers.
The Deucy.—On the 31st nlto-, the greatest event of the
racing year, the “Darby,” was decided "for the ninety-sev¬
enth time, on Epsom Downs. The first favorite for the
race was Petrarch, the winner of the other great
three year old event, the Two Thousand Guineas, a
few weeks since, owned by Lord Dupplin; but the winner
turned up in Mr. Bultnzzis’ Kisber, known previous to the
race as the Mineral Colt, the favorite coming in fourth.
Petrarch cost his present owner some $05,000, aud the race
was looked upon as a certainty for him. It is estimated
that, five hundred thousand persons were present the day
of the great race.

The Mustang Racing.—George Parker having again
failed in his attempt at riding 305 miles in 15 hours, and
the managers of the affair having netted about all the gate
money possible here, it is a relief to know that mustang
racing is to be transferred-to fresh fields aud pastures new.
Parker and his associates should join Sergeant Bales, Wes¬
ton, and the other "hippodi'orners,” and start on a circuit.
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The standing high jump was won by C. E. Cobb, who
made -111. 2iu. Tito half-mile walk was won by Morritt,
time 3.27). Throwing a base ball 803 feet, by Metcalf,
made him the victor. Tlio potato lace was awarded to
Varney; time 7.11.
Dartmouth College.—The spring athletic sports of
this college were held on Wednesday and Thursday of last
week. The winuers in the various events were as fol¬
lows.-—
Throwing the Heavy Hammer.—Frost; distance, 07ft. 5}in,
Best Three Jumps.—Stevens; distance, 3lft. llin.
Puttingthe Weight.—Prescott; distance 31ft.
OneMfie Walk.—Eager; time, 7®.
One Mile ltnn.—Stimson; time, 5bi. 5s.
Running Bong Jump.—R. Young; distance, 17ft. 8io.
Running High Jump.—K, Dana; distance0ft.
Sine-Fourth Milo Ran.—Young, 54J-S.
Throe Legged Race.—Oue hundred yards, won by Messrs. Hay and
Good him
St. Paul’s School, Concord, N. H.—The annual ath¬
letic sports of the above school were held on the 30lh
ult., the various events resulting as follows;—
Throwing the Cricket Balt.—First. A. Grain, 309ft.
Hop, Step and Jump.—First, A. Grain. 40ft. 8m.
Pulling the Weight.—E. D. Appleton, 30ft. Sin.
Throwing the Hammer.—A. P. Thayer, 05ft. lOin.
Junior quartor-Mile Race.—First, F. H. Hall; lime, 1m. Sis,
Three-Mile Walk.—II. Van Kenssalaer; time, 28m. 22is.
Standing Long Jump.—A. Grain, 9ft. 5flu.
Senior High Jump.—First, A. Grain, 5ft. 3in.
Junior 100 Varda.—First, L. Jacob; time 11m 4js.
Senior 100 Yards.—First, J. D. Cneevei; time i;jn.
Junior Hurdle Race.—First, E. H, Ntcoll; time, HI 4-5s.
Junior Ilalf-Mllc —First, L Jacob; time, 2m. 31s.
CJuarler-Mite.—First, R. C. Drayton; time, 57 1 10b.
Senior LTnrdie Race.— First, E. II. Nicoll; time, 181s.
Long Jump.—First, A. Grain, 17ft. Sin.
Junior Uigh Jump.- First. G. S. Rnssen, 4ft. 64 in.
Mile Race.—First, R. C. Drayton; time, 5m. 28s.
RASE BALL.

The close of the second week’s pi ay of the eastern tour
of the four western niues shows the West to be still in the
van, they leading the four eastern clubs by six victories
out of the twenty-tour games played on the tour up to June
oth, ns the appended table shows-.—
West.
Won.
Chicago. 5
St. Louis.5
Louisville. 3
Cincinnati. 1
Total.... 14

One MUe Walk.—F. Foote, 1st; time 8m. 65s.
One Hundred YardDash.—3. O. Buerke: lime 124?.
Fatting tfle Stone (16 lbs.).—Won by J. O. Buerke; distance S9ft.
^Throwing tile Base Ball.-Won by II. W. Hazard; distance 32Gft.
Half Mile Ruu.—Won by J. R. Stevens; time2m. 234s.
Standing High Jump.—Won by J, Kingslaud: height 4ft.
Running High .Tump.- Won by J. W. Hazard; height 4ft. llin.
Standing Long Jump—J. Ktngsland was the only entry, and jumped
8f Running Long Jump—Won by H. W. Hazard; distance lllft,

Eowdoin College.—Jane 3d was the day appointed for
the athletic sports of this college. The hurdle race was
won by Varney in 14Js. Throwing tbe heavy hammer, 1G
pounds, was won by Knight, scoring 45 1-lGft. The two
mile walk was awarded to Morrilt; who accomplished it in
17m, 53s. In a three-legged race, Aeoru and Henderson
were victorious in 15s. In a running long jump, C. K.
Colili was victor, making 17ft. Oin. The 100 yard dash
was awarded to Leavitt, who made the distance in lls.

Total.

Lost.
I]
3
3
5
14

10

In the total games won by the four clubs of each section
the record stands as follows:—
West.
Won,
Chicago.15
St. Lonis.12
Louisville. 7
Cincinnati. 4

Lost.I East
Wop,
8inartford.12
6 Boston. 9
111MllUlul.
B
14 Athletic. 6

Total......38

3J|

Total

.32

30

The individual record as cont aiued in the season cham¬
pionship table up to June 5th is as follows;—
Games
Clnbs.
played.
Chicago. 18
Hertford. 16
St. Lonia. 18
Boston.. 18
Louisville. 18
Mutual. 17
Athletic. 17
Cincinnati. t8

CRICKET.

A cricket club lias been organized at St. Louis, Mo.,
witli the following officers; President, S. M. Graffen; Vice
President, Alex. Gordon ; Secretary and Treasurer, G. F.
Baker; Committee ou By-laws and Constitution, Messrs.
Gordon, Baker and Webb; Executive Committee, Messrs.
Limiley, Webb, Julian, Dr. Day, aud Warren. It is called
the Union Club, of St. Louis.
Germantown ys. Young America.—These clubs began
a play match on Saturday, 3d inst., at Germantown, that
has, so far, displayed the best cricket of the season. The
teams are good ones aud the scores good. The fielding of
the Germantowns was ahead of their opponents, but both
sides missed several chances. D. S. Newhall’s bowling for
the Young America needs no further comment Ilian that
eight wickets fell before him for 37 runs. Fox’s slow
round arms were effective. The first inning resulted in a
score of 102 for the Young America and 90 for the Ger¬
mantown. The Germantown in their second inning have
scored 71 runs for four wickets. For the Germantown,
Brewster, Tom and Joe Hargreaves and Fox are credited
with the hulk of the score, while for the Young America
John Large added 20; Dan Newhall, 37; George Newhall,
15; and R. Newhall, 13 runs. The game will be continued
ou Monday, 12th inst, at hulf-pasL one. The result is still
in doubt.
—The Olympic Club of Philadelphia—the Knickerbocker
of the Quaker City—had a re-union on their grounds on
June 2d. The day was glorious for the occasion, and
quite a number of the veteran members—who lake a hand
now and then in the pleasaut and healthful pastime—were
present, merely as spectators, and others indulging. Among
Ihe more familiar faces were: Bettle Paul, Mr. Draper,
Dr. Neal, F. DeB. Richards, Geo. Morris, Mr. Allen,
Robert II. Adams, Olias. Anspach, Al. Balbach, Win.
Scott, and others. Among the invited guests, who actively
participated in the afternoon’s fun. were Hicks Bitj hurst,
Al. Reach, DanKlinefelder, and Al. Johnston.
Stevens Institute.—The annual athletic games of this
institute were held on the grounds of the St. George’s
Cricket Club, at Hoboken, on Saturday last. The winners
of the principal events were us follows;—

Lost. I East.
Won11 Hartford. . 3
1 Boston...8
8| Mutual.3
5, Athletic.1

Total.140

Games
won.
15
12
12
9
7
B
5
4
«

70

Games
lost.
3
4
(1
9
11
11
12
14

Games
drawn,
0
0
0
0
1
0
I
0

10

2

By this it will he seen that the fight for the leading posi¬
tion has become very close between Chicago, Hartford,
aud St. Louis, and the close of the series of games East vs.
West on June 17th will decide, probably, which of the two
nines, Hartford or St. Lonis. will close the tour by taking
second place, there being little doubt of Chicago taking
first place.
—The college event of the past week was the first meet¬
ing between Yale and Harvard, which took place on Jarvis’
field, Cambridge, on June 3d, The result was as fol¬
lows:—
Name.
Score.
Harvard.0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0
Yale.0 0.0 0 1 0 0 2

Total.
4
3

The return match takes place in New Haven when an¬
other close and exciting contest may be expected.
—This week the Ciucitmatis play the the Mutuals on Lite
Union Grounds on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
The Chicagos go to Philadelphia for a week’s play; the 8t.
Louis to Boston, and the Louisville to Hartford.
—But little fine play was shown in the regular amateur
arena the past week, double figure scores marking the
games played as a general thing. The record of model
games since our last table is as follows:—
.

May 25—St. Louis vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn..
2
May 27—Tannton vs. Fall River, at Fall River. 2
May 25—Louisville vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia, (14 Inga). 2
May 28—Louisville vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia. 3
Jnne 1—Louisville vs. Resolute, at Elizabeth. 3
June 1—Fall River vs. Taunton, at Taunton. 3
Jane 1—Cincinnati vs. New Haven, at New Haven. 3
May 24—Star (of Syracuse) vs Rhode Island, at Providence 4
May 25—Boston vs. Cincinnati, at. Boston, (ill InWhgs).,, 4
May 25—Hartford Vs, Chicago, at Hartford.4
May 21—Alaska vs. Nameless, at Brooklyn. t
May 19—Starve. Walnut Hills, at Covington.
4
June 3—Harvard vs. Cambridge, at Boston.4
Muy 30—Chicago vs. Boston, at Boston.5
June I—1Mutual vs. Louisville, at Brooklyn... 5
May 22—Live Oak vs. Lowell, at Lvmi. 5
May 26—Multlal vs. Maple Leaf, at Jackson.6
May 26—Webster vs. Oaeeola, at Cambridge.5

to 0
to Q
to 2
to 1
to 1
to 2
to 8
in o
to 0
to 1
to 2
to 3
to 3
to 1
to l
to 3
to 4
lo4

—The model games have become so numerous that we
have been obliged to withdraw our limit from uine runs to
live.
Creeping Vines.—In ancient gardening there used to
he a distinction between climbers and creepers. The term
“vine” was unknown in connection with twining plants.
It is purely an Americanism as we understand it. In the
old world a vine was, aud probably is yet, the grape-vine,
simply and nothing more. A plant which twined round
some other tiling for support was a climbing plaut, and
that which clung by roots to walls or trees was a creeper.
Tlie distinction has beeu lost sight of in the general use of
our word vine, which is fast becoming associated with po¬
tato tops, and even tomato stalks, The term climber and
creeper is, however, so distinctive iliac it would be well to
preserve them.—Qormanlown TeUgruph.
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FOREST AND STREAM,
IS FISH CULTURE PROFITABLE?

—Seth Green has two men at New Hamburg, on the
Hudson River, engaged in shad and sturgeon hatching j
they are turning quantities of young shad into the river
every night.
Land Locked Salmon in Virginia.—Dr. Ellzey, of
Blacksburg, Va., sends the following account of a trip to
“Mountain Lake,” with some fry of the land-locked salmon.
We trust the efforts of the Virginia Commissioners to in¬
troduce these fish into the Old Dominion will be successful.
We quote:—
“The fish were sent to me from Lexington, where they
were hatched, by Col. McDonald, in charge of Mr. William
F. Page, who studied the practical part of fish culture
under Fred. Mather, last fall and winter. Mr. Page has a
large Bhare of that natural good sense for which Mr.
Maiher is so distinguished. The fish arrived here on the
mail-coach last Thursday evening about 04 o'clock. Mr.
Page gave them a sheeps kidney for supper and some fresh
water every hour during the night. Early uext morning,
taking with me Mr. Page and Costin, one of my students,
and accompanied by my friend Dr. Ellet, we set out for
the-Lake in a two horse jersey. The lake iB from hence
sixteen miles distant, and above us some two thousand
feet. We must ascend Smith Mountain, Gap Mountain
and Salt Pond Mountain, near the summit of which last is
“Salt Pond,” formerly so-called, now called Mountain
Lake.
In good lime for dinner we arrived at the door of the
hospitable mansion of Mrs. General Haupt, mistress of
Mountain Lake. Mr. Page quickly placed his fry in their
new home, not one of them having been lost or apparently
made unhappy by their long overland trip.
THE FRESH WATER FISH OF VIRGINIA.

T

HE gamest and the most aristocratic of all our fish is
trout, found in our mountain streams. The Southern
chub is the most abundant fish iu mill ponds, and also fre¬
quents eauals and quiet stretches of water in rivers. It
was brought from the South, where it greatly abounds in
the lakes, and is called the lake trout—a gross misnomer,
even greater than the Dame here given of chub. It is a
bass and very closely allied to the black bass of the Ohio,
which has been introduced into the Potomac. There are
some slight but very distinct organic differences, which,
while showing that both are of tlie same genus, they differ
in species. They bile and watch their young alike; but
the chub likes still water, and is not averse to mud, while
the black bass prefers running water and rocky bottoms.
There is a great variety of the perch, the silver or speckled
perch, called at the North strawberry bass and calico bass;
the sun perch and yellow-belly, lound both in ponds and
rivers; the black perch, sometimes called tobacco-boxes,
found in ponds; the bachelor or saDd perch, a very fine
fish, which has the appearance of being a cro-s between
the yellow belly and the silver. It is almost round as a
plate, and only found in the elear ponds in tide-water dis¬
trict, in deep water and on sandy bottoms. The red-eye and
red belly, both fine and game, not found in any stream as
far north as the AppomaltuXj and mostly abound in the
tributaries of the Chowan and Roanoke. The red-belly, or
someiimes culled red-breast, is famous ia the Nottoway.
The wltite perch, which attends the shad in the spring, and
with which tide-water is crowded at that time. One of the
finest pan fishes.
The cat-fish, mud, channel and New River—the latter so
important in ihal part of Virginia in which it abounds as
to umonut almost to a ruling influence in politics. It some¬
times reaches the weight of fifty Or sixLy pounds, and is
highly valued. The mud cal is detestable and disgusting.
The channel cat is of a finer drain, With a glistening dark
gray back, a white belly and fins that seem made of the
finest steel. He is the fellow for chowder.
Of all the loathsome fish that swim in our fresh waters
that variety of the'mullet may be pronounced tUe most re¬
pulsive that frequents muddy streams and bodies of water
like our basin here in Richmond. There are varieties of
this fish that are by no means so offensive as the kind we
speak of. There is one that the boys call the stone-toater,
fouud in running streams with pebbly bottoms. There is
aaother kind caught in James River that is very respect¬
able. It is a nice, clean-looking fish. There is a variety
called “the red horse,” caught in Dan River and perhaps
other waters. The Danville people esteem it highly, for it
is oue of the few fist; they have. Ail the varieties of the
mullet are bony. The roach or mill-dace has the merit,
like the tuiunow (abundant in all our streams and ponds),
of being good bait for larger fish. The rock fish hi one of
our most esteemed fish. Il varies greatly iu size. At some
seasons it biles freely at the hook, aud is worthy to be
classed among the game fish. Generally it is caught in
seines, and lrequently auains very large proportions. The
ring-perch (not mentioned above; is long, slim, active and
slroug. .It is red about the gills, amt bites wilh great
vigor. But a dryer and more tasteless fish does not swim
jnour waters, unless we accept the gar. The pike or jackfish, is the fresh-water shaik. it is the scouruge of mill¬
ponds and streams, destroying right aud left. The carp is
a very line fish, aud known unuer different names in dif¬
ferent portions of the SLaic. In soiueit is called the while
fish, in others the sucker, in others the round fish, etc. By
whatever name called, and wherevei found, it is greatly
esteemed for Us quiet virtues and its excellent table
qualities.
The eel and the skilpot are the dread of mill pond fisher¬
men, The sturgeou is a fish that oue eiiher loves very
much or bates very much. The choice parts of a young
jack sturgeon are delicious, either baked or stuffed "wilh
yeros,” or served up in slakes. They are good lor break¬
fast, dinner or supper, and either w arm or cold. The
people on James River brag of their Bturgeon, but those
living on the Rappahannock claim that there are no stur¬
geon comparable with theirs. The Potomac sturgeon is
rather too coarse, aud farther North it is coarser still.
Besides, they don’t seem to have acquired the art of cook¬
ing il properly at the North.
Iu fish regious the stur¬
geou is called the poor man s beef,
We iuclude among the varieties mentioned, several that
come from the sea to tile fresh water, as also the herring,
shad and alewife.—Richmond. Whig.

We will say that you have a spring of water on your farm,
or a brook from which you can draw into your ponds the
water that will run through an inch pipe; you have con¬
structed your ponds thirty feet long by ten feet wide, capa¬
ble of holding two aud one half feet of water, and have
determined to experiment a little as an amateur piscicultur¬
ist. These ponds suitably divided is to compartments are
amply sufficient to hold four thousand trout. You have
purchased each year for four years 1000 spawn at the aver¬
age price of $8 per thousand, and have hatched and reared
them successfully. In addition to the bits from your table,
curds, sour milk, and a large occasional supply of food for
them fromthe animals you have killed, you have purchased
$35 worth of refuse meat. This is a large estimate, but let
us make this aide of the account as large as it will possibly
bear. The labor and time you have expended iu taking
care of your trout, and in fitting up your pouds has been
trifling, aud you have been amply repaid for all this iu the
pleasure you have experienced iu seeing them thrive under
your treatment. Your total cash outlay for the four years
has been fifty seven dollars. Now what ought you to have
in your ponds to offset this? You will have 1,000 three
years olds, weighing at least one and a half pounds each;
I, 000 two years olds weighing at least three quarters of a
pound each; you have 3,350 pounds of trout, which at
present prices is worth in the market aud will sell for six
hundred and seventy five dollars. In the summer time it
is worth as much as fresh salmon, and that is worth from
40 to 50 cents per pound. Reckoning it at 40 cents, it is
worth $900. Then^you have in addition to this 1,000 year¬
lings, which are worth at least $80, and 1,000 small fry
which are worth twenty dollars more.
Calling your trout worth only 30 cents per pound your
fifty seven dollars has proved an investment which has
brought' you propett.y worth five hundred and thirty dollars.
Supposing from some cause or other one half of your fishes
die, or are stolen by somebody’s neighbor’s boys, or that
they do not grow to more than one half the size you ex¬
pected they would: Even then your $57 has yielded you a
return of more than 400 per cent . So looking at the mat¬
ter from which ever way you will you must, f think, see
that the statement which some one has made, that fish cul¬
ture pays a profit of 1,000 per cent., or that fish can be
raised and sold in our markets at two cents per pound, are
not altogether wild and fanciful statements. The net prof¬
its of trout propagation at the establishment of Mr. Green,
in Livingston county, New York, were $1,000 in I860,
$5,000 iu 1867, and $1,000 in 1868. The properly where
his ponds are located was purchased a few years ago for
two thousand dollars, and wiieu his operations Imd fairly
commenced he accepted a proposition for six thousand dol¬
lars for a half interest in the works. Stephen C. Ains¬
worth, t.he pioneer pisciculturist of this country says, wilh
a good spring of one half inch of water, one may raise all
the trout he needs for his table wilh tritlng expense. Dr.
J. N. Slack, of New Jersey, regards pisciculture as uo
longer an experiment, but as a pursuit quite as certain as
agriculture, and at present much more profitable.—V.roman
address before the Vermont Fish Guitarists Convention.

Natural j§istorg.
('{his Department is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by ths Smithsonian Institution, and wiU henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

—The letter from Mr. J. Allen in rd adjoining column
calls for particular attention. We are all too much inclined’to looseuess in our nomenclature, and it is much
more easy, in general, to speak properly, if we only know
how. In this case Mr. Allen is good enough to tell us,
and no one is better qualified than he.
—A large number of snakes, monkeys, sun-bears and
other animals arrived in a ship from Borneo lids week,
and were distributed to owner’s menageries,
—The large number of living animals which the Prince
of Wales brought home from India with him have been
housed at the Zoological Gardens in London, and are ex¬
citing the attention of all British naturalists. It is an ex¬
traordinary collection._
BIRDS

OF

CENTRAL

NEW

YORK.

(Continued from. Page 333.)
Pyranga rubra. Scarlet lanager. A common summer
resident; breeds. Arrives the second week in May and
departs in September.
Hirundo horreorum. Barn swallow. An abundant sum¬
mer resident, arriving the first week iu May and departing
in September.
Petrochelidon lunifrons. Eave swallow, Abundant, com¬
ing wilh the barn swallow, but leaving in August.
Cotyte riparia. Bank swallow or sand marlin. Abund¬
ant from the second week in May until the latter part of
August.
Prague purpurea. Purple martin. Abundant from the
first week in May until late in August. Nests in gar¬
den boxeB.
Ampelis rxdrorv.ni. Cherry-bird, cedar-bird. Resident
throughout the year, but not very plenty in winter, it
breeds in June, nesting in apple trees.
Vino gilvus. Warbling vireo.
A summer resident,
breeding, it arrives Ibe second week in May.
Vireo noveboraeensis. White-eyed vireo. A summer resi¬
dent, but not very plenty. It breeds.
Collyrio borealis. Great northern shrike or butcher-bird.
Resident and breeds. Frauk Wright, of Auburn, N. Y.,
found three nests in one hedge-row last summer.
H. G. Fowler.
THE

FAUNA

OF

NEBRASKA.

Gilmore, Sarpy county.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Undoubtedly Nebraska la one of tile finest States in thejjnlon for
(uniting purposes, A sportsman cau have his choice as to what kind of

game to hunt, from a 'Wilson snips to a hisou Or a mountain lion. The I
Union Pacific Railroad runs through the heart of the hunting grounds; 4
which makes it very convenient for parties who wish to onjny a glorious 1
hunt. Every accommodation may be obtained at reasonable rates. Pantics from abroad wishing to take a hunt can obtain all of the necessary I
information on their arrival at Omaha. The following are the different 1
kinds of game that may be hunted successfully in their season:—
Geese.—1The Canada.goose, wild goose, Amer canadensis, Hutchins’ 4
goose, Anser Hutchimii; white-fronted goose, speckled braut, Anser at- I
bifrons; brant gooBe, gray brant, Armr bernicla; snow goose, white ■
braut, Anser hyperboreus.
Swans.—The trumpeter, Cycnue buccinator; American, Oycms amer-H
icanus.
Ducks.— The canvas-back duck, Jrultgula valisneria; mallard ;dnck,4
green head, Anas boschas; red-headed duck, red-head, Fuligula marina,* 1
gadwall, Anas etreper'ia; buifie-headed duck, Ivligula rubeola; ruddy V
duck, Fuligula rubida; dusky duck, black duck, Anas obscura; widgeon, —
bald pate, Anas arnericana; wood duck, summer duck, Anas sponsa; 1
pin-tail duck, Anas acuta; scaup dock, Fuligula marila; groen-wmged I
leal, Anas carotinensis; blue-winged teal, Anas discors; shoveller, Altai ■
clypeata.
Mergansers.—The Red-breasted merganser, Mergus senator; hooded I
merganser, Mergus cucullatus.
Quail.—'The Common American quail, Orlyx Virginian us.
Grouse.—The pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Tetrao eupido. We ■
also have a very few stiaro-tailed grouse, Tetrao phaslanetlus. These,
also the rock ptarmigan, Tetrao rupee-tries, are fouud in large numbers I
at the base of the Rocky Mountains. But as long as the pinnated H
grouse continue to be as plentiful as they are now they will afford much-4
better sport than their western relatives.
Snipe. —Woodcock, Scolopux minor; Wilson snipe, jack snipe. English 1
snipe. Scolopax novsboracensis. Too two latter are very plentiful, and |
afford splendid sport. Woodcock are to be found among the willows on
the banks of the Missouri River. 1 wilt not recommend it its pleasant I
shooting. The willows are very thick, and it Is almost impossible to ■
force a passage through them.
Plovers.—We have several varieties of this class, but principally the
golden plover, frost bird, Charatlrius marmoratus.
Curlews.—The Esquimaux curlew, Numenius borealis; sickle-bill cur¬
lew, Numeniut tmgerostns; Hudsouiun curlew, Numenius hurimnicus. H
The Esquimaux cnrlew, like the golden plover, visits us in large nnm- .
born, and afford splendid shooting.
Sandpipers.—I will not give the names of the different kinds, but will M
simply say that we have an endless vanoty.
Turkeys.-Wo have a few of these king birds, but it being winter ■
shooting, the sportsmen hardly ever attempt to hunt thura. Also the I
hare—we have three ktuds—are not molested to any greut extent. We J
havo two kinds of rails, the sortt aud Virginia, and sometimes we bag a
clapper, but not often.
Quadrupeds.—The bison, buffalo, Bos americanm; elk, Cervus carta- f
densis; black-tailed deer, Cenus maemtis; common deer, Cervus virgin- I
ianus. and the antelope.
Piscatorial.—Nebraska la not a very good place for fishing, but there I
is splendid trout fishing further west, on the line of the Union Pacific J
Railroad.
C. H. Pbilups, Agt. U. P. B. H.
■

“HARE"

AND

“RABBIT.”

Cambridge, Mass., June 1st, 187(1,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your iSBue of May 25tn the question of what is a tabblt as distin¬
guished from a hare ia once more raised. Tub answer is short and sim¬
ple. Hare is a general term applicable to every spectea of the Lcporldto
or hare family, while rabbit is a specific appellation, strictly applicable
only to tbe single species Lepus cuniculusot the old world, which is the
well-known original of our domestic stock of rabbits. Iu other words, the
term hare is comparable with the term thrush, and rabbit to the term
robin (the latter as used in this country), the one being applicable to any
species of the Tvrdrdee, or tbruslt family, while the other is the name
of the single species Tardus mlgralonus. Or, agaiu: Hare has the
same general applicability aa squirrel, while rabbit has the samo restrict¬
ed limitation as chickaree (Sciurus hudsontue) or chipmunk (Tamlas
striatus), mtrneB distinctive of particular species of squirrel. It heuce
follows that we have no indigenous Bpedes of hare to which the name
rabbit is strictly appltcable.
Waterhouse, in his great work On the Rodentia, used the term hare
wilh some appropriate distinctive prefix for evory species of the hare
family, except the Lepus cunhmlus, lor which he alone used the name
rabbit, and most European authors have recognized the -mue distinction.
The correlative of hare is found in other languages, ns the Anns of the
Dutch, the Aae« of the Germans, hara of the Dunes nnd Swedes, etc,,
which terms are used also In a geueral sense, and applied with proper
distinctive expletives to all Che spocies of the hare rauuly, except to Lepus sunxciiltts, which species, aa in English, has its distinctive appella¬
tion iu other languages. It ia thus the Cuninckeu of the Gormans, the
R jbbeken of the Dutch, the Running of tne Danes aud Swedes, the Couejo of the Spaniards, the Conlglio of the Italians, the Ooelho of ills Por¬
tuguese, etc. The early English name of the rabbit was Cony, which,
with most, of the names given above, Jb traced by eatymologlsts to the
Latin specific name of this species, namely, Ountculus. The term rab¬
bit is in like manner traced to the Dutch word Robbekon.
By most American writers the names rabbit and hare have been nsed
interchangeably,;the same writer, often using both terms on different oc¬
casions for tbe same species, while few, ir any, have ever followed any
ttxed rule in the use of these namos. For many years the early English
explorers and settlers Ol America very commonly applied the term cony
to our common little wood hare (Lepus sylvaticus), which was gradually
supplanted by the name rabbit. The enstom of applying the term rab¬
bit indifferently to some or all of onr American hares is so fixed that It
will probuoly never he wholly eradicated from our veruaculur, imd Its
restriction to one or more species rather than to others will be purely a
inaiter of conventional agreement. Tbe true rabbit (Lepus cunicuhte)
dtffera not only greatly in habit from any or the other harts, hut so much
in structural features that several or the highest recent authorities agree
in placing it by itself iu a distinct genus, for which the general term
CunlaUus was adopted by Dr. J. E. Gray. This name, however, proves
to be preoccupied for another genus of mammals, in view of which fact
LIUjeborg has proposed for it the generic term Oryctotagus.
J. A. Allen.

SAGACITY

OF

A

SEAL.

>
Pobtland, Me., May 18th, 1678Editor Forest and Stiuum:—
Some weeks ago 1 was witness to a remarkable display of sagacity and
ingenuily In one of our common seals. I was shooting upon one of two
small islands “broad off at sea," when my companion called my atten¬
tion to a seal in the channel between the two islands. Upon lookingl
saw a common seal with an old squaw (Harelda glacialis) in its mouth.
The duck was alive and lively, but whether or not it had been a cripple
previous to its capture I could not tell. The seal hold the duck by the
wing when first seen, and kept playing with It much as a cat plays with
a moaae. Woeu he would let it go the duck would immediately dive,
bat invariably come up again in the seal’s mouth. Finally this rough
play killed the duck. Meanwhile several herring guile, whose curiosiiy
bod been exciled by this performance, began circling aroqnd the seal
and alighting in the water near him. ThcD began the fun for na. Tbe
seal would “tread water," shaking the duck abont iu bis mouth until the
gulls were darting close to his head, or alighting on the water close to
him; then Mr. Beal would sink quietly oat of sight, sometimes leaving
the duck on the surface of the water, and again taking it with him. In
a moment yon would see one of the gulls spring hastily into the air as
the seat’s head broke the surface where said gall had been sitting. All
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tM* play took place within a few hnndred yards of myself «Dd frfend>
and we were watching it with opera glasses, so that we had a perfect
View of the performance. I think the seal's efforts at thus decoying the
galls lasted about two hours; aud although we did not see him succeed
in capturing liia game, we did see him catch one old gull by its tail
feathers, bat they pulled oat and the gull escaped. The whole scene
was intensely Interesting to me. At first it looked like play,.but before
It progressed far it was evident that it was not that alone, and the skill¬
ful way in which the seal managed hia “toiler” was deserving of better
success. I have orter heard oar shore gunners assert that seals would
take down wounded and dead ducks, but had always Telt disposed to
take their statements cum grano nails, although I have often seen seals
flWittt up anti gaze curiously at both my (lead aud wounded ducks. The
aeul ranks high in the brute creation, but this exhibition places him fur¬
ther up In the social order than I have been in t he habit of considering
bim. Have aay of your leaders seen a similar exhibition of thisi propenalty for decoying, or was this instance a sporadic or accidental case
of taking on the attributes (and wiles) of human kind?
M
Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—One
mocking-bird, Mimas polygloltus; presented by Mrs. L. Giiietwlute,
Philadelphia. One lamprey eel, Petmmyson marinus; presented by H.
R, Allen, Brides burg, Pa, One garter snake, Eutaima sirtalis; pre¬
sented by R. H. Lee, Jr., Philadelphia. One banded rattlesnake, OroLalus durissus; Presented by Wm. Bowron, Philadelphia. One longtailed »lcer, OH’VUS leucunts; presented by Hugh Mc.Uvaitie, Philadel¬
phia. One garter snake, Eutaima sir tads; two speckled tortoises, EniyS
guttata; one mud tortpise, Einosler/wn pennsylvamcum; one musk tor¬
toise, lSUmothcp,rus odmatus; one salt water terrapin, Ehnys terrapin;
presented by Joseph M. Wilson, Washington, D- C. One Fournier's
capromys, Capromyspilorides; presented. Two spider monkeys. AMes,'
purchased. One oppossmn J)idelphys virginiana; presented by E. T,
FentoD, Philadelphia. One adjutant, ZtploptUus argala; purchased.
One salt water terrapin, Emys terrapin, prescuted. One woodchuck,
Arciomys m nox, presented by 8. F. Platt, .Norristown, Pa. One honud
toad, Pkrynorosoma cornnta, presen led by J. KanTman, Philadelphia.
One pine snake, Pituophis melaiwlsucfjs, presented by Geo. Crunuier.
West Creek, N. J. One bald eagle, Halmlm Imeocephalu*, presented,
Thirteen horned toad, Phynosoma cornuta, presented by F. R Brown,
Philadelphia. Two great horned owls, Bubo virginianus, presented by
Thos. JBerotler, Doehuu, Pa. One great horned owl, B. mrginianvs;
two screech owls, Scops asio, presented. Two crow-blackbirds, Qtrfs-calus purpureas, presented. One Fremont's black snake, Bascauion
Fmnonlii, presented. Two black snakes, B. constrictor, presented by
Master H, L, Verts, Philadelphia. One Patas monkey, csrcopUhecus
ruber; one green monkey, C. cnllitrichus; one squirrel monkey, Saimaris sciureu; two weeper capuchins, Cebus capucinus; two brown mputjhiue, G\ fatudtus; one guinea baboon, Cynocephalus sphinx; one spotted
ckvy, Ccdognys pacu; one ocelot, Eelis partialis; three coatis, Nama
nasica; two collared peccaries, Ikcotgtes tujac-u, purchased.
Arthur E. Brown, General Superintendent.

sojourn in Maine, to tlie Androscoggin -waters, where he
will cast his fly.
—Gaspereaux are quite plentiful on the north shore of
New Brunswick this season.
—Accounts from Chatham, N, B., indicate that salmon
will be plentiful in the Miramichi this season.
Two
boxes were shipped from Miramichi Station on Monday
29lh May, for Boston. Our correspondent says they were
the first of the season, Eleven-pound fish were seiliDg for
$1.25 on Chatham street on the Saturday beffiro, and at
present date sell for $1.
it New York—The AtlironddCjls, May 30fit,—Season behind
hand. Trolling for lake trout with fly, spoon, etc., has
not been as good as formerly, owing to the cold weather
and excessive high water, although in the Upper Saranac
trout have been taken, weighing from 6 to 16 pounds. I
find registered at Martin’s Messrs. Tilestou and Mudge, of
Boston, S. Arnold, Keeseville, N. Y., E. B. and II. Smith,
Buffalo; at Bartlett’s, Dr. W. W. Ely, Rochester, C. K.
Jenkins, Salem, Mass., Dr. J. K. Ronyn, Keeseville, Col.
T. J. Hoyt, New York. Very few sportsmen in the woods
yet, but a few days will undoubtedly find the number in¬
creased.
O. P. Q.

Khobnt Arrivals at the Centennial Aquaria.—Five thousand
gallons seawater, by J. J. Gardner, Mayor Atlantic City, N. J. Two
loggerhead turtles, C/ulone caouana; fifteen green turtlos, G. midas;
Six spotted torioises, Emys gutatia; seventy-nine salt water terrapin,
E. patastris; one snapping turtle. Ghelonura serpentina; one king
crab, JAmulus poj/gphtetnus. By Eugene G. Blackford, Fulton Market,
New York. Three paddle fish, Polyodon spatula; two blue cafe, Prmelodus caruUmns; two lake sheeptiead, Haploidotutus grunniens; by
Thomas W. Joy, Diamond Market, Pittsburgh, Pa. One spotted ray,
Paid ocellata; one spider crab, Libinia canaliculala; one toad fish,
Batrachm tau; mussels, sbelte, etc. By Camden & Atlantic Railroad,
Fred Mather, Superintendent.

leu nttd
FISH IN

SEASON IN JUNE.

Trout. Salma fonlinalU.
Shad. Alosa.
Salmon, Sahno salur,
Land-locked Salmon, (Salmo Gtovcri.
Salmon Trout, Sulmo confinU.
Grayling, Thymallue tricolor.
Black Bass, Micropttrje nigricans.
ELIES IN REASON FOB JUNE.
I/mcthorn, No. 11—Body, t Lining black; feet and bead, black; wings,
bright hyaline.
Shoemaker, No. 10.—Body, ringed alternately with light-gray and sal¬
mon; Teet, dark ginger; wings, the mottled gray of the mallard, aod llic
mottled of the woodcock mixed; setae, mottled woodcock.
Mack June, No. 10.—Body, peacock’s herl; feet arid wingB, black.
Dark Stone, No. 8 and 9.—Body, dark brown; feet, yellow brown;
wings, luteons.
Governor, No. 10.—Body, peacock,s herl; feet, dark red hackle; wings,
made of the darkest part of the bittern's wing, or brown lieu.
Green Drake, No. 7.—Body, while posterior, hair ribbed with black,
green-yellow, mottled with brown; seise, dark biown.
Brown Drake, So. 7.—Body, feet, aud wings, a golden yellow brown;
setae, dark brown.
Haven, No. M,—Body, feet, and wings, black.
Wren Fly. No. 9.—Body, clay-yellpw; feet, made from the scapnlary
feathers of the English Wien or quail; witigB and setm, mulled widgeon.

New Jersey.—K,tushy's Ashley Mouse, Barncyat Inlet,
Juno 1st —The following is the score of catches of bluefish as far as your correspondent could learn this week;
27th—W. H. Lippencott, Philadelphia, 32; Rev. John
Street. Beverly, 165, 28th and 29th—Wm. Southard, N.
Y-, 144; E. F. Byrne, N Y., 40; J. H. Cost, N. V., 40;
Capt. Jessie Birdsdall, 10; jpa.pt. L. Malcrom and party,
78. Some seven or eight other parties fmm New York and
Philadelphia were out during the week and averaged 60
per boat. J. M. Atwater'and II. E. Atwater look 65 blueflsh averaging three pounds in less than two hours. The fish
are small* about three pouuds. Only one school has en¬
tered the inlet. At time of writing the gulls are seen
outside the beach iu large numbers, which indicates the
presence of fish, and as some of our coasters passed large
schools of blue-fish, eight to ten-pouurters, off Cape May
tut the 28th inaf., are preparing for them on next flood tide.
Black-fish and sea bass are plenty and running large
size.
B^ Pennsylvania—Hairisburg, June 5/7t.—No shad caught
here yet. Up the Juuiata, at Newport, forty miles above
Honesburg, Susquehanna shad have been caught in small
numbers. The black bass anglers are waiting impatiently
for the opening of this sport. Bass are plenty, and some
of them very fine.
Audubon.
Philadelphia., June 5th.—After many days the anglers
have a chance to try to catch the black bass iu the Schuylkill.
From the great number I see jumping, and the small num¬
ber caught the stock is not likely to be soon exhausted.
Two rotls look nine on Decoration Day, which is no recom
mendatiou to law abiding anglers. Two other rods got
nine on Thursday. That seems sO far to he about the
average catch.
Sculls.
Canada—Chatham, N. B., June 2d.—I had a party made
up for a raid on the sea trout on the Queen’s birthday, hut
it rained on the 23d, and that, added to the snow water
made by the very warm Sunday previous, caused a heavy
fresbet. Fishing is out cf tbe question until the river
lowers about five feet. A few trout have been taken, but
1 do not expect there will be good fishing until, say 5th
June. In three weeks from that time there will be
rare sport.
D. G. S.
Newfoundland—Harbor Grace, May 18th.—The ice still
fills our harbor and bay, but by all accounts the coast is
pretty clear. It is probable that I shall visit Green Bay iu
July, and I will gather all the information I can about
birds, animals, fish,-&c., for Forest and Stream. We
have large trout in many of our ponds, some of them
weighing three pounds; also, our sea trout are very large,
some as large as small codfish. They make a strong but
hearty meal.
•
O.
Movements of the Fishing Fleet.—The number of
fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been
62, 12 from the Banks, 44 from Georges, 4 from maekereling trips South, and 2 from shore fishing trips. The re¬
ceipts of Georges and Bank cod-fish are light for the sea¬
son, the latter being taken promptly for export, and the
stock of Georges remaining small. The mackerel fleet
have commenced to arrive, with small fares, the receipts
to dale being about 500 bills,, which found ready sale at
$4 75 and $6.75 per bbl,. as to quality, unpaoked. Fresh
halibut has beeu in goed receipt, aud piices rule low.—
Cape Ann Advertiser, May ‘Nlth.

Fish in Market.—Fish are very abundant, and prices A Angling for Shad.—Mr. John P. Motley, of Warren
low. We quote:—Striped bass, 20c, per pound; bluefish, county, New Jersey, gives the State Grmlle some facts rela¬
12c.; salmon, Kennebec, 45c,, California, 25c,; mackerel,
tive to angling for shad tiial will be new to most of our
8c. to 15c. each; shad, 50c.; weakfisli, 10c. per pound; tenders. The theatre of Ids experiments was the Delaware
white perch, 15c.; Spanish mackerel from Norfolk, 30c.; River. But Mr. Motley did not catch the shad with flies,
green turtle, 15c.; terrapin, $12 per dozen; halibut, 15e.
but with bait, with which he had remarkable success. He
per pound; haddock, 8c.; kingfish, 20c.; codfish, 8e.; says this success was owing to his adapting the bait to the
hiackfish, 12c.; flounders, 10c.; porgies,8e.; sea bass, 15c.; habits of the fish, the young shad, from the time they are
eels, 18c.; lobsters, 8c., sheepshead, 15c.; scollops, $1 per hatched until they pass dowu into the bays or oceau, where
gallon; soft clams,40c. to 60c. per 100; brook trout, $1 per they remain until old enough to return for spawning, feed¬
pound; hard shell crabs, $3 per 100; soft do.; 50c. to $1 ing on small inseols occasionally, when these insects fly
per dozen; red snappers, 15c. per pound.
near, and almost touch the surface of the water. We often
see them leaping above the surface when the weather is
Salt Water.—Weakfisli are being taken iu numbers
in the Great South Bay, just inside of Fire Island Inlet. favorable, and catching guals that are within their short
reach. But when they get to deep water, where they re¬
The bait used is a No. 2 squid, kept just off the bottom.
The fish run about six pounds in weight, and very uniform main until next seasou, their food is infusoria—animalcules
in size. Bluefish are also being taken just inside the bar, that constitute the greater part of the slimy growths that
with the squid. The fish, however, are small. Chumming cover almost all submerged substances. Mr. Motley goes
has not yet commenced, as the fish are not fairly in the on to say.—
“The shud has a small, tender, delicately formed mouth,
hay.
—We learn that the ice left Rangely Lake, Maine, on the < and a very flexible tongue, fit to receive and appropriate
such matters as are suitable, and to reject others that are
27th of May last, and that a day or two after a Six and a not of a kind to enter into the stomach. The selected
half pound speckled trout was caught iu the stream in matter is highly nitrogenous, and always present in the
front of the Oquossoc club house. Also, a two pound land water. It makes the shad independent of the accidents
locked salmon was caught about tbe same time from that must at times cause a scarcity of food with fish that
Rangely stream, the first stranger of any size that has been prey upon a frequently scarce and more uncertain kind oi
food. [This thought commands attention.—Ed ]
caught from the recent importations into those waters.
“The shad is not intended to leap iroru the water, or
—Dr. J. P. |Ordway, President of the Massachusetts rush after any bail, when lie has attaiued a size beyond
Anglers’ Association, left Boston last week for a month's feeding on gnats that are flitting oyer the shallow margins

he has to travel in going down tbe river to the sea. This
much I write to account for my failure altogether with
flies. T prepared a bait adapted, as I thought, to what the
fish required. I still had doubt whether the shad would
take it, as he was on his way up the river, not to eat, hut
Tor the purpose of propagation. He had started from his
Ocean home fat and vigorous, with accumulated force
enough to carry him through, with the little addition he
might perhaps receive from the fresh water infusoria that
he might imbibe by the way. This idea was strengthened
by the fact that shad are latter caught below Philadelphia
than farther up the river. They are not as firm in fibre
and delicately lasted as at Trenton or Easton. Exercise in
fresh water absorbs fat, hardens the muscle, and heightens
the flavor. I prepared a glutinous mass of Irish moss
iOhondrus crispvx), gluten from wheat flower, oyster juice,
iibrino from hullocks’ blood, and powdered sulphate of
barytes. The last article being tasteless, insoluble, and
heavy, was added to give weight to the compound. All
these articles were well mixed and ground together, suffi¬
cient oyster juice being added to Boften and discolor the
Irish moss. I rolled tbe mass into sticks, like maccaroni,
dried with a gentle heat, and ground up into fragments as
coarge as Dupont’s ducking powder. My hooks—No. 6
Kirby’s—were whipped on brownish-green linen snoods of
ten inches length; the snoods were fastened at intervals of
a tool.on a line of the same color. The three hooks at¬
tached to the line were covered thickly nearly to their
points with the preparation in its moist state, and then
dried until the coating became hard, so that in dissolving
slowly it might adhere for a long time. Thus prepared, I
tried my first experiment in deep water below the first
island down stream, from the mouth of the Pohatcong,
near the Belvidern Railroad. The night previously, as a
luft, 1 had sifted a pint or more of the powdered prepara¬
tion into the water at the head of the eddy, and anchored
a coarse strainer, cloth bag, containing about the same
quantity at the same place. Owing to the barytes, the
powder thrown into the water sank down and remained on
the bollom to dissolve slowly. In the morning I drifted
gemly down the river, and anchored my boat noiselessly
about twenty yards above the pool. With a small gourd
for a float, giving five feel for the depth of the lowest hook,
1 paid oul line until the float was about four yards below
the cloth bag. 1 had not long to wait. The float began to
hob, and was soon uuder water. 1 tightened the line, and
found a flsli of peculiar action was hooked. His whole
ellort was to sound, to run to Uie bottom, from which the
slightest pull would bring him back, i thought it must be
a very shy fish, with a tender mouth, and a small caudal
flu iu proportion to his size, for he seemed to have but little
propelling force. After some careful handling I was en¬
abled to bring the fish up to the side of the boat and laud
it with a uet. To my great satisfaction, it proved to be a
four pound shad, a me!tor, as fine a fish as one need wish
to see. That morning, in less than an hour, 1 caught, six
others iu Uiu same way—two melters and four roe shad;
two of the last weighed five and a half pounds each. During
this hour’s fishing the preparation hail hardly all dissolved
from tlic IiooIib. 1 have been out twice Bince in the early
morning and have had equal success.”
i(

New Hirst), Ot., May SG, 1878.

Editob Forest and Stream:—
In Forest and Stream of last week, E, S, F., inquires in regard to
the above subject. Possibly a tew remarks other than those which yon
aave him may be of some interest. Shad commence to take the tiy as
soon as the water beguis to grow warm and continne to take It, I think,
as long as they remain in the river, having myself caucht them after the
1st of July. A most excellent cast of this is composed of the following:
White miller for loader, with red ibis, snipe, aud aDy drab fly with
lighter body, arranged as you please. All of these Qies must be quite
small, as the shad bites rather delicately, so tUat a large fly is not taken
sufficiently far into the mouth and the book fails to penetrate the hard
bony suustmice which it meets there. Fish from a boat anchored to a
current about fifty or seventy five feet aboveadeep eddy, an ibe flies
float down stream the current keeps them on top, and after they have
reached tbe eddy the pole should be evased gently back and forih
to keep them in motion. Imagine a little incident in such a position.
As your flies flout slowly over a deep eddy, with flakes of loam and little
whirlpools wheeling, Slid everywhere dotting the surface, suddenly a tow
splash Is heard, and thenaxt moment a vigorous tug, tug, bends your
pole gracefully, and yon have “hooked a fish,” land yet are the rightful
owner of it); a quick rush up-stream, and the next moment with a sud¬
den leap, Ills broad silvery sides glisten magnificently as the spray flies
on eilher side. What music of the reel as he swiftly reiraces his course!
Aud soon another leap; and another. And now he struggles less and
less nntil .it Iasi, he draws near the boat, with mouth wide open and flus
set lying on one side. Eat a six pounder, Burely. The lauding net is
reached towards h,m eagerly. Your pole bends in a circle as w ilh a las
effort, he dartB under the boat and catching the leader, or the anchor linr,
breaks loose and floats slowly try J tala little to deep, to reach with tlitt
net; his body bending slowly with a quivering motion, showing him to
be almost dead. Then may 1 remark: What music with the tongne!
The best time to fish for. shftd is early in the morning, tmd from five
until eight o'clock in the evening. As soon as it commences to grow
dark thev may he taken in still, and shallower w ater by casting, in the
same manner as Tor trout or bass, and may be taken in this manner nntil
long after dark. Only the very lightest trout tackle should be used for
shad aa the fish will almost always break loose If the rod he strong
enough to allow him any purchase whatever. Purchase, however, Is
sometimes desirable if yon have had prior luck and most a fellow with
shad to sen.
Roberts. Morris.

Keel

vs.

Centreboard

.rites from Boston as

Yachts.—A

correspondent

follows:—

“There are two yachts here—one Reel ami one centreoartl—that have had several trials of speed together
In
todo-winds the keel boat has proved herself the ablest
ml fastest, and she is a little the smallest. The keel boat
iso draws live reef, of water, tbe centre-board boat draws
tree feel • they are both ten feet beam, and pretty high
ided
In smooth water the centre-board will go to wind¬
mill of llic keel and sail a little faster, yet when the
[reels are started the keel boat shows her speed to be fastsi although sire labors at a disadvantage drawing so much
[Willi two boats equally'well modeled, the keel boat
would probably prove I he ablest in heavy weather, her
greater depth giving her a better hold on the water. In
smooth water, which generally means light winds, the
centre-board would have the advantage, and with sheets
started should beat thu keel boat. In ibis instance, prob¬
ably, the latter has the advantage in model.—Ed.]
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as lively as lie could uuder the circumstances. Any how I consider him
suved, and my thanks to the Forest and Stream, and Dr. W. S. Webb.
C. A. Dodd.

ffhe gjlenneL
DOCKING DOG’S TAILS.

T

HERE is a great diversity of opinion among sports¬
men and breeders of setters and pointers in regard
to the docking of their dogs' tails. Some of our shooting acj
quainlances consider it altogether wrong to alter a dog’s
tail in any respect, and in England, dogs are excluded
from bench shows if their tails have been cut or altered
in any way.
There is nothing, in our opinion, that detracts so much
from the beauty of a setter or pointer as a very long
crooked tail. If we could not have a good dog without
such a deformity wo would, of course, endure it. But
there is a remedy for it., and consequently we Tesort to
it when we can, and by docking improve the appearance
of the dog. What is it that gives such dogs a more cur¬
rish appearance than a very long tail turned up over the
stern, or, as is sometimes the case, turned to one side or
the other ? In our opinion a dog with such an appendage
would look about as well, if he had no tail.
If all breeders would give this matter proper attention,
we would soon have a strain of dogs with straight tails of
the proper proportion, and consequently not need to dock.
But unfortunately very little attention has been given to
this important matter, particularly among the most noted
English breeders. We have seen some specimens of setltcs
imported from England which were handsome, high bred
looking animals, in every respect except their tails, which
were entirely out of proportion in length, or were carried
turned up over the stern. Such tails could be, in our
opinion, materially improved by docking. And then in
regard to pointers, not only their appearance may be im¬
proved, but their future comfort, and even usefulness ad¬
vanced by skillful docking. We have frequently met
with pointers, having very long fails, with the skin com¬
pletely whipped oil the end for two or three inches. To
work a dog thus is not only cruelty, but the dog, being in
constant pain, does not work as well as he would with a
good sound tail of proper length. Therefore, it is better to
take off a small piece cf the tail of most pointer pups, un¬
less the tail has the appearance of being short enough.
And the operation should be done when the pup is quite
young, say three or four weeks old-, as, wheu cut at about
that age, it will not show a docked tail when he grows to
doghood.
We very rarely dock a setter’s tail until he becomes full
grown, and then we can see exactly how much should be
taken off to improve the appearance of the dog. And
then, too, if the operation is skillfully performed, the tail
gives very little the appearance of having been docked.
If a pointer’s tail is docked, after he has grown up, it
shows the alteration so plainly that he is not much, if
any, improved by it.
The beauty of many setters aud pointers are marred by
unskillful docking, Heuce, it should never be done by any
but those who have had experience in such matters.

WARTS

IN

A

DOG’S

MOUTH.

Jackson, Mich., May 30th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In yonr ptiper of the 18f,h I noticed an article in regard to wnrtB in a
dog’s mouth, if your correspondent means those large spongy excresencca (which resemble a small sponge more than anything 1 know of),
perhaps I can suggest a remedy, it is very simple and inexpensive, but
it Mas proven a9 effectual as it Is simple for me. Take an onion (a red
one), as I think they are the strongest; cut, and apply the fresh cut
pari to the wart or warts, and in a few days, by applying Tour or five
times a day they will disappear; at least they did when I triedit. I
found it a good remedy, and as it costs nothing to try it there need be
no loss. I have handled dogs for a good many years, and have never
seen but two ca^es of warts in a dogs mouth. I do not think U is a
very common disease, if disease it may be called. James Hbnnesbev.

Hachting and §oaUn$.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday In each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
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Atlantic Yacht Club.—The

regatta of this club on
the 6th instant was one of the most successful aqualic
events known—the wiml fair and steady throughout the
whole course, though freshening toward the last, testing
the wealherly facilities of all classes, and the relative
merits of the competitors in the race. Only one mishap
occurred during the run, the sloop Orion losing her top¬
mast; hut this veTy accident possibly worked to her
advantage in the end, for while it told on her speed, at
the first, it helped her when the breeze freshened, and she
came in gallantly one of the five leaders at the home stakeboat. The press was well taken care of on the Judge’s
boat, while the guests’ excursion was eminent for its
quality and propriety, the hundreds of ladies and gentle¬
men upon the “Mageata' being principally relatives of the
club members, and showing a fair sprinkling of clergymen,
and army and navy officers, with a representative or two
from the British Navy. Dancing was indulged in, to the
excellent music of Coterno’s band, lunches were spread
from family lunch-baskets sans ceremonie, and altogether
the aflair was quite domestic in its character and belong¬
ings. The entries were as follows:—

REMEDY

FOR

MANGE.

A

Savannah correspondent—“Martello"—sends the fol
lowing receipt for mange, which he says he has
used with great success:—
First wash the dog well with common pine gum soap and
tepid water, using a brush to clean his skin well; that night
if perfectly dry, give him 20 grains calomel. The next
morning give half pound of lard to the dog to eat, which
will purge him, and kill all the bad effects which the cal¬
omel might have had otherwise. After one week’s time
you will find the disease all thrown out on the surface;
then chain the dog up in some dry place where he will
have a board floor to lie upon, for he must he kept away
from the sand, as that hinders the cure. Then use the fol¬
lowing compound to annoint with; three applications will
be sufficient: one half pound of lard, boiled in water to
remove the salt; three ounces of best mutton suet; four
tablespoonsful of turpentine; one gill best train oil. Melt
these together over a slow lire; then remove aud add
enough sulphur to make a paste tliiu enough to be well
rubbed in with the ltaudB, and iu three weeks’ lime you
will find your dog with a uew coat of hair coming out,
and a perfect cure effected.
DISTEMPER

CURED.

Six Francisco, May 27th, 1876.
Editor. Forest And Stream:—
If It bad not been for yonr valuable paper, and I). W. S. Webb’s
letter of March the 16th, another valuable setter wonld have passed to
bis happy hunting grounds. My setter, Bounce, now eighteen months
old, wan taken about ten days ago with that almost fatal “die
temper," and iu three days he was a mere skeleton, refusing food of all
kinds, noticing nothing, aud not able to . spud.. He had a kind of
rattling in his throat and coughed eevuroly, ^HHjesaudmose running
up, wheu 1 thought of l)r. Webb's letter, und^^HRBfH^apcr, I
made up my mind to give It u trial, which, to my surpri^^^feciight,
has saved my dog. 1 first gave in the morning fgrB. blue muse, and at
night 4grs. qutuiue; on the following morning 4grs. bine mass, also
4grs. qaiuinu; at noon same day, 4grs. quinine; at night 4grs. quinine,
and repeated it three times a day for three days, giving 4gr». a dose, aud
the result is, my dog is almost well, oats heartily, tries to ploy nnd seems

The

“Qur "Vive”

and

"Djblawake”

Canoes, and

Corrected,
ii. in. e.
2 29 15
2 29 20
2 29 55
2 37 10

Proposed Cruise.—Editor Forest awl Stream:—
On Thursday, May 11th at 10 o'clock A. M., the “Qui
Vive” left the dock at Newark with captain aud crew
on board, and provisions for a cruise. The wind was
blowing nearly a gale from the N. W., so the stormsail
was set and close reefed by rolling it round the mast.
She dashed aloug swiftly over the rough water of Newark
Bay, aud at noon entered the canal. At 1’30 P. M. her
captain launched her upon New York Bay, where the
waves were running literally mast high. At 3 o’clock all
hands boarded a coasting schooner to rest, eat and dry oil.
At 5 o’clock the “Qui Yive” got under weigh, aud at 0 30
o’clock was safely lodged under cover at New York City,
having been on the water over eight hours, part of the
lime in very high seas, but wiLh less than a pint of water
in her at the end.
But what is the “Qui Vive?” She is a canoe fourteen feet
long, twenty six inches wide and one foot deep over all,
from ridge of deck to bottom of one inch keel amidships.
She is decked over at how and stern, with a well amid¬
ships four feet long by twenty in ches wide, surrounded by an
inch coaming. Over the well is filled a white rubber apron,
which buttons tight around the paddles, and effectually
keeps all spray aud rain from getting belsw. Her means
of propulsion are a double bladed paddle and sails. The
sails are a standing lug main and a jib foresail. The mast
is four feet six inches above deck, but the peak of mainsail
when hoisted is over six feet. The sails are so arranged
that they may be set or taken in without the canoeist leav¬
ing his seat. The painter is rove through a brass eye at
bow and stern, and runs entirely around llie canoe, being
used as jib oulhaul, and to keep the apron close lo Die deck
in a sea. The “Qui Vive,” complete with mast, sails,
apron, seatback, paddle, stretcher, flag and flagstaff, weighs
fifty pounds. The seatback is “Rob Roy" style, two strips
of wood to rest along tbe back without touching the spine,
and is hinged to the after coamings.
The "Qui Vive” and her sister "Delaware” were built by
me this spring, for the purpose of a cruise lo the Centennial
this Summer. The latter was built for a well known
Newark gentleman who is anDeipaling much pleasure and
benefit from the trip. He expects to travel 300 miles, and
lo be at the Centennial about a week.
A word about the sleeping accommodations. WiHi the
paddle and a rubber sheet a water light cabin can be rigged
at night, ami there is ample space below deck to allow the
knees of the sleeper to pass, so that he may turn oyer,
which is necessary for a comfortable sleep. The sailing
qualities of these canoes are astonishing, they will beat lo
windward, and require very little steering. The paddle is
straight bladed, seven feet six inches long, and weighs
two and a half pounds, it is used in steering when under
Ail.
Magna.

P. E. Thomas, Henry Farmer, and E. H. Hall, Regatta
Committee.
Skawanhaka Yacht Club —At a meeting of this club
held last week, Messrs. Roosevelt Schuyler and Fred
Thoms were appointed to represent the club on the Cen¬
tennial Regalia Committee. The 24th July was named as
the dav for starling on the proposed Ceuteonial cruise to
Philadelphia, and July 4lk as the dale for starling on the
regular annual cruise.
The .Brooklyn' YAOuT.Cr.rn.—At :m adjourned meeting
of the club held last week, the regalia eoniniill.ee arinotui
ced everything in readiness for Dial event, which occurs on
Saturday. The course will he Die usual one, starling from
Bay Ridge and rounding the S, \Y- Spit and Lightship, it

The America.—The renowned yacht "America," pre
paiatory to the contests anticipated during the comiig
yalching season, in which she is destined to take an active
part, went into the Fort Hill Dry Dock at the foot of
Oliver street, Boston, Thursday noon, May 25th, for the
purpose of having the metal taken off her bottom and pure
copper put on in its place, thereby presenting a smoother
an.1 belter surface under the water line. Tbe opportunity
Dim presented to yaiehmen and others lo inspect the model
and lines of the America was embraced by many. Upon
removing Die metal her teak planking, put on iu England,
was lounid to he perfectly sound.
From the Dry Dock she was taken to Bay View,.near

SonooNERS.—Peerless, J. R. Maxwell; Triton, G. A. Thayer; Agnep,
L. A. Fish.
First-Cjass Snoops .—Undine, Brasher & Fowler; Orion, Wm. Coop¬
er; Sadie, W. E. Greenleaf; Madcap, J. R. Rusk.
Tamil Class Sloops. —Kaiser Wilhelm, W. U- Field; Nimbus, L. H.
Bigelow: Curlew, Guvenenr Kortright.

A flying start was effected, the Triton crossing the line
first, with the lead, at 10:5?hiO, a position she was destined
to hold throughout Die race. Running out before the
wind, the schooners held (heir advantage, the Triton
rounding the Lightship tU 1:10:15. It was now a beat up
for the Beacon, anil topsails and jibtopsails were sent on
—We have just had an opportunity of viewing the Field dick. The judges’ steamer steamed ahead of the fleet and
Trial setter bitch Rose, recently imported by J. E. Doxey, 'nwailed their arrival at the finish. The summary of the
Esq., of this city, for J. B. Farnsworth, Esq., of Palis, race is as follows:—
Ontario. Rose is from the kennel of Thomas Pilkington,
Elapsed
Corrected
Finish,
time.
lime,
Start,
Esq., of Prescott, Lancanshire, England. She is a strong
h. m. s.
h m. a.
h. m. s.
b. m. a.
Name.
made, black and white ticked,bitch, apparently about two Triton..,.
4 48 30
5 50 00
5 46 28
..:o 57 30
5
69 ' 10
4 59 00
6 53 85
.10 59 45
and a half years old, and showing some excellent points of
6 83 SO
6 03 20
5 03 30
.11 00 (10
Peerless...
high breeding. __
FIRST-CLASS SLOOPS.
ANOTHER

has finally been decided to give the prize in the Greenpoint |
regatta to the Kate, the Sadie having launched a boat after i
passing the line. Messrs. G. F. Hines and J. F. Sawyer
were appointed to act upon the Centennial Regatta Com¬
mittee.
—The professional prizes at the Centennial International
regatla will be for four-oared; first prize, $25,00; second’
prize, $1,000. For pairs, first prize, $1,000; second prize,
$500. Single sculls, first prize, $800; second prize, $400.
These amounts may, and probably will be increased.
—It is now settled that Dartmouth College will not send
a crew lo Saratoga, owing to the impossibility of raising
funds to pay the expense.
—Messrs. F. D. Weeks anil H. P. Brown rowed a race
on the Harlem River on Saturday last, to decide who
should be thechampion of 'Columbia College in the Inter¬
collegiate Regatta to be held at Saratoga on July 19th. The
distance was two miles, and Weeks won in 14 minutes 20
seconds.
—Thefour-oared shell Tace, three miles straightaway,
between Die Juniors and Sophomores of Bowdoiu College
on the 2d Inst, was won by the latter in 18 minutes 50J
seconds.
—The Neptune Rowing Club, of Slaten Island, hold
their annual regatta on Saturday.
—The Columbia Boat Club, of Brooklyn, will hold their
annual regatta on Die same day, the steamer Thos. P.
Way leaving foot of Montague street at 3:30 P. M.,
Mystic Boat Club.—The annual regatta of this club
was held on Die Passaic River on Saturday last. The first
race, for single shells, brought out two entries, Messrs. .1.
W. Adams and D. E. Tulliill. The former won in 9 min¬
utes 27 seconds, Die distance a mile and a half with a turn.
Tiie second race was between four-oared barges, thrte
miles with a turn, Mr. Adams’ crew wiuniag in 11 min¬
utes 35 seconds. The most exciting event of Die day was
the tour-oared race between the Athletic Clufi, of New
York, and the Triton Club, of Newark, over the three
mile course. The boats were manned as follows: Athletic,
li. W. IiaDibone, bow; 8. Mack, No, 2; II. C. West, No.
3; C. K. Cone, stroke; color, red aud white. Triton crew,
S. A. Smith, bow, F. E. Townley, No. 2; A. E. Pomeroy,
No. 3; Edward Phillips, stroke; color, crimson. At Die
end of a mile the Athletics passed the Tritons, aud
kept the lead to the fiuish, passing the judges’ boat in 20
minutes 5 secouds. The Tritons, who were between five
and six boat lengths in the rear, passed in 20 minutes 1?
seconds.
The referee and starter was Commodore F. W. Harris,
of the Passaic Rowing Association, and the judges w’cio
S. A. Smith and J. R. Dennis.

.11 03 47
4 62 10
.11 05 28
4 58 45
.11 04 50
5
07 30
,11 06 05
5
13 30
SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS.
4 07 27
Kaiser.11 06 30
4
U
37
Nimbus.'..11 07 00
4
17 25
Curlew.11 OS 00
Undine.
Madcap.
Orion...
Sadie...

6
5
6
2
6
5
6

00 57
07 37
09 35

5
5
5
6

48
43
59
02

23
46
59
14

5
4
4

00 67
58 13
48 23

Thus the Triton wins the schooner prize, beating the
Agnes 5m. and 7s.; the Madcap wins the first-class sloop
prize, beating the Undine 5m. aud 37s.; the Curlew wins
the second-class sloop prize, beating the Nimbus 9m. and
50s., and Die Undine wins the Livingston memorial prize
as the first class sloop in.
Peiith Amboy Yacht Club.—The Corinthian regatta of
this club was sailed on the 30th ullo., the course being Die
usual one in Raritan Bay. There were four entries in the
first-class; in the second the Hitty McGinn had ho compe¬
titor, and in the third there were two, the Ripple and Lula,
the latter being the winner. The official time of ihe yachts
in Die first-class is given iu the following official report of
the judges —
“We find the Cynthia to be Die winner in the first-class.
The time actual iiud coi reeled in the first-class was as fol¬
lows:—
Yacht.
Start.
k. m. s.
Cynthia.li 37 15
Sheemaun.11 35 60
AdaS..ri 37 40
Ocean Spray.11 41 00

h.m.
3 6
2 11
2 13
2 21

b.
80
25
50
80

Actual,
h. in. s.
2 28 15
2 35 35
2 36 10
2 40 BO

TnEin
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FOREST AND STREAM.
the Summer residence1! of her owners, Gen. Benj. F. Butler
anti Col. Jonas H. French, where she will he put In
thorough condition and trim.
YACHTING

AT

BERMUDA.

Hamilton, Bcrmnda, April 26th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream.—
The Bermudian yachts have been long celebrated among sailing craft
Tor their peculiar rig, their powers of going to windward, and general
handiness. Will it be telling a twice-told talo if I attempt to describe
them in your" columns? They are short, beamy, powerful boats, in ap¬
pearance not uutike some English fishing craft, bloff in the bows, aud
lean art—of the cod’s head and shoulders and mackerel tail build, in
fact. Withal they are fine below water, hawing a sharp, wedge-shaped
Hour,.a very deep false keel, a slopiug stem, and slightly raking sternpost. They range generally from two to sixteen tons, or even larger,
bat anything above the latter smeis, I believe, rare. The favorite Biae
for racing appears te bo six Iona.
The great peculiarity of the Modian is her rig. An enormous mast is
stepped right forwards in the eyes of the boat, which rakes aft to such
an extent that a line dvawu straight downwards from the truck would
fall somewhere about tho after part of the cock-pit. On this mast is
hoisted a large leg-of-mutton-shaped mainsail, and a foresail (or jib) is
Bet by means of forestay and standing bowsprit, as in the American
sloop; usually no oLbcr sail is carried, except when running, when a
large spinnaker or sqnaresail is set. A boat rigged for racing has no
sbrond or stay of any description to her mast (except the forestay). Her
boom, instead or working on the mast by means of jaws or goose-neck,
is made fast to a mast traveler with a small tackle about three or four
feet above the deck, and the sail is bowsed out by the boom by this
means, something in the same way that a sail is set with a sprit and snottor. The appearance or a good Median boat, with her long tapering
mast and beautifully sitting sails is very fine, though her hull is certain¬
ly opposed to all oor receive!! notions of the form or naval architecture
best adapted for speed. Being built of cedar and faithfully put to¬
gether, they last for ages, and a boat 20 years old is considered about in
per prune. I give the dimensions of the “Julia,” a new boat, launched
last January, so that an idea may be formed of the stylo of craft: Length
or keel, 10 feet (sixteen); length over all, 22 feet (twenty-two); depth of
hold forward, 4 feet 2inches (four, two); depth amidships., 4 feet 3 inch¬
es, (four, three); depth aft, () feet 4 inches, (four, four); width (outside
gnnwales) 8 feel 2 inches, (eight, two); draft aft, 6 feet 6 inches in rac¬
ing trim, tonnage, 4 tons 6-lOtit. liar owner, who gave me thesedimaasions, told me her racing mast, was 48 feet in length! (rrmu heel to truck).
At Hue rate the imagination can hardly grasp tho idea or the stick lhat
would be required for a 100 ton racing sloop; were she rigged Bermudian
fashion, it would he necessary to send to the Yosemito valley for all of
its big trees.
I was fortunate enongh daring my short stay in the Islands to have a
good opportunity of seeing a sailing race. On my arrival at Hamilton
some two or threedays previous to (he match, there were evidences of
some boating excitement goiug on. Boats were being fitted out with
racing spars and sails, and might be seen cruising about the waters of
tiie social, Lying their gear and preparing for the contest. The 25th of
April was the day fixed for the race, and tho weather and aurro undings
were charming, the clear, light blue sea, darkened here and there by
coral reefs, and crisped by a fresh weateily breeze, the bright warm sky
and green islands making a perfect picture for the mind to dwell on,
arter moving to colder regions farther north.
The courso was laid iu the waters of the sound—a nearly land-locked
harbor inside the reefs, aud marked by two stakeboats moored about
four miles from each other inn direct line to windward and leeward.
The competing yachts started from the leeward boat, beat tip lo the
windward one, then ran back and heat np again, finishing at the Wind¬
ward bout, so that ullogetbcr the course was about twelve miles long,
mid chiefly dosigned to test the capacity of the boats for going to wind¬
ward. live boats were entered: Diadem,« 60 tons, Lincoln, 2.81lons;
Julia, 4,00 tons; Nautilus, 5,t>8 tons, Unkuown, 10.84 tons. One of the
conditions of the race was shifting ballast to bo allowed! Fancy this,
in the year of grace 1876. I believe, however, that this is not always
the custom in the present Bermudian yacht racing.
Half-past eleven A. M. was the lime fixed for the start, I believe, hut
at that hour not even the stakebnats were placed. About twelve they
appeared, followed by the racing boats, and at once all was ready. The
time allowance was given at the starts aud at eight minutes past, the litl e
Diadem was sent off receiving a start of fifty-four seconds from the next
boat, the Lincoln. The little boat tore through the water at a great rate,
under the pressure of a spread of canvas, but the Lincoln, which was
sent off at 1:9:54, WAS evidently bonud to overhaul her soon, as she laid
a poiut or so closer to the wind, ti minutes 37 Bt-conds after the Lincoln
the new Julia was sent off, her sails sitting like a board, the boat stand¬
ing well up under her canvas, and sailing very close to the wind. Then
came tlic Nautilus, 2 minutes aud 38 seconds after the Julia, and last the
great Unknown was started 9 minutes and 26 seconds after the NautilUB
aud 18 minutes after tno Lincoln, which boat was now leading Well on
liur way H the turning boat, the Nantilus and Julia close up. Tho Dia¬
dem was soon out or Ibcrace, aud before the windward stakeboat was
reached the Julia Had weathered on the Lincoln and got into first place.
The Nantilus had also overtaken (he latter boat, and was close behind
the Julia, aud evidently going faster througU the water, while the Un¬
known was coming up hand over hand. Bailing beautifully, the fresh
breeze agreeing with her. The Jtllia, however, roauded the stakeboat
first, at 22 mtnnt.es past 2. Then the NautilUB, not quite a minute, after
follow oil by tbe Liucniu and Cilknownin two and four minutes respect¬
ively . Till! Lincoln’s chances of winning were now at an end, bar acci¬
dents, and she retired from the race shortly afterwards. Enormous
square Boils were now set for the ran down, and very pretty the yachts
looked as they sailed pust under a spread of canvas, the J ulia “wabbling”
a good deal. The Unknown was evidently bound to win, as she had
picked up much more than half her time in the beat up, and would gain
still more in the inn down before turning to windward again. The
Nautilus soon overhauled the J ulia, and the Unknown was close behind
tfle latter at the leeward stateliest, when the event of the day hap¬
pened. The hands on board tlreyXnlia appeared to have been preparing
to get in their sqnttrosiffl, when njlhCof wind took, it aback, and sent it
over to leeward. Tbe extra pressure of-siul was more than the boat could
stand. Tileleo bow was forced finder water, and down went the boat,
head foremost, in about six fullioms of water .':,Nobody came to grief,
though; tho boats around soon picked np tbe crew, while tbe leading
yachts went ou their way unheeding. In the heat up the Unknown
weathered on theNantllus, and sailing in grand style, Wine in a winner
by abont 2 minutes23 seconds.
The way the winning boats were handled and sailed defied criticism,
and altogether it wrb one of the best days sport I had seenfor a long
time. In conclusion I must observe that though the boats Mewanlnoutly suited to the waters they cruise in, anywhere else they would bev^Lstake. Their long roast stepped so far forwards, the great amount of milast they take, and their short hull would make them very wet aud even
dangerous in a heavy sea, While for running or reaching with abeam
wind they would be nowhere against-a longer boat with a sharp how and
hollow entrance. Their great point in sailing is turning lo windward in
comparatively smooth w ater, aud at this they are probably unsurpassed
by any boats in the world.
C. M, D.

Hcndorson. McMillan, rowing easily, hud a lead from the start, win¬
ning in fl minutes 25 seconds. Corson made a plucky fight at first for
the lead, and then for the second position, but at the mile, Henderson,
thongli steering badly and rowing awkwardly, spurted and passed him.
Tho second race was for double scull gigs—E. M. Hawaon, bow; A.
L. Beck, stroke; MilesS. Tracy, cox, anclH. Evans, bow; W. B. Ab¬
bott, stroke; W. J. Kerr, cox. This was close and well fought to Straw¬
berry, where Kerr’s erew seemed to he gaining. Soon, however, Tracy s
crew hud a clean length. Again at the mile Abbett spurted, and was al¬
most lapping, when an unfortunate crab of Evans’ ruined iheir chances.
Tracy’s crew won in 12 minutes 58 seconds, Kerr’s crew, 13 minutes ’.8
seconds. The rowing of the winners was for tho most part execrably
bad, although the pluck shown in both boats was excellent.
The junior scull race was the most amusing, ir not the most inteiesting, feature of the regatta. The entries were W. W. Maris, o. F. Godshall, and H. Hutchinson. They all went off at a cracking pace, Hutchin¬
son leading, and Gortshali showing I he best form; but before they got
over tiie flurry of tho start Maris npBot, and the other two ran together.
Amid shoals of laughter the bouts were reculled, and on the second
start the men got away much better. Tho struggle for first position was
severe, and all three men steering badly. Maris got from hia position
on the east clear over to the west hank, and Godshall, also flurried,
crowded him ashore. Maris claimed a foul, bat being out of “his wa¬
ter” the claim was not allows d. Hutchinson had obtained alead of two
clear lengths, but being pushed by spurt after Bpnrt, he exhaustedhimself, when Godshall passed him and won in 12 minutes and 28 seconds.
The last race was Tor four-oared shells—Abbett, bow; Godshall, S’. B.
Evans, McMillan, stroke; and Hnlchlnson, how; Skinner, Corson, Hen.
derson, stroke. McMillan's crew won in 8 minutes aud 55 seconds wilhout being pnsbed. The loser’s time was 18:09. Officers of the regatta
were W T. McNcely, umpire; J. B. Mingus, time keeper; C.D. Bickley, E. L. Cunffman, judges.
The entries for the Schuylkill Navy regatta of the 17th were announced
at the Naval Board meeting to-night. A falling off in the crew en¬
tries ia more than made up by the single sculler’s list. For this prize
l here are eight entries, and I think there will not be less than seven
starters. Much curiosity is felt to know bow Holstmau, or the Univer¬
sity, will show np in the list. Last year he gave our best scullers a ter¬
ribly hard race, and although young aud very light, he lias skill and
pluck. Tasker, of the C’rcscunts, is thought to be fast, and McBeath, of
the Quakers, known to be. The foul-oared shells will be three, aud 1
think three good ones. The barges, doubles, and pairs bid fair to be
walk overs. Puir-nared crews, not only on the Schuylkill, but in Amer¬
ica, seem to tie weak, Iho “why of which" is a mystery.
The action of the National Association on Saturday lias brought for¬
ward an inqniry as to how college crews would be treated in the Interna¬
tional race. The Committee very properly decided to-night that the
original circular will be adhered to. This means that tho Regatta Com¬
mittee sees no reason why a college man belonging to a boat club other
than that of his college, cannot row in the graduate or niider-gradnatc
race for that prize, and also enter the open to all contest from a regular¬
ly organized amatenr association.
The Undine Boat Club, on Saturday, elected Thomas Han, President;
John Hockley, Jr., Vico President; H. S. Woodbury, Secretary and
Treasurer; W. R. Tuckur.-Oox, A. S. Roberts, Vice Cox., and appointed
W. R. Tucker and B. L. Keys as representatives to the Naval Board.
A review of the Navy will probably be ordered for tilts or next week.
Sculls,

Jfitswet[x %o (gortezgondetttp.
I*o Notice Taken or Anonymous Communications.

G. F. M., Bal h.—Where can I get a copy of “U. S. Infantry Tactics”
by “Upton,” aud pricer Ans. Uf Van Nustrand, 23 Murray street; don’t
know the price.
D, H. E., l’cotoue,—Please givo me Ihe address or a publication
called the “Oologist," iu your next issue? Ans. At Utica, N. V,, B.
L. Willard & Co.
J. S.P., New York.—Will yon please inform me when close season for
w’oodcock expires in Suffolk county, this State? Ans. See answer to
Fair Play In this column.
HAWKER. -lnqniriBS having been made for “Hawker on Shooting.”
by Porter, several correspondents offer the same for sale. Those Who
want them should let us know.
F. C. S., Ithaca, N. Y.- tlf whom can 1 obtain a reliable copy of
game laws as now existing in this and other States, aud at what price)
Aus. “Fur, Fin and Feather;” price, 50 cents. Wc can send a copy.
Inventus.—The fish law of Virginia prohibits the catching of fish
with seines in the waters of the Stale for the space of two months, from
tbe )5th of Juno to the 15th of August, and tbe fine for violation is $500
and confiscation of boat aud fishing tackle. The Potomac River ia not
protected.
A Reader, New York.—Will you please inform me through the col¬
umns of your valuable paper which is the best kind of Bpaniel to train
for a retriever, and where I can obtain a pup cheap) Aus. The Cocker
spaniel and Irish water spaniel make good retrievers. Address M.P.
McKoon, Franklin, N. Y.
C. F., Portland, MePlease answer ir yon can procure for me Chitty
6crope aud Ephemera on fly fishing, and the cos! of each) Ans. Geo.
W. Ford, care of Potts, Young & Co., Cooper Union, will import the
books you speak of at a more reasonable oharge than any other person
we know of. Cost probably $5 each.
J. S. .New York.—’Ihaveayonng hound from very goodstock. How
can 1 make a good rabbit flog of her? Does she require any training?
Ans. Take your young honnd out two or three times with an older dog
who will run the track well, and then hunt him alone where rabbits
abound and he will soon hunt properly.
P. C., Hyde Park, —i )oes the law prohibiting the killing of woodcock
before the 1st September apply to all the State of New York? Ans.
The game laws of this State remain unchanged, the same close seasons
in Torce last, year applying to this. This answer will be a reply to a
large number of queries similar to the above.
Pointer, Lancaster, Pa.—I expect to spend several weeks at Ocean
Beach dnrlng August next with my family. Would yon advise taking
gun, etc., along? is there anything to Bhoot at that time there, or at
any accessible point near there? Ans. We should advise yon to take
your gun, as yon would probably have fine sport with the bay birds.
A. P. L., Milwaukee.—I have a muzzle-loading rifle, weight lOlbs.;
length of barrel 32 inches; about 38 cal. What is the iengest range at
which I can properly use it, and what would be the proper charge of
powder? Ana? You could use it at 500 yardg, but 300 would he more
probably its heat range. For charge, nsefrom 50 to 70 grains, according
to the range.
E. L., San Antonio.—Could yon toll me in wliat respect the different
targets for rifle shooting diffeg? Also tho best traps for pigeon shoot¬
ing, and how lo make the same? Ans. The Forest and Stream
Hand Book for Ridemen, to be issued this week, will contain the in¬
formation; price 50 cents. A ground trap which closes with a spring,
allowing the sides to drop when pulled is the simplest.
Fair Pi.Av, New Hamburgh.—Will you please Inform me whether a
new came law has been passed the past winter making a close timo for
wooa°cock from Jan. 1st to Feb. 1st? Ana. The proposed amended
game law for this State, although printed, was not passed, and with the
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exception of some slight alteration regarding penalties, the law remains
tiie same as lust year. The ckae season for woodcock expires all over
PnitiAOELFiuA, June 5lb, 1)76.
tho State ou July 3d.
Editor Forest Attn Stream-.—
L, 8., Wilmingtou.—Some of my friends say Ihe steamship lines wil
The second annual regatta of the Vesper Boat Club was hell) on Sat¬
not allow dogs on board, aud that there is much trouble attending tho
urday, Jnne 3d, over the national course. The firat race was for aernot
bunging homo of dogs. Can you give me any information on the sub¬
single sculls, three ojjttka-U. McMillan, W. T. Oorson, and Frank

ject, as to what linos, if any, will allow dogs to bo taken on, the duty ou
them and probable cost of transportation? Ans. Either the Inman,
Williams & Gnion, or National Lines, will bring dogs. The regular fare
is £3, 3s. with a email fee to the hatcher.
W. C., Inwood.—In tho faces of my setter pups 10 weeks old and one
8 months old, I observe a number of flat worms about three-quarters of
an inch long. Be kind enough to prescribe something. Do yon think
these worms come from feeding unboiled milk? Ana. We have mailed
to you the proper doses of areca nut to cure your paps, with directions
for administering. We have used new milk unboiled considerably as
food for paps, without any injurious effects.
C. S. J., Newton.—I have noticed dnring the last few days a con¬
stant decrease in the size of the warts in my dog’s month, and t am in
hopes that Damo Nature will soon cause their entire disappearance.
What do you think of the dry nose which has been ao Tor some time?
I tried aunointing it with glycerine for a while, hut without any nuticable improvement. Can you givo any cause for aud the cure for the
same? Acs. Try feeding your dog with boiled beet’s liver a few days.
X. Y. Z., Luke City—OMionON.—fn a recent number of yaor paper
a correspondent inquired what was the market price for alligator skins.
Now, can you tell me if there is a manufactory at the North for making
leather of them, or are they sent across tbe Atlantic? Ans. There is an
extensive manufactory at Knlztown, Pa. The akins have been mostly
obtained from South America, and the leather is in good demand for the
manufacture of water-proof boots, being perfectly impervious to water.
A. B.C., Boston.—1, Can you tell me what rifles Messrs. Gildersleevo,
Bodine, Hepburn, and Washburae are now using at Croedmoor) 2.
What brand of powder and what sized grain do most of them use when
shooting 105 grain charges? 3. Do you consider the Remington rifle
superior to Sharp’s for accuracy at long range? Ans. 1. The first named
Sharp’s aud the others Remington’s. 2. Hazard F.G. 3. Seo the An¬
nual Report of the National Rifle Association for 1873-4-5, the latter to
be issued in a few days.
Salmo, Foxcroft, Me.—I propose building a boat to take the place of
a canoe. I think of planking it with i inch atnff, and then papering it
wtlh a number of thicknesses of tough Manilla paper, bat here is where
the trouble comes. I want a waterproof glue to apply it with. Please
inform me of something. Ans. The Nova Scotia boat referred to in
our columns this week seems to meet your requirements. Shellac var¬
nish mixed with Unseed oil is used for outside waterproofing. Send us
the notes on Landlocked Salmon.
A. H.L., Pittsburgh.—Can you furnish us with the names of some
parties from whom trout for Stocking a pond can be purchased, and also
give us the name of a good work on the cnltivation of Lout for the use
of the party who will have it in charge? Ans. For fish, address Thomp¬
son & Tagg, New Hope, Bucks county, Pa.; John Gay, Pittsburgh;
Clapp, Stone & Co., Tiona, Warren connty. Pa.; S. O. Upliam. Media,
Pa. Buy “Domesticated Trout,” by Livingston Stone, and “Fish Cul¬
ture," by Seth Green, for sale by D. M. Dewey, Rochester.
Sinead.—Ia there any Florida Land Ageucy in this city; if so where
Ans. Several, we bciievo. Possibly the most reliable Is the "Florida
Land and Immigration Company," Hon. E. N. Dickerson, of New York
city, President. There is an agency in charge of Col. J. B. Oliver, ut
the Fulton Bank Boilding, Brooklyn, N. Y. Tbe company have 650,000
acres of land along the line of the Atlantic, Golf and West India Transit
Railroad, and offer 200,000 acres to he selected by settlers. The land? to
be selected are represented by 5,010floats or land warrants. The pur¬
chasers can locate anywhere upon the land owned by the company.
Grip, Newton, Mass.—1. Can you give me tho name of some princi¬
pal man, or chief, of the Penobscot tribe of Indians in Gldtown, Maine,
bo that I could obtain some of their goods! 2. What is the barrel of
the now Ballard rifle made of? 3. I have some duplicate numbers of
F. and S. in good order. Can I exchange them Tor others I have not
got? 4. Is there any article about headwaters of Connecticut River in
auy previous number of F. and S.? Ans. 1. If yon will write to E.
M. Stillwell, Bangor, ho will tell you how to get Indian goods from Oldtown. 2. Of steel, first cast in bars, and afterwards rolled and finished.
3. Yes; send them along. 4. Yol. 11, No. 4, page 50.
Cord, Angnsta, Me.—I write for some Information respecting hlack
bass put into a large lake in this vicinity some seven years since. Last
year we caught some in the outlet of the lake in rapid water, using
trolling spoons and Bpinning mluoowa. We commenced to take them,
about July 10th. I wish to know if they can bo taken earlier, if so,
whether to fish In still or rapid water for them, and what kind of bait to
uae? Ans. Your fish are busy spawning in still water at the time yon
speak of, and you have no right to take them then, cither by law or na¬
ture. When they are fit to be canght they go into the rapnis, and their
appearance there is one of the best means to determine the cluso and
open seasons. Minnows are the best bait.
A. J. T., Bangor, Me.—Wlro are the oilicers or tho Florida Land aud
Immigration Co.? If their lands are really valuable, how can they he
sold so low? Ana. Edward N. Dickerson, New York City, President;
Samnol A. Swann, Comtnsaiouer, Fernandinu, Fla.; and ,I. B. Oliver,
General Agent, Brooklyn, New York. The low price of $1.25 per ueru
for selected land, still further greatlyreduccd by almost free transporta¬
tion, is only an evidence of the anxiety of the company to settle up
200,000 acres of their 650,000 with desirable immigrants from the North
and West. The iandB are known to bo good, the titles complete, the
country healthy, and the people the most kindly disposed toward new
comers. Wc again refer Tor maps and full particular- to the General
Agent, Col. J. B. Oliver, No. 361 Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Adjuondaoks.—A correspondent reminds us that the new route
to Lake Pleasant by the Adirondack Railroad is lnech better, shorter,
and easier than the one we mentioned last week. By reaching Fonda,
on N. Y. C. R. R., about 10:30 A. M., n train on onr new railroad takes
one to Northville at 12 noon, thus saving some twenty-five miles stage
coach over rough roads, or a party leaving New York at 8 A, M. can gu
through to NotlhvIUe by dark, thus reaching the cage of the Wilderness
and within twenty miles of Lake Pleasant the same day. Myself, with
a party of four, for a week past had VBry goad hick, and an excellent
time speckled trout fishing at Jockey Bush Lake, Hamilton county (8.
W. coiner). By-the-way, why don’t Ely correct his map of that section^
There are tw enty lakes.hu has not got down.—M. S. NorthruI'.
Constant Reader—Will yon kindly inform me w'hat ia tho host
work published on the art of making and using 'artificial flies? Ans.
We have replied to this interrogatory a great many times. There is no
American worker thiB sort. Norris, Roosevelt, Scott’s, and Forrester’s
works all contain information. Perhaps yon will find in the columns ot
Forest and Stream what is combined in these works. Read the Il¬
lustrated articles of Thad. Norris, Esq., in Yol. II of this journal, ami
those of Miss McBride, more recently, in the current vein mo. Thera
are several valuable English works on fly dressing—notably, Ronald's
Fly Fisher’s Entomology; Chitty’s Fisher’s Text Boole; Pullman’s Fly
Fishing; Chalmondly-Pennell’s Fly Fishing, and Ephemera's HandBooks. These you can order from England, ar through dealers In for¬
eign hooka here.
j k. e., Elizabeth, N. J. —What Is the nsual evaporation of an aero
of water, and how in a rough way can I ascertain the number of gallons
a stream of water discharges within a given time. I liavo ground
through which a small stream flows, that could easily.be constructed nr, a
pond if the supply will equal the evaporation through tho summer
months? Ans. It wofdd first be necessary to know the capacity of your
stream and the present depth or water in your pond, when the pond
could ho.niadti- proportionate to the eize of tho stream ir the latter was
constant and never failing. The evaporation is about one fiflh of no
inch or less per day, aud could be disregarded. Wc would suggest to Oils
correspondent to buy Trantwinc’B “Engineers Pocket Book,’’ to lit hud
of Van Noetrand, 23 Murray street, in w hich he will find Ule information
lie wants; or better still, employ a professional engineer to layout Ids
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, June 8th.—Racing: Jerome Park. Trotting: Belmont
Park.Phils.; Dnbnqile, Iowa; Medina, N. Y.; Washington, I). C.;
Beacon Park, Boston. Regatta: New York Yacht Club. Base-Ball: St.
Lonis vs. Hartford, at Hanford; Chicago vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia;
Cincinnati vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn; Louisville va. Boston, at Boston;
Alaska vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn; Madison vs. Lexington, at Brooklyn;
Rose Hill vs. Jasper, at Manbattanville, N. Y. Pigeon Shooting Tour¬
nament ut St. Panl, Minn.
Friday, June flt.h.—'Trotting: Belmont Park, Phila.; Washington,!).
C.; Pottatown, Pa.; Beacon Park, Boston; Sharon, Pa. Base-Ball:
Mutual vs. Argyle, at Brooklyn.
Saturday, June 10.—Racing: Jerome Park. Trotting: Sharon, Pa.
Brooklyn Yacht CInb Regatta: Seawanbaka Yacht Club Corinthian Re¬
gatta for sloops. Rennsalaer Polytechnic Institute Rowing Races, Troy,
N. Y. Neptune Rowing Club Regatta: Staten Island; Colombia Boa'
Club, of Brooklyn Regatta. Base-Ball: St. Lonis vs. Hartford, at Hart¬
ford; Chicago vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia, Cincinnati vs. Mutual, at
Brooklyn; Louisville vs. Boston, at Boston; Madison vs. Olympic, at
Brooklyn; Orange va. Athletic, at Orange; Osceola vs. Olympic, at
Brooklyn.
Monday, June 12th.—Regatta Columbia Yacht Club.
Alaska vs. Olympic, at Melrose,

Base-Ball:

Tuesday, June 18th.—Racing: Jerome Park. Trotting: Buffalo, N.
Y.; Elmira, N. V.; Homer, N. Y.; Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia;
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Peru,pud. Seawanhaka Schooner Regatta. Com
petition for places on American Term: Creedmoor. Base-Ball: Louis¬
ville vs. Hartford, at Hartrord; Orange vs. Star, at Orange.
Wednesday, Jnne 11th.—Trotting as above.
places on American Team.

Last competition for

Announcement.—Mr. Wm. C. Harris having resigned the
office of business manager of Forest and Stream, the edirial and business management of the paper, will from this
date bo under the sole charge of Mr. Charles Hallock, its
original proprietor. The Philadelphia branch office is dis¬
continued, and there will he no other office than the present
general publication office at 17 Chatham street, New York.
-•* » »■
To Patrons m Arrears.—In view of the change in the
business management of this paper, we beg those who are
in arrears for snbscriptions and advertisements to pay up at
once, so that we may square accounts to June 1st, and
wipe ofE the old slate.
Hereafter we shall stop our paper two weeks after
the term of subscription expires, without farther notifica.
tion.
-<i>-

— Colonel Delaucey Kane, the New York amateur sla?e
coachman, is a gr^at-grandsop of the late John Jacob

Astor,

UR readers are aware that it has been a custom of
late years to admit to the privileges of the State
Sportsman's Association at the annual conventions a
number of gentlemen as County Delegates, from coun¬
ties wherein no sportsman’s clubs had been organized.
It is most probable, from the action taken at the
recent convention, that the custom will be done
away with. It certainly should be.
Any county
which cannot number sufficient sportsmen to form a club
for the protection of their own game, not only deserve to
have no game, but are clearly not entitled to the privileges
of the Association. The question was very pertinently put
at Geneseo. “Who are to appoint County Delegates? Are
they to come armed with certificates of good moral charac¬
ter from their pastor, Sunday school Superintendent,
Justice of the Peace, or, as one gentleman suggested, the
village undertaker?” The admittance of these unauthorized
delegates is a direct premium against the formation of
sportsman's clubs, and although we sympathise with the
gentlemen from Steuben and Chatauqua, we approve of
the action of the convention in refusing to recognize
them. The effects would be the same as if irresponsible
or unauthorized persons were to be admitted to the delib¬
erations of our Legislature on equal footing with the peo¬
ple’s duly elected representatives. We presume this prop¬
osition was thoughtlessly introduced by persons who
wished to imitate the action of the National Convention at
Cleveland just one year ago, thinking that wisdom cen¬
tred in that body. For their edification we will explain
why the Cleveland Convention voted to admit individuals
not connected with any club, and isolated clubs from
States having no State Association, on the same terms as
regularly accredited delegates from State Associations. It
was to get rid of the necessity for adopting the resolution
offered by the Secretary of the "International Association
for Protecting Game and Fish,” inviting a conference be¬
tween the Committees of the two bodies on Nomenclature
and Distribution of Species, with the view, as stated in
the text of the resolution, “to secure all the information
and wisdom that can be obtained upon the important mat¬
ters under consideration.” This action having been taken
as to the admission of individual members, the Convention
was the belter prepared for the report of the Executive
Committee, rejecting the conference resolution. We quote
from that report as follows:
“We [the Executive Committee] submit that the admis¬
sion of new clubs and new members covers the ground
comprised in this resolution. The gentlemen members of
the International Association for Protecting Game and
Fish may become members of the association, if they so
desire."
The design was to utilize the efforts of its cognate body
or cousin germain by absorption, which would be equiva¬
lent to wiping it out—this latter object being then evidently
paramount to its avowed purpose of protecting game.
We do not bring this matter up by way of accusation, but
to show that motives, often not clear to outsiders, govern
actions of deliberative bodies, and that what is sauce for the
goose may not always be sauce for the gander. The Na¬
tional Association will eventually discover, if it has not
already done so, that its action of last year was ill-advised,
and that its deliberations will be clogged by extraneous
matter, which, having been introduced ostensibly as a lu¬
bricator may prove to be only dirt to impair the move¬
ments of the machine. We are glad to see that at our
Geneseo Convention a large majority were found to cham¬
pion the principle for which we strugged at Cleveland single
handed.
__
Sea Island Sheep.—lu our issue of November 18th,
1875, Vol. Y. No. 15, page 328, we published a very inter¬
esting article upon a curious breed of sheep to be found
upon the islands off the coast of Maine. We have now
been favored with a long and interesting letter from the
owner of the sheep and the proprietor of the island
whereon they live together with a sample of the fleece,
which measures nine inches in length, and is of very fine

texture.

We print the following extract from the letter;—

Maouias, Me., April23d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A friend of mine had the kindness to loan me a file of the Forest and
Stream which l hate been reading of late with a great deal of pleasure
and some profit, I notice an article in the Issue dated November 18th,
1875, headed “Sea Island sheep,” which I have reason to suppose means
me. Said article mast have been taken originally from a letter I wrote by
request (with no idea of its being published) to John L. Hayes, Esq,,
editor of the “Bulletin of the Notional Association of the Wool Manu¬
factures," and which he inserted in the “Bulletin" for January and
March, 1875. My Post-office address is as above, but I live on Rogue
island in Englishman's Bay. This island contains ahont 1,-100 acres. I
have now something over 300 of those carious sheep. With the excep¬
tion of about 511, which have been around my barn and had hay thrown
ont to them when the ground was covered with snow, they have not been
fed or housed, but have got their living entirely, with no shelter but woods.
The only socret about it is, they must be born and roared on the sea
shore. I have bought several “ham sheep" and brought to the island,
but they invariably need shelter and care In the winter. Ail of the
islands along this coast, as far as 1 am acquainted, are stocked more or
less with sheep, which if let alone, would get their living the year
around, but the sheep thieves are so troublesome of late that some take
their sheep home winters. I picked up a dead sheep on thB shore the
other day that I suppose was washed off a ledge and drowned, which
had a two or three years' fleece. I inclose a sample.
GILBBRT LoNSEELLOW.

—It is said that the Allen Line steamers are to make Miramichi, instead of Halifax and Portland, the terminus of
t-Ueir Atlantic trips from Groat Britain.

GAME

PROTECTION.

—The law prohibiting the taking of any Balmon, slmd,
alewives, or other migratory fish in any manner but with
single hook and line, within five hundred yards of any
dam, mill race or fishway, was repealed by the Maine legis¬
lature of last year without the knowledge or consent of the
■commissioners of fisheries. Under the new law every dam
operates as a trap, where the fish are slopped and collected,
the more readily to be swept into the nets of the fishermen.
The present law allows four days close time, within which
“no saimou, shad, alewives, or bass shall be taken or de¬
stroyed in the Penobscot River, etc., above the railroad
bridge between Bangor and Brewer, etc. The text of the
law reads:—
“Between said Thursday and Sunday at sunrise, as afore¬
said, it shall he lawful to take any of said fish in said
waters above said bridge, any law to the contrary notwith¬
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this act
shall be liable to a penalty of flfteeu dollars for each sal¬
mon, and five dollars for each fish aforesaid, taken or
destroyed from or in such waters during the period above
interdicted.”
This act was passed February 7th, 1876. Mr. E. M.
Stillwell, the efficient State Fish Commissioner, has shown
most praiseworthy energy in his effort to counteract the
mischief which this law promises to make-, and in an
article printed in the Bangor Whig and Courier he refers to
the provisions of the act, as embodied in the clause quoted,
as follows:—
“That is to say, according to their interpretation of their
own law they may fish during the close time, but cannot
be punished uulesB they can be convicted of catching fish.
It is worthy of a Legislature that passed a law for the
protection of pickerel, and cut down the appropriation for
our Agricultural College. We now appeal to our fellow
citizens, to the people at large, for aid iu this emergency.If the inhabitants on our rivers are not with us, if they
are not willing to furnish us with evidence of all infrac¬
tions of the law, a standing army of wardens, or police
officers, or constables would be of no avail.
“The issue now is, ‘shall we allow all the lime and money
that.has been expended in efforts to restock the Penobscot
and "tits tributaries, to be sacrificed to a few unprincipled
men who would kill the last pair of salmon in the river if
they could make a dollar by it.’ If any person will fur¬
nish us with sufficient evidence to couvict any of these
men of fishing during the close time, viz.: between sunrise
on Sunday and sunrise on Thursday, with nets, or with
traps, or pots at any time, we will endeavor to convince
them that there is a different reading to the statute they
framed to give impunity to crime. Complaints left at my
office, wiiu names of witnesses, or with City Marshall
Walker will be promptly acted upon.
“E. M. Stillwell,
“Commissioner of Fisheries for Stale of Maine.”
—The “Forest and Stream" Club of Scranton, Pa., or¬
ganized in February, 1875, already has 100 members, and
is exertmg much healthful influence throughout the County
of Luzerne, in inducing proper respect for the game lawB.
Several violators have been prosecuted and fined or im¬
prisoned. This club has a shoot on the 24lh, 35tli, and
26th of this month.
Indiana.—A society has been formed at Valparaiso, Ind.,
known as the Porter County Society for the Protection and
Propagation of Fish. The officers are, President, W. H.
Holabird; Vice-President, Orin Wells; Secretary, W. H.
Vail; Treasurer, Abe Marsh. Near Valparaiso in a chain
of thirteen little lakes, and one of the main objects of the
society was to prevent the spearing of fish during the
spring and fall mouths. The President writes us that the
efforts of the society have been so obnoxious to the poach¬
ers in the vicinity that they have retaliated by destroying
his boats, and at last by killing his favorite dog. We
trust that Mr. Holabird may succeed in having the mis¬
creants punished, and that the objects of his society may
be fully accomplished.
—Our Texas correspondent sends us a letter published in
the Gainesville News, and dated at O’Brian’s Gamp, near
Fort Griffin, which gives the results of a buffalo hunt from
the middle of March up to date, as follows:—
“Jesse Benton and I have 825 hides of our own, and we
are now hunting iu partnership with James Ennis. Day
before yesterday ire killed 46 buffaloes, and yesterday 38.
We may hunt all summer, as buffaloes are geutler in sum¬
mer than in winter, but the hides are harder to save.
“J. C. Vaughn.”
Fort Griffin is on the Clear Fork of the Brazos River,
about 150 miles a little southwest of Gainesville and is a
good buffalo country. Our correspondent says very point¬
edly;—
“It may look like‘going back on’my former argument
in favor of McCarty’s Big Hunt, but this wholesale killing
for skins is too much of a good thing. I do not know how
many parties 1 have heard of being iu that locality last
wintor, but I did think that when the summer came it
would be stopped."
The recent law of Congress to prevent the wholesale
destruction of buffalo will fix the flints for these fellows,
if some one can be found bold enough to prosecute them.
The New Pennsylvania Game Law.—By the new
game law, amending and consolidating the several acts re¬
lating to game and fish, passed on the last day of the ses¬
sion, deer may ho killed from October 1st to January 1st;
gray, black, and fox squirrels from August 1st to January
1st; woodcock from July 4th to January 1st, partridge, or
quail, and rabbit from October 15th to December 15th;
pheasant from October 1st to January 1st; trout and salmon
from April 1st to August 15th; black bass from July 1st to
March 1st, and only with rod, hook, and line. The bill
imposes a penalty of $20 for killing, catching, or discharg¬
ing any firearms at any w ild pigeon while on its nestiug
ground, or in any manner disturbing such nesting ground;
a fine of five dollars for killing aay insectivorous bird, and
a fine of $25 for hunting and fishing or Sunday,
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—The Sodus “Bay Club,” of Sodus Point, New York,
has at last taken the game laws in its own hands, aad will
I push them. A correspondent says:—
“It has been an outrage the way the fishermen have been
hauling seines in Great Sodus Bay, catching thousands of
baBS, pickerel, and pike when spawning, so that during the
summer months spoon fishing or trolling is one of the things
of the past. The following resolution was passed at to¬
day’s meeting.
“That the President. Dr. Coventry, and the Attorney,
Jos. Briggs, and Mr. Chas. Perkeins, of the club, be ap¬
pointed a committee to investigate and take such steps as
they may deem necessary to enforce the game laws so far
as they relate to the waters of Great Sodus Bay, and that
this club appropriate the sum of $250 for the above pur¬
pose.”
1/

A Potential Game Protective Club,—Like all its
other products, the Game Protective Club of California
is big. Our correspondent, E. J. Hooper, tells us all about
it in the following letter-.—
y
San Francisco, May, 1870.
'

Editob Fobebt and Stream:—

We are progressing capitally with our new club. The
membership already numbers about 140 sportsmen and
patrons of protection for all kinds of fiBh and game. A
good foundation for successful operations in all the ob¬
jects of the society’s formation has been made at this early
day in the possession of several thousands of dollars in the
treasury. At a late meeting, a resolution was passed offer¬
ing a reward of $50 for every case of infringement of the
game and fish laws, members also pledging themselves to
report every instance of such violations under penalty of
forfeiture of membership. Besides the fresh water Lake
Merced, only five miles from the city, and well stocked
with salmon and trout, the society has leased the fresh
water lakes San Andreas aud Plllarcitos, the former stocked
with silver salmon and brook trout, and the latter also with
abundance of brook trout, with another largo freshwater
reservoir in their vicinity, distant, severally, from twentyfive to thirty-five miles from San Francisco. At each of
these fine pieces of water, club houses are beiDg prepared
for the accommodation of the members, with boats, etc.
When everything of this kind is consummated, with prob¬
ably some other pieces of water and streams, and more
privileges aud advantages for members, this society will
possess as many, if not more, opportunities for sport and
recreation than any other similar club in the world, and
most of them very convenient to the metropolis of the
State. Outside persons are allowed to purchase permits
for fishing in the company’s waters at a reasonable rate.
—At a meeting of the North Carolina Press Association
at New Berne, in May, a reply to the toast “Our Fishing
| Interests" Hon, J. E. West said:—■
,
"The fish of North Carolina arc worth more to the people
of the State in nett money than the cotton crop. Tens of thou¬
sands of our people depend upon the supply of oysters and
their fish (as our Revised Code has it) for their food supply.
The hanks of tho Pamlico, Albermarle, Bogue, Currituck,
and Core Sounds of the Neuse, CapoFear Roanoke, Chowan,
aud Tar Rivers are thronged with this class of people. My
friends Lane, Watson, and Daniels, with possibly one or
two others, pay to fishermen here in iNew Berne alone
some $75,000 a year for fresh fish just for shipment, to say
nothing of the immense sums of monfey paid directly to
them by retail dealers, or by the consumers amounting to
not less than $150,000 a year. Then again vaot quantities
of shad, rock, herriDg, etc., are packed, salted, and ship¬
ped by the fishermen themselves, who have invested here
some'$25,000 in boats, seines, etc., and employ about 200
hands, representing the same number of families. The
Southern Express Company has carried over our railroad
within a few months nearly nine thousand tubs of fresh
fish, to say nothing of the tens of thousands of gallons of
oysters and scallops, thousands upon thousands of clams,
turtle, and siinmp shipped by steamer and sailing vessels,
or by rail as freight. Yes, sir, we sow not ana still we
reap this bountiful harvest, this great gift of a beneficent
Providence.
The Delaware and Chesapeake Bays are being steadily
depleted of their supplies of oysters, new planting grounds
are eagerly sought, the creeks and thoroughfares of North
Carolina offer superior inducements to dealers iu the
bivalves, and the six hundred oyster boats that I have seen
at one time oystering iu the Delaware will soon whiten our
own waters. This industry with us is just in its infancy.
The few thousand bushels planted by my friend Ives, of
Bcauford, will soon swell into millions, and every acre of
oyster ground be worth not less than one thousand dollars,
Talk of your Nevada and Arizona gold mines, why, sir,
we have a big Bonanza at our very doors, a mine that -will
return, if properly worked, untold gold.
*
*
*
It is our duty to protect this great gift by proper pro¬
tective legislation, by enacting stringent laws requiring all
nets and seines to be removed from the navigable waters of
our State, say Friday night at sunset, and not set again
until Monday morning at sunrise, during the season our
food fishes are ascending the rivers and creeks for the pur¬
pose of depositing their spawn, providing means to restock
our rivers,-now nearly depleted of fish, by artificial means,
etc., etc.”
—A correspondent speaks of some high-handed proceed¬
ings lately in the Adirondacks.
If such doings are
probable in future we advise no one to go into the woods
,, without a rifle and army revolver:—
W
Adirondacks, Slay 30th, 1676.
v Editor Forest and Stream:—
Quite an affray took place in Pish Creek Bay, Saranac Lake, last
week. The Hoy t-Homeyn party, hearing of Bet lineB in the hay, went
to the camp of the St. Germains, who were violating the law, and re¬
monstrated with them. They were defied, assuming that they had the
right to “fish as they please, and would,” Cot. H, assured them he
woatd cut their nets and lines, if not removed. Insolence demanded
immediate action, and their nets were cut, but the lines were trolled for
unsuccessfully. ThB next day the Hon. W. A. Wheeler’s party was
fired into while trolling in the bay, while removing hooks from the setline, accidentally becoming caught. The ball passed nearthe row-lock,
tbtough the boat. Undoubtedly they supposed they were firing at the
former party. The next day, in trolling, X understand the sportsmen
went armed, and though passing the camp of the desperadoes all was
qniet. Wbat the repull will be remains to be seen. The sheriff of
Franklin county has bean written to, and it is presumed that the
Wheeler party will see that the offenders are brought to justice and the
law maintained. Here they have no game constables. We need State
Fish Commissioners to visit tho lakes and summarily arrest all violators
iff the law; hotel keepers and guides will not do it,
O. P. Q,

Illicit Whiskey.—Major Jacob Wagner’s mounted
revenue force, to which the editor of this journal was
permitted to attach himself for a period of several weeks
last fall, has recently finished a roost successful campaign,
having nobly sustained the American flag, and demolished
an inordinate amount of contraband whiskey. No less than
13Q Illicit distilleries were broken up and 128 arrests made,
while property onough was captured to far more than pay the
expenses incurred by the Government. These concerns
were capable of producing fully thirteen hundred gallons
of whiskey each day, the tax of which, at ninety cents per
gallou, made quite a loss to the Government.
The operations of Major Wagner’s force have extended
along the Blue Ridge, where the States of North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, and Tennessee border, aud
the duty required some personal risk as well as the exercise
of considerable hard work and ingenuity to discover the
distilleries, which were usually sequestered among the foot
hills and well concealed. The offenders were tried before
United States Circuit Court at Charleston, S. C-, and
sentenced to pay fines and suffer imprisonment in sums
as high as $500, and terms as long as three years. Fifty
of these prisoners signed a petition praying for clemency,
and beggiDg their friends to never violate the revenue
laws again. They declared their readiness to bind them¬
selves under oalh never to still again illicitly. To Major
Wagner is due the whole management and engineering of
the suppression of this illegal truffle.
McCarty’s Bis Hunt Heamd From.—Some considerable
stir was created a year and a half ago by Col. McCarthy’s
announcement of a grand buffalo hunt in Texas and the
mountains, so magnificent in its appointments and propor¬
tions as to eclipse the Prince of Wales’ battues in India,
The publication of this in our paper excited great
indignation against wholesale and indiscriminate slaught¬
er, although some persons were inclined to favor McCar¬
thy’s project. Many thought McCarthy and his expedition
to be frauds, while others predicted its annihilation by
starvation or Indians, if it was undertaken. We lost sight
of the whole affair in the dust that was raised, and had
forgotten that such an expedition was ever talked of, until
we received the following statement from our regular
Texas correspondent, whose word can always ho relied
upon, and from which it appears that the redoubtable Col.
did really attempt to carry out his programme, or some
part of it, despite all slurs and innuendoes:—
Gainesville, Cooke county, May 2Gth, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I met Mr, A. G. Crowell, of the Montague Nitos, recently, (who was a
surveyor for some years on the border) woo told me that bo saw McCar¬
thy Red party rb they passed through Moutuguo and as they returned.
They only went to tho Copper Region. Crowell Bays he primed them a
lot of ball tickets as they went ont, and they had a big time, bat as they
returned they were rather low spirited. C. says McCarthy is living in
Dallas, Texas.
G. H. R.

By Geo. Dawson, Editor
of the Albany Journal. Sheldon & Co., New York.
This is a Vade Mecum for salmon anglers. It is the
only American book that treats secunden a,Hern of the
technology of angling for salmon. Hallock’s “Fishing
Tourist" is comprehensive in its designation of salmon
rivers, but it does not attempt to impart much instruction
in the art of handling fish or rods. The author assumes that
he is speaking to adepts and not to pupils, which is an er¬
ror of judgment, Inasmuch as there are not two dozen sal¬
mon anglers in the United States, outside the city of New
York, as the venerable Mr. Dawson remarks in his work.
Because Mr. Hallock had the advantage of several years’
residence in Canada, where salmon anglers arc as numerous
as salmon rivers, it was perhaps natural for him to forget
that his relatives across the border had not been trained in
the same school as himself. He made a similar error in
his noteworthy illustrated article published in Harper's
Hagamie several years ago, entitled the "Restigouche,”
writing as if to the well informed. The Restigouche is
the largest and most romantic salmon river in Canada, and
was one of the first which the Dominion Government
placed its protective restrictions upon. Without doubt
Mr. Hallock's article was the first direct means of awaken¬
ing the attention of American gentlemen to the delights of
this pastime, and the facilities for.its enjoyment which tho
Provinces offered. At least two score of trout anglers
have since become ambidextrous experts, who had not be¬
fore dreamed of even taking a salmon, or realized how su¬
perlative was the sport beyond anything that had come
within their practice or conception.
Nevertheless, the
proportion of Walton’s disciples is so small that the "Fish¬
ing Tourist" has never received that consideration which
a work catering to more universal tastes would have com¬
manded. When, as at our State Sportsmen’s Convention,
10,000 pigeons are shot at, and the call is for more, while
only three contestants are mustered for the fly-cnBling
competition, it cannot he wondered at that there is little
show of appreciation for works on angling. However, it
is not altogether indifference to this subject that makes the
authors sad; there are thousands of people in the United
States anxious for the very information these hooks im¬
part, who would study it con amore if their attention were
properly directed to them, with judicious advice as to the
selection. The truth is that this class of books is laid out
of sight by the reviewers, who draw a sheet over them,
depositing them with a chaplet aud a peean in the general
literary receiving vault, where they may mould away, or
be resurrected, according to chances or the solicitude of
friends. We trust that no such fate will befall the admir¬
able book before ns, namely, Mr, Dawson's “Pleasures of
Angling,”
The Pleasures of Angling.
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The venerable author appreciates at the outset the disad¬
vantages which we have designated above, albeit a few
admirers of the Gentle Art have importuned him to write;
and he even humbles himself to apologize for what he im¬
agines younger men may interpret as the garrulity of his.
age. Nevertheless, as he writes, his enthusiasm for the old
sport kindles, and he becomes oblivious to all things but
the Woods and the streams, and the witchery of his favor¬
ite vocation. He pleads for it, not only for Us present al¬
lurements, hut because the reminiscences it conjures up are
a solace and tangible joy to declining years. However, we
think Mr. Dawson too ready to bend bis shoulders to the
mantle cf outlived usefulness. Mr. Dawson is only rela¬
tively old—not yet sixty, we believe. Only last week a
venerable gentleman whom all the world reveres, did us
the honor to climb tbe stairs that lead to our office to make
a complimentary visit. He was hale, vigorous, and full
of vivacity, and as well preserved as a person of much
younger years. His name was William Cullen Bryant,
and his age was 82! Mr. Dawson maty be as vigorous at,.
82, and Mr. Bryant may live to write a centennary ode, as
he promises.
Mr. Dawson tells us in his hook why salmon angling fills
a higher plane of ecstacy than pin-hook fishing and inter¬
mediate grades of the art, and having touched upon tbe
charms of natural belongings, as all sojourners in the
wildwoods arc wont to do, he shows how the avocation
gives healthful vitality, robust constitutions, gnd pro¬
longed years; and in succeeding chapters he reverts to the
abundance of salmon in past times, the causes of their de¬
pletion since, and the inducements that led the Canadian
Government first, and our own afterwards, to undertake
their restoration and preservation. He gives necessary in¬
formation as to leases of Canadian rivers, and regulations
governing fishing therein; the duties and wages of over¬
seers and wardens, the system under which they work,
fines and penalties for violations of protective laws, the
effect thereof upon the people, and the general benefit that
has resulted. Leases, we find, apply only to salmon; trout
fishing is unrestricted throughout the Dominion. Mr.
Dawson pays the Canadians the high complement of saying
that they never do anything by halves, and we wish to add
our own personal testimony to his assertions.
Our
State Governments can do no better than to imitate them,
and Mr. Dawson’s pen labors to stimulate them to the en¬
deavor.
The author reaches the marrow of his subject by gradu¬
al approaches, and having mentioned several prominent
anglers of Canada (we could multiply his list ten-fold at
least), he comes, on tbe 46th page of the book, to his fish¬
ing outfit, which he shows us costs not leBS than $100 for
tackle alone; tells us the best routes by which to reach the
rivers, aad the time to start, and at last embarks in his ca¬
noe with kit and guides, at the Cascapedia River, on the
Gaspe side of the Bay Chaleur. Tho canoes are described,
and the mode of paddling, or poling, as circumstances re¬
quire; camp is made, tbo first fly is cast, and the vacation
experience begins. The author imparts what he learns in
the acquisition groulo passu, relates many an exciting inci¬
dent of loss and capture and patience under trying difficul¬
ties, and gives enough instruction at odd times—here a
little and there a little—to transform a tyro into an expert,
if it were only followed. Perhaps we shall weave this
material into a chapter for the edification of our readers.
Then follow observations on the habits of salmon, inci¬
dentally interspersed speculations as to what they eat, and
declarations as to what they are when eaten. T he hook is
divided into three sections, the last devoted to trout fishing,
and it may be imagined that the author gathers improve¬
ment by experience—that he becomes more oracular and
useful as he gains confidence by acquired knowledge.
One thing is certain: He does not venture to describe un trodden ground. Whatever he says may he depended upon
as the fruits of careful observation and cautious reflection.
This is a comfort. It is a satisfaction to know that wo
can read without fear of being misled.
We leave our review now, not because we have touched
with a needle, as the bee does, all the sweet and salient
points in the book, but because to present a complete re¬
view would be to reprint the book itself; and as the latter
is copyrighted, the best we can do is to advise all who read
these lines to buy it. Part the 3rd, we should say, treats of
rambles among the Adirondacks.
Another Style of Canoe.—Some time ago,
Scotia correspondent incidentally mentioned in
tive of his, a canoe made of a frame and canvas
used in fishing. He has since sent a description
our request—which we print herewith:—

a Nova
a narra¬
that he
of it, at

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Ido not know of any manufacturer of each as mine. It was made
by Mr. John Richards, of Yarmontb, for his own use, and 1 got it of
him. He is an insurance clerk, but would probably make a oanoe to
order for any one, in his spare time, for $30 or $40. I do not know
who was the inventor. Theflrsc in Yarmouth was made here by Mr.
Joseph Johnson, machinist, from Bangor, Me. I cannot say exactly how
constructed, but think that the gunwale is made Hrst, io which ribs
of pine, about two inches wide by an eighth thick, are bent in the form
desired. Longitudinal strips of tho same are then lacked as closely as
possible to the riba outside, and over nil, a covering of canvas is
tightly stretched. A keel of pines an inch Wide and one-half inch
thick (tapering at the sides) Is then screwed on, and the whole outside
coated with shellac varnish, In which a little boiled llnaeed oil has been
mired. This makes a perfectly waterproof canoe capable of standing
nard knocks. Such a one, fonrteen feet long, will weigh about flfiy
pounds.
W. A. L.

—The pillory is in use on Prince Edward's Island, Gulf
of St, Lawrence.

FOREST AND STREAM,
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The Team Competition.—It is questionable whether
the autocrats who rule the destinies of the N. K A. and
the Amateur Rifle Club have acted wisely in stultifying
their own contracts with the men who have gained posi¬
tions among the number who are entitled to compete in
the second series of matches for places on the team which
is to represent this country in the approaching Internation¬
al contests. The action we allude to is in adding eight
more men, who have not qualified, to the sixteen who
have. The object may be, and probably is, to secure the
strongest team possible, but in view of the difficulty al¬
ready existing in persuading rifletiien from a distance to
come here and compete, we regard the action of the Joint
Committee ns injudicious, and likely to cause future simi¬
lar competitions to be looked upon as farces. It would
have been better to have admitted the entire body of de¬
feated competitors to a new trial; but we fear that in any
event the result will be to cause Ill-feeling and disappoint¬
ment.
The American Team.—The first competition for places
on the team of eight men which is to represent this country
in the approaching Centennial matches, was shot at Creedmoor last week, occupying two days. On the first day
there were thirty-nine competitors, including Dakin, Tale,
and Fulton, of the old team, with Ballard, Bruce, and Canfield. Col. Bodine was absent through sickness. On the
following day three of the thirty-nine failed to appear.
The shooting, however, was much better, and Major Ful¬
ton, who had shot very badly on the first day, improved
so much as to bring himself within the list of the chosen.
The Dames and scores of the sixteen lrom among whom
the team should have beeu chosen according to the pub¬
lished programme are as follows: the conditions being 15
shots each at 800 and 000 yards, and 20 at 1,000 yards:—
First
Second
day.
Bakin.ail
Kalhboue.C0-1
Anderson.I!W
llyde.194
Tate.190
Raymond. 195
Ballard.19?
Washburn..!9?
T.H. Gray.194
Overnaugh.177
Jewell.177
Bnscubury.179
Judd.188
Brocu.IMS
Suffer.190
Fallon.173

day.
222 •
2(18
M
20?
20?
19?
195
190
193
198
MW
200
195
193
191
228

Total.
431
412
401
401
397
392
392
38?
387
S85
33.'.
381
384
381
881
379

It was subsequently decided, however, by the Joint Com¬
mittee to admit eight more men to the second competition.
The other total scores made on the two days were as fol¬
lows:—
Name.
Blydenburgh.
R S. dry.
Elineiidm-r.
Weber.
C. C. llcbbard
Smyth.
Farwcll.
Fieher.
Lamb.
Hudg:

Total.
Total. I Name.
.354
.379 Allen.
.378 It I owe.
.3701A II. Mebbaid..
.3ti9 Canlield.
.80? J1 tool in.
.SOO.Robbetli.
.362
.302,0
Jackson.
aoBson.
.358| tlemnon
358] Shew.ea-i
35 41 Morse.237

Ceeedmook.—But one match was shot at Creedmoor.on
Saturday last, the Luther Badge, open only to members of
tlio Amateur Rifle Club. The Spirit of the Timet badge coo¬
lest having for some reason been postponed. The condi¬
tions of the match shot were, five shots each at 800, 900,
and 1,000 yards. The scores were as follows:—
Names.
700 Yds.
W. 15. Farwcll.25
C. E. Blydcnburg.24
L. Gainer.24
H. Fisher.
20
A. Anderson..
22
R. Itathbone ...: .25
A. K. Swau.22

809 Yds.
24
18
21
18
18
20
18

900 Yds.
19
2ft
17
S3
211
18
19

Total
68
82
82
80
80
00
59

Col. Farwcll having won the badge on two previous oc¬
casions, it now becomes bis property.
New York.—The LeatlicrstockingRifleCliib, of Goshen,
contested a match at their range on June 2d, which re¬
sulted in a victory for Mr. Booth, who led with a score of
61 out of a possible 70. Seven shots each at 200 and 500
yards. The following are the best scores:—
200 yds.
Name.
J. Booth-.27
A. J. Moore.2?
C. W. Coleman...2b

500 yds.
I
200 yds.
Total. Name.
34
Bl|R. B. Hock.24
33
60iL. J. Purler.28
29
58|W, Murray.20

500 yds.
Total.
29
53
la
42
19
39

Some of the scores at 500 yards were very fine, indeed,
as the 500 yards range is a very poor One, it being up hill.
New Jersey.—The opening festival of the Schuetzen
Park at Union Hill, took place the 22d, 23rd, and 24th, of
May, and was very well attended, shooters being present from
almost all parts of the country, especially from Newark,
New York, Philadelphia, Troy, etc. Capt. Aery, the
President of the Board of Directors of the Schuetzen
Park, distributed the prizes at five o’clock P. M., the third
day. Wo give herewith a list of the ten first prize winners
on each target:—
ring target.
Kings.I Name.
Rings.
.72 C. Koegel.59
Aug. Ermiech
.07 N. Crusiers.53
H. Kiieg- I ...
.113 J. Bluinenberg.57
Wm. llayes.
.BslPM’1. Klein.57
J. J. Morf.
1*. Meyer_
.6U|Jobo Uascben.57
N TAROET.
Name.
Lines.
Name.
Lines.
.40 A. Zengner.
40
Pni’l. Klein..
Wm. Hayes— ,. .y J. U. Sell.
40
John Kein..... —.. .4 i A. Sertz.40
J. J. Morf ...
..41 J. J. Itathjen .40
•1.
Bluinenberg.39
Capt. Ruschcn.
DIAMETER, measured by machine.
bull’s-eye tahoets-4 i:
Nome.
Begrees.
Name.
Begrecs.
1094
J. J. Manz.324 N. Lewis,....
J. Morr. 004 Wm. Klein.-.121
J. Cl. Neff.61 J. J. itathjen.125
Wm. Hayes. 76J Cuss. Kruse. 127
J. Burgmann. -. 93 •J. Blnmenberg.. . .13114

The most bull’s-eyes (4 inches in diameter) were shot by
J. J. Motif, of Jersey City, who made 60; .Nelson Lewis,
of Troy, following with 41.
At the team shooting, which took place Wednesday, the

24lh, the following teams were contestants: One from New
York, Scbnetzen Corps; one from Jersey, Schuetzen Corps;
Columbia Rifle Association, and Helvetia Rifle Club. Each
team consisted of seven meu, each man lo fire ten shots at
the Centennial ring target, (twenty-five half inch rings).
The Helvetia Rifle Club came out first, winning a splendid
gold meual; they made 1,091 rings. Next in rank, and
also winning a gold medal, came the Newark Shooting
Society, which scored 1,042; third in line was New Yorker
Schuetzen Corps with 1,039; 4th, Columbia Rifle Associa¬
tion, 860, and 5th, Jersey Schuetzen Corps, with 830; the
latter two societies say, that they will try to do better next
time. Three hundred dollars worth of prizes were also
distributed on the bowling alleys. Music and dance kept
the company, the visitors and every body together up to a
late hour.
Champion of the team was Wm. Hayes, of Newark,
with 184, followed by .J. Belcher, of Newark, with 183,
and J. J. Morf, of the fl. R. C., with 181.
Massachusetts.—A rifle club has been formed at Pitts¬
field, under the style of The Berkshire Rifle Association.
The officers elected are Col. Walter Catting, President;
James M. Barber, Esq., Treasurer, and Dr. F. K. Paddock,
Secretary. A fine piece of land has been selected for a
range, and permanent targets will be erected thereon very
shortly. The ground allows good ranges for targets from
100 yards to 1,000 yards distance.
Connecticut.—On May 24th the riflemen of Connecti¬
cut met again for the second time at Willowbrook range to
contest for a number of medals and badges. The weather
was fine, and the marksmen enjoyed a pleasant day’s sport.
The shooting commenced at noon, and a couple of hours
were devoted to pool shooting, at which 38 bull’s-eyes
were made. G. P. Babcock, of Manchester, and J. B.
Rowe, of New Haven, scored the highest number of fives.
Mr. J. E. Stetson won the first badge of the day at 200
yards, by a score of 31 out of a possible 35. In the mid¬
range match, 500 yards, Mr. Babcock won the badge,
scoring 34 out of 35, which gives him the badge, having
won it before by the same splendid score. Then followed
the long-range match, 800, 900, 1,000 yards, five shots each;
won by J. Rowe, who scored 52 out of a possible 75. The
other scores were: J. Stetson, 49; G. W. Yale, 46. Mr.
Yale won the badge at the first meeting, and the owner¬
ship of the badge remains to be decided.
The military match at 200 yards, for the Centennial
bronze medal, was won by T. S. Rust of Company I,
Second Regiment; score 26 out of a possible 35. The
silver Centennial medal for the best score at 600 yards was
won by J. E. Stetson of Second Regiment, with a score of
26 out of 35.
Illinois.—The members of the Chicago Rifle Club met
for long range practice at South Park near that city on the
lstinst. The best scores made were as follows: 15 shots
at each distance:—
Name.
800
Gen. W. E. Strong.
O. O. BlacBnier.
Chas. Falter.
A. G. Alford.
J. W. Roberts.

Yds.
59
55
59
51

SCO Yds.
57
40
86
38
40

1,000 Yds.
80
-It
35
42
39

Total.
176
136
130
129
79

This was really the first time the club had shot at the
three long ranges. Mr. Alford was suffering from severe
indisposition, or he would undoubtedly bave made a better
score, as the week before he made 25 out cf a possible 30,
at 800 yards, and 27 out of 30 at 900 yards.
Louisiana.—The Crescent City Rifle Club, of New Or¬
leans, held their regular meeting on the 28th inst. Some
of the best scores were as follows, all the matches being 15
shots. 500yards off-hand:—
Dudley Selph, 64; Jules Piffaut, 55. 500 yards lying
down: Dr. George Howe, 82; Wm. P-erce, 65; A. D.
Babbitt, 50. 1,000 yards: Dr. George Howe, 59; Col. Jolm
Glynn, Jr.. 57; Dudley Selph, 50; L. B. Hollingworth, 44.
The above score of Dr. Howe at 500 yards (special) car¬
ton target, is particularly good, the charge being 100 grs.
Hazard F.G., in the Orange Judd position.
Milwaukee, May 27lh, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The third contest at BOO yards for the Broudhcad Held glass prize came
off a lew days ago. Bangs won by a score of 71 out of a possible 75:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
E. B Bangs.71 J. Meun’er
*.,...66
E. Fielding.70lH. P. Yale.6U
C. Turner.'....68|
The score now stands, Turner winner once; Bangs winner twice.
The lifth contest at 200 yards off hand, for the Broad head prize, came off
yesterday. The following is the score: Fielding wins by n score of
43 out of possible 50:—
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total.
Fielding.,.,......48 John Ci Wells.38
H. F. Yslc.35
C. F. Hawley.
J.
Ormsby..34
J. Mounter...
O. Turner.....38 ■J. M. Arnold.32
F. W. Hawley.88
After the competition for the prize, a few of the gentlemen went over
to the l.COO yards range, to try their lack. As no one of the party had
shot at that distance to exceed three times, the fallowing may be called
a very good score:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
E. Fielding.45iC. Turner..-.24
J. M. Arnold.-40|J. Ormsby.28
U. P. Yale...311
_
Wau Wat.
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Woodcock.—Many

correspondents wishing to be in¬
formed as to the action of the late Legislature upon the
Woodcock question, we will state here that the proposed
amendments did not pass. The law remains the same as
last y ear,> an A sportsmen may shoot woodcock, after July
3d with impunity—provided they have guns.
Massachusetts.—The Worcester Sportsmen’s Club had
a pigeon shoot at their grounds east of Lake Quinisigarnond, on the 1st inst. The club prize was won by W. S.
Perry, who killed 14 birds out of 15. The weather being
dry and the pigeons lively, the general shooting was not
as good as usual.
Salem, June 4<7c—A flock of about twenty winter yel¬
low legs w ere seen in the mill-pond branch this A. M.;
this is rather late for theih. Mattel’s generally quiet.
Teal.
The Championship.—Tn

the match shot at Philadelphia
on I he 6th inst. for the championship between Capt Bo-

gardusandDr. Talbot, the former was the winner. Thescore
stood as follows: Single birds, fifty each, English rules.
Bogardus scored 38, and Talbot 39. Doubles, fifteen pairs
each. Bogardus scored 26, Talbot 15. Singles of twenty
each, American rules, Bogardus 10, and Talbot 14. Bogardus’ total 76, and Talbot’s 68.
Iowa.—A pigeon match was shot at Council Bluffs on
the 30th ult., between Co). Hoffmayer, J. W. Chapman,
J. F. Oliver, and Robert Mullis, The match was at 10
birds each, 26 yards rise, 80 yards boundasy, ground traps,
If oz. shot. The following is the score: Robert Mullis,
9; J. W. Chapman, 7; J. T. Oliver, 8; Col. Hoffmayer, 8.
There being a tie between Oliver and Hoffmayer, they pro¬
posed to shoot it off at 3 birds each, 31 yards rise, and
Chapman was also admitted. The following is the score:
Chapman, 8; Oliver, 2; Hoffmayer, 1.
E. P. A. P.

—At St. Paul, Minn., on the 27lb May, in the shooting
match by the members of the sportsmen’s club, 15 birds,
21 yards rise, Messrs. Baldwin and Zimmerman killed 14
birds each, with one bird each just outside the limit. In
shooting off the tie at Z birds, 26 yards rise, there was an¬
other tic, when the distance was increased to 31 yards,
Baldwin killing 4 and Zimmerman 3.
Wisconsin.—Mr. B, S. Patten, of La. Crosse, Wts., re¬
cently received a present of ten dozen wild pigeons from a
friend in Michigan and very generously invited some
gentlemen to assist him in disposing of them over the trap.
The following are the scores made upon the occasion: 12
birds each, usual conditions of boundary, etc.:—
Name.
E. S. Patten....
J. C. Bane.
Harry West.
Thos. Bunbar...
Tbos. Hogan_

Name.
IV. W. Crosby..
E. A. Hatch _
Ous. Ease!.
•f. J. Hogan_
D. A. McDonald.

Virginia.—A number of matches were shot at Rich¬
mond on the 29th inst., the first being between Messrs. A.
B. Duesbcrry and John Beatty at fifteen birds each; the
former won by a score of 11 to 8. Messrs. Harvey and
Rabcock then shot nine birds each, Mr. Harvey killing five
birds to his opponents three. A club match was then shot,
8 birds each, with the following result:—
Name.
Total. I Name.
Total,
L. Harvey.....-.3 J. I catty.?
J. L. Schoolcraft.b|F. M. Sherry.6
A. G. BllbcOcTl.5.C. Epps.8
A, B. Bnuatitn-ry.5|

TALLOW

FOR

GUN

BARRELS.

New York, May I7tb, 1876,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of 11th inst., you advise “G. A F.,” West Meriden,
Conn., to use good sewing machine oil or Belmontyle oil as a preventa¬
tive against rust on guns. My experience may be of benefit to some
person who is troubled us I have been, keeping a gun in a damp locality
for months. I oiled my gun with every known article. After muny
experiments, I came to common beef tallow, where 1 rested on my
swab and rag. Now my gun is easier cleaned alter a day’s sport, and 1
may say has not had a particle of rust on it in three years. I always
carry a piece of flannel soaked iu tallow to use in the bnsh during wet
weather for wiping my gnn and rubbing tallow into my boots or shoes,
and If I expect to have much fording of streams to do carry with mo a
cap box filled with tallow. The same piece of tallow answers for boots,
outside and inside of gun. The smutch from the inside of gnn barrels
improves the color of one’s boots, ana the rubbing of tallow on boots
improves flannel for wiping the gnn, Another advantage in constantly
having tallow wilh one is, much chafing Is avoided by keeping boots
from getting soaked with water, und thereby stiffening the leather. I
often shoot in tie shoes when I expect to wade in Water, they are so
easily emptied, but never am tronbled with stiff leather. At first 1 dry
in by stove heat ali it is possible to do; repeated rubbings with the
flannel keeps them soft. A year ago last autumn 1 rubbed my gnn out¬
side and inside with a tallow flannel and left it In the coniilry, last
summer. 1 was nnable to shoot, bnt took out the gnn from its case to
see if any rust had accumulated. I was suprised to And none, as I he
house was without Are all winter, and damp. I returned the gnn to its
case; left it there last wintor without reuewing the tallowing. This
spring, in April, I was at my country house, the gnu caine in for its
share of inspection. There was no rnston it. If any kind of oil will
go as far as the tallowed flannel I have yet to discover it.
Wollat.
Maryland Style.—The epicurean Nestor of the Turf,
Field and Farm does not relish terrapin cooked after a
recipe printed in our paper last week. That may be true
enough, and the gastronomic reputation of our friend still
suffer no damage. Men’s tastes differ. It may he that
the caviller enjoys the ingredients separately—the flour,
the eggs, the cream, and the wine—very well, let him take
them so, and eat his terrapin au mturel, with no condi¬
ments but its own juices. Perhaps he will be persuaded
to reveal the secret by which terrapin are made fit for his
own noble palate. We submit that it were more generous
and reasonable to attempt to convert us than to hang ns
for heretical notions.
Faith! onr Nestor would have
graced the old Inquisition, condemning without a hearing.
No doubt had he lived in those days, he would have served
up martyrs in Maryland style, instead of Toasting them at
the steak. Hear what the venerable sinner says:—
“Alas! our good friend and neighbor, the Forest and
Stream, has destroyed forever its gastronomic reputation.
It has committed an outrage on the sacred bird of the
Chesapeake—the diamond-back terrapin—by the publica¬
tion of a recipe for its cooking which would make the
late Col. Jack Thomas or Mother Temperly shiver with
hoiror in their graves if they could read it. What fate
should be awarded the rash barbarian who would dress a
diamond-back terrapin with flour, eggs, cream and wine J
Hanging would be too goo.d for him."

— “Yell, fare,” said a Centennial restaurant keeper,
shrugging his shoulders when a customer from Arkansas
demurred to paying one dollar for a cup of coffee and a
roll, “zo price he may luke large, zatladmete; but zen,
sare, reflect zat you nafer liafe anozzer shanee like zese for
une liuhdret year."
-4l>
Intuit tint. —Core-shonld be taken, in buying Fishing or Hunting Suits
lo get ugcDiiloe HolahirdSuit, and not onoof the worthless imitations
\t hjoh uvu being put on the market. Tlte best is the cheapest.—A<(V.
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Scottish Archers.—A. curious scene
took place at the Archers’ Hall on October
mil, 1818,
A party ot North American
Indiana, who were giving an entertainment
nl the theatre, were invited to come and dis¬
play their skill in archery before the Royal
Oompnuy. The performance began by the
Treasurer and Secretary shooting before
the Indians at a distance of 100 feet; the
Treasurer hit the paper (four inches in diameterVal the second shot, much to the de¬
light of tin: Indians, who, ou trying this
range, could make nothing of it. Their
hows were too weak for the weight of the
arrows; the rauge they were accustomed to
was about twelve [races, and at this their
practice was good, but not belter thau that
of the Highlanders.
The Indians were
next presented with four Scotch arrows and
two bow-strings each, and then succeeded in
shooting fairly well at the 100 feet range.
“Six of Hie members of the Royal Company
took up the like number of Indians at buttdistance, and shot a Jew ends, during which
the Indian opposed to the Secretary ‘paper¬
ed’ with liis first arrow, and manifested
tokens of great joy upon the event, hut was
beaten by the Secretary’s second arrow,
which was a better ‘paper.’”—lltus. Sport¬
ing u-nil Drumatie Melon.

Lose Distance Walking Sixty Tears
Aoo.—A correspondent of the Eantern
Morning Menus—ora English paper—furnish¬
es it with the following formidable list of
p rformanees of .Tosiah Ea'o.i, ag- d 49: Al
thowmarkel, Suffolk, walked a quarter of
a mile in every successive quarter of an
hour for the space of six weeks; commenc
ed at t wo o'clock ou the 42th May, and tinished five minutes before two o’clock on
the 33d June, 1818, having previously per¬
formed the following pedestrian feats: De¬
cember 36th, 1815, on Blaokhealb, 1,100
miles on the Barclay plan, viz., a mile ev¬
ery hour; July 2Qlh, 1816, at the same
place, 1,100 miles, commencing each mile
within twenty minutes after each hour;
December 5th, 1816, on Brfxton Causeway,
1,998 half miles iu 1,998 succeeding half
hours; June 18th, 1817, on Wormwood
Scrubs. 3,000 miles in 43 days; September
6th, 1817, from Colchester to London one
day and returning to Colchester the next,
being 51 miles daily for twenty successive
days.

IW Mcni,c}FOR SALE.
REDoutIRISH
SETTER BITCH BY PLUNKETT,
of Bo-«s. Boss by Sultu?’ Dash, oun of im¬
ported Belle.

EOT full particular*, address
F. A. D1FFENDEKBFER.
jeS 5C_Lancaster, Penn.

^NGLISa SETTER PUPS.
Lot 1 .—Orange and white, six weeks old, by Lark
(No. 217 A_ K, and a. F.), out of Reddle. Her
sire and dura imported from Duke of Hamilton's
ken 11 el. Pric« $20 each.
Lot 2.—White. Wil li liver colored marks; three inonl Iia
old: hy Pride of the Border (Mo 41 A. Li. and S.
Y). out of Dimity (No. 196 O. K. and S. F.)
Price Slit) each. Address
G. B. RAYMOND.
Jo8_2o_719 Broad street. Newark. N. J.

"DTOJt SALE—ONE oETTEE DOG EUF;
JD black and white; four months old; good native
slock. Price $‘5. Address W- A. GALLOWAY,
New Dorp, Staten Island,_je8 2t

THOR SALK-BLACK AND TAN DOG
JD
Dash, best eon of Colburn’s Dash; perfectly
broken on woodcock and snipe; bjert byHamilron
Thompson.
For fnrtlmr information, address W.
HUMPHREYS, tea Fulton street. N, Y,_lt_

For sale—three splendid set-

t.er Dog Pops; one orange and white, and two
rods; seven mouths old: half Laverack; price $15
each. Address A. O. LOGAN, 4356 Germantown av.,
Philadelphia,
_iftjBifeMt.

l§otqls and %{.t']ortn farJ§port$inen.

PAVILION HOTEL
NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

K. T. COLE, Proprietor.
Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing. Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A proineuadc piazza 3t*0 feet
long._je8 6m

OARD AT HIGH BRIDGE FORTWO
persons; private family; high and HpnciouH
ground* and stable; convenient to Harlem River;
boating and fiabing; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
M, B-. this nffic.o. jeR rf

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

^

«ptiBA'ac-gf• ‘

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
time (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the c»elusive rise of which in the manufacture of dog
food is seen red to us by patent; Lkey will keep dogB in
perfect condition without ocher food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Spratt’s Patent.”
Be sure to observe lliis. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
38 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 ewt.
apt13_

For sale—full Gordon setter

Pups, over four months old. Both sire, Tom,
and dam. Jinnie. are very hard to heat on quail and
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Seller
DON will be allowed to serve bitches. Inquire of
apI20
H. B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Ba.

English

stud

setter

from

Thoa. Scatter’s Kennel, Imported Field Trial
Setter Dog LELTON will be allowed to serve bitches
at $40 each. For pedigree and performance. addreBB
HENRY C. KNOX,
men9 3m
Enon, Penn.
EftiHY GAIi DIVER, M. D., I1AS CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale, medicine* adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer m sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation . Broad way and Fiftieth street;._Oct 22

URE
Kale.
Oily, Del

BRED
1‘edigrcee.

SETTER

PUPS FOR

M. YON CUL1N. Delaware
it c23obw 6m

OF

UUEBEC,

This is one of the finest fishing localties in the East¬
ern Township* of Canada, and h* sltnaled at the ontlet o£ Lake Meraphremagog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ay re - Fiat, on Pasumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport._,iel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, targe, anil well kept, good bar, Ac
Free bus to depot. Dally line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, Bud Melbourne, on Grand Trank Railn aVWaterloo is a pleasam. thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and iu the midst of au excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Bass, andlHckelel Board 81.26 per day.
jel 3m_L. H. BROOKS, Proprietor.

"OTTAWA HOTEL
C. S. BROWN & J. Q. PERLEY, PitormKTOlts,
Montreal, Canada.
LOCATED ON ST. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PBINCI. AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE GJTY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
Jel 3m •_

FOR SAXE, OB TO LET.
The elegant country residence, WILLOW LAKE,
at Locm-t Valley, near Glen Cove, Long Island.

Suitable for Summer Boarding-House.
The house is 21 B'ories* frame, 40 feet front and 32
feet deep, w ith wide piazza front, rear, and on south
end. On first floor are parlors, sitting room, and
dining-room; wide hall through the centre. Up stairs
are 9 bedrooms, all large and airy; kitchen wellarranged and convenient; cellar large and dry.
On the premises, and at a convenient distance from
the bouse, are a atable and carriage honsc, chickenhouse. shed, coal, tool, and ice houses. The grounds
are well laid out and tastefully planted with orna¬
mental trees and shrnbbery.
The avenue leading
from the road to the house skirts a beautiful lake, on
the border of which the house Blands. A Paper Mill
at the north end of the lake will be sold with the
above, subject to a lease. The lake and laud embrace
about 27 acres. As a place or residence it is elegant,
and healthy; for manufacturers it Is convenient; for
the propagation of trout, for pleasure or profit, there
is no be,ter place in the State. Apply to
R. FRANCIS,
mch2 3m
47 Broad street. New York.

Board During Centennial
IK PHILADELPHIA.
A FEW
SBfECT TRANSIENT AND PERM Aneut parties can he accommodated by a private
family, strictly firsi-ebiss, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
fiom the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2,651, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yardB from the house, Address
_L. GARVEB, 2908 N. J6ih 8t., Philadelphia.

BELMONT

HOTEL,

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Booms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A Grst-clasa Restaurant, ana Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
borne, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mch3Q6m
HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

Bromfield House,

'gOARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.
Fust-class accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terms low. Address HENRY B. HURST, Iiock
Farm, Gtcu Cove, L. T., or 71 Green Avo., Brooklyn.
Rkvekkncbs:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smirh. 428 Cana).
William A/Badly. 96 Wall.
T. Bri iton, 23 Builing.
Forosl mid Stream, 17 Chatham._ap!27 3m

PROVINCE

A. W. HUBS ARD, Prop’n

Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston Mass.

The House for Sportsmen.

For

feh17 if.

sale—pleasant homes on

easy terms; ailnated near the seashore, at Bath,
L. X; large yards, with fruit and shade trees, and
barns: pleasant surroundings, good fishing, hunting,
and bathing Address
J. H. BATTY,
may25 tf
Box 40. New Utrecht N Y.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
ThiB houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

BOGS, and SHOOTING.
THE

AMERICAN

KENNEL
AND SPORTING FIELD.
By Arnold Burges, late editor American Sportsman.
Giving full practical instructions for Breeding,
Breaking, and Kennel Management; and Stud List of
Pedigrees of 300 Imported and Native Dogs in the U. S.
Square 8vo. Illustrated. Clo., $4.
FIELD, COVER, AND TRAP SHOOTING. By
Oapt. A. H. Bogabdus, “Champion Wtng-Shot” of
America. Illustrated. Price $2.
AMERICAN WILD-FOWL SHOOTING.
By
Joseph W. Long. Illustrated with models and
plaus for Boats, Decoys, Blinds, Comping Utensils,
etc., and spirited Sporting Scenes. Price $2.
***To be had through any Boookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, op receipt of price, by J. B. FORD,
& CO..N. Y.
nwlilfi 121

FLORIDA.

§iwrfxmen’& ponies.
rjYHE "FISHING LINE."
Brook Trout and
Crayling Fisheries

40 Acres—$50.

OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 17.1

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance und variety of fiBh
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling Is found only in these
waters.
Brook Trout Pennon opens May 1st.
Grayling benson opens June 1st.
Black Bass, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscalonge are
also found in large numbers in the muny lakes and
lakelets or this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club” at
home, as ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beantifnl. The air is
pnre, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enoneb to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after June let Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attr ctive train facilities oi<rcd 10 tourists and
spn tenien; also on end after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low races.
It is our aim to make sportsmen Feel “at home’’ on
this route. For Tourist's Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, BoaLs, Guides, dtc., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m
Grand Rapids, Mich.

rpHE SPORTSMEN'S ROUTE,

Ont of 050.000 acres of linked States and State
lands ceded to llm ATLANTIC, GDI.fi’ & WERT
INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres enn now be

Selected for $50.
in the cen'rc of the orange region, adjacent to a
road running dally trains from Fcrnaudina, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Keys, on the Gulf or Mexico,
with the best HUNTING and FISHING in Amorica,
and almost free tiansportation given In each purcha¬
ser, these lands will be speedily bought up by actual
settlers from all parts of the Union.
They compare favorably with THE BERT lands In
the Stoic, and are already surrounded by thrifty
Northern and Western Settlers.
For maps, farther descriptions, &c,, address

J. B. OLIVER, Cen. Agt.,
FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMP’Y,,
jel 8t

361 FfiltbJi St., Brooklyn, -N. Y.

HURST’S

Stereoscopic Studies

Chicaeo & Northwestern Railway.

OF

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating froin Chicago;
Like the fingers In a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, an4 cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine. Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond do Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagauneo and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, und for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peier, Mankato, New Ulm, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina uml Dnbuquc, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, tmd passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Folton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This lust named is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada. California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of llllnolfl and Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver. Salt L.tke City, Virginia City. Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, and all other points west of
the Miasonn River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE’-E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FA VOUA BLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
hike. Pickerel, and Buss Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern ami North western lines of this company
'^rilin' iiM.ii't i.nHitpiiMML by any in tbe West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. H. ST EN NETT,
Gen. Supt.,Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt.,Chicago.
aplG

Natural History
FOR OBJECT TEACHING IN SCHOOLS
And

PARLOR

ENTERTAIN NENT.

We are prepared to furnish the first sixty numbers of
the first series or

Animals and Birds of North America.
To ihese will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various animals and blrJattigrotesque
attitudes, never, however, violating iheir natural livstiucLs.
We offer these views, not as pictures only, but ns
studies Horn nat ure. One of the great moving ele¬
ments in our modern sys'em of eduea'ion Is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of ihe stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homes, where lbey cannot fail to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen,
•
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, aud in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enable* Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate, rocks, woods, or water, aud col¬
oring from the originals.
C(maKJ*n University,
I
Ithaca, March Htb. 38TO. f
I must congratulate you upon yotir great success in
this new educational enterprise. If we can arrange
oar amusements so as to make them impart instruc¬
tion to tne mind, it Will be a step in udvauce in edu¬
cation.
EZRA CORNELL.

TO SPORTSMEN:

Price*: By the Dozen.$3 OO
By the 8ct of Dozen, 111 Elegant Case, 16 OO

THE PEKNSYLVANIft R. R. COMP'Y

Forest anil Stream Publishing Conip’y,

These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by
Respectfully invite attention to the

17 Chatham at., (Pity Hall sq j

Superior Facilities
afforded hy their lima for renebine moat of tbeTROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
Slates. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS! avoid the difficulties and r—
gets of re8htpmcnt, while ihe excellent enrarnn
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

Founded July

i,

P. O. box 483T

1808.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSIl
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company ir.
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOYA, BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEtiUA, aud
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOU AN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
ANH FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thosifson, Oen’l Manager.
feb!7 tf

For

new

haven,

Hartford,

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal ami
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Nortbam leaves Pier No. 25, Eat-l River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
Fast River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger tram will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield aud way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—Steamer Elm City leaves New
York at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early mornbig trains. Tickets sold aDd baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
street, Brooklyn. Excursion to New Haven and re¬
tain. SI.50
Apply at General Office, on the pier, or
to RICHARD PECK, General Agent.
mySir tf

Rigby gun for sale-a

splen-

did double barrel, central fire Duck Gun; No,
10 bore, extra quality laminated sieel barrels, reborn U
locks; all Rigby’s patents. Oak leather covered case
with spring lack, conraiuing cartridge machine, brass
loader aad Avad rummer, cleaning rods, Ac., &c., all
complete; has only been used three limes; cost $450
to import. Price *850. Address N. W. B., Box No.

1837, P 0,,N?w York,

ft

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Century Game Register.
Registers from i to 30.000. Keeps correct record of
anyr known game, and both points and games. Just
the size of ordinary playing cards. Just the tiling for
eveuiugs in camp. Only TWENTY-FIVE cents ^
pair. Liberal discount lo the trade. Address
CENTURY GAME REGISTER CO.,
P. O. Box 329.
Washington, I) r.

.
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel In the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OP

DEAD
GRASS COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

(Sum

WATERPROOF

O overs.
Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO 1.-This Reel is exLra nickel-elated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sand, aleo that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of lino. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary tf) yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
NO. 2—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Exlra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O, D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for Price List of Fishing Hods and Reels. Mention this paper.

c. F. OltYlS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,

mch30 3m
L. H. Abbbs".

C. F. Bubble.

4-8 Maiden Lane, t
35 Liberty Street. \

Akbbew Clerk.
Special.
v■

o. b»* im
newyork.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk <fc Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers m

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment. of fine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooke, on hand
and tied to order; Cut,ty hunk and Pasque Islinds
Ba6s Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. ” Beware
of imi'a'ions.
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bhps Bod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adlroudacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may2o

McBride

These files are imitations of American Insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Fites copied
rom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
. McBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe conn*.v. N Y.
E»ton, Holberton & Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities._dec2 ly

65 Fulton St, N. Y.p
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hofe’s Rubber
steel Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel. &c . &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “MullalyV Patent
Flies. The new style Cut.t\ hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parlies fitted ont for the Adirondacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
carefol and prompt attention.

Tacklu suitable lor Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other Baking.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUN8,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BRADFORD t ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce Si., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of flue Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE BOD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Premium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 1871._mch9 6m

J. B. Crook & Co.,
MANUFACTUREUB A

FISHING TACKLE!

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
Fishing: Tackle,
Fisiung Rods,
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
angSSti-ly

CASES.

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
COLLARS,
ROD AND

50 Fulton St., IV. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

Heart Rods,

for Tro" t Bass nnd Salmon.

E. VOM

HOFE.

FLY RODS.
FOR
Salmon, and
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Boa, Flic, Reel., Lines,
Leader., Fly.Booka, dec.

THOMSON & SON.
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 6m

NEW

m

ul

THE LEADING KEEL MAKES
OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE,
103 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

friends that he is prepared to make

Shoothig and Fishing Suits
at the above prices. The ten dollar suit is better
made than any competitor can offer for the eame
money. My original design haying been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,

BEST

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,

and respectfully solicit your orders.

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap. Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can f nrnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Hide (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We-were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of borne manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining the best points of the English
suits, und in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect."
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

“OAK HALL,’’ BOSTON, MASS,
aplfl 6m

LAWtf MOWERS
FOR

and Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New York Agricultural Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.,

NORIMS,

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to dll orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MURPHY,
mgh!6 8m
10 Halsey St., Newark, N, J.

W. H. HOLABIRD
Wonld most respectfully announce to his patrons and

for suggestions. I believe that I have the

BOSTON

Hand

1S9 and 191 WATER 8T., NEW YORK CITY.
*pl& ly

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

(complete).$10

&c., for which I have to thank the fraternity at largo

G.W SIMMONS & SON,

Trout,

THADDEUS

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

SHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete)..@20

Manufacturer and Dealer in

NORRIS

Best Bait used for Bass or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published-SO pages of
frfed“’
mayiuat

FISH & nTiSoS‘A4p0rtSIMPSON,
>2 Nassau street, N, J,

^

(complete).@10

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, *0.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THE

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.
HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

This mustache produced by the use of
DYKE’S BEARD ELIXIR, without in
jury, or will forfeit $100. Sure and sure.
With full direction*, postpaid, 25 cents.
A. L. SMITH & CO.,
Agents,
&i>12? 7t
Palatine. Ills.

COATS IN

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 16 pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods.

They are better known and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

AMMUNITION

Holsters and

S

jelly_

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

Ends, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, Ac.

Janl3-ly

RIFLE COVERS AND

1BISSETT & MALLESON,

Fishing Tackle,

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

DOG

Flies,

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

lOl

CREEDMOOR AND

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Flies.
liolberton’s Trout and Black Bass Fly Roda and
Flies.
Fine Lines of all kinds, plain and water-proofed
by the celebrated Tappon process.
Orvis and Celluloid Reels
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suits Light, durable, and cheap.
Portable Boats of all makes.
Ilolabird's celebrated water-proof Suits.
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder. The best
in the market.
We furnish every article necessary for the camp or
field. Goods sent everywhere by express, and out of
town orders carefully attended to. Send stamp for
Catalogue to

VALPARAISO, IND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Couhti-asd St.

Dogs of England.
Frem Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal PaintingB by R. W. THRUFP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, In Bank Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Mai dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white! S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Poinler, (liver and white) - Gartie, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liverandwhite)R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb. Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captaiu Lmdoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound. Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.
Luna. Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Cnb, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clamber Spaniel, It. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk. Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, — G-rwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (Mack) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
_
___ ,
Kook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Morchison. Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont. Captain Lindoe.
By las, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq.
Prince. English Terrier, (white) T. H MurchiBon.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound. Lord human.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Lana, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white.) 8. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. 0. Maod°Hainlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Wbiteh°JackY?x Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,: T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver aud white), K. J. L. Price,Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
. of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Png, Mra. K. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and while), K. J. L. Price.
Jack. Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Dnke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white.),-Gartie, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S.E. Shulcy, Esq.,
MGainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price.

Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to

express charges.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

^.Ohsth&m street. New York.

29B

FOREST AND STREAM

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J.,
BUILDERS

OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders ot the Famous Iron Steam Yachts
CONTINENTAL (80 feet), speed 17.94 miles per hour; FIREFLY (50 feet), 17.04 miles per hour; MINNEHAHA, now building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COUKTLANDT

Co,,

ORIENTAL

POWDRR MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

tsT.,

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

GUNPOWDER.

Orange Sporting Powder.

Dupont’s

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. Tbe coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially arc recommended
to owners o( fine breech-loading guns, giving groat
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

BUILDERS

POWDER

OP

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also, MACHINERY1 FOR TUGS. LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS
Crr SENI) FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR._•_apleant

DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(EsTAUUBirEU IK 1801),

THE LATEST

PORTABLE BOAT.
Carries your luggage, and is checked ou the railroad
as a trunk; 1x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water proofed canvas, and made ready for the water In
five, minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER,
may4 tf_Mystic River, Conn.

There can- be no greater portabllity withont. serious defecta They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberton & Co.,
102 Nassau street.__Jy29-lv

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiom one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. RUSHT0N, Manuf’r,
meh9 3m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Camping Tents
AND

m IT Vanity Fair.

*
* ■** Tt is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make tlie tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. S. KIMBALL dr CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N, Y.
From Seth Green* Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the beat article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used,
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B.Lamberton, Rochester.
Having smoked yonr tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, 1 believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands kuown to
me. Being in search of ft tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
yonr Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus Ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, N Y.
We have received from Messrs. Kimball & Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and. after most thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

Canvas Boats.

THE

Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed

PAPER STB PIPS.

BY TAP PAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N, Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Fifth street, Phila.
J. W. LB ANE & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision,

mar23

C. TAPPAN, Greenwood. Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
For Hunting and Fishing,

A

SPECIALTY.

All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mail promptly Attended to. Goods sent
to any part of the world.
8. A. HARWOOD,
mcnlfi 3m
71 West Broadway, N. Y.

Bound

Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, #4.00.

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely In cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office,

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which Bhall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the Btem is of porons paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by
nov!8 tf

J. H. Hubbard,

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For Bale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneelaiul,

From the “Bote of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
QUOTED BY IZAAK WALTON IN HlS “ANGI.EH.”
American Edition, with Preface ami copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Hiclen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12mo,, 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy It.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D.
from Forest and Stream,
aplSJT 8m

20 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors nnd
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER, Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World.”

CHALLENGE.

70 Wall Street, IVew York.

The undersigned is prepared to prove ull the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for hie powder.

The Hazard Pow der Co.,

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Darrel in Rnpitl
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.

Feb 10-ty

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.

He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot gnns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder’1 of yonr dealer.

Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 8 (coarse). In X ih. canisters and6i lb.
kegs. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to snort gnns.
Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6) and 12) lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
cleun, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and It la equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

J. II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in o?Jjests of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
124. and 64 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Bams strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary snorting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Sijie powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our olnce,

.

Carved Heads,
T a x i d o rmisW’
supplies. Skins
and eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
J stock, lu¬
te, Chrysanuen, Coral,
Shells, &c.
Agents:
Merrel .Ryder,
55 Jackson St.,
St. Paul, Minu.j
and Eaton, Holberton & Co., 102 Nassau street, H. Y.

88 Wall Street. New York.

J. WALLACE,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Fysshe and Fysshynge.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowL Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 124 lbs,,
and 8J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and 4 lb.
All of tbe above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any other oranda made.
BLASTING. MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 6th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
Whole, #20; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5, $4;

i-io, $a; 1-20 $i.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments. <vc. TAYLOR At (JO.,Bankers,

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERTES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up In the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormonse. from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skins atid artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skiUB, heads* and horns.
meliSO tf
:No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.
Birds and Animals Preserved to Order by

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4th doer from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and

Proprietor. Open day and night.

R. L. NEWCOMB,
TAXIDERMIST,

NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Instructions given.
JooySS tf

FOREST AND STREAM
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THE DALY CUN
Every Gun Fully Warranted.

Ky CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR

OF TOE FISHING TOURIST.

Send for Catalogue to
Published by Forest and Stream Pub*
Hailing Co.,

SCHO VERLING & DAL Y\

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent, by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica¬
tion'.

84 and 86 CHAMBERS ST., K. Y.,

And to W. R. Schaefer, 61 E'm St., Boston, and F. P. Taylor, 72 E. Madison St., Chicago.

GreenTs patent Loar1er> price

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

I have now In
stock a comp 1 e t e assort¬
ment of Rifles
of all vvel
known and re¬
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their price*. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OP
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all w'ho take an in*
tcr. it in liille Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be rested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with claim and associations. Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 280 Broadway, corner
Warren St., N. Y.
dec23 6m

BARRELED

GUNS.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

Manufactured by the

Combining all the modem improvements, and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $45. Rifle attached if desired,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONST.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. T1IE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs* patent waterproof primers, never miss lire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech
Loading- Shot Bunts.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the cips easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving ihnpugh or
springing away, thereby causing misslires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents uiiasfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are llnely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2| to
inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART «fc CO., 363 and 365 Market at., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messks. Georok E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever need. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nse them in all my shootiug hereafter. Youra truly.
maylH-ly
A H Boo A rtDUs.

Cr ////uz Sf & /?////.

W. H. BAKER,
mebao 6m

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. T.

0A.NADIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

“Our Birds of Prey.
HENRY O. YENN0R, F. G. S.

Thistainsbeautiful
and novel work con30 large Photographed Plates, and upwards
of 150 pages of descriptive lei tor-pi es*
It figures
and describee every species of Eagle, Falcon, iUwk,
Buzzard, and Owl iliai is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
No less than fifteen specifically distinct Falcons and
Hawks, three Faglee, and ten Owls are described as
inhabiting Canada, some of these, however, being
given as “exceedingly rare.”
The letter-preFS of the work is, thr-ugliont, based
upon Lhe Author’s personal observations In the Cana¬
dian field between ihe years 1860 and 1876, and is filled
with new and orginal facts relating to the distribu¬
tion, habits, and nldiflcalion of these Birds. It also
contains the observations of recent American writers
on several species concerning which there has been
much controversy.
The whole form a series which it would be difficult
to improve upon, and one that is not to be found represented in any one collection in the Dominion of
Canada—many of the Birds figured having been sent
from distaut places on purpose for these plates. All
are Canadian Specimens.
The copyright of the whole work has been secured
for Canada and the United Statea by the Author, and
only a email edition will at present, be issued. This
will be distributed in Canada, to Subscribers in ihe
order in which t heir names occur on the Subscription
List*. Early orders are solicited.
Price Complete, in Cloth (30 Plates), - - $13
P. S.—'l’ue Pla es or this Work will not be sold
separately, but if desired the whole book may be had
in paper cover, $12.
DAWSON BROS.,
may25 tf
Montrea., Canada, Publi-hers.

Xcm UOJf

Woven Rowing, Base Ball, and Gymnasium suits.

FOR 1876,

DEGRAFF & TAYLOR,

Published Shortly,

WILL BE

87 & 89 Bowery, 65 Chrystie,

&

130 & 132 Hester St., N. Y.,

STILL CONTINUE TO KEEP TEE LAUOEST STOCK OF
PAKLOE,

DINING,

AND

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in lhe Woods,” &c,
Ttls admirably written, ami has just enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The Illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while Lho instructions respecting
routes, localities, distances, outfits, <fee., embrace
everythin:; that can be desired. Taking it all In all,
it is the most complete book that has bee*, published
on the Adi rollbacks, not excepting even my own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.
From Albeit B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
••Woods and Waters,” ‘ The Indian Pass,” Jssa.
T think It is Ihe be^t work on Ihe forest that has ap¬
peared— superior in word-painting to Mm ray’s, and
full of wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
Wo realize that we are in lhe forest, are living with
you iu the scenes described, and that the trees- am
waving and the waters flowing over and by us. This,
l think, the true tent of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. Ah a “Guide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is ihe only thing of the kiud that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very tiring that lias been so long wanted
and waited for. It must have cost you intense appli¬
cation and labor. You may well bj content that yon
have pioduced u good book.
From Benson J. Loading, the Historian.
I have road those portions descriplivo of the places
which canto nutter tuy personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your picture? as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of ray visits. 1 re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and Die “Appendix”
as a most uscfnl--imy. indispensable, lmiunal for tour¬
ists to that wonderlal Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
mayll tf
17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

APPLY

SOON

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, &c.,
Will find

Wallace’®

An invaluable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class or tourists, whose patronage ia mod drslied.
This book issaiulard; It. has au extended sale, and
uew editions are. issued each spung. The copyright ia
now owned, and Lhe Guide will be published hereafter
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
TtsitMg or* Advertising:
One Full Page .SlO
One Half Page.
One Unnrter Page. 15
Those desiring to secure space will please apply
soon to
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E, R. WALL ACE,
mayli
Syracuse, New York.

BEDROOM

Furniture. Oil Cloths, Mattresses,
Spring Beds, &e., &e.,
^pEW SPORTING BOOK.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of
Handbook for Yours Sportsmen. Breecli Loading Shot Guns.
A cheap bnti reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial

Fly-making. Humus and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete, list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
qplKi.jm_F. E. POND. Montello, Wla.
r / \ p T
\
The Flot'ida Agriculturist.
T LUibliJil Weekly. S3 u year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers' Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c. Gallesio’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1.
Guide Map of Florida, 50c. Address Walton & Co.f

The strongest and most durable soap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same actiou as new goos. Send for circnlar and
price list. No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. x.
O® 1«1D

Jacksonville, Fla. Say where yon saw ibis.

73 Broadway, N. ¥.

if

AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Sehroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and Champlain, ihe An sable Chasm,
the Thousand 1 si adds, Massena Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Revised Edition.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers, Red nnd Gold,
Maps, etc. Beantirullv Illnstrnfed. Over
306 pages. Price, $2.

Quids to the Adirondasks

(Stoiifos,

Vn Id t/u/./ v r.A.xr.

J^ESCRIPTIVE GUIDE

MANNING'S

IMrOHTEItS & MAXrrAC'J Uttti/tS dr

fliiMriiv fflfetvirnl. ClusrHi &

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale Gy Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
ap!6 tf

ADIROHDACKS,
A new featnre in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gnu from eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very tiling so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

:

THREE

BREECH-LOADING

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)

Paper and Metallic Shells

y/W/////^//.

ing New!

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

FLO tilt ion Shares In Wall street
c I im often leads to fortune.
_ :<l for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HJOKLINQ .it CO., Bankers and Brokers,

MANNING'S YACHT AGENCY. Office or “MAN¬
NING'S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars In rnished on application.
tf

MEDALS OR BADGES.

Extra cloth gilt ftont and back, beveled boards, 413
pp„ large 8vo., with ■ numerous excellent maps,
plates, and diagrams.

Gurley’s Nebraska,
J
By the
Special Commissioner of the London Field.

“A most excellent work.”—N. Y. Iml<)iendert.
"Executed with evident painstaking sagacity and
ability."—Philadelphia. Press.
“We have nothing to express bnt satisfaction with
the book.”—London Spectator.
,
. .
“Consnlt ‘Nebraska/ ’'—London Nonconfunnul.
“Wecan hardly conceive any information It does
not contaiu."—Land and Water.
“Conscientious, painstaking, and Impartial."— Lon¬
don Field.
The reviews are unanimously favorable, and they
would fill a volume larger (ban “Cnrley'e Nebraska."
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Nassau St.
mrhfl Srn

of any description at short notice. Having a first
class' designer, and every facility for making good
work, we solicit orders from all associatinnH, and w ill
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished ou application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 8m

MANUFACTURING .JEWELERS,
002 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

Zoological Garden.
FAIR MOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptile-, Admission,.25 cents;
children unde r twelve, 10 cents,
janO ly
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OF ENGLAND.

THE LEFEVER GUN.

PAPE’S

FIXE

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

Lefever Kreccli Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADLNG SHOT
GUNS AND RLFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

THESE GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
nuce at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker m the world.
1855. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st- Greener.Greener.
2d- Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape...Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by l’ape. The Greener gnn was protested
against on the spot for having Its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
saute gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
241 h place, ins very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six gnus.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
st—Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
I st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape. ....Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 8i dr. to 1J oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 21 oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sab. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W, R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858.1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
New castle on Tyne, England
dcc2 tf
NO AGENTS.

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

THE

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RE1AIL

BREECH LOADIN
AND

______

ImDiements/P5^^

Carti-idffes, both

muds.
Brass

and

Paper.

ALSO, UIHV MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE V ES'IH. COA IS A\0 BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AMI AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FDR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS & RIFLES VER Y CHEAT

Tlx© Most Approved

System

-OF-

Breech Loading:, Sporting:
And

Military | Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction
ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.
Materials and Workmanship, they ar-e Unsurpassed.

aREVOLWERS
""

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY. PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

J. D. DOUG&LL’S
(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

W. W. GREENER’S
Winner of Silver Cnp, valne 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Claes 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, .July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deteriorai ion.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots In a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnbbc trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
gnns at a popnlar price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these gnns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Pishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large HJiiBlTated Catalogue of
Guns, aud including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st. "
jan!3 ly

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention or the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STUCK Til and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. <fc P. feel sure itwill supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, t reble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution In the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

59

St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

Fxpress Rifles, Double and Single,
.3 GO, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Oi'l<‘t>«’sit e<l

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c.f ON APPLICATION TO
*2 1 SUFFOLK STREET. DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAM EH STREET,LONDON.

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1675, beating 33 com¬
pel i tors with 58 gnns, also winning
iLiJill the oihdr oiuHses for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well wit lx small shot with a
leas powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, fcU
Louis, U. S. A. Address
VV. YV. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

ang26-tf

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DEHUIA It LIS IN

ALL

..

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,

Express Guns and Hi lies.
Far-Killing Prize Cuns.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Broadway,

These Gnns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direettoonr NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers lo SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, ... - @l>5 Gold.
Tolley, ----- 90
“
Standard, - - - - 115
“
National, - - 1 ID
“
Challenge, - - - I HO <•
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially bnilt,, on
DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
onr new system forwi th increased PENETRATION, n have their wish*’
carried out WITH DESPATCH

London Gun Trial,

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

177

FROMJ3TOCK.

GREAT

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

TVo.

ENGLISH

Made to Order

H. C. Squires/”- 1£rULr<’t"t

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy Increase of stock, and with several valuable Improvements In the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gtin, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

The

1. & W. TOLLEY’S
BREECH LOADING GUNS,

RESPECTS.

Send lor Circulars.

Arms Comp.,
Whifneyville, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

SNEIDEK
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, @50.0.0 TO @230.00.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading- Guns Altered to Breech
Loading.

Massachusetts I Arms Go.
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.,

MAYNARD’S PATENT

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUIT8.
Send for Circular.

Clark

CREEDMOOR

Sneider.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KHIDEII,

mid-raNqe

SPORTING RIFLES &
SHOT GUNS.

Corner Second ond Wnlmit Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Rifles,Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Hods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoode, China and Grass Lines. AJso, a large
lot of CaueReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

For Illustrated. Circnlur
aud Price List, Ad¬

For Close, Hard Shooting,

dress as above.
General Agents—WM. READ & SONS, Boston.
WM. M, FOWLER & CO., 300 Broadway, N. Y.

Ac

52X4 W.Pratt;st., IJalt itnore.

MANUFAC’HS OF

Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, nse
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
ap!20

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer In

Grim*3

of nil

Descriptions.

Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gun slocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warianted to stay. Co istaritly on hand, a
large invoice of Englhh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
febE ly

Corner of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 11 pounds, und is only 1J Inches
wide. Holders llare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of i he kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., 56.50.
11 ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meaturement outside of vest.
„ „ „

JySMy

N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls,Kan,
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_

repeating arms compANy

NEW HAVEN,' CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EEEEOTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OE MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition
:>ut 200,000 now
About

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

Wc
World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

NEW RAILROAD.

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

COMPLETE

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.

W. &, C. SCOTT & SON S
SCHUYLER. HARTLEY

Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.

&

GRAHAM

19 Maiden Lane, 20 dc 22 John Mtreet, IV. V

S. S, MAYO, Qen’l Jaaseager Agent,
Albany, n.y.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

POPE’S
vnu fTtlRipri' HI) 4
f'l'
FOB
TARGET PRACTICE.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
15 High Street, Boston.

ENeiuISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Eos. 3, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and S Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
sepfl-cow_Agent for V. S. America,

n n l hi TIU P

by a new process—bo op

handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 8c,
stamp No better work in the world at any price.
Try thorn. Agents wanted. Circulars, 3c. w. C,
CANNON^ 46 Kaeelaud SL, Boston, Mass. peS ly

TARGET

MILITARY, SPORTINC, HUNTING AND

*

Just the thing for
sportsmen and mill, ___ Shoots dans or slugs a
1 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put up in a neat box, with
—
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, raniTod, claw,wrench, and Bkeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 85 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the CommanderIn-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
"It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serfons handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

I5RUUCH-LOADERS.
Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which wo send on Inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s, Wcbley’s, Wesiley Richards, Clabroneh, Moore and others, from $40 np. Fma Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $19, &c., &e.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON

Rifle Air Pistol,

rnlN 11Nli

13 Faneuil Hall Square,

D. HODGMAN & CO..

landing passengers at tho very

FeblOtf

WM. READ & SONS.,
Winners of International Gun Trial.

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CO’S Fishing Pants, Coats, Leg-

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABKOUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S ShootingSUITS,
DIXONS <fc H AWKSLE Y’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Test.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the. heads down in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head np the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
—
—
bad shooting is tho result.
In
ordering send measurement around tho chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
yyajuun
SEND yog CIRCULAR.

The Itemi ngton Rifle was introduced for Target and Sportim
about five years ago, and baa won nearly every prize since Creelwas established. All Che prominent long range shooters (with one exception) nse them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for 18.6, containing Illustrations, &c., inclosing flc. stamp with this advertisement, to

Remington
[P. O. Box 3994]

&

Sons.,

S83 Broadway, IV. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [AHMOUY, ILIO.V, N. V.]

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card hoards, ready for framing,
of tho following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Dish Setters DaBh and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after pointWhisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid.

ALSO, AM

Health lift.
A COMPLETE
CYNIN A STIC SYSTEM.
SIMPLE. SAFE, EFFICIENT.;ECONOMICAL
IN BRAIN POWER,.TIMEAND MONEY.
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.
,

HEALTH LIFT CO.

*nIwyorS(l"

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for $IOO.

3

E

& H. T. ANTHONY & GO., 591

. ... Broadwnv, N. Y.. opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel Chromos and Frame?, Stereoscopes and Views,
’ .
__ -»•
I...I_ A 1 I... .. . n .n,l Dhsin.
Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

tv.
Manufacturer? of Photographic mate.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition,

aos-ir

Term*, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Ceuta a Copy.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1876.
I am tired of ahnm and show.
Gilt above and dross below,
In the parlor* on the pave,
At the wedding and the grave.
I am gratef nl to have fonnd
Rude and wild and virgin ground
Where there are no iftlse-beart shows.
Where the lady's slipper grows.

WHERE THE LADY’S-SLIPPER GROWS.
[Poem read at the Commencement of Cornell University, Jane 1876,
efore the Alumni. Advance sheets famished to Forest and Stream.J
/'RUNNING, dainty little shoe,
V_y FUled with limped depths of dew,
Where the faery shallops float.
Coasting round the flower’s throat,
Like the wild man’s moccasin,
Of the fawn-deer’s velvet akin,
Ronnded heel and stubby toes,
Thus the lady’s-slipper grows.

Vanity of vanities
Are the courts and galleries
Where one lias to bow and smile
Though his heart ache all the while—
But we find among the trees
Prettiest of poesies.
And forget life's painful prose
Where the lady's-slipper grows.

Hnmming-bivds fly down and quaff
Nectar from this pure carafe,
Linger long above iha lip,
And its sweetened waters sip,
Glossy are tlteir vests and green.
Yellow is the flower’s sheen,
Green and gold the picture glows
Where the lady’s-slipper grows.

In the wicked world that is
Desert to this oasis,
Lives are ground into the dust.
Tnnocente there are who must
Sell their souls to buy their bread.
And, like spectres of the dead,
Wan and wishful, not one knows
Where the lady'e-Blipper grows.

Come, my Wend, and leave the town,
Walts of red and dnst of brown.
Heated hot with noon-day glare.
Dizzy with its toil and care—
Leave the busy marts of trade.
Seek the woods and fragrant, shade
b: the sassafras and rose,
Where the lady's slipper grows.

Knowing not that they would bo
Wrapped in. love and sympathy
Conld llie solace or Lhid place
Bathe each worn and wasted face;
Ah, could they but realize
That within this paradise
All are friends and none are foes,
Where the lady’s-slipper grows!

This the way, I’ll be the gDide,
Up the mountain’s laureled side,
Through the pines which overlean
Beaded plots of wintergreen.
By the woodohnek’s crooked trail
To the low and hidden vale
Which great cushioned rocks inclose.
Where the lady’s-slipper grows.

There’s a talc the wild men tell,
Which I like surpassing well,
How that when one’s footsteps halt
At the dim and peacoful vault,
When one’s hands arc heaviness.
And bis lips are motionless,
When one dies his spirit goes
Where the lady’s-slipper grows. Frank Carpenter.

Blessed is each sprig and spray
Of the sombre woods to-day.
Blessed with an unction sweet
For the pilgrim at their feet.
Here the moss is moist with dew
All the livid day-time through,
And all things invite repose
Wtere the lady’s-slipper growB.
Like as deep and azure eyes ‘
Flicker glimpses of the skies—
Flicker, flicker drowsily
Through the green roof of the tree;
Morn may go and go the noon,
Come the owlet’s eyrie croon,
Yet we ever dream and doze
Where the lady’s-slipper grows.
Half awakoandhalf asleep
We can feel the shadows CreepShadows of each shmb and tree—
Up the hill’s acclivity—
Here the grape-vine’s bosky arch
Joins the pepperidge and larch,
Wreathing them in nuptial clothes,
Where the lady’s-slipper grows.
Here the lazy, truant bee,
Yellow-breeched in luxury,
Stays and swoons, nor will he go.
Till the brazen sun be low.
Like the ghOBt of by gone fret,
Which we mock and then forget,
Comes the call of distant crows,
Where the lady’s-slipper grows.
Honeysnckles form a hedge
On the overhanging ledge,
Kissing ns with fragrant lips—
And the pearly trickle drips.
As in some great water-clock,
From the fountains of the rock,
On whose eaves the nine-bark blows,
And the lady's-slipper grows.
Friend, I w.uld that life like this,
Free from care and avarice,
Free from traflic’s rush and roar,
Might be onrs forevermore.
Though the earth be bought and sold
For a paltry bit of gold,
Man to Mammon nothing owes
Where the lady's-slipper grows.
1 am tired of striving long
With the avaricious throng,
Climbin j_up by trampling down
Fello m jokers for renown—

-lSPiousiful0latmylleart
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gig Sticking

I

iff

gnmniat:

WILL take advantage of a quiet Lour to send you a
short description of a day’s sport in Jamaica which
may be of interest to your readers, as that island is so very
different from anything to be found in the North American
continent, and yet is very easy of access from its shores.
I have thrown open the Jalousies to gaze upon the aston¬
ishing flood of moonlight that is pouring down through the
valleys in the mountain slopes at LUe rear of the house; and
as I call to mind the cool, dewy, delicate fragrance of those
same valleys as we rode through them about dawn-hour this
morning, and turned from the fairy-like wealth of strange
forms of vegetation around us, to gaze back over the plains
bathed in misty heat-haze to the sapphire sea beyond, it
strikes me forcibly that a life among such scenes, inlaid
with an occasional trip to busy London, gay glittering
Paris, or New York, which is a sort of mixture of both,
with a strong national flavor to lend variety, ought, for
any reasonable human being, to afford as pleasant a pro¬
gramme as need he desired. Bleak winter never invades
these mountain paradises; no drear and dark Decembers put
thoughts of Euthanasia into heads; the bodies belonging
to which have alas increased too much ill weight, and the
nerves slackened too much in tension, to make ploughing
through the furrows, or crashing through a bull-finch, any¬
thing but unmitigated torture.
The fiery heat which would scorch the plains below hut
for a huge punkah of Nature’s own manufacture, which
causes tho land-breeze to swing oneway, and the sea-breeze
another, with a mild monotonous motion, is here tempered
also by the elevation, and seldom, even at mid-day, compels
any one in ordinary health to refrain from active exercise.
Here too, every conceivable variety of herb, root, fruit,
fern, flower, orchard, grain, or grass, can he mndeto Bproul
and flourish by the exercise of a little care and attention,
while many of these grow in rich spontaneous abundance,
and would defy your efforts If you attempted to exterminate them. The streams and seas abound in fish; the moun¬
tain mullet is one of the Jamaican delicacies enumerated

{
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by a former Governor—the Bari of Mulgrave, I think—as
being of unapproachable excellence; the black coat and
the ring-tail pigeon were the others. There was a fourth—
but there has been a change sinco the earl’s time, not per¬
haps indeed, for, as Artemus Ward remarked, “If you'll
take notice, you'll always find a great deal of human na¬
ture in man," but certainly in word—sol shall leave the
last luxury to be guessed at by those who do not know the
tropics. Those who do will have little margin left for
conjecture.
To return, however, to our excursion, our party, besides
negro assistants—one of whom was a special crony of
mine—consisted of my host, two sturdy young Englishmen
who were acting as book-keepers—as they call them in Ja¬
maica—on a neighboring sugar estate, and myself. I was
heavily armed, having provided myself, in addition to a
breech-loading shot guu, and a small, but serviceable rifle,
with a formidable weapon whieh was as near an approach
to a boar-spear as our skill and materials permitted Cesar
Augustus, my afore mentioned crony, and myself to manu¬
facture. The rest contented themselves with shot guns.
We had some nondescript mongrels of dogs with us, the
ugliest and 11’ - sa,"
u~ of which belong to Cesar Au¬
gustus. Vi e were mounted on slrongponies, Uesav Augus¬
tus having one of his own, and being provided in addition
with two or three youngsters clad in shirts and fragmen-.
tary trousers iu special attendance on himself to carry his
gun or hold his pony. Cesar Augustus is one of those
lucky negroes whom we have turned loose in a tropical
paradise, and whom, in an absurdly unreasonable manner,
we curse because they wont work. Why, indeed, should
they work? Who works when he has all the desires he
knows of abundantly gratified? Cesar Augustus is a
country gentleman, he holds his property in fee-simple, or
rather he simply pays no fee. When his provision ground
is worn out he chooses another, and the feed of all the
horses he could use would not be missed from the luxuri¬
ant pastures around him. He took us to hunt at his house,
which certainly did not look inviting from the outside, but
within was clean and comfortably furnished, and his hill
of fare would have made many a mouth of tho English
middle-class water. For all this I don’t suppose he works
two full months out of the twelve, and there are hundreds
upon hundreds like him in Jamaica. Long before lunch
time, or breakfast time, as they call it in the tropics (be¬
tween eleven and one o’clock), we were on the track of a
pig, and eagerly did our mongrel pack proclaim the part
they took in the proceedings. After a whilewe might have
dispensed with their services altogether; for, not only did
the ground become too broken to permit of our remaining
on horseback, but the covert grew so thick that the track
of the wild boar become distinctly visible, and e’er long,
in order to follow, we had to crouch beneath over-lacing
branches and tangled creepers. Our canine assistants, of,
course, soou left us far behind, but, after persistent efforts,
and at the expense of torn skin and clothing, we succeeded
iu emerging into a comparatively open space—one of those
curious blocked up sink-holes that abound in Jamaica,
where some former stream, whose course has been changed
by earthquake or hurricane, had been used to dive into the
bowels of the eurtli—and in the immediate vicinity of
which a fierce strife was now raging.
At the pool of a small cliff, festooned all over with vege¬
table draperies of every conceivable pattern, and among
some broken boulders which had lain in the bed of the by¬
gone current, the wild hog had made his lair; and was
now at bay, defending himself gallantly against the dogs,
some of whieh had already suffered severely from rash at¬
tempts to pull him down. To have shot him, of course,
would have been a matter of no great difficulty, but I was
determined to flesh my maiden spear, and more by good
luck than good management for my hand through want of
practice was sadly unsteady, I succeeded in administering
a neat coup d« grdee, and the quarry was soon broken up
with some attention to the rules of woodcraft. We then
found our way to Cesar’s cabiu where wo partook of the 1
luncheon or breakfast I have already alluded to, and, iu;
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the formation of which, the piece tin rmstanca consisted of
another wild hog, previously shot by Cesar,' and cooked on
a lofty bamboo gridiron in the smoke of a wood fire. I
have seldom eaten more delicately flavored or more tender
meat. We had also several sorts of succulent vegetables,
light cassava cakes, and cooling fruit ad libitum. We had
oiir own supplies of wine and spirits, though Cesar had
plouty of excellent rum; and, it anybody wants to tell
me whore to get a more enjoyable luncheon this side of
Delmonieo’s, he may make himself sure of a patient hear¬
ing. We shot a variety of birds during the afternoon and
made a special detour to a sort of bayou funning .through
a mangrove swamp where X succeeded in drilling a hole
through the head of an alligator, whoso skin Cesar has
promised to save for me.
.Tamaica is only a few days distant from New York.
There is no hotel accommodation to speak of, hut for a
sportsman who makes up his mind to rough it, there is a
warm welcome from a hospitable people; while, should he
have the good fortune to procure an introduction to a
country gentleman or two, the amount of roughing he
would have to undergo would be something equivalent to
the crumpled rose leaf ou the bed Of tl^o Sybarite.
1 am now in Hayti, where the only shooting I have seen
as yet, has been that of the Vice President aud the com¬
mander in chief of the forces. If there is any sport, more
iii your line to be found in the interior I will let you know.
Douolas.

Part an Prince, May, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.

JOCK’S

I

LAKE.

N the year 1863 I was persuaded by a friend to form one
of a party of five to visit, the “Rorlh Woods" of New
York for tire first time. Repeated trips to that region, but
never twice to the same point, have not diminished the
pleasure 1 always experience in the memory of that occa¬
sion, and while the place we then visited has of late years
been less frequeAied than many others, it may afEonl a few
Ijlomtnts of gratification to some of the earlier friends of
the North Woods if I shall recall to mind the locality we
en joyed so heartily.
it was somewhere among the late midnight hours of
Sunday, July 19 th, that my friend Henson mull shouldered
our pack baskets, seized our handful of rods, and emerged
from our boarding house in the “Salt City" and bravely
wended our way to the ncar-at hand railroad depot. We
were soon at Utica, and in bed for the fractional night re¬
maining. The other members of our party had already
arrived, and were snugly ensconced for the night. In the
early morning I was aroused by my frieud and ordered to
don the attire I had chosen for the woods, and to pack up
and leave the clothing I had deemed essential to the jour¬
ney thus far. When I was arrayed, 1 was dismayed at the
altogether unpresentable appearance I had assumed. .How¬
ever it was very early in the morning, and I was reassured
by the nondescript appearance of the rest of the party, to
whom I was speedily presented. Calling the roll, there
were lid. Benson, an old woodsman, and myself, a neo¬
phyte from Syracuse, Loomis, the Professor from a neigbboriug academy, and H. H. Thompson, our chief, then a
clerk in the Treasury Department at Washington, and
Johnson, a merchant, also from Wasliinglon. Horace, one
of our guides, was already in the office of the hotel, silent
and shy, but destined to blossom and unfold as we approuolied tlie familiar woods and streams, and to prove
himself “guide, philosopher, and friend" indeed.
Two stout wagons were speedily loaded with ourselves
and our luggage, and we drove oil in the gray morning in
high glee over the Deerfield lulls northward. A few miles
out of town, among the trees, in a wild, romantic sort of
place, at a little half rustic iun, we stopped aud breakfasted
most heartily. The fuu had begun. We were hi capital
spirits from that time onward.
A long drive, passing
through Ohio, Morehouseville, and other primitive but
shrivelled germs of towns, at one of which we took our
dinner of bread aud milk and picked up another £uide,
who brought us finally to “Wilkinson’s” (now Watkins’),
1 bo last solitary house—itself well into the woods—on
West Canada Creek, thirty-six miles from Utica. We
were us hungry as a long day’s drive on a bread and milk
dinner could make men, and I verily believe Lke trout sup¬
per which followed was the best eateu supper of the
season. Here I first encountered the “puuky," and learned
1 lie almost inestimable value of the “smudge.” The punkies knew 1 was a stranger, I believe, for more than a mil¬
lion of them, according to the coolest estimate 1 could
then make, attacked me, and in my confusion at the un¬
expected slings I was utterly powerless. 1 appealed to
Benson in my distress. “You see that smudge," said he,
pointing to a kettle standing before the door, containing a
smouldering fire, which sent out clouds of smoko; “well,”
he itddcd, laughing, “you just rush into that and stand
there, aud the punkies won’t disturb you." “Horrors!"
I replied, “must a man murder himself to save Mb life?"
But, the pressure from the invisible host was too great, and
1 plunged into the Bmoke aud stood there with smarting
uud tearful eyes, and fearful forebodings of the coming
two weeks’ experience. In and out of that smoke I went
in desperation. I thought of Mark Tapley, declared in my
own mind that he never saw any thing in all his experience
hall’ so “jolly," and resolved, like Mm, I would try to
• ‘colne oui. strong!” So by and by I boldly turned my buck
ou the protecting smudge and went forth to explore the
regions beyond the narrow limits of the smoky door yard,
and walked out into a little seven by nine meadow on the
bluff below which runs West. Canada Creek. Theaceuo
is magnificent. From the norih, by a winding way, the
stream comes down through the mountains on cither side,
roaring and foaming, and passing off to the southeast, still
fretting with the rocks. Great boulders are in the bed of
Die stream, and great boulders from the banks and mounliiius of Dio same ruck, covered with evergreen forests,
stretch away into the distance. The grandeur and beauty
of the scene entranced mo. I was lost in delightful con¬
templation—but pnuklesj I finally surrendered, and went
back to Die torturing smudge to escape the worse torture I
was suffering. It was horrible, and even Benson, old
woodsman as he was, afterwards confessed to me it was
llio severest attack of punky that he ever experienced.
Devon ol us slept that night’in the loft, in feather beds,
nml Wilkinson, as lie look the household caudle down
I amirs, bestowed his cheerful good night by promising to
I M ing up a smudge If the puukies should ue "very bad.”
, j8-.it we slept. •

The morning opened with heavy rain, which continued
until noon. We sat andlounged in the wood housej smoked
our pipes, aud took our turns around the smudge pan.
Fislliug and hunting stories filled the hours. At noon the
rain dwindled into a drizzle, and I went up a little stream
near by aud then and there caught my first tiout.
Our original plan was to go up West Canada Creek, fif¬
teen or twenty miles, to Stillwater, the entire distance to
he traveled ou foot, with heavy packs on our hacks; but
the rain had made the path difficult, and hud raised the
stream sufficiently to destroy all hope of taking fish
for days to come.
The council of war around the
smudge decided to go to Jock’s Lake (Transparent Lake on
the maps), nine and a quarter miles distant, and north.
That journey we accomplished during the afternoon, Wil¬
kinson driving in with our luggage, and me walking. Bid¬
ing was out of the question. The road was a mere track
through a dense wilderness, over hills, down steep declivi¬
ties, full of monstrous boulders, over and through streams
almost deep and strong enough to sweep the horses and
wagon away, through slough holes, over which we toiled
five weary hours until we reached the little log hut erected
for sporting parties, which stood on the west shore, and
near the south end of the lake, most picturesquely situated
in llio midst of a partially grasB-grown clearing, sloping
down to the water’s edge. It was not "the thing,” of
course, to live in the hut, but we stowed our luggage and
slept there snug and dry, and lived' quite miscellaneously
outside. I have seen many a time since when I should
have been glad of the little log hut, with its bed room,
store room, dining room, parlor, and, upon necessity,
kitchen, all in one. As seven of us lay side by side across
one end of the single apartment, upon our bed of fragrant
boughs, it was a snug fit, and woe to the man who gave no
heed to the occasional command, “flop over.”
The following morniug found ns all iu good condition
and spirits. Somebody was up and out early, and we had
trout for breakfast. Then we began our explorations.
Two boats were drawn from their hiding place and
launched.
The finest spring of water imaginable was
found to be near camp, aud the provisions were unpacked
and found all right. The lake was declared to be a charming
sheet of water; the weather was fine, and we were well in¬
to the woods, with our allotted time before ns. What more
but good fishing could be desired? Thai we speedily tried,
and found to our satisfaction that trout averaging about
three fourths of a pound each were easily taken not far
from camp. And now that we have reached the beautiful
lake with the homespun name, aud again in memory re¬
freshed by my journal writlcu there, 1 go through the de
lightful experiences of our stay there, I am in doubt what
to say and what to leave unsaid. There was the crystal
lake fed mainly by springs beneath its surface, in general
shape like a now moon, curving westward, with rocky
shores, the forest dense and unbroken, and unmarred by
the fires wliicli have devastated some portions of the woods.
There were speckled trout in abundance, although it re¬
quired bait to bring them to basket, but they were fine fel¬
lows about three quarters of a pound each. Not to be for¬
gotten were the rabbits that evuiy evening played fantastic
tricks new our camp, and occasionally wout into our kettle
rabbits, and came out dinner: and llio spruce gum, the
pursuit of which gave me a soubriquet, until the capture
and care of a young rabbit made me the "lion lamer” of
the "Numidiau lion.” 1 remember how Thompson, with
keenest enjoyment, fussed about camp the two first
days, and surprised us as we neared the shore at even¬
ing by Hinging tlie stars and stripes out from the pole of
our shanty aud shouting as patriotically as a Government
treasury clerk should do in those war times; and how ou
Die day following, good nnturedly choosing me as Ilia com¬
panion, and Horace as our oarsman, he and I made the
grand tour of the lake. We had fine success in fishing,
bill of tlmt day 1 shall longest remember the lunching. We
went ashore at the head of tlie lake, and ou a big moss
covered rook at the water’s edge, under two trees, extem¬
porized a spread, a couch, and a smudge. In spile of the
cigar I am smoking as 1 read my journal of that day, and
write theSe lines, 1 can almost taste that lemonade and
smell the fragrant forest as we ale and drank in the woods.
The flavor of the cigars that followed it is even less diffi¬
cult to recall, aud the blissful nap which succeeded all was
more delicious than the sweetest stolen summer sleep in a
country church during a drowsy sermon. We had been
told of a rock on tlie west shore as big ns a house. We
visited it. By means of a tree which had fallen against its
side, I clambered to ltB top. It was about twenty feet high,
and 30x15 feel on the top. The old fellow had a history,
aud had seen elemental fires, hut lie was mute and grand in
our presence, and refused to be interviewed.
We fished in tlie lake, bathed iu it, and made our morn¬
ing toilet by its clear waters. We shot rabbits and fired at
a urge!.. We ate, drank, smoked, read many an odd tale
out of the old pictorial book of fifty-two loose leaves, aud
slept. We did a thousand and one little things like these—
simple enough all of them, and foolish and boyish euougli
many of them—hardly worth writing, hut important, to bo
done, wliich made our few days of life there delicious.
Now and then an extra catch of trout,, or a fearful thunder¬
storm, or a discussion as to whether we were all “drafted”
men in the outer world, and whether a deputy marshal
miekt, uot put iu an appearance for our arrest as deserters,
varied tlie monotouy of good things we were enjoying.
One dark, rainy night we were moused from our slumbers
by Bensou in dripping rubber coat, jacklight in band,
pushing into-tlie cabin, and Horace following him with a
deer on his sliouldeTs, the legs drawn about ids neck like a
fantastic necktie. They had been to the “fly” (1 knew how
to spoil that word once.), and after successfully floating up
to aud shooting a fine buck, had finally, through manifold
difficulties, threaded their way through the woods in tain
and darkness to camp again.
W« were very much troubled by llio gnats and mosqui¬
toes on shore, but always found relief on the water, aud
of an evening frequently moored our boats out a few rods
from shore, and smoked and told stories ana exploded our
wit in serenity and safety. The air was as pure as the
Water, and the temperature perfect.
Finally, one appoinlcd day, Wilkinson drove in for ns
and took our diminished luggage. Wo gaily, and with
vigorous step, marched the nine aud a quarter miles hack
again to the "Jasl house,” spent the night, and at half past
three o’clock Die next morning drove away to Prospect,
twenty-one miles, where we took llio train and were in
Otica at half past ten o’clock that forenoon. Our good
clothes and dinner folluwed, and then ivo separated.
I ought not, perhaps, to add that "U. H. T.” is now in

New York, and an occasional correspondent of Forest
nor that. Benson is at Binghamton, N. Y.,
a busy man of affairs, but as genial a man and aB aidenl a
sportsman as in 1863; but “what I have writ I have writ."
Loomis I used occasionally to meet, but his brawny frame
ami kind, wise face have gone bcyontl my horizon some¬
where in tlie wide world, and Johnson may, for aught I
know, be still among Ms hardware in Washington, or, if
the wheel of fortune has revolved once too often, he may
be again sailing around the world in u merchant stiip seek¬
ing his fortune. And I—1 never forget Ihe misery of my
first night at Wilkinson's, nnr the unbounded pleasure and
profit of all the rest ol*my expedition to Jock’s Lake.
February, 1876.
A. J. N.
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THE GAME OF SOUTHERN C A LIFO RNIA-BY ONE WHO LIVES THERE.

I

HUNT: and in the hope that some among your many
readers will like to read a line or so concerning the
game and fish of Southern California, I'll try to write.
Here in the foot hills and lower lands we have quail,
rabbits, hares, wild pigeons, doves, English and bustard
snipe, black-tail deer, antelope, coyotes, wild cats, moun¬
tain lion, coons, foxes, badgers, many ground grey squir¬
rels, and a few tree squirrels. On the marshes and lagu¬
nas are wild fowl, swans, gray, white, and a blackish-col¬
ored goose, mallards and canvas-back, lots of wild celery,
red heads, gray ducks, blue-bills, sprig-tails, long-tails,
widgeons, three kinds of teal, blue-wing, cinnamon, and ’
green wing, the first Darned teal mighty scarce; chujlatioxes, gatiwells, spoonbills, ice ducks, and several other vari¬
eties whose names are to me unkhowu. There arc also
brant, and on the coast many sea fowl. In the mountains
are deer, California lions, cats, black, oiumunou, and griz¬
zly bears, big horn sheep, goats, gray squirrels, pigeons, J
mountain quails, and rabbits, (may bo I’ll forget some of I
them on paper, but may I be pi zoned it' 1 ever do in the
woods. Los Angeles is a mighty civilized kind of a place,
and there’s a powerlul sight of fishing to distract a man’s I
attention).
VVeusedto have many elk, hut now, except a few in. ]
the Tulare country, they are used up. People live almos.; j
everywhere, and game generally has a hard time. Of
course there are places, thank God! where things are bet- I
ter, and a man can get out of sight of somebody else’s ]
smoke, aud out of hearing of si range rifles; but that ain’t I
what I'm talking about just now. There’s some antelope I
left. I saw u bunch ot about seven hundred head on the I
J.icbre last fall. All our deer are black tail; of these there I
are brush deer, wliich depend mostly on hiding to keep I
out of the way, ranging generally to the foot hills in heavy 1
brush, and the mountain deer, found on the mountain j
ranges, and these never known to hide. Both look alike, I
anti although the distinction is generally made,
am by
no meaus certain it is well founded, but rather incline to
the opinion that they change Lheir habits to suit tlie local- 1
ities in which they range. Thera is, however, 1 tniiik, a 1
brush deer, although I am hot certain I ever killed one.
J
On tlie Mojave we often kill Die hurio doer, black-tailed, l
but larger and of a stockier build than the deer first men- ]
tinned, legs thicker, amt general appearance sliglit.lv re- *1
sembling a jackass, from which circumstance it lakes I lie 1
name (burro is Spanish, for jackass). Tliis species Of deer I
is quite numerous in some porLions of Arizona. In the !
mountains we still-hunt altogether; on (lie plains and large I
mesa* sometimes we have a run with fox hounds or grey¬
hounds. I've always hunted with a muzzle-loader, not 1
worth money to anybody hut me; hut since I’ve been in I
civilization I’ve got me a Bemlugton sporting, FI bore, I
and I’m going In sorter lay Hie old gua away, and 1 kinder I
bate it, too.
, J
Well, good nigbt. Oh! I’d like to forgot H; there’s 1
slathers of trout iu the mouniain streams on the coast side 1
slope.
Eiv Gazadoh.
I
hm, Angdes, May 27th, 1876.
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IN ILLINOIS. I

AN OLD SPORTSMAN—NO. 2.

HEN your correspondent landed in Chicago, in
1839, it was an ill-built town of 4,5110 inhabitants,
Willi unpaved streets, and neither gas or water supply,
West of Buffalo no railroads existed, and passengers and
goods came up the lakes by steamers. Do during tbe long
winters we were shut up from the world by ice barriers,
and the mail from New York struggled along for ten days
through tlie woods of Ohio aud the swamps of Michigan.
There was hardly money enough iu town to pay the postage on letters (about six limes the present rales); we were
poor, but we were jolly. Among other sources of pleasure which the old inhabitant fondly looks back upon, is
the abundance of game and fish—now, alas! among tieparted joys. I have seen woodcocks and ducks iu the
sloughs, which lay about the corner of Wabash avenue aud
Madison street. I have killed prairie chickeus on Twen¬
tieth street, and ducks On the soulli branch between
Adams and Jackson streets. A friend of mine shot a lynx
just behind Wm. it. Ogden's garden ou Ontario street,
aud bounced a wolf out of the long grass on Die pinole
where Gale’s large Iron works are, in the west division of
the cily, which lie killed. 1 think it was about 184! that
the great circular deer drive took place, when fifty liou-omen, with as many dogs, made a surround of all the doer
between Blue lslami (now Washington Heights) and drove
the whole herd, forty or fifty iu number, into tbe then
southern part of the city, perhaps about Twentieth street,
Ihcu into the lake, where many were shot- Deer wore
thuu so numerous in Northern Illinois, that in one day’s
hunt, about 1842, iu McHenry county, 1 saw at least fitly
head, uml my companion killed five—two at one shot—
witli a rifle. lie got them in line and put a ball through
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Tlie country about the Calumet River, twelve miles south
of Chicago, abounded wilb game. DuckB in the rivers
and sloughs iu immense numbers, plenty of grouse ou llio
prairie, while lire woods abounded wilb partridges, quails, ,
and rabbits. In spring and fall the prairies were covered
with plover ami curlew, while the marshes anti sloughs were
full of snipe and woodcook. We had Agnd shots and good
dogs in those days also. I kuew ohtjgS&ur sportsmen to.
drive in Ms buggy to Fox Rivet iu .imaKi.T.joid01'1!’ miles,
and kill one hundred grouse by the y
another of
them kill eighteen out of twenty
it he hac(
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Jjmlupmthe
\voorl« upon tlio Dm Moines River. Not
many are lelt of the jovial set wiio had their shanty in
lilie bag about 1841, and tew of them are active enough to
| carry si. gun. Old ngu or rheumatism Jins closed them in
their clutch.
■
fds.° 'vdh Ashing. Who would think that fish ever
■ existed in that Stygian pool known as the Chicago River?
^ i et 1 have sat anchored in my boat at the forks of the
rriver, and taken fine strings of black and rock bass and
[pickerel, while from the pier we often used to catch lake
I trout, and sometimes muskalongo. Iu 181.0 the Cal am el
Ifiowed through a dreary wilderness of marshes, with a
tew fishermen’s huts at the mouth, and a tavern four miles
up, where the stago road crossed the river, as its only hallhlaLious—bnt what fishing it had I My companion and I
[paddled our boat one day in October up from the mouth
to the bridge, and killed 250 pounds of pickerel and bass
hvith the rod. Now the place is called South Chicago the
h-iver front is covered with packing boxes and lumber
-aids, and the land sells for $100 the front foot. About
lie same year we fished Crystal Lake, in McHenry county
i beam iful sheet of water that never before had a white
■man s boat upon it. Our sport was superb; we killed in
BBBe day loO pounds of line bass, besides some pickerel
■Knit Jake is now the centre of a village, has a border of
■ce-1 louses, and would probably be as promising a fishing
Wane as the reservoir in Central Park.
S
Li 1845 I passed a week fishing at. the Sault St.
Uaue. the trout fishing then was almost equal to the
fhpigon at present. Rut I tried it a few years ago, and
Clipped the rapids for three days in July wiLhout raising
■ 1
So it will be with the Nepigon iu a few years, unfiss protection is given it.
B. c. C.

n" W",,10 the “nUcp of «>e farmers of Southwest
Vngmia. It is the meadow fescue (Ft‘Maca pvotennis) Althmmhso possessed of the devil, old Ran seems Io have
been a man of some intelligence. I have no doubt these
wretched people were lunatics, I hough lunatics of such a
S ’1'
Bht heyhUd question to he pul to death when they
vim i "U',W pr-t f ™y of you* readers arc inclined to
oo°fln aUf ,Jfakc1 r°r ll0ULinK and shooting they need
have no fear of the demons of Doe Creek. They are ex?lc ga,low,9 lo«'g since- 1 believe there is no
moie delightful summer headquarters in the United Slates
tnan this same Mountain Lake, iu Giles couniy, Va,
__
_
’
' E.
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rounded it when she opened the lid of the basket,' and held
reXl’n,0/? ,bL™ Wl!h my ?reat I,, iKe 'ytoff Ijent over the
icsf at the lop My triumph was complete, and the rest of
the time of that meal I was kept busy recounting the
moments of my morning’s tramp. Anti, "Who would
i™ Relieved it, was the oft repeated exclamation of
those who had lived for years beside tlial brook without
a,im;” t0 sen if any of its finny beauties were
Jf."Aftcr dl”nar we weiglied my prize. He turned
tlie scales at precisely one pound and a half, and the ten
m ,'lefllu0ncSf WC)gbcd unitedly seven pounds aud a half.
Hie other four together weiglied but fifu-en ounces. In
the
S'°r.1 took ,blr^een more from the upper end of
festiR
V°ee, ° tllpm VC,T ,arSe- Such was the
result of my Jay s fishing -where there were no trout.
Oo’ttmbus, Ohio, May

23a.

Scott.

“Angling Recollections” in vour nnmber of May 18th
by C, O., brought to my mind a bit of experience wliicll
was mine when, some three years ago, I was a resident of
one of the chics of the northwest. From my boyhood I
havo had an intense passion for my rod and gun, which of ABSTRACT OF THE TENTH ANNUAL
late years I have been obliged to curb somewhat, owing to
REPORT OF THE FISH COMMISSION¬
circumstances which I need not mention here; but at times
ERS OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT.
the longing becomes overpowering, and I am almost forced
to get away to the woods or streams for a few days, and
let the savage elements, said to linger in the nature of the
A S this year completes the first decade of labors for the
most civilized of us, have full freedom and play for a time
restoration of fish to the depleted waters of tho State
ere I can settle myself contentedly down to the routine of
Ihe Commissioners have deemed it a fitting occasion before
my occupation. On such occasions one of my favorite
entering
upon a detailed statement of the past year’s work
resorts was a beautiful valley of some five miles m length
to make a brief review of wlmt has been accomplished Loin
and one m width lying between two lines of two bluffs
and through the lengths of which ran a fine brook which the beginning, under State patronage. It is believed that
_
Jn#* Forest ana Stream.
seldom ever failed to furnish me a handsome lining to mv such a retrospect will be found instructive and valuable in
—
MOUNTAIN LAKE, VIRGINIA.
frem f- f.10n? te,n t0 bfleeu. of lhe speckled befuties of shaping legislation for the future. With this view the Re¬
frona six to twelve ounces in weight during a morning’s
port before us contains a brief rename ot the operations of
SRND you an account of a trip to Mountain Lake in stroll along its banks. 8everal smaller streams made info
the Commissioners for each year since 1805. In 18(17 tlie
this btato, winch 1 trust will prove interesting to vour the main ones from side valleys. Along its courses iust
before the door, down through tho Imrn-yard and acmss Commissioners of the New England States met in Boston,
leaders. Our way thither, though sumewhTtotte
iv< i the ridges, was enlivened by many pleasant sights ami the meadow and pasture land belonging to ihe friend with and organized as “The New England Commissioners of In¬
IHtmls. Many species of birds filled the forest with mu!/!ryS sl"PPpd w*?en on my excursions, ran the
land Fisheries,” to co-operate iu the re-stocking of the Con¬
‘A and then biilliant plumage contrasted pleasingly with large, t of these, and after leaving the borders of his do¬
he myriads ot flowers that strew the mountain sides Tire main it stole through a thick covert for about, forty tods necticut with salmon and shad, under tlie following arrange¬
plenum ot a/,alms and rhododendrons cannot be imagined to its entrance into the mam stream. In all, the distance ment: Now Hampshire was to procure and distribute im¬
t such as have not seer, them, Nothing to surpass U em from the house to tis mouth, in a straight line, was not pregnated ova of salmon aud shad in the headwaters of the
over one hundred and fi fty rods. I bad come intendtog to river. Vermont and Massachusetts were to build suitable
Wis ever seen m the most ornate gardens of orieiS lands
nil it would occupy too much of your space to describe sjicnd an extra day, and had made up my mind lowest fishways for Urn passage of fish over the dams to their
vciything of interest we observed on our journey- but T some of these smaller streams, although Iliad been rcmmi
oiling ■spawning grounds; and Connecticut was to abolish trillnisi pause to mention a hybrid hcLwean the hooded mer- cdly told that it would be a sure wasteof me,
anser and the common mallard, observed wiLii a flock nf bUL a few fingerlings bad been caught in them' for yea,s^ nets, stake-nets, aud pounds, iu the river and on the Sound.
Bua 1 could not be satisfied until I had experimented for
From this it will be seen that three things were then eoutme ducks on Sinking Creek, i’roiutlir Z .
r ,mb blue green bead streamed forth a^magmiieent nine myself; and so, at breakfast the first day I informed mv stdered essential to success; a supply of ova, a free passage
tbite plume, winch he wore as proudly as ftfurat ever d d friend ami bis assembled family that I proposed to tad over the dams, and Lhe abolition of destructive methods of
the brook before the door, that morning, from thence to fishing.
is. this contrasting splendidly With his bright o ange bi 1
ie rest ot Ins body mini, like the mallard. I have seldom ,U mouth. The only response I got wiw\a bca. ty muKir
The Connecticut Commissioners, Messrs. Frederick W.
and when they saw that that was not enough to deter me’
ien a more splendid bird, or one with a more princel v ai ,
evenly years ago there was no lake here—merely a tnoun- they urged that 1 should go up the stream, for there, they Russell and Heary C, Robinson, made the first annual re¬
in gorge, some four hundred feet below the sun,” ? of said I might possibly get a few very small ones. Rut none port in May, 1867, and they recommeuded. among other
of these tilings moved me from my purpose and liavine things: 1st, that gill nets aud slake nets be strictly prohib¬
arranged my tackle mid shouldered my basket, (I had^prm
vious to break last and while the dew was on, cati'dil, a box ited alter 1807; 2d, that Lhe taking of salmon be prohibited
oi grasshoppers lor bail), I started out, tlm laify of he for a certain number of years; aud 3d, Rial Commissioners
as east a huge mass of ooselv-mled s™,i Hi .
,V bouse calling out to me just as I was disappear^behind bo appointed by tho Governor, to hold office one or more
hich the streamlet found its wav re anlcm-rahb?neatU the barn, ill send tlm boys down with the team when years.
they come in for dinner to help you bring home your trout "
£ ^ of Little Stony
The Reports of subsequent years form an interestin'' his¬
S ot Ihe halt-wild cattle on the mountain ranges to salt T eu rods below the barn I dropped my first "hoimer” into tory of the progress of fish culture. Experiments ofVarietr animals, and when, little by little, the outlet beneath wPI?on y^JUt,
T ,5unh,|ug1y done, yet notXgeli e?
I
10 be 'rk'd; l’tojudices to be overcome, and
c rocks became choked, and the water bSto foim a W T ,e,ffuct-1for J/aw a swm form dart acioss the si,ah
na l pond above, it was known as the “salting nond ' or low at the edge of the pool, and I knew then that the ! iH ii “ be convinced ot the practicability and utility
, ' 6b
WTO, sbad appeared in unusual abumfsalt pond.
i be subterranean passage is now ncariv or stream was not entirely empty. Two or three more ti-hik? ance.
bucli a run of shad in the river bad not been seen
and my first trophy was lauded in the shape of a bon itime closed, ami Mountain Lake is atVesent a bSfn
,°n ,S.umbly’ Ulu 32d
May, they an-1
esec-ntric sheet of water, some 1,500 yards long bv 4(H) iully-oolored tallow about six inches long. Splendid pools pcaud in tlm bound,
m immense shoals, near the surface
oad, and 75 feet deep in the deepest pHce Bold J,ills appeared at nearly every turn of the brook, aud in an hour ot the water, making tor-the Connecticut river
On Mon¬
.aweeiimg outline form its banks, cohered wilh gnarled 1 was willnn ten rods of the borders of my friend’s farm day morning over 28,000 shad of good size were taken from
k twisted cliestnlit, sombre hemlock, and graceful while wub seven beautiful trout in my basket, having lost thre?
be pounds at or near Saybrook. The same day, at Lewis’
that rose to my hook. At the next turn of the brook a
ue, Masses of rhododendron sweep down to toe wi
pouud beyond Nuneatesick Point, 3,500 were taken at one
!l1 mmied. who.se wealth of bloom is siupnssinlly deep poo appeared, overhung by the roots and stum ns of
mfo!,d
.CfUcb’
Uadtlam
Island,
(tmlid. 1 say again no man can conceive of it who i™ a heavy dump of alders the tops of wbieb tZ teeT cut 77oTw^
weie taken
taken at
one V1C
haull18?1
of the
seine. AtAt
Wethersfield.
.Way. I made a careful cast, sure that this must be the
t seen u. Beneath the water still ‘’stands 1 he fores ml
, AtHolyoka dam 150 Were
pva ; as the boat glides over the crystal surface vou home Of a chief of the finny’tribes that inhibited' {lta take! We re I,?’3
a ,d flvi! ° clnck 1,1 lll« afternoon. At
stream, suddenly there was a rush, my hook was seized
te Idihefm ™ ri” "' ’/T ll,e toPs of tlm trees. In this and I struck but alas! too hard, and the line parted at its ullUmotherli.Rnng pt(lces on the Connecticut the catches
ce hitlicito were no fish. Last winter twenty thousand
lllli lisLiug ^ouUuucd Somm trout and three thousand California satoion were muon with Ihe lasher, and the finest trout that ever rose to Zi l ™ill )I
my
cast
...
that
val
ey
was
gone.
I
sat
down
upon
th?
i
,
,b,° seaaon’ The average quality
teed herein, besides the land locked salmon first dsAfe
ami size ol fJic iisii were also good.
J
A
d The naiives of the lake are millions of water ll- grass aud sadly and slowly adjusted another sued.
h iretan? ?i1
bcl!al .lhat Uli‘s was 'be result of artificial
ds (I ntons), more than millions of crawfish, many wa- moment before I was elated with my success, and was en
,loymg,u, anticipation, the good joke I should have on hatching, the Comimssmners continued I heir operations at
»S’2,tel)?,ielC''. a,Kl the whole surface is3now my ii lends when 1 should return, and their astonishment 71' W ln1!nn|m,1in„SfT,1,k',;U,d"'yS bCtWe0n JllrlU 3d HlUl July
Wdeied white with ephemera. Gravelly shoals where
at seeing the results o my morning’s work. But now all ofiomlgrry
UUUed ml° 'be 1'iver fifty-four millions
•nig leads come in afford beautiful spawning ground
|'s |ad vanished Nothiiig now would console ino for
11 suspect those crawfish, and the salamanders, whose
During tlm same year a thorough inspection of the nriune is legion, (Hie multitude of them being astonishine) tlie loss ol that fish. What wan paled into notliimrnoss
before what might have been. I rose at last, and willflliat ^ ZfiBHiV?? SfS r Vi,1C“J, "" tbunmissaionera*of
y eat up the said spawn as fast as one million of fish
urn possibibty ot introducing salmon, and ova from the
ud deposit it. I hope not. If so, however a dozen or sor oi hope-in-despair feeling that one sometimes has on
Procured ami laid down in the hatching
such occasions I dropped another fly on the pool. Slowly
PI,1,'ll |.O.ifm)1| P0ncl t;!iab Wry*1™ nigricans) will eat thorn
be water swelled about a foot away from the hook and a ommnu.n1;, 1 .Trl0iC’ ,0 b°- alu‘rvvalds distiibuted in thl
at least the crawhsh—in short order. The outlet of
Quimitliaug, tlm iJousatonle, the Farmington, and the
was.tur"^d U1> 10 lUe surface, catching
Jfeg" a0WS, over U,*° surface- a“d ^ protected by a tb? m’nbXkfm^S!ue
m,w'nSi , b0 Jllrtcl,iufl oJ:' ®bad and salmon has
Y°.
—
”• the
wu
aiowiv affain tlie wate?
l screen. As i rowed round the lake I discovered a thePUUd!mv^
It
Ufl
yuar’ tegetberwith tbestoclcltmous mass tangled in some brush, which I took to bo resumed its wonted smoothness. It was aggravating lt
ng of vauous ponds with black bass, all of which proccedonly
made
me
realize
more fully what 1 had lost The
J spawn, but found on inspection that each egg coil¬
eofumus0
bu,litofore
b(i0U chronicled and described m these
I'll n)1'f.m,e,L<tr,5 of feehug sunk lower than ever. Nothing
ed a salamander about half an inch long, which wrigtlmt 1 couid do would bring him to the surface again aiul
Limr ilLm|1'10 i'^st manner When set aL liberty, by I was forced to move on. Rut while my feet tended down
te!-Ub ycar’B proceedings shows,
h gopenh.s native cell. After lea, cigars were pro
the stream my thoughts were back at that deep, still plol
om,.’,m?llr ,0c°i° UTi0 *'y °* 11)11 bind locked salmon were
i,! ® S°me I,leasaut conversation with Mrs.
S,cbcc Lake, and distributed in quantities of
l wont down the stream to its mouth aud my efforts
ipt and l ei son, we went to bed, Jiopiug it would be
were rewarded with three more very fine addition! lo the about 10.0U0 each in fourteen ponds ami lakes. Of 438 000
« Wb°M Ifc IJoetor and 1 got up our horses
l euobscot salnton eggs laid down in tlie Wesiport hatchmo1 cam« hack I Could not pass bouse t ie previous year, 310,000 were distributed, the priu°ft™111 011 Little Stolly. three aud a Hit. scene of my disappointment without oue more effort
r
^ .
,Thf Jr'ys we,lt 10 li,C billiard room.
to retrieve my loss so 1 once more dropped a large "W C pal lot ol 20,000 going into Ric Farmington river at New
,
f01' lr0lltlns was passed; however, it bcHartford. 480,000 California salmon eggs were received
cloudy and cool, we concluded, to try, and fished down pm temptingly above Ihe haughty monarch who held
fi!wrenbe^rCl;!l?Ud riv?r' aud tl>0ta not lost were distributed,
he cataract tbree-tourlhs of a mile, some very pretty
Wlory! Up he came with a 60,000 in Nalchong river at North Wimil.iun, UO.OOI) in
dash.
I
bad
him,
and
iu
a
moment
more
lie
was
flounderIk They were not much inclined to ’rise. I caught the
1 lousal.omc uver at New Milford, and 500,000 iu Farm¬
a ml bodied fly wiili canvas-back’s feathers for mg on the meadow grass. I held him up to the- fight I
lie is the finest one ever caught iu this brook » ing ,m river at New Ilartlord. There are now at the Westpa. 1 bis cataract is a veiy beautiful siglil : the water said
poil balclung house, in good order, 430,000 young Penob¬
is a leap ol some ninety feet, and falls into a splendid Justthen the dinner bell rang. “NowflVhu.ds, will ?onie scot salmon almost ready for distribution. The ConnnTsmytuin to laugh, thought I as I started for the house.
sumers give great credit to Mr. George Jelliffe, the effleient
We wWPPcd this pool faith fully
both fly and bait, never a rise had we. Fishing down Occasionally as 1 walked hurriedly along I touclied the supermtemhret of the VVestport liatcldug cstabiiahmenl Mg
surface oi the water with my hook, And before I reached
" lrn,le» and throwing back tho fiugorliugs, we
me house three more were taken, swelling mv number to tbeencip, fidelity, min great intelligence with which lie
n s d'sciiarged bis duties. No hatching of shad was atre L WUi ,y
tr01lL leaving the lake on
i(tnin at noar five o’clock, with some tbreatening foilrtecn m all, which nearly filled my kreef I walked templed llie punt year owing to iffllfifetulo appropriation lmva word. Thu family were Ul^
fls debouching from the valley of Doc Creek, wc-ar- m Hlnm.r101!180 'v1"101*1
,D
the Liiiu} when it would liave been.
tlie kilehou floor.
1 at home without mishap. On the banks of this Due T|l' 1 sai ,',"y Uilsket d,,wa
neenHuaiy to have eomniouccd, find when it was granted
, dwelt the notorious Lucas family of murderers. Old
.
us l.q]vy’1“it IUf,sanV U' Tb,i la**y asl£ud what was llio season hud passed, The UommiaaLoimra in reviowiLvoo
tad
^nba
y’
wnB
rcPly.
“But
I’m
going
sold gmger cakes
beneath
the
gallows
whereon
bis
iheLr aljors, claim’that lhe icsullia have lx1 mi all l hat could
T
gin mws wnereou uis
o Hid out said she, her womanish curiosity getting the
Whs bunging, and was afterwards Imaged thereon himhave been expected It is believed lhat no expense has
I?1'
y1"1'11'1 have seen bow quickly iliat
I bit' old wretch first, introduced the celebrated
fable was abaudtmed by the eight or nine persons that sur- been lueurred.'vhich Inis not met with an equivalent return
or indeed mucV mote. A store of practical information

I
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has been gained that will be of incalculable value in future
operations; doubts have been solved, and it has been
demonstrated that salmon fry can be procured for restock¬
ing at a trifling cost; that shad can bo spawned artificially
as easy as other fish, and that ova and young fish can be
transported thousands of miles without difficulty. The
Commissioners believe that their operations with shad alone,
have resulted in a grand success which pays the people an¬
nually ten fold all that it has cost.
With regard to the salmon the problem of restoration yet
Temains in many respects unsolved. It was believed at first
that the planting of a few thousand fry, for three or four
years in succession, would surely bring back the salmon.
JJut this was a great mistake. The small quantity of fry
planted was wholly inadequate to the purpose. This fact
was not so clear to the Commissioners in the beginning;
hut gradually it became the conviction of all the New Eng¬
land Commissioners. It is only within the last three years
that the experiment can be considered as fairly initiated
and adequately continued, and it will be continued for two
years longer, or until the. experiment now fairly under way
becomes a clearly defined failure or success.
The pound nets have caused the commissioners continual
trouble. At the beginning of their work it was believed
that, they were very destructive to the river fisheries, and
had it not been for the artificial hatchery at Holyoke the
shad would probably have entirely disappeared. Now it
is not uulikely that the immense number of fish hatched
at Holyoke may obviate the necessity of abolishing the
pounds, that is if they will submit to proper regulations.
For the past two years both pounds and river nets have
had good catches of shad, and so long as all fishing inter¬
ests are profitable any interference on the part of the Com¬
missioners would be impolitic and unjust. The pound
men appeared in great force before the Legislature last
year and procured a repeal of the act whereby the pounds
were prohibited; and now there is little or no restraint im¬
posed upon any fishermen except in limiting the season of
fishing, regulating weekly close time, and limiting the size
of the mesh of their nets. A law was also enacted last
year providing for a report of all fish caught in the State.
Many blanks for such returns have been called for, and it
is hoped that when they are filled up and returned to the
Commissioners, as the law provides, they will afford much
valuable information in regard to the number and kind of
food fishes caught in the waters of our State.
The fishway over Greenville dam was completed last
spring, and an immense number of alewives, trout, black
bass, eels, and other fish passed through it; but no shad
were seen in it, although there were rumors that shad had
been seen aud caught above the dam.
Everything has been done by the Massachusetts Com¬
missioners to make a perfect fishway at Holyoke. That
shad can ascend its current has been demonstrated beyond
a doubt; and where shad go the more vigorous salmon can
easily push his way. The great trouble with the fishway
was that the shad would not enter it, although the ap¬
proaches to it seemed natural and easy. Commissioner
Brackett, altered the entrance last year, and shad were seen
passing through it. Since the Report was printed the
Eisli Commissioners of Connecticut have ascertained
that numbers of young salmon from four to six in¬
ches in length have been seen at the mouth of the Con¬
necticut this season. They are on their way to the sea,
being the product of those placed in the river two years
ago. They will not return till 1878, when they will seek the
spawning beds. The Commissioners are encouraged by
the appearance of these grilse, and feel confident that their
efforts to restock the river will be successful.

as I can from memory. I figure it at nearly 206,000.
Fighting Island are six fisheries which belong to me.

On
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Is Seining Profitable?—We are pleased to see the
Gloucester papers beginning to ask this question. When
the result of several years’ experiment indicates to practical
fishermen that which the scientific conservators of our
fisheries have long maintained—namely, that our products
of the sea and inland waters are being constantly dimin¬
ished, and will in time be annihilated, hv the use of the
contrivances for the wholesale destruction of fish—we may
take courage. Hope for the future revives. Our protec¬
tive clubs may be encouraged to look for co-operation from
those who depend upon the continued preservation of fish
for a livelihood. One writer in the Cape Ann Advertiser
has been brought to a realizing sense of the great error in
the use of seines, and asks-.—
“Suppose you annihilate the mode for five years, and
return to the hook and line; would it not show that the
latter method netted, on the average, the most money to
vessels and crew ? The big hauls with the seine intoxicate,
like the chief prize in a lottery, and we are apt to overlook
the slow gains, that come little by little, and are in reality
the only method to success in the end. Of the large num¬
ber of vessels engaged in seining, how many have made
money for their owners? Let us hear their experience.”
Black Bass Spawnkrs .—Black bass weighing from three
to six pounds each, are too large for stocking open streams,
they being liable to wander, while the small ones are more
likely to remain near where placed. These small fish com¬
mence propagating in July, and continue into the month of
August. The more adult fish commence propagation as
early as May, and continue through the month of June.

BLACK BASS IN THE CONNECTICUT.
JIigganum, June 9th, 1878.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

About a dozen black bass were caught here last week.
They were taken a few rods up in a cove which runs to the
river. They are the first ever seen there, and I think it is
a settled fact that we soon shall have plenty of these gamey
fish along our river. They weighed from three quarters to
four pounds. There is a cotton mill at the foot of the falls
where the brooks empty into the cove, and it was there
among the rocks, and along the pebbly bottom, also where
they have free access to and from the river, that they were
caught. I caught one with a gray fly, at my second or third
cast, and no doubt would have taken more if they had not
been frightened by the mill boys, who were there in full
force, some catching them in their hands after driving them
into holes worn into the rocks by the constant action of the
water. Oue hoy caught ope in this way which weighed
four pounds. Do they come there to spawn or to food?
They seem to be there all the day, as they can be seen from
the mill windows.
C. O. Gladwin.
The fish gather around the rocks so as to rub off the par¬
asites which have been tormenting them for a long time,
aud to put themselves into proper condition for the angler’s
use. It is on account of this habit that by casting near a
stone pile, one is pretty sure of catching fislt. In prepar¬
ing ponds for stocking with bass, piles ot stones should al¬
ways be thrown in.

For Forest and Stream.

THE WHITEFISH INTEREST OF MICH¬
IGAN.

I

P the usual proportion of whilefish spawn comes to
life, and the ova that will he hatched artificially be
added, we shall realize an increase of fish so large that we
shall calch as many next fall as used to be caught twenty
or thirty years since. With regard to the Hatcheries here,
one is in this city, put up by the Pish Commissioners of
this State, aud worked under the superintendence of Mr.
O. M. Chase, of Caledonia Springs, with boxes made after
the pattern used by our. old friend Seth Green. Mr.
Green’s brother was up here to collect fish eggs last fall;
he worked hard, got them in the house, and all tilings
working well before he left, for which he deserves great
credit. I am informed by the Secretary of the Michigan
Pish Commission that they expect to hatch about eight
millions. Some of them will he distributed throughout the
Slate for the inland lakes, and a great many, I think a
large proportion, will be put in Detroit River. There is a
Hatchery put up by the Canadian Government oue mile
below Sandwich, near the hank of the river, which is a
credit to Mr. L. Wiimot, the designer and superintendent.
It is being worked under the superintendence of Mr. J.
Nevin, a party sent thereby Mr. Wiimot. From what I
can learn equally as good success may be expected as at
the Hatchery in this ;ity. These are intended for the De¬
troit River. We are at a great loss for running streams in
this part of the country. The water used at the Detroit
Hatchery is taken from the Water Works. One of the
Water Works Board (Mr. 0. Hurlbut) was at one time a
catcher of fish on Stony Island. He has taken a great in¬
terest in fish propagation ever since it was first mooted in
this country. The water used at the Canadian Hatchery
is furnished by a small pumping engine, which gives a full
supply. I have no doubt hut that in a few years’ time we
Will have as many whiteflsh in Detroit River as ever.
There is at Toledo, in the State of Ohio, a Hatchery—
one of three put up by the Pish Commission of that Slate,
Which was very successful last season. The fish were put
into the Maumee River, which at present has a strong cur¬
rent Tunning ihat will take the young fish to the lake, where
there is clear water. At first 1 had no expectation that
whilefish could be successfully hatched in the waters of
the Maumee River, but now I am satisfied they can be.
Of the other Hatcheries belonging to Ohio, one is at San¬
dusky. and I ti ink the other at Put-in-Bay on South Bass
Island. What success has been attained 1 am unable to
say.
With this I give you a small sketch of Detroit River and
Us fisheries, with the amount of last fall's catch, as neat'

SALMON IN THE CONNECTICUT.
Hioaxiura, Ct„ June5th, 1876.
Emtor Forest and Stbeam-.—
] Inclose job an article clipped from Hartford Poet Jane 3d, thinking
that perhaps otherwise it would not come to jour notice:—
"Salmon Catch. —Robert G.Pike. Esq., Fish Commissioner, received
a letter Thursday, from Saybroolt, which informed him that on Tuesday
last fifteen salmon were caualu near Lynne in the folds of the fisher¬
men's nets as they were hunting ashore. They (the salmon) measured
from six to eight inches in length, and were doubtless of the Hatching
of 187-1, and were on their way to the sea. A specimen salmon has been
sent to Mr. Fike. The Fish Commission is doing a good work for the
public.”
X tbluk the fact contained in It is important, and if the fish taken are.
really yonng salmon ft is another hopeful sign that, with proper help
from man, this noble fish will again make this beautiful Connecticut
ltiver their home, as it was titty years ago. If yon know of any reasons
why, with a good fishway over the dam at Holyoke, salmon cannot be
made to inhabit this clear water, we would like to hear them. We have
some men here who claim that stocking the river with salmon is all
humbug, and cannot be done, one prominent man in particular, an exStatu Senator, saying that he don’t believe a word of the article from the
Poet, and that it is gotten np merely in tho interest of the Fish Commis¬
sioners, they wunttug another appruptlalion from the Legislature of
$5,000. Oue of our fishermen here caught last Friday, 2d, what is called
by some er our oldest fishermen, a young salmon, while others (old fish¬
ermen also) say it Is not, and there is quite a dispute going on about it.
Will you please give us a description of a young salmon, say about six
inches long? I think it will settle some of their disputes. I hope to bcb
in a few years, not only young, but old salmon, taken from onr river, and
I for one shall be glad to meet any lovers of the rod, and share our sport
with them In Tho Rise, The Struggle, and Landed of the salmon.
C. O. G.

[Six-inch salmon, or paer, are easily mistaken for trout,
being marked latteraliy by a line of deep scarlet spots,
seven in number. They lack the blue and silver spots,
and the dark olive pattern on the back peculiar to trout.
Besides, their scales are as large as piq-heads, and rub off
easily when handled, adhering to the hand.—Ed.]
xNy
I)eh Side, Matnpediu, N. B., May 28th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Will some of your savans give ns their ideas of the use of the hook
or protuberance whicb grows so rapidly on the upper jaw of the male
salmon? 1 have Been it on large males three inches long. When they
first come from salt water you can only judge the sex by the length of
head—’’no bill or hook" to be seen. That they don’t use it for nest
making is certain; tho male don’t work at that; he lays off watching the
performance, and will chase trout, or a tmailer male. I never saw a
fight between males. One always seemed to ran when the other charged.
The bill also prevents the teeth from touching, and a male at spawning
lime nnot shut his month by an inch or two.
John.

Thi s singular appendage, which is an ugly deformity,
appears in the spawning season, and increases in size as
the period of copulation approaches, and is then used by
the male to grasp the female just above the shoulders on

the hack of the .neck. The same peculiarity of habit at- 1
taches to various kinds of animals and fowls. The salmon ,
is not the only creature that has a distinguishing mark |
when it reaches ripe maturity.

JUnturnl %jjistorg.
[This Department la under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed, by the Smithsonian Institution, and wUl henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. AU communications, notes, tnieries, re¬
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention^]

—A correspondent writes us a letter from “Springfield"!
which we would be glad to use if we knew the name of
tho State.
—Every reader who goes to Philadelphia should endeav¬
or to Becure copies of the circulars issued by the Smithson¬
ian Department. Particularly those scries marked B & QjJ
which contain valuable lists of the animals of this conti¬
nent.
—The Acclimatization Society of Paris has just received!
two Secretary birds from the Cape of Good Hope. A
long feather projecting from behind the ear gives the ap¬
pearance of a scrivener, and hence its name.
In the
country from which they are brought they are still called
Serpent Killer, on account of the perpetual war which
they wage against such reptiles. They have a slow aud
majestic gait, a curved beak of great power, and the bodyj
of a vulture with long talons.
Notes from our Correspondents.—"Teal” (Salem,
Mass.) records withiDaweek the death of a robin andra
woodcock by flying against telegraph wires; also the death
of a song-sparrow which was hit by a locomotive. Hei
mentions his knowledge of several other occurrences...fl
Prof. W. H. B. Thomas (Mt. Holly, N. ,1.,) tells us that
the southern limit of tho rhododendrons is at Florenoa
flights near Burlington, N. -T. -. .Dr. Abbott, of Trenton,
N. J., informs us that the “rusty-headed fisher" which we
expressed our inability to identify a few weeks ago, is proba-t
bly the southern name of the female gooseandcr... .j Mur¬
ray (New York) writes us that last fall in the AdirondaeltsJ
his companion shot a dry doe in fine condition, in whose!
body was found a stick nearly seven inches long, veryi
hard, with one end against the lungs and the other embeds
ded in the heart-case. It had entered under the foreleg,and was probably received in jumping on a dead branch.’
_Dr. Estes recently captured, not far from Lake Ci'yfl
Minn., a pure white pocket gopher (Oeomys bursar itts),
which makes a very pretty pet.

WARBLERS OF

THE

WESTERN

RE-*-

SERVE.

I

HAVE been very much interested in your natural his- 1
lory notes from different parts of the country, and I
take the liberty of addiug my mite to the general fund of
knowledge which most result from this extensive compar¬
ing of notes. Having been particularly interested in the
warblers, I give below the results of my observation pS
them in this locality:—
Minwtilta. variti.
Black-and-white creeper. CotnmoM
during migrations, arriving about May 1st.
Parate americana. Blue yellow-hack. An abundant n)igrant.
Jlelmithems vcrrnivwus. Worm-eating warbler. Very rarfijj
Shot two May 2d, 1873, which are the only specimens ,
which have been procured near here for years; found them
in deep, damp woods.
lldminth&phaga pinus.
Blue-winged yellow warbletj
Rare; procured my only specimenMay 22d, 1875.
JJ. chrysoptera. Golden-winged warbler. Rare; shofw
female this year on May 11th.
E. rtificapillu. Nashville warbler. Rather common S
aotnelocalities, though irregularly so; arrives first week in^
May.
JL celnta. Orange-crowned warbler. Very rare; my j
duly specimen was obtained on May 16th, 1876, A female!
was shot near here about the same time.
Dendroma (estiva. Yellow warbler. A common sutnmGM
resident; arriving the first week in May.
D. virens. Black-tkroatcd green warbler. AhnmlaiitJ
during migrations; have taken it from May 4th to 24th.
I). catrulescenB. Black-throated blue warbler. Common
after the first week in May. Having seen them in June,®
think a small number may breed here.
B. mm lea. Blue warbler. Somewhat common tun In®
two or three sesisoos; arrive about May 5th. Home of them
probably breed here, as I have taken the male in the muT
die of June.
D. eoronata. Yellow-rumped warbler. Common spring
and autumn visitor; have taken them from April 20lh n
to May 14th.
S
D. Blackburnim. Blackburnian warbler. Abundant «t
spring; arrive second week in May.
B. striata. Black-polled warbler. The last of the war¬
blers to arrive, never having taken it earlier than May 24tm
I never saw many specimens.
I), emtaneu. Bay-breasted warbler. Not very abundant,
although on May 23d, 1870, I procured two males and three
females. May 15th is the earliest arrival recorded in ran
book.
jD. pennsylvaniea Chestnut-sided warbler. Common qg
spring, arriving about May 10th.
I) . maculosa. Black-and-ycllow warbler. Abundant dur¬
ing migrations. Have taken it from May 5th to 22d,
1
J) , doviinica. Yellow-throated warbler. One of tilt
ealiest to arrive; have shot them on April 20th. I am con¬
vinced that a few bleed here, as I have seen them as lati
us June. I have only found them in two pieci s of wood!
on the river bottom, though I have mude special search fiM
them elsewhere. They are as much of a deeper in habii
as the black-and-white. All that 1 have shot have been Of
the variety atbUord. I may succeed iu finding their heat
this season, though 1 have been unsuccessful so far.
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D. palmarum. Yellow red-poll. Not very common. It
arrives the first -week in May.
D. pirns. Pino-creeping warbler. Abundant, especially
in the fall migrations.
Perissoglossa ligrina, Cape May warbler. Rather rare,
though in the spring of 1872 (April 3fith to May 5th) a num¬
ber of specimens were shot. On May 20th, this year, I
was fortunate enough to secure a fine female.
tSeiurus aurocapillus. Golden-crowned thrush. A com¬
mon summer resident.
.S', noveboracensis. Small-billed thrush. Not common.
Oporonm agilis. Connecticut warbler. Very rare. Shot
mv only specimen, a flue full-plumaged male, on May 27th,
1875. A female was shot in the same place only a day or
two before.
OcoihlypiH trichas. Maryland yellow-throat. An abund¬
ant resident.
G. Philadelphia. Mourning warbler. Rare; saw five last
season, four of which I secured. This seasonl shot a male
and female on May 20th, showing that they arrive late.
Icteria virens. Chat. The chats have been quite com¬
mon the last two seasons, though more often heard than
seen.
Myiodioctes milratus. Hooded warbler. Not common.
During this season and in 1874, I did not see one. On
May 8th, 1875, I saw at least a dozen males.
M. pusillus. Wilson's black cap. Rather common in
some localities; arrives about the second week in May.
M. canadensis. Canada fly-cutehiug warbler. ’ Tolerably
common, arriving about the third week in May,
Setophuga rutieilla. Redstart. Very abundant summer
resident.
Several others have been shot here, hut I have never
been fortunate enough to see one of them. Soon or later
they vmsl join their kindred in my collection. I refer to
the prolhonotary, Tennessee, Kentucky, aDd Kirtland’s
warblers. 1 never heard of the prairie warbler being
found here.
H. Ernst.
Cleveland, Ohio.

and nearly all the birds are such as nest- on the ground. A pair of robins
have built a nest in my yard in a small evergreen tree close to the walk.
I watched them building it. One, 1 supposed the female, would como
with a straw in her beak, and instead of going directly to the nest,
would alight on a tree near by, when, after seeing that the coast was
clear, sho would fly to the tree and deposit the straw in Its proper place.
Then she would sit in the nest, and turning round and round mould it
with her breast Into the proper shnpe. Once sho came with a bit of mud
in her beak, and flew directly tt> the nest, but, just before getting to it
she saw a little girl standing in the walk, and immediately flew to an¬
other tree, where she waited till the girl was out ol sight.
May I ask some or your correspondents to write to me on the subject
of ornithology, especially those tn the west, as I am very anxious to ob¬
tain specimens of western birds’ eggs, particularly those of tile different
quails in California?
D. H. Eaton.
Recent Arrivals at the Central Park Mr.NAUERiE.-Cne
chati (Fells,mites), habitat Central America; presented by Mr .1. Du¬
rand. Two leopards (Ifelis leopard us). Two Florida tfnalla (Orlyx virgiriamts); presented by Dr. D. W. Williamson. One salt water terra¬
pin (Emyspalustris); presented by Mr. G. L. Ticmeyer. Received in
exchange: Three Carolina parrots (ConuruS carodnsnsis); two rc-ilbruueted grosbeaks (Bedgmeles ludiitticiands); one starting (Slurmes vul¬
garis); two skylarks (Alanda arrensis); two woodlarks (Alanda arborea);
six Java sparrows (Padda oryzivora). The last four are natives of Eu¬
rope.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—
Thirteen homed louds (Phrynmoma cormula); presented by Cbas. No¬
ble, Philadelphia. Eleven prairie dogs (Cyrvomys ludavicianus); born in
the Garden. One golden-nnped amazon (Okry satis auripuUiala); pre¬
sented by Willie W. Walker, Philadelphia. One wild cat (Lynx rufus)\
purchased. One loggerhead turtle (Chelonia barelta); presented by
Jerry Nolan, Philadelphia, and three utters, presented by John Fletcher,
Philadelphia. Two screech owls (Shops Msin); presented byM. C. Tay¬
lor, Toughkcnamau, Pa.
Arthur E. Buown, Gen. Supt.
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Natuuai, History of Nova Scotia.—Dr. J. Bernard
Gilpin, who has long been a prominent member of the
Nova Scotian Institute, in whose transactions he has pub¬
lished many papers, has recently added two more. One is
on the serpents of Nova Scotia; the list including the garter
snake (Eulainia sirtalis), the black snake (Basoanion stridor),
the green snake (Ohlo)vsoma eermlis), the king snake (Diadolphin punclalus), and the red-bellied snako (Storeria occipitomueulata). Dr. Giipin enlarges in the most entertaining
and valuable manner upon the habits of each species. The
black snake is exceedingly rare, but all the species men¬
tioned breed there, depositing their eggs under stones
where they are left to hatch some time after. Dr. Gilpin re¬
gards the fact of snakes receiving their numerous young
into their stomachs for refuge as perfectly well established,
and, alluding to the fact that the dog fish and other fishes
do so, adds .
“Future observers will be rewarded by
witnessing our salamanders as well as our snakes watch¬
ing over their chaplet of leathery eggs, feuding their
young, and both protcctiug and coaching thorn by their
own bodies.”
A second paper by Dr. Gilpin is on the smaller cetaceans
inhabiting the shores of Nova Scotia. He makes out five
species: The dolphin (Delpinus delpliis), the sea porpoise
or cow fish (Lagenorhyncus leueopleurus), the common por¬
poise or pulling pig (Phocama americana), the white whale
[Dc'phinaptm'us catodon), and the bottle-uose or black-fish
(Glooioeephalus intermedins). Detailed accounts of the hab¬
its and characteristics of each of these is given, except of
the white whale—to be distinguished from the arctic
narwhal (Monoceros monodon)—which is only a straggler to
Nova Scotia. To the history of the porpoises is added
an interesting narrative of the dextrous way in which the
Indians hunt and secure them. These pamphlets may
probably be procured for half a dollar from the author at
Digby, N. S., and would well repay the reader.

SPRING AT MEACHAM LAKE.
Meacham Lake, N. V., May 22d, 1576Editor Forest and Stream
la answer to your Inquiry in regard to the arrival of the birds in differ¬
ent localities, I send yon a few notes from my book:—
March 15tb.— Saw two sheldrakes {Meryus merganser) in the open wa¬
ters about the mouth of the inlet.
April 10th.—Three wild, geese and black docks (Anas obscura) amt
five bine herons in the outlet.
April 13th.— One bittern (Ardea txilis), one rail, hooded sheldrakes,
amt tv single goose in the outlet.
April 15th.—Ducks plenty In the outlet and inlet, which are free from
Apvll 30lli-22il.-Blue-birds, ground sparrows, robins, cow bunting,
kiugllsher, fox-eolored sparrow, and golden-winged woodpecker. Cliff
swallows skimming along the ice and catching “sap dies."
April Still.—The hermit thrush gurcnshisUrst soug this morning, and
it almost makes me think that spring has come, bat us r look oat on the
lake withits two feet of BOlid ice, I am reminded that it is still winter,
with very good sleighing to the lirst neighbors, dye miles, though wi>
have no suow about the house.
May 1st.—Our greatest fall of snow for the winter, twenty inches.
All the little birds are seeking shelter in the burns. Now my stock of
planlain soeds come in play. I clear the snow from a spot in front of
the house, throw the seeds out, end count thirty birds at one lime pick¬
ing up the seeds-suow birds, fox-eolored and other sparrows, hermit
thi-ashest and snow bantings.
May ad.-Fish hawks and gulls. Pigeons flying in all directions, and
the partridges drumming.
May 5th.—1The snow of the first has left us, and with It nearly all or
the old suow. Going up the east shore to the boat I saw two deers;
they looked as round and plimtp as in the fall.
May 10th.—Caught our first trout in the open water at the head of the
lake. Saw the first kingbird and bam swallows.
May 1 tjI !i —The lake is clear of ice; this is the latest I ever knew it to
hold.
A. R. Fuller.
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Feotoke, Ill., May 16th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 wish to add a few birds to the list I sent you a short time ago. The
yellow warbler is common bsrs all summer and breeds. So also are the
blue-birds, redstart, ground sparrows (Poocetei gramineus?) and*Balti¬
more oriole. The scarlet tanager is not very common. I have seen as
yet only one bobolink, bat think ihey breed here. I have seen bat one
mud hen. Our list of birds is limited, as we have no woods or groves

IN

SEASON IN JUNE.

Trout, sahnn fontinalis.
Shud. Alma.
Salmon, 8atmo solar.
•
.Land-looked Salmon, SalrM Oloveri.
Salmon Trout, Sulmo confinis.
Grayling, Thymallvs tricolor,
Black Bass, Microplerus nigricans.
For list of seasonable ffles for June sec our ganc of June 8th.
Fish in Market.—An abundance of fish of almost every
variety known to our waters ornament the slabs of onr
dealers, and prices are such as to bring even the delicacies
within the reach of all. We quote: Striped bass from 18
to 25c. per pound, according to the size of the fish; bluefish, 8c.; salmon, 30c.; mackerel, 20c. each; shad, Connecti¬
cut River, 60c. each; weak-fish, 10c. per pound; white
perch, 15c.; Spanish mackerel, 25c.; green turtle, 124c.;
terrapin, $12 per dozen; halibut, 15c.; haddock, 8c.; king
fish, 25c.; cod-fish, 8c.; black-fish, 10 to 15c.; flounders,
8c.; porgies, 10c.; sea bass, 15c.; eels, 12 to 18c.; lobsters,
10c.; sheepshead, 15c.; soft olnms, 60c. per 100; white-fish,
15c. per pound; salmon trout, 20c.; brook trout, $1.; hard
shell crabs $4 per 100; soft do., $1 per dozen; frog’s legs,
50c. per pound.
—The close season for brook trout terminates by law in
Connecticut on June 15th.

—Weak fishing has been very fine in the Great South
Bay opposite Fire Island during the past week. The favor¬
ite mode of catching them is with rod and reel from a boat
drifting in the channels. A light blue fish squid kept just
clear of the bottom being used. The fish run about sixpounds in weight. Some excellent catches of sea bass have
also been made near Fire Island. On Saturday last Mr. E.
R. Wilbur and a friend took took fifty-one in a little over
an hoar, the fisli ranging as high as two pounds in weight.
The blue fish are now in the South Bay, but none have
been taken “chumming” as yet. The boats arc having fair
sport trolling outside the bar.
Blue-fish have been abundant in the Lower Bay, off
Sandy Hook, for the past ten days, and crowds of small
craft have engaged in trolling with good success.
—The shad season is nearly over on the Connecticut
River, the present run being very thin; they are retailed
ou the carts at ten cents a pound.
—Sea bass are biting briskly at StOBey Creek, and at
other places on Long Island Sound.
—A correspondent writes to tell us that he has used fish
roe as a bait, with a few threads from a woolen tippet
wound around it to secure it to the hook; has caught both
salt and fresh water fish in this way, including speckled
trout, and seldom missed a bite. He says:—
“I used to keep all the spare roe, and used about equal
parts of salt and saltpetre Lo preserve it; pet litem, in bot¬
tles corked (air light), anil kept in a cool place, I own I
was not so successful with the preserved roe as the fresh,
but if the fish were hungry it made little difference. I
have kept roe for a year.”
—Our correspondent, 8. C. C., killed 1,000 pounds of fish
to his own rod in 38 days, last spring, at Mosquito Inlet,
Florida, comprising sheepshead, red bass, salt water trout,
whiting, blackfish, grunts, scup, groupers, rock groupers,
cavalli, snappers, drum, bezugas, pigflsh, catfish, sharks,
and rays. Besides these common species, are occasionally
taken specimens of more southern and tropical forms,
which variety addB much to the interest of a day's sport in
these waters.
—A Washington correspondent doesn’t hanker after Po¬
tomac River bass. He says :—
“Last year I caught a great many, and nearly every sec¬
ond fish I got had a worm sticking out either close by the
dorsal fin or just by the tail, and 1 have cut the fish and
traced the worm nearly to the back of the head. This
worm was a bluish green. One bass I caught with no ap¬
pearance of worm outside, but being shy of eating them
after seeing those worms I split him up the back and found
the. remains of one about the thickness of a match, as red

as a picco of meat, and quite hard. Since then I cannot
say I relish bass."
Fish of Russia.—The fish fauna of Russia, which com¬
prises the cray fish, lampbrey, eels, perch, roach, pike,
tench, chub, bream, dace, trout, grayling, and all the com¬
mon kinds met with in England, includes many others un¬
known in British waters, such as the sturgeon, ide, pike
perch, silurus glanus, Saluio hucho, 8. spurius, S. autum¬
nal is, and S. spectabiiis.
—The French fishermen finding the supply of the roe of
the American codfish, which they use as bait in their sar¬
dine fisheries, inadequate to meet their demand, have dis¬
covered that grasshoppers pounded into a paste caD be
made lo so closely resemble the roe as to deceive the moat
intelligent sardine. The French Government has therefore
begun the importation of grasshoppers from Algeria on a
large scale, with a view to -giving the experiment a thor¬
ough lest.—American Grocer.
Now comes the glorious opportunity for the impoverished
dwellers in the Far West to make money ont of the invad¬
ing hosts that have foraged upoil their country. Let them
gather grasshoppers by the ton, pound them to a paBle, and
ship them to France,
Fishing Movements.—The number of fishing arrivals
at this port, the past week, has been 57, viz.; 13 from the
Graud Banks, 4 from Western Banks, 37 from Georges, 1
from Fortune Bay, N. F., and 2 from southern mackereling trips. The Georgcsmeu are meeting with poor success,
and w ere the mackerel fishery more promising the fleet
would be greatly diminished; but as yet, mackerel have
not put in an apeurtiuce in any quantities, and the one
branch is not more lucrative than the other. The receipts
of fish for the week have been 488,000 pounds of cod-fish
from Georges; 260,000 du. from Western and Grand Banks,
843,000 pounds halibut, about 100 barrels mackerel and
some 1,400 barrels Fortune Bay herring in bulk, the latter
selling at auction at 45c. per barrel unpacked. The large
receipts of halibut this seasou has opened to the market a
new food supply, choice pickled halibut being offered to the
Western trade at $8 per barrel- — Cape Ann Advertiser, )Q(h.

East Hampton—June 19th.—The well known lake at East
Hampton, has been visited by a large number of anglers,
and some have been very successful. The enterprising
landlord of the Belle House at East Hampton, has put a
large number of salmon trout into the lake recently, and
visitors may expect some fine sport with the new fish some
day, in addition to the native stock.
Massachusetts—New Bedford, June 9th, 1876.—The
warm days of June have started up our amateur fishermen,
and in the windows of some of our saloons may be seen
fine displays of the spotted trout, but all these were eclips¬
ed by the “catch” of Dr. Frank Ward, whose skill as Den¬
tist and “troutist" is well known to our citizens, who re¬
turned yesterday from a two day's visit to a neighboring
town with twenty fish, the largest weighiug two pounds and
seven ounces, arid several of the others over one and a half
pouuds each. The first sword fish of the seasou was yester¬
day brought in by the veteran in that line, Capt. Uobb, of
pilot boat Hornet.
Concha.
" New Jersey—Barnegat Inlet—Kinsey's Ashley House,
June 9th.—June 2d. Blue-fish scarce, and run small,
only one to three pur boat taken. Black-fish and sea bass
plenty. June 3d. No blue-fishiDg. June 4tli, do.; June
5lli. do.; Jube 6th. A large school entered the in¬
let at five o’clock P. M., they ran from four to six pounds.
Geo. B. Dixon and W. W. Twaddell, of Philadelphia,
look 200 pouuds blue-fish; Hugh Mcilvane and I. G.
Mcilvane, of Philadelphia, ninety pounds; D. L. Kelller,
C. Tucker, and ladies, of Philadelphia, forty bloe-iish, 210
pounds; Oapl. B. Predmore and party, 210 pounds. June
7th. lulet and outside the bar alive with blue fish; D.L.
Ketler and ladies, forty-two blue-fish, smallest weighing
six pounds, largest nine and three-quarter pounds; Chas.
D. Middleton and ladies, Germantown, Pa., 200 pounds;
Hugh Mcllvaue and son, thirty-five pounds; Capt. R. Potur, Tom's River, forty-eight blue fish, none weighing less
thau eight pounds; Win. Beatty, Newark, 180 pounds; C.
E. Cauierly, Philadelphia, forty-Rlde blue-fish average
seven pounds. Junc8ih. Blowing a gale from southward,
too rough for sailing, some boats eatue in with from ten
lo fifteen each.
R.

f

Canada—Aew Brunswick, June 8th.—The water keeps
unusually high in all the rivers ou the north shore of New
Brunswick. Parlies were lo start on the first troutiug
trips of lhe>soasou on Monday, 5th, but there was heavy rain
on the 4lb, which cont inued the 5tli, and increased the volume
of water very considerably, besides uusellling it. As clear
water is a sine qua non to angling, the rains have had the
effect of putting the season back four or five days. The
thermometer stood at 88" in the shade at the Miramiehi
towns on Friday, 2d instant. Ou Saturday night, Sunday,
and Monday it was down lo 45°. Fly fishing would be an
impossibility in such a temperature, especially when it cov¬
ered a swollen stream. The 8t. Lawrence Advance says
that the first salmon caught on the north shore of New
Brunswick this season was tukcu by Mr. Jonathan Noble
at Fox Island, Miramiehi, on the Queen’s Birthday—24th.
of May. The same paper says lliatsalmou appeared earlier,
and are of larger average size this year on the north shore
lhaU for the three years previous.
P. 8.—Since writing you, Messrs. J. M. Ruddock and R.
McAndrews, who had gone off quietly to Indianlowu on
the evening of the 4th, have returned. They say they
made their calculations for the trip, and were not to be de¬
terred by the rain. They got a twelve pound black sal¬
mon, a grilse, four large trout, and a dozen and leu smaller
ones. The grilse weighed six pounds, one trout five
pounds, and three others averaged four pouuds each. They
fished about six hours. They report the water a foot deep
over ludiantown wharf, and they oouid not get out ou the
point just below the brook. Such a fare, under the cir¬
cumstances, promises a splendid run in two or three flays.
D. G. S.
M dskOka— Gravenhwst, June 9th.—Trout in the HockRock arc very plentiful this year. I caught forty-two last
Alouday, nineteen on Tuesday, and fourteen ou Wednes¬
day atlei noon. They averaged four ounces each; rather
a small average, but the larger ones, about halt a pound,
gave us Some good sport. I used both the fly and worms
for bait at the same time,' catching two trout at once some¬
times. Pickerel fi.-hing is splendid in Muskoka Lake; no
trouble in getting twenty to thirty pounds of an evening,
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liy either troll ini'; or with rod and lino, baiting with worms.
Salmon trout fishing is also good. I am sorry to say that
some of the boys are catching bass which are now out of
season. George Ross, oT Magnetewan, informs me that he
is prepared to guide fishing parlies to the best trout grounds
on the Magnetewan River.
SHOTTED

CASTING LINES
FISHING.

FOR

FLY¬

shaded off like n tadpole, and instead of weighing, as every body said
lie ought to, twenty-five ponnd3, he could barely trim sixteen. A big
healed wound in his jaw showed that at some previoos time he had been
badly booked, arid stunted. Taking No. 10 as a standard* whose length
was 10 Inches and weight 6 ounces, or any oilier you choose, for they
were all weighed and measured carefully, any of your readers fond of
mathematics can work out the “Iriplieutu ratio of their homologous
sides” to suit themselves. Pm not here lo “do sums,” but to get clear
of them.

Editor Forest and Stream.—
I sue yonr neighbor of Liu? Rotl and (i//?;, published a letter last, week
-from our friend Uenio U. Scot,t, which rather asloftishes me. Iam'n
confirmed fly fisherman, and while I do not wish to renew the old fight of
“Worms vs. Flies,” 1 must say, the advice ho gives, to just split shot on
hla fly cast, is new to mo. “Live and Learn,11 J suppose I must, j
should like to see oar friend “Genio” trying to fish from the tangled
bank of the Tobybanna or Lycoming River, with split shot on his flies.
1 am thinking he would soon tnm to “worms1’ for bait.
H.

Brook
Lake.

Laker.
Luker.

From a perusal of the article referred to, we do not un¬
derstand the writer to recommend the use of shotted
casting lines except in especial case.s where wo agree with
him they could be employed with advantage. He says:—
‘‘Sometimes trout take the fly under the surface, and it
may he necessary to settle the cast by a split shot of the
smallest size.”
PICKEREL

OR

BASS.

/
West Meriden, Ct., June 7th, 187G.
> Editor Forest and Stream: —
Judging from your paper of the 1st, my article on pickerel and bass
aroused one of the good anglers of the West, and thanks (probably to
the types) was the cause of the worthy reply. It was not my intention
to say, as printed “In different parts of the country,11 but different parts
of the county, i. e. New Haven. This, by way of explanation to your
correspondent, Geo. A. Shufeldt, Jr. I certainly do uot find fault with
the bass fishiDg in the West, or in oLher parts of the country, but I speak
only of how we find R in this part of Connecticut. I for one congratu¬
late your correspondent on the fine bass fishing he enjoys at Lake La
Belle. I wish we enjoyed the same here, hut oar ponds are not generally
adapted for bass, because their bottoms are often covered with many
feet of mad; bat our pickerel do well, and have furnished us with good
sport until the ponds were stocked with bass, and it is the opinion of
many of our oldest fishermen that the bass have made away with the
pickerel.
Not far from Meriden is a pond well known for the last twenty-five
years or more for its fine pickerel. Year after year, the yield was good,
until about five years ago when the pond was stocked with black bass
and tt law passed prohibiting fishing there for three yearB. Weil, when
the lime expired there was a grand rush of iltherrnen to the pond, all
eager to capture some of the famous bass. I need not say how disap¬
pointed they were. Very few bass were caught, and as for the pickerel
they have ever since been scarce. I see very plainly, friend Shufeldt is
uot a very ardent admirer of the pickerel, but let him come East, and see
Our pickerel, and I feel assured that he will admit there is a vast differ¬
ence between the clean dainty pickerel of the East, and their coarser kin
of the West, both for sport and tho table. In conclusion I wish to be un.
Heretood that T do not oppose the Introduction Of black bass mto pondB
or strufimg adapted for them, but, that I am not in favor of introduc*
ing them into poucls lu which they do not thrive well, and which are
already well slocked with good fish to tUo manor born.
Yon G.

THE ADIRONDACKS— FISHING AT P1SECO LAKE.
I’lSEcti Lake, June.
Editor Forest and Stream : —
Tin just in clover now; that is, IT trout, flics, tar, and sweet oil,
Bermuda onions, pork and fried potatoes, to say nothing of a nice joint
of vual—but 1 forget it’s June; the lees said about the veal the better.
But if worst comes to worst, 1 didn’t kill that calf, or even hold him by
the tail while a friend did it. This calf caine into a field where some
men were sowing outs, and bit one of the men, and he got mud and
killed it, so they tell me, and I lioist it in and ask no questions, (by it
you may understand that both veal and you are hoisted in.)
I don’t believe, with all your wauderings after the “speckled beauties,'1
that you ever struck this delightful place. Here wc are, far enough back
from the banks of a beautiful mountain lake to fool the flies who stay
down around the “landing11 aud wait for us; with a bracing mountain
air that calls for fire in the stove when we gather around and compare
notes, and brag, and I’m sorry to say, lie about what we have not ex¬
actly done, but have come pretty near doiug during the day. “I got him
pretty near up aud he j'ist gin one slap with his tail aud he went—and
he was jest the biggest laker I’ve seen this ten years.” Par parenthesis
(confound these “big” fish, they always get off.)
We are comfortably lodged at Ban Rnde's. Our post-office address is
Ssgcville, and Ban is supposed to live there, but I’nyiuite confident
that if Sageville and Bau were both lost more people could know where
the former was by explaining that it was the place where the latter lived
and “accommodated,” than in case of Vice teraa*
Dan’s wife cooks trout, potatoes, pork, and coffee, to say nothing of
pie, in the most exemplary manner, aud never looks cross however un¬
reasonable may be the hour in which you inform her that you are hungry,
and cooks yon a meal without a protest. How she can be so good
natural with those pesky black flics and punkics pegging away at her Tor
1 won’t say how many years, I can’t comprehend. Rude’s Hotel U
delightfully Bituated in the midst of a clearing, aud has good accommo¬
dation and is kept clean; and, as I have said, Mrs. Rude’s cuisine is one
to suit a hungry man. The house was originally the headquarters of the
Walton Club, and owned by them; they transferred. It to its present
owners, aud a race of burly guides and boatmeu have grown up.
The Jake can be reached via the New York Central Railroad to Fondu,
thence by rail 27 miles to Northville, aud from there either by stage on
Wednesdays and Saturdays, or by water conveyance on other days, 31
wiles to Lake Pleasant, where at Sturgis1 House good rooms, boats, aud
table can be obtained; good road right up to the door. This place is
easily enough reached, and pleasuut enough when reached, to make it
pleasant to carry in ladies. From Lake Pleasant, or Sa&eville, to Sieve
Andicw’s, at the head of the lake, is four miles, and from there to to Rude's
is nine imleB, all arc good roads where a buggy wagon and one horse could
take two people and traps. The fishing is good ordinarily, but the brook
trout are a little backward as vet; the ice went out of the lake on the
19th May, and the water has not warmed enough yet. Lakers have taken
Me spoon freely, and 1 underscore that the on purpose, for there is ouly
one spoon that will catch either them or the brooi; tront here, and that is
a plain, medium-sized brass spoon, either oval or heart-shaped, well bung*
and properly halauced with the hooka. I’ve got a box full of ‘•buttertiles11 and “minnows,” aud wfiat not, 1> ’t LLioy aru not worth putting out
here; they look pretty in the stores, but tho trout don’t see them m the
sunlight. Hiram Nicliols.-my boatman, ttian whom there is no be*ter,
has made from a sheet of biaes spoons for me,
ope of which U
worth tho lot of gaudy l;rnp& I have bought.
In your issue of Juno 1st the letter on “Weight of Fish by Measure¬
ment” attracted considerable attention, and teVemt gent>uien present
volunteered, or rather promised lo comply with my request to weigh
and measure, that wc might prove or disprove tin' rule. In the follow¬
ing table, No. 1, which -was caught by Mr, UHUur, of Ballsion 8pa,
trailing, excited no little comment* as with v li emend iujjis bond he
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We are bothered in oar fishing by the “Mohawk chubs,” which Lake
the fly or spoon with as much avidity as the trout, and behave bo like a
speckled trout when hooked that they give us rare heartaches when we
have reeled 200 feet of line, and brought our big one to the lauding net
or gaff. Some fifteen years ago a lot of these fish which had been
brought up to use for bait, fishing through the ice, were thrown in;
they have increased and multiplied, and arc now found from one-quarter
pound up to three pounffe.
That I have had some fun in spite of them the enclosed list, the
greater partion of which were taken by myself, will show you. My
“partner” goes out in an hour, and I send this aud fish by him. I shall
not leave this rearing place for some time yet.
Pisjscjo.

fennel.
—We had the pleasure of examining on Tuesday, a pair
of yery fine Scotch deer hounds, Glnefton and Dutchess,
Uta property of L. Thorne, Esq., of Tliorndale. These dogs
are from the stock of Gen. Custer and the late Hon K. C.
Earker. Mr. Oakleigh Thorne, of Millbroolc, Duchess Co.,
N. Y., advertised some dogs of the same stock for sale at
very low prices.
—Mr. E. Van Denverkcn's fine orange aud white setter
bitch, Fan, lias visited Mr. Thos. Cumming’s orauge and
while setter, Rolla, at Stamfort, Conu. Iiolla is from the
kennel of our Field anil Kennel Editor, and is of the
Bruce and Fly strain, orange and white dogs with black
points.
—A poultry club has beeu formed at West Meriden,
Conn., which proposes to hold a show of fancy poultry,
pigeons, etc., soon. A bench show of dogs is talked of to
take place at the same lime.
—Mr. Jacob Glahn’s black and tan setter, Maggie, is visit¬
ing Mr. Jarvis’ Dick.
Rob Roy.—Mr. Arnold Burges, of Hillsdale, Michigan,
writes us that he has imported Mr. Stattcr's Field Trial
dog, Rob Roy, by Laverack’s Fred II. out of Stutter's
Rhaebc, known as the founder of the Field Trial breed.
Rob is black, white and tan, and stands 23J inches high.
He won the champion slakes at Shrewsbury iu 1872,
together with four other field trials, and Mr. Llewellin
pronounces him to he a getter of grand stock.

Doos vs. Alligators.—Dogs are popularly supposed
to he the preferred diet of the alligator, and many an un¬
suspecting canine passing along the river bunk is snapped
up without warning by the reptiles whose jaws are set
like traps along the margin. It seems, however, that dogs
are sometimes found to attack the alligator, and compel
him to turn tail and take to his native element. A late
issue of the Sanford Journal, published at Lake Monroe,
Florida, says:—
“A few evenings since, while a number of young tnen,
including tbe junior editor, were out in the shoal water of
the lake, seining for tninuows, a large alligator made his
appearance close by. Discovering them, he immediately
struck out for deep water, making a great splashing. Our
dog, Prince, being along, the young men hissed him after
the’’gator, and he went with a will. He jumped on the
hack of the monster, and quite a skirmish ensued, the dog
being under water part of the time. Finally the runniug
fight carried them out in deep water, out of sight in the
darkness, aud the dog was gone fully ten minutes before
he returned. The first instance on record of a dog whip¬
ping a big ’gator in his own element."
THE

INTERNATIONAL

BENCH SHOW.

We have received the following communication from
tho Committee of the Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Club:—
Tlie programme aud classification, following is in substance that con¬
templated by the Chief'of tbe Bureau of Agricnltnre or the Centennial
Commission, under whose aiiraiuislraliou will be conducted I be Bunch
Show of Spurring and Non-Sporting Dogs, to bo held in the grounds of
the Centennial Commission September is! lo Sill
Bogs of all breeds will be divided I ato the following loiulpcp classes,
under nine,seta of judges, Viz.—

Class 1—Hounds.—Fox hounds, harriers, otter hounds, bcagie?, and I
dachshunds.
Class;!—Greyhounds. — English ercyhonnds, Persian greyhounds, ■
Scottish deerhounds, aud Tuilinu greyhounds.
Classes Nos. 1 end J to be examined hr the sunie board of judges.
I
Class 3Gordon setters.
Class 1.-Irish setters.
Class 5.— English aetters.
Kit.-Mnn setters and other vmiutics to be Judged with clues 5.
Class ».—Pointers.
Class ?—Retrievers.— English retrievers, Chesapeake Bay duck dogs. I
Class <i and 7 to be examined by the same board of judges.
Class 8—Spaniels. -Clumbers, cockers, springers, Irish water spmmd, I
King Charles, and Blenheims.
Class 9—Terriers —Dandle Dinmont, Scotch, skyc, broken.Haired,M
Bedlingtou, black and tan.
Class 10.—Bull does and Ball Terriers.
Class IX.—Mastiffs, Newfoundlands, St. Bernard, Siberian or tJlm-fl
dog.
Clasu 10 and 11 to be examined by the same board of judges.
Class 1 J—Sheep dogs.—English nml Scotch.
Class 19—Miscellaneous.— Dalmatian or coach dog, Pornurancim or 1
spite, pngs, poodles.
Class 14--Toy Dogs.—Cuban lap dogs, Maltese, lion dogs, .Inpunesafl
hairless, dwarf black and tan.
Classes 13, 13 and 14 to he examined by the same board of judges.
Three graded awards will be made for 1st, 3d, and 3d best dogs over |
two years old in each breed, and same for 1st, 3d, and 3d best bitches, I
and tho next in quality commended.
Throo graded awards will be made for 1st, 3d, aud 3d best dogs over J
one and under two years old in each breed, and sumo for 1st, Vd, and id 1
best bitches, and the next in quality to be commended.
Three graded awards will be made for 1st, 2d, and 3d male poppies in
each breed, and same for 1st, 2d, and 3d female puppies, and the next ins
quality to be commended.
A sweepstake award will bo mado for tho best foreign bred dog of any!
breed, one yearold and over, displayed by any exhibitor; also for the Air I
and 3d best, the next in qnality to be commended.
A sweepstake award will be made for the best foreign bred bitch of 1
any breed, one year old and over, displayed by any exhibitor; also fun
tbe 2d or 3d best, the next in quality to he commended.
A sweepstake award will be made for the best homo bred dog of any '
breed one year old or over, displayed by any exhibitor; also for the lit I
and 3d best, the next In quality to bo commended.
A sweepstake award will be made for the best home bred hitch of .my
breed, one year old or over, displayed by any exhibitor; also for 2d aud |
3d best, the next in qnality to be commended.
The authenticated pedigree of siroaudilum is all that is required iu I
entering dogs.
No charge will be made either for spaco or as ontry fee; those proposJ
ing to exhibit will apply for tho official forms, which, when relumed, 1
will be registered, and in good time the exhibitors will receive pcrunJ
for space aud labels, to be attached to the animals, a necessary requisite*!
to gain admission to the grounds.
All dogs entered for competition will be judged by the standard of UxJ
Cellencc adopted by the London Kennel Club.
Independent of tbe awards that will be mado by tbe Commission, ilia!
following is n liBt of individual prises offered, which no dotlbl. will bal
greatly increased In number before the bench show taken place:—
Tile Chicago Field.—A Bilver cup for the best seller (dog or!
bitch) of any breed, one year old or over.
Forest and Stream.—A valuable prize.
Tho Philadelphia Sportsmen's Club donate $300 for tbe purchase oM
two prizes, one for the best setter dog of any breed, one year old omI
over, and one for the best pointer dog of any weight, oue year old as|

J

Mr. C. S. Weatcott offers a suitable prize, value $50, for the 2d bes«
setter lloa of nay breed sno year old or over.
Mr. Frank Roan offers a silvercup fertile bust imported setter dog
between one and two years old; and a silver collar for the best ilhiiki- J
sbund dog of any age.
Mr. Charles B. Tucker offers a silver cup for the best cocker spaniel ■ 1
John Krider offers a stiver mounted dog whip for the best American' I
bred setter, one year old or over.
Capt. A. H. Clay offers a silver whistle for the 3d boBt American bred 1
setter, one year old or over.
Tin: Detroit Gun Club, us appeared in the Chicago Field, will offer 9
very handsome prize for sporting dogs.
D. C. DESarrqcK,
1
Crab. S. Wisstcott, '-Com. of T’bila. Sport’s Clitb..l
Bk.n,i. W. Richards, j

It will be observed that the above communication is non
an official document from the Bureau of Agriculture, un-1
der whose jurisdiction the Bench Show will he held. The 1
publication of it, however, is authorized, the objecL beiugjl
to provoke criticism, and obtain such suggestions l'nrn-1
qualified gentlemen as will enable those having the matter!
in hand to make the exhibition a success in every pariicu-1
lar. We shall be glad to print criticisms or suggestions
from intending exhibitors or others, or communications I
can be sent direct to Burnet Landreth, Esq., at the Bureau 1
of Agriculture, Centeiiuial Buildings, Philadelphia. We!
have uot space this week to make the comments we desire |
to, but Wc would call attention to one clause that we think!
should decidedly he omitted. That is, one which makes afl
pedigree of any extent obligatory. There arc many rea- j
sons why this clause should he omitted. In the first place,, |
dog breeding as a flue art is too new in this country. Many j
sportsmen have contented themselves with buyiug guoit^
dogs without troubling themselves as to their ancestry,,
beyond, perhaps, ascertaining that the breed was pure.
Again, if we understand the object andihtentof a beuch.1
show, it is that a standard of excellence may bo formed 1
and judged upon by the appearance and points of the ani-l
trial exhibited, not upon the qualities of his ancestors; or 1
if the latter is the case, and descent from a cclebriLy is Mil
ho the standard or excellence, why not send the pedigree
as a proxy and keep the dog tit home? It has uot been lliea
custom heretofore to demand pedigrees of dogs; but iml
case of tie on points to give the award to the dog with the l
pedigree. 'The introduction of sueh a clause will not only I
be detrimental to the present show, hut to all future ones, j

Dogs from India.—The Daily News, in describing tlio I
animals brought home by the Friuce of Wales, lias tliel
following:—"There are eight ludian dogs. Four of ihetsu!
are tailess dogs—jackal-looking animals with sharp noses, 1
cock ears, and not enough of tail to swear by, much less!
to wag; and four are “hill” dogs, varying somewhat iu <
breed. One pair are not unlike rough and rather under- .
bred collies, with the black and tan well developed ou the
face, hut they are more muscular, especially in the liinlis, I
and iu some points they resemble tbe oiler hound, ’lliti «
other pair, which are a present fnun Sir A. Knui-ry, arcJ
much larger mitt heavier dug*, beitiing a rescmblauee ill!
some points to the mnstiil, in oiliem in the St. Bernard, j
One i.i an especially noble looking dog, allllinmh his i.ppciuanap Jins been teuijroftu'il,y-spoiled by Imh being clip,a n
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French poodle fashion. He has a heavy coal of tawny
orange hair darkening on muzzle and limbs; his head is as
full of majesty and intelligence as that of any St. Bernard
I ever saw; he is large-framed, lull, and powerful, and
his whole aspect is full of dignity and sagacity. One of
the cages on the Raleigh is occupied by a Himalayan hotiza,
or wild dog, an animal strongly resembling an Bngliah fox,
hut larger and heavier. The wild dogs of the Himalayas
hunt iu packs; they are Very ferocious, and are regarded as
untamable, but the mood of the animal on the Raleigh has
so far softened that he licks the hand of the man who
attends to him.” It is added that Mr. Drew has brought
home with iu the Serapis some black partridges, the accli¬
matization of which in Norfolk the Prince is anxious
Io attempt. If the attempt is successful a new sensation
will be introduced into partridge shooting, for when hushed
they rise rocketing exactly like pheasauts.
Dm vino a Sturgeon .—The period of mythology when
they used to drive dolphin teams harnessed to barges, was
not more strange than the present, and feats which seemed
improbable to us at school days, arc reproduced in these
days with the faithfulness of fact. We find the statement,,
in a country paper that Mr. Robert L. Pell, residing near
West Park, on the Hudson River, having caught a stur¬
geon nine feet long, conceived the idea of harnessing it to
a boat after the fashion of the Tritons. Accordingly a
tackling of leather and rope was attached to its body in
a way which prevented its slipping behind the fins, and
the fish having been placed in an artificial lake a quarter of
a mile long, on the grounds of Mr. Pell, the experiment
began. “In order to obtain the services of the sturgeon
when needed, a pair of rope reins, eighteen feet long, were
attached to the harness, and these were fasleued to a large
cork float, which swam upon the water. A boat five and
a half feet long and two and a half wide was then con¬
structed. It could coutain but one man, and in that Mr,
Pell Look his seat, and attached the chain at the bow to the
floating cork. The sturgeon soon began to move, and the
moment he realized that a further impediment existed to
his movements, he shot frantically ahead. The boat sway¬
ed to and fro, and the spray, dashing furiously from the
prow, flew in every direction. Frequently the gunwliale
wa3 an inch or two below the water’s edge, hut such was
the rapidity of motion. that the water had not time to over¬
flow it. Tlui lake being but seventeen feel deep, aud the
reins eighteen feet long, there was no possibility of being
pulled under the water by the diving of the fish, and the
career of the boat was uninterrupted. The sturgeon kept
near the sides of the lake, aud swam four limes around
without slacking his pace. He then rose to the surface,
rolled on iris buck, and exposed his white stomach to the
sunshine, ns if to say, ‘I have swum long enough, aud am
not going any fori her.' Mr. Pell, satisfied wiLh liis exper¬
ience, then dulatchcd the boat from the float, aud landed.
The fish soon again disappeared. At each subsequent sail,
either by Mr. Pell, or any one else, the fish would rush re¬
gularly lour times around the lake, and no more. lie would
then, as at first, regularly roil over on his back and rest. A
neighbor of Mi. Pell caught a largo sturgeon, and intimat¬
ed bis experiment in the river. Matters worked well for a
few moments, but it suddenly occurred to the Bturgeon to
dive. This, Hie river being deep, he could easily do. To
the dismay of his owner, under went the cork float, and a
violent jerk at the prow of the boat was a warning to jump
into the stream. The boat went down, and was lost to
sight for several minutes. That was the beginning aud
end of harnessing sturgeon as a river pastime,

f

Cutting up Beal Fat.—A Harbor Grace, Newfound¬
land, correspondent sends the following notes of seal fishing;“II would, I think, puzzle some of your ablest physicians
to say how one hundred and seventy to two hundred men,
more or less, can find comfortable and sanitary accommo¬
dation iu our scaling steamers. It is the mercy of God
that we have not to mourn over prevalent disease and
death, is seal fat a disinfectant? 1 consider that agentlemall's flog has far belter limes of it than our poor fellows.
The only difference is that dogs have no hereafter—men,
women, and children, have.
“They don't do things here below by oil vats now; no,
they do things by steam. That is, they must have steam¬
ers to go hunting the seal, and they have steam machinery
to cut up aud render the fat. Messrs, John Muim, &Co.,
on whom this whole place is depending, have an immense
number of stores, wharves, &c. Their steamer, the Van¬
guard, arrived from the seal hunting on 14tq April with
13,500 seals, or rather seal pelts, that is the sljin aud fat of
every individual seal, the carcase of which bBomcs a por¬
tion for the foxes or the polar beare, or the ^Bord fish at
the ice, by a Species of lawful administratioWjud colligen¬
dum, bona, whereby poor animals are fed. Well, such seal
pelts are landed and hoisted up to the skinning loft where
they are laid upon the table, and the skin is separated or
cut oil from the fat by adroit men who are used to the
business. Then the fat is cut up into junks which are
thrown into the “mill” with large revolving knives,
Quickly it is cut up much smaller, aud is caused to pass
to the cutlers or smaller revolving knives. This machine
is called the “sausage grinder,” a very expressive name
Our Bcolish friends have a favorite dish called minced
“collops, which I have not lasted for more than half a cen¬
tury. Well, the fat as cut up by the sausage grinder, and
ias flowing oat, is as finely cut as minced coliops. It passes
into the pans and is rendered by steam at a temperature of
160°, thence it passes into the bleaching pans and then into
the casks.
0.”
—Wire gauze as a substitute for glass is fast gaining
the attention of persons engaged in constructive works. It
is much employed in the Regent’s Park carriage works for
the lifting door-screens of carriages, for which hitherto
glass has been exclusively used. It is admirably suited in
summer for this purpose, as it subdues the glare of light,
moderates the heal, and admits but little dust, while it in¬
sures perfect venUiutiou. The occupants of a carriage
provided With these gauze wiudows see plainly enough
through them, and have all the advantage;, without the
flisadvantages Of glass,

Jtnmet[8 %o $ori[C8yondent$,
No Notice Taken of Anonymous GtmiinmllcnUone.
It. E. It,, ForrlHbnrg, VL—Tho Bnmll bird you describe!*probably
the rettslari (SfltijilMu/il tntiailla).
Unjibu Two Flags, Wilmington, Del.—1Thanks for the Information
relating to sketch of Steeple Chose.
It. 8., Springfield. —Will you be kind enough to inform me of the
price of the Dittluar ride powder? Ans. $1 per con.
CoMjrHiivA. —II. Greenwood, 13 College Place, this city, to the only
person wo can learn of who deals in fresh aud salt water plants for
atpiurla.
W. H., New York.—Can yon Inform me where Blenheim spaniels enn
be putchased? Ans. We cannot, but perhaps sonic of onr readers will
inform as.
O. F., Ancram.N. Y\—Will you please Inform me the best lime and
bait to use to fish for salmon trout? Ana. Now is the time, with “gang"
or trolling spoon.
O. F. W., Pittsburgh.—Can yon sond me a form for score book Tor
pigeon shooting matches? Are hooks to bit obtained ready hound? Ans.
liavo sent score cards for pattern.
T. A. S-, At aeon, Mo.—Please inform me If I can flmlacnpyof
“Chattuck's History of Concord, Mass. ?” Ans. Cannot hear of any;
perhaps some of our correspondents.can supply it.
•
T. W., 81 ark Plains, Pa.—Do goldfish shod their scales, and when?
Ans. Only when they are Injured, so far as we know, and then death
generally results from fungus forming upon the abraded part.
St;r,-r.r,iB»ii, Boston .—I intend buying a Wesson sporting rifle wbleb
I should nee principally for off-hand target practice. What length of
barrel and calibre would you consider the best? Ana. 30-inch barrel
aud 14 calibre.
.1. C„ Ashtabula Ohio.—Will you please Inform me if the law in
Michigan has been altered or changed for )8?i! ill regard to woodcock
shooting? AnB. We have no advices of any change. W'ulcli our paper
closely until July 5th, when the law expires.
P. G. Milbnrn, N. J.—\ "ill you kindly decide the following question?
Pn Bbooting in a match with revolvers, at short dfslances, Is It allowable
to use both hands lo hold the weapon? Would It be allowed at Conlln’s
or any other first class range? Ans. No; bat ouc hand is allowed.
J. J. W-, Jersey CUy.—Will you please inform me through your
paper where in Now Jeracy, within ouc hundred miles of New York
City, I can find good quail shooting next .fall, and some woodcock
shooting; and if you know of any farmer iu said locality? Ans. Ad¬
dress A. J. Unylor, Tonally, N, J.
L, P., Washington, D. C.— Can you tell me if it is possible to gel. artiilcinl rubber frogs In New York? 1 think thu bass In the Potomac hero
would take it. us they secin fond of the natural critter? Aus. They
are kept by most of the dealers in fishing tackle who advertise in oar
paper. Write to any of them.
J. G. A., New York.—Please inform me whether the game laws of
Connecticut allow woodcock eliooting in that State iu July this year? I
run told by several sportsmen that a law recently passed prohibits shoot¬
ing until Lhc fall. Is this the case? Ans. The dose boosou for woodcock
does not expire in Connecticut until October 1st.
Patron. Washington, 1). C.—Would you bo so kind hb to Inform of a
good work on “Gold Fish Culture," or any information pertaining to,
and where likely to procure same? Ana. No book that we know of, but
previous numbers of FomtsT and Stukam, will give you some informa¬
tion. See May S8th, 1874, and November 12th and 18th 1875.
SCUI-IN, Plillu.—You usk in the last, rsane that correspondents sign
their names aud not pseudonyms. If yon would rather have my name
at the foot of what 1 send, instead of “Sculls,” I have no objections.
Ana. Thu rerpiesL applied only to the Department of Natural History in
onr paper. We do not desire lire names of correspondents, except for
cur private use,
D. H. E.. Fcotone, ]U.—Is Euiley's "One-Own Birds of the United
States” good for determining the names of birds and eggs? What is
Audubon's “Synopsis?" Ans. 1. No. Better consult our article {May
1st, on “A Library of Natural History.” 3. It is u terse account of the
classification used by him, with more or less of the technical characters
of the groups given; a book of reference.
Mikstrel, Jersey City.—As yonare supposed to know everything, can
you iuform me when Dan Bryant last appeared in public, aud where?
Ane. This is a little ont of our line; we believo, however, that he made
his last appearance on April 5th, 1375. at the Twenty-third Street
Playhouse in the musical burlesque "Les Brigands Noir,” tailing the
role of Mile. A-X-Mee, Queen of the Brigands.
C, L. Chester, Vt.—Will you please explain what is meant by "best
aud best” bouts? also "working boats?" I sec these terras used In accoentsof boat faces, aud wish to know what style of boats are used?
Aus. The first is a term used iu England to indicate that each contest¬
ant may choose Mb own boat, of any size, weight, or construction. The
second refers to watermen’s working boats, such, for instance, us our
Whitehall boats.
G. D. F., Poughkeepsie.—Seeing that you answer your correspon¬
dents'questions very satisfactorily, I take the liberty of writing you.
X have a chance to bey a Sharp's carbine (new model) which 1 like very
much. I want to kuow if it would hurt it very much to shoot shot in
it? You see, if it would shoot shot and ball both, 1 could have some
fun shooting at a target, and also lake it ont for a hunt. Ans. It will
not injure the rifle in the least lo shoot shot ont of it.
W. A. W., Providence, It. I.—1. llow long ought, a canvas boat to
last with.fair usage, anu be tight and in good order? 3. Xs tho canvas
water proofed by the Tappuu process as good as any for Lhat purpose?
IT not who makes better? 3. What Is the usual weight and thickness of
canvas employed for that purpose? Ans. t . For years; we have kuown
one to last for years aud is still good. 2. Mr. Tappan claims that there
la no other durable for any length of time. 8. 11 oz. duck is the best
weight to use.
P. C. P., Berkeley Springs.—Xu your Issue of June 1st I see the ad¬
vertisement of W. H. Baker’s three-barreled brooch-loading gun, Lisle,
Broome Connty, N, J.; can you give mo any information iu regard to its
shooting qualities. It seems to me that it is the gun we want more in
this country as we are liable to meet with deer, bear, or smaller game at
any moment? Aim. As to the shooting qualities of the gnn we have no
knowledge, but It struck us, when we examined it, as being the most
feasible of any combination gun we have ever met With.
Two SnommEN.—Do fish hear? Aus. This question has been much
discussed and tested by experiments. The conclusion is that they do
not. They are, however, extremely sensitive to a jar, and any loud
sounds uttered on or near the water, or sudden Bliocks occasioned by
the dropping of an oar, or the like, wonld communicate a vibrution
through the water to the fish, and startle him. A deaf mnto can be
made to hear the sound of apiairo or harp by rostlng one end of a stick
of ebony or other hard wood ugaiust the instrument, and the other
against the teeth.
Inquibbr, Indianapolis.—1. now can I havo my dogs entered in the
American Kennel and Sporting Field, if possible to have them entered
stall? 2. I have two valuable sc tiers (dog and bitch) who are troubled
With a lameness iu the right log. It does not seem to lie iu the foot as I
have examined lhat and can find nothing wrong in either dog. Ans. 1.
By writing to Mr. Arnold Burges, Hillsdale, Michigan, you cun ascertain
whether a second edition of his book will be published, a. Your dogs
may have wrenched themselves I u play. Urnilu coal oil is an excellent
remedy for eprtmiri.
i
A Sfbxouijif.it, Cleveland. - W i> answer questions respecting goldlisU
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culture very frequently. By searching our flics you can get much Infor¬
mation. We can select for you the copies of nur-papor containing rorereuccs to the subject, if you desire. A fish pond in your locality would
pay. The fish are easily raised. Let Lhq water got warm. A few udiill.a^
placed in a mudholo In spring will produce thousands of young In Jane,
lint are liable to he oaten by lhc larva; of the dragon fly. which like aueli
places for their deposits of eggs. There should be a Tatr admixture 01
Band with the mud uf the pond.
T. R., Now York.—Next rail X Intend spending aconple of weeks in
the Adirondack's, and being told that rulibits ure very plentiful there, I
request your advice as to the best means of hunting or trapplug them
X am going into tho thickest part of tho woods, where aoap-skootiog is
next to Impossible; also w hat is tbu best guii, English or American, that
I can get for $1(10? Ans. q’alce with you u good bBUgj* hound broken
to run rabbits, and yon Will he able to shoot enough to make good sport.
For $100 you can purchase an excellent gnu of cither Amoricuh or turcign make. See our advertising columns.
P. S. D., Baltimore.—In readingyour valuable paper I notice you re¬
fer to a breed of dogs called "soouers." I have one of them (rather my
sporting friends havo concluded upon bis being or that breed), but .Ida
actions in tho field are very unsatisfactory. Probably his training (I
trained him) has been Imperfect. Please tell me the nature and qualities
of one of that breed, aud Is tbere any way by which 1 can rectify Ids
faults? Ans. The training of your dog has been neglected, else he.
would havo been broken of his "sooner” habit; and tho sooner you ap¬
ply a few vigorons cuts with a threu foot rawhide, at tho nick of time,
the sooner he will give it up.
Geo. U., Grautvillo Mass.—1. Will you 1m kind enough to inform mo
in yonr next issue what you Consider tho easiest aud surest remedy for
killing fleas on a dog (setter); also, if anything, whut you would use to
prevent their coming? 2, Is thore no preparation for keeping flies, ale.
off your face, and whoso preparation is most reliable? Ans. 3. By
washing your settpr with a strong lather of common soft or hard brown
soap; it Will kill every flea it comes in contact witn, and tho kennel or
place where he is kept must be kept clear of fleas by fumigation with
sulphur, Or by washing with strong soap suds. 3. Hsu sweet oil, With a
little tar added tbereLo.
Bass.—In one of yonr answers to a correspondent who was going lo
Perry Springs you advised him to lake fishing tackle for black boss in
Eiinois River. Arc yon certain that there are black bass there; the fish
wagons tell me they don't know of any? What is tho tho best part of the
river to catch them in—bars or deep water, bunks or middle of stream,
or month of creek? The best bait and length of line, aud size of hook
lo fish with? Ans. Bass are caught iu varions parts of the Illinois
River, near the sand-bars, with trolling tackle, a rod, red, 2p0 feel of
Hue, and a spoon. Lincoln, feu miles north of Elkhart, is a good point
for black buss, spotted buss, wall-eyed pike (called salmon thore). aud
pike.
G.T. K., Milton, Muss.—Please give me tome information so that I
can distinguish a young shad from a herring. We hatched ont here iu the
river three years ago two hundred and fifty thonsaud shad spawn, ami
some fish have buen taken here that are about, the size of herring and
some say that they are young shad. Aus. It is difficult for any one
not accustomed to handling young shad and herring to Lett them apart.
Seth Green says: “There is a difference in the mouth. The shad Is the
largest, and the under jaw the longest. The teeth on enmb on the ioner gill in the mouth are much longer than a herring’s, and they have
black spots about the size of the end of the little finger on each side of
the back."
D. A, H., Ashbyaburg, Ky.—1. Do you send the bound volumes of
Foucbtano Stukam by mail, post-paid, for $4? *3. lsl.heregot.dluiol.ing and trappiug in the southeast, part of Missouri and the northeast
part of Arkansas? 3. Where can I get a map of that country? i. Can
a nervous person, by aheap of practice, become a good shot with ariilev
By judging my writing do yon Ibiuk I am too nervous lo make auy
kind of a rifle shot? Wllat Is good fur the nerves? 5. How flu they
.
timute the trigger pull of rifles? Ans. 1, No, they cannot be sent by
mail. 3. Yes. 3. Write to J.D. Brown, Sudulia, Mo., for map of
Kansas, Missouri and Texas It. It 1 Yes; give up lea, enflee und
tobacco, 5. By tbu weight on the trigger accessary to pull It anti, .
plode the guu.
K. M B., New York.—Cun you tell me of a place not more than 71
miles from Philadelphia Where I can find good trout fishing. I do nut
cure about camping out, and 1 do not waut to pay high hoard■ Ans. Me
hoopany trout stream, Sullivan county, is witnlu a day's ride of Now
Yorker Philadelphia, reached via Delaware & Lackawanna Railroad to
Mahoonuny Depot. Hotel at the Forks; also T. M. ltobluson can ac*
cuuimouato Tour huurders, and wuuld probably suit yon as to price.
Bwartwood wilt meet yon at the depot. The hoadwaters of tho south
branch of tho MahoopuDyand other streams that take their source in
Long Pond, abound in medium-sized trout. Col. Pickett has aline
house at Long Pond, where he ontortuius many city boarders. Hetiehad
by wagon from Dusbane, on the Bulllvun & Erie ltaitread, to Berwick,
on the Busquohanmi Itlvur. LaporL and Tliorudalc are the only large
towns in this section.
C. If. V. D., Brooklyn.—1 sue by your paper or the 1st ins!, that
'‘striped, floss have bt on caught from, the bouf-houau floats outheijarhuu
River, in the- Lit I !e llafe, and from root of l20r.li street, N, H.,"aml iu
connection with that same, will you lio so good u» t" answer the follow¬
ing questions, 1st: la it likely a fair quantity cun betaken in either of t.lm
above named places during thelast week in this month? 3d. What tide
is best to fish on? 3d. What bait w^pld yon advise, crab, sin-hop; or
clams? Ans. The buss, particularly in Hummer, is a capricious fl.-di.
and there is tio certainty of catching him to-morrow whore you find him
yesterday, W o do not think thu fishing will be really good now until
fall, when bass will run np.lhe little bays and.creeks which indent. Inc
Westchester shores of Long Island Sound. Wefiavcgenorillly fdiiml
I hem lo bite best on thelast of the flood tide uuddliring high water, und
for bait use shudder crabs and shrimps.
A. U. T,—Are there many ducks at Schroon Lake? Ans. Ai (Ida
season only a few summer ducks. 2. Dow is the flaking? Ans,. Good;
trout, lake trout, or pickorot in the lake aud neighboring sinuous. 3.
Which is the best hotel and the best way of getting there? Ans. TUis
sort of question is asked eontinnaliy by our correspondents, whom wo
are moBt anxious to oblige; but to do so wo are compelled to do a vast
amount of gratuitous advertising. We have sent circulars to tha pro¬
prietors of the Schroon Lake hotels, and several hundred olbets, solicit¬
ing their cards at less than half rales; the result is nil, as shown in oar
advertising columns. However, not to put too fine a point npon it, there
are three lintels at Schroon Lake, any oneof which Is good, and the lo¬
cality is reached by stage from Riverside on Adirondack Railroad I o Pol terville (tl miles, or by railroad from Grown Point on Lake Champlain to
Hammond's Fnruace, and thence by coach 14 miles). 8oe Wallacifa
Adirondack Goide, published and for sale at this OlBao; price $2, with
splendid map.
___________
Geological Survey of Texas.—Thera has boon inici
upon onr table tha Second Annual Report of the Geological and AgrK-.t: Ial Survey of Texas by S. B. Buckley. Stato Geologist. The report con¬
tains what Mr. Buckley considers the most useful tilings pertaining to
the agricultural and mineral resources of the Stale, leaving scientific mat¬
ters for his final report. The snrvey was continued. The reports of
tho silver indications in Presidio and El Paso counties are very encourag¬
ing, and popper, coal, aud other •Valuable minerals are found abundantly
in certain parts. On page thirty la some interesting arcbtwhmical
matter. The latter half of the report is devoted to a discussion of tho
soil, crops aud forests of the Slate, aud the host mauuor of cultivation in
that latitude,
.
iMPOii'i'AnT.—Ciire should lln taken, in buying Fislliilgor itunMIlg hail '.
to goi; a genuine Itolabiril Suit, anil not ODAOf file worthies:' •
i
which we being nut on the itihriwi, '!>" im -i h the choapi
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1876.
To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to easiness or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Fobbst and Stheam Pub¬
lishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for pnblicationmnst be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejeoted manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are nrged to favor ub with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of nscfnl and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
And our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whoso re¬
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
Is boantirui in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports or land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
ment or bnsiness notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail eervice, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
CIIARLBS HALLOCK,
Editor and Bnsiness Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thobbday, June 15th.— Racing: Jerome Park. Trotting: Buffalo,
Elmita, Homer and Khinebeck, N. Y„ Point Breeze Park, Philadel¬
phia, Grand Rapids, Midi. Rifle: Spring Meeting Syracuse R. A. Pig¬
eon Shooting Tournament: Toledo, Ohio. Regatta: Bergen Yacht Club.
Base-Ball: Mutual vs. Chicago, at Brooklyn; Boston vs. St. Louis, at
Boston, Athletic vs. Cincinnati, at Philadelphia; Hartford vs. Lonievllle, at Hartford; Arlington vs. Rhode Island, at Providence, R. I.;
Chatham vs. Brooklyn, at Capitoline Ground; Orange vs. Princeton Col¬
lege, at Princeton; Continental vs. Riverside, at Prospect Park.
Friday, June 16th.—Trotting: Grand Rapids, Mich.; Pontiac, Mich,,
Peru, Ind. Pigeon Shooting Tournament: Toledo, Ohio. Base-Ball:
Eagle vs. Nassau, at Brooklyn; Chatham vs. Hoboken, at Hoboken;
Brooklyn vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
Saturday, June 17th.—Racing^ Jerome Pork. Trotting: Peru, Ind.-,
Pontiac, Midi. Regatta: Dorchester Y'acht Club,-Banker Hill Yacht.
Club Review; Harlem River Rowing Association Regatta; Scbnylkill
Navy Regatta; Pioneer Boat Club, Brooklyn. Base-Ball: Mutual vs.
Chicago, at Brooklyn, E. D.; Boston vs. St. Louis, at Boston; Athletic
vs. Cincinnati, at Philadelphia; Hartford vs. Louisville, at Hurtford;
Produce Exchange vs. Staten Island, at Capitoline; Osceola ve. St.
Cloud, of Orange, at Prospect Park; Wionua vs. Nameless, at Prospect
Park, Brooklyn; Orange vs. Resolute, of Elizabeth, at Orange; Madison
vs. Athletic (of East N. Y.), at Capitoline; Jasper vs. Athletic, at Man¬
hattan College Ground.
Monday, Juno 19tli.—Trotting: Belmont Park, Philadelphia.
Tuesday, June 20th.—Trotting: Syracuse, N. Y.; Jackson, Mich.;
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Terre Haute, Ind.; Beacon Park, Boston. Rifle:
Competiton at Creedmoor for places on Irish Match team. Base-Ball:
Chelsea vs. Olympic, at Paterson; Orange vs. Arlington, or New York,
at Orango.
Wednesday, June 21st.-Trotting as above. Meeting of Mass. Anglers'
Association, Boston. Rifle: Competition at Creedmoor. Ohio State
Asssociation for Protection of FiBh and Game meets at Cincinnati.

The Close Time for Woodcock.—AVc havo replied to
a considerable number of queries as to any change in the
close season for woodcock, to the effect that, as the pro¬
posed amendments to the game laws had not passed the
Assembly, they remaiued as in force last year. We now
learn that the supervisors of several counties have made
regulations altering the close time for woodcock. Among
thorn, we are informed, are Oneida and Lewis counties, in
which the close season has been extended until September
1st, and in Oswego till July 15th. Wo wereawarollial
some time since a bill passed the Assembly giving to the
Boards of Supervisors of various counties the power to
make such local regulations as would result in the better
protection of their fish and game, but did not know that it
reached to the extent of nullifying the Stale laws regard¬
ing close seasons. If such is the case, and if each county
is to have its own game laws, ourJegislatora at Albany need
trouble themselves no more about them, and sportsmen,
when taking the field, can provide themselves with an ex¬
tra wagon to carry the different enactments. The game
laws of this State are already too heavily burdened with
enactments and amendments relating to particular locali¬
ties, and the sooner they are all done away with
and one general simple law passed the better. In the mean¬
time we would suggest to the Boards of Supervisors, who
have made their local regulations to conflict with the
State laws, that they show an equal amount of activity in
enforcing them.
West Jersey Game Protective Society,—Periodically,
inquiry is made by our readers as to the functions and ope¬
rations of this society, against which there seems to be an
unreasonable prejudice and opposition. This is due main¬
ly to ignorance, and the apparent inability to comprehend
the objects and prerogatives of the society, and the char¬
acter of the charter under which it works. We are in¬
debted to the Atlantic DemoouU, published at Egg Harbor
City, for a clean and satisfactory statement, which is in
the main a repetition of what was printed in Forest and
Stream in October, 1875. We quote:—
“The society was organized and incorporated for a two¬
fold purpose: To protect the harmless birds and the feath¬
ery as well as nimble game yet found in the southern
county, also to protect our citizens (especially farmers)
from the damage formerly inflicted by foreign marauding
hunters, who came out from the cities to shoot and scare
away the agriculturist’s best friends, and in so doing
trampled down fields and tore down fences, besides shoot¬
ing or stealing strange poultry. The argument is often
made that under the charter of the W. J. G. P. A., dis¬
tinction is made between the citizens of New Jersey and
of other States, prohibiting citizens of oilier Stales from
enjoying the same benefits with those from this. The
charter requires all non-residents to take out certificates at
the cost of five dollars the first year and two dollars every
succeeding year. The only requirements to membership
are the payment of dues, and as no election is necessary,
it is not possible to exclude any person from membership
on the ground of prejudice or dislike. The funds of the
society are derived from the membership dues, and after
defraying all current expenses, the charter of the society
requires the balance of the funds to be expended in the
purchase of fish and game. This game and fish is distrib¬
uted among the diffeient members, over the six counties
which are included in the charter, as evenly as possible.
In addition to llie above, the society uses every possible
means in its power to prevent the shooting of game and
fishing out of season."
New Jersey.—Our Barnegat correspondent writes:—
“Our new law for the protection of fish went into effect
on June 1st. No more pounds and gill nets. Only to be
set at night. We anticipate plenty of weak-fish on the
strength of it.”
Kinsey.
Ohio.—The Ohio State Association for the Preservation
of Game and Fish, of which Hon. Thos. A. Logan is Pres¬
ident, will meet in State convention on Wednesday, June
31st. We trust that sportsmen throughout the Statu will
by their presence show the interest they take in the society
and its work. The game laws of Ohio, and particularly
the sections referring to trespass, are by no means all that
could be desired, and very important business will be
brought before the convention. This association already
has the reputation of being a working body, meeting for
the purpose of discussing the direct objects of its organiza¬
tion. The effects will soon be apparent.
-

■

—An honest and humble admirer says. “I have been a
subscriber to your paper since it started, and must say I
have gained a great deal of information in regard to fish¬
ing, although 1 was under the impression that I was well
posted, being an old fly-fisher, always dressing my own
flies." To whom we reply with equal humility, that no
one person can know everything. We must all learn from
each other.

To Patrons in Arrears.—In view of the change in the
business management of this paper, we beg those who are
in arrears for subscriptions and advertisements to pay up at
once, so that we may square accounts to June 1st, and
wipe off the old slate.
jgp Hereafter we shall stop our paper two weeks after
the term of subscription expires, without farther notifica—A request by the Editor of the Department of Natu¬
ral History in this paper that correspondents should sign
their own uames to articles they sendhim, has been misinter¬
preted as applying to articles in general through all the
departments. We do not dosire the full names of our
writers, except for our personal use and their own advan¬
tage.

PROTECTION.

—In the schooner race of the Seawanhaka Yacht Club,
on Tuesday, course twenty miles to windward from Sandy
Hook and return, the Palmer, Caplain Kutherford Stuyvesant, won first prize in the first class, and the Idler, Captain
Colgate, second. In the second class the Peerless took
first prize, and the Estelie second. The other starters
were the Rambler, Dreadnaughl, Meta, and Ariel.

I

—While woodcraft is a good thing, it is better not to de¬
pend too much upon one’s self. An old backwoods hunter
who has been a surveyor for fifteen years says: “I never
travel in the woods without a compass." A compass often
proves a most serviceable friend; it brings you food, fire,
comfort, and a home.
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THE CLIFF HDIN8 OF THE SOUTHWEST.

T the extreme northern end of the Government build- I
ing—my writing Agricultural building last week I
was a slip of the pen—ilio United States Geological Survey I
of the Territories under Dr. F. V. Hayden and Major
Powell has a large exhibit of the results of its work. This
comprises a series of the many volumes of information is- I
sued, a large number of photographs on glass set into the
window, and very many sketches in water color, India ink
and pencil of western scenery and Indian life. Many of
these sketches arc from the facile hand of W. H. Holmes,
one of Dr. Hayden’s assistant geologists and draughtsmen,
and others were made by W. H. Jackson, who for six
years has been photographer of the Survey, and has ac- I
complished wonders in securing largo pictures in the field. I
Major Powell’s illustrations are mainly from photographs, I
ami sketches by himself along the caiion of the great I
Colorado. These illustrations were mostly of the present 1
condition and antiquities of those interesting tribes of I
semi-civilized Indiani, remnants of which still exist I
throughout Now Mexico and Arizona, living in settled vil- I
luges, and subsisting by agriculture rather than the chase. I
When, in 1874, 1 was attached to the United States Geo- I
logical Survey, it was my good fortune to accompany Mr. i
Jackson in a search for the very ruins which are repre- I
sented here—and lo find them in ilia deep canons of the 1
rivers which drain into the Rio San Juan from the north- I
Woodcuts lakeu from three of these photographs I am I
able to present with this letter, through the courtesy of I
Dr. Hayden, whose best ambition is to disseminate the I
knowledge he is able to acquire among those who have not I
his grand opportunities. This region lies along the south- I
ern boundary of Colorado and Utah, and is at the north- I
ern edge of the great plateau or mmi verde which, cut by I
deep gorges, stretches southward across Arizona. We be- I
gan to come upon the remains of villages, where the I
ground was strewn with fragments of pottery, and the I
foundations were often visible, as soon as we left the I
mountains, but not until wo bad advanced southward a I
considerable distance did we find any structures remaining. I
These were of two classes: those in the valley, and those I
on the cliffs. Photographs of both are exhibited, and they I
represent to some extent two different eras in the history I
of the ancient people who built them; the ruins on the I
bottoms in general being much older than those in the I
cliffs. The whole lower valley of each one of the streams I
alluded to above, is filled with these remains, and was 1
once the scene of a populous life, although now totally de- I
serted by permanent inhabitants. The ruins found indi- I
cate that the people built their houses in community, or in J
great blocks, very much as the villages of the Pueblo In- |
dians are constructed at the present day, where the whole,
or three sides of a square are built up of solid masonry two
or three stories high, divided up into tenements which
each family inhabits, and inclosing a court in which is
usually found au eatnfa or circular, tower-like building,
with a cellar underneath and an entrance through the
roof, which is used as a council chamber and place for en¬
acting their religious mysteries, all these tribes being sunworsbippers. This was the perfection of the plan, but
very often small and insignificant blocks of houses would
be found. Several which we measured, however, like I
that in Fig. 14, were hundreds of feet square, and a group I
of such "pueblos,” as they are called, would surround I
some plenteous spring. Then as now, but perhaps not so 1
urgently, water was the chief necessity of life in that I
country. These people were evidently devoted to agricul- I
ture rather than to tlie chase; loved peace and the ameni- !
ties of life better than the savage pursuits of the northern 1
redskins, and while uot lacking in courage were wanting I
in the endurance and ingenuity which enabled them to I
maintain themselves against their foes. It is probable that
they abandoned these cliffs and valleys not less thau 1,000 .
years aao, and then not voluntarily. Sifting the traditions *
of all concerned, we can state with considerable confidence |
that increasing hordes of the savages from the mountains <
—ancestors of the present Utes and Shoshone—came
down upon them from time to time, raiding upon their f
planiations and carrying off their women aud children- ]
Thoy were unable to resist these attacks, and adopted as a
means of safety the plan of building places of refuge upon 1
the high and perpendicular cliffs which hem in both sides *
of the canons, as appears in the middle figure of the plate. •
The first good example of this cliff architecture which we
came upon was half-way down the valley of tlieRioMau- *
cos.
There are several photographs of it in the collec- I
tion, and a most excellent colored model of plaster-of- *
Paris made by Mr. Holmes, which is nearly three feet
square, and leaves nothing to he desired. This house was
perched 700 measured feet above the river, on a little ledge
formed by the decay of a stratum of rock softer than the \
rest of the cliff. It. was two stories in height, made of
finely cut blocks of yellow sandstone—the substance of
the cretaceous cliffs—accurately fitted and set in a mortar
now harder than the stone itself. The floor was the ledge I
upon which it rested, and the roof the overhanging rock. |
There were three rooms upon the ground floor, each one
about 6 by 9 feet with partition walls of faced stone. Botween the stories was originally a wooden floor, traces of
which still remained, as did also the cedar sticks which ,
served as lintels for the windows and doors. Each of the
rooms was six feet in height, and was nicely plastered and
painted what now appears a dull brick red, with a white
band along the floor like a base-board. Near the house the
ledge had been walled up and made more commodious by

j
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means of splendid masonry, and behind it had been built a
cistern bolding 2.j gallons of water. Protected from the
direct action of storms this house had withstood the wear
and tear of ten centuries, and seems good for many more.
As these valleys become settled up, the citizens should pass
laws guarding these monuments of antiquity from any van¬
dalism with the most jealous care.
Prom this point all the niches in the cliffs on the west¬
ern side of the canons—never on the eastern—were tilled
with the remains of such houses, although generally of
ruder construction. Occasionally odo structure would en¬
tirely fill up a ledge, and a number of families would live
together. One such block of houses on a shelf several
hundred feet above the valley, was 350 feet long. A model
of about one-third of this ruin has been made by Mr.
Holmes, and also a truthful restoration of it. Sometimes
—particularly farther down the Rio San Juan—numerous
pockets or grottos of various sizes had been eaten into the
face of the sandstone cliffs by the water. Often the en¬
trance to these would be simply walled up and the cave

I cannot close, however, without alluding to their art.
Their architecture, which accomplished the arch—a height
to which the power of building never rose among any
other people on this continent, but the Peruvians (except¬
ing the ice-domed huts of the Eskimos)—manifests their
skill in the manipulation of blocks of stone. All this was
done of course, with only stone tools; no trace of metal
was discovered. The stone implements, which are few,
because the ruins have been ransacked by ITtes and Navajoes over aud over again, exhibit an advanced style of
workmanship and a high polish. Many ornaments of fine
stone, polished beads of imported sea-shell, stone and pot¬
tery, turquoises, pendants for the ears, and rings were
found. The rocks were in many places elaborately engrav¬
ed to represent notable events in their history, the general
character of which it is not difficult to determine usually,
Ho horse is shown among all their good drawings of birds
and animals. They constructed very nice matting of
rushes, aud made cord, etc., of the fibrous yucca bark.
They manufactured strong and gayly-ornamented cloth of

The Lobster and the Oyster,—A friend of Forest
and Stream, writing from Chatham, New Brunswick,
says that some of the people in that locality seem to have
a very high opinion of the sagacity of the lobster. One
story on which they found it is as follows:—
Down at Escuminac, which is on the southeast side of
the Mirimichi, there is an oyster bed known only to one
Harrington, locally known as “Stormy,” on account of
dirty weather invariably following his visits, with oysters
to sell, to Chatham. He had gained a great reputation on
account of the superiority of his oysters, but during the
past two years those he has brought to market have not
been quite up to the mark. Last season, however, he gave
his theory of the cause of the deterioration. He says that
not far from the oyster bed there is a “gravel knoll”
formed by an eddy on the edge of the channel of the Miri¬
michi. Happening to scan the bottom of this kooll with
his “water glass," he observed several large lobsters. Two
of them were just leaving it, each having iu one claw a
pebble about the size of a small hen egg. He directed the
lad who was with him to scull the boat along in the direc¬
tion taken by the cwistacea, and the one he was particu¬
larly watching crawled directly to and upon the oyster
bed. Soon it approached a large oyster, which, on feeling
the water stirred, immediately closed its shell. The lob¬
ster lay, however, with the pebble poised in its claw, and
within half an inch of the thin end of the oystoqshell,
and in two or three minutes the latter began to open again.
As soon as it had opened sufficiently, the lobster, with a
quick movement, darted the pebble into the open shell,
rendering the oyster powerless to close it. The animal’s
feelers were then used to extract the contents of the shell,
which it ate quite deliberately, and then lay on the spot as
if digesting the sweet morsel, and contemplating a similar
operation on the next oyster.
Mr. Harrington says that nearly all the largest oysters
are destroyed in this way, but the smaller ones cannot
open far enough to permit the pebble to be inserted. Mr.
Harrington has never yet been convicted of experimenting
carelessly with his innate veracity.
Acknowledgment.—We are under more than ordinary
obligation to that standard journal, the Richmond Whig,
for its friendly endeavors to extend the circulation of For¬
est and Stream throughout the State of Virginia, which
we are glad to say are not without their effect, many prom¬
inent names of Virginia having been recently added to the
list of our subscribers. Alex. Mosely, Esq., one of its ed¬
itors, is a member of the Virginia State Fishery Commis¬
sion, and his journal is naturally the promoter of fish cul¬
ture and angling in the Old Dominion. We find its con¬
tents as valuable to us as the politicians do for their especial
needs. No doubt the Whig would he more than gratified
should the next President of the United States be a skillful
angler and fish culturist. It is said that a good angler and
lover of ihe wildwoods cannot bo a had man, although
given to tricks and strategems for the circumvention of
fish.
—We have received the compliment of a crate of very
fine new potatoes from the estate of Chas. G. Kendall,
Esq., on Palmetto Island, near Port Royal, South Caroli¬
na. The Colonel enjoys the good things of this life; his
domain is fruitful of melons, oranges, figs, strawberries,
and other semi-tropical fruits. He maintains that, being
insulated, he is less exposed to frosts than the main-land is;
Jack seldom making his appearance there. We trust that
our friend’s potato bin may never be empty.
-< * *■

Catfish Skin Gloves.—The Canadians are talking of
starting a kid glove factory at Port Colborne, the gloves to
be manufactured of the skins of catfish (Siluridm), which
are found there in great quantities. The fish, after being
Bldnned, will he salted and exported to other places, where
they will find a ready market under some other name.
■41»
-then made a warm house. Here and there the ruins were
found grouped into densely populated colonies. It is not
probable that they were inhabited continuously, hut were
resorted to by the shepherds and their families in times of
alarm, and perhaps duriDg the stormy season. They are
in maDy eases entirely inaccessible, except by ladders,
which the aborigines used everywhere; and traces of steps
cut in the rock may yet be found leading to many of them,
as, for example, to this cliff-house shown in Pig. 12. “When
it is considered that the house occupies on its cliff the same
ledge as appears in the cut to be continuous with its roof
on the next cliff in the rear, the necessity for some
aid in climbing will be apparent. Such a position was of
course one of the greatest safety when the garrison could
hold out against a seige, for one man could defend the ap¬
proaches against a thousand. But the continual destruc¬
tive incursions which the inhabitants suffered from the
north at last compelled them, no doubt; with reduced
ranks, to retreat southward, fighting as they went. The
traditions of that warfare, and the fortified places pointed
out as battle-grounds, tell a story of the most intense and
poetic interest; and a great fame awaits the man who shall
immortalize in epic or drama the sad and thrilling history
of this almost extirpated people. There are passages in it
which afford material for an Iliad. Finally, decimated in
numbers, the remnants of the tribe halted on the lofty
bluffs, or mesas, on the shores of the Little Colorado in
central Arizona, and built new villages now known as the
Beven Towns of the Moquis. There are numerous photo¬
graphs also of these villages as seen from a distance and
close by; of the interior of the houses; of their curiously
irrigated fields; and of the people at their work. The
whole history of these nations is one of profound interest,
and I leave it reluctantly, feeling as though I really had
said nothing at all about it.

wool, and probably also, some cotton. In ihe making of
pottery they excelled. The shapes included all the forms
of plates, bowls, jars, and pitchers, but not many were
found with very narrow necks. Much of it was glazed,
and ornamented all over with red, black, and white lines
aud bands, disposed in zig zags, diamonds, running Greek
squares, scrolls, and various other patterns. A ruder way
w as not to glaze the ware, but indent the outside and
smooth the inside. The manner in which they manufac¬
tured their pottery was peculiar. They rolled their pre¬
pared clay into long cords, which they coiled into the
shape of the intended vessel, increasing and decreasing the
diameter of the coil to suit the required shape. The ad¬
hesive cords were then welded together with the thumb¬
nail or a stick, aud the vessel was ready for ornamenting
and baking. A similar method is now practiced by the
Indians af the Amazon River, according to Hartt.
I intend in my next letter to describe the exhibit of the
costumes and utensils of the modern Indians, of which the
Smithsonian sends a fine collection.
Ernest Ingerboll.
-»>*■-

Excursions to New Haven.—Many of our citizens
have been, during the last few warm days, seeking for a
quiet and pleasant excursion from the city. It would
seem, if numbers are any indication, that they have select¬
ed the elegant steamers of the New Haven Line, leaving
Pier 25, E. lb, (Sundays excepted) at 3 and 11 P. M., and
Twenty-third street, E. R., at 3:15 P. M. The cost is but
$1.50 for round trip, including berth. Parties leaving at
3 P. M. have four hours in New Haven, and are landed in
New Twk early next morning.

To Tote a Deer.—In dragging the carcass of a deer to
camp, never draw it by the hind legs. This is against the
grain of the hair, making the load heavy and damaging the
meat. If a sapling is handy sling the deer to it with its
feet tied in pairs, and the nose secured to the pole, so that
it will not swing and sling blood all over.
.

«»-

- -

—The Vivisection bill introduced into the British House
of Lords by Lord Carnarvon to prevent cruel experiments
on animals provides: 1. That the experiments must be
made with the sole view to the acquisition of knowledge
which will be useful for saving or prolonging human life
or alleviating human suffering. 3. The experiments must
be performed in registered places. 3. They must be made
by duly licensed persons. 4. The animal operated upon
must, during the whole of the experiment, he placed under
the influence of ansesthetics sufficiently powerful to prevent
it from feeling pain. 5. The animal must be killed before
recovering consciousness. 6. The experiments must not
be made at lectures as illustrations. 7. they must not he
made to obtain manual skill in an operation.
— The Florida orange crop for the present season is
25,000,000, worth on an average at the groves $15 per thou¬
sand, making $375,000. It is estimated that there are now
not more than 8,000 acres of young trees from four to six
years old from the hud, some bearing as many as 100
oranges the past fruit seasou. For the next five years it is
believed the crop will gradually increase from the growth
of trees to 150,000,000, yielding a product of $2,250,000, or
about one seventh of the product of Palermo.
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BICYCLING.

W

HETHER it is owing to a natural spirit of restless¬
ness or a national and Characteristic desire, or rather
craving, for change aud novelty, certain it is that sports,
pastimes or new methods of recreation, which at the time
of their introduction are received with au eagerness which
promise permanency, are after all the most ephemeral.
The best instances which incur to us at the moment are
bicyiing and “linking.” Of these the laiter has utterly
faded out, and the former has but a feeble hold which
promises, iu spite of all efforts in the shape of exhibitions,
challenges, and matches against horses, to follow its ex¬
ample; still there are feeble hopes of its rival which we
trUBt will be fulfilled. A pastime so healthy, so practica¬
ble iu its pursuit aud so utterly free from any demoralizing
tendencies, ought not to be suffered to die out. It is to he
regretted that our athletic associations have not done
more towards supporting and encouraging bicycling, par¬
ticularly the college associations. It is customary at Har¬
vard, Yale, and elsewhere, for the students to make long
expeditions in various directions on foot. How much
could the pleasure of their trips he enhanced by the use
of the bicycle, any one who lias read the correspondence
on the subject, embracing letters from collegians in the
London Mold, knows. Routes are therein given, with in¬
formation as to distances, runs, etc.; and the rate of speed
attained, averaging twelve miles per hour, is so great, that
places are visited that would be beyond the limits even of
a day’s drive with horse and wagon.
We have before us the initial copy of The Veludpedint, a
paper started during the excitement attending the first in¬
troduction of the modern bicycle into this country. Of
course the old velocipede with its three wheels, two being
worked by the arms, was familiar to boys of many genera¬
tions ago; and even the two wheeler, in which equilibrium
was maintained and motion given by tbe feel paddling
against the grouud, had long been a famililar object on the
streets, mid the hoy well split up so that he could manage
a big machine was the envy of the neighborhood. The
laiter, indeed was the original form of velocipede, hut
never came into general use as au instrument of utility.
The Baron Drais de Savci'hrum, has tbe credit of having,
about the commencement of this century introduced the
three wheeled arm movement velocipede, which was first
introduced to the Parisians at the celebrated resort known
as the Tivoli Gardens. It is certain, however, that many
years previous to that time, Messieurs. Blanchard and
Mesurier had invented a machine which was exhibited at
the court of Louis XVI. At its head was the figure of an
eagle with outstretching wings, and while one man directed
its movements from iu front, another sat behind aud pro¬
pelled it. Subsequently Mr. Drenze improved upon this
invention and machines constructed after his model were
distributed among country postmen, who used them until
a fall of snow caused their abandonment, after which their
use was never resumed. M. Lallement was the inventor
who affixed treadles to tbe front wheel, and his first appear¬
ance in the Champs Elysces produced a perfect furore.
The voloce became an “institution” with the Parisians at
once, races were organized, school hoys, messengers, and
pcdlers were mounted, aud although the first excitement
had died out the bicycle remains in constant use. The
new fashion was eagerly adopted by England, aud iu that
land of out door sport the bicyle has become firmly fixed,
ranking as an athletic pastime with crieliet, foot ball, or,
almost, rowing. The new fashion, of course, soon reached
this country aud numerous “schools” wore started. The
stage took up the bicycle, and manufacturers improved
upon the European machine. Of late, however, the use of
tlie bicycle has languished. And yet we are not without
some very clever riders. Putting aside the professionals
who have been made such "examples” of by Stauton, the
English champion, we have some good amateur riders, no¬
tably Mr. Jas. M. Mason, of Highland, Ohio, who, in Octo¬
ber, 1875, rode 99 miles in nine hours and five minutes.
Stautou, since he has been here has beaten all riders and
even attempted the feat of riding against a trotting horse.
He found, however, that our trotters were very different
animals from the “pony" trotters that he had met at Lillie
Bridge aud Alexandria Park. Iu the short races, such as
five miles, lie was of course beaten by a mile or more, but
it is questionable whether iu a race of oue or two hundred
miles he would not win against nu average trotter. The
enduraucc of man, backed by will and intellect, seems
much superior to that of the animal. A mile in three
minutes has repeatedly been made in English j matches.
The Boston Pont, in an ably written article, advocates the
claim of the bicycle as means of recreation between horse¬
back and pedestriauism, and we join with our contemporary
in hoping that it may lake a final foothold on our soil. The
example is set by prominent statesmen aud men of letters.
Mr. Lowe, ex-chancellor of the British Exchecquer, makes
a mile on his bicycle in lime equal to any amateur’s. Mr.
Dana, of the New York Sun, is said to be an accomplished
bicycli it. The Pont says:—
“How easy and cheap to lake one’s bicycle and wheel
off into the country iu fine weather, compared with car¬
riage or horseback ridiug. The pleasantest journeys may
he made with them. They eat uothing, and require no
care utter dismounting. There is no danger from accidents,
arid if weary of traveling in that way the rider could push
to a railroad station, pilch his machine into the baggage
car and seat himself with tile passengers. It may demand
more or loss exertion l.o climb the iiifls that eoul'iuni one

80 frequently on New Engl am] roads, but it is nothing to
steady tramping; it is easier than prolonged horseback
riding, and it is far more recreating and refreshing than
by the cars. The bicycle is wailing to come in.”
CBH3KET.
—The cricket season of the Gentenuial year in the me¬
tropolis has opened more favorably than was anticipated,
and tne promise is that we shall have some very interest¬
ing local contests this season. It still remains a discredit
to tbe great metopolis of America that our Central Park,
which lias on its map a so-called crieliet field, has no bucIi
resort in reality, the rule prohibiting all spoils and pas¬
times at the park in. question, except to a very limited
extent, preventing the city clubs from having any facili¬
ties granted them to play cricket at the park. It has been
found necessary to have fields for athletic exorcises, and
there ought to be a regular metropolitan cricket field, simi¬
lar, in fact, to such a ground as “Lord's” in London.
In
the meantime, however, we have to take what the gods—
democratic—grant us, and that is simply the old field at
Hoboken, which this year, by-lhc-bye, is in better condi¬
tion aud order than it lias ever been seen before, thanks to
the attention given it by the Bt. George Club’s worthy
professional, Mr. George Giles. The cricket season opened
there on Decoration Day, when the Merions, of PhiladelplSa, visited the St. George gentlemen and had a pleasant
four-innings game on that day, the result of which may bo
summarized as follows: St. George—first inning, 88;second
inning, 88; total, 171. Merion—first inning, 48; second
innings, 61); total, 116. Best scores by St. George—Soutter, run out, 20; Giles, not out, 37; Marsh, 17: Gibbes, 16;
Richardson, 15; Moeran, 11. Best scores by Merion—Wil¬
liams, 33; Harnes, 17; Warn, not out, 11; Ashbridge, 10.
Best bowling by St. George—Marsh 4 wickets for 13 runs.
By Merion—Pox, 8 wickets for 41 runs.
Since this game the St. George Club have had pleasant
meetings with the Btalen Island and Sleveus Institute
elevens, they defeating tbe Islanders, but being beaten by
the Institute youths. They of course did not present their
full strength against the latter, but the team they did put
iu enabled tbe bo^s to win a creditable victory, which will
greatly help them to become more practiced cricketers.
—The Manhattan Club are on their feet again, thanks to
the liberality of Chief Engineer Aeljen, of Prospect Parle,
where the club now practices every Saturday.
—The Prospect Park Club has not shown up tills season
as yet. Probably they will find it advisable to play under
the new park rules.
BASE BALE.
—The model games since our last include the follow¬
ing;—
Judo 10—Mutnal vs. Cincinnati, at Brooklyn (li1 ins). 1 to 0
June 0 -Mutual vs. Cincinnati, at Brooklyn. a lo 0
June 6—Lonisville vs. Boston, at Boston. ii to 0
June 8 - LouiaviUe vs. Boston, at Boston. 3 to 1
June 8—Chelsea vb. Alaska, at Brooklyn. 4 to 1
Juno I—lthode Island vs.Taunton,at Providence (1? ins). 4 to 3
June 10—Louisville vs. Boslon, at Boston.. — 4 to 8
Juno 3—Cincinnati, of St. Bonis, vs. Active, aL Sl. Bonis. 5 to 4
June 10-Star vs. Rochester, at Rochester. B to 1
Juno 4—St. Louts Beds vs. stocks, at St. Louis. Ii to 2
Juue 5—Contincnral vs. Brooklyn, at Prospect Park. 6 to 3
Juno 7—Hartford va. St. Louis, at. Hartford .0 to 3
June 10—liartford vs. St. Louis, at Hanford (7i'n9). 7 to 0
June 6—Chicago vs. Athletic,al Philadelphia.. 7 lo 0
June 6—Amity vs. Active, at Greenfield, N. J. 7 lo 1
Juno 4-Olive vs. Blue Stockinus, at St. Louis. 7 lo 4
June 9—Mutual (amateurs) vs. FlyAwuys,at L'apilolinc. 7 to 4
Juno 9—New Huvcu vs. St. Louie, at New Haven.7 lo f>
June B— Hartford vs. St. Louis, at Hurtford. H lo 4
June 7—Alaska va. Active, at Hoboken. 8 to 4
Jane 8—Bridgeport vs. Yale, ut Bridgeport. 8 to 8
Juue 8—Chicago vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia. 8 to 7
Juno 10—Winona vs. Staten Island, at Staten Island. 9 lo 2
June 10—Princeton vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn. 9 lo 4
Juno 5—1Olympic ve_ Resolute, at Paterson. 9 lo 4
—The most remarkable contest on record was Hint
played June 7th at Providence between the Taunton nine
and the Rhode Islands, the full score of which we place
on record, no less than seventeen innings being required
to settle it :—
KHODK ISLANDS.
I
TiUNTONB.
Name.
n. In.po. a.e. Name.
it lr,. ro. a. ii.
Brady, 2d b. 12 4 2 (i| Meyers, 3d b. .0 0 4 5 II
Barry,c. f...... 0 2 2 2 liCarpenter, p. 1 1 1 0 Ii
Burns. 3d b. 0 118 0 Sullivan, 1st b. 0 2 33 0 0
Shandley, J. f. 0 110 llAlluu, c. 0 2 lo \ 4
Hanlon, r. f. 2 2 7 0 0|Djxon, 3d b. 0 2 2 4 2
Tobin, 1st b.... 1 3 19 0 0 Bates, e. e. 1 117 2
Householder, 1. f. 0 4 5 0 0
Tuberday, s
.0 2 9 1 1 Watermau, r. f. 0 0 0 0 0
Keenun. c.
.01440 Frhz, c. f.- 0 1 0 0 0
Cricchley, p.
Totals..
4 14 51 20 8 Tolulb.2
IrmiHgs.. . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Rhode Islands..1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tauntons . 00 0 0 00011 0 0 0 0 0
Umpire—Mr- C\ A. Htiee, of lirowns.
Time of game—Three hours.

13
15
0
0

51
10
0
0

22 8
17
2—4
0-2

—Tlie League pennant contests up to June 12th, inclu¬
sive, number eighty-three, of which one was drawn. The
record to that date is as follows. Wo give them in the
order of won games:—

ii

u

12

is

r..
0

1 |

82
2

The contest West vs. East, up to June 13th, stands as
follows:—
West.
Won.
Chicaeo. 8
St. Louis. 4
Louisville. 7
Cincinnati. 1
Total...20

Lost. I East.
Won. Lost.
IIHartford.... 0
3
E[Mutual.
6
3
CjBusttin....3
6
8 Athletic. 1
3
Ml

TOW —..16

PHILADELPHIA

20

LETTER.

June 13th, 1870.
N Saturday, 10th inst., the match between the Merion
and Germantown Cricket Clubs resulted in a hand¬
some aud hardly expected victory for the Merions by a
majority of 0 nips. By excellent bowling ami good field-

O

She

§ifle.

RilTJo Notes.—The joint committee of the National
Ilille Association and Amateur Rifle Club have resolved to
send circulars to the various rifle clubs throughout the coun¬
try soliciting contributions to defray the cost of tbe grand
trophy for the world’s championship... .Tlie percentage of
the scores in the first competition for places on lliis year’s
team was higher than that attained last year-Tlie com¬
petitions of Tuesday and Wednesday determined the twelve
who are to compose tbe team and reserve. The competing
eight will be elected by a majority of the twelve at such
time as they themselves may determine upon. ...At the
iasL monthly meeting of the directors of tbe National IiiBc
Association, a letter was read from Sir Henry Halford, of
the English Rifle Association, regretting that the English
marksmen could not join in the Centennial mutch. They
couid not overlook the unity of Great Britain by placing
themselves in antagonism to their fellow countrymen in an
international contest of this kind. Also one from Captain
Macdonald, of the Scotch team, asking whether his team
could he accommodated with a camping grouud near the
range, and slating that tlie loam would leave Liverpool on
the steamer Bothnia on the 19th of August. They wish to
camp on or uear the range from their arrival up to tlie time
of tbe match....Au organization called the C’reedmoor
Building Association bus been formed, its immediate object
being the building of a club house ut Creedmoor. The
National Rifle Association will purchase the building when
it is completed... .The conditions of two coming matches
have been announced—the match for tbe badge p resell led
by Mr. Poppeubuson, on behalf of tbe Long Island OenIral Railroad, to be shot for on the 24Ui inst., and the
Schuyler, Hartley & Graham prize for rapid as well as ac¬
curate firing. For tlie former the distances are to be 200
and 500 yards, two sighting and five scoring shots at each
distance; weapon, Remington rifle, State model.
The
Jiiglic-t score wins the badge aud oue fourth of the entrance
money; the next highest lo get one sixth of the entrance
money, and tlie third-one twelfth of the same. The other
prize mentioned is open to all comers, and will be shot ior,
off band, at 200 yards, with any rifle, ub many shots being
allowed as a man mayeboose to fire in thirty seconds.
The highest score wins tbe badge and half the entrance
money, and the oilier half is divided between the two
marksmen scoring next highest.
Cbekdmooji.—The only mulch shot at Creedmoor on
Saturday was the short range contest for the Turf., Field
and Farm badge, the conditions of which arc ten shots
each aL 200 yards off-hand. The wind wus very bad for
good shooting blowing in gusts across the range. There
were thirty competitors, the winner being Mr. A- Pyle,
who used an ordinary military rifle. 1 he names of those
who scores above 80 were a follows:—
Name.
Alexander Pyle.
C. H. Eagle.
YV. H. Coctirau, Jr.
A L. Price......
I. p. Carrington..... .
J. L. Allen.
It . H. Koeue.
Col. ■Valentine,
V. E. HnntiDgtou.
J. L. Kellinger.

Total.
Maine.
_37
G. L. Mot
.36
.39 J. F..1
.38 8. Bargem ..an
.33 George Waterman... ..30
..38 0. K. Lttliiner.35
.38 G. A. lioiillier.
«3
.87|Capt. C. I-\ Bobbins.*3
.37|Capt. W. C. Buddy..32
....37|C'apt. C. E. Trnalmv.32
....37|D F. Davids.
31

Tna Team Competitions.—The last two stages of the
second competition for places on tiie American team were
Bhot at Creedmoor on Tuesday aud Wednesday of last
week, and the sixteen men making tbe highest aggregates
were named for tbe final competitions, which were shot
on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. The aggregate
scores made by the contestants, with four competitions,
were as follows, the possible score being 1,000:—

Chicago....
Hanford_
St. Louie...
Louisville:.
Mutual....
BostonAlhletic.-..
Cincinnati..

OUR

ng they held the Gcrmantowns down to 111 runs, and
then by hard bitting, assisted by very loose fielding, piled
up a score of 156. Large, of the Germantown, "put to¬
gether 34 neatly. John Hargreaves carried his hat. out for
10, while two more of the same family—Joe aud Boh—
had 16 and 11 respsetively. Eor the Merion, G. Ashbridge, aflor giving a number of chances, went out for 07
runs. Law, who made a long leg bit for 4, added 33 to the
total. Haines made 36, and Pox 14.
The game between the Young America vs. Germantown
Clubs, begun on the 3d inst., was resumed to-day, the
13th, at half-past one, with John and Joe Hargreaves again
at the bat, tlie former having been “not out" with 16 runs,
and tlie laiter ditto with 7. The two brothers, after each
having been giveti a life, made a stand. For a time the
run gelling was fust, principally from Joe’s hat, when he
went out with 43—nine Iwob, two threes, one four, Oue
five off a magnificent leg hit, and the balance singles.
John plodded on slowly until he had 26. Nearly every
in-n on the eleven had double figures, even extras. When
the last wicket fell tlie score for tlie iuuings was 182. The
game now looked like a foregone conclusion, but tlie
Young America sent in Dim and Bub Newliall to face
Welch and Bob Hargreaves. Tlie howling was handled
for ones and twos at a rate whioli led to Caldwell's re¬
placing Welsh, and then to Brewster’s taking Caldwell’s
place. When Dan w as out, leg before wicket with 11 runs,
I he telegraph showed 50 for one wicket, George Newli all
joined Bob, and made two fours, one three, and two sin¬
gles in quick succession, and when half-past six came and
tbe stumps were drawn, tbe Young America had 67 runs
for one wicket, leaving them 9 wickets in which to make
104 to win, The conclusion will be on Wednesday next,
the 14th.
Sc dlls.

Philadelphia,

.. Name.
Total
,835 C. K. Overbau^h
.882!T. Li- Gray.
b2uiJfi. H. Raymond.
.7971II. Fullou.
.7W|l\
Jr.
tW|L. DuBcnbary.
uuBeiiuury.oi....
78D|W. I). Eiiucudorf....
It. Kathboue.
,7rt0 R. 8. Gray.
L. Weber.
.779 L L Allen.
H. S. Jewell.
,772 Orange Judd .
L. C. Bruce.
.770 a E. lilydeuburgh..
N. Washburn.
J. A. Shaffer.n'M
Name.
General T. S. Dakin.
Frank Hyde.
(*. W. Yale......
Colonel W. 13. Furwell..
A. Anderson.

Total.

From the first sixteen who were to have shot yesterday,
four more wore to have been eiimiualcd, leaving tbe team
arid reserves of twelve meu. It was proposed by Col.
Gildcslecve to have the last competition determine not
only whum should constitute the twelve, but that the meu
mailing the best eight scores should compose Urn team, aud
the other four the.reserve. It was finally decided, how¬
ever, than he twelve should remain au open squad to be
divided hn*. main .-ml reserve id. a <wluto Uw»v bidm'D tlie
colilfBjjfr
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FOREST AND STREAM
- At the shooting tournament on Union, 1IH1, N. J., Mr,
X F. Rulhyon, on Monday, unido llio largest score on
record, distance 300 yards, five shots, via., 48 out of a
possible 50. Mr. Rulhyen is one of the best off-hand
marksmen in the United Slides.
Massachusetts.—The members of the Worcester Sportsmau’s Club held the first of Iheir competition trials to se¬
lect a club team, Thursday 8th iusl. The distance was
S00 yards, in any position, without artificial rests, at a
CreedmOoi* target. The result was as follows .• Highest
possible score 75;—
Name.

’)!0tiit.|

Name.

Total.

A. G. Mann.37 A . L. Price...,-,.48

siondman Olark.47,0. J. Rngfi.46
A. P. Cutting _
..12 A. E. Gnmcr.36
Frank Wesson.
II A. F UaLcfi
.17
C. IS. Hidden.••.15
CoNNiccTicnT.—The members of the Connecticut Rifle
Association held their regular weekly meeting on the 10th,
iusl at the Willow Brook range. Tile wind was unfavora¬
ble. J. B. Tloivo won the long-range medal a second lime,
and consequently it becomes bis property, it was origi¬
nally won by G, W. Yale; the second time by Mr. Rowe,
and the third time by Captain Stetson, A similar one will
be immediately obtained in its place. Captain Stetson won
the mid-raugc (five hundred yards) medal, making a score
of 33 points, the highest possible being 35. Aunexed are
the scores, fifteen shots each.—
Name.
J. H. Rowe..
J - E. Stetson.
J. I, Woodbury.
Orange Judd.
.1. C. Kiuney,___

800
22
13
13
13
08

900
12
11
11
Mi
03

1,000
Total.
13
47
13
37
witlidrcw.
M
16
S3
withdrew.
11

51
57
44
23
;i0
4

FLANNEL

CARTRIDGES.

106

.$0

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Dave just read “Wing Shot’s’’ experience with flannel cartridges in
No. 17, and as I thiuk my suggestion, iu February, of the merits of the
“flannel" system of choke boring was the first to appear in Forest and
Stream, though I Taney old lo most sportsmen of experience, X will
suggest my way of making them. I use flannel because cotton or linen
1h apt Lo burn, aud if there is dead grass the possible result is not pleas¬
ant. Taken strip 16 to 18 inches long, aud of a width equallo the qlrcumfcienceuf the bore of the gun; theu sew the edges together at one end, then
pour in a charge of shot, using a small funnel, which is always handy
in loading, then (io above the shot closely with strong thread, and again
one quarter inch above, then another charge, tying ns before. When
the end is reached yon have ten or twelve charges, only needing lo be cat
apart between the two ties. Quite thin flannel should be used, or the
charge will he solid. The material called merino is aliont the right tex¬
ture. This is the cheapest and best concentrator I know. Kay’s is ex¬
pensive, ami, I find, very irregular. X have tried 100, and ut least ouc
Half went solid, so that iu usiug tip wbut 1 had left X cut oil the crease,
so as to make them burst, For long shots, no choke boring can do bet
tor than charges loaded as I have indicated.
W. A. IlAimis.

35

The club will hereafter meet every Thursday for long
range shooting, aud it is hoped more members will be
present.
_

§aitte

SHOT

Lawrence, Kansas, June Sd, 1876.

The other contestants wilhdrew after shooting at the
eight hundred yard range. The two hundred yard medal
was won by X L. Woodburry, of Hartford;
Tj.mnow.—'The 8lh was a regular practice day with the
members of the Chicago Rifle Club, ami a few of the long
range riflemen assembled at. South Park to try conclusions
at 800,-9U0 and 1,0(10 yards. The latter range, however,
on'account of the inclemency of the weather was not at¬
tempted. Fifteen shots per man were fired at the first two
distances, and the following scores made out of a possible
75 at each range -.—
TofHt.
Name.
800 Yd's,
MOOYit'
J miles Hmitli.55
O, 0. Hlackmur....Mi
J- W. Roberts..
,414
A. <<. Alford.52
TI. w. 8. Cleveland.i-J
Charles fuller..11

Frank Hatch, (one of your subscribers and correspondcr.la.by the way,)
informs ns there "are more quail than any whure else In the world."
quite naturally we drifted in our wanderings about town Into the glln
shop or J. C. Dane, where wo have spent more than one ontortatuing
hour, learning something about gnns from tills fine mechanic, and learn¬
ing also that Mr. Dane is building guns second to none made in the
country, and as we thiuk, iu all essential points superior. These guns
are lilted np with Dane's patent snap action, aud patent firing pin; there
is no lever in sight; the unlocking of the gun is accomplished by press¬
ing backwards the patent finger piece which forms the fore-part of the
guard, mid It is a very simplo, natural motion to make, and requires but
Utile more force than is needed to pull a trigger, and the motion in char¬
acter is precisely similar. This motion unlocks and breaks down the
barrels, and when snapped hack and ready for firing, the gnn lookB like a
muzzle-loader, no uns'ghtly and nnhandy lever being in the way.
A second and noteworthy improvement is Dane’s patent seir-recoiling,
or momentum firing pin, which entirely precludes any danger from acci¬
dental discharge, It is impossible to explode the charge by accident or
carelessness, and the working of the lock aud firing pin should be seen
to be appreciated. Justice cannot bo fully done it tut papor. Dana builds
these guns of all grades front $75 to $200; docH his work all by linnd,
elegant work it is too, tests each gun personally until it suits him fully,
aud fills tho order lo the letter, aud warrants them in every particular.
It slrlkes us that a slock company could take hold or this gun and pat¬
ents and make money out or it. For strongth, general shooting quali¬
ties, casein handling, aimpUcity of construction. It certainty "lays over
any gun we have ever seen or bandied.
T. I’. C.

jHacItting and §aa(ittg.

and <§nn.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

PIGEON

MATCHES.

Boston.

CitxTiiNKiAi. Sjuioting Tuubnament.—A grand prize
shooting tournament will be held under the auspices of
Cant. Rugardus and Miles Johnson at Philadelphia, on
July 5l.li, bib, and 7(b. The ptizes will bo $500, $080, aud
$1,01)0, lor 1 lie three days divided into five classes, the first
two days being open to a mil terns only, entrance, $10, and
the third Lo the world, entrance $.20. On the 4lh of July
Capt. liogardus will shoot an exhibition match, lo break
1,000 glass balls thrown up at 25 yards from spring traps
or by baud, two balls to be in tlie air at the same lime aud
match to be'shot in two hours aud forty minutes.
Minnesota.—The match between the St. Paul Sports¬
man's Club and tin. Stillwater Club for the championship
badge was shot at Stillwater on the 2d inst, aud resulted in
a defeat of the St. Paul Club by one bird. The scores
made were as follows, the shooting being at 20 birds each,
and under the usual conditions.—

‘ Niune.
Castle.
Yetizie.
McKnsirk.
Ira Castle.
Brown.
Grnud total.

Name.
Bair! win.
Zimmerman ...

Davit-.
])j ly.

Lurpenlcur.
Grand lolnl.

i al. I Name.
WiSipuuoilS
Mll’mtl.
13 JSllison...
, IVIBuilcr_

Total.
.... 13
.... 17
.... 13
... 17

io I

....15

Total.) Name.
.... M0 Golcher..
. .. lli Taylor...
.... J8lFiiic.il ...
_ isKluun_
.... is

Total.
.... 14
.... 15
io
... .141

—A pigeon mutch between J. Love ami S. Potts, took
plneo on the 4lli inst. at Alameda,, near Ban Francisco,
with the following fosult: 21 yards riseT 80 yards hound;
blowing a stiff breeze with good strong birds;—
Score.
Tatul,
Name
hove....1 toil"
Potts.0 1 X 0 (I
* Bead out of bounds.

I X 1 0 1 *U
1 *0 1 I 0 1

0 X 3
1 tt 4

10
9

— Woodcock arc reported to be very
plenty this year, and it la due probably to the law passed
last year abolishing summer shooting; but it seems that
there are some sportsmen who ilesire a repeal of the law,
for a petition for a now game law has been put iu circula
lion in New Haven and bus, so it is said, received over 500
names includiug mauy prominent sportsmen. It provides
fox- the shooting of woodcock from July 1st to January
1st, excepting only August and September.
Connecticut,

SPORT IN THE WEST—DANE’S GUN.
La Cbosse, Wisconsin, Jane 71b, 1876,
.Enrron Foee&t and Stiwahi—
In tlilM wiilo-awalte tbaronsllty western city, we have been happily
epondinH the last few weeks, visiting old friends, making new acquaint¬
ances and enjoying city life generally as one who lias spent three years
“in the Umber" is well flttcd til do. La Crosse is quite a sporting town,
several very line dogs are owned by well known citizen. “Czar,” a
direct descendant of Rake and Rachel, owned by Mr. Webb, of the Amer¬
ican Express Company, to whom we are under obligation* for many
favors, being one or the best. Mr. Webb informs us tbai the fall woodend; shooting on the Mississippi River bottoms hero is as good as can
be; that u parly from. hit. Linns come here every fall in a small steamor,
the Five Fly, on purpose lo shoot woodcock for lire Bt. Louis market,
and Hint they express Umhijtls "by the laurel full " Surely .it would
pu.v sumo ardent devotee Of eock shooting to “take in" Ibis point Lids
lull, lUeu cross the rivet illlo U.0U6ton Co., Hiutl.j Wllero Clbet of Police

New Yoi k. Charleston.

June 15..
Juno HI.,
Juno J7..
June 38..

Nexvt Vouk Yacht Club Regatta.—The ill luck of
the Hew York Yacht Clxilx on its regatta days iu always
having what the log books call “light winds and calms," is
proverbial Rut for once either tho clerk of the weather
or tlie regatta committee made a mistake, aud fortunately
pitched upon a day which could not have been improved
on, the rcsull of which was that flic n'p liu was one of
the most successful ones which ever occurred in this har¬
bor. There were a few mishaps it is true, as will appear
lowef down, but these were hut the spices which gave
flavor to the feast; both wind and weather were all iliat
could have been desired. It was about ten o’clock when
the steamer Wm. FJeteher, having on hoard the judges
and members of tlie press, arrived oil the club house at
Staten Island,‘followed by the club steamer Wm. Cook,
and the excursion steamers Magenla, Cyclops, and others,
all with full freights. Here the contestants, together with
a fleet of yachts not entered in the regatta were found,
sailing about or at anchor, awaiting their instructions and
Ihe signal guns. Al nineteen minutes past eleven the first
gun was fired, and the fleet being under way, ten minutes
later the gun was fired for Ihe yachts to pass tlie line
between the judges’-steamer and the club house, aud the
schooner Meta being nearest dashed across followed by
the others in quick succession. The names of the con¬
tending yachts aud their respective times of crossing are
given below;—
KEEL SCHOONEllS,
Name.
Owner.
H.
Rambler.W. H. Thomas.11
Alarm.Com. G. L. Kiugsland.II
Wanderer.F. Stillman .It
FIRST CLASS CENTREBOARD SCHOONERS.
Palmer.R. Stuyvesant.11
Idler___S. J. Colgate.11
Tidal Wave.W. Yoorhia.1!
Mudeliue.J. S. Dickerson.11
SECOND CLASS CENTREBOARD SCHOONERS,
Restless .V. Com. N. S. Kane.H
Estelle.J.D. Small.11
Comet...W. II. Laugley.11
Peerless.J. R. Maxwell.11
Clio .John Platt.
11
Meta.W. E. leelin.11
FIRST CLASS SLOOPS,
Arrow.1). Edgar.—.:11
Grade,.-.J. R. Halley.11
Vjudex.....R. Com. R. Center.11
Addie Yoorliis.C. Roosevelt.11
SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
..F. W. J. Hurst.11
Active.
. H. R. Willoughby.11
Windward..
,,J.
R. Bosk.11
Madcap_
..H. P. Kiagsland.11
Breeze..

M.
38
39
48

S.
43
38
05i

4t
36
33
40

36
11
50
27

34
85
41
43
42
29

12
14
21
42
25
47

41
3b
37
38

02
21
20
19

38
43
43
34

10
17
17
04

The Palmer and tlie Arrow having passed between the
judges’ boat and the stake-boat somebody called to them to
go back and pass inside the stake-boat, which they did,
although according to the printed sailing directions they
were quite right. The Wanderer did not pass the line
until after fifteen minutes’ limit had passed, and was there¬
fore ruled out of the race. The wind was blowing a good
topsail hveeze from, tlie southwest; enabling tkoao of the

yachts that had started with sheets well in to almost lay a
course for buoy No. 10. So long a start lmd the yachts
been given that tlie leaders had almost reached the first
turning point before the Fletcher came up with them.
The picture was a glorious one after the Narrows had heen
passed ami the fleet were all in view. The Meta had been
deprived of her lead by the sloops Graeie and Arrow, and
the schooners Idler, Palmer ami Madeleine had also passed
her. Tlie race between the two sloops just named was
very exciting. Both had to tack to weather the buoy, aud
although the Graeie had the lead she stood Oil much further
limn was necessary, allowing Ihe Arrow to round first.
The sailing of this sloop was remarkable throughout the
day; she had beaten the Meta twenty-two minutes to the
southwest spit, rounding that point at 13:54.39.
The
Graeie followed about a minute later, aud in two minutes
tlie huge Idler rounded in grand siyle, sending up a balloon
jib which was destined soon to be on deck again. After
an iutervai of six minutes, and closely following ear.lt
other, Came the schooner Palmer aud sloops Vindex, Com¬
ing, and schooners Madeleine, Meta, and Gomel; 1 lien tho
sloops Addie V. and Active, and ilia schooners Peerless
and Restless almost side by side. The little Madcap came
next, and then Ihe schooner Tidal Wave sent up a balloon
jib; had she Availed a few minutes longer she would not
Lave heen minus a jib-boom, as ihe strain being too great
4>r that spar it snapped with a loud report, and the
schooner was disabled for the rest of the day. As the
judges’ boat steamed up to the point of the Hook to catch
the leaders, we could see the while caps breaking inside
showing that there was more wind and plenly of sea. As
the fleet reached out from the Hook the fresh southerly
wind was met, which, together with a strong ebb tide,
made a sea that was too much for many of Ihe yaclils. In
fact, it was the sea which caused most of tlie mischief, as
there was not mare than a good whole sail breeze. Never
was a transformation iuore suddenly effected. The dainty
yachl.s which were but a few minules before clouds of
canvas, were suddenly stripped for business, the schooners
to three lower working sails, ami the sloops to jibs and
mainsails, with single reefs iu some of the latter. The
Alarm in pitching into a heavy sea carried away her fore
topmast, ami iter chances were deslroyeil. Tlie schooner
Peerless was almost tlie first lo turn about and give it up, folowod by the sloops Addie V. and Graeie. Down lo leeward a
large schooner which afterwards proved lo be Ihe Made¬
line, was seen wilh the heatl of her mainmast carried away
just below the cap. Away astern Ihe tlie huge Mohawk,
not entered in the race, kuowii by her square sail yard, hail
been comiug proudly I lirougb the fleet with both gait top¬
sails set, standing up like a house, when suddenly, away
goes her mainsail, ihe sail parting across the head just un¬
der the gaft, leaving that spar standing with a fluttering
mass of ribbons attached to it. How the accident happen,
ed is unexplainable, as there was scarcely wind enough lo
carry away a top-sail much less such a sail as the Mohawk's
maiusaii. The sloop Vindex kept on and the three great
schooners, Rambler, Wanderer, aud Tidal Wave, came oxx
together, with the Restless arid Olio to windward of them.
The Tidal Wave did not at this junlurc feel the loss of her
jib boom, nlliiough she sadly -wanted it on tlie run homeUf the second class sloops the Active with liar huge topmast
found too much sea and went back, but Hie little Madcap
aud tlie Windward, with topmasts housed appeared to be
making good weather of it and pluckily kept on. There
was more sea than the Fletcher could stand, so after sight¬
ing the light ship aud timing the idler, Palmer, Arrow,
Comet aud Vindex as nearly as could be she was beaded
for the home stake boat in order to take the time at the
finish. It was a tight race between the Idler and the
steamer, the yacht healing but only by a minute or two, her
time being obtained accurately. The yachts came strug¬
gling along at short intervals, their times being as fol¬
lows:—
KEEL ffCUOONKRS.
start.
Finish..
E. Time*
NarnO.
Rambler. ..
3 52 55
4 14 114
11 38 434
4 07 53
4 28 164
Alarm. .11 39 36i
3 51 17
4 03 15
Wanderer. .11 48 03
FIJLIST CLASH CENTREBOARD SCHOONERS.
3 88 584
3 57 224
Palmer. .11 41 36
3 31 00
3 54 m
Idler. .11 86 111
4 00 554
4 2f 054
Tidal Wave... .11 33 50
dismasted.
Madelciue..11 40 27
SECOND CLASS C. B. SCHOONERS.
Restless..11 34 124
4 10 58
4 36 454
4 05 07
4 29 53
Estelle. .11 35 14
.11
41 21
3 46 484
4 05 274
Cornet.
.11
43
424
withdrawn.
Peerless.
4 07 17
4 24 25
Clio. .11 42 35
4 07 08
4 37 21
Meta. .11 29 47
FIRST CLASS BLOOl‘8,
8 52 32
4 11 30
Arrow..11 41 03
withdrawn.
Grade,...
4 l‘3 15
4 25 514
Virnlex.,,,...11 37 204
withdrawn.
Adle Yooilils..
SECOND CLASH SLOOPS.
withdrawn.
.11
38
104
Coming.
4 35 30
4 57 194
Active. .i: 38 104
4 31 59
4 48 414
Windward...11 43 n
4 31 53
4 48 414
Madcap_ .11 43 114
withdrawn.
.U
34
044
Breeze.

Cor. Time.
4 14 114
4 27 M*
3 59 23
3 57 224
3 51 224
4 22 224

4 36 45i
4 28 38
3 58 144
4 11 54
4 23 58
4 11 30
4 21 144

4 57 194
4 48 084
4 43 164

Thus tlie Rambler wins the keel schooner prize; Ihe Idler
the first class schooner prize, beating tlie Painter by exactly
six minutes; the Comet the Bennet Challenge Cup for
sehoouers, beating the Idler by 5m. 53s., and tlie secondclass schooner cup, beating the Clio by 12m. Djs.; the Ar¬
row the Bennett Challenge Cup for sloops, beating the
Vindex by 9in. 344s., and the first class sloop cup, beat¬
ing tlie Vindex the same time; and tlie Madcap the second
class sloop cup, heating the Windward by 4m. 52s.
There was nothing on the Bay on Thursday that, sailed
better than Mr. Astor’s Atalanta. The sloop Vision was
also out but not entered. The time made by the Idler is the
fastest ever made over the course. On such a day she
would prove a safe champion in the race for the Ameri¬
can cup.
Brooklyn Yacht Club Regatta.—Saturday was even
a more favorable day for a regatta than Thursday, as there
was'quite as much wind without the troublesome sea out¬
side the Hook, which ou Thursday did so much to upset
the equanimity of both yachtsmen and spectators. Of the
vessels entered, the Madeleine and Tidal Wave, in the first
class, having both been disabled iu Thursday's race, were
necessarily absent.. So also were tbe Playful, Siren, Mys¬
tic, and Clio, but for what reason is utikuowu, unless it
was that their owners huew tho uselessness of contending
against the Comet. The course for schooners aud first
class sloops was from the stakeboat off Bay Ridgo to
1 Southwest Spit, around the Lightship, buck to Southwest
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Spit, and homo to a stakeboat off the new club house in
Gravesend Bay. The second class sloops sailed (he same
course, substituting the Gedney Channel bar buoy for the
Lightship, and the third class went direct from the starting
point to a stakeboat anchored in the Horseshoe, two miles
south of bouy 8J. The starling yachts were as follows:—
SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS.
Ealclle—J. B. Smith,
I
Comet—W. H. Langley,
Lonise—N. F. Rogers,
|
Gypsey—H. T. Livingston.
FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Pirate—T. S. Beecher,
I
Lizzie L.—J. S. Johnson,
Amerloa—J. L Treadwell,
|
Selene—it. S. Wood.
Til in o CLASS SLOOPS.
Cyuthia-B. P. Miller,
I
W. T. Lec-C. A. Cheever,
Victoria—1Tbos. Pry,
|
Susie S.—K. P. Miller.

At 11:37 the first gun was fired, and at 11:34 the signal
was given to cross the line. The Arrow was first over, fol¬
lowed by the Comet and the Katie side by side. Next
came the Gypsey and Louise, and then the Estelle, Gracie,
and Selene, followed by the Undine and the William T.
Lee. Close behind the Lee came the America, followed by
the Susie S., Pirate, Lizzie L., and Victoria. The wind
was light, but the yachts had a fair tide. The Arrow had
a long lead, with the Comet after her. The Estelle was
almost becalmed under the Staten Island bluff, having gone
too far over to that shore, and the time thus lost was fsNal
to her ehauces, as the other schooners, when once outside
the Narrows, went off with a rattling breeze, and were
down to the Quarantine island before the luckless Estelle
drifted out and caught the breeze. At 13:30 the Arrow
tacked, followed by the Comet eight minutes later. The
breeze had now freshened so much that club topsails were
taken in and working ones substituted. The leading yachts
reached the Southwest Spit in the following order:—
Name.
H. M. S.
Arrow. 1 28 59
Comet. 1 30 4i

Name.
Gracie. ..a
Undine..

H. M. S.
. 1 45 25
. 1 47 30

The rest were not timed, as it was necessary for the
judges’ steamer to go on for the Lightship to ti.ie the lead¬
ers. There was Rtill more wind outside, but it was not so
rough as o n Thursday. The Comet gained on the Arrow,
hut t,lie latter rounded the Lightship first at 2:24,13, the
Comet's time being 2:37:02, and the Estelle’s 2:42:30. Run¬
ning in for the Hook, the Comet finally passed the Arrow,
and turned the Spit buoy ahead of her. From here it was
a run before the wind for home, and kites were piled on.
The following table gives the result of the race:—
second c
Start.
Finish.
Time,
n. M. S. H. M. S.
Name.
H. M. S.
4 40 55
4 49 48
Estelle.11 51 47
4 13 03
4 85 W
Comet.It 47 31
4 59 06
5 08 21
Gypsic.li 50 45
Bid not go round.
Louise .11 60 41
FIRST CLASS SLOOPS
Gracie.11 53 30
4 29 50
4 36 20
Arrow.11 46 13
4 16 27
4 30 14
Xfndiue.11 56 24
4 42 38
4 46 14
Kate.11 47 22
4 45 31
4 58 09
SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
riratc.11 59 44
4 61 43
4 61 59
America.11 58 26
4 22 41
4 21 15
Lizzie L.12 01 26
4 15 43
4 !4 17
Selene.11 55 35
Turned back.
THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Cynthia.12 00 13
3 45 38
3 45 25
Victoria.13 01 47
4 14 47
4 13 00
Win. T, Lee...11 58 09
3 41 58
3 43 49
Susie S.11 59 28
3 39 18
3 39 50

Corrected
Time.
H. M. S.
4 52 28
4 25 46
5 02 49

4
4
4
4

34
24
32
41

07
33
09
38

4 51 59
4 21 19
4 10 32

3
4
3
8

46
10
39
35

25
00
39
30

Thus the Comet wins the club prize for second class
schoouers, beating the Estelle 26m, 42s. The Estelle wins
the Flag Officers’ prize in this class, beating the Gypsey
10m. 31s. No first class schooners were started. The
Arrow wins the club prize for first class sloops, beating the
Undine 7m. 36s. The Undine wins the Flag Officers’ prize
in this class, beating the Gracie lm. 58s. The Lizzie L.
wins the club prize for second class sloops, beating the
America 10m. 47s. The America wins the Flag Officers’
prize in this class, beating the Pirate 30m. 40s. The Susie
S. wins the club prize for third class sloops, beating the
William T. Lee 4m. 9s., and the William T. Lee wins the
Elag Officers’ prize in this class, beating the Cynthia
9m. 55s.
Bkawanhaka Yacht Club.—The Corinthian race for
sloops belonging to this club was also sailed on Saturday,
uuder the same favorable conditions which attended the
Brooklyn club. The course was from a starting point off
Fort Wadsworth to and around the Lightship and return
oves the same course. The following table shows the time
of starting and finishing:—
Started.
Yachts,
n. M. S.
Coining.11 43 00
Adtlie.11 43 SO
VJtidex.11 45 00
Madcap.11 43 83
AcliVe.
11 44 30
Windward*.11 43 10
Sadie..11 4« 50
Scuomur..11 51 40

Finished.
II. M. S.
4 25 35
4 25 45
4 30 05
4 42 1ft
4 42 22
4 42 59
4 45 IS
4 59 08

Corrected.
Time.
11. M. S.
4 81 55
4 32 11
4 30 49
4 84 38
4 39 45
4 41 50
4 37 55
4 39 28

The Coming was first around the buoy and Lightship,
but the Addie Voorhis pushed her very close on the home
run, and finally passed her, coming in ten seconds ahead.
The Vindex was adjudged the winner of the first prize
for first class yachts, and no second prize was awarded.
The first second class prize was awarded to the Madcap,
ami Ike second to the Sadie. The prizes were elegant
silverware. The only accident during the race was a mo¬
mentary “foul” at the start between the Addie Voorhis and
the Coming, and the carrying away of a spar from the
Vindex on the home stretch. The tv hole regatta was ad¬
mirably managed, and its conduct elicited many commen¬
dations from the spectators. The Brooklyn regatta was so
nearly on the same course that Ihe vessels were much in¬
termingled, and one could most of the time note the prog¬
ress of both regattas.
The Centennial Yacht Race.—Entries for the second
day’s race must be made to Mr. J. M, Sawyer, No. 85
South street, before noon June22d. Yachts will be clas¬
sified as follows:—
First Class—All cabin sloops under 15 tons, old New
York Yacht Club measurement. Seooud class, all open
yachts over 25 feet mean length. Third class, all open
yachts of 25 feet mean length and under. Fourth class,
all open yachts carrying pleasure or working sails. No
restrictions as to sails for first class. Second and third
Class to carry jib and mainsail only. Fourth class will tie

restricted to working jib and mainsail, hut may carry light
sails. Time allowance will be based on length only for all
classes, one-half of overhang included in measurement.
The allowance will be two minutes to the foot in mean
length.
Prizes—Medals and diplomas of the Centennial Commis¬
sion and silver prize of Centennial Regatta Commission.
Nassau Boat Clob.—The annual spring regatta of thisclub was held on the Harlem on Saturday. Four races
were on the programme, but only two were contested. Of
them the first was for junior single sculls, one mile straight
away. There were three contestants—James D. Fort, Win.
Robinson, and A. L. Ileyn. Fort took the lead at the
start, with Robinson second, tbe same order was contin¬
ued through the rece, Fort winning by three lengths from
Robiuson in 6m. 25s. The prize was a silver cup present¬
ed by Mr. Daniel Appleton.
The second race was for pair oars, in which there were
three entries. The crews were: Red—Frank G. Brown,
bow, and John A. Walker, stroke; Blue—J. B. Robert,
bow, and Lindsey Watson, stroke; White—A. B. Frost,
bow, and G. S. Floyd-Jones, stroke.
Red led at the start, but blue came to the front after the
first quarter, while White ran aground and was out of it.
Red steered wild, and subsequently withdrew, leaving
Messrs. Fort and Floyd-Jones to go over the course alone,
which they did in 7m. 30s. against wind and tide.
Columbia Boat Club.—This Brooklyn club held its an¬
nual regatta in Gowanus Bay on Saturday, There was
but one race—that between four-oared gigs—the course be¬
ing from Delaplaine Point to a point below Bay Ridge,
distant two miles anil a quarter straightaway. The names
of the crews are as follows-—
Dixie—Red.—J. S. Stokes, bow; C. O. Lewis, No. 2; W.
J. Bruff, No. 3; R. Bleecker, stroke; P. E. Robinson, cox¬
swain.
Dandy—Blue.—L. Avery, bow; H. H. Leland, No. 2;
C. W. Lippitt, No. 3; H. T. Dunham, stroke; S. B. Haz¬
ard, coxswain.
The water was rather lumpy for shells, a considerable
quantity of water at times coming inboard, The Dixie
had the lead at the Btart, and the Dandy was unable to
come up with them, the first named winning by twelve
seconds in 15m. 334s.
Neptune Rowing Club.—The Neptune club of West
Brighton, Staten Island, had their regatta on Saturday.
There were four races on the card, all one mile and return.
The first race was begun at four o’clock, the entries being
as follows, the captain of the Nautilus club acting as ref¬
erees and Walter Mann as timekeeper:—
Weight,
Name.
Handicap.
Boats.
Pounds.
Robert L. Lefman.70 seconds.Annie .152
T. R. Keator.,...80 seconds.Isaac Smith.173
James H. Riley.Scratch.H. p. Belatield.168

Lefman was sent away first, Keator forty seconds after,
and Riley thirty seconds after Keator. Keator overtook
Lefman at the stakeboat, when he unshipped his sliding
seat and withdrew. Riley caught Xiefman halfway homo,
and came in winner of the race in 16m. 18s. The entries
for the second race were:—A. C. Sharp, A. B. Shand, and
W. L. James. The latter had the lead until the stakeboat
was turned, when he was passed by the other two, Shand
coming in ahead in 19m. 16s., Sharp being twelve seconds
later. The next race was for barges, in which the Judy,
steered by Mr. Edward Smith, beat the Punch in 16m. 34s.
The last race was between J. H. Riley, in a Bingle shell,
and a four oared crew, comprised of A. Bodine. bow; II.
Martin, No. 2; W. Donald, No. 3; A. Childs, stroke, and
B. S. Beckwith, stroke. They started two minutes before
Riley, who waited on them until they were “pumped,” and
then spurted in ahead; time, 18m. 6s.
—We are to have something of an Intercollegiate race
after all. Trinity College, Cambridge, has officially ac¬
cepted the invitation and will send a four.
Still Another Portable Boat .—Portable boats mul¬
tiply. We have received from J. H.Rushton, boat builder
of Canton, St. Lawrence county, New York, whose adver¬
tisement we print, photographs of a boat built by him for
parties in Louisville, Ky. It is built on the same general
plan as his other styles of boat, but is lighter in weight,
and cheaper. Its dimensions are as follows.—Length over¬
all, thirteen feet; width amidskip on top, twenty-eight
inches, at bottom of top streak, thirty inches; depth amidship, eleven inches, at ends, twenty-one inches; weight,
without seats, thirty-five pounds. Boat to he decked over
with canvas. Copper fastened, and without seats or any
fixings, it ought to bring $50 in order to pay. Such a boat
as this, we think, would be much sought for by all living
on or near lakes or streams. They are built on a keel—a
piece of oak lxl j inches, rabbitted to receive the siding,
which is of cedar, three sixteenths to onefourth inch thick.
The stems are oak or elm, bent; ribs, oak or elm, three
sixteenths to one fourth inch thick, and one half to five
eighths inch wide, made oval, and are put in the boat one
and a half inches apart. Three heavier ones are put in
where the row locks come. Being lapstreak, eight to ten
boards on a side, and ribbed so closely, makes them very
strong for their weight, which is less than any other boat
of like capacity, unless it be a birch canoe; and being very
flat on the bottom are very steady and have great carrying
capacity, and will run in very shallow water. They are
well turned at the ends, both being alike, have consider¬
able sheer, which gives them a trim, jaunty appeal ance on
the water, and at the same time enables them to live in
very rough water for boats so small and light.
A Model Boat.—Wm. E. Bowditch.the popular florist
at Grove Hall, DorcheBter, Mass., has had a model boat
built this season on an entirely new style. Starting from
an oak keel, strips of pine three-quarters of an inch in
thickness are nailed on one another until the sides were
twenty two inches high and twelve and a half feet long.
The model is sharp at bow and stern. Her rig is of two
styles—as a sloop and cat rigged. When used as a sloop
her mast and boom, each thirteen feet long, are joined so
they cun be taken apart and stowed beneath her floor when
not needed. A neat Italian awning can be spread when
required. She has Grane’s patent rowlocks, so that there
will be no chance of losing an oar. She is fastened with
composition nails throughout, and all her metal works are
brass. Her weight is only 160 pounds, and she is intended
for river navigation principally. Tbe boat was built by

Mr. George W. Wood, and is a decided credit to him and
its owner. It is Mr. Wood’s first attempt at boat buildiDg,
and attracts deserved attention from all for her beauty and
neat finish. Two men look her to the water one day last
week, where she floated in a manner perfectly satisfactory
to all.
_

gorsq.
Balkjnu.—As to the matter of “balklDg," uo general
direction can he given, or rule established. If the educa¬
tion of the colt has been conducted iu accordance with
correct principles, he will not balk, Balking on the part
of colts is, for the most part, the result bf_ the irainer’B ig¬
norance or passion. Yelling and whipping on the part of
the trainer or driver, overloading, sore shoulders, or illfitting collars—these are the causes that make horses hoik.
But if you have a horse or colt that balks, while one can¬
not, without a personal knowledge of the subject, toll you
what to do, we can tell you wliat nut to do—never whip.
If he won’t go, let him stand still and think it over, He
will very often think better of it, and al ter a few moments’
reflection, and a few tosses of the head, go on. of his own
accord. Or, if this does not answer, gut out of the wagon
aDd pat him, and talk to him kindly. A horse is very sus¬
ceptible to kindness; and we have known more than one
quite vicious horse gentled into good behavior by a few
pats from a lady’s gloved hand on the moist neck and
veined muzzle. Sometimes it is well to loosen a strap or
start a buckle. We have known the mere act of uncheck¬
ing and roeheckiug the animal answer the purpose. It
took his attention off in another direction, you see, changed
the current of his thought, and broke up liis purpose and
determination to resi st.
For this same reason an apple, or a hunch of grass from
tlie roadside, or a handful ot oats, or a few kernels of
corn, will often accomplish what an hour of beating could
never effect. The truth is, a mau must govern himself be¬
fore he can hope to govern lower animals. A mau flushed
with passion, Ills brain charged with heated blood, and eyes
blazing with rage, is not in a condition to think clearly;
and it is just this thinking clearly that is, above all else,
needed in directing and controlling horses. Hence it is
that contact with horses, and an actual experience in
teaching them, is one of the finest disciplines a man can
have. He grows to love the colt he is teaehiug; and no
nature is utterly depraved in wliich is going on the exor¬
cise of affection, no matter how humble the object may
be. His employment makes it necessary for him to think;
and this keeps inlellect, which might otherwise have no
development alive. The language of the stable is not, us
many pious and ignorant people imagine, all slang. Cure
atid anxiety are felt iu tbe groom’s room, and consultations
held upon the issue of which Die health and safety of val¬
uable property depend. Plans are formed and methods of
procedure adopted, upon which fume and vast sums of
money come and go. Faults of nature and errors of edu¬
cation and practice are corrected, and the trainer discovers
that in schooling God’s creatures he is being schooled
himself. Thus, as iu all other branches of honorable in¬
dustry, the horseman discovers that he is the point from
which one current goes forth and another enters iu. lie
bestows, and he receives; he educates, and is educated;
and the life which so many thoughtless people despise
closes, as in the case of Hiram Woodruff—the upright in
heart and act—with honor, and a fame which can fall only
when kindness towards animals and integrity among men
are regarded as of do account.—Quklen. Halt:.
Piedmont Club, op Virginia.—Tbe Piedmont FoxHunting Club, of which Major Len. Anderson, of Blokes
county, N. C., is President, is an organization which em¬
braces among its members gentlemen from Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Massachusetts, New- Jersey, the District of Colum¬
bia, aud nearly all the Southern States. The club meets
annually, generally in the month of November, and the
hunt lasts for two weeks. Not a day passes during that
time that they do not succeed iu getting a race, aud about
half of the time in “tailing” the fox. They are mounted
on thoroughbred horses, and the club controls for each
hunt from forty to fifty trained hounds, selected from
packs which number in the aggregate about two hundred
thoroughbred beagles. This organization is iu fact the
most prominent hunting club iu the country, if not iu Ihe
world, and its sporting exploits take precedence, us regards
thrilling excitement, unalloyed and health-giving pleasure,
and manly exercise, over anything of the kind that has
ever been attempted since the days when the noblemen of
ancicDt Germany hunted wild hoars in the forests of the
Rhine.
Trotting Centennial.—The Russian Qutette do la
says: “This year wfil complete a century since
Count Alexis Orloy Tchesmeusky brought from Arabia
the celebrated stallion Smetanka, the ancestor of the Rus¬
sian blooded trotting horses. The owners of the stable of
Khrenovsky purpose celebrating this centennary by erect¬
ing to Count Orlov a monument surmounted by his statue
in bronze. The Count will be represented driving ahorse,
after M. Svertehov’s well-known picture. On the pedes¬
tal will be placed the arms of the Count, with a commem¬
orative inscription as follows: *To Count Tchesmeusky,
by the proprietors of the Russian breeding stables, on the
occasion of the 100th anniversary of the breed of trotting
horses, and blood horses called the Orlovs. 1773-1875.’ ’

Bourse

Snupp Boxes.—The snuff box in tbe days when social
formality was more rigid than it is now, bore an important
part in the play of Wits. An otherwise awkward pause,
an occasion for momentarily avoiding the eyes of your in¬
terlocutor, or a desire to conceal an uucon troll able expres¬
sion of your features, could be improved, remedied or
guarded by gracefully talcing a pinch of snuff as you looked
out under the corner ot your eyelid at the effect of ^outsally on the person with whom you were conversing. The
snuffbox played a great part in diplomacy for a century
at least, and within our own day it has been regarded as a
very appropriate gift for a statesman or a great soldier,—
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Origin of Tit 13 W orb Schooner.—In
tliB display of tbe Gloucester fishermen at
the Centennial; in addition to tho models
of fishing craft of every description, we
find the following account oE the origin of
the word schooner:—
“Coltou Tufts, Esq., being in Gloucester,
September 8th, 1790, writes-. 'I was in¬
formed (and committed the same to writ"
ing) that the kind of vessels called schoon¬
ers derived their name from 'this circum¬
stance, viz: Sir. Andrew Robinson of that
place, having constructed a vessel Which he
masted and rigged in the same manner as
schooners arc at this day, on her going oil
the stocks and passing into tho water, a by¬
stander cried out, "Ob! how she scoons!',
Robinson instantly replied, “A schooner let
her be!” From which time vessels thus
masted and rigged have gone by the name
of schooners i before which, vessels of this
description were not known in Europe or
America. This account was confirmed to
me by a great number of persons in Glou¬
cester.’ The strongest negative evidence
corroborates these statements. No marine
dictionary, no commercial record, no mer¬
chant’s inventory, of a date prior to 1713,
containing the word scooner or schooner, has
yet been discovered. Since that date no
other seaport in the world has had so many
schooners belonging to it as Gloucester,
which had, in • 1875, five hundred and
eight.”
Appropos of Gloucester, we learn from
tile Qape Ann Acker User that on Tuesday
last, if wind and weather were fair, one Al:
fred .Johusen, a native of Denmark, aged
30 years, was to have started to cross the
Atlantic in a fishing “dory.” The boat iu
which the perilous voyage is to he under¬
taken is built.of pine, being 16 feet in length
on the bottom, and 20 feet on top, 51 feet
in width, and 2£ feet in depth; is decked
over, with the exception, of standing room
anti hatch-way ; has three water-tight com¬
partments, and is provided with a mast in¬
geniously contrived to hoist or lower at
will. She will carry a mainsail, two jibs
and a square-sail. The accommodations for
sleepiug are in the hatchway, where he lias
lilted up a mattress; there is also a hatch¬
way aft, where lie will have an opportunity
for rowing, if he should desire.
The craft is nothing more nor less than a
common fisherman’s dorv decked over aud
provided vvilli a must and sails, lie pro¬
poses to take the direct course across, which
is followed by oeean steamers, and is pro¬
vided with chart, compass,-quadrant, and
other nautical instruments. Alia provisions
cousist of canned meats, condensed milk,
fruit, hard bread, tea, coffe, etc., and he
lias a stock sufficient to last him ninety
days; also sixty gallons of water. Ho has
an awning from which lie expects to catch
sufficient water to keep up the supply. He
also has a stock of medicines which have
been provided for him by Dr. Charles E.
Cummings, of Lowell, who has been here
on a visit, and taken a great interest in this
trip. He is provided with a kerosene stove,
on which he can cook, a powerful lantern
to hoist at night, to keep vessels from run¬
ning him down, which is, in our opinion,
one of Ihe greatest dangers attending the
trip. He also has a drag with which to
heave the dory to iu case of a storm, and
proposes to get the most of his sleep duriug
the daytime, iu order that he may he on
the watch at night.”
Our contemporary says:—
“The general impression is that the pro¬
ject is a foolhardy one, and will not be ac¬
complished; but that lie will be picked up
by some vessel, after having tried the ex¬
periment to his heart’s content. This, how¬
ever, is only one side; there are others who
feel confident that he will succeed, and if
they only had the pluck and experience in
managing a dory that Mr. Johuseu has,
would like to try it themselves. There will
be an immense desire to hear from him. He
has the best month iu all tlie year to make
the attempt, and certainly we wish him and
his little craft bon Doyage. We shall have
full particulars of the trip in due season. It
will be remembered that some years ago the
boat ‘Red White and Blue,’ of nine tons;
made the passage across with two men;
hut that feat is hardly worth mentioning in
comparison witli the little dory ‘Centennial’
which is to start on Tuesday afternoon,”
Bull-Dog Courage.—An evidence of the
courage and pugnacity of the English bulk
dog was shown in a remarkable manner a
few days since, in England. A dog of this
description, who had never been accustom¬
ed to see trains until lately, has taken a
great aversion to them, anil has made a
point of chasing them whenever he has had
an opportunity of doing so, hut, of course,
without being enable to catch them. On
the morning in question, being out with liis
owner's brother, in the vicinity of the
Somerset and Dorset Railways, between the
Midford and Wcllow station, the early train
from Bath was heard to he rapidly ap¬
proaching. The dog, as usual, was off
directly. The gentleman, knowing they
were in advance of the train and fearing
the dog would be killed, called loudly to
him to come back; hut quite in vaiu. He
then ran to see what would be the conse¬
quence of the brute’s tolly, and was just in

time to see the dog boldly charge the cow-lif¬
ter of the engine and disappear. The gentle¬
man then closed his eyes for for one mo¬
ment, not wishing to see the dog’s remains
torns to pieces, and on opening them the
next moment, much to his surprise,
he distinctly saw the dog under the
rapidly passing carriages, evidently waiting
an opportunity to make a dash between the
wheels; hut their, to him, unusual velocity
rather bothered him; he therefore remained
until the last carriage had passed over him,
and then emerged, wagging his tail as though
he had done something to be talked about,
and having only sustained a few cuts about
the head, and losing all the hair from one
side of his tail.
A Honey Fountain.—They have every¬
thing on a grand scale in California. There
is a hive on the eastern slope of the San
Fernando range, in Los Angeles County,
which men have tried several times to cap¬
ture, and have as often failed. It is in a
rift which penetrates the rock to a depth of
one hundred and sixty feet, The opening
is thirty feet long and seventeen feet wide,
with two passages. Tho bees come and go
in solid columns about one foot in diameter.
Efforts have been made to descend to the
store of honey in the rock, but the men
were invariably driven back, and one man
lost his life. The hive has been known
four years, and it is estimated that there
cannot be loss than eight or ten tons of
honey in it. A man who lives in a cabin
not tar from the spot gets more honey than
his family can use from the leakage. It
flows out of a small aperture in the the
rock like a spring. He has a honey foun¬
tain at his door.

BOW-FACING- ROWING GEAR.
A.

REVOLUTION

BOATING

This rowing gear is an invention which allows the rower to face forward instead of backward, pulling in
same manner as with the ordinary oars. The oarsman faces the direction in which he goes, and rows faster
and more easily than with any other oar. The stroke ia longer than with ordinary oars. The oars can be closed
up out of the way without detaching them from the gunwale. Thp boatman makes no more effort in steoring.
than In directing his course while walking These oars can bo attached to aud detached from the boat very
nnicklv, and they can be closed up Lu a convenient form for carrying. Can be attached to auy boat, aud is es¬
pecially adapted to hunting, fishing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Address, during Centennial, “0 unter'a
Camp'’ of Forest aud Stream, Centennial Branch P. O., Philadelphia.
WM. LYMAN. Patentee,
15 6t
MIDDLE FIELD, CONN,

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power Co.,

COURTLANDT

ST.,

fennel.
JgJNGLISH SETTER PUPS.
Lot 1.—Orange and white, six weeks old, by Lark
(No. 217 A. K. and S, F.), out 0/ Reddle, Her
airc and dam imported from Bake of Hamilton’1*
kennel. Price $20 each,
Lot 2.—White, with liver colored marks; three months
old; by Pride of the Border (No. 41 A. K.. and S.
If.), out of Dimity (No. 196 O. K. and S. F.)
Price SS5Q each. Address
G, B. RAYMOND,
je8 2t
749 Broad street, Newark. N, .T.

TpOlt SALE—ONE SETTER DOG PUP;
JJ
black and white; four months old; good native
stock. Price $16. Address W. A, GALLOWAY,
New Dorp, Staten Island.
je8 2t

OR SALE—THREE SPLENDID SETtcr Dog Pups; one orange and white, and two
reds: seven months old; half Uaverack; price $15
each. Address A. C, LOGAN, 4856 Germantown —
Philadelphia._mayes

■gOARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.
Firat-claas accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terms low.
Address HENRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen Cove, L. 1., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn
Rkfebesces :
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Kadly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 28 Burling.
Fai-osI and
mill Stream,
ytniQTit 17
17 Chatham*
a pi 27 3m
Forest
SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive nee of which in the manufacture of dog
food 3s secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Spratt’s Patent.”
Re sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. d« LUZE,
18 South William St,. N. Y., in caseB of 1 cwt.
apl 13

TTiOR SALE—FULL GORDON SETTER
Jj
Pups, over four months old. Both sire, Tom.
and dam, Jinnie, are very hard to beat on quail anti
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Red IriHh Setter
DON will be allowed to serve oi tehee. Inquire of
ap!20
H. B. YONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.
EUVRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable com.- ~
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street.
Oct

a

R

1FLE FOR SALE,

A Remington, 40 calibre, 70 grains powder, weighing
about uine pounds. This rifle has been used but
once; liaHpisiol giip and full set of accoutrements,
including 200 shells, 150 of which are loaded. Price
for the lot, $50. Address this office. _Jel5 tf

Highest

quality dougall

Lock-fast Breech Loader, in case, with imple¬
ments. No finer gun iu the United Slates. Imported
to order. Has never been shot (bat must be sold. *
bargain seldom offered.
II. C. SQUIRES,
] Cortlandt street,
je!5 3t_Third door from Broadway,

BUILDERS OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
AND THEIR MACHINERY. AIbo. MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
^g-SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR
_apl6 3m_

IT Vanity Fair.
^
It ia shaved from tho beat Natu¬
ral Leaf, Tor Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL <fc CO.,
Pekklbss Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.
From Beth Green, Supt. N, Y, State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the heat article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.B, and know them all to
be first-class.

From A. B. Lumber ton, Rochester.
Having smoked yonr tobacco, Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all braudB known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found It to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. BeBt dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream,
n Y.
j.
I, w
Wo have received rrom Messrs. Kimball to Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of thoir celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most tkorongh trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a moat superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
Smokers.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 3m

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
M2 Broad street, Newark. N. J.

Carries yonr luggage, and is checked on the railroad
as a trank; 1x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water- proofed canvas, and madeready for the water In
live minutes withont tools. Send for circular and
prices 10
CHAS. A. FENNER,
may! t.t
Mystic River, Conn.

IT1 HERE CAN BE NO GREATER PORI
— talillity without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holbeclon & Co.,
UI2 Nassau street.
jy'29-ly

RUSHTOfPS

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are II to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiom one to four persona
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. RUSHTON, Maiinf’r,
ruch9 C*m_Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Camping Tents

THE

ME

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

0*141 <J»KA A1RA Shares in Wall street
iplv, ipuwj^llWV often leads to fortune.
Bean for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokets,
72 Broadway, N. Y.

Boat.

For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in we&rinees or trouble; a solid re¬
source iu Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

MEDALS OR BADGES.

We are now prepared *o furnish badges or medals
of any description at short notice. Having a first,
class designer, and every facility for making good
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satis faction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

THE LATEST
PortaW e

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
■mailing liquid ill stem or bowl, but is always clean
and Bweet, The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem Is of porous paper, to be laid aside afler
a few days’ use and a Dew one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half und seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Bold by pipe aud cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by
novlfl tf

STEAM

AND

Canvas Boats.
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BA TAPPAN PROCESS.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to tho public, Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice aB long as auy other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD & ANTHONY. Boston, Mass.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1378 W. Broadway, N. Y,
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Firth street, Phila.
J. W. LEAN E & 00., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore,
All goods have my poreonal supervisioo.

mai-83

C. TAP PAN; Greenwood; Mass.

Boat Awnings and Tents,
Foe Hunting and Fishing,

J. H. Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

LAUNCH—83 ft. long, 80 in.

dtt.; vertical boiler and engine; all in perfect
order, Speed, 10 miles per bom. Brice $650, For
sale by W, BARNES, Bristol, Conn.
Jt

A.

SPECIALTY.
All widths and weights of
WATER, MILDEW-PROOF CANVAS GOODS.
Orders by mall promptly attended to. Goods sen!
to any part of the world.
S. A. HARWOOD,
mciil# 3m
71 West Broadway, N, X,

FOREST AND STREAM

310

§>yorixmtn x jilonfex.

and j§c§ortx j[or§feort§mtn.

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

PAVILION HOTEL,

IJ-IHE "FISHING LINE.’’

GUNPOWDER.

R. T. COLE, Proprietor.

Brook Trout and
Crayling Fisheries

BRANDS —Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.

OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

Also, Mining and .Blasting Powders.

Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promenade piazza 3(0 feet
long.
je8 6m_

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.

NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

OAUD AT HIGH BRIDGE FOR TWO
persons; private family; high and spacious
ground* and stable; convenient to Ilarlem River;
boating and fishing; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
jeS tf

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

PROVINCE

OP

QUEBEC,

A. W. HUBB ARD, Prop’r.
Thjs is one of Ihe finest fishing localtiesin the East¬
ern Townships of Canada, and is situated at the out¬
let of Lake Mcmphrcmngog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ay re- Flat, on PaBumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport. _jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.

Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trunk Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst of ah excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Bass, and Pickerel Board $1-25 per day.
jol 8m
L. II. BROOKS, Proprietor.

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. S. BROWN & J. Q. PEIILEY, Propriktorh,
Montreal, Canada.

(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods arc unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is fonnd only in thcBe
waters.
Brook Trout £enaon opens May 1st.
Grayling Reason opens June 1st.
Black Buss, Pike. Pickerel, and Mnscalonge are
also found In large numbers in the mauy lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies or hi skill to his friends or ‘•Club” at
home, as ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, arenas
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after June 1st. Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points In Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities dm red to tourists and
spo tsmen; also on and after Jufy 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tonrist’s Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, &c., mid accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. II. PAGE, G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m
Grand Rapids, Mich.

LOCATED ON ST. -TAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRINCf.AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.

rpHE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

Board During Centennial

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover ahont all tbe country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. Wilh one branch it
reaches Racine. Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaunce and Marquette; wilh an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peier, Mankato, New TJlm, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via tbe Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina ana Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown. Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Qittaha. This hist named is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the safest, shorlest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln. and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento, ban Francisco, ami all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE.CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE1- E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, TnE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the conntry, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Klee, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago.
ap!6

jel 3m

A

IN PHILADELPHIA.

FEW SELECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can be accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
, Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
mum tea of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the busmens centre of Philadelphia.
JBuy ticket ($2.65’, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the house. Address
L, CARVER, 200B N. J6tb St,., Philadelphia.

TDOU SALE—A FIRST CLASS FRUIT
JJ
Farm in the thriving village of St. Joseph,
Mich., containing ten acres set to Apple, Pear, Peach,
and Cherry, 350 Grape Vines***nd eighty rods of Lawton Blackberry, <&c. All choice fruit. Good build¬
ings adjoining the corporation. A rare opportunity
for a market garden. Five daily steamers to Chicago
and Milwaukee in frnit season; also daily fruit trains
to Chicago via G. and M. L. S. Railway. Splendid
Duck, English Snipe, Plover, Rail, and Woodcock
shooting in season, ami Bass and Pickerel fishing only
one quarter mile distant. Healthy locality. Posses¬
sion gi veil next fall. For sale cheap, and terms easy.
Addiesa
J. U. WAY,
jel eovvtf_Corning, N. V.

BELMONT HOTEL,
«as nnil «3S Washington Street, Boston, Moss.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by-Htrcot car., mid si ages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, umi Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates, The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortablu
botnc, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the limes, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the • BELMONT.”
mchfiij tini
HARDY A CO., Proprietors,

Bromfield House,
Messeuger

Bros..

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Bostou Mass.

The House for Sportsmen.
Kossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseia a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from ah nart.s of the United States and Canada.

Founded, July

i, 1808.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

TO SPORTSMAN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP'Y
Respectfully mvitc attention to the

Superior Facilities
afforded by their lints for reaching most of the TOOT¬
ING PARKS and RACE COURSES !u the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and clan¬
gers of reshipment, while the excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Ratlrond

Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Compauyjn
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, ORESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEtj,UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing. Shooting, and 8HII Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW .JERSEY COAST
renowned for MALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FKATilDR,
D. M. BOYD, Jr., Gen’l Fans. Agent.
Fbank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
fehlT tf

For

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
OUlou, 121 Will nut St., PJiUadolphin.

new

haven,

Hartford,

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H, Norlham leaves Pier No. 25, East River, dally
(Sundays excepted) at 8, and Twenty-third street.
East River, at 8:15P. M. A passenger tram will be
111 walling on (he wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield mid way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York
at 11 F. M., connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf tit New Haven, leaving at 6:15 A. M.
Tickets sold and baggage checked at !M4 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court pnteen, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return, $1.50 Apply at General
Office, on tho pier, or to RICHARD FECK, General
Agent.
roy25 tf
TDOli SALE—PLEASANT HOMES ON
JJ
easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Bath,
L I; large yards, with fruit and shade trees, and
narna; pleasant surroundings, good fishing, hunting,
andbuthing Address
J. H. BATTY,
may25 tf
jloxIO, New Utrecht, N. Y,

GUNPOWDER.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont’s
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Kstapmstibd in 1801),

The strongest and chinxM Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCK1NU POWDER*
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of fij lbs. each, and in cams*
I,era of J and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rlties and for all orrtia&rvpurpoReB.
Sizes F.g. FF.g. FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lba., 124 lbs.,
and 61 lbs;, and in canasters of 1 lb. and I lb.
All of the above give high velocities and leBB resdon*
nm than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Wast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale In all parte or the country.

Y.

manufacturers of the celebra¬
or .GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Cant. A. II. BoGARDUS, the
of the World.”

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Fell 10 ly

20 Murray St., N.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot,

70 Wall Strict, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard's * ‘Electric” Powder.
Noa. 1 (fine) to fi (course). Unsurpassed In point of
strengthanu cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard’s “ American Hporllng.”
Noe. 1 (fine) to 8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and G J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short «iuja.
Hazards “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). lit 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and til and I2J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest ana water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Kiipiil
Firing, ami its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all rKMmen to el-ont agaShat IJlu wilh
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 300 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1.000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at. same distances; trie 200
rounds eqnnlly divided at. tho throe ranges; sighting
shots ext i ft.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder ih also well udaptud for shot gnus.
Impure Tor the “Dittmar Powder” of yonr dealer,
or address the
D1TTMAR POWDER MAN FIG CO,.
NaroHMiTO MA9P.

J. IT. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTRECUT, NEW YORK,
Dealer In ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom " Taxider¬
my, Gama Birds
on shleldB and
stands, Bucks'
Head*, Antler*

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rfl!e.*,
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
qnd
lbs. and cans of 6 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in l ami ^ lb. canisters. UnriiH strong

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

) 1,’yder,
55 Jackson St...
Hi. Paul, Minn.,
& Co., 102Nassau street, N. Y.

-’s agents
: u m l Eaton, Holberi
8® Wall Street, New York.

FLORIDA.
40 Acres—,$50.
Out of 050,000 aereft of United Staten and Statu
lands ceded to the ATLANTIC, GULF A WEST
INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres can nmy tin

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, and Reptiles of any kind ill the
known world, put up in the most artisticmauuer,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant toil
dormouse, from a mon to a humming-bird. Foreign
Skim ami artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for turn
skins, heads, and horns.
mcbSO tf
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.
Birds and Aniwai.b I'kesbiivbo to Onmui nr
R. L.

NKWCOMB,

TAXIDERMIST*
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

Selected for $50.
In the ccniro of tho orange region, adjacent to a
road rnnning daily trains from Fomantllna, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Keys, on the Gulf of Mexicowith the best HUNTING and FISHING in America,

Itiatmctions given,

rnoySS f.f

ARTIFICIAL EYES

For Dlnla and Aniniol*.
BREWSTER «V KAO W LTON,
is Arch St, Boston, Moss., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail.
raChO eollm

and almost free transportation given io each purcha¬
ser, these lands will be speedily bought up by actual
settlers from all parts of the Union.
They compare favorably with THE BEST lands in
the Stale, find are already surrounded by tbrirty
Northern and Western Settlora,
For maps, further descriptions, Ac,, address, inclos¬
ing stamp,

J. B. OLIVER, Cen. Agt.,
FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMP'Y^
jel 8t

361 Fulton St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York Mailing Agency.
With latCRfc Improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines, 13 Spruce St., 4th doer from
Tribune Build! ngfti JAMES BRADY, Manager and
proprietor, Open day ^ night*

This style 3X42 In., price *5 ami *1».
Sold by New York mid Boston Sporting trade gencrally. Dealers’ dittCoittits liberal.

Zoological Garden.
FAIR MOUNT BARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Oimn everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptile*. Admission, 36 -canto j
OhUilrt'ii umior twclvo, Iff Wills.
If
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THE DALY GUN

The Book You Have
Been Looking Fori

Richardson anti Rangelcy
Lakes,
Ill nstrated,

Every Gnn Fuiiy Warranted.
Send for Catalogue to

SCHO VERLING & DAL Y*m
S4 and SO OIIAiMUKHS ST., N. Y.,

\,

And to W. Ii. Schaefer, Gt Elm St., Boston, and F, P. Taylor, 73 E. Madison St.,, Chicago.

Of the

Paper and Metallic Shells

J^ESOKIPTIVE GUIDE

ron

adieon'dacks,

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schraon Lake, Lakes Lnzerne,
George, and Champlain, i he A usable Chasm,
the Thousand I blonds, Massena Springs,
and Trenton Fails.
By K. R. WALLACE,
Newly Reused Edition.
Handsome 13mo., Flexible Covers. Red and Gold,
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illustraled. Over
800 pages. Price, $2.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Ho not have to uneoruw the head nor ubc an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of yfceel wire, will uot bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with.1
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and arc
highly priced by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, wo can now warraut our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

TESTIMONIALS.
From lion. J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
^Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” &c,
It Is admirably written, and has Inst enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, and dewcripLlon of scenery mixed, to
m«ke it ilellglil’ful. The illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while the instructions respecting
rouLes, localities, distances, outfits, &e., embrace
every thing that can be desired. Taking it all mall,
it Is ihe moat complete book that has been published
on the Adirondackn, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment I hat 1 trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.

Hart’s

sjjjortsin ail’s
Favorite
Metallie
Shells
for
Breech Loading Shot Gnus.
These Shells are easily loaded, and the c um easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and mneh thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, winch prevents it from driving ihMmgh or
Bpringing away, thereby causing iniHufires. The, cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in R« place. It
neither rust* or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur cither in steel or iron. These shells
are flnaly fiuishcii, and made any length ordered, from 2J to 3± inches.
Shrills and Loaders, and desrjript.iou Price List*, ear. bo obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
“’throughout the country. GEO. B. H ART <fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. J.

From Captain Bogunlus, Llmmpion Wing- Shot of America.
Mwssna. Gborok E. Hart «fc (Jo.,
Gentlemen-The fifty 8helle 1 received from yon to-day snit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every rospact, and I shall oa« them in all my shooting liereafter. Yours truly.
may!3-ly
A. H Booarduh.

EIMVINSON C. UREEN’S
BBEECH LOADERS,
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are nncnrpasfifid. for material, workmanship, floraid il.y, anil .shooting qualities. Their MuperiorUy in
shool.itig power has been shown wherever tested in
this country juid in England, standing first, second,
and third iu tho New York Ltial in 1H73; also the high¬
est average atthe London FieMl trial lu 1075. A case
of Liiusc gnus made te order for sportsmen, ana taken
from stock, are ah own at llm OciiUH.nlul Exhibition,
Philadelphia, BriMsh Department. Prices, &-15 to $£250,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost send Tor descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL A- HAYDEN,
Jacksonville, Illinois,
j el 5
SOLE A GENTS FO K U. S.

Something New!
THREE

BARRELED

TUELCLI-LOADING

GUNS.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line.. Forma a light
.and compact gun from eight to ten pound, giving to
Rporls/nen the very thing eo often wanted, in all
kiucla of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modem improvements* and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
130 to $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
mcliSOfira

LISLE, BROOME 00., N. Y.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and mast durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities flrst-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Ssme setion as new gons. Send for circular and
price iis^. No. 3 West Main street, Rochaetar, N. t.
O'-

Tin

Green’s patent, Loader, price $3.

By CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, author of “A Sumravr Ramble,” “A Trip to Rangcley,” etc.
Containing 21 ru 11 page engravings, made from Pho¬
tographic views of the country. Illuminated paper
cover#, 25c.; postpaid by moil, 30c..
Handsomely
bound in cloth, printed on heavy tinted paper. $1; by
mail, postpaid, $1.10. Every sportsman, tourist, mid
pleasure seeker should read this book. It will nay
them. Buy a copy, and learn all about the “Paradise
of New England,’' far ahead of the AdirondackTegion
for SPORTING and the RECOVERY OF HEALTH.
It gives you the fullest information on all points
needed.
FAItltAlt’s POCKBT MAP

HURST’S

From Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
1 Woods and Wmers,” ‘The Indian Pass,” &c.
I think it is the belt work on the forest that has ap¬
peared— superior in word-painting to Mm ray's, and
full of wood pictures aud vivid scenes of camp-lire.
We realize that we are In the forest, uro living with
you in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters (lowing over and by ns. This,
I flunk, the true test of a good book, Impressing Us
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a ‘•Guide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is the only thing of the kind that lian yet been pub¬
lished -ihe very tiling that has been so long wanted
and waited for. 11; must have cost you intense appli¬
cation and labor. You may well be content that you
have pioduccd a good book.
From Benson J. LoflHlng, the Historian.
I have rend those portions ileacripllve of the places
which came oudur my personal observation, wilh the
deepest intercut, and most cheerfully tesiify to the
general accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at. Lhe dales of my visits. 1 re¬
gard your “Descriptive Gnidc" aud the “Appendix”
us a most useful--nay, Indispensable, manual for Lourim.n to that, wonderful Wildernfffe*. A tour in Hint
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
trad timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $3.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
may 11 tf_17 Chatham street, N. Y. Pity.

Stereoscopic Studies

RANGKLEY LAKES REGION.
Prlutad on parchment paper, bound in cloth, price
50c-; by mail, postpaid, 55c. Competent judges have
pronounced this the ONLY CORRECT MAP of the
lake regiou ever imule.
STEREOSCOPIC VTEWR OF RANOELEY LAKES
AND ANDOVER, MAINE.
Order by Namber. Orders by Mail or Express promptly
filled.
1. Barden House, Phillips, Me.
2. Uungeley Hotel, ftangeley, Me.
3. South East Arm of Rau^eley Lake.
4. Rungeley Lake and limn Island.
5. Log Hut inhabited by Bubier family, Ttnngcley
0. Camp Henry, Geo# Soul*, proprietor, Bangeley
Outlet.
7. Steamer Molly-Chunkamniik, Rangeley Outlet.
8. Indian Rock uml KamHey stream.
0. (‘amp Kenncbago, lloudyimrters Oquossoo Ang¬
ling Association.
Ift. Inferior of Camp Kennebago.
11. Camp Allerton, Bugle Cove, Lake Mooseluemnfi tm He.
12. Lake M.ooH0luc.magnut!c and Bcmia Mountain
range,
13. Camp Benin, month of Bemis ptream.
14. George vS. Pace’s Camp, Beniis stream.
15. Upper Dam.
10. t amp Bellevue, (Betton’BiLnkeMolerhunkHimink.
17. Near View of Camp Bellevue. (BetLonV.)
18. Lake Moluchunkamunk, S. E. view from BctLon’a
19. Middle Dam Camp, Loire Welokenncbucook.
20. Mr. Sawyer, and Sluice Dam, Biack Brook Nolch,
Andover, Me.
21. Ml. Blue, Black Brook Notch, on Lake Road, An¬
dover. Mo.
22 Andover House, Andover, Me.
23. Silver Ripple Cakcade, Black Brook, Lake Rontt.
Andover.
24. Hermit Falla, Black Brook. Luke Road, And over,
Me.
25. Devil’s Den, Black Brook, Lake Road, Andover,
Me,
2ft. Village of Andover, Me.
27. Village of Andover, Me., with “Old Bald Pate”
Mountain.
28. Lower Fall, Cataract Brook, Audovcr, Mo.
29 . Upper Fall,
do.
do.
30. Sylvan Oatcade,
do.
do.
31. The Flume,
do.
do
32. “Camping Out” at month of River, Upper Dam.
Price 25c. each. Snnt. postpaid tm receipt of price.
FARRAR & JOHNSON, Publisher?,
jeio_383 AashiugtOii street, Boston.

appUv

soon

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA?
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, &.r..t
WR1 find

Wallace’s

Natural History

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR

FOR OBJECT TEACHING IN SCHOOLS

OF THE

FISHING TOURIST.

Published by Forest, ami Stream Pub¬
lishing Co.,
PARLOR

ENTERTATNNENT.

No. 17 CnATIUM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all bookseller*. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receJpL Of price ttt otHae Of pnblieaTHE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Animals and Birds ot North America.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.

To these will bo added a second series of foreign
specimmiH, and various aninmlB and birds In grotesque
altitude*, never, however, violating their natural lntjLiucf.s.
We offer those view6, not ae pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the greftt moving ele¬
ments in our modern eyslem of education Is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the stndenl and the fireside
of our homes, where they cannot fail to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, and in gathering Ills largo collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods. Or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.

This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, wither for Trout
or Salmon.
Fox* sale ^y Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
aplfl tf

CoRNKLii University,
)
Ithaca, March 14th, 1870.
j
I must congratulate you upon your great Hiic.ceas in
this new educational enterprise, If we can arrange
our amusements so as to make them impart instruc¬
tion to the mind, iL will be a step in advance In edu¬
cation.
EZRA CORNELL.
Prices: Bv the .Dozen.-.8* OO
By Hie Set of 5 Dozen, hi Elegant Case, id OO
These StereoBCopes ure sold wholesale and retail by

Forest ami Stream Publishing Cotnp’y,
17 Chatham 6t„ (City Hall sq.)

HAY AN A

P. 0. box 3833.

LOTTERY.

Century Game Register.

IMPORTANT NOTICK.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th*
we have reduced the prices of LicketB as follows:

k Registers froui 1 to 10,000. Keeps correct, record of
any known game, and both points and games. Just
.thu si/.c. of ordinary playing curds. Just tile tiling for
evenings in camp. Only TWENTY-PiVE Cents a
pair. Libera) discount.to tile trade. Address
CENTURY GAME IJEl.tlii'J'GR CO.,
P. 0. Box 309.
Washington, D. C.

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill ull orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bans;
bills, Governments, &c. TAYLOR
CO..Bankers,
P. 0. Host 4,448.
11 Wall «t„ ftaw Fork.

Whole, $20; i, $10; h $5; 1-5,
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

$4;

QA.NAD1AN ORNITHOLOGY.

“Our Birds of Prey.
ny
HENRY <L YENNOR, F. G. S.
of the Geological Survey of Canada.
fpiTIS BEAUTIFUL AND JvipYEL WORK CONtrims 30 large Photographed Plates, and upwards
of I150 pages of descriptive letter-press It figures
I describes every species of Eagle,
Falcon, Hawk,
and--,
Buzzard, and Owl that is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
Price Complete, in Cloth (30 Flutes), - p. H.—The Plates of this Work will not be sold
separately, but if desired the whole book may be had
In paper cover, $12.
DAWSON BROS.,
jeS lm_Montrea., Canada, Puhli-JiorB.

Guide to the Adirondacks
An invaluable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class of toiuifte, wtmpo patronage is most dotmld.
This hook ia HfftinhmU, It has an extended Rule, and
new edlllons arc issuud each spring. The copyright is
now owned, and the Guide will be published lmroaft.ee
by the Foreet. and Stream Publishing Oonrpuny*
Terms op Advertising:
One Full Pnge .
gin
One Half Page."25
tine Ouarier Page. 15
Those desiring t.o bccutc space will please apply
poon to
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. GO.,
New York City.
Or toE. R. WALLACE,
mayl 1_Syracuse, Nuw York.

MANNING’S

Mill Mil,
FOR 1876,
WtLL BE

Published Shortly,

MANNING’S YACHT AGENCY, Oftlce nf "MAN¬
NING’S YACHTING ANNUAL,”

^EVV BPOUTING BOOK.

Handbook for Young Sportsmen.
A cheap but, reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-ranking, Haunts and Habits of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list or Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
auy address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
upll3 3m
». ifi. POND, Montelio, Wib.
LP l / V | > riA A
The. Florida Ayrleultwixt..
F J A / II 1 l ^A Weekly. $3 a year. Sep'd
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers1 Association—meeting of 187ft-25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c
GallesiO’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1.
Gutde Map of Florida, fiOc. Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla, Sfiy whe*e yoa saw this,
tf

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
From the “Bokeof St. Allmiis,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
(JtTOTBT) EY Tzaaic Wai.ton in Llig “ANaf.En.”
Amerfailn Bull,Ion, With Preface and copious Qlospury t>y Olio. W. Vak Hioeen, Eeq., of the Ne.w Yevlc
Bui*; hcnvj linU'il paeer; square JUrno., ItiU piques,
cloth; the alisUri old Illustrations reproduced.
The cliiirildlthim hook, with till Us qiiaitituess and
1’reBhnasa; is 'needed iu the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of cdncntion. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Homl P. O. order for price, $1,00, or order it C, O. D.
•nm IJlnfitul
Khqinm
UJjJ.'J'I
front
Foreei, arid
and Stream,

FOREST AND STREAM
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel in the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Cases.
Gun
Sliot

Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Files.
Holberton's Tront and Black Bass Fly Rods and
Flics.
Fine Lines of nil kinds, plain and water-proofed
by the celebrated Tnppau proees*.
Orvis and Celluloid Reels
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suits Light, durable, and cheap.
Portable Boats of all makes.
Holabird's celebrated water-proof SuitB.
Tbe Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder. The best
la the market.
We furnish every article necessary for tbe camp or
'juuus sent
Bern everywhere
everywuere by
uy express, snd
aim o
oui‘ oi‘
field. Goods
-J orders carefnily attended to. Send stamp for
Catalogne to

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts. Liuiiwii, mu jui if
NO 1. -This Ilcel is extra nickel-'jlatcd and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very li»ht, very strong, and holds from 40 to 60 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary CO yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
CaSN(5ri2-F Or Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. 1). LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE Send for New Price List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines, &c,, &c. Mention this paper.

C. F. 0KY1S & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

mch30 3m
L. H. Abbkt.

C. F. Imbbie.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street.

Andrew Clerk.
Special.
(p. o. box 1294.
\ new tore

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description nud Quality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of line goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied lo order; Cuttjhnnk and Paeqne Islands
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. ” Beware
of imil aiions.
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted oat with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacke, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm,
_
may25

McBride Elies,
The Standard Flies for American Waters.
These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful. Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N Y.
Eaton, Uollierton <fc Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities.
dec2 ly

BISSETT & MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y„
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regidar stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

RODS,

-for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hofe’s Rubber
steel Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cnttyhunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirondacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhank. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

Kofis,Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

IOI

&

WALLER,

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
VINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemium avvatdod by the Franklin
Institute, 1874._
mch9 6m

J. B. Crook & Co.,
MJlHUFACTUKKBS a

FISHING TACKLE!
Importers, manufacturers & dealers in
IPiwliiiiii’ Tackle,

Fishingr Rods,
Fish Hooksi
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

Heart Rods,

for Trent, Bass and Salmon.

E. VOM

H OFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

aug26-ly

FISHING TACKLE.
FLY RODS.
NORRIS

THE LEADING KEEL MAKER

FOR
Trout, Salmon, and
Buss.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Rasa Flies, Reels, Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, die.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

RIFLE COVERS AND AMMUNITION OASES.

Holsters and

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAb

LEGGINS.

OF THE UNITED STATES. or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

NOKRIS,

I have on hand several fine tront rode at $35 each,
and am ready to HU orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MUBPHV,
mchlfi 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. O',

Best Bait used for Bass or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published—80 pages of
Fn&?CUe' GQD8’ ri8W’FilH %Morrt'

maylljst

132 Nassau street, N, Jt.

(complete).810

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).815

gHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete)..$20

W. H. HOLABIRD
friends that he is prepared to make

THOMSON & SON.
-Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Shooting and Fishing Snits
at the above prices.

The ten dollar suit is better

made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to

THE

NEW

make many changes in tbe arrangement of pockets,
Ac., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions.

BOSTOJST

BEST

I believe that I have the

SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WOULD,

and respectfully solicit yonr orders.

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manulacturcd only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We otter this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attontontion has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to inclnde Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will he kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
momeut’s notice.
In the Golden Bute (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a now water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the ont-door
and shore-sbootinc fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining 'he best poiuts of tbe English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to tbe neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a moat admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.”
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect, fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height. Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G W SIMMONS & SON,
-‘OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

COATS IN

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 13 pages, free on application.

Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my ,
goods. They are better known and more highly es¬
teemed than any other make, •
Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, IND,
N, Y. Office: No. 1 C'ouktlahu St.

Dogs of England.
.From Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. TURTJPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, iii sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Nelson, Ball Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) K. J. L. Price,Esq.
Bub, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish
iUIKU,
UIfU \\
M ater
UlUI Spaniel,
0{IUUIU, V/Ujltaiu
Captain utuuuu.
Lindoo.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price. Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk. Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel. — Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T, H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Kook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Duimont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Tt.iii An English
If iii ^*Vi Terrier, (white)
#uihil«) T.
T H.
(T MurcmBC-.
Al”ttBritt
Prince,
Master Macgarth. Greyhound. Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, EBq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Lavcrack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spauiel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. 0. Mac¬
dona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Bnrgcss, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J, L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rov. J. C. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joahna DavIeB Esq.

apis Bel

Bound Volumes

Forest and Stream.
Price, S t-OO.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.
HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and

* FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

S

DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Fishing Tackle,

BARTON. ALEXANDER

SPORTING

Kifle Cases.

(Successora to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

assortment of

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BKEECH and muzzle loading guns,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

CREEDMOOR AND

A complete Bet of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office.

Pippin, Pug, Mrs, B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Eeq.
Duke, Blenheim. Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua DavicST Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shhley, Esq.,
M. P.
Gainer, Ftprhonnil,-Radcliile, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price. Small size, postage paid; large eize, subject to
express charges.
FOREST AM) 8 TRfiAM PUB. CO,,
17 Chatham street, New York,
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THE LEFEVER GUN.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
PAPE’S

Lefever Bi-eech Loaders.

DOUBLE

BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.

Muzzle
THESE

Loaders Altered to

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSE8T AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased tho machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Coand addod
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, addreBB

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

J. & W. TOLLEY’S
FINE

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.
Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker m the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun,
Exhibitor.
1st- Greener.Greener.
2d- Rape.Davidson.
8d—Pape...Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 ont of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
tne fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 st—Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1st—Papo.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring,
let—Pape.Davidson

Made to Order

FROMjSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genome high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built In six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to onr NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, .... $65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard,.... 115
“
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - 180 *•
Paragon, - - 225
«
TRAP SHOTS and others reshir-’®''
quiring Guns specially bnilt, on
__ system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING.
with Increased PENETRATION, can have their wish®*
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
6 drachms and 21 ox. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at JJ45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vention of choke boring, Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858.1359.1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
»
NO AGENTS.

Send for Illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to onr

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England,

H. C. Squires/0THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial
J. D. DOUGALL’S

Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

No,

Express Guns and Rifles.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AMD

New

York.

BE 1 AIL

BREECH

GUNS
AND

Imolements,
Cartridges, Lotli

Brass

anil

Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL RINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTfl HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VK LABOR STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING! G UNS & RIFLES VRR Y CURA!

The Most Approved

System

-OF-

Breech Loadina:, Sporting
And

NTilitfiiyy | Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

IREVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IE

ALL

RESPECTS.

(Title registered.)
SEND FOB CIRCULARS TO

W. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing

Prize Guns.

Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guinea*. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Went and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at auy pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
I have just received a consignment, of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
gun6 at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures.* All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements . Ho old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 35 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game JLawB for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Heady
March 1st.
jan!31y

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STltENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY or Ihelr New Patent “SIMPLEX0 Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action arc so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it Will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution m the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

59

St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,
Manufacturers or Fine Guns and Rifles.
Pntfero made by
our Uloae-ShootIng 13 Bore,
1 1-8 No. 6, 40
yards.
HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION

FIELD

TRIAL

|l£7ft.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.860, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
T2 ST. JAMES STREET, LOIN DON.

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cnp,
valne 40 guineas, at. the Great Lou¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
petitors with 60 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small Bhot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents,
Louis, U. S. A. Address
W, \V, GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26 tf

Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

I have now in
stock a com¬
plete aesovtment of Rules
of all well[
known and i.
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just, received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Shooiing. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, alllengths and
calibre. .Every Rifle purchased can be tested 111 the 100 yard range on (lie premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with chibs and associations. Send foi illustrated circular. HOMER FISI1EU, illo Broad .a,, corner
Warren St., N. Y.
dee23 6m

SNEIDEK
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle Loading Guns Altereil to Breecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send lor Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

314 W.Pratt st., Baltimore.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER. MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Gnus, Rifles,Pistols,and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Coaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPATRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rode,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout LineB, Ac.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japau.
Birds’. Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy- in all its branches,
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

For Close, Hard Shooting,
WoYen ltowing, Base Ball, and Gymnasium suits
jol

ice

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Laue,

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK,

The

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Convenience, Regularity, and absolute Certainty, use
KAY’S IMPROVED SHOT CARTRIDGES.
The perfected cartridges for 10 and 12 gauges n
now on the market.
JySL

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

of

all

Descriptions.

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—wananted to stay. Co'istantly on hand, a
large invoice of Biiglhh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Cumer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, cither end up, revolves on centre
Blides, weigliB but 1J pounds, and is only
inches
wide. Holders llarc at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For esse of action and rapid shooting It excels any¬
thing of the kind Invented.
PRICE, C. 0. D., $6.50.
I ordering, give the «Lae of sheila and a loose meas¬
urement outside of vest.
Jy22-ly
tf- S. GOBS, Ncoaho Falls,K*u.
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WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand,
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.

Tlie accompanying’ are millientie copies
oi' targets made witli tlie style of
Position, kneeling.
Bnllseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
81 Bnllseyes.124
48 Centres.129
14 Outers. 28

gun represented, above.
30 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 32} inches.
Average. 1 9-100.

281 ont of a posible 352.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

, WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

NEW RAILROAD,

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,
Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, in Con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at tlie very

D. HODGMAN X GO.,

COMPLETE

Sporting anil Camping Outfits,
AND

27 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. E. KAYO, Uen'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N.Y.

POPE’S

SCHUYIB, HARTLEY

i GRAHAM

19 Malden Lane, 20 A 22 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING

FOB TARGET PRACTICE.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
PeblOtf

45 High Street. Boston.

LAWN MOWERS
FOR

Hand

and Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THU

New Fork Agricultural Warfehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.,
189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK CITY.
apUS ly
BY a NEW PROCESS—50OF
the neatest white visiting cards
yon cver
with your name
handsomely printed, by return midi, rot 10c. and 3c.
stamp. No better work In ue world at any price.
Try them. Agents wante'
Circulars, 3c. W. C.
CANNON, 46 Kueeland S
Boston, Mass.
ly

hni UTI IIP

HKiN
I I Nil
I sill, I 111 W

BK EECH-LOADEKS.
Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener’s Webley’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rilles $18, &c., &c.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON

Rifle Air Pistol.
— Just i he thing for
sportsmen audmili~ lary
Shoots darts or slugs a
0 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
miy become a dead shot. Each
pistol ip put np in a neat box, with
-w
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs ramrod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $c>;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
_
,
One of the many testimonials from the Coramauderin-Chief or the U. S. Army:—
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

C. SCOTT & SON’S

Winners of International Gun Trial.

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S Pishing Pants, Coats, Leg-

TARCET

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gan Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS A H A WKSLEY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads darn* In
this vest, which is of great Impoi
tance when brass shells are n »ed
as when carrying them with th<
head up the weight of the sh?M of
ten forces the wad forward, when
^
_
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chestPRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Cora
panv’s Ammunition.
TED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
WARRANTED
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

The Remington Rifle was inlroduced for Target and Sporting uses
about live years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creedmoor
was established. All the prominent leng range shooters (with one exi__,_
_ _
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. Ac., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, t

E. Remington
[P.O. Box

3994 ]

983

Sc

Sons.,

Broadway, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMORY, ILIO.Y, IV. Y.]

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated doge:—
Pare Laverock Setter Pride of the Bol der.
Pitre Lavevaek Setter Fairy.
Imi-orted Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg. Don, and George, after paint
ing by Btspham
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger,
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Addrestt

FOREST AJSfD STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM

Health lift.
THE REACTIONARY LIFTER.
A FAMILY GYMNASIUM COMPLETE!
PRICE, SIOO.
HEALTH LIU PARLORS FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

46 E, 14th STREET, NEW YORK,
THREE MONTHS, DAILY EXERCISE, $25.
Magic Lantern anti loo slides tor $100.

E&

II. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromoe and From , Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoecopes, Megalo iiogcopee. Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. . hoio-Liinteru slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First From,urn at Vteuua Kxpositioa
au5-ly

NEW YORK, THURSDAY. JUNE 22, 1876

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

Selected.

AN

ANGLER’S

FIRST DAY

OUT.

T

HE wild winds o’ winter hae ceased a’ their moanin’,
The bleak, cheerless season o’ winter has passed;
Nae malr the bare bough o’ the forest are groanin',
When rent by the force o’ the load roarin’ blast.
There are buds on the trees, there are flowers by the river,
The lammiee arc gambolin’ on the green lea;
And a’ thing is fcelm’ the freshness lhat stealm’
On meadows and upland, on floweret and tree.
The burnie that rnshed tae the sea, as in anger,
When the snaws o’ the winter came down from the hill,
Ib fechtin’ and boilin’, and splashin' nae ianger,
Bat murmurin' peaccfnly, like its ain sel;
And the trooties are loupini that must be the reason
Why Tom is sae joyfu’—my cronies aae dear.
We’re gmin tae the flshln', audilk ane is wishin’
Tae catch the first troot, just tae hansel the year.
Ah I as we walkdoon through the woodland together,
What mem Vries are crowdin’ o' years gane awa,
O’ days by the stream, on tho lake, and the river,
Or on bonnie Loch Levon, tho pride ’o them a';
And we set onrsels doon where the primrose and gowan
Are spanglin’ the sward, mang the whin and the broom;
While zephyrs are wreathen' the ripple and breathin’
The fragrance they’re gath’rin from bud and from bloom.
“Seel here’s my nuld wasp—d’ye mind when I caught him ?
You braw sauinon troot just below the mill-dam;
Anil here's the same flee that was killin' last antnmn,
When naething elee would. Are ye listenin', Tam?
When doon by that pool wi* the birk trees ourecliangin’,
I hookit a big—weel, ye’ve aye had yer doot.
He flew past the rushes, my line caught the bushes,
'Twas yon knot on the gut, tho, that lost me the troot.”
“Ye’re ready. Ah! weel, I will try a black heckle.
Tosh, see how they're lonpin below the saugh tree;
A drake wing, a hare lng, they'll surely be fickle,
If they wanna bo takin’ wi’ ane o’ the three!”
Now lightly the casts skim the rippling water.
Under bunks, under branches, warily thrown;
Till astrikel the line's pnklt, a two pounder’s hookit,
And the reol’s thrillin’ mnsic proclaims he is onl”
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Let sportsmen delight in the pleasure o' killin'
The wild wkirrin paitrlcks and grouse by the brace,
The packs “deep-mouthed music" wi’ joy may be thrillin’,
The hearts bold and eager that joined in the chase;
Dive me the brief moments o’ blisstnl excitement.
When the strong “lusty trout" struggles bravely and hard,
Bounding fleet as the swallow, through deep and through shallow,
Till in fairest proportions he’s stretched on the sward.
The main wha thinks naething bnt what he himself says
Can ever be richt, and a’ body's wrang.
The saints, that are saints because naebody else is,
1 Come muse by the river and hear the birds sang;
Come, hearts discontented wi' fortune’s reverses,
Come minds doll and wearied wi’ meaningless prate,
If flshin’ no enres ye o’ this it assures ye
That naething on earth will alter yoar state.
JW Forest and Stream.
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Y this date you will Rave received, and I hope not
quite forgotten, the long letter from Santa Barbara.
It waa an attempt to let you know how and what we do in
California. No place has put this lovely land-locked nook
out of our mind. We do not expect to come either again,
hut should we do the Overland Journey, for the purpose of
wintering on the Pacific Slope, nem. con. the vote is given
for our dear old Arlington, in case we should not be lucky
enough to find a cot lage. Even then, we should do oar din¬
ing there. It gives one so many privileges, in its long
piazzas, cozy drawing room, reading room, &c. The one
great drawback is the tremendous distance between the
two oceans.
I I took a fourteen mile drive to see Col. H.’s ranch of
3,000 acres, famous for its proprietor, who sold wool
enough, last year, to net $110,000. The place I visited has
nothing to with sheep. The Colonel has a plantation of
sweet (Languedoc) soft shelled almond trees in hearing;
1 what that means yon can calculate, when I tell you that he has
thirty thousand amandiera, and that they are, or soon will

he, worth ahalf gold eagle per tree. The nuts we get at Los
Angelos were very hard shelled, and not half as large as
those produced on Col. H.’s place, very little larger than a
filbert. They fetch ten cents per two pounds in market,
whilst the Lauguedoc are worth thirty-five cents. Some
old trees of the latter yield thirty dollars worth a year. They
are sure for a crop; perhaps owing to their being budded
on peach stocks. The other kind is grown as seedliDgs
and fails, two out of five seasons. Col. H. has 10,000
peach, pear, and apricot trees, not to mention orange,
lemon, citron, lime, guava, &c.
Dr. W. has a 1,200 acre ranch, on which he has 5,000
young almond trees, some of which are bearing finely. His
place is a lovely valley, in which are seventy odd acres of
level land, entirely shut in by the coast range of mountains
and by high hills, except in the West, where it opens to
the ocean, by a beautiful view, stretching across to the
island of Santa Cruz, one of the great sheep raising dis¬
tricts, two miles away. Miss W. showed me where a thou¬
sand chickens roost every night; their eggs meet with ready
sale in the next town. Her sister is a great botanist. In
this land of flowers and vegetable wonders, she has ample
resources for gratifying her amiable weakness. My jour¬
ney would be made much more pleasant and profitable had
I her knowledge of the names and properties of the vege¬
table productions I see in such endless profusion.
During my stay in Santa Barbara I read Dana’s “Two
years before the Mast.” It is of greatly increased interest,
when perused in the midst of scenes so well and truthfully
described. In the edition I chanced to get from the Odd
Fellows Library, he describes the marvellous change that
had come over San Francisco, between his first and last
visits. Of Santa Barbara, he had very little new to remark.
Five years have completely transformed it. It is almost
completely Americanized, has multiplied its population
manyfold, is an active business place and boasts, I suspect,
the only very good hotel out of Frisco. I saw a piece of
land which could have been bought for $5,000 three years
ago; $37,000 was refused for it, just before we reached the
place. Wealth is pouring in, and with it, people of culti¬
vated mind aud good taste, who wish to inhabit this
“Loafer’s Paradise,” where every prospect pleases and
man can scarce he vile. I am sure there is not such an¬
other dolcefar niente spot in all Uncle Sam's dominions. If
H. had been ordered here, six years ago, to build a depot,
he might now have been rolling in luxury, behind a pair of
horses of quality, along the beautiful Barbarian beach,
which extends a mile to the east of the steamboat wharf.
Its bathing advantages, equal to those of Newport or of
Narragansett, are just now being enjoyed by the Califor¬
nians. Of fishing, there is no end, in tbe channel formed
by tbe island. Our days were so taken up with sight-see! ag
that we did not angle.
When Monday morning ushered in May day, we went
down to an early breakfast, to he in readiness for our am¬
bulance and its two powerful horses, driven by a small
Teutonic Santa Barbara man. He is a little, wizened,
wrinkled, ruset-appled fellow of great intelligence, and an
unsurpassable handler of the ribbons. Tbe man who
drove us up from Los Angeles was without consideration
for peoples hack-hones, such fearful bumps and thumps
did he subject them to, in crossing gullies orrougb ground.
Our first station was fourteen mileB from tbe Arlington.
To reach it we took four hours, nor was this surprising,
when we looked back from the summit of San Marcos
Mountains, (one of the coast range) up the 1,800 feet we
had just climbed. Henry and Brown—Charley's two
steeds—made a superb pull. At some places, we went
over solid stone, cut into parallel transverse groves and
having an angle of 45°. Usually we walked, partly to en¬
joy the beautiful landscape, and partly to give our team
300 pounds less weight to pull. It is habitually foggy.
aloDg the coaBt, at this season. Monday furnished no ex¬
ception to the general rule. We missed much of the coast
view, but enjoyed that of the beautiful ranches which lay
spread so far beneath ub.
At the summit “Pat’s” stage station is the place at which
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the tired horses are permitted to rest whilst the traveler
partaketh of refreshment. That same was stewed chicken,
(and Charley says they always have it). Our fowl must
have been that celebrated chicken that crowed in the morn
to wake the maiden all forlorn. J. fell back against the
breastwork engaged by her attacking knife ami fork. She
could make no impression on it. S. had au upper joint,
hut it was “one too many for her.” I went lower down
and being musically disposed, did essay a drumstick.
Nothing but dynamite could have ever made an impression
on it. I am sure that by judicioul rfichauffage, that dish
could he made to do duty on Pat’s table, for tbe next year.
Many travelers pass the night at P-’s, in order to break
the next dav,s journey better and to have the morning
view from the San Marcos summit. Had we done so,
many of M.’s horrors—the flat patterns would have been
found in possession of the beds, and the fog would have
rendered Hie view an impossibility.
lti descending the north side of the coast range, we
found a densely wooded country, containing numberless
crystal springs crossing our road, on tbeir way to help
form the Santa Ynez River. This flows by the foot of a
mountain range hearing the same name. 1 won’t attempt
to tell you wiiat superb scenery we beheld, as we looked
East and North. Without words spokeu to an intelligent
ear and a little pictorial help, I could give you no idea of
how rarely the giaud and tho beautiful were united in the
panorama spread before our enchanted eyes- Some day I
may try to tell you what I feel myself utterly powerless to
write. By Monday evening, a little while before the sun
disappeared, we readied Ballard’s station, forty-five miles
from the Arlington. It iB a place like Deyton’s, described
in my last letter to G., at which the mail stage changes
horses. It was not inviting, but we were of the begging,
not of the choosing class, aud" made the best of it. The
cook and waiter was a Chinaman named Charley, who grin¬
ned, laughed, welcomed us, in fine English, and almost of¬
fered to shake hands with me. His name and memory
are eudeared to us by reason of the bread he had made for
supper. All four pronounced it the best we had eaten in
California and scarcely inferior to the best batches we had
even seen turned out in Paris or Vienna.
In coming down the mountain I was invited to ride
with a chat ty old Californian, who had stopped to lunch
with us, at Pat's. He drove an uncommonly flue pair of
blacks, to a stout road wagon. His history was interesting
and romantic, as that of so many of the old settlers seems
to be. Many years ago, he came out to Callao, with coal
for use of Pacific Mail Stoamship Co. After delivering
his cargo, the vessel was found to he so damaged as to re¬
quire very expensive repairs. No adequate amount could
be borrowed on the ship’s security, nor was it possible to
have tho work properly done. He waited until the port
charges and other expenses ate him, up, when he found him.
self obliged to carry coal, in sacs, for a living. He went
. i Ban Francisco and got command of a rickety old steamer,
and worked on her until he cleared enough money to go
into the distillation and rectifying of petroleum. Succeed¬
ing very fairly in this, he was burnt out one night, escap¬
ing only with a linen coat and plenty of pluck. In one
way or another he drifted down the coast, where he
bought (I think he married) a widow, with a 50,000 acre
ranch. In the course of time he has grown very well off,
by means of sheep, cattle, and grain. At tho present he is
considered a very rich man. His father was a captain in
Hie English Navy, and he would have also entered the
same service, had it not been for deafness of an incurable
kind. I found him unusually intelligent and agreeable in
conversation. Like most of tbe ranchers, be was never
weary in extolling the unapproachably superiority of Cali¬
fornia, to all other countries. Now, Captain, there must
be some drawback to your life. It is too good to be wholly
true as you describe it, said I. "Wait a bit, I’ll tell you
something. In 1864 there commenced a drought which
lasted twelve months and .twenty-seven days. In all this
time, not one drop ci water fell on the earth, where I
lived. I lost over 5,000 sheep, and .nearly all my cattle,
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by starvation. Tlie sheep I had driven oil in search of
pasturage, only about 300 ever returning, from a distance
of a hundred and forty miles to the south. My cattle I kept
from perishing by having hundreds ot oak trees cut down,
from the evergreen leaves of which they managed to get
subsistence, until the rains came. Then, as if by magic,
green juicy grass seemed to spring up from apparently bar¬
ren earth, which bad been baked hard by more than a
year’s constant heat of the sun. I’ve never had a bad year
since.”
Another drawback I found to consist in the number of
weary miles over which their produce must be taken to the
nearest shipping point. To the farmer, his grain ceases to
be valuable, when heavy transportation must be added to
tlie expense incident to growing and harvesting it. So,
too, with wool and with sheep. By reason of a change in
our tariff laws, wool growing is now conducted at a merely
nominal prolit, I have known good sheep sold for one
dollar a head. Many sheep farmers will gladly dispose of
their flocks, for a dollar and a half. Two weeks ago, a
man in St. Louis, Obispo county, sold Ids for fifty cents a
piece. To such people as these, the hitherto golden fieece
is not eighteen carat fine.
During the latter part of our first day we passed through
miles and miles of the Oak Park country I described in
my previous letter. Eveu after many leagues of it, I could
not persuade myself, now and then, that we were not about
to see some handsome dwelling that would be in keeping
with the noble oaks and flowery lawns. None such ap¬
peared. When we did see a human habitation, it was, as
often as not, that of a shepherd, who was out with his
band of woolly one’s, and in leaving Ms hut, bad loft it
teuantless, so to remain, until he had brought hack his
charge to the corral, at night fall. The end of the second
day found us at a small town called Guadalupe. It takes its
name from a celebrated Rancho of that name, bought some
years ago for $150,000. '1'he present owner has already
sold off property to realize the above amount and has done
very little to dimiuish his acreage. .Tust before reaching
G. we passed through 40,000 acres of beautiful barley,
10,000 acres of wheat, and a good many thousand acrus of
lrisbjpolato laud. Ai 1 these fields were without intervening
fences; moreover, the barley, in many of them, had not
been planted for one and two years, it was what is called
“volunteer," or grain that grows from the previous year’s
seed that had fallen upon the ground and been simply
raked in, by having a heavy harrow driven over the field.
That constitutes, ubaoliiloly, all the cultivation it receives.
Near G. is a famous region for butter and cheese making.
It is only four miles from the oceau and is never without
a peculiar aud abundant supply of grass. Many Swiss live
hereabout and are considered the best people to manage the
dairies. Honey is another product ot the place. This year
the yield is bountiful, floral supply being unusually great.
In dry years the “little busy" makes nothing for bis master.
Fifteen miles before reaching Guadalupe, we left tlie hills
aud came down to the Santa Maria Valley. I pointed out
the mist brought up from the Pacific by the Northwest
wind. How we wished I had proved to be a true pointer!
"When wo got into the haze, it turned out that the mist
was of sand, whirled by the keen cold wind right in our
faces, so as to sting the skin very sharply and to render it
impossible to keep our eyes open. I need never to cross the
Great African desert, to know what a "sandstorm” means.
I well remember bow I used to pity the poor caravans,
as pictured in my oid“Jograffly," witli the camels kneeling
down and their riders trying to seek safety by getting to
their leeward and croucMug on the sand. We were told
that such an experiment as we enjoyed ( ?) was a sure tiling
for any one passing over those fifteen miles, after 11 A.
M., from now until the rainy season. October is an early
month for that desirable chauge of weather. As we muf¬
fled ourselves up and 1 breathed through my overspread
handkerchief or respirator, Charley said, “Oh! dose sand
storms is very bad, somedimes. 1 was vunst berdin sheep
for Mr. T. down by Ventura. Dey cum a sand storm an’
lasted three days, ven it was ober 1 hat lost tree hundert
sheep. Dey was perried up by de saut. De nex man to
me, be bad lost ’leven hundert."
The end of our second day’s drive found us dirty as pigs
and very much sunburnt and used up. Mr. .1., landlord of
the Revere House, matches his hotel for style and neatness.
As is almost always the case, we sat down to the universal
fry. No easy task did it prove to find out the worst thing
set before us. According to custom, we decided to put
our trust in eggs, as being the only food we could tackle
with confidence as to cleaness aud possible edibility.
Wednesday's journey was toward San Luis Obispo, a place
of note, in county of the same name. It contains about
1,500 people, and is an important busiucss centre, in a
country producing much grain and many cattle and horses.
It is only eight miles from a sea-port of the same name.
We stopped there to land and take on passengers, twentyone hours from San Francisco ou our way down the coast.
Great stories had been told us of the great and comfortable
satisfaction we should find at the C. Hotel. We met with
disappointment in every thing, and were glad enough,
when seven A. M., and Charley came ou the following day.
Out of town, up a long steep mountain of the coast range,
we plodded our weary way. The disagreeable Northwest
Wind kept us company for seven or eight miles, hut coased
to trouble us, after we turned eastward and left Ihe moun¬
tain chain behind us. On our way we passed the “Rauclio
Santa Marguorita," an affair of 7,000 acres, used as a cattle
range and belonging to Mr. P. M., a native of California.
As we came through his broad acres, the annual “Rodero”
was going on. We drove over to a stand, somewhat like
that in which tlie judges were seen, ou a race course.
Here was the rauchero, looking on superintendiugly, whilst
Ill's vacqueros were marking anti branding the calves, con¬
stituting the increase of bis herds, since last year. Tlie
vacqueros were mounted on finely broken mustangs, aud
used tlieir riatas with a dexterity that left nothing between
it aud the marvelous. Two horsemen euuglit the auimal
to he insignilied; one putting the lasso over the head, the
other catches tlie calf by a hiudfoot, Tlie horses were
made to pul the cords on the strech, iu opposite direction,
when the victim soon tumbled over ou the ground.
Ho dexterous are tlie operators that a dozen of them
can do all that’s necessary in the premises iu an
hour, for a hundred incipient beeves and cows. Iu old
times, what we were beholding was a great occasion. The
rnnclieros family and friends were assembled on the stand,
a band of music played aud refreshments were served.
When any Vacquero performed an unusually brilliaut feat,
the master would scatter handfuls of silver coin amongst
those engaged iu the c c. ral. After all Uiu young critteis
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wants had been attended to, Mr. M. was kind euough to let
his quarter hundred mounted men make the rodero (Rodero)
itself. Tills means a general gathering of cattle which
feed in a particular neighborhood. Before going up to the
hills and valley, wherein his herds were at pasture, the
vacqueros wished to change some of their horses, for fresh
ones. About fifty were driven into a corral, into which
entered tho men on foot. Each selected his steed he wished
to bestride, and with one cast of the lariat had a halter
on the animal’s neck. The mount having been completed,
away tbe cavalcade went, in every direction from which
tlie herds were to be driven. From previous experience
the old cows and beeves repaired, at once to tbe "stand,”
as Mr, M. called the place of assembly. In au hour or so,
the last comers had joined those first to arrive. Probably
there were gathered something like six hundred, all hud¬
dled together and kept in a compact body, by the living
outer circle of ho.rBemen. The work of “parting" now
commenced. The cows and calves not previously marked
were driven out of the great mass and put into a field by
themselves. These remaining were allowed to go on with
their quest for food. Nowand then, an unruly member
would break away and scamper off toward tbe bills and
wooded places. Then one or two vacqueros would pursue
and try to make him join the mass. If obstinate in refus¬
ing to do so, tbe riata would be thrown with unerring aim,
encircle its head or heel, the cord would tighten, the mus¬
tang and rider brace themselves per contra, when over
would tbumble the pursued, a helpless heap of dust, hair,
and bellow. Now and then, the rider dashes up by a run¬
ning bullock, grasps its tail and with a dexterous jerk, both
running at fall speed, capsizes his prey. Mr. M. told me
in reply to a question, “I don’t know how many cattle wo
have. I am pretty sure of 12,000, but it may be a thou¬
sand or so out of tbe way. We have them grazing from
here to eighty miles eastward of this ranch." He told me
he had frequently lassoed grizzly bears. I’d give a hun¬
dred dollars to see that performance. M. has unbounded
respect for his cowherds. He is a better vacquero than
any of them, as was shown at. a State contest, from which
lie emerged champion. At full speed he can lean from his
saddle and pick up a whip, on the ground, or a half dollar
from a peg three inches high; with the riata, they say he is
wonderful.
After thanking our courteous master of tlie rancho, wo
drove on through the oak parks, until we reached “El
Paso de Robles,” a famous watering place, at which warm
sulphur springs and baths of mud are found. Some years
ago two shepherds bought many thousand acres for sheep
pasture; it cost them twenty-live cents an acre. The sul¬
phur water was used to dip and wasli tbeir Hook for cure
of scab. In time they came to hear how the natives and
early Spanish settlers had found the spring water to cure
rheumatism and oilier ailments. Then, they magnified the
virtues aud potency thereof, got a sounding physician’s
certificate of endorsement, built a sort of tavern, (it la
White Sulphur Springs) surrounded with collages. For
the spring alone they have refused $150,000.
After leaving P. R. we had an uneventful hut very pleas¬
ant drive to Solidad, terminus of the Southern Pacific
Railroad, our joy was not small to reach the end of the
slow aud dusty progress we had made, moreover to gel. to
B. we had been obliged to leave our not very comfortable
beds at Low’s Station, between two and three A. M.
We have seen thousands of squirrels, hundreds of par¬
tridges, a few ground owls and one wild cat, not to speak
of great and small hares.
Now and then, ducks in
pairs, and flocks of sand Hill cranes would present them• selves to view. Many magpies, California jays, birds with
exquisitely beautiful shades of blue iu tbeir plumage, bril¬
liantly feathered woodpeckers and a lovely little sparrow,
inhabiting those great parks, constituted our aviary iu ad¬
dition to the game birds already mentioned. From Los
Angelos to Bolidad, 334 miles, the traveler’s experience be¬
comes semewlull unpleasantly monotonous, with tlie ex¬
ception of what is met with, in and about Santa Barbara,
and what 1 have tried to describe as unusually attractive
episodes. Those enormous ranches prevent people of
small means from becoming landholders. Nor do the
raucheros themselves indulge in cultivation of any thing
astlietic. Their houses are such as one sees in the back¬
woods of our Western States—mere tenements for protec¬
tion against tlie elements. We all, simultaneously, culled
each other's attention to one road-side dwelling, the enclos¬
ed front yard of which had been laid out as though a land¬
scape gardner had had a voice in its arrangement, whilst ou
a rough Etagere, on the gallery rested a dozen flower pots.
In those 334 miles we saw not another such by-lhe-way
sight.
From Solidad, on Sunday morning, we gladly enough
took the 9:35 train for Ban dose, distant about eighty miles.
Of this lovely place, 1 shall have somewhat to say in
my next letter.
I am now writing from thePalace Hotel, on the morning
of Wednesday, tbe opening day of your great Centennial
show. We reached here yesterday.
J. T. M.
For Forest and Stream.
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BIRD SHOOTING

IN

MAY.

* * y'vON'T move a hair! nere they come to tlie left. JeI J rusalem, what a bunch! Down (whispering) down!
Whistle, Jake (to our gunner). Remember now, both at
once!" Amt ns the flock of graceful birds swing over the
stools, bang, bang, go tbe four barrels, sounding like two,
and tbe survivors dart in different directions over the
meadow.
“Little too soon that time. How many, Jake? There's
one to your right, a little this way. So, did you get any
the second time, M. ?”
“Thirteen,” says Jake, tossing the birds into an oyster
basket. “Mostly calicos', but some graybaek and robinbreast. ’It was a good bunch, but scattered all apart. See
yonder, that bullhead; he's coming this way (whistling
softly as tbe bird sights the stools, louder us be mounts up¬
ward and hesitates, and then, as if satisfied by the imita¬
tion, sets his Wings for the stools, aud swooping down¬
ward leaves his life in the air to S.’s right barrel.)
“Strange these plover won’t decoy on the bars, and yet
will come in soon the meadows," remarks Jake. “I be¬
lieve that bird come buck from the bunch that just went
away." Throwing him into the basket—"that makes six
bullheads so far."
“Bee those curlew,” exclaimed S-, pointing upward; “a
hundred at least! No use calling 1 suppose (resignedly);
but don't 1 wish we could get into them. W hat a pretty
note they have," as the tremulous call of these birds

came floating downward. “We must come down next
August for these curlew and willols. They decoy right
well then, and are fatter than now. I’ve seen some of
these robin suipe split open when killed then, they were so
fat and lender, but the mosquitoes they were bad then.
“Yonder’s a nice lotof graybacks," broke in Jake. “See,
this way, totber side of the thoroughfare; dowDthcygo
again. Here! quick! kill Ibis calico—whistling cooingly
to a single bird that had come up uupercuived, and was
circliug away.
“Take him, M.,” and down he comes with a broken
wing by an awkward hurried shot from Ihe writer.
“Its the beginning of ebb,” says Jake, after a pause and
rising. “We must get fixedon the bur by then; the birds
seem to be hungry, and we can reckon on some sbootiug
this afternoon at low water. I'll bring tlie dinner from the
boat, and we can eat it here.” So the basket and jug of
water are brought, aud tbe long-lost appetite that was Jeft
in the woods last summer comes back aud is heartily wel¬
comed.
We are in “Ludden’s Bound," Townsend’s Inlet, N. J.
Coming down from Philadelphia, summoned by the glad
tidings “bay birds are here,” my friend S. and mysell are
off for a couple of days’ shooting. This kind of sport lias
often been described, and is almost universally enjoyed by
gunners. There are exceptions, however, who affect to
despise it, but then they are always pitied for lack of judg¬
ment. Barnwell delighted ill Barnegat for his bay bird
shooting as much as in Superior for Ms fishing. Brigan¬
tine Beach is a good place, but used a great deal Beesley's
PoiDt, not quite as famous, yet nffording good sbootiug;
but lower down tlie Jersey coast than any of these, just
above Cape May, where tbe marshes fairly begin and the
birds first strike the meadows, is Capt. Bill Button’s modest
gunner’s retreat, where one is always welcome, a retired
sailor, who, by bis honest, straightforward ninuncr, has
made hosts of friends among that class of undemonstra¬
tive men who like sport for its sake alone, and will always
take their ease iu their owu inn, yet in a manner different
from old Sir John’s. Sutton is a Jerseyman of pure blood,
honestly believes that bo can kill forty-nine pigeons out of
fifty at twenty-one yards, is down oo all Lite Yankee emi¬
grants into bis beloved State, can sail about closer into the
wind’s eye than most of his class, and having made the
subject his particular hobby, caa, as a result, kill ducks
with any “Spaniard of them all.” His house is buck from
the waters of the Bound about three-quarters of a mile,
commanding a good view of the same, together with the
sand hills of the distant beach, and near euough to tlie
ocean to have the sullen moaning of the breakers ever
present to the ear.
Leave Philadelphia at, three P. M. and you can partake
of his fish, sweet potatoes, and oysters at seven. Tuesday
A. M. at five, S. and the writer, with our guns and shells,
together with Jake Button (Captain’s brother) currying the
lunch, decoys, etc., started lor our day’s shooting. The
weather looked black and threatening, every sign that the
northeastern storm would hold <m. After traveling from
place to place, looking for birds, we made our blind on
the meadow, where we determined to stay until the “burs”
closed at low water, when we would transfer our position
to them, as from the fact that comparatively few birds
were moving about outlie meadows in tlie morning, the
chanees of having good shooting when they came to feed
at low water were greatly increased.
At noon we had two birds—graybaek, or ns some call
them “Jackson” snipe, correct name being “dowilclior.”
Our poor luck was disheartening, but about one o’clock it
changed completely, and for some cause—we could not
explain it—the birds came fast and furious—single birds,
bunches of six or «igbt, and occasinally flocks of lil'Ly and
upwards of various kindB were all around us. First would
come a single culico back, then three or four graybacks,
followed by a flock of ten or twelve birds, led generally
by a big “black breast” or bullhead plover, and containing
among them, especially in the larger bunches, graybacks,
robing snipe, plover, calicos, lilllu black breasts, with
now and then a yellow leg. Some would pass us by
resolutely, we three “charmers” charming Dever so wisely;
others would circle around answering our call, but shy of
the blind, while tbe single birds at once generally set tbeir
wings for the stools. There was great sport that after¬
noon ; no tramping over Btioks and stones under a hot sun,
and if there was a little rain and coolish wind there were
no mosquitoes, and we sat in comparative comfort and
look our shots as they came.
Scattered over these meadows iu every direction are
small irregular ponds half au acre or so in exteut-; these
in winter are tlie regular roosting placeBat night for ducks,
aud iu summer the best spots for bay birds next to tbe
burs at low water. From our blind that afternoon at one
of ibese ponds, looking towards the ocean tbe sails of ves¬
sels far at sea could be seen like White gulls against the
dark horizon’s line. Last night they were buffered hither
and yon by tbe fierce northeastern storm, but now move
stately by with scarcely a perceptible motion, although by
tbe roar of tlie surf they must still be plunging through
the waves. Tlie beach in this vicinity is strewn with the
bones of vessels that have been too venturous, tbe last vic¬
tim being a seboouer wrecked a week ago. As she was
old, aud trade at present in her line very dull, the Jersey
mind is pregnant with misgiving and suspicion, and no
doubt at tbe “vendoo" just held where her remains weie
“hammered" away the subject of insuraute was fully dis¬
cussed .
It is very pleasant to camp among the lulls of New York
or Pennsylvania, or paddle over the lakes of wild Canada
and take the trout aud deer in plenty, tbe lights and shad¬
ows ou the lakes and mountains, the song of the bird uiid
murmur of the forest make such recreation thoroughly
enjoyable and ever to be remembered with delight, l re¬
member of telling my guide last July, away up in tlie for¬
ests of Muskoka, about ibis bay bird shooting, where the
water rose and fell twice in the twenty-four hours full five
and six feet; where the bottom of tho bays was covered
with multitudes ot fiuo oysters, to lie had for the picking
up at low water; how we hail caught weak and bluetisk
by tlie boat load in a morning’s fisbiug during tbeir season,
together with sundry other marvelous (to Mm) accounts of
crabs, eels, etc., all of wMch was within seventy miles of
my home, aud of laughing heartily at his profane expres¬
sion Of utter disbelief in the statement
When we are en¬
joying the mountains we think of tbe shore and vice
oolli are- worth living lot in their way.
After our lunch, and while wailing for the tide to fail,
Jake's back was brought Into requisition to keep off ilia
wind, and leaning against him cigars were produced to aid
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us in nut watcli for birds(l) S. never smokes, and thereby
has nothing to console him when the flights are slow—al
least nothing apparent, but he certainly makes up for the
loss when they do come, distracting his thousLits by the
destruction oE birds. One good thing about this bay bird
Shooting is that the more gunners there are on Lite marshes
the better the sport is apt to be, as the birds are thus kept
moving all the time; there are also, as a consequence, moie
faces at the table at the house, and a corresponding amount
Of “chinning” about guns, etc., in the wide “receptionroom” when supper is over. Robinson Crusoe, nervous
chap that he was, received no severer shock at the sight of
the footprint on lire shores than the writer lias felt at be¬
holding, in Hie sand of the trout brook, the print of “some
Idler's” shoe that had just got in ahead; so while trout
fishing is to be enjoyed best by not more Ilian two at once
on the snme stream, bay bird shooting affords ample room
for scores of gunners on the same meadow—but I forget,
those vessels.
From our boat resting on the bar that afternoon, while
the tide was coming down, we eouldsee, as in the morn¬
ing, the white sheen of the sails of numerous ships and
coasters, large and small; there were traders front neigh¬
boring ports running' close inshore, and Hie fruit and oys¬
ter boats of the coast below, while further out, dimly
showing their upper rigging, were the greater ships bound
for a distant sea, steering out over the surface of the ocean
that was looking that day as forbidding and wild and sav¬
age as when of old the timid navigators of Italy and the
North crept along within sight of their coasts for fear of
tho fabled “sirens" of the deep. It was frowning and
roaring, when we looked across the sand hills, as when la¬
ter in history sailorswere growing bolder, and steering by
the stars out of sight of land, were talking with wonder
of him of Genoa,'the master spirit of that age, who had
just shown the way across the sea. Lying in tho boat,
watching the sails was lazy woik, hut there were no birds
flying as yet, so wo could do nothing but wait for the tide
to fall.
"1 have glitps that went to sea more than fifty years fteo,
None Inivo yet come back, to me, but keep sailing to and fro;
1 have seen them in my sleep, plunging through Hie shoreless
deep,
Willi tattered sails ami bat tered bulls.
While around them screamed the gulfs,

Flying low, flying low!
*• l have waited on the piers, gazing for them down the bars,
Days and nights for many years, till I turned heartsick away;
But the pilots when they land, come and take mu by the hand,
Saying, 'You will live to see
Your proud vessels come from sea,
One and all, one and all!’"

Thut poem is a metaphor that goes straight to the hearts
of its readers; it is a song as old as language, and the pas¬
sion expressed as common to us all as tile hunger anil thirst
of physical life. We send out our ambitions and hopes
and desires very early, some as far back as school time,
and they leave us every year; some that should lake but
little time for the journey, and others Hint if returned at
all, may come when their arrival will bring no joy for us.
The complaint of a lifetime is in those six verses, and the
fulfillment of the desires of the heart can bespoken with
truth, as of ships at sea. The sailors of the port who have,
likewise, their ventures on the same sea, if they be friends
will comfort us in time of wreck all they can, for they
have passed through the Bame storms; the wailing and
watching during the long nights; this vessel that brought
hack no return for the long voyage, and that one In partic
ular, with its rich promise, that was utterly wrecked just
in sight of port. ■ Borne of ns have known it till, and the
occasional wanderer that returns only makes the delay less
dreary for a moment, and then we return to hoping and
watching for one more that perchance was wrecked while
we slept but an hour. How they have wandered since
they sailed away! Although we itave dreamt of some of
them many times, present witii us asleep as well as awake,
they are absent Still the same.
The gulls hovered over us continually during the morn¬
ing on the meadows, and offered good practice at their elevaLion. Very soon little patches of mud began to show
above the water, and the birds commenced to stir about;
little flocks of beach birds were the spies sent Out to see if
the tide was down, aud then the shooting began. Atone
time S. and myself were out of shells, our boxes being in
the boat that Jake Was using to gather the floating birds,
while wc stood in the mud on the bar, little concealment
being necessary, as the birds were very tame.
IV e killed that day 108 birds, embracing robin snipes,
graybaeks, bullhead plovers, and black-breasted snipe—that
is, we gathered that number, besides losing about twenty
that fell in the grass and water. Wednesday, shooting
only five hours, we got 38, and Thursday afternoon I came
up to the city. S. lulled 64 alone. Next August will bo
the time, and I hope that month will fllid me there.
Music.
For Forest ana Stream.
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S I sat at my desk this afternoon, worn ont from the
effects of a very busy day, my thoughts were irrisist.ably turned toward the old North VVoocU in general, and to
one memorable night in particular. Half closing my eyes
I could see the little bark shanty on the side of the lake,
the sun gradually sinking in the west, Ihe pork frying in
the pan, and the trout all ready on a clean ciiip awaiting
their introduction to the hot lard and afterwards to my ex¬
pectant, palate. The boat, drawn half way up the beach,
was having the jack pole HUed to the hole in the how, and
the last touches of the experieueed hand of old John were
given t.o the two candles, so that there should he no mistake
when the signal of light-up was given, when we should
hear the “swaSli-swashuig" Of the old fellow whose tracks
we saw in the inlet while we were catching our supper.
The sun lias gone aud the trout are Safely slowed away
under our jackets; we fill our pipes and wait until it is
Sufficiently dark to warrant our starling out. It is nine
o’clock, the moon has gone, and the slight breeze which
had for a time Kept tlie leaves of tiie tall poplar that stood
among the cedars on the margin of the lake quivering aud
rattling died away, and nothing save an occasional ho! ho!
bo-a I of au owl or the croaking of a frog broke the
stillness of tho niglit. I knock the ashes froin my pipe,
and putting two fresh cartridges in my gun, [ call Joint.
Groping our way to the boat, we gel. in and silently paddle
aeioss tho lake to the marsh on the oilier side. Slopping to
to listen my heart gives a jump as. I Lin muskrats, frightened
m, lor lit,.
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by tiie sight of the boat, dive below the surface and make
such a splashing that I surely think it must he a deer, hut
a minute’s consideration convinces me that it is a false
alarm, and waiting long enough to he satisfied that 1 am
Fish Culture in Nova Scotia.—The Fish Commission¬
mistaken, I whisper to John to try the head of the lake.
Backing ont from the shore he turns the bow toward tli e ers of Canada are making vigorous efforts to restock the
inlet, while 1, making myself as comfortable as my cramped rivers of Nova Scotia, and the now Hatch House at Bed¬
up legs and now aching hack will allow, take lessons in ford, neat Halifax, under charge of Mr. A. B. Wilmot, lias
astronomy froru the reflections of the stars in the water.
produced over 400,000 salmon, ova this season, which have
For fifteen or twenty minutes uothing is heard but the
stealthy dip of the paddle as we work our way toward tiie been distributed among various rivers in the Province, 23,head; on rounding a point the momentum of the boat is 000 and more to River Philip, Cumberland county, from
stopped, as we are now nearing one of the favorite feeding whence the ova were originally procured, and some to Gold
grounds for deer. A suppressed hist from John tells me River, and some to Sackvillc River, which is now preserved
he hears our game; waiting long enough to satisfy myself against all fishing. We would suggest that some he sent to
that I am not mistaken this lime, I strike a match and
the Indian and Ingram Rivers, St. Margaret’s Bay, once the
gently raise the blazing splinter toward the jack, fearing
every instant that it will go out, or that the deer, startled favorite resort of salmon, hut now somewhat depleted by
by the sound of tho scratching, may take alarm and
over fishing and obstructions from dams and saw-dust. The
whistle us his good-bye as he bounds away to a safe retreat Nova Scotia rivers, as soon as rehabilitated will take pre¬
up the side of Hie mountain. The candles flicker and cedence of those that empty into the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
snap as the heat touches their damp wicks, but finally
its they are not only already more accessible, but will be
burn up bright and clear. I slowly turn the jack shore¬
made more so by the new railway to run across the penin¬
ward, and, through the fog which has commenced to form
on the surface tiie water, I can see the ghostly form of a sula from Annapolis, on the Bay of Fundy, to Lunenbury,
deer, ids eyes shining like two balls of Are, his head up,
on the Atlantic, which iB now being constructed.
and ears thrown back gaseing al the lights that were, to
him, sailing over the water. Bringing my gun to bear so
FISH AS A FARM CROP.
as to cover his shoulder, I pull lbe“ trigger. The loud re¬
_,port die3 away in a hundred echoes, ana then all is still. if
When the smoke lots drifted away we land the boat, take
ETH GREEN likens the raising and killing of fish (o
out Hie jack, and search for our game, fn a few minutes
the raising and killing of chickens, or any other do¬
we come upon him where he fell. It takes hut a minute to
bleed and drag him down to the boat. Blowing out the mestic auimal, and urges fishermen to spare the little ones.
lights, we put out the oars and return to camp. His heart Tho idea is a novel one, but most sensible. There is no
broiled over the embers, together with a cup of hot tea, more sense in taking fingerlings tor the table than there is
takes the chill from our hones, and wrapping our blankets in making pot-pies of chicks a few weeks old. We copy
around us we lie down on our hemlock couch well satisfied
Mr. Green’s letter from the Rochester papers:—
with our night’s adventure.
Tauawub,
“Rochester, May 30th, 1876.
Mew York, May 33d.
“Nearly every farmer raises chickens, and in the fall lie
For Forest and stream.
counts them and makes up his mind how many he can kill.
i/
THE BEAVER RIVER.
If he is a good manager he will have a ch taken dinner
when he feels like it the year round, and will have some
OR pure air and water, beauty of scenery, Mr speckled left lo raise him another stock the next year. But if he
trout fishing, neat aud cleanly quarters, good boating kills them all as soon as they are large enough, he will go
aud good board al low prices, I know of no better place without chickens the balance of the year."
“The same is the case with regard to fish, Although
for a family to spend one or two of the summer months
you cannot see the fish to count them as you do your
than at C. A. Fenton’s, No. 4, Watson, Lewis county, N.
Y. Owing to Fenton’s great popularity with his guests, chickens, yet ihe fact remains that there are a certain num¬
he has found it necessary this year to increase his accom¬ ber of fish in each locality, and when that family of fish is
caught in its respective locality they are all gone. You
modations by the addition of another house.
Six years ago, while wandering with my guide, the noted can no more expect lo have fish dinners from those waters
John Snbftttis (now dead), in search of new ground, wltere thereatter, than you would chicken dinners after your
we might enjoy wilder scenes and have belter angling than chickens were all killed. Now let me tell you how to man¬
we had been in the habit of having, we stumbled upon age, and you will have a fish dinner whenever you please.
Fenton’s. So impressed was I with the beauties surround¬ Never lake any more than you want for your present use,
ing the place, and so pleased with its near proximity to the and perhaps, if they bite well, take a moss for your friend,
railroad—the distance to Lowville, on the Black River aud then slop fishing when you have got enough. If you
Railroad, being only fourteen miles of good and four miles catch a small one, take him carefully off from your hook
of bail road—that 1 entertained strong hopes of inducing and put him back in the water; don’t throw him down iu
my family to accompany mo on my future trips to the wil¬ your boat and take him ashore for the purpose of counting
derness. For several years previous they had refused to him, and then throw him away. That little fish, if put
go in consequence of the hardship (to them) of making the back, would grow lo he a large one iu time; aud the man,
journey in and out of the woods. After much urging a woman, or child, that does not put that little fish hack, is
bargain was made that we were to go, and I was to bring worse thau a brute; for the brute, with few exceptions,
will not Kill anything for fun. I want the readers of this
them borne in ten days if they said so; but they said no,
but willingly stayed six weeks, and have goue every season letter to ask themselves whether they ever left in a boat,
siuce but one, when I went alone to explore, and we havo auy little fish that were too small to ccoki1 If you have,
never do it again. Show your manhood, too, by inform¬
engaged accommodations for this summer also.
There are any number of streams, ponds,-and lakes in ing other parties that you may see doing it that in the grati¬
the neighborhood, where speck'ed trout can be caught by fication of their pride they are wantonly destroying the
starting from the house in the morning and returning the lives of little fish. Say to them (if you do not feel too
same night, hut if one prefers to stay loDger new trips can indignant lo pucker your mouth to say it), “Please do not
be enjoyed without number. A short day’s trip down the do it again.” Ho not expostulate with them harshly, for
Beaver River will take one over a succession of rapids and kinds words will be more likely lo be remembered."
“if parties living near the lakes that were stocked with
fails to the noted Eagle Falls—a delightful trip, which can
hardly ho excelled— while up the river for fifteen miles salmon trout iu the years 1873 and 1873, will anchor a buoy
in the deep water and bait with small fish twice a week
tfiere are seventeen rapids and falls, and fine fishing.
they can go to that buoy and drop a hook bailed with a
I would atlvise any visitor to Fenton's to make this trip,
if he go nowhere else. I have walked up and down both pieee of the same kind of fish that you have been iu rite
hanks, and some years since went down in a boat, making habit, of scattering around it, and take a mess of fish when¬
a trip of three days from Fenton’s. My guide, Boyd, Syl¬ ever you piease. This fish will lost the season through,
vester Edwards, and myself walked by wagon road up tho provided you manage taking rite fish witii tile same judg¬
river eleven miles to Stillwater (Mr. Wardwell’s), took din¬ ment that you do your stock of chickens, and stop killing
ner at his house, which is the last human habitation in this when you have got a mess.”
“Fish are local, and there is a certain number of fish
direction for sixty-two miles by “carries” and water
courses, look our boat, blankets, some few camp utensils that live in the neighborhood of your farm, and they do
and provisions, and moved down the river. By dusk we not go further from it Ilian your chickens do from your
had goue over the "carry” aud down four rapids, and had barn; and there is a rule among fishermen that, is generally
a flue lot of speckled trout, all killed on the fly. Not observed: If a man sets a buoy aud keeps it baited it be¬
wishing to he encumbered with anything that we could get longs to him, and no well-meaning man will fish near his
“Beth Green."
along without, wo brought no tent, and having fished too neighbor’s buoy.
late to peel hark ana construct a shanty by dark, we re¬
■--—
sorted to the very common device in the wilderness of
RIVER
SALMON—THE
sleeping under our boat. Turning the boat bottom up, one CONNECTICUT
EFFORTS TO
PROPAGATE THEM
end was placed on slightly elevated ground, aud the oilier
raised by a stick about seven feet; two crotched sticks
SUCCESSFUL.
were cut and pushed into the ground about three feet from
the boat, and a side pole laid on top parallel with the keel,
F
Higganum:, Ct., June 13th, 1876.
then a rubber blanket was laid from the keel to the ridge
pole, making a shelter from dew about six feet wide. As Editor Forest and Stkeam:—
The gentleman I spoke about in my former letter—the
an additional protection against wind aud rain, large
brandies and saplings of spruce and balsam fir were cut one who thought “stocking the river with salmon a hum¬
aud planted against the side of our house.
Gutting bug"—wrote a few lines to that effect and inserted them
enough balsam boughs for our bed, and wood lo keep us iu the Hartford Past. The inclosed, taken from the Post,
warm during the night, after partaking of a delicious sup¬ is in answer to him, and a good one I think, and equally
per of trout, fried potatoes, wheat cakes, with maple sugar
and butter, and tea, was to lie down and dream sweetly of as good to the rest of the jfew old fogies we havo among us:
"Information Asked and Given.—An apology is due
the morrow.
The second day we made but about three miles, as the to the Higganum reporter, who, ou Monday last propound¬
ed a series of question la regard to salmon. The absence
river was generally shallow, and filled with huge rocks,
from
the city of Robert G. Pike, Esq., Fish Commissioner,
In order to get over this part without damage to our
boat, tho guide wiuled in the river, holding fast to tiie from whom the information was obtained, must be our
stern, while I in the bow covered every spot of water with apology for this seeming neglect. Mr. Pike having re¬
my flies where a trout was supposed to lurk. Wo met with turnee Friday, we have obtained tiie desired informal!,
good success again, and landed for Ihe night at the outlet and proceed to remark that it is Lite privilege onrileu.
and simpletons lo ask foolish questions, ayah’so the lliggaof Mosher’s ponds, wltere we again rested under our boat.
The third day’s fishing was not so good, as it never is in num correspondent uneoascioual.yr-tuV his ignorance. He is
this part of rite river. The rapid became more precipi¬ probably belongs to that foo-merly numerous class ‘down- it.
tous and heavier in consequence of being contracted in river’ who rldiculedJ-4jie' idea of increasing shad iu ou done
less space, and for some two miles we had to carry boat rivers, whojmlsj^ifTim at tile Commissioners for tryingJ,ecomes
.
and baggage. Home was reached at ten P. M. We wore quote tliftbr relined language) ‘to improve on H „
not over tired or hungry, hut were very happy. I might Ajjuh^Tlty’s works.1 Now that a grand success li'L
write for a week, giving you detail of pleasurable trips ip-, ■warded the Commissioners, and shad have mult'or wounded
this section, but cannot spare time to say more atppyesent, our waters beyond the most sanguine anticipate some place
our people have all they want at reasonable pgreat mistake ia
W .'W. Hum.
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carping geniuses are silenced in regard to shad, and in
their.ehagrin turn tlieir pop guns against the salmon. But
it will be all in vain. The Commissioners are men of char¬
acter and ability, and know what they are about; they
have thoroughly investigated the subject and are quite as
likely to be right about it as our Higganum critic. We do
not know how we can stato more definitely the fact that
salmon were caught down the river than we have done.
We have read the letter of .Commissioner Bill, of Lyme,
to the elfect that, during the week euding 28th May, quite
a number were caught by the gill net fishermen at Lyme,
that they were seen and examined by him, that he preserv¬
ed and showed them to numerous persons, and they were
finny salmon, and were admitted to be such. They were
from six to nine inches long, and were entangled in the
fine twine of the net and brought in in Us fold. Such fish
had never been caught before, and the fishermen did not
know at first what they were. If Haggauum wants more
information, Commissioner Bill will give it, with the mimes
of the fishermen, and if he has not parted with the “sam¬
ple salmon” will, doubtless, show it to him. But we will
not undertake to “convince” those people unless we have
some better assurance that they have brains to compre¬
hend.
“The Higganum correspondent shows his utter igno¬
rance of what he is talking about when he asks the ques¬
tion: “Do salmon have teeth on their tongues?” He evi¬
dently did not know that salmon do have teeth on their
tongues—a fact known to everybody who ever examined a
salmon. If he don’t believe it, let him thrust his finger
into the first salmon’s mouth he sees, and he will have a
realizing sense of teeth before he gets it out again. If
this correspondent had read the laijt report of the Fish
Commissioners he would know a great deal more about
these fish than he now knows. The first great planting of
salmon fry in the Connecticut Rivor by the Commissioners
was iu 1874; about two years elapse before their scales ap¬
pear, and then they go to the salt water. They are then
known as “smoults." And these were the fish caught and
given to Commissioner Bill. Those that escaped the gill
nets and reached salt water will return next year, or per¬
haps a part of them the year after; the time of absence in
salt water differs in different rivers, and the Commission¬
ers have yet to discover their habit in the Connecticut. In
answer to Higganum’s final question we have made inqui¬
ry, and learn that $3,000 will be needed this year for the
work, and that the Fish Committee of the Legislature
have reported and recommended that sum, and it will
doubtless be voted without any great Bhow of opposition.
The people of this State are too well pleased with the suc¬
cess oLthe Fish Commissioners thus far to deny any sum
they may ask. So the ‘good work’ will not lag for want
of liberal appropriation; and the car of progress will sweep
along on its track, in spite of all the carping and growling
of onr Higganum friend and his friends down the river.”
I hope we shall hear more from both sides, for by keep¬
ing the matter open, and getting the people interested iu
the subject, will help along our fishing interest greatly, I
believe.
C. O. G.

Perhaps the most curious looking creature is a specimen
of the hell-bender, an ugly, repulsive-looking establishment
belonging to the family of salamaudrUhe. The one on
exhibition is about twelve or fifteen inches long, and has no
sturnum. The ribs are rudimentary, the legs or fins are
four in number with four fingers each. The saiamandridte
have wonderful recuperative powers. The limbs may be
removed, and in lesB than a year they will grow again.
There are shown long-finned chub-suckers, black gill
sun-fish, large black bass, and moon-eye fish or lake her¬
ring. In one aquarium are gathered hundreds of small
specimens of California salmon, the eggs of which were
sent from California to the United States Commissioner,
and hatched at Marietta, in Pennsylvania.
In addition to those named, there will soon bo exhibited
specimens of sturgeon; also trout from the great lakes, and
a lot of iresh water fish, to be furnished by the Oltio and
Michigan Fish Commissioners. An assistant of the Aquaaria Department of the Exhibition is now in Ohio in con¬
nection witli the matter.
Prof. Mather also lias in charge a number of bottleB con¬
taining the spawn of shad, young lobsters, and a number
of specimens of fresh water insects injurious to fish culture.
The exhibit already attracts large numbers of visitors,
and when it is completed it will be one of the most inter¬
esting features of the Agricultural Building.
TROUT

CULTURE IN A NEW
WITH FAIR SUCCESS.

FIELD

BosconrL. Wis.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In January, 1875, Mr. A. Wall left my ponds with twenty thousand
tront eggs for Knoxville, l'enn. Owing to preparations for hatching he
lost a large number of them. In January, 1876, 1 sent him twenty-live
thousand more. I received a letter from him a few weeks since, saying
that he had from six to eight thousand trout from the eggs running
from five to ten inches long, and twenty thousand healthy fry from the
last lot of spa an. It will be noticed by fish culturiate that the yearlings
had grown more rapidly than they do farther north. This I attribute to
a higher degree of temperature In his water, the spring running as high
as flfty-six In cold weather.
To Bhow me how rapidly flsh grew there lie sent a California salmon
five months old nearly five inches long and fully twice as large os roy
largest though of the same age.
A. Palmer.

Jfa/wra/ §istorg.
11 hie Department is under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. AU. communications, notes, queries, re¬
marks, and seasonal obseroations will receive careful attention.]
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BY A. B. COVEKT, OF ANN ABBOB,

{Continued from Page 366.)
FAMILY TYItANNID.E.

THE

DISPLAY OF AQUARIA IN THE
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

[ Prom the Philadelphia Bulletin.]
Among the many attractive displays is that of the
Department of Aquaria on the west side of the building.
It is in charge of Prof. Fred. Mather, who is thoroughly
posted in fish culture, and it has been arranged not only for
the interest of the fish-breeder, but for the gratification of
the people and the study of the naturalist. The display is
contained in thirty-five large tanks and aquaria, one tank
alone being twenty-three feet long by seven wide and four
deep. They are divided in three classes— those for salt
water specimens, those for fresh water, and tile third for
cold water fish. To supply salt water, a tank, capable of
holding sonic ten thousand gallons, lias been built outside
the building, and brought from the Atlautic by way of the
Camden and Atlantic Railroad. Fresh water, o£ course,
is plentiful, but to keep cold water fishes properly, the
water before reaching the aquarium passes through a coil
of lead pipe Backed in a box of ice.
The specimens of fish include not only the edible but
other species, and some of them quite singular looking.
The water in the tanks, etc., is kept properly replenished
by means of a small steam engine, while several of the
aquaria eoutain plants in such quantities as to preserve a
perfect adjustment of the relations between the animal and
vegetable kingdom, so that there is uo need of replenishing
the water.
The collection of fish is not quite complete, but will be
in a short lime. The British Commission have despatched
a large tank to Bermuda to bring back some of tlie curious
fishes and corals found there. Among them will be angel
sharks, brainstorms, madrapores, and other corals, etc. A
tank has also been sent to the' Atlantic coast, and will re¬
turn with specimens of sharks and other sea-water fish.
Besides these it is expected shortly to have a specimen of a
catfish weighing over one hundred pounds, and other fish
from the Mississippi basiD, to be furnished by Messrs. J.
W. Peters & Co., of Bt. Louis, while the local (Delaware)
fishes will be furnished by Mr. Rutau, of Gloucester.
Later ui the season the hatching process will be illustrat¬
ed, when trout and salmon begin to spawn. Several of the
forcing machines are already on exhibition.
Among the specimens now on exhibition is an aquarium
containing about a dozen crabs, and the creatures seem to
skip around as if there were uo cares nor Centennials iu
the world. Then come specimens of the big king crab,
or horse-foot, so-called from its resemblance to the horse’s
hoof. Its movements can be easily seen through the glass,
--rand its habits well studied.
these come numerous specimens of terrapin, one
t, anoiiriuBr’!i.°ne containing about twenty-five, who from
' *111• ir law movefififtf? seem 10 take tlle wol'ld cas>’- Iq tlj(i
^gest
JSrrn’apber of green turtles, the heavX weighing over three huuteA pouuds-an immense leilow'y with a big thick head, and
the U&e of toad fish there are about a uiig? I , ’
They uKe curious enough looking, and yet seem jtftascon.
teuied aiNlke Centennial as when taken from their homvV
Ot the Iresh water eels, some very fine specimens are
shown- also, of lake sheepshead or fresh water drum, and
xoelc bass. Then come specimens of graylings m large
numbers from Michigau, and Oswego bass or Southern
phub,

Tymnnus carolinensis. Kingbird. A common visitor,
arriving from the south about April 20th. The nest is
built bv June 10th. It departs southward by the middle of
September.
Myiarchits crinilus.
Great-crested flycatcher.
Very
common in summer, arriving from the south by the 10th
of May. The eggs are laid about June 10th. It sometimes
rears two broods in the season, and departs in the fall by
October 15th.
Sayomis fuscus. Phoebe-bird. Very common, coming
from the south about the 1st of April. Tile nest is built
about June 1st. It rears two broods in the season, and
leaves us for its southern home by the middle of October.
/ Contopus borealis. Olive-sided flycatcher. Rare, and not
seen before May 20th. The lies', is built by the 10th of
June. By September 1st it- goes south.
Contopus virens. Wood pewce. Abundant after first or
second week in June. It remains a little later in autumn
than the olive-sided.
1 Empidonax acudicus.
Green crested flycatcher.
Very
rare; one specimen taken June I7lli, 1874; no instance re¬
corded of its nest being found, Empidonax Trailtii. Traill’s flycatcher. Not common,
but arrives from the south by llie middle of of May. The
nest is built about June 10th, and early in September it
moves southward.
, Empidonax minimus. Least flycatcher. Very common,
arriving about the middle of April. The nest is built
about May 25lh.
■ Empidonax Jlaviventris.
Yellow - bellied flycatcher.
Very rare; arrives about the 2()th of April. One nest was
found by J. J. Jones, June 5t.h, 1873. It migrates south¬
ward in September with the preceding.
FAMILY CAPBIMDLGULE.

Antrostmnm rmiferus.
Whippoorwill. Common alter
the middle of May. The eggs arc laid about June 1st, and
it departs for the south by the last of August.
Chord&iies Virginia n un. Night-hawk, or bull-hat. Also
very common, arriving by the 10th ot May, breeding about
June 1st, and following the whippoorwill south.
FAMILY OYP8ELIDAS.

Chwtura pdasgia, Chimney swift. Abundant after its
arrival on the last days of April. Its home is finished
by tlie last week in May. It early leaves for the south,
few being seen after September 1st.
FAMILY TROCinLID/B.

- Trochilus flolubris. Ruby-throated humming-bird. This
beautiful little gem is a very common summer visitor,
arriving bore by the middle of May. The nest is built
about the 10th of June. About tlie middle of September
they depart iu parties of four to six for their southern
home, from which they seem while here hardly more than
wanderers, so commonly do we associate gaudy plumage
with a tropical clime.
family alcedinidzb.
Cerule ulwon. Belted kingfisher. In plenty, arriving by
April 1st. The eggs are laid about the 1st of May, De¬
mining mainly for the south about the middle of September,
k V,»> remain still later, and sometimes all winter.
“

'

FAMILY cccolid^e.

Corrvsus eriiiii'/iPthaimu!t-

Black-billed cuckoo. Very
males preceding the females

about ten days. The nest is built by May 30th, aud the
cuckoo is ready to start south by the middle of September.
Coccyzus americanus. Yellow-billed-cuckoo. Very rare;
arrives from the south by May 1st, the males preceding the
females as with the black-billed. The young appear about
the 10th of June, and all go southward by the middle of
September.
' Maximum Length of the Black Snake.—In

the last
number of Forest and Sthkam Dr. Abbott inquires as to
the maximum length of the black snake {Bascanion con¬
strictor). In Southern Illinois, where a few years ago
many species of snake were aliundant, this species was one
of the most numerous; specimens of six feet in length
were not uncommon, but I cannot affirm that this length
was much exceeded. I have, however, information from
an entirely trustworthy friend of the capture of a black
snake which measured ten feet or thereabouts in length, it
having been picked up by the iuformaut, who mistook it
for a charred fence rail. It is probable, however, that the
specimen referred to was an Alleghany black snake (Coluber
obsoldus Bay; Scotophis alleghaniensis Baird and Girard*),
which measured eleven feet in length j. My father killed
one in Southern Illinois which measured nine feet in
length, and I have killed several which were upwards of
eight feet long, one of them having a half grown hare
{Lepus s/ylvestris) in his stomach.
R. Ridgway.
—In respect to the greatest length of the black snake, I
would state that I have a specimen that measures a little
over seven feet; and that I saw one killed that measured
eight feeL These are tile longest that I have ever seen,
although 1 have heard of much longer ones being killed.—
W. F. H. Getty (Yonkers, N. Y.)
—In the summer of 1867 I found in woodcock coverts a
black snake coiled in a circle and showing fight. Having
shot the snake I picked him up, but although I stand six
feet iu my stockings, I could not hold him high enough by
his tail for his head to clear the ground. I estimated the
snake’s length at seven feet and nine inches, and it was
larger round than my wrist, I have since then killed a
few over six feet in length.—-E. H. A. (Litchfield Co.,
Conn.)
—A black snake was killed by Prof. Horsford upon Mt.
Tom near this city a few years ago which measured a trifle
over eight feet in length. Seven red squirrels were taken
from its stomach. Tlie skin has been preserved.—Feed
H. Keyes (Springfield, Mass.)
*See “Check List of North American Bataaohia and Reptilia by
Edward Cope,”
tin the text toe length Is stated as "eleven inches— the largest I ever
saw”—an evident error. [8oc Smithsonian Keport, 1874, p. 433.]
Archeological Congress—It is proposed to bold an
International Convention of Archaeologists at Philadelphia
during the Exposition, for the purpose of promoting ac¬
quaintance aud increasing the means of information in
American archteology and ethnology. The first meeting
will be held in the Ohio building on September 4lh, at the
close of the American Association for tlie Advancement of
Science in Buffalo. Addresses from prominent anthropo¬
logists will he delivered, and it is hoped that a great im¬
petus to investigations in this country will he gained. The
call is signed by Dr. C. C. Abbott, Prof! Baird, F. W.
Putnarn, 8. S. Haldman,.Charles Rau, J. W. Dawson, C.
C. Jones, S. D. Peet, Wni. C. Sloan, and others.

—Dr, Cones writes to the “American Naturalist” that
Dr. Rufus Raymond, of Brookeville, Ind., has found a
bank swallow building her nest under a building which
was built over tlie water, entering to her nest through a
two-inch auger hole. This is the first recorded instance
of its aban cloning its fossorial habit, although its brother,
the rough-winged swallow, frequently does so.

-
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OF
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Ff.intisnuunrr, Addis on Co., Yt., May 31st.
Editor Forbst and Stbbam:—
I send yon the appended notes of my observations or the coming of
the birds. Being no ornithologist, 1 have seen several which I could not
name, and have set down none but those whose identity I was sure of:—
March 141,h.—Cold north wind; saw 30or40crowa flying northward; in
ordinary winters we have no crows here, but the past ono having been
nnusnally mild, individuals have been seen from time to time. l?th—
Snowine a great deal; have seen more snow bantings this afternoon
than in all winter. S7lli—Saw a song sparrow. 38th-Snw five wild
gec-se going north. 30th—Heard a bine-bird, and saw a robin. My
brother saw 80 or 90 wUd geese flying southward.
April 1st.—Saw another song Bparrow nbont a bash heap, tuning his
pipes In spite of northerly wind and snowy weather. 4th—A good many
robins about, although it ie snowing fast; a flock of black birds. 5th—
Saw a pbcebe-bird; Bong sparrows plenty. Bth—Heard a meadow lark,
and n downy woodpecker with etrnngo voice almost exactly like tbe chuck¬
ling of a red squirrel; a sparrow hnwk Been, 19th—Saw many swallows
about Little Otter Creek; J. Birket, who was [rapping there, said be
saw the first yesterday. 13th— Heard frogs and saw a snipe, t-lth—
Saw mauy song-birds, and at evening heard one hyla. Iflth—Flashed a
woodcock in the orchard. 18tb-Saw a golden-winged woodpecker;
heard rafted grouse drumming. 93d—Snow-birds and tree sparrows are
becoming less plenty, 93d—Saw a grouse drumming, and watched him
till some noise alarmed him, when he walked away; it was after 4 P. M.,
and soon no more dramming was heard in tbe woods. No trailing ar¬
butus is in blossom yet, but liver-leaf is in bloom
May 8th.—First bobolink heard, bth—Baltimore oriole and Ban ram’s
tattler; yellow-crowned warblers have been plenty for a week. 14th—
Heard a wood or hermit thrush; liver-leaf is almost out of bloom;
violets, Dutchmen’s breeches and addor-tongueB are in bloom. 90th—
Saw a great-created flycatcher. *iet—Dandslious beginning to blossom.
Male bobolinks plenty, but saw no females yet. 23d-Saw two pairs of
scarlet tanagers; heard a ruffed gronse drumming. 95th—Heard n night
baw k. 2Sih—Saw a hnmming-bird, and beard of one being seen a week
ago. 31st.—Saw a red-headed woodpecker, the first I have seen for
three or four years. Twenty-five years ago it was not at all uncommon
here.
The golden-winged, hairy, and downy woodpeckers are not
nearly so plenty as they used to be, but are still not uncommon. It is
easier to account for the decrease of these birds than or some others,
such as the common wren, which was once as plenty here as almost any
of onr small birds, but is now never seen, and the Bertram’s tattler,
which not many years ago bred in goodly numbers in onr meadows sod
pastures, bat is becoming set reel I,; ,,V‘niinr- Ttle CQttin" 0l? of the
forests has greatly shortened
fc Iy of the woodpeckers, bat
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FOREST AND STREAM
there can be no lack of food for wrena, nor for tattlers. Baltimore
orioles are much plenlict of late yearn than they Were thirty years ago,
when the sight of one waa an event in the lives of na youngsters, At
least half a dozen pairs bnild within thirty rods of our honse evory year
Jone 1st.—Heard a

A

cuckoo.

--

PERSECUTED

It.

Ei Robinson.

ORNITHOLOGIST.

MachiaS, Jnnc 8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:I write to tell you of the scrape yon have got me into by publishing
my letter, and also the udvautage of advertising in your columns. Every
mail I receive, which is once a week, brings me from three to five letters
from persons wanting eggs. My farm takes up my time so that I am not
able to get them for them, bnt X have spoken to several fishermen to get
llmm for me, and will supply them so far ns I am able. But It is too
late for most kiuds. I believo I wrote something about tbe “flying
place.’’ 1 have made iuquiry, and can tell more about It, A friend of
mine was there one day last April, and he said he saw birds enough fly
through that day to load a vessel of *00 tons. This is a large story,
but from all I have heard about the place large nnmbers of birds fly
through. The first that come, they say, are old, strong birds that fly
high so lhat few are killed. Later in the season the young birds come
along that do not fly so high and more arc shot. I hear that a party
from Portland were there a lew days week before laBt, and bagged 310
birds. One of them, I hear, was President of the Grand Trank Rail¬
road.
Gilbert Longfellow.
Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.—
Eleven gray gophers (SpermophUm Frttnklini). Presented. One screech
owl {Poops asio). Presented by Rev. Edgar M. Levy, l’hlla. One alli¬
gator (A mltsisfippietisls). Presented. One water snake (Ferodla fandata). Presented by Jos. M. Wilson, Washington, D. C. Nine prairie
dogB (Gynomys tudovuianm). Born in the Garden. One manatee or
sea-cow (Manatm american’/s).
Presented. Forty-eight large bull,
frogs {Sana pipiens). Presented byJuo. H. Dusenbury, Phila. One
loon (Colymivt toupiatus). Presented by Adam Matsinger, Phila. Four
beavers (Castor canadensis). Presented.
ArthurE. Brown,
General Superintendent.

If a person swallows any poison whatever, or has fallen
into convulsions from having overloaded the stomach, an
instantaneous remedy, more efficient and applicable in a
larger number of cases than half a dozen medicines we can
now think of, is a heaping teaspoon of common salt, and as
much ground mustard, stirred rapidly in a teacup of water,
warm or cold, and swallowed instantly. It is scarcely down
before it begins to come up, bringing with it the remaining
contents of the stomach; and lest there be any remnant of
a poison however small, let the white of an egg, or a tea¬
cup of strong coffee, be swallowed as soon as the stomach
is quiet; because these very common articles nullify a larger
number of virulent poisons than any medicines in the shops.

£#* znd §iter
FISH

IN

SEASON IN JUNE.

Trout, salmo fontinalis.
Shad, Alosa,
Salmon, Palino solar.
Laud-locked Salmon, Palmo Gloveri.
Salmon Trout, Salmo eon finis.
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor.
Black Bass, mcropterus nigricans.
For list of seasonable flies for June see our Issne of June 8lh.
Fish in Market.—-An

inspection of the slabs in our va¬
rious markets shows that choice fish of all kinds are in
great abundance and selling at low prices. The new In¬
tercolonial Hallway now brings us salmon direct from the
Restigouche. The first were received in refrigerator cars
on Tuesday, coming consigned to E. G. Blackford. They
were superb fish, weighing 15 pounds each, and as fresh
as though out of the Penobscot. We quote: Striped bass,
15 to 20 cents per pound; bluefish, 10 cents; salmon, 18
cents; mackerel, 10 to 15 cents each; weakfish, 10 cents
per pound; Spanish mackerel, 25 cents; green turtle, 12£
ceuts; terrapin, $12 per dozen;halibut, 15cent3 per pound;
haddock, 8 cents; kingfish, 25 cents; codfish, 8 cents;
blackfish, 10 to 15 cents; flounders, 10 eents; eels, 18 cents;
lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, 12 cents; soft clams, 80 to
60 cents per 100; brook trout, $1 per pound; liard-sliell
crabs, $4 per 100; soft crabs, $1.25 per dozen; frog’s legs,
45 cents per pound.
—Some fair catches of large weakfish have been made
off Robin’s Reef during the week. Bluefish have en¬
tered the Great South Bay in immense numbers, and large
catches have been made both with squid and chum.
—The Baited States Centennial Commission announce
an International Fly-easting Tournament on or about
August 15lb, to be held on the border of the lake in the
Centennial grounds. An extended list of prizes, none of
less value the $20 will be offered under the regulations of
the New York State Sportsman’s Association. It is pro¬
posed to have three separate tournaments, the first with
single-handed trout rods; the second with two-handed salmon rods; and the third with the squid or spoon. The
affair will be in charge of Mr. Fred Mather, Superinten¬
dent of Aquaria, Agricultural Department, Centennial
Commission, who invites correspondence from all inter¬
ested.
Fishing in Canada.—Certain persons in Rochester and
elsewhere are making much ado, with many disparaging
reflections upon the Canadians, because the Dominion Gov¬
ernment charges one dollar for a permit to fish in Rice
Lake and the lakes back of Peterborough, in Canada. We
see no cause of objection to the charge. As Seth Green
says in a letter to us, we have better fishing in our own
waters. There will be good salmon-trout fishing in Cay¬
uga, Seneca, Hemlock, Canandaigua, Skaneateles, Otsego,
and Crooked lakes, and many others that have been stocked
within the last three or four years. If the Canadians deem
it poiitic <o charge for their fishing they have a right to do
bo, and outsiders have no just cause of eomplaiut. The
fact is, that a permit is required by law for fishing in any
Canadian waters in charge of overseers. A permit is re¬
quired for the Nepigon, for instance, although it may not

always be demanded. But*tlu: real cause for this action is
lost sight of by the malcontents, namely: to prevent pot
hunting, which has been carried on to a ruinous extent, in
season and out of season, even in the far off Nepigon. Bybringing all fishermen under surveillance, these abuses can
he iu part prevented. The regulation is certainly not more
arbitrary than the laws of Kansas, Florida, and, we be¬
lieve, of Maine, which prohibits the carrying of certain
kinds of game out of the State. We could wish our own
Government were more alert and efficient in the protection
of our own rivers. Rice Lake is a charming place to visit,
but as the muscalonge' and black bass—its only game
fishes—spawn in spring, they are not in good condition
until August, and belter in September.
An AquA-ScuTEM.—A small water-proof cape, such as
can be folded into a small compass and carried comforta¬
bly in the pocket is soinetimes a great comfort while fish¬
ing. The lower portion of the body is either wet inten¬
tionally or protected by wading stockings; hut in case of
sudden showers the shoulders suffer. Mr. Wakeman Holherton, of Messrs. Eaton, Holbcrtou, & Co., has iuveuted
a water-proof cape which is manufactured by his firm and
which seems to answer Ihe purpose exactly.
A Chance for a Prize.—Messrs. Conroy Bissett &
Mallison offer as premiums for the largest weak-fish and
striped bass caught with rod and reel (not trolling) in the
waters adjacent to New York during this season, a hand¬
some German silver 200 yard reel, and a fine Germau
silver bass rod. All fish are to be taken to their store aud
weighed. The prizes are now on exhibition and gentle¬
men are invited to call at No. 65 Fulton street, and register
their names.
—Restigouche salmon are finding their way iuto the
Boston market in large quantities since the opening of the
Intercolonial Railway.
—Shad have been very plentiful in the Lower Miramichi
the present spring.
—The Key West Dispatch claims that the entire fishing
trade of that port amounts to $125,000 a year,
—Black-bass are taken to BOme extent in the Delaware
at Milford, Pike county, about fifty miles above Easton.
—The jury on agricultural machinery at the Centennial
Exhibition have decided to abandon the old practice of
field trials, believing that no lair estimate of the value of
machines can be formed from such trials. The quality of
durability, for instance, which is one of the most import¬
ant in a competition of reapers, plows, &c., cannot be as¬
certained at all by a single exhibition of their working.
The jury will therefore merely examine the machines as
they stand in Agricultural Hall" and will recommend such
makes as seem to them to combine the most improvements.
For like reasons it is equally difficult, as we have already
stated, to determine the superiority of fishing rods by fly¬
casting contests only.
—The schooner Golden West arrived at New London
the 6tli from the South Sea, with 2,600 South Sea seal skins
arid 460 Cape Horn skins. Her owners are happy. She
has been out eleven months, and has not lost a single man
or met -with a disaster. The South Sea seal skins are con¬
sidered equal to the South Shetland skins, and are worth
$20 each, while the Cape Horn skins only sell from $7 to
$8. Nearly all the seal skins are exported to London,
England being the best market.
—The herring fishery off the Canada coast this spring
has been most successful, the fish being more abundeut
than for many years. Ninety vessels loaded iu a short
time, thirty-two cargoes being shipped to the United Slates
and fifly-seven to Denmark. Codfish and mackerel have
replaced the herring aud are plentiful.
Maine—Maehias, June.—Black fish and brook trout
plenty. Game Association about pulling black bass in the
lakes now filled with pickerel.
One salmon caught with
fly at Dennysville last week, several at East Machias with
dip net. Good season thus iar for grouse, deer signs plenty
in woods. We hope for more fun iu future, for sports¬
men seem now to he interested iu game protection.
S. B. H.
Massachusetts —Nm Bedford, June 10/A,—Blue-fish are
plenty aud our lower harbor affords line sport in taking
them. Sword fishing is now in season. The smack D. B.
May hew, brought in seventeen, caught yesterday. The
Cuttyhunk Club house opens this week and then there
will be large bass to he seen coming over on the Utile
steamer that runs from here to Cuttyhunk twice a week,

P. Biddle, J. A. Jones, S. Law, and Capt. Grim, 00 bluefish; Jits. Willcox, Philadelphia, 30 blue-fish; R. Laquier,
N. Y., 7 sheepshead; P. P. Gustine & Co., Philadelphia,
45 sheepshead; by professionals about 150 sheepshead.
Mr. John Kinder has established a bulletin hoard at his
sportsmen’s depot, 2d and Walnut streets, Philadelphia,
where daily telegrams are received from Barnegat Inlet,
quoting the catches of fish at that point. It will be of great
benefit to the Philadelphia sportsmen.
B,
if —As iar as I can learn there seems to he little disposi¬
tion to violate the shad fishing law on the Delaware. 1 be¬
lieve further lhat this arises from a decided disposition on
the part of flslx wardens and a few others to make it hot
for violators.
The disposition to enforce the law is
stronger, I think, iu Jersey than Pennsylvania. Small
rock and perch bite freely in the streams flowing into the
Delaware from the Bay to Trenton. Bass are more plenti¬
ful in the Schuylkill this year than last, the average catch
being belter iu numbers and weight.
Sculls,
Canada—Chatham, N. B., June 17/A.—Quite alarge num¬
ber cf anglers hav evisited Indiantown within the past
fortnight for the purpose of killing the famous sea trout
lhat frequent the waters of the Southwest Miramichi at
that place. On Friday and Saturday last about a dozen
rods could he counted within a distance of half a mile
along the bank of the river. The weather was not favor¬
able as there was morejor less rain both days, and Ihe run
of fish was the poorest that has been known at Indiantown for several years at a corresponding date. A good
many trout and salmon were taken, however, the trout be¬
ing of fair average size aud the salmon of mixed quality—
black and spring. The luckiest rods killed fifteen to
eighteen trout and one or two salmon a day, while the
others did not get satisfactory fares. The trout caught
during the two days ranged from one to three and a half
pounds in weight, and the salmon, of which Mr. Oir cap¬
tured four or five witli ids own rod, averaged about ten
pounds each. We believe that the comparative scarcity of
trout at Indiantown is due to the fact that the season lias
been very backward.
Fishing Movements.—We notice considerable activity
in tlie mackerel market the past week, the number of ar¬
rivals being 22, with fares ranging from 50 to 300 barrels.
Mackerel have put in an appearance off shore, and opera¬
tions were quite lively the first of this week. The receipts
for the week have been about 2,000 bbls., with a lively de¬
mand and a competition among commission buyers that
gave a healihy tone to the market, prices ranging from $8
to $11 per bbl., as to quality. The receipts of Bank fish
have been small, Ihe number of arrivals reported being 5
from Grand aud 1 from Western Banks, with a total catch
of 65,000 lbs. cod and 820,000 lbs. halibut. Prices have
been well maintained. Georges have been in fair receipt,
but the weather has been unfavorable for curing. We
notice a slight downward tendency in prices, but no break
of any consequeuce yet, and shipments are made daily at
former quotations. The number of Gnomes arrivals for
the week has been 62, and the receipts 930,000 lbs. cod-fish
aud 130,000 lbs. halibut. One"vessel has arrived from the
Magdalen Islands, with a full fare of pickled herring.
Total number of fishiug arrivals for the week, 91.—Cape
Ann Advertiser, June 10/A.
COCK-ROACHES

1

Concha.

Connecticut—Bridgeport, June 16/A.—A friend of miue
tried the striped bass at Niantie, Ct., a few days sincecaught five fish—oue four pounds, ODe four and a quarter
pounds, oue five pounds, aud two six pounds weight each.
They have not struck in very much yet, but soon there
will be fine fishiug (here, Tnveo gentlemen went Fri¬
day last to Deep Water Rock, near the light house iu
Black Rock Harbor, lor black-fish. They brought home
fifty-two fish ranging from one to four pounds. One was
caught which turned the scales at eight and a half pounds.
We called this very fair fishing. A blue-fish was caught
in a seine last week in onr harbor weighing ton and a half
pounds. This is extraordinary for tilts part of the Sound.
New Jersey—Barnegat Inlet—Kinsey's Ashley Douse,
June 12/A.—A Purvis, l'UiladeJphbv, 4 sheepshead, 26 sea
bass, being first sheepshead of the season. June 18th. A
Purvis, 66 sea bass aud biaok-flsh, 12 sheepshead; John P.
Tuaddell, E. B. Tuaddeil, J. L. TuafidelJ, Philadelphia,
26 bluefish; Joel Ridgeway and party, 55 blue-fish; J. O.
McCurdy & Co., of Philadelphia, 60 blue-fish; Jr. R. Agnew & Co., Philadelphia, 08 blue-fish. June 14th. A
Purvis, 13 sheepshead; professional fisherman, from 5 to
12 sheepshead each. Juue 15ih. A Purvis, 20 sheepshead;
professiouals, from 5 to 17 eace; blue-fish not biting, best
boat, West & Co., Philadelphia, 13. June 16th. J. C.
McCurdy & (Jo., 29 blue-fish, the only catch worth report¬
ing; R. S. Laqnior, N. Y., and A. Purvis, 7 sheepshead;
P. P, Guslinc, Jacob Fries, and 11. Myers, Philadelphia,
2(1 sheepshead; about 125by professionals, June 17th, W.

BASS

BAIT.

Editor Forest and 8tream:—
Tiiinking you would like to hear a good joke, I send the following:
While fishing for baas near Washington, a gentleman who I think never
Ashed Tor bass before, asked if we ever used roach Tor bait. We answered
yes, and forthwith tie palled ont of bis pocket a bottle filled with
cock-roaches. Well, if we dld’ntyell, you bet. He asked why we were
laughing. We told him, aud showed him the difference. He wiped, but
face aud packed np, and went home to whip some one.
G. W

Jf7/p fennel.
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Washington, D. C., Jane 16tb, 1876.

RETRIEVING.

A

MONG the most important matters in the breaking of
dogs to shoot over is, that they should be properly
find and retrieve the fallen birds. Nothing mars the plea¬
sure of a day’s shooting more than to be compelled to leave
behind us a dead or wounded bird; and this trouble would
very rarely arise if proper judgment is exercised in break¬
ing. The mistake that most shooters make is, that in their
haste to secure the fallen bird they will walk directly over
the ground where it has fallen with game about them
which fills the air with the scent, and consequently the
dog at once becoms confused with it, aud may run directly
over the dead bird without findiug it.
A skillful sportsman never makes au attempt to secure a
fallen bird until he has reloaded his gun, and then he
never walks over the ground to help his dog find it, but
will keep him down, or standing quietly near him until he
is ordered to ‘‘seek dead.” If the bird is shot directly
down wind, the shooter should, by all means, get to lee¬
ward of the shot before he sends his dog for it. And then,
too, lie should be very careful by no word or movement to
excite his dog to quick action. When a dog is near the
place whoao the bird has fallen the slower he moves the
sooner he will find it; we mean with dogs which have been
properly broken to this accomplishment. No one can
ever have a first-class retrieving dog who will walk over
the ground and help his dog look for the bird, because a
dog thus improperly worked will soon neglect to use his
nose, aud depend, iu a great measure, upon his master to
find his birds. And then again, another very great mistake
is frequently made by shooters which is, while the dog is
trying to find the bird, to pick it up and walk off with it,
leaving the dog looking for it. We have seen this done
over and over again. No dog thus managed ever becomes
a first-class retriever. We have owned many settors and
pointers who would Dever fail to find a dead or wounded
bird, unless it got under a rack, stump, or some place
where the dog could not go, Anothor great mistake is
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made by most sportsmen, which is to send two or three
dogs to find a dead or wounded bird; no two or three
dogs can find a bird in One-fourth the time that one good
dog will do it, as they become jealous of each other, and
instead of using their noses they watch each other, and if
the bird is found at all they waste much time in doing it.
A dog with a good nose, skillfully broken to retrieve,
never uses his eyes to find the fallen bird, hut steadily ap¬
plies his nose to wind it, and never fails. If a bird is only
wounded, as many are, and runs to cover and hides, the
eyes of the dog or shooter are of no use in finding it.
Everything depends upon the dog’s nose, and nothing what¬
ever should be done to confuse him wliiio at his difficult
task, for if left to his own instinct a good dog will surely
succeed.
THE KENNEL

REGISTER.

T

HE following is a list of dogs entered in the Kennel
Register since the publication of the last list and up to
Tuesday last. IVe have certificate^ ready to forward for
Mr. Topham’s Brisk, Mr. E. n. Nicoll’s Bang, and Mr. D.
G. Elliot’s Left, but have not the addresses of those gen¬
tlemen.—
POINTERS.
SETTERS.
Ethan AUin’s Clnm, Cosey, Pansy Mr. D. Knoble, Jr.’s Viley.
Mr. D. B. Toiler’s Queen.
and Trusty.
Dr. Aten's Belle, Fanny,Glen, Ned Mr. Charles S. Austin's Pete II.
CLUMBERS
Mr. D. C. Sanborn’s Nell.
Mr. Benjamin Smith’s Bess and
Mr. H. A. Topham’s Brisk.
Dr. H. A. Rosenthal's Sport, Dash Buster.
RETRIEVERS.
and Flora.
Mr. D. G. Elliott’s Left.
Mr. E. M. Hoff’s May.
Mr. E. A.Herzberg’e Ace ana Jessie.
Mr. W. J. Conover’s Vic.
Dr. W. E. Bnrgar’e Lady.
Mr. Lawrence Shuster, Jr.’s Jerry.
Mr. J. Aretas Clark’s Frank.
Mr. E. Iloidekoper's San Miguel.
Mr. A. Bransbaw’s (late Mr. Wn
Jarvis’) Shamrock.
Messrs. Tousey & Graves’ Tip, Port
Hudson and Neptune.
Kennel Produce.—Mr. John E. Develin’s, imported red Irish set¬
ter bitch, Moya, who visited Plnnkitt in March, as mentioned in oar pa¬
per, whelped eleven fine pups on the 26th ult., at the kennel of Mr. Da¬
vid G. JIartt, North Port, L. I. , and on the 9th inst. Mr. D.’s red Irish
setter bitch Mollie visited Plonkitt at Bennington, Yt.

— Mr. A. Branshaw, of Fon du lac, Wis., has purchased
from Mr. Wm. Jarvis his red Irish setter dog Shamrock.
Mr. Branshaw takes Shamrock to Texas with him in the
fall, together with an equally good bitcli to mate with
him. The Texans are to he congratulated upon this im¬
portation of pure blood, the results of which will no doubt
soon be manifest. The Irish setter is well adapted for
Texan shooting, having both high courage aud great en¬
durance.
Remedy for Pleas.—A corrsspondent writes:—
“In your Answers to Correspondents, Geo- H., Grantville, Mass., asks for the easiest and surest remedy for
fleas on dogs. Five cents worth of Persian insect powder
will rid a large dog of every flea, and it requires no wash¬
ing.”
Dog Poisoning in Connecticut,—A Bridgeport corres¬
pondent writes, June 16th:—
“Some one has taken upon himself to poison every
dog hereabouts. He scatters meat wilh poison in it at
night, and during the day; any unfortunate dog that picks
it up forthwith ‘turns his toes up.’ Several very valuable
dogs have been destroyed already. This has been going
on for three weeks, and fifty or sixty dogs have vanished.
Large rewards are offered to find out who does it, but to no
avail. Various speculations are afloat as to the objects of
such wholesale slaughter.

DOCKING

DOG’S

TAILS.

Ne'W' York, June 16th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Allow me to make ft suggestion in reference to the docking of dog’s
tails* aud especially those of pointers. In the issue of June 8th yon say:
"There is nothing which detracts so much from the beauty of a pointer
as a very long crooked tail. We have met with pointers having very
long tails, with the skin completely whipped off the end for two or
three inches. To work a dog thna is not only cruelty, but the dog
beiug in constant pain does not work as well as he would with a good
sound tail of proper length." With the above I agree perfectly; but
when you suggest as a remedy tbe docking of the dog’s I ail, I beg leave
to diffc c. To be sure it is a remedy but only palliative, for in the progeny
it will again occur, and continue to occur as doge are bred now days. A
butter remedy is, I think, to endeavor to improve the tails by breeding,
as we now improve the nose, color, pace, style, etc. It is a slow method,
but if persevered in one that will be likely to succeed; and after all
what is the trouble when compared to the magnificent result? Now, sb
to the mode of compelling people to breed such dogs. At present two
methods appear to me, both of which are feasible—one is, let the man¬
agers of our future bench shows refuse to award a first prize to any dog
with docked tail; five years from now they can refuse second premium,
and ten years hence third premium. The other is to let a dog compete;
but should liis tail be docked, let him receive 0 number of mark for it.
The result would be that persons having a bitch to breed would look
about for a dog with a short straight tail, and not as is too frequently
now done, breed to any club-tailed animal that has good action and a
good nose. The very word bench show means that a dog shall be judged
upon according to his looks, and not for Ms qualities in the field. For
those doge we have the field trials, in which a dog may compete and win
no matter how ugly and deformed be ib; but in a bench show no dog
with docked tail should be allowed first prize, or else he should receiveO number of marks for it; for it was undoubtedly taken off to
conceal a long, crooked, turned up tail, which to me' is a clear evidence
of impure breeding among some of his ancestors. The little care aud
Tegard given to the appearance of a dog’s tail was most forcibly brought
to my mind at the last Springfield Bench Show in this manner: A prom¬
inent gentleman of the Rod and Gun Club said to me: "flow is your
black pointer pup?" I replied, "He has turned out very poorly, he has
the ugliest crook in his tail I ever saw, but in every other respect iB all
I could wish.1' He remarked: "Pshaw I a dog don’t hunt with his tail,
does he? What do you care, provided he does his work well?" Now, 1
would not care, provided that was the only virtue I required in
a dog; but as 1 can only shoot a few monlhs, aud sometimes only a few
weeks m the year, and as a dog is a constant companion I would not
wish him to be a constant eye-sore to both myself aud friends. Many
persons remarked during the bench show and since that if I had only

cat my black pointer’s tail he would have stood a good chance of taking
a prize, and 1 think myself he would; bnt certainly be would not have
been entitled to it, because I had hidden his defect by amputation, any
more than if I had exhibited a dropper and pulled out the long hair in
his neck, stern, aud toil to hide his breed. In England they will not al¬
low a dog with a docked tail to compete, and the result is that they have
plenty of dogs with good tails.
Mr. Editor, if my suggestions be not acceptable to the majority of
careful-thinking spol'tsiUcu, 1 hope you wifi make one which will com¬
pel those who breed dogs to breed a better specimen of the American
pointer. As to their working qualities there arc uone better, and it Is to
be expected, as they have been bred solely with that cud in view and no
attention whatever paid to their appearance.
Grouse.

City Club again, owing to two of them having run aground
on the occasion of the regatta on the 6th inst., the Plover,
Maty, and Sea Spray sailed over the course again last week,
with the following result:—

The remedy suggested by our correspondent should
be adopted when breeding, not only with pointers hut
with setters, as we are fully conviuced that by adopting
this course we will get rid of the unseemly appendage that,
too many of the high-bred dogs of the present day are af¬
fected with. This is a matter we have always takeu into
consideration in breeding dogs, and with much success.
From our old Bruce, a famous orange and white Gildersleeve setter, from Old Grouse and Chief Justice Beasley’s
Itolla, from K. A. Drake’s Bock, from Hammitt's Echo,
and our fine imported hitches Cora and Fly we bred for
years, and their progeny scarcely ever failed to have
straight, well-feathered tails 'which required no docking,
It is true a dog does not hunt with his tail; yet certainly
he does not hunt any better from having a long, crooked,
coarse, ungainly one, and with our correspondent we could
hardly be contented to have such an animal about us.

—A match race for $200, was to have been sailed yester¬
day between the yachts Gilbert J. Orr of tbe Williamsburg
Yacht Club, and the Jane of the Manhattan Yacht Club,
tlio course being from foot of 104th street East River, to |
aud around tire Stepping Slone buoy.

THE CENTENNIAL BENCH SHOW.
Portland, Me., June, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I wish to indorse your criticism of the clause in the programme of the
International Bench Show that makes a pedigree obligatory, Tor the
same reason that I advocate the prizes being awarded before the show is
open to the pnblic—that is, it is one more clement conducive to tbe
awards being made exclusively upon the personal merits of the animals,
and not ujron the reputation of ancestors, nor upon the opinions of
others, even though they may liave been judges at previous bench shows.
The questions asked by "Donbter;" in Forest and Stream of June
15tli were suggested by the idea of entering doge as American setters or
pointers, no pedigrees being given below awards, and in no case obliga¬
tory. After awards are made it should be optional with owners to give
pedigrees. In the programme referred to there is no class for American
setters to be entered under except Class 5; yot Gordon setters aud Irish
setters have each a class, and if English setters and Russian setters in¬
clude only those brod in England or Russia, or whose pedigrees werB
born there, what insignificant place is left to enter dogs bred in the
United States, or I would say in North America, (not losing sight, of the
many fine dogs owned by our Canadian neighbors) and so bred as to
produce a strain of fine form, color, and other qualities, yet whose ped¬
igrees can only be correctly given for one or two generations. The re¬
sult would be inevitable, if every pedigree In this country could be
traced back far enough, that the ancestors were brought from England;
and in case of a strain being produced of marked desirable peculiarities
the owner of the kennel might not wish to give away his secret by pub¬
lishing pedigrees. Let us not, then, make it obligatory to give pedi¬
grees at our bench shows, and I would also make pedigrees inadmissible
until after the awards are made, agreeing with you that the standpoint
of excellence should be formed and judged upon "by the appearance and
points of the animal exhibited," and if "descent from a celebrity is to
be the standpoint of excellence, why not send the pedigree as a proxy
and keep the dog at home?" How few sportsmen owning fine dogs feel
fully competent to judge of their respective merits as seen on tlio bench,
and with the mind in doubt a rose-colored pedigree would have influence;
yet the couleur de rose may be artificial. In fact, there is so much room
for deception in the matter of pedigrees that they should not be allowed
to influence the awards, intentionally or otherwise, except it be in a
special class making them admissible; and I hope that the entire ab¬
sence of pedigrecsnnl.il after the awards are made may be ft feature of
future bench shows*
Ruamick.

gjaihting and §oatin$.
All communications from Secretaries and frtends should de mailed no
later than Monday In each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Boston.

New York, Charleston.

Jane 32...
June 23...
June 24...
June 25...
June 26...
June 27...
June 28...
Whyliamsbubgu Yacht Club.—Tlie annual regalia of
this club ivas sailed on Tuesday weak, tbe course being
from the anchorage off (lie club house nt the foot of Eagle
street, Greenpoint, up the cast side of Blackwell’s Island,
through Hell Gate, between the North and South Brother
Islands to the Stepping Stones Buoy and return, the en¬
tire distance being twenty-four miles. The judges were
Hon. Bernard Silverman, Mr. John Orr, and Mr. Joseph
A. Lyous. The entries and results of the race are shown
in the following table:—
CABIN SLOOPS.
Actual
Yacht.
time.
Favorita....3 38 15
Chester Arthur.3 fit 45

Corrected
time.
3 32 15
3 33 45

Greenpoint...
Neitie.
Endeavor....

Mary Gibson.
J. N. Lautluer.
Koeinu... WM

-.3 4‘J 15
.A 03 SO
,.4 05 DO

49 15
03 30
05 00

The race aud club colors were won by the Pluck and
Luck, while the Favorita, Greenpoint and Mary Gibson
won in the oilier three classes.
—The annual regatta of the Turns River Yacht Club
takes place July fitb. The prizes consist of, first, the
challenge cup (now held by the yacht Cynthia, of Hew
York); second prize, $20 gold piece"; third, $30 gold piece;
fourth, $10 gold piece.
Jebsey City Yacht Club,—It having boon decided t
sail tbe race between the Hist class yachts of the Jersey

Name.
Start,
H. M. S.
Plover.II 31 on
Marv.11 26 00
Sea Spray.It
0 30

Finish.
E. Tims. Cor. Ttme.
K. M. S.
H. M. S.
H. M.S.
5 13 30
5 42 30
6 42 30
a IB 30
5 48 30
5 30 41)
Not limed.

The Plover, when nearly up to Bedloe’s Island, parted
her preventer backstay, and the gunge carried her topmast
over the side, which destroyed the chances.

—The statement made in our issue last week that the
Idler had won the second prize in the first class in the re- i
cent schooner regatta of tbe Sewanhaka Yacht Club, was
erroueous. The prize was really won by tbe Dreadnaught,
beating tbe Idler 2m. and 2s. Tbe mistake was owing to
an error in noting the time of the latter yacht at the
finish.

Centiial Hudson Yam it Club—The opening regatta
of this club will be sailed on the 29tli inst,., and will be on
the Corinthian principle. In addition to the regular prizes
in each class, there will be given to the boat, irrespective
of class, making the best corrected time over tbe entire
course an extra prize, tlio gift of Mr. Philip Schuyler, of
New York. It is a beautiful silk pennant twenty-five feet
long, with tlie words “Corinthian Challenge Pennant, C.
H. Y. C.,” in white letters on a blue field, and it is to take
tbe place in tbe club of tlie old challenge flag, known as
the “Champion Pennaut,” to be always sailed for as i
challenge flag, like the old one, but upon Corinthian prin¬
ciples.
The following yachts have been added to tlie club this,
season:—
W. K. Brown, 27 feet 5 inches; owned by C. F. Brown,
W. R. Brown, and H. C. Higginson, Newburg. Belle, 35*
feet.; owned by B. Prince, Peekskill. Julie, 16 feel; owned
by P. C. Rogers, Poughkeepsie. Osprey, 19 feel; owued
by T. F. Balfe, New burg.
At the last general meetiug the following officers were
elected:—Commodore, Irviug Griunell, New Hamburg;
Vice-Commodore, C. F. Brown, Newburg; Rear Commo¬
dore, J. R. Roosevelt, Poughkeepsie; Secretary, F. Schuekardt. New Hamburg; Treasurer, .J. Van Wyek, Jr., New
Hamburg; Measurer, A. Van Wyck, New Hamburg; Re¬
gatta Committee, Philip Schuyler, New York, James
Roosevelt, Hyde Park, G. L. Rives, New Hamburg.
The Centennial Regattas—Tbe first of the series uf
Centennial regattas, to be sailed under the supervision of
the Centennial Regatta Committee, occurs to day over the
New York Yacht Club course. To-morrow (Friday) there
will be another regatta for yachts under fifteen tons, and
on Monday an ocean race from Sandy Hook to Cape May.
The yachts entered for the first race up to our going to
press was the schooners Eva, Estelle, Alarm, and Tidal
Wave; sloops Arrow, Windward, and Grade. For Friday's
race there are already twenty-one enljies. For the ocean
race the celebrated America is entered, as well as tbe
Alarm, and Tidal Wave; also tbe sloops Arrow, Wiudward,
and Gracia.

The Hablem Regatta.—The fourth annual regatta of
the Harlem Regatta Association was held on the Harlem
River on Saturday last. Nearly all the clubs who have
their headquarters at this point were entered, and sent
their best representatives to row. Tbe course for all the
seven events on the programme was one mile straightaway
from GateVlumber dock to Florence’s dock, McC'omb's
Dam Bridge. Stake-boat No. 1 was anchored on tbe New
York shore. No. 2. in mid-stream, and No. 8 on the West¬
chester shore, each contestant taking his position accord¬
ing to his entry. The referee was R. S. Bussing, Jr., of
the Nereid Boat Club; the time-keeper and starter, C. G.
Peters. Tbe first race was lor the junior sculls, rowed in
heats, bringing out: H. W. Rodgers, of the Alahmta Club,
white; W. Robinson, of the Nassau Club, red; D. W.
Hernon, of the Nautilus Club, light blue. Rodgers was the
favorite 2 to 1, and taking it very easily until near the
finish he spurted ahead of RobiDson and wou in 6m. 51s.
Tbe second race was for pair-oars, the Athletic, Atalanta,
and Nautilus clubs each sending representatives. Dow us
and EuStis of tlie Atalantas winning in 6in. 7^s.; NautiluB
second, and Athletics third.
The third race was the second trial for the junior sculls,
the contestants being J. D. Foot, of the Nassnus, Waldo
Sprague, of tbe Athletics, Thos. Scanlon, and E. Mills, Jr.,
of tlie Atalantas. Sprague had the lead at the start, but
was soon passed by Foot aud Mills, the Jailer winning in
Gin. 40s.
Three crews appeared for tbe four oared race, represent¬
ing the Columbia, Atalanta and Athletic crews. This was
a very closely contested race, the crews being as follows;
Columbia—J. A. Sprague, bow; E E. Sage, No. 2; C. S.
Boyd, No. 8; J. T. Goodwin, stroke. Atalanta—Edward
Blake, bow; H. W. Rodgers, No- 2; W. II. Downs, No. 3;
J. E. Eustis, stroke. Athletic—R. W. Rathburn, bow; L.
S. Mack, No. 2; H. C. West, No. 3; C. H. Cone, stroke.
The Athletics had rather the best of the start, followed by
the Columbian. Tbe Atalantas, however, soon went to Uie
front and the race was between them and the Columbian.
Just before the finish the boats were almost side by side
when a small steam launch ran into the Columbia’s shell,
crashing in the bow and bringing tlie boat to a full slop. This
unfortunate accident occurred just at the most critical
moment, and lost the Columbias the race, although they
have appealed from the referee’s decision to the Examining
Committee. Tbe Atalantas time was 5m. 20s.
The race for the diamond sculls brought out three well
known oarsmen.- Ebcn Losee, Atalanta; James Wills, Nas¬
sau; P. C. Ackerman, Atalanta. Ackerman won in Gin,
20s.
In the six-oared gig race, the Dauntless, N. Y. Rowing
and Athletic Clubs, contested, the N. Y. Rowing Club
winning iu 5iu. 27s. Tlie Athletics only one ,
to'de¬
bind. in the final bent of the junior fviwia, Rodgers, Foot,
aud Mills rowed, tbe first numed_^i‘uuiu{r ia (jm. 23s,
Hiiuivliui.l Navy T!eg.y.ta _The regatta of the Schuyl¬
kill Navy was held on t3ttUr^ay’ nu, instant, and the easier
way to give your reader^ iin icf’ea 0f it would be to copy
the New York Ue/vM'^ tl,;C0UU( 0f the Harlem regatta of
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the same day. It was a failure, but I caunot see that for
the failure the management is responsible, There was a
strong southwest wind blowing all the afternoon, and the
water was in no condition for shell rowing from the time,
announced for the regatta to commence, First on the pro¬
gramme was the single send contest—a race promising
much interest, hut instead of seven starters, as 1 predicted
last week, there were but five, all of whom were in posi¬
tion when the Umpire’s boat came to the stm t. It was at
once seen that it was impossible to row, the boats being
already half filled with water, so the gig race was ordered.
Only <4ualter City and Crescents came to stake-boats, the
Malta withdrawing. The Quakers’ crew was as follows:—
Stinson, stroke; Fleasoulon; Ferguson; Wise, bow; Maybin, coxswain. Crescent’s—Hinchmau, stroke; Baruhursl;
Terry; Kidgway, bow; Steel, coxswain. The Quakers
seemed to have the advantage of the start, and held a
slight lead until off Wm. Tell Kock, the boats met a canal
barge. Maybin wisely decided to go under the rope, and
kept, elase to the canal boat, but by bad steering lie lost a
couple of lengths. The Crescents, now with the race in
hand, struck right across the river to fiud smooth water,
and under any ordinary circumstances would have lost the
race. Tito wind changing did flatten the water on the
eastern side, (perhaps Steel is a friend of old Prob’s), but
still more in their favor was the perfectly reckless manner
in which tlie coxswain of the Quakers’ boat put his rud¬
der first hard to port and then hard to starboard. No
crew could stand pulling against a rudder all the lime, and
wheu the crews came past the island the Crescents were
well ahead, winning by a couple of clear lengths.
There were no entries for either the double-scull or barge
race except from the Crescent Club, so the two boalB
were started together for walli-ovovs, (or is it walks-over),
for their respective classes. After a long wait for the
Quaker City, to whom some cousiderutiou was due after
tueir gig race, but which was trying to the two crews lying
at the slakes, the four-oared shell race was started. The
Pennsylvania crewMassey, stroke; Conrad; Benuert;
Kappes, bow.
Colors—blue.
East.
Uudine:—Baker,
stroke; Dc Haven; Alleston; Roberts, bow. Colors—white.
Centre.
Quaker CityMelleath, stroke; Pleasonlon;
Goomley; Stinson, bow. Colors—red. West.
The U udine led by half a length. Almost, at once the
Pennsylvanias dropped astern, aud after a dozen strokes
commenced paddling home, apparently completely out of
temper. The high wind made steering very difficult, the
Quakers’ boat going wildly over the whole neighborhood.
Koberts seemed to feel the same difficulty, but never for a
moment losing bis head, he brought the boat back at once,
aud began takffig a look at the tail boats when half over
the course. At the head of the island the race was not yet
beyond doubt, but the ease with which Do Haven shot his
crew ahead on the home Btretch proved the leaders had
“Jots in ’em.”
For the first time in a long period the Undines carry the
first class champion flag. '1 he victory will stimulate the
club to further exertion, and on the other band Lhe Quak¬
ers’ defeat will teach thorn that even a little of their old
care aud discipline cannot be abandoned without loss.
The Regatta Committee were Schmitt, of the Pennsyl¬
vania, Chairmau Haines, of the Malta, aud O’Neill, Of the
College. Vice-Commodore Hockley acted as umpire iu
the gig races, and Alex. Krumlhoau for the shells.
The Vesper Club have challenged the Quaker City,
Pennsylvania, Crescent, Maltas, aud Undine clubs to a
four-oared shell race. The Vesper rhouid come into the
Navy, and would then have a chance at some of these
clubs.
'The swimming contest bids fair to be a success on the
36th.
Scut,ns.
—The citizens of Peoria, 111., will celebrate the Fourth
of July by a grand regatta on Peoria Lake. Four hundred
and fifty dollars will be given in prizes for four races.
The regatta will be under the auspices of the Peoria Boat
Club.

No Notice fallen of Anonvinoim IJoniniunleollonu,
E.S. 13., Rochester.—Where can T find, good trout fishing mi the
Lehigh Arulley road! Aim. Near Whitehaven Iti Lucerne Co., Fa. Good
hotel at depot.
G. L., Machais, He.—How does the Lefever gnu compare with other
guns same price! Aus. No butter guns manufactured iu Uie UuUud
Status Ilian lliu Lofovur.
V. A V. B.. Uuclpb, Canada.—At what ago do speckled front begin
to propagate their species, and wliat is their average size at that age!
Ana Two year old trout, say 6 inches tn length.
G. B., New York.- Will you be so kind as to inform me what kind of
flailing (thia mouth) In the Thames River, Udnn,, also what kind of bait
to use! Aus. Excellent striped bans fishing at Nnuitic now.
Borrowers.—The persons who borrowed from the library of Forest
and Stream office Prime's >T Go-a-Fishing” audRuxtou’s.“Liru in tbe
Far West" will do themselves and ua justice by returning them at once.
G. P.j Ayer.—W hero is tbe best p ace hi Maine for netting pigeons in
the mouths of August and September. Aha. Figeoha are uncertain in
their roosting places and Skin impossible to predict where they will be.
O. KRichmond.—Where can I find a work on trapping and handliug
pigeons for matches? Ans. No work especially on handling and trap¬
ping, The Trap Shooter’s Referee is the nearest approach; we can
send it.
Dr. C. M. W,, Louisville.—'Where aud at what- price cun I get Daw¬
son’s bonk on fish and fishiug? Aus. Sbeldou & Co., New York, or
Weed, Parsons & Co., Albany. Price $1.50- We can forward you a
copy post paid.
G. W. 1'., BoBton. -Will you please inform mo where (he best fishing,
lake or brook IrmH, is found, and whete i can get a set of trout hooks,
flies, and rod tlie cheapest? Ans. The Rangoly Lakes iu Maine. Messrs.
Bradford & AnLhoily of your city will fit you out.
E. U. I"., Brattloboro, Vt.—Please inform me the names of and where
can be obtained the best book on iroui, culture! "Domesticated Trout”
by Livingston Stone, Oagoofi & Co., Boston; “Fish Culture,” by Seth
Green, Rochester, N. Y. Dr. Slack's book is very serviceable. Address
Mrs. .1. 11. Slack Bloomsbarg, N. J.
11. B. D., Albany, N. Y.—As you are familiar with sporting litera¬
ture, will you please inform me if you know of a work entitled “Wild
Sports in the West of Ireland,” by Maxwell; whore it can be bought,
price, etc.? Ans. Messrs, Scribner & Co., No. 7-15 Broadway, had it
Borne lime siucc. We do notkuow the price.
C. E. C\, F. L., N. Y.—L Can you tell me how to catch black-birds
for trap shooting? 2. Is there any difference between a cat-fish and a
bull-head? Ans. 1. Use a pigeon clap net set near u grain stack, wkerccver tlie birds congregate in large flocks, a. No difference between tbe
common cat-fish (rimelnclus calDtte) and tbe bull head or honied pout.
F. A. C., Fall River, Mass.—Will trolliug in a sail boat be loo fast for
black buss, or should I use a row bout? It is in a lake, and therefore no
current. Should J use (lies as well as the spoon bull, and what kind?
Aus. Generally a sail boat rims too Isst. Two miles an hour is the
lu-st speed. Use either fly or spoon; the latter is the best for general
work,
w . P , Waverly, Md.—My setter dog, roar years old, is affected with
vomiting every two or three days. He is very thin, and his coal; is dull,
having lost the glossy appearance It used to have. Can the trouble be
worms? And if so, where can 1 procure the ramons areca nut? Ana.
Have mailed to yon the proper doses of areca nut with directions for
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scalding, but hope yon will try the remedy yon mention and give us the
result, if successful.
J, TL N,, New York.—At the recent meeting of the Harlem Regalia
Association, in the gig race a protest was lodged against the gig of (lie
Now York Athletic! Cleb. Can you tell me why the objection was mado
and if It was well founded; also give definitions or gig, barge, aud shell?
Ans. The objection was made on tlie ground of the Athletic gig being
smooth instead or lap-streaked, aud was entirely unfounded. Out un¬
derstanding of the definitions is ns follows: A gig is an open boat
with out-riggers; a barge is nn open boat rowed on tho gunwale; a Bholl
is mi out-rigged boat, decked forward and aft with a protected cockpit
for the rower.
P. G. R., New York. —Do you know of any material better than parch¬
ment oat of which to make the leaves of fly-books? ihavewettho
leaves of my book so badly that they are mined, and I should like to re¬
new them myself, if possible. Ans. We don't know of anything is use,
bnt. have been tempted to try oil silk inclosing tbiu card-board. Tho
objection to parchment is that it becomes misshapen aud warped after
being wot. Two pieces of oil cloth, Buch as is used for covering wagon
seats, might answer, pasted back to back. There is a recent invention
of cork plates glued upon both sides of a linen fabric, but we hoar it
spoken of adversely.
H. B„ Philadelphia.—I have an idea of going into the North Woods,
N. Y., for a three or four mouths trip. Will you oblige me by inform¬
ing as to what would he necessary for snch a trip for two persons, and
what the probable exponsc would be? Ans. So much depends npou tbc
nature of the outfit required, that it is difficult to name cost; boat, guide,
and grub, will cost from $3 to $5 per day. Take blankets, both rubber
and woollen, and plenty of old clothes. Provisions, such as coffee, tea,
pork, etc., can he obtained at the point of going in. Sec back numbers
of Forest and Stkeam for articles by tbe dozen describing outfits and
experiences in the Adirondacks.
Inquirer, New Braintree, Mass.—Will yon please to answer the fol¬
lowing questions in yonr “Answers to Correspondents?" 1. Do you
know or a gunsmith by the name or J. Barnes? 2. Can Kay's concemratlug cartridges be used in a muzze-loading Bbot gen? 3. Where can I
gel. a map of Virginia, also wliat would he the price? 4. Is there uny
law against fishing in natural brooks, if the person whose lands it ruus
through, puts up a nolice: “No fishing allowed here, per order, Ac.?”
Ans. 1. We have never heard of agunroaker named Barnes. 8. Kay’S
concentrating cartridges may bo used to advantage iu muzzle-loading
guns. 3. Address G. W. & C. B. Colton, 172 WilUnrn street, N. Y. 4.
Yes.
E. J. R., Wethersflold.—1. I have an Irish bitch pnp six weeks old
by Plunkett, which seems to be fell of worms and will notes!very well,
and when she passes off ihe worms she passes considerable blood. Her
bowels are very loose. Are worms dangerous, and do yon know of a
harmless remedy? 2. In awarding prizes at bench shows «o native set¬
ters, is color taken into consideration? If it Is, what color stands first?
Ans 1. We have mailed to you theproper doses of powdered areca not
with directions for giving it which will no doubt relieve your pnp.
Worms frequently prove fatal, wheu pups afflicted with them are neg¬
lected. 2. In awarding prizes to native sellers, color is not taken into
consideration.
A., Bellaire, Ohio.—1. What is the time, by water, from Quebec to
Dalhonsie, on the Bay or Clialeurs? 2. What is 1,ho character or tlio
fishing for both sea and speckled trout, tn the rivers that put, into the bay,
from tbe 20th of July to August 1st? 3. Is it entirely free? I. Can one
obtain tent, guides, and supplies at Dalbousie? 5, To whom, In Quebec,
can oue write for needed inlormution as to steamers and fares, ftc.,
Ans. 1. About 36 horns. 2. Trent largo and abundant. 3. No restric¬
tions whatever on trout fishing. 4. Ves, and at Campbelitown, tho ad¬
joining town. 5. We have repeatedly solicited an advertisement of lhe
Gulf Port Steamship Company without result, and shall have to refer
yon to J. V. Gregory, Naval Agent, who will ho doubt oblige yon.

its use.
E. O'UVEB, LiLllo Falls, N. Y.—Can yon give me the address of any
" E. W., Lakeville,-Ct.—I have two setters that ate alive with flea*.
collectors of eggs with whom I can correspond? Ans. Nuttall Ornitho¬
Soft soup, carbolic soap, tke ordinary flea tablets, are ail coented as nec¬
logical Club, care R. Deane, 80 Sparks street, Cambridge, Macs.; Dims.
tar fit for gods oy these pests. My dogs are all scabs, sores, crossness
E. Aiken, Colorado Springe, Col.; D. II. Eaton, Peotone, 111.; A. B.
and ugliness. Can yon either tell me or something, or send mo some¬
Covert, box 287, Alin Arbor, Mich.; G. E. Maingault, Mas. Nut. Hist.,
thing that will rid them of tbo vermin? Ans. We have had a kenmtl or
Charleston, S. C.
setters and pointers for full forty years and never have failed to rid them
Extractor, Newton, Mass.—I have iu my possession a finely made,
0r ileus by tlie use of common suft or hard brown soap. A strong Ifllhcr
double-barrel breech-loudur, 18 bore, and 80 inches in length. A friend
of snch soap will surely kill all fleas with which it comes fairly in con¬
or mine lias advised me to have my barrets reduced in length by two
tact. Many persons fail with it because they leave parts of lhe dog un¬
inches, oiaiming that l.lte shooting quahttoa origin. be improved by so do¬
touched by the soap, and there is Where tile fleas flee for relief and are
ing, also the ease in handling. Aus, We consider 80 inches as the best
saved—and then again, many dogs arc kept where myriads of fleas breed
length for general shooting.
aud live. The proper way is to latbBr tbe dog thoroughly, leaving no
L. S., Union Club.—L’an you give me any information relative to tlm
place on liim untouched, then let him run around for twenty or thirty
Black Mountains of North Curolma, and tbc means of reaching there?
minutes, after whicli wash off the soap and place him where there are no
Ans. To reach Black Mountain go to Johnson City on Virginia and
fleas. Sprinkle your kennel with wood ashes.
THE “QUI VIVE” CANOE.
East Tennessee Railroad. This region is quite famuus for bears, and
F. M., New York.—Can yon tell me tho shortest route to Connecticut
there arc fleer, ruffed giuuse, wild turkeys, squirrels, and speckled trout,
Lake aud give me an idea what it would cost to go there aud take canoe
East Orange, Jnnc iOtti, 1876.
although we did not find as much game on our trip last fall as we exWith me? Are there any mups published of rivers, giving location of
Editor Forest and Stream:—
peeled.
rapids,
waterfalls, &c., that would lie suitable to a canoeist? Wnatrouto
Iu your issue of the 8th. lust, you publish a letttec from Yarmouth,
G> Xt. W —I expect to go West about lhe 1st August for Lhe purpose
would you advise for ah enjoyable canoe trip? Is it safe to venture
Nova Scotia, describing a canvas canoe. You treat the subject as though
of obtaining some prairie chicken shooting, Will you kindly give me
through Delaware Water IGupwilh a canoe? Ans. Leave Grand Trunk
it was something entirety new. Now I have built no less than four
some information as to localities, and also, if you can, the name and ad¬
Railroad at Island Pond, Veimont, and take the wilderness road to First
cauvass canoes, but the two built this spring are an improvement on any
dress of some reliable party whom I could communicate oil the subject?
Lake, Second Laku, and so on; or you can leave IheG. T. R. R. at.
1 have ever seen. They are olegatit in shape, light and stiff, aud do not.
I would prefer to shoot In Illinois? Aus, Address W. it • lloiabird, Val¬
suutford. slage to ColelirOOk, wagon to Erroll's Falls, boat up river to
leak a drop. The frame is made of ash. The main stringers are nine
paraiso, Indiuna, or call npou him on your way out. If he caunot give
Duckee’s Landing on tbe Megalloway River, and thence up stream to
in number, and utl outside of tbc ribs, so that everything that touches
you some shooting there he will direct yon to a good point.
Parinaqhene Lake. From thence yon can portage over to tho Connecti¬
the slrin runs foro and aft. This, mid the stylo of building, also putting
Lewis, New York. —I should like to try my hand at. fly casting, if I
cut lakes, und thence go down river. This would make an enjoyabiu
the canvas on without a Seam below the gunwales, I claim to be the in¬
could go to any place within two hours or New York, where there is
trip. Guides can be obtained at border tovvne. Don’t know what It
ventor of. The six other stringers are then added, at proper distances,
supposed to besotne trout. 1 believe there are streams on Long Island.
would cost, to take canoe in; it wonld be a difficult job, bat practicable.
and firmly secured. The canoe is then turned over, and solid braces put
I
would
be
willing
to
pay
for
the
privilege.
Arm.
We
will
guarantee
For map,address N. C. Leach, P. O. Box 77fr, Montreal. The Delaware
inclose to bow and stern. Fifteen cross ribs are then put in at proper
you a dozen good trout il you will take ti o’clock train from Unetcr’s
Wuter Gap is passable for canoes.
distances ana riveted with two copper tacks at each intersection with
Point or Busiiwick to Ridgewood, Ti. I.; distance 28 miles, returning in
the stringers. While doing this the lines must be trued, as these ribs
4P. M. train. Go to Edward H. Seaman, 20 minutes’ walk from depot.
determine the shape of the canoe. The mast step is then put in, and
Vie, American Naiwralist for June opens with nn article
Geo. E, S., Hartford.—How can I tell il a Newfoundland pup is full
fastened to the keelson and two ribs, also a piece of three-quarter inch
by Dr. James Lewis on “Jo and its Habits.” Io is an opercnlate uni¬
pine board, from gunwale to gunwale, with a mast hole in it. Next the
bred? He is about Beven months old and two feet one inch high. How
valve shell abounding in tho streams of Tennessco and adjoining
long dues he keep on growing? He has a liti-lo brown hair behind bis
peaked carlines, or deck-supports are pu t in. The Tormis then removed,
States wherever the waters are torrent-like. It is of the family tilnynrinears and a little on his hind legs. Will that ever change to black? Ans
after which the well frame and combings are placed in position, and
alulie. A popular explanation (for those who understand botany) of
No oneean tell that a dog is thorooghbred from his appearance. Many
firmly screwed to the gunwales. The deck has a slope of two inches
the mathematical nal tire of phyllotaxis, Is printed from u manuscript of
from well to bow and stern. When all the wood work is complete I
half-bred dogs have the appearance of full-breds. A dug seldom grows
eive it a coat of paint, after which tbc skin, No. 10 cotton ancle, is put
the late Chaoncey Wright, of Harvard College. Dr. C. C. Abbott con¬
m height after he is a year old. The brown hair on year's Will not
on without a scam. Next I paint bow and stern, also along the keelson.
tributes a vary original account of the traces of “an American autoch¬
change to black.
While the paint is yet fresh I put on false bows of sheet iron and an
thon,"
which 1m has found in the drift-gravels of Central New Jersey.
inch pine keel, which latter is bolted through the skm to the keelson
,1. B.,YiokBburgh, Miss.—1. I have a valuable setter dog two years
He considers that the relics described belonged to an aboriginal race,
Next.the deck is pat on, of lighter canvas, and then a coat of boded
old which has a dry hacking cough from which he seems to suffer very
linseed oil is given. Over the oil I pamt, and finally varnish. 1 have
which wore exterminated by the first ancestors of tbe present red men;
much
when
exercised.
2.
Which
is
the
best
powder
to
nseinNo.
Illrepeatedly hauled the “Qui Vive” up the side of a dock or barge, and
and if any of their descendants remain until now, they are to ho found
gauge, 30-inch Greener breech-loading shot gun, and how lunch? Aus.
have sailed her over very rough water, yet she, is as SW aud fight as
in the Eskimos. This opinion Ib snpported by parallel evtdence in Eu¬
ever. Any one with a correct eye, and a little skill with, tools, can. build
1. Give youi dog a tea-spoontull of syrap of squills twice a day when
a “6ui Vive” canoe. The dimensions are, length, 14ft,, beam, ^biny ,
rope. D. S Jordan and H. 13. Copeland are tho writers of an entertain¬
his
eongli
is
troublesome.
2.
Thu
powder
advertised
in
oiir
columns
by
depth amidships, from ridge of deck to bottom of one-iuch kee!,ltt.
ing paper on the little otbeostomoid fishes known ob “Johnov Darters,"
different makurs is of the best quality. Tbe coarser grained is prefera¬
The fittings are paddle, mast, two sails, apron, sealback, stretcher, flag,
which are iittle known; figures of three genera are given. Prof. W. G.
and flagstaff. I will contract to furnish a lew canoes of tins style next
ble audirom 3i to 4 drachms to 1* ox. shot is about right for your gnu.
Farlmv's description (with plates) of the black-knot fungus which af¬
spring for $50 each, complete. The -Qui Vive” and “Delaware may
H A L.—1 have a book by J. S. Skinner, entitled the “Dog and
reets frail trees is very valuable to agriculturist. The two last articles,
be seen at Bower’s boat bouse, or the Thighs’ on the Passaic, tip to the
gGlhinst., when they start for the Centennial.
I. F. West.
Hirtsman,” are the receipts reliable, ana the work rare? in “tlie chap“Prof. Tyndall on Germs" and “The former Climate of the Polar Re¬
r on distemperjie says he has found a complete cure, effected by c"
gions” are copied from English magazines. The departments are well
ousand
repealed
yeueseetton
by
a
little
opening
medicine”.
What
Polo.—On Saturday last the second game of polo for the
kept up.
mcseclion? Ans. The book you allude to is out of print and very
champion cup was played on the new grounds at Jerome
The Galaxy for July opens patriotically with a Cen¬
re; many of the receipts therein arc good, bnt yon will Hud better in
Park, the sides being as follows:—
tennial poem by J. M. Wiuchell, followed by a description of Washing¬
ir eolumus. Venesection Is defined as the operation of openrog a vein
Blue and White.—J. G. Bennett, Ang. Jay, Wm. Jay,
ton's Headquarters at New York,
Wm. Black’s charming story “Mad¬
r
letting
blood.
It
is
another
name
lor
phlebotomy,
a
iltUs
more
gen
Dyson Moore, G. G. Franelyn,
„ „ , , _
cap Violet,” re continued, aud in tbe present installment we are treated
lied and Blue.—Viscount Maudeville, S. S. Howland, F .
el.
to a bit of yachting in tbe waters of North Britain and some rematkubio
A Reaper, Middleton.-I have a small dog which had the misfortune
Griswold, W. Douglass, Winlhrop Thorne.
duck shooting. Mr. Albert Rhodeu treats of “Life among the Bedouins,"
, gel. scalded, taking a lot of his hair off. la ihtre aoy method by
Ten games in all were played, resulting m a score of
and General Custer transports us to the home of those other wild men,,
Inch the hair can be made to grow again? A friend said to burn an
eight for Lord Mandeville’ssiUe, and only one for Mr. Ben¬
the Sioux of the Yellowstone. Mr. Richard Grant White has “A word
dshoeandmix the ashes with lard, keep the dog ont of the sun, and
nett's, one game being declared void on account of a foul.
with Max Mnlier" upon the relations of English writing and English
m,
a
muzzle
on,
and
be
would
come
out
all
right.
Can
you
give
me
s
The playing on the part of all engaged was remarkably
speech. Several oilier puppi'B of merit, and the usual Drift Wood. seien.
altermethod, ana oue. which would be more to the,dog's comfort? Aus
flue, Messrs'. Bennett, Douglass aud Jay particularly dis¬
title miscellany, and review of cutrent litaiMWe complete tire number,
to have never been able to restore the hair which has been taken off by

tinguishing themselves,
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LAWLESSNESS IN THE ADIRONDACKS.

T

HE St, Germain brothers, who fired into a parly of
sportsmen on the Upper Saranac with a rifle a fort¬
night ago, are in jail, and in a disagreeable fix. The charge
against them, we believe, is only for assault with intent to
kill (and under the law no jury can fail to convict them),
but they are also amenable for illegally setting nets and
lines. The penalty for the first offence is imprisonment in
the penitentiary for a term not less than one year or more
than seven; and for the last a penalty of $25, and impris¬
onment in case of non-payment.
As we stated in a recent issue, the St. Germains fired
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
into Hon. W. A. Wheeler’s party under mistake, suppos¬
ing them to be the IIoyt-Romcyu party, who had cut up
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural Histoby,
FisiUCctltuhe, the Protection of Game, Preservation of Forests,
their nets, after having first notified them of the illegality
awd the Inculcation ihMen and Women or a healthy interest
of their procedure, anil been defied to interfere. The firing
W Odt-doob Becbeation and Study :
was without doubt a willful and deliberate act of lawless¬
PUBLISHED BY
ness, with intent to do bodily harm, actuated by motives
Rarest snd ^tresitf ££nblislwtg ^omgatjg,
of revenge; and the judge cannot charge the jury other¬
wise under the evidence that will be brought. The plea
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
that intent was absent, because the aggressors had no cause
of grievance against the party fired into, will probably be
[POST Office Box 3833.1
put in; but we regard the fact of the wanton and reckless
firing into an unsuspecting and unoffending pleasure party,
Terms, Five Dollars a Year, Strictly In Advance.
by a rifle ball aimed by a practiced backwoodsman so truly
that at a distance of 100 or 200 yards it penetrated the boat
A disconnt of twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
within a few inches of the person of one of its occupants—
Advertising Rates.
(his we regard rather as an aggravation than a palliation of
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 2E
the case. If the lives of innocent parties are to be thus
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, dOcents perline. Reading
endangered, the North Woods must become deserted ora
notices, BO cents per line. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 30
sufficient police force be organized for their protection,
. per cent.; over six months, 30 per cent.
which would of course be impracticable. The arming of
each visitor or sportsman in his own defence will not guar¬
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1876.
antee his personal safety, for he may be cut down by a ball
aimed at some other person, or at himself in mistake for
To Correspondents.
some other person. If gentlemen were assured that they
had only open enemies to fight, then, with a prospect of
being forewarned, they could be reasonably forearmed;
All communications whatever, whether relating to Dueinees or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Fokkst and Stream Pub¬
but at present one may as well save his weapons and am¬
lishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
munition and trust to the luck and the temper of those
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
whom he encounters. In the case of the 8t. Germains,
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
they were well informed of the lawjtnd its penalties, and
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaraod.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
defied its execution. They threatened, and they executed
We Cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
their threats; now let them suffer the penalty for their
Secretaries of Clnbs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
misdeeds.
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
We sincerely hope that intelligent men, resident or so¬
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemon sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
journing temporarily in the Adirondocks, will see that this
find our columns a desirable, medium for advertising announcements.
is made a test ease in the cours. It is to the interests of
The Publishers of Fobest and Stream aim to merit and seenre the
the landlords, who have most at stake, that the game and
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
fish is preserved, otherwise there will soon be no attraction
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
for sportsmen; and it is to the interest of all to see that
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
the woods are made safe and tenable to those who enter
tend to malte them nnpopnlar with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
them unsuspiciously and without apprehension. Let us
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
know
whether the setting of nets and lines is illegal or not.
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
muy not be road with propriety in the home circle.
We have assumed that it is, as we read the law. If the
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
act is legal, then the St. Germains have a right to defend
money remitted to ns is lost.
their property by weapons, if necessary, at the lime when
Advertisements shonldbc sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
it is being destroyed. But they have no right to deliber¬
CHARLES HALLOl'K,
Editor and Business Manager.
ately shoot the trespasser at any time afterwards; for they
immediately become amenable to the law for an assault to
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ take life. We shall look for the decision of the court with
much interest.
ING WEEK.
Thursday, June 23d.—1Trotting: Syracuse and Pou ghkeepsic, N, Y,;
Belmont Park, Philadelphia; Parker City, Pa.; Jackson, Mich, Inter¬
national Regatta New York Harbor. Base Ball: Mutual vs. Chicago, at
Chicago; Hartford vs. Louisville, at Louisville; Athletic vs. St. Louis,
at St. Louis; Monticello vs. Unknown, at Jersey City; Olympic vs. N.
Haven, at Paterson, N. J.; Archer vs. Quickstep, at Philadelphia; Ith¬
aca vs. Olympic, at Patersou; Mutual vs. Tecnmseh, at Jockson, Mich.
Friday, June 33d.—Trotting: Belmont Park, Philadelphia; Terre
Haute, Ind.; Beacon Park, Boston. Centennial Regatta New York
Harbor. Base Ball: Mutual vs. Tecnmseh, at Jackson, Mich.; Camp¬
bell vs. Centennial, at Philadelphia; Lowell vs. Rhode Island, at Provi¬
dence, R. I.; Obelsen vs. Arlington, at Brooklyn; Nassau vs. Athletic,
at Brooklyn; Chatham vs. Mutual, at Hoboken.
Saturday, Jnue 31th.—Racing: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia.
Trotting; Fleetwood Park, N. Y : West Chester, Pa. Rifle: Geiger
Badge Contest, Creedmoor. Regattas; Boston and City Point Clubs,
Boston; Quincy (Mass ,) Yacht Club. Forest and Stream Club Pigeon
Shoot, Scranton, Pa. Base Ball: Mutual vs. Chicago, at Chicago;
Hartford vs. Louisville, at Louisville; Athletic vs. St. Louis,
at St. Louis; Alaska vs. Resolute, at Jersey City; Alaska vs. Active, at
Wapingei’sFalls; Orange v-. Nassua, at Orange: Jasper vs. Hudson, at
Man. Col. Gr,; Nameless vs. Staten Island, at Brooklyn; Hoboken vs.
Produce Exchange, nt Hobokeu; Lowell vs. Resolute, ut Portland, Me.;
Quickstep va. Muiual, at Harlem. Cricket: St. George 3d Eleven vs.
St. Paul’s School of Concord, N. U., at Hoboken.
Monuay, June 26th.—Racing: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia;
Trotting: Fleetwood Park, N. Y. Rifle: Sharpshooter's Union Matches
at Philadelphia. Regatta to Cape May. Base Ball; Hudson vs. Athlotic, at Man. Col. Gr.; Monticello vs. Mutual, at Jersey City. Cricket;
St. George’s 1st Eleven vs. 1st Eleven of Young Americas of Philadel¬
phia, nt Germantown.
Tuesday, Juno 27th.—Racing: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia.
Trotting: Watertown, N. Y.; Hartford, Conn.; Stillwater,Minn.; St.
Petersburg, Pa. Rifle: Competition at Creedmoor for places Dn American-Jrish Team. South Carolina Regatta, Charleston. Cricket: St.
George’s 1st Eleven vs. Germantown 1st Eleven, at Germantown.
Wednesday, June 28th.-Racing and Yachting ns above. Competi¬
tion for places on Ir'sh-American Team at Creedmoor. Newark Rowing
Association Regatta, Passaic.
Sailinu of the Dory “Centennial.”—'ike fishing
dory Cunlennial, with its captain and crew, all comprised
in tire person of Mr. Johnson, sailed on its adventurous
voyage of 3,000 miles, on Thursday last. Whether it will
safely reach Liverpool, its destination, remains to be seen.
Whether it does or not we cannot see what good is to be
gaiued by the undertaking. In desperate cases of ship¬
wreck long boat voyages have been accomplished, but if
Mr. Johuson safely crosses the Atlantic it is not probable
that his crossing will materially effect the travel by steamer.

Hard Times—We may still be living in “hard times,”
but any one who will look at our quotations for fish in the
usual column this week must acknowledge that it is many
years since delicacies in the fish line were so well within
the reach of people of moderate circumstances as they are
now. Salmon, fresh from the Restigouche, is selling at
eighteen cents per pound. That most delicious of all fish,
the Spanish mackerel, although brought from southern
waters, is worth but twenty five cents, while heretofore,
when caught in our immediate vicinity, they have brought
from thirty to fifty cents. Green turtle sell for but twelve
and a half cents per pound, when a careful examination
of our files for years back will not show them to have sold
for less than eighteen cents, and seldom at less than twentyfive. Indications show that throughout the season we are
likely to have an unusual abundance of both fish and game,
of all varieties. _
_

—A game protection society is about being .formed at
Newport, R. I., some of the most prominent citizens as
well as summer visitors having interested themselves in the
matter. The game already on the island is to be carefully
preserved and added to by restocking. The organization
will also include a rifle dub, and a range is to be estab¬
lished at Portsmouth Grove, a few miles from this city,
where a 1,000 yards stretch upon a dead level can be
secured at a trifling expense, permission having been given
by its owner for that purpose. The targets are nil to face
the south, and on the right of the shooting poiut a high
hiil rises, which will be a most favorable place from which
to watch the signals and shots.
More Solid Evidence.—Mr. Gilbert Longfellow, of
Roque Island, near Machias, Maine, complains in a letter,
printed io our Natural History department, that a casual
reference to himself has brought him so many applicants
for eggs that they are a nuisance, or words that might im¬
ply as much. He refers to this fact (and so do we) as evi¬
dence of the advantage of advertising in our columns.

—This Centennial year every inducement is being held
out for people to travel. The Erie and New York Central
are fighting over which will curry the passenger traffic.
The fare to Niagara and Buffalo is $5, to Utica $4, to
Chicago $13, and a proportionate rate to all points.
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HERE are quite a large number of shooting, fishing,
and game protection clubs throughout the United
States and Canada—most of them incorporated—that own
considerable tracts of real estate, with buildings for the
accommodation of members and guests, and all appurten¬
ances for their pleasure and convenience, and the objects
generally for which they were formed. Among the oldest
of these clubs are the fishing clubs at West Island, Pasque
Island, and Cuttybunk, off the Massachusetts coast, the
South Side club of Long Island, the Oquossoc fishing club
of Ruugeley Lakes, Maine, the Long Point shooting club
on Lake Erie, the Currituck shooting club of Nortli Caro¬
lina, and the Qua Qua shooting and fishing club of Wis¬
consin. All of these own considerable tracts of real estate,
and valuable buildings. There are very many more that
have been established on a similar basis within three years
past; indeed, it is chiefly within three years that the innu¬
merable sporting clubs in nearly every State, of whatever
character or scope, have been formed. Nearly all of them
have the protection of game as a professed object, though
they do not make the propagation of game and the culture
of fisli a business or a study, their main object being a
systematic prosecution of sport with rod and gun under
the laws defining the close and open seasons.
The Long Point club, if we are not mistaken, was the
first chartered organization that purchased a large tract of
country with the avowed object to protect it and the game
in it. Its success was so great that, despite the opposition
of ancient squatters on their territory, and persistent dep¬
redations . by outsiders, they found the game to have in¬
creased marvelously within three or four years, while the
opposition of market hunters had proportionally decreased.
This success was observed, and the example stimulated
other organizations.
For centuries the ownership of large forest lands for
hunting purposes was a royal prerogative throughout all
Europe, and until a very recent date, even within the con¬
tracted area of England, tracts of 20,000 acres or more,
like the Black Forest and New Forest, were appropriated
for the sport of the grandees, and jealously guarded by
foresters and game keepers. We, in America, who claimed
the “whole unbounded continent" as ours, had no need for
reservations like these in the early days. The wilderness
was around us, and the game was free. But with the en¬
croachment of population forests were felled, game became
scarce, freeholders prevented trespass on their lands, and
good bunting grounds became isolated and comparatively
few. For awhile the lords of the manor could enjoy the
privileges of royalty in democratic America on their seignorial domains, but these large tracts soon became too valu¬
able for individuals to hold, and they were cut up into par¬
cels. For individuals to reserve large ureas exclusively for
hunting purposes was totally out of the question; but
astute sportsmen, who Baw the game retreating rapidly,
and perceived that they must soon travel immeasurable
distances to find any at all, began to consider expedients.
The initial result was the establishment, in 1871, of the
Blooming Grove Park Association, in Pike county, Penn¬
sylvania, the editor of this paper being one of the incorpo¬
rators. This association now owns and leases about 12,000
acres of forest land, which is an extent that compares
favorably with the largest in Europe. It was found that a
combination could assume obligations which the wealthiest
individual could hardly do, and the results of five years
appear in the gratifying annual exhibits of the Secretary
of the association. The Park has become an attractive
plaee of resort for sportsmen and their families from May
to December; deer are very numerous, being not only
protected, but propagated; the club house is the largest
and best in America, and the primary objects of its projec¬
tors are in a fair way to be carried out to eminent success.
That the preservation and reservation of suitable forest
tracts for the public benefit has received the serious atten¬
tion of our leading statesmen is evinced by the setting aside
of the Yellowstone region by Congress as a National Park,
and the attempt to reserve theYosemite and the AdirondackB. Quite recently two forest park associations have
been chartered—one embracing the Fuitoa chain of lakes
in New York State, and the other certain districts near San.
Francisco, California. We have referred to both of these
within a month, and some additional information respect¬
ing the California enterprise will be found in the following
letter. Both of these tracts, we should state, include many
thousand acres:—

y
Sab FrAhcisco, Jane 4th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A week or two iu;o I sent you some account of my operations in ang¬
ling in Lake Merced, some few miles nearer our city than either lakee
San Andreas or i'ilarcito.i (of the latter of whioh, when I visit it, 1 will
also write you some description), and which are the principal pieces of
water now leased by onr new sportsman’B club hare. I will now relate
my piscatorial experience in San Andreas. Tnis line fresh water lake
comprises an area of one thousand acres. It is surrounded by hills, and
a few that may be termed mountains, partly clad in trees and shrnbbery,
and partly in pasturage. The scene from our club house about the mid¬
dle of the lake is very rurally intereating and picturesque, a succession
ol line headlands and small bays presenting themselves to the eye in
looking either up or down it. The manner of flahing there, this eariy in
the season at any rate, for sometimes there la bait angling, is by trolling
from a boat a small spoon. The flab to be taken are a small species of
silver salmon, or salmon trout, the general average of their weight this
year being one pound and a half. Different from Lake Merced, this lake
is naturally well supplied with small chubs, furnishing a good amount
and description of food for their larger brethren. Also, the woods and
brush on the west side furnish the salmou with abundance of insect
provender. This lake is also about three or four feet higher Hum it was
last season. It is likewise more, exposed to the strong west trade gales
f rom the ocean, which blow almost daily in this region In the monthB of
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April to September, from eleven A. iff. to seven or eight P. M. Thes
winds interfere mnoh with the fishing. The first day I was there, lately,
I had only about an hour's trolling, during which time T caught but one
fish, a ponnd in weight, which took the spoon. I had two artificial Dies
upon my lino above the spoon, nearly black, because that is the color of
the natural flics and wild bees which fall into the water quite plentifully.
It thea came on to blow “great guns11 from the western shore, near
which I was, and which rendered the contemplation of landing my boat
on the eastern side to the club house, through the breakers, not particu¬
larly pleasant. At last, after waiting some time, I made up my mind to
cross. Fortunately the rather flat spot, which I intended for a landing,
and which I could dimly discern, was nearly opposite, and I bad only to
keep the boat before the gale. This I succeeded in doing, being an ex¬
perienced boatman, and rowing aoross almost like a flash I drove right,
ashore and jumped out in a moment to take hold of the boat before the
waves conld take her broadside on and so swamp her. 1 accomplished
this, however, with only a slight wetting to myself and creel, which con¬
tained my tackle, fly books, &c. Toward evening the storm abated, and
the next morning the sun rose clear of fog clouds, and the weather was
perfectly calm and beautiful. I was in the lake before his solar majesty
had made hia appearance above the horizon. The superintendent was
there also in a separate skiff. In crossing the lake I hooked a good fish,
a salmon of two pounds, and after a sharp contest got him safely into
ray landing net. He took the black fly. Then the water remained too
smooth, and utmost without a ripple for four hours, with a warm sun.
I and the overseer trolled faithfully for nearly all that time, and could
not get even a touch of a fish at either spoon or fly. We saw only abont
half a dozen rises, but observed quantities of chub close to the shores,
ranch disturbed and jumping out of the Water, and the salmon no doubt
savagely feeding on them. The overseer did not get a fish, and he soon
retired from the field of action. 1 kept on for some time after thts, but
met with no better success than berore. Then I gave up the fight under
the conviction (consolatory to iny skill as a fisherman, of course) that
these gentlemen fish were pampered gourmands, and by far too well fed
to take the epicurean and delicious (i) fare we had so carefully provided
for their generally voracious, though, as in this case, from satiety, rather
delicate appetites for any artificial temptations offered to them. In
about a month, when the water falls, from its Vast consumption in the
city and evaporation, and the chubs and insects become scarcer, there
will probably be some good fishing. In the meantime we sportsmen
must make ourselves contented with what lakes Merced and Filarcitos
and other waters can afford us, and In general, like all true sportsmen,
take the good the gods provide us.
E. J. Hooper.

There are several tracts in the United States, which still
Temain in nearly their primitive state, which ought to be
assigned to the purposes ot parks, namely: one in the
Blackwater region of Virginia, another in Northern Michi¬
gan, one in Southwestern Texas, and another in Florida.
The latter comprises about 3,000 acres, of which 1,300 is
cleared laud, lying within ten miles of the city of Tallahas¬
see, the Eden of Florida, diversified by lake and river, and
abounding in game and fish. This property belongs to
Mrs. Ellen C. Long, daughter of Gen. Ii. K. Cale, the first
Governor of Florida, and is for sale It lies partly on Lake
Jackson, and includes within its boundary a lake four or
five miles in circumference, besides the River Oclockonee
running through it, and affords a variety of fish, wild fowl,
snipe, doer, turtles, quail, &c. It is not like the Florida
jungles, but has fine drives running through it, and fields
that have been cotton plantations, and buildings that may
be utilized by any club or association. It is a bigh and
rolling country, and has been always famous as a bunting
ground. It is known as Orchard Pond now, but was called
Lochiocha by the Spaniards and Indians—a much more
euphonious name. Should any gentleman entertain the
idea of purchasing this most desirable tract a letter may he
addressed to Mrs, Ellen C. Long, Women’s Department,
Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia, or additional infor¬
mation may be obtained from the editor of Forest and
Stream.

The following letter, describing one of our prominent
clubs on Long Island, is pertinent to the subject of this
article, and will be read with general interest:—
Editor Forest and Stream:—On Tnesday last, by tlio kind invita¬
tion of Mr. S., we left in lint 9 A. M. train on the Long Island Railroad
to paes a few days at tbe famous Suffolk Club. Oar party, consisting of
three, arrived at tbe club house at mid-day, and arter partaking of an
excelllent lunch and arranging our tackle, we started for tbe pond, Mr.
8. and I going in one boat. The day being fine, and a light breeze
blowing from the southeast, we were confident of a good afternoon's
eport. We made a good beginning, for the boat had only jtist left the
shore when a large fish rose to my fly. I missed him, and after three or
four more casts he rose again, this time I struck him, and after a few
minutes1 play landed a fine one-pound trout, and scored the first fish of
the party. Mr. S. soon followed my lead, and before the afternoon bad
half gone had gained some two or three fish ahead of me. Onr eport
was good, but at sundown we expected to do wonders. Onr hopes were
not to be fulfilled, for at 5 o’clock, or a little later, the wind began to die
out, and by 6 o'clock the pond was as Bmootb as a looking-glass. So
we took ourselves home—tired, hungry, and well satisfied with our
afternoon’s work. Our smalt fish we returned to the pond, reserving
only those weighing one-half pound and upwards.
Mr. S. had impressed upon ns that at the Suffolk Club every one had
to make up his mind to rough it. so imagine onr surprise at having a
dinner placed before us that would have done honor to Delmonloo. The
history of the club is this;—
Mauy years ago fifteen gentlemen In Now Tork formed themselves
Into an association, bought some eight hnndred acres of land, hired tbe
fishing in the pond, and bntlt the present club house. They have since
bought the pond, which covers some forty acres, and secured the fishing
in the stream which feeds it, for two miles np, which, by the by, is an
excellent spawning ground, the bottom being covered with beautifnl
gravel. They have also hired the exclusive right to shoot over twelve
hnndred acres adjacent to their own propeity, giving them in all some
two thousand acres of as fine shooting as there is to be found anywhere
on Long ;i»land. English Bnipe may be found on the meadows in the
Bpring, and in the summer and fall woodcock, qnail, and ruffed grouse
abound. The club houBe is a large wooden building, two stories high,
with a large dining room, library, and Borne twelve bedrooms, and as all
tbe members are never present at once, there Is always ample accom¬
modation for all. In tbe latter part of tbe summer and fall some of
the gentlemen bring their families down with them. The ladies may
occupy the morning in boating, or croquet, or take a book and spend their
time reading by tbe cascade, a trnly lovely and romantio spot, or m a
boat row np the stream. In the afternoon tbe drlviug and riding will
keep them busy until dinner time, when the weary sportsman returns
from bis day’s tramp. The stables and kennels connected with tbe
dnb are tbe best of their kind and afford accommodation for any num¬
ber of horses or dogs. Mr. S. told me that for three years he put out a
dozen paitB of the pinnated grouse, or prairie chicken, but hear¬
ing nothing of them, after numerous inquiries made through the country,
came to the conclusion that they ware all dead, anti last year gave up
the experiment of propagating them. But the head game keeper on
our arrival this trip, reports that two pairs, quite tame, had been seen
pear the club house, and another pair across the pond. This was, of

course, exceedingly gratifying, for if they are not disturbed they must
in lime multiply, and a',1 that section or tbe conntry will be as plentiful
in prairie chickens as it now is In quail, and the Long Island pinnated
gronsc will cease to be a thing of the past. The morning before I left
the club I rose early, wakened by the calling of tho quail and bright
rays of the sun pouring in my room, and taking “.Tim,11 (a black pointer,
full brother to Mr. S’s “Tom,” winner of first prize at Springfield this
year) and slatted for a morning tramp in the woods, both to see the
working of the dog and how much gatno there was. 1 found every¬
thing as it had been represented to me, the dog worked handsomely,
and we found more game than lever saw in a day’s tramp anywhere.
Old
though twelve years old, still deserves the appelation given
him some years ago by some of the members, uumely, "Locomotive,”
for be certainly is tbe fastest dog I ever shot over, and perfectly true and
staunch, it being quite impossible to call him off bis point. One of
the aunecdotes they are fond of telling relates how he came to a point
two hnndred yards off. When Mr. S. came up with him bo commenced
calling tbe party: it was nearly twenty minutes before they came
together, they then began to walk in, and first one, then another, and
still another bird got np, they were all killed but one; still Jitn held his
point, and did so until Ills bird rose, which Air. S. killed. After
breakfast we returned to tbe pond, and east mail noon. The sport,
however, was not as good as the previonariay. While on the pond a
number of quail tiew back and forth across the pond, and the woods
re-echoed with “Bob Whites.” There are a pair of wild geese On the
pond, which are very servieable as decoys in the spring and fall, and I
had almost omitted to relate how one of our party seeing them in the
morning harried back to tbe bouse for gun and ammunition, mistaking
them for veritable wildfowl. It was consoling to him, however, when
he became aware that ho was not the first Visitor who bad been thus
deceived by these same geese. At 3 o'clock Mr. Wm, Osborn was in
waiting to convey ns to Yapbanlc, where wo look the cars Tot Hnntcr’a
Point, and thus ended one of the pleasantest irips I ever made.
Grouse.
New Tonic, May 20tb, 1870.
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of highly finished gilt engraved guns and revolvers, such
as wore taken to India by the Prince of Whales for presents
to Indian rajahs, etc. Also sections of barrels showing
their modes of choke-boring and actions.
Adjoining tins exhibit is that of Messrs. J. & W. Tolley,
whose guns are also widely and well known in this country.
Messrs. Tolley have adopted the plan of giving their guns
distinctive brands with uniform prices for each, ranging
from the “Pioneer" at $05. (gold) to the “Paragon” at $335.
The workmanship of these guns is excellent, and shows
great care. One of the novelties shown us by Mr. Tolley,
who is present in person to give information, ia a new
action in which in addition to the double bolt there is an
extended lump in which the bite is taken back of the face of
the false breech, giving great strength. We had an oppor¬
tunity of examining and comparing guns made for English
sportsmen and for our own. It is rather remarkable tho
difference which exists in the drop of the stock. Gnus
ordered from America usually ltaving from one to two in¬
dites more drop than those used in England, where much
straighter stocks are in vogue, We noticed recently, how¬
ever, at Geneseo, that some of our crack pigeon shots were
using straighter guns. Mr. Van Vleek, of Buffalo, who
won several prizes, shot with a Greener gun with only one
inch and a half drop; and by the bye, our representative
shot in the press match with the same gun and found the
difference between an inch and a half and three inches dis¬
astrous to his chances. The position taken by the ma¬
jority of pigeon shooters, leaning far forward, may neces¬
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sitate a straighter stock to enable them to avoid shooting
under their birds.
Mr. John Rigby, of Dublin, the well known rifleman,
shot aims at the great exhibition.
whom we trust soon to welcome to our shores once more,
has a case containing botli shot guns and rifles, which do
S the demand for fine arms of every description
increases rapidly in this country, and carries with it him credit. Mr. Rigby, on the occasion of his last visit to
this country, brought over a couple of guns which were so
a growing competition, manufacturers necessarily make
much admired that lie was induced to leave them here. Of
most strenuous endeavors to produce novelties and improve¬
those under review we were particularly pleased with a
ments, each of which shall be an advance upon the last.
very kaudsome gun fitted with Rigby’s patent snapAs might naturally he supposed the Centennial Exhibition
lever easily removable, simple and strong. The price was
affords an opportunity for the display of all that, is new of
$339. Mr. Rigby also exhibits some elegant double Ex¬
this description which lias been taken advantage of to the
press rifles, ranging in price as high as $440, gold.
utmost, particularly by foreign manufacturers. In fact it
Messrs. P. Webley & Son have a remarkable handsome
is somewhat surprising to see the display of guns in the
case of guns in which every variety can he found, from the
English exhibit so much larger than that in our home de¬
highly finished and more elaborate gun to the cheapest.
partment. English makers have an incentive in making a
Messrs. Webiey have guns as low as $50, Good servieable
good Show from the fact of one of their host markets being
pieces they appeared to be, and one at $91 a 10-gauge, with
on this side of the Atlantic, and their various exhibits are
top action and rebounding locks, appeared to be a particu¬
so arranged, on mite, as to make a remarkably handsome
larly fine gun. We were shown some self-cockers, an im¬
display. But we have enough manufacturers in Ibis
provement, we believe on Mr, .Lang’s patent, in which tho
country to liavo made an equally creditable exhibit had
movement of the lever under the guard throws the ham¬
any combination been formed to have so arranged it. As
mers to full cock, a very good arrangement for Captain
it is, with the exception of what may be found in the Gov¬
Bogardiis in his matches against time or for duck shooting
ernment Building, and exhibited under the auspices of the
in very cold weather, when one’s finger become numbed,
Smithsonian Institution,our leading manufacturers, witlione
but for ordinary shooting we should prefer rebounding
or two exceptions, have contented themselves wiflt showing
locks. Some of the guns were fitted with the Webley a few shot guns in connection with their more elaborate
collections of rifles; and it may he mentioned lierc, that if Laneaster lock-fast, in which the forepart, or as it is some¬
times called in this country, the false stock, is attached to
the English exhibit of shot guns is superior in point of
the action. The Webley guns, although not so widely
numbers as well as quality, our display of rifles far ex¬
ceeds anything of the kind of foreign manufacture in the distributed in this country as those of other makers, are
likely
to become much better known through the medium
exhibition.
There is so much to he seen and discribed even in this of the very handsome exhibit which is now to be scon in
Philadelphia.
one department alone, that it is impossible in a single let¬
Mr. W. W. Greener exhibits a handsome case of guns,
ter to convey anything like an adequate idea of the Ex¬
hibition; it is our purpose, therefore, in the present not numerically large but of remarkably fine workmanship.
article to confine ourselves to shot guns, and that, too, Some of them are most elaborate in finish but as there was
mainly with those shown by our foreign visitors. A single no one in ehaige of the case we had no opportunity of ex¬
day, and that a first one, is indeed, almost insufficient to amining them. Mr. Greener's guns, however, are too we 1
properly examine this department. Almost half a day is known to require special comment. His choke-bores are
necessary for one to obtain his “bearings” and gain an in¬ now used by many crack pigeon shots, particularly in the
sight into the general plan which will afterwards enable Southwest. One of the most striking objects in Mr.
Greener’s exhibits is the elegant Field cup won by him in
him to steer a course for any given point without the aid
of a pilot. Even in the English department alone one be¬ the great gun trial of 1875, a reproduction of which also
ornaments the stocks of some of the fine guns.
comes almost confused with the dazzling display of all that
A very popular maker in this country is Mr. Edwinson
is rich and rare in British manufactures. But the sports¬
C. Green, of Cheltenham, England, wlro also exhibits a
man is guided almost instinctively to the guns, and once
case of guns, not made especially for exhibition hut taken
found it is nearly impossible to leave them.
from the stock of Mr. Green’s American agents, Messrs;
The laigest display is that of Messrs W. & C. Scott &
Son, of Birmingham and London, which is in charge of RusselL & Hayden, of Jacksonville, Illinois, or made to
order for sportsmen in this country. Mr. Green lias made
Mr. Romney, of Messrs. Read & Sou's, of Boston, during
choke bore, or extra close shooting guns for the past nine
the absence of Mr. W. M. Scott, who is spending the sum¬
years, and claims to be the first to use the system. He
mer in this country. The “Scott” guns are now so widely
makes a gun at as low as $45, currency, for No. 12-gauge,
known throughout the United States that it is only neces¬
witli a double grip action and the left barrel bored to shoot
sary to allude to some of their more recent improvements
close, and from that at all prices np to $350 for the “Ex¬
in the actions and mode of boring. The latest of these is
celsior."
the triplex lever grip, which, in addition to a solid double
We were unexpectedly gratified in meeting Mr. Purdy,
bolt at bottom, has a strong hooked cone attached solid to
sou of the well known London maker of the same name,
the head of the lever which enters into a steel projection in Mr. Purdy is in charge of a choice assortment of fine guns
the rib. The advantage of this action is that it effectually from his factory, comprising both Express rifles and shot
holds the barrels to the breech and enables the heaviest guns. The workmanship of these guns is remarkably fine
charges to be used in duck or match shooting. Another new and although the prices are high there is full value given
fastening is the quadruple bolt, which in addition to the for tho money. The warrant of "Gunmaker by appoint¬
ment to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales,” which ornamenis
solid double bolt at bottom, has also two top fastenings, the case is in itself a good guarantee of quality. Mr.
two steel socket projections being left on the sides of tho Purdy showed us some ,'guns, such as are used by mauy of
barrels into which two bolts at the breech, worked by the the best amateur pigeon shots,in England, among them Sir.
lever, fit when the gun is closed. Some of the guns itave Howard S. Jaffray, of this city, who has been meat suc¬
cessful in his matches. We were surprised at the iighlnets
in addition an extended rib dovetailing into the breech.
af the guns—seven pounds being about the average. Mr.
These are hut two of the various actions exhibited. In Purdy now uses the top action on most of bis guns, otlieis
quality, the gnus rank from the "premier" at, say $300 to of his make which we had seen in this country having had
the 4th quality at $ 100. A very neat and inexpensive gun the lever under guard action.
Mr. Geo. Gibbs, of Bristol, exhibits a case of fiue guns
made by this firm is the “Special Field” gun, with toplever, solid double bolt and rebounding locks, sold at $100. and rifles, among the latter of which we noticed a heavy
rifle entered for 2,000 yards, some with telescope sights,
Another improvement of Messrs. Scott which is placed on
etc. We hope to make a closer examination of it on our
all guns when so ordered, is an improved “high dead-level next visit.
rib,” with which it is claimed that the shooter can lake a
Mr. J. D. Dougall, of London, exhibits a fiue collection
surer and quicker aim. This ease contains also a number of his new lock-fast guns, the pecuiiaiityfof which is that
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Lady Salmon Anglers.—Gentlemen need not hope to I
councillor also dons a crown of eagle feathers, from which
a double row of feathers hangs down to his heels. He bear off alone all the honorable trophies to be won in the ■
feels his official position at such times, and comports him¬ angler’s profession, We have taken repeated satisfaction I
self with so much dignity as to offset a large amount of in calling their attention to illustrious examples of ladies’ ■
the squalor and brutality of his ordinary life.
Among the curiosities of dress, the woven garments skill in handling a BalmOn, notably the lady Dufferin, wife I
from Alaska are worthy of the most attention. They are of his Excellency, the Governor General of Canada, who is 1
in the form of sacks wilh long sleeves and hoods, and
a peeress in her own right to the title of leading female ex- j
present the same appearance either side out, looking like a pert of America. Nevertlieless.it is gratifying to know I
continuous garment of fur. But in handling them you that this rare acquisition, with its enviable honors, is not 1
discover that they are woven of strips of skin—hare’3 usu¬
ally—wilh the fur on, and a wrap of strings of buck-skin, confined to the New Dominion. We mentioned, a wliilel
or strips of cloth. They are very closely woven, and make ago, a niece of Daniel Webster, now residing in Washing-1
au exceedingly warm and handsome garmeut. Several are ton, who inherits her father’s dexterity in the use of the
shown. From these northern regions where the necessity fly-rod, and there are several ladies of our acquaintance 1
of keeping warm has urged to groat ingenuity in securing who would possibly not blush to be mentioned in the same 1
the result, come cloaks, also hooded, made of the breasts
of loons, or ol' gulls and grebes sewn together. A sur¬ category, did wc feel at liberty lo mention their names. I
prisingly beautiful cloak results.
Sometimes they are However, there is our talented correspondent, Miss Sara J. |
lined with down or hare’s fur. About 100 skins are re¬ McBride, of Mnmford, N. Y., who is already known, not!
quired for one sack. The downy skins of young water- only as a dexterous fly-tier of enviable reputation, hut a 1
birds arc cut into strips and woven into blankets which are- lady who studies angling as a science as well as a pastime. I
much more flexible Ilian even a heavy woolen blanket
And there is a little lady living in San Francisco, Cal., 1
would he. The celebrated water-proof suits of tlie Aleu¬
tian Islands are also here. These are made from a large who shall he nameless in deference to her sensitive modesty "1
intestine of the sea-lion which furnishes a strip of semi¬ —a princess of the blood, wilh lineage direct from a |
transparent gut about eight inches in diameter and several long line of ancestors who have been anglers, inheriting ■
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feet long.
These strips are sewn together round and
the divine gift herself. Her father is known to the public I
round until a coat is made; the hood has a puckeriugunder the pseudonym of “Podgeis,” the gentleman who B
string which draws it close around the neck and face; the
THE DRESS A.ND HOME-LIFE OF TUB INDIANS.
wrists are tight. The wearer seats himself in his kyak, first presented Mark Twain aud Bret Harte to the coterie I
which is a hide canoe having a hole in the deck only large of Utorateurs and -to the public; but tbe cabalistic word *
HE immense resources of the National Museum (Smith¬
enough for a single man to luck himself into, and fastens Podgors is rather a password.to the hearts of intimate I
sonian) have been drawn upon to furnish a proper
the skirls of his water proof coat to the rim of the round friends, than a clue to recognition by most readers of the I
representation of the social life and arts of the Ameri¬
hole in the deck. JNo water can then get in, oven if he present generation.
Of this young wood-nymph, her
can Indians.
Something over fifty wire aborigines— he rolls over and over in the water, as these daring canoefather says. “The lust time we were out, she landed 35-1
mostly without heads, and hence scalpless—stand in orderly men are said often lo do.
salmon
in
one
morning’s
fishing that weighed 700 pounds I
Two years ago Prof. F. W. Putnam found iu the caverns
array in a dozen glass cases in the Government Building,
of Kentucky, among other human remains, some well- in the aggregatel How is that for a girl of 18 years?" I
wearing the costumes of various tribes from Greenland to preserved moccasins or sandals “neatly made of finely
The echo is the response. And now this brave lady and®
Mexico. Except the Eskimos, all the tribes represented
braided aud twisted leaves of rushes,” aud cloth woven of her father have already undertaken a summer angling tour,.M
are from west of the Missouri, for not much remains but the same material. These sandals seemed to be unique;
extending from California to Maine! First they went to 1
there
was
no
record
ol
any
such
articles
existing
among
stone implements, of Eastern nations, so long is it since
any people that could be found except that the peasants of the headwaters of the McCloud and Sacramento rivers, ■
they disappeared or assumed the habits of civilization.
Spain used to make shoes out of a certain grass abundant where the trout run from 3 lo (5 lbs., and the salmon from*
The effort has been to make it a typical display of Indian there. There is, however, in one of the eases here a sort
10 to 30 lbs. in weight. We shall hear of their success®
art, and the costumes are all deftly wrought of skins.
of lialf-hoot made ol bark by the natives of Alaska, who betimes. Next will follow a few days’trout fishiog at
There is a general resemblance throughout, and a descrip¬ seem to have worn it as a stocking inside their seal skin
Ogden, Utah, and in Weber River, Bear River, aud other*
tion of one will serve for many. Take the wax figure of boots; and saudals of -agave fibre which Dr. Edward Pal¬
streams on their way to the cast. Their objective point is I
Red Cloud, for instance, which stands stiff and straight mer procured among me Diegueuos Indians of Southern
the Wilderness of Maine, where the quality of the fish will I
California that closely resemble those found in llie Ken
with its back to a post as though its prototype were about
lucky caves. Hats of grass are also shown, and mats and
be tested, and compared with those of the Pacific Slope. I
o be burnt. The face is a good likeness of a Sioux, broad, cords of “babicbe” from the McKenzie River— babiehe What u creditable performance Ibis will be! How it will J
at and sleepy,-hut without an atom of kindness in the being a kind of hempen fibre. The finest specimens of
stimulate some men, and eclipse the boasted exploits of I
small, brown, watery eyes.
Supposing this were Red such work, however, are the conical baskets from South¬
others! And why should not our women share with us 1
Cloud, Chief of the Ogallala Sioux, standing in propria ern Arizona, some of which are woven so closely as to
hold water. They are made by the Pi mas and Papagos these enobling and health-giving pleasures, thereby quali-J
persona, you would observe that he wore upon his head a
chiefly, who excel’iu this work, even constructing boats of fyiug themselves to assist the work of restoring the pliysi-|
skull cap of buck-skin supporting two thin horns, made by basket Woik which do not require pitching. These South¬
cal standard which belonged to the generation of their*
whittling down buffalo horns, which stand straight up and ern people make the best of woolen cloth also, and some
grandmothers hut is lost in the present?
have tassels of red hair on their tips. The cap is trimmed splendid Navajo blankets in bright colors are exhibited.
These
blankets
were
formerly
woven
on
their
own
rude
with tufts of white hare’s fur and lines of black and white
beads; it ends behind in a bunch of eagle quids. His looms, but the Government has now given many of them
better looms, facilitating the work. Still a really tine
§¥*>
hair is combed into one lock at each side which hangs blanket is worth about $75. The Pimas of tbe Gila Val¬
nearly to his waist, and is bound with a black ribbon ley weave a coarse cotton cloth also, upon a loom which
—Owing to unavoidable causes the printing of the Forest*
(sometimes with a strip of fine mink’s fur, or something of they roll up like a bundle of sticks, and hold firmly
and Stream Hand-book for riflemen has been delayed far J
the sort). The eyebrows are partially plucked out, and between the toes while operating.
Space forbids further description of this interesting de¬ beyond the lime intended. It is uow in press, however,
ibe face is scrupulously clean of heard and ordinarily not
partment which those in charge have so well and fully and will be issued the latter part of Ihip week without fail, I
painLed. Around his neck is a necklace of grizzly’s claws illustrated. Several cases are devoted to the pottery and
Orders can be addressed to the publishers, Messrs. J. B.
—tTophies of the chase, and from a brass ring through culinary apparatus of the Indians, in clay, wood, and stone.
Ford & Co., or lo this office.
each of his ears hang thirty DentalwM shells strung in Other cases contain implements of tbe chase, particu¬
—The Indians are improving by long range practice, I
five rows with a piece of Haliolis at the end. Over his larly a fine lot of bows and arrows, the latter wilh stone having recently wounded two soldiers of Gen. Crook’s!
broad shoulders is a shirt of buck-skin which doesn’t in points; tools for the preparation of skins, etc.; and horse command at Prairie Dog Creek at a distance of 600 yards. 1
trappings, braided whips, lariats, etc. There is also a
the least fit him, and lias very tight sleeves, below which ills
The International Matches.—The final competition 1
model of a sweat-house, and photographs of the lodges
nut sewn together at the sides. At the lower edges of the and villages of various tribes. One case contains a large
or places on the Centennial team was shot last week, aud |
garment the skin of a leg of the buck hangs down almost variety of wampum and other shell money, among which
he twelve men who are to form the team and reserve were 1
elected in the order of their scoreB, being the highest ag- I
to the ground, and is fringed at the edges. For want of a are the Detdalium shells which pass as currency among the
;regule in the second and third couipetit'.ous. as follows:—■
Northwestern tribes. Of any oue of these objects very
real medal, one of yellow, red and green beads is em¬
2d Compel*!!.
3d Compel,'n.
Total. H
much of interest might he written. Take the single item
broidered on his breast. Little rosettes of flattened porcu¬
•W B. Farwell.435
4ffl
SM
■
of snow spectacles, for instance, designed by the hyper¬
pine quills also ornament his shirt front, and, besides borean lo keep oil the ever-present glare which would boon
L.vSfc..41.4
43U
S43
I
au epaulet-band, bands of head-work three inches wide ex¬ produce blindness. Some oE these spectacles are merely
T. S. Dakin.401
444
S35
■
(j VV. Yale.
■
tend more than half way down both the front and back of thin pieces oE cedar fitted to the nose and eyebrows, and
L C Bruce.3Ul
420
811
1
the shirt, meeting on the shoulder. This band is patterned tied round the head, having a very narrow slit to peek
J." A. Staffer.m
*»
I
B. Fulton.®nS
I
in heads of several colors, and from its outer edge depends through. But there are half a dozen modifications and
<J. K. Uverbaugh.WO
gjg
I
improvements intended to reduce the reflection of the
A. Anderson.- 393
401
797
I
a friuge of scalp-hair, any deficiency in space being sup¬ snow, and increase the comfort of the wearer. Finally
H. S. Jewell.391
4UJ
i.»3
■
plied by mink-fur or horse-hair—black, white, yellow, and there everywhere appears evidences of the decorative art
N. YVaabburn.3S3
381
701
I
green—which he replaces by human locks when he is of the redmen, that of the Mexicans attracting attention for
Messrs. Dakiti, Yale, Bruce, and Fulton were members I
fortunate enough to secure a scalp. The chiefs thin hut for its superiority, and its symbolic character, while the
of last year’s team. Of tbe new men tbe Times says:— 1
“Col. Willard B. Farwell, tbe foremoat man iu the team, is a native of J
tough legs are encased iu tight leggins flaring out over the huge carved doorposts of the Alaskans, two specimens of
which are present, and which recently have been figured Massachusetts, and forty-lhruu years of age. Be was for many years*
instep into long fringed ends which flap about his feet as in an illustrated newspaper in this city, are the most con¬ managing ediLor of the Alla California in t?an braucteco, but is al. prea-*
mil euguml In tlie manufacture of machine guns.
■
he walks. The breeches have no seat in them, bul are spicuous objects in the vicinity.
'\Mr? Frank llyde is an agent for Remington’s sewing-machines, and l
-■*<*•held up by a thong tied to the belt on the outside. They
a resident of Ilion, 2s, Y.
„ ,
_ .
,
. .__ J
‘•Mr,
has been
ill I, L.
Li- Weber
Hi;u» was
r»uo bom
uo>u in
*** Buffalo, and
—---- .
—We acknowledge the receipt of an invitation to attend
are usually ornamented by lines printed on the buck-skin,
he greater part of his life, but is uow connected with, au insurance c
or by bead-work, and sometimes have elaborate fringes on the opening reception of the Racquet Court Club ai their
>any
•Col. J. A. Shaffer is a resident of Chicago, and manager of a Health 1
new club-house, Sixth avenue aud Twenty-sixth street,
the outside seams. His moccasins are plain, tight-fittiug,
rt Company. He is thirty-six yeurs of age, and served as uemfl
which, unfortunately falling on our busiest day, we were
jlonel with tlie Second Battalion Illinois Volunteers during the war,*
and their shape is a distinguishing mark of the tribe.
ceivine a commission as Brevet Colonel at its close.
uuable to enjoy. The opening of the new club-house,
Such is the ordinary dress of the Sioux warrior. Some¬
“Mr Charles E. Overbaughia connected with Sharp s Rifle Company,*
id is a native of Greene couuty, in this State.
J
times, however, it is much more elaborate in its ornament¬ which is devoted largely to the healthful aud stimulating
“Lieut. Andrew Anderson is a resident of West Ilobokon, N. J.v*
game of racquets, may be said to almost mark the intro¬
ation, an immense amount of work being put upon it.
here he is iuiercsted in the real estate boainess. Be has jnst received*
s discharge from the Fourth Regiment New Jersey National Guard,*
I have seen suits among the Utcs that could not be bought duction of the game to the young men of this country.
s term of service having expired,
I
“Mr. Nathan Washburn was born in Hartford, Cmm,, where he con-*
for less than $100 in gold. They were really very hand¬ That it will rapidly become popular is beyond doubt
Qiiea to reside, and is engaged iu tbe manufacture of car wheels. 1I$-|
some, and the braves and maidens who wore them appre¬ The officers of the new club are as follows:—
about forty-live years of age,
. ,
. T
„ ■
William li. Travers, President; Rutherford Stuyvesant,
“Major Herberts. Jewell is the senior partner of the Arm of JcwelLJ
ciated this fully, and were careful of them.
rothers. flour merchants of Brooklyn, and is also Inspector or Kuieji
In general the women do not dress as well as the men, Vice-President; W. Watts Sherman, Treasurer; M. Mor¬
Ul that
LUUh city.”
.
racilco in the Fifth Brigade of
gan, Secretary. Governing Committee—William R, Tra¬
because they are not allowed the time or material for it; vers, Rutherford Stuyvesant, Edward La Montague, A.
auc team
mam held
uulu aa mooting at the Hoffman House on WedTlie
tesday, preliminary to appointing a captain.
.
■
nor do they seem so vain as most of the young braves.
Wright Sanford, Charles G. Francklyn, Henry L. Burnett,
Mr. G. S. Schermerhorn, Jr., Secretary of the National,
Their usual dress among the tribes between the Missouri John A. Lowery, William Watts Sherman, Mathew Mor¬
title Association, has received a letter from Mr. P. B.1
gan,
George
S.
Bowdoin,
Roland
Redmond,
Isaac
Bell,
Jr.,
and the Great Colorudois a sort of loose, sleeveless tunic
Valuer, of Sydney, Honorary Secretary of the New Soutltl
of buck-skin, or, nowadajs, brown cloth, belled about Edward G. Field, Frederic Bronson, Henry C. Babcock,
Vales
Rifle XVe&UUltlt-HJLl,
Association, informing
Y Hlco J.VIUW
turo*tun*& him
-“*”• of the prepara—
,
/-V
■
the waist with a broad belt so disposed as to sustain the James V. Parker, Charles E. Strong, William P. Douglass,
tions
.... ...
. i, by
i... .1.,.
n:ii.,.,y„n of
r.F Ausiralia
A no i pul In to
in -imn
in r.hfl
rmute
Iherilleinen
30m m
the Gen~|
George
P.
Wetmore,
Louis
L.
Lonilard,
James
Curphey,
abdomen. On gala days they have more or less finery,
ue
euuial International
euuuu
luieruauuuai Match,
maun. Mr.
JU*. Walker
.. ...ivv states that thej
and the daughters of a wealthy chief often present a very Carnelius Fellows, David Lydig.and Thomas R. Fisher.
to
ommiltee appointed by the council of his association to,
fine apptarauce. Some of the women’s garments shown Racquet Court Committee—E. La Montague, R. Stuyve¬
m-_
lake arrangements for sending a team to America, in con-,
will excite the envy of their fair sisters who have a taste sant, David Lydig, H. C. Babcock, and E. G. Field. Gym¬
JW
unction with Victoria, decided oil May 0th that the New
for the picturesque. None of ihe clothing is so delicate in nasium Committee—Frederick Bronson, Isaac Boll, Jr,,
by
Joutb
\Vi.les “five" should proceed to Sau Francisco by.
and workmanship, however, as the council robes of the Roland Redmond, and A. W. Sandford. House Committeamer, leaving June 30th, and may therefore be expecttee—Henry
L.
Burnett,
IV.
W.
Sherman,
J,
Curphey,
C.
chiefs, which trail upon the ground, and are ornamented
U
here
about
the
begiuiiinfi
fit
August.
Tim
wnicr
tuUfs
iu the highest style of Indian art. When he wears this the E. Strong, and M. Morgan.

the barrel? are forced forward an eighth of an inch by the
pin on which the barrels hinge being an escentric. The
lever is on the side, and if wo mistake not, the guns have
a solid fore end, the whole giving groat strength. Mr.
Dougall’s guns looked remarkably handsome, but we had
no opportunity of handling them. Alex. Henry, of Edin¬
burgh, is an exhibitor of some very fine rides and shot
guns, also of some lance guns for seal and walrus shooting.
Messrs. E. M. Roily & Co. and C. Lancaster, of London,
both exhibit cases of handsome guns.
Iu fact this department of the Great Exhibition is fairly
fascinating to the sportsman, and with all there is to he
seen in the way of novelties and guns of exquisite work¬
manship, alone well worthy of a visit. One, however, is
by no means sufficient, and our description of American
guns and rifles and, possibly, those of some English makers
omitted, must be left tor another letter. There, is nothing
in the way of improvements in gun making that is of more
convenience to the sportsman than the snap fore piece now
aiiached to fine guns by all makers, "With it the gun is
taken apart most readily, and the old pin which sometimes
requires so much patience and the use of a screw driver be¬
fore the barrels could be removed from the stock, is entirely
done away with. There are other novelties still unde¬
scribed to be noted in our next.

T
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423

J

404

827

325

FOREST AND STREAM
that lie understood the representatives of Victoria would
leave Melbourne on May lilli, anil proceed to New York
via Suez and England.
At a competition of Scotch riflemen for places on their
international team on the 14th inst, the following score
was made out of a possible 225, each man Shooting IS
shots at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards
Name.
Total. I Name.,
Tolnl.
Clowe.iSnlCiimpbell.HU
Whitolaw ......7S|McVIltie.
Bovd..1:3 Duncan.i->s
McKorrell.Its Frazer.147
line.IT2|Monzies.155
Tliorburu.
11181 Melsaae.151
Ciilinuiir.105 Findlay.
It>l
Miicboll.164 Smith.146
Burgees.I63[fircwsler.115
Clarke.16:i|Mclulyre.
HI
Palm
.
.1(13 We teen .Ill
Luke....theiltiUdell.131
The weather was bad, and there was a heavy gale while
the men were shooting at long ranges.
Creedmoor.—Two matches were shot at Creedmoor,
uuder not very favorable circumstances, the wind being
gusty and
uncertain.
The first was for the Hepburn
trophy at long range, for which there were thirteen com¬
petitors, Mr. E. H. Sandford being the winner by a score
of 185 out of a possible 225 points. The following are the
scores.-—
Name.
800 Yds.
900 Yds. 1000 Yds. Total.
15. H. Sanford.fit)
61
64
185
A. J. Roux.68
Gt
58
183
Lieut. Col. W. B. Farwell .,..66
66
50
1SJ
K. Until bone.1?
66
57
170
W. S. Elmcndorf.55
60
47
163
H. Fisher.62
4!)
49
160
Isaac L. Allen. 52
60
46
160
MajorH. 5. Jewell.00
61
37
158
A. V. Can lie Id. Jr.46
53
52
150
1). F, Davids.50
56
35
HI
A. Audereou.46
45
44
135
E. 11. Madison.49
41
42
132
The second match was for the Spirit of the Time* badge
for which there were tliii'ty-nine competitors, the condi¬
tions being ten shots each at 200 yards off liaud.
The fol¬
lowing are some of the best scores:—
Name.
" Total.] Name,
Total.
Henry Pulton.80|E. U. Sanford.
3U
Isaae L. Alien.35 Old. B- E. Valentine.till
W. B. Harwell..33) A. Anderson.3U
C. E. Blydunhnrgll.32F, H. Hotton.29
Of. E. Moore.38 H, Fisher.
39
,T. p. M. Richards.SlUieoree Waterman.29
i: U.iggms.„3l|c.H. Eagle,.38
To-day-the Third Brigade practices, to-morrow tlie Sec¬
ond Brigade and on Saturday the matches comprise the third
Competition lor the “Geiger" trophy, at 1,000, 900, and 800
yards, open only to members of Llie Amateur Hide Club;
aud first competition for the “marksman’s” badge, pre¬
sented by Mr. H. C. Poppenlniseu, at 200 and 500 yards,
with military (State model) rifles only.

tinues to change hands, having been won by Mr. Theodore
Rogers on Saturday last by a score of 31 out of a possiblo’35.
New .Terse v.—The 19th annual shooting festival of the
New York Schuetzen corps took place Die 13th, 13lli, and
14l.li inst,, in the- Schuctsseu Park at Union Hill. Poliow¬
ing are given the principal scores .at all the targets, dis¬
tance of all the targets being 200 yards, off-hand shooting.
Ring target; divided in 25 equal rings, each of 4 inch
diameter; possible score 75; 18 rings being a bull's-eye at
Creedmoor:—
No.
1.
2.
3.
Man

Name.
ltingR.|No.
Name.
Bingn.
JobnJ. llatbjen . 70 4. llerry Kaebel.62
John Rein.63 5. G. A. Knnduhl.. .
61
II. Miller.63| 6. William Hayes.
61
Target, divided in ill perpendicular lines of 1 inch diameter; possi¬
ble score, 60.
No!
Names.
Lities.|No.
Names.
Lines.
1. J. J. Battijen.48; 4. William Hahn. . .43
2. <T. Blumenbirg _
45l 5. A. Zenguer.43
3. William Hayes.43| IS, Julia Hein.42
Creedmoor Target, same regulations as at Oreedmoor, 5 shots.
No.
Name.
Score. |No.
Name.
Score.
1
J. Murf.23 5. William Habn.21
2. J. Klee.231 6. Pli. Klein.
3. Ph. Jacoby.23,7. John Kein..._
4. J. J. Kntbjan.22| 8. William Kubcly.20
Bull's-eye Targets.
Name.
Degrees.
No.
Name.
Degrees. No.
.T. Morr. 8H
Best, R, Faber.,.. 484
William Hahn. 91
2.
John Raschen___ 55
A. Uellwig. 914
3.
Pli. Jacoby. 64
J. Tablin'. 934
a
A. Zcngncr.70
L. Lams.1054
Pb. Kleiu. 801

Most bull’s eyes, J. J. Rathjen, gold medal and $15 cash;
second, A. Hellwig, $10; third, Ph. Jacoby, $8: fourth,
J. H. Rascheu, $G. All the shooters of New York and
vicitiilv leave for Philadelphia next Sunday evening, to
attend the graud shooting tournament iu that city, which
is to be held from .Tune 25th to July lEt. Team shoot¬
ing will take place the Gth of July.
Wisconsin.—The fourth competition at 500 yards for
the Brodhead field-glass prize came off at Milwaukee the
2d inst. Fielding and Bangs tied; Fielding won by Win¬
gate’s rules countiug back singly from last to first, 15 shots
each:—
Mime.
TotaL| Name.
Total.
Fielding;.r72dMouuier.(55
Bangs....72 jotiDtttou..- .53
Turner.
C»fci| Haw ley.
42

The sixih contest, at 200 yards for the Brodhead fieldglass prize came off on the 9th inst. Meunier aud Fielding
tied. Meunier wins by fewest tuners, and holds the glass,
having won it 111 fee times; 10 shots each:—
Name.
Meumer.
Fielding - - -

Total.)

Maine.

r. W. Hawley..

Hawley....
New-York.—The spring meeting of the Sixth Division
Rifle Association was held at Syracuse last week, opening
with the Director's match, 5 shots each at 100 and 300
yards. There were eight entries, Capt. John A. EicLiols
being the winner with a score of 87 out of a possible 50.
In the regimental team match, 6 men, 5 shots each at 200
arid 500 jaids, the Forty-fourth Regiment, of Albany,
made 203 points out Of a possible 300; tile Forty-fouUh
Battalion, of Binghamton, 193 points, aud the Forty-eighth
Regiment, of Oswego, 189 points. The short-range match
was next shot, for which there were 24 entries, 18 of whom
used military rifles. Distances 100 aud 2fl0 yards, 5 shots
at each range. J. 8. Bar ion, of Oswego, took the first
prize, an order for a suit of clothes, making 4(5 out of a
possible 50.
Tlie second day’s proceedings opened Willi the mid-range
match, open to all comers, distances 500 yards lor military
lilies and 700 yards for Creudmoor rifles.
In this match
there were 31 entries, Mr. L. L. Barnes winning with a
score of 23 points out of a possible 25. The officers’ match
had 11 entries, and was won by Capt. Jennings with a
score of 43 points, the conditions being 5 shots each at 100
and 200 yards. Tlie Duncan gold badge, 5 shots each at
200 aud 500 yards, was won by Mr. L. L. Barnes with a
score of 39 points. Tne last and most important event of
the meeting was the long-range match, shot at 800 and 900
yards, 10 shots at each distance. There were several en¬
tries, and the first prize was won by Mr. L. L. Hepburn.
The scoi-es were as follows:—
Name.
800 yds.
1000 yds.
Total.
L. L. ilopbnrn,,,.43
45
88
11. H. Bart.43
39
81
H. Fisbsr.
44
31
75
A. B. Smiib.40
30
70
J. A. Nichols.36
32
6S
Dr. G. E. Wider.47
14
6
Uol. Manning....36
4
40
Of the success of tlie meeting the Standard says:—
“This meeting, the first under the auspices of the Sixth
Division Rifle Association, and the opening one upon tlie
new range, was a success in every respect. Distinguished
riflemen from abroad pronouuced it more largely attended
and more successfully carried out than in Die opening
meeting of several other ranges in this State, aud the Ad¬
jutant General and Inspector General, who were present,
complimented the association upon tlie finely located and
laid-out range, which is the best in the State, as to location
and general formation of the ground, except that at Creedmoor.
The range will hereafter be open to practice, aud
during the present summer it will be made frequent use
of by the members of the National Guard of this city aud
vicinity.”
—The second contest for the champion diamond badge
of the Jamaica Rod and Rifle Association look place on
their range at the village of Jamaica on Wednesday last,
with fourteen competitors. Tlie President, George H.
Creed, Esq., was the successful shooter, making 42 out of
a possible 50, 200 yards, oil-hand. The following is the
score:—
Name
Total.] Name.
Total.
George H. Creed.42 Thomas Lloyd.35
Theodore Rogers ..
42 George A. Dioks.35
joim M Crane.40 Elbert, N. Remsou..31
John Fleming.40,Thomas B. Fish.2H
C J Stewart,.. .,33 Charles A. Prior...27
J olm B. Floury.36 Wm. Durland, Jr.26
George W. Dsunuu.3ts|Josepk Bowden.
At a practice shoot on Monday last Mr. Theodore liogers scored 44 out of a possible 50; John M. Crane, 41. aud
George M. Creed, 40. Mr. 0. J. Stewart., a member of the
club, has offered a prize of a silver cup, value $25, to he
taken by the first member who shall make seven bull's-eyes
in succession at 200 yards, either at a practice or m a
match. The challenge badge, shot for every Saturday, con¬

Novel List of Prizes.—The

riflemen of the city of
Toronto have taken a new departure in the class of arti¬
cles to be given for prizes. Among oilier curious aud use¬
ful things which we find enumerated as won at a recent
bIiooI Uiure are found “six dollars and a case of razors,”
“five dollars and a box of cigars,” “four dollars aud a pair
of bools,” “lour dollars and a teapot,” "live dollars and a
barrel of ale,” “three dollars ami a violin,” “three dollars
and a pair of hoots.”
There is something substantial in the above, hut the n
who won the barrel of ale will noed to control himself or
he may not be in condition to shoot at the next meeting.
Cigars are bad things for the nerves, according to the doc¬
tors, and in offering them for prizes some one may have
had an intention to weaken the nerves of tlie shooters. A
case of razors can be put to good use occasionally, and may
perhaps assist the wiuner to do sharp shooting. The bools
will enable somebody to “walk off” on something besides
his auricular organ the first lime he is lu-aten, aud on the
whole the prizes have been selectuu wan much judgment.
—Syracuse Standard.
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MATCHES.

Iriendly match between several gentlemen of
Clinton, Iowa, was shot a few days since. The conditions
were the usual ones of 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary.'
The following scores were made at 10 birds each:—
Iowa.—A

Name.
Total. | Name.
Total.
L. Lamb.S B. Gage....
C. O. Morton.4|F. Gage.
F. U. Juckett.BUT. Jones .9
G. E. Poynecr .9|B. Lefllngwell.9

At a shooting match between twelve of the members of
the Council Bluffs Sportsman's Club, which came off on
Ihe 13lli inst., 20 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, 1J oz.
shot, shot from five traps, the following scores were made:
Name.
Spore.
Total| Name.
Score.
Total.
Montgomery ..(illOOOlOOO
8!Morse.0111611111
•• ~gg*
.
(jlOliver.111 111 ill it
HoHmayr.1
) 11 to 1 1 11
Jiersheim.1101010111
Haywood.11 1 1 t 1 1 t 1 1
Weigh tin an....1 0 1 til 0111
Bowman.1 1111 1 0 1 1 1
Pfifer.till 101 111
Babbitt.111111110 1
Total.46

Total...,.45

Afler which a double-bird match was shot at three pairs
double birds by the following gentlemen with the follow¬
ing result:—
Name.

Score.

Oliver.10 10 It
PlKer.111160

Total.]

Name,

Score.

4 llollmayr...,, ...10 00 It

Total.

^Mollis.10 0110

lloJl’inayr.-.It 14
41Mnllia. .It 00
J. W. Morse and B. F. Montgomery shot at two pairs
with the following score: Morse—10 00-1; Montgomery
10 00-1. This ended the afternoon’s sport.
E. P. A. P.
—The jolly “Early Birds” arose again for their spring
excursion, on Thursday, June 15th, taking a trip to Mr.
Dooley's rural hotel. It was evident that the few swift
“blue rocks” of the last turn out had given them a good
lesson iu caution, tlie score being as follows, 6 birds each:
Name.
Score.
Aug. Petrie.9 1 0 l 1 0
Joseph Zaengle..l 0 6 110
H. Bailer.........1 1 0 1 1 1
Felix Horn.1 0 0 111
D. Flecks._.0 0 1 1 0 1
En KOatt, Sec.

Name.
Score.
Total.
D. Stein.1 0 0 1 1 1
4
A. Harlem.% 0 110 1
8
I'h Krauss.1 11111
6
J . Koehler.l 0 1 1 0 1
4
Tlibo, KitAOsi?, Fre=t,

Pnu.ADEt.rmA, Juno 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream
The quarterly match for the club medals wore shot at Echo Park (8
birds, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, clnb mles) by the members of
the Kensington Hunting Clnb, Philadelphia and their friends, the mem¬
bers of the First German Hunting Club of New York. The scoro is

below:—
KENSINGTON HUNTING OI.UB. .
Total.
Total
Name.
Name.
Eslgu.I
J. Gindrie.
G. Nagel.
3
E. stces.
Charles
Hebdiug.4
F. Relz..
William Grober.2
Charles Metzger..
L.
Hohssheieder.8
J Snmicck.
4!A. Schenrineer.2
Charles Uaug.
.7 William Pfeiffer.3
F. Widnmyer.
,6'M. Urievly.6
J. Steiger.
.8 51. Heopfnor.2
Kr. Deiesroth.
.4 J. Mageam.4
F. H. Biilkle ...
.50 Schulz.8
J. Sick.
,5 0. Keunzel.4
II. Geiger.
.6 0. Trofiss.5
William Knoeuf..
T. Magee.1|
Ties wore shot off for first and third prize. L. Holzschelder, first;
Fr. Widmayer, second; and William Knocnf, third.
FIRST GERMAN HUNTING CI.tlB OF I
Total
Name.
Total
Name.
H. Kaltenbacb.4
G. F. Schiller..
' osepli .Rub Hum...3
I, . Schuler.
... jVlaisr.lt.4
J. Knnz.
H. Zahn. .4
Charias Nagel..
P, Uemmcr.3
11. Berlan.
F. D.j Sec. K. H. Club, Pbila.
Teaching the Young Idea to Shoot,—A Massachusetts
correspondent sends the following;—
There is a proclivity not strange, to fear the use of pow¬
der and shot. “Is that gun loaded?" “Oh, no.” “Do put
it up, it might go off.” So it is that the lady darlings arc
in a fever whenever there is a gun iu a boy’s hands. This
fear is natural, and more, it is right on general principles.
However, a gun with powder and shot is as safe as a dipped
candle in tlie hands of any lad whose father knows enough
of spoiling materials to teach him Iheir uses. Take the
gun to pieces; then put it together, and so do until the ma¬
chinery is learned. Give him aim with how and arrow, or
parlor "rifle. Explain flight, speed, windage; then try him
on the wing, never on the ground or in tlie tree. If the lad
he eight or teu years of age, then lie as well as all the fam¬
ily will be out of all danger, and cured of fear. Of course
the motion, carriage of gun, passing fences, and jumping
ditches, conies under liie head of preliminary instruction.
I know another grandson, now fourteen years of age who
kills Die snipe lost by older sportsmen, and bos snatched
the quail from two experienced shots, right and left; more,
and illustrative of proper teaching, hath slain his deer on
the jump, which liad passed the deadly rifles of several
hunters. Willi all this he has no vuin-glory in it. Won¬
der ceased, and useful studies find devotion inspired by
love of success, while the boyish love for promiscuous use
of gun and bird murdering finds mrplace in his regulated
mind.
Indeed the modest sympathy of the banished duke seems
to be pervadingali bis thought:—
•<C| me, shall we go and kill na venisonr
And yel. it. irks me. The )>oor dup|>Ied fools—
Being native hnrghetBof this det-ert city,
Sbonld. in (heir own confines, with forked heads.
Have their round haunches gored.1*

This means that boys have no business with guns unless
tiie father or some competent person instructs Diem tho¬
roughly in the uses of these deadly, dangerouB instruments.
The education gives self confidence, great caTe, and takes
off the edge of careless or truant indulgence with powder
and shot. This youth can entice a trout with equal skill,
aud is easily satisfied with enough, as old Leatherstocking
with his single partridge.
—We have received from the White Manufacturing Co.,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, a small pocket jack lamp which
is just the thing to show the hunter his way through
swamps and thick brush, when making a short cut to camp
at night. It burns kerosene, gives a large light, and is just
the thing for the slable or camp, and general use. It is
about 6 in. high, 2£ in. wide, and If in. deep, making a
small yet powerful lantern, large enough to shine a deer.
Every man ought to have one either in camp or at home.
We presume they can be made of any size.
Wisconsin.—Montello, June
—Pinnated grouse are
quite abundant in this section, and the coming shooting
season promises rare sport on this species of shooting. But
very few if any nests have been destroyed Otis season by
burning the dry grass on the lowlands, as has been done to
a great extent years before. Snipe have been very scaree
in this section this last spring.
Fked.
VELOCITY

AND

CLOSENESS.

59 St. James Street. London, May 24th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your impression of the 11th instant appears a letter over the signa¬
ture of George C. Eyrich, in which your correspondent quotes from some
public or private writing or mine these few isolated words—“closeness
aud velocity are antagonistic”—aud then challenges my correctness. As
a public writer of repute, I might be induced to leave the letter unan¬
swered, feeliDg assured tbat all who read my published works, or corre¬
spond witli me privately, know tbat I never in my life made Bncb an
axiomatic or sweeping statement, and that the words quoted (but with
"were,” not “are,”) aie only ever used by me to illustrate the improve¬
ment now made in the art of boring gun barrels. To correct the erro¬
neous impression which Mr. Eyrich's letter conveys, I think it only just
to your readers and myself to make this reply. I mnst premise that
isolated cases, withont the contoxt, may be made to mean almost any¬
thing, and should never be so made.
I have nsed, and do now use, the words quoted solely in (lie past tense,
and only in explaining that, whereas by the old mode of boring barrels
“closeness and velocity were antagonistic,” by the new mode these in¬
valuable qualities are reconciled, aud I challenge all and sundry to pro¬
duce any oiher statement. I have made it my carefnl duty al all times
since the improvement was introduced to explain that formerly barrels
as a rule shot in the first instance (that is, before we bogan the regulating
boring) with rude and ill regulated jorcc. The art of boring them lay in
so far regulating this force, and causing the gnu to throw its shot more
closely and evenly, or, in other words, to produce a good pattern on the
target. But, and the fact is beyond all challenge, every touch of the
tool in producing pattern, or closeness, diminished velocity, arid there¬
fore the two were antagonistic. The best shooting gun that could be
produced on the old boring was only a Compromise. Giving high Velocity
yon diminished the closeness; giviug closeness you diminished the
velocity.
The new boring, by which the fine lines In the interior or the barrel
ore quite altered (lines so fine that l measure mine with a micrometer
showing one thousandth of au inch in variation of calibre), 1ms nlleied
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all tills, and velocity and closeness are now reconciled; and in this great
fact lies the modern improvement. This is what I have stated all along
for the four years I have practiced the new system.
In the exact lines of boring, as now used, perhaps no two gunmakers
agree, and I may state that no mere Ane measurement will produce good
shooting, because the elasticity of metal varies bo greatly, while occult
causes prevent any attempt to turn out guns to shoot in the highest style
Without prolonged and expensive trials. The micrometer is only called
into service in a difficulty, or for curiosity in endeavoring to account for
the peculiarities of some parLicnlar gnn. All scientific artillerists know
that there is no “royal road” in gunnery, and hence governments spend
vast sums yearly in experimentation. It is the same with high class
gunmakers, whose profits are in a large degree absorbed by the labor and
timo so expended, to which has now to be added the greater cost of am¬
munition for breech loaders—no shells being loaded twice—and the very
best or everything being used to arrive at proper results. Your readers
will perceive that there is a vast difference between “arc,” as applied to
gunnery in an assumed axiom, and “were” as applied to an erroneous
system of boring; and perhaps Mr. Eyrich should re peruse whatever
document he quotes from, aud also, in justice, publish its dale. If ever
I nBed the word “arc” it must have been previously to the new’ boring, and
therefore perfectly correct in the then existing state of matters.
It is perhaps hardly worthwhile to show thatMr. Eyrich’sexperiments
are the very reverse or analogous, but I have seen in my time so many
extraordinary experiments reported and assertions made in controversies
on gunnery that I have ceased to be surprised at anything. All the con¬
ditions arc coolly altered, and then the results are triumphantly pub¬
lished as being beyond question a refutation of some opposing theory—
to lire loose shot at a plank, to then concentrate shot so that a large
number would strike upon a small space of the plank, and finally, to
make small bombs and discharge them against the same plank, and then
drawr any deduction regarding the general question of velocity and close¬
ness of loose shot, as affected by boring the barrel, is so extraordinary
an experiment, so fallacious, that I am only restrained from writing in
adequate terms about it by a respect for American sportsmen, many of
whom are deeply skilled in these matters, and by the knowledge that as
grave blunders have been committed in this country by men who pre¬
tended to be leaders of public opinion. I have also known men of the
highest scientific attainments make such astounding blnnders in gunnery
—as in the famous discussion between Mr. Bessemer, the inventor of
the new steel manufacturing process, aud myself, in the London Times
some years ago—that I am forced to the conclusion that anything like an
approach to correct knowledge therein is only reached by an original
natural adaptation, followed by extended experience. In the Times
discussion, Mr. Bessemer fell into the astounding delusion that steam
would dri ve small bullets from a rifle with as great velocity and as far as
gunpowder because he could drive steam itself through a tube with a
velocity of 1.600 feet a second, about equal to the initial velocity of a
rifle ball. But he forgot all the retarding forces, and that gunpowder
starts with a velocity not of 1,600, but of 7,000 feet a second! The re¬
tarding forces diminish the expauding rate of the powder, as affecting
the projectile, from 7,000 to 1,600 feet. Mr. Bessemer argued that he had
only to envelop the ball in a fluid (steam), traveling at 1,600 feet, to Mend
it 1,600 Teet. But he forgot that to do so he must make the steam aceornpeuy the bullet all the way. I give this case in no spirit of triumph,
but as, from Mr. Bessemer’s high scientific position, one of the most
illustrative I can call to mind at this moment.
To conclude, if any ^>ue interested in these matters will take the
trouble to refer to my latest publication—“Shooting, &c.,” Messrs.
Sampson, Low & Co., Loudon—they will find that, so far am I from as¬
serting that “closeness and velocity are antagonistic,” at page 109 I
demonstrate in reference to the highest and most improved shooting that
the velocity of No. 6 English shot is at least at the rate of 2 280 feet
a second over forty yards, and as a matter of course, with the small mo¬
mentum of birding shot, the Initial velocity is very much greater, that
of a rifle ball, which will go a mile, beiug only some 1,600 feet, and all
this with “closeness.”
J. D. Dougadl.

DUCKS

ON

THE

KANKAKEE,
La Porte, Ind., May 22d, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of May 18th, I observe two letters, one from St. Louis,
from “Romer,” and one from Pittsburgh, from “South Fork.” During
the last twenty years 1 have spent more or less time upon the Kankakee
River aud marshes, in the fall of each year. Though not much of a
shot, but loviDg the sport, I have become somewhat familiar with the
habits of the docks and geese, as they frequent this part of the country.
Ten years ago the wood duck, mallard, and both kinds of teal weie
plenty, aud geese visited our wheat fields in Lhe fall In large numbers.
Then there was but little shooting in the spring on the river or marshes.
Tile ducks and geese bred plentifully, and in the fall we had fine sport,
but our game of this sort has been growing lees, until last fall there was
none of any consequence.
I attribute this to two causes: First, the shooting in the spring; and
second, the increased number of gunners. Those kinds of ducks above
mentioned used to breed in the marshes in great numbers, but since the
spring shooting ba9 become so prevalent, continuing, as “South Fork”
says, after the birds are mated, it ba9 driven them away to seek other
bomeB. I think, as “Romer” says, nothing but the entire prohibition of
spring shooting will do any good. There are several kinds of the duck
family that only stop to feed aud rest in the spring. Such are the bluelull, sprig-fail, red^head, all of which bnt the first named, migrate fuither
north to find their breeding grounds, mid relurn to us in the fall, but
now in greatly diminishea numbers. I do not pretend to say what
other route they take southward, bHt do say that from the best informa¬
tion 1 cun obtain from Forest and Stream aud other sources, they
systematically avoid ne. I have no doubt that if the spriog shooting
was entirely stopped, we should have something like old limes in the
full again.
I think “South Fork1 Ms laboring under a wrong impression. From
my observation I judge that the ducks and geese—ducks first—came up
the Mississippi from the south, then up the Ohio, aud so on np the Illi¬
nois branches of the Ohio until they reach ub, feeding along and follow¬
ing up the opening spring; and if perchance there comes a cold snap
they put back to warmer weather and remain until the cold abates. If
our shooting is no better the coming than the last fall, we shall be com¬
pelled to take the advice heretofore given: “Go West and grow'up
with the country,”
North Fork,

THE

KAY CARTRIDGE.

Newark, Juno 9th 1876.
Editor Forest and StreamiId looking over y oar spirited paper of June 1st we notice an article
over the signature of “Old Sportsman,” relative to eur concentrating
cartridge, which we think calculated to produce wrong impressioua
among gentlemen sportsmen who are partial to the gun and dog.
With your kind permission, we will make Lhe following explanations
relative to our cartridge aud ils proper uses. First. Ely’s brown paper
sheila Tor J2-gangc: gnns will not crease properly when loaded in the
manner iu which “Old Sportsman” says he loaded bis—first, three and a
half drachms powder; next, two common wads; third, one of our cart¬
ridges on the top; then crease. With such loading the result of the
shooting is not to be wondered at. Any dieiuterested sportsm >n can try
this manner of loading shells, and he will find out that the above named
shell cannot be creased when loaded in that way except by crushing the
roll at the top of our cartridge, and which coniines the concentrator.
To crush or damage tbia roll destroys the valuo of our cartridge alto¬
gether. “Old Sportsman” might as well knock the bottom out of his
glass and then complain that it did not hold its coutents. The same
make and grade of shell for a 10-gauge gun will take the load exactly as

“Old Sportsman” says, and crease properly from the simple fact of their
being about three-eighths of an Inch longer than those for 12-gauge.
It is a well established fact among gentlemen who have tried them that
the Kay cartridge concentrator will shoot proportionally better at any
given distance, from the same gnn, than loose shot, other things being
eqnal; bnt when the very strength of our cartridge is destroyed by
breaking the roll at tbe bead of it, by forcing a creaecr over it in the
manner described, we don’t think it is getting very fair treatment, and
the cartridges cannot possibly do themselves, or the gentleman*using
them, justice. At the present standard of forty yards distance, thirty
inch circle, the penetration, pattern, &c„ is so ninch better than has
heretofore been achieved with loose shot'that there is really no compari¬
son between them.
In loading our make of cartridge concentrators into shells, and then
nsing a creaser, we would suggest to sportsmen and others that a wad on
the end of the crease plug just the thickness of the cartridge roll will
prevent the plug from going too deep into the shell aud so breaking down
the roll, thereby destroying the merit of the cartridge. A little care ex¬
ercised in loading shells with onr cartridge concentrator will give moat
satisfactory resnlts to the parties using them.
There are a couple of other points in “Old Sportsman’s” communica¬
tion that we think are open for explanation, but not fromnB. How does
“Old Sportsman” manage to get twenty cartridges of 11-16 ounces each
out of the pound or cartridges that be bought? If Philadelphia dealors
are so liberal in their weights this Centennial year we should like to
have their addresses, to profit by their liberality. Next, in giving yon
this statement of his shooting with our cartridge, after destroying its
merits, why did he not make a comparison with some shooting of loose
shot from the same gun? The fault could hardly be with the gun, for
we all know Lhat Scott’s makes arc good.
By way of finishing this communication, permit us to suggest, for the
benefit of “Old Spottsman,,' that there are always Iwo sides to a question,
and that when he sees fit to try our concentrators again to do so fairly.
Then try the loose shot from the same gnn, distances, loads, &c., being
equal for his comparisons. We Will cheerfully abide by the results.
Allan B. Kay & Co.

After the President’s address, and the passing of a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Hamilton for the able and ,
courteous manner in which he had discharged for two F
years the duties of President, the convention took up the 1
election of officers, with the following result:—
President, Mr. John L. Hamilton, of New York; First .
Vice-President, Mr. L. T. Martin, of Chicago; Second®
Vice President, Mr. Alex. Phillips, of Newark; Secretary ■
and Treasurer, Mr. David Foulis, of New York.
THE QUOITING MATCH.

The annual match for the Bell Champion silver quoit,
open to all members of the Grand National Curling Club,
came off on Thursday in a park at Lafayette, near Jersey
City Curling Rink. Twenty-six players entered for the
first tie. The concluding ties were as follows:—

THIRD TIB.
Hame.
Score. I Name.
Score.®
James Stevens..31 George Henderson.- is I
A. McGregor..31 Ueorce Grieve.18 I
J. Love...'. S1|W. Meikle.19 ■
S.McConchioa bye.
FOURTH TIB.
S. WcConchie.211 James Stovons.13 1
A. McGregor... .2l|J. Love.9 J
TOIAI. TIB.
A. McGregor.2118. McConehie.29 1

Mr. McGregor, who hails from Newark, was presented I
with the champion medal by President Hamilton, and I
after one of the most harmonious and enjoyable con von-A
lions in the record of the Grand National, the members ■
dispersed.
_ ^
BASE BALL.

—The first eastern tour of the western nines
June 17th, and the result will be found in the
record of what each club did on won games—

Rational §a$times.
THE

T

CURLERS’

CONVENTION.

HE lentil annual convention of the Grand National
Curling Club of America was held on Wednesday
last at Taylor’s Hotel, Jersey City. The convention, if not
oue of the most numerously attended, was one of the best
held by the Grand National. The delegates were solid,
representative men, who have met with success in the
world as well as on the ice.
The Executive Committee met at 1:15 P. M, Mr. John
L. Hamilton, of New York, President of the Grand Na
lional in the chair. On the roll being called it was found
that the following cities were represented:—Caledonian,
New York—John Laughland; New York, New York—
John Patterson; Caledonian, Buffalo—George Macnoe;
Jersey City Club -James Stevens; Burns, Cleveland—
Hugh Crawford; Burns, Ogdensburgh—William Congalton° Milwaukee, Milwaukee—D. Foulis (proxy); Chicago,
Chicago—Andrew Davidson (proxy); S. Andrews, N. Y.—
A. Dalrymple; Albany, N. Y.—T. M. McCredie, Sr.;
Paterson, Paterson—John Gunn; Thistle, N. Y.-Wm.
Meikle; Caledonian, Brooklyn—A. D. Baird; Empire City,
N. Y.—S. McIntyre; Thistle, Chicago—L. T. Martin;
Thistle, Brooklyn—W. W. Watkins; Troy City—Joseph
Hinne; Ivanlmc, Paterson—H. L. Butler; Manhattan, New
York—P. B. Shields; Newark—Alex. Phillips; Burns, N.
y.—Wm. Hogg; Utica, N. Y.—Isaac Whiffen; Portage
City, Wis —A. Hoagland (proxy).
There were thus only seven clubs unrepresented, viz:
Orchard Lake; Yonkers, N. Y.; Thistle, Detroit; Granite,
Detroit; Four Brothers, Canada; St. Lawrence, Prescol,
Ontario; Toledo, Ohio.
An application from the Burns Club of Toledo for ad¬
mission into membership with the Grand National was
granted. A letter was read from the Cleveland Burns
Club as to a dispute about a medal match between them
and the Caledonian Club of Buffalo. The Buffalo Club
being willing to give it up, the convention ordered the
medal to be handed over to the delegates from Cleveland.
It was resolved that all medals not played for last winter
be played for next season by the clubs already pitted
against each other, and that the place be named by the
umpire; also lhat the Annual be published as usual.
A dispute between the Paterson and Empire City Clubs
was referred to the Committee on Distribution of Medals.
The following committee was appointed on the distribu¬
tion of medals;—Messrs. A. Dalrymple, James Stevens, H.
Crawford, Isaac Whiffen, L. T. Martin, Thomas McCredie,
and W. Meikle. On motion, carried that to article six of
the Quoiting Hides, as given last year in Foxiest and
Stream, the following addition be made: “But that each
player shall be allowed to name a person to put up a mark
as a guide.”
The general meeting was called to order by President J.
L. Hamilton. The minutes of the Executive Committee
were read and approved. The auditing committee having
reported, the Committee on Distribution of Medals handed
in the following list of medal matches to be played next
winter:—
_
_
Chicago Club vs. Thistle, Chicago; Mdwaukee vs. Pott¬
age City; Granite, Detroit vs. Detroit; Troy City vs. Uti¬
ca; Burns, Cleveland vs. Toledo Burns; Buffalo Caledo¬
nian vs. Four Brothers; Burns, Ogdensburg, vs. Prescot;
Jersey City vs. New York Thistle; New York Caledonian
vs. Albany; St. Andrews, New York, vs. Empire City;
Patcrsou vs. Yonkers; Burns, New York, vs. Ivanhoe,
Paterson; Manhattan, New York, vs. Caledonian, Brook¬
lyn; Thistle, Brooklyn, vs. New York. Newark to have
a point medal. Orchard Lake to have a point medal. Pat¬
erson and Empire City to be called again. Cleveland and
Utica to play again on the first opportunity at Buffalo,
and either failing to come up to time to forfeit the
medal. The Garoon medal to he played for next winter at
Chicago.
The above report was received and adopted and the
Committee discharged.
.
On motion carried that vulcanite stones be admitted into
competitions where other stones are beiug used.
On motion carried that “the rules drawn up for guidance
in the match for the- Bell Champion Quoit be published
every year in the annual along with the rules of curling.”
The question of au Inter-State match was disposed of
by the carrying of the following motion:—“That the G.
N. C. C. endorses the action of ils officers in carrying out
the Inter-State match, that it be played for hereafter under
the auspices of the G. N. O. C., and that the expense be
borne by the clubs participating." It was then decided
that the next convention meet at Chicago.

1
■’
I
I

Chicago v . Boston..
Chicago v , Athletic..
Chicago v
Mutual...

Wou.l Club.
.2 Hartford vs.
. 3 Hertford ve
. 8 Hurtlord vs.
.2|Uartford vs.

ended on
appended!

EA5T'
Won. I
Chicago. 1
Cincinnati.2-1
St. Lnnis..39
Louisville. 3 J

Total.. .10 Total.
8t. Louis vs. Mutual.. 3 Miunal ve. St. Louie.
St. Louis vb. Athletic_. a Mutual vs. Louisville .
St. Louis vs. Hartford....o Mutual ve. Cincinnati.
St. Louis ve. Boston—. 2|Mulualvs. Chicago.

3 I
1
8
3 !
1 I

Total.. 7 Total.
Louisville vs. Athletic....2j Boston vs. Cincinnati.
Louisville vs. Mutual_. 1 Boston vs. Chicago.
. 3 Boston vs. Louisville.
Louisville vs. Boston....
. (iiitoeton vs. St. Louis.
Louisville vs. Hartford..

71
3 1
0 ,
0 1
I I

Total.
Cincinnati vs. Boston.
Cincinnati vs. Hartford.
Cincinnati vb. Mutual.
Cincinnati vs. Athletic.

«
0
1
0
0

Total...
Athletic v . Lomsvillc.
Athletic v; . St. Louie.....
Chicago.n
Athletic v
Athletic V . Cincinnati. 3

Total.

Total.

Grand total..21

Grand total.

Cinb.
Won.
Chicago.10
St. Louis. . 7
Louisville.6
Oinclnneti.1
Totals.

..24

Club.
Hartford..
Mutual...
Boston....
Athletic..
Totals..

—The model games since our last are as follows;—
June 10—Keystone vs. Pacific, at Staten Island. 3 to 2
I
June 11—Bed Stockings vs. Stocks, at St. Louis.— 8 to 0
Jane 12—Bjaddockvs. Philadelphia, at Pittsburgh. 5 to 3
I
June 12—IWfnca Te, Star, at Ithaca. S to 4
I
June 12-Crtcket vs. Oswego, at Oswego. 8 to 1
I
Juno 13—Chicago vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn—.. — 8 to 1
I
June 13—Hartford vs. Louisville, at Hartford... 4 to 0
I
June 13— Ithaca vs. Cricket, at Ithaca. 8 to 3
Jane 13—Now Haven vs. Bridgeport, at Bridgeport. 9 to 6
I
June II—Louisville vs. New Haven, at New Haven. 3 to 2
June 15—Mutual vs. Chicago, at Brooklyn. 8 to 5
I
June 15—Hartford vs. Louisville, at Uaitford. 11 to I
I
Jnnc 15—Confidence vs. Magic, at New Rochelle.3 to 2
I
June 18—Fall River vs. Taunton, al Fall River (10 in)_3 to 1
I
June 10-Alaaka vs. Olympic, at Patersou. 6 to 4
June IB—Rhode Island vs. Live Oak, at Providence. 6 to 5
June IS—Brooklyn vs. Mutual amateurs, at Brooklyn_ 0 to 3
I
Juno 18-Boston va. Harvard, at Boston. 7 to 4
June 17—Hartford vs. Louisville, at Hartford__ 1 to 0
June 1, -Rhode Island vs. Suffolk, at Providence. 7 to 4
J
The record of the League pennant contests up to Juno
19th inclusive is as follows:—

—A game of base ball was played at West Chester, Pa.,
on the 12th inst., between the Brandywine Club of that
place, and the Kleinz Club of Philadelphia, both amateurs,
which resulted in favor of the former club by a score of
14 to 8.
CRICKET,

—The game between the Young Americas and Germantowns was finished at Philadelphia on Wednesday last.
The average made by the Yonng Americas was not kept
up as well as might have been expected, the strong batters,
Large and Chas. Newhall not doing half so well as ex¬
pected. The Young America haa still 23 runs to make
when the last wicket fell. It was the best game played
here for a long lime, but if the same attention was paid to
the perfecting of the general fielding as there is to batting, 1
howling, and perhaps wicket keeping, scores would not
be run nearly so high. The average cricketer seems to
think that if he puls on pads and stands bawling for an
hour or so there is no need of his doing more unless he is 1
likely to he a bowler. This is a mistake. Let our cricket- ’
era get well up in fielding, and then teams from “all over,
everywhere” will have more than their hands full when
they meet them.
Sculls,
j
On Saturday the St. George’s Second Eleven play a
match at Hoboken with the St. Paul’s school of Concord, £
N. H. On Monday the St. Georges go to Philadelphia, |
and play a match with the Young America Club ol that
city, and on Tuesday they play the Germantown club.
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—A contributor to the New Haven Jour¬
nal gives warning that the potato beetle
must bo handled callously by persons hav¬
ing cuts or bruises through which poison
may be disseminated, and utters an especial
caution to avoid the inhalation of volatile
odors arising from scalding, burning or
crushing considerable numbers at a time.
This work should not, therefore, be com¬
mitted to children.
—Over two hundred acres of watermel¬
ons, grown near Live Oak. will be shipped
north by rail this season.
—Abdul Asiz is now Abdul as was.

FOR SALEr-ONE SETTER DOG PUP;
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BO¥-MOING ROWING- GEAR.

black and white; four months old: good native
stock. Price *15. Address W. A. GALLOWAY,
New Dorp, Staten Island.
Jo8 3t

B

A-

REVOLUTION

OARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.

First-c

terms lo _

_ _.

BOATING

Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave„ Brooklyn.
Rbpkbences:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Badly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22Burling.
Forest and Stream. 17 Chatham.ap!27 3m

—An aim in life will make a name in life.

SPRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.

HURST’S

Stereoscopic Studies
OF

They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, tbo
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use or which in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to ub by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Sprait’s Patent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 Sooth William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
apll3

Natural History For sale—full Gordon setter
FOR OBJECT TEACHING IN SCHOOLS
And

PARLOR

ENTERTAIN N ENT.

We are prepared to furnish the first sixty nnmbcrs of
the first series of

Animals and Birds of North America.
To these will be added a sfecond series of foreign
specimens, and various animalB and birds in grotesque
[attitudes, never, however, violating their natural in¬
stincts.
We offer these views, not as pictures only, but as
•Studies from nature. One of the great moving ele¬
ments in our modern system of education Is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of ibo stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homes, where they cannot fail to have a last
ing impression of the form, color, habits, and local¬
ity of each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, and in gathering his largo collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods, or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.
Cornell University,
1
Itiiaca, March 14th, 18T0. f
_Hist congratulate you upon your great success in
this new educational enterprise. If wo can arrange
oar amusements so as to make them impart Inslruc
tion to the mind, it will bo a step in advance in edu¬
cation.
EZRA CORNELL.

These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp’y,
17 Chatham at., (City Hall sq.)

Pups, over four months old. Both sire, Tom,
and dam, Jinnie, are very hard to beat on quail and
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve Ditches. Inquire of
ap!20
H. B. YONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.
If KIVRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT¬
SA LT on hand and for saie, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street.
Oct 22

PURE

BRED

sale.
City, Del.

SETTER PUPS FOR

Pedigrees.

M. VON CULIN. Delaware
dcc23eo w 6m

IT Vanity Fair.

This rowing gear is an invention which allows the rower to face forward instead of backward, pulling Iu
the same manner as with the ordinary oars. The oarsman faces the direction in which he goes.and rows faster
and more easily than with any other oar. The stroke is longer than with ordinary oars. The oars can be closed
un out of the way without detaching ihem from the gunwale. The boatman makes no more effort in steering
than in directing his course while walking These oars can be attached to and detached from the boat very
quickly, and they can be closed up in a convenient form for carrying. Can be attached to any boat, and is es¬
pecially adapted'to hunting, fishing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Address, during Centennial, “Hunter’s
Camp” of Forest and Stream, Ceutennlfll Branch P. O., Philadelphia.

WM. LYMAN. Patentee,
je!5 fit

MIDDLE FIELD, CONN.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power Co.,

COURTLANDT

S*T.,

It is shaved from the heat Natu¬
ral Leafy for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
W1YI. 8. KIMBALL <fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, IV. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. IV. Y. State Fi«herie«.
I find Yaulty Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapLed to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
vonr tobaccos for many yen.e, and know them all to
be first class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or tronble; a solid re¬
source in Winter androogh weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lnniberton, Rochenter.
Having smoked yoar tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being In search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.

BUILDERS

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,

P. 0. box 3833.

Pounded July 4, 1808.

From Forest and Stream, N Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball & Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most ttorongh trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

Reflecting

jack lamp
support.

Jack Lamp.

JACK and
FISHING LAMP.

THE

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
anti Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and ndor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
•melling liquid in stem or howl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
few dayB ubc and a new one fitted. Extra stems
", pipe. The price of extra stems,
accompany each
when not furnishc
tea_
with the pipe, is
_
as follows:
_ -. Four
_. and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

1

Thos. W. Sparks,

novl8 tf

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Offioe, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Huns.
The strongest and most durable Bnap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS ■CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same set!on as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 8 West -Main street, Rochester, N. i.
Oc' 3 Cm

HA YANA

J. H. Hubbard,

Selling
g iAgent, Cambridge, Maes.

RIFLE FOR SALE.

A Remington, 40 calibre, 70 grains powder, weij
about nine pounds. This riile has been nsec _
occe; haspisLol giip and full set of accoutrements,
including 200 shells, 150 of which are loaded. Price
for the lot, $50. Address this office._je!5 tf

Highest

quality dougall

Lock-fast Breech Loader, in case, with imple¬
ments. No finer gnu in ihe United States. Imported
lo order. Has never been shot, bnt must be sold. A
bargain seldom offered.
H. C. SQUIRES,
1 Cortlandt Btreet,
je!5 3t_Third door from Broadway.

For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
„b have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
1-5,
$4;

Whole, $20; 4, $10; i, $5;
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.

Tan Setter Dog, from Mr. Colburn’s Dash: also
Bell, led setter bitch out or H. Thompson's Bell, by
Marsden’s Bang: also a litter of extra fine cocker
tpaniel pupa, >V, HUMPHREYS, 109Fulton St., N.Y.

WHITE

MANUFACTURING COMP’Y,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

A larger size is made, which Is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stahlcs, Storehouses, Sugar Houses,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Send
for circular^.

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample opacity for Horn one to foor persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. RUSHT0N, Maimf’r,
mch9 6m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

THE LATEST
Portable Boat.

Carries your luggage, and is checked on the railroad
as a trunk; 1x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn on I into aetrongten foot boat, covered with
water-proofed canvas, and made ready for the water in
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
OUAS. A. FENNER,
may4 tf_Mystic River. Conn.

LOTTERY.

FOR BALE—a STYLISH BLACK and

For Spearing
Useful for Night.Hunting, Fishing, Riding
Horseback, and in open wagous, Light is un¬
FISH AND EELS,
der perfect control of wearer by slight move¬
Lighting Camps and Landings
ment of body, leaving head and arms free.
a reliable Light, with
c
This Lamp supplies a want loner felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them c...---~ which
- thev
-hunt and fish in any.weather, thereby doubling their chances for sport. As ft Carnage Lamp it has no EQUAL.
Fits anv carriage. Price, JACK LAMP alone, $6; SUPPORT, $3 each; JACK AND FISHING LAMP, $8
each. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examiua'ion before payment.

MEDALS OR BADGES.

important notice.

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders, Circulars sent
— "ichRatnripj.naid for Spanish Bank
IB .1 CO..Bankers,
I art..
York
i Hot 4.44ft.

TRIP.

Camping Tents
AND

Canvas Boats.
Water-Proofed & Mildew-Proofed
BY tappan process.
Warranted superior to anything ever before offered
to the public. Flexible at all times. Will not grow
stiff, lasting twice as long as any other goods. Or¬
ders received and promptly filled by
BRADFORD A ANTHONY. Boston, Muss.
JAMES LYNCH, 124 and 1278 W. Broadway, N. Y.
THOMPSON & SON, 338 Broadway, N Y.
THOMAS H. REES, 36 S. Firih street, Phils.
J. W, LEANB & CO., 67 W. Platt street, Baltimore.
All goods have my personal supervision.

mnr'Jii
-

,1’PAN, Greenwood, Mass.
C.
Y l’APPAr

Mowing1
,_»o tarnish badges or medals
of any description at short notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making good
work, wo solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 3m

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
923 Broad street, Newark, N, J,

AND

REAPING MACHINES,
Tedders
FOB

Address

and

Bakes,

HARVESTING.

R. H. Allen & Co.,

189 and 181 WATER 8T-, NEW YORKppliaiy

There can be no greater por-

tabllity without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. gold by Eaton, Holborton & Co.,
102 Nassau street.
Jy39-ly

FOREST AND STREAM
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^ffortsmen’s j§ov{qs.

mil %ie')orix for^yortgnun.

ORIENTAL

POWDER

3IILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

rpHE "FISHING LINE."

~RICE LAKE,

Brook Trout and
Crayling Fisheries

IDLEWILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A tRfltghffut summer resort for gentlemen and their
wives oti Stony Point. Bass, Pickerel, Muscalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc.
A. B. DENIO, Proprietor.
**+Cari from Toronto to Port. Hope or Cobnnrg, or
boat from Rochester to Port. Hope._je22 3ui

jgLOQJVliNG

GROVE

OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
waters.
Brook Trout Penaon opens May 1st.
Grayling treason opens June 1st.
Black Biihs, Pike, Pickerel, and Mtiscalonge aTe
also found in large numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club” at
home, as ice for packing fish can be had at many
paints,
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average tu countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after June 1st Hound Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities oi.*red 10 tourists and
spo’tsmen; also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rates.
It iB our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home'* on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, <fce., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. tt. PAGE, G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m
(fraud Rapids, Mich.

PARK.

.July Meeting. There will be Rifle Shooting, off*
baud, for prizes, on the 6lh of July.
Prizes:
A Remington Army Revolver, full plaied.
A Remington Pocket Revolver, full plated.
A Gold Badge—Pars Association.
Black Bass and Trout Fishing, Shooting, &c.
Excursion Tickets to Lackawaxen, $5; at Erie Rail¬
way office, 401 Broadway.
GEO. W. McGlLL,
je22 2t
Sec. B. G. Park Association.
JORDAN HOUSE.—4‘HEAD OF THE
tj
BOG.Opposite the mouth of Jordan River,
Colton, St. Lawrence comity. N. Y., M. II. OBER,
Proprietor. Particular attention given to carting
Boats and Baggage to Moorhead. Boarding Sporting
Parlies a specialty. Experienced and reliable guides
obtained on short notice. P. O. Address, South Col¬
ton, Sr. Lawrence county. N. Y. Reference In New
York. John P. Waters 13 John street:
*

PAVILION HOTEL,
NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

If. T. COLE, Proprietor.
Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promenade piazza 3i 0 feet
long._jt'8 6m

BOAltD A.T HIGH BRIDGE FOR TWO

persons; private family; liiglt and spacious
Bronilds and slaule; convenient to Harlem River;
boating mill 'fishing; Lliirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
M. B., this Otiice.
jeS tf

rpHE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

PROVINCE

OP

Chicago

QUEBEC,

A. AV. HUB13 ARD, Prop’r.

&

Northwestern Railway.

This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines rt aeh in all
directions, ant cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond dn Lac, Green
Bay, E8canaba,to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Peter, Mankato, New Dim, and stops not until Lake
Kameeka, Dakota, is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois arid Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and best roule to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento, San Francisco, and all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN :
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE> E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Pike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred pointb on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH ITT,
W. II, STENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago.
apl6

This ia one of the finest fishing localtieain the East¬
ern Townships of Canada, and ia situated at the out¬
let of Lake Alcmphremugog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ayre- Flat, on Pasumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport.
_ _jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL.
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bar, &c.
Free bus to depot. Daily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trank Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst of ati excellent sbooiing
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Bass, and Picket el Board $1.25 per day.
jel am
L. n. BROOKS, Proprietor.

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. S. BROWN & J. Q. PKRLEY, Pboveietobs,
Montreal, Canada.
LOCATED ON ST, .TAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRINCI AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY, FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
jel 3m

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.
A FEW
SET EOT TRANSIENT AND PERMAmont ponies can lie accommodated hy a private
family, strictly fiiet-clnss. witli reasonable charges.
Booms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house ta situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minntes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Bay ticket ($2.05', via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yaids from the house. Address
L, CARVER, 21)08N. Kith St.. Philadelphia.

TO SPORTSMEN:

THOR SALE—A FIRST GRASS FRUIT
P Farm in the thriving village of St. Joseph,

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y

Mich., containing ten acres set to Apple, Pear, Peach,
and Cherry, 350 Grape Vines, and eighty rods of Lawton Blackberry, &c. All choice fruit. Good build¬
ings adjoining the corporation. A rare opportunity
for a market garden. Five daily steamers to Chicago
and Milwaukee in fruit season; also daily fruit trains
to Chicago via C. and M. L. S. Railway. Splendid
Duck. English Snipe, Plover, Rail, and Woodcock
Shooting in season, and Basaand Pickerel Ashing only
one quarter utile distant. Healthy locality. PossesSion given next fall. For sale cheap, and terms easy.
Address
J. H. WAY,
jel cowtf
Corning, N. Y.

BELMONT

Respectfully invite attention to tbe

Sup erior Faciliti os
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the THOTTNG PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and emueoib of reshipment, while the excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED wilhout failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

HOTEL,

also reach the best localities for

623 aud 625 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
pur day upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed Lo the stringency of the limes, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the “BELMONT,”
mclTffO fim
HARDY & CO., Proprietors.

Bromfield House,
Bros.,

Ftossin House,

Toronto, Canada.

SHUARS & SON, Proprietors.
Thin house la a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all parts of the Unircd States and Canada.

H

HARTFORD,

THOR SALE—PLEASANT HOMES ON

PHILADELPHIA.
MM

I)
easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Balh.
L I ; laree yards, with fruit aud shade trees, and
name; ploasam. enrrouudings, good flailing, lmntuig,
I and bathing, Address
.. J,* 1r'
V

1

POWDER.
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER J1ILLS

may®tf

Bex 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

The strtmged and dewnst. Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil. “

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of fiflbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The beet for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest,
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
124 lbs.,
and 6) lbs., aud in canisters of t lb. and 4 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resianum than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF<4*5 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
Appii} Aipna

LAFLIfU RAND POWDER Co.,
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Skipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions*
For sale in all pufta of ihe country.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10-1 y

70 Wall Street, New York.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Ilaxard'ii “Electric” Powder.
Nob. 1 (fine) to d (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of J lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (flne> to 3 (course). in 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
kege. A fine groin, quick and clean, for upland aud
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short gnus.
Hazards “Duck Shooting.”
Nob. : (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 64 ami 121 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it. ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
blefor muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, In kegs of 25
12J, and 61 lbs. aud cans of 5 lbs. FFFG ia also
packed in 1 mid 4 lb. Canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sportiniz, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the sundurd JtfJlti powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL G RADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

7X
88 Wall Street. Tsfow York.

FLORIDA.
40 Acres—$50.
Onl of 850.000 acres of United Status and State

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MJNNEtJUA, and
Other well-known centers for
Trout Pishing, Wing Shooting, Bnd Still Diluting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOHAN, aud points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jit., Gcn’l Pass. Agent.
Fiiank Thompbon, Geu’l Manager.
febl" tf

Jj
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
tulermedjatc points. The new and elegant steamer
C. II. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street.
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger tram will be
in waiting on ihe wharf at.New Haven and leave for
Sprinsficld and way stations on arrival of ihe boat.
NIGHT LINE—The Continental leaves New York
aL 11 P. M., connecting with Pusseuger train in wait¬
in'* on wharf at New Huveu,leaving at 5:15 A. M.
Tickets sol'd and baggage checked at 911 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court atteer, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Baven and return, $1.50 Apply at Genoral
Office ou the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agent.
my2ntf

Boston Mass.

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

lands ceded to tho ATLANTIC. GULP & WEST

HA.YEN,

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont’s

INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres Cun now be

jnOR NEW

55 BROMFIELD STREET,

GUNPOWDER.

GUNNING AN1> FISHING

BY

Messenger

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Hncking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

26 Murray St.,
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Whig Shot

N. Y.

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt, A. II. BOGARDUS, the*
of the World.”_
,

CHALLpGl.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qnalidea he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Beating of the Barrel in liapiil
Firing, ami its Regularity in Shooting.

He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
blank powder, 20b rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, a1:200. 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds In aiiy position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shorfi extia.
Will Bhoofc for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Nktonsbt, Mass.

II. BATTY,
Taxidermist,
NEW UTREOHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom " Taxider¬
my. Game Birds
on shields and
stand*, Bucks'
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
xide
lata’
-upplics. Skins
aid eggs Tor col¬
lections, Aquaria
aud stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells. &c.
Agents:
M err el Ryder,
55 Jackson St..
St Paul, Minn,,
and Eaton. Holberton & Co., 102 Nassau street, N. Y.

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES. MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up in the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skin* and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
mchSO tf
No. 19 WILLIAM ST., N. Y.
Birds and Animals .Fiussbrvbd to Order by

K. L. NEWCOMB,
TAXIDERMIST,
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

Selected for $50.
In the cen're of the orange region, adjacent to a
road running daily trains from Fernandino, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Keys, on tiie G olf of Mexicowith the hast HUNTING and FISHING in America,
ami almost free transportation given to each purcha¬

Instructions given.

may25 tr

ARTIFICIAL EYES

For Bird* and Animals.
BREWSTER
RAOWLTOJV,
18 Arch Ht, Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale ami Retail.
tncb9 eolim

ser, ihuee lands will he speedily bought up by actnal
settlers from all parts of tbc Union.
They compare favorably with THE BEST lands In
the Stare, aud are already surrounded by thrifty
Northern and Western Settlers.
For maps, farther descriptions, &c,, address, inclos¬
ing stamp,

J. B. OLIVER, Cen. Agt.,
FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMF’Y.,
jel 8t

381 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding aud
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce 8t.. 4th ducr from
Tribune Buildings. JAM ISfi BRADY, Manager sod

proprietor, open day and night.

-— --rf CAMP-LOUNGE FOLDED:!”
_ja|w-Purui»IM0HEMIHOTi:.
1. This style. 5x42 In., price #5 and $10.
Sold by New York ami Bo=ton Sporting trade gen¬
erally. Dealers’ discounts liberal.
J
n.XID T OTTUfll?

Zoological Garden.
FAIKMOONT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday. A large colleclion or Living Wild.
Besets, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
Children unde i twelve, 10 cents ■
Jan6 ly

FOREST AND STREAM

THE DALY CUN

The Book Yoli Have
Been Looking For!

Richardson and Rangcley
Lakes,

IS WITHOUT QUESTION TUG F1NI
MONEY SOLI) IN TUB l

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

Illustrated,

Send for Catalogue to

SCHO VERLING &DALYI
81 mid SO CHAMt! 15{IB ST., IV. VV

s '

And to W. R. Schaefer, 61 Km St.. Boston, and F. P. Taylor, 78 E. Madison St., Chicago-

Paper and Metallic Sliells

ADIROITOAOIyS,
AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schroou Lake, Lakes Lnzerne,
George, and Champlain, iho A usable Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Maseena Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Retised Edition,
Handsome I2mo., Flexible Covers, RetL anil Gold,
Maps, etc
Beautifully lllnatraled. Over
300 pages. Price, $2.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are tlin easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an mdBtu remove
the exploded cape. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, now model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers; never miss fire, end are
■ highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repealed experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, ami will not buret .Inquire of any of tins "cX"
dci
in sporting materials for
thelf. W. 0. Co.’s Sheila.
Not sold at retail by tbo manufacturer.
dee23 tf

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, the Historian. Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in Iho Woods," &c.
Tl: is adminihlv written and lias just enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The IIIiislrations are well chosen
and very effective, while, the instructions res peel mg
routes, loealtilee, distances, outfits, A-c,, embrace
everythin*that can he desired. Taking Rail in all,
it Is the most complete hook that has been published
outlie Adnondahlts, not excepting even rnvowu—- a
compliment that I trust will he. properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinteresleoness.

Hart's

Sportsman's
Favorite
Metallic
Shells
for
Breech
Loading Shot Guns.
These Shell* are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
an any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, whioh prevents it from driving ihoough or
pringuig away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place
It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when Clip lias been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2$ to ,ij inches.
Sheila and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
throughout the country. GKO. K. HART Ac CO., 383 and 305 Market at., Newark, N, J.

From Ciiptaiu Bogiirtlus, Champion Wing Sliot of America.
Messrs. Georok E. Hart & Co.,
Gcntlemon- The llrty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any 1 have ever need They
"re stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting Hereafter. Yours truly
may13-ly
A H Biwj.roijb.

CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are URsnrpassed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority in
shooting phniir has been snown wherever tesled in
Lins country and 111 England, standing first, second,
and third at the New York trial in Idl'd; also the high¬
est average al the London Field trial in 18T5- A case
of these guns maqe to order for sportsmen, ana taken
from stock, are shown at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, Bri" ish Department. Prices, S'IS to g230,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost send for descriptive eiicularand
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
.7ticksonville, Illinois,
lets
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S.

Something New!
THREE

A New Gun.
Begs to antionnce that he in daily m attendance at the
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION to show this new
Guu, destined to supercede all other
BREECH LOADING

GUNS.

J, LANG is also prepared to measure sportsmen for
new guua with his movable model, insuring a proper
length and bend, greatly improving the Shooting of a
bad shot.
Now is the best opportunity for ordering a

London Manufactured Gun
at a low price, direct from a Manufacturer.

l?all Mall, London.
je22 ft
(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)

Charles L. Ritzmann,

A new feature In the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun from eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen! the* very thing so often wanted In all
lands of shooting.

By CHAR LES UAL COCK,
AUTHOR

OF

THE FISHING TOURIST.

Published hy Forest and Stream Pub¬
lishing; Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And for sale by all booksellers. Bent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price nl oilR:c of publica¬
tion.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers aelectinij localities For fishing, cither for Trout
or Salmon. For Rule 1/y Harper & Brothers, or at
the ofiled of Forest and Stream, Price $2.
qplfi tf

of 150 pages of descriptive letter-peas
It figures
and describes every species oF Eagle, Falcon, Hawk,
Buzzard, nnd Owl that Is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
Price Complete, In Cloth (.HO Plates), - - #13
P. S.—The Fla'os or this Work will not be sold
separately, hut if desired the whole book, may he had
in paper cover, $12.
DAWSON 111108,,
je8 1m_Mordrcji, Canada, Fn till-berg,

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

jN^EVV iSPUKTING LOOK.
913 Broadway, Above 22d Street,

JOSEPH C. DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid. Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Lander* Altered to Breech Loader*.
JeSS ly

FACTORY, 114 CENTRE STREET,
Guns. Pistols, and Rifles,
Shooting Accessories, Fishing Tactile,
AND SPORTING GOODS OF ALL KINDS,
I lake Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Breech Load¬
ers, and always have some fine second hand Guns on
hand, cheap. Send 15c. for the handsomest and tom*
pic test Catalogue published; size, (held inches; 48
pages and 1121llasiralions.
je22 3y

For

sale-second hand w. w.

Greener Breech Loader—Toil action, double
holt, pialol grip, in a fine cuao,.with implements com¬
plete. Was shot in. Ute Gun Trial of 1813, and proved
10 be a first class shooter.
CHARLES L. IUTZMANN,

11

918 Broadway, above 8*1 street.

fi. Camp Henry, Geo* Sonle, proprietor, Raugeley
Outlet.
7. Steamer Molly-Ghunkamunk, Rangeley Outlet.
8. Indian Rock and RanecJey stream.
9. Camp Kennenago, Headquarters Oquoasuc Ang¬
ling Association.
10. Interior of Camp Kcnnebogo.
11. Camp Allerton, Bugle Cove, Lake MoofelncmaSQUtlC
X2. Lake Mooselucmaguntic and Bemis Mountain
range.
13. Camp Bcma, mouth of Bemis stream.
14. George S. Pages’* Gump, Bemis stream.
15. Upper Dam.
lfi. Camp Bellevue. (Belton's) Luke* Molecbiinhamnnlc.
17. Near View of Camp Bellevue, (BettonV)
IS. Lake Molcchunkamunk, S. E. view fromBetton’s
Gamp.
19. Middle Dam Camp, Lake Welokennnhacook.
2l). ML Sawyer, and Sluice Dam, Black Brook Notch,
Andover, Me.
21. Mr.. Bine, Black Brook Notch, on Lake Road. Ando>. r. Me.
22. Andover House, Andover, Me.
23. Silver Ripple Cascade, Black Brook, Lake Rond,
Andover.
24. Hermit Falls, Black Brook, Lake Road, Andover,
Me*
25. Devil’s Den, Black Brook, Lake Road., Andover,
Me.
2fi. Village of Andover, Me.
27. Village of Andover, Mo.i with “Old Bald Pule”
Moumaiu.
28. Lower Fall, Cataract Brook. Andover, Me.
29. Upper Fall,
do.
do.
30. Sylvan Cascade,
do.
do.
31. The Flume,
ao.
do.
32. ‘‘Camping Out” at month of River, Upper Dam.
Price 25c. each. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
FARRAR & JOHNSON, Publishers.
_JelB
333 vashingtem street, Boston .

APPLY

SOON

Advertisers of
SPORTING GOODS. SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, Ac.,

Guide to the Adirondacks
An invariable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class of tourists, whoso patronage is most, desiud.
This book is siandurd; It bus an extended sale, and
new editions are issued each spring. The copyright is
now owned, and the Guide will be published hereafter
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Terms off Advertising:
One Full Page..
ft LO
One Half Page.A”.* [ 3ft
One Quarter Page. ift
Those desiring to secure space will please upply
soon to
FOREST AND STREAM TUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E. R. WALLACE,
roayll
Syracuse, New York.

MANNING’S

“Our Birds of P.rey”
THIStnlnsBEAUTIFUL
ANT) NOVEL WORK CON39 large Photographed plates, and upwards

W. H. BAKER,

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF RANGELEY LAKES
AND ANDOVER, MAINE.
Order by Number. Orders by Mailer Express promptly
filled.
1. Barden House, Phillips, Me.
3. Raugeley Hotel, Rangeley, Me.
3. Smith East Arm of Rangeley Lake.
4. Kangfiley Lake and Rum Island.
r>'
UUt
^ Rubier family, Rangeley

QANADIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

of the Geological Survey of Caoada.

Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering mtizglc to breech-loader* a specialty—from
$3010 $45. Rille attached if desired.
SEND FOlt CIRCULAR.

Of the
RANGELEY LAKES REGION.
Printed oil parchment paper, hound in cloth, price
50c.; by mail, postpaid, 55c. Competent jndL'CH have
pronounced this tile ONLY CORRECT MAP of the
lake region ever made.

Will find

HENRY G. YENNOR, F.G.-S.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

By CHARLES A. ,T. FARRAR, author of “A Sum¬
mer Ramble,” “A Trip to Rangeley,” etc.
Containing 21 fnll page engravings, made from Pho¬
tographic views of the country. Illuminated paper
covers, 25c. *, postpaid by mail, 30c.
Handsomely
bound in cloth, printed on heavy tinted paper. Si; by
mail, postpaid. $1.10. Every sportsman, tourist, anil
pleasure seeker should read this book. It will pay
i hem. Buy a copy, and learn all about the “Paradme
of New England,” far ahead of the Adirondack region
for SPORTING and Ihe RECOVERY' OF HEALTH.
It qivos you the fullest Information on all points
needed.
Fakiuh’s Pocket Map

W allace’s

OF LONDON,

J. Lang & Sons,

mchSO 6m

From Albnt B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Waters,’’1 The Indian Pass,’’ &c.
I think it is Hie 6eV v ork on the forest that lias uppeered— superior in word-pain ling to Mm ray’s, and
fall of wood-picture* and vivid scenes of camp-life.
WBrealize that we are in Hie forest, are living with
yon in the sreuos described, and Hist ihe trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and byus. This,
I think, the Irne test of a good hook, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is Hie. only riling of the kind Hint has yet been pub¬
lished—the very thing Hint bus been so long wan l ed
and waited for. Ii .must have cost yon intense appllcanon and labor. Yuli may wail be content that yon
have ptodneed a good book,
From Benson J. Lousing, the Historian.
I have read those portions descriptive of the places
which carno nuder my personal observation, with (lie
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of yonr pictures as I Tecall Impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of mv visits, t re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the "Appendix”
as a most useful—nay. Indispensable,manual for tour¬
ists to ’that wondeiiu! Wilderness. A tour in. Hint
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CIO,,
mnyll If_17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

J. LANG,

BARRELED

BREECH-LO A DINGr GENS,

Green’s patent Loader, price $3.

J^ESCRIPTIYE GUIDE

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

EDWINSON C. GREEN’S
BRLECTI LOADERS,

329

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap bnt Tellable treat ise on Angling, Artificial
Ply-making, Haunts and Habits of Game. Spurting
Nomeiidaiuie, Cure and Training of Sporting Doga,
etc., etc., to willch is added a complete list of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent postpaid to
any address on receipt of 35 cents. Address
npmjm
P. B. POND. Moutollo, Wis.

. _
_year. Send
10c. for specimen. Procceiliaes Florida Emit, Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of -1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida. 1.5c. Gaileaio’s Treatise, on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), SI.
Guide Map of Florida, 60c. Address Wabton & C'o,,
JackBOuvlile, Flu. Say whore you saw Ude*
tf

FOR 1876,
WILL BE

Published Shortly,

MANNING’S YACHT AGENCY, Office of “MAN¬
NING’S YACHTING ANNUAL."
A larae number of yachts for Bale. Particulars fnrniihcd on application.
tf

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
Prom tho “Hoke of St. Alltaus,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
Quoted bt Izaaic Walton m Hrj “Angler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Gloflf
nary by Geo.. W, Van Scoi.kn, Euq . of the New York
Bar; heavy timed paper; bqparo J2ioo . 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustialiens leproduccd.
The charming old book, with all its quaintneas and
fres-huess, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Bond P. O. order for price, $1.50* or order it O. O. D
from Forest and ytream,
apl27 8m
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FOREST AND STREAM

THE ORVIS REEL. THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Reel in the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Cases.

Grim

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Grim
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO l.-This "Reel is extra nickel-elated, and finely finish* d. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from samt. also that the line may dry without removing it from the- reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
N§ *2—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Ileavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent bv mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for New Price List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines, &c.,
Mention this paper.

"

CREEDMOOR AND

STORTING

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS

AND AMMUNITION

Holsters and

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

L. H. Abbey.

C. F. Imbrie.

Andrew Clerk.
Special.

McBride Flies,

48 Maiden Lane.! p. <>• R»* '294.
35 Liberty Street. 1 newyork.

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

These flies are imitations of American insects, o.
com bination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful. Parties sup¬
plied with casting liueB and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any nalural insect or pattern desired. S-VRA
J. McBRIDE, {Successor to John McBride) MumfOr.iL
Monroe rvwntv. N Y.
Eaton, Holberton dc Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities.
dec2 ly

(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description and duality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of tine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flics and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied lo order; Cutljhunk and Pasque Islands
Bass Lines. Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked ‘*n. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents.” Beware
of uni1 a ions.
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Buss Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacitlc Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may25

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hofe’s Rubber
stec' Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort11 Reel. &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adi¬
rondacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention,

Fishing Tackle,
Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Rails, Fish Hooks, Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
101

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

BRADFORD t ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

A. H. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greei
heart Base and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 1874._mch9 Om

J. B. Crook & Co.,
Manctactuuehb and ImfoAtzks of

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fulton St., 1ST. Y.

N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Tro"», Bans and Salmon.

E. ^0]>X

HOPE.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

FISHING Tim
FLY RODS.
NORRIS

THE LEADING KEEL MAKER

FOR

Trout, Salmon,

and

Bass.

ALSO
Trout, Bolmon, and Bass Files, Reels,
Leaders, Fly-Books, Ac.

T1IADDEUS
Janbl-ly

Lines,

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

NORRIS,

1 have on hand several fine tront rods at $33 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number.
2,e6S
Ctn.O
W MURPHY,
MTTDPU V
CHAS. F.

jnchlfi 8m

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
ap127 3m

40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J,

THOMSON & SON,

way 1 fist

132 Nassau street, if. X.

TV. H. HOLABIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that be is prepared to make

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices. The ten dollar suit is better
mode than any competitor can offer for the same

Factory: JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.
jan27 6m

money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to

THE

NEW

make many changes in tbe arrangement of pockets,
Ac., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions.

BOSTON

BEST

I believe tbat I bave the

SHOOTING AND FISHING COATS IN
THE WORLD,

and respectfully solicit your orders.

SHOOTING SUIT,

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, Id pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods. They are better known and more highly es¬
teemed than any other make.
Address

Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of onr
best resident sportsmen,
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed bv a new pat¬
ent process. The seams aud pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred snitswill be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons *& Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand qLpersonal comfort and convenience beyond
anything or home manufactnre seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining the best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
aud satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latte r respect. ’ ’
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,
“OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, IND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 C.'durtlasd 8t.

Dogs of England.
From Pictures by GEO. EARL, tbe celebrated Ani¬
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. T1IRUPP.
Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Moants, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Mar'dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish V ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhonnd, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, JoBhua Dawes, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L, Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel. —'Gurwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. II. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier. T. H- Murchison. Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont. Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel. — Garwood, Esq.
Prince. English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. 0. Mac¬
dona.
IJamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esck
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), W. J. L+ Price,Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq.

ap!6 Cm
Large size, 12x10, colored by band, in exact imitation
of tbe original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
Price, §4.00.

Beat Bait used for Base or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 73c, Send 10c for tbe only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published— 80 pages or
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Ball, and Sport¬
ing Goods.
’
’
FISH & SIMPSON,

(complete).@15

QHOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
n-? (complete).@so

Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

FIFTH VOLUME NOW BEADY.

203 West Logan Sqnare, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

Six Strip Split Bamboo

RODS,

(complete).$io

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.

(Successors to J.C. Conroy & Co.)

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

Tackle suit able for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

LEGGINS.

CONROY, BISSETT & MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.,

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Flies.
Tents, Camp Stoves, Jack and Fishing Lamps,
and Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suits.
Holberton’* new Fly Book will hold 144 Flies at
full length, without curling the snells. Each one
held in its place by a German silver fly holder. Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Hunting Knives, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Water-proof Moccasiu Shoe. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7,50.
English and American Dog Biscnit.
Ammunition of all kinds.
Send stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly
P. O. Box 5,109.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
CASES.

C. F. OltyiS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mcb30 3ui

Sportsman’s Emporium.

Pippin, Pue, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murcliinson, Esq.
Dnke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake. Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, Esq.,
M P
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Esq.
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price.

A complete Bet of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bonnd handsomely in doth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on

application to this office,

Small size, postage paid; large size, snbject to

express charges.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham street, New Yorfc,

FORESTfAND STREAM.

THE LEFEVER GUN.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.

Lefever Breech Loaders

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to
THESE

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ABE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS
BEFORE THE PUBLIO
^

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements iu the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue aud Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.
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PAPE'S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

G-llt'D
FINE

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
.
. MTS. 12-Gange, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun,
Exhibitor.
lst-Greener.Greener.
£}- Kape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.pupe.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gnn being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when Its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
* |t—PaP€...Davidson.
..Davidson.
1875. Long Rauge, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1st—Pape....... .Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
lstr-Pape. .
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 ponnd
weight, with a charge of 3* dr. to 4 oz. shot,beat the
best, 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 16 lbs.:
6 drachms and 2* oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Stib. Cap, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vetitiomcL
_ of the London Gun
vention of M__JH
choke boring. Winner
Trials of 1858, 1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

Made to Order

FROM STOCK.
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built In six qualities
(or brands.) They arc now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, .... 905 Gold.
Tolley,.90
Standard, - - - - 113
National, - - .
110
Challenge, ... iso
Paragon, - - .
235
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Gnns specially built, on
-- system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with Increased PENETRATION, can have their wish***
caniod out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

H. G. Squires/0* 1&™ndt8t
THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
J. D. DOUGALL’S

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

The

Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,
TVo.

Express Guns and Rifles.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RETAIL

BREECH LOAD]

Implements, w'
Cartridges, KotJi

Brass

Kinds,
and Paper.

ALSO, GU1V MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VEST’S, COATS AND BELTS. FLASKS
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING INI IMY LINE FOR * *
'
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HATH LARGE STOCK OF MUZZI.fi LOAD I KG GUNS cfc RIFLES VERT ONE AI

The Most Approved

System

(Title registered.)

W. TV. GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Guns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Winner of Silver Cup, valuo 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in t he Wear aud Tear Trials, July,
1875 , 2,500 shots fired without, deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots iu a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
lime, an opportunity to Bcciire one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
iuw figures.
ugurcs. All
Ai, grades aud styles in stock or inilow
ported to order.
AUenlion is also called lo my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
lak
janlS ly

And

^Military | Bifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,
ACCURACY,

JOHN RIGBY & CO..

Manufacturers of Fine Gnus and Kifles.

1

ynrdH.

1

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

KTRATIOiV

New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.
Ihaveno
ock a c
lete
.
ent of Rides
11 well E
_i and reihle makers,
id ha
uric- special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
mces. H:ive^jwmvedwa swckof SILARPS NEW LINE OF
•
RANGE AND OFF-HANDSp,®),0'RlSntoinvu'edloc"all
td examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who lake a^ taZe?
ANi^STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths^d
ade with clubs and associations flhrfd^f1® mi100 yard range on lhe premises.
Liberal arrangements
arren St N Y
^sociatione. Send for illustrated circular. HOME}It FISHER, 260 Broadway, corner
dec23 6m

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

[1875.

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,

.l.

ITT of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feci sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use. Its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble ot quadruple
grtj) now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
---IK ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring,

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS. Ac., ON APPLICATION TO
2T SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating S3 com¬
petitors with
68 guns, also winning
»iiuuo
- all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, 8/
Louis, U. S. A. Address
—w. W. GREENER,
St. Mary 8 Works, Birmingham, England.

SNEIDER
SHOT

GUN

PRICES, 930.00 TO 9350.00.

d a/Y/Yr S Cmv/.r.

rjPOJiTJSTfJS & MAJVUFACTUUFtfS OF

ktd. Wkmitml. Cfiiirdf & JMriflB (SMrs
Vo. Id Mattieiv i

lu ll ox

Woven Rowing, Rase Rail, and Gymnasium suits.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading Gnus Altered to Breecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider,

SI4 W. Pratt »t., Baltimore.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDEK,
Horner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, KifleSy Pistols, and Fishing: Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.

nXMW://,,

ii

•360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

LOADING

; ; -Nfe

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

ang26-tf

BREECH

$8 X
^ - -

Send i or Circulars.

Arms Comp.,

i

■:V-m

HIGHEST I 'EN-

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

|-^REVOLVERS

if:

■vv;

v;

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

CIhII Ihp atrontinri r\t thn QnAri.mmi r, f A

Breech Loading, Sporting

rv/-r i.i,
ENGLISH

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rod&,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’T’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly
,
, -- - often leads to fortune,
jettd for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting J^HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in
Griiiis

of

all

Descriptions.

vwpv'°nmr Sl'n0t close, anl liard> warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warianted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb. baas
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.
'

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Comer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
PAPER

or

METALLIC

V;
“HELLS, either end up, revolves
centre
:rr —up,
ahlfHR
WoKTia hut
..I.. and
j revoive«
, only
. , on
... inches
Slides,
weighs
but tl
U pounds,
is
I*
t ,, uldtY ?arc a5 t0P 80 aa to quickly receive
the sheila, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
*or ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C.
u. O.
U. D., $6.50.
S6.50.
.. o the size of shells arid a loose meas*
N. S.’ GOSS, Neosho Falls,Kan.

FOREST AND STREAM
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The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapiditv of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading, commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

NEW RAILROAD,

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

COMPLETE

AND

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening. In con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.

B. 2,

MAYO,

Qsn’l Passenger

Agent,

D. HODGMAN & GO.,
Send for Price List.
ap!13 6m

27 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

SCHUYLEK. HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 20 & 22 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

POPE’S

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
PeblOtf

4# High Street, Boaton.

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis* Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
BepSj-cow
Agent for U. S. America.
n n IIIT I tl H BY A N EW PROCESS-SO OF
rnlN I Hill the neatest white visiting cards
I 11111 I 111M y0a ever sa\v, with your name
handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 3c.
stamp. No belter work in theworld atanyprice.
Try thorn. Agents wanted. Circulfirs. ac. W. C.
CANNON, 46 Kueeland St., Boston, Mass. [jc8 ly

Always in stock a full assortment of thepe noted guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Ala©
Greener’s, Webley’s, Wesiley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $13, Ac., Ac.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON
MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTINC AND J

PRACTICE.

— Just the thing for
sportsmen aud miliPtnrv men. Shoots darts or slues a
JJ distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with It one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol Is put up In a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw.wrench, and skeleton gnn stock. Price, §5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mall on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chtef of the U. S, Army:—
"It ts snrely ingenious In mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

HR EECH-LOADERS.

A SPECIALTY.

Rifle Air Pistol,
FOR TARGET

SON’S

Winners of International Gnn Trial.

INDIA RUBBED

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CO’S Fishing Pants, Coats, Leg-

TARCET

breech loading rifles.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. A C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
ttonal Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH A
BRO.: P. WEBLEY A SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS & HA WKSLEY’8 SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords5 the best i
rangement yctinvei
ing cartridges.
The —0— _
so evenly distributed that H Is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are u«ed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
^
—
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.60.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

The Remington Rifle wag introduced for Target and Sporting uses
about live yearB ago, end has won nearly every prize since Creedmoor
was established
All the prominent long range shooters (with one exception) use them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. Ac., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, to

E. Remington
[P. O. Box 3904 ]

Ac

^ons.,

S83 Breadxvay, IV. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMORY', ILIO.Y, N. Y.]

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Been.
Red Irish SetterDIck.
Celebrated Doga Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispljam
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 centa each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM

Health Li ft.

2,000 REACTIONARY LIFTERS
NOW IN USE, GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION. 7
lO.OOO.ENTHUSIASTIC LIFTERS USING IT DAILY
AT HOME AND_0UR',I00’AGENCIES.’;
/SEND FOR TULL PARTICULARS...
AGINTS WANTED.

.HEALTH LIFT CO.

'U&Vi

Magic Lantern and lOO Slide* for $100.

E&

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

. Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Cbromos ana Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoecopes, Megale noecopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, i hoto-Lantero Slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition
an5-lv

\

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1876.

am Ranter s

H

ALF way down the pretty Lansdowne Ravine, where
the great untri mined trees arch overhead, and the
wild flowers grow in quiet nooks, the wearied sight seer
flnds the only exhibition of man’s art worthy the sylvan
aspect Of the place, and feels that wildness inherent in
every heart thrill within him as he catches sight of the
smoke from Forest and Stream's camp-fire This ro¬
mantic scene we portray in our full page illustration to¬
day.
The whole great Exhibition which the visitor has left
behind him is an exposition of what men have wrought for
gain, or lo reduce to a further refinement the raw material
iu their natures and surroundings. The Hunter’s Camp is
life at the beginning. It shows the chosen home ol the race
when it had half emerged from the savage and brutish, but
its senses were not yet blunted to the flavor of the woods
and fields. It is a reminder of the world’s youth when it
was content to play and be happy. Then the Btreams were
for pleasure and not for power; the savannas were for

1 Chatham 8». (CUyHall&qr.)

strolling and not for tiding; the forests were storehouses of catch such growls, as he sleeps, that a rough complexion
game and nuts, and rarest flowers,—homes of the genii
will be given to his dream, and he will start from his
which it would bo sacrilege to disturb at their revelry, or
fancied encounter with some fierce grizzly to find a real
rob of their coverts among the ferns. All these pictures bear chained just out of his reach. If thirsty he can take
of the grand old woods and untamed rivers rise before one’s the tin cup and go to the spriug; if warm he cau float on
eyes as he approaches this charming spot. The whole the cool lake in a birch-bark canoe, if loquacious be can
scene is one for quiet; ie-t and contemplation. It is poetic till his pipe and recount his adventures with other cronies
and picturesque. All the collections up above show how by the smouldering fire.
best to keep busy, and where a man may most profitably
The Hunter's t amp is a sugestion of that life of adven¬
employ his time. Fohbst and Stream here Bhows how ture and sport which every one loves whether he practices
to be leisurely—leaches us not to ‘‘loaf,” but to '‘invite our it or not; and whfcli ln.s equal charms for our fair sisters,
souls” to those feasts of plenteous health, and that pleasing many of whom also linger in its delightful vicinity. There
serenity and exhilaration which only communion with
is no need that there houid be any expression of gratitude
nature can induce.
from them. The delighted faces and lingering backward
What a place for rest! One may lie at full length under glances of each one a* he leaves, tells his thanks to Forkbt
the trees listening to the delicate warbling of the smaller and Stream for its pleasant surprise.
birds in the lofty foliage, or the louder songs of the
The Hunter's Camp not only attracts by its novelty and
thrushes and sparrow* in the thickets among which the rude suggestiveness ihe erowdsthat stroll through the
chatting of the squirrels sounds like a watchman's rattle.
ravine, but it has reeived marked attention everywhere
If he inclines to sleep, soft robes and blankets await him
from our contemporaries of the newspaper press. Harper's
in the roomy cabin, where he can well dream of shooting
Weekly, The New )~irk Weekly, Frank Zeslie, and others
grouse or playing with i ro it. Perchance his dull ear wl
have illustrated it wi h f ill page lingravinv--, Th° PVtt-
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minion. I want, if I can do so, to reproduce those an¬
cient gentlemen in all their glory, and with all their sur¬
roundings.
In tile time I speak of sporting was followed with a vim
and devotion never seen with us; it was the all-absorbing
pursuit of the country gentleman. The notes of the horn
and the deep baying of the hounds was the sweetest music
to his ear, and the brush of an "old red" the proudest tro¬
phy he could win. No engrossing business harrassed him
and kept him chained to a routine of daily duty that
addled his brain, destroyed his digestion, and made him
pass sleepless nights; no daily morning and evening edi¬
tion of the Herald or Hews held him in a perpetual fer¬
ment over political affairs, and in continual hot water with
asd Stream.
_
his friends on the other side; no busy railroad trains rat¬
TROUT1NG SONG—A PARODY.
tled through his estate, scaring the game away, and bring¬
ing from the cities the crowds of inevitable pot-hunters to
DEDICATED TO THE WILLEWEMOC CLUB.
shoot his birds and vex his soul; and, worse than all, no
gangs of civil rights colored gentlemen, with old army
muskets on their shoulders, and a score of mongrels and
curs of low degree trooping at their heels, roameS at will
HEN spring time comes and scatters o'er
The verdant meads full many a Dower,
through his domain, killing everything that had wings—
We vote our offices a bore.
tame or wild. No; these ills of modem growth were all
And we go off a-trontlng.
unknown in those good old limes. Then the gentleman
And then we have such jolly fun,
had little to do beyond a general outlook over his planta¬
And such fantastic things are done
Upon the stream, that every one
tion, which was governed on moderate principles. His
Thinks nothing like it ’neath the son.
was an easy-going existence, taking it as it came, riding
Tangled whiskers, snnbornt nose.
fearlessly, laughing joyously, living easily, with no care
Blistered feet and dripping clothes,
on his mind, no strain on his nerves, he extracted all the
All for pleasure! so it goes,
When we go off a-trouting.
bloom from the peach, all the sweetness from the flower;
When we go off a-trouting, Oht
exercising his patriarchal sway wisely, reading Ills weekly
mail—the Virginia Gazette, whose ponderous articles al¬
And if the stormy Eastern wind
Its way onto our stream doth find.
ways put him to sleep—offering a hospitality without stint
We don't a continental mind.
or limit, hunting the deer, shooting over his dogs, or fol¬
While we are off a-trontlng.
lowing
his pack across the country, we see in him a class
Eor then with cards and pocket pistol
that does not exist now, and he stands alone in his indi¬
We play, and often wet our whistle.
Or to onr friends write an epistle.
viduality. Virginia, in the colonial times, was an immense
And for the rain don't care a thistle.
empire in its extent, and was for the greater part a dense
Tangled whiskers, sunburnt nose,
wilderness, except along the navigable rivers emptying
Blistered feet and dripping clothes.
into Chesapeake Bay; on the banks of these streams were
All for pleasnrel so it goes.
When we go off a-trouting.
plantations of thousands of acres, thoroughly tilled, which
When we go off a tronting, Ohl
produced a plenteous store of tobacco and wheat, which
filled the planter’s barns, and being sent to England re¬
But if, perchance, there’s too mnch gin.
turned a plethoric supply of yellow guineas that made liis
Some foolish chap will tumble in.
And then arises quite a din,
income a princely one, and enabled him to keep up bis
While we are off a-trouting.
baronial establishment in splendid style.
Or, mayhap, if tho stones are all
Jhe history Of the “meet” and sporting comprises two
Worn smooth, nnd humps of caution Bmall,
Some gent may cut an awkward sprawl,
distinct epochs—the first comprising a period of some
Or sit down under a waterfall.
twenty years before the Revolution—1755 to 1770. The
Tangled whiskers, sunbnrnt nose,
manner and ways of the people were all English, and
Blistered feet and dripping clothes.
everything they used was brought out from that country.
All for pleasnrel so it goes,
When we go off a-tronting,
The second period is after the Revolution, and takes in an
When we go off a-trouting, Oh!
era of fifty years or more. We find that the manners,
modes, and customs are greatly changed, and the people
And when at last, with WelcfiUed creelhave changed with them. I will endeavor to show up
We reach onr home, how tired we feel!
both of these periods so far back, as they are, that a sort
’Tis then we eat a hearty meal.
of halo of romance overshadows them, and ,the history of
When we get back from tronting.
Aronnd the board what tales we tell
their sporting life cannot fail to be interesting. I will, of
Of big fish lost by broken sneli,
course, commence with the first era, and will try and pho¬
Of red deer Been in woodland dell,
tograph mentally some of the “cocked-hat gentry” and
And all adventures that befell 1
their doings, who, in those days, were intensely loyal to
Well-brushed whiskers, cream-washed nose,
Slippered feet and warm, dry clothes.
their king, and the dawning idea of a bloody revolution
Oh, what pleasure each one knows
had entered no patriot’s brain. Indeed, at the time I write,
When we get back from tronting.
Patrick Henry was giving his family great concern for his
When we get back from trouting, Ohl
incorrigible laziness, letting his country store take care of
itself while he amused himself roaming over the country
For Forest and Stream.
with his gun and rod, or played the fiddle to an admiring
auditory in some cross-roads tavern. Geo. Mason, the
father of the first constitution of Virginia, was following
TREATING OF OLD THINGS IN YE OLD¬ Lord Fairfax's hounds. The immortal George W. was
also riding hard and fast behind his lordship’s dogs, amus¬
EN TIME.
ing his leisure moments with making love to every pretty
Wakel wake! night's lamps are fading fast,
maiden he met; and the other historical heroes were pur¬
The dappled dawn appears;
suing the even tenor of their Way, seeking pleasure after
Hark! hark! tho bugle's winding blast,
their own fashion, and little dreaming what a stown was
The hounds and hunter cheers.
With sinewB braced their course they take.
brewing, and all about a cargo of tea, a beverage which
And brush the ear ly aew;
none of them ever drank.
O'er hill and dale, thro' brush and brake,
The men of those days well understood what real com¬
The pack the game pursue.— Old Hunting Song.
N the olden days of our country everything seems to fort meant, and though, as the cant phrase goes, “they
were
heavy on style” and lavished their money freely, yet
have been different from our present epoch. It is
doubtless true that human nature is the one unchangeable it was not altogether in vain show. Their houses were
but
solidly
aud substantially built; no vast hotel-like man¬
thing in this world, and the came feelings and passions
possess all mankind alike, and made a man of thousands sion ostentatiously reared, and in glaring bad taste, attract¬
of years ago the identical man of to-day. But circum¬ ed thereon a cheap notoriety. Their grounds were well but
stances which Burround mankind have much to do in simply kept, the out-buildings of good home-made mate¬
moulding his character. The potent rules of his “order," rial, the work of the plantation carpenter. Their whole
the unwritten laws of the society in which he moves, the establishment showed wealth, but not apparent display; if
social education that he is unconsciously taught, and a they ever went to extremes it was on horses, and many a
hundred other intangible things all correspond to make the gentleman found himself ruined by an over-fond love for
gentleman of the ancient regime utterly unlike his descend¬ horseflesh, and an overwhelming belief in his prowess. A
ants of to-day ; not so different, it may be, in their thoughts Virginia cavalier loved his horse second only to his sweet¬
and feelings, bat certainly the antipodes of us in their heart or wife. It is hardly to be denied that these gentry
daily routine, and in their sports and pastimes. The owned famous blooded stock at a time when every planter
sportsman of the past, to use a comparison, resembles as was an ardent sportsman, whether he “rode to hunt" or
“hunted to ride” in that immortal distinction of Ashelon
much his prototype of our epoch, as the long single-bancl,
silver-rimmed, flint-look fowling piece does our steel bar¬ Smith’s old whip, in those days of English thoroughbreds,
relled, patent back-action breech-loader, though in this in¬ of rattling gallops, and desperate breathers. We all kuow
stance comparison is not in favor of the latter. What our that there were some famous horses in America—imported
own sportsmen can do, and are daily doing, the columns of course—that for bottom and speed, and rough cross¬
of the Forest and Stream keep Us informed of and posted country work, were incomparable. , My own impression is
in its own graphic way; but how the Nimrods amused that the Virginia horse, leaving out Diomead’s family, was
themselves with their sports and pastimes a hundred years of that called in England the “Destrier,’’bred from the
or so ago, few, very few, know. And so I write this to Andalusian pony and the Arab and Barb, which the
show how the gentleman sportsman and the “cocked hat MOors had for ceuturieB in Spain.
The term “planter” was originally applied to those who
gentry” rode after the hounds, or chased the noble btag
through the forests and across the streams of the Old Do¬ cultivated the tobacco plant, but was afterward given to

delphia papers, and the leading dailies of this city, Boston,
Cincinnati, and other metropolitan towns, have all had
their several pleasantries and encomiums to hestow, their
hanters at the inprovised hunters in buckskin and mocca¬
sins, and their flings at the bear. Some in their admiration
of the creation, have forgotten to mention the genius
who suggested and created, just as most men in receiving
the good gifts of this life arc apt to forget the Giver; but
the editor of this journal need not feel slighted by the
omission. The pleasure bestowed upon the sight-seers is
satisfactory compensation, while it Is sufficient to know
that long after the Hunter’s Camp is forgotten, lovers of
nature will remember and seek for the delights of Forest
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all who cultivated the lowlands. Everything was profuse
on the plantation, and the cost of production was nor, felt.
The planter raised his hogs, who gave him meat through¬
out the year; his sheep furnished the wool that was spun
into cloth and made into clothes by his slaves; his flour and
meal were the products of his estate; his cellar was stored
with vegetables and cereals; his housewife had her closet
filled with potted frnits and pickets, and a dozen or so
barrels of apple and peach brandy of his own make was
always in tlie wine dungeou. Ho had his blacksmith,
wheelrigbt, and carpenter, and generally that Useful char¬
acter about the farm called “Jack of all trades," who
could turn his hand to anything, and the farmer could, in
those days, live like a lord without paying out any money,
or worse than all giving his check. ThiB being the case,
with his isolation from general society, it is no wonder he
was hospitable in the extreme. Nowhere were the wants
of stranger guests more regarded, and nowhere was the
character of the true gentleman held more sacred. The
planter was noted for his open-hearted frankness, and his
perfect sincerity. And why should he not be? He does
not engage in the rush and turmoil of trade; his mind is
not pressed down with business secrets; his better feelings
have not been shocked or blunted by the familiarity with
the deceits, gulfs, and evasions of tho business world; ho
is as artless and as trusting as a child. The subjoined de¬
scription, written 150 years ago by Hugh Jones, copied
literally from a rare old MS, will show up the character of
those hard-riding, hard-drinking, fox-hunting communities
better than I can picture them. It says:—
“The planters leading easy lives don’t much admire la¬
bor or any manly exercise, except horse racing aud follow¬
ing the hounds, nor any diversion, except cock fighting, in
which some greatly delight. This easy way of living and
the heat of the summer makes them very lazy, who are
then said to be climate struck (we call it now the sprmg
fever). The saddle horses, though not very large, are
hardy, strong, aud fleet, aud can run for miles, showing
their great speed and unequalled endurance. The planters
are such lovers of riding that they never walk if tney can
help it; aud I have known of many who have spent seveial
hours in the morning in ranging the woods to catch their
horses, only to ride two or three miles to the church or the
court-house. The “meet” is the place they geuerally ap¬
point for arranging business matters, for they arc more
certain of finding there those whom they want to see than
at their homos. No people can entertain their friends with
better cheer and welcome, and strangers and travelers are
here treated in the most free aud plentiful manner, so
that there are no inns or ordinaries on the road."
In such a country, with such people and habits, it would
be heaven to our modern tramp. It would only require a
decent suit of clothes and a glib tongue—nothing more—
to faie like a king and live like a lord. All the gentry
were bard drinkers, all of them "two bottle men.” It is
no wonder that drunkenness was so prevalent; and then
pure old mountain whiskey only cost six shillings a gallon,
aud the best Jamaica rum, that it would do your heart
good to taste, could he bought lor nine shillings. In their
indoor social customs they were very different from us.
While they treated with exaggerated politeness the high¬
born dames, yet it was not thought wrong to curse before
them. A gentleman would help himself to a pinch of
snuff out of a jeweled box with stately grace, and at the
same time damn bis eyes at the end of every sentence.
But the civility between men was always observed, for the
rapier that hung at the gentleman's left side was a won¬
derful incentive to courtliness of demeanor; a bitter word,
a contemptons gesture—and—a clash of steel; a few feints,
the parry, a severe lunge, and ft crimson Btream spouting
from one or both was the result. And so men had to keep
a civil tongue in their mouths.
Every gentleman took great pride in his stables and his
kennels, and good horses and good hounds were held at an
exorbitant price. The keeper of the houndB was the
moat important functionary on the estate, and his life was
a sinecure; he hud as mauy assistants as he chose, and
nothing to do except to supervise the kennel. Some of the
planters kept a huge pack of hounds, as I Bhall presently
show. Next to the keeper was the head coachman, whose
authority over his realm was supreme. He it was who on
state occasions drove the great family coach, and held the
ribbons over four prancing thoroughbreds; he was usually
an old darkey, aristocratic to a degree, and looked down
upon the common hands with ineffable scorn. Sitting on
his lofty seat, dressed in his crimson and plush livery, with
bis three-cornered hat surmounting his bushy head, he
was a prominent figure, and the object of veneration ami
envy to every son of Ham on the plantation. The coach was
a splendid affair, and was generally drawn by four horses,
sometimes with six. A footman and two outriders in liv¬
ery, one riding befoie and the other behind, completed the
turn-out. The coachman, as I said, was the muster of ihe
stables, and he took an intense pride in his horse s, whose
pedigrees be knew by heart, and to his advice the master
always deferred. The kennels formed a separate estab¬
lishment in themselves; the dogs were fed at regular hours
during the day, and often exercised by the master, who
trained them for different purposes; some were used en¬
tirely to run doer, and were never allowed to run with the
fox hounds. It was the duty of the keeper to pick out the
best pups, and destroy all such as had any blemish or
fault.
The kennels were well constructed, thoroughly
warm and comfortable; some of them, like Capt. Daniel
McCarty’s, of Cedar Grove, were ornamentally built, and
looked liko a pretty Swiss cottage. The kennels were
cleaned out twice a bay, and perfect neatness was observ¬
ed. If a planter was known to keep a dirty kennel he
lost, caste with his brother sportsmen at once. I shall now
proceed to give the names of the celebrated sportsmen of
the first period, and tell about them all that history and
tradition has handed down to us.
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Thomas Lord Fairfax, Earl of Cameron, was lire auto¬
crat of the chase, and as ardent and determined a sports¬
man as ever lived, lie never was so happy tm when with
his hounds, or surrounded by a jovial set of sportsmen,
narrating their hunting exploits and trying to drink each
other under the table. Lord Fairfax was a man of great,
intellect, an accomplished scholar, and a great literary
mao. lie graduated with high honors at Oxford College;
he was a member of llie celebrated Kit, Kat Club, of Lou¬
don, where tili the wise men and wits ot' the metropolis
most, congregated, and he was noted for his wildness and
dissipation. Of great wealth, high lineage, with the whole
world at his feet, as it were, that lie should have exiled
himself from the gay court at Carlton Place, or tlie bril¬
liant salons of Paris, to spend the rest of his life in the
w ilds of America, was wonderful indoed; but like every¬
thing else in this world good or bad, there was a ‘‘woman
in tlie case.” He fell desperately in love, and the fair
dame not smiling ou liis suit, lie, feeling that life had no
further charms lor him, aud all that sort, of thing, in a fit
of despair banished himself, and leaving friends and foe
behind him, came to the new world in search of excite¬
ment and adventure, aud not like Ponce de Leon, to find
the waters of youth. He gained both, and after all it
suited him best,. He was a bora Bohemian, and loved
Change and variety, and unquestionably this life of dash¬
ing rides aud excitiug hunts, brimful of stirring events,
suited liis martial nature better than the dawdling noncha¬
lant dilettante existence of tlie Loudou lord. His lordship
was a dark swarthy man, with eyes as black as sloes and
hair of raven hue. He was six feel three inches in height,
Ihick-built, long-limbed, and of prodigious strength. Many
tales of personal prowess are told of hint. Like all strong
tneu he was good nalured to a degree, and he had devoted
and staunch friends; his tenants and slaves idolized him,
and the women adored him. Surely he ought to have
been a happy man, and doubtless was. His lordship, so
fond of Diana, the goddess of the chase, was as equally
ardent at the shriue of Venus, and llie veracious antiqua¬
rians relate that the blue blood of the Camcroita flows in
tlie veins of many a mountaineer of to-day; however, I
lttiow nothing of that. Cliailes tlie Second, of gracious
memory, granted to Lord Fairfax all lands lying between
the headwaters of the Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers
aud Chesapeake Bay. This vast domain comprised about
one-fourth of the present limits of Virginia. It was a
kingly gift. The Earl did not oppress liis tenants; when
in a generous mood, which was very often, he would give
away whole farms, and it was a common custom to let his
tenants off with their year’s rent for some trifle—a wild
turkey for his Christmas dinner, a haunch of venison for
his friends, or a huge watermelon for the noonday lunch,
lie had two residences, one, his mansion propier, was called
“Belvoir," situated ou Pohick Bay, about three miles from
Mount Vernon; the other, “Greeuway Court,” his huntinglodge, lay in the valley, thirteen miles from Winchester.
Belvoir was a great stately place built fronting the river,
and surrounded by a noble group of trees on each side ot
the mansion, leaving a clear view from the front. On the
right, half concealed by the trees, could be seen the “quar¬
ters" aud shops of the estate, and in the rear was a huge
Stone barn, with its tin-covered cupola rising high in tlie
air. The house was built of brick brought out from Eng¬
land, aud the two wings added on each side were compos¬
ed of immense oak logs, as solid and massive as granite it¬
self. A wide and spacious portico ran the whole length
of the front that formed a flue promenade, and standing in
the porch one could let his eye wander at will, and drink
in the whole beauty of the scene; the river winding on¬
ward and looking in llie far distance like a silver thread
in the sunlight; the endless succession of cultivated fields
and woudlaods—a picture of ran® loveliness. Entering
the ball into the spacious passage which ran from front to
rear, you would see that the walls were covered with
trophies of the chase—antlers of the deer, Indian weapous
of warfare aud the implements of the chase, fishing rods,
guns, rifles, flasks, hunting ltoras, pictures of celebrated
lace horses, that had, In their time, won and lost many a
fortune; spurs, riding-hoots, fencing-foils, rapiers, whips,
swords in all the variety of gill—gold, silver, ivory, alu¬
minum, chiseled and embossed hills—all mingled together,
either hanging on the walls, or lying heaped up on tlie ta¬
bles. A broad stairway, as wide as a turnpike gate, led to
the upper regions, where the guests’ bed-rooms were- On
the lull was the great dining-room, running the whole
length of tlie house, which was decorated with great good
taste; a carved oak wainscot extended from the floor to
Ihe ceiling, curiously carved, where quaint faces and grimiooking heads would stare you out of countenance. The
fireplace was wide and capacious enough to hold easily
halt a cord of wood, aud the andirons were immense af¬
fairs, always kept bright by constant polishing. An old
niahogany'sidehoard niled a large space in the room; it,
too, was elaborately carved, and was brilliant with its ar¬
ray of old family silver, gold plate, and fancy cut glass,
prominent among which was the old Fairfax driDkiugliorn, a big silver goblet used only in times of feast and
wassal. A dozen decanters, always full, stood outside,
and each guest as he arrived waB flrst brought to this side¬
board, and drank the health of his host in his Own liquor.
The walls were ornamented with many pictures, chiefly
hunting scenes: A steeple chaser, by Peel; one or two of
Herring’s hunters; a couple of greyhounds, by Harry Hall.
The furniture was heavy and solid, of the kind known as
the Louis IV Style. The parlor ou the left was a formal,
tiitieL place, elegantly and richly furnished. It was always
kept close and darkened, except in times of balls and re¬
ceptions, and then its quiet walls resounded with mirth
and laughter. On its walls hung the family portraits,
among which was tlie grandfather of Lord Fairfax, the
great Angus Cameron, aud his kiusmaD “Fairlax,” the fa¬
mous general of Cornwall, whose advance in war waB like
the dash of the thunderbolt. A score or so of haughty
patriciau dames set off the grim knights in armor.
The kennel was attached to the stable, and contained 150
hounds, one-third of the number being used to hunt deer
only, it is said that his lordship knew nearly every hound
byname. The leaders of this immense pack were Jupe
and old Riugwood, two famous dogs raised by Lord Fair¬
fax himself, and worth their weight in gold. They wore
fox-hounds, known in those days as the Devonshire
hounds, a cross between the English and Scotch breeds,
renowned for their bottom and endurance.
The other place of Lord Fairfax, Greenway Court, near
■Winchester, was a much less pretentious edifice—along,
wide, low building with Dutch gabled roof and small win¬
dows, very much'such a house at Mount Vernon.
There

were but 150 slaves on this estate, living in the woods in log
cabins. They did hardly any work, for oulv enough laud in
and around Greonway Court was cultivated for the wants
of the plantation. It was a rough life, indeed, that the
owner led here, with no neighbors, and isolated from all
humanity except Indians and the poor mountaineers, whose
humble cabins he freely visited. He would take long ex¬
cursions iu the wilds, staying sometimes for a week at a
time, submitting willingly to every hardship of a hunter’s
life, subsisting entirely on the flesh he killed. Vet this
hard, roviug, coarse way of living suited him beat, and he
spent most of his time at Green way Court. Sometimes liis
lordship would return to Belvoir, and the house would
speedily he filled with the beauty and fashion of the land,
and its rooms crammed to overflowing with the cavaliers
and planters, when pleasure and mirth would reign su¬
preme. At Christmas the grand “meet” would take place,
aud then the hall was in its glory.
I now am going to tell you how they hunted the fox in
those days, and the names of some celebrated sportsmen
who carried their paoks to Belvoir, and made the woods
and valleys resound with the deep baying of the hounds
and the stirring notes of the hunting horns.
Alexander Hunter.

[To he continuc.il.]
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RACQUET

A
FEW weeks ago in one of the issues of Forest
X"V
Also Stream, I read a reminiscence of Racquet
River which brought to my mind, so strongly, my flrst
visit to that stream, that 1 immediately commenced a
search among old journals for an account of ruy flrst vifflt
to that then happy liuuting groundIt was on the 16th day of September, 1853, that. George
F. and the writer left school and home at Glenn’s Falls,
for a visit to Bill Calkin’s, whose log shanty was then
situated near the junction of Stony Creek with the
Racquet, an unknown land at that time to most people ex¬
cept through Headley’s volume. Ah! how little George and
1 knew of camp life ut that time! With each of ua a light
new sporting rifle, direct from the manufactory at Worces¬
ter, how many hours oach day, after school, we practiced,
trying to rival Natty Bumpo, and then the lisLs of neces¬
sary arLicles to take with us wo made! It makes my back
ache now when I think of the Indian carry around the
falls. I remember one thing in the Commissary Depart¬
ment we included among the ’ ‘necessaries” in our verdancy
—sweet potatoes! Think of that, ye who have carried a
light load around those falls, and you can imagine our
greenness.
Imagine us starting early that September
morning with one of the farm ponies between the shafts of
a light lumber wagon, a large dry goods packing box filled
with provisions, &c., and all the remaining available
spaae in the wagon box filled with bedding, cooking uten¬
sils, &c., the result of a memorandum concocted through
many along consultation. We were both dressed in hunt¬
ing suits of green broadcloth throughout, and tadiaut with
tlie exnbcrslice of boyish Spirits, we bade our friends
“good, bye” and reached Root’s Inn about 8 o'clock in the
evening, eight miles north of Schvoon Village, and fifty
miles from Glen’s Falls. There has been a new route
opened since, branching off at Chester, through Minerva,
to the Lower Adirondack Works, shortening the distauce
many miles.
The next morning we took an early start in a rain
storm and soon struck the corduroy “road. Twelve miles
over that old worn out corduroy brought us to the Lower
Adirondack Works. I don’t know how many times we
had to unhitch in the rain, and lead the horse round, and
draw the wagon over by hand after partially filling up the
holes where the logs had rotted out. I know wo thought
it was the worst road we had ever interviewed until we
were off from it. We liad been anticipating getting up a
trot after we left the log road, but, delusive hope! We
found the mud up to the wagon hubs, and as we floundered
ou through mud and water, we voted cordury roads charm¬
ing. We reached Daniel Bissell’s, seven miles beyond the
Lower Works, some time after dark and were soon enjoy¬
ing a good supper and rousing fire. The next morning
after breakfast, we pushed on through the rain, the road a
complete mud-hole. Hour after hour the old horse floun¬
dered on almost as discouraged as the boys behind him.
We found one lumber shanty on the road, where we fed
the horse aud lunehed. About 3 o’clock in the afternoon,
a road branched off and a piece of board nailed to a tree
with an inscription in red chalk, informed us that it was
oneandahalf miles to Long Lake. We turned off, and
by dint of a deal of boosting, wo helped the old nag up
the hill where we found an irishman named Shaw, located
with a house and barn. Here we expected to meet old
Bill C., to whom we had written several weeks before ac¬
cording to a previous arrangement. No person could im¬
agine two more forlorn individuals than George and myself
alter we had unharnessed and fed the horse, and climbed
up on Bitaw’s bay mow to talk it over—both wet through,
George with a touch of the asthma, and one of my teeth
trying to ache—the nut that held the hammer on my rifle
irrevocably lost; with a Block of information from every
person we had seen, that in all probability the road would
be much worse on our return, although that seemed impos¬
sible to us unless the bottom dropped completely out; and
to cap the climax, here where we expected to meet Bill
and be relieved of all farther trouble, no William was
present, and Shaw had informed us that he had no boat,
nor knew of any that he could procure, aud that he could
not spare the time to take us mi. Aul old man, how well
you played it on us. I verily believe that but for the
dread of the scoffs and jeers of our school mates at home,
we should have then aud there taken the back track out.
We finally interviewed Shaw again, and after doubling*
our persuasion induced him to think, that he might per¬
haps, procure a boat and take us on next day. While
Shaw was absent for the boat, the rain ceased. The clouds
began to break away, and we strolled up the hill to get a
view of ihe lake, just as we reached the brow of the
hill, the sun burst forth in all its glory, and Long Lake in
all itB autumnal beauty lay spread out below us. What a
magnificent scene that was, and in the reaction from llie
gloom of tlie past two days to tile glory of that sunset, we
snouted and danced like a pair of lunatics, and tf our
spirits were at zero as we went up the hill, they were at least
lflO degrees above as we came down and found that Shaw
“Noth by the Editor.— Poor
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had procured a boat, of which we have sinee surmised be
may have been sole proprietor. All dirt and discomfort iu
accomodations were overlooked in the anticipations of tlie
morrow.
l'he next morning was bright and beautiful. By 8 o'clock
we iiad carted our traps to the lake, and were ready to em¬
bark. llie boat was a flat bottomed lumberman’s skiff, and
loaded to the water’s edge. At that time there was a shanty
oposite Shaw’s, and one near the outlet, occupied by
a bachelor named Brown. Willi what anxious eyes we
scanned every rod of the shore to see our flrst deer! We
arrived at the carry, at the head of the falls, a little after
noon. 1 cannot do justice to our experience in getting
across; suffice it to say we embarked at the foot of the
fails just at sunset, leaving our packing box of provisions
aud various heavy articles, at tlie head of the falls, to be
brought across at some future day. On down the river
we glided in the darkness, Sltnw, as well as ourselves, iu
perfect ignorance as to the whereabouts of Bill's Bhanty,
ouly knowingil was some miles below the falls. We made
the woods ring with our shouts, for fear that we and Shaw
might pass unnoticed in the darkness, and what a relief
wo felt, as a light popped into view, through four panes of
7x9 glass, aud two minutes after we were graspiug, not ex¬
actly the hand of Providence, but next to it in point of size,
the band of old Bill C. Ahl What happy days and glori¬
ous sport we had for the next two weeks! Doer'were
plenty, and partridges innumerable; trout were spawning,
and there was a spawning bed just above tlie shanty; but
we only took two or three occasionally, lo keep our baud
in, and for a change in our bill of fare. It was hard work
to restrain ourselves at that age but Bill dilated so strongly
about distroying game for the fun of it, that we listened
kindly*.
We only saw two persons during tlie two weeks we were
there, and they came iu from Martin’s to see about a lum¬
ber job; and brought in the letter we had mailed to Bill
some weeks before we started. The postal facilities at
that time were not very complete, and Bill had but few
neighbors. Bill’s shanty was a log house, of one room,
just below where Stony Greek empties into the Racquet.
Bowen, at the Long Lake outlet, was the neatest neighbor
up the river. There was a shanty sixteen miles below,
and two families on the carrying places between Bill’s and
and Marlin’s, at HameUstown. Hardly a day passed with¬
out our seeing deer.
We camped at Racquet Falls, on onr return, (where I un¬
derstand (here is now a hotel and baggage express). No one
checked baggage there then, but there was a lot of smash¬
ing done.
We left Bill’s, after dinner, September 37th, on our
return, with our impedimenta that we had brought from
borne, greatly reduced iu bulk and weight, but each of us
had a “big buck,” that we were bound to take to Glen’s
Falls, under any and all circumstances. We carried the
boat ami deer over the carry during the afternoon, and
came back to the foot of the falls to spend the night, Bill,
having come so far with us, lo enable us to get an early
start in the morning. There was a remnant of an old camp
there, and while Bill repaired the covering, and I gathered,
houghs for bedding, George, stepping out ou the
boulder, captured five or six trout from the river. Wc
soon find everything fixed for the night, our supper dis¬
posed of, and our wearied limbs stretched towards the
roaring, crackling fire. We were lapsing into forgetful¬
ness, when Bill, suddenly said, “Hark! the wolves!”
George and 1 were instantly on our feet, listening with
erect ears; the moon was shining brightly, aud not a sound
could lie heard but the monotono'us roar of the falls.
Presently there arose sueb a prolonged fearful howl, that
duo lad’s hat that I know of, was raised at least three inches
above its ordinary location. Three times the wolves eomifienced low and tremulous, and as one after anoiher joined
ip, swelling the sound, it was fearful in the stillness. Each
time as they ceased, a screech owl, in the spruce overhead,
sent forth Ills hooting shriek for a doxology. Bill said:
“They were holding town meeting, and it would rain be¬
fore morning.” And Bill was right. It is hard for me to
realize that one would now be more apt to hear the sunny
laughter of a maiden’s voice, or the notes of a piano, titan
the howi of a wolf, at the Indian Carry, and that the shoot¬
ing of a deer is now the grand exception of a hunt on the
Racquet, and that when you fish for trout you catch a
pickerel. But over twenty yeurs have passed away, aud
BiU C. has gone to liis long home, but his kindness and
eccentricities will long he remembered, by the two boys
that shot at their flrst deer on the Racquet in the fall of
1858.
Fritz.
*Note.—The editor puts down two white murks to the credit of Bill,
For Forest and Strains.

HUNTING

IN

WEST

VIRGINIA.

I^IVING,
as I do, in the backwoods of West Virginia,
j cut off from tlie pleasures that most gentlemen en¬
joy who have the constant change that city life affords, I
have to seek my pleasure with the rod and guo, and as the
country iu which I live affords all the sports that one could
desire, I have thought that a description would be enter¬
taining to some of your many readers, and bring some of
them to a new field to enjoy the pleasures that afford mo
recreation and game.
These springs are situated in Morgan county, 110 miles
from Baltimore, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, in
one of the wildest aud most primitive countries east of the
Rocky Mountains. During the summer season they are
the resort of five or six hundred visitors, who come for the
purpose of eujoyiug the baths and healthy mountain air.
The hunting is of greater variety than at any other place I
itave ever been, consisting of bears, deers, turkeys, phea¬
sants, raffed grouse, woodcock, squirrel, and other game,
or “varmints, as the natives call such auimals as coons,
foxes, and wild cats. Our streams are the Potomac River,
Caeapon River, Sleepy Creek, and Back Greek, all of them
well stocked with the black bass, affording fine sport to
those who are fond of fishing. I have seen some taken
that will kick the beam at six pounds, hut they ruD from
one to four pounds most frequently. The catch has not
been large this spring, on account of tlie muddy condition
of the waters, caused by heavy rains. We anticipate line
sport when it clears up. in the Turf, Field and Farm of
August 13th, 1875, you will see an editorial headed “Happy
Hunting Grounds in Virginia,” giving a description of one
season’s hunt by my father (Mr.Dludon) and myself, winch
I refer you to, or to Mr, Skinner, who wrote it, and had
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hunted on these grounds. Since 1875 my hunting has
only beeu when 1 could spare, a day or so from my work,
and the bag has not been as large as it was in that year,
although I manage to get two or three deer and fifteen or
twenty turkeys a season, with sufficient quantities of ruffed
grouse and smaller game to keep me in fresh meat. This
year there will be more turkeys aDd ruffed grouse than
there lias been for years; the last winter was unusually
mild and free from snow, and the early spring was very
favorable for hatching, and I now hear three old cook
quail whistling, as 1 write this, within the corporate limits
of the village. Our seasons lor hunting are squirrels now,
woodcock after the 4th of July, and all oilier game alter
tin 15t It of August. Last year, in the month of October,
Mr Hamilton Easter, of Baltimore, with his son in law,
Mr Waters, spem three or four days near here hunting.
They killed nine deer, and some pheasants and turkeys,
and, nit hough lie is well advanced in years, 1 understand he
intends to spend several weeks every year hunting in this
country.
La-l August I was on the survey for the extension of
the Chesapeake and Ohio Caual, and, having a day of lei¬
sure, Col. Sedgwick, Mr. Rawlins, aud uryself started for
a turkey hunt. After keeping with them for some lime, i
found they made too much noise for me, so 1 left them and
started to the top of Hobley Mountain. When I got to
the top I saw fresh scratching made by the lurkeys, and
anticipated flue sport. I fixed myself comloriably, and
took our my caller to see if 1 could get any of the young
ones to answer—a difficult thing to do unless you have first
scattered them. 1 suppose I had been calling for some
ten or fifteen minutes when my attention was attracted by
a rustling in the leaves just below me. Looking in that
direction, I saw some large animal slowly approaching me
through the weeds, and supposed it was a wild cat, but on
its coining closer 1 found it was a panther with a chicken
in its mouth. It came within thirty or forty yards of me
and stopped, having got wind of my tracks, as it was then
where 1 had gone along. It stopped and looked in every
direction, not knowing which way to turn, but at last
started towards me aud came within twenty yards, when 1
determined to see it I could kill her with No. 5 Bhot. 1
fired, aiming just behind the ear. She dropped, sinking
her teeth through the back of the chicken. 1 immediately
started towards her, to give her the other barrel if she
should recover. As she saw me she commenced to growl,
which caused me to give her the other barrel at ten steps,
which finished her. On examining her, I found site was a
two year old panther, measuring five and a half feet in
length, and some sixty pounds iu weight. She was taking
the chicken to her young ones, l judged, from the appear¬
ance of her teats having weaned them. She waB very thin
I have I he skin, and it will make a beautiful rug—a beauti¬
ful brown, with black spots.
The deer, turkey, and ruffed grouse hunting will be fine
here this tall, in October and until the 15lh of January,
and I anticipate fine sport. If any of your readers wish to
try this country let them rent two or three wall tents, buy
what stores they wish, and come here to Bpend a month or
six weeks, and 1 will predict Ihey will go back with more
health and game, and with less that is disagreeable, than
from any other hunting country I ever hunteU in.
P. Clayton.

Berkley Springs, W. Va., June 8th, 1876.
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A DAY IN TliK FOREST.

W

EXPEDI¬

NO. 1.

“Now, my co-malea and uio*u«.rs in exile,
Hath not old cuatotn made this life more oweet
Than that of painted pomp? Are not these woods
More free from peril than the envious court
—As Tou Like It.

ITH all of their grandeur aud majesty the mountains
of California are sadly detieient in one regard—
thev lack those minute dots of ted aDd black coloring
Which are given by the wild plum aud grape, the serviceberry, and wild eta rry. which Mature is wont to bide in
out of-lhe way places lor the delectation of Iter favorites,
tlie foresters. To ue sure, lit. re is scenery to look at, Imt
one grows dazed or the-vivid stripes of the broken ledge,
aud indifferent to the contrast .oelween the gaudy sand¬
stones ami the hi..ck-green of the pinery, aud longs again
t<>see& meadow with buttercups and bull's-eyes. 1 re¬
member a ten acre field oa the old homestead, with rasp¬
berry bushes in me lenee corners and huckleberries on the
ridges, which I would rather see to-day than a Yosemite or
Niagara of natural scenery,
Besides, there is but one
time iu a man’s life when he is a fit sutrject to be impressed
by ilie. beauties of nature, aud that is when be has a ticket,
excursion rates, for himself and sweetheart down the Jake.
Vs e tail to musing.
“ vv hippie, when did we see our last womanf"
“Bueh events ate epochs net to be forgotten,” replies
Whipple, who is a tamous ladles' man. “it was the pretty
luuiuu girl to whom 1 gave my old hoots. They struck us
annul three wetks ago. Bite was with the lellow who
dionk up all our whiskey. Perhaps you remember the oc¬
currence now."
•• vV e shall never forget it," is replied in grim chorus,
it is the chief amenity of the tvoouman's lile, this hospi¬
tably of the wood, which places in Itis path an occasional
paich, crimson with fruit ot hrowu with nuts, hut these
Infests are inhospitable to the meaue-t degree, and never
yet have we touuU within their holders a single nut, berry,
fruit, or oilier thing which might afford us nourishment
i r refreshment except the piilone. or pine nuts, the lime
of whose ripening is a heyday in the lDdtau’s life.
Of game, however, mere is abuuoauce, md hunting,
either lor sporl or profit, is very successful. There are.
birds in the air tor the shot gun, beasts in the bush for the
rills, aud trout in the pool for the line. Of bears there ate
the grizzly, cionamou aud black.
Here Ihe renowned
grizzly, fiiiding in his range no berries ou which to feed,
becomes strictly carnivorous and kills the settlers’ cows,
and, oy way ot tnbil, once in a whiie a man. His track,
strangely human in shape, with heel, toes, and instep all
j 1*1 nly marked iu ue dust, is everywhere, and it is no
io follow such iresli signs down into a wooded rocky
cuflou. Once we saw his trail on the highway, which was
a turnpike accurately engineered and nicely graded, over
whieu lauulies were returning from church, and ladles
were riding horseback aud aloue. To such novelties and
Vicissitudes are our pioneers exposed.

,

The mountain lion, or cougar, is vicious, but not strong,
and be is capable of no more serious mischief than to
carry off sueli important prey as colts, calves, and small
children. His cry is heard on every hand from dusk to
idawn. In a nole that is half yelp and half mew these
creatures give calls and answers to each other like so many
watchmen walking the walls of a city, or sentinels s'ationed
aloDg the valley. As the flame of the Are crackles up
these grow fainter in the distance, and as it dies away the
beast’s curiosity gets the better of his fear, and his bark
sounds startlingly near. Then some timorous member of
the parly observes that the night is very chilly, and shying
up to the embers he provokes them into a blaze with an
additional branch; for it has been noticed that a good fire
is the best security against thu mountain lion, as against
many other wild aDimals.
The mountain ram, with white buttocks and spiral horns,
leads liis convoy along paths which would turn the head of
a chamois. Then there are deer in the cbaparal, antelopes
on the plains, squirrels in (he trees, and hares on the
desirt. How, Ihe hare is divided into two species, the
cotloo-tail and the jack. As an article of food, however,
the latter is not worih the labor of chewing, for his mus¬
cles are tough and stringy, and on account of the long
and vigorous jumps lor which he is celebrated, the flesh of
Ins legs, and he is little else but legs, becomes very grisly
and hard to masticate.
The cotton tails are better, being sweet and juicy, and,
what is of importance also, are numerous an l easy to kill.
Every clump of sage bush has its cotton-tailed denizen,
ami it is no trouble and no glory to go out. and kill a dozen.
But the funniest and tiniest of all animal kind is the cotton¬
tail squirrel, too small for a mouthful, which, furling his
ornamental tuft over his head’s antipodes, scampers fussily
across the road, looking very much like a miniature
blockade runner with a bale of cotton on his quarter deck,
it is no matter how cross and disagreeable you may feel,
the apparition of one of these quadrupedal minims is sure
to put you in good humor, for when it crosses your path il
is as if a ludicrous thought flitted through your brain.
There are quails in myriads clucking on the ground and
whirring through the air.
Some are bare-headed and
small. Once we camped under oak trees, where they came
regularly at night to lodge in flocks of thousands, as pigeons
come to their roosting place. Then the branches above us
were us full and as noisy as a Chinese lodging house. A
discharge of shot at random would have certainly brought
(lows its pot-luck victims, but that were inglorious hunting,
and so we refrained. Not that all our hunting has been
glorious, for there stands against us the case of Smith, the
packer, who brought in the first game of the season. This
he bugged, not iu a fair and above ground manner, but by
sitting at the mouth of its burrow tor three mortal hours,
unswerving as fate, patient as a box-trap.
Then the
cotton tail appeared aud Bmiih gathered it in. Though we
rejoiced and applauded at the time, for we were hungry,
aud coiton tails’inake very good eating, yet in the bottom
of our hearts we have never ceased to deplore this action,
which was nothing less than bloody murder.
Still, the deer on the hills are of little more us%to us gastronomically than those in the park are to the hungry
gamin who stones them through the fence. The members
of these parlies are not hunters, but scientists and survey¬
ors. They do not travel by stealth and alone, but together
and with all of the dust and turmoil of a pack'train.
They are too much laden down with instruments and ap¬
paratus to carry much of a sporting outfit. He who comes
here with intentions of great slaughter, and shot gun of
double barrel, soon discards the toy as ao Incumbrance
anil a bother. Besides, it is noticeable that they who
move constamiy within range of game which is too ut¬
terly natural and fearless to fly, soon lose in a great measure
me instinct of the hunter, and are moved no more by a
herd of antelopes than by a drove of cattle.
Except by au occasional naturalist and collector there is
little venison brought in. It seems to come so easy for
those gentlemen of the natural history corps to do good
liUDtiug. When they see a fat buck they only say, “Ah, a
very fine specimen! I must secure it!” and so they do.
You see the spirit of the collector is always with them,
and what ot iheir collections is not good for science is often
very good to eat. And then they are so acquainted with
woodland life, and the likes and dislikes, habits and fears
of the animals, and ate so deep in the confidence of nature
io general that they seem to belong to the forest, and to
be fellows wilh its denizens, like the capriped satyrs,
aud the creature which is one moment their companion,
the next becomes their victim.
Among all of the ranges and professions of men no
other mifkes so good a companion as a naturalist. It is a
fallacy fbat this is a dry and uninteresting class of people.
The lawyer, the merchant, and, once in a while, the cler¬
gyman, may be dry, but never the naturalist and medical
man. They deal too much with life and flesh and tissue,
and with organic matter iu all of its shapes to ever become
reduce 1 to that parehmeut-and skeleton existence which
characierizea those who vamp up the shapeless thoughts of
Aristotle and Blackstone. They may use big words in
lecture, book, and report, but it is perforce and unwillingly.
There was our professor at college, for instance. Out of
words as long as Alexandrine verses he wrote treatises
over which Btudents grew pale and died. Yet he had his
litile humor, and it would out—that is when was not
ou his guard. Standing, one day, before a chart of those
marvellous creatures restored by Waterhouse Hawkins, be
forgot himself and inadvertently composed this little qua¬
train, which has never before appeared in print;—
“How doth thu martial bracblopod
Ascend Ins anvry ear,
And flare the long-heeled maeropod
Te show himself his peer!"

It is quite needless to say that this display of human
weakness by the professor lowered him in his self-esteem
as much asit lilted him in the estimation of his pupils.
In spile of certain little technical!lies of speech which
may seem like pedantry, the naturalist is still a Jolly and
sociable companion, who very seldom mouuts the pedestal
ot liis dignity, who can begude the camp fire coterie with
a good story when his turn comes, and who can make the
march interesting by opening the thousand and one little
mysteries of nature which seem so wonderful to the Out¬
side:. If you are about to take a tramp in the woods, my
city friend, choose cme of these for companion and guide.
A week wilh him will do you more good that) a term at
college, He will show you tue wonderful masonry of the
swallow’s nest, the tunnel of the mole, and the labyrinthine
crypts of the ant-hill, and, observing the regular shaft of

the honey-cell and the concentric circles of the spider’s
webs, he will prove that “Nature geometrizeth, and observeth order in all things."
So goes the day in the forest. At evening, after dinner,
there is contention in camp, and a strife for the only bit of
reading matter in our outfit. It i3 a badly banged pam¬
phlet copy of “Middlemarch,” pilfered by our literarypirate from the dusty mantel of a stage station which once
lay iu our route, at which it had beeu forgotten by some
passenger of more esthetic tastes than the ordinary rider
on these roads. It was manna to our hungry minds,
for it came to ns when a stray leaf from the Book of
Chronicles would have been a luxury. When tired of the
conversation of our own narrow camaraderie, whose jokes
have grown a trifle stale alter six months of repetition, we
can now turn to “Middlemarch” and open the book where
Mrs. Cadwallader is speaking, and we seem to bear the
pat remarks of that exceedingly sharp woman. Or we
listen to the rounded flights of that uneasy genius, Will
Ladislaw; or the genial humor of Borthrop Trumbull,
auctioneer; or the precise priggisbness of Mr. Casaubou;
or the sparkle of plain little Alary Garth. Or, wishing for
sublimer ihouglits, we con and learn by heart those "head
lines which the auihor has prefixed to her chapters, and
which Jit to the coming events as appropriately as a pro¬
logue to a play. Where did George Eliot flml all of these
wisdom bits of literature, we wonder, and did she scour
her memory for them purposely to introduce her chapters,
or oid she adapt her own writing to them, as Sermons to
texts, as Longfellow used to do iu some of his earlier prose?
We trust aud believe not the latter, for it is the charlatanry
of literature, by which writers would fain make readers
believe that they have the world’s wisdom at tongue’s end.
It is a very nice thing to be able to steal away from the
circle of rude men and feel at home in the halls of the
Chettam8 and the Brookes, and in the cottage of the
Garths. Out here in the Wickedness of this new country
we wonder if ever unfledged angel was us good as Dorothea,
or whether the novelist is imposing on our credulity.
Oelia also would have been a mos,. lovable character if she
had not made such a fool of herself over her baby; that
is a great fault in woman. Rosamond Yincv, loo, had her
charming spelts, but we Ihink that if we had been her
husband, Lydgate, wo would have handcuffed her in one
of those fils of her obstinacy. But Dorothea, dear, de¬
voted Dodo; she was Ihe gill altogether lovely; of such
are they who smell tobacco smoke iu their husband’s
moustaches and never complain. Perhaps there are Doro¬
theas yet remaining in real life and spinsttrhood, to be had
for the finding and wooing, who knows? But Ihen there
are Rosamonds, also, and marriage is the only means of
divination whereby a fellow can discover which is which.
On the whole it is perhaps well for a young man to avoid
these games of chance.
Thus we reason, perhaps crudely, os we read "Middlemarch," stealing the book, beggiQg it, buying, gambling
for it one with another. By the flicker of the fire or the
restless spark of the unsheltered candle we follow the
thread of the story, and in the morning, before the march,
we glance at random between the covers to find one of
George Eliot’s great thoughts, upon which to ruminate
through the day. Such is the distant empire of this lady
author, who, the subject of a queen, is yet a greater sove¬
reign than she.
Prank Carpenter.
The Wheeler Exploring Expedition, California, 1875.

rgislj §niturLe.
ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
FISH COMMIS¬
SIONERS.
The Commissioners in presenting their annual report
congratulate themselves and the people generally upon the
increasing popularity of scientific fish culture, and upon
the fact of its being of recognized advantage anil import¬
ance, the result of which is to open still wider the road to
success. They say
“Thousands of dollars now going out of the Btate could
be kept at home, food now a luxury be placed wilhia the
reach of all, and numerous oilier advantages secured, in re¬
storing, partially at least, the abundant snpply of fish our
lakes and streams formerly afforded. The tales of the
abundance and variety of the fish that frequented the Mer¬
rimack and its tributaries, in the early history of our State,
sound like mythsome legends in this present time of scar¬
city; and should science in the future in some degree suc¬
ceed in restoring the past abundance, it will be a eousumation well worthy beiog proud of. To accomplish Ibis end
the hearty co operation of all is necessary, both iu further¬
ing the progress of restocking, and in seeing to it, if once
restocked, that the abuses which have destroyed our fb-lieries iu the past shall not be repealed in Ihe future. By
the trunsfer of mature fish, and the artificial propagation
from the spawn, we may succeed in so stocking our waters
that a return of the old time abundance is possible and
probable; but without the protection which every man
should feel bound to exercise toward an object so clearly
lending to universal advantage, it is only loo likely that
the labors of the commission will be rendered unavailing."
Of the various fish native to and Introduced in the waters
of New Hampshire, the Commissioners speak as follows:—
Wall-eyed Pike.—This fish spawns in April or May,
and when it fiuds a satisfactory home multiplies even more
rapidly than black bass. The Commissioners ere pleased
to be able to report that in the past year they have achieved
an entire success in introducing wall-eyed pike into New
Hampshire waters. In Aiay, fish were produced from Alburg, Lake Champlain, and Sunapee lake, probably the
waters most suitable to successful fish propagation in our
State, slocked therewith. Later in the season, Lake Alassabesic was stocked with mature fish from the same place.
Several other waters of the Stale should be stocked with
this excellent fish, and, with proper protection and ordinary
good fortune, iu a few years the stocking of New Hamp¬
shire waters with wall-eyed pike will be au accomplished
fact.
Black Bass—Excellent progress lias been made in slock¬
ing our waters with black bass Couiinued trial proves
them well worthy their reputation of beiog the best or one
lers
of the best fish with which to re-slock depleted waters
hose
They thrive and multiply wonderfully, and iu waters whose
close time has expired, good bass fishing is bow easily>
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tainable. They were first introduced in New Hampshire
in 1864 or 1865, and up to the present time, over forty lakes,
ponds, and streams have been stocked with them.
A number of the waters stocked in previous years have
been examined by the Commissioners during the past sea¬
son, and the bass found to be doing well, and greatly mul¬
tiplied where the character of the waters was such as to
furnish them plenty of food. This would seem to be the
great desideratum of waters to be stocked with bass, and
such is shown to be the case by the fact that in ponds
where the supply of food has been scanty, they have re¬
mained more nearly stationary, both as to numbers and
size. For the successful propagation of bass, waters with
rocky V>r gravelly bottoms are necessary, and it is but
time and labor wasted to stock wafers having muddy bot¬
toms. They have done fairly in Massabesic, and alford
fair fishing there; but Lake Sunapee bears away the palm,
its waters literally teeming with bass, and affording splen¬
did sport to the angler. As u hint toward their wonderful
increase and abundance there, it may be stated that, slocked
in 1808, in the season of 1875 it is estimated that three touB
of black bass were taken from the lake.
Blaisdell’s pond, in Button, was also examine!? in Sep¬
tember, and a large number of young bass observed, proba¬
bly hatched in 1875. This pond is raised by a darn, and
in certain seasons of the year, on account of scarcity of
water, is drawn off to supply water below. It is thus
drawn off six or eight feet in the course of the season, and
during last season bjack bass were found in the brook which
flows from the pond, going to show that black bass are not
quite as noil-migratory and stationary as has been generally
believed, but under certain circumstances will "leave the
home of their birth.”
During 1875, ten ponds, and various other waters have
been stocked with fish from Lake Champlain and Sunapee.
Now that so abundant and easily accessible a home supply
of adult fish is provided at Lake Sunapee, the Commission¬
ers expect to carry on the good work in the future with in¬
creased vigor and success.
Brook. Trout.—The Commissioners deplore the fact
that brook trout are decreasing in numbers in the State,
and that though New Hampshire was once the spot par ex¬
cellence for trout fishing, it is at the present time difficult
to secure a satisfactory duy’s sport except in the most wild
and uninhabited districts. The report says:—
The causes of this depletion of our waters are various,
the principal of which, however, is, first, the cutting off of
timber, by which the streams are exposed to the direct rays
of the sun, the streams lessened in depth, and in some cases
entirely dried up, and a great decrease in food for trout,
occasioned, as much of it is, by insects which fall from the
foliage overhanging the streams; secondly, the pollution of
streams by the sawdust from saw mills, tau from tanneries,
and the like; and lastly, and perhaps chiefly, from contin¬
ued and persistent over-fishing. The first cause is entirely,
and the second to some extent, beyond the power of legis¬
lation to rectify; but assuredly, proper legislation, com¬
bined with systematic and geueval effortsin re-stocking
depleted streams, would do much to belter the condition of
our trout fishing.
The remedy recommended is re-stocking by individuals
or communities, to be carried out with spirit and deter¬
mination.
Salmon.—The agreement made by the chairman of the
commission with the other New England Fish Commis¬
sioners, in regard to stocking the head-waters of the Merri¬
mack, was carried ont. About 250,000 young fish were
received from Fish Commissioner Brackett, of Massachu¬
setts; 230,000 were put in the Pemigewasset by Commis¬
sioner VVadleigh; the remainder were received by Commis¬
sioner Noyes, and set free in the head-waters of the Contoocook.
California Salmon.—Two lots of California salmon
have been received by the Commissioners, amounting in all
to about 40,000. A ponion of these were introduced iuto
the head waters of the Contoocook, the remainder being
placed in the Pemigewasset in Warren.
This salmon closely resembles our native salmon, but
differs in some particulars, it is in every way a desirable
fish, and its successful propagation here is to be hoped tor.
Fishways.—The reports of fishways are, for the most
part, encouraging, but a trial of a year or two will be re¬
quired fully to test their practical efficiency. The Com¬
missioners have examined the way at Lawrence, ami think
very favorably Of the improvements made. The fishway
at Manchester, over the Amoskeag falls, is excellent, and
if practicable ways are constructed over the dams on the
lower part of the river, no fears need be entertained as to
the effectiveness of this one.
The great obstacle met in the construction of fishways,
and hardly overcome by any of the styles at present in
use, is the difficulty of rendering them likely to be found
and enteied by fish. No considerable obstacles are now
left on the Merrimack in New Hampshire, and if Massa¬
chusetts succeeds in her endeavors, the ultimate success of
the re stocking the Merrimack with salmon may be antici¬
pated.

—For a month past large numbers of shad have been
taken from spawn in the Susquehanna. The work has been
progressing under the direction of Professors Baird and
Milner, United States Fish Commissioners. The work as in
charge of AlbertD. Hayes who has eleven men employed
in catching and spawning the shad at night. The spawn
of a female shad is pressed into a pan and is impregnated
with the milt of the male fish. About 20,000 eggs is the
yield from a full grown female, and the milt lrom one
heathy male will impregnate three times this number. The
spawn is then placed m hatching-boxes, anchored in the
stream, aud with the water at jts present temperature, 32.
degrees, the hatching follows in three days. The young
fish is born with an umbilical bag attached, which supplies
its food until the bag disappears, after which lime its means
of existence is unknown, as no food has been discovered
which the young fish will eat. As soon aB possible after
this bag disappears the fish are placed in cans, each holding
about 20,000, and shipped immediately. From this point
they have been sent to every southern State except Texas
and Arkansas.—Germantown Telegraph, June 23.
Important.—Care should he taken, in buying Fishing or Hunting Suit
to got a genuine Ilolnbird Suit, and not one of the worthless imitations
which are being put on the market. 'i'ifO bfwp is the cheapest,—Adv,
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Pinicola enucleater. Pine grosbeak. An irregular winter
visitor.
Carpodacus purpureas.
Purple finch. An abundant
summer resident, arriving the second week in April and
departing in October.
JEgiothvs linaria. Red-poll linnet. Irregular in winter.
Ohrysomitris tried*. Yellow-bird; gold finch. Abun¬
dant and resident, but less common in winter, it breeds
in June.
Plectrophanes nivalis. Snow bunting. Abundant from
November to March.
Pooecetes gramineus. An abundant summer resident,
arriving the first week in April, and departing in Octo¬
ber.
Melospiza■ melodia. Song-sparrow. An abundant sum¬
mer sojourner, arriving the first week in March and de¬
parting in November.
Junco hyemalis. Snow-bird. These birds are tolerably
common in autumn and spring, but winter south of here.
Spizella, montieola.
Tree sparrow.
Common in the
spring.
tipizella sociatis. Chipping sparrow. A common sum¬
mer resident, coming about the middle of April. It breeds
in all the gardens, and disappears early in October.
Pyryita domestica. English sparrow. Resident and abun¬
dant in the large towns where it breeds in boxes.
Qoniaphea ludovieiana.
Rose-breasted grosbeak.
A
summer resident, arriving the first week in May. It breeds
and departs southward in September.
Cyanospiza cyanea.
Indigo-bird.
Common summer
resident after May 1st; breeds, and leaves us in October.
Dolichofty.e oryzitorus.
Bobolink. Very abuudaut be¬
tween the second week of May and the middle of August.
Motothrus pecoris. Cow-bird. Aundanl in the spring,
and a few remain all the year.
Agdteus phceiticeus.
llud-wingcd blackbird. Arrives
the firsL week in March; breeds abundantly, and departs in
November.
Sturnella magna. Meadow lark. Abundant in Bummer,
and a few remain through the winter.
Icterus spwmis. Oichaid oriole. Rare in summer.
Icterus Baltimore. Baltimore oriole. Abundant from the
middle of May until September.
Seolecophagus ferrugineus. Rusty grackle. Arrives the
first week in April, aud passes north to breed, whence it
returns in September oq its southern migration.
Quiscalus parpureue. Crow black-bird. Common sum¬
mer resident associating with the above. Arrives the
second week in March.
H. G. Fowler.
•«'»-

STICKS IN A DEER’S BODY.
Philadelphia,

June 17th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Ad incident mentioned by one of your correspondents,
viz., killing a doe with a stick imbedded in the body and
healed over, is curious but not isolated. Some years ago I
was camped at Gatlin Lake in the Adirondacks, Mr. T. Ellwood Zell aDd another friend being wi h me. Caleb Chase
ran in a deer one morning which Mr. Zell killed with a pis¬
tol. We were rather astonished at the short run the deer
had made, as it no sooner jumped than it took right down
hill to the water; but upon opening it we found a hemlock
or spruce knot some inches long which had gone in at the
breast, and lay along inside the ribs, and at right angles to
them. It was grown over and covered so as to look like a
bone at first sight. This accounted for the animal’s inabil¬
ity to run much. The deer was a barren doe, and to my
recollection—aDd that goes over a good many feasts on that
kind of meat—the most delightful piece of venison 1 ever
ate. We inferred that the deer had snagged itself in jumping
a fallen tree. One of your correspondents, I see, gives Flor¬
ence Heights, N. J , as the southern limit of ot the Rhodo¬
dendron, but cau hardly have thought when he said so un¬
less be does not really know. The common Rhododendron
maximum grows all'through the mountain regions of Vir¬
ginia and West Virginia, aud to my recollection is quiie
plentiful in western North Carolina among the mountains
there. The Rhododendron catawbiensis, a variety not so
large and bearing a different colored olossotn, grows even
further south. In the same number of your paper is a let¬
ter describing Mountain Lake, Va., wherein the writer of
the article says “Masses of rhododendron sweep down to
the water's edge all around, whose wealth of bloom is sur¬
passingly splendid.” I can vouch for that statement for I
havp been to the lake—formerly called the Salt Poud, and
a beautiful place it is. The view from the high knob of
the Salt Pond mountain is exceptionally tine and worth a
trip from this oily to see. Auy mau'who has crawled
through as many thickets of rhodudendron in the mountain
region of Virginia aud West Virginia as 1 have, will lie
glad enough io have the southern limit established at Flor¬
ence Heights if only the limits can be enforced. The Vir¬
ginians call it laurel, and it is discouraging after crawling
an hour through a thicket, to go up a stub and looking out
see nothing but laurel as fur as the eye cau reach. The
mountain laurel (Kalmia) the Virginians call “ivy." C. C.
Flies on the Potomac.—The JSphemeridce, May flies,
usually make their appearance about the middle of May m
immense numbers along the Potomac River. This season
the shad-fly (Palinyewia bilineata Say.) was to be seen in
clouds between May 15th and 23d, covering docks, boats,
bridges, and even the sides of the railroad cars as they
crossed the bridge, or moved in Ibo vicinity of the river.
Attracted by the light of cabin windows, they covered the
sash and panes and gathered on the deck, until to step
upon the spots where thev were thickest was to “put your
foot in it" in a way that was very unpleasant. The fur¬
nace doors of the seine-engines were an irresistible attrac¬
tion, and they poured into them in a steady stream for
hours. Their frail wings were usually singed before they
reached the tire, aud they fell into the grate in front, and
had to be shovelled out from time to lime, as they interfer¬
ed with the draught of the furnace.—J. W. H.
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Giant Pear Trees.—In Forest and 8tream for June
8th mention is made of some large pear trees in the town
of Elcearia, Texas, supposed to have been planted long
ago by the Spaniards, who al a very early period first set¬
tled this portion of the Rio Grande Yalley country. It is
doubtful, however, whether these trees are really among
the largest pear trees in the world. If the reader will
turn to page 360 of the Geological Survey of Indiana, 1873
(Prof. E. T. Cox), he may read of a pear tree near the town
of VincenDes, Knox county, Iod., which was nearly twice
the size of the largest of the Elcearia specimens. A pear
tree on the Ochiltree farm, now owned by Wm. Wise,
Esq., has become historical. The Rev. H. W. Beecher
visited this tree many years ago, then in the full vigor of
its fruitfulness, and published an interesting and graphic
account of this “giant of its race." The great pear tree
was 12 feet in circumference near its base, 120 feet high,
with a lateral spread of 60 feet from the trunk, auu bore
an average crop^ of fifty bushels. Riven by lightning it
survives on in history and tradition, after a life of nearly
three score years and ten. in the same neighborhood, in
the orchard planted by Col. Vigo, of Revolutionary fame,
are apple trees which measure from two to four feet in di¬
ameter; they still survive in good bearing. This, how¬
ever, is in a portion of the country famed for the splendid
growth of the trees, whether native or cultivated, due in
part to the genial climate, but mainly to the almost incred¬
ible depth and richness of the alluvial soil. The remnant
of the original forest still contains sycamores of ten,
twelve, and even thirteen feet diameter; tulip trees seven
to twelve; cottonwoods, eight; black walnuts, six to eight;
pecan trees, six to eight; catalpas, three to four and a
half; and even sassafras trees four feet in diameter These
same trees are remarkable for their height, however, more
than for their diameter, the heavier forest averaging over
100 feet in elevation; the first three species rea.-ii 180 feet,
while a sassafras ot 95 aud a persimmon of 115 feet were
measured!—R. Ridgway.

—Our New Haven friend, Mr. Robert Morris, send* us a
seasonable letter in defense of the robin against unthinking
and unfeeling persecution, which wc commend to our
readers’ attention to-day.
—In addition to the interea ing reports of the Challenger
cruise given in Nature for June, Dr. Wyville Tiloiiisou
will lose no time in pulling before the public ills account
of the scientific results of the expedition. Two volumes,
containing the results of the dredging of the Ailautie, aud
fully illustrated from Mr. Wild’s chawings, will he pub¬
lished in the aulumu hy Macmillan & Co., to be followed
by two others, in which will be recorded the discoveries
made in the Pacific aud Southern Seas.
—There was lately touDd on the banks of the Isis River,
England, a dead grebe which had been chokeu in attempt¬
ing to swallow a “miller’s thumb” (C’ottus gobio). This
fish has little spine-like processes on the side of the head
which had stuck in the bird’s throat, and choked the wind¬
pipe. There is a case on record where a poor fisherman
was killed by another species of Cutius, in attempting to
bile off its head. The fish, however, gave a struggle and
slipped down his throat and expanding his spines at me
side of the head, managed to immovably fix itself in the
larynx, thus killing tbe'man by suffocation.
A PLEA

FOR

THE
NEW

ROBIN.

Haven. Couu

, June 20th.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
Farmers and enrdeners who are not inclined to enquire into the habits
of onr birds, see in the robin only a bonny bird in the spring, which later
becomes a frequent aud destructive visitor to tbe cherry tree aud straw¬
berry patch, and passin adverse judgment upon him accordingly. That
this is at least an ex parte decision, I wish to show, and thus enter a
plea for a maligned oird.
The roidn’s proper food is insects; scarcely anything elao. No bird
has a more varied diet ot inBects, and none a greater capacity, in fact the
robin is always hungry, and la alwa.- s satl-fylng his hunger with just
such insects as cause the moBt (rouble to farmers. He is np latest In the
evening and earliest in the morning, so that the cot-worms, and oiher in¬
sects which hide in the ground during the day, and only make iheir ap¬
pearance at night, fall a prey to this bird, whoso greatest pleasure is to
do good. No other bird is so fond of apple-borers end the larvie of in¬
sects in general; when a colouy of the nest worms which strip the leaves
from the apple 1 rees, is discovered by a robin, the neat is legularly
Visited until not a worm remains, aud you may often End a nest deserted
ns you snppose by the worms, but had yon waleh: d the process of deser¬
tion, the remarkably rapid growth of the young robins in the neighboring tree could have been more easily accounted for. Robins are contin¬
ually searching for insects and the number destroyed by them is almost
incredible. H a person will post himself near a nest of yonng robins ho
will see the old birds bringing insects to thoir yonng, literally every
minnte; and all day long, in the season for small fedits only one cherry
or strawberry, for from five to ten insectB will be brought to the nest;
this remark is made from actual observation in a locality where the
above frnilB were in abundance. Where robins are common, of conrse,
they trouble fruit growers considerably, as they select the choicest por¬
tion for themselves and bite into much rrult which they do not carry off;
bnt a few blank charges fired at them while in the act of eating fruit, or
a stuffed hawk placed in a conspicuous place, will effectually frighten
them away. As the season for tbe cherries or strawberries lasts only a
few weeks, and as tbe robins care very little, for fruit aTter ibo Ifraiof the
sea-mu, a reallymtelligent farmer would naturally look to see what consti¬
tuted their food during the lurger portion of their stay with ns. Any
person who would kill robins for the injury which they might do his
fruit is narrow-minded and insensible to the agricultural interests of his
country, and, withal cruel, for at the time when frnit is ripe, tbe yonng
are iu tbe nest and anable to care for themselves. Therefore in killing
oue he almost inevitably destroys the whole family.
Robert T. Morris.

EGG

COLLECTING

IN

ILLINOIS.

Teutons, III,, Jtme 12th, 18T8.
Editor Foubst and Stream:—
Tbe oologtste among your readers may lie interested in reading an ab¬
stract from my field-journal. On May 20th I obtained five purple mar¬
tin’s eggs from a nest built in a bird-house. The captures ot tue next
day included two eggs of the mourning dote, containing embryos; two
e gs of the pinnated grouse with embryos well advanced, which were
ploughed up; and a curiously colored egg of the meadow lark
On June
1st 1 collected a nesi of three eggs of i&o red-wiDgad biack-bird, Tho
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neat. wttB built; in a slouch, and was ftrnily fastened to (lead roods
and bulrushes; it was made of dry grass and lined with line prairie
grass. I also fonnd a nest containing three eggs of the king-bird. The
nost was built in an apple tree abont four or five feet from the ground.
Six neats of the mourning dove were discovered. The nest Is built of a
few Bticka and a little grass, and is scarcely more than a platform, just
sufficiently hollowed to keep the eggs from rolling out. It is built in
apple and locust trees about four feet from the ground. Of the nests
found some had young ones, seemingly just hatched, and one contained
a young bird and an egg which was fresh. They lay only two eggs.
Several nests of brown thrashers were fonnd containing young; also of
robins. On June 3d I secured seven eggs of the bittern {Botaurus len¬
tiginosis) known here as “thunder-pump.” The nest was built on the
ground, and was nothing more than a riight hollow with a few spears of
grass for the eggs to lie on. The eggs are nearly as large as hen’s eggs,
of an olive green in color, and were nearly hatched.
D. II. Eaton.

may

songsters

at

springfied.

Springfield, Mass., June 10th.
Editor Forest and Stkiam:—
The following list of birds were seen during May in this vicinity:—
May 1-10—White-throated, chipping and song sparrows, blue-birds,
Tobins, kingfishers, king-birds, Baltimore orioles, crow blackbirds, yel¬
low red-polled warbler.
10-ir>.—Least flycatcher, Blackbnrnian and yellow-rtimpcd warblers,
wood and Wilson's thrashes, brown thrasher, barn swallows, goldencrownod thrush, white-crowned sparrows, Nashville and bine yellowbacked warblers, cat-birds, purple finch, solitary vireo, black-throated
blue and black-throated green warblers, rfdstart, black-and-white
creeper, blue jay, crows, and chestnut-sided warbler.
15-20.—Chimney swallows, chewink, scarlet tanager, rose-breasted
grosbeak, hermit thrush, black-capped titmouse, summer yellow bird,
Maryland yellow-throat, pine warbler, humming bird, red-eyed vireo,
white-crowned sparrow, red-cycd vireo, prairie warbler, spotted sand¬
piper, bobolink, pbcebe-bird.
20-25.—White-bellied and bank swallows; eave swallows nesting.
25-31.—Grass-finches nesting; bay-breasted warbler, Acadian fly¬
catcher. black-and-yellow and black-poll warblers, Canadian fly-catcher,
red-winged blaclc-bird, orchard oriole, indigo-bird, and mourning war¬
bler observed.
Fred H. Keyes.

MARCH

MEMORANDA.
Lebanon, St. Clair Co., lib, June 12th.

Editor Forest and Stream
The appended notes on tbe arrival and nesting of several of the migra¬
tory birds common here in summer may be of service to your readers:
On Febrnary 11th a Wilson’s snipe was seen. This was a straggler, as
they are very rarely seen so early in this locality* On March 3d I noticed
the first arrival of the towhee bunting, which rarely winters here. On
the 8th crow black-birds were migrating northward. On the 13th wild
pigeons arrived, though not- in abundance, and the first woodcock was no¬
ticed. Red-winged black-birds, killdeer, plovers, kingfishers, and wood
pewees arrived tne following day. They were much later last year. On
the 17th soveral wood ducks were seen, and Lhe first golden plovers and
snipes tTi'ingOide* maculalarim). Wilson’s snipe first appeared on the
18th, and golden plovers became common. On the20th T noticed a small
flock or cedar-bird which wore the first seen here s^ice March, 1875.
They are common in this locality in cold winters. Plovers, ducks, and
geese were abundant by the 28th, and bine-birds and crow black birds
were migrating. On the 30th fox-colored sparrows were abundant; they
are common here the whole winter. A few doves also arrived.
Wm, L. Jones.
Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie, June 17 to 24.—
One oryx {Oryx leuc.oryx) of North Africa; two hog deers (Cervus porcinus) of India; one fallow deer (Dama vulgaris) of Europe; one zebra
(Equu# B'irchsUi) of South Africa; one leopard (Felis leopardus) of In¬
dia; two spotted hyenas (Hycertfi crocula) of Sooth Africa; two crested
porcupines (Hystrix cristata) of Africa and other parts of the Old World;
nine cygnets of the European swan (CygtiUS olor) bred in the menagerie;
and one pea fowl (Pavo emtutus) of India, also bred in the menagerie,
W. A. Conklin, Birector.
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The Centennial Bench Show.—The Commissioners,
have decided to change the date for holding the bench
show of dogs from the 1st of September until Monday
the 4th, and instead of continuing it a week to reduce the
time to four days, closing the show ou the 8th. The en¬
tries will close on August 1st. This change is a decided
improvement and will result in a much larger representa¬
tion. We cordially recommend all of our readers who
possess fine dogs to send them to Philadelphia, and make
the show one worthy of the occasion.

Fox Hoonds on Staten Island—The Staten Island
Shooting and Hunting Association, composed of C. M.
Johnson, J. F. Kathyen, C. Tranter, and others, are not
only taking active measures to protect the game of that
island, but are selecting a kennel of superior fox hounds.
Among which, are Keeler and Tyler, a couple of black, tan
and white dogs from the kennel of Mr. W. Martin, of
York River, Va, and a fawn-colored bitch, Music, from the
kennel of Capt. A. C. Evans, of Independence Hill, Prince
William Co., Va. Music is now heavy with pup by Col.
Payne’s celebrated stock dog, Tough. They have also the
dog Blue and bitch Cloud (one year old) fiom the kennel of
A. A. Ross, Esq., Addeson, Somerset Co., Pa., a very
promising couple of young hounds, colors, iron grey and
black and tan; and, besides, they have Bleaker, an extra
fine black, white and tan hound from the famous Joe
Donohue kennel, of Hackensack, N. J.; and then, too,
they have for stock purposes the imported bitch, Gypsie,
belonging to Mr. Nathaniel Drake, of N. J., color, black,
tan and white, one of the best specimens of the English
fox hound we have ever met with, and as Bbe is now in
pup, by Keiler, the club are anticipating something extra in
the way of a superior strain of stylish fox hounds. And
as those gentlemen are both eulhusiuslic and energetic in
the cause, the youngsters are frequently given an opportu¬
nity to distinguish themselves on a "drag" hunt, and the
citizens around about are enabled to see a splendid run of
the dogs and to hear their melodious voices.
—The New York Kennel Club claims tbe name of Daisy
for a lemon and white pointer pup of Mr. Orgill’s Lilly by
Mr. Steele’s Flake.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE DOG SHOW.

T

HE eighth Bench Show, held under the auspices of
the English Kennel Club, had just closed at the
date of our last English advices. That there has been no
diminution iu the interest in dog matters across the water
is evidenced by the fact that, notwithstanding there was a
Sunday intervening, and that the numerous cases of dog
poisoning in and about London of late had somewhat
alarmed would-be exhibitors, there were 1,143 entries ex¬
clusive of the puppies. For pointers there were no less
than twelve classes, embracing fifty-eight entries. Iu the
champion classes the prizes fell to Mr. Wippell’s Wagg,
Mr. Salter’s Luua, Mr. Fletcher’s Don, and Mr. Whilehouse’s Pearl, Cedric, and Minnie, animals all well known
to fame. In the ordinary classes, Mr. Willis’ Dot, Mr.
Price’s Eos Cymry, Mr. Salter’s Mali, Mr. S. Price’s Mike,
Mr. Field’s Dick, Mr. Whitehouse’s Reine, Mr. Brew is’
Roy. Mr. McBride’s Juno, and Mr. R. J. L. Price’s “Mrs.
James Pender” were found in the prize list. Mab was
claimed at the catalogue price of £35. Dot could have
been bought for £30, but was not claimed.
In the ten classes for setters there were 115 entries, the
finest lot of dogs ever brought together. Mr. G. Jones'
Rap was first iu the champion class for English setters
(dogs), beating such animals as Mr. Povey Sim’s Dash, Mr.
Shirley's Rock, and Mr. Brandretli’s Ginx’s Baby. Mr.
Llewellin took first m the champion bitch class with Prin¬
cess, the awards in the other classes falling to Mr. Llewelliu’s Remus, Mr. Macdona’s Banger II, Mr. Laverack's
Cora, Mr. Barclay Field’s Bass, Mr. Parson’s Grouse, Mr.
Trevithick’s Ronald, Mr. Parson’s Floss, and Mr. Brandreth’s Dip II. In Irish setters, Mr. Hilliard won with
Palmerston, Mr. Metis (Tie with Mina, and Mr. Jephson in
the puppy class with Rufus. Regarding this class Bell's
Life says:—
“The setters were quite a feature at the show, eight cham¬
pions being a number never before arrived at. I have al¬
ways liked champion Rock better than Rap, as his putting
together is so much better; Rap falls away behind. How¬
ever, he got first hero in a very strong class, for Rock, Pe¬
ter, Bandit, and Simm’s Dash, are all nearly Al. In cham¬
pion bitches Mr. Llewellin was well in front with Princess,
and the open dog class, numbering nineteen, went to the
same kennel by tbe aid of Remus, a three-parts bred Laverack, as he is by Prince out of Ruby by Fred II. A goodlooking dog be is, with a very beautiful head, aud a lot of
setter character about him, but lie is a bit straight iu the
hind-quarters, aud hardly so powerfully put together as
one likes to see them. Blue Prince would take the palm
for power, as he has about the best lliighs and bind-quar¬
ters of any dog in England, and he stamps it on his get;
but what has his owner been doing with his coat? It used
to be very good, but now Prince is as rough as a water
spaniel. This, 1 expect, told against him. Mr. Brandreth’S
Rock II was by far the best made dog of the party-low,
lengthy, good shoulders, back and loins, and bent stifles,
lie has grown a trifle clumpy about the head, but this
slight defect sho*)d not have put him out of court here, as
he possesses all the other setter requisites. Ranger II is
not a well made one, as, to begin with, he stands out at the
elbows, and he gets worse as he gets older, and Mr. Fletch¬
er’s Bounce should be cut off just iu front—for bis hindquarter is wretched—with his middling loins and straight
thighs. Perhaps Mr. Lort was right in discarding Blue
Prince on account of his coat, but I cannot he got out of
the way of thinkiug that Rock II and Blue Prince were
the best in the class. I have not much to say against the
bitch judging, for any judge of a setter must have seen
that Mr. Laverack's Cora, as a piece of animal conforma¬
tion, is as near perfection as possible, and the texture of
her coat is simply perfect. Mr. Barclay Field’s Bess is, as
I realized at Maidstone, a very grand one, and Mr. Llewellln's Phantom should certainly have been next to her, if
not equal, for she is a very beautiful bitch, the same gen¬
tleman’s Puzzle being also vory handsome, though hardly
come to her best yet. I did not care about the third, or a
lot of the commended ones; but only fancied the four I
mentioned. The black and Ians were headed in point of
merit by Mr. T. Bassett’s Duke, a wonderfully handsome
dog that was picked out by Mr. Evans to win at Maidstone;
nowhewasnot for competition, so was led into the ring
by mistake, and the real wiuner Mr. E. L. Parson’s Grouse,
the same kenuel taking the bitch class with Floss.”
Another Valuable
Importation .—The steamship
State of Virginia arrived at New York June 10th, having
on board for D. F. Charles, Esq., of Albany, N. Y., the
setter dog Nina. Nina is of the oldest and best blood in
Great Britain. She was sired by the celebrated Rufus,
who won the first prize at the Bodwine exhibition, as in
all respects the finest dog there; also the second prize at
Plymouth. With these two exceptions he was never
shown. Rufus was bred by J. S. Boler, Esq., with Blaze
for his sire and Rose for hi3 dam. Mr. Boler has his ped¬
igree from 1784 without stain or stint. Nina’s dam was
Mr. Webber’s Sal, bred by Col. Justempcr. The dam of
Sal was Belle. For forty years this breed has been in his
family. Nina is in whelp by Royal, who received the
prize at the Glasgow show in 1874.

—Let us say to our shooting friends who may need the
services of a skillful and careful breaker or a proper place
to have their dogs boarded, that Mr. H. Van Schoeckhas
taken a place at Pennington, N. J., where he has ample
accommodation ior a large kennel of dogs.
We have
known Mr. Van S. for many years, and have had several
setters and pointers very nicely broken by him; and as he
always keeps the dogs in good condition and is -to be re¬
lied upon in all relating to the care and management of dogs
entrusted to him we take pleasure in recommending him
to all who may need his services. His charge for boarding
dogs is $4 per month.
Pennington is situated eight miles north of Trenton, N.
J., about 35 miles from Philadelphia, and about 60 miles
from New York on the-line of the new railroad route via
New Jersey Central and North Pennsylvania Railroad.
See advertisement.

—From Mr. Ethan Ar’in, of Pomfort Centre, Conn.
We are in receipt of a good photograph of his famous
bitch, Coscy. Although the coat of Cosey is rather more
curly above the stern than we would wish to see, yet,
take her altogether, she shows evidence of a fine high-bred
setter bitch, as we are informed she is. But as we arc
promised a few days’ shooting over her next autumn, we
will then be better able to judge of her merits.
—We are informed by Mr. W. J. Conover, of Mon¬
mouth, N. J., that his Gordon seller bitch, Flora, visited
Mr. Forman Taylor’s one-eyed Soncho on the 33d of
May, and that he is anticipating some valuable stock from
tbe cross.
_
_
—Gentlemen desirous of purchasing fine red Irish pup¬
pies will find some capital ones mentioned in our advertis¬
ing columns.
—On Monday, 36th inst., Mr. Jas. E. Doxscy received
per steamer City of Berlin, from Mr. Jno. Barry, of Tralee,
Ireland, a brace of fine red Irish setter dogs for the 8t,
Louis Kennel Club, to whom they have been forwarded.
Standard op Excellence

and

Points Governing

Bench Shows op Dogs.—We

are frequently applied to for
information as to the points by which dogs are judged at
bench shows. In the Fancier's Gazette (Eng.) we find
the following rules, which are observed in England, and
which have also been adopted at recent bench shows in
this country:—
THE ENGLISH SETTER.

Head long, and somewhat narrow, with a fair distance
from the eye to the end of the nose, which should not he
snipy or ant-eater like; skull a little prominent,; ears set on
low and flat, not thrown back; the least, stop just above or
across the eyes; jaws level, with a little fullness of lip
just at the back of the mouth; eye large, but not protrud¬
ing, with a quick appearance; neck thin and deep at sett insin on chest, moderately long and slightly arched, with no
appearance of throatiness; shoulder-blades long and well
receding at the points, with a flatness at shoulder-sides not
noticed in any other dog; narrow at shoulder-point, but
great muscular development in the shoulder-blades aud
fore-arms; chest verv deep, not over narrow between the
fore-legs. It is seldom you find the setter with such a
round, cat-like foot as the pointer. Fore legs strong and
muscular in the fore arm; leg straight, with a slight, elas¬
tic-like appearance; foot moderately round, but oftener
flat; back wide, deeply ribbed, lowering slightly from the
shoulder to the hip; loins wide and very muscular; stifles
full and well developed; hock well bent; stern carried al¬
most level with tbe back, a moderate length, well flagged
from the root,, wearing off to nothiug at tip of stern ; coat
wavy or strlght, fine, and silky, free from curl, especially
on hind-quarters.
•
POINTS IN JUDGING.
Head .
Neck.
Shoulders.
Lens.
Feet.
Loins and Thigh*
Coal.
Stem....

JO
15
10

10
5-100

In our next and subsequent issues we will give the
points for Irish and Gordon setters, pointers, and spaniels,
Kennel Produce.— Mr. J. E. Fisher's red Irish setter bitch Belle,
whelued on 15th inst. five pnps, two dogs and three gyps, by llumillon
Thompson's Dick. They areal) blood-red and doing well.

Men and giver gishitig.
FISH

IN

SEASON IN JUNE.

FBEPK WATER,
Sea Bass, Sdanops ocsUalus.
front. Sol-mo fonlmaiis.
Sbeepshcad, Archosargue prnbatoSalmon, Salmo solar.
.
Cem
Sainton Trent, Salmo confirm.
L.and-lockeil Salmon, Salmo Gloveri. Sniped Bass, Roccus tinea lue.
White Perch, Morone amemuna.
Jrayllng, Tliymallus tricolor.
31ack Baas, Slicropterut salmoides; Weakfish. Cymscion rcgalis.
Btneflsh, Pomatomus saltaUirM. nigricans.
Spanish Mackerel, (Jybiuin maculaVluskanonge, Eoox nobillor.
turn.
Pike or Pickerel, JCsoxWcivs.
Cere. Cybirm regale.
fellow Perch, Iena.florescent.
Bonito, Simla pelamys.

Trout Fmeb m Season for Jci-t.
Little Eao, No li —Body and feet of orange and yellow, mohair and
hare’s ear mixed; wings, bright hyaline, slightly mottled; Betm, suiueaa
wings.
Lightning Bug, No. 10—Body of equal parts, of dark brown, and
black mixed, tipped with yellow: feet, of feathers from the English
gmnsc; wings, double, the inner wing black, the outer wing a yellow
brown.
General Hooker, No. 9.—Body madnof bright yellow and green,
ringed alternately; feet, red hackle; Wings, of the tail feathers of the
raffed grouse.
.
Little Claret, No. 11.—Body and reet, dark claret mohair, slightly
tin»ed with blue; wiDgs, of the bittern oi brown ben; Suite, dark brawn.
Claret Eli, No.
Body, dark claret; feet, black; wings of the
brown ben.
Fetid Green, No. 10.-Body, feet, and wings, a pale bine green.
Fish in Market.—Fish of all descriptions continue
abundant and cheap. We quote: Striped bass, 15 to 33
cents per pound; according to size; bluefislt, 8 ceuts; sal¬
mon, 30 cents; mackerel, 30 cents each; weak fish, 10
cents per pound; Spanish mackerel 35 cents: green turtle,
13£ cents; terrapin, $13 per dozen; halibut, 18 cents; had¬
dock, 8 cents; lungfish, 35 cents; codfish, 8 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 10 cents; sea
bass, 15 cents; eels, 15 cents; sturgeon, 10 cents; lobsters,
10 cents; sheepshead, 15 cents; soft clams, 30 to 00 cents
per 100; brook trout, $1 per pound; hard shell crabs, $1
per 100; soft crabs, $1 50; frogs, 50 cents per pound.
Something Like a Catch.—Our friend Mt. Biased. of
Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & MaUeson, Ho. 65 Fulton street,
visited Barnegat tbe early part of this week, and tu coin-
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pany with two friends took forty-nine sheepshead averag¬
ing eight pounds each. These gentlemen were under the
guidance of Captain Jesse Birdsall, of Barnegat. Of the
fish we can speak with authority, as two magnificent spccimens found their way to our office, and were discussed
with relish. The Jersey men are away ahead of the Long
Islanders, id having passed laws prohibiting the use of
pound or purse nets in Barnegat Bay. There might be as
good fishing in the Great South Bay off Fire Island, but if
a weakfish or sheepshead is taken the fact is the signal for
every “fly-by-night" in the hay to sweep the spot with a
net. What, might have furnished sport for a season was
spoiled in a day by one man sweeping the spot where the
sheepshead had congregated, and taking them by the ion.
Let’s annex Jersey and give Long Island over to Mr. Poppenhusen!
K, —Our correspondent, Mr. E. Brown, 92d street, sends
the following record of striped bass caught in the Hell
Gate, East Fiver, this season:—
May 20th, one baas, by Mr. Merrill, four pounds.

May 28th, two baas, nine and two pounds, by by Mr. Gillon,
June 4th, three baas, seven pounds, by same.
June Sth, two bass, seven pounds, by same.
Jnne 5th, one bass, two ponnds, by Mr. Dillon.

June 5th. two base, three pounds, by Mr. Merrill.

Jnno 19th, ono bass, four pounds, by Mr. Foley.
June 19th, three bass, lli pounds, by Messrs. Merrill and Gillen.

He weighed the fish himself.
^

—A Boston correspondent sends the following score of
fishing in Bangely Lakes:—
Editor Forest and Stub am : —Perhaps you may think
the enclosed record of my last trip to Bangely Lakes worthy
of mention in the columns of the Forest and Stream :—
First day-7 lbs.. Jj, 2J, If, i, i, i, 6*.
Second day— 3, 3. 2, 4.
Third day-2, 3, 21, 4j.
Fourth day—ty 1, 1, 3.

Fifth day—1, 61, 9*. 2, Si, a*. Si.
Sixth day—4J Si, Si, 1, 1,1.
Thirty-two fish weighing eighty-five pounds in six days
fishing. We, of the the Anglers Association, as well as
the oldest.Tislicrmcu of Liangely, call it remarkable. They
were all caught by trolling, and all that were caught, ex¬
cepting one quite small, which one was returned to the
water to be caught again. These weights are correct, as
one of your neighbors will testify, Mr. Geo. P. Rowell,
ask him?
Ivers W. Adams.
\

Hew Yore—Little Fall#, June 19Wt.—Just out of the
wilderness utter a three week’s tramp. Fishing got very
poor after my first week. W e had had a fine day’s troll¬
ing, and that evening a terrific thunder storm, lasting
nearly nil night, seemed as though it would tear the very
hills from their foundations. The tremeudous reverbera¬
tions from the mountains which surrounded Piseco, ex¬
tended, one row into the next, until it seemed as though a
cannonade of more than human artillery was taking place.
YerUy it was a Centennial. Next, day not a laker arose to
the spoon, and even the golden shiner sported unharmed
upon the surface. For a week we had bright still days
with the lake like a mirror, and sport was at an end; lor
each evening a thunder storm wound up the blazing day,
and whether it be true or not, 1 am a convert to the view
that thunder spoils fishing. I extended my trip and fished
Luke Pleasant, Round Lake, Spy Lake, Lily Lake, Wall
Lake, and others, and have lots of them for a future letter.
Pibego.
Massachusetts—New

Bedford, June 20th.—The New
Bedford Mercury mentions having seen several messes of
fine trout recently in the hands of the knowing anglers,
four of which weighed seven and three-quarters pounds.
There is no doubt of there being fine front in that section,
but they won’t tell where to ealch them.
'X New Jersey—Barneyat Inlet—Kinsey's Ashley House,
June 25th.—June 19th, P. F. Gusline, Jas. P. Malsed,
Jacob Fries, H. Myers, II. A. Reeves, of Philadelphia,
catch of Sheepshead in parts of three days amounted to 96
heads, running from 5 to 12 pounds. With the exception
of two days this week, sheepshead have bitten freely and
from 150 to 200 per day have been taken off the grounds.
Blue fishing newly all the week has been dull. Ohas. D.
Middleton and party of Germantown, Pa., took 40 on 2tst.
There has been plenty of fish, but the water too thick. On
the P. M. of the 22(1, Capt. N. Clammer with party from
Burlington, N. J., fell in with schools of large fish outside
and took 40 in a short time. On the 23d, what boats were
so fortunate as to be outside the inlet, made the following
big catches; Joel Ridgeway with party, (uamee not register¬
ed) 60 blue-fish; Capt. John Kelly with Messrs. Bauuigardner, Franklin, Brenmen, Conomy, of Lancaster, Pa., and
Woodward, and A Ross, of Philadelphia, over 600 pounds;
Capt, Vincent Inman with L. E. Kiots, L. F. Lentz, W.
O. Lenlz, Mauch Chunk, Pa., 450. The fish would aver¬
age 8 pounds apiece. Inside the bar same day, Chas.
Vandegi'ift and party, of Philadelphia, 35 blue-fish average
3 pounds.
B.
Canada—Waterloo, P. Q., June lsf.—The season has
been very backward here in the Eastern Townships, but now
large quantities of “lunge" (lake tiout) are being taken in
the Brompton and surrounding lakes, and full baskets of
speckled trout varyiugin size from three ounces to as many
pouuds we brought in every day. Black bass are reported
to be more plentiful in Brome Lake this season than they
have been for several years past.
Stanbtead.
—A letter from Andrew Clerk, Esq., of this city, who is
lessee of Grand River, Gaspe, P. Q., received here on
the 26th instant, reports the river still too high for salmon
angling, and the water loo cold.
Vutcartkr, Canada East.—Back of Quebec and north of
the Jaques Cartiers, the snow on the 21st iust., was ten to
twenty feet deep in many places, and as a result the river
was very high and the water intensely cold. I fished for
two days without a rise, and as there was no immediate
prospect of matters improving for a fortnight or ten days,
I left in disgust. The musquitoes were legion, and night
and day they continued, their persecutions, granting no rest
to the poor wearied sportsman.
G. M. Faikchild, Jr.
Fishing Movements.—The number of fishing arrivals
reported at this port the past week, has been 115, the
largest number by 24 of any week this year, There were 6
from Grand Banks, 1 from Western Banks, 50 from Geor¬
ges, 57 from Southern mackeifeling trips, and 1 from New¬
foundland. The receipts for the week hay® been 780,000

Jbs. cod-fish, 400,000 lbs. halibut, and 8,000bbls. mackerel.
The large receipt of mackerel has had a tendency to
unsettle the market, aud buyers show a disposition to hold
off for lower prices than were paid for the earlier fares.
Cod-fish are in fair supply, and Georges are offering at a
slight reduction from former quotations. There is no
change to note in other departments.—Cape Ann Adver¬
tiser,"June 3 <Sd.
HOW
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Editor Forest and Stream-.—

In your paper of June 15th is a very pleasant letter from
one of your correspondents, “Scott,” written, the author
says, by reason of the incidents called to mind by reading
an article of mine in a previous paper. “Scott’s" experi¬
ence reminds me of an incident of the same kind which I
had forgotten. Several yea,rs ago 1 spent, a few days in
June fishing tn Broadhpiid's creek, making headquar¬
ters at Jim Henry’s, ajoere were two friends with me,
both good fly-fisheniidn/aiul we had a close thing of it as
to which of the thr^would get the most fish. The last
day of our stay my companions decided to go 1;o the east
branch to fish, hut advised me to stay where I was, as the
east branch was rough and rather deep, and they thought
that as I had one hand—my left—I might come to grief in
some deep hole. After they had gone 1 started out, de¬
termined to do what I could for top count. About the
middle of the morning I found myself at the road which
runs up tlie creek, and where I struck it crosses Paradise
Run, an affluent of Broadhead’s creek, by a bridge. 1 had
fished down the run, and standing on the bridge debated
where to go next. Suddenly an idea struck me. It is not
more than two hundred yards from the bridge down the
run to the creek, the augle between the two streams being
a broad gravel beach mostly, and the run from the bridge
down a shallow ripplo. I imagined that in all probability
nine-tenths of the people who fished down the run upon
reaching the road would step on the bridge as I had done,
and looking across the augle of gravel beach would be
tempted by the sight of the main creek so near, and go at
once to it iustead of wasting time in the remaining few
yards of run below the road, so I determined to fish those
two hundred yards. The result of carrying out this deter¬
mination was, that I caught fourteen good trout before I
reached the main stream. Encouraged by the result of
this piece of common sense, 1 set to work elsewhere, and
then my companions came back from their day’s sport and
we “counted noses.” I had the top string. I will confess
that 1 did not confine myself to a fly all the lime, but then
1 had only one hand to use, aud that makes a difference in
speed if nothing else.
O. C.

$iiMert8 $0 $>ori{esigondmt$.
No Notice Takeu of Anonymous Communications.
J. r. G.—la Captain Hutchinson's celebrated Triad setter Bob still
living; if ho, where; if not, how long has lie been dead? Ana. The dog
Bob has been dead three or four year*.
R. G,, New York.—What is it you call “chum’1 (as used In catching
blue-fish) in yonr last number, page BID? Ans. Menhaden or moss-bunk¬
ers cat up fine and Lhrown from the boat while fishing.
T. Ai. D.r Washington, D. C.—Oan you toll where 1 can I get the rules
and regulations of the game of polo, aud the price? Ails. Pull direc¬
tions for playing polo'm our ies ic of June 1st, page 27*.
C. S., New York— Will yon Tie kind enough to tell mo whether the
Moore gun, English, is equal in every respect to a Barker gun ol the
same price? Ana. We cannot discriminate between guns of different
manufacturers.
Subscriber, Boston.—la there any trout- fishing near Gorham, N. B. 7
What is the best lime of day to fish for trout? Aus • Good fishing
within a circuit of fifteen or twenty miles of Gorham. Best times,
morning and evening.
S. E. G., flurtford, Ct.—Can you name any publlcatious upon Oology;
and is there any journal devoted to the subject? Aua, There is no book
issued yet, devoted specially to nest and eggs of American birds, but
several English works. S. L. Willard «fc Co. issue a monthly magazine,
♦‘The Oologist,” at Uiica, N» Y.
J. T. L.f Newark.—Cun you recomcnd any good shooting or fishing
localily in Stilivan county, this Scute? Abb, Take Oswego and Midland
R. R. to Morascon, where there is good trout fishing in the Willewemoc
and good hotel at depot. Eight miles distant Murdock keeps a noted
sporting house, and Calicorn is also a good centre.
Jones, Pittsburgh, Pa.—I contemplate visiting Colorado, iq the vi¬
cinity of Denver City. What would you advise me to take, rille or shot
gun? Ans. Take a rifie in preference to a ehot gun. One of Baker’s
improved rifie and shot guns would be better. Sec his advertisement in
our columns, or address W. H. Baker, Lisle. Broome County, N. Y.
J. M. L.t Boston,—Two or three yonng men would like to know of a
place in New Hampshire where good trout fishing can be had fimn
brooks sometime during next month? Also, can you recommend auy
one with whom we can board for two weeks; do not wish to go too far
north? Ans. See answer to “Trout” aud “Subscriber” in lh»H issue.
Trout, Taunton, Mass.—Will you be kind enough to inform me in
your next issue if there is good trout fishing to be found in any part of
New Hampshire, and if so at what place or places? Ans. Take Grand
Trank R. R. to Stratford, stage to Colebropk, wagon to Erroli’s Falls on
the Megalloway River; good fishing to its source, Lake Parmachene, and
also on the small tributary streams.
Leach, Honesdale, Pa.—What are Canada shoe packs? I cannot find
any one here who knows what they are. Ans, Shoe packs are more
generally known as beefskin moccasins. They are sewed like Indian
moccasins, have Jong iegB and no soles. Some ure made to tio around
the ankles like ordinary moccasins. .They can be bought in any of the
principal towus in Canada near the lumber districts.
G. G.,New York.—Will you please inform me of the best time for
catching black bass in Connecticut, and what are the most desirable
places for such fiBhing? Also whut tackle and bait is best? Aus. Mo8t
of the larger Jakes in Hie State have been stocked wiik black bass by the
Fish. Commissioners and afford lair fishing. Twin Lukes at Canaan, on
the Western R. R. are highly spoken of. It is a beautiful section and
good board for ladies and gentlemen can be obtained in the vicinity.
G. B., New York.—Would you be kina enough to Inform me, through
your valuable paper, how the law is in Canada about fishing in summer?
Could 1 fish for pike, pickerel, sturgeon, etc., with a large trap net all
summer? Ans. We can find nettling in the general laws of Ontario and
Quebec to prevent you from fishing in the manner aud for the fish you
mention after the 1st Jane. Bat there are many local regulations, and
a non-resident would probably not be allowed to fish with u net at allJbnjuks , Bethlehem, Pa.—How is the trout fishing in McEeon coun¬
ty, this State? Can you also inform me of any fish breeders in that sec¬
tion where I can get young fish and fry? Aus. There are some excel¬
lent trout wtrcjMUt) m Mclsevn county* Aadii»« W. H. Crowed, Ludlow
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Trout Ponds, Ludlow, MeKeon county, Pa., who claims to have more
brook trout breeders than any other establishment in the State. They
have 10,000 three years old, 15,000 two years old, and any amount of fry.
G. MdC., Philadelphia.—Will you he kind enough to furnish me,
through your Answers to Correspondents, the name of the publishing
house in New York of Penuel1* hook on artificial flies, making, &e., Ac.
He has a system or Ms own, having four typical or standard colors;
also the make of flies are particularly hie own. Yon will also favor me
by stating the price, bo that I can send and get it by return mail. Alls.
Messrs. Scribner, Wellford & Armstrong, No. 743 Broadway, have tho
book in question; price, $3.
A Rbajibr, Ayer, Mass.—I have a setter dog 17 months old which Is
affected with vomiting every two or three days. Whnt is the cause, and
wbist would be best to give him, also what do you consider the best food
for dogs, at this season of the year? Abb. It is not at; all unusual for
dogs to get out of fix and vomit during the hot months. We will send
you by mail some condition powders which may be of service to you.
There la no better food for dogs than the ref use of the table, scraps of
meat, bones, and vegetables.
H. N. C„ Wutcrville.—You will find in this mail a copy of an act
which passed the Assembly this last winter. I have road it carefully and
can’t come to any other conclusion than that woodcock can not be shot
until the 1st of September next. Ana. The printed bill yon fiend na
never became a Jaw. Woodcock can be shot in this State, except in
such counties wherein the Supervisors have passed local laws, on July
3d. As the law reads, the cluae season is “between February 1st and
Jaly 3d. Document returned.
M, G., Greenpoint, L. 1.—Will yon please inform me, through your
valuable columns, where I can get some good woodcock shooting, and
also trout fishing, m the vicinity of L. I., and whaL railroad to lake, as
I will have a vacation in the middle of July? Aus. We are informed
that there is good woodcock shooting near Syoaeet, but nearly all lands
on Long Island are strictly preserved. The same remark applies to trout
fishing, though you may find some near Ridgewood, &9 miles from Hun*
ter's Point; inquire for E. H. Seaman.
T. L. D., Glbeonton Mills, Pa.—l. Would yon inform me of the best
fly bait for I rout last half of Jnly; a party of us are going to Bear Crock,
W. Ya., about that time. 2. What do yon advise to rid a dog (setter) of
lice; thought of lining tobacco juice, (boil the tobacco and use the liquor
from it) but will wait to hear what you say? Ans. 1. The scarlet ibia,
the professor, coachman, grizzly king, queen of the water, gray palmer,
wren fly, and governor, are approved pattemB for July. 2, Blow Per¬
sian ineect powder into his hair with a rubber ejector, such as are Bold
by druggists.
VanB. & B., Brooklyn.—I have beenj informed that there was an
amendment to the game laws of the State, passed at the last session of
the Legislature, In relation to summer shooting of woodcock. Will yon.
be kind enough to inform me what this amendment amonuLs to? 1 wish
to find out how the law affects Kings and Queens couuties, Ans. You
must have overlooked the statements, official and informal, repeatedly
made in these columns that the amendments as passed were not signed
by the Governor, and consequently the iaw remains unchanged. Wo
can shoot woodcock on July 4th, as before.
Reaiucr, Covington, Ky.—I have an English setter pnp (dog) 4}
months old. Of lute he has eaten very little. (I feed him on oat and
coni meal porridge, corn-broad, crackers, and broad and milk). He
lies on the side of hi£“hindquarterst with hia nose sometimes close to
the ground. He is not near ub playful us he was, and his nose is warm
and a little moist. Please tell me what ails him, and the best course to
pursue; also tell me when I must begin to train him? Ans. Your pup is
in all probability affiicted with worms. Have mailed you a remedy.
He will-be old enough to break during the coming fall and winter shoot¬
ing.
W. H, S., Philadelphia.—1, Whnt Is the best filing to grease patches
with lor a mazzle-ioading rifle, and will it hurt the gun to nsethe patches
without greasing them l 2. How do the Remington ehot guns wear?
Which would you advise buying a $100 English gun, or an American ono
at the same price? Aus. 1. It would not injure lyifle to use patches
without grease, but it is decidedly better to grease the patches, and al¬
most any kind or grease answers the pnrpose? 2. The Remington shot
gun wears well. 3. For $100 yon can purchase from any of the gun.
dealers advertising in our columns a good, safe> serviceable gun of either
American or foreign make.
F. H. P., New York.—Gan you inform me what kind of shooting and
fishing I can expect down Barnegat Bay in the second week in August;
also please give me the addretia of one or two good houses for a couple
of young men of small means to stop at. Ana. Sheepshead, wcakflsh.
and sea bass, with n few bluetiBb, king fish, blaekflsh, etc, The fall
flight of bay birds, snipe, and the like, generally begins about the middle
of August, and sometimes a little earlier. Quail are found on the nplands.
There is a good house at Barnegat Village, another
at the Inlet (Kinsey’s), and E. H. FrAmo’s, at Forked Rivet* The large
hotels on the beach are expensive.
WannaJjAUCit, Lowell.—1. Can yon or any reader name a good re¬
liable guide somewhere on the coast between Portsmouth N. H., and
Boston with whom to go for bay birds during the coming open season ?
If there is any chance for choice, would prefer some point between
Salem and Rye. Perhaps uTeui” can give mo some information. 2.
When is the open season in New Hampshire for birds mentioned? 3Where is the very last place on any part of coast line from Boston to
southern end of Long Island; and can you name guide and addreEB?
Aus. 1st and fid. Write to K. L. Newcomb, Salem, Mass. 2. Tho close
season for plovers, yellow-legs, sandpipers, or rails expires in Now Hamp¬
shire on August 1st.
G. S. L., Brooklyn.—1. Which in the best dog for woodcock hunting,
a full blood pointer, or a setter? 2. T have a pointer who catches rata,
will it do her any hurt, if so, how shall I break her of it? 3. Do you
use the same quantity of Dil tinar’s powder for a shot gun as you do of
Uuzird’s or Dupont’s? 4. Is there any woodcock hunting on Staten
Island; if so, what part? Aus. X. We prefer tho setter for woodcock
shooting, yot we have owned some exceedingly good pointers for this
game. 2. It is decidedly wrong to allow a setter or pointer to catch rats,
as it is almost certain to make him hard mouthed and mutilate gams in.
retreiviug, 3. Use the same in bulk. 4. Quite a number of woodcockare hatched on Staten Island, but they are mostly shot off tiy pot*
hunters before the season opens.
W. B. N., New Haven, Conn. — Happening to be in Central Moiue the
first of this month on business, i was invited by an old friend to go
with him to a pond for one day’s fishing. Not being a Jlahermen my
friend cut for me an alder pole, ringed book and Hue, put a liv chub oh
the hook, and told me where to stand on the rocke and fish. I went to
work and caught33 fish weighing nearly ten pounds. Now, l wish to
ask if these fish, which they called spotted trout, are the same as brook
trout. Tney all have square tails. They say that they have another
species of trout with crotch,ed tails, called togue or hikers, which run
much larger. Are the latter salmon tront? 2. Would a fly have been
more tempting than live bait? 3. 1 purchased of Thompson & 8oti A
canvas gun cover, said to be waterproof, bat it proved to bo anything
bat that. Can I use any cheap preparation to make it so? 4. Was. Ihe
gun made by Wesson & Co., of Springfield, a good ono, and why did
they abandon tho manufacture? 5. How do the Wcstley Richards
guns stand, how many qualities do they make, aud what are their
prices? Ana. The first were brook trout and tho latter salmon trout. 2.
You would not have done bo well with the fly. 3. If you will return
your gun case to Messrs. Thomson & Sou they will have it waterproofed.
Having discovered that the system at first used by them, was sometimes
uncertain, they have dropped it and adopted the T»t an process, which
is infallible. 4. We do not know. 5. Tnere “juotia, Llalilief of Wes*'
ley Richardo’ guns, ranging JU uric* fror
riwte A No, I',
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INTERNATIONAL ROWING.

T

this Centennial year all races of an International character
should be rowed at Philadelphia. No where else are they
likely to succeed. Look at Ihe wretched attempts in New
York Harbor, and the farce of starting two schooners and
two sloops on a Centennial regatta.

HE Saratoga rowing Taces have been announced—the
College Regatta, 18th and 10th July; the International
Regatta of the Saratoga Rowing Association, 7th and 9th
August; and tile International Collegiate Regatta, 11th
THE INTERNATIONAL RIFLE MATCH.
August. On the time for Ihe College Regatta we have no
comment to make; but the advisability of the fixture for
HATEVER may be the cause, it is an undisputed
the international races, especially the International Col¬
fact that the rifle competitions of this year, parlegiate race is questionable.
This is the Centennial
year, and in the wisdom of Congress the International ticularly as regards the so-called International Matches, are
not
creating
the same amount of interest that they did in
Exhibition has been made at Philadelphia. The justice
of the choice is, perhaps, beyond dispute. Such an exhi¬ 1875, One reason, of course, is, that our men are not go¬
A WtiliKLY JOUP'^AL,
ing
abroad
to
do battle for our country, another, and the
bition, intended to display this nation's growth, would
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Spouts, Ppxon.i l Natural History,
most important is that the competitions for places on the
Fran Culture. the Pbotectionof Game, Preservation of Pobebtb, • have been incomplete without some exposition of the
A2IU THE iNCri.CATION IB MEN AND WOMEN OTA HEALTHY INTEREST
two
teams
have
been almost entirely sectional in character
spoits of the country. Hot the least prominent among
Ql Obt-door Beoheation and Study:
out-door exercises in America, in fact the world over, is and the great body of riflemen throughout the country are
PUBLISHED BY
unrepresented.
One gentleman from Chicago and another
rowing. More than two years ago the Schuylkill Navy,
Rarest and ptreaig publishing ($omgatjg.
being the representative organization of Philadelphia, from Boston appeared to compete; with these exceptions
feeling that it was a fair exponent of amateur rowing, and the contestants are residents of New York or its immediate
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
that on it would devolve the rowing department, of Ihe vicinity. Why are the various rifle clubs throughout the
Exhibition, assumed the uo slight responsibility of those country unrepresented in these competitions? In many
[Pobt Office Box 2882.)
contests. Their Commodore, with much disinterestedness, places, for instance, Savannah, Detroit, Saratoga, MilTerm*. Fire Dollars a Year, Strictly In Advance.
proposed that he should be authorized to visit the foreign waukee, Chicago, New Orleans, and San Francisco, there
clubs to organize an International Regatta. Armed with are riflemen with excellent records at the longer ranges.
A discount of twenty-five pci cent, allowed for five copies and upwards.
Why did they not compete? It is a question well worthy
credentials he visited England, Ireland, and France, and
keeping constantly before him the idea that these regattas of the attention of the officers of the National Rifle AssoAdvertising Kates.
ciation.
If the first competitions had been held at home
must be part and parcel of the great Centennial Exhibi¬
In regular advertising colnranH, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 25
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40cents per line. Readine
tion, he invited a meeting in London of the captains of under the jurisdiction of his own club, and a certain figure
notices. 50 cents per line. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
had
entitled
the competitor to shoot at Creedmoor in
rowing clubs of England, and finding them, as well as
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will be u nde; over three months, 20
per cent.: oveT aiy months, 30 per cent.
representative college oarsmen, well disposed to the pro¬ a final trial, we believe that a large number of entries
could have been obtained; but the impression, very erronject, he at once extended an invitation to all responsible
eously we think, appears to have gotten abroad that there
rowing clubs in the United Kingdom to take part in a truly
NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1876.
American International contest on the Schuylkill this was a feeling of jealousy existing towards “outsiders,”
year. Dublin gave like encouragement, and upon his re- that would keep them from obtaining places at all hazTo Correspondents.
ants. This plan, however, is worthy the attention of our
turn the Schuylkill Navy, under the direct sanction and
rifle authorities another year. The question of expense
approval of the Centennial Commission, sent not only
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
which may deter the rifleman from a distance would be
their own circulars but those of the Commission, inviting
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pubput at rest after he had distinguished himself in the home
lishino Compant. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
all the rowing organizations in the world to enter. Races
competition. It is scarcely correct now to call the coming
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
were provided for all—amateurs, graduates, under-gradu
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names wili not be published if
event International matches. Great Britain is represented
ates, and professionals. It would seem that patriotism
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
only by sectional teams, nor can our own be termed a realone would urge all Americans to encourage the scheme.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
presentative team. The object should be, and it should be
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
When the Convention of American Colleges met at Hart¬
pushed strenously, to have a team drawn from all quarters
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
ford in February, 1875, the matter was set before them.
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
They were showu that, with their co-operation, the Inter- of the country.
to become a medium of useful and reliable Infoimatiou between gentleAdmitting their unexcelled skill we are still pleased to
tional Graduates and Under-Graduates Regattas could be
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
see that some of the gentlemen who composed the Amerifind our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
made the greatest rowing eventB of the world. The Col¬
can
Team of the last two years have refrained from partiThe Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and seenre the
lege Association, however, in November, 1875, concluded
patronage and countenance of that portion of ihe community whose re¬
cipating in this year's competitions. Not only is it in exthat for its own glory or profit it would he more satisfacfined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all thal
toiy to have an International College Regatta at, Saratoga cellent taste to give the coming generation of riflemen a
Is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
chance and encouragement, but we are saved the imputathe legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses whioh always
under its own auspices, and sent challenges to Cambridge,
tion, which even their success would have entailed, of
tend to make them unpopular with the vlrtnons and good. No advertise
Oxford, and Dublin to row them in sixes early in July.
znent or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
They did not stop to consider the convenience of their having but one rifle team in the country. It will be
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper thal
remembered that we have two teams this year, although
guests,
or
they
would
Lave
known
that
the
English
crews
msy not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
were not likely tp go to strange waters to row in strange the members are almost identical; one to participate in the
Centennial matches and another lo contest with the Irish
money remitted to ns is lost.
boats, nor were they likely to forego Henley, to attend to
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
rifle team in reply to their challenge to fight the battle of
which they could not leave before the latter part of July.
CHARLES HALLOCK,
Dollymount
again. The Irish team will be a remarkably
These matters secured careful consideration by the Phila¬
Editor and Business Manager.
delphia committee as may be seen by the makingtheir races strong one, and its members are sparing nothing in the way
of
practice.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ fours, and after August 20th. As might have been ex¬
!-pected these challenges were all declined. Again ignoring
ING WEEK.
—Among the most valued of our exchanges is the Lon•
a to be expected sentiment for the Centennial year, another
dm
Illustrated
Sporting
and Dramatic JSeive. Unfortunately
set
of
challenges
was
sent
out
modified
as
to
date
and
Thursday, June 29th —Pacing: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia.
for us its value is so generally recognized that if we seTrotting: Watertown, N. Y; Hartford; Stillwater; Eaet Saginaw.
style of boats, which were again respectfully declined.
Mich.; Wilksbarre. Pa ; Suffolk Park, Philadelphia. Regatta; Cenlral
cure
three
copies
out
of
five we esteem ourselves partiouThe spirit of fair play would point out races upon equal
Hudson Yacht Club, New Hamburgh. Baseball: Mutual vs. St. Louis,
terms. Philadelphia would oiler a course equally new to larly fortunate. If this average could be increased we
at St. Louis; Boston vs. Lonlaville, at Louisville: Athletic vs. Chicago,
should be highly pleased. Our other English exchanges
at Chicago: Alaska vs. Orange, at Orange, N. J.; St. Louis Reds vs.
ail.
Ne-bannock, at Newcastle. Pa., Mutual of Jackson vb. /F.fna, at De¬
Did the College Association forget that a field was come with perfect regularity. Apropos of the post office,
troit Mich.; Covington Star vs. Kleinz. at Philadelphia; Defiance vs.
open to all on equal terms, where, with their assistance we have received from Mr. Boutcher, of Easton, Penn.,
Campbell, at Philadelphia; Lowell vs. Ithaca, at Lowell; Cricket vb.
all
were likely to meet, or did the inducements of Ihe Sara¬ hiB charming little pamphlet entitled "The 8outliwest
Osceola, of Osceola, Pa., at Elmira, New York; Wilkesharre vs. Pea¬
toga Association, who certainly bore the expenses of the Revisited,” upon which, notwithstanding that it was rolled
body, at Wilkesharre Pa.
Friday, June 30th.—Trotting: Suffolk par'--. Philadelphia; Chicago,
ambassador (professedly of the colleges) and who with open ends we were called upon to pay twenty two
Ill. HarvardabdYaleelght-oaredrace,Spnngflel
Regatta: Bergen Row
wanted to till the hotels if possible, and wrest the honors cents extra postage. Knowing of several other of the
ing Association. Ba-e ball: St. Louis Reds « Standard, at Wheeling,
pamphlets having been received in the same expensive
from the Centennial Exhibition, over-ride any such con
West Virginia; Loweli vs. Rhode Island, at T
11, Maas.; Athletic vs.
siderationf If we will suppose Cambridge and Oxford, manner, we advised Mr. Boutcher of the fact, and subVulunteer, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y ; Ohath«D - »tar, of Newark, at Ho¬
boken, N. J.; Alaska vs. Olympic, at Patr ■
N. J.; Monticello vs.
(who have declined) and Dublin (who are not at all cer¬ sequently received another copy of the pamphlet, upon
Mutual, of Newark, at Jereoy City; Ailing o
,'s. Keystone, at Jersey
tain), were all to go to Saratoga aud were beaten by the wrapper of which the nature of the contents was
City
noted. Upon this copy we were compelled to puy twentyHarvard, Columbia, Amherst, or any other American col
Saturday- July 1st.—Racing; Long B
l.
Trotting: Suffolk,
lege, and still intended going to Philadelphia as Cambridge eight cents extra postage. Beyond their being rather tightly
Park. Philadelphia; Chicago, Ill.; Gales! y
'. American Rifle Associaiiou me- ting Glen Drake. Base ba, •
nal vs St. Louis, at
and Dublin certainly and Oxford probably will, the victori¬ rolled there was neither rhyme nor season in any extra
St. Loins; Boston vs. Louisville, atLonisv i
-rtford vs. Cincinnati,
ous crew at Saratoga would decline to row them again, charge being made for the first lot, and considering luat
at, Cincinnati; Athletio vs. Chicago, at Chirig
Chelsea vs. Nameless,
having already won all the honors they could get. On the our Newfoundland correspondent sends us fifteen pages of
at Brooklyn; Resolute vs. Union, of Ne,
i tswick, at Elizabeth,
other hand, supposing one of the foi eign crews to have tightly rolled MS. for eight cents, we can only infer that
Athletic vs Active, Brooklyn, at Wap. i
N. Y.; Contest vs Enreca. at Brooklyn; Mntnal. of Jackson, Mich , v Tecumsea, at London,
won being already committed to the Centennial, it could there is a screw loose somewhere in the post-office which it
Ont.; Quickstep vs, Alphn, Ihis city.
not refuse to immediately afford Ub ouce beaten antagonists is well should be examined.
Monday, July 3d.—Tiotting: as above, am . Nashua, and Oskalosa,
auoiker
chance, Bubject to alLtke contingencies that attend
Iowa; Dayton, «,; St. Paul. Minn. Base bull ‘ricket va. Ithaca, at
The Intercolonial Railway.—It is now a little more
boat racing.
Biugbamptou, N. Y. , Mutnal vs. Indianapoii . at. Indianapolis, Ind.;
than a fortnight since through passenger trains began to
Quickstep vs. Resolute, at Hoboken, N. J.; .vcuta vs. Waymart, at
This may not be really wrong, but it is hardly courteous
Honerdule, Pa.; Clipper vs. Startle, at Milton, N. Y.; Chelsea vs. Har
treatment to guests. The efforts or Hie American colleges run on the Intercolonial Railway between Halifax, St.
vard College, at Brooklyn. Nameless vs. Rosehld. at Water airy, Ct.
to secure a race made in good faith on their part, Imt.ill- John, and Quebec. There is therefore now an all-rail comTuesday. July 4ih.- Racing: Long Branch. TroltlDg; Meriden, Ct ;
advised, deserve all the glory they will get by a victory, munlcation between the two large maritime cities and the
Aroema. N, Y ; Suffolk Park, Philadelphia; Detroit, Mich.; Belmont
Park, Philadeldhia. Regattas: rowing aud tailing, Boston; regatta,
if as is to be hoped, they earn one, but where would the upper provinces and the United States, the Intercolonial
Peoria, III; Sewanhaki Yacht Cinb retaltn; Northwestern Amateur
glory be less in winning at the Centennial? Is it not that having a direct length of 568 miles from Halifax to Riviere du
Rowing Association regatta. Base bull: Mutu d vs, Louisville, at Louis¬
Saratoga can by aid of the hotel keepers, and others inter¬ Loup on the St. Lawrence, and 463 miles from St, John to
ville; Boston vs. Louis, at St. Lotus; Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago;
ested pecuniarily, offer what they themselves have named the same point, where it forms a junction with the Grand
Athletic vs. Cincinnati at Cincinnati; Resolute vs. Harvard College, at
Trunk Railway. It is 126 miles from Riviere du Loup to
Elizabeth: Nameless vs. Bridgeport, at Bridgeport. Ct.; Clipper vb.
"inducements?”
Bnunyside. at Milton, Pa.; Alaska vs. Irving, at Honesdale, Pa.; St.
Rowing for a show is not the spirit of amateur 6port. Quebec. The total length of the Intercolonial in operation
Louis Reds vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia; Covington Star vs.
is 713 miles. The Chatham Advance says the time tables
Is
the
sentiment
Of
college
rowing
lower
than
the
standard
Quickstep, at Wdmington; Cricket vs. Ilisu, at Bingbampton, N. Y.
of gentlemen amateurs? How will vve stand before our need adjusting on that part of the line between Riviere da
Wednesday, July 5th.—Trotting; as above, and at Point Breeze
Nevertheless, anglers will
Park, Philadelphia. Regatta; Toms River Yacht Club; Northwestern
visitors as a sporting nation when they realize that their Loup and the Restigouche.
Amateur Rowing Association regatta: Burlington (Iowa) regatta. Base
crews have been induced to come over to be made a show now find it a comparatively easy matter lo reach this salhall: Oovinguon Star vs, Resolute, at Elizabeth, N. Y.; Alaska vb. Carof? Will they not feel as did the borers of Balaltlava, mou region, and will not grumble too much at present
bondule, Pa.
when after accepting an invitation to dinner, they found irregularities. Several miles of Ihe Restigouche is to lease
for salmon fishing at $1 per day per rod. Apply to John
—The Pros’wihEarli Hotel, Catskill, is one of the most they had been on exhibition at a shilling a head?
Whatever may be the advantages possessed by Saratoga Mowatt, Fishery Oversee?; Dee Side, Metapedia, Restidelightful smite
arts on the Hudson river. See adfor holding the annual college regatta, certain it is that in gouche, Canada.
Yertiaemen’
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PROTECTION.

OUR CENTENNIAL LETTERS—NO. 6.

—Tile Sportsman’s Club of Yonkers is doing good work
in protecting the oyster beds in the Hudson in their vicin¬
ity from being robbed in violation of the law. A few days
ago notice was given them that some boats were engaged
in illegal fishing, and Messrs. A. J. Prince, Fred. Shonnard,
G. Rayner, and F. S. Garabout, with the city marshal and
a constable, started in pursuit. Two boats from Mariner’s
Harbor, Staten Island, were captured With their oysters
and implements on board, and the captains fined.
—The people of Rochester appear to be determined to
break up the illegal fishing which is being carried on in
their river and the lake. The Express says:—
“Henry Lockhart was incarcerated in the jail yesterday
for fifty-four days, in default of a judgment taken against
him for illegal fishing in the river, in a suit brought by
Game Constable Brown before Justice Allen. This is the
third term of imprisonment Lockhart has suffered for the
eame crime."
Mr. Lockhart must find that the fishing pays, if he can
afford to be imprisoned so often, or perhpps he is such an
ardent and enthusiastic fisherman (with a net) that he can¬
not resist. The same paper says:—
“Game Constable Brown has also commenced a suit
for a penalty against Hiram Brown, a properly owner,
who resides on Hudson street, for shootiug robins and de¬
stroying their nests, and also shooting orioles.”
This is right, and we trust, that not even ties of consangninily will prevent Constable Brown from prosecuting all
the other Browns whom he may detect in infringingt.be
provisions of the law. And now a voice from Canada
complains to the editor of the Toronto Globe as follows:—
“Sm— We have a man out here, lately from England,
he says, who seems to have no other amusemenl than to
travel around with his gun shooting all the little birds he
can come across, ne "says lie has got a lioenae to kill
them for stuffing. Is it possible a man can get a license to
destroy these little birds in this wholesale manner at this
Beason? Wliat can we do? If be bolds such a license,
which I don’t believe, can any one demand to see it, or
ought he to be summoned at once?"
This “stuffing” business is being overdone. The stuffing,
we apprehend, is frequently composed of sage and onions.
There is no reason why even naturalists, in the legitimate
pursuit of their profession or occupation, should kill birds
out of season. Surely six months in the year would be
ample. We have heard of menin Hew Jersey who habitu¬
ally kill woodcock out of season, and when detected plead
the “specimen” clause in the game laws. Under cover of
this protecting section much mischief is done, and it will
be worth the attention of the committee appointed at
the recent State Sportsmen’s Convention to sea that the
latitude which, it now conveys is drawn within more reas¬
onable bounds.
WOODCOCK

SWAMPERS

IN

JULY.

Hoboken, N. J.. Juno23d, 1870.
Editor Forebt and Stream:—
Thole Is a rnmor circulating that a parly of New York and Long
Island sportsmen intend to visit onr State of New Jersey on the ad and
3d of July to shoot woodcock, and “have the first crack at them.”
This unsportsmanlike practice has been going on for some years, and all
authorities around Pinebrook in Morris and Essex Counties are here¬
with notified and put on their guard for these pot-hunters. Several wellknown pigeon shots are said to be among them. Summer shooting Is
had enough in ilself, and should be abolished by all means, as it Is no
recreating, healthful sport to shoot half-grown, weak birds, get eaten up
by flies and mosquitoes, tramp ten or fifteen miles at 90° in the shade,
and after all this find your birds spoiled when you come home at night.
Why not wait until the 1st of October} Many sportsmen say that if
they have no summer shooting they will have uo cock shooting at all.
If these gentlemen would only leave the birds alone in summer they
would stay around and Induce maoy birds bred in the north to stay and
tarry with them on their way to the sonth. It is a well known fact that
most fall cocks are found where summer birds are left.
Justus,

[The habit that some would-be sportsmen have of shoot¬
ing before the season opens in order to get ahead of legiti¬
mate sportsmen is disgraceful in the extreme, and we are
gratified to find that the different associations for the pro¬
tection of game have made preparations this season to
enforce the law upon the subject. We fully agree with
our correspondent that summer woodcock shooting should
be stopped altogether. —Ed.]
Savannah, Ga., Jnne 18th, 18T6.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
At a regular meeting of the Georgia Game Association, held at their
hall last evening, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
—President, Joseph D. Weed; Vice President, Robert B. Habersham;
Secretary and Treasurer, Wm. H. Connerat. Ten new members were
also elected.
A very pleasant feature of the evening was the presentation to the
association by the Savannah Cadets or a magnificent large steel engrav¬
ing representing "The Death Of the Stag,” most beautifully framed,
with heavy crimson silk cords aud tassels attached. The association
values and appreciates this beautiful gift which so adorns their walls,
all the more as it was wholly unexpected and "nlooked for, and will
look upon it as another tie binding the fraternal relations existing
between the two organizations.
After the meeiing Intd adjourned, a regular meeting of the rifle team
of the association was held, which resulted in its being reorganized,
with Mr. Wra.H. Connerat as Captain, and Mr. B. C. Wright as Secre¬
tary .and Treasurer.
Georuia.

Hunter’s Camp.—We have printer! a large extra edition
of this week’s issue of Forest and Stream, which, con¬
tains a sketch of the Hunter’s Gamp at the Centennial
Grounds, Philadelphia, on the presumption that very many
of those who visit the Camp will wish to retain a picture
of it as a souvenir. We should not have allowed ourselves
to be anticipated by our illustrated con temporaries in pub¬
lishing this engraving, but a misunderstanding with our
artist as to the time when it was wanted has delayed us.
Snow in Canada,—Our Canadian correspondence shows
that snow is still very deep in places north of Quebec.

NATURAL HISTORY IN THE MAIN BUILDING.

T

HIS afternoon I wandered through the Main Building
picking up the fragments of natural history which
arc to he found mixed in with the arts and industries of
all countries. Near the entrance from the Mineral Annex,
Prof. W. H. B. Thomas exhibits some interesting natural
products from near his home at Mount Holly, Warren
County, N. J., where the well-known green marl is found.
The fertilizing properties of this earih are celebrated, its
excellence consisting in its 12 or 13 per cent, of potash.
Professor Thomas also exhibits from his quarries beau¬
tiful specimens of a red dolomitic marble, which he
styles “rose crystal,” It seems as though a sharp blow
would shatter a block to pieces; but it has been found to
resist very severe strains, and its beauty so recommends it
that it is being extensively used for ornamental columns iu
churches and other large buildings in Philadelphia. Prof.
Thomas also derives from his property a mineral water
called “Mensent,” after the springs, for which great medi¬
cal properties are claimed. I could not better use this op¬
portunity, by the way, than in heartily thanking Prof.
Thomas for much valuable help in acquiring access to and
information in all branches of science as illustrated here.
His extensive acquaintance among the foreign exhibitors
and commissioners, and his generous use of it, will redound
greatly to the advantage of Forest and Stream’s readers.
I forgot to mention the abundance of fossil found in Prot.
Thomas’s marls, particularly fossil wood perforated by the
PolorUm tibialis—a boring mollusk similar to the teredo or
ship-worm. The destruction which this dreaded mollusk
—for it is not a worm, but a bivalve called Teredo namlis
and classed very near to the common soft clam {Mya)—is
able to accomplish, is shown by an American firm not far
from this point in the building, wlio advertise a preventive.
There you see great blocks of live oak perfectly riddled
with the grain, by the closely crowded calcareous tubes
with which it lines its burrows. These tubes arc usually
not much larger than a lead pencil, but are sometimes as
big as a broomstick and almost as long. It occupies the
greater part of this tubo, but the bivalve shell and boring
apparatus are only at the inner extremity. They do enor¬
mous damage. There is another boring mollusk which
would inflict equal injury were it as numerous. This is
the Phdlas costata of this coast, other species inhabiting
other regions. The chalk cliffs of England are full of
them, where they are known as “piddocks.” An excellent
example of its work is to be seen in an immense cypress
stump, which lies jnst outside one of the doors of the
Government Building. This stump was removed from
Cape Fear River, eight miles below Wilmington, N. C.,
and nineteen miles from its mouth, where the river was
improved. The water on the bar waB only nine feet, but
has been deepened to twelve feet mainly by the removal of
the snags. The water must have been fresh to allow the
trees to grow where they were standing, but the place has
since been covered with salt water, since these stumps are
eaten through and through by the Plwlus. It is exhibited
by the Engineers of the War Department.
Close by our starting point in the Main Building,
are shining verde antiques from Maryland, and the
less resplendent but more valuable chromic iron from
Southern Delaware, the unworked ore of which sells at
from three to eighteen guineas per ton in London. There
is a large demand for its use in the manufacture of chrom¬
ic acid, etc., audit is rare. Speaking of iron ores, Canada
shows magnetite containing perfect fossil spirulas of the
Devonian age! Here is a conundrum for geologists. It is
surprising to see how much some foreign arlists use natural
objects as aids to ornamentation, or as the basis of some
artistic design. Take for instance the furniture from
Russia made of deer’s horns screwed together into chairs,
stools, stands, sofas, etc., and properly upholstered. But
I think I must devote a special letter to this aspect of the
' Exhibition.
New Zealand has been thoughtful enough to send a very
good representation of the Maoris, the aboriginal people of
the island, who are fast disappearing. There are many
photographs of their faces and forms, dress, war costumes,
cauoes, and houses. The Maoris are a stalwart race, of far
better physique and visage than the Austialians. They
more resemble the Malays, are warlike and adventurous,
and their arts exhibit much skill and ingenuity. Their
primitive implements are singularly like those of our west¬
ern Indians. The tools and weapons of the natives of the
Chatham Islands east of New Zealand, also present, are
much like them. A prominent weapon is a stone club,
highly polished, which is shaped like a narrow pear leaf,
the handle being the Btem of the leaf. This is fourteen
inches long and three wide, hut not more than one or one
and one-half inches thick. It would cleave a white man's
skull easily, but those fellows stand it; their heads are the
least vulnerable part of them, perhaps on account of the
dense mats of woolly hair which acts as a cushion. This
paddle-iike cleaver is peculiar to those islanders, but when
they fixed a quartz pebble as large as your two fists iu the
forked end of a stout branch, aud thus made a mallet for
breaking wood, driving stakes, or knocking on the head a
wounded animal, refractory slave, or conquered foe, they
hit upon precisely the same device as tavages in several
other parts of the world. It is a little curious, however,
that in the design of another style of tool—a hoe, or an
adze, according to whether you suppose it used for digging
or chopping—the Maoris and the natives of the Northern
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Pacific coast of America are almost identical. This instru¬
ment was made by cutting a stout branch with a piece of
the body of the tree left at the end, forming a T-shaped
piece, iu shape much like one of our ordinary adzes, if »lie
iron part of tbe blade was part and parcel of the wood.
To the outside of this wooden head is lashed a green stone
"celt" with sharp and polished edge in such a way tbatr
every blow given with the instrument only tends to fix the
bonds more firmly. In the cases of the Smithsonian In¬
stitution you will find the exact counterpart of this imple¬
ment, except that all the lashings are of rawhide instead
of tbe fibre rope and twine of the Sonth Sea Islanders.
Their smooth lenticular stone for dressing skins also is the
same as that in use among our Shoshones, and their “netsinkers." grooved to bo firmly fastened to the net, are just
like I hose found everywhere. Several heavy cleavers of a
tough schist and some of green stone are shown, in which
one end is whittled down fora handle; and some heavy
weapons of somewhat similar shape denominated “adzes,"
which are difficult to describe briefly. These have a style
about them, however, which marks them as peculiar to
that region. No arrow-heads and but few “Hims” are ex¬
hibited. There are several carvings tu wood, especially of
human figures labeled idols, which wear immense head¬
dresses like tiaras; and some other curious articles of wood,
the use of which is not stated or apparent. The collection
is well worth a careful study, as it is very suggestive. For
a great variety of carving iu wood, slate aud horn, and
some curious knick-knacks, the visitor should examine the
display of native wares and work from the “Gold Coast"
in Weslern Africa. This is not far from New Zealand’s
department, and should by no means be forgotten.
The Cambridge Museum.—By an act of the Massachu¬
setts Legislature Prof. Agassiz’s Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Cambridge has been transferred from the Trus¬
tees who for seventeen years have guarded it, to the cus¬
tody of Harvard University. It is a great addition to the
resources of the university. The corporation previously
owned the land, and now possesses all the property, includ¬
ing the rare and valuable collections, with $115,000 in
money. The Agassiz Memorial Fund, amounting to $310,673, is also a part of the transfer. All the scientific courses
in geology, zoology, anatomy, and physiology are now
taught in the Museum, and though students have uo longer
the advantage of Prof. Agassiz’s genial and magnetic pres¬
ence, they have the use of the abundant collections he
gathered, with able teachers to expound them. With Ibis
great accession to its resources, the scientific course will
become one of the most valuable in tbe whole university.
The Centennial Regattas.—The Centennial regattas
have been sailed, two in this harbor and one to Cape May
and back, during ihe past week. They also have proved
to be mere local affairs, only New York yachts competing.
Not only did foreign yachts fail to put iu an appearance,
but even Boston and Philadelphia were unrepresented. In
the first day’s race four of our large yachts competed.
The cause of so little interest being taken in these events
is probably owing, first, to the absence of any incentive in
the way of a valuable prize, for, although the possession of
a bronze Centennial medal may be esteemed highly by the
owner of a yacht, a valuable prize of plate would be much
more desirable. So far everything undertaken by the Cen¬
tennial Commissioners outside of their- own grounds
appears to have been to a greater or less extent failures.
—The Crossman House at Alexandria Bay, River St.
Lawrence, will this season have attached to it two steam
pleasure yachts, one of which (when not specially chartered)
will make two trips daily between the bay and Broekville,
a model Canadian town, 21 miles down the river, now styled
the “City of the Thousand Islands,” which is well worth
visiting. The trip is a delightful one, through a magnifi¬
cent portion of river scenery. Tire other little steamer
will leave the bay in the morning, and call at the occupied
islands, carrying a variety of the necessities and luxuries
of life, also daily papers, island mails, express parcels,
passengers, &c. This arrangement will be found a great
convenience to the islanders. Either boat may be Chartered
by private parties on reasonable terms.
—Tbe magnificent fleet of two schooners and two sloops
started on the third “Centennial" regatta, the eourse being
to Cape May and return. Evidently bronze medals and
memorial certificates are not sufficiently attractive to in¬
duce yachtsmen to fit out for an outside race. The prizes
for the four-oared shell race at Philadelphia are $2,600 to
first boat, and $1,000 to second. Some such amount in¬
vested in plate might have made the sailing regattas worthy
of tlie name.
_
_
The Florida New Yorker.—A paper with the above
title has been established in this city, its object being to
promote the interests of Florida in this State, to encourage
emigration, and furnish all news and information requisite
for tourists or intending- settlers. The publication office is
at No. 22 Beekman street.
-»' ►

To Go West for a Hunt.—We call attention to the ad¬
vertisement elsewhere of a reliable person who wishes to
organize a few crack shotB to hunt buffalo, elk, antelope,
etc., next fall, in the southwest. Here is such a chance as
seldom offers, where gentlemen can select their own com¬
rades, not being obliged to depend upon guides and chance
acquaintances on the frontier.
—A fine healthy place for ladies and children, with
good fishing and shooting, at Sayville, Long Island, is ad¬
vertised in our columns this week.
—Salmon in the Halifax, Nova Scotia, market, retail at
J2 cents per pound.
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Forest and Stream Handbook, for Riflemen.—This
neat little book is now ready for delivery and we can
heartily recommend it as the most compact and concise
handbook yet offered to riflemen. Its value will be more
particularly felt by those who are forming new clubs, as it
oontoins forms for regulations and by-laws, together with
lists of all the paraphernalia required, and regulations for
matches, etc. Besides "flints to Amateur Riflemen,” it
contains a list of most of the American Rifle clubs. The
illustrations comprise a map of Wimbledon, the greatest
rifle range in the world, Glen Drake, canvas targets, score
cards, etc. And the price is only 50 cents. Messrs. J. B.
Ford & Co. are the publishers, but the book can be sent
from this office.
Ckeedmook.—Saturday was the regular match day at
Creedtnoor and the usual congregation of long and short
range, civil and military experts was present. The most
important match was that for the Geiger Bull’s-eye trophy,
shot for with 20 shots at 1,000 -yards, 15 at 900, and 10 at
800 yards. The best score was made by Mr. L. Weber,
208 points out of a possible 225, but Mr. Farwell made one
more bull's-eye and took the badge for the second time.
The scores were as follows: —
Name.
1000 yds. 900 yds.
800 yds.
Total.
L. Weber, 28 bnllseyes.... 87
07
49
G. W. Yale, 28 botlseyes.82
60
48
W. B. Farwell, 29 bnllseyes..80
67
48 •
E. Rttttabone, 22 bnllseyes.78
03
47
F. Hyde, 19 bull-seyes.72
02
46
C. E. Blydenbnrg, 22 bnllseyes...69
64
36
C. K. Overbau2b.23 bnllseyes-59
69
49
Isaac L. Allen, 15 bnllseyes.74
62
40
H. Fisber, 22 bnllseyes.71
68
40
A. J. Roux, 28 bnllseyes.68
67
60
G. L. Morse, 13 bullseyes.65
63
43
A. J. Hennion, Jr., 12 bullscYes. .01
59
41
A, S. Swan, 8 bnllseyes.26
55
38
In the other match for a marksman’s badge, 5 shots each
at 200 and 500 yards, Mr. A. B. ’Van Heuseu was the win¬
ner with a score of 41. There were 50 contestants.
The Third Match with Ireland.—For some reason
or other our riflemen have displayed even less inclination
to compete for the honor of representing their country in
the approaching match with the Irish Team than they did,
in the competition for places in the general international
matches. Tuesday and Wednesday of last week were the
days fixed upon when sixleen experts were to be selected,
who were to have competed again this week, when the final
team and reseives would have been appointed. But only
fourteen aspirants appeared so that none were excluded
from the second contest, the details of which are not at
hand in time for this issue of our paper. We give below
ilia results of the two days competitions, the conditions
being 15 shots each at 800 and 900 yards, and 20 at 1,000
yards, highest possible score:—
Nome.
1st day.
2d day.
Total.
G. E. Blydenburg.218
159
377
Isaac L. Allen. 213
190
4U9
G. W. Yule.200
212
421
G. W. Davison.205
174
319
A. Anderson.
203
ICC
369
It. Kmhuonc. 201
193
394
Major Henry If olton.199
-19
408
G. Dnsenberry, Jr.190
198
394
A. V. Canlicld, Jr..195
187
362
A. D. Herdsman.182
200
382
H. Fisber.180
1«4
364
Gapt. Douglas Siny ill .180
106
310
O. L. Morse.153
144
297
T. Lamb, Jr.Absent.
199
199
The second day was a very unfavorable oue for shooting
which accounts for the poor score. Mr. C. E. Blydenburgh, who had headed the list on the first day was unfor¬
tunate on the second in accidentally disarranging the
front sight of his rifle. Mr. T. Lamb, Jr., being unable to
attend on Tuesday, will be allowed another day in which
to make bis score. The following marksmen abide by their
scores made in the competitions for places on the Centen¬
nial team: Lieut. Col. Farwell, Major Gen. Dakin, Messrs.
L. Weber, C. E. Overbaugh, and L. O. Bruce.
We are able now to compare the practice scores of the
Irishmen with our own, and the result as shown from the
following table indicates that they are better than ours.
The first of the series of competitions for places on the
Dish team was concluded on the 10th inst., at Dundalk,
and ten men selected for the final competition to be shot on
the 28th and 29th inst. At this last competition Major
Leech, Captain of the team, is authorized to nominate four
or more additional competitors, among whom will be Mes¬
srs. John Rigby, Milner, and Wilson. In examining the
table below, it must be borne in mind that the number of
shots fired at each range was fifteen, while in our competi¬
tions 20 shots were fired at the 1,000 yard range. The last
column denotes the "selected” scores of two days:—
Johnson.183
136
192
378
Goff.‘82
—
194
376
Rigby. William.190
177
—
307
Clarke.172
175
19D
305
Joynt.109
185
175
800
Djtts.174
185
174
3r,9
Grceulilll.167
173
179
352
Smytll. —
157
181
348
Creed.154
177
169
846
Thynne .152
107
172
339
McKenna.175
15b
833
Bollock.16*
156
160
330
Seymour.105
—
—
—
Taylor. .... —
166
—
—
Traill. .151
146
39
297
Major Leech had a very narrow escape at the last com¬
petition. The markers being new to the work, Maj. Leech
had gone up to the targets to instruct them. While lie was
engaged in washing out the bullet mark from target No. 2,
one oi the riflemen who was firing at No. 1, missed his own
target and hit No, 2. The bullet splintered in the rebound,
and some of the splinters penetrated Major Leech’s hat,
cutting the right forehead; others struck his face, contus¬
ing the left cheek for fully three inches immediately under
the left eye. The eye narrowly escaped. The hat was
quite riddled. The Major will have the sympathy of all
riflemen in this country, and we rejoice sincerely that the
accident was no worse.
—The members of the International team, which, by the
way, should not be confounded with the other American
team which is being organized for the purpose of shooting
a match with the Irish team (why would not one team

have answered?) have elected Gen. Sbaler Captain of the
team. Col. Gildersleeve was the first unanimous choice,
bill, politely declined. Major Joseph Holland was chosen
adjutant. The regular practice of the team will commence
after July 4th.
Morsemkke.— Mr. Charles Hodgman, of the Yonkers
team, says the Yonkers Gazelle, was successful on Thursday
of lust week, in making the largest run ever recorded in
the annals of rifle shooting at 500 yards. The target was
made in the presence of two oilier members of the team.
The feat was thirty-eight shots at 590 yards in which he
made 185 out of 190, Creedmoor count; or, 208 out of 228,
Mofsemere count. This latter count gives an extra point
lor all shots in a 11-inch carton, within the Creedmoor
bull’s-eye of 22 inches. We print Ibis score in full ns a
matter of record and curiosity: 40556(565 4 5 4 5
5555545666 5 66000665 5 46065 0.
New York.—A match was shot on the 20lh inst. at
Reeseville, N. Y., on the range ol the Reeseville Rifle
Club between C. W. Rennell of that place and J. D. Wilk¬
inson, of Plattsburgh, for the championship of Northern
New York. The conditions of the match were, 25 shots
each at 200 yards off-hand; old Wimbledon target, 8-inch
bull’s-eye and 16-centre. Wilkinson won by a score of 109
against 89—possible score 125. The scores were as fol¬
lows:—
Name.
Score.
Total.
Wilkinson.5 4 444544 3 444555554 4 45554 4....109
Kennull.4435324232445444443544332...89

The winner used a Wilkinson rifle and Mr. Rennell a
Winchester.
—The Brooklyn Rifle Association elected fifty-six mem¬
bers at their last meeting. General T. S. Dakin is Presi¬
dent and Colonel B. E. Valentine Secretary of the Associa¬
tion.
Wisconsin—Milwaukee, June 22d.—The fifth contest at
500 yards, for the Broadhead field glass prize began at
Milwaukee on the 16th inst., hut owing to bad weather,
rain, fog, and drizzele, the shoot had to he postponed at
the 8th round, and was Tesumed the 21st. The greater
number of the competitors failed to put in a second ap¬
pearance to finish their score, but the "rifle on the brain”
ones were on hand and did the best they could. Fielding
won the glass the second time, by getting in a centre to
Bangs’ inner. The score now stands, Bangs winner twice,
Fielding twice, and Turner once. The next trial will prob¬
ably settle the matter. Bangs thinks he has got a sure
thing, and Fielding smiles all over. The following aie the
scores:—
Name.
Fielding.5
Bang#.,.8
Turner.5
Juhnston.5

Score.
Total.
4 44 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 4
09
5544545465 6555
09
55345455445455
63
44555544445444
00
Won Watt.

North Carolina.—The'

members of the Wilmington
Rifle Club shot a team match on the 20lh instant, the prize
being a gold medal for the best score, to be won three
times. The following are the scores:—
TEAM NO. 2—200 VARUS,
Name.
TotalCrow.4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 8 4. 41
Cazaux.5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3..39
Woody.3 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 4 3..3d
Bernard.2 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 J 3..38
Lilly. .5 2 4552334 5..33
Rankin.5 3 3 2-1 5 3 3 3 4..35
Giles.4 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 3..34
Hargrave. ...4 4 4 4 ? 8 8 3 4 8. 34
Smallbones.,5 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 2 8..B4
....278 Folder:.3 48343234 4..33
Lilly, Jr.3 3 4 0 3 4 4 3 4 4. 32

TEAM no. 1—200 TABUS.
Name.
Total.
Fyfe.4 3 5 4 3 4 3 5 4 4. .39
Davis.4 34533444
Kenan.1 4434 4 443 2..37
Brown.4 4 1 1 4 3 4 3 3 4..34
Ctttlar.3 84444443 4..37
DeUoaset...3 4 4 0 4 4 4 5 8 3..34
Campbell....4 4 9 3 4 4 3 4 8 3..32
Harrison....2 3 2 2 0 2 2 3 3 0. 19

Grand total...396
Average of totals, 36.

California.—The summer meeting of the California
Rifle Association was held at San Bruno range on the 8lh
inst. The principal event was the Kellogg Challenge (-up
match, for which there were 29 entries, the conditions being
5 shots each at 300 and 600 yards. Tlio cup was won by
Corporal Thos. E. Carson with scores of 18 and 30 at each
range, the next competitor being eight points behind him.
The second event was a Regimental team match, shot with
U. S. Springfield of .45 calibre. Two teams from tbe
First and Second Regiments contended. The conditions
were 10 shots each at 200 yards off-hand, ten men in each
team. The First Regiment team won by a score of 380 to
347 points. Following this match, the best shot of eacli
team, Capt. Burns and Lieut. Brockhoff fired five more
shots each, under the same conditions, for the McCloud
medal, Capt. Burns winning by a score of 20 to bis oppo¬
nent’s 19. The last event was the Military short-range
stakes, for which there were 42 entries, under the same
conditions as the previous match, five shots each. The
best scores weTe: A. P. Raye, 22; J. Robertson, 21; CP. Le Breton, 21; J. P. Warren, 30; A. H. Henz, 19.
The Rifle Abroad.—A dispatch dated London, June
24th, says lliat Scotland lias won the International Rifle
Challenge Trophy competed for at Ediugburgh by the
Scotch, English, and Irish twenties. Scotland scored 1,220,
England, 1,201, and Ireland, 1,140.
CHICAGO

RIFLE

CLUB.

Chicago, June 19tb, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Following are tbe scores made by the Chicago Rifle Club at-their range
at South Park Thursday, June lfit.li. Weather wa# very flue up to three
P. M., afterwards very changeable, showery, &c. No sighting shots.
Name.
Distance.
Score.
Total.
O. C. Blackmer.800 yiuds.5 53654555454554— 69
900 yards.4 43355355545054— 60
1000 yards.3 3454244485330 4— 50
Grand total—.179
W. E. Strong.800 yards.4 35 4 54455545454— 66
9110 yards.4 0 4 3 3 0 3 3 6 4 2 5 4 4 5- 49
1000 yards.4 0 664553654564 5— 04
Grand total.179
J W. Roberts. . 800 yards.2 866454544 -3 545 0-68
9U0 yards.5 0533030 5 54553 5- 51
1000 yards.3 4554233553340 4— 53
Grand total ...
Walter Burnham...

...

(83
800 yards.054 5 5 455345545 4- 63
900 yards.00003253440556 5- 41
1000 yards.8305 5-3 8 55 535504—53

Grand total... *.157
R. S. Thompson, 1000 yards only..2 3445554551040 4— 51
On the 22d last., under the same conditions Colonel Shaffer ecarcd 172,
Mr. Blackmer 167. Chas.Fuller 141, and J. W. Roberta 127.
A new rifle club is to be formed here tbit week. WI1J send you pap
titulars in my next.
a.

The Rifle in Canada.—At a meeting of the Council o
the Dominion Rifle Association held at Ottawa on the 21stl
it was arranged to hold the prize meeting on the 5th Sep
tember and fellowing days; it was decided to allow small¬
bore shooting only with Martini-Heui'is, wliich will be
supplied to members by the Association. The following
is a list of the matches to be shot: All-Comers Match, $600;
Dominion of Canada Match, $425; Battalion Match, $840,
McDougall Challenge Cup, value $200; Provincial Mutch,
cash prize $150; London Merchants’ Cup, value §1,000;
Affiliated Association Match, $280; Governor General’s
prizes, gold, silver, aud bronze medals; prizes for the
highest aggregate scores, $155, with medals of the National
Association aud two field glasses; Wimbledon matches in
two stages, $1,265.
Lieutenant Colonel Gzowski, President of the associa¬
tion, accompanied the Canadian team to Wimbledon, sail¬
ing from Quebec on the 24th inst. A Canadian trophy is
to be offered for competition at Wimbledon this year.
—A Murray (Iowa) correspondent says that prairie chick¬
ens will he plenty in Iowa the coming season.
-•*<*■----

PIGEON

MATCHES.

New York—Penn Tan, JuneSith.—Six sportsmen went
to the trap with ten birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards
boundary, one barrel, with the following result:—
Name.
Total-1 Name.
Total.
Pratt.
10 Rumor. 8
Smith.10 Gilbert. 8
tsheldon. h| El mend or f.
b

All used II oz. of shot, except Elmendorf, who used
but an ounce. Smith used a 10-bore gun, all the others
were smaller. Gilbert’s gun was a muzzle-loader, the
others were breech loaders.
Michigan.—A match was shot at Ann Arbor on the 22d
instant between the Plymouth and Ann Arbor clubs, re¬
sulting in a win for the’first by two birds. The conditions
were 10 birds each, 21 yards rise, 14 ounces shot. The
following are the scores:—
plvmoctii cum.
Name.
M, Kenyon.
W. Wherry.
D. Ford.
H. Whipple..
F. Wherry.
E. Pelham.
C. Harrington.
G. Whipple.
R. L. Root.
G. il. Sly.

Name.
i'm. Porter_
C. H. Manley..
' J.Kintner..

. Retail.

L. Moore.
n. Bros#.
G. Buckley.
W. Sortie.
T. Bailey.
J. Lawrence...
Grand total.

Grand total.

CONCENTRATING

CARTRIDGES.

Lowrli., Mass., Jane 12th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The article by “Old Sportsman,” on page 274 of earrent volume, leads
me to relate a fchort trial with Kay's aud Elay's concentrating cartridges
and the common ronnd pasteboard concentrators, which, I believe, arc
also made byEley, and which for short please allow me to call “paper."
Gun used is W. A C. Scott & Sons, 12 gauge, 71-pound, 28-inch barrel,
not choke-bored; powdei—3 drachms 1.1 lizard ducking No. 3
With 1
oz. Tatkam s No. 7, which con tains, I think, 291 pellets, I get (torn iilU
to 114 shot inside 80 inch selected circle, 40 yatds. The same shot was
usedwitbpaperconcentrator. The Eley were No. 6 shot (English, of
course,) Ibe Kay No. 7 (American, I of course suppose). One Eloy,
counted, contained 270 pellets; one Kay, 398 pellets, or the large number
of 128 in fnvor of Kay’s. I used paper 36x40 inches, fired from rest, aud
and selected circle afterward 30-inch diameter. Results arranged in or¬
der of merit were: Paper concentrator, 147, 134, 109, 62; Eiey cartridge®,
154,126,82,57; Kay, 134, 112, 109, 102. Reckoning by simple propor¬
tion it seems fair to assume that had Kay’s contained as lew pellets aa
Eley’s, his (Kay's) figure would have been 91,76, 74, 69 in whole num¬
bers. Brass shells were used for Kay's, paper shells for others, and both
printed direcvions carefully complied with. The paper concentrator
gave best distribution in first two patterns, Eley’s first pattern being
next; all others were poor. If yon have any trial to snggest with same
shot cartridges, bat otherwise different conditions, I have ft few left aud
some leisure time, so call on. Comment would Beem ns noodless as on
results mentioned by “Old Sportsman.”
WannalaNclt.
Hating—The Crop.—From present appearance we are
likely to have morethan an average crop. With this prom¬
ise before us it becomes us to look well to the securing of
all the piofit and advantages arising from this condition
of things. A large majority, in their practice, seem to
think that grass for grazing and grass for hay are two
quite different things, and that while the first is the very
best when kept rather closely grazed—not allowing any
seed Blalks to form—that the latter must send up seed
stems, blossom, form seed, nnd often ripen, so as to scat¬
ter tbe seed before being harvested; such are greatly in er¬
ror in the opinion of the writer.
Practical, as well as theoretical experiments, determine
that grass in the blade holds a larger amount of the ele¬
ments which go to build up all parts of the animal system
than the same varieties after having passed the blossoming
stage. Such being the fact, grass designed for hay ought
tc be harvested soon as, if not previous to, its blossoming.
Many make it a practice to begin haying at a set time, say
the Monday following the fourth of July; or perhaps
somewhat inter in this Beetion; but there is a growing
class who find it to thoir advantage to begin their baying
earlier, and thus secure a richer and belter feed for their
stock, something which is not so far removed from green
grass, the natural food for ail herblferous animals.
The harvesting of grass previous to its blossoming ne¬
cessitates a considerably greater amount of labor, but is it
not a fact that we are generally overwise in making hay by
over-d tying it ? Hay will keep, and sweet, too, where there is
no foreign moisture in it, or allowed to enter it after hous¬
ing, if not so thoroughly dried before bousing, always
provided it is stored in light, suitable buildiDgs. Barns,
as too commonly found, are apt to be poor places for stor¬
ing cured grass, the wide cracks affording too free cir¬
culation. A barn to stow hay in should be a tight one, no
cracks to admit air, sun, or wet to the mow to blench and
spoil the hay which lays contiguous to thjm.—German¬
town Telegraph.

___

—Ten mules attached to a wagon loaded heavily with
lumber went Over a precipice near Virginia City, Nevada,
and rolled down a nearly perpendicular bank two thousand
feet to the bottom of a canon. The driver, who saved his
life by jumping off the wagon in lime, says that he could
see the iuui.t ling uuiinala durlug only several hundred feet
of their fall, hot after that a cloud of dust hid them,
abbongh he heard their agonized ctp* longer,
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HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

Vote.

SoHort.

June 89.... .
Joueao.....
July 1. .
July 8....
July 3.
July 4.
July 5.

H. w.
8 26
19
K>
7
8
7
.0
9 51
1'/
40

THE

CENTENNIAL

New York.
H.
13
3
8
4
5
6
7

13*
5
58
01
45
37
24

Charleston.
n
1
3
4
5
5
6

10
0
51
40

REGATTAS.

T

HE first of these events was sailed on Thursday last
over the regular New York Yacht Club course
around the Light Ship and return. In number or entries
it did not equal one of the regular club regattas, and the
absence of any visiting yachts, either foreign or domestic,
(except one small sloop from Boston), deprived it of any¬
thing approaching either a national or international
Character. The day was all that could be desired for a
regatta, arid the number of excursion steamers out un¬
usually large. The contesting yaclits were as follows:—
FIRST CLASS SC1IOOKKU3.
Allowance.
Name.
Owner.
Clnb.
M. S.
Rambler,.W. H. Thomas.....New York.Allows.
Dreadnaoghfe.C. J. Osborn.New York
..2 *13

Estelle....
Restless .

Mela.

Peerless..
Eva.

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS,
..James D. Smith.New York.xUlows.
.. J. N. Kane.New York.3 04
.. W. JE. Is-elin.New York.5 55
. ..J.U. Maxwell.Allamic. 6 Ori
. E. Burd Grubb.New York.7 48
FIHST GLASS SLOOPS.

.J. R. Hulsey.Brooklyn.Allows.
Arrow.- .Daniel Edgar_._*New York__.2 50
Gra

SECOND CLASH SLOOPS.

Kate.George F. Randolph.Brooklyn.Allows.
"Windward.11. L, Willoughby.New York.0 11
Sadie..,,.W. l£. Greenleaf.Atlantic............1 41
Orion.Won Cooper....Atlantic,..-.2 05
i 1 ■' 1 Mi..... Bn.ukBn.

Maggie B.....C. B. SLratton.Brooklyu.5 14
Schemer._..C. S. Lee,.— , ...Seawanbaka,.9 6
'pirate.W, Wtnant. .Brooklyn..,..

—

Whilcciip .J. M. Forbes.Eastern. —
The signal to start was given at 11:22, but few of them
showed a disposition to cross the line, the little sloop,
Sadie, crossing first, followed by the Alarm and Gen. Tom
Thumb's sloop, Maggie B. At 11:37 a number of the
yachts had not crossed, but as their time was computed
from the expiration of the fifteen minutes’ allowance it
was 90 much against them. The Whitecap, the only visit¬
ing yacht, earned away the head of iter topmast just as
she crossed the line, and wtis withdrawn. Both wind and
title were lair, aud as they opened the bay the breeze was
just fresh enough to bring out their sailing qualities. The
Tidal Wave's misfortunes commenced early in the day, as
goon after passing the Wadsworth her fore topmast broke
short off, leaving her in as bad a plight as site was on the
day of the Mew York Yacht Club Tegatta. The Alarm
soon passed the little Sadie, and led the fleet, followed
closely by the Gracie and Arrow, these three being the
first to round the southwest spit buoy, in the order named,
the Sadie aud Maggie B. following. The others were not
timed, as the judges’ steamer was steered direct for the
Light. Ship. Passing the point of the Hook the Gracie
was leading lire Alarm, with the Arrow close up. The
event of the day was the race between these two first class
sloops. At the Light Ship they were side and side, but
the Arrow managed to turn first, and started on the jour¬
ney home. The large schooners, particularly the Dreadnaught, were doing well, with the exception of the Tidal
Wave, whidh was next to the last vessel to turn the Light
Ship. Coming home the Arrow maintained her lead of
the Gracie, followed by the Dreadnaught, which had
passed the Alarm, the others being strung out in a long
line astern. The times of arrival and results of the race
were as follows:—
FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.

Start.
Name.
H.M.S.
Itreadllauglit.li 3; 00
Rambler. .11 37 00
Alarm.11 25 41
Tidal Wave.11 3i 00

Finish.
H.M.S.
4 15 40
4 29 40
4 23 28
4 35 04

Elapsed
time.
H. M. S.
4 38 40
4 52 40
4 57 47
4 58 04

Corrected
time.
II. M-S.
4 35 57
4 52 40
4 53 43
4 61 36

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS.

Estelle....11 37 00
Restless.11 30 14
Meta .
11 37 00
Peerless.1135 42
Eva.
H 37 00

4 81 15
4 43 16
4 45 42
4 32 50
4 43 53

4 54 15
5 13 02
5 08 42
4 37 08
5 06 63

4 54
5 09
6 02
4 61
4 59

15
58
47
02
05

4 47 58
4 40 07

4 47 58
4 37 17

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS,

Grade.11 27 26
Arrow.
11 28 08

4 15 24
4 08 15

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.

orios.11 37 00
4 42 48
6 05 48
5 03 43
Windward.11 37 00
4 II 34
5 04 34
6 01 28
Kate
II 29 H
4 48 37
5 14 26
5 14 26
Buttle .11 24 37
4 4 : 01
5 16 24
5 14 43
•Vimie . ..11 37 00
4-18 32
5 11 12
5 08 35
Maggie 33.11 26 12
4 40 47
5 14 35
5 09 26
•Schemer.11 36 20
4 52 42
5 16 22
5 07 16
Pirate.11 32 50
not timed.
Thus the Dreadmuight wins the first class schooner prize,
bealiigt e Rambler 10m. 43s. The Peerless wins in ll.e
seeouu class in schooners, beating the Estelle 3m. 13s.
The Arrow wins in the first cltiss sloops, heating the
Gracie 10m. 41s., and the Orion wins in the second class in
sloops, beating the Windward 40s.
THE SECOND DAY.
Friday was even a fairer day for a regatta than the one
preceding, and the immense number of small yachts afloat
gave the bay a decidedly holiday appearance. Entries
were confined to yaclits of fifteen tons and under, thirtyone appearing at the starting point. These were divided
into three classes, the first comprising all cabin yachts, the
second, open boats of 25 feet mean length and over, the
third, boats under 35 feet, and the fourth, all cat-rigged
boats. The course was from a stake-boat oil the New
York Yacht Club house to and around a stake-boat off
Coney Island; thence to and around a stake-boat oil Bay
Ridge; thence to and around a stake-haat oil Robbins’
Reef; Iheuce returning to the home stake-boat; and thence
over the same course again, keeping all stake-boats on the

port hand, in passing and rounding them. The prizes
offered were a medal and diploma of the International
Exhibition of 1878 for the winner iu each class, as well as
a silver prizo offered by the Centennial Regatta Committee.
At 13h. 12m. 20s., the gun to prepare was fired from the
yacht Restless, and five minutes later the gun to start was
fired. The Cynthia was the first to cross, followed closely
by the Maud and Beecher. With such a large fleet there
were constant changes, yachts passing and repassing each
other in making the two rounds of the course. Among
those which most distinguished themselves by fine sailing
were the W, T. Lee, the Pluck and Luelt, and the Susie
S. The sensation of the day, however, was the appear¬
ance of the nondescript life raft., or “What is it?" called
the Amaryllis, a double boat composed of two cigarshaped cylinders about four feet apart joined by light
plaukiug. The way in which she sailed was a “caution’’
and opened the eyes of the yachtsmen. She ted the fleet
to the home stake-boat by a mile. The following table
gives the names of the yachts entered, and the results;—
FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.
Actual Corrected.
Start.
Fiuish.
time.
l-ime.
Name.
H.M.8.
H.M.S. H.M.S. H.M.8.
Fnvorita.12 21 20
4 35 28
3 64 08
8 54 8
Reveille.13 21 13
4 19 40
3 48 27
3 42 7
SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Journeyman.12 27 59
4 05 00 -3 37 01
3 37 01
Greeupoinl.12 27 12
8 58 40
3 31 28
3 30 18
Kale.12 26 02
Withdrawn.
Crlckot.12 26 02
4 05 32
3 39 30
8 38 10
Leroy .12 26 56
4 04 40
3 37 45
3 36 25
Will. T. Lee.12 26 28
3 66 52
3 30 21
3 28 24
Wiu. H. Brown.12 25 30
3 50 8J
3 30 00
3 27 40
Susie S.12 21 55
3 51 39
3 26 4 1
3 21 14
THIRD CLABS SLOOPS.
Amaryllis
.12 27 18
3 46 50
8 19 32
3 19 3!
Pluck & Luck.12 23 28
4 03 22
3 39 51
3 00 31
Clara S .-...12 24 33
5 11 42
3 17 09
3 -15 39
Inspector.12 25 15
Withdrawn.
Mary Emma.12 25 49
5 11 59
3 46 10
3 11 36
Au Revoir.12 24 43
Withdrawn.
H. H. Holmes.12 24 20
4 16 08
8 51 48
3 47 28
Almira.11 27 59
4 28 40
3 64 41
3 49 2L
Sophie Emma.12 26 08
4 28 08
1 02 00
3 50 00
Addin Taylor.12 25 29
4 HI 42
3 51 13
3 IS 03
Tough. 12 25 38
Wllhdrawu.
FOURTH CLASS SLOOrS.
Rebecca.12 21 05
Withdrawn.
Knight Templar.12 25 00
4 06 49
3 41 49
3 33 19
CyuiUia.12 18 40
3 55 50
3 87 10
3 27 iO
Fidget.12 20 41
4 19 22
3 08 41
3 16 31
Florence .12 20 33
4 11 1)6
8 50 33
3 37 43
Victoria.12 23 33
4 till 45
3 40 12
3 27 02
Foulton. 12 20 55
4 22 55
4 02 00
3 47 30
U. W. Bctcher.12 19 38
3 56 l>0
3 80 42
3 28 22
Vanlla.12 21 38
Withdrawn.
Maud. .12 19 05
Withdrawn.
The Reveille thus wins the prize for the first class, heal¬
ing the Favorila 12m. Is. The Susie S. wius that for the
second class, beating the W. R. Brown 3m. 26a. The
Amaryllis won the third class prize, beating the Pluck ami
Luck, the next, vessel iu this class, 20m- 2,, but there was
a protest entered against, giving her the prize, on Hie ground
that she is not a yacht, and the judges decided against her,
giving the prize to the Pluck and Luck. The prize for
fourth class was won by the Victoria on the time allow¬
ance, beating the Cynthia 8s. and the II. W. Beecher 1m.
THE THIRD DAY'.
The third and last of the regattas under the auspices
of the Centenuial Commissioners, which is to be a race
front Sandy Hook to Cape May and return, was begun on
Monday, the starters being the schooners America and
Alarm, and sloops Arrow and Gracie. The wind was light
also at Sandy Hook, and when the hour arrived to start the
yachts there was hardly sufficient breeze to All the sails of
the departing vessels. At one o’clock a slight breez ■
sprang up from the eastward, and at 1:19.5 the Gracie was
started off to seaward from Buoy No. 5 oil the point of
Sandy Hook, followed at 1:28:45 by the Arrow. Both
went away on the starboard tack, aud making a short
stretch, went about on the port tack, in which direction
they were going when they passed . ..i ui aigi.t, Ihc Ota t ie
still ahead. At 2:12:30 the Alarm passed "by the stakeboat, also on the starboard tack, followed by the America
at 2:13, both of them, however, passing the wrong side of
the stake-boat. They were allowed to ptoeeed, however,
and when last seen they were still heading off shore, the
Alarm leading the America about a mile. At the time of
our going to press the yachts have not been heard from.
Hudson River Yacht Club.—Monday last was the day
fixed for the Union regatta held under the auspices of the
above club, but the luck which during the earlier part of
the season had favored yachtsmen seemed now to have de¬
serted them, and on Wednesday an almost utter absence
of wind marred what might have been made a most suc¬
cessful regatta. After waiting for a breeze until one
o’clock the starting gun was fired and the yachts named in
the summary below were started on what proved to be a
mere drifting match. The start was a flying one, and the
course from the foot of Seventieth street up the North
River to Pleasant Valley, thence down to Weehawken, and
thence past the stake-boat at Seventieth street, the course
to be sailed over twice. The timelimit was five hours, and
the leading yachts managed to get around the conrse within
that time and make a race. The following is a summary :—
FIRST CLASS.
Aetna’ Corrected
Start.
Finish.
time.
time.
Name.
H.M.S. H.M.S. H.M.S. H.M.S.
Foulton.1 13 15
Withdrawn.
Eureka.1 12 00
6 C9 45
4 57 45
4 57 45
SECOND CLASS.
Addle Taylor.1 16 00
6 14 30
4 28 30
4 55 30
H. U. Holmes.1 14 30
6 30 00
5 15 80
B 13 20
Vision.1 16 15
6 41 25
6 25 10
5 111 00
Claras.1 14 30
Withdrawn.
Annie L.1 If 00
Not LiiueU.
Filot Boy.1 13 15
6 46 10
5 23 55
S 28 35
Andrew Blessing.1 15 10
Withdrawn.
A11 Revoir.1 11 30
6 14 40
5 08 10
5 01 60
Artful Dodger.1 10 00
6 09 30
4 53 30
4 58 30
THIRD CLASS.
K. Joralemon.1 13 00
Withdrawn.
Skip Jack.1 18 06
7 01 80
4 53 30
4 63 20
Tough.1 13 00
7 00 15
6 47 15
5 41 65
Onward.1 15 00
Wlibdrown.
Mary Allen. 1 13 00
Not limed
Gnssie.1 14 00
Withdiawn.
Ella.1 14 00
Withdrawn.
Wave.1 16 30
7 03 10
5 56 40
5 52 50
The prize was a handsome gold medal to the winner in
each elass, which is won by the Eureka in the first class,
the Addie Taylor in the second class, and the Tough in
the third class.
Qoincy Yacht Club Regatta.—The first champion¬
ship regatta of the Quincy Yacht Club took place off M ear’s
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Hotel, Quincy Great THU, Saturday afternoon. Tlte judges
were E. B. Souther, Chas. H. Purler, and J. O. nolden,
aud the courses were:—
First-and Secoud Classes—From the judges’yacht, passiug
between Sheep and Grape Islands to red buoy, between
Bunkin Island and Downer’s Landing, leaving it on the
port; thence, leaving Bnnkin Island on llte starboard, to
red buoy off Hull, leaving it on the port; thence, leaving
Sheep Island on the port., to Jncknife Ledge, leaving it on
the starboard ; thence, leaving Raccoon Island on the port,
to judges’ y acb, passiug between it aud a flag-boat. Length,
7A miles.
Third Class—From the judges’ yacht, passing between
Sheep and Grape Islands, to red buoy between Bundle Is¬
land and Downer’s Lauding, leaving it on the port; thence,
leaving Bunltiu Island on the starboard, to red buoy off
Hull, leaving it on the port; thence, leaving Sheep island
on the port, to judges’ yacht, passing between it and a flagboat. Length, ft miles. The following is the summary:—
FlltsT class.
Actual
Corrected
Lem-th,
time.
time.
Nnme.
Master.
ft iu.
ll.M.S.
H.M.S.
1.. Nettie.S. F. Whttronreli.28 5
1 20 3ft
: 35 ift
1. . India. F. W. Fruucli. 29 2
I S» 10
1 39 00
3.. Fiona.H. W. Barker.27 4
1 24 60
1 88 15
— Secret,.J. Biniiey.23 2f
Not. taken.
2.. Vision.E. F. Worrier.27 ?t
122 12
1 36 01
SECOND CLASH.

3. .MuMe.fames ft Slattc.19 9
4.. Aurora.T. C. Sharp.fir.19 i
1.. Flora..W. F. Maybury..If 3
2.. Wildfire.U. A. Keith.18 1,

1 38 28
1 12117
1 30 00
1 37 24

41 02
1 43 51
1 32 25
1 86 29

1

4.. Red Lion.G. W. Moiton...
,16 8
1 26 57
1 23 21
16 8
1 32 57
1 29 21
7. .Elmer .P. Clmbbnck, Jr
5.. Rocket.15. F. Base.
,16 6
1 28 08
1 24 11
8. Kate.George Seville..
16 6
I 26 00
1 22 OH
6. Rescue.W. F. Fold _
15 8
1 35 23
t 29 19
2. Dolly Vardan..A. B. Cleverly..
16 8
1 24 27
1 21 41
].. Fannie.A Cleverly.
16 7}
1 22 45
1 19 04
8.. Annie.P. B. Turner.
IT 0
1 32 32
1 29 39
The Countess Ddppekin.—This yacht, which is to
contend in our waters next month for the possession of the
“America” cup, has beeu given a good trial ou Lake On¬
tario, aud one that was eminently successful.
Capt.
Cuthbert says:—“She is the smartest, vessel on fresh water.
She runs like a witch, aud has actually traveled over six¬
teen miles au hour, once, I believe, touching twenty- She
also sails close to the wind, she is a good sea boat, stiff anil
easily worked, and will steer under lier mainsail alone.”
He says, “I have great hopes of success in (.lie coming race,
as I know what the Countess can do, and was previously
aware of what llte crack American yachts were capable of.
We carry a crew of eight, and have no trouble in bundling
her.” Capt. Cuthbert may find that some of the crack
American yachts can do more titan he imagines. Still the
Count ess is likely to be a hard one to beat. She is said to
have been modeled by Capt. Joe Ellsworth, who modeled
the Cornel, and sails her in all her races, and I’al MoGiehan,
builder of some of our fastest yachts. Capt. Joe Ellsworth
will sail her, which is n strong point in her favor. She
was to have sailed Monday week for Quebec aud sea.
The Madeleine to Sail for the America Cup.—The
regatta committee of the N. Y. Yacht Club held a meeting
lust week, when it was unanimously resolved that the
schooner Madeleine, by virtue ol' her previous record, and
of her recent performance in trials with other yachts, was
the fittest vessel to be chosen lo represent llte club in Ibis
international contest, and that, therefore, she should be
chosen to sail these races.
It is understood, unofficially, that the club will take upon
itself ihe sole charge of fitting the yacht for this conlest,
deeming it. a eluli affair entirely, and if the permission of
Commodore Dickerson can be obtained for such an arrange¬
ment, the club will, for the purposes of this race, assume
the absolute ownership of the yacht, and relieve him from
all responsibility, so that if she wins it shall be a elub vic¬
tory, aud if she is defeated the club will take all the blame,
—Mr. Charles Carman’s new yacht Carrie, 27 feet, ar¬
rived iu Barnegat waters on the 21st inst. Sheisenteied
in the race of the Toms River Yacht Club, on July 5th.
Boston Yachting Matters.—The Boston Yacht Club
had a review ou Saturday last, the rendezvous being the
Club House, City Point. Between 80 and 40 yachts were
anchored iu line according to class, and inspected by tlte
Commodore in his steam launch. Each yacht saluted by
colors and gun as the Commodoi-e passed her stern. The
Commodore ou completion of his inspection returned to
his yacht, moved and located her, and then fired a gun. At
this signal the first class yachts got under way, aud in sin¬
gle file passed close to the stern of the Commodore’s yacht,
saluting when passing, with colors and gun, and thence
held ilieir course to the Great Brewster. At the signal of
a second gun the second class boats followed iu the same
order, and the fleet took the course down the bay.
A tempest visited Boston Bay on Sunday doing much
damage. 250 sail of yachts were anchored in Dorchester
Bay, of which number half a dozen were capsized.
Eastern Yachting.—Saturday week was a great day
for yachts in Boston Bay. The Dorchester and Lynn
yacht clubs had their regattas, and the Quincy, Bunker
Hill, Haverhill, and East Boston clubs all bad regattas or
reviews. The West End Boat Club had a regatta on the
Charles River, where T. C. Butler and M. J. Ahern
rowed a single-scull race of two miles for the club cham¬
pionship, Butler winning in 16m. 25s. There were also
pair-oar and four-oar working boat races.
The Fourth in Boston,—Boston will celebrate the
Centennial holiday in the usual manner with regattas on
the buy aud on the Charles river. There will be four sail¬
ing races, with prizes ranging from $100 to $25. Also four
rowing races, the principaLof which is that for four-oarod
boats, distance six miles: first prize $500; second, $250.
The total amount given for prizes in the rowing races is
$1,625.
Alcyone Boat Club.—The seventeenth annual regatta
of this Brooklyn Club was held on the Hudson river near
Yonkers on Saturday afternoon. For the pair-oared race
there were two entries, as follows:—Tie Curlew, colors
light-blue: bow, Sidney Greene, Jr.; stroke, Wm. C. How¬
ard. The Petrel, colors red and white: bow, Henry J.
Bartow; stroke, Lewis Smitzer, Jr. The course was two
miles straight away from Huyler's Landing to Excelsior
Grove. The “reds” took the lead at the start aud kept it
for the first eighth of a mile, when Bartow began steering
across the river and directly out of the course. The “blues”
soon passed the “reds," and won tiie race in 12m, 12is,,
two and onebalf lengths ahead of the “teds ”
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The entries for the gig race were as follows:—The'Cigarette, colors blue: bow, Ghas. C. Blossom; 2d, Wm. 0.
Cromwell; 3d, Titos. 0. Wells; stroke, John 0. Burne; cox,
A. H. Supper, The Flirt,, colors red: bow, J.J, Halhalan;
2d, Ed. P. Whipple; 3d, Wm. J. Oliver; stroke, A. H.
Waterhouse; cox., Wm. V, Supper. The ‘’blues" took
the lead, leaving the "reds” at the first quarter-mile over a
length behiud, This lead they increased to Ihe finish,
crossing the line five lengths ahead. Time, 12m. 51Js.;
reds, 13m. 3fs.
A tub race wound up the proceedings.
Schulykjll Notes.—The single-scull race for the cham¬
pionship of the Schuylkill Navy, which was postponed
from the regular regatta day, Saturday last, on ac¬
count of the rough water, was rowed on Tuesday the 20th.
The starters were five in number, and were allotted stations
at, the start in tbe following order, beginning with the
Western, or canal bunk station; W. Cl. Thomas, Penn.
Sylvania Club; Samuel Gormley, Quaker City; John D.
McBeath, Quaker City; F, W. Street, Pennsylvania, and
Clias P. Tasker, Crescent. The umpire, Mr, Alex Erumbhaar, of the Philadelphia, gave tbe men a good send off;
Goraley getting perhaps ft trifle the best of it. On the east,
Street shot out of the line at a pace that eouid not possibly
last, and which before a mile was rowed, sent him to the
rear guard. Thomas with more vim than judgment, push¬
ed for a lead on the west, and succeeded in slightly head¬
ing Gormley, who was until now ahead of all except pos¬
sibly young Street. Thomas’ pace was at the cost of form,
and his steering got wild. Gormley was forced to spurt
to prevent a collision, and his oars lapped with Thomas',
caubiug the latter to claim a foul, a great loss of time, as
the claim was justly uot allowed. When he again got
straightened out, he and McBeath were oi'Owding one an¬
other; their oars struck slightly; John caught a crab,
claimed a foul, which was allowed; and before he got
away again, seeiug the impossibility of ever catching
Gormley—who was iu the meantime getting away last—
virtually gave it up, coming down in company with Street.
The race was now between Tasker, Thomas, and Gormley.
Thu Quaker City man at the mile was showing the way;
the other two a couple of lengths behind him, making a
good race for second place. Thomas rowed pluckily but
tbe better shape of the Crescent’s sculler showed at tbe
bead of the Island that he meant to be second, indeed, it
looked as if be might get very close to first place, but the
result was: Gormley, 1st, 10m. 24s.; Tasker, 2d, 10m. 40s.;
Thomas, 3d, 10m. 521. No time was taken for Street, or
for the ex-champiou, McBeath. On the umpire’s steamer,
which was kindly placed at the Navy’s disposal for the
race by Capt, Markle, of tbe Fairmouut Steamboat Co.,
were the time keepers, the Xlegatta Committee, members
of the Naval Board and a number of guests, among whom
was Mr. Chas. Hallock, the editor of Forest and Stream.
Much Is due from the Navy for the consideration of Capt.
Markle, who is always ready to assist in making regattas
successful, by arranging the running time of his steamers
in such a manner that they seldom interfere with the races.
Sculls.
The Yale-Cambridge Rack.—To-morrow the first
eight-oared race ever witnessed in American waters will be
rowed on the Connecticut River at Springfield. The con¬
testants are the picked crews of Yale and Harvard, and
is to a great extent a trial of the Oxford stroke adopted
by Yale against tbe old Harvard stroke, rowed by Mr.
Lowing and ltis companions when they were defeated in
England some years since. The crews are as follows:—
CAMBItUJGB.
Name.
Age.
Stroke, VV. A. Bancroft,..21
7- J. O. Belan.24
6—M, 0 times.21
6—'VV. M. Lemoyne.19
4—W. R. Jacobs.19
3-E D. Thayer.19
8— U, W. Ewing... .2*2
Bow, A. W. Morgan.21
Coxswain, G. L. Cheney.
Average.

2(ty

YALE.
Name.
Age.
Stroke, R. J. Cook.27
7—J . Kennedy.24
6—O.D. Thompson.2)
5-W. W.‘ Collin.20
4—IL. Kellogg.2i
3—E. C. Cook.23
2-F. Wood. 22
Bow, .7. W. WestcoU,.27
|Coxswain, 0. F. Aldrid...—
Average.23

Rational §apimes.
CRICKET.

—On Saturday the Germantown and Philadelphia Cricket
Clubs played a one-day's match at the grounds at Nicetowu. The result was a handsome victory for the Ger¬
mantown by a score 1781o 123. The playing in this, as in
all matches here, so far this season, shows decided im¬
provement. For the Philadelphias Magee ran up a score
of 54 runs; Sartori made 14, and Law 22. Tbe double
figures lor the Germantowns were: Hoffman, 280; Bob
Hargreaves, 22; Large, 15; Welsh, 11; and Tom Hargreaves,
who went out for no less than 62, made up of two fours,
four threes, ten twos, and twenty-two singles.
On Monday, June 26th, the St. Georges of New York
played the Young America at the same grounds, and suf¬
fered rather a disastrous defeat. Tbe St Georges went to
the bat first, and suffered terribly from Dan Newhall's
slows. Eight of the wickets were credited to Dan’s bowliug. The only double figure was Bailee’s 28; Giles’ 8 was
next best.
Bolb tbe bowling and fielding of the Young America m
this inning were very fine. When the Young Americas
went to the bat they made things lively. Geo. Newhall
made 47; Dan Newhall, 22; Baird, 26; and 11. Newhall
34 by hard hilling. Large made a stand for 90 and carried
his bat out. He was iu so firmly that had not the slumps
beeu drawn, as they were at seven o’oclock, a century was
almost certain. C. Newhall’s 19 (uot out), were made by
good batting. The strung defuse greatly discouraged the
bowlers, whose work was nevertheless good, IJie St.
Georges' fielding was loose, many chances being missed.
The score of the St. George’s was 56; of the Young Ameri¬
ca’s, 249, winning the match by 193 runs and 5 wickets to
fall. Tbe Germantown’s and St. George will play on Tues¬
day, June 27th.
Sculls.
St. George ys. St. Paul.—The School team of St.
Paul’s Academy of Concord had a game on June 24th
with the St. George second eleven, and the latter were de
feated by 200 to 68. Messrs. Borie and Conover led the
score with 44 and 39 respectively. G. Giles, Jr., scored
20 for the St. George’s, making ‘three fine drives, and F.
Satterthwaite, the captain, did well, with 14 not out.
The wicket keepiug of A. Gracie, for St. Paul’s School,
was much admired, aud the sharp fielding of the team
elicited repeated applause.

St. George ys. Staten Island.—On June 20th these
clubs played a first-eleven match together at Hoboken, the
result being the success of the St. George team by nine
wickets. The score was, St. George, 56 and 26—82, and
Staten Island, 45 and 46—81. Jones’ 21, and Moeran’s 12,
were the best scores in the first innings, and Giles’ 17, not
out in the second, on the part of St. George. Moore,
Brewster and Williams alone scored double figures on the
other side. Brewster led in the bowling on one Bide, and
Moeran on the other.
Manhattan Vs. Brooklyn.—These clubs played a oneinnings game together at Prospect Park on June 20th,
which resulted in the success of the Manhattans by 118 in
one innings, to 14 and 19—33. Robert’s 26, Hooper’s 24,
and Greig’s 18 cover the leading scores on the Manhattan
side, Scott’s 13 being the only double figure score on the
other. Roberts aud Ames led in the bowling.

went at once to the front, Belisario following at an oaay pace, and Lea
dropping away behind, with the evident intention of lasting, and the ex¬
pectation that the other two would give oot before the finish. At a
mile Douglass led Belisario a hundred yards, with Lea almost half n mile
astern. At two miles Belisario spoiled and got wilhia twenty yards of
his leader, but was not able to get closer. DouglaBB, who swam clear
through iu line form, never having turned his head or altered his stroke,
won in 1 hour, 53 minutes and 30 seconds. Belissrio, seeing It impos¬
sible to win, left the water a couple of hnodred yards from the finish.
Lea came to tho finish, bnl bo far behind that no timo was taken,
In the mile race Raby, of the University crew, Pleasonton, ot the
Quakers, and Miller, of the Undine, started. Miller won with ease In 89
minutes aud 58 seconds. Pleasonton and Raby made a straggle for sec¬
ond place, Pleasonton getting it by a neck in -13 minutes. The winners
will each receive a handsome gold medal, and Mr. Douglass will hold
the swimming championship of the Navy for one year. These contests
arc a new feature in onr sports here, and enlist an interest which
they well merit,
_
Sculps.

BASE BALL.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

—The first week’s play of the western tour of the east¬
ern nines of llie League Association ended in favor of the
west, all of Ihe eastern nines sustaining defeat except the
Bostons, as the appended record shows:—
Chicago vs. Mutual . i
Chicago vs. Mutual. ti
Chicago vs. Mutual.16

8 St. Loots vs. Athletic. 4
4jSt. Louis vs. Athletic. 5
SI St. Louis vs. Athletic.8

8
U
8

Total.86
Louisville vs. Hanford. 5
Louisville vs. Hartford__ 0
Louisville vs. Hartford . 7

8 Total.17
6|Boston vs. Cincinnati.I t
3. Boston vs. Cincinnati. 8
2|Boston vs. Cincinnati.8

5
7
6
7

Total.12 lo| Total.39 19
This week the Mutuals play in St. Louis, the Athletics in
Chicago, the Hartfords in Cincinnati, and the Bostons in
Louisville. The pennant record to June 25th, inclusive, is
as follows:—
Games
Clubs.
Played.
Chicago.
37
Ilurlford.
24
St. Louis.
87
Bo.-ton.
27
Louisville.
96
Mutual.
26
Athletic.
26
Cincinnati.
27
Total.

.810

Games
Wou.

83
19
17
13
11

10

Games
Lost.
4

Games
Drawn.
0

14

2

6
10

1
0
C

is

18

8
4

16
83

105

106

0

1
0

The following are the model games won by five Tuns and
less since our last issue. We give them in the order of
smallest scores:—
June i;-Hartford vs. Louisville, at Hartford.1
June 32—Brooklyn vs. Alaska, at Jersey City.2
June 16—Pall River ve. Taunton, at Fail River (10 In.)-2
June 17—Capital City vs. Philaaelphia, at Indianapolis_2
June 21-Fall River vs. Rhode Island, at Taunton.2
June 24—Hartford vs. Louisville, at Louisville.8
June 22—New Haven vs. Princeton, at Princeton.3
June 19—Live Oak vs. Harvard, at Lynn. 3
Jnne l!i-Star vs. Cricket, at Syracuse.4
Jeue 20 -St. Louis vs. Athletic, at St. Lome.4
Juue 20— Chicago ve. Mutual, at Chicago .4
June 20-Live Oak ve. Lowell, at Lynn.4
June 21)—Lone Star vs. Our Boys, at Brooklyn.
4
June 31 — Taunton vs. Lowell, at Lowell.4
June 28—Rhode Island vs. Lowell, at Lowell.4
June 8*2- St. Louis vs. Athletic, at St. Louis. 5
June 21—New Haven vs. Resolute, at Elizabeth.5
June 20—Goodwill vb. Athlellc. at Brooklyn.5
June 17—Harvard vs. Taunton, at Taunton.5

to
to
to
to
lo
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
(o
lo

0
0
t
1
1
0
1
2
2
8
2
8
3
3
3
0
2
3
4

Amateur Athletic Handicap Meeting.—A meeting
of this description, under the auspices and management of
Mr. Alfred H. Curtis and Mr. James Watson, will be held
at the New YTork Athletic Club Grounds, Mott Haven, on
Saturday, July 29th. The programme is as follows, un¬
less circumstances require or suggest any alteration: —
1st—100 yards, trial heats; 2d, one mile; 3d, 100 yards,
2d, trial heats; 3d, two-mile walk; 4th, 440 yards; 5th, 100
yards, final heat.
The prizes will be gold medals to first and second, and
.a silver medal to the third in the 100 yards, If the entries
for the other games warrant it, third prizes will also be
given. Entrance fee $2 for each event, which will be re¬
turned to all those who go over the full course. Those en¬
titled to start in the final heat of the 100 yards, if entered
iu the 440 yards will have their entrance fee returned in
case they choose to withdraw from the latter. No com¬
petitor will be allowed to enter under a false name, and
the right to refuse any entry is reserved. Entries, with
entrance fee accompanying, will be received up to 3 o’clock
P. M. Saturday, July 22d, by A. H. Curtis, P. O. box
2003, New York,
Editor Forest and Stream:—The regular commence¬
ment meeting of the Princeton Athletic Club took place
on tbe 24th inst. Two prizes were offered for eaclt game,
aud a general prize, which was won by Andrew McCosh,
'77, youngest son of our worthy President. Below is a
summary:—
One Hundred Yard Dash.—Hunt, ’78, winner; time,
11s.
Standing Long Jump.—Larkin, ’79, 9ft. 8*in.
Mile Walk.—Noble, '76, winner; time, 2.34.
Throwing Base Ball.—Denny ’77, (catcher of University
nine), 376ft. 4in.
Quarter-Mile Run.—Halstead, '77; time, 1.01 3-5.
Pu ting 16 Pound Shot.—Larkin, ’79; 31ft 2io.
Pole Vaulting.—McCosh, ’77; height, 8ft. 8in.
Running Long Jump.—L. G. Walker, ’76; 19ft.
Half-Mile Run.—Phraner, ’78; time, 2.28*.
Running High Jump.—McCosh. '77; 5ft. lin.
Three-Legged Race.—Halstead and McCosh, ’77.
Throwing Hammer.—Mann, ’76; 74ft. lliu.
Hurdle Race—100 Yards.—Woods, ’76; time, 20s.
Mile Run.—Greene, '78; lime, 5.15*.
McCosh won the general prize by taking second in a
large number Of these games.
Lounger.
Philadelphia, June 24th, 1876.
Eihtob Fobebt and Stbbam:Sotne weeks ago a swimming contest was proposed and organized,
open to members of the Schuylkill Navy. To-day the ewlrn was hud on
Plat Rock Dam, a course excellent, for the purpose, as it would also be
for boat, racing for three mUes. The first race was for 300 yards down.
Uunneker, of tbe Malta, and Gormley, Pleasonton and Bryant, of the
Quaker City, Blurted, diving from the umpire's boat at the signal. Bry¬
ant, after a long swim under water showed up well, in front, but tbe
others soou passed him, and he gave it np. Gormley won easily in 4
minutes and 67 seconds; Pleasonton, second, 5 minutes and 80 seconds;
Uunneker, 5 minutes and 36 seconds. The steamer then went to the
head of the course at Spring Mill, and Douglass, of the Ondine; Bclisario, West Philadelphia; aud Lea, of the Philadelphia Chub, started for
the three-mile swim. It seemed a long distance and the water was
cold, but with almost no current. Odds were offered that the men, ex¬
cept Lea, could not do it.

4 good start was had, tdl getting Into the wafer together. Douglas*

Peabody

Museum

op American Archaeology;

Ninth

Amiual Report; Cambridge, Mass.
The reports of this institution are always of great Interest. Many ad¬
ditions have been made to the museum daring the year, the most im¬
portant being that from Pern and Bolivia collected by Mr. Alex. Agassiz,
by whom it was presented, it consists of 638 articles, including "mum¬
mies” and bodies in Jars, illustrating tbe peouliar burial customs of tba
ancient Peruvians; vessels of various patterns, and idols of pottery and
terracotta; articles of clothing snd pieces of various textures aud de¬
signs; thread, spindles and other articles connected with weaving;
work-boxes of finely split reeds; ornaments and beads of silver, copper,
shell and 6tone; fishing nets; combs; head dresses sf feathers; frag¬
ments of bows and arrow heads, which aro of special interest because
the how aud arrow are not in neo among the present Peruvians; and ft
large amount of ancient pottery. Mr. Agassiz secured besides this
many articles of use among the modern Indians who aro dying out.
Collections have also been received from Mr. Schumacher's Explora¬
tions on the Coast of California; from Dr. Parry's researches in South¬
ern Utah, indicating that the ancient Inhabitants of that region practiced
cremation; from Dr C. C. Abbott of the paleolithic implements from
Trenton, N. J., to which allusion was made in onr notice of the Ameri¬
can Naturalist last week; and from several other persons. The pros¬
perity of the museum is set forth in the report of the treasurer, whostates that the fund has now reached over $'.00,000. The Trustees there¬
fore propose to lake immediate steps toward tbe erection of a separate
building at Harvard University as contemplated by the founder. Prof.
Putnam, the Curator, nrges upon the the attention of the Trustees the
advisability of publishing in occasional "Bulletins” tho written matter
which accumulates from time to time, without waiting for the annual
report. Several papers are now on hand, audit is to he hoped that the
suggestion will be adopted. This report completes the first volume, and
a ttcle-page and general index aro appended, with full-pace portraits A
the founder, George Peabody, and its first curator, Dr. Jeffries Wyman.
Farrar’s Illustrated Guide Book. By Chas. J. Far¬
rar: Farrar & Johnson, 383 Washington street, Boston, publishers.
When we copy tbe title page of this bnok we bavo said all that
can be said of it, namely: It is a guide to Rangeley. Richardson, Kennebago, Umbagog, and Parmachene Lakes, Dixville Notch, and Audover, Maine, and vicinity, with map of the Lake Region. It also contains
the game and fish laws of Maine and New Hampshire, railroad, steam¬
boat and stage routes, time tables, list or hotels, board, and other valua¬
ble information for sportsman, tourist, or pleasure seeker. Tills book
will be eagerly sought for by visitors to tho Maine Woods. It is abund¬
antly illustrated, and its pernsal Will prove of great, advantage to those
who read it with the intention of visiting the Rangeley Lake Region.
The fact ibnt snch goides as this are becoming necessary, and are of fre¬
quent publication, show how much the interest tn forest pleasures has
increased since—well, since Mnrray’s Adirondack Guide was published.
Many hundreds of questions which have been asked through our corres¬
pondent's column during the last three years are answered in this book.

MAGAZINES.
Scribner's for July is patriotic in sentiment, and contains
several articles apropos of the nation’s birthday. The opening article
entitled “The Signing of tho Declaration,” gives tho history of that
wonderful document. Miss Audobon contributes a paper of remi¬
niscences of her grandfather, and Mr. Bret Harte’s atory of "Gabriel
Conroy” is continued. It is hardly necessary to enumerate the wholo
table of conleuta of Scribner's. Every article is good, and the illustrations
np to the high standard of this journal.

The same may be said of Messrs. Scribner’s other publi¬
cation, St. Nicholas. A perfect feast for the little ones is contained
within tta pages. Mr. Aldrich’s comical translation or “The Cat and
the Countess” is continued, and also Mr. Noah Brooks’ stoiy "Across
the Plains.” "Jack” discourses from his pnlpit as learnedly as ever, and
what with pretty stories and capital pictures, the child who would not
be satisfied with SI. Nicholas would be bard indeed to please.

Lippincotl's for July also opens with articles appropriate
to tbe anniversary, the first being a continuation of the papers on • ’The
Century, its Fruits and its Festival,” in which the main points of the
great Exhibition are described, and many Interesting objects Il'.nstrated.
The serial entitled “The Atonement of Leam Duudas,” by Mrs. E.
Lynn Linton, is continued, and also Mr. Kearslcy's atory of old Phila¬
delphia "Thee aud Yon.” Tbe other articles are Mr. Sidney Lanier's
"Psalm of tbe West, rhapsodiacal and long; "On tbe Eastern Shore;”
“The Angels of tho Dew,” by Mary B. Dodge; “Letters from South Af¬
rica ” etc., etc.

The Eclectic for July contains two excellent illustrations
on stcol, one a copy of the old familiar “Battle of Bunker Hill,” and the
other a fancy sketch entiUed “Far from Home.” The literary contents
are also seasonable and varied. comprMDg articles on "Lord Macuuiy,’
by Leslie Stephen; “Some Festivities in Natal,” by Lady Barker; "Bonivard;’ “The Prisoner of Chilton;" "Powers of the Air;” “A Rhyme or
One,” by Frederick Locker; “Ordeala and Oaths, by E. B. Tylor;
"Spelltmt;" “Mrs. Thrale; the Friend or Dr. Johnson;" "Society;"
“Verses in Old French FormB, by Anslin Dobson;” “Gipsies and Ibetr
Friends;" “Studies of Matter and Life," by HenryJ. Slack, F.G.S.;
"Great Guns and Armor Plating;” “Sainte Perine, the City of the Gen¬
tle-" and “Glamour.” Tberenre also additional chapters of the stirring
story, “Her Dearest Foe,” by Mrs. Alexader, and the editorial notes un
home and foreign literatnae, and on science and art, are fresh and com¬
prehensive. The publisher of the Eclectic la Mr. E. R. Pelton, No. 35
Bond street. New York, and as the present nnmber continences a new
volume uow is tile time to tjubtscribe.

—In some of the northern districts of Victoria troops of
■wild horses, the produce of some escaped animals, have
multiplies to such an extent as to become a serious nui¬
sance, aud all attempts to capture them have been ut vain.
At the approach of a mounted horseman they are off like
the wind and nothing but a South American corral, and
the Quaeko, with his iassoo, would sufilee to bring them
into captivity. The habits of these wild droves are pre¬
cisely similar to their South American relatives, a stalwart
stallion being In command of each troop, and, on the
first appearance of danger, actively rounding up his mare?
aud foals, and leading them off.

FOREST AND STREAM,
A Conscientious Dog.—I had had this
dog for several years and had never, even in
his puppyhood, known him to steal. Never¬
theless, on one occasion he was very hungry,
and in the room where I was reading and
he was sitting there was within easy reach
a savory mutton chop. I was, greatly sur¬
prised to see him stealthily remove this chop
and take it under the sofa. However, I
pretended not to observe what had occurred,
and waited to see what would happen next.
For fully a quarter of an hour this terrier
remained under the sofa without making a
sound, hut doubtless enduring an agony of
contending feelings. Eventually, however,
conscience came off victorious, for, emerg¬
ing from his place of concealment, and
carrying in his mouth the stolen chop, he
came across the Toom and laid the tempting
morsel at my feet. The moment he drop¬
ped ihe stolen properly he boiled again
under the sofa, anrl from this retreat no
coaxing could charm him for several hours
afterward. Moreover, when during that
time he wa9 spoken to, or patted, he always
turned away his head in a ludicrously con¬
science-stricken manner. Altogether I do
not think it would be possible to imagine a
more satisfactory exhibition of conscience
by an animal tban this; for it must be re¬
membered, as already slated, that Ihe parti¬
cular animal in queslion was never beaten
in his life.—Quarterly Journal of Science.
•Salmon Canning in Oregon.—The

Ore¬
gon canneries commenced operations much
earlier this year than last, and new establish¬
ments have been opened. The prospects
opened fair for a handsome increase on the
business of last year, extensive as was the
trade in that year. Already some lots have
been forwarded by steamer and railroad,
and other lots are in process of shipment.
The large number cf wheat vessels to go
forward this year will afford abundant fa¬
cilities for shipments to England, while
there will also probably be larger exports
direct from the Columbia River, one vessel
having been already engaged to load a full
cargo. A peculiarity ot the business this
year will be some consignments of whole
flih, just as they come from the hands of
the cleaner, caus having been successfully
prepared for that purpose. When prepared
for the table, these fish will present an ap¬
petizing appearance.
—Some of the newspapers are astonished
at a horse’s pulling the plug out of the
bungbole of a ban el for the purpose of
slaking his thirst. It’s extraordinary. Now,
if the horse had pulled the barrel out of
the bungbole and slaked his thirst with
the ping, or if the barrel had pulled the
bunghole out of the horse and slaked its
thirst with the plug, or if the barrel had
pulled the bunghole out of the plug and
slaked its thirst with the horse, or if the
plug had pulled the horse out of the barrel
and slaked its thirst with the bunghole, or
if the bunghole had pulled the thirst out of
the horse and slaked the plug with the bar¬
rel, or if the barrel hud pulled the horse out
of the bunghole and plugged its thirst with
the slake, it might be worth while to make
a fuss about it.
—An orango tree at Fort Harley, on the
Santa Fee River, produced last year 8,000
oranges. It is over three feet in diameter,
and oasts a shadow measuring thirty-two
and a half feet.
—Watermolons come by mail all the way
from Florida to New York with only one
trausfer.
—The second crop of Florida oranges is
now coming forward.
—A new hotel Is in an advanced stage of
erection at Palatka, Fla
ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!
The “FOREST & STREAM” New

Hand-BooK for Riflemen.
Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
concerning Ranges, Targets, Scoring, Rifles, Shoot¬
ing. etc. Forms for Organization of Rifle Associa¬
tions, By-LawB, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Illustrated with Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams. By
Major Gbol O. Starr, Secretary American Rifle As¬
sociation.
1 vol. 18mo, cloth, Price 50 cents.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, oil re¬
ceipt of price, by j. B. FORD & CO., New York.

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR.
THOR

SALE.—A

LITTER OF THE

Jj
best breed of Cooker Spaniel Papa in the coun¬
try; also a fine Cocker bitch by Snip, ont of Juliette,
S months old, can be need on woodcock and grouse
the coming season. Price—all liver pnp, $20; liver
and white, $25. Address Robert Walker, Franklin,
Dei, Co., N. Y._jn29-.it

FOR SALE.—A HANDSOME ST. BER-

nard dog, imported from Hospice as a pnp, 4
re old, and every -way desirable: a good watch dog.
_ ::e $260. Address immediately L. Z., box 983
Bostou.
iu29-it

FOR isALET
OPUPPIES
NE RED DOG SJX WEEKS OLD,

by Saltns’ Dash out of Bonnet Cairo; price
$U5. One red bitch four months old, very promi ing,
by Bleven’s Jack, out of Belle, by Rodman's Dufib;
price $25. One red and while dog, by Jewell'* im¬
ported Red ont of Nell, by Russell's Bob: price $15.
Address WM. M. TlLESTON, this ofllce.
ju29 If
THE 1MEW KENNEL.

HTHE

SUBSCRIBER,

HAVING HAD

_L Ions experience iti handling and breaking dogs,
haa secured a place at Pennington, N. J., where he
16 prepared to break and hoard setters, pointers, and
spaniels. Reference: Field Editor of Purest and
Stream, New York. H. VAN SCHAIOK, Penning¬
ton, N.J.
jn29 3t

For

sale —one pointer

dog

pup three wonthB old, by Pete out of Phillis,
she by Old Phil. Or would exchange for a cocker
spaniel pnp. Address B. M. DAWSON, Bridgeport,
Uonn., box 082.
jn29-H

For sale-one

thoroughbred

native setter dog, broken, fifteen months old;
price $40; and one Irish setter pop three months old,
prico $20. Address B. J. BOBBINS, Wethersfield,
Conn.Jtiga-lt

B OARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.

First-class accommodation; plenty of spring water;
lermB low. Address HENBY B, HTJRST, Book
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
References:
Hubert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Badly, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest aDd Stream, 17 Chatham._ap!27 8m

Highest

quality lgwall

Lock-fast Breech Loader, m case, with imple¬
ments. No finer gnn Id the United States. Imported
to order. Has ua' er been shot, but must be sold. A
bargain seldom offered.
H. C. SQUIRES,
1 Cortlaudt street,
j el 5 3t_Third door from Broadway.

HAVANA

LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January Bfch,
we have reduced the prices of rickets as follows!
Whole, *20; i, $10; i, $5; 1-5, $4;

MO, $2; 1-30 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish liana
bills, Governments, &c. TAYLOR Ac CO.,Bankers,
I*. O. Box 4,448.
11 Wall •»., Naw York.

This rowing gear is an invention which allows the rower to face forward instead of backward, polling in
the same manner as with the ordinary oars. The oarsman faces the direction in which he goes, and rows faster
and more easily than with any other oar. The stroke is longer tlmn with ordinary oars. The oars can be closed
ud out of the way without detaching them from ihe gunwale. The boatman makes no more effort in steering
than in directing his coarse while walking These oars can be attached to and detached from the boat very
quickly, and they can be closed up in a convenient form for carrying. Can be attached to any boat, and Is espenially adapted‘to hauling, fishing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Addrees, daring Centennial, '•Jluntor’a
Camp” of Forest and Si ream, Centennial Branch P. O., Philadelphia.

WM.. LYMAN. Patentee.
je15 6fc

MIDDLE FIELD, CONN*

N. Y, Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power

COURTLANDT

Co.,

SsT.,

S PRATT’S

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (ihe only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent : they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake Is stamped ‘’Spruit's Patent.”
Be sure to observe this^ For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
ftpllg___

FOR BALE—FULL GORDON BETTER

Pops, over fonr months old. Both sire, Tom,
and dam, Jinnte, are very hard to heat on quail and
grouse, Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve Ditches. Inquire of
apl20
H. B. YONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.
U KIVR V LJAIIILYEH, M . D,, fl AS CONST AN TLY on hahd and for sale, medicines adapted to
-.eof all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street,
Oct 32

m IT Vanity Fair.

^
^ ^ It is Bhaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Docs not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. 8. KIMBALL «fe CO.,
Pkkrlebb Tobacco Wookb,
Rochester, N, Y.

BE BUILDERS

OF

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
BOUDRENS
PtPent Combination Reflecting

BOUD REN’S
Patent Combination
Reflecting

JACK LAMP
SUPPORT.

JackLamp.

JACK and —
FISHING LAMP.

From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I flnd Vanity Fair to be the beat article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
▼our tobaccos for many yea.a, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source io Winter and rongh weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir, Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lamborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp Are and by tbe hearth, I believe it in point of
fjagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and fouud it to be the ne pirn ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A ctgarettc is an interlude to ihe serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, IV Y.
Wo have received from Messrs. Kimball Sr Co,, of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
onndeach; and, aftermost thorough trial, do not
esitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
Its manufacturers claim for It. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

TRIP.
For Spearing
Useful for Night Hunting, Fishing, Biding
Horseback, and in open wagons. Lightis un¬
FISH AND EELS,
der perfect control of wearer by slight move¬
ment of body, leaving head and arms free.
Lighting Camps and Landings
This Lamp enpplies a want long felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them a reliable Light., with which I liev can
hunt and fish in any weather, thereby doubling their chances for sport. As a Carriage Lamp It tins no EQUAL.
Fits anv carriage. Price, JACK LAMP alone, $6; SUPPORT, $3 each; JACK AND FISHING LAMP, $8
each. SenL O. O. D,, with privilege of examination before payment.

WHITE

THE

MANUFACTURING COMFY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

A larger size is made, which Is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stabler, Storehouses. Sugar Houses,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Send
for circulars.
je22

E

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are It to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiom one to four persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keek stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. II. RUSHTON, Mauuf’r,
mch9 6m

J^IFLE FOR SALE.
A Remington, 40 calibre, 70 grains powder, weighing
about nine pounds. Thin rifle has been, used but
once; haaplaiol grip and full set of accoutrements,
including 200 shells. 150 of which are loaded. Prico
for the lot, $50. Address this office._ jelQ if
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THE LATEST
Portable Boat.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra steins,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve Inches, 15c.
8old by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by man for $1 by
novlStf

For

J. H. Hubbard,

Selling A sent, Cambridge, Maas.

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Unqualified testimonials from those
who have used them.

easy terms; situated near tbe seashore, at Bate,
L. I.; large yards, with fruit and shade trees, ana
Darns; pleasant surroundings, good fishing, banting
and bathing. Address
J. H. BATTY,
in ay 26 If
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

MEDALS OR BADGES.

Carries your luggage, and is checked on the railroad
aa a trunk; 3x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water proofed canvas, and made ready for the water in
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNER.
may4 tf
Mystic Riv^r, Conn.

FORESTANDSTREAM HAT.
Hats in Every Stylus.

sale—pleasant homes on

There can be no greater por-

lability without serious defects They are the only
poriable boats that are eqnal to the very best whole
ones ror local nse. Sold, by Eaton, Uolberton A (Jo.,
102 Nassau street.
jySli ly

N. Espenschied, I 18 Nassau.
ju39R

We are now prepared 'o lurnish badges or medals
of any description at short notice. Caving n first
class designer, and every facility for making unod
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,

d 1T \TV am* Revolvers Prico lists free. AdVJI C ix O dress Great Western Gun Works, Pitts¬

burgh, Pa,

ju29-6mo

praytl 8m

MANUFACTURING J EWELERS,
922 Broad street, Newark, N, t,
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FOREST AND STREAM,
mid

§lioristnen '& ^ionisn.

charts far^portthnm.

ORIENTAL

POWDKR

MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

A SELECT HUNTING PARTY FOB THE
SOUTHWEST.
GENTLEMAN FROM TEXAS IS

A

about, returning with a smalt party for a f«w
mouths hunting of buffalo,.antelope, etc., and an op¬
portunity is offered for a few crack rifle shots to join
the party. None need apply unless fully able to bear
the expense, and are willing to tough It. Plenty of
fine sport, and a f«ir remuneration is guaranteed.
References exchanged.
For full .particulars address
CAMP BRADY, 2i Bartlett street, Charlestown Dis¬
trict, Boston, Mass_jn29-lt

PROSPECT PARK HOTEL,,
CATSKILL, N. Y.
High elevation, mountain air, with scenery unsur¬
passed in the world; 20 acres of grounds. First-class
accommodation for 390 to 400 guests. Accessible by
day boats and cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
visiting this delightful resort with a View to secure
rooms, will be impressed with its unusual attractions.
Address JOHN BREASTED, Catskill.
ju29 3mo

GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Board for gentlemen or fam-

Hies at Sajrville, Long Island, with excellent
fishiugaml hay bird shooting; terms very moderate.
Address EDWARD DANE, Sayville, L. I. Refers to
Forbst and Stkham.jti20-if

RICE LAKE,
IDLE WILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A delightful summer resort for gentlemen and their
wives on Stony Point, Bass. Pickerel, Maacalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc.
A. V. DENIO, Proprietor.
%*Cars from Toronto to Port Hope or Cobnnrg, or
boat from Rochester to Port Hope.
je22 3m

LOOMiNG

B
July Meeting.

GROVE

PARK.

There will be Rifle Shooting, off¬
hand, for prizes, on the 6th of July.
Prizes:
A Remington Array Revolver, full plated.
A Remington Pocket Revolver, full plated,
A Gold Budge—Park Association.
Black Bass and Trout Fishing, Shooting, fee.
Excursion Tickets to Lackawaxen, $6; at Erie Rail¬
way office, 401 Broadway.
GEO. W. McGILL,
je22 2t
Sec. B. G. Park Association.

Jordan house.—“head of the
U
BOG.’'—Opposite the month of Jordan River,
Colton, St. Lawrence county. N. Y., 31. II. OBER,
Proprietor. Particular attention given to carting
Boats aud Baggage to Moosehead. Boarding Sporting
' Parties a specialty. Experienced and reliable guides
obtained on short notice. P. O. Address, South Col¬
ton, St. Lawrence county, N. Y. Reference in New
York. John P. Waters, 12 John street.je22 4t

PAVILION HOTEL,
NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

R. T. COLE, Proprietor.
Weekly Hops, Boating* Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promeuade piazza 3' 0 feet
long.
__jed Jim

Boaud at high bridge for t w o

persons; private family; high and spacious
ground* and stable; convenient to Harlem River;
boating and fishing; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E,
M. B., this office.
jeStf

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG, PROVINCE

OF

QUEBEC,

A. W. HTJBB 4.RD, Prop’r.
Tula 1b one of the finest fishing localtiesin the East¬
ern Townships of Canada, and is situated at the ont.et of Lake Memphrnmagog. Reached by stage eleven
miles Troni Ayre- Flat, on Paeumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport_jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bar, fee.
Free bns to depot. Daily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trank Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst of an excellent shooting
and flBhlng district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Baas, and Pickeiel Board $1.25 per day.
jel 3m_L- H. BROOKS, Proprietor.

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. S. BROWN & J. Q,. PERLEY, Fkopkiktohs,
Montreal, Canada.
LOCATED ON 8T. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRINCI. AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
jel 3m

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.
A FEW
SEIECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAneut parties can ite accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for tho whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.651, via PbtWlfc)?lvaiii!i Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the house. Address
L. CARVER, 2903 N. JOih St., Philadelphia.

BELMONT

HOTEL,

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, trad easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, arid all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per duy upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Privai e
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rales. The
moat convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency-of the times* are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the ••BELMONT.”
mcl»30 6ru
HARDY <fo CO., Proprietors.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
fiofftou Mass.

The House for Sportsmen.

T

HE “FISHING LINE.”

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS —Diamond Grain, Falcon Dnckinsr, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
{Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, iu the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
Brook Trout Reason opens May 1st.
Grayling Reason opens June 1st.
Black Buhm, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscalonge are
also found iu large numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
Bend trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club’rat
home, as ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family with yon. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly henefieial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average iu countries
new enough to afford thefiuesi. of fishing.
On and after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities uuired to tourists and
spo tsmen; also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner's risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rates.
11 iB our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full In¬
formation ns to Hotels, Boats, Guides, fee., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. & T. A.,
may4 4m
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
This great corporation now owns and operates over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover about all the country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pusheB through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it pusses through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul aud Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Pci cr, Mankato, NewTJhn, and stopBnot until Lake
Kameska. Dakota, is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, vui the Illiuois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, and the country beyondi Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grund Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha.. This last named is the “GREAT
TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada. California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is ihe safest, shortest, nnd best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points iu Nebraska, and for Gbeyenne,
Denver, Salt Lriko City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. san Francisco, ana all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO BPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEEVE, AND BRANT SHOOTING, TIIE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
hike, Pickerel, frnd Bass Fishing a hundred poims on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
W. H. 8TENNETT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago.
apl6

OFFICES—13Brood et., Boaton; 18 Exchange at., Buffalo; 0 State at., Chicago; :!!? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

GUNPONVDER.

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Establishbd m 1801),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated

Sporting, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts or the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneelantl,
Feb 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New Yorh.

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric” Powder.
Nob. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of l lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Bportlng.”
Nob. 1 (fine; to 8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canistere
and
and l2f lb. kegs. Burns slotoly and very
clean, ehooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other britnd, and It ia equally services ■
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard^ “Kentucky Rifle.1*
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
12*, and 61 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs, FFFG is also
paclted in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns Btrong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordin&rv sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard Wfl* powder of the conntry.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON-AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

FLORIDA.

Company

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEt^UA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Pishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
KOUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D, M. BOYD, Jn, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen’l Manager.
febS7 tf

TPOR

NEW

HAVEN,

manufacturers or the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Copt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World."_

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he cluims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating: of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting:.
He challenges nil riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at. the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for phot gnns.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Netonset. Mass.

J. II. BATTY",
Taxiderm ist,
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer In ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks1
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
T a x i d e rmists’
supplies. Skins
rad eggs for col¬
lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells, fee.
Agents;
Mcrrol Ryder,
55 Jackson St-..
St. Paul, Minm,
and Eaton. TTolberton fe Co.. 102 Nassau street. N. Y.

J. wajllaceT
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.

40 Acres—$50.

MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, anti CLUBS supplied
with Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles of any kind in Die
known world, put up In the most artistic manneT,
I rain a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormoose, from a moa to a hnnimrac-bird. Foreign
skim und artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
Bklu*. heads, and horns.
rachSOtf
No. Pi NORTH WILLIAM ST..N ly.
Birds and Animals Preserved to Order by

Ont or 650.000 acres of United Statea anil State

R. L. NEWCOMB,

lands ceded to the ATLANTIC, GULF & WEST

TAXIDERMIST,

INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres can now he

NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Instructions given-

Selected for $50.

ronj'25 tf

QANADIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

In the cen're of the orange region, adjacent to a
road running daily train* from Fernandina, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Keys, on the Gplf or Mexicowith the best HUNTING and FISHING in Amenta,
and almost free transportation given to each purcha¬
ser, theBC lands will be epeedily bought up by actual
eettlers from all parts of the Union.

HARTFORD,

They compare favorably with THE BEST lands In

Jj
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
mierraediate points. The new and elegant steamer
0. H. Northaiu leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(SuudayB excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
Mat River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
iu waiting on (he wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York
at 11 P. M+> connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf at New Haven, leaving at 6:15 A. M.
Tickets sold nnd baggage checked at 914 Broadway,
New York, aud4 Court Btreet, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return. $1.50 Applv at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agent.
my25tf

the State, and are already surrounded by thrifty
Northern and Western Settlera.
For maps, further descriptions, 4c., address, Inclos¬
ing stamp,

J. B. OLIVER, Gen. Agt.,

“Our Birds of Prey.”
HENRY G. YENNOR, E. G. S.
of the Geological Survey of Canada.

Thistainsbeaiyttfui.
and novel work con30 large Photographed Plates, and upw ards
of 350 puges of descriptive letter-press. It figures
and describes every species of Eagle, Falcon, Hank,
Buzzard, and Owl that is known to ocenr or occasion¬
ally to have visited Gamma.
Price Complete, in Cloth (30 Platen), - - 1*13
p. H.—Tho Plates or ibis Work will not be sold
separately, but if dosired the whole book may he had
in paper cover, $13.
jeS 3m

FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMP’Y.,
jel 8t

361 Fnlton St,, Brooklyn, N. Y,

New York Mailing Agency.
Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sporti.
men from all parts of the United States and Canada.

20 Murray St., N. Y.

Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
‘'Champion Wing Shot

Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”

88 Wall Street. NewTorb.

also reach the best localities for

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6± lbs. each, and In canis¬
ters of 1 aud 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 Ins., 12} lbs.,
and 6* lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and \ lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiGu •
urn than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
A t> l> a T? ATTT<l

Aleo,

Respectfully invite attention to the

The Pennsylvania Railroad

The strongest and cUanert Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
Bis.es (higher numbers) especially aro recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading gnns, giving great
penetration with vory slight recoil.

LAFLINi RAND POWDER Co.,
The moat Popular Powder In Uae.

TO SPORTSMEN:

afforded by their lints for reach in® most of the TROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES iu the Middle
States. These linos bciDE CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT points; avoid the difficnltlesand dan¬
gers of reshipment, while ibe excellent cars rnn over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lineB of

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Dupont’s

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COIVIP'Y
SuperiorFacilities

St. I is
Decs

at.,

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machine*. I3'3pruee St. ,4tih floor from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager olid
Proprietor, Open day and night* _

Jti'mmst*
Philadelphia.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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THE DALY CUN

MANNING’S

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

FOR 1876,

Send for Catalogue to

WILL BE

i SCHO VERLWM DAL rfr‘0
84 and 86 CHAMBERS ST., A. V.,

Published Shortly,
''

Club Edition, cloth and gilt edged.$2*00
Clnb Edition, morocco cover, with case._ 2.50

And to W. It. Schaefer, 61 Elm SI,, Boston, and F, P. Taylor, 72 E. Madison St., Chicago.

Paper and Metallic Shells

ADIRONDACEIS,

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

AVU HAND
T l \ Am Tmmr
n> a tt tt r
AND
BOOK r»ir
OF rn
TRAVEL
To .Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, aud Chumolain, Hie A usable Chasm,
the Thousand Jalunds, MasBemi Springs,
and Trenton Falla.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Revised Edition.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers, Red and Gold.
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illustrated. Over
300 pages. Price, #2.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are Hie easiest reloaded.
Do uot have to nusorcw the head tlor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not head nr break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hnbhs’ patent waterproof primers, never mis* fire, and aro
highly prized by all that have used them.
gig
PArElf SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
y Tor
outlay
for im,
improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for thei purpose.
purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
_PAPER
___LLS
SHELLS equa.
equal to ,any imported. They
fire, and will not burst hi the gi
Inquire of any of the deaie
in sporting materials for
the U. M, C. Co.’a Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic
Broech Loadinjv sliot Guns.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. .1, T. lleadley, the Historian. Author of
‘■Adirondack, or Life in the Weeds,’' &c,
It is admirably written, and has just enough of hnmor. sentutieiil, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The illustrations aro well chosen
and very effectives while the instructions respecting
youtes. localities, distances, outfits, &c., embrace
everything that can be. desired. Taking ;t nil in all.
It l* the most complete book that has been published
on the Adirondack^, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment that 1 trust will he properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.

Shells

for

These Shells are easily loaded, aad the cap* easily extracted from Inside. Head solid, and much thicker
an any shell now made, giving u solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevent* it Trout driving tbmtmh ur
printing away, thereby causing mlsellfes. The cone is made of nickle and fastened nolid in ii* place Tt
neither mats or corrode* fast like moveable anvil made oT steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shell for a fuw days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron
These shells
arc tin:ly finished, and made any length ordered, from 3}- to .'it inches.
Shell? and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can ho obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GKO. E. HART it 00., 363 and S(i5 Market at., Newark, N. J.

Prom Captaiu liogardua, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Messrs. George E. Hart & Go.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells 1 received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever need They
are stronger and better in every respect, and 1 shall use them in all my Bhooting hereafter. Tours truly
m»yIS-ly
A H iinoAttnns.

Bedford

Bm’eka

Air
$5.

EDWINSON C. GREEN’S

mtux ri loaders,
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are nnsnrpussed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority in
shooting power has been snown wherever tested in
this country and in England, standing first, second,
and third at the NcwTork Mol in 1873; also the high¬
est average at the London Field trial in 1875. A case
of these guns mane to order for sportsmen, and taken
from stock, ure shown at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, British Department. Prices, JM5 to $350,
Currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost bend for descriptive circular and
price iislto
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
J ncksmivi lie, Illinois,
jelB
SOLE AGENTS FOR U, 8.

Something New!
THREE

un.

_

Pistol,

EAST TO LOAD. NO SMASHING ETNGu...
STRONGEST EVER MADE.
Send for Circnl ir.
EtlRERA MEG CO., 171 Devonshire Street,
K_BOSTON, MASa_jn39-5r.

BARRELED

J. LANG,
OP

Green’s patent Loader, price $2.

JQESCHIPTIVE GUIDE

LOAD OX,

Begs to announce that be is daily in attendance at the
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION to show this new
Gun, destined to supercede all other
BREECH LOADING

GUNS.

J. LANG Is also prepared to measure sportsmen for
now guns with his movable model, insuring a proper
length and bend, greatly improving the shooting of a
bad shot.
Now is the best opportunity for ordering a

London Manufactured Gun
at a low price, direct.from a Manufacturer.

J. Lang & Sons,
3?all Mall, London.

From Albett B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
■’Woods and Waters,” ‘ The Indian pass,” &c..
T think it is the best, work on the forest that has ap¬
peared— superior in word-puintine to Mui ray’s, and
full of wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we arc in the forest, are living with
you iti the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and by us. This,
1 think, the true test of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Rook,” >t is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is the only I king or the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very tiling that has been so long wanted
and waited for. It must have cost you. intense appli¬
cation and labor. You nifty well be content that you
have pi odticed a good book.
From Benson ,J. Leasing, the Historian,
I have read those portions descriptive of the places
which camu under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictures as i recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. I re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
as a most iisefnl--nay. iudi^penHable, manual for tour¬
ists to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason 1 regard vonr “Guide” as an important, useful,
hud llmely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, S3.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
nmyll tf_17 Cbutham street, N. Y. City.

■ Life in 1

Dy CHARLES JIALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE

FISHING TOURIST.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬
lish in*r Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET. NEW TORE,
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price at olfice of publica¬
tion.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale :,y Harper & Brothers, or at
the oflice of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
apl6 tf

APPLY

Charles L. Ritzmann,

BREECH-LOADING GUNS,

SOON

Advertisers of

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOMAS MANNING, 318
BROADWAY, N, Y.
MANNING S YACHT AGENCY. Office of “MAN¬
NING'S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
tf

Fysshe and Fysshynge.
From t.lio “Bribe of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaak Walton in His “Angler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary hy Geo, W. Van Siclen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy timed paper; square 12mo.. 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illnatratioua reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D
from Forest and Stream.
apl27 3m

LFT n DTH \ T/ut'Ftorida Agriculturist,
r
Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting or 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c
Gallesio’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French). $1.
Guide Map of Florida, 50c Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville. Fla. Say Where yon auw *’iis.
tf
HURST’S

Stereoscopic Studies
OF

Natural History
FOR OBJECT TBACHING IN SCHOOLS
Aufi

PARLOR

ENTERTAINNENT.

Wo aro prepared to furnish the first sixty numbers of
the first series of

Animals and Birds of North America.
To (hese will be added a second periea of foreign
specimens, and various animals and birds in grotesque
art!tndes, never, however, violating their natural in¬
stincts.
We offer these views, Dot as pictures only, bntaa
studies from nature. One of the great moving ele¬
ments in onr modern sys'-ern of educalion :s object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside
of our homes, where they cannot fail to have a last¬
ing impression of the form, color, habile, uud local¬
ity of each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years aa
Taxidermist of the New York Statu Cabinet of Nat¬
ural History, and in gathering bis large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Ilnrst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
wi th its appropriate rocks, woods, or water, and col¬
oring from the originals.
Cornell University,
|
Ithaca, March 14th, 1870. f
I muBt congratulate you upon your great success in
this new educational enterprise. If we can arrange
our amusement 8 bo as to make them impart Instruc¬
tion to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu¬
cation.
EZRA CORNELL.
Prices: By tin; Dozen.$3 tIO
JJy the get of 5 Dozen, in Elegant Case, 1G Ou
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

Forest, ami Stream Publishing Comp’y,
17 Chat-hum si „ (City Halt pq.’l

?■ 0. box 3833.

Founded July 4,1808.

SPORTING GOODS, SUMMER RESORTS, PLEA¬
SURE ROUTES, HOTELS, RAILWAY
AND STAGE LINES, &c.,
Will find

W allace’s

Guide to the Adirondacks

(TWO SHOT AND ONE BIBLE.)

An invaluable mode of reaching a liberal and wealthy
class of tourists, whose jjalronage is most desiied.
This book is standard; it has an extended sale, aud
new editions are issued each spring. The. copyright is
now owned,and the Guide will be published hereafter
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun from eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thiug so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war¬
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering ninswle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$80 to $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

943 Broadway, Above 22(1 Street,

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

FACTORY, 114 CENTRE STREET,
Guns, Pistols, and Rifles,
Shooting Accessories), Fishing Tackle
AND SPORTING GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Brerch Load¬
ers, and always have some fine second hand Gnus on
hand, cheap, Send 15c. for the handsomest and complc-test catalogue published; Bize, 9x12 inches: (18
pages and 112 illmdral ions.
je22 lv

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price Use, No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. 1.
Oct S-fan

FAIR HOLM PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, und Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents’
children under twelve, 10 cents,
jan6 iy ’

W. H. BAKER,
mob80 6m

LISLE. BROOME CO., N, V.

CHAS. gkken,
Manufacturer of

Zoological Garden.

Terms of Advertising:
One Full Page.§40
One Half Page, ..... ... 25
One Quarter Page. 16
Those desiring to secure epaco will please apply

_ mayll

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York City.
Or to E. R. WALLACE,
_Syracuse, New York.

JNq-EW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap but reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Ply-making, Haunts and Habits of Game, Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc,, to which is added a complete list of Home
aud Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
apllS 3m
P, E. POND, Moaicllo, Wis,

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, 121 Walnut St,, Philadelphia.

FOREST AND STREAM
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON

&

SON,

Manufacturers of

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel in the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF. STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

G vm Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

Covers.

dun Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO 1 -ThlB Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Ia perforated to make It light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and bbs combersome than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is finite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Pat up in neat Black Walnut
CMNSrif-!4‘r Prizes. Same style as No 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
_
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE Send for New Price List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines, Ac., &c. Mention this paper.

c.

F. OltViS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,

mch30 Sm
L. H. Abbey.

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.
C. F. Imbkie.

An phew Clerk.
Special.

48 Maiden Lane.1 p. o. box 1294.
35 Liberty Street. S new tore.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of fine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Files aud Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied lo order; Cattjhnnk and Pasque Islrnds
Bass Lines. Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine EL L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Rod ia marked “H, L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. ” Beware

McBride

These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful. Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mamfonl,
Monroe conn tv. N YE«ton, Holbcrtou <fc Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Lilies._dec2 ly

BISSETT & MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.,
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BUCK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Vom Hofe’s Robber
stee1 Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the AdiTOPdacks, the Maine Wood6,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
ca-eful and prompt attention.

Rotls, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemium awaidea by the Franklin
Institute, 18M._mch9 6m

J. B. Crook & Co.,
MANOT’ACTTTREKS a

FISHING TACKLE!
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
Fisliing- Tackle,
Fisiiiug Rods,
Fish Hooksi
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

SO Fixltoxi St., 1ST. YN. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

33. YOM

m

NORRIS
FOR
Trout, Salmon, and
Bass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Haas Flies, Reels, Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Books, &c.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

HOFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer In

aag2fl-ly__

FLY RODS.

Heart Rods,

for Trent Baba and Salmon.

.1

THE LEADING REEL MAKER

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Skinner's New Fluted Bait.

NORRIS,

Split Bamboo Fly-Bods.
I have on hand Beveral fine trout rode at $33 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number^ Ad¬
dress
meh!6 8m

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAb

LEGGINS.
REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

NEW

junyllLSt

132 Nassau street, N. Y,

(complete).

810

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete)....815

Q HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
^ (complete).820

W. H. IIOLABIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices.

The ten dollar suit is bettor

made than any competitor can otter for tho same
money. Hy original design having been appropriated

Ac., f»r which I have to thank the fiatemity at large
for suggestions.

BOSTON

I believe that I have the

BEST SHOOTING AND FISHING
THE WORLD,
and respectfully solicit your orders.

COATS IN

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 16 pages, free on application.

SHOOTING SUIT

Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods.

They are better known and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,

Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We otter this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The oesign embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit 1b thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams aud pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Buie (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially adapted for spot tsmen, designed and
made np by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and lo which
we call the attention of alt brethren of the ont*door
and sbore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
Aft a sportsman, we give It our unqualified endorse¬
ment, ns combining "ho bed points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in thlB latter respect.”
Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,
“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
apl6 6m

VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Coujitlahi) St.

Dogs of England.
Fr®m Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani
mal Painter, photographed from tho origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. THROPP.
Plata Photograph 12x10, in Bonk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell. St. Bernard, (roughl Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Boll Terrier, white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) - GartlmEsq.
Nellie. Cocker, (liver aud white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Ben, Spaniel, (liver polo-ed] T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish \\ ulur Spaniel, Captain Lmdoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Dawes. Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75

Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalroa’Un, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk. Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Eaq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel. — G-rwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black aud tan) T. H. Mur¬
chison. Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. ,T. C. Macdona.
Be Ilona, Fox Terrier, T. 11 "Murchison, Ks.q.
Bandie, Dandle Diriment, Captain Liudoo.
llylae, King Charles Spaniel, — Garw ood, Esq.
lhiuce. English Terrier, (white) T. H Murchison.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Kurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake. Irish Water spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and vhiteJS. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
M onarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. O. Mhct*°Hnmlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Erq.
__
,,
_
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reh. Spaniel (liver colored,! T. Burgess, Esq,
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie. Cocker (liver and while),
J. L.Price,Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshna Davies Esq.
Large size, 17x10, colored hy hand, in exact Imitatiop
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
Price, $4.00.

Best Bait nsed for Bass or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mall, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published-80 pages of
Firhing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Ball, and Sport¬
ing GcSds.
'
’FISH A SIMPSON^

HOOT1NG AND FISHING SUITS,

by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,

THE

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
Bole A genta for the celebrated McBride Flies.
Tents, Gawp Stoves, Jock and Fishing Lamps,
and Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suits.
Holberton’s new Fly Book will hold 114 Flies at
full length, without curling the smells. Each one
held in iis place bya German silver fly holder. Bound
ta I he finest. Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Hunting KnfveB, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Water-proof Moccasin Shoe. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscuit.
Ammunition of all kinds.
Send stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly
I’. O. Box 5,109-

AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Fishing Tackle,

101

RIFLE COVERS AND

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

BARTON, ALEXANDER £ WALLER,

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

Flics,

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

° Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods,
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
i Needles.
.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
_may25

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHLP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BKtiECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

CREEDMOOR AND

(luvilj 11U1MU1 lull VA1 UU*j

Sportsman’s Emporium,

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, "bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—C&n now be obtained on
application to this office.

Pippin, Png, Mrs. B. Mouck.
Cbailie, Blenheim Spaniel. Joshna Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and while), K. J. L. Price.
Jack. Fox Terrier. T, U. Murclitasou. Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior Scotch Deerhunnd Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake. Poin’nriliver and white),-Currie. Esq.
Nelson, Bull Teirior (white), S. E. bln.ley. Esq..
M P
Oainer, Foxhoond,-Eadcrtlle, Esq.
These Pictures Will be forwarded on receipt of
price.

Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to

expreSB charges.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham street. New York.

FOREST AND STREAM

THE LEFEVER GUN.

Lefever Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
THESE

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE FTH3LIO.

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable Improvements In the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, arc now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.

1. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

FINE

Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1878 beat* the TecordB of
any maker m the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st,-Greener.Greener.
2d- Tape.Davidson.
3d—Pape....Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, S out of the 6 best were
made by 1'apc. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fuel proven there, and afterwards conllrmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, w hen its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the beat six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
:st— Tape...Davidson.
2d—Pape.
Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
Ist-Pape.Davidson
60 yarns, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 31 dr. to It oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 24 oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Snb. Cnp, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858. 1559,1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dee* If
NO AGENTS.

FROMJSTOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW- .
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imDrted direct to our NEW YORK
FFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - @65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard, - - - - 115
«
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - 180
Paragon, - - 229
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, on
our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wish**
carried out WITH DESPATCH

S

Without Extra Cost.
Send for Illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to oar
NEW YORK CITY.

H.C. Squires/0- 'firSC***THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
J. D. DOUGALL’S
Express Guns and ltiflcs.

Sportsman's Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

TV o.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AMD

New

York.

RE 1 AIL

BREECH LOADIN
AND

Imolements,
Cartridjres, both

Kinds.
and Paper.

Brass

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE

V fZ/.l E l.i'ADIKO (3 UNS& RIFLES VERY GHRAl

The Most Approved

System

-OF-

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

Military J Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction
ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

^REVOLVERS
■“

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IE ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
New Haven, Coi

(Title registered.)

w.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
In ClasB 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shotB fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 80-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gon, at any public trial either in Eng¬
land or America,
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention Is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C, Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest Im¬
provements. No old style guns iu stock.
Sole New York A^ent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Tiade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue Of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janl3 ly

WILLIAMS & POWELL.
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.
Pattern made by

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

*

our Close-Shoot¬

*

*

ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 No. 6, 40

>>

'IS, f:

yards.

; ^

:

HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION

FIELD

TRIAL

w.

i

. .

|1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.3C0, .400 and .450 Bore.
KIOBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING
MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ GN APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON,

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE -SUOOTINU
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cnp,
value 40 guiueaB, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1870, heating S3 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with smull shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon tlie old system. For report of
tne Gun Trial apply to Messrs. 51cLuran, Williams & Co., Agents, St
Louis, U. S. A. Address
\v. w. greener,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

SNEIDEK
PRICES, @150.00 TO 82*50.00.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SHITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Sc

Sneider.

S14 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

lanufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

And Dealer In

JOHN KRIDER,

Guns of nil .Descriptions.
Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks-bent. crootji-nr
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on lfSnd «
large invoice of Engl it h chilled shot, iu 28-lb bags
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.’

Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Fites,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Troul.Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a largo
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins In great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

$10, $50, $100

Jel

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

NO, 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Pishing Tackle.

Woven Rowing, Base Rail, and Gymnasium suits.

59 St. James’s Street London.

aug26 tf

BREECH
I have n
stock a
plete a
inent of Rifles
of all wellg
known and re¬
liable makerB,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who-take an in*
—
K^MJNG I ON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, nil lengths and
th
can Se c<?sred lu the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
made with clubs and associations. Send for. illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 200 Broadway, corner
Warren SUN. Y.
dec.23 fim

.ce

BRANCH OFFICE, 20 Maiden Lane,

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

The

ENGLISH

Made to Order

Shares in Wall street
.
.
, „
often leads to fortune.
Si^d for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, .bowing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers.
72 Broadway, N. Y.

No. 01 Elm Street, Boston,
febS ly

Comer of Dock Square.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
/CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
elides, weighs but 1) pounds, and Is only lj inches
wide. Holders dare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any!
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,86.50.
I' ordering, give the size of sheds and a loose meas¬
urement. ootaide of vest.
Jy23-ly
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falb.Kan

350

FOREST AND STREAM.

repeating arms coMPany

NEW HAVEN, CONN,, U. S. A.

REASONS

THE

FOR BUYING

WINCHESTER REPEATING

RIFLE.

UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AUD EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OP MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OP WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now

in

use, in

all

Parts

of

the

VV^orld.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

INDIA RUBBER

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S Fishing Punts, Coats, LegNEW RAILROAD,

gins, and Boots,

Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along tho "West Shore of Lake Champlain.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, In con¬
nection -with Trains and Steamers from Hew York,
landing passengers at the very

D. HODGMAN & CO.,

& SONS.,

WM. READ
13 Faneuil Hall Square,

COMPLETE

AND

27 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. H. MAYO, Ssa'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N.Y.

POPE’S

SON’S
SCHUYLEk, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 20 <k 22 John street, I*. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street, Boston.

Mowing
AND

REAPING MACHINES,Tedders end Rakes,
FOR H-VIi V E8TLYG.
Addres?
R. H. Allen & Co.,
189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW TORfc.
apllS ly
BY A NEW PB.OOKSS-50 op
the neatest white -visiting cards
-y0u ever saw, with your name
ndsomely printed, by retun. mall fo,1

RINTING

TARGET

MILITARY, SPORTINC, HUNTING AND

FOB TARGET PRACTICE.

FefelOtf

inspection and trial. Also
Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send
Greener’s, Webley’s, WeBtley KichardB, Clabroogh, Moore
jrta and
»im othoraLfrom
uuuorti, irum ©<i0 up. Fine Bronze Yacht
chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $18, &c., Ac,
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Pishing Tackle,
Send for Circnlara.

REMINGTON

Rifle Air Pistol,
.
Just the thing for
sportsmen aodmiliShoots darts or dugs a
I distance of (50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing rath if one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put. up in a neat box, with
—
6 darts, 8 targets, 100 singe, ram¬
rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
ulckt-1 plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from tho Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
“Itts sorely ingenious in mechanism, quile accu¬
rate in aim. aud useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

BR EECH-LOADERS.

BREECH LOADING RIELES.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BP.O.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,
DIXONS <fc HAWKSLEY’8 SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the beat ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight le
so evenly distributed that it ie
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass sheila are n*ed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of
ton forces the wad forward, when
—
_
bad shooting la the reenlt.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
panv’s Ammunition,

-ntis.wakr(ANTED THE BEST TN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
INNON, 46 Kaeelond SL, Boston, Muss. fjeS ly

The Remington Rifle was introduced for Target and
.
about five years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creedmoor
was established. All the prominent leng range shooters (with one exception) us
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. &c.,.inclosing 6c. stamp with this

E. Eemington
[P. O. Box 3994J

Ac

Sons.,

S83 Bread way, IN. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMORY, ILION, N. Y.]

ALSO, AM

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash aud Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick,
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint
ing by Bispham
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointcf Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 35 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST and stream pub. com
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

Made Lantern and lOO Sliden for 8100.

E

& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

. Broadway, N, Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
le], Chromes and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,

THE

AQUARIUM
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hour, and a sharp turn to the right, brings us to tsu-ki-ji,
the foreign concession, where we have the pleasure of put¬
ting up for the night with one of the foreign diplomatic
BY MBS. EUNICE B. I.AMBEKTON.
corps, who places his horse at our disposal.
After a bath and a good dinner, it required a great deal
REMEMBER, I remember
of talking to determine which was really the best place to
As if’t were yesterday,
go
to shoot, B. suggesting a change in the programme. A
The rlpplo of a floating langhl
long discussion followed, during which we had finished a
Poll many leagues away;
They called the pond Sesachacha.
liberal allowance of Burgundy and cheroots, and it was
Whatever that may mean,
finally decided, as first agreed upon, that I-ta-bashi was
I only know the fairies dwelt
the most unfrequented place, and L-, our host; after mak¬
Above its silver sheen.
,
ing due inquiries of his boy about the necessaiy supplies
for the week’s trip, began to doze off, followed by A.,with
Gay vision of a tiny boat,
Or rather cockle shell.
his pipe dropping into his waistcoat pocket, while B.
Comes laden past the shores or time.
amused himself overhauling his traps, etc. We managed
With whom? 1 may not tell,
to retire before' twelve o’clock, and slept soundly in the
I'Vir other boats and other hearts
comfortable beds of our host, notwithstanding the legation
Have launched and moored since then.
I only know the years go by
consisted of a Japanese house.
And never come again.
At six o’clock the next morning we were up and about,
while A.'s waggonette and horses were already harnessed
A blessing on the fairy pond,
and
betties (guards) on hand. The servants then stowed
The oars that glipting swing,
away our luggage while we quietly enjoyed our toast and
When cliffs re-echo soft and low,
tea. Everything being in order, we left the legation at
Tho songs we used to sing;
Sweet bonny afts, they linger yet
half past six and drove off. Branching off to the left on
Tn memory’s refrain;
the Na-ka-sendo, we passed through several small villages,
Alaal to know the dream alone
and reached 1-ta-basbi at noon. The road was in good
Will bring them back ggam.
order; in fact, as good for driving over as any country
tjmliftu name or a pond at Nantucket, Mass.
road in America, and the scenery simply lovely. The
MacheMtr, N. T.
monotony of rice fields was broken here and there by
For Forest and Slreatn.
fields of wheat, or a grove of magnificent old trees. The
tea-house was excessively clean, and a small L which we
occupied bordered on the bank of a rivulet fringed with
bamboos. The remainder of the day was spent in seeing
BY S AMOUR AT.
that our fire-arms were in perfect order, and preparing am¬
munition for tho next day’s sport.
“Where fiery Phmbns riset.li up so bright
At three o’clock the following morning we were aroused,
That all the Orient laugheth with the sight.”—Chaucer.
and after taking our tea and toast by candlelight we
ROBABLY no country in the world affords a better sauntered out to be in readiness for the first flight of geese
field for amusement to the enthusiastic sportsman to their feeding grounds, which always occurs at early
than Old Japan, and of no country has so little been known dawn. It was too early yet, however, and passing over the
until of late years, and since the advent of foreigners. ridge of a small hill leading to the open ground, a grand
Game from one end of the empire to the other is abundant sight was spread out before us. To the north the long
and of varied description. The pheasants, woodcock, and range of mountains of Joskin were distinctly visible
snipe rival those of old England, while the several species against the horizon, and between us for fifty miles was one
of the duck and goose family oan only be equalled in this vast sheet of rice-fields with the narrow serpentine Nak-acountry for delicacy of flavor and as a standard for size, sendo traveling northward; while to the left that grand old
etc. Aside from the feathered tribe, to those who desire mountain Fusi-yama (literally “Peerless Mountain”) with
larger game, deer and boar bunting is easily obtainable in its snow-capped dome rising from above its lesser sateiites
season, and in the northern portion of the country still in the heavens, and the full moon shining placidly upon its
larger game exists in the shape of bears, tigers, etc. It is mirrored surface, was a sight that few in the world are
not many years ago that I enjoyed a week of the best fortunate enough to witness, and one never to be forgotten.
spoi o turn, I experienced during a residence of several It was no time for cogitation, however, and pushing rapidly
years in that country. It had been determined at the on we separated and concealed ovrselves among the blinds
close of the busy season in Yokohama that a few of us built of rice straw thaL had previously been prepared for
should fry our luck at game outside of treaty limits on the our reception.
vast -paddy (rice) fields north of Yedo, which extends to
1 had hardly ensconced myself before the first faint
the province of Jo-sbin, and from notes made during that streaks of the breaking day were visible in the eastern hor¬
excursion I propose to give you a rough outline of the izon, and with it was heard in the deep stillness of the
morning tho distant “honk, honk,” which plainly an¬
trip.
On the 25tli of November, 1872, B. and myself, having nounced the first arrival of the early birds for food. This
made all necessary preparations, started for a small hamlet flock passed to the left of my station, and swung around
called I-ta-bashi, about eighteen miles beyond Yedo. The directly in front of B., who fired two barrels and brought
railway from Yokohama to Yedo being still in an uncom¬ down three geese. Becoming bewildered instead of taking
pleted state, we were obliged to use our carriage. After their flight in a direct line, they wheeled, and circling,
passing the gates of Yokohama, and a sharp pull over gave both L. and myself a fair shot, which we certainly
availed ourselves of for three more paid the penalty of
jNutigi hill, we strike a level road, or rather dyke,
aud branching off to the right meet the tocaido, or gov¬ their temerity. For two successive hours we loaded aud
ernment road, which extends from one end of the em¬ filed, as flock after flock arrived at their habitual feeding
pire to the other.
Owing to the large traffic of ground, only to be thinned and driven away. At seven
late on the road by carriages and carts of all descriptions o’clock a cessation of hostilities took place, and as there
between Yokohama and Yedo, it is in such a condition as was uo more shooting to be done with these birds for the
to make it anything but pleasant driving, whereas formerly remainder of the day, it was considered advisable to send
one could not wish for a more level highway. We pass the bag to the house and finish with snipe shooting. After
through Kanagawa, with houses on either side barely af¬ dispatching a hearty breakfast we walked the fields until
fording sufficient passage for two carriages to pass, and noon, bagging snipe at every few yards, and when the Bun
it is only after a great deal of maneuvering that we man¬ was high in the heavens and our noonday meal, which had
age to clear several jin-rick-shas (literally “one man been sent on before us, was reached, the three of us had
power,” a small cart on two wheels for one person, drawn 24, 26, and 85 couplos of snipe to show for the morning’s
by,a eoolie) without overtumng them, and reach “Black work; and the same ground being shot over in the after¬
Eyed Susan’s” tea house,.abreast of Nau-ga-mungi, where noon afforded 52 couples of birds more. No conception
we gladly stop for a few moments to sponge our horses’ cau be formed of the multitude of these birds when the
mouths out, partake of a small cup of Japanese tea, and rice is ripe, or of the delicate flavor of their flesh. They
eat a few ’tsembi. Jumping in the carriage again, we drive are fine, plump, and equal iu size to their English con¬
on, saluted by the tea house girls with “sai-yo-nara” (good geners.
The next day was devoted to woodcocks and pheasants,
bye). The road grows wider for a short distance, and
makes locomotion easier for the horses, while we gradually and with our trusty spaniels Becky and Diver, Ilesper and
lessen the distance and reach Kawa-saki, on the Logo Sally, we began work by skirting the woods bordering on
River, a small village half way between Yokohama and the rice fields. Fortune favored us, aud In a short time we
Yedo. Unharnessing, we here take luncheon, while the were hard at work. Suddenly we heard “Mark wood¬
bettoes (grooms) ferry the horses across the river. After cock!” from L., and B-, having the centre, fires as a splenan hour’s chat with the tea house people, we jump aboard . did bird flies silently through the tangled wood as only a
a flat-boat and reach the other side. The stream is only woodeocR can. “Well done, B.,” shouted A., as his .bird,
about fifty yards broad, and thus easily crossed, llcre twisting and twirling in among t,he brush wood, fell
the tocaido runs in a straight, line for five miles, Banked on heavily. While in the very act of retrieving this bird the
both sides by rico fields, aud is uninteresting until one ar¬ spaniel flushed a cock pheasant wbieh, flying toward L.,
rives at gin-a-gftwa, a suburb of the city of Yedo, and . was brought suddenly to the ground by a well-directed
-formerly a notorious place for drunken yackonins and shot. The work was now getting warm, and each man
swash bucklers. However, Sin-a-gawa has wonderfully looked out for himself, with an occasional “Mark pheas¬
changed within the past few years. Where formerly tea ant!" or “Mark woodeook-!’’ and our hands were kept
houses were restricted to foreign use, their proprietors are busy.
When the end of the week drew near there were few
now (1872) peaceful and obliging to travelers, and but few
tipsy two-sworded men are now met with on the road. happier mortals in the world than L., B. aod A., and on
Tims we gradually enter Yeilo, passing on the left the Saturday night when ourhoises’ heads were turned home¬
Dutch, American, and English,legations, and going through ward, the waggonette would not hold the game killed
the large gateway we are at Inst fairly in Yedo itself. A during the last three days. We had sent to Yedo over 250
drive through the honeho-dori, or main street, of a half an birds of the first three days’ shooting, and now we had 200
SESACHACHA*
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birds more to bear witness to the sport. Few can realise
the pleasure that is derived from shooting in a country
filled with game, and in cover where no white man ever
shot before. The birds in every instance were strong on
the wing, and in the perfection of condition. Those of
your readers who havo been fortunate enough to have
visited Japan, and to have shot there, will bear me out in
saying that it is without exception the finest game country
in the world; and tire Japanese having become of late
years acquainted with this fact, have, like sensible people,
framed a code of game laws which some of our sportsmen
would do well to imitate for the protection of game in
States where no law exist, and where extermination is only
a question of time—and a very Bhort time at that.
NOTES

OF

THE

WHEELER
TION.

EXPEDI¬

A DAY IN THE CANON.
Whipple. Not passable ?
Lee.
Not even jackasBable.—Ol*n PC AY.

HE lines of this life do not always fall in pleasant
places. In the chaparral, one fresh and dewy morn¬
ing, a green-coated, red-throated humming-bird came while
I was yet asleep and stood in the air over me like a liny
guardian angel. This was very nice, indeed, and I felt
very much flattered and pleased by its graceful attentions.
But last night, in the dead and solemn darkness, as I lay
On the sand at the bottom of the canon, I was visited by a
creature of different portent, which frightened me and dis¬
pleased me exceedingly. A lizaTd, one of those diabolical,
swift-footed little whiskabouts, flopped down on me and
my dreams, at about that hour at which evil spirits are
supposed to be abroad. He came from that rock on whose
lee side I had chosen my berth. First be looked at, me
with one eye, and then fluttered across my blanketed form
with an eccentric jerk .and stared at me with the other.
Again, with spasm after spasm of locomotion he inspected
me from different points of view, until I, taking the risk of
being impolite to the devil, who be probably was, cast him
off and breathed freely again. No, it was not an imp of
night mare, either, such as rides the school-boy alter a
hearty supper; this creature had the real form and sub¬
stance of a lizard, though what its spirit was 1 do not pre¬
tend to know.
At daybreak, rolling over in search of an easier position
—there is but one thing harder than a bed of Band, aud
that is the solid rock—1 spied a scorpion just at the edge of
my canvas, aspiring with clumsy claw, to climb up to me.
But, foiled in his sociable intentions, it quickly became
food for scientific research. Remembering the popular
belief in the suicidal proclivities of this insect, reptile, or
whatever it may be, we conducted it with ceremonies of
martyrdom into open ground, built up around it a wall of
living coals, and waited to see it sting itself and die. The
prisoner became frantic with the heat, and, seeking escape,
rushed toward the red embers, only to recoil from the lire.
Again and again lie tried, but the fence of his corral was
too hot lor him to climb. At last with faint and fainter
equirmings he died. Did he sting himself to death?
Faith, I know not. All of this time he had been wriggling
through all of the motions incidental to a reptile’B distress,
and, in the course of these, his tail, curled in agony, did
once or twice seem to touch iiis back. In this motion
some of the spectators did see him stab himself, like a
Roman at bay, but there was still a strong latent opinion
among the unscientific that the wretch was simply toasted
to death.
This was in the Cespe Canon, between whose immense
walls .and over whose rock sluices and bowlder-dams, we
were seeking a thoroughfare. That was a day of bard
work for aHimal and man. Laboring incessantly from day¬
light till dark, scarcely two miles of progress could we
achieve. Now the task would be to flounder through some
pool, where the mules must swim, soaking our provisions
and luggage, and again they must leap lrom some ledge,
which, provokingly, was not quite so high as to he impos¬
sible, nor so low as to be easy, even when filled in with a
grade of loose rock. Or it would be necessary to ascend
to perilous heights in order to avoid some chute of steep
descent, down which tho water seethed, half cataract and
half rapids; or to avoid some continuous area upon which
the bowlders were thickly Btrewn, like the cobble-stones of
the street. Then, climbing and clinging, the animals of the
train, weak with much fasting, would falter at some criti¬
cal point, strike impoteutly at the ground for securer foot¬
hold, and, failing this, would sway around with the hind¬
quarters, fall, roll, and bound over the precipice, and to
the bottom. But, plucky and tough, they never died
Though bruised and bleeding, a mule, wedged in among
the ruins of his cargo after a fall of twenty, thirty, or even
fifty feet, never thinks of dying. More reasonably, if his
hoad be uppermost, he turns his jaws to (he nearest leaf or
clump of grass and allows his ruling passion to assert
itself. Perltaps this tenacity of life is hardihood, perhaps
it is stubbornness; let the mule-whacker say which.
So we worked in tire Cespe Cation, often carrying the
cargo or wheeling the odometer by liana over routes where
the animals could not go. Finally, defeated aud sore, we
retraced the steps whioh had been so futile, and balanced ac¬
counts with Cespe Csflon, realizing that we bad lost there¬
in much patience and piety, and also one wheel of the od¬
ometer vehicle, and had made discovery of one human
skeleton, bleached, scattered, and incomplete; one miner’s
pick, witli head all rusted and handle all shrunken ai.d
loose in its socket; and the trail of one grizzly bear, whose
track was twelve and one-half inches long from heel to
toe nail and full six inches broad across the ball of l lie foot.
Rather a dismal inventory, was it. not, and wiihal quite
discouraging to furtherin', vance? Persons of a logical turn of
mind may fiud conucotion between these three items, amt
infer that the man went out to seek gold aud tlie bear went
out to seek bis dinner, and that, while the bear wus suc¬
cessful, the man was not so. Or romancers may put these
three limbs together and have the basis of a novelette whioh
shall be nuts tor the juvenile intellect. Only it should be
remembered that there is a slight anachronism existing
between a fresh bear track and a bleached skeleton.
That was a characteristic formation of country around
there, and interesting for geological study. It Beeins newly
broken up and suggest recent igneous action. The moun¬
tains are not yet rounded down by ooutinual washing and
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wearing, Tint rut) up to a perfect right angle, which is
hounded on one side by the cross-section of strata which
lately were horizontal, and on the other by the ground sur¬
face, now tilled, of the same. Those were the nearest ap¬
proach to the mesas, or isolated tables, which we saw in
California. How the shell of the earth must have writhed
in distortion in the days of these upheavals? At one point,
we stood on a sharp summit from which the layers sloped
in all directions, showing that here, yielding to some
mighty pressure underneath, the crust, had swollen and
broken in eruption, and remained piled around the mouth
of this crater in great slabs, each a thousand feet thick,
hooking around you, there could be seen iMsas sloping On
all sides, eacii witli its own idiosyncrasy ol’ angle and direc¬
tion. And not only were the shapes grand, but 1,1m colors
were vivid, and the transition from the black or red sandstoue shore to the white was very abrupt. Such is the Held
th^ inspires the water-color artist, and in this array of an¬
tagonistic colors, and in these earths of beautiful liues, held
between tinted strata, vertical, Hal, and inclined, ismaterial
tor a picture whose effect would be intense.
The entire physical geography of this region is remarka¬
ble, seeming as if the internal fires were yet hut a short
distauce under ground. In a neighboring low, bald range
of hills there is, according to popular belief and report, a
fissure from which constantly issues a current of heated
air of sulphureous smell, too hot to he tolerated
with the bare hand, and there are men living
not many miles away, who are willing to make affidavit
that on certain nights they have seen sheets of flame break
forth from here as from the chimney of a furnace. Mak¬
ing all due allowance for the superstition of these worthy
men and their tendency to see the devil in every phenome¬
non of physical geography, there is still reason to believe
that, there is in this locality an escape of hot air or gas,
which is not moist vapor, such as would arise from a hid¬
den spring of boiling water, but is dry and stifling like
the breath of a volcano. For a whole day we sought this
mysterious surface vein from our earth’s fiery heart, but,
found it not, and so it is yet undemonstrated whether this
is a physical fact or a popular myth. Very probably it is
half of each, a little heavy science being embellished with
a little light superstition,
We traced a tepid branch of Cespe Creek to its source,
and there it boiled up from the valley and down from the
bluffs in a multitude of hot- springs, whose temperature
was 195% and whose waters were strong with mineral sub¬
stances. Everywhere the red sediment of the chalybeate
spring and the whitish coating of the sulphur stream are
seen in the ledges and on the marsh, while the distasteful
odor of the latter meets you from afar off. On the San
Emigdio Creek an epidemic, more painful Ilian fatal,
visited our camp. Its effects were peculiar, that, is, pecu¬
liar usually to small boys in the season of green apples and
faded watermellons. People went about the camp in de¬
vout attitudes, with bowed heads like patriarchal Davids,
with hands clasped across the bosom, or thereabouts, and
crying, “Ob, my soul!” or words to that effect. These
were the symptoms; let the doctors decide upon the malady,
and also upon its cause, which the natives attribute to the
arsenic which they say infests the springs which feed the
San Emigdio Creek, but for which, previous to our analy¬
sis of the waters, out chemical savant blamed the leads of
antimony which traverse the Ban Emigdio Mounlains, and
which are washed by the subterranean channel of these
springs. There we saw that thing so rare In our country's
mineral wealth, an antimony mine, whose sulphuret is
found in masses, shining with the color and sparkle of
broken lead, but more brittle and of easier fracture than
that. This vein is thirty feet wide, and has been pros¬
pected and claimed for two miles of its length, but it
eanuol, be a source of sudden gain, for its product, when
purified of its rock and other refuse matter, leaving the
sulphuret alone, is worth but eighty dollars a ton in San
Francisco, which city is a great distance from these fast¬
nesses.
In the Ojai Valley., just over the hills from Cespe Creek,
was more novelty. It was the “tar springs,” whose ebon
products oozed forth and overflowed the read in a vicious
coating, in which the hoofs of the traveler’s horse would
stick, balling with an accumulation of the stuff, which
would prove a source of stumbling to the beast and of
vexation to the smith when lie should come to shoe him.
In reality these “tar springs" were an outburst of asphallum which welled forth on either side of the valley for
miles, and, in sheets of a stygian darkness, flowed with a
motion slow and invisible, like that of a glacier, and cov¬
ered the road; hardened in the sun, became dusty from
usage, and was as excellent an asphalt pavement as ever
you saw in the city. At places it, leaked forth in streams
along the side of the hill; at others it bubbled up ponds
of heavy liquid, which must he fenced around, in order
that the settler's cattle might not be swamped in it and die.
At one of these, twenty feet in diameter and of depth un¬
known we stopped to observe, while our chemist was
gathering a botUe of tbe product for analysis at home.
Domestic reader, did you ever see a housewife making a
kettle of mush? and did you ever notice the ebullition,
clow and labored, which took place upon its surface? How •
a bubble would heave upward gradually until, having be¬
come a diminutive hollow cone, charged with hot air, it
would break at the apex and discharge Us contents with
a noiseless burst and escape of steam? Just so with I lie
cold ebullition upon the face of this black pool, only
sometimes a jet of water was projected from the point of
Hi is cone, whose shell fell backward in a crater or glisten
ing blackness, which slowly subsided to the general level.
As for its temperature, the exact degree of it will always
remain a mystery, for our chemical gentleman, fearing that
the beauty ot his thermometer would suffer defilement if
it touched this pitch, inserted a finger instead, and with¬
drawing it as black as a Nubian’s, reported the warmth
“ordinary," Even in the present unsettled state of the
country enterprising man has begun to utilize these tarry
products, uud at one of the largest springs had erected
vats and other works for the collection and the clietaiicai
processes necessary for the purification of the crude mate¬
rial But in an unfortunate conflagration these had been
destroyed and not only the buildings aud (lie stores, which
were lood’ for a flame which illumined the country for
miles around, but also the dry chaparral ou the adjacent
mountains for miles, and the springs themselves, which,
after these many days, were still smouldering and smoking.
Farther down the valley was a deserted artesian well,
whose shafts had been sunk to penetrate a vein of petrole¬
um The machinery was still there, aud the vessel of un¬
refined oil. These also must surrender a vial of Uieir con¬
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tents to the service of science. Once in the bottle the mix¬
ture began a voluntary process of self-purification, the wa¬
ter fell lo the bottom, and the less ponderous petroleum,
with its impurities of paraffine, naphtha, and asplialtixm
THE AQUARIUM.
climbed to the top in a mass of inky blackness, overhang W
ing the crystalline water as a thunder cloud overhangs a
pure atmosphere. On being shaken, tatters and streamers
N tbe hope of supplying a want that has been expressed
fell darkly down from the upper stratum, as shTeds draggle
by readers of Forest and Stream for information re¬
from a wind-driven cloud. It may not have been worth a
second thought, but somehow I could not help considering garding aquaria, we give on our title page an illustration
it a very pretty Right, and a neat, illustration of the law of of marine life, and add some simple directions about the
nature which tends to adjust ail bodies to their own prop¬ management of the aquarium.
er level, and as such worth a place on the parlor table or
Though a very simple matter, it was never understood
in (lie physicist's laboratory
Frank. Carpenter.
until recently. On the introduction of gold fish, a taste
The Wheeler Exploring Expedition, California, 1875.
was suddenly developed for keeping fish in globes, or
q
Mu' Mirsst and Stream.
tanks, in which tlie water was ofteu changed. Though
HUNTING NEAR ENTERPRISE, FLOR¬ fish may be kept alive for some time in this way, they can
IDA.
not long remain in a healthy condition. Tbe water should
never be changed, and if we will but go to Nature for direc¬
nE morning of March 1st broke clear and beau tifu tion, we can easily learn how the water may be kept pure,
with the orange blossoms breathing their fragrance and support animal life. All animals breathe oxygen, and
and the mocking-birds making the woods vocal witli their
song. Tlie deep blue of the sky and the bracing air of the throw off carbon, while plants breathe carbon, and throw
pine woods combined to render it. a day fit for Diana her¬ oil oxygen. If we establish in our aquarium a proper bah
self to take the field. I had not yet killed a deer nor had ance of animal and plant life both will thrive as in their
a shot at one, and was desirous of showing the “Cracker’s” natural homes. It is hardly necessary to give any direc¬
that I could keep cool and avoid the “buck ague," which tions about making the tanks, as they can be had of dealers
they ail predicted I’d have; consequently I Teadily acceded
to O'Steen's proposition that we should drive the “nine everywhere in great variety. There has been introduced
mile” hammock some four miles from his house. Sound¬ recently a new form of glass jar, with a capacity of from
ing his horn for tlie dogs we shouldered our guns and two to five gallons, that is especially adapted to the marine
started. We reached the “nine mile" after a brisk walk, aquarium, as it does not maguify or distort as does the or¬
and kept some distance along its edge without seeing any¬ dinary glass globe.
thing, when all at once the yelping of old Lee as she dashed
Supposing that our tank has been selected, we should
through the hushes, told us she had struck a trail, aud in a
few minutes the oilier dogs took up the cry and we knew first place in it enough clean pebbles to cover the bottom,
they had jumped a deer. Away they weut the sounds to a depth of two inches, Above these we may'arrange
growing fainter and fainter in the distance, until almost in¬ larger rock forms, and if done with taste and judgment it
audible, when suddenly we heard it more distinctly; the will add much to the beauty of our aquarium, and also
deer had turned and was coming back. We were within a
hundred yards of a point in the hammock that makes out furnish hiding places for the fish. The plants should now
into the flat woods; on the other side of the point tlie dry be introduced. If out tank is to contain fresh water, most
grass was all ou Are, so the deer must either turn back or of the plants will need to be anchored down by fastening
come out to us. Taking in the situation at a glance a bit of stone to their roots. The plants most useful are
O’Blocn started full run for the point, while I remained Myriojihyttum, Valisnerins GeratophyUam. spiralis,Antippritim,
where I was with my gun ready, forgetting entirely the
and Potamogelon.
They are to he found slow-i mining
“buck ague." Before O’Steen reached the point and
while his back was still turned to me, 1 heard a crashing brooks, and ponds. A tank holding twelve gallons of
through the bushes and out dashed the deer, within twenty water should support tweniy-five small fish, and we would
yards to my left. I raised the breech loader and fired, aDd recommend the following: Gold and silver perch, the
with a tremendous somersault the noble creature fell dead; striped dace, sun-fish, rock sun-fish, rock-fish, cat-fish, eel,
thirteen buckshot behind the shoulder. Witli a wild yell
lizzard, tadpole, and a small turtle may be included. An
tbe old hunter rushed up to me and grasped my hand, and
such a war dance as we executed then and there has not island may be formed by covering a piece of eork with
been witnessed since the days of “Billy Bowlegs." Having moss. II is a pretty addition, and gives a chance for the
removed the entrails of the deer O’Bleen coolly slung it on lizzard and turtle to crawl out for an airing.
his shoulder and we started home. On the road we were
The salt water aquarium should be treated in much the
joined by one of his sons who relieved him Of his gun. same way. One of the best plan la is Ulna Ittmima, which
We were within two miles of the house, when a wild
turkey started out of a bunch of palmetto, and running a may be found iu laTge fronds cast upon Ihe beach after a
short distance rose in the air; when about twenty feet from strong wind has been blowing from tbe sea. Its color is
the ground a load from the-breech loader “went for him"
rich dark green, and when in a healthy condition it is firm
and he fell to rise no more. Another hand-shaking and and crisp to the touch. Another very handsome plant
war dance, this being my first, turkey. I estimated his that thrives well in the aquarium is C'a.troniuiphu. It is
weight at fifty pounUs before we arrived at the house,
though he proved rather thin and only weighed sixteen by found in deep water, and can only he got by dredging. It
resembles a mass of fine green threads which, when un¬
tbe scales, but they may have been wrong. I neglected to
mention that I carried him myself some distance. I had a tangled, are sometimes found to he thirty feet in length.
delightful sojourn of two months in Florida, spending Entromorpha eompremi is a beautiful green plant found on
most of the time with the “Crackers,” and think they have nearly every shore at low tide. It grows in long grass-like
certainly been belied. 1 always had a clean bed to sleep in
aud plenty to eat. Venison was a drug with us, turkeys by leaves, that move in most graceful lines with every motion
no means scarce, and I have proved to my satisfaction that of the water. We have never found it very hardy iu tlie
a man can eat quail every day aud survive. Then the tank. Tlie plants of a brown color, though very beautiful
charm of wearing old clothes all the time and being able to for a time, will soon decay in tbe aquarium. Some of the
start out into the field at a moment’s notice is very great. red algte do very well and are a great, addition. The QririA friend of mine had his wile with him in Florida, conse¬
nAla mnericana is one of the best. Ohondrus crispvs, or
quently could not rough it as I did. He pitied my lonely
condition very much when we first, arrived, but after kill¬ “Irish moss," will sometimes do well, and Solaria, if found
ing tlie deer above mentioned he came out to have a day growing to a bit of stone, will live in confinement, but
with me in tlie woods and enjoyed it so much that ou should uot be exposed in much light. There are innumer¬
leaving he said, “ S. you are having a fine time here, I’d able beautiful plants to be found at low water mark, that
like to stay with you, flrstrate, hut the devil of it is, I have
will always tempt us to try, and if watched closely, and
my wife ‘with me.” In conclusion I would advise any of
your readers who wish to have real sport, and don’t mind removed if found decaying, will do no harm.
Our illustration shows many of the most interesting ani¬
roughing it, to go to Enterprise, aud drive out from there
to Aiken’s, twelve miles on the road to New Smyrna. 1 mals that are adapted to the marine aquarium. In the
spent three weeks there very enjoyably killing deer, turkeys central part of tbe picture Is a fully-expanded anemone.
aud quantities of quail. A creek alive with trout (black Seen in this condition one can readily see why it has re¬
bass) runs by the gate, aud there is a beautiful lake within
two miles, where Aiken has a boat. The fishing there is ceived the name of that beautiful Bower. At times it ap¬
spiendid. I found my setter invaluable, his retrieving pears a mere mass of jelly, and the fishermen along the
qualities being particularly needed. In fact sportsmen coast.have called it “halibut slime,” supposing it merely a
make a great mistake in going anywhere without a good mass of slime from that fish. The body of the anemone
setter or pointer, if they expect to kill birds. Nearly all may be described as a double gelatinous sac; the inner
the natives have bounds. Aiken is an old Indian fighter,
and at night around his blazing hearth, frequently enter¬ sac is the stomach, the space between it and the outer
tained us with his hairbreadth escapes, some of which I membrane is divided by vertical partitions, each compart¬
ment being connected at the upper part with a hollow ten¬
may try to give you in a future paper.
S.
tacle, The tentacles serve to catch, and convey to its
An Ini?ali,i:hlu Bait.—No more empty baskets! Mr.
mouth, such animals as happen within its reach. The
Joseph Labadie, of Galveston, .Texas, having made a study anemone is reproduced by eggs that arc thrown out in
of fish bails for years has at length discovered an infallible' different degrees of development, sometimes, as perfectly
bait. Like tlie magic ungents of tbe barbers, which make formed anemones. They also multiply by self-division: a
the hair to grow where no hair grew before, this bait will portion of the animal, usually near the base, gradually
enable you to make a sure basket, whether there be fish in separates itself from the main body. If closely observed
the stream or no. Seriously, Mr. Labadie has a new bait Jor a few days a single row of tentacles will make their
which is advertised in another column, aud which appears, appearance, and increase in number with the growth.
from accounts we have of it, to be a lure for fish of a most Though a low form of life, the auemoties are among the
remarkable character. The cost is trifling, and the paste
most beautiful aud interesting objects in nature. In color,
Weil worth a trial._
_
they vary from a light brown, to a deep chocolate. They
—An English writer says that iu the case of Are ill build¬ are found on the coast north of New York, very abun¬
ings containing horses, if the harness be merely put on,
dantly in the vicinity of Newport. To the left of them are
however loosely, the horses will quit the place without
three of a bright red color that were brought from Barmudifficulty.
da. They differ from the Others iu haviug less power of
—The Pifctstmrg Commercial snys: A cow in Illinois
gave birtli to six calves the other day—or else some body expansion to the body, and have fewer teutacles, but make
.up
for the lack of grace iu fom, by their gorgeous color.
Ties.
—If you intend to do a mean thing put it oil till to- The general scientific name for them is Actinia. Just above
is
shown
a bunch of Serpvlw contortuplicala. They belong
movrow—H it is better to bend than break, how is that chaps to the Annelida,or worms proper. They breathe through
the skin by sacs or gills, la the present geuus the reap irk'
who go off ou a bender so of teu get broke ?
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lion isfcy gills which are elegant in form and brilliant in¬
color. The body of the serpuia is short, the hard tube in
which it lives in the sand being many times the length of
the animal. Projecting from the tube may be seen a fan¬
like appendage most beautifully tinted with bands of red
and white. This fan is the serpula’s gills, and aid it in
procuring its food. If viewed with a magnifying glass, it
will be seen that the exterior of the gill-tufts is covered
with wonderfully delicate filaments or cilia which are con¬
stantly waving in regular ripples; by this movement a cur¬
rent is produced that brings in a multitude of minute ani¬
mals upon which the worm feeds. The serpulais furnished
with an arrangement for stopping its tube when it wishe9
to retire; this is a conical appendage developed from one
of the little antennae which hangs from the tube, aDd is
called the operculum. Oue specimen in my tank has two
kinds of plants growing from its operculum. When first
placed in the tank the serpulae are very sensitive, and pop
into their tubes at the least jar. Near the surpulais shown
the common shrimp, which is regarded as an excellent
scavenger of the tank. The shrimps are so transp rent
that I he food can be seen in the stomach, and we can almost
trace the process of digestion.
Attached to the lower part of the rock work are more
of the brown, and some of the beautiful little white, ane
mones. It is almost impossible to describe their form, as
they are so changeable. At times hanging from the rock
to which they are attached, the tentacles drooping like the
petals of a withered flower, again the body stands erect,
the tentacles extended to their utmost limit, and in con¬
stant motion. Suddenly a part of the body will be con¬
tracted as if a string had been drawn lightly around it, and
sometimes there Will be two or three of these constrictions
.at the same time. Again, they will assume the form of a
rose, and one never tires of watching them. Some days
they appear an opaque white, or cream color; an hour
later we find them so nearly transparent that the interior
divisions of the body can be clearly seen.
At the lower left-hand corner is shown a mussel Modiola
plicatula), and above it the soft clam {Mya arenaria). The
black mu ssel (Mytilus edulis), is not shown in the drawing,
but is a useful member of the aquarium family, as it lives
upon the little ammalcul® that sometimes become so plenty
in the tank as to obstruct the view. The star-fishe3 are
curious and interesting, but are hardly safe for the aquarium, as they are ravenous eaters, and will likely
distroy the shell fish we most wish to preserve. They hare
a singular way of feeding. Placing themselves upon the
animal they wish to devour, the digestive sac is turned
inside out so as to enclose their prey, and the animal is
sucked from its shell.
The hermit crab (Pagums longicarpm) is shown inhabit¬
ing the shell of a Tritia trivittata. These curious little
crabs have no armor of their own, and so take possession
of any mollusk’s shell that happens to fit them—usually
one of the Buccinum family. The rock crab should not
be introduced, unless it be a very small specimen, as they
over-turn the rock work, and are blessed with an appetite
that is never satisfied. The spider crab {Labinica canaliculata)t is interesting and less destructive. It loves to dress
itself with bits of plant, or anything that comes handy,
and then parades with as much evident satisfaction as any
dandy.
At the extreme right of the picture is shown a bunch of
Fubulariu. This plant-like obj «ot, is formed of a number of
lubes branching in ail directions; the end of the tube appears
a flower, its petals closing and opening constantly. These
heads live a few days, then drop from the stem to he re¬
placed by a new bead that may be seen slowly traveling
up the tube. The sea-horse {Hippocampus Jiudsonius) is an
other strange little animal that we should possess if possi¬
ble. Its natural food is the Serpulas which it sucks from
the tubes, hut it will feed upon tue soft part of a shrimp,
or clam. At the top of the illustration is shown a branch
Serlu aria. In a picture of this kind only a faint idea can
be given, as the beautiful little animals that have formed
it toe scarcely discernible with the naked eye.
Nearly all the animals we have named can be found on
our own coast. Those who prefer to do so can purchase
them of dealers. In conclusion we would say that the care
of a marine aquarium can be only a source of pleasure to
any oue who loves nature. These animals have been drawn
from my own tank—a glass jar holding about twelve
quarts of water. For many months it has supported
twenty or thirty anemones, besides many other animals,
and has always heen in a perfectly healthy condition. The
only care required, was now and then a little fresh water
to supply the evaporation.
It. M. Shurtleff.
CONNECTICUT RIVER SALMON.

Thomas DoDallon in a gill net, and is on exhibition at
Stevens’s market. It weighs nearly twenty pounds and is
one of the most cheering things to look at in these bard
times. It means that the work of the commission is not
useless with regard to salmon, and it is a promise that
there will be plenty of these delicious fish at our door be¬
fore long. The specimen is about a yard long and a beau¬
tiful fish, though really not so silvery as some of the
enormous Kennebec ones that have been lately sold In im¬
mense quantities in this city. The fish was taken going up
stream aDd is thought to be one of those planted iu the
Farmington river six years ago. If this one lived others
also should be in the river.”
Let me add that it seems very strange that the Fish Com¬
mission should meet with so much opposition from those
places on the Connecticut river that have the benefit of all
the work done by the Commissioners, and I feel certain
that some of the doubting Thomas’s will doubt even after
the river is again filled with salmon,
Von G.
-♦**-

—Mr. YYilmot has, we understand, been very successful
in placing salmon fry in the rivers of the eastern provinces
of Canada. The numbers distributed are:—Sackville river,
Halifax county, 140,000; River Philip, Cumberland, 140, 000; Salmon river, Colchester, 15,000; East rivtr, Pie.tou,
20,000; West river, Pictou, 10,0o0; Niddle Tiver, Pictnu,
10^000; Musquodoboit river, Halifax, 20,000; Nine Mile
river, Shad Bay, 10,000; Little Salmon river, Preston, 10,000; Shubetiacadie river, 10,000; Gold river, 10,000. There
are to be 5,000 retained at the Bedford establishment near
Halifax, for experimental purposes.
—On the 8th inst., S. S. Watkins again made his appear¬
ance at our Lakes with 7,500 more California salmon for
these waters. Again on the 13th, the same gentleman iu
company with several of the business men of Hastings and
Red Wing, brought with them 6,000 of the land-locked fry.
—Shakopee Argus. _
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{Continued from Page 318.)
FAMILY PICID.B.

/ Picus villosus. Hairy woodpecker. A common resident,
breeding about May 1st.
/ Picus pubescens. Downy woodpecker. Also common all
the year. The eggs are laid about May 10th, and it some¬
times rears two broods in the season.
/ Sphyrapicus rnrius. Yellow-bellied woodpecker. Resi¬
dent but not abundant. It breeds about May 1st.
t Centurus carolinus. Red-bellied woodpecker. Resident,
but very rare. The eggs are laid about J une 1st.
/ ifelanerpes erythrocephalus. Red beaded woodpecker.
Resident and common; breeds about April 20th.
/ Colaptes auralas. Golden-winged woodpecker or flicker.
This handsome bird is a very common summer, inbabitaut,
arriving from the south by March 20th, it begins nesting
by the first week in May. All are gone south by Nov. 1st.
FAMILY STIUGJDA!.

/ Bubo rirginianus. Great-horned owl. A common resi¬
dent. The eggs are laid from February 14th to March 20th.
/Scops a do. Screech owl. The most common of all our
owls, remaining throughout the year, and nesting about
May 1st.
/ Otus vulgaris.
Long-eared owl.
Resident, but not
common, breeding from the middle of April to the last of
May.
/ Brachyotus palustris. Short-eared owl. Resident, and
very common, nesting about the last, of May.
/ Surnium cincT.WP- Great grey owl. Resident, hut not
common. One set of eggs was taken March, 1871.
, Syrniwm nebulosum. Barred owl. Resident and common,
breeding from the last of March to the middle of April.
j Nyctule acadica. Acadian owl. Resident and tolerably
common, breeding about the last of April.
FAMILY FALCONIDA5.

/ Circus cyaneus. Marsh hawk. Resident and common,
breeding through May.
■ Accipiter fuscus. Sharp-shinned hawk. Resident, hut
not common. It breeds about May 5th.
, Accipiter Coopert. Cooper's hawk. Very common all
the year, breeding from the first to tire middle of May.
/ Falco columbarius. Pigeon hawk. A very rare spring
and fall visitor.
j Falco sparverius. Sparrow hawk. This beautiful little
hawk is a tolerably common summer visitor, arriving from
the south by the last of March, breeding by the 10th of
May, and departing southwaid the last ot October.
, Buteo borealis. Red-tailed hawk. Resident and very
common. The eggs are laid from the first to the middle of
April.
/ Buteo Unealus. Red-shouldered buzzard. A common
resident. The young are hatched from the middle to the
last of April.
j Pandion halimtus. Fish hawk. A rare spring and fall
visitor.
v Halimtus leucocephalus. Bald eagle. Very rare, but resi¬
dent. One nest was taken February 14th, 1873.
FAMILY CATHARTlD-rE,

West Meriden,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 send you .iic follpwiug imerestiug

June 24.

item taken from the
Hartford Courani and it will I think well repay those
croakers at H.gunnum and at other places on the river to
read it—and I hope they will be now manly enough to give
our Fish Commissioners credit for the good work they are
doing, and aid in the good cause instead of sneering at
what they do not seem to understand:—
“Not. so loug ago that, tradition does not still make the
time fresh in recollection, sal ion so bothered shad fishers
in drawing their nets that whoever bought a shad was re¬
quired to take a salmon, tun, ... Older to clear the market.
But for years and years, there nas been no such thing as a
Connecticut river salmon. Now, however, a real specimen
of these fish has been caught at Middle Haddam by Mr,

I Cuthmtes our a. Turkey bussard. Accidental from the
south. One specimen was taken September 21st, 1874.
—A movement is on foot for the organization of a work¬
ing club composed of the practical naturalists in this city
and vicinity. The idea is not to make a “heavy” society
of it, with a high-sounding name, but simply a means of
of gathering together
entomologists,
ornithologists,
microscospists, aquarium-students, botanists, and all
others who are genuine workers in some branch of natu¬
ral history, and who are willing to tell others what they
know, and learn from others what they do not. It has as
yet taken no definite shape, but persons likely to be inter¬
ested will soon be called upon to attempt occasional meet¬
ings.

THREE MIGRATIONS COMPARED.
We owe to the thoughtfulness of Prof. Spencer F. Baird
the possession of the following information. It is a list of
the dates of the arrival at Hollis, in the southern part of
New Hampshire, of fifty-six species of-migratory birds for
three successive years. The author is AY. H. Fox, and
the dates are as follows:—
Name.
Tardus migratorius.
Mimas carolinensjs..
Hnvuorhynchus raftis.
Sialia aialla...,,
RegulaB aatrapa...
Reeulus calendula.
Mniotilta varlft....
Parula americana.
Helmimhophaga rutieapilla.
lielminthophaga celata..
Demlrceca ®;?t.iva..
Dendrceca virens.
Pendraica cierulescens..
Dcudroeca coronat.a.
Dendrceca blackbornUe.
Dendrceca pcnneylvAnica...
Dendrceca palmarum.
Seinru.H fturocapilluB.
Geothlypis trichaa.
Sctophaga rnticilla.
Pyranga rubra.
ilirundo borreornm.
Tachyciimta bicolor.
Progne purpurea.
Ampella cedrorura.
Viren olivaceus...
Virco flavifrons.
Vireo solltiariua.
Carpodacus purpnreus.
Passerculus savanna.
Ponecetes gramineus.
Melospiza melodia.
Spizella socialis.
Spizella pusilla.
Zouotrichia albicollis.
Pa^serella illaca....__
Goniapbca Indoviciana.
Dolichonyx oryzivorus.
Agelsens plicefticens.
MolotbruH pecorls.
Sturnella magna.
Qaiscalus purpureus.
Icterus Baltimore.
Tyraniius carolinensis.
SayorniB Tuscan.
Empidonax minimus.
Astro-itomue voclferua.
Cliordeiles virginianua.....
Olueiura pelusgia.
Ceryle alcyonc.
Colaptes auratUB.
Ecioplstes ruigratoriua..
Tnugotdcs raaculariuB.
Ardea herodiaa. .
Botaurus minor.

WHA.T

. April 21_May S-.
. May 10....
. May 10....
. April 21 ... April 14...
. May JO..
* May 10 .
. May 13..
. May 21
. May 29..
. May 25...
.. AprO 28 .
. June 3.
. May 8
May 8
. April 29
. April 20
, May IB
. April 32
. March il
.. April 19
.. |April 19
AprU 23
. April 5
.May 16
. May 10. May 10.|May 6
. March 3_April 2... . March 7
'May 6. April 2.April 11
. j VI 'ii c I j 26.. . .. April 2I»
...!...| March 20....| April 3
... May 10 .... May 10.|Muy 6
... May 11.|May 10.. .. May 3
... I March 26... I March 31... I March 6
. .1.. May lo.|May 4
...May 15.May 11.1 May 6
...IMay 22.May 11... . April 17
...l May 9.I May 3.'May 30
. •.. April 8.|April 15
...'.April 15.... I March 26... April 13
... April 6.(April 8. Aprils
.
April 15 .. Muy 4.|Apiil 8
... .. April 17.... April 18
...| May 13.1 April 17.... I April 13

ARE

LUNGE?

0(
Brainkud, Minn., May 19th, 1676.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your Issue of May 4th “Stanstead” has an article, in which lie tells
us of fishing in the “eastern townships of Canadu,” and speaks of fish
called “silver lunge, black lunge, and racer lunge/’ and says, “that in
most of thelak.es several varieties of the lake trout or lunge were also
found in large numbers.1* Will the writer kindly tell us what be is get¬
ting at, in writing of the lake tronc and calling It a ,*lungeini and what
species of fish the "black, silver, aad racer lunge11 are? That the mascanonge (see Scott in “Fishing in American Waters,’’ page 277, and
Frank Forester’s “Fish and Fishing,” page 151) belongs to one family
of fishes, the lake trout to another, aud a widely different oue, will, I
think, be granted by fishermen generally, and at this day and dale,
when the lines dividing the different families of game fishes aud game
birds are so rigidly drawn, it seems surprising that “Stanstead” or any
one else should write of the “lunge or lake trout.”
Iu the St. Lawrence and tributary Btreams, where I first “went a
fishing,” 1 have often fastened to a mascanouge, or as they are called
for short all over the Canadas fthc eastern townships not excepted)
longe or lunge, and never yet in Canada, orin any other country, found
“lunge”and trout of any kind plenty in the same waters. 1 claim to ho
right in this matter. I know the woods and waters of the section refer¬
red to by “Stanstead.” The gentlemen whose names ho gives did not
call atront a “lunge” in the days when I used to “knock around” with
them. 1 have given my authority (needless though it may bo), and I
know of no better to give.
Haviland,

The questions propounded in “Haviland’s" letter respect¬
ing the identity of tho “lunge” naturally occurred to our¬
selves, aud prompted us to write to our correspondent
“Stanstead” Immediately upon the publication of his orig¬
inal article, requesting him to classify tlio several varieties
of fish which he had named. Under his promise to do so
(see letter printed herewith) we have deferred the publica¬
tion of any part of the correspondence until now; but
nothing additional offerinc, we priDt such data as we have.
There is no doubt that the fish referred lo all belong to the
sal mo family. “Lunge” is simply a local misnomer{(like
the substitution of partridge for quail or grouse), and
“Haviland’s" objection rests on the dauger of confounding
common terms, the word lunge being generally recognized
as an abbreviation of the word mascalonge (Emx nobilior).
A fixed nomenclature can alone reconcile these discrepan¬
cies and anomalies.
Montp.saj., May Oth, 1876.
Edxtoe Fobbst and Stbbam:—
I received your posinl card on the gth, and I also received on the same
day flconple of lunge from Mr. Hubbard, ot the Parks House, Magog.
They wens caught In the lake near hie hotel. One was a flue specimen
of the durk copper or black lunge, the other was a small, live-pound sli¬
ver lunge. Tho black lunge corresponds to the minutest particular with
Dr. Hay's Sal me. confute, and the stiver Inuse auswers well to the de¬
scription of the Halmo nni/macush by Richardson. It might be taken
for the Salmo adirondalus, nobis, of Morris' ‘'American Angler's
Book,” bnt that tho Patino uUironttdkns, if described accurately in
Morris' book, has no teeth on the vomer, white the specimen before me
has quite a number of teeth there. In regard to classifying the different
species or varieties of Stthnonidic that are found in the eastern township
waters, I know of no one that has done this, and feel very diffident
about attempting it myself, though I will endeavor to got specimens
from the various waters there, aud with the assistance of Mr. J. Whitoaves, of the Natural History Society here, 1 will prepare an article for
you.
STahstsad.

A conger cel recently died in C. L. Jackson’s aquarium
at Southport, England, and was dissected. It held ap
enormous quantity of ova in two thick folds down each
side of the body which together weighed seven pounds—*

FOREST AND STREAM
nearly one-third the weight of the whole fish. Carefully
counting a fraction of this under the microscope, Mr.
Jackson found the enormous total of 6,336,000 eggs for a
conger of 15£- pounds weight.
—An English gentleman named Mann, and his wife, ap¬
pear to have had remarkable success in taming a, female boa
constrictor, which has just died. It came to bo a family
pet, and was allowed the freedom of the house. It exhib¬
ited great attachment towards its owners not only, but also
camo to know its friends among visitors. It never exhib¬
ited any fear of children, who delighted in petting it. It
was accustomed to “ask” for food, water, aud to be taken
to walk. It ale nothing hut pigeons, consuming about one
a week, and always killed them by breaking their necks
before crushing them in its coils. If a pigeon were given
it when it was not hungry, it would make friends with it,
and afterwards ask for a new pigeon to eat. It made great
friends with a kitten. The snake could entirely control
the pressure of its coils, constantly twining about its own¬
ers’ bodies and necks, but never hurting them. They
often carried it about in traveling when it remain conceal¬
ed under the coat, as though understanding the necessity
of keeping quiet. When it was left behind it recognized
and welcomed its friends’ return with the greatest, joy,
answering Lo its name, “Cleo," The boa died dilriDg a
protracted illDess of Mr. Mann, apparently from grief that
he could take no notice of her.
—Up to the present time naturalists have recognized but
very few fishes which incnbalo Ibeir eggs in the mouth or
in the gills. Agassiz, during his voyage up the Amazon
River, discovered ono species. Latterly the inacropode, a
Chiuese fish of very singular characteristics, has been re¬
marked to have the same peculiarity. Both belong to the
great group of labarynthvbranchia which have complicated,
folded gills. There lias recently been discovered in Lake
Tiberias, Palestine, in the neighborhood of hot springs, a
fish about seven inches long, called the O/iromis paterfamil¬
ias which lias gills disposed in simple layers, and iB wholly
destitute of auy special apparatus for retaining either eggs
or I ry, aud yet the male carries upwards of 300 young fish
in its gills and mouth. When the female has deposited
her eggs in a sandy cavity or among the weeds, he ap¬
proaches and by an inspiration draws them into his mouth
and forces them between the leaves of the gills. The gen¬
eral pressure on the eggs, afforded by the gill layers,
serves to keep them in place, and there they undergo their
changes. The y oung grow rapidly, and soon struggle to
escape from their narrow prison. Eventually they find an
exit through an opening into the mouth Of the parent, and
there they crowd together as thickly as the seeds of a
pomegranile, distending the jaws of the old fish until the
mouth is unable to close. Sometimes I he young, although
in a perfect state, remain in the gills, all, however, with
their heads directed toward the mouth of their progenitor.
—Prof. Geo. ~W- Harper and Mr. A. G. Wethcrby have
compiled a list of the land and fresh water mollusks of
the immediate vicinity of Cincinnati, in which they enu¬
merate 102 species of univalves, and au equal number (curi¬
ously) of bivalves. The specific value of several of the
names is, however, questioned. The same gentlemen have
in course of preparation a far more extensive catalogue de¬
signed to embrace all the species found in the Ohio valley,
which will be published with notes of the stations, geo¬
graphical distribution, and classification. They solicit
correspondence.
Notes from ouk Correspondents.—A. K. Pislier
(Sing Sing, N. Y..) has observed scarlet tanagers, olivebacked thrushes, yellow-breasted chats, and several other
species of birds, feeding greedily upon the maggots in the
body of a-dead horse.... Wm. L. Page informs us that a
whil e crane was captured in the heart of Lynchburg, Va.,
on the morning of June 21st. Half of liis lower mandible
was entirely gone, having been broken off by flying
against some object... .Dr. T. D. Ingersoll (Erin, Pa.,) in¬
forms us that he has just found a toeless young robin. It
has the rudiments of four toes on each foot but no nails.
In every other respect the bird appears to be in a normal
couditiou. It seems to uji probable that this is the result,
of injury, rather than deformity. Au examination ought
lo decide this.

STRANGE

NESTING

PLACES.

DakveespokT, Mass., June Stith, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream
Tbe enclosed items may not tie without interest to those who take an
lnlerestin. birds and their peculiarities. A pair of robins took np their
abode in an old nest of the uolden-wingcd woodpecker (Colaptes uuratus)
from which I obtained the woodpecker’s eggs last season, by making
two inrisiona with a saw and (lieu splitting out the intervening piece;
through the opening thus formed the robins gained access to the cavity,
and there constructed their nest. When found, May 20lh, 187S, it con
tabled four eggs. In a kiln-honse in the town full a dozen robins’
nests have been wholly or partially built this spring upon the piate which
supports the shed rafters; eight are placed near consecutive rafters, the
rafters being not over three feet apart. As the house had to he used, the
birds have been disturbed. Nearly every season for ten years a pair of
robins have built in the same kiln, but I have never heard pf so many
robins building in such close proximity before. Another robin has
shown very little judgement by selecting the horizontal branch of a
dead walnut tree, in close proximity to an occupied boarding bonse,
there being no other trees to shade it, the snn pelts down upon it with
fnll force. To-day it contains young nearly fledged which appear to be
doing well. Mr. Albert Fowler informs me that a pair built their nest
upon the abu tment of a railroad bridge near his house. The nest was
under the centre of the track, and the female, though driven off by
every passing train, succeeded in rcuringlier young.
Arthur ff. Gray.

—We would ask the attention of our readers to the adertiseinent of the old established house of Messrs. Shanon, Miller & Crane in another column. Church socioes, Masonic bodies, hase-hfl.ll clubs, and military organialions will find at their establishments every Ihiugsuited
i their requirements, and sportsmen can also he supplied
dth outfits of every description.
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his tail. Indeed, no cat,, however pampered, ever manifests
so absurd a degree of vanity in regard to her tail as the
Spitz habitually displays in regard to his own. To these
A New Kennel Club.—Dr. W. S. Webb, Mr. G. De objectionable qualities must be added that of cowardice.
The Spitz harks from ambuscades, and bites when his vic¬
Forest Grant, and other gentlemen have organized a new
tim’s back is turned. At the least show of hostility he
kennel club, to be known as the “Westminster Breeding takes refuge in flight, and a child armed with a hoop-stick
Kennel,” which will be devoted exclusively to the breeding can safely and effectually defy his malice.
All these, however, are minor faet9 in comparison with
of pointers. Dr. Webb’s Whisky, Daisy and May are now
iu the kennel, and olhers will be added shortly. The club the Spitz’B conspicuous addiction to rabies. It is a startling
will not sell broken dogs, but supply young dogs of good fact that three fourths of all the cases of hydrophobia
which have occurred in this city or its vicinity during the
blood from animals which have proved themselves staunch last few years have been directly or indirectly traceable lo
workers in the field. It is also proposed to import the rabid Spitz dogs. The proportion may be even greater, for
finest dogs for stock purposes; pups will be sold from six the statistics have not been accurately kept, and, strangely
weeks to two months old, simply to cover expense of breed¬ enough, no medical.or dog-person has thought of inquiring
whether rabies is more prevalent among one species of dog
ing, and consequently at moderate prices, within the
than among others. The increase of hydrophobia in the
reach of all. Applications for pups may be made to Al¬ United States—an increase which has latterly become la¬
bert Philips, of West Springfield, Mass., and Dr. Webb,
mentably evident—has kept pace with the increase in the
care of this office. Accompanying each pup will be a number of Spitz dogs. Twenty years ago the Spilz was
certified pedigree from the Forest and Stream kennel rarely seen among us, and the very existence of hydropho¬
bia was doubted. Since that time the Spilz lias become so
stud book.
common as to be nearly valueless in the dog market, and
Judging at Bench Shows.—We continue from last hydrophobia has become almost as frequent as tetanus.
This fact alone ought to have east suspicion upon the Spitz,
week the list of points adopted in judging at bench shows even if it had not been notorious that so huge a proportion
in England, and which are also used in this country. They of the victims of hydrophobia, including the well known
are taken from the “Fanciers’ Gazette” (Eng.) * If we have Francis Butler, aud the child who died in Newark the oth¬
any fault to find with them it is the small number of points er day, were ionoeulated with the disease by Spilz dogs.
It is not charged that, the Spitz wantonly or malignantly
allowed for stern, which includes tail, as we consider that
becomes mad, aud it is quite possible that liis proneness to
a fine, straight, well-fealhered tail is of as much import¬
rabies is the result of bis attempt lo live in a climate unance as adding to the beauty of a dog as his head, coat or suited to him. That he is more delicate and liable to dis¬
color.
ease than other dogs is admitted by all who know him,
THE IRISH SETTER.
and his peculiar liability to rabies lias apparently escaped
Head narrow, widening a little in the forehead, skull notice only by accident. That he should be for a moment
slightly arched; ears a fair length, slightly folded, hanging tolerated by any one who is convinced that he is the chief
straight, set well back in the head, and moderately feath¬ source of hydrophobia in this latitude is, of course, out of
ered ; eye hazel or brownish, with a sensible and loving the question. However white and spotless he may be ex¬
look, not prominent; nose dork flesh color or black; chest ternally, he is internally full of rabies and all varieties of
but moderately wide, with great depth; back straight, but distemper, and the moment the public is convinced of this
slightly receding to the hip, with gojd loins and well-bent fact the Spilz will be exterminated, and our annual panic
stifles. Stern carried slightly up, not much flagged, but concerning hydrophobia will have no longer any pretext or
slightly; coat inclined to he harsh, not soft and silky, excuse.—New York Times.
smooth, or wavy, and thick, but not loo long; color a deep
mahogany red, lnit not any black; white, however, is al¬
IMPORTATION OF IRISH SETTERS.
lowable in some Irish breeds on chest and legs and neck.
Baltimore, June27th, 1875.
Head...an
Editor Forest and Stream
Neck. 5
In yonr issue of April 20th I find a letter from Killaloe, County Clare,
Leas. 5
Ireland,
under
date
of
March
2Id,
written
by one S. J. Hurley, attacking
Feet. 0
a certain exporter of Irish setters, whose name he does not give, lint
Shoulders.15
Back..10
who I readily recognize as Mr. John M. Niall. Having imported a pair
Loins.10
of dogs from Mr. Niall the teller in question put me on nettles, and I
Hind quarters. .15
immediately set to work lo llnd. out tbe truth or Mr. Hurley’s charge.
Stern.
5
Having bought my dogs tbrongh the kindness of Mr. John Dawson, the
Color.10—100
U. S. Consnl at Queenstown, I Immediately wrote him, and Bent copies
. THE OORDON SETTER.
Head a little heavier than the English setter, more flew; of the American sporting papers containing Hurley’s letters, and. have re.
deeper in chest and body, and heavier all through; more ceived tetters from both him and Mr. Niall which entirely sattey me
that Mr. Niall has sent me rxacily what he claims to have done. !udeedi
bone, and certainly more lumber to carry; therefore we so well am £ satisfied that Illy pair having died, I intend to negotiate
cannot believe them to be such “lasters” in work. The with him for another pair. The gist of the whole tiling is tliia: Mr.
Gordon setter is longer in the body, not so beautiful and Hurley waa aclerk to the'Grand Canal Co.. tnd Mr. Niall was Me bonds¬
symmetrical in shape as the English setter, but is judged man. Mr. Mail Sliding that Hurley waa not such a character as he'
by the points as near as possible to the English dog, only would wish lo endorse for, cancelled thB bonds, hence Hurley’s letters.
allowing for his being heavier. Judges principally go by I have the Limerick Reporter of Muy 28d, which gives an account of
quality of coat and color, being of a glossy black, with Mr Niah’s trial for thrashing-Mr. Hurley on account of his tHurley’s)
clear tan of a rich red, but of course all must be symme¬ letters. I extract the following:—
trical.
“Mr. McNamara (Council for Ntall) to Hnrley. Query—Did yon ever

imttel.

POINTS IN JUDGING.

Head .20
Neck. 5
Legs.5
Feet. 5
Shoulder?.15
Back, Loins, and llind-quartcrs .20
Stem. 5
Color.15
Coat.10-100
Editor Forest and Stream :—The New York Kennel
Club is rather late in claiming tbe name of Daisy for their
lemon and white pointer pup, as I gave the name to my
liver aud white pointer pup out of Whisky by Mr. Sckueliardt’s Jim, last December.—W. S. Webb.

—Mr. L. H. Smith’s Field Trial setter biteh, Dart,
visited his Leicester on the 26th June.
A Whited Canine Sepulcher.—It has finally become
a manifest duty to expose the true character of that hither¬
to generally respected beast, the Spitz dog. It is uot iu
any spirit of anger that this unwelcome task is now under¬
taken. The Spitz is not precisely a popular dog, but he is
nevertheless admitted to the best circles of society, and has,
in too many instances, ensnared the affections of the young
and thoughtless. To point out his true character is to in¬
flict pain upon those who call themselves his friends, but
the interest of the community sternly demand that this un¬
welcome duty should he performed.
The Spitz is generally understood to be a variety Of the
Pomeranian dog. That he has some connection with the
latter may very possibly be true, but it is more probable
that his alleged Pomeranian relationship has been assumed
in order to support his claim to respectability. The best
informed dog-persons assert that the Spitz is not only a na¬
tive of the Arctic legions, but that his origin is" by no
means honorable. To speak plainly, it lias been openly
charged that lie is the result of illicit relations on the part
of the Esquimaux dog and the Arctic fox. His personal
appearance is in harmony with both of these charges. He
ostentatiously wears throughout our hottest mouths the
heavy fur of an Arctic animal, and his face bears an unmis¬
takable resemblance to the cunning and treacherous face of
the fox. So far as morality is concerned, the Spitz is tho¬
roughly and irredeemably corrupt. He is a tireless and
shameless thief, and exhibits a perverted skill in obtaining
access lo forbidden cellars, aud in stealing the reserved
bones of houest and frugal dogs, which is truly vulpine,
Exoept in rare instances, he is completely devoid of affectiou. If he does not bite the hand that feeds him, it is from
motives of sheer selfishness. His treachery is undeniable,
although his friends smooth it over by applying to it the
milder term of irritability. Though he may be bound to
bis master by a thousand favors received, yet he will snap
at him if there is the slightest failure to meet his views iu
respect to cold meat, or if the least liberty is taken with

write anything in papers called Forest and Stream. Rod anti &nn and
Land and Water against my client—any defamatory, eourrilons, soandalous letter? Witness (Hurley)—I decline to ausvver.
Query—Was Mr. Niall your friend? Ana.—He was.
Query—Waa he not your security for a situation you held! Ans.—He
Query—Was he not a person who had never doney on a wrong? Ans.
He was.
Query—And though your friend, and securing you in your siiuation,
you never ihougbL it wrrong to write scurrilous Tetters ugainot him? Ans.
I decline to answer that. ”
The result of the case was, that Mr. Niall was fined ,85 and costs (onethird of the fine to go to Hurley), instead of being sent to Court ',r
Quarter Sessions, as the magistrates hud power to do; they evidently
thinking it a justifiable assault.
These letters of Hurley's having been published by you and other
American sporting papers, I think when the injnstice of the charges is
asserted by sticb evidence as Mr. Dawson, onr Consnl at Queenstown, it
is due to Mr. Niall that his defence he published.
In regard to the dogs received from Mr. Niall. I have to say, that they
were seen by a large number of tbe most piominent sportsmen in Balti¬
more, and without a disseuLing voice declared one of the finest brace
they had ever seen, home of them, who had what they supposed were
red Irish setters going so far as lo say that these compared so closely
with the description given of the class in the sporting papers that they
thought they had never seen the true breed before.
Chas. F. Bancroft.
P. B. I have In my possession the letters and papers above men¬
tioned, aud will forward them If yon desire to see them.
C. F. B.

[We publish the above letter with pleasure, and had ex¬
pected something of the kind at an earlier date. Indeed,
as the London Meld received and published a letter identi¬
cal with our own, we had looked for a notice of some kind
from that quarter. The whole affair has been a mystery
to us, but as Mr. Hurley’s letter came to us frankly over his
own signature and conveyed a direct statement that Ameri¬
can importers of dogs were being swindled, we could do
no less than publish it.—Ed.]
*
THE

CENTENNIAL

BENCH

SHOW.

Philadelphia, <TLine 24th, 1870.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Tlie 13uieau of Agriculture lias decided to hold the allow on Monday
the 4r.h September instead of the 1st, and close on Friday the 8tli,
this is a wise course to pursue as many owners of valuable dogs
would not have sent dogs to remain thero for the long period of eight
days. Instead of giving prices, the Commissioners have decided to give
medals toeetfaer with illuminated diplomas and special reports on each
animal of merit, certifying the points or merit, and negative poiuts the
dog may possess, this will he signed by tbe Judges and decided by the
Commit-slonera. Thus every exhibitor of good animals will have an un¬
impeachable record to refer back to, and to breeders of dogs this will be
of inestimable value, more bo than anycnp they may chance to win.
Each judge lr, addition to recommending awards will review tbe develop¬
ment of the breed over which he is called upon to preside and refer 10 its
present characteristics, special reference beitig made to animals of super¬
lative merit. Thus will be given a grand chance to Intending durchaeers
ol obtaining authentically all the polure of excellence the dogs are en¬
titled to. The Commissioners will appoint the very best men as judges
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they ciui possibly get; thus will be sopplied a want. lon$ felt, both by
breeders and pDrehaBers of having a sacndered authority to refer to. Ex¬
hibitors will also possess in the medal, diploma, and report, a trophy to
hand down to their eons, and by them to future generations, showing
what their animals gained at the great International show of 1876.
A classified programme will he issued, showing what classes and age
Of dogs the medals, diplomas, and reports, will be awarded to. The
handsome silver cups that have already been donated as special prizes
will be an additional incentive to exhibitors.
The show bids fair to be one of the beat ever yet held, and it will be
of great importance to all large breeders and importers of dogs, as peo¬
ple from all parts of the globe will be in attendance und a better chance
for I he sate of dogs will never occur again. The Commission will free
of charge assume the responsibility of providing food for dogs during the
five days of exhibition. Entries will be free to all exhibitors. Entries
dose August 1st
Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent.

The following is the uew classification under which dogs
are to be exhibited:—
Dogs will be divided into eight divisions, and forty-six
classes.
DIVISION A.
Class 1.—Fox hounds—Dogs over two years; bitches over two years;
dogs over one year and under two; bitches over one year aud under two;
puppies under twelve months.
Class 8.—Harrier; Class 3, beagles; Class 4, dachshunds; Class 5,
otterhounds; ClasisC, greyhounds; Class 7, Scotch deer hounds; Class
8, bloodhounds.

DIVISION B.
Class 9.—Imported English setters.—Dogs over two years; bitches
over two years; dogs over one year and under two; bitches over one
year aud under two; dog puppies under twelve mouths; bitch puppies
under twelve mouths.
Class 10. —Native English setters.

DIVISION C.
Class 11.—Imported Irish setters.
Class 18.—Native Irish setters.

DIVISION D.
Class 13.—Imported Gordon setters.
Class 14,—Naiive Gordon setters.
Class 16.—Russian setters.

DIVISION E.
Class 16.—Pointers (over 50 lbs. weight).
Class i7.~Pointers (under 50 lbs. wight).
Class 18.—Retrievers and Chesapeake Bay dogs.

DIVISION F.
Class 19.—Irish water spaniels.
Cla?s 90.—Retrieving spaniels (other than pure Irish).
Class 23.—Cocker spaniels.
Class 24.- -King Charles aud Blenheim spaniels.
Class *25.—Springers.
Class 36.—Clumbers.
L Classes 10 to 26.—Same as class 9 in respect to ages.

DIVISION G.
Class 37.—Mastiff dogs over two years; bitches over two years; dogs
over one year and under two; bitches over one year and under two; dog
or birch puppy uuder 12 months.
Class *28.—St. Bernards; Class 29, Newfoundlands; Class 30. Siberian
orUlm dog-* Class 31, Dalmatian or coach dogs; Class 33, sheep dogs;
Class 33, Bull dogs. Same as Class 27 in respect to ages.

DIVISION II.
Claps 34.—Bull Lenders- Dogs auy age; hitches any age.
Clas:: 35.—Fox terriers—Dogs any age; bitches any age.
Class 56.- Black and tan terriers (exceeding 11 lbs. weight)—Dogs any
age; bitches auy age.
Class 37.—Black and tan terriers (not exceeding 11 lbs. weight)—Dogs
anv uge: Pitches unv age.
Class 38 - Sky terriers—Dogs any age; bitches any age.
Class 39.—Scotch terriegs—Dogs auy age;* bitches any age.
Class 40.—Broken or wiry haired terriers—Dogs any age; bitches any
age.
Class 41.—Daudie Dinmont terriers—Dogs any age; bitches any age.
Class 43.—Toy terriers (smooth haired) not exceeding 5 lbs.—Dogs
any age; bitches any age.
Class 43.—Toy terriers (rough haired) not exceedingD lbs.—Dogs any
age; mtehea any'age.
Class 41.—Pomeranian or spitz—Dogs any age; bitches any age.
CuArs 45.—Poodles Dogs any age; bitches any age.
Class -Id—Pet dogs, including Cuban lap dogs, Leou dogs, maltese,
hairless, and all other distinct breeds not classified above—Dogs and
bitches nny age.

A

CHALLENGE.

May 11th, 1876.
Editor. Forest and Stream:—
The fact is apparent that the demand for thoroughbred setters is
steadily increasing. I urn glad that the enterprise which brings to one
country the bine olood of England, Ireland aud Scotland is heartily
appreciated by all loverB or the setter. We have Laveracks, Field
Trials, Gordons and Irish Reds east and west, and the mingling of this
blood with Our native strains Will improve our stock all over the coun¬
try. bo that in a few years our sportsmen can secure young dogs at mod¬
erate cost, with reasonable chances that they will prove good in the
field. It- will hardly be claimed by any breeder, however, that the pur¬
est Laverack (or any of the other strains) dog and bitch will certainly
produce noted performers; the chances are only increased. Experience
teaches that noted performers are exceedingly rare. I very much ques*
tion if Mr. Laverack himself ever bred twenty dogB he wouldprouounco
fnlly up to his standard iu every respect. If my positiou is correct we
see it is no easy thing to raise great performers. The bench show and
field trial in Europe has done much to bring the setter before the pub¬
lic, and as we are following in the same path like results may be expect¬
ed in our country. But I ask pardon for calling the attention of Ameri¬
can breeders to Borne facts that we cannot afford to overlook, if we want
to surpass the original stock. I don’t want to undervalue the imported
dog, on the contrary, will show an Irish red at Philadelphia that is an
honor to his blood, and hope to get first premium with him. I mention
this to show that 1 have no prejudice on the subject, bnt am willing to
accord all that i9 claimed for honest, pedigree, and hope dogs will con¬
tinue to come to this country, and I hope to live to see the day when wc
can send them back better than when they came. Bur in these days of
fashionable pedigrees are we hot in danger of losing sight of important
points which we would do well to remember? Mr. Laverack, In his book
on-tbe setter, remarks that the dog of t .-day does not compare with the
setters of forty years ago; and why? Because it has become fashionable
to use bearerB. Shooting is made easy. A large bag is made in a few
hours without the aid of dogs; but in the old times, forty years ago, the
start was early, the day long, the walking rough, the covert rare, and the
bag light, unless fairly earned. Such men required up-headed, gallant
dogs that the day was not too long for, and it is onty this kind of a dog
that will suit ns. In Europe shooting is more of a luxury (if we can use
the word In this sense) than with us; they have none of our extremes of
heat ami cold to contend with, and with the exception of the prairies,
our ground is rougher and our cover more severe. Iu addition to this,’
in Europe those who can enjoy the sport iu perfection generally own a
number of thoroughly broken dogs, and are not obliged to tire them,
but when a brace shows fiitigne others areal band to lake their place.
There is great pleasure in a fresh dog; but after al it Is a question as to
whether the dog who learns to endure, and has the breeding to carry It
through, is not much better than one that has not had like discipline. I
admit. tUut the dog with an honest pedigree is the be&t to breed from ail
things else being eqaal; but there are dogs and bitches now in bigli fayor that are c ompamtively untried us perrormers or stock getters One
of the purest is a small, handsome bitch, but unbroken. One of her
get promises well to the field, but is too slow to ever enter the lists
against first class dogs. The field trial winner was next in favor, ir
I understand whut ia required at these trials, we are forced to conclude

that all that is proved is good breaking; staying qualities are not tested
at all. I contend that we want endurance; blood without it Is worthless,
and we want to show that some of our American strains have endurance
highly developed-developed, too, by hard work, as well as careful
crossing. What Is the history of our best American strains as compared
with the English breeding aud training? In the first place very few
American sportsmen own more than a brace of dogs; there are excep¬
tions to this, of course, bnt where we find one man with two or more we
find many good shots with only one dog, and it is worthy of remark the
fewer they have the better they are. These dogs, if worth the having,
are hunted seasonmand season out, hot or cold, wet or dry, good ground
or bad, rough cover or good cover, they are always kept at work, and if
they have talent to start, with, by the time they are six years old they
have become famous, and are known to all the sportsmen within reach
of them. I have known dogs that have had several ihouaand birds
killed over them by one gun. Many of these famous performers ore
celebrated dogs, and the result is that we find dogs with plenty of nose,
fine rangers, generally up-headed, and with unsurpassed eudiftance, aDd
these are the dogs we are looking to to cross with the blue bloods. I
say that there i$ a chance that there will be mutual improvement. When
our birds are winter killed, and consequently Bcarce, then it is the fine
points come out. I have seen dogs go the entire day with scarcely a
point to reward them, and show no sign of fatigue, and these qualities
ore some that we waut to breed for, and we can do it by the proper
cross of native and bine blood strains.
Now, how does this compare with the way in which Gordons are bred?
—that noble, blood-like dog, but unfortunutely bred to color, the best
pup very often consigned to the pond if not up to standard for color, and
the worst ont»goes out for service in the field or stud. It is asking too
much of such a system to produce such dogs as I have been attempting
to describe. I have been thus earnest in presenting my case for fear
that if any of our native stock possesses the qualities I claim for them,
they may be thrown aside like Mr. Laverack’s dogs of the olden
time for those of newer fashion, and not gain anything by the change.
I know or a native dog eloven years old, and I know he has no su¬
perior as a performer, if he has his equaL, In this country His hulf
brother iB his equal on qnaila, bnt is not so good on grouse. The sire of
these dogs was the equal of either; their grandsire was unsurpassed in
his day? The dog that was broken aud hunted on quails all hia life has
never been bred to but one good native bitch, and the get is a bitch
twelvemonths old last March. The dog that was broken on grouse has
bad many good bitches, and is to-day the sire of more first-class dogs
than any dog I know of.
We are all interested in this question, and I am now coming to the ob¬
ject in view when I started this paper, namely, to suggest Borne practical
way of deciding the merits of the imported aud native stock in the field.
I would here remark that the owners of the dogs I am writing about
have never sold any of them, nor do they expect to do so; therefore,
this is not intended for an advertisement, but simply to direct attention
to the fact that we have good dogs at home, aud that wc ought not to
lose sight of the fact. There are three of the get of the dog I call the
grouse dog about one year old, and one by a native bitch two years and a
half old, and a bitch from the quad dog about one year old. I would
agree to take the last-named bitch and one of the flrH-uamed three to
Memphis, and try them in the field trial against any descendant of any
imported dog from native or imported bitch of iike age—provided the
dog beating me will give me a trial for one week on quails early iu No¬
vember. I will also try the two and a half year old dog in the field trial
againBt any imported dog, or any descendant of any imported
dog of any age on the same terms, except that win or lose in the field
trial, we hunt one week, every day, rain or shine, on quails, the dog
finding most birds to win, and the rules to be hanted by to be appointed
by the Forest and Stream. The week's shoot to come off in Indiana.
AmateVr.

[We have the name of the person who has charge of
the dogs mentioned in the above challenge, and a guaran¬
tee from a responsible person that the terms will be com¬
plied with ou their part should any gentleman choose to
accept it.—Ed.]
Kennel Produce.—On Wednesday last, in this city, Dr. "Webb’s
pointer bitch, Whisky, (now in the Westminster Breeding Kennel)
whelped a fine litter, teven dogs and two gyps. With the exception of
three black ones they are all marked after the mother, black aud white.
Tbeir sire is the champion dog Pete (black) of West Meriden, out of old
Phil,
Gyp8ic, full sister to Theo. Morford's Queen, whose pedigree we pub¬
lished in September, 1874, produced on the 30th a litter of ten tine,
stroug paps, six dogs aud four bitches, by Mr. Forman Taylor’s famous
one-eyed Suncho. Gypsie is by Mr. Morford’s (Shipuiau’b) Joe.

^Hchting nnd ^joafing.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.
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Columbia Yacht Club.—'The ninth annual regatta of
the above club was sailed on Tuesday week, from the foot
of Eighty-sixth street, North River, under very satisfactory
auspices. The course was to a stake boat off Yonkers and
return. The following table gives a summary of the
entries and the result:—
FIRST GLASS.

Start.

Finish.

H. M. S. H. Al. S,
Name.
5 36 7
Emma T._11 -19 30
6
4 5
Germania. .11 51 10
SECOND GLASS.
6 35 3
Lillie.r. ...11 47 0
Clara E.
THIRD CLASS.
5 27 50
An Revoii-. ...11 53 15
5 47 46
G. B. Dean_ ... 11 53 40
FOURTH CLASS.
4 34 46
Toosh. ....1153 42
5 33 37
Queen Mab. ...11 53 50
AGAINST
Journey hi an. ....11 51 40

1

Elapsed
time.

Corrected

5 35 37
6 12 05

time.
S.
5 35 87
6 S 55

6 38 2
6 32 27

6 38 3
6 25 27

5 34 35
5 54 6

5 84 85
5 53 28£

4 42 4
5 39 47

4 42 4
5 88 54*

H. M. S.

H. M.

5 26 3
5 26 3
5 1? 43
Central Hudson Yacht Club.—The regatta of the
Central Hudson Yacht Club which was postponed from
Thursday ou account of the absence of wind, was sailed ou
the following day. The course was twenty mites in length
and extended from the home boat off New Hamburg dock,
north to a buoy off Van Rensselaer’s Point, thence south to
Low Point Buoy aud back to borne buoy, a distance of ten
miles aud repeat, the owner of each vessel sailing his own
craft. The judges were James Roosevelt, Ferdinand
Scbuchard and li. R. Bauds. The entries in the

were the sloop-rigged yacht W. R. Brown, of Newburg;
YV. R. Brown, owner; length, 27 feet 3 inches; the Le Roy,
of New Hamburg; Le Roy Bros., owners; length, 27 feet
10 inches; and the Fidget., of New Hamburg; Commodore
Irving Grinned, owner; length, 27 feet 11 inches. In the
second class, the Freak, of Newburg; J. H. Meddle, owner;
length, 26 feet. 4 inches; Mistral, of Hyde Park; J. B.
Roosevelt, owner; length, 22 feet 10 inches; Thetis, of Low
Point; William Ver Planck, owuer; length, 21 feet 2 incites;
Edith, of New Hamburg; Joint Van Wyclc, owner; length,
20 feet 0 inches; aud the Commodore, of Hyde Park
(schooner-rigged); Mr. Rogers, owner; length, 24 feet 9
inches. In the third class, the Lulu, of New Hamburg,
Captain Ferris, owuer; length, 16 feet 6 inches; and the
Shadow, of Milton, William Roe, owner; length, 16 feet.
The yachts were started al 12h. 39m. the Brown being the
first over, followed by the rest of the fleet all within two
minutes time. The wind died away almost calm for awhile
but afterwards came out from the west though only in fit¬
ful puffs. The Brown and Le Roy alternately had the lead,
but the former turned the first buoy in advance. Ou the
run home tlic wind was blowing fresh but died out again
before the stake boat was reached. The following is a
summary of the time:—
FIRST CLASS.
Start.
Name.
H.M.S.
W. K. Brown.13 49 00
Le Rny.13 51 30
Fidget..IS 50 40

Elapsed
Finish.
time.
H.M.S. 1I.M.S.
4 SO 30
■! I 30
5 01 00
4 9 30
witltdeawn.

SECOND CLASS.
H.M.S. H.M.S.
H.M.S.
Mistral.12 49 50
7 32 00
6 43 45
Thetis.1.3 61 30
7 39 00
6 id 53
Freak.13 50 00
7 35 10
6 46 40
Commodore...13 43 00
withdrawn.
—
Edith..18 46 15
withdrawn.
—
THIRD OLAag.
H.M.S.
H.M.S.
H.M.S.
Loin.13 51 80
3 40 0Q
3 IS 30
Shadow.....12 51 30
withdrawn.

Corrected
time.
H.M.S.
•i 0 38
4 0 23S

H.M.S.
6 39 55
6 41 43
6 41 Bit
—
—
H.M.S.
2 48 30

The first prize in the first class was won by the William
R, Brown, and the second prize by the Le Roy. The
Mistral won the first prize in the second class and the
Thetis secotid. The Lulu wou the third class prize. The
extra prize, the Corinthian challenge pennant presented by
Philip Schuyler, of New York, was won by the Brown,
she having made the quickest time of the race.
The Cafe May Rack.—We announced in out last issue
the start of the schooners America and Alarm, and sloops
Arrow and Gracie, on the third and last of the “Centennial"
series of regattas, the course being from Sandy Hook to
Cape May Light Ship and return. The race was ended on
Wednesday morning, the yachts arriving as follows:—
SOHOONHRSStart
Monday P.M.
Name.
H. M. S.
America.8 13 00
Alarm....2 12 30
3t,oora.
Start
Monday P.M.
H.
M. S.
Name.
.1.
88 45
Arrow..
.....1 19 95
Grade..

Finish
Elapsed
Wednesday A. M. Time.
H, M. 8.
H. M 8.
10 02 20
43 29 20
Not timed.
Finish
Elapsed
Wednesday A. M. Tune.
H. M. S.
H. M. S.
6 m no
40 35 15

6 37 00
41 17 05
The Alarm did not pass Sandy Hook until half-past
seven in the evening, anchoring inside the Horse Shoe for
the night. The voyage was entirely without incident or
excitement, the wind being light and baffling throughout.
The Arrow was the first to pass the Cape May Light Ship,
al Cape May, which she did at 3.35 P. M. ou Tuesday.
The prizes are u diploma, awarded by the Centennial Com¬
missioners, and a geld medal, awarded by the Centennial
Regatta Committee. These are won liy the America, in
the schooner class, she beating the Alarm, and by tba
sloop Arrow, which beats the Gracie 41m. 50s.
A New Steam Yacht.—A correspondent sends us from
Bridgeport the following description of a new steam yacht:
I have lmd the pleasure of a sail twice on a new steam
yacht which has just been finished here. The great merit
of the craft is a newly devised propeller wheel whereby the
vessel can be turned exactly upon its own axis without
having to make a long detour to turn-around. She will 1
also side up to a dock or pier in a most remarkable manner.
What a comfort such a craft would be in Florida waters,
as she will turn in the exact length of the boat. This fact
would enable her to go into the narrow bayons. She will
also run directly Inckwtfi'ds in a straight Hue if desired.]
She is 30ft. long, and has made 17 miles an hour before the;
government officials at. New London. Taken altogether
she is a very remarkable vessel. Should be very glad to i
have you come up and have a day’s fishing in her,—
Huntington.
The Harvakd-Yale Boat Race.—The long anticipated 1
eiglit-oarod race, the first ever pulled in this country, was j
rowed at Springfield, Mass., on the 80th ult., over the fourmile coarse, the result being a very easy win for Yale iu.1
22m. 2s., Harvard being ten lengths behind at the finish J
Aside from the college element there was but a moderate]
attendance, and but little enthusiasm. It was after five '
o’eluck before the two boats got into position and received]
the word to go. An even start was effected, Yale startings
off with a steady stroke of 35 to the minute and Harvard1
with 39, and rather nervous. In the first minute Yale had I
gained a slight lead, and her stroke dropped to 34, Harvard!
coming to 36. The difference in the stroke was'very]
marked, that of Yale being an easy, untiring swing, regu,1
tar as the motion of a pendulum. Harvard’s, on the con-j
trary, was quick aud nervous, wasting and tiring, and it]
whs evident from the very start, that the race W33 Yale’s, j
The steering iu the Yale boat, although by no meuns per¬
fect, was far better than Harvard’s. Steadily the Yale
boat gained, her stroke dropping to 33, from which it did
not afterwards vary. Harvard, on the contrary, repeatedTl
ly spurted, going as high as forty strokes, but it was of no
avail; Lite long, clean stroke of Yale kept them their lead
without distressing the men, while in the Harvard boat thq4
work was telling. Yale finally passed the winning llmfl
eight lengths ahead of Harvard, her time being 22m. 2s.,j
Harvard’s, 22m. 33s. After years of patient waitiog Mr.
Cook must feel elated anew over the victory gained by bin
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crew pulling the stroke for which he has contended so
hard. If Harvard wins at Saratoga, the victory will mean
somelhihg for Yale; should she not, Yale will be simply
belter Ilian one or more of the beaten boats.
Bisuoicn Regatta.—The opening regatta of the Bergen
Rowing Association was held on Friday last, at South
Cove, Jersey City. The first race was between a shell
crew and a gig crew, the distance being a mile and a half,
with the following result; -Gig Crew, First (white and
blue)—Bow, H. Dickenson; 2, II. Brown; 8, .T. W. Aymar;
4, F. Brown; 5, Joe Young; stroke, C. H. Bowly; W. K.
Gilder, coxwain. Shell Crew, Second (while and scarieD—
Bow, H. W. Throckmorton; 3, George Phillips; 3„ Frank
Wester veil; 4, A. Carriclt; 5, T. 0. Tlrrockmortou; sUoke,
Walter Smith. Time, 7:47.
A tub race came next, Harry Brown winning after an
exciting contest. This was followed by a swimming match
for a silver cup. The course was 300 yards, aud was swum
by Frank Brown in 8 minutes.
A match-race for single shells—distance, one mile and a
half—brought out the following competitors:—George
Phillips, W. II. Gilder. Phillips took the lead, and won
easily by a quarter of a mile. Time, 7m. 45s.
The following entries were made for the 6ingle-shell race,
open to all: Frank Brown, A. Carrick, R. Stratford,
Harry Brown, Stratford led for the first three-quarters of
a mile, when he was passed by Brown. After an exciting
struggle Stratford again obtained the lead and won by half
a length. Time, 8m. 21s.
Rowing on the Passaic.—The annual regatta of the
Passaic Rowing Association was held on Wednesday last-,
three clubs, the Passaic, Eureka, and Mystic, entering
crews. The first race, a mile and a half straight away, for
six-oared gigs, was won by the Mystic in 8m. 24s. The
single scult race over the same coarse brought out three
entries, as follows:—G. D. Small, Triton; J:'. E. Townley,
Tiitou; E. M. Roberts, Passaic. Roberts was run away
from easily in the race, Small and Townley being for a
time side by side, Townley having a slight lead. Soon
Small passed, and won the race by three or four boat
lengths. Time, 9m. 6s. The third and last race was for
four oared shells, the course being three miles, from one
bridge to flm other and return. Three crews, one Horn
each" club, contesting. The Eureka's took the lead and
nnsspd around ahead all the way, winning by several boat
lengths.
JttAKLEJr Rowi.no Cum.—The opening regatta of this
club was held on Tuesday of last week, the course being
between Harlem Bridge and McComb’s Dam. The fouroared race resulted in a tie; time 5m. 43Js. The second
race, for pair-oar*, was won by the Arthur crew in 9m.
17s. The third race was for six-oared barges, two conteuding. Mr. Knapp’s crew won in 6ra, All tho races
were one mile.
Rowisrt in England.—Au international sculling raoe
for the championship of the Thames and $1,000 a side,
between Joseph llonry Sadler, champion of England, and
Edward Trickett, champion of Australia, took place June
27th, on the usual racing course, from Putney to Mortlake.
'1 rickett. Bad the best station at the start, but Sadler held
the loud for the first half mile, when Trickett got level
with him, and, going to the front, reached Hammersmith
Bridge four lengths abend. From that point to Barnes
ensued a most determined race, each alternately gaining
the advantage, but after a hard struggle the Australian won
by four lengths. The betting previous to tho start was two
to one, and even longer odd3, in favor of Sadler.
Rowing in England.—A dispatch from London says
that at the Heuly royal regatta the Dublin University Row¬
ing Club’s four, which is to go to America to compete at
the Centennial matches at Philadelphia, was beaten on the
29lb ulio., over the usual Henly course, ou tho Thames, for
the Steward’s Cup. The Trinity College, Dublin, crew was
beaten iu the contest for the Ladies Challenge Plato. On
the following day, the Visitors’ Challenge Cup was won by
the Oxford University Crew; Brazenose was second, and
Trinity, Dublin, third.
■<»»If a collection of canvas-covered canoes could have been
made for the Centennial it would have been an exhi¬
bition not only great in interest but one displaying an im¬
mense amount of inventive genius. Mr. Colvin’s Adiron¬
dack Report, which contained a description of his canvas
canoe, for which the frame could be cut and prepared at a
moment’s notice in the woods, not ouly gave an impetus to
the manufacture of such boats, but brought out the fact
that other styles of canvas canoes had been in use for
greater or less periods. As a form distinct from the canoe
shape we have had sporting boats without end, but of the
canoe itself it may be said that canvas is superceding birch
bark, and with the new inodes of waterproofing, such, for
instance, us the Tap pan process, the first named material
is so far abend of the other that the bid Indian canoe is
likely soon to bo a tiling of the past. We have published
* descriptions of various styles and makes of canvas canoes,
but the one mentioned iu the letter below, in having a
steel frame, light, yet indestructible, appears to surpass
them all. In the stereoscopic view the boat is as graceful
in shape, and apparently as buoyant as the most delicate
, craft ever turned out by Indian skill.
Boston, June Stftll, 1876.

at least, for seldom can one find n birch fifteen feet long which will not
weigh, when new and dry, at least sixty pounds—while these cunoes
only weigh 57 pounds when fifteen feet long. Third—'because of the
strengih ar the canvas and the anxiety always felt by the Indian hunt*
erB, who are limited to their bark canoes. Ho.v great this anxiety is
only those can realize who have seen their guides turn their bouts up¬
side down after passing a shallow rapid, almost holding their breaths
until they have seen whether their beloved crafts have escaped without
much injury; for somo harm always comes to these dclTcate hut very
beautiful boats whenever sharp rock scrapes againet them. Fourth—
they are better than a birch canoe because they are portable; hqL to
the extent of bo like of the square-ended flat boats now In the market,
but portable enough far many imrpoeea, for the whole rraine can be
packed in A box 6fl.X7in.x43n., aud sent to any part of tho country
where the sportsman Intends going, while tho cover can be folded up
andpht iu a haversack and thrown over fhe shoulder. Firth—they
never leak. Let any one who dares say this of a birch. Sixth—|they ure
neater looking; the gunwales, from being lined with Bteel, aro only onhhalf inch thick, while from being mode from a single piece of cioih, the
outside of the boat shows no ugly pitched joihts, a« does a birch canoe.
{Seventh—they aro arranged so that they can be covered in a storm, thus
keeping out the rain aud waves, in this way enabling the sportsman to
keep his provisions and i lfle dry. Eighth, aud most important—they
are the product of a higher grade of mental development than the In*
dian’s boat, and for this reason ought to be preferred.
If you think it worth while I will write ejections and give the meas¬
urements, so that any of yonr readers, if they wish, can make one; for
this is the ouly wfty of obtaining them, for they are not in the market,
every one who has one having made it himself.
William, n. Rollins.

nnd j^iver tgishigg.
FISH

IN

SEASON IN JULY.

VRRFtT WATER.
SALT WATBR.
Trout, sal/no foMi-nulM.
Sea Bass, Sclmopx ocellalus.
Salmon, Salmo satyr.
Bbeepshead, Arcfiosaryus probataSalmon Trom, Salmo mi finis.
cephalna.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Glaverl. S< ripud Bass, 7?ocous UnmtUSi
Grayling, TliymaUds tricolor.
White Perch, Moione amoricana.
Black Bass, Mteropionut mhnoidm; WeakllsU Cyn/jsdon icy all*.
fit. ni(jvicans.
Bluefisb, Pomalornvs saUnlHx.
Mcskanonge, Em tiobUhr.
Spanish. Mackerel, Oybium mucHloPikc or Pickerel, Mum Indus.
turn.
Yellow Perch, Perea Jhtemm.
Dero. O/jvan rtyula.
Bonlto, SarOfi prUmiys.
Iiingllsb, fitentiCirriMs mbttlosus.
For list of seasonable trout dies for July, see oar issue of June 51)Hi.

J Oonnbctigut—Windsor, June 24th.—A fine lot of striped
bass were captured in a seine at this place last week, the
largest weighing 25 pounds, and the smallest 13 pounds;
tlie number taken was 87.
Yon G.
t Mbssac'UUSMtb—JVdw Bedford, June 30M.—The dry
weather and heat for ihe Inst week lias dried up both the
troui, streams atid ftshermeu, Dvivcu to try old ocean’s
breezy charms, a parly of seven chartered the steamer Hel¬
en Augusta, and took a trip to No Man’s Laud, probably
the first passengers ever landed ou the island by a steamer.
They brought hack six fine striped bass, Mr. O. A. Sis¬
son catching two and J. Eaton, Jr., four, the largest weigh¬
ing 60 pounds, the smallest 33 pounds.. The markets are
full of swordfish arriving daily by scores.
CONOdA.
Nrcw Touk.—The Adirondack#, July 1.—Referring to big
trout taken in the Upper Saranac iu the same way within
eight days, being lake Irout of course, I find the daily
memorandum on Llie register at Bartlett’s Sportsmen’s Home,
during trolling season:—Dr. W. W. E-, one trout U? pounds;
Mr. E. H, S-, one of 0 pounds, and one of 14 pounds; Mr.
C. G. A., one of 10 pounds, and one of 17 pounds; Mr. B.,
one 10 of pounds, and one of 19 pounds; Dr. J. R. R., six.
of 7, 71, 8, 9, 10, and 17 pounds; Col. T. J. H., three of 7,
9, and 10 pounds; Mr. E. R., one of 74. For the Oenteuuial year on the Upper Saranac, the disciples of Sir Izaak,
cannot but he blessed at their good luck.
R.
Minnesota.— Yesterday morning Gov, Briggs, S. [J. How,
Trume Strait, and George Kyle, went out to Long Lake to
try their luck iu catching fish. They relumed home shortly
after dark bringing with them 275 pickerel, and bass as the
result of their day’s sport. There are more visitors to outlakes this season than any other previous year.—Shakopee
(Scott County) Argus.
'C Mississippi—Corinth, June 27th.—The disciples of Isaac
Walton have been rewarded with unusually large catches
this season; the first, beiug principally black bass and perch.
I saw one string of 75 perch taken by one rod in six hours’
fishing.
Gtrs-otp
A None® Catcher a Salmon.—TJio St. Lawrence
(New Brunswick) Aden nee. tells what trouble Commissioner
Kelly had to land a Big salmon at Indiuutown on the
Southwest Miramichi. We quote:—
On Friday afternoon there was quite an exciting time
over a salmon struck by Commissioner Kelly. He was
. fishing with a small greenhart trout rod made by Charles
Baillie of St. John, an oiled silk lino of about sixty yards
with single gut casting line and a very homely fiy. As he
walked along a log with the intention of changing his po¬
sition—casting meanwhile broad off into the strong water,
he struck a heavy rise and quickly discovered that he had
a largo fish. The little rod—one of those slight, hut
scientifically made pieoes of workmauship for which Baillie is acquiring fame among good anglers—bent gracefully
irom the hand in which it was firmly, and at the same time
guardedly held, the Commissioner giving his prize the butt
steadily while the outer half of the rod was straight with
the line. To land so apparently heavy a fish with such
Editor Forkss* and Streamilight tackle was hardly to be expected, but the lucky angler
Id youclaeue of June 8th mention is made of a canvas canoe. Think¬
ing you may be interested in thi?ee crafts I send yon some photographs
who had the work iu hand appeared determined to accom¬
of mine, which I took last year, on tlxe day of my return from the New
plish it. All other rods were abandoned for the time, and
York woods. The canoe sjiown in the stereo views was made In 1870-1,
Mr. K. became the centre of attraction. Everybody ten¬
and has been used every summer and fall since; and notwithstanding
dered advice as to wlmt was best Io be done, while the
Its age and the many hard rubs which it. bag received in running rapids,
captive sulked near the bottom for perhaps five minutes
is in first-rate condition. Can any one say that of a birch? In iny mind
after it was struck. Theu, however, the line whistled as
there is no doubt of the credit oP inventing a -portable canvas canoe be¬
it cut through the water, the reel involved so fast that the
longing to Mr. John H. Treat, of Lawmioe, he having made one in
click became a continuous hum aud, at a distance of a
181th. The first canoe had a wooden frame, but in 1867 he made one
hundred feet from the shore, a larger fish than was ever
witli a stoel frame, and finding this much better made another in 1869,
caught at. Iudiantown before shot out of the water and
improving the model, and again in 1871 made another almost like the
down into it again, giving the surface such a smack with
one which I made in 1870-1, and of which you have a photograph. Com¬
its tail as denoted a vigor and capability to fight that pro¬
paring one of these boats with an Indian’s birch canoe, after which they
mised to call out all tlie art of Mr. Kelly to terminate the
were modeled, they show the following points of superiority: First—a
contest successfully for him. The fish resumed a place iu
birch canoe will gain twenty pounds in weight if In use,, from absorbing
the deep and strong water, tugging sullenly against the
the water; while on the other hand Mr. Treat has often weighed his can¬
stieam, head off shore, uiid putting a great strain on the
vas canoe, after being en the water all day, and found that it had only
rod and running tackle, bnt the game was well handled
increased eight ounces in weight, Second—from the fact of a birch
and 60on there- was another hum of the reel, another heavy
-taking i«p so muck-Wittes you bays a Uvuv# foowt1 t°Cfvrry~eij§bly pouailtf,

break iu tlie -water, and as the sulking was resumed, line
was reeled on ready for the next dash for liberty. It was
useless, however, and after a struggle of an hour anil a
quarter from the strike, during wliich the fish showed up
beautifully several times, it was used up. It was then led
in to a convenient place, where Mr, Orr followed it up lo
his knees and sometimes liis waist in water. When the
fish would roifse itself and endeavor to dash oil’ again,
Orr’s waltzing over the line to prevent its tangling about
his legs caused considerable amusement, but when hq
made a desperate scoop at the prize with a landing net,
and, breaking it in the effort, tumbled souse into the water,
and the anxious spectators could scarcely tell which was
Orr aud which was fish, there was a joyful shout, which
had hardly subsided when the wet man grabbed Ihe sal¬
mon by the head aud Mr. Crawford seized it by the tail,
aud It was carried in triumph to a suitable place on Ilia
hank. It was a female spring fish, iu middling good con¬
dition, measuring 40 inches in length 18 inches in girth
and weighing a little over 19 pounds. Mr. Kelly deserves
credit for the skill he displayed throughout the whole strug¬
gle, and Baillie has reason to be proud of having made the
little rod which stood the very severe lest without the least
sign of injury in any particular.

Jfnsivc^s (£o (^orr^sgondentg.
O. K., Richmond.—In answering my question in yonr last issue yon
failed to state the price of the work mentioned. Aha. Fifty hunts. '
T, W., Leesbnrgh, Va.—As near as wo Can determine from you
sketch tlie little flsh Is one of the minnows belonging to tho genus Ujdrargla, probably the It. oi'nata.
W. tV., New York.—Where is a good place for striped bass arolltid
New York or Staten Island?—Ana. Robin's Reef. The light house at
entrauce to Newark Bay, and Westchester and Pelham creeks.
U. S. D., New Vork.—Can you inform me as to whother or not there
is a shooting range or gallery in this city where the matkaman can lisO
his own rifle? Ans. At any of the galleries in practice, or if ,32 calibre
in matches.
D. C. S., Baltimore, Mich.—Will yotl phase inform me tln-onghyour
paper what the letters O. II. S. F. and II. K. stand for before a dog's
name? Ans. Wo have never seen an instance where these letters were
placed before a dog’s namo. Where do yon find them?
II. J. T.. Boston.—Would you kindly give me some Information in
regard to the time and Beason for shooting squirrels (when they are fit La
shoot and are iu good condition)? Are they St dnring the summer, or
only in the autumn? Ans. Young squirrels mature in August nnd
September, and the season for shooting them is in fall and winter.
K., Cambridge.—1. Which Ib the belter month July or September, for
trout fishing in Nova Scotia? 3. What is the host locality for trout I wil¬
ing ill the same place? 8. Wlmt is the best locality in the western half
of Nuva Scotia? 4- Row does one gut to those places from Boston?
Ans. 1. July
3. Tuskcl River, Yarmouth County.
Reached by
steamer Dominion from Boston. Sails at noon on Tuesdays.
J. S. D., nartford, Conn.— 1 have a small white dog with a black
(.put on his side about ns large us a three cent piece, which is a great eyi:
sore to me. Con you recommend BOtao way that 1 -win take the hair off
so that, it will not dime any more, us it would look mnoli belter tbau tho
black hairs, as the flog is quite shaggy? Ans, Cut the hair off close lo,
the skin, and sear the spot with a hot iron, or bum it with lunar caustic.
H. D., Boston.—My pointer dog was troubled with inangii some six
mouths ago, thu liair has grown out ou the Imre places excepting upon
Ihe throat, which still remains irritated. Wlmt remedy would yon adTiso to allay the luflaniation and make the hair grow ? Ans. Mix-altui*.
Hour of sulphur and spirits of turpentine with some bozilluon uintuit,it,
aud anoint the parts affected, after washing with intelile snap.
R.. F. A, Philadelphia-—Is theDiUmar wood powder considered omit
and safe? Rave beard that if you ram it, it would hurst a gim. I, 11,,,,
so, ami would yon advise buyingja couple of pounds fora muxz'e loudiug
rifle, and what la it worth per ponu.l V Ans. The Dittmar pun dor is much
used now aud is considered good find safe. No powder should he lie, c:
rammed. It is sold at St per canister,*.
W. W. W., Murray, Iowa.—Dow will it do to sibotir m? aelirr do(one year old) before I take him cult after purine chickens; his lour h no
Jong 1 am afraid ho can’t stand the homy Aus.it wottld not injure a
setter U> thear him, neither would It Injure hiu owner to have his mvp
head shaved, yet it would detract very much from tlie beauty of bull,.
We have used setters on the prairies periodica,ly fur the past IS years,
Uodiug thorn to work welt wUhont shaving off their boatitiful coat, pro
vided they were hi worklug condition.
A Sobscrtbsjb, Benicia Barracks, Cal.—1. Please inform me whether
setter puppies four months old require feeding oftener Ilian twice a day?
2. Would a litter of pups having one liver colored pass muster ua
thoroughbred Gordon setters at a bench showy 8. Please give pedigree
of imported Shot, fiate Jerome's) Gorduu setter? Ana. I. We think M,
would be well to Teed a pup of four ratmlhs old three timea a flay. 3.
No. 3. Mr Jerome's,now Mr. Copeland’s Shot, was imported q-om
England by Mr. Carroll Livingston, but he did not bring his pedigree,
It. J. Mot., Philadelphia.—1. What is tlie route of llie vessels going
by the Femundina Route? Aim. Deuce, touching at Port Royal. 3.
What is the oust, of cttbin passage? Ans. 830; cxcursion tickets 8ss.
3 What is the cost of deck (or steerage) passage? Ans. About 512. 4"
What is the difference in accommodations between the cabin and fleet
passage? Aus. Very great.. Cau’l explain. S. Are the foud ana sleep¬
ing accommodations for the deck passengers good aud clean? Aus.
Yes.
D M L-.RiistMinneanolis.—Will you please tell me what, kinds of
game are to be found in the Middle and North Parks iu Colorado? Are
the Indians at all hostile in any part of Texas; If so, what part and what
tribes? Ans, Elk, bear, deer, mountain sheep, antelope, sage cock,
trout etc. Indians are not pleasant in Southwestern Texas. We have
In'on'r office the scalp of one who hadn't the sense to keep civil. The
Indians in those parts are Oomanchee, ar which there are several distinct
l>aadfl.
A S B„ Sottas, N- Y.—■Gan any of your renders give the spy infor¬
mation in regard to the North Woods, boats, guides, expuuses, me.,
and also what it would cost to camp out for uno nioiilb there? S. What
railroads should t take to go from Sodns there? 3. Whut would he the
fare'
Ans We cannot answer these questions satisfactorily ip a
abort spaeo. Would adviso you to buy Wallace's Adirondack Guido
with map-Price $2. Ifor sale at UW cilice. It gives every item of in¬
formation tlKit can possibly be required, Guides are generally letinblo
and charge $3,50 rer day for bout nnd services.
Frank —Dow do Florida oranges compare with imported fruit? Isorange culture in Florida an assured snccess? Ans. W« have heard of
large profits huviug been made by Iruit growers in Florida, ihe manges
being very large and of a superior flavor. Dunn's Luke oranges have
sold the last season at $18 pei barrel. Other oranges rule iu the New
York markets as follows:—
7(10 ft 9 00
Porto Rico, per lib!
S Do a 10 Ml
Jamaica, per bhl...
8 00 a 10 DO
Valencia, per case
S (KJ ft •J 1)11
Havana, per bhl....
4 111)
Palermo, per box..
4 fill a ‘J So
Meseiua. per box ..
3 00 a
Sorrento, per box.,
■
v Pli a
Bmrieoa, per bn! .
Florida, 0vi bbi, •
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To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to ousiness or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stbbam PubtisiuNe Company. Personal or private letters or course excepted.
All communicationsintended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Karnes will not be published if
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Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper arc solicited.
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men sportsmen from one fend of the country to the other ; and they will
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The Publishers of Fokest and Stbbam aim to merit and secure the
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thuusdat, July 6th.—Racing: Long Branch.
Trotting: Meriden,
Conn.; Ameoia, N. Y.; Suffolk Park, Philadelphia; Detroit, Mich;
Belmont Park, Philadelphia; Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia. Re¬
gatta: Bnrlington, Iowa. Rifle: Sharpshooter's Union, Philadelphia.
Base-Ball: Mutual vs. Louisville, at Louisville, Ky.; Boston vs. St. Louis,
at St. Louis, Mo.: Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago, Ill.; Athletic vs. St.
Lonis, at St. Louis, Mo.; Olympic vs. Covington Star, at Paterson, N.
J.; Alaska vs. Wilkesbarre, at Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Friday, July 7th.—Trotping: Suffolk Park, Belmont Park, Point
Breeze Park, Philadelphia; Detroit, Mich. Base-Ball: Alaska vs. Carbondule, at Scranton, Pa. Beverly Yacht Club Regatta.
Saturday, July $th.—Racing: Long Branch. Trotting: Detroit,
Mich.; Belmont Park, Philadelphia. Rifle: Creedmoor. Base-Ball:
Mutaal vs. Louisville, at Louisville; Boston vs. St. Louis, at St. Loots;
Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Athletic vs. Cincinnati at Cincinnati;
Alaska vs. Irving, at Scranton; Brooklyn vs. Cricket, at Binghampton; Nameless vs. Staten Island, at (Staten Island; Produco Ex. vs.
Stationer’s Ex„ Brooklyn; Goodwill vs. Osceola at Brooklyn.
Monday, July 10th.—Trotting; Ambler Park, Pa.; First race for
‘■America” cup, N. Y. Harbor. Base Ball: Alaska vs. Cricket, at Biugiampton.
Tuesday, July lith.—Trotting: Ambler Park, Pa.; Point Breeze
Park, Pa.; Chester Park, Cincinnati. Base-Ball: Volunteer vs. Cricket,
at Binghamptou; Alaska vs. Ithaca, at Ithaca, N. Y.; Chatham vs.
Brooklyn, at Hoboken, N. J.; Resolute vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn; Union
vs. Olympic, at Paterson; Mutual vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati; Boston
vs. Chicago, at .Chicago; Harttord vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; Athletic
vs. Louisville, at Louisville.
Wednesday, July 12th.—Trotting as above. Second race for “Ameri¬
ca" cup. Meeting of Wisconsin State Sportsman’s Association, Madi¬
son, Wis.

_Id summer woodcock shooting the cover is often so
dense that the shooter is unable to see his dog or to know
whether he is still working or on a point. In such cases a
bell can he used to great advantage, and Messrs. Benin
Bros., of East Hampton, Ct., whose advertisement ap¬
pears iu another column, are manufacturing a small, fineloned bell for the purpose, which costs but a small sum.
The bells are finished in both nickel plate and silver, and
are arranged to slide on or off the collar.
Woodoock IN Connecticut—The Connecticut House
of Representatives has passed the Senate bill which permits
the shooting of Woodcock in that State from July 1st to
February 1st, excepting during the month of August.
Important.—Care should be t&kuu, in buy ing Fishing or Hunting Suits,
to get a genuine Holahird Suit, and not one of the worthless imitarions
which me boiDg put on the market, Tho best is the cheapest.—Ady.

HE steady march of one hundred, years has brought
our Republic’s army of citizens to their first centu¬
ry’s halt. It is with a joy almost fierce that the American
pauses and looks back over the ground he has traversed
and exults at. the fulfillment of the fair promise of his
youth. America has reached its majority, and the Ameri¬
can asserts his right to admission to the councils of the
world!
It is a grand occasion, and while the “powers” of the
Old World may smile at the grotesque enthusiasm of our
celebration, they will pardon us when they remember the
trials and triumphs that have attended the Republic’s
youth, the severe buffetings it has had, the home discord
which nearly caused its ruin.
Looking upon the material progress which our country
has made within the century, those departments of science
included within the scope of this journal should by no
means be overlooked. That of Fish Culture is the growth
of the last quarter of a century. In 1776 there was no
need of it; most of the streams which our commissioners
are now so anxious to re-stock with trout, salmon, shad or
bass, were unknown to any other angler lhau the red man
whose spear could never deplete their abundance.
In hunting, the old flint-lock has given place to Jflie
muzzle-loader, and that to the double-barrelled breech¬
loader, quick and sure. It is curious to recall how steadily
these successive innovations have been resisted. Many an
old fogy long looked with suspicion upon the percussioncap; and afterwards regarded the substitution of the shell
with equal disfavor.
In natural history, America has taken her place among
the foremost in the age. Rafinesque, Wilson, Audubon,
Townsend, Cassin, Gould, Binney, Wyman, Emmons,
Hitchcock, and many others laid the foundations of the
study of nature in this country within the past century,
and have gone to their rest. Yet under what disadvantages
the earlier ones worked. There were no scientific societies,
no libraries, no museums worth speaking of, and little
means of publication this side of Europe. This was not
much changed until Agassiz came to this country in 1847,
began the erection of the magnificent museum at Cambridge
which has become the Mecca of American naturalists, and
gathered about him that band of naturalists, Alex. Agassiz,
Theo. Lyman, Verrill, Shaler, Packard, Morse, Hyatt,
Putnam, Hagen, Allen, St. John, and the rest who are now
leading research. About the same time the Smithsonian
Institution was founded “for the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men,” and under the gnidanee of Profs.
Henry and Baird, has accumulated vast stores of books
and materials for the elaboration of the working naturalist.
Academies of Science have sprung up at Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Buffalo, San Francisco,
Charleston, and other cities, and It is not too much to say,
that if collecting should cease completely now, there is
material enough stored in these museums to keep American
naturalists busy for another hundred years in c’oset studies.
To us as sportsmen, Simon pure, looking at the Centennial
from a point the most natural for us to take up, we are not
sure that our enthusiasm can be called unbounded.
The wilderness of the olden times has its own romance
and its own attractions. It was the home of the early nimrods of America, the scene of their conflicts, of their feats
of daring, of their wonderful adventures by flood and fell,
The backwoodsman, the wigwam, the log hut, the trail,
the moccasin, have romance in their very names. In con.
nection with them we are disposed less to laud the conver¬
sion of rivers into highways, than to lament the lost
streams whose rocky beds alone remain to mark their
course, less to admire the fruitful fields of the West than
to linger over traditions of its old time glory. It is true
that if there were fish then, there are also fish to-day.
Even Izaak Walton, the immortal, may have delighted
some early settler on the Father of Waters, as he traveled
towards the setting sun, just as to-day he stands pre-eminent
as the philosopher of the rod. It is true that if all change
has not been for the better, a little of it has been so. We
do things more scientifically now-a-days, with our rifles
designed for all purposes, with our breech-loaders, and our
wonderfully natural artificial flies, but that is all we have
to show for the loss of many a stately forest and fruitful
stream. The appliances of science, the results of ingenuity,
so far as sportsmen are concerned, must engage unequally
in an endeavor to compensate for the irretrievable loss sus¬
tained in the sweeping change which has overspread the
face of nature.
We are lucky, however, that we can leave the deafening
din of the stately city, mount our iron horse, aud ride a
thousand miles away, and there, near by where perhaps
the braves-of an Indian tribe are sleeping, peacefully ply
the “gentle art,” as we meditate upon America’s present
greatness, the glories of a hundred years of independence,
and the history which added centuries are to create. Let
us be great and good as we are great.
International Rowing.—Since our comments upon this
subject in last week’s-issue, we have official information
that Dublin will not compete in the International Regatta
at Saratoga. Dublin has, however, not only declared her
intention of entering at the Centennial Regatta, but has
been the first of all clubs to send an official entry naming
her crew, and remitting the entrance fee.

—Leland’s Clarendon hotel at Saratoga, is receiving a
large patronage from summer sojourners. It is delight¬
fully located, and one of the most popular resorts at the
Springs.

GAME

PROTECTION.

special meeting of the Ohio State Sportsmen's
Association is called for this day, at the rooms of the Cu¬
vier Club, in Cincinnati, when important business was to
have been presented to the members present. Under the
presidency of Hon. Thomas A. Logan the Ohio Associa¬
tion lias been untiring, even in the face of discouragement,
in its efforts to promote the best Interests not only of the
sportsman but.of all who are interested in the protection
of fish and game. If we remember aright, the last Ohio
Legislature, passed a trespass act, which is most obnoxious
in its provisions, placing restrictions upon shooting which
are almost insurmountable. If the present meeting of the
Ohio Association was with a view to procuring an abrogation
of this act, we trust that it may be successful.
Minnesota.—A sportsman’s club for the preservation of
game aud enforcement of game laws has been organized at
Shaltopee, Scott County, Minn. The following are the
officers of the club until the next annual election: W. H.
Briggs (commonly called “Governor”), President; John
McMullen, Vice President; Wm, Wilson (judge), Secreta¬
ry; Chas. Bormarth, Treasurer; Executive Committee,
President and Vice President, C. A. Stephens, John Seneerbox, and L. E. Moody. A meeting will be held on
July 10th to adopt articles and by-laws. There will be
plenty prairie chickens there this season.
Ohio.—A

SPORTSMAN’S CLUB OF CALIFORNIA
AND. FOREST AND STREAM.
Sam Francisco, Jane, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
We are getting along finely with oar sportsman’s club. We have now
about 180 members. The fishing for salmon and trout In Lakes Merced
and San Andreas has not, up to this lime, been so guod as it was last
year, but in Filarcitos Lake some very nice sport has been enjoyed,
many good-sized tront haying been captnrcd with the tly, spoon and
The constitution and by-laws of the dub, in pamphlet form, have
just been published, with a list of members. In it ate some of the best
and wealthiest men of the city and State. The by-laws consist of arti¬
cle 1, section 1: No person shall use more than one rod at one time,
while fishing in any of the waters under the control of tho club, aud no
trout, grilse, or salmon shall be taken from such waters, except with rod
aud reel. No persons shall set any lines for capturiDg fish from the
shore, or shall fish during the night in any sncli waters. Section 2. Porsons not members of the club may be admitted to the privileges of the
same, subject to the following regulations: A member may invite one
or more guests to the club bouse or waters of the club, and such guests
shall be subject to all the rales governing the members of the dull, and
the member shall be held responsible for the conduct of his gaests, and
for any pecuniary responsibility which they may incar. Members shall
pay $2.50 per day for each guest fishing any waters controlled by the
clnb. In the California I/orticulturisl I have now a sporting depart¬
ment -the Rod and Gun. It is in the Jnno number, but for some mouths
previously I had prepared aud published articles of this character. This,
I hope, may lead sportsmen here to send for your excellent weekly, tho
Forest and Stream, (as a nibble at my papers may Induce a good bite
at yonrs) a work which treats so instructively and amnslngly at large ou
all such matters; such as the narratives and adventures iu both shooting
and fishing from dl points ot tho world, with all other sporting subjects
and natural history, botany, etc., etc., being most inviting and interest¬
ing to all lovers of such things, who are evidently increasing in numbers
every day. Fishermen who take delight m the rod, and sportsmen who
are equally rood of the gun, miss a vast amount of pleasure and infor¬
mation when your splendid and variously furnished work is us a sealed
book to them. This I assert in all sincerity and truth, with a thorough
conviction that your periodical only wants to be seeu aud read by all
trne followers of field sports for them to lose no line In sending for it
at the small price for which they cad obtain so valuable and enjoyable
a publication.
E. J. Hooper.

We certainly attach proper value to the expression of
approval which the well-informed editor of the California
Horticulturist has so kindly volunteered in behalf of this
journal, and are proud and pleased lo have earned it. If
the circulation of this paper is not so large as he and its
other patrons think it should he, or is not multiplying with
geometrical strides, it is attributable in a great degree to the
universal hard Limes which "try men's souls” now, just as
they did in 1770. Nevertheless, we have no reason to com¬
plain, either of the paucity or of the intelligence of our
constituency, which includes without doubt a larger pro¬
portion of eminent men of the United States and Canada
than any other journal. To have such support is success
in itself, and to have earned it is an honorable reward of
effort. Mr. Hooper has contributed largely to the columns
of the Forest and Stream information relative to mat¬
ters and things on his side of the continent, especially of
the Sulmomda; and we are encouraged to learn from him¬
self that he is to include a natural science department in
his valuable magazine. This will add much to its interest
in the view of eastern readers; and will supply a source
of information much needed by sportsmen, namely, a
journal devoted to the physical geography and natural his¬
tory sports and characteristics of the Pacific coast.
Obituary.—We have to add to the list of friends of this
paper who have lately deceased, the name of John Auchiucloss. Well known as a man and a merchant in this city, we
cun only allude to his high qualities as a disciple of the ang¬
ling art. But a few clays before his death Mr. Auchinelo65
called at our office, and obtained samples of the flies most
likely to be of service on his Canadian trip. But the flies
were destined never to be wetted; he had only reached
Quebec, when the summons mot him, and the journey wa3
suddenly cut short. Mr. Auchincloss was un ardent and
skillful salmon angler, and his trips lo his favorite river
were anticipated and enjoyed with the keenest relish. We
add our mite of sympathy for those left, to the abundant
measure from a thousand sorrowing friends,
—The "Forest and Stream-Hat," made by Espenseheid,
118 Nassau, is very beautiful. We sport one of them.
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him to cast so as not to disturb the fish, and also to waste while you are playing your fish, you do not alarm others
no time in testing inauspicious or improbable places. above you, as you are supposed always to lead your captive
Choose also where you will land' your fish, and determine down stream.
A CHAPTER OP INSTRUCTIONS ON ANGLINS WITH PLY.
how to provide for any emergency that may arise. Having
It is useless to WBSte lime in whipping every foot of a
T this season some practical instructions in Angling calculated the length of the line you propose to cast, see stream. Trout lie where cool bottom springs bubble, or
will be quite acceptable; and inasmuch as instruc¬ that you have room enough for your back line, so that you lateral brooks come in, or food gathers, the depth of wa¬
tion in the art is most difficult to impart through books, it may avoid being hung up in trees or caught in a rock or ter favors, or shade and protection serve. The strongest
is possible that, some hints may be conveyed here that have stump. Note the sun, and observe that your shadow does and biggest fish preempt the choicest places and deepest
not been printed before. In fact, it may be as well to state not fall on the water. If it be alright calm, don’t be in a pools, but good fish are often takeu in swift water flowing
that the Editor has long contemplated writing what follows, hurry to cast, but wait for a riffle on the water, or for the about six inches deep over pebbly bottoms where the con¬
sun to go under a cloud, as your chances for a rise are thus ferva attaches itself to stones and sways in the current, af¬
to supply the wants which he has felt existed. •
Impi'iniis: The methods of casting a fly vary according increased ten-fold; always remembering that in trout-fishing fording both food and lurking places. In large rivers it is
to the character of the water to be fished—whether it he nothing is gained by being in a hurry. If the wind blows useless to fish except at rapids, or where a lateral stream
lake, river, or stream, or whether the angler is to wade, or briskly in your face, don’t attempt to cast against it-, as flows in. Casts may be taken when wading, or from the
bank, according to depth of water and other circumstan¬
fish from a boat, or the bank. There are a few general your flies will only get into the trees, but select a bend in
rules that govern, however; and the first to be observed is the river, or wait for a more favorable opportunity. If ces. Where the river wakes short turns there is a deep
to keep out of sight. To enable the angler to do this a long you wish to cross a stream to change position, walk to hole on one side and a cotresponding sand-bar or fiat on
the nearest shoal and wade to the opposite side.
the other. Trout are likely to he found in till these deep
cast is frequently indispensable. If fish were not shy, the
When everything is auspicious, and you are ready to holes, because the current carries the food there; and for
angler might dispense with flies, and walk up boldly to the
water and dip them out with his hands. But to cast a long cast, grasp your rod in the right hand above the reel, and the same reason they are also to be found under the bank
line without bungling, requires studious practice. For a hold the stretcher" fly lightly between the thumb and forp opposite to the wind. Where a river is divided by an
proper cast, the line should not ouly be delivered straight finger. Then throw up the tip of the rod gently, at the island or patch of weeds, a cast will'be . rewarded. In
and evenly, without kinks, coils, or bights, but the .flies same time lettiDg go the fly, and when the line is at its full spring the fish are much scattered, and can he taken al¬
should be laid lightly on the water, as the natural flies lengtii drop the tip and you will he surprised to see how most anywhere, as they are foraging for food, the insects
settle. Hence the line, and the casting line, must he deli¬ gracefully the fly will light on the water twenty feet not yet having been hatched out. Later in the season the
cate in size and texture, and the flies must be small, so as distant. If you discover that you are to fall short, or go trouts’ food is swept in plenty and variety to their dining¬
rooms in the holes under the hank. And in autumn nature
to make no splash when they fall. It is because such fine too far, recover the line before it touches the water, and
tackle is required, that the handling of a heavy fish be¬ try agaiu. If the fly should touch the water and fail to teaches them to resort to the springheads and smaller
provoke
a
rise,
trail
it
lightly
and
briskly
along
the
stream
tributaries for the purpose of spawning. Trout feed chief¬
comes difficult; for it is apparent that to lift its weight on
the line would part it. To relieve the strain a flexible rod in a semi-circle until you are obliged to take up the slack, ly. at night, and hence are more readily taken on dark and
is required; and the rod has its very important part to play and then cast again. After casting from one stand three cloudy days, and between sunset and dark.
In using the fly the object is to imitate the movements
throughout in killing the fish. The fish must be killed on times over a spot, including the width of the stream, and
the rod, and not on the line. To exact full service from a failing of a rise, give the fish a yard more line, by drawing of the natural insect as nearly as possible, and the angler
rod, a perfect ai;ch (longer or shorter,) must be maintained it off the reel with the left hand; then raising the rod often exercises great ingenuity in so doing. To drop the
from the moment a fish is hooked until he is landed. The smartly, take up the slack, throw the rod hack of the line naturally on the water, and then to keep it endued
management of this arch in motion is the science of angling. Bhoulder, and when the line has passed behind to its full with life, is the strategem. From the moment the fly
The rod has, of course, its proper functions to perform io length, project the tip forward as if you were going to touches the water the angler should keep his eye on it,
making the cast. The essential qualities of a rod are elas¬ strike the water, observing to never let the rod drop below Trout often feed a little under the surface; they do Dot al¬
ticity and stillness; first, a uniform elasticity that is evenly a position horizontal and parallel with the water. The ways break when they rise, hut quietly suck in the fly.
distributed and maintained throughout its length from but movement we have described is technically known as cast¬ The angler can frequently delect a quick movement of a
to tip; and second, that peculiar quality of stiffness which ing. We will make it still plainer, as it must- be practised dark object beneath the surface, or a sudden flash of light,
acts with a yielding resistance, preventing the fish from by one desiring to become proficient. We will suppose Which he knows to be a fish making for the hook, and he
exerting its full strength on the hook, the leader, or the the angler standing tip to his knees in mid stream with his instinctively raises the tip of his rod and hooks it. A nov¬
line, just, as elastic traces would prevent a horse from line trailing down with the current to its full length in ice might have let a dozen of these oppofiunities pass.
Often the whereabouts of a trout is betrayed by a break or
exerting his full strength in drawing. No rod will throw a front of him. Draw off enough line from the reel to
a leap from the surface, and the wide-awake angler will
line deftly unless it possesses these requisites, and in the lengthen the cast as much as is required; keep the elbow of
selection of a rod its weight, length, and suppleness, must the right arm at ease, but well in toward the body, and make it his business to toss his fly over the spot sooner or
be gauged by the physical properties of the purchaser, be¬ the wrist flexible. Raise tbo rod evenly and without jerk¬ later. Sometimes the trout rush at the lure like a flash,
cause Die same rod, like the same gun, will not serve all ing, with force sufficient to lift the line froni the water; leaping clear over it in their eagerness. They are difficult
sportsmen alike. The angler ought to be able to tell when throw the tip upward aud backward until it takes a posi¬ to hook then. A fish will hook himself only in cases where
a rod feels well balanced in his hand, just as he does a tion over the shoulder at an angle of 45 degrees and no the fly first touches the water at the end of a straight line,
billiard cue, an oar, a gun, or a croquet mallet. Given the more, keeping the tip a trifle outward, away from the or when the line is being withdrawn smartly for a new
rod and lino, we need such a reel as will deliver the line body; calculate the length of time required to straighten cast. In all other cases the skill of the angler must bo em¬
freely, yet not so rapidly as to permit it to overrun, and we the line out behind to Us full length, and then bring the ployed. If ibis “strike" be made with vigor or desper¬
accordingly secure a light pressure or check by the ‘‘click.” rod forward with vigor, striking down squarely and di¬ ately, either the trout will he jerked high in the air, the"
The click also telegraphs to the ear what the fish is doing, rectly in front of you, always remembering on no account tackle will be broken, the hook will tear out, or, what is
and in this way renders a service greater than is generally to let the lip drop as low as the surface. It will be per¬ more probable, the hook will miss altogether. Then the
ceived that in the upward motion the thumb points out¬ awkward effort will scare the fish away, and the angler
supposed.
The importance of using small flies, even in discolored ward, and with the downward motion it .turns inward. must proceed to another place. How to hook a fish can¬
not bo told; hut if the angler will school himself never to
water, should impress itself upon the angler. Lightness This is the infallible key to the whole situation.
and neatness of form are characteristics of river insects, By practising this combination of movements one will raise the arm, but simply to use the wrist, lifting the thumb
and therefore a serious objection to the flies in common learn not only to lay out his cast on the water in good slightly when a fish rises, his lesson will be nearly learned.
use, and at the tackle shops, is that they are much too form, but by increasing the force to cast great distances. He must remember that his wrist is the fulcrum of a long
bushy, thereby not only exposing their deception more At no time should the efforts be jerky. The body should lever, and that a slight movement there will produce an
quickly, hut preventing by masses of feathers the trout be well poised, and the arm move with the evenness and astouudiug demonstration at the other end. It is appar¬
method of a pendulum. With a long line a sudden up¬ ent that the offer of an undesirable fish can often be de¬
from hooking themselves when they xise.
A second rule in angling is, to tread lightly along the ward jerk is liable to break the rod either at the first or clined. If fish in a pool he frightened, give the pool a half
streams, and when in boat, to avoid noises that cause second ferule, or to throw the line out of its natural hour’s rest.
Having hooked the fish the next thing is to handle him.
vibrations. It seems to be settled by scientific tests that parabolic orbit; while a too sudden or premature projection
fish do not hear, but their perception through the nerves of of the rod forward will snap off the flies, tangle the line, or If well hooked, he will go to the bottom, and if slightly
hooked
he will flounder about on the surface. Upon this
catch
the
seat
of
one’s
corduroys
with
the
hook,
insufficient
"feeling is very keen, and sounds are easily communicated*
through the water by sudden jars, the careless dropping of tithe having been given for the line to straighten itself be¬ showing the angler determines his mode of proceedure.
an o ar, or deep bass tones of the voice. It is well known hind. Inexperienced anglers are annoyed by the snoods Iu any case put him into the basket as soon as possible.
that a deaf person can hear sounds of a voiedor instrument, chafing and breaking off at the heads of the flies; the cause Do not work him against the current more than can be
if a hard wood stick be placed in his teeth, connecting with is imperfect casting. The fly being heavier than the deli¬ helped. If you see the strength of your rod tested too
cate line, moves faster through the air by the impetus much, give him line; when he yields, reel up. The point is
the object emitting the sounds.
The angler about to whip a water should first straighten given it, and when a quick jerky motion is made in east¬ always to keep him well in hand, as you Would a horse—
ing,
or a too much up-and-down motion is given to the always to feel him. "When necessary to lead him out of
his snoods and leaders by soaking them in a basin of water;
after which he can keep them tolerably straight by winding rod, the fly lias to drag the line along like a shot taking a weeds or dangerous places, advance the but of the rod.
the cast around his hat. At a proper distance from the life-line to a wreck, aud lights on the water with a thud It will stand an enormous strain. Keep the line always
angling place, let him put his rod together, first adjusting that sends it back at right angles with the link or loop. under your thumb, with the thumb on the rod. If the
fish leaps, lower the tip of the rod so as to give the Jlue
the reel to its place, then the tip and second joints, and The friction is more than the strongest gut can stand.
In lifting very long lines from the water, it is desirable slack, otherwise he will tear the hook loose. Having at
the second joint and but last, keeping the hands close to the
ferules and as near together as possible.. Next reeve the to start them first, and then withdraw them wholly, other¬ last takeu the mettle from him, reel in short, throw the
line through the rings and draw it off from the reel until wise the weight and sag is liable to part the tackle, and rod back over your shoulder, and slip the landing net un¬
its length is equal to a little more than half the length of break or strain the rod; also before malting the forward der him. If you have no net, lead him to the hank
the rod; then, with the rod held perpendicularly, unless ad¬ cast, count the time it has taken to withdraw the line from and draw him out, if he be a large one. Small ones can
jacent objects prevent, bend on the casting line, hook the the water and bring the rod to its position over the shoul¬ be lifted by the line.
tail-fly or stretcher into one of the bars of the reel, and der. The flies will then have time to traverse the entire
wind up until the line is taut. You are then ready to pro¬ arc which a well-made cast requires.
International Live Stock Exhibition.—The Bureau
When about to change position on the stream, reel up of Agriculture, Centennial Commission, has a new circular
ceed to business. Two flies, four feet apart, are enough at
any time, and where there are weeds, bushes or snags, or and take your line out of the water, unless you are wad¬ in press, announcing important changes, and such as com¬
the trout heavy, it is wise to use only a single fly. The ing, when it may sometimes be preferable to let the line mend theraseives strongly to the breeders of the country
chance of hooking your fish is increased when two flies are drift down ahead of the angler, if the current be swift.
as eminently practical. The syBtom of awards will be the
on, but the chances of landing them are much diminished. Wading possesses several advantages over fishing from the same as that adopted for the government of all the inter¬
It is unpleasant to catch a weed with one hook and a fish hank, for it enables the angler to fish every part of the national judges. Every animal possessing points of ex¬
with the other, or to have two heavy fish run contrariwise stream which the other method does not, and gives him cellence will be reported upon moro or less fully, accord¬
more casting room; the fish are not so easily frightened, ing to ils inherent and comparative merit. Exhibitors
and carry off your line.
In fishing a stream, it is sometimes necessary to pass and when hooked are more easily landed. Fish can see in whose stockreceives the cominetulatiou of the judges will
through thick brush. This can be done with dexterity, if clear water with great acuteness, hut the refraction seems be presented with a special report and diploma, attested by
the angler hold his rod horizontally, pushing it through, to impair their vision. Fish have a habit of backing the signatures of the judges, specifying the typical fea¬
hut or tip foremost, according to circumstances, the former slowly down stream as the angler advances, not seeming tures of each animal, and supplemental to these will be
being preferable. Having approached the bank, select greatly disturbed; but the moment they do take flight presented the bronze medal of the Commission. The
your casting place with judgment; we mean the spot where they scoot up stream like lightning. Streams may be judges in each group will also make a general report upon
you propose to throw for a rise. A previous knowledge of fished up or down at option, though down stream is the the characteristics of each breed, special reference being
a stream gives one a great advantage everyway, by enabling best. The only advantage of fishing up stream is that made to animals exhibited of superlative merit. Thee
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reports will be embodied with the reports of judges in
other groups, and will be highly valuable in the future for
reference. Live stock will be divided into two groups,
horses being embraced under group 29; dogs, group 30;
neat cattle, group 31; sheep, group 33; swine, group 38;
and poulfy, group 34. Hay and straw will be furnished
by the Centennial Commission without charge, and stalls
free of entry fee. Entries will remain open till August 1.

gfwt §tm and §ifle.
GAME

NOW IN

Woodcock, Philohela minor.
Black-bellied plover or ox-eye,S(juatarola Helvetica.
Ring plover, JEgialitis semipalmatns.
Stilt, or long-shanks, Him-anlopus

SEASON.

Retl-brtcked sandpiper, or ox-bird,
Tvlrtga americana.
Great marbled godwit, or marlm,
Lirnosa fedoa.
Wilief, Totanus smipalmatus.
Tattler, Totqrms melanoUucns.
Yellow-shanks, Totanus Jlavipes.

Red-breasted snipe or (lowiLcln
Macrortuwiphus gristm.
“Bay-birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand-piper,
enipe, curlew, oyster.-catcher, surr-birds, phalaropcs, avocets, etc., com¬
ing nnder the group Limacolce or Shore Birds.
The Centennial Trophy.—The Centennial trophy for
the International Rifle Match has been selected. The de¬
sign was furnished by Tiffany & Co. and represents a
bronze shield of the ancient Roman pattern, on the upper
side of which is an eagle with expanded wings and un¬
derneath a bar similar to wliat, under the Roman Empire,
bore the characters “S. P. Q. R.” On this bar will be an
appropriate motto, and the centre of the shield will bear a
fitting inscription in gold letters surrounded by ornamental
scrolls to hear the names of the winners.
Remarkable Shooting—We noted last week some re¬
markable shooting made by Mr. C. A. Hodgman at Morse,
mere, hut his last performance eclipses anything of the
kind we have ever heard of. We have now before us a
diagram of a target made by Mr. Hodgman at Morsemere
on the 23d Inst., upon winch are fifty bull’s-eyes made in
fifty consecutive shots at 500 yards. Of these 26 are within
an eleven-inch carton.
t
Florida.—Jacksonville possesses a club known as the
William T?1I Rifle Club, numbering 30 members, all Her¬
mans, none Others being admitted to members hip. At the
last meeting the club prize, a silver badge, was won by
Mr. J. D. Wilscheu.
The Ristohn Match.—Tuesday and Wednesday of last
week were the days appointed for the second competition
for places on the team which is to shoot the return match
•with the Irish riflemen. The aggregate scores.were as fol¬
lows :—
Name.
Blydenonreh.
-Rollon..
Allen.
Hal Illume.
Yale.
Davison...
Moi

Total.| Name.
..417 Lamb...
..407 Dnsetibury ..
. .401 Anderson...
. .400 Fisher.
. .300 Smyth.
..389; Hodgman...
..360!CaliUel(l.

Total.

The number of shots fired at each competition is 20 at
1,000, and 10 each at 000 and 800 yards. The team is
to be selected from those making the highest aggregate
scores on this and the next competition. Those already
chosen for the International team rely on the scores
made in the competitions for their present places for posi¬
tions in this learn also.
In the match for the Abercorn cup, shot at Wicklow on
the 28t.li inst., in which the men competing for team places
also shot, we have an opportunity of comparing Bcorcs,
the same number of shots, 20 at 1,000, and 15 at 900
and 800 yards being fired. The best made were as follows
N.me
SrnVrtT '

800 yds.
67

Mune.-::::::::::::.«w

900 yds.
68

«r

1000 ydB.
75

»

Total
2l)t

«

Sr.“

f6

g

m
3!

|

g88

3
.01

wm.tRiShV:::..^

«

Fullou. 50
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The shooting at the 1,000 yards range appears to have
been very good. The competitions were concluded on the
29th with thdriollowing result: William Rigby is first, bis
gross score in two days being 438; Fenton is second by a
score of 427. The others made the following gross
scores:—
Total
Total.I Name.
.423 John Rieby..
.420 Armstrong...
.41? Green hill_
.406 Banks..
.40ft | Bay e.
.4021 McKenna —
.4021 Tbv nne.
..396|Birch....

Nome.
Fulton.
Johnston.
Smyth.
Milner. ...
Wilson.
Cooper.
Joynt.
Goff.

John Rigby won the ten-guiuea cup presented by Smith
for the best score at 1,000 yards.
The Scotch Team.—The last competition of the rifle¬
men for places in the Scotch Team for America was held
on the 27th ulto. The weather was delightfully fine, but
the breeze was fickle. The following are the score made:—
800
Yds
Name.
Clark, r.58
McVittie.66
Win telavv.68

BDfd

Menzics. 59
Mitchell. 08
Luke. b6

65
5S
63

800
Yd’s.
Name.
Rae.
Paton.
rjaoriibnrn,
Findlay_
Fraser.
KiddeJl..
Whyte.59

Yd's.

Yd’s.

During the shooting at the 1,000 yards range the breeze
unfavorable and interfered with the efforts of the
marksmen to make first-class scores. Of tbe gentlemen
above named the first ten, having won their place by mak¬
ing the best aggregate scores in the three days’ shooting out
of four, will constitute tbe Scotch team for the Interna¬
tional match in the United States.
The Iiush Riflemen.—At Wicklow, on the 301 h ulto.
Ulster won the All Ireland Challenge Shield, which was
competed for by the various Irish clubs. Each man fired
Wnty shots at 1,000 and 1,100 yards range, Ulster was
was

represented by Wilson, Fulton, Fenton, and Ward.
following is their score:—
1000
Name.
Yards.
Wilson.71
Fulton.8i
Total for Ulster,632.

1)00 I
1000
Yards.
Name.
Yards.
68 Fenton.9ft
68 Ward.79

The
1100
Ya,ds.
86
S«

Dublin was second, with a gross score of 614. The team
comprised Wm. Rigby, Johnson and Cooper. Waterford
made 573. The team consisted of Goff, Rea, Greenhill
and John Rigby.
m
Connecticut.—Two matches were shot at the Willowbrook range, June 24th, The first being between Hart¬
ford and Manchester teams, each consisting of four shooters.
The conditiong were 10 shots each, at 500 yards. The
scores were as follows:—
MANCHESTER.
HAltTEORDS.
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total
C. S. Davidson. 45 G. F. Babcock. 46
J Wordbridge. 44
N. Washburn.
44
T. C. Rinney. 40 T. F. Flunket. S3
Johnson. 32
F.T. Studley..
Total.159

. .155

Total..

The Hartford team winning by four points.
The bull’s-eye match was next in order, for which there
were ten competitors representing Hartford, New Haven,
Middletown, Manchester, and New Britain. Conditions of
the match being 20 shots each, 10 at 800 and 10 at 1,000.
The weather was rather unfavorable. The prize (a badge)
was won by C. S. Dayidson, who scored nine bull’s-eyes.
The next shoot for the badge will take place on Saturday,
8th. In boili matches, Messrs. Davidson and Studley used
Sharp’s rifles of 40 calibre, all the other contestants shoot¬
ing with the regular Creedmoor rifles. Meetings at the
range will take place hereafter on the second aud fourth
Saturdays of each month.
PIGEON

MATCHES.

Iowa.—A shooting tournament was held at Pacific Junc¬
tion on the loth ulto. In the first match there were seven
entries. Entrance fee $5; 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary;
60 per cent, to 1st, 80 per cent to 2d, 10 per cent, to 3d; 10
birds shot at from plunge traps. The result was as fol¬
lows:—
Name.
Total. I Name.
Total.
c. Hollmayr. 9|T. Parker.10
It. Multi*. 9 John Petty....10
Geo. Hales.10 U. Hey wood .. 8
W. Prestoi;. 81

Tie on 10. Hales, Petty, and Parker, shot oil, same rules,
26 yards rise, at.5 birds, and each killed 5. Second tie,
same persons, Hales, 4; Parker. 3. Hollmayr anil Mullis
tieing on second prize, divided. Preston and Hey wood
divided third money.
Entrance fee and rules in the second match same as.
above-.—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.
Halos.. lOlHofltnayr.10
Folly
8 Jackson. 3
Preston""-..111 l>arker. 8
Mullis.9|Ueywood.

Hales, 4; Preston,
Ties on 10 shot off at 26 yards rise
Hoffmayr, 5. Preston and Iloffmay divided. Mull
took second prize. Ties on 8, Petty, 4; Parker and Jackson, S each.
The tliiid match was shot same distance, rules and pelcapita as above:—
Name.
Hales.
Champlin.

Total. I Name. [
Total.
10 Parker...10
'ul

Double-uird match between Hales, Champlin, Hoffmayr,
and Parker, at three pairs, 18 yards rise, 100 yards bound¬
ary, resulted as follows:—
Name.
Score.
Hales.10 10 01
GbampUn.11 00 11

Total I Name.
Score.
3 Hoffmayr.II 11 10
4lParker.It It 11

Total.
5
6

The judges in tbe above matches were B. Haskee, Red
Oak; John Killer, Council Bluffs. Referee, Mr. Sutphen,
of Omaha. The contest in each match was spirited and
harmoniously conducted.
SECOND DAY.

The first match on this day was at five pairs, double
birds. Entrance and prizes same as on previous day. 18
yards rise, 100 boundary:—
Name
Total.I Name.
Total..
J T Oliver.. J. H. McGee,.9
J. C. Hoffmayr." JJ-S. Mills....
<
H. C. 'Champlin.»|J-W. Holdridge.I,
R. Mullis.W. Petty.. .7
Oed. Hales.« Thos. H. Parker.8
B.F. Buzzard.9|H. Evans.5

In shooting oil ties of nine, Mullis won. Hales and
Parker divided second money and Oliver took third.
Second match was at three double and tun single rises.
In this mutch the winner of the first prize took the silver
eup :-—
Name.
tumble. Single.^ Name.
Double^ Single
8 Petty.11 11 11
H. C. Champlin.. .11 10 11
8 Geo. Hales....
11 11 01
J.C. Hoffmayr....11 11 10
7
McGee.11
11 11
R. Mullis.01 10 10
10 T. Hales.01 01 11
Buzzard..11 ri 10
7
W.
D.
Joues.00
10 00
Holdridge.10 00 00
9
U.
Evans.11
II 11
Mills.....11 10 H
6 strait.11 11 11
Hall.11 00 11
10 White.11 10 11
J. T. Oliver. ...,.01 11 11
7
N,
A.
Thayer.II
01
00
J. S. Smith.10 11 11
Parker.10 ll 11
•

wind in their favor, the majority went briskly from the traps. The noboundary rule was adopted for the first time In California* and worked
well; four minutes time for retrieving a bird; 12 Dir s each member:—
Name.
Total.
Name.
J. W. Kennedy...111
J. Fancy. ...
,J. Johnson.6
F. Potter.
J. Lymigrcn.8
R. Renner_
J. Galbraith.10
A. Young....
W. FT. Kelly.10
U. Cameron..
G. Gilpntrick. b
T. Hart.
24
..11 i!li
>11
T. Mullin....
26
Tieso 11 shot off nt 3 pairs.
Score,
Doable birds.
T. Hart.11 10 10
an prize.
P. Mullin.11 11 10
2d prize.
J, W, Kennedy. 11 U 11
lstmcdal.
Mr. Kennedy winning the medal of the club, making It the third time
in four he hns contended lor it. The medal mast be won three times in
succession tQ become tbe property of the winner.
Q,oaii.. i

MISSISSIPPI

NOTES.

Corinth, Miss., jnno 23d, IS76.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The man that directs the Signal Service Department at Washington—
he that beareth the euphonious title of “Old Prob”—seems to have lost
his grip on pluvial affairs in th's part ef biB dominions altogether, ae, in |
the expressive language of the disconsolate granger, the bottom seems*
to have dropped out of the clonds, and the fountains of the mighty
deep to be broken up. We have had some fearful rains, doing mneh.
damage to the growing crops, and we fear destroying many of the youDg
broods of quails and turkeys. Quails promise, if not destroyed by the
recent rains, to be more plenty this season than for several past, and aj
number of broods of ^onng turkeys have been seen in places where,
none had been raised within the last fouror live years. The game law is
not being violated here, and I have the same report from different sec¬
tions of the State.
A lady friend, who lives in, as “Windy Jim” poetically calls it, “Sweet-1
Coahoma-by-the-river side*" told me, a few days since, that a line young
gobbler walked up within twenty yards of her front door. She said]
that, having the fear of the game law before her eyes, she would not.
shoot it. She informed roe that the negroes had greased and laid up-l
their guus nntil fall. T am certain the game law will result In great,
good towards the protection aud consequent increase of gome in thfd
section.
An incident worthy of mention, showing the affection and care, and;
InBtinct in averting danger, or reason, as you please, of a bird, occurred]
here ata lire recently. A mocking-bird had a nest in a box-eldor tree,containing three callow young, within fifteen loet of the house that was
burned. The tree was charred and almost consumed. A gcntlcmaid
who had watched the birds daring their nesting, and who had been,
charmed by their songs, said sadly the next morning after the ffro, as I
passed:
“Our friends the mocking-birds ‘went up' last night, nest
young and all; 1 snppose tbe old birds, blinded by the (lames, must haves
flown into the fire;" but before noon ho saw the old birds feeding the]
young in a-potaloe patch far enough from the scene of the fire to be oat
of danger. They had evidently carried their nestlings to this place of
safety, and had deposited them all together.
1 have just received from J. & W. Tolley, Birmingham, a 10 gauge,
33-inch breech loading gnn "National” brand, made to order, with which.!
I expect to mako some havoc among the gallos and cermets next falH
Like the other gun they bulU for me, it is oil that I could desire. .My
frieud LeNoir baa one same size end weight, “Paragon” braud, and!
sayB he would not lake five hundred dollars for it; and that re minds me
that “Old Pious” gave me a whack once, in Forest and Stream,
about going into ecBtacies ovsr my other Tolley gun, aud sporting un
altered muzzle-loader. I’ll explain that, Mr. Editor, infer nos, between
yon anil me and the lamp-post. When I go into the field with such men
ns Jcems the Pious, to save my reputation as a shootlst I have to take w
gun along that will make a pattern as big as a cirena ring.
Tu mentioning the sportsmen’s club with the name of Forest and-,
Stream, in a recent issue, you neglected to say anytliiug of the Forest
and Stream shooting of Coriuth, Miss. Tu prove that we have done:
something individually, if not as an organization. I have only to refer
you to the fact that a game law has, as you are aware, been passed in our
State.
Gtnros.i

FLANNEL

SHOT

CARTRIDGES.

Morgantown, N. C., June 22d, 1576. *■
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I thought the “flannel shot cartridge” question defunct, till "Wing,
Shot,” in your issue or Jane 1st, gave his opinion, which, though alto¬
gether favorable, would have been of more Value if he had tried them*
much ofteDer than three times.
In last week’s paper E. L Harris steps to the front with his testimo¬
ny io favor of the flannel choke bore syBtcm, My experience was jUBt
the reverse from that of both these gentlemen. After reading what
wonders the F. S. C. would accomplish, I made a few to try. and started
out bent on destruction. The first shot delighted me; It was at a duck,
and the distance was about seventy yards—in fact, it. eeetned so long 1
had no expectation of killing, hut not beiug able to lessen it, concluded
to give him a blezzaid anyhow. To roy ustonisliment I killed that mis¬
guided bird as dend as Jephtha’s daughter, indeed a little too dead, for E
suspected the shot of bunching. I carle home aud cnrerully made if.
dozen cartridges or different material, viz .: thin fliumnl cloth and bucltBkin carefully sewed over my loading-stick, so ns accurately to fit the id-3
side oi cartridge case. 1 fastened the ends securely, turned the certridge case well down, made some targets, and proceeded to the field,
where 1 patiently tried them at each distance I would be likely to need
them for, and I found them to bunch sometimes aud fill the target, but
mote frequently to do no better than loose shot. As for tbu'ir being;
cheap, just try making a few, and soy what it is worth. I should charge1
one dollar eucU (orders not solicited).
J
With regard to the Kay shot coDcentrator, it suits rue exactly. I have
only tried them at a target, but the patlern they give is so excel]tint and
uniform that] look forward to next season’s shooting with increased;
pleasure, intending to use them in the loft barrel when birds get up
wild. Perhaps Mr. Hams put them in his cases wrong end up.
G. H> Moran. I

Ties on 1st prize at 5 single rises at 26 yards nse:—
Name
Petty
.1

Score.
Total. I hams.
Score.
0 10 1
31 McGee.1 0 10

1

Total.
3

tie, 5 single birds, 31 yards rise: Petty, 3; Mc¬
Gee 4 first prize aud cup. Ties on second prize, 5 single
rises’ at 26 yards rise: Buzzard, 3; Oliver, 4; Strait, 3.
Thos Parker took third prize, and H. Evans, fourth.
Judges H. B. Williams, of Glenwood, and John Hastee,
of Burlington; referee, A. C. Graham, “Initial Point."
Second

Ban Francisco, Cal., June 20th, 1876.
Editor Forest And Stream.—
The second regal ar match of tbe season of the HiL or Miss Shoot
iu» Club, took place at the “Seventeen Mila House,” on the line ot the
S "p. R. R. on the 18th inst. A very numerous company assembled to
witness the shooting, and all the arrangements in connection with
the affair were earned out in the best manner by the officers of the olnb,
with the assistance of the proprietor of the grounds, Mr Kuniear. A
more pleasantly conducted match haB not taken place in this locality for
years. Considering the strong wind which prevailed* and the fact that
the members of the dab wer* handicapped, English style, the shooting
b* oQBrfteittd goofi- Tb« bird* wire a nwd Is*. and baviog IV

TO

MAKE

A

GUN

SPREAD.

Granbt, Conn., June 34th, 1876. I
Editor Forest and Stream:—
8
Wishing to mako my gun (which is a choke bore) scatter more I loaded
some shells the following way : 31 drs. powder, 1 Bley's black-edged wad,
i oz. shot, then card-board wad, then shot, Ac., using wad over eveiy
f oz. shot. 1 fiuil by so loading shells yon cma obtain a spread *f aboutthirty inches at ten yards, which is about double the distribution my
muzzle-loader gave at same distance, loaded the ordinary way. I would
like to have sportsmen try the above method and report the result,1
which I think will he milisfaotory.
_
A. Elko.ee . I

—A Shakopce, Scott County, Minnesota, correspondent
says ptairie chickens will he plenty next season.
—Mr. Hiram Cranston, formerly proprietor of the New
York Hotel, has again resumed the control of the house.
Air. Cranston made one fortune in the same locality, and
we doubt, not will so well meet the wauls of his friends tha$
»T>oihcr awaits In*?*.
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FOREST AND STREAM
fJHIE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

§niioml gaftimes.
BASE BALT..

The Professional Arena.—The second
week’s play of the western tour of the east¬
ern nines elided July 1st with the appended
record:-Chicago vs. Athletic....13 to 14
Chicago vs. Athlelie.
to to 3
Chicago vs. Athletic...IS to 9
Total.50

2(1

St, Louis vs. Mutual.
• ... 7 to l
St. Louis vs. Mutul.8 to fi

Northern Railway of
Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
Canada and CollingThis groat, corporal ion now owns and operate* over
two thousand miles of road, radiating from Chicago.
wood Lake Supe¬
Like the fingers in a man's hand, its lines reach in all
directions, an I cover about aU tbe country north,
northwest., and west, of Chicago. With one branch it
rior Line.
roaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and tbe coun¬
ONLY FIRST-CLASS ROUTE TO THE BEAUTI¬
FUL INLAND LAKES OF CANADA
AND LAKE SUPERIOR.

Loutsvillo vs. Boston. 3 to 5

Three express trains dally north from Toronto.
Steamers leave Colliiigwood every Thursday at 6 P.
M.f on Arrival of steamboat express, leaving Toronto
at noon.

Louisville va. Boston. SCO 6
Louisville vs. Boston. - to 10

Lake C6nel*felling*

Total..

.

15

Total.
Hanford vs. Cincinnati .

1

AND THE

13
31
5 to a

Hartford va. Cincinnati.18 to 8
Total.-■ ...Hi

8

Rain stopped Saturday’s games in SLLouiis and Cincinnati, tho former with a
score of 5 to l in favor of the Mutuals at
the end of the fourth inniugs, and the lat¬
ter with the score at 3 to 1 in favor of Hartford in the third innings. The record of
the League pennant contests to duly 2d is
as follows:—

Lakes of Muskoka
i.re the coolest and most delightful Summer watering
daces in Northern Canada. Ton riat,* proceding down
.lie SL. Lawrence .can make a pleasant detour from
Toronto to C'oncbichiog in fire Ron r* on express train
with Drawing R.ioin Conches thus visitiug the most
charming of the chain of Lakes.

Excursion Tickets
At greatly reduced rates during months of July. Au¬
gust and Septe mber; uiav be had from COOK, SON &
JENKINS, 8R1 Broadway, New York and Centennial
Grounds, Philadelphia.

ALFRED PELFER,
113
Athletic.
Boston.
Chidujo ....
Oinennati..
Hartford....
Louisville..

0,' 1| 3; o; 9 [ 29
0; 2| 3] 1| 15 ~~
~ ‘ 51 2

0 2

Mutual.

Sl. Louis...

Gen,

Agt. Northern Rail¬
way, Toronto.

The Rangeley Lakes
TIA

FARMINGTON

AND

THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE*E, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Pike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred pinuis on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any In the WfcBk
MARVIN HUGH1TT,
Gen. Supt., Chicago.
ap!6

PHILIPS.

Maine Central Railroad

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.

Springfield and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York
at 11 P. M., connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf at New Haven, leaving at 5:15 A. M.
Tickets sold aud baggage checked at 044 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return. $1.50
Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agents
inySfitf

W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Pass. Agt,, Chicago.

Uentiel,

THE ORIGINAL AM) ONLY DIRECT ROUTE
TO THE RANGELEY LARES, THE FA¬
VORITE HAUNT OF THE DEER
AND TROUT, IS BY

Scottish Games at Schctzen Pa me.—
The ninth annual games of the Caledonian
Club of Hudson County, New Jersey, came
oil at Scliutzen Park on the Fourth, Most
Train loaves PorMautL daily, at 1 :W0 P. M., or on ar¬
of the best known Scottish athletes were rival
of train© from Boston, for Farmin'**,on and
present, and the competitions were as a rule PangeJey Lakes, arriving afc Farmington at 6:35, mak¬
keenly contested. The games were not so ing close connection with stages for Philips and
well attendedasin former years, hut in other Greenvale. Round trip tickets from Boston Eastern
Boston via Maine Railroads to Rangeley Lakes and
respects were up to the average. The
am by the way of Farmington, $14.00, Portland,
following is the
Tlie Maine Central is also the only land ronte to
Prize Lint.
Moosehcad Lake. Tickets from Bostou to Mt. Kineo
Putting Light Slone—1. John Anderson, House and return only $15."C, Portland, $12.00.
Newark, 4511.. 7-lin.; 2. Wm, Robertson,
Special xnl.es for parties can be obtained by address¬
ing F. E. BOQTH.BY, General Ticket Agent Maine
40ft.; 3. A. McKay, 42ft. 3in.
Standing Jump.—1. A. McKay, 10ft. Central Railroad, Portland.
PAYSON TUCKER,
2in.; 2. A. C. Reid, Oft. twin.; 3. Andrew
Rennie, Oft. GJin.
SUP’T MAINE CENTRA!, R. R,
Running Jump.—1. A. O. Reid, 20ft.
92in.; 2. A. Rennie, 20ft. 2in.; 3. I). S.
Keiiler, 19ft. 3in,
Short Race.—1. A. C. Reid; 2. A. Rennie;
3. J. McLaren.
Tossing the Caber.—1. A. McKay, 42ft.
(Jyin.; 2. M. E. Moore, 30ft. 8in.; 3. R.
Williamson, 30ft, 32in.
Anglers and Tourists wishing to visit the fanions
Highland Fling.—1. James Aitchisonj 2. ..vers of Northern New Brunswick and Quebec are
iuforraed chat express accommodation trains now run
John West; 3. W. Robertson.
daily between Sr. John, N. B., aud Riviere du Loop,
Throwing Heavy Hammer.—]. A, Mc¬ Q. Passengers leaving St. John by the morning
train can reach Miramichi, Neplssiqnit, Restfgouche,
Kay, 87l't. lin.; 2. John Anderson, 83ft,
Metapodia, and other famous rivers the same day.
(jju.; 3. Win. Robertson, 73ft. 7in.
C. J. Brydgs, General Superintendent Government
Running High Leap.—1. John West, 5ft. Railways/_
Jn6 2m
7in.; 2. W. Robertson, 5ft. bin.; 3. A. C.
rpHE "FISHING LINE.’’
Reid, 5ft. 4in.
Hitch aud Kick.—1. A. C. Reid. 9ft.
Brook Trout and
Sid,; 3. John West, Oft. 5in.; 3. James
Grayling Fisheries
Corsair, Oft. 3in.
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA
One Mile Walk.—1, Thos. McEwan; 2.
W- J. Hume; 3. T. Anges.
Boys’ Race.—1. James Stewart; 2. J.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
McLaren; 3. Ad. Smith.
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
Putting the Heavy Stone.—1. Join. the
Michigan North Woods arc unsurpassed, if
Anderson, 36fl. 8in.; 2. A. McKay, 34ft.
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
9in.; 3. W- Robertson, 82ft. lin.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
Hurdle Race.—1. A. C. Reid; 2. A. mous
American Grayling is found only in these
Tasker; 3. John West.
waters
Brook Trout Season opens May 1st.
Vaulting with Pole.—1. W. Robertson,
Grayling J-eason opens June 1st.
9ft. 7in.; 2. F. Duke, 9ft. 3in.; 3. W. E.
Black Boas, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscalonge are
Moore, Oft.
also found in large numbers in the many lakes and
Three Legged Race—1. A, C. Reid, and lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
trOPhieB of hi skill to his friendB or “Club11 at
John McLaren; 2. M. E. Moore, and Wm. send
home, as ice for packing flsk can be had at many
Robertson; 3. T. Angus, and H. Rae.
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of tbe
Hop Step and Jump.—1. A. O. Reid, 38ft.;
Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
3 A. Tasker, 37ft. 7in.; 3. A. Muir, 86ft, North
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
One Mile Race.—1. T, B. Irving; 2. W. cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, as
J. Hume; 3. Bermett-Greig.
Broadsword Dance.—1. W. Summers; 2. a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
Jas. Aiteliison; 3. P. Reid.
On and after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Bagpipe Playing.—1. Angus Rankin; 2. Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse. Region,
and attractive train facilities. Glared to tourists and
Charles Grant; 3. P.Reid.
also ou and after July 1st Mackinaw
Long Race (about! mile).—1. A, C. Reid; spotsmen;
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
2, T. B. Irving; 3. J. McLaren.
TlirowingLightHammer.—1. A.McKay, at owner's risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
99ft. Siin; 2. John Anderson, 95ft. 8 Jin; 3. low
rales.
A. Reuuie, 86ft. Oin.
It Is oor aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
Sack Race.—1. W. Robertson; 2. D. B. this route. For Tourist's Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, &c., and accu¬
Fleming; 3. H. Rae.
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Old Men’s Race.—1. John Henry; 2. A. Stream office, or address
Fleming; 3, G. Hamilton.
may41 in
Quoits.—1. James McLaren; 2. John
McLar ;n.
T710R HEW HAVEN, HARTFORD,
Bicycling Extraordinary.—Mr. H. JD Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
Stanley Tlioipe recently rode a bicycle intermediate points. The new aud elegant steamer
H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
from London to York, a distance of one C.
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third Street,
hundred aud ninety-five miles, in twenty- East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in
waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
two and a half hours.
All persona interested In the protection of the fish
at Greenwood Lake, and Continued rest ocfcmg of the
lake with Bab, are invited to meet at the Brandon
House, head of the lake, for tbe purpose of tormina axassociation in this interest, on Saturday, July 226,
st B o’clock P. M. By order of an Informal meet'
ing of SDOrismen,
WM. O. MoDOW.ELL, Sec.,
■
’
H9 Broadway, Room 0.

try north thereof; with another line it pushes thromb
Janesville, Walurlown, Oshkosh, Fond du Luc, Green
Buy, Escanaba.to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line It passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul anti Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatoima, St.
Peler, Mankato, New Vim, and stops not until Lake
Kameeka, Dakota,is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, ota tbe Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost due westward, and passe*
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named Is the “GREAT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE," and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois aud Iowa, aud
is the Barest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, and other points in Nebraska, aud for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt, Lake City, Virginia City. Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, and ah other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN :

The Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard’s “Electric" Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength anil cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard’s “American Sporting."
Nos. 1 (floe) to 3 (coarse). In l lb. canisters and 6} lb.
kegs. A floe grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.
Hazard ■ “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. (tine) to 3 (coarse). Tn 1 and 5 lb. canistersand 61 and 131 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably dose, aud with gnat
penetration. For Held, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service* •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Bide.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG, in kegs of 25
121, and 61 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and 1 lb. canisters. Bums strong aria
tnoist. The FFFG and FFG arc favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
is the standard JtiJle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
onr office.

88 Wall Street. IN ew York.

GUNPOWDLR.

Dupont’s

LISTEN!
The Sportsmen’s Bell tells
tbe position of the dog,
cause* the birds to lie closer.
^ Rapidly coming into use in
-^5 early woodcock Shooting,
cocking and general shoot*
i n g, w Ire r e tho cover is
thick. Sold by dealers in
guos and sporting good* BEVIN BROS. MANU¬
FACTURING CO., East Hampton, Conn. Jufi 3m

For

sale,—a

litter of the

best breed or Cocker Spaniel Pups iu the coun¬
try; also a tine Cocker bitch by Snip, out of Juliette,
S ’months old, can be used ou woodcock and grouse
the coming season. Pri**o—all liver pup, $20; liver
aud white, $35. Adores* Kobert Walker, Franklin,
Del. Co.,N.Y.
ju-JIMt

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

ONE RED DOG

SIX WEEKS OLD,

by Salt.119’ Dash out of Bonnet Cairo; price
$23. One red bitch ionr months old, very prom I -ins,
by Bleveu’s Jack, out at Belle, by Rodman's Dash;
price $25. One red and white dog, by Jewell’s im¬
ported Red out of Nell, by Russell’s Bob; price $13.
Address WA1. M. TJLESTON, this office.
jnSO tf

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Estabi.ibukd m

EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE. AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
Tbe most Popular Powder in Use.

Iona experience in handling and breaking dogs,
has secured a place at- Penuiuglou, N. J.. where he
is prepared to break and board setters, pointers, and
spaniels. Reference: Meld Editor of Foki-.st and
Stream, New York. 11 VAN SCUAICK, i’onnington, N. J._,_,ju39 3t

B

OARi) FoL DUGS AND HORSES.

Firs'-class accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terms low. Address HENRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen Cove, L, 1., or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
Rkfkbences:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thos. E. Smith, 428 Canal.
William A. Badly, TO Wall.
T, Britton, 2-2 Burling,
Forest and Stream, 17 Chatham.
apl27 3m

SPRATTS

Patent Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat and that anti-scorbutic fruit, tbe
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetables), and
the exclusive use of which hi the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Spratt’a Patent."
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. de LUZE,
18 South William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
ap!13

For sale—full Gordon setter

Pups, over foal’months old. Both sire, Tom,
snd dam. Jinnie. are very hard to beat on quail aud
grouse, Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve bitches. Inquire of
apUO
H. B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

Also,

Sporting’, Mining, Shipping and Blast¬
ing Powder

Of all kinds and descriptions.
Far salu in all parts of the country.

THE NEW KENNEL.
he subscriber, having had

T

isoi),

Represented

F. L. Iineelaiid,
Feb 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New York.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORAHOE SilGIETNINQ POWDER,
The slmigeit and deanesl Powder made. 2*Tos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. Tbe coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
t,o owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in carnsters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWBKR,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary pnrposee.
Sizes F.g. FF.g. FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 26 lbs., 121 lbs.,
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and Jib.
All of the above give high velocities and less residu¬
um than any other brands made.
•
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LIFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
26 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wins Shot

manufacturers of the celebra^
of GUNPOWDER.
UccomCapt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World1'

THE LATEST’
J?ovtalt>le 13oat.

ENRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANTH
x*- LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in eportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street._Oct 32

T71 OR SAL E.—AN EXCEEDINGLY
P
good, staunch, thoroughbred, well-broken set¬
ter dog, perfect in retrieving. Sold for want of use.
Address J. R, N.. at this oflice._Jn6 It

THOR SALE.—PARKER BROS, FINE
P doable-barrel beech-loading shot gun, Damascus
steel barrels, in perfeclorder, cost $135- Black walnut
case, cartridge carrier, seventy brass and nickle shells,
aud all necessary implements go with it. Price $50.
Full-blood pointer dog, three years old: white and liver
color; well broken. Price $25. Both doe and gnu
sold for lack of nse. Address D. W. BRATTIN,
Brazil, Ind.
Su6 It

Carries your luggage, and iB cheeked on the railroad
as a trunk; 1x2x3 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water-proofed canvas, and made ready for the water in
live minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CHAS, A. FENNER,
may ! tf
Mystic River, Conn.

FOREST AND STREAM HATT j
Hats m Eve by Style.

N. Espenscheid, i 18 Nassau.
jn39- it

Tlie Tufallible Fish Bait.
Having perfected a suitable Paste for FiBh Bait, the
undersigned offers same to the sporting fraternity, assoring them that it will prove more remunerative
than any known substance for the purpose of angling.
It is of a pale white color, square in form. By soak¬
ing in water a few seconds it becomes pliable. Tak¬
ing a small pieco, size of a pen, and pressing the
same on Or about the eye of the hook ana using regu¬
lar bait, any angler can kill to hts heart’s content
Price 8 cents each, post paid. Address JOS. I-A RA¬
PID, Galveston, Tew,
Jub-Sus

RUSHTO-V.S

Portable Sporting Boats.
11 to 15 feet long,
Weigh only 35 to 76 pounds, a
^ have ample
_
to four persons
and
capacity for__,qe
fioi
-larstdlnr
and b.'iggage.' Cedar
Billing, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LI>T.

J. H. RUSHTON, Miinuf T,
rwlffi 6m

Canton, 6t. Lawrence Co,, N, Y,

FOREST AND STREAM

E62

Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

BOW-FACIN'G ROWING GEAR,

CHARLES LELAND.Proprietor,
OF ROS8MORE HOUSE, NEW YORK,

A.' iREVOLUTlON

DELEVAN HOUSE ALBANY.

BOATING

This rowing gear la an invention which allows tho rower to Taco, forward instead of backward, pnlliiiK in
same raannlr as with the Ordinary oars. The oarsman faces the dircclionm which he goes, and rows IFaster
and more easily than with any other oar. The stroke is longer than with oriiinary ieirs. Tlie onra am be closGd
no out of the way without delaching them from the gunwale. The d*oatman makes m»r.effortin altering
course while walking Tnese
ne attached
iuimouuu to
iuiauuu.u.m
than in directing bis coarse,
These oars can he
Imd detaohedWin (he hoar, very
niiicklv
and they “can
can be
hn closed up
un in a convenient form for carrying. Can be all
attached
bout, arm is
.s u«c.
miickl
v "and
ached to any ooijr^auu
pecialfy
adapted'to hunting, fishing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Address, during Centennial, Hunter s
' ally'abamp" of Forest and Stream, Centennial Branch P. O., Phdadelp^LYMAN Patentee.

THE CLARENDON
la delightfully located, and nas accommodations of pecnliar excellence. Jt is patronized by tho aristocracy of
this country and Europe.
,
A.
. ,
RATES'.-$28 per week for July and August; $31 for September; $4 per day, transient:.

§otqls and %le§ortn for^yortpinen.

PAVILION HOTEL,

PROSPECT PARK HOTEL,
CATSKLLL, N. T.

K. T. COLE, Pi-oprietoi*.

High elevation, mountain air, wtttl Eccnery unsur¬
passed in the world: 20acres of grounds. First-class
accommodation for 390 to 400 guests. Accessible hy
day hoat8 and cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
visiting Ibis deligbl.fnl resort with a view to secure
rooms, Will be impressed with Us unnsual attractions.
Address JOHN BREASTED, Catskill.
jn39 3mo

RICE LAKE,
1DLEWILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A delightful summer resort for gentlemen and their
wives on Stony Point. Bass. Pickerel, Jlascalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc.
„
A.Y.DENIO, Proprietor.
***Cars from Toronto to Port Hope or Cobourg, or
boat from Rochester to Port Hope.
je2i 3m

JORDAN

HOUSE,—“HEAD OF THE

BOG."—Opposite the month of Jordan River,
Colton, St. Lawrence county, N. Y., til. U. OBER,
Proprietor. Particular attention given to carting
Boats and Baggage to Moosebead. Boarding Sporting
Parlies a specially. Experienced and reliable guides
obtained on short notice. P. O. Address, Sontff Col¬
ton, St. Lawrence comity. N. Y. Reference in New
York, John P. Waters. 18 John street.
jeB9 <11:

Bros..

55 BROMEIELD STREET,
Host on i>Ioss.

The House for Sportsmeru

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG.
A. \V.

PROVINCE

OF

QUEBEC,

HUBB ARD, Prop’r

This is one of the linest fishing localliesin the East¬
ern Townships of Canada, and is situated at the outel of LakcMemphrnmagog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ayre-* Flat, on Pasumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport.jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bar, &c.
Free bus to depot. Dai’yline of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and iMelbourne, on Grand Tri»nk Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst or an excellent shooting
and dshiug district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Bass, and Pickerel
nc
■*
iel Sm

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. B.

BROWN & 3. Q. PERLEY, PnonuETORs,
Montreal, Canada.

LOCATED ON 8T. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
«TS. THE TWO PRINCI*. AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
jel Bm

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SELECT TRANSIENT AND FERMAnent parties can be accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class. with reasonable charge*.
Rooms can be engHged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds', and 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Bny ticket ($2.65), via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the house. Address
Lr GARVBR. 2908 N. 16th St.. Philadelphia.

BELMONT

HOTEL,

‘MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

ORIENTAL

Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promenade piazza 910 feet
long.
_
_]e° W

Board at high bridge eor two

persons; private family; high and spacious
ground* and stable; convenient to Harlem River;
boatioff and flaking; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station. Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
M. B., this office.
_3eS tf

Rossin House,

POWDLR MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.

NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and;Dnckiug.
Also, mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES-13 Broad st., Boston: 19 Exchange at, Buffalo; 9 State at, Chicago; 327 N. Second at,
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
JOHNSON'S
Patent

BOUDREN’S
Patent Combination
Reflecting

Jack Lamp.

JACK LAMP
SUPPORT.

For Night Hnnting.
In., uwrw,
DEER,
COONS, A,™.
Etc.

Useful for Night Hnuting, Fishing. Riding
Horseback, and in open wagons. Light is un¬
der perfect control of wearer by alight move¬
..|.*-ment of body, leaving head and arms free.

JAnsmNG

LAMP.

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This lioii8eia a favorite resort for gentlemen aportfien from all carta of the United States and Canada.

All about Florida,

no ques-

tion enn be asked about Florida, her lands,
prodners, health, climate, resources,labor, population,
&c.. that is not answered in the Florida NewYorker. it is edited by a gentleman who haa live d
there over 25 years, is a practical farmer and a line
writer. Published weekly, by the Florida NewYorkeb Publishing Co., 22 Beekmnn-st., N. Y. City,
$ > per Annum, or Single Copy, 10 cenis,
Jn0 tf

IT Vanity Fair.

Bromfield House,
Messenger

je)5 gt

* ^ It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarette*.- Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cir¬
cular.
WM. H. KIMBALL & CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, I*. Y.
From Seth Green. Supt.. JV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the beat, article or tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
yonr tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Be6t dealers have it.

For Spearing
FISH AND EELS,
Lighting Camps and Landing*

This Lamp supplies a want long felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them a reliable
EOttAU
hunt and fish in any weather, thereby doubling their cbuucee for sport. As a k^riOfiULUTOIj^^JP ?&p it'
bits anv carriage. Price, JACK LAMP alone, $6; SUPPORT, $3 each; JACK AND FISHING LAMP. $8
each. Sent C. G. D., with privilege or examination before payment.

WHITE MANUFACTURING COMFY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.
A larger size is made, which Is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stables, Storehouse
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Train*, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount t,
lor circulars.

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Houses,
s. Send
jo22

Power Co.,

COURTLANDT

ST.,

From A. B. Lamberton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance ami tarie- superior to all brands known to
me". Being in search of a tobacco that would nqj tire
the tongue and mouth. I was made acquainted with
yonr Vanity Fair, and found it to bo the 7*« plus 'ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Beet dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, N Y.
Wo have received rrom Messrs. Kimball A Co., or
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
vanity Fair tobacco ill neat motal cases holding a
pound each; and, aftermost- tLorougb trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it nil the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most, superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

LAWN MOWERS
FOR

Hand and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New

York

Agricultural

Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.
189 and 191 WATER ST, NEW YORK.
api!3

ly

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, and Heptiies of any kind rn the
knnwn world, pur up in the most artistic manner,
rrom a whale to a minnow, from an elephant ton
dormouse, from a moa to a hnmmlnp-bird. Foreign
skin < and anifleiol r yes. Highest prices pmd for rare

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located In the centre of the city, anti easily reached
bystreet car* and stages. Elevators, steam anil all
modern improvements Rooms (.European plan), $1 £SSo Wt^HTB WILLIAM ST., N. T..
per dav upward- A firskdusu Restaurant, ~
...
Bums and Animals Pkksebved to Ohukk nr
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, nt. moderate
most convenient location, a quiet. aDd comfortable
B. Is. NEWCOMB,
home, and first-class uccommortations at prices adapt¬
TAXIDERMIST,
ed to the stringency of tho times, are the special ad¬
NO. 1 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, “ASS.
vantages afforded at.the
the •••BELMONT."
BELMONT-”
Instructions
given.
inaySo tf
md&0 am
xi
a t? r» v &
.Vr CO,
r<n 1Proprietors. |
HARDY

BUILDERS

OF

_

STEAM LAUNCHES & YACHTS,
;aggggSb smss"*” ™"TOM' L“E™- ”*

CHALLENGE.
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,,
less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, anil its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder. 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, S00 and 1.000 yards respectively, and
HH) rounds In any position ttt same distances; the 2»A)
rounds equtfily divided at the three ranges; righting
shots extra.
. .
Will shoot, for money II desired.
The powder is also well adapted for ehot guns.
Inquire for the‘‘Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
0r,®‘tfaa DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO..
Nitonhst. Mass,

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!
The “FOREST & STREAM” New

Hand-BooK for Riflemen.
Rules for Practice and Competition. Practloal Hints
concerning Range*, Targets, Scoring, RlUes, Sbiwttne etc
Forms for Organisation of Ride Associa¬
tions. By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Illustrated wltll Maps. Sketches, and Diagrams. By
MajuH Geo. O. Staub, Secretary American Rifle Asoociation.
.
__
1 vol. 16mo, cloth, Price «0 cent*.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on ieeeipt of price, by J. B. FORD & CO,»New York.
ja29_

TRIFLE FOR SALE
A Remington, 40 calibre, ID grains powder, weighing
about nine pomids This lifle has been used but
or.ee; baa pletol crip and fall set of accoalrornum*.
inoluafng 200 Bheue* 160 of which are loaded. Price
lor the lo^ $ao. Address thw office.
;el& u

363

FOREST AND STREAM

THE DALY CUN

MANNING’S

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

FOR 1876,

Send for Catalogue to

WILL BE

Published Shortly,

SCHO VERLING & DAL

Club Edition, cloth and gilt edged.
Clnb Edition, morocco cover, with case.

84 and 8(i CHAMBERS ST., N. V.,

And t.o W« R- Scliaefer, 61 Elm St., Boston, and F. P. Taylor, 72 E. Madison St., Chicago.

Paper and Metallic Shells

FLORIDA.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

MANNING S YACHT AGENCY, Office of “MAN¬
NING’S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A large number of yachts for sale. Particulars fur¬
nished on application.
tf

Fysshe and Fysshynge.

40 Acres—$50.

Manufactured by the

‘2.50

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THOMAS MANNING, 318
BROADWAY, N. Y.

Greet) *8 patent Loader, price $2.

Prom the “Hoke of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
Out of 650,000 acres of United States and State

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

lauds ceded to the ATLANTIC, GULP & WEST
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the eassiegt reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl 10 remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs' patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any Imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. 0. Co.'s Shells.
Mot sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD, 40 acres can now be

Selected for $50.
In the centre of the orange region, adjacent to a
road running daily trains from Fcrfiandimi, on the
Atlantic Ocean to Cedar Kcjb, on the Gulf of Mexico
With liie beat HUNTING and PISHING in America,
and almost free tiaueporlalion given to each purcha¬
ser, these hinds will be speedily bought up by actual
settlers from all parte of the Union.

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaaic Walton 7N His “Angler.”
American Edition, with Preface uud copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Yan Siolen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12mo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old ill list,radons reproduced.
The charming old bonk, with all Its qualutuess and
freshness, is needed In the library of every angler,
aud of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
aDd enjoy it.
Send-P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order It C. O. D
from Forest and Stream._up 127 3m
ioT AT)TT^ A
ZVteFlorida Agriculturist1
r
Weekly. $3 a year. St*id
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c
Gullesio’s Treatise on
theCitrnfc Family (translated from the French), $1.
Guide Map of Florida, 50c Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville. Fla. Say where yon saw ♦bis.
tf

They compare favorably with THE BEST lands in
the State, and are already surrounded by thrifty

Founded July

i, 1808.

Northern and Western Settlers.
For maps, further descriptions, &c,, address, Inclos¬
ing stamp,

J. B. OLIVER, Cen. Agt.,
Hart’s

Sportsman’s
Favorite
Metallic.
Breech Loarling- Shot Guns.

Shells

for

Jel St

These Sbellft are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
an any shell now made, giving a solid scat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving thcpugli or
printing away, thereby causing miaafires. The cone is made of nickle aud fastened solid in its place. It
neither rasis or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shelL for a few days, which is liable to occnr either in steel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any longth ordered, from 24 to 34 inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen’s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART «fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. 3,

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
Mb8bes. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever need. They
are stronger and better In every respect, and I shall ns« them in all my shooting borcafter. Tours truly.
maylS-ly
A. H. Boo Aimers.

A New Gun.

BEDFORD’S
Eltn-eha Air Pistol,

$5.
EAST TO LOAD. NO SMASHING FINWb.uo.
STRONGEST EVER MADE.
Send for Olrcul rr.
EUREKA M’F’G CO., 1TI Devonshire Street,
_BOSTON, MASS._ju2i)-6t

ERW INSON C. GREEN’S
BKRECH LOADERS,
CHELTENHAM. ENGLAND,
Are unsurpassed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority in
shooting power has been shown wherever tesled iu
this country and in England, standing first, second,
and third’ at the New York trial In 1873; also the high¬
est average at the London Field trial in 1875. A case
of these guns made to order for sportsmen, and taken
from stock, are shown at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, British Department. Prices, $45 to $250,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost send for descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
Jacksonville, Illinois.
je)5
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. B._

Something New!
THREE

OF LONDON,
Begs to announce that he is daily in attendance at the
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION to show this new
Gnn, destined to supercede all other
LOADING GUNS.

J. LANG is also prepared to measure sportsmen for
new gnns with hiB movable model, insuriug a proper
length and bond, greatly improving the shooting of a
bad shot.
Now is the best opportunity for ordering a

London Manufactured Gun
at a low price, direct from a Manufacturer.

J. Lang & Sons,
Fall Mall, London.
je22 4fc

Charles L. liitzmann,

HAUiiELKD

BEEECH-LO A OINGr

J. LANG,
BREECH

GUNS.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun from oight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

W, H. BAKER,
mch30 6m

LI^LE, BROOME CO„ N. Y.

CliAtS. GUERIN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and moat durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price Use, No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N.l.

Oct 3<m

861 Fnlton St,, Brooklyn, N. Y.

£)ES0RIPT1YE GUIDE

’

adiroSdacks,

AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and Cnamplain, ihe Ausable Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Massena Springs,
aud Trenton Falls.
By K. R. WALLACE.
Newly Revised Edition.
Handsome ISmn., Flexible Covers. Red and Gold,
Maps, etc. Beautifully Dlustraled. Over
305 pages. Price, ga.
TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headlev, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” &c,
It is admirably written, and has just enough of hnmor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while the instructions respecting
routes,. localities, distances, ouiiirs, Ac., embrace
everythin? that can be desired. Taking it all mail.
It is the most complete book that has been published
on the Adirondacks, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.
From Albert B. Street, the Poet. aDd Author of
"Woods and Waters,” ‘ The Indian Pass,” &c.
I think it is the bent work on Ihe forest that has ap¬
peared—superior in word-painting to Murray's, and
full of wood-pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we arc in the forest, are living'with
you in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and by us. This,
I think, the trne test of a good book, impressing its
reality aDd distinctive life on the mind. As a "Gnide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is ihe only thing of the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very thing that lias been so long wanted
and waited for. It must have cost yon intense appli¬
cation and labor. You may well be content that you
have produced a good book.
Front Benson J. LOssing, the Historian.
I have read those portions descriptive of the places
which came under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. 1 re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” aud the “Appendix"
as a most useful--iiay, indispensable, manual for tonristB to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for iliac
reason I regard your “Guide” as an Important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
v FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
mayll if_17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern Improvements, and wi
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $40. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOE CIRCULAR.

FLORIDA LAND AND IMMIGRATION COMF’Y.

Thie work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale ,y Harper & Brothers, or al
the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
ap!6 tf

943 Broadway, Above 22(1 Stroet,
FACTORY, 114 CENTRE STREET,

Guns,

Pistols,

and

Rifles,

Shooting Accessorius, Fishing Tackle,
AND SPOUTING UOuDS OF ALL KTNDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Breech Load¬
ers, and always have some fine second hand Guns on
liapd, pheap, Send 15p. for the handsomest and pompleteBt patalQgue pubPuhed; size, 9?12 inphes; 46
pages and 11# illustrations;
je22 ly

SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youns Sportsmen.
A cheap bal reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-milking,Haunts and Habils of Game, Sporting
Nomenclature, Care gwl Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc.., t.o wliicU is added a complete list, of Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals, fcjent posi-pai$ to
any address on tepeipt of 35 cents. Address
apllfi 3m
F. E. PONI).
WR,

Zoological Garden.

New York Mailing Agency.

FA1RMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles, Admission, 35 cents;
children nnder twelve, 10 cents,
jun6 ly

with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4t.h doer from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and
Jfroprietor, Open day and night*

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Offlae, 121 Walnut St.. PltUmlelftliln.

MEDALS OR BADGES.
asss

We are now prepared to fa rnisli badzes or medals
of any description at short notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making eood
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and wil 1
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 3m

MANUFACTURING JICWKLERS,
922 Broad strain. Newark. N. J

QANADIAN ORNITHOLOGY.

~

“Our Birds of Prey ”
HENRY 0. YENN0R, F. G. S.
of the Geological Survoy of Canada.
(THIS BEAUTIFUL AND NOVEL WORK CON1
talus 30 larqe Photographed Plates, and upwards
of lf>0 pages of descriptive letter-press. It figures
and describes ovary species of Eagle, Falcon, Hawk,
Bnzzaru, and Owl that, is known to occur or occasion¬
ally to have visited Canada.
Price Complete, in Cloth (30 Plates), - - «13
P. S.—The Pla ce or tilts Work will not be eold
separately, bat if desired the whole book may be had
in paper cover, $12.
DAWSON BROS.,
je3 1m.Montrea-, Canada, Pnbli-liera.

0,

FmSTflwWINC’

818*820 *C&J (jUU I CkestnutYt

■Philadelphia.

je22__

GUNS
burgh, Pa,

and Revolvers. Price lists free. Ad.
dress Great Western Gun Works, Pitts,
juSSMSBMJ

FOREST AND STREAM.
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Parable Keel in the Market.

Sportsman’s Emporium.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR,
WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.
*

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

Gxm
Shot

Covers.

Gun Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO 1. -This Heel is extra nickel-elated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it. light, and keep it
free from Band, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary iiO yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Pat up in neat Black Walnut
CaSNori3—^or Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for New Price List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines, <Ssc., &c. Mention thlB paper.

C. F. ORYLS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

L. H. Abbey.

C. F. (ubiuk.

Andrew Clerk.
Special.
U*. o.so* i»94.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street, f

new york,

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attention to onr extensive as¬
sortment of fine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Plies and Sneli Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cnttjhnnk and Pasqne Ishnda
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, Bole agents. ” Beware

McBride Flies,
The Standard Flies for American Waters.
These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years baa proved most successful.
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lnke Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
beat suited to those waters sent to them. FI les copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N Y.
Futon, Holberton & Co., Sole Agents for the
Enstfru Cities.__dcc2 ly

CONROY, BISSETT

&

MAILESON,

65 Fulton St., N. Y„
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Pine
Goods, comprising in part

Six strip Split Bamboo

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (now this
season.) Yom Hpfe’s Rubber
etc-.e1 Pivot, CLick and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated ‘‘Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , &c* Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parlies fitted out. for the Adirondacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Bods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. Ac.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

BARTON, ALEXANDER
lOl

l

WALLER.

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and SOS Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Gr
heurt Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Premium awarded by the Franklin
InBtitnte, 1874._mehl) Om

J. B. Crook & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS A

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
Fishine; Tackle,
Fisliing Boils,
Fish Hooks.

AND
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
unprSii-ly

FISHING TACKLE!
£50 Fulton St., TV. "ST.
N. B.— Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

Heart Rods,

for Tro"* Rush and Salmon.

J33. VOM

NORRIS

ELY RODS.

Rifle Cases.
RIFLE COVERS AND

AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and

Belts.

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &0.
Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON.
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE

NEW

HOPE.

Manufacturer and Dealer In

mAn

SHOOTING SUIT,

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices. The ten dollar suit Is better
made than any competitor can otter for the same
money. My original design having boen appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes In the arrangement of pockets,
Ac., for which I have to thunk the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that l have the
SHOOTING AND FISHING COATS IN
THE WORLD,

and respectfully solicit your orders.

I send my new

Illustrated Catalogue, 1« pages, free on application.
Dealers will find It to their advantage to handle my
goods.

They are better knowu and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP Y
Rcepcclfnlly invite attention to the

We oiler this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality dnckj.in the preparation of which wo have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points or the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred smt6 will be kept ready In stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Mnrray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and'to which
we call the attention of all brethreu of the ont-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it. onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining rite bed points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully ndnpted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
fit this latter respect.”
Persona ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure or a perfect fltt-Walst Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Hepd.

G W SIMMONS & SON,

S uperior Facilities
afforded by their lints Tor reaching most of theTROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
Sl ates. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the difficulties and aaogeisof reshipment,, while rhe excellent ears run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injary.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

also reach the best localities for

gunning

and

fishing

in Pennsylvania and Now Horsey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS arc sold at the offices of the Compuny in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEtfUA, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOUAN, and point* ou the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for HALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr,, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank THoatraos, Qeo’J Manager.
feb!7 tf
THE

PIPER STEM PIPE,

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—A
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid iu stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The howl and mouthpiece arepermanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to he laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not famished with the pipe, is as foUovvs: Four
and a half aud seven inches, 5c.; twelve Inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe aud cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample seut by mall for $1 by

“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
novl8 tf

J. H. Hubbard.

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

Bound Volumes

Forest and Stream.

1 have on hand several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a Hunted number. Ad¬
dles*
CHA8. F. MURPHY,
mchlfi 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

W. If. HOLABIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

TO SPORTSMEN:

OF

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.

(complete).830

Boston, Mass.

CIF TUB UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET, NE'V FORK.
apla? Sm

808 West. Logan Square, Philadelphia.

(complete).@1®

SHOOTING AND FISHING BUITS,

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

THE LEADING HEEL MAKER

Janl3-ly

(complete).810

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Couktland St.

FOR

TUAD]>ECS NORRIS,

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

Manufactured only by

Salmon, awl
Bass
ALSO
Trtml, Salmon, and Bn»» Files, Heels, Lines,
Lenders, Fly-Books, Ac.

Trout,

S

BEST

BOSTOJST

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bhbb Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties lltted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacitlc Coast, Canada, Maine, AdLroudacks, etc , etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may25

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

CREEDMOOR AND SPORTING

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
Sole Agent* for the celebrated McBride Flies.
Tents, lamp 8toves, Jack and Fishing Lamps,
aud Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Flailing and Hunting
Suits
Holherton's new Ely Book will hold 144 Flies at
full length, without curling the snells. Each one
held In its place by a German silver fly holder. Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle* Guns, Rifles, Hunting Knives, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Water-proof Moccasin Shoe. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscuit.
Ammunition of all kinds.
Seud stamp for Catalogue.
jelly
P. O. Box 5,109.

Camp Lounge Co.,
[Troy, N. Yunci Nor¬
walk, Ct.
2x7x231n.,
I® 10.
Bed, Pillow and
Fly-net. SoldbyN.Y.
and Boston sporting
i^,
dealers.
Discounts
large. Other styles 8s42in. $4 anrt S5. St. Lori is—
Albright d) Sons. Chicago—J. W . D. Kelly & Bro.,
88 Madison-at. San, Francisco-C, fl, Moseley, 415

FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, $1.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely In cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
Application to this oflke,

There can be no greater fortability without acrioua defects They are the only
portable boat* that aro equal In the very best whole
ones for looal nac. Sold by Eaton, Holberton & Co.,
103 Nassau street.
jy8»-ly

TDOR sale—pleasant homes on
t}
easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Latlijj
L I; large yutds, with fruit aud shade trees, and
on rust pleasant eurroundinga, good lDhmg. bunring
and bathing Address
J H. BA11Y,
ia»y35 tf
Box 40, Now Utrecht, N. Y,
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THE LEFEVER GUN.

Lefever Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE

BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES

Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
THESE

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
3? ATE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY'S

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

HIVE

Stand unequalled In every conteet. Their perform
ance at tbo London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.... .Greener.
2d- Pape.Davidson.
8d—Pape.Pape.
Ont of a class of 68 guns, 3 out Of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same.gun being shot for two days per week for sis
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
t s t—Pape.... Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
let—Pape. .... Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of JJjdr. to H oz* shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2} oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cap, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1359, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2tf
NO AGENTS.

Made

FRO MISTOOK.
These Gnus, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and NO. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, arc built in. six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and *?old by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
“
Standard, - - - - 115
“
National, - - HO
“
Challenge, - - - 180 u
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others n
.. system 1_
with increased PEN-I-carried ont WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
8end for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

THE

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

GREAT

London Gun Trial,

NICHOLS & LHFEVm

J. D. DOUGALL’S

SYRACUSE, HEW YORK.

Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

TVo.

Express Guns and Rifles.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
177

Broadway,
1WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

REJAIL

BREECH LOADING
AND

ImDlements,
Cartridges, both

Kinds.
and Paper.

Brass

*“0., GUN. MATERIALSofALL KINDS,-CARTRIDGECOATS AND BELTS, FH4gR8,

(Title registered.)
SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

W. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Clash 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875 . 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an i—
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme clt^e shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles In stock or3—
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
6(»lc-New York Agent for Hoi a bird’s? Hunting
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janl3 ly

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
The Most Approved

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,

System

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STKENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
Tbe parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. * P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
AliE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and tbe AN¬
GLE of the BOD Y is Iert in its ENTIRE STREN GTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of tbe best houses in the States for execution
Spring.
Guns gnaranteed to make patterns of from ^160 to
is desired.
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 1

-OK-

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

Military 1 Rifles.

For Himplicrty of^Constructioii
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation ,
Materials and Workman ship, they are Unsurpassed.

^REVOLVERS

ice

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,

H.C.Squires/“-,£“r":,l,l“t

Tha undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barher & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price Li«t, address

The

ENGLISH

to Order

59

St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.
p

.

Arms Comp.,

Yard*.

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.

Sharps New Long Range Rifle.

I have now in
stock a complete assort¬
ment of Rifles
of all well
known and re¬
liable makers,
and having
made special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at
their prices. Have just received a stock of SHARPS NEW LINE OF
LONG RANGE AND OFF-HAND RIFLES. Riflemen lire invited to call
and examine. They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an in¬
terest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths aud
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements
associations. Send
illustrated circular, HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, corner
dec23 6m

0

HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION
A*
FIELD

• * .•

TRIAL

H

• *

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.300, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY'S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LORDING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
T2 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUDLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
petitors with 68 gone, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, £jr
Louis, U. S. A* Address
W. W, GREENER,
St. Mary’ff Works, Birmingham, England.

SNEIDEK
BREECH

'y

I 1-8 No. 6 40

aug26-tf

Whllueyvllle, uear New Haven, Conn.. IJ. S. A.

;

ing 12 Bore,

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send lor Circulars.

.

onr Close-Shoot¬ j* .

WM, R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for Circular.

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

S14 "W. Pratt stBaltimore.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDEK,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia,
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

Guns, Rilles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a fall assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Ilair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and GraBS Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-1 y

BUJPOH TJS/i.S A- SfAXL'l-'ACTVFtUn.S OF

I

, ^
often*leads to fortune.
jend for a copy of the Wall Street Review and

8K,‘jfiocS/«
wffwmm+aSgi
78 Broadway, N. if.

And Dealer in

Guns

of

nil

Descriptions.

Gnne bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb8 ly

Comer of Dock Sqnare.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on Centro
Blidea, weighs but 14 pounds, and Is only 14 Inches
wide. Holders Hare at top so as to quickly receive
the shellB, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For esse of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, 0. O. D„ 86.50.
I < ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement outaide of vest.

. Jy23-ly

N. S, GOSS, Neosho Fall*,Kan,
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Target made by C.W.RENNEL, Esq.,
KeeeoviUe, N. Y., Ang. 9,1875.

Target made by IRA FLANDERS
Esq,, Saranac, N. Y., July, 1875. ’

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible seore, 60.
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.
Target made by Dr. E. II. PARDEE, San Francisco
California.
• .

Tlie accompanying- tire authentic copies

of targets made with tlie style of

gun represented above.
80 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 821 inches.
Average. 19-100.

281 out of a posible 852.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mew

Route

to

the Aclirondacks!

gins, and Boots,

NEW RAILROAD,
Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,
Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse's
Point, to MONTREAL,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

InilinRiibber Woods olEvery Description,

WM. READ & SONS
■z

13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
and

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, in ConSection with Trains and Steamers from Mew York*
landing passengers at the very

gateway of tlie Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. E. MA20, Seu'l SasaongM Agent,
ALBANY, N. Y.

D. HODGMAN & CO.,
Send for Price List.
apl!3 6m

SCHUYLtH. HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 80 & 22 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

POPE’S

Agents for Genuine

»7 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

C. SCOTT & SON S
BR EECH-LOADEE S.

Always in stock a fall assortment of these noted guns, which wc send «n,’n“Pcct:S“ „a,j?
GrppT.pr's WehlavN Wesilev Richards, Clabrough, Moure ami others, from $10 tip. Ftftc. Bjonzt. lacut
Guos”fA^
Chilled shot.. Bullard Sporting It,ties $18, &C., &c.
Send for Circulars.

•

REMINGTON
MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTINC AND

rst ike thing for
sportsmen and uiili_ ..... _ Shoots darts or el a"* a
1 distance of 50
Perfectly a
curAte, By practicing with it oi._
in ty* become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put up In a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, r*»™rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Seut by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
.
.,
,
One of the many testimonials from the Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Array:—
.
"It Is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary ride.
W T. SHERMAN, General.1’

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOtf

45 High Street. Boston.
BY A NEW PROCESS—59 OF
Ihu neatest Khite vi Jting cards
you over saw, with your name
• retain
* im mail, lot
handsomely printed, by
for 10c.
10c and 8c.
-.--> |||
tbeworld at "any price.
stamp. So
ber - .'*
Try them. Agents wanted. Circulars, 8c. W. C.
CANNON, 46
Mass. [je8
ly
nu Kneeland St.,
K ... Boston.
■ -.
.j

PRINTING

HAVANA LOTTERY.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January 6tb.
we have redncecfthe prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, fOlJi

Wlnnors of International Gun Trial.

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CO’S Pishing Pants, Coats, Leg-

1‘5'

Drawings take p’lace even’ sev cnteenDays.
We are prepared to fill all orders.

BREECH LOADING

j

RIFLES.

The Remington Ride was introduced forTarget and Sporting nses

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.

HOLABIRD S Shooting SUITS.
DIXONS & H A WKSLKY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
8TTJRTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Yest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
teamed with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are rued,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_
_
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

SS5

them.

RegtaaS

iMl°81uS fi0-

11 JLi < u ni 11
[P. O. Box S994.]

Send for Creedmoor

WUU tU,a

ton

Ac

«•

Sons.,

Broadway, IV. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMOItV, 1LIQ5, iV \ .j

U E I- E I! It A T E D

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pare Laverack Setter Fatty,
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
'
. ,
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint¬
ing by Bispham.
,
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
BlackPomter Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM

health LIFT.

■
A COMPLETE
CYN1NASTIC SYSTEM.
SIMPLE, SAFE, EFFICIENT. ECONOMICAL
IN BRAIN POWER,.TIME AND MONEY.
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

HEALTH LIFT CO.

4n!wyorskT"

Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for glOO.

E

& H. T. ANTITONCO., 691

. Broadway, N. Y„ opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromes and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,

ssasasissa:
ty.
Manufacturer of Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition,
an6-lY

1
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Tern™, Five OolUm a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

Jin* Forest and Straem.

HALT!

A

REST lor the tollers, a respite from strife,
From the burden and heat of the battle of life;
The bogles ore sounding the “reveille” again,
Bivouac and reeroitfor another campaign.
Honest industry wisely may guide through the years;
By plowing and sowing the harvest appears:
But the reapers their nooning may pass in tlic shade,
The rest fairly earned by the labor they paid
Let the bow be unbent Horn the warp and the Strain;
Call a halt for the nerves and the world-weary brain;
Step down from the treadmill, its jostle and noise,
And away to the woodland like true-hearted boys.
“Gradgrind" may admonish of *'keeping the shop,”
Begrudging the oil till the worn engine stop;
Be it ours to enliven the moil of the day,
And stroll in the green fields that border the way.
Let the Sybarites crumple their loaves as they will;
Not for them are the sheaves that the garnere do fill—
Not for such the wild glen where the brawling brook runs,
Whence the true “almamater" is calling her sous.
Away to the windward among the old hills,
Where the pine and the balsam are arching the rills;
Where the sweet fern bends over the cool, dripping springs,
And the apice-iaden breezes shed life from their wings.
T, W. A,
For Forest and Stream.

Sporting iff the §alaninl §imes.
THESFORTSMEN' Ol' THE PERIOD—‘'THE BELVOIR MEET.

I

T was tire Christmas of 17(50. T.he Ancient Dominion
never before was in such a prosperous condition.
Money, billB of exchange, trad crisp bank notes, ponred iu
from Emil **'1' in barter for the planter’s wheat and tobacto. All trades were in a flourishing state, and not even' smuttering of the coming storm was heard. Williams berg,
then the capital city, was in the very zenith of its glory,
and fairly glittered with its varied crowd of cavaliers, of¬
ficers in brilliant costume, and the array of beauty and
faghion. All the noted men of the Colony were in. the
town, tlie House of Burgess had begun its session, and
Gov. hvjottswood had formally opened his Vice Royal court,
and signtJized the occasion by a series of magnificent fetes
and enterta.omeiits. The array and navy of his Majesty’s
service, schftfars from abroad, nobles from France, and
gentlemen from, the Continent combined to grace and honor
the occasion With their presence. Balls and parties,
theatricals, and suppers, the grand reception of Gov.
Spottswood, drills Cl' the troops, visiting, matinees, calls,
dinner and rides filhd the day at Williamsburg, whilst at
night one could stroll with a tender bewitching Colonial
maiden, go to the student's ball, could dance after the music
of the colored baud, led % old Jerry—and dance as wildly
as did the ancient Dutch btlrghers after the pied piper of
of Hamelin, or could don his court dress, and present him¬
self at the Governor’s mansion, and tread the stately
“minuet de la cour,” with his "Excellency's fair lady her¬
self.
With all these pleasures at his command, it must have
been a potent charm indeed, that couh) allure the cavaliers
from this scene of enchantment. Yet a large party of the
pick of the men, (in a society term at lean) coolly ignoring
the temptations of the Capital, turned tb;ir backs upon
the old town at the very height of the season, and went to
“Belvoir.” Fairfax, Earl of Cameron, had thrown open
wide his hospitable doors, bade his friends come, eat,
drink, and be merry; and they, knowing well the hearty
enjoyment in store for them, flocked to the beautiful old
place. Besides this there was another reason stronger, and
more potent in the hearts of these men than the love of
fine wine, good tables, and the minuet, and that was the
“annual meet” at Belvoir. Ah! that was a thing that few
could resist. Well they know that no pleasure, in town
could compensate them for tho loss of the splendid display,

1.,

pleasant task enough in lower Vira5'“*> w*tk every door
open to him, but when he billowed,ke track of tke com¬
pass further west into the moug41*13
was really a hard
life lie led, and a rough set he, -as thrown amonS* Tradi¬
tion tells us that he was his '-m cook> havmS 110 spit but a
forked stick, no plate hut rar£e chip; roamiDg oyer the
spurs and ridges of thgAIleghany and Blue Ridge, and
along the banks of u, Shenandoah, spending a large perlion of his time in MOimB and flskinS ! often straying
with the Indians jr wlUl uncouth emigrants who could
not spent En/-k- Rare,y sleeping in a bed, holding a
hear sldn a <riendid couch, living jn the woods and forests,
thisAtriph'S 8urvey°r Passed kis "me with no companion*
bvi his fettered associates, performing his duties all unAonsf»u“8 of the grandeur of his future. Washington ac¬
complished the task so well that the Earl was more than
^tisfied with the result of his labors; and recognizing also in
“the young man those great traits of character for which he
was noted in after years, Fairfax conceived a great friend¬
ship for his surveyor, which was cordially returned, and
lasted through many years. The two houses of the Earl
were always to Washington as so many homt,^ and his
room was always ready for him, When ever he i at! time to
stop; it was at Belvoir that he met and courted Mistress
Mary Cary. He tried his best to win her, burbot lii«
conge. Itipade him very biuei' again ol
l;or\some
jeweled buckles ;-sucb was the
t
time, and i\had the effect at least of making him ihemost.
Dver the right shoulder hung
emboasod j'
was attached a ffibdo .upmr in a bn“ht steel scabbard. reckless of alt riders after the hounds. He also trod exsutly
in his illustiioua patron’s footsteps in regard to theVoThe three-cow-^ cocked-hat, generally earned under the
men. There (are a dozen men living in Fairfax couiiy
irm -Hiuu-flotin uso» completed tho outfit, unci made a galnow, who proudly but unthinkingly boast that they ac
Ural and striking figure, so utterly uulike our modern dress,
which confounds all distintion between a gentleman and a dirc<.tly-but what is the use of reviving old scat
waiter I will not describe the Christmas teativities at dais. They migi\t not he true after all. But he rode fat
Belvoir, though strongly tempted to do so. I could detail with the hounds, ft any rate, and shirked not fence, no^
craned at a water-jump. He, like all other riders, wore'
mu amove lb'* splendid dinner, the old mahogany table
groanjas"Under the good things; 1 could speak of the old the regulation top-boot, lmck-skin breeches, square coat, \
Dresden china, the massive family plate, the huge Christ¬ and cooked hat. Be was mounted on a superb stallion, ,
inas turkey, the smoking haunch of venison, and the Vir¬ “Prince Charles," tli? gift of the Earl. Prince Charles’ \
ginia cured hams, as sweet as sugar. Wild fowl from the sire was Rupert, whose dam was Nell Gwin, a famous racer \
Chesapeake, fish from Hog Island inlet, rare old wines from belonging to the princely Buckingham, the boon eompan- \
\
famous cellars, and the ancient Cameron punch-bowl, of ion of the Merry Monarch. Washington used the light
\
massive silver, always filled with that generous liquor on English saddle and Pelham bit. He was au ardent and
entbusiastic
fox
hunter,
as
was
Lord
Fairfax
himself.
I
festive occasions. And of the Christmas hall, where the
proudest, the fairest and best of the colonists met; where pave already so fully described his Lordship that I will
satin rustled, velvet trailed, and brocade swept over the only add that he was mounted on a horse of Immense size
polished floor; where pearls gleamed, rubies shone, dia¬ and power, the only one in his stable that could carry his
monds sparkled, and jewels rich and rare, catching the weight all through a long run, One peculiarity about the
Earl’s costume must not he omitted; that was his hunting
light of the silver lamps, flashed everywhere. I could tell
of men, famous in the airaais of their country, who surren¬ horn. It was of pure silver, in shape nearly a perfect
dered that night, captured by the bright, passionate, yet curve, and about as round and long as a barrel hoop—the
master of the hounds always wore this style of horn, hut
shy and tender eyes of the Colonial dames. Especially
of course made of brass. They gave a deeper and incom¬
would I like to draw a portrait of sweet Mary Cary, who
won the heart of Washington at Belvoir, and won it so parably more mellow note than the little cow horns now in
well that he really never cared for any other woman, and use.
Next to his Lordship was young Byrd from Westover, a
cherished her memory as long as life lasted; it grieve.d her
celebrated country seat on the James River, which the
gentle heart that she could not respond to the young sur¬
Marquis de Chastellux, who paid a lengthened visit (here
veyor’s passion, for she was engaged to young Ned Ambler.
in 1782, said surpassed all Hie seats in the country round
At last the festivities of the hall were over, and the
about. Young Byrd brought his pack with him, and they
ladies had all left. It was a frosty, winter morning, just
were said to be the crack hounds of the J ames River region,
such a one as would cause the scent to lie well, or, as the
and numbered some twenty couples.
old couplet had it:—
One most noticeable figure in the group is Major Bullet,
“A Bonlherly wind, and a cloudy sky,
who knows, and is known by, everybody in tho colonies,
Gave promlae or o hunting morning."
and is a favorite with all the hoys and girls for miles
The whole place was in an uproar, the different kennels
around; a singular paradox loved by the children and old
were being brought out on the lawn and tlie sportsmen
women, but feared by the men. A roariug blade is the
were mustering, each wearing his colors, and mounted on
Major, who loves the wine cup, the chase, and delights to
his erack horse. There were over fifty gentlemen at the
hear the dice rattle. He is about thirty-five years of age,
Meet and a description of some of tho most noted will be
tall, slender, and graceful, with soft brown eyes, a sweet
proper. We will begin with young George Washington.
voice, aud classic face; not a desperate looking fellow,
Young George was a protege of Lord Fairfax, who took a
though the Major was in the army, and was noted for his
great interest in the lad; aud gave him his first lift in
cool bravery and determined nerve. He waB not a bully
the world, in the way of a commission to survey his Lord¬
by any means, nor even quarrelsome, but was quick and
ship’s farm, a neat piece of land of some hundred or so
fiery tempered, a devout believer in the “code” as a means
miles in extent, and which comprised over a score of coun¬
ties. The youth was elated at the piece of work, and well of righting difficulties, and consequently the most famous
he might be. It not only would fill his purse, hut give duelist in Virginia. A crack shot and accomplished
, him a name aud distinction in his profession. It was a swordsman, it made little difference to him at the hostile
exciting rivalry and dashing riding after the Belvoir
bounds. Ail those gentlemen who could get away from
Williarasburgh, left for his Lordship’s mansion several
days before Christmas, when there was to be a big dinner
followed by a grand ball in the evening, and two days
sifter the hunts were to begin. So sending their packs of
dogs in charge of the master, to the rendezvous at Belvoir,
the cocked-hat gentry proceeded leisurely to the hall,
mauy of them taking their family coaches, with the quarterings and crest of the family painted on the door, whilst
the gentlemen rode their own favorite coursers. Soon the
old hall was crowded with guests, and Belvoir was in its
brightest colors.
His Lordship, throwing asido his rough backwoods dress
and his backwoods manner, appeared in a costume befit¬
ting his rank and station, and did the duties of the hos)
with all the ceremonious politeness and urbanity that Ye
could so well assume when occasion required. I haw be¬
side me an engraviug of the gentleman of that yean
and what a dress! The homeliest man would shipkln/Aeh
costume. Velvet coat with gold buttons mu* elug»a
embroidered; satin vest, worked in elabo”*10
from which appeared dainty ruffles of lacpr skor*?~
ing to the knee and slashed with gold;
lied at the knee with a garter; long po^ed 6hoes w h
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For Forest and Stream.
jueotiug whether the saw-handles or the slender rapier was
ADIRONDACK EXPERIENCES.
the weapon chosen. He always “brought his man,” but by
singular good luclt, or the perfection of skill, he never
SEEKING FOR REST.
killed his opponent, only putting him hors du combat In
those days nearly every gentleman had been “out,” and in
HAVE
finished
my fishing trip, and to-morrow will
the dear public’s eyes it was a fine feather in their caps.
find me on my way out of the wilderness; and I look
Major Bullet greatly distinguished himself in the war with forward to the forty-mile stage ride before me as the “hard
the Indians, and the tale of his gallant exploits, and des¬ road over Jordan,” leading to happy resting places beyond.
perate daring is a matter,of history. This son of Mars, was I’m not sorry to go out. A month's hard work has worn
something of a dandy, however, and his coat of red con¬ out the fever, and I feel quite reconciled to the sacrifice 1
trasted admirably with his spotless white buck-skin breeches shall be compelled to make when I get out of the woods—
sacrifices real and fancied—among the first the pure bracing
and patent-leather top-boots. It is needless to say, that air that we breathe up here among the mountains nearly
the M ajor was a bold rider.
two thousand feet above the sea; the freedom from re¬
Another gentleman present who it might be said, lived on straint of every kind, toilette, regular hours, letters to
Ilia horse, was Mann Page, Esquire, a strikingly aristocratic answer, and business cares; the ravenous appetite, the un¬
looking man. With portly figure and clear cut face; a man broken slumber under a blanket, the feeling of rest and
don’t-care-a-bit-itiveness that one acquires so readily, when
of great bonhomie whose deep tones and rich mellow freed from all conventional restraints, he becomes, with
laughter showed that he knew little or cared little for the nature tor his companion, as near to the natural man as his
troubles of life. Mr. Page was, with the exception of the degree of love for his companion can transform him. I
Earl, probably the richest man in the colony. He had a came into this mountain home with three grand objects in
plantation of eight thousand acres in Frederick county, view:—
To obtain rest for a brain tired by long and unremitting
cal'* d “Pageland;” another piece of ground in Prince
application to abstruse studies in (to me) unknown fields.
William county, of ten thousand acres, also called “PageTo obtain from the mountain air daily exercise and com¬
land;" nur thousand more in Spottsylvania called "Glen- plete change ot every habit, a new bold on the health that
page;” on. thousand iu King William county called was evidently deserting me.
And to catch, eat, and talk Ivout.
“Pampadikv” two. thousand in Hanover, two thousand in
1 have been successful in all of my quests, but each suc¬
James City, aiq a scole 0f other farms of a thousand acres
cess lias been qualified by some drawbacks.
or so apiece. lxs slaves were numbered by hundreds, and
Others are coming after me. Some have already come.
many a time when c,t rising he would meet grinning darkeys Four fair-faced hoys, evidently just from their colleges,
who would tell him ,,at t[iey belonged to him, a fact that neat, tidy, natty in costume, with endless traps, proclaim¬
ing
wealth, a setter and a pointer held in leash by nice
he would never have-nown ua]ess reminded of, for he
rarely troubled himself .qth overlooking his numerous brass chains, breech-loading rifles carrying balls as big as
peas, fish rods of split bamboo of fabulous lightness, left
plantations. His overseet would report once a month,
the stage to-day to go into the woods to camp out. What
and that was sufficient. It ,s w(ser py far to employ joys are before them! How happy they will be camped
one’s self than to work all the t.
jje aaj(ji >pjie maxim out iu a log sliauty ou the banks of some lake or river,
of the that rough-riding, hard-dri,,jng gentry, must have devoured by flies, their dogs miserable and of no use at
this season, when their guides, if they take guides (and
been “Drink and he merry, for to-n.,TOW
die „
There was another famous charade presefit_one wp0 God help them if they don’t) won’t let them kill the part¬
ridge, and starve its brood, and when the old spotted
gives us a blessing when born, and one w 0 tllrova a gl01le hound, heavy and homely by the camp-fire, but sure to
in our grave when dead; who by a few wou^ changes the the trail till the deer takes water, or he, the relentless pur¬
.whole tenor of our live?, and makes Mr. Caov,e>8 aQd
suer, lies weak aud starving upon the not to be deserted
Van Winkles of the wisest of us; one who fen menyke track, growls ominously upon the petted fireside favorites,
and all women adore. I mean the Parson, as he w,. callfri and perhaps for lack of other food devours the new comer.
Well, it’s no use moralizing. When those boys get homo,
then. This joTial person was a great contrast t tlic I and perhaps read this, they’ll look back to the days when,
“preacher” of to-day. The church was one of the pro.
riad of food, they contented themselves with chubs and
sums that was open to younger sons, and they entered 1.1 beq.heads in lieu of the speckled beauties their fancy had
—
.w'ineeial
nreference. Indeed, taught them were to bo obtained at little cost. For their
wiilmut
any special taste, desire, or preference.
a sermon -preached on Sunday was all they were expected “pieh and for that of other amateurs, I will transcribe a
to do besides officiating at weddings and funerals. They bit of poetical advice, quite popular on the lakes, as it
loved ihetr liquur and pastimes better than the prayer comotsieSmusic> good a,|Viee as to the method of handling
books and -’he church bells. This sounds strange, but it is and dispnsug of the ordinary class of fish caught, and
so Ht'W we would stare to see the Rev. Dismal Horror,
o?.11!? ''-'lonnhiion as
to their
tin IU
tucu relative values. It is sung
you are slowly trolling along, watching
and Mi- t/oodwords, flying over a hurdle, clearing with a uy your s’nde
rimrini Halloo! a twenty-foot stream, or shouting a jovial the pole-lips -md wishing for a strike, aud is sung to the
Huuttvf retrain- The old chronicles of Virginia, say that air ol the ehoru, 01 taat once popular melody, which “has
_.me" or the clergy in the colony was intem- gone where the gOot
(songs) go;” and which refrain
s this, (I wish 1 knew .
per.-nCe, lor they found it best to go with the planters in
of it):—
evt•y.tbiug as their very bread depended on their keeping
‘T,,';™ -i011 6et a "hits cm,
dim, shave him.
When
yon
jset
a
black
cm,
'
’
ot'geod terms with their patrons. They thus had to bo
Slcln him to the tall.”
y ry particular how they preached against any of the vices
I am not responsible for the profanity ot mis ditty
v»i uuy great man of the vestry had. So they did in
tome, as lire Romans do—and headed all tie pleasures and guides aTe not preachers.
WHEN YOU GO A FISHING.
porta. If the upth i> told, they “preacied on Sunday,
When yon catch a lake trout, sn»e him, save him;
rude ou Monday, got drunk on Sunday,” and so oil through
keel Win up steady, and liiiff him in the boat
the nursery song.
When you hooK a brook trout* Have him, enve him;
When you get a big one Its time to wet yo*r throat.
Neu Ambler, a fine young fellow, unusually brilliant in
mind and handsome in person, was also on the lawn with
When
you catch a shiner, gang him, gang him;
his puck of dogs. Ayiett of Westmoreland; young Selden,
.Save him for your gang hooliB, and imt him In your poll.
Who alter the revolution was considered the handsomest
When you catch a big chub, dang him, dang him r
lie pulls like a laker, and you’ll think you’ve got a whale.
man in the Stale; Mr. Cary, Charles Lewis, Pat Loekheail, McCarty, Carter, Waller, Piersons, and others—all
When you catch a bullhead, akin him, akin him;
good men and true, who are trained, like the Spartan
L*ok out for his horns, and skin him if you cun.
youths, to ride and to shoot, if not to speak the truth, were
When you catch amnjlsh, sling him, sling him;
Hb’h scales, bones aud spikes, and isn’t worth a d-n.
there. Their lines were cast in pleasant places, and each
day was made to contribute something to their enjoyment.
When you see a bullfrog, jerk him, jerk him;
1 know that tlwre is many a modem Timon who will de¬
Put the worm to his nose, then jerk him with your hook.
liver his philippic against the luxury, the selfishness, and
When yon see a “venzon,” shoot him, shoot him;
the inordinate pride of those spoiled darlings of fortune;
When you shoot aYenson, send me some to cook.
hut look on the reverse side of the picture, and watch them
I’ll paint another picture for my young friends to contem¬
When that dark, fearful, period that tried men’s souls came, plate:
and you see that those dandified youths fought like the
As I said, I came for rest. Imagine the amount I got
Paladins ol old, and founded a mighty republio. It is your when “shim tied out,” lying five of us abreast on the hard
pet thoroughbred leading a life of idleness, that we trust ground, with balsam leaves making one place soft, while
tor a long gallop when life is at stake, and it is this dandy balsam limbs made auotlier rugged; the night hot, rainy,
blooded horse which runs the sixteen-mile race, and not and calm; the “glorious campfire” of huge logs roasting
the hard worked carthorse, or the common roadster. So one’s steaming hoots, which you dare not take off for fear
this “cocked hat gentry,” haughty, overbearing, luxurious,
of never getting them on again; your head snug up
and unthinkingly selfish in the time of peace aud plenty,
against the rear log, from which spring the rafters, which,
when the ordeal came, met it with no bending, no in-cak¬ covered with spruce bark, protect you from wet when it
ing, no flinching, and whether with Lewis in the mountains,
don't rain; legs and bade aching from your unwonted toil;
with Braddockin the forests, or with Marionin the swamps,
hands tingling from punkie biles; nerves wincing as the
did their part so well, that impartial history has enshrined tuneful mosquito mnkes sweet melody near your ears, and
their memories as heroes, aud they live ‘ again with us in you strike wildly, forgetting the log, as well as the cerpainted portrait or sculpured stone. It was a very pleas¬ taluty that you will not hit the enemy, and repenting
ant life to them, and their world was very fond of them, as your forgetfulness; pure, heaven-sent water trick¬
it always is when a maa’s existence is perfectly smooth. ling iu Tittle rills through the crevices, in your
It was the tour on the continent, the winter at Williams¬ bark canopy, and moistening and cooling your fe¬
burg, dinner at the Rawleigh tavern, and dinner unap¬ vered skin, even through the heavy flannel shirt and coarse
proachable everywliere. The solid silver pinto, the sweep¬ trousers that are doing duty as night-gown. As I began,
stakes of the course, yachting in the Chesapeak Bay,
I repeat: Imagine the rest—mine and of the miseries—al¬
Shooting over tlieir dogs iu October, the glorious “Meet” though neither were imaginary.
at Christinas, when the whole land was given up to
To he sure we had resources. An old pipe steadily and
deviltry and love-makiug, with no drawbacks to worry the persistently smoked, a fresh load lighted from the old
mind or dull the spirits.
coals, throughout every minute of the long hours due to
But the hunt begins. The master of the hounds ap¬ sleep, would, in a measure, assist the tar aud oil, with
proaches Lord Fairfax and whispers in his ear. Putting which, at brief intervals—time being called by the mos¬
his sliver horn to bis lips, his Lordship blow a blast so loud quitos—you aunoiut freely the exposed cuticle. But your
and clear, that it echoes through the woodlands, aud makes own tobacco won’t do; in the fumes of my mixed Lone
every hound give tongue.
Waving his hand to the Jack and Vanity Fair, which rose in fantastic wreaths be¬
gentlemen to follow, he gallops off, and beliind him canter tween my tired eyes aud the glowing flame, the wicked
the riders, their costumes mingling in different hues and mosquitos hovered, like flies in a sun-glade, and seemed to
gleaming BgAiust the back ground of the forest. The relish the fragrant incense no' less than myself. 'Twas
hounds are uncoupled and spread out like a Ian, dashing only when I filled with rank old cavendish that, as my
through fen and held, searching for a frail. And as the tongue and throat gave way, so did the enemy.
pack scatters over hill and dale one deep hay announces
“How dear to my heart was my room at Dan Budesos,
As Inglorious retreat brought it back to my view ”
that the scent is hit off and the chase has begun.
When rag carpet, wash-bowl and pitcher, good bed, and
Alexander Hunter,
closed windows ceased to be necessaries, and were eleva¬
[To be continued.]
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ted into luxuries. How different realily is from even a
true description of it! Ho doubt, if I should live to go
through it, and write my experience in a nice HI,tie book,
or in your columns, and head it "Six Weeks in a Shanty;
or Camp Life in Ihe Wilderness,” lots of your renders, or
mine, would envy me as a man who, in spite of the prov¬
erb, “Mau never is, but always to be blest,” (is ilnita
proverb?) has been blessed. Before I’d earn that title,
though, I'd risk the other thing. Iu spite of that rough
part of my experience, I did get the rest—not physically,
for that I had had too much of, lmt menially—
with no care or cause of anxiety, farther than the hope that
the morrow would prove a “good day,” and if it did'nt I
could’ut help it, and need not worry about means of preven¬
tion or cure. I had but to make sure that I forgot none of
my individual tackle when at early dawn I left my com¬
fortable bed, for the lake. My guide looked out for the
rest. He woke me up—for although, when by my side in
the shanty, he incurred nry resentment by quietly sleeping
throughout the night -when I was denied the blessing—yet
the morning bout did for him what Hies, punldes, and
mosquitos, endeavored in vain to accomplish, and started
him from his Blumbers, at any hour I had named. And
there was little to forgot. My coifee was ready, and my
rod, reel, line, and spoon, were all in one. All I needed
was the fish, aud I went for them, with the pleasures of
hope ou my morning’s walk to the Landing, those of
memory full oft when I returned thinking of the “good
strikes” 1 had had and missed.
There are pleasant inns in the woods. After a long ride
on a fair road through dense forests, where you can hardly
believe that you ate in the heart of the Empire State, a
turn discloses a blue lake, wild many acres of cleared
laud, dotted with comfortable little houses. Amid them
towers a three story building of wood, painted white,
verandahs surrounding two stories, a pleasant little oval
park with shady maples in front, and on-the porch, rising
to welcome the tired traveler, as the stage drawn by
“Reube Willard’s” lusty team dashes np with that last
spurt peculiar to the true stage driver, and which he al¬
ways lias left to come in with, "Steve” .Andrews, the
ever obliging host appears. Conducted at once to a pleas¬
ant well-furnished room, you forget almost that you are in
the woods; but a glance from one window at the beautiful
lake, from another at the dense aud apparently iopenetrable primeval, quickly convinces you; and when at table
you indulge, beyond your ideas of your capacity, in fresh
trout, cream, mountain strawberries, <fcc.. and when in sea¬
son, venison, parlridges.and woodcock, and after your pipe,
retire to a bed wliere yon need the- blankets which for so
many hot nights in the city you had dispensed with, anil
sleep au unbroken sleep, then you get the rest you came
for, and with it the health you bad thought gone forever.
In my next I will tell you’all ubout the way of getting to
this resting place, what we do here, wlial sport we have,
and give you a summary of the other good places in the
neighborhood.
Piseco.
Piseco Lake, June Z8tht 1878.
For Forest and Stream,
CAMPING
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PALMETTOS.

E were at Enterprise, Florida, on the St Johns
River. Our party consisted of three gentlemen
and two ladies. We had talked some time about-camp¬
ing, and at last determined to start the next morning. We
procured two good boatmen with their boats, and embark¬
ed our “traps," such as guns, cartridges, flour, frying pan,
sun-shades, books, gloves, rubber hoots, and many more
things requisite lor the expedition. We finally started
with three persons in one boat and four in the other. It
was glorious as we rowed across Lake Monroe on the way
down the river, where the lies!, hunting and fishing was.
We soon reached the narrow stream with trees overhang¬
ing it, and long gray moss dipping gracefully to the lip lit
breeze which waved it backward aud lm-ward in the sun.
It looked like l'airy land.
Now llie excitement begins. Far ahead we see an mu.
gMor sunning himself; quietly we approach, hut just as
we got near enough to shoot, he gently slides oil into the
water, and a few bubbles show Unit he is too far out of
reach to think of getting him, so on we go, eagerly look¬
ing out for more. Paroquets, ducks,-cranes, red-winged
black-birds, and buzzards fly through the trees and over
the swamps. We shoot aR nniuyas come near enough, but
cannot stop long, us our camping ground is thirty miles
from Enterprise. Home distance down the rive: we met
the steamer, aud had to row into the bushes to •’el- it pass.
After we had started again a large flock of pn-'oquets flew
over, soreamiug at the top of their voices.
It was getting dark when ive pulled up at the very pret¬
ty place which was to be our campground, and it was
some time before we could find anything to make afire
with, but at last came across some dry reeds, which made
a bright blaze, aud we soou found wood. Presently I be
other party came, and we* set to work to build a palmetto
hut, which was, to say the least, rural. One of ihe men
cut forked sticks and stuck them in the ground; then he
laid the oars across them, and on the lop and sides tied
palmetto. It, fell down once, nut was soon re-built, and
then we began to think of supper. What a meal it was I
A little selt-raiBing flour mixed with water and put. in a
pan, which was placed on Mo lire aud allowed to remain a
few minutes. When it -fas taken off the bread, ot rather
the warm dough, was put in a tin plate, and the pan was
filled with frying fisk. Coffee, prepared with condensed
milk, completed the supper, which we sat around ou the
ground, too hungry to think of diit or mosquitoes, of both
of which we had en abundance. While we were thus
busy we saw a boat approaching, and a stranger landed,
who politely infmnfld us that we were on his ground at a
place called Blue Springs, one of the most beautiful spots
on the St. Johns River; and l-hat he had come over to send
us all awsy, as he had promised a genlleman who
camped there every year not t-o let any one else use the
ground; but as there were ladies in the party we were
quite welcome. Presently two of his daughters came
oyer, and wanted ns to spend Lhe night at their house, but
we said “No indeed! We came to Tough it.” Fresh wood
was pat on the fire, and we all sat round, telling stories—
"stories” in both senses of the word. Such feats in shoot¬
ing aud fishing! At last we all got sleepy, and our visitors
left, telling us”to take care for snakes.
After spreading grey moss on the ground in the hut, and
laying a rubber blanket on the top of it, we all turned in—
the ladies in tbe hut and the gentlemen around the fire.

FOREST AND STREAM
At sunrise we were awake, but our eyes wore blinded by
mosquitoes, which were so thick inside of the mosquito
net that we killed them by hundreds. One of thy frionds
told rue that they were big enough to shoot on the Wing, and
that he had been trying it; butI think it was only in his
Bleep. 1 had two hundred and fifteen biles on my two
hands.
AS soon as we had had breakfast, which was the same as
the supper, with the addition of a Mule pork, we took a
row on the beautiful Blue Springs, which is about half a
mile in length, with largo trees on each side. The water
is very clear, and we saw the bottom distinctly; quantities
of fish were swimming about, from the smallest minnows
to the largest bass. Near the mouth we saw what looked
like a large fish swimming near the surface, and one of my
friends shot it, and we discovered that one fish had failed
in trying to swallow another almost as large ns himself,
and when we saw them.they were both dying. After this
excitement half the party started tip the river snipe shoot¬
ing, and wTe went down stream after an alligator that we
heard blowing like a bull. We saw him, but did not kill
him, and went on shooting birds of different kinds, till at
last we saw a coon curled up in a tree sound asleep. We
shot him, but he ran away. Further on wo saw a large
moccasin snake swimming towards us, but did not shoot
him. Turning the boat, we had rowed half-way hack to
camp when we met a man paddling towards us, who told
us that a party of ladies wanted to see us, aud the sound
of voices made us hurry on to camp, where we recognised
three friends from Enterprise, who bad driven over to see
us. We had a very nice time together, although they
.laughed at our housekeeping, but soon left us, as they had
a hard drive ot ten miles before them.
The next day, after the boat had been packed as before
described, with the addition of some orange canes and
Some gray moss, we had a hard pull up the river. We
got some alligators and came up to the test of our party,
who were shooting snipe, and stopped half an hour to
watch them. It was very exciting. They had to shoot
right and left with great rapidity, as a quantity of birds
were started up at every step. At last we got tired, and
with a few parting words “about mosquitoes.” we hurried
on, and after a pull of thirty miles, entered Lake Monroe,
which, unfortunately, was very rough. Being in a flatbottomed boat the waves splashed in,"and by the time we
beached the landing wet was not a large enough word to
describe us. We were therefore glad to have a bright lire
and a good big supper, after which we felt ready to go
through it again. Then we had to toll of our adventures
and paint our camp in glowiug colors; but at last, could go
to bed, and so good night !
Tip Top.

Ssh §ulturL*'
Canadian Salmon.—A great improvement has been
made in the Canadian fisheries during the last ten years.
By a better system of inspection, the trout streams have
been kept free front impurities, and unlawful Ashing has
diminished; whilst by the more extensive propagation of
salmon, principally through the enterprise of Mr. S.
Wilmot, of Newcastle, Ont, The lakes and streams are be¬
coming more plentifully supplied with fish. As a pleasing
result'of this, fish is no longer an expensive luxury in the
market for the gratification of the wealthy, 1ml is now sold
at moderate prices, and within the reach of all; and by
reason of more extensive sales there is an increased revenue
to the country.
Tn some respects, however, other improvements are
needed, and to one of these special attention is now being
devoted. It is suggested by the Commissioners of Fisheries
that the salmon stands in different rivers are too numerous,
and that these should he reduced cither by lessening the
number of licenses or by associating together the owners of
different stands, and granting Joint licenses for a reduced
number of places. This would he a saving of exoeuso to
the fishermen, and would result in an increase of fish in the
rivers.
In the Province of Quebec tho plan has been tried on a
limited scale, and with marked results. Since 1868 the
salmon fishery there has yielded an iucrease of nearly three
lmndred per cent. As an illustration, it is said that in the
river Moisie there were in 1858 not less than 15,000
fathoms of nets, whicli secured only 75,000 ills of fish;
whereas in 1875 there were only 2,500 fathoms of nets,
and yet the yield was 204,000 lbs. of fish. This astounding
increase was due entirely to better inspection and more dis¬
criminate fishing. In Ontario similar facts may he quoted;
and in many places where, a few years ago, fish were
hardly to lie caught they are now so plentiful as to be
almost thrown away,
.
The inference is that it pays to take care of fisheries. In
reality Canada possesses a great source of wealth in rivers
and lakes. Every year llieir value is increasing; and the
more prudently they are guarded the more they will yield
to the substance of the people and the revenue of the
Government.
Fish Culture in Canada.—Advices to the Fisher¬
ies Department state that the greatest success has attended
the distribution of young salmon bred at the hatchinghouses of Restigouche, Tadousac, Gaspe, aud Mirimicln.
Six hundred thousand young fish were placed in the rivers
and streams of the maritime provinces. Mr. Wilmot, iu
charge of the Government hatching-houses at, Sandwich
and Newcastle, Ontario, has placed in the waters of the
Detroit river no less than 10,000,000 white-fish fry and vivi¬
fied eggs, which were liberated early this spring.
Spake the Fingertjngs.—Our contemporary the Rut¬
land, Vermont, Herald, in an article deploring the rapid
diminution iu the number of trout in Vermont waters
touches upon the real cause of the evil in. the following
p iragraph. After reciting the other agencies at work, such
as the taking, of trout at improper times and by improper
methods, and the effects of sawmills and dams,it says:—
“These three causes of the depletion of our mountain
Streams, fatal as they are, are as nothiug compared to
another; an every day evil, but also susceptible of an every
day remedy if we choose to apply it. The subject of this
article was suggested by an account in one of our morning
exchanges of the wonderful success of Mr. So and So, who
had taken, in one day’s fishing, one hundred and seveuty-

four trout, weighing eleven pounds. Now if this person
had taken two more fish, his entire catch would have
averaged just one ounce each. A'ot one of these trout ever
had n I'hanco to try to propagate its species. At the most they
could not have been over two years old, and it is well
known that yearling trout do not deposit spawn, These
Lrout, granting them to have been two years old, would
have deposited tlicir first eggs this coming November if
they had been given the opportunity to do so. But it was
not to be. The slaughter of the innocents had been con¬
summated and it is too late to talk about them. There was
no law to preveut it and it is very unlikely that the lucky
(?) fisherman ever had it occur to his mind that the question
of the size of the catcli had anything to do with the future
supply, or that there was auy impropriety in taking these
small trout. And what was it all for ? Was it for sport ?
The. very men who bring home these baskets of fingerlings
will always say that it is not sport. Are they fit for food ?
Well, tastes differ, They are trout, and trout are a deli¬
cacy, hut for us such fish when brought to table are simply
a mixture of corn meal and pork fat with just euough back
bone to hold the morsel together, flavorless and free from
any suspicion of the gatney delicious flavor of a full-fed
fish of one quarter or one-half a poutid weight. Is not
this “killing the goose that lays the golden egg" with a
vengeance ? Is it not worse, is it not, killing the goose before she has a chance to lay any kind of an egg ? Is it not
eloar that this wickedly wasteful course, if persisted in,
will inevitably lead to extermination ? Illegal and im¬
proper modes of fishing have done their share and saw
mills have done much more to destroy our fisheries, but it
is the destruction of the younglings that has been the mMn
cause of the present poverty of our once fruitful streams.
What cau he done to remedy the evil ? There is no law to
say that trout of one size may be taken and another may
not. There remains then only the appeal to the good sense
and the generous feeling of every good sportsman to spare
the babes. Let us give them one year at least in which
they may make the effort t,o reproduce their kinds and then
wc shall receive in the not remote future large dividends to
repay us for our present self-denial.
Trout in Wells.—Few people are aware of the quan¬
tity of dirt that falls into a well aud increases the impurity
of the water. The filth ooines iu the form of worms, flies,
bugs, grasshoppers, and every thing in the insect tribe that
flies or crawls about the yard. Nine-tenths of this insect
filth would be eaten by a' good sized trout, and when put
in a well, a lrout requires hut little attention, other than to
give him a few broad crumbs iu winter, and flies and grass¬
hoppers in summer, for in eating habits a trout is as vora¬
cious as a crow, or, like him, can subsist on a very small
quantity of food. In my well a common brook trout had
nothing to cat save what fell into the well by accident, and
a few grasshoppers in summer, for five years; yet in the
aquarium, a trout six inches long will regularly eat two or
ihiee minnows a day, and When first taken from thebiook,
he will eat double that amount of minnows two inches long.
Yet in the well tended aquarium this speckled member of
the finny tribe excels the trout in his native haunts as much
as does the high grade or full blood Shorthoru, the native
steer. In fact, 1 think this is a truthful comparison, and
any one who is familiar with the trout in the shady pool of
sparkling water, and in the aquarium will endorse this
assertion.
Although a trout has a very large mouth, and “can eat
his bigness" for broakraBt, dinner, and supper, I would not
pul a smaller than a six inch trout iu a well, aud only one
unless great care can he exercised to feed them regularly,
for Ihe larger will devour the sumller.
Considerable pleasure eau be derived from seeing a trout,
iu the well come to the surface of the water, and some¬
times quite out of the water to take a fly ot'grasshopper
Thrown to him.—lirchange. .
SALMON CULTURE IN NOVA SCOTIA.
Halifax, July 1st, 1875.
* Editor Forest and Stream:—
I noticed in the Forest and Stream of June 22d, a par¬
agraph about the distribution of salmon fry from the fish
breeding establishment at Bedford, near this city, which is
slightly inaccurate as regards the number placed in River
Philip, Cumberland Oo. It, should have been 140,000 in¬
stead of 10,000. 1 think, Mr. Wilmot deserves great credit
for his endeavors to replenish our rivers with salmon, and
in order that all possible publicity should be given the
successful result of his labors, I trust that you will make
Ihe correction. 1 may say that Mr. Wilmot did not succeed
in getting to Gold river with the 10,000 intended for that
place owing to the roughness of the road. But fearing
that he might lose them on the way, he very wisely put
them into Indian and Ingram rivers, St. Margaret’s Bay;
thus saving them for the country, aud replenishing two
rivers in which they are much required. I send you a pa¬
per containing an account of some convictions for illegally
selling nets, from which you will see that a sharp look out
is kept for offenders.
Friz Cochran.
Secretary Game and Inland Protective Society.
—A writer in Nature says that he has often noticed dur¬
ing spring and summer that flowers appear to follow the
spectrum from the blue of tbe wild hyacinth to the deep
scarlet of summer flowers. During autumn he noticed the
same gradations in colors; and he asks whether the actinic
lavs of the sun are not in greater force during spring, and
whether these chemical rays are not those which revivify
seeds and plants after llieir winter’s hibernation?
—In one tank of Dr. Dobru’s aquarium at Naples three
great cuttle-fishes lived with three lobsters. At length a
fourth lobster of great size aud strength was put in, and
was inetantlv attacked by the largest cuttle-fish, and a
desperate fight ensued. The contest being renewed day
after day, the lobster was finally withdrawn and placed in
an adjoining tank. But this was not the end of the mat¬
ter, The cuttle-fish, bent on massacreing his enemy, left
the water, climbed over the partition separating him from
the lobster, and renewed his assaults. He gained the vic¬
tory this time, and, when discovered, was found to have
slain the lobster and literally torn it in halves. This con¬
duct of the cephalopod in following his enemy stems to
indicate an intelligence unusual to them.
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DA D D Y-LO NG-LEGS.
Daddy-long-legs is in a general way objectionable, but
be is particularly so at the present time in and near London.
A considerable number of grass plots in places of public
resort are just now absolutely destitute of grass, and pre¬
sent a most deplorable appearance. There can be no
doubt the proximate cause of this state of things is the dark,
sausage-like grub of Daddy-long-legs (the crane-fly, Tipula
oleracea). This insect belongs to the Dipiera, the order
of flies, and is classified near the gnats and gad-flies,
IgnoraDt persons fear them in the adnlt state although
they are perfectly harmless; but in their larval stage they
are fearful pests. This larva has a peculiar taste for grassturf, it is partial also to lettuce, strawberries, and, indeed,
will eat almost any kittlien garden vegetables, and has a
fanny for a feast in a seed-bed, where it will thin the rows
of seedling plants with a severity worthy of a better cause,
The extent to which the pest has spread in some districts
of London is almost past belief. Some spots in that large
and useful open space, London Fields, are literally alive
with them, especially around the foot of the gas lamps;
the new garden in Leicester square is desolated of grass;
the turf oa the Thames Embankment gardens is unusually
thin, and the yards of private houses are destitute every¬
where. A few years ago the turf of Blackheath forest was
much injured by them. Yet this is only in the cities. “As
soon," says the Gardner’s Magazine, with an application
equally good for American readers, “ as we escape from
the town we find the grass turf everywhere in good condi¬
tion, or if not so, at least not seriously injured by this
ravager. What makes the difference? The answer to this
question will come by observation. Wherever song birds
are fairly plentiful grass thrives, and where they are
scarce daddy-long-legs has it all his own way, and Dibbles
among the grass just above the toots; or as the garduera
say, “ between wind and water.” It is true that in most
town localities sparrows abound, but these active foragers
rarely hunt for earth grubs, whereas tlie thrush, the black¬
bird, and the whole tribe of warblers that come here for the
summer season, subsist chiefly on insects, and fiom day¬
break to dusk pursue their useful calling as supplementary
gardeners. We caunot, of course, compel song birds to
locate themselves iu tuwns, but we are bound in the inter¬
est of one of the principal charms of English rural scenery
-that is, fresh green turf—to protect them to the utmost
of our power, and happily the well planted suburbs of
most of our great towns are plentifully stocked with these
delightful and useful creatures. It will be found that
wherever song birds abound the keeping of grass turf is a
comparatively easy mailer, but wherever they happen to
be scarce the Tipula is a frequent and powerful enemy.
The moral is obvious, blit it does not go fur.”
HISTORY
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PRAIRIE-DOG.

HE prairie-dog (Gynomys ludomcianus) is a very amus¬
ing little rodent animal, much resembling the mar¬
mot, about the size of our small hare, of a light silvery
gray color, body of medium proportions, head, legs, toes,
long nails much resembling the woodchuck’s, tail short
and waggish, and motions always very sprightly. Like
the marmot ot the higher regions of the Alps and Pyrennees, lie inhabits only the more elevated prairies of thegreat, West. Northerly, lie is believed to extend up to, if
not beyond, the Misionri River. Westerly, he reaches
well up to the Rocky Mountains; southerly, he is fouud as
far as San Saba county, Central Texas, and is pushing his
boundaries. Easterly, his limit is about 98-i WestLongitude—all least I have never found him east of this line on
any of our marches from the Gulf of Mexico to the Kan¬
sas River. It is worthy of especial notice that this easter¬
ly line of their habitations (981°) is the natural line sepa¬
rating Urn immense graiu-prodDoing regions of tbe east
from the rich and almost boundless pastoral lands o’ the
west. Beyond it no grain can be raised without irrigation,
for the rains that fall are untimely for crops; and the little
dogs stand like tentinulB for l,00i) miles along this line,
warning the emigrant farmer, and inviting the stockraiser. Tite country he inhabits is the land of the sweet¬
est and most nutritious grasses, more than 100 species of
which are natural to Texas alone. It is a high region hav¬
ing a mean elevation of ,£,000 feet. It is dry and remark¬
ably healthful, Since they are spread over such a vast re¬
gion it is evident that they must migrate; but the manner
of their doing so is not understood. Do they spread singly
or in colouies? and do they make any seasonal movements?
Some of our army officers ought to be able to tell us. They
do not hibernate in Texas, for I have seen them out and
lively as a cricket iu mid-winter. But I think he must hi¬
bernate in the cold and snowy regions of the northern
plains. Information.is wanted on this point, and also to
fix more definitely his extreme northern and western lim¬
its; the time of bearing his young, and the number pro¬
duced at one time.
The prairie dog burrows in the ground like the
woodchuck, and is found in communities of various sizes
scattered over the broad region. His aggregate numbers
are countless, aud bis pie-emptive rights indisputable.
The Comanche tradition is; “In-gins always find plai-lie
dog here; may-be so, just like In-gin, he come up out of
de ground right here." They are decidedly social in all
their habits, aud llieir places of living are called “prairiedog towns.” Iu some towns there may not be over 50 or
100 dogs, while in others they number thousands, and their
burrows, a rod or so apart, may bo continuous for miles.
They are wise engineers, and generally select for their
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towns, with great apparent care, a piece of high, dry, level,
hard and gravelly luod, covered with short gra-s, and
without aDy visible reference to water. From this it is
generally believed, and this is my opinion, that tbey go
without water entirely, as a drink.* Nor can they receive
much, if any, from dews, for in some places where they
live dew rarely occurs, and the same is true of rains. I
have sometimes seen their towns so completely stripped of
all grasses and vegetation, their only food, as to quite re¬
semble an arid brick-yard, and hence no dew could form.
They are sure prognosticators of the weather, and
when
the whole colony is seen out, chattering
and busily engaged in hauling up with their feet the
earth around their holes, and packing it down with their
noses, then look out for rain, for there are no “probabili¬
ties” written on their bulletin. They are as fond of balk¬
ing as a ben of cackling, and all the colony are ready to
join in the chorus. Their bark is short, quick, and back¬
ing, and resembles, I think, more nearly that of a squirrel
than of a small dog, which Washington Irving compares it
to. Them motions are always very quicb^ and while at
play they are so froliesome, sprightly, and rapid, as to be
really amusing.
They live apparently on the grass and plants immediate¬
ly around their dwellings, and always appear sleek, fat,
and lively, but how they manage to accomplish this in
some of their arid towns is a mystery. They rarely ven¬
ture out in the day time beyond the dwellings of their
nearest neighbors, or in quest of food, and I have never
heard it said that they leave their homes at night, hence
they can procure no food outside the limits of tlieir towns.
In selecting hard and compact soils for their burrows tbey
exhibits remarkable instinct of self-preservation closely
allied to Teason. If the ground were soft the wolves, pan¬
thers, wild cats, and other carnivorous animals would un¬
earth them tor food. They are rarely taken by surprise,
for like excellent soldiers, they are very vigilant about the
camp. IV hen one becomes alarmed, lie immediately com¬
municates it by a change of voice, and then quickly dives
for bis hole. The rest pasB the watchword, and in almost
an instant all are out ol sight. Thus vigilance and activ¬
ity are their means of defense; and vet tbey may be shot
without much difficulty by watching and waiting very
quietly. The Indians eat them, and tlieir meat is very
good. The prairie-dog’s desire, in fair weather, or if in
vaded, to leave his burrow is so great that he soon pops
out his head, stops to carefully reconuoiter, and if all ap¬
pears safe he quickly mounts his watch-tower, stands
straight up on bis haunebes, and begins to work his side
wag bis tail, bark, and exhort bis neighbors most vociteT
ously. This seems to be one of his chief dcligbls; ti e unis
of his neighbors are wide open, and in a little while aU join in
the general pow-wow. No, not all! for some are seen ap¬
parently making a trial of their speed in a lively foot race,
others in groups, seem engaged in the sprightly game of
“leap-frog,” and others still, like little children, seem fully
taken up in playing “tag.” Each apparently strives to
out-do the other, and olil iiow hard they work, From
hole to hole they go and back again, quick as thought,
with their bodies bending, legs flying, and tails bobbing.
All around is cheerful excitement, no enemy is believed 10
be near, all fears have vanished, and joy supreme pervades
the town. But, baug! bang! 1 Where are tbey? Silence
answers. Such is Ike magical ebauge of the moment, and
the sportsman is left alone to enjoy his laugh at these funny
little creatures. But if we wait only a little while, their
impatience and curiosity will draw them forth again to
renew their former pastimes. And now a few words about
their enemies.
The little burrowing owl, or “prairie screech owl”
(Spkculyto cunicularia), is always found in their towns. It
inhabits the burrows of the dog, and hence some writers
have supposed that both live harmoniously togtlier, but
this inference is incorrect. The owl is, in fact, but an in¬
truder and enemy .of the dog, whose vacant houses in the
absence ot hollow trees he seizes, and uses for his own
convenience aud protection. From these he sallies forth
wlieu hungry, pounces upon the unsuspecting young dog,
carries him into his bole, aud gobbles him down; he picks
the dead also, and, it is believed, enters the burrows of
the living and carries away ihe juung. Bereaved of Lheir
j ouug n 1- piesumable tbal ibe old ones desert tlieir dwell
iugs and the roober may euie into uie possesion of a new
mansion. Like the dog, the owl is u=. .oly seen looking
out ol the cutiauce ol nts bole, or.StalinL.g ..recl.upon the
earlli at band, and in botn situations, no looks aograve and
sedate as a deacon, and as wise as a learuid barrister. In
eitneT position at a little UisLutlce oil, be so hcaily resem¬
bles the dog that be is often shot in bis stead.
The lauieshalte is sometimes found au inhabitant of
their Uoles, amt beuee some widens have counted him
also as one ot the "happy lauiily.” This, beyond a doubt
in my mind, Is an euor. The snake, like the owl, is an
interloper, a vile, subtle iutruder upon the premises
of the dog. Yea, worse, he is a loathsome robber,
and deliberate murderer.
When hungry, be slowly
obtrudes his cold and slimy coil into their holes, seizes and
gulps down tlieir young, and with his poisonus fangs,
strikes the parents w ith certain death. He now slowly
makes his coil in thisnew mansion, and being well filled,
goes quietly to sleep. Aud here he is found, and this is
the part he plays. No! both the owl and the snake are
alii: r enemies to the dog, and both deserve death at Ms
his hands.
Dcver.it other animals, especially the panther and coyote
prey upon the prairie dogs. These may many times be
seen lurking arouud their towns. In Jauuary, 185S, while
on a mouuted scout from Fort Belknap, Texas, to Fort
Ohadboume, in pursuit of a parly Of "Ale good-Ingins,”
who bad stolen some commissary beeves from the post, I had
an opportunity of watching a panther trying to get his din¬
ner oil prairie-dogs. He would wail quietly till one ap¬
peared, aud then make a spring. But lime after time, the
dogs were too quick for him aud sauk into their safe holes,
just be tore the panther touched ute spot where they bad
sat. A few trials of ibis sort so alarmed the whole town
that none of the little fellow would venture out; and just
as the disgusted panther was departing, Captain Oldscoul
shot him dead.
The following observations which fell under my eyes are
full of iuterest here. They have never been given. In
1853 the officers at Fort Washita, Indian country, had one
of these dogs as a pet, and a very amusingpetho was. This
was in the summer, and the officers built a ten-foot pen of
hoards about three feet high, adjoining the “caravansery”
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or assembly room, and put the little pet into it. This gave
us a fine opportunity to watch and study his habits. No
sooner had he been put into his yard, than he surveyed it
well, then fixing on the best place'for his burrow, he began
to open the ground, and the way he made his little scrapers
and the dirt fly was very amusing. In a little while be had
his hole dug, and the next thing was to smooth it off, and
arrange the dirt around the hole systematically. This was
soon done, when he pounced out and in, and was as
sprighty and gay as a lark. We had also the dry skin of a
large snake, skinned with the rattles left on it. This gave
us a good opportunity to test, as we did, the dog in his
love or fear of the snake. We found by shaking the skin
and rattles, that he would no sooner catch the sound, than
away he would go for his hole, and become bo alarmed that,
contrary to his custom, he would sometimes remain a
whole day out of sight. And when he did come out it was
with evident great fear. This experiment was also tried
when he could see no motion, and with the same results.
Sometimes when feeling the want of a good laugh I would
take down Die skin carefully, and give it a sly rattle to see
“Jack” bound for his hole; the laugh always came. These
experiments conclusively show that the dog by the instinct
of self-preservation, or otherwise, has the greatest natural
dread ot the snake, and that he will flee from his presence
at all times, as from a consuming fire. Again, whenever
Jack was seen busily engaged hauling in the earth with his
feet around his hole, and packing it hard with his nose, no
matter If the day was as clear as a crystal, then we had un¬
erring notice of a coming storm, which sooa followed. So
conspicuous was this that all firmly believed this little dog
to be an instiuctive and sure prophet of the weather. He
is the barometer of the plains; and, query, may not “Old
Prob’s” get some of his remarkable predictions through
him.
He was a small eater. We threw him in a handful of
grass occasionally, and he throve well, aud appeared con¬
tented and happy. My impression, however, from mem¬
ory is, that ho was never kDOivu to bark while in captivity,
but of this, to my regret, I am not certain, for it consti¬
tutes a very interesting point and feature in his history.
He makes a clean and beautiful pet, but I am uuable to
say that lie can be domesticated, so as to be handled, and
to remain around one’s premises. I think him untamable.
Maj. H. W. Merrill.
New Rochelle, N. 7.
*In one of the earlior volumes of the American Naturalist there was
an aniclo discussing mis qnestioD, in which it was stated that pet prairie
dogs lap up water often and eagerly.—Ed.

—In the archteological collection made last year by Alex.
Agassiz, at Pasagua, on the coast Of Southern Peru, were
several parts of Human skeletons and a remarkable lot of
human hair. This collection of hair shows not only the
peculiar mode of braiding, but also the fact that hair other
than that belonging naturally to the head was worn to a
great extent in the form of “switches” and “rats.”
TEXAN

ORNITHOLOGY.

Oainbyii.le, Cook Co., Texas, June 29th, 1876.
Editor Fores* and Stream:—
Following arc some notes upon the migration and nesting of birds in
this locality between April 24 th and June 6th, which maybe worth re¬
cording:—
April 21th.—1To-day 1 shot a male orchard oriole (Icterus spurius, var.
Uffinis), and a yellow-breasted chat. I also took a nest, with a Tull set of
eggs, of Lite blue-gray gnat catcher, and found two other nests with sets
incomplete. All three nests were on horizontal limbs, aud the outside
of the nests being constructed of moss, tbey very mueli resembled kuota
in the wood. Black capped chicadoes arc incubating. I secured speci¬
mens of tho summer red-bird and indigo-bird on their first arrival.
April 86th.—1Took a nest of tho blue-gray gnatcatcher with a cowbird's egg in it. The Carolina wren is incubating.
April 2Sib.—The doves are laying, aud young black-capped chicadees
are on the wing.
May 2d.—Swallow-tailed and Mississippi kites migrating.
May 4th.—Crow black-birds me bating. Shot a male Mississippi kite
in perfect plumage. The stomach contained wasps, bugs aud flies.
May Clb.—Lark finches incubating, and red-birds neating. The gaudy
painted finch (Cyanospisa cirie) has appeared.
May 8th.—Black-throated booting (Kusplza americana) nesting.
May 6th.—The hooded oriole (.Icterus cucuUaius) is now nesting. This
bird is verv plentiful, and is not so sby as the orchard oriole. The
swallow-tailed flycatchers (Mlvulus forficalm) are also nesting.
May 10th.—Meadow larks nesting.
May 11th.—Swallow-tailed kites and Mississippi kites are to bo seen
almost daily. The mocking-birds are Incubating.
May 17th.—Yellow-billed coekoos (known in tho South as “raiuerowB")
are nesting. Each nest contains one chick and two eggB.
May 33d.—Took a nest of the lark finch with a cow-bird’s egg in It.
The yellow-winged sparrow is incuhatmg.
May 25th.—King-birds nesting.
June 1st,—Saw a red-tailed hawk. Do they breed here?
June 5th.—Saw the largest flock of swallow-tailsd kites to-day that I
have seen during the spring migration. There were about 20. Tn
August, aud, I think, sometimes in Jnly, these kites arc to be seen here
ou their return with their yonng.
0. H. Ragsdale.
Arrivals at Philadelphia Zoological Garden, June 22to July 10.
—Three woodchucks(Areto»p4'Wona3!), one presented by Wm.R. Strievy,
of Philadelphia, one by McCadden & Sloan, of Philadelphia, and one
by Mr. Goldsmith, of Camden, N. J.i three barn owls (Strix Jtammeu)
and onejcbupparral cock (Geococcyx cutpurchased; two screech
owls (Scops asio), prqsentcd by Frank Mowrey, Philadelphia; twentyseven horned toads (Phrynosoma comuta), presented—one by Mrs.
Paschall, of Puschallville, Pennsylvania; two peafowls (Paco cristalvs), bred in tbe garden; one red fox (Vulpes fulvous), presented
by W. W. Whilden, Philadelphia; one green monkey (CercopUhecus
caUitrichus); one white-throated capuchin (Cebus ht/poleuctm); one
Himalayan bear ( Ursux Ubetanus); one black Iguana (iletojwceros cornntus) and one albino squirrel (Sdnrus carolinensis), purchased; two
wild geese (Branta canadensis), presented by Maxwell’s Point Ducking
Club; live Daubenton’a curaasows (Vrax Daubentoni); seven trumpeters
(Psophia crepitans); twelve love-birds; onegallinule; two red-breasted
guana (P. gretyiV, three parrakeets; one crow-black-bird (Qulscalus
purpureas); one marmoset (Ilypalc jacchns); two maccaque monkeys
(.l/ecams cyrmmolgus); two pig-tailed monkeys (If. nemesbrinus), pre¬
sented ; one screech owl (Soops asio), and one red bellied terrapin (Emys
rubiivenLHs), presented; two grey rexes (Vulpes virginianus), presentod
by A. It. McHeury, Jr., Philadelphia.
Arthur E. Bbown, Superintendent.
Arrivals at the Central Park Menaoerib, June 24 to July B.—
One sea-dog (Zatop/vus Gillispiei); one green turtle ((Iheloftia mydas),
presented byE. G. Blackford, New York city; one woodcock (Philohcla
minor), captured in this city, and presented by Louis Mendel; seven pea¬
fowls (P«vo crietatus), bred in the Menagerie.
A. Coweujs,Director,
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The Countess of Dufferin.—The yacht which is to I
sail against the Madeline for the famous “Americus” cup I
arrived at Halifax on the 7th instant, and sailed again for I
this port on Saturday the 8lh. The first, of the three I
matches was to have been sailed on Monday of this week, ■
but owing to the impracticability of the Countess being
here in time, all the matches have been postponed until 1
August.
Rockaway Yaoht Club.—The Rockaway Yacht Club!
held their Centennial Regatta on July 4lh. The race was
sailed over the regular Club Course at Rockaway, with full I
entries in Ihe two classes. The club house was crowded J
with members and friends. The ladies were noUceable 1
"by a large majority,” and certainly displayed the most I
enthusiasm. The breeze was strong and the time made
was excellent. In the jib and mainsail class Die Spring- ■
away carried off the first prize, heating the Fanny I).
sixteen seconds, in tbe mainsail class the Gaviota took J
first honors, beating the Mignon nine seconds. All the I
boats in both classes being very close together at the finish J
made a brilliant finale to an exciting race.
Mr. J. Schmidt, owner of the yacht'Pluck and LuckJ
(Phoebus, what a name 1 why not call her Liver and Bacon) 1
has accepted the challenge from the owner of the Mary 1
Emma to sail a match from Gowanus Bay ten miles to
windward and return, for $500 a side, the match to coma,
off July 27th.
The matches for the America Cup are postponed until]
August.
Toms River.—The Annual Regatta of the above club
was sailed on the club course on the 5th iust., and resulted
in the sloop yacht Carrie winning the Challenge Clip by
22f seconds; Cynthia second prize, two $20 gold pieces;
Lulu third $20 gold; Mist fourth $10 gold.
The day was very favorable, with a good stiff breeze
from the southward. Much excitement had been mani-
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his sloop yacht Cynthia, of the Elizabeth Club, carried off
their challenge cup,tbe members still clung to the idea that
they could not have been defeated had the wind been in
tlieir teeth. Yesterday dispelled all such ideas by our
yachtsmen; there is not one left to do them reverence.I
With the wind all they could desire they were beaten from
fifteen to eighteen minutes allowance to windward by the
above sloop yachts- It made two very exciting races.
The contest between (lie Cynthia and Carrie was very
close, so also was it with the fleet of cat-boats, which kept’
well together, the Lulu aud Carrie Hooper passing 11161
stake side by side. The winner of the cup, Currie, was
built by W. T. Force, of Keyport, N. Y., for Mr. Cbas.
Carman, of Forked River, aud has proven herself to he a
very slippery craft, as her principal antagonist,the Cynthia,
fresh from her laurels in ihe centennial regatta,is considered
a flyer with no mean record.
B. i
Yachts at Philadelphia.—On Saturday last there
were moored in the Delaware, between Smith's Island and
Camden, the following yachts, belonging 1o the Senwan
haka Club, under the command of Commodore Colgate]
Schooners, Wanderer, Capt. Stillman; Idler, Capl. Sieve'
sou; Ariel, Capt. Swain; Meteor, Capt. Isleiu; Sloop
Vindex, Capt Center. This (Wednesday) morning 1 see
that more of them have gone out. The British schooner
yacht Helen has beeti here some time, and tho British
steam yacht Norseman (which has lefi) was lying at Walnut
street wharf all last week. The yacht Paul Jordan, Capl,
Jordan, Americus Yacht Club, Baltimore, arrived yester¬
day, as did also ihe Ellie Spedwull, Of Washington. The
schooner Lanceolut, of the Baltimore yaoht club, Capt,
Taylor Williams, wiil come in to-day.
SCULLS.
Sayville Regatta.—Among the many attractions ol.
the “Foiitlh"on Long Island was a regatta in the South
Bay, Sayville handing oeing the point Of departure.
Among the boats entered were the Hero, Dom Pedro, Sel'
ena. Messenger, Minnehaha, and Patent Lever, all bavin)
great reputation for speed. The course was a triangular
one, to he sailed over twice, making a total distance c
about eighteen miles. The prizfs were a silver cake bull
kel presented by Mr. E. R. Wilbur, the entrance fees,
a year's
subscription to Forest and Stream. The Hero
_
_jcription
a Bayport boat, took first prize, making the course in «
little less thau two hours, the Dom Pedro second, aud Sel
ena third. Judges—Capt. Gillett, E. R. Wilbur, and W»
M. Tileston.
SCHUYLKILL NOTES.
Philadelphia, July 3, 1870. '
Sditok Forest and Stream:—
Among ihe crews on the Schuylkill little activity is man!
tested in tke way of racing. The Undines, alter thcii
riclory over the Quakers, cannot refuse to make an eutryj
rite Vespers, who are not a Navy club, have au excellent*
:rew in training. It is not likely they will now secure i
■ace with any Navy club before an open regatta, but ,
niderstand that they are open to challenge from anybody
riiey arc anxious to get a race on, as, if they win, thej
yill keep up lheir four, and if beaten will concentrate their
mergies on the double-scull race.. They presented a erev
insisting of McMnllan and Mengres, which made a hi]
•ace with the late fast crew from Chicago, Gurtis ant
rates; and if a good four can heat the Vesper four thq
ivill put these men into a good boat and good training.
For the Centennial Regatta the first formal entry ia iron
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the Dublin University Rowing Club, who enter for the
“International four oared race,’’ Mr. Geo. Fentland, Mr.
Croker Barrington, Mr. Chas. B. Barrington, and Mr. Geo.
A. E. Hickson, with Mr. A, Pentland as substitute. For
the Sculler’s Prime they enter A. Pentland, with Geo. Peutland as substitute. Accompanying this entry is a certifi¬
cate that the gentlemen entered are strictly amateurs,
according to the Schuylkill Navy's definition, and are not
paid directly or indirectly for their services, by place,
emolument, or office as a member, or by reason of their
being a member of the Dublin University Club. Mr.
Labat also informs the Navy that he will enter for the
singles, and probably bring a partner to enter with him in
the doubles.
Cambridge's acceptance will now be followed by her
entry, and in view of the result at Henly, Oxford’s entry
play with strong reasons be expected. It remains with
American colleges to make the graduate and undergraduate
Taces great events. Harvard is the only representatives
pledged, and Yale, after its victory at Springfield, is not
likely to refuse to send four of her eight to compete for the
centennial medals and the great prizes offered. Sculps.
—First,Trinity, Cambridge, England, lias entered a “four”
for the Intercollegiate and International amateur races at
Philadelphia. Mr. W. B. Close enters for thesinglesculls,
representing Cambridge University.
The Argonauta Regatta,—The Argonauta Boat Club
of Bergen-Point held their sixth annual regatta on the 4lh
inst. on the Kill von Kull. The course was from a stakeboat anchored off the club house to and around a stakeboat off Bergen Point, distance a mile and a half. Linsley
Watson, of the Nassau Boat Clab, acted as referee.
The first race was between junior four oared shells, with
the following entries: Reds—James McNider, bow; E. R.
Peek, No. 2; F. E. Ballard, No. 3; E. R. Craft, stroke.
Whiles—L. Hyatt, how; A. Gallup, No, 2; G. E. Mau,
.No. 3: William Gwynne, stroke.
At 3:55 the word was given, the reds leading; the whites
turned first, however, ami won by half a dozen lengths. In
the pair-oared races W. T. Taylor and John Gunster heat
Ed. Smith and W. Man in 9m. 30s.
The third race was between four-oared gigs, with the
following entries: Reds—C. E. Dunbar, how; E. R. Craft,
No. 2; G. E. Brower, No. 3; J. A. Lodwick, stroke;
Ekward Smith, coxswain.
Whites—J. A. Walker, bow;
S. B. Trask, No. 2; S. S.Zabriskie, No. 3; W. F. nobbie,
coxswain.
The word “Go” was given at 5h, 2m., and the whites
took the lead, both crews shipping a good deal of water.
The reds finished the race at oh. Urn. 50s., winning easily.
There were four entries for the single scull race: T. E.
Ballard, Jas. McNider, G. E. Man, and Arthur Duane.
Man took the lead, Duane second, McNider third, and
Ballard fourth. Ballard drew out before he had rowed
one-eighth of a mile. Man kept the lead all the way,
though Duaue made a good second, aud McNider third.
The fifth race was between senior four oared shells, with
the following entries: Reds—W. T. Taylor, bow; C. E.
Dunbar, No. 3; John Gunster, No. 3; B. Stephenson,
stroke. Whites—Ed. Smith, bow: J. A. Walker, No. 2;
Nat. Trask, No. 3; Walter Man, No. 4.
At 6k. 31m. 30s. the boats started, the whites leading
with 32 strokes to the minute, while Ihe reds pulled 30.
At the start Ihe reds rowed unevenly and the whites in¬
creased their lead to two lengths. On the home pull the
reds closed up the gap to one length, but the whites
quickened their stroke and won by two lengths.
The Argonauta’s crew to participate in the International
Amateur Regatta at Saratoga is composed as follows:
Name.
Bow—Ed. Smith.
No. 2—John Gunster,.
No. i—Charles Dunbar...
Stroke—F, C. Eldred.

Age.
27
23
.15
26

Height.
i't. in.
5 01)
0 00
5 10J
& 08

Weight..
145
165
105
158

Centenn tai, Notes.—Philadelphia, July 10. During
this week the entries for the CemenniaL Regatta maybe
expected. In accordance with the original plan entries
were to close on July 15, which would include, of course,
all entries properly mailed to that date. The date is too
long before tho regatta, as 30 days is time enough. The
time should, and no doubt will he extended probably until
August 1st.
Not the least attractive feature of boating during the
time to be allotted these regattas will be a race of New
Bedford whale boats.
On Wednesday, 12lhinst., there will be a meeting here
of the Honorary Committee, after which the ad-essential
matter of funds will assume more definite shape. It is to
be hoped that the committee will fully realize that to do
the country credit some large bills must be paid.
Sculls.

N.A. R.A,—The races of the Nor'hwcstern Amateur
Rowing Association closed on the Gtk iusl. in presence of
5,000 spectators. The day was fine and the water perfect.
The first race, single bcuIIb, one mile and return, hail five
starters, and was won by H. M. Butler, of the Chicago
Scullers, in 15m. 56s., closely followed by T. D. Blandish,
of Detroit.
The senior double scull race was won by Yales, of
Union Springs, N. Y., and Medary, of Cincinnati, over
Curtis and Montgomery, of Chicago Time; 14m. 1 Is.
The next race, junior four-oareil shells, had five starters,
and was won by the Floral City Club of Monroe, Michigan,
in 20m. 22s,, closely followed by the Undines of Toledo,
who broke an oar just after turning the Btake-boat.
The most exciting and interesting race of Ihe day was
that of the senior six-oared shells for the championship of
the association. There were three starters. It was won
by the Wahwaltsums, of Saginaw, making the fastest time
in a turning race ever made in a six-oareil boat, 17m. 28s.;
Zephyrs, of Detroit, second, and 43s. late; Wataugas, of
Detroit, third.
We learn from our correspondent, Major Alden, that
the highest mid day temperature at New Smyrna, Florida,
for the month of June, was 93 degrees; average 86 degrees
throughout the month. The mean temperature at 9 o'clock
P. M. was 76 degrees; 7 A. M. 80 degrees. It was several
degrees hotter here during the last week of June than it
was in New Smyrna.
—The third annual meeting of the National Sportsman’s
Association will he held at Chicago on Tuesday, August 29.

gex and giver Sshittg.
FISH IN

SEASON IN JULY.

FRESH WATER.
SALT WATER.
Tront, Salim fontinalis.
Sea Base, Scicenope ocellalus.
Salmon, Salmo sa/.ur.
Sheepshead, Archoeargue probatoSalmon Tront, Salmo copfinis.
cephalus.
Land-locked Salmon, Salma Gloveri. Striped Bass, Roccus linealus.
Grayling, Thyrnallus tricolor.
White Perch, Moron c ameriama.
Black Bass, Micropterus salmoidm; Wonkfish. Cynoscion recalls.
M. nigricans.
Blneflah, Romalomm eallatrlx.
Mnskanonge, Esox nobilior.
Spanish Mackerel, Cybium maculaPike or Pickerel, Esox Indue.
turn.
Yellow Perch, Ferca flaveecens.
Ccro. Cybium regale.
Bonilo, Sardape/amys.
Kingllsti, ifenticinus ntbulosus.
For Hat ot seasonable trout dies for July, see our issue of June 29th.

Fish in Market.—Fish of every description continue
abundant and cheap. We quote: Striped bass, from 15 to
25 cents per pound, according to size; hluefish, 8 to 10
cents; salmon, fresh from the Restigouche, 25 cents;
mackerel, 15 cents each; weakfisk, 124 cents Iper pound;
Spanish mackerel, 35 cents; green turtle, 12 cents; terrapin,
$12 per dozen; halibut, 18 cents per pound; haddock, 8
cents; codfish, 10 cents; blackfish, 12 cents; flounders, 10
cents; porgies, 12 cents; sea bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents;
lobsters, 10 cents; slieepahead, 20 cents; brook trout, $1;
soft shell crabs, $2 per dozen; pompano, 40 cents per
pound; frogs, 50 cents.
Connecticut River Salmon.—We have made mention
several times lately of fine full-grown salmon having been
taken in nets in the Connecticut river since the run com¬
menced. So encouraged are those who have interested
themselves in the propagation of these fish in that noble
river, that they confidently predict an abundance of fish
for the rod and the table within the next two years. The
fish that have been taken have weighed as much as 184
pounds, indicating six year old fish. Dr. Hudson of the
State Fishery Commission, believes them to belong to the
lot hatched out in the Farmington river six years ago. A
few only were hatched at this time. It is against the law
to take fish weighing less than nine pounds. Those of us
who now go to Canada for our salmon, will no doubt enjoy
the pleasure experienced by our ancestors 100 years ago,
of angling for the lovely fish in the clear waters of the
Connecticut, near home.
—Up to July 8th no striped bass had been caught at
cither Cuttyhunk or Pasqne Island, hut a couple of Wor¬
cester gentlemen took six fine ones from No Man's Land
on the 7th weighing 260 pounds in the aggregate! This is
hard to heat. We shall soon have a heavy record from
other resorts in the vicinity.
—We gather from general statements fro m our Canadian
correspondents that the salmon are still slow to rise. The
lower parts of the rivers are full of fish, but they have not
run up yet.
—Messrs. Eaton, Holberton & Co., are always devising
something new and useful in the way of sportsmen’s goods.
Their last effort is to produce a wonderfully convenient
fly-book, very handsomely made, very compact, and capa¬
ble of holding a gross of flies without curling a snell. They
also have a new moccasin shoe, which is a very Btout and
easy article, and which will prove a great comfort to sports¬
men.
—A. B. Villeplait, of 102 Reade-street, caught at Rossville, Btaten Island, last week, some very fine weakfish,
weighing from six to eight pounds. The fish did not bite
very freely, hut such as were taken were unusually large
and fine.
Maine. —Moosehead Lake, July 4th.— Storm here for two
days. Fishing good.
Massachusetts—Salem, June 21th.—I heard quail whist¬
ling merrily near the new Asylum, aud some grounds in the
vicinity are in excellent condition for woodcock, though
resident birds are rather scarce. 1 mentioned hoping to
forward some account of brant shooting at the cape ibis
spring. Some persons did well, getting 123 birds in less
than a week, besides other kinds of fowl.
Teal.
Connecticut—Bridgeport, July 1st.—The black bass
siting in the Hoosatonic River near Brookfield, Ct., has
been very fine for the past week, though the fish have been
small in size, averaging less than a pound. Catches of 50
or 61 in a few hours are reported.
Huntington.
Niantic, July 5th—Lately we have had dull times
as far as bass are concerned, I mean dull for this
place. We average about one per day, but that is to us
quiet fishing. I cannot account for our ill-luck unless it is
that the water is so clear that, it is difficult to deceive the
fish; they are here, and we can see them quietly swimming
about under the bridge, but then- appetites must be dainty
for they refuse our most tempting baits. We are anxiously
and impatiently waiting for a good heavy rain, and trust it
will change the luck. As a specimen of the sport to be had
here when fortune favors us, allow me to give you a memo¬
randum of the best catch made so far this season:—May
3Ulh, Mr. J. J. Le Count caught 82 bass, total weight 283
pounds. It is some time to go back, but the recollection
brings comfort to our souls. And after fishing all day and
often all night with but poor success, we look over the
record book and hope for beLter luck.
Scaleb.
New York.—Mr. John Zabriskie of the Peoples Bank of
this city, caught on July 1st in the stream about the en¬
chanting little hamlet of Claraville, Sullivan County, N. Y.,
on the east branch of the Neversmk, 230 tiont, varying in
weight from one half to two pounds. The largest caught in
that part of the Slate was caught by the above gentleman
on that day, and turned the scale at two pounds three
ounces. Fine fish they were. The Erie Railroad takes
you to Middletown; change there for Morsston on the Os¬
wego aud Midland Railroad; from thence you will be di¬
rected at Claraville to the most comfortable of hotels kept
by Plum Davis.
H-
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New Jeubey.—The report of our Barnegat correspon¬
dent for the week ending July 4th, was too late for service.
The sheepshead had been biting well; sea bass and blackfish, middling; bluefish plenty but running small, and only
taking the squid by spells.
Kinsey's Ashler/ Jlome—Barnegat Inlet, July Ilf ft.—The
following is a partial record of the catches in the bay for
the past few days :—
July 3d, John Jacques, N. Y., John B. Baker, N. Y.,
85 bluefish; Joshua & Co., N. Y., 30. July 6th, Daniel S.
Crosscup and Son, Philadelphia, 6 sheepshead; Jos. H.
Throckmorton, 28 sheepshead; Isaac McBride & Co.,
Philadelphia, 124 bluefish and 5 sheepshead,
July 7, D.
S. Crosscup & Co., 71 blackfish and 2 sheepshead. July 8,
Capt. Newberry, 24 bluefish; John Sopor, 23 sheepshead;
S. Soper, 20 sheepshead; Jos. Birdsal, 17 biueftsh; Albert
Stair, N. Y., W. S. Sonnett, N. Y., JI. Kierger, N. Y., 11
sheepshead; Isaac McBride, Philadelphia, Joseph McKinney, Philadelphia, John H. Holmes, Philadelphia, William
Krall, Philadelphia, David Pollock, Philadelphia, 11
sheepshead. As a general thing sheepshead and bluefish
have not been biting by spells this week, but at time of
writing the sheepshead are biting sharp; from 15 to 25 per
boat aie reported. Black and sea bass fishing poor during
the first part of the week.
Pennsylvania.—Philadelphia, July 3d.—Anglers here
either did not know, or what is more probable did not want
to know, that the law passed by the Pennsylvania Legisla¬
ture and approved May 25th, altered the end of the close
season for bass from May 31st to June 30th. At any rate
there was no lack of Isaak Walton’s (?) disciples wlio went
a fishing; and fair luck they had. More sympathy have I
with those who took Saturday as the opening, and who
came hack with fair baskets. Artificial minnow seem to
answer nearly if not quite as well even for still fishing as
the live creature.
Sculls.
—The black bass fishing at Blooming Grove Park, Pike
County, Pennsylvania, is now excellent.
Canada—Dunyarvan, Mirimichi, Km Brunswick.—
About June 20th Messrs. W. C. Pago and Henry A. Priest,
of Boston; Fred Coleman, of Fredericton; Duncan Shaw,
of St. John, with Frank Jardiue, of Indiantown, South¬
western Mirimichi, as guide, followed the fish (salmon) up
the Mirimichi and Renons Rivers, and overlook them in
the Dungarvan, a branch of the latter, about five miles
above Indiantown. After going five miles up the Dungar¬
van they indulged in three or four hours’ fishing and look
five salmon, one of which, caught by Page, weighed 18
pounds. Sltaw killed one weighing 12 lbs. 9 oz., Jariiine
a 9-pounder, and Priest two, one of which scaled 9 lbs.
and tiie other 7. During the same time they took 120
tront, which weighed 167 pounds.
Magog, Quebec, July 5th.—Weather here delight¬
ful; good catches of longo are being made. The Cen¬
tennial trout (lake trout) caught here yesterday tipped the
beam at twenty-three pounds. Good catches of speckled
trout are now beiDg taken among the small lakes in this
vicinity, and are likely to couiinue for sometime vet as
the water keeps high.
Stanbtead.
Magog, P. Q., July 6th.—Fishing is dull in -Its take,
and those who would have trout must dare Ihe mos¬
quitoes, etc., in the woods. Near here, however, is a In lie
ihat contains nearly every fish that swims; bass, doth
(pickerel), Mureenu, pike, etc., etc. If one wants luxury,
1 know of uo place w here one can get it socheuph as here.
Mantlet.

Trout at Moosehead Lake.—The Rochester Express
says:—Thu party who visited Moosehead Lake, Maine, c-in¬
sisting of Messrs. A. S. Mann, Aid. W. S. Smith, and Dr.
Hurd, returned on Saturday evening last. We learn from
one of them that, they had excellent lack. We had a glimpse
of the sort of fish they gel there, one weighing about two
pounds, and another one aud a half pounds, the latter be¬
ing as small as any that was caught. Their party secured
over 300 pounds, all told. In one day seven fishermen cap¬
tured one hundred and thirty trout, the total weight of
which was 200 pounds, or an average of over one and a
half pounds each. That is evidently the place for catching
speckled trout. They were all taken with a fly.
Fishing Movements.—The number of fishing arrivals
reported at this port the past week has been 113—8 from
the Banks, 54 from Georges, andSl from mackereliug cruises
from off shore. The receipts for the week have been about
810,000 pounds codfish, 500,000 of halibut, and 10,200 bbls.
of mackerel.—Cape Ann Advertiser, July 1th.
—It is somewhat remarkable that while the Chesapeake
Bay is a favorite resort for Spanish mackerel, this tooth¬
some fish is never seen in the Delaware Bay, although the
mouth of this great body of water is almost constantly
passed and repassed by schools of mackerel. The fish is
generally found on hard, stony or sandy bottom, and the
latter bay is noted for its large deposits of black loamy
soil, similar to that seen on marshes near this city,—Qermantown Telegraph.
—A Newport, Rhode Island, letter of the Uth says, that
l,ass and bluefish are quite plenty, being caught with rod
and reel from the rocks. Twelve fine ones were caught on
lue 4th, whose united weight was over 500 pounds.

BASS

FISHING IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Bradford, N. H., July 10th, 1876. •

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Yours or the (it.li with samples or flies came duly to Hand, tor which I
am greatly obliged. I tried them a little on Saturday, nud killed threo
bass or ahont one pound each with the Page fly. I presume I might
have d0DB well ir 1 had had any experience in fly Ashing. 1 Ashed in
the Blatsdell l’ond In Sutton, two miles front here. There is very Hue
baas fishiug at the Kunnapee Lake, about seven miles west rrom hore,
aud the same distance east from Newport.
1 see by the New Hampshire Fish Commissioner’s report they estimate
the caich this year at three tons. People at the lake estimate it ranch
larger than that - There are two trains each way daily over the Concord
and Claremont Railroad which stop at the water’s edge at the head of
the lake, passing this place and Newport. Hotels at Newport are good;
here very ordinary. We have an ubuudance of good trout streams here,
bat they are Ashed to death.
D. R. 11.

—In our Kennel Columu an interesting article on “Dock¬
ing Dogs' Tails," will be found, written by “Histone,”
the great English aulflbrily on such matters.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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Another Laverack.—We are informed that Mr. T. B.
Farnsworth, of Paris, Ontario, is about importing the Laverack setter, Carlowitz. This dog is a prize winner, and
is hy Pilkington's Dash out of Llewellin’s Countess.
Rose, lately imported by Mr. Farnsworth from Mr. Pitkington’s kennel (by Rob Roy out of Victress), has whelped
six dog puppies, all of which are sold.

City of Berlin, from
Liverpool on her last voyage, brought a colley bitch, con¬
signed to Mr. James Cox, Strathroy, Ontario, She comes in
whelp to one of the best dogs in England, and herself and
puppies will be found useful In this country, as few, if
any, well bred colley’s are to be found here.
Importation op

Colley.—The

—The members of the Greenville (Pa.) Sportsman’s
Club are in possession of a number of fine dogs. Mr. S.
S. Hewitt, the president, is in possession of the fine im¬
ported Irish setter bitch, Flora, which has a litter of puppies
by a dog presented to Judge Ingalls by Mr. Pope. Among
other fine dogs owned in the place are J. F, Nelson’s Dash,
Gordon setter, and Dan and Jim from Flora.
J. T.
Holmes’ fine thoroughbred pointer, Dick; H. E. Camp’s
Laverack setter, Dash; C. Hobaugh’s Gordon setter,
Shott, the largest dog, perhaps, in the State; G. Wick’s
pointer, Ponto; M. Ilargen Brooks’ Gordon setter, Billy,
three months old.
—It will be seen among our kennel - advertisements that
the famous red setter “Robinson’s Jack” is now advertised
for stud purposes. Few setters of the present day are
better known than Robinson’s Jack, and from him has been
bred some of the beat specimens of stylish red setters in
the country, and as he is a good field performer, has a
finely feathered deep red coat, and plenty of size, bone
and muscle, we take pleasure in recommending him to
ose who are anxious to breed fine stock.
—Mr. Miller Kelchem’s fine red setter bitch “Beauty,”
by Wm. laves’ red setter Dick, dam Jemime, having been
sent to us for the purpose, has visited Robinson’s famous
red setter Jack, brother to Scott Rodman’s Dash.
Mr. B. F. Dorreuce, ot Wilkesbarre, Pa., has received a
very fine pup by Plunkett, out of Stella, for which pup he
claims the name of “Sheila.”
For Forest and Stream.

DOCKfNp DOGS’ TAILS.
BY IDSTOSI5.

I

READ with much interest in your paper of June 5th
an article on the mutilation of dogs’ tails. I thoroughly
agree with you that there are few greater deformities than
a long or a ring-tail, or, let me add, than the screw-tail in
the bull-dog. Several of our best strains of setters are
made hideous from their length of stern, which is pro¬
portionately weak and wanting in muscular power and
energy.
1 believe that the word “ tail" is considered inappropri¬
ate to sporting dogs, and I once heard a young breaker
corrected fo using that term by no less a person than
"Old Bishop,” the Father of some of the best dog breakers
in England. “Young man,” said he, “ a dog has a stern,
a monkey has a tail."
However, though contrary to Episcopal authority, let us,
for this once, write of dogs’ tails. There is in one race of
setters (the Gordon) the unmistakable “teapot" tail.
Singularly enough this peculiarity, which has almost, died
out, attaches itself to some of the best strains of Gordon
ever produced. Some of the best working setters of the
day have tails, I dare say, twenty inches long, with a hook
at the end that you could open a gate with.
Pointers don’t fail so much in this respect, and the
blood of tbe champion Sanclio is very likely^to improve
them. I don’t think that Sancho’s tail was over twelve
inches, thick at the base and ending in a sting or fine
point. It would have improved him h id he had three in¬
ches more, and that was the only point where improve¬
ment was possible in him.
When I was a boy every pointer’s tail was cut, not cut
hut docked. I have seen lots of pointers with tails not over
four inches long. There was then, of course, no fine
action, no lashing as they galloped like a fox hound,
drawing a gorse covert, nor that magnificent attitude of
the point carried out by the tail’s graceful undulating lines.
Sheep dogs were eventually whelped—whole litters of
them—with no tail; and I had one litter of pomteis
■which were (several of them) tailless at birth. I have seen
few setters deviate from the regulation length, except when
their tails were too long, and I have never known them
docked except ouce by mistake, when the lcennelman at
Mr. Radolyffe's (the father of the master of fox hounds in
Dorset, Irelaud), amputated tile tails of a whole litter of
red and whiles, two of which survive on canvas at his
house.
The setter’s stern—one of his great ornaments—should
he about fifteen inches long, with a thin fringe, deepest in
the centre, and tapering at both ends. To take off a joint
would interfere with this graceful line, and in Great
Britain no dog would sell if thus improved. (?)
It is not so many years ago that I battled strongly
against cutting the ears of fox terriers. The eye of the
public was so accustomed to “cropping” terriers’ ears
that it was long before they would come to it, and even
now bull terriers and Manchester terriers are thus dis¬
figured- But these two breeds are perpetuated by the
faucier and cockney, not by the sportsmen. The pug
also is exempt, and that long suffering “wafer” dog the
Dalmatian.
If my brother spoilsmen iu America will but breed from
sliort tailed setters they will gradually diminish the tail;
they wont by cutting off joints of it. And, besides, in dogs

of mature age there is danger or cruelty, for there is an
artery which must be cauterized. I went, some years ago,
to a dog dealer’s yard where there was a hole in a door,
the hole being stained pretty much with blood. “ What’s
that,” I asked, and the boy said, “ That’s where master
shortens the dogs’ tails accordin’ to the taste ’o customers.
I goes inside and pokes the dog's tail through, master
ketches it, and I bolts; then he shuts tlw' door and
begins a cuttin’ and searin’, and tbe dog he can’t do nothin'
but holler."
Idstone.
“Spring’s” Epitaph.—Editor Forest and Stream:—

The following epitaph was copied, some years ago, hy a
friend from the hoard over “Spring’s” tomb, iu the rear of
the Park house, Newark, N. J. The author, “Matt Ward,”
was an erratic genius in his time; and his efforts at dog¬
gerel verse show that he was not without fine sentiment
and brilliant wit. The lines are so much better than the
usual run of grave-yard poetry that I venture to forward
them to you for publication, not knowing that they have
ever found their way iDto print.
J. W. Griggs.
“Spring.”

Died July 19th, 1848.
Oil brute and monarch death alike will call,
Doga have their day, and Spring hath had hia fall.
Doctors hy barking, lawyers hiring thrive;
Spring could do both, both could not make him Hvo.
From Unman puppiCBbe had gifts apart.
They heartless souls, ani. he a soulless heart;
They, doomed to future life, meet death with fear,
Bat he, more happy, sleeps forever hero.
Matt Ward.
Bench Show Points.—The

points for judging pointers

are as follows:—
• the pointer.

Head should be moderately loug, narrowing from the
skull; the skull not too prominent, above the eyes, as this
gives a heavy appearance; rather deep in the lip, hut not
any flew, or very slight; nostrils open, with level jaw;
eyes moderately bold; ears thin, set in to the head, just
where the skull begins to recede at the sides of tbe head,
hanging flat on the cheek; throwing tbe ears back so as to
show the insides has a bad apperrauce, and too often indi¬
cates a cross; neck medium in proportion to.the head, and
body Tather inclined to be loug, but not much so, thicken¬
ing from the head to the set-in of the shoulders; no loose¬
ness of the throat skin; shoulders narrow at the meeting of
the bladebones, with a great amount of muscle, long in the
blades, set slanting, with arm of the leg strong and coming
away straight, and elbow neither out nor in; llie legs not
great heavy boned, hut with great amount of muscle; leg
pressed straight to the foot, well rounded and symmetrical,
with foot well rounded, this is the fore-Icgs and feel;
ehest moderately deep, not over wide, but sufficiently wide
and deep to give plenty of breathing room; hack level,
wide in loins, deeply ribbed, and with ribs carried well
back; hips wide and full of muscle, not straight in the
hock, but moderately bent; stifles full and well developed;
the stern nearly straight, going off tapering to the point,
set in level With the hack, carried straight, not above the
level of tbe back; symmetry arid general appearance'racy,
and much beauty of form appears to the eye of the real
pointer breeder and fancier. The weights we consider best
for different purposes are from 50 lbs. to about 65 lbs.
Coat short and glossy, but a deal here depends ou condi¬
tion.
POINTS lit JCIWlNO.
Hoad...SO
|
Feet..10
Neck.. 10
Loins...10
Shoulders.15
Stifles. 5
Leys.10
1
Stern.15—100
The Centennial Bench Show.—Since the publication
of the classes of dogs, more interest has been developed in
this great show. The system adopted of giving the
awards, has been favorably received by all breeders, aud
many of the most noted dogs will be here. Cauada aud
England will also send some of her choicest canines. The
fox terrier class, a new feature at shows iu this country,
will, it is expected, be well filled, as entries have already
been received, and when this breed gets more favorably
known, I expect they will become as great favorites as they
are in England, for they are “as handsome as a picture.”
The programmes will be ready about the Stli inst., and ap¬
plications foi them and forms of entry, will receive prompt
attention. Entries close August 1st.
Chas, Lincoln,
Philadelphia, July 1st.
Superintendent.

RULE

FOR

DOCKING

TAILS.
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Edina, Ivnox County, Tvlo., June th,
.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I eee that your article on tailing, or docking of dugu’ tails, lias called
forth a reply from one who is evidently a sportsman. Now, this is as it
should be, and I hope to hear more -on the same head- cxcubc the bull;
bat I think yonr correspondent is too conscientious by half. X admire a
long (not too long) willowy tail on a poiuter, bat if the end wore crook¬
ed I wonid not hesitate to remove it—the crooked part—if it were pos¬
sible to do so without making the tail too short. The following is a rule
that I have adopted, and have always found it to work well. Where I
hud that it is necessary to remove a portion of a dog’s tail to better his
appearance, I stand the dog square upon his legs, take the tail, and
measure down to the hock, and remove all over and above what will
reach to the middle of tbe joint of tbo hock; in this way yon get the
tail in proportion to the length of the due’s hack, and I think if this
rale was more generally followed, we would see fewer hob tailed dogs.
1 would like to hear more on this subject from you, Messrs. Editors, and
Eportsmen generally.
James Hcnnesst.
Instrument to Measure the Velocity of a Pro
jectile.—The Boulanger instrument which measures fhe

velocity of projectiles may be briefly described as follows:
Placed in front of the gun, at an interval apart, are t wo
wire screens, so arranged that the projectile in its flight
tears through them oue alter tbe other. From two mag¬
nets attached to the instrument hang two metal rodB, and
the instant the first wire screen is lorn by the shot a cur¬
rent of electricity is broken and the first of these rods
tails. As No. 1 is in the act, of falling, however, the
second wire screen is broken by the shot, releasing No.
2 rod, and this setsjiu^action a complete trigger which strikes
No. 1 rod before it has yet completed its fall. If the shot
has been slow in traveling from oue screeu to another then
rod No. 1 has naturally enough nearly fallen its entire
length before it receives a stroke from the trigger. The
higher the mark is upon rod No. 1, or the more it has
fallen, the less rapid lias been the passage- of the shot.
After the mark is made, reference is made to a scale whore
velocities have been calculated.

§;t§timen
CRICKET.
Philadelphia,

July 10th, 1876. I
On Tnesday week the St. Georges Cricket Club of New I
York, played a one day’s match with the Germantown, I
and were almost as unfortunate as in their game with the I
Yoimg America the previous day, the score being 76 to 106
with only four wickets down. On Thursday the German¬
town Club was defeated by I lie Dorian of Haverford Col-j
lege. The Dorian made in tbeir first inning 92 runs, 16 of
which were by Baiiy, 23 by Nicholson, 15 by Crossman, I
and 11 by Newkirk, (not Gut). The Germantown’s bad ■
trouble with their opponents bowlmg and fielding, and
with Jno. Ilargreave’s 13, Welsh’s 17, and Brewster’s 9,
made hut 68. 'The Dorian’s second inning was for 50runs. I
Baiiy, Kimber, and Crossntanu, getting into double figures. 1
The Germantown’s second inning w»s for 12 for 1 wicket,!
when slumps were drawn. Being a one day match ihe*
score stands: Dorian 92, Germantown 68.
In the account of the match between tbe Germantown']
and Philadelphia last week there is a question of veracity!
that lies between Sculls and the compositor. However,
tike the man who swore that his horse was fourteen feed
high when lie meant fourteen hands—if I wrote that Hoff-j
man made 280, when his score was only 28 runs, I will,
stick to it, “accuracy is the main point.” The seconds
Eleven of the Merion played the St. Timothy, resulting in
Morion 134, St. Timothy 30. The latter club made 143 for
9 wickets on their second, but it was as most games nreJ
a one-day match.
—A return match between the Young America and Ger¬
mantown was commenced Friday last. The Young’
America completed their innings ou Saturday for 302 runs,
made by some heavy batting, Dan Newhall making lOfia
runs. The Germantown’s had not completed their innings
when stumps were drawn. The game will be resumed on
Saturday next, and will be played out—a much morej
satisfactory plan than that of playing one day matches-J
if indeed cricket is satisfactory at all with tlie thermometer)
at 100° in the shade. The game bids fair to reverse tha
result of the last one, in which the Gerraantowns were'
victors by 22 runs after three day’s play. If finished I wilfl
send you full score next week.
Sculls. 1
base ball—the professional Arena.

The campaigu in the west has been made speciailjj
interesting by the past week’s play which was signalized!
by the defeat of the Chicago nine by the Hartfords in twoi
out of the three games they played together. This leaves
them with three victories to their credit, and three defeats
charged to each as follows:
May23.—Chicago vs. Hartford, at Hartford. 6 lo 4
May 27 —Chicago vs. Hartford, at Hartford. 8 io 1
July 8—Chicago vs. Hartford, at Chicago. 0 to 3
Total.26
8
May 25.— Hartford vs. Chicago, at Hartford.4 to I
July 4 — Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago.
3 to 0
July 6.—Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago. 6 to 3
Total........IS

3

J

The Chieagos had, up to June 10th, won 20 games anti
lost 7; the Hartfords having won 24 and lost 6. Thu
week the Chieagos play the Boston nine, and the Hart-1
fords the St. Louis, anti these games will wind np tha
western tour series.
The second of the League pennant contests to July 10th
inclusive, is as follows:—

The Mutual-Louisville game of fifteen innings, with
score of 5 to 5, is not counted in the above table.
The summary of the above leaves the clubs occupying
the appended relative positions:—
Games
Clubs.
Fliijcd.
Chicago.
33
Hartford.
31
St. Louis.
Host
_mile..
Lot
Athletic....
Mutual... .
Ciuciunati..
Total

Gaines
Wim.
26
24

GarneB
Lost.
7
6

33

16

...260

127

B

The above include the drawn games.
Tlio genera
average of the League clubs to July 8th in first base his
aud errors is as follows:—
Club.
Athletic.
lloston.
Chicago.
«'indniiuti.. .....
llttf ifurd.
Louisville.
Mutual.
Sr.. Loiiib.
General average.

Games.
61

Av. IB.
13 04

31
80
20
38
29
30

11 8*
8 )0
10 248 0?
7 93
9 47

51

H 55

Av,
9 19
31 03

9 70

it will he seen that the ciub3 having the best average ij
fewest errors are tbe Chicago, Hartford, and St. Loui;
nines, the three clubs which lead, while the Athletics leac
iu base hits, though seventh on the best in even games!
These show pretty plainly that it is fielding which wius in
the long run.
The model games in July up to the 10th in which th<
winning nines scored 5 runs and less, are as follows:—
I
July 1 .—Lowell, vs. LivcOakal Lyun.
5
July 1.—Lawrence vs, Everet, at boston.
5
July 3. - Chari or Oak v*. Ubude Island,si Brooklyn (10 las.) 2
July d.—Mutual vs. Capilol City, m Indianapolis. 4
July 4.—Hartford vs. Chicago, at C'hic»gu. 3
July 4. — LouL-ville vs. Mutual, at Louisville.
. 4
July 4.—New Uaven vs. Buckeye, ill Columbus. 4
July 4 —Boston vs. St. Louis, at St. Louts. 4
July 4,—Arlington ve. Cbel-ca, ittBrooklyn .5
July 4.—Laxlumon va. Americas, at Lcaunglin, Ky.S
July 5.—Fail River vs. Charter Oak. at Full River.5
,Iulj 6.—t inoimiati vs. Athletic, at Cincinnati. 5
July 6.—Boston vs. St. Louis, at St.Louis (12 ins.).5
July 7.—New Duveu ys Cincinnati, st Cincinnati. 3
JuJy 8.—Louisville vs. Mutual, at Louisville (IS ins.).... 6
July 8.-Olympic vs Star of Covington, at Boston.5

to
io
to
to
lo
to
io
to
lo
to
to
lo
to
to
to
to

3

3

1
t
0
1
0
3
2
2
0
2
1
1
5
4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
j
I
I
I
]

FOREST AND STREAM
Notes—The Nafaelesa club of Brooklyn defeated Ihc
Stolen Island nine at Prospect Park by 7 to 4. It was the
hottest day of the season.
Mr, Leeds, of the Harvard nine, in the match with the
Chelseas, July 7lh, had three teeth, knocked out, owing to
a collision with Mr. Latham while running to get under a
fly ball. The accident; stopped the game and euded it
with a draw, though the llartfords stood at 9 to 2 in the
8lh innings.
It is said that the Hartfords will present the following
team next year: Clapp, c.; Good, p.; Start, 11). ; Burdock,
2b.: Ferguson, 8b.; ilulliuan, s. &.; York,!, f.; liemsoD,
e. f. j Htgham, r. f., and Harbridge, substitute.
The New Haven nine have now won games from the
Hartford, Boston, 6t. Louis, and Cincinnati nines.
The record of the contest cast vs. west leaves the west in
the van by a total of 42 to 89 in won games up to July 10th.
Big flrair.—Mr. Foal Woodbury, now a student at
Mount Union College, Ohio, ami anoled gymnast, recently
made the remarkable standing jump of thirteen feet eight
incites.

jfflnblicutiotix.

moistening-it. All these pluccs propagate the ants rapidly. This is a
powerful enemy which go far has boon peaceable, and if. is to ho hoped
will long remain bo. White nuts “are only the police of nature,” and.
they retreat step by step before advancing culture. In Africa and India,
where a century ago immense anthillB were to be found near the shore,
now some days’ journey inland have to be made 10 find them. A similar
retreat may be looked for here. ^Remembering how recently Dv. JTngeti
came to this country we cannot but congratulate him upon his rapid
aquireinent of elegant English diction.

Appleton's Journal hae been changed from a -weekly to a
monthly form. It is issued in very handsome shupe, With Hue illustra¬
tions. All the eminent American and European writers wlio have con¬
tributed to the columns of the Journal are retained iu the new arrange¬
ment, and will be reinforced by other brilliant pens. The contents of
No. 1 are varied and interesting, comprising installments of now novels,
brief Btorics, essays, poetry, and spicy articles on current topics.

Sbeldoii & Co. announce for early publication a coni"
plate Life of General Geo. A Custer, embracing his Indian and Army
Campaigns. The book also embraces General Custeris War Memoirs, aa
written by himself, and published in the Galaxy. The publishers of the
Galaxy received from General Castor the last of these articles after his
death, it having been written and sent while on the march iu hia last
campaign.

Jfnmers jft» §oncf>gondent$.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The PRArniE Province. By J. C. Hamilton,!!. A.,L L.B:
Published by Belford Bro3., Toronto, 1876.
This valuable work is a compilation of sketches of travel from Lake
Ontario and Lake Wmnepeg, and aa account. of ibe geographical posi¬
tion, climate, civil institutions, Inhabitants, productions, and resources
of the lied River Valley. The author tells In language plain but terse
what he saw and gathered in a summer trip from the capital of Ontario
over the northern waters and some of the rich mineral regions of the
‘'North %Shore.” Erotn these he passes to Manitoba, the Prairie Prov¬
ince, the little quadrilateral carved out. of this great north laud which
lias become part of the Dominion of Canada. Although it has been
called by a popular writer, who saw it In winter, “the Great Lone Land,”
Mr. Hamilton describes it as a land of richest soil and broad prairies,
through which flow rivers, draining and enrichiDg. The book is almost
a history or that, until recently, almost unknown land, describing the
cities ami villages which have sprung np, the men of many colors and
language who have settled it, and the resources iu mineral and agricul¬
tural wealth.
Contributions to Natural History, Etc. By JamcB
Sirnson: Edinburgh; tho Edinburgh Fuklishrug Co.; 1876.
Mr. James Simeon, now resitting in this oily, has reprinted under tho
above title a aeries of papers originally published in Land and Water.
The essays, which are Very interesting, tbongli partaking largely of a
controversial nature, deal chiefly with questions affecting snakes and vi¬
pers. The Gipsies are compel dors with the snakes for Mr. Sunsim’s
regards, and several papers lira devoted to these mysterious nomndic
tribes. Perhaps the most curious paper in the volume ia written to
prove that John Runyan was n Gipsy, and a very fair case io certainly
made out, principally from Bnuynn'a own autobiographical statements.
Charles Wnterlun's status as a natutubal is also discussed. Mr. Simsou
thinks ho dosed hia readers with HnulitnlsUi, and we agree with him,
Watertori’a confessed credulity iu religions matters, 01’ which the senses
could judge, ahvaya made uslonk twice at some of his scientific state¬
ments. John Stuart Mill comes in for what English reviewers call a
"slashing criticism;" and the Duke of Argyll’s "Reign of Law" is re¬
viewed. The hook is nil extremely readable one, and one full of sug¬
gestions to the field mlluralist. Not long ago Mr. Simeon showed US an
article which lie hud written reviewing the notes by Frank Buoklund
upon While's ideas i., respect to vipers swallowing their yonug, In his
laic edition of While's ‘•Natuval History of Selhorne.” Failing to get
ties printed by any (if the Eiqfllsh natural history ptipcrB—through Tear
or offending Mr. bueltlimd we ure left to infer—Mr. Simeon has just
printed it hnusetr. Tho question is, Do vipers (and snakes in general)
swallow thuiv yonng? Mr. Bao'klftnd affirms that they do not, while our
author is aa positive thut I hoy do. And lie Contends that thequesiion is
entirely one of evidence, and, therefore, should bo settled "us a factia
proved in a court of justice; difficulties, suppositions, or theories not be¬
ing allowed to form, part of tlie testimony.” In support of his own
views, Mr. Simeon has collected a large body or evidence that undoubt¬
edly appears authentic mid conclusive. His remarks are severe upon the
alleged flippant way In which Mr. Buclilaud has treated this subject,
and the whole editing or.Wllite’B Selhorne; and he questions very much
wbetherMr. Bucfclaud has adjust right to the reputation as a naturalist
which he has acquired. Mr. Himson tells us that in his treatment of the
matter in dispute, Mr. Bnckland has "ignored every circumstance, argumeihi, find fact bearing on the affirmative side of'it, and has had re¬
course to tho ignorance of uthers, and a song, instead of hard facts and
solid reasons.‘ill support of it. Since he has committed himself no
tally to the question ut issue, judgment must be given againet him by
default in I he event of his not malting good, or not explaining, the
challenge he has hud before the world tor years back.” The challenge
alluded to is the offer of £l to auy one who eheuId bring him "a speci¬
men or a viper which has been seen to swallow its young, m young be¬
ing actually in the wsophuyttt, or in the stomach proper, when it is open¬
ed by mein Hie presence of Witnesses.” Mr. Simeon charges that the
£1 is safe, because the yonng vipers are not received into the mother’s
"stomach proper,’* but into I he chamber that previously contained the
eggs, and which lies in front off, and below the stomach; and that Mr.
Bucklund is guilty of quibbling and avoidance of the true question.
Mr. Stinson evidently him a prejudice against the editor of Land and
Water almost equal to that o( Watertou against Audobon, and while in
the main we think his criticisms upon Mr. Bnckland’s rendering of the
"Selborhe’’are justified; we deplore the acerbity of their tone. Ibis
possible, however, that Mr. Simson considered a severe handling neces¬
sary, since he tells us Mr. BuckJaud’s "surroundings in England make
it u difficult mutter to toying him to justice’on this question in the or¬
dinary way."

•-e»p
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MAGAZINES.

The American Naturalist is improving, if possible. The
July number presents an admirable table of contents covering subjects
ranging from a New Zealaud.voleano to a New England butterfly. The
most valuable paper is that by Dr. Hagen of the Cambridge Museum,
upon the Probable Danger from White Ants. He recounts the enormous
damage done in various parts of the world to whole buildings, dams,
bridges, libraries, and museums, which, in some cases has been so great
as to call lor scientific onmmis-ious and legislation agaiilst them. So
far in this couutrylijtle damage line been done by limit ravages, although
they are exceedingly numerous in ninny parts. Halyard Library has suf¬
fered somewhat lately. however, mid this is no doubt wbal ended out the
article, Tlmy may exist in cuamJesS numbers ill a locality for many
years and do no burin, aud then suddenly attack the structures of men.
They live in the ground -under and about rotten wood, and where the
groulid is very rich. There, seems to be no effectual way to put a stop to
their raids when once begau, and prevention is advised. This is to be
accomplished, if at all, only by diminishing the young by cutting off the
supply of food. This food is rotten wood, and every piece of it possible
should be removed near houses and towns; old fences, stumps, piles of
boards, &c. Another important point Ib not to have well-manured flow¬
er-beds close to wooden houses; and another not to have wood work
where the steam from iuwmoUYd or hliitleuary engines 16 oonstMHly

D. R. M., Bradford, N H.—Have forwarded patterns of the Page and
Ferguson baBB flies, as desired.
j. d. K.—Please inform me of the weight of the largest bass that you
have heard of beiug caught by a rod aud reel? Ans. Sevcnty-Bix
pounds, taken at C’uttyhunk by a member of the club.
Scales.—Can you Inform me when the trout season closes in this State.
I have been told by some gentlemen that the firm of this month put an
end to the 6port, but can hardly believe it? Ans. The close season com¬
menced July 1st.
E. W., Pittsburg.—Please inform me where I can And good hunting
and trout fishing witm one hundred miles of Pittsburg? Ans. On the
mountalu above Altoua you will probably And good woodcock shooting
and trout fishing.
R. C. H„ Brooklyn—How can I distinguish male from female pigeonB?
Ans. It is a difficult thing to briefly describe, tho dlfferen t external marks
in ordinary breeds. You wonld better take pigeous or known sex and
learn the differences for yourself by examination, blowing apart the
feathers covering the vent.
T. O., N. Y.—Will yon let me know nfter what day partridges can be
shot in'tliis State; Mr. II. G. Squires ra bis catalogue gives September
1st. butl have heard that there has been a change? Ans. The close
Eeason for ruffed grouse (partridge) expires on September lstu
C. T., Pawtucket, R. 1—If your dog continues to nave fits, add l dr.
of bromide of potasium to 1 oz. Water, and give him a teaspoonful 3
times a day. If yon suspect he has worms, we can send yonsome areca
nut. Give him exercise and feed very little meut.
0. H., Jersey City.—Florida ia attracting the attention of many in this
city who want, to learn all Uiov can about that State. Where cau we ob¬
tain praeticnL inforMaiiou of a reliable character? Ans. Ttie "Florida
New Yorker," published ut 2J Bookman street, this city, aud edited by a
line writer who has lived in that Slate over twenty-live years, meets your
wants exactly.
L. R. W., New York.—Will yod kindly inform me whether in Sep¬
tember! may expect to get enough trout iishutglo pay for a long journey
to iiio southern pint of Nova Scotia, somewhere ill the neighborhood of
l.ake Rosrignoi, where my companion proposes to hunt moose? Ans.
You cau nut ttml u belter locality for moose nod trout, than the Luke
Rossignol district. Yon cun get trout there in September. Would
advise you to lake steamer from St. John across the Bay of Fnndyto
Annapolis and hire a wagon thence to tane you over the South Mountain
Into toe game country.
Buck, Indianapolis.—Will yon please inform me through yoav valuablc columns, where in Canada, and lit what time can we get good moose
hunting? If you have previously given It lengthened description of the
suoject be kind enongh to send me a copy Of the same? Alls. Moose ure
"called” In September and Octo.ber and "tracked” when the lirsi snow
falls. For articles on MuoeeHuuting in Canada,New Brunswick,and Nova
Scotia, see Forest isn Stream, December 'ltd 1873, January 22d, and
23th, February 13th, and April 2d, 1674, and Juno 3th, 1876. Copies of
above forwarded.
Taxidermist, Hartford.—1. What is tbe law concerning the shootrog
of birds for tbe purpose of stuffing; am I obliged to wait until ibe law
is off or cau they be shot ut auy tine, particularly in. Connecticut? 2.
Can you tell me a cheap and late work on taxidermy ? Ans. 1. The laws
of Connecticut make no exception in favor of collectors or “stuffars,’’
so yon will have to wait for the open season. Ill other States exceptions
ore made in their favor. 2. A. J. Maynard’s (Newton, Mass.) Natural¬
ist's Guide is the best, and the Taxidorinist's Manual (Jesse Haney,
No. 121 Nassau street,) the cheapest.
q g W —1. Is there in any previous number of Forest asd Stream
any article on camp cooking? If not, will you please give me toe name
and price of a work ou that subject? 2. Will you please inform me con¬
cerning the. fishing near Hunter’s Landing, Lake George? Ans. 1.
In tbe books od angling of Thaddous Norris, K. B. Roosevelt, and Genio
C. Scott, you will find chapters on camp poking. 2 Can not speak
positively regarding the places you name, but you will find toe beet fish¬
ing among the islands in toe Narrows.
J. A. L..,Kansas.—1. Is it necessary for correct Bhootingthat a paper
shell when loaded should be of sufficient length to lit up close to the
shoulder inside of the barrel, if so how is it posstbte for a person to use
paper shells, whose length, when loaded and creased, are necesBarially
varied by the load put in them? 2. Will alt breech-loading shot guns
shoot both brass and paper shells equally well; if not, why not? Ans.
1. In order to have toe beBt shooting a gun will make, the shell should
be of sufficient .length to fit up closely to the shoulder. This you cau
regulate by adding an extra wad on the powder, when you are shooting
small loads, or do not cut or crease, but use glue or mucilage on your
wads. 2. Metalic shells can be nsed in any ceulral-fire breech-loadiug
guns but it is beet to have the shells made to lit nicely—they are quite
equal to paper Bhells.
E. E. L , Philadelphia.-In vour columns of enquiries you will oblige
by giving toe following information: Where cau my wife and I spend u
month where board ia reasonable and where I can have good inland or
sea Ashing? Please stale terms if yon know, androute to get there? Ans.
At Sayville, Longlsland, N. Y. Fiihitigjn toe Gnat South Bay; board
fS to $10 per week. Write to E. Dane, Sayville, Suffolk county, N. Y.

I

AMATUBR, Chappaqua, N. Y.—I. Will you kindly inform me through
yourpaper whether u slut can he spayed at three years of ageorany
time after she has hud pups? 2. A owns a farm which B works on
shares, B put-up notice ngaint trespassing, C asks A if he signed any
such paper, A said no, I don’t care who guns oil mypluce so long as they
don’t gun out or season aud do no damage. 0 guns on the place, B has
him arrested for trespassing, what can he do S’ Can he make C pay? Ans.
1 A bitch can be spayed at any age, but the operation should, by all
means, be performed before they are three months old. If it is done
after they have matured, it enervates them, and they incline to become
very fat and unserviceable. 2. B wonld have a right to recover damages
unlees A in hia lease to B reserved the shooting privileges,
EsqbtHtsR.- Can you inform me if St 1* * wise plan to have pup's toilt
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(setters) straightened by pulling out the corda when they are young? If
a good plan, how .young should the pup be, and how is it done? [shall
ho obliged for an answer through your most interesting ”Answers to
Correspondents," which seems to include all the praeticaJ wisdom of a
sportsman? Ans. We consider it very wrong to attempt to Cut or
strighten the tails of aeWttrjiiups. Let them grow to tall size, and then if
the tall is ont of proportion in length or is crooked, u skillful person, by
docking, can improve the appeurnnce of the dog.
F. J. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.—1. I have a very tine pointer pap thatrecently had the canker, for which I gave him equip parts of liquor of
plurabi and distil aqau which cured him in a few days, but now email
sores have broken ont on him aronndhis belly and head. They are about
the size of a pea and of very offensive smell; cau you do any tiling for
him 1 2. When does the close season for woudcock and sqnirral s expire
here? J3y answering these questions you will obiige a young reader of
yourpaper. A nr J. Take Basilicon otuimenl 3 oz., add i uz. of flout
Of sulpher and enough spirits of turpentine to make the ointment off
proper consistency to be well rubbed into the parts affected—washing the
parts occasionally with castile soap—and feed very little meat.. 2. The
close Hoason for woodcock ends on Ibe 4th July, for squirrels on 1st
September,
N. B. S., Chestnut Hill, Mass.—X. Does it lead or injure any way the
barrels of a breech-loading rifle to shot shot in it? 2. Where can I get a
pair of stout shoe-packs of moose-skin, handmade? 3. Where cau I pro¬
cure Colvin’s Adirondack Report and at what .price; can T get it in Bos¬
ton? 4. What place along the New England coast is considered best for
marsh birds? S. Is deer shooting in theAdirandacks allowable in July and
August? Ans. 1. It would probahly cause the grooves of the barret to
lead. 2. From John Branchavain, Gaspe Basin Post Office, P.()?,
Canada, or W. II. Patterson, Gaspe, Canada. :S. We doubt if yon cun
procure a copy of Colvin’s Report nuless it is at some second-hand book
store. 4. Gloucester or Salem. 5. No.
Crumbs, Terre Haute, Ind. —I have a line dog, now three or font
years old, that for the last six months has been getting worse with a
disease which mediciue fails to reach. He has a slight, runulng at the
nose, mattering of the eye6, a bad cough, and loss of strength and flesh.
He cats heartily and seems always hungry, but cannot retain the food
on his stomach. l)o you think the areca nut you speak of would ho
good fornim; if so, please send mo Fome, with cost and direction?
Ans. The probability is your dog is afflicted with worms; have mailed
to you the proper doses of powdered areca nut, with, direclioua for Its
use. Let us know the result.
A. L.F., Elkhart, Ind.—I wish to build a small host for duckshoot¬
ing and Ashing; one that ia quite portable, yet sufflclenl ly large to safe¬
ly carry two adults. 1 would like to make a light, stiff frame, covet
with strips of pine 3-16 or 4-16 iuches in thickness, and over this put
canvas and paper, or canvas alone, and coat with some substance, sim¬
ple or compound, that will be waterproof and at the same time have ad¬
hesive power enough to stick the layer or layers of canvas, or paper, or
both, together, and on the boards, audyetnot destroy the strength of
the canvas. In your issue of 8th June mention is made of a mixture
of "shellac varnish and boiled linseed oil." Row, these articles will
mix about as well as oil and water, and spread "patchy." How would
common white paint (lead and oil) do? Ans. Send your canvas to 0.
Tappatt, Greenwood, N. Y., to be waterproofed, or write to him for
formula. After spreading paint with common white (zluc) paint, and U
will last for years. The white purnt alone would, answer, but must bo
renewed often.
F. H. T., Rockville, Conn. —I have a fine pointer dog one year old,
and he is breaking out all over with tine pimples. He has also several
spots where the hail- has come oil tho size of a copper cent and smaller.
What is the matter with him, and what la best to be done? Ans. Make
charcoal of leather, powder it, add to it a little flour of sulphur, and
with lard and a little kerosene make an ointment of the proper consist¬
ence to rub fairly into the skin, washing the parts affected uccastonallywith castile soap. Feed very little meat, and give him plenty of exerJ. H. P., San Francisco, Cal.—My setter pup three months old
shakes his head a good deal of late. Cm examination I And the inside
of the left ears somewhat inflamed, the skin towaid the root looking
rod, while the other ear is pale. I did not think that canker would attack a puppy as yonng aa that, built may be the mother is trunoied
with canker since site weaned the pups. The treatment pursued Willi
her is pulling some sweet oil iu her ear, and washing occasionally wlih
caslile soap and warm water, and I have commenced to do the same.
May hew advises the use of liquor plumbi and distilled water-iu equal
parts; but1 would rather hear your advice first I have found bolted
carrots an excellent thing for pin-w-rms. The first three times I hap¬
pened to feed them he passed considerable quantities of worms. I
make it a pointto feed them about once a week, and 1 Arid that i keeps
him eutirely free from worms. Ans. We consider Mayhew's remedy a
good one; try it, and it it does not cure we will give you another.
J. H., Berks County, Pa.— 1 Can suckers he caught with bail and
hook? Is there any way to catch them except with net? 2. Will U'out
increase beyond a few dozens or hundreds in a large spring, say 200 feet
in diameter, and when they are confined within this compass and not
fed? Will not the big ones eat the small ones and so keep the sum total
doivn to about a given number, even though none should be caught out
of (he spring? 8. We have in our springs and waters here a terrapin or
turtle. They are small, live or six inches long, barred or checkered ou
the back uud deep orange color on the under side, a little while about
the head near the eye. Are they good to eat? Hoiv cau they be caught,
and hew cooked? Ans. 1. Suckers are frequently taken with worms,
fl'lie most common way or taking them is with a wire slip-noose on the
end of a pole. When tho fishis discovered the loop is slipper) over his
nead and jerked taut. 2. Trout should be kepi, the different sizes sepa¬
rately, and not too many iu a confined space. Big trout will eat toe.
little oriea, although notto the extent common with many varieties of.
tlsh. 3. These little pond tortoises are good enough to cut. and are
sometimes eaten, but are troublesome to clean and cook on account of
their diminutive size. They can be caught, with a drop net, without
much trouble, if one ts Cautious in approaching the sunn mg places.

A Brindled Horse.—A con’espondeut writes from
Fort Lapivai, Indian Territory, asking if we, or any of
our readers, have ever seen a brindled horse, and saying
that there is one at that place that is a perfect handle in
color, 134 hands high, and perfect in form. If any mem¬
ber of the Polo Club would like a novelty in the way of a
pony we will gladly give hint the address of the owner.
We have seen calico or pinto horses in California and Mex¬
ico, and horses striped almost like zebras, on the plains of
Tartary; we have seen horses with curly, or almost wool¬
ly hair,’and horses with scarcely any hair al all ; but a
brindle, oulside of the races of bull terrieis and cows, is
something we have yet to encounter.
_Some of the French Canadians have rather an origi¬
nal way of digging potatoes.
Instead of taking up
everything in the hill at once, they merely scrape awity
the earth till the tubers are revealed. They then separate
those tit for the pot and cover up the root.
Iu Hus way
every juvonile potato is givau a chance to gro w to matu1
j’itjr, and a little p»t«h
ft wcnderCul auanti’v,
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ENTLEMEN seeking for desirable localities for sum¬
mer vacations will find their choice greatly facili¬
tated by reference to the numerous advertisements of
popular routes printed in our columns, and a close exami¬
nation of tlie special information given therein. Beaders
of Forest and Stream look at sublunary matters Irom
an aesthetic and not a commercial stand-point. They buy
horses for pleasure and not for hauling merchandize; guns
for diversion, and not for killing redskins, although their
A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
quest for game often leads them into the hunting grounds
to Field and Aquatic Spouts, PracticalNatubal History,
of the hair-lifters; fishirig gear for pastime, and not for
JjlBH.COI/rilRB, THE PROTECTION OP GAME, PRESERVATION OP FOKKPTB,
commercial emoluments; vessels for holiday cruises and
AND TIIB INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A HEALTHY INTEREST
in Out-door Recreation and Study :
not for transporting goods; gunpowder for the field, and
PUBLISHED BY
not for blasting rocks. So, also, they patronize railroads
and hotels, not for the commercial advantages they afford,
Rarest and §j>treatt\ publishing Hotngagg,
hut as means of quick transit to pleasant resorts and re¬
laxation from business cares, and comfortable resting places
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALE SQUARE) NEW YORK,.
for body and mind. As they have now learned to look to
[Rost Office Box 2832.]
this paper for assistance in securing for themselves the
highest gratification, with the least risk of disappointment,
Terms, Fire Dollars ft Year, Strictly In Advance.
these advertisements have been prepared expressly for
their service. Most of the lines advertised are not to be
A discount of twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies andnpwards.
found in the general newspaper, so that he who examines
Advertising Rates.
our columns will be spared the vexation of fruitless search,
In regnlar advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the Inch, 25
or the necessity of purchasing and probing voluminous
Bents per line. Advertisements on outside page,dOcentsperline. Reading
railway guides. The information given will be found
notices. 50 cents per line. Where advertisements are inserted over !
month, a discount ol 10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20
most valuable.
per cent.; over Bix months, 80 per cent.
The Maine Central takes the tourist by the preferred
route to the Bangeley lakes, where the mammoth speckled
NEW YORK, THI RSDAY, JULY 13, 1876.
trout of America dwell, and also penetrates to some of the
choicest resorts in Maine,
To Correspondents.
The Intercolonial, recently opened, carries the traveller
to the very threshold of the choicest hunting and fishing
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
grounds of five of the Canadian Provinces—Ontario, Que¬
eorrcspondcnco, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pubbec, New Brunswick, Prince Edward’s Island, and Nova
lisrino Comp ant. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
Scotia—places hitherto accessible only by long and intricate
All Communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
journeys and old-time conveyauces.
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
The Northern Bailway of Canada reaches by an all rail
objection he made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
and steamboat route the much talked-of districts of
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Muskoka, Magnetewan, and Nipissing, and the finest
Secretaries of ClubB and Associations are nrged to favor ns with brief
summer resort in the Province—Lake Couchiching—with
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
its immense hotel, embellished ’with flower gardens and
to become a medinm of useful and reliable information between gentle¬
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the other; and they will
private drives over a mile and a half of its own territory,
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
and supplied with every known appliance of attraction by
The Publishers of Forest And Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬ land or water.
The Collingwood steamers traverse the north coast of Lake
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
Superior and reach to the finest trout river in the world—
the legitimate sports of laud aud water to those base uses which always
where the trout grow to fabulous weights and sizes, not eveu
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
attained by the fish of Kangely Lakes. If one desires, he
ment or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
can continue by steamer to Duluth and the great west
terms; and nothing will bo admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
beyond, or be can take the “Dawson Route” at Fort
We cannot be responsible tor the dereliction of the mall service, if
William, and by a series of steamer excursions and portages
money remitted to ns is lost.
by wagon, traverse, in four days, the chain of lakes that
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
form open communication with the Selkirk settlement in
CHARLES II AI.LOCR,
Editor and Business Manager.
Manitoba, Winnipeg, and Ihe Red River of the North,
returning, if he elect, by steamer and rail through Minne¬
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ sota to St. Paul.
The Chicago and North Western Railway opens up the
ING WEEK.
wonderful resources of the great West,with its vast prairies
and mountains, abounding in game birds, animals, aud
Thursday, July 13th.—Trotting-. Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia;
Ambler Park, Pa.; Lake City, Minn.; Chester Park, Cincinnati. Rifle:
fish of infinite variety. Its branches cover all the country
Creedmoor. Base Ball: Mutna vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati; Bos'on
west, north, and northwest of Chicago, reaching to the
vs Chicago, at Chicago; Hartford vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; Athletic
waters of northern Michigan, of the southern coast of
vs. Louisville, at Louisville; Alaska vs. Rochester, at Rochester, N. Y.;
Lake Superior to southern Minnesota, and, if desired, to
Nassau vs. Olympic, at Paterson, N. J.; Harlem vs. Mutual, at Mel¬
rose, N. T.; Orange vs Chelsea, at Orange, N. J.
Friday, duly Mth.—Trotting: Chester Park, Cincinnati; Suffolk
Park, Philadelphia. Base Ball: Arlington vs. Union, of Newark, at
Jersey City, N. J.; Mutual vs. Chatham, at Hoboken, N. J.; .Etna, of
Detroit, vs. Cricket, at Binghamton, N. Y.
Saturday, .Inly 15th.-Trotting: Newark, N. J. Rifle: Matches at
Creedmoor aud Glen Drake. Base Ball: Mutual vs, Cincinnati, at Cin¬
cinnati; Boston vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Hartford vs. St. Louis, at St.
Louis; Athletic vs. Louisville; Lafayette vs. Nameless, at Milhum, N.
j ■ Eureka vs. Union, at Unionsvillo, L. I.; Nameless vs. Winona, at
Brooklyn, N. Y.: Tea vs. Coffee, at Brooklyn, N. Y.; Witoka vs La¬
fayette, at Brooklyn, N. Y.;C«tatest vs. Union, of Umonsvdle, at
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Nameless* vs. Arlington, at Brooklyn, N. Y.; Hoboken vs. Staten Island, at Hoboken, N. J.
Monday, July 17th.—Trotting; Newark, N. J. Rifle: Cavalry com¬
petitions at Creedmoor. Base Ball; Mutual, of Brooklyn, N. Y., vs.
Buckoye, at Columbus, Ohio.
) Tuesday, July 18th.—Trotting: Columbus, Ohio; Chicago, 111. Base
Ball: Orange vs. Mutual of New York, at Orange, N. J-; Chelsea vs.
Hoboken, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
la Wednesday, July MtU.-Trotting. Columbus. Ohio: Chicago, Ill.
Intercollegiate Regatta, Saratoga Lake.

,he Pacific coast.
The Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad penetrates to
he northern wilderness of Michigan and the home of the
N-ayling, and not only grayling, but trout, black bass, pike,
md muscalonge.
Dogs, guns, and fishing tackle are
-arried free over this route, and the officers of the road
nake it an especial object to attract and provide for sportsnen There is ample tavern accommodations along the
ine’where one can at least be comfortable, if he can’t
uxuriate. Camp cars are furnished for fishing parties and
’amilies at low rates. This is a new feature, and offers to
sportsmen comforts not known to their kith in Europe.
The Delaware and Hudson Canal Company’s new rail¬
road is the shortest route to the Adirondacks, saving
tedious wagon travel, and taking the visitor to the very
mteway of this Sportsman’s Paradise.
= The Pennsylvania Central, with its extensive ramifica¬
tions will carry the tourist into the heart of the Alleghames
md the Blue Ridge, with its abuudant game and romantic

The Massacre.—Custer is dead! The gallant soldier
and sportsman whom all knew and loved has “been cut off
In his prime.” The brave “Long-hair,” the Indian’s most
dreaded foe, is gone, and the savage sings his war song ot
rejoicing and victory. The particulars of the sad catas¬
trophe by which General Custer and his five companies of
cavalry were entirely annihilated have already been flashed
through the breadth and length of the land. Of the de¬
tails and probable causes which led to the affair we shall
ever remain in doubt, as none survived to tell the tale. It
is hut too probable, however, that, led on by his intrepid
bravery, aud under estimating the strength of his enemy,
General Custer charged, sanguine of victory, only to find
himself hemmed in by an overpowering force. And yet
there isrsomething still inexplicable about the fight. Three
hundred men, intrenched, could hold out for a long time
against an immense number of Indians, as witness General
Reno’s gallant stand. There is more probably to come in
the way of detail than has reached ns in the neoegsanly
meagre dispatches.

CThe New Jersey Southern Railroad takes one to Barnerat with its rare fishing and shooting-hi uefish in myriads,
bass, weakfish, sheepshead, quail, ducks, geese, and baybirds-extending to Cape May, Egg Harbor, and the van-jus intermediate fashionable summer resorts.
The Long Island Railroad renders the salt water attrac¬
tions of the Great South Bay, with its fish and wild fowl,
»asily accessible from New York, and brings to our very
doors one of the finest sporting districts in America.
The south side of Long Island has been the sum¬
mer resort of the Knickerbockers of New Tork for
Half a century. The trout in its streams the bluefish
and weakfish under the waters, and the wild fowl on the
waters of the Great South Bay have made that favored
spot a household word among pleasuic Dctkeia and sportsmen The present season finds the hotels at Babylon, Bay
Shore, Islip, Sayville, and Patohogue well filled, and with
the general reduction in prices for hoard, economy, as well
[is comfortjmd pleasure, can,.be considered- The “south.

Bide,” as well as all other parts of Long Island, can be
reached by the Long Island, Flushing, North Shore andi
Central and Southern Railroads, now all under one man¬
agement. Drawing-room cars are now on express trains.
The time-table of these roads will be found in our adver¬
tising columns.
The New Haven Bteamers afford the most delightful
route to the White Mountains and the Connecticut Valley,
and the Erie road opens up the attractions of western New
York and Pennsylvania.
This very,'cursory sketch shows that by the Toutes adver¬
tised in our paper the tourist can reach all of the most
desirable summer resorts in the country; and we trust that
both advertiser and subscriber will find it to their interest
always to continue to use the Forest and Stream as a
medium for their profit and pleasure in all things.
--«■ »■

Greenwood Lake.—This is the nearest forest lake to
the City of New York. It is twelve miles long, and af¬
fords excellent sport to the angler, while the surrounding
wilderness furnishes small game in its season. The hotels
on itB charming borders afford every luxury, while its
proximity enables the tourist to reach it in a brief time, it
being about GO miles from the city, some 48 by the Erie
railway, and the remainder by an excellent carriage road.
Those who have been in the habit of spending their sum¬
mers there, and alt persons interested in having an angling
ground accessible and neat by, will make it convenient to
respond to the appeal of Wm. O. McDowell, through our
advertising columns, urging the formation of an associa¬
tion for stocking and preserving Greenwood Lake with fish.
A preliminary meeting will be held for this purpose ou
July 23d at the Brandon House, head of the lake. This
lake now affords superb black bass fishing, and those who
are interested intend to keep its attractions up.

-

Mr. Beugh and thf. Turtles.—At the instance of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Mr.
Eugene G. Blackford, the Fulton Market fish dealer, was
recently arrested. The charge was that Mr. Blackford
had violated the law in turning turtles on their backs and
allowing them to remain in that position with their flippers
tied together. The case was tried in the Court of Special
Sessions, before three justices, on the IstiuBt., and resulted
in the acquittal of Mr. Blackford, the decision of the
Court being that no case had been proved. The bulk of
testimony certainly was in favor of Mr, Blackford’s side of
the case, and he was fortified with letters from eminent
authorities, among them Professor Baird, certifying that
turtles are more at ease, when in captivity, on their backs
than on their bellies. Mr. Bergli, however, is notsalisfled,
and will probably take an early opportunity to test the
question again.
Melons.—Our good friend Mr. Chas. G. Kendall, of
Port Royal, has forwarded us a crate of excellent melons
from his plantation on Palmetto Island. With the excep¬
tion of one or two, into which the rats had forced an
entrance, they came in excellent order, thanks to the care
exercised on hoard the “ City of Dallas," of Mr. Herman
Grepke's line. Received at this . particular juncture, they
were doubly welcome and refreshing.
Now, Buffalo Bill, Texas Jack, Wild Charley, Donald
McKay’, and the Warm Spring Indians, doff the sock and
buskin, and don the stock and buckskin and .march to the
the front! Good scouts are in demand, and real fighting
plenty. Buffalo Bill, by the way, is, we believe, already
with General Crook’s command. Some of the papers are,
we observe, speaking slightingly of General Crook as an
Indian fighter. This is all wrong. General 'Crook was
the first man to settle the Apache question in Arizona,
and his abilities to deal with the savages are considered,
there at least, of the highest order.
—The attention of sportsmen going to Canada, the Mar
itime Provinces especially, is called to the advertisement
of the Intercolonial Railway in our columns. There is
speedy and continuous connection now between Halifax and
Quebec, and any person visiting the Bay Chaleur or points
on the north shore of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
(Gulf of St. Lawrence), will find this the shortest and easiest
means of access thereto. There are Pullman cars on the
whole route from Halifax to Quebec.
Caution.—There is much danger in shooting woodcock
in the summer season in thick cover, where the party num¬
bers two or more. With a party of four shooting near
Secaucus on the opening day were two young friends of
ours brothers. A line had been formed and kept up, hut
one dropped back, and his brother, turning to shoot at a
bird which was behind him, put over two hundred pellets
in his thighs, at fifteen or twenty yards distance. There
was a narrow escape from death or frightful injury, and
much unhappiness to two persons, y et no one was to blame
—only it was -July shooting.^ _
Off fob OANADA.-The Editor-in-chief is now absent
on his customary salmon fishing cruise to Canada. He
will travel over the entire newly constructed portion or the
Intercolonial Railroad between Quebec and Shediac, and
get such information as may be of value to sportsmen in
future, and to the readers of Fobbs r and Stream in particular.
For twenty consecutive days the thermometer has ranged
as high as 90' and over in the city ; something unparalleled.
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CAPE COLONY AND OSTRICHES— QUEENLAND AND THE DUOONG—NEW SOUTH WALES AND

MARSUPIALS—TASMA¬

NIA AND ITS DEYILS.

I

N the outskirts of Great Britain's space in the central
part of the Main Building the Cape Colony of South
Africa has a little inclosure in which she exhibits a great
deal well worth our looking at. The implements, cos¬
tumes, and wares of the natives are shown, and on the walls
are alarge series of heads and horus of the different African
antelopes. Here are the short, harp-like horns of the
timid little spring bok; the longer, twisted ones oE the pal¬
ish; the smooth spears of the water buck and the rough
ones of the hlau-bok; the long and perfectly straight
horns of the gems-bok, twisted like a rope for half their
length and smooth the rest of the way, and the strangely
twisted, and spiral horns of the hartebeest, sassahy, koodoo,
and eland. Some of our wealthy sportsmen should manage
to retain these antlers to adorn their halls. Many skins of
antelopes, lions, leopards,etc., are also shown, and examples
of the vegetable products of the country. One case is given
to the minerals, among which is to be seen a lenticular stone
about three inches wide by one inch thick, which has a
large and well-worn hole through the center. This is la¬
beled ‘‘Used by the Bushmen for digging roots;” but no ono
could tell mo how it was used. The most generally
interesting thing here is probably the model of an os¬
trich-hatching oven, and the statistics of this new industry
■of ostrich farming. The oven consists of two compart¬
ments with a smaller compartment between them, filled
with hot wator and steam. The eggs are taken when first
laid, put into bran and let rest in one compartment for two
•or three weeks, at a continuous temperature of 102 de¬
grees. They are then put into the other compartment and
“kept at 100 degrees. They are turned over every day, and
at the end of the fomth week the shell at the end where
the head of the chick is seen is cut through, so that the
weak chickens can make their way through the thick shell
as well as the strong. In a wild state not more than onethird of the eggs laid ever hatch out, because two-thirds
•of the chicks are unable to peck their way out. The
young ostriches are tenderly cared for when hatched, and
' wheu only seven days old, and about as big as a Shanghai
ben, are worth $50. Tho domestication of the ostrich in
the Cape Colony assumes every year greater importance,
and the industry promises to become considerable. It has
been attended with such success that many large estab¬
lishments have been created. Mr. Douglass has nearly 300
ostriches on one farm, and has sold many birds. When it
is considered that a pair is worth from $1,200 to $1,800,
the value of the property will be appreciated. Not all the
eggs are hatched artificially, nor, perhaps, on the majority
of farms. The London Field not long ago had an account
of the farm of Mr. Kennear, of West Beaufort, which I
am glad to refer to. On eight acres of land attached to
his dwelling, and inclosed with fences, Mr. Kennear had
thirty ostriches, nearly all raised by himself. The inclo¬
sure was sown with lucerne, and would suffleo for nearly
100 ostriches if irrigation were more extended, A lodge
and sheds were constructed for tho protection of the
young birds during the winter months, and the process of
obtaining the feathers was there carried on. Three pack¬
ings of feathers, when the ostriches were in full plumage,
realized $240, or £120 per annum—about £8 per bird. In
1874, instead of selling the feathers on the spot, he sent
them to England, and by that means each ostrich realized
£10. One portion of the inclosure was divided into com¬
partments, in each of which the ostriches were paired. At
liberty in their wild state five females were often attached
to one male, but Mr. Kennear only assigned one female
to each male. They were coupled in July, began laying
in August, and continued laying for about six weeks,
after which they sat till October. About December they
again began to lay for about five weeks, provided the
young brood were removed. In the first season the hen
would lay from fifteen to twenty eggs, but in the second
much less. The male sat on the eggs more assiduously
than the female. Mr. Kennear removed the young when
they were sufficiently strong to he taken from the nest—
one or two days after they were hatched. Requiring a
warm temperature, they were placed in a deep box lined
With sheep skins, the air penetrating by. the cover. Dur¬
ing the severe cold of winter the lodge was heated and
kept closed. Their usual food was chopped lucerne, the
stem of which they did not like; grain was also given to
,hem, and, when strong, maize.
Trefoil and vetches
agreed with them, but they did not have iron nails nor
metal buttons, to which many travelers asserted they were
partial. They, however, required sand, earth, pulverized
juartz, small bones, and plenty of water. Good wild
male) birds yield about fifty feathers, which are worth
f5 apiece.
Ail the dependencies of the British Crown are grouped
■iglit here together, and it iB but a step from the Cape of
Jood Hope half-way round the world to Tasmania—the
learest civilized country to the South Pole. First of these
nay be mentioned Queensland, a vast colony in the northiastern part of Australia. In area it is about equal to
hree times that of Texas, and it has an extensive sea¬
ward. It is a grea t grazing and agricultural region, and
Iso has immense deposits of tin, copper, and other valua¬
ble minerals, and numerous gems, Statistics adorn the
vails everywhere.
The botanist will rejoice in the herba>ums which are very neatly mounted on card board. The

ferns particularly attracted my attention. Also in their
timbers, of which they are justly proud; but the woods
of Australia will be mentioned more particularly under
South Australia. Queensland displays a large case of but¬
terflies and moths, which rival those of Brazil in the rich¬
ness of their tints, and do not display many mimetic
forms. The eye is attracted from these bright forms to
a great number of paintings of pastoral and farm life iu
the Colony, which are not only highly instructive, but
very pretty; and to photographs and crayon sketches of
the aboriginal Australians, which are also highly instruct¬
ive—but very ugly. One large picture represents a “black
fellow,” as the native is called, in the act of throwing a
boomerang. He is throwing it from above the shoulder.
He holds in his hand an oblong shield made of a thick
piece of wood rounded on the outside, and wit It
the handle carved out of the substance of the
inside of the piece. This shield, called "fieilaman,” is only
about 20 inches long by 8 wide, and several of them, as
also of the boomerangs, are exhibited. Sometimes they
are diamond-shape. There are also some very pretty pic¬
tures of the satin and the speckled bower-birds, which
have the curious habit of building a nest underneath an
arch or "bower" of grass which they bend over it, some¬
thing eb onr meadow-lark occasionally does. All around
this bower the bird carefully arranges, apparently purely
for ornament, every bright little Object it can bring—shells
of all sorts, bits of glass, petals of flowers, shining pebbles
and fragments of quartz—anything that is pretty; and it
takes great pride in its museum. But the central poiut of
interest to the naturalist in the Queensland exhibit is the
skeleton, etc., of the dugong. The dugong closely resem¬
bles the manatee of the Florida coast. It is a native of
the Indian Archipelago, and is exceedingly numerous on
the coasts of Ceylon and northern Australia. Its favorite
haunts are the mouths of rivers and straits where the
depth of the water is but three or four fathoms and where,
ai the bottom, grows a luxuriant pasturage of submarine
algaj and fuci. Here, in calm weather, may small troops
be seen feeding below the surface, and every now and then
rising to take breath. The position of the mouth, the mus¬
cular powers and mobility of the lips, garnished with wiry
bristles, and the short incisor tusks of the upper jaw, en¬
able these animals to seize and drag up the long fronds of
subaquatic vegetables which constitute their nourishment.
The dugong is in high esteem as an article of food by the
Malays, who attack the animals with harpoons. There are
several species, in one of which the animals reach a length
of over 20 feet, It has lately been discovered that the oil
of the dugong was not only the best known for table use,
but also had remarkable medical properties, serving the
purpose of cod-liver oil, and being of pleasant taste. The
obtaining and refining of this oil is coming to be a large
industry in Queensland, and it is already largely exported.
Mr. Angus Maeltny, the genial Commissioner, has brought
to the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences a perfect dugong
in spirits; and the skeletons and skulls which are now on
exhibition will finally go to Prof. Edward D. Cope.
Immediately south of Queensland lies New South Wales,
comprising the south-eastern “corner," so to speak, of
Australia, Its area is about that of the United States
south of Virginia and east of tho Mississippi river; but
with less coast-line. Its main wealth arises from woolproducing, the exports of which in 1874 were $25,000,000.
Its mineral resources include great beds of coal, a kerosene
shale which is even greasy to the touch, iron, copper, tin,
lead, gold, silver and diamonds. The climate is salubrious,
and civilization is extending everywhere. Its population
is over 600,000. It is the oldest of the colonies, haviDg
been settled in 1788, when the merino sheep were intro¬
duced. The sources of the wealth, and the arts of the
citizens are shown in great variety, but the naturalist will
also find plenty for him. The tools and implements of the
natives are in abundance. There are their wooden spears
with one, two and three barbed prongs, the barbs being
armed with shark’s teeth; short-handled paddies highly
ornamented with carvings, boomerangs, tooth-mounted
clubs, and clumsy wooden shields, hut no bows or arrows.
Among the rest are stone-hatchets which Mr. Samuel
Davenport, the very kind Commissioner, told me the
natives call “mogo.” He also told me how they were
made and used. A piece of basaltic or jasperoid roek of
suitable shape, is first found in the bed of some torrent,
and then ground down to an edge upon a hard fiDe-grained
sandstone found in some districts, where the natives
assemble and remain for days grinding their implements.
These well-used sharpening rocks are scattered over the
whole eolony. The edge having been completed they
select the stem of one of three favorite vines, and by the
action of fire make it pliant for a handle. Some of the
resinous and brittle gum of the grass-tree (Xanthorrea) is
then procured, and toughened by fire and kneading. They
then embed the centre of the stone, and, taking one or two
turns with the pliant handle, secure its junction with a
thoug of the bark of the coorajong tree; all that part of
the handle around the stone is then seemed with melted
gum, and in a few hours it is ready for use, and looks like
a small ax. By the aid Of the sharpened part of this instru¬
ment, they ascend high trees, cut out the opossum or tap
the tree tor honey, fashiou boomerangs, “waddies” (clubs)
and other wooden weapons, and with the head of the
mogo will crack the bones of animals for marrow, or use it
in any other rough way, always carefully avoiding to use
unnecessarily the sharpened edge. They also have chips of
flint which they use as knives, and in tattooing.
These exhibits give an excellent chance to examine the
marsupial animals of Australia. Each proviuco displays
more or less of them, and New South Wales shows a
specially fine series of the duck-bill (Ornithorhynahus para¬
doxus) which deserves a special article by itself, and may
get one at some future day. There is also to be seen a
large series of kangaroos, no less than 10 species being re¬
presented, mosL of which are known in Australia by the
native name of “wallaby." Besides these the collection in¬
cludes the native bear, the vulpine phalanger, the wombat,
the two species of Dasymu, Wo water-rats, and the large
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bat called the “flying fox," whose wings spread two or
three feet, and the Echidna which is like an aut-eating por¬
cupine. There are several cases of birds, comprising 237
species, with male and female specimens, some of which
are carefully mounted, and others only in skins or in
spirits. The display of reptiles and amphibians is small
but interesting. A lot of emu’s eggs, and Borne skins of
the emu—a bird like the ostrich—attract much attention.
Some of the eggs are mounted in the most exquisite devices
of silver representing native scenes and spoils, their dark
green surfaces contrasting beautifully with the soft glow
of the silver’s white.
I am spending so much time in this Provinae, that I
fear its neighbors will accuse me of partiality, but I must
speak of the indigenous woods, which, indeed, are also
found throughout most of the continent. A large variety
is shown by each province, both polished and unpolished.
In general the woods are characterized by great density
and toughness, and are nearly all “hard" woods, so that it
is necessary for the colonists to import deals. The trees
are mainly “gums,” as those of the huge tribe of the Eu¬
calyptus (honey or fever trees) are called, and are very use¬
ful as timber. There aro also myall, sandal-wood, cypress,
native fruit trees, lance-wood, nut meg, cabbage palm,
“wattle" in laTgc variety, “he-oak," “site-oak,” and very
many others, some named from their bark which is useful
in tanning, or for medicinal properties, such as the making
of quinine.
One word on Tasmania—au island 120 miles or so south¬
east of Australia, which has a delightful climate, and is
rapidly taking rank with the leading States of the South¬
ern Hemisphere. The amount and character of her dis¬
plays are astonishing. She was very uulueky, however, a
largo amount of her goods, as also of the other Australian
States, having been ruined by the shipwreck of the vessel
in which they were sent. Her show of skins of the kan¬
garoo, viverra, flying squirrel, cat and other native ani¬
mals, and of the penguins and grebes, tanned and made
up into garments and robes is capital. She has also many
•tuffed animals, birds, and some shells to catch the eye of
the zoologist. The most remarkable of all her remarkable
animals is the Tasmanian devil, so called on account of its
utterly untamable ferocity, and sullen purposeless anger.
It is about 21 inches long, i3 in shape something like a cat,
but. withstrong digging claws on the fore feet, while the
hind feet are like a bear’s, so that the animal can sit upon
its haunches. It has teeth much like a bear also, and great
strength in its jaws. Few dogs will go near it, and it was
immensely destructive to sheep and poultry, until it was
reduced in numbers. It is nocturnal and rather sluggish
except when excited. Its fur is long, and of a deep dead
black, with some white on the breast.
GAME

PROTECTION.

Connecticut.—The

following is a list of the public acts
passed by the General Assembly of Connecticut, May
Session, 1876, of interest to the readers of Forest and
Stream:

Protecting fish in Amos Lake, Preston.
Granting greater liberties to pound fishermeti.
We cau’t understand why or how such an act should he
passed, as our shores are about entirely depleted of fish
already by pound nets.
Act allowing woodcock shooting in July, September,
October, November, December, and January.
Resolution appropriating $3,000 for the artificial propa¬
gation of fish, notwithstanding our Higgunum friend’s
protest.
Florida,—A correspondent sends tho following:—
SanpohIj, Florida, Juno g8th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
IVliat ought to ho done with a lolloiv who owns a dog and gun, edits a
newspaper, professes to be a sportsman, and who can still get off a
"local” like the followingL •copy
“Quail hunting ia eplcndid here nbont just now. All that is needed to
get a good mess of birds is a good bird dog, a good gun, and some one at
the kicking end of the gun that knows how to wing ’em."
That gun ought to express its disapprobation or such unsportsman¬
like conduct by kicking him down aud then stamping on him until he
learned to let birds alone while out of season. Can't your valuable
journal lend ns your assistance in getting a good game law for this Stale?
We need it badly.
F. L. R.

The game laws of Florida certainly require attention and
revision. This can only be accomplished by resident
sportsmen forming themselves into game protection asso¬
ciation and keeping the matter before tbe Legislature, bear¬
ing in mind their huge visiting winter population, aud so
framing their laws that they shall bear on all alike; making
no discriminations between residents and non-residents,
and giving ail their energies to such a thorough enforce¬
ment of the close seasons that their organization will he
“protective” in something more than name alone.
Meriden, Ct., Juno 29th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
. To-day the substitute hill allowiDg the killing of woodcock from July
1st until February 1st, excepting the month of August, came to tho
House from the Senate, passed, and after some discussion, in which au
opponent of the bill very sensibly remarked that each successive ses¬
sion of the Legislature was called upon to change the game laws, the
bill was passed as usual.
There has been considerable feeling among the sportsmen of this
State in regard to tbe matter, many hoping that the law would not be
changed, while another portion of our sportsmen worked hard, and pre¬
sented a petition which, as stated above, was successful. The
arguments generally nsed by those in raver of July shooting are, that it
gives the sportsmen of Connecticut the same chance as those of New
Vyrk and Massachusetts, where July woodcock shooting is permitted.
They also say that birds disapear from tboir breeding grounds after
Jniy and scatter about, and that tbe shooting becomes rather unsatis¬
factory and unprofitable, while in July, if one haB kept his weather eye
open he can go and hunt up brood after brood and slay them wii It ease;
in fact, you know Just where to pnt your hands on them, Of course
this rather spoila tbe fall Bhooting, when the woodcock are in prime
condition, and are able to fly so well that to drop one sailing through
the trees ia really sport, and one feels that the noble bird has had a
pretty fair ohanco for his life, which is, I believe, the secret of true
sportsmanship; hut this, I am sorry to say, is not the principle on w hich
some of our hunters operate, they believe more in "a bird in the pot is
better than two in the bush," and I fancy it will take a long time to
make them think otherwise. The members of the Connecticut Game
AiBocistiPO and many other true sportsmen of thus State, who convinced
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<mr law makers in 1575 that the shooting of woodcock in July was detri¬
mental to the preservation of this prince of game birds, must feel
deeply disappointed with tile law passed to-day.
Not woodcock alone will suffer, bntit opens the door for the destruc¬
tion ol our partridges, which are just in such a condition as to make
them an easy prey to unprincipled banters, and doubtless as many par¬
tridge will he killed as woodcock.
VoN

We liave expressed our opinion so often regarding sum¬
mer woodcock shooting that it is almost unnecessary for
us to repeal it. If on no other ground, it should be abol¬
ished to preserve the young rufTed grouse which are shot
in immense numbers in July by pot hunters, who are
privileged by the woodcock law to go into the woods and
slaughter everything, the young grouse being served at
watering-place hotels, either openly as chicken partridges,
or diBguised as “owls.” That woodcock ate not always
old enough to be shot on the 4l,li of July we have ample
evidence. A friend tells us that he killed an old bird and
t hen captured with his hands a young one unable to fly,
near the Bpct from which the first had flushed.
—The Board of Directors of the Illinois State Sports¬
men’s Association are Edward 0. Waller, Audubon Club,
88 East Washington et., Chicago; E. F. Gale, Chicago
Shooting Club; George Sherman, Kennicutt Club; David
F. Bead, Evanston Gun Club; Harvey Miller, Quincy
Shooting Club.
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Another writing from Hazelton, Pa,, says:—
“I got tom teen good bitds in font hours.”

Our accounts from New York Btate are somewhat
meagre. A correspondent who visited Sullivan County,
says: “This part, of the eounly, at least, is a sell as far as
woodcock are concerned. I could have found more birds
within a mile of home.” A fair number of birds have been
killed, principally by market gunners, on the north side of
Long Island, but on the south side birds are very scarce.
Here is what Mr. Holabird writes us from Indiana-.—
Valparaiso, July 5th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream
I was one of the many thousand, who regardless of heat or rain partici¬
pated in the celebration of the opening of the woodcock shoeing aud
my bag was five fall fledged buds. I might have got more, but eleven
o’clock found me complelely fagged. It takes close work to stops
woodcock with u choke-bore, and 1 found it necessary to permit them to
get as far off as I could see them before shooting. They were delicious
eating, but I fear that others will kill the birds about here. “The spirit
is willing but the flesh is weak," aud for comfort’s sake 1 propose that
the season open August 15th. We unfortunately have no close season
for woodcock, but out of respect for the bird, and for the influence it
may have over other sportsmen, I would not shoot them until July 4th.
A sportsman from New York spent some months here the past spring
and to my disgust I learned that he was shooting young cocks, in June.
1 called him a pot-hunter—a disgrace to the fraternity, and suggested that
he was needed in New York, and he went. I'll not indulge in names,
for he is a good fellow in a general way and reads the Forest and
Stream, but he made a mistake shooting woodcock in Jtine in the same
neighborhood with me. Generally speaking I’m peaceful and not dis¬
posed to quarrel, but it made me terribly “riled.” Its only about
seven years ago that woodcock commenced nesting here, and are now
becoming more plentiful. A few years more and we will have glorious
shooting. I am making inquiries as to the chicken shooting and will
write you again soon.
W. H. Holabird.

SEASON.

Woodcock, Pldlohda minor.
Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-blrd,
Black-belhed plover or ox-eye,SguOr Trlnga amencaiia.
tarotahdvetim.
, Gnat marbled godwit,or marlin,
Ring ulover, jSaialUis seminui- Limosa feuoa.
SL v
Willet, 'Manus semipalmalus.
Stilt, ‘or long-shanks, Himanlopus Tattler, Totanus rnelanoleiicus.
nvjAcollis.
Yellow-shanks, Tulanus flampes.
Red-breasted snipe or dowitchur,
MacrorhmnplW arisen*.
“Bay-birds” generally, including various species of plover, Band-piper,
snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, suri-birds, phalaropes, avocets, etc., com
iDg under the group Limacoke. or Shore Birds.

THE

WOODCOCK

SEASON.

T

HROUGH some error of the act, the woodcock sea¬
son opened in this State on July 3d instead of July
4th, as was evidently intended, and as it does in New Jer¬
sey! We are in receipt of a large number of communica¬
tions from various parts of both States, from which we
gather that woodcock are more abundant this season than
they were last, while owing to the extended drought which
has of late prevailed the birds have left their usual feeding
grounds and retired to the recesses of the most impenetra
ble swamps, and small hags are the result. We have con¬
firmation of this in the fact that several gentlemen who
have penetrated to such places have found birds congregated
in considerable numbers. With the first heavy raius they
may he again found in their usual feeding grounds. It is
a fact worthy of notice, that very many young birds, still
unable to fly, have been seen, and another argument in
favor of abolishing summer shooting, or at least extending
the close season. Another indication of abundance is the
market price. Woodcock were retailing last week for 50
cents and 75 cents per pair, and the dealers report that they
have not been so plentiful for years. Rhode Island is send¬
ing a large number of birds to this market.
Sussex Co., New Jersey, has long been a favorite wood¬
cock ground, but a severe hail storm which visited the
county in the spring, particularly in the neighborhood of
Newton, killed off many of the young birds. Mr. Theo.
Morford, of Newton, and son, killed six on the morning of
the 4th, all but one old birds. The Messrs. Woodruff, of
the same place, got eighteen. One correspondent writes as
follows from Hackensack:—
,
tiirda were quite numerous in our neighborhood unlil»ilhio a few
days, and yesterday, to the disappointment of many sportsmen, they
had disappeared. My theory is, that the extreme beat and drought has
driven them Into the mountains. The reports from a number of sports
men I have spoken with to day all agree that the birds have recently
moved into other regions.
W. n,"

Another writes from Paterson:—“I was out two hoursou
the 4th.
Got six the first time and four yesterday.
The villainous pot-hunters kill them all off about here in
June. Lots of quail and partridges in Sussex.” Mayor
De Russy writes from New Brunswick:—“Only killed nine
cock on ‘the 4th; since then have killed four or five. Birds
scarce: ground all dried up." A correspondent wriles
from Hanover Neck, N. J., a noted snipe and woodcock
ground;—
“Daylight was just hovering over the qmet village on the morning of
the 4th, when I started forth. Though other birds were srarceiy awake
the woodcock were lively enough but as usual very shy. .J usl as soon
as I could see clearly I commenced to sboot. Fan and Jeff, my good
do„g were eager assistants. By the way. Fan is one of the best English
setters to be round, and Jeff is one of the Saturn dogs. Before eight
o’clock I came home with thirteen splendid birds. After breakfast I
again started, and by noon pro cured six or seven more, and at night I
had twenty-niue, while a company of seven obtained thirty-six. Yon
that know nothing by experience or such pleasure cannot realize our
feelings as wo «a rvi yi-d oor handsome bag of game. BeTore cctnnienc
ing tile duties of the following day 1 shot nine more, while the company
referred to above only shot eleven. The nine I gave to tie; poor and
Dick among my neighbors, so that some good results, or at least some
oood meals came from my woodcock shooting. By ten o’clock on the
6th of July 1 hod shot forty-six birds since the commencement of the
Benson. The woodcock iu this place arc uncommonly line aDd plenty
this season.
A- D. W.”

Ouc Philadelphia correspondent writes:—
“No respect is felt here for the natural law that woodcock should not
be k died in summer, and even less, {excuse the Biberuiciem), for the
egTsUtive law that July 4th shall be the beginning of the time. Those
who go after the.mud borers anywhere in the vicinity .of Philadelphia
tjfflflad that few of them have escaped.’1

7

New Bedford, July th, ISiB.
Editor Forest and Stream.—
The season for woodcock shooting has commenced, but our long and
severe drought has rendered tbeir usual haunts much of the nature of a
city pavement, so that “bill-sticking”is utterly impossible. Gus \Yhito,
our veteran gunner, in ft day’s hunt only shot seven, and others report
no birds to be seen.
Concha .

—Our correspondent “Teal” writes from Salem, Mass:—
“The woodcock season has opened. Advices from Woburn, Mass.,
give as follows: toil buds to two guns, twelve buds to two guns: at
Salem, one bird to two guns, two birds to two guns. Some of the oldest
shooters think the birds are In the moult. The grounds are very dry
aud we need rain.”

frontier settlement of nny size east of Llauo Eetacado, After a short
stay at Griffin, we started Tor home, Ootober 1st, by Camp Colorado, ar¬
riving safely after some twelve days travel with 550 buffalo hides Worth
about $2.50 each; 61)0 wolf sitius worth $1,50 each; 200 deer hides worth
$1 each; 150 pounds of honey worth IS* cents a pound, and sundry deer
hams dried and smoked, which in all netted ns rhe snug little sum of
$2,500. The trip was highly enjoyed by all, and we were well satisfied
with the profits. I am about reluming with a friend or two to take very
nearly Ihe same trip, and there is a chance for two or three more sports¬
men to join the putty according to the notice inserted in another column.
OaMT Brady .

Creedmoob.—The event at Creed moor on Saturday was
the eighth competition at short range for the Turf, Field
and Farm badge. The weather was so unbearably liot
that tbe number of competitors was smaller than is usual
in tire contests for this trophy, bat. twenty-eight appearing
at tbe firing point. The conditions were ten shots each at
200 yards, off-hand. Mr. D. F. Davids was the successful
man, with a score of 44 out of a possible 50 points. The
total scores were as follows:—
Name.
D F. Davids_
W. Robertson. .
D. E. Venuett...
C. E. Hnntingioi
Henry Fulton...

Alexander Pyle..
J. N. Bruyn .
L. C. Bruce.
J. A. Gee.
J. E. Irwin.
W. H. Cochran...

Total. I Name.
.44 W. B. Farwell.
.41 Thou. Lloyd.
.41 W. C. Clark.
.40 II. W. Goufley.
.4U J W. Tudd.
.S'J
T. M.Richards..
,« J. Shield.
wis Cm
..3!i
. . I.. Allen.
G. F. Merchant..
E. H. Madison...
Geo. Waterman..

New' York.—At tho shoot of the Saratoga Ritto Club ’
on the 4th inst., prizes were won as follows:—Badge for
200 yards, off-hand, Wimbledon targets, by N. F. Howard-,
score, 42 out of 50. Badge of Honor, by Jerome Pitney;
distance 500 yards; score, G9 out of 75. Bull’s-eye Badge,
for the greatest number of bull’s-eyes, at 800, 900 and 1,000
yards, by Odell Gates.
Rifle match at Blooming Grove Park, July 6th, 1876,
200 yards, off-hand. Prize, army pistol:—
Name.
H. Kltinhftns.
J. Atkinson..,..
B F Van Etlen_
L.Wetitlmiok.

Score. Total I Name.
3 4 0
7|J. Avery .
5 4 2
lljG. JI. Glenney.
4 4 3
JI M. Nucassorich.
3 3 2
8|Dr. Houghton.

Score. Total.
4 2 0
fid
5 3 3
Iff
8 0 3
fin
3 3 0
0

Score. Total, I
Etlen. .. 2 itoO
4

Illinois.—The Chicago Rifle Club contended on the/
On Monday evening of this week a Woodcock, not hav¬ 18th inst. for three prizes of law books, oJIercd by tlic firm
ing the fear of the skill of the Newark, N. J., sportsmen of B. Callahan & Co., aud valued at .$50. The shooting
was off hand, at 200 yards, 3 righting and 15 scoring shots.
before his eys, alighted ou Pleasant avenue in l.ite midst of As will he seen, Waller Burnham look first prize; 8. W.
that city, when it was discovered and brought to hay by Burnham second, and O. C. Binds mot third. The follow¬
our shooting friend Mr. Hobart. The bird, although ful¬ ing is the score, out of a possible 75:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Tutsi. I
ly grown, was rather thin iu flesh, in consequence, it is
Walter Burnham.
IKiG. Fuller. ....
supposed, of having been chased up and frequently shot at S. W. Burnham.G0JJ. A. Bhailet.
O.
C.
Black
met..58.
B.
8.
Thompson.....Hi
before the season opened by the pop shooters of that city.
J. W. Roberts.58 U. W. S, Cleveland.4a
Another woodcock was flushed recently in the centennial H. G. Howe.58 T. Bnidwcll.W
Clark Burnham.5(JJ
grounds, in ihe immediate vicinity of our Hunter’s Camp.
Wisconsin.—The sixth competition at 500 yards, for
Pennsylvania.—Greenville, Pennsylvania, boasts a
the Brodhead field glass prize came off last. Friday, it waa
Sportsman’s Club of forty members. Recently they held
their regular pigeon tournament,, comprising matches of the general feeling among the boys that this would wind
five uuiflen birds', and one at double rises. In the first up the competition. Fii lcliug i id Bangs having each won
Mr. J. C. Worst took first money, L. B. Arkwright second, the glass twice, both felt sure of winning. Fielding slm ls
in with two outers and gives it up. Bangs smiles, lie never
and J-F. Nelson third. Iu the ten bird match Mr. II.
Croslhwaite was the only one who killed his ten birds mukes outers; has a sure thing now; that glass will comm
straight, Messrs Worst and Nelson dividing second money, in handy for the Fourth of July. Just what he needs Cm
Arkwright taking third, and Geo. Miller fourth. In the view- the balloon ascension. Turner don’t say much, but
double rises at three pairs, H. Adset took first, D. Streeter means business. Now is his opportunity. That glass wclh?
second, and J. F. Nelson third prize. A number of oilier won is as good as forty dollars saved. He w'orks haul, ,
takes the smile from Bangs, aud wears it, himself. But
matches and sweepstakes wound up the tournament.
only for a short time. Y’ale came in a little late, but lies
Rhode Island.—Few Port, July 10. The bay birdB down at “length" to business; gets away with all the hoys,,
have begun their flight. A small bag, consisting of yellow- aud wins the glass once, with a score of 71 out of a pos<
legs, fdowitchers, and one Wilson’B snipe, was.made by a sible 75:—
oart’v on the marsh near Easton’s pond last Friday.
Name
Total. I Namev
TotfflL
Shot.
Fielding...66|Turner.-...
Banen.tib. Johnston.:.
.7,
“
ilIVValr.
New Club.—A correspondent writes from San Fran¬
I..
m
cisco Cal., under date of June26: “A Pigeon Shooting
JaWley.'6|
WaDWau.
Club has been established in this city under the name of
An International Match.—A match was shot at Os
the Forest aud Stream Pigeon Shooting Club, with a view
wego on the 4th, between teams of six men each, from tllj
to encourage the uso of the gun and to enforce the game
Fortv-ninth Hastings’ Rifles, of Belleville, Canada, ani
laws of the State. The club will hold its first shoot within
the Twenth*eighth Regiment N. G. S. N. Y., of Oswego
two weeks, and the first prize will be a gold medal, with
resulting in a victory for the latter. Seven ahota war
the face inscribed as follows: Forest and Stream Cham¬
fired from each range, with the following result:—
pion Medal, San Francisco, California, 1870.’ The Club
has adopted the no boundary ;rule, which seems to give
AMERICAN TEAM.
200 500 600 TO I Name.
200 500CWI
good satisfaction among the members of the Hit or Miss
Name.
28 26 17
fl j Tames Hall.25 26 12
I. 8. Barton..
Club of this citv. It has also adopted the U. and T. ground
31 15 23
B6IC. A. Bcrlon. 30 18 23
A. Cavalier. —
—
traps for the first time in California. 1 will inform you of
L. L. Barnes. 29 27 21
the result of the new club shoot as soon as it takes place.
3eo. White.30 31 20
Quail."

PROFITABLE

HUNTING

IN TEXAS.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
As I contemplate Inking a small party West, iora bant, (mention of
wlrich ia made elsewhere iu year paper,) I will give you a slight descrip
lion of my last hunt in that region. Ou August 16th, 1875, a yoaogman
from the Bast, a young Tesna ranchero, aud myself started from the
ranch on the Arryo San Geronimo, about thirty miles northwest from
San Antonio. on our yearly hunt to the clear fork of the Brazos River,
by way of the head of Rio Medina above Horse Valley settlement. After
dnu preparations we left the much about 2 P.M. We successively
crossed the northwest fork or San Geronimo, Bluff Creek, and Pipe
Creek, along which are some of the finest scenery aud most flourishing
settlements on the southwest frontier, aud passed through Baudera, the
county seat, as well as settlements in Monroe and Horse Valley. Wo
now tirrivod at the liead-watera of the Medina, which is surrounded on
oil sides by rugged hills with here and there a beautiful valley. Here is
the home of red deer. Here we passed a few days iu the faschmtir.R
sport of lining bees iuiiouk the limber, on the low lint menus, taking
several hundred pounds of ilDe houey in the comb, besides titling many
deem and bears, and countless turkeys anil partridges. We fouud our
long range rifles to bo just tbe tiling ou ibis trip, being tbe two banded
United States needle guns. Leaving the Medi na behind us we crossed the
Guadalupe to the “Jeeuies,” a branch of the Llano, and also the main
Btrearn, Sliding an abundance of flue sport and plenty of game, and a
beanliful country. Leaving tbe Llano we struck out for Camp Concho,
on the Concho River, a targe United States Post, situated at the southern
limit of ihe- buffalo country, spending a fuw days at Concho, gathering
pecans, vlsniug the line springs at Kickapoo, hunting and enjoying ourselves generally. Leaving Concho, we struck the buffalo country where
we spent a few weeks hunting buffalo, poisoning wolves, shooting ante¬
lope etc.; and at length, on September 25th,reaehe4 Griffin, the last.

CANADIAN TEAM.
800 500 600 T’il Name200 500 600
Name,
28 23 10
(illa. Tammadge
27 13 10
t, Marshall
nc
at
1t3
7’-? , W.
K\r v'ii'r'tiiu
( 'ai-cnrh 32
M3 28 14
I. Bennett,- 2S
D. Cunningham.3U
. Hilton.32

— . J Total. iso««

N. R. A.—We have received the Report of the Nationi
tifle Association for 1875. Iu addition to the reports L
he various officers and committees, it contains a list of
arious matches of the Association, with scores, etc,, nlsOl
Ue principal matches of affiliating clubs, and a detaUdtt]
ccount of the last International match at Dollymountj
vilh diagrams of targets, etc. Much interesting matter, J
aluable also for reference, is included in the pages of thd
ast Report.
_

Horse Laws.—It has been decided that when a horse ot
carriage is let out for hire for the purpose of performing ■
particular journey, the party lcttjug warrants the horse jB
carriage fii and competent fur such a journey. If l§j
hirer {reals the horse or carriage as any prudent man wo
do, he is not answerable for aDy dunlin'll that either miff
receive. Bui he must use the horse for the purpose a
whieh he hired him. For instance, u horse hired for Sffl
die must not be used in harness. H the hirer violates til
express condition of tbe contract, he is liable for any daB
age that may occur. If the horse is stolen through llj
hirer’s„ negligence, such
as leaving the
door open j
-— stable
— —
igtit, he must answer for it. But if he is robbed of :
by highwaymen, when traveling the usual road at tisiu
lueatili
hours, he cannot he held lor damages. As these questiur”1
UiierprijJ
are frequently in dispute, these decisions may be 1UU
ing.
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DOG.—ROBINSON’S "JACK,"

the famous red setter, brother to Scott Rodman's Dash tnow dead), is offered for stod pm-poses
at $35 for service. Address W. H., at this office.
jrdia-tf_i__

“rnOR SALE-PRICE $50.—A FINE
Jj
all-liver Cocker bitch. 3 years old; a good re¬
triever; a genuine woodcock and grouse dog, fully
guaranteed in every way. Also a hue English setter
bitch, 8 months old, lemon and while, from good
stock, with pedigree; with a little wo>k can he used
this fall. Price $25. Address ROBERT WALKER,
Franklin. Delaware County, N. Y.
jn!13-2

P) ED

IRISH

SETTER” PUPS

FOR

L sale—Sire, imported red Irish Don, Dan, Maud,
grand dam Gypsy by Rodman's Dash; fall pedigree
giveu by inquiring of C. MILKY, Lancaster, Pa.
jul)2-5t_

Northern Railway of Long
Canada and Colling
wood Lake Supe¬
rior Line.
-

ONLY FIRST-CLASS ROUTE TO TUB BEAUTI¬
FUL INLAND LAKES OF CANADA
AND LAKE SUPERIOR.
Three express l.raius dully north from Toronto.
Steamers leave Oollinewood every Thursday at 6 P.
M., on arrival of steamboat express. .leaving Toronto
at noon.

Lake Conoliieliing:
AND THE

LISTEN!
The Sportsmen’s Bell tells
the position of the dog,
causes the birds.to lie closer.
Rapidly coining into use in
■arh woodcock shooting,
ticking and general Bhooting, where the cover is
thick, bold by dealers in
guns and sporting goods BEVIN BROS. MANU¬
FACTURING CO., East Hampton, Conn. Jn6 3m

£ AiE.-rV^r exceedingly
_IJ
good, slaunch, thoroughbred, well-broken set¬
ter dog, perfect in retrieving. Sold for want of user
Address J. R. N., at tliis office.
Ju6 It

Lakes of MiiSkoka
Are the coolest and most fleiislilful Summer watering
places in Northern Canada. Tan rists preceding down
rhe St. Lawrence can make a pleasant doionr from
Toronto to Conchiching in live hours mi express train,
with Drawing R ioin Conche-, thus visiting the most
charming of the chain of Lakes.

Excursion Tickets
At greatly reduced rates during months of July, Au¬
gust and September; may be had from COOK, SON &
JENKINS- 2^1 Broad way. New Voik and Centennial
Grounds, Philadelphia.

ALFRED TELFER,

FTJF1PIES FOJE& SALE.

ONE RED DOG

SIX WEEKS OLD,

by Snltus1 Dash out of Bonnet Carre; price
825. One red bitch four months old, very promising,
bv Bliven’e Jack, out of Belle, by Rodman's Dash;
price S25. One red and white dog, by JewelL1 a im¬
ported Red out of Nell, bv Russell's Bob; price $15.
Address WM. M, TILESTON, this office.
j u29 tf

The

THE MEW KENNEL.
subscriber, haying had

long experience in handling and breaking dogs,
has secured a place at Penuiugton, N, J-. wliereho
is prepared to break anti board setters, pointers, and
spaniels. Reference: Field Editor of Forest Amu
Stream. Nemr York. H. YAN SOHOICK, Penning¬
ton, N, j,ju29 Bt

Gen

Agt. Nortlicrn
way, Toi-outo.

liailJnfl 8kft

The Rangeley Lakes
TIA

FARMINGTON

AND

PHILIPS.

THE ORIGINAL AMI ONLY OIKK< T ROUTE
TO THE It IMrKLEY L \K EH, TIIE FA
YOKITE HAUNT OF I »IE USER
A AD TROUT, 1* BY

Maine Central Railroad

CARD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.

B
First-class accommodation; plenty of spring water;
terms low. Address HENRY B. HURST, Rock
Farm, Glen. Cove, L. I„ or 7! Green Ave., Brooklyn.
References:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street,
Thos. E. Smith. 428 Canal.
William A. Eadiy, 96 Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest and Stream, 17 Chatham.
ap!27 3m

PURE

BRED

sale.
City, Del.

Pedigrees.

SETTER PUPS FOP.
M. VON CULIN. Delaware
dcc23eow 6m

SPRATT’S

Train leaves Portland daily, a I 1:20 P. M., or on
rival of trains from Boston, Tor Farmington nud
Rangeley Lattes, arriving at Farmington at 0:35. malt¬
ing close connection with stages for Philips u
GreenvaJe. Bound 1 rip tickets from Boston iJaety
or Boston via Maine Railroads to Rangeley Lakes a. _
return by the way of Funniogum, $l-t, 00, Portland,

$11.00.

The Maine Central is also the only land route to
TU oosehead Lake. Tickets from Boston i o J\LF Kiuuo
House and return only
Portland $12 Offi
Special rates for parties can be obtained by address¬
ing F. E. BOOTH BY, General Ticket Agent Maine
Central Railroad, Portland,

PAYSON TUCKER,
SUP^T MAINE CENTRAL It. It,

Patent Meat Fifarine Dog Cakes.
They contain meat- and that anti-scorbutic fruit, the
date (the only substitute for fresh vegetable*), and
the exclusive use of winch in the manufacture of dog
food is secured to us by patent; they will keep dogs in
perfect condition without other food, and obviate
worms. Every cake is stamped “Spratt’s Patent.”
Be sure to observe this. For sale by F. O. deLUZE,
18 Smth William St., N. Y., in cases of 1 cwt.
apH3 _
_

For sale—full Gordon setter.

Pnps, over four months old. Both sire, Tom,
and dam, Jtnnie, are very hard to beat on quail and
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve hitches. Inquire of
apl20
H. B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.

ENRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT¬
LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport'ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable coiiipen.sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street.Oct 22
Tlie Infallible Fislx Bait.
Having perfected a suitable Paste for Fish Bait, the
undersigned offers same to the sporting fraternity, as¬
suring them that it will prove more remunerative
than any known substance for the purpose of angling.
It is of a pale white color, square in form. By soak¬
ing in water a few seconds it becomes pliable. Tak¬
ing a small piece, size of a pea, and pressing the
same on or about the eye of the hook and using regu¬
lar bait, any angler can kill to his heart’s content.
Price 2 cents each, post paid. Address JOS. L ABADIE. Galveston, Texas.
Jn6 3m

Founded July i, ISOS.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
Anglers and Ton flats wishing To vLIt the famous
rivers of No it hern New lifunsw ick anti (Quebec anj
informed t hat excess ar.commodal ion rraiii? now run
dally between Si.. John, N. B., and lLvJere du Loup.
Q,. Passengers leaving St. John by the morning
train can reach Miramtehi. XepissiquiL Restigouclie.
Mctapodia, and other famous rivers trie Mime day.
C, J. Brydges, General Superintendent Government
Railways.Jnd 2m

'J'HE “FISHING LINE.”

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF NORTHFIiX AUCUl&AN} VIA

Gratui Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Hapida &• Cincinnati Short. Line.)
The waters of lh« Grimd Traverse Region ami
the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equalled, m the great abundance and variety of liab
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
Waters.
Brook Trout Reason open* IVIiiy 1st.
Grayling Season opens June 1st,
Black Bass, Pike, Pickerel, mul Muscalonge a .
also found in large numbers la the many lakes and.
lakelets of this territory. Tlic sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or ‘'Club'’at
home, as ice for packing Osh can be Lad at many
points.
T ake your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering vvilh hay fever aud asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are, n
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities i an red to tourists and
spo tsmen; also on and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner's risk
Comp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families a
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home" o
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, &c., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. AT. A„
rhfiy^4m_
Grand Rapids, Mich.

F~OR

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,

Office, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

NEW

HAVEN,

HARTFORD.

Springfield, "While ,\1 mini kins, Montreal and.
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. It. Northern leaves Pier No. 25, East. River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third slreet,
East River, at 3:15P.M. A passenger train will bo
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven ana leave for
Springfield and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York
at 11 P. M., connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf at New Haven, leaving St 5:15 A. M.
Tickets sold and baggage checked at 944 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return. $1.50 Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General
Agent,
my2otf,
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island railroad.

IVTEW YORK & LONG BRANCH R.R,

LESSEE, FLUSHING, N. S. AND CENTRAL
AND SOUTHERN R R OF LONG ISLAND.
Trains leave Long Island City as follows:—
From F. N. S. lind Central Depot north of Ferry—
For Flushing (Bridge street). College Point and
White.rtone—6.35, S.20, 9.10, 11.03 A. M.: 12.35. 1.
33, 3 ill, 4 03, 6 03 , 5 31, 0.05, 6.31, 7.03, 7.35, 8.55 P.
M.; 12-01 A. M.
For Flushing (Main slvcel) and Great, Neck Branch
7.35 A. M ; 1,40. 5 31, 7,03 P M., and 12.01
A M. Saturday flights. For Main street only—9.04,
11.03 A.M.; 12.05,’ 2 05, 3.04,4.33, 5.03, 0.05. 6.81, 7.
85 P. M.
For Flushing. Central Depot, Creedmoor, Garden
City and Hempstead—7 35, 9,61. 11 03 A.M.; I, 2 05,
5.03, 0.0% 7.03 P.M.; and 12.01 Wednesday and Sat¬
urday nielils. For Central Depot aud Garden City—
4 33 P. M.
For Babylon—9 04 A. M. 2 05; 4.33 P. M.
For Patehogue—2 05, 4.33 P. M.
From Long Island and Southern Depot, sontb of
Ferry;
For Jamaica—6.35, 7.03, 8 S3. (. 03, 10, 11.32 A.
M-; 1.30, 3 03, 4.03, 5, 5.30, 0.03, 0.30. 7P. M
ForRoekaway and Horkaway Beach—7.03,10, ll.
32A. M.; 1.30. 4.03, 5 P. M.
For Far Koukatvay ouly-6.s5, 9.05, A. M., 3,08,6.
30.7 P.M.
For Locust Vallcy-6,35,8-30, 10 A. M.; 8.03, 4.03,
5, 5.30. 6.80 P. X.
For Hempstead—7.03,8.30, 11.32 A. M.; 3.03.4.03,
5.30 P. M.
For Port Jefferson—0.30,10 A. M.; 5 P. M. Northport—103, o.ao P. M.
For Babylon—7.03, 8.30, 11.32 A. ML; 4.08, 5.6.0S
P.M.
For Islip—7 03, 8.30 A. M.;5P. M. Patchoguo, 8.
30 A. M.,o P. Jo.
For Riverhead—9.05 A. M., 3.03. 4 P. M.
For Green port and Sag Harbor Branch—9.05 A.M.,
and 4 P. M.
For Creedmoor only—4 P. M.

LN
CENTRAL RAILROAD OF N. J.
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN NEW YORK, LONG
BRANCH, OCEAN GROVE, SEA GIRT
AND SQL AN.
Time-table of June libh, 1876: Trains leave New
York from foot of Liberty street. North River, ut 7.
30, 9.00,11.45 A. M-, 1.45. 345 4.30 and 6 00 P. M.
All trains run to Long Branch. The 7.IP, 9.00 11.
45 A. M..1.4S 3.45,4.30 P.M. trains run through to
Sea Girt and Squau.
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at MATTEWAN STATION with all trains.
li. P. BALDWIN, Gen..Pass. Agt.
R. E. Rirncn, Snpl, and Engr.
jnU3 3nii

SUNDAY TRAINS.
From F. N. S. and C. Depot, north of Ferry:
For Flushing (Bridge street), College Point and
Whitestone—8."9 30, 11 A. M.; 12,30,3 30 5.15, 0,35,
8 P. M.
For Great Neck Branch—11.15 A. M., 4.15,6 45 P.M.
For Flushing (Main street)—9.15,10.33 A, M.; 12.
40, 2 05. 4.15, 6.45,10 P. M.
For Garden City and Hempstead—9.15,11 33 A.M.,
5 05 P.M.
For Babylon ahd Patchogue—9.15 A. M. and 5.05
P.M,
From Long Island and Southern Depot, south Of
Ferry:
Ftafffar Uockaway and Kockaway Beach—9,10,11
A. M , I 30. 6.10 P. M.
For Norkhport and Port Jefferson—8, 9.30 A. M.
Northport—bVIOlk M.
For Locust,."Valley Branch—9 30 A. M., 6.40 P. M.
For Babylon-9 A. M., 6 40 P. M.
Ferry boats leave New York, foot of JarneB Slip,
Sundays excepted, from 7 A. M. to 7 P M., every 30
minutes previous to the departure of trains from
Longlsland City. Suuday boots from James Slip—
9.30. 10.30, 11.30 A. M-; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C, 7 P. M.
Ferry boats leave New York, foot of East l’birtyfourlli street, every fifteen minutes previous to the
aeparttfroqf’.tiam?.___
‘

Tlie Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard'* “Electric"’ Powder,
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canis¬
ters of 1 lb, only.
Hazard's “American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (line) to 8 (coatse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting. Weil adapted to short guns.
Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 64 and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service* ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’s “Kentucky Klfle.”
FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting’’ FG, in kegs of 25
124, and 64 lbs. and cans Of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed In 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorito brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
iB the standard Rifle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING ANDBLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had. of dealers, or of the Compa¬
ny’s ageuta in every prominent city, or wholesale at

88 Wall Street. New York.

(> U N POWDER,

Dupont’s

upIIE SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
This great corporation now owns and Operates over
two thousand nrilea of road, radiating Trom Chicago.
Like the fingers in a mun’s hand, its lines reach in alt
directions, ani cover about, ail the country north*
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine* Kenosha. Milwaukee, and the conntry north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown. Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Eacanaba, to Nagaunee and Marquette; with an¬
other line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona* Owatonna, St.
Pei or, Mankato, New tllni, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another liuestarts from
Gliihago and runs through Elgin aud Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
Galina and Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Still
another line inns almost due westward, and-passes
through Dfxott* Sterling, Fnlton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
j; .Tv'K V* vf' dIRov h. Grand Junction, to Council
Ijiutfo aim utnaUtf* TffiL 1
named is the “GREAT
T E AN S-00 NT IN EN T A L ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, aud the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Ldko City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. snn Francisco, and all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN:
THIS LINE TRESENTS PECULIAR ADVAN
TAGES-FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN. DUCK,
GEE-E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road In the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
Pike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern aud Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN BUGII1TT,
Gen, Supt.* Chicago.

W, IT. STENNETT,
Gen. Puss. Agt., Chicago,

up! li

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COMP’Y
Respectfully invite attention to the

SuperiorFacilities
afforded hy their lint a for reaching most of the TROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the Middle
Srates. These lilies being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS* avoid the difficulties aud a
geis of reshipmenl. while the excellent cars run o
the smooth steel t racks unable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The Pennsylvania

Kail road

Company

also reach the beat localities for

GUNNING

AND

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON* MINNE^UA, and
other-well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points oil the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr,, Geufi Pass, Agent.
Fra^k Thomson, Gen'l Manager.
feblT tf

SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER.
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(EsTAmasinro ra 1801),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years.
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCK I KG, EAGLE RIFLE, AM) 1)1 AA1QKD GRAIN FODDER.
The most Popular I’owder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Sitipping anil Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sale in all parts of the country.

Represented

F. L. Knecland,
Feh 10-1y

70 Wall Street, New York.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in scaled 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-louding gnus, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and. clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in inetnl kegs of 64 lbs- each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The host for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs Of 26 lbs., 131 lbs.,
and 64 lbsM ami in canisters or 1 lb. and 4 lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less residnnm than any other brands made.
BLASTING, WINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS,
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
A PP A 17 A T'TTQ

1 LAFLIM & RAND POWDER Co..
26 Murray
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

St., N. Y.
man iifEici urers of t he celebra¬
of GUNFOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A, U. BOGAHDUS, the
of I,he World,

FOREST AND STREAM HAT.
Hats is Evany Style.

N. Espsnscheid, I IS Nassau.

UHILADELIt’HIA,

FOREST AND STREAM
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palyls mul $c^orta for§>$ort§mm.

PAVILION HOTEL,

Brook trout fishing.—The Scup-

NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,

pemong Springs Honso is now open for the ac¬
commodation of fishermen and others. Tnis House
is situated three miles from North Prairie Station,
Waukesha connty, Wis., at the Scuppcrnong Trout
Ponds, whore is to be found the best trout fishing in
the Northwest. Conveyance can always be had at
the station, 'forms $2 per day. Trout always on the
table. Dead fish, 50 cents a pound. For further in¬
formation address II. F. DOUSMAN, North Prairie,
Wis.
_jni!3-4t

BAY

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

ties. Shinnecock Bay. the beat shooting
ground in the vicinity of New York. Wm. N. Lane
respectfully informs hi* friends that, having largely
added to the Smingville House, he is prepared to en¬
tertain and tiilie care of It's guests In ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaran¬
teed. The young bay birds are now coming In and
good bags are ihe order of the day. Address Wm.
N. LANK, Good Ground Station, L. I. Dive wild
geese stools for spring and fail shooting.
jul13-3m

BOW-EACESTG ROWING GEAR.

R. T. COLE, Proprietor.

A] (REVOLUTION

Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promenade piazza 8(0 feet
long.
jc*8 dm

II. L. DUNCKLEE’S

BOATING.

PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

PROSPECT PARK HOTEL,
CATSKILL, N. Y.
High elevation, mountain air, with scenery unsur¬
passed in the world; SOacres of grounds. First-class
accommodation fur 390 lo 400 guests. Accessible by
day boats and cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
visiting this de’ightful resort with a view to secure
rooms, will be impressed with it* unnsnal attractions.
Address JOHN BREASTED, Cutskill.
jn29 3nio

rice Take,

IDLE WILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A delightful summer resort for gentlemen and their
wives on Stony Point. Bass. Pickerel, Mascalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc^ DENID. Proprietor.
***C&r§ from Toronto to Port Hope or Coboure, or
joat from Rochester to Port Hope._je22 3m

TORDAN HOUSE.—“HEAD OF THE
J
BOG
Onposite the month of Jordan River,
Dolton, St. Lawrence connty. N. Y., M. H. OBER.
Proprietor. Parlicular attention given to carting
Boats and Baggage to Moosebead. Boarding Sporting
Parties a specialty. Experienced and reliable gnules
abtained on short notice. P. O. Address, South Col¬
on, St. Lawrence conuty. N. Y. Reference mNew
York, John P. Waters. 12 John street._jc22 4t

STOVE.
PATENTED JUNE 22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 85 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. ket tle, 6 qL. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, ronnd tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridirou. tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston Maas.

The House for Sportsmen.
•

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

PROVINCE

OF

QUEBEC,

XV. JAMERSON, Prop’r.
A, W. HUBBARD, Business Manager.

LOCATED ON BT. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
BTS THE TWO PRINCll-AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A

FEW KErECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can he accommodated by a private
family strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for t he whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The bonse is situated witbiD 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65', Via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
2l)0 yards from the house. Address
* L. GARVER, 2908 N. 16th St., Philadelphia,

BELMONT

HOTEL,

623 and 625 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
bystreet cars and si ages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
feining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rales. The
most, convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
homo, and first-class accommodations at prices adapts
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the “BELMONT.”
mchaO Om
IlARDY & CO., Proprietors,

BOA.RD AT HIGH BRIDGE FOR TWO

K

persona; private family; high aud spacious
ound-i and stable; convenient to Harlem River;
mtingand fishing; thirty minut es from Forty-second
street Station. Hudson River Railroad, Address E.
M. B„ this office.jeB tf

Rossin House,

Toronto, Canada.
SON, Proprietors.

SHEARS &
This house is u favorite resort for gentlemen sporttmen from all parte of the United States and Canada.

All about Florida,

no ques-

tion can be asked about Florida, her lands,
■products, health, climate, resources, labor, population,
&c
that is not answered in the Florida NewYorker. It is edited by a gentleman who has lived
there over 25 years, is a practical farmer and a fine
writer. Published: weekly, by the Florida NewYorker Publishing Co., 22 Beekman-st., N- Y. City,
£fc $2 per Annum, or Single Copy, 10 cents.
Jub-tf

BOUDREN’S
Patent Combination
Reflecting

JACK and
FISHING LAMP.

JACK LAMP

Jack Lamp.

SUPPORT.

H. L. DUNCKL.EE,

Box 2710.

Boston.

For sale at SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 17 Ann
street, New'York City, aud R. H. KILBY’S, 346 St.
Paul street, Montreal,
^jT~Agents wrantedin every town.
jnll3-4teow

A a opportunity is left for two or three
/ \
good sportsmen to join the SELECT HUNT¬
ING PARTY about starting Tor the Southwest fron¬
tier. None bnt those fully able to bear the expense,
and willing to rough it need apply.
CAMP BRADY. CbarleBtown DiBtnct,
jull3.lt
23 Bartlett Street, Boston, Maes.

C. S. BROWN & J. Q- PE RLEY, Pboprietobs,
Montreal, Canada,

POWDER MILLS,

OFFICES—IS Broad st., Boston; 19 Exchange
Buffalo; 9 Slats st., Chicago; 89? N. Socondst., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.
Doc2
The ware is so constructed that it nests and packs
in the oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for pack¬
ing half a dozen plates, knives, forks, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price complete, $15. i
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

brooms hotel,

OTTAWA HOTEL,

ORIENTAL

GUNPOWDER.

SELECT HUNTING PARTY

House new, large, and well kept, good bar, Ac.
Free bus to depot. Daily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trunk Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst or an excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lnnge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout Bass, and Pickerel Board $1.25 per day.
jel 3m
L. H. BROOKS, Proprietor.

MIDDLEFTELD, CONN.

BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sportingland Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting: Powders.

This is one of the finest fishing localtics in the East¬
ern Townships of Canada, and is situated at the outet of LakeMeinphremagog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ayre- Flat, on Pasumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport.__ 3el 3m

WATERLOO, PROVINCE QCEBEC, CANADA.

W31. LY31AN. Patentee.
je!5 5t

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

Bromfield House,
Messenger

This rowing gear is an invention which allows the rower to face forward Instead of backward, pulling In
the same manner as with ihe ordinary oars. The oarsman faces the direction in which he goes, and rows faster
and more easily than with auy other oar. The stroke is longer than with Ordinary oars, The oars can be closed
no out of the way without detacbiDg them from the gunwale. The boatman makes no more effort in steering
ihau iu directing his course while walking These oars can be attached to and detached from the boat very
quickly, and they cau be closed up in a convenient form for carrying. Can be attached to any boat, aud is es¬
pecially adapted to hauling, fishing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Address, dariDg Centennial, ‘‘Hunter's
Camp” of Forest and Stream, Centennial Brauoh P. 0., Philadelphia.

FOR

Tlie Southwest.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

Garries

paper

or

metallic

SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but lfr pounds, and is only 1* inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
e
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
I ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas¬
urement, outside of vest.
. „ „ „
iv-23-lv
N. ft. GQftS. NPOPhn FalN.jUn

J. H.

^ J

TRIP.
Useful for Night Hunting, Fishing, Riding
For Spearing
Horseback, and in open wagons. Light isttnututt inti raq
For Night Hnnling.
der perfect control of wearer by slight move1
■
1
DEER, COONS, Etc. | ment of body, leaving head and arms free.
Lighting Camps and Landings
This Lamp supplies a want long felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them a reliable Light, with which tbev can
hunt and fish it
Fits any cam
. _,____, ..._,
I
each. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination berore payment.

WHITE

MANUFACTURING COMF’Y,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

A larger size is made, which is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stables, Storehouses, Sugar Bouses,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Send
for circulars.
jeSS

N. Y. Safety Steam
Office:

30

Power Co.,

COUBTLANDT

S»T.,

^,

Taxidermis,t
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
stands, Bucks’
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads,
Taxidermists’
I supplies. Skins
and eggs for col1 lections, Aquaria
and stock, In¬
sects, Chrysa¬
lides, Coral,
Shells, &c.
Ageut*:
Merrol Ryder,
55 Jack on St..
St. Paid, Mint'.,
and Baton. Holberton &TCo,. 102 Nassau street, N. k

J. AVALLACE,

BUILDERS OF

STEAM LAUNCHES &

YACHTS,

4ND THEIR MACHINERY. Also. MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR._aplb3m

NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERIES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, aud Reptiles of any kind in the
known world, put up in the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a hnmmiug-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
__
mch30 tf
No. 19 NORTH WILLIAM 8T..N, Y.
Birds ahd Animals Preserved to Order be

R.L

NEWCOMB,

TAXIDERMIST.
NO. ? CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Inatrnctions given.
may25 tf

ARTIFICIAL EYES
For Birds and Animals,
BREWSTER & KAOWLTON,
IS Arch St , Boston, Mass., Importers and Dealers,
at Wholesale and Retail.
mchfl eofim.

CHALLENGE.

MEDALS OR BADGES.

The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities ho damn* for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of tlie Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, SOU rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at S00.500 and 1,000 yardis respectively, aud
100 rounds in any position at same distances; the SOO
rounds equally diyided at the three ranges: sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot guns.
Inquire for the “Dtttmar Powder” of yonr dealer,
or address the
PITTMAR. POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Nefokbst, Mass-

We are now preparod *o furnish badges or medals
of any description at abort notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making cood
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fur¬
nished on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
mayll 3tn

MANUFACTURING jewelers.
922 Broad street, Newark, N. f-3

FOREST AND STREAM
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THE NEW BALLARD.

B.

APPLETON

Sehoverling & Daly,
184 and 86 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Hunting, Sporting, Perfecting, Pacific, Off-Hand and Creedmor.

have just published

I.

INCLUDING TOURS AND EXCURSIONS. With
IlluatratioDo and Maps.
Paper covers, 50 cents:
.ft1’ !?t ce,nJ:a- Tbls forma a companion volume
to tbe Hand-Book of Cities.” It combines fulness
and precision of information with the utmost attain¬
able economy of space, and to present the inforuiation in such a manner as to secure the greatest possi¬
ble facility of consultation.
EL.

The American Angler’s Guide.

MANNING’S

fll ANNUAL,

FOR

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

FOR 1876,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

WILL BE

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Published Shortly,

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
math? of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlav for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant onr BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.'sShells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee23 tf

CO.,

Appleton’s illustrated llaud-Book of
American Summer Resorts,

Tlie Killing; jt*i*ononncedL Perfection toy the Best Judges.

Paper and Metallic Shells

&

549 and 551 Broadway, New York,

Or, COMPLETE FISHERS’MANUAL for tbo Uniled Males, Containing the Opinions and Practices
u "£P®rionced Anglers of both Hemispheres: with
the \anous Modes Adopted in Ocean, River, Lake,
and Pond Fishing; the usual Tackle and Baits Reqmretl; Instructions in the Art of making Artificial
Flies; AJetliods of Making Fish Ponds, Transporta¬
tion of Fish, etc. Fifth edition, revised and greatly
enlarged and improved. Handsomely illustrated. By
Joiw J, Brown. 1 vol., 12mo. $2.
Either of the above sentyra? by mail to anv address
on receipt of the price.
'jnll3-lt

ATTENTION

RIFLEMEN!

The “FOREST & STREAM” New

Hand-BooK for Riflemen.
MANNING’S YACHT AGENCY, Office of “MAN¬
NING'S YACHTING ANNUAL.”
A'large number of yachts for sale. Particulars furnished on application._tf__

Eysshe and Eysshynge.
From the “Boke of St. Albans,”

Rales for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
conccrningRaoges, Targets, Scoring, Rifles, Shoot¬
ing, etc. Forms for Organization of Rifle Associa¬
tions, By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Ulnatrated with Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams. By
Major Geo. O. SrAiut, Secretary American Rifle As¬
sociation.
1 vol. 18mo, cloth, Price 50 rents.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on re¬
ceipt of price, by J. B. FORD & CO., New York.
jn29

BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

A. D. 1496.

Hart’s

Sportsman’s Favorite Metallic
Breech Loading ssliot Guns.

Sliellis

for

These Shells are easily loaded, and the cays easily extracted from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
an any shell now made, giving a solid seat for coue or anvil, which prevents it. from driving through or
wringing away, thereby causing mitssfires. The cone is made ofntckle and fastened solid in its pliict*. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nlckle cone also prevents mlasllre
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in Bteel or iron. These shells
are finely finished, and made any length, ordered, from 2k to
inches.
Shells and loaders, and description Price ListSyeanoe obtained from all the leading sportsmen^ honseB
throughout the country, GKO. E. HART «fc CO,, 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N. -J.

From Captain Bogartlns, Champion Wing Shot of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
.
_ .,
_,
,
Gentlemen--The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any 1 have ever nsed. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. ^ Yours truly.
A. H Bobardus.
may!3-ly

& XMACMVlTZ.

New Paper Shell, Conical 'Base.
(WILLIAMS PATENT.)
TilAXfUFA CTTTRED I

St. Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Co.,
Office 209 North Fourth st.
The advantages claimed for these shells are-Cheapness, a saving of 33 PER CENT IN THE USE OF
POWDER, less recoil, greater penetraiion. The best, material is used iu their manufacture* aud they will be
found a first-class Shell, equal in quality to the highest priced English Shells. Sizes made are No. 10,^, No.
12, gf in., central fire. Longer Shells made to order at extra cost. Ask your gun dealer for these, and buy no
others. P. S.—The No. 12 Shell v-iM imt. he for gale until August 1st.
v11 4__

iMZ'VItTKltX & ACUrirFACTUrtJ2li& OF

' ' •

•

V

' No. ffi Mdrri© TA/vf: . , --£ctii Hoy

Woven Kowine. Base Ball, and Gymnasium suits.
Charles L. Bitzmann,
BEDFORD’S,
Linreba Air
Pistol,

$5.
EASY TO LOAD.

NO SMASHING FINGERS.

STRONGEST EVER MADE
Send for Cirenl ir.
ECHEKA M’F’G CO., 171 Devonshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

ju29-5t

BRLKCII LOADERS,
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,

943 Broadway, Above 22tl Street,
FACTORY, 114 CENTRE STREET,
Shooting Accessories, Fishing Tackle.
AND SPORTING GOODS OF ALL RINDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Breech Load¬
ers, and always have some fine second hand Guns oil
hand, cheap, Send 15c. for the handsomest and completest Catalogue published*, size, 9x12 inches; 48
pages and 112 fllastrations.
je22 ly

Published by Forest and Stream Pub>
lishing’ Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,’
And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on receipt of price al ollc: of icl.ca¬
tion.

J^ESCRIPTIVE GUIDE

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY. AGENTS,

ADIRONDACKS,
AND HAND BOOK OP TRAVEL
Te Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and Champlain, (he Ausable Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Masseua Springs,
and Trenton Fulls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Re\iaed. Editiou.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers, Red and Gold,
MupB, etc. Beautifully Illustrated. Over
80b pages. Price, S3.
TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, tbe Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” &c.
It is admirably written, and has just enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while the instructions respecting
routes, localities, distances, outfits, &c„ embrace
everything that can be desired. Taking it all in all.
it is the most complete book that has been published
on the Adirondacks, not excepting even my own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.
From Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Waters,” “The Indian Pass,” Ac,
I think it is the best work ou the forest that has ap¬
peared—superior in word-painting to Mtnray’s, and
full of wood-pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we are in the forest, are living with
you in the scenes described, aud that the trees are
waving aud the waters flowing over and by us. This,
I think, the true test of a good hook, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is the only thing of the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited for. It must have cost yon intense appli¬
cation and labor. You may well he content that you
have produced a good book.
From Benson J. Lossing, the Historian,
I have read those portions de scrip live of the places
which cam® uuder my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of yonr pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. I re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
as a most useful—nay. indispensable, manual for tour¬
ists to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter,-and for that
reason I regard vour “Guide” as an important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
mayll tf_17 Chatham street, N. Y, City.

anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon. For sale by Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
ap!6 tf

Guns. Pistols, aud Rides,

By CHARLES HALL0CK,
AUTHOR OF TEE FISHING TOURIST.

IPX A|)| l'\ a
The Florida Agriculi
Agriculturist.
rLUlULii Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for
.— specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow— Association—meeting of 1875—25c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c
Gallesio's Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1.
Guide Map of Florida, 50e. Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla. Say where you saw *1Ab,
tf

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.

EDWrNSGN C- GREEN’S

Are unsurpassed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and sbootiug qualities. Their superiority in
Shooting power has been, shown wherever tested in
this country and in Englaud, standing first, second,
aud third at the New York trial in 1873; also the high¬
est average at the London Field trial in 1875. A case
of these guns made to order for sportsmen, aud taken
from stock, are shown at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, British Department, Prices, $45 to $250,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost send for descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
Jacksonville, Illinois,
je!5
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S.

Quoted by Izaak Walton in Hts “Ashler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Siolen, Esq., of the New York
Bar; heavy tinted paper; square 12mo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all Its quaiutuess aud
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of edacation. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D
from Forest and Stream.api27 8m

■]\q-EW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Youn*> Sportsmen.
A cheap bnt reliable treatise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-making. Haunts and Habits of Game, Sporting
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Sporting Dogs,
etc., etc., to which is added a complete list or Home
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address ou receipt of 25 cents. Address
apU33m
F, E, BOND, Mootello, Wie»

W IT Vanity Fair.

, ,
. ,
,.
, It is sbuved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Dues not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 187S. Send for cir¬
cular.
YVM. 8. KIMBALL * GO.,
Peekless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, jv. Y.
From Beth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best artlclo or tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have nsed
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Spurt.men.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter und rough weather, is a sweet pine
With Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lamlierton, Rnehcster.
Having smoked yonr tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp Are and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fragrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being In search of a tobacco that would not tiro
the tongue and mouth, I« as made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne iilus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette Is an interlude to tbe serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vamty Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and 8tremti, \ Y.
Mrc have received from Messrs. Kimball A Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vamty Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and. aftermost lltoronsh trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for i t. It 'is a most superior
article, and a great comfort 1o discriminating
smokers.

LAWN MOWEliS
FOR

Hand and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New

York

Agricultural

Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.
ap!131y

189 and 19) WATER ST., NEW YORK.

p>IPLE POR SALE.
A Remington, 40 caflhre, 70 grains powder, weighing
about niue pounds. This rifle has been used but
once; has pisiol grip and full set of accoutrements,
including 200 sheUs, ISO or which are loaded. Price
for the lot, $50. Address tins office,
jelStfj
4’T

\V and Revolvers
Price lists free. AdtlresH Groat Western Gun Works, Pintburgh, Pa,_jn2Q f>mo

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT

PARK,

PHILADELPHIA.

Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents:
children under twelve, 10 cents.
janfi ly
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Moat Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Reel in the Market.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD
GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Oases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF
CANVAS

(rim
Shot

Covers.

(Inn Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO l.-Thts Reel is extra nickel-plated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary 30 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up Une rapidly. Put up in neat Black Wnlnnt
CaSNO?fi—1lk)r Prizes. -Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish-, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for New Price List of Pishing Rods, Reels, Plies, Lines, &c., See. Mention this paper.

C. P. OUYIS & CO., Patentees anil Manufacturers,
mcb30 8m

L. H.

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

Abbey.

u. F. iunitiE.

48 Maiden Lane. )
35 Liberty Street. !

Andrew Clerk.
Special,
p- o. b,k 1294.

new tore.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHINO TACKLE

Of Every Deserfptfon and Quality.
We particularly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of line goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied lo order; Cuttjhunk and Paeque IbI mds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonardos Six-Spliced Banaboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod ia marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. ” Beware
of imPadons.
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Cellnloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Bod. Proprietors
of Che celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers Of Joseph Warrin'e Brill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Moantains, Pacific.-Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may25

McBride Flies,
These flies are imitations of American insects or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful.
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks. the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
rX. McBRlDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe count,v. N Y. *
Eiton, Holberton & Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities.
deeply

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
374 Washington. St., Boston.

Fishins: Tackle,

Fishing Rods,
Fish Hooks.
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
angS8-ly

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M'OINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (now thi4*
Beacon.) Voin Hofe's Rubber
stc-e* 1 Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reids. The celebrated ‘•Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , <fcc Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mullaly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the AdiroudackS, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk. Pasque Islaud, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Retit and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE HOD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers, Highest Piemium awarded hv the Franklin
Institute, 1874._tnchfi Cm

J. B. Crook & Co.,

FL Y RODS.
FOR
Trout* Salmon, and
TBass.
ALSO
Trout, Salmon, and Baas Files, Heel*, Lines,
Leaders, Fly-Hooks, dtp.

THADDEUS
Janl3-ly

FISHING TACKLE!
SO Fulton St.., IV. YN. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen

Heart Rods,

for Tronf Bass and Salmon.

E. Y03I

NORRIS

NORRIS,

208 West Logan Square, Philadelphia.

Split Bamboo Fly-Bods.
I have on band several fine trout rods at $35 each,
and tun ready to fill orders to a limitod number, Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MURPHY,
jnchld 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. 3.

LEGGINS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND

REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, Ac.

mpriaing n complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
f Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

H OPE,

Manufacturer and Dealer In

FISHING TACKLE
THE LEADING REEL MAKER

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE,
102 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
ap127 3m
Camp Lounge Co.,
I Troy, N. Y\, and Nor¬
walk, Ct.
2x7x23in.f
$10.
Bod, Pillow and
Fly-net. Sold by N. Y.
and Boston sporl
„
dealers.
D i h c o u_
large. Other Btylcfi 3x42in. $4 and $5. St. Louis—
Albright cb Sons. Chicago—J. W. D. Kelly & Bro.,
S8 Madison-st. Sun j&uachGO—C. H. Moseley, 415

I .

(complete).8t»

O HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
i-z (complete).

8*0

W. H. II0LABIR1)
Would most respectfully annousce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

Shooting anti Fishing Suits
at the above prices.

The ten dollar suit is better

made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original design having been appropriated
by other mannfactnrers, I have been compelled to

THE

NEW

make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,
Ac., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST SHOOTING AND FISHING

BOSTON

COATS IN

THE WORLD,
and respectfully solicit your orders.

I send my new

illustrated Catalogue, Id pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods.

They are better known and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

Six Strip Split Bamboo

RODS,

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

65 Fulton St., N. Y„

Manotactijlimits a

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

(complete).$10

Belts.

(Successors to .T.C.Conroy & Co.)

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

& ’103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

Holsters and

102 Nassan Street, N. Y.,
Sole Agenta for the celebrated McBride FlieH.
Tenia, Camp Stoves, Jack and Fishing Lamps,
and Portable Bonis of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hnnling
Suits.
II olber ton’s new Fly Book will hold 144 Flics at
full length, without curling the snells, Each one
held in its place by a German silver fly holder. Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Hunting Knives, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Wnter-proof Moccasin Shoe. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscnit.
Ammunition of alt kinds.
Send stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly
P. O. Box 5,109.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
CASES.

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

Roils, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. Ac.

lOl

RIFLE COVERS AND AMMUNITION

BISSETT & RtALLESON,

Fishing Tackle,

BARTON, ALEXANDER i WALLER,

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing,
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH A1VD MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

CREEDMOOR AND

Sportsman’s Emporium.

Manufactured only by

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Cotjktland St.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston., Mass.

We oiler this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), In the preparation of whldh we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed bv a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm boles ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect iu every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $18, to include Hat or
Donble Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready In stock, so
that we can famish lo order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Mnrray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for spoi tsrtieti, designed and
made up by Simmons <& Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets Ihe
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home jnumifactnre sesn by ns before.
As a sportsman, we give iL our up quail lied endorse¬
ment, us combining "'he bed, points of the English
suits, arid in adal?ion skilfully adapted to the.necpsBities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
ui this latter respect.”
Persons ordering Horn a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect tit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,
“OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.
aplG Sra

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, S&4.00.
A compline set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bon ml handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office.

PAPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Tiling for Home
ancl Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long fell—a
pipe which shall give eimply the mete and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but ia always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use aud a new one fitted. Extra Btems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with tlie pipe, Is as follows: Four
aud a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
$1 by
sample sent by mail for $’
unov!8 tf

J. H. Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mua

THE LATEST
Portable Boat.

Carries yonr Ingaage, and ia cheeked on the railroad
as a trank; 1x3s8 feet dimensions. Is instantly
drawn out into a strong ten foot, boat, covered with
water proofed canvas, and made ready for the water in
fiveminntes without tools. Send for circnlar and
prices to
CHAS. A. FENNF.H,
Mystic Rivet, Conn.
Can be seen at Eaton & Hotoerton s JOz Nassaustreet.
nmyl tf

There can be no greater por-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberton A Co.,
103 Nassan street.
Jy29-ly

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and hnve ample cipacity for fiom one to four persons
aud baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, Stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. KUSHTON, Marnier,
mch9 fim_Canton. St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

For

sale—pleasant homes on

easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Bath.
L. I.; larae yards, with fruit and shade trees, and
barns; pleasant surroundings, good fishing, hunting
ancl bathing Address
J. H. BATTY,
mkySStT
Bor 40 New Utrecht. N Y.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce St., 4l.Ii doer from
TrlbuneBulIdings. JAMES BRADY, Manageraod
Proprietor, Open day and night.
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THE LEFEVER GUN.

Ijefeyer Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to
THE8E

Breech

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

OF ENGLAND.
PAPE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

FINK

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their perform
anco at the London Trials of 1878 beatB the records of
any maker in the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gnn.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d--Pape.Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gnn was protested
against on the spot for haring its score false counted,
the face proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gnn being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place. Its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Pape.Davidson,
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1st—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3} dr. to it oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2J oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Snb. Cnp, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

FROM STOCK.
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, arc built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OlFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, .... $115 Gold.
Tolley,.90
<•
Standard,- - - - 115
“
National, - - 140
«
Challenge, ... IHO
<•
Paragon, - - 325
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Gnns specially bnilt, on
_ __
SHOOTING,
Bystem ....
for DOUBLE-CLOSE
1
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wish®*
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Bond for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

THOE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
J. D. DOUGALL’S

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

Express Guns and Rifles.

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

(Title registered.)

IV. W. GREENER’S

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
Late COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,
IVo.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE

New

York.

AND RETAIL

BREECH LOADI

Implements,

'“W

Cartridges. Vtotli
ALSO, C.r\ M \TEBIAL8 OF
POUCHES, Mil)

Brass

and.

Paper.

MNDS, CARTHID«|s^g^,H^^'rf!vAjnrSLraB’FM^8^8’
OF ALL K1,M 8lovvest (;a8H TRADE PRICES.

HAVE rT^^cTof^zlE^NG GUNS 4 RIFLES VERY GREAT

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Guns.

59 St. James’s Street London.

Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winndr
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner In Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G* is the ouly maker who has made an l „
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these gnns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in Btock 0“ :*~
ported to order.
.
. _
Attention ia also called to my stock or guns, by W.
A C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their laLest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suite. Trade anpplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janlSly

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Gnns and Rifles.
Pattern made by

System

1 1-8 No. G, 40

-OF-

BreeehLoadina:, Sporting
And

Military | Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction

m

ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials ard W orkmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
Unsi

1

REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS
RIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL
L

ETRATION

TRIAL

h t-. •

V •
:
'

*:

.

- **

PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
84 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 8T, JAMES STREET,LOINDON.

l

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING .
GUNS. Winuer of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Doriiig. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot., and will
shoot well with small shot with a
leas powder charge than gnns bored
upon the old system, For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. MeLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, &
Louis, U. 8. A. Address
VV. VV. GREENER,
St, Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

SNEIDEK
SHOT

; ; -X

]:jh

MUZZLE-LOADING NATCH RIFLE.

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

LOADING

Of:

^V.

.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

aug26-tf

BREECH

-i.
t'i'A

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, und the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any donble, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of tire best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as deBired.

RESPECTS.
RfiSPEC

i.. nea^
n.,„. New Haven,
ii........ c-_«t
o A.
» *
Whltiieyvillu,
Conn.. U. 8.

.-•v;

yards.

Send for Circulars.
Clllill’S.

Whitney Arms Gomp.,

'

HIGHEST PEN¬

POWELL,

&

*

Ing 12 Boro,

FIELD

WILLIAMS

*

our ClOMe-Shoot-

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,

rjLTie Most ipproved

*ce

BRANCH OFFICE, 20 Maiden Lane,

H.C. Squires^-

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., anil added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valnable improvements in the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gnu, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

The

ENGLISH

Miulc to Order

GUN.

FRICKS, $50.00 TO $250.00.

Something New! A New Gun.
THREE

BARRELED

BKEECH-LO A DING GUNS.

J. LANG,
OF LONDON,
Begs to announce that he is dally in attendance at the
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION to show this new
Gan, destined to supercede all other

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun from eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often, wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $43. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER,
mchao 6m

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. T.

BREECH

LOADING

GUNS,

,T. LANG Is also prepared to measure sportsmen for
new guns with his movable model, insuring a proper
length and bend, greatly improving the shooting of a
bad shot.
Now is the best opportunity for ordering a

London Manufactured Gun
at a low price; direct from a Manufacturer.

J. Lang & Sons,
Hull MaU, London.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading- Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
LABIRD’S !
._. ad for Circii_

Clark

&c

SSmeidLer.

314 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

Manufacturer only of first-class

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

JOHN BRIBER,

And Dealer in

Guns

Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

of

all

Oescriptionsr.

Gnns bored to Bhoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gnn Btocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb. bag*.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

Guns, Rifles,Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.

No. 01 Elm Street, Boston,

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a fall assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TroutLines, <Ssc.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy'in all Its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

fel)8 ly

Corner of Dock Square,

CHAS. GREEJN,
Manufacturer of

Breecli Loading Shot Guns.

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
Shi A tfKft O I A A Shares in Wall street
ipt"s
f)I"" often leads to fortune,
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
head for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
LOADERS.
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera- ,
SameAction as new guns. Send for circular and
ting. J HICKL1NG & 00., Bankers and Broker* I price ihw, No. a West Main street, Sooheater, N. \,

52 Broadway, N. Y.

i

tw 8-cm
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WINCHESTEB

REPEATING

RIELE.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapiditv of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading, commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to the Adirondacks!

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CO’S

INDIA RUBBER

NEW RAILROAD,

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

Passing-through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.

Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. E. MAYO, Beo'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N. T.

rV

Squai^
BOSTON.

*

COMPLETE

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN & GO..
Send for Price List.
apI13 6m

Agents for Genw,,

37 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Malden Lane, 30 & 33 John street, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

POPE’S

A SPECIALTY.

SCOTT & SOlv^
BREECH-LOADERS.
Always in stock a fall assortment of these noted guns, which we send 0"Jn®Pect^^fT1(1anI?r^?i• y^°t
Greener’s Weblev’s, Westley Richards, Clabrough, Moore and others, from $40 up. Pine Broiize xtm
Guus, Ri^ee, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $1S, &c., & .
Send for Circulars.
__„

REMINGTON

Rifle Air Pistol.
FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

Just the tiling for
sportsmen and mili¬
tary men. Shoots darts or sings a
9 distance of 50 feet.. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing wuh it one
may become a dead shot. Each
pistol is pnt up in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw.wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price

IQ
Connuil Lloll
13 Faneuil
Hall

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, in con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.

WM. READ & SONS.,

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

ar—

ailOne of the many^estimonials from the Commauderin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
.
“It is surely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary ritie.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOOm

15 High Street, Boston.

nniMTiim bya new pkookss-boof

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AGIENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C.
-SONS
SCOTT & SO&S (winners
( '-‘
at **■the Interna
T"
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH&
BKO.; P. WEBLBY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHAKDS.
THOMSON’S HUNTING SUITS AND OIL FIN¬
ISHED GRAINED LEATHER SHOE PACKS.
DIXONS & HA WKSLKY’S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,_
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.

rKIN I I Nil l lie neatest white visiting cards
I III It a ill 14 yoil ever saw, with your name
handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 3c.
stamp. No better work in the world at any price.
Try them. Agents wanted. Circulars, 3c. W. C.
CANNON, 46 Kneeland SU Boston, Mass, fteS ly

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.
—.

,,c

ordering send
Best Bait used for Bass or Pickerel fishing Sam¬
ples by mail postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the ory
complete Illustrated Catalogue pubUshed-80
jtols, Base
Fishing Tackle, Guns, T^tols,.
Base Ball,
Ball, and Sport•F1SH & SIMPSON,
Jug Goods.
-wish
132 Nassau street, N. X.
'» lylStl

Tbts Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight Is
Iso evenly distributed that it 18
scarcely felt. Cartridges can he
carried with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are nsed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forceB the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
mf^gg'|^M“0UIld
AGENTS FOR THE

““ °

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
rcanv’s
>J*ny’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED JHE
BAREST.

•The Remington Rifle was Introduced for Target and Sporting uses
nhnnt five veara ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creenmoor
was established. All the prominent long range shooters (with one exception), tAOC them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for*1870, containing illustrations, &c., inclosing 0c. stamp vviththhis advertisement, to

E. ILeininiiton
[P.O.Box 3994]

Ac

Sons.,

~»3 Broadway, IV. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMORY, ILION, N. V .]

CEIEBRAT E I>

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverock Setter Pride or the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy,
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after painting by Blspham.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

forest and stream pub. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y»

ALSO, AM

Health Lift.
THE REACTIONARY LIFTER.
A FAMILY GYMNASIUM COMPLETE.
PRICE, $100.
HEALTH LIFT PAR10HS fOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

■■

46 E. 14th STREET, NEW YORK.

THREE MONTHS, DAILY EXERCISE, US.
Magic LunuTrn and IOO felhleB Tor S***0-

Tn

& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

Pj
-r»_J_ XT V nnnABliA
TCFr.fmnnlii.RTl HOpOBitc Metropolitan
HotMTehromOT'ancT Framer. Stereoscopes and Views,
P, XYIUULLID
uvi w
Graphoscopcs, Megalemoscopes,
Albums uuu.
and A
Photograph's
ceiebriUes. iihoto-Lantem
Slides a speciidgraphs of celebrities.
hoto-Lan
r..
Yfannfnoinrpra nf
ty P Mannfactnrers
of Photo
Photographic materials.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition.
au5-lY

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JULY 20, 1876

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

For Forest and Stream.

ghovtittg in
A DAY WITH THE SNIPE AT NAN-GA-MUNGI.
“Anna virtmqae cano.”—Tirgil
AKE up, you old porpoise, sleeping at this hour
of the morning! Why, it was only last night
you were willing to lay odds that you would be the first
man up. O'Gaggen has just arrived, and I can see old
John stalking down the hund with Snagsby and Fannie at
his heels, and your boy has got your tea and toast ready,
BO—
“Rise up William Riley,”

buckle on your armor.
“And come along with me. ”

I was lying quietly iu bed enjoying tlie cool atmosphere
of a lovely morning in October—a morning that can only
be appreciated by those who pass through the heat of a
southwest monsoon in Japan—thinking whether X had
everything arranged for the day’s shooting, when my
thoughts were abruptly broken by the advent of Gus, who;
be it known, besides beiDg one of the best shots in the East,
is decidedly the best fellow.
It required but little urging to step off pyjanmas, take a
jump into the bath-tub, and doff a light shooting suit.
This finished, I strolled into the dining room where Gub
and O'Gaggen had commenced work upon the regular
Eastern morning repast of tea, toast and eggs.
John was standing on the sides of his feet by the bay
window dramming a tune on the panes, his hat pulled
down partly shading his eyes, and a cheroot in his mouth.
“Good morning, John. Don’t you eat anything before
shooting? Better have an egg, or something of the sort.”
“Eat-! no. The last time we left here to shoot
pheasants at Ma-ri-ko I ate one boiled egg, and the infernal
thing sat like a loaded cat-ridge in my stomach all day, and
besides mighty near killing me it caused me to miss every
pheasant that came within shot. Eat! Thunder, its a
wonder to me that you three gormandizers, after stuffing
yourselves with a heavy dinner only at eight o'clock last
night, can find room to slow away such trash as tea, toast
and eggs; here, hoy, give me some teppo midzer (soda water)
and that bottle that has three stars on the cork. That's the
kind of eating I commence the day with. It don’t load
you down like a charge of buckshot in your “innards”
like those-eggs. ”
“You are foolish, John, not to eat something. We get
nothing more until noon, you know, and walking through
rice fields with a blazing sun overhead is no joke,” said
Gus.
“I have lived many years in China and Japan, and no
one can tell me that eggs and tea is proper food for a
human being to start out in the morning with. Anyway,
it won’t suit me, and that heathen (pointing to the servant)
carries my grub, and its in the chronometer case.” Well,
every one can suit himself, but my advice is, never to
start out on an empty stomach to travel over nee fields
that continually emit miasmatic vapors, aud to prove this I
am stowing away the fourth poached egg,” exclaimed
O’Gaggen.
“Yes, in your country,” replied John, “they are glad to
eat a badly boiled potato and call it a tip-top dinner, but
where I was raised, in America, a few miles from Portland,
they dig up the sun with a spade and bake their pork and
beans with it, finishing off with Cape Cod woodcock.”
“What do yon call that?” asked the President.
“Well, its salt fish, two boiled potatoes, a beet, and a
quart of boiling fat. When I was shipwrecked off Cape
Cod, thirty years ago, it was the first and last dish they fed
ns on during a week’s stay, and the fellow who could
drink the most grease was considered the healthiest man."
“Indeed!” said the Irishman. “What a queer country
you have lived in.”
“Yes, hut that is not the greatest part, either, they use
this grease for various purposes. It never costs them a
uent for oiled clothes. When they go a-fiahing they only
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put on an old pair of trowsers, and oil the rest of their
bodies, which makes them waterproof, and as for hair oil,
why, bless you, a Yankee peddler could not sell a bottle in
a year; they use nothing but pure pork fat on their hair,
which turns it in time to first-rate bristles, so when a man
gets short of cash he has only to have his hair cut and
carry it to the first shoemaker in thu village to get ready
money. They call this the basis of political economy, and
it was where John Mill, one of your countrymen, first got
his ideas of political economy from,” replied John.
“My gracious! what a country to live in,” responded the
Irishman, as the fourth egg disappeared.
“Well, President, what is the programme for to-day V
The Bun is just rising, and we had better be up and doing,”
interrogated John.
“You, Gus, O’Gaggen, and myself will go over in my
shooting boat with the dogs, while the servants can be
driven up in my wagonette with the luncheon to ‘Black
Eyed Susan’s’ on the Tocaido, where they can hire coolies
and meet us at the fourth dyke at noon with the tiffin. In
the evening we will change places and drive home, while
they can go with the dogs and the boat.”
“AH right; here hoy—in Japanese—put this change of
clothing in the boat with Snagsby and Fannie. Shove my
gun and cat-ridges in with them, and don’t forget my
“chronometer case” or you wiU spend the night in the Tobi
prison."
Sally, Diver and Becky having been safely stowed on
board the boat with the other dogs wo all jumped aboard,
while the boatman shoved off, and hoisting our heavy
Japanese sail we were soon spinning through the shipping
with the light morning air, with how pointed for Manga-mungi, six miles ahead.
It was a lovely morning, delightfully cool, and we all
tacitly enjoyed the sail while smoking our cheroots.
“O'Gaggen,” said John, “it has always beeu my misfor¬
tune while shooting with you to have that Sally of youts
step ahead of me and flush every snipe in the field. Now
what use is a dog to any one who has to call him into heel
every five minutes. It only spoils the fun, and I would
advise you to shoot the bitch at once.”
“That bitch will be the finest pheasant dogiu Yokohama
next year, and as she is out of your Fannie by Gus’ Diver
I consider her pretty good stock.’’
"I intended to drown one pup of that litter, but I said
to myself, ‘there’s O’Gaggen, who don’t know the differ¬
ence between a poor pup and a Japanese Custom House
officer, so I will give her to him. Thai’s the way you got
Sally. Now take my advice and heave her overboard at
once.”
i t“Come look alive, all of you,” cried Gus, as the boat’s
keel grated on the sandy beach at Man-ga-mungi.
“Why, there’s the President’s wagonette just arrived at
the Tea House abreast of us. I can see the bettoes unhar¬
nessing the horses. The servants will be in time to meet
us at the fourth dyke. Now, then, spread out in the rice
field. Keep your dogs well into heel and walk slowly, the
slower the better. There is never anything gained by
walking snipe iu a hurry, as in so doing, in three cases out
of five, you are apt to pass the birds that may be lying close
in the rice. Are you ready?”
“Hold on," replied John. “Where's my‘chronometer
case?’ Here boy, said. Where in thunder did that rascal
go to? Here O’Gaggen, you always carry a private stock
of Dunville & Go., let me wet my lips before shooting.
That cheroot was pretty strong; came near getting, the best
of me. Now I am ready,” rejoined John, invigorated by a
pull at O'Gaggen’s medicine bottle.
“Keep your eyes
peeled, Thunder! the birds are rising wild. Well done,
Gus. Keep in line President; no hurry.”
The snipe did rise wild as John had said, but one by one
they dropped, the dogs retrieving them.
GraduaUy we became separated while pushing up the
patch, Gus and O’Gaggen taking the field parallel, leaving
John and the President to work the first stretch.
Suddenly we heard a loud noise, and John brokeinwith:

He will fire at a snipe even if his best friend is in point
blank range,” and his words were verified, for on arriving
at the spot Gus was settling matters to the satisfaction of
the wounded coolie by giving him a few tempos for having
shot him by mistake; his bird getting up behind and in
range of master “Chop Dollar," who, from Gus’ continual
target practice at his face, had earned the soubriquet.
After working up the third dyke, and in passing a small
bend, O'Gaggen was seen signalling the party, and on ap¬
proaching him we were astonished to hear that he had
marked down a couple of woodcock in a small clump of
bamboos and hazel which surrounded a few old graves.
The brushwood being almost impenetrable the spaniels
were sent, in to do duty, while we stationed ourselves in
likely positions. Iu a short time the barking of one of the
spaniels announced that the birds were flushed, and almost
simultaneously the report of O’Gaggen’s gun was heard, fol¬
lowed by John's loud, convulsive laugh interspersed with
“a crow, by thunder!” called us immediately to the scene
of amusement, and true enough the Irishman had bagged
a crow which was flushed by the dogs, and shot before it
was ten feet away from the cover by the quick-sighted
O’Gaggen, who expected to see a couple of woodcock.
Notwithstanding this unfortunate mistake O'Gaggen was
convinced that the cover held the woodcock and proposed
to try and flush the birds himself, Hardly had Joha’s.
laughter subsided, and which was only quieted by vigor¬
ous pulls at his “chronometer case,” before the birds rose
sharp on the wing from the very edge of the bamboos and
flow almost straight at the thirsty man, Who was now too
much occupied to be able to grasp his gun, and were both
brought to bag, one falling to Gus, and the other to O'Gag¬
gen. The laugli now turned upon John, who, with illconcealed mortification, swore that it tvas no fault of his
that birds will fly at the wrong moment,
The end of the fourth dyke was just visible, and with it
our servants who had preceded us. Luncheon had been
spread upon the ground under the shade of a massive tree,
and seating ourselves Ave Avere soon busily discussing the
merits of a cold game tiffin and Hock and seltzer. While
doing justice to the repast it struck O’Gaggen to inquire of
John how many buds he had brought to bag, and was
rather surprised to hear Unit our worthy friend had not a
feather to show for his morning’s work. “But," said he,
“it is not the fault of my shooting, but that infernalDutch
powder Ayhich. I bought of old H., and then again it hap¬
pens sometimes that,

! “I’ll bet my hat that Gus has shot ‘Chop Dollar’ again,

counted our morning’s work, which amounted to fifty-two.

'So swift a bird Is apt to make
Olit shots with indecision sliake,
Suck ars indebted when they kill
Much more to fortune than to skill.'

"Those are splendid birds,” remarked the President,
weighing one of the largest. “This last one I knocked
over weighs just six and one-half outiees. I have seldom
seen solitary snipe, even iu this country, as large as this
fellow.”
“When I was in Hakodadi, last year,” replied Gus,
“Shooting on the long marshes, Avhich extend from the fort
seaward, I bagged twenty couples of snipe, not these Eng¬
lish snipe, but real solitary snipe—the Saolopaz major of
Linnasus—in just one hour, and every bird was as heavy as
that one you have just weighed. They were not, however,
what I call ‘bang-up’ shooting, as they rose heavily when
flushed from actual fatness, and made it easy work for me
to knock them oyer, whereas tlio snipe we have beeu shoot¬
ing this morning are with few exceptions English snipe,
and are a much lighter and wilder bird, which makes
shooting, in my opinion, more exciting; but then so far as
flavor goes of course there is no comparison, as the solitary
snipe has more of that delicate la3te that we so much ad ¬
mire iu the woodcock than any bird I know of; in fact,,
the Japanese themselves cousidev the snipe as belonging to
the woodcock family, and the name yama-shiyi meana
nothing more than hill snipe, Avhich I think a very appro¬
priate appellation when you take into consideration the
similar habits of these birds:”
Luncheon dispatched we enjoyed a quiet pipe, and then
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As for remedies against the snake-bite, if a finger should urbs and sea-ports of Lob Angeles, where their patrons
couples of snipe, a brace of -woodcocks, and O'Gaggen’s
be struck, cut it off and throw it away. If an arm is bit¬ live and where the heat of the struggle is. Long editorials,
crow.
ten and there are a batchet and band-saw convenient, a bulletins and maps are printed iu defence Of (lie harbors in
“Now,” said John, "as the day advances 1 feel more hurried amputation may save one’s life. But if wounded question, and the public mind is much concerned upon
limber, and if you can let me have a few of your cat-ridges, in a more vital pait, then God help you, you are in extremis; this topic of the positiou of that great haven which must
President, I will try my hand at the shigiu homeward, but drink whiskey then immoderately, intemperately, and like lie between San Francisco and San Diego, and be the outlet
let us take those rice fields in on our right, we may trouble a toper. Similta siinilibun mmniur—the one poison may of this fertile and isolated region, which is bounded on the
north by mountains which are well nigh proof against
other game by the side of that small pond. I have picked neutralize the other. Not only as a cure, but as a precau¬ railways. Here, also, roads from the east must terminate
tion, is the use of whiskey recommended, and Smitjh, the
blue-winged teal out of it at times, and it may be possible packer, is never without a small flask of it. As he holds in lime, and their passengers and freight take vessel for
that, we shall find some there’this afternoon.”
it up between his eye aud the sud, and dwells upon it in tlio north. So this position for the harbor of Los Angeles
Then swinging off to the rice field on the right we again anticipation, he remarks that it is well to have a drop rises above the pettiness of private interest and becomes of
spread out, when John, to the astonishment of all at the along in case of snakes, and again, as he draws a long wider consequence. If the question is to be settled, it
very first shot, brought down three snipe oat of a wisp of breath after a long imbibition, he says that it is well to were well that it were done quickly, for the Government is
building a breakwater at Wilmington, and private enter¬
six, ami shortly aftei ward Gus distinguished Wmself by keep a little in the system “so as to be fortified like."
a long shot at a’ pheasant which was flushed from the rice.*
_ Of all the dangerouB creatures that infest the chaparral prise is pushing a pier out into the Bay of Santa Monica
As°he suu was setting we reached the boat, and placing none are more to be shunned than theBe homeopathic dis¬ aud laying out the streets of the city thatis to be, and one of
the dogs and servants on board, started them home while pensers of death. The minutest drop of poison from their these projects is lost work. Let the break-water be done and
the four of us were ferried across the river to the Tea House,
fangs will curdle a man’s blood in his veins in a very few the jiier be finished, however, and then time and the seaand there, after a change of clothes, &c., and a lew cups of hours and he dies most horribly. It is safe to say that the captains will soon tell which is the best, and that will
pure Japanese ic/ia we jumped into the President’s wagon¬ old enmity between the seed of woman and the serpent prosper. Mortal men and engineers may he mistaken in
ette and drove rapidly homeward in the cool of the evening, will never end, aud the now settler hunts the rattlesnake their plans, but there is no such tiling as fooling Time and
Frank Carpenter.
with a hatred which is as intense as his love for his child¬ the sea-captains.
tired but satisfied with the day’s shooting.
The Wheeler Exploring Expedition, California, 1875.
When fairly within the gates' of Yokohama, and while ren. But still, in spite of its deadly powers, this is con¬
driving over the yo-shi-do-bashi, Gus turning to John said, sidered but small game, like the sneak-thief, the bumblebee,
“Of course you will dine with us to night at rokuban, and the mosquito, in whose nursuit no g'ory can tie gained.
NW Forest and Stream.
and as for chutige of clothes and a bath we also supply To fight the bandit and the bear, and to die in their grasp HUNTING DEER AND FINDING SNAKES.
these, which will not necessitate your going home?”
is heroic sport, but to be killed by the rattlesnake or taran¬
"1 have had feed enough to-day, but 1 don’t mind look¬ tula is au unqualified misfortune. That is a very peculiar
N Yol. 1Y, No. 10, of your delightful journal, the valor¬
ing at you three gormandizers at work, and about the bath, and unpleasant cold tremor which shakes a man’s heart
ous deeds of six mighty hunters of Harrisburg, staud
if you will haul up at the club, President, I will -wash when he finds himself, all unannounced, hand to fang with
myself inside first, and afterwards think of hide scraping one of these symbols of Satan, with malice glittering in its recorded, a Bad illustration of the vast difference between
eye and venom shining from every writhe of its coil. No theory aud practice. For some time after this disastrous
at your establishment,” replied our worthy colleague.
Hamourai.
man, however brave, can feel the fawning of one of these expedition, the subject of deer hunting, like other painmurderous reptiles about his ankles without a sudden de¬ tul subjects, was studiously avoided until hope began to
*Thls is rather nnnsnal, bnl. an actual fact. We were at least six
parture from dignity. He invariably howls in a suppressed revive m the breasts of the illustrious Six. During the
mill a from the nearest hills where these birds could possibly find their
winter and following summer the pleasures of anticipation
voice, leaps whichever way his muscles will first lift him,
regular food. It sometimes happens that in straying away from the
hili i districts they become bewilaored and secret tbemselveB in the rice
and then laughs nervously; and, if he be at all profane, he gave place to chagrin, aud plans for another war ot' exter¬
fields.
swears it little, addressing opprobrious epithets to the black mination were completed. But when the long looked-for
-«i>
and yellow creature in question. Sometimes, if he is at 1st of September had arrived, eircnmstancos compelled
NOTES OF THE WHEELER EXPEDI¬ all nervous and very close, the laugh is swallowed up in Messrs. Wells, Hackett, and the writer, to remain at home;
the howl. Having recovered from discomfiture he Hakes but Allen, McKee, Leonard, (the blacksmith,) and Mr.
TION.
his revenge, building a rock monument upon the doomed liudisill, (who, from hearing numerous glowiug accounts
reptile, ana with every bowlder consigning it to that lower of the pleasures of the chase, had determined to distingu¬
A BAT IN THE CHAPARRAL.
sphere which is the home of its prototype. As I say, he ish himsell) were speeding toward the beautiful valley of
stones it to death, for it is vain, and a waste of opporlunily Licking Creek. They reached the famous valley, and after
‘‘In the wild and purple mountains he longed, be longed to be.”
and ammunition to shoot at a snake when its slim body repairing tiie cabin, they turned their attention to the dis¬
N the coast ranges we wander. In the morning we ride lies at full length, especially when a person is agitated and cussion of plans for the next day's “slaughter,” and with
along the line of surf and seaweed, and are met with not in tone for a beautiful precision of aim. A pistol is a the full determination to redeem lost reputation, a pro¬
tne breakers and the mist. At noon we are two thousand very nice toy for amusement or practice, but for killing a gramme was arranged.
Next morning they were up before the dawn, and after
feet above, upon the cliffs which are the abrupt junction of snake give me a fragment of granite, or a “nigger-head”
from the bed of the stream, aud let it be a handfull in size a good breakfast, they started from the cabin. Everything
land and sea Around us is the sunlight, then, below us,
The
over the water, a great volume of cloud settles in convo¬ and about three pounds in weight. Finally, when his seemed to justify their expectations of success.
luted banks which muffle the roar of the ocean. As the victim lias ceased to wriggle, the hunter carefully detaches weather was delightful, and over the dreamy woods, al¬
day advances the mass becomes more orderly and stratified its cluster of rattles, a node for every year of its life, which most perfect silence seemed to prevail; lhe leaves were
until, at evening, half cumulus and half stratus, it spreads he will carry with him in his vest-pocket and exhibit when moist from a recent- rain, and not a breath of air stirred to
carry the warning scent to the ever-watchful deer. But
broad and billowy like a second ocean over the first, Its trophies are counted.
Now, having finished this batch of snake, let us con¬ they had not proceeded lar before they made a discovery
horizon is as even and level as the horizon of the water
itself. Above its white and fluffy substance the black tinue our ride through the chaparral. There is a health sufficient to dampen the ardor of the most sanguine hunter.
heads of the islands peer, like the crests of serpents above and vigor about this kind of life which is regeneration For weeks previous to this time, the mountains, for many
the sea-foam. Underneath this envelope sail the ships, itself. A thrill of excitement comes over him who nears miles around, had been on fire, and Licking Creek valley
the crest of the mountain, for he has anticipations of the had become a very “City of Refuge” for legions of rattle
whose passengers are cold and damp and uncomfortable,
aud murmur at Heaveu’s unkindness in thus hiding her face new views, new prospects, now country to be seen on the smikes that had, as was supposed by many, boon driven
from them, when it is not Heaven’s doings at all, but only other side. Every ledge is a field for discovery, every there by the fires. Scarcely a hundred yards could he
a film of earth’B obscurity, which we, from our heights, canon is a lurking-place for adventure. T'lio rasping of traversed without hearing the warning rattle of this deadly
every footstep on the brittle earth of the hillside may re¬ reptile. To wutch lor snakes and hunt deer properly at
look down upon and enjoy.
Before us is the trail which the deer and the Indians veal a fossil which is a reminder of extinct life, a potsherd the same time, was hardly possible. The day passed with¬
out getting the sight of a deer; but more than one huge
pioneered for us centuries ago. By this path the wild doe which was baked by an ancient people, or a quartz which
specimen of Cvotulus tlvrissue fell a victim to the aim of
goes down to drink when the moon is high. On either side is the blossom and outcrop of rich mines underneath.
bristles the dense abaltis of chaparral, through which no The explorer is an amateur prospector. The prospector’s the hunters. When they met that evening the situation
xnau is lank enough to thread his way, no animal is strong zeal is a mercenary one; the explorer finds mines as an as¬ was discussed, and admitted to be grave, but they de¬
enough to breast a passage. Its boughs are not lissome tronomer finds planets, or as a philosopher finds truths, termined to stand their grouDd, and hold their position at
all hazards; and the ne^t morning found them again on
like the hazel and birch, but dry and sapless, are like iron just for love.
There is a peaceful pleasure iu sitting and smoking at the the war-path. Several deer were seen, and also uumis-t
in their inflexibility. It is a tangled and matted thicket of
takable evidences of the presence of bruin; and once dur-'
grease-wood and evergreen, wild rose aud sage, with flowers front door of your tent, which opens on a new picture
of all colors and kinds interwoven. Here and there the every evening. Aud in the beautiful morning, when the ing llie day Alien and the blacksmith came so close to a
bear as to distinctly hear his hasty retreat. After a short
white and flaky raceme of the regal bayonet-plant over¬ sleeper awakes with his beard all silken atid soft with the
towers all. Nature recognizes the fact that beauty needs dew, he feels the strength of a giant in his frame. There consultation it was decided that the blacksmith Bhould fol¬
defence, and: hence the thorns of the rose and the bayonet- is much hidden meaning in the old fable of Autieus, for low in the direction of bruin’s flight; while Alleu was to
make a detour of a mile or more in order, if possible, to
flower’s spmes, which, sharp as needles, radiate from the Earth is our mother, as she was his, and never did one of
root of the plant and are a guard to its beauty. In like her children sleep on her warm bosom in summer without "head htrn off." They accordingly separated, and were
manner a queen is surrounded by the bayonets of her feeling the principle of life grow strong within him. All soon out of sight aud hearing of each other; the black¬
trusty soldiers. The spears of the bayonet-plant are as night long the breath of the wild rose is heavy in the at¬ smith cautiously descending the end of the mountain, and
keen as the spears of the Spartans, and a field qf this mosphere, and in the morning, at breakfast, a cluster of Allen making fast lime iu another direction. Allen reached
growth is as pathless as a cactus-bed. Along the trail some them drooping over the edge of their humble vase, an the desired point, and taking a commanding positiou,
kind pilgrim w bo baa gone before us has clipped the thorns empty yeast-powder can, lend a pleasant air to the cloth awaited events. An hour passed, and just as his patience
away. Probably he rode a mustang; the mustangs are in¬ upon which the bacon and bread are piled. Allis wild and was bogiuing to give out, he heard something cautiously
approaching the spot where he stood, but to his great dis¬
telligent creatures and early learn by sore experience to unknown here, and restraint aud conventionality are things
avoid this species of shrubbery, and, ungenerous that they hut dimly remembered. At night we camp under the appointment it proved to be the blacksmith Instead of
bruin. The bear had evidently given them the slip, and
are, they do not hesitate to fly the track and harry their trees, and by day we ride over the bills, and neither by
riders through a grease-wood copse in order to save their night nor day are our minds troubled with thoughts of for this time was sale. As the day was well nigh spent,
barber, tailor, or housewife, for we are all these, and even they concluded to hunt buck toward the cabin, for which
own tender skins from contact with a tiny bayonet-plant.
point the blacksuiuh "struck a bee line.” But Allen, not
Be he never so brave, there are two things from which the more. In a little world of our own, with rations aud
mustang will shy—they are Lhe bayonet-plant and the rat¬ equipments, for many weeks, there is no need of word of satisfied with the day’s wotk, stubbornly determined to
intercourse with human being in that time. We see no hunt as long as there was light enough to draw a head;
tlesnake.
and while cautiously stealing along, listening aud watch¬
In these coverts the rattlesnake is at home, and, on ac¬ daily papers, aud read no Centennial reports and poetry.
ing, he heard a slight noise in auvauce of him. Standing
count ol his deadly presence, he who elambers up these The fluctuations of the money market do not interest us,
mountains, clutching with his lingers close to the ground, for we have no money, neither any need of it. Though perfectly still, he soon beheld the cause of the disturbance.
Running toward him, at a distance of not more than twenty
deprived
of
many
comforts,
yet
we
are
spared
many
in¬
literally carries his life in his hands. In piecautiou it is
well to wear gauntlet gloves and boots wiLh high leggins to flictions, and, taken all in all, the balance is about even. yards, was an annual whose kind he had never before seen
Thus following the sinuous outline of the coast we find id daylight, in the woods, and, coupled with its audacity,
shield the vulnerable parts of the person. Yet it was but
the other day that we saw a Mexican who was shod with ourselves upoD a promontory which separates two jealous a strange, peculiar growl, which, as he was afterwards
only a sole of buck skin, which was tied sandal-wise upon and very belligcrenl places. They are the bays of Wil¬ ashamed to confess, for a moment somewhat unnerved
him. It quickly retreated a few paces, when up jumped
his fool, and with this excuse for a shoe he walked fear¬ mington and Santa Monica, each of which is a harbor with
lessly into the lairs where they were thickest. Surely there its advantages aud disadvantages, and each of which as¬ four others, all arranging themselves boldly and heaulilully
upon a flat rock, aud all uniting with their companion iu
is some fraternity between wild animal aud wild man, and pires to lie the future seaport of Souihem California
Which of these is the better one let us not say until we the diBmal-like growl. Then came five riogiDg shots in
some reciprocity of harmlessness to which they have
have fully concluded in which one’s real estate and docks quick succession, and five representatives of the old-time
agreed.
VV hig party (veritable ring-tailed’coons), has passed with
A lariat of braided horse-hair is a prickly harrier over to invest our extra capital. So we view the situation imtheir constituents, into history.
which, according to popular belief, tbey cannot pnil their partially, and we see, what we have seen before, that there
As it was now getting dusk, Allen quickly gathered up
tender skins, and in a dry and rocky country the practiced is no other rivalry so bitter, and no oilier jealousy so
his game, which was load enough for one man to carry,
mountaineer is seen to spread his bed of blankets within green as that between two neighboring towns which are
and made the best possible time for the camp, which ho
this mugio circle. Ropes ot horse-hair are plenty and can now neck by neck in the race for prosperity, but which
contest must end by one becoming a suburb of the other. reached before dark. AfLer a hearty supper, of which
he procured in any store, for the making of them is a com¬
mon accomplishment known to the ranchman, who with For years it seems as if the very next word of quarrel stewed ’coon was the principal dish, it was decided that
the want of success that day was mainly attributable to the
this art whiles away the rainy day, and to the shepherd, would lead to blows and civil war between the parties to
who does not fool his time away in piping on an oaten the contention, but from them we learn that the way of failure of some of the parly to carry out their part of the
reed like some sentimental Colin Clout, but improves it by words is long that leads to blood-shed, especially when the programme as arranged by Allen the night previous, nnd
they determined to hunt the next day in'such a manner,
weaviug lariats the while his sheep are lying down. Horse¬ disputants are a brace of newspaper men. How valiant
these head lights of civilization do become, and what, that nothing but au ignominious nocturnal flight of all the
hair is a lavorile material with the Mexican saddlers also,
aud deftly they braid it into bridles, bailers and girths. watch dogs are they over the interests of their patrons, and deer in the vicinity would save them. A plan was accord¬
/VVith other commodities it has its market value, and to how learned in the use of the slang dictionary I Anil yet ingly arranged, and the hunters once more laid down to
procure it horses are cropped as sheep are shorn. Often all the editors that I have known were peaeetu! men, and sleep.
The next morning found them again on. the trail. The
have we seen great herds ol horses with tails closely docked if the time-honored western challenge “Drink or fight!"
in order that me brushes of hair might be woven into rope- were offered them they would always be sure to weaken on blacksmith and liudisill took positions on a well-known
“crossing” near the end of the mountain, while Allen and
work tor the fanciful adornment aud equipment of other the first half of the alternative.
At present Santa Monica and Wilmington are both sub¬ McKee were to take opposite sides of the mountain, and
horses.
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liunt in their direction. This was Allen’s plan, the wisdom
of which was booh made maui fest,f or before noon the silence
was broken by two tremendous reports from Leonard's
gun, and before its storm of buck shot and wire, a noble
five-pronged buck bad gone down. After congratulations
and a '‘smile" over their victory, tbe now united party
dressed aud carried the deer to estop.
The weather was exceedingly hot, and in order to get
their venison home in good condition, they determined to
make a forced march toward civilization. Accordingly after
supper, by which time on’y the tops of the highest hills re¬
flected the rays of the setting sim, they packed up their
‘'traps," and started. With a deer weighing 135 pounds,
the flesh of five ’coons, guns, aud ponderous knapsacks,
their progress was necessarily slow-, and before they had
traveled one mile, it was dark. Allen, appreciating the
magnitude of the task before therm halted at the creek,
ana added about a gallon of water to his already enormous
load. The rest of the party pushed forward to the foot of
the first mountain, and there halted until the old ranger
came up. One could not help but admire how philosophi¬
cally Allen submitted to the jeers of some of the younger
members of the parly. But the emergency which that, water
was iutended to face was not far off, and Allen could af¬
ford to await the vindication of his conduct. Up the moun¬
tain, over rocks, through the blackness of darkness they
crawled along, sometimes standing, sometimes falling,
and now and then lying down to rest a moment. In this
manner they had ascended about one-fourth of the dis¬
tance, when they discovered that it would be impossible
for them to carry the deer, kuapsacks, and guns, up the
mountain at one lime. They determined to leave the deer
and carry the remainder of the burden to the top of
the mountain, build a fire and then return for their veni¬
son. Allen took the advance, and on bauds and feet be¬
gan to crawl up the steep rocky side of the mountain. He
was soon considerably in advance of the others of the
party. But in au instant, and by one of the most extraor¬
dinary backward leaps on record, he landed in the very
midst of bis astonished companions. One word, “rattle¬
snakes,” explained the whole matter, and they all soon
fully realized the horror of the situation, for from every
side came the blood-curdling rattle of these deadly reptiles,
into whose very den they had in the darkness blundered,
and they dared not move. Some proposed climbing trees
but none were within immediate reach. The great (testa!emtum was “light.” Amidst inconceivable peril, Leonard,
who remained hopeful, succeeded in starling a fire. He
would insist that a rattle-snake would never bite any man
who had a clear conscience. So it seemed, McKee made
free use of fire brands, and finally succeeded in quitting
the furious reptiles.
Here Allen's genius was brought,
into piny; taking liis frying pan Out of his knapsack, he
built a fire upon it, again took the lead, and started for the
top of the mountain, followed by the rest of the party.
They reached the summit shortly after midnight, where all,
overcome with fatigue, hunger, aud thirst, lay down upon
the rocks and slept until morning. By this time McKee
had entirely subsided; he was so completely collapsed that
he declared water must be brought him, or he would have
to he hauled out of the mountains. None of the party
were much better. Allen finally started off toaspiing, a
mile and a half distaut, aud in an hour or so returned with
the refreshiug beverage, while Leonard set out upon an ex
pedition for a horse and wagon, aud by noon they had
reached the railroad suiting and iu due time arrived at
Harrisburg, greatly fatigued, out all well able to enjoy a
venison steak on Sunday.
S. 0. B.
For Forest and Stream.
FLY-FISHING ON THE HOMASASSA.
^A

CERTAIN evening last February found ns safely
landed at the comfortable house of Alfred P. Jones,
on ifie Homasassa River, Florida, where we met with the
kindest possible reception. Here we found a goodly num¬
ber of gentlemen from the north, heroes of the to 1 and
gun, with a fair sprinkling of ladies, who had biaved the
sail hither across the open Gulf of Mexico.
The Homasassa River winds through a lortuons chan¬
nel, aud it is ten miles from Us spring-head to its mouth.
OpposiLe Mr. Jones’ it widens into a bay about one-fourth
of a mile in width, the banks sloping gradually towards
the centre of tbe river. At high water (for there is a con¬
siderable rise and fall of the tide) the various kinds of fish
which inhabit these waters run up the river and hide iu
the grasses on the edge of the hanks. Before leaving
home we inquired whether we had heller take our fly rod
along, and were told that it would be useless in Florida.
Thosame thing was afterwards told us at Jacksonville.
Nevertheless we brought it. After several days of most ex¬
cellent sport with the heavy rod and reel, catening slieepshead in great numbers, we made up our minds to try the
fly rod. We bad noted many likely spots along I he river,
aud particularly the grassy banks opposite the house. We
had also noticed that black bass (southern “trout’1), sea
trout, skip jacks, etc., were to be seen jumping at these
places at certain times in the morning aud evening, as if
feeding, and we immediately resolved that these would be
the most likely places to be rewarded with a rise to our
flies. The next evening the fly rod was brought out and
limbered up, much to the edification of the incredulous
ones. We selected one fly only for our east—a large one,
with red ibis wings, crimson molian body, ana golden
pheasant tail—which was tied on a No. 6 hook. With one
similar we had taken many a bass at the north.
“Now, Doctor, suppose you exercise your muscles a
little, and paddle us out into the deep water so that the
flies will land just at the edge of that bank.” 'Twas done;
Five or six skeptical disciples of Walton stood on the piers
of the boat-house awaiting the result of the experiment
with an incredulous expression on their faces.
“That will do, Doctor; keep her well off the shorejust about so far—paddle slowly so as to go over every
inch of the ground thoroughly.” Away goes the fly. A
first, second, and third casts are made with no results; a
fourth and the water fairly boils, but the fish did not take
the hook. “Whew! Doctor, did you see that?" "Yes,”
he says, “give it to him again—quick!” Away goes the
fly again. This time the fish breaks the water magnificent
ly, and is fairly hooked. Then follows a tough fight, but
there is finally brought to the net a magnificent bass of two
pounds weight, Soon another, and then another are
caught, weighing as high as five or six pounds each, and
the astonished spectators on the wharf say they never saw
better sport iu Florida.
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This was only the beginning of our fly-fishing. We
Relative Value oe Pickerel and Mascalonge —
whipped almost all the best-appearing places in the river, There is as great a difference between the two varieties of
lmt found none where the fish rose better than just oppo¬ fish named as there is between a bullhead and a Mississippi
site the house. Wo took frequently a sea trout or weak
fish of three and a half to four pounds weight on the fly, catfish, the pickerel never attaining a heavy weigh!, while
and When we happened to get hold of a skipjack, there the mascalonge is often enormous. We saw one lasl year,
was music on the reel equal to a brass band. One day.
taken from the St. Lawrence, that weighed forty lour
when coming down the river, we cast the flies nearly op¬ pounds. The following on the relative value of I he mas¬
posite the pier at the old plantation. A school of about a calonge and the pickerel lor the purposes of propagaiion
dozen large cavalli rose to the fly all at once, fairly churn¬
was read before the Massachusetts Angler’s Association, at
ing the water into a foam. They would not take the flv
in their mouths, but simply rushed at it in a most- frantic their last regular meeting, and is from the pen of Dr. E.
manner, and when the fly was drawn toward the boat limy Sterling, of Cleveland, Ohio, being written for tbe Associ¬
very nearly jumped into it. This ooutinuid for fully fit'
ation. With it was received a photograph of a forty eight
teen minutes, and was a sight never to he forgotten. Had pound mascalonge, which can be seen at the rooms of the
one of them been hooked, rod or line would have broken,
as they were of fully twelve to fourteen pounds weight, Association, 608 Washington street, Boston;—
“The inclosed photograph taken from the colored plaster
very powerful, and very tenacious of life, though not par¬
ticularly edible. We always found it convenient to have of a mascalonge \Msox nobilior), weighing forty-eight pounds,
a trolling line in the boat. The largest fish, such as red- gives a very correct idea of the form of the well grown
female when ripe with spawn. Forty pounds is about the
fish, groupers, tarpun, and cavalli are generally taken only
by this moans, and the spoons and spinners which are usu¬ average weight of the full-grown fish iu the western lakes,
ally sold in the stores proved there utterly worthless, though it once often attained a much greater size. The
owing to their having such slight and frail hooks. Among largest ever met with iu this vicinity I speared in 1844. That
all the fishermen at Homasassa, not one had a spoon which turned the scale at eighty pounds. The same season a
was uot thus utterly ruined. Before leaving home, acting friend of mine on the Maumee river took from their spaw nupon the timely advice of “A1 Fresco," we took several of ing beds, in a forenoon, fifteen that weighed together 000
the “James” spinners, and had new steel wires put through pounds. He remarked to me afterward, ‘As I speared these
fish I hung them up by the gills to the trees along the bank,
them, with a round spring loop at the bottom or tail end.
We then procured some very stout Virginia cod hooks, and at noon when I had tired of the sport, 1 could have
about No. Is, with eyes in the shank, and had the eyes of scraped up from the ground a half bushel of eggs that had
two filed off, and firmly soldered them to one with an eye passed from them.’ This destructive mode ot’fishing, be
on it. We made several of these gangs of hooks of dif¬ it remembered, was practiced at a lime when tbe mere men¬
ferent sizes, any one of which could be easily attached to tion of the protection of fish and game by law, or any other
our spoons. By this plan if one hook became broken we means, would have been looked upon as more than a mere
could easily Blip on another set without the loss of the use piece of folly.
A neighbor of ours had a walled-in pond, fed by springs,
of the spinner. By this precaution we did not lose a fish
from the breakage of hooks. Since our return we have 50x15 feet divided into two compartments Inio one he
sent complete drawings of the size of spoons and hooks placed five pickerel (Esox reiioulaius), of two pounds each,
in the other three mascalonge, weighing one and one-half
and our plan of attaching them, to Wm. EL James, at No,
338 Kent avenue, Brooklyn, and lie has now produced pounds each. At the eud of the first year two of the pii kfrom them two sizes of spinners with very stout hooks, erel died from the effects of bites given by their lel-luw piiswhich hereafter will prove a boon to all fishermen who oners. The remaining six (three pickerel and three masca¬
visit Florida. Spoons made with these improvements longe) continued to grow rapidly tor four years; alter this
would proven capital bait for bluefish on the south side of lime tlieir increase was hardly perceptible, though feeding
Long Island or off Baruegat. We found spinners without as well as tormerly. At the end of the seventh year ihe
pond was removed to make place for other improvemenls,
leathers much more taking Ilian with them, especially in
this case, a spinner resembling a fish when turning in the when the six fish were found to weigli as follows’ 'I wo
female pickerel eleven aud thirteen pounds each. 1 he
water.
About a mile below Mr. Jones' house the river runs be¬ male ten pounds. Two female mascalonge twenty one and
tween projecting ledges of rocks on eiLher side. Here the tweniy-ihree pounds. The male eighteen puuuds. Tbe
tide runs swiftly, and the eddies near these rocks are the mascalonge, although the smallest fish on the Man, were
favorite feeding grounds for large fish. We trolled very seen to ouigrow rapidly the pickerel, anil conliuui a to do
successfully at Ibis place Willi the spoons above men¬ =o until destroyed. This growth was probably noi t-oiapid
tioned. A lady in our boat captured a red-fish thiriy- as it would have been iu their natural stale, and its imper¬
fection was also shown from the tael that none of them
ieven inches long which, two hours after its capture,
weighed sixteen pounds. These are the fellows that test ever exhibited any sexual proclivities or development in
the rneial of your hooks. Above tbe house we found the the spawning season.
This experiment, I think, goes to prove, with the many
trolling for bass and sea trout at times excellent, frequent¬
other observations niade uy intelligent fisheimau, lliul ihe
ly catching four or five in thrue or four hundred yards.
Near I he head of the river the water is very shallow for rapidity of growth is grtally in favor of the uiaecalonge;
'1 here
some distance—not over four feet in depth, but as clear as although many others aieof the contraiy opinion
crystal
The-bottom is covered with very white sand, are other pomls, aud very imporlaul on s to Ihe. fish t ulivilb occasional dark places where grass grows. By stand¬ turist, in lavor of this fish Its great size, superior game
ee at the bow of the boat aud rowing slowly along, quan- and table qualities are w ell known; but Jinle uieuliou, how¬
lirtes—literally quaniities—of fishes can be seen swimming ever, has been made, or uoliee lakeu. ol in .mmeune quan¬
tity of spawn, whit h is vastly superior in the number ot Us
ahead of the boat or darling swiftly by u. But, strange¬
eggs to any of its genus. To satisfy ourselves tin tins point,
ly, the trolling in this place was most excellent. In pass
ing over an eighth of a mile we took ten black bass, the we have made mauy caretul estimates, of which the fob
smallest two pounds and the laigest nine pounds fairly lowing is an average resuli:—
weighed.
Evgs.
Fish.
Roes.
We cannot close without giving our testimony as to tbe
5i lus.
805, b00
Mascalonge.48 lbscomfort we had in the use of one of Holahird’s improved
Si “
220,000
fishing coats. It was light, very pleasant to wear, rowing,
a “
1U5J.00
Pickerel.20 “
and contained pockets tor all our little traps. We used it
n •»
8u,000
“
.14 “
also with equal comfort as a gunning coat.
The eggs are about Ihe same size in each, and bui little
HuNTESGTON.
larger uTttu those of the while fish, with ikese two ai.van
lages in lavor of the mascaluuge, viz.: rapidity of growth
and superior fecundity. Living upon the same varieties
of food, aud frequenting like localities, we would expect
to find ibis fish much more numerous than its wonhless
congener, the pickerel, but from our owu ouservauuti and
Ihe reliable statements of fishermeu whose ob.-etvalion ex¬
HOW BLACK bass spawn.
tends over a period ot forty years,f we eun safely assert ikal
ihe latter fish has always averaged a hundred or more iu
number to one of the former This being llie lact, how
OR several days past we have had the rare good for
are we to account for the i-iffeience in tbe. relative uuin
tune to watch the Operations of a dozen bass on
oers of Lliese two fisbV The common belief is uiar ibis
their spawning bed, aud an interesting sight it is. About difference is caused by tbe Bubsiuc-noe of high Water in
the last of May. E. S. Pease, the artist, caught some fine May, at which period Hie mascalouge is known lo -pawn,
leaving its eggs exposed on the diy mud, white the spawn
bass and placed them in a large spring, which is a hexag¬
of the piokerel, depo iled tbe Iasi of March or first ot Apiil,
onal inclosure of six feet diameter, walled up to three feet
is nut liable to this wholesale uecibeut
Tills, bowevei,
above the water line. Here they seemed to thrive, and a does not admit of a satisfactory explanation, as Hi- n-e-.iul
few days ago we nut in some shovelfuls of gravel and lall of the water in our.maisbes ar« as) Irequeni and exten¬
coarse pebbles, and were not surprised to find they had sive in April as iu the lauerparlof May, so mat in is cal* u
ity to tbe deposited eggs wou d be equalized betweeu the
soon made their bed on it, and were ready to spawn.
Creeping cautiously to the edge aud peering over, we soon two varieties in a series of y ears.
In latjjJ, 1 think, I was put on tbe right track by a San¬
had the satisfaction of seeing jubthow they did it. Most dusky Bay fi.-hermaa He accounts lor the Oitleium.e in
of the fish were keeping shady under a plault float left for the number of these two fish in this wuy : "You bee it is
the purpose; but presently one of them sculled leisurely them bull frogs that tals them mascalonge eggs. They
They are spaw in tig itu u
out and settled over the bed with a “short, uneasy mo¬ uever touch the pickerel's eggs.
themselves and you know a fish or a reptile duti’i eaL muck,
tion," which soon changed to a brisk jerking of her Bide
when they’are spawning. But when they get cleverly ov er
aga inst the bottom, her bright belly gleaming like silver,
it they are right hungry and in lime tin- ihe mascalonge,
as she coursed Tound and round, slirtmg (Seth Green’s who are then on tlieir spawniug beds. In the early spring
word) her spawn over the same spot at every turn. We we don’ltake trogs with bait; we have in hook’em and
could not see that any of them worked in pairs, and con¬ trap'em; but la'er they will lake bait, flyiug or silting,
cluded that the milt and spawn both sunk at once to the and spawn is as gotd bait as a bit of red dag. To ten me
ti-ulb, they are generally crammed with it.” 1 have siuce
bottom and fastened themselves to the gravel, and as there had the opportunity of verifying the Iruih of this lasL re¬
was no current to wash them away (as in brook trout mark, and when we consider the number of fro^s dial once
spawn beds), pairi ng was not necessary to the impregna¬ frequented these marshes, we are only surprised that the
tion of the ova. For about a week this spawning has been mascalouge was not long ago annihilated. In 1865 one
firm alone at Fremont, Ohio, shipped 16,000 dozen frogs,
going on, retarded, perhaps, by the cold spring water;
but the interesting young mothers seem to he “doing as taken in the marshes of Sandusky Bay and Port Clinton.
Owing to this excessive fishing the Log to day is about
well as could be expected.”—Gup see.
exterminated.
p. S .—When the bass were put in the spring it was in¬
The wuler puppy {Menobranchus Itdmilti), almost as
fested with a vegetable growth, usually called “frogspittle,” which has now quite disappeared; and the ques¬ abundaut, inhabits the lake (Luke E.i'ej, ami visits Hie
tion comes up as to how lar fish (of this genus) are vege¬ marshes in April for the purpose ol spaw nine, compara¬
tarians. That they will bite at minnows, even on their tively few remaining iu this locaii'y .Throughout iIil-year.
I once witnessed on such an oeua-iyn the aurui.ee ol ,-ver
spawn beds, we daily prove by dropping a few small fry
three acres of marsh water alive with this lizard, apparently
iu among them, which disappears in an incredibly short
copulating, Mr, George Clark, of Ecoree, Michigan, m
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the fall of 1808 saw great numbers feeding on the bottom
of his seining ground at Grass Island in the Detroit river.
He had a tine rnesh put in the bag of bis seine, and at a
single haul, as near as he eonld compute, took, little and
big, over 7,000 of these lizards; 2,000 of the largest were
crammed “like pill boxes with white fish eggs." All wijd
ducks are great spawn eaters, but their depredations will
apply equally to the destruction of the eggs of both fishes
under consideration: so that «we may look to the frog,
water puppy, and water insects common to warm weather,
as the special enemies of the mascalonge spawn.
The State has made a small appropriation to he used in
experimenting with this fish, numbers of which are now
being placed In suitable pens to await the ripening period.
The eggs separate and impregnate as readily as those of the
trout. The fry feed equally well.
What we want next is
extei mination of the pickerel, and a law to protect the
mascalonge. Then there is no reason why our marshy
streams and estuaries should not, in a few years, team with
this noble fish.
Dr. E. Sterling."
Salmon Breeding in Canada.—A dispatch from New¬
castle to the Toronto Mail, under date of July 11th, says of
Mr. Samuel WHmot’s enterprise:—There is a splendid catch
of salmon hereabouts, which is satisfactory evidence of
Wilmot’s salmon breeding. Mr. Wilmot caused two nets
to be set in Lake Ontario on Saturday last, a little to the
west of Port Newcastle, and about a quarter of a mile on
either side of the outlet of his creek. On Monday morn¬
ing twenty-one fine salmon were taken, and this morning
twenty-two more were captured. These fish average in
weight from seven to sixteen pounds. Many of them were
sold here, the balance being shipped to the Toronto market.
This handsome catch of fish in two days with only two
nets, quite equals the palmiest days of salmon fishing in
Lake Ontario thirty or forty years ago. Tills fact speaks
volumes in itself in favor of fish breeding and fish protec¬
tion in our waters.

to by Captain Whitbourne in the following extract from
his book on Newfoundland, published In the reign of
James I: “These Penguins are as bigge as Geese, and five
not, for they have but a little short wing, and they multi¬
ply so infinitely upon a certain flat island that men drive
them from thence upon a hoard into their boats by hun¬
dreds at a time, as if God had made the innocency of so
poore a creature to become such an admirable instrument
for the sustentation of man ” Funk Island corresponds
to this description, being a low, flat, granitic rock, about
half a miie in length and a quarter of a mile in breadth,
lying thirty miles east of Cape Freels, buffetted by the
stormy waves of the North Atlantic, so that only in very
calm weather is it possible to land, for there is no cover or
harbor. The soil is a dark-colored peat, and in many
places consists almost wholly of the bones of sea fowl,
chief among them being the bones of our subject. The
island is uninhabited by roan, hut myriads of sea birds of
every description cover its surface, and in the breeding
season it is scarcely possible to move about without tread¬
ing on their eggs, so thickly are they spread over the sur¬
face.

More Connecticut Salmon.—The Hertford Times says
that the Hon. Henry B. Harrison of New Haven, writes to
Dr. Hudson, one of the fish commissioners, that he has
just seen a salmon weighing eleven pounds. It was caught
July 6th, in a pound at Clinton, at the mouth of the Con¬
necticut; and he informs Dr. Hudson of the fact, as an
evidence of the good prospects of the success of the fish
commissioners in their labors to restock the Connecticut
with, that delicious fish.
.
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Vol. II, No. 16,1 gave some ac
count of that strange oceanic bird, now believed to he
extinct, the Great Auk (Alca impennis). I mentioned that
from all the evidence I had been able to collect, no speci¬
men of this bird had been seen around the coasts of New¬
foundland during the last thirty years. It is true that one
is reported to have been picked up in 1853 in Trinity Bay,
and another is said to have been taken by Captain Sterling
in 1856, but both reports are doubtful. The great auk, I
fear, must now be reckoned among the things that have
been, though in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
they were to be seen in myriads on the low rocky islands
of the eastern coast of this island, and immense flocks of
them were encountered by the mariners of those days as
far out as the Great Bank. Now the discovery of a single
living specimen would be hailed as a wonderful event, and
the captor would be reckoned a most fortunate man.
There is still the hare possibility that on one or more of
the islands off Eastern Labrador a few of the species may
still exist, for these solitudes are never visited either by
Beal hunter or cod-fisher. % There is no longer any hope
that the bird might be found in Iceland. The last auk was
shot on an isolated rock off the south coast of Iceland in
1841, and is now in the Museum of Copenhagen. In
Greenland, where, in the days of Egede, Cranz, and Fabricius it was so common, it is now extinct. The Royal
Museum of Copenhagen has beeu for years offering a
large reward among the Greenlanders for a specimen, but
in vain. In his “Water Babies” Kingsley represents the
last of the “gare fowl" or great auks standing on the “Allalone Stone,” and relating the sad story of the decline and
downfall of its family, the crisis having been hastened by
a volcanic eruption, in 1830, in which Gair-fowl’s-Kerry,
an island off the coast of Iceland, on which the gare-fowl
dwelt, wa9 swallowed up. It is worth notice that the name
gare-fowl, given to the great auk, is of Norse and Iceland¬
ic origin, in which language it is named GeirJ'vge and
Ooiful, and in Swedish Garfogel. Not only are living spec¬
imens in demand, hut the skeleton even of a departed auk
is exceedingly rare and precious. In all the museums of
Europe and America there are only seventy-two specimens
of the bird, and about sixty-five eggs. Three of these
specimens were found in Funk Island, off the northeastern
coast of Newfoundland, in 1864. They came into the
possession of Bishop Field, who forwarded one to Agas¬
siz, another to Professor Newton, of Cambridge, England,
and the third ultimately reached the British Museum,
where, I believe, there Is but one other specimen brought
from the Oiknevs in ISIS*'
This Funk Island is the only spot where, as far as is
knowu at present, a search for skeletons of the bird is like¬
ly to be rewarded with success. In 1841, Peter Stuwitz,
a Norwegian uaturalist, visited Funk Island, and there
saw enormous heaps and skeletons of the great auk lyrng
about. He took aw ay with him a quantity of these bones,
which
are now in
the museum of Christiania.
This island wo for unknown centuries one of the favorite
resc.r'-j oi the • eat .uk, and probably is the one referred
N Forest and Stream,

♦ a here la j't leu: i on»* rfieciman In the Smithsonian cabinet, another
in the PhUatleJphm Acadtmv of Sciences, aiule third in the Girard cab¬
inet nt Va*#iir College. This last is the one from which Audubon made
iila tkawing, and was caught on the banks of Newfoundland,

man. There were few suitable breeding places, and when
these were invaded it could not fly elsewhere, and had no
choice but to die calmly. In the sharp “struggle for ex¬
istence" to which nature subjects her animated produc¬
tions, such a bird as the great auk must perish early. It
was too innocent to hold its own in this rough world. Its
cousin-german, the little auk, survives still, just because
it had been favored with a greater development of wing,
so as to make this an organ of flight. The razor-billed
ank, another relative, also flourishes around these shores
for the same reason; hut the places that knew the great
auk shall know it no more forever. The dodo has shared
the same fate; and we may perhaps ho inclined to join in
the philosopher’s song—
“The dodo is dead, so he cannot sing now.
Yet why should a cloud overshadow oer brow?"

It seems to me that a properly equipped expedition to
Funk Island would be successful in securing many skele¬
tons of this extinct bird. If a party were to proceed
there in July or August, and spend a few days on the
island so as to make a thorough search, under the guidance
of a person having some knowledge of the bird, so as to
distinguish its bones from other remains, it. seems very
irobable that very successful results would be reached. If
u a single hour a hurried search was rewarded in the way
I have described, in 1874, and if in 1864 a short explora¬
tion exhumed three perfect skeletons, what might we not
anticipate from a prolonged search, especially as the area is
so limited. At all events there is no other locality likely
to yield such satisfactory returns to an explorer.
ML Harvey.

St, Johns, M. F., June VUh, 1876.
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Our excellent friend, Mr. E. P. Bicknell, sends us a
transcript from his diary during May at Riverdale, a beau¬
tiful village on the east side of the Hudson just below
Yonkers. It seems to be a peculiarly favorable place for
birds, such varieties as the cross-bill having been found
breeding there, yet is not 20 miles from our office, and
almost within the limits of New York City. It is not
necessary to go a long distance to find facts in ornithology;
it very often happens in birds, as in many other matters,
that the best is nearest us. Mr. Bicknell writes as fol¬
lows:—
May 1.—Cool; temperature39}“.

Northwest wind and slight fall of

May 30. -Cool; sooth wind in afternoon. Cat-bird and white-crowned
sparrow (Zonolrichlu, leucophrys) noted.
May 5th.—The wood ihrnsh has arrived; also the yellow warbler (DenUracil (estiva) and least flycatcher (Empidomix minimus). Buttercups
in bloom, Warm south wind all day. veering to east in the afternoonMay 6.—Rain during the night, followed by a tine, fresh morning, en¬
livened by the song of the wood thrush from the dripping woods. The
Baltimore oriole, bobolink and rilby-throated humming-bird were seen
for the first time; all males. The orioles may generally be seen among
the scarlet blossoms of the Pyms japonica on their first arrival; as well
as the bummiog-birds. Trees and vegetation have made rapid progress
toward their summer dre.-s during the day; pear trees utc in blossom.
May 7.—Very warm; temperature reached 87“ on the north side of the
buure. Conspicuous among the arrivuls are the great-crested flycatcher
(Mywrchus ainilus), king bird (Tyranms carolinensis) and yellowbreasted chat (Icteriu sirens).
The three viroSs, (F. noveboracensis,
In 1874 two Englishmen visited Newfoundland, and at jimtfrom and gilvus), tbo Maryland yellow-throat ((Imthylpis Iriclws) aud
my suggestion they landed on Funk Island to search for solitary tattler (Tetanus solUarlus) are also here. A few apple and
bones of the great auk. They were only able to stay one dogwood blossoms out. Saw two water auakes about 3} feet in length,
hour as the wind began to rise, and with it the swell of and several dragon flies.
May 8.—Southerly wind, partly cloudy. Another very warm day.
the ocean. Mr. John Milne, one of these gentlemen, has
since published a very interesting account of this visit, in Innumerable warblers have arrived during the mght, and the woods and
which he tells us that his party were successful, in that trees are now alive with them. Among the now arrivals I noticed the
short time, in finding bones which indicated the pre-exist¬ black poll warbler (Dendmca siruUa), prairie warbler (V. discolor),
ence of at least fifty of these birds. These, however, were chestnut-sided (D. pennsylvanica), blue winged yellow (llelmihlkopof such a fragmentary character that “it is probable they huga pintle) and the water thrush (Seiurus tioveboracensis). Shot a
rose-breasted grosbeak (Goniapnea tudoviciuna) which are very uncom¬
will hardly suffice to complete a perfect skeleton. The mon here, rarely more thau one or two being seen every year; hereto¬
collection which has been made, notwithstanding its defi¬ fore the first arrivals hare invariably been males.
ciencies, will nevertheless he sufficient to throw consider¬
May 10.—Saw oue scarlet tanager (Pyranga rubra) and a male orchard
able light on the osteology Of the bird. I understand oriole (Icterus sgmrius) in immature plumage, and a black-tbrouted blue
that the collection has been placed iu the hands of Prof.
warbler (Dendrceca catrule&cens).
Owen. The remains were found from one foot to two feet
May 11.—Clear: north to west winds. Olive-backed thrush (Tardus
below the surface, and in some places even projected Swainsonl) abundant; Bluckhornian (Dendrosca Blackburniie), black and
through the soil into the underground nests of the puffins. yellow (D. maculosa) aud Cape Slay (/>. tigrina) warblers all made their
Mr. Milne says that “on none of the beaks does any trace first appearance.
of a horny covering remain, a covering which would most
May 12.- Several Nashville warblers (llelminthophaga rujicapilla).
likely have resisted the attack of time longer than any Robin’s nest with two eggs; this Is the first day I have heard the call of
other, from which fact, together with the general brown the'cpiail.
May 13. -Worm-eating warbler (IhlniUhtrnr vet'itilvorus), ereen blackand aged appearance of portions it may he reasonably as¬
sumed that they were interred at a remote period.” The capped dycatcaing warbler (ifylodiocles pusillio), and bittern (Botaurus
best description of the appearance of the great auk is con¬ minor); and a Hock of about 135 white-bellied swallows (Tachyctneta
tained in the English Pitot for 1774, as follows: “They bicolor).
May 15.—Cloudy all day with east wind. Red-eyed vireo (Yireo ollvanever go beyond the bank as others do, for they are always
on it or iu it, several of them together, sometimes more, ceus) and bay-breasted warbler (Dendrceca castanea) noted. The hooded
sometimes less, but never less than two together. They flycutching warbler (Afytodioctes uAtratus) has made its appearance in a
are large fowls, about the size of a goose, a coal-black piece ot woodland, where it is generally common; its presence is be¬
trayed by its lively notes.
head and hack, with a white belly and a milk-white spot
May 18.—Wood pewee (CoiUopus Virens) first heard this morning.
under one of their eyes, which nature has ordered to be
under their right eye—an extraordinary mark. These Wood thrushes and red-winged blackbirds are building.
May 17.—The bine-winged yellow warbler aud wood pewee are moving
birds never fly, for their wings are very short, and most about with bnilding materials. The ludlgo-blrd (Oyanoeplea cyunea),
like the fins of fish, having nothing upon them but a sort one of our latest migrants, appeared to-day.
of down and short feathers.” It must have been a curious
May 10.—A brood of five bine-birds are able to fly.
sight two hundred years ago to behold these wild, lonely
May 20.—Canada flycatching warbler (Myiodiacles canadensis); yellowislands around our shores, literally covered with the winged woodpecker’s nest, fonr eggs. Azaleas in blossom.
strange figures of these birds, as they waddled slowly
May 21.— Least bittern (Aidea egretta) seen; nest or chipping spar¬
about in an erect position, with their broad, webbed feet row wllb two eggs; first egg of the cow bird this season fonnd iu best
and short wings, resembling the flippers of a seal. These of the Phcebe-blrd.
wings were not constituted for flight, hut were admirable
May 23—Clear; strong west wind during the night. Several Tennsspaddles iu the water, enabling the bird to move, about even Bee warblers (HelmirdAopkaga psregrma) noted Heard the notes of
more swiftly tlnm the loon. The legs were extremely short the Acadian flycatcher (Empidonox acadicue), a few of which are with
but powerlul, and placed so much posteriorly that in rest¬ us every summers, iu three pieces of shady woods. Found a cow-bird’s
ing on the rocks the birds assumed an upright atliiuite, the egg in the empty nest of a cat-nird.
May 33—Cloudy; cool: high wind from thn northeast. JJsndractt
whole of the leg and toes being applied to the surfacif
The great auk is a Dative of the northern hemisphere, eastanea abundant, aud D. cestiva building. The cow-bird’s egg which
the penguin being its relative in the southern. Professor yesterday encemhered the nest of the cat-bird is missing to-day, and an
Oweu lias shown that it differed from the latter in the egg of the rightful owner substituted.
May 25.—Several Traill's flycatcUets (Empidonox TraillH) nollced
form of the beak and many other osteological details, and
is so closely allied to the existing auks, guillemots ami near swampy ground; they appear to have a great preference for elm
trees. Yellow-winged sparrows (Cotunriculuepasserines) seen for first
puffins as to be classed with them in the same family,
Alcidat, which is included in the order of Akseuks, or time this season.
May 25.—Nest of tbe Spicella pusllla containing two eggs. The Mary¬
Swimming Birds, The causes of its extermination are
yellow-throats are building.
not difficult to discover. Its short wiugs and peculiar land
May 28 —Mourning warbler (Geothylpis Philadelphia) seen; tbe only
conformation rendered it helpless on land, while its flesh one noted tills spring; a single epeoimeu was also seen last spring, the
and feathers were so valuable as to invite the rapacity of date being May 2&1.
May 30.—Shot a fine male specimen of the Kentucky warbler (Opotor■
tits solitary egg was laid either la clefts of the rocks or la deep bur¬
nis formosue) in fall song. Nests of the Wilson's thrush, with Lhree
rows, was five Inches Iona, and was covered with curious markings re¬
eggs, of the brown thrasher, oa the ground, with four eggs, and of Ui
sembling Chinese characters.—Eu.
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towbce (Plpilo) also with four eggs, were found; all the eggs were
fresh.
May 31.—Cool; temperature 42°, A Maryland yellow-throat’a nest
with two eggs; one of the yellow-breasted chat, with three eggs, and a
nest of the towhee with four eggs containing well-advanced embryos,
were found.
I have been expecting to see more of Dr. Abbott's interesting and
valuable notes, hut as yet have been disappointed.
E. P. Bicknrll.
New Work by Dr. Codes.—Some weelts ago we stated
that Dr. Elliott Coues was writing a companion volume
to his “Birds of the Northwest,” and expressed our gratifi¬
cation. Dr. Coues, however, advised ns that we were mis¬
informed, and we printed his letter to lhat effect. It now
appears, however, that we were not so far out of (lie way
in spirit as in letter, since we have Just received from Dr.
Coues himself proof-sheets of a portion of a new work to
he styled '‘Birds of the Colorado.” Although printed
much iu the style of his “Birds o£ tlio Northwest,” the
text is different in every .particular, and treats of a quite
different set of birds, so that it is a complimentary rather
than companion volume to the other.
Not only the
full synonymy and description of each species is given, but
also its range, habits, nidificalion, &e., with voluminous
references and quotations from late monographs and local
lists. It must he very gratifying to flgld ornithologists in
the West to have their fragmentary maleriulso quickly and
skillfully-taken np, and made to contribute to the complete
and felicitous whole of the bird’s biography. Ornithology
is making rapid advances when ibis is done as promptly as
at the present time. We would he glad if we could avail
ourselves of Dr. Coues’s permission to reproduce some
pages of the new book, hut lack of space prevents. To
the ruby-crowned kinglet, for example, well known in one
Bense and poorly known in another, six octavo pages are
given. The table of synonymy includes fourteen separate
names and 104 references to previous mention of this bird,
nine of which are to Dr. Coues’s own writings. The spe¬
cific characters are next briefly given in Latin, preceding
a fuller diagnosis in English. The manners, distribution,
obscure breeding, sweet and powerful song, and food are
then written out. It is a hook which will be read with
delight, and we are sorry to hear that its appearance will
probably be delayed for some time to come.
The Wood Ibis at Troy.—Mr

Frederic 8. Webster,
of Troy, N. Y,, records for us the capture ot a male wood
ibis (Tantalus loeulator) in full plumage near that city, li
was shot on June 24lh on a small lake. Its proper home is
Florida and Louisiana, and it is rare north of Natchez. It
is, therefore, what ornithologists call “a good note” to dis¬
cover it so far north as the centre of this State.
—Mr. George Bird Grinned of New Haven, who accom¬
panied Lieut. Ludlow to the Black Hills iu 1874, has pub¬
lished aB a pamphlet extracted from the American Journal of
Science and Arts for July, a description of Uintacrinits socialis, from the Uinta-Mts., which is specially interesting
as being the first crinoid known from the cretaceous rocks
of this continent. The fact that it lacked a stem indicates
the advance made by some of the crinoids that survived
until the cretaceous, over the older paleozoic forms.
Notes prom our Correspondents.—“Teal” writes us
that some years ago near the Bass River, in Danvers, Mass.,
a friend of his caught a spotted sandpiper which had one
of its feet fast in a mussel shod. He supposed the bird ac¬
cidentally stepped into the gaping shell, which the mus¬
sel instantly closed, holding the fool.Mr. D. H.
Eaton says the black-throated huntings are very common
at Peotone, Will Co., III., breeding in hedges. He tells us
that there the bobolink is known as the “butler-bird,” and
the bittern (B. minor) as the “thunder-pump.” Of the last
he found seven eggs on Jane 3d, far advanced in incuba¬
tion.J. H. Ragsdale finds that the upland plover
(Actiturus Bartrandus) breeds at Gainesville, Texas.
....How to ascertain the sex of pigeons? is answer¬
ed by C. T. J. (Salem,Mass). lie says: “I have found
that by taking the bird by the legs, allowing the feet to
grasp the fore finger of the left hand, and wuh the third
and fore-finger of the light hand drawing the head gently
forward by the bill, a male bird will drop its tail, while a
female will raise it. Almost every bird will do Ihesame."_
Mr. W. H. Seabury (Norfolk, Va.,) relates that lately every
evening when he Inis turned on the water to sprinkle his flow
ers fromhis hose, n cat bird has immediately made its appear¬
ance and flown into and out of the shower to enjoy the
bath.
No matter at what time the sprinkling was
done the bird was sure to be on hand; yet it did not stay
on Mr. Seabury’s lot, but always came from a neighbor’s
grounds.
Arrivals atPhtladelpria Zooloqioal Garden, July IOtd July 16.
—Eight harrowing owls (Athene cunimlaria), three swift taxes (Vu.'pes
tvelox), two Whip Sim Ires (Uasticophie flatigularU), two prairie wolves
(Canis lalraus), presented by Chas. Noble, Philadelphia; one young al¬
ligator (A. mismsipptemis), proBi-nted by John Schneider. Philadel¬
phia; two rattlesnakes (Crotalus dwissus), presented by S. W. Hudson,.
Hndsondale, Pa.; one bittern. (Botaurus minor), presented byU, Mq'Clinton, Philadelphia.
ARTHUR E. Brown, Gen'i Sapfc
Arrivals at the Central Park Menagerie, July 10 to Jult 15.—
Two tapirs (Tapirus arnericanus), onecapybara (Hydrodiueruscnpabara),
one rhea (Bhea americana), and two ring doves (Twlurrisotlus), bred
in the menagerie.
_W. A. Conklin, Director.
The Heat.—It should be borne in mind that snn stroke,
so-called, is produced not only by exposure to the sunr An
extremly high temperature of the body is likely to produce
what is termed in the East Indies “heat applopexy,” with
the most fatal results. One should, if possible abolish
mental caTe or woiry, as well as all undue excitement during
the heated term, as all are predisposing causes, tending to
raise the temperature of the body and force the blood to
the head, Work early and lale, resting from labor in the
middle of the day. Drink sparingly aud eat moderately of
light food and you can laugh at the heat.
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BACKING
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E are in receipt of a letter from our shooting friend
“O.F.,”of Aneram, N.Y., in which he slates
that bis young hitch. Feathers, from the kennel of our
Field Editor, is doing wonders; that dow, although hut
eight months months old, she works with the steadiness of
an okl clog, and is very staunch on woodcock, he having
shot a number of birds from her points this season. And
the question is then asked us whether is belter to work a
young dog with an old one in oi'der to perfect him iu the
way be should go. This is a matter of much importance
in breaking young dogs, and deserves the attention of all
who intend to break their dog fn the best manner. Many
persons think that in order to get a young one to hunt he
must have the example of an older dog. This is a mistake,
as it is almost as natural for a pup or young dog to hunt
tor game as it is to eat or drink, but yet no young one can
be properly broken without working him in company with
other dogs. If a pup or young dog Is worked alone he
fails to learn the very important qualifleatioe of “back¬
ing;” no dog is entitled to be called fiist-class unless he
will staunchly back the points of other dogs, and this
accomplishment can only be attained by working them in
company. Yet we have seen many young dogs completely
spoiled by working them too much when very young with
good old dogs. They very soon discover that the old dogs
know all about finding the game, and they, instead of try¬
ing to find it themselves, take to watching and backing
their elders; consequently great care should he taken with
the youngsters that they do not fall into this habit. As
soon as a young dog begins to watch the older one and
to depend upon him to find the birds, he should be with¬
drawn and worked entirely alone until he becomes fully
confirmed in the habit of depending upon his own efforts
to find the game, and as soon as this habit is attained he
should he worked in company with alder and well-broken
dogs in order to confirm in him the habit of “backing.”
-The TjAverack Petrel.—The Laverack bitch, Petrel,
for the Strathroy Kennels, arrived per steamer City of
Chester on the 10th inst. She is by Llewellin's Prince out
of Lill II, and is in whelp to Dan.
TREATMENT OF SURFEIT MANGE.
New York, July lstli, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In last week's issue your correspondent “R.H.T.,” ot Rockville,
Conn., says he lias a llna pointer dog I.list is breaking out all over with
fine pimples, and that Uiere are several spots where the hair has fallen
off. As 1 had a pointer pup so affected this spring, and treated two
otherB belonging to friends, allow mo to give you my idea of the disease
aud its treatment.
The dog III question is, In all probability, suffering from surfeit
mange, or an Impoverished condition of the blood; these pimples, if
neglected, Will inorease in quantity, and where two or three occur in
close proximity cuuse the hair to fall off. Matter can often be squeezed
out of tlieamaller ones. Now, provided they are caused by overfeeding
too much food of the same kind, want of salt, exercise, etc., I would
advise a good purge, say lliree compound cathartic pills U, S.,oran
ounce of Rochelle salts, or two ounces of castor oil with six drops of
laudanum in it. Any of the above are good. Then anoint the dog
every other morning until he has received three applications, washing
off on the alternate days with the following preparation: Proto-iodide
of mercury, 2 drachms; laid, 18 onnees; oil of turpentine, 40 drops;
powdered snlphur, 10 ounces; coal tar, 5 drachms. Internally give the
following tonic three times a (lay: Citrate of iron and quinine, 5 grains,
made into a pill. In the cases where 1 have adopted ibis treatment the
pimples all disappeared after the second application of the ointment,
oat I continued the tonic for two weeks afterwards. L also changed the
dog’s diet, whhholding all animal food, nnd gtviug a faronaceous diet
entirely. The coal tar in the ointment prevented the dogs from licking
it off. The above amount of ointment wonld be sufficient for two appli¬
cations for pointers, hut not more than one application to setters, on
account of their long hair. Itshould, moreover, be thoroughly rubbed
in, a task which will occupy otor half an hour.
Should the mange be due to a poor state of the blood, cansed either
by hereditary predisposition, or poor feeding, -neglect, etc., a milder
cathartic should he employed, followed by the ointment three times, and
a pill lliree times a day, each pill containing live grains of citrate of iron
and quinine, two drops ot powdered solution of arsenic and one-sixtyfoiiri.li of a grain of thu bi chloride of mercury. After two weeks X
would omit the bi-clddride fii the pill and continue with the quiulne and
iron. Should there be any sores on the’dog apply zinc ointment to
them once a day nntil they dry up; a lil tle coal tar mixed with the oint¬
ment will keep the dog from licking them. This zinc ointment, by the
by. is lire best application for any wound or cat received by a dog. Well
cooked meat, with rice, cracaers, and old Indian meal should bo his chief
articles of diet. 1 might here any that many dogs are Baid to have the
mange when lice are the real source of trouble. The symptoms are al¬
most identical with those of mange, caused by dirty kennels, and in
many instances associated with it. The hair will fall off in patches
about the size ot a live-cent. nirikei all over the body, and the dog found
occupying his leisure moments in scratching. Anoint the dog thorough¬
ly witli any oil or lard for two days in succession, und the lice wifi all
disappear; don’t put him back again in his kennel before it is well
washed and cleansed with carbolic acid wilier, or you will have all your
trouole for nought.
I am glad to see that "Idstone” and others of your readers agree with
me in regard to docking dog’s tails, and that chopping off joints will not
improve them; bnt that u constant endenvor on the part of every breed¬
er to breed to siiort-tailed dogs in preference to long-tailed ones, is the
only way ty which wo can improve the present deformity.
Whisky aud her pups are doing fiuety. I have entered her nnd
her litter, together with my Daisy, for i,he Centennial Bench Snow.
Wonld that Guido’s Lilly and her family could also be present.
W. 8. Wt,bb.

DR.

WEBB’S

REMEDY.

West Hoboken, July 14th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
During the last week in Junea yonng setter of mine, li years old. was
taken sick; lie was coughing all. day and night, and ns ho otherwise
showed no signs of richness, I thought he hud ouly caught a had cold,
and to slop the cough I gave him viuogar and honey. But he did not
improve. The cough, although not to violent became more rattling.
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The eyes commenced to ran, and had a Bickly, dull expression. Thfl
nose was dry and warm, appetite little or none, and the dog bad seem¬
ingly pains in the Inngs. He grew weak, and acred as if half drunk.
Having of late lost several yonng dogs, in spite of all medicine and the
best of care, I had partly lost faith in all remedies generally need against
distemper, and as I well remembered the excellent article of Dr. Webb,
in a late number of Forest and Stream, [looked it np, read It over
again, and came to the conclusion that my Sport had pneumonia, and
that 1 should try Dr. Webb’s remedy. I drat gave at noon a powder of
lgr. calomel and lgr. tartarized antimony, and inside of fifteen minutes
the dog vomited repeatedly a greenish slimy mass, and drank during
this time a good deal of water. Same night I gave a pill of Jars. of
bine mass, and the next morning 4grs. of quinine. Next night 4gre. of
blneniass, and in the morning 4gas. of quinine again. For the next
two days I only gave 4grs. of quinine each day, then left out a day, and
on the following gave Igrs. of quinine once more. The first day after
giving the medicine the expression of the eye was clearer, but nose and
and eyes were running considerably more than on the previous day. I
each day fed beef soup or milk with a fresh egg to it. The second day
after the medicine was first given he looked the very same as on the day
before, but seemed to be in better spirits. Third day. the running of
eyes and nose was considerably better, congn and pains in the breast
seemed also not so troublesome, aud from this time he recovered rapid¬
ly. The nose continued dry and warm for about ten days, and he also
coughed a little during this time, bnt after a period of about fourteen
days he was as healthy us ever. Although this is the first case I
have experienced and cured since Dr. Webb’s new remedy was nnblished, I am now almost convinced, that neatly always the uo-calied
distemper cases are pneumonia, and that most of them maybe cured
if the ubovo remedy is properly applied
1 hereby tender Dr. Weot> my best thanks for publishing his valuable
experience, anil in conclusion wifi only remark that all owners and
breeders of fine dogs cannot appreciate It enough.
J tfSTtfS.
Kknnel Produce,—Our friend I'beO. MorfOrd. Ssq., of NinvtOn. N.
J., informs us that his orange and white bitch Fnsa, on the 13th Inst,
gave birth to five orange and white whelps—four of which are dugs, cine
gyp—and as these pups are by the famous orange and white dog Joe,
purchased from Mr. Morfucd by Mr. Shipman, they will no doeot bo
highly prized.
J. W. Foster’s (Leesburg, Ya.) Field Trial bitch Kirby on the 10th
inst., w helped nine paps by Luther Adam's celebrated dog Rock. Five
are dog and four are bitches—three lemon beltons, three bine beltons,
two black and white, and one black, white and tan.
— Dr. S. Fleet Spier's Gordon Better. Daisy, on the 7th inst, whelped
nine poppies all black and tan. by Ids Gypsum.

Hackling and Ranting.
All communications tram Secretaries anti friends should be mailed no
later than btonday in each week.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

July 20.
July 21.....
July 22.
July 22.
.1 uly 24.
July 25...:.
July 2b.

Boston.
10 ’ 22
11
21
12
1
3
47
1
2 30
12
3

New York. Charleston.
*•
8
58
8
<11
31
10
13
11
11
57
pjorn.

fi

Headquarters Schuylkill Navy,

*6
7
8
9
0
10
11

20
22
12
3
47
30
12
)

Philadelphia, July 17, 1876. f
The time of closing the entries Icr the Centennial Regat¬
tas has been extended to August 1st.
John Gillingham, Sec’y.
Centennial Rotes.—Out Philadelphia correspondent'
writes under date of July 17th as follows: The Interna¬
tional Regatta Committee, as I predicted last week, have
extended the time for closing the entries for the Centennial
Regattas to August 1st. Although the matter lias beau
fully set forth in all the sporting and many of the daily
papers, there are many clubs that do not seem to have
understood that entries should have been in by July 15.
The Schuylkill Navy will have to make extensive prepa¬
rations to house the boats that will come, and it is of the
utmost importance that they should know how many boats
will have to be accommodated. Circulars will at once
be issued, setting forth these facts. The entries are not
announced, as, of course, they should not be.until the time
of closing, but they are ns numerous as the most sanguine
could expect.
For the intcr-collegiate’ races the Dublin University
Rowing Club have entered for the fours and singles, The
crew of First Trinity College, Cambridge, sailed last week
and will be in New York “on Saturday or Sunday next.
They will row in the amateur aud undergraduate races of
fours and singles.
Mr. Win. B. Close will represent
Cambridge University in the singles,
Princeton has
entered for fours and doubles for amateur aud under¬
graduate. Harvard has been pledged, and Yale is an¬
nounced as coming. Kven if no othei's enter this will
make such a race as has never been seen.
Of the amateur clubs there are many entries.
The
Argonautas, Beaverwycks, and Atalantas willhave another
chauee to row it out.
The Thames professional crew will meet, the Tyne, the
the Paris crew, the New York crew, the Halifax crew, and
one or two crews from Pittsburgh. It behooves the com¬
mittee in charge to raise at once the money pledged for
the prizes.
bcuLLS.
International Rowing.—We published last week a
brief dispatch announcing the fact, that Cambridge Univer¬
sity would be represented on the Schuylkill this summer.
We have now copies of the letters from Mr. Close, (Secre¬
tary of the Trinity (Cambridge) Boat Club, and Mr. Hick¬
son, Captain of the Dublin U. R. C., to Commodore
Ferguson, naming their entries. They are as follows:—
Dear Sir:- I am happy to inform yon that, at a meeting or the First
Trinity Boat Clan It was unanimously decided to accept your very kind
Invitation m participate in the intercollegiate international regalia to be
held ai Philadelphia under ihe dlreenonof ih« Schuylkill Navy. Wilt
yon therefore, kindly enter the First Trinity Boat Cmn as the “Black
Priiice” (mir regatta title) for Ihe intercollegiate and international tours,
and kindly enter me as Cambridge University for the scuffing race, as I
should like to tie entered for that as well t We havo taken places on the
White Star Bteamer Btitannio, sailing from Liverpool on the 13th of
July for New York, and will he in Philadelphia as soon as we can. The
following are the gentlemen who will comprise the crew. Bow, J. A.
Jameson- 2d, W. B. Close; 3d, G. L, N. Maun; stroke, J. P. Tenrore;
reserve F Walker.
William B. Close,
’
Sec'y Trinity Boat Club, Cambridge, England.
Juneibth, 1876.
My Dear Sir:—I beg to send yon our entries for the international
onr-oared race and for the international graduates’ race at Philadelphia,
’he following are the names of the gentlemen who will represent our
lub at your regatta: George Pentlaiid, Cr ,ker Barrington, Charles B.
ianington, Gi-brge A. K Hickson, and A. Fentiaud. substitute. For
Cullers’cup, A. PeuUand. and George Peutland, substitute.
We hereby certify on honor lhat each of these genilemen are amalenra
ecordino to your deliniiion of amaieur. as published in the Field, ana
re not paid, directly or indirectly, for their services. _
1
George A. E. Hickson, CaptainD. U. R. C
Mnrjsend, Dublin, Ireland, June, 18th, 1876.
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A New Rowing Gear.—We present this week a cut of
the latest improvement in rowing gear, the invention of
Mr. William Lyman, of Middlefield, Connecticut. Every
one that has ever rowed has felt that his boat was going
wrong end foremost, and has wished that he could see
where he was going without incurring the risk of a dis¬
located neck. Often it becomes nn absolute necessity to
either use a paddle or resort to the awkward expedient of
pushing, neither of which is nearly so economical of power
as pulling.
, . ,
Mr. Lyman has made his oar in two parts, both of which
are fastened to the gunwale by a ball and socket joint
giving full and free play in every direction.
The shaft of
the oar is placed forward of the loom, and the two parts
are joined by a ligbt jointed lever or connecting rod, in
such a manner that the bl ids travels in the same direction
as the power applied at the handle,instead of in the. opposite
direction, as in the ordinary oar. The oarsman sits facing
the bow; pulls as in an ordinary boat; and goes ahead
The hall is cast on a beveled block that fits in a correspond¬
ing slat in a piece of metal screwed to the gunwale, and is
adjusted to or detached from any boat in a moment. The
whole gear is as light and as strong as an ordinary metal
swivel rowlock, and the leverage gives an increase of
power that renders the use of shot ter sculls equally
effective. This is a telling advantage in rowing in narrow
creeks or inlets At each stroke the weight is thrown
backward, bringing the bow out of the water, instead of
the usual depression of the bow. The oars fold easily
back upon the gunwale by drawing the bands back amt
pushine them outward. When not in use the rigging
can belnstantly detached and folded up; yet there is no
possibility of the oars becoming unshipped by accident
even among bushes or reeds. The stroke is perfectly even
from catch to finish, and every pound of power exerted
tends to drive the boat forward. Its perfect noiselessness
in addition to seeing where one is going, will commend it
to every one who uses a boat in gunning. It lias been
successfully used on six-oared barges, and it is adapted to
every boat that is rowed from the gunwale,
The College Regatta.—The Freshman race at Sara¬
toga was to have been rowed on Tuesday, but the usual
-vexations, delays, and postponements which seem to be
inseparable from races rowed on this course occurred, and
at the time of our going to press—Wednesday morning—
none of the events had been decided, This is a disap¬
pointment, as we had fully expected t,o have given our
readers an account of at least one day’s events io our pres¬
ent issue. However, the postponements, although per¬
haps resulting in pecuniary benefit to the hotel keepers, are
fatal to future rowing on Saratoga Lake, and it is perhaps
fortunate that the British university oarsmen have decided
to row only at Philadelphia. The annual intcr-cr.llegiate
regatta, if not killed entirely, will also be rowed elsewhere
in future.
The Southern Regatta.—The Southern Cluh’s rowing
rega ta was held on the 17lk lost at Miloesburg, Lake Poncharlrain, resulting as follows:—
First Race—Single scull, one mile. The St. John won,
Orleans second, Riverside third.
Time, 8m. 584s.
Secoud Race—Double scull, mile and a half. The How¬
ards won. St. John second, Hope third. Time, 11m. 51s.
Third Race—Four-oared barges, two miles. The Hope
first. Riverside sucomi, Perseverance third, and Southern
fourth. Time, 14m. 30s.
— 1 he yacht Belle V.,of Brooklyn,has just returned from
a two weeks’ cruise on the Hudson, ascending as far as
Albany. Her Captain and owner, Capt. F. Van Doom,
aud Mr R. E. Burton, represent the trip as having been a
most enjoyable one.
Brooklyn Yacht Club.—Tne annual cruise of this
club will commence to day, the yachts rendezvousing at
Glen Cove. The following yachts are reported as certain
to join; Schooners, Madeleine, Clio, Comet, Dreadnaught,
Syren, Mystic, Lethea, Playful, and Sea Witch; sloops
Lizzv L,, Niantie, Favorite, While Wilm, Kate, Selene,
and Undine; The following yachts are reported as likely
to join; schooners Estelle, vision, Gypsie, and Tempest;
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sloops Arrow, Gracie, and Pirate. An invitation will be
extended to Commodore Gifford, of the Countess of Dufferiu, to join the fleet. Mr, Gould, proprietor of the Mnuhassett House, on Shelter Island, has invited the club to
visit that place, and promises a subscription of $250 from
the guests of the house for prizes
At the last, regular
monthly meeting. Dr. Johnson moved that a committee be
appointed to secure a relief, if possible, for owners of
vachts under ninety tons who are now refused a j acht
license, and required to have the name of the yacht and
the port to which she belongs painted on the stern, pursu
ant to act of Congress. The resolution was adopted, und
Messrs. Johnson, Handley, and Osbourne appointed a com
mittee to take the matter into consideration.
—The feat of crossing the English Channel in a canoe
has been accomplished by Lieutenant Colville of the
Grenadier Guards, who started from Dover at three o'clock
in the morning and paddled into the harbor of Palis at
half past nine, doing about thirty miles zizag across Ihe
channel in six hours and a half. The exploit is regarded
as fully as hazardous as the swimming feats of Webb and
Boyton.
The Dory Centennial .—On the 2d inst. the steamship
Amerique. from Havre for New York, spoke the dory Cen¬
tennial, Capt. Johnsen, hence for Queenstown, in latitude
42 50, longitude 62 23. Capt. Johusen reported all well
and that he wanted nothing except to obtain the longitude,
which was furnished him.
Yachting in North Carolina.—An interesting and
exciting race for a purse of $50 was sailed on Thursday.
July 6ih, in Core Sound, between Ihe Lucia, a Fair Haven
sharpie belonging to Mr. Ives, of Beaufort, and the Sunny
Side, a clinker built, open boat, sloop rigged, owned and
sailed by Dank Bell, of Morehead City. The Lucia was
built by George M. Graves, of Fair Haven, Conn., and
beat the famous Law, sharpie, one or more races on Long
Island Sound in August, lt-75, in races for hotel prizes.
The Sunnv Side has never been beaten before by an open
boat, but the Lucia beat bir handsomely. The race was
from Barker's Point, in Coro Sound, to Ihe point of
Shackleford, opposite Fort Macon. Beaufort Harbor, and
was a dead beat to the windward, in rough water, strong
wind, aud against ebb-tide; wind southwest. J- E. W.

“veteran" member of the club landing two weighing 42
pounds each; and on the 26th of the same months he
caught one weighing 50 pounds. The catch to date this
year ia far ahead of that at a similar period last year, the
smallest fish weighing 10 pounds. Among the members
now at the Pasque Club House are the President, J. J. Don¬
ohue (who, by the bye, caught on Saturday last a40 lb. bass)
aud family; J. L. Stitimus and family, and C. P. Casserly,
of Cincinnati; Solon Humpkrys and wife, Sam Brown and
wife, Henry Gunther and family, F. O. Herring and wife,
Geo. A. Bobbins and sons, Dr. Guernsey and daughter,
and J. B. Sterns, all of Now York, aud Edmond DoPestere, of Cuba,
Bbeershead.—Says file Germantown Teleymph.--—
“For the same rea°oU that the Spanish mackerel uvoids
the Delaware Bay, the sheepshiad seems to he influenced,
as it ia but rarely this fish is taken above Cape tleulopen.
Two years ago. however, one was hooked at Pennsgrove,
near Wilmington, weighing six pounds. The person who
look it had just cast his line into thu water and the fish
almost immediately seized the bait. It is said to be the
only specimen of the kind eyer taken so far up the river.”
It is rarely that the sbeepslioad is taken in the manner
described by our contemporary. As a rule he (the aheepshead) is a slow biting fish. In the Great South Bay we fish
for him wit it small soft clams as bait, placed on the book
whole, Ihe shells being first cracked. This saves consider¬
able annoyance from worthless fish, such as sea robins,
etc., who would otherwise be continually taking off the
bait. The bile of the sheepshead is peculiar and unmis¬
takable, but when baiting with whole clams you must give
him lime.
Let those sharp sheep’s teeth of his work
through the cracked shell of the clam and get fairly .at the
bait and strike. Time was when in the channel opposite
the Surf House one could almost be certain of a good bas¬
ket of sheepshead, but now, thanks to the vandals of the
South Side, dragnets sweep the bottom in every direction,
to flie utter destruction of all rod fishing. Of late old
mowing machines have been sunk on the sheepshead
ground, which will prevent netting, but not until they had
been taken in nets by the ton. Riding down a few even¬
ing since in ODe of the comfortable drawing-room cars of
the Central Railroad, our companion related a joke played
on “mine lit
Satnmis, of Fire Island, which is too good
to be kept. A few years since the "Surf" filled up early,
mosquitoes were scarce and guests clamored for sheeps¬
head. It so happened that some fishermen in the vicinity
had captured a large tlmm, a fish somewhat resembling the
sheepshead, but comparatively worthless. The fish was
carried up to Ihe hotel and Samnlis, supposing it to be a
sheepshead, eagerly demanded the price. The fishermen
were modest and thought that a “drink all around would
be about right.” To tills the host gladly consented and
even repeated the dose. With a request to all of his guests
present to “take sugar in their’n” at his expense, but as the
fish was being borne in triumph to the ldtclieu, Charley
H., of New York, happened to step in and asked Simmis
“What in b—1 he was going to do with that cursed drum?”
Carnasie was once u great place for sheepshead fishing, but
tbe Betters have cleared them out, Thanks to the New
Jersey Legislature, Baruogat Bay is free from pounds or
drag nets and probably better sheepshead fishing is to be
had there than anywhere along the coast. The sheeps¬
bead is not only one of the most gamey of fish, ranging
from five to twenty pounds in weight, but liis table
qualities are unexcelled. Would that ihrno were more of
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FISH IN

SEASON IN JULY-.

FRESH WATER.
SALT WATER.
Trout. Sai/no fontmatis.
ScaBaft, Sehennpt ouflatus.
Salmon, Salmo ealur.
BteiisbaUff; Archosargua proSatoSalmon Tronl, Salmo nonjintfi.
cephutne.
Laud-locked Salmon, Sulim QtoVerl, S’rlped Bass, Roc.ctis lineat.us.
Grayling. ThvnuMiU tricolor.
While Perch, Mou>n« uu.n itmia.
Black Bass, itieroptenu ealmohles; Weukfl-I, CijMsdon rcgulu.
if niorica’is.
BlueOah, f’omatoinua tallaMx.
Mascalonge, Esox nabilior.
Spanish Mackerel, Oytiium maculaPike or Pickerel, Esox Indus.
turn.
Yellow Perch, Ferctt Jiavrswnt.
Cero. Oyblvm regale.
Bonito, Sm'da ptlamye.
Kingtlsh, Mettlicirrus nebttlosue.
For list of seasonable Iroat flies for July, boo our issue of June 59Ih.
Fish in Market.—The contiuued warm weather has
driven fish off shore into deep water, consequently most
varieties arc scarcer and have advanced somewhat in price.
Striped bass are worth 18 to 20 cents per pound; bluefish,
8 to 10 cents; 9almon, 80 cents; mackerel, 12 to 18 cents
each; Spanish mackerel. 60 cents per pound; green turtle,
10 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; halibut, 18 cents per
pound; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 8 cents; blackfish, 15
cents; flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 12 cents; sea bass, 18
cents; eels, 18 cents; lobstrrs, 10 cents; sheepsbead, 18
cents; soft clams, 30 to 60 cents per 100; hard shell crabs,
$4 per 100; soft shell crabs, $1.40; frogs, 50 cents per
pound.
Bass at Pas^ue Island.—A paragraph in our last issue
mentioned that up to the 12th inst. no bass had been taken
at Ptisqun Island. We have since learned that litis was an
error. On June 20th the first were taken. Mr. Baylan the

them.
—In u reply to our correspondent ’'Scales," in our last
week’aiseue. the printer neglected to place the euquiier's
address aitei hie name, which made % appear tint we
I
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named July 1st as the commencement of the close season
for trout In New York, whereas, the enquiry came from
Connecticut, and applied to that Stale- The close season
does not begin in New York until September 15th,
Large Turtle.—A. correspondent willing from Nor¬

folk, Va., under date of July 13th, says:—
"One of the pilots while cruising ofE the Capes last week,
struck with a graiuse and hauled on board an enormous
tunle, and afterward threw him overboard. He said that
he was nearly black, with a few light spots; was a different
shape from the ordinary green turtle, being more round
that he measured nine feet lODg, by eight Wide. I think
he ought by all means to have brought him up to the city
and disposed of him. They often get large 9ea green tur¬
tles, and sometimes have rare sport with big bluefish, while
cruising.”
This turtle was probably a “leather back" (Sphargis corineed), of which several were captured on the coast at this
time last year.
Mr. Charles Osborn, of the yacht Dreadnaught, caught one off Long Branch, and another was
caught off Stonington, Conn., each about seven feet in
length, and weighing 1,100 pounds. Oue of these turtles
was sent to the Smithsonian Institution, and is now oil
exhibition at Philadelphia.
vf Cascapedia Salmon Fishing.—Mr. George Dawson,
the veteran angler, writes us from Albany under
date of July 12th, as follows:—I have just returned
from a month on the Cascapedia. The water was too high
for fishing until the 3lst of June. On that day I took my
first salmou, and in eleven days’ fishing I bagged forty-one
salmon, averaging 35 pounds. My largest was 35J pounds.
My friend Judge Hadley killed one weighing 3(H pounds—
his first fish. Itis 31 averaged 37 pounds. I never had
heller sport, and never had a higher appreciation of the
kingly character of the noble nsh. The Messrs. Almun
and two friends fished the river al. the same time, higher up,
and when we left had equalled my score. From one pool,
in six successive days, they took 56 fish, as follows: L.
Aimau, 11; M. Abnan, 5; Lieut. Sulton, 13; L. Alman, 1;
J. A. Smith, 13; Lieut. Button, 13. They were all large,
averaging, I suppose, at least 23 lbs. The salmou catch on
the coasL has been immense.
The wise action of the
Provincial Government is working admirably. Of the glorions incidents of the trip 1 have no lime to say anything just
now. We wore, however, “happy every hour.” G. £>,
—The Norwich (Conn,) Gautier says that fishermen along
the shore who have been lo the vineyard, repoi'l it too
early for bass fishing, though Ihe price is high, llie fish
being worth fifteen cents pci' pound in New York. Bluefish are very plentiful and cheap at the Vineyard. Sev¬
eral schools were seen, but were not worth the trouble of
catching, as they only birng four cents per pound in the
New York market.
—The members of the Fiscalorius Club of Hartford arc
making preparations for their annual fishing cniise. They
expect to start on the first of August, and have engaged
the schooner E. H. Williams to carry the party. Their
intention is to visit Philadelphia and devote four days to
seeing the wonders of the exhibition. They will cruise
along the Jersey coast, and expect some fuu in trolling lor
bluefish. Oil the return from the eeuteuuial they will
visit Block Island and other noted fishing grounds on the
New England coast. The club was organized sixteen years
ago, and is composed of some of tile best citizens of Hart¬
ford.
^ New Jersey.—Kinsey's

Ashley House—Barneg at Inlet,
July lOih.—J. Waugh A; Co., 17 bluefish, 30 sea bass. July
lllh, ,T. Waugh & Co., 7 bluefish, 15 blaokfish and sea
bass; E.P. Collis, 8sheepshead; J. C. Mount, 19 bluefish,
11 sea bass; J. Soper, 11 sheepahead. July 12th, Waugh
& Co., 83 bluefish; Gen. B. F. Fisher, 11 bluefish and 18sea
bass. Some 50 sheepshead by the professionals. July 13th,
Gen. B. F. Fisher, of Phila.. 27 bluefish, 27 sea bass and
blackfisli; J. Waugh & Co., 23 bluefish. Julyl4th, some
few bluefish taken. No wind. July 15th, General B. F.
Fisher, 4 sheepshead, and some 70 by t be professionals.
Light wind during tlie entire week, and fishing as a genera!
average poor.
JJ:
* Connecticut.—Nan Haven, July HOf—Another fine
salmon weighing nine pounds has been taken al Higganum,
on the Connecticut. Black bass have been largely intro¬
duced into pur waters, and are doing finely; streams which
formerly swarmed with dace and the smaller fish, have
been almost enlirely freed from them by the bass, which as
a consequence are very large and strong. Striped bass al¬
though plentiful in the rivers and creeks, do uot as yet taka
the hook freely; whether the recent showers will have any
effect on them or not, remains to be seen.
R. T. M.
Bridgeport, July nth.—Some very fine strings of black
bass were taken from tile Ilousatonic, near New Milford,
last week. One parly captured 21 fish weighing twenty-five
pounds, and a young lad had the good fortune Io hook and
save fine weighing six and throe quarter pounds. I shall
try my luck soon, and acquaint you With the result. Our
harbor is full of very small bluefish.
Huntington.
Virginia.—Leesburg, July 15th.—The Potomac, Goose
Creek, and smaller tributaries are as yellow as gold.
Hundreds of dead fish (common suckers) are floating and
stranded along the shore. Their stench is veiy disagree¬
able. They were killed by alternate rises and tails in the
river, being left in stagnant pools, and then by next high
water washed out. There has been no good fishing in
June for more Uian one day. First black bats taken with
fly was on June first. Two gentlemen on Goose Creek
took 25 about last of June, but have had no good day
since. I took with a line 10 trout iu latter pait of June,
Weighing about 6 pounds, most of them quite 13 inches iu
length, The dead fish seem to have affected the appetite
of tlie bass, which have not bitten well eveu when the
water was in good condition as to cleanness. I have taken
with the fly since Juno 1st about 60 flab, mostly black bass
with sprinkling of silver chub (fall fish). W e don’t expect
clear water until the last of tins mouth, July, Several
parties have left town on angling expeditions prepared to
rough it. One party of ten went lo Shannondale, on the
Shenandoah.
T. W.
Iowa.—A correspondent writes us that last summer he
had excellent sport with pickerel in Lake Okoboji, near
Spirit Lake, using frogs for bait. One fish was a foot and
a half in length, the flesh firm and in good table condition.

Texas.—Gainesville, July Bth—On Juno 16th a party of
us went to Spring Co., some eight miles distant to fish, and
two hooks took some twenty pounds of black bass (trout)
arid rock bass (?); during the night several "cats” were
caught,
R.
Herring for Sweden.—She schooner Setagawa, Capt.
GupUll, cleared at Gloucester on Saturday, with a load of
herring, for Goltenberg, Sweden. This is the sixth cargo
of this fish shipped by Gloucester parties to that distant
market the present season, which gives tlie enterprise con¬
siderable importance as a new venture, and it the business
proves a profitable one it will doubtless be extensively pur¬
sued another year. When the first cargo was sent it seemed
like sending coals to Newcastle, but pi ovod very profitable.
Fishing Movements.—Tlie number of fishing arrivals
reported the past week has been 70—38 from Georges, 23
from mackereling trips to the eastward, and 9 from Baok
trips. Tlie receipts for the week have been about 800,000
pounds codfish, 270,000 pounds of halibut, and 6.500 bbls.
of mackerel. The extreme hot weather makes the curing
of cod a matter of difficulty, and has a tendency to soften
the mackerel. The latter find a ready sale, however, as
fast as landed, and there are none upon the market. Cod¬
fish are in moderate demand, and prices well sustained.—
Cape Atm Advertiser, July 14th.
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July, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Taking advantage of (be tbe last day the taw allows to hooters iu
tills Nutmeg State (Juue 30tb) and tbe disadvantage of a bot, still morn¬
ing, we essayed a flying visit to the land of Cunuau -no longer
the "happy land,” since it flows, not with milk and honey alone,
but nicotine and whisky—and dropped a "coachman" or two into Roar¬
ing Brook, and soon whipped out enough of the SalmoJ'onllnalis, with
their star-begemmed sides and striped Jins to tell us that trout were
still there, aufl that the Fourth was not far off. A "white-aah breeze”
soon brought us from onr trout farm to the station, and the Conu. West¬
ern Railroad presently dumped ns at the West Norfolk Station, past
which flows ns pretty a trout stream as need be seen on a spring day,
but which in summer is a mere nil, as the dry time comes on. Giving
it the go-by for the season and following down the highway that Bklrts
its sides to where it enters the Blockherry River (once a famous trout
stream nil the tan liquor from Sheppard’s tannery spoiled it) and cross
lots through a wilderness of laurels (ivy, in common parlance,) gorgeous
with blossoms jnBt at this lame, til rough tempting patches of wild
strawberries and young wintorgreens to the Roaring Brook, once so cel¬
ebrated us a trout stream, uow, alas! nearly de-buiif-catec. by the everdestructive pot flatters, and the Still more destructive charcoal flonde,
Who
-»
"Hewed the dark old woods away,
And gave the virgin streams to the day,”
tints drying the spring and making hot havoc with the-cold shady waters
that once made glad their channels. Time waB when to can'll a big
suiug of trout out of a "good bole’1 was no trick at all, even to a farmer
boy; hut. now. it tbe expert angler gets even a dozen out of a mile of
careful angling, be has extraordinary lock. As for the trout, they are
not there, and can only bn got there again by letting the shade grow,
aud by fllijug thechnunel with brushfor a year or two, or by artificial re¬
stocking, or at. three combined. So wake np, ye Norfolk Game and Fish
Protective Society, aud see what can be done for this aud other brooks
that once made your old tip-top town tbe Eden of anglers. As for our
catch for the day, fourteeu, averaging seven inches, was all that were
kept, for I keep nothing less-than six inches long, unless it is killed in
the unhooking, and thiB over about a tniie of available’fly-casting
stream. Dismissing Roaring Brook till another season we made onr
way home via East Canaan street, stopping at every cold spring or well
by tbe way to change the water in our pall of trout, and arriving at Twin
Lakes Station, whence a rapid row of a couple of miles brought ns to
onr trout farm onee more, with the trout all alive, where the fresh
spring water gave new life to the beauties without knocking the spots
ont of a single one, which is more than good luck—good managementwinch is tlie grand secret of trout raising, whether out on a "fly" or off
with the umbilical sack just nsed np.
Before closing I may as welt add that tlie camping out season has
opened with the usual enthusiasm, spite of the Cenleuulal attractions
and hard times; and numerous parties of squatter sovereigns have oc¬
cupied “the island" front time to time since the coming In of June, and
since the law is off on bass Ashing July 1st. all may caleh who can and
what they can.
_
J. I. P.

^nswei[S go (£on;espondenf$.
No Notice Taken of Anouvuioim Communication*,
T. I). East Boston.- W ill yon please inform me tlirougli your colnmna
how late the flailing season lasts at Raugeley Lakes aud greatly oblige
a reader? Ans. Until October 1st.
F. H P„ New York.—llo you know anything about a gnn maker
in New Yol 1. named John Mulltn? Are Ilia gnus trustworthy? Ans.
John >11111111, gnn maker, is dead. His guns are first clasB.
j , New York.—Is tlmre any place iu this city where they bny second¬
hand rifles, guns, etc? Ans. Try H. C. Squires, So. i Uouriland St.,
or Homer Fisber, at No. 300 Broadway.
X. Y. Z.p Swaropscott, Mass —How is bird lime niadof Ans. By
hotting the best imported linseed oil until it is the consistency of molas¬
ses candy. Your report came too late for this week’s paper.
D J1.C0., Harrlsvlfie, JVtich.- About what time in Boptcmber will the
International rifle matches take place? Ana. Tuesday, the 12th Septem
btr, wua the date named. Should any change occur ft Wifi be noted in
these columns.
Bn, Boston.—Can you inform roe how to get to MeganticLake, Province
of Quebec)? At what part of the lake can 1 obtaiD men and bolus? Do
yon know of any party of whom I can engage them by letter? Ans.
Have sent you paper with Information.
Hixlem, York, Pa.—Does Theophitns Morcot, of No. 68 Haymarket,
London, C, W„ make good and trustworthy guns? Ho w does his work
compare with the best makers in London? Ans. The Morcot guns com¬
pare favorable with the heat London makers.
P. G , Milburii, N. J.—Will you kindly tell me, 1st, What fish can be
caught in Greenwood Lake? and 2d. What description of rod and other
tackle would yon advise me to take? Ans. Black bass, perch, etc.
Take light bass rod, etc., and flies such as can be found at any dealers.
F.N. B., Newton Centre.—Gun you tell me where I can get a dog
muzzle that, I think, was advertised in your paper last season? I be
lieve it was recommended by Bergh. It. was a wire frame; a dog could
open Ins mouth but could not bite. Ami, Pioni Messra. W. P. & J.
Moscnm, No. 61 IHiuue street.
A—Is tbe trout fishing good in the Kangeley Lake region from August
1st to loth? To which would you advise one desiring two weeks' [rout¬
ing to go, the Raugeley Lakes or Nova Scotia? If to the latter place
would you prefer the region west of Haltrax, about CbeBter, or the lo¬
cality of Touro? Ans, Yes, but much better in September. We should
recommend Rangeley.
SunciiB, Brooklyn.—1, Where can excellent trout fishing ho had
during the month of August? Should like to board at some farm house or
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cheap place on or near a trout stream. 2. What is the cost of board at
Moosebead Lake? Ans. 1. We doubt if you will And "excellent"
tronlflshlng nearer than Maine or Canada. 2. $1.50 to $3 per day.
H. J. T., Boston.—Canyon tell me of any book that treats of the
birds of the coast of New England, the sea fowl more especially? Ans.
Samuel’s "Birds of New England” (to be had anywhere) conies nearer
to your want than anything else, except the many local lit ts and mono¬
graphs of Eastern buds published by scientific societies, which yon can
find at the libraries.
O. Faucram, N. Yi—T, I see in yenr Forest and Stream of July
13th, in reply to “Scales," iu Correspondents’ column, you say "close
season for trout commences July 1st." Do yon mean for this State? as
fw. Fi". and Feather says not until September 15th. 2, When will the
Kennel Stud Book he ont? Ans. 1. The reply referred to the State of
Connecticut: the printers neglected to set the address of the person
making ihe inquiry. 2. We anticipate printing it at the end of the year.
Ned, Lalrobe.—My setter dog has been sick for some font or flva
days, will not eat, lies on the ground on his belly, tries to And the cool¬
est place, belly bard and hot, pulse about 00, vomits a great deal, can
get nothing to lie on his stomach. Do you think he has worms, or what
do yon think the trouble is, and what remedy sliooldl apply? Ans.
Your setter evidently has worms, and we have mailed to yon some areca not with directions for its nse.
D.B. H.,New London, Conn.—I have a setter dog three yarsold
that has canker in his ear. 1 have given him Mayhew’s remedy for the
past nine weeks. He improves, but very slowly. Please inform mo of
some remedy you think will make a quicker cure, and oblige. Ans.
Dissolve 20grains of sulphate of copper in 8 nonces of water. Arter
washing ihe ears well with caanle soap and water, poor in some of the
liquid twice a day for three days. Feed no meat until a cure is effected.
C. C. C., Philadelphia.—Can you inform us of a suitable camping
ground at or near the Delaware Water Gap? We intend starting about
the 2Ulh of Angnst aud staying four weeks. What kind of game would
we be likely lo And in that neighborhood? Ans. Take Delaware, Luckawana and Weatern Railroad to Henryville, and camp on Broadhead
Creek. Good ruffed grouse shooting after September 1st and some
woodcock.
J, C., Itonse’s Point.—1. Can you tell me If there is any law against
shooting yellow legs, plovers, and any of the small kinds of snipe, and
If any, at what time can we shoot them, both in this State and in Cana¬
da? 2. Whatis the price of the Frank Wesson model Oreeduioor rifle?
3. Is Manning’s Yachting Circdlar for June pnblished yet? I sent for
a copy and have not received it yet. Ans. 1. No law in this State or
Canada. 2. About $40; depends upon extra attachments. 3. Not ont
yet.
C. S. R., Niagara Falls.—Have the supervisors of a county any right
to change tbe State law in relation to woodcock? They have passed a
law prohibiting the shooting of woodcock until September in this coun¬
ty, and the shootista areiDdtgnant. Ans. We think that any local en¬
actment which abrogates auy provision of the Stale taw is illegal and
void. The act reads: "It shall be lawful for the Boards of Supervis¬
ors of any county to make any regulations protecting ofAtsr birds, flail,
or game than those mentioned in this act;” but we can And nothing
which gives them power to alter or amend the acts of the Legislature.
H. J, T., New Bedford.—I have a "Norfolk” spaoiel;flve years olrl. Last
Saturday, she bud a series of tils, running round the home and yard
palling, panting and vomiting. 1 think it was caused by ihe heat. I »
took her in the yard and bathed her head in cold water, she also during
the day and night drank copiously of cold water; to-day she seems qnite
bright. What shall I give her in tlie shape of medicine? Ans. Have
mailed same medicine for yonr spaniel, besides which in case she shall
have any more fits, give her 10 grains of bromide of potasium three
times a day, and apply ice or ice water to her heat.
W. E. C., Buffalo.—1. What is the best preventive against the attacks
of punkies, mosquitoes, etc? X expect in a few daystogo into the woods
after tront; having herelotore been troubled very gteatly should be'
pleased to hear of something affording relief? Can you also inform me
what is the best method of straightening crooked tips? Ans, 1. A mix¬
ture of oil of tar and pennyroyal prepared by any druggist is generally
used, bat perhaps the following is a better recipe: Essence nil verbena
one drachm; cologne spirits, (not cologne water) ninety-live per rent.,
one pint; mix and agitate for tweniy-foar hours; then add distilled water
four ounces and Alter. Bathe the face, neck, and hands well und the
mosqniloes wilt not trouble yon.
W. E. CL, New York.—On the 14th prox. it m my Intention to go to
LukeGeurga. Ifldoso I will put np at the Fourteen Milo Island.
WTU.lt Tie asking too mneh to inform me if the flsLing is good there, the
kind of fish caught and the outfit necessary; also what character? Will
there ee any ducks there as early aa the middle of August? Ana. You
will find black bass, picketel, perch, etc., although in what quantities we
cannot say
For outfit take bass rod and flies, also trollinggcar (spoons
and artificial minnow.) No shooting until after Sept. 1. when you will
find some ruffed grouse. Dock shooting is allowed at the same date but
it will be much later in the scasou before it amounts to any tiling.
N. U., Buffalo, N. Y.—I notice in your last issne an account sf some
nf the fine dogs owned by the members of the Greenville Sportsman's
Club; among tbom is G. Hobaogh’s Gordon setter, Skott. I purohased
a rod setter pup two months old from a gentleman in Erie, Penn. He
represented him lo me as being an Irish setter sired by G. Ilobantth’s
Shott, aud Sliotl by an imported Irish setter, H launch, dow owned In
PittsDureh. Do you know anything of the above-mentioned dogs?
Ans. Wo do not know the dogs yon allude to, bat by addressing Mr. G.
Hobaogk yon can get the information yon desire.
L. s„ Philadelphia.—Will you please explain how it is that at the
Centennial Bench Show for dogs there ib no native setter or pointer
class? It seems that we aro doing ourselves a great Injustice by uot al¬
lowing our dogs, which are folly as good, if not better, than English
blood, to compete for the premiums. Ans. You are in error. By refering to our issne of July 6th you will see that Division B, Class 10;
Division C, Class 12; Division D, Glass 14; and in Division E. Classes
10 and 17, are all for native Betters and pointers. Your mistake arises
from tbe fact of the absurd custom of adding the word "English" after
native having been adopted. There would be as much sense in calling
Lexington a native English horse bccanse his ancestors were imported.
F. G. S., Westfield.—1. Will yon please inform me at what age a
bitch Is too old to nse for breeding purposes? I have a spaniel lurch
nine years old and very fleshy. Lust week she had one pep, which died.
Did old age or excess of flesh have anything to do with her ill lock? 2.
Do you think a setter or a pointer superior to a spaniel for grouse hunttug? Ans. 1. We have known bitches to breed gnod pups at twelve
years of age, but such instances are rare. One nine years end should
breed, if not loofat; but that is generally the ditHciilly. They gel too
fat to breed when they become aged. 2. We prefer the setter or point¬
er for raffed grouse shooting, yet well-broken spaniels iu some sections
of the country ate exceedingly good dogs for the purpose.
Important.—Care should he taken, in buying Fishing or Hunting Sulii,
to get a genuine Holabird Sait, and not one of the worthless imltu lions
which are being put on the market. The best is tbe cheapest.—Ally.

—General Garfield has introduced into Congress a joint
resolution, which it is hoped may pass, directing the becretary of State lo cause to be compiled aud published a
brief history of all the surveys and scientific expeditions,
naval and on land, authorized by Ihe Government during
Ihe century just closed. The volume is to contain not
more than 850 octavo pages, and the sum appropriated for
the publication is only $7,400, Buell ft book; well don"/
would be of exireao iHiezgsJV
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, July 20th.—Trotting: Columbus, O.; Chicago, Tit. College
Athletic Sports: Saratoga. Base Ball: Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn;
LonisviJle vs Chicago, at Chicago: Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at, St.
Louis; Quickstep vs. Alert, at Hoboken; Hartford vs. Allegheny, at
Allegheny; Our Boys vs. Goodwill, at Brooklyn; Manhattanville vs.
Olympic, at Paterson; Hudson vs. Keystone, Brooklyn
Friday, July 21st.—Trotting as above. College Athletic Sports at Sara¬
toga. Base Ball: Chelsea vs. Arlington, at Brooklyn; Enterprise vs.
Allen, at Jersey City; Quickstep vs. Alpha, at Harlem.
Saturday, July 22d.—Quincy Yacht OLuh Regatta. Creedmoor:
Geiger Bullseye Badge and Schuyler, Hartley, & Graham prize. Base
Ball: LoniBville vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Cincinnati vs. St. Louis, at
St. Louis: Athletic vs. New Haven, at Philadelphia; Quickstep vs. Bax¬
ter, at New York; Nameless vs. Osceola, at Brooklyn; Chatham vs.
Orange, at Orange, N. J.; Athletic vs. Lafayette, at Brooklyn; Cres«ent vs. Stationers, at Philadelphia; Our Bovs va. Chelsea, at Brooklyn;
Madison vs. Hndeon, at Brooklyn; Putnam vs. Eureka, at Brooklyn:
Oneida va. Lafayette, at Brooklyn: Eckford vs. Oxford, at Brooklyn;
Winona vs. Staten Island, at Brooklyn.
Monday, July 21th.—Brenton Rifle Challenge Cup race from Newport.
Firth Brigade Infantry practice at Creedmoor. BaseBall: Quickstep vs.
Oor Boys, at Brooklyn; Athletic vs. New Haven, at Philadelphia.
Tuesday. July 25th.—Trotting: Gettysburg, Pa.; Cleveland, Ohio;
Syracuse. Ill. Regatta Frindsbip Boat Club, Glenwood Grove, L. I.
BaseBall: Cincinnati vs Chicago, at Chicago; Louisville vs. St. Louis,
at St. Louis; Mutual vs. WItoka, at Brooklyn: Enterprise vs. Jackson,
at Elizabeth, N. J.
Wednesday, July 26th.-Trotting as above. Base Ball: Resolute vs.
Lafajette, at Brooklyn; Quickstep, vs. Hague, at New York.
Fur, Fin and Feather —Mr. Cbas. Suydam has just
issued an edition of bis valuable work, which contains all
the latest amendments to the game laws of this and other
States. It is a book which the sportsman cannot afford to
be without, and the value of which, as a reference guide,
will be constantly appreciated.

—All persons interested in the protection of fish in
Greenwood Lake, and continued re-stocking of the lake
with fish, are invited to meet at the Brandon House, head
of the lake, for the purpose of forming an association in
this interest, on Saturday, July 23d, at 8 o’clock, P. M.
Persons desiring to join but unable to attend, are invited to
address Wm. O. McDowell, Secretary, Room 6,119 Broad¬
way.
—The yacht Countess of Dufferin arrived at this port on
Monday evening, and anchored off Governor’s Island. We
suppose that dates for the matches for the A-merica cup
will soon be named.
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the universal
purification of the superheated atmosphere by thunder
storms on Tuesday last, T presume that all the sojourners
at the watering places are- congratulating themselves, and
commiserating the dwellers in close cities. It is so here;
it was 80 at Saratoga, and so at Sharon Springs. However,
my inference is that, as the rain is made to fall, and the
sun to shine, upon the just and unjust alike, so all have
experienced in some degree the relief so much needed;
the inflictions of the heated term have been tempered as
much to the plucked pigeons of the Centennial as to the
Bhorn lamb on the rural hillside. Our joys and our mise¬
ries become great or little by comparison with' other peo¬
ple’s, even to the extent that two degrees of favorable
temperature, at Gelston’s in your city, excites the sympathy
of its habitues for those who swelter around Hudnut’s, mak¬
ing the one set complacent and comfortable, and provoking
the envy and perspiration of the other. One thing is cer¬
tain, there are only two roads of escape from the fervid
heats of midsummer—one by way of the mountains,
where high altitudes lift us above the torrid stratum; and
the other by the sea, where perpetual breezes modify the
solar rays and shiver the window shades into strips. At
most inland resorts there is hut trifling variation of tem¬
perature, and the only advantage these have over the cities
is a freer circulation of air, with less absorption and evolu¬
tion of heat by brick walls and stony pavements.
Alexandria Bay, though not elevated, is blessed by the
prevailing southerly breezes that sweep over the whole
breadth of Lake Ontario and this part of the St. Lawrence
River, thereby securing an immunity from heat that few
inland places do.
This special benefaction no doubt
helps to fill its hotels when other resorts are starving for
patronage. The Crossman House has a record that an¬
tidates railroad travel; the fame and popularity of its
veteran proprietor unquestionably goes a good way toward
making up his annual complement of guests.
Old Dr. Bethune used to fish here, Silas Wright, De
Witt Clinton—honored men of lliat ilk—Governor Seward,
and I dare say Martin Van Buren occasionally used to spit
on his bait and trust to luck for a bite. Succeeding gener¬
ations like to tread in the footsteps of their illustrious
predecessors, to fish in tile same waters, and be served by
the son of the father who catered to the old. set. More¬
over, the Thousand Islands possess peculiar charms of
their own, not only for anglers, pure and simple, but for
persons who become sufficiently enamored therewith to
make them their habitual summer resort. Every other
large island hugs a little cottage to its botsom, and the
dazzling hues of the stars and stripes shine resplendenlly
against their background of green foliage. The bay is
also on the principal highway from the States to Canada,
and being quite on the boundary line, becomes an objective
point to numerous picnic parties from both sides, far and
near, which add considerable to the receipts of the season.
There are reasons enough why this should be one of the
preferred places, and why those who came here thirty
years ago, still continue to come, and now bring their
grandchildren; but one of the reasons most potent to
attract the floating crowd of pleasure seekers just at this
time, is the very reasonable price of board at both hotels.
The Crossman House charges $2.50, and the Thousand
Island House $3, the extra fifty cents going to pay for
glitter and gimcracks. At either hotel one can obtain five
times the amount of comfort, and variety of entertainment
that he can at Saratoga, for half the money. There is not
the slightest doubt that the half-empty hotels of the lead¬
ing watering places owe their present condition of beggarlyemptiness to excessive charges. People cannot afford to
pay high prices nowadays, and nine-tenths would gladly
forego the frescoes, plush, and French table flummery for
simpler rates and simpler fares.
Impecuniosity and
slender purses compel men to adopt simpler habits, and
the number who can afford luxuries is not now sufficient
to make the grand hotels pay.
Probably there is no other location in the States which
offers so many attractions at so low rates as Alexandria
Bay. Since the 12th the influx of visitors has been large,
and there is every evidence that both the Crossman and
the Thousand Island House will make a good harvest, not¬
withstanding the season will close by the middle of Sep¬
tember. There is a natural rivalry between the two hostelries which ensures to the advantage of their guests, but there
ought to be patronage enough to satisfy and compensate
both. It will be a comfort to travelers to know that in
making their selection bet ween them, they can muke no
mistake, while the proprietors of each can console them¬
selves that there is no ground room here for a third com¬
petitor. 1 am moved to urge people to visit Alexandria
Bay solely because I candidly believe they can get the
most for their money; and I wish also to encourage low
hotel fares.
I do not wish to imply that Alexandria Bay is crowded
with guests, for there is room for as many more as are now
here, and rooms are now waiting for occupants that prob¬
ably will not come. Only a few of the island cottages are
occupied as yet.
Sheriff Williams, of Brooklyn, is at
Nobby Island, Mr. Hasbrouck, of New York, occupies
Manhattan Island, and flags wave from the islands ten¬
anted by Mr. Anthony, of New York, Warner, of Roch¬
ester, Fredericks, of Carthage, and Hume, of Charleston.
Editor

Idlewild Island will also be occupied to-morrow. The
Crossman House, at least under its economical manage¬
ment. and its regular line of boarders who nnnually come
and go with the heat, will maintain itself; and that is ail
that any proprietor can expect. They say that the Cen¬
tennial keeps away a great many; but the. Philadelphians
in turn complain of vacant accommodations. Where then
are the people? The Albany boat that I left New York on
was overcrowded, but every other line of conveyance that
I have traveled on was not half filled. St. Lawrence
River travel, especially, is very light. There are several
members of the Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati here, including
its Vice-president, Mr. Beasley, who devote themselves to
angling. Yesterday one boat brought in two dozen very
excellent black bass. Two very large mascalonge have
been taken this season, one weighing 30 lbs., by Mr. Hume.
Judge Clinton, of Buffalo, arrived to-day with his family.
He is ardently interested in the protection of game, and
has done much to influence proper legislative enactments.
He is the son of De Witt Clinton, who had the honor of
entertaining General La Fayette when in this country.
The St. Lawrence has this year experienced a most un¬
usual and unexpected rise of four feet above ordinary
high water mark. Consequently many low islands are sub¬
merged, and in some instances considerable damage has
been done to occupants who had not calculated for a flood.
The little excursion steamers of Mr. Starr prove a great
convenience, while his pavilion for the sale of ice cream
and other refreshments is much patronized by picnic par¬
ties from both sides of the river.
I have heard of some good bunches of woodcock being
taken just aoross the river in Canada. There iB a good
piece of ground over there, which is known to the resident
gunners here.
Weather hot to-day, but a fine breeze blowing.
Montreal, July 15th.
The boats down the St. Lawrence now bring 150 persons
the trip, and frequently more. State-rooms should be en¬
gaged in advance; and none should fail to purchase through
tickets when practicable. The Montreal hotels are doing
the best business of any I’ve seen yet, but are by no means
crowded. Lots of passengers en route with trout and bass
rods. I bave seen no salmon rods except my own. Saw a
few ducks on the river yesterday, but no flappers. Several
Southerners and many Cubans or Spaniards on the way.
Hal.
DR HAYDEN AND ORNITHOLOGY.

T

HE Secretary of the Interior lately applied to the
Secretary of War to have Dr. Elliott Coues, U. S.
A., detailed for duty with Dr. Hayden on the United
States Gelogical Survey of the Territories. The neces¬
sary order was issued on July 3d and consequently
this distinguished ornithologist will soon take the field with
the Survey, which, during the short season remaining, will
finish up the mapping of southern Colorado. Dr. Coues
writes us that it is probable Dr. J. Kidder, who has lately
made much credit for himself as naturalist of the Transit
of Venus expedition to Kerguelen Island, will also ac¬
company the Survey. With these two gentlemen added
to his staff, Dr. Hayden’s report for 1876 ought to be replete
with interest to the naturalist. How much this admirable Sur¬
vey has done towards adding to our knowledge of the animal
life of the West is not appreciated by everyone. From the
time when Dr. Hayden and James Stevenson in 1867 ex¬
plored Nebraska in an army ambulance, this organization
has been a constant source of supply to our museums, and
afforded a constant opportunity to collectors to visit dis¬
tant regions in safety. The results are counted in thous¬
ands of specimens, and in thousands of printed pages of
original information. At first (leaving geology and pale¬
ontology out of the question now) insects, plants and birds
occupied chief attention. Stevenson, Thomas, Carrington,
Allen, Coulter, and Cope, were among Dr. Hayden’s earlist
collectors.
Then the parties were known among the
Mormons as “bug hunters.” As the Survey increased in
extent and means enlarged facilities were given, and the
material collected began to be worked up by prominent
authors at Washington and in the East, and to be pub¬
lished in those magnificent volumes which excite the ad¬
miration of the scientific world. But collecting was still
kept up. In 1873 C. Hart Merriam gathered a large quan¬
tity of skins of mammals and birds, and bird's nests and
eggs, In 1873 Lieut. Carpenter made a splendid collec¬
tion of butterflies and moths, and J. H. Batty worked indefatigably in obtaining the skins, skeletons, and horns of
mammals, and skins of birds. Many fishes, reptiles, and
worms were also secured during these years. In 1874 E.
A. Barber and Ernest Ingersoll brought back a good-sized
list of laud and fresh-water shells and some other inverte¬
brates. All these collections, except Batty’s, have been
fully and promptly reported upon to the great advantage
of every working naturalist. In 1875 nothing of conse¬
quence in natural history was preserved, the attention of
all being turned toward ethnology. It is therefore an oc¬
casion for congratulation that zoology is to be well looked
after this year.
It is to be presumed that Drs. Coues and Kidder will
devote their energies mainly to mammals and birds; but it
is also to be expected that they will not content themselves
with merely bringing home Iheir skins and measurements.
We want to know the social life and habits and personal
characteristics, so to speak, of the denizens of the Colora¬
do Mountains and valleys. It is an unfortunate time of the
year to see the birds at their best,—the weather is warm,
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the activity and joy of their nuptial season has abated,
their first songs are hushed, their brightest feathers faded;
yet their life is full of incidents which a patient, and loving
watcher can interpret; and one new glimpse of the rare
and beautiful Spirit which resides in the breast of a bird
would be worth the addition of a dozen skins to our
crowded museums. Let us have from Dr. Gnucs (for no
one is better able to begin this new departure) more of the
life of the birds of the Rocky Mountains, and less of their
death,
--*.««--—
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SHOT GUHS AHD HrTT.ES.

I

N our last letter which was descriptive of the English ex¬
hibit of guns, we unintentionally omitted mention of
that of Messrs. Williams & Powell, of Liverpool, one of
the oldest established houses in the United Kingdom. The
omission was probably owing to the fact that their case is
not only at the end of the row, but the gnus are laid hori¬
zontally in it, instead of in a more prominent perpendicu¬
lar position. The guns of Messrs. Williams & Powell are
rapidly becoming favorably known in this, country. A
member of the firm has recently traveled extensively
throughout the Union. Their latest novelty is a patent
“Simplex” action, with an independent extractor. It is
claimed for this new action, that, having but two parts, the
lever and grip being one solid piece of steel, it possesses the
minimum of simplicity with the maximum of strength and
durability. Some of our leading sportsmen are now using
these guns and all speak well of them.
It is to be Tegretted that American manufacturers of
shot guns have not made more of a display at the great
Exhibition; there are in reality but three makers represent¬
ed, the Messrs. Remington, Parker, and J. Stevens & Go.
There are sufficient manufacturers scattered throughout
the country to have made a display equal in numbers and
perhaps almost in quality with the English exhibit. We
should like to see a case of fine Lefever guns-, or those of
some of the well known western makers, or a few speci¬
mens of Mullin's handiwork exhibited id the same attrac¬
tive manner. The honors would not all be with our
visitors. The guns of the first two mentioned firms,
Messrs. Remington and Parker, are too well known
throughout the length and breadth of the land to require a
detailed description. The object of each firm is to provide
a good gun at a low figure, while the nun with a longer
pocket can find one at almost any price. The Remington
guns are made under the Whitmore patents, the breech ac¬
tion being worked with a top lever which is pressed up¬
ward with the thumb, withdrawing the locking bolt, swing¬
ing up the rear end of the barrels and lialf-cocking the
hammers. There are three grades of these guns made, the
price being $45 for decarbonized steel barrels, and $00 and
$75 for the better 'qualities with twist barrels. The Par¬
ker gun has the lever action in front of the trigger and are
made for all prices from $45 to $300.
The Stevens gun is something new, being scarcely ready
to put on the market. They are made at Chicopee Falls,
Mass., under the immediate supervision of Mr. Stevens,
who is himself a first class mechanic, in proof of which we
would mention that he has been recently appointed to su¬
perintend the manufacturing of a set of gun-making
machinery, such as is used at Springfield, for the Enfield
Armory in England. The breech action of the Stevens
guns is a single grip loosened by a third trigger in front of
the trigger guard. They are made in two qualities, the
first, with twist barrels at $40, and the second, laminated
steel at $60. The guns present a very neat and serviceable
appearance.
RTFLES.

As a display, that of Messrs. E. Remington & Sons is
probably the most attractive and artistic in the Exhibition.
The space occupied is larger than that of any other exhibi¬
tor, and a great deal of taste has been displayed in its ar¬
rangement. The rifles are arranged against a black back¬
ground and the whole surmounted witli the firm name in
letters composed entirely of pistols. With regard to the
rifles themselves we scarcely know what we can say that
is not already known to every reader of Forest and
Stream. Aside from the great reputation attained by the
military arm turned out at the Ilion factory, the great
accuracy of their rifles at long ranges and their very ex¬
tensive use in all long range shooting has made the name
a household word the world over.
The Sharp’s Rifle Co., which has adopted the trade
mark “Old Reliable,” the soubriquet of Col, Bodine, ex¬
hibits a handsome case of rifles, military, match, and sport¬
ing. It is astonishing how long the Sharp’s system has re¬
mained without material alteration or even improvement;
the latter perhaps being unnecessary. The invention,
which it is claimed was the first successful one of the
breech-loading system, was brought out first in 1848, and
the manufacture was progressing on a large and successful
scale in 1851. The solid breech block has many excellent
features, and the fact that so much of the original inven¬
tion has stood the test of time, is commendation in itself.
The Sharp's Rifle Company has recently reorganized with
an authorized capital of one million dollars and has estab¬
lished a large factory at Bridgeport, Conn.
A very handsome display is that of the Winchester
Repeating Arms Go., of New Haven, Conn. One needs' to
go on the plains or to California to see the esteem in which
these rifles are held. In California alone the sale must

have been enormous in the last two years. Almost every
hunter one meets has a “Henry" or a Winchester, and now
as the patents are in possession of the one company they
are all Winchesters. It is claimed that there are two
hundred thousand now in use in all parts of the worldRapidity of firing, with the ammunition carried in a con¬
venient form, is a great attraction, and although we ques¬
tion whether any repealing rifle will ever come into general
military use, they wili always he favorites with hunters.
In accuracy,, for short and even mid-range shooting the
Winchester takes a high position. It Is an excellent gun
for the plains, where one’s game maybe a jack-rabbit one
minute and a deer the next. Mr. A. Burgess, of Owego,
N. Y., lias invented, and has on exhibition, a repeating or
magazine rifle, which outwardly resembles the Winchester
somewhat, hut, It is claimed by the exhibitor, is essentially
different, having fewer parts and taking a larger cartridge,
or one of different length and charge. The most, striking
difference is in the hammer, which is of the ordinary form
and can he used independently. Mr. Burgess claims that
for rapidity, force and accuracy combined, it is far super¬
ior to any other arm uow in use. They are not yet being
manufactured. The only other magazine rifle on exhibi¬
tion, of which we have cognizance, with the exception of a
case Of the Ward-Burton guns, which there was no one to
exhibit, is the “Evans,” in which the magazine, carrying
thirty-four rounds of 44-calibre cartridge, is in the stock.
What the effect is of having all this weight at the stock,
we can not say, as we have not, seen the piece loaded. It
might lessen the recoil, but we should imagine somewhat
at the the expense of accuracy, as the tendency of the
muzzle would be to rise at the discharge.
The Whitney Arms Co. send from their factory at Whitneyville, near New Haven, a fine collection of their rifles.
The Whitney resembles the Remington very much, the
same or nearly the same action being used. They have not,
been very long on the market, but are becoming very pop¬
ular as a remarkably handy rifle, particularly for sporting
purposes. Messrs. ’ Schoverling & Daly, of this city, who
have come into possession of the Ballard patents and are
now manufacturing on a large scale, exhibit a case of these
favorite arms, witli all the latest improvements in the wav
of independent extractors, etc. The Ballard has been so long
before the public that its merits are well known. The
short range, 22-calibre, is in use in almost every shooting
gallery in the country, and as a sporting gun it is’excelient.
Messrs. Schoverling & Daly arc now making them of ail
sizes and grades up to the Creedmoor long-range.
The Providence Tool Company have a very handsome
case in which are exhibited the Peabody-Martiui rifles,
manufactured by them. The system of fining used in the
manufacture of these rifles is that adopted by the Arms
Commission of the British Government after long anrl ex¬
haustive experiments. Our principal objection to it would
be the fact that thorough cleaning of the barrel after such
discharge is necessary to insure perfect shooting. It is
claimed that this rifle has a lower trajectory than any in
use. Some of our long range experts arc using them.
Mr. Frank Wesson exhibits a case of the rifles manufac¬
tured by him at Worcester, Mass. We have no opportu¬
nity of examining the guns, but know that they are held in
high esteem by New England riflemen. Messrs. Jacob
Harder & Son, of Lock Haven, are not yet convinced that
the breech-loading rifle of modern times is at all the weapon
for sporting purposes which it should he, and they there¬
fore continue the manufacture of the old fashion long
stocked Kentucky rifle, some with a secoud barrel for shot
below the first, and rarnrod on the side. We have no
doubt that they find a ready market in their locality among
the old fashioned people who are still voting for General
Jackson, but among the cases of elegant breech-loaders
their rifles appear as foils, to show to what point we have
advanced.
MR.

DOUGALL’S

GUNS.

59 St. James’s Street,
I
London, Jnly 4th, 1876. f
Editor Forest and Stream
I beg to thank yon for the very kind notice that yon give my case of
guns exhibited at Philadelphia, but probably through your not having an
opportunity of handling them you report upon my “Lockfast" gttns only.
This naturally will lead to the impression that I conSne myself to the
mannfactnre of lockfastB only. I exhibit the most improved forms of
snap and other breech-loaders, and manufacture these in every form and
action, in accordance with orders, having no prejudicos of my own and
turning out every variety with the same care and fidelity. I beg the in¬
sertion of this letter therefore, in your widely spread columns, to explain
what may otherwise be very injurious to the interest of your obedient
servant
*
J. D. Dougalt,,
Guiunaker by special appointmen to II, K. H. the Prince of Wales.

Indian Arms.—The traditional Indian was armed with
the bow and arrow, but the modern savage is not satisfied
with anything but the latest model of rifle and revolver.
Even the regulation piece with which Uncle Samuel arms
his sol diets aud sends them to the frontier is looked upon
with contempt by the “untutored red man,” and nothing
less than a long-range Creedmoor rifle satisfies his ambi¬
tion. The correspondent of the Times, in a letter describ¬
ing General Crook’s first fight with Sitting Bull’s band, al¬
ludes significantly to the fact that, “behind a ledge of
rocks at the last point contested for, we found nearly a
peck of freshly fired cartridge shells. Many of them were
of the pattern used in a celebrated sporting rifle, which is
far superior to the Government arm.” It would be inter¬
esting to know whence and from whom the Indians, and
particularly a nation always at war, Ijke the Sioux, pro¬
cured these fire-arms. Cooper, if we mistake not, iu one
of his novels, describes a renegade Yankee in the Gulf
who was supplying the Mexicans with powder with which
to fight his countrymen, and who was ultimately “hoist
with his own petard.” Birmingham has the reputation of
doing, or having done, a thriving business in supplying
the African market with fetishes, and India with gods and
goddesses; hut either enterprise pales before that of the
man who would supply savages with rifles and scalpingknives to be used against helpless women and children on
the frontier.
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Woodcock, Phllo/tela minor.
Blfiok-hellied plovor or ox-eye,Squat.arota Mvitlko.
Ring plover, JEgidtUis semipalmalm.
Stilt, or long-ehunka, Uinwntopus
0'gricolH.i.
Red-breasled snipe or dowUctur,
ifacrorhmnphws griteu*.

SEASON.

Red-lwcked fandpiper, or ox-bird,
Trinqa rrmerlcnn'i.
Gnat rmuhlcd godwit, of marlin,
Mtllota fecloa.
Willel., Totatrus semipalmatus.
Tattler, TotqmispuUmwleiiewt.
Yellow-shanks, Tetanus Jlanipes,

“Bay-birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand-piper,
snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, enif-bfrds. phalaropes, avocets, etc., com
fug under the group Limacolce or Shore Birds.
Bay Birds.—For the sportsman who iongs to shoot, in
summer, but. who finds that tramping through thick-grown
swamps for woodcock in July, after the first, few days of
the season, is scarcely “the thing,” there still remains bay
bird shooting. Generally about tlio first, of .Tnly the birds
begin to fly, and we hear that at Good Ground, on Sbinnecoek Bay, where “Bill" Lane’s house is the rendezvous of
sportsmen, the birds have already appeared. We want,
however, a good easterly storm, after which shooting all
alODg the “south side” should be good. There are many
worse things than reclining on a hunch of sweet meadow
grass watching the decoys, while dowitchers. Willetts, or
black-breasted plover come flying in, singly or in wisps, to
be “dropped” in good style, while the surf at our backs
sounds a requiem.

Connecticut—New Haven, July 14th,.—Quail have not
been more abundant in Connecticut for many years, and
our sportsmen are looking forward to the opening of the
shooting season with a great deal of interest. Partridges
have raised fnll broods, the season having been i'avnrable
for them, but too dry for the woodcock, which have tosorted to the immediate vicinity of streams. David Cowell,
one of our crack shots, secured sixteen of the latter birds
on Monday last,; this is the largest bag which I have yet
heard of this season. We are now having first-class dove
shooting in the freshly cut rye stubbie; the birds are in ex¬
cellent condition, but very‘wild, although they are very
little shot at; flying singly or in loose flocks they afford
fine sport in the morning aud evening flights. R. S. M.
Pennsylvania—Milford, July 14/7/,.—Woodcock shoot¬
ing is extremely good in this vicinity. A party on Big
Island, near Dingman’s, got 20 in two days, and a party
of amateurs gunning and fishing along the Sawkili and
Sauvantine Brooks put up 27, but only got 8 birds. Pheas¬
ants (ruffed grouse) are legion.
Amateur.
Illinois—Rochelle, July 10//i.—Prairie chickens are go¬
ing to he very plenty here this season, so say onr Granger
friends.
J. L. 8.
Minnesota—Drainerd, July lath.—I have just returned
from a trip to Bismarck, the western terminus of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, and the “sigu" for chickens,
etc., is far beyond the average in past seasons. The weath¬
er has been very favorable; no heavy rain, hail storms, or
prairie fires of any account, and the grouse have had a fair
show for once. All along the line the young birds kept
getting up all day. They were large enough'to fly 80 or
100 yards, and the sight of them makes one long for the
15th of August, when the close season expires.

PIGEON

MATCHES.

Tournament at St. Louis.—A grand pigeon shooting
tournament will be held on the grounds of the St. Louis
Gun Club, beginning July 19th and continuing the three
following days. The large sum of $3,625 in cash, divided
into seven purses, together with a gold medal for the ama¬
teur championship gf the world, will he Bhot for. The
whole will be under the management of E. T. Martin, of
Chicago, who supplies the birds. Further particulars can
be had by addressing E. T. Martin, 48 Clark street, Chica¬
go; C. M. Williams, St. Louis; or W. A. Albright, 229 N.
Fourth street, St. Louis.
A Celebrated Pigeon Shot.—Our readers may re¬
member the name of Captain Aubrey Lisle Patton, who
has so distinguished himself as a pigeon shot both in Eng¬
land and on the continent. The London P:porting and
Dramatic News recently contained a sketch of him from
which we condense. Captain Patton served in the British
Army in New Zealand and India, in the latter country
making large bags of big game.
“He acquired a taste for pigeon shooting from his
brother, Captain Henry Bethuue Patton, who was then,
and is now, one of the best shots of the day. Captain
Aubrey Patton fired his first shot at a pigeon from a trap
in the early part of 1871, and little more^need be said re¬
garding the proficiency he so rapidly attained when we
mention that in the same year he carried off the Grand
International Cup at Baden Baden. Having had a long
and exciting tie with his brother, (hey both killed nineteen
in succession, and each failed in the twentieth round, and
the elder was again unsuccessful with his twenty-fifth
leaving the younger to kill to win, which lie, did "with a
smart first. Since that time his career as a pigeon shot is
too well known to dwell upon; suffice it to saydliat he has
won in the five years’ shooting more than any living man
both in cups and money prizes, being in possession of fully
$10,000 worth of silver cups, of which no less than ten are
international cups, won either at Baden or Monte Carlo,
besides many guns as prizes. But nothing that he or any
other shot has ever done before comes up to liis last per¬
formance at Monte Carlo, when he commenced by winning
the Grand Poule d’Essui, and then, for the second time in
succession, carried off the G^gtt Prix, a enp valued at
$600, and $4,135 in money, Wifllout having a tie, though
shooting against seventy-five other competitors, and last
year eighty-four, among whom were the best representative
shots of Europe. Captain Patton again Bhowed his wonder¬
ful form in his match with the German Baron Isehtroky
at fifty birds each, for $2,000. Tiie latter was second in
the contest for the grand prize, and in this match received
an advantage of one yard three inches from his opponent,
who in the end won by one bird.
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FOREST AND STREAM'

LiKE Cm, Minn., July Bln, 1876.
Euitou Forest and Stream:—
If you will allow tha trespass on your columns, 1 will furnish you
With (he score made by members of the Lake Pepin Sportsmen's Club,
July 4th. The prizes offered were a solid silver cap, presented by till
sens of Lake City for first prise; a red cedar fly rod, presented by Mr.
G. W. Lear Icy, for f econd prize; a silver cup, presented by members of
club, for third prize, and an elegantly engraved tin cup for the poorest
6Core. Tile birds were wild pigeons furnished by E. T. Martin, of
Chicago, and the score shows some creditable shooting. Our club is in
a flourishing condition, and the members propose having something to
say about the protection of game and flsb in this vicinity. The scores
s follows!—
Name.
Score.
Total.
■Name.
Score.
Total.
7
S.B. Dilley—1 1110 1113 1
9 S. M. Emery.. 11 0 1 001 11 1
E. A- Patton.. 1 111111101
9 Dr. Baker.1010011 110 6
§
6
Chas. Wiee....l 0 11 0 11111
8 C.Scbmnser_0 llllDlOlO
0
Dr.Townsend.*0 1 0 11 1 11 1 1
B8 S. M. SimpBon.000 1 1 1 1 10 1
8C.
Freeman....1 01 1 101000 S
Dr. Rogers.... *011 1 101111
8
BS.ff. Lemley..000110101 1
5
H-T. Patton... 1 101111011
8
•1. McCrodou. O 1 1 0 11 111 1 8 N. Patton.OlOOillOOO 4
C. W. Smyth..1101110110 7D.S. Crane....0000011 000 2
9 at 26 yards.
31E. A. Patton.10 0 withdrawn
.10 0 11
S.B. Dilley..
i 8 at 26 yards.
II Townsend.1 10
2
21H. Patton.0 1 1
2
McCroden and Tewnsend tied 5 times, the latter winning by 2 to 0.
Tie on 7 at 26yards.
Smyth. .11011
41Emcry...1 l'l 0 1
4
Smytb and Emery tied four times, Smyth winning by 3 to 2.
♦Killed, but gun held in wrong position.
S. 11. Dilley won the champion cup'; E.L. Townsend secoud prize; C,
W. Smyth third prize; and D. S. Crane the tin cup.

THE

KAY

CARTRIDGE.

PniLADEU'UlA, June 28th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:In your issue or the 22d lust. Messrs. Allen B. Kay & Co. have taken
exception to my communication entitled “Test of Kay Concentrators,"
published iu a previous issue. I reply simply to correct inferen¬
ces which they have drawn totally without warrant, and are calculated
to mislead. I assure the gentlemen I had no desire to injure them, or
unfaivly decry their goods. The object of the communication was to
give bald factB, well ascertained, for Ihe information or fellow sports¬
men—nothing more.
Messrs. Kay & Co., in their advertisement, claimed for their cartrid¬
ges absolute certainty for close, hard shooting, and I was In hopes of
being able to substitute them in my own shooting at long range for the
costly ones furnished by Eley. 1 am not a novice, as perhaps the gentle¬
men will learn, and knew perfectly well what I was about, 1 tried
them precisely as they Bhonld have boon tried, and now repent, with
stress, the words of my communication; “There was no fault in the
lording." The printed directions furnished with the cartridge says:
‘ *ir a creaser is used the crease should be above the roll of the shot car¬
tridge, and not directly against it,” and this direction was properly fol¬
lowed. Of the twenty cartridges used not one of them was crushed in
the slightest, degree by the creasings, and the gentlemen had no right to
pervert this fact.
Their objection to the tests because the gun was not tried at the same
time with loose shot, and the results published for comparison, 1 eon
ceive to be quite without force. The question to be solved was, whether
the cartridges could be depended npou with absolute certainty for close,
hard shootTng, with an ordinary gun, irrespective of the gun’s perform¬
ance wllb loose shot. When I stated that the gun was a 12-bore, 7}-lb.
Scott & Sons’ fine breecb loader, not choked, that was enough; and so
Messrs. Kay & Co., in truth, thought, for they say, “the fault could
hardly be with the gnu, for we all know that Scott’s makes are good,”
aud they, as gunsmiths, ought to know. But for the information of the
gentlemen 1 will state that the average performance of the gun with
loose shot was quite or more than equal to its performance with t'ueir
cartridges, except at the 100 yards range. At 65 yards, with 1 oz. of
No. 6 shot, the average was 46 pellets in a 30-inch circle, while with the
cartridges containing 1 1-16 oz. or shot of 7 number the average was
only 38. Tried with Eley’s wire cartridges, B shot, at 100 yards, an av¬
erage of 15 pellets was obtained in a 30-inch circle, against 7 with the
Kay cartridge and No. 1 shot. Various other trials with the Eley cartridoes were made, and In everv instance resulted more in their favor
uniWiust the Kay. It would, therefore, seem proved beyond a ques¬
tion that the fault was not with the gun; and as It was not with the
loading, or in holding the gun when fired, aB before stated, where could
the fault have boon? I repeat, however, X wish lo make no comments,
bur give bold facts only; it is yet >o be ascertained whether or not
breech-loadiug guns which deliver loose shot well give, one with another,
very variable results with concentrating cartridges.
Messrs. Kay & Co ask “Dow does Old Sportsman manage to get
twenty cartridges of 11-16 oz. each out of the"pmind he bonghtf” I
bought not a pour d; the word written was parcel, and it was doubtless
so read by all intelligent readers Their attempt to make capital out of
a very unimportant misprint is plain enough. But it is wholly unneces
sary for me to say more in reply; the advice and animus of the gentle¬
men are unworthy of notice.
Old Sportsman.
Creedmoor.—Two matches were shot at Creedmoor on
Saturday last, the first being for the Hepburn trophy, in
•which, notwithstanding the beat o£ the sun, some excellent
scores were made. The conditions were 15 shots each at
800, 300, and 1,000 yards, Mr. L. Weber being tbe winner
with a score of 304 out of a possible 335 points. The fol¬
lowing are the total scores-.—
Name
800 Yds, 900Yds. lOOOYdB. Total.
L weber...70
64
60
204
W. B. Far well.70
54
62
186
I. L. Alleu.63
b7
5S
186
R, Hathbrrae .50
HI
58
D8
E. H. Sanford.61
59
55
178
H. Fisher. .. 63
63
44
1.5
S G Perry.§5
45
59
.09
A. Anderson....6«
61
38
165
A. J. Roux...6.
49
4c
158
Douglass Smyth.5 .
58
41
15b
The second match was for the Spirit of the Times medal^
10 shots at 300 yards off-hand, for which there were 37
entries. Major Fulton was the winner, with a score of 40
out of a possible 00points. The scores were:—
Name.
Score. I Nnrae.
Score.
Henry Fulton.40]D. Finney.33
1. L. Alien.39,11. Fisher.32
W. Robertson.3SJ..T. T. B. Collins.32
C.E. Huntington.88IJ1. Fnuke, Jr.32
W. B. KurweT!.37,11. U. Keene.31
E. H Sauford.3flll!. F. Robbins.81
G. A. Rouiller.34|F. N. DeWitt.31
A. Anderson.331
The Irish Match.—The third and last competition for
place! on the team which is to shoot the return match
with the Ijisli riflemen was concluded at Creedmoor on
Wednesday of last weeta»The scores and competitors are
as follows; —
800
900
1000
*
Name
Yaids- Yards. Yards. Total.
Major it. Fulton.66
68
U
208
C E Blyduiiburgll. ...67
58
80
205
.J.' L."Allen..68
64
73
208
T. numb,Jr...--63
5.8
81
202
Li. W. Davison...69 ^ 58
69
196
R. Ruthboue.54
87
72
193
G, L. Morse.
64
49
61
177
D. Smyth.-. 62 — 63
51
176
G. W. Yale .
6-’
Sg
64
174
H. Fhbw..Wj*_6?
«
173

The cause of there being such a small competition was
owing to the fact that many members of the regular In levnational team stood “content” on tlieir scores made while
shooting for their places, no that of the above list there
were but three selected who were not on the other team to
Shoot against the Irishmen. These were Messrs. Ratbbone,
Blydenburgh, and Allen. The team aud reserve as now
composed, with their scores, are as follows:—
Name.
Score.| Name.
Score.
W. B. Farwell.861II. Fulton.812
F. Hyde....,,......BuOlL. C. Brncc.811
L. Weber.843IJ. A, Shaffer. .
808
T.S. Dakin...83r,l(J. E, Oveiliaugh .8M2
O. E. Blydenburgh.628 H. 8. Jewell.793
J. L. Allen.813|R. Ratbbone.789

Mr. Ratbbone is a native of Salem, Mass., fifty-three
years of age, and is engaged in business in this city. He
has already won the Luther Badge, a life membership in
the N. R. A., and the Huntington trophy. In the Luther
match he made the extraordinary score of 71 out of a pos¬
sible 75 points, with five shots at 800, 900 and 1000 yards.
Mr. Allen is a member of the firm of D. Allen’s Sons,
manufacturers of cordage, in Pine street, this city. He is
thirty-four years of age, five feet ten inches in height, and
has been engaged in praefleing long-range shooting only
since last fall. Charles E. Blydenburgh is but twenty-two
years of age, and a student iu the School of Mines, Co¬
lumbia College. He graduated in the Class of '74, at
Princeton College, and is five feet seven inches in height.
All of these gentlemen shoot the Remington Creedmoor
rifle.
Sharp Shooters’ Union.—Last week saw the close of
one of the greatest rifle meetings ever held mi the United
States. Riflemen from every part of the Union had as¬
sembled in numbers at Philadelphia and from the 36th of
June until the 6th of July, a constant cracking of rifles was
kept up. Mr. Win. Hayes, of Newark, was the champion
shot, making 830 4-inch bull’s-eyes in three day’s shooting
(all the shooting was done at 300 yards, off-hand) and was
awarded the gold medal aud crowned “Bcliutzen King”
of the United States, to hold the title until the next meet¬
ing of the “Union,” which will be held at Union Hill, N.
J., in 1878. He made in one day, or from 9 A. M. to 6 P.
M. , 133 bull’s-eyes—a feat never before accomplished, aDd
Mr. Hayes is the first American who ever held the honor¬
able position of shooting king of the United States. The
other best shots and prizes were: A. Strieker, California,
made 211, §50; A. Rahwyler, California, made 196, $50;
P. Jacoby, California, made 173, §40; Wm. Ehrenfort,
California, made 144, $30. W. A. Strenli, California,
made 109, $20; J. Laager. Philadelphia, made 106, $13;
Geo. Schaik, Pottsville, Pa., made 87, $8; A. G. Hellwigg,
N. Y., made 87, $8; Mr. Bauer, California, made 84, $0;
Wm. Koenig, California, made 82, $6. Ninety more re¬
ceived medals and other prizes. The meeting was appro¬
priately closed with the team match participated in by nine
teams of seven men each, making the following scores, the
shooting being at riug targets and counting accordingly:—
Name.
Rings.I Name.
Rings.
California team....1206 Helvetia team.1139
Newark team.llOllN. Y. Scbutzenteam.1US4
Zet-ler team, N. Y. 997iPbiladelptilttteam.....
985
Baltimore team. l)49lColttmbia team, N. Y. 916
Jersey Rifle Corps team, 853 rings.

Ten shots were allowed to each man, the first, second,
and third best aggregate the three main prizes, and tbe
man making the highest score in each team received a
solid gold meadal; and the marksman who made tbe highest
individual score of all, received the champion medal, val¬
ued at $100, which was won by Mr J. J. Tobler, of the
Helvetia Club, N. Y., who made 197 rings. The team
medals were won by Philo Jacoby, California team, 192
rings; Wm. Hayes, Newark, team, 173 rings; New York
Scbutzen Corps team, J. W. Sckollermau, 163 rings;
Zetller team, B. Zettler, 156 rings; Philadelphia team,
T. Laager, 180 rings; Baltimore team, F. Kramer,
154 rings; Columbia team, Capt. Ermiscb, 157 rings; Jersey
team, A. ZengDer, 153’ rings. Tbe prize ($75) for best
bullseye, 31-1000tb of an inch from the centre was won by
D. Wigit, of Illinois, W. Hayes, of Newark, being second
(34-1000th). The winning team from California, with their
scores according to Creedmoor measurement, was us fol¬
lows:—
Name.
Total.I Name.
Total.i Name.
Total.
Fhito Jacoby.48 A. Si rocker
.48|A. Robwyler.48
Wm. Knnmg.47 A. W. Slacnli.46 J. A- Bauer.44
Wm. Ebrenfort. , , .43|
I
AU oat or a possible fifty points.

This viitory for the California riflemen gave general
satisfaction. Not only had they traveled an immense dis¬
tance to compeLe, but their skill shows that even on tbe
Pacific Slope the rifle has not been nglected. Mr. Jacoby,
Captain of the team, belongs to the editorial fraternity,
and we offer to him and his companions our sincerest con¬
gratulations on their success.
Massachusetts.—A new rifle club has just been organ¬
ized at Springfield, Ihe Constitution adopted being that laid
down iu the Forest and Stream handbook. Tbe title
of tbe club is “The Springfield Amateur Rifle Association,”
with the following officers: President and Captain of the
team, S. S. Bumstead; Vice-President, J. B. Squires; Sec¬
retary and Treasurer, L. H. Mayott: Directors, S. S. Bumstead, Chairman; J. B. Squires, L. H. Mayott, E. II.
Smith, F. E. French, Frank M. Emerson, and Phelps
Johnson. The association have secured a field near the
old reservoir on the Chicopee Falls road, which furnishes
capital ranges from 300 to 600, aud possibly 1,000 yards,
aud during the coming week will put it in first-class order,
fully equipping it with all the necessary paraphernalia.
The first formal practice was to have been on yesterday,
and we hope soon to record some first-class scores,

A match was shot at the Anchor Forge Range on the
inst., between teams representing the Massachusetts
Rifle Association and the Sportsman’s Club of TamUon.
The conditions of the match were 10 shots each at 300
yards off-hand, under the rules of the N. R. A. The
scores were as follows; possible score, 50:—
13th

srORTSMAN’e
Name.
Jas. A, Woodward...
W. P. Pormciee. ...
W. C. Parry....
Dr. S. D. Freabroy..
Wm. H. Bout..
Dr.J.W. Hayward.
Thus Brood.
A. B. llodgua.

B TEAM.
I
MASS. R1ELK ASSOC'K TEAM
Total. iName.
Total,
.42!j. B. Osborn.34
.42 E. T. Osgood.H
.44 W. H. Jackson. .37
.3s|j, A. Luwoll.43
.38 John Foslor.39
.4l|S. G. Noyes.37
.42;.J. U. Frost.
42
.41,S. E. Riug.38

Aggregate .

*-76, '<0|.
Awage.

.323

....811

Following this was a match between the captains and
reserves ol’ each team under similar, conditions, the
“Sportsmen" again winning, as will be seen from the fol¬
lowing scores:—
Sl’OHTSVIAX'S CLUH.
I
it. B. A.
Names.
Score.
Total.! Name.
Score.
Total.
F. Mason. ..4 344435454 40 Stere-'auu ..4462345544 35
BJ).Kelley. .5 444444444 4ljA.P. Clark..4 3 44243343 34
Richmond. ..3 4 3 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 40 Worn yes. ...4 33354443 4 37
Copeland. ..4 44 4 4 4 5 8 4 3 89 Herrlah. ...5 4 5 4 4 4 1 4 4 2 40
E. King....4 333344343 34,Poltind
4 4 3 5 4 4 5 1 4 5 42

Aggregate.191
Average, 38 4 5.

Aggregate.188
|

Average, 37 3 5.

Connecticut.—Tbe second competition for the bullseyp
badge took place at Willowbrook Range on July 18lb.
Mr. Orange Judd was the winner, with a score of seven
bullseyes out of twenty shots, ten each at 800 and 1,000
yards. The next meeting will take place on the 22d inst.
Michigan,—The following is a report of the lorget prac¬
tice of the Greenville Rifle Club, of Greenville, Mich,,
made on Wednesday, July 5th; distance, 400yards; no
artificial rest allowed:—
Name.
Score.
Total.] Name.
Score. Total.
E. II. Jones.4 5 5 5 5
D. T. Sapp.4 5 4 4 4

24 Win. Woodman..3 5 5 5 6
21 H. Roraniuii.3 4 5 5 5

23
22

C. H. Hale.4 5 5 4 4 2a|L. Spaulding. . ...5 5 5 4 4 23
Wisconsin—Milwaukee, June 15th, 1876.—The seventh
competition at 500 yards for the Brodhead field glass came
off yesterday. Fielding wins the prize the third time and
holds the glass. Next Friday we shoot for the Remington
prize at 1,000 yards. The prize has been shot for twice;
Bangs has won it once and Turner once. The following
are the scores made yesterday at 500 yards; possible 75.—
Name.
Score. I Name.
Score
Fielding...79 Yale.67
Turner.691 WellH. .66

Bangs .671
Wau Wait.
—Col. G. W. Wingate is now on a tour of inspection of
the several Rifle Ranges of tbe State. He has officially ap¬
proved of the new ranges at Syracuse and Buffalo, which
lie speaks of in high terms, as being quite perfect in their
appointments. After visiting the central portion of tile
State, extending bis tour to Niagara Falls, he took steamer
through Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence to Cornwall iu
Canada, which is seven miles from the border lino; mid
there embarking on a little steam yacht sailed up tbe Sal¬
mon River to Malone. The remainder of his inspection
tour includes the ranges on the Hutlson River, at Albany,
Hudson, Poughkeepsie, Yonkers, &c. There is also a fine
range at Pittsburgh. The work that Col. Wingate is en gaged in will be very useful in systematizing the operations
of rifle clubs.
—Mr. G. W. Yale lma been appointed brigade inspector
of rifle practice in the Connecticut National Guard, his
rank being Major. The appontmeut is an excellent tine in
every respect, as in addition to being a first class shot Mr.
Yale lias a practical knowledge of fire-arms and their
manufacture.
Canadian Riflemen.—A dispatch to the Toronto Olvhe,
dated Wimbledon, July 12th, says: “The weather is splen¬
did, but the light bad, discouraging the Canadians, who
are unaccustomed to fire opposite a bright sun. The com¬
petitions are DOt completed, but so far the Canadians have
clone well. Iu the Queen's Cup competition at 200 and 500
yards Lieut. Cole, Forty-second Battalion, Ontario, made
60 out of a possible 70 points. For the Association Cup
Sergt, D. Mitchell, Thirteenth Battalion, Onlario; Private
Ross, Prince of Wales’ Rifles, Quebec, aud Corporal
Sprule, New Brunswick, made 46 out of a possible 50. In
the Alexandra Prize, Bailey, Tenth Battalion, Ontario, uutl
Sergt. T. Mitclieil each scored 49 points; Lieut. Wright,
Fiftieth Battalion, Quebec; Corporal Bpl'oulo, New’ Bruns¬
wick, and Bomb Brown, Wellington Field Battery, 46
points out of apossibie 70.”
“The Australians have challenged teams of five men
from the English, Scotch, Irish, aud Canadian representa¬
tives to sboot a match with Martini rifles at 200, 500, and
600 yards; and with small-bore rifles at 800, 900, aud 1,000
yards, tbe prize to fall to the team making the highest ag¬
gregate score.
The Canadians are as yet undecided
whether they will accept, as the first part of ihe challenge
emails the use of the Martini-Henry rifle lo which they are
unused.”
BASE BALL—THE I’liOFEbSiONAL ARENA.
—The League pennant contests to July 16lh BhOw the
clubs occupying the following relative positions.—

IJI1
A IllL-.'lA",
Hanford...
St. Louis...
Boston.
LonisviLie..
Mutual.

3 |

3 |

8 |

6 | 17

I 3 I 4 I 8 I 16

Athletic....

(liuclnoatl..
MO | 24

Gai

29

| HO¬

nine. have a decided
It will be seen that the Cli—.
lead, aud one that it will now be difficult for tbe llnrtfords to overcome. Besides which the 8t. Louis nine have
drawn up to closer quarters with the ltarlfords than be¬
fore. The Athletics are the last on the list of the Eastern
nines and the Cincinnatis the last of the Western teams.
CRICKET.

—An eleven of the Boston and Chicago Base Bali Clubs
whipped the first eleven of the Chicago Cricket Club at
Chicago, July 14th, in a four-inning game, George Wright
leading the ball player’s score with 24; Webb’s bowling on
the other side was quite a feature.
—The match between the Gentlemen and Players of
England, which took plaee the" last of June, was ended
July lstjLwith the result of a draw game. Daft led the
score of*Vie Players with 01, and Grace that of the Geu>
tinmen with 90. Almost every man of both elevens scored,
double figures, though Grace was bowled In the first in¬
nings by Emmett, for a duck egg. The Gentlemen had the
best of it when lime was called, aB they had scored over
200 with hut four wickets drawn in their second innings,
having but 50-odd to go to win.
—Last week the Staten Island Club, assisted by Messrs.
Banco and Jones of tbe St. George’s Club, got away with
the Mauhattans in a match, the bowling of Brewster amt
Jones being too much for tlio Island eleven’s opponent*.

FOREST AND STREAM
THOR

SALE.—IMPORTED

GORDON

-1- dog “Duke,114 years old; Black and Tan doe trap
2 months old, by “Duke;” Liver and White Setter Slut
20 months old, thoroughly yard broken and "been
hunted; Liver and White Ticked Pointer Dog pup 2
months old, sired by “Old Phil,’' dam from imported
stock—Price low. Address P. O. Pox 53, Scranton,
Pa.
j'uSO it;

TWO

FINK BROKEN DOGS FOR

Sate.—Dan, aBlackSetterdog thoroughly broken,
out of Scott Rodman’s Dash, and It. Shipman's Black
and Tan bileb, four years old. Duke, Red IriBh Setter
out oIB. Nelson's Maggie, thoroughly broken In every
respect, two years old Parties who Wish to purchase
can have these dogs worked for them, so they may be
satisfied before purchasing, Address J, W. thiB office.
juSOtf.

QTUD DOG.-ROBINSON’8 ‘STACK,”

Northern Railway of
Canada and Collingwood Lake Supe¬
rior Line.
ONLY FIRST-CLASS ^buTE TO THE BEAtpiTFUL INLAND LAKES OF CANADA AND

lake

superior.

Three express trains daily north from Toronto.
Steamers leave Oollmgwood every Thursday at 6 P.
M., on arri val of steamboat express, leaving Toronto
at noon,
Parlor Cara on oil Express Trains.

O the famous red setter, brother to Scott. Hod¬
man’s Dash Inow dead), is offered for stud purposes
at $25 for service. Address W. U., at this office,
jiilia-tf

Lake Ooiieliicliing-

TpOR SALE-PRICE $50. — A FINE
_L' all-liver Cooker bitch, 3 years old; a good re¬

Are the coolest and most delightful Summer watering
places in Northern Canada. TonristBprocedingdoWn
the St. Lawrence can make a pleasant detour from
Toronto to Ctmehicbiug in five hours on express train
with Drawing 11 join Coaches, thus visiting the most
charming of the Chain of Lakes.

triever; a genuine woodcock and grouse dog, folly
guaranteed in every way. Also a tine English setter
bitch, 8 mouths old, lemon and white, from good
Btock, with pcdrerce; with a little work can be used
this fall. Price $25. Address ROBERT WALKER,
Franklin, Delaware County, N. T.
jull8-2

BED

IRISH

SETTER

PUPS

FOR

sale—Hire, imported red Irish Don, dam Maud,
grand dam Gypsy by Rodman's Dash; full pedigree
given by inquiring of C. MILEY. Lancaster. Pa.
jnllg-St

LISTEN!
The Sportsmen's Boll tells
the position of the dog,
causes the birds to lie closer.
Rapidly coming into use in
jarly woodcock shooting,
p cocking and general shoot¬
ing, w b « v fc the cover ie
lhiok. Sold by dealers In
gntis
_ snorting goods. BEVIN BROS. MANU¬
FACTURING CO., East Hampton, Conn. Jnfi 3m

JgOARD FOR DOGS AND I10RSE&.
First-class accommodation; plenty of spring water:
terms low.
Address HENRY B. BURST, Book
Farm, Glen Cove, L. I., or 7t Green Avo., Brooklyn.
References:
Robert Francis, 47 Broad street.
Thofi. K. Stnllh. 423 CAnal.
William A. Ea^lv, Ofi Wall.
T. Britton, 22 Burling.
Forest and Stream, 17 Chatham.
apl27 3m

PURE

sale.
City, Del.

BRED
Pedigrees.

SETTER PUPS FOR
M. YON CUL1N. Delaware
dcc23eow dm

THOR SALE-FULL GORDON SETTER
JJ
Pups, over four months old. Both sire, Tom.
and darn. Jin Vi ie. are very hard to beat on quail and
grouse. Pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve hitches. Inquire of
apl,30
H. B. VOXDERSM1TH, Lancaster, Pa.

Henry

Gardner, m. d., has constant¬
ly on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the enre of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broadway and Fiftieth street.
Oct 22

For sale.—a fine English gun,

!P-bore. 9 poi#tds a splendid shooter, a good
bargain. For fnIJ particulars address II. BAYLI«S. 13
Royal street, Providence, K 1.
ju20 it.

WILD RICE EOR SALE.
I am prepared to receive orders for any quantity of
Wild Rice Seed to be delivered C. O. D.last of Septem¬
ber.
THOS. P. CaNTWELL. Bratuerd. ‘Minn.

The Infallible Fish Bait,
Having perfected a suitable Paste for Fish Bait, the
updersigned offers same to the sporting fraternity, as¬
suring them that it will prove more remunerative
than any know" substance for the purpose of angling.
Ii is of a pale white color, square in form. By soak¬
ing in water a few seconds it becomes pliable. Tak¬
ing a small piece, size of a pea, and pressing rne
same on or about ihe eye of the hook and using regu¬
lar bait, any angler can kill to his heart's content.
Price 2 cents each, pest paid. Address JOB. LABADIE- Galveston. Texas.
Jn6-3m

Founded July 4, 1808.

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office, tilt Walnut St., Philadelphia.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest Improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines, laspi'noo St..4th doerfroin
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BEADY, Manager and

Proprietor, Open dey and night.

AND THE

Lakes of Mnskoka

Excursion Tickets
At greatly reduced Tales during months of July, Au¬
gust and September; may be had from COOK., BON &
JENKINB. 2«1 Broadway, New York and Centennial
Grounds, Philadelphia.

ALFRED TELFER,
Gen. Agt. INoi-llioi-n Ra.ilvvay, Toronto.
JuB 2m

The Rangeley Lakes
VIA

FARMINGTON

AND PHILLIPS.

THE ORIGINAL AXD ONLY DIRECT ROUTE
TO THE It A.YGELEV LARKS. THE FA
VOIIITE H UNT OF THE HEED
A\D TROUT, IS IIY

Maine Central Railroad
Train leaves Portland dally, H11:20 P. M., or on ar¬
rival of trainB from Boston, for Farmington and
Kaugeley Lakes, arriving at Farmington at 5:35. mak¬
ing close connection with stages for Philips and
Greenvale, Round Uip tickets from Boston via Eastern
Or Boston and Maine Railroads to Rangeley Lakes and
reLnrn by the way of Farmington, $14.00, Portland,

$11.00,

The Maine Central is also the only land route to
Woosehead Lake. Tickets from Boston to Mt. EJneo
House and return only $15. t C, Portland, $12 00.
Special rates for parties can be obtained by address¬
ing F. E- BOOTHBY, General Ticket Agent Maine
Central Railroad, Portland.

PAYSON TUCKER,
SUP’T MAINE CENTRAL R. R,
PORTLAND, ME'
Ju63m

July 1st, 1876.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
ROUTE TO TJIK SALMON POOLS OF NORTH¬
ERN NEW BRUNSWICK AND RUEIifiC.
Anglers and Tourists wishing to visit the famous
rivers of Noriliurn New Brunswick and Quebec are
informed that express accommodation trains now run
daily between St, John, N. B., and Riviere du Loup,
Q. Passengers leaving St. John by the morning
train can reach Miramichi. Nepissiquit, Restigouche,
Metapedia, and other famous rivers the same day.
C. J. Brydges, General Superintendent Government
Railways.
Ju6 2m

rpiIE "FISHING LIKE."

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, YIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line. )
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan North Woods ore unsurpassed, if
equalled, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
watere.
Brook Trout Feus on opens May 1st.
Grayling Reason opens June 1st.
Blade Bass, Pike, Pickerel, and Muscalonge are
also found in large numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send trophies of hi skill to his friends or “Club'’ at
home, as ice for packing lisli eau be had at muny
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are. as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
On and after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train facilities unered to touristB and
spoilsmen; also on -and after July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Bogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s risk.
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home” on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing full in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, &c,, and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing Grounds, Send to Forest and
Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. & T. A.,
may4 4m
Grand Rapids, Mich.

thor Stew

haven,

Hartford,

Jj
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Nortbain leaves Pier No. 25, East Elver, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P.M. A passenger train will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New York
at 11 P. M., connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf at New Haven, leaving at 5:15 A. M.
Tickets sold and baggage checked at 911 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return, $1.50 Apply at General
Office, on the pier, er to RICHARD PECK, General

Agent,

jnygs tf

Long
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island railroad.

LESSEE, FLUSHING, N. S. AND CENTRAL
AND SOUTHER* R R OF LONG ISLAND.
Trains leave Long Island City as follows:—
From F. N. S. and Central Depot north of Ferry—
For Flushing (8ridge street). College Point and
■WbiteetoDe—6.35. 8.20, 9.10, 11.03 A. M.: 12 25. 1.
33, 3.M. 4 03, 5 03, 5,31, 6.U5, 6.31, 7.03, 7.85, 8.55P.
M.; 12.01 A. M.
For Flushing (Main street) and Great Neck Branch
—G.36, 7.35 A. ,\1 ; 1.40, 6 31, 7.63 P M., and 12.01
A. M. Saturday nights. For Main street only—9.01,
11.03 A.M.; 13.05, 2115, 3.04,4.33, 5.0,1,6.05,6,31,7.
35 P. M.
For Flushing. Central Depot, Creedmoor, Garden
City and Hempstead—7 35, 9.CH. H 03 A.M.; 1, 2.05,
5.03, 6.05, T 03 I*. M.; and 12.01 Wednesday and Sat¬
urday nights. For Central Depot and Garden City—
4 33 P.M.
For Babylon—9.04 A. M. 2 05; 4.33 P. M. For
Patcbogne—2 0.5,4.33 P. M. From Long Island and
Southern Depot, south of Ferry: For Jamaica—
6.35, 7.03, 8.3-), 9.05, 10, 11.32 A. SI.; 1.31, 3 03.
4.03, 6, 5.3d, 6,03, 6.30, 7 I’. SI For Rockawny arid
Rorkimay Beach—7.03, 10.11. A. SI.; 1.30, 4.03, 5
P. M. For Far lloukawav only-6.»5, 9.05, A. SI.,
3 03,6.32 30,7 P.M. For Locust Valley-0.35, 8.30,
10 A. SI.: 8.03. 4.03, 5, 5.30, 6.30 P. SI. For Hempslead-7,'03, 8.30,11.32 A. M.; 3.03. 4.03 , 5.30 P. SI.
For Port Jefferson—S.35, 10 A. SI.; 5 P. SI. Northport-4.03,6.30 P. SI. For Babylon—7.03, 8 30, 11.
32 A. SL; 4.03, 5. 6.03 P. 51. For Islip—7.03, 8.30
A. 51; 5 P. SI Patcbogne. 8.30 A. M..5P.SI. For
Riverhead—9.05 A. M., 3.03,4 P. SI. For Greonport
and Sag Harbor Branch—9.05 A. M., and 4 P. SI.
For Creedmoor only—4 P. SI.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
From F. N. S. aud C. Depot, north of Ferry:
For Flushing (Bridge street), College Point and
Wbiieetone—8. 9 30,11 A. 51.; 12.30, 3 30 5.15, 6.35,
BP. SI. For Great Neck P.rnneli-9.10 A. 51,, 4.15,
0 45 P.St. For Flushing (Main street)-9.15,10.33 A.
M.: 12.40, 2 05, 4.15, 6,43, 10 P. SI. For Garden City
and Hempstead—B. 15,11 33 A. SI., 5 05 P. SI. For
Babylon und Patcbogne—!U5 A. SI. ana5,05 P.M.
From Long Island and Southern Depot, south of
Ferry: For Far Rockaway and Rockaway Beach-9,
ID, 11 A. 51,1.30, 6.40 P. M. For Northport and
Port J efferson—8, 9.30 A. Sr. Northport—6.40 I'. SI.
ForLocnst Vabey Branch—9 30 A. SI., 6.40 P. M.
For Babylon-9 A. SI.. 640 P. 51.
Ferry Ooats leave New York, foot of James Slip.
Sundays excepted, from 7 A. M. to 7 P. M., every.30
minutes previous to the departure of trains from
Jams Island City. Sunday bouts from James Slip—
9.30, 10 30, 11.30 A. 51.; 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7 P. M.
Ferry boats leave New York, f,,ol of East Thictyfnurih street, every fifteen minutes previous to the
departure of trains.

HP Ilk SPORTSAIEN’S ROUTE.

Tm

Chicaeo

&

Northwestern Railway.

This {{real corporation now mvufl aud operates over
two thousand miles of road, rudiatlug from Chicago.
Like the fingers in a man’s hand, its fines reach in all
directions, and cover about all the country nurth,
northwest, aud west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and Mte coun¬
try north thereof; with another line it pushes through
Janesville, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Escanaba, to Nagaonee and Marquette; withanother line it passes through Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it rails to and through Winona, Owatonua, St.
Pcior, Mankato, NewUlm, and stops not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota, is reached; another lineBtarta from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and, via the Illinois Central, reaches Warren.
Galina and Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still
anoriier line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapid*. Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
Bluffs and Omaha. This last named is the “GUEaT
TRANS CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland Hue for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, California, aud the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is. the safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, mid ol her points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Ldke City, Virginia City. Carson, Sac¬
ramento. San Francisco, and all other poluts west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN;
THIS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
7’AGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE E, AND BRANT SHOOTING. THE
IC\YA 3.1 NK I •>!)AY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other road in the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Luke Salmon,
Tike, Pickerel, and Bass Fishings hundred pmnis on
the Northern and Northwestern linos of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any In the West.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
Gen, Snpt,, Chicago.

jiplS

W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. PaHS. Agt., Chicago.

TO SPORTSMEN.

THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R. COITY
RospectfnllymvUu at tention to the

Sup ei*i orFacilitie s
afforded by their lints for reaching moBt of the TROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM A LL
IMPORTANT POINTS,' avoid the difficulties aud aaugeis of reshipment, while Ihe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCKTO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines ol'

Tlie Pennsylvania

Railroad

Company

also teach the beet localities for

GUNNING

AND

The Hazard Powder Co.,
manufacturers of

Gunpowder.
flaxard’a “Electric" Powder.
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (conrae). Unsurpassed In point of"
strength and clunulincsB, Packed in etpuiru cantBtere of lib, m(y,
Hazard’s “American Sporting,"
Nos. 1 (fine; to 8 (coarsB). In 1 lb. canisters and 6 i lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shoating. Well adapted to short guns.
Hazard ■ “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. '.(fine)to5 (coarse). In 1 aud 5 lb. canisters
and I>1 and 12j) lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, aud with great
penetration. For Held, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, aud It is equally services •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard's “Kentucky Hit!,'.”
FFPG, FFO, and “Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
124. and 64 lbs, and cans of 5 lbs, Ff'FGisalso
pocked In 1 and 4 lb. canisters. Bums strong, ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite britnda
for ordinary snorting, aud the “Sea Shooting" FQ
Is the standard Itijle powder of the country.
SUPERIOR SI1NING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY KEOUIRED GRAIN OK PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

88 Wall Street, New York.

GUNPOWDER.

Dupont’s
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(EsTAntasiiBD m 18D1),

EAGLE DUCItl.VG, EAGLE KIFLE, AND DIA¬
MOND GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popeiar Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining;, Shipping aud Blast*
iug Powder
Of all kinds and descriptions.
For sals in all parts of the! country.

Represented

F. L. Kneel and,
Feb 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New Yurk.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The st.ronye.'l and ckan^t. Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packecl'w?fy m sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of fif lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and albs.
OHANUE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, PFF.g, the last being tile finest.
Packed in wood’ and metal kegs of 25 ms., 12J lbs.,
and fii lbs., aud in canisters of T lb, and ^ lb.
All of ihe above give high velocities and less resion*
am than any other brands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SUTIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
20 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors and raiinufacmreTa of the colebraea ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Rocom-

FISHING

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED¬
FORD, OBESSON, KALSTON, MINNEIAUA, aud
Other well-known 'centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.

CHALLENGE.

Also, to
TUCKEETON, BEECH HAVENi CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JEKSEY COAST
renowned for HALT WATEB SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHEE.
D. SI. BOYD, Jb , Gen’I Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen'l Manager.
febl? tf

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.

ATEW YORK & LONG BRANCH R.R.

_LN
CENTRAL RAILROAD OF N.J.
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN NEW YORK, LONG
BRANCH, OCEAN GROVE, SEA QUIT
AND StiUAN.
Time-table of Jnue 19th, 1876: Trains leave New
York from foot of Liberty street. North River, at 7.
30, 9.00, 11.45 A. SI., 1.45. 3.45 4.30 and 6.00 P. M.
All trains ran to Long Branch. The 7.S\ 9.00. II.
45 A. SI., 1.45, 3.45, 4.30 P. M. trains run through to
Sea Girt andSquan.
Boats leave root of Clarkson street at 7.85, 9.05,
11.35 A. M., 2.a0, 4 20, 5.20 P. SI.
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at MATTJ5WAN STATION With all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen; Pass. Agt,
K. E. Rsckcb, Supt. and Engr,
JtUlJ Um

100 rounds in anv position a.____, _
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money If desired.
The powder is also well adapted for shot gun*.
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder" of your dealer,
or address the
D1TTMAR POWDER MANF’Q- OO.,
NEPONSBTi Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM HAT,
Uatb in Evrrv St-YLE.

N. EspenscheiU, 1 18 Nassau,
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FOREST AND STREAM
BOSTON, XT. SS. A.

To Travelers deBlring the Rest, Hotel Accomodations in a choice locality, near the Pnblic Garden, Common,
Public Library. Mm enmof Fine Arts Churches, the Railroad Stations, and PIhcms of Amusement.

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR.

This rowing gear is an invention which allows the rower to face forward Instead of backward, pulling in
the same manner as with ilie ordinary oars. The oarsiuan Tacos tile direction in which he goes, and rows Taster
and more easily than with ally othor oar. The stroke is longer than with ordinary "ars. The oars can be closed
nooiitof the way without detaching them from the gunwale. The boatman makes no more effort in steering
than in directing his course while wa’king These oars can bo attached to and detached from ihe boat, verj
quickly, and they can tie closed np in a convenient form for currying. Can lie attached to uuy boat, mid is es¬
pecially adapted to hum in”. Ashing, and all kinds of pleasure boating. Address, during Centennial, ‘'Hunter's
Camp” of Forest and Stream, Centennial Branch P. 0., Philadelphia.

WM. LVMAN. Patentee.
jel5 «t

THE BRUNSWICK,
BOYLSTON STREET, corker or CLARENDON, JjDSTON, offers sttpebior attractions.
The structm e is new and Fire Pkoof and is supplied wiih a Passenger Elevator.
It is furnished most elegantly and is supplied wiin every modern convenience, having hot and cold water
in every chamber and hath-rooms wilh every suite. The Heating and Ventilating Apparatus throngbout the
whole house is on the most approved plan.
Parties desiring information by correspondence will receive prompt attention bv addressingthe Proprietor,
or by direct application tl>
J tv. WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

Centennial Board.

§ at els ami Zlesorts for^gorttimm.

BROOK TROUT FISHING.—The Seup-

purnong Springs House Ib now open for the ac¬
commodation of fishermen and others. Tnis House
is situated three miles from North Prairie Station,
Waukesha county, WiS., at the Scnppernong Trout
Ponds, where is to be found the best trout fishing in
the Northwest. Conveyance can always be had at
the station. Terms $2 per day. Tront always on the
table. Dead fish, 50 cents a pound, For further in¬
formation address II. F. DOUSMAN, North Prairie,
Wis.
_
jull3 4t

BL'

TTiOUR OR FIVE PERSONS CAN FIND

JJ pleasant rooms and board in private family, at
Tioga, on Reading Railroad, a quarter of a mile from
New York Junction. Surroundings rural. Steam earn
every half hour to Centennial Grounds—fare 10 cents.
Charges $2 a day. Address S. A. ATKINSON,
19) h Street, 7th House South of Ontario, Phila., Pa.
ju20 2t._

CARMAN HOUSE,

MIDDLEKELD, CONK.

ORIENTAL

POWDIIR

MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS—Diamond Grain, Falcon Duelling, Western Sporting and Ducking’.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13Broad Bt„ Boston; 19 Exchange st., Btidrlo; 9 State 8t„ Chicago; 327 N. Second at., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in thB Country.
Dcc2
JOHNSON’S
Patent

BOUDREN'S
Patent Combination
Reih cling

JACK LAMP
SUPPORT.

Jack Lamp.

JACK and
FISHING LAMP.

FORKED RIVER,

Ocean County, N J., best Huntiug and Fishing
Grounds in Barnegat Bay.
House is in first-class ol¬

der. Apply to F. A. BRIGGS, Proprietor, or.at the
AY ’SHOOTING OF ALL VARIEties. Shinnecock Bay, the best shooting Briggs House, cor. 42d St. and 4th Ave., New York.
tiu o am.
ground in the vicinity of New York. Win. N. Lane

2

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the SnringviiUi Honve, he is prepared to en¬
tertain and take care of ids guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaran¬
teed. The young hay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address Wm.
N. LANE. Good Ground Station, L. I. Live wild
geese stools for spring and fall shooting.
jull3-3m

Bromfield House,
TRIP.

Messenger

55 BROMFIELD STREET,

JPROSPKCT PARK HOTEL,.

Boston .Mass.

CATSKILL, N. Y.
High elevation, mountain air, with scenery unsur¬
passed in the world; 20 acres of grounds. First-class
accommodation for 390 to 400 guests. Accessible by
day boats and cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
visiting this delightful resort « ith a view to secure
rooms, will be impressed with its unusual attractions.
Address JOHN BREASTED, Cutekill.
ju29 Smo

Board Daring Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SETFCT TRANSIENT AND PKRMAnent parties can be accommodated by a private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged Tor the whole or any portion or
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
miuutes of the Centennbd Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the business centie of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65-, via Penns)ivaiiia Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which is distant only
200 yards from the- house. Address
L, GAJRVER, 3908 N. J6rh St...Philadelphia.

PAVILION HOTEL,
NEW

BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND.

R. T. COLE, Proprietor.
Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A~ promenade piazza & 0 feet
long.
jt*8 6m

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

PROVINCE

OF

QUEBEC,

W- JAMERSON, JPi-op’r.
A. W. HDBBARl), Busiiiess Manager.
This \* one of the finest fishing localtiesin the East¬
ern Township* of Uauada, and is situated at the out¬
let of LakeMomphremugog. Reached hy stage eleven
milu* from Ayre Flat, on Pasumpslc Railroad, or by
boat from Newport.__ jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, largo, and well kept, good bar, &c.
Free bus to depot. Daily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Trank. Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, and in the midst, of an excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout, Baas, and Pickeicl hoard $1.25 per day.
jel 3m
L H. U KOOKS, Proprietor.

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. 8. BROWN & J. Q. FERLEY. Proprietors,
Montreal, Canada,
LOCATED ON 8T. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. 1 HE TWO PRINCI AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT.
jel 3m

Bros.,

The House for Sportsmen.
r

feb!7 tf

RICE LAKE,
IDLE WILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A delightful summer resort for gentlemen and their
ivives on Stony Point, Bass. Pickerel, Mascalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc.
A. Y. DENIO, Proprietor.
***Cars from Toronto to Port Elope or Coburg, or
scat from Rochester to Coburg, thence to Harwood,
17 miles.
_je22 3m

For Night Hunting.
DEER, eG60NS, Etc.

FISH AND EELS,
Lighting Camps and Landings

This Lamp supplies a want long felfc by Sportsmen, as it affords them a reliable Light, with which tbev can
hunt and fish m any weather, thereby doubling their chances for sport. Aft a Carriage Lamn it has no EQUAL,
Fits any carriage.' Price, JACK LAMP alone., $6; SUPPORT, S3 each; JACK AND TOHJNG LAMP. $0
each. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination before payment,

WHITE

MANUFACTURING COMPY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

A larger size is mode, which is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stables,bnnses, Sugar Store Houses,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Rend
for circulars.
3e®

N. Y. Safety Steam

JORDAN HOUSE.—“HEAD OF THE

Office:

J

BOG.”—Opposite the mouth of Jordan River,
Uolton, St. Lawrence county, N. Y., M. H. OBER,
proprietor. Particular attention given to carting
3oats and Baggage to Moosehead. Boarding Sporting
Parlies a specialty. Experienced and reliable guides
obtained on short notice. P. O. Address, South Col.on, St. Lawrence county. N. Y. Reference in New
'fork. John P. Waters. 12 John street._je22 4t

BELMONT

For Spearing

Useful for Night Hunting, Fishing, Riding
Horseback, and in open wagons. Light is un¬
der perfect control of wearer by Blight, rnove--—--:B
| men't
of body, ,leaving head and
arms free.
free.

30

Power

OOUKTLANDT

Co.,

f*T.,

HOTEL,

G23 and G25 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooiiib (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage1* afforded at the "BELMONT.”
mchfiO 6m_HARDY & OO.. Proprietors.

"DOARD AT HIGH BRIDGE FOR TWO
1 J persons; private family: high ami spacious
ground! and stanle; convenient to Harlem River;
boating and fishing; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
M, B„ this office.__jeitt

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.

BUILDERS OF

STEAM LAUNCHES &

This houseia a favorite resort for gentlemen sports¬
men from all pans of the United States and Canada.

All about Florida

LAWN MOWERS

no ques-

tiou can be asked about Florida, her lands,
products, health, climate, resources, labor, population,
&c., that is not answered in the Florida NbwYorker. It is edited by a gentleman who has lived
there over 25 years, is a practical fanner and a fine
writer. Published weekly, hy the Florida NewYorker Publishing Co., 22 Beekman-st., N. Y. Ciiy,
at $2 per Annum, or Single Copy. 10 cents.
Jnfi-tf

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

MEDALS OR BADGES.

FOR

Hand and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New

York

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoider

Agricultural

Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
elides, weighs hilt H pounds, and is only H inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For esse of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.60.
11 ordering, give the size of shells and a
meas¬
urement outside of vest.
iy23-ly
N. 8. GOSS, Neosho Falls,Ran

YACHTS,

AND THEIR MACHINERY. Also. MACHINERY FOR TUGS, LIGHTERS, and STEAMERS.
Er*SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.___JP198m

180 and 1B1 WATER ST., NEW YORK.
apl!31y
»i A (firui Cl tffil Shares in Wall street
i^l 1 ’ L JpOvlj <Jl"v often ieadB to fortune.
Scud for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKUNG & CO., Bankers and Broker*.
?2 Broadway, N. ¥.

We are now prepared *o furnish badges or medala
of any description at short police. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making goon
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee aatit*faction. Designs for gold, work fur¬
nished on application.

-J. W. Hayes & Co.,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
mayl 1 3m

922 Broad street. Newark, N.J-
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THE DALY CUN

ATTENTION

RIFLEMEN!

The “FOREST & STREAM" New

IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE FINEST AND BEST 0
MONEY SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES.

Hand-BooK for Riflemen.

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

Rules Tor Practice and Competition. Practical Hint9
concerning Ranges, Tdjrgem, Sconm?, Kifles, Shoot¬
ing, etc. roTing for Organization i»F Rifle Associa¬
tions, By-Laws, and a Rifle Association.** in Auurioa.
Illustrated with Maps. Sketch*1*, and Dbiumn*. By
Majok Gbo. 0. Staur, Secretary American Rifle As¬
sociation.
1 vo). 18mo, cloth, Price 50 cents.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on re¬
ceipt or price, by J. B. FORD & 00., New York.
ju29

Send for Catalogue to

SCHOVERLING&BALY
84 and 86 CHAMBERS BT., IV. Y.,

to W. It. Schaefer, 61 Elm St... -Boston, and F. P. Taylor, 72 E, Madison St, Chicago.

Green’s paten I Loader, price $2.

Paper and Metallic hliells
By CHARLES HALLOCK,

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

AUTHOR

i COMPILATION OP TLUs

OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
United

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ilmuraolno the WHOLE
Htutcs ami
Canada,
WITH A LIST OP

#

HUNTING Aa’Q FISHING GROUNDS

THE STUETEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the bead noruse an awl to remove
the exploded cops. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miaa Are, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repealed experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly for the purpose, we can now warrant oar BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
Are, and will not burst in the gun.
I niinire of any of the deafcra in sporting materials for
the IT. M. C. Co.’s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers
decSA if

A8U a CO 51 PE VP I bit OF
Use Jit!

IjEformatloii fur

all tvittt

Fni'.Ftii, aitd Feather is it liii'an octavn periodica!
of Jlil png.-s, and is d'-votrd oxiiltisivilv to Ft.1(1
Sjmt-Iannd Angling. Jl, is inn ojny work imhlialieo
tiiatleiv. - I,ha, -full text of tile Omni* Law a of the
whole ti.iii.al Hint up unit Cimgtfji, Puhllslmrt Quint,
h'l'ly id $3:1 y 'llr. SirtgimtoiicaSOWfi.. to lioh'id of
'll! G'loa'iii'ha. Pishinr Tackle. Dealors, und News
A gem--, or etui be had at this ajjiee.
CH AS. SU Y D v R5, Publisher,
V
r.-p.
'
York.

From the “Boke of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,

New Paper Shell, Conical Base.
St. Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Co.,
Office 209 North Fourth st.
The advantages c'aimed for these shells are—Cheapness, a saving of 35 PER CENT TN THE USE OF
POWDER, less recoil, greater penetration. The best material is used in their inauufaelure, and (hey will be
found a first-class Shell, equal in quality to the highest priced English Shall*. Sues made are No. 10.
No.
IS, Sf in., central fire. Longer Shells made to order at extra cost. Ask your pun dealer for those, and t>uv no
others, P. S.—Tim No
Shell will nor he for snip nnt.il August, 1st ._*_j-ill3'4r

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaak Walton in Htb “Akqleb."
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Yah Siclen, Esq., of the New York
Bar: heavy timed paper; square I2mo., 120 pages,
cloth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
T he charming old book, with alL its quaintness and
freshness, is needed In the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order it C. O. D
from Forest and Stream.
ap!27 3ni
LpT /Y T> T
A
The Florida Agi'icullwist.
F JU XV1 U tY Weekly. $3 a yea r. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—95c. Climatology
and Resources of BTorida. 15c
GhIL nlo’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1,
Guide Map oF Florida, 50c Address Walton As C o.,
Jackson vile. Fla. Say where von **•*' “’lie.
tf

J^ESCRLPTIVE GUIDE
JWOflTEFtJS .6 AZ4.VUrACTUTtEOS Of

.idlilttaru. Clhrutiical. (Llyurdr & Snctrhj (IlmuV
Vo fO.\f.\r/)Fjv Lajvs, — Ntut UorU,

Woven Rowing,Base Ball & Gymnasium Suits.
BEDFOKD’i.
Eurelfa Air
Pistol,

_

EASY TO LOAD. NO SMASHING FlNUEilS.
STRONGEST EVER MADE
Send for Gircul ir.
EUREKA M’FG CO., 171 Devonshire Street,
_BOSTON MASS._jn29-5t

EDWINSON C. GREEN’S
BREECH LOADERS,
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are unsurpassed for waftiriai. workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority in
Shooting power has been shown wherever tesied in
this country and in England, standing first, second,
and third at the New York trial in 1873; also the high¬
est average at the London Meld trial in 1873. A case
of tile Hu gnna made to order for sportsmen, and taken
from stock, are shown at the Ceuter.mal Exhibition,
Philadelphia, Brf ish. Departmen t. Prices, $45 to $S50,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE coat scud for descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
Jacksonville, Illinois,
jelS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR U S. _

CREEDMOOK

Long-Range, Wind Gauge, and
Vernier Sights.
HART’S

SPORTSMAN’S

FAVORITE

Metallic Shells.
MANUFACTURED BY
GEORGE E. HART Ato, Newark, N, J.
jugQtf.

diaries L. Uitzmauu,

Something New!
T11B.EE

BAHNELED

BREECH-LO A. OING-

GUNS,

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
A new feature iu the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gnn frem eight to teu pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, aDd war
ranted to give satisfaction
Alterlng.muzzle to bioech-loaders a specialty—from
$30 to $45. Ride attached lr desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

„

moWjO 6m

W. H. BAKER

LWLE, BROOME 00., N. Y,

ADIROOTDAOKS,
AND nAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
To Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lakes Luzerne,
George, and Champlain, ihe Ausuhie Chasm,
the Thousand Islands, Massena Springs,
and Trenton Falls.
By E. R. WALLACE,
Newly Revised Edition.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers, Bed and Gold,

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life in the Woods," &c.
It is admirably written, and has just enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, aud description of scenery mixed, to
make it delightful. The illustrations are well choseu
and very effective, while the instructions respecting
routes, localliies, distances, outfits, &c.. embrace
everything that can be desired. Taking it all iu all,
it is the most complete book that has been pu blished
on the Adiromlacks, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterestedness.
From Albert B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
“Woods and Waters," ‘ The Indian Pass," &c.
I think it is the belt work on the forest that has np*
pearpd—superior in word-painting to Muiray’s, and
full of wood-pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we are in the forest, are living with
yon in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and by us. This,
1 think, the true test of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a “Guide
Book,” it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed, it
is the only thiDg of the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very thing that has been so long wauted
and waited for. It must have cost yon intense appli¬
cation aud labor. You may well be content that you
have produced a good book.
From Benson J, Lossing, the Historian.
I have read those portions descriptive of the places
which came under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictures ns I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. I re¬
gard yoor “Descriptive Guide" and the “Appendix"
as a most useful--nay. indispensable, manual for tour¬
ists to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region Is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard yonr “Guide" asau important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
may 11 tf
17 Chatham street; N. Yr City.

JVq-JEW SPOTTING BOOK.
948 Broadway, Above 22<I Street,
FACTORY. 114 CENTRE STREET,

Kifles,

Handbook for Yount; Sportsmen.

Shooting Accessories, Fishing Tackle.
AND SPORTING GOuDS UF ALL KINDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Breech Load¬
ers, and alwaye have some line second hand Guns on
hand, cheap, Send 15c. for the handsomest and com'
pleteat 'Catalogue published; ttee, $£U inches ; 48
pages aud 113 iUostr&tione,
j©221y

A cheap but reliable trealise on Angling, Artificial
Fly-making. Haunts and Habile of Game. Sporting
Nomenclature, Fare and Training of Sporting Doge,
etc., etc, to which is added a complete list of Homo
and Foreign Sporting Journals, Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of S5 cents. Address
aplisdm
F, E. FOND, Moatcllo, W18.

Guns,

Pistols,

lishing Co.,
No. 17 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
And Tor sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, poetage prepaid, on receipt of price at offlea of publica¬
tion.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY. AGENTS.

either Slioot or FSsJa.

Fysshe and lysshynge.

$5.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬

and

¥f IT Vanity Fair.

^ ^ ^
^ ^ I r. Ia Bhaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue acre. Sample on receipt of 20
cent*. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send lor cir¬
cular.
WM. H. RItVIBALL «fc CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
From Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fiftherlea.
I find Vanity Fair to be tlio beat article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have nsed
yourtobuceoa for many yca.a, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or tronble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rongk weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
From A. B. Lambertun, Rochester,
Having smoked your tobacco, VaniLy Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
f.iagrnnce and taste superior to all hrande known to
me. Being jn search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I v
pnnna^'f'1 with
your Vanity Fair, ami fouua u to uQ uno /<w
ultra
of natural leaf.
For Uigarettcs.
A cigarette ib an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigar¬
ettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
From Forest mid Stream, N Y.
Wc have received rrom Messrs. Kimball •fr Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Pair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and* after inost thorough trial, do not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
its manufacturers dsim for it. It is a most superior
article, and a great comfort to discriminating
smokers.

JT. H. BATTY,
Taxidermist
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Deuler in ob¬
jects of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
ou shields and
stands, Bucks1
Heads, Antlers,
Carved Heads.
T axldcrmista1
supplies. Skins
and eggs for col
lections, Aquaria
and btoclt, Li¬
cit s, Cliryeass, ( o
Shells &cAgente:
M err el Cyder
55 Jackson 8t.
St. Paul, Minn,*
and Eaton. Holherton & Co.. 102 N ipma street, N. Y.

Zoological Garden,
FAIR MOUNT

FARR, PHILADELPHIA.

Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
children undertwelve. 10 rent*.
janfi 1v

ARTIFICIAL EYES
For Birds and Aniinuls.
BREWSTER

«fc RflOWLTON,

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST,

with Beasts, Birds, ami Reptiles of a..., .. ..
known world, put np in the most artistic manner,
from a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moa to a humming-bird. Foreign
skins and artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
inch30 If
No. 19 NORTH WILLIAM ST., N. Y.
Burns Ann Animals Ixieseryed to Oupeh #r
R. L. NEWCOMB,
TAXIDERMIST.
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.
Instcnctlouii riven.
miij&i tf
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THE ORVIS REEL THOMSON & SON,
Manufacturers of

The Most Compact} Neatest, Cheapest} and Durable Keel in the Market.

Sportsman’s Emporium.

Canvas Shooting Suits,
OF

DEAD GRASS
COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

Gun Cases.
HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND
CANVAS

Gun
Shot

WATERPROOF

Covers.

Gnu Ammunition

Cases.

Cartridge Bags & Belts.
NO 1.-Tills Reel la extra nickel-'ilatcd ami finely finished. Is perforated to make it, light, and keep it
free from sand, also that the hne may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 60 yards of line. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary go yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
c%8’ A!—For Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with case, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or hjr express, C. O. D. LIBEKAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for New Pnce List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines,&c., &c. Mention this paper.

c.

mchSO 3m
L. H. AnuEr.

F. OKYJS

& CO., Patentees ami Manufacturers,

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street,

Andrew Clerk.
Special.
>p. o. box 129-1.
f
new york.

McBride

C. F. Imbrie.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
•(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attention to onr extensive as¬
sortment of line goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied 10 order; Cuit.yhnnk and Pasque Isl.tnds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents.17 Beware
of i
a lot
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Retd, and Aiken Black
Hoi. Proprietor*
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast. Canada, Maine, Adi¬
rondack. etc , etc. Orde * by mail will receive the
personal attention of the drill.
may25

Flies,

The Standard Flies for American Waters.
These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful. Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flioa for
Pennsylvania trout streams, AdiTondacks, the Maiue
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
trom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mnmford,
Monroe e/innty. N Y.
E»ton, Holberton «& Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities. _dec2 l;y

65 Fulton St., N. Y.,
Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Flue
Goods, comprising in part

RODS,

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BHiiECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Mannfactured and Imported by

& 103 DUANE ST„ (near
Broadway) New York.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

A, B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce Hi., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and T'ront Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOrNTINUS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on band for Rod
Makers. Highest Premium awarded by the Franklin
Institute, 18T4._mch9 6m

J. B. Crook & Co.,
Minin'actitiuuis and Importers or

FISHING TACKLE!
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Pishing Tackle,
Fishing Bods,
Pish HookSi
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
augSe-ly

Fulton St., IV. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Green

33. VOM

Li

Bass.

ALSO

THADDEUS NORRIS,
308 West Logaa Square, Philadelphia,

i

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
102 FULTON STREET,’ NEW YORK.
ap!87 3m
_, ._ Camp Lounge Co.,
—.\>1-_SITrcty.N. Y., and Nor
Ct.
2x7x23in.,
Iln I [Mil Bill |SMlBbLPEflJl |$10.
Bed, Pillow and

1

Mil Pf IW

S

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

CASES.

Belts.

(complete).

840

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).@15

BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

LEGGIWS.
DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS, &c.
Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen’s Water
proof Canvas and Leather Goods.

THOMSON & SON,
Office: 338 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE

NEW

BOSTON

q HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).

820

W. H. HOLABIRD
Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

Shooting' and Fishing Suits
at the above prices.

The ten dollar suit la better

made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes In the arrangement of pockets,
&c., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST SHOOTING AND FISHING COATS IN
THE WORLD,
and respectfully solicit yonr orders. I send my new
Illustrated Catalogue, 16 pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantages handle my

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manufactured only by

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color,
Each suit iB thoroughly watBr-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the ont-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining Hie be-*t points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service/ It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.”

goods.

They aro better known and more highly es¬

teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 C'otnrn afp St.

illHill"g|pi','”etSold byN-Y||n~] Boston sporting

dealers.
Dlsconnts
large. OthBr styles 3x42tn. $4 and SS. St. Louis—
Albright A Sons. Chicago—J. W. D. Kelly & Bro..
88 Madleon-st. San Francisco—C, H, Moseley, 415
gansom-et.
Ju6-4t

PIPER STII PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a
pipe whicli shall give simply the taste and odor of to¬
bacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in st^in or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days’ use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe,is us follows; Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H. Hubbard.

nov!8 tf

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Maas.

For

sale.—the steam

yacht
Ariel, 45 feet long 9 feet beam; iB a handsome
and comfortable boat, ana can otuam IS miles per
hour on 40 lbs. coal per hoar; cabin- and pilot house
finished with hard wood and is first-class throughout.
Price 82.800. S. B. GREACEN, 74 Lawrence street,
Newark, N. J.
jngO It.

THE LATENT
Portable Boat.

Us a trunk; 1x8x3 feet dimensions, is ineianuy
drawn out into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water proofed canvas, and made ready for the water In
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
prices to
CBAS. A. FENNER.
Mystic River, Conn.
Can be seen at Eaton & Holberton u 102 NsseanStreet.
may4 tf

Persons ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit;—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G,¥. SIMMONS & SON,

m
THE LEADING REEL MAKER

FLY RODS.
Jsnia-ly

HOFE.

Manufacturer and Dealer In

I have on hand several fine trout rods at $-35 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CRAS. F. MURPHY,
racklfi P.m
40 Halsey St... Newark. N. J.

Trout, Salmon, and

Heart Rods,

for Trc"* Bass and Salmon.

Split Bamboo Fly-Rods.
NORRIS

AMMUNITION

THE

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BUCK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Yom Hofe’s Rubber
stee1 Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. The celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel. &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of "MullalyV1 Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass lanes of Extra quality.
Parlies fitted out for the Adiroudacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cutty
hunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

101

AND

Holsters and

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Fishing Tackle,

WALLER.

RIFLE COVERS

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

Bods,Reels. Lilies, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

&

SPORTING

Rifle Cases.

BISSETT & MALLESON,

assortment, oi

BARTON, ALEXANDER

CREEDMOOR AND

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Flies.
Tenia, Camp Stoves, Jack and Fishing Lamps,
aDd Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suita.
Holberton’a new Fly Book will hold 144 Flies at
full length, without curling the snells. Euch one
held in its place by a German silver fly holder. Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Hunting Knives, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Water-proof Moccasin Shoe. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscuit.
Ammunition of all kinds..
Send stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly
P. O. Box 5,109.

“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS.
aplfi 6m

There can be no greater por-

tabtlity without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use. Sold by Eaton, Holberton & Co.,
108 Nassau street.
jyS9-ly

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW HEADY.

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 36 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample capacity for fiotn one to four persona
and baggage. Cedar einine. oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. II. KUSH TON, Maunf’r,
mch9 6m

JPvieo, $4.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
Application to tine office.

For

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y,

sale—pleasant homes on

easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Bath,
L I,; large yards, with frnit ana shade trees, and
hams; pleasant surroundings, good fishing, hunting
and bathing. Address
„ J.H.iBATTY,
tusyii u
Box40, New Utrecht, M. Y.

FOREST AND STREAM
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Centennial Exhibition of Fire Arms.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
PAPE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY’S

VISITORS DESIRING INFORMATION IV REOARII TO THE EXHIBIT OF

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

BBEECH-LOADING GUNS. RIFLES, &c.
Can learn fnll particulars, with prices of the "various styles exhibited by
JAMES PURDEY,
1
W. & C. SCOTT & SON,)
CHARLES LANCASTER, (
IN WEBL1SY & SON,
VBirmingham.
JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
f London.
w. W. GREENER,
)
E M. REILLY & CO,.
J
PARKER BKO’S,
ALEXANDER HENRY. Edinburg.
And others.
A full stock of JA.V1E-! PURDEY’S celebrated'enns. E. M. REILLY* CO'S., WESTLEYRICHARDS.
’V. * C. SCOTT & SON’S, P. WEBLEY & SON’S, W. W. GREDNER’S, and cheaper English guns; PAR¬
KER BRO’S American Guns, Shooting Tackle, Cartridges, Powder, *c., &c.

JOSEPH C. GRUBB & CO.r
AGENTS FOR EXHIBITORS, 712 MARKET ST.,.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE LEFEVER GUN.

FINE

Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1876 beat* the records of
any maker in the world.
1876. 13-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gnu.
Exhibitor.
let—Greener.....Greener.
2d- -Pape.
Davidson.
3d—Pape.Pape.
Oat of a class of 68 gnus, 8 out of the 6 beet were
made by I’ape. The Greener gnn was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24tb place. Its very best Bcora being greatly below the
scores of the beet six guns.
1875. i2-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gnn.
Exhibitor.
ieo—Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yarda. Choke Bores,
lBt—Pape.Davidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape. ....Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 8i dr. to H oz. shot,beat the
beet 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 2J oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Snb. Cnp, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gnn
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

ENGLISH

Blade to Order

FROM_STOC&.
These Gnns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qnalities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
Of FLCE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold*
Tolley, ----- 90 “
Standard, - - - - 115
“
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - ISO
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Gnns specially built, on.
for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
-NATION, can have their wish**
JPATCH

fi

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

ice

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

H. C. Squires/0THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
J. D. QOUGALL'S

N

(Title registered.)

Lefever Breech Bonders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
THESE

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE BEST
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase Of stock, and with several valuable improvements In tho manufacture
and action of this celebrated gnu, are now prepared to All orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.

Express Guns and Rifles.

W. W. GREENER’S

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

Far-Killing Prize Cuns.
Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
*40 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only-maker who has made an aver¬
age pattern of 214 shots in a 80-inch circle, at 40 yards,
wiili a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Ilolabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Scud 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Beady
March 1st.
janlS ly

SYRACUSE, NEW YORE.

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS
Late COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

?Vo.

177

Broadway,

New

York.

WHOLESALE AND LEI AIL

BREECH LOADING

GUNS

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY. STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so greet, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left In its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution In the
Spring.
Guns gnaranteedto make ^patterns offrom ^160 to
is desired.
0 With No. 6 SHOT AT 40 Y
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

ang26-tf
OE ALL

Imnlements,

Kinds.

Cartridges. Both

Brass

and

Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BEI/TS, FLASKS,
Touches, and ammunition of all kinds, everything in my line for
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VER Y CHEAP

The Most Approved

LOADING!

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, @50.00 TO @250.00.

Breech Loading, Sporting
NOlitary ] Rifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,
accuracy.
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials ard Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
II

of various sizes,

DESIRABLE IN

Pattern made by

V

onr Close-Shoot¬
ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 TVo, 6, 40

.-S

yards.
HIGHEST PEN¬
ETRATION
AT
FIELD

‘ihh w ^4
i v"

TRIAL

- •
\

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Ccleln-nteil

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c„ ON APPLICATION TO
84 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

W. W. GREENER’S

DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guinea®, at, the Great Lon© 3-rif don Field Trial 1875, beating 33 comiLjM petitors with 68 gnns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
£UD8 will kill from 60 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, ana will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, S*
Louis, U. S. A. Address
__
W. W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breech
Loading.

Clark

&

ALL

11ESPEGTB.

Send for Circulars.

Arms
Whltneyville, near New Haven, Conn,, 13, B. A.

Manufacturer only of first-class

Sneider.

314 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KRIDEK,
Corner Second nnd Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

^REVOLVERS

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles.

System

-OF--

And

SNEIDEB
BREECH

59 St. James’s Street London-

Gnus, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeli
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines. &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReede, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds1 Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly
J'1 TTMQ and Revolvers. Price lists free. Address Great Western Gun Works, Pitts*
burgh. Pa.
ju29^mo

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Gnns

of all

JDesoi-iptions.

Guns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted,
EVERY TIME. Gun stocks—bent, crooked, of
straight—rwarranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly a!tended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb8 ly

Corner of Dock Sqnare,

OH AS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breeeli Loading Shot Cuns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same actios as sew gnns. Send for circular and
price Hat, No. 8 West Mats street, Rochester, N. 1,

m

FOREST AND STREAM.

repeating arms COMpANy

^

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

REASONS

FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING RIFLE.
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE EIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EEEECTIYENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OE MANIPULATION,
PEREECTION OE WORKMANSHIP,

Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now

in

use, in

all Parts

of

the

World.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to

me Acnrondacks!

NEW RAILROAD,
Passing through Saratoga, WhItehalI, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,
Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse’s
Point, to MONTREAL,

INDIA RUBBER

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
AND

Along the West Shore of Lahe Champlain.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.
Trains leave Albany, morning: and evening, in con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at tlie very

D. HODGMAN & GO.,

Gateway of the Sportsman’s Paradise.
Ask for Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. 2. 11A70, Cea'l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N.Y,

„

SON’S
SCHUYLER HARTLEY

&

GRAHAM

19 Malden Lane, 20 <St 22 John afreet, N. Y

BREECH LOADING GUNS

.POPE’S

A SPECIALTY.

Rifle Air Pistol,
FOR

TARGET

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

Bout Balt used for Bubs or rickete llshiDg Samplea by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send. l«c for the only
complete illustrated Catalogue published—80 pageBof
Pithing Tackle, Guns, TGtoU B'uie Ball, and Sportlug Goods.
-Plbll & SlMPoON.
18* Nawau utreet, N. X*

BREECH-LOADERS.
Always in stock a full assortment of these noted guns, which we send on inspection and trial. Also
Greener's, Webley’s, West ley Richards, Clabroueh, Moore and others, from $40 up. Fine bronze Yacht
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $13, Ac., &c.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON

PRACTICE.

.
Jnstthe thingfis
sportsmen andmili, __... Shoots darts or slugs a
B distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
miy become a dead shot. Each
pistol ir pat up in a neat box, with
—"
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $o;
nickel plated, $0. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
. , .
^
.. .
One of the many testimonials from the Commauderln-Chief or the U. S. Array:—
“It is sorely ingenious in mechanism, qntio accu¬
rate in aim, and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle,
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”
POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
FeblOlim
45 High Street, Boston.
nni*i-riiip mankwprocess-soof
r KI ll I 1 N 11 the neatest white visiting cards
I 111 > V I IllVJ yott ever saw, with your name
handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 3c*
stamp. No better work in the world at any price.
TiT tbom. Agents wanted. Circulars, 3c. \\ . C.
CANNON, 46 Kneeland St... Boston, Mass. [je8 ly

Winners of International Gnn Trial.

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL CO’S

TARCET

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

breech loading rifles.
AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT <fc SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 18T3); J. P. CLABItOUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.
THOMSON’S HUNTING SHITS AND OIL FIN¬
ISHED GRAINED LEATHER SHOE PACKS.
DIXONS «fc H A VVK8LE Y’8 SHOOTING TACKLE
STCRTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE, AND 100 BIRDS.
Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the beat ar¬
rangement yetinvented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight 16
«o evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
l.
a't VI carried with the heads down in
iffltl r flflHl Y ibis vest, which is of great impoi■
tancewhcn brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement atonnd the chest.
PRICE J7.50.
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

^

SKND FOR CISOWDAB.

introduced for Target and Sporting uses
The Remington Rifle
abouYiive years’ ago, and has won nearly every prize since Crceumoor
was established
All the prominent long range shooters (with one exception) use them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. &c., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, to

E. Remington
[P. O. Box 3994]

S83

&;

Sons.,

Broadway, N. Y„

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Sc. [ARMORY, ILION, N. Y.)

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card hoards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated doga:—
Pure Lnveraek Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy
Imported Red Irish Setters DitBh and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint
ing by Biepham.
Slack Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger*
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. AddresB

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, Ail

Magic Lantern and 10O Slides for @100,

E&

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

• Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Cbromos and Frame?, Stereoscopes and Views,
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E left the huntsmen breaking in the cover for a
trail.* The signal is given, and the horns sound a
tuneful note, which is answered back by the mellow bay
of the hounds. The gentlemen cluster on a hill near by
as the dogs disappear iu a brake and are lost to sight, ex¬
cept where they move the cover, as though a strong wind
were passing over it. If tlieie is a trail, no matter how
cold, it will be struck ofC to a certainty, for every inch of
ground is beihg gone over. A few minutes afterwards
half a dozen dogs are seen to dash out with their noses on
the ground, eagerly crossing and recrossing the path, and
whiniug to each other, no doubt in their dog language,
wondering whether any “old red" had been wandering
there the night before. “Hark away! good dog!" cried the
master, blowing a cheery uote on his horn, and the hounds,
circling around and giving a quick bark, dived again into
cover. “No fox here,” said one. “Don’t be in a hurry,”
replied the master; “the dogs are driving beautifully,”
As he spoke the cover shook, and a low whimper was
heard from one of the dogs, followed by a loud challenge
from another, “That’s old Jupe and Ringwood," cried
the master; “Lookout!” anrl as he sounded a clear blast
from his horn, a deafening burst from the pack replied.
“Tally ho! tally ho!" shouted the master, ibe fox is start¬
ed, and away wem the pack like mad, for the scent was
very warm, aud the lox had probably stolen away when
the first notes of the dogs reached him, and had fully an
hour’s start. On went the pack with their uoaes down and
their sterns up, filling the air wiih theirloud baying, and
close behind them galloped the hunters. It was a beauti¬
ful country to run in, mostly of broad, well-tilled fields,
miDgled with Open forests and swampy lowlands. The
trail lay directly across an immense field newly seeded in
wheat, which afforded a superb view as the dogs swept
forward nearly in a straight line.
The horsemen now settle themselves down for steady
work. They know what is before tUem, and each rider is
saving his steed all he can. Major Bullett is in the ad¬
vance, and the trad keeps across the ground as straight as
an arrow. A Virgitda snake fence—an ugly piece of tim¬
ber to jump—bars the way, but the Major takes it with a
slinging sweep. Lord Fairfax, on his huge stallion, pass¬
es over with a rush, and young George flies over like a
stone hurled from a. sling. All the rest gallantly made for
it, but several of the horsemen, splendidly raounied as
they were, came to grief and had some bad falls, but no¬
body slopped to help them, and mounting the best they
could the unfortunates limped back to the rendezvous,
where they drowned their disappointment in deep pota¬
tions of his lordship’s best liquor. Once across the field*
the pack divide in the woods and then string off to the
lowlands. Another fence has to be jumped, and it is a
point of pride with every cavalier to take everything as it
comes along. Then the ground becomes so swampy that
the horsemen are brought to a halt; they gather in a group
and listen breathlessly to the bays of the hounds. The old
vixen is evidently making for his burrow, and unless he is
pressed too hard he will gain it, and then good-bye to all
sport, for the hunt will be up. But by the eager, frenzied
yells of the dogs it is plain they are driving him hard.
“He Will make for the open country now,” said the mas¬
ter, and such was the fact, for the wily animal, pushed so
close, takes a circling stretch and starts back again, to a
field far off to the right, and soon the distant cry of the
pack comes sweetly upon the breeze, as they listen with
their souls in their ears. Suddenly a cry from one of the
huntsmen causes the others to glance in the direction of
his extended whip, and away off, like a speck in the dis¬
tance, the fox is seen running for his life. With a sound¬
ing shout the horsemen drive iu their spurs and are off like
the wind, iu his direction, and as they push on they see the

hounds running breast higb, for the scent now lies over¬
whelmingly strong, and every dog is giving tongue. As
the gentlemen dash on the parson leads the charge, waving
his three-cornered hat and shouting like a schoolboy. They
are just in time to see the fox cross a high fence. He goes
down several panels before he jumps it, aud then keeps on
toward a forest cover. It is a pretty sight to see the dogs
cross the fence. The more excitable launch themselves to
the top, aud go across like successive billows breaking over
a rock. Some wise old fellows squeeze themselves through
the panels and overtake their fellows, but by the time they
cross the fox is lost in the woods. The horsemen leap the
fence and keep close up to Jupe and Music, young Byrd’s
dogs, which are running neck and neck. It is getting very
exciting, and every horse is let out and urged forward. A
few hundred yards another fence looms up. The dogs
cross it iu a second, and every horse was run sheer at it,
but it proves a cropper to many, among them the parson.
Fully a third of the riders either get bad falls or their
horses “crave."
Now is the great moment. Who is up? and who is lost?
Our fancy supplies us, and we think we can name them
all. Look to the right. Borne distance behind the pack
we see two men riding superbly, taking everything in theii
path, One is the Earl, his huge thoroughbred taking gi¬
gantic leaps; the other is his young surveyor. The old,
reckless, racing spirit is strong in them both, and all un¬
curbed now, and they are racing as if for the King’s Cup
at the Derby. A length behind is Major Bullett, who is
using his horse with great skill and nerve; a short distance
back, plenty close to enjoy the run, is the rest of the field.
All are pushing their horses, while the glorious baying of
the hounds in their ears intoxicates them like wine. It is
a tough old veteran they are after, and the fox still keeps
his path for several miles straight as the crow flies, skim¬
ming the earth almost as fast as a swallow, crosses several
fences, goes through a clearing, scampers in and out of a
farm yard, dashes through a brown sedge field, and seems
to be determined to win by sheer bottom, The pace be¬
gins to tell on the dogs as they follow him relentless as
fate; and now it id that a strain of bad blood, or a defect
of body begins to show. Many display symptoms of dis¬
tress, and fully a score are limping painfully behind, howl¬
ing pitifully in their rage and distress as their companions
leave them in the rear. The way now is across country,
and each horseman has to pull iu and ride with caution
and judgment, for it is bad ground—a hilly, rough and un¬
even old cornfield—and the wearied horses can hardly
keep from falling. Six riderless horses are flying wildly
across the field, the stirrups dashing against the saddles,
and a report passes from mouth to mouth that one or two
are seriously hurt; hut there is no time for inquiries. The
dogs are almost out of sight, sfml the hunters spur up.
They cross the bad ground at last, but find that a post audrail fence is in their path. A warning shout from the Earl
and all nerve themselveB for the fearful leap, His lordship
tries it first, but his horse goes crashing on to the top rail,
evenly balanced, and plays see-saw for some seconds, final¬
ly struggling bapk on the same side, dead lame. Not so
with young George Washington. He sails gracefully over
one panel as Major Bullett jumps the other, and both
speed on, with nearly a score of horses not far behind.
The sight is splendid. They are uow in another immense
field, as level as a floor, and in full sight of the fox, who
is making the ground fly under him in hia attempt to get
to a coppice beyond. The dogs running mute, and with
heads high in the air, it is a sight to thrill the nerves and
make the pulses beat with a wild joy. Away, away, and
and the horsemen ply their whips until their steeds race
on with every muscle strained. Slowly they gain on the
hunted vixen, and a wild cheer bursts from the leading ri¬
ders' Ups, for they feel certain now of getting the brush.
But Monsieur Lo Reynard is not going to relinquish his
tail without another struggle, for when they reach the woods
the baffled cry of the hounds meets their ear; they find the
whole pack circling in every direction trying to hit off the
scent, but the trail and the fox seem to have vanished.
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This diversion gives the horses a breathing spell, and the
riders all dismount and unbuckle their girths.
Tbo pause is of short duration, however, for the master
coming up and making a few of the staunchest dogs make
a wide circuit and “draw cover," easily picks up the
trail, when a ringing blast from his curved horn brings all
the dogs and riders to him. Then all keep on after Old
Reynard. Only those who have witnessed it can under¬
stand in what an extraordinary manner hounds that are
left behind in a cover can make their way through a crowd
and catch up with the leaders of the pack. They thread
their way unerringly through the legs of the horses, who
are running at full speed, aud it is very rare for one to get
marred or killed. Forward the whole pack kept on with
a “good crash," but Juperhas usurped the place of old
Reynard. Poor dog! he was doing his best, hut age was
telling on him. Now the trail leads them into a field which
is covered with sheep grazing on the winter's wheat. To
run among the sheep is a favorite ruse of the fox; but with
the veteran dogs it does him no service, for the sheep scat¬
ter into a half circle as the fox goes through, aud tire
dogs keep on without any diminution of their speed. The
fox, hard pressed, has again to trust to his legs, aud it is
to be a fair run now, with no shifts, evasions, or stialegems, and the often discussed and mooted question which
can last the longest and has the most bottom—a fox, a
hound, or a horse—is now to be tested.
All know that this is to be the last and final push, and
he will be a proud man who can gain the brush after such
a desperate chase. The rivalry that makes men do or die
swells each breast and fills each heart, and as every horse
launches forward, every rider makes up his mind to be in
at the finish, if reckless riding and fearless spirit can do
it. But as they sweep on, young Byrd pulls up, the Earl,
whose horse is laboring painfully, does the same, and Cary
follows suit, for iu their front is a wide stream, deep and
rapid, with high, precipitous banks. They fear lo attempt
it with their knocked-up horses, and ride along to cross at
the ford. Ned Ambler, who has judiciously kept back,
now surges forward and ranges alongside of Washington
and Major Bullet, who have never drawu rein one instant,
and all these settle themselves in the saddle, and grasping
the rein3 with a firmer clutch, rise to the jump. It is a
fearful one, and as they are hurled through the air they un¬
consciously close their eyes. Two land safe, and ride on
without looking hack; but Ned Ambler's horse’s foot slips
and down he goes in the middle of the stream, but the
depth of the water saves him from serious harm, aud he
scrambles out as best he can, and it is well Mistress Alary
Cary cannot hear the savage oaths and see the way the
heavy-loaded whip strikes the losing horse. The Earl has
practically given up the chase, Lhe others are too far be¬
hind to catch up, and the young Surveyor and the Major
speed along side by side. A high-looking, orazy old incldsure is in their path. It is a huge concern—a rotten, an¬
cient fence, the rails tied together with hazel and grape¬
vine, and as the horsemen dash through they send the old
panels, stakes and planks flying in every direction. The
two struggle desperately on as only men can whose blood
is heated with a wild excitement. The fox ia only twenty
paces in front, evidently fast sinking, his tongue Hanging
out, his tail down, yet game to the last, and running wilh
all his failing power; the hounds are speeding along so
close together that a table cloth oould cover the pack, their
eyes gleaming like fire, and their wide, red mouths open.
It is a splendid sight. Now a broad ditch intervenes, the
fox disappears and rises again on the opposite side, tho
docs duck down and are up again, stilt closer to him, the
two riders urge their horses on with voice and spur, while
the landscape reuls and spins by. They reach the ditch,
and both jump, but the horse of Washington, missing his
distance, stumbles headlong, and away goes bis rider from
the saddle, falling among Hie pack, burling the dogs but
breaking his own fall. Fortune favorea the gallant, Major,
for, with a superb and final effort, he rises in tile ail' like
the javelin, and strikes the ground lightly on the opposite
side, and is among the dogs in a second. It is time. Jupe,
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tlie leader of the pack, has caught up with the fox, and find¬
ing he must die, Reynard turns and faces his relentless
pursuers—a crowding mass of tumbling dags and confused
noise of snapping, and the deed is done, the day is won.
Major Bulled, throwing himself from his horse in their
midst and plying his heavy whip, stops tho dogs from
mangling the carcass, and lifting the body high over his
head, gives a cheer so loud and triumphant that it echoes
and re echoes, telling all thaL the hunt is ended after the
fin st run on record.
Thus the Major, whose brow was wreathed with many
laurels, added another leaf to the chaplet, and as he rode
homeward with the brush on his hat he never felt prouder,
even when he wiped his sword after a dashing cavalry
charge against the French in the far Canadas, or scattered
the Indians by his well-timed advance on the shores of the
Scioto. The chase being over, the huntsmen wended their
way back to the rendezvous, the horns ail sounding the
notes of triumph.
They found the whole meet there,
though many were sadiv bruised and battered. The parBon was in a pitiable plight. His rotund figure had many
a wound, and his clerical suit was ruined forever. He was
of course the recipient of many rough jokes, and Major
Bulletl composed a quatrain on him, which tradition has
handed down to us. The parson's style of riding was very
peculiar- He wus a fat, piump man, but he w as quick to
make up for lost ground, and lollow hard after the hounds;
for so portly a figure he was a marvelous rider, and the
Major’s verses struck him off exact!y:—
“The person came next. For fat on tbe rib
2fTo cluv er-ftd bullock could be sounder;
A wonderful weig'nt, ala wonderfnl rate,
He dew like a twenty-four pounder."

After a eollaLion under the trees the party returned
home. We may be sure that there was a banquet at Belvoir—a sound of revelry by night, when Virginia’s chiv¬
alry had gathered; but there were no voluptuous glances,
aud the lamps shone on brave men only; for there were no
fair women present; all the belter if there had beeD, per¬
haps, for the cocked-hat gentry imbibed like fishes in those
days, aud got drunk from principle. In fancy we can see
them througing into the large dining-hall, which was all
alight from a score of wax candles in massive silver candlesiieks, and Ibe glare of the huge fire touched the silver
service witli a crimson tinge like that of a sunset sky. We
can see, too, ihe guests at the rich supper, which, alter the
fa igues au-l exeiiements of the day, they were in litlirg
mood to enjoy, is one of the fair sex were present. It
was a maxim of Epicurus himself, as well ns Lucullus,
that a bai quet could never be eDjoyed if there were women
at ihe table. A fiuediuner is loo serious a thing in life to
be I rilled with, and a man owes a tribute to his digestion,
witnoul whose perfect condition life becomes a burden. A
man can’t play tbe agreeable to lea dames and enjoy his
soups, bis roasts, and bis wines at one and the same time.
There is a lime lor all things, and if ever there is a period
when reason aud nature demand Iliac man shall be inde¬
pendent ol w oman, lhal period is the dinner hour.
We can picture the brilliant company when George Ma¬
son, ihe piince uf good fellows, kept the table in a roar;
we can see ihe towering form of ihe Uameron in the chair,
and Geotge Wusliinglon sitting on his right hand, forget¬
ting his love’s mishaps, as he drains a huge draught lrorn
the Fair tax pmioh-bow I; and it doubtless was a hue sight
to see iliem all rise and touch their glasses and throw off
their liquor lo a telling toast or taking sentiment. Of
course iney drank to “sweetheart and lovers,” to the chase,
to each oilier, au.l to the host. We may be certain that
the circling bowl went round without any flinching. It
was doubtless a pleasant sound 'o the ear—that clatter of
hums, raiiie of crockery, clink of glass, popping of
corks, confused mingling of voices—and when tbe cloth
was removed aud the solid port and madeira brought out,
theu the Tevelry began. With no fears of waiting wives
Or stein old “governors,” the men and the youths drank
deeply, the faces flushed to a deeper hue, the voices raised
intone, audlhetiue na ures of the guests showed them
selves. Steady old goers spoke of dashing runs and des¬
perate exploits; the statesman forgot his caution and re¬
vealed tlie secrets of his heart; the lawyer betrayed the
mysteries of his court; the planter discussed the crops; the
puisou, with bis rubicund nose all aflame, was arguing in a
tniek voice the relative styles of female beauty with that
rake, Major Bulletl. 1 have an old letter of the date of
17(59, which is dingy with age, and so dilapidated as to be
almost illegible. It is a copy of Major Bullett's drinking
song, written by himself, in a very large, quaint andirreg
nhu Uaudwriting. The Major bad a flue voice, and we
can imagine him singing it in the great dining hall with a
rousing chorus, sucli a chorus as can only”be had alter
such a dinner. The song I copy literally:—
Friends, why so drowsyl1
1 piiiiiee arouau Uiet\
Tho woods now rmg wiiu tho bound of the horn.
Oh! Soiitnlib* shaking,
Arise! awaken!
Ihe dew chops tpaihlih*- and heralds the morn.
Chorus—h'liendH, why so drowsy? etc.
His mistress grieving,
The liUutsinun leaving,
Thio fo osts to rouiu;
But ever returniug,
Bis vt ami uosum burning,
Hla ardor mo easing, he seeks his home.
Chorus—^'rionds, why so drowsy? etc.
Bis perils leLling,
He eecks bis ioved dwelling,
Anu friend* now dispelling,
lie dies to her arms;
"WiLh added grat es
lirr love sheemoracea,
And banishes sorrow in love’s alarms.
thorns—Friends, why so drowsy? etc.

1 have given as correct an account as the scanty mate¬
rial would admit, of the style of sporting of that day, aud
I have portrayed Washington in an entirely different light
from ihe rest of the scribulers In his youth George was
a wild blade, a devout and constant lover of pretty women,
blooded horses and alhlelio pastimes; he was noted for his
strength, and was always ready to wrestle, to pitch the bar,
or to iuu a race whh auyone. In his later life bis grand
qualiiies displayed theui»elves, and he has so dazzled the
ey es of posterity iliat they are taught to look up to him as
something more Ilian human—a man who had not the pas¬
sion or vices of men, a being absolutely faultless. 1 have
heard that the descendants of Washington have in their
possession many of ilia letters written in early life, which
they will not publish for fear it will mako the American

people think less of him. I do not vouch for Ibis, but tell
it to you as it was told tome. If they fear that the popu¬
lar idol will be lowered they can dismiss their fear, for the
adoration of the people is like the feeling of tlie senti¬
mental Slerne, who cried over a dead ass‘and starved a
living mother. So long as an unfinished monument to liis
memory rears its unsightly shaft, so long will plain people
thiuk that, lliat memory is but a mawkish sentimeut which
is indulged in because it is cheap. The men of those days
are long since dust, but many of them left names that will
never die. Lord Fairfax always remained loyal to liis
king, and he died in 1781. House, in his history, remarks:
“Very soon after the surrender of Lord Cornwallis, when
the news reached him he called hisservants to assist him to
bed, observing, ’ll is time for me to die,’ and truly the no¬
ble, generous old man never left his room until carried to
his tomb.” Major Bullett was killed, I believe, in Ihe
Revolution, though I cannot obtain authentic information
of his death. One of tlie most noted fox hunters in the
whole country was John Edwards, who lived a few miles
below Mount Vernon. He was a poor man, owniDg only
a small farm and half a dozen negroes, but. he was such a
thorough sportsman that he was cordially welcomed at
every meet. Ho broke his neck while jumping a fence
during a protracted fox hunt, aud the following epitaph
was placed on his tombstone:—

sight as we round tlie point, and in u few moments we
shoot under it, emetge into tho comparatively calm waters
of Trout Brook, and safely land, verifying in our persons
the old adage that speaks of fisherman's luck, “a wet
jacket and a hungry sioinuch.”
The canoe is unpacked, and Sebatis proceeds to make a
fire. With a lew blows of bis axe lie knocks the wet baric
off an old pine log, and procures a plentiful supply of fuel
dry as tinder, and we arc soon drying our soaking garments
before a roaring fire, while Sebatis prepares the lunch, of
which we are in sorty need. In an hour or so the rain
ceases, the sun shines out bright and warm; and as we
must lose no time we pack Ihe canoe aud continue our
voyage up Trout Brook. Pleasantly we glide along the
placid stream, through the reeds and lilies, aud uDtler
broad spreading brandies of tlie silver birch; in places the
lurches meet overhead, and entwining their brandies lov¬
ingly form green arches, tinder which we pass. Now and
then as we paddle through the long rends, black ducks
startled from their summer haunts rise with noisy quack¬
ing and seek safety in flight. As we watch them we think
with pleasure of September when wit.li trusty double barrel
and our good retriever we sliali bag the flappers now all
unconscious in their parent nest. ‘With regret, we leave Ihe
lovely brook, and shoot into the waters of Trout Lake, on
tlie opposite shore of which we land on a suud bar, and
put out rods to try our luck with the speckled trout. We
Here lies
John Kihvabds,
take up our position in the canoe opposite the inlet to the
Who was unkennelled in Oct. 1728,
lakes Sebatis sinks a pole into tlie stunt to bold on by and lo
nod was chased by
prevent the canoe from drifting, aftevafew casts a fish
Col. Death’s pack of bounds,
who ran him to earth.
is struck and landed; and uow I tie trout are breaking in all
After a long anti exciting chase
directions, and as last as our flies touch the water they are
or 40 yeat-B.
seized by two and often three tisb at a. lime. The trout are
Alex. Hunter.
not large, averaging about half a pouud; they'are the trout
which belong to the lake. Later iu tlie season (September
A FISHING EXCU RSION IN NEW BRUNS- or October) tne large trout, often weighing four pounds
o
WICK.
and upwards, run up iuto the lake, ttud are taken in large
numbers with .tbe fly. Grasshoppers are used witli killing
N accordance with a promise of long standing to intro¬ effect by the country people. Alter some excellent sport
duce a friend to the beatifies of the lakes in Charlotte With the small fry, and having filled our baskets, we put
County, New Brunswick, and the unrivalled trout fishing our rods up and bid farewell to trout lake. We make a
to be found there, we find ourselves in June ascending the portage of half a mile over a hill, aud launch our canoe iu
path which leads to the Indian lodges, to engage the in¬ MillLake. As we paddle up to Ihe mouth of the inlet our
dispensable services of Sehatis.
As we emerge from a attention is attracted by the strange spectacle presented by
little wood tbe Indian lodges open to view, and we are the reeds on the margin; caeli reed appears to be festooned
With silver tinsel, which quivers ahd flushes in the bright
challenged by those ever-wary sentinels, the Indian dogs,
which partake in many ways of the peculiarities of their sunlight. Curious to solve the mystery we land, ahd Jlud
masters, resist all our attempts at becoming friends, and that tlie effect is produced by dragon flies just butstiug
retire barking and snarling as we advance. Numerous from the chrysalis which is attached to the reeds; amt their
little dusky figures of Indiau children start up from behind wings fluttering aud drying in the sun as they became de¬
Every
bushes and stumps, where, unseen themselves, they had tached produces the effect which we witness.
watched our apptoach, and dous and children in a mad instant dozens are freed and fly off. Countless numbers
scamper seek refuge in tlie lodges. Aroused by the tumult fall on the surface of the lake, but I do not notice that
tlie Indian men and women begin to show themselves at any trout rose at them.
We land again at the favorite fishing place, a deep hole
the doors, and we see the well known form of Sebatis ad¬
vance to welcome us. Our errand is stated, his services at the mouth of the inlet, put out our roas and begiu cast¬
and canoe are engaged, and arrangements completed to ing, at first without effect; hilt, before long we fiuve good
sport for about twenty minutes, wlimi the lisli suddenly
start the next moruing.
The morning was cloudy, with a moderate breeze; after leave off-rising. In a short time, however, the trout begin
a few moments’ consultation, noiwithstanding Sebatis to show themselves again, and we resume our sport. Sale
gave it as his opinion that we would have a rough time of by side we throw our lines, aud laud our fish with varying
it on the lake, as there was every prospect of the wind in¬ luck until, fairly surfeited with our success, we t ry enough,
creasing, we determined to try it. So Sebatis, taking the and count and admire our fish. As the day is growing
canoe od liis back, started off through the woods for the late we start through the woods for Crazy Lake, where wc
shores of Lake Utopia, giving us as'much as we could do are to camp for tlie night. On our way we surprise an old
hen goose and brood, title, with trailing wings and utter¬
to keep up wtih him, although our loads of fishing rods,
&c., were light in comparison to liis, and he never paused ing a plaintive warning cry to her young ones, entices us
for rest until, having completed rite half mile between his to follow her, almost permitting us to put our hands on
her. In the meantime the little tellows scamper <.IT in all
lodge aDd the lake, he deposited the canoe on the beach,
and when we came up had lit and was puffing away at that directions, and assured of their safely she secures her own.
As we have had a pro ty hard day ot it we are not sorry
never-failing solace, his pipe. We were not longin making
tue discovery that what had only appeared in “the shelter when the two-mile tramp is over and we arrive at Crazy
of the woods to be a slight breeze proved to be a brisk Lake; and Sebatis seems of alike mind as he drops the
ale on the water. Sebatis launched tlie canoe, and, pad- canoe with a grunt, and proceeds to make a bough camp
and prepare our dinuer. The trout prove excellent, tio
le in hand, stepped lightly in, as only an Indian can; and
the next moment, impelled by his sturdy strokes, we were do our appetites. But with the night come the only tor¬
bounding merrily over the waves. The sky was darkening ments to our otherwise period cujoymeul, black flies,
onmiously, and the wind steadily increasing as we paddled mosquitoes and midges, tbe latter tlie grcaicst torments of
all. tio small as to be almost Imperceptible, they sting
along for four miles under the lee of the shore, until we
most villainously, creeping up your nose, into your eyes
reached Birch Point. Here we had to cross th,a lake, and
there was no concealing the fact that we were fairly in for and ears, and almost driving you demented. The Indiaus
a wet time of It. If we had any doubts on the subject not inaptly call them “feel ’um no see 'urns.” They have
not troubled us much in the day, but now seem bent upon
they were instantly dispelled by the altitude of Sebatis,
who, throwing his hat iuto llie bottom of the canoe and making up for lost time. Wo slay them by thousands, but
brushing the long black hair from liis face, seemed bracing only powr encourager lea auties, for their pJace is instantly
all his nerves for the coming struggle. And now as we tilled by countless battalions. Our weariness proviug supe¬
left tlie shelter of the shore we got the full force of the rior to the torment, however, we,finally get to sleep.
Waking early Sebatis has our breakfast ready; and that
gale, and our canoe went dashing madly over tlie waves.
Presently we felt our frail bark quiver under us, and with over we start to try our luck in Crazy Lake. Tho trout
the water trickling down our backs we realized the fact in the lake arc large, and have licen taken of five pounds
that we had shipped our first sea. As it is totally inadmiss¬ and a half weight. As we can not both fislr from the
ible to ship waLer in a canoe on account of the difficulty of canoe we desire tiebatis to make a raft for us. He soon
baling, Sebatis now changed his tactics, and instead of procures the number of logs necessary for the purpose,
meeting the waves gradually allowed the canoe to wear off and lashes them firmly together with withes, and places
into Ihe trough as they passed. Only the most consum¬ over all some large sheets of bark peeled from spruce
mate skill on his part could have effected this witU safety, trees. Leaving Sebatis to his own devices wc pole off into
and I believe had any white man attempted the like exploit the l ike, lake up a favorable position, aud begiu to east.
we should have been instantly swamped. It was uow Faithfully we whip the water for half an hour without
blowing a whole gale of wind, and the sky was dark us getting a rise; then up polo aud off to another position.
midnight, except where the sun ever and anon broke Ail in vain we change our casts uud offer the most tempt¬
through the clouds, revealing the rugged forms of the Red ing lures our fly-books afford. The trout, proverbially shy
Rock Mountains. For an instant the sunlight and shadows. iu this lake, will not deigu to move, and at last, we give it
play at hide and seek, and then all is gloom again. Seba¬ up and pole our raft to an old pine log which lies half in
tis' powers are evidently taxed to their utmost, and full the water and presents a good chance for us to laud. We
well we know what one false stroke of his paddle would clamber up the old pine, aud seating ourselves on the trunk
do; we are powerless lo aid him; all the assistance we can with our backs to the wa'er, light our pipes and console
give is to bit perfectly still, and this we require no bidding ourselves with the idea that- our finny friends will rise byto do. As a wave larger than its predecessors approaches aml-by, as the sky js getting cloudy and a slight breeze is
bis eagle eye brightens, and a shade of anxiety passes springing ux>. Even while we speak a heavy splash is
over his otherwise imperturbable lace. The wave passes heard in the lake, and turning round quickly we see tlie
and with it his anxious look; and this impersonificalion of large circles in the water expanding towards the shore,
coolness and intrepidity paddles along, looking positively marking the spot where the trout rose. As wo pole to
indifferent. A little island lies in our track; Sebatis eyes land we notice that the pole, after sinking through a
it momentarily as if he meditated landing, but the surf, tangled bed of weeds about four feet, under water, biought
dashing high on the rocky shore, precludes any such idea, up iu hard gravel. A trout hud evidently beeti routed out
and he keeps steadily on bis course. Now the distant of this haunt by our poling. Hastily we get down lo our
rumbling of thunder is heard, increasing in volume as it raft, aud silently push off and anchor near the spot where
appioaches; breaking into loud crashes overhead, reverberat¬ the trout broke. At the very first cast a heavy fish is
ing among the hills and passing away in low mtitterings. struck. And now we are in onr glory. Whiz! go the
A few large drops, then down comes the rain, a perfect reels as the trout bolt for deep water. Gradually we reel
deluge, and in a twinkling we are drenched to the skin.
them up, and ply them with point and butt. With the
Flash upon flash of vivid lightning, majestic rolls of greatest difficulty and risk to our rods wc prevent their
thunder, and we are in the very midst of a summer storm.
dashing under the raft in their mad efforts to gel. free, At
A few more strokes of the paddle and we near the shore. length the fish become more shy, and presently few ure
But where to land? Where iu ail that boiling surf can we moving. We are nothing k>ilr to leave off, as'we have
find a Bpot to beach our light canoe? Sebatis answers our now over three dozen trout, few of them under one pound
lookB by pointing the cunoe for a bridge which appears in in weight, tio we up pole, push ushore, laud, and exhibit
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to llie admiration of Sebatis our speckled spoil*. With in¬
finite gusto we attack the lunch which Sebatis has wailing
for us'; and as nothing to advantage csn be done in th-n
ing in the heat of the day we saunter off into the woods
for a sketch, and soon nnd a lovely spot where trailing
arbutus in full bloom mingles its perfume with the bios
soms of the wild cherry and moose-wood, and ttansfer it to
our portfolio. Retracing our steps to camp we find every¬
thing packed in readiness for our return to Lake Utopia,
at the head of which lake we are to have the evening's
fishing. Oil we tramp, cross Mill Lake, carry the canoe
over another portage of a quarter of a mile, launch upou
Lake Utopia, and paddle to the head of the lake. Ileie,
•while we are dining, we hear a rustling in the bushes; an*
iudiau appears beating a canoe on his hack, followed by
two others carrying packs, guns, snowsboes, &c. It is the
old Indian chief, John Francis, ltis son, Mitchell Francis,
and the Indian doctor, Sankobasin. They are on their way
home from the sugar camps, where they have been since
winter boiling maple sugar, trapping, &c.
We invite
them to join us at dinner. Sebatis informs me that the
old chief is a good story teller, has an excellent memory,
and can relate interesting incidents concerning the first
settlement of the country, which he had from his father
aud grandfather. As he has all his dresses belonging to
his Million as chief of Fassamaquoddy Indians with him,
we offer to draw his portrait if he will remain all night.
The old man kindly acquiesces, and invites us to be his guest
for the night in the sugar camps on the hillside. So we
cross the lake to the mouth of a cool brook where we think
the trout will be rising in the evening. As we draw near
we see them breaking, anchor the canoe, and in an hour
or two our baskets are filled. A shelldrake starts up in
alarm and fiies far away until his form is lost in the golden
depths of the evening, recalling vividly the lines by the
pout Bryant:—
‘•Whither 'midst falling dew
While alow the tnaveus «1th the last steps of day,
Far through their rosy depths dost thou pursue
Thy solitary way?'1

Accompanied by the chief, his son, and Dr. Sankobasin
—the latter has a peculiar expression, he laughs only with
the lower half of his face, his eyes gleaming savagely at
you all lhe while—we tramp off to the sugar camps,
where we arc to spend the night. The camps are situated
on the side of a hilt covered with maple trees, a brawling
brook runs at llie door, and a break in the forest affords a
peep at the lake and gives the charm of distance to a
primitive and very lovely scene. It was well we had a
good supply of previsions, for our family had increased
alarmingly, and we now numbered six persons. Sebatis,
working under the eye of his chief, exerted all his powers
and serveu an excellent supper. After the old man had
told us many interesting stories of old times, hunting
yarns, &e., at Sebatis’ suggestion we asked him to sing
some Indian sougs, aud we are not likely to forget the
strange, wild scene—the old man beating time on a birch
bark drum improvised for the occasion, and singing song
after song in Indian, until the grey dawn peeping through
the chinks in the camp warned us to our tardy couches
The next day we devoted to taking the old edict's portrait.
He retired to his camp to make his toilet. “Shade of
Commodore Trunnion, who is this?” We were startled to
find an old naval officei of the time of George IIL stand¬
ing at the camp door with his back towards us. The only
part of his dress which appeared at all incongruous was
his hat, which was a common black hat with two bands of
gold lace around it. It was our friend the Indian chief.
The propriety of his having his portrait drawn in Indian
costume was hiuted at, hut as he was in the habit of wear¬
ing this dress on great occasions, and it had been handed
dowrn to him by his fathers, some difficulty was experienced
in prevailing upon him to change, particularly as he evidelifly considered himself eregrande tenue, as also did the
other Indians. At last he retired, and presently reappeared
in porcupine quill and bead work, ornamented sashes, leg
gins, moccasins, &c.; but all our efforts to get rid of the
epaulets were unavailing, as he considered he was makins
a great sacrifice in giving up the hat, &c. He expressed
himself much gratified with the likeness. We passed the,
remainder of the day pleasantly roaming about in lhe
Woods, securing many charming bits of scenery, and
towards evening we packed up and started down the lake
in campauy with the chief on our way home. As we
paddled along the old chief amused us by singing Indian
songs until Sebatis told me That he was the only man in
the tribe who could give the war whoop of the Passamaquoddy’s, and that he would do so it he were asked. The
requist was made; but as the chief did not make any
reply we began to fear that, he would Dot comply, when
suddenly the echoes of the lake were awakened by the
most unearthly yell, so loud that in could be heard at a
great distance, and utterly baffling ail description.
It
carried the mind back a hundred years, when instead of
our peaceful party the lake was traversed by bands of
painted braves, and the echoes were awakened by a series
of yells such as the one we had just heard. Evidently “of
the past the old man’s thoughts weTe,” as he sat in his
canoe with downcast eyes aud his head bent forward on
his breast.
Borne by the evening breeze from the distant shores of
the lake come the tinkling of bells and the lowing of herds,
telling of that civilization before which his race is passing
away, so fast that in all probability in a few short years
they will be numbered with the things that were. About
three bundled souls are all that re-noun of this remnant of
a once powerful community. The old man will sing no
more lo-nighL. Ab we Bean the beautiful lake, reflecting so
powcrlully in its glassy waters the hills now gilded by the
Setting sun, we almost fail to recognize it as the scene of
our boisterous passage two days ago. Presently our land
ing place is reached, and as wc disembark, highly delighted
without! summer holiday, and bearing with ua to the toil
and drudgery of our every-day life the belief that all those
who make the search will never fail to find “tongues iu
trees, hooks in the running brooks, sermons in stones, and
' good in everything."
Pabsamaquoddy.
•It.may be here remarked that In tbe-e waters yon cannot have a tty
too traudy. The nio-t billing fly we u?ed ha.- ruusi ruci ea as follow*:
Bcdy, red and black plg’e wool, ribbed with gold; liga. r,d-backle;
wings, tbo H-arlet feathers from a parrot's tail mixed wiib ibe feathers
from the back of the wood itack; ttiis, with the red and black palmer^t
and the mealy vttile tty lor bight.flellim: are the only ll.es We fot-i.d neces¬
sary. When these do not take yoa may often exhaust your book wllhom bringing a lish up.

—It is proposed to make use of carrier pigeons to convey
news of wrecks from lightships to the shore,
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shad in the Susquehanna the past season. From his letter
we extract the following:—
“Summering" near Newport, on the Juniata, I cattle
across an old fisherman, and asked about the Shad catca
this year. He replied that a friend of his, one of the old¬
est fishermen on I Tic river, had been down to “llaverdy'’
(meaning Havre de Grace, at I lie mouth nt the Susquehanna),
and reported this season to l-o the meane-t in ilie memory
of the oldest fisherman. Fie could not explain; it was
simply “so. and that's nil." “Then,” said 1, “you folks
above the fishway must have ronie out very slim." “Well,
now," said he, "it wnrnT so lire ulful had ttflerah; we must
have caught here niglt onto 500 shad; audit' them eit-ses
at. Columby that fishes right at the fishway would 'a give us
half a chance, we might 'a done better. But they sweep
their seiucs in front of the fishway hack and furred the
whole blessed time, uiglit and day, aud the hgieloter wou’t
puss no laws agin It, 'cause they’ve got so many wotes. 1
blieve in my heart the fishways would lei con-ideraldeshad
up if they were wa'ched proper If there bail been auy
kind of run this year we wou'il ’a doue right well,"

OME twenty years ago, three of us left Williamstown
(up among 1 lie Berkshire hills) at daylight, one fresli
clear aurnmer morning; bound for the forest region of Ver¬
mont, on a trout ing expedition. F. was a young Dominie,
and as enthusiastic an -ngler, as even good Dr Belhune
It., who was enjoying his collige vacation, was a persist¬
ent experienced trouter; and last, this deponent. There
was little piospect for fly fishing, most of the streams beingsnmucl) overgrown,as to render casting an impossibility;
but wc were noi fastidious, our object, was to “get out
doors,” and have a tramp, and that we did. The ride was
an unqualified pleasure, as our span of tree going horses
bounded rapidly aloug through villages, till we entered a
more primitive dis-triet, where partly cleared farms, and
stump fences abounded, and this being the end of our
drive, we pulled up in a bam yard, and were greeted by a
sullen growl from a grippy looking bulldog, whose jaws
bristled with quills gathered in his recent worrying of a
hedgehog. Being thus “tree’d,” we shouted “Hallo the
house," and the proprietor at last broke cover. Our first w Fish Cultutie on tiiie Connecticut River —The ef¬
question was, “Will the dog bite?” the answer, laconic forts at increasing the shad in ilie Connect lout River for
enough.
“Bite? Yaas. What dy’e want?"
Slowly
the last few years, under the direction of Fis.lt < out mission¬
the old codger sauntered toward us, aud calling his dog,
ed of different Slates, are watched with interest along the
began pulling out the quills. After much catechizing, we river. There ha- been a gradual increase Ot shad in the
were permitted to “coma down," put up the horses, and
river since the Commissioners commenced ihtie labors.
get them a bite of hay. This done, and having received This year the work at Holyoke, or South Hadley, lias been
some charv instructions as to the stream, we rigged up our impeded by the hot weather. The Springfield ITriinn suvs:
tackle, and leaving behind all superfluous clothing, were
—"This extremely warm weather, unites it soon lets up
soon tramping acreas the clearing, finding the brook with
considerably, will spoil the prospects of the Fish Commis¬
out difficulty, and getting fairly to work. The trout, proved sioners at the shad hatching grounds, and the whole work
numerous, but small. So we pushed ou in quest of some
will have to lie pul over In another season, for the tempera¬
of greater size, our instructions being to lish down till
ture of the water has now risen to 87 md 88 degrees. Pro¬
we came to where another stream came in, and then follow
fessor Hager and Captain Smith have tried the experiment
up the other, and it would bring lis out near the starting of turning in a brook uuder their boxes, hut the cold
point. This seemed plain, but it was shown by the sequel,
water ran at the bottom, not ronuiug with the river at the
how easy it is for anglers to err through haste, and over¬
lop till dissipated. Operations must wait, for rains, bring¬
confidence. The fish were so unsophisticated, that one of ing higher and cooler wliter, One of the shad receuily
us actually caught a decent-sized trout from between the 'akett presented the appearance and the sytnpioms of hav¬
straddling legs of the man next ahead
ing been sunslruck. as the spawn were coagulated and
It was towards noon, that, after passing through a very dead. The; fish had probably lain in loo shallow water and
disagreeable alder swamp, we struck what we took to be the been sunstruck. No hutching of any account has Ot eu
stream, which we were to follow up, and then observed that done fox'some days."
Von G.
the sky was obscured by mist-scud, the atmosphere had an
increasing chill, and the wind was sighing for stormy
Cultivating Carp in condensed Water—An ex¬
weather. Counting upon reaching the farm house for a
late lunch we had brought no provisions. Creeks full of change says:—
An important suggestion lias lately been made in regard
irout, but no matches; clothes wet to the waist in the
to Hie utilization of i erlant waters in the cultivation ot fish
swamp; no drink but water; only small pocke’-kmves with
which to cut wood for shelter, and no compass. It was in hitherto supposed to-be unnvai’able. The articles Let era to
certain
ponds along the Rhine, connected with a variety of
this condition, that a little later, we ran the brook right
manufacturing establishments, which are intended io re¬
into a spring iu tiie mountain side, and it became apparent
that we were astray in our reckoning. At first we were ceive Hie wap r condensed by Meant engines. One of these
only amused at the mishap and supposed we could readily ponds is 120 feet in length, with a depth at the sides of
lour leet, running down to sixteen feel in the centre, and
retrace our steps for alillle, and strike tile right track; but
viewed from a different side, everything appeared strange; is supplemented by the dike which runs around lltreesides
and thus we wandered about the den*e woods, stumbling of the manufacturing establishment. This dike iu the ag¬
over logs, and climbing through windfalls, till near six gregate is about 1,000 feel Iuug by twelve leet wide aud six
feet deep iu the middle The entire water area is about
o’clock, when we came across an old bark road, and fol¬
lowing it, emerged on the turnpike, three as weary fellows 24,000 leet, with a depth of six feet in Ilie dike, and stxieen
feet in the centre of pond. 'I lie dike and pond are simply
as ever got into a fishing scrape. Near by was the cabin
of a charcoal burner, and the hot tea with biscuits, there excavated out of the earth, and are neither bricked nor
Cemented. They are. simply made to carry away surplus
obtained, will not soon be forgotten.
It has been easy enough since to decide that our pro¬ condensed water, which rumi into the pond at 110 ilygreCS
tracted tramp was unnecessary, and that we might have Fahrenheit. Tire temperature of lhe pond jusl where the
water runs in is about ninety degrees, and the coolest part
put in practice some of the simple and shrewd devices, by
which those skilled in woodcraft, determine their where¬ seventy-six degrees Fahrenheit. Tliree hundred carp about
abouts, and point of exit, but, although neither of us live inches in 1* nglh were introduced seven years ago, aud
now the young can be seen all the year round. Fi.-li weigh¬
lacked ordinary grit, or discernment, the great fatigue,
ing four to five pounds are quite common, and one hundred
want of food, and natural anxiety, doubtless tended loconfuse; at all events this deponent then learned not to go pounds may he easily taken in an hour. Goldfish also thrive
upon any such expedition, without proper supplies and a excellently iu the water. It appears that the fish like best to
tie where the water is warmest, especially tile younger oues.
guide.
‘
T. W. A.
The locality referred to is tteur Bonn, ou Lhe Rhine.
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following correspondence
CHARGES AGAINST THE CROW.
will be of interest to many of our readers besides those/
more directly concerned, and has been sent to us by Setli
UR most careful ornithologists cannot agree as to the
Green for publication:—
habits of this interesting bird, ami differ more es¬
Amsterdam, N. Y., July 14th, 1874.
pecially in regard to its diet, petltr-ps, than upon any oriier
. Setit Green:—
point. But by adisenssiou through the columns of Forest
Dear Sir.—I am doing a little in raising brook trout;
have a private pond of brook water; artificial pond; water and Stream, definite cnnelu-iona may possibly he,arrived
from two to thirteen feet deep
Put in some yearlines in at in a short lime, if careful observers of birds in different
the fall of 1873 They have done finely till now. 1 find a parts of the country will comribule llmir ob-ervati m=.
few dead fish floating upon the water; they seem to be at
The habits of the crow very probably differ materially in
tacked by something that destroys the fins and tails; a sort different localities. The notes given below are confine 1
of a scurvey. To-day I found four fine ones floating, and
to its habits in New Yoik and New England..
fastened upon the tail of one of them a very curiouB green
In the Eastern Slates the crow is very abundant, and a
bug about the size of a pumpkin seed; long legs, red
eyes and a long stinger, at least three eighths of an inch resident during the eutire year. Only a few, however, re¬
long. I am inclined to think ii is the cause of the trouble
main through the winter, the. greater part of them
Can you give me any information in reference to it, or any moving farther south in large flocks on the approach of
cause for it, or tell me where it islrcaled of in ar.y book
upon the subject ? I have the monster safe in a bottle and cold weather, hut returning again in March anil April
Soon ailet arriving the Hocks separate into pairs w hi-Ti
shall watch him curiously. It you can give me any infor¬
mation I shall he glad to have it, or if you have any book immediately prepare for nesting- About tile liras <jF April
upou the subject, would be pleased to get it.
the nest is begun. This is a large structure composed of
1 am Truly YourB,
E. D. Bronson.
sticks and weeds, and lined with fine roots, moss, or cediyc
bark. It is placed in I lie lop of a tall pine, yr in a era id
V
Rochester, July 19lh, 1878.
deciduous tree, usually itt the woods. On oue mjrtisinn I
E D. Bronson. Esq.Dear Sir:—I never have seen trout die in exactly the found a nest iu a small Scrubby pine about fifteen feel in
h-igbt, growing to a swamp. This tree was lhe only one
same waj, by having their fins ea'en off. I hare no doubt
but, that you"have one of the insects that hasdottedt. The in sight for some distance around and the ne t could have
cause is that you have no quick running witter like a creek,
been seen from a great distance. Another uest not far
with gravel bottom mnniug iu your pond. By having
from this was only nine feel from the ground, but in a
such a place when arty insect is fastened on a Irout he will
go to the quick running water and will soon run it off. dense thicket. These two cases were rat Iter exceptional as
Putting trout in a'pond with mud and weedy bottom that the nest is usually placed from twenty five to seventy five
contains water insects, and no stream flowing into it, is like feet from lhe ground. Frequentlv tin old nest i- repaired
lying a man’s ltatidB and placing him where there are and used fur several years* in mn-ees-ion, iir*o ml of a m w
plenty of mosquitoes, gnats and black flies. Tile running one being built
Iu the early part of tint sea-on i lie nestwater and gravelly bottom answer the same purpose iu
are often placed in small deeiiL ioih tre-a ami art: very
keeping the trout, free from insects as our hands do in conspicuous, as there are then no leaves to aff >r*l mtv con-,
keeping the mosquitoes from us.
Yura truly,
oealraent. Those built later are pig,out in liiali thick pi op-.
Seth Green.
I have noticed this as being almost a rule in aomo lm.-a'.ities, although’ it would seem more ualuial it were re¬
versed,
Shad in the Susquehanna.—A correspondent in whom
Carrion, is always acceptable to the crow, as food; even
we have every eoafldencs, writes us regarding the catch of
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•when other food is in abundance. In the winter and early
spring most of the crows resort to the sea shore, rind find
bountiful provender in the small shell-flsh and mollusks
cast ashore by the waves or left bare on the mud at ebb
tide; they soon grow very fat. Those inland, however,
do not fare so well, subsisting chiefly on seeds of weeds
and a very few torpid insects which tilfey find under the
loose bark of trees, or hidden in the crevices of rocks. As
the season advances and all have gone inland and are nest¬
ing, their food consists of a few field mice, seeds and acorns
which latter are broken in pieces before being swallowed.
By the time the young crows are hatched the smaller birds
are nesting, and it is at this season that the crow is most
destructive. The eggs and young of the smaller birds are
appropriated by it on every opportunity for at least two
momlis in the year, so that the number of eggs and young
birds required' to feed a pair of crows and their four or
five young for this lime would be by no means inconsider¬
able. I have known a pair of crows to destroy the young
in three robins’ nests in one day, and it is safe to say that
each one of the young robins would in one year have de¬
stroyed more injurious insects than the crows would in
their lifetime. Frogs, small reptiles, and the farmer’s
sprouting corn also form a large part of their diet at this
season. Later in the summer they destroy great numbers
of grnsshoppers and crickets, but in this part of the country
the grasshoppers are not plentiful enough to prove injuri¬
ous to the crops. I have seldom found any really injuri¬
ous insects iu their stomachs, and on the whole their
usefulness in destroying insects is so small as to be not
worthy of notice, as compared with their great destructive¬
ness.
In the autumn the crows, old and young, assemble in
flocks and visit old corn and stubble fields for the scattered
grains which they find there, and the meadows and swamps
for grasshoppers, seeds, nuts, and frogs. At the approach
of winter they move southward, with the exception of a
few stragglers which prefer to remain.
Robert T. Morris.
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BV A. B. COVERT, OP ANN ARBOR.

(Continued from Page 354.)
> Ectopistes migratorius. Wild pigeon. A very common
spring and autumn visitor, passing here in the spring from
the last of March to the middle of April, and returning in
October and November. A few remain and nest nearly
every season about the 20th of May. Thousands remained
through the nesting season in 1873.
/ Zen&dura carrolinewde. Carolina, or mourning dove.
Common resident. The eggs are laid about May 5th.
/ Meleagris gallopavo. Wild turkey. Resident and com¬
mon in some localities, but very rare in this vicinity.
I Cupidonia cvpido. Pinnated grouse; prairie hen. Abun¬
dant all the year in localities twenty miles from Ann Arbor.
Hundreds incubate about May 1st, but they are rapidly
becoming exterminated.
Bonasa umbellus. Ruffed grouse or partridge. Very
common. The eggs are laid about May 5th. During the
breeding season the males congregate together and remain
apart from the females until the young birds are nearly
full-grown, when they join them until the ensuing
spring.
/ Ortyx mrginianus.
Quail, or hob-white. Abundant
always. Tpe eggs are laid about May 10th. I think this
bird sometimes raises two broods in the season, for August
7th. 1841, I found a nest of twelve fresh eggs.
/ Charadrius futons var. virginicus.
American golden
plover. A rare visitor during spring and fall migrations.
. JEyialitis vociferus. Killdecr plover. Very common, ar¬
riving by April 1st, and laying its eggs about June 1st, and
departing lor the So i111 about the middle of October.
. Tivjialitu semipahnatvs. Semipalmated, or king plover.
Common in the spring and fall migrations.
, Steganopvs Witsom. Wilson’s phalarope. Rare. One
nest found was at Portage Lake (twenty-six miles north of
Ann Arbor) July 2d, 1875, and both male and female were
obtained.
j Lobipes hyperboreus. Northern phalarope. Rare spring
and fall immigrant, arriving May 1st.
, Phitohela minor. Woodcock. Very common, arriving
here by April 1st, nesting about May 1st, and departing
south in November,
Scolopax rubticola. European woodcock. A straggler
from Europe, one specimen having been obtained May 9th,
1870, by Dr. William E. Lewitt.
. Galtipogo Witsoni. American snipe. A common spring
and full migrant, passing northward by April 1st, and re¬
turning in September.
, Mnoorhampus grmus.
Red breasted snipe, or gray
snipe. Common spring and fall migrant, arriving by
March 15th and passing here on their return south about
the last of September.
‘ Epeunetes pusiHus. Semipalmated sandpiper. Rare mi¬
grant in spring and fall, passing here in the spring about
May 10 th.
j Jrinyu mnutilla. Least sandpiper. Very common dur¬
ing the migrations, about the first week in May and the
first week in October.
• Tringa maculata. Pectoral sandpiper; jack snipe; grass
snipe. Rather common during the migrations, coming to
us in the spriug by the last, of April, and passing quickly
to the north whence it returns in October.
j Tringa eanutus. Red-breasted sandpiper; ash-colored
sandpiper; robin snipe. Migratory and rare, arriving liere^
about. May 10th, and soon passing to the north to breed.
- Totaiiw smnipnlmalus. Willet or stone snipe. Rare;
arrives here by the last of April and breeds about May
35th. By the middle of October all are gone sotjlli.
. Toianus melanolecus. Greater telltale or yellow-shanks.
Common, arriving by tho middle of April. This bird un¬
doubtedly nests iu ibis vicinity, as I have taken it from
April to October when it returns to the south.
( 'J'olanm jluvipes. Losser tell I ale or lesser yellow shanks.
Common and can always be found with the proceeding.
, Totnnituwlitarius. bolitury sandpiper. Very rare. One
pair of buds with their eggs are all that I have ever taken.
These were found near a stagnant pond on the outskirts of
deep woods, May 19th, 1870.

y Tringoides macularim. Spotted sandpiper. Very com¬
mon afler fhc first week in April. The eggs are laid by
May 1st, and it departs south by the last of September.
• Actiturus Bartramius.
Bartramian sandpiper; upland
plover. Very common, arriving in pairs about the middle
of April. The eggs are laid by'the 1st of May.
• Numenius longirostris.
Long-billed curlew. A very
rare migrant, but is sometimes obtained in autumn.
BIRDS
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[ Continued from page 837. ]
Conus americanus. Crow. Abundant all the year.
Oyanurus cristatus. Blue-jay. Resident but not com¬
mon.
Tyrannus carolinensis. King-bird. An abundant sum¬
mer resident after May 1st. Breeds, and migrates in Sep¬
tember.
Myiarclius crinilus. Great-crested flycatcher. Not an
uncommon summer sojourner, arriving the second week in
May. Breeds.
Sayornisfuscus. Phcebe-bird. Common after the second
week in March; builds its nest under bridges, etc.; de¬
parts in September.
Contopus virens. Wood pewee. Common in summer
after the second week in May.
Antrostomus vociferus. Whippoorwill. A rare summer
resident; breeds.
Chordeiles mrginianus. Nighthawk. Common in sum¬
mer, breeding.
Chcetura pelasgia. Chimney swift. An abundant sum¬
mer resident, arriving in May. It departs in August, after
raising a brood.
Irochilus colvbris. Ruby-throated humming-bird. Com¬
mon from May to September, and breeds.
Ceryle alcyon. Kingfisher.
Present in summer, and
breeds. Arrives about April 1st, and departs in October.
Coccyzus erytkropht/udm vs- Black-billed cuckoo. Not
uncommon from the first week in May until September.
Coccyzus americanus. Yellow-billed cuckoo. An irregu¬
lar summer visitor, breeding.
H. G. Fowler.
Correction.—In the article “Birds of our Suburbs,”
printed last week, two errors of consequence occurred.
Under May 17th for “wood pewee” read purple finch; and
under May 21st for Ardea egretta read Ardetta exilis.
Wheeler’s “Birds.”—By far the most elegant work
which has appeared in this country upon ornithology since
the publication of the Pacific Railroad Reports, and per¬
haps surpassing them in the beauty of the plates, is Chap.
Ill, Vol. V of the Reports of the United States Geographi¬
cal Surveys West of the 100th Meridian under Lieut. Geo.
M. Wheeler. It is the result of the labors of Mr. H. W.
Hensbaw, is quarto, contains 1,000 pages, describes 296
species, and is furnished with fifteen splendid plates of
recently discovered southwestern birds. It is a credit to
the indefatigable and learned author and to the government
which prints it.
Habits op the Mole.—We do not know who is the

has been bent, curving several inches at the innzzle. Whether it was a
flint-lock we conld not decide, as the stock was entirely gone. One of
the rings that originally held the stock, was largo enough to encircle a
man’s wrist. There were also flve coarse green glass flagons, rauging
from three incheB to eight or ten inches in height. All were ronnd at
the base with long slender necks. Other articles wore a common yellow
earthen pitcher; a white earthen cup or mug with handle; a ronnd cop¬
per box of very ingenious workmanship, about four inches tn diameter,
and one inch in depth, on the cover of which were raised flgnres of the
snn, moon, and two arrows. This box held old silver coins that had
evidently been hammered. On one ws deciphered the date "1670,” and
on another “Philipus.” They were evident old Spanish coins. There
were also found a stone pestle for pounding corn, buttons and shell
beads; such metal ornaments as Indians use on tbeir scalping-knifo
, shaaths; three silver spoons of peculiar shape, the bowls nearly round
and fully two inches across, with slim round bandies about five inches
long, ornamented at the top; and fragments or a blanket. Most of the
rci cs were evidently of European manufacture. Thoro is a possibility
that the tribe will present these relics to the Long Island Historical
Society.
Mr. B. fold ns that the tribe held traditions that in ancient times their
dead were buried standing, with their treasures beside tbein; while some
believe they were hurried iu a sitting posture. At different times be has
plowed up various relies, stone implements, etc.; ulso a alone image,—a
figure of a woman sitiing. It was fonr or flve inches high, by three
inches across the Trout and one inch and a half in thickness. It is sup¬
posed to have been connected with their religious faith.
Harris.

MORE

ABOUT

THE

PRAIRIE

DOG.

Saleh, Mass., July
Editor Forest and Streah:I copy the following extract relative to ttio prairie dog, abont which I
saw an account in your issne of J uly lUtfi, from an editorial article In
Beadle's Monthly for 1866, ihinktng that some additional facts as to their
barking in captivity would be interesting:—
‘♦Its bark is a short, yelping e und, which it ia fond of uttering, and
which bears every resemblance to the bark of a young puppy. Evan in
captivity it utters this short impatient yelp, which may generally be ex*
tortedfrom the little animal by placing the hand near the cage. Though
gentle and affectionate to its keeper, it dislikes arrangers; and if their
fingers approach the bars of its house too closely. It barks at intruders
like an angry squirrel, and scratches smartly at their hamls with its
sharp and powerful claws.1*
Tear.
Arrivals at the Central Park. Menagerie, July 15 to July 22,—
Two tigers (Felis iigris), one sociable vnliuie (Yultur auniculuvL^. one
pair crow blackbirds (QuUcalns purpuretls), presented by Air. Edwin
Oliver, Little Falls, N. Y ; one curasFOw (Crax alector), presented by
Mr. Leonard H. Conaut, N. Y.; onu black snake (Bascanton cnrvttiiclor),
presented by Mr. E. B..Hunt, Nyack, N. V.; one terrapin CEmys palustrls), presented by Mr. George L. Cros^, Is'ew Orleans; two leopards
(Felis leopardus) and one fallow deer (Cervus dama) borif in the Menag¬
erie.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
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FISH IN

SEASON IN JULY.

FRESH WATER.
SALT WATER.
Trnut, Bafrno foutmatix.
Sea Bavs, Schmops occUalu#.
Salmon, Saimo solar.
Sheepshead, Archosargus pivd<Zt>Satmon Trout, Saimo con flair.
cepkutns.
Land-locked Salmon, Saima Gloveri S'ripud Baas, Rotxas iineatus.
Grayling, ThyvvxUus tricolor.
White Parch, Atoione arne/icana.
Black Bass. Aticrop terns salnwidef; Wettkli-h Cynoscioit vtgitlls.
At. nigricans.
B'uotiali, Pomatommmltntiio'.
Musculmigv. Stole mtAHor.
Spanish Mucker. L OytAUm fnacnlaPika or Pickerel. Ksmlnam.
turn
Yellow Porch, term Jlaresehns.
Cent. CyMttiii regale..
itonilo. Sartla prJamys.
JiinglUli, Alenhcirrn* nebalosus.

plea which is excellent;—
The Mole is another much-abused animal. He is genererally believed to be a vegetarian, but, un the contrary, he
is carnivorous, living upon the larva or grubs of winged
TROUT FLIES FOR AUQC8T AND 8EPTK3IBBR.
insects, or upon insects whose proper habitat is iu the earth.
Grat Coflin, No. 10 and 1!.- Body. Silvcr-bruy mohair tipped With:
We have never detected a mole eating a plant; but iu everv
case where the plant has been under run by the mole and orange silk; feet, light gray buckle wound over peacock’s hert; Wings,
and setm, hyaliuc.
consequently wilted, we have found that its rootshaabeen
Brown Coflin, No. Id and 1!.—Body, gray and bright claret mopreviously eaten oil by the larva of the cockchafer (June hair mixed; feet, dark gray hackle wound over peacock’s herl; wings
bug), or by some other insect. Friends iu the country, and eelte, gray hyaline.
whom we have visited during the summer, complained of
The gnat dies named for April.
the havoc made by moles in a large bed of young lilies.
The ^Quaker for evening and moonlight. Nn. 7 and S. Body, gray
On examination we found scores of the shoots of the lilies -wound with honey-yellow hackles; wing-, made of feather iroiu ao owl's
wilting and dying on the rows, which had been under run Wing.
by the moles. These shoots were found gnawed off, and
The white moth, for dark nights, No. 6 and 7, Body, feetami wings a
iu a manner to indicate, beyond doubt, that they were de¬ pure white.
stroyed by the grub or the larva of the cockchafer and not
The stone flies continue on the water until the close of the season.
by the moles. The bulbs, planted six or more inches deep
At this season use the small flies for day Ashing, and the large flies for
were untouched, and the burrows of the moles were not eveuing and night,
more than three or four inches below the surface of the
soil. Searching in other parts of the bed we found grubs
Fish in M aiiket.—Our quotations for the week are as
busily at work—the beds, part of a freshly turned-under
piece of grass land, beiDg full of them, as such laud is al¬ foliows; Striped bass, 10 to 20 cenls per pound; bluefish,
3
cents;
salmon, 35 cents; mackerel, 18 cents each; weakways sure to be.
The mole, by burrowing about in our gardens in search fish, 10 cents per pound; white perch, 15- cents; Spanish
of his food, often does mischief by running under small,
mackerel, 25 to 00 cents; green turtle, 10 cents; terrapin,
freshly set-out plants; but we have the choice ot two evils $12 per dozen; halibut, 15 cenls per pound; haddock, 8
—the bearing with the small amount of mischief he does,
cents; kingfish, 25 cenls; codfish, 8 cents; blackfisli, 12^
orAearing the far greater annoyance and injury produced
by grubs and worms. His presence is a sure sign that our cents; flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 10 cents; sea bass, 15
gardens are, or have been, infested with these. The accusa¬ cenls; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; slieepsbead, 15
tion that he is a vegetable eater is a curious instance of cents; salmon trout, 15 cents; brook trout, $1; soft clams,
jumping at conclusions, and of the making of reliable evi¬ 30 to 60 cents per 100.
dence ouL of mere coincidences. Because plants are found
Connecticut.—Niantic, July 21st*.—Striped bass fishing
gnawed through aDd die when over his burrow, it is con¬
cluded that he is the cause, whereas he was only destroying is very dull here; in fact we have no luck at all. Can you
the destroyer—rendering a service instead of doing an give us a bait or even an idea what to use. Minnows, eels,
bony fish, have been tried with but little success.
injury.
Old fishermen about here say it is the hot sun and clear
water, the former making the fish lazy, anrl the In iter, even
REMAINS OF SHINNECOCK INDIANS
when huugry, allowing him to see the line, ihereby searing
him off. I know nothing about these various theories, anti
Good Ground, L. I., July 17th.
place but little faith in them, yet it is a fact that till our
Editor Forest and Stream : -fish are caught at night. After mttuy trials small sized eels
Sfiinuecock village, at trie eastern end of the bay of that name, is al¬
I conclude are the best bail; at any rate, we have had bet¬
ways an attractive place to ns. There Is a remnant of the Sbinuecock
ter luck with them than any thing else.
If you can only
tribe still living there. The whites have encroaohed upon them until they
put me on a bait, 1 will promise a good mess of fisll, be¬
have only six or seven hundred acres left of their original reservation of
sides my most hearty thanks; they are here, and at slack
over-t,CIO!' acres. The tribe has dwindled down to about two hundred
water one can see pleuly of them, which fact only makes
members. Thoy have adopted our mode of living, and have some very
us more impatient and anxious.
Scaleb.
pleasant houses well shaded by a variety of trees with fruit and dowers.
They have well-tilled farms, but the majority of the young men follow
The old fishermen are right, and it is the hot suu and
the sea, several being captains. All of the tribe we have met are pleas¬
clear water which prevents the fish from biting. Among
ant, kindly, intelligent people. The great event of the past week baa
your list of baits tried, you have not enumerated either
been the opening of the grave or one of their ancient chieftains. There
shrimp, shedder-crab, or sand worms; the latter is now
was a misunderstanding regarding permissisen to open the grave, and
the gentleman at whose request it was done has returned the relics found
coDsiderod the most taking bait for striped bass.—Ed.
author of the following

to one of \be trustees of the tribe to await their final decision regarding
their disposal. To the kindnesa of Mr. B. (the trustee in charge) we are
indebted for an inspection of the relics. One is a gnn, the barrel of
which mast originally have measured from six to eight feet in lehgth |

Meriden, June 24fA.—At Holyoke on Tuesday evening,
July 18tu, a lamprey eel was caught in the Connecticut
River that weighed 14J pounds, and was five feet long
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FOREST AND STREAM,

FISHING

IN ALABAMA.

Huutstu-ls, Ala., July 11th.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Ob the 16th of Jane, having occasion to go to Guntersvllle, Ala., on
business, I determined to also have some tun fishing in Short Creek.
We ronnd the Tennessee there very high, and I was satisfied my fishing
would not prove as successful as 1 had anticipated. On Wednesday,
the 21st inst., in company with a friend, I started for Short Creek. We
rowed three miles against a swift current, to the month of the creek,
and thence m slack water four miles up the creek to a mill dam, to
which point the water had backed up, being witbintwoor three inches
of the top of the dam. We had to catch minnows with hook and line
and to get a supply berore trying Ihe bass. As soon as I threw my line
in just below the dam in the rippling water a bass struck, it, and in a
little while I used np all my minnows, catching a bass every time, and
sometimes two with one minnow—or course not at the same lime. I
then fished with one hand above the dam for minuowa, and the other
below it for bass, and canghtin all five bass. The largest was thirteen
inches long and weighed one pound. Itried a spoon bnt without suc!?; then I tried a iiy and had a rise jnst as the fly touched the water,
bnt failed to Hook him, and could not succeed in getting another rise.
We returned to camp, reaching there about 7:3b with our seven fish,
bicli only weighed four pounds—rather light weight. The next day
Ihree of us wentnp, One of the throe taking a “dog-ont" canoe, or as
ihe natives called it, a "cooner.” It is light, easy to paddle, ami very
convenient for one man, enabling him to avoid the swift water when go¬
ing up stream by keeping close t o the banks, and also to glide noiseless¬
ly 7o the holes haunted by the b ass, and to cast bis line exactly where he
wants it. The water had fallen some eighteen Inches or two feet, and
the appearance of the stream promised better results than the day pre¬
vious. All three of us caught with minnows ten bass that day. The
“cooner" man caught five, and one of them a five-pounder. The next
day we caught nine, two of which were five-pounders, which measured
ini and 19 inches. We noticed a good many “trout flies" (I). These
flies make their appearance about the last of June aDd first of July.
Last summer someof ray party caught bass and minnows with them.
They caoghl more minnows with them. I have seen trees so black with
them that it was hard to see the leaves, and the surface of tho small
creeks was covered with them. I presume that in season they are excel¬
lent bait, and they look to me as if they would bo first-rate bait for
mountain trout. I prefer a live minnow to anything else, and of the
mimiowB I prefer a long, narrow, shining fellow—a "stone-roller,” or
the like, liasa will hire at perch. The two flve-ponndera we canght
,.__j both caught with perch four or five inches long. The bsss is very
voracious, and my impression is that it will take any sort of fly or
insect, and I think a very good plan of finding out what sort of bait to
s to examine the stomach of the fish. I found the head of a large
beetle in one, and also two small fish. I was struck with the difference
iu tho markings of the fish we caught. Some of them were mottled
with black spots, while others were entirely withont spots. The largo
had no spots on them, and the body color was different from the
body color of the spotted ones. I saw a number of young ducks, some
very small, not over a week old, and others full grown. They call them
here summer dacks.
_
W. G. W.

gntioml ffMtimes.
THE CALEDONIAN CONVENTION.
When the Caledonian “saehems” were in council last
year in Toronto they resolved, on account of the Centen¬
nial interest centering at Philadelphia, to hold in that city
the seventh annual convention of the North Ameiicm
United Caledonian Association. On the sixteenth of next
month the Caledonian convention will accordingly meet in
the Quaker City. The games of the local club, given un¬
der the auspices of the Association, and invariably attend¬
ing its annual assembly, will be held on the two previous
days. The business to be brought before the convention
on notices of motions given at last meeting may be briefly
summarized: A committee will report upon a system of
Life Assurauce, suited to the peculiar wants of members
of affiliated clubs; a motion will be discussed to the effect,
that the results of the election of officers in each club be
immediately communicated to all the affliliated clubs; a
committee will report upon the by-law in reference to
quoiting; a proposal will be discussed to change the weights
of the hammers from twelve and sixteen pounds to four¬
teen and twenty-one pounds respectively; a motion will
be debated making it compulsory upon clubs to choose the
judges at their games on the day of the games from persons
uot belonging to the club, the subject of representing clubs
at the convention individually, and not according to nu¬
merical strength as at present, Will be argued; and the im¬
position upon all affiliated clubs of the duty of ascertaining,
in reference to candidates for membership, if they have
previously belonged to another affiliated club, and in such
case requiring the production of a clearance card as a con¬
dition of admission, will also be argued. These are the in¬
novations of which notice was given at Toronio, and the
mutters then brought forward upon which reports will bo
presented,
Last July, some weeks previous lo the convention, we
pointed out that, although the by-laws prescribe the

base ball—the professional arena.

Great interest has been excited in base ball in Ihe metro¬
polis the past week by the statement that tlie strong team
of the Hartford Club is 10 be transferred lo Brooklyn next
season uuder the combined managemeut of Messrs. Buckley
and Cammeyer. The new team will be made up from a
selection from the existing Hartford and Mutual teams,
,rjving Hart, Ferguson, Burdock, and Bond of tlie Atlantics
as part of the team, and including also York, Treacy,
Booth, Holdsworth, Casey, Ac. Remsen goes to St. Louis,
Mills to Louisville, and Hicks, Hallman, and Mathews, to
Cincinnati. With a team of this strength and with Mr.
Buckley at its head a new era would he introduced
in the metropolis in professional base ball playing. An¬
other new topic of interest is contained iu the. statement
published in th% Herald, of July 23d to the effect that
Mathews was made the subject of au effort at bribery at
the hands of a noted pool seller of this city. If this is true
one great source of “crooked” play will soon be got
A feature of the past week’s play was the defeat of the
Hartford nine by the Mutuals, July 23d, a result which en¬
abled St. Louis to occupy second position on the peunant
race as the appended record shows:—

Club.
m
Athletic....
Bo3ton. ...-.
Chicago.
Cincinnati.....
- r ,. *.
LoQisvil ...
Mutual.... ......
St. Louis... rr.
Games lost. •••
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Fishing Movements.—The number of fishing arrivals
reported at, this port the past week has been 70 viz., 13
from the Banks, 35 from Georges, and 22 from mackereling
cruises off shore. The receipts for have been 1,175,000
pounds codfish, 178,000 pounds of halibut, and 4,978 bbls.
of mackerel. The market is fairly active for the season,
and the shipments continue large.—Cape Ann, Advertiser.
July 22<1.

Hartford.

—The intense heat during the past two or three weeks
has occasioned the fish in the Delaware to forsake the warm
shallow water, and lie in the deep and cooler waters of the
channel. Fishing with rod and hue near the shore has con¬
sequently been very unsatisfactory, many who have used
the deep sea have had poor success. Mr. Horace F. Whit¬
man, of this city, informs us that he had an excellent catch
the other day off Bomb creek below the Lazarett.
He
and a companion took with deepseas thirteen dozen fish in
a half day, including a number of white catfish weighing
over two pounds each, and many perch of unusual size.
They commenced fishing at high tide in about twelve feet
of w'ater, using the ordinary' ground worm for bait.—Ger¬
mantown Telegraph.

weights of the hammers and stones to be used at the games
of affiliated clubs, a doubt existed whether the rules were
observed. To remove any objection to existing usages
upon that score, we suggested that these implements be
weighed in the presence of the judges at every celebration
of Highland games. To ieaeli the same object the Asso¬
ciation tried a different route. It adopted a report in
which a recommendation was included that “Ihe Associa¬
tion furnish alL clubs in affiliation with regulation ham¬
mers and putting-stones, stamped by the Association, the
clubs receiving the same to pay the cost thereof.” With
all deference to the gentlemen advancing and adopting this
recommendation, we think it almost ridiculous. In the
first place, the most strenuous opposition will, for financial
reasons, certainly meet any attempt to put it in force.
Clubs whose practice grounds are already sufficiently
equipped cannot be expected to undergo any expense for a
purely formal object. In the next place, the recommenda¬
tion is quile unnecessary, and was evidently made under a
misapprehension of the requirements of tile case. Uni¬
formity of weight is mainly desirable in order to facilitate
comparison. After the ahsoltiIe assurance of uniformity,
a correct knowledge of Ihe actual weights employed, is the
next thing to he desired, We question if, in the hammers
at least, any two thrown at the games of two different
clubs would be found exactly equal in weight. What is
wanted, therefore, is a knowledge of the weights actually
used, not so much for the purpose of testing their uniform¬
ity with the by-laws, as for that of showing (he real extent
of the competitor’s ability. For this purpose, and as the
possibility of a few ounces of difference iu the weight of
the handles is at present overlooked, the rule aught to state
the weight of the hammer and. handle, and require that it
be tested by the judges. We also suggested Die drawing
up of a code of laws for the regulation of Ihe quoiliug
match, and the report of the committee will in all like¬
lihood show that our suggestion has been acted upon.
We also pointed out last year lhat the extent of the Asso¬
ciation’s authority is not defiued by llie constitution. It is
entirely a matter of inference. • We alluded to the matter
in order that the delegates to Ihe convention might take
warning and remedy the delect. AJi present the Associa¬
tion can only constitutionally regulate the games of its
members. From the motions lo be debuted ibis year, it
will be seen that according to the views of some of the
delegates to Toronto, and presumably of Die clubs they
represented, it possesses a much wider authority. These
motions, in at least two cases, have leference to me inter¬
nal regulation of individual clubs. One imposes certain
duties upon officers, and another dictates as to who shall
be admitted members. There is no doubt that, under the
present constitution, the Association cannot lake cognizance
of such matters. There is a doubt of the expediency of
investing it with such a power. The matter should be
definitely stated, or otherwise delegates will be continually
in doubt as to the powers of the body which they compose,
and will be everlastingly wasting its time with motions
concerning matters, such as those above referred to, which
are beyond its jurisdiction. A distinct definition should be
embodied in the constitution of the power vested in the
Association. The Secretary said last year Dial “in iuis de- .
posited the chief executive, judicial, ami legislative power,”
but lie unfortunately did not state whence that power is
derived. Wc beg leave, in tlie meantime, and until the
convention has revised the constitution, to question whether
the Association has power to do any thing further than
regulate the games of its members.

j Cincinnati.

® Syracuse, July 22d.—Small brook trout, in fact mere fin;geriings, are daily sold here at lofty cents a pound. I
believe they are caught in the northern part of Ibis State,
or in Canada.
Senboa.
\ Massachusetts.—Our Gloucester correspondent writes
under date of July 19th:—
“The mackerel slruek our harbor on Monday afternoon
last, and as a consequence, have since been taken with the
honk and net iu large quantities. The fish, though invari¬
ably small, are abundantly proving an excellent dish fur a
breakfast, or other meal. The school first made its appear¬
ance direclly off Pavilion Beach, and immediately after
they were first discovered, boats of all kinds were in
demand: soon, ‘countless numbers’ of different craft cov¬
ered the sen, their occupants, each and all, ‘striving earn¬
estly’ to obtain iheir respective shares. The fishing is
somewhat lessened at the present writing, from the fact
that the remainder of the school tends with great rapidity
towards the neighboring hay,
W.”
X New Jersey—Kinsey's Ashley House—Barnegat Inlet,
July Hitk—iFishing of ail description has been very dull
Hie past week, with the exceplion of one day, What few
hlueliHh were taken would not weigh over one pound.
Black lb h and r,eu bass fishing also poor. The profession¬
als attribute ihe poor tithing to Lhick and warm water.
YVe are looking for a returrTof the good fishing after the
rain (now falling). N. D. Taylor and friends, in the yacht
Plover, were among the arrivals this week.
B.
s,
Pennsylvania—Baden, July ISf/t.—There has been a
summer resort opened up on little Beaver at the mouth of
the Conoquessing Creek called “Rock Point," where one
can board, and there is good'to middling black bass fishing.
I took twenty in one day, not fishing iut the heat .of the
day, although it is very cool in the creek. Artificial min¬
nows are good, as the water is swift, There is some hunt¬
ing there also, but the hill is so steep that one don't like it
this warm weather.
“Jumbles,”
—Black bass are said to he quite plentiful in the old canal
•reservoir above HoliidnyHhnrg, 8 or 10 miles from Altoona,
Pa., where they were planted three years ago.
'll Canada.—Quebec, July 21«t—Notwithstanding the high
Water in the early part of the season, angling on the salmon
rivers has been satisfactory upon the whole. Allan Gil•mour's party have jnst returned from the Godbout, on the
north shore of ihe Bt. Lawrence, and have left for the sea¬
son, The Godbout is a three rod river—a larger party than
■three lake the river iu Him—400 to 500 is the usual bag,
exclusive of grilse. This year up to the middle of July,
over 200 salmon were killed, hot llie fishing will he good
for two weeks longer. The high water has up to this time
somewhat diminished tire take. For many years a register
has been kept of the salmon killed, each fish, at the end
of the day, being weighed and entered. You have pub¬
lished some of Ihesg in previous seasons. The river Moisie, also on the north shore, is being fished by Hamilton
gentlemen. The York river on the souih shore (Gaspe),
lias yielded 120 fish to the rods of Messrs. Reynolds and
.Middletou, the first named having just returned. Walter
Brackett, of Boston, Mr. Strong of Brooklyn, and Mr.
Hoyt, of California, are on the Marguerite, a branch of the
Saguenay, the river being owned by Mr. Willis Russell, of
the St. Louis Hotel, Quebec, and Robert Hare Powell, of
Philadelphia, the latter being now' at his summer residence
at Tadousac. By the way, Mr. Russell, who reserves his
liver for his guests, 1ms recently pill up Bix cottages with
every comfort for lodging, where gentlemen can take their
families and servants, and sojourn as long as they will. The
accommodations thus supplied will hq appreciated hy an¬
glers who have suffered inconveniences lhat have hitherto
been regarded as inseparable from salmon fishing in Amer¬
ica. Andrew Clerk has been for several weeks on the
Grand river, and has been joined this week by Messrs. Imbrie and Bruce, the former being of llie firm of Abbey &
Imtirie, Maiden Lane, N. Y. Atr. Whitcher, of Ottawa,
Messrs. Page and Purcell, of New York, and others, are
on the Restigouelie. Mr. Fred, Curtis, of Boston, on is the
Dartmouth. The river Jacques Cartier, which contains
some good fish, is now in the hands of ten Montrealers, of
whom Mr. Ivan Wotherspoon, is one. Manasseh Smith,
of Portland, is in town. T. C. Clarke, of Philadelphia,
was here yesterday, and is said to be in quest of salmon.
J. U. Gregory, Naval Agent of this port, is fishing one of
the Gaspe rivers. I shah visit the New Brunswick rivers
this week, ami send additional reports.
Hal.
Rangelby Lakes, July 25ft—'The Executive Committee of
the Oquossoc Angling Assocmtionkave voted to admit per¬
sons not members to'Camp Keuoebago, Range,lex, Maine,
until Sepiember iOlh, without special application to the
BUpeiimeudeni. or a member, at very reasonable charges,
and with all the advantages of members. Alter Bept. lGili
admission to the camp must, ho had lit rough a member.
The fishing has been, very good this season; many trout

weighing from two to seven pounds have been taken—also
several land-locked salmon of from one pound to two
pounds weight.

Athletic.

The fishermen at Myslic are now reaping a harvest of fat
OTosshuukcrs. Allyn & Co. hauled 1,600,000 last week,
and 500,000 on Monday of this week. L. Wilcot & Co.
also did well last week, Capt, Elias F. Wilcot alone taking
535,000 between Monday morning and Friday night. Plen¬
ty of hlueflsh of small size can now he found off Hartford
and around Yellow Mill bridge, Bridgeport. A hoy caught
103 in Yellow Mill Pond on Friday. Crabs, too, are said
to be plenty.
New York.—Frontier House, JTenderton Harbor, Jeffer¬
son Co., JV. 7., July 9fA —I have just arrived, and find that
1 lmve struck another good place. Bass fishing is excellent.
W. II. Phillips, of Philadelphia, came tu just after my arrival
with a string that opened my eyes, Jifty seven good bass,
if]fifteen of which averaged three pounds; caught since 3
P. M. His boat in an came up dragging a string over two
yards long, solid meat. They take dark flies and minnows,
wont, touch spoon.
Fisaco.
lTmdenon Harbor, July 24ih.—Fishing continues good
here. 1 caught in two hours before breakfast yesterday,
dive three pounder bass, besides small ones.
Pisisco.
ty, Alemndrln Fay, July 16th.—I have bean having glorious
sport with the bass ever since I struck the Bt. Lawrence at
■Cape Vincent. At Clayton I took 25 basr inside of two
hours, casting for them as you would for trout or salmon.
] have been usiun a team of gaudy flies tied on No. 2 Lim•erick hooks, which are quite large enough. At this partic¬
ular season there are millions of "eel flics floating on the sur¬
face. I am told the bass are now feeding on them, which
(materially lessons the attractions of the artificial fly.
J. JB. McH.
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It will be seen that while Chicago is largely in the van,
St. Louis takes second place by 26 to 25 in won games.
—Among the model games since our last may bo named
the following:—
'July 17.—Mutant vs.Buckeye, at Columbia......’3 to 0
July 17.—St. Loais vs.New Haven, at St. Lotus..0 to 2
July 17.—Hartford vs. Capital .City, at. Indianapolis-Sol
July IS.—Mutual vs. Allegheny, at FiUsbnrg. to 3
Jaly 18—Chicago vs, Louisville, at Chicago....2 i° ?
July 18—St. Louis vs. Cincinnati, at St. Louts..,..5 to I
July 16—St. Louis Reds vs. New Haven, at St. Loras.a to 3
July 19-St. Lonis vs. Hew Haven, at St. Louis.8 to t
July 19- -Mutual vs. Oakwood, at La Crosse.9 to 4
July 19—Starve. Standard, at Wheeling....J to b
July 19—Uartrerd vs, Neshannack, at New Castle.S
V
July 20—Boslon vs. Mutuals, at Hrooklyu..7 to 1
Silly 20-St. Louis vs. Cmcraua'i itSt. I.uuts..9 to 1
July 20—Fail'River vs. LowiilT at Fall River... ..7
July 20—Capital City vs. New tlaven, at Indianapolis.0
July 20—Mutual vs. Lexington, at Lexington, .9
July 21—Hartford YS. Athletic, at Plula. q0 Innlugs).u
July 23—Mutual vs, Hartford, at Brooklyn.... .7
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ABSTRACT
Name.

Hde ul llic Boruer .
Fnlrv.
Ynrtng Laverock.
R drrick Dhu.
i Hilo.
Uhngurry.
IJaaii.
Be-* (dead).
Lil! Ill .
lirr..
D ,U\
E I..

OF

PEDIGREES

?r and white....
, ..ion and white..
lOniuaeand white..
Bine Br-lion.
Orange and while..
L'Ver and white....
lied.
do

. I Lav. setter ddo
b....
.1
do
d....
do
d...
er
b....
do
d....
do
d....

1.. 1869.
1.. 1872.
|..1874.
.,1875..
..1871..
..1875..
-3871..

b....
b....
d....
d....

1875.,
1875..
..1 75..
..i8;5..
..1874..
1873..
..1874.,
.1875.,
.. 1873.,
.1875..
.1872..
.1875..

Duke..

l*-rgej Boy..

Koietu;.
B He >h».pp2ird..
.take.

■Vini).

Be-H.V’.V.V.' .’.’.!!

.

iuht.

Hock. Jr.
Jule.
Mug.
N.d.
Dink'*. II.
Uouiit of Orange
Scot.
Kent. 11.
Nellie.
Belle. ..
Zilnlm.
Bon Hoy..
Bflle.
P.dl, Jr...,

Waif.
Mi ud.
Daisy.
Bmstfela,.
F..x.
B« lie.
Bon 111...
j Dnke.
Ihck.
'Fan.

J ick...
Don....
R-x_

1875
1872.
1873.
1875.
.1875.
..1874.
1873.

Liver and white...
1
rami white_
Black -nd tan.
Orange and ubre..
on and w lute .

Turk....
I> Hon...
Dimple..

Black, white and it
Bittt k and white...
Bed.
Liver.
lack and wh'te...
Orange and while..
Black, while and u
v\ niie. I»l*ck and ti
White ri d liver_
Black, white and u
do
. do
Black find tan_
Oiange and white..
Black find white,.
R*d and white_
Llvvr and white.
Red.
Black, white and it
do
do
do
do
Red and white ...
Oiange and white..
Black and tan.
White and livir...
Red and while....
Bmck and lan.
Black.
Black to d i
bluet
l tall..
Rid.
■ Jack ana tan.
Bluck, white and tan..
buck and while.
Orange mi d white.
Leu
do

100

DOGS

ENTERED

IN

THE

KENNEL

Sire.

Blai k and while...
BUr.k and white...
Change and w hue..
•go and white..

PiKke.'..;

OF FIRST

Color.

b...
b....
d....

d....
b....
b..,.
b....

Dash II .
Dash II,,....
Bine Prince.
Pride of the Border.
Dnke.
Piide of the Bolder.,
•lack.
Pat..
Shamrock..
•11 in.
Jim.
Jim...
Flash.
Grouse .
Joe..
Joe.
Bang.
Judge.
Jim..
Sancho III.
Piide or the Bolder..
Kent.
Phil.
Pake..

«el‘i II..
Moil III.
Fairy.
Fairy.
May I!.
Bonnet Carre..
Frisk.
Bob.
Lill II.
Whisky.
Whisky.
Pan If.
Juno.
Di..
■ey .
>P-*c

feliy

Snkey,

C. H. Raymond_
A. C.

.1876.,

Setter
Pointer

d ..
d...
d...

Seller

Orange aDd white.
ti> d.
Black.
bluek and tan.
Black, white and tan.
Bla k.
Blaca and tail.
Oiungeand white.
black, white and tan.
Red.
Liver ai.d wane.
Lemon and wlme.
Botck aud lan.
Back, white and inn.

Orange and white.....
13 ack aud white.
Red..
Liver and w hite..
Red ahii white,..
B ack and ran.

—In Dr. Web Vs article last week on surfeit manges, the
pill composed of iron, quinine, mercury and arsenic,
should contain Foic’er's solution of arsenic, and not pow¬
dered arsenic as made to read through error.
Bismarck.—We shall publish m-xt week a portrait and
sketch of Mr. Brook's celebrated ielter, Bismarck, recently
smothered lo death while being transported from the West
to Philadelphia. Bismarck was so generally known, and
is ibe sire of so many good dogs that his biography will be
read with interest.

—Mr. J. J. Snellenburgh writes from New Brighton, Pa.:
*‘Mr. George, Woodruff’s black bitch, Dinah, pupped ten
fine, healthy pups, four dogs and six gyps t<£ my orange
and white dog. Bam, on the IBihinst. Mr. WmM. Boyle’s
black bitcb, Daby, has vi.-iled my orange and white dog,
Sam. Daisy is out of J. W. Knox’s imported Field Trial
bitch, Dimple, sire, Theo. Gray’s black dog, Don, and has
proved herself a promising voiing biu h.
-The Centennial Bench show—Certainly all sports¬
men must admit that Mr. Burnet Landreth, in whose de¬
partment the bench show is included, has done everything
that could be done to meet their wishes. In addition to
remitting any entiance fee and providing food for the dogs
free of expense, it.appears from the letter which we pub¬
lish below, that exhibitors will be given all the privileges
of the general exhibition without charge. It will be noted
that lhe time for closing entries has been extended until
August 10th, and we would suggest that intending exhibit
ors write to Mr. Lincoln for blank forms for entries with¬
out delay:—
“In addition to the entries being free for dogs, each exhibiior will receive a free licket for all Hie exhibition
buildings and grounds during the time their flogs are on
exhibition. The Commission have decided lo appoint five
judges for the various classes (four American .and one
lureign), these five wili select a Chairman and a Recording
Secretary from among themselves, and then proceed to

b...
d..,
b...

.18 5.,
.1S75.
.1875..
,1872..
.1874.

Dr. W. S. Webb....
do...
F. S. Scbnchardt.
N. Y, Kennel Club..
Captain G>afton.
Theo. Morford..
do..
W. II. Giboons....
Dr.* w!"S7 Webb' 1

Duke
_
Busier.
Hash. riino.
Dick.
Dash. Daisy.
,.1873., Prince. Dora.
Tippoo. Ruby.
Whisky...
Whisky .
Bit-mark. Flora II..
.1874
Dash.. J «ne.
1872. Prince.
.. 1815, Piide of the Border.,
..1875. Leicester.
..1875. L ee ester.
..1875, Leicester.
..1875. Pride of the Border..
..1872.
..18.4.
B« He....
..1872.
Dimiiy..
Be le....
Kitty....

Dan.
L- icester.
Hake.
.1876. Pake.
.187b., Rrke.
Rake.
Tam.
Josh.
Shot..
Dash.
Rock.
Belmont dog.
Dou.
Don.
Duke of Gordon..
Dash.
Dnke of Gordon..
Dick.
.1*76. Duke.
.I8c9. Don.
.1876., Rock.
Rock.
Rock.
.1876. • evk.
..l8.6. Jack.
„.1875. Phil.
1872.. Mack.
1873.. Mike .
..1875,. Leicester.
,.187<
Shot.
1876.. Shot.
1875.. S«orm.
1875. Leicester.
18u8. sport.
1873. Dash.
: is 6
Don.
..875.. ick.
Nick..
Dick.
Don.
Jerry.
Dick.
Bob.
Boh. .
Rory.

REGISTER,
Owned by

Fanny..
Laay...
Fanny..
Belle...

Moliie ....
IvMte.
Fannie....

. KHffii..
St. Hilda..
Nell.

Fan.
let.
Kate.
Dart..
Nellie.
Nellie.
Belle.
Dart....
Bessie I...
Bede.
Pet.
Daisy ....
Jet..
Dat.«v.
Bt. Hilda..
St. Hilda..
Daisy.
udy_
□til.. ..
•V hifky..
STt.ll.

Waddeli..*.!!

G. Tiaeriale Buckle..
A C. Ducat.
Dr. W. s. Webb....
II. Nealis.
R TI. Purcell Llewellin.
C. H. Raimo.d.
Geoige Delano.

iwner.
Dr. (J. Biirgendihal.
R. L: Pm cell Llewellin..
L. H. Smith.
D. C Burgei.dlhal.
do.
do.
do.
S. Holloway.
Ethan Allin.
W. a. & A. F. Mnllin
J. C Hatch.
-UnbbcJI.
A F. Com land.
Dr. .F. B. Grceuough....
do.

iC. il. Raymond.
1
do.
do.
do.
do..
Wm. M. Ttleeton_
N\ Salrus.
do.
do .
Lew!'* Miller.
Dr. W. S Webb.
Geneari A. S. Webb.,
Dr. W. S. Webb.
Captaiu Grafton.
Pheo, M or ford.
’do,,
do ..
J. Yon Longerke
G. deF. Grant.
G H. Wild.
Thomas Rodman, Jr..
A. F. Copeland.
George M. Whitm....
Dilly.
do..
J. H. J. Doaue.
L. V. McCloy.
W.F. Steele
C. W. Copeland_
’ W. Knox.
do.
W. R. Hobart.
J. W. Benton.
hiptaiu Grafton....
I. J. Sneltenherg..

.(MorrisPlains, N.J

!; Newton, N. J.
.J
do
.I
do
. flohnken. N. J.
. 'New York.
. Red Bat k, N. J.
. Frank fori, Ky.
. .Boeton Mu-s.
. j North Uxuridge, Mass.
, Lake City, Mintj.
.j
do
. 'New Bedford, Mass.
I’liiladripho:.
. iPiennoni, N. Y.
. Boston, Mass.
. Pltlsburgb, Pa.
do
Newark, N. J.
ISpiingticWl, Mass.
. | New York.
New Brighton. Pa
. Hoboktn. N. J.
iBediord. Mast*,
do
do
do

do..

do..
New- Yoik.
Granville P. Hours..
S A. Jefferson.
‘
l Troy, N. Y.
W. H. Acher_
Waller Dr«ne.
Clarksonvj|le, Tenn,
D. C. Burgendthal..
Indianapolis, lud.
do..
I
do
W. T. Dortch.!.*!
. Clark-onville, Tenh.
B. A. Shapley ...
. I Hazel ton, Pa.
do..
„
do
Bangor, Me.
H. W. Durgl’n......!!!!
•
M a; cell us, N. Y.
J. Dwii»ht Francis.
Pittsfield, Mass.
L. C. Bnicp.
-New lork.
Mux Lemaire..
G, Bird urinnell.
New Haven,
Boston.
Alexander Pope, Jr..!.
Dr. F. B. Greeuongh..
edur Kapida, Iowa,
do.
H. N. Munn.
do.

; Fiekc....
do.
Tohn Nesbitt..

WorcttHer, Mas3.
do
'ambridge, Mass.

do.
A. J. Iiuyler.
A.C. Waddell.
A. Lewis.
hi. Huidekoper..
L. U. 8-niith.
J.T. Underhill.
do..
J. B, S ttle.
L. H. Smith.
John Davideon.
•' K. Felton.
Theo. Morford.
S. Fleet Spetr..
do..
do..
R.O. Gates.
Dr. 8.

Fleet

LIST OF SPECIAL PRIZES.
The Philadelphia Sportsmen's Club
a silver bowl, value $:00, for
the best setter (Uoif or bitch) over one jear old. in ilie sbow. Also a
silver bowl, value $100, for the best pointer (d^g or bitch) over one year
old, any weight.
C. L. Wei-cott, Esq., 511 Sonth Forty-second st., Philadelphia, offers a
silver cop, value $50, f0r tne second best English setter bitch over one
year old.
krauk Roan, Esq., offers a silver cap, value $50, for the beat im¬
ported setter.
John Krider, Esq., offers a silver mounted dog whip for the best
native seiter.
Capt. A. H. Clay offers a silver dog whistle for the second best native
setter.
The Chicago FMd offers a silver cup for the best Irish setter dog over
one year old.
Fubest and Stream offers a silver cop for the best Irish setter bitch
over oni: year old.
Frank Roan, Esq., offers a silver dog col'ar for the best, dachshnnd.
The Detroit Gun Club (Mich.) offers a -silver enp, valne $300, for the
best Sjj'ter dog or oitch over one year old, exhibited from the State of
Michigan.
uhas E. Tucker, Esq., offers a Bilver cap for the beBt cocker spaniel
(dog or bitch).

[We understand that the special prizes of the Chicago
Field and this paper are given for the best red Irish setter
whether bred in this country or imported.—-Ed.]

Boston. Maea.
,. Theo.•Moroni!!!!!.!.
. Dr. S. Fleet Speir..

Speir’.!

C. Waddell....
Dr. W. 8. Webb..
T. Robbins...
do.
M. Blai-chard.
! Waddell....

divide themselves among the classes they are most suit¬
able for, and where any judge may find any difficulty in
deciding he will be allowed to call in an expert to his as¬
sistance; each judge's decision will be required to be
signed by all the five judges, thus preventing any collusion.
This new departure will, I think, be favorably received by
exhibitors, as the judges will have to be very careful,
knowing that their decision wili have to be certified lo by
the oilier four judges. The time of entry has been ex¬
tended to the 10th of August, and it is very desirable to
receive them as early as possible, so as to secure a good
location. Parties desiring forms of entry can obtain them
trom this office. The classification of dogs will be the
same as appeared in your paper of the 1st insl.
Applications have already been received from some of
the most noted breeders of Irish setters in Ireland. It is
expected that the setter classes will be one of the finest
ever yet seen in this country.
I enclose you a full list of special prizes offered up to
date and ihe classes they are given to. 1 would very much
like to see the list increased, and hope some more sports¬
men will contribute to the great Centennial Dog Bhow.
“Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent.”

Bridgeport, Conn.
IMeaUv jtlc, Pa.
uwen So.iii.i, Canada,
luckahoe, N. Y.
do
La Salle, HI.

. Charles F. Buucroft .
do.
. Max Wchzel.
. k. 8. Davenport.
. F. Howe, Jr.
J. Robbins .
do .
< harlets Allen.
Au&rtn Hart.
.IW H. B’dcom.

Hoboken. N. J.
Bangor, Me.
Pri. ceton, H, J.
Wethertfieid, Conn.
Worcester, Ma=8.
New Bmain. Conn.
Worcester. Mas*.

Eknnel Produce.—On the 29th iust. Mr. D. B. Fuller’s liver ai d
white pointer bitch. Queen, whelp.*d %ix puppies,.all liver aud white. 10
Mr. W. L Brook's imported dog. Bingo, five doge uud one gyp.
Mr. E. A. Herzberg's orange and wbire English setter bitch, Jes.-le,
prize wiuner Spiicyfield, 1876. which vva* mated with Mr. i hark'd H.
Raymond1- Laverack setter. Pride of the Border, wlu-lphd July 2-*d, 1876 ,
live dogs and two bitch pups One dog pup died ibe same day. Tin*
other pups, as well as Jessie, arc doing svi-lf. They are ail liter and
wuite, and black and wtiite colored. Mr. lUrzberg claims thn r.mne of
Patti aud Lucca for the two bitch pups on accouhl of ineir b anty.
Orphiua. out of Glldersleeve’s Nellie, (full sister to Twuddtll's Bnstn),
by Prde of the Border, presented her owner, Mr. C. S. VYesicoit, with
niue whelps on the 10m of July; two orange and white dogs with black
points; two orange and white gjps with black poin'8; turee chestnut
and vnbite dogs, and one black aud white gyp. The latter is a veiy
In-ah by one, and fall-sized. They will be shown at the Centennial
Beucu Show.
II. Thompson's liver and white setter bitch, Bell, oat of Thoinpso-’s
imported Fauuy by Scott Rodman's Dash, gave birih to tight pups on
the 2Lt imo.; six dou- and two gyps, by H. A. Tophaui’s liver c<»kred
setter. Also ou thelHrh his ml seller bitch, Bale, whelped six pu?s,
four gyps aud two dogs, by Ro ucson’s Jack.

mg nnd §oniin$.

HIGH WATER. EOR THE WEEK,
Date.

July 27.
July 28..-----July 29.
Julj 3’k...
July 31.....
Aug. 1.
A lie. 2.

Bouton.

s'
a
6
7
8
9

New York. Charleston.

55
43

1

Hfl
38
31
29

3
4
5
B

11
so
i
22
2!
19
15

-.1

11
eve.
l
3
3
4
5

55
43
85
36
36
34
XD

The Mohawk Disaster.—On Thursday last the saddest
accident recorded in the aunals of American yachting oc¬
curred off Stapleton, Staten Island. Commodore Garner’s
magnificent schooner yacht, the Mohawk, said to be the
largest sailing yacht afloat, and probably the most complete
in her titling and adornments, capsized in front of the
New York Yacht Club House, drowning her owner and
his wife, Mr. Frost Thorn, the latter’s brother. Miss

FOREST AND STREAM,
Adele Hunter, and Peter Sullivan, the cabin, boy. Briefly
the story of the accident is as follows: At 4 o’clock on
Thursday Commodore Garner and his guests—the list of
whom included, in addition to those lost, Miss May,
Mr. Montant, Mr. G. G. Howland, and Col, Schuyler Cros¬
by—went on board the Mohawk with the intention of din¬
ing on board and taking an evening sail. Orders having
byen given to get under way, the mainsail, foresail, and
maingaftopsail -were set, and before the anchor was clear
of the bottom the foretopmast staysail and jib were set,
All the sheets appeared t'o have been hauled alt and made
fast . A strong flood tide was running, and the Mohawk
was lying broadside to the light breeze which was blowing
from the island. The anchor had just cleared the bottom,
and the yacht had not, gotten way on her when a squall
came through agap iu the hills, and striking the yacht fair
on the immense area of canvass set, forced her rail under
water, and an instant later threw her on her beam ends.
Commodore Gamer and bis guests had gone into the cubin
to avoid a passing shower, and were there when the squall
struck the yacht. The gentlemen rushed on deck, but re¬
turned to the assistance of the ladies. Miss May was with
difficulty pushed up the companion way, but the other la¬
dies became jammed by the looso furniture and the lead
ballast which broke through the cabin floor, and could not
be extricated.. Cora. Garner died with his wife. Col.
Crosby and the other gentlemen, after saving Miss May
and doing all that could be done to save Mrs. Garner and
Miss Hunter, were saved theroselvss almost by a miracle,
and were picked up by boats from other yachts. The bod¬
ies of those drowned were feund by' divers on the follow¬
ing day, the half-subnierged yacht having in the meantime
been towed to the flats at the month of the Kills. The acci¬
dent appears to have been the result of gross carelessness and
incompeteucy on the part of the sailing master, Rowland,
notwithstanding which the Coroner’s jury sitting at the in¬
quest acquitted him of any criminal negligence. Com.
Garner was universally popular, and his untimely death
leaves a void in social and yachting circles which can
hardly be filled.
Massachusetts—SvsampseoU. July 15ih.—The first re¬
gatta of the Beverly Yacht Club was appointed for July
7lh, but failed for lack of breeze, On tlie 8th at noon an¬
other Biart was made, but. the 3d class only succeeded in
racing five miles, aud the Tulip won the championship peunant. The race for 1st and 2d classes was resailed on the
15th, over a course of ten miles. The Anonyma had the
race from the start, but all the yachts were not present.
Below is the time made:—
rtnsT cl.ASS.
Start.
Return,
Name.
H. M.S. H.M.S.
Anonjma.12-9 00 2 19 45
Tkekia...,...12 8145 2 49 10
SECOND GLASS.
II. IY1.S.
Perl.13 28 40
Water Lily.U 28 00
Mona...12 29 00

H. lit. S.
2 40 45
2 49 37
2 57 05

Actual
time.
H. MS S.
2 00 45
2 17 25

Correct
time.
H. M. S.
1 53 04
2 U 10

H. M 8.
2 12 05
2 2135
2 2S 05

H. M. S.
1 58 34
2 08 68
2 13 44

The Anonyma and. Peri, therefore take the prize and
pennant in each class. The Anonymais a sharpie, recently
brought round from New Haven. In a smooth course and
moderale breeze, she lies very close and slips along very
quickly, but seems destined to give Ihe Regatta Committees
of several clubs no end of trouble, as her oivuer calls her a
schooner, about Yvtiich there appears to be a difference of
opinion, as well as on her peculiar way of ballasting. The
second regular regatta will take place at Nahanc, July 28lh.
The time of the thiid is not fully decided.
X. Y. Z.
The “America" Cur.—August 10th, 12th, and 14th are
the dates suggested tor the races between the CountesB of
Dufferie and Madeline for the America cup. The “Countess”
has been lilted with a new' suit of sails, but will not enter
for the Bennett Challenge Cup, to he sailed for to day from
Sandy Hook lo and around the Brenton Reef Light Ship off
Newport and return.
—In the Match between the yachts Pluck and Luck and
Maiy Emma, sailed at New Rochelle on Thursday last, the
former yvod, sailing over the course in 5U. 17m. 50s.
—The yacht Vesta, Mr. Mills, has returned from her
European cruise.
—The yacht Cassie of Hartford, sailed last week for
Watch Hill and Plum Island on a fishing cruise.
_The yachts of the Brooklyn Yacht Club rendezvoused
at Glen Cove aud started on their annual cruise on Friday
last- On Saturday the fleet. Yvas at Greenport. On the run
front Mew Haven the Niantic, Mr. Huntley’s new sloop,
built by Alonzo Hmiili, of Islip, developed considerable
speed, feating the Madeline 16m, In the run to Orient
Point.
The Inter-Colt,egtate Regatta. —Fortunately hut one
postponement Yvas necessary before the great college
aquatic event of tlie year was decided. On Wednesday
last Saratoga Lake designed to rest iu unruffled placidity
and all three everts, Ihe University, Freshman, and single
scull races were all rowed wilhoul accident or surprise.
Indeed the triple victory of Cornell made the day almost
monotonous, aud the absence of the enthusiastic crowds,
of last year indicated that either the great coliege regatta
had itself lost interest for the geueral public, or that the
withdrawal ot Yale from the Association, had, as many
claimed, militated ngninst ils success. It is conceded lhat
the Rowing Association of American Colleges has ceased to
ftxist, but whether a new organization will be formed, upon
what’ basis, or with what memberships, is, as yet un¬
decided.
.
_ ,
At 10:45 the six crews, representing Cornell, Columbia,
Harvard, Union, Wesleyan, and Princeton, were drawn up
in position tor the start anil almost immediately received
the word “go-” Cornell immediately took the lead with
Harvard second, with Columbia ami Union lapping her and
Wesleyan aud Princeton bringing up the rear. -These sta¬
tions were unchanged throughout the race, the distances
between the boats only varying as one or the other spurted.
Cornell maintained her lead, the cretv pulling a steady
stroke, unvarying in Us regularity except when Harvard
spurted up to loi'ty or forty-five strokes and lapped a little
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too far. The latter crew did much better than was ex¬
pected of her, and was barely a boat's length behind at the
finish; it is said that but for a little bit of bad steering in
the last half mile this distance would have been much less.
Probably the greatest surprise of the day, if there was any,
was the position of Union, gained by mere sheer hard
work, without much form. So much time has lapsed since
the race, that we give merely the time for a record:—
Name.
h.
1. Cornell. .. 17
2. Harvard.17
3. Columbia...17

e.l Name.
n.
01} 4. Uuien.17
05L5. Wesleyan..-.17
JsUfi. Prtueeion.18

27J.
5SS
lOi

The time was the slowest made made in a college race
on the lake.
The names of the winning crew was us
follows:—
Name.
Class.
J. 8. Wateman, how_'77
i). O. Burro. No. 2.'77
A. W. Smith, No. 3.'78

Age,I Name.
Class.
32 J. L. Jarvis. No. 4.'78
21 J. Lewis,No. 5...'78
2o|j. N. Osirom. No. 6.'18

Age.

. The second event was the “single sculls,” which was
won easily by Mr. C. S. S. Francis, of Cornell, who did
the two miles in Uim. 42|l The other starters and their
times were as follows: H. G. Dunfnrth, Harvard, ’77,13:56;
G. D. Parmly, Princeton, ’76, 14:31; F. D. Weeks, Colum¬
bia, ’77, 14.23$.
The Freshman race had but three starters, Cornell, Har¬
vard, and Columbia, alone sending crews. The same or¬
der was taken at the start as in the University race, and
continued to the. finish, Cornell starting off with a stroke
of thirty two to the minute, while Harvard pulled thirty-six
and Columbia thirty-tour. Again the race was between
Cornell and Harvard. Columbia was early out of the race;
before a halt mile had been passed her rudder line parted
and the boat swung out of her lane hopelessly disabled.
Cornell led throughout and at the end of the second mile
had the race in lioud, passing the winning line five lengths
ahead. The times of the race were:—
Name.
w.
Cornell.. .17

e.l Name.
n.
n.
S3ii Harvard.17 37 9-10

The names of the winning crew are as follows:—
Name.
Cla*B.
F. N Wilcox, bow.'79
G. T. Baker. No. 2 ....'79
"Vm. Doggett, No. 3... .’79

Ag«.| Name.
Clasa.
20 E. YV. Gregory, No. 4..’79
Is J. YV. Waren. No. 5.,.’79
2i|j. F: Mason, stroke... .’79

—The crew which is to represent
bridge, in the International regatta
rived in this city on Saturday, and
phia. Their movements there will
our Philadelphia letter.

Age.
19
18
22

Trinity College, Cam¬
on the Schuylkill, ar¬
proceeded to Philadel¬
be found chronicled iu

Centennial Notes.—Our Philadelphia correspondent
writes under dale of 24th inst.:— "The first crerv that iias
arrived at Philadelphia for the coming regatta is First
Trinity, Cambridge, England.
From appearances they
have sent a good lot,. Arriving at New Volk on Saturday
per White Star Steamship Brittauic, lliey have come at once
to the course where they propose training. As becomes a
•crew who mean work they eschew all the temptations of
the holiday year until the race is over. The crew is com¬
posed of Messrs, Close, Penrose, Mann and Jameson.
Their boats will be here to-morrow, and they are going to
work a8 soon as they can get them. Their boats will he
housed with the College Club. The crew have taken up
quarters at the Park View House, within five minutes’ walk
of the boat house,' Capt. Goodwill, of Columbia College
is here looking up accommodations for his crew. As far
as I can judge the starters for the Intercollegiate race will
be Cambridge, Dublin, Yale, Columbia and Princeton. 1
cannot learn that anything has been done by Cornell as yet,
but after their brilliant victories at Saratoga it is only rea¬
sonable to suppose that they will be among Ihe entries.
The result ot the different college races has caused a deep
interest to be felt in the Imernatioual Undergraduates’
race. The question of who is the fastest American college
crew is Dot yet settled. If Yale can heat Harvard easily
in eights in a three-mile race, and Harvard can push Cor¬
nell hard t he same distance in iu sixes, where would Yale's
four be in a mile aud a half? AfLer haviug worked out
the above proposition I fall to have the data by which the
race between all the comers may he decided.
in a short lime the creivs will be practicing on the river
and then I can predict. Perhaps my predictions will he
wonli as much as newspaper predictions ever are. After
ail the great race will uc ihe open-to ail, that is, open to
all amateurs. Iu this race the college crews will also row.
And the next question, chu an average college crew beat
au average so-called atnaieur crew, will perhaps be settled.
A host of unknowns will he in lo try the Argonautas,
Atalautas aud Beavernyeks. Of the twelve Philadelphia
clubs but one has entered, and that the Vesper—not a
member of the Schuylkill Navy. This is either very
creditable to the hospnaluy, or very discreditable to the
pluck of the Navy clubs, and as a disinterested spectator,
as a newspaper corresponded should be, I would say the
latter.
The Dublin Grew have advised Commodore Ferguson
lhat they will sail by the (Jutiara or White Star Steamship
on the fid or 4th prox.
Sculls.
—Edward Hanlon, of Torouto, has excepted Alex. Brayley’s challenge to row any man in the Dominion a scullers
race, and will allow expenses to row on Toronto Bay or
will roYV him at Lachiue, the match to be for $500 a side.

Jj.nswei[S <£o ^.ortesyondmtg.
IVo Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
A. C., Mohawk.—I would like to know if the Tampan processor wa¬
terproofing is a patent? Ana. It is.
Moose, Pittsfield, Mass.—Will you kindly inform me when the close
season for mOOse expires in Nova Scotia? Ana. SepLember 1st, 1877.
Header, Mars hall.-Will you give me ihe addresses of one or more
manufacturers of o ologicul supplies? Ans. C„ J. Maynard, NewlonVille, Mass.; S. E. Caasino, jsalum, Mass.
B. , Barnogar,,—The little fish belong* go the family Okcetodoniidee (in
which ihe uioon-fish and angel fish are placed).; nut we cannot decide
the species. It is probably a young fish, from Mexican waters, which
has been brought up by the Gulf Stream.
P. J. S.. Pittsburgh, Pa.—We were in error in our issue of last week
in elating that the close season for hqinrrds iu your Skate expired on
September 1st. A recent act of the ULgitiliilure changed the date to July
1st.
Box, Bancor, Me-—What particular localities are best to visit at
Mooeehtad Lake with a view to woodcock? Ans. We have never shot
woodcock at .VLooseUead, nor do we believe tuny are to bo found there
in any number6.
\V. ft., Warren, Pa.—Will yon please inform me, through yonr paper,
if the Scotch deerhound yelps or gives longue or tall, like the fox¬

hound? Ans. The Scotch deerhound has become very rare.
used for stalking, and scarcely ever erive longue or trad.

They ara

J.K., Brooklyn.—Would yon kindly inform me if the Infallible fish
bait of Jos. Labadie, Galveston, Texas, is only useful for freshwater
fishing, or also for salt water fishing? Ana. We believe that it is In¬
tended for both fresh snd salt water fish.
S. V., Cleveland, Ohio.—la there a breech-loading shot gun made by
Robert Groves; if so, where manufactured, and bow do they compare
with Webley’s, Clabrough’s, or Moore’s make; and would one of their
S100 guns be a good reliable gnn? Ans. We do not find the name of
Robert Groves upon onr list of gunmakere.
H. D., New York.—How can I make a living by shooting, fishing,
trapping, breeding, or anything in that line near this city? Ans. Un¬
less yon go to oystering and clamming in the Great South Buy and shoot
ducks in the season, we cannot advise you. It wnnld he but a poor liv¬
ing at the best. We should prefer to give you Mr. Greeley's advice:
“Go West, yonng man, go West!”
C. A, S„ Shakopee, Minn.—What Is the regulation target In rifle
practice at 100 and 200 yards? Ans. The new Wimbledon target now
in geueral use in this country at 200 vards ranee is: Bullscye, 8 Inches;
centre, 26 inches; inner, 46 inches; outer, 4 feet by 6 feet. No matches
are shot at Creedmoor at less than 200 yards. In National Gaard shoot¬
ing at 100 yards the above target is used.
Jumbles, Badin, Pa.—I understand from pretty good authority that In
parts of Ohio, if not the whole State, the law for killing squirrels
has been laid aside, and they can be killed at any time. T, for one,
would like to know from good authority if such is the case? Ans. The
game laws of Ohio, as amended April llth, 3876, make no mention of a
close season for squirrels.
Would Like to Know, Brooklyn.—Please give particulars as io what
is implied or secured by claiming a name for a dog, as frequently men¬
tioned in yourpaper? Ans. By publishing a name claimed for a dog;
the name, to a certain extent, becomes your property, and although not
secured, yet no other breeder or owner seeing the name would be l.kcly
to use it. The no*Ice is also useful as a reference and coats nothiug.
P. W., Aurora, N. Y.— 1. WIU you please inform me whether the
Whitney rifle is as accurate as the Remington? 2. Is the new Phoenix
a eood gun? 3. Will a .38 C. F, grooved ball shoot, as well as a .40 G.
F. patched ball? 4. Where can gill nets "e found? Ans. 1. We can¬
not speak from onr own experience. 2. Do not know it. 3. No. i.
From Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, No. 65 Fulton street.
J. W. M., Rochester, N. H.—Will yon please tell me if there are any
rim fire metallic cartridges of .86 bore made excepting the flange car¬
tridge for Allan & Wheelock revolvers? Ans. There are .36 metal Uc
cartridges made by several manufacturers. both Tim and central fire,
short, long, and extra long, differing somewhat from the Allan & Wne«lock revolver cartridge.
J. F. M., Philadelphia.—T have a yonng setter dog that was scratched
by a cat, cutting the membrane in the corner of one of Ills eyes. It did
not appear at first to have done any damage, bat the membrunc has
since become enlarged, and now protrudes about the size of a small
bean. Will you please inform me what I can do for It? Ans. Dissolve
20 grains of borax in 2 ounceB or camphor water, and wash the eye with
the lotion,
Hat Fever, New York.—What sports (fishing and gunning) can I en¬
gage in in the White Mountains without conflicting with the name laws?
X should prefer to remain iu Vermont or New Hampshire, bur might go
a Htije ways into Canada. Ans. The close season for trout commences
in both Vermont and New Hampshire on September 1. Ruffed grouse
shooting commences on the same date, and woodcock can be killed in
New Hampshire from July 4th, and in Vermont from August 1st.
W. C.M., Princeton. CaU-I have one of Scott & Sons’ “premier
quality” guns, which leads very badly when fifed a dozen times or more,
aud 1$ very troublesome and hard to clean, it being next to an impossi¬
bility to remove the lead from the barrel with an ordinary wiping stick.
If you will give me a remedy to prevent tin's I will consider it quite a
favor. Ana. Mercurial ointment will probably prevent your g* u f. otn
leading. If not, take it to a reliable gunsmith and Uave it “draw-bored”
aud ii will not trouble you auy more.
A. O. B., Holyoke, Mass.—l. Wid you send me Mr. Rollins’s direc¬
tions and measurements for building portable .boats? 2. What is tho
best waterproof canvas, the price, and how many yards will it taka to
cover a cauoe 15 feet long? 3. When Ih the law off from partridges and
quail in this State? 4. When from black bass in the Connecticut River?
Adb. 1. Mr Rollius Las not yet forwarded them to us, 2. Wri.c to C.
Tappan, Greenwood, Mass. 3. Partridgeo, September 1st; quail, Octo¬
ber 15th. 4. Jnly 1st.
W. N. W., Biddeford, Me.-1 have a valuable Irish water spaniel flve
months old that has been sick for the past two weeks, anti I would like
to have you prescribe for him. He is very poor, has lost his appetite*
nose hard and dry, coat harsh and rough, eyes listless aG times, and run
nearly all the time. Do yon think areca nut would help him any. and if
so, what would be the dose, and where obtainable? Ans_ Yonr spaniel
is, in all probability, afflicted with worms. Have mailed lo yon ihe
propur doses of arcca nut, with directions for giving it,
B. S. F , Mansfield. Conn.—The people of Counecdcut are fast exter¬
minating game by snaring. Is there any law again*-1 snaring, aud will
you speak of the subject in your paper? Ans. We regret lo sav that
there is at present no way of preventing the extermination of game oy
snaring iu Connecticut, as that practice is permit, ed by au of Lt-gl^lafcure. Section 2 of the law authorizes any person to suine or net gam<*
birds on his own land, or on any other with ihe consent of the o.wier;
but this of course only applies to the open season, although no doubt it
is done at all times. Until this section is repeukd game will be ^cuice.
Ibex, Atrhinson, Kan.—1. What breed of log would you recommend
for the class of shooting which we have here—prairie chicken* and.
quail in the t-ariy fall months, and dn*“ks later in the season? 2 Is the
Gordon setter as reliable as some other breeds of Btiglish or Irish set¬
ters? Ans
We have made pcriadi .al shooting trips to the western
prairieB daring the past twenty years, shooting over tne different breed*
of setters and pointers, finding that well-bred, wall broken dogs, eitaar
setter or pointer, answer the purposes required of them. If yon
keep but one dog and use him as a duck retriever, a setter will be more
serviceable. 2. A good, thoroughbred, well-broken Gordon setter is aa
reliable as ft dog of auy other strain.
New Reader, Boston.—Will you please tell me what mange looks
like, the ciuse of it, and a cure? 1 have a pointer one year old, aud L
am afraid he has the mange. I saw a cure in one of your papers a »uore
time ago,, but cannot find the paper. Ans. There are sever. I varieties
of mange. Common mange generally arises from want of cleanliness in
keeping dogs; eruptions break on1 on the bkin, and ihe buir stiffens and
falls off. Take baziUcon ointment, 2 ounces; sulphur, 1 ounce; spirits
of turpentine, enough to make the ointment of proper consistency to
rub well into the skin. Wash the parts affected occasionally with car¬
bolic soap; feed no meat, and give the dog plenty of exercise.
J- H. S., Malone, N, Y.—1. Plea&e cive me briefly your notions
about “in and in” breeding with dogs. 1 have tome fine Italian grey¬
hounds, and have do mule now-except near bl cd relations. Tu bit* d
from them will I get just as good, fine, healthy stock, as 1 will to g* t a
dog frym another family? 3. What are fine male dogs or this bifivd
worth? 3. B thoroughbred Italian slut got with a enr this spring, and
had a litLer of pups. 6he is three years old, uud hud had two litlers
before. Is there a liability that her pups hereuf er, jf muted wiih a
thoroughbred, will be contaminated, or take back from tue cur? Am?.
1. We consider it decidedly better to avoid breeding “in and in.” :
pome good dogs are inbred, 2, A good dog would, bo wonh nhon*
3. No.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬
ING WEEK.
Thursday, July 271,h.—Racing: Saratoga- Trotting; Gettysburg, Fa.
Cleveland, O.; riyenmore, Ill. Yachting: Bennett Challenge Cup. Sandy
Hook to Bienton Beef and return. Kifle: Eleventh Brigade practice
at Croedmnor. Base Ball: Chicago ve, Cincinnati, at Chicago; St. Louis
vs, Louisville, at St. Louis; Boston vs. MrUnal. at Boston; Mutual,
formerly Argyles, vs. Mutuals or tne Seventeenth Ward, at Brooklyn;
Our Boy a va. Madison, at Brooklyn; Washington Market vs. Newark
Market, at. Jersey City; Olympic of Paterson, vs. Star, at Saracuse;
Quickstep vs. Mystic, at Manhat tan.
Friday. July 28th.—Trotting: Cleveland.O.: Sycamore.Ill.; Wllkesbarre. Pa. Regatta Beverly Yacht Club: Nahant. Base Ball: Quickstep
vs, Alert, this city; Harrluburgh vs. Keystone, at Erie, Pa.; Olympic of
Pate-son vs. Active, at Wappinger’s Falls. N. Y.; Chatham vs. Athletic,
atH ibnken; Chelsea vs. Carbondale, at Brooklyn; Jersey City vs. Ber¬
gen, at Jersey City.
Saturday, July 29rh.—Bacing: Sara‘oga. Trotting: Wilkesbarre,
Pa. Bide: Poppenhuten Bad-»e and 7 th Regt. medals, Creedmoor. An¬
na «1 Ei?Lcrn Cruise, Athletic Yacht Club. Ba.?e Bail: Chicago vs. Cin¬
cinnati, at Chicago; St. Louis vs. Louisville, at St. Lorn's; Boston vs.
Mutual, at Boston; 08ceo1a vs. 'Olympic, at Brooklyn; Onr Boys vs.
Witoka. at Brooklyn; Crescent vb. Unique, at Brooklyn; Tea vs. Tea,
at Brooklyn; Siaten Inland vs. Alaska, at Staten Island.
Monday, July 3tst —Rifle: Second Brigade practice at Creedmoor.
Base Ball; Hoboken vs. Union, of Newark, at Hoboken.
Tuesday, August 1st.—Racing: Saratoga. Trotting: Buffalo, N. Y.;
Mnskcgon, Mich,; F eporr. HI. Rpgatra: Grand River, Mich. Base
Ball: Union of Newark vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn; Athletic vs. Centen¬
nial, of San Francisco, at Philadelphia.
Wednesday, August 2d.—Trotting: Buffalo, N. Y.; Muskegon
Mi h.; Freport. Ill. Regatta: Grand River, Mich. Base Ball: Klein
vs. Centennial, of San Francisco, at Philadelphia; Buckeyes vs. Star, at
Syracuse._
Greenwood Lake.—In pursuance with a call published
in our last issue a meeting was held at the Brondon House,
Greenwood Lake, on Saturday evening last, for the pur¬
pose of forming an association, the object or which would
he to prevent, the constant poaching which is now being
carried on, and to restock the lake with game fish. The
meeting, however, was not very well attended, and was
adjourned to Saturday, August 5th, a committee of seveu
being appointed to organize a club at that time. The com¬
mittee consists of the following gentlemen: Daniel £.
Storr, New York; Dr. Alcott, Brooklyn; Alexander Bran¬
don, New York; Smith Ely. Jr , New York; S. P. Stew¬
art, New York; H.C. Cook, New York, and 0. HWinfieid,
Goshen, N.Y. The club already comprises, we are in¬
formed, some two hundred members, and when fully or¬
ganized a club house will be built. Gieenwood Lake is
the handsomest sheet of water within a similar distance
from the city, and a most attractive spot for both shooting
and fishing.

PROTECTION.

Protection of Salmon in Nova Scotia.—A corres¬
pondent, of the Halifax Herald writing from Margaree
Biver says:—“I am under the impression that salmon fish¬
ing in the Margaree will soon be a thing of the past, for it
is almost imposrible for a fish to get any distance up the river
from the fact that nets arc strung across the river every few
rods, from its mouth for a distance of four miles—and this,
notwithstanding that almost every third man you meet is a
Pish or River Warden, receiving from the Government
from $20 to $100 per year to look after, prevent, and
punish such illegalities. * * * In the fall, when the
fish are spawning, they are nearly all destroyed by men
and hoys, who chase them into shallow waters, and attack
them with nets, traps, spear3, pitchforks, etc., and often
kill hundreds in a single night.
Pennsylvania,—We have to report a case of punish¬
ments for violation of the game laws from this State. Our
correspondent, “Limberger,” writes from New Brighton,
Beaver Co., under date of July 17th, as follows:—“At tho
June term of our court, the Enon Valley Sportsman's
Club had a Mr. Palmer before his Honor Judge Hlce, for
catching black bass in the Little Beaver in the month of
April last. This was an appeal from a magistrate’s decision,
but our judge and jury being of a sporting mind knew
that black bass were found in the Little Beaver (defend¬
ant claiming that no such fish were found in said stream),
and promptly found him guilty aud fined Mr. P. $25 and
costs of prosecution, altogether $100.
Moose in Nova ScOTrA.—We have many inquiries from
correspondents relative to the expiration of the close sea¬
son for moose in Nova Scotia. As will be seen from the
copy of the act which we print below, moose cannot he
killed in Nova Scotia until one year from next September.
In the meantime it is gratifying to know that the close
protection afforded this noble game for the past two years
has resulted in their large increase, so that when the time
does arrive the sport will be worthy of the name:—
An Act for the Preservation of Useful Birds and Animals, Passed the
7th day of May, A. D. 1871.
Sec. 1. No person shall kill, or purene with intent" to kill, any
moose, or shall expose for sale, or have in his possession any green
moose skin, or fresh moose meat, or any part of the carcass of a moose
for the period of threeyears. commencing on the first day of September
in the present year, and ending on the first day of Sept., A. D. 1877.
Nia.ntic, Conn., July Slat.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 have nad mach pleasure this spring on the many trout streams of
this section. My catches never were very large, but that did not de¬
crease the enjoyment. Like all law-abiding citizens, after July 1st I
ceased my attempts to capture the spotted beauties, bat to my surprise
learn that many persons calling themselves sportsmen quietly steal off,
and against all laws of State or decency, make good catches, and secret¬
ly take pride in so doing. These parties are not poor, ignorant coontry
boys, who perhaps would not be posted on days and dates of close sea¬
sons, but individuals of education and culture, so far as behavior goes,
but pirates and murderers as fishermen.
Can yon not do something to shame them? J ust give them a hot dose,
and I will promise to read the article aloud in the streets of New Lon¬
don for the benefit of all good lovers of sport, and the humiliation of
such villainous poachers. Plenty or black bass, pickerel, perch, etc.,
can be had. Therefore I say give the trout a chance, aud next year we
will not regret It.
Scales.

We have been trying now for some years to urge upon
everyone within our reach the necessity of observing close
seasons. Where this is not done the penalty quickly fol¬
lows the offense. Still, we regard the law in Connecticut
as closing unnecessarily early, and would suggest that it
either be made total for a few years or continued until
September 1st. In fact, with a longer open season and a
market in an adjoining State, the law as it now stands wiil
always be more or less a dead letter.
Advebtibe!—The advantage of Forest and Stream as
an advertising medium is well illustrated in the fact that
Messrs. J. W. Simmons & Son, of Boston, have received
orders from England for three of their shooting suits,
which they have duly sliipped to that country. It also
speaks well for Messrs. Simmons & Son’s goods, which, the
gentleman ordering writes to them, combines the good quali¬
ties of the French, the English, and the American sport¬
ing Baits.
Florida Lands Selling.—The lands along the line of
the Transit Railroad from Fernandina to Cedar Keys are
being rapidly bought up as offered by Ool. J. B. Oliver,
General Agent of the Florida Laud and Immigration Co.,
229 Broadway, N. Y. We are advised of fecent heavy
transactions witli Boston capitalists. And Col. Oliver has
engagements to sell to almost all the Eastern and Northern
States- We are glad to chronicle the success of his scheme,
and to note this new evidence of his well-directed energy.
Authority of Forest and Stream.—Among the prom¬
inent exhibits of the large island of Bermuda at the Cen¬
tennial Exhibition, is a model of the Royal Bermuda Yacht
Club, five or six fe et long, and fully rigged. It has no
other label or explanation upon it than a handsomelymounted article clipped from Forest and Stream of June
8th, 1876, describing yachting in Bermuda, and the peculi¬
arities of the pleasure craft in those waters.
The Brunswick.—This is a new first-class hotel, con¬
veniently located in tho best port of Boston, within easy
reach of the business centre of the city. The traveler will
receive the best attention and find every comfort at the
Brunswick. The advertisement and a cut of the house
will be found in another column

INCOMPETENT

CAPTAINS.

T

HE melancholy result of the gross carelessness or in¬
competency of the late sailing master of the ill-fated
Mohawk leads tis to think that we have perhaps been hasty
in our strictures upon Bail makers, riggers, spar makers
and builders of yachts. The usual result of a regatta in
our bay had become so mouotonous in its story of broken <
spars or rent sails that such occurences had come to be
looked upon as matters of course, and the fault was gener¬
ally placed upon either the vessel itself or the man who
fitted her. Take, for example, the last regatta of the New
York Yacht Club, when, in a moderate breeze, while coast¬
ing vessels were carrying all working sails, the Tidal Wavelost her jtb-boom, the Madeleine her mainmast, and the
Mohawk, although not racing, her mainsail itself, besides a
number of minor casualties; and on the same day but two
of the sloops and only a portion of the schooners rounded
the lightship. It is constantly said of our yachts that
they are not fit to go outside of the harbor, where there is
likely to be any sea, aud comparisons not at all flattering
are drawn between them and English yachts. It seems
now, however, as though much of the blame hitherto
placed upon the vessels should be transferred to the shoul¬
ders of the men hired to sail them. For out part we can¬
not see why owners of yachls, particularly the larger class,
should not demand from their sailing masters the same
certificate of competency as is required by underwriters
and ship owners. Indeed, still more should be required of
them, for the greater proportionate area of canvas carried
by a yacht not onty necessitates greater caution in handling,
but the excitement of Taring calls for a cooler head. It is
too often the case, however, that the reputation gained, by
winning a race or two is sufficient to place a sailing master
in a position for which he is entirely unfitted.
A certain amount of sympathy was created for Rowland,
the Mohawk’s sailing master, at the Coroner’s inquest by
Ool. Crosby’s warm-hearted appeal for him, an appeal
which probably gave him the liberty which subsequent
events showed be was not entitled to. At the inquest
Rowland stated that at the time of the accident he
slacked off the main sheet; being at the wheel this
would have been a simple thing for him to do, but
when the vessel was raised the main sheet was found to be
flat aft and made fast. Another point against this model
sailing master is that being at the wheel, and consequently
where he could see down the companion-way, and almost
in full sight of the struggle, he made no effort to save his
employer and his wife, but devoted his energies entirely to
the salvation of his own worthless body.
We should
think that all true sailors would blush for this man.
ADIRONDACK

Y

ITINERARY.

OU have hud two letters from “Piseco,” and perhaps
are willing to postpone any further reference until
another year, hut I find that I haven’t said much over
half of what I wish to, so call again upon your composi¬
tor’s deciphering abilities.
So far I have only told you of what 1 have done in the
woods—that I have gained health, rest aud trout, and
showed that in obtaining the first two there were draw¬
backs. I now propose to dilate a little upon what I have
not done, although I have tried hard enough, and where,
in my opinion, the fault lids. I have not caught as many
fish in my three weeks' sojourn as I should have caught in
one of them, and as in previous years I have done in less time.
There were reasons operating against me beyond the power
of guide or weather to counteract. First, though, as it has
devolved upon me to introduce this part of the Adirondacks to many of your readers, I will comply with several
requests received since my first letter, and give briefly
some sailing directions modelled after the “Camp Life in
Florida," combining facts useful to the tourist, if not en¬
tertaining, and inferences drawn therefrom: Leaving New
York at 8:30 A. A. by the Hudson River Railroad you
arrive at Fonda at 3 P. M., and transfer to the IraiD of
the Fonda and Gloversville Railroad. In less than half
an hour you reach the latter place and connect with a
comfortable car, which carries you to Northville by 5 P.
M. The road runs along the banks of the Sacondaga
Rjner—the main headwater of the Hudson—is pleasant,
and you get your first breath of real woods air. You may
not arrive at Northville quite on time; Ihe conductor
“accommodates,” as do all in these parts, and a running
woman slops the train with her signal as in your village
she might a street car. But a few minutes, more or less,
makes no difference up here; it is the only tram on the
track, and can only come into collision with itself. If you
are in haste and choose to press things, a note previously
written to John Ellsworth, at Norlhville, will bring him
with a very comfortable wagon fitted with springs and a
lusty team, well accustomed to making good time on a
woods road, to the depot. You can get a cup of coffee
and a Bnaek at the depot restaurant, and in ten minutes
make a start for the wilderness.
From Norlhville to Wellestown is sixteen miles over a
pleasant road on the river’s bank, you will reach it by 9
P. M. If you choose, Btop over at a comfortable hotel
(Mr. Horsley’s), get a good trout supper, good bed and
breakfast, and at early morn improve the bracing air, and
by the time your after-breakfast pipe is finished you can
be well on your way to Sageville. The road for the first
four miles leads up a steep hill, following a ravine across
the mountain; through it a noble stream, with pools and
falls and rapids, will sorely tempt you to stop for a oast;
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don’t do it, the village boys have heen out, before vou;
haTdly was the ice out. before the creek was cleaned. Four
hours win carry you the thirteen miles to Andrews's, pass¬
ing Sturgis’s on your way at four miles less, where T am
told the. accommodation is good, and in season the trolling
<m Lake Pleasant mav pay; but it is a little too close for
my tastes; the farther one goes the better the trout fish ingisis my experience. Andrews’s pleasant hotel Ihave told
you about: also Rude’s hostelry at Piseco, nine miles far¬
ther on. Ellsworth’s charges for bringing two persons'to
Andrews’s are $10, and he will carry four at a moderate ad¬
vance. On Wednesdays and Saturdays a stage leaves
Nort.liville. which carries passsengers to Sageville at $2
each. At cither of the nlaces Ihave named yon are in the
center of game and fish localities, and your first afternoon
Or evening will give yon trout or venison, according to the
season. You can, by pressing, kill a deer the same day in
which you ate vour breakfast in New York. Lake Pleas¬
ant, Round Lake and Piseco are good trolling lakes, and
furnish lakers from twenty pounds down -generally down
—and brook trout from three pounds to the smaller sizes.
Sand Lake, Mud Lake, Louis Lake, .Tessup’s River, Sacondaga, West River, and numerous smaller lakes and
streams furnish good speckled trout fishing, and are all
within a day’s .-journey Competent guides, good boats,
ptc., can he gotten at either hotel. The prices for hoard
and room at Rude’s are $1 a day; at each of the other
places $1.25, and it is cheap enough, as the landlord has
to pay 25 cents a pound for his trout, and a pound of
trout raw isn’t much among one when cooked. It is told
of one of our landlords that, being a little short of trout,
lie bought from a transient fisherman a three-pound laker
for seventy-five ernts, and served that laker up for dinner.
No one was at the table hut the fisherman, who, owing to
“mountain air,” “no breakfast,” etc., was hungry. He.a'.e
that trout, and bread, and butter, and potatoes, and
the pork, and cream, and berries, and pie, and drank much
tea, and paid fifty cents for his dinner. The host, who
paid his guest a quarter on leaving, thinks he got off cheap.
Ton pay your guide $2.50 a day and he takes his chances.
If yon want to fish from “early dawn to dewy eve” he’ll
not’growl; but if the day is bad and. you do little he ex¬
pects his per diem, with no discount. If yon have come
unprovided with suitable tackle he will fit you out with
gear that will catch trout; probably you will have to de¬
pend upon him any way, even if you have fitted out at
considerable expeuse and in first-class style, unless you
have already “been there." Briug a trolling rod, not over
ten feet long, a balance-handled reel that will carry 200
feet of wet trolling line, which should be of braided linen,
nr, better, of waterproofed silk. A patent braided cotton
line, purporting to be waterproof and cheap, isn't cheap; it
swells, jams in "the rings, and turus very white when wet.
If you want to fit out for camping, consult back numbers
of Forest and Stream, and if you want to camp out a
spell and are not fitted, your guide can be depended upon
to provide all necessaries, except tobacco and fly grease;
don’t take any ohances on them. The guides are an inde¬
pendent, sturdy set or men, obliging, and proud of giving
their man a fair day’s fishing; will do any guide’s work
you ask, but get mad easily if imposed on. My guide—
square, honest Hiram—would grease my boots to keep wa¬
ter out as often as I wanted, but. had I asked Hiram to
black them for me, there would have been trouble. Men
work for each other in the woods, but are not servants.
It is here where we get the originating point of the
Americanism “help.” One man has a surplus of daughters;
a grown girl goes into a neighbor's family and “helps.”
As likely as not her employer is an employe of her father.
She waits on the table and washes the dishes, hut at the
Fourth of July dance she takes no hack seat while her em¬
ployer’s daughter has the floor, if she possesses the attri¬
butes which, by natural selection, entitle her to the front.
This treatise on “help” is introduced to pave the way to
some ideas I propose to advance farther on. I want to es¬
tablish Ihe fact that the people who live in the woods are
not a people who can be treated unjustly, or slightingly,
or as servants and not know it, or knowing it, fail to re¬
sent. Quiet, self-contained, and to a great extent selfdependent, they have divested themselves of much of
the form and ceremony of the outer world, which have
gone with other discarded luxuries. Two neighbors (four
or flve miles apart) meet on the high road. Not a nod of
recogit inn or salute passes, but the team stops—
“I’ve got a bag of flour for you.”
“Leave it at the house.”
“All right."
“How much is your charge?"
"Ten cents,” perhaps, hut as often—“Never mind; noth¬
ing;” but the teamster must by woods etiquette have the
privilege ot refusing. Every service has its value; don’t
fail to ofifer.its equivalent. It is more than likely it will
be refused, and the man with the team going out to the
Village could not have refused to render the service. 1
bring in these little illustrations of the independent, square
way of doing business with few words which is the habit
of the woods people, to give an impretsion of the class of
persons who are most "IIvoted by our game laws.
Hard work and “know how” lias not enabled me to catch
as many trout as I ought to have caught. I do not expect,
that on a successful trip, ray trout shall cost me over the
ordinary price—$lapound; this time they have cost me
nearer $4. I don’t complain though. I nad a good lime
and got my returns in far more valuable shape than trout.
1 can sleep now—from 0 P. M., till 9 A. M. and longer—
pxeept for breakfast, which is now no longer uucared lor. I
devoted numbers of days to the so-called “brook trout”
and caught compai avively few. To be sure I got some
beauties—trout iliat justified me in “wetting my throat”
■with cold tea, which,' by tbe way, 1 find invaluable on the
lake. It is Old English Breakfast in a bottle. 1 sent two
two-pounders to a friend in your city, and be, an old woods
ranger, wanted to know where such splendid brookers could
be obtained so near New York that the mountain ice they
were packed m was still unmelted. And I bad others as
large, and a number above a pound in weight, but to get
those fish I bad to work lor many days. Tbe Sun’s first
kiss to the lake I witnessed, and as be bade adieu, beliiud
tbe western bills, I reeled up slowly and saluting the grand
old echo Gnome of the mountains, went, shouting home,
enjoying bis quaint replies. Many miles I rowed for every
pound 1 caught, aud tried with fly and bait, with even less
success Ilian with tbe spoon. No large ones could be
tempted by the foi’mer, and chubs made tbe latter process
a worrisome one. At first I thought that I was simply
having bad luck, that it was too hot, or too cold, or too
late, or too early, or too smooth, or too rough, or that as
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the guides say “the sign waa’nt right," all of which
reasons are generally brought into requisition; but as I be¬
came more familiar with my surroundings, and tried in
every way, under every sort of circumstances, the explana¬
tion of my ill-success gradually dawned upon me. The reason
why I did not catch lots of trout, was simply this: There
was’nt. lots of trout to catch. And, renson for a reason, there
isn’t lots of trout, because we have no game law which
has any influence whatever toward preserving Ihe fish in
these public waters; but we have one, which, on the con¬
trary, works actively to prevent the preservation to a certain
extent, of fish and game; with which apparently rash as¬
sertion I will wind up for this week, and in your next issue
will rise and explain, I hope, in a satifactory manner.
PlBfiCO.

OUR CENTENNIAL LETTERS.—NO. 7.
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VERY naturalist is interested in the teaching of the
knowledge of nature in the public schools of the
country- It therefore occurred to me as a useful thing to
investigate the part which the study of natural history
played in the educational scheme of each State. Among
those States having exhibits of Bchooi work are Massachu¬
setts, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, and
some of the Southern States. The questions which I
sought to have answered were in regard to how much at¬
tention was being paid generally to natural history (zoology,
botany, geology and comparative anatomy); whether the
interest was increasing, and whether it lead to the collection
of cabinets of specimens in the Bchools by their own ef¬
forts ; whether the Boards of Education encouraged it; ami
whether any instruction in this study was required in the
ordinary graded schools, The answers, on the whole,
showed a more encouraging progress iu the matter than I
had anticipated.
In this respect, as in all other lines of advanced instruc¬
tion, Massachusetts leads, The interest felt in Boston and
its neighborhood has spread beyond, and every large town
is a centre from which enthusiasm radiates. That small
State has over 125 free public libraries within its borders,
and a dozen great museums. Those are the tools, and their
presence is an encouragement, lacking in most other States,
to pupils whose innate taste is in that direction. Almost
all the schools have their little cabinets—the nucleus of
which in many cases is procured by help of an appropria¬
tion of school money, and the few deeply interested work¬
ers keep up the spirit of the rest. No private school con¬
siders itself completed unless it gives instruction in natu¬
ral history; aud that it is because of a real desire of the
pupils I know from the quick xulerest and close attention
with which I was listened to when a year or two ago I
gave informal lectures on this subject among the schools
in and about Boston. Every year many scholars from the
public schools volunteer assistance in the museums, or take
special courses In biology at the universities. For many
years to come we must depend on Massachusetts for our
best teachers in this department. One of her sons, Prof.
Ed ward 8. Morse, has, perhaps, done more than an y other
man to arouse an interest in the study of nature through
the country; and I have found his name mentioned with
lively appreciation by persons from widely separated
States.
New York shows none of her school-work except what
Cornell University displays in a corner of Machinery Hall;
and in the respect to which we are now attending it is
doubtful if she had much to show. It is to be hoped,
however, that the naturalists at Ithaca, at Albany, and at
the new Syracuse College under Dr. Winchell, the geolo¬
gist, will after awhile call more attention to this important
aspect of culture.
New Jersey has been greatly belied. One of her promi¬
nent teachers once told me for a fact that he had hud ap¬
plicants for admission to a normal school fail to come with¬
in 100,000 miles of the length of the State, so limited was
their information; but when I saw her exhibit I threw
away my prejudice. Her system of eduealiou shows
science to be prominent. She makes use of all the appli¬
ances necessary for its study from a sinple chart to a binoc¬
ular microscope, and the results appear in the fine and rare
specimens which the children have sent from their school
cabinets, in the drawings with pencil and with colors, of
birds and animals, and in the beautiful herbariums. The
Jersey City High Schools show several cases of richlooking minerals gathered about Bergen Hill, and some
excellent drawings in ink of the skeletons of fishes and
other anatomical sketches. Schools in the northwestern
part of the State send a case of fossils, among them mas¬
todon’s teeth from Essex county. An amusing thing close
by is a large case of very nicely mounted butterflies and
moths with a bat stretched out in the centre. It is more
of an incongruity than appears in the form which harmon¬
izes well enough with the broad-winged insects. A very
conspicuous object is a great pantographic chart of the Anmal Kingdom, painted by Miss Mary Dalyrimple, a pupil
in the PhilotechnicInstitute at Camden. The execution is
not bad, but the system is so desperately artificial that it
would seem to be more valuable as a curious piece of in¬
genuity, than as of any aid to either teacher or learner.
Miss Dalyrimple has also tried her brush on large pictures
of birds for class-room purposes. The coloring is uni¬
formly bad, but the drawing is good, and these illustra¬
tions are no doubt of great use. One sees drawings of animallife everywhere here, but none so good as the oilpaintings of birds done by G. R. Hardenberg, of New
Brunswick. Mr. Hardenberg is only eighteen years old,
but is already a careful and accurate ornithologist and a
prominent artist. His intense anxiety to get minntias
right detracts from the artistic merit of his pictures, but

make them more valuable as every detail of form, size,
color and structure is copied from life. Tbe same is true
of tbe plants upon which the birds rest. His attitudes are
particularly good, showing much variety, and always spir¬
ited life, or, if his birds have given up the ghost, death
stiff anil stark. The excellent taste and the completeness
which exist is owing largely to the care of ihe Rev. Sam¬
uel J Lockwood, well known as a dilligent investigator
and entertaining writer in natural history. He is Super¬
intendent of Monmouth county, and you may he sure that
there is a school where something beside “book” learning
is inculcated, and where the value of an observing eye
and attentive ear is appreciated. He adds ethnology, and
shows a beautiful little collection of Indian relics which
would serve as a model for greater museums. Tbe relics
are classified as (1) culinary; (2) pottery; (3) ceremonial
games, etc.; (4) war and the chase. AH’come from Mon¬
mouth county. The high regard in which Dr, Lockwood
is held is evidenced by the presence of a life-size portrait
of him at work with his books aud microscope. It was
executed by one of his pupils, and is very creditable.
Trenton is another center of scientific instruction. This is
due largely to the labors of an enthusiastic botanist and
successful teacher, Prof: Austin C. Apgar, of the Slate
Normal School, who was one of our hardest workers at
Penekese. Prof. Apgar has invented and printed a system
of easy botanical analysis by which his students are able
to make famous progress, as the large and handsome
herbariums of plants indigenous to Trenton show. Prof.
Apgar has a way of rousing enthusiasm in ail his pupils,
whatever be the subject before the class.
Ohio has, perhaps, the best, general manifestation of all
the operations and results of the American public school
system. For example, she shows by a series of red disks
of proportionate size the relative attention which each
study receives. But it was somewhat discouraging to find
that natural history was represented by a spot the size of
a bullet as compared with penmanship, the disk of which
was as big as a Creedmoor target. Yet, while this is true
on the average, there are some bright spots. Elyria is
one, Urbana another, Marietta a third, and if we include
archeology in our inquiry we shall find a very general in¬
terest all over the State. The high schools of Cincinnati,
however, possess large cabinets of natural history which
they are constantly augmenting; and that study receives a
good share of attention to the delight of the scholars. So
I am told.
What progress is making in the remaining Western States
must be left untold until next week.
Coon !—In a recent number of The Queenslander (Bris¬
bane, Australia) appears the following paragraph in double
leads, under the head of “Instructions to Amateur
Sailors:”
Sir,—Having been from my boyhood fond of boating, and taken an
interest in youths partial to the Bame, and who do not object to a little
hard work or privation which is sometimes to bo met with when otifc for
a Tew days’ holiday cruise In the southern portion of our beautiful bayT
I give the following rules for safety in palling small cruft, which ama¬
teurs shonld stndy and act on. They will, I think, find them useful In
learning to handle a sailing boat properly aud with pleasure to them¬
selves.
Henry O’Reilia''.

Now what are these excellent rules? Nothing more or less
than the rules (original with us) which we printed in the
for August 12, 1875. They were so
good that we had cut them out, intending to reproduce
them with acknowledgment, but had not read far before
we recognized them as old acquaintances, in fact our own
long-lost. It is very unlucky for Mr. O'Reilly that his
“ interest in youths” should have prompted him to print
liis advice in that copy of the Queenslander that strayed
into our sanctum.

Forest and Stream

—On the grounds about Col. Thompson’s fish farm, in
West Springfield, Mass., are deer running about, which
gives the place quite an English tone. Two fawns were
born there last week.
A New Moccasin.—Thomson, whose waterproof shoot¬
ing and fishing suits have attained a world wide reputation
has invented, and is now making an oil finished, grain
leather shoe pack, or moccasin, made to lace up with a
water-tight, tongue. They are made with soles for shooting,
or without for canoe or snow work. The cut which ac¬
companies the advertisement in another column describes
them perfectly.
Grayling-!—We have received for distribution a number
of “Tourists Guides" for Northern Michigan summer re¬
sorts, where the grayling and trout abound. This section
is reached from Chicago and Cincinnati by the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad, which passes through a most
charming region of country.

—Two articles in our Natural History columns are wor¬
thy of note—the sharp arraignment of the crow, which
will no doubt find a champion among our readers, and the
list of the game birds of Central Michigan given by Mr.
Covert,
The Kennel Reoister,—We print this week an ab¬
stract of the pedigrees of the first 100 dogs entered in the
Kennel Register. This list we will continue to issue until the
total number is reached. It will he observed that there
are many blanks, such as the date of whelping, breeders,
etc. We shall feel obliged if such of our readers as
observe these omissions in connection with their dogs will
supply ns with the information. Our object in printing
this abstract at the present time is that all Lbese difficulties
may be corrected, and the labor of preparing the Register
in complete book form be somewhat lightened. We shall
also feel obliged if those who propose to register their
dogs will do so at once, as we desire to commence the pre¬
paration of the book at an early day. Iu addition to the
pedigrees the volume will contain the best of the kennel
matter which hfis appeared in our paper since its first issuo
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GAME

NOW IN

Woodcock, P/tl!nhe’a minor.
BUicMu'lticd plover Or ox-eye,SQualurvla hrhetica.
King plover. jUffialilit eemlpalmatuf.
Stilt, or long-shanks, Bimantopvs
otgrimllU.
Red-nreasted snipe or dowUcher,
Mncr&rhamp/ws gristus.

SEASON.

Red-backed sandpiper, or ox-bird,
Trlnc/a anwrieunu.
Gn at 'marbled nod wit, or marlin,
Umosa feilna.
Willet, Tot,tomssemlpalmatus.
Tattler, Totams mekmoteuens.
Yellow-shanks, i'ntams Jlavipes.

■•Bay-birds” generally, including various species of plover, sand-piper,
snipe, curlew, oystcr-catcber, surf-birds, pbalaropes, avocets, etc., coin
ing under tho group Limacohe or Shote Birds.

New York—Good Ground, Judy 17ft.—The shooting
season is opening well. A (lay or two ago, Mr. Eaton and
a friend went out with Mr. Lane for a few hours, and
Brought back sixiy-eight fine birds—mostly dowitcbers,
yellow legs and ring-tailed marlins. We have not tried the
fishing yet, though we have eaten some very fine fish caught
in the bay.
Harris.
Syracuse, Judy 18ft.—A pigeon shoot occurred at East
Syracuse to day. It was well attended, and the scores
were excellent. For the first sweepstakes at teD single
birds, usual conditions, there were eighteen entries. F.
Abbey, of Chicago, won first prize, $37; H. Lewis the
second, $16 20; and M. Mayhew the third, $10 80. A
double-bird sweepstakes followed. F. Abbey killed all his
birds, and won first money, $i) 00; Henry Gale, second,
$6.70; and M. Mayhew, third, $8.80.
Seneca.
New J ehsey—Barnegctt, July 21 si—Large flocks of bay
birds of all descriptions have passed over the point to-day.
We anticipate good shooting, to-morrow, and are now
busy making preparations for litem.
B.
Connecticut—New Haven July 20ft.—The few wood
ducks raised in this vicinity are now scattered about in the
pond holes, in meadows where huckleberries are abundant,
for which berries they show a great partiality. A brood
of dusky ducks is sometimes found with them, but as only
an occasional flock is raised here they furnish no sport
until later in the season when other flocks from the north
Lave joined them.
R. S- M.
'Pennsylvania—New Brighton, July 17ft.—One party of
four bagged 36 woodcock on July 5th. Mr. George Wood¬
ruff bagged 11 to one gun on Muddy Creek, Butler Co., on
July 7lh. Several others li ave been bagging 4, 6 and 8 to
the gun the last week. Ruffed grouse never were as plenty
as this season, and everyone seems determined to enforce
the game and fish laws.
L.
Baden, July 18ft.—There are not as many grey squirrels
here as there were last year; the young ones are of good
size I spent one afternoon on Raccoon Creek; we saw
some, but were only able to get a dozen on account of the
denseness of the leaves. There will be a great many hares
and partridges in this section this fall, particularly in the
neighborhood of Raccoon Creek.
Kansas — Atchison, July 16ft.—There is promise of
extra fine chicken and quail shooting this fall. The prai¬
ries in Southern Nebraska are alive with young chickens
and quail.
Ibex.

MISERIES OF SUMMER

SHOOTING.
Pittsburgh, July 15th.

Editor Forkst and Stream:—
On July 5th I indulged in my first full day’s woodcock shooting.
Twenty-six birds were scored to three guns bat 1 was scored by more
than tweutv-six thousand mosquitoes and fatly twenty-six hundred yel¬
low wood-flies lit on my Cheviot shirt or gloves, with a determination to
bore till they struck something underneath; they generally appeared to
strike something soon, and it felt just like a red hot cinder. Before tho
middle of the afternoon I looked as though I had fought a “yellowjacket's” nest and been defeated, I have a grim hope that they will all
catch the malarial fever from sucking my blood, and shake themselves
to death. I have a mil supply or malarial poison in me, secured in the
Kankakee region while on last fall’s shooting trip for chickens and
dneks. The woodcock were scarce. On a piece of ground where my
friend and four others had killed 102 birds three years ago, we flushed
only three birds and killed two. At another spot we flashed an old bird
that appeared to fly with difficulty. My Mend said the old bird had a
yonng one in its claws. Thia I doubted and following to the edge of an
alder swamp raised the bird and cat it down at short range. It was miser¬
ably poor, wits a breast-bone as sharp as a knife. Just then I heard aiy
friend shout “There they go in all directional" I turned and caught
him-a spleudid wing shot he was too—shooting (?) one on the ground
with his cop, only using his gnn to punch Don lu the ribs
“Oh,” said
he as he held op a.miserable hair-grown bird that he had killed with his
cap—"let's ge; ont of this; July woodcock shooting's an outrage;" aud
we got into our wagon .disgusted with ourselves and the law that pernutted’us to attempt to kill half-grown birds. Arter driving a wuile we
drew up at a likely p ace, and here we got ten fair birds. Later, at a
place where Nature had been prolific In her favors for the accommoda¬
tion of Phitohela minor in shape of fine spring meadows with clumps of
willows, we got onr finest birds and fiuished our count. But all ag'eed
that July woodcock sheeting ought to be abolished, and personally I
shall never be partlceps criminis in snch slaughter again, if l ean stay
the fever that overtakes me so often—I fear too ortes- to look over a
pair of gun oarrels at sometuing trying to escape.
Bui the mosquitoes’. Whew 11 And the flies that stuck closer than
the scriptural mother, and the heat, and muck and mire, and tangled
mstted, interwoven, interlaced, waist-deep swamp grass ana weeds I.
But then the season was open, and if we did’nt endure it somebody el-e
wourl aod we would’nt get the long deferred woodcock hunt. When
night came and wo boarded the train for our seven hoars’night ride
home .b? dogs were-jaied and all hut worn out. Some had goue under
before noon, others had cholera morbas or canine cramps with vomiting
in the a'teruoon, and looked like doge in the first stage of hydrophobiaYet they were all prize dogs. I threw myseir on a pile of mail bags in
the baggage car and was hustled np again in what seemed a few minutes
with the information “Weare there.” Asleep seven hours? I could not
believe it, but. wa* home nevertheless. On reaching my office urgent
professional dalles colled me at once to the bedside of suffering human¬
ity wh ire arter the proper ministrations I meditated again iu an adjoin¬
ing room in a rocking chair. Soon again I was In the impenetrable
swamp where at every step countless myriads of mosquitoes rose around
me.
he dogs had all disappearet in a dense brake, the mosquitoes had
grown to De veritable blood-thirsty woodcocks and hovered aronnd me,
■creamin' their wierd song as they sunk their long hog-sucking beaks
deep lilt > my flesh, while their big, deep eyes glared at me fiendishly as
I struck hem off with my tin canteen, for my gun and dogs and friends
bad hopelessly disappeared. I fonght them, aud called the dogs and my
friends, until, bleeding from a thousand wounds I sank exhausted in the

mild aud mire and tangled grass. J awoke, and rnbbtng my eyes as the
gray dawn peeped through the window, concluded that the hasty and
hearty supper I had eaten while waiting Tor the home train was undi geste*!, I walked home apvlser man, since I had seen woodcock nnder
more varied, circumstances In a shorter time than most sportsmen. I
give you my experience now .that I feel rested and somewhat cooled off,
but still have grave donbs whether I had better not drop it in my waste
basket.
South Fork.

COURSING IN MONTANA.
Tin Kit Lodge, Montana, Juna 88 th, 1376.
Editor Foiikrt and Stream:—
1 have been much interested in the "hare” dimension tbathae occasion¬
ally appeared in yonr journal since March 16th. We out here do have
some amateur coursing that it would do yonr heart good to see. The
jack-rabbit or hare is very abundant in this valley (as in every other part
Montana) and when Col. Thornton, in bis light spring wagon, and J. S.
Pemberton, on horseback, start on-, with their line greyhounds, the
hares are out of luck, if they happen to be started on the plain far from the
foot hills, for in that, case they are most generally caught after a glorious
chase, but if they succeed In reaching the foot hills they usually distance
the fleetest dog. as they seem to go almost as fast np hill as on a level,
which of course the dog cannot do. Whenaimreis started and the
dogs are turned loose the Colonel, becomes a sight. He gives forth a
series of yells to encourage the dogs that startle the country for miles
around, (for he is a giant and has a voice to match) and laying whip to
his mules so as to keep the chase in view, the way that wagon bounds
over the prairie (which is not always smooth) Is a perfect terror to those
luckless friends that he has taken with him to see the sport. We also
have some splendid fox chases, as they are quite numerous here. If not
caught by the hounds they usually take to their burrows after three or
four hours rnn, and are often dng out by the hunters. One day the
hounds started one, and after a conple of hoars’ chase the horsemen
pressed him so close that he took refoge in a borrow that was so shallow
that the hunters reached In and very carefully drew him out, intending
to keep him a few days and then turn him loose for a chase, bat to their
astonishment he died lu less titan live minutes. As the weather was
not warm, ho mast have died of sheer fright.
I wonder if It is generally known that there are two species, or perhaps
varieties, of the great hare in Montana? One kind seems to inhabit the
plains and foot hills. They are quite large, weighing, I should suppose,
fifteen or twenty pounds. (1 much reg-et not having weighed some of
the larger ones that I have killed, and 1 now promise to do so In the future
and let you know the result). They have large yellowish eyes, very
much like a sheep’s eye, arejof a rather dark silver-gray color in summer
aud as white as snow in winter, except tne tips of their ears, which are
black. They sit In fours in summer and may burrow also, but I do not
recollect Beelug them enter their holes in summer. In winter they bur¬
row, usually on the benches, or table lands. I do not know whether they
dig their own burrows or take posesslon of abandoned badger holes,
which are very numerous, and of about the Same size as those inhabited
by the hares. Many a time and ort have I seen them sitting on the
bench lands, and while trying to approach within gunshot have them
disappoint me by diving into their burrows.
The other kind I think are a little smaller, and only inhabit the pine
forests and glades, and are distinguished by two points of great differ¬
ence from the hare Of the plains. The first of which is that their eyes
areyei! black, and when hunting them in winter those same black eyes
are the first part of themthatis seen, for owing to their snowy whiteness
at that time of year, it takes a very keen vision to see any other part of
them when Bitting in the snow. The other difference consists in tne re¬
latively mnch greater size of their feet, which Beems to be caused by
considerable wads or buncheB of bair which grows between each toe, thns
spreading them wide apart. This peculiarity causes them to be called
“snow-shoe jack-rabbits," from the fact of its enabling them to travel on
top of the snow which falls to a great depth in the woods. Tncse hares
also bnrrow, and when alarmed, if near theit holes, instantly dart Into
them. Both species are mostly nocturnal in their habits, rearljr feeding
by day.
GraNtvii,i.e Stuart.
Creedmoor.—Saturday's practice at Creedmoor com¬
prised contests for the Geiger Badge and the prizes offered
by Messrs. Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, for rapidity and
accuracy in firing. The first event was shot at the long
ranges, 20 shots at 1,000, 15 at 900 and 10 at 800 yards,
builseyes only counting. Mr. L. Weber was the winner,
making 24 bullseyesandascore of 190 points. There were
but eight competitors in all. The second match was fired
at 200 yards, each competitor to fire as many shots as pos¬
sible inside of half a minute, aud to have two chances.
Magazine guns to be used as single loaders. The follow¬
ing table shows the result,—

W. Kobern-OQ.
A. B Vauheuten..
li Fisher..
F. W. Iloello....
Geo VV. Scott.
L. Cas«.
G. W. Ynle..
li Funfce, Jr..
W. C. Clark..
II. Fulton..
W. H. Murphy....
J A. Gee.
Geo. Waterman.. ,
Ed. Barker.
A. T. Decker.
.). Kozell.
F. llyde.

1
7 1

5

10

|

2 |

Glen Drake.—Report of matches held at Glen Drake
range, Saturday July lath, 1876:—
GLEN DRAKE MATCH, 500 YARDS, 10 SCORING SHOTS.

Score.

Name.
Hale.3
Sapp.5
Oust.2
Spaulding.3
Bowe.4

Score.
Total. I Name.
Score.
4 4 5 5 5 4
30 Rossman.3 5 0 8 3 4
4 8 5 5 3 4
89 Wright..4 4 5 0 2 4
5 4 5 4 5 5
S0| lOni-«.5 6 5 3 5 5
4 4 4 5 4 4
28, Woodmen.5 5 5 4 4 4
555565
34 Nelson.4 4 5 3 8 3

Total....1511

4
3
4
5
0

Total.
22
82
32
32
22

Total..13e

Alabama.—The following is the score of 100 shots fired
at an eighteen-ring target, distance 100 yards, Springfield
army rifles, by two members of the 1st Regiment, Alabama
volunteers, the highest attainable score being 000:—
. TUMSTRAD, “RCE'I.XS."
13

is

12

n

15

13

1«

17

SI
15
16

l«
12

18
16

J5
13

ENGL1TH.
Lieut. Col. J. Fenton,
Lieut. W. Wyatt,
Major Scriven,
J. Baker,
H. S. Evans,
Lieut. Col. Radcliffe,
M. R. Smith,
Lient. Col. Bertram.

scoTcn.
Edward Ross,
.T, Olew«,
M. Boyd,
K. H, W. Dunlop
8’. Whitelaw,
P. Rae.
N. Fergnsoa,
R. McVittie,

W. Rigby.
J. Rigi.y,
Lt. Fenton
E. Johnson,
W L.Jevnt,
G. D. Guff,
It. S. GreunhUl,
M. Smyth.

At the first.range the Scotch team led with a score of 504
points out of a possible 600, England having 489 and Ireland
479. At the next range Scotland held her own with 503
points, England improving a little with 490, while Ireland
lell off 30 poiDts from her 8 '0 yards score, making but 449.
At Lhe 1,000 yards range the Scottish team became de¬
moralized and fell to third place with 451 points, Ireland
scoring 455, while England sprang to first place with 484
points, the. totals etauding: England, 1,463; Scotland,
1.458, and Ireland, 1,383. The result was received with
much chagrin by the Scotch and Irish teams, each of
whom had hopes of visiting America this fall as chains ions
of Great Brilain and holders of the Eleho Shield. Last
year the Irish won with a score of 1,506 points, England's
score being 1,502, and Scotland's 1,503.
On the 22d the match between the English, Scotch, Aus¬
tralian, aud Canadian teams, was concluded. The English
team won. The following are the score at the three
raDges:—
Name.
England..
Scotland..
Aut*i.ralia.
Canada...

800
Ya>ds.
.,162
153
..HI
..139

non
Yards.
153
tfUS
107

Reduced Targets.—A correspondent says:—“At the
present time there is a great desire, from the public lo
know more about the targets that the riflemen use. To
satisfy that desire somewhat I have calculated the size the
targets would be if brought to the distance of six yards
from the observer, and I send the accompanying drawings
to assist in conveying the correct impression. The 500
and 600 yard targets are the same size; also the 800, 900
and 1000 yards.”

f.fln yard target is:
Bullseye. 22-10 In.
Centre, 33-100 In.
Inner, 5t-i00 In.
Outer, 79-KH1 in.

Total.

David F. Davids, (winner). .5 365343435
40
Geo. Fergaaon.33553243 3 5
36
SUBSCRIPTION MATCH, 600 YARDS, 5 SCORING SHOTS.
Geo. Ferguson, 1st prize.5 3 5 4 4
21
Geo. Fergiirtou, 2d prize.4 4 4 4 4
xo
David F. Davids, 3d prize.4 2 3 4 5
18

The next regular match day is Saturday, August 5th.
Shooting begins at two P. M.; matches short range, 300
y ards.
Connecticut. — At the Wiilowhrook rifle range, on
Saturday, thejonly shooting was for the “bullseye badge,”
which had been taken once by C. S. Davidson, of Hart¬
ford, and once by Orange Judd, of Middletown.
On
Saturday Mr. Judd won it again, scoring six bullseyes out
of twenty shots, ten at 800 j ards, aud 10 at 1,000 yards.
Mr. Judd must win it again to hold it permanently. There
were contestants Saturday from Middletown, New Haven,
New Britain and Manchester, but none from Hartford.

1«
18

The Elcho Shield.—The fifteenth contest for the Elcho
Shield, the great match of the BriLish N. Ii. A. was shot
on Wimbledon Common on the 23th hist. The conditions
of the match were, 15 shots each at 800, 900, aud 1,000
yards. The contestants were as foliowbt—

7

*Fined 5 points for tiring after t.

Name.

Michigan.—The Greenville Rifle Club met for practice
on Wednesday, July 12th. The morning was very pleas¬
ant but the wind was somewhat shifty and troublesome.
Considerable interest was manifested by the members as the
club was divided into two teams for a friendly contest of
skill. Distance 400 yards; no artificial rest allowed; seven
shots each with a possible 35. The match was won by
Capt. Hale’s team by the following scores;—

800 yani* target is:
Bailee* e. 27-100 in.
Gen're. 40-100 iu.
lower, 54 100 iu.
Outer, 54-i00xl.08-700 in.

900 yards target la:
BUllseyo, 34 J00 in.
Centre, 30 1GH in.
Inner, 48^-100 Hi*
Ouier, 43-100x96-300 In,
1,000 yard* Is:
BuUeeye, 216-1.000 in.
Centre. 42M.O90 in.
Timer, 432 1,000 m
Outer, 43:2-3,000x864-3,0(10 la.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Northern Railway of Long
Oil Finished Grain Leather ShoeCanada and Colling
Pack or Moccasin.
wood Lake Supe¬
rior Line.
.

Thomson’s

-

ONLY FIRST-CLASS ROUTE TO THE BEAUTI¬
FUL INLAND LAKES OF CANADA AND

LAKE

SUPERIOR.

Three express trains daily norlh from Toronto.
Steamers leave Collingwood every Th in-winy -at ti P.
M., on arrival of steamboat express, leaving Toronto
at noon.
Parlor Cars on all Express Trains.

Lake ConcliieliingAND THE

Lakes of Mttskoka
Wl»h Sole, Price, §7.50. Without Sole, $8.50.
Made wt ti heavy sola for land. nt>e; nl-o wiihont
sol- for euiow find cnpoe purposes: AlUhapd tewed
and strongly made Lncen in from with hooks (over
English s'.vie of water-tight Lnngne), thereby securing
PFRI.1'kCT FIT around ankle, thus preventing ail
clipping at ihe heel
Made with broad soles and on
EClentiilc principles.
Fill? rim want long felt by sportsmen for an easy
flu leg and dimibl" shoe.
_ In orrie.mg, sv.te eiae of boot worn. Sent by mail
on receipt, or price. With 40 cents additional for post¬
age. oh bv express C. O. D . everywhere. Manufac¬
tured by THOMSON & SON, 83H Broad wav. New
York ju27-tf

Good’s Oil Tanned
Moccasins.
The beat thine ever worn by
tsmm. Not Injured by weiand drying—always tort, and
easy lo Ihc fret-. Poor dif¬
ferent styles. Prices to
suit the times. Send for
illustrated circular and
pri ce list. fSnceessor I o Prank Good). M ARTIN S,
HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 3t 8 Dover, N. H.
. _
jlig? tf

Are the coolest snd most delightful Summer watering
places in Northern Ganndn. Tourists preceding down
ihe St Lawrence can make a pleasant detour from
Toronto to Couctaiching in five hour- on express tram
wir.ll Drawing H orn Coaches, thus visiting the most
charming of the chain of Lakes,

Excursion Tickets
At preally reduced rates during mouths of Jolv, Au¬
gust and September; mav be bad from COOJv. SON &
JENKINS. 2*1 Broadway, New York aud Centennial
Ground*, Philadelphia.
ALFRED TELFER,

Gon.

Agt.
ort.liern
xvay, Toronto.

Ra.il-

The Rangeley Lakes
TIA.

FARMINGTON

AND PHILLIPS.

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY DIRHt T ROUTE
TO THE RANGELEY LAKES. THE FA¬
VORITE HAUNT OK HIE DEER
AND TROUT, IS BY

Maine Central Railroad

island railroad.

LESSER, FLUSHING, N. S. AND CENTRAL
AND SOUlHEliN R B OF LONG ISLAND.
Traius leave Lung Island City as follows:—
From K. N. S. and Central Depot north of Ferry—
For Flushing (Bridge street). College Point and
Whitestone—6.35. 8.30, 9.10, 11.(13 A. M.; 12 25, t.
83, 8.14,4 03,5 03, 6,81, 0,05. 0.81, ,7.03, 7.35, 8,65 P.
M.; 12 01 A. M.
For Flashing (Main street) and Great. Neck Branch
—h.1'5, 7.35 A. M ; 1.40, 5 31, 7.83 P M,, ano 12.01
A. M. Saturday nights. For Main street only—0.0-1,
11.03 A. M.; 12.05, 206, 3.04,4.33, 5.0,1, 0.05, 6.31, 1.
35 K M.
For Flushing. Central Depot, Creedmoor, Garden
City and Hempstead-? 35. 0.01. 11 03 A. M.; 1, 2 05,
5.03,8.03, 7 03 P. M.; and 12.01 Wednesday and Sat¬
urday uigbta. For Central Depot and Garden Oity—
4 33 P. M.
for Babylon-!)04 A. M. 2 05; 4.33 P. M. For
Patchogne—2 05, 4.88 P. 31. From Long Island and
Southern Depot, south of Ferry: For Jamaioa—
6.85. 7.03, 8.8.1. 0,05. 10. 11.32 A. M.; 1.30, 3 03,
4.03.6, 5.31, 6.03, 830, 7 P. M For lfoebawny and
Rorkawav Bench—7,03, 10,11. A. M.; 1.30, 4.03. ft
P. M. For Far Rocltawnv only—0.85, 9.05, A. M.,
3 03,0,32 30,7 P. M. For 'Locust Valley-8,35, 8.30,
10 A. .VI.: a.na 4,p3, 5,5.30.6,30 P. M. For Hemp¬
stead-?. 03, 8.30, 11.32 A, M.: 3.03, 4.03, f, 30 P. M.
For Pore JelTerson-s.85. 10 A, m.; 5 P. M. Northport— 4.03.0 30 P. M. For Babylon—7.03. 8 80, 11.
32 A. M.; 4.03. 5 6.0S P. M. For Isllp—7.03, 8.30
A. M ; 5 P. M PatchoEiru, 8.30 A. M., 5 P. M. Fur
Rivethead—fi.05 A. M . 8.03. 4 P. 51
For (Reimport
and Sag Hurtior Branch- 9.05 A. M., and 4 P. M.
For CiaeUmuor onlv—) iJ. M,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
FromF. N. S. arid 0. Dcpoi, north of Ferry:
Far Flashing (Bridge street). College Point and
W hires!,one—8! 9 30, 11 A. M.; 12.30. 3 30 5.15, 6.35.
8 P.M. For Groat Neck Branch-9.15 A. M., 4.15,
645 P.M. For Flushing (Main street)—9.15, 10,33 A.
M.; IJ.40,2 05. 4.15, 6,45.10 P. M. For Garden City
ana Hempstead— 9, r5,11 33 A. M , 5 05 P. M. Fur
Babylon and Patehogue-9 15 A. M. and D.05 P. M.
Prom Long Island and Southern Depot, south of
Ferry: For Par Uockaway aud Rockaway Beach—9.
10,11 A. M , 1.30, 6.40 I'. M. For Northport and
Port Jefferson—8. 9.30 A. M. Northport-6.40P. M.
For Locust Valiey l)iar.eli-9 30 A. 11., 6 40 P. M.
For Babylon—9 A. M„ 6,40 P. M.
Ferry ooatS leave New York, foot of James Slip.
Sundays excepted, from 7 A. M. to 7 P. M., every 30
minutes previous to the departure of trains from
Lung Island Oity. Sunday boats from James Slip—
9.80 10 30, 11,30 A, 31.; 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 P. .M.
Ferry ooats leave New York, foot of KastTbirtyfonrih street, every fifteen minutes previous to the
departure of train.-.

cjriUL SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

§emtel

TWO

FINE

BROKEN DOGS FOR

Sale.-Dan, a Black Setter dog thoroughly broken,
our of Scott Rodman’s Dash, and H. Shipman's Black
and Tan hitch, four years? old. Dnke, Red Irish Setter
pat of B. Nelson's Maggie thoroughly broken in every
respect, two years old
Parties who wi*li to purchase
can have these dogs worked for iliem, so they may be
BiirUJtod before purchasing, Address J. W. this office.
jngQ'f.__

QTLD DOG.—ROBINSON’S ‘MACK?
KJ

the famous red setter, by Putman's Dash fnow

RED

IRISH

SETTER

PUPS

FOR

Side—Riie, imported red Irisb Don, dam Maud,
Brand dam Gypsy by Rodman's Dash; rull pedigree
given by inquiring of 0. -MILKY, Lancaster. Pa.
jullg-St,

LISTEN!
The Sportsmen’s Bell tells
the position of the dog,
causes ibe birds to lie closer.
Rapidly coming Into use in
, »,ai'ly woodcock shooting,
cocking and gooeral shoot¬
ing, Where the cover is
th rk. Sold by dealers in
puns fci.u ^porting goods BEVI^ BROS. MANT7.FACTUK'NO CO., East Hampton. Conn. Jn6 3m

jgOAKD FOR DOGS AND HORSES.
JlrB'-clftss accommodation; plenty of spring water;
■terma low.
Address HENRY B. IIURST, Rock
Farm, GJcn Cove, L. L. or 71 Green Ave., Brooklyn.
References:
Robert Francis. 47 Broadestreet.
Thos. E. Smhh, 4SH Canal.
■William A. Badly, 96 Wall.
T Bril,ton, 22 Burling.
Forest and stream, 17 Chatham,ap!27 8m

THOR SALE—FULL GORDON SETTER
Jj
Pups, oyer four monlha old. Both sire, Tom,
and dam. Jinnie. are very hard to heat on quail and
grange, pedigree given. Imported Red Irish Setter
DON will be allowed to serve bitches. Inquire of
aplflJ
H. B. VOXPEKSMITH. Lancaster, Pa.

HENRY

GARDNER, M. D.t has constant¬
ly on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compen¬
sation. Broad way and Fiftieth street.
Oct, 22

THOR

SALE-SPORTSMENS

HOME

_1J
Farm In the thriving village of St. Joseph,
*Mifh. containing ren acres *et to Apple. Pear, Peach,
and Cherry. 3&0 Grape Vines, nnd eighty rods of Lawton Bla It Deny, <£c. All choice fruit. Good build¬
ings udjelting the corporation. A rare opportunity
for a market gurden. Five dally steamers to Chicago
and Milwauki e in fruit season; also daily fruit trains
to Ctilcigo via 0. and M L. S Railway. Sp'endid
Duck. English Snipe, Plover, Rail, and Woodcock
shooting in reason, and Bass and Picovrel fishing only
one quarter mile distant. Healthy locality. Posses¬
sion given next fall
For sale cheap, aud terms easy.
Add less
J. 11. WAY,
jtl t owtf_Corning, N. Y.

Tlxe ItifeiDfble JTLsli Bait.
Having perfected a suitable Paste for Fish Bait, the
undersigned offers same to the sporting fraternity, as¬
suring them that it will prove more remunerative
than any know11 pubrtance Tor Lhe purpose of angling.
It is or a pale white color, square in form. By soak¬
ing in water a few seconds it becomes pliable. Tak¬
ing a small piece, size of a pea, and pressing the
same on or about, the eye of the hook and using regu¬
lar bait, any angler can kill to his heart’s content.
Price 2 cents each, post paid. Address JOS. LABA1)1 E, Galveston, Texas.
JuK ,3m

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

Best Bait used for Baas or Pickerel fishing. Sampl. s by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published—80 paces of
Fibbing Tackle, Guns, Pistols. Base Ball, and Sport¬
ing Goode.
FISH * SIMPSON)
'hlylSEf
Jtttrr
182 Nassau street^ N. V.

Train leaves Portland daily, at 1:20 P. M., or on ar¬
rival of trains from Boston, for Farmington and
"Rangeley Lakes, arriving at Farmington at tf:35, mak¬
ing close connection with stages for Philips and
Green vale. Round trip tickets from Boston via Eastern
or Boston and Maine Railroads to Bangeley Lakes and
return by the way of Farmington, $14.00, Portland,
$11.00.
The Maine Central is also the only land Tonte to
Moosehead Lake. Tickets from Boston to ML lLlneo
House and return only Slfi.OC, Portland, $12.00Special rates for parties can be obtained by address¬
ing F. E. BOOTHBY, General Ticket Agent Msiue
Central Railroad, Portland.

PAYSON

TUCKER,

SUP’T MAINE CENTRAL R. It,

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
ROUTE TO THE SALMON I*OOL8 OF NORTH¬
ERN NEW BRUNSWICK MO ULEBEC.
Anglers and Tourists wishing to visit the famous
rivers of Northern New Bronswick aud Quebec are
informed that express accommodation trains now run
daily between St. John, N. B., and Riviere du Loup,
Q. Passengers leaving Sfc. John by (he morning
train can reach Miramichi, Nepissiqutfc, Restigmiche,
Metapedia, and other famous rivers the fame day,
C. J. Brydgcs, General Superintendent Government
Railways.Juti.gm

r£HE “FISHING LINK”

BrookjtfTrout and
Grayling Fisheries
OP NORTHERN MICHIGAN,, TIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
the Michigan IV'orth Woods are unsurpassed, if
eqnalied, in the great abundance and variety of fish
contained.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in these
waters
Brook Trout Reason opens May 1st,
Grayling Reason opens June 1st.
Black Bass, Pike, Pickerel, nnd Muscalonge are
also found in large numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory. The sportsman can readily
send irophieB of hi skill to his friends or ‘‘Club’’ ut
home, as Ice for packing fish can be had at many
points.
Take your family with you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The air is
pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those suffering with hay fever and asthma.
The Hotel Accommidntlons, while plain, are, as
a rule, good, far surpassing the average iu countries
new enough to afford the fiuest of fishing.
On nnd after .June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tfclcels sold to Points In Grand Traverse Region,
and attractive train faefliries • <red to tourists and
sp > ismeu; also on and after July let Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Excursion Tickets.
Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried Free
at owner’s riskCamp Cars for Fishing Parties and Families at
low rates.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel “at home'1 on
this route. For Tourist’s Guide, containing fall in¬
formation as to Hotels, Boats, Gnides, &c., and accu¬
rate maps of the Fishing GrooDds, Send to Forest and
{Stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. &T. A.,
may4 4m_Grand Rapids, Mich.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
Thia great corporation now owns ami operates over
two thousand miles or road, radiating from Chicago.
Like the fingers id a man’s hand, its lines reach in all
directions, ani cover about all tne country north,
northwest, and west of Chicago. With one branch it
reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the coun¬
try north thereof; with another Hue It pushes through
Janesville, Watertown. Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay. Escanabatto Nftgannee and Marquette; with an¬
other Hue it passes through. Madison, Elroy, and for
St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching westward from
Elroy, it. rone to and through Winona, Owatnnua, St.
Pmer, Mankato, New Him, and slope not until Lake
Kameska, Dakota,is reached; another line starts from
Chicago and runs through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and. <ota the Illinois Central, reaches Warren,
Gatina ami Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Still
another line runs almost, dna westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, FultOn, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapldd, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, to Council
bluffs and Omaha. This last named is rhe “GREAT
TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada. California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
1m the Barest, shortest, and beat route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln, aud other points iu Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Sale Lake City. Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. wan Francisco, ana all other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO SPORTSMEN r
THia LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
.
TAGES—FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE E, AND BRANT SHOOTING, TILE
1u\Va J I NR TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
FAVORABLE POINTS
than any other rood In the country, while for Deer and
Bear Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
hike, Pickcrm, and Bass Fishing a hundred points on
the Northern and Northwestern lines of this company
will be found unsurpassed by any in the West.
MARVIN HUGH1TT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt.,Chicago.
Gen.Puss. Agt.,Chicago,
aplti

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R, R. COMP’Y
Respeotrully invite attention to the

Superi or* Facilities
afforded hy their lints for reaching most of thoTROTING PARKS and RACE COURSES iu the Middle
Stales. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IM PORT ANT POINTS,' avoid the diDicnltfesand aangeisof reshipmem, while rhe excellent cars run over
the smooth steel trucks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS¬
PORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

The

PehusylYtiiiia

Railroml

Company

also roach the bcBt localities for

GUNNING

ANI)

FISHING

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
TTCKKTS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, liilNOVA. BED¬
FORD, OREsSOJS, RALSTON, -WINNER IT A, and
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing Bliooting, an.l Still Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAFE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned furl'ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. JL BOYD, Jb , Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Frank TbompsoN, Gen’l Manager.
feb!7 If

Hartford,

TsTEYV YORK & LONG BRANCH R.R.
-L\
centralrailhoadofn. j.

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
Intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, dolly
(Su'ndays excepted) at 8, and Twenty-third street,
East River, at 8:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in (waiting on the wharf at New Haven and Je,ave for
Springfield and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New Tork
at 11 P. Mv, connecting with Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf at New Haven, leaving at 6:15 A. M.
Tickets sold and baggage checked ut 914 Broadway,
New York, and 4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion
to New Haven and return. Si.50 Apply at General
Office, on the pier, or to X41CHARD PECK, General
Agent.
my251!

ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN NEW YORK, LONG
BRANCH, OCEAN GROVE, SEA GIRT
' AND SQUAN.
Time-table of Jane 19tb, 1876: Trains leave New
York from foot of Liberty street. North River, at 7,
30, 9.00. 11.45 A. 31., 1.45. 3 45 4.30 and 6 OOP. M.
All trains run to Lone Branch. The 7.S1. 9.00. H.
45 A. M . 1.45, 3 45, 4.30 P. 31. trains ran through to
Sea Girt aud Squan.
Boats leave foot of Clarkson street at 7.35, 9.05,
11 35 A. 31., 2.30, 4 20. 5.20 P. 31.
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at MATTEWAN STATION with all trains,
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass.Agt.
R. E. Kicker., Supt. and Engr,

For

new

haven,

Tlie Hazard Powder Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.
Hazard's "Electric” Powder.
Nor. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of 1 lb. only.
Hazard's "American Sporting.”
Nos. 1 (fine; to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters andBi lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland ana
prairie shooting, Well adapted to short guns.
Hazard a “Duck Shooting.”
Nos. i (fine) to 5 (coarse;. In 1 and
and 6J and 12) lb. kegs. Bnms
clean, shooting remarkably close,
penetration. For field, forest and

5 lb. canisters
fik/wly and very
aud with great
water shooting

Hazard’s "Kentucky Rifle.”
FFFG, FFG, anti "Sea Shooting’’ FG, in kegs of 25
12). and it) lbs. aud cans of 5 lbs. Fb'FG is also
packed in 1 and ) lb. canisters. Burns strone ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting” FQ
is the standard Rifle powder of tte conntry.
SUPERIOR MINING ANDBLASTING POWDER.
GOVERN3IENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OH PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

88 Wall Street. New York.

GUNPOWDER.

Dupont’s
SPORTING, SHIPPING AND MINING

POWDER
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Established ih *1801),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AAD DIA
MONO GRAIN POWDER.
The most PoptilaT Powder iu Use.

Also,

Sporting;, Mining, Skipping and Blast¬
ing Powder
Of all kinds aud descriptions.
For sale in all parts af the country.

Represented

F. L. Kneeland,
Feb 10-1y

TO Wall Street, flew York.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The stronger, and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed lib. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl, Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of f>£ lbs. each, and in canis¬
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
OfiAflGB RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F,g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 ms., 12} lbs.,
and fi* lbs., and in canisters of 3 lb. and } lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less reaiounm than any other brands made.
BLASTING. MINING. AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS,
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER Co.,
26 Murray St, N. Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

mannfaernrers of rhe celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. U. BOGARDUS, the
of the World ”_

1HALUENGE.
The undershmed Is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities ho claim* for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Strength, Littlo
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Healing of the Barrel jit Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to Fhoot again Ft him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-haud, at 200,500 aud 1,000 j'tmIs respectively, and
100 rounds in anv position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
The powder is also well adapted for phot gunst
Inquire for the “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.f
NbponkBT Mass.

WILD RICE FOR SALE.
I am prepared to receive orders for any quantity of
Wild Rice Seed to be delivered II. O. D. last of Septem¬
ber.
t’HOS. p. Cantwell, Brainerd, Minn

WILD RICE

SEED.

licited for fall delivery.
Janesville Wisconsin.

ORDERS 80R. VALENTINE,
JuSSMi
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FOREST AND STREAM
BOSTON, XT. S. A..

To Travelers desiring the Best Hotel Accomodations in a choice locality, near the Pnblic Garden, Common,
Public Library. Mm eumorFmf* \rt-. Gimrehes. the Railroad Stations, and Plnces of Amusement.

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTUP.ER9 OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS —Diamond Grain, Falcon Dncking', Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining nnd Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad at., Boston; 19 Exchange st„ Buffalo; 9 State st„ Chicago; S3? N. Second st„ St. Lonis
Agencies in all the principal dries in the Country.
Dee2
BO UD REN'S
Patent Combination
Rifl cling

Jack Lamp.

JOHNSON’S
Patent

BOUDRENS
Patent Combination Reflecting

JACK LAMP
SUPPORT.

JACK and
FISHING LAMP.

TRIP.
Useful for Night Hunting, Fishine, Riding
For Spearing
Horseback, and in open wagons. Light is un«TQn a™
«
der perfect control of wearer hy slight moveFL.H AND EELS,
ment of body, leaving head and arms free.
Lighting Camps nnd Landings
This Lamp supplies a want long felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them a reliable Light, with which thev can
hunt and fish in any weather, thereby doubling their chances for sport. As a Carriage Lamp it has no EQUAL.
kitK anv carriage. Price, JACK LAMP alone, $6; SUPPORT, $3 each; JACK AND FISHING LAMP,
each. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination before payment.

WHITE

THE BRUNSWICK,
BOYLSTON STREET, cootter of CLARENDON. BOSTON, offers superior attractions.
The structme is new and Fire Proof and is supplied with a Passenger Elevaior.
It is furnished most elegantly and is supplied with every modem convenience, having hot and cold water
fn every chamber and bath-rooms with every suite. The Heating and Ventilating Apparatus throughout the
whole house is on the most approved plan.
PartiuB desiring information by correspondence will receive prompt attention bv addressing the Proprietor,
or by direct application to
J vv. WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

gjotelH and ^edorts for^>#ort$tnen.

ADIRONDACKS.

Brook trout fishing.—Tiie Scap-

TAYLOR HOUSE, SCHROON LAKE, ESSEX CO.,
N. Y., NOW OPEN.
Eleven hours from New York. Through ticket8
and checks. Post, express and telegraph offices ad¬
jacent. Finest location, scenery, fishing, boating and
riding in the Adirondaclts.
C. F. TAYLOR, Proprietor.

pernong Springs House is now open f . >r the ac¬
commodation of fishermen and others. Tni-> House
is situated three miles from North Prairie Station,
Waukesha county. Wis., at the Scuppeinong Trout
Ponds, where is to be found the ber-t trout fishing in
the Northwest. Conveyance can always be had at
the station. Terms $2 per day. Trout always on the
table. Dead fish, 50 cents a pound. For further in¬
formation address H. F. DO IIS 51 AN, North Prairie,
Wis._juil34t

BA.Y

SHOOTING OF ALL YARIK

ties. Shinnecock Bay, the best shooting
ground in the vicinity of New York. Win. N. Lane
respectfully informs hi* friends that, having largely
added to the Springville House, he is prepared to en¬
tertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaran¬
teed, The young bav birds are now coming in and
good bag•» are the order of the day. Address Win.
N. LANE. Good Ground Station, L. I. Live wild
geese stools for spring and fall shooting.
jull3-3m

PROSPECT PARK

HOTEL,

CATSKILL, N. Y.
High elevation, mountain air, with scenery unsur¬
passed in the world; 20acres of groands. First class
accommodation for 390 to 400 guests. Accessible by
day boats and cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
Visiting this de?ighiful resort with a view to secure
rooms, will be impressed with its unusual attractions.
Address JOHN BREASTED. QatskilL
jnS9 3ino

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A

FEW SET EOT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can be accommodated by u private
family, strictly first-class, with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or auy portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
from the business centre of Philadelphia.
Buy ticket ($2.65’, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which la distant only
200 yards from the house- Address
L. GARVER. 2908 K. J6.tb St,. Philadelphia.

PAVILION HOTEL,
NEW BRIGHTON, STATKN ISLAND.

It. T. COLE, Proprietor.
Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet.
A promenade piazza 3*0 feel
long._jefl dm

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

PROVINCE

OP

QUEBEC,

W. JAMERSON, Prop’r.
A. W. HUBBARD, Business Mauager.
This is one of the finest fishing localriesin the East¬
ern Towushtin of Canada, and is situated at tho out.et of Lake Meraphremagog. Reached by stage eleven
miles from Ayre Flat, on Pasumpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport_>1 am

UMoors HOTEL,
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC. CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bur, &c,
Free bus to depot. DtPyline of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke, and Melbourne, on Grand Tr nk Railway
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Water¬
loo Lake, aDd in the midst of an excellent shoo tine
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout. Bass, and Pickerel Board $1.25 per day.
jel 3m
_L H. BtcQOKS, Prom illor

OTTAWA HOTEL,
C. S. BKOWN & J. Q. PEHLEY, Peoprietous,
Montreal, Canada.
LOCATED ON 8T. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRINCI AL BUS NESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
GLASS IN EVERY RESPECT
@1 801

MANUFACTURING COMPYj
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.

A larger pize is made, which is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stables,houses. Sugar Store Houses,,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Send!
for circulars,
je22

Centennial Board.
Four or five persons can find

Camp Lounge Co.,
Troy, N. Y., and Nor
walk, Ct.
2x7x23in,,
$10.
Bed, Pillow and
Fly-net. Sold by N. Y
and Boston sporting
dealers.
Discounts
large. Other styles 3x42in. $4 and $5. St. Louis—
Albright <6 Sons. Chicago—J. W. D. Kelly & Bro.,
88 Madison-st. San Francisco—-C. H, Moseley, 415
Sanworn-st. _
Jn6-4t

TO

SPORTSMEN !—FOR

QUIO Shares in Wall street
often leads to fortune.
Sc^d Tor a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICK LING <fc CO., Bankers and Broker*
•2 Broadway, N. Y.

n\ ARMAN HOUSE, FORKED RIVER,

Founded Juty 4, 1808.

Ocean County, N J., best Hunting and Fishing
Grounds in Baroegut Bay. House is in first-class order. Apply to F. A. BRIGGS, Proprietor, or at the
Briggs House, cor. 42d St. and 4th Ave., New York.
ju20 2m.

Bromfield Blouse,
Bros.,

55 BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston Mags.

The House for Sportsmen.
r

feb17 tf

RICE LAKE,
IDLE WILD, HARWOOD. CANADA.
A delightful summer resort for gentlemen and their
wives on Stony Point. Bass, Pickerel, Mascalonge,
Indians, Canoes, etc.
A. Y. DENIO, Proprietor,
***Cars from Toronto to Port Hope or Coburg, or
mat Trom Rochester to Coburg, thence to Harwood,
17 miles._je22 3m

BELMONT

HOTEL,

Board at high bridge fob two

persons; private family; high and spacious
ground- and stanlc; convenient to Harlem River;
boating and Ashing; thirty minnies from Forty-second
street station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
M. B„ tins offic-._jes if

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This honseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmon from ni1 n»*•»» of tho Untrpfi
and nannda.

A LL ABOUT FLORIDA.

Thos. W. Sparks,

'

023 and 025 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
bv street cars and slages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day up« ard. A first-class Restanraut, and Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a qniet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of Ihe limes, are the special ad¬
vantage” afforded at tbe -BELMONT."
iucli30 <im_HARDY & OO., Proprietors.

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Offlse, 131 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

LAWN MOWERS
FOR

Hand and

Horse.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New

York

Agricultural

Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.
189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK.
apllSIy_

MEDALS OR BADGES.

NO QUES-

Xa- tion can he a*>ked about Florida, her lands,
products, health, climate, resources, labor, population,
&c., that is not answered in the Florida. NawYorrkr. If is edited by a eeutlemau who baa lived
there over 25 years, Is a practical farmer and a fine
writer, published weekly, by the Florida NewYorker Publishing Co.. 22 Bcekrann-et., N. Y. dry,
ii $2 per Annum, or Single Copy. 10 cents.
JnB tf

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoliler

CARRIES

PAPER

OR

METALLIC

SHELLS, either end np, revolves on centre
slides, weighs bnt li pounds, and is only 1J inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to qtiicklv receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the some.
For esse of action and rapid shooting it excels any¬
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D„ 86.50,
ordering, give the size of Bhells and a loosemeo&
sjiBiuent outside of veBt.
„ _
tysa-ly
N. 8. GOSS, NbobUo Pall ”,Ran

From Pictures by GEO. EARL, tho celebrated Ani
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.

SALE.

Splendidly - built English gun by first -class
London maker. Double-barrel, 12-bore, central fire,
side lever action, patent rebounding locks, and spring
fore end. Barrels of finest laminated steel. In solid
leather case, with every fitting complete, the whole a
perfect piece of workmanship. Quite new; price
$270. Apply at 330 East Seventeenth st., N. Y.
__
ju27-lt

pleasant rooms and board in private family, at
Tidga. on Reading Railroad, a quarter of a mile from
New York Junction. Surroundings rural. Steam cars
every half hour to Centennial Grounds—fare 10 cents.
Charges $2 a day. Address S. A. ATKINSON,
19ih Street, 7th House South of Ontario, Phila., Pa.
ju20 2t,

Messenger

Dogs of England.
Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Mardona,
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) 3. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gnrtlc, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Eaq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joabnu Dawes, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.60 each.
Cnb, Dalmatiin, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian, — Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Dnke, Blenheim Spaniel. — Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tau) T. H. Mur¬
chison. Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Maodona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchison. Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
.llylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq. *
Prince. English Terrier, (vvhito) T, H Murcmaou.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound. Lord Lurgun.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Garth, Eaq .
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esu .
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Layerack Setter (black *and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarqne, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Rob, Spaniel (liver colored,'. T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie. Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price, Eaq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C Macdono.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Eaq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, iu exact imitation
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pue, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davioe, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J. L. Price.
Jack. Fox Terrier. T. Tl. Murchinson. Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Eaq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),-Qartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shiiley, E8q.,
M. P.
Gainer, Foxhound,-Radcliffe, Eeq.
These Pictures will be forwarded oh receipt ot
price.

Small size, postage paid; large size, subject to

express charges,
FOREST AND S TREAM PCB. CO„
17 Chatham street* New York.

Bound

Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, Sl.OO.
Wo are now prepared *o famish badges or medals
of any description at abort notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making good
work, we solicit orders from all associations, and will
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work farniched on application.

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
tuaylj 8m

983 Broad street, Newark, N.J.

A complete Bet of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
Hpplicalion to this offiro.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce 6t., 4th doer from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor, Open day and night.

FOREST AND STREAM

411

THE NEW BALLARD.

ATTENTION

Sehoverling & Daly,
A 84 and 86 Chambers Street,

, NEW YORK.
V. O. 5,380.

SEND FOR DAT ALOGCE.

Hunting, Sporting, Perfecting, Pacific, Off-Hand and Creedmor.

Rules for Practice aud Competition. Practical Uinta
concerning Rauge*, Targets, Scoring, Killetj, Shoot¬
ing, ere. Forma /or Organiznrion of Rifle Aeeooiationej By-Law a, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Illustrated with Maps. Sketches, and Diagrams. By
Ma.tok Geo. 0. Stakr, Secretary American Rifle Aa■
1 vol. !8mo, Cloth, Price 50 cents.
Sold by all booksellers', or mailed, postpaid, on re¬
ceipt of price, by J. B. FORD & GO., New York.
in29

I

_The Jreiflimgr fTononnced Perfection hv the Best Judges.
“ This Useful Manual s/inula be in the hands of
every Sportsman.” T - ' -r- _

Paper and Metallic Shells

liJ

ron

Fur,Fin and Feather

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

RIFLEMEN!

& STREAM” New
Hand-BooK for Riflemen.

The “FOREST

By CHARLES HALLOCK,

A COMPILATION OP TUB

Manufactured by the

C3rsa,Kra.<s

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,

I^Si'^srss

AUTHOR OF

THE

FISHING TOURIST.

EMBIUClSCt TnE WHOLE

United

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

*
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the caeieet reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head not use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
lloinw' patent waterproof primers, n&Yer miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made ex¬
pressly lor tile purpose, we can now warrant oar BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imparted. They urc Bure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealersi in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Uo.'s Shells.
Not sold at. retail by the manufacturer-:.
de<-2H If

States

and

Canada,

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬

"WITH A BIST OP

lishing Co.,

HUNTING AND FISHING GROUNDS

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET. NEW YORK,

AND A U0MPENDIU1I OP

Useful Information for all who
either Shoot or JTtsh.
Fur,Fin, !md iNiStWU n largo nntuvo pnrKtoit-.tit
<>r ITU tinges*! anil is duVulwl vxclmiTVi-ly tn Fi Id
3pUmiuttl Anglins. It ia lint only work imWieli(•(l
l-liatgivustit" full text of liiif Chtmit |,tt we* nf Ihu
whoTii I fill l ml S';itrs^lua Cutuulti. nuidiplieil Qirnr1erlvtir«&iijvar. biiigle milting fit) imk. Io In had of
nil Uiinsmiiha, Fisliln- Tiioklo Mentors, ami News
Agent-;, or can be had Id (mi met.

CM AS. SUYDAIVJ, Publisher,

And for sole by ail booksellurs. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, on ruceipt. of price at u I lies of publica¬
tion.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY. AGENTS.

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.
Thifl work will be of great service at. this Reason to
anglers selecting localities Tor fishing, either for Tront
or Salmon.
For sale ->y Harper & Brothers, or at
the ofHce of Forest and Stream. Price $2.
apltf tf

A to Clinmln-rs Rt.. Now Yorlt.

lysshe and lysshynge.
From the “Bokc of St. Albans,”
BY DAME JULIANA BERNERS,
MMAC/antx;

New Paper Shell, Conical Base.
(WILLIAMS PATENT.)
MANUFACTURED BY THE

St. Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Co.,
Office 209 North Fourth st.
The advantages claimed Tor these shells are—Cheapness, a saving of 25 PER CENT IN THE USE OF
POWDER, less recoil, greater penetration. The beBt material ia used iu their man n facta re, and they will be
found a first-class Shell, equal m qualiLy to the highest priced English Shells. Sixes made are No. 10, 2£; No.
12, 2f in., central lire. Longer Shells made to order at extra cost. Ask your gnu dealer for these, and buy no
oilier* P. S.—Tim Nn i2 Shell wjll nor he for hs'r nnrit August 1st,_. -fnlTH 4t

A. D. 1496.
Quoted by Izaak Walton in Hts “Angler.”
American Edition, with Preface and copious Glos¬
sary by Geo. W. Van Siglen, Esq., or the New York
Bar; heavy timed paper; square J2mo., 120 pages,
doth; the absurd old illustrations reproduced.
The charming old book, with all its quaintness and
freshness, is needed in the library of every angler,
and of every gentleman of education. Get a copy
and enjoy it.
Send P. O. order for price, $1.50, or order It C. O. D
from Forest and Stream.
apl27 3m

FLORIDA j&STw

10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers' Association—meeting of 1875-25C. Climatology
and Resources of Florida. 15c
G till veto's Treatise on
Tin- films Family (Iraiielateit from the French), $1.
Guide Manor Horton, Silo Alldries Wit-TON & Co.,
Junk-onvi 1e, Fla, -suy “lu re u,u tut*.' tis,
tf
IWOH TJEftS

fflilxttny, (Llmttriral. cDiurdr
Yo

J^EriCRiertvE GuruIT

MMMUFMCTUTSJSItS OF

ADIROKDACKS,

^urrrip

/(> A/i//jfev Lax it, — XV Ui

Dork.

Woven Rowing, Base Ball & Gymnasium Suits.'

AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL
Til Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake. Lakes Luzerne,
George, aud Clnmiplalu, the Ausable Chiu-m
the Thousand Island*. Massena Springs.
and Trenton B’alls,
7
By E.

$5.

_.

EAST TO LOAD. NO SMASHING FINGERS
STRONGEST EVER MADE
Send for Circul it.
EUREKA MFC OO., 171 Devonshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
ju29-5t

EDWINSON C. GREEN’S
BBRECH LOADERS,
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are unsurpassed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority in
shooting power has been shown wherever tested in
this country and in England, standing first, second,
and third at the New York trial in 1873; also the highest average at the London Field trial In 1875. A ease
of these gnus made to order for sportsmen, and taken
from stock, are shown at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, Bri'ish Department. Prices, $45 to $250,
currency. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost send for descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
Jacksonville, Illinois.
]eI5
SOLE AGENTS FOR U, S.

CREEDMOOR

Long-Range, Wind Gauge, and
Vernier Sights.
DART’S

SPORTSMAN’S

FAVORITE

Metallic Shells.
MANUFACTURED by
GEO. E. HART <Sc CO., Newark, IV. J.
jn20tf

Charles L. Ritzmann,

Something New!
THREE

BARRELED

BTCEECH-LOA ding

guns.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
-feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving to
sportsmen the very thing so often wanted in all
kinds of shooting.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
Combining all the modern improvements, and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle to breech-loaders a specialty—from
an tn Gid;
Plflo
j....:_.a *
J

YLt BE

R.

WALLACE,

Newly Revised Edition.
Handsome 12mo., Flexible Covers. Red and Gold.
Maps, elc. Beautifully Illustrated, Over
30L pages. Price, «g2.

BEDFORD’S
Bureka A ia- Pistol,

oomeco.Jn, y.

943 Broadway, Above 22d Street,
FACTORY, 114 CENTRE STREET,

Gn ills. Pistols,

anti

.Rifles,

Shooting Accessories, Fishing Tackle.
AND STORTING GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders In exchange for Breech Load¬
ers, and always have some fine second hand Guns on
hand, cheap, Send 15c. for the handsomest aud com, pletest Catalogue published: eizo, 9x12 inches • 48
' pagea and 112 lustration*
- —T 0

][]f ]| Vanity Fair.

1
It is shaved from the best Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for clr-

TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon. J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
“Adirondack, or Life In the Woods," &c.
It is admirably written, and has just, enough of hnmor, sentiment, and description of scenery mixed, to
make u delightful. The illustrations arc well chosen
and very effective, while the instructions rcspecitn"
routes, localities, distances, outfits &c
embrace
everything that can be desired. Taking Rail in all
it IS the most complete book that has btc-n published
oil the Adtrondacks, not excepting even mv own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for Us extraordinary disinterestedness. '
From Allicit B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
"Woods and Waters,” ‘ The Indian Pass," Ac.
I think it is the bed work on the foieet that has ap¬
peared— snpeuor in word-paiminr to Murray's arid
full of wood pictnres and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that we arc in the forest, are living with
you in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters flowing over and byns. This
I think, the time test of a good haok, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on tile mind. As a “Guide
Book," it is most creditable and valuable. Indeed it
is the only tiling of the kind that has yet been pub¬
lished—the very thing that has been so long wanted
and watted for. It must Save cost you intense apnllcatton and labor. You may well ho content that you
have produced a good book.
From Benson J. Leasing, the Historian.
I have read those portions dcscriplive of the placeB
which came under my personal observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictnres as I recall impressions made of them at Ihe dates of my visits i re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
as a most nseful--nay. Indispensable, manual for tour¬
isty to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour In that
region is eminently a oraclical matter, and for Ihnt
reason I regard your "Guido” as ail important, uscrnl,
and Umely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2,
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
•mayit tf
17 Chatham street, N. Y. City.

j^AEW SPORTING BOOK.

Handbook for Yoiins Sportsmen.
Nomenclature, Care and Training of Spoiling Boos
eto., etc., to which is added a complete list of Homo
and Foreign Sporting Journals. Sent post-paid to
any address on receipt of 25 cents. Address
apU8 to
Tf, e, pond, MoatcUo, Win,

From Seth Green, Supt..V. Y. State Fisheries.
I fiDd Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsman. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.B, and know them all to
be first-class.
For Sportsmen.
A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid re¬
source in Winter and rough Weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers havo it.
From V. II. Lnmlierton, Rochester. •
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanily Fail, by the
camp fire and by Iho hearth, I helleve.' it in point of
fragrance anil taste superior lo all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not lire
the tongue and month, I was made acquainted with
Jdur \ unity Fair, and found it to he the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.
For Cigarettes.
A cigarette is an iuiertudc to the serious habit: a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For eiuareltes Vainly Fair has no equal. Best dealers have It.
From Forest aud Stream, N. Y.
We have received rmm Messrs. Kimball * Co of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, uflet-must thorough trial, do uot
hesitate to concede to it ail Ihe good qualities which
its manufacturers claim for it. It Is a most superior
article, and a great com Tort to diecriminaliniz
smokers.
"

. H. BATTY,
Taxidermist
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK,
Dealer in obioits of Natural
History, DiningRoom Taxider¬
my, Game Birds
on shields and
Stands, Bucks’
- A u tiers,
^ ,,n' ved Heads,
* -XidormiNts’
Isnpulies. Skins
M «nd eggs for col
lectious, Aqnarla
y and trtoc.k, In’ tecta, Chrysaliden. Guru!.
Shells. &c.
Agents:
Merrel Ryder
55 Jackson SL
St. lJaul, Minn,
Holbert.on & Co . 102 Nassau street, N, Y.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT

PARK,

PHILADELPHIA.

Open every day. A large collection or Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents:
ohilrirpn nndef iwHve. hi roots
ianfi ly f

J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.
MENAGERTES, MUSEUMS, and CLUBS supplier
with Beasts, Birds* and Kcpliles of tiny kind in th<
known world, pat up in the most Artistic manner
From a whale to a minnow, from an elephant to i
dormouse, from a inoa,to a humming-bird. Forelgi
Skins and artificial fcyea. Highest prices paid for rar«
Skins, itcads, and horns.
inchBO t-f
No. 19 NORTH WILLIAM ST , N Y
Bibbs and Anuiai.s ritESBuvuD io Oudebbt

R.L. N EWCOMB,
TAXIDEUSIIST,
NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

Instruction* given,

toAtff
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THE ORVIS REEL
Tlio Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel in the Market.

E. TOM

HOFE.

Fill

m

.1

THE LEADING REEL MAKER

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.

II. L. DUNCKLEE’S
PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

NO 1.-This Keel is extra nickel-olated and finely finish, d. Is perforated to make It light, and keep it
free from panel also that the line tuay dty without removing it from the reel after use. Hhs a very perfect
click. It ia very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of line. It is more compact mid Jess cnmber_e than ordinary 20 yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up line rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
Case, price $5.
NO 2—For Prizes. Same style as No 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Exlra finish, with caae, price $10.
Seut by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE. Send for New Pnce List of Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines, &c., «&c. Mention this paper.

(complete).@1*

SHOOTING AND FISniNG SUITS,
(complete).@20

Flies,

These flies are imitations of American insect®, or
combinu’ion of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful
Parties sup¬
plied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
bent suited to those waters seut to them. Flies copied
from any naiural insect or pattern desired. SARA.
J McBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe count.v. N Y.
1C ••ton, Holhertou & Co., Sole Agents for the
East-rn Cities.
deeply

TV. H. HOLABIItD

STOVE.

Would most respectfully annonnee to his patrons and
friends that be is prepared to make

PATENTED JUNE 22, 1875.

Shooting anil Fishing Snits

Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 35 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ti n persons, and ia especially adapted for camping
purpo>es. The ware consists of 8 qt.. kettle. 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pau, round tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridiron. lent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an ovea that will roast 15. pounds beef.

at the above prices. The ten dollar salt is better
made than any competitor can offer for the same

Kfestiixe, N. Y., August, 1875.
Messrs. Geo. E. Habt & Co.: 1 take great plea¬
sure in calling the attention of all lovers of the Kotl.
Keel trad Flv to your Celluloid Reels for Tr lling and
I'lv-tishtng, for ease of manipulation lightness, com¬
bining strength and perfection in mechanism, they
ar#tnc mtmrahle. and I clteerfullv add my testimony
in their favor. Yours,
J. R RO.MEYN, M. D.
GKOKbE E. HART & to, Newark, N. J.
JngOtf.
. L, H. Abbey.

48 Maiden Lane. \ p o. box .294
35 Liberty Street.) new yoek.

ABBEY & IMBRUE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk & Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,

FISHING TACKLE

65 Fulton St., N. Y„

°fSole'agents Vor the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Pateut Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warnn s Drill-Eyed and
FW-Eyed Needles.
.
..
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adilondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
_ may40

m-

RODS,

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M/GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this*
iPkMseason.) Vom Hole’s Rubber
Pt‘c' Pivot, Click and Salmon
wtfm Redd. The celebrated “Frankv pCm fort>’ Reel. &c . &c Sole manSsflBHr ufacturersof “Mnllaly’s”Patent
nsWW *
Flies. The new style Cum hunk
Ba*s Lines of Extra qualify.
Parties fitted out for the Adirordacks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cutty
hunk. Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Bamegat, &c.
Ciders by mail will receive
careful and prompt attention.
?t! '
rm

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Bass and Trout Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
Iiiver, and Sea Fishing.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sixes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Piemlum awaitied by the Franklin
Institute, 1874.
mch9 6m

FISHING TACKLE!
GO IP,11 ton St., N. Y.

Rods, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Raits, Fish Hooks, Ac.

N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Split Bamboo Fly Reds and Reels

for Tront Baas and Salmon.

OK THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
llKEECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

Green

Heart

Rods,

BRADFORD S ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER.
IOI

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS A DEALERS IN

Split Bamboo Fly-Bods.

Fishing Tackle,
Fishing Bods,
Fish Hooks,

I have on hand several fine tront rods at $15 each,
and am ready to fill ordere to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHA8. F. MURPHY,
suihlfi 8m
40 Halsey St., Newark, N. J,

Boston.

THE

NEW

BOSTON

SHOOTING SUIT.
G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Boston, Mass.

Mitror actdkeks and Importers op

Fishing Tackle,

Box 2710.

For fate at SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 1«2 Nas¬
sau at. New York City, aud R. H. KILBY’S, 3-18 St.
Paul street, Montreal.
g®"”Agents warned in every town.
ju113-4teow

Manufactured only by

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
pngSb-ly

I

teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Cocrti ami Sr.

H. L. DUNCKLEE,

M

J. B. Crook& Co.,
We offer to dealers and sportsmen a most complete
assortment of

The ^ j is so constructed that it nests and packs
I. and the oven aud funnel pack Inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for pack¬
ing half a dozen plates, kniver, forks, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price complete, $15.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Of Every Description and Quality.

We particnlarly call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment of fine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cuttjhnnfc and Pasque Islinds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every eenuine H. L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents.
Beware

Illustrated Catalogue, 16 pages, free on application.

Dealers will find It to their advantage to handle my
goods. They are better known aud more highly ea-j

(Successors to J.C.Conroy & Co.)

Invit.e the attention of amateurs
to the HddiLions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers. I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pocketB,
Ac., for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST SHOOTING AND PISHING COATS IN
THE WORLD,
and respectfully Bolicit yourotders. I send my new

, BISSETT & MALLESON,

Trolling and Click Feels.

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,

(complete).$tO

The Standard Flies for American Waters.

(celluloid patent.)

Sportsman’s Emporium.
Sole Agents for the celebrated McBride Fliea.
Tents, Camp Stoves, Jack and Fishing Lumps,
and Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson's water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suita.
Holberton’j. new Fly Book will hold 114 Fliea a*
full length, without curling the f-nells, Each one
held in its place by a German silver fly holder, Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $7.
Fishing Tackle, Gnus, Rifles, Hunting Knives, Dittnar Powder, Kay’B Con central ore.
The new Water-proof Moccasin Shoe. A perfect
=hoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscuit.
Ammunition of all kinds.
Seurt stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly
F. O. Box 5,109.

LIOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

MANCHESTER. VERMONT.

McBride

JbjUl/llj I1U1 J VI lull YJU UV if

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,

C. F. OUT 18 & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers*
mch303m

FI

Manufacturer and Dealer in

We offer this season an entirely new design of
WATER PROOF SHOOTING SUIT (made from ex¬
tra quality duck), in the preparation or which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of oar
best resident sportsmen.
The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed bv a new pat¬
ent process. The seams aud pocket comers being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilaled, and
nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $18, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred smts wiU bo kept ready In stock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment’s notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“Wo were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially adapted for sport-men, designed and
made np by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attenrion of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it onr unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining *he bo-t points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American eervtce. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, waternroof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
In this latter respect.”
Persona ordering from a distance need send only
the following to be enre of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure, Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

PAPER STB PIPE.

•Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—a 1
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of to- j
uaeco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank 1
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, bur is always ch-au-B
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,*
but the stem is of porouB paper, to be laid a*lda after 1
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems 1
accompany each pipe. The price of exira sterna, 4
when nor. furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four *
and a half and seven inches, be.; twelve inches, 15c. 1
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a completes
sample seut by mail for $1 by
nov18 tf

For

J. H. Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge. Mass.

Ariel. 45 feet, long 9 feet beam; is a handsome!
and comfortable boat, and can steam 1 ~ miles per J
hour on 40 lbs. coul per hour; cabin- and pilot house J
finished with hard wood and is first-class throughout.J
Price $2 800. S. B. GEEACBN, 71 Lawrence -nuet.l
N • . .. N. J.*
_ jiiSh It. J

hie latest
Portable Boat.
I Unqualified testimonial-from those
who have used them.

Carries yonr ingeage, and is obecked on the railroad'
as a trunk; ix2s3 feet dimensions. Is in-i»utly
drawn oat into a strong ten foot boat, covered with
water proofed canvas. Bnd made ready for the water In
five minutes without tools. Send for circular and
nrir.es to
CHAS. A. FENNElr,
1
pncBS
Mystic River, Conn.
Can he seen at Eaton & HoiOu.ou b 102 Naaeanstreet. ___may4_tf_j

There can re no greater por-|

tability without serious defects They arc the only!
portable boats that art* equal to the wn He.«l w hole*
onus for local n*«. Sold by Eaton, Uolberton & Co., 4
102 Nassau street.
Jy2» ly M

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 t.0 75 pound*, are 11 to 15 feet long;
and bave ample c pacity for from one to four person*
and baggase Cedar a ding oak keel, sterna,
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

J. H. KUSHTON, Manner,
jneh9 6ni

Canton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

. iOR SALE-PLEASANT HOMES Off
'

“OAK RAIL," BOSTON, MASS.

I

sale—the steam yacht®

GAY SIMMONS & SON, F
M>10 6n»

I

THE

easy terms; sltnatednear the seashore, at Bath.
I * large yaids, with fruit and shade tree?, sod.
Darns; pleasant tarroundiDgs, good fishing, bunting,
and bathing. Addxe&s
J.H, BATTY,

u

Box 40, New Utfecfeti A.
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Centennial Exhibition of Fire Arms.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
PAPE’S

J. & W. TOLLEY'S

VISITORS DESIRING INFORMATION EV REGARD TO THE EXHIBIT OF

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

BRE yuH-LOADING GUNS, RIFLES, &c.
JAMES ^URDE..
W. & C. SCOTT & SON, )
CHARLES LANCASTER, London.
P. WEBLEY & SON,
'-Birmingham.
JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
W. W. GREENER,
\
e m. Reilly- & co.,
PARKER BRO’S,
ALEXANDER HENRY. Edinburg.
And others.
A full stock or JAMEs PURDEY’S celebrated c...
E. M. REILLY & CO'S., WESTLEY RICHARDS.
W. & C. SCOTT & SON’S, P. WXBLEY & SON’? W. W. GREDNEK’S, and cheaper English guns ; PAR¬
SER BRO’S A merman. Guns, Shooiing Tackle, Cartridges, Powder, &c., &c

JOSEPH C. GRUBS & CO.,
AGENTS FOR EXHIBITORS, 712 MARKET ST„_PHILAPEI PHIA.

THELEFEVERGUN.

Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
ance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker m the world.
1875. 12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener.
2d- -Pape.Davidson.
3d— Pap e..Pape.
Out. of a class of 68 gUDs, 8 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1 at— Pape.Davidson.
2d—Pape..
Davidson.
J875. Long Iiange, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
let—Pape.Duvidson
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Borina.
1st—Pape.Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3* dr. to 1* oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and
oz. shot.
1875. The Sportsman’s Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original In¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1559, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

FINK

ENGLISH

Made to Order

FROMjSTQCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold.
Tolley,.90
«
Standard, 115
**
National, - - 140
«
Challenge, - - - 1HO
<•
Paragon, ♦ - 225
«•
TRAP SHOTS and others re¬
quiring Guns specially built, on
our new system for_
DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, n have their wish**
carried out WTITH DESPATCH

- - -

Without Extra Cost.
BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham. Emrland.

H. C. Squires/"THE

GREAT

London Gun Trial,
1875.

J. D. DOUGSLL S
Express Guns and Rifles.
Lefever Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARBEL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLESl
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
THESE

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE
ACTION, TO BE TUB! BEST HANDLING, AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

BEST

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Wake.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and toolB of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the manufacture
and action of this celebrated gun, are nosv prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

The

Sportsman’s "Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS
Late COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Wo.

177

Broadway,

New

(Title registered.)

IV. W. GREENER’S

York.

WHOLESALE AND EE 1 AIL

BREECH LOADING

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cnp, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bore6. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875 . 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the ouly maker who has made an aver
age pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment- of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz; $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or im¬
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. .Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest im¬
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
janl3 ly

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers,
Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. JS P. feel sore it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any donble, treble ot quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may he forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution ui the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

59 St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and ltifleB.
Pattern made by

Brass

and

Paper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERT CHEAT

The Most Approved

System

-OF-

Breech Loading:,Sporting
And.

Military

Rifles.

LOADING

SHOT

yards.

ACCURACY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials ard Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed,

REVOLVERS

OF VARIOUS
SIZES.’
4TT nrmnrxrtn.r.

V ID
riu
DESIRABLE

ALL

RESPECTS.

Send. lor Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.
Whltneyville, near New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

• •

^..
FIELD

TRIAL

V;

Fxpress Rifles, Double and Single,
•3C0, .400 and .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S CeleDrated

HIUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
T2 ST. JAMES STREET, LON DON.

W. W. GREENER’S
DOUBLE
CLOSE - SHOOTING
UUAto. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great Loudou Field Trial 1675, beating 38 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, ana will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, 8/
Louis, U. 8. A. Address
W. W. GREENER,
St. Mary’s Works, Birmingham, England.

WM. R. SCHAEFER,

Exhibiting two of the five American systemB at the
Centennial.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD’S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send lor illustrated Catalogue.

Olai'k

Ac

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Gnns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Balts, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and HairTroutLmes, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass lanes. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs, and Birds! Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT’S .PATENT DOG BISCUITS. 4-ly

] burgh, Pa,

Manufacturer only of first-class

Sneider.

314 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

Corner Second and IValnut Sts., Philadelphia,
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

For Simplicity of Construction

* •

ETRATION?

GUN.

PRICKS, @50.00 TO 8250.00.

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered to Breech
Loading.

f.

HIGHEST PEN¬

SNEIDEB
BREECH

*

1 1-8 No. 6, 40

NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

Imolements,

*

ing 12 Bore,

ang26-tf

Cartridges, l>otli

’

our Clone-Shoot¬

dress Great Western Gun Works, Pitts-.
jui9ta»

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,
And Dealer in

Guns

of all Descriptions.

Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted.
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, OF
straight—-wananted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of Englbh chilled shot, in 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. 61 Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Comer of Dock Sqnare.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new gnns. Send for circular and
pries U»l. No; 8 Weat Main nffieet, Rochester, N. 1.
AM 3-CUi

414

FOREST AND STREAM
Target made by IRA FLANDKRS
Esq., Saranac, N. Y., July, 1875.

WINCHESTER

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off-hand.
Bullseve, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 23 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

Hunter’s and Sportsman’s Favorite.
88 Consecntive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
STRONG, Peshtigo, Wis., March 11,1875.

Target made by Dr. B. H. PARDEE, San Francisco.
California.

Tli© accompanying are an Mien t ie copies
of targets made witli the style of
gun i ■ e pros e i it © <1 above.

81 Bullseyes.
48 Centres...
14 Outers....

80 consecutive shots.
Distance, ilO yards.
String, 32$ inches.
Average, 1 9-100.

281 out of a posible 852.

For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Route to tne Acuronciacks I

DELAWARE & HUDSON CANAL GO’S
NEW RAILROAD,
Passing through Saratoga, Whitehall, Crown
Point, Port Henry, Westport, Port Kent,
Ausable, Plattsburgh and Rouse's
Point, to MONTREAL,

INDIA RUBBER

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

WM. READ & SONS.,
13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,

Sporting and Camping Outfits,

Along the West Shore of Lake Champlain.
India Rubber Goods of Every Description.
Trains leave Albany, morning and evening, in con¬
nection with Trains and Steamers from New York,
landing passengers at the very

gateway of tlie Sportsman’^ Paradise.
Ask for

Tickets by the NEW LINE.
S. 33, MAYO, Oen’l Passenger Agent,
ALBANY, N. Y.

POPE’S

D. HODGMAN & GO..
Send for Price List.
apl!3 6m

SCHUYLtH HARTLEY

&

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
45 High Street, Poston.
by a new process-soof

SSS

‘h0euneevaefsat wRbloSf
handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 3c.
stamp. No belter work in the world at any price.
Try them. Agents wanted. Circulars, 3c. W. C.
CANNON, 46 Kneeland St . Boston, Mbps. he8 tv

PNGL1SH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND GRAIN.
Sos. 2. 8. 4.5, 6,1 ana 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker a Ducking.
BepD-eow

gfiq-r 61 Cedar threet,
Wow York.
Agent for D. 8 America.

.

tjrueuer 8. weoiey a, wesuey ruenaraa, L-iaorougu, jsioore anti outers, irom ©hu up. pint; ertmic
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $1S, &c., &c. ]
Send for Circulars.

TARGET

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

Ju«t i he thing )
sportsmen audmjliShoots darts or slugs a
1 distance of 50 feet. Perfectly ac¬
curate. By practicing with it one
m ly become a dead shot. Each
pistol is put up in a neat box, with
6 darts, 6 targets, 100 slugs, ram¬
rod, claw,wrench, and skeleton gun stock. Price, $5;
nickel plated, $6. Sent by mail on receipt of price
and 35 cents postage.
One of the many testimonials from the Commainierin-Chief of the U. S. Army:—
“It Is snrely ingenious in mechanism, quite accu¬
rate in aim. and useful in preparing one for the more
serious handling of the ordinary rifle.
W. T. SHERMAN, General.”

PRINTmb

BREECH-LOADERS.

REMINGTON

FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

Pebl06tn

C. SCOTT & SON’S

GRAHAM

19 Malden Lane, 30 <fc 33 John street, i\. V

Rifle Air Pistol,

n n I in TI

Agents for Genuine

27 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.
AG-ENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. * C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P. WEBLKY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHARDS.
THOMSON’S HUNTING SUITS AND OIL FIN.
1SHED GRAINED LEATHER SHOE PACKS.
DIXOA8 <fc H A WRSLEY’8 SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_ _
bad shooting is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50
AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
nany's Ammunition.
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

eetablfshed. °AU the prominent long range shooters (with one exception) use them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for 1876, containing illustrations. &c., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, to

E. Liexniii«>-to!5
[P. O. Box 3994.]

Ac

Sons.,

283 Broadway, IV. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, Ac. [ARMORY, ILIO\, \. Y.[

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Fine Engravings on card boards, ready for framing,
of the following celebrated dogs:—
Pure Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pure Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paint'
ing by Bispham.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pointer Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AJSfD STREAM PUB. CO.,
1? Chatham Street, N. y.

ALSO, AM

Magic Lantern and lOO Slides for 0100.

E&

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

• Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megale. noscopes. Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities, i hoto-Lantern slides a special- n
ty.
Manufacture! s of Photographic materials* 1
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition.
aa5-1v

Philadelphia.

m

“V^x’

Ten Cents a Copy.

\

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1876.
For Fcn'est and Straem.

anninim off prison'd.

A

T an altitude of 6,500 feet, the atmosphere is not very
warm, in October, and to be unceremoniously pulled
out of your blankets, with the remark that your mule is
saddled and waiting for you to mount, is to say the least,
provoking, particularly when you were enjoying dreams of
home and loved ones. Obedient to orders, however, I soon
donned my shooting suit and bidding my striker Toll my
blankets, and strap them to the saddle, proceeded to the
mess room to brace up the iuner man, for we were to be
gone, none of us could tell how long. We, the Lieutenant
and myself, had arranged the day before to go high up in
the While Mountains, where some Indians had, a few days
before, killed a couple of elk, to see if wo could have the
good luck to bving down a few more. It was arranged
that we should take a train of a dozen pack mules in
charge of the head packer, which with the cargodore,
cook, and two Apache Indians, as guides, all well mounted
on first class mules, made quite a cavalcade. Our route
lay northwest from the Post, distant about thirty miles.
Lieut. B. (who, by the way, is a glorious young fellow, and
a crack shot, both with rifle and shot gun,) was in command
of tlie out fit. After doing justice to a good breakfast, (be¬
ing frequently hurried up) I took down my Winchester
and laying in an exlra stock of cartridges (for I supposed I
should certainly kill a dozen elk) announced myself as
ready. We were soon out of sight of the Post and its strict
commanding officers, and breathing the pure mountain air
fell free, and wo also felt that, the expedition was one
in which our reputations were at stake. The Lieutenant
and myself rode in advance, followed by the Indians, after
which came the train of animals. Being a visitor as it
were, the charge of providing the out-fit was left entirely
to the Lieutenant, who now assumed the rank of Com¬
manding Officer, Quartermaster, Commissary,—well, in
fact, he was everything, and I was simply a passenger.
Right well did he perforin all the duties of his respective
offices, and should I ever go again upon another elk hunt,
I want no better companion, Or commander than tbis same
Lieutenant. We had riden about ten miles over a terribly
rough trail, stopping occasionally to readjust some pack
which tire mule had concluded was more than he wanted
to carry, and lienee tpok the liberty of rubbing his load
against a treo, merely to see if he could not get rid of a
portion, for I tell you a pack mule is a cunning fellow, and
it takes close watching of the packer and cargodore to pre¬
vent him from playing some trick that will cause delay.
As I said before, we had proceeded about ten miles, when
one of the Indians slipped quietly off his animal and rushed
down a steep declivity, jumped across a streamlet and with
the same gait mounted another mountain on the opposite
tide. When approaching the .summit, he was observed to
drop upon his knee, and simultaneously with the act his
rifle reported that game of some kind had felt the weight
of a 45 bullet. He seemed to be in no hurry, as he was
carelessly dropping another cartridge into his muzzle gun,
when he leisurly walked about 150 yards and picked up a
magnificent turkey gobbler. The Lieutenant concluded
we had better ride down to tbe stream and roast that turkey
for our dinner, so without any more coercion I turned off
and took the ziz-zag trail for the bottom, here we unsad¬
dled, and in less time than it has taken me to write it,
every pack was off and in their proper places, and a nice
fire was started. Did any of my readers ever roast a
twenty-five pound turkey in the woods without a range or
stove? If hot, tlicu “half his life is gone." The process is
a sifiiple one. In front of the fire, and ataproper distance,
two forked sticks are driven into the ground, said sticks
being about fifteen inches high, and two feet apart; a little
farther back from these, six or eight inches, two more
forked sticks are driven into the ground, hut these are about
thirty inches in height, and four feet apart; a pole is laid
across the top, and from this pole to the ground at an angle
Of abeut.45" bark is played, which acts as aieflector, After

the turkey Is properly dressed au iron ramrod Is passed
through his carcase, and each end (beyond the oird) is rested
upon the crotch of the two shorter sticks, a pan is placed
underneath, and the cook constantly turns tbe bird, at the
same time basting with the drippings. Ye godsi it makes
me smack my lips to think of that turkey. I never knew
before, how much turkey a man could eat, in fact I don't
know yet; all I can say is, that what was left would not
feed an infant.
We were soon again in the saddle, and were hurrying to
get to a good camping ground on the White River and pitch
the tents before dark. I was riding some paces in advance
(thinking over that turkey) when I was aroused from my
reverie by the close proximity to my head of a rifle bullet,
turning suddenly in my saddle, with the remark “What
in thunder,Lieutenant, are you shooting so close to me for?"
“Well,” says he, “I’ll toll you, if I had not shot just as I
did, a big four-pronged buck would have brought you iu
here, and I would have had to shoot you." “Thank you sir,
for your kind consideration, but drive your bucks in the
future the other way." The truth was, the buck (and he
was a fine one) would probably have run over me, without
my having seen him at all, only for the kiuduess of tbe
Lieutenaut. By the time we had him dressed and packed,
it was getting time for us to go into camp, and while this
was being done, I went out on foot to see what luck I
would have, and had the fortune to kill two more turkeys,
and here let me add, it is not well to kill many turkeys
when you are on foot. If ever I was tempted to utter cuss
words, it was when packing two turkeys and a rifle, over a
mountain trail, but by self command I utterly refrained,
and toted them to camp without a complaint, or ugly
thought., Bor the first time I had the oportuuity of judg¬
ing of the qualifications of the Quartermaster, Commissary
and caterer’s ability, and do hereby declare him to be a
success. It could be more easily told what be did’nt have,
than what he did have, but suffice it to say, I was perfectly
satisfied, that if we shot nothing more, we could stay out a
month. After stuffing ourselves with commissary stores,
turkey, ven ison, etc., we filled our pipes (and let me ask of
you as a favor to thank in my name W. S. Kimball i& Co.
for inventing Vanity Fair,) and lounged before' a rousing
fire, telling our stories and jokes until tbe snoring of tbe
Indians reminded us that the time had arrived for us to
turn in.
By daylight the next morning we were astir and within
an hour were again ou the march. The country had now
become more rugged, if such could possibly be, and it was
one continuous down, down, down a precipitous mountain
side, or up, up, up to a giddy, dizzy height only to find
mountains still higher before you. Tbe deer traoks were
now becoming more abundant, and an occasional deer was
seen that was getting out of our way, having had sufficient
warning by the noise made not only by ourselves, but the
tread and tramp of the pack train over the rocks. It was
euougkt to have startled a herd of deer for a mile off. We
hoped that this day's march, would bring us to the snow,
where the elk had been killed by the Indians, consequently
we were not particular about keeping quiet, in fact we
wanted it understood by the denizens of the forest, that ms
were there, and that to-morrow the battle would commence.
Darkness had overtaken us before we arrived at the proper
place, and whew! how cold it was, and how hard the wind
did blow. We did’nt promenade much that night, but
after eating a hearty meal and enjoying Vanity Fair, snugly
ensconsed ourselves between three pairs of heavy three-point
blankets, and were soon dreaming of to-morrow.
It came at last, cold as was desirable, but no wind. I
never felt brighter, fresher, or better nerved than I did that
morning. I felt that a deer at 300 yards was my game, and
the close of the day proved my feeling to have been correct.
We each took an Indian guide and I had not gone
more than a mile before I started a deer. Dropping my rifle,
I saw another, and another, and another, until I became
puzzled which one to shoot at. I knew that this indecision
was producing the buck ague, yet for the life of me I

could not overcome it, until my Indian, fearing that they

{ IT Chatham (?*! (City Hall *qr.)

would all get away from me, fired and brought down his
game. My nerves by this time were settled and in the next
moment I had gotten down well in tile hind sight, and at
300 yards a noble buck dropped in his tracks, while an¬
other with nostrils distended, and with his head half bent
towards bis fallen comrade, received bis quietus; without
moving a yard I sent a third one to grass, and this red man
of the forest had been my equal. It seemed as if it were
to he a contest “as to rapidity of firing," between my Win¬
chester and his needle guu, (and I can assure you he could
drop a single cartridge into that needle gun mighty fast,
but I bad the advantage in the long run. He began to get
excited, the Indian was coming to the surface very plainly,
his nostrils too were distended, eyes bright as meteors, and
only when they were out of reach did he settle down lo
his former self. With the remark of en-ju, meaning good.
Yes, said I, good. I've got three, how many have you got?
“Toggy," said he—(Apache for three). We had six deer and
it was not yet eight o'clock. Wesoou bad them dressed and
liung in trees, aud during the balance of the day, it was a
constant firing. About three o’clock I saw the Lieutenant
slowly riding in my direction, and soon overtaking him be¬
gan a comparison of results, which did not result unfavora¬
bly to your humble servant; lie said be bad seen a number
of tracks of tbe elk, all direoled higher up the mountain,
so it was resolved that the next day should be devoted to
elk, as we had deer enough. In returning to camp we ran
into large flocks of turkeys, and soon bagged a dozen;
they were not as wild as those of the day before.
By the time the packers and Indians had gathered into
camp all the game, it was quite dark, and then for the first,
time I felt that I was tired, completely tired out, but Oh
ye gods! what a bag of game. There hung eleven deer,
and thirteen turkeys. 'T is true there were four of us at the
triggers, yet that leaves a good average of six. I wish tire
“Squire” could have been along, although he is now old, I
think it would have rejuvenated him. While plodding
through the snow the next day, the Lieutenant says, “I’ll
tell you Colonel, this is infernal cold work.”
“Well, to
confess the truth, Lieutenant, it is pretty cold, but you
should not have left your saddle, and walked in the tnow,
hut should merely have slipped your feet out of the stirrups
and your legs by hanging would soon have started circula¬
tion, and then you would have been all right.”
"With an inward chuckle, I rode on cheering him up,
teasing him; a novel way, I fancy I hear you say, hut if
you want to make a man sick, tell him he looks so, and lea
to one he does feel so in less than an hour. It soou be¬
came evideut that elk were in our vieinily, and by careful
watching and working, the Lieutenant had Ihe pleasure of
getting a shot; he hit him hard, but not enough to slop him
there; in coming up to where he stood, blood marks told
the story, the shot had taken effect too far back, he was
bleeding internally. We followed ou, and soon ills tracks
began to diverge from a direct line. Tbe Indian said lie was
looking for a place to lie down, and with a grunt, said
“much bas-i-fee,” meaning much sick, which proved to be a
fact, for he soon jumped up out of a tree top (fallen) and
by his unsteady gait satisfied us that be was fighting hard
for life. We followed on for about a mile, when we came
up with his dead form, which was very handsome aud
noble, even in death.
We had now been traveling constantly up tbe mountain,
tlie snow becoming deeper as we advanced, when it was de¬
termined that we should return to camp. 1 was somewhat
anuoyed that I had npt killed my elk, but hoped on. Upon
the return’the Lieutenant killed (dead) another fine fellow,
and I can assure*you tins made mo furious, for, kill my
elk, I was hound to, but man proposes and God disposes,
I did not kill an elk that trip. We both concluded we
would try our luck again below ibe snow line,, at the deer
and turkeys. We kept up the work for Iliree, more days,
Tbe sport became so splendid that tbe packers desired to
join iu, which being granted, increased our triggers to six.
It was soon time to return, but now tbe question was,
what will we do with the game, the mules caunot pack it
all, so packing all we could, and hanging the rest high out
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of the reach of other animals, we started upon our roturn
march. Our bag consisted of fifty-seven deer, two elk, and
over fifty turkeys. Upon arriving at camp another'pack
train was sent for the balance.
I shall never forget my first elk hunt.
M. E. Morford,

THE

MAD

WOLF.

A TRUE STORY OF A TRAFFER’S FATE.

H

BY CAVALIER.

YDROPHOBIA., though fortunately a disease of rare
occurrence in man, i3 one of the most recondite
ana least understood in the whole range of fleshly ills. It
is, indeed, given up by medical authorities as utterly in¬
curable after the symptoms once set in, the only remedies
being of a preventive and not of a curative character.
The wolf, the dog, the fox, the jackal and the cat seem
most liable to contract the disease, though it occasionally
occurs in other animals, its appearance, according to
Eckel, being most frequent in the months of February and
May, though popular belief has laid hold upon the latter
heats of summer, or the dog-days, as the season in which
this horrible malady is most to be apprehended. Its ori¬
gin, when de novo, is little understood; but intense thirst,
sudden changes from heat to cold, bad food, and unsatis¬
fied sexual desires have all been assigned as causes for its
appearance in animals; but in man ii is invariably, and in
animals most commonly, the result of contagion. When
contracted by man it is usually from the bites of rabid
dogs, but fortuuately such wounds iu most cases heal with¬
out any serious consequences, but one person in twenty Or
thirty bitten, according to llunlei and Vaughn, taking the
disease. The bites inflicted by mad wolves are more cer¬
tainly fatal, Watson mentioning sixty-seven deaths by hy¬
drophobia out of one hundred and fourteen bites. The
greater virulence of wolf bites is accounted for by wolves
usually luting at the naked parts, whereas dogs nearly al¬
ways bite through the clothing, the poisonous saliva thus
being wiped from the teeth before they enter the flesh.
But I eel out to tell a story, not to write a medical es¬
say, though so much on a subject illustrated by my story
seemed not inappropriate by way of introduction.
Among the tales with which in the hey-day of the
American lur trade the story-telling trappers were wont to
beguile the evening hours by their camp-fires, were those
of wolves having gone mad upon the prairie, crept by
night into the camp of the sleeping trapper, and inflicted
bites from which the victim, alter lingering thrpugh days
of sail.ting, died in terrible agony. Many such stories
were euireut in the olden time, and not eveu an Indian
alarm could rouse the sleeping trapper so quickly from his
slumbers, and cause liim to clutch with such fierceness the
ever ready rifle, as the cry, resounding through the camp
in me stdluess of the night: “Mad wolf! mad wolf!”
About the first of August, 1832, the rival camps of the
several fur companies then contending for the supremacy
iu the west, were clustered near each other - in the valley
of the Green 'River. One night a mad wolf entered the
camp of Fomeuelle, who represented the interest of the
American Fur Company, and passing rapidly by the re¬
cumbent and sleeping men, inflicted upon several a slight
bite, proceeded among the horses, several of which it bit,
and escaped in the darkness. The alarm was spread to
all the camps, and the following day a number of tents
wetc erected by tlie more prudent men for their better
piuteeuou should the wolf return. In the camp of Fitz¬
patrick and Campbell, five miles distant from that of
Fontenelle, but one tent was pitched, the occupants at
night barricading the entrance with pack saddles; but as
the nights were pleasant the remainder of the men pre¬
ferred" to take their chances in the open air, laughing at
and joking their more prudent companions not a little for
the precautions they had taken. Eight came, and silence
fell upon the camp, ouly broken at intervals of twenty
minutes, when the chief of the guard sounded the ery of
“Ail s well!” which was taken up and repeated successive¬
ly by the drowsy sentinels, who, forbidden by the rules of
the camp to pace their beals# lest they should be made a
target for the feathered shafts of unseen foes, could
scarcely keep awake in the recumbent or sitting poslures
they w ere required to maintain in some dark nook on the
verge ot the camp. But presently a shaggy form steals
past the nodding sentinels, and reaches undiscovered the
centre of the camp. It approaches the sleeping form of
George Howe, who, wiapped in his blanket and resting on
his leu side, leaves quite unprotected his light ear and
cheek. Snapping at the exposed face, the shaggy intruder
inthctB a severe wound, rousing Howe rudely from bis
slumbers with the cry on his lips: “Ho! I am bitten! a mad
•noli!” “A mad wolf! a mad wolf!” echoed the now
aroused sentinels, and every man leaped to his feet in con¬
sternation. But the wolf sprang quickly upon two other
men and bit them in the face ere they could rise, and then,
favored by the confusion and the darkness, effected its
escape. The next morning mounted men scoured the
plain in every direction iu search of the rabid monster,
but without avail; he seemed to have gone quite off, and
luriher apprehension was quieted. In consequence no ad
dnioual precautions were taken the ensuing nights; but
again, about midnight, the cry of "Mad wolf!” rang
through Hie camp. This time the creature was among the
cttille, and fled alter having severely bitten a fine, large
bull, w hich was destined for Fort William, at the mouth
of the Yellowstone, to be employed in breeding. The
wolf might have been killed upon this occasion, but for
lent' ol accidents orders bad been given not to fire in
camp; he was, however, not long afterward shot and
ktheu by Fouteuelle’s men.
A few days subsequent to these events, Fontenelle and
Campbell bioke camp mod started for the Big Horn River,
the latter on his way east with the year’s accumulation of
peltries, the former to escort him as far as the fiver
named. The bull that had been bitten appeared to be do¬
ing well, and Howe's wounds were rapidly bealiug; but
When some two days’ march from the Big Horn, the hull
couimt need Io behave strangely, indulging iu protracted
fits ol tierce bellowing, the while foaming at the mouth
and pawing the giouud with violence. It was evident that
he was going mud, aud poor Howe became dreadfully
idioiiied lor himself, He was a young man from New
York, ol good lamily, and well educated, and had sought
the west and adopted the trapper’s vocation, impelled sole¬
ly by the spirit of adventure which leads so many young

men to make sacrifices of the advantages of a good home
and the companionship of friends to plunge into a life of
hardship and danger. Howe had, among other trappers,
an excellent friend named Larpenteur, then quite a yruing
man, who subsequently passed forty years on the plains’
and became well known upon the frontier. As they
marched along together, witnesses of the mad antics and
bellowing? of the bull, Howe, with white face and tremb¬
ling voice, would say: “Larpenteur, don’t you hear the
bully He is going road, I am beginning to get frighten¬
ed. Do you think I shall go mad?” Then, relapsing into
painful thought on Ihe horrible prospect, he would ere long
again break silence in a pileous appeal to bis friend for
the comforting assurance that he should probably escape
so dreadful a fate. Larpenteur, with a heart wrung with
affectionate sympathy, made to these queries in a voice of
forced steadiness as consoling a reply as he might; but with
the conviction iu bis heart that Howe was doomed, liis
words but feebly concealed his own furebodiugs. The
Big Horn was reached. Campbell’s party, including Lar¬
penteur, fell to work upon the boats of skins in which
they were to float down the Big Horn and Yellowstone,to
the Missouri, while Fontenelle turned to scatter his band
through tlic heaver grounds to begin the season’s trapping.
Howe returned with Fontenelle, and thus did not witness
thedeathof tlie hull, which occurred soon after from a
well developed case of hydrophobia. But poor Howe was
constantly tortured with dread; lie seemed impressed with
the hopelessness of his escape, and biller aud terrible were
bis reflections at the prospect of tlius miserably perishing
far from home and friends—friends who might never know
his fate. Alas! Unit lie had ever left them! Would that
upon Ibis August day lie might stand again within heariug
of the voices of tlie dear ones at that door—the door of his
father’s bouse—out of which, not many months before, lie
had joyously passed, seeking adventure, and only achiev¬
ing an end like this! Would that the brown aud treeless
prairie which he now traversed in such despondency and
horror, might be replaced by the green grass upon which
he had gamboled in boyhood, and the leafy coverts whose
graceful shade had sheltered him from the summer heats
on many a day like this!
But let us dwell no longer upon his sufferings. This
mental anguish, this dread of the impending fate—one of
the earliest symptoms of hydrophobia—was soon followed
by other symptoms more pronounced. He would turn
pale at sight of the small streams on the route, crossed
them witii trembling, and tlnally^overconie by his dread
of water, dared not cross them at all. It became necessa¬
ry to cover him wiik a blanket aud carry him across, the
mere sight of water throwing him into convulsions. At
length it became difficult to get him along at all, and one
afternoon, not fur from the proposed camping ground, he
was left behind in care of two men until he should recov¬
er from a fit. into which he bad fallen. The attendants
soon wearied of their task, and came into camp without
him. Fonlenelle immediately sent back a party to bring
him in, but when they arrived at the spot where be bad
been left tiiey found only the torn remnants of bis cloth¬
ing, which lie bad evidently stripped off in his paroxysms,
and then fled miked into the wilderness. He was never
found, and undoubtedly perished miserably iu this forlorn
condition, without a companion to solace his dying mo¬
ments, or a friendly hand to bury his remains.
Fort Shaw, Montana, February ISM, 1876.
For Forest and Stream.
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HEN we first moved down on Green Hiver, Ken¬
tucky, where we now reside, people told us that
there were a gootl many turkeys near our place; that they
used to forage aroilud the feuec only a short distance from
the house. I was then a youth of eighteen; never saw
nor hunted anything larger than quail, rabbits, &c., having
always lived in a thickly settled part of the State, and as
might be expected 1 wua on the quivi'ce for turkey every
time I chanced to go out any distance. When I went out
in the woods or fields I took my gun along expecting to
find an old gobbler sitting on most every stumjt wailing
for me to pop him over. It-did not lake long, though, to
convince me of my error, and to And that if I wanted a
turkey 1 would have to hunt for it the same as oilier game.
In the latter part of the winter my father hired a Jong,
lank specimen of the genus humo by tlie name of Sam,
who assumed to be a mighty hunter; had trapped in Ar¬
kansas, and had killed more turkeys than he could carry
lots of times. His stories of turkey hunting only increased
my desire to draw a bead on one of those noble birds.
We shouldered our guns one afternoon, and I struck out
into the “flats.” There had been a snow full of a couple
of inches in the forenoon, and Sam prophesied a turkey
sure. We tramped about tor something near an hour,
when all at once Sam declared he saw one. After warning
me to make as little noise as possible he commenced slip¬
ping on the object, while I followed close to his heels.
After getting within gun shot We found it to be ouly a
black log, much to Sam’s chagrin. Alter walking a mile
or two further we came to a large hollotv log, iu which the
snow had blown several feet, and there, fresh in the new
fallen snow, was a turkey track, made oil entering the log.
Sam squalled down before the hole, and after squatting a
while declared he saw it, at the same time leveling his
rifle. After taking deliberate aim he cut loose, but as no
sound was heart! indicating success of the shot he called
for roy gnu, which, by the way, was an army musket, and
I handed it to him, which, alter aiming with great pains,
sent a kandfull of B. B.’s crashing through the other eud
of the log. Sam laid the guns down and commenced
peering into lire log.
“See him, Samv" says I. “No; but I hear him. Crawl
in and get it,” replied Sam.
i came closer and looked in. The log was full of smoke,
and so dark 1 could not Ree two feet from the end, and as I
thought not very inviting I declined going in.
“Go in and get your turkey,” urged Sain.
I replied by lolling liim to go in himself, which for some
reason I could not account for, he lefused to do* I went
down the log towards the opposite end, and finding a soft
place applied the I oe of my boot with considerable vigor, and
soon had a hole into the hollow. I called Sam, and wbde
he proceed to enlarge the hole, I commenced loading my
gun to be ready iu case of emergency. Sam tore up the log
several feet, anu presently yelled out “Here he is—come
pull him out.”
1 looked, and sure enough there was something.

“Wby don’t you come pull it out,” asked Sam again.
I began to get suspicious and to think something was
wrong or Sam would take hold himself. After finding I
would not drag out game shot by someone else, Sam
cautiously ran his arm in and caugbt the turkey by the
tail feathers, and drew it forth and deposited it on the
ground; yes, a sure enough turkey, but surnamed buzzard,
Sam’s face was a study as lie eyed the bird, literally cut to
pieces, ll blew or hissed something like a goose fora
while, aud after flapping about sometime flew off. Sam
and I watched the ill-fated carrion eater out of sight befoie
either of us spoke.
We silently shouldered our guns and wended our way
homeward, finding no more game. As if by mutual con¬
sent neither of us mentioned the circumstance after arriv¬
ing home, not caring to be tlie butt of so good a joke.
Stnce that snowy afternoon I have caused many a turkey to
“bile the dust," and have in rny possession a beard measur¬
ing 10J inches that I took off au old gobbler I killed not
far from the seat of that adventure. And I have always
found that when a man kills a turkey, no matter where, he
is always willing to go after it.
‘ Paddy O’Leak v.
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GRATIFYING PROGRESS.

T

HE eighth Annual Report of the Fish Commission
of this State has just been printed as a public docu¬
ment. It records operations down to June 1st.
Sliad-hatcbing is first considered, and the results are
said to be highly gratifying. There were artificially im¬
pregnated 4,684,000 eggs and 4,580,000 shad were turned
loose in the Hudson River, between May 21st and June
28th. The yield of mature shad showed a fair percentage of
the number hatched, and tlie effect upon the market is
more and more noticeable, indicating a steady increase in
supply. As usual, there is a criminal gTeed manifested by
fishermen alone the Hudson, who will not consent to cease
operating On Sunday. As matters stand at present in
every part of that river, stakes, nets, drift nets, pounds
and seines intercept the passage of the fish at every step,
and the fact that one is able to ascend is almost miracu¬
lous. This is the great difficulty the Commissioners have
to contend with, and they urge as an imperative necessity
the compelling by law of a cessation of fishing oh Sunday.
Of the shad-fry distributed New York received the larger
portion, but 75,000 young shad were shipped to Scioto
River, Ohio; 75,000 to Muskingum River, Ohio; 90,000 to
Des Moines River, Ohio; 100,000 to White River, Indiana;
and 100,000 to Texas. Previous experiments in this direc¬
tion encourage the belief that a successful result may be
predicted, as the shad which had been deposited in the
Cayuga, Oswego and Genesee Rivers of this State have
often been taken of marketable size, and would have been
abundant were it not for the “eel-weirs,” by which thou¬
sands of young shad are captured and destroyed before
maturity. Legislation is needed here also. At the lower
end of Lake Ontario the young are enormously abundant.
The Commissioners say:—
“Further investigation confirm tlie views expressed in
previous reports, that shad never wander far from tlie
mouths of the rivers where they are bred, and invariably
return to them to spawn. When hatched they drop down
the river with the current, possibly wailing until the fol¬
lowing year before entering tlie sea. Fish form no excep¬
tion to tlie rule of jrregularity in growth; some will obtain
the start of others, and maintain it at the expense of their
less fortunate brethren. The larger, better able to appro¬
priate food, keep growing, white the weakly and puny,
incapable of bearing their part in the struggle for existence,
suffer accordingly. The shad do not differ greatly iu tlria
respect from the salmon, since the young of the latter,
although bore on the same day, never go to the salt water
all at once; so the young of the shad are often found iu
the tiver some months, at least, after they are bom. It
lias even happened that shad'of six inches in length have
been found tilled with spawn, although it is ascertained
that usually they require three years to mature their ova.”
Encouraging progress has been made with black bass.
The ova of this fish cannot be subjected with any ad¬
vantage, to any methods of manipulation used in the
treatment of the ova of many other varieties. They are
surrounded with a gelatinous or mucus fluid, which unfits
them for being deposited either in the salmon troughs or
shad boxes. The best method of introducing them to
new waters is by pulling iu live fish about three years old
and from 3 to 13 inches in length. In this 728 black bass,
482 Oswego bass and 1,533 of allied species were sent to
lakes and the headwaters of rivers iu the western part of
the State.
Of salmon trout and wliite-fish eggs the Commission dis¬
tributed 164,500, aud 20,000 young white-fish, and over a
million young trout were sent to various parts of the State
stocking a large number of localities which bad become
almost barren. As the salmon trout fry placed in the in¬
land waters of the State in 1872 and 1873 will be large
enough to catch during the present season, a few sugges¬
tions as to their mode of capture are given. They may
be taken at the surface, or half way down, but mainly
from the bottom. Tlie bait must be the small live fish
upon which they arc accustomed to feed.
Of the very great number of eggs of the California
salmon imported by the United States Fish Commission,
New Yrork received 400,000, which were hatched at the
State hatching house. The Commissioners are of the
opinion that the true salmon {Salmo mlar) cannot be pro¬
pagated in tlie waters of the Atlantic seaboard, but have
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great liopes of success in the experiment with the Califor¬
nia species. The young salmon in quantities of ten or
twenty thousand were placed in the Mohawk and the rivers
draining into Lake Ontario; while 15,000 were sent out of
tko Slate.
To eels but little attention was given, but 36,000 have
been placed in Buffalo Creek, above the fa’ls of Niagara,
for the purpose of observing the result of introducing
them into Lake Erie. The shameful waste of them by
the pound fishermen in the Great South Bay, which is ex¬
terminating them there, is severely denounced. No attempt
to acclimate the blue-backed trout (Salmo oquom) has yet
proved successful; nor has the increased knowledge of the
possibility of artificially cultivating the striped bass so far
led lo any practical results. It is proposed also to inves¬
tigate the red herring.
The sturgeon is a food-fish hitherto uncultivated, owing
to what seemed insurmountable difficulties; these have
now been overcome, and an interesting account of the ex¬
periments in manipulating the eggs is given. At New
Hamburg, on the Hudson there appeared to be a natural
spawuiug ground for this fish, To this place Mr. Seth
Green and Mr. A- Marks wefe seut on June 3d, 1875, to
make experiments and collect information, and on June
7ih a ripe male and female were caught. As the fish could
not he handled in the ordinary way, Mr. Marks cut open
the female. Only five pans of spawn were taken, as the
end sought was only a knowledge of (he way to hatch
rather than to hatch a large number. The eggs were
quickly placed in the pans, and the milt bag cut bodily
from the male fish, and the milt pressed out over the eggs
The eggs were found to come from the fish in an aggluti¬
nated sticky mass, somewhat similar to the eggs of the
perch or the frog. This was not a proper condition, hut
by constant stirring after an hour or more they came to be
in a state which would justify a trial in the shad boxes.
The eggs are larger than those of the white-fish and mea¬
sure about seven to the inch. They are of a dark brownish
color, with the yolk showing black through the opaque
brown.
Fifty-three hours after impregnation the first
movement was observed in the fish, and between 6 A. M.
of June 10th and 5 A. M. of the lllh all hatched out.
About 40t000 were i . mediately turned into the river and
sought the boltom. It is not probable that they can he
kept long by artificial feeding. On June 12th the fisher¬
men at Gamp Green caught two ripe females and one male
sturgeon, which were probably in search of a spawning
ground.
Here some 60,000 young were hatched, and
lurtled loose. The time of hatching was about 100 hours,
with the temperature of the water at 07° to 64°. The re¬
sults are yet to be seen. The sturgeon as an article of
food has never been appreciated. They are becoming
scarcer and more expensive, but the Commission hope to
succeed, and thus reduce the price.
Until lately brook trout have nut been hatched at public
expeuse, and* the thousands of natural trout-streams in the
Stale seemed to be neglected, but the Commissioners say
this will no longer be the case. Last year $14,000 was
appropriated specially to the rearing of trout. The delay
which might otherwise have been occasioned by the want
of a suitable location and appurtenances was fortunately
Avoided by the immediate purchase, at a cost of ouly $13,500, of the trout establishment already on the premises oc¬
cupied by the State hatching house. At this place trout
breeding had been prosecuted on a scale unequalled
throughout the country, and everything necessary to the
successful conducting of the operations was in complete
running order. Work was immediately begun and pro¬
ceeded with vigorously, and the State is now in a condi¬
tion to restock all its public waters with trout. It is there¬
fore proposed lo give to alt persons wishing to raise this
1 delicious fish as many young as they want. The benefit
to the country will be iu proportion to the number taken,
and as there is no limit to their production there need be
none lo their use. These will be delivered free of expense
at the New YoTk'State hatch ing"house at Caledonia, to all
persons desiring them to stock public streams or ponds in
this Slate, or they will be sent to any address on the per¬
son’s paying the traveling expenses of a messenger to
accompany them. Besides the trout indigenous to our
waters, importations of the California brook trout have
been received. This variety is a much hardier fish, can
be more easily handled, and every reason exists for the
belief that it will thrive.
The Report closes with an allusion to the enemies of a
fish culture, and points out why these are one and all
reprehensible and prejudicial to the true advantage of in¬
dividuals and the Commonwealth.
“Already many valuable varieties of fish have been ex
tirpated from our waters, and unless decisive action is
taken iu the matter the success which might otherwise at¬
tend the science of fish culture will be indefinitely deterred.
As yet only those species of fish wi lt whose habits we are
the most familiar have been artificially treated, and it is
tin fortunate that these have been most subjected to the
greed of fish butchers. It is immediate legislation on this
subject that is particularly required, such legislation
ns is adapted to the needs of the future. The people
at large, in viewing a result, are little apt to consider
\he means by which it has been obtained. This may
account tor the indifference which they have heretofore
evinced ou a subject which directly affecls every man’s
household. In order to retain what we already possess,
the excessive and crimiual destruction now practiced
should be immediately restrained."
Among the most deleterious of all these methods is
pound fishing. By it many species of fishes have become
extirpated: Nowhere iB this more incessantly carried on
than in the Great South Bay, and its disastrous effects ara

already felt. Yet all thiB mischief to the community is
done by only a score or flshemen who persist in spite of
all opposition. To prevent the total annihilation of many
varieties of valuable fish the Commissioners suggest lo the
Legislature the enactment of a law prohibiting the use of
a net with a mesh less than 3£ inches across, for the taking
of any kind of swimming fish; also, that all eels of less
than one foot two inches iu length, in whatever manner
caught, should be put back into the bay alive.
Another terribly destructive agent is giant powder, a
charge of which is exploded under water, killing or maim¬
ing not only all the fishes within the radius of the shock,
but also all fish food, insects, worms and all, leaving a
desert, bare of animal life. Another method is by poison¬
ing the water by lime or otherwise, for which insufficient
penalties are now imposed by the generally inefficient
statute. “If suoh practices shall be continued, then, in¬
deed, are our fisheries utterly doomed, and the most strenu¬
ous efforts ef fish culturists will be put forth iu vain,"
^ Salmon nr Lake Ontauio.—A correspondent at New¬
castle, Ontario, writing from that place under date of 13th
July, and speaking of Mr. Wilmot’s fishery operation,
says:—
“I had the pleaanre this week ot viewing a eight each ae has not been
eeen ou Lake Ontario for many years. It waa something over forty
salmon (tiulmo mlar) weighing from four to eighteen pounds each.
They were caught in two trap nets on Monday and Tuesday morniugs.
These nets were set in the lake about half a mile from here, 1 understand,
by order of the Fishery Department, to test the advantages which
are likely to be derived from ihe artificial propagation of Falmon in ihia
vicinity. The result must he eminently satisfactory to ihut enthusiastic
fishery officer, Samuel Wilmot, Esq., knowing, as I do, that when that
gentleman first iutrorinced salmon breeding into Canada some six or
seven years ago, that fish was so nearly extinct in Lake Ontario that the
first year of nits operations some eight or ten fish were all that could be
caught from which to procure ova.
J. J. R.M

A KEY TO OUR SHORE BIRDS.
"We are constantly in receipt of inquiries as to the proper
identification of the various species of our “bay-birds.”
Now that the shooting of these birds is beginning, it seemed
a good time to furnish an answer to all by giving a ready
method of determining precisely the species of any “baybird” met with on our shores without the aid of expensive
and cumbersome books. This method is by an analysis simi¬
lar to that long used in botany, for Ihe formulation of which
we are indebted to Jordan's “Manual of Vertebrate Ani¬
mals.’* In the use of it no one need find any rluficuliy.
We will take it for granted in the first place that the sports¬
man knows that the bird lie has shot belongs lo the Liniieo—shore birds; that is, that it is a water bird, and is nei¬
ther a duck, nor heron, nor gull, nor loon, but is something
between a plover and a curlew. The first thing is to dis¬
cover to what family bis bird belongs. Let us suppose
that he- finds the desetiption (II, **) ot the ChuradriiduB to
fit. If the plumage is speckled, it belongs to one of two
genera of this family, Sqaatorala or C/uirudri'iii. But we
will suppose it is not speckled, and that it has three toes; it
therefore goes in the third genus, uffiyiaUlfo. Proceeding,
he sees that his bird’s bill is not “black, rather long,” but
“oluck-tipped, short aud stout.” It is, therefore, either the
ring-necked or the piping; a moment's examination de
cides, and he knows immediately, no matter what curious
local name it may go by on the marshes, that he holds in
his hand a plover recognized the world over, iu every lan
guage, as jEjiatitis melodus. This w'eek, for want of room,
we give ouly half of the analytic table, waiting until next
week to print the rest.' We sincerely hope this will be
found acceptable by our readers, aud utilized by them to
gain a more precise and well-founded knowledge, along
with their sport, of the interesting birds they hunt.
The measurements below are iu inches; L— Ungib; W
wing, from shoulder joint to tip; B= bill; Ts= toes. The
dictionary contains all the terms used.
ORDER LIMICOLxE.
TUB SHORE BI1CDS.
Tibia more or tors naked below (sometimes very slightly); legs, and
usually ntek also, elongated; hind loe free and elevated, often wauling.
Head globose, abruptly sloping to the ba-eof thebii!,completely feathered
(except in BhUomuchus); gape short; bill weak, flexible, mure or less
soft-skinned, and thtrelore sensitive, Plant at Up, without bard catting
edges—fltted for probing iu the mud; nostrils slit-like, surrounded by
soft skin, never fethered; body never st rougly compressed or deprt seed;
nature precocial. Birds of medium or small size, more or less aquatic;
found in most regions; very abundant in Aojciicu.
FAMILIES OF LIMICOLzE.
I. Toes lobate; tarsus notably compresatd...1?hai,aropodidj2.
II. Toes hot lobate; tarsus not specially compressed,
♦Legs exceedingly long; tarsus us long as 'ail; bid much longer than
head, deader, acute, atm curved upwards; feei4-tOv(l and palmate, or
d-toed aud se.uipalurate .llEc.ntvruosTKiD^.
**Bid usually shorter than head, pigeon like; Ihe hmad soli pase sepaated uy a constriction from the haid tip; head subgloeose, ou a short
neck; tarsus reticulate; toes 3 (except iu (Hqimiurola). .uabadkiid.e
»*«Bill usually longer than bead, uiuSd) grooved, not constricted, sott¬
ish to its tip; lai'BUS bCuleUate; toes 4 (except iu CcuiUHn>.
.
SCOLOPAOIPjE.
****Not as above; bill hard, either compressed and truncate or aeuu ;
feet 4-toed and cleft, or 3-toed aud Beinipalmate..It-CUAToroulD.-E,
FAMILY OHARAUKIID,®.
THE FLOVBKS.
Head rather large, nearly globose; bill of moderate length,.shaped
somewhat like a pigeon’s bill, with a colisi Action behind the horny ter¬
minal portion; nasal fossffi lined with soft skin, through whtcluh" slit
like nostrils open. Wings long ana pointed, usually reaching beyond
the tip of the short tall, sometimes spuired. Toes nsually three, with
basal web; tarsus reticulated; tibia; naked below, sex similar, but,
e asoual changes of plumage great. Bpeciea sixty or more, in most parts
of the world.
"Plumage speckled; black below in breeding season.
t Hind toe present, very short.,.Sijoataritla, 1it Hind toe ab-ent.....t-'LUKAjiRUTs. e
* "Plumage not speckled; head aud ueck with data baud- in iue uned*
wg season; ioea 3. . ..MUmAntTla, 3.
1. 6ttUATAROLA, Cuvier. Whistlino Purvises.

,

1, 8

Mtiittn, (L.) Guy.

Black-bellied plover,

Ox-eye,

Grayish,

speckled; black below In breeding season, at other timea white; L. Hi;
W. 7; T. 3; B. 14; Te. 2. Iu most parts of the world
2. OHARA DIMES., L.

Gulden Plovers,

1. C. fulvuc (Gm.) vnr. virginicus, (Borck.) Gooes
Golden plover.
Frost bird. Dark aud grayish ubove, profusely speckled some of the
spots bright yellow; black below In breeding season, at other times
grayish; L. lOf; W. 7: T. 3; B. 1; Ta. I 3-3. N. Am., a well known
game bird.
3. -EGIALITIS, Bole. Rins-Neck Plonbrs.
♦Bill black, rather long,
1 jE. vaeiferus, (L.) Cass. KilldeBt plover. Brown; rump bright
orange brown; tail with black, white, and orange; tvo black bars across
breast, and one above the while forehead; L. 9; W. 64; T. 34. N. Am.
abundant In the Mississippi Valley.
""Bill otack-lipped. short and stout.
2. jE. lemipalnutluis, (Bon.) Lab.
Ring neck plover. Dark ashy
browD; black bands broad; feet semipaltnate; L 7. N. Am.
3. JE. melodue, (Ord.) Cab; Piping plover. Very pale ashy brown,
clear white below; dark bands narrow and faint; toes slightly webbed;
L. 64. iS. N. Am.; aoundant along the coast.
FAMILY HdEMATOPODIDzE.
THE TURNSTONES.
Bill hard, acute, or truncate; nasal fosste short, broad, and shallow
Legs short, stout, brightly colored. Genera two,notmuch alike; species
six or eight; In most parts of the world.
"Toes 8, webbed at base; tarsus reticulate, shorter than the trunente,
compressed, almost woodpecker-like bill.ILematophs. 1.
*»Toes 4, not webbed ; tarsus scutellute in front, as long as the
sharp, pointed bill.STBKPStuAS, B.
I. H.EMATOPIJ8, Linuteus.

Ouster Catchers.

1. H. palliutus, Temmluck. Gyster catcher. Ashy brown and black¬
ish, mostly white below; L. 18; W. 10; T. 44; B. 3. Coasts.
2. STREP8ILA8, Linmeus. Tubnstones.
1. 5. Inter/nes, (L.) Illiger. Turnstone. Variega'ed; black, white
brown, aud chestnut anove; mostly white below; no reddish m winter"
L. 64; W. 6; T. 24. Cosmopolitan; abundant.
FAMILY HECURVIUOdTRID-E.
THE AVOOETB.
Less excessively long. Bill very slender, long, acme, often recurved.
Genera three, species eight; in most parts of the world. Ehnantopui
is said to have the longest Legs i elativety of any bird.
"Toes 4, full webbed; bid recurved, flit'enud. taperingfo a needle-like
point; plnmuge beneath thickened as iu ducks; swimmers.
...ItSCCBVIROSTBA, 1
**Toes 3, semipaltnate; bill nearly straight, uot flattened.
. Himantopu*, 2.
1. KECCRV1R0STR4, Linnams. Ayockts.
1.B. americana. Gm. Avocet Bluestocking. Wbi'e, marked with
black and cinnamon; legs blue; L. 18; W. 8; T. 34. G. 3.
2. HIM WTOim*, Briason.

Stilts.

1. II. nlgricoUis, Vieitlot. Stilt. Long-shanks. Lawyer.
black, white below, legs pink; L. 15; W. 9; T. 3; Ts. 4. U. S,
FAMILY PHA.LAROPOD1DAE.

Glossy

THE PHALAROFES.
Sntpe-like birds with the toes lobad, as lu the cootB and grebes, but the
lobes narrower. Swimmers; body depressed and the under plumage
thick a in the Dock*. Tarsus mucu compressed. Three species repre¬
senting as mauy genera; of nortliern regions of both hetnispuerea, Bonthward Iu winter.
"Bill flattened; membranes scal'oped .Phalakopu8, I.
""Bid -ubulaie; mem uaiMH scalloped.LoripVs, 3.
"""Bill subulate; membranes plain. . . Steoanopos, 3.
1. PHAcAROPCS, Brisson. Red Phalahopes
1. P. futtcartos, (L.) Bon. Red PUal-irope. Variegated above, purp¬
lish chestnut below; young whito below; L. 8; VV 5; T. 2J ; B. 1,
Nor them Am.
2. LOBIPES, Cuvier. Northern Phalarofes.
1. L. fu/iieibr/reue. (L.) Cuv. Northern Phalarope. Grayish black,
variegated; rump and under parts white; sides of neckwi.h chestnut
stripe. NorUieren regions.
3. bTEUANOPUS, VlelHot. Phalaropbs.
1.5t. Wiltoni, (Sab.) Cones. WQson's Phalarope. Ashy above, vari¬
egated; rump and under parts white; sides of neck with a black stripe
which changes to chestnut below. Northern regions.

--

Geographical Variation of Mammals,—Among the
recent pamphlets issued by Dr. Hayden is an essay by
J. A. Allen of Cambridge, Mass., on “Geological Varia¬
tion among North American Mammals, especially in re¬
spect to size.” This subject is a specially with Mr. Allen,
who has worked out its laws extensively as manifested
among birds. Summarizing his present results briefly, it
appears tbal most of our mammals beloug to groups which
have their greatest development in the temperaLe or colder
portions of the northern hemisphere. These rarely pre¬
sent an exception to the general law of decrease in size
southward.
The more marked exceptions, of those in
which there is actually an increase in size southward, oc¬
cur iu those families that reach their highest developmeut
in the Tropics, as the cats. In some species there proba¬
bly exists a double decadence the size, the individual
gaining its maximum dimensions at Ihe cemre of its
abundance and nalive region, diminishing in size inward
ilm north through scarcity of food and severity of climate,
and toward the south owing to the enervating lufim-ilee of
tropical conditions. In a geuerul tvav .VIr. Alleu finds; (L)
“That the maximum physical devi iopmeul of the individ¬
ual is attained where the conditions of environment are
most favorable to the life of tire species; (2) The largest
species of n group are found where the groups to which
they generally belong reaches its highest development, or
where it has whut may he termed its centre of distribu¬
tion; (3) The must ‘typical’ or most generalized repre¬
sentatives of a group are fouud also near its centre of dis¬
tribution, out-lying forms being generally more ‘aberrant’
or specialized.” These laws are elaborated by Mr. Allen
and illustrated by accounts aud measurements of mauy of
our quadrupeds.

THE MASSACHUSETTS COAST.
Salem, Mass,, July 95th.
Editor Forest and Btraam :—
The following extracts from my Journal for 1876 may be of interest ns
throwing light on ihe vernal migration uloug the Massachusetts coust: —
Marcu 9th—I'empcratnre, 34 degrees at 7 A. M,; wind north . eat;
cloudy and raw. A bunch of about 25 geese passed southward.
March 2S)lh—49 degrees at 7 A M.; wlud so n heart aud weather clear¬
ing. Blue-birds and cro .v black-mtds about; saw largo floes of « hUtlers {Bucip/ia a umtrica'.a) in ti,e bar, or yesleiday.
Marcu 3ULII—I’emperaturo 36 djgrees a, 7:3d A M.; wlud we.-t aud
lies.,; weatuer clear and urighl. Roolna around the house aiugiiur mer¬
rily.
April 4tb—Illustrating our fitful climate. 1 record that the thermome¬
ter indicated 36 degrees above at 7 A, M., and wind oast to northeast; a.
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very heavy storm of wind and rain had prevailed all night; IS M. the
gale increases; 8:45 P. M., snow, elect and rain cutting the face fearful¬
ly; 3 schooners dragged ashore.
April 5th—30 degrees above at 7 A. M. and the worst storm for some
years; 8 inches of snow has fallen, drifting to two feet; liy 10 A. M. it
has cleared np, and sleighs are flying merrily, so you see that after the
first blue-birds, robins and black-birds we have had some pretly bad
weather. Snowed again daring the afternoon.
Apnl 6th—Weather cleared up during thB uight; wind Bonthwest and
moderate; about 6 inches of snow. Saw chipping sparrowB and snow¬
birds (Junco hyt.malie) yesterday, and a swallow (white-bellied, I think,)
off Muscovy’s Point, Salem Harbor, this morning.
April 9th—30degrees at 8 A.M.; wind northwest and stormy; weath¬
er cold bnt clear. Woodcock are namerons in ear pastares, where they
are almost always plenty In the spring, and this is about the only time
they are. Also saw fox sparrows, purple finches, brown thrushes, and
a brown hawk. No snipe yet.
April 11th.—Temperature 33 degrees at 7:30 A. M.; wind northwest.
While-bellied swallows aronnd my bird-house.
April 18th—Woather about the same. Saw a golden-winged wood¬
pecker. The first snipe (Oallinago misonl) was shot yesterday, and
the upland plover (Actilurus BaHramiut) have come. Saw four little
blackheads in the harbor to-day and shot a fine pair.
May Sd—Snipe have been shot somewhat since the last date, but with
poor success. Saw a white-winged coot off Gray’s Rock thiB morning.
May 5th—Temperature 48 degrees at 7 A. M. Saw our “winter” yel¬
low-legs {Gamtetlajiavipes). Snipe seem to be gone.
May 7th—Temperature 44 at 6:30 A. M. Saw 3 solitary and 1 least
sandpipers. Also noticed red-winged black-birds, cow'bantings, one
spotted Bindpiper and a bittern {Bota'trus minor)', yellow-ramp warblers
were numerous; purple martins are along, and a good-sized bunch of
yellow-legs went along this afternoon; ruby-crowned kinglets are seen.
May 9th—Warm; wiudsouthwest to southeast.
Saw pine-creeping
and bine yellow-backed warblers, and the first Baltimore oriole.
May 10th—Warm; wind variable. Saw a bunch of “pBeps” on the
Lynn marshes.
May 11th—Warmer. Saw Maryland yellow-throat, red-poll, and yollowwarblera and two king-birds; ^ot 4 crows’ eggs with embryos well ad¬
vanced; swallows are very numerous, and the yellow-rumps are “thick
as hops." Winter yellow-legs are numeroua to day.
May 12th—Warmer. A big Hoik of brante in the outer harbor; aleo
a lone goose.
May 13th—Warm. Saw a black-and-yellow warbler, and black-andwhite creeper and a golden-erowned thresh; warblers namerons, among
them 1 noticed the redstart, Nashville and black-throated green; also
saw cat-birds and white-throated sparrows.
May 15th—Fonnd a song-sparrow’s ncBt with 4 eggs; warblers still
plenty.
Mayl7ch—Cooler. Saw two female chestnnt-eided warblers; started
a woodcock which probably was breeding: saw a red-eyed vlreo.
Tail..

SELF-PROTECTION IN THE GROUSE.
July 18th.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Ah is well known a characteristic habit of the ruffed grouse is that of
diving into the snow* and thus evading pursuit. The arlifleo is natural¬
ly adopted moat frequently in the more northern portions of its habitat.
In Minnesota, where the bird is very common, and where the winters are
long and the snow deep, the sportsman observes it avails itself of this
manner very freely. Sometimes it drops from a tree into I he enow like
a stone, and at others it plunges therein more or less obliquely; but in
any event it penetrates the friendly covering till hidden from view, and
presently emerges in the distance, rejoicing and shaking a shower of
white llakea from its wings. Few writers or adequate observers fail to
notice this peculiarity of the species. But what ts not so generally
known is, that In the absence of snow it occasionally makes use of oth¬
er coverts in-a way that would seem to indicate that they were substi¬
tuted in its place. In the southern part of New Jersey, in October, I
once flushed a ruffed grouse which was feeding on the buds of a plum
tree in a garden. The bird had in every direction an unimpeded chance
for flight, but to my astonishment it darted swiftly into a hay-stack close
at hand, and secured without difficulty and in full feather. On anoth¬
er occasion, when ahootiug in the early days of November, we started a
raffed grouse from the leafless summit of a gum tree. This bird could
have hidden in a dense cedar swamp, or in the tall reeds or a marsh;
or it could have selected a free course of flight in any direction. But
instead it quite followed ttie example noted above. It plunged into a
stack of coarse rushes, which happened Lo be placed some little distance
away. This bird was not secured, although we had a pointer to help us.
U had moat effectively hidden itself. On still another occasion a ruffed
grouse flow from under the feet of a woman who was engaged in putting
things “to Tights” about my yard early one September morning, and
darted for concealment into a thicket of morning-glory vines covering
a tall trellis before the kitchen door. There was not the smallest logical
reason for the bird to stop here; it conld have gone on to any other dis¬
tant cluster if it had so desired. When it was brought to bay (for this
was the speedy fate of the poor thing) it was fooud to be fully grown,
uni, as far as could be seen, in perfect condition. These occurrences
•would seem tn show the foregoing statement to the effect that the ruffed
grouse will, at times, make use of other close covert* in the same fashion
that it does enow, was fairly made; and moreover, that the habit is In¬
stinctive, if not universally followed.
J.

—The American Association for the Advancement of Sci¬
ence will meet this year in Buffalo, beginning August 23d.
A new Sub-section of Anthropology will he formed. On
Sept. 4th the International Convention of Archaeologists
meets in Philadelphia, holding its sessions in the Ohio
State Building,
Arrivals at Philadelphia Zoological Garden, July
to Jvlt 31.
—One belted kingfisher (Ceri/le alcyon) and one laoler falcon (Faloo
mettlcanus), presented by Martin Goldsmith, Camden, N. J,; two great
horned owls {Bubo viryinianus), presented by Samuel N. Hill, ConcordVllle, Pa.; one turkey buzzard (Catharte$ aura), presented byS.N.
Still, Malvern, Pa.; one opossum and young {Diddphis virrjiniana),
presented by J. Brainerd, Waahington, D. C.; one English black-bird
(Turdut, merula) preoeuted by L. J. Clark, Philadelphia; two Mexican
hairless dogs, presented by Master John Yarrow, Washington, D. C.
Arthur E, Bkowm, Gen, Supt.

APRIL BIRDS IN ILLINOIS.
Lebanon, III., July 8th,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I fiend the following notes for April:—
April 1st-—Noticed large flocks of robins congregated in the fields, hav¬
ing jnst arrived from the south; discovered a nest with eggs of red¬
tailed hawk. Sd -Black-birds migrating in large flocks; noticed first
arrival of the purple martin. 4th—Wilson's snipe is common in suita¬
ble places; belted kingfishers first seen; flushed the first Carolina rail in
a marsh; the turkey vulture first arrived. 5th—Cliff swallows return¬
ed. 10th—Several warblers, the first pair of wood thrushes, and several
while-lhrouted sparrows seen. 11th—Bewick's wrens and the chimney
Bwallows have arrived; Wilson’s snipe and the plovers have departed
northward. I2th—Blue gray gnat-caicher, yellow*ramped warbler, and
golden-crested wron first seen to day; white-throated sparrows aband¬
on!. jfith—brown thru all arrived; chimney swallows are common now,
yVM. M. Jones.
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THE SETTER BISMARCK.

A

LMOST every sportsman having much experience
with sellers or pointers has his ideal of a dog. T
can name forty or more, who saw Bismarck hunt quail dur¬
ing the season of 1870,-’71 ,-’72,-78, and 74, who say they
never saw his equal in all their experience. From 1871 to
1875, he was hunted, almost daily, during the snipe shoot¬
ing season upon the meadows adjacent to the Delaware.
Every person who has seen him hunt snipe, also admits
that they never witnessed his equal. During September,
of every year of his life, he was hunted on grouse or prairie
chickens, and here also all declare they never saw his
equal.
Bismarck was first brought to my notice in 1868 at State
Centre, Iowa. I had previously formed a slight acquain¬
tance with Mr. Shipman, his owner, who remarked to me
that he had a very promising young dog, would be pleased
to have me see him hunt, and invited me to drive out some
five or six miles with him for an evening shoot, on the fol¬
lowing day. Going to his house, at the appointed hour,
with my dog, for the first time I saw Biz chained to a
small tree in the yard restless and eager. Biz was a white
setter, long, lank, and lean, and I was not very favorably
impressed with his appearance. Everything in readiness,
I put my dog into the wagon, Biz was unchained, and we
rapidly left the village behind and got into a straight road.
Looking ahead to where the road forked I saw white Biz
standing waiting to see which direction we would take. I
remembered to have read or heard before that the waiting
of a dog at the forks of a road for the arrival of iris master
was a proof that a dog had sqmething more than instinct,
or that he had reasoning power. We soon got on to the open
prairie, and with the speed of the ponies slackened, I had
a chance to observe the dog's movements. Such enormous
speed as his I never saw before. It seemed as if the dog
was trying to show how far he could leap, and Mr. Shipman would drive from elevation to elevation to observe
his movements. A* times Biz would stop to get directions,
which Shipman gave by motion of his hand. Shipman could
thus direct his movements as far as he could be seen.
Biz had been going over the prairies at this tremendous
speed for a half hour without our seeing a bird, and I could
scarcely believe that any dog going at this rate could ever
get the least scent of game.
But while watching him intently we saw him instantly
whirl head to the wind and
drop in the grass upon his
haunches so that nothing
could be seen except bis
white nose and head pro¬
truding.
Shipman re¬
marked "Now we have
got them.” BiZ;Wtta then
at least 400 yards from
the wagon.
Shipman
drove to within 100 yards
or so of the dog and we
stopped the.team. I took
my dog out of the wagon
and had proceeded hut a
few yatds before he came
lo a point. Up jumped
half a dozen or more
chickens. I dropped a
pair of them iu a Style
that was satisfactory'to
myself before Shipman
had got half way lo Biz,
who still held his point.
In the course of half an
hour or so 1 had killed
eleven and Shipman had
had his share of shooting. We had raised probably 300
chickens since getting out of the wagon, Shipman killing
nine out of twenty. After giving the dogs water, which
we had brought, ana a few minutes to breathe, for it was
very warm, we got into the wagon and drove over the
prairie. This time I had let my dog run, but it was
enough for him to keep up with the trail of the wagon
while these Canadian por.ies were going at tlieir quarterhorse rate. Biz was coursing in his usual style with uudiminishod speed, and I derived as much pleasure from see¬
ing this white object sailing over the prairie as from shoot¬
ing. Just as he was passing over a strip of ploughed
ground be got scent of birds, and in turning to the wind¬
ward to point, he lost his balance and tumbled over before
he could recover himself, raising a cloud of dust distinctly
visible for at least a quarter cif a mile. When we had
driven up to the spot we found Biz lying, instead of stand¬
ing, with his feet in the air. This was the first standi ever
saw a dog make stretched on his back. Alightiug from
the wagon we each of us hud half an hour of splendid
shooting, for we had found the second pack scatered over
probably twenty acres of ground. On one occasion 1 killed
a bird which dropped and fluttered in open sight. Shipman requested that I let his dog retrieve iL, and seut Biz
for it. After running about half way to it, he said
“Charge,” and the dog dropped as though dead. Then he
told him to “go on,” until he got within five feet of the
fluttering bird, when he again ordered “Charge,” and he
dropped. After holding him with the bird almost under
his nose he told him to ‘‘Pick it up,” which Biz did and
brought, it to us in the most approved style. ShiDman then
asked me “How much better were eastern dogs broken
than Biz?” to which I made no reply. This was my first
experience with Biz, which I shall ever remember. I de¬
sired to know of Shipman jf he would sell him; lie asked
me how much I would give for him. I made several of¬
fers, all to no purpose, and came to the conclusion that no
reasonable amount would buy him. The following year,
1869, I made Slate Centre my headquarters during the sea¬
son and hunted in company with Shipman on several occa¬
sions, Biz was then 2| years old and I was even more
impressed with his extraordinary qualities. I remained
there until October to enjoy the durk shooting. It was a
a novelty to me to see Shipman creeping upon ducks and
geese in the sloughs with Biz crawiiug behind crouched
to keep out of sight. Biz was a most excellent retriever;
no wounded duck or gojse could escape him; he was as much
at home in the water as a fish itself. On one occasion we
lay by a slough to shoot geese as they came in just before
dark to roost, for the night; Three of us fired in the db-’lt-

ness, with what effect we scarcely knew, until Biz had
gone in and brought three to our feet. For a dog to retrieve
a goose wieghing from 10 to 12 pounds, through cat-tails,
reeds and mire, without injuring a feather, I consider first
class work.
The following year, 1870, upon my arrival at. State
Centre I found Biz just recovering from a case of poison¬
ing. Some villian had undertaken to kill all Shipman's
dogs, and his owner, fearing he would not be able to keep
him alive until the next gunning season, accepted my pro¬
position to take the dog home with me to Philadelphia,
and bring him back to Iowa the following August. I of¬
fered for his use one year twice the amouut. I ever paid for
a dog. Shipman accepted the oiler. Daring the two pre¬
vious years I had giveu extravagant accounts of this dog
without the most remote idea that I should ever own him
or bring him to this part of the country. I had stated
that he could find more birds than any two dogs I had ever
seen, and all my friends were of course anxious to see his
performances. My experience with him had been entirely
in hunting grouse, for there were very few quail in
Iowa where he had been raised. My first trial of him on
quail was iu Westmoreland County of this State, in com¬
pany with two friends. Having heard me speak of him in
such glowing terms they were somewhat disappointed, as
I was myself. Both of them thought he was not very
staunch. When he came upon a covey he often wagged
his tail and changed his position, though he would not put
up the birds. My friends were greatly taken with his
speed and endurance, and each of them expressed a desire
to have one of his pups, which they now have, and think
them to he the best dogs they have ever owned. Before
the clase of the season, however, these friends admitted
that they had never seen his like on quail. A couple of
weeks’ practice on them brought him out to perfection.
In the spring of 1871, wheu Biz was three years old, he
was taken to Lowes, Delaware, to hunt snipe for the first
time. Although myself and friend killed nearly 100 in two
days, not a single point did he make. The birds were
wild and be took so little notice of them, leaving tho
meadows to hunt uplands, that I made him come to heel.
During the second day he was used as a retriever, fal¬
lowed him to bring me every bird killed, but not to move
until I had reloaded and everything was in readiness.
From these two day’s experience I hud little to expect of
Biz as a snipe dog. A week or so afterwards I tools him
to New Jersey with myfriend Benjamin Sharp. We drove
from meadow to meadow in a wagon. While we were
ridiug along and Biz was coursing over a meadow iu sight
ut a tremendous-speed, up
jumped a snipe, within a
lew feet of his noso. Biz
instantly dropped, while
the bird flew some 30 or
40 yards and settled again.
Biz remained crouched
upon tile ground without
moving, while we stop,
ped the wagon and my
friend killed the bird.
This was his first stand
on snipe, but during tho
day he made many more
points. He was hunted
almost every day oq snipe
on the mea<|pws border¬
ing the Delaware, that
spring, and afterwards in
the successive snipe sea¬
sons. Every year in Oc¬
tober in Connecticut he
was hunted on wood¬
cock.
lie was
as
staunch on those birds as
could possibly be desired,
was easily seen, being
wliite, and the spot where the bird lay thus easily deter¬
mined. After taking my position, with a friend to put up
Ihe bird, few would escape. In one piece of chestnut
sprouts I bagged 20 over him in less than halt an hour.
In Connecticut people snood or snare ruffed grouse.
When Biz came across any of these birds caught iu this
manner he considered them as mine. He would bite off
or break the snare and bring the birds to his master to help
fill the bag. On ruffed grouse Biz was capital, huuting the
woods and thickets cautiousiy. On one occasion in West¬
moreland county, Pa., a friend and myself bagged 31 in
two days besides kill.ng as many more quails. He stood
those wary birds at a long distance, giving us opportunity
to ehoose our position when they rose.
Iu the issue of Forest and Stream for February 19th,
1874, there is a sketch of Bismarck from which 1 extract as
follows:—“Biz is from a white seller bitch brought from
England by a gentleman of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in 1864.
The bitch was then about six months old. She proved a
famous chicken dog, uuequaled for speed and nose. She
was called a ‘white Belton.’ She had her first litter of
pups from an Irish red setter brought to Iowa by a patty
of Englishmen who came to Iowa to shoot chickens (grouse)
iu 1867 The dog was left at Marshalltown. There was
nothing remarkable about the dog except, lie was imported.
Biz was of this litter and is like his mother as to color, all
white except two red spots. Biz is large, measuring in
every point more than the celebrated “Kent, except in
height, in which he is ODe inch less; when thin and in hunt¬
ing condition bis weight is 68 pounds; out. of hunting sea¬
son his weight is 75 pounds. - * * His great points ate
speed, endurance, nose, staunchness and docility. His
speed is tremendous, exceeding that of the fastost pointers
fully 50 per cent. By good judges he is thought lo go 125
miles per day. His style is magnificent, high-headed, and
he winds his game at a long distance and comes to point
often at a distance too far from the game to be within pro¬
per or ordinary shot.”* * * On Christmas day of 1872,
lie found 20 eovios in five hours, hunting from 11 to 4
o’clock at Glassboro, 16 miles from Philadelphia. This ■
was the coldest day of the winter, the mercury being 8” be¬
low zero at 8 o’clock in the morning,"
Qf Biz's pedigree we know linle or nothing; from iL lie
took little, but to it he a4dsd much. His body was loqg
without the slooping posterior attributed to high-bred set¬
ters. The hair on his body was almost as short as that of
an ordinary pointer, but he was feathered on Ihe tail and
legs to as great a length as that of the highest bled setters,
and every other characteristic was that of a setter. He
crouched or dropped upon his haunches when he tame to
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point. He was extremely fond of water and would plunge
into i: in the coldest days of winter. His breed was much
sought after, and there "are now more than 200 of his pups.
To the owners of them this article will be of interest; the
writer has none whatever in his pedigree, and cares as lit¬
tle about it as the historian does of the genealogy of Shakspcare or Napoleon. He is a land mark in the history of
American setters. I never sold une of his pups, or had in
any way the least pecuniary interest in his breed. He ex¬
cited the jealousy of those who sold dogs or their breed,
and occasionally I received challenges from them for field
tTials, and although I never bet a cent in my life those per¬
sons always found me at home for any amount they chose
to name.
In 1874 there was some talk about an international field
trial of setters and pointers. Mr. Shipman gave out an in¬
vitation in a letter published in the Forest and Stream:
dated July 10th, 1874, from which I extract the following;
“The setter Bismarck frequently referred.to in your journal
was raised and trained by the undersigned in this country.
We will make a wager'of $2,500, that he will beat any set¬
ter or pointer tliat can be produced to hunt, pinnated grouse
(prairie chickens), the match to take place during the time
(5th to 15th of September) in Marshall, Story, or any of the
adjoining counties of Iowa. If Mr. Prise01‘ Mr. Macdonna
will enter his favorite bitch Belle against Bismark in this
trial, we will allow him $500 towards expenses of a trip
from England here and return, and. promise him an oppor¬
tunity of as fine sport of the kind as the world can pro¬
duce.”
Of Biz's untimely death on November lltli, 1875, an ac¬
count bus already been published in Forest and Stream.
The wood cut ot Biz was made from a photograph taken
in this city, His color was white, save two xed spets on
his back, which show dark in this picture.
David Brooks.

Iowa State
Poultry Association will hold their fourth annual exhibi¬
tion of poultry, pet stock and dogs, at Cedar Kapids, Iowa,
oil January 23d, 24th, 25th, and 26th, 1877. The officers
of the association are: Z. C. Luse, President, Iowa City;
D. H. Richards, Secretary, Cedar Rapids; A, C. Taylor,
Superintendent and Manager of Dog Department, CedaT
Rapids, Iowa.
Iowa

State Poultry Association.—The

Shott.—The owner of this dog writes from Greenville,
Pa., as follows;—
“In answer to “N. C.,” inquiring in your issue of July
20th, that C. Hobaugh’s Shott is an Irish setter and not a
Gordon, as was represented a few weeks ago; he was sired
by Staunch, a red Irish setter, imported in 1872, and
owned by G. W. Frazier of Pittsburgh. As to "N. O.”
having pnrebased a pup iu Erie sired by Shott, it is un¬
doubtedly a mistake, as there are but two dog pups sired
by him—one is owned by George Wheeler of Erie, Pa.,
and the other is still in my possession.
,
_J. O. Hobaugh."

Dr. Webb, of the Westminster Breeding Kennel, regis¬
ters the following dogs in our Kennel Book, all out of his
celebrated prize bitch Whisky, by Pete, the champion dog
at Springfield. Wash Coster has already become the prop¬
erty of Major George McKee, TJ. S. A,, Jim of Mr. Fred
Schuchardt, and Snipe of Mr. G. A. StroDg:—
Fannie, black-and-white slut; May, do.; Raven, black
dog; Snipe, do.; Jim, do.; Wash Coster, black-aud-white
dog; Erie, do.; Joe, do.; Van, do.
These last three dogs are for sale, and any one wanting
a fine bred pointer will find none better in the country.
—Mr. George O. Colburn’s lemon-and-white pointer
bitch, Belle, imported from the kennel of Mr. Lang, has
Visited Mr. W. F. Steel’s Flake, brother to Dr. Webb’s
Whisky.
__
_
—Mr. A. Bransbaw, of Fon du Lac, Wis claims the
name of Norah for his gyp, by Plunkett out of Kathleen,
the only one of her six in the litter,
—M. D. M. Sharpuack, of Petroleum, West Virginia,
claims the name of Dom for his liver and white Cocker
spaniel l>yM. P. McKoon’s Captain, out of Caper.
—The Laveraek bitch, Petrel, in the Strathroy kennels,
•whelped eight puppies, five bitched and three dogs, on the
23d inst. They are by LleweHin’s Dan.
THE

INTERNATIONAL DOG SHOW.
Philadelphia,

July 31, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

The interest in this great show is on the increase, as the
entries already received testify. The classes for setters
will be one of IhB finest ever seen in this country, as they
include nearly all of the most noted breeds from all parts.
The competition for the beautiful prize offered by the
Philadelphia Sportsman’s Club for the best setter in the
show, wili he very close, probably over 150 will compete
for it.
Tlie pointers will not be so numerous, but in quality will
be excellent, including no less than five previous first prize
winners which will here meet to test their merits, and
the winner will be justly entitled to be called the Cham¬
pion of America.
The classes for hounds are not as yet well represented,
but as there are so many packs around this district, it is
expected that they will send a full supply.
Beagles and the curious little dachshunds will )be well
represented, Dr, Twaddell sending sever of the latter.
The terrier classes are small, but being numerous iu New
York mid vicinity, they will surely fill up.
All dogs will be required to be on tho grounds by eight
o’clock on September 4th.
The Express Company will deliver all dogs (that have been
prepaid) tree of expense on the Show Ground; the Super¬
intendent will see that they are properly cared for, and put
in their proper classes, They will be reshipped to the ex¬
hibitor after the show is over.
Exhibitors must be careful to send properly addressed
return labels with the dogs.
Iu addition to the special prizes already offered, the

Turf, Field, and Farm will give'a handsome prize, particu¬
lars of which will be announced next week.
Entries close August 10th, and intending exhibitors
should not. delay in making their entries. All forms and
classification lists can be obtained of
-_
Burnet Landhbth.

Chief of Bureau of Agriculture.
AMERICAN SETTERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Wishing to enter some dogs at the Centennial Bench Show to be held
at Philadelphia, September 4th to 8l.h, l ask your advice as to the class
in which they should be entered. I would mention particularly a bitch
now seventeen months old, from the kennel owned by my brother and
mysell, as the typo ot a strain obtained by careful breeding and selec¬
tion, and possessing a combination of good qualities that is hardly a
snbject for auy further improvement. This bitch, a seller, is neither
Gordon, not Irish, nor yet an English setter, for both Its parents were
born in this country. Though the ancestors of the highest civilised por¬
tion of the inhabitants of North America were foreign to the land, yet
are wc no less Americans; and I name my hitch an American setter,
believing her to be a credit to tho country of her birth, and an honor to
tier noble ancestry, which credit and honor I hope may be forever pc-rpeluated. in size and color she much resembles Chaa, II. Turner's
Loo II., being of but forty-live pounds weight, and mahogany red; but
instead of the harsh short hair of the Irish setter her hair is fine and
soft, her '■flag" seven and a half inches long on centre of tail, tapering
to each end, and the "feather" on forelegs four Inches long. Nose and
lips black; eyes brown; form rather slight and very symmetrical, and
time tar wherever seen she has received only flattering criticisms, with
the single exception of one sportsman saying that her flue lines might
perhaps indicate some lack of endnrance. On the 26th of June I took
her with me on a three days' drive of nearly one hundred miles, allow,
ing her to run, whtch she did; and notwithstanding the heat aad the
rocky roads she showed not the least sign of lack of energy nor of
footsoreness cither during or after the journey. I have named her
Cora in the hope that she will take the place in my affections held by
her namesake, "old Cora,” now nearly fourteen years old. The father
of Cora 11 has a remarkably fine head that so pleased an artist who
happened to see tho dog while with my brother on a visit that he solicited
the privilege of painting s portrait of it. My Bole motive for entering
dogs at a bench show would be the pleasure or hearing encomiums from
those best competent to judge the merits or hunting dogs, fori have
never sold a dog, nor do 1 intend or expect to sell one. And nu dogs of
mine shall appear at the Centennial Bench Show nnlcss I can take them
there myself, for I would not risk the lack of good care era route to aud
from a place so distant, and I doubt if C. Jeff Clark, of St Louis,
would trust bis fine pointer, or Chas. H. Turner his Irish setter, Elcho,
to the hands of "baggage-smashers” again.
And now, Mr. Editor, with this short sketch of Cora, an American
setter, can yon advise me in what class to outer her at the Centennial
Bench Show. Should this meet tho eye of “Guido" I would Say that
I hope Cora will accompany iue on my next visit to Memphis and prove
herself as superb a Held dog as Dr. B.’s Don, whose photograph adorns
the library at my house.
Rqakek.

[We should say that our correspondent could enter his
bitch in Class 10, Division B, or Class 12, Division C, and
also for the Special prizes offered by John Krider, the De¬
troit Gun Club, The Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Club, and
Forest and Stream. We regret that the absurd custom
of calling an American bred setter a “native English’’ has
been adopted. It not only misleads many persons, but
is an outcome of the snobbish pretentiousness of a few
who believe that nothing good in the dog line can emanate
from anywhere out of England.—Ed.]
Lemuel Produce.—Mr. F. B. t arusworth, Parts, Canada inform* ns
tfont his lately Imported blue belton hitch, Hose, oji the 19th of Ji uc
gave birth to six beautiful wbeips, one dog and five gype, murked as
follows’ Dot. blue belton, resembling dam; one gyp liver, white anil
tan, marked like Hulas, the sire, (in England); three others orange and
White.

jfca and H&iver
FISH

IN

SEASON IN AUGUST.

ERESH WATER.
SALT WATER.
1'ront. Salmo ftmtinalie.
Sea Bass, Sciienops ocellalus.
Salmon, Salmo ta/ur.
Sbeepehead, Archosargus probaioSalmou Trout, Salmo confinis.
cephalus.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Gloverl. Striped Bass, P.occus Hnealus.
Grayling, Thymallus tricolor.
White Vetch, Motone americana.
Black Buss, kicropleras sulmolcles; Weukilsli. CynoscUmregalis.
M. nigricans.
Blnefisb, Pomatomus saltatrix.
Mascalonge, Esm nobilior.
Spanish Mackerel, Cybium maculaPike or Pickerel, Esox lucius.
turn.
Yellow Perch, Perea jtuvescem.
Cero. Cybium regale.
Bonito, Sarda pelamys,
Kingflsh, Menllcirfus nebulosus.
For list of seasonablejtrout flies for Anguat see our issue of July 27th.
Fish in Market.—Fish continue to be unusually abund¬
ant and prices rule low. We quote: Striped bass 18 to
20 cents per pound; bluefish, 18 to 20 cents; salmon, both
fresh and frozen, 50 cents; mackerel, from 10 to 20 cents
each, according to size; weak-fish, 12 cents per pound;
white perch, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel, 35 cents; green
turtle, 12 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; halibut, 18 cents
per pound; haddock, 8 cents; cod-fish, 10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 12 cents; seabass, 18cents; eels, 18cents; lobsters, 10 cents; sbeepshead,
20 cents; brook trout, $1; pompano, 25 cents; soft clams,
30 to 60 cents per hundred; hard shell crabs, $4.50 per 100;
soft Crabs, $1.50 per dozen.
Salt Water Fishing.—Our prophecy that this season
would be unusually prolific of sport with rod and reel, as
well as trolling line seems likely to he fulfilled, The long
continued drought and hot weather did drive the fish iuto
deep and colder water, but with the change they return
again, and for the last week fishing has been remarkably
good. Last week bluefish of large size, such as are gen¬
erally known as fallflsh, appeared off Fire Island, and were
taken in immense numbers, the fish weighing as high as
nine pounds. But the finest sport was on Saturday last
when large wealtfish, bluefish, Spanish mackerel and
bonitas, were all taking the squid. For some reason
chumming, either inside or outside the inlet, has not been
good, but it is rather early in the season, and, besides,
bunkers have been very scarce. There has been no diffi¬
culty in taking a good catch of sea bass and flounders at
any time for those knowing the spot. We hear that some

.
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fine bass have been taken in Coney Island creek, and that
the great abundance of crabs and shrimps is likely to make
fishing for this game fish unusually good.
—One fish buyer in Gloucester, paid out $90,000 for fish
purchased by him during tho month of Juno.
* New York.—Our correspondent, Piseco, writes under
date of July 3d that (he fishing has been very good at
Henderson Harbor, nis letter, written from Little Falls,
sayB:—
,
“I came home from Henderson to spend Sunday, Fish¬
ing continues good here. The northeast gale riled up the
water, and so stirred np the bottom that the fish were full
fed, and were lazy, still we took what would be considered
fair lots elsewhere; and made up for bass in pickerel. I
had the pleasure of reeling in 250 feet of line with a tenpounder on the end of it, and for one day wore the belt,
tint the next my '‘partner’’ in the same boat, Mr. Munger,
of Herkimer, went out with Mr. Aiden Case, the proprie¬
tor of the late Van Deyn House, and brought home five
fish weighing 52 pounds.
Our biggest one yet is a
twelve-pounder. It is a quiet, lovely little place, and I go
back to morrow for another fortnight."
'V New Jersey Barnegat Inlet, July 30th—There has been
a decided improvement in fishiDg of all kinds during the
week. Bluefish are plenty but small, running from one
to two pounds. Sheepsbead plenty; not in as fine condi¬
tion a9 some two weeks back.
Weakfish commenced
biting, and large catches made. The following are the
quotations for past week:—July 23d. Cale Parker, ten
sbeepshead. July24lli. Mr. Reeves, and gentleman from
Railway, N. J., seventy one bluefish. Three other yachts
from forty to sixty each. July 25th. Alexander Purvis,
Philadelphia, six sbeepshead.
Capt. Charles Cox and
party, forty-six bluefish. Capt. Kelley and party, fifty
bluefish. July 26th. Col. S. H, Carpenter, U. S. A., and
brother, seveu bluefish, forty-five sea bass and blackfish.
A. Purvis, Philadelphia, fifteen sheepshead. L. Mathieus
and company, eight sheepshead, fourteen bluefish. July
27th. Jas. Hanford, W. C. Conroy, E. L. Barber, Brook¬
lyn, fifty-three bluefish.
Col. Carpenter, twenty-seven
sea bass; from forty to seventy-five weakfish per boat are
reported. July 28th. R. D. Lorser, P. Quillmau, Chas.
Hillman, Philadelphia, twenty-one bluefish.
Thomas
Taylor, twelve bluefish. Abm. Force, fifteen bluefish.
Reports from the sheepshead ground just come in that they
arc catching from twelve to fifteen per boat.
B.
Connecticut—Higganum, July 24th.—Black bass fishing
in Lake Pocotsopogue, East Hampton, ten miles east of
Middleton, on Air Line Railroad, is excellent. We took
53 black bass in two half day’s fishing, besides many
peroh which were returned to the lake. This lake is a
beautiful sheet of water, aDd being high up on the hills
there is always a delightful breeze, and Buell’s is a good
place to stop at. Glov. Buell is an old hunter and dead
shot, and his record of full game bags will show it. He
lias stocked the lake with about 15,000land locked salmon,
which, we hope to try in a few years,
f Massachusetts Few Bedford, July 21th.—Our market
|is well supplied with swordfish, bluefish, tautog, mackerel,
bonita, etc. Bat few bass have been caught the last week
—about a dozen big fellows by the Cuttyhunk Club, and
yesterday Messrs. O. M. Gofford and O. A. Sisson returned
from No Man’s Laud with only two, weighing respectively
27 and 45 pounds. A porpoise, striped with black and
white longitudinal stripes, was brought in here yesterday,
captured in the bay, of a species seldom seen north of the
equator.
Concha.
Vermont—Montpelier July 28th,—A party of us have
taken sixty pounds of trout, some averaging over a half
pound each, at Peacham’s Pond, twenty miles from here,
the past week. They are considered the finest trout in the
State.
W. A. B.
i|' Canada—Riser Restigouche, New Brunswick July 22<i.—
Reached here last night via Matapedia Lake and River,
passing two camping parties of the lessee, Mr. Stevens, of
Montreal. Fishing is slack now, the river not being in
condition, and the first two runs of salmon over. Grilse
are running up, and only a few fish are taken, both salmon
and grilse. Trout in the lower Restigouche are not abund¬
ant, aud the river is crowded with rods, the lessees,
Messrs. Brydges aDd Sanford Fleming, being very generous
in giving privileges to friends. The latter has imposed a
condition of $5 per rod and three cents per pound on all
salmon caught, to constitute a subsistence fund for (he In¬
dians residing on the river. The railroad buildings and
other improvements has impaired the romantic beauty of
the river in this exact locality, though above the scenery is
much as nature designed it. The following gentlemen are
now here.—
Mr. Brydges and party, including ladies, of Montreal;
Sir Hugh Allan and son, Montreal; A. R. Makinlay, J. N.
Ritchie, John Gotham, Lieut. Clatterbuck, J. Smith, J.
Kenney, Lieut. Walpole, JEL Crosskiil, T. Murphy, H. F.
Rowe and friend, all of Halifax; J. I. Fellows and two
ladies, St. John; H. J. Leonard aud wife, Bangor; O. HallocK and wife, S. R. Gifford, the artist, and Engineer Cra¬
ven, all of New York. Several others who have been here
are not named. There were eleven rods on the river to¬
day, and not an average of a fish to a rod. On Monday I
go up the river with Mr. Mowatt, the overseer, and shall
examine the Government Hatching Establishment. Weath¬
er to-day chilly up to 10 o'clock A. M. and cloudy.
Hal.
A New Wat to Catch Eels.—Mr. Wakeman Holberton writes us that he noticed over in Jersey, the other
day,, a new way of catching eels. The drouth had dried
up a small pond near the village of Carlstadt, and the boys
had discovered that the eels had buried themselves in the
mud, and they were digging them up like potatoes, by the
busheh

—

—

FisniNG Movements.—There have been 122 arrivals the
past week, as follows: 27 from the Banks, 51 from Georges,
1 from Newfoundland, and 43 from off shore mackereling.
The receipts have been 828,000 pounds Georges codfish,
3,620,000 pounds of Bank codfish, 150,000 pounds of hali¬
but, and 12,400 bbls. of mackerel.—Cape Ann Advertiser,
July 22d.
THE INFALLIBLE FISH BAIT.
Galveston, Texas, July 11th.
Editor Forest and Stream.—
As a constant and greatly interested reader ot ynnr paper, Ieoulil not
fail to notice the advertisement of the “Infallible fish bait," with which
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It is said yon are to catch fish. bo there any about or not. Now, this no¬
tice in a New York paper impressed this correspondent very forcibly
with the correctness of the old saw—that you have got to go abroad for
home news—inasmuch as we Galveston sportsmen who lake a lively in¬
terest in the pursuit of the finny tribe which abounds in onr waters,
were entirely ignorant of this well-timed Centennial discovery, and were
thns denied the chance to be the first to rejoice with onr fellow towns¬
men over this brilliant invention, and of attesting to Its euccesB. Ido
nor. doubt ihat we should have continued in ignorance were it not for
our appreciation of your esteemed columns, which are always first to
des^eminme the fruits of research and talent. I hope you may concur
m my view that this way of proceeding is hiding your light under the
bushel; oris Joe, with hi* well-known modesty, blnshing at the thoughts
of the congratulations with which his admiring friends would necessar¬
ily smother him, upon this Tccent display of his inventive geniusf Or
does be pat It upon the broud basis of the saying, perhaps, that a proph¬
et’s merits are never appreciated in his own country?
By rbe-way, those steam yacht*, which one, “T. L.,” Galveston, re¬
ports he has “mooing here to our fishing banks, earn ing passengers,-'1
wonld be a great success, provided they existed on the blue deep, in¬
stead of only *n t he paper on which “J. L.V1 question in Foukst and
Stream, dated May 18th, was printed.
Silva.

TROUT

IN

COLORADO.

Granite, Lake Co., Colorado, Jnly 2d, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In perusing your interesting paper I sec accounts of large catches
of fish with the fly; and not seeing this place mentioned in your paper 1
thought, I would give yon an account of some or our large catch* a in
Twin Lakes. These lakes are on the lake fork of the Arkansas River,
9 400 feel above the sea. 110 miles south from Denver, The lower lake
Is 2£ miles long by 1J- mile* wide, and is 76 feet deep; the upper lake is
II miles long by 1 mile wide, and is 93 Teet deep, The 1 *kes are con
Reeled by a fine stream of water 75 feet wide aud I of a mile long. On
June 18 h, lb7H, I began flshine with tbe fly at 8 o’clock A. M., and
caught 7(1 pounds of trout {Salmo vtrginails) before dark. This has
been an exceptionally good season for fishing. Some have caught on sev¬
eral days from 200 to 800. In June, 1674, C. W, Derry, my son. in three
days caught 1.046 trout—the ftr*t day, 835; second day, 845; third day,
865. June is our best month for fishing, although good catches can be
made occasionally all through the season until late in tbe fall.
S. M. Derry.

GAME

NOW

Woodcock, PMlohe’a minor.
Black-Helped plover or ox-eye,Sjuaturota hrlvelica.
Ring plover, j&rjlalltw semipalmatue.
Stm, or long-thanks, Ilimantopus
n i g; bolli*.
Eed-tneastcd snipe or dowitchcr,
Macrorhomphus gristms.

IN

SEASON.

Eed-kacfeed sandpiper, or ox-bird,
Tringtt oouricunti.
Or at matblcd godwit, or marlin,
Limotafedoa.
Willet, Tetanussemipalmatus.
Tattler, Tolanus metunoteuci/s.
Yellow-sbanks, 'Tolanus Jlmipes.

■•Bay-birds" generally, Including various species of plover, sand-piper,
snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf-birds, pbalaropes, avocets, etc,, com
lug under tbe group LimtcoU/S or Shore Birds,
Bay Birds.—On Saturday last, and also since Hie
storm, there has beeQ a good flight of bay birds.
Some
excellent bags were made in tbe Great South Bay, and we
are expecting to bear of some tine sport on tbe Jersey
coast.
—Messrs. Eaton, Holberton & Co. have issued a supple¬
ment to tbeir catalogue containing many articles of great
use to sportsmen. Among the many things noticed we
meniion Canadian shoe packs, new portable boats, and ex¬
tra strong trolling and other tackle for Florida.
Canada—Toronto, July 85 Ih —A pigeon shoot was held by
the members of the Toronto Gun Club on Monday, July 3d.
Four hundred wild pigeons were imported from Hastings,
Mich. Through the kindness of the Directors of the
Woodbine Driving Park the club had the exclusive right
to the track for“that day, aud only members were ad¬
mitted, so that the pot hunters were disappointed. The
malch was shot after the English rules. Five traps, live
yards apart; use of both barrels; club rules fifteen birds
each.
Win. Loane, acted as trapper and puller, aud
Mr, C. Cnllagher acted as referee. The following are the
scores made-.—
FIRST SQUAD.
Name.
J.Mu.ghnn.
J. Parrel.
O. C. Small.
E Perryman.
21 N. Bngc.
21 J. Vv enaier.
18 J. Youug.
21 J. Kennedy.
21 J Morrison.
21 J. Barren.

Yds.
XI
21
81
21

Yds.
18
2i
21
18
18
t8
21
18
18
21

SECOND SQUAD.
Name.
T
R. Morrison.
J Taylor.
R. A reach.
T. lfarr>.
R. Wileun.
J Gamut (withdrawn)..
A McGregor.
W. Louden.
J. Wright.
Dr. Smalt.

TIES ON FIFTEEN.
Yds.
Name.
Total. .Yds.
Nnmo.
Total
28 J. Muugban.4 | 26 C. C. Small..5

Mr. C. C. Small won the prize, which was a very hand¬
some case of stuffed birds.
Yikoinia—Norfolk, July 26tf.—We shall no dou bt have
plenty of quail tin's fall, as the season has been very favor¬
able for young birds.
n
Boston Gunmakeies.—“There was recently a question
asked in a contemporary as to who were reliable gunmakers and do tbeir work personally in Boston.
In the reply
all were mentioned with ’.lie exception of Wm. R. Schaef¬
er, of No. dl Elm, a first-class manufacturer, whose guns
are ouly made to order, and are not for sale by the deal¬
ers
1 had a breech-loading gun made by him last year—
a No. 10 bore, 30 inch best Damascus barrels, weight 10
pounds, and I will challenge any brother sportsman to
beat me in penetration and in pattern; also the workman¬
ship canuot he excelled.
Upland.”
Tee Boudren Jack Lamp.—The following are extracts
from two parties relative to the jack lamp:—

“My friend and self used your lamps very successfully
last I nil hunting deer, aud consider them by far the best
ever used after many years' experience hunting in the
Slates and Canadas. Last fall, on the Menowuvee River,
Mich., he had an Indian paddle up, aud struck a twoyear old buck with his paddle while 1 held the lamp in my
hand, not wishiug to kill him, as we had plenty of meat.
Edwin O. Johnson."

UncasvSle, Conn,, Juno 22d.
“In reply as to how the jack works, it is a very fine
tkiDg. We have hero at the house and on the lakes 31
jacks, and yours is acknowledged by all the guides to be

far superior to any of tbe other jacks. The only improve¬
ment that we can suggest is that you make it more flaring
at the sides, so that in floating on the small streams you
can see both sides of it. Now we cannot. If you have
any circulars that you want to send into the wilderness
send them along and I will send them around.
H. E. Comstock.”
John Brown's Tract, N. Y.
TRAPS

FOR

FOXES

AND

MINKS.

Fishkill-on-Hudson, May 16th.
Editor Forpist and Stream:—
As 1 have seen some hints to yoang trappers in Forest and Stream*
I have thought that I also might give a few hints that would be interestlug. In trapping foxes aud minks I have had very good success, aud as
I make no secret of my mode or captaring them, I will give It here. 1
select some warm springy place on a side hill, or a boggy place that does
not freeze up, and at the point where it is the wettest, I get some small
pieces of turf about the size of my hand to serve as “steps,” and be¬
ginning at one side of the wet place at regular intei vals of about twelve
inches T fix them so that they will be strong and dry until 1 reach the
springy or wet place where I w/int to set my trap. I then skip oue piece,
and continue the the line of steps until I get to dry ground on the other
side. A narrow place that will require only three or four steps on each
side of the trap is sufficient. Then I cut a strong thin piece of turf of
ihe same size aud appearance as the others to place over the pan of the
trap. For scent I 20 to some chicken house and get some very fine dry
manure (It must be very due and dry), and put it in a coarse cloth or bag.
Then when the ground is dry I drag the bag about a quarter of a mile
each way from the springy hole, where I have placed the tuft steps. If
the bag ia coarse and the ground dry I shall leave enough scent Tor every
purpose, as the rains will not wash it away, but improvo it. For tolling
foxes I have used every scent that 1 have ever heard of, but none that I
like as well ns this. Now to set the trap. Some trappers will use every
precaution they can think of when they set a trap, as they say the fox
can detect the eim-U of man or iron. Ail I do is this. I go to a graiuery.
or some place where mice abound, and get some of the mice chaff usu¬
ally found around such places, which generally smells very strong of
mice. 1 then set my trap in the water, and placing the last pkce of
tnrf over tbe pan the line of steps is complete. Tnen whe.e 1 have
stood I sprinkle a little chaff and pass on, not retracing, my steps: and
as sure at a fox strikes tbe trait he will follow It up, aud when he comes
to the spring (a fox is very careful about stepping in the water) will try
ihe sieps, ami as the flist and second are all right, and hold him, and as
they are placed about tbe right distance apart for Ills gait he is pretty
sore to step his whole weight on the one concealing the trap, I have
taken five In one trap set in that manner in one season.
Another good plan is this: Take a common field mouse’s skin and
stuff it. Set your trap near a stack of grain, or at anyplace where a
fox is lifevly to pass. Cover the trap lightly and sprinkle some of the
mouse chaff around it. Place the stuffed mouse on the pan of the trap
so ihat it can bo plainly seen. As tue fox U attracted by the scent hr
will see the mouse and will not hesitate an instant, but will pounce both
forefeet on the mouse without the least suspicion of a trap. It requires
a stronger trap to hold him this way, I think, but it is more sure.
Now for the mink. The manner of setting steel traps has been pretty
well explained in Forest and Stream by an old trapper. Iu regard to
scent, I think that prepared from trout superior to any other. In sum¬
mer, when I have a mess of trout to dress, 1 take some heads, etc., and
put them iuto a Birong glass bottle, and set the bottle in the sun and
they will turn to an oil that gives a very strong scent—one that will at¬
tract tbe mink better than any other I have ever used, and by using a
small chub or sucker, and a few drops of the scent, yon have a killing
bait. As steel traps arc rather heavy 10 carry, and it takes sometime to
cut them properly. I dispense with them as much as possible, especially
if the country 1 am trapping in is heavily timbered. In the place of
of thera I fake a 2 or 2frmch anger with a short shaft, and having at the
end of the -i
-e a -a. 1, 1. n. m 1 win a claw, and also a supply of
small wrought nails with large heads and the points well sharpened by a
file. Now iu ten minutes I can make, set and bait a trap for minks that
has no equal. 1 find some log near a stream, or the root of a tree, bore
a hole about four inches deep in the aide, and throw a little mud or sand
in the bottom. If ihe h 1 1- boreu in the top of the log, I have to
place a piece of bark in a position to keep the rain from Ailing the hole
with water. Then I take three sharp nails and drive them in so they
will project inward aud downward about half an inch, just deep enough
to make them, secure. Then I take a piece of fish, drop a little of the
scent on it, aud place it at the bottom o? the hole. The trap is thus
complete and ready baited. The mink can shove uis head past tbe points of
the nails to get at the bait, but caunot get back. In going my rounds all
I need to uo is to uraw the nails, remove the mink, replace the nails, and
my trap is reset.
G. W.

THE

KAY CONCENTRATOR.

New York, July 24th.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As 1 see a number of letters pro and am regarding the Kay concentra¬
tor, I would like you to publish my Ufctla “testimony” on the subject.
Being a practical sportsman I do not like to sell anything that I have not
tried, aud for that reason I devoted considerable time on the 4th of J uly
to experiments with different powders, concentrators, etc., and as far as
mv experience goes J found the Kay improved the pattern of my gun
very much—say on an average of at least 25 per cent. At 45 yards the
Lar^et t30 inch) showed 179 pellet® against 127 to 140 of loose shot. I
presume a good deal depends on the gun and how loaded. 1 consider
them much better than Eley’s, but they should never bo used in a chokebored gun.
W. IlOLBERTON.

—A portion of the Australian rifle team comprising Capt.
J. McGarvie Smith and Lieut. J. H. Maddock, of the 1st
Regiment of Rifles, aud D. Gess Lynde and J. Y. Slade
reached Sun Francisco on the 28th ult. The rest of the
learn are at Wimbledon, having gone to England via the
Isthmus of Suez.
Creedmooil—1There was only one match at Creedmoor
on Saturday, the competition for the "Marksman's” badge,
presented by II. C. Pop pen hausen, Esq, of the Long
Island Railroad. The conditions were, live shots each at
200 and fiUO yards, only the Stale medal rifle to be used.
Sir. J L. Price, of the Seventh Regiment, was the winner,
with a score of 4o out of a possible 50. The following are
the scores:—
Name.
.7. L. Pi ice. .
W. H. Uochnrae....
T. It. Murphy.
A. D. Van Hausen..
F. VV. HuWe.. -►
W. Robertson.
J. W. Giufiner.
C. F. Bobbins.
G. F. Merchant.
VV. H- Murphy..
Geo. Waterman.
W. G. Dominick_
Massachusetts—The

Name.
yds.
. J. B. Holland.
13
I F. H. Holton.
15
. T. Hnnbard.
16
_ Backofen.
35
_9 VV. Ik* van.
20
88 U. Heizman.
16
88 VV. C. Clark.
IE
37 H. Fisher .
20
df> 11. Uouglass.
16
37 G. R. Gi sham.
16
34 J. A. Gee.....
18
19M.A. Scull.
18

Springfield Amateur Rifle Asso¬
ciation, whose organization We announced two weeks ago,
has commenced work promptly, and appended is the re¬
sult of their third practice shooting. Since the association

was organized considerable Interest has been manifested in.
the subject of rifle shooting in that city, aud they have
largely increased the number of their members. Score—
Distance, 400 yards; position, lying or kneeling; regulation
targets; highest possible score, 50 points in ten shots —
Name.
Score.
ThM.
8. 9. Bcmstead, captain,.5 8415425458
40
E. H. Smith.2 0480444 5 3
29
F. E. French. .5 5 5 4 0 4 2 5 5 5
40
F. M. Emerson....-..5 54 0 255555
41
L. H. Mnynlt.5 4 5 5 5 5 .3 5 5 5
47
W. S. Gomff..-.5 84502444 2
88
J. B. Sq’iires.....2 0 8 2 6 8 4 3 2 0
24
W. C. Chapin...0 0 4 5 3 2 0 3 3 0
20
Messrs. Mayott., Bu.nstead aud French used Sharp’s
medium-range rifles; MessrB. Emerson, Squires, Smith and
Chapin Stevens’s; Mr. Gornpf a Springfield rifle with peep
and globe sights, and regulation ammunition. There is also a
rifle club composed of employees of the Government in
Springfield, who shoot tbe regular Springfield rifles, open
sights,with common Hrmy ammunition. Some good shooting
is done by this organization, which usually shoots 300 yards,
at an eight-inch bullseye, scoring as high as 37 and 40
points out of a possible 50. Mr. Hare, the Captain of the
team, and a marksman of considerable reputation, on Tues¬
day evening, with ihe common rifled musket, open sights,
scored 37 points at 500 yards out of a possible 50, making
five bullseyes.
Wisconsin.—The third competition at 1,000 yards for
tbe Remington navy revolver came off at Milwaukee, last
Friday the 2lst inst,
Ohas. Turner wins the second time,
wiih 41 out of a possible 50. Following is the score:—
Name.
Total ! Name.
Tplal.
C, Turner...41 J. C. Well*.
. .... -. 31
J. M. Arnold.88 E. IS, Bangs.29
E. Fielding.36|H. Yale.29
We have had very little primtice as yet at 1,000 yards,
but intend to make up for lost time by steady work. I
hope to show better scores in future.
Wau Watt.
Michigan.—Match practice between team number one
and team number two of the Greenville Rifle Club took
place Wednesday, July 19th; match won by llie latter.
Distance; 400 yards; possible score 25 points:—
TEAM KUMBVB ONE.
Name.
Name.
Score.
Total
E. H Jones.4 4 2 4 4
18 A. U. ltone.4
VV. Woodmuu.3 3 4 5 5
50 M. Johnson.4
C. H. Hale.4 4 4 5 6
22 D. T. Sapp.4
F. N. Wright.5 4 5 4 5
2s H. Kinsman.3
L, Spaulding.2 3 2 4 4
15 L Wriubt.2
W. G. Nelson.3 5 14 5
2! N. J. Just.4
Total...119

score.
Total.
5 4 4 5
22
6 4 13
20
4 5 6 4
22
5 4 6 1
21
2 4 3 5
15
5 5 5 5
2t

Total...125

Important.—Care should be taken, in baying Fishing or Grinling Suits,
to got a genuine Holablrd Bntt, and not one of the worthless Imitmioi'S
which are being put on the market The best is the cheapest.—Adv.

§ntioiuil §a§timt&.
SCOTCH GAMES AT .1 ONES’ WOC D.

On Friday last the annual games of the Seventy-Ninth
Regiment came off at Jones’ Wood. This regiment was
organized on the disbanding of the Seventy-Ninth Inst
year from the National Guard, and the admirers of the
“killed lads” will be glad lliat 1 heir strength is sufficient to
enable them to continue their aunual athletic gatherings.
The great bulk of the credit is due to Col. Joseph Laiug,
who has labored assiduously to bring up the regiment as an
independent body to its former status. lie deserves suc¬
cess, and is certain of attaining it.
The command
mustered at its headquarters on Twenty-third street on
Friday morning, and marched to Ihe wood, led by Robert¬
son’s regimental band. Col. Laing was in command. On
reaching the ground the athletic sports were almost im¬
mediately begun, and while they were in progress ilie
musicians kept the dancers busy in Ihe pavilion. Wilhiu
tire ring many well known athletes had put in an appear¬
ance, including Anderson of Newark, McKay of New
Haven, and A. C. Reid of Hamilton, Ontario.
Their
feats were well up to Ihe average, and in one instance at
least, that of running high leap, the compelitors far out¬
stripped Ihe usual achievements of Caledonian athletes.
The Highland dances are always to be classed among the
most interesting of the competitions. The Sword Dance,
or Ghilis Callum, is one or the best combinations of agility
and erace to be witnessed at Scotch Games. Tbe High¬
land Fling is no less altractive, and when danced in tbe
full costume to the music of the bagpipe is as amusing and
entertaining to n stranger as it is inspiriting to a Scotch¬
man. Captain Bruce made an admirable judge, and under
the watchful care of Captain D. T. K. iller the arrange¬
ments were faithfully carried out. The following is the
prize list:—
Putting the Light Stone—1. John Anderson, Newark,
44 ft. 9 in.; 2. Alex. McKay, New Haven, 43 ft. 7 In.; 3.
W. Robertson, N. V., 42 It. 4 in.
One Hundred Yard Race—1. A. C. Reid, Hamilton; 2.
J. McLa-en, Newark; 3. A. Rennie, N. Y.
Running Long Jump—1. A. C. Reid, 19 ft. 7 in.; 2. E.
W. Johnston, Toronto, 19 ft. 5 in.
Throwing the Light Hammer—1. A. McKay, 99 ft,; 2.
John Anderson, 98 ft.
Relief Race (440 yards; competitors enter in pairs; part¬
ners carry each oilier one half tbe distance)—1. D. T. Keiller and E. W. Johnston; 2. J. Mnnro and T. B. Irvine.
Standing Jump—1, E- W. Johnston, 10 ft. 4in.; 2. A.
McKay, 9 It-7 J in.
'
Hitch and Kick—1. John West. 8 ft. 7 in.; 2. A. C. Retd,
8 Boys,DRace—1. John Redmont; 2. Leo. Schwab; 3. G.
D. Forrest.
„ ,
, _
, „
One Mile Walking Race, open to the National Ouard—1
M. M. Forrest; 2. W. J. Huune.
Hurdle Race—1. A. C. Reid; 2. W. Roberisott; 3. J.
McLaren.
Fat Man’s Race, open to all weighing over 200 pounds—
1. Alex. McKay; 2. Kobt. Plrrie.
Hop, Step and Jump—1. E. W- Johnston, 41 ft. 9 in.; 3.
G.T. Addison, 38 ft. 7 in.
„ T1
Running Higli Leap—1. A. C. Reid, 5 ft. 7 m.; 2. Jolm
Tossing the Cither—1, A. McKay, 39 ft. 5 in.; 2. E. WJohnston, 30 ft. 7 in.
- ,r _
Three-Legged Race—l. W- Robertson and J. McLaren ;
2. J. Mnnro aud A. Rennie.
One-Mile Race—1. T. B. Irvine; 2. W. J. Hun re.
Broadsword Dance—1. John West; 3- James Kennedy'.

FOREST AND STREAM
Highland Fling—1. James Kennedy; 2. "W- Robertson.
Vaulting with the Pole—1. W. Roberlson and F. Duke
tie at 9 ft. 8 in.; 3. J. McLaren.
Sack Race—1. Robertson,
The prizes were distributed by Col. Laing after the pro¬
gramme was finished. The Highlanders’ games were the
first held in the Wood since its alteration, and it would ap¬
pear to be at least as well suited as formerly for such a
purpose. The Caledouiati Club, which has for a few years
resorted to Lion Park, will return to Jones’ Wood at its
annual games in September.
Amateck Athletics.—The grounds of the New York
Athletic Club were on Saturday last the scene of one of
the most successful athletic meetings ever held in this
country. The entries were numerous, and she attendance
of spectators large. The first event, the 100 yards race,
had no less than 41 contestants, and was run in a scries of
heats. The winners in the first series and their handicap
and limes were as as follows:—
W. A, Bartlett, 33ft., 10|s.; J. H. Ferguson, 10ft., 11s.;
J. G. Lathrop, 16ft., 104s.-, W. J. Kendrick, 30ft., 10b;
R. L. La Montague, 21ft., 10-js.; Thos. Duffy, 25tt„, lfifs.;
Robert Prior, Jr., 33tl., 11s.; G. C. Power!, 33ft,, lOJs.;
James Smith, 15ft., 10s.; Fred. Rogers, on line, llis.; E.
H. Herrick, 12ft., 10±s.
In the second series, Bartlett, Fergugons, Lathrop and
Kendrick started in the first heat. Kendrick came in first,
in 104 seconds. In the second heat, La Montague was an
easy winner in 10£ seconds. The third heat was won by
Smith, in the same time, with Herrick so nearly even at
the finnish that the latter was allowed by the judges to
compete in the final heat. This was won by La Montague
again, in 10J seconds, with Smith a close second, and Her¬
rick third. There were thirteen entries for the one mile
race, B. O. Woods, of the New York Athletic Club, start¬
ing at score and the others at varying distances up to 155
yards. The race was won by David Woods of Galt, On¬
tario, who was handicapped at 155 yards, but he was pro¬
tested against as being a professional. The 440 yards run
had twenty-eight entries, Jas. G. Lathrop, of Boston, win¬
ning in 52 seconds. Seven started for the two mile walk.
Fred Wersel, of Newark, being the winuer, scoring 24 min¬
utes from D. M. Stern. The prizes were handsome gold
and silver medals.
CRICKET.
Notes.—The Manhattans play at Paterson, August 2d,
one day's play only, and the Marions near Philadelphia on
Friday and Saturday.

—Lovers of cricket will be pleased to learn that an un¬
usually interesting match will be played on the grounds of
the St. Georges Club, Hoboken, to day. The contestants
will be an eleven of Canadian cricketers from Montreal,
Toronto and Ottawa, under the captaincy of Rev. T. D.
Philips, and an eleven of the St. Georges Club. Wickets
will be pitched at 10 o’clock sharp. After this match the
Canadians go to Philadelphia and play there.
BASE BALL—THE PROFESSIONAL AltESA.

The League pennant record to July 31st, inclusive, show
the clubs occupying the following relative positions in the
race:—
Clubs.
Chicago*..
St. Louis..
Hanford..
Boston....
Louisville.
Mutual
Athletic...
Cincinnati.
Total.

Games
Won.
35

55

2:1

18
15
It

Gaines
Lost.

Gaines
Played.
42
•it

14
in

a#

19
24
24

4f

<13

40
38

00

6

85

.159

159

4t
6

824

It will be seen that 159 games have been won and lost,
and the Louisville Club have played single tie games with
the Hartford, Athletic and Mutual nines, making a total of
162 games played in all. From the start each club had to
play seventy games with every other club. This makes an
actual total of 280 games to b"e played during the season.
Of this number 159 have been jilayed, leaving 121 yet to
he played to finish the quota.
Tile record of model games (scores limited to five runs)
since our last issue are as follows:—
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Joiy
July
July
July
July

34.—Auburn vn. Cafbondale, at Auburn, 14. Y. I to 3
25.—Meta vs. Resolnle, at Boston.4to8
25.—Eagle v«, Hoffman, at Batb.L. 1.5 lo 2
26.—Live Oak vs. Rhode Island, «t Providence, R. I. 1 to 0
88.—Mutual vs. IV,1 River, at Full River, Mars. 3 to 2
26.—Itliaea vs. San Fraucisco. at Ilhaca. 4 to 3
hi.—Rochester vs. Olympic, at Rochester, N. Y.5 to 3
27.—Androscogcin vs. Evgleston, at Lewiston, Me.. 4 to 3
27.—Alaska vs. Orange, at Oiange. N. J. 5 ro 1
28.—St. Louis Reds vs. Blues at Memphis, Term_ 1 to 0
28 —RhodeIsland vs. Boston, at Providence, R. J. 4 to S
31.—Carhondale vs. Orauge, at Orange, N. J. 110 ms). 5 to 5

—The following is a synopsis of the base ball tourna¬
ment lately held at Syracuse:—

—The Clown's Eleven of England are coming to litis
country in August. Lots of fun many he expected at the
hands of the English Clowns, who dress in stage costume
and cut up all kinds of antics during the game.
—The finish of the game between the Germantown and
Young America has been postponed until September, on
account of the great heat, the game standing—lor Young
America on first innings, 802, and for Germantown, 80 for
7 wickets.
,_
Tobacco at the Centennial
Williato s. Kimball & Co., of Rochester* N. Y„ occupy Section E., No. 25, and their display of tobaccos.re¬
flects credit alike upon their liberality, enterprise and infinite good
taste. Their fixtures are of the most elaborate and expensive charac¬
ter. The base of their in closure is of solid walnut, which is surmount¬
ed by a beautiful marble top, and above this are arranged in artistic
style the various grades of their goods. Tney are the proprietors of tne
celebrated “Peerless’’ Tobacco Works, and their “Vanity Fair” and
cigarettes are too popular to require any eulogistic remarks from ns.
Their display is a rich one—eminently worthy of the first prize.— adv.
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So Notice Taken of Anon vinous Communication*.
J. M. H., Philadelphia.—Please inform me where to write for a guide
book to the White Mountains? Ans. Jas. R. Osgood & Co., Boston; do
not know price.
J. N. B., Alexandria Bay.—Yon can btiy very complete Maps of
Quebec and Ontario from Government surveys, by applying to George
Thackenburg, map publishers, Montreal.
W* E. O., Buffalo, N. Y- Please state the best method of Ftraiahtening tips. Ans. First steam Lhe tip and then hung it by one end with a
heavy weight suspended at the oilier.
N. L, New London.—Would, you kindly inform mo where the beet
striped bass fishing can be bad in the neighborhood of Now London, ex¬
cepting Rope ferry on Niuntic River? Aus, We do not know ol* any bet¬
ter place.
F. G., Milwaukee.—A few boys of Milwaukee are going to get up a
rowing club, and wish to know where lo obtain a soelJ and the cheapest.
Aub. Thomas Fear on, Yonkers, N. Y., can furnish you wnU a boat.
Write to him for prices.
R. D. H., Jackson, Mich.—Will you please Infom me whether I can
get good bay bird shearing at Sllintiaeock Bay, aod what time in Angnst
is it best? Ans. At-Good Ground; no date can be fixed, a« the birds are
uncertain in their flights. Write to W. N. Lane.
J. F. C,, Lenox. N. Y — Is there any choice between the guns made
by More, Grove* Forsyth, and Weston? and if bo, which is the best
maker? How do their guns compavo with theRemington and Whitney
gnus? Ans. Wo cannot discriminate between the different gtut manu¬
facturers.
F. G., N, Y., Will you please inform me what is the best and, most
convenient place to fish iu, Tor one who is going Lo take the (rip to
Niagara, Montreal, mid down the St. Lawrence, returning- via Lake
George? Ans. Alexandria Bay, on year route from NLugai'a to Mon
treal; or Clayton, a few miles above.
Stumps,. North ville, N. Y.—Will you kindly inform an English render
if thegaruoof golf has been introduced Into Liila country? A descrip¬
tion of it would interest, your finders. Ans. In the Loudon Field Of
June 17th, you will find the scores of the first game of golf over played
on this side of the Atlantic, as we are informed. It was played ut Que¬
bec June 1st, this year.
“Raoul.” Po’kcepsie, N. Y.—T want to gel; a dog not specially for
hunting, but a companionable animal kind to children ami h-oidt-ome.
I am told that a cocker spaniel is the animal 1 want. Is It so? And if
so where can a pup of that breed be found and at what price? Ans. Wo
would recommend u cocker spaniel and ctm procure one for you at $30.
R. S.. New York.—A, 3, C, and D are playing pcd.ro tor a pool, the
first man out taking the pool, A 1ms seven points to go; B bids C, C
bids 7, which would put A out; B then objected, saying that it is contra¬
ry to the rnle8 of the game to bid a mail Out when playing for a pooL Is
R correct? Ans. B is right; the rules of the game do not permit a man to
be so bid out. An agreement to the contrary could have been made be¬
fore commencing the game.
Index, Macon, Ga.—I have ono of Srottr j& Son’s fine “Premier”
guns aud case. While gunning my boatman dropped the case in salt
water, which soaked some of the cloth lining off, and shrank »he rest so
that iL does not entirely cover the wood. Where can I got the case re¬
lined, and what will it co*t? Aus. By sending your gun case to Henry
O. Squires, No. 1 Otmrtland st., or to Thomson & Son, No, 338 Broad¬
way, you can have it properly relined; the cost will depend, upon the
kind of lintug used.
Mobkklv, Moberiy, Mo.—L Will you confer a favor on a reader by de¬
scribing a woodcock? 2. Will you tod mo what is the best seusou for
shooting partridges? 8. Do yon consider a $*0 til uzzlo-l ending shot gun
a safe gnu? Aus. 1. In the next issue or our paper yon will find a fuij
description of the woodcock. 2. November. 3. Many persons shoot
such low priced guns without accidents, but. they are Ruble 10 get out of
order at any time and are not as safe as high Ur priced mid beLLer finished
guns.
W. H.'M., Sterling, Pa.—T have just purchased a $75 Remington
breech-loading shot gun. Please tell me if ihey are equal to the best
English guns so far as penetration, close shooting &c., are concerned;
guns being of equal weight and horn? 2. Will vou please tell ine where
to send to get the best work oil dog training? Aus. 1 Thu Remington
$75 gun will compare well with guns of any oilier makers either foreign
or domestic at the same price. 1. 2. Tho best hook on training &c., is
Dinks Hutchinson and May new, price $3. We can forward you a copy.
“Extractor,” Newton.—1. I have a setter whose nose has for a num¬
ber of months been in a very hard and dry state, and never moist only
aoout the uostfm I have dune nothing for ii, thin king possibly it would
come about O. K. of itself. The dog is in good health and lias a good
appetite; now is there any thing that need ir can he done for such a
case? 2. Ho.v old should a dog he before serving n gyp? Ans. 1. Make
pills Of pom took pin** tar about lhe size of a lQ-.u'ole, and give your dog
two per day for three or four day & 2. Not less thau from 15 to 18months
old.
J. M. L., New York—i understand that the Colvin canvas boat is not
being manufactured any more: I have been wanting snob a boat, hut
have felt that they were neither durable nor safe. C in you give me any
information in the matter, or let me known Why they proved unsatisfac¬
tory to sportsmen? Ans.. The manufacture was stopped on acfcouut
of the lack of demand, caused probably by the fact Dm it was necessa¬
ry to cut the frame in the woods; wfi have no doubt Lhat when properly
made thty were perfectly durable ana safe. There are now, however,
canvas boats without end from which to choose.
W. A , Newark,—Wlial are llie hotel or boarding accommodations of
Montauk Point, L. I.? Is there apt l<> ha any snipe or other shooting
there during the month of August? Is If. a fu>-lrioimble resort. Can
you give me the address of auy hotel or boindiiL-htmse keeper ut lliat
place? What will it cost to ger illeve? An* a good hotel and boarding¬
house, and, we understand. exc»;I.euf. bay bird shooting.
It is not
“fashionable.” although a favoriie summer resort. Take Long Island
Railroad to Sag Harbor, unu iliencb binge. Do not know address of
hotel. Cost to get there about $3.50.
Gunner, Sunbury, Tenn —On what theory is It explained that
a br4 ecb-louding shot gun requires 31 drachma or powder to produce Lhu
effect iii recall * penetration unu general results that are it quin d by the
use of 2i diacnms iu the same oalibro Of muzzle loader? That the
fact is bO has been my experience and also of or-liera wit h whom I have
spoken to on the subject? Ape. The breech load, vn Hindu a* the present
day do not require larger charges thau muzzle huide s iu produce the
fame peue'.ralion, but it is ihefashion now to shoot moiepowder. When
Lhe first breech-loaders were made Lhm; was a large pK'rtpo of gas
between the barrels and raise breecu Which hud to be compensated for
by additional powder,
Webfoot, Ironton, Ohio —There ia a party of gentlemen wanting
to ao fishing and hunting on the Kanawa R.ver, West Virginia, and camp
out. Will you he kind enough to inform tlmm of rim best place, and
what kind of a place to select lo pitch their tent, and wlial, is the gume
law; and when U Lhe best time to go Tor general sport this Or next
month? Ans, Go to Parkerpbargh, West. Vram-a; lake steamer and
go up the rattle Kanawha Lti er ubouL liTrueu m.les: theu up the HiUih’s
River some ten or twenty miles, or furrhur if desirable. Game plenty;
deer, squirrels, and good boss and trout fishing. Write to Tom Foster,
Tewark, Wirt Co., West Yirginia. August is the best time for trout.
Deer can be killed after July loth. No oLLier close aeueonSi
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A. W. G., N. Y.—I have boen informed that it Is possible to obtain
good trout fishing on Long Island, if application is made to the “proper
authorities.” Can you inform me who constitute the proper authorities
and what a week’s fishing on any of the club reservations would proba¬
bly cost me? Ans. If yon have a friend wko is a member or the Sonth
Side or Suffolk Clnbs yon can obtaiu, under certain restrictions, the desir¬
ed peimission; otherwise you cannot. There are certain trout preserves
or farms where, at the price of one dollar a ponnd, yon can catch do¬
mesticated and lfvcr-fed tront, bat we cannot recommend it a^ sport. It
yon address a letter to Mr. John Stellenwerf, l6lip, L. I.f you can as¬
certain whether there is some wild brook fishing to be had and how.
F. A. D. Can good gunning and fishing be bad in the vicinity of Berk¬
ley Springs West Virginia? What kind of game. Are any brook trout
to be caught? Is (ffe country all very rough? Do yon know of a good
gr1do in that vicinity? Do yon Know of anyplace in Pennsylvania,
where us good or better bunting and fishing may be obtained; if so,
where? Arm. The gunning at. nnd around Berkley Springs is excellent
especially during September or October. There are plenty of trout.
The country as a general thing is rough and mountainous, with hero and
there some fine farms and country stats. Squirrels, quail, grouse, liarea
aud deer are iu abundance. Wild turkeys, coons, with, an occasional
bear can be killed. Any good guide can be obtained at the Springs.
Write to Alb. Kirkwood. Kuow of no better place in Pennsylvania.
Paddy O’Leary, Ashbysburg.Ky.— l*t; By 30 inch circle do you mean
30 inches in diameter in trying shot guns? 2. Is 120 pellets of mixed shot,
No. 3 and 5, 40 yards, good Tor an old. Lime muzzle-loader? 3. Does tho
jumping of a pistol or gun, caused by heavy loading effect the accuracy
of its shooting? 4. Doesphe rifling of a gun decrease its range; some
say a smooth bore will shoot farther than a rifle, but with less velocity.
Will it do it? Ans. 1. Yes. 2, Yes, but don't shoot mixed shot. 3.
Vas, it Lbrows up the muzzle. 4, No, it increases it aud ensures greater
accuracy. In smooth bores,'windage (and consequert loss of force)
aud the movement of rotation of the ball are the causes of want of range
and accuracy^ and grooving was inirodnced to suppress the windage
and force the' movement of rotation to take place about an. axis coincid¬
ing with the direction of the motion of translation.
C. H. S., Philadelphia.— 1. If I am invited, or havo permission to
shoot on private property in Salem county, N. J., will ft be necessary to
first become a member af the New Jersey Game Protective Society? 2.
Do you know any place in the Now England or Middle Status where in
the early part of September I would be sure and certain of finding good
woodcock shooting? 1 am afflicted with liay fever at this time, and al¬
ways go away. Distance is not. so much an object as quiet and freedom
from all fashionable resorts, together with pure m^iuaia air and good
shooting. Ana. If you are not a resident of lhe * to of New Jersey
yon cannot shoot in Salem county without paying $5 to the West Jersey
Game Protective Society; such is the law of the State 2. Wo cannot
name any place where you cun be certain of finding woodcock shooting
in September.
M., New Haven.—1. What is the extreme eon thorn limit of The sea
trout (S. eariacter<w)1 2. I wish Lo experiment a little with land locked
salmon In this vicinity, Where, and for wliat price caul get 2,000 fry?
Ans. 1. Pror. Brown Goode Informs us that Salmo eanadewU or .A.
tmtnaeulatus, Slot®, is sometimes taken in Eustport Harbor, Me., and
(perhaps) off the mouth of the Kennebec. Tf, as is contended by some
good anthorUes. S. imniaculains is slinply S. fontinalis run out to sea,
specimens have been taken by the United States Fish Commission us fur
south as Vineyard Sound, Mass. Facta regarding its distribution, rood,
spawning, habits, etc., are much desired. 2. From the State Hatching
House at Sebec, Me. Address for information Hon. E. M. Stillwell,
Baugor, Me.; or possibly by writing to J. B. Thoinpsou, New Hope
Bucks county, Pa.
F. W. C., Boston.—You will greatly oblige me. and doubtless many
of your readers, if you can from your own information or from coituspoll dents, give me some bints as to the manner of keeping aud trans¬
porting minnows, shiners, etc., alive for black bass fishing thi* warm,
weather. I find it very difficult to carry them in good order twenty mil .*s
by rail even, and often want to carry much farther than that. Ans.
We have seen at. Conroy’s a pail made for the pnrpot-e with a perfora¬
ted cover, which no doubt would assist, with an occasional change or
water and piece of lcc, in preserving fish for a considerable time; bni it
recurs to us that there is an idea in Mrs. Shurtliff’s article, “The Aqua¬
rium,” iu our issue of the 6th alto , which might be utilized. Fish die
in water from want of oxygen. Why not supply this bv means of vai—
isneria, or any of the marine plants used in nqnariams? A perusal of
the article will explain our meaning; otherwise there is nothing to be
done but to aeriate the water by constant dipping, or an air pump.
New Haven. C., IT. —I have been reading what P. Clayton tuv- in
your paper of June 2fit.h in regard te hunting ar Berkley Sprir u^, Wiw.
Virginia. I wish to inquire of you ri That would be a pitted«q?tnbln jjfjflj
a man sixty five yekrs old to spend af*w days, and could he Have n com¬
fortable place to stop and not be obliged to go far for game? or would i L.
he rather t"o wild a place? What I want Is a quiet place where I unu go
With ray wife and hunt squirrels, or something of that kind, whh u i ouifortable place to stop, in September.
Can you tell me of Midi
a place? Ans. Berkley Springs Is the very place yuii dveire—fine fishing, any quantity of rabbits arid squirrels, and plenty of grouse. Tht*
hotel is first class; if too expensive you can easily get board iu any hi rrminding farm bouse for $10 to $20 per man'll, widen would i e pream¬
ble, as the best Lime and place of hunting could be pointed out. UplUo
to the Springs is by Baltimore and Ohio Rai road, stopping at Sir John 's
Run, thence bv stage four or five miles to the fepiings, September is a
good month
D F. P , Philadelphia.—1. I have a 12 bore Dean' gun. nhftfc propor¬
tions of powder aufl rhot do you think it would shoot best? Huvebcta
told so many different ways that I iuu lost to know which to fol ow? J.
In ioadiug nrues or paper shells should the powder be rammed tmrdi or
merely put solidly to Rs place? 4. Do you think ihb bras* shells slmor,
any better than the paper? 1 Tam using brass shells slumped “F. D.
& Co.,” they fit the gnri smooth and easy, hot after shooting I fii (I it
quiie difficult to remove them from the barrel, also (lie cap at • ud w hu h
screws off to take explosive caps cut, gets so light that T am ofr, n re¬
quired to use a wrencu to getthem Off. Can you suggest any u a\ m obvi¬
ate the trouble, or suggest any shell that you ihiuk woo d be lie* !.•• i Ikon
these? Ans. U You have been loading yourgun about light, bht if J tflt
eun without too much recoil for comfort, use 4 drachms o poWdOt and
H oz. shot, Lr would bo more effective. 2, In loading inetaiic or |»A|u r
shells the powder should not be rammed hard, btU put solidly m ufl
place. 3. Metalic shell arc more economical, hut we prelev ro net: pi per.
Both are good enough and about equal in effect
4. Uae Hart’s sheila
and you will have no difficulty, we think.
TJsiia—Walbi Ska, New Ponca Agency, I*. T.-T propofe to build «
steam yacht 26 feet long for river nse, (current six miles per hou i) » mv
wUai width of beam should I give a boat of that kind and siiil ha\e a
good currying capacity; and wliat sized engine and screw would i re¬
quire to make a speed of ehiht miles per hour, up sir* am; U'd ubac
would be lhe probable cost of the same? What do yon think of ibe en¬
gines made for steam yachts by the New York Safety Steam Pou er Co, ?
Do yon think they will suit my purpose? A short time ago 1 built a
skiff 16 feet long, and would like to put an engine in her, ii-mporiinly,
that 1 could use for u lathe when occasion requited, What do >on think
of bund iron for boat knees; and is there a preparation of any kind ihat
will keep it from rusting? Ans. For steadiness and comfort your ym lit
should be not less than five feet six-inch beam, und should have an en¬
gine ‘ii feet diameter by 5 inch stroke, and a wheel or fcCiew of 34 to 28
inches, as your draught wilt allow. It is not probable you will reaiizo
riie speed you desire, as no boat of that size has ever yet oo oiriplblu cl
it. The New York Safety Steam Po»\Cr Co. are perfectly
are the only parties we know of building such machinery as you n qulm.
They make an engine 2J diameter by three Btrokc, which will be jUet i he
thing for your skiff. Band iron, snfficiently heavy, will do well J'ol
knees. Use asphultom varnish to keep them from rusting.
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EDITORIAL

RAMBLES IN CANADA.

landed a 27-pound salmon two days ago. From this pool
down, for a distance of seven miles, the river is open to
the public at $1 per day per rod. At the railroad bridge is
a grand pool, and there are others below. Altogether the
Editor Forest and Stream;—
Our hostelry, in charge of mine host, the. stalwart Daniel privilege is a valued one. Of the Main Restigouche, Mr.
Fraser, wliostands six feet four inches in his stockings, and Sandford Fleming leases the lower half, and C. J. Bryrlges
charges $2 per day for board, nestles among some moun¬ of the Grand Trunk Railway, the upper half. Both gen¬
tain spurs, one of which divides the waters of the Mata- tlemen are liberal in extending privileges to their friends;
pedia and Restigouohe Rivers, uniting here. The Inter¬ hut upon principle and policy Ihe whole river ought to be
colonial Railway has a station at Ibis place, and the tourist open to the public cm the $1 per day condition. There are
leaving New York on a given day, is dropped in front of such vast crowds of anglers here anxious to fish, that the
the door within thirty-six hours. (Ten years ago, when I reveriue to the government would he much larger than is
A WMISiKlOLY JOURNAL,
used to fish here, and wrote a description or the river for now obtained from the two leases rererred to, while there
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
Harper'SxNagazine, the journey occupied five days). One could be no danger of depleting the river by rod-fishing,
Fjsh Ccjltube, the Protection of Game,Preservation of Fobebts,
no matter what the number of anglers. This will always
can go first to Montreal, either by tlie St. Lawrence River, 1
A2td the Inculcation in Men and Women of a healthy interest
he a focal point for fishermen, and so long as fishing ex¬
XN Out-door Recreation and Study:
or the Grand Trunk Railway, and thence take river or rail
ists, here the anglers are gathered together. I sent you a
PUBLISHED BY
to Quebec; or lie can leave the Grand Trunk at Newport,
long list the other day. Since writing, I have to add the
on Lake Mempremagog, and take the Pasumpsic Railway
forest and ptreatg publishing ^otnpagg,
names of Messrs. McAndrew, Gregor and Tapp, of Nova
direct to Quebec, thereby saving one day. From Quebec
Scotia; James Chubb and J. McConnell, of St. John; J.
to Riviere du Loup the road travel ses 120 miles of eounW- Lanagan, of Boston; Judge Shepley, of Portland, Me.;
17 CHATHAM STREET, (CITY HALL SQUARE) NEW YORK,
try occupied by the French speaking habitans, with a quaint
Mr. Hun, of Albany; and Sage, of Brooklyn,
[Rost Oppiof. Box 3832.]
little village every six miles, every village having its sub¬
Just now Ihe fishing seems to be done, aud nearly all
stantial stone chapel, and every chapel its priest and its
Term*, Fire Dollarn a Year, Strictly tn Advance.
have left. To-morrow I shall “fold my tent and silently
patron saint. There are no less than twenty-four stations
steal away.” No doubt there will be another run of sal¬
on the road, and of these no less than nineteen bear the
A discount of twenty-five percent, allowed for five copies and upward*.
mon, but there is no use waiting upon uncertainties. The
names of saints not known outside of the Acadian calen¬
largest trout are far up tho river, and the two best places
Advertising Hates.
dar. From village to village there is an almost continuous
for trout on the Matapedia within twelve miles are much
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the Inch, 25
line of farm houses. The River St. Lawrence is on one
fiente per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
fished.
notices, 50 cents per line. Where advertisements are inserted over 1
side of the river, with the blue Laureutian mountain
The Cascapedia seems to have been the king river this
month, a discount of 10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20
range in the distance, and a range of hills girts the other
per fr.nt ‘ over six :: '-'I'- tin per
side. The whole intermediate valley is fertile and vivid. season. It is reported that Mr. Lewis, Almon G. Dawson
and
friends, have taken over two tons of fish from it. Mr.
NEW YORK, THURSDAY. AUGUST 3, T87(L
with green. Fences dividing the farms into equal longi¬
tudinal strips extend from the foot hills aforesaid to the Dawson has given his testimony in Forest and Stream as
To Correspondents.
river; the farm houses are midway, and nearly every to his extraordinary success. Messrs. Gifford and Craveu
have gone to the Nouvellefor sea trout, and others are on
house has its out-door oven, its barn, and its rude wind¬
All communications whatever, whether relating to onsiness or literary
correspondence, muscle addressed to The Fokest and Stream Pub*
mill for grinding grain. Thrift, and comfort reign, and the the Escuminac. Both rivers are on the north side of Ihe
pish ing OostFANT. Kreonal or private letters of coarse excepted.
earth annually yields its abundance. The journey is most Bay Chaleur.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
The Indians here who had never before seen a locomotive
charming, and the scenery constantly changes, so that the
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
eye never wearies. French is the spoken language, and have now gotten over their astonishment. They have a
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
mission
and chapel fourteen miles down the Restigouche,
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
occasionally one meets a tri-color floating from a flag-staff.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
At Riviere du Loup a large number of the passengers with a population of 200 souls. A large number constant¬
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
ly
lounge
about Fraser's house, ready to he employed by
disembark for Carouna, a favorite watering-place on the
notes of their movements and transactions, as it Is the aim of this paper
St. Lawrence. At Bio is another resort of prominence, the anglers, aDd their light birch canoes are drawn up on
to become a medium of nseful and reliable information between gentle¬
shore
below,
very much as the boats are seen at Paul
men sportsmen from one end of the country to the otlrcr; and they will
and at Trois Pistoles we find a perfect dinner from soup to
llnd our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
dessert, well cooked, with prompt attendance and nap¬ Smith’s and Martin's in the Adirendaclts. Indeed, the
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
scene
here
is
altogether similar, although more swarthy.
kins, for 50 cents, with plenty of time to eat it. Ah!
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re¬
what a comfort! A little farther on is still another water¬ Two men go to a canoe always, and the charge for the
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beautiful in Nature. It wUl pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
ing-place called Rimouski, with its large brick convent whole i3 $2.50 per day. An outfit of provisions can be
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base nses which always
and seminary. Here we leave the river; soon comes Me¬ obtained here, but no tents. In the fall there is good
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertise¬
tis, and presently we reach the little hamlet of St. Flavie, moose shooting up both the Restigouche and Matapedia
ment or bnsiness notice of an immoral character will he received on any
where we leave cultivation and settlements behind, and Rivers, and by making portages from the Headwaters of
terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
begin to cross the dividing ridge that separates the St. the Restigouche branches, one can carry his canoe into
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, If
Lawrence River from the Bay Chaleur, an arm of the Gulf the Rimouski, the Tobique, the Nepissiguit and other riv¬
money remitted to ns is lost.
of St. Lawrence. Hence to the River Restigouche, at Mat¬ ers, and thereby traverse an indefinite tract of wild coun¬
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
apedia, all is a wilderness, where the moose ranges and the try without much difficulty.
« H AHLES HALLOCK.
The weather has been stormy and full of showers for
trapper finds rich returns of pelts. There are several fine
EMiror and Bnsincw Manager.
Hal.
rivers and streams between Point Irvi, which is opposite many days with a low temperature.
P. S;—The following named anglers have been reported
CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM¬ Quebec, and Rimouski, some of which contain salmon,
ING WEEK.
and nearly all trout; but their lower waters are much on the rivers given beneatli: On the Nepissiguit, Messrs.
fished, and one is surprised at the excess of population J. DeW. Spurr and J- W. Nicholson, of St. John. 0>n the
Thursday, August 3d.—Racing: Saratoga.
Trotting: Minnerva,
rather than the absence of it, which his fancy prepared 5. IF. Branch of the Mirimichi, J. ,T. Dyer, J. W. LanerOhio; Buffalo, N. Y.; Muskegon, Mich.; Treport, Ill. Rockaway
him to expect. Civilization progresses at such railroad gan, and H. Wendell, of Boston; Robt. Orr and A. U.
Yacht. Club exercise. Cricket; St. George vs. Canadians, at Hoboken.
Base Ball: Louisville vs. Chicago, at Loulsvile, Kv.; Cincinnati vs. St.
speed that it is difficult to keep in advance of it. Even Wood of Fredericton, and C. A. Smith (Mayor), C. R.
Lonis, at Cincinnati; Athletic vs.Boston, at Boston; Defiance vs.
here on the quiet Restigouche, where the Matapedia and Robertson, W. Burr, and Mr. Williams, of St. John. H.
V

Cincinnati, at Philadelphia; Our Boya vs. Madison, at Brooklyn;
Crystal vs. Fallawny, at Brooklyn: Chelsea vs. Argyle, at Brooklyn.

Friday, August 4th.—Trotting: Buffalo, N.Y.; Freeport. Ill. Regatta:
Alexandria Bay. Base Ball: Peabody vs. Baltimore, at Baltimore, Md.;
Enterprise vs. Jersey City, at Jersey City,
Saturday, August Gth.—Trotting: Buffalo, N. Y. Rifle: Team
practice and matches at Creedmoor. Base Bail: Louisville vs.Chicago,
at Louisville, Ky; Cincinnati vs. St. Lonis, at Cincinnati: Athletic vs.
Boston, at Boston; Rivals vs. Mpha, at Stapleton, L. I.; Oar Boys vs.
Jackson, at Brooklyn; Redstoclrings vs. Hudson, at Brooklyn; Staten
Island vs Oceola, at Staten Island; Atlilelic vs. Eureka, at Brooklyn:
Olympic vi. Hoboken, at Hoboken; Winona vs. Witoka. at Brooklyn:
Crescent vs. Putnam, at Brooklyn; Chelsea vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn:
Campbell vs. Ban Francisco, at Philadelphia.
MONDAT, August 7th,—Trotting: Piq'ia. Ohio. International Re¬
gatta. Sara'ogaLake. Base Ball: Athletic vs. Boston, at Boston; Ho¬
boken vs. Eagle of New Brunswick, at Jersey City.
Tuesday. August 8th.—Racing; Saratoga. Trotting: Rochester, N.
Y.; Pique, O.: Pentwater. Mich.; TisUilwa, III. Base Ball: Athletic
vs. Hartford, at Halford; Chelsea vs. San Francisco, at Brooklyn; En¬
terprise vs. Athletic, at Jersey City; Athletic vs. Volunteer, at Poughkeepsio.
Wednesday, Angnat, Sth.—Raclng-.'Saratoga. Trotting: Rochester, N.
Y : Piq'ia, 0,: Pentwater. Mieh. International regatta, Saratoga Lake

—Sportsmen will find in ourNatural History Department
to-day, the first, half of a “vest pocket” manual by which
they can identify whatever shore-birds they may have shot
while they lake their lunch nr lie in wait for more.
—An excellent illustration of Ihe disappointment meet¬
ing nineteen out, of twenty men who dig for gold, is found
at the Centennial Exhibition. The British Colonies have
erected a tall gilt pyramid to represent the built of gold
taken from their mines by Europeans, amounting to
$38,166,970. This seems a dazzling mass of gold, but the
average y ield to each man was only $658 for many years of
labor.
____
—A very interesting and valuable article from our cor¬
respondent, “Piseco,” on Guides and Game Protectors is
unavoidably left over until next week.
—From excessive beat we have jumped to almost the
other extreme, and spring overcoats may be seen on the
morning train running into the city. 6iuce the storm of
Sunday and Monday the wind has continued from the east
and northeast, and we are promised more rain by to-morrow.

Matafedia, Restigouohe,

N. B., July 27th.

main river once mingled their waters with a delightful
murmur of aboriginal wildness, the navvies have tumbled
the railroad ballasting into the meadows, and built up wa¬
ter tanks, stations, switch signals, car sheds and bridges.
All the primitive beauty is marred, and the two little
churches that have sprung up here like mushrooms cannot
supply the quality of worship we wot of away up among
the forest aisles long ago. Mr. T. C. Clarke, of the Phenixville Bridge Company, iu Pennsylvania, who built the
splendid iron structure over the river here, came down the
other day; but although he is an angler of the old school,
the manacled river had not charms enough to tempt him
to slay and he departed.
From New York to its terminus there is a Pullman car
over the whole Intercolonial line, and. it is delightful to en¬
joy these luxuries of 'travel while we penetrate, Into the
unexplored recesses of anew wilderness. From St. Flavie
hither the railroad follows throughout nearly its whole
distance the route of the old Metis or Kept road,'survey¬
ed many decades ago. It is up grade for thirty miles,
through expensive rock cuttings, spanned by huge timber
sheds to keep out the drifting snows of the long and tem¬
pestuous winters, so that one need not make the journey
to California in order to see these quaint structures. The
expense of construction has been great, but the work
seems thoroughly done, and the Canadians are justified in
boasting of its superiority. At the summit is Matapedia
Lake, a sheet of water several miles long, filled with, splen¬
did trout and salmon trout (here called tuladi); and thence
the route is along the valley of the Matapedia River,
which empties out of it in full volume, and abounds in
large trout and salmon, and sea trout in their season. For
sixty miles there are only a few cabins, but the ever-shift¬
ing mountains and the winding river is enchanting.
And now we come back to Dan Fraser’s again. Directly
in front of the house and less than twenty rods distant, Ihe
two rivers join, scooping out a magnificent salmon pool,
beside which the Indians used to camp and spear many a
salmon; but the law prohibits them now, and the glimmer¬
ing light of the torohes is no more seen on the river. Be¬
yond the pool is a crowded island, and on the other side of
the island another pool, where 8. R. Gifford, the artist.

GAME

PROTECTION.

The Syracuse Journal says that “Very little attention is
paid to ihe enactment of the Supervisors of Oswego coun¬
ty, forbidding the lulling of trout during a period of three
years. Trout are being caught in various places in the
county for market. If tbe Supervisors did not intend to
enforce their new law, they shouldn’t have made it.” If
the Supervisors will go to the Legislature and haveabill
passed prohibiting tire taking of trout in Oswego county
for three years, it will probably be of some effect.
New York.—The Standing Committee of the New York
State Sportsman’s Association, comprising Hem. R. B.
Roosevelt of this city, chairman; Hon. 0. W. Hutchinson,
of Utica; Col. George W. Flower, of Watertown; Dwight
n. Bruce, Esq., of Syracuse; and J. M. Witrner, Esq , of
Niagara Falls, meet at Utica on the 17th of August. We
should like to" have the sense of our readers in this State
on the question of the abolishment of summer woodcock
shooting, aDd will lay the same before tbe committee.
Broiling a Trout Pond —An important case affecting
the owners of trout ponds was decided at Flushing, Long
Island, last week. It seems that Mr. H. Seaman owns a
valuable trout pond at Ridgewood, L. I., and the Lee fam¬
ily own a farm near the stream which supplies Ihe pond
with water. In 1874 they cut a drain from the house to
Ihe stream, through which waste water ran, and the effect
was to corrupt the water so as to cause the death of a largo
number of trout. An action was begun to restrain the
Lees from using the drain, and for damages, and the mat¬
ter was referred to Richard Ingraham, of Flushing. He
has reported in favor of the plaintiff, and a permanent in¬
junction has been issued against the Lees.
—Boating men will find iu the usual column this week
a very interesting letter from our Philadelphia correspond¬
ent, describing tbe practice of tbe English oarsmen, now
in this country, and other matters pertaining to the great
rowing events shortly to occur on the Schuylkill.
—T. Umbellus of Peotone, Illinois at present sojourning
in Boston, Mass., would confer a great favor by sending
his present address to “Mohican,” this office,
M.
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C

ONTINUING tl>e investigation of the progress the
study of natural history is making in the public
schools of the country, -which was begun in my last letter,
the nest State exhibit visited was Indiana, where an
improvement, upon Ohio is noticeable. The Indianap¬
olis high Buliool sends a case of fishes of the State in al¬
cohol and a local herbarium, both made by the scholars;
Bedford sends her local ho Hits siccus, and Lafayette a very
instructive collection illustrating economic botany, by
showing the useful woods, the edible grains, vegetables
and fruits in their natural condition (when practicable),
and preserved in all the ways knowu to the cook and ca¬
terer. This was very interesting and attracted all eyes.
Lafayette also gives an idea of her aids to instruction by
some good charts for the analysis and illustration of ani¬
mals and plants; and Huntington makes a prominent dis¬
play of minerals and geological specimens frqpt her school
cabinet. It is evident that there are many young natural¬
ists in the Hoosier State.
Hlitiois’s exhibit of natural history education is chiefly
confined to material sent by the Industrial College at
Champaign, which has been selected from its laTge
museum. This college provides a regular four-year's
course in natural history under the guidance of Prof. Don
Carlos Taft. This university education, however, was not
what I was aEter, although there can be no doubt of the
great influence such an institution exerts upon the teach¬
ers of the vicinage. It may be partly owing to this that
the State now requires its common and graded school
teachers to pass examinations in natural history, botany,
and physiology before they can obtain a certificate to
teach. The consequence is a general interest m zoology
among young persons all over the State, and each school
prides ItBelf on its little collection. There is where Illinois
has taken the lead of her sisters, and they must hurry up
their slow ideas to meet the demand of the age for a sys¬
tem of education which shall take some notice of the
present and practical as well as the antiquated and class¬
ical.
In Michigan there seems to be little general interest out¬
side of the shadow of Ann Arbor, whose splendid muse¬
um sends some cases of pretty shells to ornament Michi¬
gan’s space. Grand Rapids, however, I am told, is one
oasis in the desert, and the Agricultural College at Lan¬
sing is another.- Wisconsin shows nothing at all for us,
but Iowa deserves notice. At Davenport Prof. W. H.
Pratt has a well-known collection in conchology, and
Prof. Gustave Haupt a large herbarium, so that great inter¬
est lias been aroused in the subject in all the schools, and
I was told of several enthusiastic young naturalists among
the scholars. Burlington, Iowa, claims to possess the
finest series of corals in the country; and the teachers
profit by this opportunity for illustration. Keokuk is an¬
other bright spot, and the Boards of Education encourage
attention to this study in all the schools. Physiology is at
present required of teachers, and it is intended to gradu¬
ally add to the requirements many more of the natural
sciences.
The result of the inquiries suggested in the first of my
last letter may therefore be considered encouraging on the
whole; and it is with pleasure that I record this. A search
through Canada reveals much similar progress and some¬
what better apparatus. So that at last America is coming
to rank with the mother country in the general watchful¬
ness for the facta and phenomena ot' nature which exists
in the minds of all her even slightly educated citizens.
The good results of this cannot but make itself apparent
in the intellectual aspect of the country, tending to make
us more observing, thorough and critical, less dogmatic,
rude and credulous.
The most conspicuous object in the centre of the Govern¬
ment Building is the group of stuffed animals brought
from the National Museum. It is a fine display, and
probably as welL disposed as the circumstances would
allow. Among the cats there is a puma, a jaguar, an
ocelot, a wild-cat, a Canada lynx, an eyra, and a yaguarundi, which completes the native list. The list of wolves
and foxes, with their varieties, is equally complete, the
most interesting among them being the different races of
the red fox. The fed fox was named by Linnaeus Vulpes
alopex, wing-footed. Our common species is a sub-species
fulims, and of this there are three races: a. the common
typical fox (yar, futws); S. the cross fox (var. decussatus);
and c. the silver or black fox (var. argentatv*); the prairie
fox forms a second sub-species, macrurus. The black fox
is somewhat larger than the red, and is generally very
black, but some individuals have so many white hairs as
to give them a whitened or silvered appearance here and
there. The oross-fox is equally well named. Its size is a
medium between the other two, and all its characteristics
partake of both. The hair is a mixture of red, black, and
gray, and the combination, although handsome, is gro¬
tesque. Both this and the black fox have a white tuft at
the end of the tail, as is said to be true of all the Uanidm.
I noticed this peculiarity in the tawny, wolfish “ dingo •’
or wild dog of Australia, which cannot he tamed by the
colonists, and is a great pest. This reminds me of “a little
story.” When Japan was first opened to Americans a
Yankee went there who was looked upon with suspicion,
and attempted to win the Japs by a show of superior
knowledge. Once the conversation turning on some jetblack dogs there, the Yankee said they could not bring
him a dog so black but he would find white hairs on him.
They deified it slrenously, and at last produced a coal
colored canine for trial, when the Yankee parted the long
hairs at the tip of the tail, and lo! a white tuft. This is a
good aud instructive story, but I don’t stake my reputation
on its details.

The, big gray wolf, the sharp, coon, the judicial erraina,
the wakeful weazel, the ugly, kuowing wolverine, protege
of Michigan, the festive sltujik, the sly otter, and bulky
badger, are all here, but must be passed by until we are
face to face with Ursus lwrril/ilis, llie grizzly hern of many
a romance and hunter’s yarn. There arc three of them
bore of about the same size, evidently old fellows, for
their claws are well worn, and their hair in patches has
grown clayey white. They are not so much larger, in
length and height, Ilian the glossy black hear (U. amerieivius) standing near them; but they have a much heavier
look, and the head is broader and more massive through¬
out. Still it is not so very difficult to accept Mr, Allen’s
doctrine that they are both of one species, and identical
with the common bear of Europe, One of these specimens
died a captive in Washington, age lfi. His coat is the
deepest brown (Indicating youth t) of any of them, and
his claws are about five inches long. I noticed in tbe
other two I bat the hair upon their legs, sides of the neck
and ridge of the back was the last to lose its rich brown
color.
Dwarfing the grizzlies in comparison, tbe great
polar bear stands among them like a white giant. He is
seven feet nine inches long, but the elongated neck and
slender, snake-like head makes him seem even longer. His
hair is everywhere yellowish-white, and falls over his im¬
mense feet like the fringes on an Indian’s Sunday mocca¬
sins. I can appreciate his great swimming powers aud
endurance; lie is built for it. If I remember rightly this
fellow lias two plain round holes in his coat, one on the
hip and another on the shoulder, where the fatal balls
entered his neble body.
Close by an irregular pile of boxes covered with painted
canvas makes a verypresenlable heap of rocks, whereon
appear tohave climbed a colony of fur-seals. There arc
sixteen of them, male and female, big and little, in life¬
like attitudes. The patriarch of the crowd is large and
black, and the young ones, rolling about in play or “draw¬
ing it mild” from their mother’s udders, are small and
black, while the middling-sized females have very much of
yellowish-white upon their coats, particularly in front.
All their skius must he dyed before going to market. Ad¬
joining them i8the enormous sea-lion (Riimetopia* Sldleri),
with which visitors at Central Hark arc familiar. The
male rears his head five feet above the floor, but t he female
is much smaller, and of a tawny color everywhere, while
the little young one is grayish-black, and about the size of
a harbor seal.
This masterpiece of taxidermy, with most or all of the
others, is the work of Mr. Julius Stoerzer, who recently
died. He was the taxidermist at the Natioual Museum,
and was the most thoroughly trained and scientific work¬
man in the country. He was a pupil of the celebrated
Martin.
Another immense animal is the sea-elephant (Macrorhinus
angustirostris) somewhat resembling the sea lion, but
belonging to a different family. Both of these giants live
in the North Pacific, aud are abundant on the islands off
the coast of Alaska. Between the two are grouped nearly
or quite all the species of seals belonging to American
waters, such as the harbor seal, the leopard, the ringed,
the harp, and the hooded, They divide attention with the
walruses, which are of greater rarity in museums. Look¬
ing at their gigantic and strong jaws it seems to us that
the polar bear, powerful ns he is, would have a hard tusrel
in conquering tbese animals allhough he is said frequently
to do it. They are unweildy, however, while the bear is
nimble. The Atlantic walrus (Rosmarus Goolcii), wilh whose
picture all are familiar, is very much larger in every way
than the Pacific species (R. obesm). Its hide is brownishblack all over, very thick, wrinkled, and without hair,
so that it looks like that of tlio manatee; the great canine
teeth or “tusks” are very long, and twisted. Tiic hide of
the Pacific walrus, on the contrary, is covered with short
hair, is tawny yellow, and tbe tusks are short and straight.
The carcases of these ungainly beasts serve a great number
of utilities, every portion being saved by the Eskimos for
some purpose. Their ivory is of superior quality and
high-priced. Take it altogether, the opportunity here af¬
forded for observing and comparing tbese little known
flipper-footed mammals of the sea is a most excellent one,
aud should by no means be neglected.
This brings us to the ungulates. The buffalo is the
centre of a group—his great Shaggy head lowered in defi¬
ance to Ihe two musk oxen near him. The ancient and
rare musk ox of the “barren grounds of Arctic Ameri¬
ca" is all but gone. It is nearly as large as the domestic
ox, and in physiognomy is decidedly bovine, but the long
hair falling nearly to its feel give it the sheep-like appear¬
ance to which it ows its generic title, Qvibos\ its specific
name, mascfiatus, having reference to the fact that in tbe
rutting season its flesh is strongly perfumed with the odor
of musk. Tbe horns of the musk ox are extremely large
and flat at their base, forming a kind of helmet upon the
forehead; in one of the two examples (the male) their
bases quite meet, as though the ox had parted its hair in
the middle, while in the female tlieir bases arc about nine
iuolies apart,
From this broad root the horns sweep
boldly downwards, close to the side of tbe head, and are
again hooked upwards. The muzzle is covered with hair,
except just at the nostrils. These oxen are fast disappear¬
ing even from their lonely haunts in the far North, and the
Smithsonian is fortunate in possessing this finely mounted
pair.
The sanctimonious mountain goat and the brave looking
mountain sheep of the Itockys are here, and near them
the spry little prong-horn. Then come the deers, begin¬
ning wilh the moose, which is represented by several pairs
of antlers, aud a calf. The Tarandus raiigifer lias been
sub-divided by the taxonomists—of whom tbe chief is
Theodore Gill—into two sub-species, viz., caribou, tbe
woodland caribou, and grcenlandicus, the barren ground
caribou. Both are beforens. Of the first there are two
individuals; one has its horns very much alike on each
side, wilh twelve or fourteen points on each side; the
other, a larger one, has antlers much palmated, with
twenty-six points, and the front or brow segments especi¬
ally flattened, and carrying five points on each side. The
second sub-species is a smaller animal, standing only
three an'd a half feet high, hut has large and strong
antlers.
They branch outward and backward thirteen
inches before giving off a short prong, which points
packward; then they turn and extend outward and for¬
ward twenty-eight inches, to a palmate extremity, where
three bifid prongs are given off close together; from near
the base of each horn in front, projects down over the
forehead a prong twelve inches or so long, which becomes
vertically flattened and split into many points at the end,

hut in this specimen these are very unequally developed.
The whole arrangement, compared wilh olher anilers, is
highly grotesque.
Grouped on this same aland arc the Virginia deer (whose
antlers carry twelve points) and an albino "of the same, the
mule deer of the Plains with horns like a miniature elk's,
and the towering elk itself, which can almost lay the lips
of its huge antlers back upon its crupper. A noble animal
is the elk, and one reads with dismay of the unrelenting
chase which is fast exterminating it in its native mountains
and valleys. Every pillar in this part of the building is
adorned witli one of their heads, all, it is to be presumed,
of the finest development, as, indeed, they are if my own
recollection of what tbe hunters in Colorado call “big"
does not fail me. Out of twenty-three heads examined all
carried either twelve or fourteen points, usually the for¬
mer. An English writer mentions it as “remarkable" that
the antlers of no two elks are precisely alike.
Even if his
proposition was a true one he might have found far in ore
startling illustrations in olher deers, tiie caribou, for
instance, for the elk’s horns are wonderfully regular, and
have, above all others, a noble, strong anddignified aspect.
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August 1, 1876:

Greater interest attaches to the training of the Trinity
crew, aud naturally, than to any oilier crew ever at work
on the Schuylkill.
Their boats arrived here on Tuesday of last week, and
Consist of a roomy gig for practice, tbeir racing shell, or,
as they call it, ship, and Mr. Close’s single. These boats
are of good workmanship and do not differ, except in a
few minor details, from the work of the best American
builders. Their gig is fitted with seatB on grooved tvheels,
running on metal rods, so arranged that by no peradventure can they he unshipped in rowing, and barring the
noise they made are an improvement over any gears of the
kind I have seen. Their racing shell is a trifle wider per¬
haps Ilian the same weighted crew of this country would
have had built, but not otherwise different. The men are
not so large nor quite so heavy as was expected, but even
at a casual glance they are not a crew that one would pass
by without taking a careful second look, especially if one
expected to row against them.
Their stroke, Mr. Penrose, is the tallest aud seemingly
the lightest man in the boat, but tougli and wiry looking'
besides his 159 pounds, all good, are worth far more in a
mile ami a half or any other race than a heavy passenger,
Ail of tbe men are heavier than they look. They are' out
every evening for a practice pull, as yet, with Mr. Walker,
the substitute, rowing in Mr. Close’s place. Mr. Close has
been coaching them from the Undiuo’s eight-oar, and it is
not difficult to see that he understands exactly what he is
about. He is quick to detect even the slightest fault and
by no means slow to correct it. They pay more attention
to correct form than do the generality of American crews
Slowly and carefully the men are taught to pull until their
style is uniform, and tbe faults, as far as may be, corrected
Their hard work will begin wben that result is attained.
The remarks on their style by men along the river, both
boating and non-boating, are interesting, amusing, and
sometimes ludicrous. The men are exponents of what is
usually called the English stroke, but might, 1 think, more
properly be called the English University stroke; for there
is as much diversity betw een tbe different styles in England
as there is in the different strokes here. Criticism, either
favorable or adverse, is unfair so early in their practice, as
they are together now for the first time as a crew. What
most strikes one is the rapidity of the first part of their
recover, the deliberation, amounting almost to a pause, iu
the last part,the powerful surge backwards of their bodies,
tbeir straight and perfectly flat backs, and their neat, clear
finish. Their catch is not belter, in fact not so good as I
have often seen, and their time by no means perfect.
These faults will no doubt be corrected after a little.
They have removed from the Parle View Hotel to private
lodgings, which will be more agreeable to the quiet habits
of a training crew.
I have seen Mr. Close sculling but once (although he has
been out several times), and then only lor a few hundred
yards. His pulling was clean, and in no wise lacking in
power. He is by odds the most powerful looking man in
the crew, and lias the advantage of the rest, in years and
experience.
They express themselves pleased with the
river and with things generally, but they cannot help feel¬
ing annoyed by the persistence of the newspaper interview¬
ers, who would pester the life out of them if tlieir hosts
did not give them all the protection possible. Far worse
even than this must be the frightful bosh that has appeared
in a few of the local papers. The reporters are a hard
worked, painstaking class as a Tule, but some of them who
to quote from a Yale man, “do not know a boat fiom a
coat scuttle,” have taken it upon themselves to imagine
much. How they succeeded in getting it published is a
mystery, and why a paper in such standing as the Phila¬
delphia Times should have allowed “itself to impose on
itself ” is more than a mystery.
The entries for the various events are pouring in on the
Regatta Committee, and (here are at this writing eightyseven boats entered in all classes, with more telegraphed as
coming. If one half of these are starters the regatta can¬
not fail to be the largest ever held iu this country, and the
crews entered will make it also the greatest, it is greatly
to be regretted that more of the American colleges have
not come forward to meet the men who have come so fur
to row in a truly International Regatta, Harvard will not
enter, perhaps because they think that after their trip to
England Oxford should have come—perhaps they are
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miffed because the challenge of the R. A. A. 0. to row at
Saratoga was declined—perhaps they eonld not got a crew
to come (which, with proper efforts, is not likely), or per
haps they were afraid. The latter is scarcely a fair impu¬
tation after rowing so good a second in the Inter Collegiate
Race. Cornell will not come because of Capt. Ostrom, or
at least it so looked until Saturday. There have been
many college men here the past week, and all express
themselves-hat their feeling will be one of great nionitication ff the college who won all three prizes this year,
ami two out of three last year, do not enter. One would
think that the Alnmni of the College had removed the
great objection, but Captain Ostrom urges “that they have
spent all the time consistent with a college course," and
that “they cannot get a boat to suit," and that “a crew
cannot be got in shape in time," and further that he aoes
not think the Ameiican colleges are under any obligations
to row the Englishmen who refused the challenge of the
Association to row at Saratoga.” Ilia first reason would
lead one to suppose that he hud carefully read Dr. MeCosh’s
excellent, letter on College Rowing. '1 he Captain knows
even better probably tlmu the Doctor the influences of the
surroundings at Saratoga—the causes that led to bringing
the college crews there and that have reduced the entries
there from thirteen last year to six this, with the likeli¬
hood of none at all next. Even so far off as Cambridge,
Oxford or Dublin, one can see that Saratoga must have
her hotels filled, and that the regattas are brought there to
fill them. Besides, a challenge is a far different, matter
from the courteous invitation extended under the sanction
and approval ot the U. S. Oeutennial Commisson to take
part in what is really a portion of the great exposition.
The Captain's other reasons are of no moment, for a cedar
boat cau be t ad in ten days, and unless I have greatly mis¬
understood Mr. Waters himself, a paper boat cau be ready
in even less time. As to getting four men into shape fr m
such an excellent six in me time between now and even
tne first of September, the excuse is trivial. Yale and
Columbia have come up nobly, and will boih be here to
battle each for its alma mater. Princeton’s entry is shaky.
Discouraged by their success, or rather the lack of it, they
fad to respond to Captain Nicoll’s call. However, Nicoll
will take a hand himself with his club, the Undine of Bal¬
timore, in the Amateur Races.
Where the crews for the graduate is to come from I can’t
tell, Dublin being at present writing the only entry. In
this'country a graduate either joins au amaieur club and
tows with it or gives up the sport entirely. Yale is anxious
to have a three mile race, and it is mote than likely that at
once the Dublin arrive such a contest can be arranged.
The Professional Ibices, especially for singles, will be very
full The foui-B so far are from Halifax, the Paris crew
from St.John, the New York (Biglin), and the Tames
crew The latter, Spencer Thomas, Higgins, and Green,
seem to be willing to lake all ibe purses, for besides their
four Green and Thomas, and Higgins and Spencer will
tow pairs, and all four will scull. Higgins’ chances, from
the record, aTe not bad, unless Trickell of Australia turns
up in which case there is no telling.
*Tne Faulkner-Regan crew have disbanded, as the Pitts¬
burgh crew has also done. Faulkner and Regan will go in
—pair oar. They will have, besides the Thames men, the
Biglins the Ward brothers, and probably Coulter and a
pai tner’for opponents. As the Biglins rowed down Coulter
aud Garritt, the latter may be counted out unless they are
in better form.
The detailed entries cannot he got at until the committee
make their announcement. This is the day for closiog,
but they will not refuse any that were mailed in good fanh
this date, as for instance, one will start on the mail to-night
from New Orleans and be two or three days in the mail.
When I said last week that no Schuylkill Navy Club
would enter I thought I spoke by the card, if so, there was
a misdeal, for now in the lists are the Quaker City, Penn¬
sylvania, and Crescent, the former with a four, a double
and four singles, the two latter each a single and a pros¬
pect of more from the Undiue aud Waller.
These entries are probably uot. due to what Eoiulbt
Asd Stream said last week, so much as to a desire to
uphold the credit of Philadelphia. As-the bulk of these
crews openly announce that they will not train, but go in
scratch, it is barely possible that tne giving of bronze
medals to all starters may have been a w ise provision, if
the committee’s object in offering them was to swell (lie
numbers As the Undine holds the four oar champion
flag they should not refuse to put in an appearance, but
they will in that race.
, ,, „
On Saturday last an Undine's four,
L Hirondelle,
met with an accident and a double scull boat. 'Ibe shell
is minus a nose, and the double plus a hole. The ground
for the temporary boat house has been cleared, and the
house will be up'in a few days. The grand stand at the
finish is almost completed, but unless another is put up on
the other side of the river 1 think that many will want
places that they won’t get.
.
The National Association's Regatta will begin on August
23d continue two, perhaps three days. As their entries
do not close until the 8tli there is no knowing yet who
will row. As many crews will want to try what, they can
do before the great event, the lists will no doubt be well
r ue clubs now holding the prizes will not he likely to
let them go by default.
The vexed question, “Who is an amateur? does not
yet seem to be settled, and the feeling is that the Execu¬
tive Committee must meet it now. The definition lias
long been laid down and amended and tinkered until one
■would tliiuk it met every case. It does, but there are
cases that, by some length do not meet it.
It is violated
every day in spirit if not in letter. That the evil exists
we all kuow, that it is a crying one no one doubts, that the
offenders can be met vpffli positive evidence is doubtful,
but that it must soon be eradicated is certain, or the
Amateur Association will cease to exist. The action of the
[Executive Committee will be looked for anxiously, and
the Ceuteuuial Committee cau certainly not ignore Unit
action. A man or crew barred the National Association
Races will have small chance of even "a bronze medal” in
the International.
.
,
The Single Scull Prize for the International Regat¬
ta, a diamond badge, the handsomest ever offered
in'the country is completed and lor sometime has been
on exhibition at. the Centennial,
The double-scull ami pair-on red prizes are being made
by Tiffany, of New York. The design for the iour-oared
prize will be iu Bailey & Co.’s hands to monw.
The die for the medals is being made by Bobbins, Clark
& Biddle, and is almost done,

FOREST AND STREAMThe medals will be uniform in size and design. Gold
for the winners, silver for the second, and bronze for all
the balance of starters. The running expenses of the retlie regatta, guaranteed by llie clubs of the Navy,
are well in hand. The money for the proper entertainment
of the foreign crews for the professional purses and lor a
host of other atleiidenl: expenses is not yet raised, but ameeting of citizens at the Mayors office on Thursday last gave
assurrance that this partof llreflntirces will be forthcoming.
It is not long since it was announced that New York would
raise $5,000 for the promotion of lire regalia, but that ap¬
pears to be alt there is about it.
Sculls.
—The tenth annual regat'a of the National Association
of Amateur Oarsmen will he held on the national course,
Philadelphia, ou Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Au¬
gust 23d, 23d, and 24th. The races will be for single
sculls, pair-oared shells, double scull shells, and four oared
shells, aud the prizes are the elegant aud costly challenge
cups aud plate of llie association. An individual prize
will also be presented to the winning oarsmen of each
race, and iu addition the association will preseut a hand¬
some silk flag to the clubs of the winners. Entries will
close August 8th, and must, be made to Henry W. Garfield,
Secretary, Albany, N. Y.
The Bennett Challenge Cup.—On Thursday last
shortly after 4 P. M. llie schooner yachts Idler. America,
Wanderer, lidal Wave and Countess of Dufferln were
started from Sandy Hook lightship for a race to and around
Brenlon’s Reef lightship and return. The prize was the
elegant cup presented by Commodore Bennett, and an en¬
trance fee ot $500. There was no time allowance beyond
the difference ui time of passing the starting point," and
this amounted to but a little over two minutes between the
idler, the first to crosB, aud the Countess, the last. The
idler well sustained the reputation she has gained this sea
son as one of the fastest yachts afloat, and the Tidal Wave
met with her usual number ot mishaps. The America
was also nnforluuate, parting her bobstay on the return
trip, and being thrown uut of (lie race afler showing rare
wealhorly qualities. The Counless of Dufieriu did not
show the speed anticipated of her, although something
must be allowed for her sails, they hardly being suited for
a race. The Idler, Tidal Wave and Wanderer rounded
Bremen's Reef lightship almost together. Countess being
next, some forty minutes behind, and the America last.
Afler leaviug Brenlon's Reef the wind was ahead, aud the
Idler and America gained in going to windward. The
Tidal Wave and Wanderer went inside of Block Island,
while the oilier yachts took Ihe inside passage. At 11
o’elock on Friday night the Idler was a mile and a half
from Bandy Hook lightship, when the wind died out and
she was becalmed for sometime, reaching llie club house
anchorage at five o’elock on Saturday morning. The other
yachts were a Iso becalmed, and afterward caught in the
rain squalls of Friday night. The following table shows
the time of arrival:—
Start.
Idler.
America.
Wanderer.
Tidal Wave.
Countess of Dufferln.

4::3;30
4:13:63
4:13:39
4:13:59
4:14:56

Brenlon's Sandy Hook
Beef.
Light.
6:37:16
7:19:36
6:48:46
45:37:35
7:17:06

13:30:46
4:00:01)
2:43:30
3:40:00
3:30:00

The Idler now Holds the cup until challenged for it.
The result of the race, as far as the Canadian yacht is con¬
cerned, indicates that, taking her present “form” for a
guide, she has no cliauce of winning the “America”
cup in the races with the Madeleine.
Columbia Yacht Club.—This club formally opened
their new club house at the foot of Eighty-sixth street,
North River, on Thursday, the great event of the dny
being the race for the ladies’ peuuant, for which the fol¬
lowing yachts entered: —
Yacht.
Owner.
Yacht.
Owner.
Gem—John Frick & Co.
Emma T.-J. S. Hacker.
Annie L.-G E. Gammon.
Lily—J A. & K. H. Weaver.
Henry H. Holmes—Hudson K.C.
Journeyman—R. McWliinuoy.
All Revoir- O. Hecp & A. Murphy. -

The course was a triangular one, being five miles in
length.
The Emma T. won the pennant, sailing the
course in 29m. 45s., the Journeyman second.
Rockaway Yacht Club.—This is the fifth annual recatta week of the Rockaway Yacht Club. Yesterday the
regular club regatta was sailed, but we go to press before
a report can reach us. This evening there is a moon¬
light excursion and reception, and on Saturday a clam bake
and ladies’ picnic at Trenchard Inlet. The Regatta Com¬
mittee are Daniel Lord, Jt., Commodore, Chas. A. Chcever and Win. Luntmia.
Beverly Yacht Club —The second regular regatta of
this club was sailed ou Friday last off Nahant under very
favorable circumstances. The following table gives a sum¬
mary of the event:—

Name.
Waif....
Function

FIRST CLASS.
Actual Correct’d
Length. time.
lime.
Owner.
fl.ln. b. ui. s. li. m. s.
...E. W. Codrnan.38 9.. .3 04 03.. .2 02 «
_A. Burton.35 6. ..3 11 58. ..3 07 31
BBOONI) CLASS.
P, Grant, Jr. IB
.H. C. Leeds.19
..1. O. bliarp, Jr...18
. George Le*-.
18

Virginia.
TulipAvis. ■ ■.

0.. .1 43 49. I 84 46
4...1 45 35...1
u... I 64 48.. .1 44 45
6.. .NoL taken.

TUIBD CLASS.
.C. H. Piyiuptuu.16 4. .1 49 49...1 37 33
W Burg Ss.HI 4...1 56 41... 1 44 26
W. C Haskell...- _16 8...Noi taken.

As will he seen by the above summary, prizes were won
in the first class by the Waif, in Ihe second class by the
Water Lily and Ibis, aud in tUe third class by the Virginia
aDA Long Cruise.—The Utica Herald says: John E. Starr,
E. Urandigee, of Utica, aud David Lewis, of Maulius,
start to day, with a row boat, on an extended trip. They
proceed on the Erie canal as far as Higginville, from there
to Oneida Luke, Oneida and Genessee River to Oswego,
across Lulu: Ontario lo Cape Vincent, up the St Lawrence
River to the Richelieu, lo Lake Champlain, to Lak^George,
to the Hudson, to Cohoes and from there home, They
expect to be gone about six weeks. The distance is about
eight hundred miles. The boat is fourteen feet long. They
will camp out for a while in the Adirondaeks.
—The Madeleine is at Greenville, Conn., being thor¬
oughly overhauled for the races with the Countess of Dufferiu, now set for the 10th, 12th and 13th iiu-t. ner sails
have been unbent, and are in the hands of the sailnjak.er,
and everything will be done to insure success.

PORTABLE

BOATS.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 19th,
Editor Forest aud Stream:—
Tour correspondent Win. H. Rollins is mistaken as to the invention
of portable canvas boats or canoos. 1 sa*v one in Cincinnati in 1846- A
lieutenant took ft to the Rio Grande durlug the Mexican war, and was
drowned by its getting a hole punched through the botlom andopaeltlng.
I built one In 1S56 14 feet long by 30 inches wide. It was made of ti
jointed hickory frame and heavy canvass. I took it to the marshes at
the bead of Lake Erie, and in four days of rather hard usage wore the
sidea completely through so that they had to be patched. On the fifth
day, when pursuing a wounded dock, ran on 11 snag that tore a bole in
the bottom nearly four feet long. Fortunately I liad a light setting-pole
in my hand that kept me from sinking. But I lost powder-flask, shot
pouch, and about ten pounds of shot bea.dtiBThe sense or insecurity felt when going through dangurons places Is
is enough to banish all pleasure for the time. No aaumnt or assertion
will convince a thinking man that these bouts are snug proof.
Mr. A. S. Winchester, of South Windham, Conn., with a friend,
were in one of “Blank’s11 portable canvas bouts advertised as perfectly
safe and very dnrable, when it ran on a small twig, tearing a hole in the
bottom that they eonld stick their hands through. They hud to jamp
to save themselves. I eonld mention other instances .-howina that the
experiences of Colvin, Rob’nns ana o J»erB do not prove a oanvaB boat to
be a safe one in rough places, or that its advantage in portability over
the ordinary wooden boat is equal to Us disadvantages in other rot’.pects.
W. E. Bond.

Mr. Bond’s experience has been unfortunate and not at
all in accordance with that of many others who have used
canvas boats for years with perfect safety and satisfaction.
We believe that canvas can be made so tough that, until
rotted by mildew, which would not occur if it was properly
waterproofed and cared for, it would be serviceable and
strong. The following letter is from a gentleman who has
tried them with success:—
MARTLAND CUJD,
l
Baltimore, July l“th. \
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Could you communicate with Mr. Wm. IL Rollins of Boston, who
wrote to you on the ‘20th of Juuelast Iu reference to canvas canoos? I
should like very mach to have oue built according lo his de^criptfon of
the canoe constructed by Mr. John H. Treat, and Mr. Rollins snys in
lita letter that he will give all the information necessary to build one, aB
they are not in the market.
I have had a great deal of experience with canoes, both In this coun¬
try and in England, and agree with Mr. Roilins that, for strength and
rough usage, there is nothing like a canvas canoe. 1 built one on t he
Mediterranean, at Cannes, 10 feet long, 30 inches beam, and 10 inches
deep. First 1 made a light framework of wood with an oak keel and
sawed timber; then had longitudinal strips £** inches apart oflivht
wood. Over this Tramo I stretched tightly a covering of hemp canvas as
1 could not get cotton then; bronght it over the gunwales meeting in the
middle, thus forming the deck of the canoe.
After this 1 gave
the canvas a coat or oil and two coats of paint, (hen put an oak keel
outside of the canoe to protect it in going ashore; there was a well 0
feet long andan aprou to keep oat the water when rough. I used a
small Ing sail and double paddle. In this boat I Coasted from Cannes
to Genoa ana back, and landed in some very heavy surf several times.
She weighed only 60pounds and was very strong. Since then 1 have
bad several other canoes, bin none of them have proved as satisfactory
for real work.
I have now a small iron schooner only 20 feet long, 01 feet beam which
draws 3 feet 4 Inches. She was built entirely according to my own ile •
sign, and Is three years old, has proved herself a perfect sea boat, also
very com for tuble on a long cruise, having a nice little cabin, and is In
my opinion much better than the yawl “Rob Roy” of McGregor. If
you think it will bo of any interest to your readers I shall bo happy to
fntnishyon with drawings and a full description, together with some ac¬
count of the cruises I huve made.
W. O’Sullivan Dimpfrl.

[We shall be indebted to our correspondent for bis plans
and reportEd. ] _

^ew ^jubliattipiis.
MAGAZINES.
Tlie flavor of idleness rests upon all the magazines this
lonib, an idleness Horn of the snramer season when the lassitude
nited by a heated term calls for leading of the lightest and most cheer
it description. Scribner's for Angnst is labelled “A Mfrisnmraer Hoiily Number, ’’and its contents are adapted for the season. The Illustrated
tides are unusually numerous and interesting, notably Mr. Wheeler's.
;;)q t)le lion Trail,” a pleaeant description of a trip through Kansas
id Colorado. Mr. Bret Harte'a story -‘Gabriel Conroy’’ is concluded tn
,ie nombcr.and Mr. Jack Hamlin is killed in the most pathetic mansr. Perhaps it la owing to the lapse of Lime since wo read the first
ms, bai we must confess that tbu denouement is sornew hat inexplicable,
r. Bryant and Richstd Henry Stoddard hoth contribute poetry, and
ie short articles and editurial matter are folly up to the Scritmer

I
I
.
I

l

I

andard.

St. Nicholas,

the other of Messrs. Scribner’s publications,
also emitted “A Midsummer Holiday number,” and is full of charming
iteitainmeut for the little folks. The old story of the “House tuat
iek Built” is told in a novel and interesting manuer, and Miss Lucy
urcom contributes au article. “Midsummer Poets,” which will be found
orttiy of reading by older heads than those for whom St. Nicholas is
ainly intended. Mr. Noah Brooks’ story, "The Boy Emigrant,” is
manned, and the lads whom we have followed on ihcir weary path
iross the continent are at last at work with pick and shovel. To on
uncrati- all of the articles In St. Nicholas would take up too much of
it space; all the contributions are good, Ihe Illustrations particularly
I, and wl-e little Jack in ibe Pulpit marshalls in the rear guard with
s usual bits of wisdom and Information.

j
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The Bulletin of the Nut tall Ornithological Olub in its see- I
id number, which has just appeared, has taken a new departure and
uiounces itself as a regular quarterly omltboloaiciil Journal, with doirtments of Recent LIteratnre upd Geueral Notes.
Tne editorial
mtrol is now in the bauds or Mr. J . A. Allen who bus eminent help
■omtsed. The typography is excellent and the table of contents—
though not so entertaining as in the first number-exhibiis the inienan nf Ihe club to make its JiuUetiii a first-clin-s publication. It is to
: hoped that before long the support will wdrraiit a more frequent
sue. A brief sketch of the rise and progress of the club, all the facts
• which we gave in ohr issue of May 35th, opens the number. Mr.
idgway admits the European Suteo vulgaris to our fauns and describes
j different plumages. E. W. Nel-on gives a list ot additions to lli«
d.rauna of Illinois, and many notes upon other Species. Capt Obas.
enaire furnishes an account of the breeding habtta. nests end eggs of
larke’s crow, which were almost unknown. A new duck resembling
ie gadwall is described by Dr. Tbos. H. Sireets, U. S. N.. under Dm
lime or Chautelasmus Coueti. In the “Notos" the breeding of the
anada goose in trees is confirmed; the generic position of tho various
juthweetem wrens is discussed; the shooting Of the curlew sandpiper
i East Bosien (Its second occurrence in New England) is noted, the
nding of Anver HoeUi in Oregon and ot Parus h’Mmapus m Cun.
ectient are mentioned) and the capture or two specimons r.f the rare
iiswich sparrow (.Pusserculus princeps), one in New Brunswick and tire

J
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FOREST AND STREAM
Manual op Vertebrate Animals, by Prof.
T> 8. Jordan; Jantieo, McOlurg & Co„ Chicago,
18 TB.
The pnrpose of this work Is to reduce Ibe labor of
classifying anil ascertaining names of specimens.
Its peculiar feature consists in tbo bringing together
of short diagnostic descriptions of the vertebrate
animals east of the Mississippi River and north of
North Carolina and Tennessee, exclusive of marine
species, and in the guiding nr the stndent to these de¬
scriptions by means or artiilcial keys, such ae have
been bo long aud successfully need in the study of
botany. The system applied by Dr. CoueB (Key to
North American Birds) is here lor the Brat time ex¬
tended to mammals, Repiiles and fishes. We con¬
fess to having held a prejudice against this book
previous to its publication (being aware of tbe au¬
thor's intention), but an examination causes ns to
believe that the author has really succeeded in ac
coinplisbing what he has set out to do. l’rof. Jordan
seems to nave been very fortunate, at least in those
cases in which wc have tested his analysis. In pick¬
ing out the salient points which are of best toxonomlc value and at the same time most patent to the eye,
and this book may prove of immense value to he.
ginners, aithuugh Che teudcncy of all Buch helps is to
make the stu lent less self reliant and ambitious to
become himselt an investigator. The work is fairly
up to date, and, the publishers claim, is the cheapest
(only S3) descriptive work of any immediate and
direct value to the beginner, is the only work contain¬
ing arranged descriptions of our reptiles, find is the
only work containing even the names or our fresh
water fishes—to say nothing of the descriptions.
Those using It, should, however, be cautioned against
relying too implicitly on the specific descriptions
which are necessarily very brief. Thecbicf value uf
the aualysis is in limiiug the family and genus. The
book contains also a glosarv of the technical terms
used, and a full account of the derivations or the sci¬
entific nomenclature. These features will render it
additionally attractive to teachers in zoology, tor
whom it is specially designed, and to whom we re¬
commend it os a work of ready reference for identi¬
fication; but not all as a complete library of natural
.■history.

Northern Bailway of
Canada and CollingFinished Grain Leather Shoewood Lake Supe¬
Pack or Moccasin.
rior Line.
Thomson’s

ONLY FIRST-CLASS ROUTE TO THE BEAUTI¬
FUL INLAND LAKES OP CANADA AND

LAKE

I>al,c Conohichiiifif
AND THE

Lakes of Muslcoka

Will! Solo, Price, 87.50. Wilhnut Nolo. s:«.50.
Made wi’b heavy sole for land nse; also without
sole for enow and canoe purposes.' Ail hand rewed
and strongly made Laced in front, with hnok9 (over
EngltRh style of water-tight tongue), theri-hy reouriiiB
PERFF.CT FIT around ankle, [hue preventing all
slipping at Ihe heel Made with broad soles and on
scientific principles.
Fill a the want long felt by sportsmen for an easy
fitting and durable shoe.
In orderine, slate size of boot worn. Sent by moil
on receipt of price, with 4(1 cents additional for post¬
age «r by express C, O. D , everywhere. Manufac¬
tured by THOMSON As SON, 338 Bruadwav. New
York.
jn27-lf

Good’s Oil Tanned
Moecasins.

l|jjpj||l

The Galaxy it as for a frontispiece a like¬
ness of tlie lamented Custer, taken from a picture sent
to Messrs. Sheldon & Co. to be used in bis forth¬
coming book, "Mv Life on the Plains." The first
article ia from the pen of Join. Austin Stearns, en¬
titled “New Yolkin the Continental Congress." and
is intended to vindicate the course pursued by this
State In. relation to independence, ana to claim for its
u record of lull and perfect patriotism. Mr. Black s
charming story “Madcap Vi let." is continued, and
the tribulations of the heroine- and her lover evoke
our wannest sympathies, heightened, p-chaps, by the
imtirteutaon a y achting cruise. An “Old New Yo ker"
writes or clnba and club life, as applied more particu¬
larly to our own city. Buiwenrc surprised to Pair]
that tbe New York Clito originated With, or ratilei
eminst- d from the old Woodcock in Hudson street.
We well remember that old-time place, with its little
English bar, and Iheincomparable Welsh tnn-bits. for
which it was celebrated, unr first introduction to a
"toby" was at the Woodcock. Mr. Fred. Whit¬
taker, than whom no one is more competent, toll
“The Story or Crei dmoor," from its first conception
down to tl>e present day rvlieu new teams are organ¬
ized to field the International marches. Joaquin Mil¬
ler contrionl.es a potto, and Mr. Richard Groin. White
writes of Old King Cole and his hand, and cells ns
•
'“e celebrated “fiddlers three” produced their
muElc.
— (o)—
Hereditary Instinct.—I

saw a curious
case to day of wltal I may call llie “heredi¬
tary instinct" of animals. I was smoking a
pipe on a brae overlooking a field in which
there were some five-and twenty cows and a
bull grazing. It was Sunday, about mid¬
day, and everything was quiet and si ill. I
bei rd a loud roar or bellow. I thought il
war the bull, but every animal in the field
lifled their heads and left off grazing. There
was another loud roar—and all the cows be
gau walking towards and “centreing” on
the bull, just as if they were going to mob
a dog, ami while I remained watching them
(till my pipe was done), they kept at “alien
tt“" ” not resuming their grazing. Wombwell's menagerie was pitched in a town, about
a quar er o£ a mile from where the cattle
were grazing, and the roar was the roar of a
In,n. It must have been hundreds, ays,
perhaps thousands of years since the aDces
tors of these cattle heard the roar of a lion,
but still they recognized it as an enemy. In
a cageful of cage bred canaries we some¬
times
see a flutter
when a hawk
passes tlie window, but they may have
tenured this from their mothers or grandmolliers who had been wild, and the hawk,
being a common occurrence would keep up
the memory—the old birds learning the
young cues, but it is a thing “no fellow
can understand’' how the cuttle knew Hie
roar of ihe wild beast.
Tlie lion in bis
wild state would probably just as soon
dine on an old woman as on a cow, but
if there had been five-und-twenty old wo¬
men and an old gentlemen picnicing in that
field I doubt if the roar of a lion would
have stopped their grubbing—if they, like
Hie cattle, bad never seen, heard, or read of
a lion. The wind was from the cattle to¬
wards the menagerie, they did not wind him;
netlher did they mistake ihe roar of the
lion for tbe challenge of another bull, as not
one answered him.— 8cotus, in Zand and
Water.

Are the oonlest and mast delightful Snimner watering
liners in Northern Canada. Tourists preceding down
In: St, Lawrence can make a pleasant detour from
Toronto to Cn it cbljjhdng 171 five hour- on express train
with Drawing R -om Coaches, lima sidling the most
■
Ming of the chain of LakCB.

Excursion Tickets
At greatly reduced rates during man tits of Julv. Anenst and septcnihet: taa> be had from COOK, SON &
.1ENK1NS. 2‘ 1 Broadway, New Yolk ami rienlem.iul
Groiiuds, Philadelphia
ALFRED TELFER,

Gen.

^luig til’d Jrl'ingri: ays^roft and
■
illnstrofed circular and
price lief;. (Succes&or to Frank Good). M ART IN S.
HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 3tfi Dover, N. II.
joer tf

glte gennel.
THOB SALE—BLOOD BED IRISH SETJj
ter pups. My Red Trleh better Bilch Belle
(prize winnings, second af Mineola, L. I.. 1875.) hav¬
ing whelped a litter of YrERY HANDSOME unppiea
toTlamilton Tbompeon’s Dick (No. MO A. Tv, & S,
F ) are now for sale al a reasonable price. Cali on or
addreee JOSEPH fib FiSUEfl, 179 Iflatbiis-h aveuue,
Drnoldvn. L. f.
It.

\\r AN 1 ED.—TO Buy A GOOD J3EAVV
glehonnd not over three years old; bitch
preferred. Apply to Drug Store, 22 Jackson street,
New York:
It
‘ JACK."
O the famous red setter, by Punmin’a D.ikIi (now
dead), is offered for stud purposes at $25 for service.
Address W. H., at this office.
jiilfii tf

QTUD DOG.—ROBINSON’S

■pED

IRISH

SETTER

PUPS

FOR

JTV sale—Sire, imported red Irish Don, dam Maud,
grand dam Gypsy by Hodman’s Dash; full pedigree
ujven by inquiring of C. M1LEY, Lancaster, Pa.
* jull2-5t

LISTEN!
■-ILi M

The SpOrlsine^nth Bell (el 1 s
canpesihe birds to lie closer.
oocking and general ehoof-

Agt. TVoi-tlieni
wny, Toronto.

Rail-

The Eangeley Lakes
TIA

Appleton's Journal comes to ns for the
second'ime in ibis its now monthly form, which we
candidly admit we do not like. The Old scries was
looked for cagorly as a weekly visitor, and although
the same high literary standard is maintained in the
present we prefer the old form. The illustrations
have not been entirely abandoned, as the present
number has for a frontispiece a very tine engraving,
“Going to School,'’ from a painting by MdlteJ.
Bole. The continuation of George Sands' novel,
“Marianne." i- the first serial, G. P. Perris describes
“Poni Great Song Composers,” Schubert,, Scliumum,
Franz and Liszt. Mr. Wirt Sikes discourses on
'Taiisiafl Newspaper Men." and Junius Henri Brown
has a short story of Italian life. Mr. Julian Haw. thorn is a contributor. ancL the list comprises many
others well known as writers.

SUPERIOR.

Three express twins daily north from Toronto.
Steamers leave Collinewond every Thursday “1 fi P,
M.. on arrival of steamboat express, leaving Toronto
at noon.
Parlor Onrs on nil Express Trains,

FARMINGTON

ANT)

PHILLIPS.

THE OllIUliYAL VIND ONLY DIRKt T ROUTE
TO THE It AiMJELEV LAKES. TI1K KA¬
YO BITE HAUNT OF I’HE DEER
AND TROUT, IS BY

Maine Central Railroad
Train leave# Portland daily, ai. ] :2D P. M., or on
rival of trains from Boston, for Fariijiimtou and
Uamge-loy Lakes, arriviuc at Farmington at 6:30, mak¬
ing close oonnoHlotj with
lor Philips and
Grcuuvale. -Round i rip Mckela from Boston via Hoslern
Boston and Maine Rm) mads to Raiiiieley Lakeland
_turn By tue way of Farmingtou, $14.00, Portland*
$11.00.
Tbe Maine Central ie also Ibe only land route
W.oosehead Lake. Ticket# from Boe-ton io ML Kineo
House and return only $15.' C, Portland, $!2 00.
Special rates for panics can be obtained by addrepsng P. E BOOTH BY. General Ticket Agent Maine
Central Railroad, Portland.

PAYSON TUCKER,
SLT’T MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
ROUTE to THK 8AJLMOIV POOLS OF NORTH
ER\ NEW BRUNSWICK AIND QUEBEC.
Angler# and Tourists wiehiug to vis-it tbe famous
rivers of Nonlu-rn New Brunswick and Quebec o,«
Informed (hatexpress accommodation trains now
daily heLween St. dohn, N. B., and Riviere du Loop,
Q. Passenger a leaving tit. John by ihe morning
train can reach Miramiobi, ‘Nepiaeiqiiit, Resitgnucbe,
Merapedia, and other famous river.- the Fame day.
O J BmVA*p General Soperintendent Government
Hai.Vwn .
_ Jut) gin
'pHB ‘ FXBHINGr LINE."

th ck, bold by dealers in
«uns turn eporting good* Bmun'es sent by mail
postpaid. 50 cents. BEVTN BROS. MANUFAC¬
TURING CO., East Hampton, Conn.
Jn6 3ra

rriwo FINE BROKEN DOGS FOR
_L Sale.—Dan, nBIack Setter dogtboronehly broken,
out of Scott RoUraan’B Dash, ami R. Shipman's Black
and Tan bitch, four years old. Dnke, Red Irish Setter
out of B. Nelson's Maggie thoroughly broken in every
respect, two years old
Parties who wish t n purchase
can have these doga worked for them, so they mav be
satisfied before purchasing, Address J. W. tbie office.
jn20tf.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK AS¬
SOCIATION.
THOR SALE.—ONE SHARE IN ABOVE
D
Association. The best. Game Preserve in Amer¬
ica, at a very low fienre. Address J. F. O. W,, P.
O. box 1889, Boston.
aug3 tf

SHOOTING PROPERTY TO
RENT.
A N ISLAND OF SALT MARSH IN
A Bnrnegat Bav, GO miles from New Ymk; one
Ilnur’s sail from Toms River, N. J., known as tbe
■‘Stooiina Point.,” and one of the best in tlie bay for
dock and goose shooting in fall and spring; a good
place for sport if yon don’t object to roughing it.
There is a comfortable little house on tho island; rent
Sion. Address box 98 Toma River, N. J.
augt) 3t

AN old

moose hunter

Intending to atnrtfor Nova Scotia about the 1st of
September on hla auunal bnniiug and fishing excupsum. deaires three companions to make up a camp
party of four. Any three “good fellow*” who euu
aland Ihe cruise and wish to go, pleane address P. O.
box 254, Hyde Park, Boston.
augB ll.
A

Sportaniau’s

Home for Sale.

Within an hour’s ride of the Ci'y of Philadelphia, an
excellent Farm of 164 acrce, two line stone dwelling
houses, two stone barfis, with necessary oiillmildingH.
Bean Uf ully situated, and in every particular a vury
desirable property, e«pfictally jo those loud of fbul
-ports. Huffed grease tphoasant), quail, imies, squir¬
rels and foxes abound. A fine stream runs ihrough
the property. Will be sold on very easy terms; or ex¬
changed for City property. Address W. C. HARRIS,
12i Souili Third street, Philadelphia.
adg.3 tf

Foe

sale—pleasant homes on

easy terms; situated near the seashore, at Bath,
L. I.; large .yaids, with fruit and, shade trees, and
oarns; pleasant surroundings, good fishing, hunting*
and bathing. Address
J. U. B.yTTY,

maySB tf

Bos 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

Brook Trout and
Grayling Fisheries
OF NOTiTHEBN MICHIGAN, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
The waters of the Grand Traverse Region and
tile Michigan North Woods are unsitrpassea. if
equalled, in the great abundance and vaT.ety of He!:
contained.
.
Brook Trout abound in the streams, and the fa¬
mous American Grayling is found only in theBe
waters
Brook Trout season opens May 1 it.
Grayling season opens June 1st.
Black Buss, Pike. Pickerel, and Muscalonge ...
also found in huge numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of tide territory. The sportsman cun readily
send trouhtcB of hi skill to his friends or “Club'-at
home, as iee for packing llali can be had at many
points.
Take yonr family witli you. The scenery of the
North Woods and lakes is very beautiful Tne sir is
pure, dry, and bracing. Tim climate peculiarly benefi¬
cial to those sutlcrlng with liny fever ami asthma.
The Hotel Aeeottiiii.-nlullnns, while plain, are.
a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries
new enough to afford the finest of fishing.
(In and after June 1st, Hound Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points in Grand 1 reverse Region,
and nttrecive train thcili ies
, red io umi-u-t- and
sp - temeii: also or, end rft-r July 1st Mackinaw
and Lake Superior Fxcursioti Tickets.
Dogs, Guos, mid Fishing Tackle Carried Ft
i risk
at o
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and Fnniilies at
low nuns.
it is our arm to make sportsmen feel “at home"
this route.. For Tourist's Guide, containing fnll
formation a. to llou-is, Boats, Guides, Ac., and ac
rale maps of Lite Fishing Giotinds, Scud to Forest and
stream office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G.P. &T. A.,
may4 4tn_Grand Rapids, Midi.

Fob

new haven,

hartfobd,

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant, steamer
O. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays exeepleti) at ai tind Twc;nty-thiid street,
Last River, at 3:15P M. A passenger tram will be
in wailing on the wharf at New Haven arm leave for
Sprinuficld and way stations on arrival of the bo?«t.
NJGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New' York
at 11 P. M., connecting wiLb Passenger train in wait¬
ing on wharf ut- New Haven, leaviug at 5:15 A. M.
Tickets sold aud baggage checked at 914 Broadway,
New York, aud4 Court street, Brooklyn. Excursion
to NewHftveo and return. $1.50 Apply at General
Ofilce, on tbo pior, or to RICHARD RECK. General
Agent,
mySS tf

Long

island railroad.

LESSEE, FLUSHING, N. S. AND CENTRAL
ANDSOUTHERTR. R OF LONG ISLAND.
Trains leave Long Island City as follows:—
From F. N. S. and Central Depot north of Ferry—
For Flushing (Brideo street). College Point and
White-tone—(i.31. 8.20, 9.10. 11,03 A- M.; 18 85. 1.
33 8J4. 4 08, 5 03, 6 31, 8.05, 0.81, 7.0J, 7.35,8.55P.
13,01 A. M.
For FInRiling (Main street) and Great Neck Branch
■fc.fi5. 7.35 A. M ; 1.10, 5 3!. 7.03 V M„ anr, 13.01
... M. Saturday night,-. For Main street only—9.04,
11.03 A.M.; 13.05, 3 05, 3.04, 4.33, 5.03,6.05,6.31,7.
35 P. W.
For Flushing. Central Depot., Creedmoor, Garden
City and Hempstead—7 35, 9.04. 11 03 A, M.; 1, 2.05,
5.09,6.05, 7 (jap. M.; andlg.O! Wednesday and Sattlay nights. 1'ov Central Depot atid Garden City—
13 P. M.
!■ or Babylon—9 04 A. M. 2 05; 4.33 P. M. For
PatehOiine—3 05,4,33 P. M. From Loue Island and
builtIil-iii Depul, smith of Ferry: For Jamaica—
6.35, 7 03. 3 31. 9 05. 10. 11.82 A. M.; 1.80, 3 03,
4.03, 5, 5.3:1, G.II3, fi 30, 7 P. M For Rockaway and
Rnrkaaav Btwth-7 03,:M. M. A. M.; I 30, 4.03, 5
1>. M.
For Far HoukawnV only—tl.nS, 905, A. M.,
3 03.0.32 80.7 P.51. For Locust Valley-6.35, 8.30,
10 A. M.; 4.08. 4.08, 5,5.80.6.30 P. M. For Hemp¬
stead—7.03, 8 30, 11.34 A, M.; 303. 4.03, 5.30P. M.
For Port JellVlooil—.‘1.3'j. 10 A. M,; 5 P. M. Norihpm-l.-4.03. I>30 P. M. For Babylon—7.03, 8 SO. It.
32 A. M ; 4-03, 5 fi.03 P. M. For I-iip-7 03, 8.30
A. M ; 5 P- M Parcbogae. 8.30 A. M., 5 P.M. For
Rivet head—9.05 A . M.. 8.03, 4 P, M For Greenport
aud Sag iJarljhr-Branch- -9.1)5 A. M., and 4 P. AI.
For Creedmoor onto—4 P. Dl.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
From F. N. S. ai d (3. Depot, north of Ferry:
For Flushing (Bridge street). College Point and
Whitestotie-8 9 30 11 A. M.; 18 80. 3 30 ».!» 6.35,
8 P.M. For Great Neck Branch-9,15 A. M„ 4.15,
5 45 P.M. For Flltoliing (Main street)—9.15, 10.33 A.
M.: 14.40, 2 05, 4.15, fi.45,10 1'. M. For Garden City
and Hempstead—9.15.1133 a. M , 505 P. M. For
Babylon and Patcliogun-w 15 A M. and 0 05 P. M.
From Long Island and Southern Depot, aonth of
Furry: For Far Rockaway and Rockaway Bench—9,
10, It A, M . 1.30. 6.40 P. M. For Noriliport and
Pori Jefferson—8.9.80 A. AI. Nortbpnrt- 6.40 P. M.
For Locust Valley Blanch - 9 30 A. M-, B.40 P. M.
For Babylon-9 A. M- 6.40 P. M.
Ferry pouts leavo New York, foot of James Slip,.
Sundays excepted, from 7 A M. to 7 P. M., every 30
lOinntua previous to the departure or trains from
Long Island City Sunday boats from James Slip—
9.30 10 80. 11 .10 A. M.; 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7 P. M.
Ferry bouts leave New York, font of East. Thirtyfonrrii street, every fifteen minutes previona to tha
departure of trains.
_
M

rjTliii SPORTSMEN’S ROUTE.

Cfiicaso

&

Northwestern Railway.

ThiB yrBat corporation now ovvna and operates ovb
two thotisiuid lnileH of road. tadiatlnu from Chicago.
Like the fingers in u man’s bund, its lines reach iu al
dirretiona, mil cover about till tbe codntry north
northwe^r, anrj west of Chicago. With one branch i
reaches Racine, Kenosiia, Milwaukee, slid tho conn,
try north thereof; with anoUier line It poshes throukh
Janesville, Wbterlo^n, Ophkocdi. Foiul dn Lac, Green
Bay, Eacanaba, ro Niiiiainie'* and Mnrquett,e; wilban
other line It passes through Madison, Elroy, and fo
St.. Paul and Minneapolis; hrancbiim westward from
Elroy, it runs to and through Winona, Owatonna, St.
Pe er, Maukaio, New Hill, and stops not nntil Lake
Kameska, Dakota, ia reached,- another line starts from
Chicago and tuns through Elgin and Rockford to Free¬
port, and. mu the Illinois GenLral, reaches Warren,
Galina aon Dubuque, ana the country beyond. Stil
another line runs almost due westward, and passes
through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Clinton (Iowa), Cedar
Rapids. Marshalltown. Grand Junction, to Council
muds and Omaln. This last named is tbe “GREAT
TRAN^ COTSTiNENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer
overland line for Nebraska, Colorado. Utah, Idaho,
Montana. Nevada. California, and the Pacific Coast.
It runs ihrough the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
Is ihe safest, shortest, and best route to Omaha, Lin¬
coln. and other points in Nebraska, and for Cheyenne,
Denver, Salt Luke City, Virginia City, Carson, Sac¬
ramento. ^an Francisco, and aU other points west of
the Missouri River.
TO fcfPORTSMEX:
TUTS LINE PRESENTS PECULIAR AD VAN
TAGES—FUR PRAIRIE CHICKEN, DUCK,
GEE' E. AND BRANT SHOOTING, THE
IOWA LINE TO-DAY OFFERS MORE
favorable points
than any other road in the conotrv. while for Deer and
13uar Hunting, and for Brook Trout, Lake Salmon,
i ilte. Pickerel, aud Busk Fisbjug a hundred pomie on
the Northern aud Northwestern lines of this company
will be round unsurpassed by any in the We«t.
MARVIN HT7GH1TT,
W. H. STENNETT,
Gen. Supt.fChicago.
Gen,Pass. Agt.,Ohicagp,
apifi

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA R. B. MPT
Reepecffullv invite attention to tbo

Superior Facilities
afforded iiy (heir lints for reachlm.' moat, of theTROTING PARKS and BADE COURSES in tho Middle
Stales. These lineaheina CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IM l'ORTANT POINTS! avoid tlie d'fiicoltics and aanffota of resltlrimiim,, while the excellent ears rnn over
the smooth steel t racks enable STOCK TO BKTRANSPOR'I ED wit bout failure or injury.
The lines of

The

PemisylYiuiia

Railroad Company

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS art- sold at the offices of the Company In
all the principal cities to KANE, KKNOVA, BED¬
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MiNNEfJUA, and
other well-known Centura for
Trout Fishlnjj. Wing shooting, aud 6till Hunting.
Also, to
TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SOUAN, Bud points on the NEW JEP.SEY COAST
renowned fort ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD, Jr , Gen'l Pass. Agent.
AN K Thompson, Gen’l Manager.febl? tf

NEW

YORK & LUNG BRANCH E.R.

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF N. J.
ALLRAIL LINE BETWEEN NEW YORK, LONG
BRANCH, OCh.AN GROVE, SEA GIRT
AND sqUAN.
Time-table of June 19th, 1876: Trains leave New
Y.ilk frnin -foot of Llbertv street: North River, at 7.
30, 9.00.1140 A. M., 1.45. 3 45 4 30 aud fi 00 P. M.
All train, run to Lena Branch. Thu 7.3'. 0.00-11.
45 A. M_, 1.45, 3 15, 4.30 P. M. trains run through t»
Sea Girt and Sqnan.
Boats leave foot of pinrkeon street at 7.35, 9.05
11 35 A. M„ 9.30,4 30, 6.20. P. M.
Stneee to and from KEY'PORT connect at MATTKWAN STATION, with all trains.
H. P.BALDWIN, Gen, PHBS.^gt.
K, E.^Riokeb, Supt. and Engr.
jalia-Sm
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BOSTON, TT. S. A.

To Travelers deslrinethe Best Hotel Accomodations In a choice locality, near the Pnblie Garden, Common,
Public Library. Mn
or F.no \rt*. C'-nmhe* the Railroad Station*, and PIscor of Amusement.

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.
BRANDS —Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking', Western Sporting nnd Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

BOIIDREN’S
Patent Combination
Refli c.rin5

BOTJDRENS
Patent Combination Reflecting

JACK LAMP
SUPPORT.

JACK and
FISHING LAMP.

Useful for Nieht Hunting, Fishing, Riding
Horseback, and in open wagons. Light is un¬
der perfect, control of wearer by slight move¬
ment of body, leaying head and arms free.

For Spearing

Jack Lamp.

TRIP.

FISH AND EELS,
Lighting Camps and Landings
This Lamp supplies a want long felt by Sportsmen, as it affords them a
___
__
reliable Light, with which
thev o
hunt and fish m any Weather, thereby doubling their chances for sport . As a Carriage Lamp it. has no EQUAL
Firs anv carriage. Price, JACK LAMP alone. $6; SUPPORT, $3 each; JACK AND FISHING LAMP, $8
each. Sent C. O. D., with privilege of examiaarion before payment.
WHITE

MANUFACTURING

COMP’Y,

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT.
A larger size is made, which is designed to light Steamboats, Wharves, Stables.houees, Sugar Store Houses,
Galleries, Ends of Railroad Trains, Omnibuses, very large Wagons, etc. Liberal discount to dealers. Seod
for circulars.
je22

THE BRUNTSWICK,
BOYLSTON STREET, corner op CLARENDON* BOSTON, offers superior attractions.
The -tructme is new and Fire Proof and is supplied with a Passenger Elevator.
It is furnished most elegantly and is supplied wilh every modern convenience, having hot and cold water
in every chamber und bath-rooms with every suite. The Heating and Ventilating Apparatus throughout the
whole house is on the most approved plan.
L ^
f
Parties desiring information by correspondence will receive prompt attention by addressing the Proprietor,
or by direct application to
J *V. WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

gjotels and gjleforts for^portgmen.

ADIRONDACK©,

Brook trout fishing.—The scup-

TAYLOR HOUSE, SCHROON LAKE, ESSEX CO.N. Y , NOW OPEN.
Eleven hours from New York. Through ticket8
nnd checks. Post, express and telegraph offices ad¬
jacent. Finest location, scenery, fishing, boating and
riding in the Adirondacks.
C. F. TAYLOR, Proprietor,

pernong Springs House is now open for the ac¬
commodation of fishermen and others. Tiiis House
is situated three miles from North Prairie Station,
Waukesha county, Wis.. at the Scnppernon^ Trout
Ponds, where is to be found the best trout fishing in
the Northwest. Conveyance can always be had at
the station. Terms $2 per day. Trout, always on the
table. Dead fish, 56 cents a pound. For further in¬
formation address II. F. DOUSMAN, North Prairie,
Wis._jnll3 4t

CARMAN HOUSE,

BE

Bromfield House,

Messenger Bros.,

CATSKILL, N. T.
High elevation, mountain air, with scenery nnsnrpas.ed in the world: 20acres of grounds. First class
accommodation for 390 to-JOO guests. Accessible by
day boats arid cars Hudson River Railroad. Persons
visitiDg tins de’ightfnl resort with a view to secure
rooms,Will be impressed with its unusual attractions.
Address JOHN BKE1STEO, Catskill.
ju29 3mo

Board During Centennial
IN PHILADELPHIA.

A FEW
SETECT TRANSIENT AND PERMAnent parties can he accommodated by a private
family, strictly first,-class with reasonable charges.
Rooms can be engaged for the whole or any portion of
Exhibition term. The house is situated within 12
minutes of the Centennial Grounds, and 20 minutes
fiom the business centre of Philadelphia.
Bny ticket ($2.65, via Pennsylvania Railroad, for
Germantown Junction Station, which la distant only
200 yards from the house. Addres*
L, QARVER, 2908 N. 36ih St.. Philadelphia.

PAVILION HOTEL
NEW BRIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND,
R. T.

COLE,

Proprietor*

The House for Sportsmen.
r

f«h17 tf

RICE LAKE,
IDLEYVILD, HARWOOD, CANADA.
A delightful summer resort Tor gentlemen and their
vives on Stony Point. Bass. Pickerel, Mascalouge,
Lndians, Canoes, etc.
A. V. DENIO. Proprietor.
***Cars from Toronto to Port Hope or Coburg, or
}oai from Rochester to Coburg, thence to Harwood,
17 miles.
_jeS3 3m

BELMONT

PROVINCE

OP

ULEBBC,
Prop’!-.

This ia one of the finest fishing localtiesin the Eastera Townships of Canada, and is situated at the ont.et of Lakf Memphnunngog. Reached by stage eleven
railed from Ayre Flat, on Pasiunpsic Railroad, or by
boat from Newport.
jel 3m

BROOK’S HOTEL
WATERLOO, PROVINCE QUEBEC, CANADA.
House new, large, and well kept, good bar, Ac.
Free bus to depot. Daily line of stages to Magog,
Sherbrooke,and Melbourne,onGrandTr ,nk Railway.
Waterloo is a pleasant, thriving village near Waterioo Lake, and in the midst of an excellent shooting
and fishing district—Lunge, Lake Trout, Speckled
Trout. Bass, and Pickeie! Board $1.25 per day.
iel 3m
L H. BROOKS, Proprietor.

f

OTTAWA HOTEL
&

C. S. BROWN

J. Q. PERLEY, Proprietors,
Montreal, Canada.

LOCATED ON ST. JAMES AND NOTRE DAME
STS. THE TWO PRlNCt AL BUSINESS
STREETS IN THE CITY. FIRST
0LAS6 IN EVERY RESPECT
*5 8m

Jamp Lounge Co.,
Troy, N. Y., and Nor
walk, Ct.
2x7x23in.,
|$10.
Bed, Pillow and
Fly-net. Sold by N. Y
and Boston sporting
_
dealers.
Discounts
large. Other styles 8x42in. $4 and $5. St. Louis—
Albright & Sons. Chicago—J. W. D. Kelly & Bro.,
88 Madieon-st. San Francisco—C. H. Moseley. 415
Sansom-st.
Jnfi-4t

Founded July 4, 1808.

All about Florida,

no ques-

tion can be asked about Florida, her lands,
products, health, climate, resources, labor, population,
&c., that is not answered in the Florida NewYorker. Jt. is edited by a gentleman who has lived
there over 25 years, is a practical farmer and a tine
writer. Published weekly, by the Floaida NewYorker Publishing Co., 22 Reekman-st., N. Y. Cily,
at $ J per Annum, or Single Copy. 10 cents.
Ju6tf

Bound Volumes

Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Olliee, 121 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

MEDALS DR BADGES.

Forest and Stream,
FIFTH VOLUME NOW READY.
Price, $4.00.
A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
five volumes, bound handsomely in cloth—a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application
»his nffire.

We are now prepared >o furnish badges
of any description at short notice. Having a first
class designer, and every facility for making good
work we solicit orders from ail associations, and mil
guarantee satisfaction. Designs for gold work fornisfied on application.

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Nowspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines. 13 Spruce Sfc.. 4th doer from
Tribune Buildings. JAMES BEADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and nighi*

ORDERS so¬
R. VALENTINE,
Ju38-4t

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO THE

New

York

Agricultural

Warehouse.

R. H. Allen & Co.
apll3 1y

189 and 191 WATER ST., NEW YORK.

Dogs of England.
Fretm Pictures by'GEO. EARL, the celebrated Ani'
mal Painter, photographed from the origi¬
nal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.
Plain Photograph 12xJ0, in Bonk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white) — Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. .j. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (1 Ivcr coloied) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake. Irish Y\ ater Spaniel, Captain Lin doe.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhonnd, Joshna Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small i

B OARD AT HIGH BRIDGE FOR TWO

This honseis a favorite resort Tor gentlemen sportEm^Ti from aP TMvrro of
Tbiitpfl Stotpo and

SEED.

FOR

Best Bait used for Bass or Pickerel fishing. Sam¬
ples by mail, postpaid, 75c. Send 10c for the only
complete Illustrated Catalogue published—80 pages of
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Pistols, Base Ball, and Sportlug Goods.
FISH & SIMPSON,
*ulv13tf
132 Nassau si reek N Y

_ - persons; private family; high and spacious
ground* and stable; convenient to Harlem River;
boating and fishing; thirty minutes from Forty-second
street Station, Hudson River Railroad. Address E.
jeS if
M. B., this office.

PARKS HOUSE,
MAGOG,

WILD RIOE

licited for fall delivery.
Janesville Wisconsin.

“LAW MOWERS

HOTEL,

Rossrn House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.

W.

WILD RTCE FOR SALE”
I am prepared to receive orders for any qnnntity of
Wild Rice Seed to be delivered C. O. D. last of September.
TUPS. P. CANTWELL, Brnincrd. Minn.

Hand and Horse.

023 and 625 Washington Street, Boston. Mass.,
(Opposite Globe Theatre.)
Located in the centre of the city, and easily reached
by street cars and stages. Elevators, steam, and all
modern improvements. Rooms (European plan), $1
per day upward. A first-class Restaurant, nnd Private
Dining-Rooms, if preferred, at moderate rates. The
most convenient location, a quiet and comfortable
home, and first-class accommodations at prices adapt¬
ed to the stringency of the times, are the special ad¬
vantage* afforded at the ‘'BELMONT.”
mch30 6m
HARQY ft CO„ Proprietors.

Weekly Hops, Boating, Fishing, Driving, Billiards,
Bowling, Croquet. A promenade piazza 3< 0 feet
ong.
je8 6rn

A, \\. HUBBARD, Business Manager.

Skinner’s New Fluted Bait.

tifclO Q'xO QIOII Shares
Wall street
tj>lU" often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the varionB methods of opera¬
ting. J. HICKLLNG & CO., Bankers and Broker*.
'2 Brnadwav. "NT V

FORKED RIVER,

Ocean County, N J., best Uanting and Fishing
Grounds in Barnegat Bay. House is in first-class or¬
der. Apply to F. A. BRIGGS. Proprietor, or at the
Briggs House, cor. 42d St. and 4th Ave., New York.
jqgQ 2m.
IAY SHOOTING OF ALL VA.BIEties. Sbinnecock Bay. the best shooting
grottud in the vicinity of New York, Wm. N. Lane
respectfully informs hi. friends that, having largely
added to the Soringville House, he ie prepared to en¬
tertain and take care of h's guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaran¬
teed. The young bav birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address Wm.
55 BROMFIELD STREET,
N. LANE. Good Ground Station, L. 1. Live wild
Boatou Mass.
geese stools for spring and fall shooting.
jnll3-3m

►' PROSPECT PARK HOTEL,

Tlxe Infallible Fish Bait.
Having perfected a suitable Paste for Fish Bait, the
undersigned offers same to the sporting fraternity, as¬
suring them that it will prove more remunerative
than any kuown snbstance for the purpose dangling.
li is of a pale white color, square in form. By soak¬
ing in water a few seconds it becomes pliable. Tak¬
ing a small piece, -size of a pea, and pressing the
same on or about the eye of the hook and using regu¬
lar bait, any angler cau kill to his heart’s content .
Price 2 cents each, pest paid, Address JOS. LA SA¬
DIE, Galveston, Texas.
Ju6-3m

J. W. Hayes & Co.,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
rnayU 3m

022 Broad street^Newark, N. J,

Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq
Colored, 5x4 inches, monnted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Eaq.
Brncc, Cinnabar Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian. — Cooper. Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, E^q.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, — Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black) — Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tau) T. H. Mur¬
chison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T- H Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Dinmont. Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel, — Garwood. Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H Murchison.
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgtm.
Drake, Pointer, (liver nnd white) — Garth, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Caotain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverock Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Mouarque, St, Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac¬
dona.
numlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. White
house, Esq.
Mtcnael, nngtiau x>uiiuugt n. u . u. ruuj «•=>!•
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), w. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard trongh). Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotcb Deerbouud, Josbna Davies Esq.
rge size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, in Sank Mount, 87.50 each.
Pippin, Pne, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshna Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and while), K. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murcblnson, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,-Garwood, Esq.
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq,
Drake. Pointer (liver and white),-Gartle, Esq.
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shirley, Esq.,
. P."
These Pictures will he forwarded on receipt of
price.

Small size, postage paid, large size, enbject to

express charges,
FOREST AND 81'REAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham etreot, New Yqrfc
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E. VOM HOFE.

The Hazard Powder Co.,

Manufacturer and Dealer In

m

The Most Compact, Neatest, Cheapest, and Durable Keel in the Market.

LI.

THE LEADING! KEEL MAKER

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder.

OF THE UNITED STATES, or ANYWHERE ELSE.
Hazard’* “Electric" Powder.
Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength aim cleanliness. Packed in square canis¬
ters of l lb. only.
Hazard’* “American Sporting.”

Soortsman’s Emporium.

Hazard * “Duck Shooting.”

102 Nassau Street-, N. Y-,

NO 1,-This Reel is extra nickel-'dated and finely finished. Is perforated to make it light, and kccpit
free from sand, also that the line may dry without removing it from the reel after use. Has a very perfect
click. It is very light, very strong, and holds from 40 to 50 yards of lino. It is more compact and less cumber¬
some than ordinary M yard reels. It is quite narrow, and takes up ilne rapidly. Put up in neat Black Walnut
C8SNOri2—fpor Prizes. Same style as No. 1. Heavy Gold Plate. Extra finish, with ease, price $10.
Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, or by express, O. O. D. LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO
THE TRADE, Send for New Price List of Pishing Rods, Reels, Flies. Lines. &c., &c. Mention this paper.

C. F. OKYIS & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
mch30 3m

.

MANCHESTER, VERMONT.

McBride Flies,
The Standard Flies for American Waters.
These flies are imitations of American insects, or
combination of colors, that an experience of forty
years has proved most successful
Parties suppiled with casting lines and artificial flics for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, lhe Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the local¬
ity where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county. N Y.
E«ton, Holbertoa dc Co., Sole Agents for the
Eastern Cities.
_
_deeply

, BISSETT
(CKI.1.ULUID PATENT.)

Invito the attention or amateurs
to the additions they have made
to their regular stock of Fine
Goods, comprising in part

Kkesville, N. Y., Angust, 1875.
Messrs. Geo. E. Hart & Co.1 take great plea*
sore fn calling the attention of all lovers of the Hod,
Heel and Fly to your Celluloid Reels for Trolling and
Fly-fishing, for eese of manipulation lightness, com¬
bining strength and perfection in mechanism, they
are incomparable, and I cheerfully add my testimony
in their favor. Yours,
J. R. ROMEYN, M. D.
GEORGE E. HART dr to, Newark, N. J.
jqgotf.
C. F. Imbrie.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street.

) p
\

Six Strip Split Bamhoo

RODS,

Andrew Clerk.
Special.
o. un* 1294.

js®®

SEW Y0RK-

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
(Successors to Andrew Clerk* Co.)

New York, London, and Redditch,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING TACKLE
Of Every Description and Quality.

We partlenlariy Call attention to our extensive as¬
sortment. of line goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cuttjhnnk and Pasque Isl.mds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard’s Six-Spliced. Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked “H. L. Leon¬
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents,” Beware
of imi a ions
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Hods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin’s Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for the
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc , etc. Orders by mail Will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
may25

MALLESON,

65 Fulton St., N. Y.,

Trolling and Click Reels.

L. H. Abbev.

&

(Snccessorste J.C.Conroy * Co.)

for Trout and Salmon fishing.
THE FAMED M’GINNIS
BLACK BASS RODS,
made of Split Bamboo (new this
season.) Votn Hofe’a Rubber
stte* Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels. Tbe celebrated “Frank¬
fort” Reel, &c , &c. Sole man¬
ufacturers of “Mul I aly’s” Patent
Flies. The new style Cutty hunk
Bass Lines of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirondacks, the Maine Woods.
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Isl¬
and, Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will rccoivc
careful and prompt attention.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

503 and 505 Commerce St., Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of fine Rent and Glued and Greenheart Base and ’fron t Fly Rod and Tackle for Brook,
River, and Sea Fishing.
FINK ROD MOUNTINGS.
Greenheart wood of all sizes on hand for Rod
Makers. Highest Premium awarded by tbe Franklin
Institute, 1874._mch9 6m

MAHCyACTimSHS A

FISHING TACKLE!
SO ITnlton St., IV. Y.

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Balts, Fisli Hooks. &c.

N. B.—Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Split Bamboo Fly Rods and Reels

for Tro»U Bass and Salmon.

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing;.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmens’ goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

Green

Heart Rods,

BRADFORD £ ANTHONY.
374 Washington St., Boston.

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
101

& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

Split Bamboo Fly-Bods.
I have on hand several fine trout rods at $33 each,
and am ready to fill orders to a limited number. Ad¬
dress
CHAS. F. MURPHY,
mohlS 8m
40 Halsey gc* Newark, N. it
1

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Yissliin^ Tackle,
Fishing’ Rods,
Fish Hooks,
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS,

»ug8#-iy

Noe. ? (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
It ranks any other brand, and it is equally services •
blcfor muzzle or breech loader.
Hazard’* “Kentucky Rifle.”
FJFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting*1 FG, in kegs of 25
121, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFGisalso
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Barns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” FG
le the standard Rifl* powder of the country.
SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW¬
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT.
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAN¬
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete)..

$10

HOOTING AND FISHING SUITS,
(complete).$15

88Wall Street. New York.

GUNPOWDER.

Q HOOTING AND. FISHING SUITS,
LJ (complete).$20

W. H. IIOLABIRD

Dupont's

Would most respectfully announce to his patrons and
friends that he is prepared to make

SPORTING,^SHIPPING AND MINING

Shooting and Fishing Suits
at the above prices. The ten dollar suit is better
made than any competitor can offer for the same
money. My original design having been appropriated
by other manufacturers, I have been compelled to
make many changes in the arrangement of pockets,
&c,, for which I have to thank the fraternity at large
for suggestions. I believe that I have the
BEST SHOOTING AND FISHING COATS IN
THE WORLD,
and respectfully solicit your orders. I send my new
Illustrated Catalogue, 16 pages, free on application.
Dealers will find it to their advantage to handle my
goods. They are better known and more highly es¬
teemed than any other make.
Address

W. H. Holabird,
VALPARAISO, 1ND.
N. Y. Office: No. 1 Coubtuakd St.

THE

BOSTON

SHOOTING SUIT,
Manufactured only by

We otter this season an entirely new design of
WATER-PROOF SHOOTING SHIT (made from ex¬
tra quality dnek), in the prepare! Ion of which we have
been assisted by the advice and suggestions of our
best resident sportsmen.
Tbe design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary re¬
quirements for Americau service. Particular alteutention has been paid to color.
Each suit is thoroughly water-proofed by a new pat¬
ent process. The seams and pocket corners being
securely fastened, the arm holes ventilated, and
nothing neglected to render the snit perfect in every
respect.
The price has been fixed at $13, to include Hat or
Double Visored Cap, Detachable Haverlock, Coat,
Vest, and Pantaloons.
One hundred suits will be kept ready in Btock, so
that we can furnish to order any size required, at a
moment's notice.
In the Golden Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray’s paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
“We were shown, tbe other day, a new water-proof
snit. specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give It our unqualified endorse¬
ment, as combining 'be bed points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the neces¬
sities of the American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, water¬
proof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel
in this latter respect.’’
Persons ordering from n distance need Bond only
the following to be sure of a perfect fit:—Waist Mea¬
sure. Height, Breast Measure, Length of Sleeve, Size
of Head.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,
“OAK HALL,” BOSTON, MASS,
•pttfigj

POWDER.
DUPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS
(Ebtabusued in 1R01),
Have maintained their great reputation for 75 years
Manufacture the Celebrated
EAGLE DUCKING, EAGLE RIFLE, AND DIA
MONO GRAIN POWDER.
The most Popular Powder in Use.

Also,

Sporting, Mining, Shipping anil Blast¬
ing Powder

NEW

Boston, Mass.

J. B. Crook & Co.,

Fishing Tackle,

Sole Agents for Ike celebrated McBride Flies.
Tents, Camp Stoves, .lack and Fishing Lamps,
and Portable Boats of all kinds.
Thompson’s water-proof Fishing and Hunting
Suits.
Ilolberton’s new Fly Book will hold 144 Flies at
full length, without curling the snells. Each one
held in its place by a German silver fly holder. Bound
in the finest Russia leather; price $8.
Fishing Tazkle, Guns, Rifles, Hunting KniveB, Dittmar Powder, Kay’s Concentrators.
The new Water-proof Moccasin Shoo. A perfect
shoe for the Sportsman, Angler, and Tourist. Price
$7.50.
English and American Dog Biscuit.
Ammunition of all kinds.
Send stamp for Catalogue.
jel ly_P. O. Box 5,109.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
A. B. SHIPLEY & S0N3

Nos. 1 (fine; to a (coarse). In l lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie Bhooting. Well adapted to short guns.

Of all kinds and descriptions.
Fer sale in all parts of the country.
by

Represented

F. L. Kneelancl.
Feb 10-ly

70 Wall Street, New York.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The strongeit and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5. Packed in metal kegs of 6* lbs. each, and in caniatere of 1 and 5 lbs.
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The beBt for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 124 lhs,T
and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and * lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resian*
um than any other orands made.
BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POW¬
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS.

LAFLIN&RAND POWDER Co.,
26 Murray St., N. Y.
Sole proprietors and
ted ORANGE brand
mended and used by
“Champion Wing Shot

manufacturers of the celebra¬
of GUNPOWDER. Recom¬
Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
of the World,"

CHALLENGE, f
The undersigned is prepared to prove all the supe¬
rior qualities he claims for his powder.

Safety, Cleanliness, Streuglh, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.
He challenges all riflemen to shoot against him with
black powder, 200 rounds, without wiping; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 200, 500 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
100 rounds in anv position at same distances; the 200
rounds equally divided at the three ranges; sighting
shots extra.
Will shoot for money if desired.
Tbe powder is also well adapted for shot gnns.
11) quire .for tho “Dittmar Powder” of your dealer,
or address the
DITTMAR POWDER MANF’G CO.,
Hstohs**, Mam,
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FOREST AND STREAM,

Thu Useful Manual should be in the hands oj
every Sjortsman." i

ITHE DALY GUN

Fur,Fin and Feather

n
S

IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE FINEST AND BEST GUN FOR THE
MONEY SOLO in the united states.

A COMPILATION OF TUB

Every Gun Fully Warranted.

I

<3r-a,:rra.C5
United

embracing TEE -WHOLE
States and Canada.
WITH A LIST OF

Send for Catalogue to

SCHO VERGING &DAll

HUNTING AND FISHING GROUNDS
AND A COMPENDIUM OP

Useful Information for all who
cither Shoot or fish.

HI and Mi (TIAMBfiRS ST., N. Y.,

,d to W. II Schrtftfrr. fil Km Si.. TWnn, *nri V p i
Fur, Fin, and Feather is a large octavo periodical
or 176 pages, and is devoted exclusively to Ft Id
Sports and Angling. Ilia the only work published
that gives tlie Tull text of the Game Laws or the
whole United States and Canada, Published Quar¬
terly at §2 a year. Single copies 5 Oct*., to behnd of
all Gunsmiths, Fishing Tackle Dealers, and News
Agents, or can he had at this office-.
CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher,
149 Chambers St.. New York.

CIGARETTES.
Cigarette; tenderly white and

BWeclly

Manufactured by tbe

they will cause a smile that will illumine the blackest
of crowding cares.

ADIROKDACKS,

TJY Vanity Fair.

By E.

R.

WALLACE,

Newly Reused Edition.
Handsome 12tno., Flexible Covers, Red and Gold,
Maps, etc. Beautifully Illuslrated. Over
30C pages. Price, $2.
TESTIMONIALS.
From Hon, J. T. Headley, the Historian, Author of
‘•Adirondack, or Life in the Woods,” &c.
It Is admirably written and has lust enough of hu¬
mor, sentiment, aud description of scenery mixed, to
m ike it delightful. The illustrations are well chosen
and very effective, while the instructions respecting
routes, localities, distances, ouilits, &c.. embrace
everythin* that can be desired. Taking it all in all.
it is the most complete book that has been published
on the Adirondack*!, not excepting even mv Own—a
compliment that I trust will be properly appreciated
for its extraordinary disinterested ness.
From Albeit B. Street, the Poet, and Author of
‘•Woods and Waters,1* ‘ The Indian Pass,” &c.
I thiok it is the led work on the forest that has ap¬
peared—superior in woid-paiuTiiuj to AIuiray’s, and
full of wood pictures and vivid scenes of camp-life.
We realize that wc are in the forest, are living with
you in the scenes described, and that the trees are
waving and the waters llowing over and by ns. This,
I think, the irue teat of a good book, impressing its
reality and distinctive life on the mind. As a ‘ Guide
Book,” it is most creditable aud valuable. Indeed, it
is ihe only thing of ti.e kind that ha* yet been pub¬
lished— the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited for. It. must have cost you intense appli¬
cation aud labor. You may well be content that you
have produced a good book.
From Benson J. Lasting, the Historian.
I have read those portions descriptive of toe places
which cainv under my pereonaL observation, with the
deepest interest, and most cheerfully testify to the
general accuracy of your pictures as I recall impres¬
sions made of them at the dates of my visits. I re¬
gard your “Descriptive Guide” and the “Appendix”
as a most useful--nay. indispensable, manual lor tour¬
ists to that wonderful Wilderness. A tour in that
region i8 eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your “Guide” as an important, useful,
and timely publication.
Sent by mail on receipt, of price, $2.

/

make the tongue sore.
cents.

Does not

Sample on receipt of *20

Highest award, Vienna, 1873.

Send forcir-

WH. S. KDIBALL & CO...
ROCHESTER, N. V.
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

New Paper Shell, Conical Base.
(WILLIAMS PATENT.)

PIPER STEM PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Office 209 North Fourth st.
,r,le"‘lv,nn!^A 0 uime<1 for these shells are—Cheapness, a paving of 25 PER CENT IN THE USE OF
powder, lessrecoil, greater penetration. The best material is used in their manofanture. and they will be
round a first-class Shill, equal in quality lo the highest priced English Shells. Sizes made are No. 10. S$: No.
12.
in., ceniral fire- Longer Shells made to order at extra cost. Ask your gun dealer for these, and imv no
ntnova T* CJ_Tb/, "NT., io uhnl) ...511
a__

J. H. Hubbard

twv18‘f

Polling Awi.nl. ramhri'l^c, Man*

,9. H. J0LA.rX,,X,Yr,
Taxidermist
NEW UTRECHT, NEW YORK.

BKDFORD’S
UJureka Air Pistol,

$5.
EASY TO LOAD. NO SMASHING FINGERS,
STRONGEST EVER MADE,
Send for C’lrcul »rT
EL HER A iM'F'G CO., 171 Devonshire Street,
"BOSTON, MASS,jngo-6t

Hand-BooK for Riflemen.

EDWINKON C- (tKEENLS
BREECH LOADERS,
Mend Ryder
55 Jack-on St*
St. Paul, Minn,
and Baton, Tlolberton & Co., 102 Nassau Street, N. Y.

Zoological Garden.
FAIRMOUNT

FARR,

PHILADELPHIA.

)u29

This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon. For sale .»y Harper & Brothers, or at
the office of Forest and Stream Pric,*- $3.
a pi 6 tf

MANUFACTURED BY TILE

St. Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Co.,

Supplies a want which smokers have tong felt^-a
pipe which Khali give simply the taste and odor of to>acco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stein or bowl, bui. is always cleat)
and sweet. Tue bowl an*J mouthpiece a re permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, lo be laid aside after
\ few days’ Uj-e and a new one fitted. Extra steoiB
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with t-m pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and si-veti inches. 5c.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and bfeur dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for SI by

The “FOREST & STR EAM” New

Hallock’s Fishing Tourist.

W tS.MACXMTJL

nng3

JUELEMENl

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
concerning Ranges, Targets, Scoring, Rifles, Shoot¬
ing, etc. Forms for Organization of Rilie Associa¬
tions, By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations in America
Illustrated with Maps, Skerches, and Dingram*. By
Majou Gbo. O. Stank, Secretary American Rifle As¬
sociation .
1 vol. l8mo, cloth, Price fttt rents.
Sold by all bookseller*. or mailed, postpaid, on re¬
ceipt of price, by J, B. FORD *fc CO., New York.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor nee an awl to remove
ttie exploded caps. THE PATEN f MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will Hot bend or break,
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs’ patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and ate
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for imp.*oved materials, and machinery made expurpose, we can now warrant oar BROWN
PAPiiR SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sura
fire, and will not buret in the gun.
inquire of aiiy of the dealers in sporting materials for

It is shaved from the bestYa. Natu¬
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes.

17 Chatham street., N. Y. City,

ATTEM1GM

UNION METALLIC cartridge CO.,

Vanity Fair,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. 00.,
mavll tf

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

fragrant-

When made from that delicious Tobacco.

J-) ESOlUPTIVJfi GUIDE

AND HAND BOOK OF TRAVEL

Green’s patent Loader, prir» *2.

Paper and Metallic Shells

There are limes and places tolerant only of Ihe

TjVT AT) TTA A
The Florida Agriculturist.
_T JUVjXtliJA Weekly. $3 a year. Send
10c. for specimen. Proceedings Florida Fruit Grow¬
ers’ Association—meeting of 1875—35c. Climatology
and Resources of Florida, 15c Galb sio’s Treatise on
the Citrus Family (translated from the French), $1.
Guide Map of Florida, 50c Address Walton & Co.,
Jacksonville. Fla. Say where yon
*,'iis.
rf

Te Saratoga Springs, Schroon Lake, Lake? Luzerne,
George, and Cuumnlain, the Ansable Chasm,
tue Thousand Islands, Massena Springs,
and Trenton Falls.

lhrt 72 E. WadrFOn SL, Cfricago.

ARTIFICIAL EYES

Long-Range, Wind Gauge, and
Vernier Sights.
HART’S

SPORTSMAN’S

FAVORITE

Metallic Shells.
MANUFACTURED BY
GEO. fi. HART & CO., Newark, fi, J.
ja20-tf

Charles L. Ritzmnwi,

Something New!

For Birds and Animals.
BREWSTER &

CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND,
Are unsurpassed for material, workmanship, dura¬
bility, and shooting qualities. Their superiority In
shooting power-has been shown Wherever tested in
th's country and in England, standing first. second,
and third at. the New York trial in 1873; also the high¬
est average at the London Field trial in 1875. A case
of these guns made lo order for sportsmen, auu taken
from stock, are «-hc>wn at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia. Bri iph Department. Prices, $45 to $250,
cum-ncv. Those wanting a SUPERIOR gun at a
MODERATE cost head for descriptive circular and
price list to
RUSSEL & HAYDENS,
JackHonvi.le, Illinois*
jol5
SOLE AGENTS FOR U S.

CREEDMOOR

RtfOWLTOIV,

THREE

BARRELED

BUE ECH-LOA DING GUNS,
J. WALLACE,
NATURALIST AND TAXIDERMIST.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub¬

MENAGEBTEB, MUSEUMS, and FLUBS supplied
with Beasts. Birds, and Reptiles of auv kind in the
known world, put tip in the most artistic manner,
from a wbnle to u minnow, from an elephant to a
dormouse, from a moato a hnmmmg-bird. Foreign
skin* aud artificial eyes. Highest prices paid for rare
skins, heads, and horns.
rnchSO tf
tto. 19 NORTH WILLIAM 8T.. N Y.

lishing Co.,

Bums and Animals Pkkbkkved to Order by

No. 17 CHATHAM STREET. NEW YORK.

R. L. NEWCOMB,

By CHARLES HALL0CK,
AUTHOR OR THE FISHING TOURIST.

And for sale by all hooksellora. Sent by mail, post¬
age prepaid, oa receipt ol price at ofllce of publlca-

TAXIDERMIST,

{TWO SHOP AND OAK RIFLE.)
A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forma a light
and compact gun frem eight to ten pound, giving lo
sportsmen the very thing bo often warned in all
kinds uf shooting.

Breech-Loading Shat Guns,
OomblniiiK nil the modern improvements, and war
ranted to give satisfaction
Altering muzzle 10 breech-loaders a specialty—from
$3f> to $45. Rifle attached if desired.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. H. BAKER

NO. 7 CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

THE AMERICAN NE1Y8 COMPANY, AGENTS,

liisUuctionu given*

may25

mebao Oni

LISLE, BROOME CO., N. Y.

943 Broadway, Above 22d street,
FACTORY. 114 CENTRE STREET.

Guns.

Pistols;,

tilill

I i ill,-Si.

Shooting Accessor leu. Fishing Tackle
AND SPORTING GODS OF ALL KINDS.
I take Muzzle Loaders in exchange for Brecon Loud¬
en*, and always have some tine second hand Grins on
hand, cheap, Bund 15c. for the handsomest and com*
pletest Catalogue published; size, 9x12 Ilche* *, 48
and 112 Uluatf atioiis,
jcsttly

FOREST AND STREAM

Centennial Exhibition of Fire Arms.
VISITORS DEBI RING INFORMATION IN REGARD TO THE EXHIBIT OF

BHE^tH-LOADING OTJNS. RIFLKS, «&e.
C.nn learn fnil particulars, with prices Of the various styles exhibited by
JAMES PURDKY,
)
W. & C. SCOTT & SON,
, ,
CHARLES LANCASTER, ( TF. WEBLEY * SON,
-Birmingham.
JOHN RIGBY & CO.,
{London.
W. W. GREENER,
I
E M. REILLY & Co.,
)
PARKER BriO’S,
ALEXANDER HENRY. Edinhnrg.
And others.
.
.
A full stock of JAMES PURDEY’S celebrated suns. E M. REILLY* CO'S., WESTUZY RICH ARDS
W. & C. SCOTT & SON’S. P. WEB LEY & SON’S. W. W. GREDNEU’S, and cheaper Eaglishguus; PAR¬
KER BRO'S American Guns, Shooting Tackle, Cartridge Cases, <fcc.t *c.

JOSEPH C. CRUBB & CO.,
AGENTS FOB EXHIBITORS, 712 MARKET ST.,_PHILADBI PHIA.

THE LEFEVER GUN.
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND.
PAPKS

Unrivalled Sporting Guns.
Stand unequalled In every contest. Their perform
ance nt the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any rnuker in (Lin world.
1ST 5. 12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker or Cun*
Exhibitor.
1st—Greener.Greener,
3d- Pfljnt..Davidson.
3d—Pape.Fape.
Out of a class or 68 guns, 8 out of Jhe 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gnn was protested
against on ihe spoL for having its fcore false counted,
the fact proven there, aud afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
34th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875. 13-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
1 st— Pape.Davidson,
3d—Pape.Davidson.
1875. Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
1st—Pape..
Davidson
60 yards,. Long Range, Sporting Boring.
let—Pape.
Davidson
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, witn a charge of 3Jdt. to ii oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;
6 drachms and 3} oz. Shot.
1875. The Sportsman's Snb. Cnp, valued at £45,
ww also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the ortemhl in¬
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1S59, 1866. Address
NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
dec2 tf
NO AGENTS.

J. & W. TOLLEY’S
FIVE

ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made to Order

FROM °STOCK.
These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW¬
ERS, are built in six qualities
(oi brands.) They are now im¬
ported direct to our NEW YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu¬
facturers to SPORTSMEN at
[the following prices.
Pioneer, - - - - 865 Gold.
Tolley,.90
*♦
Standard,- - - - 115
<<
National, - - 140
“
Challenge, - - - 180 *•
Paragon, - - 225
“
TRAP SHOTS and others re_
qubring Guns specially built, on
_ system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING.
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wish**
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
8end for illustrated descriptive particulars and
sheets to our

«ce

BRANCH OFFICE, 20 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY,
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham. England.

H.C. Squires/0TIIIO

GRKiVT

London Gun Thai,
1875.

J. D. DOUGSLL’S
Express Guns and Rifles.
Lefever Breech Loaders.

DOUBLE BARREL BREECH LOADING SHOT
GUNS AND RIFLES.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
THESE

Loaders.

GUNS ARE CONCEDED TO HAVE THE STRONGEST FASTENING, THE BEST
ACTION, TO BE THE BEST HANDLING. AND THE CLOSEST AND
HARDEST SHOOTING GUNS BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

We Positively Guarantee Every Gun We Make.
The undersigned having purchased the machinery and tools of the late L. Barber & Co., and added
largely to the same, with heavy increase of stock, and with several valuable improvements in the mannfactnre
and action of this celebrated gnu, are now prepared to fill orders with dispatch.
For Catalogue and Price List, address

NICHOLS & LEFEVER.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

The

Sportsman’s Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HARRIS
Late COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

^o.

177

Broadway,
WHOLESALE AND

New

York.

RETAIL

BREECH LOADING

(Title registered.)

IV. W. GREENER’S

Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875 . 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an aver
age pattern of 214 shots in a 80-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in Eng¬
land or America.
1 have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for ex¬
treme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these gnns at these very
low figarcs. All grades and styles in stock or ini
ported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock or guns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their lai^t im¬
provements ► No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird’s Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
March 1st.
jan!3 ly

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

59 St. James’s Street London.

JOHN RIGBY & GO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Gnns and Rifles.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and Rifle Manufacturers,

Express Rifles, Double anti Single,

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABIL¬
ITY of their New Patent “SIMPLEX” Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in chiB new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it. will supercede all the complicated
und manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER, and GRIP
ARB ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the AN¬
GLE of the BOD Y is left in its ENTJ RE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap¬
plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
330 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

•300, -400 aud .450 Bore.
RIGBY’S Celebrated

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c , ON APPLICATION TO
21 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LUfVDUiV

W. W. GREENER’S

\t DOUBLE
CLOSE - 8HOOTI2VG
■ GUIVh. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at. the Great Lon¬
don Field Trial 1875, beating £3 com¬
petitors with 68 guns, also winning
m all the oiher classes for the Im¬
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, SJLouis, U. S. A. Address
W. W. GKEENEB,
Mary’s Works. Birmingham. England.

NO. 55 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
ang26-tf_Established 1780

Imolements,
Cartridges, both

Brass

and

JPaper.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MV LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE

LARGE STOCK OK MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VEli Y GREAT

Tlie Most Approved

System

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

WM. R- SCHAEFER,

PRICES, @30.00 TO @2SO.OO.

Muzzle Loading Gnns Altered to Breed
Loading.

--OF-

Breech Load ins:, Sporting
Aud

31ilitary

Rifles.

Mo„-, ...

Clark

Ac

Sneider.

S14 W. Pratt st.. Baltimore.

The Sportsmen’s Depot.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN

For Simplicity ofConstruction
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,
Materials ard Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

'-(.REVOLVERS
1-

OF VARIOUS SIZES,

DESIRABLE IN

ALL

RESPECTS.

Sendfor Circulars.

Whitney Arms Comp.,
WhltneyvUIe, near New Haven, Conn., U. 8. A.

Gnns, Rifles,Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines. Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines. &c,
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReedB, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its oranches.

SPRATT’8 PATENT X>0Q BISCUITS. *-ly

-

t

Breech-Loa^r?

‘ i!

And Dealer in

Guns

of all

Desci ipL ions.

Gnns bored to shoot close and hard, warranted.
EVERY TIME.
Gun stocks—bent, crooked, or
straight—warranted to stay. Constantly on hand, a
large invoice of English chilled shot, In 28-lb. bags.
Repairing and engraving promptly attended to.

No. Cl Elm Street, Boston,
feb3 ly

Corner of Dock Square.

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same action as new guns. Send for circular anil
price Us. No. 8 Meat Main street, Rochester, N. 1,
Oet (WSm

430

FOREST AND STREAM

A

WINCHESTER

REPEATING

RIFLE.

The Strength of all its Parts,
The Simplicity of its Construction,
The Rapiditv of its Fire,
The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading, commend it to the attention of all who
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For Illustrated Pamphlet and Price List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PRICES

REDUCED

Rifle Air Pistol
FOR TARGET PRACTICE.

Shoots Darts or Slugs from 40 to 50 feet with accu¬
racy.

PRICES

REDUCED!

Black, from $5 to $4; nickel, from $6 to $5. Each
Pistol is pm up in a neat box with 6 darts, 100 slugs,
6 targets, ramrod, claw wrench and skeleton gun
stocic.
Militiamen, sportsmen, and all desirous of becom¬
ing expert shots, will find in Pope’s Rifle Air Pistol
an opportunity to practice Rifle Shooting in the pri¬
vacy of Lbeir own rooms, without annoyance to occnpauts of rooms adjoining, and in a short time become
sharpshooters. Recommended by Gen. W. T. Sher¬
man and others.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,
to dei’23

45 High Street, Boston.

'INDIA RUBBER

Fishing Pants, Coats, Leggins, and Boots,

WM. READ & SONS.,
IQ CnMAi.il LiUll Crs.mMA

rw

13 Faneuil Hall Square,
BOSTON.

7

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting and Camping Outfits,
AND

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D. HODGMAN & CO.,
SON’S

SCHUYLtli HARTLEY i GRAHAM

BREECH-LOADERS.

19 Maiden Lane, 20 A 22 John street, N. V

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

TENTS

Winners of International Gnn Trial.

POPE’S

,

vjiuuuci a, m cuicy b »y esuey lucutirus, cmuiuuga, muore aria owners, rrom 5m up. p iue xsronze xacni
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Rods, Fishing Tackle, English chilled shot. Ballard Sporting Rifles $18, &c., &c.
Send for Circulars.

REMINGTON

AND

Knapsacks

MILITARY, SPORTINC, HUNTING AND:
■ KV,, „ . „
f isr

•- •

TARGET

FOR HUNTING ®AND FISH I AG PARTIES.

BREECH LOADING RIFLES.

PITKIN & THOMAS,
Send for Catalogue.
71 N. Second street,
aug3 3m_Philadelphia.

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis & Harvey’s DIAMOND CHAIN.
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker’s Ducking.
W. STITT 61 Cedar street.
Mew Fork.
sepfl-eow
Agent for U 8. A merica

DD I MTI MP

BY A NEW PROCESS—50 i »P
rhha I Mill the neatest white visiting cards
I HIM fi II1U you ever 8avv, with your narne
handsomely printed, by return mail, for 10c. and 3c.
stamp. No Letter work in the world at any price.
Try them. Aeenis wanted. Circulars, 3c. W. C.
CANNON, 46 Kneeland St., Boston, Mass. [je8 ly

RUSHTON’S

Portable Sporting Boats.
Weigh only 25 to 75 pounds, are 11 to 15 feet long,
and have ample c 'pacity for from one to fonr persons
and baggage. Cedar siding, oak keel, stems, etc.
SEND FOR PRICE LEST.

J. H. RUSHTON, Manuf’r,
DUbS 6m

Canton, St. Lawrence Co,, N. T,

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Interna
tional Gnn Trial of 1873): J. P. CLABROUGH &
BBO,; P. WEBLEY & SONS, and WESTLEY
RICHABDS.
THOMSON'S HUNTING SUITS AND OIL FIN¬
ISHED GRAINED LEATHEB SHOE PACKS.
DIXONS AH A WKSLEY’SSHOOTING TACKLE
STUHTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY’S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

Black’s Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best ar¬
rangement yet invented for carry¬
ing cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt. Cartridges can be
carried with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great impor¬
tance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of¬
ten forces the wad forward, when
_
bad Bhooting Is the result.
In
ordering send measurement around the cheBt.
PRICE $7.60.
AGENTS TOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany’s Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,
BEND FOE CIRCULAR.

The Remington Rifle was introduced for Target and Sporting uses
about five years ago, and has won nearly every prize since Creeamoor
was established. Ail the prominent long range Bhooters (with one exception) use them. Send for Creedmoor
Regulations for 1876, containing iiluuuaUons, &c., inclosing 6c. stamp with this advertisement, to

E. Remington
[P. O. Box 3994.]

&c

Sons.,

283 Broadway, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF RIFLES, SHOT GUNS AND PISTOLS IN GREAT VARIETY.
MUNITION, &o. [ARMORY, ILION, N. Y.]

CELEBRATED

American Dogs.
Pore Laverack Setter Pride of the Border.
Pare Laverack Setter Fairy.
Imported Red Irish Setters Dash and Bess.
Red Irish Setter Dick.
Celebrated Dogs Peg, Don, and George, after paintingby Btapham.
Black Pointer Whisky.
Liver and White Pointer Ranger.
Black Pomter Pete.
Price 25 cents each, postage paid. Address

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
17 Chatham Street, N. Y.

ALSO, AM

Magic Lantern and 11)0 Slides for @14)0.

E&

H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591

• Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho¬
tel, ChromoB and Frame*, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megaleihoacopes, Albums and Photo¬
graphs of celebrities. i hoco-Lantern slides a special¬
ty.
Manufacturers of Photographic materials,.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition.
au5-lv

•PHILADELPHIA.

jeja

